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YAH Sings The Universe Into Existence!

*In the Beginning,
[Yahweh] Elohim {TheUltimate-Sovereign} creates
heaven and earth.
1

The Hebrew Old Testament is a shot-list for a motion picture that you play in your mind. Paleo-Hebrew is written in a swift stream of powerful nouns
and verbs, not full tiresome sentences, as it is rendered in modern bibles. YAH is a movie-maker. His
words are pictures, not dialogue; action, not lectures. His words are portrayals placed directly into
your mind. ‘Elohim’ is technically plural. However,
in Hebrew, the syntax for plurals is also used to
express extreme qualities. For instance, a big tree
might be called ‘trees.’ So the plural/extreme of
Eloah (Elohim) is used as a title for YHWH. ‘Elohim’
can also be used to denote leaders to whom YHVH
gives his authority. According to some interpretations of the New Testament, ‘Elohim’ in this chapter
refers to the Messiah [under YHVH's authority], in
the ultimate existential paradox, somehow (consciously or unconsciously) helping create the universe into which he is later born. See awesome
Genesis 1:1 song.

*Earth lies desolate, void, [a]
dark-faced abyss, ___. Elohim-Spirit moves over the water's face.
2

Rob Lacy's “the word on the street” renders this
passage: “First off, nothing. No light, no time, no
substance, no matter. Second off, God starts it all
up and WHAP! Stuff everywhere! The cosmos in
chaos: no shape, no form, no function– just darkness ... total. And floating above it all, God’s Holy
Spirit, ready to play. Day one: Then God’s voice
booms out, ‘Lights!’ and, from nowhere, light floods
the skies and ‘night’ is swept off the scene.

*Elohim shouts:
“Light, exist!”
LIGHT [floods the universe,
3

Please send your requests, questions
and suggestions to: name@yhvh.-

___]!
YHVH shouts a ‘Big Bang.’ Modern physics reveals
that the universe is actually vibrating strings, as in
vocal cords. We respond to music because we are
the vibrations of YHVH singing. The Hebrew word
here can mean speak, sing or utter, depending on
context.

name.

4

tal Release

Your preferences yielded 32123 verses.

Genesis 1
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Elohim sees the light's glory [radiate
___. Elohim divides light
from darkness.
through time],

Elohim smiles at the happy warm sight of light.
5

Elohim names light:
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3

“Day.”
[He] names darkness:
“Night.”
‘Dark’ [passes]. ‘Dawn’ [shines]. [So ends]
Epoch #1 [of the Creation of our universe, ___].

“Earth, sprout grass! Herbs, yield seed!
Fruit trees, make fruit-babies! [Throw the]
seed[s you hold] inside [you] out upon the
earth.”
[So, ___, all the plants] obey.

Day starts at sundown. Everything in Hebrew
thought is backwards from the way the world
thinks. It's utterly absurd for so-called ‘Christians’
to argue to scientists that the universe was created
in 6 literal 24 hour days. Just like our word 'day',
the Hebrew word for day (yowm) doesn't necessarily literally mean ‘24 hour day:’ Strongs
#3117 yowm yome:
to be hot; a day (as the warm hours), whether literal (from sunrise to sunset, or from one sunset to
the next), or figurative (a space of time):--

12

age, continuance, daily, days, life, season,
space, (process of) time, weather, (a) while.

'Day' 2: Sky, clouds, waters
Elohim sings:
“[Arching expanse of sky], separate [the] ‘waters.’ Divide clouds [from] seas…”
7 Elohim makes and sets upright the
arch of the sky, dividing seas [from]
clouds.
6

Condensed water flows through the sky in rivers
resembling terrestrial watercourses.

Elohim calls the sky:
“Heaven.”
Dark [passes, ___]. Dawn
Epoch 2 [of Creation].
8

[shines]. [So ends]

Heaven=Samayim. There are 3 "heavens:" 1) the
sky, 2) outer space, 3) and YAH's spiritual abode.

'Day' 3: Plants, Land, Seas
9 Elohim sings:
“Waters under heaven, gather together
into one place! Dry land, appear!”
[Water and land rush to] obey.

Everything obeys the Creator. Except mankind and
some fallen angels. Rob Lacey's edgy Street Bible
says: “Day 3: God says, “Too much water! We need
something to walk on, a huge lump of it – call it
'land'. Let the 'sea' lick its edges.”
Genesis 1:10

Elohim calls the dry land

‘Earth.’
[Elohim] calls the gathering waters
‘Seas.’
Elohim eyes the magnificence [of our virgin
ocean-wrapped earth], ___. 11 [Then] Elohim
sings,
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Deforestation, herbicides and genetically modified
seeds break YAH's self-regeneration law. GMO
seeds are sterile. They won't grow. YAH forbids us
from making infertile seeds. GMO seeds bring a
worldwide curse to your planet.

*The earth shoots out grass
and herbs yielding self-multiplying seed. The trees yield
fruit, with [baby tree] seeds inside,
replicating the parent tree. Elohim sees that [self-replication] is [inherently sustainable and very] ingenious.
The earth is good. Yet nutballs of all religions claim
that the earth is evil: that we should hate the
globe and desire to escape it. The WORLD (the
system of man ruled by Satan) is evil. The EARTH
is GOOD! Save the planet! Honor its Creator! When
a scientist can create (not merely replicate) a living
seed, then he can lecture the theologian about the
origins of life.
13 Dark [passes]. Dawn [shines. So concludes] the 3rd Epoch
[of Creation].
Again, day starts at evening.

'Day' 4: Sun, Moon, Stars
Elohim sings,
“Luminaries, [shine] in the dome of [extra-terrestrial] space. Divide day from
night [in the universe's trillions of solar systems].
[Send] signs. [Mark] seasons, days and
years.
14 [Then]

15
And lights, take your places in the gravity
earth's solar system] to shine on the earth.”

[matrix of

Elohim makes two
great lights: the elder light [sun] to rule
[our] day, and the baby light [moon] to
rule [our] night, [plus billions of] stars [and distant shining planets]. 17 Elohim speaks the [astral bodies]
[In a flash, the luminaries]

obey. 16

into the gravity-matrix of the heaven [s]. They
shower light upon the earth. 18 [These heavenly

rule over the day and over the
night. They divide light from darkness
[throughout every constellation]. Elohim sees that
[all galaxies] are masterfully-designed and
executed. 19 Dark [dies]. Dawn [triumphs,
___. So ends] the 4th Epoch of Creation.
lights]
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'Day' 5: Fish & Birds

*[Then] Elohim sings,
“Waters, bring forth swarms of
life-bearing moving creatures
and birds soaring over the
earth in the vast face of [the sacred] sky!”
Genesis 1:20

Elohim fashions great whales, and
every species of living, moving creature. The waters bring forth aquatic life
and every species of winged bird. Elohim sees that [water and aviary animals] are
fantastic, ___. 22 Elohim blesses the
[sea and air creatures], ___. [He] sings,
“Be fruitful! Multiply. Fill the waters in
the seas. Birds, reproduce throughout
the earth!”
23 Dark [passes, ___]. Dawn [triumphs! So concludes] the 5th Epoch of Creation.
'Day' 6: Animals & Man
24 [Then] Elohim shouts,
“Earth, bring forth every species of living creature: cattle, crawling animals,
and all kinds of earth-beasts.”
[So the earth] obeys. 25 Elohim designs every species of earth-beast, all kinds of
livestock, and every [imaginable] genus
and phylum of earth-crawling creature.
And Elohim sees that [land-animals] are
21

wonderful. 26 *[Then, for his grand fi-

Elohim says [to his
heavenly helpers],
“Let's sculpt mankind as
nale,]

[a symbolic physical representation of

And let's
let man hold management responsibility over
the sea-fish, the skybirds, the cattle, all the
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earth, and every earth-crawling creature.”
‘Dominion’ is a care-taking responsibility, to dress
and care for the earth. (Gen 2:15) Dominion does
not include borrowing vast sums of money to pay
armies and corporations to destroy the earth.
Leave the planet better than you found it.

*[Yahweh] Elohim designs
mankind's appearance as a
mirror-like shadow of ELohim's
own form, [split into] male and female [halves]. [ELohim] feeds the [hu27

All life comes from water.

our spiritual qualities].

4

mans as they take shapes that mimic divine be-

*Elohim blesses
[mankind]. Elohim sings to
[us],
“Be fruitful. Multiply,
___. Replenish the
earth. Subdue it. Reign
[in kindness] over sea-fish,
[the] sky-birds, [and] every
living thing that moves
on earth.”
ings]. 28

Stripping the earth of all of its trees (to build bigger mansions, defense industries, shops and office
buildings) is the opposite of being fruitful and replenishing the earth. Covering the earth with cancer-causing microwave towers that kill bees is the
opposite of replenishing the earth.

*Elohim says,
“Look, ___! For you [humans] to eat, I made every herb-bearing seed
on the face of earth, and
trees, on which live
fruits with seeds [that make
more] trees!
29
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The best food for people is fresh raw fruits, nuts,
seeds and vegetables, as it was in the beginning.
However, clean animal meat and milk is not forbidden, nor bad if prepared properly, as in the instructions of Moses.

*
—And to every beast of the
earth, and to every sky-bird,
and to every life-bearing thing
that crawls upon the land, I
give every green herb for
food.”
So [all earth's animals run around, perfectly happy vegetarians].
Genesis 1:30

The one word ‘Green’ carries a universe of meaning
here. The green color comes from chlorophyll, a
molecule nearly identical to hemoglobin (your
blood). Chlorophyll is built around a magnesium
ion. Magnesium is necessary for every biological
process in your body. Because of the interaction
between phosphate and magnesium ions, magnesium ions are essential to the basic nucleic acid
chemistry of life, and thus are essential to ALL cells
of ALL known living organisms. Over 300 enzymes
require the presence of magnesium ions for their
catalytic action, including all enzymes utilizing or
synthesizing ATP, or those that use other nucleotides to synthesize DNA and RNA. Magnesium can
help cure diabetes, PMS, fibromyalgia, depression,
high blood-pressure, asthma, osteoporosis, restless leg syndrome, migraine headaches, and prevent both stroke and heart attack, etc. ad infinitum. So get your GREENS! Juicing is an excellent
way to get the concentrated bio-available phyto-nutrients you need.

Elohim looks [over] everything He creates. He [smiles, seeing] how magnificent [it
all is]. Dark [is gone, ___]. Dawn [reigns. So concludes] the 6th Epoch of Creation.
31

Genesis 2

operating outside our time-space-gravity system.
To this point YHVH is not mentioned by name. But
according to Ex 20:11 and 31:17, YHVH is credited
with creating the universe. So all of this work is
being done under YAH's authority and supervision,
like a Dad who brings his child to work and lets his
child ‘run’ the Bulldozer.

*At the start of the 7th Epoch
[of Creation, Yahweh the] Eloha ends his
scheduled tasks. So he rests on
the 7th ‘day’ from all the work
He [and his team] have accomplished.
2

Elohim (which may imply a dynasty including both
the Father Eloha and his son,) settles down. In the
natural sense, YHVH does not rest, since he never
gets tired.

*So [Yahweh the] Eloha [continually]
blesses the 7th day, ___. He
[forever] sanctifies it. Because in
[creation's 7th epoch, Yahweh] ‘rested’
from all his work, [that is, the creation
of the universe, a job] which [Yahweh the]
Eloah dispatched [subordinate] elohim to perform.
3

This appears to contradict other verses which state
that YHVH had no one ‘beside’ Him when he created the universe. However, we interpret that statement to mean that YHVH is entirely responsible for
creating the universe, but He did allow 'helpers' to
'help,' like a Dad allows his son to 'help' him at
work.

Details Of How YAH Created Adam
(Dirt-Man)
4 Now, ___, comes the Genealogy of
[the beings for whom YAH] creates the heavens
and earth [to inhabit]. The Epoch when
Yahweh Elohim forms the earth and the
heavens comes to an end.
The planets of the universe are vacant, waiting for
us to be perfected to inhabit them.

'Day' 7: Rest

Thus, ___, [YAH finishes building] the heavens and the earth and all the multitudes [of marvelous things and beings in the universe].
1

The universe is being created by a being or beings
referred to as "ELohim," (a flexible term which can
imply the ultimate singular, i.e. Absolute Sovereign, or plural, as a team of Sovereigns). The New
Testament implies that "Elohim" here signifies the
glorified and resurrected Messiah (as the primary
actor, working under delegated authority of YHVH)

The Cinematic Bible 1.0

5

Before earth [sprouts] orchards full of
bushes—before fields of
grain grow, before Yahweh Elohim
causes rain to fall on the earth, before
any man lives to work the soil… 6 [Instead
of rain], a mist rises up from the earth. It
waters the whole face of the ground.
5

[food-bearing]

Or: ‘[bubbling-up] underground springs water the
whole planet.’
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*Yahweh Elohim forms Adam
of the dust of the ground. [YAH]
breathes the breath of life into
[clay-man's] nostrils. So man becomes a living soul.
7

Your body is living dirt. Here begins the story of a
particular human being, named Adam. #120 'adam
aw-dawm' (from 119); ruddy i.e. a human being,
mankind, etc., man (mean, of low degree), person.

Description Of The Garden Of Pleasure

*Yahweh Elohim plants
[the first] ancient PleasureGarden [in the middle of earth's
eastern hemisphere, in North Africa].
There [YAH] places Adam,
a living [clay] sculpture.
8

We are meant to live in gardens.

*Then out of the ground Yahweh Elohim raises all [kinds of]
trees [both] pleasing to the sight
and good for food, ___. The
Tree of Life [towers] in the center
of the garden, [near] the Tree of
Knowledge of Good and Evil.
9

Trees make food.
Genesis 2:10 A river springs forth from [the region of]
Eden {Pleasure}. It waters the [pleasure garden]. From
there the river parts into four headwaters:
This section clearly establishes the Garden Of Eden
as not merely a mythical allegory but a literal
physical location in ancient NorthEast Africa.
11 The name of the 1st headwater [from Eden] is Pison
{Dispersive}. It winds through the whole land of Havilah {Spiral-Whirl}, where lie [fortunes in] gold. 12 (The
gold of [Havilah's] land is [exceptionally] pure. Plus, [there you
find] bdellium [sweet-smelling resin, and/or amber and/or pearl] and
onyx stone.)
The hint of gold gives mankind an incentive to explore for the hidden clues to the actual location of
the Garden of Eden. Of course, mankind uses that
information to tear up North-East Africa mining for
precious metals and gems, turning it into a wasteland.
13 The name of the 2nd river [from Eden] is [the] Gihon
{Stream}. It winds through the whole land of Cush
{Ethiopia}.
aka "River of Paradise"
14 The name of the 3rd river [of Eden] is Hiddekel [aka
Tigris] (the river which flows toward the east of Assyria). And [Eden's] 4th river is [the] Euphrates.
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6

Hiddekel = Tigris.

YAH Puts Adam In The Pleasure
Garden

*Yahweh Elohim takes
Adam. [Yah] puts him in
the garden of Pleasure,
to dress and to keep it.
15

Eden = Pleasure. See the great Gen. 2:15 song.

Yahweh Elohim gives Adam this instruction:
“You may freely eat from every tree of
the garden [of pleasure]…
YAH Forbids Adam From Knowing
Evil
16

*
—But NEVER eat from
the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.
For in the day that you
feed [on evil,] you [leave life be17

hind, to start your unstoppable slide]

into death.”
Literally: “to-die you-shall-die.” (Muth thmuth.)
This phrase means:
you will become mortal,
or you will have to die,
you'll be as good as dead,
or this act will cause you to die.
This is the exact language used in most of the Mosaic Law's purported ‘death penalties.’ This explains
why the Messiah didn't stone adulterers. Death
comes from the consequences of sin, not from
priestly vengeance.

YAH Lets Adam Name The Animals

*Yahweh Elohim says,
“It's no good for man to
be alone, ___. I'll make
him a helper.”
18

*So out of the ground Yahweh Elohim forms every beast
of the field, and every sky-bird.
[Yahweh] brings these [creatures] to
19
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Adam to see what Adam wants
to call them. Whatever Adam
calls any living creature, [Yahweh
allows] that to become its [Hebrew]
name. Genesis 2:20 *So Adam gives
names to all cattle, and to [all]
sky-birds, and to every beast
of the field. But Adam [searches the
garden of pleasure in vain] for a helper
for himself.
YAH Separates Adam, Creating
‘Wombed-Man’
21 Yahweh Elohim causes a deep slumber to fall upon Adam. Adam sleeps.
Meanwhile, YAH takes one side of
Adam, and closes up the ‘flesh
wound’…
Eve is not an overgrown rib! Rather, Woman is
mankind's feminine side. The Creator is whole. He
has no gender. Man and Woman are two halves of
the image of the whole Creator. That's part of why
we humans get so obsessed with sexual union:
putting together the whole. In heaven we will be
whole beings, non-sexual, like the angels.
Side=#6763 tsela`:
side: literally (of the body) or figuratively (of an
object: door-leaf, quarter of the sky), timber,
plank, beam, board, corner or section of a ceiling
or floor, etc.; rib, side-chamber.

*From the [feminine] side, which
Yahweh Elohim [subtracts] from
Adam, YAH makes a woman.
[YAH] brings her to Adam.
22

YAH looks "in a Spirit mirror" and divides his [androgynous] Spirit reflection into two parts, (like a
cartoon-soul leaves a body). YAH splits Adam in
two, producing a female (wombed) man and a
male (womb-less) man. The word so comically literally translated "rib" is: #6763 tsela (side).

*So Adam exclaims,
“This [woman] is ‘bone of
my bones,’ and ‘flesh of
my flesh!’ [I'll] call her
‘Wombed-man.’ Because
[YAH cloned] her from [me, a]
man.”
23
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7

WOmen are MEN: WOmbed-MEN. “She's” are feminine “he's.”

*[Mens' & women's shared genetic
background explains why] a man
leaves his father and his
mother, then sticks to
his wife [so tightly that] the
[husband and wife] become [a]
unified organism.
24

A lifelong monogamous couple is joined together
by bonds created by internal sex-drugs. Oxytocin
and vasopresin alter the nervous system to create
permanent attraction between sex partners. These
chemicals backfire to create a tangled mess in your
mind if you have multiple sex partners, or you expose yourself to pornography, or you even lustfully
look at or think about people (other than your
spouse).

*The man and his wife
[run around] together,
naked and unashamed.
25

Genesis 3
The Serpent Tricks The WombedMan

*Now the serpent, being more cunning than
any beast of the field
which Yahweh Elohim
made, [hisses] to the woman, “Did Elohim say,
‘You must never eat of
EVERY tree of the garden?’”
1

Confusing her.

The woman answers the serpent, “We
can eat fruit from the garden's trees;
2

Don't talk to the devil. Don't talk to anyone who
accuses you.

*But of the fruit of the
tree [containing evil] in the
3
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middle of the garden,
Elohim said,
‘Never eat from it.
Never touch it.
Or you die.’”
*The serpent white-lies
to the woman, “You
won't surely die!
4

Eve did die spiritually, and she opened the door to
her physical death. The flesh counts for nothing.
It's the spirit that gives life. This explains why, in
general, the so-called 'death-penalties' in the Mosaic Law are not literal physical death penalties to
be meted out by human judicial systems. “Muwth
muwth” means, “this action brings death.”

*For Elohim knows that
in the day you eat of the
fruit, then your eyes will
be opened. Then, like
Elohim, you'll experience [not only] good, but
evil [as well].”
5

Eve & Adam 'Know' Evil

*So the woman comes
to see that the tree is
good for food, and
pleasant to the eyes, a
tree desirable for making [people] wise. So she
grabs the fruit [of the tree].
She eats. She gives [the
fruit] to her husband with
her. So he [too] eats [the
poison]. 7 *[Wham!] The eyes
of both Adam and Eve
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

open. They realize
they're naked. So they
sew fig leaves together
[to] make themselves
aprons [to cover their private
parts]. 8 *Adam & Eve hear
the voice of Yahweh
Elohim walking in the
garden in the cool of the
day. [So] Adam and his
wife [run from] the presence of Yahweh Elohim.
[They] hide themselves
amongst the garden's
trees.
[fly]

In Gen 2:16-17, YAH didn't say “don't touch it.”

6

8

YHVH Busts Adam & Eve
9 Yahweh Elohim summons Adam, calling,
“Where are you?”
Like a father playing hide-and-seek with his child.
YHVH knows where Adam is. YHVH is initiating a
discussion to help Adam get out of the spiritual
quicksand he just got himself trapped in.

*Adam says, “I
heard your voice in the
garden. I got afraid, because I was naked. So I
hid myself.” 11 *Yahweh
Genesis 3:10

replies,
“Who told you you were
naked? Have you eaten [fruit]
from the tree from which I
commanded you not [to] eat?”
Adam & Eve Play The Blame Game

*Adam replies, “The
woman YOU put [here] to
be with me, SHE gave
12
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me [fruit] from the tree.
That's why I ate [it].”
Blame game.

*Yahweh Elohim asks
the woman,
“What have you done?”
The woman replies,
“The SERPENT tricked
me. [That's why] I ate [the poison fruit].”
13

More blame gaming.

YAH Curses The Serpent, Woman &
Man

*Yahweh Elohim says
to the serpent,
“You [tricked humanity]. [So I]
curse you [to a state beneath]
all cattle and every
beast of the field. You'll
slither on your belly.
You'll eat dust all the
days of your life.
14

15

And I'll put hatred between you and the
woman, and between your ‘seed’ and
her seed. [Woman's seed] will smash your
head. And you'll strike his heel.”
The devil puts holes in Yahshua's feet. But Yahshua
ends up crushing the devil.

*To the woman, Yahweh says,
“I will greatly multiply
your sorrow and your
conception. In sorrow
you'll bring forth children. Your desire will
16
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9

for your husbandmaster. So he will rule
over you.
[burn]

Men rule women because women crave men, and
men can beat women up. Feminism and modernity
will never change that basic existential state. Of all
religions and political systems, Christianity alone
seeks to give women maximum equality and freedom. The Roman civil law merely brings men down
to the slave-status in which it holds women.

*To Adam Yahweh
says,
“You listened to the
voice of your wife. You
ate from the tree, of
which I clearly commanded you, ‘Never
eat!’ So the ground is
cursed because of you.
In sorrow you will eat of
[earth] all the days of your
life.
17

Man's exploits began by destroying the earth.
Moral failures cause environmental pollution.

*
—Earth [shall] bring forth to you
thorns and thistles. You'll eat
the herb of the field.
18

*
—By the sweat of your
face you will eat bread,
‘til you return to the
ground. [I] took you out
of soil. For dust you are.
So to dust you will return.”
19
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Sweat is a blessing, not a curse. You can't circumvent sweat. If you don't sweat, the nutrients you
eat don't make it into your body's cells. Sweat is
one of the main ways you clean out your lymph
and blood circulation systems. Sweat or die!

Adam & Eve Procreate The Human
Race

*Adam goes on to
call his wife's name Eve
{Life-Giver}, because [Eve
becomes] the mother of all
living [humans].
Genesis 3:20

Eve = "Chavvah": Life-Giver. This verse describes
time passing. Adam & Eve procreate children. This
may be how Cain and Abel got their wives. If so,
they spawned mutated children, starting man's
continual slide into de-evolution. Other human beings may have lived on prehistoric earth. But everyone on earth either mated with a child of Eve,
or their line eventually died out, as in Noah's flood.

*Yahweh Elohim makes coats
of skins for Adam and his wife.
[Thus YAH] clothes them.
21

The skins of dead animals: leather, wool, etc.,
make ideal clothes for people. A surprising number
of CRAZY religious people, even in seminaries,
posit that God sacrificed the animals to himself to
pay for Adam and Eve's sins. The psychos claim
that the Creator (who personifies love) can't forgive you until blood is shed. Such nutballs' imaginary God is a Satanic monster. In fact: 1) YHVH
can make animal skins just by thinking of animal
skins. He made the whole universe by talking! 2)
YAH can forgive you without blood being spilled.
Hebrews 9:22 only says that ‘most things’ in the
context of the Sinai covenant were ritually
cleansed by blood. Yet Hebrews 10:4,11 specifically clarifies that the blood of animals can't ever take
away human sin. Context is critical. Theologians
need to abandon their sick extra-biblical theories.

YAH Kicks Mankind Out Of The
Pleasure Garden
22 Yahweh Elohim says [to celestial being(s)],
“Look: Adam has become like one of us,
[capable of] knowing good and evil. [We
have to stop Adam] now, before he
reaches out his hand to take [fruit from]
the tree of life. [If he] eats [life,] he'll live
forever, [thus his sin will infect the entire universe]
…”
It is not merciful to let corrupt people live forever.
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10

*[So] Yahweh Elohim
sends Adam out of the
garden of Eden {Pleasure},
to work the ground from
which [YAH] built him. 24
23

*[Adam refuses to be evicted from the Garden of
Pleasure… he clings to the trees.] So YAH
drives Adam out [into the desert].
YAH places Cherubim {Angels} at
the east [edge] of the Garden of
Pleasure. And [over the garden, YAH
places] a [supernatural] flaming sword.
It swings in every direction, to
guard the path to the Tree of
Life.
Adam & Eve and their children surely tried and
failed many times to break back into the garden. A
universe of unexplored drama lives in this verse.

Genesis 4
Eve Births Ken & Able
Adam [carnally] “knows” Eve his wife. [So]
Eve conceives. [9 months later she] births
Cain {Ken}. [Eve's jaw drops to see history's first
baby.] She exclaims, “I've gotten a man
from Yahweh!”
1

The first child born after Adam's fall was an ungrateful, materialistic, complaining murderer. See
Ken & The Serpent cartoon. The word ‘Cain’ is a
phallic pun meaning ‘erect lance’, coming from:
7069 qanah kaw-naw': to erect, i.e. create; to procure, purchase (sell); to own, attain, get, keep cattle, provoke to jealousy, possess(-or), buy(-er).
7013 qayin kah'-yin from 6969 : fixity; a lance (as
striking fast): spear. 6969 quwn (koon): to strike a
musical note, i.e. chant or wail (at a funeral):
lament, mourn.

Eve then births Ken's brother Abel
Abel becomes a sheep-herder. Ken works the soil.
Ken Brings A Cheap Gift To YAH's
Sacred Feast
3 Time passes. [One day] Ken brings [lowvalue vegetable] ‘fruits of the soil’ to donate
for [a communal feast in honor of] Yahweh.
2

{Meadow}.

Not to burn up and waste in a sacrifice.
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In contrast, Abel {Meadow} brings [valuable, delicious,] fat firstborn [smoke-roasting cattle]
from his flock. [So] Yahweh [and all the feasters] prefer Abel and his donation. 5 Yahweh looks down on Ken and his [cheapo]
donation, ___. Ken goes red like a hotiron poker, face downcast, [pouting].

—[Ken], now you're
cursed from the earth.
She opens her mouth to
receive your brother's
blood from your hand.

Yahweh asks Ken,
“Why are you angry? Why is your face
downcast?

The curse is: the ground won't produce food for
Cain. (The curse is NOT black skin, as some racists
teach.) If you or your nation can't grow food, you
may have been involved in murder. While you may
not have killed anyone yourself, you may have
paid soldiers to kill on your behalf. For example:
Viet Nam, Iraq, etc.

4

Cain brought feast-food of poor quality, showing
selfishness, laziness, and the inability to produce
good crops.
6

*
Do good [deeds]. Then you get accepted. If you fail to do good
[deeds], sin crouches at the door,
eager to rule (over you).”
7

Or ‘You must rule over sin’. Your good intentions,
not your mistakes, must control your life. Similar
language here to the domination of man over
woman.

Ken (Cain) Murders Able

*Ken challenges his
brother Abel {Meadow}.
[Hours pass.] In the field,
Ken rises up against his
brother. [Ken] murders
[him]! 9 *Yahweh asks,
8

“Ken, where's Abel {Meadow}
your brother?”
Ken [shouts] back, “I don't
know! Am I my brother's
babysitter?”

Not content to murder his brother, Cain has to
mouth off to the Creator.

*YAH says,
“What have you done?
The voice of your brother's blood cries to me
from the ground.
11 *
Genesis 4:10
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*
—When you till the ground,
from now on the soil will [refuse]
to yield to you her strength.
You'll [die] a fugitive, a
vagabond on the earth.”
12

This is why military-industrial societies have to
keep using more and more trojan-horse technologies like GMO seeds and chemical farming in order
to produce "food" to feed their populations. The
meek inherit the earth. Murderers inherit drought,
famine and pestilence. Witness Stalin murdering
55 million peaceful agrarian Christian and Jewish
farmers in a mad effort to steal the only productive
land left in the USSR.

Ken whines to Yahweh, “My punishment is greater than I can bear!
13

Cain should jump for joy because YAH isn't going
to kill him immediately. Instead Cain starts whining. The jerk just can't be satisfied.

You've driven me out today from the
face of the earth. I'll [live] hidden from
your face, a fugitive and a vagabond
[roaming] the planet. [The 1st roughneck] who
finds me will kill me!”
YAH Stamps A 5-Sided Star On
Ken's Forehead
14

*Yahweh answers Ken,
“So whoever slays Ken,
vengeance will be taken on him
sevenfold.”
So Yahweh sets a mark upon
Ken, [to warn] anyone who finds
Ken [not to] kill him.
15
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So the Mark was not a curse, but a blessing for
Ken's (Cain's) protection. It was likely a 5-sided
star (pentagram) on his forehead, the universal
symbol of military vengeance. It was certainly NOT
black skin. Some reputable theories suggest it was
a red cross within a circle. This protection survives
today in all societies' veneration of soldiers and hatred for cop-killers.

Ken goes out from the presence of
Yahweh. He dwells in the land of Nod
{Vagrancy}, east of [the Garden of] Pleasure.
16

Cain is the first homeless bum, wandering around
in No-Man's-Land. Cain goes out of the protective
presence of YHWH. He meets other people similarly
outside of the will of YHWH. Soon he invents a
business plan.

Ken Creates Worldly Civilization
Soon Ken [carnally] “knows” his wife.
She conceives. [9 months later] she births
Enoch {Initiate}. Ken goes on to build a
city. He names the city after his son
(Enoch).
17

Cain builds a city for other whining, complaining,
unproductive consumers just like himself. Enoch
means initiated: #2596 chanak khaw-nak' to narrow (compare 2614); figuratively, to initiate or discipline:--dedicate, train up. The word ‘city’ denotes
‘a place guarded by waking or watch.’ Cain becomes the first military commander / police chief.
He protects the people, because no one can harm
him, because he bears the protective Mark from
YHWH. Cain's mark was almost certainly the 5-sided star inside a circle (pentagram) which you see
on capitol cities on maps, on soldiers and police insignia, and on worldly governmental signs and
monuments globally throughout history. (Though
Cain's Mark may have been the 6-sided star incorrectly called the star of David.) Racists who say
Cain's mark was black skin ought to be locked up
in an insane asylum.
18 Enoch's [wife] births him Irad {Hider}. Irad fathers
MehujaEl {Smoothed-by-El}; MehujaEl fathers
MethusaEl {Man-of-El}; MethusaEl fathers Lamech
{Force}.

Evil Lamech Institutes Polygamy
19 Lamech {Force} takes to himself two
wives: one named Adah {Trophy}, the
other named Zillah {Shadow}.

Lamech = the first polygamist. And not a good
guy.
Genesis 4:20 Adah {Trophy} births Jabal {Stream}, the

Jabal's brother's name is Jubal {Flow}, the
father of all who play the harp and
flute.
father of tent-dwellers and cattle-raisers. 21

Musician.
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Zillah {Shadow} also births Tubal-Cain
{Spawn-of-Cain}: a mastermechanic/forger of brass and iron.
Tubal-cain has a sister: Naamah {Pleasure}. 23 Lamech {Force}[yells at] his wives
(Adah & Zillah), “Listen when I talk,
wives of Lamech! Read my lips! I killed
a man for wounding me. [I'm innocent.] The
kid injured me [first]!
22

This is history's first assertion of the self-defense
argument, which is in most cases a dubious excuse
for murdering someone.

takes 7-fold vengeance on
Ken. [But YAH takes] 77-fold
vengeance on [anybody who attacks me, the great]
Lamech {Force}!”
Adam & Eve Birth Seth To Replace
'Able'
25 Adam “knows” his wife again. She
bears a son. She calls, “His name [is]
Seth {Substitute}. For Elohim has granted me another seed-child to replace
Abel {Meadow}, who Ken murdered.”
24 [Yahweh]

[anybody who hurts]

Seth means substituted.

*Seth's [wife] also bears a son,
named Enosh {Mortal}. [Around this]
time, men begin to call upon
the Name: “Yahweh {TheEternal}.”
26

Here apparently marks the beginning of common
human use of the name of “YAH.” YAY YAH! Yet so
many clueless theologians claim that no patriarch
used YHVH's name before the Exodus! Those
church-drones don't know what they're talking
about. People may have used YAH's name prior to
the events described in this verse. Just less commonly.

Genesis 5
The First Genealogy of Mankind
1 Here, ___, is the written history of
Adam's Genealogy: When [Yahweh] creates man, He sculpts [man] as a symbolic
[artwork representing the character traits] of ELohim
{Supernatural-Authorities}. 2 [Yahweh] creates
humans both male and female [not hermaphroditic nor gender-blended]. From the [first]
day YAH makes people, YAH blesses
mankind. He calls their species,
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“Adam.”
#119 'adam aw-dam' to show blood (in the face),
i.e. flush or turn rosy:--be (dyed) red (ruddy). See
#120.
3 Adam lives 130 years, ___. Then he fathers a
son in his own likeness, his [own spitting] image. Adam
calls [this baby's] name Seth {Surrogate}.
Seth=name/authority.
4 After Adam fathers Seth {Surrogate}, Adam lives
800 more years. He fathers [more] sons and daughters. 5 All the days of Adam's life total 930 years,
___. Then Adam dies. 6 Seth {Surrogate} lives 105
years. Then [Seth] fathers Enosh {Mortal}.
#582 'enowsh (en-oshe') from 605: a mortal (distinct from the more dignified ‘Adam’); a man in
general (singly or collectively), fellow, husband,
servant...
7 After Seth {Surrogate} fathers Enosh, Seth lives [another] 807 years. [During this time Seth] fathers sons and
daughters. 8 All the days of Seth's life amount to
912 years. Then [Seth] dies. 9 Enosh {Mortal} lives 90
years. Then he fathers Cainan {Fixed-Nest}.
Kenan: a nest (as fixed), sometimes including the
nestlings; figuratively, a chamber or dwelling:-nest, room. i.e. possession.
Genesis 5:10 (After he fathers Cainan {Fixed-Nest},)
Enosh {Mortal} lives 815 years. He fathers [additional]
sons and daughters. 11 All the days of Enosh
{Mortal} amount to 905 years. Then Enosh {Mortal}
dies. 12 Cainan {Fixed-Nest} lives 70 years. Then he
fathers Mahalal'El {Loudly-Praise-El}.
Mahalal-EL = praise of El. Very similar to
HaleluYAH.
13 After he fathers MahalaleEl {Praise-El}, Cainan
{Fixed-Nest} lives 840 years. He fathers [more] sons
and daughters. 14 The complete lifespan of Cainan
{Fixed-Nest} adds up to 910 years. Then he dies. 15
[Meanwhile,] MahalaleEl {Praise-El} lives 65 years. Then
[he] fathers Jared {Descended-From-Heaven}. 16 After he
fathers Jared {Descended-From-Heaven}, Mahalal'El lives
830 years. He fathers [more] sons and daughters. 17
All the days of MahalaleEl {Praise-El} number 895
years. Then he dies. 18 [Meanwhile,] Jared {Descended-From-Heaven} lives 162 years. Then he fathers
Enoch {Initiate}.
Enoch = Chanowk = favored. Similar to "Hannah."
Implies "descent" i.e. "sent from heaven."
19 After he fathers Enoch {Initiate}, Jared {DescendedFrom-Heaven} lives 800 years. He fathers [more] sons
and daughters. Genesis 5:20 All the days of Jared's
[life] mount up to 962 years. Then Jared dies. 21
Enoch {Initiate} lives 65 years. [Then he] fathers
Methuselah {Missile-Man}. 22 After Enoch {Initiate} fathers Methuselah {Missile-Man}, Enoch walks with Elohim for 300 years. [Enoch] fathers [more] sons and
daughters.
These biblical lifespans are normally listed in years.
If so, natural causes (better diet, a thicker atmosphere, etc.) and/or supernatural causes (divine acceleration of aging) greatly extended the lifespan
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of Adam's early descendants. However the correct
translation could be ‘seasons’, ‘10ths of years’ or
‘months’, etc. Also, for brevity, these lists omit the
names of many descendants of Adam and his early
progeny.
23 All the days of Enoch's [life] total 365 years,

Enoch {Initiate} walks with [Yahweh]
Elohim. [Then Enoch disappears.] Elohim takes
him [into heaven].
___. 24

Or simply, ‘YAH accepted Enoch.’
25 Methuselah {Missile-Man} lives 187 years before
he fathers Lamech {Force}.
Lemekh

After he fathers Lamech {Force},
Methuselah {Missile-Man} lives 782 years.
He fathers [more] sons and daughters. 27
*Methuselah {Missile-Man} lives
26

969 years in all, ___! Finally
he dies.
Longest recorded lifespan, assuming the initial
writer defined ‘Shaneh’ as a solar year. #8141
shaneh; from #8138; a year (as a revolution of
time); whole age. Feminine or plural: #8138
shanah: to fold, i.e. duplicate, transmute, do
(speak, strike) again, alter, double, repeat, return,
etc. Methuselah connotes: ‘when he is dead, it
shall be sent,’ referring to the great flood.
28 Lamech {Force} lives 182 years. Then he fathers

Lamech {Force} calls his [son's]
name ‘Noah’ {Rest}, saying, “[Noah will]
comfort us in our [grievous] work and toil
of our hands, [labor] caused by Yahweh's
curse on the ground.”
a son. 29

5118 nuwach noo'-akh or nowach {no'-akh}; from
5117; quiet:--rest(-ed, -ing place). 5117 nuwach
noo'-akh to rest, i.e. settle down; literal and figurative, (to dwell, stay, let fall, place, let alone,
withdraw, give comfort, etc.):--cease, be confederate, lay, let down, (be) quiet, remain, set down.
Genesis 5:30 After he fathers Noah {Rest}, Lamech
{Force} lives 595 years. He fathers [more] sons and
daughters. 31 In all, Lamech {Force} lives 777
years, ___. Then he dies. 32 [Then,] at 500 years
old, Noah {Rest} fathers Shem {Honored-Name}, Ham
{Hot-Head}, and Japheth {Clear}.
Shem connotes the idea of "high authority" and
"heavenliness." Japeth connotes "expansive, open,
alluring."

Genesis 6
Women & Angels Spawn Mutant
God-Monsters
1 Men begin to multiply on the face of the earth,
___.

[Their wives]
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him [some sort of angels] see [that] the daughters of men are beautiful. [So they] take
the women they like [as wives. The women's
bellies bulge with demon-human hybrid giant-monsters.]

*So Yahweh says,
“My spirit always strives with
man. [They keep piling up] fleshly
[sins]. [So from now on I'm limiting each human's] lifespan to 120 years.”

14

tory of Noah {Rest}: Noah lives righteously, [virtually] flawlessly. Throughout
his entire lifetime, Noah walks with
[Yahweh] the Eloah.

3

It IS possible for a mere mortal man or woman to
be perfect, at least close enough to perfect to
please YHVH. Many churches, Lutherans, for example, teach the lie that it is humanly impossible to
be righteous. Virtually flawless living is rare, but
possible.
Genesis 6:10 Noah {Rest} fathers 3 sons: Shem
{Honored-Name}, Ham {Hot-Head}, and Japheth {Clear}.

120 years is enough time for you to prove that you
are interested in living YHVH's Word.

11

*This is [3194 B.C.], the time
when giant [Nephilim live] on the
earth, when the ‘sons of elohim’
come [mate with] the daughters of
men. The women bear children
to the [angel-beings]. These [super]
children become [history's] mighty
ancient power-warriors.
4

Some say the Nephilim and/or sons of Elohim were
angels or aliens. These hybrid-beings are probably
the heroes that became the subjects of Greek
mythology, which is a distortion of actual events.

YAH Decides To Wipe Humanity Off
The Earth

*Yahweh sees the overflowing wickedness of mankind on
earth. [YAH perceives that every] imagination and thought of [mankind's]
heart [tends toward] non-stop pervasive ruin.
5

Even things that we think of as "good" tend to accumulate ruin. For instance: insurance, democracy,
public education, medicine, chemicals, nuclear
power, automobiles, legal and monetary systems,
etc.

Yahweh feels sad for making man on
the earth. [YAH's love for mankind] cuts his
heart [like a dagger]. 7 Yahweh says,
“I'll destroy man, whom I created, from
the face of the earth. I regret making
them all: man, beast, creeping things,
and sky-birds.”
6

You have the right to destroy what you make.

But Noah {Rest} finds favor in Yahweh's eyes, ___. 9 [Here is the genealogical] his8
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Meanwhile, right under Yahweh the
Eloah's gaze, [man] ruins the earth.
[Humanity] fills the planet with violence,
___!
Then as now.

*Elohim looks upon the corrupted globe. He sees all flesh
on earth perverting [YAH's] ways.
12

[Men run around totally lost.]
As now.

YAH Tells Noah To Build The ArkShip

*So Elohim warns Noah
{Rest},
“The end of all flesh advances
before me. [Meat-men] keep filling
the earth with violence. Watch
me destroy [humankind] with the
planet [they wrecked].
13

14

Make yourself an ark of [resinous cypress]
wood. Build the ship with rooms [inside].
Cover it with pitch [tar sealant,] both outside and inside.”
Gofer = Teakwood. Very water resistant. Kaphar =
cover, the Hebrew word often mistranslated into
the made-up abstraction: atonement.
15 [Yahweh opens up a spirit-portal for Noah's vision,
___. YAH shows Noah architectural models of the ark:]

Yahweh says,
“Make the ark to this design: Ark
length: 300 cubits [450 feet]. Breadth: 50
cubits [75 feet]. Height: 30 cubits [45 feet].
Assuming 3 levels, approximately 100,000 square
feet of useable space. The "profane" cubit was
about 18 inches. The real sacred Hebrew cubit was
probably more like 25 inches.
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One cubit below the ark's roof, make a [window] for
daylight to shine into the ark. Build a door into the
side of the ark. Construct the ship with lower, second, and 3rd [levels].

*
Then watch me bring the flood
of water over the earth. I come
to wreck from under heaven
every living thing that
breathes. Everything on land
will die.
17

Possibly the word ‘earth’ here only refers to the
land of Biblical focus, that is, the Middle-east.
18

But with you, [Noah,] I come to establish
My covenant. So you'll come into the
ark: you, your sons, your wife, and
your sons’ wives with you.
19

Take two of each living creature, a
male and a female, on board the ship,
to preserve their lives with you.
Genesis 6:20

a mating-pair of every kind of
bird, livestock and animal creeping on
the ground. They'll come to you, so
that [you] can keep them alive.
[Take]

21

Also find and store all the food that you
and [all] the animals will need to eat [on
the long journey].”
22 *So that's what Noah {Rest}

does. Noah does exactly whatever [seemingly crazy thing] Elohim
commands him.

Genesis 7
Noah & Family Enter The Ark

*So Yahweh says to Noah
{Rest},
“You and all your [close] family,
come into the ark. For I've
seen that among your contemporaries, [only] you are [living]
righteously before me.
1
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2

Take 7 (male & female) pair of every
clean animal, and two (male & female)
pair of every unclean beast.
3

And of the birds in the air, [also] take 7
couples — in order to preserve their
species. [You'll let them spread] throughout
the earth.
4

For in 7 days I come to make [water] rain
down on the earth for 40 days & 40
nights. I soon destroy every living [earthcrawling] thing that I've made. [I'm] wiping
[them] off the face of the ground.”
Ground = Adamah (soil), NOT Erets (earth). Water-creatures continued to thrive during the 40
days of rain. Likewise, the geographical scope of
the flood may have been limited. The point is not
primarily technical, but moral: bad behavior
drowns you. The only way to safety is though
obeying the Creator.

So Noah {Rest} does exactly what
Yahweh commands him to do.
5

As YAH expects you to do what He tells you.

Noah {Rest} reaches 600 years old,
___. Then the flood of waters [rains]
upon the earth: 7 *[As the] floodwaters [rise,] Noah {Rest} runs into
6

the ark with his sons, his wife,
and his sons’ wives. 8 *[Through the
porthole, Noah watches] clean beasts,
unclean beasts, birds, and every [kind of] creature that creeps
upon the earth [come running up to the
ark]! 9 *Male & female pairs [of every imaginable creature rush] in two-by-two to Noah {Rest} in the ark,
right on the schedule ELohim
set for Noah. Genesis 7:10 [YAH's] 7 day
warning [passes. Immediately, ___,] waters
flood the earth.
Rain Floods The Land!

*Right then, ___, (on the
17th day of the 2nd month of
Noah's 600th year of life,) all
the [sub-oceanic] fountain-springs
11
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of the great deep burst open.
[Then] the floodgates of heaven
open. 12 *Rain falls on the earth
[for] 40 days and 40 nights,
___. 13 [But Noah and his family sit relatively warm
on the day [the flood began,]
Noah and his sons (Shem {Name}, Ham
{Hot-Head} and Japheth {Clear}) had entered the ark with their wives. 14 Noah's
family, and every animal of every
species: livestock ground-creepers,
birds, winged creatures, all [sit rocking back
and dry. Because]

and forth, singing songs, arguing, mating, and waiting for
the rain to stop]. 15

Of every animal-type
bearing the breath of life, a [loving] couple [sits there, grouchy to be caged but happy that]
they'd gone in to [float with] Noah {Rest} in
the ark. 16 No animal inside the ark is
[homosexual, ___]. Rather, they're the
males and females of every [type of]
flesh-creature, as Elohim had commanded [Noah. With the people and animals all safe
inside,] Yahweh [slams] the [huge] door [shut]!

*The flood [keeps rising] for 40
days, ___. [Torrents] submerge
the earth. As the waters increase, they carry up the ark,
lifting it high above the earth.
18 *The waters conquer the
earth, ___. They grow deeper
and deeper. Meanwhile, the ark
floats on the face of the [endless]
waters. 19 The waters overpower the
17

earth. All the high hills under the entire
sky disappear, ___, covered by water.
Genesis 7:20 The cascades continue to
deluge [earth], ___. Finally the [ark floats]
15 cubits higher than the [highest] mountain.
Roughly 30 feet. This may not necessarily mean
that the waters were higher than the highest
mountain on planet earth. But it at least means
that the waters were higher than the mountains
near the ark.

The water drowns every living being
that moves on the earth: birds, live21
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stock, other animals, insects, and every
human being, ___.
At least in whatever area the flood affected.

Every dry-land creature sucks in one
last breath of life through their nostrils.
22

[Then they sink beneath the dark blue surface. Water fills
their lungs, ___. Their last air-bubbles rise. They fall to
their muddy tomb at the base of the endless sea.] 23

*Every living-creature on the
face of the ground lies destroyed: man, cattle, creeping
animals, and birds of heaven,
erased from the earth. Only
Noah {Rest} and his companions
on the ark survive. 24 The waters
hold power over the land for 150 days,
___.

Genesis 8
The Flood Begins To Dissipate
1 Yet Elohim remembers Noah {Rest}
and all [earth's] living creatures, including
all the livestock with [Noah] in the ark.
So Elohim [blows] a spirit-wind. It passes
over the earth. [Whoosh, ___!] The waters
[start to] drain down. 2 [YAH supernaturally]
stops up the springs of [earth's] deep
abyss[es]. He closes the ‘windows of the
sky.’ So the rain stays [up] in the atmosphere. 3 The waters steadily recede,
___. [The ark descends closer to] the [submerged]
soil. 150 days elapse. [Noah sees] the waters far below [their prior peak level]. 4 On the
[Hebrew] Sabbath, (the 17th day of the
7th month [of the year]), [Noah's] ark comes
to rest on the Ararat mountain [range]. 5
The waters decrease continually until
the 10th month [of the year]. On the 1st
day of that month, [Noah and his family look out
from the deck]. They see the tops of mountains, ___! 6 40 more days elapse.
Then Noah {Rest} opens the window of
the ark he'd built.
40 is the number of probation.

Noah sends [skyward] an [unclean] raven.
It goes [flying] back and forth. It [watches]
the water slowly dry off the [mountains of]
7
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earth. 8 [Then] Noah sends a [clean] dove
[up into the sky]. [It looks down] to see if the
waters have abated from the [flat] surface of the ground. 9 But the dove finds
no rest for the “sole of her foot.” She
returns to Noah in the ark. The waters
still cover the face of the entire land.
[So] Noah {Rest} reaches out his hand.
He takes [the dove]. He pulls her in to
himself in the ark. Genesis 8:10 Noah
{Rest} stays [floating for] 7 more days, ___.
Then again he sends the dove [skyward]
out of the ark.
7=Sabbath.

That evening, the dove [flies] back to
Noah. [Noah's jaw drops.] He sees the dove's
beak clutching a [fresh] plucked-off olive
leaf. So Noah [does a happy dance, rejoicing that]
that the waters have cleared [off of the flat
useable surface of] the earth. 12 Noah {Rest}
stays [in the ark] another 7 days, ___.
Then he again sends out the dove. But
[this time] the dove never returns back to
[the ark]. 13 *On the 1st day of the
11

1st month of [Noah's] 601st year
[of life], the waters finish drying
up off the earth. Noah removes
the ark's [weather-proofed] windowcovers. He looks. He shouts,
“Wow! The face of the ground
is dry!”
The Hebrew New year's day marks 5 other important scriptural events, such as the dedication of the
temple.

By the 27th day of the 2nd month [of
that year,] the earth [lies completely] dry, ___.
14

Completing one solar year since Gen 7:11.

Noah's Family Leaves The Ark
says,
“Go out from the ark, you, your wife,
your sons and your son’s wives with
you.
15 Elohim speaks to Noah: 16 [Elohim]

17

Bring out with you every creature living
[in the ark]: everybody: birds, cattle, and
every animal that [can] creep on land.
Get [them out so they can] propagate like wild
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on the ground. [Breed them] so fruitfully
that they multiply [throughout] the earth!”
18 So Noah {Rest} runs out [of the ark] with
his sons, his wife, and his sons’ wives!
Obedience IS the ark. Without the obedient action
of building the ark, Noah would have been as dead
as his pagan neighbors. Salvation = hearing YAH's
commandments and obeying them.

Every beast, every creeping thing,
every bird—whatever moves upon the
earth—one kind after another, [all]
emerge from the ark [into the sunshine],
___. Genesis 8:20 Noah {Rest} builds an
altar to [honor] Yahweh. Then, [over time,
Noah] culls [one animal] from every species
of clean beast and clean bird. On the [altar, Noah prepares] smoke-[roasted meat for Hebrew
feasts in Yahweh's honor].
19

Noah smoke-roasts food for a celebration feast. He
may have burned some inedible parts of the animals for sanitary and health reasons. This is the
first altar mentioned in scripture.

YAH Resolves To Never Annihilate
Mankind

*Yahweh smells the delightful aroma [of food roasting for the celebration in His honor]. Yahweh says in his
heart,
“Never again will I curse [giant
masses of] the ground to [eradicate]
man, [though] from his youth, every scheme of his heart is ruinous. Nor will I again kill [earth's]
every living thing , as I [just] did.
21

22

As long as the earth lasts, seed-[planting]time and harvest-time, and cold and
heat, and summer and winter, and day
and night will never cease.”

Genesis 9
Covenant Of The Rainbow
1 Then Elohim blesses Noah {Rest} and
his sons. [YAH] says to them,
“Be fruitful. Multiply. Replenish the
earth.
2
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The fear and dread of you [humans] will
stay upon every beast of the earth, and
upon every sky-bird, upon every [being]
that moves upon the ground, and upon
all the sea-fish. [I] deliver them into
your hand [for safe-keeping, not for selfish exploitation].

*
I give you everything: living,
moving animals, and green
herbs for food.
3

You can eat meat, of course, only of clean healthy
animals. Interestingly, this is just shortly after Yah
said that the lifespan of mankind would go from
900 to 120 years. This verse could also be translated in a more vegetarian manner: "Let your animals
eat the herbs, and you too."
4

YAH Forbids Blood-Eating

But never eat meat with the lifeblood in
it.
Don't eat blood. Drain the blood into your garden
soil first. Blood is great fertilizer. (As are pee and
poo.) This verse could also be translated: don't eat
meat. But that doesn't make sense, because
YahShua ate fish. And Moses ordained meat-laden
Hebrew feasts.

*
Surely I will avenge your
lifeblood. I'll demand an accounting from every animal,
and [from] the hand of [every] man,
and every man's brother, for
the life of his fellow man.
5

Genesis 9:5 is often paired with dubious translations of Heb 9:22 to substantiate the theory of
substitutionary atonement, that is, [the demonic
lie] that YHVH cannot forgive without bloodshed,
and therefore he had to get his son killed to pay
for human sins. However, Genesis 9:5 is merely a
statute forbidding bloodshed. It's not an implication that YHVH demands bloodshed in payment for
sins.

*
Whoever sheds man's blood,
by man his blood will be shed.
For Elohim made man in His
own image.
6
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This does not amount to a capital punishment
statute. It is a statement that murder will beget
murder. If this were a capital punishment statute,
it would state the process for the execution, and a
penalty for failing to execute the murderer.
7

You be fruitful. Multiply. Bring forth
abundant [children. Grow food.] Populate the
[whole] earth!”

And people have been busy reproducing ever
since. That's one command people like to obey.
The world is ruined not by too many people, by too
many selfish, consumptive, foolish people. Birthcontrol just makes more fornicators.

YAH Promises Noah He'll Never Annihilate Man

8 Elohim again speaks to Noah

{Rest},

and to his

*[YAH] says,
“Watch! I, [Yahweh, am] establishing my covenant with you, and
with your seed-children after
you;
sons with him: 9

Genesis 9:10

every living creature
with you: birds, cattle, [and] absolutely
every land-animal with you, including
all [the creatures] exiting the ark and every
[subsequent] beast of the earth.
[This covenant applies to]

*
I establish my covenant with
you: never again will all flesh
be cut off [from life] by the waters
of a flood. Nor will a flood ever
[again] destroy the earth.”
11

And Elohim says,
“This is the token of the covenant I
make between me and you and every
living creature with you, for perpetual
generations:
12

*
I set my rainbow in the cloud,
forever [to shine as] a token of a
covenant between Me and the
earth.
13

This was not the first rainbow ever seen on earth,
but was the assignment of the rainbow as a symbol
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of YAH compassionately limiting his own destructive power.
14

Watch: whenever I bring a cloud over
the earth, [you will] see the rainbow in the
cloud:
15

And I'll remember my covenant between Me and you and every kind of
living flesh-creature: [earth's] waters will
nevermore become a flood to destroy
all flesh.”
16 So the rainbow appears in the cloud.
I [Noah] see her. I record the everlasting
covenant between [Yahweh] Elohim and
every living flesh-creature on earth. 17
And Elohim says to [me,] Noah {Rest},
“This [rainbow] is the token of the
covenant I've established between myself and all flesh-creatures on the
earth.”
Noah's Family Repopulates &
Plants Earth
18 The sons of Noah {Rest} who run out of the ark
are: Shem {Honored-Name}, Canaan's Dad: Ham {HotHead}, and Japheth {Expander}.
Ham is the presumed progenitor of the Africans.
19 These (the 3 sons of Noah {Rest}) scatter their
[lineage of population] over the whole earth, ___.
Some commentators say every living being on
earth is a child of one of these 3 sons of Noah.
Others believe some humans on earth escaped the
flood, i.e. that the flood was limited to a part of the
planet.

Noah {Rest} goes on to be a
“man of the ground.” So he plants a
vineyard.
Genesis 9:20

A responsible plant-husbandman, NOT a man of
war, nor a man of blood, nor a man of cattle, nor a
man of words.

Noah Gets Naked & Drunk & Ham
Watches
21 *Noah {Rest} drinks so much

of his wine he gets drunk. [He
falls down] passed out naked in his
tent, ___! 22 *Ham {Hot-Head}
(the father of Canaan {LowLand})
[stands] staring at the naked body
of his father [Noah]. Ham yells to
his two brothers, [“Hey guys, c'mere!
Look at Dad's privates!”]
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‘Gazed upon’ could mean that Ham simply humiliated Noah, or that in some pornographic or incestuous manner Ham ‘enjoyed’ his Father's naked
body. In any case, Ham's behavior upset Noah.

*[Quickly,] Shem {Honored-Name}
and Japheth {Clear} take a
cloak. They stretch it across
both their shoulders. They
walk backward. They cover the
naked body of their father [Noah].
With their faces backward,
they avoid seeing their father's
naked genitals. 24 Noah {Rest}
23

awakes from his wine. [He comes to his senses.] Noah's [other sons] tell [Noah] that his
younger son [Ham] has [just made him the object
of his voyeuristic curiosity]. 25 [When Noah finds out
that Ham used him as pornography,] Noah [shouts],
“[I] curse [Ham's descendant,] Canaan.
Canaan will always be a servant to his
brothers!
This curse is fulfilled in the Book Of Joshua.
26 Noah continues, “Kneel [and adore] Yahweh, [the]
Elohim whom Shem [worships]. Canaan will remain
Shem's servant—
Shem was a forefather of the Messiah. And Shem
overtook the land of the Caananites.
27 Elohim will prosper Japheth {Clear}. [Japheth] will
dwell in Shem's [great worship tabernacle]. Canaan will be
Japheth's servant.”
Shem becomes ‘Priest of the Most High Elohim.’
Japheth's descendants may have become the [materially] blessed Western nations.

Noah dies at 950 Years Old

28 After the flood, Noah {Rest} lives [another] 350
years. 29 And all the days of Noah {Rest} total 950
years. Finally he dies.

Genesis 10
Noah's Sons Birth Your Ancestors

1 Here, ___, is the genealogy of the sons of Noah
{Rest}: Shem {Honored-Name}, Ham {Hot-Head}, and
Japheth {Clear}. Their [wives] bear them children after
the flood. 2 Japheth [fathers] the [following] sons: Gomer
{Terminator}, Magog {Asian-Peoples}, Madai {Medea}, Javan {Effervescing} [ancestor of the Ionians/Greeks], Tubal {Europeans}, Meshech {Turkey}, and Tiras {Thrace} [ancestor of
the Thracians].
Magog was likely the progenitor of people in lands
north and east of Jerusalem (Asia/Indo-China).
See Ezek 38:2,6. Madai = Amadá, known to Kurds
East of Assyria. Tubal = ancestor of the Tabali.
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3 Gomer {Terminator} fathers Ashkenaz, Riphath, and
Togarmah {Armenia}. 4 Javan {Effervescing} fathers:
EliShuah {El-Saves}, [whom the Egyptians call Alisia, the forefather of
the people of the Cicilian coast,] and Tarshish {Gem}, [the ancestor
of the people of Tarsus], and [the] Kittim {Islanders} [whose descendants live in Kition in Cypress] , and [the] Dodanim [ancestors of the

These [seafaring] descendants [of
divide the [Mediterranean] islands [and
coast-lands] into territories, each with its
own familial national language. 6 Ham
{Hot-Head}[fathers the following] sons: Cush
[Cush {Ethiopia}, South of Egypt], Mizraim {Defense} / [Egypt], Put {Persia}, and Canaan
[a province of Egypt].
Rodanites].

5

Japheth]

Presumably, Noah and his sons and wife were typical middle-easterners with brown-olive skin. But
Ham's wife was dark-skinned. Thus Ham's descendants were genetically suited to expand into the
hot regions of Africa.
7 [Ethiopian] Cush [fathers these] sons: Seba, Havilah
{Circle}, Sabtah, Raamah {Horse-Mane}, and Sabtecha.
And Raamah [fathers these] sons: Sheba and Dedan
{Forward-Leader}.

Mighty Nimrod Rules Babylon
Cush fathers Nimrod {Rebel}. [Nimrod]
becomes a mighty hero. [He conquers] the
earth.
8

Nimrod comes from the Hebrew word “Marad”
which means, “Come on, let's rebel!” Nimrod is a
grandson of Ham.

*Nimrod is a powerful warrior-captor. He rebels against
Yahweh. That, ___, is why the
epithet resounds through the
ages, “[Such-and-such brat is a] Nimrod.
He chases power. He [lives] in
defiance of Yahweh.”
9

See Jer 16:16.

Nimrod's kingdom-conquest
begins at Babel {Gate-of-the-God}. Nimrod's [warriors capture the towns of] Erech
{Length}, Accad {Strength}, and Calneh,
in the [Babylonian] plain of Shinar. 11 Out of
Genesis 10:10

land rides forth Asshur {Success} [the founder of
He builds Nineveh, and the cities of
Rehoboth {Streets} and Calah {Maturity}.
Or, "Nimrod rode forth and captured/built Assyria."
12 Between Nineveh and Calah, [Asshur also builds]
Resen {Bridle}, (the main Assyrian city).
[Babylon's]

the Assyrian empire].

Noah's Sons Spread Their Seed
Across Earth
13 [Ham's son] Mizraim {Defense} [populates Egypt]. [Mizraim] fathers [the] Ludim [who found Lydia]. [Mizraim also fathers the]
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Anamim {Egyptians}, the Lehabim {Flames}, the
[Egyptian] Naphtuhim; 14 And [Mizraim fathers the]
Pathrusim [of Egyptian Pathros {Upper-Egypt}], and [the] Casluhim,
(out of whom come ‘rolling’ the Philistines,) and [the]
Caphtorim [of the circle-shaped island].
Philistim is the root word of Palestine.
15 And [hot black Ham's son] Canaan {LowLand} fathers
Sidon {Fisher} ([Caanan's] firstborn), [then] Heth {Terror}
[the forefather of the Hittite {Sons-Of-Terror}]; 16 And [Caanan fathers] the
Jebusite {Grain-Treaders}, the Amorite {Mountaineers},
and the Girgasite[s];
The Jebusites build the city of Jebus, then
Jerusalem.
17 And [Caanan fathers] the Hivite {Villagers}, and the
Arkite[s], and the Sinite[s]; 18 And [Caanan fathers] the
Arvadites [of Arvad, a rovers' refuge island-city in Palestine], and the
Zemarites [a community joined like bricks in a wall], and the
Hamathite[s]. The families of the Canaanite {Mercenaries} [continue to] spread abroad [to this day, ___]. 19 So,
___, the territory of the Canaanite {Mercenaries}
spreads from Sidon {Fish-Town}, toward [the rolling countryside of] Gerar, to Gaza {Strength}; then toward Sodom
{Scorch} and [the ruined heap of] Gomorrah, and Admah
{Earthy}, and [the gazelle-land of] Zeboim {Splendid}, to
Lasha {Boiling-Springs}. Genesis 10:20 The foregoing
list completes the family-tree of the sons of Ham
{Hot-Head}, organized by their language-dialects,
countries, and tribal-nations. 21 [Last but not least,

also birth sons to (Japheth's
younger brother) Shem {Honored-Name},
the fore-father of all the children of [the
1st Hebrew:] Ever {The-Other-Sider}.
wives]

As Hashem (YHVH) is the father of all spiritual Hebrews, Shem [whose name means 'Name'] is the
fore-father of all physical Hebrews.
22 Shem [fathers] sons, [beginning with] Elam {Hidden}. [Elam
populates the mountainous area East of Babylon], [and the territory of]
Asshur [the 1st Assyrian], Arphaxad, Lud {Lydia}, and
Aram {Highland}. 23 Aram {High-Castle} [fathers] these
sons: Uz {Consultant}, and Hul {Circle}, Gether, and
Mash.
Uz = land of Sabeans and Chaldeans, and Teman
near Petra.

Ever (The First Hebrew) Is Born
Arphaxad fathers Salah {Shooting-Branch}. And Salah fathers [the 1st Hebrew:] Ever {The-Other-Sider}.
24

Just as the first Hebrew sprouted from a ‘budding
branch’ (Salah), spiritual Hebrews are formed by
engrafting into the budding branch of Yahshua the
Messiah. The original Hebrews crossed over the
Euphrates river to Caanan. Likewise, we spiritual
Hebrews cross over from worldliness into holy separation from the evil world-system.

Eber's [wife] births him 2 sons: 1
named Peleg {Earth-Split}; (for in Peleg's
days the [Babylonians] divided the earth
25
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[into tax-districts]). [Eber]
[younger]

names Peleg's
brother “Joktan {Little}.”

Some people say that the word "earth" here only
refers to the land near Noah.

Peleg's name means "earthquake" or "division."
However, "Peleg's days" did not include the continental divisions [continental drift], as some suggest. The “division of the earth” refers to the division of the earth into separate power zones. Longitude and latitude lines and national boundaries are
the common modern visible outflows of this division. Land parceling brings order at the expense of
eventual tyranny. All land divisions on the planet
are based on the number 6.
26 [Eber's son] Joktan {Shorty} fathers Almodad {Mighty},
[and] Sheleph {Extract} [perhaps denoting a Caesarean or forceps
birth], Hazar-Maveth {Death-Tamer}, and Jerah {Moon}.
Hazar-maveth denotes putting a corral or fence
around death, i.e. to protect life.
27 [Joktan also fathers] Hadoram, Uzal, and Diklah [who settles part of Arabia]. 28 [Joktan also fathers] Obal, AbimaEl {El-IsFather}, and Sheba {Seven}; 29 And wrapping up the
list of Joktan's many sons: Ophir {Gold-Land}, Havilah {Circular}, and Jobab {Howler}. Genesis 10:30 [The]
territory of [Joktan's] sons grows from Mesha {Safety}
to Sephar {Tally-Mount} (a mountain east of [Babylon, in
Arabia]. 31 This, ___, concludes the [long] list of the
descendants of Shem {Honored-Name}, organized by
families, languages, territories, and tribal-nations.

This wraps up the family-tree of the
sons of Noah {Rest}, listed by lines of
descent and tribal-nation. These young
men birth the nations that divide the
earth after [Noah's] flood.
32

Genesis 11

Hebrew: and·he-was all-of the·earth lip one
[Echad] and·words ones [Echad]. “Echad” means
one or “united.” Most likely, the ancient Babylonians were using technology similar to modern internet translation systems. Through computer translation, today's world is uni-lingual in most important respects. This increased communication ability
is hastening the destruction of the earth, because
mankind is over 50% incorrigibly sinful. So, like an
unbalanced scale tilting sideways, every increase in
man's power tends toward his ultimate destruction.
Man cannot be saved through greater knowledge,
nor through higher technology, but only through
spiritual cleansing.

journey west from
They find a plain in the land
of Shinar [in Babylonia]. They dwell there.
[Mount Ararat].
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say to one-another,
“Come! Let's help [each other] make bricks
hard-baked in the fire.” They use brick
instead of stone, and tar for mortar.
3 [Noah's descendants]

Instead of patiently waiting for the sun to dry the
bricks, they start cutting down trees to fire their
oven-kilns, in their haste to build bigger and bigger
cities and buildings, thus beginning the process of
destroying the earth again.

Evil Mankind Builds The Radio Tower of Babel

*Then [Noah's descendants]
say, “Come on, [get with the
times]! Let's build us a
city, with a [communication]
tower whose band[width]
reaches to [satellites in] the
stratosphere! Let's set
up our [society as a centralized]
authority structure, [a
4

mighty democratic society formed in
the name of the people, not in YAH's
Name]. [Let's]

Some Of Noah's Descendants Gather In Babylon
1 [After the flood, everyone on] Earth [speaks just]
one language, one [kind of] speech.

2 [Noah's descendants]

21

avoid spreading out over the face of
the earth. [We refuse to farm.]
Nimrod built a tower-based communications system to facilitate the control of the planet, like the
modern internet system which tracks communications and payments via a network of towers, centralizing power in the hands of Satan, who controls
the elite few who control the towers. Tops of similar ancient temples are decorated with the Zodiac.
The tower(s) may have channeled occult power.

So Yahweh “comes down” to judge the
populace [of Babylon] and [to render useless] the
[global broadcast communication] tower which the
children of Adam are building.
5

Mankind is always trying to unite in a centralized
humanistic community. YAH knows that mankind
will destroy itself by centralizing. So YAH has no interest in humanity centralizing in one large shared
community, until that community is held together
by everyone's connection to the Messiah.
6

*Yahweh says,
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“Look, [earth's] people [have formed]
one [monolithic beast]. They all share
one [common] language. This [central
government and global communications system]

they've started to make will
empower them to do any [evil]
they can imagine. [They'll blow themselves up in no time unless we break up this ‘United Nations.’]
With a global communication (money transfer and
people tracking) system as is now available
through cel-phone towers, mankind will rapidly destroy the planet. Man's technological progress has
to be slowed down.

YAH Confuses The Languages Of
Mankind

*
Come on [angels], let's go down
and confuse mankind's language, so they can't understand one another's speech.”
7

Electromagnetic pulses (EMP's) from heaven shut
down the ancient equivalent of today's internet
translation and communication systems.

So from Babylon, Yahweh scatters
[Noah's descendants] over the face of the
whole earth. So they stop building the
city [of central government and global broadcasting]. 9
8

*That's why the area of the
[abandoned communications tower] is called
‘Babel’, ___; because [from Babel]
Yahweh confused the language
of all [people of] the world. And
from [Babel] Yahweh scattered
[humanity] abroad over the face of
all the earth.
This scattering is a mirror of the scattering [same
word] in Acts 8:1, which results in the conversion
of the Ethiopian (Acts 8:26) who corresponds to
Ham, and Saul (see Acts 9) who corresponds to
Shem, and Cornelius, (See acts 10) who corresponds to Japheth. So YHVH brought redemption
to the descendants of Noah who were corrupted by
Babylon. In the first scattering, YAH confused
mankind's languages. In the 2nd scattering (Pentecost), YAH gave his believers the miraculous ability
to decode languages.

Genealogy of Shem
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Genesis 11:10 Here is the family tree of [Noah's son]
Shem {Honored-Name}. At 100 years old, 2 years after the flood, Shem fathers Arphaxad. 11 After
Shem fathers Arphaxad, Shem lives 500 years.
[Shem] fathers [more] sons and daughters. 12 Arphaxad lives 35 years. Then he fathers Salah {Sprouting-Branch}. 13 After Arphaxad fathers Salah,
Arphaxad lives another 403 years. [He] fathers [more]
sons and daughters. 14 Salah lives 30 years. Then
he fathers Ever, [the 1st Hebrew].
Eber.
15 After Salah fathers Ever, Salah lives for 403
years. He fathers [more] sons and daughters. 16 Ever
lives for 34 years. Then he fathers Peleg {EarthSplit}. 17 After Ever fathers Peleg {Earth-Split}, Ever
lives for 430 years. He fathers [more] sons and
daughters. 18 Peleg {Earth-Split} lives for 30 years.
Then he fathers Reu {Friend}. 19 After Peleg {Earth-Split} fathers Reu {Friend}, Peleg lives 209 years. He
fathers [more] sons and daughters. Genesis 11:20
Reu lives 32 years, then he fathers Serug {Tendril}.
21 After he fathers Saruch {Tendril}, Reu lives 207
years. He fathers [more] sons and daughters. 22
Saruch {Tendril} lives 30 years. Then he fathers Nahor {Snorer}.
Nahor may signify big strong snorting nostrils, as
signifying power.
23 After Saruch {Tendril} fathers Nahor {Snorer},
Saruch lives for 200 years. He fathers [more] sons
and daughters. 24 Nahor {Snorer} lives for 29 years.
Then he fathers Terah {Traveler}. 25 After Nahor
{Snorer} fathers Terah, [Nahor] lives 119 years. He fathers [more] sons and daughters. 26 Terah lives 70
years, ___. Then he fathers Abram {High-Father},
[and] Nahor {Snorer}, and Haran {Mountaineer}.
Abraham is listed first, though he was born last (in
1996 B.C.)

Terah Fathers Abraham

27 Terah's family-tree grows, ___. [After] Terah fathers Abram {High-Father}, Nahor {Snorer}, and Haran,
Haran fathers Lot {Veil}. 28 While Terah [Traveler] still
lives, his son Haran {Scorch} dies in the land where
[Haran] was born, (in Chaldean Ur {Flame}, aka Maftir,
aka Mugheir, a city on the west bank of the Euphrates [River]). 29 Abram {High-Father} and Nahor
{Snorer} take wives for themselves. The name of
Abram's wife is Sarai {Chief}. The name of Nahor's
wife is Milcah {Queen}, (the daughter of Haran
{Scorch}. [Haran also] comes to father Milcah's sister
Iscah {Watcher}).

Abraham's Wife Struggles With Infertility
Genesis 11:30 But [no matter how hard Abram tries,
he can't get] Sarai pregnant, ___. Sarai
lives [in humiliation and sadness,] childless. 31

Terah {Traveler} takes his son Abram {High-Father}, his
grandson Lot (Haran's boy), and Sarai {Chief} his
daughter-in-law, (Abram's wife). They caravan out
from [the great, luxurious Babylonian city called] Ur {Flame} of the
Chaldeans. They [intend] to migrate to the land of
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Canaan {LowLand}. But when they reach Haran
{Scorch}, they stay there. 32 The days of Terah
amount to 205 years, ___. Then Terah dies in Haran {Scorch}.
As confirmed in Acts 7:4, but mistaken by the Massorites.

Genesis 12
*Yahweh keeps saying to
Abram {High-Father},
“[No matter what anyone else says or does,] get
yourself out of your country.
Get away from your relatives.
[Leave] your father's house. [Voyage
on faith] to a land I'll show you.
1

But Abram was slow to obey YAH, because Abram's
father had not yet died, so Abram felt torn between a divine calling and family obligations. Does
that sound like your life?
2

From you I come to create a great nation [of descendants]. I bless you. I make
your name great. You become a blessing [to trillions of other people].
7 promises of 7 blessings, echoed in Ex 6:4-8.

*
I bless [everyone who] blesses you. I
curse [everyone] who
[shortchanges/slights] you. Through
you, I come to bless every
family [on] earth!”
3

So at 75 years old, Abram {HighFather} obeys Yahweh's [strange] words to
him. He caravans out of Haran {Scorch}.
[Unfortunately,] Lot goes with Abram.
4

430 years later, Moses receives the Law.

Abram {High-Father} takes his wife
Sarai, and his nephew Lot, and all their
possessions they'd gathered, and the
workers that they'd acquired in Haran
{Scorch}. They travel out toward the region of Canaan {LowLand}. [Many days later,]
they arrive in Canaan-Land, [completing
their earlier interrupted journey]. 6 Abram's [caravan]
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passes through the land [of Caanan] to the [ridge called]
Shechem {Neck}. [They reach] the [great] oak of Moreh
{Archer}. There [Abram sees wicked] Canaanite {Mercenaries}
[crawling] the land, ___.
Shechem is the place of Abram's first altar, Jacob's
altar, Dinah's rape, and Christ's first published mission (John 4).

Yahweh appears [via an angelic vision] to
Abram {High-Father}. [YAH] says,
“I come to give this land to your seedchildren.”
So there [at Shechem] Abram builds an altar to [honor] Yahweh, whose [angel] appeared to him.
7

YAH Orders Abram To Leave His
Family Home

5

23

No mortal can actually survive seeing YHVH.

Next Abram {High-Father} moves from
[Shechem] to a mountain east of [Luz, the ancient Caananite occult phallic-pillar aka] BethEl
{House-of-Elohim}. There Abram pitches
his tent, ___. [It looks out on] Beth-El on
the west, and Ai {Ruin-Heap} on the
east. There Abram builds an altar to
[cook food for feasts honoring] Yahweh. [Abram]
calls on Yahweh's name.
8

Once again, contrary to illogical interpretations of
the burning-bush account, Abram DID know the
Name of YHVH.
9 Next Abram {High-Father} journeys on. He caravans
further to the Negev {Southland}.

The King Of Egypt Steals Abraham's
Wife
Genesis 12:10 Abram [encounters massive]
famine in [Caananite] territory, ___. So he
retreats down to Egypt to wait there,
because the famine is [killing everyone] in
Caanan.
Egypt is ALWAYS somewhere you go DOWN to.
Egypt is always negative, a symbol for idolatry and
oppression. When the pyramid showed up on the
dollar bill in 1936, it was a clear warning (to the
wise) that the dollar was beginning its crash to zero-value.

near the border of
Egypt. Abram [fearfully] says to Sarai
{Chief} his wife, “Look, babe, we all
know you're a hot-looking lady. 12 —So
as soon as the Egyptians see you,
they'll say, ‘This is Abram's wife.’ Then
[*boom*] they'll kill me. They'll keep you
alive [to rape you].
11 [Abram's caravans]

Egyptian women are less modest than Hebrews.
Egyptians don't wear veils.
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—I beg you, [Sarai]. [White-lie to the Egyptians. Say] you're my sister. Your [lie] will
keep me [alive] & well so I can help you
[get out of Egypt when the famine passes].”
13

This lie backfires.

enters Egypt. [And of
course, ___, the lustful] Egyptians see [that Sarai
{Chief}] is a gorgeous hottie. 15 Pharaoh's
princes see Sarai. They rave to Pharaoh
about her [beauty, ___]. So [Pharaoh dispatches
his soldiers. They race their war-horses to Abram's tent] .
14

Abram's

[caravan]

[Ignoring Abram's objections, the soldiers kidnap]

Sarai. They carry her [kicking and screaming
across the countryside] into Pharaoh's [unbelievably gorgeous] palace. 16 *Yet Pharaoh
treats Abram {High-Father} well,
[because Pharaoh intends to marry Sarai].

Pharaoh gives Abram sheep,
oxen, male & female donkeys,
man-slaves, female-workers
and camels, ___! 17 *But Yahweh inflicts great plagues on
Pharaoh and his household,
because [Pharaoh is about to commit adultery
with] Sarai, Abram's wife. 18 So
Pharaoh summons Abram {High-Father}.
[Pharaoh] asks, “What have you done to
me?! Why didn't you tell me Sarai was
your wife? 19 —Why did you ‘lie,’ saying,
‘Sarai is my sister?’ [I was about to] take her
as my queen! Here's your wife! Take
her now! [Get out of Egypt!]”
Abram stated half of the truth: Sarai was Abram's
half-sister.
Genesis 12:20

his

Then Pharaoh commands

[soldiers to escort Abram's caravan out of Egypt,

___].

So [the soldiers] send Abram away
with his wife and all his [people and possessions].

Genesis 13

[north]

into southern

[Judaea,

Leaving Egypt ALWAYS symbolizes going UP. Egypt
= bad. Leaving Egypt = good. "Spiritual Egypt" is
the worldly culture that surrounds you right now.
(Just look at the pyramid on the back of a U.S. dollar bill.) If you leave ‘Egypt,’ you rise. If you stay in
‘Egypt,’ you sink into the devil's quicksand.

Abram's [caravan bursts with thousands
cattle, ___. [It sparkles with massive treasures
silver and gold.

2 [Wealthy]
of]
of]

Not necessarily a good thing. Hoarded wealth
brings enormous complications. Especially when
you got your gold and silver from Egyptian satan-serving pagans, as Abram did.
3 From the south, Abram {High-Father} journeys to
Beth-El {House-Of-El}, to the [hill] where he'd [raised] his
tent before, between Beth-El and Ai {Ruin-Heap}.
Probably Ebal or Gerizim.

Abram {High-Father} stops where he'd
previously built the altar. Again, ___,
he calls on the Name of Yahweh.
4

Again, Abram knew YHVH's name.

Everywhere Abram {High-Father} goes,
Lot travels with him. [Each man] migrates
with [his own] flocks, herds, and tents.
Abram & Lot Get So Rich They Have
To Separate
6 But the land proves too infertile to
support [Lot & Abram] living [close] together.
Their overly large [animal herds devour the available grass]. So, ___, [instead of selling some of
their animals, Lot & Abram] split up.
5

Having too much stuff can divide families. Family
division puts you under the influence of pagans.
Packing around more material substance than you
need is a curse, not a blessing. Lot and Abraham,
like you and me, were prioritizing wealth above relationships.

Strife breaks out between the men
who herd Abram's cattle and the men
who herd Lot's cattle, ___. And [making
the conflict even more complicated,] Canaanite
{Mercenaries} and Perizzite {Plainsmen}
[compete] to live in, [control and exploit] the
same land!
7

Lot begins his fall. Possibly some of these competitors were Nephilim (giant demon-human hybrids).

Abram Leaves Egypt, Rich!
1 So Abram {High-Father} emigrates from
Egypt, ___. With his wife, [and] Lot, and
everything and everyone he has, [Abram]
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caravans up
aka the Negev].
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*So Abram {High-Father} says to
Lot, “I beg you, let's not have
any strife between me and you,
and between my herdsmen and
8
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your herdsmen. We're family. 9
—Isn't the whole land before you? I
beg you, separate your [clan] from me. If
you want to take the left hand [land],
then I'll go to the right. Or, if you leave
to [live in the land on] the right hand, then
I'll go to the [land on the] left.”
Abram amicably solves the problem by letting the
other guy have first pick.

Lot Chooses The Glittery Lights of
Sodom
Genesis 13:10 So Lot lifts up his eyes. He
sees the whole plain of [the] Jordan [river
valley], abundantly watered everywhere,
just like the garden of [Eden of] Yahweh,
like the land of Egypt, near Zoar {TinyTown}. ([This is] before Yahweh destroys
Sodom {Flame-City} and Gomorrah {People-Of-Fear}.) 11 So Lot chooses for himself the whole plain of the Jordan [river
valley]. So Lot journeys east, ___. [He]
puts [many miles] between his [caravans] and
those of Abram {High-Father}.
A nonresistant conflict resolution. However, by
picking the best land with the most water, Lot sets
himself up for conflict with, and assimilation into,
the evil world system, whose residents also crave
the best natural resources. Abram makes the
smarter choice, relying on YHVH to sustain him in
less hospitable land.

*Abram {High-Father} settles in
the land of Canaan {LowLand}.
Lot settles in the cities of the
plain. But [Lot foolishly] pitches his
tent[s] facing [the bright lights of]
Sodom-city.

I give all the land you see to
you and to your [spiritual] seedchildren for ever.
Abraham's true children are we believers who have
Abraham's faith. Genetics are irrelevant to this
land-grant.

*
In time I make your seed-children as [numerous as] the dust of
the earth. So that only [in the afterlife,] when a man can number
the dust of the earth, will [people]
count [all] your seed-children.
16

17

Arise! Walk through the [promised] land—
its entire length and breadth. I give it
[all] to you!”
18 So Abram {High-Father} moves his
tent[s], ___. [Abram] migrates to live in
the [oak-filled] plain of Mamre {Whiplash}[the
lusty, vigorous Amorite] in Hebron {Society}.
There Abram builds [another] altar to [honor] Yahweh.
Hebrews are migratory herdsmen. Hebron means
“society, joining together in a league.” Abraham
was not yet careful enough to avoid joining hands
with the pagans.

Genesis 14

12

Lot chooses a view of the city lights of Sodom. So
he becomes enmeshed in Sodom's sin.

Meanwhile, the evil men of Sodom
commit extremely great sins, [right] in
Yahweh's face, ___.
YHVH Promises The Earth To
Abram's Family
14 After Lot separates from Abram
{High-Father}, Yahweh says to Abram,
“Now lift up your eyes. Look from the
place where you stand, to the north,
south, east and west.
13

15

*
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War-Kings Inflame The Middle-East

1

Kings arise:
Amraphel (king of [the Babylonian plain of] Shi-

[Time passes, ___.]

[Hammurabi]

nar),

Arioch (king of Ellasar),
Chedorlaomer (king of Elam {Hidden}),
and [Tudghula] Tidal {frightful} (king of Goiim
tions}).
[Eri-Aku]

{Cattle-Na-

“And it came to pass” [v' yahí bémehi] suggests a
time of trouble coming, then passing, yielding
blessing, like life itself. The Assyrian historical
tablets agree with the Biblical text here. Chedorlaomer = Kudur Lagamar, meaning “Servant of the
Goddess Lagamar”, or “handful of sheaves”.

Those 4 kings make war against
Bera king of Sodom {Scorch},
Birsha {Wicked} king of Gomorrah
{Heap},
2
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Shinab {Father-of-Change} king of Admah
{Earthy},
Shemeber {Illustrious} king of Zeboi-

im {Land-Of-Gazelles},
and Zoar {Swallower} the king of Bela
{Devour-Land}.
3 These [8 kings] charge [their armies into battle]
in the valley of Siddim {Flats} (by the
salt sea). 4 The [people of Sodom, Gomorrah,
Admah & Zeboiim] rebel against Kedorlaomer
after 12 years of serving [as his subjects. This
bloody rebellion lasts this whole] 13th year, ___.
12 = the number of government. 13 = betrayal/rebellion.

Lord Chedorlaomer's Forces Overpower All Foes
5 [The next year, the] 14th [year of the imperial war,
Emperor] Chedorlaomer and his [league of]
kings attack and smash the [superhuman]
Rephaim {Giants} in Ashteroth Karnaim
{Double-Horns-of-Easter}. Then [Chedorlaomer
rages on. He smashes] the Zuzim {Wild-Ones} in
[the Ethiopian country of] Ham {Hot-Head}. Then
[the Emperor attacks] the Emim {Terrors} in
Shaveh-Kiriathaim {Double-City}.
Rephaim = children of the Nephilim.

the Horite
{CaveMen}[all the way] from their [fortress at]
Mount Seir {Rough}, to El Paran {Gleaming-Oaks}, near the [Arabian] wilderness. 7
[Chedorlaomer] doubles back. [He brings his army]
to En-Mishpat {Spring-Of-Judgment} (aka
Kadesh {Sanctuary}). [Chedorlaomer] strikes
the Amalekites' entire country, ___!
Then [he strikes] the Amorite {Mountaineers}
dwelling in Hazezon-Tamar {Palm-Harvest}. 8 The king of Sodom, the king of
Gomorrah, the king of Admah {Earthy},
the king of Zeboiim {Land-Of-Gazelles},
and the king of Bela {Swallower} (aka
Zoar {Tiny-Town}) all march out to fight
off [Chedarlaomer's massive international forces] in
the valley of Siddim (the flats of the
salt sea). 9 [The rebels fight] Elam's king
Chedorlaomer, and multinational-emperor Tidal, [and] Amraphel king of Shinar, and Arioch king of Ellasar. (Four
kings against five.) Genesis 14:10 *But
6 [Chedorlaomer rages on. He smashes]
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the valley of Siddim brims full
of [clay/bitumen] slime-pits. The
[rebel] kings of Sodom and Gomorrah flee [from their overlord]. They
fall [to their deaths in the slime-pits]. The
[rebels] who [escape the slime-pits] flee to
the hills. 11 [So the victorious armies of Overlord
plunder all the possessions
of Sodom and Gomorrah, and all their
food. Then the victors march off [to destroy other nations].
The Emperor Captures Abram's
Nephew (Lot)
12 Next [Chedorlaomer's massive multi-nation army]
captures Abram's brother's son Lot
{Wrap}, who [had foolishly chosen to live in wicked]
Sodom. [Chedorlaomer grabs Lot with] Lot's
[screaming cattle, servants, women etc.] Off marches [Chedorlaomer's army]. 13 An escaped [rebel]
runs [from the battle]. He [risks his life] to report [Lot's kidnapping] to Abram {High-Father}
the Hebrew. [Abram is still] back camping in
the plain of Mamre {Whiplash} (the
Amorite, brother of Eschol {GrapeBunch}, and brother of Aner {Boy}) with
whom Abram has [foolishly] formed alliances).
Chedorlaomer]

In contrast to Lot, Abram here is identified as a
Hebrew, that is, a faithful, fearless man who
‘crosses over to the other side,’ suffering hardship
rather than being sucked down the toilet with the
evil world. Are you like Lot, or like Abraham? Alliances = master-servant legal bonds.

Abram's 318 Praise-Warriors Evict
Millions!
14 When Abram {High-Father} hears that
[the OverLord] has taken his nephew [Lot]
captive, [Abram] grabs [musical instruments].
With these, he arms his 318 worshiptrained servants (born in his own
house). They pursue [Overlord Chedorlaomer's
massive armies north through Israel] to [the land of]
Dan {Judge}.

The servants were trained [chaniyk] in worship of
YHVH, not in war. Think: battle of Jericho. There is
no natural way that 318 migrants with no known
battle experience could defeat the Overlord's 5
armies, except by praising YHVH and having YHVH
strike the soldiers dead. 318=53/6 (the # of man).
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15

Abram {High-Father} divides his

[tiny

praise-band into groups. They sing and dance war-chants]

against [Chedorlaomer's massive armies]. By
night, [in this surprise praise-attack,] Abram and
his servants cast out the [huge army]!
They chase the [pagan invaders] to Hobah
{Hiding-Place}, north of Damascus.

Abram and his 318 singer/musicians cast out a 5army Imperial warrior-horde with praise music, not
with physical weapons. Praise is the way you win
your battles.

Abram {High-Father} recovers all the
including his nephew Lot, Lot's
wealth, Lot's women, and the [other]
people [the Overlord's armies had captured]. 17
Abram {High-Father} returns from [Yahweh's] casting out [OverLord] Chedorlaomer
and his allied kings. The king of Sodom
[rides] out to the plain of Shaveh (King's
Valley) to meet Abram.
16

[plunder],

The King of Sodom wants to bind Abram in an alliance. Warmongering translations wrongly substitute ‘slaughter.’ War-statists fantasize that Abram
killed people in war. But there is no way that
Abram and his 318 ranchers, by carnal military
force, massacred several armies and their kings in
one night!

Melchizedek Blesses Abram
18 Melchizedek {King-Of-Righteousness}
(king of Salem {Peace}) brings [Abram]
bread and wine, [because] Melchizedek is
the priest of [Yahweh,] El-ELyon {The-Highest-Power}.
First occurrence of El ELyon in the bible. Salem
may be Uru-Salim, the ancient city South of Palestine.

*Then Melchizedek {King-OfRight} blesses Abram {High-Father},
praying, “[Yahweh], El-Elyon {TheMost-High-Elohim}, possessor of
heaven and earth, bless [your servant] Abram.” Genesis 14:20 [Melchizedek
19

“—Kneel before [Yahweh,
most high Elohim, who delivered
your enemies into your hand.” Then
Abram {High-Father} gives Melchizedek
{King-Of-Right} 1/10th of all [the plunder he recovered from the imperial army].
Abram Refuses To Take Government Benefits
looks down to Abram:]
the]
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*Then the king of Sodom
says to Abram {High-Father},
“Give me [my] people [whom you rescued]. But keep for yourself [our]
wealth [that you recovered from the Overlord].” 22 *To the king of Sodom's
[attempt to trap him in a debt obligation] ,
Abram {High-Father} objects: “I
lift up my hand to [no one but]
Yahweh El ELyon {Most-High-Elohim}, the possessor of heaven
and earth.
21

Meaning, ‘I don't raise my hand to you nor to any
other worldly authority. I only praise YHVH.’ There
is nothing in this verse about swearing any oath. In
fact, it is exactly the opposite. Abram is rejecting
an offer of benefits being made by a ruler who
wants to put Abram in a master-servant relationship. Do you raise your hand to men? Do you
pledge allegiance? Do you swear oaths in court? If
so, you're disobeying the central point of the Bible,
that YHVH is your only master.

*I won't [take] so much as a
thread or a shoe-latchet. I
won't take anything of yours,
so you won't be able to claim, ‘I
made Abram {High-Father} rich;
[Abram owes me. Abram is my servant.] ’
23

Never take one crumb of worldly government welfare benefits, not even a shoelace! Ideally we
should never take any gift from an unbeliever, because gifts imply a debt.

*The only thing we'll take
home from this rescue is whatever food my young men have
eaten. But pay the men who
went with me: (Aner {Boy}, Eshcol, and Mamre {Whiplash}). Let
them take [home] their share [of the
loot].”
24

Abram takes an extraordinarily intelligent moral
high road.

Genesis 15
YAH Promises Trillions Of Children
To Abram
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1

After

[Abram wisely refuses to make an alliance with

the Word of Yahweh comes
[alive] to Abram in a vision. [YAH] says,
“Never fear, Abram. I am your [sovereign]
shield. I am your overflowing, massive
reward.”
the foreign king,]

YAH rewards Abram for refusing to take any benefits from worldly government.

Abram {High-Father} replies, “Adonai
Yahweh, what [natural child] will you give
me? I go [through life] childless. [My only heir is
my pagan] family-steward: Eliezer from
Damascus.” 3 Abram {High-Father} continues, “Look - you've given me no
seed-child. Look: a [slave-boy] born in my
house is my inheritor, [entitled to get everything I own].”
2

Contrary to Jewish misinformation, this verse
proves that Jesus was entitled to the throne of
David, even though Jesus was the adopted son of
Joseph. An adopted son can be an heir. However, a
natural-born son can step in front of the adopted
son. In the case of Jesus, no natural son of Joseph
was as qualified as Jesus to be King. So David's
throne went to Jesus. This was a hotly-contested
issue between Jesus and his half-brothers who refused to believe in him.

*[Suddenly] the word of Yahweh
comes [alive] to Abram {High-Father}. [YAH] says,
“This [servant] Eliezer won't be
your heir. Rather, out of your
own body, [a boy (Isaac)] comes
forth to be your heir.”
5 *[Suddenly] Yahweh [supernaturally]
transports Abram {High-Father}
out [of his tent onto a starlit hill]. [YAH]
says,
“Now look toward heaven.
Count the stars, if you're able
to number them.”
Then Yahweh says to Abram,
“Your seed-children will be [as
numerous as those stars].”
6 *Abram {High-Father} [goes on to actively, fruitfully] believe in Yahweh.
So, ___, [even though Abram makes mis4
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Yahweh credits [Abram's faith]
to Abram as if [Abram were] righteous.
takes,]

See Ro 4, Gal 3.
7

*And Yahweh says to Abram

{High-Father},

“I am Yahweh, who brought
you out of [the luxurious city of]
Chaldean Ur {Flame}, to give you
this [promised] land as [your]
inheritance.
Abram separates from the cushy-living pagans,
and from his comfortable wealthy relatives. Then
Yah rewards Abram with blessings greater than
those couch-potatoes ever dreamed of.

YAH Makes A Dream-Covenant With
Abram
8 *Abram {High-Father} replies,

“Adonai Yahweh, how can I
know that I'll inherit this land
[and not be attacked by the pagans in it]?” 9
[Within the vision,]

{High-Father},

Yahweh answers Abram

“Bring me a 3 year-old heifer, a 3 yearold she-goat, a 3-year-old ram, a dove,
and a young pigeon.
Note that this is all happening within a vision. (See
Gen 15:1.) No actual animals were sacrificed in
this covenant. Contrary to widespread popular misinformation, wasting animals' bodies was never
sanctioned by YHVH.
Genesis 15:10 [In the vision,] Abram {High-Father} takes
all these (animals) to Yahweh. [Abram] divides them
in two. He lays each side against the other. But he
leaves the birds undivided.
Notice that it was Abraham's idea, (not YHVH's,) to
cut up these animals. And the cutting happens in a
symbolic dream, not in meat-space.

The birds swoop down [to eat] the carcasses. So Abram {High-Father} drives
the [birds] away. 12 The sun starts setting, ___. Abram {High-Father} falls into
a deep sleep. Suddenly horror and
great darkness fall upon Abram.
11

This is a unilateral contract, meaning it is an unconditional promise, not voidable by Abram's actions. Therefore Abram's role in the contract-signing is totally passive - Abram merely to sees
YHVH's actions in a dream. See Gal 3:20.
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*Yahweh says to Abram
{High-Father},
“Know for sure that your seedchildren will be stranger[s] in a
land they don't own. They'll
serve the [Egyptians,] who will oppress (your descendants for)
400 years.
13

14

Then I'll condemn that [Egyptian] nation,
whom (your seed-children) will serve.
Then (your seed-children) will come out
[of Egypt] with great wealth.
Exodus occurs 430 years after this promise, but
400 years from Isaac's birth. 215 years of traveling
+ 215 years of slavery = 430 years.
15

at a good old age you'll go in
peace to [rest with] your [buried] fore-fathers.

[Before that,]

16
Then, 4 generations [after you die, your seed-children] will return here [to the promised land]. But for now, [I'm going to allow]
the Amorite {Mountaineers} [to keep piling up] their sins [before I wipe them out].”

The sun completely sets. All is black,
___. [Suddenly Abram sees] a smoking furnace. A burning lamp passes between
the pieces [of symbolic dream-carcasses].
17

The furnace represents oppression and slavery.
The lamp represents the deliverance. YHVH is apparently making a type of self-maledictory oath,
something we should never do, since we do not
control the future. But completely safe for YHVH,
since he is the One who controls all reality and always does exactly what He promises.

That day Yahweh makes a covenant
with Abram {High-Father}, promising,
“To your seed-children I have given this
land, from the river [Vadi/Border] of Egypt
to the great waterway: the Euphrates
river.
18

19

the
Kad-

[The TRUE Hebrews eventually come to own the territory now held by]

{Lancers}, [and the]

Kenizzites,
monites—

[and the]

The children of Abraham are those who share
Abraham's faith, not necessarily his genetic lin-
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eage. To this date the promised land has never
been fully held by the Israelis, because many of
them lack the faith of Abraham, as proven by the
fact that they reject YAH's Messiah.
Genesis 15:20
[Plus, you one day own the land of] the Hittite {Sons-Of-Terror},
[the] Perizzite {Plainsmen}, and [the supernatural] Rephaim
{Giants}.
21
Plus, [your descendants end up owning the land of] the Amorite
{Mountaineers}, [the] Canaanite {Mercenaries}, [the] Girgashites {Wanderers}, and [the] Jebusite {Threshers}.”
Jebus=Jerusalem.

Genesis 16
Abram's Wife Gets Him To Bed The
Maid

*Now [no matter how Abraham tries to impregnate] his wife Sarai, she keeps
coming up childless, ___. [One
1

day, in a stroke of inspiration and desperation,

handmaid, an
Egyptian named Hagar {Flight},
[who's stirring a pot].
Sarai looks over at her]

Sarai sees Abram staring at Hagar's dress swaying
as she stirs that pot.

*So Sarai says to
Abram {High-Father}, “Now
look: Yahweh has kept
me from bearing [children].
I beg you, go in [to my
2

4=Levi, Kohath, Amram, Moses.

Kenite

29

maid's bed-tent. Lay down with]

her. Maybe I'll get children via her.” [So]
Abram, [always eager to please,
foolishly] listens to Sarai's
bleating [nonsense, ___]. 3
*So Sarai, Abram's real
wife, [in a fit of menopausal lunacy,] co-opts Hagar her
maid, the [pagan] Egyp-
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tian. [Sarai] gives Hagar to
her husband Abram as
his [adulterous 2nd] wife,
___! (This happens after
Abram lives for 10 years
in the land of Canaan
{LowLand}.) 4 *So Abram {HighFather} [stupidly] goes in. [He spills his

lust on] Hagar. So she conceives [a
son. And just like any marriage counselor would
have predicted,]

as soon as Hagar

sees she's [got Abram's baby in her belly],
Hagar looks down with contempt on her [barren menopausal] mistress [Sarai]. 5 *So Sarai [screams] at
Abram {High-Father}, “This outrage is [Hagar's] fault! I gave you
my maid to sleep with. But
since Hagar sees that [you got]
her pregnant, she's always
glaring at me with those evil,
[gloating] eyes!” [Sarai thrusts her fist to the
sky.] “Yahweh, judge between
me and [Hagar]!”
The commercial translations always get this wrong.
Sarai is blaming Hagar, not blaming Abram.

The Maid Runs From Sarai's Abuse
6 *But Abram {High-Father} says

to Sarai, “Look, your maid is in
your hand. Do to Hagar whatever pleases you.” So Sarai
harshly treats Hagar, [making Hagar
do hard labor while pregnant]. So Hagar
[the ‘flyer’] runs away from Sarai. 7
An angel (sent by Yahweh) finds [the
pregnant] Hagar by a fountain of water in
the wilderness, by the fountain on the
road to Shur, [the great fortified wall that shuts off
Egypt from Palestine]. 8 *So the angel

sent by Yahweh says,
“Hagar, Sarai's maid, how'd
you get [all the way out] here, [girl]!?
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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And where do [you think] you're
going, [all knocked up]?”
Hagar replies, “I'm fleeing
from the [hateful] face of my
mistress Sarai!”
YAH Promises Hagar Billions Of
[Muslim] Kids
9 The angel sent by Yahweh says to Hagar,
“Return to your mistress. Submit to her
authority.”

*The angel sent by
Yahweh continues,
“Hagar, I will greatly multiply
your descendants. You come to
spawn so many [children] that it
will be impossible to count
them.”
11 *The angel sent by Yahweh
says to Hagar,
“Look: you've got a baby in
your belly! You [soon] come to
bear a son. You call his name
‘IshmaEl {El-Hears}’, because
Yahweh [hears and] pays attention
to your misery.
Genesis 16:10

Ishmael = Elohim hears.

*
—IshmaEl {El-Hears} grows up a
wild man. His hand [rages]
against every man. Every
man's hand comes to [fight]
against him. IshmaEl pursues
his whole life [in hostility] to all his
kinsmen.”
12

True for the last 3000 years. Especially, the Ishmaelites fought with the Midianites.

Then Hagar calls by name to [Yahweh]
(who speaks [through a messenger] to her),
“Yahweh, you [are the] El’ who sees me [all
the time]!” Hagar exclaims, “Have I really
seen the One who sees me, [and lived to tell
about it]?!”
13
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Actually, she had only seen YAH's Messenger angel, but since the angel was so grand, she figures
the angel was actually YHVH. Mankind's modern
surveillance networks aim to duplicate YAH's power
to see everyone all the time. But that ‘Total Information Awareness’ breeds more net tyranny.

well (between Kadesh
and Bered {Hail}) comes to
be called Beer-Lahai-Roi {Well-of-the-Onewho-lives-and-sees}.
Hagar Slinks Back To Abram's
Camp
15 So Hagar [straggles back to Abram's camp].
[There she] births Abram a son. So Abram
[obeys YAH by] naming his son (born by Hagar,) “IshmaEl.” 16 *Hagar's birth
of IshmaEl to Abram {High-Father} marks Abram's 86th year
14

So

[Hagar's]

{Sanctuary}

of life.

Genesis 17
YAH Reaffirms His Covenant With
AbraHam

*[13 years pass, ___.] In Abram's
99th year [of life], Yahweh appears to Abram. [YAH] says,
“I am the El Shaddai {AlmightyPower}. Walk in my presence. Be
pure-hearted.
1

You CAN become virtually perfectly sinless, in THIS
life, right now. Perfection is the goal of Christianity.
We can and must achieve perfection, with help
from the Perfect One. It should be your daily goal
to approach moral perfection. However, actual
100% perfection is only likely to occur after this
life.
2

I'll [activate] my covenant between Me &
you. [Watch] me [rapidly, amazingly] multiply
you[r descendants].”
3 So Abram {High-Father} falls on his
face. [Yahweh] Elohim talks with him. 4
[YAH] says, “You watch! My covenant
with you means that you will father a
throng of nations!
5

*
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Your name will no longer be
called ‘Abram {Exalted-Father}’.
Rather, your name will henceforth be ‘Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}.’ I've made you fore-father of many nations.
6*
I make you fantastically fruitful. I make nations from you!
Kings come to [march] out of you!
Abraham is prime forefather of both the Israelites
and the Ishmaelites, Arabians, Midianites, etc.

*
I establish my [unconditional]
covenant between me and you
and your seed after you [for countless] generations: an everlasting
compact! I stay Elohim
{Sovereign} to you, and to your
seed-children after you.
7

‘Seed’ here is plural. However, in Gen 21:12, ‘seed’
is singular, referring to the Messiah, as Paul points
out in Gal 3:16.
8

And to you, and to your seed-children
after you, I give the land where you
[currently] live as a stranger: all the land
of Canaan {LowLand}, for your everlasting possession. I [reign] as Elohim [over
your descendants].”
YAH Tells Abraham To ‘Cut Off’ His
Sin

*And Elohim says to Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions},
“[Self-control will enable] you to guard
my covenant: you, and your
seed-children after you for
countless generations.
9

This verse contains no circumcision-related words.

*
This is my covenant, which you
will keep, between me and you
and your seed-children after
Genesis 17:10
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you: Every notable [member of your
tribe] must cut off [the control that his
‘flesh’ takes over his decisions]

.
Circumcision means to have your heart marked as
belonging to YAH. True circumcision is to pledge to
stop letting your little head do the thinking for your
big head. Circumcision is not mutilating baby's
penises! C'mon, think! Use your brain! #4135
muwl = cut short/curtail/blunt/destroy. #2145 zakar = notable, remembered, not necessarily ‘male’.
Penile circumcision is not uniquely Jewish. 70% of
the circumsized males in the world are Muslim!
Most of the rest are pagan Africans and Egyptians!
The Catholic Church rightly condemns genital circumcision as a sin. They ordered against it in the
Council of Basel-Florence in 1442. Wake up!

*
‘Curtail your loose flesh.’ [Never
11

fornicate with your wife's maids again. Your refusal

will be a
token of the covenant between
Me & you.
to chase tail like some dumb dog]

The entire custom of penile circumcision is based
on misunderstanding of YAH's commands. In the
Law, YAH forbids anyone to cut their skin. So obviously YAH never wanted people to cut off babies'
foreskins. There is ZERO medical health reason to
cut off a healthy foreskin. #5243 Namal = clip.
Basar = flesh. Orlah = loose. Foreskins are NOT
loose!
12

*

[To symbolize your separation from

debride
every 8 day old [baby].
This goes for every
recorded [member] of your
family-tree, whether
born in your house, or
bought with money
from foreigners, from
your ‘seed’ or not.

the rotten world, ritually]

Debridement = removal of damaged tissue or foreign objects from flesh. The Creator never commanded any genital cutting. He ordained a baby
dedication service combined with a well-baby
checkup during which the umbilical stump is re-
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moved. Publicly remove the baby's dead navel-scab to symbolize disengaging from evil worldly culture. Penile circumcision is a perversion of this
harmless symbolic ritual. #2145 Zakar means ‘remembered’ (i.e. legitimate, accepted) not necessarily ‘male’. For instance, Abraham's wife is Sarah
is listed among Israel's genealogies. #1121 ben =
child/youth/descendants, not always referring to
males. #4135 Muwl = curtail, cut off, literally or
metaphorically. On another note: This verse shows
that under Hebrew Law, children can be bought.
Governments should not impede private adoptions.
13

*

[To symbolize your acceptance of my] everlasting covenant [with you], ceremonially debride the skin of [every] notable [tribe member] born in
your house, or bought with
your money.
#4135 muwl = debride. #1320 basar = skin.

*
And any immodest notable [tribe
member] who [refuses to literally and
metaphorically] debride their loose
flesh—that soul will be cut off
from his [Hebrew] people for
breaking my covenant.”
14

“Cleanliness is next to godliness.” Again, the words:
flesh, foreskin and circumcise are almost always
mistranslated. Never cut anyone's genitals. #6189
arel = loose. Foreskins are attached, like eyelids
and earlobes. Especially at birth. Foreskins are not
‘loose’. Scabs and lesions are loose. #2145 zamar
= notable/remembered/official member of the family, not necessarily ‘male’. #1320 basar =
flesh/skin. #3772 karats = cut off/excommunicated. Keep yourself clean, inside and out.

YAH Promises Elderly Sarah Will
Get Pregnant
15 Then Elohim says to Abraham {FatherOf-Billions},
“As for Sarai your wife, no longer call
her name Sarai {Chief}. Sarah {Monarch}
will be her name.
YAH raises Abraham from a ‘noble father’ to the
‘Father of Billions’. He raises ‘village-chief’ Sarai to
‘Queen of nations’. Are you livewise ready to skip
up 10 levels?
16

*
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I'm blessing Sarah {Monarch}. I
come to give you a son from
her. [Her future is guaranteed:] I endow
Sarah. She becomes a mother
of nations. Kings of populations [rise] from [barren] Sarah's
[children].”
17 *Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}
falls on his face. He laughs. He
jokes in his heart, “Can a child
be born to a 100 year-old [stiff]?
Will Sarah {Monarch}, at 90 years
old, birth a baby!?” 18 Then Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions}

begs Elohim, “Oh,

[please let]

IshmaEl

Elohim replies,
“Your wife Sarah {Monarch} indeed
comes to bear you a son. You call his
name Isaac {Laughter}. I establish my
covenant with Isaac—an everlasting
covenant—extending to [all] his [righteous]
seed-children after him.
{El-Hears}

live in your

[blessing]!”

19

Again, the recipients of this promise are the people
who repent as did Isaac, not strictly Isaac's genetic
lineage.
Genesis 17:20

And as for IshmaEl {El-Hears}, I hear
you. Watch how I bless [IshMael]. In time
I make him fruitful. I greatly multiply
[his descendants]. IshmaEl comes to father
12 princes. I produce a great [but wicked]
Empire [from] him.

By 2020 there were over 1 billion muslims claiming
descent from Ishmael. How much more fulfilled
could a prophecy be?!
21

But I'll establish my covenant with
Isaac {Laughter}, whom Sarah {Monarch}
will bear to you at this time next year.”
22 Stopping talking, Elohim [rises] up
from Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}.
Abraham Performs A Symbolic SinCut Ritual
23 That very day, obeying Yahweh's
command, Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}
takes IshmaEl {El-Hears} his son, and
every man [who had been] born in his
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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house, and every [slave he had] bought
with his money: every male among the
men of Abraham's clan. They curtail
their loose [exposed] flesh.
They all solemnly commit to cut off the fleshly control their male-parts were exerting over their higher faculties.Not cut off their foreskins! Pledge to
stop acting like horny dogs! And that's exactly
what Christian and Jewish men need to stop doing:
stop fornicating, stop masturbating, stop committing adultery!

In Abraham's 99th year he curtails
his loose flesh.
24

He finally publicly decides to cut off the control his
‘flesh’ exerts over him. He turns away from the lust
that had caused him to get his maid pregnant.

IshmaEl {El-Hears}, Abrahams’ son, is
13 years old when he curtails his loose
flesh.
25

He engages in a ceremony indicating his intent to
cut off the fleshly control his ‘flesh’ exerts over his
thinking processes, i.e. to stop fantasizing about
and bedding local girls. This event may have been
a ritual cleansing, like a scrub-down baptism. Remember, the foreskin is no looser than your eyelid
or your earlobe. Unlike an umbilical scab, the foreskin does not qualify as loose enough to cut off.
13=deception, counterfeit.
26

On the same day, Abraham {Fahis son IshmaEl {Elloose flesh.

ther-Of-Billions} and
Hears} curtail their

They publicly indicate their commitment to cut off
the control their flesh exerts over their lives.

All the men of Abraham's house,
born in the house or bought with money from foreigners, join Abraham in
curtailing [their loose flesh].
27

They publicly indicate their commitment to cut off
their ties to the evil world.

Genesis 18
3 Paranormal 'Men' Visit Abraham
In the oak-filled-plains
of Mamre {Whiplash}, Yahweh sees Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} sitting in his tent
door in the heat of the day. 2 Then
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} lifts up his
eyes. He looks. He sees 3 [paranormal]
‘men’ standing near him. When Abraham sees the [men,] he runs out the tent
door to meet them. He bows his [body]
to the ground.
1 [Time passes, ___.]
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There are 6 characters in this chapter: Abraham, 3
'men', Sarah, AND YHVH, a supernatural, unseen
being, speaking through his [also unseen] messenger angel. If you envision YHVH as one of the 3
'men,' you encounter all kinds of problems, like
YHVH eating, etc.

Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} exclaims,
“My Adonai, if I've finally found favor in
your sight, I beg you, don't pass away
from [me,] your servant. 4 Please let me [fetch
3

a little water. Wash your feet [while you] rest yourselves under the [shade] tree. 5 Since you've [honored
me by journeying to my home,] I'll fetch a bit of bread to refresh your hearts, then you'll pass on.” The [3] men
you]

So Abraham
runs into his tent to
He says, “Fast! Prepare 3 measures of fine flour. Knead it.
Bake bread-cakes on the hearth.” 7
Then Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} runs to
[his] herd. He fetches a choice, tender
calf. He gives it to a young man who
runs to dress it. 8 Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} carries butter, milk and the calfmeat which he's dressed. He sets it before the 3 ‘men.’ Abraham stands by
the [men] under the tree. [He watches] them
eat. 9 The 3 angel-men say to Abraham {Father-Ofreply, “Do just what you've said.” 6

{Father-Of-Billions}
Sarah {Monarch}.

Billions},

“As for Sarah {Monarch} your wife—” Abraham [interrupts], “[She's] there, in the tent.”
The angels know where Sarah is.

replies,
“I certainly return to you in the time of
[giving birth to new] life. You watch: your
wife Sarah {Monarch} comes to bear a
son.” Sarah, [standing] in the tent door behind [the speaking being,] hears this [shocking
prophecy]. 11 The lines and creases in
Abraham's and Sarah's faces show age
ravaging their old bodies. Sarah lies
clearly far beyond the age at which any
woman can bear children.
Genesis 18:10 [One of the paranormal men]

paraphrase

Sarah Laughs At The Idea of Pregnancy
12 So, ___, Sarah {Monarch} laughs
within herself, chuckling, “How would I
have the pleasure [of child-bearing] now that
I and my master [Abraham] have grown so
old?” 13 Yahweh chides Abraham {FatherOf-Billions},
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“Why did Sarah {Monarch} [sarcastically]
laugh, saying, ‘Sure! I'm gonna' bear a
child at my old age!’
14

Is anything too wonderful for Yahweh
[to accomplish]? At the time [I've] appointed,
in this season next year, I come to return to you. [By then] Sarah {Monarch} will
have a son.”
15 Then, because she's terrified, Sarah
{Monarch} lies. She says, “I didn't laugh!”
[Yahweh] replies,
“[Stop] lying. You laughed.”
16 The angel-men stand up to leave
[Abraham's camp]. They look toward [the sinful
city of] Sodom. Abraham goes with the
[men], to see them on their way.
YAH Warns Abraham He'll Nuke
Sodom
17 Yahweh says,
“Now I'll reveal to Abraham {Father-OfBillions} the [carnage] I'm about to [inflict on
Sodom].

*
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} will
[father] a great, mighty nation.
Through Abraham, [I] come to
bless every nation on earth!
18

19

For I see [the future of my chosen man] Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}. He [continues to]
command his children and his household to [follow] him. They keep the way
of Yahweh. [They] do righteous [acts. They
obey My] commands. So [I] Yahweh bring
upon Abraham all [the blessings I've ever]
promised him.”
Abraham's literal genetic descendants may not follow YAH's commands. The Abrahamic promises
flow to whoever lives out Abraham-like faith.

Yahweh continues,
“[Oppressed people keep raising a] massive outcry [against arrogant, corrupt]
Sodom and Gomorrah. The crime [s] [of
those cities] wreak [incurable,] grievous [damage].
Genesis 18:20

21
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Let's go down and experience the [atrocities for which victims] keep sending up cries
[for revenge] to Me. I'm [about to] answer.”
This is an example of a verse in which the commercial translators construct a nonsense sentence
around the Hebrew words. Hebrew translation requires interpretation. Obviously YHVH knows exactly what he's going to do.

The [3 paranormal] ‘men’ turn their faces
away [from Abraham's camp]. [They rush] toward
Sodom. Meanwhile, Abraham stays
standing before Yahweh.
22

YHVH is usually described as being one of the 3
mysterious men. But it makes more sense to see
YHVH in this scene as not one of the 3 'men,' but
as an unseen character who speaks audibly.
23 Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} draws near [to Yahweh].
[Abraham] asks, “Are you going to destroy the right-

[along] with the wicked? 24 What if 50
righteous [people] live in the city? Won't
you refrain from destroying the place to
save those 50 righteous inhabitants? 25
Far be it from You to wreak such an
[atrocity], to slay the righteous with the
wicked. To treat saints like criminals—
that's nothing like You! [I know] the
Judge of all the earth [always] does [what's]
right.” 26 Yahweh answers,
“If I find in Sodom 50 righteous [people]
within the city, then I'll spare the whole
place [to save the 50].”
27 Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} answers,
“Look—I boldly speak to Yahweh, [though
I] am mere dust and ashes: 28 —Will
you destroy the city if it contains five
less than 50 righteous [people]?” [Yahweh]
answers,
“I'll avoid destroying the city if I find 45
[righteous people] there.”
29 Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} speaks to
Yahweh yet again, asking, “If [you] find
40 righteous [people] in Sodom—” Yahweh
responds,
“I'll relent from destroying Sodom if [it
contains] 40 [righteous people].”
Genesis 18:30 Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}
says to Yahweh, “Please, Adonai, don't
flare [in anger] when I speak: If 30 right-

eous
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eous [people can be] found in Sodom—”.
Yahweh replies,
“I won't destroy Sodom if I find 30 [righteous people] there.”
31 Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} replies,
“Now that I've dared speak to my
Adonai: If [you find] 20 righteous [people] in
Sodom—”… Yahweh replies,
“I'll avoid destroying Sodom [if it contains]
20 [righteous people].
32 Then Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} says,
“Please Adonai, don't torch [me]. I'll
speak only one more time: If [you find] 10
righteous [people] there—” Yahweh
replies,
“I won't destroy [Sodom if it contains] 10
[righteous people].”
33 Yahweh finishes speaking with Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}. [Poof! YAH] goes His
way. So Abraham returns to his [family's
camp].

Genesis 19
The Angels Enter Sodom To Extract
Lot
1 Two of [YAH's] messenger-angels approach Sodom at evening, ___. Lot sits
[as a judge] at the city-gate of Sodom. Lot
sees the [angels]. [Lot] rises up to meet
them. Lot bows himself down. His nostrils touch the ground.
These angels are not necessarily two of the '3 men'
in the previous chapter.

*Lot says, “Look now, my
lords, I beg you, [get out of this dangerous street]. [I'm your servant]. Come into
[my] house. Wash your feet.
Stay the night. Then you can
rise up early, and go on your
ways.” The angels reply, “No.
We intend to stay in the street
all night.” 3 But Lot keeps intensely
2

begging the angels, ___. So they turn
home with Lot. [They] go into his house.
There Lot prepares a feast for the an-
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gels. [Lot] bakes unleavened bread. And
the angels eat it!
Sodom's Perverts Try To Rape The
Angel-Men

*But before the angels lay
down, the men of the city, from
boys to old men, from every
neighborhood [of Sodom,] surround
[Lot's] house, ___. 5 *The perverts call to Lot. They scream
at him, “Where are those [hotlooking] ‘men’ who came in to [your
house] tonight? Bring them out to
us, so that we can ‘get to know’
them!”
4

Perverts!

So, ___, Lot goes out the door to [reason with] the perverts. Lot shuts the door
behind himself. 7 Lot says, ‘I beg you,
brothers, don't [rape my guests]! 8 —Now
look: I have two daughters who have
never ‘known’ a man. I beg you, let me
bring my girls out to you. You do to my
daughters whatever is good in your
eyes. Just do nothing to these men.
They came under the protection of my
roof.”
6

Lot was not offering two of his daughters to be
raped by these perverts... he was buying time, using the idea of raping his daughters as a decoy. Lot
also knew that the homosexuals had no interest in
women.

*The perverts [shout,] “Stand
back, [Lot]!” They scream, “This
dude (Lot) came into OUR [town]
to vacation. And now he's got
to judge us. Spoil him!” The
pervert-gang slam Lot's body
into the door, ___. [BAM!] The
[hardwood] door cracks [into pieces]!
9

2 Angels Rescue Lot From Sodom's
Perverts

*[Suddenly, ___,] the angels stretch out their hands.
They pull Lot into the house
with them. [The angels] slam Lot's
Genesis 19:10
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door. 11 *[Blinding light flashes from the angels' hands, ___.] At the door of the
house, the angels strike all the
perverts [both small and large] with
blindness. The perverts wear
themselves out [bumping around and
falling down in the street] trying to find
Lot's door. 12 The angel-men say to
Lot, “Whoever you [want to save] in this
city: your son[s]-in-law, your sons, your
daughters, and any [loved ones] you have
in the city, bring them out of this place.
13 —We will destroy this place, because
the cry against this [criminal] populace
[from the people they've damaged] has grown so
great before the face of Yahweh that
Yahweh has sent us to destroy it.” 14
Lot [risks his life,] rushing outside to warn
his sons in law, who had pledged to
marry his daughters, ___. Lot [finds
them]. [Lot] shouts, “Get up! Get out of
this place! Yahweh is about to destroy
this city!” But Lot's sons-in-law think
he's playing a practical joke on them. 15
Morning rises, ___. The angels hurry
Lot. They say, “Get up! Take your wife
and your two daughters who are here.
Or you'll be consumed by the punishment [YAH rains] on this perverse city.” 16

*Lot hesitates, ___. The angel-men grab Lot's hand, and
the hand of Lot's wife, and the
hands of Lot's two daughters.
[Showing] Yahweh's mercy to Lot,
they bring [his family] out. The [angels] set the [family] outside the
city. 17 Immediately, ___, as the angels bring Lot's family out of the city,
one of the angels [shouts], “Escape for
your life! Don't look behind you. Don't
stay anywhere in the plain. Escape to
the mountain, [or YAH's fire will consume you and]
sweep you away!” 18 Lot [shouts back] to
the angel(s), “[Please] no, master! 19 *—

You've shown
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great favor. You've magnified
your mercy by saving my life.
But I can't escape to the mountain. I’m afraid the disaster will
overtake me, and I'll die. Genesis
—Look. There's a little nearby city
where [I can] flee. Please let me escape
to the little [town,] so my life-breath can
survive.” 21 The angel says to Lot, “All
right, I grant what you've asked. I
won’t overthrow the city of which you
have spoken. 22 —Run there—fast!
Escape. [YAH won't let] me [blow up Sodom] until
you get to Zoar {Tiny-Town}.” 23 *The
19:20

sun rises upon the earth, ___.
Lot enters Zoar {Tiny-Town}.
YAH Nukes Sodom & Gommorah

*Then, ___, Yahweh rains
upon Sodom and upon Gomorrah brimstone and fire — [destruction straight] from Yahweh out of
24

heaven! 25 *YAH

overthrows those cities, and
the plains [around them]. [Fire
kills] all the [evil] inhabitants of the cities, and
everything growing on
the ground.
Apparently there is still in Karbet Goumran (the location of ancient Sodom & Gomorrah) a deep, 4mile wide, glassy surface resembling the ground on
which the most powerful modern bombs fall.

*But Lot's wife [stays]
behind to gaze [at her
beloved exploding cities]. So she
turns into petrified powder.
26

Standing salt.

Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}
gets up early in the morning, ___. [He's
startled by explosions and flashes of light! He runs] to
the [high] spot where he'd stood [speaking
27 [Meanwhile,]
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Yahweh. 28 *Abraham

{Fa-

ther-Of-Billions} looks over

the vast plains toward
Sodom and Gomorrah,
___. He stares in shock
over the [entire] country.
Smog rises [above Sodom]
like smoke from a furnace. 29 [So] Elohim destroys the

cities of the plain. But Elohim remembers Abraham's [prayer]. [ELohim] rescues
Lot from his home in the doomed
metroplex.
Lot Runs To The Mountain & Beds
His Own Kids

*For fear of living
[among the pagan roughnecks] in [the town of]
Zoar {Tiny-Town}, Lot hikes uphill
with his two daughters, ___.
They live [by killing rabbits with their barehands] on the mountainside.
(Just Lot and his 2 daughters,
[no wife], camping in a cave.)
Genesis 19:30

Not a good idea.

*[Lot's] firstborn [daughter] whispers to her younger [sister], “Our
father's [getting] old. [Our whole country
lies destroyed.] No man on earth is
going to [climb up on this abandoned mountain and make babies] with us like couples are doing all over the
globe.
31

There was a town nearby. These girls were just idiotic sluts.

*—So come on, let's get our
Dad [falling-down] drunk on wine [so
he can't think straight]. Then [we'll] lay
with him. [It's our only chance to get pregnant and] save Dad's genetic line—
[to keep our family-tree alive].”
32

This has got to rank among the stupidest ideas in
all of history. The skanks probably got the wine
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from the liquor store in the nearby town, where
there were plenty of men to bed! Despite this, the
Messiah traces his genealogy to this act of incest!
(King David's Great Grandmother was a
Moabitess.) This proves that the Creator can redeem any act, no matter how awful.

*So, ___, that night [Lot's daughters] get their father drunk on
wine. The firstborn goes in and
lays with her father. He doesn't
notice when she lays down. [But
33

by the time she gets up, he knows he's committed
a heinous act of incest.]
It's nearly impossible for a man complete two such
acts and not know he did it, and the Hebrew text
points this out. Alcohol paralyzes your logical brain.

* ___, the next day, [Lot's]
firstborn [daughter] whispers to
[her] younger [sister], “Look, I bedded Dad last night. Let's get
him drunk on wine again
tonight. Then go you in, and
lay [with] him, so we can save
Dad's family-tree.”
34

Idiot girls and pervert Dad.

*So that night [Lot's 2 daughters]
get their father drunk on wine
again. Then the younger sister
gets up and jumps into her
Dad's bed! She ‘lays’ with him.
Lot doesn't notice his daughter
laying down. But when she
gets up, he's aware [that he's just
35

committed the further crime of getting his daughter
pregnant].
The Hebrew text indicates the obvious fact that
this guy Lot was consciously complicit in these accursed acts of incest.

The Evil-Incest Spawn Birth Two
Savage Races

*So, ___, both the daughters of Lot get pregnant by
their Dad! 37 *[9 months later, Lot's]
firstborn daughter births a son.
She calls his name ‘Moab.’ To
this day, ___, he's the fore-father of the [perverted] Moabites.
36
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Moab means "[Child fathered] by his mother's own
father." Massive wars result from these accursed
children of incest.

And [Lot's] younger [daughter] also births
a son. [She] calls his name “Ben-Ammi.”
He, ___, remains to this day the [prime]
fore-father of the [evil, inbred, vicious] spawn
of Ammon.
38

Ben-Ammi can be translated as "son of my own
family" or "son of the pagan god Am."

Genesis 20
‘Father-king’ Steals Abraham's [Hot] Wife
1 [Meanwhile,] Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}
journeys from [smoking, radioactive, nuked
Sodom] toward the Negev, [south of Jerusalem].
[He] camps between [male shrine prostitute-infested] Kadesh {Sanctuary} and Shur
{Wall}, [the giant wall separating Palestine from Egypt].
Abraham sojourns in [the rolling meadows of]
Gerar {Pastureland}, ___.
Some say Abraham fled the area near Sodom to
escape nuclear fallout from the fire from heaven.

Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} white-lies [to the locals] about his [supernaturally gorgeous,
young-looking] wife Sarah {Monarch}.
He says, “Sarah's my sister.”
So AbiMelech {Father-King} (king
of Gerar) sends [his soldiers]. They
[seize] Sarah. [They haul her back into AbiM2

*And

[once again,]

elech's harem of royal wives.]
Sarah is Abraham's half-sister. So Abraham technically not lies but prevaricates, withholding mental
reservations. What a tangled web we weave, when
we labor to deceive. Abimelech's name (Father-King) personifies the legal concept of Pater Patrias,
the worship of government as the de-facto father
of the country, the supra-parent who controls the
behavior of all custodial parents. Pater Patrias is a
purely pagan idea, not Hebrew at all. It produces
abominations like ‘Child Protective Services’ and divorce courts in ‘modern’ communist countries like
the U.S.A. Pater Patrias, the idea that the government decides what's best for the people, is why
Abimelech felt entitled to seize Sarah and bring her
into his harem of wives. The king thought he was
doing Sarah a favor by letting her bear his babies.
Just like the courts think they're doing you a favor
when they issue decrees regulating the matters of
your private family, regarding schooling, vaccinations, divorce, child custody, etc.
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YAH Busts AbiMelech For Wife-Napping

*So, ___, Elohim comes to
AbiMelech {Father-King} in a
dream by night. [Elohim] says,
“Look, king. You're a dead
man. The woman you [kidnapped]
is another man's wife!”
3

Don't marry divorced women. This king is attracted
to Sarah because YHVH has supernaturally made
her ‘young’ enough to conceive Isaac and to give
him breast milk. She's hot-looking even though
she's old.

But AbiMelech {Father-King} never
came near Sarah {Monarch}. So he
protests, “Adonai, will you slay a righteous nation [like you destroyed the sinners of
Sodom]?
4

Abimelech fears that YHVH will destroy his whole
nation.

—Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} told me,
‘Sarah's my sister.’ And Sarah herself
said, ‘Abraham's my brother.’ I [captured
Sarah] with pure heart and innocent
hands.”
5

Pagan government workers imagine that the evil
things they do are actually good.

*So Elohim answers AbiMelech {Father-King} in the dream,
“Yes, I know that you [tried to marry
Sarah] with sincerity in your
heart. So I held you back from
sinning against me. That's why
I didn't let you touch Sarah.
6

You're not innocent. But you didn't intend to do
wrong. You were misguided, thinking according to
wrong principles.
7

So give the man [Abraham] back his wife.
[Abraham] is a prophet. He'll pray for you.
Then [I'll let] you live. But if you don't restore Sarah {Monarch} [to her husband],
know that you will surely die: you, and
everyone who belongs to you!”
A personal threat from Elohim.
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So AbiMelech {Father-King} jumps [out of
bed] early in the morning, ___. He summons all his servants. He tells [them everything YAH said. As the words hit] their ears, the
men shake, terrified.
AbiMelech Busts Abraham For
White-Lying
9 Then AbiMelech {Father-King} summons
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}. [Abimelech yells
at Abraham], “What have you done to us?
How have I offended you? Why have
you brought this great criminal [guilt] on
me and on my kingdom? You've done
things to me that shouldn't be done [to
anyone]!”
8

There is no end to human hypocrisy, especially in
government. The king stole Abraham's wife, then
blamed it on Abraham. When government workers
do bad things to you, they find some error in your
actions so they can blame their sin on you. For instance, they ruin your boy's life by seizing him and
placing him in a foster home so they can get money. Then they say it's because you spanked your
boy. They catch some boy with a joint in in his
sock. So they throw him in a hellish prison for 20
years. For his own good, they think! Reduce your
exposure to man's jurisdiction.

Then AbiMelech {Father-King}
asks Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, “What
[reason] did you see for [telling me your wife was
your sister]?”
Genesis 20:10

Because it was none of your business, you kidnapper-king, usurper, meddler in other mens' families!

Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} replies,
“Because I thought, ‘There's absolutely
no fear of Elohim in this place. These
[pagans] will murder me to [steal] my wife.’
12 *—Yet in fact, Sarah {Monarch}
11

is my sister. She's the daughter of my father, but not the
daughter of my mother. [My halfsister] became my wife. 13 *—So
when Elohim [commanded] me to
migrate [away] from my father's
house, I said to Sarah {Monarch},
‘Show me this kindness: everywhere we go, say of me, “Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} is my
brother.”’
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'Father-king' Gives Back Sarah, and
Wealth
14 *So AbiMelech {Father-King}

takes sheep, oxen, male-workers [and] female-workers. He
gives them to Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}. Finally, [AbiMelech]
restores [Abraham's] wife Sarah
{Monarch} to [Abraham].
Again, pagan wealth is a curse, not a blessing.
AbiMelech loads Abraham down with more possessions than Abraham needs. If the devil can't ruin
you with poverty, he'll try to bury your soul in
wealth.

Then AbiMelech {Father-King} says,
“Look, [Abraham]: my [entire] land lies before you. Dwell where it pleases you.”
16 [AbiMelech] continues,"Sarah I've given
[your half-]brother [Abraham] 1000 (pieces
of) silver [to compensate your family for the embar15

rassment I caused by stealing you and installing you in
my harem. This money settles any claim against me in
this matter.]”

Paraphrase.

So Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} prays
to Elohim. Immediately Elohim heals
AbiMelech {Father-King}, and his Queen,
and his female-workers. So the [ladies
start to] bear children [again]. 18 *For
17

Yahweh had completely closed
up all the wombs of [all the women in]
the [royal] house of AbiMelech
{Father-King}, to punish [AbiMelech for
kidnapping] Sarah {Monarch}, Abraham's wife.

Genesis 21

Supernaturally Youthful Sarah Gets
Pregnant

*So Yahweh graciously [helps]
Sarah {Monarch} (as He
promised). Yahweh [reactivates
Sarah's reproductive system, ___,] just as
He predicted.
1

Not only does YAH give Sarah the ability to bear
children, YAH changes Sarah's appearance so that
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she looks like a 20 year old supermodel - so hot
that foreign kings start kidnapping her again.

So, ___, Sarah {Monarch} conceives.
She bears a son to old [grey] Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions}, right at the exact
time Elohim told Abraham [that Isaac would
arrive].
Supernaturally Young Sarah Births
Isaac
3 So Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} shouts
the name of the son birthed to him by
[formerly old grey] Sarah {Monarch}): Isaac
{Laughter}. 4 Isaac {Laughter} turns 8
days old, ___. So Abraham [ceremonially]
cuts off [Isaac's umbilical stump,] just as Elohim commanded.
2

True Circumcision, according to the Apostle Paul, is
NOT cutting penises, but cutting out the weed of
fleshly, sinful control of your spirit. Heart-circumcision starts as a commitment of the parents expressed at baby dedication by the ritual removal of
the loose umbilical stump. ‘Heart-circumcision’ continues into the man's old age.

Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} turns 100
years old that year, ___, just before
[Sarah] births him his son Isaac
{Laughter}. 6 *So Sarah {Monarch}
5

sings, “Elohim has given me
laughter! Now all who hear [of
Isaac's birth] will laugh with me!” 7
Then Sarah {Monarch} exclaims, “Who
would have said to Abraham {Father-OfBillions} that Sarah would have given
[breast milk for a child] to suck, ___? Yet I've
birthed a son for old grey Abe'!”
Isaac Grows Into Conflict With Ishmael
8 [Time passes, ___.] The boy [Isaac] grows.
He switches from [drinking breast milk] to
eating [solid food]. So Abraham {Father-OfBillions} throws a great feast the same
day. 9 [At the party,] Sarah {Monarch} sees
the son of Hagar the Egyptian: [IshmaEl,
whom] Hagar birthed to Abraham. [Yet again
Ishmael] mocks [Isaac], ___. Genesis 21:10
So, ___, Sarah {Monarch}[yells] to Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, “Kick out this
worker-woman and her brat! The
spawn of [our] maid will never be heir
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with my son Isaac {Laughter}!” 11 [This domestic disturbance makes tears flow from] Abraham's eyes, ___, because [he'll have to give
up] his son.
Adultery ruins lives.

So Elohim says to Abraham {Father-Of-Billions},
“Don't look at this [breakup] as a disaster.
[I'll take care of] your son [IshmaEl] and your
worker-woman. In all that Sarah
{Monarch} says to you, listen to her
voice. Your seed-children will be counted through Isaac {Laughter}, [not IshmaEl].
12

Seed = singular here, referring to the Messiah.
Muslims hotly contest this point, saying that Ishmael is the child of promise. Tragically, families
sometimes get so messed up that separation is the
only way out.
13

I'll make another nation out of [IshmaEl,
your] son via [your] maid, since [he's] your
offspring [as well].”
Abraham Boots His Lover & His Son
Of Adultery
14 *So Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}

gets up early in the morning.
He takes bread and a bottle of
water. He gives them to the
child [IshmaEl] and to Hagar. (Hagar hangs the bottle on her
shoulder.) [Then] Abraham sends
Hagar away [into the desert], ___.
[Sobbing,] Hagar rides off. She
wanders in the wilderness of
Beer-Sheba {Well-Of-Seven}.
The difference between man's ability to provide
and YAH's ability is shown here: Man gives a bottle, but YHVH gives a well.

*Soon, ___, the water in the
bottle is spent. So, [unable to watch
her son die,] Hagar abandons the
child under one of the [desert]
shrubs. 16 *Hagar runs a bowshot’s distance away to a [ridge,
___]. She [falls down]. She faces
[IshmaEl]. She cries [to heaven], “Don't
15
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let me watch my son die!” She
sits weeping, [clawing the sand, tearing
her hair, watching IshmaEl] shout his
voice [hoarse, screaming dry desperate prayers
for water].
YAH Opens A Desert-Well For Ishmael & Mom
17 Elohim hears the boy [IshmaEl's] voice,
___. Elohim's messenger-angel calls
from heaven to Hagar:
“What's wrong with you, Hagar? Stop
being afraid. Elohim hears the voice of
[your] boy where he [lies screaming].”

*
—Get up! Lift up your boy. Hold
him tightly [with] your hand. I
come to make him a great nation.”
19 *[Suddenly, ___,] Elohim [miraculously]
opens Hagar's eyes! So she
sees a well of water. She runs
[to it]. She fills the bottle with
water. She holds the bottle up
to her boy's [parched lips so he can]
drink.
18

Ishmael Thrives & Marries
Elohim stays
with the boy IshmaEl. He grows and
thrives in the wilderness. He becomes a
[master] archer. [He catches all the food he and his
mother need to eat.] 21 IshmaEl dwells in the
[spectacular desert] wilderness of Paran
{Gleam}, ___. His mother [travels to] the
land of Egypt. She brings [Ishmael back] a
wife!
Genesis 21:20 [Time passes, ___.]

Arranged marriage is, on average, more successful
than modern infatuation-based marriage.

Father-king Makes Peace With
Abraham's Clan
22 Meanwhile, ___, AbiMelech {Father-King} and his chief army-general Pikhol
{Voice-Of-The-Masses}[ride out to] speak to
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}. They say,
“[Abraham,] Elohim sticks with you in everything you do. 23 —So [give] me seven
[signs], here and now before Elohim, that
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you won't deal falsely with me, nor with
my son, nor with my grandson, rather
that you'll treat me (and the country
where you've lived as a foreigner) with
the same kindness I've shown to you.”
Minus the wife-napping.

Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} answers
AbiMelech {Father-King} with seven [indica24

tions of honest intent to never harm AbiMelech, his descendants, nor his countrymen].

The word here often translated ‘swear’ is actually
‘seven,’ a Hebrew phrase implying complete intent,
as in repeating a declaration 7 times, or offering
seven gifts (such as goats) for clarity and solemnity. Abraham does not specifically agree to a penalty of perjury should he be found to have violated
his statement of intent. So this cannot be concluded to be a legal oath, although that's how sloppy
translation tradition renders it.

Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} complains
to AbiMelech {Father-King} regarding a
water-well which AbiMelech's servants
violently seized, ___.
25

water wars
26 AbiMelech {Father-King} replies, “I don't know who
stole the well. You didn't tell me. I never heard
anything about

[the theft]

until today.” 27

*[As proof

Abraham {Father-OfBillions} takes [7 of his] sheep and
of his good faith,]

oxen. He gives them to AbiMelech {Father-King}. [In this manner,
___,] both men make clear their
mutual [intentions of peace].
Usually this event is called a 'covenant,' assumed
to be some kind of binding agreement. But the root
word 'barah' can merely mean 'to make clear.' Hebrews do not make binding covenants, unless
they're making a mistake.

Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} separates
7 ewe lambs from [his] flock. 29 *AbiMelech {Father-King} asks Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions}, “What is the
28

significance of these 7 ewe
lambs which you've set by
themselves?” Genesis 21:30 *Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} answers,
“Accept these seven female
lambs from my hand, as consideration [for going on public record]
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that I dug this well,
own it, in freehold].”

[and therefore I

Consideration seals the contract. Abraham binds
AbiMelech, while Abraham avoids getting himself
bound in any obligation.

So [Abraham] calls that place Beer-Sheba {Well-Of-Seven}, ___. Because there,
[with 7 lambs, Abraham and AbiMelech] complete
[aka “seven”] their mutual declarations [of
peace].
31

Seven signifies completeness. Abraham did NOT
swear an oath.

Thus [Abraham] binds AbiMelech in a
covenant at Well-Of-The-Seven. [So]
AbiMelech rises up with Phichol (the top
General of his army). They [ride] back
into Philistine territory [Palestine]. 33 Then,
___, Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} plants a
grove [of tamarisk trees] in Beer-Sheba {WellOf-Seven}. There [he] calls on the name
of Yahweh, the everlasting Elohim.
32

Theology drones claim that Abraham didn't know
the Name of YHVH. They don't know their bibles.

Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} goes on to
stay in Philistine territory for many
days, ___.
34

Genesis 22
A Voice Tells Abraham To Cook His
Son!
1 [About 45 years] passes, ___. [An] ‘elohim’
tests Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}. [It]
says to him,
“Abraham.”
Abraham replies, “Look, [here] I [am].”
Notice that YHVH's name is not mentioned in this
verse. A being only identified as ‘elohim’
probed/troubled/tried Abraham. Since the word
‘elohim’ can refer to any powerful being, it is not
necessary to believe that this was YHVH playing
this highly controversial trick on Abraham and his
son. YHVH STOPS Abraham from killing his son.

says, “Now, take your
son, your only [legitimate] child Isaac
{Laughter}, whom you love. Journey into
the land of MoriYah {Seen-By-YAH}[Provided-By-Yah]. There, on one of the mountains I'll point out to you, cook [Isaac] as
an ascension-gift!”
2 [This testing elohim]
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A test. But due to the slipperiness of the word ‘elohim,’ not necessarily a test from YHVH. Christ was
crucified on one of the Moriah mountains.

Abraham probably realizes that he's going through
a supernatural object-lesson. He most certainly
does not intend to murder his son.

3

Genesis 22:10

So Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} rises up
early in the morning, ___. He saddles
his donkey. He takes two of his young
men with him, plus Isaac {Laughter} his
son. [They] chop the wood to [cook] the
ascension-gift. Then [they] journey up to
the place [the mysterious testing] elohim told
[Abraham to go]. 4 Then, ___, on the 3rd
day [of travel,] Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}
lifts up his eyes. He sees the [altar on]
faraway [mount Moriah].
Beer-Sheba is 3 days journey from mount Moriah.

So Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} says to
his young [workers], “You stay here with
the donkey, while I and the boy [hike] up
[on the mountain]. We'll prostrate [our bodies on
the ground in] worship. Then [we'll hike] back
to you.”
5

Abraham correctly presumes that Isaac will survive
this test.

So Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} grabs
the wood for the ascension-gift, ___.
He lays the [wood] on [the shoulder of] his son
Isaac {Laughter}. Then Abraham grabs
the flaming [torch] in his hand, and a
knife. He walks up the hill with [Isaac].
6

Likely Abraham brought fire from his own altar,
which is said to have held fire from heaven.

Isaac talks with his father Abraham.
says, “My father!” Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} answers, “I'm [listening],
son.” Isaac {Laughter} says, “[I] see the
fire and the wood. But where's the
lamb for the smoke [roast]?” 8 Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions} answers, “My son, Elohim himself will provide a lamb for the
smoke roast.” So Abraham and Isaac
{Laughter} hike on together.
7

[Isaac]

Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}
stretches out his hand, ___. He grabs
the knife to butcher his son. 11 *Then

Yahweh's angel calls out of
heaven, ___. He [screams],
“Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}!
Abraham! [What are you doing?

Are you nuts!?”]
Abraham answers, “I'm here!
Look!” 12 *[YAH's] angel continues,
“Don't lay your hand on the
boy! Do nothing! I know you
fear Elohim. You didn't even
reserve your son, your only
[child]!”
Step away from the boy! Put your hands above
your head.

*Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}
lifts up his eyes. He looks [around].
Behind him he sees a ram
caught in a thicket by its
horns. So Abraham runs. He
grabs the ram. In place of his
son, he smoke-roasts [it for a feast in
honor of Yahweh]. 14 So Abraham {Father-Of13

shouts, “The name of this place
is ‘Yahweh-Jireh.’” [That's why, ___,] to this
day, [people] say, “[You] see [your miracle] on
the mountain of Yahweh.”
Billions}

‘Jehovah-Jireh’ means ‘YHVH sees to it.’

YAH Blesses Abraham's Irrational
Obedience

Again, Abraham knows that he will not kill Isaac.

15 A 2nd time, the angel of Yahweh calls from

Abe Nearly Knifes & Cooks His Son
9 [Abraham and Isaac climb up] to the place
where the [mysterious] ‘elohim’ had told
him to go, ___. There Abraham builds
an altar. [He] lays the wood in order [on
the altar]. He ties-up his son Isaac, then
lays him on the altar upon the wood.

says, “Yahweh decrees,
‘I swear by My existence that [I will bless]
you for doing this [act of faith]. You have
not withheld your son, your only [legitmate] offspring.
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17

{Father-Of-Billions}:

16 [The angel]

*
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I come to [richly] bless you. I [logarithmically] multiply your seed-children like the stars of the heaven—like sand on the sea shore.
Your seed [the Messiah] comes to
possess the ports of his enemies.
18 *
Through your seed [the Messiah, I
eventually] bless every nation on
earth, because you obey my
voice.”
So Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} returns
to his young men [at the bottom of the hill, ___].
[He feeds them the ram steaks.] Then they rise
up. [They hike] together to Beer-Sheba
{Well-Of-Seven}. Abraham goes on to settle there.
Abraham's Brother Makes A Bunch
Of Babies
19

Genesis 22:20 [Time passes, ___. A man runs up.] He tells
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, “Look! Milcah {Queen} has
birthed children to your brother Nahor {Snorer}!” 21
Nahor's firstborn [son is named] Huz {Advisor}. [Huz gets]
brothers [named] Buz {Shame}, Kemuel {Raised-By-El}
(the father of Aram {Highland});
Uz & Buz = oots & booze.
22 —[Nahor also fathers] Chesed, Hazo {Seer}, Pildash,
Jidlaph {Tearful}, and BethuEl {Broken-By-El}. 23 Milcah
{Queen} births the aforementioned 8 children to
Abraham's brother Nahor {Snorer}. [Then] BethuEl
{Broken-By-El} fathers Rebekah {Captivator}.
Rebekah = Rivkah (woman who ties you up with
her beauty).

also [keeps sleeping
a concubine named Reumah {Exalted}. She births Tebah {Killer}, Gaham
{Flame}, Thahash {Antelope} and
Maachah {Pierce}.
24 [Abraham's brother Nahor]
with]

Genesis 23
Abraham's Wife Sarah Dies At 127
Years Of Age
1 Sarah {Monarch} lives [to be] 127 years
old.

Sarah is the only woman whose lifespan is listed in
the Bible. She's notable because YAH gave her a
miraculous 2nd youth, which gave her the ability to
outlive the 120 year lifespan-limit imposed by YAH
after the flood.
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Then Sarah {Monarch} dies in Kirjath-Arba {City-Of-The-4-Giants} (aka Hebron {Society} in the country of Canaan
{LowLand}). So Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} comes to wail and weep for [Sarah].
Abraham Buys Sarah's Tomb From
Terrorists
3 [At last,] Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}
stands up from leaning [weeping] over his
dead [wife's face], ___. He addresses the
Hittite {Sons-of-Terror}: 4 *[Abraham
2

groans],

"I'm an alien—a sojourner among you. Sell me [sole]
ownership [not rental] of a burial
site [near] you, so I can bury my
dead [wife where I'll never see her again].”
See 1Pe 2:11 & Ps 39:12.
5 The Sons Of Terror [shrewdly] answer Abraham

{Fa-

say, "Hear us, my
lord, you prince of Elohim among us.
Bury your dead [relatives] in your choice
of our tombs. None of us will withhold
from you his tomb for burying your
dead.”
ther-Of-Billions}:

6 [They]

The terrorists are deftly negotiating a devil's bargain against Abraham: either pay a ridiculous overcharge, or take the land for free, in which case
they'll just repossess it later, since a contract without consideration is void. If you've ever worked in
the 3rd world, you've been the target of such insidious negotiations.

Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} stands up,
___. He bows himself to these common
[low, pagan] people [of the land], the Sons-ofTerror.
7

Abraham, a wealthy king, bows before criminal pagan commoners who are about to rip him off. Such
humility is the mark of a true Hebrew.

Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} negotiates
with the [Sons-of-Terror]: he says, “If you
want me to bury my dead [wife] out of
sight [here], [then] hear my [request]. Talk to
Ephron {Gazelle} (the son of Zohar
{Dazzler}). 9 *[Ask Ephron to] sell me
the cave of Machpelah {Fold}—
8

which he owns, at the end of
his field—for full payment in
silver, right here in front of you
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—[not to ‘give’ it, but] to sell it to me
as a burial tomb.”
Abraham shrewdly avoids contracts & conflicts.
Clearly, with witnesses, he makes this deal for full
payment with no strings attached, no I.O.U.'s, no
paper money, no free benefits, no debt. Abraham
makes this intelligent, scriptural choice at the most
stressful moment of his life. This shows how committed he is to making transactions by correct principles. In contrast, modern ‘Christianites’ live in
complete opposition to Abraham's principles. They
pay on credit. They live inside a maze of complicated contracts and obligations. They pay and charge
interest on loans. They take any free or subsidized
benefit for which they can possibly qualify. They
buy everything with false debased debt currency.
They break every single monetary principle in the
bible. Then they falsely claim that ‘grace’ makes all
of that sin O.K., when in fact, grace is what gives
you the power to do what's right. Grace gives you
no freedom to live stupidly, doing wrong.

Ephron {Fawn} sits among
his brothers, the spawn of Het {Terror}.
[Ephron] answers Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} in the presence of the [chief] SonsOf-Terror, the leaders entitled to enter
[the Hittite rulers' chamber] at the city gate. 11
[Ephron {Fawn} dangles the bait], “No, my lord
[Abraham]. Hear me: I'm giving you my
field and the cave in it. [It's yours! Free of
charge!] In the presence of the sons of
my people, I quit-claim [my field] to you.
Bury your dead [relatives there].”
Genesis 23:10

No way. Keep your free gift. Real believers take
nothing from the pagans. Real believers ALWAYS
pay for what they get.

Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} bows
his body down before these [common, criminal] people of terror-land, ___. 13
*Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}
speaks to Ephron {Fawn} [publicly,]
12 [Again]

in the audience of the people
of the land. [He] says, “[I can't accept
a free gift from you,] but if you'll transfer the land, please, hear me:
I'll give you silver for the field.
Take [my money] from me! [Only]
then will I bury my dead [wife in
your cave].”
Abraham never took something for nothing, because by doing so he would become indebted.
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{Fawn}

45
answers Abraham

{Father-Of-

lies, "My lord [Abraham],
listen to me: the land is worth 400
shekels of silver. [But] what is that between me and you? Bury your dead [wife
in my cave for free].”
Billions}:

15 [Ephron]

The land was only worth about 17 shekels. The pagan asks 25 TIMES too much, knowing that Abraham will insist on paying, because without consideration there is no contract. Abraham pays this
overcharge without question. Such generosity and
honor is the mark of a TRUE Hebrew.

*Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}
listens to Ephron {Fawn}. [Then,
___, finally rejecting Ephron's gift-offer,] Abraham weighs to Ephron the [ridiculously high] amount of silver [which
Ephron the seller] named while standing in the audience of the other
spawn of Het {Terror}: [a whopping 10
pounds,] 400 shekels of silver, in
the form and weight then accepted as currency by merchants—[about the price of good piece of developed farmland today].
16

A safe deal: pay using substance (gold, silver,
barter, not debt notes or checks). Pay in full in advance, in front of witnesses. And get a bill of sale.
Never take a ‘free’ benefit. Always pay.

So, ___, the field of Ephron {Fawn}
in Machpelah {Fold}, (near Mamre
{Whiplash}): the land, its cave, and all
the trees, both internal and bordering
the field, get secured [in fee simple] by
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}.
17

Check the border lines to avoid property boundary
disputes.
18 [So Ephron's land becomes]

Abraham's

[sole,

possession, [via this transaction witin the presence of the sons of
Terror, [and] before all [their rulers entitled] to
enter [court] at the city-gate. 19 Then,
___, [AFTER getting the transaction done right,]
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} buries his
wife Sarah {Monarch} in the cave of the
field of Machpelah {Fold} facing Mamre
{Whiplash}, aka Hebron {Society}, in the
country of Canaan {Lowland}.
undisputed]
nessed]

Abraham keeps his wife's stinking body above
ground until he makes sure that he's the rightful
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allodial owner of the burial-ground property, so
this deal can't come back to haunt him later. This
transaction is a model: it fulfills every Christian
and Hebrew commandment regarding transactions,
as well as the transactional requirements of the
Code of Hammurabi.
Genesis 23:20 [That's how] the dynasty of Het {Terror}
permanently ceded [Ephron's] field and its cave to
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} as his [privately] owned
burying-place, ___.

Genesis 24
Abraham Sends Out For Isaac's Hebrew Wife
1 Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}[shuffles around
the ranch, ___. He's way over 100 years] old,
weathered down by age, [yet] blessed by
Yahweh in every way.
Perhaps 140 years+.

Abraham says to his oldest
servant of his house, chief manager
over all that he has, “Please put your
hand under my thigh [to show your solemn re2 [At dinner,]

ceipt of the command I'm about to give you:]

Probably ELeazar of Damascus. Some say that "under my thigh" means "under my genitals."

Before Yahweh, the Elohim of heaven
and the Elohim of the earth, I want you
to 7 times demonstrate your intent that
you will never take a daughter of my
neighbors (the Canaanite {Mercenaries})
[as a] wife for my son [Isaac].
3

What is commonly called ‘swearing’ is really doing
7 symbolic actions to show serious intent. The people you live among (the New World Order) are essentially Caananite merchants. Their business processes and thoughts (and spiritual destinations)
are anti-Hebrew. Avoid intermarriage with them.

Instead, you'll go to my country, to
my kin, to retrieve a wife for my son
Isaac {Laughter}.”
4

Abraham chooses inbreeding over mixing with pagans. The Caananites were probably descended
from the demon-spawn Nephilim.

The manager answers [Abraham], “What
if the [Hebrew] woman isn't willing to follow me back to this [Caananite] land?
Should I take your son back to the [Babylonian/Egyptian] land from where you emigrated?” 6 *Abraham answers [his
5

manager],

“Beware: never take my
son back [to Babylon nor Egypt].
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Never go back to Babylon.

Yahweh Elohim of heaven took me
from my father's house, from the land
of my kindred. He spoke to me, He
swore to me, promising,
‘I give this [Caananite] land to your seedchildren.’
[So] Yahweh will send his angel before
you. So you'll retrieve a wife for my son
from [the Hebrews]. 8 But if the [Hebrew]
woman chooses not to follow you [back
here], then [I won't consider you to have violated]
this 7-fold [declaration of intent]. Just never
take my son back [to Babylon nor Egypt]. 9 So
the servant puts his hand under the
thigh of his master Abraham. He 7times [clarifies] to Abraham [his intent to find
Isaac a Hebrew wife].
7

No oath sworn here. Abraham uses the language of
'sevening', (#7650 shaba=seven) but in v.41 the
manager repeats this scene, instead (inaccurately)
using the word for 'oath.' (423 'alah from 422; an
imprecation:--curse, cursing, execration, oath,
swearing.) The difference is the penalty of perjury.

Gorgeous Rebekah Lifts Tons Of
Water
Genesis 24:10 [Dawn rises, ___.] The manager
(having control of all Abraham's possessions) [saddles up] 10 camels from his
master's herd. The [manager and his men]
mount [the camels]. They ride [off into the morning light]. [They] journey up [and down mountains]
to Mesopotamia, [the highland near the Tigris and
Euphrates rivers], to the city of Nahor {Snorer}.
Aram Naharayim = highland of the two rivers.

As the sun sets, [the town's] women go
out [toward the river] to draw water, ___.
[So Abraham's manager] makes his camels
kneel down outside the city, by a water-spring. 12 [Abraham's manager] prays, “O
Yahweh Elohim of my master Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions}, please send me
speedy success today. Show kindness
to my master Abraham. 13 —See me
standing here by the spring as the
daughters of the men of the city come
out to draw water. 14 —Let it go like
this: I'll say to a [choice] girl, “Please let
down your pitcher so I can drink.” Then,
11
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[instead of saying, “You're a man, fetch your own water,”
she'll break with tradition].

She'll say, “Drink,
and I'll give your camels a drink too!”
Let that girl be the wife you've appointed for your servant Isaac {Laughter}.
That's how I'll know you've shown kindness to my master [Abraham].” 15 *As

prays, suddenly a
[stunning young woman] strides out [of the
city gate] with her pitcher on her
shoulder, ___. [Abraham's manager's
[Abraham's manager]

jaw drops. He's gripped by the girl's overwhelming

(This girl is Rebekah
{Captivator}, the daughter of
BethuEl {Broken-By-El}, son of
Milcah {Queen}, the wife of Nahor {Snorer}, Abraham's brother.) 16 This girl [Rebekah {Captivator}] shines
beauty.]

in the golden sunset. [She outstrips all the other women.] And she's a virgin, ___. [She's]
never been touched by a man! She
strides down to the spring. She fills her
pitcher. Then she turns and walks [back]
up [toward the city]. 17 [Abraham's manager] runs,
___, [tripping over his feet] to Rebekah
{Captivator}. [Out-of-breath, he pants,] “Please,
let me drink a little water from your
pitcher.” 18 Rebekah {Captivator}[smiles,
then] says, “Drink, master.” She quickly
drops her pitcher from her shoulder to
her hands. [She] pours [cool] water into
[Abraham's manager's thirsty mouth]. 19 *[Abraham's
manager gratefully signals for Rebekah {Captivator}

Rebekah {Captivator} chimes, “Now
I'll draw all the water your
camels can drink!”
to stop pouring water into his mouth, ___.]

A good woman takes initiative to do good work. A
good woman doesn't need to be asked to do extraordinary jobs. She wants to do great things for
other people. A good woman doesn't sit around
watching T.V. and munching junk food.

*Rebekah {Captivator}
runs. She empties her pitcher
into the trough. Then she runs
back to the spring to draw water. [Abraham's manager stands there shocked,
Genesis 24:20
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watching Rebekah {Captivator} huffing and puffing,
carrying up bucket after bucket, hundreds of gal-

Eventually all TEN of Abraham's camels roll over, full of
water.
lons.]

A good woman has strong muscles. She loves to
work hard to help others.

stands there speechless, ___, amazed that Yahweh is
making his journey so successful.
The Steward Sleeps At Rebeka's
Dad's Ranch
22 As the [10] camels finish drinking,
[Abraham's manager pulls from his pocket] a golden
earring weighing 1/2 shekel, plus two
bracelets for [Rebekah's] hands, weighing
10 shekels of gold.
21 [Abraham's manager]

Several ounces of gold = a small fortune.
23 [Abraham's dazzled manager asks Rebekah

“Whose daughter are you? And
tell me please: is there room in your
father's [property] for [my 10 camels and my men
and I] to spend the night?” 24 Rebekah
{Captivator},]

{Captivator}

answers, “I'm the daughter of BethuEl
the son of Milcah {Queen} & Nahor

{Broken-By-El},

And Rebekah {Captivator} answers Abraham's manager, “[Sure!] We
have plenty of straw, food and room [for
you and your men and your 10 camels] to stay [with
us].” 26 [Abraham's manager] bows his head
[then prostrates his body to the ground in] worship
to Yahweh. 27 The manager shout-sings, “Kneel [and adore] Yahweh, Elohim of
my master Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}.
[YAH] never denied my master his kindness and faithfulness. Yahweh led me
right down the road to the house of my
master's brothers!” 28 [Rebekah {Captivator}]
sprints [to her Dad's ranch]. [She] tells all her
mother's [servants and children, “Uncle Abraham's
{Snorer}.”

25

manager is in town! I gave his camels water. He gave me

Rebekah's [perverted] brother
Laban {Whitey} runs out to meet [Abraham's manager] at the spring. Genesis 24:30
[Laban's eyes bulge,] seeing the earring, and
the bracelets on his sister Rebekah's
hands, and hearing her words: “[Abraham's
manager] talked to me!” So Laban {Whitey}
sprints all the way to [Abraham's manager who]
stands by his [10] camels at the spring.
all this gold!]” 29
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Laban shows kindness AFTER he sees the money.
Rebekah shows her moral superiority by showing
kindness before she sees money.

Laban {Whitey} shouts, “Come in, you
blessed [man] of Yahweh! Why are you
standing out here? I've prepared [our
guest] house [for you and your men], and the
stables for your camels.” 32 So [Abraham's
manager] walks into [Rebekah's Dad's] house.
Meanwhile [Rebekah's servants] remove the
harnesses from [the 10] camels. The [men]
give the [camels] straw and fodder. [Rebekah {Captivator}] brings water to wash [and
massage] the feet of [Abraham's manager] and
all his men.
31

True Hebrews show massive hospitality.

sets [a feast] before
to eat. But [the manager]
says, “I won't eat until I've told [you what
Abraham sent me for.” Laban] answers, “Tell us!”
33

Then

[Rebekah's Mom]

[Abraham's manager]

34

[The manager]

says, “I'm Abraham's servant. 35

*Yahweh has greatly blessed
my master—he's become enormously [wealthy. YAH has] given [Abraham] flocks and herds and silver
and gold and male-workers
and female-workers and
camels and donkeys! 36 *—And
Sarah {Monarch}, my master's
[aged] wife, bore a son to my
master in [her supernatural 2nd youth].
Abraham deeded this son [Isaac]
his entire estate!
The Steward Asks Rebekah To Marry Isaac
37 And my master got me to [declare my intent 7 times]. He said, “Never, ever choose
a wife for my son from the daughters of
the [demon-spawn] Canaanite {Mercenaries},
in whose land I dwell.
Never marry someone who is spiritually perverted.

—Rather, go to my father's house, to
my [Hebrew] kinsmen. There find the wife
for my son.” 39 So I asked [Abraham] my
master, “What if no [Hebrew] woman will
follow me [back to Isaac]?” Genesis 24:40
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} answered
38
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me, “Yahweh, before whom I walk, will
send his angel with you. He'll prosper
your journey. You'll choose a wife for
my son from my [Hebrew] kindred, from
my father's house.” 41 If [my relatives]
won't give you a [woman to marry Isaac,]
you'll be clear of any curse from me.
Then you won't be guilty of breaking an
oath to me.
Apparently Abraham's manager believes that Abraham bound him in an imprecatory oath (alah),
even though the language Abraham used in v.8
was not 'oath' [alth] but 'seven' [shboth]. Of
course, Abraham was already the manager's master. See note on v.9.

So I came today to the spring. [There I]
prayed, “O Yahweh, Elohim of my master Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, if you
will, please grant success to the mission I'm on;
42

He remembers the prayer, but inexactly, which is
what real people do.
43 See me standing by the water-spring. Let it
happen that when the virgin comes out [of town] to
draw water, I'll say to her, ‘Please give me a little

And [if the
says to me, ‘You drink. Plus, I'll
draw water for your [10] camels,’ then
let [this extraordinary woman] be the woman
whom [you,] Yahweh appointed [to be wife]
of my master's son.’ 45 Before I finish
praying in my heart, suddenly Rebekah
{Captivator}[runs up] with her pitcher on
her shoulder. She races down to the
spring. She draws water. So I say to
her, ‘Please let me drink.’ 46 Rebekah
{Captivator} quickly lets her pitcher down
from her shoulder. [She smiles. She] says,
‘Drink. Then I'll also give your camels a
drink.’ So I drink. Then Rebekah
{Captivator} runs. [She works like 10 men!] She
gives [my 10] camels [hundreds of gallons of]
water! 47 So I ask Rebekah {Captivator},
‘Whose daughter are you?’ She answers, ‘I'm the daughter of BethuEl
{Broken-By-El}, Nahor's son, whom Milcah {Queen} birthed to him.’ So I clip the
ring on her nose. [I latch] the bracelets
on her wrists.
water from your pitcher to drink.’ 44
virgin]

The nose-ring is a clip-on, not a piercing.
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Then I bow down my head. I prostrate myself before Yahweh. I kneel [before] Yahweh Elohim of my master Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}. [YAH] led me in
the right path to retrieve my master's
niece to [marry] his son! 49 So now, [Laban,]
if you'll deal kindly and truly [by giving Rebekah {Captivator} to my] master, tell me. But if
not, tell me, so I can turn to the right
hand, or to the left.”
Rebekah Agrees To Marry Isaac
Genesis 24:50 Then Laban {Whitey} and
BethuEl {Broken-By-El} answer, “This [miracle] proceeds from Yahweh. We have no
say in the matter. 51 So for better or
worse: look, Rebekah {Captivator} faces
you. Take her, and go. Let her be your
master's son's wife, as Yahweh forespoke.” 52 When Abraham's manager
hears [Rebekah's brother and Dad give their] words
[of blessing on the marriage], he worships Yahweh. [He] bows his [face and body] to the
earth. 53 Then [Abraham's] servant brings
out jewels of silver, and jewels of gold,
and [fine] clothing. He gives them to Rebekah {Captivator}. Then he gives [Rebekah's] brother and mother precious [treasures].
48

Engagement requires enormous sacrifice from the
groom.

and his men eat and
drink. They stay the night, ___. Then
they get up in the morning. They say [to
Rebekah's family], “Send [us] back to [our]
master [Abraham].” 55 But [Rebekah's greedy]
brother [Laban] and her mother [Queen]
say, “Let the girl stay with us for a few
days, at least ten. Then she'll go.”
54 [Abraham's manager]

The scammers want to keep the gold and jewels
for themselves. If the manager fell for this scam,
when he came back in 10 days, Rebekah would be
married off to someone else, and the jewels would
be sold!

answers [Re‘Don't detain me.
Now that Yahweh has granted success
to my quest, send me on my way back
to my master.’ 57 [Rebekah's relatives] say,
56

But

[Abraham's manager wisely]

bekah's scheming relatives],

49

“We'll call the girl. We'll hear
from] her mouth.”

[her desires

Arranged/assisted marriages are great, but in the
end, the girl's got to be on board.

summon Rebekah
{Captivator}. They ask her, “Do you want
to go [on a long dangerous journey] with this
man [you just met last night]?” Rebekah [bravely]
answers, “I want to go.” 59 So [Rebekah's
relatives] send off their sister Rebekah
(and her nurse) with Abraham's manager and his men. Genesis 24:60 [Rebekah's
relatives] bless Rebekah. They say to her,
“You're our sister. We [pray that YAH makes
you] the mother of billions [of people]. May
[YAH] allow your seed-children possess
the cities of their [enemies] who hate
them.”
Rebekah Rides To Marry Her Cousin
61 So Rebekah {Captivator} jumps up [on
the camels] with her maids. They ride behind [Abraham's manager. He guides the girls back to
the land of Caanan.] 62 Meanwhile, Isaac
{Laughter} (now living in [Judea's] Negev
{Southland}) travels [toward Rebekah] from
the road that leads to Beer-Lahai-Roi
58

So

[Rebekah's relatives]

{Wellspring-of-Life-and-Vision}[where Hagar saw
Yahweh's angel]. 63 At sunset, Isaac {Laughter} walks out into the field to [mournfully]

meditate [on his mother's death], ___. He lifts
up his eyes. He looks around. He sees
[his Dad's manager's] camels approaching
him. 64 *Rebekah {Captivator} lifts

up her eyes, ___. She sees
Isaac {Laughter}. [Ecstatic,] she
jumps down off her [running]
camel. 65 For Rebekah {Captivator} had
asked [Isaac's] servant, “Who's that [handsome] man walking in the field to meet
us?” The servant had answered, “It's
my master.” So Rebekah {Captivator}
takes a veil. She covers her [head]. 66

[Abraham's men race the camels up to Isaac. Abraham's
manager jumps down off his camel, ___. He ecstatically]

tells Isaac {Laughter} all [about how Yahweh led
him to Rebekah {Captivator}]. 67 *So Isaac
{Laughter} brings [Rebekah {Captivator}]

into the tent that his mother
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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Sarah {Monarch} [left him]. He takes
Rebekah {Captivator}. She becomes his wife. Isaac loves
her. Thus Isaac gets comfort [to
soothe the grief of] his mother's
death.
No marriage ceremony. No state marriage license.
No vows. No preacher blabbing, "By the authority
of my State of confusion, I pronounce you husband
and wife." Her father gives consent. Then Isaac
beds her. And, BAM, she's his wife.

Genesis 25
Old Man Abraham Marries A Hot
Young Wife
1 [To replace Sarah {Monarch}, old grey] Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions} marries a [hot young new]
wife, named Keturah {Fragrant}.

Keturah= perfumed/incense.
2 [Keturah smells so attractive that Abraham gets his ‘second wind’, ___. So
Keturah] births [children] to him: Zimran {Music-Man}, Jokshan {Fowler/Trapper}, Medan {Contender}, Midian
{Brawler}, Ishbak {Loner}, and Shuah {Humble}.
Apparently impotence was not a problem for Abraham. Medan & Midian get involved in the messes of
their older half-brother, Ishmael.
3 Jokshan {Trapper} goes on to father Sheba [an Ethiopian] and Dedan [a Cushite]. Dedan fathers these descendants: [the] Asshurim {Winners}, [the] Letushim {Hammers}, and [the] Leummim {Populars}. 4 Midian {Brawler}
goes on to father the following sons: Ephah {Darkie},
Epher {Gazelle}, Hanoch {Disciple}, Abida {Father-ofKnowledge}, and Eldaah {God-of-Knowledge}. All those
children spring from Keturah {Fragrant} [& Abraham].

Abraham Evicts His Many Children
Of Adultery
5 *But Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}

gives his entire estate to Isaac
{Laughter}.
Sparking the Israeli/Arab war that threatens to
blow up the world right now.

*[To avoid conflicts like the Hagar/Sarah feud,]
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} gives
gifts to the kids he [foolishly] fathered via his concubines. [Then]
he sends them to live way off
to the edge of the [Arabian] country to the East, [to separate the brats]
from his [#1] son Isaac
{Laughter}.
6
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Abraham made the huge mistake of having extramarital sex. The result was great pain and suffering that continues to this very day. These children
of adultery are weeds springing up to choke Isaac,
the good seed.

Abraham Dies And Rests Beside
Sarah
7 And that, ___, sums up the days of
the years of the [amazing] life Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions} lived: 100+60+15
(175) years.

Abraham wandered as a migratory homeless rich
man for 100 of his 175 years. Abraham's story
ends here, but he actually lives until Jacob is 15
years old. Shem dies in 1846 B.C.

Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} “gives up
the ghost”, ___. He dies at a good old
age, an old man full of years. So [his
sons] carry [his body to a funeral to send him to the
Unseen with his] ancestors. 9 Abraham's sons
8

(Isaac

& IshmaEl {El-Hears}) bury Abraham
in the cave of Machpelah {Fold}
which faces [the oaks of] Mamre {Whiplash}, in the field
[previously belonging to] Ephron {Fawn} the son of Zohar
{Dazzler}, the Hittite {Son-Of-Terror}.
Bought cleanly for cash in front of witnesses.
{Laughter}

{Father-Of-Billions}

So, ___, in the field Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} purchased from
the ‘Sons of Terror,’ Abraham rests, entombed beside [the bones of] his wife Sarah
{Monarch}. 11 [Time passes, ___.] Elohim
blesses Abraham's son Isaac {Laughter}.
[This helps heal Isaac's grief over his father's] death.
Isaac [moves south to live] by Beer-Lahai-Roi
Genesis 25:10

{The-Wellspring-Of-Life-And-Vision}[where Hagar
survived seeing YAH's angel].

Ishmael Breeds Like A Dog With
Many Sluts

*[Meanwhile, ___, that beastly breeder]
IshmaEl {El-Hears}, (Abraham's
[illegitimate] son, whom Hagar the
Egyptian, Sarah's handmaid,
[adulterously] birthed to Abraham,)
fathers [12] children: 13 These, ___,
12

are the names of the [12] sons of IshmaEl {El-Hears},
listed by names and birth-order: Nebajoth {Noobie}
(IshmaEl's firstborn), Kedar {Brownie}, AdbeEl {Disciplined-By-El}, and Mibsam {Spicy}— 14 [IshmaEl also fathers]
Mishma {Listener}, and Dumah {Silence}, and Massa
{Massive}— 15 [And IshmaEl fathers] Hadar {Room}, Tema,
Jetur {Wall}, Naphish {Freshy}, and Kedemah {Projectile}.

16
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IshmaEl establishes his own town and
‘castle’, ___. They become 12 [tribal]
princes. They birth nations. 17 The [wild,
brawling] years of the life of IshmaEl {ElHears} mount up to 100+30+7 [137]
years, ___. Then IshmaEl breathes his
last [breath]. He dies. So his [sons] bury
him with his ancestors. 18 [IshmaEl's descendants spread out.] They stretch [their dominion]
from [the gold-filled circular region of] Havilah to
[the desert wall of] Shur, facing Egypt in the
path to Assyria. [The sinful, lying, murderous
ways of IshmaEl's descendants] drag them down
into [disrespect] among all of their [human]
brothers, ___.
Náphal [fall] is never translated 'die.'

Isaac & Rebekah Struggle To Make
A Baby
19 Meanwhile, Abraham's son Isaac
{Laughter}[fails to father his own sons]. Genesis
25:20 At 40 years old, Isaac {Laughter}
marries his [captivatingly beautiful] wife Rebekah {Captivator}. ([Rebekah is] the daughter of Bethu-El {Separated-by-El} the Syrian from Padan-Aram {Highland-Plateau}.
[Rebekah is] the sister of Laban {Whitey}[the
pervert, also] a Syrian.)
Rebekah Births Red Hairy Esau &
Cheater Jacob
21 [For 20 years,] Isaac {Laughter} begs
Yahweh [to heal] his wife Rebekah
{Captivator}. Because [no matter how hard he
tries, Isaac can't get her pregnant]—she's infertile,
___. [Finally, after 20 years of praying,] Yahweh
[honors Isaac's] prayer. So [Isaac lays with] his
wife Rebekah. She conceives [a child]! 22

*[YAH gives Rebekah {Captivator} a double-miracle
whammy, ___]—twins wrestle each
other within her [belly. She screams,]
asking Yahweh, “If this is [pregnancy,] then why did I [pray to] get
[pregnant]!?” 23 *Yahweh answers
Rebekah {Captivator},
“Two nations [vie] in your womb,
[in the seeds of] two rival people
soon to break forth from your
abdomen. One people-group [the
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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go on to grow stronger
than the other people-group [the
Edomite-southlanders]. The elder-child:
Esau {Rough-Red}, ends up serving the younger child: [Jacob].”
Israelites]

Sure enough, ___, when Isaac
{Laughter} hits 60 years old, there in the
[hot tub, the midwife feels Rebekah's swollen] womb.
[The midwife shouts,] “Twins!” 25 [Rebekah's] 1st
[boy] pops out red all over, like a [rough]
furry coat, ___. So [Isaac] names him
“Esau {Rough-Red}” [Harry]. 26 *[Suddenly
24

brother pops out [of
His hand grabs hold of
[baby] Esau's heel, ___! So [Isaac
names his 2nd boy] ‘Jacob {HeelGrabber}’.
rough-red Esau's]
the womb].

Jacob = heel-catcher: #6117 `aqab aw-kab': to
swell out or up; from #6119, to seize by the heel;
circumvent (trip up the heels); restrain (hold by
the heel): stay, supplant.

Cheater & The Red Man Grow Up
Fighting
27 The boys grow, ___. Esau {RoughRed} becomes a cunning [outdoors] hunter,
a man of the world. Meanwhile Cheater
stays a [quiet, upright] plain man. [He works indoors] in tents, [repairing watches, drawing architectural plans, reading and writing]. 28 Esau {RoughRed} keeps [dragging home wild game meat and
feeding it to his Dad], Isaac {Laughter}, who
[licks his fingers and] shouts, “This meat
tastes [amazing]! I love you! [You're my favorite
son]!” But Rebekah {Captivator} adores
Jacob.
Red Man Trades His Fortune For
Cheater's Soup
29 One day, Jacob cooks some stew,
___. [Out in the field,] Esau [smells the aroma].
He runs into the tent and falls over, exhausted [from hard work]. Genesis 25:30
*Esau {Rough-Red} [begs] Jacob,

“PLEAAASE feed me some of
that [delicious] red [meat] soup. I'm
dying of hunger!” ([Begging for this red
soup reinforces Esau's nickname,] “Edom
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{Red}”.) 31 *Jacob [slyly smiles at the

“[If you wanna' eat]
today, then sell me your rights
as firstborn.”
drunk Red-Man. Jacob says,]

Jacob is using a legal trick to gain control of one of
the largest estates on earth, and the valuable,
honorable priesthood that goes with it.

*Esau {Rough-Red} [shouts back],
“Look! I'm at the point of dying! What profit will I get from
[my] birth-rights [if I die of hunger]?!”
33 *Jacob {Cheater} replies,
“Swear [all your birth-rights over] to me
right now. [Then I'll give you soup.]” So
the Red-Man foolishly, [flippantly]
swears his birthrights over,
___! He sells his inherited
[fortune] to Jacob [for a bowl of soup]!
32

And that's exactly what you do when you sign that
form to get a birth certificate, a passport, a driver's
license, a marriage license, etc. And you thought
you were smarter than Esau. Esau's behavior is
somewhat reasonable in that a famine was destroying their crops and cattle. Famine made Esau
skeptical that the family estate (largely tied up in
dying cattle) would survive to be worth anything.
34

*So Jacob

[the Cheater lives up to his

serves the
[profane] Red-Man bread and
lentil-soup, ___. The Red-Man
eats and drinks. [Then] he gets
up [feeling stronger]. He [burps]. Then
he runs out to [impregnate one of his
women, not even realizing he just legally] forfeited his birthright!
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{Father-Of-Billions}).

So Isaac {Laughter}
migrates [his family caravan back] to [the land of]
AbiMelech {Father-king} the [Communist]
czar of the [migratory] Philistines in [the
rolling] Gerar {Grasslands}.

This Avi-Melekh is the prior Abimelech's successor.
The son retains the name ‘Father-King’ as a title,
which equates to ‘Pater Patrias’ [Father Of The
Country], the demonic doctrine by which the state
claims to be the true superior parent of your children, relegating you to the inferior and replaceable
status of ‘custodial parent.’ See USC 42 §666.

Yahweh appears to Isaac. [Yahweh]
says,
“Do NOT [repeat your father Abraham's mistake.
Avoid] going down into Egypt. Dwell in
the land where I tell you to live.
2

3

Sojourn in this land. I always stay with
you and bless you. I eventually give all
these countries to you and to your
seed-children. I carry-out everything I
swore on oath to give your Dad, Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}.
4

I multiply your seed-children like the
stars of heaven. I give all these countries to your seed. Through your seed,
[I come to] bless every nation on earth.

side of the bargain: he]

Just like you didn't realize the legal tangle you get
into when you sign up for that bank account, birth
certificate, driver's license, passport, citizenship
oath, etc. Like Esau, you don't think those obligations will be legally binding.

Genesis 26
Isaac Flees A Famine To Live W/
'Father-king'
1 [All this occurs at the start of] a [severe] famine
in the [promised] land, ___, (like the
famine back in the days of Abraham
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Seed (singular) = Messiah.
5

*

[I bless you because you have faith like your fa-

Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}.
[He] obeyed My voice. [He] kept
watch [over his life]. [He] followed My
instructions, My schedules and
My Laws.”
ther]

Protestants love to say that Abraham was ‘saved
by faith, without good works,’ when in fact Abraham's faith EMPOWERED him to do good works.
Faith without works is DEAD.
6 So Isaac {Laughter} camps in [the rolling] Gerar
{Pasturelands}.

Father-King Finds Out Isaac Lied
About Rebeka
7 Soon the men of [Gerar] ask [Isaac] about
his [captivatingly beautiful] woman. Isaac
[shakes,] terrified to say, “Rebekah's my
wife.” [So, repeating his Dad's mistake,] Isaac lies,
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“She's my sister.” Isaac reasons, “The
men of [Gerar] might kill me for Rebekah
{Captivator}; because she's still so gorgeous.” 8 Isaac lives a long time [in Gerar.
Then one day,] AbiMelech {Father-King} (king
of the Philistines) looks out [his] window.
He sees Isaac cuddling with his wife
Rebekah {Captivator}! 9 So AbiMelech
{Father-King} calls Isaac {Laughter}. [Abimelech shouts], “Look, I figured [out that] Rebekah's your wife. How could you [lie to
me by] saying, ‘She's my sister?’” Isaac
responds, “[I lied] because I didn't want
[your roughnecks] to kill me [to steal my] wife!”
Genesis 26:10 AbiMelech [cries], “What have
you done to us? One of the tribesmen
might have recklessly lain with your
wife, [mistakenly thinking he could make it right by
marrying her]. Your [lie] would have brought
guilt upon our [nation]!” 11 AbiMelech {Father-King}[issues a] proclamation to all his
people, saying, “Anyone who touches
this man [Isaac,] or his wife [Rebekah
{Captivator}] dies. DEAD!”
YAH Blesses Isaac With Vast Riches
12 *So Isaac {Laughter} [stays in Gerar,
___]. [He]

plants [seeds] in [that rolling
land. That same year, he
receives 100 [valuable] fruits for
every seed he puts in the
ground, because Yahweh
blesses him. 13 The man [Isaac] spipasture]

rals higher, ___. He goes on to become an amazingly rich big-shot!

Isaac honors YHVH's principles regarding money,
such as never borrowing and always paying in
cash. So Isaac prospers. And because Isaac is nonviolent, he can grow crops. All societies built on
military strength eventually collapse in famine, as
the United States is collapsing into drought and
famine now, because of the curse of the murderer
(Cain).

Isaac {Laughter} acquires flocks,
herds and a huge staff of servants,
___. So the Philistine [Palestinians] envy
him.
14

The Philistines get jealous because they can't grow
anything, because they're violent, cursed like Cain,
just as modern world governments are cursed to
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the extent that they depend on their military
strength.

The Pagans Ruin Isaac's Water
Supply

*The Philistines stop up [Isaac's
They dump dirt in all
the wells that the servants of
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}
(Isaac's Father) dug back in
his day. 16 So AbiMelech {Father-King}
15

water supply].

says to Isaac {Laughter}, “Migrate [your
people] away from us. You're much
mightier than we are.”
Wealth produces discord.

Isaac Abandons His Home Rather
Than Fight
17

*So

[instead of fighting over the Philistines'

demonic act of water-terrorism,]

Isaac

{Laughter} caravans away from

Gerar's [pasturelands] to the [nearby]
Gerar valley. There he pitches
his tent and lives. 18 [There] Isaac
re-dig the waterwells his father [Abraham] had dug back
while alive. (For after Abraham died,
the Philistines stopped-up [Abraham's wells,
___].) Isaac {Laughter} rededicates [Abraham's wells] with the same names his father gave them. 19 Isaac's servants dig
in the valley, ___. They discover a
spring of running water.
{Laughter}[and his helpers]

In Hebrew, the word ‘Running water’ here means
‘living water.’

More Pagan Hordes Steal Isaac's
Water Supply
Genesis 26:20 But the herdsmen of Gerar
fight with Isaac's herdmen, claiming,
“The water is ours.” So Isaac names the
well Esek {Strife}, [commemorating] the [natives’] quarrel with him.
Water-wars will plague the earth from now 'til Armageddon.

So [Isaac's men] dig another well, ___.
But [the natives] fight for that well too! So
[Isaac] names [that well] Sitnah {Enmity}.
Isaac Moves Yet Again Rather Than
Fight
21
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22

*So

[for the umpteenth time, instead of

Isaac {Laughter} [turns the other
cheek, ___]. He migrates his caravans to a new location. He digs
another well. Finally, this time
nobody fights Isaac for water
rights. So Isaac names that
well ‘Rehoboth {Wide-OpenSpaces}’, saying, “Finally Yahweh has made room for us.
We'll be fruitful in [this] land.”
fighting,]

Isaac has now gone through 4 major conflicts.
Each time he moves on instead of fighting. That's
turning the other cheek. That's why Isaac, though
a sinful man, is a father of the Christian faith.
23 [Time passes, ___.] Isaac {Laughter} migrates [from Rehoboth] up to Beer-Sheba {Well-Of-Seven}.

YAH Blesses Isaac For His Pacifism
That very night, Yahweh appears to
Isaac {Laughter}. [YAH] says,
“I am [Yahweh], the Elohim of your Dad
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}. Never fear,
for I stick with you. I [always] bless you. I
come to [infinitely] multiply your seedchildren. [I honor the promises I made to] my
obedient-worker Abraham.”
25 So Isaac {Laughter} builds an altar [to
cook feasts to honor Yahweh] there [in Beer-Sheba].
He calls upon the name of Yahweh.
[Isaac] pitches his tent-camp there.
There Isaac's workers dig a well.
'Father-king' Negotiates Peace
With Isaac
26 Then AbiMelech {Father-King} travels
from [the plains of] Gerar with his friend
Ahuzzat {Siezure} and with his chief
army General Phichol {Mouth-of-the-Nation}. [They ride up] to [meet with Isaac]. 27 Isaac
{Laughter} says to [AbiMelech's party], “Why
have you come to me, seeing that you
hate me? You sent me away from you!”
28 [AbiMelech and his Junta] answer, “We see
clearly that Yahweh is and has been
with you. So we said, ‘Let's get Isaac
{Laughter} under a mutually-binding [nonagression] oath.’ [So] let us make a
covenant with you.
24
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Abimelech wants to get Isaac to expose himself to
a penalty of perjury—to put himself in Abimelech's
jurisdiction.

—[Swear to us that] you'll never do us
harm, [just] as we've never touched you,
and as we've done to you nothing but
good, and have sent you away in
peace, [into] what [everyone can see is a life]
blessed by Yahweh.” Genesis 26:30 [Isaac
29

avoids swearing the oath, but to show his peaceful

he [showers AbiMelech's party with] a feast,
at which they eat and drink [heartily]. 31
[Isaac and AbiMelech] get up early in the
morning, ___. They completely, [7-times,
convince] each other [that they both intend to coexist peacefully. Then] Isaac sends [AbiMelech's party
home]. They leave him in peace.
YAH Blesses Isaac's Peace-Making
With Water
32 [Amazingly, ___,] the same day [Isaac makes
peace], Isaac's servants rush up to him
and shout, “We just dug a well! We
found water!”
intent,]

YAH rewards nonresistance.

Isaac {Laughter} calls [the area where he
made peace with AbiMelech and where his servants found
33

water],

‘Shebah {Seven}.’ That's why, ___,
to this day, the name of the city [that grew
up there] is ‘Beer-Sheba {Well-Of-TheSeven}.’
The Red Man & His Sluts Spawn
More Warriors
34 [Meanwhile,] Esau {Rough-Red}, at 40
years old, [shamefully fuels his addiction by] taking [polygamous pagan] wives: Judith {Celebrated-Lady}, the daughter of Beeri
{Spring-Man} (a son of Het {Terror}), and
Bashemath {Fragrance}, the daughter of
Elon {Trunk}, another descendant of
Het.
Judith=Aholibamah.

These [pagan sluts of Esau make life] miserable for [his Dad & Mom] (Isaac and Rebekah {Captivator}).
35

Genesis 27
Jacob & Rebeka Trick Isaac,
Robbing Esau
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1

Isaac {Laughter} sits

[in his tent wrapped in an-

age, his eyes
dim, blind. Isaac calls his oldest son
Esau {Rough-Red}, croaking, “My son.”
[Red-man] answers, “Here I am.”
imal skins, his face creased with]

Isaac is here about 137 years old. He recovers
from this illness and lives another 43 years. Esau,
who lives harder, lives only to about 137 years old.

Isaac {Laughter} says, “I'm old. One of
these days, I don't know which, I'm
gonna’ die. 3 So take your weapons:
quiver and bow. Go out to the country.
[Hunt] me some wild game!
2

Getting your parents food is one form of honoring
them. Also, wild-game meat is good for you to eat
in moderation.

Make me savory meat like I love.
Then bring it. I'll eat. Then I'll personally bless you; [I'll officially transfer my enormous estate and all my wealth and authority to you] before I
die.” 5 Rebekah {Captivator} overhears
[her husband] Isaac {Laughter} speaking to
his son Esau {Rough-Red}. [Rebekah sees]
Esau run to the field to hunt and bring
back wild-caught meat. 6 So Rebekah
{Captivator}[runs to the tent of] her son Jacob
{Cheater}. She [whispers] in his [ear], “I
heard your father speak a promise to
your brother Esau {Rough-Red}: 7 [Isaac
said,] ‘Bring me fresh-catch. Dress and
cook me [up some] savory meat [for your inheritance celebration]. I'll eat. Then, before
Yahweh, I'll bless you [by solemnly deeding you
everything I own] before I die.’” 8 [Rebecca continues,] “Son, obey, right now, every word
I'm telling you: 9 Go now to the flock.
Fetch me two good goat kids. I'll prepare savory meat for your father, like
he loves: Genesis 27:10 You'll bring the
meat to your father [Isaac]. He'll feast.
Then he'll bless you [with his entire estate] before he dies.”
4

A huge land and power grab.

Jacob {Cheater} answers Rebekah
{Captivator}, “Mother, Esau {Rough-Red}
my brother is a hairy man. But I'm a
man with smooth skin: 12 —Father
might touch me, and spot me [as] a deceiver, in which case [our scheme] will
11
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bring [down] a curse on me, not a blessing.” 13 *Jacob's mother says,

“[Upon me be your] curse, my son.
Just obey my voice. Go fetch
me the goats.”
Not a smart thing to say. Because of this curse,
Rebekah never sees her son Jacob again.

Jacob [the cheater] runs [to the field, ___].
He fetches the goats, [slaughters them, skins
them,] then brings [the meat] to his mother.
She cooks up savory meat, like Jacob's
father loves. 15 Rebekah {Captivator}[runs]
to her older son [Esau's] house, ___. She
grabs [Esau's highly-coveted, official, sacred, priestly],
priceless clothing. She puts Esau's
clothes on Jacob {Cheater}, (her [slightly]
younger son).
14

Clothing in the East is an enormously important
sign of social rank. Not wearing fancy clothes was
a big reason Jesus was shunned by the power-brokers of his time.

Rebekah {Captivator} covers Jacob's
hands and the smooth part of his neck
with the skins of the baby goats, ___.
17 Rebekah {Captivator} places the savory meat and the [hot, fresh] bread she's
just prepared into the hands of her
[beloved] son Jacob {Cheater}. 18 Jacob
rushes to [his Father] Isaac {Laughter}.
Jacob [grunts], [imitating Esau,] “Father.” Isaac
answers, “Here son.” 19 Jacob {Cheater}
lies, “Father, I'm Esau {Rough-Red} your
firstborn. I've [hunted and cooked your meat,] as
you commanded me. Rise. Sit and eat
my wild-game, so you can personally
[deed me all your wealth, like you promised] .”
16

In Law, but not in equity, Jacob acquired the rights
of the firstborn back in the soup scam.

Isaac {Laughter} answers,
“Son, how did you find the meat so
quickly?” Jacob {Cheater} half-lies, “Yahweh your Elohim brought the game to
me.”
Genesis 27:20

Technically true. But using the name of YHVH in an
estate-stealing ruse... that's bold.

Isaac {Laughter} replies to Jacob
{Cheater}, “My son, come near so I can
feel you to see if you're really my son
Esau {Rough-Red}.” 22 Jacob {Cheater}
draws close to his father Isaac {Laugh21
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ter}.

Isaac feels Jacob's [arms and neck. Isaac]
says, “The voice is Jacob's voice. But
the hands are the hands of Esau {RoughRed}.”
Isaac probably wants to give Jacob the estate. So
Isaac doesn't investigate this scam.

*Isaac {Laughter} fails to see
[that the impostor is] Jacob {Cheater},
because Jacob's hands feel
hairy, like the hands of his
brother Esau {Rough-Red}. So
Isaac [begins to] endow Jacob [with
100% of his vast wealth]: 24 Isaac {Laughter}
23

says, “Esau {Rough-Red}, son…” Jacob
{Cheater} lies, “Yes.” 25 Isaac {Laughter}
groans, “Bring [your] food to me. I want
to eat my son's venison. [Then] I'll personally invest you [with legal inheritance of my
huge estate].” So Jacob {Cheater} brings the
meat to Isaac. So Isaac eats. Jacob
brings Isaac wine. So Isaac drinks. 26
Jacob's father Isaac {Laughter} says to
Jacob, “At last, come near. [Ceremonially]
kiss me, my son.” 27 Jacob {Heel-Grabber}
approaches, then kisses Isaac {Laughter}.
Isaac smells the stink of Esau's clothes
on Jacob. So Isaac blesses Jacob, saying, “See, the smell of my son is like
the smell of a field Yahweh has
blessed: 28 *[I pray that]

Elohim
gives you [the] dew of
heaven, the fat [richness]
of [all the] earth: abundant
grain/food and wine; 29
*[I pray and decree that] people
[will] serve you, that nations [will] bow down to
you, [that you] be lord over
your brothers; even
your mother's sons [will]
bow down to you.
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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Cursed is every one who
curses you, and blessed
is he who blesses you.”
Isaac {Laughter} finishes [perJacob [his vast inheritance, ___].
Jacob leaves the presence of his father
Isaac. Immediately, Esau {Rough-Red},
Jacob's brother, races into [Isaac's tent]
from hunting.
The Red Man Vows To Murder The
Cheater
31 Esau {Rough-Red} cooks savory meat,
___. He brings it in to his [sleeping] father. [Esau] says, “Father, Father! Arise.
Feast [on] your son's wild-caught-meat,
so you can [officially] grant me your [estate]!” 32 Father Isaac {Laughter} asks
Esau {Rough-Red}, “Who are you?” Esau
replies, “I'm your son, your firstborn:
Esau-the-Red-Man.” 33 Isaac {Laughter}
trembles violently, ___. He [cries],
“Who?! Where is the guy who just hunted and brought wild-meat to me?! Before you came, I feasted. Then I
blessed him! He [and his sons] forevermore
[own and control my entire estate]!”
Genesis 27:30

manently deeding]

The pronouncements of a Father, king or judge
should be final. Once spoken, it is done, even if the
authority figure was in error. (With rare limitations,
such as authority-less orders to commit capital
crimes.) This prevents rash speech on the part of
the authority figure, and produces forward motion
in family and society. The rush toward equity jurisdiction, where judgements can be appealed and reversed, is a rush toward chaos, democracy, and
the destruction of the vital paternal family order.
Today's communistic, matriarchal world-system is
a global ticking time bomb.

Esau {Rough-Red} hears the words of
his father. Esau cries with a great,
overwhelmingly bitter cry, ___. [Esau]
begs his Dad, “Bless me [with your inheritance], father!”
34

Life is not fair. What's done is done. Fraud is not
unlawful, although it's immoral. It's up to you to
keep from being defrauded.

Isaac [cries,] “Your brother [Jacob the
sneaked [in here] and grifted your
blessing!”
35

Cheater]
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Fraud does not produce grounds for appeal in Law.
It is your responsibility not to get cheated. Check
your facts. Caveat emptor.

Esau {Rough-Red} screams, “Jacob is
rightly named ‘Heel-Grabber!’ He overreached me again! He robbed my
birthright! [He] seized my inheritance!”
Esau begs [his Dad], “Didn't you reserve a
blessing [of wealth] for me [to inherit]?” 37 [Old]
Isaac {Laughter} cries back, “Esau, I've
appointed Jacob [as] your lord. I've
awarded all his brothers as servants to
him. I've sustained him with [legal ownership of my] grain and wine. So what can I
[possibly] do now for you, my son?”
36

Once pronounced, a father's word is final, even if it
was pronounced in error, unless he orders something beyond his authority.

*Esau {Rough-Red} begs, “Father, one benefit, father! Bless
me, father.” [Isaac shakes his head, ‘No.’]
Esau lifts up his voice. [His gravelly]
weeping [echoes across the countryside]. 39
38

Esau's father Isaac answers, “[I pray that
you] dwell in [rich] ‘fat’ [abundance] from [the]
earth, and [that you enjoy the] dew of heaven above: Genesis 27:40 —[I see your future.]
You live by your sword. You serve your
brother [Jacob]. [But] eventually you rebel.
You break [the Heel-Grabber's] yoke off your
neck!” 41 So, ___, Esau {Rough-Red}
hates Jacob {Cheater} because of the
benefit[s] by which their father enriches
Jacob [at Esau's expense]. Esau [mistakenly]
growls in his heart, “The days of
mourning my father's [death] loom at
hand. Then I'll murder my brother Jacob!”
In fact, Isaac lives about 43 years longer.

Jacob Flees For His Life From The
Red Man

42 [Esau's lover-slave runs from Esau's bed to Rebekah's

tells Rebekah {Captivator}[about the
her elder son Esau [is plotting
against Jacob the Cheater]. So Rebekah sends
tent. She]

murder scheme]

[a messenger to the forest, ___, to the hiding place of

her younger son, to warn him. [The
words: “[Jacob,]
your brother Esau {Rough-Red} comforts
Jacob]

messenger repeats Rebekah's]
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himself with plans to murder you! 43 —
Son, obey my voice. Rise. Flee to Laban
{Whitey}, my brother in [the parched desert of]
Haran. [Save your life!] 44 —Stay with Laban
{Whitey} a while, until your brother
[Esau's] fury recedes. 45 —Your brother's
anger will turn away from you. Esau
{Rough-Red} will forget what you did to
him. Then I'll send [camels and workers to]
fetch you from Haran {Scorch}. Why
should [YAH] bereave me of two sons in
one day — [Esau murdering you, then your avengerof-blood murdering Esau]?” 46 [Meanwhile,] Rebekah {Captivator}[white-lies] to Isaac
{Laughter}, “[We have to send Jacob away to the Hebrews, because] I'm sick to death of [Esau's pagan wives,] the Hitti {Daughters-of-Terror}. If
Jacob [also] takes a wife from the daughters of Terror, (the women of this territory), my life won’t be worth living!”

Genesis 28
Jacob Travels To Syria To Find A
Wife
1 So, ___, Isaac {Laughter} summons
[his son] Jacob {Heel-Grabber}. [Isaac]
blesses [Jacob], then commands him,
saying, “You will never take a wife from
[among] the daughters of Canaan {LowLand}. 2 *Mount-up. Go to PadanAram {Syria's-highland-Plateau}, to

the estate of your mother's father, Bethu-El {Separated-by-El}.
Take a wife from there, from
the daughters of your mother's
relative, Laban {Whitey}.
Again, the Hebrew chooses genetic inbreeding over
the worse horror of spiritual degradation. Genetic
inbreeding brings temporary mental retardation
and temporary birth defects. Spiritual pollution
produces eternal death. In some cases, these ‘marry your cousin’ instructions were not that incestuous. For instance, when the child in question was
adopted or birthed from a concubine, or from a
distant relative.

*[I pray that] Elohim Almighty
blesses you, and makes you
fruitful, [that he] multiplies you,
3
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transforming you[r seed-children]
into a community of nations!

58

pillows. He lays down
to sleep.

under his head as]
the hill]

El Shaddai grants this request.

He probably put blankets over the rocks.

4 [I pray Yahweh]

12

gives you the blessing [he
promised] Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, both
to you, and to your seed-children [after]
you, so that you can inherit the land in
which you [now sojourn as] a stranger, [the
land] which Elohim gave to Abraham.” 5
So Isaac {Laughter} sends Jacob away,
[ostensibly to look for a Hebrew wife, but also to avoid
being murdered by the Red-Man].

Jacob journeys
to Padan-Aram {Syria's-highland-plateau},
to Laban {Whitey}, (son of Bethu-el the
Syrian,) the relative of Rebekah
{Captivator}, (the mother of Jacob &
Esau {Rough-Red}).
RedMan Pumps His Lust Into Ishmael's Girls
6 Soon Esau {Rough-Red} realizes that
Isaac {Laughter} has blessed Jacob, and
sent him away to [Syria's] highland
plateau, to take a wife from there. [Esau
also finds out] that as Isaac blessed Jacob,
Isaac [also] gave Jacob this command:
“NEVER take a wife from the daughters
of Canaan {LowLand}.” 7 [Esau learns] that Jacob
obeyed his father and his mother, and

[that he eventually

So Esau
{Rough-Red}[finally] realizes, ___, that the
[wicked, pagan] daughters of Canaan {LowLand} displease his father Isaac {Laughter}. 9 *So, ___, to add to his [curreached]

Padan-Aram

{Highland-Syria}.

8

wives, Esau
{Rough-Red} [clue-lessly] travels to
rent harem of pagan slut]

[his

reprobate, violent uncle, (Abraham's bad son)]

IshmaEl {El-Hears}. [There Esau]
takes a new wife: IshmaEl's
daughter Mahalath {Sickly}, the
sister of Nebajoth {Fruitless}.
Mahalath = Bashemath of Gen. 36:3.

Jacob Sees The Stairway To Heaven
Jacob travels out
from Beer-Sheba {Well-Of-Seven}. He migrates toward Haran {Scorch}. 11 Jacob
rests atop [a hill, ___]. The sun sets. So
he stays there all night. He picks up
stones from that [hill]. He puts the [rocks
Genesis 28:10 [Meanwhile]
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[on

*Jacob dreams, ___. [He]
sees a stairway resting on the
earth. The top of the ladder
reaches to heaven! [Jacob] sees
the angels of Elohim ascending
and descending on [the ladder]!
"Sullam," (the word for "ladder/stairway") occurs
only here in the whole bible. See song: StairWay
To Heaven. And Escalera (Jacob's Ladder).

*Suddenly, ___, Yahweh
stands there next to [Jacob, beneath
the stairway to heaven. YAH] says,
“[Jacob,] I am Yahweh, Elohim of
your Grandpa Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, and Elohim of [your
Dad] Isaac {Laughter}. I come to
give you, and your seed-children, the land on which you
now lie.
14 *
Your seed-children become as
[numerous as] the dust of the earth.
You[r nation] eventually spreads
abroad to the west, and to the
east, and to the north, and to
the south. Through you and
through your seed, [I] come to
bless every family on earth!
13

This prophecy can only be completely fulfilled
through the Messiah, a descendant of Jacob.

*
You watch: I'm with you. I
guard you everywhere, wherever you go. I eventually bring
you back into this [promised] land.
I never leave you. I do exactly
what I've promised you.”
16 *Jacob wakes from his sleep,
___. [He shakes his head in shock.] He ex15
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claims, “Yahweh is actually
here! I didn't realize it!”
YHVH is actually with you right now.

Jacob [shakes,] afraid. He cries, “This
awesome [ominous, terrifying hill] is Elohim's
sanctuary! This is the gate of heaven!”
18 Jacob [jumps] up early in the morning,
___. He grabs the stone (that he'd
used for his pillow). He sets it up as a
pillar [marking the spot of the supernatural vision].
He pours [sacred] oil upon the top of it.
17

Pillars are forbidden in Lev 26:1 & Deut 16:22, because they are so commonly used as pagan phallic
symbols, such as the Washington monument and
the obelisk in the center of the Vatican courtyard.

Then Jacob shouts, “The name of this
is Beth-ELohim {ELohim'sHome}.” (The name of the [nearby] city
had [originally] been called Luz {Nut-Tree},
___.) Genesis 28:20 Then Jacob takes a
vow. He says, “If Elohim sticks with me,
and guards me on this road I'm traveling, and gives me bread to eat, and
clothing to wear —
19

[stairway-to-heaven]

YHVH didn't ask Jacob to take any vow. Vows are
foolish mistakes men blurt on their own impetus.
See James 5:12.

—if I come back to my father's house
in peace, then Yahweh will be my
[Sovereign] Elohim… 22 This stone I've set
as a pillar will [mark the location of] Elohim's
‘house.’ And [Yahweh], of all that You give
me, I'll faithfully return 1/10th to You.”
21

How generous. 10%! Christ demands 100%.

Genesis 29
1 Then Jacob continues on his journey, ___. He
[hikes] into the territories of the [Arabian] Eastern peoples.
Perhaps where the children of Abraham's concubines had settled.

Jacob looks [over] the field. He sees a
well [there]. And he sees 3 flocks of
sheep lying by the well, [waiting] for men
to come draw water out to water the
[flocks]. A great stone [lies over] the well's
mouth. 3 [Jacob sees herdsmen] gather all the
flocks. Then [the men] roll the stone [away]
[dug]
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from the well's mouth. [The men draw up]
water. The sheep drink it. Then [the herdsmen] place the stone back over the well's
mouth. 4 Jacob [walks up toward the well. He] asks the
workers, “My brothers, where are you from?” The
[workers]

answer, “We're from Haran

{Scorch}.”

5 [So]

Jacob asks the shepherds, “Do you
know Laban {Whitey}, the [grand]son of
Nahor {Snorer}?” The shepherds reply,
“We know [that polygamous cheat] Laban.” 6
Jacob asks the shepherds, “Is Laban
well?” The shepherds reply, “Laban's
doing fine —and look: Rachel {Ewe}
(Laban's daughter) is [walking toward us]
with [Laban's] sheep.”
Rachel's name means ‘good journeyer,’ symbolized
as a compliant ewe who travels without giving her
shepherd any problems. Ironically, ‘weak, wornout’ Leah survives the subsequent journey, while
Rachel dies.

Jacob says, “Look: [the sun's] still high in
the sky [today]. It's too early to [take the animals home]. Water the sheep. Then go let
them [eat more grass] in the pasture.” 8 The
shepherds reply, “We're [under drought restrictions. We're not allowed to draw any water] until
[we] gather all the flocks together, and
[an authorized owner] rolls the stone from the
well's mouth. Then we water the
sheep.” 9 *While [Jacob] speaks
with the [herdsmen], Rachel {Ewe}
7

(the [unbelievably gorgeous] family
sheepherder) strides up with
her father's sheep, ___. Genesis
Jacob sees Rachel {Ewe}. [He recognizes her as] (the daughter of his mother's
relative, Laban {Whitey}. [Jacob realizes that
Rachel is tending] Laban's sheep. So Jacob
runs [close to her]. [He heroically] rolls the
stone from the well's mouth. [Then he pulls
up] water [for his uncle] Laban's flock. 11
Then Jacob kisses Rachel {Ewe}[with the familiar Middle-Eastern greeting]. [Then he] lifts up
his voice and weeps [for joy at having found his
true love].
Rachel's Greedy Dad Tricks Jacob
Into Slavery
29:10

Jacob Falls In Love With Gorgeous
Rachel

2

59
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Jacob tells Rachel {Ewe} that he's her
father's relative—[her aunt] Rebekah's
son. [So] Rachel runs [home]. She tells her
father, “We' got company!” 13 Laban
{Whitey} hears the news of [the arrival of]
Jacob, his sister's son. Laban runs to
meet Jacob, embraces him, kisses him,
then brings him to the house as Jacob
tells Laban all about [what's been happening
with Isaac & Rebekah's family]. 14 Laban {Whitey}
exclaims, “Wow! Jacob! My own flesh &
bone family!” So Jacob stays with Laban
for a month. 15 Then Laban {Whitey}
says to Jacob, “You're my relative! Why
should you work for me [like a slave,] for
free? Tell me, how much do you want
me to pay you?” 16 Laban {Whitey}[says
12

this, ___, hoping to get Jacob's free labor in exchange for

two daughters: the older [and
fatter girl] named Leah {Weak}, and the
younger [and hotter girl] named Rachel
{Ewe}. 17 Leah {Weary}[bats her sweet] tender eyes, ___. [But she can't compete with] her
gorgeous, perfectly-formed sister
Rachel {Ewe}.
Jacob Agrees To Slave 7 Years To
Marry Rachel
selling off his]

*Jacob, [smitten with his stunning cousin]
Rachel {Ewe}, makes an offer [to
Laban]: “I'll serve you for 7 years
[if you'll give me the hand of] Rachel, your
younger daughter, [in marriage].”
18

Rachel was some hottie, because Jacob, probably
the richest man in the middle-east, offers to slave
for his conniving uncle for 7 years so he can marry
his cousin!

Laban {Whitey}[slickly pretends to accept Ja“It's better that I give Rachel
{Ewe} to you [her cousin], than that I give
her to another man. Live [here] with me.”
19

cob's offer]:

An evasive non-answer. Always get it in writing.

*So Jacob serves [Laban
7 years [while he waits to marry]
Rachel {Ewe}. But, ___, the 7
years seem to Jacob [to fly by like] a
few days. For [Jacob's] love for [his
kissin’ cousin Rachel burns in him like fire].
Genesis 29:20
{Whitey}

for]
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When you get married, always pay the father a
bride-price. In communist countries like the United
States, the bride-price is paid to the father-state in
consideration for a marriage license.

*Finally Jacob says to Laban,
“Give me my wife! My [7 Years of
slavery are] finished! I want to
sleep with [Rachel {Ewe}] tonight!” 22
21

So Laban {Whitey} gathers together all
the men of the [parched desert] place. He
throws a feast, ___.
Laban gathers the men together to keep Jacob
from murdering him in the morning.

Whitey Cheats Cheater Into Bedding Fat Sister

*In the evening,

[after
Laban {Whitey} has gotten everyone
23

Laban
picks-up Leah {Weary}
(his homely passed-out
daughter). He drags her
into [Jacob's tent in the dark, ___.
falling-down drunk,]

He lays her in the bed next to passed-

Jacob is so
drunk he beds Leah,
out Jacob.]

[not
bothering to check to see if she's
Rachel {Ewe}]! 24 Then Laban

{Whitey}

[announces to the stunned, drunk party guests],

“I'm
giving Zilpah (my maid) as a [wedding]
present to Leah {Weary}, to serve as her
handmaid!”
Adultery on the way...
25

*[Jacob {Cheater} and Leah {Weary}

pass the night in drunk passion,

In the morning
light, [Jacob wakes up. He rolls
___.]

over looking for Rachel {Ewe}. He sees
old cow Leah on his pillow. Drool runs
from the fat smile on her de-flowered
face. Jacob screams, “Aagggh!” Leah
jolts awake. She screams, “Eeek!” Jacob runs outside naked. He screams]
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to Laban {Whitey}, “What
have you done to me?
Didn't I serve you [for 7
years to buy] Rachel? Why'd
you trick me?!” 26 *Laban
{Whitey} answers, “[Oh, didn't I tell

In our country it's illegal to
give the younger [daughter in marriage]
before the firstborn.” 27 *[Jacob's
you?]

face puffs up in red rage, ___, like he's about to
kill Laban {Whitey}. A bunch of big men with swords
run up and stand behind Laban. Laban continues,]

“Work for me another 7 years.
We'll give you Rachel {Ewe} in
return for that 7 years of labor.”
Some commentators reason that Jacob gets both
girls simultaneously. But he has to work a total of
14 years to pay for them. Meanwhile, he gets busy
trying to getting them both pregnant.

Jacob Marries Rachel

*So, ___,

[Billionaire]

Laban {Whitey} gives
his daughter Rachel {Ewe} a maid:
Bilhah {Shy} (his slave-girl).
the code of Hammurabi,]

Oh Oh ... adultery coming.

*So Jacob finally goes
in and sleeps with Rachel {Ewe}.
And, [of course,] Jacob loves
Rachel more than Leah {Weary}.
[But] Jacob [fulfills his word. He] serves
Laban {Whitey} 7 more years,
Genesis 29:30

[even though Jacob didn't want (worn-out) Leah in
the 1st place].
Jacob honors the principle that if you deflower a
girl, even by mistake, you have to take care of her
for the rest of her life.

Israel Begins In A Baby-Making
Cat-Fight
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Yahweh sees that [Jacob can't stand] Leah
{Weary}. So YAH opens Leah's womb.
Meanwhile, Rachel {Ewe} remains barren, ___.
31

Hebrew: Jacob ‘hates’ Leah. Hate may be a
metaphor for rejection.

*So Leah {Weary} gets pregnant, ___. She bears a son.
She shouts, “His name is
‘Reuben {Look-It's-a-Boy}!’ For
Leah fantasizes, “Surely Yahweh saw how humiliated I've
been [living as the despised wife]. So [YAH
sent me a son]. Now my husband
will love me!”
32

Dream on, girl. Children don't fix a marriage.
Score: Leah 1; Rachel 0. Game on.

Soon Leah {Weary} conceives again.
She bears another son. She cries, “Yahweh heard how [my husband] hates me. So
Yah gave me this other son!” Leah calls
the boy's name ‘Simeon {Hearing}.’
33

Score: Leah 2; Rachel 0;

Jacob
{Cheater} [continues] slaving [for Laban,]
starting his 2nd set of 7 years
[of labor]! Laban keeps his word
[this time. He] gives Jacob his
daughter Rachel {Ewe} as a 2nd
wife. 29 And [as a wedding gift, in accordance with
28

61

Leah {Weary} conceives yet again,
___. She bears a 3rd son. She cries,
“Finally, now this time my husband will
be joined to me, because I've birthed
him 3 sons!” So Leah names her [3rd boy]
‘Levi {Joiner}.’
34

For a guy who hates this lady, he sure boinks her a
lot. Score: Leah 3; Rachel 0;

*Leah {Weary} conceives [yet]
again, ___! As she bears [her 4th]
son, she cries, “[From] now [on] I'll
rave [about] Yahweh, [instead of living in
35

the vain hope of impressing my absentee-husband]!”

So Leah calls [her 4th] boy's
name ‘Judah {Celebrated}.’ Then
Leah [temporarily] stops serving as
a baby-making machine [for ungrateful Jacob].
Leah finally decides to have joy within herself,
trusting in her Maker, rather than basing her selfworth on the feelings of some fickle, two-timing
polygamist.

Genesis 30
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Rachel Farms Out Her Hubby To
The Maid
1 Rachel {Ewe} realizes that she's not
bearing Jacob any children, ___. So
she envies her [baby factory] sister [Leah
{Weary}]. Rachel, [in a PMS-fit, issues a ridiculous]
ultimatum to Jacob, “Give me children,
or I'll die!”
Score: Leah: 4; Rachel the Drama Queen: 0.

Jacob's anger flames up against
Rachel {Ewe}. Jacob yells, “Am I on Elohim's [throne? It's not me] who withheld the
fruit of the womb from you!”
2

I've been plantin' good seed, but your soil's poor!

Rachel {Ewe}[reinvents her Grandma Sarah's
crazy idea]: “[Hey hubby!] Run into my maid
Bilhah's bedroom. [Bed] her. Father children [with her. I'll pretend her kids are mine, so I can
build a family!]”
3

Literally, ‘make a child that will be laid on my
knees,’ meaning adopted. Bilhah=timid, palpitating, terrified, (alarmed, agitated, frightened,
amazed, dismayed, thrust out).

So Rachel {Ewe} gives her handmaid
(Bilhah {Shy}) to Jacob as a play-wife.
Jacob [the horn-dog] slinks into [the maid's clos4

et. There he lets nature take its course.]

This little game of hide the kosher sausage is not
going to end well.

So Bilhah {Shy} conceives. [9 months later,
she] bears Jacob an [illegitimate] son. 6
Rachel {Ewe}[jumps up and down], shouting,
“Elohim heard my voice! He judged [in
my favor]! He's given me a son!” So
Rachel names her [maid's] child “Dan
{Judge},” [meaning: ‘YAH judged my case’].
5

The maid lies there bleeding in the delivery tub,
groaning, "Hey, I did all the work!" And YAH says,
"Don't blame me! This ‘bed the maid’ thing was
your idea, Rachel." Score: Leah 4; Rachel 1. This
cursed adultery baby-factory scheme resulted in a
horrible massacre, and the eventual removal of
Dan from the 12 tribes, at least those mentioned in
the 144000 in Revelation.
7 [Jacob decides he likes hanging out in the shy worker-

Rachel's maid Bilhah
conceives again. She bears Jacob
a 2nd son. 8 Rachel {Ewe} brags, ‘My [life
has been] a knock-down-drag-out
wrestling match against my [easy-breeder]
sister! But now, [using my worker-girl as a surrogate mother,] I've won!’ So Rachel names
girl's bedroom. So]

{Shy}
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[adopted]
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boy “Naphtali {My-

Wrestler}.”
Don't count your chickens before they hatch,
Rachel. Score: Leah 4; Rachel 2.

Tired Leah Sets Up Her Hubby With
The Maid
9 Leah {Weary} sees that she [has gone
menopausal and thus] can't get pregnant,
___. So, [not to be outdone, Leah] grabs her
maid Zilpah {Perfume-Drop}, and gives
her to Jacob as his [2nd fake] wife!
Jacob, the father of the nation of Israel, is a sexaddict. Zilpah = trickle, as myrrh; fragrant dropping.
Genesis 30:10 [So Jacob takes]

Zilpah {Fragrant}

(Leah's maid) [up against the barn. 9 month's later
Zilpah] bears Jacob a son.

Score: Leah: 5; Rachel: 2. Most of the tribes of Israel were born from this silly, petty, sinful breeding
contest between two foolish sisters.

Leah {Weary} shouts, “[I’ got] a troop [of
babies] comin’ now!” So Leah names her
1st [adopted child of fornication,] “Gad {Troop}.”
11

Gad/Gawd = good fortune, or troop / overrrun /
have victory. It's the name of a war god, aka Nike,
aka Jupiter of the Babylonians. Gad was a super
trooper. Baal-Gad = Lord God = Jupiter the God.
See Josh 11:17, 12:7.
12 [Jacob has no intention of going cold-turkey on his
adultery-addiction, ___. So Jacob repeatedly beds Leah's

Zilpah {Fragrant}. [So Zilpah] bears Jacob another son! 13 So Leah {Weary}
shouts, “I'm so happy! [All earth's] ladies
will call me blessed!” So Leah calls her
[2nd adopted sorta-son] Asher {Happy}.
maid]

Score: Leah 6; Rachel 2. Happy your husband is
having sex with your slave. Hmm... okay.

Rachel Trades Her Hubby For
Aphrodisiacs

*[Time passes, ___. One day,] Reuben
{Look-a-Son} ventures [into the fields]
during wheat harvest-time. He
finds [phallic, addictive, narcotic, aphrodisiac]
mandrake [plants] in the field.
[Rachel sees Reuben] brings these [drugs
home] to his mother Leah {Weary}.
14

[Leah, itching to trick burned-out Jacob into impregnating her, grabs the plants with a grin.]

Rachel {Ewe}
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Leah, “Give me some of your
[brat's] mandrake [roots]!”
Mandrakes are roots easily shaped into the form of
a man, often used in medicine and magic. They are
narcotic aphrodisiacs, which the Arabs call for good
reason, “Apples of Satan.” Mandrakes apparently
remedy impotence and fulfill a function similar to
MDMA (Ecstasy,) making the subject feel synthetic
'love' toward the person he's with. The Bible warns
against use of any such mind-altering substance.

*Leah {Weary} barks at Rachel
{Ewe}, “Isn’t it enough that
you've seized my husband?! Do
you have to take my son’s [lovedrugs] too?” Rachel answers,
“O.K. I'll let Jacob bed you
tonight … IF you give me your
son's love-plants [mandrakes].”
15

Bizarre relationship. What a dysfunctional family!
These crazy chicks are trading Jacob like a baseball
card, using narcotic witchcraft drugs make him
‘perform.’ Mandrake contains deliriant hallucinogenic tropane alkaloids such as atropine, scopolamine, apoatropine, hyoscyamine. The roots
sometimes contain bifurcations causing them to resemble human figures. Mandrake roots have long
been used in magic rituals, and are used today in
contemporary pagan traditions such as Wicca and
Odinism.

Jacob straggles out of the field in the
evening. Leah {Weary} runs out to meet
him, yelling, “You gotta come in to [bed
with] me! I paid your [stud-fee] with my
son's [aphrodisiac] mandrakes!” So [Leah brews
16

up a pot of impotence-relieving Mandrake tea. She feeds

Jacob beds Leah that night.
Fat Leah Keeps Pumping Out Babies
17 Then Leah {Weary}[prays with her feet in the
it to Jacob. So]

air, letting baby-seed drain down into her fallopian tubes] .

Elohim listens to [Leah]. So she conceives [a baby. 9 months later, Leah] bears Jacob her 5th [natural] son.
Score: Leah 7, Rachel 2.

Leah {Weary} shouts, “Elohim gave
me the compensation [of having a baby, to
keep me from] giving my slave-girl to my
husband.” So Leah calls the baby's
name Issachar {Reward}, [meaning: “YAH will
bring a reward,” or “my wages”].
18

Leah is generally considered to have some nutty
idea that God is compensating her for letting her
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husband boink the maid. If so, Leah is one deluded
lady. More plausibly, Leah's saying, "YHVH saw
how it hurt me so bad to see my husband fall in
love with the slave-girl. So YHVH gave me the consolation of being able to have children again, so I
wouldn't be tempted to make my husband commit
adultery again just to compete with my sister in a
baby-breeding contest."

Later, Leah {Weary}[again lays with Jacob. So
conceives again. [9months later,] she
bears Jacob her 6th [non-adopted] son.
19

she]

Score: Leah 8, Rachel 2.

*Leah {Weary} [shouts],
“Elohim has granted me a
priceless gift!” [In hysterical fantasy, she
cries,] “At last, my [cheating] husband will [leave my sister to] live [at
home] with me, because I've
birthed him 6 sons!” So Leah
shouts, “The baby's name is
Zebulun {Home}.”
Genesis 30:20

Zebulun connotes “living together in a house of
honor.”
21

*[Jacob stays living with Rachel {Ewe}. But he

also keeps going to bed with Leah {Weary}. So]

Leah bears a daughter. [Leah]
cries, “The [baby's] name is ‘Dinah
{Justice},’ [signifying that children are Leah's
consolation prize for her husband being in love with
her sister].
Score: Leah 9 (if you count girls), Rachel 2. Jacob
probably fathered other girls. But they're not
named in Jacob's lineage, because girls build up
their husbands' family-trees.

Barren Rachel Finally Gets Pregnant

*[Rachel {Ewe} sits in her tent weeping, “I wanna have a baby of my own!”] Elohim remembers Rachel. Elohim listens to her. He opens her
womb.
22

Leah's births are grouped together in this narrative, obscuring the fact that Naphtali gets born before Joseph.

*So, ___, Rachel {Ewe} finally gets pregnant! She bears a
son. [Rachel] cries, “Elohim has [at
last] taken away my disgrace!”
23

Score: Leah 9 (counting 1 girl); Rachel 3.
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Rachel {Ewe} names her 1st [legitimate]
son “Joseph {Increase},” [meaning “YAH is
adding.” By this, Rachel] means, “Yahweh will
add to me another son.”
24

The name Joseph implies: ‘may [YAH] add more
[children].’ Joseph, born from true love within an
intentional marriage, is the most blessed child of
all Jacob's offspring.

Jacob Tries To Run From Whitey
Laban
25 After Rachel {Ewe} births Joseph {Increaser}, Jacob {Cheater} says to Laban
{Whitey}, “Send me on my way, so I can
go to my own place, my country, [to recover my lost fortune]. 26 Let me take my
wives and my children, who I [bought by]
slaving for you [for 14 years]! And let me
go because you know [what great] service
I've given you.” 27 *Laban {Whitey}

answers Jacob, “Please, if I've
found favor in your eyes, stay,
because I've learned by divination that Yahweh is blessing
me because [I'm connected with] you.”
Laban {Whitey} negotiates [with forked“Name your wage, and I'll pay
it.” 29 Jacob, [too smart to fall for Whitey's tricks,]
answers Laban, “You know how I've
served you, and how your cattle prospered under my care. Genesis 30:30
28

tongue],

*When I migrated here [to parched
Haran] your herd was tiny! But [to
bless me, YAH] multiplied [your herd]
into a swarm! Yahweh blesses
YOU wherever I go. But when
do I get to provide for MY family?”
Jacob Schemes A Trick To Steal
Whitey's Herds
31 Laban {Whitey} asks, “What can I give
you [to keep you here]?”Jacob replies, “Don't
GIVE me anything. But if you'll do one
thing for me, I'll [come] back to feed and
guard your flock [of animals]:
Jacob wisely won't accept a free gift, because gifts
beget debt.
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*I'll [ride a camel] through your
whole flock today, culling out
all the speckled or spotted
small-cattle and goats, plus all
the brown sheep. [You'll continue to
own these animals. But] their offspring
will be my pay. 33 The future will
32

testify to my honesty: Whenever you
check on the wages you're paying me,
any goat [or cow] in my possession that is
not speckled or spotted, or any lamb
that is not dark-colored, [you] can say I
stole. [So you'll collect damage-judgments in court.]’
34 Laban {Whitey} answers, “[Let's] do
what you just said.”
Laban doesn't see that Jacob has been playing a
confidence game. Finally Jacob's about to cash in.

Jacob Steals Whitey's Fortune In
Cattle
35 So that day, [Jacob] removes [from Laban's
herd] all the striped or spotted goats,
and every [animal] with any white fur,
and all the brown sheep, ___. [Jacob]
hands these [colored animals] to his [own]
sons. 36 Laban {Whitey}[rides off, ___. He puts]
3 days’ journey between himself and
Jacob. So Jacob stays to feed the rest
of [Laban's] flocks. 37 Then Jacob grabs
[fresh-cut] smooth [branches] of white poplar,
and hazel/almond and plane [trees]. [Jacob] peels white streaks in them, baring
the white in the sticks.
Probably exposing an aphrodisiac chemical to seep
into the water. A 2nd theory, which doesn't literally
match the Hebrew, is that Jacob used the sticks to
make shaded corrals where he could house the animals he wanted to breed. A 3rd theory posits that
the sticks leached nutrients into the water. The
normal mumbo-jumbo muddlehead explanation is
that looking at the sticks somehow caused the animals to produce striped offspring.

*Then, [before the flock comes in, Jacob]
puts his peeled sticks in the [corral's] watering channels [and]
drinking troughs. The herds [run]
in to drink. [Jacob prays that the flocks will]
breed right there in [front of the
drinking troughs, ___]. 39 *[Drinking the water
38
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sticks, the
[striped / speckled / spotted] flocks get
‘hot.’ [They breed.] So [soon they] give
birth to a flock of [little] striped /
speckled / spotted [offspring]. Genesis
30:40 *Similarly, Jacob divides
the sheep, ___. As he pushed
the [stud goats'] faces toward the
[buns of the] striped [female goats], he
[points the stud rams] at the brown [female sheep] in Laban's flocks. Then,
stained by]

the

[aphrodisiac]

[every time a striped, spotted or streaked goat or a

baby pops out, Jacob
separates it into his own segregated herd. Plus, Jacob never
allows his [spotted, striped goats or brown
sheep] to mate with Laban's animals. 41 *Later, whenever [Jacob's
strong,] muscular small-cattle go
into heat, Jacob lays the [aphrodisiac] sticks right in the fountains of the flock's watering
troughs. Then the [muscular animals]
get ‘hot.’ They [mount each other because
of the aphrodisiac] in the sticks. 42
*But Jacob [bats away] the [feeble,]
droopy animals [when they try to come]
into [the corral] to drink the [aphrodisiac water]. So Laban's herd gets
droopy and feeble, while Jacob's herd grows muscular [and
shiny], ___. 43 *[By using this clever aphrodisiac trick,] Jacob breaks out [of
poverty]. He grows [fantastically] rich,
___. He amasses [thousands of]
small-cattle, plus female-workers, male-servants, camels and
donkeys.
brown sheep]

Genesis 31
Whitey (Laban) Schemes To Kill
Cheater Jacob
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Soon Jacob hears the news that Laban's brats are [going around] saying, “Jacob seized our father's entire [estate, ___]!
Jacob got filthy-rich at the expense of
our Dad!” 2 [One day, at a holiday family gathering,]
Jacob looks at Laban's face. [Jacob] sees
[Laban has lost whatever goodwill] he once had [for
Jacob].
Jacob Engineers His Escape From
Whitey Laban
3 So Yahweh warns Jacob,
“Return to the land of your fathers, to
your [real] family. I'll stick with you.”
4 So Jacob sends [workers] to call Rachel
{Ewe} and Leah {Weary} to the field
[where] his flock [is grazing]. 5 [Jacob] says to
[his wives], “I'm seeing from the look on
your Dad's face that [he wants me dead]
now. But [Yahweh], the Elohim of my father, is coming to [protect] me. 6 You
know that [until I recently started tricking your Dad],
I served your father with all my power.
7 But your father [repeatedly] deceived me.
He cut my wages 10 times. But Elohim
didn't let [your conniving Dad] hurt me.
Jacob Rationalizes His Deceit
8 *Laban {Whitey} said, ‘The
1

speckled [newborn calves] will be
your pay,’ and [pow,] all the cattle birth speckled [calves]. Laban
{Whitey} says, ‘The striped [calves]
will be your compensation,’
and [wham,] all the animals birth
striped [calves].
Jacob [the Cheater] omits that he engineered the
breeding to enrich himself, to wrangle back the 7
years Laban stole from him. The Cheater gets
cheated.

So Elohim seizes the cattle of your father, and gives them to me.
9

Ha! What a cheater!

Then, [miraculously,] during
mating season, I lift up my eyes, and
look in a dream. [I] see [all] the rams
that mount their does are striped,
speckled and/or mottled! 11 Then the
angel of Elohim speaks to me in a
dream. He says,
Genesis 31:10
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‘Jacob.’
So I reply, ‘Here I am.’ 12 And [the angel]
says,
“Lift up your eyes now. Watch: all the
rams who mount [their] females are
striped, speckled or spotted. [So

their offspring will be yours, paying you back for] all the [abuse] I've
seen Laban {Whitey} heap on you.
It's anyone's guess how much of this story Jacob is
making up.

Leah & Rachel Agree To Leave Their
Dad

*
—I am the El [you experienced at]
Beth-El {House-Of-El}, where you
poured [oil on] the standing-ston
—where you promised your
vow to me. Now rise up. Get
out of this land [before Laban {Whitey}
kills you]. Return to your [family's]
land, where you were born.”
13

Rachel {Ewe} & Leah {Weary} answer
Jacob, “[Fine, let's leave! We've lost all] share [of
father's wealth,] and [we've lost our] inheritance
in our father's estate! [There's nothing for us
14

here.]

Rachel is about to steal the deed to her Father's inheritance.

—Laban {Whitey} counts us as
strangers. He sold us. He's totally devoured our money. 16 —Yet, [through your
clever breeding trick,] all the riches Elohim
took from our Dad [have become] ours [to
pass on to] our children. So do whatever
Elohim told you.”
Jacob et al Leave Syria, Escaping
Whitey
17 [So] Jacob [packs] up [his vast possessions,
___]. He mounts his children and his
wives on camels. 18 *Then Jacob
15

drives all his cattle [south]. He
carts [out] all his riches he's accumulated, [including] the whole
herd he'd gotten possession of
in Padan-aram, [the Syrian Highland
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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plateau]. [They]

head off toward [Jafather Isaac {Laughter} in
the land of Canaan {LowLand}. 19
*[What Jacob doesn't know is that] just before they left, Rachel {Ewe}
spied Laban {Whitey} leaving to
shear his sheep. So Rachel
[rushed into Laban's house] and stole her
father's [golden idol] statues, [precious
cob's]

assets which under Babylonian Law constitute the
deed to Laban's entire estate] ! Genesis 31:20

Jacob {Cheater} conceals his
plans to leave. He steals away without
Laban {Whitey} the Syrian knowing he's
gone! 21 Jacob flees [northern Syria] with
everything he has, ___. His caravan
rises [up the highland crest]. They cross [south]
over the [Euphrates] river. [Jacob] sets his
face [further south] toward the [trans-Jordan]
hill-country of Gilead {Monument-Mound}.
[Meanwhile,]

Gilead is the northern Israeli region east of the Jordan river, south of Syria. Its name signifies ‘the
ever-flowing fountain’.

Whitey Laban Chases Jacob The
Cheater
22 3 days pass. Meanwhile [back north in Syria], Laban's [servants run to him screaming,]
“Jacob fled!” 23 So Laban {Whitey} and
his brothers [jump on their fastest camels]. They
chase Jacob for 7 days. They overtake
him in the hill-country of Gilead {Witness}. 24 So Elohim comes to Laban
{Whitey} (the Syrian) in a dream by
night, and says to him,
“Watch out. Speak not one word to Jacob, neither good nor bad.”
‘Don't threaten Jacob.’

Whitey Confronts Jacob The
Cheater
25 Laban {Whitey}[rides his camel in front of]
Jacob. [Laban heads Jacob off. Seeing Jacob's tents]
pitched on the hill, Laban and his
brothers set up camp [there] in the hills
of Gilead {Witness-Mound}. 26 *Laban
{Whitey} [screams] at Jacob, “What

have you done?! You stole
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away without my knowledge!
You seized my daughters, like
hostages taken at the point of
a sword!
Ummm. Calm down, Laban. You sold your daughters to me.

did you flee away secretly, and
steal away from me, telling me nothing!? I [would] have sent you away with [a
festival of] joy, with singing, tambourines
and harps!
27 [Why]

Yeah, right...

You didn't even let me kiss my
grandchildren and my daughters! What
a stupid thing you've done! 29 *It's in
28

the power of my hand to [smash]
you [like the bug you are]. But [Yahweh],
the Elohim of your father spoke
to me last night, saying,
‘Make sure that you say nothing to Ya‘akov, neither good
nor bad.’
So why is Laban blabbing?

Laban Hunts The Priceless Idols
Rachel Stole
Genesis 31:30 Granted, you had to leave,
because you longed so deeply [to return to]
your father’s home. But why did you
steal my idol-gods?”
Laban shows clearly that he is a Babylonian occultist, by calling the idols his gods, and calling
Yahweh “Jacob's ELohim.”

Jacob answers Laban, “[I escaped from you
because] I was afraid. I thought you
might take your daughters from me by
force. 32 [But] you can kill whoever you
catch with your [stolen idol-gods]. Right
here, with our kinsmen standing witness, look for anything [in our caravan] that
belongs to you. Take it back.” (Jacob
has no idea that Rachel {Ewe} has
stolen [Laban's idol-gods].)
31

Jacob here swears a foolish imprecatory psuedo-oath, un-knowingly calling down a severe punishment on his wife. The death-penalty for stealing
comes from the Babylonian Code of Hammurabi.
Hebrew Law considers theft a relatively minor
crime, requiring only 4- or 5-fold restitution.
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*So Laban {Whitey} runs into
Jacob's tent, then into Leah's
tent, and into the two femaleworkers’ tents. But Laban fails
to find [his stolen idol-gods]. Laban
[storms] out of Leah's tent. He
[barges] into Rachel's tent, [startling
Rachel {Ewe}].
33

Rachel Lies To Hide Her Theft

*Rachel {Ewe} sits on a
camel's saddle, under which
she's hidden [Laban's golden idol]
statues, ___! Laban {Whitey}
searches the whole tent. But
he fails to find [his priceless idol-gods].
34

Rachel, the matriarch of Israel, is a notorious convicted criminal.

*Rachel {Ewe} [lies] to
her Dad [Laban], “Please
don't see me as a bad
[daughter] because I don't
get up. I'm [having my period;
I'm cramping].” So Laban
{Whitey} searches
around. But he fails to
find [his stolen idol] images
[under Rachel's shapely rump].
35

Rachel's not only a thief, but a bold liar.

Jacob Screams At Whitey

*So Jacob boils over. He
starts [screaming back at] Laban,
“Name my trespass! Name my
crime that [gives you the right to] chase
after me in hot pursuit [like I'm a
criminal]! 37 *Look! You've
searched all my stuff. And
what have you found from your
household stuff? Set [the contraband]
here before my brothers and
your brothers, so they can
36
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judge between us! 38 I spent the
last 20 years [slaving for] you. Your ewes
and your goats never miscarried their
young. I never ate one ram from your
flock. 39 *Whenever one of your

animals got torn-up by wild
beasts, or stolen [by poachers] in
broad daylight or [even] under
cover of night [when I could do nothing to
stop the thieves], I paid for it. You
made me cover your own losses! Genesis 31:40 *This was my life:
in the day the drought consumed me. And the frost [bit me]
all night. My sleep fled from my
eyes! 41 *Thus I slaved for 20
years in [service to] your family. I
served you for 14 years for
your two daughters, [one of whom
I've always hated,] and 6 years for
your cattle. Yet you cut my
wages 10 times! 42 If the Elohim of
my father, the Elohim of Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, the [Almighty] feared by
Isaac {Laughter}, hadn't been on my
side, by now you would certainly have
already sent me away empty-handed.
[But] Elohim saw [how you] afflicted [me and
stole] the labor of my hands. [So He] rebuked you last night.”
Whitey & Cheater Make A Peace
Treaty
43 Laban {Whitey} answers Jacob [with arrogant lies]: “These girls [who you call your wives]
are my daughters. [They're my property.] And
these kids [you fathered] are my children.
And these cattle are my cattle.” [Whitey
flails his arms wide], “Everything you see is
mine! But [I'm too noble to kidnap] my daughters and the children they bore. 44 So
come, let's you and I solemnize a
covenant. In front of witnesses, let's
you and I [forge a peace treaty].” 45 So Jacob
hoists a [big long] stone, ___. He sets it
up like a pillar. 46 Then Jacob says to
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his kinsmen, “Gather stones.” So they
pick up boulders. They pile [the rocks up
into] a [symbolic] heap. They eat [a feast]
there [beside] the [makeshift obelisk]. 47 Laban, [a

Jegar-Sahadutha {Pile-Of-WitBut Jacob, [a Hebrew,] uses the Hebrew
word (Galeed) [meaning the same thing].
These names appear to amount to ‘heap of the testimony/witness.’
Babylonian,]

calls

[the heap]

ness} [in Aramaic].

Laban {Whitey} says, “[Jacob,] this heap
is an [artistic] witness to this day's [binding,
enduring peace treaty] between me and you.”
So [to this day, ___, people] call that spot
‘Galeed [Witness-Monument].’ 49 So [people call
the heap] Mizpah {WatchTower}, echoing [Laban's] statement, “[I pray that] Yahweh will
stand guard between me and you,
when we're absent one from another,
[ensuring that we never try to attack each other];
48

absent = hidden.

*If you cause my
daughters pain, or if you take
other wives beside my daughters, [watch out, because even when] no
man [is watching] us, recognize that
Elohim is witnessing [everything that
goes on] between me and you.” 51
Genesis 31:50

Laban {Whitey}[arrogantly] continues to Jacob, “Look at this heap. [Never pass] this
standing-stone. I've erected it [to mark the
division] between my [territory] and [yours].
Laban is a perverted, criminal narcissist.

This pillar and the memorial stone
are permanent reminders, [testifying to our agreement:] I will never go [south]
beyond this pile to you. Likewise, you
will never go [north] beyond this piled [up]
pillar to attack me.
52

[atop it]

Boundary marker. Good fences make good neighbors.

judgment of the
Elohim of Abraham {Father-Of-Billions},
the Elohim of Nahor {Snorer}, the Elohim of their father [Ever].” Then Jacob
seven [times indicates his intent to honor the boundary, even invoking Yahweh,] the fear[ed ELohim] of
his father Isaac {Laughter}.
53 [I invoke between us the]

Perhaps an oath. But not an oath that YHVH wanted Jacob to swear.
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Then Jacob kills and cooks [an animal]
on the mountain. He calls his brothers
to eat the [ceremonial] meal. So they all
eat food and stay all night on the
mountain.
54

They butchered an animal, then ate it. They didn't
burn up the animal. So the word 'sacrifice' is an
improper translation.

Early in the morning Laban {Whitey}
gets up. He kisses his grandsons and
his daughters, and blesses them. Then
he [rides] off [like the wind] back [north] to his
[home in the Syrian highland].
55

Genesis 32
Jacob The Cheater Sees An Army Of
Angels
1 Jacob travels [further south] on his way
[back to his Dad's land]. The angels of Elohim
meet him, ___! 2 Jacob sees the angels. [So] he [shouts], “Our campsite is [the
encampment of] Elohim's army!” So [Jacob]
coins the name of that place ‘Mahanaim
{Double-Camp}.’
But his family and friends think he's crazy!

Jacob Sends Messengers To Appease Red-Man

*Then Jacob sends messengers ahead of himself to [placate
his estranged brother] Esau {Rough-Red}
in the Seir {Rocky-Southland} of
Edom, [the Red-man's] country. 4 Jacob
3

commands the messengers, “Say this to my lord
Esau {Rough-Red}: ‘Your servant Jacob says, “I journeyed [to live] with Laban. I stayed there until now. 5

I have oxen, donkeys, flocks, maleworkers and female-workers. I'm sending [this message of repentance] to [you,] my
lord, hoping I can find grace [& forgiveness]
in your sight.’”
Red Man Charges Out With 400 Attack-Warriors
6 The messengers return to Jacob, saying, “We reached your brother Esau
{Rough-Red}. He's coming with 400 men
to intercept you!” 7 *[Fearing Esau's attack,]

Jacob

[shakes,]

overwhelmed with
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terror and distress, ___. So
Jacob [rushes to] divide his travelers, flocks, herds and camels
into two groups. 8 *Jacob reasons, “Even if Esau {Rough-Red}
[attacks] and slaughters one [of our]
groups, then the other group
[will have time to] escape.”
Cheater Begs YHVH To Save Him
From Red-Man
9 Jacob prays, “Yahweh, Elohim of my
father Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, Elohim of my father Isaac {Laughter}, you
said to me,
‘Return to your country, to your relatives. Then I'll prosper you.’

*I am, [and always have been]
unworthy of the least of [the myriad] mercies, and [constant, complete]
faithfulness you've shown to
[me,] your servant. [I had nothing but
my] staff when I fled [north] over
this Jordan [river]. Yet [You multiplied
my progeny and possessions into] two [huge]
hosts!
Genesis 32:10

This is the heart of the history of the people of the
Bible: they never merited their blessings. The Israelites were horribly sinful people. Yet YHVH
somehow found a way to redeem them. And that
redemption is available to us, even though we too
are horribly sinful people.

*I beg you, rescue me from
the power of my brother, from
the fist of Esau {Rough-Red}. I
fear him! [I dread that] he'll attack
and murder me [and my servants],
killing [my] children and [burying
them beneath] their [wailing] mothers.
11

But You promised [me,]
‘I'll work [to deliver] your perfect welfare.
I'll make your seed-children like the
sand of the sea: a multitude which
can't be numbered.’”
Jacob Sends Expensive Gifts To
Red-Man
12
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*Jacob camps there [by the Jordan
that night, ___. He [runs
around] grabbing and [piling up] everything he can put his hands
on, as present[s] for his brother
Esau {Rough-Red}. 14 [Jacob puts in his

70

13

{Gushing} [river which flows east-to-west into

river]

the larger Jordan River].
Jabbok = Zarqa = blue river. It's heavily polluted
today.

200 female goats,
20 stud-goats, 200 female sheep and
20 rams;
brother's appeasement pile]

You need 1 stud for every 10 females.
15 [Plus] 30 female camels with their colts, 40 cows,
10 bulls, 20 female donkeys, and 10 male donkeys.
A fortune in animals.

Jacob puts each herd by itself. Then
he puts his servants in charge of the
[animals]. He says to his servants, ‘Go on
ahead of me. Keep some space between the herds.’ 17 Then Jacob commands the foremost servant, “When my
brother Esau {Rough-Red} meets you,
he'll ask you, ‘Who is your master?
Where are you going? And who owns all
these [animals] in front of you?’ 18 Then
you'll answer, “The [animals belong to] your
servant Jacob. [They're] a present [he] sent
to [you,] lord Esau. And look! Jacob's [hiding back there] behind us.’ 19 Jacob gives
the same command to the 2nd, 3rd and
all the other [servants] driving the herds:
“When you find Esau {Rough-Red}, speak
[very kindly]. [Placate] him. Genesis 32:20 *—
16

And don't forget to tell [Esau,]
‘Look, your servant Jacob is
behind us.’” Jacob reasons, “I'll
appease Esau {Rough-Red} with
the present[s I've sent] ahead of
me. Then I'll see Esau [face to]
face. Maybe he'll accept me [instead of fulfilling his vow to murder me] .” 21 So
take [the] gift [animals] over [the river] ahead of
Jacob. Then, that night, Jacob camps with his [fami[the servants]

22 *Jacob rises up that night,
___. He takes his two wives
and his two female-servants
and his 11 sons. He passes
[them] over a dam on the Jabbok
ly].
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Jacob gets his family safely across
the [Jabbok] stream. Then he sends over
all his possessions.
Jacob Wrestles A Supernatural Being All Night
23

24 *Jacob [stands] alone [on the riverbank, ___. He steps forward to cross to his family.
Suddenly] a [mysterious wrestler] man [appears. He blocks Jacob's path! The man roars,
“You're not gonna cross until you wrestle me!” The
wrestler slams his elbow down on a boulder. Jacob
jumps into the fight. He arm-wrestles the angel.
Leah {Weary} and Rachel {Ewe} and the servants
and the children stare across the river, their jaws
hanging open. Their boys rush to cross back over
the river to help their dad fight the wrestler. But
the mothers hold the boys back. They watch Jacob
fight for hours. All night long, the women and children cheer for Jacob and boo the mystery wrestler.
Jacob grabs the angel from behind in a full nelson,
holding both his arms under the angel's arms. The
wrestler passes one arm under Jacob's arm from
behind (to hold Jacob in a half-nelson). Jacob
twists the angel's arm behind his back, in a hammer-lock! The angel grabs Jacob's head, encircles
it, locks it under his angel-arm (in a headlock). As
the moon races across the sky, Jacob & the
wrestler fight freestyle, glima, Greco-Roman (body
holds), sambo, schwingen, sumo, yagli: they do it

Jacob goes [point for point]
against the wrestler all night
long, ___! 25 *Finally the [wrestler]
man sees that [without using supernatural
force] he's not going to win the
[wrestling match] against Jacob
{Contender}. So the [angel-man]
touches Jacob's thighbone. The
angel's power strains and
twists Jacob's thighbone out of
joint! But Jacob [fights back the pain,
___]. He keeps on wrestling the
[mystery] man! 26 [Jacob puts the mystery
all.]

The [wrestler groans], “Let
me go! [Haven't you had enough?!] The dawn is
breaking.” So Jacob, [always looking for an angle,] negotiates: “I won't let you go unless you bless me! [Give me something. Pay
wrestler in a choke-hold.]
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me].” 27

The [wrestler] asks Jacob, “What's
your name?” Jacob replies, ‘Jacob {HeelGrabber}.’
Rhetorical question. The angel knows Jacob's
name.

*The angel replies, “You are
no longer named ‘Jacob
{Cheater}.’ [Your name is] IsraEl, [meaning ‘he who will rule with El’]. You hold
power as a prince of Elohim.
[You're becoming upright] among men.
You've prevailed!”

touched and numbed Jacob's
hip socket [where the thighbone attaches].
NOT a binding commandment. Just a cute tradition.

Genesis 33

28

Israel = men who prevail against / will rule with
Elohim. A variant explanation of this is that the
wrestler is saying, "You contend against everybody, including your Maker, but now you need to
learn that ‘Elohim commands/orders/rules.’ Jacob
is being rewarded for his perseverance.

Jacob asks the [wrestler], “Please tell
me your name.” The [wrestler] replies,
“Why do you need to know my name?
[You're on a need-to-know basis.]” Then, [there by the
river,] the [wrestler] blesses Jacob.
29

This episode is cryptically referenced in Hosea
12:4-5. Possibly, the wrestler gives Jacob money.
Probably Jacob kneels before the wrestler and the
wrestler pronounces some encouraging words
guaranteeing Jacob's success.

So Jacob names the place
Peniel {Face-OfEl}, meaning “I've seen elohim face-toface, and lived [to tell about it]!”
Genesis 32:30

[of the midnight wrestling match]

Jacob beat someone he calls an ‘elohim’ in a
wrestling match. That does NOT guarantee that the
wrestling man was a manifestation of YHVH the
Eloah, or Yahshua the Messiah, or an angel. In
Hosea 1:4-5, this same ‘wrestling man’ is called
‘the messenger.’

*The [desert] sun beats down
on [Jacob] as he limps away from
PeniEl {Face-Of-El}. [Jacob's] hip
[throbs in pain, ___].
31

Humbling comes before blessing. When Yahweh
smacks you down, he may be about to lift you up
higher than ever.

*That's why, to this day, the
children of Israel [traditionally]
refuse to eat the tendon attached to [any animal's] hip socket,
___, because [the mystery wrestler]
32
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The Red Man's Attack-Troops Rush
Toward Jacob
1 Jacob lifts up his eyes, ___. He looks
[across the morning desert]. He sees Esau
{Rough-Red}[marching] toward him with 400
[fighting] men! So Jacob divides [his] children between Leah {Weary}, Rachel
{Ewe}, and [his] two [concubine] handmaids.

*Jacob
putting:
2

[shows favoritism, ___, by]

handmaids and their
on [the front line,
closest to the attackers],
then [fatty] Leah {Weary} and her
[chubby] children in the middle,
then [gorgeous] Rachel {Ewe} and
[her handsome little son] Joseph {Increaser} WAY at the back [in ‘first-class,’
furthest from the rushing killers].
3 *Jacob ventures [out toward Esau's
army, ___. He walks] in front of [his wives
and children. Shaking in terror, Jacob] bows
himself to the ground 7 times,
each time coming closer to his
[killer] brother [Esau].
[his concubine]

children

[of adultery]

The Red Man Hugs And Forgives Jacob
4 *Esau {Rough-Red} runs to in-

tercept Jacob.

[Jacob prays. He grimaces,
bracing for the blow of Esau's huge sword on his

Esau embraces him! [Esau] falls on Jacob's neck, and kisses him! So
they [both] weep.
neck. But to Jacob's shock,]

The Masoretes note that they think the kissing
wasn't in the original text.

*Esau {Rough-Red} lifts up his
eyes, ___. He sees [Jacob's] wom5
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en and children. [Esau] asks,
“Who are those [people] with you?”
Jacob replies, “They're children
[whom] Elohim has graciously
given [me,] your servant.” 6 The
handmaidens [shyly] walk closer, ___,
[holding] their children. They [come to] prostrate [themselves, faces to the ground before Esau]. 7
Next, Leah {Weary} and her [chubby] children approach [Esau]. They bow [their tired
bodies to the dirt]. Finally [handsome little] Joseph
{Increaser} and [gorgeous] Rachel {Ewe} approach [Esau]. They [too] bow [their bodies to
the ground, ___]. 8 *Esau {Rough-Red}

asks [Jacob], “I just [encountered] a
huge drove [of your animals]. What
did you mean by [sending them to me]?”
Jacob answers, “The [animals are
gifts I sent, hoping they would buy me] grace
in [your] sight, my lord.”

“[You,] my lord, know that [my] children
are tender, like my flocks and herds
with [their] young. If [my] men overdrive
them [for even] one day, the whole flock
will die. 14 So, my lord, I pray that you
pass [south] over [the desert] in front of [me,]
your servant. Then I'll lead on slowly,
[as fast] as the cattle who tread before
me and [my] children are able to endure,
until I meet [you] my lord [in] Seir {RoughSouthland}.”
Jacob is lying. He never treks the hundreds of
miles south to Seir. He goes one mile further and
stops and builds houses for his family, to put the
maximum distance possible between himself and
his crazy, violent brother Esau!

Esau {Rough-Red} replies, “OK. But let
me leave with you some [soldiers] of
mine, [to protect you].” Jacob, [fearing the infiltration of pagans into his tribe,] answers, “There's
no need. Just let me find forgiveness in
[your] sight, my lord.”
15

Do not accept protection from the world's forces.

So, ___, that day, Esau {Rough-Red}
trace their path back
[south] to Seir {Roughland}.
Jacob Moves To Settle In Shechem
(Neck Ridge)
17 So Jacob [shrewdly avoids further confrontation
with Esau. Jacob] journeys [a mere one mile further].
[There he] builds himself a house, ___.
And [he] makes shelters for his cattle.
So the place where [Jacob builds his house]
comes to be called Sukkot {ShelterTown}. 18 Finally, ___, Jacob journeys
in peace [west across the Jordan river, then southwest] to Shechem {Neck}[ridge] in Canaan
{LowLand}. [Thus Jacob completes his journey south]
from Padan-aram, [the Syrian Highland plateau].
Jacob pitches his tent facing Shalem
{Peace} city. 19 [Instead of renting or squatting,]
Jacob buys a parcel of the field (where
he spreads his tent). He pays 100
pieces of silver to [the land's owners,] the
sons of Hamor {Donkey}, [Prince]
Shechem's dad.

Send your enemies gifts, not bombs.

16

9

[and his 400 rough men]

*Esau {Rough-Red} [laughs], “I
have enough stuff, my brother.
Keep what you have for yourself!” Genesis 33:10 *Jacob replies,
“No, I beg you, if at last I've
found grace in your sight, then
receive my present[s] from my
hand. Just seeing your face —
it's like I've seen the face of
Elohim, now that you're [pleased
to] receive me!
Jacob insists on giving lavish food gifts to his enemy. That's what you and your nation should do to
your enemies.

Please accept the gift[s][my servants]
brought to you. Elohim has dealt graciously with me. He's [given] me plenty [of
animals].” Jacob keeps on urging Esau
{Rough-Red}. So, ___, [at last] Esau accepts [Jacob's huge herd].
11

Don't be cheap when loving your enemies. It's the
best money you'll ever spend.
12 Esau {Rough-Red} says, “Let’s break camp and get
going. I’ll go in front [to show you the way to my home].” 13
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Always pay up-front, in full, in lawful substance. No
debt.

But Jacob replies to Esau {Rough-Red},
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There, ___, [on Shechem {Neck}
ridge,] Jacob erects an altar. [He] calls it
‘El-Elohe-Israel {Israel's-Mighty-Eloha}.’
Genesis 33:20

Genesis 34

73

riage].

This crime ought never be
committed!”
Right: premarital sex is a crime. This is the first
verse in the bible in which Israel is mentioned as a
collective tribe or nation.

Hamor {Donkey-Man}[tries to reason] with
the [sons of Jacob]. [Hamor] cries, “The soul of
my son Shechem {Neck}[intensely] longs
for your daughter. I beg you, give Dinah to [my son Shechem] as his wife— 9 —intermarry with us. Give your daughters
to us. Take our daughters [as your wives].
8

Jacob's Girl Sneaks Out To Party
With Pagans
1 Soon Dinah {Justice} (a daughter
whom Leah {Weary} birthed to Jacob,)
[sneaks out of her tent] to hang out with the
local [pagan slut] girls, ___.
First mistake.

The Necking Prince Lays Jake's
Daughter Dinah
2 That land's prince, Shechem {Neck}
(the son of Hamor {Donkey-Man} the
Hivite {Villager}) sees Dinah. [So, ___,] he
takes her. He lays [with] her. He defiles
her!
Maybe rape, maybe consensual. But probably, like
most such de-flowerings, some of both.

Shechem's soul clings to Jacob's
daughter Dinah {Justice}. [Shechem] loves
her. He speaks kindly, saying “You're
my girl, [… You're my first too. I promise. I'll love you
3

forever.” And Dinah buys this romantic baloney, ___!] 4

Shechem {Neck} appeals to his
father Hamor {Donkey-Man}. [Shechem]
says, “[Sell some donkeys to] pay [Jacob to give]
me this girl as my wife.” 5 Jacob hears
that Shechem {Neck} has defiled Dinah
his daughter. Meanwhile, ___, Jacob's
sons work, tending [the family] cattle in
the field. Jacob holds his peace until [his
sons] come [back to the tents]. 6 Meanwhile,
[Prince] Shechem's dad Hamor {DonkeyMan}[rides] out to talk with Jacob [to negotiate a bride-price, ___].
Jacob's Sons Vow To Murder The
Necking Prince
[So Prince]

*Jacob's sons [run] out of the
field when they hear [their sister has
been violated]. The men grieve, ___.
They boil over in rage, screaming, “Shechem {Neck} committed shame in Israel. He slept
with Jacob's daughter [before mar7
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Bad idea.

—Then you'll dwell with us
our land for you to
[use for free]! Live and trade here. Acquire
personal possessions in [our] land.”
Genesis 34:10

[as family]. [We'll open]

A devil's bargain. There's no free lunch.

Shechem {Neck} begs (Dinah's father) Jacob and Dinah's brothers, “Let
me find grace in your eyes. Whatever
you ask of me [as a bride-price,] I will give.
12 —You can't ask too much as a dowry
present! I'll give whatever you ask of
me. Just give me the girl [Dinah] as my
wife!”
11

The right time to ask the father for her hand is before you bed the girl.

Israel's Patriarchs Chop Their Foe's
Wangs
13 [In revenge for] Shechem {Neck} defiling
Dinah their sister, the sons of Jacob [the
deceiver] answer Shechem and his father
(Donkey-Man) with deceitful wordplay,
___: 14 [Israel's boys] lie to [the lover-prince and
his Dad], “We can't ever give our sister to
an ‘un-trimmed’ husband! That would
be a reproach to [our traditions].
Jacob's family apparently picked up the penile circumcision tradition from their Syrian neighbors. It
didn't come from any command of YHVH.
15

But we'll consent to [sell our sister to your
if you'll [have your penises cut] like us.

prince]

Again, YHVH told Moses and Abraham to cut off
babys' umbilical stumps, not to cut their genitals.
16 [If every male among you gets his genitals circum-

then we'll give our daughters to
you, and we'll take your daughters to
[be our wives]. We'll dwell with you. We'll
become one people. [E’ Pluribus Unum!]
cised,]
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Despite that penile circumcision traces back into
Egyptian/Arabian pre-history, never let anyone cut
your penis nor that of your child. Come on. Use
your brain.

—But if you won't listen to us, [and let
us cut your penises], then we'll take our girl,
and we'll be gone!” 18 [Israel's boys’ lying]
words fool Hamor {Donkey-Man} and his
son Shechem {Neck}, who [walk away smiling,
___, high-fiving].
17

Then as now, almost everyone in the Middle-East
had adopted the prehistoric Egyptian satanic ritual
of foreskin resection. But they did it against the
commands of the Creator.

young man
right away [lets Israel's sons cut
his foreskin,] because Shechem is infatuated with Jacob's daughter. Then [Prince]
Shechem, being the most honored of all
[men] in the family of his father, [sets out to
19

So this

[gullible, romantic]

[prince Shechem]

influence the other men of the town to follow his foolish
example]. Genesis 34:20 So Donkey-Man and

Shechem {Neck} his son [ride] to the gate of their
city, ___. [There] they reason with their townsmen:

say, "These
men are peaceful toward us. So
let them live in [our] land and trade
here. For look, the land is big enough
for [us and] them. Let's take their daughters as our wives. And let's give them
our daughters. 22 But only on this one
condition will the [Israelite] men consent
to live with us as one people: every
male among us must get his penis cut
just like theirs.
21 [Donkey-Man & prince Shechem]
[Israelite]

OK, that's nuts, then and now. But circumcision
has always been normal in the Middle-East, so it's
not surprising.

Their cattle and their wealth and
their every beast will be ours! So let's
consent to them. Then they'll live with
us.”
23

Communism. Always a big mistake.

So, ___, everyone going out of the
[Shechem] city-gate listens to [this crazy idea
of] Donkey-Man and his son [Prince]
Shechem {Neck}! Every male [stupidly lets
24

the Israelite deceivers slice the foreskins off of their
penises]!

All the men [and boys] of the town
stumble out of the city-gate, [holding their

bloody mutilated wangs, screaming in pain, blood spurting
between their fingers]!
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Drop-dead hilarious!

Israel's Sons Murder The BleedingWang Dudes

*Then BAM! On the 3rd day,
while the [foreign] men's [mutilated
penises still hurt, scabby and] sore, two of
Jacob's sons (Simeon {Listener}
and Levi {Uniter},) Dinah's
brothers, each grabs his
sword. They savagely storm
the town. They murder every
male, [young or old]!
25

Most of the 12 patriarchs of Israel were nomad
criminals! Nice goin', guys. Way to take the moral
high road. Throughout Israeli history, this massmurder boomerangs to curse the Israelites: Both
Pharoah and Herod mass-murdered Hebrew males.

*[Simeon and Levi] murder Hamor
{Donkey-Man} and his [Romeo] son
Shechem {Neck} with the edge
of their [devouring] sword[s]. They
grab Dinah {Justice} out of
Shechem's house. Then [the Israelis] sprint out [of town].
26

Sword edge = sword's mouth, as the sword is the
devourer of life.

sons of Jacob [run
into town. They see] the murdered [men].
Then, ___, these [Patriarchs of Israel go nuts.
They] plunder the town, in [wildly out-of-proportion, criminal] revenge for [Prince Shechem]
defiling their sister.
27

The

[rest of the grown]

Probably Joseph was too young and innocent to
participate in this mass-murder.

steal the [dead men's] sheep,
and their oxen, and their donkeys, and
[everything valuable] in the city and in the
field, ___! 29 *[Jacob's sons] steal all
28 [Jacob's sons]

the dead men's wealth, and all
the dead men's little [orphaned children]. Then, ___, the [Israelis] kidnap the [dead men's] wives, and
plunder everything in the [dead
men's] houses!
10 of the 12 patriarchs of Israel were evil jerks.
The point of the Bible is that YHVH loves bad people. But they have to repent if they want to live
forever.
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Genesis 34:30 [Jacob learns of the mass murder, ___.]

So Jacob screams at Simeon {Listener}
and Levi {Uniter}, “You've whipped up
disaster for me! You've made me stink
[in the noses of] the inhabitants of the [whole
country]! The Canaanite {Mercenaries} and
the Perizzite {Plainsmen} will massacre
us! [My tribe] is tiny! [The pagans will] team up
against me! I—[Jacob stutters]—I'll be destroyed, me and my whole family!”
The Caananites were giant descendants of the
Nephilim, not to be trifled with.

Simeon {Listener} and Levi {Uniter}
scream back, “So, [old man,] you [want us to
stand by while some pig-eating foreigner] treats our
baby sister like a whore [who lays men for
pay]?!”
31

Genesis 35
Jacob's Family Flees, Protected By
YAH
1 So, ___, Elohim says to Jacob,
“[Run for your lives! Pack] up [your caravan].
Travel up [south] to Beth-El {House-Of-God}.
Stay there [until your assassins get distracted].
Make an altar there to [commemorate Me, the]
El {Power} who appeared to you when
you fled [north] from the [furious] face of
your brother Esau {Rough-Red}.”
2 So Jacob commands [everybody in] his
family, and everyone else [in his caravan],
“Throw away the strange [and priceless foreign] idol-gods you have with you! Purify
yourselves. Change [out of those slutty stolen
pagan] clothes!
Desperate times require desperate measures. This
radical and costly repentance is the turning point,
the moment when Jacob the endangered Cheater
becomes Israel who will rule in heaven. If Jacob's
clan had not gotten rid of their tainted wealth, they
would have forfeited the Creator's protection and
been slaughtered that day.

Let's pack up and travel uphill [south] to
[the place I called] ‘Elohim's sanctuary.’ There
I'll make an altar to [honor Yahweh,] the
Elohim who [always] answers me in my
day of distress. [YAH] stuck with me on
every path I've taken. [Only YAH can save us
from Shechem's avengers!]”
3
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Trouble is there to drive you to rock-bottom, where
you realize that nothing can save you except the
love of your Maker.
4

So, ___,

[everybody in Jacob's family caravan, in-

hand Jacob all the strange idol-gods in their
possessions, [a fortune worth many mansions],
and all their [pierced] earrings from their
ears. Then Jacob buries [those sinful items]
under the oak near [the town of] Shechem
{Neck}.
cluding the kidnapped women and children,]

Doubtless with a lot of fighting and anger, because
those precious-metals were worth a fortune, both
in their gold content, and in their legal value as
deeds to estates.

journeys on. The [supernatuterror of Elohim falls upon the cities
all around them. So the [natives hide, shaking
behind their walls, too terrified to] chase down [and
kill and plunder] Jacob's [family in revenge for the
Shechem-Neck Massacre]. 6 So Jacob and his
whole tribe [miraculously] safely arrive at
Luz aka Beth-El {House-Of-El}, in the
land of Canaan {LowLand}. 7 There Jacob
builds an altar [for cooking holy feasts]. He
[shouts to his assembled tribe], “This place is
called El-Beth-El {Mighty-Temple-Of-El},
because here ELohim appeared to me,
when I fled from the [raging] face of my
brother [the Red-man].” 8 [Time passes, ___.] Rebekah's nurse Deborah {Bee} dies. [Jacob
and his tribe] bury Deborah at Beth-El
{God's-Home}, under an oak. [From the faces
5 [Jacob's caravan]
ral]

of the gathered men, women and children, tears fall to

says [to his tribe,]
“This tree will forevermore be named
Allon-Bachuth {Oak-Of-Weeping}.” 9 [As a reward for obediently] returning [south] from
Padan-Aram {Syrian-highland-plateau}, Elohim again appears to Jacob and blesses
him.
YAH Renames ‘Cheater’: ‘El-Rules’
flood the root-laced soil. Jacob]

Genesis 35:10

*Elohim says to Ja-

cob,
“You are known as Jacob {HeelGrabber}. [But one day] you won't be
called ‘Jacob’ any more.
Rather, ‘Israel {El-Rules}’ is becoming your name.”
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[Elohim shouts,
“I name Jacob]

Israel!” [The people jump, terrified by the
thundering sound!]
Israel literally means ‘El rules,’ but is often interpreted as ‘He who prevails with (or strives against)
God’, God-Wrestler, or ‘he who will rule with God.’

*Elohim pronounces to Jacob,
“I, Elohim Almighty, [continue to supply everything you need]. So be fruitful!
Multiply! [More than] a nation—a
coalition of nations comes from
you! Kings spring from your reproductive-organs!
12 *
[Look at this amazing] land I [promised to]
give to Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} and Isaac {Laughter}! I'm
giving it to you. And I [keep on]
giving the land to your seedchildren after you.”
11

Elohim rises up, ___, leaving Jacob
staring [up at the sky] in the
place where [ELohim] spoke with him. 14
In the place where Jacob talked with
ELohim, [Jacob] sets up a monument,
___, a pillar of stone. Then he pours a
drink offering on it. Then he pours
[anointing] oil on it.
13

[on his knees,]

76

The midwife shouts to [Rachel], “Don't be
afraid! You will hold this son too!” 18

*As Rachel's soul flies away to
death, she sees her newborn.
[With her final breath,] she calls out,
“His name is ‘Ben-Oni {Son-OfMy-Sorrow}.” But [the baby's] father
[Israel] says, “[No,] his name is
‘Benjamin {Son-of-my-Strength}.’”
[Jacob lays baby Benjamin on Rachel's breast,
___. Jacob lifts Rachel's hands, wraps them around
baby Benjamin. Rachel's hands fall to her sides.
Tears streams from Jacob's eyes as he lifts the
baby in the air in front of the gathered tribe. Jacob
shouts, “Son-Of-My-Strength!” The tribe cheer. Jacob hands the baby to Leah {Weary}. She pulls out
her breast. Baby Benjamin's lips pucker to nurse
from her milk.]
The word for ‘sorrow’ can also mean ‘strength,’ so
Jacob is only making a minor interpretive change
to Benjamin's name.

A Dramatization of Rachel's Burial

*[Jacob turns back to sees his beloved]
Rachel {Ewe}, cold, stony-white,
___. [He falls beside her, kisses her, hugs her,
19

cries over her. Jacob passes out from grief. Hours

dig a grave [in the
side of the hill,] by the road to
Ephrath {Fruitful} aka Bethlehem
{Bread-House}. [Jacob's sons wake Jacob.
pass as Jacob's sons]

They move to pick up Rachel. Jacob bats them
away. He picks up Rachel. He carries her, stagger-

This is the first occurrence of a 'drink offering' in
the bible. Note that YHVH didn't tell Jacob to build
the pillar, or to waste the drink on it. That was Jacob's idea.
15 Then Jacob says, “The name of this place, where
Elohim spoke with me, [will always be] BethEl {El'sTemple}.”

ing down into the grave. He]

Rachel Dies Birthing Benjamin, Her
2nd Son
16 From Beth-El {House-Of-El}, [Jacob's caravan packs up]. They journey on [south], ___.
Nearing Efrath {Fruitful} aka Bethlehem
{Bread-House}, Rachel {Ewe} starts [screaming, trying to] give birth. [She suffers, ___,] in
torturous labor pains. 17 [Jacob and his sons

road to Bethlehem,]

dismount from their camels, ___. They carry Rachel {Ewe}
up to a high spot by a tree. They lay her on a cot. The

Rachel [pushes]
the baby crowns.

gathered tribe watches from below.]

in hard labor.

[Finally]
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lays her

there

[with one last kiss. Jacob emerges from
the grave. He drops a handful of dirt into the hole.
Each man, woman and child of the gathered weeping, wailing tribe throw a handful of dirt, eventually

There, [on the
Jacob [and his sons] erect a
pillar over Rachel's grave. That, ___, is
the standing-stone [marking] Rachel's
grave to this day. 21 Israel [and his tribe]
journey on [south]. [Israel lays his hand on the
covering Rachel.] Genesis 35:20

hand of Leah {Weary}. She sits in the seat beside him,
nursing Rachel's newborn baby. Jacob says to Leah, “You

spread
tent[s] beyond Edar {Flock-Tower}.
won.” As the sun sets, the tribesmen]

[their]

Jerome describes Edar as being a mere 1000 paces
from Behlehem.

Reuben Lays His Dad Jacob's Concubine
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*[The tribe of] Israel stays in the
land [of Edar]. [There] Reuben {Looka-Son} [gets drunk, ___. He] staggers
[into the tent of] Bilhah {Shy}, his father's concubine! [Reuben] sleeps
with her! Israel hears [about] this

A List Of Esau The Red-Man's
Spawn

22

[adulterous, incestuous outrage. So Israel throws a
fit, stripping Reuben of his birthright, branding
Reuben as outcast from his] 12 sons.
Reuben means, “Look at my [beautiful] son!” See 1
Chr 5:1-2 for confirmation that Israel stripped
Reuben of his birthright and gave it to Joseph.

List Of Sons Produced In The BabyMaking War
23 [There, at the shunning of Reuben,] Leah
{Weary}[stands crying among] these, her [genetic] sons: Reuben {Look-a-Son}, (Jacob's
firstborn,) Simeon {Listener}, Levi
{Uniter}, Judah {Celebrated}, Issachar
{Reward} and Zebulun {Home}.
Rachel also claimed other sons who were born
through Jacob's concubines.
24 [On the opposite side of the tribal circle stand] the [2 genetic] sons
of Rachel {Ewe}: Joseph {Increaser}, [holding his baby brother]
Benjamin {Son-Of-Strength}. 25 [Cowering in the back, stand]
the sons of Rachel's handmaid, Bilhah {Shy}: Dan
{Judge}

and Naphtali

{Wrestler}.

26 [Beside them stand]

Gad {Troop} and Asher {Happy}, the sons
of Zilpah {Fragrant}, Leah's handmaid.
That's all the sons whom women bore
to Jacob in Padan-Aram {Syrian-HighlandPlateau}, ___.
Jacob (Cheater) & Esau The Red
Man Bury Isaac
27 Finally Jacob journeys [about 30 miles south] to [see] his
father Isaac {Laughter} in [the oak-filled region of] Mamre
{Whiplash}, in Arbah {City-of-the-4-giants}, aka Hebron
{Seat-Of-Society}, where Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} and
Isaac [had long ago] sojourned, ___. 28 There, ___,
the days of Isaac's [life reach their peak at] 180 years. 29

*Finally Isaac {Laughter}, old
and full of days, breathes his
last. He dies, ___. [Isaac's sons]
Esau {Rough-Red} and Jacob
{Heel-Grabber} carry Isaac's body.
[They bury it] before [Isaac's] gathered
[weeping, wailing] crowd of descendants.

Genesis 36
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1 Now, ___, here is the genealogy of Esau

{Rough-

Esau {Rough-Red}[disobeys
taking his wives from the
[beautiful pagan] daughters of Canaan {LowLand}:
Adah {Ornament} the daughter of
Red},

a.k.a “Edom.” 2

his father by]

Elon {Trunk} the descendant of Het
{Terror}

and Aholibamah {Big-House} the

daughter of Anah {Answer}, the
daughter of Zibeon {Color} the Hivite
{Villager}.
3 [Esau also sins, ___, by marrying] Bashemath
{Spice-Girl}, IshmaEl's daughter, sister
of Nebajoth {Fruitless}. 4 To Esau {Rough-Red},

Adah births [a son named] Eliphaz {Gold-god}. Esau's [other
wife] Bashemath {Fragrance} births ReuEl {Friend-Of-El}.
5 Later, Aholibamah {Big-House} births Jeush {Hasty},
Jaalah {Occult}, and Korah {Ice}. That, ___, completes the list of the sons women bore to Esau
{Rough-Red} in the land of Canaan {LowLand}.

Esau & Israel Separate Due To
Over-Grazing
6 [Time passes, ___.] Esau {Rough-Red} packs
up his wives, his sons, his daughters,
all the people of his household, his cattle, all his animals and all the possessions he's acquired in Canaan {LowLand}.
[They] caravan [south] to a country far out
of sight of [Esau's] brother Jacob
{Cheater}. 7 [Esau re-locates because Jacob's and
Esau's] riches are so great that they can't
live together, ___. The land they migrate through can't bear the feed requirements of their [combined] cattle.
Materialism destroys families.

So Esau (aka Edom {Red-Man}) lives
on Seir {Rough} Mountain, ___.
Red-Man & His Sluts Breed More
Slut-Mongers
8

9 There on Seir {Rough} Mountain, Esau {Red-Man}
(the fore-father of the Edomite {SouthLanders})
breeds more sons, ___. Genesis 36:10 Esau
{Rough-Red} already spawned the following sons:
Eliphaz {Gold-god} born from Esau's wife Adah
{Ornament}, and ReuEl {Friend-Of-El} born from Esau's
other [slut] wife Bashemath {Fragrance}. 11 ELiphaz
{Gold-god} fathers [the following grandsons for Esau] : Teman
{Southman}, Omar {Yakky}, Zepho {Observer} & Gatam,
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And [as an adulterous bonus,]
Timna {Grabber} (concubine to Esau's
son Eliphaz {Gold-god}) births [evil]
Amalek {Blood-Licker} for Eliphaz. All
these boys are grandsons of Esau's [pagan] wife Adah {Ornament}.
and Kenaz

{Hunter}.

12

Amalek fathers a bloody permanent enemy-nation
of Israel. People should not make children by having sex with concubines (mistresses)—that's adultery and it's always cursed.
13 Esau and his wife Bashemath {Fragrance} spawn
their son ReuEl {El's-Friend} who fathers grandsons:
Nahath {Quiet} & Zerah {Light-Beam}, Shammah {Stunner} & Mizzah {Knockout}. 14 Esau's [evil] wife
Aholibamah {Big-House} (the daughter of Zibeon's
son Anah {Answer}) [already] birthed [the previously mentioned
3] sons to Esau {Rough-Red}: Jeush {Hasty}, Jaalah
{Occult} and Korah {Ice}.
See Gen 36:5.
15 The following are the chieftains in Esau's family
tree: From the sons of (Esau's firstborn) Eliphaz
{Gold-god} come: chieftain Teman {SouthPaw}, chieftain Omar {Yakker}, chieftain Zepho {Watcher},
chieftain Kenaz {Hunter}, chieftain Korah {Ice}, chieftain Gatam and chieftain Amalek {Blood-Licker}. 16
ELiphaz {Gold-god} and [his wife] Adah {Ornament} spawn
the aforementioned [7] chieftains in the land of
Edom, ___. 17 ReuEl {Friend-Of-El} (the son of Esau
& Esau's wife Bashemath {Fragrance}) fathers the following [4] governing sons in Edom {Southland}: Chieftan Nahath {Quiet}, Chieftan Zerah {Rising-Light},
Chieftan Shammah {Stunner}, Chieftan Mizzah
{Terror}. 18 The Red-Man's wife Aholibamah {BigHouse} (daughter of Anah {Answer}) bears the following governing sons: Chieftan Jeush {Rush}, Chieftan
Jaalah {Occult} & Chieftan Korah {Ice}. 19 That, ___,
completes the list of Esau's sons, the governors of
Edom, [Esau's country, way south of Jerusalem].

RedMan Murders All CaveMan's
Southland Sons

Genesis 36:20 [When the Red-Man invades the Southland, he's attacked by the armies of the part-human, part-

sons of Seir {Rough} the Caveman: Lotan {Mask}, Shobal {Flood},
Zibeon {Color}, Anah {Answer}, Dishon
{Trampler}, Ezer {Treasure} and Dishan
{Jumper}. [So, ___, to gain territory and wealth for
giant]

his millions of future descendants, the Red-man conquers
them all.]

Horites are a branch of the [supernatural-human
hybrids, the] Nephilim.

the Horite
Chieftans, the [demon-hybrid]
children of Seir {Rough}, [former terrorizers of]
the land of Edom. 22 [The Red-Man's armies also murder
21 [So ends the cursed lifespan of]

{CaveMen}

the children of chief Lotan {Mask}: Hori
& Hemam {Rage}, and Timna {Grabber}, the
sister of Lotan [Jr.] 23 [The Red-Man also murders and/or captures]
and/or capture]

{CaveMan}
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the children of [Chief] Shobal {Flood}: Alvan {Climber},
Manahath {Lazy}, Ebal {Baldy}, Shepho {Stripper} and
Onam {Power}. 24 [The Red-Man also murders and/or captures] the
sons of [Chief] Zibeon {Colorful}: Ajah {Screaming-Hawk}
& Anah {Answer}, (the Anah who discovered wellsprings in the wilderness while feeding the donkeys
of his father Chief Zibeon).
This Anah is mentioned in Gen 26:34.
25 [The red man captures] Anah's [2] children: Dishon
{Jumper}, and his daughter, Aholibamah {Big-House}.
26 [And the Red Man murders and/or captures] the children of Dishon {Antelope}: Hemdan {Delight}, Eshban {Vigor},
Ithran {Winner}, and Cheran. 27 [And the Red Man murders
and/or captures] the children of Ezer {Treasure}: Bilhan
{Timid}, Zaavan {Earthquake}, and Akan {Twister}. 28
[And the Red Man murders and/or captures] these children of Dishan {Jumper}: Uz {Counselor}, and Aran {Screamer}. 29
[The Red Man conquers] the Chieftans descended from the
[demon-spawn] Horite {CaveMen}: Chieftan Lotan {Mask},
Chieftan Shobal {Flood}, Chieftan Zibeon {Color},
Chieftan Anah {Answer}; Genesis 36:30 [And Esau

Chieftan Dishon {Antelope},
Chieftan Ezer {Treasure}, and Chieftan
Dishan {Jumper}. Thus, ___, in the land
of Seir {Rough}, [the Red Man murders and/or captures] all the chieftains and clans descended from the Horite {CaveMen}.
RedMan's Descendants Ravage &
Rule South-Land
31 Before any king reigns over the children of Israel, [the following] kings reign [in
succession] in the land of Edom, [far south of
Jerusalem]: 32 [First,] Bela {Swallower} (the son of Beor
conquers]

{Incinerator})

reigns over his city (Dinhabah {Robber’sin Edom. 33 Swallower dies, ___. Then in his
place, Jobab {Screamer} the son of Zerah {Irradiator}
(from [the stronghold of] Bozrah {Fort}) reigns. 34
Screamer dies, ___. Then Husham {Rush} from the
Temani {Southland} reigns in Screamer's place. 35
Husham {Rush} dies. [Then] Hadad {Knifer} (son of Bedad {Slicer}, [who] killed Midian {Brawler} [in the] field [of]
Moab) reigns [in his] city named Avith {Outlaw-Town}.
36 Hadad {Knifer} dies, ___. [Then] Samlah {Idol-Cloak}
from Masrekah {Vineyard} reigns.
Samlah=Idol-Cloak, as in a man allowing his body
to become the ‘clothing’ for the incorporeal god-demon who possesses him.
37 Samlah {Idol-Cloak} dies, ___. [Then] reigns Saul
{Demander}, from [the] Rehoboth {Broad-Euphrates} river.
38 Saul {Demander} dies, ___, yielding his reign to
Baal-Hanan {Lord-Of-Grace} (son of Achbor {AttackSpider}).
Achbor=one who conquers by nibbling away like a
mouse, or spinning a web of deceit that suddenly
entraps, like a spider. This is the way Communism
destroys freedom, and the way antinomial lawlessness erodes obedience.
39 Baal-Hanan {Lord-Of-Grace} (the son of Acbor
{Attack-Spider}) dies, ___. In [Baal-Hanan's] place, Hadar
Den})
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city named Pau
wife-Queen
named MehetabEl {God-Favored}, whose mother was
Matred {Driver}, daughter of Mezahab {Goldwater}.
{Majesty}

reigns from his

[Capitol]

{Scream}. [Beside Hadar on his throne sits his]

From Esau {Rough-Red} descend governors. Each of them rules
over a clan and a territory bearing his
name: Chieftan Timnah {Grabber},
Chieftan Alvah {Sin-Drinker}, Chieftan Jetheth; 41 Chieftan Aholibamah {Big-House},
Genesis 36:40

Chieftan Elah {Everlasting-Oak-Power}, Chieftan Pinon
{Amazer}; 42 Chieftan Kenaz {Hunter}, Chieftan
Teman {Southerner}, Chieftan Mibzar {Castle}; 43
Chieftan MagdiEl {Fruit-of-El}, Chieftan Iram {CitySage}. All [these chiefs] descend from Esau {Rough-Red},
the father of all Edomites. Each of Edom's regions
is named after these men. This, ___, completes
the list of the [then current] Chieftans of Edom.

Genesis 37
Joseph's Brothers Hate Him 'cause
He's Better

1

Jacob settles in the land of Canaan {Lowwhere [Jacob's] father [Isaac] had stayed as a for-

[Meanwhile,]

Land},

[refusing to integrate with the pagan locals] . 2 Jacob's
family tree grows, ___. [Jacob's son,] 17year-old Joseph {Increaser} works feeding the flock with his brothers. Up strut
[Dan & Naphtali and Gad & Asher, the criminals] Jacob
spawned with his concubines Bilhah
{Shy} & Zilpah {Fragrant}. [The jerks curse, fornicate, steal, lie, mock and cheat.] So Joseph runs
to his Dad and tattles on [his brothers].

eigner,

Joseph says, “Your concubines' brats run around
drunk, trying to impregnate my sheep!” Tattling on
people makes things worse. The sinners keep on
sinning, but now they hate you for tattling.

Israel Gives Joseph The 'Coat Of
Many Colors'
3 Now Israel loves Joseph {Increaser}
more than all his children, ___. Joseph
is the [‘baby boy’ Israel calls] “son of my old
age.” So [Israel] weaves [Joseph] a [costly,
priestly, royal] ‘coat of many colors,’ [signifying
that, although Joseph is the 2nd youngest, he'll inherit Israel's estate].

Actually Benjamin was the youngest. But Benjamin
had issues, so Joseph remains Israel's favorite son.

*But when Joseph's brothers
see that their Dad [Israel] loves
Joseph {Increaser} more than all
4
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of them, they hate Joseph.
They can't speak one kind
word to him, ___. [Every conversation
Joseph has with his brothers devolves into insults,
shouting, threats, fights.]

Joseph Dreams He's The Top
Kosher Dog
5 *[One night,] Joseph {Increaser}

dreams a

dream, ___.
[The next day,] Joseph blabs [the dream]
to his brothers. So they hate
him even more!
[prophetic]

False religionists and pagans hate YAH's true
prophets!

Joseph {Increaser} pleads with his
brothers, “I beg you, listen to this
[prophetic] dream I dreamed: 7 *See
6

[in

bind
grain-bundles in the field. Suddenly my bundle rises up. It
stands tall [like a King taking dominion].
Immediately your bundles circle my bundle. [You all fall down] worshipping [me]!”
your mind's eye: all of us brothers]

Telling people that you're God's gift to humanity is
not how to win friends and influence people.

*Joseph's brothers yell back
at him, “So you [think because you have
dumb grandiose delusional dreams] you're
gonna reign over us?! [We're your elders!] You [can't] boss us [around like
you're our king!]” So, ___, Joseph's
brothers hate him even more
because of his [threatening] dreams
and his [prophetic] words.
8

Same rejection happens to Moses in Exodus 2:14,
and to the Messiah in Luke 19:4. If you're rejected
for doing right, you're in GREAT company.

Joseph Dreams The Universe Bows
To Him
9 [Uneasy time passes, ___. Then Joseph] dreams
[yet] another [prophetic] dream. He recounts it to his brothers: “I dreamed a
vision! The sun, moon & 11 stars
bowed down to me.”
Sun, moon & stars represent Joseph's Dad, Mom
and 11 brothers. See Num 2:2. This corresponds to
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the 12 constellations of the Zodiac, Joseph representing the 12th. See Thomas Mann's ‘Joseph and
His Brothers.’

*Joseph {Increaser} finishes telling the dream to his
father and brothers. Joseph's
Dad rebukes him, [shouts at] him,
“What [do you mean, blabbing about] this
[arrogant] ‘vision’ you dreamed? [Are
you insinuating that] I, your mother,
and your brothers are gonna
come bow ourselves down to
you, [our faces eating] dirt?” 11 So
Genesis 37:10

Joseph's brothers’ [hearts corrode with] jealousy against him. But Joseph's Dad
[keeps] wondering [whether Joseph's words might
be prophecies from YAH].
Joseph's Bros Ride To Gamble &
Buy Bad Girls
12 [Time passes, ___. One day, Joseph's] brothers
[ride] out [to party and waste their Dad's gold on loose
women and booze in Egypt, claiming that they're going]

to feed their Dad's flock on Shechem
{Neck}[ridge]. 13 So Israel [Jacob] says to
Joseph {Increaser}, “I'm not sure your
brothers are feeding [my] flock on
Shechem {Neck}[ridge]. Come. I'll send
you to [spy on] them.” Joseph [obediently]
answers his Dad, “I'm at your [service].”
Joseph Rides Out To Spy On His
Bad Brothers
14 So Israel [aka Jacob] says to [teenage]
Joseph {Increaser}, “Please, go; see if
the [work] is going well for your brothers,
and if [my] flocks [are healthy]. Bring me
back the news.” So Israel sends Joseph
[riding a camel] out of the Valley Of Hebron
{Enchantment}, ___. [After a long journey,]
Joseph [and his thirsty, panting camel] arrive at
Shechem {Neck}[Ridge].
Joseph is itching to bust his villainous brothers.
15 A [local farmer's jaw drops when he] sees Joseph {Increaser}
[on his camel] wandering in the field, ___. The [farmer]
yells to Joseph, “What are you looking for?” 16
Joseph {Increaser}, [panting,] shouts back, “I'm looking
for my brothers. Please tell me where they feed

*The [farmer] replies,
“[Your brothers] were here but they
their flocks.” 17
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left. I heard them say, ‘Let's go
to Dothan.’” So Joseph {Increaser} [rides like the wind, chasing] after his
brothers. He finds them in
Dothan, ___, [on the high road to the pagan sin-cities of Egypt]. 18 *From far
away, Joseph's brothers spot
Joseph {Increaser} [sporting his shiny royal coat]. As Joseph rides closer,
his brothers conspire against
him, ___, [preparing] to murder
him!
The brothers want Joseph dead so they can get
back the inheritance to which they feel they're entitled. And if Joseph rats on them for spending
their Dad's wealth on an extended bachelor party
on the way to forbidden Egypt, they'll never get a
penny.

Joseph's Brothers Throw Him In A
Well
19 They growl to one-another, “Look,
here comes the Dreamer. Genesis 37:20 *
—Come on! Let's kill Joseph {Increaser} right now. We'll dump

his [dead body] in one of these water-pits. When we get home to
Dad, we'll all sob and cry, ‘An
evil beast ate our beloved little
brother Joseph!’ Then we'll see
what comes of Joseph's [stupid]
dreams!” 21 But Reuben {Look-a-Son},
[feeling guilty for sleeping with his Dad's mistress,]

hears

brothers [planning
Reuben says,
“Let's not kill Joseph.” So Reuben saves
Joseph from [the evil] hands [of Judah & co.] 22
Reuben {Look-a-Son} says to his [9]
brothers, “Don't shed [Joseph's] blood.
Just hurl him into this pit in the wilderness. [He'll die from heat, hunger and thirst,] not
from [wounds from] your own hands.” [Rueben
says this, ___, to] save Joseph from [being
beaten to death by] his brothers’ [murderous]
fists. [Reuben excuses himself by saying, “I’ gotta run
[Jacob's 9 other older]

Joseph's murder, ___]. [So]

back to Shechem {Neck} Ridge—I dropped my moneysack. I'll meet with you guys at the whorehouse in Egypt…
Save some whiskey for me!” Reuben plans to sneak back
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Joseph [out of the well, then to] carry him
back to their father [Israel].
to lift]

Jacob's oldest son Reuben grabs this chance to
clear his name from the disgrace that's plagued
him ever since he bedded his Dad's mistress.
23

*Joseph {Increaser}

[rides his camel

up the crest, ___. He stares down on]

his

[10

older] brothers. [Joseph taunts, ”Ooooh, you
guys are in trouble! I'm gonna tell Dad you ditched
his herds and ran off to Egypt to get high and
chase whores!” Joseph's [9 vicious] brothers scream,
“You're never gonna talk to Dad again!” They jump
up. They race up the sand-dune. They drag Joseph
off his camel. His head bangs on a rock.]

They

strip off his [royal] robe, his [longsleeved] coat of many colors, [the
coat he'll never wear again].
Reuben hangs back, attempting to dissuade his
brothers from beating Joseph.

*[Over Reuben's objections, Joseph's 9 murderous older brothers] drag him, ___.
They chunk him into a well.
[Down Joseph careens] through the
empty pit, [praying for a splash. Instead he
cracks his head on the rock bottom] of the
waterless cistern! 25 *[Joseph's 9 bru24

tal brothers laugh, “Wow, killing our brother makes

So they sit down to
eat food. [Chowing down and laughing,]
they lift up their eyes. They
look [over the desert. Through the heat-waves,]
they spot a band of Ishmaelite
[drug dealers] caravanning on their
camels [south] from Gilead {Monument-Mound}, carrying spices [aromatic gums], and balm [healing resin]
and opium down to [market in]
Egypt.
me hungry.”]

Opium could also be rendered laudanum, myrrh, or
‘resin.’ The phenomenally profitable ‘silk and spice’
trade has always involved incense, herbs, drugs
and opium. Psychoactive drug use can be traced to
prehistory. Archaeological and cultural evidence of
the use of psychoactive substances (mostly plants)
dates back 5,000 years and beyond.

Judah Sells Joseph To Arab Drug
Dealers
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*Judah {Celebrated} reasons
with his brothers: He says,
“[Let's make some profit on this deal!]
There's no money in killing our
brother and covering up his
blood. 27 —Come on, let's sell [Joseph]
26

to these IshmaElite [drug-dealers]. That
way [Dad] won't blame us for [murdering]
our own flesh-and-blood brother with
our own hands.” [Joseph's] other brothers
say, “Sounds like a good plan.”
Judah shows himself to be the money-man and the
brains of this criminal operation. Judah (the son of
Israel) sold Joseph for silver. Judah (from Keriot)
sold the Messiah for silver.

*Up ride the [Brawling]
Midianite/IshmaEl-ite [drug]
pushers. [Joseph's brothers shout, “Hey, you
28

guys wanna buy a strong Hebrew slave?” The dealers growl, “If he's such a great slave, why do you
wanna sell him? What's wrong with him?” Joseph's
brothers reply, “Nothin! We’ got some ladies waitin’
in Egypt—hot chicks who love us for the money!”
The dealers smile, “O.K., we need a ‘mule’ to deliver our dope so Pharaoh's soldiers won't catch us!”
So Joseph's big brothers throw down a rope.]

They haul Joseph up out of the
pit. They sell him to the IshmaElites for 20 pieces of silver!
So, ___, the [drug-dealers drag]
Joseph [south] into Egypt.
These drug-slinging slavers are descendants of
Abraham through both the lines of Ishmael and of
Keturah from Midian. Midianites and Ishmaelites
mixed freely, and differed mainly in their nose
rings. They had a well-organized spice, slave and
drug trade in their 16th dynasty.

29 *[Meanwhile,] Reuben {Look-a-Son}
[hides crying behind a far-off sand dune, ___. He
sees his criminal brothers ride off to Egypt. So]

he sprints back to the cistern.
He looks down. He sees that
Joseph is gone from the pit! [He
sees Joseph's blood dragged all over the cistern
wall and on the sand around it.]

tears his clothes

So Reuben

[in anguish, assuming

his brothers have murdered Joseph]. Genesis

*So Reuben {Look-a-Son}
rides [like the wind, chasing his brothers on
37:30
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Reuben [catches them]. He screams, “[Baby brother's]
not [in the cistern! Why'd you kill him?!]
Where I am gonna hide [when Dad
sends hit-men to avenge Joseph's death]?!”
their galloping camels, ___.]

Bad Bro's Bloody Jo's Coat & Send
It To Dad
31

*So

[Judah says, “Relax, Reuben. Gimme

The brothers take
Joseph's coat, ___. They [slaughter] a goat-kid [by slicing its throat].
They dip the coat in the blood.
Joseph's coat.”]

Israel's brats tricked Israel with goat blood, just
like Israel tricked his Dad (Isaac) with goat skin.

And [being cowards,] the [criminals] send the
many-colored-coat [with servants. The servants]
bring the coat to [Joseph's] father [Israel].
[They repeat the brothers'] lie: “We found this
[bloody rag]. We wonder if it might be your
son [Joseph's] coat.” 33 *[Immediately Israel]
32

recognizes the coat, ___. He
cries, “It's my son's coat! A
wild animal tore Joseph to
pieces and ate him!” 34 *So Jacob [Israel] tears his clothes,
___. He ties sackcloth around
his waist. He mourns for his
son for many days. 35 Then all [Issons, and all his [female relatives] travel to comfort him. But he refuses all
consolation, ___. [He] moans, “[In]
mourning I'll go down to the grave to
my son!” [On and on, Joseph's] father weeps,
[crying,] “Joseph!”
Drug Dealers Sell Joseph To Egypt's
General
36 Meanwhile, ___, in Egypt, the Midianite [drug-dealers] sell Joseph {Increaser}
to Potiphar {Ambassador-Of-Ra}, one of
Pharaoh's [chief] officers, the captain of
the [palace military and police] guard.
rael's]

This is the start of Joseph's redemption. Potiphar
means “sent & consecrated by Ra, the sun god.”

Genesis 38
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Judah Runs Off In Fear
1 Meanwhile, Judah {Celebrated}[flees to
avoid being killed with] his brothers [for selling his
little brother into slavery]. [Judah morally and geographically] slides down into [a pagan town called]
Adulami. [He partners] with a [descendant of Adlai] named Hirah {Shiny}.
Judah Beds A Banned Caananite
2 There Judah {Celebrated} sees a [beautiful] girl named Shuah {Cry-For-Help}, the
daughter of a Caananite {Mercenary}. Judah [sinfully] takes Shuah. He goes in to
[a tent. He] lays her [down on the bed, ___].
Judah, prodigal son, sells his brother into slavery,
runs off from his family, messes around with pagan
sluts.

So Shuah {Cry-For-Help} conceives. She
births [Judah a] son. [She] names the boy
‘Er {Eye-er}’ [meaning: ‘Watchful’]. 4 Later
[Shuah] conceives again, ___. She births
[Judah] another son, whom she names
Onan {Pounder}. 5 Yet again [Shuah] conceives a son. [9 months later,] at Chezib
{Liar-Town}, she births the baby. She
names him Shelah {Tree-Chopper}.
YAH Kills Tall-Palm's Husband
3

6 [Er

{Watcher},

Judah's firstborn son, grows up, ___.]

Judah arranges for [Eyer] to marry a wife
named Tamar {Tall-Palm}. 7 But Er {Eye-er} (Judah's firstborn) demolishes [innocent people] in the sight of Yahweh. So
Yahweh kills him, ___!
Onan (Pounder) Spills His BabySeeds
8 So Judah {Celebrated} says to Onan
{Pounder}, “Go in. [Bed] your [deceased]
brother's wife Tamar {Tall-Palm}. Marry
her. Raise seed-children for your [deceased] brother.”
This requirement that a relative make babies with
(and take care of) his dead relative's wife pre-dated the Sinai Covenant, and endures today.

*But Onan knows that the
seed-child will be his [liability, not his
property, ___]. So when [Onan] goes
in [to make babies] with his [deceased]
brother's wife, he wastes [his
‘baby-seeds’] on the ground, rather
9
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than [plant children to build up the family of]
his [deceased] brother's [widow].
He performs coitus interruptus.

YAH Spills Pounder's Blood
Genesis 38:10 Onan's [selfish use of his reproductive system] is evil in the eyes of Yahweh.
So, ___, YAH kills [Onan]!

This forms part of the basis for the long-standing
Christian disapproval of masturbation and frequent
sex. Voluntary orgasms should be saved for making children, not for addictive and unproductive
self-pleasure. Easier said than done.

Judah Defrauds Tall-Palm Of Marital Rights
11 So Judah {Celebrated} says to (his
daughter-in-law) Tall-Palm, “Go back
home. Live as a widow in your father's
house until my son Tree-chopper gets
older.” Judah employs this [stalling tactic, believing that Tall-Palm is cursed. Judah fears] that
Tree-chopper might [marry Tall-Palm and then]
die just like [Tree-Chopper's] brothers [Eyer &
Onan died]. So Tall-Palm [hangs her head]. She
goes back to live [as a weeping widow. She cries
herself to sleep at night in her lonely bed] in her father's house.
Judah is the child of fornication with a concubine-slut. So at least some of his children are cursed.

*Time passes, ___. Judah's
wife Shuah {Cry-For-Help} births a
daughter. But the daughter
dies. Judah [grieves until YAH] gives
him comfort. Then Judah travels up to [visit] his sheep-shearers at Timnath {Weigh-Station}. [Judah's pagan] friend Hirah {Shiny} the
Adullamite [rides his horse at Judah's side].
12

Tinmah may also refer to a place of voter registration or other pagan sinful enrollment site, such as
a Social Security registration center.

Judah Beds His Daughter-In-Law, A
Fake-Whore

13 [Judah and his buddy ‘Shiny’ ride their camels up the
road near the town where Tall-Palm lives. One of TallPalm's neighbors spots Judah on the road. The neighbor

yells to Tall-Palm, “Look! Your
father-in-law is [riding a camel] up to [the
weigh-station] to shear his sheep!” 14 So
Tamar {Tall-Palm} strips naked, ___.
She throws her [black] widow's clothes [on
runs and]
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her bed].

She covers her [head] with a [gorgeous red and gold] veil. She wraps her [body]
in a [hot, skimpy, tight] dress. She runs to
the entrance to Einayim {Open-Entrance},
on the way to the [weigh-station]. She sits
down, [fuming with rage because Judah] hasn't allowed Tree-Chopper to marry her, even
though [Tree-Chopper] has grown to be a
big [middle-aged man]. 15 Judah {Celebrated}
sees Tamar {Tall-Palm}. But he thinks
she's a prostitute, because she has her
face [completely] covered [by a burka, for
anonymity], ___. 16 *So Judah {Celebrated}, totally unaware that

he's talking to his daughter-inlaw, turns to Tall-Palm at the
crossroads, ___. He says,
“Come on girl, let me come get
you. Please!” Tall-Palm answers, “What'll you give me if I
let you come get me?”
Forever dispelling the myth that the Patriarchs of
Israel were good people. Most of the sons of Israel
were dirty, slutty, whore-mongering, murdering
tricksters.

*Judah {Celebrated} replies,
“[Let me come "get" you, and] I'll send
you a goat kid from my flock.”
Tall-Palm answers, “Are you
willing to leave [some collateral] in
pledge, until [your servant brings] the
goat to me?” 18 *Judah {Celebrated} answers, “What pledged
collateral do you want me to
leave with you?” Tall-Palm answers, “Leave your signet ring,
your bracelets, and your staff
from your hand.” So [lust-crazed]
Judah gives all of that [personally-identifying] treasure to Tall-Palm.
Then he ‘gets’ her [right there in the
road]! He gets her pregnant!
17

Was Shiny watching Judah jump this "whore," or
did the fornicators duck behind a boulder or find a
cave?
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19 *[Judah, sweating and panting, gets up from
Tall-Palm. He mounts his camel. He rides on to-

Tall-Palm gets
up. [Then she walks back to her Dad's house].
Then she takes off her veil. She
strips off her pretty dress. She
bathes, madly scrubbing off Judah's stink. She puts back on
her [black] widow's clothes. Genesis
38:20 *[About an hour later,] Judah {Celebrated} sends his friend [Shiny] the
Adullamite [back to the crossroads] to
deliver the goat-kid to Tamar
{Tall-Palm}, to reclaim his collateral from her. But, [of course,]
Shiny can't find Tamar, [because
ward the weigh station.]

she's long gone with all Judah's personally-identifying treasure, ___]! 21

*So Shiny asks
some men [working near] the crossroads, “Where's that whore
who was hanging out at the
crossroads advertising [for business]?” The men reply, “There
ain't been no whore up at the
crossroads, [‘cause if there was, we woulda’
patronized her]!” 22 So Shiny [rides his camel
to Judah {Celebrated}, and says,
“Sorry, boss, I can't find your whore.
The men [who work nearby] say there wasn't
any prostitute working the crossroads.”
back]

23 [Shiny, wanting some lovin' for himself, asks, “You
want me to go hunt in the towns around the crossroads?”]

Judah {Celebrated} answers, “Nah. Look,
[I hate to lose my treasures, but I'd rather just] let the
whore keep my riches than be shamed
[by the Rabbi finding out I've got a whore-habit]. I
sent the goat-kid. You didn't find the
[slut]. [That's the end of it. What happens with the
whore, stays with the whore.]”
Judah Tries To Burn Tall-Palm For
Whoring

*About 3 months later, [the
town-gossip] tells Judah {Celebrated},
“Your daughter-in-law TallPalm has been earning money
24
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on her back. And—check this—
her trick got her pregnant!” So
Judah growls, “Drag [the slut] out
[to the town square] and burn her, [as
demanded by the Code Of Hammurabi]!” 25
*So, ___, the [local brutes] drag
Tamar {Tall-Palm} into the townsquare. She [screams, pointing] to [Judah,] her father-in-law, “Look at
the stuff [in my treasure-chest]! It
came from the [jerk] who put the
baby in my belly! I beg you,
look. See whose [ownership inscriptions
lie on] the signet-ring, the
bracelets and walking-staff!”
[Judah, the town judge, decrees the sentence, “The
harlot must be burned!” So the brute-squad ties
Tall-Palm to the stake. The townspeople lay straw
all around its base. A priest throws alcohol all over
the straw. The executioner lights his torch, then
sets it down at the straw. The flames rush and lick
at Tall-Palm's feet. She shudders. Her hands clutch
the babies in her pregnant belly.]

Judah Gets Busted For Bedding His
Son's Widow
26 *[Tall-Palm's Dad runs into the town-square
holding Judah's treasures. He screams, “Judah bed-

So Judah, [now totally
busted, confesses], “I admit it. [I impregded my daughter!”]

nated my relative! Put out the fire!” Judah and the
townspeople stamp out the fire, ___. Judah unties

He mumbles, “You
[finally] got your justice against
me. [You punished] me for my refusal to let my son Tree-Chopper marry you.” After that, Judah never again sleeps with
Tall-Palm.
Tamar {Tall-Palm}.]

But Yah remembers Tall-Palm (see Matt 1:3).

Tall-Palm Births Breakout and Scarlet
27 [6 months] pass. Tall-Palm goes into labor, ___. [She feels 4 powerful feet kicking her insides to mush. So she knows] she has twin [boys]
inside her. 28 Tamar {Tall-Palm} lies in
pain, ___. She pushes to birth the babies. The first baby boy (Zarah {Red-Ris-
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ing-Light})

sticks his [little] hand out [of TallPalm's birth-canal]. The midwife takes a scarlet thread. She ties it around the baby's
hand as she exclaims, “This child came
out first!” 29 But [baby “scarlet”] pulls his
hand back. Then his brother [“Breakout”]
pops out! So the midwife exclaims,
“How did you manage to break out
first?!” [What a break you've made for yourself!] So
his Dad [Judah] names him “Peretz {Breakout}!” Genesis 38:30 Then, ___, out pops
the 1st baby (the one with the scarlet
thread tied on his hand). So his Dad [Judah] names him Zarah {Red-Dawn}.”
Zerach = Zarah = scarlet.

Genesis 39
Slave-Traders Sell Joseph To Egypt's General
1 Meanwhile, IshmaEl-ite slave-traders
drag Joseph {Increaser} down to Egypt,
___. They sell him to Potiphar
{Ambassador-Of-Ra}, one of Pharaoh's
Egyptian officers (a captain of the [royal]
guard). 2 But Yahweh [sticks] with Joseph
{Increaser}. Joseph becomes a prosperous man while living [and working as a slave]
in the estate of his master, the Egyptian [war-leader].
Slavery is not an ideal condition. But it's not the
end of the world. People are obsessed with ending
slavery. Yet slavery is a natural condition of life on
earth. Cruel, inescapable slavery, however, is not
lawful.

General Puts Joseph In Charge of
His Estate
3 Joseph's master [the Captain] sees that
Yahweh [sticks] with Joseph, and that
Yahweh prospers everything to which
[Joseph] puts his hand, ___. 4 So Joseph
{Increaser} finds favor in his [slave-owner's]
sight. [Joseph cheerfully and diligently] serves [the
Captain]. So [the Captain] makes Joseph
overseer over his household, ___. [The
captain] entrusts all his [vast] possessions
to Joseph! 5 [Like magic,] from the time the
Egyptian [Captain] makes Joseph {Increaser} overseer in charge of his house and
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all his possessions, Yahweh blesses [the
Captain's] household, ___. The blessings
of Yahweh [rain down from heaven], enriching
[everyone and] everything the Captain has
in his house and his fields. 6 So [the Captain] leaves all he owns in Joseph's power, ___. The Captain pays no attention
to his inventory of possessions, except
for the food he eats. [The problem is…]
Joseph is well-built and handsome.
The Captain pays attention to his food because
Egyptians don't eat with despised Hebrews.

General's Slut Wife Tries To Seduce
Joseph

*Time passes, ___. Joseph's
master's wife casts her [pretty little
slut] eyes on Joseph. She whispers, “Lay with me.”
7

Shakab me. Egyptian women integrate into society. They are forward and commanding.
8

But Joseph {Increaser} refuses

[to commit

adultery with the General's hot wife]. [Joseph]

answers [the slut], “Look, my master doesn't
know what's [going on] in this house; he's
committed everything he has into my
authority.
Joseph shows his high moral character by refusing
to sleep with this gorgeous, powerful woman.

*There's no higher-ranking
in this estate than I. [The
Captain] has held back nothing
from me, except you [of course,]
because you're his wife. So
how could I wreak this great
wickedness? [Why would I] sin
against Elohim [by having an affair with
you]?”
9

[worker]

By refusing to commit adultery, Joseph morally
earns the rights of the firstborn, which Reuben, Israel's actual firstborn, lost because he bedded his
Dad's mistress. See 1Chr 5:2.

*But [the Captain's wife]
keeps pressuring Joseph {Increaser}, day after day [to fornicate
with her]. Yet Joseph [refuses to] listen
to the high-class slut's [seductive
snake-words, ___]. He refuses to
Genesis 39:10
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sleep with her or even be with
her.
Never go behind closed doors with anyone of the
opposite sex, unless you're married to them.

Slut-Wife Frames Joseph On Bogus
Rape Charge
11 But pretty soon, Joseph {Increaser}[has
to] go into the house to do his work,
___. That day [the sneaky slut sends] all of
the men of the house outside.
Mistake! Stay out of anywhere you might be alone
with a tempter. Always take a buddy as a witness
and for moral support.
12 *[Joseph sneaks into the house quiet as a
mouse, hoping the slut won't see him. Out of

nowhere, the Captain's wife slithers up behind]

Joseph. She catches him by his
cloak, ___! She begs, “Bed
down with me!” Joseph [jumps].
He leaves his cloak in [the slut's]
hand. He sprints [and hides] outside, [where he should have stayed]. 13 The
looks down. [Her eyes well with reShe sees in her hands
[Joseph's] cloak, [the proof of her failed attempt to seduce her husband's slave]. She sees [Joseph, the
slave who spurned her] running outside. [She
[Captain's wife]
jection, ___.]

fears Joseph will tell her husband she's a slut, and then

her husband will murder her.] 14 [So the Captain's wife]

calls to the men of her house. [She puts on
her best innocent girl face.] Then, ___, she addresses the men, crying, “Look! [My
beloved husband the Captain] imported a [lowdown]
Hebrew into our [fine Egyptian] estate to
make fools out of us! [Joseph] invaded my
[bedroom] to [rape] me. But I screamed at
the top of my lungs! 15 And when
Joseph {Increaser} heard me screaming
[‘rape!’], he abandoned his cloak with me
and fled outside.” 16 The [lying slut] locks
away Joseph's robe [as incriminating evidence].
Then Joseph's slave-master, [the Captain]
comes home, ___.
A cloak covered the sins of Joseph's brothers. And
the cloak covers the slut's sin.

The General's wife tells him all her
[devilish lies:] She cries, “That Hebrew servant (you imported into our home)
broke into my [bedroom] to shame me! 18
17
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But when I shouted and screamed, [the
pervert] abandoned his cloak with me,
and fled outside.”
The General Throws Joseph In The
Dungeon
19 The Captain boils over with fury as
he listens to his wife hiss out [snake-lies,]
crying, “Your 2nd-in-command tried to
rape me!” Genesis 39:20 So Joseph's master grabs Joseph {Increaser} and throws
him in the prison where the king's prisoners [rot,] bound [in chains. Time passes, ___.]
Joseph ages in prison. 21 But [even in prison
on a bogus rape conviction], Yahweh [sticks] with
Joseph {Increaser}. [YAH] shows [Joseph]
mercy, ___. [YAH] gives [Joseph] favor in
the eyes of the prison warden.
The Prison Warden Gives Joseph
100% Control

*Before long, the prison warden entrusts all the prisoners
locked up in the prison into
Joseph's authority, ___!
Joseph ends up managing the
22

[comprehensive internal affairs of the largest maximum-security ‘correctional’ facility in the Capitol
City of Egypt]!
warden=governor.

*The prison warden stops
paying attention to everything
in his authority, ___, because
Yahweh sticks with [Joseph]. Yahweh prospers everything [Joseph]
does!
23

Genesis 40

Pharaoh Throws His Butler & Baker
Into Jail

1 [Time passes, ___. Up outside the prison, in the

the royal butler [aka drink-master] and
the [royal] baker offend their lord, the
king of Egypt.
palace,]

Butler implies ‘wine-taster,’ ‘master of libations,’
‘drink-master,’ ‘beverage chef.’ This baker in the
19th dynasty may have been named ‘Djaja.’

Pharaoh [boils over with] rage against his
two officers, ___. [The king condemns] both
2
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the head butler [and the] chief baker. 3
Pharaoh [orders his soldiers] to throw the
head-baker and the head-butler in jail
in the penitentiary run by [Potiphar
{Ambassador-Of-Ra}] the head of the [royal] guard
—the same prison where Joseph {Increaser} works behind bars, ___. 4 The
captain of the guard commands Joseph
{Increaser} to [guard] the butler & the baker. So Joseph attends to their needs
while they serve out their time in jail.
The 'Butler' & Baker Dream Premonitions
5 One night, lying in chains in prison,
the Egyptian King's baker and butler
each dream prophetic, symbolic
dreams, ___. 6 The next morning,
Joseph {Increaser}[unlocks the doors, ___. He]
walks into the cells of the Baker and
Butler. [Joseph] looks at them. He sees
they're both sad.
Joseph Interprets The Butler &
Baker's Dreams
7 [Joseph walks the butler & baker] out toward the
prison-ward of his master's penitentiary. Joseph asks them, “Why are you
two [rich and powerful] officers of Pharaoh
looking so glum today?”
Joseph is concerned about other people.

answer Joseph {Increas“We've [both] dreamed [prophetic]
dreams that no [one alive could] interpret.”
Joseph answers them, “Interpretations
belong to Elohim! Tell me your [dreams.
Please!]”
The Butler's Dream Of Prosperity
9 The chief butler tells his dream to
Joseph {Increaser}, saying, “In my
dream, I look. I see a vine [grow up] in
front of me. Genesis 40:10 —Out of the
vine grow 3 branches. The branches
bud. Then [they] shoot out blossoms.
Then these blossom-clusters bring forth
ripe grapes; 11 —In my hand I hold
Pharaoh's cup. So I pluck the grapes. I
press them into Pharaoh's cup. Then I
give the cup into Pharaoh's hand.”
8 [The butler & baker]

er},
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Describing an occult ceremony in honor of the pagan god Horus, in which the cupbearer presses
grapes into a honey-filled cup.

Joseph {Increaser} says to the butler,
“This is [heaven's] interpretation of [your
dream]: The 3 branches [represent] 3 days:
13 In just 3 days, Pharaoh will [publicly]
‘lift up your head,’ [giving you the highest honor
possible]. He'll restore you to your position [of power]. You'll place Pharaoh's [wine]
cup in his hand, just like [you did] in all
your prior [years] as his butler. 14 So
[please] remember me when life goes well
with you. Please show me kindness.
Mention me to Pharaoh. [Rescue] me. Get
me out of this dungeon! 15 For [drug-dealers conspired with my brothers to] kidnap me
from the land of the Hebrews. I never
did anything here nor there that gave
anyone a [right] to throw me into a dungeon!”
The Baker Pre-Dreams His Imminent Death
16 The chief baker witnesses the favorable interpretation of the [butler's dream].
Immediately the baker says to Joseph
{Increaser}, “And in my dream, suddenly
I have 3 white baskets on my head: 17
—in the top basket there lay all kinds of
baked goods for Pharaoh. But birds
keep eating the [food] out of the basket
on my head.” 18 Joseph {Increaser} answers [the baker], “This is [YAH's] interpretation of [your dream]: The 3 baskets [represent] 3 days: 19 *In just 3 days
12

Pharaoh lifts your head right
off your [neck]. He hangs your
[corpse] on a tree. Birds eat your
flesh off your [bones ‘til your body is just
a gleaming white skeleton in the sun] .” [The bak3 days later,
on Pharaoh's birthday, Pharaoh throws
a feast for all his servants. He ‘lifts up
the heads’ of the chief butler and of the
chief baker [by releasing them from prison and setting them in places of honor before all] his servants.
er passes out cold!] Genesis 40:20

This is one of the total of 3 mentions of birthdays
in the bible, all of them disasters. Birthdays are to-
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tally antithetical to Hebrew life. Birthdays are occult celebrations of self. All Hebrew celebrations
are festivals of community in honor of YHVH.

Pharaoh restores the chief butler to
his position, ___. And the butler places
the [ceremonial royal wine] cup into Pharaoh's
hand.
Baker Dies. Butler Abandons
Joseph To Rot
22 But Pharaoh hangs the chief baker.
[So their dreams became reality, ___,] just as
Joseph {Increaser} predicted. 23 *Yet
21

the chief butler fails to remember Joseph {Increaser}. He abandons Joseph [to rot in prison, ___]!

Genesis 41

*The morning sun crests the
horizon, illuminating Pharaoh,
[sweating and pacing,] troubled in spirit, ___. He sends [soldiers] to
summon all the magicians and
sages of Egypt. He tells them
his dream. Yet not one of them
can interpret his dream! 9 Then
8

the chief butler addresses Pharaoh,
saying, “Forgive me; I should have told
you this long ago: Genesis 41:10 [A while back
your father the] Pharaoh grew angry with
your servants. So [he] threw me and
[your] chief baker in prison, in the dungeon of the captain of the guard.
Pharaoh Apepi had shared his rule with his father
and grandfather.

Pharaoh Dreams Of Coming Region-Wide Famine
1 Two full years pass, ___. Then
Pharaoh dreams [a prophetic vision]. He suddenly sees himself standing beside the
[Nile] river. 2 Suddenly, out of the river
rise up 7 healthy, muscular cows, ___.
They [run to] eat in a stand of riverreeds.
The cow is a symbol of Isis, the demon-goddess of
fertility.

Then, ___, up out of the river suddenly rise 7 more cows, sickly and
bony. These [starving] cows stand by the
healthy cows, on the edge of the river.
3

*The sickly, bony cows eat up
the 7 healthy, muscular cows,
___! Then Pharaoh wakes [with a
start, sweating]. 5 [Pharaoh finally goes back to]
4

sleep. He dreams a second time. Suddenly, ___, 7 full, ripe ears of grain
grow up on one stalk. 6 Suddenly there
spring up 7 thin ears [of nasty corn]. The
[evil] east-wind blasts [and blights] them. 7
[Suddenly, ___,] the 7 thin ears [of grain] devour the 7 ripe, full ears. Pharaoh [jolts
upright in bed]. He realizes he's been
dreaming.
The Butler Tells Pharaoh To Call
Joseph
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One night, both I and [the Baker]
dreamed [important, prophetic,] symbolic
dreams. 12 There with us [in prison]
worked a young man, a Hebrew slave
of the captain of the guard. We told
him our dreams. Then, [like magic], he interpreted each of our unique dreams
for us! 13 [3 days later,] just as [Joseph] predicted, [you] restored me to my office [as
cupbearer]. But [you] stuck a pole through
[my buddy] the Baker. [You lifted him up like a shish
kebab to show people what happens to your enemies.] ”
Joseph Predicts The Coming
Famine
14 Immediately Pharaoh sends [soldiers]
to summon Joseph {Increaser}. The soldiers sprint to escort Joseph from the
dungeon, ___. Joseph shaves his [straggly excess hair]. He puts on a fresh set of
clothes. Then he runs into Pharaoh's
[throne-room].
11

In sexually-degraded Egypt, the beard was considered a disgrace, because as in modern times (and
in ancient Greece and Rome) a major path to
wealth and power for a young man was to shave
his face smooth like a girl's, then to ‘turn tricks’ for
powerful, predatory, bisexually-addicted men. But
for Hebrews, who always preserve the distinction
between the sexes, completely shaving the beard
is always a dishonor. So Joseph did not shave himself bare-faced like a pagan trying to attract homosexual attention. Rather, he groomed himself.
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*Pharaoh says to Joseph {Increaser}, “[Last night] I dreamed a
15

dream. No one can interpret it. But I've heard the
claim that you can understand
and interpret dreams.” 16 Joseph
[symbolic]

answers Pharaoh, “[The power to
interpret dreams] is not in me. But [Yahweh]
Elohim will [use me to] give [you,] Pharaoh,
an answer [that will set your mind at] peace.” 17
Pharaoh answers Joseph {Increaser}, “In
my dream, suddenly I stand on the
bank of the river [Nile]: 18 Suddenly, up
out of the river shoot 7 muscular,
healthy cows. They feed in a stand of
rushes. 19 Then suddenly up shoot 7
poor, sickly, skinny cows, nastier than
any cows I've ever seen in the whole
land of Egypt. Genesis 41:20 The skinny,
sickly cows eat up the initial 7 muscular, [healthy] cows. 21 But even after the
sick cows eat the healthy cows, you
can't tell they've eaten anything—they
look just as diseased as before! Then I
wake up. 22 [About an hour later, I fall back asleep.
Then] in another dream I see 7 full, ripe
ears [of grain] spring up on one stalk. 23
Suddenly 7 withered, thin ears [of grain,]
blasted with the east wind, spring up
after the [healthy ears]. 24 [Suddenly] the thin
ears devour the 7 good ears. I retold
[these dreams] to the magicians. But [no one]
has found any [sage] who can clarify [the
meaning of these dreams] to me.” 25 Joseph {Increaser} replies to Pharaoh, “The [two]
dream[s] you saw, Pharaoh, [are two visualizations of the same future]. Elohim shows [you,]
Pharaoh, what He is about to do. 26 The
7 good cows represent 7 [good] years [of
livestock cultivation]. Likewise, the 7 good
ears [of grain] represent 7 [good] years [of
agriculture]. The dreams are equivalent [in
meaning]. 27 *But the 7 bony, sick
{Increaser}

cows (who rise up to [eat] the
[healthy cows]) represent 7 [disastrous]
years [of livestock shortages]. So the 7
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empty ears [of grain] (blasted with
the [cursed] east wind) [represent] 7
years of [coming] famine. 28 That's
what I mean when I say to you,
Pharaoh: ‘[Yahweh] Elohim is showing you
what He's about to do.’ 29 *Watch: 7

years of massively abundant
[food yields] come [to bless everyone]
throughout the whole land of
Egypt. Genesis 41:30 *Immediately
thereafter [in B.C. 1708, stalk] 7 years
of famine. [Everyone all across] the
land of Egypt forgets all the [previous] abundance. Famine devours the country.
For archaeological confirmation that the Nile failed
to flood and therefore Egypt's crops withered from
1707 B.C. to 1701 B.C., see Brugsch, History of
Egypt at 304.

The famine proves so devastating
that [most people won't have one seed of grain to] remind them of the [7 years of] abundance.
32 Pharaoh, [the severity of the coming famine] is
why [Yahweh] gave you a double [dose] of
the same dream, [to motivate you to take preemptive action]. This [boom and bust cycle has been]
established by Elohim. Elohim soon
makes [it your national reality].
31

Doubly confirmed prophecies are common in scripture.

Joseph Advises Pharaoh To Stockpile Food
33 So, Pharaoh, search out a discreet
and wise man. Set him [in authority] over
the land of Egypt. 34 *Make sure

you [appoint your agriculture Chief soon,]
Pharaoh. Let this [conservation Czar]
appoint land-tax officers who
will confiscate 1/5th [20%] of
the [yield of every farmer's] land in
Egypt during the 7 plentiful
years. 35 Empower [your land-tax officials] to
gather [20% of] all the food produced [in
Egypt] during those [7] coming good
years. Store up grain under your [controlling] hand, Pharaoh. Empower [your officials]
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to stockpile food in each [Egyptian] city. 36
The stored food will supply the land to
withstand the 7 years of famine which
loom [to ravage] the land of Egypt. [Storing
food is the only way] to avoid the death of
[your] country in [this] famine.”
Pharaoh Makes Joseph De-Facto
King Of Egypt
37 [Joseph's prophetic wisdom brightens up] the
eyes of Pharaoh, and the eyes of all
Pharaoh's servants. 38 Pharaoh raves to
his servants, “How could we ever find
such a [marvelous man] as this [Hebrew Joseph]?
The Spirit of Elohim lives in him!” 39 So
Pharaoh says to Joseph {Increaser},
“Since Elohim showed you all this, [I conclude that] there's no one [else] as discerning and wise as you. Genesis 41:40 *You

will

over my estate. [Every
word from] your mouth [will be the Law by
which] all my people will bend
like a bow. I will be greater
than you [in title] only. [I will sit] on
the throne. [But you will be the true king of
Egypt.]”
[rule]

Suddenly, Joseph stops being sore about being
thrown into the cell, sold into slavery, being
framed for rape, and rotting in jail for years. All's
well that ends well!

Pharaoh decrees to [the Hebrew ex-convict]
Joseph {Increaser}, “See, I've set you [as
ruler] over the whole land of Egypt!” 42
41

*Then Pharaoh takes off his
[signet] ring from his hand. He
slides it onto Joseph's [finger].
His [clothiers] array Joseph in garments of fine linen. [Pharaoh]
hangs a gold chain around
Joseph's neck. 43 *Then
Pharaoh has Joseph {Increaser}
ride [through the Capitol city] in [the country's] second-finest [royal] chariot.
Soldiers cry before Joseph,
“Bow [your] knee[s! Put your faces on the
ground!] Pharaoh has made [this He-

ruler over the whole
land of Egypt!”
brew Joseph]

"Abrek" means not merely to bow your knee, but
to prostrate yourself on the ground, in worship.

*Pharaoh says to Joseph {Increaser}, “I, Pharaoh, [decree] that
without your [consent,] no man
will lift up his hand or foot in
the whole land of Egypt!”
44

Joseph Marries A Sun-Worshipper's
Daughter
45 Pharaoh calls Joseph's name
“Zaphnath-Paaneah {Abundant-FoodFor-The-Living}.” And as a wife, Pharaoh
gives Joseph [a gorgeous girl named] Asenath
{Daughter-Of-The-War-Goddess}, the daughter of [a man named] ‘Poti-Pherah {Gift-OfRa},’ [a] priest of On {Sun-god}. So
Joseph's [authority] bursts out [to cover] the
whole land of Egypt, ___!
In Egyptian, Zaphnath-Paaneah = Abundant Food
For The Living. (Presumably by mistake from Hebrew, Eugene Peterson renders ‘Zaphnath-paaneah’
as ‘God Speaks and He Lives’. Poti-pherah = City of
the sun, aka Aven, aka Bashemath, aka Heliopolis,
the University of old Egypt. Likely the place where
Moses 400 years later grows up and confronts
Pharaoh.

*Joseph {Increaser}, at 30
years old, stands before
Pharaoh king of Egypt [to publicly
receive the de-facto kingship, ___]. Then
Joseph [rides out in the royal chariot]. [He
travels] from the face of Pharaoh
throughout the whole land of
Egypt.
46

Joseph Stockpiles 7 Years Of Food
Supplies

*During the [ensuing] 7 plentiful
years, the earth brings forth
heaps [of food], ___. 48 So [Joseph]
47

gathers up all the food [grown] in the
land of Egypt [during] the 7 years. [His workers] store up the food in the cities. [Joseph
resists the pressure to centralize the food storage in the
Capitol, or near the rich people's homes, ___. Instead, in

stores the food
from each field in the closest

fairness to the poor, Joseph]
[products]
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city to each field. 49 Joseph {Increaser}
gathers grain like the sand of the sea:
astounding quantities so large that he
stops counting, because the productivity is beyond measuring, ___!
Joseph's Egyptian Wife Births Him
2 Sons

*Then, before the
years of famine arrive, Asenath
{Daughter-Of-The-War-Goddess} (the
daughter of Poti-pherah {Gift-OfRa}, priest of On {Sun-god})
births 2 sons to Joseph {Increaser}.
Genesis 41:50

We assume this lady converted to the Hebrew
faith, because we never hear of her bringing
Joseph down. It would be a great sin for a Hebrew
to marry an unrepenant pagan daughter of the
priest of the sun god.

Joseph {Increaser} names his firstborn
‘Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting},’ because he
says, “Elohim made me forget all the
troubles I suffered at the hands of my
father's [sons].” 52 Then Joseph {Increaser}
names his 2nd boy “Ephraim {DoubleFruit}” saying, “Elohim empowered me to
be fruitful in the land of my affliction.”
The Famine Of 1707BC Ravages
Egypt

ever he tells you to do.” 56
*[Soon] the famine covers the
whole the face of the [Middle-East],
___. So Joseph {Increaser} opens
all the storehouses. He sells
[food] to the Egyptians. Still the
famine grows disastrous
throughout the land of Egypt!
Erets technically means "Earth" but it can refer to a
region of the planet.

*So [food buyers from] all [the region's]
countries flock to Egypt to
Joseph {Increaser} to buy corn,
___, because the famine rages
severely in every [nearby] land.
57

Genesis 42

51

*Soon, ___, the 7 years of
plenty that graced the land of
Egypt [come to an] end. 54 *The 7
years of scarcity begin, just as
Joseph {Increaser} predicted. The
[famine] fills all lands, ___. Yet,
53

[because of Joseph's foresight and preparation,

bread throughout the
entire land of Egypt!
people eat]

Joseph Saves Egypt With His Stockpiled Food

*But later, ___, the whole
land of Egypt becomes famished. So the people cry to
Pharaoh for bread. So Pharaoh
says to all the Egyptians, “Go
to Joseph {Increaser}. Do what55
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Jacob Sends 10 Sons To Buy Food
From Egypt

*[Eventually, over in Caanan,] Jacob [aka
Israel], learns that there's grain
in Egypt. So Jacob says to his
sons, “[How are we gonna’ get food if you slugs
just keep sitting around here] staring at
each other?” 2 Jacob says, “Look,
1

I've heard there's grain in Egypt. Get
down there. Import us some Egyptian
grain, so we can survive instead of dying.” 3 So Joseph's 10 brothers travel
down to Egypt to buy grain, ___. 4 But
Jacob refuses to send Joseph's [younger]
brother Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}[to
Egypt] with [Joseph's older] brothers. [Jacob]
reasons, “I can't risk some harm damaging [Ben like it did Joseph].” 5 So, ___, Israel's [10 oldest] sons [ride their camels south to
Egypt's government grain silo]. They stand in the
long line of people desperate to buy
food, because the famine ravages [the
earth all the way past] the land of Canaan
{LowLand}.
Joseph Sees His Bro's Who Don't
Recognize Him
6 *National ruler Joseph {Increaser} stands [on a platform surrounded
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him. [He's] the [one]
man who controls the sale of
grain to all the people of the
[Middle-East], ___! So Joseph's
brothers approach [him]. They
bow their bodies to the ground
before him. They press their
faces to the earth. 7 Joseph {Inby soldiers who obey]

sees his brothers. He immediately recognizes them, ___. But he
acts like a stranger. He talks roughly to
them. He asks them, [via a translator],
“Where do you come from?” [Shaking,]
they reply, “[We've journeyed] from the land
of Canaan {LowLand} to buy food.” 8 So
creaser}

Joseph {Increaser} confirms they're his brothers,
___. But they still don't recognize him!

Joseph Frames His Brothers As Enemy Spies!
9 Joseph {Increaser} remembers the visions he'd dreamed about his brothers,
___. He accuses them: “You're spies!
You're infiltrating [Egypt] to spy [out] the
naked weakness of [the people of] our
land!” Genesis 42:10 Joseph's [terrified] brothers object to him, “No, my lord! We, your servants, have

—We're all the
sons of one man. We're honest men!
We, your servants, are not spies.”
only come to buy food! 11

Ha! They're a big bunch of liars. But they're not
spies.

Joseph replies to his [pants-wetting older
brothers], “Liars! You came to ferret out
our country's vulnerabilities!” 13 [Joseph's
brothers] reply, “We, your servants, are
10 of 12 brothers, the sons of one man
in the land of Canaan {LowLand}. Honestly, our youngest [brother] is right now
with our father. And one is [dead].” 14
Joseph {Increaser} replies to his brothers, “That's why I condemned you. I
said, ‘You're lying cheats.’
Joseph Orders His Bro's To Fetch
Benjamin
15 Here is how [I'll] test you: By the life
of Pharaoh, [I decree that] you won't leave
[Egypt alive] unless your youngest brother
comes here. 16 Send one of you to [your
12
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fetch your brother. Until
then, [my soldiers] will keep [9 of] you in
prison. That way we'll test your statements to see if there's any truth in you.
If you fail the test, by the life of
Pharaoh, surely you [will die as] spies.” 17
Joseph [orders soldiers to] cage his [10 older]
brothers together in a holding cell for 3
days, ___! 18 On the 3rd day, Joseph
says to his brothers, “[Just] because I
fear Elohim, [I'll give you this one chance to save
your lives]: obey the following [order], and
you will live: 19 If you're honest men,
leave one of your brothers chained [here]
in your prison cell. Return [to Caanan].
Carry grain to ease the famine [that's
plaguing] your families. Genesis 42:20 But
bring your youngest brother to me.
That's how I'll verify your testimony,
and how you will avoid dying.” So, ___,
[Joseph's] 10 brothers agree [to his demand].
father's farm to]

*So the [10 brothers] cry [in Hebrew]
to one-another, “We're truly
guilty [of enslaving] our brother. We
saw Joseph {Increaser} in
distress, [but we kept on abusing him].
When Joseph begged us, we
refused to listen or have compassion. That's why [YAH] sent
this distress upon us.” 22
*Reuben {Look-a-Son} shouts at
his [9] brothers, “Didn't I tell
you, ‘Don't sin against the
child?’ But you wouldn't listen!
That's why [we're in trouble! YAH demands]
blood [to avenge Joseph's blood that you murderers spilled]!”
21

YAH doesn't demand blood. He demands repentance.

*The brothers [chatter on,] unaware that Joseph {Increaser}
understands their [Hebrew language].
Joseph [tricks his brothers] by using
an interpreter [and always speaking
Egyptian].
23
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Joseph Jails Simeon & Tricks His
Brothers
24 *[Overcome with emotion,] Joseph {Increaser} turns away from his

brothers. He [walks away]. He
weeps. Then [he gets control of himself].
He comes back to them. He
talks with them. He grabs [the
murderer] Simeon {Listener} away
from them. He ties [Simeon] up
right before their eyes!
Joseph chooses to jail Simeon because Simeon was
a violent criminal. See Gen. 34:25; 49:5.

*Then Joseph {Increaser}
commands [his soldiers] to fill his
brother's sacks with corn, and
to put the money they'd paid
[for the grain] back into each of
their money-bags, and to give
them [food and other] provisions for
the road-trip. The [soldiers jump to execute Joseph's instructions].
25

Joseph's Brothers Straggle Back To
Jacob
26 So Joseph's brothers load down their
donkeys with grain, ___. Then they
race out of Egypt. 27 [Night falls. Joseph's 9
brothers stop] at an inn. One of the brothers opens his feed-sack to give fodder
to his donkey. There, ___, in the
mouth of his sack, he sees the money
[he'd paid to the Egyptians to buy grain]! 28 He yells
to his brothers, “Some [Egyptian] gave my
money back! Look: it's right here in my
sack.” [Joseph's brothers’] hearts stop, [fearing
Joseph has framed them for theft, ___]. They
[shake,] terrified, [crying] to each other,
“What has Elohim done to us?!” 29
[Joseph's brothers pass a sleepless night, ___, listening
for assassins at every sound. At morning's light they trav-

get [home] to
their father Jacob in the land of Canaan
{LowLand}. They tell Jacob everything
that happened to them: Genesis 42:30 “An
[Egyptian] man, the lord over the [entire]
land [of Egypt], spoke harshly to us. He
accused us of being [lying] spies [scoping out
el on their long journey. Finally they]
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their country. 31 But we
[lied] to [the governor], “We're honest men!
[You] have no proof that we're spies! 32
We're [10 of] 12 brothers, sons of the
same father. One [of our brothers] lies dead.
The youngest is right now with our father in the land of Canaan {LowLand}.’ 33
Then the man, the lord of the country,
shouted at us, “This is how I'll know
you're honest men: leave one of your
brothers here with me. Take food to alleviate the famine of your households.
Go [home]. 34 —Then bring your youngest
brother to me. Then I'll know that
you're not [lying] spies, but honest men.
Then I'll release your brother to you.
And [I'll] allow you trading privileges
within [our] territory.” 35 [Joseph's brothers]
empty their sacks. [Their jaws drop, ___.]
Each man sees, tumbling from his sack,
the bundle of money [he'd paid the Egyptians].
When the brothers and their dad see
the bundles of money, they shake, terrified [that Egyptian assassins will kill them for stealing
grain].
Jacob Refuses To Send Benjamin
With His Bro's
the weaknesses in]

*Jacob screams at his 9
sons, “You've bereaved me of
my children! Joseph's gone!
Simeon's gone! And now you're
going to take Benjamin {RightHand-Son} away. Everything [you do
fights] against me!” 37 Reuben {Look36

comforts his Dad, saying, “Butcher my [own] two sons if I fail to bring
Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} back to you.”
[Jacob shakes his head ‘No.’ Reuben shouts,] “Deliver
Benjamin into my authority. I will bring
him [home] to you!” 38 *Jacob replies,
a-Son}

“[I'll never send] my baby-boy [Benjamin] down [to Egypt] with you [disowned louts]! His brother [Joseph] is
dead. So [Benjamin] is left alone,
[the only living son I still recognize]. If mischief befalls Benjamin on the
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road you're taking, then you
[miscreants] will bring my gray
hairs down to the grave in sorrow!”

we had to [to keep him from chopping off
our heads]! How would we have
known he would say, “Bring
your brother here?’” 8 Judah {Cele-

Jacob disowns 10 of the 12 patriarchs of Israel, because they're horrible people. Also because he
never intended to have children with their mothers.
Decades of pain have taught him that it was a big
mistake for him to bed anyone but his beloved wife
Rachel.

brated}

Genesis 43
Starving Jacob Considers Sending
Ben To Egypt
1 [Time passes, ___.] The famine ravages the
land. [Death consumes every plant and animal.]
Famine is consuming your planet right now. Much
of that ‘food’ you buy in the grocery store comes
from a shrinking supply of increasingly polluted
overseas farmland.

gobble up
all the corn they'd hauled out of Egypt,
___. So their father says to them, “Go
back [to Egypt]. Buy us a little food.” 3 Judah {Celebrated} pleads with his Dad,
saying, “The [Egyptian] man strongly
warned us. He said, ‘You'll never [again]
see my face, unless your brother [Benjamin] returns with you.’ 4 [So, Dad,] send
our brother [Benjamin] with us. Only then
will we go down [to Egypt] and buy you
food. 5 If instead you refuse to send
Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}, we won't go
down [to Egypt,] because ‘The Man’ said to
us, “Never appear before my face unless your [youngest] brother is with you.” 6
So Israel replies, “Why did you do me
so wrong as to tell the Governor of
Egypt that you have a brother?”
2 [Jacob's hungry boys and their offspring]

Generally, when Jacob is operating in faith, he is
referred to as “Israel.” When he's a scared, petty,
conniving little man, he's called ‘Jacob.’ All of us
have these two natures at war inside of us.

*[Joseph's brothers] reply, “‘The Man’
forcefully interrogated us
about our lives and our families. He asked, ‘Is your father
still alive? Do you have another
brother?’ So we told him what
7
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says to Israel his father, “Send
the boy with me. We'll get packed and
go [buy grain], so that we, you, and our
little ones won't [starve to] death. 9 —I'll
insure Benjamin's safety. Demand him,
[on pain of my life], from my hand. If I fail to
bring him back to you and set him before you, then let me bear the blame
forever.

Not a smart thing to promise. You don't know what
the future will bring.

—If we'd returned [to Egypt]
when we first asked you [to send Ben],
we'd have been there and back by
now.” 11 Israel replies to his [10 sons], “If
[taking Benjamin] can't be avoided, do this:
take some of the best fruits in the land
in your luggage, to [praise] ‘the man.’
Carry down presents for him: a little
[healing] balm, plus a little honey, spices
and myrrh, nuts and almonds. 12 And
take twice as much silver in your hand
[as you need to buy grain, so you can] offer to pay
back the silver you brought home [after
some Egyptian put it in] your sacks. Hand the
silver [to the Egyptian governor]. Perhaps [the
Egyptians put the money in your sacks] by accident.
13 Take your brother [Benjamin]. Get
packed. Travel back [south] to the
[Egyptian] man. 14 I pray that Elohim
Almighty gives you mercy in the sight
of ‘the man,’ so he'll send home your
brother [Simeon] and Benjamin {RightHand-Son}. If [YAH takes] my children, I'll
[die] bereaved.”
Israel's 9 Sons Take Benjamin To
Egypt
15 So [Israel's 9 sons] pack the gifts. And
they grab enough silver to pay for 2
[loads of grain]. They get up [early in the morning.
They lift] Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}[onto a
donkey]. They travel down [south] to Egypt.
There they stand before Joseph {Increaser}. 16 Joseph sees Benjamin {RightGenesis 43:10
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with [9 of his brothers]. Joseph
says to his court manager, “Bring these
men inside the building. Slaughter [a
bunch of animals]. Cook a feast. These men
will dine with me at noon.” 17 The manager
Hand-Son}

does as Joseph

{Increaser}

asks: he escorts

[Israel's 10

into Joseph's courthouse. 18 [Soldiers] guide
Joseph's [10 brothers] through his courthouse. [The brothers shake,] terrified. They
whisper, “[The Governor's gonna' condemn us] for
stealing the money [his men] placed in our
sacks the 1st time. That's why [the guards]
are bringing us inside. The [governor] is
going to [search our packs and find the money].
Then [he'll make his soldiers] attack us! He'll
capture us as debt-slaves. He'll [seize]
our donkeys!” 19 [Joseph's 10 brothers] approach Joseph's steward at the courthouse door, ___. Genesis 43:20 [The brothers
sons]

plead,]

“Sir, we previously journeyed down

[here to Egypt]

—But when we got back to
the inn, we opened our sacks. And in
the mouths of our sacks [we each] saw
our money: the full amount of silver
[we'd paid the grain sellers]! We've brought
back every [penny to refund the Governor]. 22
And we brought other silver in our [bags]
to buy food. We can't say who put our
money in our sacks.” 23 [Joseph's steward]
replies, “Have peace. [Stop worrying; enjoy
your blessings.] Don't be afraid. Your Elohim, and the Elohim of your father, put
secret treasure in your sacks. You paid
me in full.” Then the steward brings
Simeon {Listener} out [of jail] to the [brothers].
Joseph Feeds His Brothers A Banquet
24 [Joseph's steward] brings [Israel's 11 sons] into
Joseph's courthouse. The [steward] gives
them water. [So] they wash their feet,
___. [The steward also] gives food to their
donkeys. 25 [The steward] tells [Joseph's brothers] that they'll be eating [lunch] in the
courthouse. So they get their gifts
ready to present to Joseph upon his arrival at noon. 26 Joseph {Increaser}
arrives [at court, ___. His brothers] bring in to
to buy food. 21
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him the gifts they'd prepared. They lay
their bodies [and faces] to the ground before [Joseph]. 27 Joseph {Increaser} asks,
“How are you guys doing? … Is your father (the old man of whom you spoke)
doing well? Is he still alive?” 28 [Joseph's
brothers] answer, “[Yes,] your servant (our
father) is in good health. He's still alive.”
Again, the [brothers] bow down their
heads to show respect [for Joseph]. 29
Joseph {Increaser} lifts up his eyes, ___.
He sees his [22 year-old] brother Benjamin
{Right-Hand-Son}, his mother [Rachel's] boy.
[Fighting back tears,] Joseph asks [his brothers,]
“Is this your younger brother, who you
told me about?” [“Yes,” they reply.] Joseph
says [to Benjamin,] “[I pray that] Elohim stays
[forever] gracious to you, my son.”
Benjamin at this point has been busy impregnating
women for years; he already has 10 sons of his
own. See 46:21.

Joseph's heart
aches [so badly to embrace] his brother, that
he runs away, ___. He looks for a hiding place to weep. He runs into his
chamber, [slams the door,] and cries. 31
[Joseph gets a grip on himself, ___.] He washes
his face. Then [he] walks back to [the dining
hall]. Steeling himself, he orders [his workers], “Set the meal [on the table].” 32 *[The
workers] serve Joseph {Increaser} at
Genesis 43:30 [Suddenly]

one table and his brothers at
another, ___. The [rest of the]
Egyptians eat at a 3rd table,
honoring their strong custom
to never [commit the abomination of] eating with Hebrews.
Hebrews are despised by worldly people.

Joseph {Increaser} tells each of his
brothers where to sit, ___. To their
amazement, he seats them facing him
33

[in the correct order of their ages, from oldest to

the firstborn [Reuben] in the place
of honor, the youngest [Benjamin] in last
place. 34 Joseph {Increaser}[walks into the
kitchen]. He sends out [waiters carrying] plates
of food to his brothers. He sends Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} a feast-plate five
youngest,]
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times bigger than what he sends his
older brothers, ___. Joseph's brothers
drink [lots of wine]. They enjoy a big reunification party.
Benjamin gets the most honor, even though he's
the youngest. This is a foreshadowing of the final
judgement, when the disciples of the Messiah get
honor, while the Jews who reject the Messiah take
a back seat, even though they've been serving
YHVH (off an on) for thousands of years.

Genesis 44
Joseph Stashes His Royal Cup In
Ben's Sack
1 Joseph {Increaser} commands the
courthouse steward, “Fill the men's
sacks with food, as much as they can
carry. Then put every man's money in
his sack's mouth. 2 And put my [royal]
chalice, the [larger] silver pouring-cup, in
the mouth of the youngest boy's sack.
Then [replace the] money he [brought to buy]
grain.” The servant executes Joseph's
every word, ___.
Joseph Sends His Brothers Back
Home
3 As soon as the morning light dawns,
[the steward sends Joseph's brothers] away with
their donkeys, ___. 4 [Joseph looks through his
spyglass. He watches his brothers] exit the city.
He says to his steward, “Mount up [your
horses]. Follow those men. When you
overtake them, shout, ‘Why have you
repaid good with evil!?’ 5 [Grab the silver cup
out of the boy's bag. Then scream,] ‘This [is] the
cup from which my lord [the governor]
drinks: the cup he uses for divination!
You're all under arrest for theft!’"
Joe's Soldiers Bust Ben For Stealing
The Cup!
6

*[So,

___, out rides Joseph's steward, flanked

by a band of attack soldiers. They] overtake
[Joseph's brothers. [The attackers] cut off the [Israelites']
path! The Egyptians' war-horses kick a cloud of
dust in the Israelites' faces. The steward digs
Joseph's silver cup out of Benjamin's bag. The

the exact words
Joseph scripted! 7 [Joseph's brothers] cry
steward screams]

to the

[steward],

“Why, my lord, have you
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so accused us? Far be it from us, your
servants, to ever commit such a crime!
8 We even traveled back to you from
the land of Canaan {LowLand} hauling
the silver we found in the mouths of
our sacks. So why would we steal silver
or gold from your master's house? 9

*If you find his cup with any
one of us (your servants,) kill
him. And all the rest of us will
be your slaves forever, my
lord.”

Foolish imprecatory oath/vow. Under the (Babylonian, pagan, occult, anti-Hebrew) Code Of Hammurabi, property was more valuable than the life
of a man. So it was a death-penalty offense to
steal from a palace. Whereas In Hebrew Law, a
convicted thief must merely pay back 4 or 5 times
what he stole. This again proves that the divinely-spoken Hebrew law is much more fair, advanced
and lenient than any human-invented law system,
ancient or modern. Today police and citizens commonly shoot robbers in your country. Criminals run
the world's ‘justice’ systems.

shouts back,
“You've pronounced your own [judgment].
But [I won't condemn the innocent]. Whoever I
find with the chalice will be my slave.
The rest of you can go free.” 11 [Joseph's
brothers jump off their donkeys, ___. They] throw
their packs on the ground. They tear
open their money-bags. 12 [The steward]
searches [Joseph's brothers,] starting with
[Reuben,] the oldest, and finishing with
[Benjamin,] the youngest. [The steward digs his
hand into Benjamin's sack.] He yanks out
Joseph's silver chalice, ___! 13 [In shock,
Joseph's brothers] tear their clothes. [They wail
Genesis 44:10 [Joseph's steward]

in sorrow, “No! You can't enslave our baby brother! It'll kill
our father!” But at the point of the soldiers' swords,

load their packs on their
donkeys. They return [south] into the
[Egyptian] city.
Joseph Pretends To Convict Benjamin Of Theft
14 *Judah {Celebrated} and his
Joseph's brothers]

brothers [ride up to] to Joseph's
courthouse, ___. Joseph {Increaser} stands [on the steps, his arms
crossed in judgment. His brothers] fall down
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before him. [Their faces smash] the
ground. 15 Joseph {Increaser}[barks] to
“How could you commit such
a crime? What have you done? Did you
not know that a man like me can divine
the truth?” 16 Judah {Celebrated} cries,
“How can we answer [you] my lord?
What can we say? How can we clear
ourselves? Elohim has exposed the perversity of your servants. Look lord, we
[elders] and [our baby brother,] whom [your steward] caught with [your] chalice, we're [all
your] slaves.” 17 Joseph {Increaser}
replies, “Elohim forbid that I [enslave all of
you]. [My steward] found my chalice in the
hand of [Benjamin]. So [Benjamin] will [forever]
be my slave. As for you [other 10 sons of Israel], mount [your donkeys]. [Ride north] in
peace to your father.” 18 Then Judah
{Celebrated} approaches Joseph {Increaser}. [Judah] begs, “Please, my lord! Let
your servant say something to you in
private. Don’t be angry with your servant. [I know] you [could have me killed in an instant. You bear the full power of] Pharaoh himself.
Judah Recounts The Recent Events
[his brothers,]

19 [You,] my lord, asked [us] your servants, this question: ‘ Do you have a father or a brother?’ Genesis

We replied to [you,] my lord, ‘We
have a father, an old man. [He's back home
with] his youngest son, [born] in his old
age. [Our other] brother lies dead, leaving
[Benjamin] the only living son of his mother [Rachel]. [Our] father loves [Benjamin more
than life]!’ 21 And you said to [us,] your servants,
44:20

‘Bring

[Benjamin]

down to me, so I can set my eyes

And we answered [you,] my
lord, ‘The boy [Benjamin] can't leave his
father. For if he leaves his father, his
father will die.’ 23 And you answered
[us,] your servants, ‘Unless your
youngest brother comes down with
you, you will never again see my face.’
upon him.’ 22

24 So when we got back up [north] to [Caanan] to your
servant my father, we told him [your] words, my

Our father commanded [us,] ‘Journey back [south to Egypt] to buy [our families] a
little food.’ 26 We answered [our father],
lord. 25
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‘We can't go down [to Egypt without Benjamin,]
our youngest brother. But if [Benjamin]
goes with us, then we'll go down [to
Egypt]. Because we can't see “The Man's”
face unless our youngest brother [travels]
with us.’ 27 Then your servant (my father) said to us, ‘You know my wife
[Rachel {Ewe}] birthed me two sons: 28 [One
day, Joseph] (the 1st [of Rachel's boys]) rode off
from me. I never saw him again. So I
concluded, ‘Surely [an animal] tore [Joseph]
to pieces.’ 29 So if you take [Benjamin]
from me, and evil befalls him, you'll
bring my gray hairs down to the grave
in sorrow.’
Meaning, "You'll kill me."

So now, when I come to
your servant my father, and his boy
[Benjamin] isn't with us, [it'll finish our Dad]. [His]
life is bound up in the boy's life. 31
When [father] sees that the boy [Benjamin is]
absent from us, [father] will [fall over] dead.
[We] your servants will [have brought] the
gray hairs of your servant our father
down to the grave in sorrow. 32 For [I,]
your servant, pledged my life to my father as insurance for the boy: I vowed,
‘If I fail to bring [Benjamin] back to you,
then I'll forever bear my father's
blame.’
Genesis 44:30

That was a dumb thing to promise. Insurance =
surety. Suretyship is always forbidden by the scriptures.

So now, I beg you my lord, let [me]
your servant stay here [as your slave] instead of the boy [Benjamin]. [Please] let the
boy travel up [north to our Dad] with his
brothers.
33

Judah, making up for his guilt of selling Joseph,
now offers to make himself a slave to save Benjamin.

For how can I travel up to my father,
without [his favorite living] boy with me? I
can't bear to watch [my Dad die].”
34

Genesis 45
Joseph Reveals Himself To His
Long-Lost Bro's
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1

*Joseph {Increaser} begins to
lose control of his emotions,
right in front of the Egyptians.
So Joseph yells [to his guards], “Get
all these [Egyptians] out of here!
Leave me [alone with these Hebrews].”

but [Yahweh] The Eloha. [YAH] has
made me a father [figure] to [the
young] Pharaoh. I'm master of his
entire royal estate—ruler
throughout the whole land of
Egypt!

[The shocked Egyptians leave the banquet room.]

Or, ‘YAH has lent me as a high official,’ or, ‘YAH has
given me a surrogate Dad: Pharaoh.’

So Joseph stands alone in front
of his brothers. He tells them
who he is.
Just like Yahshua will stand in front of the Jews at
Judgment day, and they will see, in shock, that
they rejected their Messiah.

*Joseph {Increaser} weeps so
loudly that all the Egyptians in
Pharaoh's courthouse hear
him. 3 Joseph {Increaser} says to his
2

brothers, “I'm Joseph! Is my Dad alive?”
But Joseph's brothers stand there
speechless, ___, unable to answer
Joseph, shaking, terrified of him. 4
*Joseph {Increaser} says to his

brothers, “Come near to me, I
beg you.” Joseph's brothers
circle around him. He says,
“I'm Joseph… your brother—
who you sold [as a slave] into
Egypt. 5 *Don't grieve anymore.
[Don't be] angry with yourselves
for selling me into [slavery]. Elohim sent me [ahead of] you to save
[millions of peoples'] lives. 6 *For two
years now famine [has ravaged] this
land. And there are still 5 more
years to go, during which there
will be neither plowing nor
harvest. 7 So Elohim sent me ahead
of you to preserve your posterity on the
earth—to save your lives with this
amazing rescue.
Even more amazing because the Messiah is born
from the line Joseph saved. Yahshua's life exactly
mirrors Joseph's life, but on a supra-cosmic scale.

*So realize that it was not
you who sent me here [to Egypt],
8
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Joseph Sends for His Father Jacob

*So ride [like the wind] back up
[north] to my Dad. Tell him, “Your
son Joseph {Increaser} says, ‘Elohim has made me lord of all
Egypt, so rush down to me—
don't wait!’ Genesis 45:10 And you'll
9

live in the [fertile] land of Goshen {Cultivated}, near me. You, your children,
your children's children, your flocks,
your herds, and all you possess. 11

*I'll take care of you [in Goshen]
during the coming 5 years of
famine. Otherwise you, your
household, and all that you
have, will [die] in poverty. 12 Look:
your eyes and the eyes of my [little]
brother Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} see
that it's my mouth that speaks to you.
13 [Go] tell my father of all my glory in
Egypt, and of all that you've seen. Then
rush and bring my father down here [to
my courthouse].” 14 Joseph {Increaser} falls
upon his brother Benjamin's neck.
[Joseph] weeps. And Benjamin weeps on
Joseph's neck. 15 Then Joseph
{Increaser} kisses all his brothers. He
weeps on their [shoulders]. Then his brothers talk with him.
Joseph's Brothers Ride Back To
Fetch Jacob
16 The word (that Joseph {Increaser} has
reunited with his brothers) spreads [like
wildfire]. [The news] reaches Pharaoh's
palace. This [story of family-reunification] deeply
pleases Pharaoh and his servants. 17
Pharaoh says to Joseph {Increaser}, “Say
to your brothers, ‘Do this: load [your packs
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your animals. Speed [north] to the
land of Canaan {LowLand}; 18 Pack up
your father and your households. Then
return [south] to me. I'll give you the
best of the land of Egypt. You'll eat the
‘fat’ [produce] of the country. 19 Now this
is a command, not a suggestion: take
[my ultra-modern 4-wheeled] wagons from the
land of Egypt [to carry back] your little [children] and your wives. Bring your father
[out of the wasteland]. [Rush] back [here] to [my
palace]. Genesis 45:20 Don't even [bother] to
bring your stuff. The goods of the
whole land of Egypt belong to you.” 21
So, ___, the sons of Israel [pack up to go
fetch their Dad and their families]. Obeying the
commandments from Pharaoh's mouth,
Joseph {Increaser} gives [his brothers] wagons. He loads them with food [and supplies]
for the journey. 22 To each of his [brothers], Joseph {Increaser} gives [a] set of
clothes, ___. But to Benjamin {RightHand-Son}[Joseph] gives 300 pieces of silver, and five [new] sets of [royal] clothes!
23 And to his father, Joseph {Increaser}
sends 10 donkeys loaded with the best
[provisions] Egypt can provide, ___, plus
10 she-donkeys loaded with corn,
bread and [dried] meat for the return
trip.
onto]

Joseph honors his father in a practical way, not
just with words.

So Joseph {Increaser} sends his brothers away. As they leave, Joseph chides
them, “Make sure you don't quarrel on
the journey!”
24

On your way to the promised land, don't argue
with your family members, no matter how obnoxious they are.

Joseph's Brothers Tell Their Dad
Joseph Lives
25 [So Joseph's brothers] caravan up [north] out
of Egypt, ___. [Weeks] later they [straggle]
into the land of Canaan {LowLand} to Jacob their father. 26 *[Joseph's brothers

to Jacob, “Joseph's still
alive! He's governor over the
whole land of Egypt!” Jacob's
shout]
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heart faints, ___. He can't believe his sons.
The name Jacob is used here to show his weakness.

So, ___, [Joseph's brothers] tell their [nearfather Jacob every word Joseph
{Increaser} spoke to them. [Old] Jacob
looks up. He sees the wagons Joseph
sent to carry him. So [Jacob's] spirit
revives. 28 *Israel says, “This is
all [I could ask for]! Joseph {Increaser}
27

dead]

my son still lives! [Let's] go see
him before I die!”
Jacob's triumphant new name ‘Israel’ here signifies
Jacob operating in the strength that comes from
faith.

Genesis 46
Israel Goes To See His Lost Son,
Joseph
1 So Israel [aka Jacob packs up his whole family and
as much of his valuables as they can haul, ___]. [They]
journey [south] to Beer-Sheba {Well-OfSeven}. [There Jacob] slaughters and cooks
[animals in a feast honoring Yahweh,] the Elohim of
his father Isaac {Laughter}. 2 [After the feast,]
Elohim speaks to Israel in night-visions,
calling,
“Jacob! Heel-Grabber!”
Jacob replies, “Here I am.” 3 [Yahweh] Elohim says,
“I am El {Power}, the Elohim of your father. Don't be afraid to go down into
Egypt. For there I come to make a
great nation from you[r children].
4

I go down with you into Egypt. Then,
after Joseph {Increaser} lays his hand on
your eyes, [to close them at your funeral], I lift
you high [at the resurrection].”
‘Lift you up’ can also mean, “I'll bring you[r descendants and your body] up [to Caanan].”

So Jacob packs up. He leaves BeerSheba {Well-Of-Seven}, ___. The sons of
Israel carry their father Jacob, their little ones, and their wives in the wagons
which Pharaoh sent [for this purpose].
5
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Israel's Clan Journeys Down Into
Egypt
6 [On and on,] the Israelites caravan with
their cattle and their goods they'd acquired in the land of Canaan {LowLand}.
[After a long journey,] Jacob and his seed-children enter Egypt. 7 [The Egyptians stand at the

with]

side of the road with their mouths hanging open, staring

Benjamin {Son-Of-Strength}, the 2nd (and final) son
birthed by Jacob's wife Rachel {Ewe}. Genesis 46:20
[The sons of Israel meet up with] Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}
and Ephraim {Double-Fruit}, the boys whom Asenath
{Daughter-Of-The-War-Goddess} (the daughter of Potipherah {Gift-of-Ra}, priest of On {Sun-god}) birthed to
Joseph {Increaser} in the land of Egypt, ___. 21

at]

Israel's long line of sons, grandsons,
daughters, granddaughters, [adoptees, and
cousins] streaming into Egypt. [The Egyptian

[Joseph's boys play tackle-ball with]

boys ogle the Hebrew girls. The Egyptian girls bat their
eyelashes at the Hebrew boys. The girls giggle. The boys
blush.] 8 [The Egyptian men suspiciously eye the rough-looking] sons

of Israel (Jacob) invading Egypt, [starting with] Reuben
{Look-a-Son}, Jacob's firstborn; 9 [The girls eye] Reuben's
sons: Hanoch {Disciplined}, Phallu {Marvel}, Hezron
{Stockade}, and Carmi {Gardener}. Genesis 46:10 [Jealous Egyptian men scowl, seeing their girlfriends eyeing] the sons of
Simeon {Listener}: JemuEl {Day-Of-El}, Jamin {PowerFist}, Ohad {Unity}, Jachin {Stabilizer} , Zohar {Dazzler},
and Shaul {Chosen} (the son of a Canaanite
woman).
Jamin can mean ‘Strong as the Sea.’ Shaul can
mean: “Answer to prayer.”
11 [Egyptian wives eye] the sons of Levi {Uniter}: Gershon
{Refugee}, Kohath {Ally}, and Merari {Bitter}, [father of female JahKebed]. 12 The [Egyptians eye] the sons of Judah
{Celebrated}: Shelah {Prayer}, Pharez {Breakout}, and
Zerah {Rising-Light}, (who survived their brothers Er
{Eye-er} & Onan {Strong} who died in Caanan). [Flanking] Pharez {Breakout}, [under his arms, stand] his sons
Hezron {Courtyard} and Hamul {Compassion}. 13 [Next
across the border ride] the sons of Issachar {Reward}: Tola
{Red-Wiggler}, Phuvah {Blaster}, Job {Judge}, and Shimron {Guardian}. 14 [Then] the [Egyptians see the] sons of Zebulun {House}: Sered {Trembler}, Elon {Trunk}, and
{Trust-El}. 15 [Thus ends the list of] the
sons Leah {Weary} birthed to Jacob
{Heel-Grabber} in Padan-Aram {Syrian-highland-plateau}. Beside the [boys] rides
Jacob's daughter Dinah {Justice}. [Except
for the dead boys,] all 33 descendants of Jacob [ride into Egypt]. 16 [Next into Egypt stream] the sons

Jahle-El

of Gad {Troop}: Ziphion {Watch-Tower}, Haggi {Dancer},
Shuni {Quiet}, Ezbon {Quick-Ears}, Eri {Open-Eyes}, Arodi {Road-Rambler}, and Areli {Hero}.
Ezbon = Ozni.
17 [Then, ___, come] the sons of Asher {Happy}: Jimnah
{Prosperity}, Ishuah {Leveler}, Isui {Equalizer}, Beriah
{Tough-Times}, and their sister Serah {Overflow}. [Then
come] the sons of Beriah: Heber {Community} and
{El's-King}. 18 That, ___, [completes the
the sons of Zilpah, [the concubine]
Laban {Whitey} gave to his daughter
Leah {Weary}. Zilpah [often committed adultery

Malchi-El
list of]
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Jacob, birthing him 16 [children and
grandchildren]. 19 [Next into Egypt rides] Joseph's brother

Benjamin's
boys: Belah {Swallower}, Becher {YoungCamel} & Ashbel {Flow}, Gera {Grain} &
Naaman {Sweet}, Ehi {Brotherly} & Rosh
{Shaker}, [the] Muppim {Rockers} & [the]
Huppim {Lockers}, and Ard {Wanderer}. 22
That, ___, completes the list of the 14 children [and
Grandchildren] Rachel {Ewe} spawned for Jacob. 23 [Next
into Egypt ride the] Hushim [Rushers], the son[s] of Dan
{Judge}. 24 [Behind Dan ride] the sons of Naphtali
{Wrestler}: Jahzeel {Yah-Allots} , Guni {Protected}, Jezer

and Shillem {Payback}. 25 That, ___,
completes the list of the 7 sons Jacob
made by [committing adultery with] Bilhah
{Shy}, the concubine Laban {Whitey}
gave to his daughter Rachel {Ewe}. 26 In
all, 66 of Jacob's children and grandchildren (plus Jacob's daughters-in-law)
ride with him into Egypt.
{Framer}

In Acts, Stephen mentions 75, which includes
some people not fathered by Jacob. See 1 Chr 14:7-20 for a partial list.

the 2
boys [the priestess] birthed to Joseph {Increaser} in Egypt. In all, ___, 60 +10
people from Jacob's family ride into
Egypt.
27 [At the border, Jacob's clan hugs up with]

Corresponding to the 70 elders (Ex24:1, Num
11:16), and contrasting the 70 nations (Gen 10).

sends Judah {Celebrated} ahead
to Joseph {Increaser}, to get directions
to Goshen. [Judah comes back with the directions.
So Jacob's caravan heads back north.] At last, ___,
their wagons pull into [the green] land of
Goshen.
28 [Jacob]

Goshen aka Tanis is probably Land Of Zoan, confirmed in archaeological records to have been the
extreme north Egyptian home of Semite non-Egyptians. Goshen may mean ‘cultivated farmland’
and/or ‘approach’, as in the Egyptian land you enter from the north.

Joseph Meets His Lost-Lost Dad;
Weeps For Joy
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*[Back at the governor's palace,] Joseph
{Increaser} readies his chariot,
___. He gallops up to Goshen
to meet his [long-lost] father Israel. Joseph presents himself
to his Dad. He falls on his neck.
He weeps on his neck for [what
seems like eternity]. Genesis 46:30 *Israel
cries to Joseph {Increaser}, “Now
I can die, since I've seen your
face — alive!”
29

Joseph Gets Israel The Best Farmland In Egypt
31 Joseph {Increaser}[shouts] to his brothers, and to his father's clan, “I'm riding
up to [the Capitol to] tell Pharaoh, ‘My
brothers and my father's clan have
traveled from the land of Canaan {LowLand} to [live with] me! 32 [My brothers] are
shepherds. Their trade has [always] been
to feed cattle. They've brought their
flocks, their herds, and all their possessions.’ 33 Pharaoh will summon you.
He'll ask, ‘What kind of work do you
do?’ 34 Answer Pharaoh, ‘Your servants
(both we and our fathers) have raised
cattle from our youth until now.’ Then
[Pharaoh] will let you live [separately] in the
land of Goshen {Cultivated}, because the
Egyptians abhor all shepherds.”
Apepi, the Pharaoh of Joseph, was one of the Hyksos (Shepherd Kings). The Egyptians harbored
both racial and caste hatred for ranchers.

Genesis 47
The Pharaoh Welcomes Jacob (aka
Israel)
1 Then Joseph {Increaser} rides up [to
Pharaoh's palace. He runs into the throne-room.] He
[shouts to] Pharaoh, “My father, my brothers, their flocks, their herds, and all
[their servants and relatives] have journeyed
[here] from the land of Canaan {LowLand}!
They're already in the Goshen pasturelands!” 2 Joseph {Increaser} takes 5 of his brothers. He presents them to Pharaoh.
Brothers may simply mean 'relatives.'
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Pharaoh asks Joseph's brothers,
“What kind of work do you do?” They
answer Pharaoh, “Your servants — we
and our fathers — are shepherds.” 4
Joseph's brothers [beg] Pharaoh, “We,
your servants, have journeyed [here] to
live in the countryside, because there's
no place to pasture [our] flocks in the
land of Kena‘an; the famine is so severe there. So please let [us], your servants, live in the land of Goshen.” 5
3

Pharaoh addresses Joseph {Increaser}, saying, “[I'm
happy] your father and your brothers have come to
you. 6 The land of Egypt lies before
you, [Joseph]. [Pick] the best [farmland] in the
country. Let your father and brothers
dwell there. They'll thrive in the land of
Goshen. And if any [your relatives] are
strong producers, put them in charge of
my livestock [too]!” 7 Joseph {Increaser}
brings in Jacob his father. [Joseph] sets
[Jacob] before Pharaoh. [Then] Jacob blesses Pharaoh.
[live with]

The greater blesses the lesser. (Heb 7:7)

Pharaoh asks Jacob, “How old are
you?”
8

This is the primary question asked in the East today.

Jacob answers Pharaoh, “The seasons
of the years of my journey [on earth]
number 100 & 30 revolutions [around the
sun]. My burning race through life has
been short and evil. I've failed to reach
the days of the lifespans my fore-fathers reached [back] in the time of their
[earthly] journeys.” Genesis 47:10 Jacob
[again] blesses Pharaoh. Then [Jacob]
leaves Pharaoh's presence, ___. 11 So
Joseph {Increaser} settles his father and
his brothers. On Pharaoh's authority,
[Joseph] gives [Jacob private] property in the
land of Egypt, in the best [farmland in the]
country, the “land of Raamses {Born-ByRa}.” 12 And Joseph {Increaser} provides
food for his father, and his brothers,
and everyone in his father's extended
family, old and young, ___.
Joe's Government Buys All The Region's Grain
9
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Meanwhile, the famine rages worse,
___. Eventually there's no food in all
the land. [All the animals and plants in] the land
of Egypt and the whole region of
Canaan {LowLand} wither [away]. 14 So
Joseph {Increaser} gathers up all the
money [his envoys can] find in both the land
of Egypt and in the land of Canaan
{LowLand}, (the silver the [government] received for selling grain). Joseph brings
the money into Pharaoh's treasury.
Joseph Trades His Grain For Farmers Animals
13

*Soon [the Egyptians and Caananites]
have spent all of their money,
___. All the Egyptians mob
Joseph {Increaser}, demanding,
“Give us food! Why should we
die with you looking [down on us
from your ivory tower]!? All our money's gone!”
15

This may refer to a collapse of debt-based fiat
money, similar to the coming global financial collapse. When the people can't or won't take care of
themselves, they come crying to big-daddy government, not realizing that government gets its every penny from the people. Government has no
money of its own, and is incapable of making money.

*Joseph {Increaser} [shouts down to
the mob], “If you have no money,
surrender your cattle [to the government]. I'll give you [food] in exchange your livestock.”
16

Joseph is too smart to hand out government benefits for free. Handouts create the deadbeat welfareclass.

So, ___, all the next year, [Egyptian,
bring their cattle to Joseph {Increaser}. So Joseph
gives the mobs food to eat in exchange
for horses, flocks, herds of cattle, and
donkeys.
People Trade Their Bodies & Land
For Grain
17

African, Arab and Caananite mobs]

*The year ends, ___. [Egyptian
and Caananite hordes] flock to Joseph
{Increaser} a 2nd year. They cry
18
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to him, “We won't hide it from
[you], my lord. Our money's
spent. And [you,] my lord, hold
our herds of cattle. My lord, we
have nothing left to [offer in] your
presence, except our bodies
and our land.
Today almost every parcel of land on earth, and
every human, has been hypothecated as collateral
for national debt. That's why you pay property tax
and income tax. Abject slavery comes next.

—Why should we die before your
eyes, both we and our land? Buy us
and our land for food. We and our land
will be servants to Pharaoh. And give
us seeds, so we can live and not die!
[We'll work the land for you,] so it doesn't turn
into worthless [desert sand dunes].”
19

A dubious offer, since these people had probably
destroyed the land through over-farming and poor
environmental practices. A stupid populace assigns
superior right of ownership in its property. Fools
surrender allodial title for Trojan-horse government
deeds. Save your organic non-GMO heirloom
seeds! Seeds are the true wealth.

*So Joseph {Increaser}
buys the whole land of Egypt
for Pharaoh. Every Egyptian
man sells his field [to the government],
because the famine has beaten
them, ___. So the land [ceases to
be owned by the people. The land] becomes
Pharaoh's [property]!
Genesis 47:20

Look on the back of your "title" to your house. It
lists you as “Tenant.” You sold your home to spiritual-Egypt and you didn't even know it!

*Pharaoh makes the
people [of Egypt his] slaves,
from border to border,
___. [He relocates them to cities,
21

emptying the land of self-sufficient
family farmers.]

Your driver's license, your Social Security number,
your tax forms, your pledge of allegiance, all prove
you are a bound-slave of your evil bank-owned
‘government.’ Relocation of humanity from sustainable, abundantly-producing family farms to unsustainable cities where they stand in line to share
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shortages is proof that the people are completely
defeated.

priests — he gave them food and let them keep their

Only Bad Government Taxes Nonprofit Religion
22 But the Pharaoh [wisely] refrains from
buying the land of the priests. [Pharaoh]
even gives the Priests free food, ___!
So the [religious leaders] don't trade their
land [for government food].

This is the basis for modern tax exemption for
churches, which is evaporating as churches become more and more corrupt and commercial, and
the society around them becomes less and less enlightened.

No government can ever survive when it takes
over the churches. Spiritual leaders are the backbone of society.

Joseph Taxes The Peoples' Produce
23

*Then Joseph

{Increaser} [shouts] to the

people, “Be warned! [You
are slaves!] I've already
bought you and your
land for Pharaoh. Look.
[My soldiers will pass out govern-

seed to you. Then
you will plant the [government's] land. 24 *At harvest
ment]

time, you'll surrender 1/5th [of
your produce] directly to Pharaoh [as
a tax]. The other 4/5th will be
your own, to use as seed for
replanting the fields, for your
food, to feed your households
and your little ones.”
Oppression starts mildly.

*The people cry [to Joseph],
“You've saved our lives! [We pray
we] find favor in your sight, lord.
We are Pharaoh's willing servants.”
25

Oppression begins with a populace willing to be
subjugated in exchange for benefits.

Joseph {Increaser} establishes a
statute which governs the land of Egypt
to this day, ___: that Pharaoh gets
1/5th [of all Egyptian products]. Only the land
of the priests remains exempt, because
[ancient] Pharaoh [wisely avoided oppressing the
26 [Thus]
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land].

*Back in the grazing lands of
Goshen, Israel's [family] thrives
in the land of Egypt. They accumulate possessions. They grow
and multiply [like rabbits].
27

Israel (Jacob) Prepares To Die In
Egypt
28 Jacob lives in the land of Egypt for
17 years, ___. He prepares to die at
the ripe old age of 100 + 40 + 7. 29 The
time draws near for Israel to die, ___.
[So] he calls his son Joseph {Increaser}.
[Israel] says, “If at last I've found grace
in your sight, please put your hand ‘under my thigh’; [promise to] do this true
kindness for me: avoid burying me in
Egypt. Genesis 47:30 I want to lie [in death
beside] my fore-fathers. Carry my [dead
body] out of Egypt. Then bury me in [Hebrew] burying-grounds.” Joseph
{Increaser} replies [through his tears], “I will
do as you have said.” 31 Israel [wheezes],
“Seven me.” Joseph {Increaser} seven
[times indicates his intent] to [bring] Israel's [bones
back from Egypt to the promised land]. Then, ___,
Israel falls down on the head of his
bed.
Seven = say or do 7 things to indicate solemn intent. Not the same as placing oneself under the
penalty of perjury. The bowing/falling on the bed
or staff is in translational dispute. It's often mistaken for being referred in Heb 11:21, which instead
refers to Jacob blessing Joseph's sons.

Genesis 48
Joseph's Dad Jacob (aka Israel)
Falls Ill

1 [Time passes, ___. A captain of the guard runs into the

tells Joseph {Increaser}, “Sir,
your father lies sick!” So Joseph storms
court. He]

[out from his courthouse. His chariot-wheels fling dust
into the sky. On the way north, Joseph]

picks up his

two sons, Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}
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and Ephraim {Double-Fruit}. 2 [In Goshen, a
farm manager runs into Jacob's house. He] tells Jacob, “Great news! Your son Joseph's
coming to see you!” [Israel's dull eyes sparkle,
___.] He [summons his] strength. He sits up
in bed.
Jacob Gives Reuben's Birthright To
Joe's Sons
3 [Joseph storms his chariot north through Egypt's farm-

lands, ___. Finally he runs with his two boys into Jacob's

Jacob says to [royally-dressed]
Joseph, “In the land of Canaan {LowLand}, at Luz {Nut-Tree}, [Yahweh] the
Almighty Eloha appeared to me [via an
angel]. He blessed me: 4 —[YAH] said to
me,
‘See [your future]: I make you fruitful. I
multiply you. From you I create multitude[s] of peoples. I give this [Caananite]
land to your seed-children after you, as
their everlasting possession.’
5 Today [I claim as my own] your two sons,
Ephraim {Double-Fruit} and Manasseh
{Sweet-Forgetting}, whom [your wife] birthed
to you in the land of Egypt (before I
migrated [south] to [live with] you). I permanently [adopt Ephraim & Manasseh] as [not just
my grandsons, but] my sons, to [supplant my slutmonger firstborn] Reuben {Look-a-Son} and
[the mass-murderer] Simeon {Listener}. 6 Your
future offspring, whom you will father,
will [inherit solely from] you, after you assign
their older brothers [Ephraim & Manasseh] the
primary [shares of your] estate.
house.][Old]

Ephraim and Manasseh double-dip. They get inheritances from both Grandpa Jacob and Dad Joseph.

Now about me: when I migrated [south]
from Padan-Aram {Syrian-HighlandPlateau}, [you remember that] on the way [your
mother] Rachel {Ewe} died [in my arms] in the
land of Canaan {LowLand}, just outside
Ephrath {Fruitful}. I buried Rachel there
on the road to Ephrath (aka Bethlehem
{Bread-House})." 8 Israel looks [behind Joseph]. [Israel]
7

sees

[the blurry forms of]

Joseph's sons.

[So Israel]

asks,

Joseph {Increaser} answers his father, “They're my
sons, whom Elohim gave me here [in
Egypt].” [Israel] replies, “Please bring them
“Who are these

[people with you]?”
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to me. I'll bless them
and authority].”

[with title to my wealth

Not just a meaningless prayer, but conferring inheritance rights.

The eyes of Israel [reflect the
dull blue glow] of age, ___. So he can't see
[his grandsons]. [The proud Grandpa] brings the
boys close to himself. He kisses and
hugs them. 11 Israel says to Joseph {Increaser}, “I never expected to see your
face. Yet look: Elohim has shown me
your seed-children!” 12 *So Joseph
{Increaser} brings his boys out
Genesis 48:10

from between [his Dad Jacob's]
knees, ___. [Then Joseph] bows his
body down, his face to the
earth, [worshipping Yahweh]. 13 Joseph
{Increaser} guides both [boys]: Ephraim
{Double-Fruit} in his right hand toward
Israel's left hand, and Manasseh {SweetForgetting} in his left hand toward Is-

rael's right hand. [Thus Joseph] stands the
[boys] before [aged Israel's face].
Israel Gives Joe's Younger Son
First Rights
14 Israel stretches out his right hand,
___. He lays it on (the younger boy)
Ephraim's head. Then he lays his left
hand upon Manasseh's head, intentionally crossing his hands, [thus denying] the
firstborn Manasseh [his superior inheritance
rights].

Signifying the true Christians (born later) will enter
into the Kingdom Of Heaven before Jews (born
first). It's like making the younger son the executor of the estate, to the dismay of the older son.

blesses Joseph {Increaser} by
chanting, “[Yahweh] Elohim, before whom
my fathers (Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}
and Isaac {Laughter}) walked—the ELohim {Sovereign} who fed me all my long
life to this day— 16 —angel [of Yahweh]
who redeemed me from all evil, bless
these lads. Let my name-authority (the
name-authority of my fore-fathers
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} and Isaac
{Laughter}) [rest] on these [boys]. Let them
15 [Israel]
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swarm like fishes into a multitude over
the earth.”
‘Angel’ possibly refers to the Messiah resurrected
and passed back through time. See Ex 6:6.

Joseph {Increaser} notices with horror
that his Dad's right hand rests on the
head of [the younger boy,] Ephraim {DoubleFruit}. So Joseph lifts up his father's
[right] hand to move it from Ephraim's
head to Manasseh's head, ___. 18
Joseph {Increaser}[shouts] to his father,
“No, my father: [Manasseh] is [my] firstborn
[son]. Put your right hand on his head.”
19 But grandfather [Israel] refuses [to move
his hand, ___]. He says, “I know [Manasseh is
older], my son; I know. [Manasseh] comes
to [father] a population. He becomes
great. But truly [Manasseh's] younger
brother [Ephraim] eventually eclipses
[Manasseh]. [Ephraim's] seed grow into a
[called-out] assembly comprising [many]
nations.”

ly] to get the land back. Jacob gives Joseph's boys
the double inheritance that Reuben forfeited by
sleeping with his father's mistress.

Genesis 49

17

Ephraim is the leader of all the northern tribes of
Israel. These tribes fell into paganism and are now
dispersed throughout the entire earth. If you are a
‘Christian’ engrafting into Israel, it's likely you will
be numbered among the tribes under Ephraim's
umbrella.

So that day [Israel] blesses
by saying, “[The nation of] Israel
comes to speak your [names] in their own
blessings, saying, “[I pray that] Elohim
prospers you like [he did] Ephraim and
Manasseh!” Israel sets Ephraim ahead
of [his older brother] Manasseh. 21 Israel
[prophesies] to Joseph {Increaser}, “Look.
I'm dying. But Elohim stays with you.
He eventually brings you back [north] to
the land of your fore-fathers. 22 I'm
putting you above your [older] brothers.
[I hereby] award you Shechem {Neck}
[Ridge], that [fertile] region which I took
[back] from the hands of the [land-stealing]
Amorite {Mountaineers} with my ‘sword’
and my ‘bow.’”
Genesis 48:20
[Joseph's boys]

Shechem (Sychar) is where Jesus met the slut. See
John 4:5. Sword/bow: not a recommendation for
violently resolving land-disputes. Apparently Amorites seized some land that Abraham and Isaac had
bought in Shechem Ridge, and Jacob fought [spiritually with metaphorical weapons and/or physical-
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Israel (Jacob) Curses Reuben,
Simeon & Levi
1 [147 year old] Jacob summons his sons,
___. He [croaks to them,] “Gather yourselves
together, so I can prophesy [to] you
what befalls you in the last days:
This is the first of the bible's 14 uses of the Hebrew
term ‘last days’ [achariyth yowm]. This prophecy is
cyclical. Like an ever expanding fractal, its fulfillment extends in recurring waves up to the time of
the Messiah and on to the end of time.

Pack in close. Hear, you sons of Jacob. Listen to Israel your father. 3
*Reuben {Look-a-Son}, you're my
2

firstborn, my might, the beginning of my strength, the excellency of dignity, the overflow [of
my youthful] power; 4 *[Yet] unstable
as water [flowing down and passing away,]
you [never] abound.” [‘Why?’ shrieks
Rueben. Israel continues,] “Because you
mounted your father's bed and
defiled it. [Jacob turns to his other children.]
“Reuben {Look-a-Son} [violated my
woman on] my [own] bed! [He deserves no
inheritance!]
In 1 Chr 5:1-26 you see the demise of Reuben's
tribe.

*[And] Simeon {Listener} and Levi
{Uniter} are brothers [in crime. They're
5

the devil's twin]

stabbing torture

weapons.
Like Cain, Simeon and Levi were hotheaded assassins. They killed people with weapons instead of
working the ground with tools.

*My soul must never enter
into their conspiracy. My honor
must never be united with
their [secret] society. They kill
men in fits of rage! They torture and maim animals for fun.
6

[Or: they break down the walls of decency; they
destroy the structure of moral community.]
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*[I hate] their cursed anger! It
has [long] fiercely [ravaged my house]! I
curse their fire-rage! [It has] cruelly [plagued my family's life]. I take
away [Simeon & Levi's inheritance of all the
wealth I amassed as] Jacob. [YAH comes to]
scatter them [like trash throughout the
land of] Israel!
7

Nothing good comes from violence.

Jacob Blesses (Now Repentant) Judah
8 *Judah {Celebrated}, you are [my
son].

Your brothers eventually
praise [you]. Your hand comes to
[grip] the neck[s] of your enemies. Your father's children
end up bowing down before
you.
Judah committed AWFUL crimes. But he repented.

*My son Judah {Celebrated},
you're a lion's cub [bounding]
home fresh from the kill. Look
at him, crouched like a father
lion, king of beasts. Nobody'd
better arouse Judah's [anger]!
Genesis 49:10 *The [royal] scepter [over
Israel] never departs from [the tribe
of] Judah {Celebrated}. The lawgiver's staff rests between [Judah's] feet until the coming of
‘Shiloh {Tranquil},’ [the Peacemaker, the
Messiah], the One [whom] all nations
eventually come to obey.
9

The tribe of Judah lost their headship when they
rejected their Messiah. The Messiah is called:
Seed, Shepherd, Shiloh (Peacemaker), Star, Stone,
and Scepter. YahShua is the sovereign whom all
nations hope for.

*[The Messiah's] ‘vines’ [eventually grow
thick & strong, like tree trunks you can] tie
young horses and donkeys to!
[The Messiah] washes his garments
in ‘wine,’ [i.e. the blood of all nations]. His
clothes [come to drip] with the blood
of [human] ‘grapes.’
11
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This double-reference also predicts Judah's descendants beating their Messiah so badly his blood covers his clothes. Yet the vine of his connection to his
believers never breaks.

eyes will be dark-red with
‘wine,’ and his teeth white with ‘milk.’
12 [The Messiah's]

Judah will have plenty of grape juice and milk. But
more importantly, the Messiah will have the wine
of the Holy Spirit, and the milk of compassion.

Jacob Blesses Zebulun
Zebulun {House} comes to settle on
the [Mediterranean] seashore. [His tribe eventually] provides a haven [for] ships. His [tribe's]
border grows to extend to Sidon {Fish-City}.
Jacob Foresees Oppression Smashing Issachar
14 Issachar {Reward} is a bony donkey
crouching down [and snoozing] between two
[neighboring pagan] ‘stalls.’ 15 *[Issachar]
13

sees his [pagan] resting place as
good and pleasant land. But his
[worldly participation] ends up bowing
down his shoulder to bear [evil
peoples' burdens]. He ends up a taxpaying slave.
Rather than seclude themselves from the
Caananites, the tribe of Issachar fraternizes with
the pagans and ends up as their subjects. Just like
most Judeo-Christians today.

Jacob Sees Good, Then Evil, For
Dan's Tribe
16 [Unlike Issachar,] Dan goes on [to initially righteously] judge his people. [He holds his people
separate from the pagans, maintaining their identity] as
one of the [holy] tribes of IsraEL, [the people
who will rule with ELohim].
Fulfilled in Judges 15:20. “Judge not, and you shall
not be judged.”

*[But later,] Dan becomes a viper
on the road, a horned snake in
the path. [He] bites the horse’s
heels so [hard] its rider falls off
backward!”
17

The tribe of Dan leads Israel's fall into idolatry.
(See Judges 18:18,30-31). That's why Dan is not
listed among the 144000 in Rev 7:4-8.

“[The tribe of] Dan became the very
type of evildoing. Dan was placed in
the north, (Num. ii.25), the region of
darkness and evil (Jer. i.14)..."
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[Singer, Jewish Encyclopedia ("Dan"),
p. 423.]
” The criminal justice system becomes criminally
unjust.

*[Jacob lifts his eyes to the sky, ___. He
“Yahweh, I await Y'shua
[your salvation]!
18

cries,]

Salvation in Hebrew is ‘Y'shua,’ the root of the Hebrew name of Jesus. 3444 yshuw`ah yesh-oo'-aw,
from 3467; something saved, i.e. deliverance; aid,
victory, prosperity: health, help, salvation, welfare,
to free, avenge, defend, preserve, rescue, save.

Jacob Foresees War For The TroopTribe
19 Gad {Troop}, [the War-God's] raiding party
comes to raid you. But in the end you
[grab their] heel.
Jacob Blesses The Happy Tribe Of
Asher
Genesis 49:20 Asher {Happy}: [you] come to
produce nutritious food: delicacies fit
for a king.
Jacob Blesses The Wrestler-Tribe

21 Naphtali {Wrestler} is a free-running deer who [fathers] lovely fawns.
Or, if translated, 'Naphtali issues beautiful sayings,'
this may refer to the Song Of Deborah. cf Judges
5:18.

Jacob Lavishes Blessings On Joseph
22 Joseph {Increaser} is a fruitful son—a
high-yield vine by a spring. His branches run over the walls [of time].
Or ‘A wild colt on a hillside.’

The archers fiercely attack [Joseph],
shooting at him with hatred and persecution;
23

See Amos 6:6.

*But [Joseph's] bow stays
strong, his arms [and] hands
made powerful by the fists of
the mighty [One] of Jacob: [Yahweh]
the shepherd, the Rock of Israel. 25 *[You've survived by the protection]
of [Yahweh], the El {Strength} of
your father. [YAH] continues to
help you. [Yahweh] Almighty
blesses you with blessings of
heaven above, blessings of the
deep that lies below, blessings
24
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from the breasts, [children] from
the womb: 26 *[Joseph,] the blessings [you've brought to me (your] father),
exceed the blessings [YAH] gave
to [any of] my progenitors! [You are
blessed] beyond the hills, into
eternity!” [Jacob turns to his other sons:
“Blessings forever] rest on the head of
Joseph {Increaser}—on the crown
of the head of [the one holy man among
you criminals. Joseph has always stayed] separate from [the sins of you,] his [11 reprobate] brothers.” [The brothers protest,
“What about little Benjamin?! He's innocent!”]

Jacob Curses The Violent Tribe Of
Benjamin
27 [Jacob scowls at Benjamin,] “Benjamin {RightHand-Son} is a ravenous wolf. In the
morning he devours the prey. At night
he divides the spoil.”
The Benjamites go on to create all kinds of trouble
down through history.

So concludes the final speech of Israel to his 12 sons who become the 12
tribes of Israel. He blesses each son
with an accurate [prophetic] ‘blessing’, [or, in
some cases, cursing].
Jacob Finishes His Blessing and
Dies In Bed
29 Then Israel commands his sons, ___.
He says, “I'll [soon] be reunited [in the grave]
with my people. Bury me with my forefathers in the cave in the field [we bought
from] Ephron {Fawn} the Spawn of Het
{Terror}. Genesis 49:30 [Entomb me] in the
cave in the field of Machpelah {Fold},
facing [the Oak Grove of] Mamre {Whiplash},
in the land of Canaan {LowLand} — the
burial place Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}
bought for cash in a [package-deal which included] the field of Ephron {Fawn} (the
Spawn Of Het {Terror}). 31 [Bury me] where
[our ancestors] buried Abraham {Father-OfBillions} and his wife Sarah {Monarch},
where they buried Isaac {Laughter} and
Rebekah {Captivator} his wife, and where
I buried Leah {Weary}. 32 [It's ours. Abraham]
28
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bought the field and the cave in it [in fee
simple] from the Hittite {Spawn-Of-Terror}.”

*Jacob finishes commanding
his sons, ___. Then he pulls up
his feet into the bed. He
breathes his last. He joins the
members of his family [who had already died].
33

As you soon will.

Genesis 50
Joseph Mummifies His Dead Father
Jacob/Israel
1 *Joseph {Increaser} falls [to grasp
his dead father].

Joseph hugs [Israel's]
face, weeps on him, kisses
him. 2 [Finally,] Joseph {Increaser} commands his servants (the physicians) to
embalm his father. So the physicians [go
to work] embalming Isra'El. 3 [The morticians]
take the traditional 40 days to embalm
Jacob [Isra'El]. [In total, ___,] the Egyptians
mourn for [Jacob for] 60 + 10 days.
Hebrews never embalmed. They let their dead fertilize the crops. Joseph makes an exception from
standard Hebrew practice by allowing the Egyptians to preserve Jacob's body, to allow the body to
be transported in a sanitary manner.

the days of mourning for
Jacob pass. Joseph {Increaser}[cleans himself
4 [Finally, ___,]

up. He grooms his beard. Then he breaks his 70-day si-

speaking to Pharaoh's family and
workers, saying, “If [by] now I've found
grace in your eyes, please [seek an] audience with Pharaoh. Ask him [this favor for
me]:
Joseph Visits The Promised Land To
Bury Jacob
5 My father made me [promise him something]
seven [times]. He said, ‘Look. I'm dying.
You must bury me in my tomb: the one
I carved [out of the rock cliff] for myself in
the land of Canaan {LowLand}.’ So
please let me now travel up [there] to
bury my father. [Then] I'll come back [to
help you rule Egypt].” 6 Pharaoh answers,
“Ride up [to Caanan] and bury your father,
lence by]
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just like he made you [promise] seven
[times].” 7 So Joseph {Increaser}[rides his
camel] up [north to Caanan] to bury his father.
Beside Joseph ride all Pharaoh's servants, the elder [statesmen] of [Pharaoh's]
court, and all the [ruling cabinet members] of
the country of Egypt, ___.
Joseph was an extremely important man, the defacto king of Egypt.

Joseph's whole [immediate] family (plus
his brothers and his father's [other] relatives) leave behind their little ones,
their flocks, and their herds in the
Goshen pasturelands, ___. The [men]
caravan [north to bury Jacob]. 9 Beside Joseph
{Increaser} ride [many] chariots and horsemen, ___. [Joseph's] riding companions
[fill the desert like an army]. Genesis 50:10 Finally,
___, [west] of the Jordan [river's terminus in the
Dead Sea], the [funeral party] arrive at a
grain-threshing floor [owned by a man named]
Atad {Thorn}. There the group mourn
with loud, extreme lamentation. [Joseph]
bewails his father for 7 days.
8

Probably near Hebron.

The inhabitants of the land (the
Canaanite {Mercenaries}) see the [Hebrews]
mourning on Thorn's threshing-floor.
So the [Caananites] exclaim, “Wow! [Listen to]
that bitter wailing! [How] the Egyptians
cry!” (That's how that place [West of]
Jordan [by the Dead Sea came to] be named
Abel-Mizraim {Mourning-Of-The-Egyptians}.)
11

12

[Then, ___,]

Jacob's sons do for him exactly as he

*Jacob's sons
carry his [carcass] into the [nearby]
land of Canaan {LowLand}. They
bury him in the cave facing
Mamre {Whiplash} in the field of
Machpelah {Fold}, which Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} bought
with its adjoining field from
Ephron {Fawn} the Spawn Of
Het {Terror}, as a cash-possession to use as a burial tomb.
commanded them: 13

To convince you to keep your dealings free of entanglements, again and again the bible emphasizes
the method Abraham used to buy the field: gener-
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ous cash, in fee-simple, with no loans, no mortgages, no co-ownership, and no land-tax.
14 Joseph {Increaser} buries his father. Then Joseph
returns to Egypt, ___, along with his brothers and
everyone who'd traveled up [to Caanan] with him to
bury his father.

Joe's Bro's Repent Of Abusing &
Selling him
15 Joseph's brothers realize their father
is dead, [no longer able to protect them, ___]. So
they [whisper], “[We suspect] Joseph will now
reject us. He'll pay us back in full for all
the evil we wreaked on him.” 16 So
Joseph's brothers send a messenger to [Joseph], saying, “Before your father died, [he gave us] directions:

‘Say this to Joseph {Increaser}:
“Please at last forgive our crimes. [We]
your brothers sinned against you. We
wreaked ruin on you. Yet now, we beg
you to forgive the violations committed
by [us]. [We've become] the servants of
[Yahweh,] the Elohim of your father.”
Joseph weeps, ___, as his brothers repent to him.
17

This repentance is why true Israelites are the Creator's chosen people. Israelites, like all of us, are
bad people who can be forgiven if we turn around
and start going in the right direction.

*Joseph's brothers fall down
before his face, ___. They cry,
“Look, we're your servants.”
18

Joseph Forgives His Brothers
Joseph {Increaser}[corrects] his brothers,
“Don't [fear] me! Am I in the place of
Elohim?
19

Decades Pass; Joseph Gives His Final Blessing
22 [Decades pass, ___.] Joseph {Increaser}
goes on to live in Egypt [near] his father's family. Finally he reaches 100 +
10 years [of age]. 23 Joseph {Increaser}[lives
to] see Ephraim's children [and grandchildren
and great grand children, ___]. The children of
Manasseh's son Machir {Salesman} grow
up [bouncing] on Joseph's knees. 24 Joseph
{Increaser} groans to his brothers, “I'm
dying. But Elohim surely visits you. [He
eventually] brings you out of this [pagan]
land [of Egypt] to the [holy] land he swore
to [give] Abraham {Father-Of-Billions},
Isaac {Laughter} and Jacob {HeelGrabber}.”
Joseph Dies, Awaiting The Exodus
From Egypt
25 Joseph {Increaser} continues, “Elohim
forever remembers you [Israelis].” [Then]
Joseph commands the people of Israel,
“[Promise me] 7 times that [when Yahweh gets you
out of Egypt, that] you intend to carry my
bones up from here [to the promised land].” [7
times, ___, the Israelis declare their intent to do so.] 26

So Joseph {Increaser} dies at 100 + 10
years of age, ___. [To keep his body preserved
until the Exodus, his physicians] embalm him.
Then [they lay him] in a coffin in Egypt.
The book of Genesis begins with YHVH creating in
heaven, and ends with a dead man on earth in a
coffin, clarifying our human condition.

Exodus 1

Don't worry about me taking revenge. Worry about
how YAH's gonna whoop you.

*You guys planned
my ruin. But Elohim meant it
all for good, to create the [miracle]
that to this day has been keeping [millions] of people alive. 21 *So
never fear! I'll provide for you
and your little ones.” So Joseph
{Increaser} comforts his [repentant]
brothers, ___. He speaks [mercy]
to the hearts [of the whoremongers,
Genesis 50:20

cheaters, slave-traders and murderers who tried to
kill him]!
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List Of Israel's Sons Who Go To
Live In Egypt
1 These, ___, are the names of the sons of Israel
who travel into Egypt with Jacob; each man and his
household:
Exodus means: “The Way Out.” This book shows
you the way out of the world system that has you
in bondage.
2 Reuben {Look-a-Son}, Simeon {Listener}, Levi {Uniter},
and Judah {Celebrated}, 3 —Issachar {Reward}, Zebulun {House}, Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}, 4 —Dan
{Judge}, and Naphtali {Wrestler}, Gad {Troop}, and
Asher {Happy}. 5 In total, ___, 70 living bodies
generated by Jacob's [overactive private parts journey into Egypt,
where] Joseph {Increaser} is already living [as prime minister
of Egypt].
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The Hebrews Breed For Centuries
In Egypt
6 Joseph

{Increaser},

all his brothers, and their whole

The descendants of
Israel, [like their Dad and Moms, breed] like trees
full of fruit, ___. They swarm like fishes. [They] multiply. [They] grow extremely
mighty. The land [of Egypt] fills with Israelites.
Assyria Conquers Egypt & Enslaves
Hebrews
8 A king [of a new dynasty dethrones the old king.
This Assyrian] rises up over Egypt, ___.
This king is ignorant about [how much]
Joseph {Increaser}[did to help the previous Egyptian kings efficiently and honestly rule Egypt].
generation all die, ___. 7

The Assyrian king seizes Egypt: Isa 52:4.

This [evil] new king says to his people,
“Look, [our slaves], the tribes of the descendants of Israel, have more people
and more [fighting] strength than us [Egyptians, their masters]! Exodus 1:10 —Come! Let's
deal shrewdly with the Israelites. Or
they'll multiply. Then when war breaks
out, they'll join our enemies. They'll
fight against us. And they'll escape
from our country, [so we'll lose our workforce].”
11 So, ___, the Egyptians put slavemasters over the Israelites, to oppress
them with hard labor. [The Israelite slaves]
build Pithom {House-Of-Sun-God-Atum}
and Raamses {Born-By-Ra} as storage
cities, [supply and distribution centers] for
Pharaoh. 12 But the more the Egyptians
oppress the Israelites, the more the Israelites multiply and grow, ___. So the
Egyptians come to [live in] terror [of a slaverevolt from] the people of Israel.
9

What doesn't kill you makes you stronger. Suffering is good for you.

The Egyptians crushingly force the
‘sons of Israel’ to slave, ___: 14 The
Egyptians make the Israelites’ lives bitter with hard bondage. [Taskmasters force
them to] work mortar, brick, and all kinds
of field chores, ___: all of it torturous
labor, cruel workloads.
Pharaoh Murders All Hebrew Male
Babies
13
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Then the king of Egypt [screams at two
leading] Hebrew midwives (one named
‘Shiphrah {Bright-Eyes},’ and another
named ‘Puah {Glitter}’):
15

Shiphrah = brightness, garnish; Puah= brilliance.

*The king of Egypt growls,
“When you're serving as a midwife to the Hebrew women,
and you observe from your delivery stones that the baby is a
son, kill it! But if the baby is a
daughter, let it live.”
16

The babies were bathed (and probably birthed) in a
stone bath.

Glitter & Bright-Eyes Fearlessly
Save Babies
17 But the midwives fear [Yahweh] The
Eloha. So, ___, they disobey the king
of Egypt's command. They save the boy
babies’ lives.
If any ‘authority’ ever tells you to do an act which
the Bible forbids, you have to disobey. Oh-oh... the
authorities are telling you to do un-biblical things
every day. Every bite of food you eat, every bit of
money you spend, comes from someone breaking
Biblical laws. Eth Ha Elohim = ath e·aleim = YHVH
The Eloha.

The king of Egypt calls the midwives.
He [screams], “Why have you [disobeyed me]
by letting the [Hebrew] boy babies live?”
19 The midwives lie to Pharaoh, “Because Hebrew women are not like
Egyptian women; Hebrews are lively!
They give birth before their midwives
arrive.” Exodus 1:20 *Elohim rewards
18

the midwives

[for saving the babies and

lying about it to the king].

So, ___, the
[Israelite] people multiply. They
grow extremely powerful. 21 Because the midwives [risk their lives to] honor
Elohim, he gives the midwives families
[of their own, ___].
Pharaoh Makes His Soldiers Kill Hebrew Babies

*Pharaoh commands all his
people, saying, “You must
throw every newborn [Hebrew]
boy into the river. But let all
22
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the

[Hebrew]

girls live,

[to become baby-

breeders for Egyptian men].”
More chicks for us Egyptians! Egyptian men wanted
to impregnate the Hebrew women to grow more
Egyptians. But the Egyptians didn't want more Hebrews, with their funny laws and customs, their
taking Saturday off, their refusing to work with
pigs.

Exodus 2
Hebrew Slave JAHkebed Births
Moses In Egypt

1 [During this time of anti-semitic infanticide, Amram {High-People},] a man
descended from Levi {Uniter}, takes a wife [JahKebed]
(who also descended from Levi). 2 [JahKebed]

conceives. [9 months pass.] She births a son
[Moses]. She sees [that Moses] has a divine
beauty. [When she looks at him, it's as if she hears
the voice of YAH.] So, ___, for 3 months
[JahKebed] hides [Moses from Egyptian baby-assassins].
Pharaoh's Princess-Daughter
Adopts Baby Moses
3 *[Moses drinks milk from his mother's breasts.
He gets really big. His voice grows so strong that

can no longer hide him,
___. So she [builds] him a [little]
‘boat’ made of [tall river grasses called]
bulrushes. She seals the [boat]
with clay and tar. She lays little [Moses] inside. Then, [tears flowing
down her face,] she lays [the boat] in the
reeds on the [Nile] river's edge.
JahKebed]

Breast milk is the proper food for babies. Commercial baby formula is poison.

sister [Miriam] tracks the babyboat from a distance, ___, to see what
[YAH] will do with [Moses]. 5 *[Suddenly, Miri4 [Moses’]

Pharaoh's daughter
walking down to bathe herself
by the river, ___. Flanked by
her maidens, [the princess] strolls
[laughing] along the riverbank. [The
eyes of the princess grow wide.] She sees
the ark [rocking] in the reeds, [radiating the sound of a baby's cry]. The
princess shouts to her slaveam sees]
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girl, “Run and get that little
boat!” 6 *[The princess] opens the
[baby-boat], ___. She sees the crying baby [Moses]. She fills with
compassion for him. She says,
“This is one of the [those poor condemned] Hebrew boys!” 7 *[Suddenly
Moses’] sister [Miriam runs up] to
Pharaoh's daughter. [Miriam]
asks, “Shall I go and find you a
wet-nurse from the Hebrew
women, so she can nurse this
child for you?” 8 *Pharaoh's
daughter answers [little Miriam],
“Go.” So [Miriam] runs [home to her slave
camp], ___. She summons [Moses’]
mother. 9 *Pharaoh's daughter
says to [JahKebed], “Take this child
away. Nurse [him] for me. I'll
pay you the going wage [due a wetnurse].” So [JahKebed] takes baby
[Moses home again]. She nurses him.
Exodus 2:10 *[Moses] grows, ___. [Soon
he no longer needs breast milk because he's eating

carries
to Pharaoh's

solid food. Eyes full of tears, JahKebed]
[Moses from the slave camp]

daughter. She, [the princess, adopts
Moses] as her son. [Exercising her parental
right, the princess] declares, “[My boy's]
name is Moses {Drawn-FromWater}, because I drew him out
of the water.”
Moses Murders An Egyptian SlaveDriver

Moses grows
[up, a dashing Egyptian prince] . One day
Moses travels out to [the slave-camp
to see] his [blood] relatives. [From his
royal chariot,] he looks [down] on the
[Hebrews. He sees them lifting crushing] burdens. [Moses] spies an Egyptian
beating a Hebrew, one of [Moses']
11

*[Time passes,
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blood-brothers. 12 *Moses

looks this way and that,
___. Seeing no one, he
murders the Egyptian
[slave-driver]! He hides the
[bloody corpse] in the sand. 13
*Moses

back [to the
slave-camp] the next day, ___. [There
Moses] sees two Hebrew men
fighting each other. Moses says
to the guilty [aggressor], “Why are
you beating up your companion?” 14 *The [aggressor shouts] back,
“Who made you a prince and a
judge over us? Do you intend
to kill me, like you killed that
Egyptian [yesterday]?” Moses [shakes
in his royal boots], thinking, “Now everybody knows [I murdered an Egyptian
soldier]!”
[rides his chariot]

Moses Escapes To The Arabian
Desert

*Pharaoh hears that Moses
murdered an Egyptian. So
[Pharaoh] tries to execute Moses.
Moses flees from the [furious] face
of Pharaoh. [Moses escapes to the desert.]
He runs [100km east, past the Red Sea].
He [hides far away] in the land of
Midian {Brawler}. [Dying of thirst, Moses
crawls] to the well [of Jethro]. [There
Moses] collapses, ___.
15

Pharaoh knows Moses is a Hebrew. Pharaoh logically fears that Moses will start an anti-Egyptian
revolt. Pharaoh has long been looking for a plausible justification to assassinate Moses. Midian (aka
Modiana) = the northwest Arabian Peninsula, on
the east shore of the Gulf of Aqaba on the Red
Sea.

*[Later that day,] the 7 daughters
of [Jethro] the Chieftan-priest of
Midian {Brawler} come [to the well] to
draw water, ___. The [lovely ladies]
16
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fill their troughs to water their
father's flock [of sheep].
At An Oasis, Moses Saves His Future Wife

*Suddenly, ___, [brutish]
shepherds run up [scream17

ing, “This is our well!” They shove]

the young ladies [back]
from the well. Moses
jumps up. He saves the
ladies. Then he waters
their flock.
There is no clear indication that Moses used violence to save the girls. He could have talked sense
into the brutes. Or, as in “The Prince Of Egypt,”
Moses could have chased off the brutes' camels,
forcing them to run to catch their only means of
transport.

The girls run back to their father, [a
ReuEl {Friend-Of-Elohim}[aka
Jethro. He] asks, “How did you girls get
back here so quick today?” 19 The girls
[squawk like a bunch of hens], shouting, “An
Egyptian rescued us out of the hand of
some [mean] shepherds. Then he drew all
the water we needed for us and the
flock!” Exodus 2:20 [The priest] asks his
daughters, “Where's this [Egyptian]?
Why'd you leave [such a fine] man alone?
Call him. Invite him to eat [dinner with us]!”
Moses Marries Feisty Zipporah
18

priest named]

*Moses happily stays [there]
with the [priest, who likes Moses so much he]
gives Moses his daughter Zipporah {Bird} [as a wife]! 22 *[Time passes,
___]. Zipporah {Bird} births
Moses a son. [Moses] names the
boy Gershom {Refugee}. For
Moses says, “[All my life,] I've been
a foreigner in strange countrie[s].”
21

Heaven Sees The Israelites Groan
in Slavery
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*[More time passes, ___.] The king of
Egypt dies. The descendants of
Israel groan, [suffering cruel]
bondage. They wail. Their cry
rises up to Elohim [in heaven]. [So he
resolves to end] their bondage. 24
23

[Yahweh]

Elohim hears

[his people]

groaning

[under the heaviest torture humans can endure, ___].

Elohim remembers the covenant [he
made] with Abraham {Father-Of-Billions},
with Isaac {Laughter}, and with Jacob
{Heel-Grabber}. 25 Elohim looks down at
the children of Israel. Elohim sees [their
pain, ___. He knows exactly how to fix it.]

Exodus 3
Moses Sees YAH's Angel As A Burning Bush
1 [Over the next 40 years,] Moses guards the
flock of his father-in-law Jethro
{Superior}[aka Friend-of-El], the priest of Midian {Brawler}[in Arabia]. [One day,] Moses
leads [Jethro's] flock to the fertile rear
[southwest] side of the desert [peninsula],
___. [Moses] hikes to the ‘mountain of
Elohim’: [Mount] Horeb {Desolation}{Desolation}.
YAH calls Moses where later Muhammad lives, on
the Sinai peninsula.

*[There] the angel of
Yahweh appears to
Moses in a flame of fire.
[It blazes] from the middle
of a bush, ___! Moses
looks. He sees the bush
burning with fire. But
the bush stays intact. [Its
2

leaves gleam, but they don't die.]

The following conversation with YHVH takes place
through a mediating angel. The angel passes on
the words of YHVH to Moses.

Moses says, “I'm going over to see
that mind-twisting spectacle! [I gotta'] figure out why that bush isn't burning up!”
3
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Moses Talks With YAH'S Angel

*Yahweh sees Moses [leaving his
sheep] and approaching [the burning
bush, ___]. Elohim calls to Moses
out of the middle of the bush:
[the angel] says,
“Moses, Moses.”
Moses replies, “Here I am!” 5
*[Elohim] says,
“Don't come any closer. Take
your shoes off your feet. For
the place where you stand is
holy ground.”
4

Tell that to people who track mud into your house.
Post this scripture outside your front door and you
won't have to sweep the floor as often.

*[Yahweh] continues,
“I am your father's Sovereign:
the Elohim of Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, the Elohim of
Isaac {Laughter}, the Elohim of
Jacob {Heel-Grabber}.”
Moses hides his face, ___, terrified to look upon Elohim.
6

The Messiah founds his proof of the resurrection on
this verse. See Matt 22:31-32.

*[Through his mediating angel,]
Yahweh says,
“[Century after century] I see
the affliction of my people in Egypt. I hear their
cries. [I watch them fall to die under the evil torture] of their
taskmasters. I experience their pain.
7

*
So I've come down to rescue
the [Israelites] out of the grip of
the Egyptians, to bring them
up [north] out of that [pagan] land to
8
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a huge, good land — a land
gushing milk and honey — the
place [previously controlled by] the
Canaanite {Mercenaries}, the Hittite {Sons-Of-Terror}, the Amorite
{Mountaineers}, the Perizzite
{Villagers}, the Hivite {Campers},
and the Jebusite {GrainThreshers}.
6 nations named, signifying the number of man
(6).

*
I'm watching right now. The
cry of the ‘sons of Israel’ rises
to me. I see the crushing force
with which the Egyptians oppress [my people].
9

YAH Calls Moses To Free The Israelite Slaves

*
So go now. I send you to
Pharaoh, so you can bring my
people, the children of Israel,
up [and] out from Egypt.”
11 *Moses answers Elohim,
“Who am I? — [I'm not capable of]
challenging Pharaoh, or delivering the ‘sons of Israel’ out of
Egypt!” 12 [Elohim] replies,
Exodus 3:10

“I stay constantly with you. [My miraculous
presence] remains a sign for you, [proving]
that I'm sending you. After you bring
[my] people up out of Egypt, you come
[again] to worship [Me, Yahweh] The Eloha,
upon this mountain.”
The ELoah = ‘Ath ha Elohim’ = emphatic, denying
the possibility of worshiping any other gods.

*Moses [trembles, ___]. [He] answers Elohim, “OK, [but] when I
go to the children of Israel,
and say to them, ‘The Elohim of
your fathers has sent me to
13
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you,’ they'll ask me, ‘What is
His Name?’ How should I answer them?” 14 *Elohim

an-

swers Moses,
“'I AM THE ONE [being]
WHO ALWAYS EXISTS.”
Elohim continues,
“Say this to the children
of Israel: ‘I AM’ has sent
me to you.”
Ehyeh Asher Ehyeh [I am what I will be] = aerie
ashr aerie = The Perpetually Existent One, aptly
transliterated by the French as ‘The Eternal’. Mal
3:6 describes YHVH as ‘the one who never
changes’. Every other being, including the Messiah,
goes through changes. ‘I AM’ is one of YHVH's
many descriptions, or titles. ‘I AM’ is NOT the Creator's Name. See the next verse for YHVH's NAME.

*And Elohim says to
Moses,
“Say this to the children
of Israel: ‘Yahweh, [the]
Elohim of your fathers,
the Elohim of Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions}, the Elohim of Isaac {Laughter},
the Elohim of Jacob
{Heel-Grabber}, sends me
to you.’ [Yahweh] is My
Name for ever, [My]
Memorial [Name,] by
which all generations
must refer to [me, their Creator].
15

This verse is the centerpiece of the issue of what to
call the Creator. With zero ambiguity, His Name is
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Yud-Heh-Vav-Heh: YHVH. The Creator has many
titles, but only one Name.

*
Go [back East to Egypt]. Gather
the elders of Israel together. Then say to
them, “Yahweh, [the] Elohim of your fathers, the
Elohim of Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, of Isaac
{Laughter}, and of Jacob
{Heel-Grabber}, appeared
to me, saying, ‘I've been
closely watching you,
noting every [damage your
oppressors] do to you in
Egypt:
16

*
I promised [your forefathers], ‘I eventually bring your [descendants] up
out of the affliction of Egypt, to
the land of Canaanite {Mercenaries}, the Hittite {Sons-Of-Terror},
the Amorite {Mountaineers}, the
Perizzite {Villagers}, the Hivite
{Campers}, and the Jebusite
{Grain-Threshers}. [I take you] to a
land that gushes milk and honey.’
18 *
The [Israelites] will listen to your
voice, [Moses]. You, with the elders of Israel, soon approach
the king of Egypt. Then you say
to him, ‘Yahweh, [the] Elohim of
the Hebrews, has met with us.
So we urge you to let us immediately voyage 3 days’ journey
17
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into the wilderness. There we'll
slaughter [animals and roast them for a
feast in honor of] Yahweh our Sovereign.
All Hebrew slaughter of animals is for feasting, not
blood sacrifice. Ex 5:1 specifically identifies the
proposed feast as for eating and dancing (#2287
chagag).

*
But I know that the king of
Egypt won't let you go, no matter [how hard you push him].
19

Exodus 3:20

So I stretch out my hand. I strike Egypt
with all my wonders. I [throw death & fire miracles] in the middle of their land. After
that, [Pharaoh] lets you go.
21

Then I give [your] people favor in the
sight of the Egyptians. You watch:
when you leave [Egypt], you don't go
empty-[handed].

*
Rather, every
22

woman
[comes to exploit the Egyptians’ fear. She] demands that her neighbor and
her neighbor's house-guests
[give her] silver jewelry, gold [of all
kinds], and [fancy] clothes. You
[Israelites come to] hang the [pagans' treasure] on your sons and daughters. You plunder the Egyptians
[in revenge for 400 years of slavery].”
[Israelite]

These gold treasures did not help the Israelites.
The Israelites ended up worshiping them and eating them.

Exodus 4
YHVH Turns Moses' Staff Into A
Snake
1 Moses answers, “But, I [don't think] the
[Israelites] will believe me or listen to my
voice. They'll say, ‘Yahweh didn't ap-
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pear to you, [you nut]!’" 2 Yahweh's [angel]
asks Moses,
“What's that in your hand?”
Moses replies, “A staff.” 3 [Yahweh] says,
“Throw [your staff] onto the ground.”
So Moses hurls [his staff] onto the [marble floor]. It morphs into a serpent,
___! Moses runs away from the [terrifying]
snake. 4 *Yahweh

com-

mands Moses,
“Stretch out your hand.
Grab that [poisonous] snake
by the tail.”
So Moses reaches out
his hand, ___. He
catches the snake. It
morphs [back] into a
stiff rod in his hand!
The rod hardens, as Pharoah's heart: same word.
5

*[Yahweh continues,]

“[When you do that snake-miracle,] it convinces the [Israelites] that Yahweh,
Elohim of their fathers, the Elohim of Abraham {Father-OfBillions}, the Elohim of Isaac
{Laughter}, and the Elohim of Jacob {Heel-Grabber}, has appeared
to you.”
6 *Yahweh goes on to command Moses,
“Now put your hand inside the
breast [of your coat].”
Moses puts his hand inside his
coat. He takes it back out. His
[jaw drops, ___]. His hand gleams
white as snow, covered with
leprosy! 7 *[Yahweh] says,
“Put your hand in your [coat]
again.”
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Moses puts his hand back
into the chest [of his coat]. When
he pulls it out, his bulging eyes
see his hand [healed,] looking just
like the rest of his [healthy] skin,
___! 8 [Yahweh] says,
[So]

“For sure, whoever [at first] doesn't believe you, [whoever] ignores the importance of the [snake] sign, will pay attention to [that leprosy] sign.

*
Yet some [unbelievers] will disregard the [snake sign and the leprosy]
sign. [They'll] stubbornly refuse to
listen to your voice. Then you'll
scoop out some water from the
[Nile] river. [You'll] pour it out on
the ground. The water you take
from the river will morph into
blood on the dry land.”
9

Moses [complains] to Yahweh,
“Oh my Adonai, I've never been a man
of words, not before nor since you
started talking to [me,] your servant. I'm
a slow talker with a heavy, [clumsy]
tongue.”
Exodus 4:10

YHVH is fed up with fast-talking preachers. He
wants messengers who are slow to speak. ‘Avoid a
man who talks too much.’

*Yahweh answers Moses,
“And who do you think put the
mouth on Adam? And who
makes people mute, or deaf, or
sighted, or blind? Isn't it I,
Yahweh?
11

Handicaps produce compensatory abilities. That's
why you don't have wings, or a tail, or eyes in the
back of your head.

*
So go. ‘I [AM]’ will be right there
[helping] your mouth [speak], teaching you what to say.”
13 *Moses, [chickening out,] answers,
“Oh my Adonai, please send
12
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via the hand [of
anyone else] you're willing to send,
[but not by me]!” 14 Yahweh's anger
[your miracles to Egypt]

flames up against Moses, ___. Yahweh
[shouts],
“How about [I send] your brother Aaron
the Levite with you? I know [Aaron]. He
[never shuts up!] He'll talk. Look, he's coming to meet you [now]. When Aaron sees
you're [too terrified to talk], his heart will
jump for joy [to speak for Me].

*
You'll speak to Aaron. Put [My]
words in his mouth. I'll be [there
guiding] your mouth and Aaron's
mouth. I'll teach you what to
do.
15

16

speak for you to the [Egyptian and
people. He'll function for you like
a mouth. You'll be his [messenger] from
Elohim.

[Aaron will]
Israelite]

17

You take [to Egypt] this staff [you hold] in
your hand. [With it, you soon] perform [miraculous] signs.”
Moses Journeys Back To Egypt
18 So Moses [hikes down the desolate mountain,
___]. He journeys back [across Arabia] to
Jethro {Superior}, his father-in-law.
[Moses] says to him, “Please let me travel
back to my [Hebrew] brothers in Egypt, to
see whether they're still alive.” So
Jethro answers Moses, “Go in peace.”
Moses is probably nearing 80 years old. Yet he respects his father-in-law.

in Midian, Yahweh says to
Moses,
“Go. Return [east] to Egypt. All the men
[of Pharaoh's court] who tried to kill you lie
dead.”
19 [There]

This same pattern repeats for the Messiah in Matt
2:15 & 20.

So Moses takes his [feisty] wife
[Zipporah] and his [two] sons. He sets them
on donkeys. [With them,] he journeys back
[100km west] to the land of Egypt. As [he
Exodus 4:20
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grips the ‘staff of Elohim’ in his

hand.

Gershom and Eliezer are still young, indicating that
Moses resisted the urge to marry for almost 40
years after he met his wife.

*[On the path,] Yahweh says to
Moses,
“When you get back into Egypt,
make sure you perform before
Pharaoh all the wonders I've
placed in your power [to achieve].
But I'll [allow] Pharaoh's heart to
harden. So he won't [immediately]
let [My] people go.
21

"I will harden" is a Hebrew idiom. Only Pharaoh
was responsible for his own hard heart. YAH is not
to blame. Sun softens wax. Yet sun hardens clay.
YAH's love hardens evil men's hearts, yet softens
righteous men's hearts.
22

And you'll say to Pharaoh, “Yahweh
says, ‘Israel is my ‘son,’ my firstborn
all My chosen peoples].

[of

*
And I [Yahweh] say to you, [Pharaoh,]
‘Let my ‘son’ [Israel] go, so he can
serve me, [instead of serving you]. But if
you refuse to let [my ‘son’] go,
watch out: I'll kill your son,
your [beloved] firstborn.’”
23

Egypt's slave-system constituted institutionalized
idolatry. The Hebrews couldn't serve YHVH, because they were constantly serving the idolatrous,
materialistic ambitions of Pharaoh. Just like modern ‘Judeo-Christians’ work their whole lives to pay
for their houses, cars and personal possessions,
rarely doing anything for their Creator.
24 [Meanwhile, as Pharaoh walks] to his palace, Yahweh
meets him. [Pharaoh, terrified, stupidly tries to use a magic spell] to
kill [Yahweh].
This verse is shrouded in pronoun confusion. It's
usually translated that YAH wanted to kill Moses
because Moses didn't want to cut off his son's foreskin. That's ludicrous, because YHVH never wanted
ANYONE to cut off any foreskin. The original hebrew transliterates to: and·he-is-becoming
in·the·way in·the·lodging and·he-is-encountering·him Yahweh and·he-is-seeking to-putto-death·him
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Moses' Wife Mutilates her Baby's
Wang
25 [Meanwhile,] Zipporah {Bird}[misunderstands

the meaning of circumcision. She superstitiously imagines
that mutilating her boy will bribe Yahweh to protect their

the words Yahweh spoke to Moses. [Then
Aaron] performs the [supernatural snake & leprosy]
signs before the [bulging] eyes of the [Hebrew] people, ___. 31 *So [at first] the

lives. So she]

grabs a sharp stone. She
slices off her son's foreskin! She throws
it at [Moses’] feet. She [shouts], “You're a
bloody husband, [making me do this horrible job.”

[Hebrew]

Moses shouts back, “What have you done, you crazy woman!? Don't you know that circumcision means trimming
the sin from your heart, not sexually abusing your baby
boy!?”]

Original Hebrew: "and·she-is-taking Zipporah
chert-knife and·she-is-cutting-off foreskin-of sonof·her and·she-is-touching to·feet-of·him and·sheis-saying that bridegroom-of bloods you to me."

passes out. [So he
Zipporah
{Bird} repeats her [superstitious nonsense],
“You're a bloody task-master, [leaving the
dirty job of] circumcision [to your wife]!”
26 [The mutilated little boy]

stops his blood-curdling screaming.]

Original Hebrew: "and·he-is-slacking-off from·him
then she-said bridegroom-of bloods to·the·circumcision." Zipporah's comment may indicate that she
felt this horrible pagan blood-ritual cemented her
relationship to her husband in some superstitious
way.

Moses Has A Pow-Wow With Aaron
27 [Meanwhile,] Yahweh says to Aaron,
“Go into the wilderness to meet Moses.”
So Aaron [escapes Pharaoh's slave camp]. He
journeys [100km southwest across the Red Sea from
Egypt] to the [desolate] ‘mount of Elohim.’
[There Aaron] meets [Moses]. [Overcome with emotion, Aaron] kisses [Moses' cheek, ___].
Aaron either made an amazing, dangerous escape
followed by a torturous journey, or YHVH teleported him to Horeb. Horeb and Sinai are reportedly
two peaks of the same mountain in the Southeast
Sinai peninsula. Today the candidate mountains
are called Mount Catherine and Mount Jebel-Musa.

Moses tells Aaron all the words of
Yahweh who sent him. [Then Moses explains]
all the signs [YAH] commanded him [to
perform].
Moses & Aaron Pitch The Exodus To
Israelis
29 So Moses and Aaron journey [~100km]
back [northwest across the Sinai Peninsula to Egypt].
There, ___, they gather together all
the elders of the descendants of Israel.
Exodus 4:30 Aaron tells [the Israelite elders] all
28
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people believe. When
they hear that Yahweh has
come [to rescue] the descendants
of Israel, and that YAH has witnessed all their affliction, they
bow their heads [to the ground] in
worship [to Yahweh].

Exodus 5
Moses Asks Pharaoh To Honor Human Rights

*Then, [braving certain death,] Moses
and Aaron walk [past the palace guard
post at Zoan {Eastern-Nile-Delta}], ___. They
[strut] into the [throne room]. They tell
Pharaoh, “Yahweh (Israel's
Elohim {Sovereign}) says:
"Let my [Hebrew] people go so
they can celebrate a dancing-feast in My [honor] in the
wilderness.”
1

The Creator never commanded any animal sacrifice. #2287 chagag = to move in a circle, i.e. to
march in a sacred procession, observe a festival;
to be giddy: celebrate, dance, holiday feast, reel to
and fro. Do you chagag (dance) at your church?
You should. To see what ‘Chagag-ing’ looks like,
find a video of New York City's brave Jews dancing
and jumping during Sukkot while NYPD Nazi-cops
attempted to push the Jews off the street on in
early October 2020. History repeats itself in NYC,
3000 years after Moses.

*Pharaoh answers,
“Who is Yahweh? Why
should I obey his voice?
Let Israel go?! I don't
know Yahweh. And I
won't let [any] Israelis go
[anywhere].”
2
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Exactly the kind of response you'll get if you try to
get people to perform radical obedience today. Of
the 7300+ times the name "YHVH" appears in the
Bible, this is the only place anyone ever asks who
YHVH is. Ex 6:1-8 answers the question.

reply, “The Elohim of the
Hebrews has met with us. Please let us
go 3 days’ journey into the desert, to
slaughter [and cook animals in a feast] to [honor]
Yahweh our Elohim. Or he'll [rain] down
pestilence, or the sword [of war].” 4 *The
3 [Aaron & Moses]

king of Egypt replies, “What
gives you, Moses and Aaron,
the [right] to grant the [slave] people a holiday? Get back to
work!” 5 Pharaoh adds, “Look, [our econpeople of the land
working. You're trying to get them to
fail [at their jobs]!”
omy depends on millions of]

The almighty "job" is why most Judeo-Christians
never do anything substantial for their Maker.

Pharaoh Barks: Make Bricks Without Straw!
6 So, ___, that day, Pharaoh commands the taskmasters of the people,
and their [accounting] officers: 7 *[Pharaoh]

decrees: “Stop giving the [Israeli]
people straw to make bricks.
Let them go gather straw for
themselves! 8 *—Load upon the
[ingrates] the same quota of bricks
which they produced before.
You won't subtract one brick.
[Punish the Hebrews for being] lazy. That's
why they're crying, whining,
‘Let us go and slaughter [cattle for
a feast in honor of] our Elohim.’ 9 *—
Make [our] taskmasters load extra work on the [Israeli] men.
Keep the [slaves] too busy laboring to pay attention to vain
babble [from their false prophets].”
The world and its churches see YHVH's words as
vain babble.

*So, ___, the [Egyptian]
taskmasters [and officers in charge of]
Exodus 5:10
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the [Hebrew] slaves [ride their chariots]
out [to the work pits]. They shout to
the [slave] people, “Pharaoh decrees: I will no [longer] supply
you with straw! 11 *—You go [buy
or gather] straw wherever you can
find it. Not one [brick] of your
quota will be subtracted!” 12
*So, [being penniless slaves], the [Israeli]
people scatter throughout the
whole land of Egypt. They
gather stubble [and river reeds] to
use in the place of straw, ___.
[In fields and rivers, every Hebrew, from toddler to
geriatric, scrounges any abandoned stalk he or she

*Still, ___, the
taskmasters press the [Hebrews],
shouting, “Complete your
workload! [Finish] your daily
tasks, just [like you did before Moses
robbed your] straw!” 14 *Pharaoh's
taskmasters scream at the
foremen they appointed over
the descendants of Israel. [They]
beat the [Hebrews, ___], screaming,
“[You're slacking off!] This is the 2nd
day you've failed to finish your
job of making bricks!” 15 Then,
can find.] 13

___, the leaders of the descendants of
Israel hobble [into the palace]. They cry to
Pharaoh, “Why are you treating your
servants [so cruelly]? 16 *[The taskmasters

supply straw to [us,] your
servants. They [scream] at us,
‘Make bricks!’ They beat [us,]
your servants. But the fault lies
with your own people!” 17 *But
Pharaoh [yells] back, “You [Israelites]
are idle! You're lazy! That's
why you whine, ‘Let us go and
slaughter [animals in a feast to honor]
Yahweh.’ 18 *Now get out [of my
palace]! Work! [We] won't give you
refuse to]
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any straw. And you still have
to make your full tally of
bricks!” 19 *The foremen of the
people of Israel see that
they're in a deathtrap, ___,
when Pharaoh says, “You can't
subtract one brick from your
full daily [production] quota.” Exodus
5:20

The leaders of Israel

[hobble home from

confront Moses and Aaron on the road.
The Israelites Turn On Moses In
Rage
Pharaoh's palace to the slave pits. They rush to]

*[The Israeli leaders scream at Moses and
Aaron,] “[We pray] Yahweh looks [down]
on you and judges you! You've
made us stink like [dead bodies] in
the eyes of Pharaoh, and in the
eyes of his servants! [Your false
prophecy] put a sword in the [Egyptians'] hand[s] to murder us!”
21

If you give the human race a message from their
Creator, you suffer abuse, especially from church
people.

*So, ___, Moses retreats to
[pray to] Yahweh. [Moses cries], “Yahweh, why have you [let Pharaoh]
treat [my] people with such evil?
Why did you send me [here]?!
22

In ancient copies, Adonai (aka The LORD) was inserted here in place of YHVH. This error is perpetuated in most translations.

*—[Ever] since I came to
Pharaoh to speak in
your Name-Authority,
Pharaoh has done evil
to [my] people! [You call this]
delivering? You haven't
rescued your people at
all!”
23

YHVH's stories are dramatic. If you want to be part
of HIS story, prepare for a roller-coaster ride
through your darkest nights and your brightest
days.
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Exodus 6
YHVH Again Promises To Free The
Israelites
1 Yahweh replies,
“Moses, watch [what I] do to Pharaoh.
With hot force, Pharaoh comes to push
the [Israelites] away. With violent hands
Pharaoh eventually shoves the [Hebrews]
out of his land.”
2 Elohim comforts Moses by saying,
“I: Yahweh—

*
—[I] appeared to Abraham {Father-Of-Billions},
Isaac {Laughter} and Jacob {Heel-Grabber} [using the
title] ‘El Almighty’, and my
Name (Yahweh). Still
they [like all humans] failed to
[really] know [Me].
3

The Sacred-Name-phobic commercial translations
such as the CJB, NIV, NLT, NRSV, Message, GNT
and KJV, etc. all BLOW this verse, saying that
Abraham didn't know YHVH's name. But the Hebrew text repeatedly says the opposite. Gen 12:8
and Genesis 21:33 specifically state that “Abraham
called on the Name of YHVH.” The NIRV straddles
the fence by saying, “I YHVH did not show Abraham the full MEANING of my name.”
4

established a covenant [with the Israelites].
I've alloted [them the] land of Caanan
{Lowland}, the [fertile] country [where Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob] migrated around as foreigners.

[I]

5

I've heard [every] groan of the ‘sons of
Israel,’ whom the Egyptians keep in
bondage. I [always] remember my
covenant.

*
So [relay this message] to the descendants of Israel: ‘I am Yahweh
6
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{The-Eternally-Existent-One}. I come

“Go into

to rescue you out from under
the burdens of the Egyptians. I
soon free you out of your
bondage. I stretch out my arm
to redeem you with mighty
vengeance. [I inflict great punishment on

palace at Zoan {Eastern-Nile-Delta}. There]

your oppressors.]
Redeem = g'aal = pay your debts, purchase your
slave contract, buy you back.

*
I take you to Me as [My] people.
I am Elohim to you. Eventually
you realize that I am Yahweh,
your Sovereign, who brings
you out from under the [crushing]
burdens the Egyptians [lay on you].
7

The current world-system is ‘spiritual Egypt.’ So
these promises are for you.

*
So I bring you into the land I
[lifted my hand and] swore to give to
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, to
Isaac {Laughter}, and to Jacob
{Heel-Grabber}. I give [the earth] to
you as your inheritance. I am
Yahweh {The-Eternally-ExistentOne}.”
8

Land = erets = earth. The true sons who carry
Abraham's faith eventually rule the whole earth,
not just a dusty strip of Mediterranean real estate.

*So Moses speaks [YAH's message of
hope] to the sons of Israel. But
because of the anguish in their
spirits, [brought about by 400 years of] torturous slavery, they [refuse] to
listen to Moses.
9

Just like today, the brainwashed masses shun true
prophets, instead flocking to lying preachers who
keep them safe in bondage.
Exodus 6:10 So Yahweh directs Moses, ___: 11

*[YAH] says,
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[the devil's throne-room in the

command Pharaoh, king of Egypt,
to let Israel's descendants emigrate from [Egyptian] territory.”
12 *Moses argues with Yahweh,
whining, “Look! [Even my own people,]
the ‘sons of Israel’ [refuse] to listen to me! How is [mighty king]
Pharaoh going to obey me? I'm
a fat-lipped [stutterer]!” 13 But Yahweh [just] repeats his command to
Moses and to Aaron. [YAH insists] that they
order the sons of Israel, and Pharaoh
king of Egypt, to bring the descendants
of Israel out of the land of Egypt, ___.

14 So [Moses & Aaron confront] the fathers, the heads of
each Israelite family, [starting with] the descendants of
Israel's firstborn (Reuben {Look-a-Son}): Hanoch
{Disciple} and Pallu {Distinguished-Marvel}, Hezron {Courtyard}, and Carmi {Gardener}—[all] the families descended from Reuben. 15 And [Moses & Aaron confront] all
the families descended from the sons of Simeon
{Listener}: JemuEl {Day-of-El}, Jamin {Power-Fist}, Ohad
{Unity}, Jachin {Establisher}, Zohar {Flashy}, and Shaul
{Chosen}, the son [whom Simeon fathered with a despised]
Canaanite woman. 16 And [Moses & Aaron confront] the
multiplied generations of descendants of Levi's
[sons]: Gershon {Refugee}, Kohath {Ally}, and Merari
{Bitter}—[sons whom] Levi {Uniter} fathered during his
137 years of life, ___. 17 And [Moses & Aaron confront] the
many families descended from [the sons of] Gershon
{Refugee}: Libni {Little-Whitey} and Shimi {Famous}. 18
And [Moses & Aaron confront] the descendants of the boys
fathered by Kohath {Ally} during his 133 years of
life: Amram {Top-Man}, Izhar {Oil-Flame}, Hebron {Joiner}, and UzziEl {Strength-Of-El}. 19 And [Moses & Aaron confront] the descendants of Merari {Bitter}: Mahali {Frail}
and Mushi {Sensitive}. Thus [Moses] finally finishes [addressing] the many generations of families descended
from Levi {Uniter}. Exodus 6:20 [The chiefs put up with Aaron
and Moses (not because the chiefs believe) but because Aaron and Moses are

whom JahKebed {YAH's-Glory} bore to her
Dad's relative Amram {Top-Man}, the [highly respected chief]
who lived 137 years, ___. 21 So [Moses & Aaron keep pushing, confronting] the descendants of [the sons of] Izhar {OilFlame}: Korah {Ice}, Nepheg {Sprout}, and Zichri
{Memory}. 22 And [Moses & Aaron confront] the descendants
of [the sons of] UzziEl {Strength-of-El}: MishaEl {Who-EL-Is},
ELzaphan {El-Is-Treasure}, and Zithri {Protector}. 23
And Aaron [confronts] his wife EliSheba {EL-Of-The-Oath},
daughter of Amminadab {Giving-People}, sister of
Naashon {Enchanter}, [along with] the sons whom Elisheba bore to Aaron: Nadab {Giver} and Abihu {Father-Serving-YAH}, Eleazar {El's-Helper}, and Ithamar
{Sea-Palm}. 24 And [Moses & Aaron confront] the descenthe famous sons]
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dants of [the sons of] Korah {Ice}: Assir {Prisoner}, ELKanah {EL-Obtains}, and AbiAsaph {Harvest-Father}: all
the families of the Korhites {Ice-men}.
Elkanah is an ancestor of SamuEL.
25 And [Aaron confronts his grandson] Phinehas {Snake-Mouth},
the son whom Eleazar {El's-Helper} fathered with his
wife, one of the daughters of PutiEl {Contempt-of-El}.
[Aaron & Moses petition] all these [stubborn slaves], the chief-fathers of all the Levites, family by family, ___. 26

Aaron & Moses plead with all of these
family heads, saying, “Yahweh commands you:
‘Bring the children of Israel out from
the land of Egypt, clan by clan!’”
Moses & Aaron Again Confront
Pharaoh
27 Then Moses and Aaron, [twin pinnacles of
the Israelite family tree, again] unsuccessfully
challenge Pharaoh king of Egypt, [demanding that he] send the descendants of
Israel out from Egypt, ___. 28 Yahweh
speaks to Moses

[every]

day in the land of Egypt,

*Yahweh commands
Moses, [thundering,]
“I am Yahweh [the omni-temporal, omnipresent source of all reality]. You command Pharaoh king of Egypt
every [word] I say to you.”
Exodus 6:30 *Moses whines back to
Yahweh, “Look at me! I'm an
[old] fat-lipped [stutterer]! Pharaoh's
not going to listen to me!”
___. 29

Exodus 7

mands Pharaoh to send the descendants of Israel out of his land.
3

But I

Pharaoh's heart to harden.
multiply my signs and my
wonders throughout the land of Egypt.
[allow]

[Meanwhile I]

4

So Pharaoh [refuses to] listen to you, [Moses].
Then, through great acts of judgment, I
lay my hand upon Egypt. I bring my
multitudes—my people, the descendants of Israel—out of Egyptian territory.
5

Then the Egyptians recognize me as
Yahweh {The-Eternally-Existent-One}, when
I stretch out my hand upon Egypt, to
bring the children of Israel out from
among the [pagans].”
In our time, we are experiencing the same
plagues, for the same reason. See Rev 16:5-7.

*So Moses and Aaron
do exactly as Yahweh
orders them, ___:
6

Moses Confronts Pharaoh With The
Snake-Staff

*80-year-old Moses and 83year-old Aaron [face death, ___. They
walk into the palace to] issue [orders] to
Pharaoh! 8 [On the way into the palace,] Yahweh
7

speaks to Moses and to Aaron. 9

says, “When Pharaoh taunts you,
saying, ‘Show [me] a miracle [to prove]
yourselves,’ then you say to Aaron,
‘Take your staff. Throw it [down onto the
ground] before Pharaoh. It'll morph into a
serpent!’”
[YAH]

YAH Warns Aaron & Moses To Be
Patient
1 Yahweh corrects Moses,
“You [still don't] see! I've made you an
Elohim {Authority} [over] Pharaoh. And
your brother Aaron is becoming your
prophet.
An elohim is anyone in power. See Ps 82:1-6, John
10:34-35.
2

You come to speak every [word] I command you. Your brother Aaron com-
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Literally, a crocodile (thaunín).

*So Moses & Aaron
march into Pharaoh's [throne-room,
___]. They do as Yahweh commanded: Aaron throws down
his staff in front of Pharaoh
and Pharaoh's servants. The
staff morphs into a [wriggling, hissing,
Exodus 7:10
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biting, poisonous]

serpent! 11 *Then
Pharaoh calls [his] sages and
sorcerers. And they, the magicians of Egypt, mimic the
snake miracle, ___, using their
occult witchcraft.

18

Two of these men, Jannes & Jambres, are named
in 2Tim3:8.

19 [Then]

*Each of the magicians casts
down his staff, ___. Then each
staff morphs into a serpent.
But [to the magicians' horror,] Aaron's
snake-rod swallows up the magicians' snake-rods!
12

The number 9 symbolizes judgment. Aaron does
the first 3 miracles, Moses the last 3. Every 3rd
plague comes without warning.

*Yet [YAH allows] Pharaoh's heart
to harden, ___. So Pharaoh [refuses to] listen to Moses & Aaron,
just as Yahweh predicted. 14 So
13

Yahweh says to Moses,
“Pharaoh's heart is petrified [rock]. He refuses to let [My] people go [free].
15

go to Pharaoh in the morning, when
he ventures out to [bathe in] the water.
Stand by the riverbank to meet him.
Hold in your hand the staff [I] turned
into a serpent.

[So]

*
Then you say to [Pharaoh], ‘Yahweh, Elohim of the Hebrews,
sends me to you, saying, “Let
my people go, so they can
serve me in the wilderness. [I'm
giving you this one last chance] to listen.”
17 *
Yahweh says, ‘This is how you
come to learn that I am Yahweh {The-Eternal-One}.’ Watch! I
[Moses] will strike the rod in my
hand on the water in the river
[Nile]. Then the [waters of the canals that
feed Egypt] will turn to blood.
16
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*
Then the fish in the river will
die. So the river will stink. The
Egyptians will [shudder with horror, unable] to drink the [poison, rotten]
river-water.’”
Yahweh says to Moses,
“Say to Aaron, ‘Lift your staff. Stretch
out your hand over the waters of
Egypt, over their streams, over their
rivers, over their ponds, and over all
their reservoirs of water. Then [I'll] turn
them [all] to blood. Blood will [run]
throughout all Egyptian territory, in
both [their] wooden [channels to their houses,]
and [their] stone [canals between their cities].”
The water in their pots did not magically turn to
blood. The word "vessels" isn't in the text. It's a
translational error perpetuated by movies.

Plague 1: Moses Turns Egypt's Waters To Blood

*So Moses and Aaron
do exactly as Yahweh commands, ___: in front of the
[prideful, mocking] eyes of Pharaoh
and his servants, [Aaron] lifts up
the staff. Then [he] strikes the
water in the river. So all the
water in the river turns to
blood!
Exodus 7:20

This punishes the Egyptians for worshiping the Nile
River Demon-God.

*The fish in the river die. The
river stinks, ___. So no Egyptians can drink the water from
the river. Blood washes
throughout the whole land of
Egypt! 22 But the magicians of Egypt
21

mimic [the blood-into-water miracle] using their
occult sorcery, ___. So just as Yahweh
foretold, Pharaoh's heart hardens. He
refuses to listen to [Aaron & Moses]. 23
Pharaoh [storms] home [from the bloody river,
___]. He [stomps] into his palace, [blocking all
thoughts of Yahweh from] his heart. 24
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*Meanwhile, ___, all the Egyptians dig around the river,
searching for [clean] water to
drink. But they can't drink any
water [near] the river [because it smells
like rotten blood].
The waters of today's earth are turning to ‘blood,’
that is, death, because mankind is polluting them.

After Yahweh strikes the river, [He
waits] 7 days [before hitting Pharaoh again].
25

Giving Pharaoh time to repent.

Exodus 8
Confrontation #2: Frog Plague

*[Then] Yahweh says to Moses,
“Go [back] to Pharaoh. Say to
him, ‘Yahweh says, “Let my
people go, so they can serve
Me [instead of you].
1

The purpose of freedom is to serve YHVH. If you
don't use your freedom to serve your Creator, you
will lose your freedom. Witness how every secular
state falls to oppression.
2

And if you refuse to let [My people] go,
watch me plague your country [from border
to border] with [vast hordes of] frogs.
Again, the penalty matches the idolatry: Egyptians
worship rapidly spawning frogs as symbols of fertility.

*
The [Nile] river comes to spew
out [millions of] frogs. They rise up
[like soldiers]. They hop into your
[royal palace]. [They drop into] into your
[gold-plated] bedroom. [They slink] up
[and poop] on your [priceless] bed. [They
crawl] into the house[s] of your
servants. [They creep all over] your
people. They [stink up] your [cooking]
ovens. [They pee] in your bread-kneading bowls.
3

4

124

5 [Pharaoh ignores Moses, ___. So]

Yahweh com-

mands Moses,
“Say to Aaron, ‘Stretch out your hand
with your rod over the streams, the
rivers, the ponds. [This will supernaturally]
make frogs swarm up, covering the [entire] territory of Egypt.”
6 So Aaron stretches out his hand over
the waters of Egypt. [Immediately, ___, hordes
of] frogs swarm up. They [soon] cover all
Egyptian territory! 7 But [again Pharaoh's]
magicians work their occult [arts, ___].
[They too produce swarming frogs] that crawl over
the land of Egypt. 8 Then Pharaoh calls
for Moses and Aaron. [Pharaoh pretends to repent, ___. He] says, “Pray to Yahweh to
take away the frogs from me, and from
my people. Then I'll let [your] people go
so they can slaughter [animals in a feast honoring] Yahweh.” 9 So Moses [kindly] answers
Pharaoh, “Take the honor of telling me
at what hour [you wish me to] pray for you,
your servants, and your people, [to see
Yahweh supernaturally] rid the frogs [from] you
and your houses. [I'll send the frogs back] to
live in the river.” Exodus 8:10 [Pharaoh]
replies, “Tomorrow.” Moses replies, “[Tomorrow the frogs die,] just as you said. Then
you should know that no one exists like
Yahweh our Elohim. 11 [Tomorrow] the
frogs [suddenly] leave you, your houses,
your servants and your people. [Frogs will]
only remain in the river [area, where frogs belong].” 12 So Moses & Aaron [walk] out of
Pharaoh's [palace, ___]. Moses cries,
“Yahweh, [please remove] the frogs [you] sent
against Pharaoh.” 13 *Yahweh ac-

complishes every word Moses
asks, ___. The frogs suddenly
die [throughout Egypt's] houses, courtyards and fields. 14 The [Egyptians]
gather the [dead frogs] together in [thousands
of] heaps, ___. So the land reeks [of millions of dead frogs].
So the Egyptians curse the day they ever started
worshiping frogs.

The frogs come to [conquer] you, your
people and all your servants.”
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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*But, ___, just as Yahweh
predicted, when Pharaoh sees
[the frogs lying dead], he hardens his
heart. He [again refuses] to listen to
[Moses & Aaron].
15

Confrontation #3: Blood-Sucking
Flying Bugs

*So Yahweh says to Moses,
“Say to Aaron, ‘Stretch out
your staff. Strike the dust of
the land, so it turns into [bloodsucking, disease spawning] mosquito-gnats, covering the whole land
of Egypt.”
16

lice=Mosquito gnats

*So Moses & Aaron obey:
Aaron stretches out his hand,
___. [He lifts] his rod [high]. He
strikes [the staff down to] the dust of
the earth. [The dust] morphs into
mosquito-gnats. [The bugs bite every]
man and animal. Throughout
the whole land of Egypt, all the
dust on the land becomes
mosquito-gnats! 18 *[So Pharaoh's]
magicians [again] work their occult arts, trying to [change dust into]
mosquito-gnats. But the [magicians] fail. Meanwhile, [YAH's]
mosquitos [crawl] over man and
beast, ___.
17

The occult arts offer a shortcut into spiritual powers and magic tricks. But at best, sorcery is limited. At worst, witchcraft opens doors into demonic
possession.

So the magicians [whine] to Pharaoh,
“This [dust-into-mosquitos trick] is [a miracle from]
the finger of Elohim. [We can't compete with
God!]” But Pharaoh's heart hardens [further,
___]. He [refuses to] listen to [reason,] just as
Yahweh predicted.
Confrontation #4: Diarrhea-Spreading Vermin
Exodus 8:20 So Yahweh says to Moses,
19
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“Rise up early in the morning. Stand
before Pharaoh when he comes out to
[bathe in] the water. Then say to him,
‘Yahweh says, “Let my people go, so
they can serve Me [instead of you].”

*
If you don't release my people,
watch me release swarms of [diarrhea-infecting] insects on you, your
servants, your people, and
your homes. The houses of the
Egyptians and even the ground
under their feet come to writhe
thick with [poop-eating] flies [and other
noxious insects].
21

The flies are a curse upon fools who worship
Beelzebub, the Lord Of The Flies (aka Satan).

*
—except that on ‘[fly] day,’ in the
land of Goshen {Cultivated},
where My people dwell, no
swarms of flies appear. So you
see that I am Yahweh, [the Eternally
Existent One, working miracles right here] in
the middle of the earth.
22

The Middle-East is earth's center. Jerusalem is the
focus of all world history, past, present and future.
Understanding the bible equals understanding life
itself.

*
I place a
23

distinction [to
show the difference] between My [chosen]
people and your [pagan] people.
This sign will appear tomorrow.”
[redeeming]

If you are truly the chosen people, something
about you and your circumstances will be notably
different from the worldly people around you.

*So Yahweh executes [his word,
___]: a sky-darkening swarm of
flies [and other pestilent insects] soars
into Pharaoh's palace, and into
his servants’ houses, and [on]
24
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into the whole land of Egypt.
The [whole] country is laid waste!
The swarm[s] of [disease-carrying] insects [eat Egypt's wood, crops, beds, clothes
and bodies]!
Possibly including wood and cloth-destroying insects such as carpenter bees and flying termites.

Pharaoh Fakes Relenting
25 So Pharaoh calls for Moses and for
Aaron. [Pharaoh] says, “Go! Slaughter [animals to roast in a feast in honor] of your Elohim!
[But do it] here in the land [of Egypt].”
Pharaoh attempts to modify a decree of YHVH.

*But Moses replies, “It's not
acceptable for us to [hold this Hebrew
feast in Egypt]. We're going to
slaughter [animals for a feast dedicated to]
Yahweh our Elohim, whom the
Egyptians hate! Look — we're
not going to make offerings
that are disgusting in eyes of
Egyptians— they'll stone us!
26

The modern world around you hates YHVH.
27 —[As we said before, this is a non-negotiable order

We'll go 3 days’
journey into the wilderness. [There] we'll
slaughter [a big roast feast in honor of] Yahweh
our Elohim, as He commands us.” 28
Pharaoh replies, “I'll let you go so you
can slaughter [animals for a feast in honor of]
Yahweh your Elohim in the wilderness.
But you can't go very far away. [Now]
pray [to Yahweh to stop plaguing] me!” 29 Moses
replies, “Watch. [As soon as] I leave [your
palace], I'll pray, ‘Yahweh, tomorrow
please take the swarms of flies away
from Pharaoh, his servants, and his
people.’ But Pharaoh, stop dealing deceitfully. Stop [refusing to] let [my] people
go [celebrate a feast in honor of] Yahweh.” Exodus
8:30 So Moses goes out from Pharaoh's
[throne-room]. [Moses] prays to Yahweh. 31
Yahweh fulfills every word of Moses’
[prayer]. [YAH] removes the swarms of flies
from Pharaoh, from his servants, and
from his people. Not one [fly] remains,
___! 32 But Pharaoh yet again hardens
from the Creator of the universe:]
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his heart, ___. He
[YAH's] people go!
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[again]

refuses to let

Exodus 9
Plague #5: Death Of Livestock

*Then Yahweh says to Moses,
“Go in to Pharaoh's [palace yet again].
Tell him, ‘Yahweh, Elohim of
the Hebrews, decrees: “Let my
people go, so they can serve
Me [instead of you].
1

2

For if you refuse to let [My people] go, [if
you] continue to stubbornly hold them—

*
—watch: the hand of Yahweh
lies upon your livestock in [your]
field[s], upon [your] horses, upon
[your] donkeys, upon [your]
camels, upon [your] cattle and
upon [your] sheep. A devastating
plague [looms to eradicate them all].’
3

4

Yahweh distinguishes between Egypt’s
livestock and Isra’el’s livestock. Nothing
belonging to the people of Isra’el will
die.”
5 And Yahweh's [angel] warns,
‘Tomorrow [at exactly this] time, [Yahweh
will kill all the animals] in [your] country.’”
6 [So, ___,] the following day, Yahweh
does [as he warned]. All the [field] livestock
of Egypt die. Yet not one of the animals
belonging to the people of Isra’el dies. 7
Pharaoh sends [investigators to Goshen]. They
confirm that not one of the cattle of the
Israelites lies dead. Still Pharaoh's
heart [turns to rock, ___]. He [refuses] to let
[YAH's] people go.
Plague #6: Boils From Human Sacrifice Ashes
8 So Yahweh says to Moses and to
Aaron,
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“Grab handfuls of ashes from a [human
sacrifice] furnace. Then [you], Moses, sprinkle [the ashes] toward the sky, before
Pharaoh's watching eyes.
These ashes may have been used as an alkaline
base for concrete mixtures, or for fertilizer.
9

*

come to morph into
fine dust. [It covers] the whole
land of Egypt. [Wherever this dust falls,]
festering boils break out on
mankind and animals throughout all Egyptian territories.”
[The ashes]

Infecting, but not killing, all the sheltered or wild
beasts that weren't killed in the previous plague,
such as pets (dogs, cats, snakes, etc.)

So [Moses & Aaron] grab ashes
from a furnace, ___. [They walk into the
palace. They] stand facing Pharaoh. [Then]
Moses sprinkles [the ashes] up toward
heaven. [Immediately the ashes] morph into
[dust that makes] boils break out [all] over [the
skin of Egypt's] people and animals.
Exodus 9:10

According to commentators, Moses scooped human
ashes from a furnace for human sacrifices to the
God of Evil, Typhon. The Egyptians murdered people in hopes that the god of Evil would fight off
YHVH. But their evil sacrifices only produced more
plagues.

*[Pharaoh's] magicians [run away]
from Moses, screaming [in pain and
shock] from their sores, ___. The
boils cover the magicians. [The infection spreads to] all the Egyptians. 12
*Still Yahweh [allows] Pharaoh's
heart to harden, ___. Pharaoh
refuses to listen to [Moses & Aaron],
just as Yahweh predicted to
Moses.
11

Plague #7: Hail
So Yahweh says to Moses,
“Rise up early in the morning. Stand
before Pharaoh. [Once again] say to him,
‘Yahweh, Elohim of the Hebrews, says
this: ‘Let My people go, so they can
serve me [instead of you].
13
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*
For this time I come to send all
my plagues upon your heart,
and upon your officials, and
upon your people. Then you
glimpse that no one like Me exists in all the earth.
14

15

For next I'll stretch out my hand to
strike you and your people with pestilence. You will be cut down from the
earth.
16

Indeed, I raised you up [into fame and
majesty to smash] you, to show my power [by
such a devastating blow that] My Name [Yahweh
forever] echoes throughout all earth's [histories].
17

*

you still exalt
yourself against My people, refusing to let them go!
[Even knowing this,]

18

Watch: tomorrow about this time I
make [the sky] rain [a storm of] huge hailstones—a tempest greater than any
[hurricane] seen in Egypt from the day it
was founded until now.
Plague punishing the worship of storm gods Horus,
Set, Typhon, etc. See Ex 12:12.

*
So send [your workers out right] now.
Gather your cattle, and everything and everyone you have in
the field. For hail comes to rain
down upon every man and
beast you fail to bring home—
they die in the dirt.”
Exodus 9:20 *Some of Pharaoh's
servants fear the word of Yahweh. They help their servants
and their cattle flee into shelters, ___.
19

The Egyptians probably stole the cattle from the
Israelites.
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*But many [Egyptians] ignore the
word of Yahweh, ___. They
[stubbornly] leave their servants
and cattle in the fields.
21

128

is the righteous One. I and my
people are the wicked ones.

This is, like venereal disease, an avoidable curse.

Just like many ‘salvation prayers’, Pharaoh's prayer
of repentance was ineffectual and half-hearted,
and didn't save him one bit. What you DO is what
counts. Born-again IS as born-again DOES.

22

28

Literally, "fire chained to hailstones."

ined. [It's too late to re-plant.] The barley was
ripe. The flax was budding.

*So Yahweh says to Moses,
“Stretch up your hand toward
heaven. [Then I'll throw] hail [over] the
whole land of Egypt, upon man,
beast and every plant of the
field, throughout all Egyptian
territory.”
23 *So Moses stretches out his
staff toward heaven, ___. So
Yahweh sends thunder and
hail. Fire runs along the ground
as Yahweh rains hailstones
upon the land of Egypt— 24 *—
Not just hail, ___, but firebombs—[huge] heavy [incendiary]
hailstones never [seen] in the entire land of Egypt since it became a nation!
*The fire-hail-bombs strike
throughout the whole land of
Egypt, ___. [The explosions kill] everyone and everything in the
field, both man and beast. The
hail kills every plant in every
field. It smashes every tree in
the country.
25

Killing any unsheltered animals that weren't killed
in the previous plagues.

But in the land of Goshen {Cultivated},
where the children of Israel live, [the sky
shines clear and sunny, ___]. Not a drop of hail
falls.
Pharaoh Fakes Relenting Again
26

*So, ___, Pharaoh sends [his
soldiers] to summon Moses and
Aaron. [Pharaoh] says to them,
“I've sinned this time: Yahweh
27
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*We've had enough [punishment]!
Beg Yahweh to silence the
thundering voice of elohim, [to
stop the] hail. I'll let you go. Your
[nation's 400 year] stay in Egypt is
over.” 29 *Moses answers
Pharaoh, “As soon as I walk
out of this city, I'll spread out
my hands to Yahweh. The
thunder will [immediately] stop.
There will be no more hail.
Then you will know that the
earth [belongs to] Yahweh. Exodus 9:30
*But as for you and your servants, I know you will still [refuse
to] fear the face of Yahweh Elohim. 31 The flax and the barley lie ruFlax and barley ripen in Late Feb, early March.

But the [roots of the] wheat and the
spelt [representing Egypt's pride] still live under
the ground.”
32

Winter wheat and spelt grow in April in Egypt. So
the Exodus happened at Spring, the beginning of
the Hebrew year.

*So, ___, Moses [storms] out
from Pharaoh's [palace]. He
leaves the city. [Then] he spreads
out his hands to Yahweh. Immediately the thunder and hail
cease. So the rain [of fire] stops
pouring on the earth. 34 But when
33

Pharaoh sees the rain [of fire] and the
hail and the thunder stop, he sins even
more, ___. He hardens his heart. And
Pharaoh's servants copy his [arrogant stupidity]. 35 The heart of Pharaoh petrifies.
So he [again] refuses to let the ‘sons of
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Israel’ go, ___, [just] as Yahweh predicted through Moses.

Exodus 10
8th Plague: Locusts Devour Egypt's
Food
1 So Yahweh says to Moses,
“Go in to [the throne room of] Pharaoh. I have
[allowed] his heart and the hearts of his
servants to harden, so I can show
these, my [supernatural] signs, in their
faces.
This locust plague demonstrates the impotence of
the demon-god Serapis, whom the Egyptians worshiped to protect them from locusts. Serapis = a
combination of Apis and Osiris. Serapis-worship
united Greeks with Egyptians. APIS = a bull-god of
fertility and strength in war. OSIRIS = a fertility
god (husband of Isis and father of Horus). Decoy-Messiah Osiris was supposedly killed by his
brother Seth and resurrected to rule the afterlife.
2

Soon you can retell, [in] the ears of your
son, and of your son's son[s], [the amazing
wonders] I work in Egypt — My signs
which I perform among these [pagans].
Then you [all] realize that I am Yahweh,
[the Eternally Existent One, and that the world's demongods are nothing].”

*So Moses and Aaron [walk] into
Pharaoh's [ruling chamber. For the 4th time,
they] say to him, “Yahweh, Elohim of the Hebrews, says:
‘How long will you refuse to
humble yourself before Me? Let
My people go, so they can
serve Me [instead of you].
3

YAH is the protector of the Hebrews, that is, the
people who separate from the world-system. If you
aren't willing to separate from the world system,
then you can't expect YAH to protect you.

*
But if you refuse to let my people go, watch out! Tomorrow I
bring [billions of devouring] locusts into
your borders.
5*
4
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The locusts come to cover the
face of the earth, until no one
can even see the dirt. The locusts eat your few straggling
plants that survived the hail—
they consume eat every tree
still struggling to grow for you
in your field[s].
6

swarm to fill your houses, and
the houses of all your servants, and the
houses of all the Egyptians — [more infestation than] either your fathers, or your fathers’ fathers ever saw, since the day
[your ancestors walked] on the earth to this
day.”
Then Moses spins on [his heel]. He [stomps]
out from Pharaoh's [throne room, past the evileyed assassin-guards]. 7 *Pharaoh's ser[Locusts]

vants

at him, “How long [are
you going to let] this [prophet Moses] be a
noose around our [necks]? Let the
[Hebrew] people go, so they can
serve Yahweh their Elohim!
Don't you know yet? Egypt is
[almost totally] destroyed!” 8 [Pharaoh ig[rage]

So [they run out of the throneThey bring Moses and Aaron
back again to Pharaoh, who [sneakily]
says to them, “Go, serve Yahweh your
Elohim... But who exactly is going?”
nores his servants.]
room, ___].

Infidels always try to find loopholes in YAH's laws.

*Moses answers, “We [Hebrews]
will go with our young and
with our old, with our sons and
with our daughters, with our
flocks and with our herds. We
will [ALL] go, for we must celebrate a [national] feast to [honor]
Yahweh.”
9

It is the man's responsibility to guard his children
from the evil influence of the pagan world. (Eph
6:4, Gen 7:1.) Again it is clear that the animals
were to be slaughtered to hold a FEAST, not to appease a bloodthirsty god.
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Pharaoh replies to [Moses &
Aaron], “Yahweh [will certainly need to] be with
you if you try to take your families
along! I can see through your wicked
intentions. [You're planning to meet up with our ene-

Pharaoh Fakes Relenting A 3rd
Time

Exodus 10:10

mies in the desert and come back and massacre our en-

No way. Only the men can
go and worship Yahweh. That's all you
asked for.” Then [Pharaoh's attack-soldiers]
drive [Moses & Aaron] out from Pharaoh's
[raging] face. 12 So Yahweh says to
Moses,
“Stretch out your hand over the land of
Egypt. [Summon] the locusts to rise upon
Egypt's territory, to eat every plant of
the land—every sprout that survived
the hail.”
tire nation!] 11

*So Moses stretches out his
staff over the land of Egypt,
___. Then Yahweh brings an
[evil] east wind upon the land all
that day, and all that night.
Morning comes. The east wind
brings the locusts. 14 *The [destructive] locusts, more heavy than
any [pests] before seen, invade.
They rise up over the whole
land of Egypt, ___. [They] dominate Egypt from border to border. Never again will [earth be
plagued by] such [ravaging insects].
13

This means that the ‘locusts’ in Revelation represent something else, probably nano-attack-drones.

*The [locusts] cover the face of
the whole earth, ___. The land
turns black [with crawling vermin].
They eat every plant in the
land, and all the fruit of every
tree left by the hail-fire. [They]
suck up every last green atom
of all the trees and all the fieldcrops throughout the whole
land of Egypt.
15

The locusts foreshadow the consumer-culture of
the pagan world of our time, which is destroying
the earth.
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*Then Pharaoh [sends his soldiers]
rushing to summon Moses and
Aaron. [Pharaoh says], “I've sinned
against Yahweh your Elohim,
and against you. 17 So please, just
16

this once, forgive my sin. Beg Yahweh
your Elohim to take away from me this
death [plague]. I won't [trick you any more].” 18
So [Moses] walks out from Pharaoh's
[palace, ___]. He begs Yahweh [to take away
the locusts]. 19 Then Yahweh sends a
mighty, overpowering west wind. It
blows away the locusts, ___. It throws
them into the Red [Reed] sea. Not one locust remains in all the territory of
Egypt. Exodus 10:20 *But [yet again]

Yahweh

Pharaoh's heart
So Pharaoh refuses
to let the families of Israel go.
[allows]

[to harden, ___].

Plague #9: Darkness Penetrates All
Of Egypt
21 So Yahweh says to Moses,
“Stretch out your hand toward heaven.
Bring down darkness over the land of
Egypt — darkness [so thick] you can feel
it.”

*So Moses stretches out his
hand toward heaven. A thick
darkness [engulfs] the whole land
of Egypt for 3 days, ___: 23 *No
one in Egypt sees another [human
22

being, ___. Darkness looms, so black and crushing

for 3 days no [Egyptian can even]
stand up [to walk around]. Meanwhile, all the ‘sons of Israel’
enjoy light where they live.
that]

This is the first of 4 darkness judgments in the
Bible. This is not a mere natural event like an
eclipse or fog. This darkness suppresses the light
of candles and fires.

Pharaoh Tries To Steal The Hebrews' Animals
24 So Pharaoh summons Moses. [Pharaoh
growls], “Go! Serve Yahweh. You can take
your families. Just leave your flocks
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and your herds here.
your animals.]”

[We'll take good care of

A clear play to steal the Israelite's animals, since
all the Egyptians' animals lay dead.

*Moses replies, “[How are we going]
to butcher animals for roasting
[at the feast] in honor of Yahweh
our Elohim [if you hold onto our] meat
[animals]? 26 Our cattle will go with us.
25

We won't leave one hoof behind. We're
taking those animals to serve Yahweh
our Elohim. We won't know which [animals to use to] serve Yahweh, until we get
where [we're going].”
Until we leave the world-system we can't even get
a clear idea of YHVH's will for our lives.

*But [again] Yahweh [allows]
Pharaoh's heart to harden,
___. So Pharaoh refuses to let
the [Israelites] go. 28 *Pharaoh
[screams] at Moses, “You get away
from me! Watch out that you
never see my face again. Because the next day you see my
face, you die.” 29 Moses answers,
27

“You have prophesied well: I will never
see your face again.”
Moses stays and gripes out Pharaoh for 8 more
verses. Moses later speaks to Pharaoh, but
Pharaoh hides his face.

Exodus 11
YHVH Warns That He'll Kill Egypt's
FirstBorn
1 So Yahweh says to Moses,
“I soon bring one final plague on
Pharaoh and on Egypt. Then [Pharaoh]
lets you emigrate away from here forever. Not only does he let you go, he
drives you all the way out [of north Africa]!
2

Now go tell the [Israelite] people [they're
about to be free]. They're all going to [vengefully exploit their advantage] by demanding that
their neighboring [Egyptian men] and women give them silver treasure and gold
jewelry.”
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YHVH did NOT tell the Israelites to beg for their
neighbors' jewelry! The Israelis came up with that
greedy scheme, which led to a terrible curse! See
Ex 3:22.

*So Yahweh gives [His] people
favor in the sight of the Egyptians, ___. Throughout the
land of Egypt, both in the eyes
of Pharaoh and the eyes of the
people, Moses comes [to be seen as]
a very great man. 4 Then Moses
3

[shouts],

“Yahweh warns,
‘About midnight [tonight,] my [angel swoops
down to fly] throughout Egypt:

*
Then all the firstborn in the
land of Egypt die, from the
firstborn of Pharaoh sitting on
his throne, all the way to the
firstborn of the female-worker
who [works] behind the mill, including all the firstborn of [all
Egypt's] animals.
6*
So there [arises] a great cry
throughout the whole land of
Egypt, like no cry ever before
[heard on earth]. Nor will [the world ever
again hear] such wailing.
5

*
But against Israel's children, not one dog
moves his tongue, not
against man or beast.
Then you see that Yahweh differentiates Egyptians from Israel.”
7

If you are a true believer, there are major, obvious
differences between you and your worldly neighbors. Not just the fact that you go to church.
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*[Moses continues, “Pharaoh,] all your
servants soon fall [on their faces to]
bow down to me. They beg [me],
‘Go out [of Egypt! Take] all the people who [follow] in your footsteps!’ Then I go out.” Finally,
___, in the heat of [great] anger,
Moses storms out from
Pharaoh. 9 *Then Yahweh says
to Moses,
“Pharaoh forever continues to
[refuse to] listen to you. [But his insolence
gives me the opportunity to do] even more
mighty miracles in the land of
Egypt.”
Exodus 11:10 *[So, ___, even after] Moses
and Aaron do all these wonders before Pharaoh, Yahweh
[allows] Pharaoh's heart to harden. Pharaoh [refuses to] let the descendants of Israel emigrate
out of his land!
8

Exodus 12

YHVH Calls Us To Use A Hebrew
Calendar
1 Then Yahweh speaks to Moses and
Aaron in the land of Egypt: 2 *

“[Stop using the pagan sun-worship calendar.]
This month [Abib {Green-Ear-Month}]
begins your [annual] monthcount. The [first month of spring is the]
1st month of your [Hebrew] year.
The Babylonian sun-worshiping world starts the
year at the ‘rebirth of the sun’ around the end of
December. However, by YAH's decree, the year actually begins in Spring (March). Note how in the
pagan world's calendar the months are two months
off: SEPT (Sept=7) is the world's ‘9th’ month. OCTober (Oct=8) is the world's ‘10th’ month. NOVember (Nov=9) is the world's ‘11th’ month. DECember
(Dec=10) is the world's ‘12th’ month. Idolater
Numa Pompilius (2nd of 7 traditional kings of
Rome) codified the messy Roman calendar around
700BC. The month-names from September to De-
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cember have stayed messily-misnomered ever
since.
3

PASSOVER MEAL INSTRUCTIONS

Instruct the congregation of Israel: say,
“On the 10th day of [the 1st month of Spring],
each man [must] take a lamb [or goat-kid],
one per family-father, (1 lamb per
house).
The passover meal instructions precede the Sinai
Covenant. So, even if you are not a party to the
Sinai Covenant, you still have to keep the
Passover, as did the Messiah, Paul and Peter. All
people of the earth should celebrate Passover instead of ‘Easter.’ Tell that to your church. Then
duck the flaming bibles flying at your face!
4
For households too small to eat a whole lamb, add
their head-count with their next-door-neighbor's.
Count the lambs by how much each person can
eat.
The lambs are for EATING, not for animal sacrifice.
5

unblemished lambs, first-year
males: either sheep, or goats:

[Select]

Unblemished like the Messiah's moral character.
6

Celebrate [passover from the 10th] until the
14th day of the [first] month [of spring].
Each evening, the whole assembly of
the congregation of Israel will butcher
the lambs. [Don't subcontract the slaughter to professional butchers.]

*
Take blood. With it, strike [the]
two side-posts and the upper
doorpost of the houses where
you eat the lamb.
7

8

Eat the meat that night, fire-roasted.
Eat it with unleavened bread and bitter
herbs.
9

Don't eat the meat raw, nor boiled.
Rather, roast it with fire, with its head,
legs, and inner organs.
But of course first clean out the poop-filled intestines. Boiling robs food of nutrients. Inner organs are nutritious food.
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Exodus 12:10

Let none of the meat remain until the morning. In the morning,
burn all the leftover [meat & bones] with
fire.
[Eat all the meat.]

11

Eat [the passover meal] like this: with your
belt fastened, your shoes on your feet,
and your staff in your hand. Eat it in
haste, to [commemorate] Yahweh's [first]
passover.
12

For tonight I come to pass through the
land of Egypt. I strike all the firstborn
in the land of Egypt, both man and
beast. So I execute judgment against
all the Elohim [gods & leaders] of Egypt. I
am Yahweh, [the only inherently eternal being].
13

The blood thus marks the structure you
inhabit. When I see the blood, I skip
over you. When I strike the land of
Egypt, this plague of death avoids raining down to destroy you.
The passover symbolizes Yahshua's murder, for
which our prior slave-master (Satan) was convicted and stripped of us (his prior slave-assets).
14

*

[Passover] day will be a memorial
holiday for you, ___. You must
celebrate a [passover] feast honoring Yahweh throughout [all]
your generations. You must
keep [the passover] feast by regulation, forever.
The Passover commandment preceded the Sinai
covenant. Therefore it is binding upon all Christians
right now. Celebrating the Passover is NOT optional. Forget Easter -- keep the Passover.
15

For 7 days you, ___, [must] eat unleavened bread. Starting on the 1st day [of
passover], you must remove all fermented
bread from your buildings. Whoever
eats leavened bread from the 1st day
until the 7th day [of Passover], that soul
gets cut off [alienated] from Israel.
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Flat bread symbolizes humility.
16

So on the 1st day [of Passover,] assemble
[yourselves] in a sacred [meeting of the] Ekklesia. Then, on the 7th day [of passover,] get
together in another holy Ekklesia [meeting]. You can prepare food. Otherwise,
you, ___, must do ZERO work on the
[1st and 7th] days of Passover.
#4744 miqra' mik-raw' from #7121: something
called out—an assembly of people called out of the
pagan world. Exactly the same as the Greek word
‘Ekklesia.’
17

*

guard the Feast of Unleavened Bread [Passover] in commemoration of the day I
brought your tribes out of the
land of Egypt. Always celebrate
this day in every generation,
___, by law, forever.
[Always]

Christians, get out your flat bread. However, flat
biscuits don't have to be boring and tasteless like
most Matzah. Flat biscuits can be just as delicious
as puffed-up bread. Falafel, for example.
18

In the 1st month [of Spring, starting] on the
14th day of the month, you, ___, must
eat unleavened [flat] bread at evening.
[Then continue doing so each night] until the 21st
day of the month at evening.
19

During the seven days [of Passover], no
leaven is to be found in your dwellings.
Whoever eats food with yeast in it gets
cut off from the community of Isra’el —
it doesn’t matter whether he is a foreigner or a native born in [Israel's] land.
Flat bread is a visual picture of humility, and also a
reminder of the haste in which the Hebrews fled
Egypt.
Exodus 12:20

Eat nothing with yeast in it [during
Passover]. Wherever you live, eat [flat bread]
matzah.’”
21 So Moses summons all the elders of
Israel. He says to them, “[Each of you go to
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Lead out a ‘Passover’ lamb [of
sufficient size] to feed your [whole] family.
[Painlessly] slaughter it. 22 *Take a
your corral.]

bunch of hyssop [leaves]. Dip [them]
in the basin [you used to catch the lamb's]
blood. Then strike the lintel
and the two side posts [of your front
door] with the blood from the
basin. Then, none of you go out
the door of [that] house until
morning.
Still a current commandment. How's goat-slaughter gonna play in your nice white neighborhood?

*For Yahweh soon overruns
[the land] to execute the [oppressive]
Egyptians. But when Yahweh
sees the blood on [your] lintel
and on [your door's] two side posts,
he skips over [your] door. He prevents the Slaughtering [Angel]
from invading your houses to
kill you. 24 You and your descendants
23

must keep this law.

[Paint your doorposts and

lintel of your front door with fresh lamb's blood]

spring.

every

Still a commandment for anyone born into (or engrafted into) Israel. Doesn't make any difference
whether you're a party to the Sinai covenant, because this commandment precedes the Sinai
covenant. The goal of the commandment is to
make you stand out from your neighbors. And you
WILL stick out like a sore thumb if you're bold
enough to paint your doorframe blood-red! Because your neighbors subcontract slaughter to professional butchers, they live in denial that eating
meat means spilling blood. So they're horrified by
any show of blood. Some vegetarian Hebrews use
beet-juice in place of lamb's blood.

When you come to the land Yahweh
will give you, as He promised, you are
to continue [putting lamb's blood on your front doorways each Spring]. 26 Your children are going
to ask you, ___, “What do you mean
by [painting our doorway red]? [Are you nuts?]” 27
25

*Answer

[your perplexed onlookers, ‘This

the [night of]
slaughter we call ‘Yahweh's
passover’, when [YAH] skipped
blood commemorates]
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over the houses of the descendants of Israel in Egypt —
when he smashed the Egyptians, but saved our families.’”
[Hearing this,] the [Israelite] people bow
their heads. They [fall down on their
faces,] worshipping [Yahweh].
family=bayith=home. You know you're in a pagan
territory when your church teaches your children to
run around the church yard hunting 'Ishtar Eggs,'
while you have to fear a visit from the cops if you
follow YHVH's Passover instructions.

*So, ___, the descendants of
Israel go [to their corrals]. They do
exactly as Yahweh commanded
[them via] Moses and Aaron.
28

Obey rhymes with Okay. Obey YAH and things go
Okay.

Plague 10: YAH Slaughters Egypt's
Firstborn

*Later that [night, ___, at]
midnight, Yahweh kills
all the firstborn [offspring]
in the land of Egypt,
from Pharaoh's firstborn
[son] (the [royal heir customarily]
sitting on the throne) to
the firstborn [child] of [every] captive [Egyptian] in the
dungeon; including all
the firstborn [offspring] of
[all Egypt's] livestock!
29

These plagues come in direct answer to the curses
thrown at Israel by Egypt's sorcerers. See SANCTUM, the movie depicting this spiritual battle.

*Pharaoh rises up in
the night, ___ — he, all his
servants, and all the Egyptians.
They [scream a blood-curdling] cry
throughout Egypt, seeing that
not one [Egyptian] family is without a dead [son or daughter]. 31 *So
Exodus 12:30
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Pharaoh summons Moses and
Aaron that night, ___. [Pharaoh
moans], “Get up and get out from
among my people. You and [all]
the descendants of Israel, begone! Serve Yahweh, like you
demanded. 32 And take your flocks
and your herds, as you insisted. Get
out. But bless me [before you go, so that Yahweh
will stop punishing me].”
The Israelites EXIT Egypt

*The Egyptians rush to send
[the nation of Israel] out of [north African]
territory. [The pagans] cry, “[If we don't
let the Hebrews go, Yahweh] will kill us
all!” 34 So, ___, the [Israelite] people
33

pack up their bread-dough before [they
have time to] leaven it. [They carry] their
kneading-bowls tied to their clothes
and hoisted on their shoulders. 35

*The descendants of Israel do
exactly as Moses predicted,
___: they extort the Egyptians'
silver treasures, gold jewelry,
and [fine designer] clothing. 36 Yahweh's [miracles] give the [Israelite] people [such]
superiority in the sight of the Egyptians, that [the Egyptians fork over everything the
Israelites] demand, ___. The [Israelis shamelessly] plunder the Egyptians.
This ill-gotten wealth becomes the source of temptation which brings destruction.

So, ___, the descendants of Israel
(about 600 thousand valiant men on
foot, plus families) journey [northeast]
from [the enormous City Of The Sun-God, aka]
Raamses {Born-By-Ra} to [a humble Arabian
hut-village named] Sukkot {Tent-Town}.
37

Skeptics discount these huge population numbers.
However, the 3.5 million Egyptians feared that the
Hebrew slaves would soon outnumber them. The
Egyptians struck all record of the Exodus from their
record books. Each successive Pharaoh would excise any parts of history that embarrassed him.
Egyptian historical accounts are notoriously unreliable.

Plus, a huge crowd of mixed nationalities, [including many Egyptians], hike up [from
38
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with the Hebrews, [surrounded by millions] of livestock animals in flocks and
herds, ___! 39 In Sukkot {Hut-Town} the
[Israelites] bake unfermented cakes from
the dough they brought from Egypt.
The dough remains un-leavened, ___,
because the [Israelites] got thrust out of
Egypt. So they couldn't stay long
enough to prepare provisions for themselves. Exodus 12:40 So, ___, after 430
years of sojourning [and] living in Egypt,
the “children of Israel” [finally sleep in freedom]!
Egypt]

430 years = counting from the promise to Abraham in ex 12:40. Only 215 years of the "sojourn"
was actual living in Egypt.

*Exactly at the end of the
430 years, to the day, ___, all
the [vast] tribes of Yahweh's [people] emigrate out from the land
of Egypt.
41

Abraham left Chaldean Ur on the 15th day of the
month.

Moses Gives More Passover Instructions

*[On that 15th] night [of the 1st month of
Spring,] Yahweh keeps watch
over millions [of his people] as he
brings them out of [slavery in] the
land of Egypt. So, ___,
through all Generations, the
descendants of Israel must celebrate this same “WatchNight.”
42

Forget Easter. Passover MUST be celebrated by all
Christians.

Yahweh says to Moses and Aaron,
“This is the rule governing [all] passover
[feasts]: No [unconverted] foreigner will
eat [any part of the Passover Meal].
43

YHVH never provides us believers with enough food
to feed the pagan world. We must share what we
can. But hunger and famine are tools for creating
repentance. There will never be an end to world
hunger until the world is sinless. Most foreign aid is
actually Trojan-Horse political and economic manipulation. Stop sinning. Then YAH will bless you
with food.
44
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But if any of you paid money for a
worker, if you cull [him out of the pagan religions
and into Hebraism], then he can eat [the
Passover meal].
This does not encourage slavery. This means that if
a slave-trader sells you a slave, you can buy their
labor-contract, and they can stay helping you for 7
years to pay you back for rescuing them from slavery. It's a good and fair deal. You are free to let
the worker go at any time. #4135 muwl does not
meant to cut off part of a penis. It means in this
case, to convert to Judeo-Christianity.
45

No [unconverted] foreigner or hired worker
will eat [the holy feast food, ___].
46

Eat [the entire Passover meal] in one house. Do
not carry any [Passover] meat out of the
house. And don't break a single bone [of
the Passover animal].
Foreshadowing the Messiah being bludgeoned and
stabbed to death, without a single broken bone!
47

The whole Community of Israel must
[celebrate the Passover Feast].

That means now, in the New Covenant, Christians
(engrafted into Israel) are commanded to keep the
Passover Feast in honor of Yahshua, the ultimate
Passover Lamb.

*
When a non-Hebrew staying
with you wants to celebrate
the passover [in honor of] Yahweh,
all his family-leaders must be
cut [out from the pagan herd]. Then [you
can] let him come near and celebrate [Hebrew Feasts. Converted foreigners]
are equal in every respect to
natives born in the land of Israel, ___. But no one who has
not been culled [from paganism] may
ever eat [one bite of the Passover Feast].
48

#2145 zakar = noted-ones (i.e. leaders). #4135
muwl = curtail, as in discipline, extract from the
evil world-system. This has nothing to do with penile circumcision, but with being culled from the
goat-herd, that is, the pagan satanic religions,
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which paradoxically, are the source of the vile child
abuse called penile circumcision!
49

*

[The same] one Law [code] applies
equally to every native-born
[Hebrew], and to the foreigner[s]
who sojourn among you, ___.”
You can't treat an 'illegal immigrant' any different
than you treat a native of your country.

So, ___, all the children of
Israel do as Yahweh commands Moses
and Aaron. 51 *[That's how after 430 years,]
Exodus 12:50

it [finally] happens, ___. That
very day, Yahweh brings the
descendants of Israel, tribe by
tribe, out of the land of Egypt!

Exodus 13
YAH Designs The Israeli Sacred
Government
1 Then Yahweh instructs Moses

[on how to set up a sacred

says,
“Consecrate to me every firstborn [being].
Among the descendants of Israel, the
1st offspring to come from the womb
(whether human or animal) is [dedicated to
serve in] my [sacred government].”
government, ___].

2 [YAH]

This is a taxation system. Firstborn animals get
slaughtered to provide food for sacred feasts and
for feeding these firstborn priests who provide
health, education, welfare and spiritual services to
the whole community.

Moses Explains YAH's Passover Instructions
3 And Moses says to the people, “[Every
year,] commemorate this day—the [day]
you came out from Egypt, out of the
slave-jail; because Yahweh, by the
strength of his hand, rushed you out of
that [awful] place [before you had time to let your
bread rise]. So eat nothing containing
yeast [during the passover holidays]. 4 This [15th]
day of Aviv [in early spring, will forever mark] the
anniversary of your exodus.

Hebrew thinking begins in spring, not in January.
In Aviv (roughly March): YAH called Abraham,
Isaac was born, Israel exited Egypt, the Tabernacle
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was erected, John the Baptist began heralding, and
the Messiah died and rose. It is a tragic joke that
modern Christian holidays center on the sun-worship solstice (Christ-Mass), the pagan new year,
and Ishtar (Easter).

Soon Yahweh brings you [north] into
the land of the Canaanite {Mercenaries},
the Hittite {Sons-of-Terror}, the Amorite
{Mountaineers}, the Hivite {Villagers} and
the Jebusite {Threshers}, [the land] he
swore to your fore-fathers he'd give
you—a land gushing milk and honey.
From then on you celebrate this [Passover]
holiday every [first] month [of spring]. 6 [Every spring, for] 7 days you'll eat unfermented [flat] bread, ___. And make the 7th
[feast] day another festival honoring Yahweh. 7 During those seven days, eat
only bread without yeast, ___. In fact,
[it's a total yeast clean-out:] there must be no
leaven in your homes nor anywhere
within the borders of your land during
[Passover]. 8 On [the 1st day of Passover,] show
your children [how you toss the yeast in the dirt,
___]. Then explain, “[Every spring] we throw
out all our yeast, [in memory] of what Yahweh did for [us] when [our people] came
rushing out of Egypt.” 9 *[Purging your
5

will function
like writings on your hand,
___, [like] reminders [written on your
forehead] between your eyes, so
that Yahweh's Torah [histories]
will stay on [the tip of your tongue as you
recount how] Yahweh brought you
out of Egypt with His mighty
hand.
yeast and eating flat bread]

The flat bread is a memory-trigger, linked to the
whole history of the Israelite people, into whom
Christians must be naturalized, if Christians are to
be anything more than dust in the wind of history.
You, Christian, must change your identity. See
yourself as one of the original Red-SeaPedestrians.
Exodus 13:10 [Telling the story of Yahweh's deliver-

is why, by [divine] Law, [all JudeoChristians] must celebrate [passover instead of
Easter] in [early spring] every year [forever,
___]. 11 [Soon], as Yahweh swore to you and your
ance]

fore-fathers, Yahweh

[will]

bring you into the land of
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Then
you will set apart to [serve] Yahweh every [baby boy] who [cracks his mother's] womb,
and every firstling male that comes out
of any beast you have. They will be
Yahweh's. 13 But if you need to keep
your firstborn animal, [for instance, a donkey],
then you can humbly donate a grazing
animal [or animals (of equivalent value) to the priests]
instead. [Likewise, if you want to keep your son workthe Kena‘ani.

[He'll]

give

[their land]

to you. 12

ing your land instead of placing him in the priestly

you can pay the priests a [reasonredemption fee [to ‘buy back’ your son].

service,]
able]

This verse contains the cryptic and controversial
word: #6202 `araph aw-raf': slope, droop. The literal words are: ַ
( ר פ תu·orphth·u,
ַו ֲ ע
often wrongly
translated: ‘and·you-break-neck·him’). Moses
would never advocate murdering innocent animals!
The Creator insists that you care for animals, not
destroy them. See note on the parallel verse Ex.
34:20. ‘Araph’ is sometimes (also wrongly) interpreted as hyperbole, along the lines of, “If you're
too stingy to donate any animal [to the sacred
government, you'd be better off] breaking [the animal's] neck [than keeping it alive after you've
snubbed your Creator].”

In the future, ___, your children will
ask you, “Why do all [the firstborn offspring
have to go into ministry]?” You'll answer your
son, “With his mighty hand Yahweh
brought us out of Egypt, from [Pharaoh's]
slave-jail: 15 Pharaoh refused to let us
go. So Yahweh killed all the firstborn
humans and firstborn animals in the
land of Egypt, [while he left the Hebrew firstborn
alive]. That's why I donate to Yahweh's
[priestly service] every male offspring that
‘opens’ any womb. But I [can] ‘buy back’
all [my] firstborn sons.” 16 *[Knowing that all
14

firstborn sons must go into the ministry, or be ‘purchased’ from the ministry],

functions like
writing on your hand, ___ —
like a piece of inscribed jewelry hanging [on your forehead] between your eyes — [reminding you of]
the strong hand of Yahweh
who brought us out from
Egypt.”
Moses Leads Israel To Sukkot (Tent-Town)
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Then, ___, after Pharaoh lets the
[Israelite] people go, Elohim leads them
[north]. But [YAH avoids] the nearby [western]
roads in [extreme southern] Palestinian territory. Elohim says, “[We'll go east, the long way
around, to avoid] a Philistine [attack]. War
would make [our] people flee back to
Egypt.” 18 So Elohim leads [his million+ followers] around via the wilderness paths
by the Red [Reed] Sea, ___. The descendants of Israel stoutly trudge up [northeast toward Saudi Arabia] from the land of
Egypt.
17

Despite idiotic translations to the contrary (CJB,
NIV, NRSV, GNT, etc.), the Israelis were not armed
for battle. Moses' followers had neither capability
nor intention of fighting.

Moses takes the [mummified] bones of
Joseph {Increaser}[out of Egypt] with him.
[This] fulfills [Joseph's request from 300 years earlier:
he] solemnly, seven [times, ordered] the children of Israel, “Elohim will surely remember [to help you] if you carry my
bones up & away from Egypt when you
[go].”
19

See Genesis 50:25.

Israelis Move, Led By Paranormal
Fire & Cloud
Exodus 13:20 The Israelites slog on in their journey from [the hut village of] Sukkot {Tent-Town}. They
camp at [a place called] Etham {Solid}, on the edge of

*By day, Yahweh's
[angel] goes before the Israelites
in a cloud-pillar, to lead them
[on] the way. Then by night [Yahweh's angel leads them] in a pillar of
fire, to give them light. So,
___, day and night, they [remain
comforted by the constant angelic presence] .
the desert, ___. 21

YAH's angel-agent symbolizes YHVH. YHVH was not
literally contained in the cloud nor the fire.

keeps the pillar of cloud by
day (and the pillar of fire by night) constantly in the peoples' view, ___.
22 [Yahweh]

Exodus 14
Pharaoh's Armies Chase Israel To
The Red Sea
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1 Again Yahweh speaks to Moses, ___: 2
“Order the descendants of Israel to turn and camp
facing Pi-Hachirot {Mouth-Of-The-Gorges}, between
Migdol {Tower}, [the giant fortress on the wall protecting Egypt from
Asia,] and the sea, facing [the place named after Winter-God]
Baal-Zephon {Lord-Typhon}. Camp opposite it, seaside.
Scholars have variously described Pi-Hahiroth as:
The prominent mountainous range west of Nuweiba Beach on the West coast of the Gulf of Aqaba.
Arsinoe, Egypt at the northern end of the Gulf of
Suez.
a place on the eastern border of Egypt.
3

For Pharaoh will [stupidly] brag, ‘The children of Israel lie entangled in the
wasteland! The wilderness has shut
them in.’
4

Then I [allow] Pharaoh's heart to harden.
So he [suicidally] chases after [you Israelites]. I
become honored at the expense of
Pharaoh and all his force[s]. Then the
[few surviving Egyptians] realize that I am Yahweh {The-Eternal-One}.”
[Pharaoh and his army] do exactly [as YAH predicts,
___]: 5 *[Watchmen] inform the king

of Egypt that the [Israelite] people
have fled. The hearts of
Pharaoh and his servants [once
again] turn against the [Hebrew]
people, ___. The [Egyptians]
scream, “Why did we do it? We
let Israel go [free! We gave up] our
slaves!” 6 So Pharaoh prepares his
chariot, ___. He takes [all] his troops
with him: 7 [Pharaoh] takes 600 special
[fighting] chariots, plus all Egypt's other
war-machines. [He stations] captains [to command] every armored-division, ___.
600 = number of the beast.

Yahweh [allows] the heart of Pharaoh
king of Egypt to harden. So Pharaoh
chases after the descendants of Israel.
[Meanwhile, ___, far up the desert road,] the Israelis [continue] escaping with hands
raised [in triumphant worship of their deliverer, Yahweh]. 9 *The Egyptians chase the
8
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[Israelites northeast, ___].

All the horses
and chariots of Pharaoh, and
his horsemen, and his army,
overtake the [Israelites] encamping
by the [Red] sea beside Pi-Hahiroth {Mouth-Of-The-Gorges}, facing

13

[the place known as the throne of the Winter-Stor-

Salvation = Strong's #3444: Y'shua.

m-God] Ba‘al-Tz’fon {Lord-Typhon}’.
Pi Hachirot probably lies on the northwest fork of
the Red Sea, called today the ‘Gulf Of Suez’ (max
width 32km), but possibly on the Red Sea's northeast fork, called today the ‘Gulf Of Aqaba’ (max
24km wide). The actual crossing width could have
been less than 1km, if the Israelis crossed at a
narrow point.

*Pharaoh draws near.
The children of Israel lift up
their eyes, ___. They see the
Egyptians chasing after them.
The descendants of Israel
tremble. [They pee their pants] in terror. They cry out to Yahweh!
Exodus 14:10

These Israelis vastly outnumber the Egyptian soldiers. But the Israelis lack battle training, and
they're unarmed. They've been trained to passively
make bricks while being beaten with whips, not to
defend themselves. The Israelis' fear mirrors that
of 19th century African-American slaves, who had
the physical strength, but not the will, to revolt
against their slave-masters.

Moses Parts The Red Sea For Faithless Israel

*The [Israelites scream] at Moses,
“Is it because there were no
graves in Egypt that you kidnapped us away to die in the
wilderness? Why'd you [trick]
us?! [You robbed] us from [our homes in]
Egypt! 12 *—Is this not word [for
word] what we told you in Egypt?
We said, ‘Leave us alone, so we
can serve the Egyptians!’ It
would've been better for us to
slave for the Egyptians than to
die in the wilderness!”
11

Slave mentality. Most so-called Christians have this
same slave mentality today, pledging allegiance to
their pagan Satan-led oppressors.
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*Moses [shouts back] to [his] people, “Never fear! Stand still.
See the salvation Yahweh
shows to you today! These
Egyptians you see today—you
never again see them, forever.

*Yahweh will fight for
you, ___. Calm [down].”
14

#2790 charash = be calm, still, silent, hidden,
alone, quiet, resting [peaceful, & separated from
the pagans]. Don't lift a finger in your defense!
Chill out! Keep your mouth shut! Don't talk. Keep
your secrets. Don't testify. Don't defect. Work your
ground. Don't go to war. Be a quiet farmer, not a
loud soldier.
15 [Moses cries to heaven, “What am I gonna do?!”]

Yahweh says,
“Moses, why are you shrieking at me?
Tell the brats of Israel to [march] forward:
The scripture doesn't say exactly what Moses cries
to YHVH. But YHVH indicates that the crying is inappropriate.

*
Lift up your rod. Stretch out
your hand over the sea. Then [I]
divide it [in two]. The children of
Israel [skip] on dry ground
through the middle of the sea.
17 *
I'm [allowing] the hearts of the
Egyptians to petrify. Pharaoh,
his forces, his chariots and his
horsemen then chase [you Hebrews
into the water. Then they] sink [to their
deaths].
16

18
[All] Egyptians will acknowledge [that I,]
Yahweh [rise in] glory, while Pharaoh, his
chariots, and his horsemen [sink into the
mud].”
19 So the angel of Elohim, [who] had
been traveling in front of the camp of
Israel, moves to [guard] the rear of the
[Hebrew] camp, ___. The pillar of the
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[does the same]. Exodus 14:20 *[The cloud]
stations itself between the
war-camp of the Egyptians and
the [helpless] camp of Israel,
shrouding the Egyptians in
mist and [blackest] darkness.
Meanwhile, ___, [the pillar] shines
light by night for the [Hebrews], so
that not one of the Israelites

cloud

[escape to defect to the Egyptians, and not one of
the Egyptians attack the Israelites,]

the

whole night. 21 *Moses

stretches out his hand
over the sea, ___. All
that night, Yahweh
causes the sea to blow
back on a strong east
spirit-wind. So the waters divide. [Miraculously, a
roadway of] dry land opens
in the [middle of the] sea! 22

*So, ___, the descendants of
Israel walk into the middle of
the sea on the dry ground. [They
marvel at] the walls of water on
their right and left hands. [They
see huge fish swimming beside them, like whales
in two giant aquariums.]

YAH Drowns The Egyptian Army

*Then, ___, the Egyptians,
[including] every one of Pharaoh's
horses, his chariots, and his
horsemen, [suicidally] chase [the Israelites down] into the middle of the
sea! 24 *Just before dawn, Yahweh [shines light from his face] out onto
the Egyptian army through the
column of fire and cloud. [This unapproachable fire from Yahweh's face] throws
the [soldiers and horses] into a panic,
23
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___. 25 *The captains drive
their chariots so madly that the
wheels break off, ___! The
Egyptians scream, “[Pharaoh,] let's
flee from the face of Israel!
Yahweh is fighting for the [Hebrews] against us Egyptians!” [Yet
Pharaoh ignores his military advisers.] 26

*Yahweh says to Moses,
“Stretch out your hand over
the sea. Then [watch] the waters
[rush] back [down to] cover the
Egyptians, their chariots and
their cavalry.”
27 *So Moses stretches out his
hand over the sea, ___. As the
morning [sun] rises, the [invisible seadams explode] with shattering power! The Egyptians flee against
[the raging waters]. But Yahweh
sweeps them into the middle of
the sea. 28 *The waters flow
back to cover the chariots, the
horsemen, and all the forces of
Pharaoh who'd raced into the
sea chasing the [Hebrews, ___]. Not
one [attacker] survives, [not even
Pharaoh].
Pharaoh's death is an assumption.

*Yet the descendants of Israel walk on dry land in the
middle of the sea, ___. [YAH]
builds the waters into walls [protecting] them on their right and
left sides. Exodus 14:30 *Thus, ___,
that day Yahweh rescues Israel
out of the fists of the Egyptians. [The people of] Israel [stand on the
far shore in shock,] watching [thousands of]
dead Egyptian [soldiers wash up] on
the sea shore. 31 *Israel watches Yahweh wreak that great
supernatural [defeat] upon the
29
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Egyptians. So, ___, the people
fear Yahweh. [At last,] they trust
Yahweh and his servant Moses.

Exodus 15

The Song Of Moses (At The 'Red'
Sea)

*Moses and the children of Israel hike [up the shoreline from the Red Sea,
___]. [They] parade [singing] this song
to Yahweh, shouting in call [and
response]: “I parade [singing] to
Yahweh, [the] triumphant [and]
glorious [One]! He throws the [enemy] horse and its rider into the
sea!
1

See Deut 32, Rev 15:3.

YAH is my strength and [my] melody!
is always saving me. [YAH] is my
only El, [the] Elohim of my father. I [forever] celebrate him, ___. I [always] exalt
him.
2

[YAH]

Strongs#3050: YAH. Yod-Hey, signifying eternality. This is the first instance in the scripture of this
contraction of YHVH. Salvation = Yshua.

*Yahweh is the Ultimate Warrior, ___! Yahweh is [the Creator's]
Name.
3

You wanna be on Yahweh's good side. Because to
His enemies, He's tougher than all the militaries of
the world combined.

*Pharaoh's chariots and his
army: [YAH] hurls [them] into the
sea, ___! [Pharaoh's] finest captains: [YAH] drowns them in the
‘Red’ Sea! 5 Deep waters bury the [infi4

dels],

___. They sink to the shadowy
bottom like rocks! 6 *Your right

hand, Yahweh, majestic in
power! Your mighty strength,
Yahweh, shatters the enemy! 7
*In your infinite majesty you
demolish those [fools who] rise
[against] you, [Yahweh]. You blast out
your fire-rage, devouring the
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like straw! 8 With one blast
from Your nostrils, the waters [become
walls]. They stand straight up like waterspout[s]. The [churning wet] abysses of the
heart of the sea become firm ground. 9
[rebels]

*The enemy brags, “I chase [the
Hebrews down]. I overtake them! I
divide their loot! [Killing Hebrews]
satisfies my soul's lust [for blood]!
I unsheathe my sword. My
power-fist [swings] to destroy [YAH's
people].
If you try to live different from the pagan world,
the worldlings crave to kill you.

You, [YAH,] blow a hurricane.
The sea covers the [aggressors]. They sink
like lead in the mighty waters. 11 No
one among the Elim {gods} can compare with you, Yahweh. No one is like
you: glorious, sacred, terrifying, shining miracle-maker. 12 You stretch out
your right hand — the earth swallows
the [aggressors]. 13 In your loving-mercy
you lead forward the people you redeem. In your strength, you guide [us]
to your holy home. 14 *The nations
Exodus 15:10

in terror [when they] hear [of
YAH's power, ___]. Seizures [of sorrow]
grip the [Philistine] tenants of
Palestine. 15 The [murderous] chiefs of
[tremble]

the Red-man's southland [pee their pants] in
terror, ___. The mighty chiefs of [Lot's
incestuous son] Moab quiver, paralyzed [by
fear]. All the tenants of Canaan {LowLand}
dissolve [in one blast of Yahweh's fire]! 16

*Dread and awe smother [earth's
sinners]. [Crushed] by the greatness
of your arm, the [pagans] lie still
as stones, trampled under Your
nation's feet — stomped down
by the people You purchased. 17
Yahweh, You bring [your people] in[to Zion].
You plant them on the mountain of
your inheritance, in the site you made
for Yourself to dwell in; in the sanctuary Your hands [continually] establish. 18
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*Yahweh reigns throughout
the infinite future, ___. 19
*Pharaoh's [priceless] horse
charges with his chariots and
his horsemen. [Down they rush] into
the sea. But Yahweh floods the
waters of the sea back on
them. While [they die, we] children
of Israel cross on dry land
through the middle of the sea,
___!” Exodus 15:20 *[Inspired by Moses’
song,] Miriam {Bitter} the prophetess, (Aaron's sister) grabs a
tambourine in her hand. [She
breaks into dancing, ___]. All the women [run] out after Miriam with
tambourines. They dance [up a
storm]!
Toph is from taphaph = drum. So it's silly for
"Christians" to forbid (or discourage) dancing and
drumming.

Miriam {Bitter} sings [and shouts in call & response with her fellow ladies], “Sing to Yahweh,
[the] towering, triumphant [Creator]! He
throws the [war] horse and its [evil] rider
into the sea!”
Israelis Complain To Moses About
Bitter Water
22 So Moses leads Israel [up north] from
the Reed Sea, ___. [They trudge] out into
[the] Shur {Wall} wilderness, [where lies] the
[wall that protects northeast Egypt from Asian invasion] .
The [Israelites] journey through the desert
for 3 days. But they never find water.
23 The [Israelites] arrive at Marah {Bitter}.
But they [find] Marah's waters un-drinkable [poison, ___]. That's why [Marah] is
called ‘Bitter.’
21

Bitter before sweet, wilderness before Promised
Land, cross before crown, worse before better,
work before food, suffering before glory. That's
YHVH's way. Man's world-system attempts to shelter you from YHVH's discipline. Pagans offer you
the devil's benefits: Trojan-horse 'buy-now, paylater" schemes.

The people complain against Moses.
[They] bark, “What're we gonna’ drink?!”
24
25
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Then Yahweh shows [Moses] a
piece of wood. Moses throws
the wood into the waters. [Soon]
the waters turn sweet [and healthy,
___]. [The people cheer, “HalleluYah!”] So
right there [Yahweh] makes rules
and laws for the Israelites to
live by. [And he] tests them: 26

*[YAH] says,
“If you, ___, diligently
listen to the voice of [Me,]
Yahweh your Elohim,
and do what's right in
[My] sight — if you give
your ear to [My] commandments, and [if you]
guard all [My] appointed
[holidays and instructions], [then] I
put on you none of the
diseases I brought upon
the Egyptians: for I am
[the eternal creator] Yahweh
who heals you.”
For instance, many cancers are produced by oncoviruses, including many strains of herpes. That
cold-sore on your girlfriend's lip is actually a precancerous lesion. Think twice before you jump in
the sack with someone. Other infections come from
unclean animals such as dogs, pigs and cats. Many
other infections come from ganging sick people together in hospitals, instead of quarantining them
as Moses commands.

journey on to Elim
There, ___, [they find]
12 wells of water and 70 palm trees.
[So] they camp there by the waters.
27 [Then the Israelites]

{Strong-Palm-Trees}.

Probably the million travelers fight over the trees'
limited shade.

Exodus 16

*So Moses cries to Yahweh.

The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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The Democratic Meat-Heads Pester
Moses
1 The [million] descendants of Israel journey on from Elim {Strong-Palm-Trees},
___. Finally, on the 15th day of the 2nd
month after they left the land of Egypt,
they straggle into the Sin {Bush} Desert
(between Elim and [Mount] Sinai {BushMountain}). 2 There in the desert, the
whole bunch of the descendants of Israel complain against Moses and Aaron,
___. 3 *The people of Isra’el nag
[Moses & Aaron],

“We wish Yahweh
had [slammed down] his hand to
smash us in Egypt! [In Egypt] we
lounged all day, surrounded by
pots crammed with boiling
meat. [Lie.] We stuffed our faces
with an all-you-can-eat banquet every meal! [Lie.] Then you
[impostors] dragged us out into this
desert to make this whole
community die of hunger!” [Lie.]
Paraphrased. The Israelites had LOTS of beef-meat
on their journey. Moses simply forbade them to
personally slaughter and cook cattle. YHVH demanded that they bring the animals to sacred
feasts, where mature leaders would involve the
meat in an elaborate process designed to:
feed the poor,
protect the animal from suffering,
prevent idolatry,
build fertilizer,
ensure sanitation,
provide meals for festivals, music events and educational events,
request forgiveness & express remorse for killing
an animal,
address the sins of the people,
involve YHVH's presence in the whole process,
and pay and feed the leaders who did all this and
all other medical and governmental work of the society.
Instead, Israel demanded a free-market society
with pluralistic freedom of religion. They died for
demanding exactly what people demand today: the
freedom to eat what, where, when and how you
choose, and to pick your own form of government
and to make your own ‘laws’, ignoring YAH.

Mysterious Manna Food Falls From
The Sky
4 So Yahweh says to Moses,
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“Watch: I'll rain bread from heaven for
you. The people will venture out and
gather their [manna] ration every day. [The
way this goes down will] show which people
will walk in My Law, and [which ones] will
[foolishly try to make democratic human ‘laws’].
5

*

every 6th day you'll all be able to
gather twice as much [food] as
on each of the [week's] 1stthrough-5th days.”

[To keep you from working on the Sabbath,]

If you rest on the Sabbath, you get a free day
worth of productivity.

So Moses and Aaron announce to all
the people of Israel, “This evening,
you'll [again] re-discover that it's Yahweh
who brought you out of Egypt. 7 And in
the morning, you'll see Yahweh's glory.
Yahweh hears your complaining against
Him — yes, against Him, not us [leaders].
[We're only carrying out YAH's instructions.]”
6

When people slander you and mistreat you for
speaking YAH's word to them, they're really complaining against YAH. So Yah will avenge you.

*[Then] Moses says, “[You'll see who's
in charge of this operation] when Yahweh
gives you meat to eat in the
evening, and bread to fill you
up in the morning. Yahweh
hears the terrible complaints
you keep hurling at Him. What
are we [leaders]? Your wicked
gripes [slam] not against us, but
against Yahweh.” 9 [Then] Moses in8

structs Aaron, “Announce to the whole
community of Israel, ‘Come [repent] in
the presence of Yahweh. For He hears
your [insulting] slander.’” Exodus 16:10 Later,
___, as Aaron speaks to the whole
community of the people of Israel, they
look toward the wilderness. They see
the glory of Yahweh appear in the [pillar
of] cloud!
YAH Covers The Land In Quail
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11 Then Yahweh commands Moses: 12

*[YAH]

says,
“I've heard the complaints of
the children of Israel. Address
them. Say, ‘At evening you'll
eat meat. Then in the morning
you'll be filled with bread. [Then]
you'll know that I am Yahweh,
your Elohim.’”
13 *Later that evening [delicious]
quail [birds] fly up, ___. They
cover the camp. Then, in the
morning, a layer of dew glistens all around the camp.
Quail were non-controversial, because birds and
fish are exempted from the sacred-slaughter provisions Moses had instituted to keep the camp from
turning into a big hot bloody mess of cattlecorpses.

The dew evaporates,
revealing on the surface of the desert a
fine flaky substance, delicate as frost
on the ground. 15 The people of Israel
[run out to the fields, ___]. They look at [the
white flakes]. [They] exclaim to one-another,
“What's that stuff?” Moses answers
them, “This is the bread Yahweh gives
you to eat.
14 [The sun rises, ___.]

‘Manna (man-hu)’ means “What's that stuff?”

—Here's what Yahweh orders: everybody gather as many flakes as you can
eat. Take one omer [1/2 gallon] per head—
for whoever [lives] in your tent.” 17 So,
___ the people of Israel [race] out [of the
camp to the fields]. They gather the [mystery
manna]. Some [get] more; some [get] less.
18 But when the [Israelites] go to measure
[the amount they've gathered,] they all have exactly [2 quarts], ___! People who hoard
more [manna] wind up with only 2 quarts,
just like those who gather less, even
though each collect varying amounts
according to their various appetites!
16

2 quarts ~= 1 omer. It's possible that this verse
simply says that everybody was satisfied.

The Hoarded Manna Rots Overnight
19 [Then] Moses commands, “No one is to
keep any [manna] until morning.”
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You should eat your food as fresh as possible.

But the [people] ignore Moses,
___. So some of them keep the leftover
[manna] until morning. It breeds worms!
It rots. So Moses [once again] cracks off [in
anger against] the [Israelites]. 21 [The people go on]
gathering [manna early] every morning before the sun gets hot enough to melt
[the manna, ___. By getting up early,] everyone
gets as much as they can eat.
You Get Extra Food If You Keep The
Sabbath
22 Later, ___, on the 6th day, the
[Israelites] gather twice as much manna-bread: two [2-quart rations] for each
body. [Perplexed,] all the leaders of the
community come to ask Moses [why a double portion comes on ‘Friday’]. 23 *Moses exExodus 16:20

plains to the [elders], “This is
what Yahweh says:
‘Tomorrow is a holy Sabbath
Rest-day honoring Yahweh. So
today, [on Preparation-Day], bake what
you want to bake. Boil what
you want to boil. Whatever's
left over, set aside and keep
for [Sabbath] morning.’
"
Prepare the Sabbath food on "friday," so on the
Sabbath you can just chill out. Notice that the Sabbath and Passover are formalized OUTSIDE of and
PRIOR to the Sinai Covenant. So Sabbath and
Passover are binding on Christians and Muslims,
not just on Jews.

set [manna] aside
morning, as Moses orders. [The Sabbath manna miraculously] preserves itself, free of rot and worms! 25
24

So, ___,

[the Israelites]

[to eat on Sabbath]

*Then Moses says, “Eat [yesterday's
leftover manna] today. Today is a
sabbath [honoring] Yahweh. Today
you won't find [any manna] in the
field.
You won't find any true prosperity in working on
the Hebrew Sabbath.

Gather [food for the] six [work] days. But
the seventh day is the Shabbat. On
26
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that day there won’t be any
er].”

[food to gath-

All the money you think you gain by working on
the Sabbath just evaporates, while your health
goes to h_ll.

Later, ___, some of the people [go out
to the fields] on the 7th day to gather [manna]. But they find none. 28 *[Seeing this
27

Yahweh says to
Moses,
“How long are you [Israelites going to]
refuse to guard my commandments and the principles [they're
based on]?!
disobedience,]

How long are you Christians going to pretend that
the Law has been abolished?! Even if you don't believe in keeping the Law Of Moses, you must still
honor the principles the Law is based on.

*
Look, ___! [I,] Yahweh, gave
you the Sabbath. So on the 6th
day [I] give you enough bread
[money, food, water, etc.] for 2 days. Everybody, stay in your [resting]
place. Let no man go out of his
place [of rest] on the 7th day.”
29

Honor the sabbath and you get two day's pay for
the 6th day's work. That's a good deal! Take it!
This verse is grounds for abstaining from attendance at 7th-Day sermon-services.

So, ___, the people rest on
the 7th day. 31 The people call the food
“Manna” [meaning, “mystery food”, ___]. (It resembles coriander seed: white, with a
taste like honey cakes.) 32 [Then] Moses
says, “Yahweh commands this:
‘Fill [one 2 quart-jar] with manna. Keep it to
show your future generations, so they
can see the bread I fed you in the
wilderness when I brought you out
from the land of Egypt.’”
33 So Moses says to Aaron, “Take a jar.
Put [2 full quarts] of manna inside. Store it
up [in a sacred place, to honor] Yahweh. Keep
[the manna, to display to] your [future]
generations.” 34 [So Aaron follows] Yahweh's
Exodus 16:30
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command [to] Moses, ___. Aaron stores
the manna safely in front of the Testimony [the box which goes on to carry the 10 Commandments tablets].
Not the "Ark", but the box Moses made.

So, ___, the descendants of Israel
eat manna for 40 years, [as they wait to caravan] into a [fertile] inhabited land. They
munch manna right up ‘til [1451 B.C., when]
they [finally] straggle up [north] to the border of the land of Canaan {LowLand}. 36
35

([Note: for the statistically-curious, ___,] an ‘omer is 1/10 of an
ephah [which is a dry bushel].)
An 'omer is not to be confused with a Homer,
which is 10 Ephas.

Exodus 17
Israelis Pester Moses About Drinking Water
1 At Yahweh's command, the [roughly 2 million] people of Israel leave the Sin {Bush}
Desert, ___. They journey from place
to place. Eventually they camp at
Rephidim {Beds}. There they find no
water to drink. 2 So, ___, the people
argue with [80-year-old] Moses. [They scream],
“Give us water so we can drink!” Moses
answers the [complainers], “Why are you
griping at me [instead of digging a well]? Why
do you test Yahweh?!”
They were too proud to do what free people everywhere have to do: dig wells. They wanted Social
Slave Services to bring them water and food.

Tormented by thirst, the people keep
complaining against Moses. They
screech, “So is this why you brought us
up out of Egypt, to kill us, and our children, and our cattle with thirst?” 4 *So
3

Moses cries to Yahweh, “What
am I gonna’ do with these people? They're about to stone
me!”
That's what you'll be saying if you ever do & say
what the Messiah did & said.

Moses Strikes The Rock! Water
Gushes Out
5 Yahweh replies to Moses,
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“Go on ahead of the people. Bring the
leaders of Isra’el with you. Take your
staff in your hand, the one you used to
strike the river [Nile]. Go [now].
6

Watch. I'll stand in front of you there
on the rock in Horeb {Drought-Land}. You
strike the rock. Then water shoots out
of it, so the people can drink.”
[So] Moses [hikes out, ___. He smacks the rock.]
The leaders of Isra’el [see water come rushing
out]!
The Rock represents the Messiah, who gives life,
salvation, rest, refreshment, honey, oil and living
water.

Moses names that [Rock]: ‘Massah
aka ‘Meribah {Bickering}’,
because there the arguing brats of Israel tempted Yahweh [to kill or abandon them].
They [sarcastically] asked, “Is Yahweh
among us, or not?!”
The Amalekites Attack To Steal Water
8 [Suddenly, there] in Rephidim {Beds}, [the
armies of the] Amalekites [swoop down behind Israel's caravans]. They fight with Israel, [trying
to seize the water].
7 [So]

{Testing-Ground}’

The Amalekites didn't fear YHVH.

So Moses says to [53-year-old] JAHshua
{Jah-Saves}, “Choose [praise-warriors] for us.
Then rush out and consume [the armies of]
Amalek {Blood-Licker}[by Yahweh's supernatural
power]. Tomorrow I'll stand on top of the
hill with the staff of Elohim in my
hand.”
9

If this is a militia, its assembled without command
by YHVH. More likely, this is a praise-battle, like
the musical march that triggered the fall of Jericho.

So JAHshua does as Moses
tells him: he [leads the praise] battle against
[the army of] Amalek {Blood-Licker}. Meanwhile, Moses, Aaron and Hur {White}
[hike] up to the top of the hill [above the battle, ___].
Exodus 17:10

Hur = son of Caleb, royal noble of the tribe of Judah.

Israel Beats The Amalekites By Miracle Power
11 Moses holds up his hand. Then Israel
prevails, ___. But when [Moses] lets
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down his hand, [the army of] Amalek
{Blood-Licker} starts [kicking Israeli tail]! 12 But
Moses’ hands grow heavy, ___. So
[Aaron & Hur {White} roll over] a boulder. They
set it under Moses. [Moses] sits on it.
[“Aaah, that's better,” Moses sighs.] Then Aaron
and Hur hold up Moses’ hands, Aaron
on one side and Hur on the other. This
way Moses’ hands stay steady until
sunset. 13 [Moses, Aaron & Hur watch] JAHshua
[and his praise-warriors] overthrow [the hordes of]
Amalek {Blood-Licker} with their mouthswords.
Mouth=edge. Sword of spirit = word of YAH. Your
mouth is a weapon that can win battles if you use
to praise and pray to YHVH. It's also a weapon that
you commit suicide with by complaining and cursing.

Yahweh says to Moses,
“Write this in a record book. And tell
the ears of JAHshua: I eventually completely blot out all memory of the
spawn of Amalek {Blood-Licker} from under heaven.”
14

This is the first time writing is commanded in the
scriptures. Reading is a weak form of education.
YHVH generally commands that his laws and histories be transmitted via audio/visual means. The
Protestant church has lost its societal influence because churchlings focus on written words and sermons instead of stories, pictures, dances, movies,
plays and songs.

*Moses builds an altar, ___.
He names it Yahweh-Nissi {Yahweh-is-my-national-flag}; [that is, I re15

nounce the national flag of Egypt and every other

worldly nation].
YHVH is your flag. Jehovah-Nissi = YAH is my banner. That's why it's so incredibly idolatrous and
perverted to pledge allegiance (absolute and unqualified obedience) to a national flag! Pledging allegiance to a worldly flag is the very essence of
idolatry. To pledge allegiance to a flag in a church
is to spit on the graves of countless Christians
murdered for resisting worldly allegiance oaths
throughout the last 2000 years! Come on, Christians, WAKE UP!

Moses shouts, “[The Amalekites keep lifting up]
their hands against the [royal authority of]
YAH's throne. [They bite the hand that feeds
them!] So Yahweh wars [against] Amalek's
16
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[descendants]

tion.”

from generation to genera-

The wars between the Israelites and the
Amalekites go on for centuries, until Esther's reign
as Queen of Persia.

Exodus 18
Moses Reunites With His Spicy Wife
(& Family)

1 Meanwhile, Moses’ father-in-law (Jethro {Superior}
the priest of Midian) hears about everything Elohim
did for Moses and for his people Israel—how
Yahweh [finally] brought Israel out of Egypt, ___! 2

So Jethro {Superior}, Moses’ father-in-law, [runs to tell the good news to]
Zipporah {Bird}, Moses’ wife, whom
Moses had sent back from Egypt [before
the Exodus].

Probably at Ex 4:26 Moses sent Zipporah back,
when Moses figured out this was not a quickie onestop Exodus; that his wife and sons would be murder-targets. Or Moses and Zipporah were still having the conflicts exposed in the circumcision incident. The assumption that their relationship was
stormy and/or broken is supported by the lack of
mention of Zipporah beyond this chapter.
3 [Zipporah {Bird} runs back to her camp to tell] her two sons [about
the Exodus, ___]. [First she finds her firstborn] son whom Moses
had named Gershom {Stranger}, because Moses concluded, “I'm an alien in a strange land.” 4 [Gershom
runs to tell his brother. Moses had named this brother]

Eliezer {El's-Aid}, because Moses said,
“the ELohim of my father is my helper!
He rescued me from Pharaoh’s sword!”
5 So Jethro {Superior} (Moses’ father-in-law) journeys with Moses’ sons and wife. They meet [the Israelites] in the wilderness camp, at the [base of the]

Jethro {Superior} sends
to Moses with this message:
“I'm your father-in-law Jethro! I've
come to you with your wife and [your]
two sons!” 7 So Moses runs out to meet
his father-in-law Jethro {Superior}.
Moses bows [on the ground] before [Jethro].
[Then Moses] kisses him. After asking each
other “How are you doing?!”, they duck
into a tent [for refreshments, ___]. 8 Moses
tells his father-in-law everything Yahweh did to Pharaoh and to the Egyptians to help Israel, and about all the
hardships the [Israelis] suffered while
traveling, and how Yahweh [keeps on] res‘mount of Elohim.’ 6
[messengers]
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cuing them. 9 Jethro {Superior} rejoices,
[hearing about] all the good Yahweh did for
Israel by saving them out of the Egyptian power-fist. Exodus 18:10 Jethro
{Superior}[shouts], “Kneel [and adore] Yahweh. He delivered you out of the power
of the Egyptians, out of the clutch of
Pharaoh! [YAH] rescued [His] people from
under the hand of the Egyptians! 11
Now I know that Yahweh is greater
than all elohim. For he turned the [pagans'] mighty arrogance on their own
heads!”
Translation complicated.

Then Jethro {Superior}, Moses’ father-in-law, lassoes a [goat]. [He] slaughters, then smoke-roasts it [to throw a party
celebrating the wonderful miracles of] Elohim.
[Smelling the smoke roasted meat,] Aaron comes
[running] with all the elders of Israel to
join Moses’ father-in-law. They eat [the
feast] meal in honor of ELohim.
12

Again, the "sacrifice" is always a feast, never a
waste of an animal.

Jethro Suggests Hierarchal Judiciary To Moses
13 The next day, Moses sits to judge the
peoples' [disputes, ___]. From the morning
to the evening, the people stand [waiting
for] Moses [to hear their cases]. 14 Moses’ father-in-law sees all [the work] Moses is
doing for the people, ___. So [Jethro]
says, “What are you doing for these
people? How can you sit in the judgment seat alone, with [hundreds] of people
standing [in line before] you from morning
to evening?”
Moses bit off more than he could chew. He tried to
play Daddy to a bunch of ungrateful newly-emancipated slaves.

his father-in-law, “[I
because [thousands of] people come asking me to pray to Elohim
15

Moses

[moans to]

work myself to death]

[for them, instead of themselves cultivating direct relationships with Elohim so he can solve their problems] .

Governments fail because people always stretch
the government past its limited functions. People
try to turn the government into an all-supplying
god.
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*When [Israelis] have a [conflict],
they come to me. So I judge
between the parties. I help
them to learn the laws of Elohim, and the principles [behind his
laws].”
16

YAH had laws before the Sinai covenant. That
means that Christians are bound to YHVH's Laws.
The Sinai covenant framed these eternal laws inside a contract.

Moses’ father-in-law says to him,
“[Overworking yourself to serve as Big-Daddy government
for a million people] is no good. 18 You'll just
wear away to nothing — both you, and
this [nation surrounding] you! [Judging the disputes
of a million people] is too heavy for you. You
aren't able to [serve as an entire corrupt nation's
judiciary by] yourself alone.
17

Jethro is correct. But his solution is also doomed.

Now listen now to my advice. I'll give
you counsel, and Elohim will be with
you. You [ask] Elohim to help [your] people. Bring their causes to Elohim. Exodus
18:20 You continue teaching the [people
YAH's] appointments and laws. [By your actions,] you'll show them the way they
must walk, and the work they must
do.” 21 Jethro {Superior} continues [inventing his man-made judicial system], “But you
should choose (from all the people)
competent men who fear ELohim: men
of truth, [men] who hate covetousness.
Set them up in a [hierarchal government structure]: over every thousand [families, appoint 1
county judge to supervise 10 town] judges who
supervise a hundred [families each]. [Under
19

each of these 10 town judges, appoint 2 community]

judges,

[each supervising]

50

[families. And under

each of these community judges, appoint 5 neighborhood]

councilmen

[who each supervise]

10

[houses].

This hierarchal system of government is Jethro's
idea, not YHVH's. YHVH's method of government is
theistic anarcho-syndicalism, not authoritative hierarchy.

*[These subordinate judges] will judge
the people year-round, settling
piddling disputes themselves.
But they'll bring the very large
matters to you. That'll be easi22
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er for you. The [subordinate judges]
will bear the [judicial] burden with
you. 23 If you do this — assuming Elohim is directing you to do it — you'll be
able to endure. Then all these people
will peacefully arrive where they're going.”
Jethro correctly assumes that this hierarchal judicial system may NOT be YHVH's way of handling
government. And it is not.

Moses Installs Jethro's Hierarchal
Judiciary

*So Moses heeds the [worldly]
advice of his father-in-law. [He
24

dutifully sets up Jethro's doomed man-made hierarchal judicial system.]
This mistake of setting a supposedly holy people
under a hierarchal government led to the installation of kings who quickly destroyed Israel. Truly
holy people do not need a central judicial system.
Righteous people settle their own disputes.

Moses chooses able men out of [the
whole nation of] Israel, ___. He appoints
them as heads over the people: rulers
of thousands, [over] rulers of hundreds,
[over] rulers of fifties, [over] rulers of tens.
26 These [local judges] serve the peoples'
[judicial needs] at all times, ___. The [judges]
bring the difficult cases to Moses, after
settling all the simple matters themselves. 27 [Moses grows disappointed as he watches
25

Israel's people become more and more childish, ___.
They bring ever stupider lawsuits to his subordinate

Moses lets his father-in-law leave [and take his worldly ideas]
back to [Midian {Brawler}] land.
judges. So eventually]

Getting your parents-in-law away (from you and
your spouse) is unfortunately often necessary to
preserve your marriage and your sanity. Jethro
probably took Moses' wife Zipporah back to Midian
with him. We never hear Zipporah's name again in
Exodus. Moses apparently later takes a controversial black-skinned wife.

Exodus 19
Moses Hikes Back Up 'Bush Mountain'

1 [The Israelites hike the rest of the way through two

they arrive in the Sinai
{Bush} wilderness on the exact day of
“new moons.” Finally]
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the 3rd new moon after they left the
land of Egypt, ___.
50 days after leaving Rameses.

Having left Rephidim {Beds}, the [Isthe Sinai {Bush}
desert. They pitch [their tents] in the
wilderness, ___. There Israel camps,
looking up at [‘Burning Bush’] mountain.
2

raelites stagger south through]

Rephidim may have been on the Wadi Feiran, near
its junction with the Wadi esh-Sheikh, on the Sinai
Peninsula's central east bank.

up [Bush Mountain] to [meet priThe Eloha. Yahweh calls
to [Moses] from the mountain:
“Give the [following] instructions to the descendants of Jacob, the people of Israel:
3

Moses

[hikes]

vately with Yahweh]

The first of Moses' 6 ascents and descents. 6 (one
shy of 7, the number of perfection) signifies incompleteness of the Sinai Covenant. The Messiah fills
out what the Sinai Covenant lacks.
4

‘You've seen what I did to the Egyptians, how I carried you on eagles'
wings, [how I] brought you to Myself.

*
So now, if you truly obey My
voice, and guard My covenant,
then you, ___, become My
special [purchased] treasure, above
all nations: for all the earth is
Mine.
6*
And you become a kingdom of
priests—[My] Holy Nation—My
[family].’ Say these words to the
children of Israel.”
5

See 1 Pe 2:9. Israel did not live up to this opportunity, but you can.

The Israelites Agree To Perfectly
Obey YHVH
7 So Moses [hikes back down Bush Mountain, ___].
He summons the elders of the [expatriated]
people. He lays before their faces all
these words Yahweh commanded him. 8
Then all the people [deceitfully] answer together, promising, “All that Yahweh has
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spoken, we will do.” So Moses [hikes back
up Bush Mountain, ___]. [There] he relays the
peoples' [empty] promises to Yahweh.
Complete obedience is a dumb thing to promise.

So Yahweh says to Moses,
“Watch: I'm going to come to you in a
thick cloud. The people [below] will hear
me speaking with you. [My power will give
them visible grounds to] permanently trust
you.”
Moses [hikes back down Bush Mountain, ___]. He
tells the people [to get ready for this awesome
spectacle] predicted by Yahweh. Exodus
19:10 [Then] Yahweh commands Moses,
“Go to the people. Spend today and tomorrow getting them cleaned-up. Let
them wash their clothes.
9

11

[You've got just under] 3 days to get ready.
For on the 3rd day [from now, I,] Yahweh,
descend [in a supernatural cloud] in the sight
of all the people, [here] on Mount Sinai
{Bush}.

3rd day being a prefiguration of Jonah's 3 day stint
in the fish belly, and the Messiah's 3 day stay in
the tomb.
12

Set limits for the people all around [Bush
Mountain]. Warn them, ‘Watch out - don't
wander up on the mountain. Don't even
touch its base. Whoever touches [Bush]
mountain dies—DEAD!
13

If so much as their hand touches the
mountain, rocks [will pelt them to death], or
[arrows will] shoot right through them. No
man or beast who touches Bush Mountain [during my appearance] survives. Only
when [heaven's] ram's horn sounds a long
blast may they go up to the mountain.”
Moses Warns Of The 10 Commandments Fire-Show
14 So Moses hikes [back] down [Bush]
Mountain to the people, ___. He [gets]
them to clean up. They wash their
clothes. 15 Then Moses says to the people, “Prepare for the 3rd day [from now.
Men,] stay away from your women, [be-
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cause their bodies get you thinking carnal, unspiritual
thoughts].

Explosions, Fire & Smoke Rock
Bush Mountain

*[Just as YAH predicted,] on the
morning of the 3rd day, [Bush
Mountain erupts] with thunder and
lightning, ___! A thick cloud
covers the mountain. The blast
of a trumpet shatters the air.
All the people in the camp
tremble. [Children wet their pants!] 17
16

Moses leads the [million-man] horde out of
the camp to meet with Elohim. They
stand [shaking] at the base of [Bush] Mountain, ___. 18 *Bush Mountain
[glows, ___].

Smoke envelops its
peak. Yahweh descends upon it
in fire. The smoke rises like the
holocaust of a furnace. The
whole mountain quakes [like it's

Yahweh will break out
them.”

*The voice of
the trumpet blasts long, ___.
It grows louder and louder.
Then Moses speaks. Elohim answers [Moses] through [the] voice
[of a messenger Angel].
YHVH Warns The People To Stay
Back
Exodus 19:20 Yahweh's [angel] descends to
the top of Sinai {Bush} Mountain, at its
pinnacle, ___. Yahweh calls Moses up
to the top of the mountain. Moses hikes
up. 21 Yahweh's [angel] says to Moses,
“Go [back] down. Command the people
[again] not to break through [the cloud]
to ‘gaze at Yahweh’, because the [whole
bunch of them] will be dead [the 1st step they take
up this mountain].

*
Even the priests, who Yahweh
lets get closer to Him, need to
purify themselves. Or [the fire of]
22
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[and destroy]

Moses answers Yahweh's [angel], “The
people won't hike up Bush Mountain,
because you commanded us, warning,
“Set up [crowd-control] boundaries around
the mountain. Separate [the people from] it.”
23

*Yahweh's [angel] answers
Moses,
“Go. Get down [the mountain]. Then
hike [back] up, you, and Aaron
with you. But stop the priests
and the [other] people from
breaking through to come up
to Yahweh, or He'll break out
[and incinerate] them.”
24

The firstborn were priests.

So Moses hikes down to the people,
___. He repeats [YAH's words] to them.
25

Exodus 20

about to smash the whole nation who huddle below, staring up in terror]. 19
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YAH Gives Moses The TEN COMMANDMENTS!
1 [Then] Elohim speaks [the following 10] Commandments: א
YAH's angel spoke. YAH's actual voice created the
Big Bang. One word from YHVH himself would destroy the universe. Like Islam's Koran, the Mosaic
Law comes from Arabia. See the amazing children's musical that teaches the 10 Commandments: God's Top 10!.

Commandment #1: Serve YHVH
Only

2

*

Yahweh Elohim, brought [you
out of the] land [of] Egypt, [the] house
[of] bondage. ב
[I]

*
___, reject [all] other
Elohim [bosses, leaders,
presidents, kings, chiefs,
gods, lawgivers, judges]
from before my face.
3
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Yahweh told the Israelites to destroy/reject ALL of
the pagan gods, tear down all of their Easter-steeples, etc. But the Israelites stubbornly kept
some of the Caananite gods/leaders. The Israelites
died by disease, famine, and wild animals, because
the Israelites ignored Yahweh's second commandment.

Commandment #2: No Idols

*
___, make no graven
idol resembling anything in heaven nor
earth nor earth's waters:
4

Churches, especially the Amish, commonly get this
2nd commandment wrong. You can and SHOULD
make any kind of artwork for good purposes. Just
don't make images that are used or treated as
idols. Don't create an image of a celebrity or politician to be worshiped, as Leni Reifenstahl did with
Hitler. (Most politicians and celebrities use Leni's
idol-making techniques.) Don't make statues in the
form of pagan gods. (For instance, pictures of men
or gods engraved or molten into money.) Just
about every man, woman and child has monetary
idols in their pockets, and has since civilization began. The Catholic church fraudulently tries to bury
this commandment inside the first commandment,
to hide the fact that their icons are just re-cycled
and re-branded pagan gods.

*
___, never bow [down to
nor] serve [idols. I,]
Yahweh [your] Elohim, [am
the] zealous El {Power}. I
punish [the] sins of [all] fathers who hate Me, [because those sins cascade down] to
[harm] the 3rd and 4th
generation of [the sinners']
children.
5

Or ‘Jealous’. The word ‘serve’ here denotes ‘HONOR’
as in honoring a check with payment. We should
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not accept the world's graven images and molten
idols (funny money) as payment for our goods and
services. Again, the sin is in serving idols or what
idols represent. Who does not serve money and
the world powers which the money represents?
However, images, pictures, of every type, are excellent tools to present YAH's thoughts to the
world. Never pledge allegiance nor swear any oath
nor make any binding agreement nor promise, especially not to get the world's idolatrous money
and to serve the names and people engraved
thereon. ‘Sins’ here = AVON (perversity, moral
evil).

*
Yet [I] show mercy [to] thousands [of the offspring of people who] love
[Me] and keep [My] Commandments, ___.
6

Commandment #3: Respect YHVH's
Name
7

*

use [the] name
[of] Yahweh Elohim [in]
vain. Yahweh eventually
cuts off [anyone who] uses
[his] name for futility.
[ ___, never]

VAIN = #7723 shav' (from shoah) = [to speak or
act] destructively, ruinously, in idolatry, uselessly,
deceptively, falsely, lying, with guile. The Creator's
name is YHVH, not “God.” However, saying “Gawd”
or “O.M.G.” is speaking the Hebrew name of a demon (fortune). It's also a blunt attempt to break
the 3rd commandment. Don't destroy YAH's reputation. Don't cause people to forget the Name of
YHVH.

Commandment #4: Rest 24 Hours
Friday Sundown

*
___, remember [the 7th]
day Sabbath. [Keep it] setapart.
8

The Sabbath Law, the longest of the 10 commandments, repeated from Genesis, is a worker protection statute. It guards your mental, spiritual, emotional and physical health. Rest and play from 'Friday' sundown to 'SaturnDay' sundown. Sunday
morning the work begins again. However, work can
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consist of going to church services. Sabbath means
"7". So it's obvious that no Christian authority
could have ever moved the sabbath from the 7th
day of the week to the 1st. Too many Protestants
thoughtlessly swallow Roman Catholic Sunday-sabbath B.S. When paganized 'Christianites' brand
Sunday "the sabbath", they destroy the real Sabbath. So workers end up burned out, working 7
days a week. That's the world you live in now. For
scientific confirmation, research “circaseptan
rhythms”: cycles of 7 days in which many biological
processes of life resolve.

*
___, labor for [exactly] 6
days. [In that period] do [all
your] work:

152

6 ages Yahweh made
heaven [&] earth, [the] sea
[In]

[and all they contain, ___. Then

rested [in the] 7th age.
[That's why] Yahweh blesses
[&] hallows [the] Sabbath
day.
YAH]

9

Work 'Sunday' morning thru 'Friday' afternoon.
There's no such thing as a "weekend," a
"vacation," a "retirement," a "5-day work-week,"
or a ‘Sunday Sabbath’. Working 6 days a week
means working with your family. Otherwise, you'd
only see them one day a week.
Exodus 20:10

*

Day 7 [is the] sabbath [of]
Yahweh Elohim: [on Day 7]
do [no forbidden] work, [not]
you, ___, [nor your] son,
daughter, male worker,
female worker, cattle,
[nor any] stranger [or foreigner
within your city] gates.
The 7th day stretches from ‘Friday’ sundown to
‘Saturday’ sundown. It is a comprehensive, cleansing, rolling 24-hour GLOBAL planetary shut-down
of ALL work, equally benefiting ALL men, women, &
animals. A weekly planetary return to sanity. Absolutely nothing has ever happened to change the
Sabbath day to Sunday. Christians have blown this
commandment to bits by pretending that Sabbath
is on Sunday. However, there is nothing wrong
with having a worship service on a Sunday. There
are a few relatively rare cases of work being O.K.
on the Sabbath, such as emergencies, passing out
food at feasts, and leading worship.
11

*
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Ages could be rendered "days" depending on your
theory of the origin of the universe.

Commandment #5: Pay & Obey
Your Parents

*
___, honor [your] father
[and your] mother [with money,
12

aid, obedience and respect, so that

days [last] long [upon
the] land [which] Yahweh
Elohim gives [you].
your]

Commandment #6: Never Murder

*
___, never murder,
even in national wars].
13

[not

Here the 2nd set of 5 commands switches from being centered on your relationship with YHVH, to being centered on your relationship to humans.
#7523 ratsach = to dash in pieces, i.e. kill (a human being), especially to murder, put to death,
slay. That forbids most if not all war killings.

Commandment #7: Preserve The
Marriage Bond

*
___, never break any
[lawful] marriage bond.
14

[Don't commit adultery.]

This literally says: never break the marriage bond.
The spouse who drives their mate into the arms of
another lover is just as guilty as the spouse who
sexually cheats. #5003 na'aph: to commit adultery; figuratively, to apostatize.
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Commandment #8: Never Steal Nor
Defraud

*
___, never steal.

[They trample all over each other in terror.]

They stand far away,

*The [people scream] at Moses,
“You speak to us; then we'll
listen! But don't let [Yahweh] Elohim speak with us, or we'll
die!”
19

#1589 ganab = to thieve, deceive, carry away, secretly bring, steal (away), get by stealth.

Commandment #9: Never Harm
Anyone With Words

*
___, never bear false
testimony [against your] fellow [man].
16

Damaging others with falsehood is prohibited by
commandments 8 & 9. However, you can give incorrect information in situations where no one else
is damaged, particularly when you are being interrogated by people seeking to harm you. Be shrewd
as a serpent, and harmless as a dove.

Command #10: Don't Want Other
People's Stuff

*
___, never covet [your]
neighbor's house. [Never
even] want [your] neighbor's wife, male worker,
female worker, ox,
equine, [nor anything of your]
neighbor's.”
17

Wanting someone else's stuff is a sin. Using governments to take from others through taxes and
give to you in the form of welfare benefits is a
great sin. Your mind is sick if you even want a welfare benefit. The idol-venerating Catholic church
tries to split this commandment into two, to make
up for their attempted pseudo-deletion of the 2nd
commandment.

*All [Israel's] people see the
thundering, the lightning, the
noise of [heaven's] trumpet, the
smoking mountain, ___. Immediately they stampede back!
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[gawking].

Terrified Israelis Beg Moses To
Shut YHVH Up

15

18

153

Rejection of YHVH is the crux of the problem with
religion, and the reason the Sinai Covenant failed
to save Israel. People don't love their Creator.
They just want his representative[s] to bring them
benefits. In answer to this request, YHVH promises
to send his Messiah who “speaks from heaven.” See
Deut 5:28 & Deut. 18.

So Moses shouts to the [whinpeople, “Fear not! For [Yahweh] Elohim
has come to test you, to put His fear in
front [of] your faces, so you'll [stop] sinning!” 21 [Still, ___,] the [terrified] people
stand far away. So, [all alone], Moses
[climbs up the mountain]. He approaches the
thick darkness from which [flashes the
mouthpiece-angel of Yahweh] Elohim.
Exodus 20:20
ing]

Yahshua came speaking softly and closely to these
people who could not bear YHVH's presence.

YAH Gives Moses His Anti-Idolatry
Statutes
22 Yahweh's [angel] says to Moses,
“Say this to the children of Israel:
‘You've seen me talk with you from
heaven.

*
___, never make an image
representing Me (nor any lower elohim) out of silver nor
gold [nor anything else]. I stand
alone.
23

This repeats the 2nd commandment, specifically
forbidding the standard monetary-design practice
of every nation of the last 3000 years. Never mint
coins bearing the images of mythical gods nor
dead presidents nor kings: a law broken by every
civilization that ever minted money.
24 *
[Instead of building temples like the pagans who
sacrifice animals to demon-idols,]
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must be made of men. ___,
bring your ascension-gifts, and
your peace offerings, your
sheep, and your cattle [for communal feasts in My honor. Hold love-feasts across the

to record my Name everywhere. Then I come to you,
and I bless you.

globe,]

‘Adam-ah’ is usually translated soil. YHVH never
wanted a physical temple. The idea of the temple
of Living Stones (people) never made sense to the
Israelites, just like it doesn't make sense to the
money-wasting church builders today, who borrow
fortunes to build edifices for their own glory. YAH
never wanted any animal sacrifice. He wants people to hold sacred love-feasts.
25
[But if you choose to] make Me an altar of
stone, never build it of hewn stone. For
if you lift up your tool upon [a stone of My altar], you defile it.

Several metaphorical interpretations apply:
Yahshua, the ‘Rock,’ the Cornerstone of the Living
Temple, was begotten by the thoughts of YHVH,
not by men.
The world's authority system (Rome=iron) pollutes
people by manipulating and abusing them.
never cut human bodies, as in circumcision.

“Here are more laws you must explain to

[My people]:

Despite much agnostic and atheistic and psuedo-Christian nonsense to the contrary, these laws
are intrinsically fair, especially in comparison to the
Babylonian Code of Hammurabi which they replace.

Logical, Fair Indentured Servitude
Statutes
2

If you, ___, buy [the rights to the full-time work
of] a Hebrew servant, [the longest] he can
remain in indentured service is 6 years.
In the 7th year he will be out [of your debt],
free [of his obligation], without having to pay
[you] anything.
The 6-year term-limit exists to discourage people
from buying indentured servants.
3

If [the servant] came into [indentured servitude]
by himself, he goes out by himself,
___. If he [came in] married, then his wife
goes out [of servitude] with him.
This is to discourage single people from putting
themselves into debt-servitude. If you marry a fellow indentured servant, her term of service survives the marriage. She still has to work off her
obligation.
4
[Sometimes a rich man will collect more wive & concubines than he can handle, ___. So the [rich] man loans one

26

Never set up hierarchies [of power around the
service of] My altar, ___, or [I'll] expose
your disgrace.”
This is YHVH's direct refutation of Jethro's hierarchal system of government introduced in Exodus
18, just 2 short chapters earlier. Ignoring this advice has produced thousands of years of religious
tyranny. This verse is usually translated as the
completely silly: “never walk on steps up to my Altar, or someone might look up your robe and see
your privates.” How ludicrous. Put some shorts on
under your robe, and nobody will see your ‘stuff.’ If
you feel a need to go with the ‘nakedness’ interpretation, a better transliteration might be: “don't
have naked [orgies] around my altar.”

Exodus 21
1

154

Moses Repeals The Code Of Hammurabi
[Yahweh continues],
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or more of his women to his indentured worker(s).]

If

the worker [foolishly chooses to lay with the employer's] woman, and she births the worker
biological children, the employer still
holds the parental rights to the children, as well as husbandly rights to the
woman. The worker [can't take the employer's
woman just because he unwisely] chooses to enjoy her body. If the [adulterous] worker
[wants to leave,] he has to leave by himself.
This statute is designed to discourage wife-swapping and prostitution. Just like when a prisoner is
released from jail, his bunkmate doesn't go free
just because the two cellmates fell into homo-love.
All the worker has to do to avoid this heartbreaking
split-up is to opt not to sleep with the employer's
loan-out woman.
5

But, ___, the worker can opt to declare, “I love my employer, my woman
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and my children. I choose not to go independent."
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He has to honor her as his daughter
-law].

[in-

Exodus 21:10
YHVH is not recommending indentured servitude,
nor the messes it creates. He is merely giving people rules for managing the messes they willingly
create.
6

—Then the employer escorts [his worker]
to the judges. [The employer walks the worker] to
a door (or a door post, ___). There the
employer punches a hole through the
worker's ear with an awl. [This wound formalizes the worker's agreement that] the master-servant relationship will persist perpetually
[until the worker dies].
This is similar to signing a lifelong employment
contract. Not recommended for healthy, capable
people. It might be the best option for severely dependent (handicapped) workers. Never get your
ear pierced. Any holes in your body are symbols of
slavery. Never cut healthy skin.
7

When a man sells his daughter as a
servant, [further responsibilities attach to the buyer of
her work-rights. He can't just boot the girl] out [into the
big bad world, as he would] a male servant.
This verse is almost always translated wrong, to
imply discrimination against females. This is actually a female-protection statute. A man who buys a
girl's indentured services accepts the fatherly responsibility to protect the girl.

8

Hebrew Marriage Annulment
Statute

If [a groom] finds the bride he engaged to
himself to be evil [before he sleeps with her],
he can get a refund of [the bride price he paid]
her father. [He can] send her home, ___.
But the groom won't have any authority
to sell his fiancee [or wife] to a foreign
nation — that would be treachery.
If he doesn't want to go through with the marriage, he has to pay back the bride-price to the
girl's father, then send her home, not trade her off
as a slave.
9

If a man [pays the bride-price] for a “bride” to
marry his son, [he can't treat her like a slave girl].
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If a [husband-master] takes himself another
wife, [he can't short-change his] prior wife on
food, clothing, and other duties of marriage, [such as giving her children, ___].
11

If [the husband-master] fails to [do what he can to]
provide [his wife] all 3 [needs]: [food, shelter, and
children], then [the neglected wife] can live [celibate,] free & separated [from her evil husband],
without paying [back the bride-price, ___].
This is not the same as a divorce. She can distance
herself from a bad husband. But she can't have sex
with other men.

Hebrew Homicide Statutes

12

If someone [intentionally] hits another human with a blow that kills them, the
penalty is death, ___.
Under Hebrew law, anyone can, with impunity, kill
a murderer, a rapist, an interest-charger, or anyone who commits a sex-crime in public.
13

But, ___, if [the killing] was unintentional
—if it was an accident, an ‘act of Elohim’—I'll set aside a place to which the
killer can flee for refuge.

*
But, ___, if a man attacks his
neighbor intentionally, scheming to murder him, [anyone can]
drag the killer away and put
him to death, [even if the murderer seeks
refuge at] my altar.
14

Only on the testimony of two bona-fide eyewitnesses. There is no jail in Hebrew Law. You're either dead or you're free. Jails are unsustainable
debt-machines. It costs more than a man can earn
in a year to house and feed that man in a jail.

Hebrew Anti-Parent-Abuse Statute

*
If someone [seriously] strikes [his]
father or mother [in such a way as to
potentially kill them], he will definitely
die, ___.
15
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This is the only purported death penalty for a nonlethal strike, making parents the most respected
members of the community. In pagan law, the opposite is true: children can hit their parents with
near impunity.
16

*

Anti-Kidnapping Statute

put to death any kidnapper who who steals any human, regardless of whether the
kidnapper sells the victim [into
slavery], or if you find the victim
in the kidnapper's possession,
___.
[Anyone can]

Kidnapping is a death-penalty offense. That's why
most oppressors trap their subjects not through
force but through oaths and agreements, which the
Messiah wisely forbids.

*
Anyone who curses [slights, short-changes] his father or his mother
dies, ___. DEAD.
17

Children must pay and support their parents. Almost every modern child deserves death, because
they leech off of their parents. Society pretends
this leeching is normal. YHVH is not demanding
that people kill the bad child. But YHVH will not tolerate people mistreating their parents.

Hebrew Injury Reparation Statutes

18

Imagine, ___, that two people fight.
One strikes the other with a stone or
with his fist. The injured party doesn’t
die. But the [injury] confines him to his
bed…

*
—if the injured person later
grows able to walk again, even
with a crutch, the assailant will
be forgiven if he repays [the victim]
for:
the [value of the] time [he] lost [because
of the injury],
and for all health work [necessary]
to heal the victim.
19
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*
Suppose, ___, that an [employer]
beats his male or female
[indentured] worker to death with a
weapon. Then [the employer] must
be punished [just the same as if he killed a
free man].
Exodus 21:20

21

But, ___, if [the worker recovers after] a couple of days [with no permanent damage], then
[the worker has no right to] vengeance. [The worker willingly sold both his labor rights and his vengeance
rights for a period to the employer in exchange for]

money.

for

Another disincentive to entering into indentured
servitude. Don't sell yourself to people you think
will beat you. However, this latitude is limited to
temporary injury. Any permanent damage to the
servant, as small as a lost tooth, sets the servant
free, (see Ex 21:26-27).

*
If, while fighting, men unintentionally injure any pregnant
woman [of whatever social class], so that
her baby dies, but the men do
no other crime, the [baby-killer will
suffer] whatever punishment the
woman's husband chooses to
lay upon him, plus he'll pay
[whatever damage] the judges determine.
22

The woman's husband decides whether the aborted
fetus will be treated as human life, or property.
The comparatively vicious Code Of Hammurabi
specifies 3 classes of women, with 3 different punishments, based on the woman's economic value.

Limitations on Punishments In Hebrew Law

*
In the case of
23

[all crimes, the damaged

party, no matter how wealthy or powerful, may]

take

[no more than]

life for life.

Equal punishment to poor people or minorities.
Blind, impartial justice. The damaged party has no
obligation to inflict the punishment. Forgiveness is
always an option.
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24 *
[The damaged party may lawfully exact no more

eye for eye, tooth for
tooth, hand for hand, foot for
foot, ___.
than]

This ‘lex talionis’ makes prisons unnecessary, and
prevents crime. In contrast, the world's criminal-industrial complex breeds crime and feeds
greedy prison owners.

25 *
[Similarly, the damaged party may inflict no more

burning for burning, wound
for wound, blow for blow, ___.
26 *
If, [for instance,] an [employer] strikes
the eye of his male or female
contract-laborer, and [the eye goes
blind,] the employer must let the
worker go free, to [partially compensate the worker] for the loss of [his or
her] eye.
than]

Under Hammurabi's code, the master owned the
bodily rights to the slave, and the right to compensation for the slave's injury. Under the perfect Hebrew Law, the master merely owns the rights the
worker's pay and labor until the debt-term is paid
up. The master does NOT own the worker as property. However, unlike a free-man, the worker can't
poke out the master's eye. Yet another reason NOT
to sell yourself into indentured servitude.
27

*

if [the employer] knocks
out his male-worker's tooth, or
his female-worker's tooth, [the
employer must] let the worker go
free [to compensate for] the [lost] tooth.
[Likewise, ___,]

Even if you paid for 6 years of a man's labor rights,
you still can't so much as knock out one of his
teeth, without losing the benefit of his future labor
that you paid for. This is a worker protection
statute. Contrary to much mistranslation, the socalled ‘slave’ is not the master's property.

Hebrew Criminal Liability Statutes

*
If a [previously docile] ox gores a man
or a woman, so that they die,
28
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then the [bereaved party] can stone
the ox with massive [rocks], ___.
But [no humans] can eat its meat,
[so that the owner can't benefit from tragedy by
selling or eating the meat].

But the owner of the ox won't be further
punished.
29 *
But imagine, ___, that the ox
was previously known to thrust
his horns [at people], and witnesses reported this to his owner,
yet the owner failed to corral
the [dangerous animal]. In that case,
[the owner] has murdered the man
or woman. The ox must be
stoned. But [the injured family] can
put the [ox's] owner to death.
Don't allow your dangerous animals (pit bull dogs,
for example) to run loose, or you will be fully liable
for the injuries and deaths they cause.

*
However, the dead victim's relatives may accept a [ransom] payment from the owner of the
bull to compensate for the loss
of life. The [bull's] owner has to
pay whatever [amount] the [surviving
relatives] demand, ___.
Exodus 21:30

A perfect prefiguration of the redemption of humanity. Satan, the bull-god, allowed his ‘bulls,’ (the
false religionists and their military drones,) to murder Yahshua, YHVH's Son. As punishment, YHVH
demanded that Satan release his human slaves.
Satan had to comply. That's why you, although a
[clueless] slave to Satan, can go free. Your jail-cell
door is swinging wide-open. Will you choose to
walk out? Death penalties are at least in some cases commutable.

*
The same punishments and
remedies apply if the bull gores
a boy or a girl, ___, [because children
31

are just as valuable, and receive the same protections of law, as grownups].
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If an ox [non-fatally] gores a male-worker or a female-worker, [the ox's owner]
must pay 30 shekels of silver to the
master of the [gored servant]. And the ox
[must] be stoned [to death], ___. [But the ox's
32

owner can eat or sell the meat.]

12 ounces of silver. Again, when you sell yourself
into indentured servitude, you sell both your labor
rights and your right to collect damage payments.
33

Imagine, ___, that some [jerk] removes
the cover from a cistern, or digs any
[huge] hole and fails to cover it. Then
[someone else's] ox or donkey falls in.
34

Then the owner of the cistern/pit must
make good the loss by compensating
the animal’s owner. Then the dead animal belongs to the [owner of the pit].

*
Likewise, ___, if one man's [previously docile] ox hurts another [man's
animal], and [the injured animal] dies,
then the [two men] must sell the
live ox, and divide the money
from it. And they'll divide up
the dead ox [and sell or eat its meat].
36 *
But, ___, if the ox has been
known to gore people in times
past, and its owner has failed
to corral it, then its owner
must replace the slain animal
with an equivalent living animal. The dead animal belongs
to [its original owner, who must use it, bury it or
burn it].
35

You get an additional penalty for allowing a dangerous situation to persist.

Exodus 22
Hebrew Theft-Control Statutes

*
If a man steals an ox or a
sheep, then kills it, or sells it,
1
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he must restore 5 oxen for
each [stolen] ox, and 4 sheep per
[stolen] sheep.
Lenient punishment. Any lesser penalty would be
an inducement to steal.

Waiver Of Murder Liability For
Thief's Death

*
If someone catches a thief [at
night] in the act of breaking in,
and strikes the thief, [unintentionally]
causing him to die, the [person who
killed the thief is not guilty of] bloodshed,
___.
2

This is not condoning murder of thieves. It is a release from liability due to the impossibility of obtaining facts about a possibly accidental killing to
which there were no witnesses.

Hebrew Thief-Protection Statute

*
But if you see the thief in the
daytime, [when you're able to measure your
response], and [you] kill him, you'll
be condemned for murder, and
your blood will be shed, ___. A
thief must certainly make full
restitution. If the [thief] has
nothing, [you still can't kill him]. He
must [contract himself into indentured servitude] to pay for his theft.
3

Theft is never a death-penalty offense. Contrary to
modern barbaric practice, you have no right to intentionally use lethal force protect your property.
Policemen have no right to kill bank robbers. Life is
always more precious than property. Even the life
of a thief is more valuable than any wealth.

Hebrew Penalty For Theft

*
If the [owner] recovers the stolen
contraband alive from [the thief's]
possession — whether ox or
donkey or sheep, [whatever] — the
[thief] must pay back [only] double,
___.
4
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Hebrew Biblical Grazing Rights
Regulations
5

Suppose, ___, that a man lets his livestock eat grass in someone else's field
or vineyard. Then the [livestock owner] must
repay the landowner from the best
crops of his own field or vineyard.
You can't shoot someone's animals for grazing in
your fields. But you can demand restitution.

Hebrew Anti-Arson / Fire Prevention Statute

*
If a fire breaks out then
spreads into thorn-bushes, so
that it burns shocks of grain or
standing grain or the whole
field, the [pyromaniac] who started
the fire must make restitution,
___.
6

Hebrew Trust Guidelines
7

If a man deposits money or property [in
trust] with his neighbor for safekeeping,
and a thief steals it from the [trustee's]
house: the thief, if he is caught, must
pay back double [penalties, because he stole from
two people: the original owner, and the caretaker] .
Extremely lenient. Hammurabi's Code specifies
death for stealing.

*
But if no one catches the thief,
then bring the Trustee to [Hebrew]
judges. [They'll use the art of cross-examination] to discern whether the
Trustee stole the Trustor's
property, ___.
8

Hebrew Disputed Property Statute

*
In any case of disputed ownership involving an ox, donkey,
sheep, clothing, or any other
loss, of which one party says,
“This is mine”, both parties [may]
9
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submit their arguments before
judges, ___. Whichever party
the judges condemn must pay
double [the disputed value] to the other party.
Extremely lenient. The code of Hammurabi specifies death for stealing. Today stealing could get
you 20+ years in prison if you're a poor black man,
especially if you had some harmless hemp in your
pocket. The judges = ha elohim. Judges are elohim
(gods) because they have authority either directly
from heaven, or by agreement by which other men
transfer their god-given authority to the judges, in
exchange for the judge's services. This is why every worldly judicial proceeding begins with an oath,
to make the judge a 'god' over the parties.

More Hebrew Biblical Trusteeship
Guidelines
Exodus 22:10

Suppose, ___, that a man entrusts a
donkey, an ox, a sheep or any other
animal to his neighbor for safekeeping.
Then [the animal] dies or is injured or is
driven off [the farm] while no one is looking.

*
—if the trustee declares 7
times before Yahweh that he
didn't take his neighbor's [entrusted] goods, then the Trustor
must accept the [Trustee's] declaration [of innocence], and drop [his]
demand for restitution.
11

So it's unwise to entrust property to other people.
12

But, ___, if the trustee stole the
trustor's property, he has to make
restitution to the trustor.
13

If the trustee demonstrates [with physical
evidence] before witnesses that the
trustor's property got mangled [by some
disaster or attack], the trustee has no responsibility to restore the trustor's
property.
Biblical Property Liability Rules
14

*
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But, ___, if a man borrows any
property from his neighbor,
and then the property gets
damaged (or dies) while its
lender is not present, the borrower must make restitution.

160

Never allow a witch [nor spiritist] to
live [within your community, ___].
This does not mean to kill witches. It does impose
religious discrimination in housing and zoning
against anyone who talks to demons.

Anti-Bestiality Statute

*
Whoever lies [sexually] with an animal dies, ___. DEAD.
19

A trustee is not a slave. But a borrower is a slave
to the lender. Another reason never to go into
debt.
15

But if the lender is with his property
[when it gets damaged], the borrower won't
have to pay [damages, ___]; assuming the
borrower rented the [animal or property,] the
money he paid for the hire covers the
loss.
Biblical Sexual Liability Statute

*
If a man seduces an unmarried, [unengaged] female, and she [willingly]
‘lies’ with him, he absolutely has to endow her
to be his wife. [He must pay
16

the bride-price to her father. The seducer must take care of the girl he
humbled until he or she dies.]
You drink the milk, you buy the cow.

Killed by YHVH, not by you. Don't sleep with animals. Dogs and cats infect humans with fatal diseases every day.

Anti Animal-Sacrifice Statute

*
He who slaughters
Exodus 22:20

to
[eat in a pagan feast or otherwise to honor] any
elohim but Yahweh, will be utterly banned, ___.
This includes giving your wealth to any welfaretype system, which is by definition a religious sacrifice. This includes Easter. Banned, not destroyed.
[Hebrew #2763 Charam = Secluded.]

Hebrew Anti-Discrimination Statute

*
Never abuse a stranger, nor
oppress him, ___. For you
were foreigners in the land of
Egypt.
21

Hebrew Orphan and Widow Protection Statutes

*
___, never afflict any [helpless human, for instance: a] widow or fatherless child.
23 *
___, if you in any way afflict [a
widow or orphan], and they cry [one tear]
to me, I always hear their call.

*
Even if the father [of the de-flowered
girl] utterly refuses to give [her in
marriage] to [her seducer], [the seducer]
must still pay [to the girl's father a sum
of] silver equal to the [minimum]
bride-price for a virgin daughter.

22

At least 50 shekels, but presumably the value of 7
years of the seducer's contract labor.

24

17

Anti-Occult Statute Bans Witches
From Society
18

*
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[an animal]

[I avenge the helpless.]

*
—My fire-rage [flames extremely] hot.
I kill [oppressors] with the sword,
___. [Tyrants'] wive[s] become widow[s], their children fatherless.
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Biblical Anti-Usury Statute

*
___, if you lend money
to any of My people who
are poor near you, never treat him as if [you were]
a banker. Never charge
one bit of interest.
25

No Christian may charge interest on any loan, certainly not to a believer. Christians can't even ask
for their principal back, according to Jesus. Or
course, that's another reason why "Christians" hate
Jesus and avoid his commandments like the
plague.

*
If you, ___, take your neighbor's clothing as collateral, always return it to him before
sundown [that day, whether he pays or not].

and juices. Always dedicate
the firstborn of your sons to My
[service].
oils]

And you will be blessed.
Exodus 22:30

Same with [the firstborn of] your oxen and
your sheep, ___. Leave them with
their mother for 7 days. Then, on the
8th day, surrender them to My [service].

*
Likewise, ___, you [all] must be
holy people, [dedicated] to [serve] Me.
Never eat any flesh torn by
beasts in a field. Throw [all improperly butchered meat] to the dogs.”
31

Exodus 23

26

This is meant to discourage lending, because lending tends to destroy relationships.
27

*

may be
your neighbor's only clothing
to use as cover—the only thing
he has to sleep in, ___. When
your neighbor cries out to me
[against you], I listen. [I punish all greedy
lenders.] I am compassionate.
[What you call your ‘collateral’]

You can't simultaneously follow Hebrew Law and
make a business out of lending. Fractional-reserve
banking and the Hebrew scripture are exact opposites.

*
___, never revile judges, nor
curse any ruler of your people.
28

Health, Education & Welfare Contributions

*
___, always promptly offer [into
My service] the first [harvest] of your
ripe ‘fruits’ [including vegetables, meats,
29
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Refrain From Hearsay & Damaging
Falsehood

*[YAH continues],
“ ___, never spread a false rumor. Never join hands with
anyone wicked. Never be an
unrighteous witness.
1

Don't lie, but also, don't go around telling people
that American men walked on the moon in the
1960's, or that dinosaurs roamed the earth 65 million years ago. You don't know those assertions to
be true. You weren't there. You just saw some
video!

*
___, never [turn away from righteousness
to] follow the crowd into doing
wrong. Never allow the popular
view to drag you down into
saying things that [could] pervert
justice.
2

Never spread worldly propaganda. If you didn't
witness an event firsthand with your OWN eyes
and ears, you don't know what happened. For instance, you don't know that Arabs flew passenger
planes into the world trade towers in New York in
2001.
3
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___, never allow a man's poverty to
affect your judgement of his cause.
Don't discriminate for or against a man on the basis of his economic class.
4

If you, ___, come upon your enemy’s
ox or donkey [or other property] straying, always return it to him.
And in so doing, make a friend out of your enemy.

*
If you see your hater's donkey
lying down helpless under its
load, never pass by, ___. [Use the
opportunity to repair the relationship.] Go
help [your enemy save his animal].
5

This is the basis for foreign aid - a much more
powerful peacemaking tool than any weapon ever
devised by man. The nations of the world continue
to bankrupt themselves to pay for military technology that breeds more and more hatred. The socalled "christian" United States leads the pack into
enemy-hating insanity.

*
___, never wrestle justice
away from your poor people
[who are struggling to advance] their
cause[s].
7*
Stay far way from any fraud,
___. Never kill innocent or
righteous [people]. For I, [Yahweh],
never justify wicked [actions].
6

If you are a subject of any United-Nations member-state, your nation's puppet "government" kills
righteous people every day. And you pay them to
do it.

Hebrew Anti-Bribery Statute

*
___, never accept ‘gifts.’ Gifts
blind [even] the [most clear-sighted]
wise [people]. [Donations] twist righteous matters [into train wrecks].
8

Instead, kindly suggest that the giver offer the gift
to a charity of his choice. If you have received any
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gifts, give a reciprocal gift to cancel any tacit debt
you may have incurred. This verse is intended
specifically to remove corruption from government.
But Christian ministries should also seek to eliminate their need for donations, allowing money to
flow around themselves to good causes, instead of
living off of donations. Any personal use of donated
funds will tamper with your ministry's purity.

*
Never oppress any stranger,
___. For you know the heart of
a stranger. You were foreigners in the land of Egypt.
9

Land Sabbath Law

Exodus 23:10

___, for 6 years plant your land and
gather in its [harvest] “fruits.”

*
But every 7th year, always let
[your land] rest and lie fallow [all year,
___], so that the poor among
your people can eat. What [food]
the [beasts] leave, the wild animals in the countryside can
eat. Do the same with your
vineyard and olive grove.
11

The world's failure to honor the land sabbath has
created permanent global famine.

*
For
12

6 days [of the
week, stay busy] working,
___. Then on the 7th
day, your [whole nation] has
to rest [for 24 hours], so that
[all your animals] will rest,
and your servant-girls'
children, and the foreigner[s living among you] gain
renewed life.
[the first]

*
___, pay attention to everything I've said to you. Never
13
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use the names of other gods
[and leaders of the pagans around you]. Don't
even let their [names] be heard
crossing your lips.
That means don't mention "Nike" shoes, or the
"Apollo" space programs, or many chemicals (Mercury), or any of the names of the days of the week
(Thorsday), or most of the month names
(January=Janus), or many of the names of the
people you work with (Diana, etc.) And it means
stop yakking about the president.

Hebrew Festival Instructions

*
___, each year, celebrate 3
festivals to honor me: [Passover in
14

Spring, Pentecost in Summer, and The Tent Festival in the Fall].
Christians should celebrate these HolyDays, instead of the silly holidays of the nations around
them.
15

___, always celebrate the Feast of Unleavened Bread [Passover]. (You'll eat unleavened bread for 7 days, as I commanded you, at the time I appointed
during Aviv [the first month of Spring], [the month]
you emigrated from Egypt. No one
should appear before My face empty-handed.)
Month of Abib.
16

*

[ ___, 7 weeks after Passover ends, celebrate
SummerFest,]

Cutting

the Feast of the First[aka Pentecost / Feast of Weeks,

the “first
fruits” of your labor of planting
in the field. [Lastly, in the fall, celebrate]
the Feast Of Ingathering [aka the
Tent Feast], at the end of the [growing]
year, when you've gathered in
[the “fruit” of] your labors from the
field.
where you bring to My festival]

17

3 times in the year, ___, all your
males must [assemble to] ‘see the face’ of
Me, The Sovereign Yahweh.

[These]
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Christians must celebrate Passover, Pentecost and
The Tent Festival. Ha' Adon Jehovah.
18
Before you slay and pour out the blood of [animals you]
butcher [to feed the people at My feasts,] get rid of all [your]
leavened bread, ___. And [for sanitation,] before dawn,
[always bury or burn] the [unused] fat [and meat] from the animals you slaughter [for My festivals].

*
___, bring the top “first-fruits”
of your land into the house of
Yahweh your Elohim. And never boil [the meat of] a goat-kid in [its]
mother's milk.
19

Cooking milk turns it into a slow-acting poison. The
commandment not to boil milk is repeated 3 times
in the scripture. (See Ex 34:26, Deut 14:21, Deut
22:6, 28.) Cooking (pasteurizing) milk destroys
phosphatase enzymes necessary to digest calcium.
The world's misguided health codes require milk
producers to prove that they have denatured alkaline phosphatase before their milk can be sold.
(Sugar also destroys phosphatase, which is why
Solomon said “eat honey, but not too much, or
your stomach will be sick.”) But also, keep the milk
laboratory-clean. A variant interpretation of this
verse says that you should avoid eating unweaned
animals.

YHVH Promises Angelic Protection
For Obeyers

*
___, watch: I send an
Angel before you, to
keep you [safe] on the
path, to bring you into
the place I've prepared
[for you].
Exodus 23:20

21

___, beware of [My] angel-messenger.
Obey his voice. Never provoke him. The
angel won't pardon your transgressions. My Name-Authority is in [My]
messenger.
If YHVH sends you to people and they reject you,
they are rejecting Him.
22

*
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You, ___, actively obey My angel-messenger's voice. Do EVERYTHING that I speak. Then I
will be an enemy to your enemies, and an adversary to your
adversaries.
23

My Angel will go before you. [He'll] bring
you in to [the land of] the Amorite {Mountaineers}, the Hittite {Sons-Of-Terror}, the
Perizzite {Plainsmen}, Canaanite {Mercenaries}, Hivite {Villagers} and the Jebusite
{Threshers}. Then I'll cut them off [from any
connection to you].
Notice YAH is promising to himself cut the pagans
off. He is not commanding the Israelites to slaughter anyone. (Note: ‘6 nations’, numerologically
symbolizing fallen mankind in general.)
24

___, never serve, nor bow down to
[worldly] gods [nor leaders]. Never copy the
[pagans' idolatrous] actions. Utterly demolish
all [pagan idols]. Completely break down
their sacred [phallic] pillars. [Don't put steeples
on your churches. Don't erect obelisks in your Capitol
cities.]

Penile sex-worship-statues (steeples) disgrace
churches and government shrines worldwide, most
notably at the Vatican and the Washington Monument. Of course, no one today is called to smash
any public monument. Idolatry is completely mixed
in with world culture. So smashing obelisks today
would not fix the problem; it would just make everybody crazier.

Blessings Promised For Obedience

*
___, serve [me,] Yahweh
your Elohim. Then [I'll]
bless [all] your food and
drink. I'll take sickness
away from your midst.
25

If you fail to serve YAH, you get a global famine
softened only by poison junk food that makes you
sick and kills you.
26
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No one will miscarry nor be barren in
your land, ___. I'll fulfill your full [120year] lifespan.
If you don't serve YAH, expect to die at 74, after
20 horrible years of pain, ugliness and indigestion,
amidst a worldwide epidemic of infertility, birth defects and autism.
27

I send terror of Me before you, ___. [I]
throw into confusion all the people to
whom you journey. I make all your enemies turn their backs. [They run away from]
you.
YAH fights your enemies for you. You do not have
to fight.
28

And I send ‘hornets’ before you. The
[stingers] come to drive out [every] Hivite
{Villager}, Canaanite {Mercenary} and
Spawn Of Het {Terror} before your
[singing] faces.
YHVH is not calling the Israelites to drive out the
pagans. YHVH is offering to supernaturally clear
out the pagans. ‘Hornets’ can mean stinging wasps
or some other scourge.
29

I won't drive the [heathen] out from
before you in one year; lest the land
become desolate, and the beasts of the
field multiply against you.
[But]

Exodus 23:30

Little by little I, [not you,] drive out the
[heathen] before you, ___, until you multiply [your population enough to] possess the
land.
Spiritually-Based Segregation Commanded
31

I'll set your [western] boundary from the
Red Sea [to the northern extent of] the Palestinian [Mediterranean] seacoast. [On the east,
your land will span] from the desert [of Shur up
north to] the [Syrian leg of the Euphrates] river. I'll
deliver the inhabitants of the land into
your hand. So divorce the [pagans] from
yourselves, ___:
This promise has only had brief and limited fulfillment, for instance during Solomon's reign.
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*
___, never make any
covenant with [your heathen
neighbors], nor with their
gods [nor leaders].
32

Forbidden covenants include entering into any social insurance (aka Social Security) scheme, or
participating in insurance, swearing an oath of obedience to get a driver's license, passport, professional license, marriage license, or a preacher's license to marry people by authority of the state,
becoming bound in any utility service contract,
swearing any oath of political office or military service, etc. This is the basis of the comprehensive
and absolute oath-ban in James 5:12.

*
___, never let the [unrepentant]
heathen live in your land, or
they'll make you sin against
me. When you serve their gods
[& leaders], they morph into a
death trap [that kills] you.”
33

Allowing the pagan federal U.S. to control America,
for instance, was and is direct disobedience of this
command.

Exodus 24
Israelites Promise To Obey The
Sinai Covenant

1 [YAH's angel] commands Moses,
“You, Aaron, Nadab {Volunteer}, Abihu {Father-Serving-YAH}, plus the [most responsible] 70 elders of Israel,
hike up to [approach] Yahweh. Worship [him] from a distance.
2

But [only] Moses alone will come near
Yahweh. [Moses' assistants] must stop far
back. And the masses must not [even begin to] hike up [Bush mountain] with Moses.”
To connect with YHVH, you must often get away
from unbelievers.

Moses hikes [back down
Bush mountain. He] tells the people
the words and judgments Yahweh [spoke to him]. All the people
3

*[So,

___,]
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with one voice, saying, “We
[promise] to obey every word Yahweh has spoken.” 4 So Moses
[lie]

writes [down] all the words Yahweh [told
him]. [Moses] gets up early in the morning,
___. At the base of [Bush] mountain,
[Moses] builds an altar with 12 [rough stone]
pillars, symbolizing the 12 tribes of Israel. 5 Then Moses sends young men, descendants of Israel, [to] slaughter and smoke-roast donated “peace offerings” and oxen [for a feast in honor] of
Yahweh. 6 Moses takes half of the [animal] blood. He
pours it in basins. He sprinkles [the other] half of the
blood on the altar.
Note that YHVH didn't command any of that blood
splattering. That was apparently Moses' idea.

Then Moses grabs his transcription of
covenant. He reads [it] before the
[massive] audience of people. Then they
[again] lie, “All that Yahweh has said, will
we do. [We will] remain obedient.” 8 Then
7

[YAH's]

Moses takes the blood. He sprinkles it on the people [near him in the huge crowd], saying, “This blood [seals] the
covenant Yahweh made with you when He gave
[you] all these commands [which you have now accepted] .”
Unlike the Abrahamic covenant, the Sinai Covenant
is conditional. No Israeli can enjoy its benefits
without complying with its commandments.

Moses And The Leaders See A Vision Of Heaven
9 Then Moses, Aaron, Nadab {Liberal},
Abihu {Father-Serving-YAH}, and 70 [leading]
elders of Israel hike up [Bush mountain toward
YAH's angel]. Exodus 24:10 [Suddenly, ___,] these
[leaders] see the [angel of the] Elohim of Israel! Under his feet, [the angel stands on]
something like a sapphire-stone pavement, clear as the sky!
Hazah: they see in a spiritual sense, as in the
mind's eye. Sea of glass.

The nobles representing the descendants of Israel [cower, ___, expecting the angel to
smash them in vengeance for their sins]. But instead of smashing his hand down on
them, [the angel of] ELohim [feeds] them
food and drink [from heaven]!
11

The angel loves his enemies.

Moses Gets The 10 Commandments
Tablets
12 Then Yahweh says to Moses,
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“Come up to Me [on top of] the mountain.
Stay there. I'll give you tablets of
stone. On the [tablets] I'll write principles
of law, so you can teach the [Israelites].”
This event is the source of all [proper] human Law.
13 So Moses gets up. His assistant JAHshua {YAHsaves} [stands up as well. JAHshua accompanies Moses a little way.] ([But
only] Moses hikes up onto [the top of] the ‘mount of Elohim.’) 14 Moses says to the elders, “Wait here for
[JahShua and I] until we come back to you.” [The elders bristle
in fear. Moses continues,] “Look, Aaron and Hur {White} [will
wait] with you. Consult them if anyone has any

So Moses ascends the mountain, ___. [YAH's supernatural] cloud covers the summit. 16 For 6
days the [supernatural] cloud covers Bush
Mountain. From there the glory of Yahweh [radiates across the desert]. [Finally, ___,] on
the 7th day, out of the middle of the
cloud, Yahweh calls to Moses. 17 *The
emergencies requiring action.” 15

people of Israel look up, ___.
Their eyes glow with the sight
of the glory of Yahweh. [It radiates]
like fire devouring the mountain summit! 18 Then, ___, Moses
walks straight into the center of the
cloud! He hikes up [to the top of Bush] mountain. He stays atop the summit for 40
days and 40 nights [with no natural food nor water].
On the 20-25th & 26th days of the month of Sivan
(early June).

Exodus 25
Items Acceptable As Sacred Donations
1 Then Yahweh speaks to Moses: 2 [YAH] says,
“Encourage the children of Israel to
[each] bring [into My service] a donation. But
only accept a donation for [My feasts] from
someone who gives it willingly, from his
heart.
Churches can never collect forced contributions.
You can't make people do what they should willingly do. This is the biggest difference between worldly governments and YAH's Kingdom. Worldly governments collect forced contributions (taxes) to
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fund their religious programs: health, education
and welfare, and sacrifices to the God of War.
3

Here is a list of [voluntarily-contributed] items
you may accept [to supply the governmental/spiritual work]: gold, silver, and
copper/bronze;
15 objects. All numbers associated with the Tabernacle are divisible by 5, the number representing
government services, symbolized to this day in
worldly logos by the 5 pointed star. No iron is in
the temple. Iron is a base metal, symbolizing brute
force.
4
—[and accept] blue, purple and bright red yarn, and
fine linen, and goat hair;
These colors symbolize the crucifixion.
5
—And [accept] tanned rams’ skins, and [deer] skins,
and acacia wood;
Deer means a (clean) animal with fur, probably a
species of middle-eastern antelope: deer or roe.
Not a "badger", a vicious, unclean animal that lives
in holes in the ground in North America. Unclean
skins would have been an abomination to use in a
place such as the Tabernacle.
6
—[and accept] oil [to give] light, [and] spices for [sacred] rubbing oil and aromatherapeutic incense;
7
[accept] onyx stones and other gems to be mounted
on the ephod-vest and breastpiece.
8

Lead the people [to] make Me a sacred
tent [sanctuary, free of worldly distractions,] where
I can stay among them.

Not a giant temple. Merely a humble segregated
and sheltered area set aside for worship, healing
and education. If Moses was happy with a migratory tent, then there's no valid reason why churches
should go into debt to build buildings and to acquire land.
9
Make the [worship] tent and everything in it exactly
matching the model I show you.
YAH builds from within. Man builds from the outside. YAH's work begins in the heart of the saved
sinner. Man borrows money to fund wars to fight
evil. Man builds cathedrals so he can save souls.
Then man wonders why the world just gets worse.
You save the souls first, then you build stuff.

Ark-Box Construction Design

Exodus 25:10
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Have [carpenters] build an “ark” [box] of acacia wood:
2.5 cubits [3.75 feet] long, 1.5 cubits [2.25 feet] wide, and
1.5 cubits [2.25 feet] high.
11
Then overlay [this box] with pure gold plating inside
and out. Crown it with gold moulding all around the
top.
12
Cast 4 rings of gold. Attach them to the 4 corners
of the box: (two rings on one side-rib, and two
rings on the other side-rib).
13
And make poles of acacia wood. Overlay them with
gold.
14
Put those poles into the rings on the sides of the
ark, so that [people] can carry the ark by [lifting] the
poles.
15
Always keep the poles in the rings on the ark:
they'll never be removed from it.
16

Then put in the Ark the two [stone tablets]
I'll give you, on which [I] recorded the
[10] commandments.
17
Make a cover of pure gold [for the ‘ark’ box], 2.5 cubits
[3.75 feet] long and 1.5 cubits [2.25 feet] wide.

Called a propitiatory cover, referring to the ritually
‘cleansing’ blood which priests would sprinkle on it,
foreshadowing the crucifixion. Not merely goldplated, but solid gold, symbolizing the complete recreation of the soul the Creator gives, contrasted
with the superficial white-wash that religion offers.
18

Sculpt onto the two ends of the cover
two [winged angels] of hand-hammered
gold.
19

setting a cherub on each end, [in which
pour both
angels as one piece with the ark cover.
Exodus 25:20
[Rather than just]

case the angel sculptures could easily fall off and shatter] ,

Sculpt the angels stretching their wings
high above, covering the ark's lid with
their wings, their faces looking at each
other and pointed [slightly down] toward
the ark's cover [and the blood on it].

I'll meet with you [at the ark by appointment].
From above the ark-cover, from between the two [sculpted] angels on the ark
for recording [the 10 commandments], I will
speak with you about all the orders I'm
giving you for the people of Isra’el.
Obedience to YAH's commands is the foundation
for enjoying a relationship with him. To be ‘saved
by grace’ is to receive the miraculous ability to
obey, not to receive amnesty for ongoing willful
disobedience.

Sacred Sanctuary Table Design

23
Also make a table of acacia wood: 2 cubits [3 feet]
long, and 1 [cubit] [1.5 feet] wide, and 1.5 cubits [2.25 feet]
high.
36 inches long, 18 inches wide, and 27 inches
high.
24
Overlay the table with pure gold. Surround its
with gold crown [molding].

In the ark, put the [stone tablets] recording
[the commandments] I will give you. Then install the cover on the ark.
22
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3 crown molds: the Ark's crown symbolizes Law.
The incense table's crown symbolizes priesthood.
The bread-table's crown symbolizes the 12 tribes.
25
Make a rim one hand-width wide around the table.
Sculpt a gold border around the rim.
26
Make 4 rings of gold. Attach them to the table's 4
corners (near the feet).
27
[Place the rings] parallel to the table top. The [rings] will
serve as holders for the poles [men] use to carry the
table.
28
[Again], make poles of acacia-wood. Overlay them
with gold. Use them to carry the table.
29
[To go with the ark], make [matching] dishes, pans, bowls
and pitchers of pure gold.
Exodus 25:30
Place the table in front of the ‘ark.’ On the table, always keep sacred food [there to be blessed by My presence].
Bread of the presence = Bread of faces.
31

Looking toward the crucifixion.
21

167

Menorah Sculpting Design

And make a menorah of pure beaten,
sculpted gold. Make this candelabra's
shaft, branches, cups, discs and flowers
[all] of one piece.
32

[Make] 6 branches extend from the sides
of the menorah: 3 candlestick branches
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rising from one side, 3 candlestick
branches rising from the other side.
6 side-branches represent man, and man's work,
which must be centered around YAH and His work.
Worldly governments, schools and religions only
provide the meaningless peripheral branches without the center. Here "side" = (the ordinary) Zad,
one of 17 Hebrew words for ‘side.’
33

On each of the [menorah's] 6 branches,
sculpt 3 cups shaped like almond blossoms, each with calyx and petals, identical [and symmetrically arranged on each side].
34

On the central shaft of the menorah,
sculpt 4 cups shaped like almond blossoms, each with its ring of outer leaves
and petals.
35
Where each pair of branches join the central shaft,
sculpt a ring of outer leaves of one piece with the
pair of branches — [3 symmetrical] ring-leaves connecting to the 6 side-branches of the menorah.
36
Craft the [menorah's] buds and their branches as one
piece — all one hammered sculpture of pure gold.
37

Make 7 lamps for the menorah. Mount
the [lamps] so that they shine light on the
face [of the table] in front of it.
38
Make the [menorah's] candle snuffers, [tongs,] and trays
out of pure gold.
39
Make this [giant] menorah and its utensils from 1 talent of pure gold.
This is a HUGE menorah. About 70 pounds of gold,
about the price of a huge modern office building.
Exodus 25:40
Be sure to make everything just like the model, [the
heavenly sanctuary which My angel] showed you on the mountain.”

Exodus 26
Worship Tent Design
1 [YAH continues,]

“Make the [worship] Sanctuary from 10
sheets of fine linen interwoven with
blue, purple and red wool. Embroider
the [tent] fabric with winged angels crafted by a skilled weaver [who is capable of mak-
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ing the identical artwork appear on both sides of the fabric].

Sanctuary = Mishkan (aka 'Tabernacle' which implies a dwelling place).
2
Each sheet will measure 28 cubits [14 yards] long by 4
cubits [2 yards] tall. Make all the sheets exactly the
same size.
3
Join five of the curtains together. Do the same with
the other five.
Coupled like the 10 commandments, 5 on each
side.
4
Embroider blue loops on the edge of the outermost
sheet in the 1st set. Do the same on the edge of
the outermost sheet in the second set.
5
Make fifty loops on the one sheet. Then make fifty
loops on the edge of the corresponding sheet in the
second set. Position the loops opposite one another.
6
Make 50 [hooked] fasteners of gold. Couple the [roof]
curtains together with the fasteners, so that the
tent forms a single unit.
7
And make curtains of goats’ hair to cover the Sanctuary. Make 11 [such] curtains.
8
Make each curtain-sheet 30 cubits [45 feet] long, by 4
cubits [6 feet] high. Make all 11 curtain-sheets the
same size.
9
Sew 5 of the curtains together into one set, and
the other 6 into another set. Fold the 6th curtain
double at the front of the tent.
Exodus 26:10
Stitch 50 loops along the edge of the end panel,
and [likewise,] 50 loops along the edge of the joining
panel.
11
And mold 50 fasteners of brass. Install the fasteners into the loops, thereby coupling the tent together into one [structure].
12
Let the extra half-curtain hang down at the rear of
the holy sanctuary.
13
The extra cubit [half yard] of curtain on each side of
the tent's length will hang over the sides of the
Tent [as an eave] to cover it.
14
Finally, make a covering [forming a roof over] the tapestries of tanned rams’ skins. And over that, [sew] a
covering of fine leather.
15
And, from acacia wood poles, build vertical framework to [support] the tent.
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16
Make each pole-pillar 10 cubits [15 feet] long, by 1.5
cubits [2.25 feet] wide.
17
[Carve] 2 pegs on each frame to join it to the next
frame. (Make all the frames this way.)
18
Build the planks for the tent as follows: 20 planks
for the southmost area, facing southward.
19
And make 40 silver bases under the 20 poles: (2
bases under one board for its two pegs, and 2
bases under another plank for its 2 pegs).
Exodus 26:20
[Likewise,] for the 2nd rib of the tent on the north extremity, [saw] 20 frame-poles:
21
Supply those frames with 40 bases of silver: two
bases under each frame-section.
22
And for the westward sides of the tent, make 6
frame-poles.
23
And make 2 frame-poles for the corners of the tent
on [each of] the [tent's] two sides.
24
Connect these corner frames at the bottom. Firmly
attach them at the top with a single ring, to form a
single [frame] unit. Make both of the corner frames
the same way.
25
So there will be 8 frames and 16 silver bases—2
[bases] under each frame.
26
Make 5 crossbars of acacia-wood [to secure] the planks
on each side of the tent.
27
Place these crossbars symmetrically on all 4 sides
of the tent.
28
Make the middle crossbar (halfway up the frames)
extend from end to end [of the tent].
29
Overlay the frames with gold. Install gold rings on
the frames, through which the crossbars will pass.
And overlay the crossbars with gold.
Exodus 26:30
Erect the Sanctuary according to the design [of the
heavenly tent] which [My angel] showed you, [Moses], on the
mountain.
All art and design is based on inspiration from
heaven.
31

Design Of The Most Holy Place

Get a skilled master-weaver to craft a
[separating] veil of blue, purple and scarlet
yarn and finely-woven linen. [Embroider] it
with winged angels, [so viewers on both sides of
the veil can simultaneously see the angels].
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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32
With golden hooks, hang the veil on 4 pillars of
acacia wood overlaid with gold, standing in the 4
silver bases.
33

Hang the veil below the fasteners. Then
bring the ‘Testimonial Ark’ inside the
veil. The veil is to form the divider for
you between the [priestly] sacred zone
and the [restricted] supremely holy shrine.
A supernatural force ripped this veil when Yahshua
died.
34
Put the cover upon the “Testimonial Ark” in the
most holy place.
The Holy of Holies, or most Sacred of all places.
35
Install the table outside the veil. Place the Menorah
opposite the table on the southward side of the
tent. Put the table on the [tent's] north side.
36
For the entrance to the tent, make a screen of
blue, purple and scarlet yarn and finely woven
linen, colorfully embroidered.
37
For the screen, make five posts of acacia-wood.
Overlay the [posts] with gold. [Attach] golden hooks [to
the posts]. And cast five bronze bases for the [posts].”

Exodus 27
Sacred Food Cooking Altar Design

1 [YAH continues,]

“[Moses,] make an altar of acacia wood 3
cubits [4.5 feet] high, 5 cubits [7.5 feet]
long, by 5 cubits wide. [That is, make] the
altar [top] square.
2

Craft a horn on each of the altar's 4
corners. [Pour] the horns in one piece
with the altar. Overlay the whole altar
with brass.
3
Craft dedicated pans to receive the altar's ashes,
plus dedicated shovels, basins, meat-hooks and
fire-pans. Make all the altar's instruments from
brass.
4
Make for [the altar] a grille of bronze mesh. On the
four corners of the mesh, make four bronze rings.
5
Put the grate under the rim [where the priest stands]
around the altar, so that its mesh reaches halfway
up the altar.
6
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And make poles (staves of acacia wood) to [facilitate
moving] the altar. Overlay the [poles] with brass.
7
Then put the poles into the rings, so that the poles
protrude from the two sides of the altar, to [facilitate]
carrying it.
8
Use board-forms to make the altar hollow. Have
the workmen make it following the model [the angel]
showed you on the mountain.

Sacred Courtyard Design

9
Make the courtyard of the Sacred-Dwelling [as follows]:
On the south quarter, facing southward, install tapestries for the courtyard, made of finely woven
linen, 100 cubits [150 feet] [per] side.
Exodus 27:10
And erect 20 pillars [per side], with 20 base-sockets of
brass. Make silver hooks and bands. [Install them on]
the pillars.
Silver symbolizes redemption. Bronze/brass signifies judgment.
11
Likewise, along the [tent's] north side, hang tapestries 100 cubits [150 feet] long, hung on 20 posts in
twenty bronze socket-bases, with silver hooks and
rings for the posts.
12
Across the width of the courtyard on the west quarter, hang tapestries 50 cubits [75 feet] long, attached
to 10 posts on 10 bases.
13
Build the 50 cubit [75 feet] wide courtyard on the [tent's] east quarter (facing east).
14
Inside the gate, hang 15-cubit [22.5 foot] long tapestries on 3 pillars on 3 bases.
For one side (shoulder) of the gateway.
15
Same on the outside of the [tent's] gate.
16

For the gateway of the courtyard, install a 20 cubit [30 foot] screen made of
blue, purple and scarlet yarn and finely
woven linen. Make [this screen] colorful.
[Hire] skilled weaver[s] to make it. Install
it on 4 posts on 4 bases.

17
Band all the posts all the way around the courtyard
with silver. Stand the [posts] in bases of bronze.
18
The courtyard will [measure] 100 cubits [150 feet] long,
by 50 cubits [75 feet] wide from end to end, with a
height of five cubits [7.5 feet], [all lined with] finely-woven
linen, and supported on brass pedestal-bases.
19
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Make all the equipment needed for every kind of
service in the sanctuary-tent, as well as the tent
pegs for the tent and for the courtyard, of bronze.
Exodus 27:20
Command the sons of Israel to bring you pure oil of
pounded olives to give light, [however much oil it takes] to
keep the lamps perpetually burning.
Like Yahshua's spirit, without measure or limit
(John 3:34).
21

In the congregational tent, outside the
veil, facing the front of the testimonial
[ark], Aaron and his sons will [maintain the
burning lamps] from evening to morning, in
the presence of Yahweh. This will be a
statute forever for all [Aaron's] descendants, to benefit the descendants of Israel.”
Christian life is a continual service, not a mere sunday-morning meeting.

Exodus 28
YHVH Appoints Aaron's Sons As
Priests
1 [YAH continues,]

“[Moses,] summon your brother Aaron and
his sons to come from among the people of Isra’el to you, to can serve me as
Cohanim {priests}. [Call] Aaron and his
sons: Nadab {Volunteer}, Abihu {Father-Serving-YAH}, El‘azar {El's-Helper} and
Itamar {Palm-Coast}.
Hebrew Sacred Priestly Apparel Design
2

For your brother Aaron [to wear], make
sacred apparel expressing [divine] dignity
and splendor.
Glory & beauty, same as Christ in Heb 2:9 and 2
Pe1:17. Aaron is a prefiguration of Christ, the
priest. See Matt 17:1-8. All these garments and
rituals are symbolic.
3
Speak to all the craftsmen whom I have filled with
the spirit of wisdom. Have them craft Aaron’s
garments. [Unique dress will] set Aaron apart for Me, to
help him serve Me in the [tasks] of Cohen {Priest}.
Impressive clothing affects the opinions of unspiritual people, sometimes opening the door for them
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to receive spiritual advice. Yet John the Baptist and
the Messiah wore humble clothing.
4
To help your brother Aaron and his sons serve me,
have [the artisans] fashion the following sacred priestly
garments:
•
a breastplate,
•
a vest,
•
a robe,
•
an embroidered coat,
•
a turban [or tiara],
•
and a sash.
Turban means something wound around (the
head).
5

Have [the artisans] use gold [and] blue [and]
purple & scarlet yarn, and fine linen.
6

[Have the artisans] expertly craft the vest using gold,
blue, purple and scarlet [elements], and finely-woven
linen.

Vest= ephod, meaning ‘to bind,’ because the vest
holds the whole outfit together. Aaron, Samuel and
David wore this vest, each foreshadowing an aspect of Christ, the ultimate priest.
7
[On the vest, make] the two shoulder-pieces join at their
two edges, so the vest can be fastened together.
8
Make the vest's integrated decorated belt of the
same workmanship and materials — gold, blue,
purple & scarlet yarn; and finely woven linen.
9
And take two onyx stones. Engrave on them the
names of the [original 12] sons of Israel:
Exodus 28:10
[Inscribe] 6 of the [tribes'] names on one stone, and the
other 6 [tribes'] names on the other stone, in order of
their [Patriarchs'] births.
11

Have an expert stone-artisan engrave
the two stones with the names of the
children of Israel, like the engravings
on a signet [ring]. Place the [stones] in settings of gold.
12

Put the two stones on the vest's shoulder-pieces. Their [shiny glinting will] remind
[everyone of] the [amazing, tumultuous lives of the
original] sons of Israel. This way Aaron
will bear the [Patriarchs'] names before
Yahweh upon his two shoulders, as a
memorial [of how the Patriarchs messed up in life,
but how Yahweh ultimately redeemed them] .
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The engravings lie on
the heart, representing love and spirit,
the shoulders, representing strength,
and the forehead, representing the will.
These stones and engravings artistically embody
the Greatest Commandment:
Love YHVH with all your heart, soul, mind and
strength.
13
Make the settings out of gold [filigree].
14
Install two chains of pure gold at the ends [of the settings]. Craft them like jewelry braids. Then fasten the
twisted chains to the settings.

Jeweled-Breastplate Design

15

And with expert workmanship, make
the breastplate [the priest will wear when he]
judges [law cases]. [Make it] with the same
workmanship as the vest. Color it with
gold, blue, purple, scarlet. Use finelywoven linen.

16
When folded double, the chest-piece will be
square: one hand-span [9 inches] long, by one handspan wide.
17
In [the breast-piece], install settings of stones: (four
rows of stones [representing the 12 tribes]). In the 1st row,
install a carnelian, a topaz and an emerald.
3x4 rows has another meaning: 3+4=7, the number of YAH and his perfection, as opposed to 6,
representing man's rebellion and shortfall.
18
In the [breastplate's] second row, install an emerald, a
sapphire and a diamond.
19
In the [breastplate's] 3rd row, install a turquoise [gem],
an agate and an amethyst.
Exodus 28:20

Finally, in the [breastplate's] 4th row, [install]
a beryl, an onyx and a jasper. Set all
[12 gems] in gold filigree.
21

These stones correspond to the names
of the twelve sons of Isra’el. So engrave [the gems] with [Israel's boys'] names.
[Cut the names into the rocks as a stone-mason]

would engrave a [royal] seal, [to show that the
stones] represent Israel's 12 tribes.
Art signifies spiritual realities.
22
[To attach] the breastplate [to the ephod] at each end,
make skillfully-braided cords of pure gold.
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23
Also for the breastplate, make two gold rings. Attach the gold rings onto the two ends of the breastplate.
24
Then connect the two twisted chains of gold to the
two rings on the ends of the breastplate.
25
Take the other two ends of the two twisted chains
fastened in the two settings. Attach them to the
shoulder pieces on the front of the ritual vest [ephod].
26
Make two gold rings. Put them on the two ends of
the breastplate, at its edge, on the side facing inward toward the vest.
27
Fashion two other rings of gold. Attach them low
on the front part of the vest’s two shoulder-pieces,
near the join, above the vest’s decorated belt.
28
Then, with blue cords, attach the bottom rings of
the chestpiece to the rings on the vest. This will
hold the chestpiece securely to the vest above the
decorated sash [so that the breastplate won’t swing loose from the
vest].
29

So whenever Aaron enters the holy
place, he'll carry the names of the children of Israel in the “judgment breastplate” over his heart, [the symbolic place of
love], to continually remind [him to pray for his
people] before Yahweh.
Make a prayer list and daily pray for the people
you care about.
Exodus 28:30

Put the

*

Urim
{Flame-Lights} and the Thummim
{Perfections} into this ‘judgmentbreastplate.’ There the [sacred]
stones will rest upon Aaron's
heart when he goes in [to pray]
facing Yahweh. Thus Aaron will
continually metaphorically
bear the judgment of the people of Israel upon his heart before Yahweh.
[two sacred stones, the]

Apparently Aaron would pull one of these two
stones (the Urim and the Thummim) from his bag.
If the stone that looked like flame-lights came out,
YHVH was pronouncing Israel guilty, thus rejecting
their offerings. If the stone called ‘perfection’ came
out, YHVH was pronouncing Israel forgiven. This is
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a foreshadowing of the judgment day, when YAH
will either give you an immortal body with unlimited powers, or toss you into the trash-fire of the
universe to be annihilated.
31
Make the robe of the ritual vest all of blue.
32
Cut an opening in middle of the top of [the vest]. Sew
an expert woven binding around the hole, like the
collar of a coat of mail, so no one can tear it.
33
Make pomegranates out of blue, purple and scarlet
yarn. Attach them to the hem of the robe, with
gold bells between them.
34
Make the gold bells and pomegranates alternate all
the way around the hem.
35

Aaron must wear the robe when he
serves. The bells will jingle when he enters the Holy Room while he is serving
[Me,] Yahweh. And they'll jingle when he
goes out. [You may think this is funny, but if Aaron
doesn't wear the jingle bells, I'll] kill him!
36

Also make a plate of pure gold. Engrave upon it, in the style of the engravings on a [royal] signet-ring, “[THIS IS]
Yahweh'S SACRED [PROPERTY! RESPECT IT!]”
When the earth is renewed, even the horses will be
sacred. See Zech. 14:20, Rev 19:11-14, Rev.
14:20.
37
With a blue cord, attach this medallion to the front
of Aaron's turban.
Aaron was a raghead. Think about that before you
knock the Muslims.
38

Aaron will wear on his forehead [the
medallion with the holiness inscription]. By [sincerely
bringing] the holy [donations] before Yahweh's face, Aaron will lift the guilt of the
descendants of Israel. With holiness
[rather than the mark of the beast] marked on the
head of [the peoples' representative,] Yahweh
will always accept the gifts that they
consecrate to Him.
Difficult translation. The idea is that your mind and
will should be dedicated to YHVH, not to the beast
who puppets you on his devil-strings.
39
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Weave Aaron's patterned-tunic from fine linen
cloth. Fashion the turban out of this linen as well.
Also make him an embroidered sash.
Exodus 28:40
Likewise for Aaron’s sons [the assistant priests] make tunics, sashes and headgear expressing dignity and
splendor.
41

Clothe Aaron and his sons with these
garments. Then anoint and ordain
them. Set them apart as holy so they
can serve as my priests.

Anyone in YHVH's authority will be vastly different
from the people around them. Are you different?

Sacred Underpants Design

42
Also make linen underclothes for the [priests], to be
worn next to their bodies, reaching from waist to
thigh.
43

Aaron and his sons must wear those
underclothes when they come into the
congregational Sanctuary and when
they approach the altar to minister in
the holy place. [The pants represent holiness. So

the priests must take this seriously. If people look up the

the
priests will be guilty [of mocking crucial eternal
principles,] and they'll die. This [underpants]
statute will remain in effect, perpetually
binding on Aaron and his seed-children
after him, [until judgment day].”
priest's robes and see their naughty parts,]

Exodus 29
Hebrew Priestly Ordination Ritual
1 [YAH's angel continues,]
“Here is what you must do to set [Aaron and his sons]
apart to serve Me as priests: Get a young bull and
two rams, all without any flaws.
2
Then [make] unleavened bread, and unleavened
cakes spread with oil, and unleavened wafers with
oil poured over them. Make them [all] from [fine]
wheat flour.
3
Put the [bread] in one basket. Present the bread-basket [before Yahweh], with the young bull and the two
rams.
4
Then bring Aaron and his sons to the door of the
congregational Sanctuary. Wash them with water.
5
Then take the [holy] clothing: put the coat on Aaron,
along with the robe [matching] the vest, the vest [itself],
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and the breastplate. Then wrap [Aaron] with the decorated belt [that matches] the vest:
6
Then put the turban on [Aaron's] head. Put the holy
crown on the turban.
7
Then take the anointing oil. Anoint [Aaron] by pouring
[the oil] on [Aaron's] head.
8
Then bring [Aaron's] sons. Put tunics on them.
9
Wrap sashes around Aaron and his sons. Put the
[priestly] headgear on them. By perpetual regulation,
the priest's job is the responsibility of Aaron and
his sons. So ordain them.
Exodus 29:10
Bring a young bull to the front of the congregational tent. Aaron and his sons will put their hands on
the bull's head.
11
Then, at the door of the congregational Sanctuary,
butcher the bull [in a symbolic ritual giving honor to] Yahweh.
Preparing the bull to be eaten.
12
Take [a bit] of the young bull's blood. With your finger, [symbolically] wipe [the blood] on the horns of the [cooking] altar. Then pour the rest of the blood [into a bowl]
at the base of the altar.
13

Take all the choice meats that plump
up the [bull's] innards, and the lobe
above the liver, and the two kidneys,
and the choice parts [around] them.
Smoke-roast them on the cooking-altar.
Roasted to eat. The word normally translated "fat"
means “choice, rich parts.” Some commentators
say caul = momentum (a fold of peritoneum connecting the stomach with other abdominal organs).
Organ meats are the most nutritious parts of any
animal. If you eat meat, prefer the animal's heart,
eyes, brains, lungs, etc. Whether you eat the kidneys and liver depends on the cleanliness of the
animal's living environment. (Kidneys and livers
are filters.)
14
Then haul the carcass (including the skin and the
[intestinal] dung) outside the camp. Burn it as a [foreshadowing of the fire that comes to consume all unrepentant] sinners.
This is not wasting an animal. It is cleaning up the
post-meal mess in a sanitary manner. For proof,
see Num 19:7 where the word normally rendered
‘flesh’ here refers to skin. Skin can be used as
leather. But if it's not promptly used, it's better to
bury or burn it. If you've ever lived in a small farm
town, you know you get more cow-skin than you
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have time to tan into leather. Tanning is a long,
labor-intensive process.
15
Similarly, take one ram. Aaron and his sons will put
their hands on the head of the ram.
16
Slaughter the ram [for cooking]. Take [a bit of] its blood.
Sprinkle it around on the altar, [symbolizing the future death
of the Messiah].
17
Cut up the ram. Wash off the internal organs and
the legs. Set them alongside the head and the other pieces of the body.
18

Smoke-roast the whole ram on the [cooking] altar. The [wood] smoke will honor
Yahweh by [giving off] the homey scent of
a donated [meal] cooked by fire [at a feast
honoring] Yahweh.
For eating, not burning up. Only a very deluded
person would think that the Creator ordered people
to burn animals for His divine pleasure. Yet billions
of such deluded "believers" crawl the earth spreading nonsense about “biblical blood sacrifice” in
churches, mosques and synagogues.
19
Likewise, take the other ram. Aaron and his sons
will [again] lay their hands on the head of the ram.
Exodus 29:20
Then butcher the ram. Take [a bit] of its blood. [Symbolically] dab it on the tip of the right ear of Aaron,
and on the tip of the right ear of his sons, and on
the thumbs of their right hands, and on the big
toes of their right feet. Then sprinkle the blood all
around the top of the [cooking] altar.
21
Then take some of the blood from the altar, and
some of the anointing oil. Sprinkle it on Aaron, and
on his clothes, and on his sons, and on the clothes
of his sons beside him, to [symbolically] set him apart,
along with his clothes, his sons, and his son's
clothes.
The blood symbolizes our redemption by the Messiah's submission to murder. The oil symbolizes
YAH's Sacred Spirit.
22
Also take from this “ram of ordination” the best
meats, the rump, the best parts covering the inner
organs, the covering of the liver, the two kidneys
with the best parts on [or around] them, and the right
shoulder.
Or “remove the trashy fat parts before you cook
the good meat.” (Cheleb can mean "nasty fat" or
"choice parts.')
23
[With these choice cuts of meat, cook] one loaf of bread, and
one cake of oiled bread, and one wafer out of the
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basket of the unleavened bread [which you've placed] before Yahweh:
24
Then put all [this food] in the hands of Aaron, and in
the hands of his sons. They'll [parade in front of the people,]
waving the [food toward the four corners of the earth, praising]
Yahweh [for giving food to the people of the earth]. That's called a
“wave offering.”
25
Then [have the cooks] take [all of that uncooked food] back from
the [priest's] hands. Then smoke-roast it on the altar.
That's called a “smoked offering”, a donated [meal]
cooked by fire to [honor] Yahweh. [Send] a delicious
aroma [up toward] the face of Yahweh.
Qatar (regrettably often translated ‘burn’) merely
means to smoke, as in creating a fragrance by
burning incense. Olah (regrettably often translated
‘burnt offering’) merely signifies smoke rising, as it
does when you smoke-roast meat.
26
Then [have the priests] take the breast of Aaron's ordination ram. [They'll walk around in front of the people] waving it [toward the four corners of the earth, praising] Yahweh [for blessing the
earth with food]. Then you [priests eat] the [meat].
27
Consecrate [as food for the priests] the breast of the “wave
offering” and the thigh of any contribution [the priests
ritually] waved [toward the four winds] and [/or] lifted up [toward
heaven], whether from the ‘ram of ordination’, or from
anything else dedicated for [the priests, that is,] Aaron or
his sons.
The point of all these food rituals is to ceremonially
and nutritionally support a large group of priests
who provide the health, education and welfare services as the government of YAH's people.
28
[These] thanksgiving donations will be Aaron's and his
sons’ [food,] [guaranteed] by [divine] statute forever binding
the children of Israel. Keep on lifting up these [symbolic] donations taken from the peace offerings given
by the descendants of Israel. [That's what's meant by]
these “heave offerings” [honoring] Yahweh.
Further proof that the "sacrifices" and "offerings"
were meant to feed people, not to waste animals.

Ordination Procedure For Successive Priests
29
Preserve Aaron's sacred garments for his descendants to wear when they succeed him as anointed
and ordained [priests].
Exodus 29:30
The son of Aaron who succeeds [Aaron] as priest and
who goes into the meeting Tent to serve in the
Holy Place must wear [Aaron's] clothes on [the first] seven days [of his tenure].
Not necessarily all day.
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31
So take the [aforementioned] ram of [priestly] ordination.
Cook its meat in the holy place.
32

Then, by the entrance to the Meeting
Tent, Aaron and his sons will eat ram's
meat with the bread from the basket.
“Sacrifices” are eaten, not burned. See John 6:33,
Ex 12:10-11.
33

So the

will eat those foods. This
‘covers’ the [priests] with sanctified authority. A [non-Hebrew pagan] can
never eat of those [donations], because
they are sacred.
[priests]

[honor ritually]

Kaphar (cover) is normally here translated
‘atonement.’ Yet the english word ‘atonement’ is
only tangentially related to the Hebrew word
‘kaphar’.
34
And if anything of the ‘ordination’ meat, or its
bread, remain to the morning, then burn the remainder with fire. Eat none of its leftovers, because
it's sacred, [not merely tasty].
35
For 7 [straight] days, carry out all these orders I've
given you to consecrate Aaron and his sons.
36
Each of [these 7] days, [the people will] donate, [and the priests
will] cook, a young bull as a confession-donation. [By
donating the bulls, the people admit that they have] sinned [and that they
need priests to help them stay on the straight-and-narrow path] . [Thus repeat
the aforementioned ritual to symbolically] cover [the priests with authority]. Then, after you have covered the altar with [ritual
blood,] pour [oil over the altar] to clean it.
‘Asah’ here means ‘make/prepare/cook’, not ‘offer.’
Clean the altar, so the symbolic blood doesn't just
pile up on the altar and start stinking and looking
gross.
37
[For the] 7 days [of the priest's inauguration,] cover the altar
[with blood]. Then clean it. It will be a most sacred altar. Whatever [and whoever] touches it must be holy.

Ongoing Daily Sacred Food Preparation
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Cook the one lamb in the morning.
Cook the second lamb at dusk.
Exodus 29:40
(With the one lamb) mix in 1/10th [proportion by weight]
of flour mixed with 1/4 hin [a quart] of beaten oil.
[Serve this breaded meat with] 1/4 hin [a quart] of wine, as a
drink offering.
This is Yayin, that is, alcohol-containing wine,
though it might be only mildly fermented. #5262
necek ('drink offering') might be better translated,
‘marinade.’
41

Serve the other lamb [to needy people and to
the priests] at evening. Cook it just like the
morning meat-donation. Match the
morning drink offering. Smoke-roast
[the lamb] so that it fills the region with
the delicious aroma [of] a donation-meal
cooked by fire to [honor] Yahweh.
42
Down through your generations, continually [cook]
these ascension-gifts at the entrance to the Meeting Tent in the presence of Yahweh. There I [YAH's angel] will meet you, to speak to you.
43
I'll meet with the children of Israel to sanctify the
Tent-Sanctuary with my glory.
This section seems to be written like a song, with
repetition.
44
I'll sanctify the congregational tent and the altar.
And I'll sanctify Aaron and his sons to serve Me in
their priestly duties.
45

I'll dwell among the children of Israel.
[I] become their Elohim.
46

The [Israelis eventually] come to realize that
I am Yahweh their Elohim, who brought
them up out of the land of Egypt, in order to live with them. I am Yahweh,
their Sovereign.”

Exodus 30

38

[To feed poor people and temple workers during normal

days],

offer upon the altar two 1-year-old
[donated] lambs, day after day, continually.

Heb 9:9, 10:1-2
39
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Hebrew Incense Altar Construction
Design

1 [YAH's angel continues,]
“Construct an altar on which to burn incense. Build
it out of acacia wood.
2
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Make [the altar] 1 cubit long by 1 cubit wide, perfectly
square at its base, and 2 cubits high. Carve its
horns as one piece with the altar.
A waist-high pedestal.
3
Overlay [the altar] with pure gold, on the top, on the
sides all around, and [on] the horns. Crown it with
gold [moulding] all around.
crown = flange.
4
Make two gold rings for the altar below the molding
—two on each side [4 in total] —to hold the poles [which
priests] use to carry the altar.
5
[Carve] the poles from acacia wood. Overlay them
with gold.
6
Install [the altar] facing the veil by the “Testimonial
Chest” [the ark], facing [the ark's] cover. There I will
meet with you.
7
Every morning, Aaron will burn aromatherapeutic
incense [with sacred-fire]. When he dresses the lamps,
he'll burn incense on [the altar].
8
When Aaron lights the lamps at evening, he'll [again]
burn incense on [the altar]. Continually incense [will burn]
before Yahweh, [down] through [all] your generations.
9
Never offer unholy incense on [the incense altar]. Never
burn sacrifices, nor [cook] meat-donations, nor ever
pour drink offerings on [it].
Exodus 30:10

Once every year, [on the 10th day of the 7th
month], upon the horns of [the incense altar],
Aaron will wipe the blood of the [feast-animal the people have] donated [to express their remorse over their] sins. Annually [down]
through [all] your generations, [the priest]
will cover [with blood the horns of the incense altar].
[This ritual] is supremely sacred to Yahweh, [because it prefigures the murder of the Messiah].”

of each tribe].

176

As you count them,

[invite each man to donate a]
per-person payment to [fund the
work of] Yahweh. [Do not go beyond this
simple head count. Never force taxation. Never

plagues [will
the enumerated people.

number individual people, or]
strike]

Very important: the money was a voluntary contribution, not a mandatory tax. And this was NOT a
registration census, because human inventory enumeration systems (SSN's, national I.D. numbers,
etc.) are forbidden throughout scripture. It was
simply a rough head count. See Rev 16:2, which is
in effect today, where plague[s] (cancer, etc.) descend on the whole world because [almost] everyone has participated in the inventorying of human
flesh:
...disgusting and painful sore(s) fall upon the people who have the mark of the Beast.
13

As each man passes through to be
counted, [he] should donate to Yahweh's
[work] an offering of half a shekel [one-fifth
ounce of silver]—by the sanctuary shekel [.35
troy ounce] standard. (A shekel equals
twenty gerahs.)
This silver pays for the operation of the sacred
(set-apart) government. Again, YHVH allows ONLY
a simple head-count. It is always a crime for citizens of the Kingdom of Heaven to participate in
any “Census Registration.” Gerah [.568 gram] may
be where we get the word ‘Grain’ as in a grain [.06
gram] of silver. Trumah = an offering voluntarily
given up, NOT a tax.
14

Every [man] who passes through the
counting line, from 20 years old and
above, should give this offering to Yahweh.
15

Again, “cover” = “kaphar,” which doesn't translate
to the slippery, amorphous english word, "atonement."

Head-Count Procedure
11 Yahweh further instructs Moses: 12

*[YAH's

says,
“When you take a gross headcount of the children of Israel,
simply note the sum [of the members
angel]

The Cinematic Bible 1.0

A rich [man] won't give more, nor a poor
[man] give less, than half a shekel, when
[he] gives an offering to Yahweh to ‘cover’ [his] soul.
Financial caste is ALWAYS forbidden in Hebrew
Law; yet caste is always the norm in the world.
Acts 10:34, Ro 3:22-23, Ro 10:12.
16
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Accept the ‘covering’ money from the
children of Israel. Dedicate it to operating the community tent-sanctuary. The
[tent] exists to help the children of Israel
remember the face of Yahweh, and to
provide a [spiritual] ‘cover’ for your souls.”
The Tent-sanctuary existed to help the people remember YHVH. Public school exists to help your
kids forget YHVH. Churches exist mostly to help
you marginalize YHVH into a tiny hour or two of
your week, so you can focus on making money and
paying taxes and buying stuff you don't need, to
make other people rich.

Sacred Wash-Basin Design

17 Yahweh further instructs Moses: 18 [YAH's angel]
says,
“Also make a basin of bronze (with a bronze base)
for washing. Place it between the tent of meeting
and the altar. [Fill] it with water.
19
Aaron and his sons will wash their hands and their
feet at [this sink].
See Jn 13:10.
Exodus 30:20

will keep the [priests]
alive. The [priests] will wash [themselves] with water
when they enter the congregational tent, and when
they approach the altar to cook smoke-roasted donated [meat] on the fire, to [serve people in feasts] honoring
Yahweh.
21
[Maintaining high standards of cleanliness]

So to prevent their deaths, the [priests]
will wash their hands and their feet. [This
cleanliness rule] will persist as a regulation
forever binding [all priests], both to [Aaron]
and to his ‘seed-children’ [down] through
[all] their generations.”
Sacred Anointing Oil Recipe
22 Yahweh further instructs Moses: 23 [YAH's angel]

says,
“Take the finest spices: 500 shekels
[12.5 pounds] of myrrh, [plus] half this
amount (250 shekels) of aromatic cinnamon, [plus] 250 shekels of aromatic
cane;
Myrrh: gum of arabian thorny shrubs. Calumus:
Indian lemongrass.
24

—[and take] 500 shekels [12.5 pounds] of cassia (use the sanctuary standard), and
one gallon of olive oil.
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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Cassia: Indian cinnamon.
25

Combine the spices and the oil into a
sacred anointing ointment. Blend it and
perfume it as would an expert perfumemaker. It will be [the] holy consecration
liquid.
Oil symbolizes the holy spirit.
26
With this oil, [sacramentally] anoint the congregational
tent and the ‘Testimonial Ark.’
27
[Also pour the sacred oil on] the [sanctuary] table and all its
utensils, and on the menorah and its accessories,
and on the incense altar.
28
[Pour the oil on] the smoke [roasting] altar and [on] all its
[cooking] utensils, and [on] the washbasin and its base.
29

Consecrate the [temple furniture and equipment].
They must remain extremely sacred.
Whatever [and whoever] touches the [temple
furnishings] must be holy.
Exodus 30:30
And pour [the anointing oil on] Aaron and his sons. Consecrate them, so they can serve me as priests.
31
And command the children of Israel: say, ‘Down
through all your generations, this [oil] must remain
a holy anointing liquid, [reserved] for [Yahweh's service].
32

Never pour this oil on any man's flesh.
And never make any other [oil] like it.
Don't copy its composition. It is holy. It
must be sacred to you.

33
Whoever compounds any [oil] like [the temple oil], or
whoever puts any of it upon a [non-Hebrew], will be cut
off from his people.”

Sacred Incense Recipe

34 And Yahweh says to Moses,
“Take aromatic plant substances — balsam resin,
sweet onycha [shell] and bitter galbanum gum —
these spices along with frankincense, all in equal
quantities;
35

Combine those [spices] into an incense,
blended as would an expert perfumemaker: perfect [tempered, preserved, rubbed-fine],
pure and holy.
Symbolic of the perfection of the Messiah.
36
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Beat some of the [incense] very small. Put some of it
facing the “testimonial [ark]” in the congregational
tent, where I will meet with you. You must treat
this [incense] as quintessentially sacred.
The incense signifies prayers.
37
Never make incense for your personal [use] using
the identical composition. You must always reserve
[this holy incense recipe] completely for Yahweh.
38
Whoever makes any incense like [this holy incense, just] to
enjoy its fragrance, will be cut off from his people.
Any true believer can make and use these incense
and oil recipes today. The purpose of the restrictions was to make YHVH's temple a special place
which had exclusive services and benefits which
would not be available in pagan temples. Today
every true believer is a brick in heaven's temple
and a member of the priesthood. So true believers
are entitled to use the above described oil and incense.

Exodus 31
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every other kind of [artistic] workmanship.
6

And you watch: To [my artists,] I supply
[helpers]: Aholiab {Father's-Tent}, the son
of Ahisamach {Brother-Of-Support}, of the
tribe of Dan {Judge}. I install wisdom in
the hearts of all my craftsmen, so they
can build everything I've commanded
you [to build].
What YAH commands, He enables.
7
[My artisans come to build] the congregational tent, the testimonial-Ark (and the [angel-sculpture] cover on it) and
all the furniture of the tent.
8

the [sacred] table
with its utensils, and the pure [gold]
menorah with all its utensils, and the
incense altar.
[And My artisans soon build]

9

the altar for smokeroasting [donated meat], with all its utensils, and the washbasin and its base;

[And My artisans will build]

Hebrew Artisania
1 Yahweh further commands Moses: 2 [YAH's angel]
says,
“Watch. I have called and authorized Bezale-El
{Shadow-Of-El}, the son of Uri {Flame}, the son of Hur
{Drill}, from the tribe of Judah {Celebrated}.
Art is a calling from heaven.

*
I have filled [the artist who shadows me]
with the [ingenious] spirit of Elohim, with wisdom, understanding, [and] knowledge covering
every kind of artistic craftsmanship.
3

If you're doing Christian work, it ought to be better
than what the worldly people are producing. Bad
Art = Bad spirituality. Bad music = bad spirituality.
The heart of artistry is imitating the creativity you
see in nature and in the Hebrew scriptures.
4

devise masterful
works, crafted in gold, and in silver,
and in brass;

[I've empowered My artist to]

5

cut and set [gem]stones, to sculpt wood, and [to perform]

[And I've given My artist skill to]
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the
[priestly] clothes, including the sacred
garments for [High] priest Aaron and his
sons to [wear while] they serve, doing [their]
priestly functions;
[And My embroiderers and spinners will weave]

11

And [My herbalists will produce] the anointing
oil, and aromatherapeutic incense for
[fumigating] the holy place. [They will] exactly
execute all the instructions I've given
you.”
12 Yahweh further commands Moses:

Guard The Hebrew Sabbath

*
“Also command the people of
Israel [to rest]. Say, ‘You must
genuinely keep my sabbaths,
___. [The Sabbath] is a sign between me and you, throughout
[all] your generations, so that
you can know that I am Yahweh who separates you [from
worldly societies].
13
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Worldly societies set up alternate days of rest. Paganized Christians hallow Sunday. Muslims hallow
Friday. Worldly societies ignore the land sabbath.
So if you keep YHVH's commandments, you're going to get ridiculed by the whole world, including
by so-called Christians.

*
So you, ___, MUST keep the
[7th day] sabbath. [Saturday rest] is [a]
sacred [obligation] for you. Everyone who defiles [the sabbath] dies:
DEAD! For whoever does any
work [on the sabbath], that soul must
be cut off from among his people.
14

Moses Gets The 1st Set Of Law
Tablets

*Yahweh finishes
communicating with
Moses on Mount Sinai
{Bush}. Then Yahweh
gives Moses two recording rocks (tablets of
stone) engraved by the
finger of Elohim.
18

The 10 commandments are the foundation of all
human Law. Specifically, the finger of YHVH's angel-ambassador.

Exodus 32

Not a death penalty, but a prediction.
15

Six days you can perform work, ___.
But the 7th is the sabbatical rest. [That 24
hour stretch] is holy, [reserved] to Yahweh.
Whoever does any work on the sabbath
day, dies. DEAD.
16

So, ___, the [true] children of Israel
keep the sabbath. [They] observe the
sabbath down through all their generations. This covenant stretches over
eons.
If you are a true Christian, you have been engrafted into Israel. So you will seek to honor the actual
Sabbath (not Sunday) for your own good and for
the good of others. 7th-day Sabbath was instituted
long before the Sinai covenant. 7th-day Sabbath
goes back to the garden of Eden.
17

is a sign between Me and the
people of Israel for ever, ___. As [the
scripture says,] ‘in 6 [metaphorical] “days” Yahweh made heaven and earth. Then on
the 7th “day” He rested and breathed
[aaahhhh].’”

[The sabbath]

YHVH was not ‘refreshed.’ He's eternally ‘fresh.’ He
'breathed' a sigh of satisfaction, delight, happiness
and calm. This verse reminds us to take time to
rest and breathe. If you are a true Christian you
are a member of Israel. Therefore Christians must
guard the Hebrew Sabbath.
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Aaron & Israel Forge A Golden Bull
God

*[Meanwhile, ___, down below,] the
[Israelite] people realize that
Moses has shamed them by
staying alone with Yahweh instead of coming down the
mountain [to be a part of their society]. So
the people mob Aaron! They
command him, “Get up! Sculpt
us idol-gods to [parade] before us.
Because as for this Moses, the
man who brought us up out of
the land of Egypt—we don't
know what's become of him.” 2
1

So Aaron says to the [idolaters], “Take the
golden earrings off the ears of your
wives, your sons and your daughters.
Bring the [gold] to me.”
False religion demands money.

So all the people break the golden
earrings they'd had in their ears, ___.
They bring the [crushed jewelry] to Aaron.
3

"All" may here signify only the majority, as in, “the
American people elected a President.”

*So Aaron accepts the jewelry
from the people. He melts it
4
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down. (Using an engraving
tool) he sculpts the gold into a
calf. Then the people shout, “O
Israel, [this statue represents] your elohim, who brought you up out
of the land of Egypt!”
Calf=egel, pronounced "Eagle," drawing a clear auditory connection to today's nationalistic idolatry.
The bull-god was the primary deity of Egypt. So
praising it was as normal as pledging allegiance to
the flag today. The same bull god sits outside of
the New York Stock Exchange today. This story is
retold in Neh 9:18 and Ps 106:19-21.

Aaron admires [the idol]. He builds a
[sacrificial] altar before it. [Then] Aaron
makes a proclamation. He shouts, “Tomorrow [we'll celebrate] a festival [honoring]
Yahweh!”
5

It's impossible to mix YHVH's spirit with sin. But
religionists try.

The Israelis Go Wild In A Drunken
Pagan Orgy

*So, ___, [the Israelites] rise up
early the next day. They offer
donated [meat] for smoke-roasting. They bring [vegetables, grains and
desserts as] peace donation[s]. The
people sit down to eat and
drink. Then they jump up to
play [sports-games]. [The fun devolves into
6

dirty dancing and tail-chasing.]
Obviously they cooked meat, because they ate.
They may also have criminally burned whole animals in a misguided attempt to placate the god(s),
Egypt-style. The word (alah) normally rendered
“burnt offerings” here has little to do with burning.
See 1 Co 10:7.

*[So, back up on the summit,] Yahweh
says to Moses,
“Go. Get down [the mountain]. Your
people, who you brought out of
the land of Egypt, have corrupted themselves:
7

YHVH disowns the pagans.

*
They've quickly turned aside
from the Way [of life] which I
8
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commanded them. They've
forged themselves a molten
calf. They're worshiping it.
They're slaughting [animals in its honor,] shouting, ‘O Israel, this [statue
represents] your elohim, who
brought you up out of the land
of Egypt!’”
The Creator Moves To Annihilate
The Israelis
9 Yahweh says to Moses,
“I've been watching these people. Look.
They're a bull-headed mob.

*
So stand back. [Watch] my firerage incinerate the [Israelites] into
oblivion. Then I'll make a great
nation [out of your future children].”
Exodus 32:10

Moses Gets YHVH To Relent

*But Moses begs, facing [up to]
Yahweh his Elohim, crying,
“Yahweh, why shoot your firerage? [Why] melt your people,
whom you brought up out of
the land of Egypt with great
power, with [your] mighty hand?
11

—Why should the Egyptians slander
taunting, ‘[Yahweh deceptively] hauled
the Israelites out into the mountains to
kill them, to incinerate them off of the
face of the earth!’? [Please] turn from
your fierce fire-rage. Refrain from [raining] this disaster against your people.
12

[you],

Always ask YHVH to promote his reputation by
helping you.
13

—Remember Abraham {Father-Of-Bil-

lions}, Isaac {Laughter} and Israel {El'sDeputy}, your servants, to whom you

swore by your own Self this promise: ‘I
come to multiply your seed like the
stars of heaven; I give all this land I
promised to your seed. They inherit it
forever.’” 14 *So Yahweh relents

from the destruction he [wanted]
to [rain on] His people, ___.
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Moses Smashes The 1st Set Of
Tablets
15 So Moses turns [from YAH's angel]. He
hikes down from [Bush] mountain. He
holds in his hands the two ‘testimonial
tablets,’ written on both of their sides
(inscribed on the front and on the
back). 16 [Moses destroys these priceless] artworks [drawn] by elohim [himself]. [Shards of]
Elohim's own [hand-]writing (engraved on
the tablets) [cascade down the foothills]. 17

*[Down lower on the mountain, Moses meets
JAHshua.] JAHshua hears the noise
of the people shouting [praises to
their idols, dirty-dancing, partying] . [JAHshua]
exclaims to Moses, “That's the
noise of WAR in the camp!” 18
“That's not the voice of
people shouting in victory, nor the
screaming cries of people being overcome. What [we're] hearing is the noise
of [pagans shouting, dancing &] singing.” 19
[But Moses answers,]

*Time passes, ___. Moses approaches the camp. He sees
the [idol] calf, and the [people dirty]
dancing [before it]. Moses’ anger
flares hot. He hurls the tablets
from his hands. The [tablets] shatter on the [rocks at the] base of the
mountain.
The hebrew word 'anah' has variant interpretations, such as singing, shouting, dancing, playing
flutes, etc. Music should be a whole function, involving all of society and mixing all of the arts.

Moses Destroys The Bull-God

*[Moses runs down the foothill.]
He grabs the bull-idol the [people]
made. He burns it in the fire.
He grinds its [remains] to powder.
He scatters the gold dust on
the water. Then he makes the
descendants of Israel drink it!
Exodus 32:20

A functionally exact replica of this golden bull sits
outside the New York Stock Exchange. You are living in spiritual Egypt.

Moses [yells] to Aaron, “What did this
[rabble] do to you, to [make you] bring such
21
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a great sin on them?” 22 Aaron [cries],
“[Please] don't let the anger of my lord
flare up [and burn me to death]! You know
these people, how they're [hard-wired] to
do wrong. 23 They [commanded] me, ‘Make
us elohim to [parade] before us, because
this Moses, the man who brought us up
out of the land of Egypt, we don't know
became of him.’ 24 *So I answered

them, ‘Whoever has any gold
[jewelry], take it off.’ So they gave
it to me. Then I cast it into the
fire, and [magically,] out popped
this calf!”
Aaron's lying. He sculpted the calf.

*Moses [looks around]. He sees
the people [running around] naked.
(Because Aaron had let them
[strip] naked.) [Moses sees] enemy [pagans laughing the Israelites] to scorn.
25

Moses Orders The Priests To Murder The Pagans
26 So Moses stands in the camp-gate.
He [screams], “Whoever is on Yahweh's
side, come to me!” So, ___, all those
sons of Levi [who had not fallen into idolatry]
gather themselves together [around]
Moses.
Some sons of Levi failed to repent.

So Moses, [in a mad fit, screams] to the
“Yahweh Elohim of Israel says
this: ‘Every man [strap] your sword to
your side. [Storm] in and out, from gate
to gate throughout the camp. Every
man, kill your [idolatrous] brother! Every
man, kill your [naked] companion! Every
man, [kill] your [fornicating] neighbor!”
27

[Levites],

There is no proof that YHVH actually commanded
this killing. Moses was in a fit of rage. He was
probably not thinking clearly. Moses never again
uses violence. Translators exaggerate the word
‘cherem’ in Ex. 22:20 to mean ‘kill’ as opposed to
its actual meaning: ‘ban.’ Divine Law does allow
anyone to kill certain kinds of convicted criminals:
adulterers, murderers, rapists, interest-chargers,
etc. However, the government around you will not
support your rights to punish crimes. And YHVH
never asks his holy people to do justice by violence.
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*So, ___, the sons of Levi
kill [their relatives and friends], exactly
obeying the command of
Moses. That day, roughly 3000
[Israelite and Egyptian] men fall [dead].
28

Note: the killing was Moses' command, and probably not YHVH's. Although YHVH was going to kill
the pagans anyway, so nobody in heaven is shedding any tears to see them gone.
29

Then Moses,

[raving mad at the sight of blood

prayer, “Today
these men accomplished [the work of] your
hands, Yahweh. Every man [killed] his
[evil] son [or] his brother, to redeem this
[tragic] day for you, [to turn it into a day of]
blessing.”
everywhere, cries out a desperate]

As normally translated and interpreted, certainly
this is among the most distressing verses in the
bible. Compare Num 31:19-20. This is the low
point in Moses' life. Shockingly, YHVH does not
punish Moses. Apparently if you kill people YHVH
wants killed, he doesn't punish you. But he doesn't
tell you to kill them. Nor does he want or need you
to kill them. A reasonable Jewish translation reads,
"You men need to purify yourselves, because you
killed today...", as in Num 31:19-20.

Moses Begs YHVH To Forgive Israel
The next day, Moses [comes to
his senses. He shouts] to the people, “You've
sinned, [committing] a great crime. So now
I'll [hike back] up to Yahweh. Perhaps I
can cover over your sin.” 31 So Moses
hikes back up [the mountain] to [talk with]
Yahweh. [Moses] says, “Wow. These people committed a towering offense: they
sculpted idol-gods out of gold. 32 But
now, if you will, [please] forgive their sin.
But if not, remove my name from the
book where you wrote [the names of the people you're going to kill].”
YHVH Sends Plague On The Idolatrous Israelis
33 Yahweh answers Moses,
“Whoever [unrepentantly] sins against Me, I
blot out of my book [of life].
Exodus 32:30

Behavior and intention are the criteria for salvation. Genetics and tradition do not matter. For this
reason, no habitually sinning Jew can claim he is
Abraham's heir. Same goes for Christians and everyone else. Recidivist sinners suffer eternal death,
no exceptions.
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34

So go now. Lead the people to the [land]
I promised to [give] you. Watch: my Angel goes before you. But the day hastens when I boomerang the [Israelites’] sin
[down] on them.”
35 So Yahweh [sends down a] plague on the
[Israelite] people, ___, because they manipulated Aaron into sculpting them an
[idol] calf.
The Hebrew word rendered “calf” here is “egel”,
pronounced Eagle, which is the idol used by such
pagan nations as the United States and Nazi Germany.

Exodus 33
The Israelites Prepare To Leave
Bush Mountain
1 Then Yahweh says to Moses,
“Leave [Bush Mountain]. Travel up [north]
from here, you and the people you
brought up out of the land of Egypt. [Migrate] to the land I swore to give to the
seed-children of Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, Isaac {Laughter} and Jacob {HeelGrabber}.
2

I send [my] angel before you. I drive out
the Canaanite {Mercenaries}, the Amorite
{Mountaineers}, the Hittite {Sons-of-Terror},
the Perizzite {Plainsmen}, the Hivite
{Villagers} and the Jebusite {GrainThreshers}.
YHVH drives out the pagans. He doesn't need or
want the Israelites to use military force to drive
out the pagans.
3

to [the] land that gushes milk
and honey. But I won't travel up among
you, because you're a stiff-necked, [stubborn bunch of] rebels. I might destroy you
on the way.”
[Go north]

4 [So Moses hikes down Bush Mountain, ___. He gives]

the people [YAH's] terrifying pronouncement, [that Yahweh refuses to accompany them]. So
they mourn. They [take off] all their [remaining] jewelry [and ornamental clothing]. 5 For
Yahweh had said to Moses,
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“Say to the ‘sons of Israel’, ‘You're a
stiff-necked [nation]. I won't travel up
with you for even a moment, or I might
incinerate you. So take off your [gaudy
Egyptian] jewelry. Then I'll [let you] know
what I'm going to do to you.’”
6 So, ___, [there] by Mount Hor {LoomingPeak}eb, the descendants of Israel strip
themselves of their jewelry.
Moses Establishes The First Meeting Tent
7 Then Moses takes a tent. He pitches it
outside the camp—far away from the
masses. He names it, “The Meeting
Tent.” So, ___, from then on, every
one seeking Yahweh hikes out to the
meeting tent, outside the camp.
Not ‘the’ tabernacle yet. To find YHVH, we have to
LEAVE the camp of modern society, even Christianite society. YAH has totally rejected every social
system in the world, even so-called ‘Judeochristian’ groups, because they are white-washed
worldly tombs.

Whenever Moses walks out to the
tent, all the people rise up, ___. Every
man stands at his tent door, watching
Moses walk into the [big] tent. 9 Moses
enters the [Meeting] tent, ___. The pillar
of cloud descends. It stands at the tent
door. Then Yahweh's [angel] talks with
Moses. Exodus 33:10 All the people see
the pillar of cloud standing at the door
of the meeting-tent, ___. So all the
people jump up [from their chairs and beds].
Every man [bows his face to the dirt] in his tent's doorway. 11 Yahweh's [angel] speaks
to Moses “face to face,” as a man
speaks to his friend, ___. Then [Moses]
turns back into the camp. But his
young servant JAHshua {Yah-Saves} (the
son of Nun {Eternity}) stays in the tent.
8

YHVH did not physically show his face. “Face-toface” is a metaphor which connotes emotional, intimate conversation. The point is that the society
had so completely fallen that YHVH could only relate to people one on one. Like today.

Moses Begs YHVH For Helpers
Moses [complains] to Yahweh, “Look.
You command me, ‘Lead this populace
up [into the Promised Land]. But you haven't
12
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let me know who you're going to send
with me [to help me manage this nation's insanity].
Yet you [keep] saying,
‘I know you by name; you've found favor in my sight.’

*So now I beg you, if I've [really] found grace in Your sight,
show me Your roadmap [for my future] now, so I can know you; so
I can [continue to] find favor in
Your sight. And [please] consider
this nation [as] Your people.” 14
*So [YAH] replies,
“[Do you really want] my presence to
go with you, and [for] Me to give
you rest?”
13

or "How could my presence go with you after your
society has completely rejected my authority?"

replies to [YAH], “If your presence won't go with me, don't carry us
up from here [into the promised land]. 16 *—
15 [Moses]

For how else would anyone
know that I and your people
have found favor in your sight,
other than by You going with
us? [Your presence is the only way] that I
and Your people can stay separated from all the [wicked] people
on the face of the earth.” 17 Yahweh answers Moses,
“I'll do this favor that you asked, because you've found [unmerited] grace in
my sight. I know you by name.”
or, “I know you honor my authority.”

Moses Begs To See YAH's Actual
Face
18 So Moses pleads, “I beg you [YAH],
show me your glorious [powerful presence].”

*YAH's [angel] replies,
“I'll make all my goodness parade in front of you. I'll proclaim the Name-Authority of
Yahweh before you. I [lavish]
19
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mercy on everyone I favor. I
[shower] mercy on everyone I
love.”
Exodus 33:20 *[YAH] continues,
“You can't see my face. [Without
some form of intermediation,] no [mortal]
man can survive seeing me.”
Then Yahweh says,
“Watch, [Moses]. Stand here on this rock
beside [my angel].
21

22
When my glorious [light] passes by, I'll put you in a
hollow in the rock. I'll cover you with my hand
while I pass by.
23

Then I'll take away my hand. So you'll
see my [trail]. But [no mortal] can see my
face.”
Normally translated, “You'll see my BACK,” which
makes no sense. You can't see any part of YHVH.

Exodus 34
Moses Makes Replacement Tablets
Yahweh [continues],
“Moses, you hew two tablets of stone
like the originals. I'll write on the [new]
tablets the [same] words [I inscribed in] the
1st tablets, which you [got mad and] broke.
1

2

ready by dawn. In the
morning, hike up Mount Sinai {BushMountain}. Present yourself to Me on the
top of the mountain.

[Have the blank tablets]

3

Ban everyone else from hiking up with
you. No one is to be seen anywhere on
this mountain [tomorrow]. Don’t even let
the flocks or herds feed in front of
mount [Sinai].”
True believers often must seek solitude to encounter the Creator.

So Moses cuts two tablets out of the
rock, just like the original tablets, ___.
[Finished, Moses falls asleep, exhausted.] Then, early in the morning, obeying Yahweh's
command, Moses crawls [out of bed]. He
4
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hikes up Mount Sinai {Bush-Mountain},
carrying in his hands the two stone
tablets. 5 *There, on the moun-

tain, Yahweh's [angel] descends
in a [supernatural] cloud, ___. [YAH's
angel] stands there by Moses,
proclaiming [YAH's] Name:
“Yahweh.”
Yahweh's [angel] passes by in front of
Moses. [So Moses] exclaims, “Yahweh,
Yahweh, [you are the] merciful and gracious El {Power}: slow to anger, rich in
goodness and truth, ___.
6

Usually rendered, ‘YHVH proclaims’, but more plausibly, ‘YHVH's angel proclaims.’

shows mercy to thousands. He
forgives crookedness, rebellion and sin.
But YAH never pardons [unrepentant] guilty
[beings, ___]. [YAH allows the] wickedness of
fathers to [affect] their children, and their
grandchildren, to the 3rd and 4th generation.”
7 [YAH]

NOT punishing the offspring, but allowing the negative effects of the parents’ offenses to be experienced by their descendants.

Moses rushes to bow his head to the
earth, ___. He [keeps] bowing to [YAH].
8

Do you rush to bow your head to the earth when
you pray? Why not?

Moses prays, “If now I've found [unmerfavor in your sight, Yahweh, please,
my Adonai, I beg You, go [to the promised
land] with us, even though [we're] a stiffnecked [rebellious] populace. Pardon our
perversity and our sin. Accept us as
Your own [family].”
YHVH Demands Israel's Obedience
Exodus 34:10 So Yahweh replies,
“Watch: I'm making a covenant. In
front of your whole nation, I come to
execute marvels such as have never
been performed in all the earth, in any
country. All the people-groups among
whom you [travel] come to see the work
of Yahweh. The [wonders] I [work] with you
come to terrify [and stun the universe].
9

ited]

11

Obey everything I command you today.
Watch me drive out before you the
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Amorite {Mountaineers}, the Canaanite
{Mercenaries}, the Hittite {Sons-Of-Terror},
the Perizzite {Plainsmen}, the Hivite
{Villagers}, and the Jebusite {GrainThreshers}.
First you obey. Then YHVH protects you. Disobey
his commands, and you lose his protection.

*
Watch out, ___. [Reserve]
your [allegiance for Me alone].
NEVER make ANY [type of]
covenant with the inhabitants of the land
where you go. Or [that forbidden contract] will become
a trap at the heart of
[your society].
12

Note that YHVH does not say anything here about
killing anyone. He says, don't get into any Social
"Security" System. Don't accept welfare benefits.
Don't pledge allegiance. Don't agree to be bound
under jurisdiction of any kind. Don't enroll your
kids in the pagan schools, etc. Don't ever get into
any kind of debt or obligation. Don't even promise
to deliver your work-product on a certain date.
State your intention, and try your best to live up to
it. That's all.
13

*

you must
destroy their altars. Break
their idol-images. Cut down
their [witchcraft] Easter-Steeples.
[When the pagans are gone,]

This isn't condoning smashing private property.
YHVH is promising to himself drive out the pagans.
THEN the Hebrews can get rid of the abandoned
pagan idols. ‘Groves’ describes phallic obelisks such
as steeples on churches, and the pillars at the Vatican and the Washington monument. YAH wants
them torn down. But only when the time is right.
14

For you, ___, must never worship [or
serve] any other [judge, lawmaker, king, lord, or
god]. For Yahweh's Name-Authority de-
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fines [the concept of] Zeal. [He] is
jealous, [exclusive] Elohim.
15

[the most]

*

you, ___, never enter into any binding agreement
with the world's inhabitants. [No
[Watch out that]

matter now ‘Judeo-Christian’ they may pretend to
be, eventually]

they go whoring after

their [judges, lawmakers, kings, princes and
gods]. They slaughter [animals and people] for these authorities. Then
one of them invites you [to their pagan banquet]. You start eating from
their tax-base. [Their benefits trap you
under pagan jurisdiction.]
Again, ‘sacrifices’ = donated food that you eat, not
animals you burn up and waste. If you're collecting
welfare payments, you're eating the blood of the
innocent children your war-state murders to extend the power of its satanic banker-masters.
16 *
[When you, ___, get bound up in worldly entan-

you take [worldly]
daughters for your sons. Then
those daughters go whoring after [worldly] authorities. [The girls]
make your [whipped] sons go
whoring after [pagan] bosses.
glements, soon]

The world is run by human sex organs. The woman
denies her services to the man, until he breaks
down and gives her whatever her fearful little ratmind demands. A woman tightens up when
stressed by the demands of discipleship. She
loosens up in the sight of money. HUSBAND: “Let's
sell our possessions to give to the poor.” WIFE:
“Why don't you get a commercial driver's license?
We need more money. We need a bigger house!
Go get a loan! We need health insurance! Put our
kids in public school! We need social security numbers! You need an employer!” And on and on.

*
___, never make ANY molten
elohim.
17

Never make coins showing images of pagan gods
or worldly leaders.
18

*
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Every [year, ___,] celebrate the
Feast of Unleavened Bread. Eat
flat-bread for 7 days, like I
commanded you [back in your Egyptian
slave camp]. In the [appointed] time in
the month Aviv {April}, commemorate your early-spring
emigration from Egypt.
19

Every offspring that opens any female's
womb [for the 1st time] is [dedicated to the service
of] My [sacred government, ___]. That includes
every male firstling among your cattle,
from ox to sheep [and everything in between].
These animals were not to be ‘sacrificed,’ but donated to feed the poor and sacred-government
health, law, education and welfare workers (aka
'Priests').
Exodus 34:20

If you, ___, want to keep your [male]
firstling donkey, you can substitute a
lamb. But if you don't provide a substitute, then [put a rope around the donkey's] neck

[and bring it to the priests so they can use it to help people].

Likewise, you can substitute [an equivinstead of making your firstborn son [enter the lifelong priesthood]. No one
can appear before Me [at My Feasts] emptyhanded. [Everyone must contribute to the running of
alent donation]

My sacred government.]

Usually mistranslated, ‘break its neck’ as in, ‘If you
won't give your donkey or an equivalent substitute,
then you'd better not use it yourself.’ This makes
sense only if taken metaphorically. The Creator
never commands anyone to murder animals. The
point is: contribute to the sacred government. The
word usually wrongly translated ‘break its neck’ is:
#6202 (araph) from #6201 `araph aw-raf'; to
droop, drip, drop (down).

*
Work for 6 whole days, ___,
[not 5]. But on the 7th day, always rest, [not just when your crops are]
sprouting. Also rest in [the heavy
work-season of] harvest.
21

22

Summerfest (Shavuot) Festival
Instructions
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And [every year, always] celebrate SummerFest [aka the ‘Feast Of Weeks’ / Shavu‘ot / Pentecost,
when you'll bring to My temple] the 1st fruits of
your grain harvest, ___. Then later, at
the [growing] year's end, [celebrate] the
Feast Of Ingathering [aka Sukkot: The Tent Festival].
The Feast of Weeks (Shavuot or Feast of Harvest)
is held on/around the 6th of Sivan, the third Hebrew month (~June), according to Leviticus 23:1522. It is one of three pilgrimage feasts where Hebrew males go to Jerusalem. In later times, because it's celebrated on the 50th day after the end
of Passover, the Feast of Weeks became known as
‘Pentecost’. Early Christians viewed this feast as
commemorating the giving of the law on Mt. Sinai.
See Exodus 23:16; Numbers 28:26; Deuteronomy
16:16 & Acts 2:1.
23

3 times every year, ___, all [Hebrew]
males must appear before [the face of]
Adon Yahweh, the Elohim of Israel.
Adon=Sovereign.

*
For I come to cast out the [pagan]
nations before you. I enlarge
your territory, ___. No man
will [scheme to steal] your land, as
long as your [men all] travel up to
appear before [me,] Yahweh
your Elohim, 3 times every
year.
24

The nations of the world (except Israel) are
doomed because they have never once held (and
never will hold) national celebrations of the 3 major Hebrew feasts. If you obey YAH's simple, joyous instructions, you don't need a standing army,
codes-nazis, nor a “homeland security” surveillance
network to protect your borders.
25

When you slaughter [and drain the] blood [of
an animal so you can] cook it [at a feast in My honor],
never combine the [meat] with any [bread
or other product containing] yeast, ___. [Yeast is a
symbol of pride and infection.] And never let the
meat of the Passover Feast be left over
until morning. [Eat it all the same night you butcher it, in memory of the Exodus.]

26
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___, always bring the prime firstfruits
of your land into the house of Yahweh
your Elohim. [And] never boil a goat-kid
in [its] mother's milk.”
This command warns you of the dangers of pasteurization, a silly technology which briefly extends
shelf-life to help dairy corporations ruin local farmers, while destroying every health benefit which
milk offers. Boiling milk may kill pathogens. But
boiling also destroys nutrients and produces toxins.
Drink only fresh, clean, local raw milk. Pasteurized
milk can be partly remediated by culturing with
probiotic microbes (kefir, yogurt). A variant interpretation of this verse says that you should not eat
unweaned animals.

Moses Writes Down YHVH's Laws
27 Next Yahweh says to Moses,
“Write down the [above] commands. For
they're the terms of the covenant I've
made with you and with Israel.”

*Moses stays there [on the mounwith Yahweh for 40 days
and 40 nights, ___. [All that time,
Moses] neither eats bread, nor
drinks water. Then [Yahweh]
writes on the tablets the words
of the covenant: the 10 Commandments.
28

Moses Gives YAH's Laws To The Israelites
32 Eventually, ___, all the people of Israel creep up to Moses. So he gives
them all the commandments Yahweh
communicated [to] him on Sinai {Bush}
Mountain. 33 But until Moses finishes
speaking with the people, he puts a veil
over his [radioactive] face. 34 But when
Moses goes into [the worship tent] to face
and converse with Yahweh, [Moses] removes the veil. Then, ___, as Moses
exits, [he] puts the veil back on [his face].
Then he announces to the descendants
of Israel whatever [YAH just] commanded.
35 So when the children of Israel see
the face of Moses, they see his facial
skin beaming [rays of light]. So Moses puts
the veil over his face again, until he
goes [back] in to speak with [YAH].

Exodus 35

tain]

Glowing, Moses Again Hikes Down
Bush Mountain
29 Then Moses hikes down Mount Sinai
{Bush-Mountain} with the two “tablets of
testimony” in his hand[s], ___. He
reaches the bottom of the mountain,
unaware that the skin of his face is [still]
glowing from [Yahweh] talking with him.

*Soon Aaron and all
the descendants of Israel see
Moses. They're [shocked to] see the
skin of his face radiating [light]!
So they [shrink back, shaking,] afraid to
come near him. 31 So Moses beckExodus 34:30

ons the [Israelites. Cautiously,] Aaron and all
the rulers of the congregation slink
back up to [Moses]. So Moses talks with
them.
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Moses Summarizes YAH's Instructions To Israel

1 [Time passes, ___.] Moses gathers the whole community of the people of Israel together. He says to
them, “The following are the statutes Yahweh commanded. You should fulfill them:

Sabbath Is Crucial
Six days [we] will perform work, ___.
But on the 7th day [we] will celebrate a
holy-day, a [total] sabbatical rest [honoring]
Yahweh. Whoever does work on the
sabbath dies: DEAD.
2

YAH never commands his holy people to kill anyone. This states that death is the result of sabbath
breaking. The point of the sabbath commandment
here is to clarify that even though you may be
working on a spiritual project, you should still rest
on the Sabbath.

Don't kindle any fire anywhere you
live on the sabbath day, ___.”
3

That's how serious YAH is about this Sabbath commandment. Rich people (employers) and poor people (wood-gatherers/fire-maintainers) rest equally
on the sabbath. Never use your tongue to start (or
fuel) the ‘fire’ of conflict or gossip, not even religious argument, on the Sabbath. For context:
turning on a propane stove to heat previously-prepared food is not ‘work.’ Work = laborious or timeconsuming tasks.
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Donations For The Sacred Government Building
4 Moses speaks to the whole community of the
people of Israel, shouting, “Here is what Yahweh

‘Accept from your
people a collection to [fund the work ordered
by] Yahweh. Anyone whose heart makes
him willing is to bring [his] offering to
Yahweh, of gold, silver and/or bronze;
commands: I quote: 5

In the kingdom of heaven, taxes are voluntary. In
the evil world, taxes are forced at the point of a
gun.
6 —[and accept] blue, purple and scarlet [yarn], and fine
linen, and goats’ hair; 7 And [accept] tanned rams’
skins, and [fine] goat skin [leather], and acacia wood;
Perhaps "sea cows."
8 And [accept] oil for giving light [to the sanctuary], and
spices for [sacred] rubbing oil, and [spices] for the fragrant incense; 9 And [accept] onyx stones, and gemstones for [jewelers] to set in the [priestly] ritual-vest,

All the
wise hearted [skilled craftsmen] among you
will come [to the tent] and build everything
that Yahweh has commanded.
List Of Meeting-Tent Construction
Projects
and on

[its]

breastplate. Exodus 35:10

11 [The craftsmen will build the] entire [meeting-area, including] the
sacred tent and its coverings, the clasps, frames,
crossbars, posts and bases; 12 [The craftsmen will build]
the Ark, with its poles, its cover, [and its] curtain to
screen it. 13 [And craftsmen will build] the [sacred] table with
its poles and all its utensils [for serving and cooking] the
holy bread; 14 [And the craftsmen will build] the menorah [to
hold 7] light[s], with its utensils and lamps. And [they'll
press] the oil to brighten [the sanctuary]; 15 And [craftsmen
will build] the incense altar with its poles. [And they'll press]
the anointing oil. [And they'll make] the fragrant incense.
And [they'll build] the [hanging] screen for the entryway at
the tent's [front] door. 16 [And craftsmen will make] the altar
for smoke-roasting [food], with its brass grate, its
poles, [and] all its utensils, [plus] the washbasin and
its base. 17 [And the craftsmen will make] the tapestries for
the courtyard, [and] their posts and bases; and the
screen for the courtyard gateway. 18 [And the craftsmen
will make] the tent pegs for the tabernacle, [and] the
tent pegs for the courtyard, with their ropes; 19
[And the craftsmen will make] the [priests'] ritual garments for
serving in the Holy place, including the clothing for
[High] priest Aaron, and the clothes for his sons, so
they can do the job of Cohen {Priest}.”

People Give & Work To Supply The
Meeting-Tent

Exodus 35:20 Then, ___, all the people, the descendants of Israel, leave the presence of Moses.

Soon,
___, the [people] with living hearts and
responsive spirits come back [to Moses].
[They go to their tents to do the work Yahweh commanded.]
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Yahweh's [honor], they bring in donations for building the Meeting Tent and
furnishing it for worship and making
the holy clothing. 22 All the men and
women of willing heart come bringing
bracelets, earrings, rings, jewel-boxes,
and all [kinds of] gold jewelry. Everyone
who offers anything offers a donation of
gold to Yahweh, ___. [Nobody brings junk.]
[In]

Give your gold, not your junk, to YHVH.
23 All the people [search their tents, ___. They bring] blue,
purple and scarlet [yarn], and fine linen, and goats’
hair, and tanned ram skins, and fine leather. 24
Lots of people hand over contributions of silver and
brass to Yahweh's [work], ___. And every man owning acacia wood suitable for the [specified] work,
brings it. 25 All the skilled women spin with their
hands, ___. They make cloth of blue, purple and
scarlet yarn, and of fine linen. Then they bring the
[cloth to Moses]. 26 And all the women (whose heart
stirs them up in skill) spin goats’ hair, ___. 27 [Israel's] leaders bring onyx stones and [other] gemstones
for [jewelers] to set in the ritual-vest and the breastplate, ___; 28 And [the people bring cooking] spices, and
oil for the lamps, and anointing oil, and [spices] for
[making] aromatherapeutic incense. 29 Thus, ___,
every man and woman of the people of Isra’el
(whose heart impels them to contribute to any of
the work Yahweh ordered through Moses) brings [his
product or service] to Yahweh as a [spontaneous] freewill offering.

Moses Appoints The Chief
Artisan[s]
Exodus 35:30 So Moses says to the people of Israel, “Look. By name, Yahweh has called Bezal'El
{Shadow-Of-Power} (Hur's grandson, son of Uri {Flame})
{Celebrated}. 31 [YAH] has
filled [the craftsman] with the spirit of Elohim—with wisdom, understanding,
knowledge and [mastery of] all kinds of
artistic crafts. 32 [YAH has given the craftsman talent to] design amazing works of gold, silver and brass, ___. 33 [The craftsman can] cut

from the tribe of Judah

gem-stones, and set them, and carve wood, and
perform all kinds of skilled work. 34 And [YAH] has
put in [the craftsman's] heart [the ability and desire to] teach. [This
applies to both] BelazEl {Shadow-Of-El} and AholiAb {Father's-Tent} (the son of AhiSamach {Brother-Of-Support})

has filled
[his craftsmen] with skill to do all kinds of
work, [for instance as] engravers,
designers/architects/engineers, embroiderers in blue, purple and scarlet yarn
and fine linen, and weavers — all of
them master craftsmen and designers.”
from the tribe of Dan
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Exodus 36
Israel's Best Workers Start Building The Tent

1 [Moses continues], “Yahweh has given [you] skill and
ability to know how to perform all the work of constructing the sanctuary. So every talented worker,
[including master-craftsmen] BezalEl {Shadow-Of-El} & AholiAb
{Father's-Tent}, must execute the work exactly as

So Moses summons BezalEl {Shadow-Of-El}, AholiAb
{Father's-Tent}, and every [other] wise
skilled worker in whom Yahweh placed
ability [and] a willing heart to come do
the work, ___. 3 The workers accept
from Moses the entire offering, [with nothYahweh has commanded.” 2

ing skimmed off to compensate Moses. The workers use]

all the [wealth] the children of Israel bring
for the work of the construction [and operation] of the sanctuary, to make it complete, ___. The [people] continue to bring
[Moses] freewill offerings every morning.
Moses is working without compensation. Will your
preacher do that?

So, ___, all the skilled craftsmen quit
their jobs to work full-time building the
sanctuary.
4

Quit your worldly job. Serve YHVH full-time.

The People Give Beyond What's
Necessary
5 So, ___, the [builders] come to Moses,
saying, “The people are bringing much
more than enough [money and supplies]
needed to complete the work Yahweh
commanded us to finish!” 6 So Moses issues a decree. [The priests run] proclaiming
it throughout the camp, [shouting], “Ladies
and Gentlemen, don't bring any other
work-products for the sanctuary offering!” [Instead of begging for money like modern preachers, Moses] restrains the people from
bringing any more contributions, ___!
Does your preacher refuse money?

the over-abundant work-supplies [donated by the people].
Craftspeople Make The Curtains &
Tapestries
8 [Hundreds of sanctuary] craftsmen buzz
around, ___, working. The most inge7 [The craftsmen stumble over]
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nious-hearted [artisans] fashion the Tent
out of 10 pieces of fine linen woven
with blue, purple and red [wool], embroidered with figures of winged [angels]. 9
Each curtain spans 28 cubits [42 feet] long by 4 cubits
[6 feet] wide—all the curtains exactly the same size.
Exodus 36:10 [The craftsmen] join the [left] five tent-curtains to each other, ___. Then [they] join the other
five curtains to each other. 11 [The craftsmen weave] blue
loops onto the edges of the outermost curtains of
each of the two sets. 12 The [craftsmen] also sew 50
loops on the end curtain of each set. They arrange
the loops across from each other, [thus binding the curtains
together in one piece]. 13 And [the craftsmen] fabricate 50 gold
hooks. Then they join the curtains together with
the hooks. Thus they form one big tent. 14 And [other craftsmen] weave 11 curtains of goats’ hair. [They install
the curtains as] a roof covering over the tent. 15 The
curtains all have the same measurements, ___:
30 cubits [45 feet] long, by 4 cubits [6 feet] wide. 16 [The
craftsmen] join 5 of these sheets together to make one
set. [Then they join] the 6 remaining sheets into a second set. 17 [The craftsmen] insert 50 loops upon the
outside edge of the curtain in the 1st set. [Then similarly,] they make [and install] 50 loops on the edge of the
outermost curtain in 2nd set. 18 [Then the craftsmen] fabricate 50 bronze clasps to hold the tent together,
___, making it a single unit. 19 [Then the craftsmen]
weave the [inner] tent-cover out of tanned rams’
skins, and the [outer] tent-cover out of fine leather.
Fine-leather = perhaps antelope. Definitely not a
badger. Often translated "sea cows," which means
manatees.

Carpenters Assemble The MeetingTent Frame
Exodus 36:20 [Skilled carpenters] cut [upright] planks of
acacia wood [to hold up] the tent. 21 (The planks measure 10 cubits [15 feet] long by 1.5 cubits [2.25 feet]
wide.) 22 From each plank, the craftsmen extrude
2 small wooden [linkage] pins, equidistant [and parallel]
from each other. They do this on every plank in the
tent, ___. 23 [The carpenters cut the following] frame-boards
for the tabernacle: 20 boards for the south side,
facing southward. 24 [Next the craftsmen] build & install
40 silver bases under the 20 frame-boards, with 2
bases under each board, to receive the boards’ 2
pegs, and [so on for each of the frame-boards]. 25 For the other side of the tent, [facing] north, [the craftsmen] build 20
[such] frame-boards; 26 —with 40 [matching] silver
bases: (2 under each frame). 27 For the [far, rear]
westward side of the tabernacle [the craftsmen] construct 6 [such] frame-boards. 28 Plus [the craftsmen] construct 2 [such] frame-boards for the 2 corners of the
tabernacle at the far [rear] end. 29 [The craftsmen make the]
two corner frames double in thickness from top to
bottom. They fit [the frames] into a single [linking] ring.
Exodus 36:30 [In other words, ___, the tent's 4 corners get buttressed
by] 8 frames on 16 silver bases (2 under each
frame). 31 [The craftsmen also] saw 5 crossbars of acacia
wood for the framing-boards of one side of the
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Sanctuary. 32 [Similarly, the carpenters install] 5 [such] crossbars [to secure] the framing-boards on the other side
of the Sanctuary. And [they install] 5 [such] crossbars on
the framing-boards of the Sanctuary's westward
[rear] side. 33 The [carpenters] extend the middle crossbar through the framing-boards from the one end
to the other, [halfway up the tent]. 34 [Metal-smiths] overlay
the framing-boards with gold, ___. They forge
rings of gold for the crossbars [to pass through]. And
they overlay the crossbars with gold. 35 [Meanwhile, expert cloth-workers weave] a veil of blue, and purple and
scarlet [yarn], and finely-woven linen. [Embroiderers]
skillfully weave cherubim [winged angels] into the fabric.
36 [To support this veil, carpenters hew] 4 posts of acacia wood.
[Metalworkers] overlay the [posts] with gold. And [the metalsmiths forge] golden hooks [to attach the veil. Then] the [metalsmiths] cast 4 silver bases [to receive] the [posts]. 37 [Meanwhile,] working with needles on blue, purple and
scarlet yarn and finely-woven linen, [weavers] embroider a hanging [screen] for the Sanctuary entrance. 38
[Woodsmen] hew 5 posts [to support the screen] on hooks. [Jewelers] overlay the crowns [of the pillars] and their attachment rings with gold. [Metal-smiths] forge the pillar's 5
bases of brass.

Exodus 37
Craftsmen Build The Ark Of The
Covenant

1 [Then] BezaleEl {Shadow-Of-El} carves the Ark from
acacia wood: 2.5 cubits [3.75 feet] long, 1.5 cubits
wide, by 1.5 cubits high.
Presumably, all the following work was done under
the supervision of Bezaleel.
2 [Craftsmen] overlay [the ark] with pure gold, ___, inside and out. Then [they] forge a crown of gold
around its top. 3 Then [craftsmen] cast 4 rings of gold.
[They] fasten the [rings] to the ark's feet: 2 rings on
one side-rib of the ark, and 2 rings on the other
side-rib. 4 [Then the craftsmen] carve poles of acacia
wood, ___. [Jewelers] overlay the [poles] with gold. 5
Next [the craftsmen] put the poles into the rings on the
sides of the ark, to carry it. 6 [Then, ___, the craftsmen]
forge the ark's cover of pure gold: 2.5 cubits [3.75
feet] long, by 1.5 cubits [2.25 feet] wide. 7 [Next the arti-

sculpt two cherubim onto the two
ends of the cover, hand-hammered out
of one block of gold. 8 A cherub on each
end faces the cherub on the other end.
[These angelic forms] rise seamlessly out of
the [ark] cover, ___. The cherubim flow
[gracefully] out of the cover's edges. 9 The
cherubim spread out their wings on
high. Their wings shelter the cover.
Their angel-faces [smile] toward each
other, ___. [Their heads] slightly tilt down
toward the ark-cover.
sans]
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Carpenters Build The Sanctuary Table
Exodus 37:10 [Then the craftsmen] build the [sanctuary] table
from acacia wood: 2 cubits [3 feet] long, 1 cubit [1.5
feet] wide, and 1.5 cubits [2.25 feet] high. 11 [Metal-smiths]
overlay [the table] with pure gold, ___. [They] pour a
crown of gold around the tabletop. 12 [Then the metalsmith] fashions a border one-handbreath [wide] surrounding the tabletop, [below the] crown of gold surrounding the [table's] border.
Exact arrangement unclear.
13 [Then the metal-smiths] cast 4 rings of gold for the table. [They] install the rings on the [table's] 4 corners,
near its 4 legs. 14 [The metalsmith places] the rings close
to the table's rim, ___, to hold the carrying poles.
15 To carry the table, [carpenters] carve poles of acacia wood. [Metalsmiths] overlay [the poles] with gold. 16
[Then metalsmiths] make the utensils to lay on the table:
its [dedicated] dishes, spoons, bowls and pitcher, all
poured of pure [molten] gold, ___!

Metalsmiths Sculpt The Giant Gold
Menorah
17 Then, ___, out of [a block of] pure gold,
[metal-smiths] sculpt the menorah (a handhammered candelabra) in one piece, including its base, shaft, cups & rings of
outer leaves and flowers. 18 *6

branches extrude from the
sides [of the menorah's shaft]: 3 branches on each side.
6 outer branches picture man seeking YAH. YAH is
represented by the candle in the center.

Each of the 6 branches support 3
decorative flowers shaped like almond
blossoms with buds and petals. Exodus
37:20 From the central shaft [of the menorah]
sprout 4 cups shaped like almond blossoms, each with its ring of outer leaves
and petals. 21 A ring of outer leaves [surrounds each
19

junction]

where each

[of the 3]

pairs of branches join the

*All the buds
and branches form one piece
with the central shaft. So the
menorah is one piece of handhammered pure gold artwork.
central shaft

[of the menorah].

22

forge [the menorah's] 7
lamps, its tongs, its [snuffing] trays, [all] of
pure gold.
23 [Next the metalsmiths]

“Tongs” may mean “wick-trimmers.”

make the menorah and
all its vessels from 1 talent [66 pounds] of
pure gold, ___!
24 [The metalsmiths]
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1 talent is said to equal 66 pounds, enough money
to buy a skyscraper.

prostitutes in Egypt. Giving up their expensive ritual mirrors was a final act of repentance.

Hebrew Carpenters Build The Incense Altar

Workers Build The Meeting-Tent's
Courtyard
9 [Then the craftsmen] build the courtyard. On
the south side of the courtyard, facing
south, [workers hang] 100 cubit-long [artistic]
tapestries of finely-woven linen. Exodus
38:10 [The carpenters install] the tapestries on
silver hooks and rings tied to 20 posts
on 20 brass bases. [They connect the hooks us-

25 [Meanwhile, ___, carpenters] build the incense altar of
acacia wood: 1 cubit long, 1 cubit wide (square [at
the base]) and 2 cubits high, with integrated horns. 26
[Then metals-smiths] overlay [the incense altar] with pure gold:
on the top, and on all its walls, and on its horns.
[Then they pour] a gold crown-moulding all around the
[altar's] top. 27 [Metalworkers] forge two rings of gold to
go under the crown [moulding on the incense altar] near its
two side-corners, to receive [and secure] its carrying
poles.
Side=eber.
28 [Carpenters] carve those poles of acacia wood. [Then
metalworkers] overlay the [poles] with gold. 29 [Meanwhile,
ointment makers] formulate the holy anointing oil, [while incense-artisans craft] the pure incense from aromatic
spices, as would an expert perfume-maker.

Exodus 38
Craftsmen Build The Smoke-Roasting Altar

1 [Next, BezaleEl's carpenters] frame the smoke-roasting altar using acacia wood: 5 cubits [7.5 feet] long, 5 cubits wide (square), and 3 cubits high.
‘Smoke roast’ = ‘olah,’ usually wrongly translated
‘burnt offering’. People ate food prepared on this
altar. The brass and wood frame of this cooking
stove [aka altar] would not support a funeral pyre
for burning a whole large animal. And Moses never
commanded whole animal immolation.
2 [The craftsmen] carve horns on the four corners of the
[top of] this altar, ___. They sculpt the horns as one
piece [with the altar]. [Metalworkers] overlay [the whole altar] with
brass. 3 [Next the metal-smiths] forge all the utensils for
the altar: the pots, shovels, basins, meat-hooks
and fire-pans. They [make] all the utensils [for this altar]
out of brass. 4 Next [the metal-smiths] forge a bronze
latticed grate [for this altar]. [The grate] rests on [the altar's]
ledge about halfway down into the firebox. 5 [Then the
metal-smiths] cast 4 rings [to attach to] the 4 ends of the
bronze grate, to hold the [altar's carrying] poles. 6 [Then,
___, the carpenters] carve the poles of acacia wood. [Metalsmiths] overlay the [poles] with brass. 7 [The craftsmen]
slide the poles into the rings on the ribs of the altar, to carry it. [The craftsmen] frame the altar using
planks, to [create the] hollow [interior]. 8 [Next, metalwork-

forge the washbasin from brass, and
its base also of brass, melted down
from [costly shrine] mirrors [donated by] the
[ex-prostitute] serving women congregated
at the door of the Meeting tent.
ers]

Apparently the mirrors had been part of an Egyptian pagan ritual. That's why the metal from the
mirrors got melted down, to put to a more holy
purpose. Likely these women had been shrine
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[Same] on the north side,
___: 100-cubit [150 foot] long tapestries attached by
silver hooks and rings to 20 posts on 20 brass
bases. 12 On the [shorter] west side, [the carpenters hang]
50-cubit long tapestries. [Men] attach the [cloth] by silver hooks and rings to 10 posts on 10 brass bases.
13 Same for the east side, facing east: 50 cubitlong [tapestries with the same mounting structure]. 14 Beside the
[sanctuary entry] gate, [carpenters hang] 15-cubit long tapestries [ring-hooked] to 3 posts [standing] on 3 bases. 15
Likewise for the other side of the court gate: [carpenters hang] symmetrical tapestries 15 cubits-long, [ringhooked to] 3 posts on 3 bases per side. 16 [The weavers
craft] all the hangings surrounding the courtyard of
finely-woven linen. 17 [Metal smiths forge] the post's
bases of brass. They craft the pillars' hooks and
rings of silver. They overlay the crowns [of the posts]
with silver. They band all the pillars of the courtyard with silver. 18 [Weavers spin] the tapestry (for the
courtyard gate) using needlework of blue, purple &
scarlet [yarn] and finely-woven linen. The [gate's tapestry
spans] 20 cubits long by 5 cubits high along its entire
length, thus matching the main courtyard's tapestries. 19 With silver hooks, [carpenters attach this gateway tapestry] to 4 silver-banded, silver-crowned posts sitting in 4 brass bases. Exodus 38:20 [The metal smiths
craft] all the tent pegs of the Sanctuary and the surrounding courtyard of bronze, ___.
Sanctuary = mishkán = [YAH's] Dwelling.

Moses Honestly Records Every Ministry Expense

21 [To prevent any malfeasance or personal use of min-

to the Sanctuary,
Moses instructs the Levites, specifically
Ithamar {Palm-Coast} (the son of [High]
priest Aaron), to write down the following accounting of all the metals used to
furnish the ‘Testimonial Tent’:
istry resources dedicated]

Showing that Moses didn't skim off the top, as do
most religionists. The Tabernacle was something
sacred, not a business venture.
22 [As supervisor, Moses credits] BezaleEl {Shadow-Of-El} (son
of Uri {Flame}, grandson of Hur {White}, from the
tribe of Judah {Celebrated}). [BezaleEl's team of workers] build
everything Yahweh commanded Moses [to build]. 23
Besides BezaleEl {Shadow-Of-El}, [Moses credits] AholiAb
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(son of AhiSamach {Brother-Of-Support} of
the tribe of Dan {Judge}). [Moses recognizes Aholiab as] an engraver, and an expert craftsman, and an embroiderer of blue, purple & scarlet yarn and fine linen.
{Father's-Tent}

All the gold used for supplies (for all
the construction of the holy place)
equals the exact amount of gold [the people] donated: 29 talents + 730 shekels,
[about 1930 pounds] using the sanctuary [definition of a] shekel. [Nobody took any of it as personal
24

192

plates. Then they cut [the plates] into wiry
threads. [They] weave it into the blue,
purple & scarlet yarn, and [into] the fine
linen, with amazingly skilled artistry. 4
craft shoulderpieces for the ritual vest, to
couple it together, fastened at its 2 edges. 5 [Then,
[Artisans]

1 From the [donated] blue, purple & scarlet yarn,
[weavers] craft the ritual clothing for serving in the
holy place. They weave the holy garments for
Aaron [to wear,] as Yahweh commanded Moses. 2 [The
artisans] weave the ritual vest from finely-woven linen
[embroidered] with gold, blue, purple & scarlet yarn. 3

the decorated belt on the
vest as one piece of the same workmanship: of gold, blue, purple & scarlet
yarn and finely-woven linen, as Yahweh
commanded Moses.
Jewelers Set The Sacred Gems For
Aaron's Vest
6 [Meanwhile, jewelers] cut onyx stones. They
set the [gems] in settings of gold. [On these
jewels, engravers] carve letters like [inscriptions
on] signet [rings], bearing the names of
the [12] sons of Israel. 7 [Next, the jewelers]
affix these gems to the shoulders of the
vest, as memorial stones commemorating the sons of Israel, as Yahweh commanded Moses. 8 [Meanwhile, weavers] sew
the breastplate using expert [apparel] design skills. [They] match the design of
the vest, using finely-woven linen
[embroidered] with gold, blue, purple &
scarlet yarn. 9 The [clothiers] double-over
the breastplate to form a pouch one
hand-span [9 inches] square. Exodus 39:10
The [clothiers] set into [the breastplate] 4 rows
of stones, ___. The 1st row contains a
sardius [carnelian], a topaz and an emerald. 11 In the second row [of the breastplate
shine] a turquoise, a sapphire and a
diamond. 12 In the 3rd row [of the breastplate shine] a
jacinth, an agate and an amethyst, ___. 13 Finally, the 4th row [of the breastplate gleams]
with a beryl, an onyx and a jasper. All
[the gems sparkle, reflecting their] settings of gold
filigree. 14 The stones match the names
[in order of birth] of the 12 sons of Israel,
engraved with each man's name, like
the inscriptions on a signet ring, ___.
Every stone bears the name of one of
[Israel's] 12 tribes. 15 [Next,] the [jewelers]
skillfully braid chains of pure gold, ___.
[They attach these chains to] the ends of the
breastplate. 16 And the [jewelers] forge 2 settings

[Metalsmiths]

of gold, and 2 gold rings, ___. Then they put the

payment.]

Enough money to build several skyscrapers. And
not one penny skimmed off to pay the salaries of
church employees!
25 The silver donated by the congregation [during the
head-count] totals to 100 talents + 1,775 shekels [6,650
pounds], using the sanctuary [definition of a] shekel.
The value of about 40 luxury mansions.
26 Each of the 603550 men (from 20 years old and
up) who went through the head-count gave 1
bekah [1/5 ounce], that is, half a shekel, using the
sanctuary's [definition of a] shekel.
Again, the men were not numbered. This headcount is nothing like a modern census / national ID
registration system, which is forbidden by YHVH
because it's the basis for global debt-slavery.
27 The [metal-smiths] cast these 100 talents of silver as
the sanctuary's [column] bases, and as the bases [to
support] the veil: 100 talents for 100 bases, one talent [~66 pounds] per base. 28 From the 1775 shekels
[of silver, metal-smiths] forge hooks for [attaching tapestries to]
the pillars. And [the workers] silver-plate the tops of
the posts. [They] also band the [posts with connecting rods made
out of silver]. 29 The donated brass totals 70 talents +
2400 shekels [about 5000 pounds, ___]. Exodus 38:30

With [this brass,] metal-smiths forge the
bases for the entrance of the meeting
tent, and the brass altar, and the altar's brass grate, and all the utensils
[used on] the altar. 31 [The metalworkers forge the remaining
brass into:]

the bases surrounding the whole courtyard,
the bases supporting the court gate,
all the tent-pegs of the tabernacle,
and all the tent-pegs surrounding the whole courtyard.

Exodus 39
Weavers Sew The Sacred Hebrew
Clothing

hand-hammer gold into thin
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___, weavers sew]
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two rings in the two ends of the breastplate. 17

Then the [jewelers] put the two twisted
chains of gold into the two rings on the
ends of the breastplate. 18 [The clothiers]
fasten 2 ends of the 2 twisted chains
onto the [breastplate's] 2 settings. [Then]
they attach [the other two chain-ends] to the
front of the vest's shoulder-pieces. 19
the [metal-smiths] craft two [more] gold rings. [The
install [these rings] on the 2 ends of [Aaron's]
breastplate on the border facing in toward the vest.
Exodus 39:20 The [metal-smiths] cast 2 more golden
rings, ___. They attach these [rings] down low on
the two front sides of [Aaron's] vest near the join,
above the vest's decorated belt. 21 [Then, ___,] with a
blue cord, the [clothiers] bind the breastplate's rings to
the rings of the vest. The [rings] hold the breastplate
above the vest's decorated belt, keeping the
breastplate tightly secured to the vest, as Yahweh
commanded Moses.
[Then]

clothiers]

Weavers Craft The High Priest's
Robe
22 Then, ___, [the clothiers] weave a completely blue
[outer] robe [for Aaron to wear over] the [ritual] vest. 23 [Next the
clothiers cut] a [neck] hole in the middle of the robe, like
the hole in a coat of armor-mail. They [sew] a border
surrounding the hole, to keep it from tearing. 24

On the robe's bottom hem, the [clothiers]
embroider pomegranates, ___, using
blue, purple & scarlet yarn, and woven
linen. 25 [Meanwhile, ___, jewelers cast] bells of
pure gold. [The clothiers] attach these [bells]
among the pomegranates on the hem
of the robe, in line with and alternating
with the pomegranates. 26 That is: bell,
pomegranate, bell, pomegranate, all around the
hem of [Aaron's] ministerial robe, ___, as Yahweh
commanded Moses.

Clothiers Make Coats, Headgear,
Sashes, etc.
27 [Next, ___,] the [clothiers] weave coats of fine, skillfully-designed linen for Aaron and for his sons [to wear

And [the clothiers weave] a turban
of fine linen, [among other] splendid headgear of fine linen. And [they weave] finelywoven white linen undergarments. 29
while serving].

28

needle-knit a rare sash of finelywoven linen [interlaced] with blue, purple & scarlet
yarn, as Yahweh commanded Moses. Exodus 39:30
[Next, ___, the weavers]

cast a pure gold
[front] plate for [the High Priest's] holy turban,
___. They engrave upon the plate an
inscription, like the engravings on a
signet-ring: “[THIS IS] HOLY, [DEDICATED] TO
[Meanwhile, metal-workers]
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Yahweh." 31 [Clothiers] tie a [rich] blue cord
[to the metal plate]. They fasten [the cord & plate]
high up on the turban, ___, as Yahweh
commanded Moses. 32 The children of
Israel do everything that Yahweh commanded Moses, exactly, to the letter,
___, until the work of [preparing and building]
the Congregational Tent “Dwelling” is
complete.
Porters Haul In The Completed
Temple Pieces
33 [Laborers] carry the Sanctuary [in pieces]
to Moses: the tent, all its furnishings,
its fasteners, boards, connecting-bars,
pillars, and bases. 34 [Workers haul to Moses] the
tent-cover made of tanned ram skins, and the tentcovering made of fine leather, and the curtain
(screen). 35 [Next, workers carry to Moses] the “Testimonial
Ark” and its cover, [on] its posts. [The workers never touch the
ark itself.] 36 [Next, workers carry] the [sacred] table with all its
utensils, and the holy bread. 37 [A team of workers

giant, bright [pure gold] menorah,
its lamps, its [candles] all in
[working] order, all its utensils, and the oil
for [burning to give] light. 38 [Other workers carry] the
carry the]

___,

[with]

golden altar, the anointing oil, the aromatherapeutic incense, and the tapestry [designed] for the entrance to the tent, ___. 39 [Other workers carry] the
brass altar, its brass grate, its staves, and all its
utensils, plus the washbasin and its base. Exodus
39:40 [Other workers carry] the tapestries for the courtyard, along with the pillars & their bases, and the
tapestries for the courtyard entrance, with the
cords, pegs, and all the utensils for serving in the
Sanctuary Meeting Tent. 41 [Finally, ___, clothiers carry in the]
ministerial apparel for [priests to wear while] doing service[s] in the holy place, plus the holy garments for
[High] priest Aaron, plus his sons’ clothes, to [wear while]

The children
of Israel finish all the work, ___. They
execute all the specifications Yahweh
serving in their priestly duties. 42

gave to Moses. 43 *So

Moses
surveys all the work. He
[smiles, ___. He] sees that
the workers have performed [all the tasks] just as
Yahweh had commanded. They perfectly followed YAH's instruc-
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tions. So Moses blesses
the [workers].

Exodus 40

YHVH's Instructions For Erecting
The Tent

1 Then, ___, Yahweh speaks to Moses: 2 [YAH]
says,
“On the 1st day of the 1st month [of this Hebrew year],
you will set up [my] ‘Dwelling [area]’ [inside] the meeting
tent.
The Hebrew new year (Passover) is important. It
should have a much more important place in your
calendar than the worldly (pagan) New Year.
3
Put the “Testimonial Ark” in the “Dwelling-Place.”
Then cover the ark with the veil.
4
Then you'll bring in the table. Arrange everything
I've commanded you to array on it. Then bring in
the Menorah, and light its lamps.
The items = 6 loaves of bread in two groups, echoing the 6 stones bearing the names of the sons of
Israel on the priest's shoulder-piece. And golden
dishes and a frankincense bowl. See 25:23-30.
5
Then you'll set the gold incense altar in front of the
“Testimonial Ark.” Then hang the tapestry [by] the
Sanctuary entrance.
6
Then you'll set the altar for smoke [roasting food] donations in front of entrance to the Sanctuary's meeting tent.
7
Then you'll install the washbasin between the
meeting tent and the altar. Then you'll fill [the basin]
with water.
8
[Next,] you'll raise up the courtyard around [the holy tent].
[Then] hang up the tapestry at the entrance to the
courtyard.
9
Then you'll take the anointing oil. Anoint the Sanctuary, and everything in it. Pronounce sacred it and
all its furnishings; as it must be holy, [dedicated purely to
spiritual service, not for personal use] .
Exodus 40:10
[Then] you'll anoint the altar for smoke [roasting food donations], along with its utensils. Consecrate the altar: it
must be a maximally sacred altar.
11
Anoint the washbasin and its base. Consecrate it [for
exclusively sacred use] .
12
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Then bring Aaron and his sons to the entrance to
the Meeting Tent. Wash them with water.
13
[Then] put the holy garments on Aaron. [Then] anoint
him. Consecrate him to serve to Me by doing the
priest's duties.
14
Next bring Aaron's sons. Put tunics on them.
15
Then anoint [Aaron's sons], as you anointed their father, so they can serve Me in [their] priestly duties.
Anointing [the Levites] will signify that the job of Cohen
[priest] will belong to [them] down through all their
generations.”

Moses & The Israelites Erect The
Sacred Tent
16 So Moses does everything exactly as
Yahweh commands him, to the letter,
___: 17 In the 1st month in the 2nd year [of the Exodus],

on the 1st day of the month, [the Israelites] rear up
the Sanctuary [tent], ___. 18 [First] Moses rears up
the [most holy sacred] “Dwelling Place”. He fastens its
bases, sets up its [wall] planks, installs the crossbars, and erects the posts, ___.
Moses did these things through delegation, not
necessarily by himself.
19 Then Moses [and his helpers] spread the tent out over
the Sanctuary, ___. They lay the tent-cover [s] up
on it, as Yahweh commanded [Moses]. Exodus 40:20

Moses takes the “testimonial [10
commandments] tablets.” He lays them in
the ark, ___. Then [he] attaches the
poles to the ark. Then [he] lays the cover up on the ark. 21 [Then] Moses brings the Ark
[Then]

into the [inner most holy] “Dwelling Place.” He sets up the
screen to conceal the Testimonial Ark. [Then he] covers the ark, as Yahweh commanded [him]. 22 [Next]
Moses installs the [bread] table in the meeting tent,
on the north side of the Sanctuary, outside the
‘veil.’ 23 Then Moses arranges a row of [holy] bread
on [the table] before Yahweh, as Yahweh commanded
him. 24 Next Moses installs the giant Menorah in
the meeting tent, opposite the [sacred] table, on the
south side of the Sanctuary, ___. 25 [Then] Moses
lights the lamps before Yahweh, as Yahweh commanded him. 26 [Next] Moses installs the golden [cooking] altar in the meeting tent, in front of the [Holy Place]
veil. 27 [Then] Moses burns aromatherapeutic incense [aromatic spices] on [the altar], as Yahweh commanded him. 28 Then Moses hangs up the tapestry at
the entrance to [YAH's most holy] Dwelling [Place]. 29

Moses installs the smoke [roasting]
altar by the door of the sanctuary's
meeting tent, ___. Upon it, he serves
the smoke-roasted donated [food], as
Yahweh commanded [him]. Exodus 40:30
[Then]

Then Moses sets the washbasin between the meeting tent and the altar. He puts water there [for the
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to wash [as needed]. 31 [Then] Moses and
Aaron and his sons wash their hands and their feet
[in the washbasin]. 32 Every time the [priests] enter the
meeting tent, and when they approach the altar,
they wash, as Yahweh commanded Moses. 33 Then
Moses rears up the courtyard surrounding the
tabernacle and the altar. Finally [he] mounts the tapestry of the court gate, ___. So Moses finishes
the work [of erecting the tent sanctuary].
cooks and priests to]

YAH's Presence Fills The Sacred
Tent
34 Suddenly, ___, a [supernatural] cloud
covers the meeting tent. The glory of
Yahweh fills the Sanctuary!

Finish the work YAH commands, and you get to experience his presence.

that Moses
can't enter the meeting tent, because
the cloud stays on it. The glory of Yahweh saturates the Sanctuary!
2 Million Israelites Migrate, Led By
Miracles
36 Subsequently, ___, when [YAH] lifts
the cloud up above the Sanctuary, the
people of Israel travel onward on their
[many] journeys. 37 But when [YAH] leaves the
35 [YAH's presence is so powerful, ___,]

cloud down, the [Israelites] postpone their journey,
___. They wait for the day [YAH] lifts the cloud. 38

*So, ___, the cloud of Yahweh
rests on the Sanctuary [tent] every day. And [a pillar of] fire stays
above [the sanctuary] by night, [lighting] the eyes of the whole family
of Israel, throughout all their
journeys.
After Moses dies, the ark goes before the Israelites, signifying that we must be led by YAH's
Law.

Leviticus 1
Hebrew Sacred Meat Preparation
Instructions
1

Yahweh calls Moses. [Then,
from the meeting tent, [Yahweh] speaks to [Moses].

[From this supernatural cloud,]

___,]

commands,
“Address the descendants of Israel. Say
to them, ‘When any man of you [chooses
to] bring a donation to [support priestly services, including to feed people at the feasts of] Yahweh, bring your gift [not from unclean animals,
2 [YAH]
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from [your] herds [of bovines] and/or
[your] flocks [of goats and sheep].
but]

Offering= korban: an admittance, entrance, access
offering.
3

If you choose to donate butchered cattle [meat], make sure you supply a [clean]
male [animal] without blemish. Bring it to
the entrance to the Meeting Tent. [Never
be part of any forced donation system.] Only give
things to Yahweh of your own voluntary
will, ___.
Offerings you give to help your people or to honor
your King should be of the highest quality. Nothing
in the Hebrew text indicates that any useable parts
of this offering will be ‘burnt up’. Only bad translators and interpreters would say that Moses instituted an animal sacrifice system. The offerings are for
the priests and the poor to eat. Female animals
could be offered in some other types of offerings.
4
[There at the entrance to the sanctuary,] the owner
of the animal [that's about to be] smoke [roasted] must lay his hand on its head [to show
remorse over butchering the animal, and to bless the animal for the higher purposes of the holy feasts. Yahweh]

forgives

[this killing of an animal, ___, because the

benefit the meat gives to the community of faith]

ers

cov-

[over the sin of killing an animal].

Cover=kaphar, which is usually (and incorrectly)
translated "atonement".
5

himself will butcher the young
bull before Yahweh. Then the priests,
Aaron's sons, will collect its blood.
They'll sprinkle the blood around the
top of the [common cooking] altar [located] by
the entrance to the congregational tent.
[The owner]

Repeat: the rich guy can't hide from the barbarity
of killing the animal. He can't sub-contract the
slaughter out to a butcher-shop or a meat-processing factory. The rich man must get the blood on his
own hands, to fully realize that a living, feeling being had to die to put tasty meat in his mouth. He
must feel the offense against nature. And he must
do it in a ritual and social context that elevates the
butchery to an act of holy generosity. Meat-eating
should be rare, and voluntary. When rich people
have to endure the sickening slaughter of their
own animals, they turn toward vegetarianism, and
they stop overdosing on meat.
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6

[The owner of the donated meat animal] will skin it.
Then he'll cut it into pieces [to prepare it] to
be smoke-roasted.

The owner, no matter how rich or elegant, must
prepare his grade-A meat to be cooked and eaten
by the community. The rich man sacrifices his
valuable time and his pride, thus making the donation expensive and meaningful to rich and poor
alike. This is the antithesis of a rich guy tossing in
a few meaningless bucks to buy [carcinogenic] hot
dogs for the church picnic.
7
[Meanwhile,] the sons of [High] priest Aaron will [light] fire
upon the [cooking] altar. Then they'll lay the wood in
order [for cooking] upon the fire.
8
Then the priests, Aaron's sons, will lay the [animal's]
parts, the head, and the fat [or choice parts], in order
over the sticks on the fire on the altar-stove.
"In order" means that the priest puts the edible
parts where they will be roasted, probably on a rotating spit, possibly in a pan. Some inedible parts
may go on the fire itself. The meat goes "over" the
sticks, not "on" the sticks.
9

But [the priest] will wash [the bullock's] innards
and legs in water, ___. Then the priest
will smoke-roast all [of the edible parts of the
animal] on the altar. The smoke from the
donated meat over the fire [will send up] a
delicious aroma to [honor] Yahweh.
The Hebrew words do not indicate that the animals
were to be burned up. Many other scriptures confirm that burning animals was never the intent of
this Law. The animals were roasted and eaten.
Some parts of the animals which were not for human consumption, like the contents of the intestines, may have been burned for cleanliness
reasons, to demonstrate extreme obedience to
YHVH's instructions about what humans should and
should not eat.
Leviticus 1:10
[Same basic routine follows] when the donor offers [an animal]
from [his] flocks of sheep or goats to be slaughtered,
___. The [donor must] bring a defect-free male.
‘Male’ doesn't imply superiority of males. It implies
that males are expendable: only 1 male is needed
to fertilize a flock of females.
11
On the north side of the altar, the owner will butcher [his animal solemnly, ___, mindful that] Yahweh is watching.
Then the priests, Aaron's sons, will sprinkle [a bit of the
animal's] blood around the top of the altar.
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This sprinkling may have been to fertilize the
ground. Also, to express remorse over the killing of
the animal.
12
The owner will cut his [donated animal] into pieces, separating its head and its [hard, unhealthy] fat. Then the
priest will set the [meat] in order on the wood above
the fire on the altar.
Perhaps burning up the parts that are not healthy
to eat, such as the suet.
13

But [the priest] will wash the [animal's] innards and the legs with water. Then the
priest will bring all [of the animal's edible parts].
[He'll] smoke [roast] them on the altar-stove. The fire will send up a delicious
aroma [attracting everyone nearby to come to the
feast of] Yahweh.
14

Alternatively, ___, if the [animal's] owner
[can only afford] to bring birds to butcher
and serve [at the feast of] Yahweh, let him
bring (as his donation) [mere] doves or
young pigeons.
This opens the whole communal religious/spiritual
experience to poor people. In contrast, other nearby cultures only opened their rituals to the rich and
to royalty.
15

The priest will bring [the bird] to the altarstove. [Then he'll] smoke [roast the bird] on the
altar [as follows: First the priest will] wring off [the
bird's] head, then he'll wring out the
bird's blood [into a bowl] at the side of the
altar-stove, [to collect the blood for re-fertilizing the
soil].
The poor man doesn't slaughter the animal. The
poor man knows that animals die to provide him
with meat. The poor man slaughters animals to
survive, while the rich man clogs his intestines with
dead-animal meat because he loves the taste of it
in his mouth.
16

Then the priest will remove the bird's
crop [food pouch] and its feathers [filth], and
[compost] them in the ash-can on the east
side of the altar-stove, [to further build the
soil].
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Composting acidic animal remains with alkaline
ashes produces a rich, fertile soil.
17

Then the priest will cut the bird in two
with the wings [on each side]. But he won't
break the [bird]. He'll smoke-roast it on
the altar-stove, above the fire-wood,
sending up a relaxing fire-roasting aroma [that brings honor to] Yahweh.
Burning flesh does not smell good to YHVH nor to
anyone else. This was delicious-smelling cooked
meat for people to eat.

Leviticus 2
Hebrew Bread Donation Instructions
1

Anyone who comes [to the Sanctuary] to approach Yahweh to present a gift-donation of [fine, perfectly even, grade-A] grain [flour],
should pour [olive] oil on it, then lay
frankincense on it, ___.
Oil and spice-roasted bread and meat.
2

will bring [his donation] to
Aaron's sons (the priests). [A priest] will
accept [the donor's] handful of flour, oil
and frankincense. Then the priest will
smoke-roast [the dough] on the altar-stove, ___. Each [such biscuit, cooked] by fire,
will [send up] a delicious aroma, reminding [everyone at the communal feast to honor]
Yahweh.
[Each willing donor]

Some people imagine this to have been a handful
of flour burned up, as a symbolic way to acknowledge that all produce comes from YHVH. While that
would be sweet, the idea that YHVH wanted anything useful burned up as waste goes against scriptures in both the Older and Newer Testaments.
3
[The community will eat the biscuits, ___.] Then the
rest of the grain-donations will [go for feeding] Aaron and his sons, [the government workers]. Such [solemn gifts are] extremely sacred
fire-cooked donations honoring Yahweh, [not to be used for personal or low purposes, but
for feeding the priests so they can do their health, education and welfare work instead of farming].
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“Offerings” were to be eaten.
4

When you, ___, bring [to the feast] a grain
offering baked in an oven, make sure
it's either unleavened cakes of fine flour
mixed with olive oil, or [flat bread] matzah
spread with olive oil. [Donate nothing puffed-up,
because puffy bread symbolizes pride and fraud.]

5

If you're donating a serving of grains
cooked on a griddle, ___, make it unleavened fine flour mixed with olive oil.
Everything should be soaked in high-quality oil, for
the health of the people.
6

Cut the loaf into pieces, ___. Then
pour [more] oil on it. That's [the way you make
a real] grain offering.
Food, especially meat, should be soaked in high-quality oil, such as olive oil, until it's so tender it
melts in your mouth. Dry, hard meat putrefies in
your belly. Dry meat creates constipation and cancer. You probably need to eat a LOT more coldpressed olive oil than you're getting. Olive oil is the
most commonly counterfeited product in the world.
Real olive oil is very expensive.
7

If you're donating servings of grain [to
be] cooked in a pot, ___, [likewise,] make
it fine flour with olive oil.
Again, oil, oil, olive oil!
8

Carry into the sanctuary your grain offering, prepared in any of the above
ways, ___. Then present it to Yahweh's priest(s). They'll carry [your bread donation] to the altar-stove.
9

Then, from [your] food-gift, the priest
will remove a “memorial portion”, ___.
[He'll] smoke it on the cooking-altar,
roasting it with fire, sending up an aroma so delicious [it brings honor to] Yahweh.
Qatar = fumigate = smoke-roast, not burn.
Leviticus 2:10

The rest of [your] grain-donation will [go to
feed] Aaron and his sons. [Generosity] converts your [lowly] bread into an extreme-
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ly sacred fire-roasted gift to
Yahweh's [sacred government].

[support]

These were not purposeless burnings of food. The
food was given to support the work of YHWH's servants.
11
___, never put yeast in any food-donation you
bring to Yahweh. Never roast any leaven or honey
in any fire-cooked [food] donation [in honor of] Yahweh.
Raw honey is more nutritious than cooked honey.
Yeast is forbidden because yeast symbolizes pride
and spiritual infection, and because the lack of
yeast is a reminder of the passover. Honey (or the
sugar in it) is what causes the yeast fermentation
reaction. The more important point is that nothing
corrupt should enter our service of YHVH. A clear
condemnation of the pervasive corruption in today's Judeo-Christian world.
12
Your ‘first-fruit’ offering to Yahweh [at harvest time] can
contain [uncooked honey], ___. But [honey and yeast] are not
[ingredients which I've asked you to cook] on the altar-stove to
send up a ‘fragrant aroma.’
The sanctuary's meat recipe includes oil and
spices, but not sweeteners. It's not ‘sweet-n-sour’
chicken.
13

Always season every food tribute of
yours with [an appropriate amount of] salt, ___.
Never omit the “salt of [your] covenant
with your Elohim” from your donation
servings. [I repeat for clarity:] serve salt with
ALL of your donated [food]!
You [believers] are the salt of the earth. A reasonable amount of salt is not your enemy. But you
need potassium and magnesium and a balance of
many other nutrients to process the sodium. Salt is
a great antiseptic. Salt prevents fermentation,
which symbolizes pride and corruption. Salt symbolizes an unbreakable alliance. See Num 18:19, 2
Chr 13:5, Ezra 4:14. Most people journey to these
feasts. So they sweat a lot. So it's reasonable for
them to replace the sodium. However, this sodium
was expensive sea salt, not factory-made sodium
chloride.
14

When you, ___, bring to Yahweh a donation of your 1st [harvest] “fruits”, bring
and present kernels beaten from fresh
[clean] heads [of grain], dry-roasted by fire.
15
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Then soak the grains in [olive] oil. Then
lay frankincense on [the mixture]. That's a
[real] grain-donation, ___!
Do you soak your grains in olive oil? Have you ever
prepared food with frankincense? Do yourself a favor and try it! Frankincense is a resin harvested
from Boswellia trees in the dry woodlands of Eritrea, Ethiopia, Somalia, Kenya and Sudan. Frankincense produces a sweet fragrance when burned.
It's incense and medicine. It's obtained by making
incisions in the tree bark,so the tree produces
frankincense resin to heal the wounds. Africa exports large quantities to the pharmaceutical, cosmetic, chewing gum and perfume industries.
16
Then, ___, [in honor of] Yahweh, the priest will [stoke up
the] fire. [Then] he'll smoke-roast a “memorial portion”
of the beaten kernels (with some of the oil the kernels soak in) along with all of the frankincense [which
the priest takes off of the soaking grains] .

Leviticus 3
1

More Holy Feast-Meat Cooking Instructions

You, ___, can [voluntarily, out of gratitude,]
choose to gift [to YAH's servants] a donated
male or female [cow or bull from your] herd as
a ‘peace offering’ for [making] butchermeat. [But] when you offer [anything] to
the face of Yahweh, it must be in perfect condition. [YAH's temple is not a junkyard nor
a cheap restaurant.]

We must give our best to YHWH. Grade-A steak
(not pig-anus hot-dogs) at the church picnic.
2
You, ___, [the donor,] will lay your hand upon the
head of [the animal] you're presenting. Then [you yourself
will] slaughter it at the entrance to the Meeting Tent.

[So you can't hide from the reality that when you eat meat, you kill an innocent
living being.]

Then Aaron's sons (the priests) will sprin-

kle

[a bit of] the blood around [the top of] the altar, [to initiate the conversion of the ugly act of killing an animal into the holy act of feeding the poor and building a spiritual community through generous feasting] .

3
Then, ___, from the butchered thanksgiving contribution, [the priests] will present to Yahweh the
choice-meat that covers the innards, and all the
choice-meat inside [the animal's torso];
‘Cheleb’ can mean ‘choice parts’ or health-damaging animal fat (suet). Unhealthy fat may be burned
to give heat and light, and/or to produce soil-enriching ash.
4
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Then the priest will remove the two kidneys and
(with them) the fat on them by the flanks, plus the
covering of the liver.
Kidney and liver meat can be healthy or unhealthy,
depending on the conditions under which the animal was raised. People generally assume that kidneys and livers were taken away and composted
because they are unhealthy. If you interpret the
words differently, it could mean that these are
choice parts taken for a special culinary use.
5
Then Aaron's sons will smoke [roast the meat] on the altar-stove, ___, [sending smoke] rising above the wood
on the fire. [This donation] cooked by fire [will fill the air with]
a delicious aroma that [brings honor to] Yahweh.
6

Whenever you, ___, [choose to] present a
butchered thanksgiving/peace contribution to Yahweh from [your] flock, [it can be]
male or female. But present it in perfect condition.
7
If you present a lamb as your donation, then always present it [in a solemn manner, ___, conscious that you are under the watchful] eyes of Yahweh.

Hebrew Sacred Meat Slaughtering
Instructions
8

the owner, will lay your own
hands on the head of [the animal] you're
donating. Then [you'll] slaughter it in
front of the congregational tent. Then
Aaron's sons will sprinkle [a bit of] its
blood around the top of the altar, [to sym[You, ___,]

bolically express remorse for killing an innocent animal,
and to ask YAH to bring good from the bloodshed].

9
Then, ___, from your butchered thanksgiving contribution, [the priest] will convert to [fertilizing] ash [the animal's] fat, the entire fat tail, (which he will remove
close to the lower backbone,) the fat covering the
inner organs, and all the fat above the inner organs. This [honors] Yahweh's [command that you not eat unhealthy
animal by-products].
Presumably converting the unhealthy animal parts
to ash, heat, and/or light.
Leviticus 3:10

Next, the priest will remove the 2 kidneys, together with the fat on them (by
the flanks), and the covering of the liver.
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11

Then the priest will smoke-roast [the animal] on the altar, ___, cooking food on
the fire [for a feast in honor of] Yahweh.
Clearly specified as preparing actual food, not
burning up animal parts to "feed God," as is often
ridiculously assumed.
12
Same thing if your gift is a goat, ___: you present
it [in a merciful, solemn manner, conscious that you are under the watchful]
eye of Yahweh.
Kill the animal painlessly, cleanly and quickly, in a
ritual process that brings redemptive results out of
the disgusting act of killing a living being.
13
And you, ___, [the owner,] will lay your hand on the
head of your [donated animal]. Then [you'll] slaughter it in
front of the congregational tent. Then the sons of
Aaron will [attempt to elevate the carnage to spiritual significance by]
sprinkling [a bit of the animal's] blood around the top of
the altar.
14
Then [the priest] will approach Yahweh's [cooking-altar] fire,
bringing the fat that covered the [animal's] innards,
and all the fat on the innards.
15
Then [the priest] will remove the two kidneys, plus the
fat on them by the flanks, and the covering of the
liver.
16
Then the priest will smoke the [edible parts of the animal] on
the altar as food, ___, a gift cooked by fire, sending up a delicious aroma. [But] all the fat [gets composted
in obedience to] Yahweh.
Cheleb=‘fat’ or ‘choice’, as today the slang ‘PHAT’
implies ‘strong’ while ‘FAT’ implies ‘obese’.

*
It will be a perpetual statute
for your posterity, wherever
you live, that you, ___, never
eat [nasty] fat nor blood.”
17

Here ‘Cheleb’ = ‘unhealthy fat, grease.’ Diseasecausing parts of the animal were burned, or
smoked but not eaten. Only context can tell you if
cheleb = ‘fat’ or ‘choice,’ and if ‘qatar’ means
‘smoke-roast’ or ‘burn.’ If burning, the burning was
not necessarily a waste. Burning fat can produce
light, heat and/or soil enriching ash.

Leviticus 4

Presumably removing parts of the animal that are
unhealthy to eat.
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Easing Communal Guilt For Individual Sins
1 Yahweh further commands Moses: 2 [YAH] says,
“Educate the children of Israel. Tell them, ‘Imagine
that someone ignorantly sins. He perpetrates an
act that violates any of the commandments Yahweh gave [us] to prevent ruinous consequences.
3

Or imagine [an] anointed priest sins. He
brings guilt on, [or shares the shame of] the
people. Then [in penance for] the sin he
committed, [here's what you do, ___: the priest]
presents [the sinner's] young, flawless bull
to Yahweh [as a community feast-gift, to express repentance for having] missed the mark.
4

[The repenter] brings the young bull to the entrance of
the congregational tent, before Yahweh's [watchful gaze].
There [the repenter] lays his hand [in blessing] on the
young bull's head. Then [he gently] slaughters the
young bull [under the watchful eye of] Yahweh.
5
Then the anointed priest takes [a bit] of the young
bull's blood. He brings it to the congregational tent:
6
Then the priest dips his finger in the blood. [He]
sprinkles the blood 7 times [solemnly,] before [the face of]
Yahweh, facing the sanctuary curtain.
7
Then [solemnly,] facing Yahweh, in the congregational
tent, the priest dabs a bit of the blood on the horns
of the altar of aromatherapeutic incense. Then he
pours all the blood of the young bull [into a reservoir] at
the bottom of the altar of ascension, at the entrance to the Meeting Tent.

Possibly a pipe channeled the blood out and into
the soil. Otherwise, someone would have had to
carry out the blood. Either way, YHVH demands
that the blood end up as fertilizer in the soil, instead of being drunk, as in pagan rites.

Preparing A Community Confessional Feast
8

Then, ___, as a sin-gift, [the priest] removes all the young bull's choice-meat,
including the delicacies in and around
the bull's entire torso;
Chattah=offense/sin. ‘Cheleb’ (fat/choice-meat) is
normally translated here to imply the removal of
unhealthy fat which would then be burned.
9
[The priest] also removes the two kidneys, and the fat
on them by the flanks, ___. With the kidneys, [he
removes] the covering of the liver.
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The liver and the kidneys are filters. They collect
toxins. Debate continues as to whether it might be
OK to eat kidneys and livers of animals raised in
healthy environments.
Leviticus 4:10
[Then the priest prepares the animal's meat] exactly as [he] butchers [and cooks] the young bulls [which donors give as] thanksgiving contributions, ___. The priest smoke-roasts
the [meat] on the altar of the ascension.
11
Then [the priest hauls outside the camp] the skin of the young
bull, plus all its [inedible] flesh, with its head, its leg
[bones], its entrails, and its poop.
This is NOT the waste of good animal meat. For
proof, see Num 19:7 where the word normally rendered "flesh" here refers to skin.
12

The priest [and his helpers] carry all these
[unused] parts of the young bull outside
the camp to an uncontaminated area
used for pouring out ashes, ___. There
[the priest] burns [the remains of the bull] on
wood with fire. This burning creates additional ash [for neutralizing acidic soil].
Similar Ritual For Confessing Communal Guilt

*
Sometimes, ___, the entire
community of Israel will sin
through ignorance. But even if
the entire group is blind to the
wrong they've done by breaking a commandment of Yahweh
forbidding foolish acts, they
are all nevertheless guilty.
13

Ignorance of the law is no excuse for lawbreaking.
14
When the sin the community has committed comes
to light, the congregation prepares a young bull
calf [to show their repentance for] sin and [to feed the priests whose job
it is to teach the people how to live wisely]. The people bring [the
bull to the] front of the congregational tent.
15
[Solemnly,] before [the watchful eye of] Yahweh, the elders of
the congregation lay their hands [of blessing] on the
head of the young bull. [They] slaughter the young
bull [painlessly, ___, knowing that] Yahweh [is] watching.
16
Then the anointed priest carries [a bowl full of] the
young bull's blood to the congregational tent.
17
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There, ___, in front of the holy curtain,
the priest dips his finger in a bit of the
blood. Then [he] sprinkles it 7 times, [ritually presenting it to] Yahweh [as an admission that
sin causes bloodshed].
18
Next, in the congregational tent, face [up to] Yahweh,
the priest dabs a bit of the blood on the horns of
the altar, ___. Then he pours out all the blood [into
the reservoir] at the bottom of the altar of the ascension, at the entrance to the Meeting Tent.

19

Cooking The Communal Charity
Guilt Donation

Then the priest removes all the choicemeat from the bull, ___. [The priest]
smoke-roasts the [choice-meat] on the altar.
Depending on context, fat [cheleb] indicates
‘smoke the nasty fat’ or ‘smoke-roast choice meat.’
Leviticus 4:20

The priest [cooks and cleans up] this young
bull just as he does any [other] young
bull [given] as a sin donation. Thus the
priest covers over [the guilt of] the people,
___. [Yahweh] forgives them.
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ties in history could never authorize anyone to
commit even the tiniest sin against YHVH's Law.
23
When [the ruler] becomes aware that he's sinned, he
brings [to the priests] his donation: a flawless male
goat-kid.
24
Then [the repentant ruler] lays his [own] hand on the head
of the goat [as a blessing, expressing sorrow]. Then [the ruler painlessly slaughters and butchers the goat] in the place where [priests
normally] slaughter the “ascension donations” before
Yahweh. This [defines] a chattah, [a donation to express remorse
for sin].
25
Then the priest takes [a bit] of the blood of the “sin
donation” with his finger. He dabs it on the horns of
the altar of ascension, [symbolically asking Yahweh to forgive the
sin which brings death]. Then [the priest] pours out [the goat's]
blood [into a pipe or basin] at the bottom of the altar of
ascension, ___.
26
Then the priest smoke-roasts all the [goat's] choicemeat on the altar, [just like he smokes] the choice-meat
of the butchered thanksgiving contributions. [The goat
meat feeds the priests so they can continue to teach the people right from

Thus the priest [ritually] covers over the [ruler's]
sin, ___. [Yahweh accepts the ruler's donation as an act of repentance.
So YAH] forgives [the ruler].
wrong.]

Common People Donate Food To
Confess Guilt
27

*

___, imagine that any
common human sins. He commits forbidden acts contrary to
any of Yahweh's commandments. Even if he slipped up
through ignorance, he's still
guilty.
[Likewise,]

The guilt technically exists. To quote Paul, “It is impossible that the blood of bulls and goats could
take away sins.” But YHVH views their donation as
an act of repentance. So he disregards the guilt.
21
The priest carries the [inedible remains of the] young bull
outside the camp, ___. [He] burns [the scrap] like he
burns the [inedible remains of the] other young bulls. Thus
the community [completes a cycle of repentance for] their [shared]
sin.

Dealing With The Guilt Of Authority
Figures

*
When a ruler sins, he's guilty,
___, even if through ignorance
he broke just one commandment through which Yahweh
his Elohim forbids wrong actions.
22

This universally-ignored maxim is the essential
doctrine governing political authority: Political power is never a license for doing wrong. All the
summed power of all the highest human authori-
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When the [commoner's] sin comes to his
knowledge, then he brings [to the Ekklesia]
his donation: a flawless female goatkid, to [express remorse for] his sin he committed.
29

lays his hand on the
head of the [animal he's] donating [to address
his] sin. [Then, ___,] in the place where
[priests cook] the ascension-donations, [the
commoner painlessly, reverently slits the] animal's
[throat].

[The repentant commoner]

If you had to kill a goat and give away its meat every time you sinned, you'd stop sinning. This is an
ingenious way to curb crime. The poor man feels
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the loss of his animal, and the rich man feels the
revulsion of blood on his hands. Mere fines will
never have the deterrent effect of this simple, redemptive meat-donation.
Leviticus 4:30
Then the priest dips [a bit] of [the animal's] blood onto his
finger, ___. [He] dabs it on the horns of the altar of
ascension. Then [he] pours out all [the animal's] blood
[into a reservoir] the bottom of the altar.
31
Then [the priest] removes all [the goat's] choice-meat,
___, just like he cuts [the choice-meat] off the butchered
thanksgiving contributions. The priest smokeroasts [the meat] on the altar. This gives off a delicious aroma [that brings honor to] Yahweh. Thus the priest
covers for the [sinner]. [Yahweh] forgives him.
‘Fat’ here could mean ‘nasty fat,’ which the priest
disposes of, or it could mean ‘choice meat,’ which
the priest smoke-roasts.
32
Same procedure if [the sinner] brings a lamb as a
present [to cover over] his sins, ___. The [sinner] brings a
flawless female [lamb].
33
In the place where the priests kill the ascensiondonations, the [sinner] lays his hand upon the head of
his guilt-gift. Then he slaughters it. [He gives it up to feed
people, as] a donation [to express repentance for his sin].
34
Then the priest takes [a bit] of the blood of the ‘sindonation’ with his finger, ___. [He] dabs it on the
horns of the altar of ascension. Then [he] pours out
all the blood [of the lamb into a reservoir] at the bottom of
the altar.
35
Then [the priest] removes all [the lamb's] choice-meat,
___, like he removes the choice-meat of the lambs
butchered as peace-donations. Then [the priest]
smoke-roasts the [meat] on the altar, like the other
donations which [priests] fire-roast [in services ordered by]
Yahweh. Thus the priest covers over the sin the [sinner] committed. [Yahweh] forgives [the sinner].
This does not suggest in any way that shedding of
blood is necessary for the Creator to forgive people. It merely says that YHVH looks kindly on generous actions that flow from genuine repentance.

Leviticus 5
Speak Up For Victims Of Crime &
Oppression

*
When you see someone sin,
___, and you hear [the authorities]
call you to be a sworn witness
1

[against the criminal, don't
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swear any oath. But do] say
what you've seen and what
you know [about the crime], or you
become culpable [as an accomplice].
This does NOT mean that you should answer every
question put to you by the police. Generally, keep
your mouth shut. Mind your own business. But
when your testimony can prevent or remedy serious damage to other people, then you must speak
up.

Isolate Contaminants

2

When you, ___, touch any unclean
thing, say the carcass of an unclean
wild animal, or the nasty dead body of
a cow, or the carcass of a dirty reptile,
even if you didn't realize you touched
it, you're still contaminated. [Temporarily]
quarantine [yourself for the protection of the community].
If you have ever (at least in the last 7 years) eaten
pork, shellfish, frog's legs, catfish, or 3 day old
meat, then repent.
3

Or say you touch something nasty that
comes out of people, ___, [say, excrement,
genital fluids, or pus, whatever]. Whether you realize you touched it, you're still contaminated. You're subject to temporary
quarantine.
How To Terminate Your Obligations

*
And if you ever swear, ___,
pledging with your lips to do
evil, or good, or whatever you
blurt out on oath, even if you
didn't realize you were binding
yourself, when you figure out
that you got trapped, you've
got to do what it takes to get
yourself out of condemnation.
4

If you say it, you gotta do it. This is the way Satan
bound the entire human population as his slaves,
and why you need the redemption bought with the
Messiah's blood. Satan traps you with your pledges
of allegiance and your signatures on applications
for driver's licenses, national I.D. numbers, etc.
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*
So, ___, confess that you
strayed by becoming guilty [of
swearing oaths and/or touching nasty stuff].
5

Confess that you sinned by pledging allegiance,
and by making contracts with pagans, and by eating bacon and shrimp.
6

Then, ___, to [express remorse for] for the
sin you committed, bring to [the priests of]
Yahweh your “trespass donation” of a
female flock-animal, [that is,] a lamb or a
goat-kid, as a repentance-gift. The
priest prepares [the meat and feeds it to poor people]. This [kind deed in a sense] covers over
your sin.
7
If you're too poor to bring a lamb as [donation to express]
repentance for the sin you committed, ___, bring
[to] Yahweh's [priests] two doves, or two young pigeons, one which [the priests will bless and cook in the style of] a
repentance-gift, and the other as an ascension-donation.
8
You, ___, bring the [birds] to the priest. He [cooks] the
repentance donation first. He wrings the bird's
head off its neck. But he doesn't cut the bird in
two.
9
Then [the priest] sprinkles [a bit] of the blood of the repentance-donation on the side of the altar, ___.
Then he wrings out the rest of the blood [into a basin]
at the bottom of the altar. [The blood represents the death that
proceeds from] sin.
Leviticus 5:10
Then the priest prepares your second bird in the
manner of an ascension-donation. [He uses the meat to feed
needy people.] Thus the priest “covers over” the sin you
committed, ___. [So Yahweh] forgives you.
11
If you're so poor, ___, that you can't [even] bring 2
doves, or 2 young pigeons, then when you sin,
bring as your donation 1/10 ephah [2 quarts] of fine
flour, as a repentance-gift. [Since you're poor,] put no oil
on [the flour], and [omit the expensive] frankincense. [Yahweh
stills sees your generosity and forgives your] sin.
12
You, ___, bring [your flour] to the priest. As a reminder [of sin,] the priest takes a handful of [the flour].
Then [he] smoke-roasts it on the altar, like any donation [cooked] by fire to [honor] Yahweh. [That completes
your] repentance-gift.
13
Then the priest [says a prayer asking Yahweh to] cover over [all
the guilt] you incurred by committing the sin(s) of
[touching nasty stuff and swearing oaths] . Then [Yahweh] forgives
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you. Whatever's left over [of your gift,] the priest can
eat [or give away] as a food-donation.”

How To Repent Of Violating Sacred
Things

14 Yahweh's [angel] further commands Moses: 15 [The
angel] says,
“Sometimes you, ___, commit treachery, sins or
mistakes. [You demean something] Yahweh has set apart as
sacred. Then, as a donation to express repentance
for straying, bring to [the priests of] Yahweh a flawless
ram from [your] flocks. [You may substitute the ram's] value in
silver shekels, using the shekel-weight defined by
the sanctuary.
16
To make amends for any harm you, ___, do to [people or] things Yahweh sets apart as holy, you add 1/5
of the value [of the ram]. You give [the silver] to the priest
as a repentance-gift. The priest [butchers and cooks] your
ram. [He feeds the meat to hungry poor people. This ritual of generosity in a
sense] covers over your sin. So [Yahweh] forgives you.

Donate Food To Shed The Burden
Of Guilt

*
Say you sin, ___, by committing any act forbidden by the
commandments of Yahweh.
Even if you did it without
knowledge or forethought,
you're guilty. You bear the consequences of your wrongdoing.
17

Ignorance is no excuse. Insanity is not a defense.
18
So as a confession-gift, you, ___, bring to the
priest a flawless ram or its equivalent from [your]
flock. The priest [cooks its meat to feed the poor. This generous act]
covers over your ignorant sin. So [Yahweh] forgives
you.
19
When you're guilty, ___, [with intent or without], donate
something [valuable] to Yahweh's [work]. Because sin,
[even ignorant sin], is an offense against Yahweh.”
Paraphrase.

Leviticus 6
How To Shed The Guilt Of Embezzlement
1 Yahweh further commands Moses: 2

*[YAH]

says,
“Let's say you, ___, sin by being unfaithful to Yahweh by de-
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ceiving your fellow man. [Say]
you embezzle something he
entrusted to you for safekeeping. Or you break in and steal
his stuff, or otherwise cheat
him.
3

Or [let's say] you, ___, find something
your neighbor lost. But you swear up
and down you didn't find it. Or you
commit any common crime like that.

*
Don't play ‘finders-keepers’
games. Don't rationalize your
theft, ___. [Stop] swearing you
didn't steal. You sinned. You're
guilty. Restore what you
snatched. Pay back what you
embezzled. Return what you
borrowed, guarded or found.
4

Often people take something. Then they invent
reasons why they really deserved it. "Remember
that time I fixed his fence and he didn't pay me?
Well, I'll keep his shovel as payment. He owes
me!"
5

Pay back the stolen item, plus 1/5 of its
value, ___. Give it to the guy it belongs to. And the same day, give [the Hebrew priest] a “confession donation.”
6
As a confession-gift, bring to [the priest of] Yahweh a
flawless ram from [your] flock, or the animal's equivalent value in silver, ___.
7

Then the priest

[prepares the animal as food for

covering over [your guilt,
Yahweh sees [your generosity]. So he
forgives you of your crime and everything related to it.”
How To Prepare Daily Food For
Priests & Poor
the poor, as a way of]
___].

8 Yahweh further commands Moses: 9 [YAH]

says,
“Instruct Aaron and his sons. Say,
‘Here's the prescribed [routine] regarding
the Ascension-altar [stove]: [The evening-shift
priest starts meat] slow-roasting on the asThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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cension-altar. [Then the night-chefs] keep the
fire constantly glowing, simmering [the
meat] all night until morning.
Burn = yakad = glowing, as an ordinary culinary
fire.
Leviticus 6:10
Then the [morning-shift] priest [wakes up]. He slaps his
linen underwear over his skin. He dons his linen
clothes. Then he scoops up the greasy ashes the
fire is devouring. [Then he] takes the [now-cooked meat of the]
ascension donation [off the fire]. He sets [the pan] beside
the altar.
This is describing overnight slow-roasting of food
to be eaten, not the overnight burning of an animal.
11

Later [the priest] takes off his [ritual] garments, ___. He puts on [outdoor] clothes.
Then [he] carries the ashes outside the
camp to a place [in the fresh] clean [country
air. He dumps the ashes in the community compost heap.
There the alkaline ashes to help morph poop and trash
into fertilizer.]

12
Keep the fire constantly glowing on the altar, ___.
Never let it go out. The priest burns wood on it every morning. Then he lays the ascension-donation
in order over the [wood-fire]. There he smoke-roasts
the choice [meats] from the [donors'] peace offerings.
burn wood = b'a'ar= burn as fuel.
13

keep the [supernatural] fire [from
always glowing on the altar. Never let it go out.

[Repeat, ___:]
heaven]

This fire came from heaven. It was extinguished by
Nebuchadnezzar, and thus was one of the 5 things
lacking in Herod's temple. Never let your holy spirit-fire go out.
14
Here, ___, are the rules concerning gifts the sons
of Aaron approach Yahweh's altar to present before
[YAH]:
15
The priest [takes] a handful of the flour, oil and
frankincense gift the [sinner] is presenting, ___. The
priest raises his hand in the air [in praise to YAH]. Then
[the priest] smokes [the food] on the altar. [The roasting meat]
sends up a restful fragrance, reminding [everyone to
praise] Yahweh.
16
Aaron and his sons eat all the remaining unleavened [flour, oil and frankincense]. They chew it all in the holy
place, ___. They munch [it down] in the courtyard of
the congregational tent.
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Priests can't take top-grade sacred donated food
out on the street and sell it to buy personal items.
17
Never cook [sacred food] with yeast, ___. I reserve [the
sacred food] for the [priests] as their allowance from [the]
donations [which people offer] Me [to be] cooked by fire. [This
food] is supremely sacred, as are the [peoples'] repentance-gifts and guilt-offerings.
18

All the noteworthy descendants of
Aaron can eat [this sacred food, ___]. By perpetual statute, [you must provide top-grade food
for your priest-doctor-teachers] down through [all]
your generations: only consecrated
people can touch the fire-cooked gifts
[people offer] to Yahweh.”
#2145 ‘Zakar’ does not literally mean ‘male.’ It signifies ‘memorable’. Females can serve priestly
functions.

Food For Hebrew Ordination Rituals

19 Yahweh further instructs Moses: Leviticus 6:20
[YAH] says,
“On the day [the priest] gets anointed, Aaron and his
descendants will always offer the [following] donation
to Yahweh: 1/10th ephah [8 cups] of fine flour as a
food-gift, half in the morning, and half at night.

See Hebrews 7:27.
21
Cook the [flour] in a pan, ___, [soaked] in oil. When
this food-donation is well-kneaded, bring it in. Approach [the altar-stove]. Bake the [bread]. Fill the air with
a delicious aroma [that makes everybody say, ‘AleluYAH’]!
"Savor of satisfaction."
22
When [the high] priest's son gets anointed to [serve] in
his [father's] place, he will offer the [above-described]
bread. By perpetual statute, to [honor] Yahweh, this
[donation] must be properly smoke-toasted.
23
Sacred donations are exclusively reserved for
priests to eat, [not to resell to consumers].”
This puzzling verse is often misread to the effect
of: ‘God likes burnt toast’. In truth, no food is ever
wasted in a proper Hebrew feast. Hebrew-English
transliteration: and·every present-offering-of priest
wholly-fumed [#3632 kaliyl: complete] she-shall-become not she-shall-be-eaten.

How To Cook Hebrew RepentanceGifts

24 Yahweh further instructs Moses: 25 [YAH] says,
“Instruct Aaron and his descendants. Say, ‘Apply
the following procedure for cooking repentance-gifts: In the same place where you butcher
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ascension-donations, butcher the repentance-gifts
there too, [as] before Yahweh, [in the] most sacred
[manner].
26
The priest who cooks [the repentance gift] will eat it, ___.
[But] eat it only in the holy area, in the courtyard of
the congregational tent.
Again, the animal mistakenly assumed to be
burned, is actually eaten by the priests. See Heb
13:11.
27
Only holy things can touch the [the repentance-gift] meat,
___. If any blood sprinkles off of the [donated animal]
onto any clothing, wash the [clothing] in the [sanctuary's]
restricted [clean] space.
28
If you cooked the meat in a [porous] earthen pot,
break it, ___, [because if the meat soaks into the pot's pores,
pathogens will fester] . If you cooked [the meat] in a brass pot,
scour [the pot]. Then rinse the [pot] with water.
29
All the noteworthy priests can eat the meat [of repentance-gifts]. It's supremely sacred.
Again, ‘sacrifices’ are for feeding people, not for
feeding gods!
Leviticus 6:30
If any blood or meat of the repentance-gift ends up
in the congregational tent after being used in a reconciliation ritual in the holy place, don't eat it, ___.
It must be burned in the fire.”
The translation of this verse is tricky, but the basic
point is: preserve the separation between priests
and the people. Some things are holy and sacred.

Leviticus 7
How To Process Hebrew Confession
Donations

1 [YAH's angel continues:]
“Likewise, ___, here are the rules for [processing] the
[peoples'] supremely sacred guilt-donations.

Guilt = asham (ashamed).
2
In the [north side of the tent,] where the [donor] slaughters
the ascension-donations, [also] slaughter the [animals
which people] donate [to address] guilt. [The priest] sprinkles a
bit of the animal's blood around the top of the altar-stove, [to connect the idea of sin with the idea of death].
When the blood burns, it's a symbol of YHVH forgiving you and declaring you innocent of sins which
cause death.
3
Next, [the priest extracts and prayerfully] presents [to Yahweh] all
the [animal's] choice-meat, including the rump meat,
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and the [precious] organs [and meats] that plump up the
innards.
4
Then [the priest] removes the two kidneys, and the fat
[or meat] on them near the flanks, and (with the kidneys), the covering over the liver.
5
Then the priest smoke-roasts the [edible parts of the animal]
on the altar-stove, ___. He roasts the donated
[meat] on fire [at a feast in honor of] Yahweh. That's [called] a
“guilt-donation.”
Obviously not "burn" the food, because the next
verse says the priests will eat it.
6
Every recognized priest can eat the [meat of the] ‘guiltgift’, ___. But [only] eat it in the holy place. [Treat it as]
supremely sacred.
How is the priest supposed to eat the meat (which
the bogus bookstore translations claim) he just
burned in the previous verse?
7
[Process] sin-gifts exactly like the guilt-gifts, using the
same instructions, ___. The priest who [performs the rituals] to ‘cover’ [over the sin] owns the [donated food gift he processes].

Donated Food For Sacred Government Workers

8
The priest who presents any man's ascension-gift
unilaterally owns the hide of the [animal] he presented as an ascension-gift, ___.
These "sacrificed" skins are used as leather, not
burned up.
9
Likewise, ___, any food-donation baked in the
oven, or cooked in a pot or pan, belongs to the
priest who presents it.

made of oil and choice flour, well
soaked [in oil].
See Heb 13:5. Matzah, falafel, etc. Most bread
(and meat) lack sufficient olive oil, rendering it difficult to digest. You need lipoprotein: fat and protein bound together.
13

the cakes of bread
you offer as gifts [can be] leavened. Bring
your bread, [lifting your hands in] adoration
[as you offer this] “peace present.”
[In this relaxed case, ___,]

Paraphrased.
14
From [the] whole present of the [bread, the priest raises high]
and presents one [piece] as a gift to [honor] Yahweh. [All
the bread] belongs to the priest who [symbolically] sprinkles the blood of the [animal(s) people give as] thanksgiving
present(s).
15

eat ALL the meat
of the peace & thanksgiving gifts the
same day you butcher [and cook] it, ___.
Leave NONE of it until the morning.

[Make sure the feast-attenders]

Part of the reason meat is unhealthy is that is sits
around rotting too long before people eat it. No
meat should be eaten more than 48 hours after the
animal dies. After that, it's (at best) dog food.
16
But if the slaughtered meat-gift is [not given to address sin,
but merely] a [gift to solemnize] a donor's vow, or just a
‘freewill’ present offering, you [all] can eat [some of] it
the same day the [donor] presents it for butchering,
and eat the remainder the following day.

Don't Let Meat Sit Around More
Than 48 Hours

*
But whatever's left of the meat
on the 3rd day after butchering, burn with fire, ___.
18 *
It's unacceptable to eat any of
the thanksgiving meat on the
3rd day after it's butchered,
___. [Rot invalidates the gift. Putrefaction]
erases any benefit [the] donor
[might have received by] presenting [meat].
Eating [3 day old meat] is an abomination. The soul who [clogs his gut
17

Again, sacrifices are FOOD to be eaten.
Leviticus 7:10

Similarly, ___, every [grain] donation,
whether dry or mixed with [olive] oil, belongs (in equal shares) to the descendants of Aaron.
11
And here, ___, are the instructions for [processing]
butchered thanksgiving contributions, which [priests
will then] present to Yahweh:
12

When you, ___, donate a thanksgiving
gift, with it, present unleavened cakes
mixed with oil, and/or unleavened
wafers spread with oil, and/or cakes
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with putrefying]

meat pays for his er-

ror.
That's what's in those big pot-bellies: putrid undigested meat.

Avoid Contaminated Food

19

Never eat any meat that touches anything contaminated, ___. Burn it with
fire. But enjoy eating [fresh,] clean [feast]
meat [as along as you're uncontaminated].
Burn=saraph. Not roast.
Leviticus 7:20

If you eat the meat of Yahweh's
thanksgiving donations while you're
contaminated, you'll be cut off from
your people.
Don't eat at the feast if that day you've touched a
dead body, touched a nasty animal, had intercourse, or are contagious.
21

To be clear: if you touch any contaminated thing, for instance: contaminated
people, or a nasty animal, or whatever
abominable filthy thing [I've listed elsewhere,]
don't eat any meat of Yahweh's
butchered thanksgiving contributions
[that day], or you'll be separated from
your community.”
Avoid Grease, Blood & Other Nasty
Foods
22 Yahweh further instructs Moses: 23

*[YAH]

says,
“Educate the people of Israel
[about healthy diet]. Say, “ ___, eat
any kind of meat [but not grease],
from [healthy, humanely slaughtered] oxen,
sheep or goats.
Fat/meat here = cheleb. You can eat the minor
amount of fat that is intrinsically part of the muscle-meat. Cut off whatever hard fat you can cut
off. And don't ever eat pig meat, because the fat in
pig meat is spread throughout the muscle, giving
the meat a pink color.
24

Never eat the meat [nor fat] of any animal that dies spontaneously, or that
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wild animals tear apart, ___. But you
can use the meat [or fat] of such [clean]
animals for any other purpose.
Meat/fat = cheleb. Unused meat can feed compostpiles or watchdogs. Fat makes candles, soap, etc.

*
If you, ___, eat animal fat,
[even] of the [clean animals] that [people]
donate and cook by fire [at feasts]
to [honor] Yahweh, eating [that fat]
will cause you to [eventually] be cut
off from your people.
25

Obviously not a death or banishment penalty, but a
warning of early death.
26

Even more importantly, ___, never eat
any kind of animal-blood or bird-blood
in any of your dwellings.
27

If you eat any kind of blood, ___,
you'll get cut off from your people.”
Another warning of early death, but not a death
penalty.
28 Yahweh further enlightens Moses:

How Hebrew Priests Solemnize
Food Donations

29 [YAH's angel] says,
“Instruct the children of Israel. Say, ‘ ___, when
you approach Yahweh's [altar-stove] with a peace-gift
of butchered [food,] bring a [specially] prepared thanksgiving-gift to present to Yahweh:
Leviticus 7:30
You, ___, with your own hands, bring to the [cooking]
fire your gift to Yahweh of [your animal's] select cuts including the breast-meat. Then give the breast-meat to [the priest]. He'll present it before Yahweh by
[repeatedly] lifting it [in the air in sight of all the feast-attenders] .
Or, "the fat and the breast."
31
The priest smoke-roasts the choice-meat on the altar [to feed the community, ___]. But the breast-meat belongs to Aaron and his descendants.
Usually translated, "he smokes the fat," i.e. converting it to light, heat and/or delicious aroma.
32
From your butchered thanksgiving-donations, give
the [animal's] right shoulder [meat] to the priest as an
uplift-gift, ___.
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How To Feed Sacred Government
Workers
33
The [priest] among the sons of Aaron (who [works hard]
preparing the blood & fat of the peace donations)
keeps this right thigh-meat as his [family's food] ration.
34
I accept from the descendants of Israel this ‘wave
breast’ and ‘uplift thigh’ from their butchered
thanksgiving gifts. I give this [choice meat] to [High]
priest Aaron and to his sons, by perpetual statute
[binding all] children of Israel.”
35 [Summary:] In the day when Yahweh consecrated
both Aaron and his sons to work for Him by performing the priest's duties, Yahweh ordained [for the
priests] this specially-selected [food] ration from the sacred fire-roasted donations [people give] Him. 36 Yahweh instructed the descendants of Israel to donate
[these meats] to [the priests], in the day he anointed [Aaron's
descendants] to perpetually [serve as priests down through] all
their generations.” 37 This, ___, [concludes YAH's] instructions concerning ascension [gifts], meat-donations, confession-gifts, guilt-gifts, consecration [rituals], and the butchering of thanksgiving donations
[for community feasts]. 38 Yahweh [gave these] orders to
Moses on Mount Sinai during the day[s] when Moses
commanded the descendants of Israel to present
their donations to Yahweh's [priests] in the Sinai
{Bush} desert.

Leviticus 8
Moses Ordains Aaron As High Priest

Then Moses puts the breastplate
on Aaron. Then [Moses] puts the Urim
{Light-Emitting-Rock(s)} and the Thummim
{Truth-Divulging-Rock(s)} in [a pouch inside
Aaron's] breastplate. 9 Then [Moses] puts the turThe Cinematic Bible 1.0

ban on [Aaron's] head, ___. On the front of the turban, Moses affixes the golden plate (the holy ornament) just as Yahweh commanded him. Leviticus
8:10 Then Moses takes the anointing oil. He rubs it
on the [holy] “dwelling” and everything in it, [pronouncing
them] sacred, [off-limits to pagans]. 11 Moses sprinkles
[anointing oil] on the altar 7 times, ___. [Then] he rubs
oil on the altar and all its utensils, and [on] the
washbasin and its base, to consecrate them. 12
Then [Moses] pours [a lot] of anointing oil on Aaron's
head. He rubs [the oil into Aaron's skin], to consecrate him
[as wholly devoted to Yahweh's work. This ordination bars Aaron from taking

13 Then Moses brings Aaron's
sons [before the people, ___]. [Moses] puts coats upon them.
Then [he] wraps them with sashes. Then [he] puts
[priestly] headgear on them, as Yahweh commanded
him.
part in the commercial world.]

Preparing Food For Aaron's Ordination Feast

14 Then Moses brings a young bull [someone donated] as
a confession-gift, ___. Aaron and his sons lay their
hands upon the head of the young bull. [They bless the
animal. They express remorse for killing it. They ask Yahweh's forgiveness for

sins of its donor. 15 [Then a priest mercifully] slaughters
Moses takes [a bit of] the blood. With his
finger, he dabs it on each of the horns of the altar.
[This symbolically connects the idea of] sin [with the blood on] the altar. Then [Moses] pours the bull's blood [into the basin] at
the bottom of the altar. [Then Moses pronounces the altar] sacred, [a place for blessing food donations, the generosity of which] covthe]

[the bull, ___].

[over people's sins]. 16 Then [Moses] removes all
the choice-meat on the bull's innards,
and the covering of the liver, and the
two kidneys and [various] choice-cuts,
___. Then Moses smoke-roasts [the animal's meat] on the altar-stove.

ers

1 Yahweh further commands Moses: 2 [YAH's angel]
says,
“[Moses,] take Aaron with his sons. [They'll carry] the
[sacred] clothing, the anointing oil, a young bull for
the confession-donation, two rams, and a basket of
unleavened bread.
3
Then gather the whole congregation together by
the door of the meeting tent.”
4 So Moses does as Yahweh commands him, ___.
The assembly gathers together at the entrance to
the Meeting Tent. 5 Then Moses says to the congregation, “[Watch. See] what Yahweh commanded [us]
to do.” 6 [Then] Moses brings Aaron and his sons [before the audience]. [Moses] washes [Aaron's sons] with water.
See Heb 6:2. Perhaps prefiguring Christ's washing
of the disciples' feet.
7 Moses puts the [priestly] tunic on Aaron, then belts
him with the sash, wraps him with the robe, puts
the ritual vest on him, wraps him with the decorated band of the vest, then ties the vest on with the
band. 8

208

Fat, liver and kidneys share one trait: they all collect toxins. Fat stores toxins. The liver and kidneys
filter toxins, and eventually get clogged. Though
perhaps it's ok to eat the liver and kidneys of animals raised on uncontaminated pastures.
17 But the [inedible and unused parts of the] young bull (its
hide, flesh and poop) Moses burns with fire outside
the camp, ___, as Yahweh commanded him.
Moses didn't burn the whole animal outside the
camp. He burned the leftover trash.
18 Next, ___, [Moses] brings the ram [someone donated as]
an ascension-gift. So Aaron and his sons lay their
hands upon the head of the ram. [They bless it. They express remorse for eating a living being.] 19 [Aaron gently] slaughters
[the ram, ___]. Moses scatters [the ram's] blood around
the top of the altar-stove. [The blood sizzles into vapor, symbolizing sins being forgiven by heaven.] Leviticus 8:20 [Aaron] cuts
the ram into pieces, ___. Moses smokes the head,
the [inedible trashy parts], and the greasy, nasty fat.
#6309 peder = greasy suet, fat. Not ‘cheleb’.
Moses smoke-roasts these inedible items to increase the delicious aroma.

Then [Moses] washes the [ram's] innards
and legs in water, ___. Then Moses
21
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smoke-roasts the whole ram on the altar-stove as a [community] ascension-gift.
[The grilling meat sends up] the satisfying aroma of a present cooked by fire to [honor]
Yahweh, as Yahweh commanded
Moses. 22 Then, ___, [Moses] brings the other
ram, the ram of consecration. Aaron and his sons
lay their hands [in blessing and penitence] on the head of
the ram. 23 Aaron [gently] slaughters [the ram, ___]. [Then]
Moses takes a pinch of its blood. [He] dabs it on the
tip of Aaron's right ear, then on the thumb of
[Aaron's] right hand, then on the big toe of [Aaron's]
right foot. [This ritual indicates that staying away from sin is a matter of
listening right, working right, and walking right, and that unrepentantly sinning

24 Likewise, ___, Moses
brings Aaron's sons [before the throng]. [Then
Moses] dabs [some] of the [animal's] blood on
the tips of [Aaron's sons'] right ears, and on
the thumbs of their right hands, and on
the big toes of their right feet. Then
Moses sprinkles [a bit of] the blood
around the top of the altar-stove, [to
symbolize heaven's fire burning up sin]. 25 [Then] Moses
results in ‘bloody’ death.]

removes the [animal's] choice-cuts, including the fat
rump, all the choice meat inside, the covering of
the liver, the two kidneys and their choice-meat,
and the right thigh.
‘Cheleb’ here means ‘choice cuts of meat’. Kidneys
are toxic only if the animal ate toxins.
26 And out of the basket of unleavened bread [that
sits] before Yahweh, [Moses] takes one unleavened
cake, and a cake of oiled bread, and one wafer. He
stacks them on the [choice meats], and on the right
shoulder-piece:
“Fat” here and in the previous verse can mean
“choice-meats,” or “greasy fat.” Greasy fat parts get
smoked but not eaten. Choice-meats get smokeroasted and eaten.
27 Moses stacks all [this food] in the hands of Aaron
and his sons. [Then, ___, in a burst of gratitude, the priests repeatedly] lift and wave the [food] before Yahweh! [The crowd

Then Moses
takes the [food] from the [priest's] hands.
Then he fires up the altar-stove. He
smoke-roasts the consecrated ascension-gifts. This sends up an aroma so
delicious [it brings honor to] Yahweh.
cheer in anticipation of a super-barbecue.]

Then Moses takes the breast-meat,
___. [He repeatedly] lifts and waves it [before
the crowd in thanks] to Yahweh. [Then Moses cooks
& eats some of the breast-meat, because] Yahweh
stipulated that [the breast meat] would be
[the officiating priest's] ration of the conse29
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crated ram's meat. Leviticus 8:30 Next
Moses takes some of the anointing oil,
and some of the blood on the altar. He
sprinkles it on Aaron, his clothes, his
sons, and his sons’ clothes, [singing],
“Aaron, his clothes, his sons, and his
sons’ clothes, [are] sacred, [devoted to serve
Yahweh. They must stay separated from the world-sys-

Then Moses says to Aaron and
[Aaron's] sons, “Cook the meat at the entrance to the Meeting Tent. Then EAT it
there with the bread that's in the basket of consecrated [donations]. [Yahweh so]
ordered [when he] said, ‘Aaron and his
sons will eat, [not burn, the donated food].’ 32
But burn with fire the leftover remains
of the meat and of the bread.”
tem.]” 31

Don't try to sell ministry resources under the table.
It wasn't long before the priests figured out they
could pressure the people into donating more food
than the priests could eat. So the priests started
marketing the donated food back to the people.

Completing Aaron's Priestly Ordination Ritual

33 [Moses continues instructing Aaron's family:] ”Don't exit the
Meeting Tent door[s] for 7 days, until the days of
your consecration end. For 7 days, [Yahweh] will [train
you in holiness, so he can] set you [like polished sacred gems in his

Yahweh commanded us to perform today's [rituals] to cover you [from the
power of the sin-punishing devil]. 35 Remain [inside] the
crown].

34

entrance of the congregational tent day and night
for 7 days. There do as Yahweh ordered, so you
won't die. That's what [Yahweh] commanded me [to tell

So, ___, Aaron and his sons do
everything Yahweh commanded via the
‘hand’ of Moses.
you].”

36

Leviticus 9

28

Qatar = smoke, not burn. Obviously, because in v
31, the priests EAT this supposedly "burnt" food.

209

1

Feast To Present New Priests To
The People

on the 8th day
Moses calls a meeting with Aaron and his
sons and the [other] leaders of Israel. 2 [Moses] says to
Aaron, “Round up a flawless young calf as a confession-gift, plus a [flawless] ram as an ascension-gift.
Then [slaughter and cook them in a ritual feast] honoring Yahweh.
3 Address the descendants of Israel. Say, “You [clans
each] round up a goat-kid [to cook] as a confession-gift,
plus a calf and a lamb (both 1 year old), all flawless, [to cook and eat as] ascension-gifts [at a community feast
[The 7 days of holiness training pass, ___. Then,]

[of training],

honoring Yahweh].
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and a ram to slaughter and [cook and eat as]
peace offerings [at this feast honoring] Yahweh. And [bring] a grain-donation mixed
with oil. Today you will experience Yahweh's [presence]!” 5 So, ___, [the priests] bring everything Moses commands to the front of the congregational tent. [There] the whole congregation
draws near. They stand before Yahweh's [presence].
Probably a representative assembly, as 2 million
people can't closely attend any event.
6 Then Moses says, “Do the following things Yahweh commanded you to do. Then the glory of Yahweh will appear to you.”

Food For The Feast Of Priestly Presentation
7 Moses says to Aaron, “Go to the altarstove. Cook your confession-gift and
your ascension-gift. [Pray for Yahweh] to
cover [your sins, and the sins of] the people.
Then cook the peoples' [food] presents.
As Yahweh commanded, [pray for Yahweh to]
cover them, [to protect them from evil].” 8 So
Aaron walks to the altar, ___. He slaughters the
calf he [donated] as a confession-gift [for the community feast].
[Thus he publicly admits his own sins.] 9 The sons of Aaron carry
the [calf's] blood to [Moses], who dips his finger in the
blood, then dabs it on the horns of the altar [as a symbolic way of asking forgiveness for sin] . Then [Moses] pours the
[calf's] blood [into a basin] at the bottom of the [cooking] altar. Leviticus 9:10 Then Moses smoke-roasts the
choice-meat, the kidneys, and the covering of the
liver of the confession-gift on the altar-stove, ___,
as Yahweh commanded him.
A step occurred which is not here described: the
people/priests EAT the food.
11 Then, ___, [after the people eat the meat, Moses] burns the
[unused] flesh and the hide with fire outside the camp
[to make fertilizing ash] . 12 Then Moses slaughters the ascension-gift-animal, ___. Aaron's sons present to
[Moses] the blood, which [Moses] sprinkles around the
top of the [burning] altar-stove, [to symbolize guilt being forgiven]. 13 The [priests] present the ascension-gift-meat
to [Moses] in pieces, including the head. [Moses] smoke-

Moses
washes the innards and the legs, ___.
Then he smoke-roasts the [meat] on the
ascension-gift on the altar.
roasts

[the edible pieces]

on the altar. 14

And the people/priests EAT IT.
15 Then [Moses] brings the peoples' donations, ___.
He takes the goat (the community's confession-gift). [Moses] slaughters it [publicly to symbolize the death
that comes from] sin. [Moses cooks the goat's meat] as [he cooked] the
[calf's meat]. 16 Next [Moses] brings the ascension
[donation], ___. He cooks it in the [symbolic] manner [Yahweh earlier] prescribed. 17 Then Moses brings the
grain-donation, ___. He takes a handful of it. He
smoke-roasts it on the altar, beside the [slow-roasting]
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Next [Moses]
slaughters the young bull and the ram,
___. He butchers them as thanksgiving
contributions for the people. Then
Aaron's sons present to Moses the
blood. [Moses] sprinkles it around the top
of the altar-stove. [Fire burns the blood, as formorning “ascension” [meat]. 18

giveness burns up guilt.] 19 Then

[Moses smoke-roasts] the
choice-cuts from the young bull and the ram, ___,
including their rumps, the meat covering their innards, plus their kidneys, and the livers including
their lobes. Leviticus 9:20 Then, ___, the [priests]
stack the choice-cuts on the breast-meat. [They bring
them to Moses. So he] smoke-roasts these meaty-hunks
on the altar.
"Cheleb" can mean choice parts, or fat. Context
determines the proper translation. Greasy-fat gets
smoked but not eaten. Choice-meats get eaten.
21 Aaron lifts up the breast-meat and the rightthigh, ___. He waves them [singing a song of thanks] to

Then Aaron
lifts up his hand toward the people,
___. He blesses them. He walks down
from the [stove where priests stand] cooking
the confession-donation, the ascensiondonation, and the thanksgiving-gifts.
Yahweh, as Moses commanded. 22

And everybody eats a big feast.

YHVH's Glorious Fire Shoots Out
Finally Moses and Aaron [parade] into
the congregational tent, ___. [There they
eat food with the feasters. Later Moses and Aaron] walk
out. [Then] they bless the people. [Suddenly] the glory of Yahweh appears to the
[million-man] crowd!
23

Tradition records this blessing as: ‘May the Word of
YHVH accept your donation with favor, and remit
and pardon your sins.’

*[WHAM!] A fire [shoots] out from
Yahweh's presence, ___! It
eats the [remaining] ascension-giftmeat on the altar, including the
choice-cuts. The watching people shout [in terror]! They fall on
their faces!
24

In a flash, far away, a huge plate of choice cooked
meat appears before the stunned faces of a poor
starving family. They gobble up the meat with delight!

Leviticus 10
Two Arrogant Priests Get Torched
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sons of Aaron
named Nadab {Volunteer} and Abihu {Father-Serving-YAH}, grab their censers.
They put [unholy, occult] fire in the [censers].
They [smoke] incense on the [censers]. They
flaunt [this] alien fire before Yahweh, in
defiance of [YAH's] commands.
1 [Time passes, ___. One day, 2]

The official altar contained a fire from heaven that
YHVH had kindled. These two rogue priests apparently started their own offshoot religion, perpetuating pagan rituals, because they weren't pleased, or
empowered, by the rules laid down by Moses. This
is similar to Korah's rebellion, in which proponents
of liberal democracy tried to take down the theocratic dictatorship. Such efforts always fail, because, as Ben Franklin said, “Democracy is 9
wolves and 1 sheep deciding what to eat for dinner.” The modern world's obsession with socialist
democracy is bringing the world down to the ashes
of Armageddon.

*Fire from Yahweh erupts,
___! It devours the [disobedient
priests]. They die [in the sanctuary courtyard] before Yahweh's [presence]. 3

211

door[s] [until the scheduled time,] or you [might] die. [I anointed]
you with Yahweh's holy oil. [That ritual dedicated you to finish
your time of sacred service.]” So [Aaron and his living boys] follow
Moses’ advice.

Holy People Should Avoid Addictive
Substances
8

[But Aaron's surviving sons get drunk and mess up.]

So Yahweh in-

*[YAH's angel] says,
“Before and during your work
shift in the congregational
tent, never drink wine nor
strong drink—not you, nor your
sons with you—or you might
die. [Work-time sobriety] is statutorily
mandated for you [priests] forever, down through [all] your generations.
structs Aaron: 9

2

Then Moses says to Aaron, “This is what
Yahweh meant when he said,
‘If you come near me, you'll see how
[opposed] I am [to everything] unholy [and worldly. When you explode,] I'll be glorified before
all the people.’”
Aaron [weeps, ___,] speechless, [mourning the
death of his two disobedient brats].
Rogue Priest-Brats Get A Paupers'
Burial
4 Then Moses calls MishaEl {Who-EL-Is}
and ELzaphan {El-Is-Treasure}, the sons
of Aaron's uncle UzziEl {El's-Strength}.
[Moses] says to them, “Come. Carry your
[dead] cousins away from the front of the
sanctuary. [Bury them] outside the camp.”
5 So, ___, as Moses asks, the [dead boys'
brothers run] to [the meeting tent]. [Weeping], they
carry the [dead democratic ex-priests] out of the
camp. [The dead men's] tunics drag the
ground. 6 Then Moses says to Aaron, and to
& Ithamar {PalmDon't
uncover your heads. Don't rip your clothes. Or you
[might] die, and bring [YAH's] fire-rage on all the people. Just let your kinsmen, the whole house of Israel, wail over how Yahweh cremated the [rebel priests]
with [miracle] fire. 7 —Don't exit the Meeting Tent
[Aaron's surviving]

sons ELeazar

{El's-Aid}

Coast}, “[Don't leave the meeting tent to mourn these rebels.]
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This ruins the argument that Catholic priests can
routinely drink alcohol. Presumably Aaron's sons
were drunk, and that's why they made the mistakes in this chapter.
Leviticus 10:10

*

[By maintaining sobriety and clear-headedness,]

you, ___, demonstrate the difference between holy and unholy, and between unclean and
clean.
11 *
[Only by staying clear-headed] can you,
___, teach the family of Israel
all the Laws [which] Yahweh
spoke to the [Israelites] via the
‘hand’ of Moses.”
Always Feed True Ministers The
Best Food
12 Then Moses tells Aaron, and [Aaron's surviving sons,]
ELeazar {El's-Aid} and Ithamar {Palm-Coast}, “Take the
leftovers of the fire-roasted [food people donated to] Yahweh. Eat it (without leaven) by the [holy] altar, because that [food] is sacred. [It can't come into the meeting area.]

But you [priests] can eat [the consecrated
in the holy place, because it's your
pay, and your sons’ pay, from the fireroasted [gifts people donate to] Yahweh.
That's what [YAH] commanded me [to tell
you]. 14 And you [priests] eat the ‘waved’ breast and
13

food]

‘uplifted’ thigh.
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You can eat [the holy food] with your
sons and your daughters, because those cuts [of
meat] are your shares, and your sons’ shares, allotted from the donated peace gifts from the descendants of Israel. 15 The [Israelites] will bring [you] the
‘uplifted’ shoulder and the ‘waved’ breast [along] with
the [other] choice-cuts to [smoke-roast] on the fire. [You'll]
wave and lift the [food], presenting it [in thanks] before
Yahweh. Then [that meat] will belong to you and your
descendants, by statute forever, as Yahweh commanded.”
The priests eat the meat. They don't burn it up.

Biblical List Of Animals You Can
Safely Eat

out among the rabble].

Don't Ever Burn Animals In Sacrifices!
16 Then Moses looks everywhere for the
goat [to be cooked and eaten as the community's]
confession-gift, ___. [Shocked, Moses] finds
[the animal] burned [to a crisp, totally inedible and
disgusting, ___]. So Moses cracks off [in fury]
at ELeazar {El's-Aid} and Ithamar {PalmCoast}, Aaron's surviving sons, [who burned
the animal, copying pagan ritual sacrifices from Egypt, totally misunderstanding Yahweh's instructions].

Burnt = saraph. Once again, proof that the "sacrifices" were always supposed to be donations
cooked as food, NOT burnt!

“Why didn't you eat the
confession-gift in the holy place?! [You
goofballs just burned up a] supremely sacred
[animal]! Elohim gave [the goat] to you!
You're supposed to [cook the meat while you
pray for] Yahweh to carry away & cover
over the sins of the congregation! 18 —
Look! You didn't even bring the goat's
blood into the holy place. You were
supposed to eat the goat's meat in the
holy place, like I commanded, [not burn up
the whole goat, you dunderheads]!” 19 Aaron explains to Moses, “Look, [yes, my clueless surviving boys stupidly burned] their confession-gift
and their ascension-gift [in a misguided attempt to bribe] Yahweh [to resurrect their dead
brothers]. But we couldn't have eaten [one
bite today], not even of a most-holy [and delicious] confession-gift. [My boys and I are sick
with grief.] Don't you think Yahweh looks
on us with compassion, [even though my boys
messed up by burning that animal]?” Leviticus 10:20
17 [Moses yells,]

When Moses hears [Aaron's sincere apology], he feels better, ___, [because Yahweh had in fact commanded that people mourning
(their dead relatives) avoid eating sacred food donations] .

Leviticus 11
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1 Soon Yahweh further instructs Moses and Aaron:
Animals whose lives (or deaths) involve terror
and/or putrescence are off-limits for human consumption. For instance, the lion terrifies its prey.
Despite massive pro-pig propaganda (Babe, Charlotte's Web, etc.) the pig is a terrifying cannibalistic
attack-animal, exceeding its violence only in its
nastiness. Animals that eat rotten, fetid food are
out. The rat is both vicious and filthy. Even peaceful, clean animals are out if they are raised in
squalor or butchered in terror. In short, only by
uniting food-preparation with congregational spirituality could you ever reliably find healthy meat to
eat. And that's what Leviticus does: move meat
preparation into the Sanctuary: the rarest of places
on earth where Grade A meat was properly selected, butchered, cooked and shared with the poor,
for the right reasons.

*[YAH's angel] says:
“Educate the children of Israel.
Tell them, ‘Among all the
beasts on the earth, the [following]
are the animals which you,
___, can eat:
2

The food laws have 5 purposes:
•
preserve health,
•
extend life,
•
clean the living environment,
•
cope with the climate,
•
separate Hebrews from pagans.
It's your job to teach people these laws, for the
above 5 reasons. If you tell people that Jesus died
to abolish these laws, and that Christians can, with
impunity, regularly eat putrid junk as long as they
pray over it, you're fighting against your Creator.

*
___, you can eat any animal
that has a totally split-hoof
AND that [regurgitates and] chews its
cud.
3

Cow, Goat, sheep, deer, Antelope, bison, buffalo,
elk, gazelle, giraffe, moose, etc.

Don't Eat Animals That Eat Poop

4

But don't eat any animal that only
chews its cud or only has a split hoof,
___. For instance, the camel chews its
cud but lacks a split hoof. So [consider
camels] unclean.
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By recommending eating cud-chewing animals,
YAH reminds us to ruminate long and hard, meditating, chewing constantly on his word. If you
imagine the bible says to ‘eat literally whatever's
put in front of you’, consider that the world's peoples commonly eat human-disease carrying reptiles, rodents, pawed animals, ape, cat, dog,
snake, turtle, cheetah, elephant, hippopotamus,
lion, rhinoceros, bear, opossum, raccoon, rattlesnake, swines' genitals, etc.
5
Likewise, the daman [hyrax] (which [appears to] regurgitate cud, yet lacks a split-hoof) [will] pollute you [if
you eat it, ___].
6

Similarly, ___, the hare [rabbit] (which
[appears to] regurgitate cud, but lacks a
split-hoof) [will] pollute you [if you eat it].

Don't eat the cute little bunny-rabbit; he eats poop
directly from his own anus. Technically neither the
daman nor the rabbit chew cud. But their constant
munching makes you think they're chewing cud.

*
Likewise the pig, (which
has a completely divided split-hoof, but doesn't regurgitate cud), [will]
pollute you, ___, [if you
eat it].
7

Mr. Piggy and Miss Piggy eat poop. Never touch
any part of a dead pig. The greatest tragedy of the
pork trade is the disease and death it causes to
poor children who raise pigs to survive. Hot dogs
contain pig eye, pig blood, pig penis, pig anus, pig
intestine, pig snot, pig feet that walked around in
pig poop, etc.

*
___, never eat [even a nibble] of pig meat. Never
touch [any part of] a dead
pig. Pigs contaminate
people.
8

Don't touch a piece of bacon, ham nor any other
pork product. This law is meant to produce a fundamental and controversial separation between
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Hebrews and pagans. Yet be as tactful as possible
when addressing other peoples' food choices.
9

___, you can eat any of the following
water-creatures: whatever has [both]
fins AND scales in the waters (in the
seas, and in the rivers) you can eat.

Bodies and eggs (roe/caviar) of salmon, trout and
many kinds of tuna and halibut are clean.

Never Eat Bottom-Feeders

*
But you, ___, must categorize
as filthy [and unfit to eat] any motile
water-creature that lacks either fins or scales, in the seas,
and in the rivers, or any other
waters. No exceptions.
11 *
[Shellfish and bottom feeding fish] are [too]
filthy for you [to consume, ___]. Never eat any of their meat. Abhor
and avoid their dead carcasses.
Leviticus 11:10

No mollusks (clam, crab, lobster, mussel, oyster
and shrimp), crocodile, dolphin, dugong, manatee,
seal, shark, squid, walrus, whale, catfish, eel, water-mammals, amphibians, frogs, etc. Sorry, guys.
I know some of that stuff tastes great.
12

consider filthy any
water-creature that doesn't have BOTH
fins AND scales.
Don't Eat Carrion Birds

[I repeat for emphasis, ___:]

13

Among creatures of the air, class as too
abominably filthy to eat: the eagle, the
vulture, and the osprey;
Predator birds. "Ossifrage" (osprey) means "bonebreaker" because it drops its prey from on high
onto rocks, to break its bones.
14

Likewise, ___, [never eat] a kite/falcon or
any type of buzzard.
Buzzards are nature's trash collectors: like pigs,
they clean up dead stuff by eating it. So don't eat
anything that eats dead rats.
15
[And never eat]
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16

And [never eat] an owl, a hawk, a gull, an
ostrich, or anything like them, ___.
17

the little owl, the
cormorant, and the great owl, ___.

[This food prohibition includes]

Rat eaters.
18

the swan [water-hen and/or flying
pelican, and the gier eagle [bat,
heron, ibis, etc].

[Also, ___, ban from your tables]
lizard],

and the

[vomiting]

Exact identification unknown, therefore you have
to go on principle: anything that eats dead or dirty
animals, or poop, is off-limits.
19

Also, ___, [avoid eating] storks, hoopoes,
bats and all kinds of herons.

Heron=the cruel. In Isa 2:20 bats symbolize evil,
being blind. The Mosaic law's food regulations
should be top-level world-health priorities. For instance, Chinese bat consumption reportedly caused
the Covid-19 Global Pandemic.

Don't Eat Nasty Bugs. Eat Clean
Bugs!

Leviticus 11:20

___, you must [consider] disgusting [and
any swarming winged [creature] that [walks the earth] on four [or more legs].
thus avoid eating]

At least 4 legs.

*
—except, of all winged swarming creatures that walk on [at
least] 4 [legs], you, ___, may eat
those that have jointed legs
above their feet, enabling them
to jump off of the ground.
21

You can eat locusts, grasshoppers & crickets. Try
it! For information: look up: locust, bald locust,
wingless locust, and grasshopper. Try candied
grasshopper. John the Baptist lived on locusts and
honey all the time he wandered in the desert.
Grasshoppers are crunchy, like a cross between
potato chips and mildly roasted peanuts, but with a
richer, more interesting flavor. Substitute
grasshopper for shrimp. Grasshoppers have a crop,
gizzard, gastric caeca and a stomach. Grasshoppers are little clean birds! Like the other clean
birds, grasshoppers prefer a clean diet. So you can
eat them.
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*
Here are some [flying insects] you
can eat, ___: all kinds of locusts, katydids, crickets and
grasshoppers.
22

Yes, there are many clean bugs. Yumm!
23

But, ___, consider filthy all other flying, swarming creatures which have
four [or more walking] feet.
24

Any foul [bug or animal] can infect you,
___. Whoever touches their dead bodies must be [treated as] contaminated the
rest of the day.
Don't Eat Nasty Animals
25

Anyone who carries any dead parts of
an unclean [animal or bug] must wash his
clothes, and be [considered] contaminated
the rest of the day, ___.
26

too filthy for you [to eat]: the carcass of any beast which lacks a split
hoof and doesn't regurgitate [and chew its]
cud. Everyone who touches [such a dead animal] must be [temporarily considered] contaminated, ___.
[Class as]

*
Every four-footed animal that
walks on its paws is too [filthy]
for you [to eat, ___]. If you touch
the carcass [of a dog, cat, bear, rat, etc.],
you must be [presumptively treated as]
contaminated until sundown.
27

Never eat dog, cat or rat.

*
4-pawed animals [are nasty, ___]. If
you pick up one of their dead
carcasses, [immediately] wash your
clothes. Then [everybody in town]
must consider you [a possibly] contagious [disease source] until sundown.
28
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Kick your dog and cat out of your bed. Parasites
crawl out of their anuses and onto your sheets and
your skin.
29

Also, ___, consider [too] filthy [to eat]:
any creepy-crawly land animal such as
the weasel, the mouse [corn-destroyer], and
all kinds of lizards;
Leviticus 11:30

And [never eat] a ferret [hedgehog], a
chameleon, a crocodile, a snail or a
mole, ___.
No escargot.
31

Those creepy animals are way [too] filthy
[for you to eat, ___]. Whoever touches their
dead bodies must be [treated as] contaminated until sundown.
Don't Let Carcasses Contaminate
Food
32

*

If [a dirty animal or nasty bug] dies or
falls on something, that object,
whatever its use, is filthy, ___.
This is true whether the object
is made of wood, cloth, leather
or sackcloth. Soak and wash it
in water. Consider it [contaminated]
until nightfall. After that, consider it clean. You can put it
back into use.
33 *
But if a dead nasty animal falls
into an unsealed [porous] clay pot,
___, consider everything in the
pot contaminated. Then break
the pot.
34 *
If a [dead nasty animal] touches liquid, and that liquid touches any
edible food, the food is contaminated, ___. [Likewise,] if a [dead
nasty animal] touches [the inside of] a
container, consider any liquid
in the container contaminated.
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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35

___, any object on which the dead carcass of a [nasty] animal falls [must be considered] contaminated. If [the object] is a [porous] clay oven or cooking pot, smash it
to pieces. Consider it permanently infected.
So keep rats, dogs, cats, etc. FAR away from your
dwellings. Presumably the amount of heat necessary to disinfect such a vessel would crack it.

*
But, ___, a spring or a waterwell [naturally] gets cleaned [by the influx of] new fresh water, even if
the dead carcass of a nasty animal [temporarily] falls into it. But
consider contaminated anyone
[or anything] who touches the dead
carcass.
36

37

if a part of a dead nasty
animal falls on dry planting seed. [Go
ahead and plant it.] It's clean [enough to plant, just
not to eat].
[ ___, don't worry]

38

But, ___, if the seeds are wet [for instance, soaking in liquid] when the dead body
falls on them, [consider] the [seeds] contaminated.

*
And if any [clean,] edible animal
[naturally] dies [or is killed by other animals],
anyone who touches its carcass must be [treated as] contaminated the rest of the day, ___.
39

Leviticus 11:40

Whoever eats [meat] from a [clean animal
found] dead must wash his clothes. Consider him [potentially] infected the rest of
the day. Likewise, ___, whoever carries [such] a [clean animal's] carcass must
wash his clothes. [Also consider] him [a potential] contaminant the rest of the day.
Never eat roadkill, nor animals killed by other animals, etc. But participating in intentional butcher-
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ing at sacred feasts doesn't make you contaminated. Num 15:30, Deut 14:21.
41

Don't Eat Creepy-Crawlies

___, consider detestable any swarming
[creature] that wriggles along the ground.
Such animals may never be eaten.

216

This, ___, sums up the law regarding
[eating of] animals, birds, every living
creature that moves in the waters, and
every [other] creature that swarms upon
the earth.
47

*

draw [crucial] distinctions between the unclean and
the clean, between the beasts
that you, ___, can eat, vs. the
beasts that can't be [safely] eaten.”
[The food laws]

Certainly covers worms and cockroaches, and
probably includes rats, rabbits, etc.
42

Never eat any swarming creature that
crawls on its belly, and/or moves on all
[of its] four or more feet, creeping on the
earth. That would be disgusting, ___.
That cuts out crabs, centipedes, spiders, etc. It
would seem to cut out ants and termites, though
that would be a research point, because they provide good protein for millions of people.
43

Never pollute yourself by [eating] any
swarming, creepy creature, ___. That
would make you dirty and sick.
Stay Separated From Everything
Disgusting
44

For I am Yahweh your Elohim. So you,
___, must segregate yourselves [from disgusting pagan food practices]. Always stay separated [from worldly nonsense], because I remain separate from [the world and its insanity].
So never defile yourselves [by eating] any
kind of creeping creature that wriggles
on the earth.
Keeping a scripturally-lawful diet drives a wedge
between you and the human herd. But it also
unites you with saints who see the light. The commandments are designed to separate holy people
from unholy people. But try not to make a fight out
of it.

*
For I am Yahweh {The-EternalCreator} who [keeps] bringing you
up out of the ‘land of Egypt’, to
be your Elohim. So [to be in my family],
you, ___, have to live separate
[from the world-system], because I live
separated [from the world-system].
45

Leviticus 12
Hebrew Maternity Leave Regulations
1 Soon Yahweh

[further]

instructs Moses: 2 [YAH's an-

says,
“Educate the children of Israel. Say: ‘If
a woman conceives and births a child,
then for 7 days, she must be safeguarded [away from the public to protect herself and
gel]

the baby from possible infection from other people, and to
protect the public from infection from her in the case that
she has open wounds, or discharges, or blood laying

___. This 7 day sequestering
will be construed like the special
regulations women follow] when
around,

they're menstruating.
This is a health regulation generally followed in all
sane societies. It has nothing to do with a stigma
over birthing a child, nor being a woman. Every
Mommy should get at least 40 days paid leave, in
which her family and/or society does everything
necessary to give her comfort and provision. The
word ‘Zakar’ often translated ‘boy’ literally means
‘remembered/noted’, and is not necessarily constrained to apply to males.
3

*
[Regardless of the sex of the baby, ___],

the

[baby's]

8th day,

on

[the baby gets a rou-

tine medical checkup in which the priest-doctor]

cuts back any of its exposed
loose-hanging skin [such as the scabby umbilical stump, and/or eczema].

46
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‘Muwl basar orlah’ means ‘remove loose, projecting
flesh,’ referring to the umbilical cord which falls off
naturally by a baby's 10th day. The Creator never
told anyone to slice off any foreskin. Foreskins are
attached, not ‘loose’. Pull on one and you'll see.
Skin cutting is physical abuse, explicitly outlawed
in Lev 19:28 and Lev 21:5. Never cut a baby's penis! Just watch a closeup video of a medical circumcision, and if you have a heart, you'll never
ever do anything like it. See Romans 2:28-29.
Contrary to popular misconception (caused by the
location of this verse) a non-invasive 8th day medical cleanup should be done to both girls and boys.
If this section has special application to a boy, it's
because the father would take an active role with a
boy after the 7 days of initial maternity bonding.
The father would take the boy out on trips and to
work, while a girl would be more likely to stay
home with her mother.
4

the Mommy enjoys 33 more days [of maternity rest]
to clear up [any] hemorrhaging. Her [bodily
fluids] should not touch any clean
[communal] item. She mustn't come into
the [community] sanctuary until the end of
these [7 + 33] ‘days of cleansing.’
[Regardless of the sex of the baby, ___,]

Again, this is purely a regulation to safeguard the
health of the newborn, the mother, and their community. Maternity-leave is the exact opposite of
assigning a stigma to motherhood.
5

In addition, ___, if the Mommy births
a female child, then [the Mom] gets 2
weeks of [absolute maternity rest] similar to
[her time of rest during her] menstruation, PLUS
she gets another [work-free] 66 day [vacation
devoted entirely to bonding with her new daughter: plenty
of time]

to clear up any hemorrhaging.

The baby boy only stays 40 days with the mother
in maternity rest (versus 80 for the baby girl), not
because of sexist prejudice, but because after 40
days, the boy goes out with the Dad or brothers to
learn (by imprinting) how to do manly stuff. The
Dad takes the baby boy out in a chest-pack and
feeds him with a baby bottle. See Harris, “Leviticus”,
P.574. Some doctors cite longer maternal discharges after the birth of a girl as compared with
that of a boy, and the periodic vaginal bleeding of
baby girls. See “A Scientific Appreciation of Leviticus 12”, “Reading Leviticus” (JSOT Sup 227; ed. J.
F. A. Sawyer, Ramban, cited by Levine, “Leviticus”
at 250; C. F. Keil, “The Pentateuch”.) This verse is
said to have the effect of equalizing birth rates,
preventing an imbalance of more female babies
than male, because couples who produce males
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get a 40 day head-start on making the next baby.
Note 66, the number of man, always associated
with humans.

6

Donation Of Food To Pediatric
Priests

And when the [Mommy's] maternity leave
is over, ___, and all her hemorrhaging
clears up, [in thanksgiving for her] son or
daughter, she should bring the following to the priest at the entrance to the
Meeting Tent: a 1-year-old lamb as an
ascension offering, plus a young pigeon, or a dove, for a confession-gift.
Absolutely no sin is committed by birthing a child.
The Confession-gift is a recognition that the mother sins, as we all sin. And it's a gift to the priestdoctor who tended her and her child.
7

The priest cooks the [Mommy's] gifts in
Yahweh's presence, ___. [He feeds the food
to the community poor.] And [he prays for] Yahweh
to cover the Mommy and [to prevent any infection resulting from her] bleeding. [Unlike the pagans who discriminate because of their sexist biases],
follow these instructions regardless of
whether the child is male or female.

*
Alternatively, ___, if the Mommy is too poor to bring a lamb,
then she brings two turtledoves, or two young pigeons:
one for the ascension-gift, and
the other for a confession-donation. Then the priest [prays for
Yahweh to] cover her. Then [a priestdoctor makes sure] she's free from infection. [Finally, she returns to public life.]”
8

The Hebrew law provides this beautiful, rational
process to gently ride through the complications
and adjustments of having a new baby.

Leviticus 13
How To Diagnose and Cure Skin
Diseases

1 Yahweh further educates Moses and Aaron:
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These processes are more than just quaint historical validations of ancient healing wisdom. Failure
to follow these principles right now, in your lifetime, results in worldwide tsunamis of antibiotic resistant disease plagues.

says,
“When someone has a swelling or a
blister/rash/scab/boil or a shiny spot on
his skin that might signal a serious skin
disease, bring him to [High] priest Aaron
or to one of [Aaron's] descendants [trained
as] priest-doctors.
2 [YAH's angel]

Health-care is the domain of saints, not atheistic
pill-pushers.
3

The priest examines the sore on the
patient's skin. If the hair in the sore
has turned white, and the sore appears
to go deep into the skin, it's a skin disease, ___. After examining [the patient]
the priest [will] classify him as sick [and
possibly contagious].
4

If the spot on the patient's skin is
white, and appears to be only skindeep, and the hair inside the spot hasn't turned white, then for 7 days the
priest isolates [the patient who has] the sore.”
Or “bandage the sore [with healing ointments such
as comfrey and aloe].” The Hebrew literally says:
“shut up the plague.”
5

On the 7th day, the priest re-examines
the patient. If the sore appears not to
have grown larger and spread across
the skin, then the priest isolates the [patient] for 7 more days, ___.
Or “the priest bandages the sore with healing ointments such as myrrh, frankincense, comfrey and
aloe for 7 more days.” Complete isolation would be
overkill for most minor rashes. The point is to take
whatever steps are necessary to prevent contagion, not to needlessly quarantine people, although
in the case of promiscuous behavior that spreads
venereal disease, social isolation is an effective deterrent that should be used more often, instead of
‘forgiving the sin’ with antibiotics that breed superplagues.
6

On the [following] 7th day, the priest again
examines the patient. If the priest sees
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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that the sore has faded and hasn't
spread across the skin, he pronounces
the patient clean. It's no more than a
scab, ___. The patient [need only] wash
his clothes and [keep his skin] clean.
7

But after the priest examines the patient and declares him clean, if the scab
spreads widely over the skin, the priest
must examine the patient again, ___.
8

Then, ___, if the priest looks and sees
that the scab is spreading on the skin,
the priest pronounces the patient sick
with a [possibly contagious] skin disease.
9

When a man is carrying a [potentially contagious] skin disease, he must be brought
to the priest-doctor, ___.
Leviticus 13:10

The priest examines the patient. If the
priest sees a white skin swelling, inside
of which hair is turning white, and
there's inflamed flesh [in the swelling], such
a disease is a long-term skin disease,
___.
11

The priest must pronounce such a patient chronically diseased, ___. But [the
priest] need not quarantine the [patient for
controlled testing], because the [origin of the]
disease [is known].
12

Sometimes a skin abnormality spreads
across the skin, ___, covering the patient's skin from his head to his foot,
wherever the priest looks;
13

the priest examines the patient. If the
abnormality has faded back toward normal skin
color, [even] if the abnormality has covered the patient's whole body, the priest declares the patient
clean from contagion.
[In such a case]

Tough verse to translate.
14

if the priest sees inflamed/raw flesh on the patient, [the priest
immediately declares the patient] sick.
[Conversely, ___,]

15
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The priest who discovers open sores
pronounces the patient diseased. Open
sores are infectious, ___. They're evidence of a serious skin disease.
16
However, ___, if the inflamed skin again turns
white, the patient [must] return to the priest.
Or, “if the skin returns to normal skin color.”
17

The priest examines the dermatology
patient. If the abnormality has turned
white [or normal skin color,] the priest pronounces the patient healthy, ___.
Hebrew Skin Boil Curing Technique
18

Imagine, ___, that a patient has a skin
boil that has started to heal.
19

If, in place of the boil, there's a white
swelling or a reddish-white bright spot,
show [the sore] to the priest.
Leviticus 13:20

The priest [will] examine the [sore, ___]. If
he sees that [the sore] appears to be more
than skin-deep, and its hair has turned
white, then the priest pronounces the
patient sick, because a [potentially infectious
skin] disease has broken out inside the
boil.
21

But, ___, if the priest looks at the boil
and sees no white hairs in it, and that
the sore is only skin-deep, and appears
to be fading, then the priest [bandages the
boil with healing ointments] for 7 days.
Or, “the priest quarantines the patient for 7 days.”
Whether it's the sore or the patient that gets isolated probably depends on the exact situation.
22

Conversely, ___, if the infection
spreads far across the skin, the priest
pronounces the patient a [dangerous carrier
of] infectious disease.
23

But if the blotch grows no larger and
doesn't spread, it's merely the scar
from the boil. So the priest pronounces
the patient healthy.
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Biblical Hebrew Burn Remedy Protocol
24

Suppose someone suffers a burn on the
skin. Then the burned area changes
color, becoming either a shiny reddish
white or white.
25

The priest must examine [the burn]. If the
hair in the affected area turns white,
and the problem appears to be more
than skin-deep, a contagious skin disease has broken out in the burn. The
priest must then diagnose that person
as sick, clearly [the victim of] a contagious
skin disease.
26

But if the priest examines the [burn] and
verifies there is no white hair in the
bright spot, and that it's only skin deep,
and fading, then the priest will [bandage
the burn with healing ointments] for 7 days.
Or “quarantine the patient for 7 days.”
27

On the 7th day, the priest examines
the burn-victim. If the condition has
spread far across the skin, the priest
diagnoses the patient as sick, the victim of infectious skin disease.
28

But if the bright spot hasn't grown or
spread across the [patient's] skin, and is
faded, it's just routine burn swelling,
___. So the priest pronounces the patient healed, aside from normal burn
scarring.
Biblical Treatment For Head and
Chin Sores
29
Imagine a man or woman has a sore on their head
or chin, ___.
Leviticus 13:30

The priest examines the infection. If it
appears more than skin-deep and thin
yellow hair is in the affected area, the
priest pronounces the patient infected
with a dry scabby contagious skin disease of the head or chin.
Thin yellow hair is a sign of leprosy.
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31

The priest examines the diseased crusted area to see if it appears only skindeep, but free of black hair. In which
case the priest isolates the [person with the]
sore for 7 days.
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Hebrew Treatment For Shiny White
Skin Patches
38

Imagine, ___, that anyone, man or
woman, has shiny/white patches on
their skin:
39

Or “the priest bandages the diseased crusted area
[with healing herbs] for 7 days.” The word Cagar
(often translated ‘isolate/quarantine’) may mean
‘close and bandage the wound’. Strongs #5462 cagar saw-gar': to shut up; figuratively, to surrender: enclose, repair, shut (in, self, out, up, up together), stop [and purify], etc.
32

Then, ___, on the 7th day, the priest
again inspects the sore(s). He may see
that the crusted area
hasn't spread,
and contains no yellow hair,
and appears to be only skin-deep;
33

shaves [all around the sore]. (But
he won't shave the crusted area,
___.)Then the priest isolates the [patient]
for another 7 days.

[Then the priest]

Or, “The priest repairs the wound by bandaging it
with healing solutions for 7 days.”
34

On the 7th day, the priest looks at the
crusted area. If he sees [the sore] hasn't
spread across the skin, and appears
merely skin-deep, then the priest pronounces the man healed, ___. The
man washes his clothes. [Then he can go
about the town normally,] clean [as everyone else].
35
But, ___, imagine that after this cleansing, the
crusty area spreads grossly over the [patient's] skin.
36

Then the priest examines the patient. If
he sees that the crusty area has spread
across the skin, regardless of whether
the priest sees yellow hair, the man is
diseased, ___.
37

Conversely, if the [priest] views the
crusty area as contained and stable,
with black hair growing inside, the man
is not contagious, ___. So the priest
pronounces him healthy.
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

The priest examines [the patient]. If the
[priest] sees that the shiny/whitish spots
in the skin are dull [faded], it's just mottled skin [or a minor rash, ___]. The patient is
healthy.
Hebrew Diagnosis of Baldness-Related Disorder
Leviticus 13:40

If a man's hair falls out of his head [with
no other side-effects], he's just bald, ___, not
unhealthy.
41

It's especially [harmless] if the man merely has [male-pattern baldness,] losing hair [mainly] from the front of his head, near his
face. That's not a communicable disease, ___.
42

However, if a reddish white infection
appears on the front or the back of the
bald guy's head, this is a contagious
skin disease (of the bald head or forehead, ___).
43

The priest examines the bald head or
forehead, looking for reddish-white
swelling. Then [the priest] checks the patient's whole body.
44

If

appears on any more
[of the patient's] skin, the priest diagnoses
the man's head-sores as a serious biohazard, ___. The man is a contagious
disease carrier, subject to quarantine.
[red-white swelling]

45

[To clearly signify to the community that they should not

the diseased man, the man wears
ragged clothes, keeps his hair messy,
and covers the lower part of his face
[with a rag]. [Whenever anybody gets near him,] he
shouts, “I'm diseased! [Stay back!]”

touch]
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Probably referring to leprosy, which is a symbol for
contagious sin that destroys your spiritual sensitivity.
46

For as long as the patient suffers from
the skin contagion, he lives quarantined. He stays alone, ___, in a shelter
outside the town/camp.
Eradicate Contagious Fungi/Disease on Fabric
47

Sometimes, ___, a [dangerous] disease [or
fungus] touches an article of clothing, including linen and wool garments.
48
It makes no difference whether [the contagious] disease
has touched the inner or outer parts of wool, linen,
leather clothes, or any other leather, ___.
49

If the contagion leaves a reddish or
greenish stain on the clothing or
leather, inside or out, consider it an infectious disease, ___. [Promptly] show
the fabric to the priest.
Leviticus 13:50

The priest examines the stain. Then he
isolates the [presumably] infected
cloth/leather for 7 days.
51

On the 7th day, the priest re-examines
the stain. If the contagion has spread
on the clothing or leather item, either
inside or out, the infection is a malignant spreading disease, ___.

*
The priest burns any cloth that
bears a [spreading] fungus, [mildew,
mold or contagion] inside or out, regardless of whether it's made
of [expensive] wool, linen or any
kind of leather. [The fabric] carries
a plague [resembling] spreading
skin disease, ___. So it must
be burned with fire.
52

53

Conversely, ___, [imagine that after 7 days,]
the priest examines the fabric or
leather, and the abnormality has not
spread at all, inside nor out.
54
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Then the priest prescribes that the [patient] wash the stained article. Then [the
priest or patient] quarantines the [suspected infected item] for 7 more days.

*
Then the priest examines the
growth [on the fabric]. Even if [the
priest] sees that the abnormality
has not spread, if it has regrown to its original [moldy] color, the cloth is irreparably infected, ___. You must burn it
in the fire. It's rotten, no matter if the contagion lies on the
inside or outside of the cloth.
55

You wash the fabric and 7 days later, the mold's
back. Burn it.
56

Conversely, ___, if the priest looks [at
the fabric], and [he] sees the abnormality
has faded one week after washing it,
then he merely cuts the stained patch
out of the cloth, leather or woven/knitted material.

*
If the contagion later reappears in or on the cloth,
leather or knitted/woven fabric, it's an irreparable spreading disease, ___. Immediately
burn any such [infected] material
with fire.
57

58

Conversely, ___, if the contagion never reappears in or on the cloth, leather
or woven/knitted material, then merely
wash it again. Then consider it clean.”
59

The

[foregoing],

___, sums up [YAH's simple
instructions on how to diagnose
as harmless or unhealthy any [suspected]
disease contagion on the inside or outside of clothes made of wool, linen or
any kind of leather.
scientific]

Leviticus 14
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Verification Of Healing From Skin
Disease
1 Soon Yahweh [further] instructs Moses: 2 [YAH's angel]
says,
“The following law governs the procedure for the
‘day of cleansing’ of a patient [who has been healed] of a
communicable skin disease. Bring the patient [from
quarantine] to the priest-doctor.
3

The priest-doctor goes outside the
camp, [to the quarantine zone, ___]. There he
inspects the patient to see if his skin
disease is healed.
Ritual For Symbolic Release From
Quarantine
4

Then the priest-doctor instructs the
healed patient to fetch two clean living
birds and some cedar wood, scarlet
cloth, and hyssop [leaves].
The highest tree and the lowest herb bring healing.
This represents pride bringing you down and humility raising you up.
5

The priest-doctor instructs [the patient] to
butcher one of the birds in a clay pot
over running [living, not stagnant] water.
6

[Then the priest-doctor] grabs the living bird, the cedar
wood, the scarlet [cloth], and the hyssop [leaves]. [The
priest] dips them and the living bird in the blood of
the bird that [the patient] butchered over the running
water.

The symbolism and/or cleansing effect of this ritual
requires more study. Compare to the Day of
Atonement offerings (Leviticus 16). Hyssop is a
small bushy aromatic mint plant. Its bitter leaves
are used in cooking and herbal medicine. The dead
bird represents the man who could have died from
the nasty disease. The live bird symbolically absorbs the disease and flies it away from the town.
7

Then, ___, 7 times, the priest-doctor
sprinkles [that mixture] on the patient who
is being purified from his skin disease.
Then the priest publicly pronounces the
patient healed. Then [the priest] lets the
living bird [fly] loose over the face of the
field.
The dead bird's meat is presumably cooked and
eaten by whoever wants it.
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8

the healed patient washes his
clothes, shaves off all his hair, and
washes himself in water until he's [completely scrubbed] clean, ___. Then he can
[temporarily and periodically] enter the camp, as
long as he [stays] outside his tent for 7
days.
[Then]

9

7 days [later], the patient [again] shaves
all his hair off his head, his beard, his
eyebrows, and every other hairy [part of
his body]. [Then, ___,] he washes his clothes.
Finally, he bathes his [entire] body in water until's he's [totally] clean.
Hair traps fungi, dirt and microbes. Shaving and
scrubbing the body is a crucial step in the control
of skin diseases.

Feed Your ‘Doctor’ For Treating
Skin Disease

Leviticus 14:10
The [next] day (the 8th day [of cleansing]), as a meat-donation [to support the priest-doctors,] the patient fetches two
flawless male lambs and one flawless female lamb.
[The patient also prepares] a mixture of 3/10ths [of an ephah, that
is 6.5 quarts] of fine flour mixed with oil, plus (2/3 pint)
of [olive] oil.
11

The priest-doctor ([who is] purifying the
patient) presents the healed patient at
the entrance to the meeting tent. [The patient] stands (holding his donations,) his
face [up toward the watchful eye of] Yahweh.
12

Then the priest-doctor takes one male
lamb (the repentance gift). [Holding] the
[2/3 pint jar] of oil, the [priest] approaches
[the cooking altar]. The priest repeatedly lifts
up the gifts, offering thanks to Yahweh.
13

[Then the priest] butchers the lamb in the
place where he'll butcher the confession-gift and the ascension-gifts, in the
holy place, because the confession-gifts
and repentance-gifts are [only for] the
priests [to eat]. [Such gifts] are supremely
sacred, ___.
Symbolic Equation Of Disease With
Death

14

Final Cleansing From Skin Disease
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Then the priest takes a dab of the
blood of the repentance offering, ___.
He [symbolically] dabs [the blood] on the tip of
the right ear of the patient being
cleansed, and on the thumb of his right
hand, and on the big toe of his right
foot.
This symbolic ritual signifies that deathly disease
comes from listening to sinful advice (ears), choosing sinful actions (hands), and going to the wrong
places (feet).
15
[Next, ___,] the priest pours a bit of the [jar] of oil into
the palm of his own left hand.
16
Then the priest dips his right finger into the oil in
his left hand. He sprinkles the oil with his finger 7
times [onto the cooking altar] facing Yahweh.
The oil sizzles into smoke, representing the holy
spirit.
17
The priest [symbolically] wipes a bit of the rest of the oil
from his hand onto the tip of the right ear of the
patient being cleansed, and on the thumb of [the patient's] right hand, and on the big toe of [the patient's]
right foot, covering over the [similar] dabs of blood
(from the repentance offering).
Signifying that YAH's holy spirit removes sickness
and sin.
18

Then the priest pours the rest of the oil
from his hand onto the head of the patient being cleansed. Then the priest
[prays, asking] Yahweh to cover over the
[sins of] the patient.
19

the priest cooks the confession-gift. [He prays for Yahweh to] cover the
[sins] of the patient being cleansed from
disease. Then the priest butchers the
ascension-gift.
[Then]

This is a more elegant, meaningful, redemptive
and spiritual version of the modern process of doctors and nurses getting paid to cure diseases.
Leviticus 14:20

The priest lifts the donated meat and
dough onto the [cooking] altar, again [praying for YAH to] cover the patient's [sins], and
heal him, ___.
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Purification Requirements For Poor
Patients
21
But if the patient is too poor to obtain [two lambs], he
can give one lamb for a repentance offering (which
the [priest will] lift [while asking Yahweh] to cover the patient),
plus 1/10th ephah [2 quarts] of fine flour mixed with
oil (aka a grain-donation), plus 2/3 pint of olive oil.
22
[Plus, the poor patient pays the priest-doctor] two doves, or two
young pigeons, which [anyone] can afford, ___. One
[bird] is [the patient's] confession-gift. The other is his ascension-gift.
23
For his cleansing, on the 8th day of the purification
process, the patient (face [lifted toward] Yahweh) brings
his [gifts] to the priest at the door of the meeting
tent.
24
The priest accepts the [patient's] lamb (the repentance
gift), and the [jar] of oil. The priest lifts the [food in
thanks to] Yahweh. (That's called a wave offering,
___.)
25
Next the priest butchers the lamb (the repentancegift). The priest takes a bit of the blood of the repentance-gift. He [symbolically] dabs it on the tip of the
right ear of the patient being cleansed, and on the
thumb of his right hand, and on the big toe of his
right foot.
Blessing your listening, your actions, and your
‘walk.’
26
[Next,] the priest pours [a bit] of the oil into the palm
of his own left hand.
27
[Then,] with his right finger, the priest sprinkles some
of the oil in his left hand 7 times before [the altar of]
Yahweh.
28

Then the priest dabs a bit of the oil in
his hand onto the tip of the right ear of
the patient being healed, and on the
thumb of his right hand, and on the big
toe of his right foot, covering over the
[earlier dabs of] blood from the repentancegift.
Signifying YAH's Spirit covering over your errors: in
what you pay attention to, what you do, and where
you go.
29

The priest pours the rest of the oil in
his hand onto the head of the patient
being healed, to [symbolically call down on the
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patient the]
it].

covering

[of]

Yahweh's

[sacred Spir-

Leviticus 14:30
Then the priest cooks one of the doves or the
young pigeons, assuming that's all the poor patient
can afford.
The payment varies. But both rich and poor alike
get the imposing (some would say ‘humiliating’)
dabs of blood and oil on their ears, thumbs and
toes.
31
The [priest-doctor accepts the poor-patient's sliding-scale gift of the]
birds: one a confession-gift and the other an ascension-gift, plus the dough-donation. The priest
[prays for] Yahweh to cover the patient being healed.
Note the constant emphasis on “covering.” YAH is
our health-care provider. We are not covered by
insurance. We are covered by YAH's protection,
healing and forgiveness.

*
This, ___, is the law: [the priest-doctor must always help] anyone who has
a communicable [skin] disease,
even if the patient can't afford
the usual payment for the doctor's efforts to heal him.”
32

That's why at the emergency room, they fix you up
and bill you later.

How Hebrews Clean A Moldy,
Mildewy House
33 Yahweh further instructs Moses and Aaron: 34

says,
“When you move into the land of
Canaan {LowLand} (which I'm giving to
you to keep) [eventually] I'll [allow] the
plague of “tzara‘at” to infest some
house in the land you [grabbed].
[YAH's angel]

The Targum of Jonathan interprets this as YHVH
sending a plague on houses built with stolen
goods.
35

The owner of the house comes and tells
the priest, ‘I believe there's an infection
in my house!’
36

The priest-doctor doesn't [automatically]
condemn everything in the house as infected, ___. First he gets the [occupants]
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to empty the house. Then he goes in to
inspect the house for plague.
37
The priest closely inspects the evidence of contamination, ___. He may see greenish or reddish
[growths] on the walls of the house, with hollow
streaks [sunken depressions] appearing to be more than
surface-depth.
38
In that case, the priest exits the door of the house.
Then he seals up the house for 7 days.
39

Then the priest-doctor returns on the
7th day for a followup inspection. He
may see the contamination spreading
over the walls of the house.
Leviticus 14:40

In that case, the priest-doctor commands that the [occupant-owners] remove
the stones bearing the contamination
and throw them into a dirty dump outside the town, ___.
41

Then the priest-doctor gets [workers] to
scrape the entire inside of the house,
and to haul the scraped-off plaster and
dust outside the city to a dirty dump.
42

Finally, ___, the [workers] fetch new
stones. They set the [new stones] in place
of the removed stones. The [workers] cement the [new stones] with new mortar.
Then they re-plaster the house.
43

Sometimes the infection outbreak returns in the house after the [owner] removes the [contaminated] stones (and
scrapes and re-plasters the house).
44

Then the priest comes to re-inspect [the
growth, ___]. If the priest sees the contamination again spreading, he concludes that the house is irreparably infected with a malignant disease.
45

So [the priest gets workers to] demolish the
house, smash its stones, scrap its timber, and trash its mortar. [Workers] carry
all that [trash] out from the city to a
dirty-materials dump.
46
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And anyone who goes into the [infected]
house while it's quarantined is [preemptively considered] contaminated the rest of the
day.
47

Anyone who lies in the [infected] house
must wash his clothes, ___. Likewise,
anyone who eats in the house must
wash his clothes.

—covering swelling, rashes, and abnormally colored skin-spots.
57

___, this law teaches you to identify
and distinguish between malignant and
benign growths.”
Ignore it at your own peril.

Leviticus 15

48

Conversely, if after the house gets replastered, the priest enters and inspects the house and [he] sees that the
infection has not spread in the house,
then the priest declares the house
clean, because the contamination is
cured, ___.

49
Then, ___, to [symbolically] cleanse the house, the
priest accepts [from the owner] 2 birds, some cedar
wood, scarlet cloth, and hyssop leaves.
Leviticus 14:50
[The priest] butchers one of the birds in a clay pot over
running water.

Treating Venereal Disease & Oozing
Sores

1 Yahweh further instructs Moses and Aaron: 2

“Educate the children of Israel. Tell
them, ‘When any [hu]man has an [abnormal
liquid] discharge oozing out of his body,
this discharge makes him [potentially] contagious, ___.
3

Regardless of whether the [bodily] discharge is running freely, or clotted up,
it's still a serious possible source of
contagious disease.

*
Every bed the [oozing person] lies on
should be considered contaminated, as should everything
the infected human sits on,
___.

Lit. ‘living water.’
51
Next the priest takes the cedar wood, the hyssop
leaves, the scarlet cloth, and the living bird. He
dips them in the blood of the butchered bird, and in
the running water. Then [he] sprinkles the house 7
times.

4

This is symbolic, and possibly cleansing.
52
The [priest symbolically and perhaps literally] cleanses the house
with [what he does with] the blood of the bird, the running water, the live bird, the cedar-wood, the hyssop and the scarlet yarn.
53

5

Then the priest lets the living bird fly
out of the town into the open fields, [to
symbolize man's escape from sin and death]. Then
the priest [prays for Yahweh to] cover the
house [with his protection and forgiveness,] to
keep it clean.
Conclusion Of The Infection-Control
Statutes
54
This, ___, summarizes the law regarding all kinds
of infectious creeping diseases and scabs,
55
—covering growths on fabrics, and on houses,
56
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And whoever touches [the infected person's]
bed should wash his clothes, and bathe
himself in water, and consider himself
contaminated for the rest of the day,
[staying out of physical contact with others].
6

Same goes for anyone who sits on
something [the infected person] sat on: wash
your clothes, ___, bathe in water, and
consider yourself a potential source of
contagion for the rest of the day.
7

Same goes for anyone who touches [the
infected guy's body, ___]: wash your clothes,
bathe in water, and consider yourself a
potential source of contagion for the
rest of the day.
8
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Same goes if [the infected guy] spits his mucous on you, ___. Even if you're clean:
wash your clothes, bathe in [running] water, and consider yourself a source of
contagion for the rest of the day.
It's common middle-eastern practice to spit on
people as an insult.
9

If a human has even one oozing sore,
consider any saddle [or seat] the infected
guy rides on to be contaminated, ___.
Leviticus 15:10

Likewise, if you touch anything that
was under the oozing guy, assume
you're contaminated for the rest of the
day, ___. If you carry anything the
oozing guy sat on, wash your clothes,
and bathe yourself in water. For the
rest of the day, [assume you're] contaminated.
11

And if the oozing guy touches you without first washing his hands, then wash
your clothes, ___. Then bathe yourself
in water, and assume you're contaminated for the rest of the day.
12

And if the oozing guy touches a [porous
unsealed] clay pot, then break it, ___. If
he touches anything made of wood,
wash [the wood] with water.
13

When the oozing guy is finally healed
and stops oozing, he still has to wait 7
days [before he can interact normally in society].
Then he washes his clothes. He bathes
his [whole] body in fast-running water [not
just a mere bubble bath] until he's [super] clean.
14

Then, ___, 8 days after his oozing
stops, the healed-guy fetches two
doves, or two young pigeons. He then
approaches [the presence of] Yahweh at the
entrance to the meeting tent. He hands
the birds to the priest-doctor [to pay the
doctor for treating the disease].
15

Then the priest cooks the birds, one as
a confession-gift, and one as an ascenThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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sion-gift. Then the priest [prays for] Yahweh to cover [the sinner and to prevent the return
of] the oozing sore.
Clean Up Your Reproductive Fluids
16

When any man's baby-seeds leave from
him, he must [immediately] wash his whole
body in water. [Consider him] contaminated
the rest of the day.
Why wash? 1) Any bodily fluid can carry disease...
so the instruction to wash immediately is an infection-risk-mitigation statute. 2) Semen is a nutrient-rich substance; it may feed parasites. A few lingering parasites on the skin may rapidly multiply
into a vast colony, given the ability to munch down
on a mass of reproductive fluids. This is also a minor deterrent to sexual activity, which is addictive
and should be limited to circumstances such as
procreation and marital bonding, in which its benefits hopefully outweigh its countless drawbacks.

*
Any leather or fabric [or clothing]
on which baby-seed falls must
be washed with water and [considered] contaminated for the rest
of the day.
17

This verse inspired the fun yet disgusting song:
Washin' the Wang!
18

If baby-seed falls on a woman, both the
man and woman must bathe themselves in water, and be [considered] contaminated the rest of the day.
Watch Out For Vaginal Discharges
19

And if a woman has a bloody fluid discharge, she must remain [romantically off-limits] for 7 days, ___. Whoever
‘touches’ her must be [treated as potentially]
contaminated until sundown.
Some Jews say ‘Niddah’ requires complete quarantine of a woman for 7 days a month. We believe
that to be an overstatement, and that she's merely
off limits to sexual advances, and considered a potential contaminant. Good arguments for the husband sleeping separately include that the woman
tosses and turns because of her menstrual pain,
and that the reunion after the week of separation
produces a monthly honeymoon feeling.
Leviticus 15:20
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Everything a bleeding woman lays on
or sits on must be considered a [potential]
contaminant [source, ___].
21

Whoever touches a bleeding woman's
[bloody] bed[sheets] must wash his clothes,
and bathe himself in water, and be [considered] contaminated the rest of the day,
___.
We treat these statutes to refer to anything the
woman actually bled on.
22

Likewise, whoever touches anything a
bleeding woman sat [and bled] on must
wash his clothes, bathe himself in water, and be [considered] contaminated for
the rest of the day.
23

Whether you touch the bleeding lady's
[bloodstained] bed or anything she sits [and
bleeds] on, from the moment you touch
it, for the rest of the day, [presumptively
treat yourself as if you were] contaminated,
___.
24

If any man in any way lies with a menstruating woman, and her flow touches
him, he must be considered [potentially]
contaminated for 7 days, and the bedding on which he lies must be considered contaminated.
In addition to a health issue, this verse protects
women from being harassed for sex during their
periods.
25

If a woman suffers a discharge of blood
outside of her [menstrual] period, or if her
[bleeding] lasts beyond the normal end of
her period, then throughout the time
she endures this [potentially] infectious
discharge, [treat her as if she] is in Niddah
{Menstruation}: consider her [a potential]
contamination [source].
26

Treat every bed [the bleeding] woman lies
on as you would during the days of her
separation [from men]. Whatever she sits
on is [potentially] contaminated, ___, just
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like it's [potentially] contaminated during
her [normal period].
27

Whoever touches the [bloody] bed or seat
of a [bleeding or oozing] woman should [consider himself potentially] contaminated. He
should wash his clothes and bathe himself in water, ___. [Consider him potentially]
infected until the end of the day.
28

After the woman's [unusual] discharge
heals, count 7 days, ___. [If the discharge
doesn't return,] consider her healed.
This verse should be understood in the context of
unusual discharges, not normal menstruations. If
not, it would cause niddah to last at least 2 weeks
every month.

Symbolic Purification From Vaginal
Discharges
29
Then (on the 8th day [without bleeding]) [the healed woman]
fetches two doves, or two young pigeons. She
brings them to the priest-doctor, at the entrance to
the meeting tent.
Leviticus 15:30

The priest cooks one bird as a confession-gift, and the other bird as an ascension-gift. [Then] the priest [prays for]
Yahweh to cover the woman [to prevent the
return of] potentially infectious discharges
or bleeding.
Conclusion Of Regulations On Sexual Discharge
31

___, you keep
the descendants of Israel away from infections, so contamination doesn't kill
them, and [so] they won't pollute [the place
where] I dwell among them.
[By following these instructions,]

32

This, ___, sums up the laws concerning people with oozing sores, and [for]
men with baby-seed discharges that
are [potential disease] sources.
33

women suffering from menstrual flow, or anyone
who has a clotted or running sore, or
any man or woman who lies with someone [considered potentially] contaminated.”
[And now you know how to handle]
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Leviticus 16

Then Aaron casts ‘lots’ for the two goats. [Using two
stones, one marked ‘cook this goat to feed the priests of] Yahweh’, and
the other [marked: ‘let this] goat escape.’

Respect Holy Places
1 After the two sons of Aaron die for offering
[blasphemous sacrifices] before Yahweh, Yahweh's [angel]
again speaks to Moses:
Continuing the story from Chapter 10.

Yahweh says to Moses,
“Warn your brother Aaron to avoid just
barging in whenever [he feels like it] into
the holy place past the veil before the
ark-cover, or he might die. For [at any
time] I [might] appear in the cloud over the
[ark's] lid.
2

YAH's rules exist for a reason. Disobey them at
your own peril. Traditional interpretation posits
that incense smoke blocks the intensity of YHVH's
presence, thus keeping the priest alive.

Yom Kippur (Covering Day) Food
Prep Rituals

3
Here is how Aaron is to enter the Holy Place: with a
young bull-calf as a confession-gift, and a ram as
an ascension-gift.
aka Day Of Atonement. Also see Num 29:7-11.
4
[Have] Aaron put on [his simple, humble] holy linen tunic,
with [his] linen shorts on his [bare] flesh, [his] linen
sash wrapped around his [waist], wearing the linen
turban [on his head]. These are holy garments. So [the
priest] must bathe his flesh in water, then put on the
[sacred] clothes.
5
Then [the priest] accepts from the community of the
people of Israel two goat-kids. [The priest will cook one of
these goats] as a confession-gift. Plus [he receives and cooks]
one ram as an ascension-gift.
6

Next, Aaron [the priest] presents his young
bull as a confession-gift [in repentance for]
his [own sins. He prays for Yahweh to] cover himself and his clan.
Improve yourself first. Then you can improve others.

The ScapeGoat / Azazel

7
Next, [the priest] takes the two [donated] goats. He [ritually]
presents them before [the watchful eye of] Yahweh at the
meeting tent's entrance.
8
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Azazel means “goat that's escaping.”
9
Next Aaron brings the goat to which Yahweh's
stone-lot falls. [Aaron] cooks this [goat] as a confession-gift.
Leviticus 16:10

But [as for] the goat to whom fell the
stone-lot [marked ‘let this] goat escape’, [the
priest] presents it alive before Yahweh.
[The priest prays for YAH to] cover the goat
[and/or cover over the sins of the people]. Then [the
priests lets the the goat] run. It escapes into
the wilderness.
Because the Hebrew conjugation is tricky, many
Christian and Jewish people perpetuate the superstition that this escaping goat was being sacrificed
to a wilderness goat-god named Azazel (aka Pan,
Satan). But Azazel just means “escaping goat.” This
goat is like the bird who escapes being eaten. The
goat is a living symbol of the possibility of gaining
freedom from sin. Sin kills some people. But if you
repent, you can live eternally, even though you
sinned. Original Hebrew transliteration:
and·the·hairy-goat which he-comes-up over·him
the·lot for·goat-of-departure (l·ozazl) he-shall-stay
alive to·faces-of Yahweh to-make-propitiatory-shelter-of over·him to-send-away-of »·him to·goat-of-departure (l·ozazl) the·wilderness·ward

More Yom Kippur / Scapegoat Rituals
11
Next Aaron brings [in] the bull-calf. Aaron butchers
[and cooks it while] he confesses his own [sins] and asks
[Yahweh] to cover over himself and his family.
12

Aaron fills his hands with pulverized
aromatherapeutic incense. Then, off
the altar before Yahweh, Aaron grabs a
censer full of burning fire-coals. Aaron
brings [the coals and incense] inside the veil.
13

Next Aaron lays the incense on the fire
before Yahweh. So the smoke-cloud
covers the lid that [protects] the testimonial [10 commandments tablets]. That way,
Aaron avoids dying [from the direct rays of YAH's
presence].
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See the climactic scene of ‘Raiders Of The Lost Ark’
for a vision of what YAH's presence does to mortal
bodies.
14
Next Aaron takes [a bit] of the blood of the young
bull. He sprinkles it with his finger on the ark-lid
toward the east. Then, in front of the ark's lid, [the
priest] sprinkles [a bit] of the blood with his finger 7
times.
15
Next Aaron butchers the goat the people donated
as their confession-offering. Aaron brings [the goat's]
blood inside the veil, where, [as he did] with the blood
of the young bull, he sprinkles it on and in front of
the ark-lid.
16

Next [Aaron prays for Yahweh to] cover the holy
place, because of the filthiness of the
people of Israel, and because of the
damages caused by all their sins. [Aaron
says] the same [‘covering prayer’] for the congregational tent which stands right in
the middle of their filthy [society].
17
No human is to be present in the tent of meeting
from the time [the high priest] enters the Holy Place to
[pray for YAH's] covering, until the time [the priest] comes
out [after praying for] covering for himself, for his household, and for the entire community of Isra’el.
18
So [Aaron] walks out to the altar that lies before Yahweh's [most holy place]. [There Aaron prays for Yahweh to] cover [the
food with blessing]. Then [Aaron] takes [drops] of the blood of
the young bull and of the blood of the goat. He
dabs he [blood droplets] all around and on the horns of
the altar [as a symbolic way of praying for YAH's power to take away the
death that comes from sin] .
19

Then [the high priest] sprinkles [a bit] of the
blood on [himself] with his finger 7 times,
___, [symbolically] cleansing himself, separating himself from the filthiness of the
people of Israel.
Often said to be purifying the altar. The pronouns
are unclear.
Leviticus 16:20
[The High Priest] finishes [praying for Yahweh to] ‘cover’ the holy
place, and the congregational tent, and the altar.
Then the [priest] brings the live goat [to the altar].
21

Then Aaron lays both of his hands on
the head of the live goat. [Standing] over
[the goat], [Aaron] confesses all the perversity of the ‘sons of Israel’, including all
their crimes, [and] all their sins. [This ritual
symbolically] transfers those sins to the
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head of the goat. [Then Aaron] hands the
goat to a man qualified [to run the desert trails
day or night, summer or snow]. [The man] takes the
goat away into the wilderness. [This ritual
signifies that sin produces banishment and loss.]

Herod's 2nd temple rogues changed this ritual to
toppling the goat off a cliff! Then their descendants
tried to throw Yahshua, their Messiah, off a cliff.
22

The goat [symbolically] bears upon himself
all the [Israelites'] perversity, ___. [He flees]
to an uninhabited land [of banishment]. In
this wilderness, the strong man lets the
goat free.
This sends two powerful messages to the people:
your sins were terrible, but the past is gone. From
now on, live righteously, and you'll be forgiven.
But if you continue sinning, you'll be banished from
the Kingdom Of Heaven, like a lost nasty goat.
You can see the goat as free, but you can also see
it as banished. Both lessons are valid.
23
Then Aaron comes [back] into the congregational
tent. He removes his linen clothing (which he had
put on when he went into the holy place). He
leaves the [clothes] there [in the dressing area by the veil].
24

Next, in the holy place, Aaron washes
his body with water. He puts on his [normal service] clothes. Then he walks out [into
the meeting tent]. [There] he cooks his [ram] ascension-gift and the peoples' ascension-gift. [As the meat sizzles, Aaron prays for Yahweh to cover] the people (including [Aaron]
himself) [with divine mercy and protection].
25

smoke-roasts the choicemeats from the confession-gift.

[Then, on the cooking-altar, the priest]

Probably this means: the nasty, inedible fat is
slowly reduced to nothing as it cooks, producing a
delicious smell. ‘Cheleb’ (fat) can also mean ‘choice
meats’, in which case this verse would mean that
the priest smoke-roasts the best parts of the animal.
26
[Meanwhile, the strong man] (who has just let the goat run
away as a ‘scapegoat’) washes his clothes. He
bathes his body in water. Then he re-enters the
camp.
27
Then [men] carry outside the camp the [inedible remains of]
the goat and the young bull [butchered] as confessiongifts (whose blood [priests] brought into the holy
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place to

[use in the]

‘covering’ [prayer]). [Men] burn the [unskins, flesh and entrails in fire.

used parts of the animals']

Burn here = ‘saraph’, not ‘qatar’ (smoke). This is
sanitary disposal of by-products of culinary meatbutchering, not the complete burning up of an animal.
28

Then [the people] who burn the [meat by-products] wash [the blood and filth off] their clothes.
They bathe their bodies in water. Then
they return to the camp.
29

And this will remain a perpetual statute
for [all Hebrews]: in the 7th month [of the year
(~September)], on the 10th day of the [Hebrew] month, you'll humble yourselves.
You'll do no work at all, regardless of
whether you're a native [Israeli], or a
stranger journeying among [the Israelites].
Christians, since you claim to be engrafted into Israel, you should be delighted to celebrate Yom Kippur. Obviously, the tradition of many-day fasting
on Yom Kippur (based on Isa 58:3,5,10 & Ps 35:13
"I humbled myself by fasting") is in error. "Anah"
means to "humble," not to "fast". You might fast
before the feast. But Yom Kippur is a celebratory
feast of repentance, not a fast. That's why the bull
and goat get cooked, not completely burned up.
Leviticus 16:30

On the [Yom Kippur] holiday the priest
prays for Yahweh to cover you [with protection and mercy,] and purify you, ___, making you clean from all your past sins.
Except you can't be forgiven for blasphemy against
YHVH's Name-Authority, aka blasphemy against
the Sacred Spirit. This is a sin that ends in death.
See Isaiah 22:14. And if you have wronged someone else, you still must make amends to them.
YAH's forgiveness doesn't [usually] absolve you of
debts you incur to your fellow man.
31

By perpetual statute, [Yom Kippur, the day of
covering,] is a Sabbath of total rest for
you, ___. [On Yom Kippur,] you [and your people] humble yourselves.
32

[On Yom Kippur,] the [high] priest (whom [Yahweh] chooses
and consecrates to serve in priestly duties in place
of his father) dons linen clothes (the holy garments). [Then he prays for Yahweh's mercy and power to] ‘cover’ [the
people, ___].
33
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cover the holy sanctuary,
to cover the congregational tent and the cooking-altar[s], and to cover the priests and all the
people of the congregation [with divine mercy and protection,
___].
34
So this is an everlasting statute binding you, [Aaron:
every new year, pray for Yahweh to] cover [over, that is, blot out] all
the sins of the ‘children’ of Israel.”
So, ___, [later, in the fall, when Yom Kippur day arrives,] Aaron
does as Yahweh commands Moses.
Christians, throw out the Talmudic bathwater, but
keep the Hebrew baby. Yahshua has permanently
bought us back from the evil one. Still we can and
should get together on Yom Kippur to feast and
pray for YHVH to cover us and to forgive our ongoing sins. Jewish tradition adds 5 non-biblical YomKippor restrictions: avoiding food, drink, sex, lotions, bathing, leather shoes, etc.
[The High Priest prays for Yahweh to]

Leviticus 17
Hebrew Sacred Meat Preparation
Instructions

1 Soon Yahweh [further] instructs Moses:
These 2 million migrating Israelites demand the
freedom to butcher animals beside their packed-together tents. Blood & gore create a disgusting, disease-breeding nightmare. Even worse, some of the
people continue the satanic Egyptian animal sacrifice rituals. So Moses commands that any large animal remain alive until slaughtered properly at the
Meeting Tent, with its healthy parts used to feed
people. The people denounce Moses for interfering
with their "right" to eat and worship what, when
and how they want. Just like people today hate
Moses for the same reasons. Hebrews do not have
‘food freedom’ or ‘religious freedom.’ We have the
freedom to follow YAH's principles.
2 [YAH's angel] says,
“Instruct Aaron, his sons, and all the children of Israel. Tell them, ‘This is what Yahweh commands:
3

‘[During this migration] of the people of Israel,
no one [is entitled to] slaughter any bovine,
lamb or goat, whether he kills it in the
camp or outside the camp.

A meat meal in ancient times was a special occasion virtually always cooked at the local sanctuary.
Refrigerators and shipping have ruined this awesome tradition. Ideally, man should be a vegetarian. (Gen 1:29). Meat from relatively sentient animals should be an exceptional luxury. These rules
promote vegetable and fruit cultivation and juicing,
grain cultivation, and fish & fowl consumption. See
Deut 12:15, 21.
4

*
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If you don't bring [the meat of the animal you killed] to the entrance of the
congregational tent (in front of
the ‘dwelling’ of Yahweh) to
present a gift to [feed the poor and to
feed the priests of] Yahweh, you incur
blood-guilt. [Murdering animals outside of a
holy, redeeming context is] shedding [innocent] blood. Everyone who [sheds innocent blood] eventually gets cut off
from [YAH's] people [by death, banishment or crippling illness].
This statute prevented pagan sacrifices. The rule
relaxes somewhat after the Israelites enter the
promised land (see Deut 12:2). Still, killing animals
just because you like to eat the meat is a sin. Indiscriminate meat-consumption eventually kills
you. It's an offense against nature. But it's an offense that can be made holy (justified) in the interest of fostering the spiritual health of the community. This explains why so many people are so sick.
The meat they're eating is raised in misery and
sickness, butchered in agony, then processed and
sold in an unholy commercial wasteland, with no
redeeming spiritual context. See the short film,
‘The Meatrix’.

*
The solution to the problems
[created by consuming murdered animals] is:
instead of killing animals out in
the fields, the people of Israel
must bring the animals (they
[wish to] slaughter) to Yahweh, to
the entrance of the tent of
meeting, to the priest, [who will]
slaughter the [animal] peacefully
in a way that honors Yahweh
5

[and helps people, rather than merely feeding your
gluttonous animal-flesh addiction].

Today's modern meat-distribution system barely
contemplates the snakes' nest of problems it causes by turning the slaughter of animals into an
atheistic business. No wonder the world suffers
from global famine.
6

The priest
symbolism by]

[imbues the carnal butchery with spiritual

sprinkling the
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on Yahweh's cooking-altar at the entrance to the congregational tent. [There
the priest] smoke-roasts the choice parts.
[The sizzling steaks] send up an aroma so delicious [it brings honor to] Yahweh.

*
Never again will [my people]
slaughter and butcher [animals
7

in ways that bolster the warmongering] devil-goat-satyr-

gods, after whom they've [so often] gone whoring. This statute
will bind every [Israelite]
generation, [including Christian engrafted
Israelites,] down through all their
generations.
The atheistic, unspiritual meat-butchering systems
of the modern world sacrifice billions of animals to
the devil gods. Taxes (collected at every step of
the unholy and unhealthy meat-marketing process)
fund Communist warmongering governments
which constantly battle to break down YHVH's dominion.
8
And warn [my people], ‘None of the people of Israel,
nor of the foreigners who sojourn among you, can
burn any sacrifice or slaughter [any livestock during this migration].
ascension-gift
9

to bring
to the entrance of the congregational tent, to present it to Yahweh. Or you will be cut off from among
your people [by disease, death or banishment].
[The only way to eat beef on this journey is]
[your animal]

Wake up people! You're dying because you ignore
the eternal principles underlying this statute!
Health insurance is not going to save you! The
meat you buy in the stores is spiritual and physical
poison.

Never Eat Blood

*
When someone from the community of Isra’El (or one of the
foreigners living among you)
eats any kind of blood, ___, I
set myself against that bloodLeviticus 17:10
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-eating beast. I cut him off
from his people.

flesh is [bound up in] the blood inside of it.
Whoever eats [blood] gets destroyed.

The bloodstream is a huge waste disposal system.
It carries toxins, viruses and waste away from the
muscles and organs. Blood is truly unclean and unhygienic. This command rules out popular foods
enjoyed by billions of people: blood sausage, blood
pudding, commercial meat containing ‘meat
byproducts’, Diniguan (a Filipino ‘delicacy’ made of
hogs blood,) etc. ad absurdum. Blood, like poop, is
fertilizer.
11

“Some Pagans, Satanists, a few Native
Americans and voodoo cultists ritually
consume actual blood, in some cases
human. In Pagan tradition, the blood
of many participants is mingled in a
chalice which they then drink from,
symbolizing a bond between them like
becoming blood brothers. In voodoo,
chickens' blood, goats' blood and even
menstrual blood is a common ingredient
in spells and potions. Satanism includes vampiric acts such as the
drinking of blood.
”—Wikipedia Modern world leaders (some of whose

For the life of every creature is in its
blood, ___. So on the altar, I use [blood]
to symbolize [my] covering [of mercy and protection] over your lives. For [in the future,]
the [Messiah's] blood [will in a sense] protect
the life [of everyone who comes to him].
A prefiguration of Satan's murder of Christ, which
provides the lawful grounds for our liberation from
Satan's control. This and many other scriptures invalidate the myth of transubstantiation (drinking
Christ's blood).
12

That's why I command the people of Israel [to avoid copying the pagans, ___]. None of
you can eat blood. Nor can any
stranger who sojourns among you eat
blood.
See note on Lev 17:14.

*
Whenever someone from the
community of Isra’El or one of
the foreigners living with you
hunts and catches edible game,
whether animal or bird, he
must pour out its blood. Then
cover [the blood] with soil.
13

See Deut. 12:44. Blood is amazing fertilizer. Fat of
game animals may be ok to eat. (See Lev 7:23).
14

For blood is the vitality of all flesh-creatures, ___. The blood of [an animal] is [not
food]. It is dedicated to sustaining the
life of its host. That's why I repeat to
the ‘sons of Israel’, “Never eat the blood
from any kind of body. For the life of all
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

names you know) sacrifice raped children to get
high off of the adrenochrome in the terrified victims' blood, hoping that the victim's life-essence is
a fountain of youth. The rich perverts similarly
transplant cells from aborted fetuses to make vaccines to run mass trials on human subjects, in a
vain attempt to find DNA code-splices to extend
world-bankers' doomed lives. Proponents of ‘Ethical
Cannibalism’ sell lab-grown meat made from expired human blood-donations.

Avoid Carcasses

15

Anyone, whether one of your own
countrymen, or a foreigner, who eats
an animal that dies naturally or is torn
to death by wild animals, must wash
his clothes, and bathe himself in water,
and be considered a [potential] source of
contamination for the rest of the day,
___. Then [if no infection ensues,] he'll be [considered] clean.
16

But if [someone who touches contaminated meat]
fails to wash [his clothes] or bathe his
body, he ends up bearing [the] punishment, ___.”
Billions of your fellow earthlings are carrying
around low-grade infections caused by disobeying
YAH's cleanliness laws.

Leviticus 18
Never Politically Or Legally Mix
With Pagans

1 Yahweh further commands Moses: 2 [YAH's angel]
says,
“Command the children of Israel. Tell them [YAH says],
‘I am Yahweh your Elohim.
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*
Never engage in the activities
[common] in the land of Egypt,
where you used to live. And
never do as the people do in
the land of Kena'an {Subjection},
where I'm bringing you. Never
live by the [so-called] laws [and customs
of the world around you, ___].
3

“In societies such as Ancient Egypt,
brother–sister, father–daughter, mother–son, cousin–cousin, aunt–nephew, uncle–niece and other combinations of
relations were practiced among royalty
as a means of perpetuating the royal
lineage... Several of the Egyptian
Pharaohs married their siblings and
spawned several children with them.
For example, Tutankhamun married his
half-sister Ankhesenamun, and was himself the child of an incestuous union
between Akhenaten and an unidentified
sister-wife. It is now generally accepted that sibling marriages were
widespread among all classes in Egypt
during the Graeco-Roman period.
”—Wikipedia
4

*

[Instead of doing as the ‘Romans’ do,]

you, ___, will obey My
rulings. You'll guard My
Laws. Live by them, [step
by step]. I am Yahweh,
your [Judge, Lawgiver and King].

233

None of you, ___, will approach any close relative to [so
as] reveal their naked body. I
am Yahweh, [everywhere, watching everyone at once].
“A 1994 study found a mean excess mortality with inbreeding among first
cousins of 4.4%. Children of parent-child or sibling-sibling unions are
at increased risk compared to cousincousin unions. Studies suggest that
20-36% of [sibling or parent-spawned]
children will die or have major disability due to the inbreeding.
” - Wikipedia

*
Never expose the
nakedness of your father, or the nakedness
of your mother, ___.
[Come on!] She's your
mom! Don't expose her
naked body!
8*
Never expose the naked
body of your Dad's wife,
___, [even if she's not your Mom].
[Your stepmom's body] is only
for your Dad [to see].
7

*
Never reveal the nude body of
your sister (the daughter of
your father, or daughter of
your mother) whether she was
born in the same home or elsewhere, ___. Don't uncover one
speck of her nakedness.
9

The believer constantly finds himself in conflicts of
Law. Try to mitigate controversy. But always
choose YAH's Law. Never put yourself under the jurisdiction of pagans.
5

So you, ___, must build a thorny
hedge [to keep worldly ‘laws’ from perverting my body
of] Laws and instructions. For [obeying my
Law is the only way] man can truly live, [now
and eternally]. I am Yahweh, [the Ever-Present
Sovereign].
All Incest Is Sex Crime
6

*
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Leviticus 18:10

Never reveal even a bit of the naked
body of your son's daughter or your
daughter's daughter, ___. Your [genetic
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material] is too close to theirs [to risk pregnancy. And the very thought is just gross anyway.]

That means no looking at or making pornography,
ever, because the whole human race are your
brothers and sisters. This also forbids most bathing
suits worn by women and girls. And obviously it
forbids sexual acts with any of these people.

*
Never uncover [any part of] the
naked body of your stepmom's
daughter, [especially if she was] procreated by your father. She's
your sister, [not your toy, not your lover].
NEVER reveal her nakedness,
___.
11

Stepmom = father's wife
12

Never uncover the nakedness of your
father's sister [your aunt, ___]. She's your
dad's close relative.
13

Never uncover the nakedness of your
mother's sister [your other aunt]. She's your
mom's close relative, ___.
14

Never uncover the nakedness of your
aunt, the wife of your dad's brother,
___. Keep your [lustful paws] far away from
her.
15

Never uncover the nakedness of your
daughter-in-law, ___. She's your offspring's wife! Never look at [nor touch] her
naked body.

*
Never uncover the nakedness
of your brother's wife, ___.
Her naked body is only for your
brother to see.
16

Unless your brother dies, when you can and perhaps should marry her.

*
Never uncover the nakedness
of both a woman and her
daughter, ___. Similarly, avoid
getting tangled in love trian17
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gles with a woman and her
granddaughter, regardless of
whether the granddaughter
came from the woman's son or
daughter. It's [wicked] lewdness
to even look at the naked body
of the close relative of a woman you're involved with.
Paraphrase.

*
Never [get in a love-triangle by] marrying a girl and then [so much as]
seeing [any part of] her sister's
naked body, at least while your
wife is alive, ___. This would
make your wife's life a living
nightmare.
18

This discourages polygamy, and outlaws the sick
situation into which the original sons of Israel were
born!
19

Other Sex-Crimes To Avoid

And never approach any woman to uncover her naked body while she is off-limits during her [potentially infectious] menstrual flow, ___.
All biblical laws are designed to preserve your
health:

“The surest way to avoid transmission
of sexually transmitted diseases, including syphilis, is to abstain from
all sexual contact, or to be in a
long-term mutually monogamous relationship with a partner who has been
tested and is known to be uninfected.
”—U.S. Centers For Disease Control

*
Especially never lie carnally
with your neighbor's wife,
___. Adultery would defile you
both.
21 *
Never let any of your seed-children pass over [from the kingdom of
heaven] into [the jurisdiction of] a war-kLeviticus 18:20
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ing, ___. Never profane the
Name-Authority of your Elohim: I am Yahweh, [the Universal Sovereign].
‘The fire’ is not in this text. It means ‘do not offer
your sons to the war gods / war leaders.’ This
means never enroll your children in a draft, nor in
any benefit program that would lead them to be
drafted into the pagan military. Such military conduits include Social Security, driver's licensure, and
public schooling. This verse is listed in the sexual
sin section because mixing with pagans is fornication with the world, and because war-god shrines
are often filled with prostitutes.

*
Never ‘lay’ with a man, like
he's your woman. [Male-male sexual intercourse tends to spread] horrifying
[plagues].
22

No legal penalty is listed here. Just a warning that
MSM promiscuity brings disease & pain. However,
BEING homosexual carries no stigma. You can like
guys, be attracted to guys, hug guys, want to be
around guys, & be flagrantly homosocial. King
David & prince Jonathan had a non-sexual
‘bromance.’ Homosexuality carries the SAME warnings as heterosexual sex outside of lifelong marriage. That doesn't mean that there could never be
a fun homosexual relationship. For instance, the
Bible forbids adultery (and divorce) 10 times more
often than it forbids homosexual coitus. There may
exist enjoyable adulterous or post-divorce sexual
relationships. What the bible is saying is that statistically, the odds are that certain relationship
types will produce plague and despair. There's
probably even been a guy somewhere who had a
better relationship with his dog than with his wife,
because his wife was abusive and his dog was
faithful. But adultery, divorce, bestiality, etc. are
all still likely to cause sadness.

*
Never ‘lay’ with a beast,
or you'll get a [spiritual
and/or physical] disease. That
includes women: don't
stand or lay in any [compromising act] with an ani23

mal. [Bestiality] is [criminal]
perversion, ___!
Egyptians worshiped their animal-gods by having
sex with animals. It's a sick world. Today's worldly
leaders are the same: they commit all these sins,
but, for now, behind closed doors. If you sleep
(even innocently) with your dog or cat, parasites
crawl out of their anuses and into your orifices.
Toxoplasmosis commonly infects little girls who live
with cats. Most, if not all, venereal diseases came
from animals.

*
Don't pollute yourself with any
[sexual] insanity, ___. [Sexual promiscuity is] what infected the nations
I'm driving out of the land before you.
25 *
[The bitter fruit of the seed of carnal sin] is
that the entire land has become defiled, ___. That's why
I'm punishing the people who
live there: the [Promised] land
soon vomits the [fornicators] out!
24

The earth yields no fruit when its inhabitants violate YAH's laws. Your modern world is scrambling
to out-fox global famine. They're trying everything
except returning to YAH's Law.
26

So you, ___, guard my statutes and
my judgments. Never commit any
abomination. These [laws] apply to both
all your native [hebrew] people, and [to]
every foreigner who visits you.

27 *
[Your perverted thoughts are neither unique nor

All the perversions
have been tried before by
[ancient] earth-men. All their [lewd
experimentation] did nothing but pollute the planet.
special, ___.]

The earth is mourning the sins of mankind. The
nephilim (demon-human hybrid giants) planted a
lot of these crazy perverted ideas in humans.
28
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When you defile the land, it'll
puke you out as well, ___, just
like it vomited out the nations
that [sinned] before you.
29 *
___, if anyone [unrepentantly] commits any abomination, [I] cut
the guilty ‘beasts’ off from their
people.
Not a death penalty, but a warning of early
demise.
Leviticus 18:30

So, ___, guard my laws, so that you
never commit any one of these abominable customs which [sinners] committed
before you, so that you never defile
yourselves in such [mistakes]. I am Yahweh, your [Omnipresent] Judge, [Lawgiver and
King].”

Leviticus 19
Be Different From The World
1 Yahweh further commands Moses: 2 [YAH's angel]

says,
“Instruct the whole community of the
people of Israel. Tell them, ‘You, ___,
must remain people [behaviorally] set apart
[from the world-system]. For I Yahweh (your
[Sovereign] Elohim) live separated [from all
evil].
You must be special, for I, YHVH, am special. The
word ‘Pharisee’ comes from the Aramaic word
pr š ayy : ‘separated ones’ (related to the Hebrew
word p r š : ‘separated’).

*
Every one of you must respect
your mother and your father,
3

[regardless of how bad they may be, ___. But you

celebrate my Sabbaths
[even if your parents forbid you] . I am Yahweh, your Elohim.
must still]

Mother listed first, because young boys often respect only the Dad. Yah's Law takes priority over
parental authority. Your parents have no authority
to order you to work on the Sabbath, nor to break
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any other Law of YHVH. This chapter lists all of the
10 commandments in order.
4

___, never turn to idols [elilím], nor
make for yourselves molten [images of your]
leaders or gods. I am Yahweh, your
[only] King, [Lawmaker, Judge and ‘Deity’].
That's forbidding those coins in your pocket. Every
coin or piece of paper ‘money’ you've ever touched
is a demonic idol!

Avoid Meat-Borne Disease

5
If you butcher a [communal food] donation as a peace
gift [to support the work of] Yahweh, only slaughter it [in voluntary compliance with these Laws,] or it won't be acceptable.
This is not talking about burning up animals. It's
talking about cooking meat for the temple gathering. See the following verse.
6

Somebody has to eat the [peace-offering]
meat the same day, or at most the day
after you butcher it. If any meat-leftovers remain on the 3rd day, burn the
leftovers in the fire, ___.
7

Eating meat on 3rd day after it's
cooked is abominable, ___. It won't be
tolerated.
Meat rots in your intestines. Old food creates sepsis inside your body. The food can create sepsis
because it was going bad when you ate it, or because your intestines are clogged. Either way, you
have old meat in your gut. If the bathroom smells
like someone died when you go poop, you have
rotten meat in your belly. A properly fed, clean digestive system produces inoffensive-smelling
chyme, not room-evacuating farts.
8

So, ___, everyone who eats [3-day old
meat] bears corruption [in his gut], because
he's profaning the [human temple, the] sacred place of Yahweh. His living-breath
will be cut off from among his people.
Your body is the sacred temple of your Maker. Are
you putting junk trash in His Sacred Temple? If so,
repent or die.

9

Leave Some Of Your Wealth For
The Poor

And ___, when you reap the harvest of
your land, never reap all the way to the
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edges of your field. Never gather the
gleanings left over after your harvest.

your Elohim: I am Yahweh;
everything].

This is a dilution of property rights. Property rights
are not absolute. You can't shoot a poor human for
eating in your field.
Leviticus 19:10

That means never take advantage of your fellow
man's ignorance or lack of due diligence.

Never glean [the leftover pickings from] your
vineyard. And don't gather every grape
of your vineyard, ___. Instead, leave
some [crops] for poor [sufferers] and foreigners [to eat while scavenging]. I am Yahweh
your Lawmaker.
Yet poor people don't get to bring a sack and take
food home or sell it.

Ways To Love Your Neighbor

*
___, never steal, cheat nor
[bear] false-witness against each
other.
12 *
And completely avoid vainly
using My Name [Yahweh]. Never
profane the Name of your Elohim. I am Yahweh, [eternally present
11

[I see

*
Never commit unrighteousness
when judging [any controversy, ___].
Give neither [undue] respect to
poor [people], nor honor to the
pomp of the mighty. Rather,
righteously assess [the case of]
your neighbor.
15

16

Never go around spreading slander or
gossip about people, ___. And never
stand still while your neighbor's
lifeblood lies [at risk]. I am Yahweh. [I see
everything you do.]

17

Don't [harbor] hatred in your heart [against]
your neighbor, ___. [If you have something
against him], talk to him. Otherwise you
get tainted by his guilt.

*
Never exploit your neighbor,
nor rob him, ___. [Before the sun goes

*
Never avenge, ___, nor
bear any grudge against
any of your [human] people. You must love [all]
your fellow [humans, even the
bad ones,] like [you love] yourself. I am Yahweh; [I know
everything you do].

down, pay the wages of everyone who works for

19

wherever you are. I know what you say in secret,
___.]
A rephrasing of the 3rd commandment, inserting
the word ‘shaba’, often translated to ‘swear,’ but
meaning ‘complete’.
You have heard it said that you should never swear
falsely, but I say, never swear at all (Matt 5:33-37,
James 5:12).
13

you].

Never let a worker's pay
stay with you until morning, [no
matter what the worker says].
Take this seriously.

*
___, never curse deaf [people],
nor put a stumbling-block before blind [people]. Rather, fear
14
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*
___, always keep my statutes.
Never let your animal interbreed with a different species.
Never plant your field with genetically-modified seed. Never
let a garment of mixed linen &
wool come over your [body].
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The earth was created perfectly. Genetic manipulation is not a modern innovation, but an ancient
pre-historic science. Genetic manipulation breeds
trojan horses. Don't breed shoats by mating sheep
with goats. But interbreeding WITHIN a species is
great, for instance, African people mating with European people produces beautiful, healthy children.
Cloth made with two different fabrics always eventually tears apart due to the differing properties of
the fabrics. So this verse is also an allegory about
maintaining spiritual holiness, avoiding merging
with the pagans. Exactly the sin the Judeo-Christian world has always committed. If you merge
with the pagans, you become worthless trash. One
bad apple spoils the whole bunch. A good apple
cannot raise the quality of a pile of rotten apples.

When An Indentured-Servant Girl
Fornicates
Leviticus 19:20

Let's say a girl [foolishly] sells herself into
indentured servitude [to one man]. [But then
she] gets engaged [to another man]. But her
fiancee doesn't pay the money to redeem her out of indentured servitude.
Then another guy [presumably her master/creditor] lays with her in such a way as to
impregnate her. [Those involved must] investigate the matter, [and punish the guilty]. But
the [girl] can't be put to death, ___, because the girl wasn't free.
i.e. there was a conflict of authority between her
master and her fiancee. The master may have
been intending to take her as a wife. The fornicating guy must pay off the other guy for the loss of
his fiancee's supposed virginity.
21
The [foolish fornicator] brings a ram as his guilt-gift [to the
priests of] Yahweh, at the entrance to the meeting
tent. There the [sinner confesses his] guilt.
22

Next, while [cooking] the guilt-donation-ram, the priest [prays] for Yahweh to
[mercifully] ‘cover’ the [confessed foolish fornicator]
who sinfully [lay with the servant girl]. Then
[YAH] forgives this awful sin. [But its consequences remain.]

The man can't be lawfully executed, and he doesn't
necessarily have to marry the girl, because of the
conflict of authority between him and the girl's other man.

Don't Pick Fruit From Young Trees

23

Similarly, when you come into the land,
and you've planted all types of trees for
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food, then consider its fruit forbidden to
cut. For 3 years don't cut down one single fruit, ___. Don't eat one bite.
Leave the tree alone for 3 years. Also a metaphor
for avoiding sex with minors.
24

But in the 4th year, donate all the [young
trees’] fruit [to the priests to use in] communal
feasts honoring Yahweh.

*
Only in the 5th year [of a tree's life
should you begin to] eat its fruit [outside of
a holy context, ___]. That way, the
trees will yield you even more
fruit. I am Yahweh, your Lawgiver.
25

26

Avoid Pagan Practices

Never eat blood from any [animal or human],
___. And never use enchantment /
magic / divination/ horoscopes/ witchcraft [or] fortune-telling, ___.
That forbids astrology, but not astronomy. There
are countless scientific applications of bona-fide
star-science. Illusions and ‘movie-magic’ are not
forbidden. YAH's true prophets tell the future, without mixing in lies. Blood is a common element in
pagan rituals.
27

Never [copy the Caananite Priests] by shaving
around your heads [to leave that goofy little tuft,
___]. Keep your beard looking orderly [so
people won't think you're crazy].
“Don't ruin the edge of your beard” is usually (and
plausibly) taken to mean, “Don't copy the goat-god
image by giving yourself a long goatee.” The significance of these forbidden hairstyles is now largely
lost.

*
___, never cut your living
flesh. Never put any marks,
[brands or tattoos] on your [skin]. I am
Yahweh. [I'm everywhere. Even if the tattoo
28

is hidden between your buns, I see it.]
#5315 nephesh = ‘breathing, living body/soul’, not
‘for the dead.’ This, paradoxically, is one of the
verses outlawing the vile, demonic pagan practice
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of penile circumcision. This verse is usually traditionally mistranslated to give the mistaken idea
that penile circumcision is OK. It's not OK. Pagans
sometimes cut their flesh in mourning at funerals.
Demon-possessed people cut their flesh at the suggestion of dead spirits. All elective incisions, including experimental surgery, are against the Law. Obviously, if your skin gets damaged in a car accident, the doctor may have to cut away some dead
skin or even make an emergency incision to fix
some grave internal injury. Hebrew transliteration:
and·laceration for·soul not you(p)-shall-give
in·flesh-of·you. Permanent tattoos are forbidden.
Don't do it. However, no judicial penalty exists for
tattoos. The tattoo is its own penalty, as most tattoo-bearers eventually admit.

*
Never prostitute your daughter, ___. Don't [let her] become a
slut. If you do, the earth falls
into whoredom. [Promiscuity] fills
[any] country with wickedness.
29

When you marry off your daughter to the richest
guy you can find, because you like his money, you
turn her into a whore. When you sign her into the
Social insurance system, you make her a whore of
the War-God. Protect your daughter from all suitors until you've helped her find a righteous,
monogamous mate.
Leviticus 19:30

___, always keep my sabbaths. Reverence my sanctuary: I am Yahweh, [everywhere at all times].
31

___, don't pay any attention to people
who speak to or for the dead. Never
seek any kind of psychic, medium [or wizard], or they will contaminate you [with
death-inducing demonic madness]. I am Yahweh,
your Elohim.
Honor Elderly People

*
Stand up in the presence of
anyone with gray hair, ___.
Honor the face of the old man.
Fear your Elohim. I am Yahweh.
32

Protect The Rights Of Foreigners

33
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If a foreigner stays near you in your
land, don't oppress, hurt or deport him,
___.
Every believer is called to be an immigration rights
activist. Every law-abiding human being has the
right to live in any country he chooses. Forcing foreigners to show papers under threat of deportation
is the very heart of evil. Of course, that doesn't
mean that the foreigner is entitled to welfare benefits. The foreigner must support himself.

*
You must treat the foreigner
who lives among you exactly
like you treat natives of your
land, ___. You must love the
foreigner like you love your
own self, because you were
[once oppressed] foreigners in the
land of Egypt. I am Yahweh,
your Judge, [Lawgiver and King. I dictate
34

your immigration and border patrol policies.]

Never Use Debased Money (The
Kind You Use)
35

Never allow any unrighteousness to
creep into the way you, ___, define
sizes, weights and volumes [of worth].
This is a condemnation of fractional-reserve banking. Like calling a worthless piece of paper a "dollar" when a dollar is defined as a weight of gold.
Modern global economics = direct violation of every biblical monetary law.

*
___, you must only use accurate balances, honest weights,
a real bushel, and a true gallon, [nothing doped-up nor watered-down]. I
am Yahweh, your Elohim, who
keeps bringing you out of
Egyptian territory.
36

The money systems of the world are all breaking
this law, causing currency devaluations that will
end in global financial collapse. The food and
drinks you buy in stores are slow-acting poisons,
not foods. The food looks like food, but it's not nutritious.
37
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So, ___, you must observe all my
statutes, and all my judgments, and
live them: I am Yahweh, [your eternal, omnipotent, omnipresent Sovereign].

Leviticus 20
Avoid The Jurisdiction Of WarLeaders
1 Yahweh further commands Moses: 2 [YAH's angel]

says,
“Again, command the people of Israel,
‘Whoever of the sons of Israel, or of the
foreigners staying in Israel, who subjects any of his seed-children to [any]
Molech {War-King} dies. DEAD. The people of the land can pelt the [warmonger]
with stones.
Avoid surrendering your child to the War God. Parents give their children to the god of War by enrolling them in systems which draft the child into a
standing army, or otherwise place him under the
authority of a war-state. Militarism is a capital
felony, which YHVH himself punishes with the
death penalty. There is no order here for people to
throw rocks at anyone. The verse is a prediction
and permission. No one should ever tolerate the
creation and maintenance of a permanent War-State, because war destroys the world. This is why
the Bible forbids a standing army. True Hebrews
fight with praise-power, not carnal fire-power.

*
I set my face against every
man [who enrolls his children in a war-state,
___]. I cut him off from among
his people, because he transfers [jurisdiction over] his seed-child
to the War-Master[s]. [War] defiles my [human] sanctuary. [War]
profanes My sovereign Nameauthority.
3

Sanctuary doesn't refer to a building, but to the
Living Temple made up of holy people. When you
sign up your child for a birth certificate and a national I.D. number, the war-state borrows money
to kill innocent people, using your child's estimated
future tax-payments as collateral. Get educated,
people! You beast-marked slaves are collateral for
your national debt, most of which funds the murderous mercenary military!
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[You don't escape judgment by being in the middle of a

if the people of the land look
the other way, hiding their eyes and
neglecting to kill the man when he
transfers [jurisdiction over] his seed-child to
[the] War-Boss, [I won't hide my eyes, ___].
herd. Even]

Signing your children into the jurisdiction of the
War-State is one of the very few death-penalty offenses in the whole bible. It's so serious because
the war-debt economy destroys everything it
touches. Warmongering eventually causes global
socioeconomic collapse, resulting from global spiritual collapse. However, you are not required to
throw rocks at the guy, certainly not to kill him.
See following verse.
5

I set my face against that man, and
against his family. I cut him off from
among their people, along with all who
go whoring after him, committing
‘prostitution’ with [the] War-State-gods.

If you allow your children to serve the War-State
that governs the nation around you, the Almighty
Himself hunts you down and kills you and everyone
who follows you.

Stay Separate From The Worldly
Nations
6

And if any of you turn your face to wizards or mediums, running whoring after
them, I personally set my face against
you, ___. I ‘cut you off’ from your people.
7

So sanctify yourselves, ___. Separate
[from worldliness]. For I Yahweh, [not the worldly
government surrounding you], am your Sovereign.
8

You, ___, must guard my statutes,
and execute them. I am Yahweh, who
sets you apart [from the world-system].

*
Similarly, everyone who curses
his father or his mother dies,
___. DEAD! He short-changes
his father or his mother. His
blood comes to lie upon him.
9
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These verses do not specifically state a death
penalty. Rather, they delineate sins which produce
death. This is exactly like the original death penalty for eating the apple. It didn't produce immediate
physical death.

Only Have Sex Within Lawful Marriage

Leviticus 20:10

If a man commits adultery with another
man's wife, [especially] with his neighbor's
wife, the adulterer and the adulteress
[eventually] die, ___. DEAD.
Like the apple in the garden, sin causes spiritual
death. There is no mandate that holy people kill
anyone. However, according to Mosaic Law, unlike
the law of police-states like the one around you, a
jilted husband can kill the cheat who beds his wife.

*
Likewise, the man who goes to
bed with his Dad's wife has
carnally-disgraced his father.
Both the son and the woman
[eventually] die. DEAD. Their blood
comes to [rot] upon them, ___.
12 *
Similarly, if a man ‘lays’ with
his daughter-in-law, both of
them [eventually] die, ___. DEAD.
They committed perversion.
Their blood comes to lie upon
them.
13 *
And if a man ‘lays’ [carnally] with a
[boy or] man, as he [would] lie with a
woman, both of them commit
an abomination. They're gonna
die, ___. DEAD! Their blood
comes to [rot] upon them.
11

This death penalty is not ordered to be meted out
by humans. The death comes from the natural consequences of promiscuity. Male-male bonds are
rarely monogamous. Men who have sex with men
usually end up having sex with LOTS of men. The
result is usually disease, confusion and sadness.
(31 times the rate of anal cancer compared to heterosexuals, for example.) The occasional gay-male
couple is monogamous, but exceptions don't invali-
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date the rule. Homosexual sex ranks in the same
Hebrew Law class as such abominations as:
adultery;
borrowing or lending money with interest charges;
using a social security (social insurance) number;
dishonoring your Mom or Dad;
doing unnecessary work on the Sabbath;
Sleeping with one of your Dad's wives;
Speaking words in the Creator's name that he did
not command you to speak;
Using the Lord's Name in vain.
So if you wanna bash gays, first get your own biblical ducks in a row.

*
And if a man takes a wife and
[‘lays’ with both her and] her mother,
that's depravity. They all 3
eventually get burnt with fire,
___. Don't [tolerate] any such
wicked [incestuous orgies] among you.
14

Again, there is no command here to burn anyone.
YHVH will do the burning.

*
And if a man ‘lies’ [carnally] with
an animal, he eventually dies,
___. DEAD! You [personally] will
slay the beast.
15

YHVH will execute the pervert. You will slay the animal. This is also symbolically forbidding socio-economic intercourse with the ‘beast,’ that is, the
world-system. See Rev 13. Killing the animal may
be justified because the animal is infected with an
evil spirit, and/or STD's.

*
Likewise, ___, if a woman entices any beast and [voluntarily]
copulates with it, [someone] must
kill the woman and the animal.
Dead. No exceptions. Their
blood will [rot] upon them.
16

In this rare case, society is apparently called upon
to execute the death penalty (#2026 harag). Probably because a woman has zero natural desire to
have sex with animals. So the wicked act must be
the result of demonic possession or extreme
malevolence. Kick fido and kitty out of the bed,
girls. Metaphorically, this is a prohibition against
making agreements with the beast-nations
(goyim).
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*
Likewise, ___, if a man takes
his sister (his father's daughter, or his mother's daughter)
and sees her nakedness, and
she sees his nakedness, that's
a wicked [crime. People who even flirt with
incest] must be [publicly] banished in
the sight of their people. Anyone who uncovers his sister's
nakedness must bear [the terrible
consequences of] his perversity.
17

Special penalty here. Banish = Karath = cut off.
18

And if a man lays with a woman during
her [menstrual] affliction, and uncovers her
nakedness, he strips her [societal protection],
___. She has exposed her flow (of
blood), [a potential source of infection]. So both
of them will be cut off from their people.
A female-protection and infection-control statute.
19

And ___, never uncover the nude body
of your aunt (your mother's sister or
your father's sister). Never denude
your close relative, or you'll carry the
[awful penalty] of your perversity.
Leviticus 20:20

So if a man lies [sexually] with his uncle's
wife, it's like he raped his uncle, ___.
The nephew and his aunt will carry [the
awful penalty for] their sin. They'll die childless.

*
And if a man [commits adultery with] his
brother's wife, he's committed
a filthy crime, ___. [It's like] he
raped his own brother. The
adulterers will [die] childless.
21

Maintain A Separate Hebraic Law
System
22

*
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So always build a fortress
around all my statutes, and all
my judgments. Actively obey
them, ___, so that the land
(where I bring you to dwell)
won't spew you out.
23 *
Never walk in the patterns
(and customs and regulations)
of the nation which I'm casting
out before you, ___. They
keep committing all these
crimes. That's why I continue
to abhor them.
Presumably these nations were descended from
the Nephilim and had been marked for destruction
in Gen 6:4.

*
But to you, ___, I offer [the opportunity to] inherit the [pagans'] land.
I'll give it to you to possess: a
land that flows with milk and
honey. I am Yahweh your [allknowing] Sovereign. I separate
you from [worldly] people.
25 *
So, ___, always maintain the
separation between clean and
unclean animals, and between
clean and unclean birds. Never
make yourselves detestable by
[eating a filthy] beast, or bird, or by
[eating] any kind of living creature that creeps on the ground.
I've banned these nasty [abominations] from your [diet].
26 *
Always stay separated, ___.
[Stay] on My side. For I Yahweh
live separated [from pagans]. I've
severed you from [‘normal’] people, so you can be My [family].
24
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The life of the holy man is frequently a life of isolation.

*
So, ___, any man or woman
who [serves as a medium for] a dead
spirit, or who is a wizard/psychic/sorcerer, dies. DEAD. [Anyone who wishes can] pelt the [occulists]
with stones. Their blood [will rot
upon them].”
27

This is not a mandated death penalty which forces
you to stone witches. This is blanket permission for
societal capital punishment against occultists.
Witchcraft is a more serious crime than murder,
because witchcraft opens the door to demonic possession. Yet the bible does not indicate that the Israelites killed witches. Rather, the Israelites mostly
tolerated (and occasionally banished) occultists.

Or, “priests must keep the edges of their beards
looking orderly.” Or “Don't copy the goatees of the
followers of the goat-gods.” Complete male facial
hair removal is classed by Psychiatrists as Level-1
Self-Harm: psycho-sexual symbolic castration. This
verse forbids elective surgery, especially genital
circumcision. The same word translated 'flesh'
(basar) is used here. Circumcision is classed as
type-3 self-mutilation in "A psychoanalytic study of
the significance of self-mutilation", Psychoanalytic
Quarterly: 408–466 Menninger, K. (1935).

“Self-harm was/is a regular ritual
practice in cultures such as the ancient Maya. The Maya priesthood performed auto-sacrifice by cutting and
piercing their bodies to draw blood…
Self-harm is also practised by the
sadhu or Hindu ascetic, in Catholic
mortification of the flesh, in ancient
Canaanite mourning rituals as described in the Ras Shamra tablets and
in the Shi'ite annual ritual of self-flagellation, using chains and
swords….
” - Wikipedia

Leviticus 21
6

Priests, Stay Away From Carcasses
1 And Yahweh says to Moses,
“Instruct the priests (the sons of Aaron). Tell them,
‘Priests must avoid contamination from dead peoples' bodies.
2
[A priest may touch only the dead body of] his close relatives, that
is, his mother, father, son, daughter or brother…
3
[A priest can also touch the dead body of his] unmarried [virgin] sister who was dependent on him since she lived husbandless. For her the [priest] may [risk] making himself
contaminated.
4
[The priest,] being a chief man among his people, must
never defile himself, [nor] profane himself, ___.
chief=baal.

Hebrew Regulations Against Self-Harm
5

*
must never
shave their heads bald,
nor [uglify, paganize] or shave off their
[Priests]

beards,

nor make any cuts
nile circumcision]

[including pe-

in their flesh

[like demon-possessed people do].
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Priests And Their Families Must
Stay Pure

must remain holy, ___: [a conseto the
Almighty. [Priests must] never profane the
name of their Elohim. On [heaven's] fire,
priests cook the donations [people give to enrich the feasts of] Yahweh. The [priests cook] the
food [which people eat in rituals honoring] their
Sovereign. So the [priests] must stay separated [from the evil, diseased world].
[Priests]

crated, separated group dedicated]

7

can take a wife who is a whore,
or [who has been spiritually or physically] violated,
___. Nor can [any priest] marry a woman
who is separated or divorced from her
husband. [The priest must stay] separated

[No priest]

[from the evil of the world so that he can effectively
serve]

his Elohim.

This applies today. Believers are the priests of
YHVH. Yahshua explicitly stated that to marry a divorced woman is adultery. The story of Hosea
shows an unusual exception, the horrible results of
which prove the rule.
8

So you, ___, must [help to keep the priest]
sanctified. He presents the bread [blessed
by] your Elohim. Always keep your
priest[s] separated [from the sinful world]. For
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I (Yahweh) am holy.
makes you special.

[Union with Me]

is what

9

So if the daughter of any priest profanes herself by playing with whoredom, she profanes her father. She will
be burned-up with fire, ___.
This is a warning, not a command to burn bad
girls. YHVH does the burning. The pain of a wicked
life burns the heart of the foolish girl like fire.
Leviticus 21:10

The high priest, the one among his
brothers who has received the anointing oil poured on his head and been ordained to wear [Aaron's] priestly robes,
must never let his hair get crazy-looking, nor wear raggy clothes, ___.
11

Nor can [the high priest risk spiritually and/or physically] infecting himself [and thus infecting the
whole community] by getting near any dead
body, ___, even that of his father or
his mother.

244

A priest, which is what all citizens of heaven are,
should not marry a prostitute, nor a divorcee, nor
a profane spouse. But he/she can marry a virgin.
15
[The reason]

a priest

[can't marry a divorced or oth-

infect his children [with sin, ___]. I Yahweh
purify [you].”

erwise used woman is that doing so would tend to]

To marry a divorced woman, etc. would tend to
profane your future children.

The High Priesthood Is A Demanding Job
16 Soon Yahweh [further] instructs Moses: 17 [YAH's angel] says,
“Command Aaron. Say, ‘Down through all your future posterity, none of your seed-children who has
any [gross physical, mental, emotional or spiritual] defect may approach [the holy altar] to cook the bread [blessed by] his
Elohim.
Priesthood work is not for yes-men, church drones
who cater to the dictates of bankers, doctors and
lawyers who drop money in collection plates.
Priesthood is for exceptionally capable people.
18
[My altar is an exalted place, ___, not a dump where you stash society's out-

So no man suffering from a gross defect, for
instance, the blind, cripples, facially-mutilated or
deformed people, can officiate at the community
feasts.

casts.]

Christ says, “Let the dead bury their own dead.”
12

will stay at his post in the
sanctuary [even if his parents die], ___. He
mustn't violate [or infect] the sanctuary of
his Elohim. For the consecrating-crown
of the anointing oil of his Elohim rests
upon him. I am Yahweh {TheOmnipresent-Sovereign}.
[The High Priest]

*
Priests may only take virgin
wives, ___.

Ultimately these terms are figurative, referring to
spiritual deformity, since Yahshua said that the
flesh counts for nothing.
19

[Priests are banned from officiating at the cooking-altars if
they have]

disabled feet or broken arms
hands].

[or

13

Believers are priests. Believers should only take
virgin wives, or no wives at all.
14

*

priest can never marry a
widow. [Like all other priests, he can't marry]
a divorced woman, nor a profane [slut], nor a harlot. Rather
he can only take a wife who is
a virgin from his own [Hebrew]
people.

[The high]
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Priestly work is physically demanding.
Leviticus 21:20
[No priest can officiate at the holy altars if he's]

hunch-backed, or growth-stunted, or
has defects in his eyes, or has scurvy,
or festering sores, or has his testicles
cut off or crushed.
In their figurative senses, these describe spiritual
defects which prevent people from serving YHVH.
21
Even if the handicapped man is a genetic descendant of Aaron himself, he can't officiate at community rituals by presenting and cooking donations
given to Yahweh's [service]. A grossly deformed man
can't approach [the holy altar's cooking-fire] to serve the
[sacred] bread [blessed by] his Elohim.
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who
has touched a [reptile or insect] that could contaminate
him, or who has touched someone in any way contaminated, ___.
6
[Other people barred from eating holy food donations include anyone]

Obviously, this is especially true in the case of spiritual defects, a factor often neglected.
22

A

eat the food [blessed
by] his Elohim, both of the supremely
sacred, and of the [lesser, but still] holy
[food].
[messed-up priest can still]

23

But [a messed-up priest] can't go in past the
veil, nor come close to the [holiest] altar,
because he has a defect that would [at
least symbolically] profane my sanctuaries,
___. I Yahweh separate [my holy people and
places from evil].”
24 So, ___, Moses relays these instructions to Aaron, and to [Aaron's] sons, and
to all the descendants of Israel.

Leviticus 22
Keep Contamination Away From
Sacred Food

Anybody who touches any contaminated thing is [himself] considered contaminated for the rest of the day, ___. So
before he can eat any sacred food donations, he must also bathe his body in
water.
7

[Then, after the potentially infected Levite has bathed,]

after the sun goes down, you can consider him clean, ___. From then on he
can eat from the sacred [food], because
it's his [God-given source of] nutrition.
Or after sunrise.
8

No priest should ever [risk] contaminating himself by eating any [creature] that
spontaneously dies or is ripped apart
by animals, ___. I am Yahweh. [I see the

1 Yahweh further commands Moses: 2 [YAH's angel]

long-term effects of microbial infection.]

says,
“Instruct Aaron and his sons to set
apart as sacred the gifts [which] the people of Israel donate. [Priests must] never
profane My holy name by [disrespecting]
the offerings people consecrate to Me. I
am Yahweh. [I see everything.]

YHVH means: he who is simultaneously everywhere, at all times. His perspective on what is important differs from ours, because he lives infinitely deep in every possible direction, past, present,
future. He even exists in alternate timelines and
myriad universes we mortals haven't even contemplated.
9

If people give money to a ministry, the ministry
had better use it to minister!
3
Warn the [priests, ___]: ‘Whoever of all your seed-children, down through all your generations, who in a
filthy [spiritual or physical] condition, approaches the sacred gifts which the people of Israel consecrate to
Yahweh, [I eventually] cut that [blasphemer] off from My
presence. I am Yahweh, [the omnipresent Sovereign].
4

Any of Aaron's descendants who has a
skin disease, or any running sore, can't
eat from the sacred [food] donations until
he's healed [and ritually cleansed, ___]. [The same
goes for] anyone who touches anything a
dead body [has touched (and thus possibly] contaminated), or a man whose [procreative]
‘seed’ leaves him. [The rest of the day, he's quarantined.]

5
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[Priests] must live out my commands,
___. [If you] profane my [Law,] you come
to carry [a heavy], fatal [penalty of problems
caused by] sin. I [am] Yahweh. I separate
[my people from the world-system].
Sacred Food Donations Are To
Maintain Priests

Leviticus 22:10

No [unconverted] non-Hebrew can eat any
sacred [food] donations, ___. No tenant,
[visitor, or] hired worker of the priest can
consume [sacred government food].
11

But, ___, if the priest pays to

[acquire the

the
worker can eat the [priest's] sacred food,
as can anyone born into the priest's [immediate] family.
temporary labor rights of an indentured worker,]
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Adopted children, by custom, are treated as if born
into the family.
12

If a priest's daughter marries a [non-Levite], she [leaves the Potestas (authority) of her Dad to
enter the potestas of her husband. So, ___, she loses her
right to]

eat any sacred food donations.

heave offerings=terumah
13
But if the priest's childless daughter gets widowed
or abandoned [by her husband], she can return to her father's house, as in her youth. She can then resume
eating from her father's [sacred] food, ___. But no
[one who is not under the “patria potestas” (father's authority) of the priest]

can eat [sacred government food].
14
If anyone [unauthorized] eats from the sacred [food donations] by mistake, he must repay the priest its full
value plus an additional 20 percent, ___.
This prevents the temple from becoming a forprofit butcher shop.
15

Never, ___, should a priest cheapen [or
profane] the sacred [gifts] that the descendants of Israel donate into [the service of]
Yahweh.
Like putting national flags in, and saying pledges of
allegiance in, churches. Like wasting ministry money on personal or frivolous expenditures.
16

Giving sacred food to unauthorized
people makes [the recipients] guilty of trespass, ___. I, Yahweh, separate [holy from
common].”
Jehovah Kadash {Sacred} is one of YHVH's names.
You have to relate to YHVH as a being separated
from the world-system.

Donate Your Best To YHVH

17 Soon Yahweh [further] instructs Moses: 18
“Teach Aaron, his sons, and all the descendants of
Israel. Tell them, ‘ ___, whenever anyone of the
house of Israel, or of the foreigners in Israel, offers
his qurban [present] in fulfillment of any vow, or any
freewill offering they choose to donate to [the feasts of]
Yahweh as ascension-gifts, [make it a good gift]!
19

If you want [Yahweh to accept your donation, ___],
always bring a flawless male animal
from your cattle, sheep or goats.
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Males are preferred for eating not because males
are better than females, but because males are expendable.
Leviticus 22:20

Never donate flawed [gifts] to Yahweh's
[feasts, ___], because He won't accept
them.
21

Likewise, ___, if, because you
promised to, or out of your own free
will, you bring a thanksgiving contribution of beef-cattle or sheep to [the priests]
of Yahweh to be butchered [and cooked], it
must be perfect to be accepted — no
flaws.

*
Never offer to Yahweh any
blind, injured or maimed animal, or anything with warts or
festering or running sores,
___. Never place any [diseased meat]
on the cooking-altar as a fireroasted gift. Because [obviously, diseased meat] wouldn't [honor] Yahweh.
22

You can sell a sick animal, then donate the money
to YHVH's work. Fast food companies buy diseased
animals all the time. That's what you're eating at
the burger joint. Sick cows mixed with pig's blood!
Yum!
23
If the cattle or a lamb [merely] has a limb too long or
too short, you can cook it as a freewill gift, ___.
But it won't be accepted [in payment of] a vow.
24
In all your land, never present as a donation to
Yahweh anything bruised, crushed, broken or cut,
___.
Probably referring largely to castrated animals.
Some Rabbis claim that castration of any animal is
forbidden at any time. That's going beyond the
scripture. There exist Moyls (professional circumcisers) who delight to chew off the foreskins of
helpless babies. Yet they forbid you from castrating
stray dogs.
25

You, ___, must never accept mutilated
or defective animals from foreigners to
be donated for butchering [at feasts honoring] your Elohim. Such animals won't be
accepted on your behalf. They're
messed-up.”
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If You Must Slaughter Animals, Do
It Humanely
26 Yahweh further instructs Moses: 27 [YAH's angel]
says,
“When a young bull or a sheep or a goat is born, it
stays with its mother for 7 days, ___. From the
8th day forward [a priest] can accept the [young animal] as
a food-donation [to be] cooked by fire [at a feast] to [honor] Yahweh.
28
However, never slaughter any animal (neither cow
nor ewe) together with its young on the same day,
___.
29
When you, ___, slaughter a thanksgiving-gift [for a
feast honoring] Yahweh, butcher it [of your own free will and in a
humane, righteous manner] . Then [Yahweh] will accept [your donation].
Leviticus 22:30
Eat all the food on the same day you butcher the
[gratitude-gift], ___. Leave none of it until the morning.
I am Yahweh. [I see the future benefits you come to receive when you
follow my instructions.]

Meat-use deadlines slightly vary depending on context. But never leave dead food around for more
than 3 days. The point of this statute is to get you
to share your food.
31

Do what I command you, ___. Live as
I counsel you. I am Yahweh {The-Ever-Present-All-Knowing-One}.
32

Never profane my holy name-reputation, ___. The family of Israel must respect me as sacred. I am Yahweh, [the
One] who makes you [Hebrews] different
[from the worldlings].

yet we never hold festivals in YAH's honor. Silliness. Celebrate the festivals.

says,
“Command the descendants of Israel.
Tell them, ‘Proclaim the feasts of Yahweh as sacred convocations, ___.
[They're not “Jewish” feasts.] They're MY feasts.
2 [YAH's angel]

By Yahshua's time, these feasts had become so
commercialized that the New Testament refers to
them as ‘feasts of the Jews’, not ‘feasts of YHVH’.
But the feasts, when run correctly, are delightful
events that any Christian should feel privileged to
enjoy, even though we're not legally bound to participate.
3

Work for six days [a week], ___. But the
7th day is the sabbath of rest. [On Sabbath, you hold] a holy Ekklesia [meeting].
You'll do no work [on the 7th day]. It's a
sabbath for Yahweh, in every home, [rich
and poor alike].
Ekklesia = mikra. This convocation may not be referring to a group gathering, but that the society is
united in resting all at the same time.
4

The following are Yahweh's annual festivals, [during which you hold] sacred Ekklesia
[meetings]. Publicly schedule them at [exactly] the times [I've] designated, ___.
YAH Gives Passover Instructions To
Moses
5

Leviticus 23
Always Celebrate Hebrew Holidays
& Sabbaths
1

[Later,]

Yahweh

holy days, ___].

[further]

instructs Moses

[on how to celebrate

Which festivals do you celebrate each year in honor
of YHVH? If you don't celebrate the Hebrew festivals, you probably don't hold any festivals in honor
of YHVH at all. Think about how crazy that is. To
say we're better than Jews: we're Christians, who
live in agape-love (which means ‘love feasts’) and
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the evening of the 14th day of the
1st month [of spring, start] Yahweh's
passover [festival].

[On]

holy=set apart.
33

I bring you out of Egyptian territory to
be your [Judge, Lawmaker & King, ___]. I am
Yahweh.”

247

Passover's lunar month happens around the beginning of “April.”
6

The 15th day of the [1st Hebrew] month is
Yahweh's “Feast of Unleavened Bread”,
___. For 7 days, [all] you [Hebrews] eat
bread made without yeast.
See exception in v 17.
7

On the 1st day [of Passover] you, ___,
hold a holy Ekklesia [meeting]. Do no normal work that day.
8
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Then, ___, for 7 days, you fire-roast
food-donations [in feasts honoring] Yahweh.
On the 7th day, [hold another] holy Ekklesia
[gathering]. Do no normal work that day.”
9 Yahweh further commands Moses:

Summerfest (Shavuot) Instructions
Leviticus 23:10 [YAH's angel] says,
“Instruct the children of Israel. Tell
them, ‘Go into the land I give you,
___. Gather your crops. Bring your 1st
bundle of grain to [one of my] priest[s].
11

The day after the sabbath, the priest
lifts up the sheaves. He waves them [in
thanks to] Yahweh. [He implores YAH to take] delight in you.
12

The same day you wave the sheaf, you
cook a flawless 1-year-old male lamb
as an ascension-gift [to feed Hebrew people at
this feast honoring] Yahweh.
See the next verse, which clarifies that this is NOT
a burned-up animal, but the meat for eating at a
feast.
13

In proportion to the meat-donation,
add 2/10ths [by weight] of fine flour mixed
with [olive] oil, all donated. Roast [this
meatloaf] by fire, ___. It'll [give off] a sweet
aroma far and wide, bringing [honor to]
Yahweh. And [every able donor should provide] a
drink offering of [a quart] of wine [or juice].
Or, “about a gallon of flour&oil.”
14
Eat no bread, dried grain, nor fresh grain until the
day you bring your donation to [the priests of] your Elohim. This is a permanent regulation throughout all
your generations, ___, no matter where you live.
15
From the morning after the [special] Sabbath [that closes
Passover], count 7 full weeks to the day you bring the
sheaf for waving.
Hence Pentecost's name: “Feast Of Weeks.” Because the pronouns are easy to flip in the Hebrew
text, this verse is always translated wrong, illogically counting the 50 days prior to Pentecost from
Pentecost's own first day, instead of Passover's last
Day (Lev. 23:11).
16
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[From Passover,] count off 50 days up to the day after
the 7th Sabbath, ___. Then present a donation of
new grain-meal to [the priests of] Yahweh.

50 days, hence the name, "Pentecost."
17

From

[each of] your dwellings, bring 2
loaves [for the priests to] lift [and wave in
prayer, ___]. [Make the loaves] with [16 cups of]
fine flour, baked with yeast. [You'll donate
them to the Summer-feast] as first-fruits [to honor] Yahweh.
[bread]

18

Then, along with the bread, as ascension-gifts [for a feast] to [honor] Yahweh,
cook 7 flawless 1-year-old lambs, and
one young bull calf, and two rams, with
their [associated] grain-donations, and
their drink offerings. [The priest will] firecook your donation, ___. [Roast the meat
publicly, so it sends up] an aroma so delicious
it [brings honor] to Yahweh.
19
Then, ___, prepare 1 goat-kid as a confession-gift,
plus two 1-year-old lambs as thanksgiving contributions. [Priests will] butcher [these animals to feed you and your fellow Hebrews at the feasts].
Leviticus 23:20

To

Yahweh, the priest lifts the
with the bread [baked from] the
first-grain-fruiting. [That's called] a wave
offering, ___. [This food,] including the
two lambs, is consecrated for [supporting]
Yahweh's [work. The food feeds] the priest[s].
[thank]

[goat-kid along]

21

Proclaim [Pentecost] day as your [fellowship's]
holy Ekklesia [meeting day, ___]. Do no
regular [or laborious] work that day. This
[holiday] is statutorily [mandated] forever, in
all your dwellings, [down] through [all]
your generations.
22

Then [after SummerFest] go out and reap the
harvest of your land, ___. But don't
completely clean the corners of your
field. And don't go back over the land
to glean food you've dropped. Leave
those leftovers for poor people and
strangers. I am Yahweh, your Sovereign.”
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Allow poor people to "trespass" on your land. Let
them pick up some of the crops you've grown with
your own money and labor. If you kick the poor
gleaners off of your land, you insult and offend
your Maker. Sometimes true disciples are homeless
people who need to snag some food.
23 Yahweh continues to speak to Moses:

Celebrate The Feast Of The Trumpets

*[YAH's angel] says,
“Proclaim [another holiday] for the
children of Israel! Say, ‘In the
[year's] 7th month [September], on
the 1st day of the [Hebrew]
month, hold a [work-free] sabbath,
___, a memorial [holiday filled with]
blowing of trumpets: a holy
Ekklesia [party]!
24

See the detailed Feast Of The Trumpets food
preparation instructions in Numbers 29. This festival occurs around the end of September and is labeled on calendars as “Rosh Hashana”. You'll do
yourself a favor to celebrate it, even if you're not a
Jew.

*
Never do any laborious work
on [the day of the Feast of the Trumpets],
___. Instead, you must flock to
the [communal feast] fire to [honor]
Yahweh.”
25

More Yom Kippur Instructions
26 Yahweh further commands Moses: 27 [YAH
says],

“Also, the 10th day of this 7th month
[September] is a day of [praying for YAH to] cover [you with his protection and mercy]. [So, that day,]
you all convene a sacred Ekklesia [meeting]. There you humble yourselves, and
present [food gifts to roast on the] fire [in a feast
honoring] Yahweh.
“Afflict yourselves” means “humble yourselves,” not
“fast from eating.” Sure, you fast before you eat.
But Jewish tradition had everybody fasting and
burning up animals, instead of cooking the animals
and eating them! The exact opposite of a true
commandment comes from Satan. It's called a
“satanic inversion.”
28
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Never do any work on Yom-Kippur day,
___. It's a day of [praying for] covering.
[Ask] Yahweh your elohim to cover [over
your sins].
29

Anybody who doesn't humble himself
on Yom-Kippur day eventually [gets] cut
off from his people [by death, disease or banishment].
Leviticus 23:30

I come to destroy anybody who does
any work on [Yom Kippur] day, ___. [I remove] his body from [the living] population.
31

Never do any kind of work [on Yom Kippur,
___]. This is a never-ending Law binding
all your generations, no matter where
they live.
32

[Yom Kippur] will always be a sabbath of
rest in which you humble yourselves,
___. Start [Yom Kippur] on the evening of
the 9th day of the [year's 7th] month. Celebrate this [special] Sabbath until the
next evening.”
Celebrate The Tent Festival!

33 Yahweh further commands Moses:
Sukkoth means “a lodge in a garden”. It can mean
a 'cottage'. It represents going back to humble,
natural settings. It's something you should do every year, with your family.

says,
‘Instruct the children of Israel. Say, “On
the 15th day of the 7th month [of the Hebrew Year, celebrate] the Tent Festival for 7
days, ___, to [honor and obey] Yahweh.
34 [YAH]

The Feast of Tabernacles falls around the end of
September. It is a mandatory festival for everyone
on earth, New & Old covenant alike. If you don't
celebrate the Tent Festival, you get a drought. If
you do celebrate the Tent Feast, you get fun! Numbers 29:12-39 seems to indicate that this 15th day
of the 7th month is a preparation-day, followed by
the 7 feast days.
35

On the 1st day [of the Tent Festival, hold] a sacred Ekklesia [meeting with mandatory attendance,
___]. Nobody can do any laborious work
that day.
36

*
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for 7 days, [eat] donated
fire-roasted [food in celebrations honoring]
Yahweh. Then, on the 8th day
[of the Tent Festival], hold a [closing] holy
Ekklesia [meeting with mandatory attendance]. There everyone [again] donates food for fire-roasting [at
the feast honoring] Yahweh. This is [a
sacred] assembly, ___. Nobody
can do any work on the [8th day of
the Tent Feast].
[Then,]

Cross-reference with Num 29.
37

These are [all the official] feast-holidays of
Yahweh. Proclaim them as sacred assemblies, ___. On each [feast] day, [everyone must bring] donated [food]: slaughtered [meat, to be] smoke-roasted over fire
in [honor of] Yahweh, [plus miscellaneous food]
gifts and drink donations.
When you feast, bring gifts for poor people.
38

the [normal weekly]
sabbaths mandated [by] Yahweh. [The gifts
[These feasts are in addition to]

that you, ___, bring to feasts are in addition to:]

your [usual] gifts,
and to anything you [foolishly] promised

[in a vow,]
and beside all the freewill offerings
which you give to Yahweh.
39

So [to recap, ___]: on the 15th day of the
7th month [of the Hebrew year, in September,] after you've gathered in the fruit [harvest]
off the land, you celebrate a 7-day festival in Yahweh's honor. [But you don't have to
take off of work every single day.] The 1st day [of
the tent feast] is a sabbath. And the 8th day
[of the tent feast] is a sabbath.
A possible explanation for the question of whether
the tent festival lasts 7 or 8 days: 7 nights of
feasting involve 8 days of cooking. Preparation for
the first night = day 1. Eating on the first night =
day 2, because Hebrew days start at night. So the
8th night occurs on what pagans would call the 7th
day of the festival. Prep ‘day’, eat1, eat2, eat3,
eat4, eat5, eat6, eat7 = cooking on 8 days.
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Leviticus 23:40

Starting on the 1st day [of the tent festival,
fetch] choice fruit, palm fronds, thick
branches and river-willows, ___. Then,
for 7 days, brighten-up! [Rejoice] before
the face of Yahweh your Elohim!
Eat the fruit. Use the branches as frames for tents.
And wave the branches around in praise. Why
would Christ abolish a super-fun 7-day holiday?
41

You, ___, must celebrate the Tent Festival in honor of Yahweh for 7 days every year, in the 7th [Hebrew] month
[~September]. The Tent Festival will endure as a permanent statute FOREVER,
throughout all your generations.
In the New Covenant the feast is a wonderful
blessing, not a legal obligation.
42

you live in tents for
7 days, ___. Everyone who [intends to]
rule with Elohim, [whether Israeli-born or reborn],
will live in a tent [for 7 days a year].
[During the Tent Festival,]

Even in the “New Covenant,” TentFest is a wonderful festival, highly recommended, notto-be-missed!
43 *
[The reason I want you, ___, to camp out in rough

so that all
your generations will experience how I made the children
of Israel live in rough shelters
when I brought them out of
the land of Egypt. I am Yahweh, your [national] Sovereign.”

shelter for 1 week every year is]

44 Thus, ___, Moses announces the scheduled festivals of Yahweh to the children of Israel.

Leviticus 24
How To Perform The Sacred Bread
& Oil Ritual
1 Soon Yahweh

[further]

instructs Moses: 2 [YAH's an-

says,
“Command the children of Israel to
bring to you pure beaten olive oil to
gel]
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[burn on the menorah in the meeting tent],

its lamps continually burning.

to keep

YAH's work lasts all week long. Yah's sanctuary is
not a church building that spends most of the week
locked & empty.
3
Outside the veil [that keeps people away from the dangerous ark that
holds the tablets which] record [the 10 commandments] , in the
meeting tent, Aaron will arrange for [the light to stay burning] before Yahweh continually, [even all night], from
evening to morning. This regulation will bind this
and all your future generations.
This heavenly fire stayed burning until Nebuchadnezzar's army put it out when they destroyed
Solomon's temple. (See Jeremiah 52.)
4
[The High Priest] must always keep in order the lamps on
the sacred [pure gold] menorah before Yahweh.
5
Take fine flour and bake twelve loaves of bread.
Use [about a gallon,] 2/10 of an ephah for each loaf.
6
Arrange the [bread loaves] in two rows of six on the solid gold table facing [the place where] Yahweh [often displays
his presence].
What was previously incorrectly translated “showbread” or “shewbread” simply means, "ordered rows
of bread."
7
On each row [of bread,] sprinkle some pure frankincense. [As you eat the] fire-cooked [bread] donation, this
[fragrance] will remind you of Yahweh [who purifies and heals
you, ___].
Yes, this is food preparation. See v.9.
8
Every [holy] sabbath [day], [the High Priest] will arrange in
order before Yahweh this bread donated by the descendants of IsraÉl. [This ritual will continue] through the
ages, [as a facet of] the [virtually] everlasting [Sinai]
covenant.
9

belong to Aaron
and his sons. They'll EAT [the bread] in the
holy place. For [this bread] is a most sacred [portion] of the donations [people give]
to [be cooked on the] fire [in honor of] Yahweh.
By perpetual regulation, [this bread is] devoted to [YAH's priests].”
A Blasphemer Gets Stoned, Not In
A Good Way
Leviticus 24:10 [Time passes, ___. One day] the
son of an Israelite woman, whose father was an Egyptian, stomps out [bar[The bread and frankincense]
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among the children of Israel. In
the camp, this son of mixed-ancestry
fights [over a girl] with a man of Israel.
hopping]

Some texts indicate the half-Egyptian was trying to
live within the camp of Dan's tribe, presumably
wanting recognition as an Israeli without being
willing to submit to Hebrew Law.

the son of [mixed ancestry]
curses & blasphemes the name of Yahweh. So, ___, the [people] bring [the blasphemer] to Moses. (The blasphemer's
mother's name was Shelomith {PeaceMaker}, the daughter of Dibri {Wordy}, of
the tribe of Dan {Judge}.) 12 The people
put the blasphemer under guard, ___.
They wait for Yahweh to show them His
thoughts on what to do with blasphemers. 13 Then Yahweh commands Moses: 14
[YAH's angel] says,
“Haul the blasphemer outside of the
camp.”
Suddenly, ___, [in a fit of mob-rule,] everyone
11 [During the fight,]

grabs their hands onto the head of the guy they heard
blaspheme! The whole group pelts the guy with stones!

If you look at the actual Hebrew, you see that
YHVH only commanded the people to banish the
guy. The people stoned him of their own free will.
The bible lists only 9 actual stonings.
15 [Yahweh says,]

“Instruct the children of Israel. Say,
‘Whoever curses his Elohim bears [the
consequences of] his sin.

The guys who wrote & sung the Book of Mormon
musical should be shaking in their boots right now,
with that ‘F.U. God’ song.
16

Anyone who blasphemes the name of
Yahweh [eventually] dies, ___. DEAD. The
whole congregation can pelt him with
stones, whether he's a foreigner, or a
native born in [Israeli] land. People who
blaspheme the name of Yahweh eventually die. DEAD.
This is why the name of YHVH has been buried. It's
dangerous. Blaspheme = “puncture”. That is, to
damage the usefulness of the Sacred Name. You
can damage YAH's name by ignoring it or misusing
it. As to the purported death penalty here, the Hebrew text has been interpreted in 3 ways:
You WILL kill blasphemers (a prediction), or:
You MUST kill blasphemers (a command not supported by the rest of scripture), or:
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You CAN with impunity kill blasphemers (a permission) probably the most likely intention of the
statute.

Damage Others, And You Will Be
Damaged

*
Anyone who murders any human dies, ___. DEAD.
17

This applies to war and abortion. Murder = #5221
Nakah = strike.
18

Anyone who kills a

[man's]

animal will [reBeast

place it with an equal or better animal, ___].

for beast.
You can kill any animal of your neighbors' animals,
but you have to give your neighbor an equal or
better animal in return. According to YHVH, you
can kill your neighbor's barking dog if you replace
it. But your neighbor may feel differently.
19

If any of you injure another person,
whatever you've done will be done to
you, ___.

You will have one body of law,
[applying equally] to the foreigner as
to people of your own country,
___: for I am Yahweh, your
Sovereign.”
You cannot mix Biblical Law with worldly schemes.
1700 years ago, Emperor Constantine falsely declared the Roman Empire to be a Christian state.
Roman Civil law mixes with Biblical Law, creating
an unholy and unworkable mess that persists to
this day. Like a drop of poison in a glass of wine,
the world's statute ‘law’ has poisoned and killed
Christian society. What's left is a bunch of confused
pagans calling themselves ‘Christians’, when
they're really slaves of the Roman world, oathbound to obey its unholy decrees.

So Moses speaks to the children of
Israel. Then they haul out of the camp
[the blasphemer] who had cursed [Yahweh].
They pelt him with stones. So [from then
on, for a while, this deterrent works:] the people of
Israel do what Yahweh commanded
Moses.
23

YAH did not command the Israelis to stone the
blasphemer. Nor did YHVH object when they killed
him.

Leviticus 25

"What goes around comes around." This does not
place a judicial penal responsibility on society.
Leviticus 24:20

Breach for breach, eye for eye, tooth
for tooth, ___. If [an injurer] causes damage to another man, [the victim lawfully] can
[and probably will] likewise damage the injurer.
If you wisely choose to forgive your neighbor, you
do not incur any penalty. This is a permissive law.
It ALLOWS the injured party to ‘take the law into
his own hands.’ The state you live among has appropriated the exclusive right to exact revenge.
Modern ‘Justice’ systems punish you severely if you
try to punish someone who has harmed you.
21

Anyone who kills [another man's] animal
must replace it, ___. Anyone who [intentionally] kills a man eventually dies.
Pets are not people. Animals are replaceable. If
someone kills your dog, they can replace it with
another dog of equal or greater quality, ability and
temperament. People are unique and not replaceable.
22

*
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Hebrew Land Sabbath Law
1 At Mount Sinai

{Bush-Mountain},

Yahweh further

says,
“Educate the children of Israel. Say:
‘Enter the land I give you, ___. Rest
[your land] during the [sacred] Land-Sabbath
[as I,] Yahweh, [always command].
commands Moses: 2 [YAH's angel]

Let your land rest.
3

For 6 years, plant fields, ___. For
same] 6 years, prune vineyards and
gather fruit.

[the

4

Every 7th year is a sabbath land rest,
in which [I,] Yahweh, [command you to let ALL
your land lie 100%] fallow, ___. [Every 7th year],
refrain from [all] planting of fields, and
[all] pruning of vineyards.
The food you are eating makes you sick because
it's grown on tired, abused land.
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5

Neither reap the natural harvest, nor
gather the grapes of [the previous year's] unpruned vine[s], during this year-long
Land-Rest, ___.
6

The resting land will feed your [indentured]
servants, maids, hired workers and sojourning strangers, ___.
7

cattle and wild animals on your land will [eat whatever naturally
grows, ___]. So they'll [pack on] meat.
Forgive All Debts Every 7 Years
(Jubilee)

[During this fallow year, your]

8

Count 7 sabbath years (7 * 7 years),
___. Then, after this [span of] 7 sabbath
years (49 years) passes, [begin the Jubilee
year]!
9

Sound the Trumpet of Jubilee on Yom
Kippur [covering day], the 10th day of the
[Hebrew year's] 7th month. Sound trumpets
in all the land, ___.
10 days after Rosh Hashana, that is, near the end
of September. (‘Sept’ means 7.)
Leviticus 25:10

Set this 50th year apart [from all others, ___].
Proclaim independence in all the land
for all its inhabitants. Jubilee! Return
every [debtor] man's possessions. Return
every [indentured] man to his family.

253

13

In Jubilee year, return

[anything you, ___

have borrowed, stolen, or are holding as collateral] ,

whoever owns it.

to

14

Sell products to your neighbor, ___.
Buy from your neighbor's hand. Never
oppress one another:
This is a condemnation of the global marketplace.
You should always favor local trade, even if the
price is cheaper elsewhere.
15

calculate the purchase
price based on the number of years
since the last Jubilee. [The seller should] set
the sale price on the basis of the number of harvests remaining until the next
Jubilee. [Then the land reverts to the seller's family.]
[If you buy land, ___,]

In Hebrew law, land can't be sold. It can be leased,
but for no longer than 49 years. This makes Real
Estate a criminal profession. That's why it requires
a license, which is state permission to do something unlawful, illegal or a trespass.
16

If the number of years remaining [before
the next Jubilee] is large, you raise the
price, ___. [Conversely,] if [the Jubilee is coming
in just] a few years, you lower [the price],
because [you're not buying Real Estate]. What
[the seller] is really selling you is the number [years] of [potential] crop-production before [the next Jubilee].
17

you
never tyrannize one another, ___.
Rather, fear me, your Elohim, Yahweh
your Sovereign.

[Practicing Jubilees and land sabbaths ensures that]

Debt freedom. Those who sold their lands to pay
off debts, get their lands back. This stops the polarization of wealth. Jubilee ensures a middle class.
Jubilee limits the money-lending industry. A practical balance here: people can sell themselves into
indentured servitude, but not into perpetual slavery.
11

A 50th year jubilee, ___: no planting,
no reaping [plant] growth, no pruning
grapes — [leave the vines] undressed.
A year-long holiday from work.
12

sacred jubilee
___]! Eat whatever the fields
produce.

[Every 50th year is a nationwide]
[vacation,
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The Jubilee is a poverty-protection statute. Jubilees
prevent polarization of wealth. All debts are cancelled every 50 years. All land reverts to the family
who originally settled it. Of course, bankers and
land barons HATE the concept of Jubilee! That's
why the world system will never adopt the Hebrew
law. That's why paganized ‘Christianism’ does everything it can do to discredit the law of Moses.
18

So you guard my Laws and rulings,
___. Live them. If you do, you'll live
securely in the land.
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Freedom is not free. Freedom comes from obedience to heaven, not from war.

Every 7th Year, Let Your Land Lie
Unworked

*
THEN, ___, [after you obey,] the land
will yield her fruit. You'll eat
your fill. [You'll] dwell safely in
the land.
19

Think of the land as a living macro-organism.
When you allow it to heal its scars, it grows more
topsoil. Look up ‘terra prieta’ (black earth). That's
soil so rich it gets bigger all by itself, because so
many organisms move in to live and die in it. You
want black earth. Living soil. Not chemically murdered dirt, which is what you have now.
Leviticus 25:20

But [some of you will whine], ‘What are we
gonna’ eat every 7th year? Look, [guys]!
It's [impossible to eat when nobody in our whole country] plants or reaps!’
21
[The answer is: if you let the land lie fallow every 7th

year], I'll command my blessing [to rain]
upon you in the 6th year, ___. [That year,
the land will] shoot out enough ‘fruit’ [for you
to eat] for 3 years!

*
While you plant during the 8th
year, you'll eat from the old
[dried] crop, ___. You'll continue
to eat from it until the harvest
of the ninth year comes in.
22

Use a fruit dryer to dehydrate whatever fruit is in
season. Then you'll always have plenty of fruit.

Hebrew Real Estate Law

*
Land can't be sold in perpetuity, ___. The land is Mine. You
are foreigners [in the world], on a
journey with Me.
23

This forbids the business of real estate, which is
why realtors need licenses. Permanent land sales
are unlawful.
24

So when you “sell” your land, [it's effectively
a long-term lease, ___]. You must [allow the seller
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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demption].
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the right of re-purchase

[aka re-

Selling land is really leasing. The state charges taxes to protect your ownership by forbidding the real
owner and his family from re-claiming the land
that's theirs. In the U.S. ‘Civil’ war, the North got
around this by simply killing southern landowners
to steal their land, as the imported Americans stole
the land from the migratory native Americans.
25

If anyone of your kin falls into difficulty
and sells [a lease to] a piece of [family] property, then the next of kin can come and
buy back the property [rights his] relative
sold.
26

So, ___, your family can buy your
land-rights back from the tenant-inpossession, regardless of whether you
[personally] are broke, or rolling in dough.
27

You pay (to the current tenant who
leased the land) a sum to compensate
him for the years remaining until the
next Year of Jubilee, when you would
have recovered your land anyway.
28

If the Lessor lacks sufficient means to
get back his land-rights, then what he
“sold” will remain in the hands of the
tenant-in-possession until the year of
Jubilee. In Jubilee, the tenant vacates
the land. Then the Lessor returns to his
property.
29

If someone sells a dwelling in a walled
city, he has one year after the date of
sale in which to buy it back. For a full
year he enjoys this right of redemption.
Condominiums, apartments, small city houses,
shops, etc.
Leviticus 25:30

But if the seller doesn't buy back the
house in the walled city within one full
year, then it becomes forever established as the buyer's property, [able to be
passed to] all his future generations [of children, or sold, as he chooses]. The seller then is
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barred from reclaiming the property in
the jubilee-year.
Under the Hebrew Law, property in developed areas is treated differently than property in rural areas.
31

But houses in villages which have no
wall surrounding them get treated like
the fields of the country, ___: [their
lessor] may buy them back at any time.
And they'll revert [to their lessor] in the jubilee-year.
32

However, at all times Levites retain the
right to buy back their property in the
cities [YAH] assigns to them.
No exception for whether the city is walled or not.
33

If someone pays a Levite for [a house] in
a Levite-owned town, the “sold” house
still reverts to [the Levite] in the Jubilee,
because the houses in the cities of the
L’vi’im are their tribe’s [only] property
among the people of Isra’el.
Levites can't own normal "real estate" because
they need to stay separated and dedicated to their
priestly work.
34

The fields in the open land around
Levitical towns may never be sold,
___. That [land] is the [priests' only]
permanent possession.
Money-Lending Business Is Unlawful In Israel
35

If any [Israelites] living near you become
poor and feeble-handed, you, ___,
must provide for them as you would for
a hired worker [or migrant], so that [your
countryman] can continue to live near you.
This is not a government dole. This means to try to
offer appropriate jobs to your poor/sick countrymen.
36

Never take interest payments of any
kind from [anyone, ___]. Fear your Elohim.
Let your [human] brother live with you.
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Some interpretations limit the prohibition on interest to only loans to fellow Israelites. However,
Yahshua forbade even asking for your principal
back! If the world followed these laws, then all the
world's nations could escape the trap of the interlocking debt house-of-cards now crumbling to ashes around you.

*
Never loan [your human brother] your
money on interest, ___, nor
lend him your food [on the condition
that he bring you back] more food [than
you loaned].
37

Yahshua clarified that loans are gifts. If you can't
give it, don't loan it.

Hebrew Law Limits On Indentured
Servitude
38

I am Yahweh your Elohim. I brought
you up out of Egyptian territory [where you
got yourselves trapped in debt-bondage] . I brought
you here to give you the land of
Canaan {LowLand}. [I rescued you] to become your [only] Ruler.

*
So, ___, if your human-brother who dwells near you grows
so poor that [he] sells [his temporary
labor rights] to you, never force him
to work like a slave.
39

See 2Ki 4:1.
Leviticus 25:40

Treat your indentured servant just like
any hired worker or tenant, ___. Then
[he'll want to] stay with you and work for
you until the year of jubilee.
This disproves the claim that the Mosaic law condones ‘slavery.’
41

Then [in Redemption-Year, the indentured-servant]
and his children can travel away from
you. He'll return to his own family. He'll
migrate back to the [land] owned by his
fathers.
Children of indentured servants go free every 7
years when their fathers go free. Most of these
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statutes were completely ignored by purportedly
‘Christian’ slaveholders in the United States.

*
For the [Israelites] are my servants, whom I brought up out
of the land of Egypt: they must
never be sold as bond-slaves.
43 *
You, ___, must never harshly
rule over [your workers]. Rather, you
must fear [vengeance from me,] your
Boss.
42

44

You may purchase the [temporary labor]
rights of male or female indentured
servants from among the foreigners
who live around you.
45

And you can buy [the temporary labor rights] of
children of the foreigners who live
among you, if you buy them [not kidnapped,
but taken directly from] their families who are
with you, assuming the [foreigners] fathered [the children] in your land [and are not
subject to foreign jurisdiction]. Such children will
thus be effectively temporarily ‘adopted’ by you.
46

you can treat
as part
of your inheritance that you leave to
your children after you, similarly to any
inheritable possession, making the foreigner your [family's] indentured servant
[If the non-hebrew has so agreed,]

[his voluntary lifelong indentured servitude]

[even after you're gone. In this regard, foreigners differ

But, just like your blood-brothers, the people of Israel, you
can't rule anyone else with cruelty, [regardless of their background or relationship to you].
from Hebrews.]

Translated poorly as it usually is, this verse seems
to say that you can exert more violent rule over a
foreign servant than an Israelite servant. But that
is not true.
47

a local or traveling foreigner
[may] grow rich, while some of your
[Israelite] relatives go bankrupt and sell
their [labor rights] to the local or traveling

[Occasionally]
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foreigner, or to a member of the foreigner's family.
48

Even after an [Israelite's labor-rights] have
been sold, the rights can be bought
back. One of [the debtor's] brothers may
redeem him.
49

uncle (or his uncle's son)
can buy back [the debtor's labor-rights], as can
any of the debt-servant's close relatives. Or, if the [debtor] becomes able, he
can buy himself out of [indentured servitude].

[The debt-servant's]

This is the essence of the ransom view of the
atonement. We sold ourselves to the devil. Then
Yahshua in a sense bought us back.
Leviticus 25:50

The debt-servant and his creditor-master count the time from the year the
debtor sold [his labor rights], up to the Year
of Jubilee. The buy-back price is set according to the [usual and customary] wages of
a hired hand for that number of years.
This shows that we're talking about limited indentured servitude, not actual slavery.
51

Suppose there are many years until the
Year of Jubilee. Then for his freedom,
the debtor must pay a [correspondingly]
larger percentage of the price the creditor-master paid for the [debtor's labor-rights].
52

Conversely, if there remain only a few
years until the year of Jubilee, then the
creditor-master and the debtor-servant
will add up the [smaller] number of years
and use it to compute the [corresponding]
price the debtor pays to buy back [his labor rights].
53

[The foreign creditor-master must treat the Israeli debt-

like any [other] worker hired year
after year [in Israel]. You will see to it that
[no servant in Israel] ever gets cruelly ruled.
servant]

54

Even if [the Israeli debt-servant] has not been
redeemed by any of these procedures,
he still goes free in the year of Jubilee —
he and his children with him.
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55

THEN I give you just the right
amount of rain throughout the
year, ___. So the land yields
her produce, and the trees of
the field volunteer their fruit.

The devil cannot permanently harm you if you are
YAH's child. The true spiritual people of Israel are
comprised exclusively of the people who obey
YHVH by maintaining their separation from GrecoRoman-Egyptian commercial culture.

Rain in due season means: it rains when you need
it, not when you don't: a nice amount of rain every
day or so. But never too much rain. If you look
around you and see flood /drought cycles, unproductive land, and a lack of fresh local fruit, ask
yourself if the people around you have been ignoring the word of YHWH. The most environmentally
friendly thing you can do is obey YAH's commands.
5

For the people of Israel are [really] My
workers, ___. They are my obeyers
whom I [repeatedly] extract from Egyptian
territory. I am Yahweh, your Uber-Master.

Leviticus 26
Avoid Pagan Worship Patterns &
Symbols

*
___, never make any idols of
metal, earth or wood. Never
erect any [phallic] object, [steeple or
obelisk]. Never set up any stone
image in your land, unless [the
1

image on it is purely artistic, and has no function

worship [of deities, nor subjection to
men]. For I am Yahweh, your
sole [Judge, Lawgiver and Sovereign].
in]

This directly forbids virtually every coin or political
statue you've ever seen, and forbids all church
steeples, obelisks at the Vatican, the Washington
Monument, and on and on. It doesn't forbid artwork, unless it's the kind of idolatrous artwork you
see in the U.S. Capitol Rotunda, the Statue Of Liberty, or the monetary instruments common to
world economic systems.
2

You, ___, must guard My sabbaths [and
festivals], and reverence my sanctuary: I
am Yahweh, [the omni-temporal source of all life].
Obey The Bible & You Get A Healthy
Eco-System
3

You, ___, walk in my statutes. Keep
my commandments. Live them.
YAH's blessings are conditional. If you do what
Papa says, you get blessed. If you disobey Papa,
you get whacked.
4

*
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your threshing season comes to extend until the grape
harvest. Your grape harvest extends
until it's time to plant grain again. You
eat your fill [of food]. [You] live securely in
your land.

[Just obey Me, ___. THEN]

Do YHWH's will. Then you reap your harvest right
up to planting time. You live well fed and safe.
Homeland Security comes from obedience to
YHVH, not from borrowing trillions of dollars to
fund a socialist police state.
6

*

Then I bestow shalom
[peace, healing & prosperity] in the earth.
You lie down [calm], ___. No one
ever makes you afraid. I rid
evil beasts from the land. No
[more does] the sword slice
through your country.
[Obey.]

Peace comes from obedience to YHVH. Not from a
large standing army. A permanent military is forbidden by the Bible.

Homeland Security Only Comes
From Obeying YAH
7

[First obey me, ___.] Then you [eventually]
chase [away] your enemies. You watch
them fall by your [spiritual] sword.

The sword of the spirit is YAH's word, not a physical sword.
8

5 of you [lionhearted singers] chase 100 [soldiers], ___! 100 of you [praise-warriors] put
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10 thousand [armed attackers] to flight. Your
enemies fall before your faces, [stabbed
by] your [spirit] sword.
True Hebrew battle = slinging the Sword of the
spirit: singing YAH's word.
9

I turn [my smiling face] toward
you, ___. I multiply your people. [I]
fulfill my covenant with you.

[Obey me. Then]

Leviticus 26:10

You [saints] eat to your [heart's] content
from last year’s harvest, ___. [You]
throw out what remains of the old [foodstocks] to make room for the new!
11
I put my dwelling place among you, ___. I
despising you.
12

[stop]

I walk among you, ___. I become your
Elohim. You [thrive as] My people.
Slavery Always Comes From Ignoring The Bible
13

I am Yahweh your Elohim. I bring you
out of Egyptian territory, so that you
don't [die] as their slaves. I shatter the
bars of your yoke, ___, so you can
walk upright.

258

I do this to you, ___: I appoint
over you terror, consumption,
and burning fevers. [Illness] consumes your eyesight. [Sorrow] depresses your hearts. You plant
your seed in vain. Your enemies eat [your crops].
17 *
I set my face against you [convicts], ___. Your [people die,] slain
before [the faces of] your enemies.
[Miscreants] who hate you reign
over you. You [cower, so terrified by war
propaganda and social control that you] flee
[even] when no one's chasing
you!
You live in fear of fictional ‘terrorists.’ Jerks who
hate you rule over you. Your enemies kill your
sons. You drive around like chickens with your
heads cut off.
18

___, if these warnings don’t get you to
listen to Me, then I discipline you seven
times over for your devilry.
7 = complete.

Wearing a yoke makes you stoop over. Jurisdictional bonds make you a hunch-backed cripple.
14

But, ___, if you won't listen to Me — if
you fail to live all these commandments, [watch out]!
Sickness Comes From Ignoring The
Bible

*
If you, ___, despise My
statutes — if your soul abhors
My judgments, so that you fail
to obey all My commandments,
so that you break My covenant,
[prepare to die].
15

We are to obey ALL of YHWH's commandments, in
whatever way they apply to our lives.
16

*
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Ignoring Scripture Strips The Earth
Bare

19

I break the pride of your power, ___. I
make your sky [dry as] iron, your earth
[infertile as] brass.
Disobedience to YAH's Laws produces the ecological collapse you see all around you. How long could
you live off of the food that you and your neighbors independently produce? When the Nazi stores
around you run out of imported ‘food,’ you'll starve
to death in 2 weeks!

*
You spend your strength in
vain, ___. Your land fails to
yield her increase. The trees of
the land withhold their fruits.
21 *
When you, ___, live in opposition to Me, when you [steadfastly]
Leviticus 26:20
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refuse to listen to me, I multiply your afflictions 7 times
over, as your crimes deserve.
22

Then I send wild [human or animal] beasts
among you. They rob you of your children. They destroy your cattle. They
make you few in number. Your highways come to lie desolate.
23

If, in spite of all this [punishment], you,
___, refuse my correction and still live
in opposition to me, [watch out]!
24
I live in opposition to you [criminals], ___. I strike you
7 times over for your sins.

25

Scriptural Ignorance = National
Destruction

I bring a sword down on you, ___, to
avenge [your] breaking of [My] covenant.
[When you run] together, [seeking safety] in your
cities, I send the pestilence among you.
[I] bat you into [your] enemy's fist[s].

*
I completely destroy your food
supply [on which you, ___, depend]. The
bread from one oven has to be
stretched to feed ten families.
The [women] ration your food with
little scales. Even if you [villains]
have food to eat, you never get
satisfied.
26

Today's world is awash in pseudo-food that gives
no nutritional value. Even though you eat, you
don't get enough nutrients.
27

And if, despite all these [wake-up-calls,]
you, ___, still refuse to listen to me —
if you keep on being my enemies, [watch
out]!
28
—then I [punish] you furiously, ___. I chastise you
seven times more for your offenses!

*
You [criminals] come to eat the
flesh of your sons. You gnaw
your [dead] daughters' skins.
29
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Famine grows so severe that you end up cooking
and eating your sons' muscles in stews. You [fry]
your daughters' flesh in barbecues.
Leviticus 26:30

I destroy your high places [of sorcery and
corrupt politics, ___]. I cut down your
[blasphemous] sun-images. I cast your carcasses on the dead-wreckage of your
helpless idols. My soul abhors you
[felons].
Chron 34:5, 2ki 23:20. Idols = dunglike logs of
wood.
31

I waste your [sick] cities, ___. I bring
your [corrupt] sanctuaries to desolation,
so I no longer have to smell [the stink of
what you call] the ‘pleasing aroma’ of your
[pagan-inspired] sacrifices.
32

I destroy your land so completely that
your enemies who live there [gape],
shocked, ___.
33

Then I scatter you among the beastnations, ___. I draw out a sword. [I
chase] after you. Your land comes to lie
desolate, your cities wasted.
34

Finally the land enjoys her sabbaths, as
long as it lies desolate, while you, ___
[suffer] in your enemies’ land. At long-last
the land rests. [I] repay her [lost] sabbath [years].
35

As long as [the land] lies desolate it rests.
Because it didn't rest on your sabbaths,
___, when you dwelt [savagely] on it.
You overworked the land. This is a global nightmare. The world is in planetary famine!
36

I make those of you who wallow in exile [in enemy territory] so [weak and] terrified [in
heart] that the sound of a leaf shaking [in
the wind] sends you sprinting [in fear]! You
flee as if you were being pursued by
swords. You fall, ___, even though no
enemy chases you.
37
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collapse over each other,
___, as if running from a battle, though
no one pursues you. You drain of all
power to stand and face your enemies.
[You trip and]

38

So you perish among the beast-nations. The land of your enemies eats
you up.
39

Those of you who survive [war and famine]
putrefy in your perversity in the lands
of your enemies. You rot in the sins of
your putrid forefathers.
Exile and punishment don't necessarily wake up
the sinners. Sometimes they just keep on doing
the things that got them banished and punished.

You Can Always Repent

Leviticus 26:40

But [life eventually returns, ___,] if [my people]
confess their sins and the sins of their
forefathers — their treacherous offenses against me, their [lifestyles of] hostile
action toward me.
41

[I relent after sinners acknowledge that it was their atroc-

ities that forced me to] live in opposition to
them—[that their offenses] threw them into
the lands of their enemies. [I relent] when
their [fatty, clogged] hearts become humble, when they pay the penalty for their
treachery and rebellion.

Literally: uncircumcised hearts
42
Then I remember my covenant with Jacob, my
covenant with Isaac {Laughter}, My covenant with
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}. I remember the [Promised]
land.
43

First, however, the land must be rid of
its people, so that in solitude it can enjoy all the [land] sabbaths [you denied it].
And you, ___, must pay the penalty
for the crime of rejecting my laws and
abhorring My commands with [all] your
soul.

*
And yet, despite all your
crimes, when you, [Israel,] wallow, [exiled] in the land of your
44
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enemies, I never throw you
away, ___. I don't abhor you.
I never completely destroy
you. I never break my
covenant with you. For I am
Yahweh, your Elohim.
45

Rather, for your benefit, I remember
the covenant [I made with] your ancestors,
whom I brought up out of the land of
Egypt before the [stunned] faces of the
beast-nations, so I could be your Elohim. I am Yahweh. [I'm always here for you,
___, no matter how far you fall.]”
46 The [above] are the laws, regulations
and teachings which (via the ‘hand’ of
Moses) Yahweh established between
Himself and the descendants of Israel
on Mount Sinai {Bush}.

Leviticus 27
Instructions For Consecrating People & Wealth
1 Yahweh further commands Moses: 2 [YAH's angel]
says,
“Instruct the people of Israel! Tell them, ‘If any of
you make a special promise to set apart [his child or servant] to serve Me, here is how much it will cost to
set that person free from the promise to serve:
Paraphrase. Most translations make no sense of
this verse.
3
You can buy out of my service a man 20-60 years
old by paying 50 (sanctuary-standard) shekels of
silver [1.25 pounds].
4
To buy a female [out of avowed service in my sanctuary], you
pay 30 shekels.
5
To buy [out of avowed service in My sanctuary] a child between 5
to 20 years old, pay 20 shekels for a male. For a
female, pay 10 shekels.
Females are equally valuable. However, females
get pregnant, suffer monthly periods, lift less
weight, distract men, etc. So in this particular job
they get less work done than males. Hence the
lower price.
6
And [to buy out of avowed sanctuary service] a child between 1
month to 5 years old, pay 5 shekels of silver for a
male, and 3 shekels of silver for a female.
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of 60 years or more [out of avowed sanctuary
service], pay 15 shekels for a male, and 10 shekels
for a female.

[To ‘buy’ the elderly]

8

But if the [devotee who wants out of sanctuary-service] is too poor to pay the set redemption fee, he can present himself before
the priest. Then the priest computes a
customized buy-back fee [using a sliding
scale] based on the man's abilities [and resources].
9
If any of you donate any clean animal to Yahweh's
[service], that [animal] immediately becomes off-limits
to you, ___.
Leviticus 27:10
You can't exchange or replace your gift by substituting a bad animal for a good one, or vice versa,
___. If you [try to] substitute a different animal, both
animals become [permanently] off-limits to you.
Donating to YHVH's work is not a game.
11
If you're donating an unclean beast that can't be
presented [and cooked] in Yahweh's [sanctuary], you
present the animal before the priest.
12
The cohen [priest] sets a value on [the unclean animal donation]
in relation to its good and bad points. (Priests, the
value you set stands, [final and non-negotiable].)
13
If the donor chooses, he can repurchase the [unclean
animal] by paying 120% of the price you priests set.
14

Likewise, when a man consecrates his
house, [wholly devoting it to] to [the service of]
Yahweh, then the priest estimates its
value based on its features vs. its
flaws. The priest's valuation stands, [final
and non-negotiable].
15
If a donor consecrates his house, yet later he decides to buy back the house, he can pay the estimated value set by the priest, plus 1/5 (20%).
Then the house reverts to the donor's ownership.
16
When you dedicate to Yahweh a piece of your ancestral property, [the priest] assesses its [buyback] value
by the amount of seed required to [plant it]—fifty
shekels of silver for an area [that produces] five bushels
of barley seed.
Land is worth only the sum total of what it produces. A piece of land doesn't become valuable by
being pretty, or large.
17
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If you dedicate [your] land immediately after a Year
of Restoration [Jubilee], the full [buyback] price applies.
18
[Conversely,] if you consecrate [your land to holy use] after the
[Jubilee], the priest estimates the [buyback] value according to the number of years until the next Year
of Restoration [Jubilee]. [He] sets a [correspondingly] reduced price.
19
If you decide to redeem the dedicated field, you
must pay the land's value as assessed by the
priest, plus 20 percent. Then the field again belongs to you.
Leviticus 27:20
But if the donor doesn't buy back the field before
[the priest] sells the field to someone else, the donor
loses the right of redemption, ___.
You can't transfer your right of redemption.
21

Unlike normal properties, a field which
a donor dedicates to Yahweh's service
reverts in the Jubilee Year not to the
original owner, but to the ownership of
the priests, [for perpetual use in YAH's sacred service].
Paraphrase.
22
You can dedicate to Yahweh a field that you have
purchased, but which is not part of your ancestral
property.
23
[In that case,] the priest calculates the value of the remaining [usufruct of the land up to the next] Jubilee Year. The
donor pays that amount on the spot. [Then the payment is
treated as off-limits,] sacred [money] belonging to Yahweh.
24
[The donor can use the field in the meantime. But] in the year of Jubilee, the [donated] field returns [not to the donor, but] to the
original [ancestral] owner, the [ultimate] possessor to
whom the land always truly belonged.
25
All [such] valuations must be made using the sanctuary's definition of a shekel: 2/5 ounce, [in other words:]
20 gerahs = 1 shekel.
26
The first-born [male] of any mother [animal] already belongs to Yahweh. So no one may dedicate it to YAH
[as a freewill offering. The 1st male] calf, lamb or kid [automatically]
belongs to Yahweh's [service].
27
If the [male firstborn] is from an unclean animal, then
the owner can buy it back for 120% of the price
the [priests] value it at. But if [the owner chooses not to] buy
back [the baby animal], then the [priest] can sell it for
whatever price the priest chooses.
28
But no possession (whether human or animal or
family-land) that anyone irrevocably devotes to
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Yahweh may be sold or bought back, ___. Every
devoted thing is sacred to the highest degree; it's
Yahweh's [inalienable property].
29
No one whom [Yahweh] specially sets apart as banished can be bought [out of condemnation, ___]. The [infidel]
dies. DEAD.
The ‘death penalty’ is predictive. It does not
amount to a command for holy people to execute
criminals. Hebrew: “every-of one-doomed who heis-being-doomed from the human not he-shall-be-ransomed; muth iumth.”

Give To Ministry At Least 1/10 Of
All You Get
Leviticus 27:30

1/10th of all the land's produce,
whether grain or fruit, belongs to Yahweh, ___. It must be set apart to Yahweh's [service] as sacred.
Just giving money to your local church does not
necessarily satisfy this requirement. You have to
make sure that the church is actually using your
donation to serve YHVH in the full-time, comprehensive functions commanded by Moses. Most
churches just run a few services a week. They
don't have any biblical grounds on which to collect
a tithe from you.
31

But you can buy back your tithed [produce] by giving the [priests] 120% of its
value, ___.

32
Yahweh also owns every tenth animal counted off
from your herds and flocks, etc. They are set apart
to [YAH's service] as sacred.
33
The owner [of this 10th animal] can't pick and choose between good and bad animals, ___. He can't exchange [the 10th animal that passes under the counting-rod]. If he
does exchange it, both [the original good animal] and the
[junky] one he substituted for it become dedicated [to
the temple], unavailable for buyback.”
See Ezek 20:37, where this concept is applied to
you being marked as belonging to YHVH, as opposed to the devil.
34 The [above, ___,] are the commandments which
Yahweh commanded Moses [to give to] the descendants of Israel on Mount Sinai {Bush-Mountain}.

Numbers (Journeys) 1
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YHVH Instructs Moses To Make A
1st Head Count
1 [There, ___,] in the Sinai {Bush} desert, on the 1st
day of the 2nd month of the 2nd year after the Israelites leave the land of Egypt, Yahweh instructs
Moses in the congregational tent:
This book would better be called ‘Journeys’. The
numberings are brief (ch.1-3 and 26). The Greek
Septuagint translators invented the boring, superficial, inaccurate title: ‘Numbers’. The Hebrew title is
‘In The Wilderness’. This is not in any way a military record. Moses was moving more than one million people through the desert. This record describes how he moved them in an orderly manner.
Being the 4th book of the Pentateuch, ‘Numbers’
reflects the ‘earthly’ character represented by #4,
the number of the earth. Also see Psalm 4. ‘Numbers’ begins with ‘and’, showing that ‘Numbers’ is
not a separate work, but the 4th section of the 5section Pentateuch.
2 [Yahweh's angel] says,
“[Moses,] take a head-count of every male in the community of the people of Israel, by paternal family
clan, in alphabetical order by [clan] name;
This was not a ‘census’, but a historical genealogical record, to prove to later generations how YHVH
greatly multiplies his people. Never infer that
Moses' head-count was like the modern census,
nor the cursed census of David. Those forbidden
censuses were for the purpose of assessing military
strength and/or for marking the people as collateral for a national debt. To take part in any such census is to call down a curse on your family.
3
You and Aaron count the masses. From 20 years
old up, [count] everyone in Israel who is able to travel [unaided] in the migratory-nation.
This is a list of men who were traveling in not an
“army” but a 'host' — a million people migrating together. Most translations ridiculously twist this text
to describe a military census. Such "warhead" obsession infects all evil world-religions, including
those posing as “Judaism” and “Christianity”.
4
[Choose] one man from each tribe, each the head of
his family, to help you.
5
These are the names of the men who will help you:
from the tribe of Reuben {Look-a-Son}, [choose] Elizur
{El-of-the Rock}, son of Shedeur {Spreader-of-Light}.
6
From Simeon's tribe, [choose] ShelumiEl {Peace-of-Elohim}, son of Zurishaddai {Rock-of-the-Almighty}.
7
From [the tribe of] Judah {Celebrated}, [choose] Nahshon
{Future-Teller}, son of Amminadab {Generous-People}.
8
From Issachar's [tribe, choose] NathanEl {Gift-of-ELohim},
son of Zuar {Tiny}.
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9
From Zebulun's [tribe, choose] Eliab {El-is-Father}, son of
Helon {Strong}.
Numbers (Journeys) 1:10
From the descendants of Joseph {Increaser}: of [the
tribe of] Ephraim {Fruitful}, choose Elishama {El-Hears}
son of Ammihud {People-Of-Splendor}. From [the tribe of]
Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}: [choose] GamaliEl {El's-Reward} son of Pedahzur {Ransomed-By-The-Rock}.
11
From [the tribe of] Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}, [choose]
Abidan {Father-Judge}, son of Gideoni {Chopper}.
12
From [the tribe of] Dan {Judge}, choose Ahiezer {HelperBrother} , the son of AmmiShaddai {Almighty's-People}.
13
From [the tribe of] Asher {Happy}, choose PagiEl {El'sChance}, the [surprise] son of Ocran {Paddler}.
14
From [the tribe of] Gad {Troop}, choose ELyasaph {ElGathers} son of DeuEl {Known-By-El}.
15
From [the tribe of] Naphtali {Wrestler}, choose Ahira
{Brother-In-Adversity}, son of Enan {Eyes}.”

From the [million-man] congregation,
[YAH] chooses these leaders of their ancestral tribes, heads of thousands [of
family members] in Israel, ___. 17 [So] Moses
16

and Aaron take these [12] named men: 18 On the
1st day of the 2nd month [of the Hebrew year], [these leaders]
convene the [massive Israeli Nation] together, ___. They
state their genealogies by families and clans. [The
leaders] record the names of all [men] 20 years old and
up. Then [the leaders] sum each [family-grouping's] total
numbers. 19 Moses counts the [men] in the wilderness of Sinai {Bush}, just as Yahweh commanded
him.
NOT ‘numbers’: Counts. Serial-numbering of human flesh is always a sin.
Numbers (Journeys) 1:20 [Clerks count] every 20-yearold (or older) male [who is] capable of traveling [unaided] as a part of the group, [omitting dependents, handicapped
people, etc.] [The clerks] record each [man's] name, family
and clan, starting with the descendants of Reuben
{Look-a-Son}, IsraEl’s firstborn. Here are the totals,
___:
War-state-prostitute-translators love to insert military language into this verse and others like it,
when the word (#6635 tsaba: host, huge gathering) doesn't necessarily carry any military connotation.
21 The tribe of Reuben {Look-a-Son} numbers 46500
[men].
Number possibly stunted due to Reuben's indignity
in Gen 49:3-4.
22 [The clerks similarly] count the descendants of Simeon
{Listener}:
Using the method described in verse 20.
23 The tribe of Simeon {Listener} numbers 59,300.
Number diminished by sin in Num 26:4. Note
Simeon's lack of mention in Deut 33.
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[The clerks similarly]

{Troop}:
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count the descendants of Gad

Taking the place of Levi.
25 The tribe of Gad numbers 45650. 26 [The clerks similarly] count the descendants of Judah {Celebrated}: 27
The tribe of Judah {Celebrated} numbers 74600.
Judah has the highest count.
28 [The clerks similarly] count the descendants of Issachar: 29 The tribe of Issachar {Reward} numbers
54400, ___. Numbers (Journeys) 1:30 [The clerks similarly] count the descendants of Zebulun: 31 The tribe
of Zebulun {House} numbers 57400. 32 [The clerks similarly] count the descendants of Joseph's son Ephraim:
Joseph, the fruitful vine, gets two tribes.
1Chr5:1,2, Gen 49:22.
33 The tribe of Ephraim {Double-Fruit} numbers
40500. 34 [The clerks similarly] count the descendants of
Joseph's other son, Manasseh: 35 The tribe of Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting} numbers 32200. 36 [The clerks
similarly] count the descendants of Benjamin {RightHand-Son}: 37 The tribe of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}
numbers 35400. 38 [The clerks similarly] count the descendants of Dan {Judge}: 39 The tribe of Dan numbers 62700. Numbers (Journeys) 1:40 [The clerks similarly] count the descendants of Asher {Happy}: 41 The
tribe of Asher {Happy} numbers 41500. 42 [The clerks
similarly] count the descendants of Naphtali {Wrestler}:
43 The tribe of Naphtali {Wrestler} numbers 53400.
44 Thus concludes the lists of the people whom
Moses & Aaron directed their clerks to count, and
of the 12 men [YAH] chose to [supervise counting] the 12
ancestral families [of Israel]… 45 …[counting in the manner just
described]. 46 All the [able-bodied men of Israel thus counted] total
603550, ___ —
Increased since the time of ex 12:37.

Priests Must Stay Separate From
The Masses

47 —not counting the [priestly] Levite tribe (descended from their ancestor Levi {Uniter}).
The Levites get their separate head count in Num
3.
48 [Abstaining from counting priests fulfills] Yahweh's command
to Moses: 49 [YAH's angel] said,
‘[Count] the tribe of Levi {Uniter} [separately]. Omit them
from the population-count of the descendants of Israel.
No one should ever get a national I.D. number
from a worldly 'government'. But if you're a priest,
you don't even participate in a head-count of the
general population. This is very clear. Any true
Christian should abstain from the census.
Numbers (Journeys) 1:50

Instead, give the Levites authority over
the “dwelling” for the [ark which carries the 10commandments tablets], and over the sanctuary equipment and everything else connected with it. The Levites will carry the
[sacred] “dwelling” and all its equipment.
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serve in [the sanctuary] and set up
their camp around it.
[They'll]

51
When the [sanctuary] is to travel forward, the Levites
will take down [the tent]. Later, when the [sanctuary]
needs to be pitched, the Levites will set it up. Anyone [who profanes the sanctuary] will die.
Not, ‘shall be put to death,’ as in specifying a death
penalty. iumth ָ מ ת
. This
 י וcommon phrase is often incorrectly taken to mandate a human-meted
death penalty. It actually warns of divine punishment or natural risk. The ambiguity in this phrase
was first exploited by Satan in the garden: “you
won't die!”
52
The rest of the People of Israel will set up their
tents in orderly groups, every man in his own camp
under his own [clan's] flag.

264

1 Then Yahweh gives these instructions to Moses
and Aaron:
This is not exciting reading. But if you ever move a
bunch of people at one time, you'll appreciate the
order and strategy.
2
“Every man of the descendants of Israel will pitch
[his family camp tent] under his own banner, [which should bear,
in addition to his own design] , the ensign of his ancestral
family. Pitch [your tents in 12 family groups] surrounding the
congregational tent. [But set your camps back from the Levite
priests.]

The ensign was probably the constellation representing the tribe. See Gen 1:16.
3
To the east, toward the sunrise, place the camp of
Judah {Celebrated} [and two other tribes] under [Judah's Lion]
flag, led by Nahshon {Future-Teller} son of
Amminadab {Generous-People}.”

Depending on your interpretation, this “flag/banner”
either denotes each father's liberty, or each tribe's
special character.
53
But the Levites will pitch their [camp] surrounding the
sanctuary [that holds the ark which bears the 10 commandments] , to
prevent [YAH's] fire-rage from falling on the whole
nation of Israel's descendants. The Levites will
guard their responsibility over the holy-zone.”

This million-man camp is organized clockwise, following the order of the sun: E, S, W, N. Judah's
flag-colors probably matched the 2nd row of stones
on Aaron's Ephod-vest.
4 (The counted men of the tribe of Judah
{Celebrated} number 74600.) 5
“The tribe of Issachar {Reward} will camp next to [the
tribe of Judah]. The leader of the people of Issachar is
NathanEl {Gift-Of-El} son of Zuar {Tiny}.”

The point of the sanctuary being buffered, guarded
and run by priests who are not counted with the
general population is this: There must exist in society a sacred ‘place’ where the institutions of man
do not extend, and only the laws of the Almighty
control what goes on. This is the foundation of the
principles forbidding government from establishing
a religion or interfering with the free exercise
thereof, (e.g. America's ‘1st Amendment’ freedoms). When deluded statists start erecting worldly national flags and saying pledges of national allegiance in sanctuaries, the church is already dead.
Not because the state is necessarily evil, but because the church has taken man's low and mortal
authority and put it where only YAH's heavenly authority belongs. Statist encroachment into churches, no matter how well-meaning, is the very definition of UN-holy.

4 camps, each composed of 3 tribes of about
80,000 or more people each. Judah & Issachar
both born of Leah.
6 (The counted men of the tribe of Issachar
{Reward} number 54400.)
Sign on standard: constellation of Cancer.
7
“[Next to the tribe of Issachar camp] the tribe of Zebulun
{House}. EliAb {Fathered-By-El} (the son of Helon {Might})
will be leader of the descendants of Zebulun.”

So, ___, the people of Israel [start out]
doing everything just as Yahweh commanded Moses.
54

Numbers (Journeys) 2
Moses Organizes The 2-Million-Strong Camp
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Ensign: Virgo. Also born of Leah.
8 (The counted men of the tribe of Zebulun {House}
number 54400.) 9 So the total of all the [counted]
men on Judah's [East] side of the camp is 186,400.
“These [3 tribes] are to lead [the way whenever

the Israelites travel to a new campsite].

Numbers (Journeys) 2:10
On the south [side of the sanctuary], [the following 3 tribes will]
camp in their groups under the banner of the [tribe]
of Reuben {Look-a-Son}, led by Elizur {El-Is-The-Rock}
(the son of Shedeur {Spreader-Of-Light}).”
Sign: (a man), Aquarius.
11
The counted men of the [tribe of Reuben] number 46500.
12
“The tribe of Simeon {Listener} will pitch [their camp next to
the tribe of Reuben]. The descendants of Simeon will be
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led by ShelumiEl {Peace-Of-El} (the son of Zurishaddai {Rock-Of-The-Almighty}).”
Born of Leah. Ensign: Pisces.
13
The counted men of the [tribe of Simeon] number 59300.
14
“Next [will camp] the tribe of Gad {Troop}. The descendants of Gad will be led by EliAsaph {El-Gathers} (son
of ReuEl {Friend-Of-El}).”
Born of Leah. Ensign: Aries.
15
The counted men of the [tribe of Gad] number 45650.
16 So the total of all the [counted] men on Reuben's
[South] side of the camp is 151450.
“These [3 tribes] will [follow the 1st group

whenever the Israelites travel to a new
campsite].
In this and the similar verses, the
commercialized/politicized translations wrongly insert military jargon like "troop", "company", "divisions", "armies", "rank", "march", etc. No such military implication can be drawn from either the context or the text.
17
Then the Levites ([carrying] the [Meeting] Tent) will travel
out in the middle of the [national] camp. All the tribes
are to travel in the same order that they camp,
each in position under the [appropriate] family banner.
Ensign: Libra (Altar). The Levites' position in the
middle signifies that a unified and comprehensive
priesthood is the heart of any healthy society.
When music, education, religion and/or nutrition
get marginalized or commercialized, the society
destabilizes and collapses. A society which relegates church to an hour or two a week (of boring
lectures) is a society about to totally collapse.
18
On the [west] seaward side [of the Meeting Tent] will fly the
banner of the camp of Ephraim {Double-Fruit} [and the
two other tribes traveling under Ephraim's banner] . The offspring of
Ephraim will be led by Ammihud's son Elishama {ElHears}.”
19
The counted men of the [tribe of Ephraim] number
40500.
Ensign: Ox. Ephraim and Manasseh are represented in the night sky as the 2 horns of Taurus the
bull.
Numbers (Journeys) 2:20
“Next to [the tribe of Ephraim] will [travel] the tribe of Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}. The descendants of Manasseh will be led by GamaliEl {El's-Reward} (son of
Pedahzur {Ransomed-Rock}).”
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Ephraim the younger bears the flag, because the
patriarch Israel (Jacob) demoted Manasseh in Gen
48.
21
The counted men of the [tribe of Manasseh] number
32200.
22
“Next [will travel] the tribe of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}.
The descendants of Benjamin will be led by Abidan
{Father-Judge} (the son of Gideoni {Chopper}).”
23
The counted men of the [tribe of Benjamin] number
35400.
Ensign: Gemini. Sons of Rachel on the WEST.
24
So the total of all the [counted] men on Ephraim's
[West] side of the camp (the 3rd quadrant) equals
108100. This [“West-Side” tribe-pack] will follow [the Levites
whenever the Israelites travel to a new campsite] .
25
[And finally] on the [central] North side [of the Sanctuary will fly]
the flag of the camp of [the tribe of] Dan {Judge} and the
[two other groups traveling in Dan's quadrant] . The descendants of
Dan will be led by Ahiezer {Helper-Brother} (the son of
AmmiShaddai {Almighty's-People}).
Ensign: eagle.
26
The counted men of the [tribe of Dan] number 62700.
27
The tribe of Asher {Happy} will camp beside [the tribe of]
Dan {Judge}. The descendants of Asher will be led
by PagiEl {El's-Chance} (the son of Ocran {Churner}).”
28 The counted men of the [tribe of Asher] number
41500.
Ensign: Sagittarius, the archer.
29
“Next [will travel] the tribe of Naphtali {Wrestler}. The
descendants of Naphtali will be led by Ahira {BrotherIn-Adversity} (the son of Enan {Eyes}).”
Numbers (Journeys) 2:30 (The counted men of the
[tribe of Naphtali] number 53,400.)
Ensign: Capricornus, the goat.
31 So the total of all the [counted] men on Dan's [North]
side of the camp (the 4rd quadrant) is 157600.
“This [‘North-side’ tribe-pack] will follow [everyone else

in the nation, tailing] in the back, with their

flags.”
32 So, ___, the total number of men counted (by
ancestral family) among the descendants of Israel
(adding the subtotals recorded in the each camp, in
all groups) equals 603550 [men]. 33 Excepting [of
course] the Levites. [The clerks rightly] exclude [Levites] from
the head-count of the descendants of Israel because Yahweh commands Moses [not to count priests in the
general population]. 34 So, ___, the descendants of Israel [start out] doing everything just as Yahweh commanded Moses. They pitch [camp] under their [family]
banners. [Later they] travel out in groups of families,
ordered by ancestral clan-head.
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Moving 2 million people in an orderly way is an
amazing miracle. Can you even get 3 people to actively obey YHVH together?

Numbers (Journeys) 3
1 The following is a list of the descendants of Aaron
and Moses, current to the period when Yahweh
speaks with Moses on Mount Sinai {Bush-Mountain}. 2
The names of the sons of Aaron are: Nadav {Volunteer} (the firstborn), Avihu {Father-Serving-Yah}, El‘azar
and Itamar

{Palm-Coast}.

3 [Moses]

chooses and consecrates these named
sons of Aaron as priests, to serve [in the
sanctuary], performing sacerdotal duties. 4
[Earlier,] in the Sinai {Bush} desert, Nadab
{Liberal} and Abihu {Father-Serving-YAH}
died [from exposure to] the presence of Yahweh when they offered profane fire [offerings] before Yahweh. [Nadab and Abihu]
bore no children. So ELeazar {El's-Aid}
and Ithamar {Palm-Coast} serve in the
priestly duties under the oversight of
their Dad (Aaron). 5 [Time passes, ___.] Yahweh
[again] instructs Moses: 6 [YAH's angel] says,
“Call forward the tribe of Levi. Present
them to [High] priest Aaron as his assistants.
7

The Levites will work under [Aaron's delegation], serving the whole congregation at
the Tent of Meeting, doing the work [to
maintain and operate YAH's] “Dwelling.”
The symbolic dwelling place of YHVH's Spirit.
8
Serving on behalf of all the Israelites, the [Levites']
will also maintain all the furnishings of the meeting
tent, the [site of YAH's] Dwelling.
These priests did (among other things) a TON of
cooking, cleaning and butchering. More food preparation than you've ever seen in your life or can
even imagine. Moses' tent was the nerve center of
an operation that provided feasts for over 1 MILLION people.
9

Assign the Levites [work schedules with]
Aaron and his descendants. Of all the
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Israelites, the [Levites] are unreservedly
devoted to [work full time under the direction of the
High Priest].
priests = nethunim = the given ones.
Numbers (Journeys) 3:10

Moses Consecrates The First Levitical Priests

{El's-Helper}
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Appoint Aaron and his sons to carry out
the priestly duties. If anyone unauthorized usurps the role of priest, he [sentences] himself to death.”
11 Yahweh further instructs Moses: 12

“[To run the sacred government, I need staff.] So, instead of conscripting every firstborn
male child among the sons of Israel,
I'm taking the Levites. The Levites are
My [health, education and welfare staff].
13

I make a special ownership claim over
all firstborn [males]. For instance, on the
day that I killed every firstborn [creature]
in the nation of Egypt, I permanently
separated as devoted to My [service] every firstborn [male] in Israel, both man
and beast. [I don't need anybody's permission to
control what's mine.] I am Yahweh.”
Heb 12:23.

Moses Counts & Tasks The Levite
(Priests)
14

[Time passes, ___.]

Again Yahweh instructs Moses in

the wilderness of Sinai

{Bush}:

15 [YAH's angel]

says,
“[Take a head-count] of the descendants of
Levi {Uniter}. Group them by ancestral
clan and family. Count every male from
1 month old up.”
16 So, ___, Moses counts the [Levites] in
the manner dictated by Yahweh's
mouth. 17 Levi's three sons (named Gershon
{Refugee},

Kohath {Ally} and Merari {Bitter}) become
the ancestors of the clans bearing their names. 18
These are the clans named after the sons of Gershon {Refugee}: Libni {White} and Shimei {Renowned}.
19 —and [here are] the clans [named after] the sons of Kohath {Ally}: Amram {High-People}, Izehar {Lamp-Oil},
Hebron {Society} and UzziEl {El's-Strength}. Numbers
(Journeys) 3:20 —and [here are] the clans named after sons of Merari {Bitter}: Mahli {Sickly} and Mushi
{Sensitive}. That completes the list of the [founding]
families of the Levites (classed by ancestral clan).
21 Gershon {Refugee} fathered the clans of Livni
{Whitey} and Shim‘i {Famous}; that's why they're
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called the Gershonite clans. 22 [Moses and his assistants]
count a total of 7500 [Gershonite] males from 1 month
old and up. 23 The Gershon {Refugee} clans pitch
[camp] behind the tabernacle [seaward,] on the west,
___. 24 ELiAsaph {El-Gathers} (son of LaEl {Belongs-ToEl}) [governs as] chief of the ancestral clan [descended]
from Gershon {Refugee}. 25 The responsibilities of
the sons of Gershon {Refugee} in “Tabernacle” include:
the meeting tent itself,
the hanging for its entrance,
and the tent-covering.
26 [Gershon's descendants also manage]:
the hangings surrounding the courtyard,
the screen for the entrance of the courtyard surrounding the tabernacle which surrounds the altar,
all the [fixtures and] ropes for these items,
and their maintenance.
27 [Next we list] Kohath's [descendants, aka] the Kohathite
families:
the Amramite {High-People} clan,
the [Oil-Men] Izeharite clan,
the Hebron {Social}ite clan,
the clan of UzziEl {El's-Strength}.
28 [The head-count of the Kohathite] males from (from 1
month old and up) tallies 8600 [people dedicated to help]
manage the Holy Place, ___. 29 The families of
the sons of Kohath {Ally} pitch [their tents] on the south
side of [YAH's Sacred] “Dwelling.” Numbers (Journeys)
3:30 The Kohathites [follow] the chief among [their]
ancestral clans: Elizaphan {El-Is-Treasure} (the son of
UzziEl {El's-Strength}). 31 [This K'hati clan] manage the
ark, its table, the menorah, the altars, the utensils
of the Holy Place where they serve, the hanging-curtain(s), and all the maintenance of these
items. 32 Aaron's son, chief Levitical priest ELeazar
{El's-Aid}, top-manager of the Holy Place, supervises
the [descendants of Kohath]. 33 [Next, ___, the priests count the descendants of] Merari {Bitter}, ancestor of the Mahlite clans
and the Mushite [clans], known [collectively] as the
“Merarite” clans. 34 [The head-count of the Merarite] males
from (from 1 month old and up) tallies to 6200 [people, ___]. 35 Chief ZuriEl {Rock-Of-El} (the son of AbiHail {Mighty-Father}) leads the ancestral line of the
families of Merari {Bitter}. The [Merarites] pitch [their camp]
on the north side of [YAH's Sacred] “Dwelling.” 36 Merari's clan supervises [the installation, use, take-down] and maintenance of the frames of the tabernacle, including
its crossbars, posts, sockets and fittings— 37 —
plus the posts of the surrounding courtyard, including their sockets, pegs and ropes. 38 Moses and
Aaron and [Aaron's] sons encamp in front of the [Meeting] Tent [facing] the rising sun [on the East, the perfect spot for]
guarding and supervising [all] the descendants of Israel [in their jobs, rituals and festivities centered around the] Holy
Place. [Moses & the Levites also make sure no unconverted] foreigners come near [enough] to [invite] death [upon themselves].
39 The total head-count of the Levites, taken by
Moses at the commandment of Yahweh (including,
from all the [Levite] families, all males 1 month old
and up), tallies to 22000.
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‘And Aaron’ was added by scribes. Commandment
= mouth.

Moses Counts Israel's Sacred Firstborn Males
Numbers (Journeys) 3:40 [Next] Yahweh says
to Moses,
“Visit all the firstborn males (of the
people of Israel) from 1 month old and
up. Count the total [number] of their
names.
In contrast to pagan nations with their military
drafts, YHVH sets up a spiritual service draft. Every
firstborn son goes into full-time educational, musical, health and spiritual work. However, words like
‘register’ and ‘list their names’, ‘enroll’ are all horribly misleading bad translations. This head-count is
totally different from a Roman-style census (aka
National I.D. system). Human-inventorying systems are consistently forbidden by scripture because they bring tyranny, debt, war and destruction, eventually of the whole earth.
41

Dedicate the Levites to

[run] My [sacred government. I don't need to demonstrate authority for taking

I am Yahweh.
[The Levites will] substitute for all the firstborn among the descendants of Israel.
Same goes for the cattle of the Levites:
the Levites to run the government.]

[they'll supply My health, education and welfare ministries]. [So you don't need to confiscate]

all the
firstling cattle of the descendants of Israel.”
42 So, ___, following Yahweh's command, Moses
counts, [but does not ‘number’], all the firstborn [males]
among the descendants of Israel. 43 The total
number of named firstborn [Israelite] males, from 1
month old and up, tallies to 22,273, ___.
20+2000+200+60+13.

Moses Releases FirstBorns From
Sacred Duty

44 Yahweh further instructs Moses: 45 [YAH's angel]

says,
“Now dedicate the Levites as My [government workers] in place of all the first-born
Israelite sons. Then [similarly dedicate] the
livestock of the Levites in place of the
first-born livestock belonging to the Israelites. I am Yahweh.
46

Since there were 273 more (firstborn
males from Isra’el) than male Levites,
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let

‘buy’ their
back from government service]:
[the non-Levitical parents]

[offspring

260+13.
47

For each of the [boys who want out of sacred government service,] collect five shekels [of silver
from their parents. Add that money to the sacred govern-

(Use the sanctuary's [definition of
shekel, which equals 20 gerahs.)

ment fund.]
a]

48

To Aaron and to his sons, entrust the
money [the parents pay to buy] these boys [out
of government service].”
49 So, ___, Moses accepts the silver
[the parents pay] to buy [the 273 extra non-Levite]
boys [out of the sacred government ‘draft’]. [Moses]
entrusts that [silver] to the Levites. Numbers (Journeys) 3:50 The amount of silver
[Moses] accepts to [release] the [273] firstborn Israelite boys [from sacred government service] amounts to 1365 shekels, weighed
by the sanctuary's [definition of a] shekel.
The total amounts to about the price of 1 new basic modern house. Only about the price of a day's
minimum wage labor for each family. Not oppressive in the least. This charge was barely more than
symbolic.

Obeying Yahweh's instructions,
Moses entrusts this redemption-money
to Aaron and [to Aaron's] sons, ___.
Moses [almost always obeys] Yahweh's commands.
51

Moses didn't take one shekel for himself. True ministers put every donated penny back into sacred
work. Real ministers don't buy personal stuff for
themselves. Fake ministers line their own pockets.
Then they abuse the bible to justify their greed.

Numbers (Journeys) 4

Simply a head-count for historical record-keeping.
Not an individual registration and enumeration for
human-collateralization against a national debt to
buy military weapons. Big difference.
3
Count the [Kohathite men] from 30 years old up to 50
years old. They'll enter the [sacred government] corps to
perform their duties in the Meeting Tent.
Not military duties. Health, education and welfare
duties. The 30 years figure was later lowered (by
divine direction to David) to 20 years.
4
Here are the duties the descendants of K’hat [Kohath]
will execute concerning the supremely sacred items
in the Meeting Tent:
5
When the camp moves forward, Aaron comes [to the
Meeting Tent] with his sons. Then they take down the
curtain-screen. With it, [they] cover the ark [bearing the
10 commandments].
6
Then the [priests] lay the covering of antelope skins
[on the ark]. Over [the skins] they spread an all-blue cloth.
Next the [priests] insert the [ark's] carrying-poles into
the [ark's carrying rings].
7
Next the [priests] spread a blue cloth over the table of
holy bread. They set the [sacred golden] dishes, spoons,
bowls, cups/pans and [holy] bread on the [cloth].
8

Over the items on the bread table, the
priests spread a scarlet cloth. Over
that, they lay a covering of antelope
skins. Then [the priests] insert the [gold carrying] poles into [the table's carrying rings].
9

Then [the priests] take a blue cloth. [With it,
they] cover the light-giving menorah.
[They similarly protect the menorah's] lamps,
tongs, snuff-dishes, and all the jars
that hold the oil for filling [the menorah's
lamps].
Numbers (Journeys) 4:10

YHVH Delegates Meeting Tent Duties To Moses
1 Then Yahweh commands Moses and Aaron: 2
[YAH says],

“Count the total number of the [male] descendants of Levi's son Kohath {Ally}.
Sub-total [the count] by clans and families.
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Then [the priests] lay the [giant menorah] and
all its accessories in fine leather. They
place this [wrapped menorah] on a carrying-frame.

11
Next [the priests] spread a blue cloth over the golden
altar. They cover [the cloth] with a covering of fine
leather. Then [they] insert the carrying-poles into the
[altar's carrying rings].
12
Next the [priests] take all the utensils with which they
minister in the sanctuary. They put the [utensils] in a
cloth of blue. They cover the [cloth] with a covering
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of antelope skins. They attach the [covered utensils] to a
bar.
13
Next [the priests] haul away the ashes from the [cooking]
altar[s]. [Then they] spread purple cloth on the altar[s].
14
Then the [priests] place on [the cooking-altar] all its utensils
with which they serve [food] around it, including the
fire-pans, the meat-hooks/forks, the shovels, the
basins and all the [other] utensils [used at] the altar.
Then [the priests] spread a covering of antelope leather
over the [altar]. Then [they] install its carrying-poles
into [its carrying rings].
15

Aaron and his sons finish covering the
sanctuary's furnishings and sacred
utensils. Then the sons of Kohath {Ally}
come to carry those items. Then the
camp sets forward. But the [K'hati clan] remain forbidden on [pain of] death to [directly] touch any holy thing [in transit]. The
foregoing concludes the list of the duties of the sons of Kohath {Ally} concerning [moving] the congregational tent.
16

El‘azar, the son of [High] priest Aaron, is
responsible for the oil for [giving] light [to
the sanctuary], the fragrant incense, the
ongoing [daily] grain donation[s], and the
anointing oil. El‘azar is in charge of the
entire [sacred] “Dwelling” and everything
in it, including the holy-place and its
furnishings.”
Respect The Holy Place, Or Die!
17 [Time passes, ___. Then] Yahweh [again] commands
Moses and Aaron: 18 [YAH's angel] says,
“Don't let the Kohathite clans be destroyed from
among the Levites!
19

Rather, do this for the [Kohathite priests], so
that they'll live and not die: when they
approach the supremely sacred items,
Aaron and his sons will go in — and you
[Moses] will assign each [priest] his duties,
including [his] carrying-list.
Assigned duties prevent confusion.
Numbers (Journeys) 4:20
But [the descendants of K’hat] are not to go in and gawk at
the holy things as the [items] are being covered. If
they do, they may/will die.”

Assigning Tent-Carrying Duties

21 Yahweh further commands Moses: 22
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“Take a gross head-count of the male descendants
of Gershon {Refugee}. Sub-total [this count] by clan and
family.
Again, not a human enumeration census but a historical tally.
23
Count the [Gershonite men who are] from 30 years old up to
50 years old. These [priests] will join the group who
amass to provide [health, nutrition, education and spiritual services]
in the Meeting tent.
24
The following describes the duties of the families of
the Gershuni [clan], including serving [food], and carrying [items during migration]:
25
The [Gershuni clan] carry the curtains of the [Sacred]
‘Dwelling', plus the [big] meeting tent, its [inner] covering, the covering of antelope skins [which lies] above
[the tent's inner covering] , and the screen for the entrance
to the Meeting Tent.
26
[The Gershuni clan also carry] the courtyard tapestries, the
screen for the entrance to the courtyard by [YAH's Sacred] ‘Dwelling’ surrounding the [cooking] altar, plus the
ropes [used to hang the screen and the tapestries] , and all the fittings used in setting up these objects. The [Gershuni
clan] perform all the tasks required [to set up, use, tear-down,
and carry] the [aforementioned] items.
27
Aaron and his sons supervise all the work of the
Gershon {Refugee} clan in carrying loads and [installing
and taking down the hangings, tapestries, etc. Aaron and his sons] assign
[specific men to specific] carrying tasks.
28
The following describes the duties of the families of
the sons of Gershon {Refugee} in the congregational
tent. They work under the supervising hand of
Ithamar {Palm-Coast}, the son of [High] priest Aaron.
29
Take a head-count of the sons of Merari {Bitter}.
Sub-total [this count] by family and ancestral clan.
Numbers (Journeys) 4:30
Count the [Merarite men] who are from 30 years old up
to 50 years old, who will enter the [sacred government]
corps to do the work of [operating] the congregational
tent.
31
The Merarites' duties in the Meeting Tent are: carry
the frames, crossbars, posts and bases of the Tent;
32

[The Merarites also carry] and maintain the pillars of the courtyard surrounding [the Holy
place], including the [pillars'] bases, pegs,
ropes and all their accessories. [The supervisor] assigns each [of these] items to a
named responsible [worker].

33
The foregoing describes the duties of the families
of the sons of Merari {Bitter} in all their work in the
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congregational tent under the [supervising] hand of
Ithamar {Palm-Coast}, the son of [High] priest Aaron.”
34 So Moses and Aaron and the community leaders
count the sons of the Kohathite [clan]. [Moses and Aaron]
group the subtotals by family and ancestral clan.
35 [Moses counts all the men] from 30 years old up to 50
years old, [assuming] they'll enter into the [sacred government] service, [to help in] the work in the congregational
tent. 36 The [total] count of [Kohathite] clan [government
workers] tallies to 2750, ___. 37 That's the total
number of men from the Kohathite clans [enrolling to]
serve in the Tent of Meeting. Moses and Aaron
count the [sons of Kothath] just as Yahweh had commanded through Moses. 38 [Next Moses sums] the total
count of the sons of Gershon {Refugee}, subtotaled
by family and ancestral clan. 39 — from 30 years
old up to 50 years old, every one who enters [sacred
government] service, to work in the congregational tent
— Numbers (Journeys) 4:40 —the tally of all [such
Gershonite men from every] family of every ancestral clan
sums to 2630, ___. 41 This is the number of [men]
from the families of the sons of Gershon {Refugee}
eligible to do service in the congregational tent. [The
scribes of this text hereby certify that] Moses and Aaron counted
the [Gershonites] just as Yahweh commanded. 42 The
total head-count from all the families of the sons of
Merari {Bitter}, subtotaled by ancestral clan and
family— 43 —[including only men from] 30 years old up to
50 years old, [ready to] enter [sacred government] service, to
[execute] the [ordained] work in the congregational tent—
44 —tallies (including all Merarite families) to 3200.
45 That's the number of [men Moses counted] from the
families of the sons of Merari {Bitter}. [The scribes of this
text hereby certify that] Moses and Aaron counted the [Merarites] just as Yahweh commanded Moses. 46 The total head-count of all Levites, which Moses, Aaron
and the community leaders sum and subtotal by
ancestral clan and family— 47 —[including only men from]
30 years old up to 50 years old, entering [sacred government] service, to execute the [ordained] work in the
congregational tent— 48 —tallies to 8580. 49 Executing the [specific] commandment of Yahweh, under
the [supervising] hand of Moses, [Israel's leaders] count [these
men]. The [leaders] assign each man his area of duty,
and his unique job description, as Yahweh commanded Moses, ___.

Numbers (Journeys) 5
[Later, ___,]

Yahweh instructs Moses: 2 [YAH's angel]

says,
“Command the descendants of Israel to
quarantine from their camp
everyone who has an infectious skin
disease,
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everybody with a [potentially infectious fluid]
discharge,
and everyone who's defiled by [touching]
dead [bodies].
Not an antiquated idea. A necessity for migrating
with 1 million+ people. Hospitals breed disease.
Antibiotics only make plagues worse in the long
run.
3

Quarantine both male and female [patients], ___. Keep them outside the
camp, so they don't infect the camps in
the midst of which I dwell.”
4 So, ___, the people of Israel obey:
they put [infectious disease patients in quarantine]
outside the camp. The descendants of
Israel [in this case] do exactly as Yahweh
commands Moses.
General Principles Regarding Donations
5

[Then, ___,]

Yahweh commands Moses: 6 [YAH's an-

says,
“Tell the descendants of Israel, ‘When a
man or woman commits any [of the constant
stream of] sins humans commit, they [commit] treachery [not only against themselves and other men, but] against Yahweh. [Violating my principles of Law] brings guilt, ___.
gel]

This is just as true in the "New Covenant" as it was
3000 years ago.
7

So, [to keep his own sanity], the sinner must
confess each sin he commits, ___. And
he must pay back everything he [damaged
or stole], plus 20% [of its value,] and give it
to [whatever human] he victimized.
8

Hebrew Disease-Quarantine Laws
1

270

But if the man [who sinned] has no human
victim to repay, then he can ‘pay’ Yahweh by giving restitution to a priest.
Plus [the repenter gives] a ram as a guilt-gift,
[which the priest cooks to feed needy people while praying for Yahweh]

to cover the sinner

[with for-

giveness and protection].

Many mental illnesses can be cured by confession,
penance and restitution.
9
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Every sacred donation the descendants
of Israel bring to a priest becomes [the
property of] the priest [who processes the donation,
___].
The ‘sacrifices’ aren't burned up. They're donated
to the priest, for him and his family to eat! This is
the way the sacred government is maintained. ‘Donation’ here = heave offering.
Numbers (Journeys) 5:10

Your donation is your own property until you [willingly] consecrate it, ___. But
the moment you give it to the priest,
it's the priest's property [to do with as Yahweh
commands].”
Supernatural Test Shows If Your
Wife Cheated
11 Yahweh further commands Moses: 12 [YAH's an-

says,
“Instruct the sons of Israel. Tell them,
‘[Here's a way to discern] whether any man's
wife goes astray and commits a violation against him:
gel]

13

Imagine a man and [another man's wife] lie
together in meat-lust. They hide [their
adultery] from the eyes of her husband.
They keep their [sick secret locked within their
guilty chests]. She's defiled with no witness
[to testify] against her. No one catches her
in the act.
14

[The priests have a supernatural way to deal with real or

whether the spirit of [justijealousy comes upon [the slut's] husband, provoking [in him fury against] his defiled wife, or if [merely] the emotion of
[mistaken] jealousy comes upon him, [making him want to kill] his wife, and even
though she's not defiled.

imagined adultery,]
fied]

15
The [jealous husband] brings his wife to the priest, bringing a donation for her: 1/10th ephah [2 quarts] of barley meal. [The husband] pours no oil upon it. Nor does
he put frankincense on it, because [it's not a normal “guiltgift”, but] a jealousy-donation, a Grain-Offering to [compensate the priest for bringing truth to light], for bringing [whatever]
guilt [exists] out into the open.
Here donation = korban.
16
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The priest brings [the suspected adulteress]
near [the Holy Place, ___]. He [ritually] sets her
before [the watchful eye of] Yahweh.
17

Then the priest [pours] holy water into an
earthen vessel. Next he [grabs] some
dust off the sanctuary floor. He drops
[the dust] into the [sacred] water.
Sanctuary = Dwelling (of YAH's Spirit)
18

Then the priest [symbolically] sets the [suspected adulteress] before [the face of] Yahweh.
He uncovers the woman's head. In her
hands [he drops her grain] offering, (the jealousy-donation [that compensates the priest for]
revealing [the truth]). The priest holds in
his hand the “bitter-water” that brings a
curse [to guilty adulterers].
19

The priest says to the [suspected adulteress]:
‘If no [adulterer] lay [with] you — if you didn't go astray by doing dirty deeds with
anyone besides your husband, you'll
[walk away] free, [unharmed by] this bitter water that causes the [adulterer's] curse.’
Numbers (Journeys) 5:20

7 times, the priest warns the woman:
‘[On the other hand, this water will kill you] if you've
wandered astray to another [stud] instead of your husband, and the [stud]
defiled you. [You don't want to drink this] if
you've let some other man besides
your husband lay [with] you.’
21

7 times, the priest [warns] the woman
with the curse of imprecation. The
priest says to the woman, ‘[If you're guilty,
may] Yahweh make you[r name] a condemned curse-word among your people, when Yahweh makes your privates
rot, and your belly swell;
This process appears in the Laws of Hammurabi
§131 & 132.
22

This water that causes the curse will
seep into your bowels, and make your
intestines distend. Your [defiled] private
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parts will rot off.’ [If she agrees,] the woman
answers [7 times], ‘Amén; So be it.’
23

Then the priest writes these curses in a
book. Then he washes the [book's ink] off
into the water of embitterment.
Perhaps writes not in ink, but in blood?
24

25
Then the priest takes the jealousy-donation out of
the woman's hand. [He] lifts it repeatedly before
Yahweh. [Then he] bakes [the grain] on the altar.
26

Then the priest takes a handful of the
[barley] offering. He smoke-toasts it on
the altar as a symbolic memory-image
[of the destructiveness of sin and jealousy]. Then
[again] he lets the [suspected adulteress] drink
the [supernatural] water.
Smoke = qatar (fumigate).
27

After the priest lets the [suspected adulteress]
drink the [paranormal] water, [sure as the sunrise,] if she's been defiled, if she's committed [sexual] treachery against her husband, the curse-inducing water enters
her. It turns to poison. So her belly
swells, ___! Her private parts rot off!
The woman's [name turns into] a curse-word
among her people.
28

But if the woman isn't defiled, but
clean, then she's free. She'll [go on to]
conceive seed-children.”
29 ___, that's [YAH's paranormal] procedure
[for resolving] jealousies, when a wife [allegedly] wanders astray and [lays with] another man instead of her husband, and
[so] gets defiled. Numbers (Journeys) 5:30 [The
bitter-water test handles the situation] when the
spirit of jealousy overcomes a [husband],
and he gets envious over his wife. He
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brings the woman before Yahweh. Then
the priest performs the [bitter-water] procedure on her.
This ritual may ave been spliced in by an early editor. There is no Biblical evidence for this ritual ever
having been carried out, nor is its existence acknowledged elsewhere in the Bible. (With the dubious exception of Ps 109:18.)

doesn't [beat or
kill his cheating wife. He stays] innocent from
crime. Yet the [adulteress] bears the punishment for her guilt.
31

Then the priest lets the [suspected adulteress]
drink the bitter water that causes the
[adulterer's] curse, ___. The curse-bringing water enters her. It [supernaturally]
morphs [into an acutely-painful poison if she has committed the] bitter [sin of adultery].
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That way, the

[husband]

Providing a very serious deterrent to adultery, and
a protection for women. Even if the bitter-water
didn't physically do anything, just hearing it told as
a legend would cause young ladies to fear adultery.

Numbers (Journeys) 6
Nazirite [Holy Man] Vow Instructions

1 [Time passes, ___.] Yahweh instructs Moses:
Note the order of these instructions: separation ->
worship -> blessing -> service.
2

“Instruct the people of Israel. Tell them,
‘A man or a woman can separate themselves [from the general population by making a
unique kind of] promise to stay a Nazir {Sacred-One} who consecrates himself to
[serve] Yahweh.
Being a Nazir is a symbol of ‘giving your life to Jesus.’ The true disciple gives up intoxicants. He also
gives up many things he finds sweet.
3

must separate himself from
wine and strong drinks, ___. [During the
term of his vow,] he'll drink no vinegar of
wine, nor vinegar of strong drink. Nor
will he drink any liquor [made] from
grapes. He won't [even] drink grape
juice, nor eat grapes or raisins.
[The Nazir]

This explains why the Messiah makes alcoholic
wine for other wedding guests to drink, but he
doesn't drink it himself. A Nazir is something or
someone separated & holy.
4
All the days of [the Nazir's] separation [from normal life], he
eats nothing made from the [fruit of the grape] vine, from
seed to skin, ___.
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5

All the days of [the Nazir's] vow of separation, no razor comes on his head, ___.
Until the term of his self-imposed consecration to Yahweh is finished, he
stays separated [from ordinary life]. And he
lets the locks of his head-hair grow.
Contrary to popular misinformation, scripture never forbids men to grow long hair. But long hair sure
gets in the way of field work.
6

must avoid nearing any dead
carcass during the entire term of his
self-imposed consecration to Yahweh.
[The Nazir]

Let the dead bury their dead.
7

musn't even defile himself by
his father, his mother, his brother or his sister when they
die, because [he lies under] consecration to
exclusively [serve] his Elohim.’
[The Nazir]

[attending the funeral of]

Hygiene is so important that it takes on a massive
spiritual significance, as shown here.
8

All the days of his consecration, [the Nazir]
remains devoted to [serve] Yahweh.
9
And if any human suddenly, unexpectedly dies near
[the Nazir], so that the [Nazir] ‘defiles his consecrated
head’, then [the Nazir] shaves his head on the day of
his purification. That is, ___, the [Nazir] shaves his
head on the 7th day [after he neared the corpse].
7th Day could mean "the next sabbath" or 7 days
after he neared the corpse.
Numbers (Journeys) 6:10
Then, ___, on the 8th day [after nearing the corpse, the Nazir]
brings 2 turtle-doves (or 2 young pigeons) to the
priest, at the entrance to the Assembly Tent.
11
The priest cooks 1 [of the birds] as a confession-gift,
and the other [bird] as an ascension-gift. [Meanwhile, the
priest prays that Yahweh] covers [over the defilement the Nazir incurred
when he broke the terms of his vow by nearing] the corpse. The
same day, [the priest] blesses [and re-consecrates] the [Nazir's]
head.
12
[The Nazir] freshly consecrates [himself] to Yahweh, [starting
a new term of] consecration equal in length to the term
he promised in his initial vow. Then [the Nazir]
presents [to the priest] a 1-year-old lamb as a repentance-gift. [The Nazir] forfeits the days [he spent in the initial
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because his consecration got corrupted
corpse].

[by the

Paraphrase.
13
[Execute] the following procedure when a Nazirite finishes the term of his consecration: [Someone] brings
[the Nazir] to the door of the Meeting Tent.
14
The Nazir offers this donation to Yahweh:
one flawless male 1-year-old lamb as an ascensiongift,
plus one flawless female 1-year-old lamb as a repentance-gift,
plus one flawless ram as a ‘peace-gift.’
15
[The Nazir also donates:]

a basket of unleavened bread,
cakes of fine flour mixed with oil,
wafers of unleavened bread spread with oil,
a grain-donation,
and drink donations.
16
The priest then [ritually] presents [the Nazir's] gifts before
Yahweh. Then [the priest] cooks [the Nazir's] repentancedonation and his ascension [gift].
17
Then [the priest] butchers and cooks the ram as a
thanksgiving contribution for [a feast honoring] Yahweh.
[The priest serves the meat] with the basket of unleavened
bread. The priest also cooks [the Nazir's] graindonation. [Finally he serves the Nazir's] drink donations [to the
people attending the feast] .
18

Then the Nazir {Sacred-One} shaves his
consecrated head at the entrance to
the Meeting Tent. Then he takes the
hair [cut] from his consecrated head. He
tosses the [hair] into the fire over which
roasts the butchered thanksgiving donation [meat].

19
Then, after the [Nazir] shaves off his consecrated
hair, the priest grabs the [oil-soaked] shoulder of the
ram, and one unleavened cake out of the basket,
and one unleavened wafer. [The priest] puts these
[items] into the hands of the Nazir.
Numbers (Journeys) 6:20
The [Nazir] devotes this ‘wave breast’ and ‘heave
shoulder’ to the priest [as his compensation]. Then the
priest repeatedly lifts these items before Yahweh in
[what's called a] ‘wave offering.’ [Finally, ___,] after all this,
the Nazirite can [once again] drink wine [or juice].
21
The foregoing sums up the rules concerning any
vow-bound Nazir, ___. The foregoing describes [the
minimum] donation [he must make] to Yahweh at his final
consecration [ritual]. (He can donate more if he has
the means.) But whatever his vow says, he's bound
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to do. His voluntary choice to be consecrated
makes these statutes operate as law over him.”
Paraphrase. Consent makes the Law.

The Sacred Hebrew Blessing!

22 [Time passes, ___.] Yahweh instructs Moses: 23
“Educate Aaron and his sons. Tell them, “This is
how you bless the people of Israel:

*Say to them,
“Yahweh bless you, and
guard you, ___:
24

‘Y’varekh’kha YHVH v’yishmerekha. See awesome
blessing song.
25

*

Yahweh make his face
shine upon you, ___. [Yahweh] be
gracious to you.
[May]
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4 Then, ___, Yahweh instructs Moses: 5 [YAH's an-

says,
“Accept this [food] from [the leaders], to empower the [priests] to do their [sacred government] duties in the Meeting Tent. Entrust
[the donations] to the Levites. [They'll] allocate to each man [whatever he] needs to
perform his appointed duties.”
6 So, ___, Moses accepts the wagon-loads and the oxen. [Then Moses] entrusts these [donations] to the Levite
[priests]. 7 [Moses] entrusts 2 wagons and 4 oxen to
gel]

the sons of Gershon {Refugee}, [to help them in their sacred
government] duties. 8 [Moses entrusts] 4 wagons and 8 oxen
to the sons of Merari {Bitter}, to [help] them do their
[sacred government] jobs under the [guiding] hand of
Ithamar {Palm-Coast} the son of [High] priest Aaron. 9
But Moses entrusts no [beasts of burden] to the sons of
Kohath {Ally}, because their duties in the sanctuary
entail [carrying only light-weight] items they can hoist on
their shoulders. Numbers (Journeys) 7:10 [Israel's]

Ya’er YHVH panav eleikha vichunekka.

*
Yahweh lift up his face toward
you, ___, and give you peace.’
26

Yissa YHVH panav eleikha v’yasem l’kha shalom.
27

Thus the [leaders] will brand My Name
upon the people of Israel, ___. And I
will bless them [all].”

Numbers (Journeys) 7
Funding The Meeting Tent Dedication Feast
1 [Time passes, ___.] The day comes when Moses has
fully set up [Yahweh's sacred] ‘Dwelling.’ [Moses] anoints [the
tent with oil,] consecrating it. [Moses also] anoints and consecrates all the equipment [inside the tent], including

Then the leaders of Israel (the tribal chiefs who had
supervised the head-counts) come and
bring their [clan's] donations [for a great nationwide feast]. 3 Together the [Israelites] bring
[to the feast] 6 carts and 12 oxen: 1 cart
for every 2 leaders, plus 1 ox for each
leader. The [leaders] present this [food] to
Yahweh in front of [YAH's sacred] ‘Dwelling.’
the altar and all its utensils. 2
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leaders also present dedication gifts for
the [Sanctuary's cooking] altar at the time
Moses anoints it, ___. The [Elders] each
place their gifts before the altar. 11 [Then,

Yahweh says to Moses, “[Each chief] will offer his
donations to dedicate the altar, each leader
on his [clan's work] day. 12 [First up] to offer his donation
(on day #1) comes Nahshon {Future-Teller} (the son
of Amminadab {Generous-People}), [representing] his tribe:
___,]

[clan's]

{Celebrated}. 13 [Nahshon's] offering consists of 1 silver platter, weighing 130
shekels, [plus] 1 silver bowl weighing 70
shekels ([all calculated] using the sanctuary's [definition of a] shekel). Both utensils
[brim] full of fine flour mixed with oil as a
food-donation. 14 [Nahshon also donates] 1 [giant] gold

Judah

pan weighing 10 shekels, full of incense, ___.
This pan alone is worth the price of a nice new car.
15 [Nashon also donates] these ascension-gifts: 1 young
bull calf, 1 ram and 1 one-year-old lamb. 16 [Nashon
1 goat-kid as a guilt-donation. 17 Plus,
as a thanksgiving-feast contribution,
[Nashon donates] 2 oxen, 5 rams, 5 studgoats and five 1-year-old lambs for
feast-butchering. That concludes the
list of the donations [given] by Nahshon
{Future-Teller} the son of Amminadab
{Generous-People}. 18 On the 2nd [contribution] day
also donates]

NathanEl
[the tribe of]
___].

{El-Gives}

Issachar)

(the son of Zuar {Tiny}, leader of
[carts his] donations [to the Meeting Tent,

19 [NathanEL's]
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silver platter weighing 130 shekels,
[plus] 1 silver bowl weighing 70 shekels,
[all calculated] using the sanctuary's [definition
of a] shekel. Both utensils [brim] full of
fine flour mixed with oil as a food-donation. Numbers (Journeys) 7:20 [NathanEl also donates]
1 solid-gold pan weighing 10 shekels, full of incense, ___. 21 As ascension-gifts, [NathanEl also donates]:
1 young bull calf, 1 ram and 1 one-year-old lamb.
22 [NathanEl also donates] 1 goat-kid as a guilt-donation,

Plus, as thanksgiving-feast contributions, [NathanEl also donates] 2 oxen, 5
rams, 5 stud-goats and five 1-year-old
lambs for butchering. That, ___, concludes the list of the donations [given] by
NathanEl {El-Gives} the son of Zuar
{Tiny}.
___. 23

Sick preachers and translators perpetuate the false
vision that these animals were burned up. These
animals are provisions for a million-person feast!
24 On the 3rd [contribution] day, Eliab {Fathered-By-El}
(the son of Helon {Strong}, leader of the tribe of Zebulun {House}) [carts his tribe's] donations [to the Meeting Tent,

25 [Eliab's] donation consists of 1 silver
platter, weighing 130 shekels, [plus] 1
silver bowl weighing 70 shekels, [all calculated] using the sanctuary's [definition of a]
shekel, both utensils filled with fine
flour mixed with oil as a food-donation.
___].

26 [Eliab also donates] 1 [solid] gold pan weighing 10
shekels, full of incense, ___. 27 Plus, as ascension-gifts, [Eliab donates] 1 young bull calf, 1 ram and 1
one-year-old lamb. 28 [Eliab also donates] 1 goat-kid as a

And as contributions [for
the] thanksgiving-feast, [Eliab also donates] 2
oxen, 5 rams, 5 stud-goats and five 1year-old lambs for butchering. That
concludes the list of the donations [given]
by Eliab {Fathered-By-El} the son of Helon
{Strong}. Numbers (Journeys) 7:30 On the 4th
guilt-donation. 29

day [of contributions,] Shedeur's son Elizur {El-Is-The-Rock}
(leader of the people of Reuben {Look-a-Son}) [carts his
tribe's] donations [to the Meeting Tent]. 31 [Elizur] donates 1
silver platter weighing 130 shekels, 1 silver bowl
[weighing] 70 shekels, [all calculated] using the sanctuary's
[definition of a] shekel. Both utensils overflow, packed
with a food-donation of fine flour mixed with oil. 32
[Elizur also donates] 1 solid-gold pan weighing 10 shekels,

these ascension-gifts: 1 young bull calf, 1 ram
and 1 one-year-old lamb. 34 [Elizur also donates]
full of incense. 33 [Elizur also donates]

1 goat-kid as a guilt-donation. 35 Finally, as contributions for the thanksgiving-feast, [Elizur donates] 2
oxen, 5 rams, 5 stud-goats and five 1-year-old
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lambs for butchering. This concludes [the list of items]
donated by Elizur {El-Is-The-Rock} the son of Shedeur
{Spreader-Of-Light} . 36 On the 5th day [of donations,]
ShelumiEl {Peace-Of-El} (the son of Zurishaddai {RockOf-The-Almighty} , leader of the people of Simeon
{Listener}) [carts his tribe's] donations [to the Meeting Tent]. 37
[ShelumiEl] donates 1 silver platter weighing 130
shekels, 1 silver bowl [weighing] 70 shekels, [all calculated]
using the sanctuary's [definition of a] shekel, both utensils packed with fine flour mixed with oil as a fooddonation. 38 [ShelumiEl also donates] 1 solid-gold pan
weighing 10 shekels, full of incense. 39 [ShelumiEl

these ascension-gifts: 1
young bull calf, 1 ram and 1 one-yearold lamb. Numbers (Journeys) 7:40 [ShelumiEl also donates] 1 goat-kid as a guilt-donation. 41 Finally,
as thanksgiving-feast contributions,
[ShelumiEl also donates] 2 oxen, 5 rams, 5
stud-goats and five 1-year-old lambs
for butchering. That, ___, concludes
the list of the donations [given] by ZuriShaddai's son ShelumiEl {Peace-Of-El}.
also donates]

42 On the 6th day [of contributions,] EliAsaph {El-Gathers}
(the son of DeuEl {Known-By-El}, leader of the descendants of Gad) [carts his tribe's] donations [to the Meeting
Tent]. 43 [ELiAsaph {El-Gathers}'s] offering consists of 1 silver
platter, weighing 130 shekels, [plus] 1 silver bowl
weighing 70 shekels, [all calculated] using the sanctuary's [definition of a] shekel. Both utensils [brim] full of
fine flour mixed with oil as a food-donation. 44
[ELiAsaph {El-Gathers} also donates] 1 solid-gold pan weighing 10
shekels, full of incense, ___. 45 [ELiAsaph {El-Gathers}

the following ascension-gifts:
1 young bull calf, 1 ram and 1 oneyear-old lamb. 46 [ELiAsaph
also donates] 1
goat-kid as a guilt-donation. 47 And as thanksgiving-feast contributions [ELiAsaph {El-Gathers} also donates] 2 oxen, 5 rams, 5 studgoats and five 1-year-old lambs for
butchering. That concludes the list of
the donations [given] by EliAsaph {El-Gathers} the son of DeuEl {Known-By-El}. 48 On
also donates]

{El-Gathers}

the 7th day [of donations,] Elishama {El-Hears} (the son
of Ammihud {People-Of-Splendor}, leader of the descendants of Ephraim {Double-Fruit}) [carts his tribe's]

[to the Meeting Tent]. 49 [ELishama's] offering
consists of 1 silver platter, weighing
130 shekels, [plus] 1 silver bowl weighing 70 shekels, [all calculated] using the
sanctuary's [definition of a] shekel. Both
utensils [brim] full of fine flour mixed
with oil as a food-donation. Numbers (Jour-

donations

neys) 7:50 [ELishama also donates] 1 solid-gold pan weighing 10 shekels, full of incense. 51 [ELishama also do-
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these ascension-gifts: 1 young bull
calf, 1 ram and 1 one-year-old lamb. 52
nates]

[ELishama also donates]

1 goat-kid as a guilt-donation. 53

And as thanksgiving-feast contributions, [ELishama also donates] 2 oxen, 5 rams,
5 stud-goats and five 1-year-old lambs
for butchering. That concludes the list
of the donations [given] by Elishama {ElHears} the son of Ammihud {People-Of-Splendor}. 54 On the 8th day [of donations], GamaliEl
(the son of Pedahzur {Ransomed-Rock},
leader of the descendants of Manasseh) [carts his tribe's]
{El's-Reward}

[to the meeting tent]: 55 [GamaliEL's] donation consists of 1 silver platter, weighing 130 shekels, [plus] 1 silver bowl
weighing 70 shekels, [all calculated] using
the sanctuary's [definition of a] shekel. Both
utensils [brim] full of fine flour mixed
with oil as a food-donation. 56 [GamaliEl also do-

donations

nates]

1 solid-gold incense-filled pan weighing 10

[1/4 pound]. 57 [GamaliEl also donates] these
ascension-gifts: 1 young bull calf, 1
ram and 1 one-year-old lamb. 58 [GamaliEl

shekels

also donates]

1 goat-kid as a guilt-donation, ___. 59

Finally, as thanksgiving-feast contributions, [GamaliEl also donates] 2 oxen, 5 rams,
5 stud-goats and five 1-year-old lambs
for butchering. That, ___, concludes
the list of the donations [given] by
GamaliEl {El's-Reward} the son of
Pedahzur {Ransomed-Rock}. Numbers (Journeys) 7:60 On the 9th day [of donations], Abidan {Father-Judge} (the son of Gideoni {Chopper}, leader of
the descendants of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}), [carts

donations [to the Meeting Tent]. 61 [Abidan's] offering
consists of 1 silver platter weighing 130
shekels, [plus] 1 silver bowl weighing 70
shekels, [all calculated] using the sanctuary's [definition of a] shekel. Both utensils
[brim] full of fine flour mixed with oil as a
food-donation. 62 [Abidan also donates] 1 solid-gold
his]

pan weighing 10 shekels, full of incense, ___. 63

these ascension-gifts: 1
young bull calf, 1 ram and 1 one-yearold lamb.
[Abidan also donates]

It is a very sick thing that the commercial translators persist in translating ‘ascension-gift’ as ‘burnt
offering.’ Religious writers are like a bunch of dogs
sniffing each others' butts.
64 [Abidan also donates] 1 goat-kid as a guilt-donation,
___. 65

And as thanksgiving-feast contri-
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butions, [Abidan also donates] 2 oxen, 5
rams, 5 stud-goats and five 1-year-old
lambs for butchering. That, ___, concludes the list of the donations [given] by
Abidan {Father-Judge} the son of Gideoni
{Chopper}. 66 On the 10th day [of donations], Ahiezer
(the son of AmmiShaddai {Almighty'sleader of the descendants of Dan {Judge})
[carts his tribe's] donations [to the Meeting Tent, ___]: 67 [Ahiezer's]
donation consists of 1 silver platter weighing 130
shekels, [plus] 1 silver bowl weighing 70 shekels, [all
calculated] using the sanctuary's [definition of a] shekel.
Both utensils [brim] full of fine flour mixed with oil as
a food-donation. 68 [Ahiezer also donates] 1 solid-gold pan
weighing 10 shekels, full of [expensive, fragrant] incense,
___. 69 [Ahiezer also donates] these ascension-gifts: 1
young bull calf, 1 ram and 1 one-year-old lamb.
Numbers (Journeys) 7:70 [Ahiezer also donates] 1 goat-kid
as a guilt-donation, ___. 71 Plus, as thanksgivingfeast contributions, [Ahiezer also donates] 2 oxen, 5 rams,
5 stud-goats and five 1-year-old lambs for butchering. That concludes the list of the donations [given]
by Ahiezer {Helper-Brother} the son of AmmiShaddai
{Almighty's-People}. 72 On the 11th day [of donations],
PagiEl {El's-Chance} (the son of Ocran {Churner}, leader of the people of Asher {Happy}) [carts his] donations
[to the Meeting Tent]: 73 [PagiEl's] offering consists of 1 silver platter weighing 130 shekels, [plus] 1 silver bowl
weighing 70 shekels, [all calculated] using the sanctuary's [definition of a] shekel. Both utensils [brim] full of
fine flour mixed with oil as a food-donation. 74
[PagiEl also donates] 1 solid-gold pan weighing 10
shekels, full of incense, ___. 75 [PagiEl also donates] the
following ascension-gifts: 1 young bull calf, 1 ram
and 1 one-year-old lamb. 76 [PagiEl also donates] 1 goatkid as a guilt-donation, ___. 77 Plus, as thanksgiving-feast contributions, [PagiEl also donates] 2 oxen, 5
rams, 5 stud-goats and five 1-year-old lambs for
butchering. That, ___, concludes the list of the donations [given] by PagiEl {El's-Chance} the son of Ocran
{Churner}. 78 [Finally, ___,] on the 12th [contribution] day,
Ahira {Brother-In-Adversity} (the son of Enan {Eyes},
leader of the people of Naphtali {Wrestler}) [carts his
tribe's] donations [to the Meeting Tent]: 79 [Ahira's] donation
consists of 1 silver platter weighing 130 shekels,
[plus] 1 silver bowl weighing 70 shekels, [all calculated]
using the sanctuary's [definition of a] shekel. Both utensils [brim] full of fine flour mixed with oil as a fooddonation. Numbers (Journeys) 7:80 [Ahira also donates] 1
solid-gold pan weighing 10 shekels, full of incense.
81 [Ahira also donates] the following ascension-gifts: 1
young bull calf, 1 ram and 1 one-year-old lamb. 82
[Ahira also donates] 1 goat-kid as a guilt-donation, ___.
83 Finally, ___, as thanksgiving-feast contributions, [Ahira also donates] 2 oxen, 5 rams, 5 stud-goats
and five 1-year-old lambs for butchering. That concludes the list of the donations [given] by Ahira {Brother-In-Adversity} the son of Enan {Eyes}. 84 [In summa{Helper-Brother}
People},

the [list of items which] Israel's tribal
leaders [donate for] the dedication of the
ry, ___,]
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altar, [beginning] the day [Moses] anoints [the
altar], amount to: 12 silver platters, 12
silver bowls, 12 golden pans. 85 Each sil-

ver platter weighs 130 shekels, ___. Each [silver]
bowl [weighs] 70 [shekels]. All the silver vessels [together]
weigh 2400 shekels, using the sanctuary's [definition of
shekel. 86 The 12 gold pans full of incense weigh 10 shekels apiece, using
the sanctuary's [definition of a] shekel. So,
___, all the gold in the pans totals 120
shekels.
a]

A fortune.

All the livestock [which the elders donate] as
ascension-gifts [total]: 12 young bulls,
12 rams, 12 one-year-old lambs, [plus associated grain donations, ___]. Plus, [the leaders
give] 12 goat-kids as repentance-gifts. 88
[For meat to] butcher for the thanksgiving
feast, [the tribal leaders give a total of] 24 young
bulls, 60 rams, 60 stud-goats and 60 1year-old lambs, ___! This [concludes the list
87

of donations given by the tribal leaders of Israel to cele-

dedication of the [Sanctuary] altar,
upon its anointing by Moses.
brate the]

That's food for a million+ person feast! Anything
left over would be used by the priests to maintain
the sacred government work. Nothing was wasted
or burned to appease an angry god.

Then Moses walks into the Meeting
Tent to speak with [Yahweh]. [Moses] hears
the voice of someone speaking to him
from above the cover on the “ark of
testimony,” between the two [gold]
cherubim [statues]. So [Moses] talks to [Yahweh's angel].
89

Numbers (Journeys) 8
Aaron Sets Up The Gorgeous Golden Menorah

1 Yahweh instructs Moses: 2 [YAH's angel] says,
“Instruct Aaron. Say to him, ‘When you set up the
lamps, [tilt] the 7 lamps so that they cast their light
forward, in front of the menorah.”
Not 9! S E V E N! Shine your light forward, onto
people!

So, ___, Aaron obeys. He lights the
lamps. Then [he focuses them so that they shine
gorgeous light in] front of the [giant solid gold]
3
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Menorah, as Yahweh commanded
Moses. 4 *[Aaron stands back in awe of the gi-

Menorah. He [admires] its
workmanship, ___: [One piece of
pure] hand-hammered gold, from
its shaft [up] to its flowers, [a masterpiece of] sculpted artistry, it exactly matches the [heavenly]
Menorah pattern Yahweh
showed Moses.
ant]

YHVH Explains How To Install
Priests In Work
5 [Then] Yahweh guides Moses: 6 [YAH's angel] says,
“Extract the Levites from among the
people of Israel. Clean them.
7

Here's how you clean [priests inside and out,
___]: Sprinkle ‘water of purification’ upon
them. Then have them shave all their
skin. Then have them wash their
clothes. Then [have them] scrub [their whole
bodies].
Water of purification = sin water, prepared as in
Ch.19.
8
Have the Levites [slaughter and cook] a young bull-calf
with its [accompanying] grain-donation (of fine flour
mixed with oil). Then [cook] another young bull-calf
as a repentance-gift.
9

Bring the Levites to the front of the
Meeting Tent. Then gather together the
whole Ekklesia of the people of Israel.
The whole million+ nation could not fit in the Sanctuary space at one time. So it's possible that only
the family fathers came out. That would have been
maybe 80000 men, or even fewer if only the tribal
leaders came. Or the whole nation could have rotated in & out of the Sanctuary area like the Muslims in Mecca.
Numbers (Journeys) 8:10

Then [ritually present] the Levites before
Yahweh. Have the [elders of the] descendants of Israel lay their hands on the
Levites’ [heads].
11

have Aaron dedicate the Levites
before Yahweh. Have the [elders of the]
people of Israel lift the [novitiate priests up in
[Then]
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the air over and over, as the elders pray that]

the

[new-

bie priests] can [overcome their sinful natures and so]
achieve the duties [commanded by] Yahweh.

A ‘wave offering’ is something that you lift up again
and again to YHVH in prayer. To present people in
a ‘wave dedication’ you lift the people up in the air.
It's a fun, unforgettable experience. You can lift
them with your hands and/or with sheets or trampoline mats. You can sprinkle people with perfumed oil to make the event a fragrant memory.
The Hebrew words give some indication of what
you can do to the person you're dedicating / praying for: #8573 tnuwphah ten-oo-faw': brandish; by
implication, tumult; specifically, official undulation
of offerings: shake, wave, from #5130: #5130
nuwph noof: to quiver (i.e. vibrate up and down,
rock to and fro, sprinkle, beckon, rub, bastinado,
saw, lift up, move, perfume, send, sift, strike.
12
Then [have] the Levites lay their hands on the heads
of the young bulls [to express thanks mixed with remorse for killing
animals]. [Cook] one [bull] as a guilt-gift, and the other as
an ascension-gift [in honor of] Yahweh. [Meanwhile, pray for
YAH to] cover [the sins of the] Levites.
Or, ‘to protect the Levites.’
13
Then place the Levites before Aaron, and before
[Aaron's] sons. Then again repeatedly lift them, symbolically offering them to Yahweh.
14

That's how you separate the Levites
from the pack of the people of Israel.
[You consecrate] the Levites as [My sacred government workers, ___].
15

Then [send] the Levites in to do their duties in the Meeting Tent. Then you,
[Moses] will [again] clean the [new priests].
Shake them like [food you're symbolically blessing
by lifting it to Yahweh].
Obviously, "offering a Levite" does NOT mean to
burn them up! So ‘offering’ an animal does not
mean to ‘burn it up’. ‘Offering’ means to use the
animal for its proper purpose: working, breeding or
eating.
16

For the [Levites] are totally dedicated to
Me. [I extract priests] from the [rabble of] the
descendants of Israel. [Priests are my] substitutes for [the the entire population's firstborn
baby boys who] open [their mother's] wombs.
Rather than [induct into government service]
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each firstborn [male] from the nation of
Israel, I take [the Levites to serve] me.
17

All the firstborn [boys] from the children
of Israel are [uniquely] Mine, ___, both
man and beast. [Back] on the day [when] I
struck every firstborn [male] in the land
of Egypt, I consecrated [Israel's firstborn baby
boys to serve in] My [sacred government].
18

the Levites [to
all the firstborn [males]
of the people of Israel.

[But since some of you objected,]

I'm

[substituting]

work in My sacred government in place of]

19

And I'm giving the Levites as a ‘gift’ to
Aaron and to his sons. [I'm extracting the
Levites] from among the people of Israel.
In the Meeting Tent, the [Levites] will perform [spiritual, nutritional, medical, educational and social] services for Israeli families. And [the
Levites will pray for Yahweh to] cover [the sins of]
the Israeli nation. They'll [pray that] no
plague [ravages] the descendants of Israel, so the people of Israel [can] approach [My Holy] Dwelling.”
The Priestly service was not originally a pointless
animal sacrifice cult, though it devolved into that.
Jesus never abolished priestly service. Almost everything originally done by Hebrew priests is now
being done (wrong) by secular societal systems
called hospitals, schools, clinics, restaurants and
churches. All of those societal institutions run
around like chickens with their heads cut off, ignorant of the principles of Law, because 'Christianites'
who think they're smarter than Moses continually
preach the lie that the Old Testament has been
done away with.

Israel Installs Its Levite Priests

Numbers (Journeys) 8:20 So Moses, Aaron and the
whole community of the people of Israel do to the
Levites exactly everything Yahweh commanded
Moses: The sons of Israel [dedicate] the Levites. 21

The Levites [pray to] purify themselves
from sin, ___. They wash their clothes.
Aaron shakes [and waves and lifts the new priests,
dedicating] them before the face of Yahweh. [Aaron prays for Yahweh to] cover the [new
priests] and [to] cleanse [their spirits].
This “shaking” is part of what James 5:14 means
when it prescribes that elders “lay on hands for
healing”. Hebrew blessings are not boring! They're
fun! The shaking ritual is an opportunity for you to
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be creative: its possibilities are limited only by
your imagination:
•
lay people in sheets and shake them &
wave them back and forth,
•
flip them on trampoline-nets,
•
turn them feet-up then pound on their
backs to loosen congestion in their lungs,
•
give them a vigorous shaking-massage,
•
lift them over your heads while you pray
for them,
•
the sky's the limit!
Try this with children—they'll never forget how fun
it is! ‘Shake out the sin, stir in the love.’ But of
course, never do physical-touching rituals one-onone behind closed doors. And of course never
touch any private parts. Always have chaperones,
unless of course you're married to whoever you're
touching.

So, ___, the Levites enter the Meeting Tent to perform their [sacred government]
duties [under the supervising] gaze of Aaron
and his [middle-manager] sons. [In this case,]
the Levites do everything just as Yahweh commanded Moses concerning
them.
Priestly Service Term Defined
22

23 So Yahweh instructs Moses: 24 [YAH's angel]

says,
“The following rules apply to the
Levites: from 25 years old and up
they'll go into [sacred government service] to
wage [spiritual war by providing educational, medical,
nutritional and social] services in the Meeting
Tent.
The first 5 years are a novitiate, or probationary,
period.
25

But, ___, at the age of 50 years the
[Levites] will stop performing [the grunt work in
Meeting Tent services].
26

These [older Levites still] serve with their
brothers in the Meeting Tent, but as supervisors, not workers, ___. This [rule
ensures that] the Levites always have [seasoned] directors [to keep the work on track and productive].”
Now you know what Romans 13:6 REALLY means.

Numbers (Journeys) 9
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Moses Celebrates Passover

1 [Later, ___,] in the 1st month of the 2nd year after
the [Israelites] emigrate out of the land of Egypt, Yahweh [again] speaks to Moses in the Sinai {Bush}

says,
“[All true] sons of Israel will celebrate the
passover. [Even Christians] must guard its
scheduled week.
Desert. 2 [Yahweh]

*
On the 14th day of this, [the first]
month [of Spring], at evening,
you'll [begin] celebrating [Passover.
Then you'll keep celebrating it] for the entire holiday week. [You'll] perform
all [the] rituals and guard [and enforce] all the rules [I've laid down] concerning [Passover].”
3

4 So, ___, Moses [doesn't ask, he] commands the people of Israel to keep the Passover.
And that means you, Christians, if you're engrafted
into Israel, will also celebrate the passover, as the
Messiah and Paul did. And you'll ignore Easter.

So, ___, there in the Sinai {Bush}
wilderness, the [Israelites] celebrate the
passover [feast]. They [start feasting] on the
14th day of the 1st month [of the Hebrew
year]. [In this case,] the descendants of Israel obey everything Yahweh commanded Moses.
Alternate Passover Make-Up Date
6 But some men [carry] a dead body, [trig5

gering the health regulation that requires Hebrews to pre-

infected. [So the elders] stop
the [suspectedly contaminated men] from joining
that day's Passover celebration. Immediately, ___, these men [break through the
sume the carriers]

barriers around the Sanctuary-Tent. They run up to]

confront and challenge Moses & Aaron.
7 These men gripe at Moses, “[So what] if
we're defiled by [touching] the dead body
of a man? [We washed our hands and took a
shower!] Why are [the guards pushing] us back?
[They're stopping us] from joining the people
of Israel in giving our holiday gifts to
[support] Yahweh's [work]!” 8 But Moses,
[rather than calling down fire on the suspected disease-

replies, “Stand still. I'll hear
what Yahweh commands concerning
you.” 9 [Moses falls to his knees, ___. He bows his face to the ground in
carriers, calmly]
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front of all the people.]

So Yahweh instructs Moses: Num-

bers (Journeys) 9:10 [YAH says],

“Guide the children of Israel, ___. Say,
‘If any of you or your posterity become
[suspected of] contamination because [he
neared] a dead body, or [he misses the passover
because] he's on a journey, he still can
celebrate the Passover to [honor]
Yahweh, [but on an alternate make-up week].
11

celebrate the [make-up
passover starting on the] evening of the 14th
day of the 2nd month [of the Hebrew year,
___. As normal,] eat [the Passover meal] with unleavened bread and bitter herbs.
[When necessary,]

12

[As usual,] don't leave 1 crumb of the
Passover meal until morning, ___. And
don't break any of the bones of the
[Passover lamb]. Guard [and obey] every normal [Passover] instruction.

13

But anyone who skips the Passover
even though he's not [suspected of being]
contaminated, and is not in a journey,
will get cut off from among his people,
___, because he refused to donate [his
time and resources] to Yahweh's [holiday festival].
Every such [rebellious, disrespectful] human
will bear [the penalty for] his sin.
That includes Christians who celebrate Easter while
ignoring Passover, foolishly thinking they're more
advanced than Moses.
14

And if a foreigner who's staying among
you wants to celebrate the passover to
[honor] Yahweh, and the [foreigner] is willing
to follow [both Yahweh's] regulations and
the Hebrew customs of Passover, the
foreigner can join [the fun]. Apply the
same rules to the foreigner as to natives born in [Hebrew] country.”
Moving On, Led By Supernatural
Fire & Cloud

*The day the [Levites] erect the
‘Dwelling’ [inside of which sits the Ark bearing the stone tablets that] record [the 10 commandments, YAH's supernatural] cloud cov15
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ers the [most sacred] Dwelling [area]
of the Sanctuary-Tent. At
evening, something [paranormal]
resembling fire hovers over
[YAH's] ‘Dwelling’ until morning. 16
These

repeat [day after
day, ___]: the [supernatural] cloud covers [the
tent] by day. Then at night the fire-like
[phenomenon] shines [over the tent like a UFO]. 17
[paranormal phenomena]

*Then, whenever [Yahweh] lifts
the cloud up from the [Meeting]
Tent, the people of Israel journey [on, ___]. Wherever the cloud
stops, there the people of Israel pitch their tents. 18 At the
commandment of Yahweh, the children
of Israel journey [on]. Then, at the commandment of Yahweh, they pitch [camp].
As long as [YAH's supernatural] cloud stays
down on the [sacred] ‘Dwelling', the [Hebrews] rest in their tents. 19 Even when
the [supernatural] cloud stays a long time
hovering low over [YAH's sacred] ‘Dwelling’
for many [tedious] days, the people of Israel obey the order of Yahweh, ___.
They [refrain] from traveling. Numbers (Journeys) 9:20 [On the other hand, ___,] sometimes
the [supernatural] cloud stays [only] a few
days [down] over the [tent, just long enough for
the Israelites to catch their breath and have some fun. Ei-

Yahweh gives the [‘camp’] order, the [Hebrew] people stay in camp.
Conversely, when Yahweh gives the
[‘move’] order, they travel. 21 So, ___,
sometimes the cloud only stays [down]
from evening to morning. Then [Yahweh]
lifts the cloud at sunrise. Then the [Hebrews] move out. Whenever, by day or
by night, [Yahweh] lifts the [supernatural]
cloud, the Hebrews journey on. 22
Whether the [miracle] cloud stays down
over the [sacred tent] for 2 days, or a
month, or a year, the people of Israel
live in their tents, refraining from travel, ___. Then, [as soon as Yahweh] lifts [the
cloud], the [Hebrews] journey [on]. 23 Yahweh
[shouts],
ther way, when]
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“Park!”
So the Hebrews [camp], ___, resting in
their tents. Then [suddenly] Yahweh says,
“Move!”
So the [Hebrews] travel. [In this case, the Hebrews] obey the commandments of Yahweh, that is, the commandments Yahweh gives via his right-hand-man,
Moses.

Numbers (Journeys) 10
YHVH Commands Trumpet Blowing

1

[Time passes, ___.]

Again Yahweh's

[angel]

speaks to

says,
“Hand-hammer two trumpets from one
whole piece of silver. Use the [trumpets]
for calling the assembly, and for [signaling
to the] camps [when it's time to] journey [on].
Moses: 2 [YAH]

3

When the [trumpeters] blow the trumpets,
the whole assembly [of elders] will assemble themselves to face you at the entrance to the Meeting Tent.
4

But if the trumpeters only blow one [of
the two] trumpets, then [only] the Patriarchs, the heads-of-thousands of Israel, will gather themselves to [face]
you.

5
When you sound [the long travel] alarm, the camps on
the east side [of the sanctuary] will move forward, [leading
the migration].
teru'ah=long blowing.
6

When you blow the [long (travel)] alarm the
second time, then the camps on the
south side [of the Sanctuary] will start their
journey. [And so on: every time a section of the nation needs to move out, the trumpeters blow] a [long,
clamorous] alarm.
7
But when [you call] the congregation [of elders] to gather
together, blow [short blasts]. Don't sound a [long] alarm.
8

The sons of Aaron, the priests, will [be
the ones to] blow the trumpets, ___. This
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regulation will endure forever, down
through all [Israel's] generations [to come].
Music is a priestly function.

*
And when you, ___, become
embroiled in war in your land,
[attacked by] an enemy who oppresses you, blow a [long] alarm
with the trumpets, [to remind the people not to fight, because] Yahweh your
ELohim will remember you —
He, [not you,] will save you from
your enemies.
9

Again, YHVH provides the defense for the Israelites. Hence no standing army.

*
Also, ___, on your celebration
days, including your holidays,
and at the beginnings of your
months, blow trumpets over
your ascension-gifts and over
your butchered peace gifts [that
you're eating], to remind [your nation to
dance] before your Elohim: [that is,]
Me, Yahweh your Eloah.”
Numbers (Journeys) 10:10

The Israelites Migrate To Mount
Paran
11 [Time passes, ___.] On the 20th day of
the 2nd month of the 2nd year [of the Israeli Migration, Yahweh] lifts the [supernatural]
cloud off of [the Holy Place inside the Meeting Tent,]
the Resting-Place of The [10] Commandments.
Chronologically between v.10 and v.11 comes the
account of Jethro, see Ex 18.

So the children of Israel embark on
their journey out of the Sinai {Bush}
Desert, ___. [They don't stop] until [YAH's]
cloud rests in the wilderness of Paran
{Gleam}.
12

This phase of the Exodus takes 38 years + 15
days.

Description Of The Massive Mobile
Nation
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At first, ___, the [Israelites gladly] move
out whenever Yahweh gives the order
through [the guiding] hand of Moses.
13

But their obedience doesn't last long.
14 The [tens of thousands of] descendants of Judah {Celebrated} take the lead [in the Israeli migration]. The [Jews] fly
their banner [at the front of the nation], led by [their Patriarch]
Nahshon {Future-Teller} (the son of Amminadab {Generous-People}). 15 NathanEl {El-Gives} (the son of Zuar
{Tiny}) leads the massive tribe of the descendants
of Issachar {Reward}. 16 Eliab {Fathered-By-El} (the son
of Helon {Strong}) leads the massive tribe of the de{House}. 17 [The priests] dismantle the Sanctuary [tent]. Then the
descendants of Gershon {Refugee} and
the descendants of Merari {Bitter} set
forward, carrying the [pieces of the] Sanctuary. 18 Next, ___, the banner of the camp of

scendants of Zebulun

Reuben {Look-a-Son} moves forward, its tribal groups
led by (ELizur {El-Is-The-Rock} the son of Shedeur
{Spreader-Of-Light} ). 19 ShelumiEl {Peace-of-El} (the son
of Zurishaddai {Rock-Of-The-Almighty}) leads the massive tribe of the descendants of Simeon {Listener}.
Numbers (Journeys) 10:20 ELiAsaph {El-Gathers}
(the son of Deuel {Known-By-El}) leads the massive
tribe of the descendants of Gad {Troop}.
Deuel=Reuel.
21 Next the [Levite] clan of Kohath {Ally} ventures
out, carrying the [Sanctuary's] sacred objects, to install
when they arrive at the next campsite, where the
tent will already be set up [by] the Gershuni [clan] and
[the Merarites] when the [other Israelites] arrive.
Assuring that the priceless sacred items would not
be haphazardly stored at any time.
22 Next, ___, the banner of the camp of Ephraim's
descendants moves forward, its tribal groups led by
Elishama {El-Hears} (the son of Ammihud {People-Of-Splendor}). 23 [Next,] GamaliEl {El's-Reward} (the son of
Pedahzur {Ransomed-Rock}) leads the massive tribe of
the descendants of Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}. 24
Abidan {Father-Judge} (the son of Gideoni {Chopper})
leads the massive tribe of the descendants of Ben-

the banner of
the camp of the descendants of Dan
{Judge} sets forward, ___. [Dan's] family
groups are led by Ahiezer {Helper-Brother} (the son of AmmiShaddai {Almighty'sPeople}). [The tribe of Dan forms] the rearguard
of all the [tribal] camps. 26 PagiEl {El's-Chance}
jamin

{Right-Hand-Son}.

25 [Finally,]

(the son of Ocran {Churner}) leads the massive tribe
of the descendants of Asher {Happy}. 27 Ahira {Brother-In-Adversity} (the son of Enan {Eyes}) leads the
massive tribe of the descendants of Naphtali

So, ___, [the million+] descendants of Israel journey in [organized] for{Wrestler}.

28
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mations, moving forward [in a near-miraculous display of solidarity].
Moses' Wife's Relatives Abandon
Israel
29 [Time passes, ___.] Moses says to Hobab {Hug}, the
son of Moses’ Midianite father-in-law Reuel {El'sFriend}, “We're going to the place of which Yahweh
foretold, ‘I'm giving [a fine land] to you.’ So come with
us. We'll do you good. Yahweh continues to promise awesome blessings to Israel.”
Raguel = Reuel = Jethro.
Numbers (Journeys) 10:30 [Hobab] replies to [Moses], “I
won't go [with you Israelites]. Instead, I'll leave for my
own land, to live with my [Midianite] family.”
Possibly Zipporah leaves her husband Moses at this
time.
31 [Moses] urges [Hobab], “I beg you, don't leave us —
You know where we should camp in the desert. You

—You watch: if
you go with us, you'll for sure see that
whatever good things Yahweh does to
us, He'll do the same for you, [even though
you're not a native Hebrew].”
can be our ‘eyes

[and ears]’.

32

Anyone who helps a Hebrew gets blessed like a Hebrew. This is the heart of evangelism: you're inviting people to a glorious future. As we suffer struggle in this world, our inner peace is proof that we
have eternal life.

The Massive Nation Moves Again
So, ___, the [Israelites] journey from
the “mount of Yahweh.” They travel for
3 days. Ahead of them on this 3-day
journey goes the ark of Yahweh’s
covenant, until [Yahweh discloses] the next
place for [the Israelites] to rest.
33

Mount Sinai, where YAH revealed his glory.

The [miracle] cloud of Yahweh flies over
the [Israeli nation] by day, [as they move] from
one campsite to the next.
34

This verse is said to properly follow v36.

When the ark sets forward, Moses
shouts, “Rise up, Yahweh! Scatter your
enemies! [Make] everyone who hates you
flee from your [fire-spitting] face!” 36 Then,
when the [ark] rests, Moses [shouts], “Return, O Yahweh, to the many thousands
of [descendants of] Israel!”
35

Numbers (Journeys) 11
Gripers get FIRED!
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*But soon, ___, the [Israeli]
people morph back into complainers. Yahweh eyes this evil.
Yahweh hears [the ingrates griping].
His anger ignites! [So] the fire of
Yahweh [shoots out like snakes from the
Sanctuary. It finds and] incinerates the
[gripers. The supernatural fire] devours the
[fault-finders] all the way [from the central
Sanctuary] to the edge of the [giant]
camp.

283

The people got punished AFTER they agreed to the
terms of the Sinai Contract. Consent makes the
Law. Oaths create jurisdiction for punishment.

the miracle-manna falls with the dew
that settles on the camp. Numbers (Journeys) 11:10 Still, ___, [even with all this free miracle food,] Moses hears the people complaining. Family after family, everybody
[gripes] at the door of their tents. So Yahweh's anger violently flares. Moses sees
evil coming.
Moses Gets Fed-Up With the Griping Israelis
11 [So] Moses [cries] to Yahweh, “What did
I, your servant, do to provoke you to
dump this evil [nation] on me? What?! Am
I that worthless? The [Israelites stomp me]
like elephants crawling on my back!

2

paraphrase.

1

*[Of course,] the people cry to
Moses. So Moses prays to Yahweh. [YAH turns off] the fire. 3 [Moses]

calls the name of the place [where] the
fire of Yahweh incinerates [the complainers]:
Taberah {Fire-Burn}.
Meatheads Demand Meat-Rights
4 Then, ___, the foreign rabble traveling with the Israelites obsessively lust
for [“the good things” back in Egypt]. This [disease of
discontentment] spreads through the population of Israel. They complain, ‘Oh, [I
wish we had] some [privately available red] meat!’,
[and other such gripes].
They had meat. They just had to cook and eat it in
the Sanctuary. They were demanding restaurants
and private barbecues and religious plurality, like
all the people around you.

“We remember the
free [all-you-can-eat] fish we ate [at the Egyptian
temples], and the cucumbers, the melons,
and the leeks, and the onions, and the
garlic, [yummmm]! 6 But [now] our bodies
[are] drying up [and flying] away! Everywhere we look, there's nothing at all,
besides this manna [stuff]!” 7 [The complainers
point at] this stuff that looks like coriander
seed, ___, [whitish to the] eye like gum
resin [bdellium]. 8 The people run around
gathering up the [miracle] manna, ___.
They grind it in mills. [They] beat it into
pastes. [They] bake it in pans. They
make it into loaves that taste like cakes
baked with olive oil. 9 Every night, ___,
5 [The Israelites moan,]
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Did I conceive all these [nagging Israeli]
people? Am I their Daddy? [No!] So why
do you [keep] talking me into carrying
them around on my chest like a nursing
father bearing [his] suckling child? [YOU
take them] to the land you swore to [give]
their fathers! 13 The [Israelis] weep to me,
crying, ‘Give us meat, so we can eat!’
How am I gonna provide meat to feed
[2 million whining] people [breakfast, lunch and dinner]?!
12

The Israelites had meat-animals. The problem was,
in their tight camping arrangement, there was no
way to butcher animals in a sanitary manner. For
this reason, and to avoid the people using the animals in pagan blood-sacrifices, Moses instituted a
temporary but total ban on cattle consumption outside of the sanctuary. Of course, this infuriated the
Israelites, just like it would infuriate your neighbors. They feel like they'll die if they don't eat
meat 3 times a day!

I can’t carry this entire populace by
myself alone — it’s too much for me! 15
And if you're going to [keep on letting a million
people abuse] me like this, I beg you, just
[lift up] your hand and [squash me like a bug]!
Do me a favor — don't let me suffer
any more of this evil [misery].” 16 So Yahweh's [angel] answers Moses,
“Gather to [face] me 70 men of the elders of Israel, [men] whom you know to
be [both] the leaders of the people, and
supervisors over [their workers]. Bring them
14
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to the congregational tent. Have them
stand there with you.

*
Then I'll come down and speak
with you there [at the Meeting Tent].
I'll withdraw some of [My] spirit
[that's] on you, and I'll place it
upon the [leaders]. Then they'll
bear the burden of [managing] the
nation with you, so you won't
[have to] bear [the government on your own
shoulders].
17

YAH Promises To Send Meat For Israeli Masses
18

*

tell the people, “Separate
yourselves [from evil. Prepare] for [a day
of miracles] tomorrow. Then you'll
eat animal-meat, because you
cried in the ears of Yahweh,
moaning, “Who'll give us flesh
to eat? We had it so good in
Egypt!” So Yahweh will give
you animal-meat. You'll eat [your
fill].
[Moses,]

They demanded a government food handout.
19

You won't just eat [meat] for 1 day, nor 2
days, nor 5 days, nor 10 days, nor 20
days.
Numbers (Journeys) 11:20

*

Rather, [you'll stuff your faces with meat]
for a whole month, until it
comes out at your nostrils! [The
sight and smell of meat] will disgust
you, because you despised
Yahweh who [dwells] among you.
You griped in [my] face, whining,
‘Why did we emigrate out of
Egypt?’”
But Moses replies, “Here I am with 6
hundred thousand men on foot, [plus
women, children and old men]. Yet you say,
21
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‘I'll give the [whole nation] meat to eat [every
day] for a whole month!’
22 If [I] slaughtered whole flocks and
herds, would it be enough [to feed 2 million
people for a month]? If [I] collected all the fish
in the sea for them, would even that be
enough?” 23 Yahweh's [angel] answers
Moses,
“[Do you think] Yahweh's hand has shrunk
[to a stump]? [Watch] and see whether or not
my prediction comes true for you.”
YAH Gives Some Holy Spirit To 70
Elders
24 So Moses [walks] out [of the Holy Place]. He
tells the people the words Yahweh
[decreed]. [Then Moses] gathers the nation's
[top] 70 elder men. He arrays them
around the [Meeting] tent. 25 *[Suddenly the

Yahweh descends in a
cloud, ___. [He] speaks to
Moses. [He] takes [some] of the
spirit [resting] on [Moses], and gives
it to the 70 elders. Then amazingly, when [YAH's] Spirit rests on
them, they prophesy non-stop.
angel of]

But two men (one named Eldad {Eland one named Medad {Hugger})
stay in the [Hebrew] camp. They [skip out on]
going to the tabernacle. Yet [YAH's] spirit
rests on them too, even though they
were on the list [of men Moses summoned to the
elders' meeting]! They [run around] the camp,
telling the future! 27 So a young man
runs to Moses. The [blabbermouth] tattles
on [the independent prophets, whining], “Eldad {ElLoves} and Medad {Love-Touch} are
prophesying [without a government license] in
the camp!”
26

Loves},

This kid is the Nazi who makes you get a driver's
license, a vaccination or a passport even though
the high courts say you don't need one.

So Nun's son JAHshua {Jah-Saves}
(who from his youth up has been Moses’
assistant) [foolishly] barks, “My lord
Moses, forbid those [unlicensed men from
28

prophesying without your central government permission]!”

The kingdom of heaven is not a human hierarchy.
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*But Moses [shouts back] to
[JAHshua], “Are you jealous [because
29

you're afraid I'll lose my position to other prophets]?

285

greedy

[ingrates]. 35 Then the [surviving Israelites]
journey [north] from Kivrot-HaTa’avah {Greed-Graves}
to Hazeroth {Hamlets}. [For a while,] the {Israelites} camp
there.

I pray [to Elohim] that all Yahweh's
people become prophets, and
that Yahweh puts His Spirit on
them, [so I can get some rest]!”

Numbers (Journeys) 12

Moses makes it clear that it's YAH's Spirit that creates authority. Authority does not reside in officials
and their offices. Authority is spiritual. Authority is
as authority does.
Numbers (Journeys) 11:30 So Moses, [flanked by the 70
noblest] elders of Israel, walks [from the sanctuary] into the
camp.
Management by walking around.

Miriam Rags Moses For Marrying A
Black Girl
1 *[Time passes, ___.] Miriam {Bitter}

YAH Fills The Region With Quail

*[Then] Yahweh sends out a
wind [from heaven]. The [hurricane]
blows in quail from the sea. It
drops the [birds] around the
camp. The birds [hop up to] 3 feet
over the earth, covering an
area it would take a day to
walk in every direction, ___!
31

Mosaic law forbids eating eating animals found
dead. So the birds were not dead, not piled 3 feet
deep. (u·k·amthim ol-phni e·artz.) The swarming
birds could hop 3 feet high, thus were difficult to
catch.

So, ___, the people stay up all that
day, and all that night, and all the next
day, gathering [and slaughtering the] quail.
The [guy] with the smallest stack gathers
10 heaps! The [Israelites] spread the quail
[in piles] for themselves all over and
around the camp.
YHVH Kills The Meatheads
32

*But while the [bird] meat still
clings between the [complainers']
teeth, before they chew it, the
fire-rage of Yahweh flames up
against the [ungrateful] people,
___. Yahweh strikes the [ingrates]
with an overwhelming, intense
slaughter. 34 So, ___, [Moses] calls
33

the name of the [massacre] site KivrotHaTa’avah {Graves-of-Lust}, because
there the [few remaining Israelites] bury the
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

leads Aaron [in a racist, judgmental tirade]
on [their brother] Moses. [She growls,]
“[How dare you (the leader of 2 million people)
bed down] a burnt-faced [negro]
woman from Cush?! [Are our million
Israeli ladies not good enough for you?!]”
Perhaps Zipporah, daughter of a Midianite priest
(Ex 2:16,21; 18:1, 2) is the ‘Ethiopian’ woman.
Midian (in Arabia) was originally in the land of
Cush, aka Ethiopia. (Cushite =  ש י,וkooshiy,
כ
burnt-face: an unclear word often relating to Upper
(southern) Egypt, Nubia and to dark-skinned (Jer
13:23) or even red-haired people. Perhaps Zipporah died, so Moses married an Ethiopian 2nd wife.
YAH forbade everyone from taking unconverted pagan spouses. Moses had at least one sharp disagreement with Zipporah: (she wrongly insisted on
butchering their child's penis.) Zipporah left Moses
in Ex. 18. There is no direct evidence she ever
lived with Moses again. Ancient historians posit
that as an Egyptian prince, Moses conquered
Ethiopia and married their Princess Tharbis, then
later left her behind when she insisted he stay to
rule Ethiopia with her. The Hebrew words for ‘Black’
and ‘Beautiful’ evaluate to the same gemiatric
number (736). See song:Black is Beautiful!

Miriam {Bitter} & Aaron [address the nation,
“Yeah, Yahweh speaks via Moses.
[But now YAH] speaks [through us too! We're takin’
over]!” [This defiant aggression stings] Yahweh's
ears, ___. 3 *[All the while,] this man
2

crying],

Moses [takes this abuse] meekly,
more humbly [than any] man [on]
the face of earth, ___, [even though
he could instantly call down fire from heaven to
consume his power-mad rebel siblings].
"Anah" in Hebrew signifies putting up with offenses
from people you could easily destroy. It is the
heart of nearly every act of the Messiah.

YAH Blights Racist Usurper Miriam
W/ Leprosy
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Suddenly Yahweh's [voice thunders] to
Moses, Aaron and Miriam {Bitter},
“You three come out to the meeting
tent.”
So Moses, Aaron and Miriam [tiptoe] out
[from their tents toward the sanctuary], ___. 5
4

*Yahweh's [angel] comes down in
pillar-cloud, ___. [He] stands in
the Sanctuary entrance. [He]
calls Aaron and Miriam {Bitter}.
The two [guilty, trembling rebels tiptoe]
out [into YAH's terrifying light]. 6 *Then
[Yahweh's angel] says,
“Now hear My words: When [I
want] a prophet [to appear] among
you, I Yahweh make myself
known to him in a vision. I
speak to him in a dream.
7

But My servant Moses is much greater
than [you phonies. He's greater than any other
prophet.] He's [the one] faithful [man] in My
[whole earthly] estate.
8

speak ‘face to face’, clearly,
obscure mysteries. Moses sees
the image of Yahweh. Fear to speak [to
My] servant Moses!”
[With Moses I]
[not in]

revered woman in all 2 Million people of Israel. Yet
she gets humiliated because she tries to usurp authority. YHVH's angel effectively says: "You think
Moses' new lady is too black, huh? Well, since you
like white skin, I'll make you completely white!"

So Aaron begs Moses, “Please, my
lord, I urge you, don't lay the [penalty for
this] sin on us. We acted foolishly. [Forgive
us for conspiring to seize power from you.] We
sinned! 12 *Don't let [our sister Miriam]
11

be a zombie, [stumbling around, her]
flesh half-eaten like an aborted
baby oozing out of our mother's womb!”
"Our flesh" appears in the text because Miriam is
Aaron's sister. If Aaron touched his sister, he'd become a doomed leper as well.

*So Moses cries to Yahweh,
praying, “Heal [Miriam] now, O
Elohim, I beg you!”
13

That's loving your enemies.

*So Yahweh answers Moses,
“If [Miriam's] father had merely
spit on her face [for being insolent to
him], would she not be ashamed
for 7 days? [So] let [the guards]
quarantine her [outside] the [national]
camp [as a leper] for 7 days. Then
[I'll] heal her.”
14

15
Face-to-face [literally, mouth to mouth] is a
metaphorical idiom picturing YHVH breathing his
words into Moses' mouth while Moses was fully
conscious. Imago Dei (image of God) is how the
New Testament refers to Yahshua.

Yahweh's anger fires up [against Aaron and
Miriam]. [They crouch, quaking] in terror, ___.
Then [YAH's apparition] vanishes. Numbers
9

*[YAH's supernatural] cloud
flies up off the tabernacle,
___. [All the people see] Miriam's skin
covered with leprosy, white as
snow! Aaron's eyes [scan up and down
his once-beautiful] sister. He [doubles over,
puking, sickened to see Miriam covered] with
infectious [deadly lesions].
(Journeys) 12:10

This woman is Moses' big sister, the same girl who
put baby Moses in the river basket. She is the most
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So, ___, [the guards] shut Miriam {Bitout of the camp. [Though a spyglass, Moses

ter}

sees her run terrified from wild howling moonlit animals.
Her skin rots off. Her eyes glaze. Scorpions maul her diseased skin. Spiders and snakes crawl over her body as
she struggles to sleep on a rock. She begs and pleads to
be let into the camp. But everyone turns their backs on

The people refrain from journeying [for] 7 days. Then [the guards] bring
Miriam into [society] again. [Suddenly, the lepher screams.]

rosy leaves her. She falls down on the ground, crying, her
body beautiful and clean again, her lovely eyes crying,
‘Halleluyah!’]

Dramatization.
16 Then, ___, the [2 million Israelite] people caravan on
from Hazeroth {Hamlets}, to pitch [camp] in the wilderness of Paran {Gleam}.

Numbers (Journeys) 13
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Moses Selects Men To Spy On The
Promised Land
1 Again Yahweh commands Moses, ___: 2 [YAH's
angel] says,
“[Since the people demand it, because they don't trust

send men to search the
Canaan {LowLand} to give to the descendants of Israel. For every ancestral tribe, send
one man, each one the top [tribal] chief,
[the leader of his family's thousands of people].”
Me, go ahead and]

land

[which I'm taking away from]

YHVH allowed this search to take place, but only
because the people had faithlessly demanded it in
Deut 1:19-22. YHVH had already told them about
how great the land was. This is the way we humans are. YHVH tells us everything we need to
know. Still we don't listen to him. The fact that
these were chiefs is what made their rebellion so
serious.

So, ___, there in the wilderness of
Paran {Gleam}, Moses obeys this commandment of Yahweh. He sends spies,
each a chief of the sons of Israel. 4 Here
3

are the [spies’] names, ___: From the tribe of
Reuben {Look-a-Son}: Shammua {Stunner} (the son of
Zaccur {Memory}). 5 [The spy] from the tribe of Simeon
{Listener} is Shaphat {Judge} (the son of Hori
{CaveMan}). 6 [The spy] from the tribe of Judah {Celebrated} is (Caleb {Battle-Cry}, son of Jephunneh {Ready}).
7 [The spy] from the tribe of Issachar {Reward} is Igal
{Avenger/Redeemer} (the son of Joseph {Increaser}). 8
[The spy] from the tribe of Ephraim is Hoshea {Deliverer} (the son of Nun {Perennial}).
Renamed ‘Joshua’ in verse 16.
9 [The spy] from the tribe of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}
is Palti {Rescued} (the son of Raphu {Cured}). Numbers (Journeys) 13:10 [The spy] from the tribe of Zebulun {House} is (GaddiEl {El's-Trooper} the son of Sodi
{Confidant}). 11 [The spy] from Manasseh (the sub-tribe
of Joseph {Increaser}) is Gaddi {Blessed} (the son of
Susi {Stallion}). 12 [The spy] from the tribe of Dan
{Judge} is AmmiEl {People-of-El} (the son of Gemalli
{Camel-Driver}). 13 [The spy] from the tribe of Asher
{Happy} is Sethur {Secret} (the son of MichaEl {El-IsIncomparable}).
Sethur means surrogate, mystical or occult. Using
standard Hebrew Gematria, his name evaluates to
666, marking him as the probable instigator of the
rebellion against Moses.
14 [The spy] from the tribe of Naphtali {Wrestler} is
Nahbi {Cherished-Secret} (the son of Vophsi {Increase}).
15 [The spy] from the tribe of Gad {Troop} is GeuEl

That,
___, [completes the list of] the names of the
men Moses sends to spy out the
[Promised] land. [Finally, before sending out the
{Majesty-of-El}

(the son of Machi
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{Skinny}).
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Moses renames Nun's son Oshea
{Savior}[as] JAHoshua {Jah-Saves}, [to clarify
spies,]

that when we get rescued it's YAH, not man, who saves
us].

Oshea ["Deliverer"] becomes Joshua ["JAH-is-ourDeliverer"], or YahShua for short. The exact SAME
name as the Messiah! Levi is not here named because Levites, being segregated priests, hold no
land inheritance rights. Priests have no motivation
to risk their lives to spy out property claims.

Moses Reluctantly Sends The Spies

17 So Moses sends [the spies north] to investigate the
land of Canaan {LowLand}. [Moses] instructs the [spies],
“Sneak up through [Judea's] Negev {Southland} [desert].
Then [spy] on into [Judea's central] hill country. 18

Scope out the land. Check its [soil and water] types. [Find out about] the people who
live there: whether they're strong or
weak, few or many. 19 Check the land
they dwell in. [Test] whether it's good or
bad. Check [what kind of] towns they dwell
in, whether in camps, or in fortresses.
Numbers (Journeys) 13:20 Test the land to
see whether it's “fat” [fertile] or “lean” [wasted], and whether there's wood there or
not. Be bold! Bring some fruit from the
land, [since] now's the season for firstripe grapes! [YUM!]”
The Hebrew Spies Penetrate Enemy
Territory
21 So, ___, the spies journey [northward]. They
search the [Promised] land from the Zin {Crags} desert
to [the plains of] Rehob {Wide-Open}, near the road to
Hamath {Joined-Walls}, [a mountain passage north of Damascus].
22 The spies sneak north through the Negev {Southland} [desert]. They arrive [17 miles south of Jerusalem] at [the ancient Societal center named] Hebron {Seat-Of-Society}, [a federal
city] rebuilt 7 years before the [construction of the] Egyptian city of Zoan {Eastern-Nile-Delta}. There [the spies see]
Ahiman {Gift-Brother}, Sheshai {Albino} and Talmai
{Terrace}, all spawn of Anak {Strangler}.
Caleb later drives out the people of Ahiman. Then
Judah's thugs kill Ahiman's survivors. Evil Anak
was descended from the 2nd round of fornication
between fallen angels and earth women: see Gen
6:4, Deut 9:2, Josh 15:14. Zoan was the location
of the Exodus, see ex 1:10.

on to Eshcol {Bunch___. There they cut down
a vine-branch bearing a [giant] cluster of
grapes. They carry [the grapes] between
two [men] on a staff. And they haul [out]
some pomegranates and some figs.
23

The

[spies travel]

Brook-Valley},
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Grapes and pomegranates signify royal luxury &
privilege, which the Israelites forfeit because of unbelief, ungratefulness and fear.
24 The [Israelites] name the place Eshcol {Bunch-Brook}
because of this cluster of grapes the [spies] of Israel
cut down there, ___.

The Hebrew Spies Return South To
Moses
25 [The spies courageously brave death, ___.] They
search the [Promised] land for 40 days.
Then the [spies] return [to Moses].
40 = # of probation. The spies return exactly 6
months after the setting up of the Tabernacle.

The [spies] run up to Moses, and to
Aaron, and to the whole community of
the people of Israel [camped there at]
Kadesh {Sanctuary} in the wilderness of
Paran {Gleam}, ___. [The spies jump up and
down, raving] to the [leaders] and to the
whole population [about the awesome territory]!
[As proof of the land's abundance, the spies] show
the [Israelites] the fruit from the [Promised]
land. [Moses takes a bite of a grape. His mouth floods
26

with the unbelievable burst of refreshing fruit flavor!] 27

The [spies] report to Moses, raving, “We
penetrated the land where you sent us.
It really does flow with milk and honey!
[Check out] this fruit! [The land brims full of it!]
The Cowardly Spies Terrify Other
Israelites
28 —But the people who live in the
[Promised] land [stand] strong. Their cities'
walls [tower to the sky]. [The people and their cities]
are abnormal, superhuman, [both in size and
wickedness]. And, [worst of all,] we saw the [demon-spawned] Anakite {Sons-Of-The-Strangler}
there!
Even after seeing YHVH repeatedly show his invincibility, these spies quake in fear. Anakites may
mean ‘long-necks’, ‘powerful-ones’, ‘rebels’,
‘masters’ or ‘Giants.’ They lived in cities built with
Cyclopean architecture, apparently built for giants.
29 The Amaleki {Blood-Lickers} infest the Negev
{Southland}. The Hittite {Sons-Of-Terror} and the Jebusite {Threshers} and the Amorite {Mountaineers} infest the hill-country. And the Canaanite {Mercenaries}
infest the [Mediterranean] sea [coast] and the Jordan [river
valley].”

Numbers (Journeys) 13:30 [Suddenly]

Caleb {Battle-Cry} hushes the [fear-mongering] people facing Moses. Caleb [shouts],
“Let's [march north right now to] occupy [the
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the power!”
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We can do it!

[YAH gives]

us

Caleb is not advocating war. He's saying that YAH
can protect you if you go where he sends you.
Caleb's name implies whole-heartedness.

But the spies who'd infiltrated [the
with [Caleb faithlessly] whine,
“We're not able to attack the [pagan] people. They're stronger than us.” 32 The
naysayers [spider out] among the people
of Israel. [They] spread an invented evil
story about the land they'd searched,
___. They lie, “We've gone and spiedout the [promised] land. That country eats
anybody who invades it! All the people
we saw there are giant men! 33 There
we saw the Nephilim {Fallen-Prisoners}—
the spawn of Anak {Long-Neck}—the giant-spawn! We saw ourselves as
grasshoppers. And that's what we
looked like to them!”
31

Promised land]

Numbers (Journeys) 14
The Fearful Israelis Beg To Go Back
To Egypt
1 The whole [million+] population wails,
___. They cry, weeping all night, [terrified
of the giant Sons-Of-The-Strangler]. 2 ALL the descendants of Israel grumble against
Moses and against Aaron, ___. The
whole population [shouts] at them, “I wish
to god we'd died in the [blessed] land of
Egypt!” … “I wish to god we'd died out
here in the wilderness!” 3 *[The ingrates

“Why did Yahweh bring
us to this land? To fall by the
sword, so our wives and our
children become plunder [for pagans to rape and enslave]? Wouldn’t it be
better for us to return to
Egypt?” 4 *The [backslidden Israelites]
yell to one-another: “[Impeach
Moses]! Let's [democratically] elect a
scream on:]
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President to lead us back to
Egypt!”
You impeach Yahweh when you vote for a President. Democracy and Communism alike support
the encroaching web of ‘government’ jurisdiction
into every area of life. Statist churchians even
salute flags in church!

So Moses and Aaron fall on their faces
before all the assembled community of
[Elders who represent] the [2 million] people of
Israel.
Joshua & Caleb Confront The Fearmongers
6 Nun's son JAHshua and Jephunneh's
son Caleb, [the leaders of] the spy squad
who searched the [Promised] land, rip
their clothes, ___!
5

Caleb and JahShua are symbols of salvation.
99.9999% of the population dies. Few people find
the way to eternal life. Most people are weeds.

address the whole
[representative] community of the sons of
Israel. [The two men cry,] “The land we
passed through to search is a super,
exceptionally awesome country. 8 *If
7 [JAHshua & Caleb]

Yahweh delights in us, then
He'll bring us into that [heavenly]
country! [He'll] give us [the] land
gushing milk and honey. 9 *Just
don't rebel against Yahweh.
Never fear the people of the
[promised] land. They're bread for
us! [Yahweh] has removed [his] umbrella of protection over them.
Yahweh is with us. Never fear
the [pagans]!” Numbers (Journeys) 14:10
*But the whole crowd [screams],
“Stone [Jahshua and Caleb with rocks until
their brains bleed out on the ground]!” [Suddenly]
the glory of Yahweh appears in
the Meeting Tent. [Heaven's light flashes on the stunned] faces of the [2 million]
people of Israel!
Moses Gets YHVH To Let The FearMongers Live
11 Yahweh says to Moses,
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“What's the point of this nation spurning Me? How long before they believe
me? [How can they ignore] all the [miraculous]
signs I perform among them?
YHVH knows better than anyone the answers to
these rhetorical questions.

*
I [want to] strike them with the
pestilence, then disinherit
them. I [want to] make [from] you[r
seed-children] a greater, mightier
nation than [these ungrateful Israelites].”
12

Presumably, YHVH is proposing to create a whole
new Israeli nation from the children of the black
African woman (see ch13) and Moses, thus refuting
the idea that "the races can't mix."

Yahweh, “[Don't annihilate the
the Egyptians will hear [about]
it. [Egyptian spies have tracked Israel ever since] (in
your might) you brought [our] nation up
from [Egypt].”
13

Moses

[begs]

Israelites, or]

The Israelites and Egyptians were emotionally (and
genetically) interwoven through friendships and
forbidden relationships.

*[If you kill the Israelis,] the [Egyptians]
will [slander you] to the inhabitants
of the [Promised] land. [It'll confuse the
14

pagans into thinking you're a sick, evil, capricious

For the [pagans] have heard
that you, Yahweh, are among
this [Israeli] population, that you
Yahweh [talk] “eye to eye” [with Hebrews], that your cloud stands
over the [Hebrews], and that you
go before them by day in a pillar of cloud, and in a pillar of
fire by night.
god.]

An appeal to YHVH's reputation and honor is one of
the best ways to get your prayers answered.

*So if you kill this whole nation in one stroke, then the [other] nations who've heard of
your fame will [misunderstand your loving nature]. So they'll slander you.
16 *[The pagans will say,] ‘Yahweh
15
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killed the [Israelis] in the wilderness. He was [too weak and evil] to be
able to bring [his chosen] nation
into the land he swore to [give]
them.’ 17 So now, Yahweh, I beg you,
your great power by the [surgicallyprecise] manner you [previously] described:
[show]

YHVH's name was removed by the Sopherim.

*You said,
‘[I,] Yahweh, am slow to anger
and great in mercy. I forgive
perversity and rebellion. Yet I
am by no means [too slack to] punish the [unrepentant] guilty. Rather,
I [often] allow the negative effects of fathers’ sins to affect
[even] their 3rd and 4th generation-children.’
18

So [I beg you], in accordance with your
great love [& mercy]: please pardon the
evil of these [rebellious Israeli] people, just
like you've forgiven this nation ever
since [they left] Egypt.”
19

Only the Holy Spirit could motivate Moses to have
such compassion on a nation that again and again
riots to impeach and banish him.
Numbers (Journeys) 14:20

So Yahweh

replies,
“I forgive [the Israelis], as you ask — [to a
point].
YHVH Condemns The Adults Who
Left Egypt

*
But
21

[I'm not going to forego punishing the Is-

raelis just to save my reputation] .

As truly

as I live, all the earth [eventually]
fills with [holy people and angels] glorifying [Me,] Yahweh.
22

all those [rebels] who saw my
glory and my miracles I performed in
Egypt and in the wilderness—[the punks]
who've tempted me [to kill them] now 10
times. They [continually refuse to] listen to my
voice!
[I'll exterminate]
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The Israelites rebelled against Moses 10 times between the Red Sea and Kadesh.
23

Not one of the [rebel Israelis] will see the
land I swore to [give] their forefathers.
No one who provokes Me will ever see
[their Promised Land].

Israelis who do evil are not YHVH's chosen people.
Only people who act in accordance with Hebrew
Law can expect to see the blessings YAH promised
to Abraham.
24

*

only my servant
Caleb {Battle-Cry} has My [unique,
world-defying sacred] spirit [within] him.
He continues to fully follow Me.
So I soon bring him into the
land he infiltrated. His seedchildren live to possess it.
[Aside from JAHshua,]

25

Now

the Amalekite {Sons-Of-The-Sand the Canaanite {Mercenaries}
live in the [nearby] valley, [and the Israeli masses are not ready to enter the Promised Land,] tomorrow turn [the nation back, Moses]. Travel into
the wilderness along the path by the
Red Sea.”
[since]

trangler}

Red Sea = Sea of Suf / Gulf of Aqaba / Reed Sea.
26 [Then] Yahweh addresses [both] Moses and Aaron:

*[YAH's angel] says,
“How long do [you want me to] bear
with this swarm [of] evil [people]
grumbling against me? I'm [sick
of] hearing the slander [puked out by]
the Israel-spawn. [Nonstop they]
complain against me.
27

28

tell the [Israelites], ‘As truly as I live,’
says Yahweh, ‘my ears keep hearing
you [accuse me of bringing you out here to die in the
desert]. So [that's what] I'll do to you!

[You]

29

Your carcasses come to fall [dead] in this
desert! Every single one of you [people
whom Moses] counted, the whole lot, from
20 years old up, who keep complaining
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against Me,
buzzard food].

[soon become no more than stiff dry

Numbers (Journeys) 14:30

Except for Jephunneh's son Caleb {Battle-Cry}, and Nun's son JAHshua {YAHSaves}, [none of] you [Israelites] ever set [one
foot] in the land I raised my hand [to promise] to make a home [for your people].
31

But your little ones, who you claimed
would be kidnapped [if you entered the
promised land,] I'll bring them in. They'll
know [& enjoy] the country you've forfeited.
32

But as for you, you [walking dead] carcasses, you fall [to your eternal deaths] in this
wilderness.

*
Your children come to wander
in the wilderness for 40 years.
They bear [the negative results of] your
prostitutions, until your carcasses [lie] wasted in the wilderness.
33

34

For each of all 40 days your [faithless spies]
searched the [promised] land, I make you
spend a whole year carrying the punishment for your depravities. Then you
grasp [how it feels to be spat out of the mouth of the
Creator of the Universe].
35

I Yahweh speak [your future]! I completely
fulfill [what I've foretold] to this whole evil
population who gather together against
me. This wilderness consumes the
[rebels]. [Here in the desert] they die.”
The Fearmongering Spies Spontaneously Die
36 [Suddenly, ___, terror grips the faces of] the
men Moses sent to search the land, [the
fearmongers] who upon their return, made
the whole nation grumble against
[Moses], vomiting up slander on the land
— 37 *—Those exact men who

belched up the evil rumor[s]
against the [Promised] land—they
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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die by a strike from the face of
Yahweh! 38 Yet JAHshua (Nun's son)
and Caleb {Battle-Cry} the son of Jephunneh, the [brave] men who went to
search the land, live [unharmed]. 39 So
Moses repeats to all the sons of Israel
[every word Yahweh] decreed. So the people
mourn [all night. They send up a wail to the heavens.]
Clueless Israelis Invade W/out Authority, Die
Numbers (Journeys) 14:40 Then, ___, [a clueless horde of Israelites] rises up early in the
morning. They hike up to the top of the
mountain, moaning [to Moses], “Look:
we're here! We'll travel [north] to the
place Yahweh promised [to give] us. We
[admit] we sinned.”
Repentance too little & too late.

But Moses replies, “So you think Yahweh [won't notice you're] disobeying His command [to turn back south to follow the Red Sea? Your
ruse won't] succeed! 42 *—Don't head
41

[north].

Yahweh is no [longer] with
you. If you [set one foot in the Promised
Land], your enemies will spatter
their faces [with your life-blood]. 43 —The
Amalekite {Strangler-Spawn} and the
Canaanite {Mercenaries}[lie in] wait there
to face you [in battle]. You soon fall by
their sword[s], because you turned your
butt to Yahweh. So Yahweh never [again]
stands with you.” 44 *Still, the [rebel

presumptuously march
up to the hilltop, ___. Meanwhile, the ark of the covenant
of Yahweh stays in the camp,
[guarded] by Moses. 45 [Bam!] The
Israelis]

Amalekite {Sons-Of-The-Strangler} rush
down, flanked by the Canaanite {Mercenaries} who infest the hill. These [pagans]
smash the [rebel Israelis], crushing them.

[The pagans chase the last dying Israeli stragglers all the
way north]

to

[the secluded village of]

Hormah

{Destruction}.

Hormah may have been as far northwest as Palestine. Its location is disputed.
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Numbers (Journeys) 15
1

[people the gift of]

weh's

YAH Educates Moses So He Can
Teach Us
[Time passes, ___.]

says,
“Educate the

Yahweh commands Moses. 2

[YAH's

angel]

[snot-nosed]

brats of Israel. Tell them,

‘[Get your act cleaned up so you can fi-

nally] enter your home-land that I

[keep trying to]

give

you.

3

Meat-Roasting Recipes For Sacred
Feasts

To [honor] Yahweh, you, ___, can
choose to create a delicious aroma by
fire-roasting any type of flock or herd
animal as a donation to Yahweh's [work],
whether it's an ascension-gift, or a donation in fulfillment of a vow [you made],
or in a freewill offering [to support the sacred
government workers], or [to provide food for] your
festivals.
This is talking about offerings for sacred FEASTS
for everyone to eat, not burning up animals!
4
To [really honor] Yahweh [in style], the giver of the [lamb or
goat-kid] donation should bring a grain-donation of
flour weighing 1/10th [of the weight of the meat being cooked],
mixed with 1/4 of a hin [1 quart] of oil.
Or "2 quarts of flour."
5

And with each lamb [you donate, also bring]
1/4 hin [1 quart] of wine [or juice] as a marinade in which to baste the ascension-gift or [other] slaughtered [feast-meat,
___].
6

But [to soften the tougher meat of] a ram, cook
it with a grain-gift (flour) weighing
2/10ths of [the meat's weight], mixed with
1/3 hin [1.3 quarts] of [olive] oil, ___.
People who think that these are instructions for
burning up food need to have their heads examined. These are healthy, delicious cooking recipes!
7

And as a drink-contribution, donate 1/3
hin [1.3 quarts] of wine/juice, ___. Give
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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a delicious taste in Yah-

The Hebrew word for wine (#3196: yayin) implies
fermentation and intoxication. This is exactly what
the Messiah provided as his first public miracle.
However, it is neither wise, nor healthy, to actually
be the one who gets drunk.
8

You, ___, cook a young bull as an ascension-gift. Or just barbecue [meat] in
fulfillment of [your] vow[s], or as a peace
offering to [support] Yahweh's [workers].

Go to a butcher. Buy the meat from a young bull.
This will cost you about a day's wage. Barbecue it
for the righteous people in your neighborhood. Do
this at least few times a year (spring, summer, fall
and any sabbath you want). It will change your life
forever.
9

Present with each young bull a graindonation of flour weighing 3/10ths [of the
meat's weight] mixed with 1/2 hin [2 quarts] of
oil, ___. [This will tenderize the bull-meat so it melts
in your guests' mouths!]

Or: 3/10 ephah (1.5 gal.) of flour. Apparently
meatloaf or breaded steak-fingers.
Numbers (Journeys) 15:10

And bring a drink-contribution of 1/2
hin [2 quarts] of wine, [to go with your] firecooked donation, ___. [This combination of
grade-A meat, oil, bread and wine creates] a delicious taste [and smell] to [get the feasters shouting HalleluYAH to] Yahweh!
11
Follow the preceding instructions [every time you cook] a
young bull, or a ram, or a lamb, or a goat-kid,
___.
12

Multiply [the above ingredients] by the number
of animals you're roasting, ___. Regardless of how much [meat you cook, never
skimp on the oil, flour & wine-marinade, or you'll clog
peoples' intestines with undigested jerky].

13

All natives born in the

will
when
cooking their fire-roasted donations.
[This way you'll fill the air with] a delicious aroma
[that brings honor] to Yahweh.
Equal Protections And Duties Under
The Law
[promised land]

[prepare food using plenty of oil and juice]
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And down through all future generations, whenever a foreigner passes
through or stays with you, ___, if he
chooses to give a fire-cooked donation
to [send up] a delicious aroma to [honor]
Yahweh, the foreigner will [prepare and serve
the food] exactly as you [Hebrews] do.
The Hebrew law remains the paradigm of equal
rights. Race and origin are scripturally irrelevant.
15

By Law, down through all future generations, [the identical] rules [apply equally to you
people] in the [Israeli] assembly, as to any
foreigner who sojourns with you, ___.
The foreigner is no different than you
[Hebrews,] from Yahweh's point-of-view.

293

Holes in the cake facilitate even-baking. And the
holes prefigure the Messiah's pierced hands and
feet.
21
[Down through] all your generations, [in praise] to Yahweh,
lift some of the first dough you make [each grain-harvest
season, ___].

How To Get Forgiven For 'Innocent'
Sins

22

[I expect that you won't always] live-out all these
commandments, which [I,] Yahweh [have]
spoken to Moses. [So, ___, act on the following
principles] when you err:

When you sin, confess it, then give up something
valuable to help others. This will cure your mental
and emotional diseases.
23

[Yes, ___, you're bound to follow every single principle of

that [I,] Yahweh [ever] commanded
you by the ‘hand’ of Moses, from the
day that [I] Yahweh [first] appointed
Moses, on into all your future generations.
law]

i.e. behavior is all that matters. Ancestry and nationality are meaningless.
16

One law, and one body of customs [apply] equally to you, ___, as to the foreigner [passing through or] living among your
[society].”
The concept of the ‘illegal alien’ is a ruse invented
by the devil to divide people.

First-Grain Harvest Ritual Of Praise
& Thanks

17 [Time passes, ___.] Yahweh [again] commands Moses:
18 [YAH's angel] says,
“Instruct the people of Israel. Tell them, ‘[One] day
you'll migrate into the land where I'm bringing you.
19

Make sure that when the bread of the
land comes in for you to eat, you lift up
your donation [in praise] to Yahweh, ___.
Surrender the food up to the priests to cook at
feasts. Then literally lift the food in thanks.
Numbers (Journeys) 15:20

the 1st time you make dough
[out of your new harvest grain,] bake a pierced
cake, ___. Lift it up [in front of everyone as you
publicly praise Yahweh. Ritually] lift [the cake] the
same way you lift the donations [of grain
from your] threshing-floor[s].
[Every year,]

The Cinematic Bible 1.0

24

When the community ignorantly commits a sin without [malice] aforethought,
the whole community contributes [to the
priests] 1 young bull calf as an ascensiongift. [Cook the meat so masterfully that it] yields a
taste so delicious it [brings honor to]
Yahweh. [Serve the meat] with [its associated]
grain-donation, and [its associated] drinkcontribution, according to the rules [I
previously stated]. Plus [cook] one goat-kid as
a guilt-gift.
When you sin, donate grade-A pure food and
drinks to feed priests and poor saints.
25

Then the priest [prays for Yahweh to] cover
[the sins of] the whole population of the
nation of Israel. Then the [people] present
to [YAH's priests] their donation of a sacredmeal roasted by fire before Yahweh,
along with their guilt-gift [to] Yahweh.
[Thus they ask forgiveness for] their ignorance.
So [YAH] forgives them, because [they
sinned] unknowingly.
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This misnomered ‘sacrifice’ is fed to the people at a
sacred feast. It is not burned up.
26

I see you [all repenting of] ignorant
[sins], [I] forgive the entire population of
the nation of Israel, along with the foreigner[s] staying among [you].
[When]

27

So when you, ___, sin through ignorance, present [to Yahweh's workers] a 1year-old female goat as a guilt-gift.
A 1-year-old female goat costs one or two day's
wages, depending on the goat's pedigree.
28

Then the priest [prays for Yahweh] to cover
the [human] who ignorantly strayed. Sins
[you] commit unknowingly can be covered, ___, forgiven by [Yahweh].

294

Sabbath is first and foremost a worker-protection
statute.

People spy [the defiant workaholic] gathering sticks, ___. [So] they bring him to
Moses and Aaron, and to the whole [assembly of Israelite Elders].
33

If no one had seen the man sin, he couldn't have
been punished. He was willfully disobeying YAH in
public.
34 [The Sabbath-Breaker's accusers] detain him, waiting [for
Moses to] make known what [the community] should do to
him.
This clarifies that the so-called "death-penalties" in
the Hebrew Law are warnings that sin results in
death, not mandates that a true believer must kill
sinners. See ex 31:15, 35:2.

Then Yahweh says to Moses,
“This [Sabbath-Breaker] dies. DEAD! All [or any
of] the congregation [can] stone him with
rocks outside the camp.
35

29

You'll have one [body of] law for everyone
who sins through ignorance. [All laws apply]
equally to everyone born among the
children of Israel, and to the foreigner[s] staying with [you, ___].
Punishment For Defiant Sin
Numbers (Journeys) 15:30

But anybody who defiantly commits [any
sin], whether he's a foreigner, or a native born in the [Promised] land, he reproaches Yahweh. That [blasphemer] gets
cut off from among his people, ___.
Defiant = with a high hand, as in a raised-fist.
31

Anyone who despises the word of Yahweh, and [willfully] breaks [My] commandment[s], gets utterly severed [from Israel,
___]. His [own] perversity comes to [crush]
him!
A Sabbath-Breaker Gets The Death
Penalty

*[Time passes, ___.] One day, while
the descendants of Israel
[wander] in the wilderness, they
find a man gathering sticks on
the sabbath day.
32

This man is the ‘crack in the dam’ that has now
flooded the earth, causing the world's poor people
to work 7 days a week to make rich people richer.
Far from being a curse on the average man, the
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This text highlights the supreme importance of the
Sabbath as a worker-protection Law. But this text
is not a blanket Biblical death-penalty statute.
Nothing more disgusting than what the text actually says should be inferred from the verse: YAH predicts or allows that the people will choose to stone
this particular man. That is NOT a command for all
true believers to stone all sabbath-breakers. It is a
deterrent to creating a life of nonstop drudgery for
the poor. A reasonable case may be made that the
people doing the stoning were not true believers,
but rather they were the people who had already
been doomed in the previous chapter. One might
surmise that Moses, JAHshua and Caleb were
throwing rocks, but the text doesn't say that. As a
general rule, YAH never commands his holy ones
to do any violence, certainly not to kill anyone.

So, as Yahweh authorized Moses, the
crowd brings [the Sabbath-Breaker] outside
the camp. They stone him with stones.
So he dies.
Put Tassles On Clothes To Remember YAH's Laws
36

37

[Time passes, ___.]

Again Yahweh instructs Moses: 38

says,
“Instruct the children of Israel. Teach
them, ___, now and down through all
future [Hebrew] generations, to craft
tassles [tzitziyot] on the hems of [their]
clothes, and to attach the tassels at
each ‘corner’ with a blue cord.
[YAH's angel]

As in Deut 22:12. Cf Ezek 8:3. A tassel resembles
a lock of hair. The tassels don't have to be any
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particular color of fabric. Get creative. Christians
are not duty-bound to wear tassels, but why not?
Anything that reminds you of YAH's laws is a good
thing.

*
When you, ___, look at these
fringes, [which the pagans laugh at, seeing
39

them as having neither fashion-sense nor practical

you'll remember all the
commandments of Yahweh. So
[you'll] live the [commandments]. That
way you won't [run around] whoring [in the sinful desires of] your own
heart and your own eyes, as
you usually do.
Numbers (Journeys) 15:40 *
[The tsitsiyot hang there] to help you,
___, remember and perform all
my commandments. So you'll
stay separated [from the world, and attached] to your Elohim.
purpose,]

Since you're having so much trouble obeying Biblical Law, why don't you try wearing Tizitzits (tsitsiyot)? You can easily get them if you search. Ask a
Rabbi. What can it hurt? You can at least wear tsitsiyot around the house. See what happens.

*
I am Yahweh your Elohim, ___.
[I] bring you out of Egyptian
territory to be your Sovereign.
I am Yahweh, your [omnipresent
Judge, Lawgiver and King].”
41

No Democracy here. The Kingdom Of Heaven is a
benevolent dictatorship.

Numbers (Journeys) 16

{Oil-Flame},

son of Levi),
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fighters]

form a

{Sprinter})

.

[These freedom-

[democratic revolutionary confederacy

bent on overthrowing YAH's sacred government] !

Korah is the 1st cousin of both Moses and Aaron.
Korah's rebellion is both a political uprising and a
family division. Korah = shaved-head, baldy.

backed by key leaders of Israel (250 chiefs of the appointed-assembly, famous men of renown in
the nation) rise up in Moses’ face, [to kick
him out of power, ___]!
2 [These revolutionaries,]

The Creator is not into democracy.

“Democracy is 9 wolves and 1 sheep deciding what to eat.
”—Ben Franklin.

*These [Demoblicans] crowd
against Moses and against
Aaron, ___, [accusing] them: “You
take too much [authority] on yourselves! [Don't you] see that the
whole population is holy, every
one of them? Yahweh is among
the [Israelites]! Why do you lift
yourselves up above Yahweh's
3

[representative government, elected by, for and of
the people]?”
Moses was a dictator. And that's a good thing. All
of the sick, perverted political views expressed by
the villains in this chapter are the same views that
have swept the world since the French Revolution:
“We don't need a sacred government led by a
prophet-king. We need democratic rule.” Democracy is the essence of political insanity. It's the antithesis of Christianity. The Law has been laid down
by Christ, the ultimate universal dictator. Yet man
continues to invent his own ‘laws’ by what he mistakenly believes to be fair popular vote. Democracy
is the world's Anti-Christ religion, foisted on the
world by fools who think they're smarter than
Moses and Jesus.

When Moses hears this [baseless accusation
he throws [himself]
face-down [on the dirt, ___].
from the nation betraying him],

son of Kohath

conspires [against Moses]
with some Reubenites: Dathan & AbiRam {High-Father}, (sons of Eliab), and On
{Ally},

{Power}(son of Peleth

4

Korah's Democratic Revolution
Against Moses
1 [Time passes, ___. Moses' first-cousin] Korah
{Ice-Head}(son of Izhar

295

Whenever other people (including cops) seriously
challenge you, get on your face on the ground and
start praying.

warns Korah {Ice} and all
predicts, “Tomorrow [at
dawn] Yahweh comes to show who [of us]
are His, and who [of us] are holy. [YAH]
will [call] the man he has chosen to approach [His supernatural presence. YAH] will allow
5 [Then Moses]

his

[voters]. [Moses]
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to walk right up to his
[devastating, universe-destroying power]. 6 — [So] do
[his chosen leader]

this: You, Korah {Ice}, along with everyone in your
whole [democratic-revolutionary movement], grab some
censers.
censers = shallow cups for burning incense.

Then put fire in the censers. Tomorrow, before Yahweh, burn incense in
[your censers]. You [watch]: whichever man
Yahweh chooses will be separated [from
the pack]. It's you who are usurping more
[authority than you can handle,] you [brats] of Levi
{Uniter}.” 8 Moses also says to Korah {Ice}, “Hear,
7

I beg you, you sons of Levi

{Uniter}:

9 [Don't you see

that the Elohim of Israel has separated you from the rank &
file of Israel, to bring you near to himself to perform the duties of [maintaining
and operating] the “Dwelling” of Yahweh, to
stand before the nation, to serve their
it as a great privilege]

[spiritual, medical, educational, health and welfare
needs]? Numbers (Journeys) 16:10

Yahweh has
brought [you] and all your brothers, the
sons of Levi, close to Him. Yet you
won't be satisfied until you usurp the
[high] priesthood as well? 11 When you
complain against Aaron, you and your
followers amass [in rebellion] against Yahweh, [because Yahweh appointed me and Aaron to lead
the nation. Yahweh doesn't respect democracy.]” 12
Then Moses sends [messengers] to summon (Eliab's sons) Dathan & AbiRam
{High-Father}. But the [brats shove and threaten
the messengers,] shouting, “[Tell your failed dictator
Moses] we're not coming up [to his stupid sanctuary]! 13 *—Isn't it enough that

you dragged [our nation] up out of
a land gushing milk and honey,
to kill us in the wilderness?
Now you make yourself an absolute dictator over us? You
elected yourself King! 14 *Face
it, [Moses! You failed to produce.] You never led us into any land gushing
milk and honey. You haven't
given us any fields and vineyards to inherit. You'd have to
bore out our eyes [to blind us to your
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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We're not [appearing in
*[When Moses hears
this,] he fumes, furious, ___. He
prays, [yelling] to Yahweh, “Don't
even look at the rebels' proposal [of a democratic government]. I've
never taken [even] one donkey
from them. I never did evil to
[even] one of these [voters].”
scam. Forget it!]

your bogus court]!” 15

Moses Challenges The Pro-Democracy Rebels
16 [Then] Moses says to Korah {Ice}, “Tomorrow you and your whole [revolutionary
faction] appear before Yahweh—you, [your
crowd,] and Aaron. 17 Each of you [rebels] take
your censer. Put incense in it. Then bring your
censers before Yahweh: 250 censers. You [revolutionaries] vs. Aaron, each of you [armed with only] his censer.”

So every one [of the rebels] takes his
fire-pan. He puts burning [wood] in it,
then lays incense on it. [Fists raised, they parade to] stand at the entrance to the
Meeting Tent. [They face off against] Moses &
Aaron.
18

3 kinds of fire here: "strange" fire, judicial fire and
sacred fire.

YHVH Destroys Korah's ‘Peoples'
Republic’
19 Then, at the entrance to the Meeting
Tent, Korah {Ice} gathers the whole [voting] assembly against [Moses & Aaron]. Suddenly, ___, the glory of Yahweh appears to the whole crowd! Numbers (Journeys) 16:20 Then Yahweh speaks to Moses and to

says,
“Separate yourselves from this swarm
[of rebels]. I’m going to destroy them right
now!”
Aaron: 21 [YAH's angel]

*So [Moses & Aaron] throw themselves face-down [on the dirt]. They
cry, “El, Eloha over the spirits
of all flesh: Just because one
man [Korah] sinned, will you
burst out in rage [against] the
whole crowd?” 23 So Yahweh answers
22

Moses: 24 [YAH's angel]
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“Command the congregation. Say, ‘Get
up! [Run] far away from the dwellings of
[the democracy-pushers:] Korah {Ice}, Dathan
and AbiRam {High-Father}.”
25 So Moses [jumps] up, ___. He [gallops his horse] to [the
tents of] Dathan & AbiRam {High-Father}. The elders of
[Moses]. 26 Moses [shouts] to the
crowd, “[Run!] I beg you, [get away] from
the tents of these wicked [Democratic]
men! Touch nothing of theirs, or you'll
be consumed [by the punishment YAH is about to
rain down] for all their sins!” 27 So, ___,
all the people on every side jump up.
They run away from the dwelling[s] of
Korah {Ice}, Dathan and AbiRam {HighFather}. Then Dathan and AbiRam come
outside. They stand in the doors of
their tents, flanked by their wives, their
sons, and their little children.

Israel follow

The children and some of the wives try to run. But
the men grab them and hold them.

*Then Moses says [to the crowd],
“Here's how you'll know that
Yahweh has sent me to do all
the actions [I've taken]. I performed nothing from my own
mind. 29 If these [rebels] die the com28

mon death all men [face in old age], or if
they merely experience the normal
kinds of problems all men grapple with,
then Yahweh has not sent me. Numbers
(Journeys) 16:30 But if Yahweh creates a
new phenomenon, and the earth opens
her mouth, and swallows up the rebels
with everything, [every animal and everyone who]
belongs to them—if the [rebels] careen
down alive into the grave, then you'll
understand that these [voting-rights activists]
provoked Yahweh.” 31 *The moment

finishes speaking all
these words, the ground under
the [feet of the rebels] splits apart,
___! 32 *The earth opens her
mouth, ___! It swallows up
the [rebels] and everyone associated with them, along with
[Moses]
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their houses & all their possessions!
As clarified by Num 26:12, some descendants of
Korah survived, presumably because they separated themselves from Korah's Democratic movement.

*Down, [down the insurgents] fall,
with everything and everyone
they have, screaming and kicking into their graves [in the planet's
core]. Then the earth closes over
them, ___, erasing them from
the assembly. 34 *All [the people of]
Israel run screaming in panic
in every direction away from
the shrieks of [Korah's dying Republicrats].
They wail, “[Get away] before the
earth swallows us up too!” 35
33

Suddenly fire shoots out from Yahweh.
It devours the 250 [unqualified] men offering [unholy] incense. 36 Then Yahweh instructs
Moses: 37 [YAH's angel] says,
“Tell ELeazar {El's-Aid} (the son of [High]
priest Aaron) to gather up the fire-pans
out of the [rebels'] smoldering remains,
then to scatter the coals [far] away. The
censers are [now] set-apart [for sacred use].
38

The sinful [rebels] burned up their own
souls when they [arrogantly] lit up those
fire-pans. So melt the censers down.
Hammer the [metal] into foil overlays to
cover the [cooking] altar[s], as sacred
signs to remind Israel [of the day the democracy-activists] got up in Yahweh's face.”
39 So [high] priest ELeazar {El's-Aid} lifts
the brazen firepans from the ashes of
the crispy [wanna-be high-priests] who'd [used
the censers to] flaunt [their arrogance before Yahweh.
Eleazar hands the censers to Israel's metal workers. The

the censers. [Then the men
into foil overlays to cover
the [sanctuary's] altar. Numbers (Journeys)
16:40 So the foil overlays remind the
people of Israel that if anyone outside
Aaron's seed-line [shows the arrogance to defy
YAH's instructions by] getting up in Yahweh's
metal-smiths melt]
pound the metal]
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face [in the most-holy place] to [ritually] burn incense, [the rebel] winds up [dead] like Korah
{Ice} and his [rebel] crowd, just as Yahweh's right-hand [man] Moses warned
Korah.
Those who claim to speak for the Creator had better have his approval.

People Resurrect The Democratic
Rebellion

*Yet the [very] next day, ___,
the whole community of the
people of Israel gripe against
Moses and against Aaron, lying, “You killed the people of
Yahweh!” 42 *The congregation
gathers to fight Moses and to
fight Aaron. The [giant mob run, their
angry] faces [rushing toward] the congregational tent. Suddenly,
___, [YAH's supernatural] cloud covers
[the meeting tent]. The glory of Yahweh lights [up the sky for miles]! 43
41

Moses and Aaron [run to stand] in front of
the Meeting Tent, [seeking YAH's protection from
the assassination mob].
or: Moses & Aaron courageously run to face the
mob.

YHVH Sends A Plague On The Ingrates
44 Yahweh speaks to Moses: 45 [YAH's angel
shouts],

“Get far away from this [rebellious] crowd.
I want to devour them in a [lightning flash].”
Again [Moses & Aaron] fall on their faces,
___. 46 So Moses [yells] to Aaron, “Grab a
firepan! Dump some [of heaven's] fire in it
from the [holy] altar. [Then] put incense [in
the firepan]. Then run quickly to the crowd.
[Pray for Yahweh] to cover their [sins]! Anger
is pouring out from Yahweh! The plague
has started!” 47 So Aaron grabs [sacred fire
and incense] as Moses commands. Aaron
runs into the middle of the [rebel] crowd.
He sees a plague spreading among the
people. So [Aaron waves] the incense [smoke
around while he prays for Yahweh to] cover the
people [with his mercy]. 48 Aaron stands be-
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tween the dead and the living. [Suddenly]
the plague stops [killing people]! 49 14700
people die in the plague, ___, in addition to those who'd died in Korah's [failed
attempt to democratically elect a leader to replace
Moses].

14700+250 = 14950 = 13*1150. (13 is the number of betrayal.)
Numbers (Journeys) 16:50 Then Aaron returns to
Moses at the entrance to the Meeting Tent. Finally,
___, the plague [dies out].

Numbers (Journeys) 17
Aaron's Wooden Staff Supernaturally Blossoms

1 Soon Yahweh

[further]

instructs Moses

[on how to quell the

says,
“Tell the people of Israel to give you 12
[walking] staves, one stave from the family-leader who governs the [local assembly]
of each ancestral tribe. Write each
man's name on his stick.
democratic rebellion]:

2 [YAH's angel]

3

Then write Aaron's name on the rod of
Levi {Uniter}. Thus each rod will represent [the authority of] the head of each ancestral family.
4
Then store the rods [up high] in the congregational
tent, in front of the [Ark bearing the 10 Commandments]. I'll
meet you there.
5

Then, you watch: the rod representing
the man I'll publicly choose comes to
blossom [like it's a living tree]. Thus I put a
stop to the complaining of the people of
Israel. [They quit] lobbying to impeach
you.”
6 So Moses [passes on Yahweh's instructions] to
the sons of Israel, ___. Soon every
one of the tribal chiefs gives Moses a
rod, one representing each family head,
totaling 12 rods, including the rod of
Aaron. 7 So Moses stores the rods facing [the altar
of]

Yahweh in the tent

[which houses the 10 commandments].

8

*Later the next day Moses enters the [10 commandments] tent. [His
jaw drops, ___.] He sees Aaron's an-
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cestral Levitical staff covered
with buds. [Then it] sprouts more
buds! It blooms blossoms. It
yields almonds! 9 So Moses hauls
out all the rods from before [the altar of]
Yahweh to [show them to] all the sons of Israel. They look. Every man grabs his
[tribe's] staff [to inspect it for signs of supernatural
growth]. Numbers (Journeys) 17:10 Then Yahweh says,
“Moses, take Aaron's rod back [inside the
Meeting Tent]. [Mount it] in front of the [10
Commandments Ark]. Leave it there as a sign
[warning] the rebels [to accept your dictatorial authority]. That'll shut up their complaining
[mouths for a while], so I won't kill them [yet].”
11 So Moses obeys. Whatever Yahweh
commands him, thats what he does,
___.
The Unrepentant Voters Moan &
Cry In Terror
12 The [terrified] people of Israel wail at
Moses. They cry, “Look! We're all gonna
die! We're dead men! DEAD!
Not moaning in repentance. Merely moaning in
fear.

Anybody who even gets near the
dwelling of Yahweh will die! It's the
end! We're doomed! WHyyyyyyyy?!”
13

Numbers (Journeys) 18

tribe = staff
3
The [Levites] will work under your supervision, [Aaron].
[Together you'll] order the maintenance and operation of
the [government] tent. Don't let the [rank & file Levites] approach the furnishings of the [Holy Place] and its altar,
or you and they might die.
4

So, [Aaron], the [Levites] will work under
your management, performing [my stipulated] duties in the Meeting Tent, plus all
the other services [necessary for running the
health, education & welfare] operations of the
Sanctuary. Never let an [unconverted] foreigner enter your [priestly] ranks.
Or: "never let anyone who is not a levite into your
ranks." The word for meeting tent is based on the
word “shine”, as in “let your light shine.”
5

You [Aaron] will maintain stewardship of
the Holy [Place]. [You'll] supervise the [cooking] altar, so that no more fire-rage [falls]
on the people of Israel.
wrath-child=rothschild
6

I, [not you, but] I, extracted your relatives
(the Levites) from among the people of
Israel. So they are a gift given by Yahweh to you, to accomplish the myriad
critically-important duties [necessary to run
My sacred government from the] Meeting Tent.
7

Holy Priests' Unique Lifestyle,
Rights, Duty

1 [Then] Yahweh says to Aaron,
“You, your sons, and your father's family-line will
be jointly responsible for [anything that goes] wrong in
the sanctuary. And you and your sons will bear
joint responsibility for [anything that goes] wrong regarding [your service as] priests.
With authority comes responsibility.
2
So bring [to the sanctuary] your brothers from the tribe
of Levi {Uniter}, the [genealogical] “rod” of your father.
[Get your brothers] to join with you, to help you, [Aaron].
Yet only you and your sons will jointly minister [in the
inner tent where lie the covenant-tablets] .
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So only you [Aaron] and your descendants may serve as priests, working
around the Altar and inside the curtain.
And work you will. The work of the
priesthood is my exclusive gift to you.
It can't be farmed-out [to the lowest bidder].
Anyone unauthorized who invades [the
inner-Sanctuary work] dies. DEAD!”
lightly paraphrased

Then Yahweh says to Aaron,
“Look. I also endow you with [complete]
authority over all consecrated [donations given] in tribute to me by the
children of Israel [to support the work of My sacred government]. I entrust the [government] to
you [not because you're a trustworthy person, but be8
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I chose you and your sons [for my
own mysterious reasons]. Down through the
ages, [your hereditary] authority will remain
in effect, [even though again and again you and your
sons will betray my trust].
How Ministers Are To Get Fed
cause]

300

So whenever a [crop or herd or flock] starts
bearing its first-ripe produce, as soon
as a [donor voluntarily] brings it to Yahweh's
[sanctuary], it's your [pay]. Every uncontaminated member of your family can
eat it.

9

You [will receive, as your pay,] the following
supremely sacred [donations cooked on] the
fire:
every qurban [present] anyone [gives],
every grain-donation anyone [gives],
every purifying-gift anyone [gives],
and every guilt-gift anyone [gives]
to [My government work]. It's all absolutely reserved to
[pay] you and your sons.
The commercialized translations insert the word
"reserved" (from the fire, to fit their fantasy that
the priests lived on only a small portion of donations, and that the rest of the donations were
burned up. In fact, YHVH ordered that all the useable food be eaten, not burned.
Numbers (Journeys) 18:10

Eat [the previously mentioned food] in an especially sacred place, [off-limits to the general rabble]. Every noteworthy [person of your family]
can eat these donations. The [donated food]
is absolutely dedicated to [feed] you
[priests].
zakar = remembered, not necessarily "male".
11

Plus, by perpetual statute, the “upliftdonations” and the “wave-gifts” given by
the people of Israel are your property. I
grant that [food] to you, and to your
sons and to your daughters with you.
Every uncontaminated member of your
family can eat these donations.
12

I've given you [priests] all the ‘first-fruits’
of the [offerings] which the [people] offer to
Yahweh: the best of the oil, all the best
of the wine, and of the wheat.
The people who bring YHVH's word to humanity
should get treated better than anyone else. But in
reality, the people who bring YHVH's word are
shunned and abandoned by the world.
13
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[Yum!]
14

Everything in Israel that [anyone] unconditionally consecrates [to the temple work] is
your [priestly pay].
Donated items cannot be brought into the market
for profit. They must be used for holy purposes.
This is the heart of modern tax law regarding
churches today.
15

Every

body who [first] opens [its
womb, whether [offspring] of men
or beasts, is [under your authority as soon as] its
owner/father brings it to Yahweh. But
you will definitely [allow the donor] to buy
back any firstborn boy. Likewise, you
can sell back any firstling of an unclean
beast.
[newborn]

mother's]

16

You must honor all requests from anyone who wants to “buy” [out of government
service] their firstborn [human] devotee
that's 1 month old [or older]. You [simply
charge the father/owner the small sum of] 5 shekels
[2 ounces] of silver using the sanctuary
[definition of a] shekel, which weighs 20
gerahs.
This money goes into the work of running the sacred government.
17

But don't allow donors to buy back their
firstling cows, or firstling sheep, or
firstling goats. Those [animals] are [unconditionally, irrevocably] consecrated [to support the
government work]. Sprinkle the [animal's] blood
on the [cooking] altar. Then smoke-roast
their choice-meats as a fire-cooked donation, yielding a taste so delicious it
[brings honor to] Yahweh.
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Katar = fumigate. Cheleb = choice parts. It's possible to cook food so delicious it would make an
atheist believe in God.
18

All the meat from [any consecrated donation]
belongs to you [priests,] just like the [aforementioned] “wave breast” and “right shoulder” [of the ram] are your [pay].
The Levitical (Aaronic) Priesthood
Covenant
19

Among the consecrated donations that
the children of Israel give to [Me] Yahweh, I give all the ‘uplift-gifts’ to you,
[Aaron] and to your sons and your daughters [who live] with you. This is a perpetual statute, a ‘covenant of salt’, [a self-preserving promise,] lasting [as long as I] Yahweh
[shine My] face toward you and your seedchildren [who live] with you.”
Salt was used as money in those days. Salt is precious. Hence the saying, “a bad worker is not worth
his salt.” The Israelite Priest-class lost its flavor.
They became useless trash. So YAH threw the
Levites out of power in 70AD. Now anyone can be
a priest. Covenants were sealed by cutting a pile of
salt in two and both parties eating it.
Numbers (Journeys) 18:20

And Yahweh's

[an-

says to Aaron,
“You [priests] can't hold inheritance-rights
in [Israel's] land. Nor will you [be able to own]
personal property. Unlike the [rank and file]
of the people of Israel, [your special relationship to] Me, [the Creator of the universe,] constitutes your property and [your]
inheritance.
gel]

A relationship to YHVH is worth more than all the
property you could ever own. Priests don't own
property. They use it to help others. It's a grave
sin for a Christian to have personal income, personal accounts and personal wealth not devoted to
ministry. Obviously, you have to eat and have a
place to lay down, but only for the purpose of facilitating ministry.

Tithing Regulations In The Mosaic
Code
21

But look [what riches you get]: For [your] inheritance, I endow [you] sons of Levi with
[stewardship of] 1/10th of the Gross-National-Product of Israel, to empower you to
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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serve all [my] governmental objectives
from the Meeting Tent.
There is no tithing law outside of the Mosaic
covenant. Instead, Christians must devote 100% of
their resources to the Kingdom of Heaven. Churches that tell you to pay them 10% of your income
are misrepresenting the bible.
22

Starting now, the [rest of the] people of Israel can't [wander] in and out of the Tent
of Meeting [like they own the place]. They'll be
penalized for their sin; [I'll kill them].

Normally wrongly translated like an outright ban on
the very point of having a meeting tent: for the
people of the nation to meet there!
23

Rather, the Levites will [exclusively] perform the services [I've ordered to occur] in the
congregational tent. They'll bear [exclusive
responsibility for any wrongdoing that occurs there. By
perpetual statute, these priestly rights and responsibili-

will endure down through all your
[future] generations, [substituting for] the inheritance rights [and mundane responsibilities]
which apply to the other people of Israel.
ties]

24

But as your inheritance, I've already
given [you] Levite [priests] 10% of everything the nation of Israel produces, assuming the [Israelites do the right thing] and offer [those tithes] up to [Me], Yahweh. So it's
fair for me to decree that you get no
[normal] inheritance-rights.”
25 [Then] Yahweh instructs Moses, ___: 26 [YAH's angel]
says,
“Instruct the Levite [priests]. Say to them, “When you
receive the tithes I've ordered the people of Israel
to pay you [to replace] your [lost] inheritance-rights,
then [repeatedly] lift up a [symbolic] portion of 1/10 of the
tithes [in thanks to] to Yahweh.
This 1% of GNP goes straight to the priests as pay.
The rest is used in government benefit programs,
feasts, etc.
27

This special contribution [goes to the priests],
like the farmers' gifts of new grain and
new wine.
28

So, [I repeat: ritually] lift up to Yahweh this
donation of 1/10 of the total tithe you
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get from the people of Israel. After ritually lifting this portion [to] Yahweh, give
it to Aaron the [high] priest.

*
From every donation any donor
entrusts to you, ritually lift to
Yahweh some of all the best
parts, thus consecrating [those
food portions].
29

choice-parts = cheleb, often wrongly rendered
"fat".
Numbers (Journeys) 18:30

So tell the Levites to
1) [ritually] lift up the best parts [of the donations], then
2) put [those parts] in the [priestly food]
stash just as they would [credit to themselves
the] donated abundances of grain from a
threshing-floor, or grape juice from a
wine-vat.
31

You [priests] and your families can eat
that food anywhere. It's your reward
for performing [governmental] services in
the congregational tent.

32 *
[I, Yahweh, am NOT going to eat the food. And I

You [priests] won't
be committing any sin by eating the food [which people donate to Me],
as long as you first [ritually] lift
the best [parts] of it [to show gratefulness
to Me]. Just never profane [or commercialize] the sacred donations
given by the people of Israel,
or you will die.”
don't want it wasted.]

Again, cheleb = not "fat", but ‘best meat’. This is a
warning prefiguring the Messiah's verdict: “You
have made my Father's sanctuary a den of thieves.”
The priests turned the sacred government into a
commercial racket. That's what they always do.
Witness the sick commercialization of the Christian
music and media industries.

Numbers (Journeys) 19
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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Cleansing Ashes From A Red
Heifer's Remains
1 Yahweh further instructs Moses and Aaron:
As Paul explained, this red heifer ritual prefigures
the Messiah's blood and his ashes cleaning us up.
See Heb 9:13-14. This story also visually resonates
with the golden-calf debacle from Exodus, and other bull and cow memes that go back to pre-historic
times, which makes such ideas not worn out, but
timeless.
2 [Yahweh's angel] says,
“[Moses,] command the sons of Israel to bring you a
flawless, perfectly-healthy reddish [female] cow which
has never borne a yoke.
3
Then you [Moses] give this [red] cow to [high] priest
ELeazar {El's-Aid}. ELeazar hauls [the cow] outside the
camp. There, under [Eleazar's priestly] supervision, [a
butcher painlessly] slaughters her [and serves the meat to needy people].
4
Then [high] priest ELeazar {El's-Aid} takes a bit of the
red cow's blood on his finger. He sprinkles some of
this blood toward the front of the congregational
tent 7 times.
5

Then, ___, under the high priest's
oversight, someone burns the [remains of
the red] heifer: her fur, her skin, her
blood, her intestines, including the
poop - burn it.

The ambiguities in the words "basar"
[flesh/skin/fat] and "shachat" [slaughter/serve]
preclude us from saying that all the meat was
burned up. Scan down 2 verses to verse 7 and see
the word "basar" referring NOT to meat, but to
"skin." Probably, as in other cases, the useable
meat was removed and cooked and eaten, then the
unused parts were burned. Senseless sacrifice is
unknown to the Hebrew Law.
6

Then the priest grabs cedar wood, hyssop [leaves] and scarlet [thread from a scarlet
worm]. He throws [these symbolic items] into
the middle of the burning heifer.
Hyssop, ‘lowliest of plants,’ grows in crevices.
7

Then the priest washes his clothes.
Then he bathes his body in water. Then
he returns to the camp. [For safety,] the
priest must be [considered a potential] contaminant-source until sundown.
Basar (body) here clearly refers to skin, not muscle, refuting the commonly-held fallacy that any
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animals were completely burned. In fact, YHVH
only commanded burning the parts that were likely
to go unused. In this way, a serious health-hazard
(a dead carcass) becomes a source of life-giving
alkaline fertilizer (ash).
8

The man who burns [the red cow] also
washes his clothes in water, ___. He
bathes his skin with water. Until sundown, [everyone treats him as potentially] contaminated.
Again basar=skin.
9
[Soon the fire burns down, ___.] Then an uncontaminated
man gathers up the [now sanitary] ashes of the heifer.
He stores them up outside the camp in a clean
place, awaiting the community of the people of Israel to use [them in the manufacture of] “water of separation”
used in [ritual and antimicrobial] purification from sin.

Ash is an alkaline disinfecting agent. The World
Health Organization recommends ash as an alternative to soap. Soap commonly contains pig fat.
Numbers (Journeys) 19:10
Then the man who gathers the ashes (of the
heifer) washes his clothes, ___. [Everyone considers him potentially] contaminated for the rest of the day. This
statutory process applies to the people of Israel,
and to any foreigners staying among them, forever.

Quarantine People Who Touch
Corpses

*
Anyone who touches the dead
body of any man will be [considered
potentially] contaminated for 7
days, ___.
11

303

defiles the Dwelling of Yahweh. That
[rebel] will be cut off from Israel. Unless
the water for [cleansing from] impurity [at
least] sprinkles on him, he remains [considered potentially] contaminated, ___, covered by [the threat of] disease.
This scrubbing has both a physical and a
metaphorical significance. On the physical level, it
preserves the very sensible taboo against touching
dead bodies, which are potent sources of pathogenic microbes, which, in the long-term, cannot effectively be combated through antibiotics, since the
germs mutate faster than scientists can re-engineer antibiotic drugs. The only truly effective epidemic disease-control strategy is hygiene + quarantine.
14

The [following] law applies when a man
dies in a tent, ___: every [human or animal]
who comes into the tent, and [everything]
in the tent, will be [considered] contaminated for 7 days.
15

presume infected
any container which lacks a closely attached cover, ___.
[In the tent of a dead man,]

16

Also, whoever touches anyone slain by
sword in the open fields, or who [naturally]
died, or a bone of a man, or a grave,
should be [considered] contaminated for 7
days, ___.
17
To purge any human of uncleanness, take the ashdust of the [remains of the] burnt heifer, ___. Add [the
ashes] to running water in a container.

12

On the 3rd day [after he touches the dead body],
he [scrubs] himself with [the heifer's alkaline ashes]. Then, ___, on the 7th day [after he
touches the carcass, if he's symptom-free], he's [considered] sanitary. Conversely, if he fails to
scrub himself on the 3rd day, then [of
course] he can't be [declared] sanitary on
the 7th day.
Like modern ‘baking soda’ (sodium bicarbonate),
alkaline ashes neutralize acids that support pathogenic bacteria.
13

Whoever touches the corpse of any
dead man, without purifying himself,
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Literally: living (not stagnant) water. Faith is active. Inactive faith is nothing. Purge = chattah.
18
An uncontaminated human then takes hyssop [leaves],
___. He dips them in the ash-water, then sprinkles
it on the tent, on all the containers, and on the
people who were present, and on whoever
touched: the bone, the [murdered] body, the corpse
who died naturally, or the grave.
This verse is both a ritual underscoring the seriousness of death, and a germ-control protocol.
19

On the 3rd and 7th days [following exposure
to the corpse], the clean person sprinkles
the [potentially] contaminated person [with
the ash-water]. [Then, ___,] on the 7th day,
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himself clean. Then
he washes his clothes and his [skin] in
water. Finally, [unless disease symptoms are
present,] at sundown he's [considered]
healthy [and thus eligible to attend community
feasts].
[the exposed man scrubs]

Numbers (Journeys) 19:20

Any human who becomes [a possible source
of] infection, yet fails to do what it takes
to regain his purity, will be cut off from
the group, [to prevent him from] defiling the
sanctuary of Yahweh. Unless he [goes
through the medical and ritual cleansing process by]

getting the water of [cleansing] sprinkled
on him, [consider] him unclean, ___.

21
And, by perpetual law, anyone who sprinkles the
“water of separation” will wash his clothes, ___.
And anyone who touches the “water of separation”
must be [treated as] contaminated all day.
Not because ash-water is contaminated, but because the person using it is in contact with a potentially infected suspected disease-host.
22

Whatever the [possibly] contaminated person touches will be [considered] contaminated, ___. Anybody who touches it
must be [preemptively treated as] contaminated all day.”
[And that, ___, is the last we ever see of the grownups
who left Egypt with Moses.]

Numbers (Journeys) 20

fight with Moses. [They shout obscenities, ___.
They scream], “I wish we'd died when our
relatives died [while] Yahweh stared [down
doing nothing]! 4 [You're a sadist, Moses!] Why'd
you drag the community of Yahweh up
into this wilderness? [Do you get your jollies by
watching] us and our cattle die here? 5 [Control-freak! Sorcerer!] Why'd you force us to
emigrate up out of Egypt, to bring us in
to this evil place, bereft of seed, figs,
grapevines, pomegranates, or even water to drink!?” 6 *[A gang of snot-nosed brats

So
Moses & Aaron sprint away
from the [screaming mad] faces of
the assembled [mob]. [Moses & Aaron
careen up to] the entrance to the
[Meeting] Tent. There they fall on
their faces. [Their noses pound the dust.]
THEN, ___, the glory of Yahweh appears to them.
in the crowd sling rocks at Moses & Aaron.]

When people start attacking you, fall on your face
and pray.

YAH Commands Moses To Talk To A
Rock
[to solve his nation's problems

through calm, nonviolent, counter-intuitive obedience] ,

1 [38 long years pass, ___. The hundreds of thousands
of grumbling grownups who'd emigrated from Egypt fall

Finally,
their [surviving] children, the remains of
the nation of Israel, caravan into the
desert of Zin {Crags} in [spring], the 1st
month [of the 40th Hebrew year since the Exodus].
The people camp [back] in Kadesh {Sanctuary}, [where they'd begun aimlessly wandering in circles 38 years earlier]. There Miriam {Bitter}
dies. So there [her family] buries her.
Israel Rebels Against Moses Over
Water Needs
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

*The community [runs out of]
water, ___. So they mob together [in rebellion] against Moses
and against Aaron. 3 The people
2

7 Yahweh commands Moses

38 Years Pass. All The Original Émigrés Die
one-by-one to their deaths in the desert.]

304

___: 8

*[YAH's angel] says,
“Take [Aaron's miracle-blossoming] rod.
Gather the swarming [mob] together. Take Aaron your brother with you. Then you [Moses],
TALK to the rock before the
[watching] eyes [of the people]. Then the
rock will gush out its water.
Thus, [by passive, non-aggressive, clearly supernatural means,] you'll deliver [miracle]
water to the mob from the
rock. That's how [I want you to] give
the crowd and their animals
[plenty to] drink. [DON'T SMACK THE ROCK!]”
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The distinction between hitting the rock and
speaking to the rock is highly important, both for
us, and for the Israelites on the verge of entering
enemy territory. Hitting the rock = getting your
needs met through physical force. The Israelites
are about to enter the promised land, where they
will be faced with hundreds of battles. They will repeatedly make the wrong choice to use military
force against their enemies, rather than to gain
victory through prayer for supernatural deliverance. The cursed choice of trusting the "military
solution" eventually bankrupts any nation who relies on it. The Creator has placed us within a universe in which we can't solve our problems any
other way than by following His instructions to love
everyone. That's why democracy always dies. Popular vote always elects a forceful, shortsighted,
doomed 'solution'.

So, as [YAH] commands him, Moses
takes the [miraculously blossoming] staff from
before [the apparition of] Yahweh.
9

Instead of Aaron's miracle rod, the rod may have
been Moses' walking stick with which he struck the
rock before, in Ex 17:5-6. Verse 11 says “his rod.”
Numbers (Journeys) 20:10

Aaron gather the
front of the crag.

Then Moses and
mob together in

[rioting]

[The rebels throw rocks at
Moses. They scream, “Die, you fake!” Instead of talking to
the rock, the flustered Moses]

“Rebels, please listen

shouts to the

[mob],

[to me talk to this rock.”

“We're
about to bring you water out of this
boulder!” [A teenage mocker shouts, “Beat your rod,
The people bust out laughing. Moses continues,]

Moses, like you do in your tent!” A man shouts, “I'll give
you water from my rock, Moses!” The man whips out his
wang. He pees a yellow stream on the ladies in front of
him. The mob laugh in derision. They scream at Moses,
“Die talking to your rock, you old windbag! Our generation's in charge now!” A gang of young thugs draw their
swords. Bent on murder, they advance on Moses. Aaron
screams at Moses, “Hurry! Bash the rock!”]

Dramatization.

Silly Moses SMACKS The Rock; Water Gushes Out
11 *[Moses shouts at Aaron, “Patience! YAH said
to command the rock!” Aaron grabs the staff from

Moses, [furious, yanks back]
the staff. He lifts it high in his
hand. He bashes the rock with
it. [The staff's solid-gold almond-blossoms fly off.
Moses’ hand.]

People stampede each other to grab the gold blossoms. No water comes out of the rock. The people
laugh and jeer at Moses. Children and drunkards
pelt him & Aaron on the head with rocks. The thugs
lift their swords to strike. Aaron grabs the staff
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again, screaming, “They're gonna kill us if they
don't get water now!” So Moses, red-faced, blood
running down his nose, clenches his bloody teeth.

He] SMACKS [the rock as hard as he can. The
staff bends under the force. The rock EXPLODES.
Water tears a massive hole in the crag. A river]

rushes out.

[The flood picks up Moses &
Aaron. It threatens to drown them. The mob laugh
at Moses & Aaron. Then, terrified, the people run
out of the way of the charging rapids. The people
bend down at the river's edge, lapping up the water. Children splash, dive, swim. Rowdy boys dump
water on slut-girls' heads. The girls slap the boys.
Then they all rip off their clothes. They jump in the

Everybody drinks. They
water their animals, [shouting
river.]

‘Aleluia!’]
Dramatization.

*Downstream, Moses &
Aaron [wash up nearly-drowned on the shore.
12

Water rushes past them. Moses looks upstream. He
sees drunk teenagers running around in waterfights. They leap over fornicators making love in

Yahweh says to Moses
& Aaron,
“You [two hotheads] didn't believe
me. [You refused] to [demonstrate
my] holy [character] in the eyes of
the sons of Israel. [I demand prayerful
the water.]

reliance on miracles instead of violence, aggression

So you will never
lead this populace into the land
I've given them.”
and impatience.]

the water [rushing by. He
Meribah {Bickering}[to commemorate the day when] the brats of Israel quarreled against Yahweh, then [Yahweh proved]
to them that He's uniquely-powerful.
13 [Moses stares at]
names the place]

The same Meribah where Moses struck the rock almost 40 years before, in Ex 17:1-6.

Moses Asks To Cross Red-Man's
Country [Edom]

14 [Time passes, ___. The Israeli people grow restless in
the camp] at Kadesh {Sanctuary}, [trapped at
the border of Edom, south of Jerusalem. The people
scream, “Let's attack the Red-Man's country!” But instead

Moses sends [a nice note via] messengers to the king of Edom. [The note
reads, “Hi!] I'm [the leader of] your brother [nation], Israel. You know [about] all the trouble that's rained down on us for the
of attacking,]
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last 440 years… 15 —how our [ancient]
fore-fathers migrated down into Egypt,
and how [they] lived in Egypt a long
time; and how the Egyptians [enslaved] us
and our ancestors. 16 —And when we
cried to Yahweh, he heard our voice.
He sent an angel. He's brought us forth
out of Egypt. Surprise! We're in Kadesh
{Sanctuary}, a city in your farthest outlying border. 17 Let us pass, I beg you,
through your country. We won't pass
through the fields, nor through the
vineyards. Nor will we drink any water
from [your] wells. We'll go on the king's
highway. We won't turn to the right
hand nor to the left, until we've passed
[out of] your [north] border [at the Jordan river].”
Edom's King Denies Israel's Travel
Rights
18 But [the king of the Red-Man's southland] replies
to Moses, “If you pass [through my territory],
my [armies will] march out [and attack] you
with the sword [of war].”
A denial of the Hebrews' fundamental, universal
right to travel. Guess what? The same evil injustice
is being done to you through the state's demand
for driver's licenses and passports. And soon the
same destruction will rain down on the Nazis who
enforce those unlawful demands today.

So the people of Israel [bypass Moses].
They respond to [Edom,] “We'll travel on
the high-way. And if [we] and [our] cattle
drink from your water, [we'll] pay for it.
We'll merely, without doing any thing
else, pass through on foot.” Numbers
(Journeys) 20:20 [The king of the Red-Man's land] responds, “You'll [never] pass through [my
land].” [The king of] Edom marches out
against [Israel] with a huge [crowd of red hairy]
people and a mighty [armed] force, ___.
19

The denial of travel rights is an act of war.
21 [Moses jumps up on an oxcart. He shouts,]

“Israel!
[Listen!][The king of] Edom refuses to give Israel passage through his borders! So
turn away from [Edom]!” [The rabble scream at
Moses, “No! We're gonna fight!” Suddenly the red, hairy
soldiers shoot a volley of arrows into the Israeli camp,
killing rebel Israelis. So the terrified Israelis run to Moses.
He leads them away from the Red-Man's land.]

The Israelis Stagger From Kadesh
To Mount Hor
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So the people of Israel (the whole
[million+] populace) journey from Kadesh
{Sanctuary}. They straggle up to Mount
Hor {Looming-Peak}. [On the journey, every time
22

an Israeli child runs at play, setting a foot inside the redman's border, the hairy red soldiers shoot the child full of
arrows. When the sobbing mother runs screaming to hold
her bleeding child, the soldiers shoot the mother down to
the bloody dust.] 23 Yahweh speaks to Moses and

Aaron [on] Mount Hor {Looming-Peak}, by the border of
Edom {Red-Man's-Southland}, ___. [Far below, the hairy red army
tracks the Hebrews, ready to pounce and kill should one Israeli set his foot in
‘RedLand.’]

YHVH Kills Aaron, The High Priest
24 [Yahweh's angel says,]

“[I'm about to] destroy Aaron. He never
enters the land I give the sons of Israel. [Moses screams, ‘Why!?’
YAH's angel replies,] ‘Because you
[two aggressively] rebelled against my
[nonviolent] command at the water of
Meribah {Bickering}. [You forever influenced the
Israelis to faithlessly use force to solve their problems.]

The smashing of the rock was the tip of the iceberg
of Zionist violence, which plagues the world to this
day, and is set to trigger Armageddon.
25

Take Aaron and his son ELeazar {El'sAid}. [Walk] them up to [the pinnacle of]
Mount Hor {Looming-Peak}.
26

Strip Aaron of his garments. Put them
upon his son Eleazar {El's-Aid}. Aaron
will be destroyed. He dies there [on the
mountain].”
Not ‘gathered to his people.’

So, ___, Moses does as Yahweh
commands. He [leads Aaron and Eleazar] up
onto Mount Hor {Looming-Peak}, with all
the [million+] people [of Israel] watching [far
below]. 28 *Then Moses strips
27

Aaron of his garments. He puts
them upon Eleazar, [Aaron's] son.
[Then] Aaron [mysteriously] dies there
on the top of the mountain.
[Then] Moses and ELeazar {El'sAid} hike down from the mountain.
See dramatization of Aaron's death.
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*The whole population realizes Aaron is dead. So they, the
gigantic ‘family’ of Israel,
mourn for Aaron for 30 days.
29

They carry Aaron's bones and bury them at Moserah, see Deut 10:6.

Numbers (Journeys) 21
Merchant-King Arad Attacks Israel
1 Then king Arad {Fugitive} (a Canaanite
{Mercenary} living [in the] Negev {South}[of
Jerusalem]) hears [intelligence] reports that
Israel is advancing up the [caravan] road
to Atharim {Spy-town}, [near Palestine]. So
[king Arad] attacks Israel. He kidnaps
some [Hebrews as] prisoners [of war]. 2 *So

Israel make a vow to
Yahweh. [They] promise, “If you
really deliver this [enemy] people
into [our] hands, then [we] will utterly segregate ourselves from
their populations.”
[the people of]

segregate = #2763 charam; to seclude; specifically (by a ban). Normally wrongly translated ‘destroy.’ It is YAH's job to destroy bad people, and
your job to stay away from their contaminating influence.

YHVH Bans The Merchant-Attackers

*So Yahweh listens to the
voice of Israel. [YAH] hands over
the Canaanite {Mercenaries}, utterly separating the [Israelites]
from the [Pagans] and their cities.
So [Moses] gives that place the
name: Hormah {Banishment}.
3
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*So the people gripe against
Elohim, and against Moses:
“Did you smuggle us up out of
Egypt to die in the wilderness?
There's no food. There's no water. We loathe this crappy
manna-junk [from the bottom of our]
souls!” 6 *So Yahweh [drops] firepoison serpents [from the skies, ___!
5

The snakes hit the ground. Then they slither]

into the crowd. [They seek out the grumblers.] The [snakes] bite [the complainers]!
So [thousands] of [ungrateful] Israelite
people die.
fire-serpents: Nacheshím saráphím. Shiny serpents
with a fire bite. Probably winged. May have been
some kind of angel-spirit, seraphim.

*So the people flock to Moses.
They beg him, “We've sinned!
We griped against Yahweh,
and against you. Pray to Yahweh! Ask Him to take these
[fiery] serpents away from us.”
So Moses [drops to the dust]. He prays
for the people.
7

Moses Lifts A Snake On A Pole To
Heal People

*Then Yahweh says to Moses,
“Forge [a shiny sculpture resembling] a
fiery serpent. Mount it on a
pole. Watch. Everyone who's
been snake-bitten will [be spontaneously healed] when he looks at
your [snake-sculpture].
8

#2763: segregate, not destroy. Caananites continue to exist after this event.

So the 2nd commandment certainly doesn't forbid
artworks.

Then the [Israelites] journey from Mount
Hor {Looming-Peak} along the road by
the Red Sea. They take the long way
around the [rough] southland of Edom.
The [hard, rocky dry] road [erodes the last scrap] of
patience from their souls, ___.
YAH Drops Fire-Snakes To Kill The
Gripers

9

4
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*So Moses sculpts a [shiny] serpent from brass. He mounts it
upon a pole. The snakebitten
people look up at [the snake]. Instantly they leap up, alive [and
well]! [They jump up and down hugging each other, shouting, “HalleluYah! Moses saved us again!”]
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Israel Fights Ruins, Whirlwinds,
Floods
Numbers (Journeys) 21:10 Then, ___, the
people of Israel set forward [on their journey. They trudge over the nasty desert for many days. At
last they straggle]

up to

[a watering hole called]

Oboth {Water-Skins}. There they pitch
[camp. They collapse on their mats, exhausted.] 11

Then the [Israelite survivors] journey from
Oboth {Water-Skins}. They pitch [camp] at
Ije-Abarim {Ruins-Of-The-Passers}, in the
wilderness facing Moab, toward the
[Eastern] sunrise.
The name of the cursed area of Moab roughly
means ‘Her Dad made her a mother,’ named for
the incest-spawned offspring of Lot and his daughters.
12 [Terrified by dead skeletons drying in the pass,] the [Israelites rush]
onward. They pitch [camp] in the valley of Zared {BigShrubs}. 13 The [Israelites] move on from [Shrub-land],
___. They pitch [camp] on the other side of [the] Arnon
{Shouting-Stream-River}, in the wilderness that protrudes from the Amorite {Mountaineer} border. [The Arnon river]
. 14 Corroborating this account, ___, the
“Scroll of the Wars of Yahweh” witnesses [Israelites fighting: “a] whirlwind at Waheb
[in Moab], and [nearly drowning trying to pass] the
roaring [white-water] rapids at Arnon.” 15
forms the border of Moab. It divides Moab from

[Amorite country]

[The War-Scroll also describes the Israelites struggling up

“water-courses that flow down to
the fortress of Ar {WatchTown}, [which]
hugs the border of [enemy] Moab.”
Israelis Sing The Song Of The Well
16 Next, from [the Arnon River] the [Israelites]
journey to Beer {Well}, (the well about
which Yahweh said to Moses,
“Gather the people together. Then I'll
give them water.”)
the]

This Beer {Well} is somewhere along the
Moabite/Amorite border.

There [the people of] Israel sing this
song: “Water-well, shoot up [into the sky]!
[People,] sing [at the sight of the glorious water]!”
17

Hebrew: ‘oli bar onu le’, or ‘alah be-ayr anah le.’
(Erupt, well; look/sing about her) Transliteration:
then he-is-singing Israel » the·song: come-up-you !
well, respond you to her” This is the source of the
traditional gospel song: Spring Up O' Well.
18 [The song continues:]Our

ancestral-chief-

tain-leaders sunk [this well-pipe with their royal
scepters]! The nobles [of ancient Israel] dug the
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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hole with their walking sticks, at the
[command of] the giver of Law!”[Time passes,
___. Then the Israelites pack up. They] travel from
the desert to Mattanah {Gift-Land}.

Denoting cooperation of rich and poor, equal under
the Law.

The Israelites Journey To Moab

19 Then [the Israelites journey] from Mattanah {Gift-Land} to
NahaliEl {El's-Valley}. Then they [trudge] from [El's-Valley]
to Bamoth {Baal-Heights}.
Possibly part of the song/recitation started in verse
14.

Then, from
Bamoth {Heights}[the Israelites trudge] to the
valley in Moab-land [at the start] of the
[Jagged] Pisgah {Slice}[mountain] range. The
[Israelis gape] at the [sharp pinnacles that] overlook the [panoramic] surface of the Jeshimon {Wasteland}.
Numbers (Journeys) 21:20

A commentator notes that the summaries of the
journey in Num. 33 do not contain these places,
opening the possibility that this verse is the completion of a song that began in verse 14 or 17.

King Tornado Attacks Israel & Denies Travel
21 [Looking out from the mountain, the Israelites despair
of ever crossing the vast wasteland, ___. So some lead-

Israel send messengers to Sihon
{Tornado}, king of the Amorite {Mountaineers}: 22 [The messengers] plead, "Let [us]
pass through your land. We [promise] not
to trespass into [your] fields, nor into
[your] vineyards. We won't [even] drink
any of the waters of [your] well[s]. We'll
ers of]

[just exercise our Creator-endowed, inalienable right to]

walk along the [old, established public, freely-accessible] “king's highway”, until we get
past your [north] border.”
Another right-to-travel violation. When you are not
able to freely and peacefully travel, you are under
oppression. Driver's license demands= oppression.
Passport demands = oppression. You are under
bondage.

Sihon {Tornado} [illegalto let [the people of]
Israel pass through his territory, ___. Instead, Tornado
gathers all his [mountaineer] people
together. They charge out [of the
royal fortress-gates]. They rush into
the wilderness, chasing Israel.
23

*But

[Chief]

ly, criminally refuses]
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marches to [the threshing-grounds of] Jahaz {Stomp} [east of the
Jordan river]. There [Sihon's armies] battle against Israel.
[Tornado's army]

Israel Banishes King Tornado's
Mountaineers
24 Israel casts out [Tornado's mountaineer army]
with the [supernatural] mouth-sword [of YAH's
Word]. Then [Israel] siezes [the Amorites'] territory, from [the roaring rapids of] Arnon to [the
fords of] the Jabbok {Gushing}[river], all the
way [north] to the [country of the inbred] sons
of Ammon. The [Israelites stop there, thrust back
by] the border-[guards] of the [incestuous]
Ammon-spawn.
YHVH did not tell the Israelites to fight by the
sword. He told them to patiently wait for Him to
supernaturally save them. Jabbok was where Jacob
wrestled the angel. The Arnon river empties south
into the Dead sea.

So Israel seizes all the cities of the
Amorite {Mountaineers}. Israel camps in
all the [Emori] towns and villages, in and
around Heshbon {City-Of-Intrigue}. 26
(Heshbon {Intelligence}[had been] the [capitol]
city of Sihon {Tornado}, king of the
Amorite [mountaineers, ___]. [Chief Tornado]
stole the city by attacking [and killing] the
former king of [incestuous] Moab. Then
{Tornado} seized all Moab's land, all the
way to [the roaring rapids of] Arnon.) 27 That's
why the proverb-heralds sing, “[Builders,]
rush to Heshbon {City-Of-Intrigue}. Rebuild and re-establish [Chief] Tornado's
[Capitol] city! 28 —Fire flashes out of [the]
City-Of-Intrigue. Flame [shoots] from
[Chief] Tornado's [Capitol] city. [The flame]
devours [Ar,] the watch-town of Moab.
[The blaze licks up] the [warlock] lords of the [occult] high-shrines surrounding [the roaring
rapids] of Arnon!
25

lords=baalim.

Cry [in desperation, inbred perverts of] Moab!
you crushed minions of [the dark-power god] Chemosh {Crusher}! [Your demon-lord]
abandoned [you,] his [few] surviving sons
and daughters, into slavery to Sihon
{Tornado}, king of the Amorite {MountainMen}! Numbers (Journeys) 21:30 We shoot
29

[Wail,]
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the [inbreds down]! The [pagan towns in the network
of] Heshbon {City-Of-Intrigue} perish all
the way to Dibon {Pining}, [the City-Of-Sorrow]. We lay the [pagans] waste as far as
Nophah {Wind-Gust} on the borders of
Medeba {Quiet-Waters}.” 31 So, ___, Israel
settles in the land
taineers}.

[they seize from]

the Amorite

{Moun-

Israel Captures The ‘Ring Of Protection’
32 Then Moses sends spies [into the area
called] Jaazer {Ring-of-Protection}. [The spies]
capture [Jaazer's] villages. Then the [spies]
drive out the inhabitants, [the] Amorite
{Mountaineers}.
Notice YHVH is not commanding any theft or murder. It's like YAH says, “I'm going to make you famous, then you're going to buy a Lamborghini.”
That doesn't mean YAH is commanding you to buy
a Lamborghini. He's simply declaring your future.

Moses Banishes Moab's Fat Giant
King Og
33 Next the [Israelites] turn [north], ___.
They travel on the road to Bashan
{Fruitful}. Bashan's [fat giant] king Og
{Round}, flanked by all his troops,
charges out against the [Israelites]! The
[Moabite perverts rush] to battle [the Israelis] at
[the stronghold of] Edrei {Power-Arm}.
Og was probably a demon-spawned giant.

So Yahweh says to Moses,
“Never fear! I've delivered [Og] into your
hand, along with all his people, and his
land. You'll do to [Og] as you did to Tornado, king of the Amorite {Mountaineers},
who lived at Heshbon {Intelligence}.”
34

Even if YHVH predicts that the Israelites will fight,
they fight without cause, because YAH promises to
expel the enemy himself.

So, ___, the [Israelites supernaturally] cast
out [fat giant] Og, and his sons, and all his
troops, until none are left [in the Promised
Land]. Then the [Israelis] seize [Og's] land.
35

Although the previous verse is often read to be
YHVH's blessing on an act of war, it is highly unlikely that YHVH wanted the Israelites to kill Og's
people.

Numbers (Journeys) 22
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Israel Camps Near The Spawn Of
Moab
1 Again, ___, the people of Israel caravan on. They pitch [their camp] in the
plains of Moab along [the] Jordan [river].
[They] face [the impregnable pagan fortress of]
Jericho {Moon-Spirit}.
Balak The Annihilator Plots Against
Israel
2 Meanwhile, Moabite king Balak {Annihilator} (son of Zippor {Skipping-Bird}) surveys all the [damage] Israel [wreaked on] the
Amorite {Mountaineers}. 3 [The whole nation of]
Moab trembles in terror of the [million+]
Israelites, ___. [No one in] Moab [can sleep,
they're so] scared of the people of Israel. 4
[The] Moabites whine to the elders of
Midian, “This [Israelite] horde is gonna’ lick
us and everyone in our circles, like an
ox licks up the grass of the field!”
Annihilator Hires A Sorcerer To
'Stab' Israel
5 [So, ___, in desperation, Moabite king] Balak {Annihilator} sends [his royal] messengers [far
northeast] to [Syria to fetch a crooked prophet named]
Balaam {Loner} the son of Beor {FireStarter} from Pethor, [Baalam's] native [Euphrates] river-land. The [messengers] summon Balaam. [They] cry [king Balak's plea],
“Watch out, [Baalam]! A [killer] nation has
emigrated [here] from Egypt. You'll see!
They cover the face of the earth.
They're encamped to attack me [in my
land]!
Balaam = Bi'La, a spiritist/medium, probably a
chief of the Hittite Sons Of Terror. See Gen 36:3132. See Num 31:8 & Josiah 313:22, indicating Balak died fighting for the Midianites against Israel.
‘Beor’ is rendered ‘Bosor’ in Greek in 1 Pe 2:15.

So I pray you come now and curse
the [Israelites] for me. They're too powerful for me [to fight]. Maybe [with you] I'll
prevail. Maybe [your occult spells] will strike
them, so I can drive them out of [my]
land, because I know that whoever you
bless gets blessed, and whoever you
curse gets cursed.” 7 So the elders of
Moab and the elders of Midian {Brawler}
journey [northeast from Bashan to the Syrian Eu6
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phrates River],

their hands loaded, carrying
[gold and silver] to reward [Baalam] for divination. The [messengers] arrive at Baalam's
[house]. They tell Baalam every word [king]
Balak [said]. 8 Balaam answers [king Balak's messengers],
“Lodge here tonight. I'll bring you back every word
Yahweh speaks to me.” So the princes of Moab
sleep [at] Balaam's [place]. 9 So Elohim comes to Balaam {Ammon-Is-Lord}, saying,
“Who are these men with you?”

Of course, Elohim knows the answer.
Numbers (Journeys) 22:10 So Balaam {Loner} answers Elohim, “Moab's king Balak {Annihilator} (Zippor's son) sent [his] messengers to me. 11 [The mes-

‘Look, the [dangerous Hebrew]
populace escaped from Egypt. They
cover the face of the earth. Hurry!
Come stab them with [magic] words for
me, so maybe I'll gain power to overwhelm them, and drive them out [of my
land].’”
sengers begged me,]

face=eye. Curse = kabab= pierce/stab with words.
The word only ever appears in Balaam's and Balak's mouths. "Skewer the Israelites on your shishkabob of sorcery!"

YAH Forbids Balaam From Cursing
Israel
12 Elohim answers Balaam {Ammon-Is-Lord},
“Don't go with the [Moabites]. Never curse
[YAH's] people; they're blessed.”
Curse=arar=execrate.

So, ___, in the morning, Balaam
rises up. He answers
[king] Balak's princes, “You return to
your land. Yahweh refuses to give me
permission to go with you.”
13

{Ammon-Is-Lord}

Balaam doesn't tell them the whole story, probably
hoping to get some money.
14 So, ___, the princes of Moab pack up. They
travel [far southwest back] to [king] Balak. They [give him the bad
news], “Balaam refused to come [here] with us.” 15 So
[king] Balak {Annihilator} sends a bigger and more honorable group of princes [nrtheast to Syria to beg Baalam to curse
16 [These princes] journey to [occult
Balaam {Ammon-Is-Lord}. They
beg him, “[King] Balak {Annihilator} (the
son of Zippor {Bird}), begs, ‘Please,
don't let anything stop you from coming to [help] me! 17 I promise to promote
you to very great honor! I'll do whatevIsrael, ___].

prophet]
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er you command me! I'm praying to
you! Come, stab the [Israelite] people [with
magic curses] for me!’" 18 So Balaam {Loner}
answers [king] Balak's servants, “[Even] if
Balak {Annihilator} gives me his [whole]
palace full of silver and gold, I can't go
beyond the command of Yahweh my
Elohim. [I can] do [no] less nor more [than
He allows]. 19 But now, I beg you, stay here
tonight, while I find out what else Yahweh will say

*[That]
night, Elohim appears to Balaam {Loner}. [ELohim] says to him,
“If the [Annihilator's] men come to
call you, get up and go with
them. But remember, execute
only and exactly each word I
tell you.”
to me.” Numbers (Journeys) 22:20

Apparently the men didn't come and call, so Balaam's going was a sin.

Destroyer-Angel Terrifies The Talking Donkey
21 But, [without being summoned,] Balaam {Ammon-Is-Lord}[disobediently, greedily] gets up in
the morning. He saddles his donkey. He
travels [southwest] with the princes of
Moab [back to meet Balak the Annihilator]. 22

*Elohim sees Baalam

[ride off with

evil intent to curse Israel for money] .

Elohim's anger flares, ___! So the
angel of Yahweh stands in [Balaam's] way like Satan [fighting] him.
[Balaam bucks] on his donkey. [The donkey's hooves slam into Balaam's] two servants [walking behind] him. 23 *[The]
donkey sees the [destroying] angel
of Yahweh stationed [for battle] in
the road, his sword drawn in
his [mighty, radiating] hand, ___! So
the donkey careens off the
road into the field. So Balaam
{Loner} beats the donkey, to
turn her back into the road.
See 1 Chr 21:16. Balaam was intending and attempting to stab Israel with sorcery.
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But the angel of Yahweh [is so huge that
he] blocks [Balaam's] narrow path through
the vineyards. A wall blocks [Baalam's]
right side, and a wall blocks [his left] side.
24

*The donkey sees the angel
of Yahweh. [Terrified,] she thrusts
herself into the wall. She
crushes Balaam's foot against
the [stones]. So Balaam [screams. He]
beats her again, ___! 26 So the
25

angel of Yahweh
[stomps closer]. He keeps blocking the narrow opening, [giving Balaam's donkey]
nowhere to turn either to the right
hand or the left, ___. 27 *The don[giant terrifying destroying]

key,

at the sight of the
[killer] angel of Yahweh [towering over
her], collapses under Balaam
{Ammon-Is-Lord}. Balaam's anger
explodes, ___. He bashes the
donkey's [head] with [his] staff!
[terrified]

[Bad donkey!]

*[Then] Yahweh [supernaturally]
opens the mouth of the donkey, ___. She asks Balaam
{Ammon-Is-Lord}, “What have I
done to you to make you beat
me these 3 times?”
28

If you're skeptical, you don't have to interpret this
talking animal idea literally. Luzzato and others
posit that the Donkey was not speaking literal
words but merely making animal sounds that Balaam understood.

*So Balaam {Loner} screams
at the donkey, “[I beat you] for
making a fool out of me! I wish
I had a sword in my hand. I'd
kill you right now!” Numbers (Journeys) 22:30 *So, ___, the donkey
[brays] at Balaam {Ammon-Is-Lord},
“Am not I your donkey, on
whom you've ridden from the
day you [bought me] to this day?
Did I ever [buck] you and [thrash]
you before?” Balaam answers,
29
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“No.” 31 *Then Yahweh uncovers Balaam's [spiritual] eyes, ___.
Balaam {Ammon-Is-Lord} sees the
[terrifying] angel from Yahweh
standing in the road, his sword
drawn in his hand. So [Balaam]
bows down his head. He falls
flat on his face, [begging for mercy]. 32
So the angel of Yahweh says to Balaam
{Ammon-Is-Lord},
“Why did you beat your donkey 3
times? Look, I [descended from heaven] to
fight you [like Satan], because [I'm sick of]
staring at your perverse way [of life].

*
Your donkey saw me. So [she]
turned away from me these 3
times [to save your life]. If she hadn't
run from me, I definitely would
have slain you. But [I'd have] kept
[your donkey] alive.”
33

So Balaam {Loner} pleads to the angel of Yahweh, “I've sinned! I didn't
know you were standing in the road
blocking me! So now, if [my going to Moab]
displeases you, I'll [turn around northeast] and
go [back home].” 35 *The angel of Yahweh replies to Balaam {Ammon-Is-Lord},
34

“Go with the

men. But [stop
shooting off your mouth]! Only speak the
words I speak to you.”
So Balaam {Loner} [rides his donkey further southwest] beside the princes of
[king] Balak {Annihilator}.
[pagan]

#1 Of The Annihilator's 3 Failed
Curses
36 [King] Balak {Annihilator} hears that Balaam {Loner} is arriving, ___. So [Balak]
rushes [his chariot] out to meet [Balaam] in a
city at the extreme edge of Moab, at
the Arnon {Rushing}[river] borderline. 37
to Balaam {Am“Didn't you [get] the [emergency] call I sent
you? Why'd you [take so long to] come to me? Didn't
[King]

Balak

{Annihilator} [shouts]

mon-Is-Lord},
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you think I could pay and honor you

[enough]?”

38

*Balaam {Loner} replies to [king]
Balak, “Look: I've journeyed
[hundreds of miles southwest from my home] to
[help] you. But I [don't] have any
power at all to say anything [you
want to hear]. The word that Elohim
puts in my mouth is [all] I'll
speak.”
Citation of authority is the only means of effective
communication that we have.
39 [Then] Balaam {Loner} travels [home] with [king] Balak
{Annihilator}. They [ride in the royal chariot] to Kirjath-Huzoth
{Walled-City-Of-Streets}. Numbers (Journeys) 22:40

Balak {Annihilator}[pays butchers to]
slaughter oxen and sheep. [Balak] sends
[some of the meat] to Balaam {Ammon-IsLord}, and [some] to the princes [shadowing
Balaam].
[There king]

Even here, in this pagan ‘sacrifice’,

“The majority of the meat was eaten by
the donor and the priests running the
service. [Due to the lack of refrigeration, community church barbecues]
were the normal, often exclusive,
method of meat consumption in the ancient Middle East.
”—A paraphrased quotation from The Union Of
American Hebrew Congregations
41 [King Balak {Annihilator} and Balaam

{Ammon-Is-Lord}

party the night away, ___. They sleep. They wake up

The next day [king] Balak takes
Balaam. They [ride together] up [the mountain]
to the high [sorcery shrines] of Baal {DemonMaster}. From there, [Balaam looks down. He]
sees the [million+] people [of Israel spread out,
defenseless on the valley below].
hungover.]

One of the reasons the ‘high places’ of sorcery were
built on lookouts was so that the sorcerer could see
the victim on whom he was being paid to put a
hex.

Numbers (Journeys) 23
Occult False Prophet Balaam
Murders Animals
1 [There on the mountain, sorcerer] Balaam
{Loner} says to [king] Balak, “Build me
here 7 altars. Then, on the [altars], tie
me down 7 [live] oxen and 7 [live] rams.” 2
So [king] Balak {Annihilator} does as Bal-
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aam {Loner} says. On every altar, [king]
Balak and Balaam [needlessly, cruelly] murder a young bull and a ram. 3 Then Balaam {Loner} says to [king] Balak, “Stand
by your [nasty] holocaust. I'll go [away from
the stink]. Perhaps Yahweh will come to
meet me [there]. Whatever [YAH] shows
me, I'll tell you.” So [Balaam] limps up to
a higher spot.
Limping because the donkey had crushed his foot.

There Elohim [aggressively swoops down to]
confront Balaam {Ammon-Is-Lord}. Balaam whines [in terror] to [Elohim], “I've prepared 7 altars! On every altar I've
slaughtered a young bull and a ram, [in
my attempt to please you].”
Baalam Sings A Song Praising Israel
5 [Ignoring Balaam's insanity,] Yahweh pops a
Message into Balaam's mouth. [Yahweh]
says,
“Return to [king] Balak. Speak [the
Message I just fed you].”
6 So, ___, [Balaam hikes] back [down] to [king]
Balak. [Balaam] finds the [king proudly] posing in front of his [disgusting, stinking] holocaust [of burning animals], flanked by all the
princes of Moab. 7 Balaam [shouts-sings] a
parable proclaiming, “Balak {Annihilator},
the king of Moab, brought me [far southwest] from Aram [Highland Syria], out of the
mountains of the east. [He] prayed,
‘Come, curse [the descendants of] Jacob [for
me]! Come, condemn Israel!’ 8 [But] how
can I magic-stab someone whom El has
not stabbed [with His own magic]? How can I
[be a] menace [to] someone Yahweh hasn't denounced?
4

nakab = puncture. kabab = stab.

*From the top of the rocky
I see [Israel]. I behold
[YAH's people] from the hills, [but not up
close]. [Look, ___! YAH's] people will [always] live separated [from evil].
They'll never have intercourse
with the [worldly] nations. Numbers
9

[mountains]

(Journeys) 23:10

Who can
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counting the dust [of the children] of Jacob?
Who can number the ashes of [the descendants of] Israel? [YAH], let me die the death
of [a] righteous [man]! Let my final destination be like [Jacob's]!”
Dust is used in magic rites in Mesopotamia.

Balak {Annihilator}
[screams at] Balaam, “What have
you done to me? I bought you
to curse my enemies, and
boom! You totally blessed
them!” 12 Balaam [yells back], “How can I
11

*So

[king]

prophesy anything but the words Yahweh puts in my mouth?”
Balaam's Failed Curse #2
13 [King] Balak {Annihilator} pleads to
[Balaam], “I beg you. Come with me to
another [high] place, from where you can
see the [Israelites]. You'll see just the extreme edge of their camp, not the
whole nation, [nor Yahweh's dwelling in its center.
So Yahweh won't see you.] From there, curse
[Israel] for me.”
The pagans believed that moving to another spot
would change your spiritual position. In fact, angels & demons travel faster than you do.

So, ___, [king Balak wheels Balaam in his chariot
down] into the field of Zophim {Watchers}.
Then [they ride] up to the [lookout on the]
summit of [jagged Mount] Pisgah {Slice}.
There [Balak's occult priests] build [another] 7 altars. They [again] burn a [kicking, screaming
live] young bull and a [live] ram on every
altar!
14

This mountain is where Moses dies.

Balak, “Stand
here by your [disgusting] holocaust, while I
meet Yahweh far away.”
15 [There Balaam]

says to

[king]

Another indication that YHVH has ZERO interest in
burning up animals.

Balaam Sings Another Hymn Praising Israel
16 [Up higher on the mountain] Yahweh meets
Balaam {Ammon-Is-Lord}. [YAH] puts a
Message in [Balaam's] mouth. [YAH] says,
“Hike back to [king] Balak. Say this.”
17 So again, [Balaam hikes] back [down] to
[king] Balak. [Balaam] finds [Balak proudly] posing in front of his [disgusting, stinking] holo-
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caust [of burning animals,] flanked by all the
princes of Moab. Balak asks [the prophet],
“What did Yahweh say?” 18 [Balaam cries out
this] parable, “Wake up, Balak! Hear [the
truth!] Listen to me, you son of [the] Zipper-bird: 19 *[Yahweh] El is not a

man! He never lies! He's not a
boy-child, [a ‘son of man.’] He never
has to say, ‘I'm sorry!’ [Yahweh]
never prophesies anything he
doesn't perform! [He] never
promises anything without
honoring it!
This verse poses a major problem for Mormons,
who claim that YHVH is an exalted man, the son of
a previous god. They say ‘as man is, God once
was.’ That just doesn't match up with the bible.
This verse also poses a major problem for
Athanasians, who posit that YHVH and Yahshua are
co-equal and part of one incomprehensible tripartite being.

Look [at reality]! I've
received [YAH's] command to kneel [and
honor His people]. YAH has [eternally] blessed
[them, regardless of their faults]! I can't reverse
[YAH's blessing]! 21 —[Yahweh] isn't [hiring you to
judge] the unfairness of [the descendants of]
Jacob. Nor [is he at this time eyeing the] perversity in [the nation of] Israel [for immediate punishment]. Yahweh, [Israel's] Elohim, is with
[them]. They shout [the spirit-battle cry of] their
[Almighty] King! [Their God will murder you all!] 22
Numbers (Journeys) 23:20

*Elohim brought [His people] out of
Egypt, rampaging with the [towering] strength of a rhinoceros!
Ancient kings pictured themselves with horns.

*There is absolutely no [magic]
enchantment [any witch can use]
against [the people of] Jacob! There
is no divination [a sorcerer can apply]
to harm [the true separatist-saints of] Israel! The future resounds with
[the singers of the ages], shouting about
Jacob and Israel, “What [wonders]
Elohim keeps doing [to save his people]!!”
23
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The occult is terrifyingly real. But it's powers cannot do lasting harm to the redeemed people of
YHVH.

You watch! [Israel's] people rise up like
a [giant] roaring-lion. [Israel] flies up like a
mauling tiger who never rests until he
devours [his] prey, drinking the blood of
the slain.” 25 So Balak {Annihilator}
shouts at Balaam {Ammon-Is-Lord}, “[Stop!]
Don't curse [Israel]. And don't bless
them. Say nothing!” 26 But Balaam {Ammon-Is-Lord} answers [king] Balak, “Didn't
I warn you? I said, ‘I have to do everything Yahweh tells me!’”
King Balak's Failed Curse #3
27 So Balak {Annihilator} begs Balaam
{Ammon-Is-Lord}, “I'm praying to you!
Come! I'll taxi you to another place.
Perhaps it will please Elohim for you to
curse [Israel] for me from there.”
24

King Balak is not the brightest bulb on the royal
tree.

So, ___, Balak {Annihilator} carts
Balaam [the Loner prophet] to [an occult human
sacrifice shrine at] the top of [yawning Mount]
Peor {Mouth}. They overlook the Jeshimon {Wasteland}. 29 Again, Balaam {Am28

orders [king] Balak, “Build
me here 7 altars. On the [altars], tie down 7 [live]
young bulls and 7 [live] rams.” Numbers (Journeys)
mon-Is-Lord} [the sorcerer wrongly]

So Balak {Annihilator} does as Balaam {Ammon-Is-Lord} says. [The idiot king and
his prophet, princes and priests cruelly] murder a
[wriggling, kicking, screaming] young bull and a
ram on every altar, ___!
23:30

Numbers (Journeys) 24
Entranced Balaam Sings A 3rd
Praise To Israel
1 Finally Balaam {Ammon-Is-Lord} concludes that Yahweh's [eyes are set on] blessing Israel, [despite their lack of merit]. So [Balaam
temporarily] abandons his habit of seeking
[seances with the serpent spirits]. He [turns] his
face [down from the starlit mountain peak toward Israel's camp] in the desert [below]. 2 Balaam
scans [the valley] with his eyes. He sees
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Israel camping in their tents, arrayed in
tribal groups. [Suddenly] the spirit of Elohim comes upon [Balaam]. 3 [Balaam cries out]
this proclamation, singing, “[Hear] the
word of Balaam {Ammon-Is-Lord}, the
[Fire-Starter's] son! [Hear] the word of the
[stubborn blind man] whose eye[s][YAH finally]
opened, ___! 4 [I] shout the words I
hear [mighty] El [speak]! [I] see the vision of
[YAH], the Almighty [provider]! [I fall to the dust]
in an [ecstatic dream] trance, ___. [YAH]
opens my [spiritual] eye[s]! 5 [Descendants of] Jacob,
how beautiful are your tents! How [simple yet elegant are]
your dwellings, O Israel!
Some beautiful things about the tents: A million+
population moving as one, ordered by families to
show the inner strength of the nation, with their
tent-doors arrayed so that no one invades his
neighbor's privacy.

spread forth like [earth's] valleys, ___, like gardens by the riverside, like succulent aloe trees planted
by Yahweh, like cedar trees encircling
[sparkling] waters.
6 [Israel's tents]

African aloes yield drugs and potions. Indian aloes
yield perfume.

pours the ‘water’
out of his buckets. His seed penetrates
many waters [of earth's sea of people]. [Israel's]
king rises higher than [mighty evil king]
Agag {Flame}. [The coming Hebrew Messiah's]
kingdom towers [over the universe]!
7 [I see the future, ___: Israel]

Water: Exek 47, Zech 14.

*Elohim [shoots Israel] up out of
Egypt, ___! [Israel charges] with the
strength of a [million-man] rhinoceros! He eats up his enemy nations. [He] breaks their bones!
[He] pierces them through with
his arrows! 9 [Israel] crouches, ___…
8

he lays down [to pounce] like a lion—a
huge papa man-eater! What [fool] wants
to stir him up? Kneel [and adore YAH] who
blesses you, [Israel]. Cursed is [everyone]
who curses you!”
King Balak The Annihilator Fires
The Sorcerer
Numbers (Journeys) 24:10 [King] Balak {Annihilator} explodes in fury against Balaam
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{Ammon-Is-Lord}. [The giant king]

smacks his

hands together, ___! [The crack echoes off the
mountain down to Moses.] Balak whips [around] to
Balaam, [screaming], “I called you to stab
my enemies [with magic spells]! And look!
You've done nothing but bless them — 3
times! 11 So run, [prophet]! Escape to
your home [if you can evade my soldiers]! I
planned to promote you to great honor!
But, sadly, Yahweh has deprived you of
your reward.” 12 So Balaam {Ammon-Is-Lord}
shouts back to [king] Balak, “I told your messengers
whom you sent to me [that I couldn't disobey YAH]! 13 [I

if [king] Balak {Annihilator} gives
me his palace full of silver and gold, I
can't go beyond the commandment of
Yahweh, to do either good or bad of my
own mind. I'll only speak what Yahweh
says!’
The Sorcerer Sees Israel's World
Dominance
14 So now, look, [king]: I'm returning
[home] to my [Syrian] people. [But first,] come
[over here and listen]. I'll give you a heads-up. [I'll] warn you of what [YAH's] people
come to do to your people in the days
to come. 15 Balaam [falls to the ground, ___!
said,] ‘[Even]

His nose smacks the dust. His eyes supernaturally cloud
over. He passes into a trance. King Balak sends a soldier
over to check on Balaam. Balaam lies motionless. Then]

he shouts! [The terrified soldier jumps back. Balaam]
cries this song: “[Earth-crawlers, hear] the
prophecy of Balaam, son of Beor {Fire-Starter}! [See] the vision of the [blind]
teacher's eye! 16 [ ___, hear] the forecast
of one [lone prophet] hearing the sayings of
El! — Of [a worm] experiencing knowledge
of the Supreme Elyon! — A vision of the
Universal Provider! I fall into sight. My
inner eyes open [to revelations of the future]! 17 I
[spiritually] see [Yahweh]! Yet my [eyes lie closed,
___.] I behold [the Creator of the universe]. Yet
[physically I am unconscious, staring at the back of my
eyelids].

Soon, a star rises forth from [the
Jacob. [The Messiah] arises, a
royal-scepter from [the ‘seed’ of Israel]. [The
Messiah] stabs [all the way to] the extremities
of Moab. He subdues all the sons of
Seth {Surrogate}.
family-line of]
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"Sons of Seth" means "all men", because everyone
alive comes, or were considered to come through
the line of Seth, Noah's 3rd son. Also, see Jer
48:45, where a similar verse says "sons of Shaon",
meaning, "The Messiah stabs everyone bent on
war."

Israel takes possession of [the Red-Man's]
Southland. [He] grabs ownership of Seir
{Rough}. [He ousts YAH's enemies with mighty] acts
of valor, ___.
18

Southland=Edom. Seir is also a reference to Edom.

from Jacob holds [unidominion, ___. From his [royal]
city, he destroys [every] surviving [wicked
enemy].”
19 [The ruler descended]
versal]

Ultimately referring to the Messiah.
Numbers (Journeys) 24:20 [King Balak runs up. He
sees Balaam convulsing on the ground. Balak shakes Balaam. In Balak's horrified face],

Balaam shout-sings this [prophetic] proclamation: “[I] see
the future of Amalek, [Rough-Red Esau's evil
spawn]! Amalek {Blood-Licker} was first
among the [pagan] nations [to fight Israel]!
But soon [Amalek's line] perishes [in the fire] of
destiny!” 21 [King Balak shakes Balaam. The king
screams, “Stop prophesying death to my allies!” Balaam,

shout-sings this
prophecy, “[I] see the sons of Cain!
[Fools!] You nestle yourselves in your ‘impregnable’ fortress snug in mountain
crags! 22 [Your defenses are useless!][YAH] comes
to wipe you from the face of the earth
[like feces]! Assyria carries you away [as
blind slaves]! 23 [King Balak kicks Balaam in the gut,
still convulsing, his eyes closed,]

screaming, “Stop! Stopppp!” Balaam rolls to the edge of
the cliff, looking over Israel, ___. Still convulsing, eyes

shout-sings his [final]
proclamation: “Doom [to the pagans!] Who
will survive when El [strikes the earth]?!
Balaam The Seer Predicts The End
Of The World
closed, Balaam]

*War-ships rush from the [Greco-Roman] shores of [the] Kittim
{Islanders}! The [Greeks and Romans]
humiliate Assyria, ___! They
subdue Ever [and his Hebrew descendants]!
But the [Greeks and Romans] also
come to ruin!”
24

This prophecy is echoed in Daniel and in John's
Revelation and in Matthew 24. It came true about
1000 years after Balaam spoke it. And it's still
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coming true today as the Greco-Roman New World
order collapses around us.
25 [Horrified, King Balak watches, helpless. The slobbering prophet]

Balaam jumps up,

[eyes crazed with

terror, foreseeing the end of civilization]. [Balaam]

reens

[down the mountain. He straggles

[north]

ca-

many

his
home [on the Euphrates river. Meanwhile, king] Balak, [the sad, doomed Annihilator, rides his chariot]
back [home, to enjoy one last night with his occult
prostitute-wives before Yahweh destroys him forever] .
days across the wilderness. At last he reaches]

Numbers (Journeys) 25
Israel's Sex-Addicts Erect A SexShrine
1 [Over the ensuing days, ___,] Israel camps at
Moab's Sheetim {Acacia-Groves}. The
[Israelis] start committing prostitution
with the [young infected] daughters of [the]
Moabites.

This is not about a few roughneck soldiers cutting
loose in consensual whoopie with a few adult
whores. This is about severe, systemic ritual satanic child abuse involving demon-possessed prostitutes.

*So, ___, the [pagan] whores
invite the Israelites to slaughter-celebrations [honoring] their
demon-gods. [The Israelites flock to the
festivals, where] they eat [food sacrificed to
idols. Even worse, the Israelites] bow down
to [the pagan] demon-gods.
2

This demon-god was probably named "Easter."
Sound familiar?

Israel
[legally yokes] itself in the [slutty] worship of
Baal {Demon-Master} of Peor {Mouth}. So
Yahweh's fury blazes against Israel.
3 [Soon, ___, a large part of the nation of]

Peor is a mountain, but its name means ‘opening’
as in ‘orifice’, as in a vagina, anus or mouth. Baal
Peor is thus ‘lord of the sex-holes’. The prostitutes
engaged in ritual sex in honor of the fertility god
Easter.

YAH Bans The Perverts
So Yahweh's [angel] orders Moses,
“Take all the chiefs of the [Israelite] people. Abandon them to Yahweh's [mercy].
[Make them walk away from the camp] in the [hot]
4
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sun. Then Yahweh will turn His fierce
anger away from Israel.”
YHVH did not order the murder of these men. He
told Moses to excommunicate (ban) them: #3363
yaqa`yaw-kah' : to sever oneself, i.e. (by implication) to be dislocated; figuratively, to abandon;
causatively, to impale (and thus allow to drop to
pieces by rotting):--be alienated, depart, hang
(up), be out of joint.

Moses says to the judges of Israel, “Slay every one of the [Israelite] men
who hooked up with Baal-Peor {Lord-OfThe-Hole}.’”
5 [But]

Through pornography, most modern men, including most ‘Christian’ Pastors, have joined themselves to this same demon-god. Note that YHVH
commanded banishment of the sex-fiends, yet
Moses interpreted the order as capital punishment.

Snake-Mouth Stabs The Satanic
Fornicators

*Suddenly, ___, one of the
[slut-mongering] sons of Israel struts
up to his brothers with a Midianite [teen-whore hanging all over him. He
6

sticks his tongue down her throat. The couple

in the
eyes of Moses, in plain sight of
the whole community of the
people of Israel, who [lay] weeping [in repentance] before the entrance to the Meeting Tent! 7
*Phinehas {Snake-Mouth} (son of
ELeazar {El's-Aid} the son of [high]
priest Aaron) sees [the Israelite idiot
pawing all over the drugged-out pagan whore].
[So Phinehas] rises up from among
the crowd. He grabs a javelin
in his hand.
flaunt their drugged-out perversion]

Phinehas in Egyptian may mean ‘the Nubian’ or ‘the
Negro.’

*[Meanwhile, the Israeli idiot and his slut duck]
into the high, vaulted pagan
pleasure tent [they've arrogantly erected
8

right next to YAH's sanctuary! The couple fall
down. They strip naked. They writhe in beastly orgiastic coitus before the idol of Demon-Master Baal.

sprints. He chases
the Israeli rogue into the tent.
Outside, Phinehas]
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Then

[Phinehas] thrusts both the
and his slut through their
private-parts, [pinning their copulating
corpses to the ground]. Suddenly the
plague [of V.D. and satanic child sex abuse]
stops spreading through the
people of Israel.
[Israeli]

This type of tent, a "kubbáh", only appears here in
the entire bible. Such a tent has no place in Israel.
It's top was probably a steeple, a phallic obelisk.
The fornicators got stabbed in the kobáh, also a
word used only in this verse, thus, Phinehas killed
them in the private chamber, spearing them
through the private parts. Literally, he goes into
the temple with the erection on top, and spears the
pervert through the erection he has inside the slut.

But [before it's over, ___], 24000 people die
in the [demonic venereal disease] plague.
9

Probably, Moses crucifies or bans 1000 leaders,
and a plague kills 23000 more. See 1 Co 10:8.
Numbers (Journeys) 25:10 Yahweh continues to
speak to Moses:
This is a bit of a chastisement against Moses, for
being passive while Phinehas took action.
11 [YAH's angel]

says,

“Phinehas {Snake-Mouth}, the son of
ELeazar {El's-Aid}, the son of [High] Priest
Aaron, turned my fire-rage away from
the people of Israel. He zealously [guarded My commandments] in society. So I'm holding back from zealously consuming the
people of Israel.
This is one of the few moments in all of scripture
where YHVH rewards an act of violence. This extraordinary event, involving stopping the spread of
public occult fornication, is an odd way to love your
enemies. This was a desperate, emergency situation calling for extreme measures. YAH did not order Phinehas to kill these exhibitionist porno-occultists. Yet YAH was happy to see them dead.
Wrath child = rothschild.
12
So proclaim: “Look! I give to [Phinehas] my covenant
of peace.
13

a covenant of everlasting
priesthood [with Phinehas] and his seedchildren after him. They'll hold [spiritual authority], because [Phinehas] was zealous for
[Me,] his Elohim. [His swiftness in punishing demonic child sex-abuse] placed a covering over [the
sins of] the brats of Israel.”
[I'm hereby sealing]
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Now, ___, the name of the Israelite
[whom Phinehas] killed right in the act with
the his [demon-possessed] Midianite slut-girl,
was Zimri {Fondler}, the son of Salu
{Weigher}, a leader of a prominent clan
of the tribe of Simeon {Listener}.

318

14

Zimri implies stroking strings of a musical instrument. He was a rock star, who thought he was too
cool to be bound by normal rules of morality.

And the name of the Midianite slutgirl who [Phinehas] executed was Cozbi
{Voluptuous-Sexual-Deceiver}, the daughter
of Zur {Rock}, the chief over a clan of a
prominent tribe in Midian.
YAH Bans The Sex-Worshippers
15

16 Then Yahweh instructs Moses: 17 [YAH's angel]

says,
“Arrest the Midianite {Brawlers}
camp]. Get rid of them!

4 [Moses says,] “Take a representative head-count of the whole population, [including males] from 20 years old &
up, just like Yahweh commanded [me,]
Moses [to count] the sons of Israel who
emigrated out of the land of Egypt.” 5
rael's elders].

Reuben {Look-a-Son},
the oldest son of Israel. [The scribes count the sons of]
Hanoch {Disciplined}, (forefather of the Hanokhi
{Disciples}),
[Here are the head-counts: First up, the tribe of]

and Pallu

{Distinguished}

, (who spawned the

Pallu’i);

[in your

The word normally mistranslated ‘vex’ is #6887
tsarar: to cramp—afflict, beseige, shut/bind (up),
distress, narrow, press, trouble an adversary/enemy. #5221 Nakah = evict/strike. YHVH constantly
issues nonviolent holiness commands that men interpret in violent ways. See Num 31.
18

The [pagan whores are] ensnaring you with
their seductive [tricks]! They beguiled
you into [falling into fornication-worship honoring the
slit-god,] Peor! [The pagans scandalized you by sneaking] Cozbi, the daughter of a prince of
Midian, their sister, [into your camp]. But
[happily, Phinehas] killed [the demon-slut], thus
ending the plague [caused by the Israelites getting sucked into the Demon] Hole.”
Moses didn't have sex with any whores, but the
leader is held responsible for the sins of his people.

Numbers (Journeys) 26
Moses Takes A Post-Wandering
Head Count
1 [Time passes, ___.] The plague now over, Yahweh commands Moses and ELeazar {El's-Aid} (the son of
Aaron the [ex-high] priest): 2 [YAH's angel] says,
“Take a head-count representing the whole population of the nation of Israel, subtotaled by ancestral
clan. Count every [male] in Israel (from 20 years old
up) who can travel [unaided on his own two feet].”
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This has nothing to do with counting military soldiers, nor is it a ‘census.’ It's a historical record.
3 So, ___, there in the plains of Moab by [the]
Jordan [river,] near [the fortress of] Jericho {Moon-Spirit},
Moses and [high] priest ELeazar {El's-Aid} address [Is-

Ancient Hebrew tribal and clan names resemble the
names of ethnic gangs or sports teams in modern
cities: The Fists, The Watchers, The Protectors,
Breakouts, Blasters, Guardians, Explorers, Crashers, Swallowers, Levelers, etc.
6 [Then the scribes count the sons of]
Hezron {CourtYard} (the [progenitor] of the Hetzroni
clan),
and Carmi {Gardener} (the [progenitor] of the
Carmi clan).
7 [That, ___, wraps up the list of the] families of the Reubenites, of whom [the scribes] count 43730 [able-bodied men]. 8
[Next, ___, the scribes count the descendants of] Pallu's son Eliab

Eliab's [now-dead sons
include]: Nemuel {El's-Day} and Dathan &
AbiRam {High-Father} (the nationally-famous Dathan & AbiRam, who rebelled
with [the populist] activists [led] by Korah
{Ice} against Moses and against Aaron,
[in a voting-rights campaign] to overthrow Yahweh's [dictatorial theocratic government)]— Numbers (Journeys) 26:10 —then the earth
opened her mouth, ___! She swallowed up all the [rebels], [including their President-Elect] Korah {Ice}, killing the whole
[demoblican] party. A fire simultaneously
devoured 250 men, making an example
[that secular democracy always ends in destruction].
{Fathered-By-El}.

9 [The list of]

Talk about fire & ice!

(However, ___, [some] children of Korah {Ice} survived, [because they refrained from
joining in the democratic revolution].)
11

Clarifying Num 16:32.
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the descendants of Simeon
by clan:
[the sons] of NemuEl {Day-Of-El}, the forefather of the
Nemuelites:
[the sons] of Jamin {Power-Fist}, the forefather of the
Jaminites {Fists},
[and the sons] of Jachin {Establisher}, the forefather of the
Jachinites {Stabilizers}:
13 [Then, ___, the scribes count the sons]
of Zerah {Ray}, the forefather of the Zarchi {Rays},
[Next, ___, scribes count]

{Listener}

[and]

of Shaul

{Chosen}

, the forefather of the

Sha’uli {Chosen-Ones} clan.

14 That, ___, wraps the list of the clans of the
sons of Simeon {Listener}. [Their head-count totals] 22200.
15 [Next, ___, the scribes count] the descendants of Gad
{Troop} by clan:
[the sons of] Zephon {Watch-Tower}, the forefather of the
Zephonite {Watchers},
[the sons of] Haggi {Dancer}, the forefather of the Haggites {Dancers},
[the sons] of Shuni {Quiet}, the forefather of the Shuni
{Quiet-Ones}.
16 [Then the scribes count the sons]
of Ozni {Hearer}, the forefather of the Oznites {Hearers},
[and the sons] of Eri {Looker}, the forefather of the Erites
{Lookers}.
17
[Then the scribes count the sons of] :
Arod {Refuge}, the forefather of the Arodites,
[and the sons] of Areli {Hero}, the forefather of the Arelites {Heros}.
18 That, ___, wraps the list of the clans of the
sons of Gad {Trooper}. Their head-count [of able-bodied
men] totals 40500. 19 [Next, ___, the scribes count] the descendants of Judah {Celebrated}, [who fathered] Er {Eye-er}
and Onan {Pounder}. (Er and Onan died in the land
of Canaan {LowLand}.) Numbers (Journeys) 26:20
[The scribes count the surviving] sons of Judah {Celebrated}, by
clan:
[the sons] of Shelah {Prayer}, the forefather of the Shelanites {Prayer-Warriors},
[and] of Pharez {Breakout} , the forefather of the
Pharzites {Breakouts},
[and] of Zerah {Ray} , the forefather of the Zarhites
{Shiners}.

Pharez

21

[Then the scribes count the male descendants]

of

{Breakout}:

of Hezron {CourtYard}, the forefather of the
Hezronites,
and [the sons] of Hamul {Compassion}, the forefather of
[the sons]

the [pitied] Hamulites. 22 That, ___, wraps the list
of the families descended from Judah {Celebrated}.
Their head-count

totals 616500. 23
the descendants of the sons of
Issachar {Reward} by clan, [starting with the sons] of Tola
{Red-Wiggler}, the forefather of the Tolaites. [Then they
count the sons] of Pua {Blast}, the forefather of the
[of able-bodied men]

[Next, ___, the scribes count]

Punites {Blasters}: 24 [Then the scribes count the sons]
of Jashub {Restorer}, the forefather of the Jashubite
{Restorers},
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of Shimron {Guardian}, the forefather of the
Shimronites {Guardians}.
25 That, ___, wraps the list of the clans [descended
from] Issachar {Reward}. Their head-count [of able-bodied
men] totals 64300. 26 [Next, ___, the scribes count] the descendants of Zebulun {House} by clan, [including the sons]
of Sered {Shaker}, the forefather of the Sardites
{Shakers},
of Elon {Trunk}, the forefather of the Elonites
[and]

{Trunks},

and of Jahle-El {Trust-El}, the forefather of the JahleElites.
27 That, ___, wraps the list of the clans of the
sons of Zebulun {House}. Their head-count [of able-bodied men] totals 60500. 28 [Next the scribes count] the sons of
Joseph {Increaser} by clan:
Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting},
and Ephraim {Double-Fruit}.
29 [The scribes count the sons of] Manasseh's son Machir
{Salesman}, the forefather of the Machirites {Sellers},
who fathered Gilead {Monument-Mound}, progenitor of
the Gileadite clan. Numbers (Journeys) 26:30 [The
scribes count the] sons of Gilead's sons:
Jeezer {Cry-For-Help}, the forefather of the Jeezerites
{Shouters},
[and] Helek {Inheritance}, the forefather of the
Helekites; 31 And [the scribes count the sons]
of Asriel {Right-Of-El}, the forefather of the Asrielites,
and of Shechem {Neck}, the forefather of the Shechemites {Ridge-Men}; 32 And [the scribes count the sons]
of Shemida {Name-Of-Knowing}, the forefather of the
Shemidaites,
and of Hepher {Explorer}, the forefather of the Hefri
{Explorers}.

Zelophehad {United} the son of
had no sons, only daughters. [So the
scribes note the sons of] Zelophehad's daughters, named:
Mahlah {Weak}, and Nuah {Mover}, Hoglah {Partridge},
Hepher

33

[Note:]

{Explorer}

Milcah {Queen}, and Tirzah {Delight}. 34 That, ___,
wraps the list of the clans of Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}.

Their head-count totals: 52700. 35 [Next, ___, the
of Ephraim {Double-Fruit} by clan,

scribes count] the sons
[including the sons:]

of Shuthelah {Crasher-Smasher}, the forefather of the
Shuthalhites {Crashers},
[and] of Becher {Womb-Popper}, the forefather of the
Bachrites {Womb-Poppers},
[and] of Tahan {Camper}, the forefather of the Tahanites {Campers}.
36 Next the [scribes count] the sons of Shuthelah {Crasher-Smasher}, [including the sons] of Eran {Watcher}, the forefather of the Eranites {Watchers}. 37 That wraps the
list of the clans of the sons of Ephraim {Double-Fruit}.
Their head-count [of able-bodied men] totals 32500. That,
___, completes the list of the [able-bodied descendants] of
Joseph {Increaser}, ordered by clan. 38 [Next, the scribes
count] the descendants of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} by
clan: [including the sons]
of Bela {Swallower}, the forefather of the AshBeli [Swallowers],
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of Ashbel {Flow}, the forefather of the Ashbelites,
[and] of Ahiram {Tall-Brother}, the forefather of the
[and]

Achirami {Big-Brothers}; 39
—[and] of Shupham [Biter], the forefather of the
Shuphamites [Biters],
[and] of Hupham [Protector], the forefather of the
Huphamites

[Protectors].

Numbers (Journeys) 26:40
[The scribes count] the [male] descendants of Bela {Swallower}: Ard {Stroller} and Naaman {Sweet}, [including] Ard's
sons, the clan-leaders of the Ardites,
and Naaman's sons, the clan-leaders of the
Naamites.
41 That, ___, wraps the list of the [able-bodied] male
descendants of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}, ordered
by clan. Their head-count totals 45600. 42 The
[scribes only list one] son of Dan: Shuham [Humble], the
forefather of the Shuhamite [Humble] clan. That wraps
the list of the tribal clans of Dan {Judge}. 43 [That's why
the tribe of Dan is otherwise known as] the Shuhamites [Humbles].
Their head-count [of able-bodied men] totals 64400. 44
[Next, ___, the scribes count] the descendants of Asher {Happy} by clan, including:
[the sons of] Jimna {Prosperity}, the forefather of the
Yimnah,
[and] of Jesui {Level}, the forefather of the Yishvi {Levelers},
[and] of Beriah {Trouble}, the forefather of the Beriite
[clan].
45 [The scribes count the] descendants of Beriah {ToughTimes}, [including the sons:]
of Heber {Community}, the forefather of the Heberite
{Communitarians}, and

, the forefather
of the Malki’eli. 46
of Malchi-El

{El's-King}

[The scribes also note the]

name of Asher's daughter: Serah {Overflow}.
She must have been quite a lady.
47 That, ___, completes the list of families

[spawned

Asher. Their head-count totals: 53400. 48
[Next, ___, the scribes count] the descendants of Naphtali
{Wrestler} by clan, [including the sons]:
of Jahzeel {Yah-Allots}, the forefather of the JAHzeelites,
[and] of Guni {Protected}, the forefather of the Gunites
{Protected-Ones};
49 —[and the scribes count the sons]
of Jezer {Framer}, the forefather of the Yitzri
{Framers},
and of Shillem {Payback}, the forefather of the
by Happy]

Shillemi {Paybackers}. Numbers (Journeys)

26:50 That, ___, completes the list of [men] from
the families [spawned by] Naphtali {Wrestler}, grouped by

The tally
of the [able-bodied] sons of Israel totals:
600730.
YHVH Orders Permanent Family-Based Land Plots
clan. Their head-count totals 45400. 51
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52 Yahweh further commands Moses: 53 [YAH's angel]
says,
“Divide the inheritable-land among [the tribes] in proportion to their populations reflected in [today's]
head-count.
54

Apportion the inherited land based on
tribal size. Give smaller [lands] to smaller
[tribes, and vice versa]. Each [tribe] gets [land
rights] based on the count of its ablebodied men.
55

But choose the general locations of
each tribe's zone by lot, [like rolling dice].
Each tribe gets it's own region of inheritable-land, named after its patriarch.
56
No matter how big or small the tribe is, it gets
whatever region comes up in the [coin toss].”
Paraphrase.

Moses Counts The Levite [Priests]

57

[Next, ___, the scribes count]

the sons]:

the Levites by clan,

[including

of Gershon {Refugee}, the forefather of the Gershuni
[clan],
[and] of Kohath {Ally}, the forefather of the K'hati
{Allies},
[and] of Merari {Bitter}, the forefather of the Merarii
[clan].

58 [The scribes count] the [men of the] families of the
Levites:
the clan of Libni {White},
the Hebron {Social}ite family,
the Mahlite {Sickly} family, the Mushite {Weak} family,
the family of Korah {Ice}.
(Kohath {Ally} fathered Amram {High-People}, [Moses’
59 [A note on the genealogy of the Levites:] The
wife of Amram {High-People} was named
JahKebed {YAH-Gloried}. She was a
daughter of Levi {Uniter}. [JahKebed's]
mother bore her to Levi in Egypt.
[JahKebed] also bore to Amram: Aaron,
Moses and their sister Miriam {Bitter}.
Dad].)

Numbers (Journeys) 26:60 Aaron's [wife] birthed him
Nadab {Liberal} & Abihu {Father-Serving-YAH}, [and]
ELeazar

{El's-Aid},

and Ithamar

{Palm-Coast}.

61

But

Nadab {Liberal} & Abihu {Father-Serving-YAH} died when they shoved pagan
fire-offerings in Yahweh's face. 62 [The
scribes] count a total of 23 thousand
[Levite] males from 1 month old and up,
tallied separately from the other sons
of Israel, because, [unlike the] other de-
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scendants of Israel, [Yahweh forbids his priests
to hold personal] inheritance rights. 63 That,

Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}. [They're members] of the clans of Manasseh, th

___, completes the tally made by Moses and [high]
priest ELeazar {El's-Aid}. They [personally supervised] the
counting of the [able-bodied] sons of Israel in the plains
of Moab by [the] Jordan [river], near [the fortress of] Jericho

Dramatization.

But these counts do not include a single man whom Moses &
Aaron (the priest) counted [38 years earlier]
when they counted the sons of Israel in
the Sinai {Bush} desert, ___! 65 For
Yahweh [condemned the complainers, predicting],
“Absolutely ALL of the [ingrates] will die in
the wilderness!”
So, ___, not one man [whom Moses led out of
Egypt] survived, except Caleb {Battle-Cry}
(son of Jephunneh {Ready}) and
JAHshua {YAH-Saves} (the son of Nun
{Eternity}).
{Moon-Spirit}.

64

Caleb and Joshua were presumably too young to
be counted in the earlier head-count.

Numbers (Journeys) 27
Courageous Daughters Win Women's Rights
1 [Moses watches the high-priest read the supernatural

flame and light stones. The priest hands a land-grant papyrus to the leader of 5 young men. The men jump up
and down, high-fiving each other, screaming, “Woohoo!
We got our land rights!” The 5 men run, papyrus held
high, rushing back through the maze of tents, to 5 beautiful girls. One of the jerks flaunts the papyrus in front of
the girls. The other 4 men grab and push the girls. The
men shout, “The count is over! You lost your Daddy's inheritance rights! Now you have to marry us!” One of the
girls shouts, “Never!” She spits in his face, then yells,
“That's all you'll get of me, you pig!” Another of the jerks
growls, “Let's settle this right now.” He unbuttons his
pants. He rips off the skirt of (Mahlah) the weakest girl.
He grabs her, drags her on the ground toward his tent.
The other 4 guys drag the other 4 girls toward tents. Back
at the sanctuary, Moses nods to the guards. The guards
run to the men. The guards grab the men and the girls.
The guards manhandle them all toward Moses. The chief
guard growls to the girl, “Out of the frying pan, into the
fire, girls.” The lead aggressor says to ‘Queen’, the most
stately girl, “Now you've drawn the angry eye of Moses.”
The guards shove and drag the girls. They throw the girls
at the feet of Moses. The chief guard says, “Sir, these are

daughters of [old dead] Zelophehad
the son of Hepher {Explorer},
the son of Gilead {Monument-Mound}, the
son of Machir {Salesman}, the son of
the]

{United},
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The [brave young] women stand [their ground]
before Moses, and before [high] priest
ELeazar {El's-Aid}, and before the
princes and the whole congregation, by
the entrance to the Meeting Tent. [Mahlah
2

trembles. Pretty Tirzah

{Delight}

steadies her weak sister.

{Queen} boldly addresses Moses:] 3 “Our father died in the wilderness. But he
avoided the rabble of [Demoblicans] who
joined the conspiracy against Yahweh
in Korah's [rebellion]. [Our] Dad died in his
own sin. [He] left no sons [to inherit his property]. 4 *[There's no reason] to wipe the

Milcah

family-name of our [dead] father
from the genealogy of the [tribe of
Manasseh], just because [all his children
were born female instead of] male. So,
[Moses, recognize us girls] as the [Lawful]
possessors of the inheritance-rights [to our Father's estate, the
Lawful equals of our male cousins who inherit land
from our] Dad's brothers.” [The Elders
and the people gasp. They shout, “Stone the
wenches!” The men pick up stones to throw at the
girls, ___. The women shout, “How dare they
speak to Moses like that!” The young men who
have been exploiting the girls shout, “Know your
place, woman!” Another shouts, “Get in the bed and
do as you're told, you whores!”] 5 [The rabble sweep
in from all sides. Men grab the girls. They tie the girls to
oxcarts, intending to draw and quarter them. Suddenly
Moses yells. The sky turns black. Moses shouts, “Anyone
who touches the girls dies! YAH will decide their fate!”]

Moses

[ducks into sanctuary. He passes the veil. He

falls on his face before the Ark] of Yahweh. [A shimmering supernatural glow appears between the golden angels.]

YHVH Grants Equal Rights For
Women

6 Yahweh enlightens Moses

[about women's rights]:

7

says,
“The daughters of Zelophehad {United}
speak right. Absolutely. Give the
[girls] ownership of inheritance [rights
equal to those enjoyed by] their father's brothers. And you [ensure that] their father's estate passes [safely] to them, [free of interference from the sexist mob].
[YAH's angel]
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*
Address the [brats] of Israel. Tell
them, ‘If a man dies, leaving
no son, then make sure his inheritance [rights] pass to his
daughter, [no matter how fiercely the macho
creeps fight and scream].

The last thing the Israelites need is more violence.
Not allowing Moses to lead the people should have
been a wake-up call that YHVH did not want the Israelis to violently invade the Promised Land. But,
as usual, they didn't listen.

9

15

8

And if a man has [no sons] nor daughters,
then give his inheritance to his brothers.
Numbers (Journeys) 27:10
And if a [man dies, leaving no sons, daughters, or] brothers, give
his inheritance [rights] to his father's brothers, [his uncles].
11

And if the [dead man's] father has no
brothers, then give his inheritance
[rights] to his nearest [male] blood-relative,
as an [inalienable] possession.’ Say, ‘This
judicial statute will perpetually apply to
the [future] descendants of Israel, as
Yahweh commanded Moses.’”
Moses Passes His Authority To
JAHshua
12 Then Yahweh [opens a supernatural portal. It
shows Moses the nearby mountains. YAH] says to
Moses,
“You move up onto this mount Abarim
{Beyond}, [from where you will

move to the regions beyond this
world]. Look [out over] the land I give to
the children of Israel.
Abarim means "regions beyond".

*
Then, when you've overlooked
[the earthly Promised Land, I'll] take you
away [to the heavenly Promised Land], as [I]
took Aaron your brother.
13

14

[I can't let you lead my people into the Promised Land,
because you set a terrible example for them when you violently] rebelled against my order, when
the community fought me at the water
of Meribah {Bickering} in Kadesh {Sanctuary} in the wilderness of Zin {Crags}.
You [failed to] show how different I am
[from the violent war-gods, when, instead of calmly
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the water, before all of the peoples' watching
eyes.”
speaking, you bashed the rock to draw out]

Moses [resists the urge to argue his own case.
he begs Yahweh [to help others]: 16
[Moses prays,] "Yahweh, Elohim [over] the
spirits of all flesh, please set a [good]
man over the community [of Israel]. 17
Rather]

*[Give Israel a leader] to venture out [to
the Promised Land] before them, and
to enter in before them, to lead
them out [of sin], to bring them
into [your blessings], so that the [millions of] people of Yahweh never
[die lost] like sheep without a
shepherd.
There's nothing about battle in this verse, despite
the GNT's and the NLT's militaristic inventions.
When the Messiah arrived in Israel and Judah, he
saw they were leaderless sheep without a shepherd. Their leaders were ravenous wolves, just like
the leaders of the ‘Judeo-Christian’ establishment
today.

So Yahweh replies to Moses,
“You take Nun's son JAHshua, a man in
whom [lives My] spirit. [Publicly] lay your
hand [of blessing] upon his [head].
18

19

[Then] set [JAHshua] before [high] priest
ELeazar {El's-Aid}. Before the whole congregation [of elders], give [JAHshua your] commission, while everyone watches.

*
Pass your authority to
JAHshua, so that the whole [2
Million] people of Israel will [be inclined to] obey [him].
Numbers (Journeys) 27:20

OR , "delegate some of your authority."

*
And whenever [the nation] needs
counsel from Yahweh, [instead of re21

sorting to the madness of the popular vote,]
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will [humbly] stand before
[high] priest ELeazar {El's-Aid},
who will face Yahweh, [praying for
YAH] to render a judgment by
means of the [supernatural] Urim
[stone(s)]. [Then,] at JAHshua's
word, the Israelites will venture out. At [JAHshua's] word,
they'll enter [their destination]:
[JAHshua], and all the children of
Israel with him: the whole [2
Million person] crowd [as one man, united under Yahweh's leadership].”
[JAHshua]

This is the idea expressed as “E Pluribus Unum”
[Out of many, one]. It is the idea behind the pagan
pledge of allegiance, “one nation, under god, indivisible.” But without YAH's Laws, the only way a
state can be unified is through brainwashing and
oppression. Democracy will NEVER work, as stated
by Ben Franklin and the other ‘founding fathers’ of
the USA.

So, ___, Moses does everything as
Yahweh commands him. He escorts
JAHshua [outside the Meeting Tent]. He sets
[JAHshua] before [high] priest ELeazar {El'sAid}, before the whole [massive Israeli]
crowd. 23 *[Then,] as Yahweh com22

manded him, Moses lays his
hands upon [JAHshua]. Thus [Moses]
hands over his authority, [proclaiming JAHshua his successor].

Numbers (Journeys) 28

Moses Gives General Hebrew Feast
Regulations

1 Yahweh further commands Moses:
Red meat-eating is supposed to be reserved for
special spiritual feasts. This idea angered the ancient Israelites just as much as it angers your
neighbors.

says,
“Command the children of Israel. Clarify
to them, ‘ ___, always (at the proper
times) remember to [leave your houses to]
approach Me [at the sanctuary, bringing] gifts to
2 [YAH's angel]
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my bread donations
[which the priests will] fire-toast [to support] my
[temple work], to [fill the air with] a delicious
aroma [that inspires people to honor] me.’
[honor]

Me.

323
[Bring]

Not ‘food for the god,’ as in pagan sacrifices.
Rather, food for holy people and poor people to eat
at joyous sacred feasts.

Provide Daily Recurring Sanctuary
Meals
3

And tell the [Israelite community], ‘Every single day, deliver to Yahweh's [sanctuary] a
donation of two 1-year-old lambs [which
the priests will] fire-cook as continually [roasting] ascension-gifts [to feed the needy].
These meals keep the priests and the poor fed.
4

serve the one lamb every
morning. Then cook [and serve] the other
lamb every sundown.
[Cook and]

5

a grain donation of
of fine flour mixed
[1 quart] of pressed olive-oil.

[With the lambs, bring]

1/10 ephah
with 1/4 hin

6

[2 quarts]

This

[food] is a recurring cooked gift, as
ordained on Mount Sinai {BushMountain}. [Fill the air around the sanctuary with]
the delightful aroma of sacred-meal(s)
roasted by fire. [Thus entice people] to [come
experience] Yahweh.
[YAH]

Restaurants [poison dispensaries] use this same
strategy to get you into their establishments:
pump the air around the building full of the smell
of cooking oil, flour, spices and meat. Instead of
poisoning you for money, Yahweh attracts you to
the sanctuary using the smell of grade-A free food.
7

And [every day also bring a] drink-gift of 1
quart of intoxicating liquor per lamb
to pour out [to drink or as a marinade] in the
sanctuary [in a way that honors] Yahweh.
Probably a wine-sauce for the meat. Perhaps as a
drink to accompany the meat, limited to minute
quantities per person, to prevent the Sanctuary
from erupting in drunken orgies.
8
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Then, at [the] evening [feast], serve the
other lamb with the grain-donation
[matching that] of the morning, [with the same
intoxicating] drink offering/marinade. Offer
[the people this communal feast-food as] a sacredmeal, roasted by fire. [Fill the air with] a
sweet aroma [that brings honor to] Yahweh.
Moses' Sabbath Day Feast Instructions
9

But on the sabbath day, [double-the food rations: cook] two flawless 1-year-old lambs,
with 2/10ths [by weight] of donated flour
mixed with oil, [marinaded in] the donated
[intoxicating liquor].
Or ‘1 gallon of flour.’
Numbers (Journeys) 28:10

Every Sabbath, ___, cook these ascension-gifts [for uplifting the community], in addition to the usual [daily] constantly-roasting ascension-gifts. [Marinade all the meat in intoxicating] liquor.
Cook food that even the most die-hard vegetarian
atheist can't resist. Then they'll come to the sanctuary to hear and sing YHVH's words.

New Moon Festival Feast Food Instructions
11

On the first day of every [Hebrew] month,
to [honor] Yahweh, [corporately] donate an
ascension-gift of two young bull-calves,
one ram and 7 flawless 1-year-old
lambs.
This is called a “new-moon” festival. You should be
celebrating it with other believers every month.
12

bull's [meat in] a grain donation
of 3/10ths [by weight] of flour mixed with
oil. [Likewise, ___, bread] the ram's [meat in] a
grain donation of 2/10ths [by weight] of
flour mixed with oil.

[Bread each]

Lots of grain and olive-oil with meat, creating biochemically-assimilable, melt-in-your-mouth
lipoproteins to build healthy muscle.

*
For every 10 [pounds] of donated
lamb-meat, add 1 [pound] of flour
13
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mixed with olive-oil, to make
[for everyone] a roasted meal with a
delightful aroma, a sacred-meal cooked by fire to [honor] Yahweh.
This is a recipe for the communal feast, stressing
the importance of lipo-protein (healthy fat-protein
combination). Slow-roasting meat with [real] olive
oil transforms a colon-blocking dead-animal carcinogen into a sweet-smelling, tasty, healthy treat,
when used in moderation.
14
[Marinade the meat in a basting sauce made of] donated beverages, ___: 1/2 hin [2 quarts]
of wine per young bull, vs. 1/3 hin [1.3
quarts] per ram, and 1/4 hin [1 quart] per
lamb. [Roast this] “ascension-donation” every single month throughout every
year.

15
And as a [community] gift [to confess your] sins, [donate] to
Yahweh's [work] one goat-kid, in addition to the continual [daily] ascension-gift and the liquor donation
[you use to marinade it].

Moses Gives Additional Passover
Instructions

16

In the year's 1st month, on the 14th
day, Yahweh's passover [festival begins,
___]!
17

On the 15th day of [Hebrew] month [#1, celebrate] the [passover] feast, ___. [For] 7
days, [eat exclusively] unleavened bread.
18

On the 1st day [of passover,] hold a holy
Ekklesia [meeting full of dancing and singing YAH's
Word]. Do no manner of servile work that
[day, ___].
19

*

serve [to the community] a
sacred-meal roasted by fire,
___, a fragrant-cooked donation to [honor] Yahweh, of two
young bull calves, one ram,
and seven 1-year-old lambs, all
without defects, [for your good health].
Numbers (Journeys) 28:20 *
[On Passover,]
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With your [communal feast] meat-donation, ___, combine flour
mixed with olive-oil [in the following
proportions]: add 3/10ths to young
bull-meat, and 2/10ths to rammeat.

325

on the day of the FirstFruits [Festival, aka Feast Of Weeks, or Shavu‘ot],
bring your fresh-picked grain-donations
to Yahweh. Celebrate a holy Ekklesia
[meeting full of dancing and singing YAH's Word]. On
that day do no ordinary work.
[50 days later, ___,]

27

Yahweh, give the [faith community] the gift of a
delicious taste, ___. [Cook an] ascension-gift of two
young bull calves, one ram, and seven 1-year-old
lambs.
28
[In honor of]

Always add healthy natural oil (lipids) to your
meat. Arid dead-animal-flesh blocks your intestines. Never eat fake-fats like margarine or hydrogenated oils. Note that the stuff they sell in
your local store as ‘olive’ oil is probably counterfeit.
To get real olive oil, get actual whole, unprocessed
olives and avocados.
21

Add 1/10th [flour & oil by weight] to each of
the 7 lambs [you cook for the sacred feast, ___].
Don't forget the oil! Everybody always forgets the
oil! Then they get meat stuck in their teeth and
their guts!
22
And as a [Passover] guilt-gift, [donate] one goat [for the community to eat after the priest prays for Yahweh to] cover your [sins].
23

Donate all the above [food] in addition to
the daily morning ascension-gift that
cooks non-stop, sending up the [delicious
smell of] meat smoke-roasting [to attract people to the sanctuary and to feed the priests].
24

In this manner, ___, throughout
[Passover's] 7 days, you'll serve [feast-attenders] the meat of sacred-meals roasted
by fire. [Fill the air with] an aroma so delightful it [honors] Yahweh. Serve [this special
food in addition to] the normal, ongoing fireroasted [food] and drinks [which priests]
serve [to needy people every day].
Fill the air with lovely culinary aromas. Don't fill the
air with the stink of burning animal flesh.

*
Then, ___, on the 7th day [of
Passover], you hold a [closing] holy
Ekklesia [meeting]. On that day,
refrain from doing any ordinary
work.
25

First-Fruits (Summer) Festival Instructions

26
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fine (donated) flour mixed
3/10ths [by
to one young bull, 2/10ths [by
weight] to one ram;

[Cook the meat in]

with oil
weight]

[in the following proportions]:

29
—and 1/10th [proportion by weight] for each of the 7
lambs.
Numbers (Journeys) 28:30
And [donate] one goat-kid, [over which the priest will pray that Yahweh] covers your [sins, ___].
31

Donate all these [First-Fruit Feast foods] in addition to the continual [daily] ascension-gift and its [associated] grain-donation
and drink-donations. For your [own good,
___, make sure everything] you donate [to YAH's
work] is flawless.

Numbers (Journeys) 29
1

FOOD RECIPES FOR THE FEAST OF
TRUMPETS!

And in the 7th [Hebrew] month, on the 1st
day of the month, celebrate a holy
Ekklesia [gathering, ___]. Do no laborious
work [that day]. For you, ___, [Yom Terua] is
a [fun] day for blowing TRUMPETS!
The feast of trumpets begins a month 50% filled
with fun and feasting. Counting sabbaths, there are
at least 14 days of feasting in the 7th month of the
Hebrew year. Trumpet-Fest falls in September (occasionally early October), 163 days after the first
day of Passover. The trumpets foreshadow the
mission of we disciples of the Messiah: to HERALD
(not "preach") the Good News! You can do things
you find fun that may resemble work, but nothing
laborious. This day is also called Yom Terua, Zicaron Terua, and Rosh Hoshana. Rosh Hoshana (
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ש) ה ש נ ה
means
" ר אhead of the year", meaning, the
"top" or "best" part of the year, because it's harvest time, so you get food without working. Rosh
Hoshana is not the biblical Hebrew New Year. The
biblical Hebrew year begins in spring, not fall. Hebrew feasts are not 'Jewish' feasts. They are
YHVH's feasts. So don't restrict Hebrew festival
music or dancing or clothing style, or activities, to
those taught or led by Jews or Jewish traditions.
2
And cook an ascension-gift, ___. [Fill the air with] an
aroma so delicious it [brings honor to] Yahweh: [cook] one
young bull, one ram, and seven 1-year-old lambs,
[all physically perfect,] without blemish.
The offerings are eaten by the people and the
priests. No animals get burned up.
3

To this meat-donation, add flour mixed
with oil: 3/10ths [by weight] for a young
bull, and 2/10ths [by weight] for a ram;
4
— and [add] 1/10th
the 7 lambs.

[oil & flour mixture by weight]

for each of

Less oil because the lamb is a softer meat.
5
And [cook] one male goat-kid (as a confession-donation, [over which the priest will pray for Yahweh] to cover your
sins).
6
[Cook the foregoing food in addition to] the New-Moon ascension-gift, and its food-donation [side-dishes], plus the
daily ascension-gift, and its food-donation, plus the
[peoples'] libations. (Prepare all this [food] according to
[the Torah's] scriptural rules.) [All this fine festival cooking will fill the
land with] the delightful aroma of a sacred-meal roasted by fire to [honor] Yahweh.

7

10th Day (Yom Kippur) Food Instructions

Then, ___, on the 10th day of this 7th
[Hebrew] month, hold a holy Ekklesia [gathering]. Humble yourselves. Don't work at
all on that day, ___.
This is a feast day, perhaps preceded by a fast.
8

[FEAST!] Cook an ascension-gift to [honor]
Yahweh. [Send up] a fragrant [roasting] aroma of one young bull calf, one ram and
7 first-year lambs; all completely defect-free.

YHVH does not eat this food! The people eat it! The
fragrant aroma is not to delight YAH's nose, but to
communicate YAH's goodness to peoples' noses.
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It's like the smell that fast-food restaurants pump
out of their buildings to tempt you to come in. But
this aroma actually smells good!
9

To this meat-donation, add flour mixed
with oil: 3/10ths [by weight] to a young
bull, and 2/10ths [by weight] to one ram.

Numbers (Journeys) 29:10
Add 1/10th [flour & oil by weight] for each of the 7 lambs.
11
[Cook] one male goat-kid as a guilt-gift, plus the purifying-gift [over which a priest will pray to Yahweh] to cover over
[your sins], plus the continual [daily] ascension-gift and
its food-donation [side-dishes], plus all the related libations.

TentFest Day 1 Food Preparation
Instructions

12

Then, on the 15th day of the 7th [Hebrew]
month, convene a sacred Ekklesia [assembly]. Do NO regular work, ___.
Rather, celebrate a 7-day festival [honoring] Yahweh!
This is the first day of "Sukkoth", aka the "Feast Of
Tabernacles", aka "Feast Of Booths". The Tent Festival consists of 8 feast days. The 1st and last days
are sabbaths. Feast = Chag: move in a circle, i.e.
(specifically) march in a sacred procession, observe
a festival; by implication, to be giddy:--celebrate,
(keep, hold) a (sacred) feast (holiday), reel to and
fro, DANCE!
13

And prepare an ascension-donation: a
sacred-meal roasted by fire. [Fill the city
with] a delightful aroma to [honor]
Yahweh. [Cook] 13 young bull calves, 2
rams and 14 lambs in their 1st year; all
without defect.
14
To the donated meat, add flour mixed with oil [in the
following proportions, ___]: 3/10ths [by weight] to each of the
13 young bulls, 2/10ths [by weight] to each of the two
rams;
15

And 1/10th [flour & oil mixture by weight] to
each of the 14 lambs.

Lamb meat is soft. So it needs less oil than beef
and ram, for digestibility.
16
And [cook] one male goat-kid as a guilt-gift, plus the
continual ascension-gifts and their associated fooddonation [side-dishes] and libations.

Cook This On Day 16 of The 7th
Month (Fall)
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17
Then on the 2nd day [of the Tent feast, ___, cook] 12 young
bull calves, two rams, and 14 1-year-old lambs, all
defect-free.
18

And cook the food-donations [side-dishes]
and prepare drinks to go with these
young bulls, rams and lambs, ___, in
the previously specified manner and
number.

19
And [cook] one male goat-kid as a guilt-gift, in addition to the continual ascension-gift and its related
food-offering [side-dishes] and libations.

Cook This Food On The 17th Day Of
Month 7
Numbers (Journeys) 29:20
Then on the 3rd day [of the Tent feast, cook] 11 young
bulls, two rams, and 14 1-year-old lambs without
defects.
21
Then [cook] the food-donation [side dishes] and the libations [to go with] the young bulls, the rams & the
lambs, in the previously specified number and
manner.
22
And [to acknowledge that you have] sinned, [cook] one goat-kid
as a purification-gift, in addition to [each day's] ongoing ascension-gift and its related food-offering [sidedishes] and libations.

327

Cook This Food On The 20th Day Of
Month #7
29
Then, ___, on the 6th day [of the Tent feast, cook] 8
young bulls, two rams and 14 1-year-old lambs
without defects.
Numbers (Journeys) 29:30
And, in the previously specified number and manner, [cook] the food-donation [side dishes] and the libations [to go with] the young bulls, the rams & lambs.
31
Again, [to acknowledge your] sin, [cook] one goat as a gift [to
the faith-community], in addition to the continual ascension-gift and its related food-offering [side-dishes] and
libations.

Cook This Food On The 21th Day Of
Month #7

32
Then on the 7th day [of the Tent Feast, cook] 7 young bulls,
2 rams and 14 1-year-old unblemished lambs.
33
And, in the previously specified number and manner, [cook] the food-donation [side dishes] and the libations [to go with] the young bulls, the rams & lambs.
34
Then, as a gift [to acknowledge that you have] sinned, [cook]
one goat [for the community], in addition to the continual
ascension-gift, its related food-offering [side-dishes]
and libations.

22nd Day Of The 7th Month, Close
The TentFest

Cook This Food On The 18th Day Of
Month 7

35

23
Then, on the 4th day [of the Tent feast, cook] 10 young
bulls, two rams and 14 1-year-old lambs without
defects.
24
And, in the previously specified number and manner, [cook] the food-donation [side dishes] and the libations [to go with] the young bulls, rams and lambs.
25
Again, [to acknowledge that you have] sinned, [cook] one goat
as a gift, in addition to the continual ascension-gift
and its related food-offering [side-dishes] and libations.

This is the 8th and last day of Sukkoth, aka the
‘Feast Of Tabernacles’, aka ’Feast Of Booths’.
36

Cook This Food On The 19th day Of
Month #7
26
Then, ___, on the 5th day [of the Tent feast, cook] 9
young bulls, 2 rams and 14 1-year-old lambs, [all]
without defects.
27
And in the previously specified number and manner, [cook] the food-donation [side dishes] and the libations [to go with] the young bulls, rams & lambs.
28
And, [to acknowledge that you've] sinned, donate [& cook] one
goat, in addition to the continual ascension-gift and
its related food-offering [side-dishes] and libations.

The Cinematic Bible 1.0

On the 8th day [of the Tent feast], hold a
holiday festival, ___. Do no regular
work the whole day.

Rather, cook an ascension-gift, a sacred-meal roasted by fire. [Fill the region
with] an aroma so delightful it [honors]
Yahweh. [Cook] one young bull, one ram,
and seven 1-year-old lambs, [all] without defects.
37
And, in the previously specified number and manner, [cook] the food-donation [side dishes] and the libations [to go with] the young bulls, rams & lambs.
38
And [cook] one goat as a [community] gift [to acknowledge that
you have] sinned, in addition to the continual ascension-gift and its related food-offering [side-dishes] and
libations.
39

In addition to [whatever donations you make in fulfillment of] your vows and your freewill of-
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ferings, cook these [high-quality] foods [in
honor of] Yahweh [whenever you celebrate] your
holiday feasts. Bring ascension-gifts,
food-donations, libations and your
peace offerings.”
Numbers (Journeys) 29:40 Thus Moses tells the
children of Israel exactly all that Yahweh commanded him [to say, ___].

Numbers (Journeys) 30
Make No Promises: Heaven Is
Watching
1 Next, Moses addresses the heads of the tribes of
the descendants of Israel, saying, “This is what
Yahweh commands [regarding promises and oaths]:
Heaven holds you to your commitments!

*If a man vows a
promise to Yahweh, or
swears a binding oath,
[it binds his] soul, ___; he
can't break his word: his
actions must match everything that proceeds
out of his mouth.
2

This is the foundation of all jurisprudence. (Juris
means "oath".) Oaths tie you up. That's why the
Messiah commanded you never to swear oaths.
And it's why Satan's world system runs on oaths.

The Effect Of Coverture On Binding
Agreements
3 Likewise, ___, if a woman promises a
vow to Yahweh or otherwise ties herself
in a binding [obligation] while she [lives] in
her father's house [thus under his coverture] in
her youth, [the father must quickly object or he becomes bound to honor the female's promise] . 4 *If

the father of the minor female
hears that she has bound her
life in a vow, and he fails to object, his silence is taken as
consent. All her vows thus
stand. Then every [legal] ‘rope’
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with which she has tied up her
soul will [hold].
Parents are responsible for the debts of their children, unless the parent makes a timely objection.

*But, ___, if her father vetoes [her vow] on the same day he
hears of the matter, her vow or
other [legal statements] with which
she bound her life cannot
stand. Her father annulls her
[commitments]. So Yahweh
exonerates her [for foolishly incurring
obligations].
5

The statements of a féme couvert (covered woman) are legally useless unless the man providing
her coverture ratifies the statements. This is why
women should not talk to hospital officials, police
nor anyone else who is trying to rope them into
obligations. It is wise for a woman to wear humble
head-covering in such situations, as a symbol that
she is under coverture. Christians cut off their own
feet when they blow-off Paul's recommendation
that women wear head covering.

But if the woman had any form of
husband/master when she vowed, or if
she uttered any statement from her lips
with which she [legally] bound her soul,
6

[her husband/master/father must quickly disavow her

*On the day [the female's]
husband/master hears [about her
agreement], if he acquiesces by silence, [saying nothing forbidding her to continue in the agreement], then her vows
stand. And her [legally] binding
[statements] with which she bound
her soul [also] stand.
commitment]. 7

Silence is construed as consent. Consent makes
law.

If, on the day her husband/master
hears of her [agreement], he forbids her [to
remain under the contract], then he nullifies her
promised vow, ___. [His objection] likewise
effectively nullifies any [obligation] she uttered with her lips, which [would have otherwise] bound her soul. Thus Yahweh forgives her [for making promises]. 9 However,
___, a widow or a divorced woman [is
not under coverture]. Every vow or agreement (with which she binds her life)
8
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stands against her. Numbers (Journeys)
30:10 And if a woman in her husband's
family makes a vow or otherwise [legally]
binds her life under an oath [or other] legal obligation, [her husband must make timely objection, or be bound, ___]. 11 *When the

husband hears of his wife's [obligation], if he acquiesces through
silence, then all her vows
stand, ___. If he fails to tell
his wife to cancel her agreement, every [legally-binding statement]
with which she bound her life
stands.
Think of all the agreements you've signed. Do you
realize that you sold your soul to the devil to get a
bank account? Do you have any idea what “I agree
to be bound by all the rules of the Federal Reserve”
means?

Conversely, ___, if on the day the
woman's husband hears of the wife's
[agreements,] he completely voids them,
then whatever proceeded out of her lips
concerning her vows (or concerning
[legally] binding [agreements] tying up her
life) won't stand. Her husband's [veto power] nullifies [her agreements]. Yahweh
exonerates her.
12

These principles of legal binding are the source of
the Ransom view of the atonement.

*[When a woman is under coverture,] her
husband has the [time-limited] right
to establish or to annul every
vow and every binding oath
that subjects her life [under any jurisdiction whatever, ___].
13

Same goes for minor children.

But if [the woman's] husband completely
keeps silent, failing to object to her
agreement[s], then every passing day
continues to confirm all her vows and
all her [legal] bindings which subject her
[to jurisdiction]. By silence, [the husband-master]
confirms the agreements if he fails to
object to [his wife] on the day he hears of
her [obligations]. 15 But, ___, suppose
some time after the husband hears
about his wife's promises, he suddenly
14
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decides to forbid her to keep [her word].
[That's called failure to timely object.] The [hesitant]
husband remains responsible for [his female's] obligation[s].”
Failure to object timely is fatal.

That, ___, sums up the statutes
which Yahweh commanded Moses on
the subject matter of [obligations binding on] a
man and his wife, or [on] a father via his
daughter who is still in her youth [and living under coverture] in his house.
16

Numbers (Journeys) 31
Praise Teams Rain Destruction On
Perverts

1 Then Yahweh commands Moses [to go on the supernatural
offensive]:
Common militarily-skewed misunderstandings of
this chapter have set the stage for Judeo-Christian
wars right up to the present day.
2 [YAH's angel] says,
“[I soon] take revenge on the Midianite {Brawlers} for
[horribly abusing] the children of Israel. Then [I] gather
you [up to heaven where your true] people [live].”
YHVH slays the Midianites when the Israelites
praise him, just as the Israelites knocked down the
walls of Jericho through prayer, singing, shouting
and blowing trumpets, NOT by violence. True Israelites use praise as a directed-energy weapon,
which ensures that only YHVH determines who
lives or dies.

So Moses addresses the [Hebrews]. He
shouts, “Send some of your people to
[join the praise] host. They'll venture out to
face the Midianite {Brawlers}, to [shout
songs and blow trumpets while] Yahweh [takes] revenge on [the child-molesting pagans of] Midian.
3

Not a single one of these 12 thousand men die in
this battle that destroys 5 enemy kingdoms. Clearly this is a supernatural (not a carnal) fight.
4 From every tribe, send 1000 men. All [12] tribes of
Israel will have their men in the [invading praise] host.” 5

So, ___, the Israeli multitudes [each pick
and] send a man [to staff the invading praise
team]: 1000 from each tribe. [Thus forms] a
mass of 12 thousand [singers].

“Tsaba” (host) is often here wrongly translated
“armed for war”. As in Abraham's supernatural defeat of Chedorlaomer's empire, this is a massively
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undermanned praise team that, through song, invites YHVH to rain down destruction on the wicked.

*Then Moses sends out the
[musical] host, 1000 of every
tribe, [led by] Phinehas the son of
[high] priest ELeazar {El's-Aid},
amassed with the holy [temple]
instruments and trumpets in
[their] hands for blowing [praise to
YAH].
6

Notice that no weapons are described here. Only
holy utensils and trumpets. YHVH never commands
his holy people to kill others. Instead, we shout
“Aleluia” before our enemies, inviting YHVH to rain
down his judgment on them.

*As Yahweh commanded
Moses, the [relatively small host of musicians and singers] assembles. They
face the [huge multi-national army of at least
5 kingdoms of] Midianite {Brawlers}.
The [Israelis blow their trumpets. They shout.
Suddenly, ___,] all the [enemy] males
drop dead!
7

The weapons of our warfare are NOT carnal. Yet
they are mighty enough to pull down fortresses.
8 *[The Israelites keep blowing trumpets, ___.
They raise a hullaballoo, praising Yahweh. Sudden-

kings of Midian [the
Brawler-Nation] drop dead beside
their [child-molesting] minions! Evi
{Desirer}, Rekem {Versi-Color}, Zur
{Rock}, Hur {White} and Reba
{Square}: five kings of Midian
[drop dead]. [But first the kings] sword-slay [their occult prophet] Balaam {Loner}
son of Beor {Fire-Starter}, [because his
sorcery failed to protect them from YAH].
ly all the evil]

Balaam is the prophet whose donkey beat him in a
spiritual awareness match. The fact that these
12000 Israelites killed 5 kings shows that the Israelites were using supernatural, not physical
weapons. 12000 men can't kill all the men in 5
kingdoms and all live to tell about it.

The Israelites Take Bad Booty
9 Then, ___, the [violent] sons of Israel
[greedily, lustfully] take all the [hot-looking templeprostitute] women of Midian {Brawler} captive, with their little ones. [And the Israelis]
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take as spoil all the [Midianites'] cattle, and
all their flocks, and all their possessions! Numbers (Journeys) 31:10 Then, with
fire, the [Israelis] burn all the cities where
the [Midianite Brawlers had] lived, ___! [They
burn Midian's] beautiful castles [to the ground].
This burning was not explicitly commanded by
YHVH. It may have been justified on the grounds
that the cities were polluted with physical and/or
spiritual terminal illness caused by the sexual idolatry of the pagans.

take all [Midian's] loot, and
all their [slaves], both human and animal,
___. 12 [The Israelis] bring the captives,
and the [cattle and slaves], and the plunder
to Moses and [high] priest ELeazar {El'sAid}, before the community of the people of Israel, at the camp on the plains
of Moab (by the Jordan [river], near Jericho {Moon-Spirit}).
Moses Gets Mad Because Of The
Booty-Sluts
11 [Then the Israelis]

13 So Moses and [high] priest ELeazar {El's-Aid} and
all the leaders of the community [run] outside the
___. 14 Sudanger at the
[praise-assembly's] leaders: the [12] managers over each 1000 [men], and [the 120]
supervisors over hundred-man [groups],
returning from the destruction. 15 *[One
camp to meet the

denly Moses

[returning invaders],

[flares up in]

of the slut-women flicks her snake-tongue at
Moses. She hisses, “Hey, Moses, wanna piece of
this?” Moses’ eyes glaze. His vision tunnels onto
her. She flicks up her skirt; her hand goes down,
tempting Moses. Her eyes turn blood red. She
says, “My god Chemosh (Crusher) will give you
pleasures and power you've never dreamed.”]

Moses

[jerks his head away from the seductive

trance the whore is casting on him].

He yells
to [JAHshua and his men], “Have you
[perverts] dragged all these [pagan
prostitutes] back here to live [with
you]?
Demons enter people who copulate with demonpossessed people.
16

*Look, ___!

[Demon-possessed tem-

these caused
the sons of Israel, through the
[wicked] counsel of [the false prophet]
Balaam {Ammon-Is-Lord}, to fall
ple-prostitute sluts like]
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away into treachery against
Yahweh in the scandal of Peor
{Mouth}. That's why a plague
[broke out and devoured large parts of] the
congregation of Yahweh! 17 So
now [get rid of] every male child, and every woman who has known [a] man by
bedding down with him.

#2026 ‘Harag’ literally means to ‘smite with deadly
intent’. But this may be a metaphor for ‘banish’, as
in ‘get rid’ of your bad girlfriend. Notice that Moses
doesn't say how this ‘harag’ will take place, or what
exactly he meant by ‘harag’. There is zero indication that ANYONE died as a result of Moses' statement. YHVH never commands his holy people to
murder anyone.

But [you can] raise the female children
who have not known a man by bedding
him, [rather than leaving them as orphans to wander
the desert].”
18

A possible idea of what happens next: The men
shout “YAH's will be done!” They blow their trumpets, and the used-up demon-possessed whores,
and their demon-eyed sons fall dead, leaving only
beautiful innocent-eyed girl children. The text allows that perhaps some boys who had not taken
part in the satanic sexual abuse may have also
survived. The implication is that Satanic sexual
abuse can destroy people, although it is also true
that survivors of such abuse, such as Mary Magdalene, can be supernaturally healed.

Purification Of The Plunder & the
Plunderers
19 [Then Moses says], “Live outside the camp
for 7 days. If any of you killed any human or touched any dead [body], purify
both yourselves and your captives on
[both] the 3rd day and on the 7th day [of
your quarantine]. Numbers (Journeys) 31:20 And

purify all your clothing and apparatus made of
skins or fabric made of goats’ hair. And [purify] everything [you've touched that's] made of wood.” 21 Then [high]
priest ELeazar {El's-Aid} says to the amassed men
returned from [Yahweh's] consuming [of the pagans], “[In]
the law which Yahweh commanded Moses, [YAH gave]
the following regulation [regarding cleanup of suspected infectious
items]:
Objects can become spiritually and/or physically
infected. If you touch items used in sorcery, you
can feel evil energy radiating from them.
22
[Melt down all] the gold, silver, brass, iron, tin, and lead
[booty].
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The metal had been used in pagan ceremonies and
was shaped like demon sex-gods. So melting it
changed its shape to something benign and useful,
cleaned off any physical impurities, and served as
a symbol of spiritual purification. There may have
been some non-idolatrous metal items which
merely passed through fire, rather than being
melted.
23 [And] any [other booty] that can survive fire, make it
pass through the fire also. Then it'll be [considered]
clean, after you purify it with the holy [purification] water. And everything that won't survive fire, [clean with]
the water. 24 [Since you've been near dead people,

wash your clothes
on the 7th day [of quarantine]. [Then] you'll
be [considered] clean. After this, you'll
come [back] into the camp.”
Taxing Plunder To Support Sacred
Government
quarantine yourselves. Then]

25 Yahweh further commands Moses: 26 [YAH's angel]
says,
“You, and [high] priest ELeazar {El's-Aid}, and the
leaders of clans in the community, count the total
quantity of everything [the men] seized, both people
and animal:
27

Divide the [seized people and animals] into two
parts: [give half] to the returned mass of
men who seized the [booty from the dead pagans whom Yahweh] consumed. [Distribute the other half of the booty] to the general population.
If the 12000 men (less than 2% of the able-bodied
male Hebrew population) had destroyed the pagan
forces by their own military valor, then it wouldn't
be fair for them to have to give away 1/2 of their
winnings. This further demonstrates that it was
YHVH, not Hebrew soldiers, who destroyed the pagan hordes. The Hebrews probably sang and
marched and blew trumpets, just like at Jericho.
Then YHVH consumed the evil pagans.
28

And from the host of men who went out
to [where Yahweh] consumed [the pagans], levy
a tribute to [support] Yahweh's [sacred government]. [Receive into government service] one [living]
creature per 500 [of each kind], including
humans, beef-cattle, donkeys and
sheep:
Gain = gagne = booty. The reason that you're
taxed on “gains” is that the taxman considers your
gain to have been acquired through your participation in wars of conquest which the taxman funded
and organized. And this is probably true in your
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case. That's why 50%+ of everything you get goes
to the taxman. For instance, if you work in the
medical/pharmaceutical industry, much of your illogically high salary goes to taxes to pay police to
arrest brown boys for selling relatively harmless
marijuana, and to throw nutritionists and raw-milk
sellers in jail for competing with the monopoly by
which you enrich yourself. And every industry has
countless similar immoral underpinnings.
29
Take [this government contribution] from the half [of the booty that
belongs to the men who seized it]. Entrust it to [high] priest
ELeazar {El's-Aid}, as a gift “lifted” to Yahweh.
Numbers (Journeys) 31:30

Likewise, from half [of the booty that you're
awarding to] the population of Israel, take
one per fifty of the [seized] people, of the
beef-cattle, of the donkeys, and of the
flocks, and of every kind of beast. Entrust this [government contribution] to the
Levites, who [work full-time] running Yahweh's [sacred government] sanctuary.”
31 So, ___, Moses and [high] priest
ELeazar {El's-Aid} do as Yahweh commanded Moses. 32 [The following is a list of Midianite treasure captured by Israel's 12000 singers and trumpeters] ,

in addition to
what they kept for themselves: 675000 sheep, 33
And 72000 beef-cattle,
60K+12K
34 And 61000 donkeys; 35 And 32000 girls who
had not “known” any man by bedding him.
Bedding a man is tantamount to having sex with
him. Don't ever go alone behind closed doors with
anyone you're sexually attracted to, unless you're
married.
36 So, ___, the half belonging to the [trumpeters and
singers] who ventured out to [see Yahweh] devour [the pagans] numbers 337500 sheep. 37 So Yahweh's tribute of the sheep = 675.
600+60+15
38 And the beef-cattle number 36000, ___. So
Yahweh's tribute = 72 [cows].
30+6; 60+12
39 And the donkeys number 30500, of which Yahweh's tribute = 61 [donkeys].
60+1
Numbers (Journeys) 31:40 And the [girls] number
16000; of which Yahweh's tribute tallies to 32 people. 41 So Moses entrusts the tribute (Yahweh's
‘uplift-offering’) to [high] priest ELeazar {El's-Aid}, just
as Yahweh commanded Moses. 42 The [following, ___, is
a tally] of the children of Israel's half [of the treasure],
which Moses set-apart from the men who captured
it. 43 (The half that [Yahweh] awards to the population numbers: 337500 sheep, 44 And 36000 beefcattle; 45 And 30500 donkeys; 46 And 16000 [young
47 So, ___, as Yahweh commanded Moses, from the Israeli populavirgin girls].
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tion's half, Moses receives one per fifty
human and beast. [Moses] gives these
[helpers and animals] to the Levites [to help them]
maintain [their governmental responsibilities] in
the sanctuary of Yahweh.
The Praise-Warriors Give Extra To
YHVH
48 Then the managers of the 12000
[men] who [captured the treasure], the [12] leaders of thousands, and supervisors over
hundreds, approach Moses [to offer a generous, above-and-beyond donation]:
These men didn't really do that much to get the
stuff. They sang and played trumpets. Then they
grabbed money from pagans who fell dead by
YHVH's power. So they correctly felt that they
shouldn't keep such immense amounts of treasure
for themselves.

*The men rave to Moses,
“Your [government] servants have
counted the 12000 men we led.
Not one of us is missing, [after returning from defeating 5 kingdoms]!
49

Clearly, they didn't fight with weapons. They
fought with praise, the ultimate super-weapon.
Numbers (Journeys) 31:50

that

Since we know

[Yahweh, not any of us, was the warrior who won

we've brought a qurban
for Yahweh from what every
man got: jewels in gold [settings], chains,
bracelets, rings, earrings and [other treasure]. [Please have the priests pray over these donations. Ask] Yahweh to cover over our [sins].”
51 So Moses and [high] priest ELeazar
{El's-Aid} accept the gold from the [praiseteam, ___]. [Eleazar's face shimmers in the reflected
sparkle of the settings of] expertly-carved jewels. 52 All the gold from the donation
the [praise-team] offers up to Yahweh
(from the [12] leaders of the 12000
men, and the 120 supervisors each
over a group of 100 men), amounts to
16750 shekels [420 pounds, ___]!
this treasure,]
[present]

Approximately the value of 150 starter homes, or
10 luxury mansions.
53 (Each of the 12000 men had [already] taken [plenty
of] treasure for himself, ___.) 54 So Moses and
[high] priest ELeazar {El's-Aid} accept the gold from
the [12] leaders of the 12000 [praise-warriors], and [from
each of the 120 supervisors over Israel's] 100-man [praise-groups].
[Moses & EleAzar] bring the [gold] into the Meeting Tent.
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There, before Yahweh, they record
the people of Israel.

[the amounts given by]

Numbers (Journeys) 32
Reuben & Gad Leave Israel Seeking
Cattle-Land
1 The sons of Reuben {Look-a-Son} and
the sons of Gad {Troop}[get sick of dragging
around their enormous herds] of cattle, ___. So
when these [ranchers] see the land of Jazer {Helpful}, and the land of Gilead {Monument-Mound}, their eyes fly open. They
see these as perfect places to [get rich raising] cattle.
More evidence that the quail massacre occurred
because of a demand for democratic meat-use
rights, not due to a lack of meat. Here on the
(eastern) Arab side of the Jordan river, these Israeli meat-lovers could eat steak every night, free
of any requirement to bring the meat to the sanctuary where it would be properly processed and
used to help poor people, and to run the sacred
government.

So, ___, the sons of Gad {Troop} and
the sons of Reuben {Look-a-Son} come
and speak to Moses, and to [high] priest
ELeazar {El's-Aid}, and to the leaders of
[Israel's] assembly [of elders]. 3 [The cattle-barons]
2

say, “[We want the land of] Ataroth {Crowns}, and Dibon
{Longing}, and Jazer {Helpful}, and Nimrah {Clear-Water},
and Heshbon {Intelligence}, and EL'ealeh {EL-Ascends},
and Shebam {Spice}, and Nebo {Babyl-god}, and Beon
4 The very country which Yahweh struck, [killing its demon-spawned inhabitants]
before the stunned faces of us, the 2
million people of Israel, is perfect cattle-land. And [boy, do we,] your servants
have cattle! 5 So,” the [cattle-kooks] continue,
{Baal-House}.

“[Moses,] if we've found grace in your sight, give this
land to [us,] your servants, as our property, instead
of taking us with you [west] across the Jordan [river].”
These materialistic men say nothing about the
needs or their relatives, children or YHVH. They
only talk about wealth for themselves. Sound familiar?

Moses Scolds The Cattle-Crazies

6 So Moses replies, “Sons of Gad {Troop}, and sons
of Reuben {Look-a-Son}, [why would you want] your brothers
go to [see Yahweh] devour [the pagans], while you sit here
[missing all the fun] ?
Moses talks about community and children, not
about getting rich raising cows.
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And why would you discourage the
heart of the sons of Israel from going
over into the land Yahweh's giving
them? 8 Your forefathers [discouraged our
people], after I sent [spies] from KadeshBarnea {Wilderness-Of-Wandering} to preview the [promised] land. 9 Remember?
Your [relatives] snuck up to Eshcol {BunchBrook-Valley}. They saw the [promised] land.
[Then they came back and] discouraged the
heart of the ‘sons of Israel.’ [Your spies made
our nation scared] to go into the land Yahweh
gave them. Numbers (Journeys) 32:10 Then
Yahweh's anger instantly flared up! 11
7

*[So YAH] swore, saying,
“The [Israelites consistently refuse to]
whole-heartedly follow me. So
absolutely none of the men
who emigrated up out of Egypt,
from 20 years old up, will see
the land I swore to [give to the descendants of] Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, Isaac {Laughter} and Jacob
{Heel-Grabber}.
12

Except for Caleb {Battle-Cry}
phunneh

{Ready}

and JAHshua

the son of Je-

the descendant of Kenaz
the son of Nun

{Hunter},

. [Caleb &
because [of

{Eternity}

Joshua get to go into the Promised Land,]

those [two men]
wholly followed Yahweh.”
13 So Yahweh's anger flared up against
Israel. He made the [nation] wander in
the wilderness for 40 years, until the
whole generation who had done evil in
Yahweh's eyes got consumed [by desert
corpse-eaters]. 14 And look! Here you are, a
brood of sinners risen up to replace
your [dead, cursed] fathers. You [pour alcohol]
on the [flaming] fierce anger Yahweh [feels]
toward Israel. 15 *If you turn away
all the original émigrés, only]

from following YAH, He'll yet
again abandon [your nation to die] in
the wilderness; and you'll destroy everyone [you love].”
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Cattle-Barons Agree To Help Israel
Go West
16 So, ___, the [sons of Reuben and Gad politely] approach
Moses. They promise, “We'll build enclosures here
for our livestock, and cities for our little ones.
These materialistic men are concerned about business first, family second and YHVH not at all. Just
like everyone around you. Their love has grown
cold. Their hearts only beat for greed.

But we [men] will rush with joy across
in front the [other] sons of Israel,
until we've escorted them to their
homeland. Meanwhile, our little ones
will dwell [safely] in [Moab's] fortified cities,
[protected by barricades] from [possible attacks from]
the [pagan] inhabitants of the land.
17

[the river]

"Armed" has nothing to do with this verse! YHVH is
doing the killing.

We won't return to our houses until
the descendants of Israel — every
[last] man—has inherited his land. 19 For
18

[all]

we, [unlike our brothers], won't inherit [any land] on the west
side of the Jordan [river], because our inheritance
has fallen to us on this side of the Jordan [river],
eastward.”
These cattle-barons choose to prioritize wealth
(from cattle-herds) over spirituality. They reject
the opportunity to live in the land of blessing within
the community of faith. Thus they become the first
to fall into exile (See 1 Chronicles).

So Moses answers
“Do just as [you propose]: pack up and race off [west with us] to
see Yahweh engage [our enemies].
Numbers (Journeys) 32:20

the

[sons of Reuben & Gad],

‘Armed’ is the wrong translation for #2502
chalets : to pull off, strip, depart.

—Prepare yourselves. Then rush over
Jordan [river valley] before Yahweh's
[watching eyes]. [Stay beside us] until YAH has
driven out HIS enemies from before
HIM.
21

[the]

YAH, not Israel, drives out the enemies. Therefore,
being "armed" is a bad and unnecessary translation.

—Later, after the [pagan occupants of the
Promised] land [lie] subdued before Yahweh, then you can return, guiltless before Yahweh, and before Israel. THEN
Yahweh will recognize your ownership
of this [Eastern] land. 23 *But if you
22

won't [accompany your brothers into danger],
watch out, because you've
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sinned against Yahweh. Be
sure your sin will find you out.
This verse is a consolation to all the true believers
who have been abandoned by their fair-weather
‘brethren in the faith.’ It's all coming out in the
wash. Judgement Day is gonna be fun.

*So build your towns for
your little ones. [Construct] enclosures for your flocks. Do exactly what proceeded out of your
mouth.”
24

Moses corrects the order of priority: YHVH first,
family 2nd, and business last. Do you need to
make a similar correction of your priorities?

So, ___, the sons of Gad {Troop} and
the sons of Reuben {Look-a-Son} pacify
Moses, promising, “[We,] your servants,
will do as [you,] my lord, command. 26
25

Our little ones, our wives, our flocks, and all our
cattle will stay [here] in the towns of Gilead {Witness}.

your servants, will travel
over [the Jordan river]. [Our] every
man will run off with the host [to fight spiritually, through praise, watching] Yahweh face,
engage [and destroy our enemies], [just] as [you]
say, my lord.”
27

But

[we men,]

[with Joshua]

The traditional translations of this and similar verses are dead wrong. The men were not "armed" for
"battle" in a "war." [When the men praised YAH],
YAH killed the enemies who needed to die, as at
Jericho. Moses challenges these shallow Israelis to
lay down their materialistic business goals to engage in spiritual warfare in communion with His
holy people. And that's exactly what He's challenging you to do, right now!

Moses Deeds The Eastern Lands To
The Ranchers

28 So, Moses commands [high] priest ELeazar {El'sAid}, and JAHshua (the son of Nun {Eternity}), and
the chief fathers of the tribes of the sons of Israel,

Moses
says [to Joshua and Eleazar], “The sons of Gad
{Troop} and the sons of Reuben {Look-aSon} must pass [west] with you over [the]
Jordan [river valley]. Every [Israeli] man must
rush to engage [the enemy by praising] Yahweh. Then the land will lie subdued before you. Then you'll recognize [Reuben &
Gad] as the owners of the land of Gilead
{Witness}. Numbers (Journeys) 32:30 But if
[your cattle-loving countrymen] won't [faithfully]
rush with [west] you across [the Jordan and
as to

[how to deal with these materialistic Israelis, ___]:
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then [don't recognize their land ownership here]. They'll [have to come across and live]
among you [wherever you'll let them stay] in the
land of Canaan {LowLand}.” 31 So, ___, the
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into danger],

[Similarly,]

sons of Gad {Troop} and the sons of Reuben {Look-aSon} promise [obedience]. They say, “Whatever Yahweh

Numbers (Journeys) 33

said to

[us,] your servants, we'll do. 32 —We'll
leave here. Before Yahweh's [watching face,
we'll] cross [west] over [the] Jordan river
into the land of Canaan {LowLand}, to
keep ownership of our inheritance-land
on this side of the [river].”
The Cattle-Barons Settle The Eastern Lands
33 So Moses gives in to all the sons of
Gad {Troop}, and [all] the sons of Reuben
{Look-a-Son}, and to [the eastern] half [of the]
tribe of Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting} the
son of Joseph {Increaser}. [Moses awards
them] the [region previously] dominated by Sihon {Tornado} king of the Amorite {Mountaineers}, plus the kingdom of [fat giant]
Og, king of Bashan {Fruitful}, [including]
the land and cities inside all of the [region's] borders, including towns in the
surrounding countryside. 34 Then Gad's de-

scendants build [the cities of] Dibon {Pining}, Ataroth
{Crown}, and Aroer {Juniper};
Aroer may mean "Exposed."
35 And [Gad builds] Atroth-Shophan {Hidden-Crown},
Jaazer {Ring-of-Protection}, and Jogbehah {Proud-Hill};
36 And [the tribe of Gad builds] Beth-Nimrah {House-Of-The-Leopard} and Beth-Haran {High-House} as fortified cities, ___. Plus [they build] enclosures for sheep
[and other livestock] . 37 Likewise, ___, the descendants
of Reuben {Look-a-Son} build [the towns of] Heshbon
{Intelligence}, EL'ealeh {EL-Ascends}, and Kirjathaim
{Double-City}; 38 And [Reubenites build] Nebo {Babyl-god}
and Baal-Meon {Baal's-Lair}. (The [Israelis] change the
[cities' wicked] names [to take away the stigma of idolatry]). And [the
Israelis build] Sibmah {Spice}. And [they] build and title
other cities, ___. 39 Meanwhile, the sons of Machir
{Salesman} (the son of Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting})
travel to Gilead {Monument-Mound}. They capture it,
___. They drive the Amorite {Mountaineers} from it.
Either through praise [spiritual warfare sanctioned
by YHVH] or through normal warfare not sanctioned by YAH.
Numbers (Journeys) 32:40 So Moses gives [the land of]
Gilead {Witness} to Machir {Salesman} (the son of
Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}). So [Machir's family] settles
there, ___. 41 [Then] Jair {Goldshine} (the descendant
of Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}) marches out. He
takes the small towns of [Gilead]. He renames them
[after himself]: Havoth-Jair {Goldshine's-Villages}. 42
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Nobah {Dog-Bark} ventures and takes [the city
Kenath {Possession}, and its villages. He renames
the area “Nobah {Dog-Bark},” [demonstrating his love for] his
own [silly] name.
of]

A Summary Of Israel's 40-Year Exodus
1 The following list [summarizes the stages in the] journeys of
the descendants of Israel in their emigration from
the land of Egypt in huge masses under the [guiding]
hand of Moses and Aaron.
Military language [armies, divisions, etc.] should
have nothing to do with the translation of this and
similar verses.
2 By command of Yahweh, Moses records each
stage of the [Exodus] journey. Here, ___, are the
starting-points of each stage:
This list does not mention every single stop. And it
lists some stops that are not included in other similar lists.

*The [Israelites] depart from [the city
of] Raamses {Born-By-Ra} in
[~March/April,] the 1st month [of the Hebrew year], that is, on the 15th day
of the 1st month, the morning
after the Passover, ___. The [2
million] descendants of Israel
rush out, hands [lifted] high [in bold,
“illegal” praise to Yahweh] in the sight of
all the Egyptians. 4 Meanwhile,
3

___, the Egyptians bury all their firstborn [sons and livestock], which Yahweh
struck down right beside them, fulfilling
his condemnation of their [satanic, child-sacrifice-loving] demon gods. 5 So, ___, the descendants of Israel caravan [out] from Raamses
{Born-By-Ra}. They pitch [camp] in Sukkot {Tent-Town}. 6
The [Israelites] travel from Sukkot {Tent-Town} to pitch
[camp] in Etham {Solid}, on the edge of the wilderness. 7 Then [the Israelites] leave Etham {Solid}. They
turn back to Pi-Hahiroth {Mouth-Of-The-Gorges}, facing
Baal-Zephon {God-Of-The-Northwind}. [Finally, ___,] they

the
[Israelites] leave the area of Pi-Hahiroth
{Mouth-Of-The-Gorges}. They [miraculously]
rush through the middle of the [Red] Sea
and into the wilderness. They travel 3
days’ journey into the desert of Etham
pitch

[camp]
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{Solid}. [Finally they] pitch camp in Marah
{Bitter}. 9 Then [the Israelites] travel from
Marah {Bitter}. They [hike] to Elim {StrongPalm-Trees}. At Elim [they see] 12 fountains

of water, and 70 palm trees. [So] they
pitch [camp] there. [They enjoy swimming, drinking
and bathing. Smiles flood everyones' faces.]

Leave behind bitterness, you get strength and joy.
Numbers (Journeys) 33:10 Then [the Israelites] leave
Elim {Strong-Palm-Trees} to camp by the Red Sea. 11
Then [the Israelites] leave the Red Sea, ___. They
camp in the wilderness of Sin {Moon}. 12 Then [the Israelites] journey out of the wilderness of Sin. They
camp in Dophkah {Knock}. 13 Then [the Israelites] depart
from Dophkah {Knock}. They camp in Alush {Crowd}.
14 Then [the Israelites] leave Alush {Crowd}. They camp
at Rephidim {Beds}. There [they rage, aghast to find] no water for anyone to drink! 15 So [the Israelites] flee
Rephidim {Beds}, ___. They pitch [camp] in the Sinai
{Bush} wilderness. 16 Then [the Israelites] leave the
Sinai {Bush} desert. They pitch [camp] at Kibroth-Hattaavah {Graves-Of-Desire}. 17 Then [the Israelites] leave
Kibroth-Hattaavah {Graves-Of-Desire}. They camp at
Hazeroth {Courtyards}. 18 Then [the Israelites] leave
Hazeroth {Courtyards}, ___. They pitch [camp] in
Rithmah {Broom}. 19 Then [the Israelites] leave Rithmah
{Broom}. They pitch [camp] at Rimmon-Parez
{Pomegranate-Pass}. Numbers (Journeys) 33:20 Then
[the Israelites] leave Rimmon-Parez {Pomegranate-Pass}.
They pitch [camp] in Libnah {White-Tree}. 21 Then,
___, [the Israelites] leave Libnah {White-Tree}. They pitch
[camp] at Rissah {Flood-Bashed}. 22 Then [the Israelites]
journey from Rissah {Flood-Bashed}. They pitch [camp]
in Kehelathah {Convocation}. 23 Then [the Israelites] leave
Kehelathah {Convocation}. They pitch [camp] on mount
Shapher {Beauty}. 24 Then [the Israelites] leave mount
Shapher {Beauty}, ___. They camp at Haradah
{Trembling}. 25 Then [the Israelites] leave Haradah
{Trembling}. They pitch [tents] in Makheloth {Assembly}.
26 Then, ___, [the Israelites] leave Makheloth
{Assembly}. They camp at Tahath {Bottom-Flats}. 27
Then [the Israelites] leave Tahath {Bottom-Flats}, ___.
They pitch [camp] at Terah {Wanderer}.
Tarah was the father of Abraham.
28 Then [the Israelites] leave Terah {Wanderer}. They
pitch [camp] in Mithcah {Sweetness}. 29 Then [the Israelites]
leave Mithcah {Sweetness}, ___. They pitch [camp] in
Hashmonah {Fertile}.
Be sweet, and you'll get fertility.
Numbers (Journeys) 33:30 Then [the Israelites] leave
Hashmonah {Fertile}. They camp at Moseroth
{Correction}. 31 Then [the Israelites] leave Moseroth
{Correction}. They pitch [camp] in Bene-Jaakan {Son-OfTorture}. 32 Then [the Israelites] leave Bene-Jaakan {SonOf-Torture} . They camp at Hor-Hagidgad {Cut-Hole}. 33
Then, ___, [the Israelites] leave Hor-Hagidgad {Cut-Hole}.
They pitch [tents] in Jotbathah {Sweet-Land}. 34 Then
[the Israelites] leave Jotbathah {Pleasant-Land}. They camp
at Ebronah {Crossing}. 35 Then [the Israelites] leave
Ebronah {Crossing}. They camp at Ezion-Gaber
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{Man's-Backbone}.

36 Then [the Israelites] leave Ezion-Geber {Man's-Backbone}, ___. They pitch [tents] in the
wilderness of Zin {Crags}, that is, Kadesh {Sanctuary}.
Kadesh was likely a hotbed of male homosexual
idolatrous temple prostitution.
37 Then [the Israelites] leave Kadesh {Sanctuary}, ___.
They pitch [tents] on Mount Hor {Looming-Peak}, on the
edge of the

[Red-Man's]

south-land: Edom. 38

There,

at the commandment of Yahweh, [High]
priest Aaron hikes up [the summit of] Mount
Hor {Looming-Peak}. [Aaron] dies there on
the 1st day of the 5th month of the
40th year after the descendants of Israel emigrate from the land of Egypt,
___. 39 Aaron is 123 years old when he dies on

Mount Hor {Looming-Peak}, ___. Numbers (Journeys)
33:40 Then king Arad {Fugitive}, the Canaanite living
in the southern [part] of the land of Canaan {LowLand},
hears that the sons of Israel are advancing [toward
him, ___]. 41 So [the Israelites] leave Mount Hor {LoomingPeak}, ___. They pitch [tents] in Zalmonah {Shady}. 42
Then [the Israelites] leave Zalmonah {Shady}. They pitch
[tents] in Punon {Spinning-In-Circles}. 43 [The Israelites] leave
Punon {Spinning-In-Circles}. They pitch [tents] in Oboth
{Water-Skins}. 44 Then [the Israelites] leave Oboth {Water-Skins}. They pitch [tents] in Ije-Abarim {Ruins-Of-ThePassers}, on the border of Moab {Incest-Land}. 45 Then
[the Israelites] leave Iyim {Ruins}. They pitch [tents] in Dibon-Gad {Longing-For-Troops}. 46 Then [the Israelites]
leave Dibon-Gad {Longing-For-Troops}. They camp in
Almon-Diblathaim {Hidden-Cakes}. 47 Then [the Israelites]
leave Almon-Diblathaim {Hidden-Cakes}. They pitch
[tents] in the mountains of Abarim {Beyond}, facing [the
town of] Nebo {Babyl-god}. 48 Then [the Israelites] leave the
mountains of Abarim {Beyond}. They pitch [tents] in
the plains of Moab by [the] Jordan [river], near [the
fortress of] Jericho {Moon-Spirit}. 49 Then [the Israelites] pitch
[camp] by [the] Jordan [river]. [Their camp of 2 million people] extends from Beth-Jesimoth {House-Of-Desolations} all
the way to Abel-Sheetim {Meadow-of-the-Acacias} in the
plains of Moab. Numbers (Journeys) 33:50 [There,] in
the plains of Moab by [the] Jordan [river,] near [the
fortress of] Jericho {Moon-Spirit}, Yahweh commands
Moses:

Stay Separated From The Sinful
World-System
51 [YAH's angel] says,
“Teach the children of Israel. Tell them, “When
you've passed [west] over [the] Jordan [river] into the
land of Canaan {LowLand}—
52

Ban the [previous] inhabitants of the land
from [your societies]. Destroy all their
[idolatrous] images. Abolish all their [profane]
molten icons. Totally tear down down
all their high [holy shrines of child-abusing sexwitchcraft].
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#3423 Yarash = ban.
53

Occupy

[the cities and territory belonging to the previ-

inhabitants of the [promised]
land. Live there. I've given you the
[whole] country to own.
ous satanic]

54

Apportion the land to each of the families [of Israel] using [random] lots, [like drawing
straws]. If the family is large, it'll receive
a large amount of land. If the family is
small, give it less land. But the geographic center of each tribe's land will
[not be determined by the size of the family,] but
simply by [the random selection of] the lot.
You'll live in the area determined by
[Yahweh, because he decides] where the [random]
lot falls.
55

But when you fail [to use my praise-power to]
drive out the inhabitants of the land
from before you, then in time, the
[satanic pagans] you let remain become
pricks in your eyes, and thorns in your
sides, ___. They vex you [right there] in
your homeland.
This is not a command for the Israelis to murder
anyone. It's a command to invade a satanicallycontrolled area, singing and blowing trumpets,
while YHVH supernaturally destroys the demon-spawn. Instead, the Israelis usually just focus on
making money by integrating with the pagan markets, just like you do.

*
When you fail to [ban the pagans from
your society], I destroy you, like I
destroy [most of] them.”
56

Numbers (Journeys) 34
The Territorial Borders Of The
Promised Land
1 Yahweh addresses Moses: 2 [YAH's angel] says,
“Command the people [who plan to rule with Me]. Say to
them, ‘When you move [west] into the land of
Canaan {LowLand}, this describes the territory that
will fall to you as an inheritance: the [entire] country
of Kena‘an as defined by the [following] borders:
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The promised land belongs to the people who obey
and propagate YAH's Laws. Merely having some
claim to Isaac's bloodline gives you zero rights in
the promised land.
3
Your south quarter will extend from the wilderness
of Zin {Crags}, close to the border of [the Red-Man's southland]: Edom. The eastern terminus of your southern
border lies at the end of the Dead Sea.
4
From the [Dead Sea], your border turns and runs south
of the ascent of Akrabbim {Steep-Of-Scorpions}. Then it
passes on to Zin {Crags}. From [Zin, your land] extends
south to Kadesh-Barnea {Wilderness-Of-Wandering},
then on to Hazar-Addar {Ample-Village}, then on to
Azmon {Boney}.
5
From Azmon {Boney}, your border-line runs straight
to the river [Vadi] of Egypt, to finally end at the
Mediterranean Sea.
6
Your western border stretches all the way to the
Great [Mediterranean] Sea, ___.
7
The following describes your north border: from
the Great [Mediterranean] Sea, mark a line to Mount Hor
{Looming-Peak} ;
8
[Then] from Mount Hor {Looming-Peak} , mark a line to
the entrance of Hamath {Joined-Walls}. This border
extends to Zedad {Side}.
9
Then [your north] border stretches to Ziphron
{Fragrance}, finally terminating at Hazar-Enan {SpringTown}. That [completes the description of] your north border,
___.
Numbers (Journeys) 34:10
Next, mark your eastern border from Hazar-Enan
{Spring-Town} to Shepham {Bare-Spot}.
11
From Shepham {Bare-Spot} your border descends to
Riblah {Fruitful}, on the east side of Ain {Fountain}.
Then [your] border descends all the way to the slope
east of Lake Kinneret {Harp-Lake}.
Lake Kinneret, aka Lake Galilee, where the Messiah
later performs many miracles.
12
From [Lake Kinneret,] follow down the Jordan River ‘til it
flows into the Dead Sea, ___. Thus concludes the
complete geographical definition of your territory,
[the property of those who will rule with Elohim] .”
Here ends YHVH speaking. The next verse is Moses
talking.
13 So Moses commands the people of Israel, saying, “The following describes the land you will receive by [random] lot. Yahweh commands [me] to assign [this land] to the nine tribes, and to the half-tribe
[of Ephraim], [who are going to live across the river from where we now
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stand].

14 Note [that] the tribe of the sons of Reuben
and all their ancestral clans, and the
tribe of the sons of Gad and all their ancestral
clans, have received their land-grants. Also, [Joseph's]
half-tribe of Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting} has received
their land-grant. 15 Those 2.5 tribes have received
their land-grants on this east side of the Jordan [river] (near Jericho {Moon-Spirit}), toward the [Eastern]
sun-rise [from where the rest of you Israelis will live].
{Look-a-Son}

YHVH Assigns Family Land-Allocation Executors

16 Again, ___, Yahweh addresses Moses: 17

“These are the names of the [two] men
who will divide the land [between all of] you
[Israelites]: [high] priest ELeazar {El's-Aid}
and JAHshua (Son of Nun {Perennial}).
18

Also, take one leader from every tribe
to [help Eleazar & Joshua] divide the land [in the
proper shares of] inheritance.
19

The names of the [leaders] are as follows:
From the tribe of Judah {Celebrated}:
Caleb {Battle-Cry}, son of Jephunneh
{Ready}.
Numbers (Journeys) 34:20
And [the leader] from the tribe of the descendants of
Simeon {Listener} is Shemuel {Heard-By-El}, the son of
Ammihud {People-Of-Splendor}.
21
[The leader] from the tribe of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}
is Elidad {El's-Love} the son of Chislon {Hopeful}.
22
And [the leader] of the tribe of the descendants of Dan
{Judge} is Bukki {Spreader} the son of Jogli {Go-boy}.
23
The leader from the people of Joseph {Increaser}, for
the tribe descended from Manasseh {SweetForgetting}, is Hani'El {Favored-By-El}, the son of Ephod
{Vest}.
24
And the leader from the tribe of the people of
Ephraim {Double-Fruit} is Kemuel {Raised-By-El} the son
of Shiphtan {Judger}.
25
And the leader from the tribe of the descendants of
Zebulun {House} is Elizaphan {El-Is-Treasure}, the son
of Parnakh.
26
And the leader of the tribe of the descendants of
Issachar {Reward} is Palti'El {EL's-Deliverance}, the son
of Azzan {Strong-One}.
27
And the leader of the tribe of the sons of Asher
{Happy} is Ahihud {Renowned-Brother}, the son of Shelomi {Peaceful}.
28
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And the leader of the tribe descended from Naphtali {Wrestler} is Pedah'El {Ransomed-By-El} the son of
Ammihud {People-Of-Splendor}.”
29 That, ___, completes the list of the men whom
Yahweh orders to divide the land-grants among the
sons of Israel in the land of Canaan {LowLand}.

Numbers (Journeys) 35
You Must Give Free Land To YHVH's
Servants
1 [Again] Yahweh speaks to Moses, (on the plains of
Moab by [the] Jordan [river], near [the impregnable fortress of]

says,
“Command the descendants of Israel to
give the Levite [priests] some towns to
live in within the inherited-land the
[Israelis] own, and [to] also give the
Levites [plenty of] open land surrounding
those towns.
Jericho

{Moon-Spirit}):

2 [YAH's angel]

People who teach YHVH's Word are supposed to
get free housing and food. Instead, they get abandoned and killed. If you ever want to be financially
abused, open a bona-fide Christian mission and
watch the bloodsucking con-artists descend upon
you like cockroaches.
3

You

[can't just expect people to minister full-time for

free, ___]!

You have to provide towns for
your ministers to live in, and fields for
them to keep their livestock, for growing crops, and for all their animals.
4

The open land around the towns you
grant to the Levites must extend [at least]
from the wall of the city outward 1000
cubits [1500 feet].
5
Measure 3,000 feet outward from the city wall to
the east, south, west and north, with the city in the
center. Around the cities, the space between the
1,500-foot line and the 3,000-foot line is the [priests’]
open land.
6
And among the cities you'll assign to the Levites,
provide 6 “Cities-Of-Refuge”. Dedicate these [towns as
safe-zones] for any [innocent] man-slayer to flee to. Plus,
assign the [Levites] 42 more cities.
7

So in all, you'll gift 48 cities (plus their
open fields) to the Levites.
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When's the last time you gave a substantial portion
of your wealth to help someone teach what the
Bible ACTUALLY says in the way it says to teach it?
8

Allot these [priestly] cities from the property of the people of Israel. If the tribe
is big, give a bigger land-grant to the
Levites. From smaller tribes, exact less
land [for government use]. Each tribe must
give a reasonable proportion of its land
[to empower the sacred government].”
You Must Provide Havens For Falsely-Accused
9 Yahweh further commands Moses: Numbers
(Journeys) 35:10 [YAH's angel] says,
“Address the children of Israel. Tell them, ‘[Soon]
you'll cross over [the] Jordan [river] into the land of
Canaan {LowLand}.
11

Then designate for yourselves towns
earmarked as cities of refuge for your
[nation]. So any man-slayer who kills any
human by accident can flee [to safety].
12

These cities will serve as your [nation's]
refuges. So when an avenger comes to
kill whoever [he thinks] killed his [relative],
the [accused man-slayer] won't die unless he
stands before a community trial [where

two bona-fide eyewitness testify that they saw him intentionally murder the victim].

This is a tremendous use of resources to protect
the innocent. YHVH values innocent human life
much higher than people value it.
13

So,

6 of the [48] cities you grant
[to the priests] will be cities of refuge [for unintentional killers].
[I repeat,]

14
As “cities of refuge,” donate 3 cities on this [east] side
of the Jordan [river]. Later, in the land of Canaan
{LowLand}, you'll donate 3 [more] cities.
15

These 6 cities will be refuges not only
for the People of Israel, but for foreigners [passing through] and for aliens living
among [the Israelites]. So, ___, anyone [of
whatever derivation] who kills any person by
mistake may flee there.
Intentional Killers Get No Protection
16

*
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But if [a killer knowingly] strikes [his victim] with an iron implement, [the
killer] is [not a mere man-slayer, but] a murderer, ___. The murderer dies.
DEAD.
Probably not a death penalty. This merely means
that no one can punish an avenger of a witnessed
crime.

*
And if [a killer knowingly] strikes [his victim] with a stone in his hand big
enough to kill someone, and
the victim dies, [the killer] is a
murderer, ___. The murderer
dies. DEAD.
17

18

Or if [the killer intentionally] smites [his victim]
with a lethal wooden hand-weapon, and
the [victim] dies, [the striker] is a murderer.
The murderer dies, ___. DEAD.

*
The [next-of-kin] “avenger of blood”
himself [is entitled to] slay [his relative's]
murderer, ___. When [the avenger]
meets [the murderer], [the avenger] can
kill [the murderer with impunity].
19

This does not authorize a police force, nor a judicial
system. This does not authorize public stoning. It
says that no one can punish the designated
avenger for killing the murderer who murdered
their relative. Under Hebrew Law, it is not a crime
to avenge your next-of-kin's murder. However, you
can forgive. There is no penalty for waiving your
right to avenge crime.
Numbers (Journeys) 35:20

But, ___, if the murderer shoves his
victim out of hatred, or hurls [an object] at
the victim intentionally, causing the
victim to die—
21

—or [if anyone in] hostility strikes anyone
with his hand, and the victim dies, the
one who hit [the victim] dies. DEAD! For he
is a murderer, ___: the avenger-ofblood can slay the murderer [with impunity]
when he meets him.
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Again, this is not a societal capital punishment
statute. It is allowing a next-of-kin to kill the murderer of his daughter, son, wife or other close family member. It is lenient and permissive because
the avenger is free to kill or to refrain from killing
the murderer.

Shelter People Who Innocently
Commit Crimes
22

But if the [man-slayer] shoves [his victim] suddenly without hostility, or throws something at [the victim] unintentionally—
23

—or [if the killer strikes his victim] with any potentially-lethal stone, without seeing
the victim, merely and without malice
aforethought fatally throwing an object
at someone who wasn't his enemy,
24

—then the congregation [of elders] judges
between the [evidence and testimony presented by
multiple eyewitnesses as to the guilt of the] slayer
and the [rights of the] avenger-of-blood.
Use the preceding example-judgements
as a guide.
No eyewitnesses, no case. No long trials based on
circumstantial evidence.
25
The community must deliver the [innocent man-slayer] out
of the hands of the avenger-of-blood. The community must return [the man-slayer] to his chosen city of
refuge, where he [originally] fled. He'll live there until
the death of the high priest whom [the previous High Priest]
anointed with [YAH's] holy oil.
26
But, ___, if at any time the man-slayer ventures
beyond the border of the city of his refuge where
he fled—
27
—if the avenger-of-blood finds [the man-slayer] outside
the borders of the city of his refuge, and the
avenger-of-blood kills the man-slayer, [the avenger]
won't be guilty of [shedding innocent] blood, ___.
28
[The man-slayer] should have remained in the city of his
refuge until the high priest's death, ___. Only after
the death of the high priest can the [man-slayer] return
[to live] in the land he owns.
29

All of these instructions will persist as
statutes to guide you, ___, in judgments, wherever you live, down
through all your [future] generations.
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Criminal Procedures & Due Process
Protections

*
Whoever kills any person, the
murderer can only be put to
death by the [explicit] verbal [testimony] of [multiple bona-fide] eye-witnesses, ___. A sole eye-witness can't testify against any
[suspect accused of a crime] punishable
by death.
Numbers (Journeys) 35:30

No death-penalty trials based on hearsay, conjecture and evidence. Mandatory 2 (count 'em: TWO)
BONA-FIDE EYE-WITNESSES. So under Hebrew
Law, a lot of guilty people go free, because most
people are smart enough to hide their capital
crimes. What's really being punished in Hebrew
Law is stupid, rash, drunk criminals who don't take
the time to cover their tracks. Everybody else goes
free. But the Creator is watching and punishing all
the time! Only faithless, paranoid people feel the
need to lock up every offender.
31

Also, ___, never accept a ransom [to
block an avenger from] taking the life of a
murderer [properly] condemned to death.
Rather, [all murderers (rich and poor alike)] die.
DEAD!

This ensures equal punishment for the rich as well
as the poor. Society has no obligation to kill the
murderer. YAH never commands his holy people to
kill anyone. However, society can't stop a next-of-kin from killing a guy who's murdered his close
relative. Supposedly-civilized societies commonly
jail then release murderers. Then they kill the relative who exercises his biblical freedom to avenge
his loved-one's murder. Thus the public policy of
your nation is upside down.
32
And don't accept a bribe to allow any man-slayer
who has fled to an asylum-city to go back and live
in his land, ___. [Rich or poor, all man-slayers must remain banished
until] the [High] Priest dies.
33

Never pollute the land where you live,
___. Blood defiles the land. The land
can't be cleansed from the blood that is
shed in it, except by the blood of the
[murderer] who shed it.
34
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Never defile the land where you dwell,
where I live, ___. For I Yahweh dwell
among the children who will rule with
Me.”
IsraEL = those who will rule with EL.

Numbers (Journeys) 36
1 [Time passes, ___.] The chief fathers of the families of
the descendants of Gilead {Monument-Mound} (the son
of Machir {Salesman}, the son of Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}) of the families [descended] from the sons of
Joseph {Increaser}, approach Moses [at the Meeting Tent].
They speak [their grievance] before Moses, and before
the chief leading fathers of the people of Israel: 2

They say [to Moses], “Yahweh commanded
[you,] my lord, to grant the [Promised] land
as an inheritance by [random] lot to the
sons of Israel. Yet [you,] my lord [claim
you] were commanded by Yahweh to
give the land-rights of our [dead] brother
Zelophehad {United} to his daughters. 3 But if [those orphaned girls] marry any
of the sons of the other tribes of the
people of Israel, then the [girl's] landgrant will get subtracted from our
tribe's land, leaving a big hole in the inheritable block of our ancestral land,
opening the door to family-feuds within
the borders of our tribe! That's like robbing our family land which we got by [divine] lot!
Paraphrase. Good point, actually.

And when the Jubilee [Year] of the nation of Israel arrives, then the [girls']
lands will get officially listed on the [land
registry] of their [dead father's] tribe! That's
an unlawful conversion [theft] of the inalienable land-grant [Yahweh] gave our
ancestral tribe.
4

Moses Orders Ladies To Respect
Tribal Regions
5 So Moses commands the children of
Israel exactly the words Yahweh [puts in
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Moses' mind],

___. [Moses] says, “[You men from]
the tribe of the sons of Joseph {Increaser} have spoken well. 6 This is what
Yahweh now commands in the [case of]
the daughters of Zelophehad: I quote,
“Let the [ladies] marry whomever they
think best. [Yet if the girls want to

permanently keep their own land,]

Female Land-Ownership Mixes
Tribal Regions

Paraphrase.
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they can only marry into [a] family in
the tribe of their [ancient] fore-father
[Manasseh].
Manasseh died about 400 years earlier. His descendants included about 32000 men for these 5
girls to choose from. The girls were in no danger of
inbreeding. See Num 1:31-35.
7

This way the land-rights of the people
of Israel won't shift around from tribe
to tribe. Every one of the descendants
of Israel will keep his [property] within the
territorial-grant [I] awarded to the tribe
of his fathers.
8

So every daughter who [wants to keep] inherited ownership [of land] in any tribe of
the sons of Israel, [should choose to become the]
wife of a man in the family of her dad's
tribe, so that each child of Israel can
enjoy [his undisputed] ancestral inheritance.
9

Don't ever let inherited land move from
one tribe to another tribe, ___. Instead, every one of the tribes of the
children of Israel will keep itself within
its own heritage [region].”
The Real Estate industry involves crime, because
it, like most other inventions of man, destroys
families.
Numbers (Journeys) 36:10 So, ___, obeying Yahweh's command to Moses, the daughters of
Zelophehad [marry their distant cousins].
YHVH did not mean for the girls to marry their
close relatives. The girls had tens of thousands of
men to choose from.
11 [Yes, ___, the women's-rights activists]:

Mahlal

{Weak}, Tirzah {Delight}, Hoglah {Partridge}, Milcah {Queen} and Nuah {Mover},
the daughters of Zelophehad {United},
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marry their [distant cousins], sons of their
father's relatives.
These marriages were not incest, because the
cousins were far removed.
12 [The equal-rights sisters] marry within the clans of the
sons of Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}, the son of
Joseph {Increaser}. So, ___, their inheritance-rights
remain in the family of their tribe's progenitor. 13

That, ___, [sums up] the commandments
and the judgments which Yahweh commands via the ‘hand’ of Moses to the
People of Israel in the plains of Moab
by [the] Jordan [river], near [the fortress of]
Jericho {Moon-Spirit}.

Deuteronomy 1
Moses Moves The Israelis To The
Promised Land
1 Moses speaks the following words to all [the leaders
of] Israel on this [east] side [of the] Jordan [river] in the
wilderness, in the plain opposite the Red Sea, between Paran {Gleam}, and Tophel {Quagmire}, and Laban {White-Town}, and Hazeroth {Courtyards}, and
Dizahab {Gold-Country}.
If Moses spoke these words to all 2 Million people,
he had some kind of supernatural P.A. System.
2 ([Note, ___:] It's 11 days’ [arduous] journey [on foot] by
the way of Mount Seir {Rough} from Horeb {DroughtLand} to Kadesh-Barnea {Wilderness-Of-Wandering}.) 3
[On] the 1st day of the 11th month of the 40th year
[since the Exodus] , Moses recounts to the descendants of
Israel everything Yahweh commanded [him to tell them].
4 [Moses gives this Law just]

after

[Yahweh]

slays

Sihon {Tornado} (the king of the

Amorite {Mountaineers}, who
Heshbon {Intelligence}),
and [fat giant] Og {Round}, the king of
Bashan {Fruitful}, who lived at Astaroth
{Riches-of-Ishtar} in Edrei {Power-Arm}.
[ruled from]

5 On this [East] side [of the] Jordan [river], in the land of
[incestuous] Moab, Moses begins declaring the [following]
Law[s], ___: 6 [Moses says,] “[Look back in time, to when we're
camped] at [parched mount] Horeb. Yahweh our Elohim
speaks to us [there]. [He says,]
“You've lived long enough on this mountain [range].
7
Turn [south]. Resume your journey. [Get a complete look at
the southern part of the land you'll inherit.] Hike to the hill-country of the Amorite {Mountaineers}, and to all the [landmarks] near there. [Explore] the Arabah {Plains}, the hills,
the Shephelah {Valley}, the Negev {South} [of Jerusalem].
[Venture west] to the [Mediterranean] sea-side. [Caravan]
through the land of the Canaanite {Mercenaries}. [Then
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trek north]

to Lebanon,
river.
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[then east all the way]

to the great

[Syr-

ian Euphrates]

8

Look, ___! I set before you the
Promised Land! Go in and possess that
country [which I] Yahweh swore to give
your fore-fathers (Abraham {Father-OfBillions}, Isaac {Laughter} and Jacob) and
to their Seed [the Messiah] after them.’
Paul says this Seed (singular) = the Messiah.

Always Use Fair Dispute-Resolution
Processes
9 And I, [Moses,] speak to you [Israelites] at
that time. I [lament], “I'm unable to bear
[the pressures of settling your disputes by] myself
alone. Deuteronomy 1:10 Yahweh your Elohim has multiplied you. Look, ___! Today you [Israelites mount up] like the stars of
heaven. 11 ([I pray that] Yahweh ([the] Elohim of your fathers) makes you [Israelites]
1000 times more [populous] than the [millions] you already are, and [that He] blesses
you, as he [conditionally] promised you [he
would]!)
Thus there may be about 2 billion humans from
this planet's history resurrected to eternal life.

But you [Israelites] are burdensome,
bothersome and quarrelsome! How can
I bear [your controversies and conflicts] by myself
alone? 13 [So] select wise, understanding, reputable men from your tribes. I'll
[ordain] them chiefs.
12

This is the beginning of the slippery slope into political corruption. People have to control themselves under YHVH's Laws, or they will slave under
despots. All non-Hebrew political theories (democracy, Communism, etc.) merely organize man's
slide down into tyranny.
14 So you [Israelites] answer me, saying, ‘We agree.
Great idea. We plan to [elect chiefs].’
Paraphrase.

So I take these wise, well-known top
men of your tribes. [I] ordain them as
heads over you, stewards over thousands, supervisors over hundreds,
counselors over fifties, leaders over
tens, as officials to manage [disputes within]
your tribes. 16 At that time I commission your judges. I say, “Hear the cases
[of conflict] between your relatives. Judge
15
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righteously between every man and his
[human] brother, including the
foreigner(s) who live among [you]. 17

*Never show favoritism to anyone in judgment, ___. Instead, always listen [to the cause of]
the little [guy] as [diligently as you pay attention to] the [Big-Shot]. Never be
afraid of the face any man [puts
up]. All judgment is a divine [matter. Justice is not a business. It's the sole property

Elohim. Any case that's too
hard for you, bring it to me,
and I'll hear it.”
of]

The "justice" systems of the world are cynical, corrupt businesses which prey on the poor. There are
more African Americans in jail now than there were
black slaves in 1850. Most are in prison on petty
drug charges that wouldn't even be punishable under Hebrew Law. And people think the Bible is severe! The sick ‘judicial’ system uses your your tax
payments to destroy millions of innocent lives.

I instruct you now as I did then, ___.
tell you everything you need to do.
Moses Recounts The Promised Land
Spy Debacle

18
[I]

19

Then we depart from Horeb
as Yahweh our Elohim commanded
us. We trudge through that whole great and terrible wilderness which you saw on the way [to] the
hill-country of the Amorite {Mountaineers}. Finally we
arrive at Kadesh-Barnea {Wilderness-Of-Wandering}.
Deuteronomy 1:20 So I say to you, “You've [finally]
reached the hill-country of the Amorite {Mountaineers}.
Yahweh our Elohim now gives us this [land]! 21
[Back to the story:]

{Drought-Land},

Look, ___! Yahweh your Elohim has
set the [Promised] land before you! Go up
and possess the land! Yahweh Elohim
of your fathers has commanded you,
“Never fear! Never [fall] into discouragement.”
22 But you, every one of you [terrified brats]
approach me, [begging and whining], “[We're too
scared to enter the Promised Land. Maybe YAH can't save

We vote to send mortal [men] ahead
of us to search out the land for us.
They'll bring us back instructions as to
by what route we should go up, and
what cities we should invade.” 23 And [at
the time] I see this as the best [way to handle
the sad situation. So] I accept 12 men from
us.]
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you, one [spy] per tribe. 24 So [the spies]
set out. They run up onto the mountain. Eventually they [hike] to Eschol
{Bunch-Brook-Valley} as they search out
the promised land. 25 So [the spies] grab
some of the fruit of the land in their
hands. They haul it back down to us
[Israelis]. They bring [good] news. [They]
shout, “Yahweh our ELohim is giving us
an awesome territory!” 26 Yet you [cowards] still refuse to go up [into the Promised
Land]! You rebel against the commandment of Yahweh your Elohim. 27 You [sit
around] in your tents complaining, whining, “Yahweh hated us! That's why He
brought us up out of the land of Egypt:
to drop us into the fists of the Amorite
{Mountaineers}, to destroy us. 28 —[What
kind of ambush are you sending] us up into? Our
brother [spies] relieved us of our bravado
when they warned us, ‘The [pagan] nationals loom bigger and taller than we
are! Their citadels [stand protected by] walls
that scale up to heaven. And worst of
all, we saw the Anakim {Strangler-Spawn}
there!’" 29 Then I say to you, “Stop your
fear-mongering, [you twittery little babies]!
Never be afraid of [YAH's enemies].

*Yahweh your Elohim goes before you! He'll fight
for you, just like [he performed] all
the [miracles] he did for you in
Egypt, [right] before your eyes.
Deuteronomy 1:30

Again, it's YHVH doing the fighting. You don't have
to lay a finger on a weapon. Just praise Yah.

in the wilderness you've
seen how Yahweh your Elohim carried
you like a man carries his boy, on the
entire journey you've traveled, up to
the day you came into this territory. 32
31 [Remember how]

*Yet in spite of

[Yahweh's constant pro-

you [still fail] to
trust Yahweh your Elohim. 33
tection and provision for you,]

travels on the path ahead of you,
showing you the best places to pitch
your tents. [His supernatural pillar of] fire [leads
you] by night, to show you the best way
[YAH]
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to go. [He guides you from] a
ery] day.

[miracle]

cloud

[ev-

YAH's Word shows us which way to go. But we ignore it.

Moses Recounts The Destruction Of
The Gripers
34 Yahweh hears your voices [complaining].
So he gets angry. He swears [to kill you].
35 [YAH says,]

“Absolutely not one of the men of this
evil generation [will] see the awesome
land I swore to give to your ancestors!

*
Only Jephunneh's son Caleb
{Battle-Cry} [and Joshua] come to see
[the Promised Land]. I give the land
Caleb walked on to him and his
children, because he wholly
follows [Me,] Yahweh.”
36

Joshua's name is included two verses later.

*Then, [when we run out of water,] you
get [me so riled up, I throw a violent, disobedi37

ent temper tantrum in front of everyone. I set a

Yahweh's anger
flares against me. He decrees,
“[Moses,] not even you will go into
[the Promised Land].
38 *
So Nun's son JAHshua, who
stands before you, will go into
[the Promised Land in my place]. Encourage
[JahShua]. He comes to enable Israel to inherit [the Land].
39 *
Even better, your little tots,
whom you claimed [Yahweh would
abandon to the pagans as] prey, and your
children, who in the days [of your
rebellion] had no knowledge [of the
difference] between good and evil,
they enter [the Promised Land]. I give
[the earth to innocent people]. They own
it.
terrible example. So]

Deuteronomy 1:40
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But you [grownup unbelievers], turn [back south].
Continue your journey into the wilderness. Trudge back down the road by
the Red Sea.’
41 Then you answer me, “We've sinned
against Yahweh! We'll go up and fight!
[We'll] do everything Yahweh our Elohim
commanded us.” Then [you foolishly] strap
on all your war-weapons [which Yahweh never
wanted]. You charge up the hill. 42 *So

Yahweh warns me,
“Tell the [gripy Israelites], ‘Don't go
up [the hill to invade]! Don't fight. I'm
not with you. [If you fight,] your enemies will bludgeon you [to
death].’”
43 *So [again] I warn you. Yet you
refuse to listen. You instead
rebel against the commandment of Yahweh. You charge
presumptuously up into the [enemy] hills. 44 So the Amorite {Mountaineers},

who infest that mountain,
charge out against you. They chase you
like [swarming killer] bees. They destroy you
at Seir {Rough}. [They beat your falling carcasses]
all the way to Hormah {Banishment}. 45
Then you [survivors straggle] back [to grovel before me]. You weep before Yahweh. But
Yahweh [refuses to] listen to your voice or
to give [his] ear to you. 46 That's why
you [had to] stay camping in Kadesh [the
area cursed because of its history of male temple prostitution]

as long as you did.

Deuteronomy 2
Moses Recounts The Tortured
Southland Passage
1 —Then, obeying Yahweh's instructions
to me, we [Israelis] turn back around. We
journey [south] into the wilderness by the
road to the Red Sea. We skirt Mount
Seir {Rough} for many days. 2 [Finally, ___,]
Yahweh speaks to me: 3 [YAH] says,
“You've been trudging around this mountain long
enough. Turn north.
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Command [Israel's] people. Say, “You
soon come to pass through the territory
of your brothers, the sons of Esau
{Rough-Red}, who live in Seir {Rough}.
They'll quake in terror of your [million-man
horde]. But restrain yourselves.
5

Don't meddle with the [Red-Man's clan]. For
I won't give you any of their land — not
so much as a [place to put your] foot. I gave
Mount Seir {Rough} to Esau for his [descendants to] own [until their future destruction].
6

Pay [your enemies] in silver for your food,
___. THEN eat. Pay them in silver for
your water. THEN drink.”
Pay up-front in lawful substance for everything you
buy. No credit. No debt. No "buy-now, pay-later."
No contracts.

*Yahweh your Elohim [says this
because] He's blessed you in all
the works of your hand[s], ___.
He knows [every step you take] walking through this great wilderness. These 40 years Yahweh
your Elohim has been with you
[every moment]. You've lacked nothing.
7

Again, the Israelites always had plenty of meat to
eat. Moses just told them to eat it at the sanctuary
instead of spattering blood and guts all over a 2million man refugee camp.
8 So we [Israelites peacefully] travel on past our cousins:
Esau's descendants who live in Seir {Rough}. From
Elath {Palms} and Ezion-Geber {Man's-Backbone}, we
trudge the road through the Aravah {Plains}. Then
we turn to hike the road through the desert of
Moab.

Thru The Lands Of Perverts, Giants
& Red-Men
9 Then Yahweh says to me,
“Don't distress the Moabites, [Moses].
Don't fight them in battle. I won't [yet]
give you [any] of their land to own. I've
given Ar {Watch-Fortress} to those [inbred,
incestuous] children of Lot. It's their property… [for now].”
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(Note to ___: the Emim
{Terrors} used to live near [Ar {Watch-Fortress}].
The [Terrors] were a huge population, as
tall as the [giant] Anakim {Stranglers}. 11
The [Emim] are also classed as Rephaim
{Giants}, like the Anakim {Stranglers}.
But the Moabites call them “Emim {Terrors}.” 12 The Horite {CaveMen} once lived
in Seir {Rough}. But the descendants of
Esau {Rough-Red} dispossessed the
[Cavemen]. [Esau] destroyed the [Horites]. [He
wiped them] out of sight, ___. Then [the RedMan's clan] settled in the [pagans' caves]. Similarly, [we] Israelites [are moving into] to the
land we own, because Yahweh gave [it to
us].)
Deuteronomy 2:10

Esau indiscriminately murders the CaveMen. In
contrast, YHVH himself selectively, surgically kills
Israel's foes. (YAH leaves every innocent foreigner
alive.)

In 38 Years, The Desert Consumes
The Gripers
13 “Now rise up,
over Zered

[Israelites]!”

I shout, “Get yourselves

{Shrubby-Brook}.”

It
38 years to trudge

So we cross over. 14

takes us [Israeli émigrés]
from Kadesh-Barnea {Wilderness-OfWandering} to cross Zered {Shrubby-Brook},
___. In that time, the whole generation
of contentious mortals die out of the
population, as Yahweh swore they
would die. 15 Truly, the hand of Yahweh
[fights] against the [complainers]. He erases
them from the midst of the population.
The last of them [fell dead in the desert a few
days ago]. 16 So finally all the aggravating
mortals lie consumed, dead, [bug-eaten],
___. [They'll never again bring our] people [down].
Moses Recounts Crossing Amonite
Territory
17 Then, ___, [after] Yahweh [gets rid of the problem people],
he speaks to me:
Get rid of the problem people in your ministry.
Then you can hear from your Creator.
18 [YAH's angel] says,
“Today you'll cross the border of Moab, near Ar
{Watch-Fortress}.
19

When you approach the [inbred spawn] of
Ammon, don’t bother them. Don't fight
with them. I won't [yet] give you any of
the territory of the spawn of Ammon to
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possess. I [temporarily] gave it to them,
the [incestuous] descendants of Lot, as
their homeland.’”
Deuteronomy 2:20 ([Note to ___: Lot's region] is
also called a “land of giants,” because
giants long ago lived there. The spawn
of Ammon call the [giants] “Zamzummim.”
21 [The Zamzummim {Giants}] were numerous,
___. [They stood] tall as the Anakim {Stranglers}. But Yahweh [used] the [inbred spawn of
Ammon] to destroy and succeed the [Giants].
[The Ammonites] settled in the [giants' towns]. 22
[YAH] similarly helped the tribe of Esau
{Rough-Red} to advance into Seir
{Rough}. [Esau] wiped the [evil] Horite
{CaveMen} off the face [of the earth], ___.
So the [Red-Men] succeeded the [CaveMen].
The [Edomites] live in [Caveman] cities to this
day. 23 [Yahweh similarly used pagans to destroy]
the Avim {Perverts} who occupied [the
land] from Hazerim {Courtyards}[in Palestine]
all the way to Azzah {Fort}[near Gaza]. The
Caphtorim {Cretans} invaded [Palestine]
from [the wreath-shaped island of] Caphtor
{Crete}. The [Cretans] destroyed the Avim
{Perverts}, then occupied their territory.)
Caphtor is where the Philistines originated.
24 [Similarly, Yahweh ordered you Israelis:]

“[Get out of bed!] Pack up! Take your

journey. Cross over the Arnon

{Raging} River. Watch! I've given
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Moses Recounts Tornado's Fight To
The Death
26 [Moses continues,] “So, from the [Palestinian]
wilderness of Kedemoth {Starting-Point},
I send ambassadors with words of
peace to Sihon {Tornado} king of Heshbon {Intelligence}: 27 [I beg,] “[Please] let me
[and my 2 million people] pass through your
land. [We'll] trudge along on the highway. We'll turn neither to the right
hand nor to the left. 28 We'll eat only
after we pay you in silver for the food
you sell us. We'll pay you in advance in
silver for every drop of water you give
us. We'll simply pass through on foot.

[We won't mount our horses. We'll bring no war-chariots.]

paraphrase

—([I'm only asking that you treat us as well as] did
the [belligerent] sons of Esau {Rough-Red}
who live in Seir {Rough}, and the
[incestuous] Moabites who live in Ar {WatchFortress}.) [Just let us] pass over [the] Jordan
[river] into the land Yahweh our Elohim
gives us.” Deuteronomy 2:30 Yet Sihon
{Tornado} king of Heshbon {CentralIntelligence} refuses to let us travel past
him, ___. Yahweh your Elohim [allows Sihon's] spirit to harden—his heart [grows]
obstinate. [This gives Yahweh the legal] right to
deliver [Sihon and his land] into your hand,
[where they lie] today.
29

into your hand Sihon {Tornado} the
Amorite king of Heshbon {Intelligence}.
Go in and occupy the land [he claimed].
Confront [those perverts] in [spiritual] battle [by
blowing trumpets, marching and shout-singing praise] .

Travel-restrictions are an offense against YHVH.
Now, globally on planet earth, through cleverly-disguised contra-scriptural regulations, true Hebrews
are forbidden to cross national borders. You are
faced with a hard choice: disobey the scriptures, or
you can't get a job, a bank account, a passport, a
driver's license, a professional license, or even a
hunting and fishing license.

Similar praise-battle occurs later at Jericho.

31

*
—Today I begin to put the
dreadful fear of you [Hebrews]
upon all nations under the
whole heaven. Everyone who
hears reports of you will tremble in anguish because [they fear]
your [approach, ___].”
25
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So Yahweh says to me,
‘Watch! I've gone ahead of you, [Moses].
I've already started giving Sihon
{Tornado} and his land to you. So [go in
and] receive his land.’
32 Then Sihon {Tornado}, surrounded by
all his troops, marches out against us
[Hebrews], ___. [They] attack [us] at Jahaz
{Stomp}. 33 Then, before our [stunned
singing] faces, Yahweh our Elohim pays
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back [king Tornado's violence]. [YAH] kills
his sons, and all his troops!

[Sihon],

The 8th-century AD Masoretic pointings (which
most translators blindly follow) indicate that the
Hebrews did the killing. But Masoretic markings are
mere human interpretations of pronouns in defense
of a bogus militaristic tradition. The scripture clearly states in many other places that YHVH did the
killing, because only YAH knows who needs to die.

*So we [Hebrews] immediately
seize all [king Tornado's] cities, ___.
We comprehensively ban the
[inbred, incestuous, demon-possessed] men,
women and children of every
city. We don't let one [pagan] remain [in Hebrew society].
34

Holiness (separation) is different from destruction.
‘Seclude’ is often wrongly translated ‘destroy’.
#2762 “Charam” is different than the many words
for destruction. Charam = to seclude; specifically
(by a ban) make accursed, consecrate, devote, forfeit, utterly make away.
35 We only keep for ourselves the cattle and the
wealth of the cities we seize, ___.

YAH's Subsequent Sweep To The
Promised Land
36 From Aroer {Exposed}, on the edge of
the Arnon {Raging}[river] Valley, [up] from
the city, all the way to Gilead {Monument-Mound}, not one city stands impregnable to us, ___. Yahweh our Elohim
hands all [the pagans] to us [without us having to
raise one weapon]! 37 [But we Israelis] skirt the land of
the [inbred spawn] of Ammon—the region around the
Jabbok {Gushing} River, the cities in the hills, and
wherever else Yahweh our Elohim forbids us to go.

Deuteronomy 3
The Vicious Attack Of Og The Fat
Giant-King
1 Then, ___, we [Israelites] turn. We
charge up the path to Bashan {Fruitful}.
Then, [without provocation, the fat demon-spawned giant] Og {Round} the king of Bashan
marches out against us. He and all his
forces attack [us] at Edrei {Power-Arm}. 2
So Yahweh says to me,
“Never fear [this giant]. I soon deliver him,
and all his troops, and his land, into
your hand. You [succeed] him as you did
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Sihon {Tornado} king of the Amorite
{Mountaineers}, who ruled from Heshbon
{Central-Intelligence}.”
3 So, ___, Yahweh our Elohim also delivers into our hands [fat giant] Og {Round},
the king of Bashan {Fruitful}, and all his
troops! [Yahweh] strikes them [down] until
not one of [Og's drones] is left [standing to
fight]! 4 So we immediately occupy all
[Og's] cities. [YAH] hands us every single
one of the [inbred mutant's] cities, ___: 60
cities [in all]: the whole region of Argob
{Stony}, the kingdom of [fat giant] Og in
Bashan {Fruitful}. 5 All these cities sport
high fortified walls, gates and bars,
___. Plus YAH hands us a huge number
of unwalled towns. 6 Then, ___, we utterly seclude the [surviving inbred Moabites from
our culture], as we did to Sihon {Tornado}
king of Heshbon {Intelligence}. [We] completely ban the [pagan] men, women and
children from every city.
YAH kills some of the pagans because of their horrible child-sacrifice and satanic child-abuse. YAH
mercifully allows others to live, but separated from
the Hebrews. #2763 charam khaw-ram': to seclude; specifically (by a ban) make accursed, consecrate, forfeit, utterly (make away).

But we take all the livestock and
wealth of the cities as plunder for ourselves, ___.
7

A crime not commanded by YHVH.
8 Out of the fists of [Og and Sihon] (the two [pervert] kings
of the Amorite {Mountaineers}) [YAH] yanks the land on
this [east] side of the Jordan [river], from the Arnon
{Raging} river to Mount Hermon {Seclusion}.
And gives it to us.
9 ([Note, ___:] The Sidonian {Fishermen} call [Mount]
Hermon: Sirion {Sheeted-With-Snow}. The Amorite
{Mountaineers} call it Shenir {Pointy-Peak}.)

all the
cities of the plain, and all of Gilead
{Monument-Mound}, and all of Bashan
{Fruitful}, [stretching] to Salchah {WalkingTown} and Edrei {Power-Arm}, [plus the wonderful] cities in Bashan [previously belonging to]
the kingdom of [fat giant] Og. 11 [Fat giant]
Og {Round}, king of Bashan {Fruitful},
was a spectacle, ___—the last of the
Rephaim {Supernatural-Giants}. His bed is
made of iron, 9 cubits [13.5 feet] long by 4
Deuteronomy 3:10 [YAH gives us Israelis]
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cubits [6 feet] wide, using the [common peoples'] cubit. [You can see Og's giant bed] in [the
Great city of] Rabbath {Abundance}[which belongs
to] the descendants of Ammon, [if the bed's
still there].
Roughly 3x the area of a modern Queen-Sized bed.

Moses Awards Eastern Lands To
Cattle-Barons
12 Of this land that we took as our own,
I gave the Reubenites and the Gadites
the area extending from Aroer {Exposed},
near [the] Arnon {Raging} River, plus half
[the hill-country around] mount Gilead {Monument-Mound}, including its cities. 13 The
rest of Gilead {Monument-Mound}, and all
of Bashan {Fruitful}, that is, the kingdom
of Og {Round}, I gave to the half-tribe
of Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}. ([Note,
___:] The whole region of Argob {Stony},
including all of Bashan, form the ‘Land
Of Giants.’) 14 Jair {Goldshine}, the descendant of
Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}, takes all the country of
Argob {Stony}, as far as the borders of [the lands of the]
Geshuri {Bridgers} and Maachathi {Pressed-Ones}. [Jair]
names the [lands] after his [narcissistic] self. [The name:]
Havot-Yair {Jair's-Fruitful-Villages} [persists] to this day. 15
And I gave [the region of] Gilead {Monument-Mound} to
Machir {Salesman}. 16 To the Reubenites and to the
Gadites I allotted [the land stretching] from Gilead {Monument-Mound} all the way to the Arnon {Raging} River
[Gorge, which is] the middle of the [Arnon] valley, thus delineating a border that extends to the Jabbok {Gushing} river, which itself forms the border of the [territory
held by the inbred] descendants of Ammon. 17 The [Reubenites and the Gadites get] the Arabah {Plains} with the Jordan
[river as] a border, [stretching] from [Galilee aka] Kinneret
{Harp-Shaped-Plain} all the way [south] to the sea of the
Arabah (the Dead/salt sea) at the foot of the east{Slice}. 18 So [as I
I commanded you [cattlefanatics]. [I] said, “Yahweh your Elohim
has given you this land [on the Eastern side of
the Jordan river] to own. But you (all you
sons of valor) will lead your brothers,
the sons of Israel. Rush to cross over

ern slopes of Mount Pisgah
parceled out the land,]

[the Jordan River to show solidarity with your people.
Shout praises to Yahweh as you watch Him miraculously
kill the satanic, child-molesting pagans.]

Nothing about military action, arms, etc. appears
in the Hebrew for this and the similar verses, because YHVH did the fighting.

But your wives, and your little ones,
and your [beloved] cattle (for I know that
[money-making] cattle are what you really
19
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care about) will stay in your cities that
I've granted you. Deuteronomy 3:20 [Travel]
with your brother [Israelites] until they occupy the land that Yahweh is giving
them west of the Jordan [river]. [Stay there]
until Yahweh lets [your brothers] live in
peace, as he has already done here for
you. After that, every one of you men
can return to your own [land] that I assigned you.’ 21 Right then I commanded
JAHshua, saying, “Your eyes have seen
all [the destruction] that Yahweh your Elohim [wreaked on] these two [satanic] kings [Og
and Sihon]. That's [just a taste of] what Yahweh comes to do to all the kingdoms
where you're going. 22 *Never fear
[your enemy, ___]:

for Yahweh your
Elohim himself fights for you.
Again, YHVH does the fighting. He never orders his
pure-ones to kill people.

Moses Begs To Cross To The
Promised Land
23 Then, ___, I immediately [drop to my
knees]. I beg Yahweh [for mercy]: 24 [I] cry, ‘O
Adonai Yahweh, you've [barely] begun to
show [me] your servant your greatness
and [the power of] your mighty hand! For in
heaven or on earth, what El {Power} exists who can do anything like your miracles, or [show] any [energy] rivaling your
strength? 25 I beg you: let me cross
over and see the beautiful land beyond
[the] Jordan [river valley]: the wonderful
[western] hill-country, and the [white, snowy]
Lebanon [Mountains]!” 26 But Yahweh stays
angry with me [because of your sins and because I
set such a bad example] for you [Israelites]. So he
refuses to hear [and grant my prayer]. Yahweh says to me,
“Enough from you, [Moses]! Speak no
more to me about it!
In fact, Moses got to see everything he wanted to
see as soon as he died: he went to the REAL
promised land of which the land of Israel is a mere
shadow.
27

Hike yourself up to the summit of [jagged
Mount] Pisgah {Slice}. [From there,] lift up
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your eyes to the west, north, south and
east. See [the promised land] with your eyes.
But you won't cross over the Jordan [river].
28

Instead, [yield your] commission to [young]
JAHshua. Encourage him. Strengthen
him. For he'll cross over [to the Promised
Land] leading this populace. He'll enable
them to inherit the land you'll see [from
the mountain].’
29 So, ___, we [Israelis] stay [camping] in the valley opposite Beth-Peor {House-Of-The-Hungry-God}.

Deuteronomy 4
The Hebrew Law Gives You Life
1 [Moses continues,] “So now, [you who wish to]
rule with El {Strength}: [intelligently, diligently]
listen to the Laws and to the Principles
I teach you, so you'll execute them, so
you can live, and go in and possess the
land which Yahweh (Elohim of your
fore-fathers) gives you. 2 Never add to
the word I command you, ___. And
never subtract anything from it, so you
can keep the commandments of Yahweh your Elohim, [because] that's [all] I'm
commanding you.
Jesus didn't invent any new theology. He taught
you how to live the principles embodied in the Mosaic code. Christians have no right to ignore Hebrew principles of Law on the supposed grounds of
New Covenant supremacy. Rather, the Holy Spirit
gives you the power to keep the Law.

*Your eyes have seen what
Yahweh did at Baal-Peor {SlitLord}. Right in your midst, Yahweh destroyed every one of
the [horn-dogs] who chased tail [in
the worship of the slut-god,] the Lord-OfThe-Hole.
3

Even if you don't consciously realize it's idolatry,
you're worshipping the God/Goddess-Of-The-Orifice when you look at porn, and fornicate and fantasize about sex.

*But you [resisted temptation]. You
stuck with Yahweh your Elohim. That's why you're alive,
4
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every one of you, ___, today. 5
*Look, ___. I've taught you
the exact Laws and rulings
Yahweh my Elohim commanded me, so that you can thrive
in the land you're going to
own. 6 *So guard and execute
[YAH's principles, ___. Obedience to YAH] is [the
only way you can demonstrate] your wisdom and your understanding to
the watching nations. [When]
they hear all these [amazingly perfect]
Laws, they'll exclaim, “Wow!
This great [Hebrew] nation is [filled
with] wise and understanding
people!”
Conversely, if you try to make up your ‘laws’ by
pluralistic, democratic majority vote, you'll bankrupt your nation in less than 100 years. Democratic
‘governments’ are the laughingstocks of history.

* ___, what other great nation has gods who are intimate
with them the way Yahweh,
our Elohim, is [right here, giving us Hebrews] every reasonable thing we
call him [for]?
7

Guard The Law Like You Guard
Your Life

*And what nation is so great
as to enjoy Laws and rulings so
righteous, [simple, and effective] as the
whole law [of Yahweh], which I set
before you, ___, today?
8

YHVH gave 613 lenient rules that bring you life,
health, sanity and freedom. You can read and understand them all in one hour. The evil "democratic" nation around you subjects you to more than 11
million 'laws', (for instance, the sprawling US Code
and the U.S. CFR), most of them vague, arbitrary,
changing and ultimately ineffective at everything
except expanding corruption and subjecting you to
spiraling, uncontrollable debt.

*So [build a] thorny hedge
around your [spirit]. Diligently
guard your soul, ___. Or you'll
forget the [miracles] your eyes
9
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have seen. They'll vanish from
your heart for the rest of your
[sad] life. Teach [YAH's Laws] to your
sons, and your sons’ sons.
Remember The Bush-Mountain Miracles
Deuteronomy 4:10 Remember the day you
stood before Yahweh your Elohim on
[Mount] Horeb {Desolation}, when Yahweh
said to me,
‘Gather the [Hebrew] people together to
Me. Then I'll enable them to hear My
words, so they can learn to [walk in] awe
of Me all the days they live on the
earth, so they can teach their children
[how to survive].’

*[In terror] you [Israelites] approached and stood under the
mountain — the mountain
burning with fire to the heart
of heaven, [swarmed in] black
clouds, and thick darkness. 12
11

Then [the angel of] Yahweh spoke to you
out of the heart of [heavenly] fire. You
[Israelites] heard the [angel's] voice speaking
[YAH's] words. Yet [you] saw no form [that
you could replicate as an idol to worship]. You only
heard a voice. 13 *There [YAH] de-

clared to you [Israelites] his
covenant, which he commands
you, ___, to perform: 10 [amazingly simple yet powerful] commandments which [Yahweh] carved on
two stone tablets. 14 And right
then Yahweh commanded me to teach
you [613 clarifying] Laws and rulings, so
you, ___, can [intelligently obey the 10 commandments] in the land you're going into to
own. 15 So diligently guard yourselves
[so you never get tied up in idolatry]. Remember,
you didn't see any image or form on
the day Yahweh spoke to you from the
heart of the fire on [Mount] Horeb {Desolation}.
Never Get Involved in ANY Kind Of
Idolatry
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or you'll corrupt yourselves [with idolatry]. [Never] make engraved
images or [other] likenesses of figures,
[including] representations of male or female [gods or leaders, such as the heads on your
coins] and the engravings [on your paper money].
16 [Watch out, ___,]

Images are not a problem. It's idolatrous images
that tend to get spiritually worshiped or served.
The U.S., for instance, has always prided itself on
printing idolatrous images on its money, and commissioning idolatrous art. Look at the U.S. capitol
rotunda! It's covered with depictions of false gods!
Look at the history of idolatrous coinage!

the likeness
of any earth-beast, nor the likeness of
any winged bird that flies in the air,
___. 18 [Never make any idolatrous use of] the
likeness of anything that creeps on the
ground, ___, [nor of] the likeness of any
fish in the subterranean waters.
17 [Never make any idolatrous use of]

How about that double-6 fish logo on cars? The
logo other drivers see and curse when 'Christians'
cut them off in traffic.

lift up your eyes
to the sky. Then, when you see the
sun, and the moon, and the stars, and
all the host of celestial [wonders], you'll be
driven to worship them. You'll serve the
[demon-gods named after inanimate creations] which
Yahweh your Elohim has provided for
all nations under the whole heaven [to innocently enjoy].
19 [Watch out, ___, or you'll]

Witness horoscopes in American newspapers dating back into the 19th century.
Deuteronomy 4:20 [Don't serve demons, ___. Be-

Yahweh has taken you [as his own].
He brought you [all] up out of the iron
furnace, out of [mighty, evil] Egypt, to be
His treasured population, [to whom He grants
his limitless] inheritance. That's who you
[Hebrews] are today. 21 But Yahweh got
angry with me. [You Israelites got me so mad, I
threw a violent fit.][So Yahweh] swore I [would die
before] I got to cross over [the] Jordan [river]—before [I got to] go into that awesome
land Yahweh your Elohim is giving you,
___, as an inheritance.
cause]

Even Moses needed discipline.

So I must die in this land. I can't
cross over [the] Jordan [river]. You soon
22
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cross over and possess that awesome
land. 23 Watch out for yourselves, ___,
or you'll forget the covenant that Yahweh your Elohim made with you. [If you
slip,] you'll make yourselves a representative idol, which Yahweh your Elohim
has forbidden you.
An idol is a leader who tells you to break YAH's
laws. Hitler was an idol for the German population
of 1935-1945. The leaders of the nation around
you are similar, but stealthier, idols.

*For Yahweh your Elohim is
a consuming fire, ___. El is
jealous! 25 When you spawn children
24

and grandchildren, when you've lived a
long time in the land, [watch out, ___, or]
you'll corrupt [your nation by making] idols
representing some [leader or god]. [You'll start]
wreaking evil crimes in the sight of
Yahweh your Elohim, provoking His [firerage].
You probably commit crimes today, such as
using a personal serial number (an SSN/SIN),
Receiving or paying interest charges,
Trading in unbacked currency.

Ignoring Biblical Law Will Kill You

*I call heaven and earth to
witness against you today. [If you
disobey YAH], you rapidly decay into
death. [You get wiped] off [the face of]
the land you cross over [the]
Jordan [river] to own. [Sin] won't
lengthen your days on [the earth],
___. Rather, [sin] utterly destroys you. 27 Yahweh comes to
26

scatter you [disobedient “believers”] among the
nations, ___. Only a few of you survive
among the beast-nations, where Yahweh [allows your sins to] drag you. 28 *And

there

you [disobedient
“believers”] end up slaving for idolgods, fabrications of men's
hands: wood and stone, which
never see, nor hear, nor eat,
nor smell.
[in pagan societies]
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Today you serve the materialism of rich sinners.
Your labor provides them with meaningless stuff to
fill their mansions made of wood and stone.

Repent And YAH Will Lift You Up

29

*But if, from

[your exile in

you
seek Yahweh your Elohim, you, ___, eventually find him—[but only] IF
you seek him with ALL
your heart and with ALL
your soul. Deuteronomy 4:30 When
the land of pagan materialism,]

you're in tribulation, and all the [prophesied calamities] have fallen on you, even in
the end-times, if you, ___, turn to
Yahweh your Elohim, and you [actively]
obey his voice, [he'll rescue you]. 31 (For
Yahweh your Elohim is the merciful
Sovereign, ___.) He will never forsake
you, nor destroy you, nor forget the
covenant [He made with] your fore-fathers,
which He swore to them [he would uphold].
YHVH's Relationship To Israel Is
Incomparable

*Interrogate all of history
before you [were born,] back to the
epoch [when] Elohim created man
on the earth, ___. Then ask
from one end of heaven to the
other, “Has anything so great
as [Yahweh's rescue of the Israelites] ever
occurred? Has [its like] ever [even
been] heard [of, even in a myth]?” 33 Has
32

any population ever [survived] hearing the
voice of Elohim speaking out of the
heart of [heavenly] fire, as you [Israelites]
heard and lived?
The voice of YHVH's angel spoke.

*Or has any god attempted
to go and grab himself a nation
from the middle of another nation, by [putting people through] trials,
by [flashing paranormal] signs, by [per34
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wonders, and by
war, [punching with his]
mighty hand, flexing [his] [supernatural] arm, [inflicting] great terrors [on
the pagans], like all [the miracles] Yahweh your Elohim did for you in
Egypt before your [astonished]
eyes? 35 *Yahweh showed you
[his powers, ___]! So you should
know that [YAH] is Elohim! [There]
is no [power] separated from [YAH].
forming miraculous]

[killing His enemies in]

Literal Hebrew: [there] is no further from·to·asideof·him. The Hebrew word usually translated "beside" is #905 bad = "separation". This verse is often wrongly used to support the idea of a trinity,
that, in crude terms Jesus=YHVH. But what this
verse really means is that YHVH is the universe's
only power source. So if anyone wants to have
power, they must plug into YAH. Jesus has power
because he's "plugged into" YHVH. This verse informs Romans 13:1: “there is no authority except
what comes from Elohim.” Separate from YHVH,
you lose all authority, no matter your rank, office
or position. If you unhook from YHVH you run out
of gas. Worldly bigshots are just coasting to destruction, running on inertia.

Out of heaven YAH made you hear
His voice, to discipline you. On earth he
showed you His great fire. And you
heard His words [boom] out of the center
of the [cosmic] inferno. 37 *Because
36

YAH loved your fore-fathers,
He chose their seed-child who
[will descend from] them [to be Messiah].
[That's why YAH] brought you out of
Egypt, watching over you with
His mighty power.
Seed (singular) = the Messiah.

to bring [some of] you
into [heaven when you die, YAH chose] to drive
away from your face nations greater
and mightier than you are, ___, to
give you their land as an inheritance,
as [you see happening] today. 39 *So know
38 [As part of YAH's plan]

today, ___, and consider it [from
now on] in your heart, that He,
Yahweh, is [the only ultimate] Elohim
in heaven above, and on the
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earth below. There is no other
[power source].
Many beings merit the title ‘elohim’. However, if
they unplug from YHVH, they're just light bulbs
slowly burning out. This is how you differentiate
Jesus from YHVH. Yahshua holds YHVH's power, as
YAH's delegate. But if Yahshua tried to sever his
connection to YHVH, Yahshua would burn out,
while YHVH keeps going undiminished. It's a oneway power connection. Yahshua draws his power
from YHVH. YHVH does not draw his power from
the Messiah. The Messiah is not one of 3 atoms inside of the "Godhead molecule".
We are "branches" that bear fruit.
Yahshua the Messiah is the "vine."
YHVH is the sun, the earth, the water, and the
mysterious supra-intelligent life-energy-source who
makes the whole system of all life exist and function.

*So you, ___,
must guard [YAH's] Laws and His
precepts which I command you
today, so life can go well for
you, and for your children after
you, and so you can extend
your days on the earth, which
Yahweh your Elohim gives you
[if you obey him] forever.”
Deuteronomy 4:40

Build Sanctuary Towns For Innocent Killers
41 Next, ___, [to protect innocent people wrongly
accused of crimes], Moses sets aside 3 cities
on this [Eastern] sunrise-facing side of the
Jordan [river].
YAH's Law-system protects the innocent. The
world's judicial systems only seek to convict you.
That's why the cops warn you, ”Anything you say
can & will be used against you.”

The idea being: if you, ___, accidentally kill someone without malice aforethought, you can flee to a “Sanctuary
City,” where, upon entering, [you enjoy the
priest's] protection of your life.
42

In contrast, the modern state monopolizes the
right of vengeance.
43 [The 3 Eastern Sanctuary-Towns are] named:
Bezer {Bundok} in the wilderness, in the plain-country of the Reubenites;

and Ramoth {Heights} in Gilead {Witness}, [the
territory] of the Gadites;
and Golan {Exile} in Bashan {Fruitful}, [the land owned by]
the Manassites.”
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Introduction To The Commandments
44 The [following, ___,] is the [Torah] Law which Moses
presents to the descendants of Israel— 45 —including the instructions, laws and rulings which Moses
speaks to the people of Israel after they emigrate
up out of Egypt. 46 [This address occurs] on this [east] side
[of the] Jordan [river], in the valley opposite Beth-Peor
{House-Of-The-Hole-God}, in the land of Sihon {Tornado}
king of the Amorite {Mountaineers}, who ruled from
[the city of] Heshbon {Central-Intelligence}, whose [surviving inhabitants] Moses and the people of Israel banned after
emigrating up out of Egypt. 47 [The following address occurs
soon after the Israelites] seize
the land of [dead king Sihon], and
the land of [fat giant] Og {Round}, king of Bashan {Fruitful}:
two [of the] kings of the Amorite {Mountaineers}, who
[lived and died] on this Eastern [sunrise-facing] side of the
Jordan [river]. 48 [The following address occurs after the Israelites capture all the land] from Aroer {Exposed}, [a city] by the bank
of [the] Arnon {Raging} River, [all the way] to Mount Zion,
aka [steep, snow-sheeted Mount] Hermon {Seclusion}— 49 —
plus the whole plain on this [East] side of the Jordan
[river], all the way east to the [Dead] Sea of the Arabah
{Desert-Plain}, below the slopes of [jagged Mount] Pisgah
{Slice}.

Deuteronomy 5
Moses Summarizes The Law
1 Moses calls all [the leaders of] Israel. He
says to them, “You who [wish to] reign
with ELohim, listen to [YAH's] Laws and
rulings which I speak in your ears today. Learn [them]. Guard [them]. [Put them
into] action, ___. 2 Yahweh our Elohim made a
covenant with us [Hebrews] at Mount Horeb
{Desolation}. 3 Yahweh didn't make [the Sinai] covenant
with our [distant] ancestors, but with us [Hebrews], we

Yahweh taught
you “face to face” on the mountain, [via]
His [angel's voice flaming] from [heaven's] fire.
who are all here alive today. 4

Hebrew: ‘face-in-face’, telepathically, more intimate and penetrative than “face to face”. Mortals
didn't literally see YAH's face or hear his actual
voice, because that would kill them.

(I stood between Yahweh and you
[Israelites] at that time, to relay to you the
word of Yahweh. For you were terrified
of [YAH's] fire! You [refused to] venture up
onto [YAH's] mountain!)
Repetition Of The 10 Commandments
5

6

*[YAH] said,
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“I am Yahweh your Elohim,
___. I brought you out of the
land of Egypt, from the [world's]
slave-jail.
The modern world system = spiritual Egypt. So if
you are born-again today, you came up out of
Egyptian “territory”.

*
___, never have any
other elohim except Me.
7

That means never pledge allegiance. Never swear
any oath. Never let anyone be your ‘boss.’

*
___, never make any engraved
[nor carved idol] image, nor any
[idolatrous] likeness of anything in
heaven [or sky] above, nor on
earth below, nor in the waters
below the shoreline;
8

This verse is only half of the 2nd Commandment; it
MUST be completed by the next verse. Make tons
of artworks. But avoid worshipping them. Banning
artwork turned the protestant church into a boring
lecture hall filled with retarded, artless sermons.
What this command prohibits is the idolatrous images, for instance on coins and bills and government monuments.

*
___, never [literally nor metaphorically]
bow yourself down to ANY image [idol, including celebrities/politicians/leaders, etc.] Never serve them. For I
Yahweh your Elohim am a jealous El {Power}. I hold people
(who hate Me) personally responsible. Their sins damage
themselves, their children,
their grandchildren and their
great-grandchildren.
9

YAH does not punish children for the sins of their
parents. Parents' sins cascade down through time
to damage their descendants.
Deuteronomy 5:10
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[But I] show mercy to the thousandth generation of the [beings]
who love me and keep my
commandments, ___.
Obedience gets you mercy.

*
Never lift [your tongue to
speak] the name of Yahweh your Elohim in vain,
___. Yahweh will not
hold guiltless anyone
who dumps His Name
into ruin.
11

Some fools ruin YAH's name by misusing it. Most
fools ruin it by ignoring it.

*
___, guard the Sabbath
day. Sanctify it, as [I,]
Yahweh your Elohim [continually] command you.
13 *
Labor for 6 days, ___.
Do all your work [in that period].
12

Work from Sundown on "Saturday" until Sundown
on "Friday."

*
But the 7th day [of every week] is
the sabbath [ordained by] Yahweh
your Elohim. [On the Sabbath,] do NO
work, ___: not you, nor your
son, nor your daughter, nor
your male worker, nor your female worker, nor your ox, nor
your donkey, nor any of your
cattle, nor your foreigner [or
14
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within your gates. [Rest] so
that your male and female
workers, as well as you, [get] refreshed.
visitor]

The 7th day Sabbath is a global worker protection
statute. It's still in effect. Sunday sabbath is a Roman Catholic fiction borrowed from Babylonian sun
worship.

*
And ___, remember that you
were a servant in the ‘land’ of
Egypt. Yahweh your Elohim
brought you out of [bondage] with
[His] mighty hand, with [His] out-stretched arm. So, [to keep bondage
from overtaking your nation again,] Yahweh
your Elohim commands YOU to
celebrate the Sabbath day [every
week for the rest of your life].
15

The sabbath is a compassionate gift of rest, feasting, and joy for the BOP's, the world's “Bottom of
the Pyramid” workers.

*
___, honor your father and
your mother, as Yahweh your
Elohim commands you, [so] that
your [lifespan] can be prolonged,
and that [life] can go well with
you, in the land Yahweh your
Elohim gives you.
16

That means PAY your parents. Take care of them
with YOUR money. Never abandon your parents to
the social welfare system.

*
___, never murder.

17

That means that you must disobey most military
orders. And you must minimize your personal income so your taxes don't pay to murder people.
18

*
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___, never break the
marriage bond. [Never commit adultery.]

That means no porno, and no staring at bodies of
anyone but your spouse. Yet the true meaning of
this command forbids much more than sexual
cheating. It means never nag, neglect, demean nor
in any way break (#5003: na'aph) your emotional,
mental, spiritual and physical bond with your
spouse.

*
___, never steal.
Deuteronomy 5:20 *
___, never bear false
witness against your
neighbor.
19

This is different from ‘Don't lie.’

*
___, never even WANT
your neighbor's wife.
Avoid wanting your
neighbor's house, his
field, his male or female
worker(s), his ox, his
donkey—anything your
neighbor owns.”
21

Desire is the seed of sin. If you even want something that's not yours, that's covetousness. The
welfare system is based on covetousness. People
want things they didn't work to get.

Moses Recounts YAH Giving The 10
Commandments

*From the mountain,
___, from the middle of
the fire, the cloud, [from]
the thick darkness,
through a great [angel's]
22
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voice, Yahweh spoke
these commands to your
whole assembly. And [at
that time, YAH] added no
more. [YAH] wrote these
commands on 2 tablets
of stone. [He] gave the
[tablets] to me.
Israelites' Run In Fear From YAH's
Presence
23 When you heard [YAH's angel's] voice
[booming] out of the midst of the darkness
(while the mountain blazed with fire)
you [ran] to me, via all the heads of your
tribes, and your elders. 24 You [all]
whined, ‘Look, [Moses]! Yahweh our Elohim is showing us His splendor and His
magnitude! We've heard [YAH's] voice
[boom] out of the middle of the fire!
We've seen today that Elohim does talk
with man. [YAH] lives!
Or, "We've seen that a man can survive exposure
to the sound of Elohim's voice."

*So why should we die now?
[YAH's] great fire will consume
us! If we hear the voice of Yahweh our Elohim any more, we'll
die!
25

People are always coming up with excuses not to
listen to YAH's voice.

For who in a mortal body has ever
heard the voice of the living Elohim
speaking out of the middle of fire, as
we have, and lived?
26

The Israelites heard a representation of YAH's
voice. His real voice is powerful enough to create
and destroy the universe.

The Israelis Swore To Obey 100%
Of YAH's Law
27 [Moses,] you go [up to the fire]. Listen to
everything Yahweh our Elohim says.
Then [come back] and tell us everything
Yahweh our Elohim speaks to you. We'll
hear it, and do it!”
Ha! Empty promise.
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*Yahweh heard you bleat out
your [empty] vow-mouthing to
me. Yahweh said to me,
“I heard the commitment these
[whiners] promised you, [Moses].
They [foolishly] agreed to obey everything you command.
29 *
[It would be great if they really] had [obedient]
hearts in them, so that they
would respect me, and keep all
my commandments all the
time, so that [life] could go well
for them, and for their children
for ever!
28

Deuteronomy 5:30

Go say to the [over-promising under-believers],
‘Go back and [hide] in your homes.’
tents

*
But as for you, [Moses,] stand
here by Me. I'll list to you all
the commandments, [judicial]
terms, and penalties [for crimes].
Then you'll teach the [Israelites],
so they can put [my Law into] action
in the land I give them to
own.”
32 *So, ___, always watch out
to do exactly as Yahweh your
Elohim has commanded you.
Never turn aside to the right
hand nor to the left.
31

Every aspect of modern society is massively opposed to YHVH's Laws: from diet, to medicine, education, law, economics, religion, the military, you
name it, it's all 180 degrees upside down: a worldwide Satanic inversion. And that includes most of
‘Judeo-Christian’ society, a gaggle of scammers
pretending to obey the Bible.

Continually walk in all the ways Yahweh your Elohim commanded you,
___. That way you can survive, and [life]
can go well for you, and you can prolong your [lifespan] in the land you'll own.”
33
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Deuteronomy 6
The Law Is To Help You, Not To
Ruin Your Fun
1 [Moses continues,] “Now, ___, these are
the commandments, the appointments,
and the judgments, which Yahweh your
Elohim commanded [us leaders] to teach
you. You must execute [YAH's instructions] in
the land you go to possess: 2 *[The Law's

fear Yahweh
your Elohim, to keep all his
principles and his commandments that I am giving you [believers]: ([including] you [personally], ___,
[and] your children and your children's children) as long as you
all live. [Obedience] gives you
longer lifespans, [both on this earth and
stretching into eternity]. 3 So [intelligently] lispurpose is to help you]

ten, you who [wish to] rule with ELohim!
Observe [and] do [what YAH commands]; so
that [life] can go well [for] you, ___.
Then you'll increase mightily, as Yahweh Elohim of your fathers has
promised you. [You'll come to thrive] in the
land that flows with milk and honey.
The Shema! YHVH Our Elohim is
ONE, Not Three

* ___, you who will
rule with Yahweh
EL[ohim], [intelligently] hear,
[understand and proclaim this]:
Our Eloha Yahweh is
ONE!
4

“The Shema is Judaism's greatest contribution to the thought of mankind.
” It's the foundation of everything Judeo-Christian.
Every doctrine must test itself against this basic
Monotheistic truth. The Roman Catholic Athanasian
creed is a siege, a declaration of unholy war,
against the Shema. 8085 shama` shaw-mah'; to
hear intelligently (with attention, study, reflection
& obedience); causatively, to call (gather) together
to tell, proclaim, report, publish etc.) Babylonians
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and Egyptians worshiped triads of gods. In contrast, the Shema makes clear to Israel that YHVH
is not a triad, nor part of a triad. Muslims rephrase
the shema as: “There is no God but Allah.”

* ___, love Yahweh
your Elohim with all
your heart-mind, with
all your soul-life, and
with all your strength.
5

Love for YHVH must permeate everything that is
you. Leave no room for hate, fear, jealousy, selfishness nor anything else but love of YHVH. This
also means that you have no personal possessions:
everything you have must be used for ministry.
See the story of Rabbi Akiba, who let the Romans
torture & murder him rather than stop publicly
studying the Torah.

The Creator's Blueprint For Education

* ___, the words I command
you today [must] become [engraved]
on your heart.
6

This section is the Creator's divine prescription for
education. It's the homeschool anthem. All education fails unless it's based in YHVH's Law.

* ___, you must diligently, [continually] repeat
[YAH's Word in songs] to your
children! Speak insight
[from YAH's Word] when you
sit in your house, and
when you walk down
the road, and when you
lie down, and when you
rise up.
7

This is the foundational Biblical recipe for education
of children. Keep your children with you all day,
working, playing, eating and resting, with you
(both parents consistently) teaching them the
Word of YAH, the trunk from which all knowledge
and wisdom springs. Imprint YAH's character into
their heart by your biblical words and actions.
Don't send your children off the the pagan state to
be turned into fornicating consumers.
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* ___, tie [YAH's Words] like
flags [or warning-signs] on
your hand [wrist, fingers, etc.]
Write YAH's words at
the front of a headband
around your forehead,
8

[the seat of your intention and memory, where the beast wishes to put his
mark].
Be creative with how you memorize YAH's word.
Bring it out into your daily conversation. Make attention-getting accessories that attract people's
eyes and make them ask, “Why are you wearing
that thing?” "Like frontlets between your eyes."
Note that locations: hands and forehead, where
the Mark of the Beast appears in Rev 13:16.

* ___, write [YAH's Words] on the
doorposts of your house[s], and
on your gates.
9

GO outside and write something from the Bible on
your door-frame. Yes, right now, in the 21st century. You can pretty it up later.

Yahweh your Elohim is
bringing you into the land He swore to
[give] your fore-fathers, (to Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions}, to Isaac {Laughter},
and to Jacob {Heel-Grabber}). [YAH is]
awarding you [a land filled with] large, flourishing cities, which you did not build—
11 —[a land peppered with] houses full of all
[sorts of] good things, which you didn't
furnish, including drilled-wells [and cisterns]
which you didn't dig, [and] vineyards and
olive trees which you didn't plant. Soon
you'll have eaten your fill. 12 *Then
Deuteronomy 6:10

beware, ___, lest you forget
Yahweh, who brought you up
out of the land of Egypt, from
the slave-jail.
Only Serve YHVH

* ___, you must fear Yahweh
your Elohim. Serve Him [alone].
[YAH's] authority [over you] is [absolute
and] complete. [Let YAH's authority com13

pletely fill and satisfy you.]
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Misguided people misconstrue this verse as a command to swear oaths. However, it means the opposite. Swearing oaths to men creates master-servant relationships. That's why oaths are clearly forbidden by James 5:12 and Matthew 5:33-37. Instead, this verse in context means to put yourself
under YHVH's sole authority, which is the exact opposite of swearing oaths to men. #7650 shaba`
shaw-bah' = complete. #7646 saba` saw-bah' or
sabeay {saw-bay'-ah}; to sate, i.e. fill to satisfaction.

* ___, never follow other
elohim {Leaders} [or gods] among
the magistrates of the peoples
around you;
14

Think for yourself. But try to avoid causing problems for pagan leaders.

(For Yahweh your Elohim is a passionate [jealous] EL. [He's right here] among
you [at all times]! [If you subjugate yourself to other
leadership,] the anger of Yahweh your Elohim [will] flare up against you, ___. [He'll]
wipe you off the face of the earth.) 16
15

___, never, [ever] put Yahweh your Elohim on trial,
like your [people] incited him at Massah {Testing-Ground}.
[You threatened to stone me unless I provided water on command. That provocation resulted in an enemy attack in the desert.]

See Exodus 17.

___, you must diligently keep the
commandments of Yahweh your Elohim. Guard the historical [witness statements
that record] His actions. [Preserve his] words.
[Observe] His enactments [customs, feasts and
Sabbaths] which He has delegated [and appointed] you [to promote]. 18 And ___, you
must do what's [lawfully] right and [morally]
good in the sight of Yahweh: so that
[life] can go well for you, and [so] that
you can go in and possess the good
land which Yahweh swore to your forefathers [he would give you]. 19 [If you obey YAH, He
will] expel all your enemies before your
faces, as Yahweh predicted [that HE, not
you, would do].
17

This is not a command to expel the enemies. YHVH
will expel whatever enemies need expelling.

Tell Your Children The Meaning of
The Law
Deuteronomy 6:20 Then in times to come
your children will ask you, ___,
“What's the meaning of the instructions, laws and rulings which Yahweh
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our Elohim commanded you?” 21 Then
you'll say to your offspring, “We were
Pharaoh's bound [slaves] in Egypt until
Yahweh brought us out of Egypt with
[His] mighty hand. 22 Yahweh cast signs
and wonders, great and severe, on
Egypt, on Pharaoh, and on all his
household, before our eyes: 23 [YAH]
brought us out from that [slave-land], so
that he could bring us in and give us
the land He promised to our fore-fathers, ___. 24 Yahweh commanded us
to actively live all [His] Laws, [and] to [live
in] awe [of] Yahweh our Elohim, for our
good always. That way [YAH] can preserve us alive, as [He has] to this day,
___. 25 All we have to do to be righteous is to learn and perform these [613
delightful, sensible, lenient] commandments [under the oversight of] Yahweh our Elohim. He's
told us exactly what to do, ___.”
Yet of all the humans who've ever lived, only
Yahshua (Jesus) ever obeyed all 613 of YAH's
Laws. Modern slaves lie bound to over 11 MILLION
‘law’ codes of their neighborhood, city, region,
state, federal government & the United Nations.
The list grows every day. That's 17,945 times more
regulation than the Sinai Code!

Deuteronomy 7
Stay Spiritually Separated From
The Pagans
1 When Yahweh your Elohim brings you
into the land you're going in to possess,
he'll cast out many nations before you:
the Hittite {Sons-Of-Terror}, the Girgashites {Wanderers}, the Amorite {Mountaineers}, the Canaanite {Mercenaries},
the Perizzite {Plainsmen}, the Hivite
{Villagers}, and the Jebusite {Threshers}:
7 nations greater and mightier than
you [Hebrews].
Cast out: #5394 nashal; to pluck off, i.e. divest,
eject or drop:--cast (out), drive, loose, put off
(out), slip. YHVH ousted over 14 million entrenched, fortified indigenous people: many more
than the Israelites could have possibly killed by
military invasion.

*When Yahweh your Elohim
casts the [pagans] out before you,
2
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seclude [yourselves] from them.
Cast them completely away
from you, ___. You must never
make any [kind of] covenant with
[non-Hebrews]. Never [even] ask them
for anything!
This is a command to stay separated from the pagans around you, NOT to kill them. This command
is valid today. Never take ANY benefit from secular
governments, especially welfare benefits! Brutalminded theologians sinfully twist this holiness command into a Hitler-esque order to commit genocide. In this section there are 3 different words, all
commonly bluntly rendered: ‘destroy’. In this verse
the word often mistranslated as ‘destroy’ is #2763
charam: to seclude; specifically (by a religious
ban)... consider accursed, consecrate... devote,
forfeit, utterly make away.

___, never make marriages with [nonHebrews]: never give your daughter to a
pagan's son, nor let any pagan's
daughter take your son.
3

Of course, if a non-Hebrew wishes to spiritually
convert from paganism to Hebraism, then the convert can marry a Hebrew. (See Ruth.)

For [pagans] will turn away your son
from following Me, so your son serves
retard-gods [and regressive leaders]. So the
anger of Yahweh will flare up against
you, ___. [YAH] will suddenly destroy
you.
4

Destroy here is: #8045 shamad to desolate: destroy, bring to nought, overthrow, perish, pluck
down. Global criminal mismanagement, blessed by
clueless clergy, brought the world economy to its
knees in 2020, and that was just the beginning of
the end.

Here's how you, ___, must deal with
pagan [stuff on your property]: destroy their
[blood-sacrifice] altars. Break down their [demonic] idol-images. Chop down their
Easter-Steeples, [their occult phallic poles].
Burn their [satanic] carved images with
fire.
5

Destroy=#5422 nathats: to tear down, beat down,
break down (out), cast down, destroy, overthrow,
pull down, throw down. Rid occult books and paraphernalia from YOUR property. But you'll go to jail
or the grave if you go around smashing other people's stuff on their property.

You Are A Special, Holy, Protected
Nation
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*For you are a holy populace
to [serve]
Yahweh your Elohim. Yahweh
your Elohim has chosen you [Hebrews] to be a special people for
himself, above all people on
the face of the earth, ___. 7
6

[separated from the world-system]

Yahweh didn't set his love upon you [Hebrews], ___, nor choose you, because
you were greater in number than other
populations. You[r ancestors] were the
fewest of all people. 8 [Solely] because
Yahweh loved you, Yahweh extracted
you [from the Satan-nations] with a mighty
hand, ___. [YAH] wanted to keep the
oath he swore to your fore-fathers. [So
he] redeemed you out of the house of
bond-men, from the grip of Pharaoh
king of Egypt. 9 So know, ___, [that]
Yahweh your Eloah is [the ultimate] Elohim,
the faithful El who keeps [His]
covenant[s]. [For] 1000 [limitless]
generations, [YAH shows] mercy [to] everyone who loves him and guards his commandments. Deuteronomy 7:10 To their
face[s], [YAH] repays everyone who hates
him. He destroys them. [YAH] won't hesitate to [exterminate] beings who spurn
him. He repays them to their face[s].
Therefore, all will be resurrected to face judgement.

So you, ___, must guard the instructions, and the Laws, and the rulings I command you today. [Actively] live
them.
Live YAH's Laws: You'll Get Massively Blessed
12 You'll see, ___: IF you [intelligently] listen to these rulings, and guard, and
live them, THEN Yahweh your Elohim
will join you in keeping the covenant
and [bestowing on you] the mercy he swore
to [give] your fore-fathers. 13 And [if you
obey YAH,] He'll love you, and bless you,
and multiply you, ___. He'll bless the
fruit of your womb, and the fruit of
your land, your grain, and your wine,
and your oil, your ever-birthing cows,
11
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and the flocks of your sheep, in the
land he swore to your fore-fathers he'll
give you. 14 *[If you obey, ___,] you'll

be blessed above all people.
There won't be one sterile, [infertile] male or female among you
[Hebrews], nor among your livestock.
Infertility is epidemic because the nations disobey
the Bible's commands.

*And [if you obey,] Yahweh will
take away from you all sickness[es, ___]. He'll put upon you
none of the evil diseases: [dysen15

tery, ophthalmia, elephantiasis, STD's, etc.]

which you experienced [in]
‘Egypt.’ Instead, [YAH] will lay
those [diseases] on everyone who
hates you.
Disease is caused by disobeying YAH's Laws. The
cure for cancer is for society to read and obey the
bible.

You'll consume all the people Yahweh
your Elohim hands over to you, ___.
Don't look [into the idea] of sheltering [unrepentant pagans in your homes]. Never serve
their leader-gods. [Syncretism] would [fatally]
ensnare you.
16

You consume the pagans by eating the crops that
grow above their graves. Not by defeating them
with carnal weapons.

You'll Conquer Giant Nations If You
Obey YAH
17 [ ___, stop] whining in your hearts,
“These nations are [so much] bigger than
us! How could we [conquer] them [and seize
their territory]?” 18 *Never be afraid of
[evil people],

___. Rather, remember clearly what Yahweh your
Elohim did to Pharaoh, and to
the whole [nation of] Egypt: 19 The
great ordeals which your eyes saw [Egypt
go through]—the signs, the wonders, the
almighty hand and outstretched arm
with which Yahweh your Elohim
brought you out [of Egypt]: Yahweh your
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Elohim soon does the same to all the
people you fear.
The Israelites did not kill a single Egyptian. Yet
YHVH conquered the entire Jew-hating nation.
That's exactly the way YHVH conquered the pagans
in the promised land: miraculously, not through
military force!

Yahweh your Elohim sends [swarms of] ‘hornets’ among the [pagans], until the [satanists] who remain, hiding themselves
from you, lie destroyed.
Deuteronomy 7:20 [You'll watch, stunned, as]

or: plague, panic. Sim. to ex 23:28.

*So never be frightened by
the [pagans], ___. For Yahweh
your Elohim, [the] mighty and
terrifying El {Power}, is among
you. 22 Yahweh your Elohim will expel
21

the [pagan] nations before you little by
little, ___. You can't consume all [the
world's pagans] at once, or the [wild] beasts
of the field would overrun you.

Doomed people are like foxes and buzzards. They
have their purpose on earth. But they're not going
to live forever.

But Yahweh your Elohim will deliver
the [pagans] to you [dead]. [All by Himself, with no
military action whatsoever from you, ___, YAH] will
rout the [perverts] with mighty disaster[s],
until they're destroyed. 24 Yahweh will
even hand the [evil] kings to you [already
dead]. [He'll] wipe out their name[s] from
under heaven. No man who stands
[against your praise-marches] will survive, ___.
[YAH] will overthrow them all.
Get Rid Of Pagan Objects, Habits &
Thoughts
25 Completely burn up the carved statues of the [pagans'] gods. Don’t be greedy
for the silver or gold on the [idolatrous artworks]. Don’t take it with you, ___, or
you'll be trapped by it. [Objects used in devil
worship are] abhorrent to Yahweh your Elohim.
23

Physical objects can become tainted with evil.

Don’t bring anything abhorrent into
your house, ___, lest you become
cursed like it. Rather, absolutely detest
[pagan things]. Utterly loathe [evil]. For
26
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has marked all
for destruction.
[Yahweh]

[ruinous]

trappings

Get that porn, idolatry and propaganda out of your
house! Right now!

Deuteronomy 8
Your Life Comes From YAH's Word,
Not Your $
1 Learn and live all the commandments
I command you today, ___, so you can
live, and multiply, and go in and possess the land Yahweh swore to [give]
your fore-fathers. 2 Always remember
the long journey Yahweh your Elohim
led you on these [last] 40 years in the
wilderness, to humble you, to test you,
to show what's in your heart, [to prove]
whether you would keep His commandments or not.
The people could eat meat. But only at feasts at
the Sanctuary. So if they chose not to attend services, they went hungry. They griped, like alcoholics at a Rescue Mission, who choose to go hungry rather than sit through worship music in order
to get food.

*How [YAH] humbled you. He
let you hunger. He fed you with
mysterious [white] manna-stuff, [a
food] unknown to you and your
ancestors, to get you to realize
that man does not live by food
alone. Rather, men survive [only]
by [listening to and obeying] every word
that proceeds out of the mouth
of Yahweh. 4 In 40 years [of trudging
3

through the desert],

your clothing stayed new
on you[r backs]! Your feet never swelled
up! 5 *You must also consider in

your heart, that like a man
training his son, Yahweh your
Elohim is disciplining you,
___. 6 So you, ___, must keep the
commandments of Yahweh your Elohim. Walk in his ‘footsteps.’ [Live in] awe
[of] him.
Huge Wealth Eventually Comes
From Obeying YAH
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For Yahweh your Elohim [comes to] bring
you, ___, into an awesome earth, a
land with streams and [fresh] pools of
water, with [deep] springs flowing in the
valleys and hills.
7

The New World Order is bringing you into a world
of dry, polluted, sterile ground, where if you use
the mark of the beast, the ‘government’ will hand
you a plastic bottle filled with chlorinated, fluoridated polluted tap-water. And if you don't use the
mark of the beast, your slave-masters will watch
you die on the poison sand.

a land of wheat
and barley and grape-vines and fig
trees and pomegranates; a land of olive
oil and honey. 9 [Obey YAH and you get] a land
where you, ___, eat bread in [perpetual]
abundance, where you never lack anything—land whose stones [brim with valuable]
iron, and out of whose hills you dig [precious] brass. Deuteronomy 8:10 When you've
eaten and you're full, you'll rave [about]
Yahweh your Elohim for the good land
he's given you, ___.
Wealth Makes You Arrogant & Spiritually Weak
11 Watch out, ___, so you never forget
Yahweh your Elohim. [Never] stop guarding his instructions, and his rulings, and
his Laws, which I command you today.
12 [It's easy to disobey YAH] when you've eaten
and [your belly's] full, when you've built
lovely houses for [yourselves] to live in,
___. 13 [Disobedience easily infects you, ___,]
when your herds and your flocks multiply, and your silver and your gold pile
up. Your [spirit drowns in] your ever-growing
[sea] of possessions. 14 [Riches] puff up
your prideful heart, ___. Then you forget Yahweh your Elohim, who keeps
freeing you from the [evil] ‘Egyptian’
world-system, your slave-jail. 15 [Yahweh]
led you through the great and terrible
wilderness, [filled with] fiery serpents, and
scorpions, and drought, devoid of water. [Yahweh] brought you water out of a
flint boulder! 16 [Yahweh] fed you in the
wilderness with mystery manna unknown to your ancestors, so He could
humble you, and test you, to do you
8 [Obeying YAH gets you, ___,]
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good in the long run. 17 *You say in

your heart, ___, ‘My power
and the might of my hand got
me this wealth.’
Following Anybody But YAH Gets
You Dead
18 But you'd better remember Yahweh
your Elohim. For it's He who gives you
power to get wealth, ___, so He can
fulfill His covenant [that] he swore to
your fore-fathers, as [you see] today [he has
done]. 19 So watch out, ___. Because if
you in any way forget Yahweh your Elohim, and chase after other leaders &
gods, and serve them and/or worship
them, I testify against you this day:
you will surely perish.
You can do what human leaders say, as long as it's
what YAH says. For instance, you can [and should]
conduct your car on the customary side of the
road. But you can't borrow money—not personally,
nor collectively as a member of a church, corporation, or nation. You can't divorce your lawfully-wedded spouse, even if a judge says it's O.K.
You can't swear oaths. Et cetera. Grace gives you
power to obey the Law's principles, not license to
ignore the law.

If you, ___, won't obey
the voice of Yahweh your Elohim, you'll
perish, just like those nations that HE
destroys as you advance.
Deuteronomy 8:20

YHVH destroys evil nations while his peaceful, innocent people praise Him. That's efficient military
power. If your nation tried praise-warfare, it
wouldn't be collapsing in debt.

Deuteronomy 9
YAH Will Vanquish The Giant Strangler's Spawn
1 Listen, you who [want to] rule with EL:
You [nomads] come to pass over [the]
Jordan [river any] day now. [You] invade
and take [the countries of 7] nations bigger
and stronger than you, [filled with] huge
[military] cities fortified “up to the sky.” 2
You know [your foes are] huge, tall people:
[giant] offspring of the Anakim {StranglerSpawn}. You hear [people] cry, “No one
can stand against the sons of Anak!” 3
So understand today, ___, that YahThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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weh your Elohim is [the SuperPower] who
goes over [into pagan territory] before you.
Like a consuming fire, YAH destroys [the
satanists]. He brings them down before
your [stunned singing] face[s]. So you possess their [land]. Be quick to ban the survivors who wander back, as Yahweh ordered you.
YHVH ‘shamads’ (destroys) the pagans. You ‘abad’
(rid yourselves of) the pagans. #8045 ‘Shamad’ is
violent killing, a job only the Almighty qualifies for.
#6 ‘Abad’ in this case refers to you nonviolently
shunning sinful influences. It's a major translational error to equate the two words. YHVH never commands his holy ones to kill people.

YAH Destroys Your Enemies Because They're Bad
4 After Yahweh your Elohim casts the
[pagans] out before your [amazed] faces,
don't brag in your heart[s], ___. Don't
boast, “It's to reward my righteousness
that Yahweh escorted me in to possess
this land.” [Wrong!] The [satanic] nations are
perverted. That's why Yahweh drives
them out before your faces. 5 It's not
for your righteous [acts], nor for the uprightness of your heart, that you go to
possess the [pagans'] land, ___. It's [to
end] the wicked [sister-raping, child-molesting,
baby-sacrificing, bestiality, demonic sorcery, murder, tor-

these nations [constantly
perpetrate]. [That's why] Yahweh your Elohim
drives the [criminals] out from before you,
as He fulfills the promise[s he] swore to
your fore-fathers: Abraham {Father-OfBillions}, Isaac {Laughter} and Jacob
{Heel-Grabber}. 6 *So understand
ture & oppression which]

that Yahweh your Elohim is not
giving you ownership of this
good land because you're
righteous, ___. [On the contrary],
you [Judeo-Christians are] a stiffnecked [bunch of] rebels.
Moses Recounts The Golden-Calf
Debacle
7 Remember, and never forget, how
you whipped up Yahweh your Elohim's
fire-rage in the wilderness. From the
day you emigrated from the land of
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Egypt, until you [straggled] into this place,
you've [seethed in] rebellion against Yahweh. 8 For instance, in Horeb {DroughtLand}, you [Israelites] so agitated Yahweh's
fire-snorting rage that Yahweh [wanted]
to destroy you [like the blood-sucking mosquitoes
you often resemble]. 9 *So I [Moses] hike

up onto mount [Sinai] to receive
[two] stone slabs, the tablets of
the covenant Yahweh made
with you [Hebrews]. I stay on the
mountain for 40 days and 40
nights, eating no food, drinking
no water. Deuteronomy 9:10 Then Yahweh delivers to me 2 stone tablets written by the finger of Elohim. On them [I
see] written exactly all the words which
Yahweh proclaimed to you from the
mountain, out of the heart of [heaven's]
fire, on the day when all [2 million] of you
[Israelites] crowded [together, shaking, peeing your
pants below the trembling mountain]. 11 Then, at
the end of 40 days and 40 nights, Yahweh gives me the 2 stone tablets, the
tablets [now here in the ark of] the [Sinai]
covenant. 12 Then Yahweh says to me,
“Get up [off the ground]. Run down [this mountain]. Your people who you led up out of
Egypt have corrupted themselves. They
race to turn aside from the way I command them: they've [even] forged themselves a molten idol-god!”
13 Yahweh also [makes me an offer]. He says,
“I've watched this population [long enough].
Look: they're [a bunch of] stiff-necked, impudent [rebels].
14

Stop

[praying for me to spare those criminals] .

I
destroy the [Israelites,] to blot out
their name from under heaven. Then,
from you[r seed-children, Moses], I'll make a
nation more-populous and mightier
than the [existing 2 million Israelites].
15 So I turn. I hurtle myself down
Mount [Sinai]. Flames [shoot] off the mountain [all around me]. I struggle to grip the
two tablets of the covenant in my two
[want to]
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hands. 16 *Then I look

[down to the val-

see you [Israelites] betraying Yahweh your Elohim.
You forge yourselves a molten
calf [to worship]! You race offcourse immediately. You abandon the way Yahweh commanded you [to go]! 17 So, [in a fit of
ley. With shock I]

I grab the two tablets. I chunk
them out of my two hands. The [stones]
shatter before your eyes. 18 *So I [run
rage,]

back up the mountain to get away from you sick

I fall down
before Yahweh, like the 1st
time. For 40 days and 40
nights, I neither eat food, nor
drink water. [I fast to express remorse for]
of all your sins and crimes you
[Israelites] commit in the sight of
Yahweh, roiling up his anger.
perverts. There on the summit]

Apparently, Moses fasted 3x for 40 days each =
120 days without food, 1 day for each year he
lived. Try it.
19 [So I fast and pray for you ingrates for 40 days. I sob

terror of the furious fiery sorrow [that
fuels] Yahweh to crack off and destroy
you. [Amazingly,] Yahweh listens to me
again! Deuteronomy 9:20 Yahweh [fumes,] especially angry with [the idolatrous ring-leader]
Aaron. [I see YAH is] ready to destroy him.
So I immediately pray for Aaron. [So
in]

Yahweh relents.]

But Yah eventually kills Aaron.

*So [I hike back down the mountain]. I
take your ‘sin’, the calf you
forged. I incinerate it in [a huge
deadly] fire. I smash it! I grind it
to powder fine as dust. Then I
cast its dust into the brook descending from Mount [Sinai].
21

Moses Recounts Israel's Contant
Recidivism
22 [But again & again,] at Taberah {Fire-Burn},
and at Massah {Testing-Ground}, and at
Kibroth-Hattaavah {Graves-Of-Lust}, you
[Israelis] whip up Yahweh's fire-rage. 23
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Yet Yahweh sends you [Israelites on] from
Kadesh-Barnea {Wilderness-Of-Wandering},
where [our] spies left to search the
Promised Land. [YAH] says,
“Go up and possess the land I've given
you.”
Immediately you rebel against the
commandment of Yahweh your Elohim.
You [refuse to] believe him. [You won't even]
listen to his voice! 24 You've [raged in defiant] rebellion against Yahweh from the
[first] day I knew you [Israelis].
Moses Gets YHVH To Relent For
YAH's Own Fame
25 So, [back to the Mount Sinai story:] I fall down
[on my face] before Yahweh for 40 days
and 40 nights, as I'd prostrated myself
the first time. [I pray for you Israelis,] because
Yahweh said He wanted to destroy you.

26 So, ___, I pray to Yahweh, crying, “O Adonai
Yahweh, don’t destroy your people, your inheritance! You redeemed them through your greatness. You brought them out of Egypt with [your]
mighty power-hand! 27 Remember your servants,
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, Isaac {Laughter} and Jacob
{Heel-Grabber}. Overlook the stubbornness of this
population, their wickedness, their wrongs. 28 [If

the [people of the] land from
where you rescued us will mock [you,
taunting], ‘Yahweh was too weak to bring
[his people] into the land he promised
them. He hated the [Israelis anyway]. That's
why He brought them out [of Egypt]: to
kill them in the wilderness [and drink their
blood for fun]… Ha HA!’
you kill us, then]

Effective prayer takes into account YAH's own interests. Other-centeredness shows your appreciation for the big picture.
29 The [Israelites, however wicked,] are still your inheritance, [Yahweh]. [They're] your people whom you
brought out [of bondage] by your mighty power, by
your outstretched arm.”

Deuteronomy
10
Moses Recounts Getting The 2nd
Set Of Tablets
1 [Moses continues,] “Immediately Yahweh
says to me,
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‘Chisel out two stone tablets like the
first ones. Then come up to Me on the
mountain. And make a wooden chest.
Carve the law into your heart. Never carve idols.

*
Then I'll write on the tablets
the words from the original
tablets which you broke, [Moses].
Then you'll put the new tablets
in the ark-box, [to protect the tablets in
case you lose your temper and drop them again] .’
2

So, ___, I build an ark-box of acacia
wood. Then I hew 2 stone tablets like
the originals. Then I hike up onto the
mountain with the two tablets in my
hand[s]. 4 So [Yahweh] writes on the [new]
tablets a copy of the original writing,
(the 10 commandments, which Yahweh
proclaimed to you [Israelites] from the
mountain, out of the heart of [heaven's]
fire, [back] on the day when [the whole nation]
assembled [to receive the Sinai Covenant]). Then
Yahweh hands the [tablets] to me. 5 So I
obey Yahweh's command. I turn. I hike
down from the mountain. [I] put the
[new] tablets in the ark-box I built. There
the [tablets] lie [today].
Moses Summarizes The Journey
From Mount Sinai
3

6 Then [we] people of Israel resume [our] journey. [We
travel] from the wells of the descendants of Jaakan
{The-Torturer}), to Mosera {Tough-Land}. [Near] there
Aaron dies. So [we] bury him. Then his son ELeazar
{El's-Aid} takes his place as [High Priest, aka Prime Minister]. 7
From [Mosera we Israelites] journey to Gudgodah {Cleft-Rock}; and from [Cleft-Rock] to Jotbath {Sweet-Land}, a

[luscious] rivers. 8 Then Yahweh
sets-apart the tribe of Levi {Uniter}. [YAH
commissions them] to bear the ark of the
covenant of Yahweh, to stand before
Yahweh to minister to Him, and to bless
[people] in His Name, as [they still do] today.
9 So [the tribe of] Levi has neither [current]
share nor [future] inheritance [rights in the
lands belonging to their] relatives. [The priests' special relationship to] Yahweh is [worth more than
any] inheritance, as Yahweh your Elohim
promised [them it would be]. Deuteronomy 10:10

land wet with
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So [the reason you're alive is because] I [again]
stayed on the mountain, just like the
1st time, [fasting] for 40 days and 40
nights. Yahweh again listened to me
[begging for your lives] that [whole] time. [That's
why] Yahweh didn't waste you [Israelites like
He wanted to]. 11 Then Yahweh says to me,
‘Rise up! Lead the people on your [shared]
journey so they can enter and possess
the land I swore to their forefathers [I'd]
give them.’
Simple Obedience Is All YAH Wants
From You
12 So now, you who [wish] to rule with El,
what does Yahweh your Elohim require
of you, ___? Just [with fear & trembling] to
revere Yahweh your Elohim, to walk in
all his ways, and to love him—to serve
Yahweh your Elohim with all your heart,
with all your life-strength. 13 Yahweh
[simply wants you] to keep His Laws and His
customs, which I command you today,
for your [own] good, ___! 14 *Look [up]

at the sky, ___. [Imagine] the [3rd]
heaven [beyond the celestial universe]. It
all belongs to Yahweh your
Elohim, including this [little tiny rock
called] earth, and everything on
it. 15 Yet Yahweh held [so tightly] to your
ancestors, he loved them above all
people, enough to choose their seedchild, [the Messiah yet to be] descended from
you [Israelites]. [That's why you're still YAH's chosen
people] today.
Literally, seed (singular) = the Messiah.

*So, ___, cut off the dead
skin around your heart. Stop
being so stubborn!
16

Again, this verse shows the real meaning of ‘circumcise’, which is to cut away weeds so the plant
can grow. To cut away plaque, so blood can flow.

“Circumcise is a [Hebrew] idiom used
[metaphorically] in regard to lips
[cleaning up one's speech] and ears
[restricting what you listen to].
”—The Torah: Union Of American Hebrew Congregations
idiom | id

m|
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a group of words established by usage as having a
meaning not deducible from those of the

individual words (e.g. rain cats and dogs,
see the light), from Greek idi ma... ‘peculiar
phraseology’, figure of speech
figure of speech
a word or phrase used in a nonliteral sense to

add rhetorical force to a spoken or written
passage
—New Oxford American Dictionary

Honor & Help Poor, Weak Or Foreign People

*For Yahweh your Elohim is
Eloha [Supreme] over [all] elohim.
[He's] Adonai [Sovereign] over [all]
lords. [He's the] great, mighty, terrifying El {Power}. [He] reveres no
persons, ___. He accepts no
bribes.
17

No sacrifice can change His will.

*[Yahweh] executes justice for
the orphan and [the] widow.
[Yahweh] loves foreigners, ___.
He gives [them] food and clothing.
18

You can't possibly have YAH's spirit while you class
other people as ‘illegal aliens’ just because they
want to live on the same land mass as you. There
are 2 kinds of aliens: ger toshav: (unconverted
resident alien), and ger tzedek (righteous alien)
who has converted to Hebraism.

*So you, ___, [must] love [all]
foreigners. [Give them equal rights and responsibilities in your culture,] because you
were foreigners in the land of
Egypt.
19

Stay 100% Under YAH's Authority.
Never Pledge

*[Live in] constant
awe [of] Yahweh your Elohim,
___. Serve [only] Him. Stick [only]
with Him. [Stay] completely under His Name-Authority.
Deuteronomy 10:20

‘Swear by his name’ is a common but wrong translation. #7650 Shaba = complete. This is a verse
about staying purely under YAH's authority, not
about swearing oaths!
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cheer [and sing for] your Elohim, [the One] who does for you these
great and terrifying miracles which your
eyes keep seeing. 22 Your fore-fathers
went down into Egypt with [a mere] 70
people, ___! Yet now Yahweh your
Elohim is making you [Hebrews] as numerous as the stars of heaven!”
21 [Spontaneously]

Deuteronomy
11
Moses Recounts YAH's Exodus Miracles
1 [Moses continues,] ”So you, ___, must love
Yahweh your Elohim. Forever keep
watch over the [treasures of] His laws, His
rulings and His instructions.
Only biblical literacy can prevent the world's slippery slide into democracy, aka atheistic communism.

Face the facts today. I'm not speaking
with your children who haven't known
and who haven't seen the discipline of
Yahweh your Elohim: His greatness, His
mighty hand, His outstretched arm. 3 [You
2

miracles, [the] actions He executed in
the middle of Egypt, [how he punished] Pharaoh, Egypt's
king, along with his whole country, [for murdering millions
Israelites saw YAH's]

4 [You saw] what YAH did to the
army of Egypt, to their horses, and to
their chariots — how he made the water of the Red Sea deluge them while
they chased you — how Yahweh destroyed them [so terribly that today, 40 years later,
they still haven't recovered]. 5 And [you see] how
YAH [cared] for you in the wilderness,
bringing you [safely] here. 6 And [you saw]
how [YAH] punished Dathan and AbiRam
{High-Father}, the sons of Eliab {FatheredBy-El}, the descendant of Reuben {Looka-Son}: how the earth opened her
mouth and swallowed them up, with
their households, and their tents, and
all the stuff they owned, as the whole
[nation] of Israel [ran away screaming in every direction]. 7 Your eyes keep seeing Yahweh perform all
of Israelites].

these great miracles.
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Keeping The Law Makes You Strong
& Prosperous
8 So you, ___, must keep all the commandments I command you today, so
you can be strong [enough to] go in and
possess the land you're going to own. 9
[Obeying Yah is the only way] you, ___, can extend your lifespan in the land Yahweh
assured your fore-fathers he would give
to them and their seed: a land gushing
milk and honey. Deuteronomy 11:10 For the
land you're invading to possess is not
[dead] like the land of Egypt, from where
you emigrated. There, you had to [prepare the ground,] plant seeds, and haul water on foot to irrigate even a [little] herb
garden. 11 Rather, the land you're going
to own, ___, is a country of [fertile, producing] hills and valleys. It drinks water
from the rain of heaven! 12 Yahweh
your Elohim cares for this [Promised] land.
The eyes of Yahweh your Elohim stay
always upon it, from the beginning of
the year, every [day] ‘til the end of the
year, ___. 13 [YAH blesses you] when you
listen diligently to [His Law which] I'm commanding you today, ___. So love Yahweh your Elohim. Serve him with all
your heart-mind, with your whole life!
14 [Yahweh promises,]

‘[Just obey, ___, and] I'll give your land its
rain at the right seasons, including the
early fall rains and the late spring rain,
so you can harvest in your grain, and
your wine-juice, and your oil.
15

[Obey, and] I'll spread [green] grass over
your fields for your cattle, so you, ___,
can eat and stay satisfied.’
Disobedience Brings Death For You
& Your Land
16 Watch out for yourselves, so your
heart never gets deceived, careening
you off course [into disaster,] serving [non-Hebrew] leaders, and worshipping [idols]. 17
[When you disobey,] then Yahweh's fire-rage
flames against you, ___. He shuts up
heaven's [gates]. [He] confiscates your
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rain. Then the land fails to yield her
fruit[s]. So in a flash you perish off the
good land Yahweh gives you.

That's the world you live in today. One major disruption in the energy pipeline and you'll be eating
your neighbors if they don't eat you first.

Give Kids Dual-Parent Biblical
Home Education

*So [to survive,] you, ___, must
store up these words of mine
in your heart. [Live out these commands
in your every] breath. Tie these [words]
as signs on your hand[s]. [Flash my
18

words conspicuously in public like jeweled]

frontlets [hanging on your forehead] between your eyes.
See the Deuteronomy 11:18 song: Days Of Heaven. These 4 verses outline the Divine Curriculum:
the foundational recipe for home education. YAH's
Law is the trunk of the tree of knowledge. Without
YAH's Law, education is just empty puffery, like
spongy air-filled yeast-plumped bread.

*[Throughout every day,] you, ___,
must teach [my words] to your children. Talk about [my Laws]
while you sit in your house [in
19

private],

while you walk down the road
[in public]

,

when you lie down,
and when you rise up.
How much time do you spend each day discussing
YAH's Laws with your family?

*You, ___,
must write [my Laws] on
the doorposts of your
house, and on your
gates.
Deuteronomy 11:20

Right now, go outside your house with a marker
and write one or more of YAH's Laws on your doorposts and/or gates. You can start with the 10 Commandments.

*[When you,

___, practice daily
dual-parent Biblical family education
21

in home and in public, then YAH]
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multiplies your days,
and the days of your
children, on the earth
Yahweh swore to give
to your [Hebrew] fore-fathers. [Your days radiate like]
the days of heaven upon
the earth.
See the Biblical Education Theme Song: Days Of
Heaven.

Keeping YAH's Law Makes The Military Obsolete
22 Because when you, ___, diligently
guard all these laws I'm commanding
you, [when you] live them, [when you] love
Yahweh your Elohim, [when you] walk in
all his ways, [when you] cling to him, [YAH
gives you the earth]. 23 [ ___, when you obey,] then
Yahweh drives out all these [evil] nations
before your [stunned] faces. You [come to]
own [the land of] nations bigger and
stronger than yourselves! 24 [If you obey
YAH,] every place where the soles of
your feet tread becomes yours, ___:
your territory [comes to] stretch from
[Edom's hot southern] desert [north] to [the white
mountains of] Lebanon, and from the great
[Syrian] Euphrates river all the way [west]
to the [Mediterranean] sea. 25 [If you obey YAH,]
no man will be able to stand in your
face, ___. Yahweh your Elohim lays
the terror of you — [severe, pants-wetting, trembling] panic [at the thought of] you — on the
entire land wherever you tread, as he
promised you.
Obedience To YAH = Life; Rebellion
= Death
26 Look, ___. [Pay attention.] Today I'm offering you [the choice between] a blessing
and a curse: 27 [You, ___, get rich] blessing[s] if you obey the laws of Yahweh
your Elohim, which I command you today. 28 But curse[s haunt you, ___,] when
you fail to obey the commandments of
Yahweh your Elohim — when you turn
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aside, leaving the Way I command you
today, to chase after other, mysterious,
[foreign] gods [& leaders]. 29 After Yahweh
your Elohim brings you [Israelites] into the
land you're going to own, [hold two simultaneous rituals: half of you hike up] on mount Gerizim {Cut-Rock} to proclaim the blessing[s I've just described], while [the other half of you
hike up] on mount Ebal {Baldy} and proclaim the curse[s for disobedience I've just described].

See Josh 8:30-35, Deut 27:12,13. These are public
proclamations. This doesn't mean that Mount Ebal
is cursed.
Deuteronomy 11:30 [Those 2 mountains lie] on the far side
of [the] Jordan [river], toward the western sunset, in
the land of the Canaanite {Mercenaries}, who spawn
in the Arabah {Desert-Plain} facing Gilgal {Wheel}, near
the [sacred oak & pistachio-filled] plains of Moreh {Archer}. 31
Soon, ___, you'll cross over [the] Jordan [river] to go
in to take the land Yahweh your Elohim gives you.
[safely] there. 32 But [to
you, ___, must watch out to
[actively] live all the Laws and rulings I
set before you today.”

You'll own it. You'll dwell
stay safe,]

Deuteronomy
12
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down the carved images of their gods
[and leaders]. Destroy the names of [worldly
deities and authorities] inscribed [anywhere in your
territory].
That means: rid your property of political swag
bearing the names of worldly Presidents and prime
ministers. It means celebrate Passover instead of
the fertility-goddess Easter. It means stop using
worldly money because it's covered with pagan
symbols and worldly names.
4

Never

[worship]

Yahweh your Elohim
___.

[us-

ing any pagan customs],

Don't ever put a steeple on your church. Don't ever
put a pagan national flag in your sanctuary. Celebrate Passover instead of Easter. Celebrate the
sabbath on day 7. And on and on.

Gather With Other Believers To
Share Feasts
5 [Worship as a unified population, ___. Avoid fracturing
into little petty religious denominations, each devoted to

Instead, find the nearby site that Yahweh
your Elohim chooses to mark with His
Name-Authority as a common “spirit-dwelling” for [each] of your tribes. Assemble there.
its own spotty theology, guarding its own turf.]

Roughly 50000 people meeting in the same sanctuary, rotating in and out in groups. This doesn't
mean that YHVH necessarily wanted Jerusalem to
be the exclusive national seat of priestly authority.

Bring [to YAH's sanctuary] your ascension-gifts, your feast-animals, your
tithes, [your] donations [for the priests] to uplift [in prayer for the community], your dedicated
gifts, your freewill offerings, and the
firstlings of your herds and of your
flocks [for the priests to eat]. 7 There [at the sanctuary] you'll feast [in celebration] before Yahweh your Elohim, ___. Rejoicing [will spill
over into] everything you put your hand [s]
to, you and your households [which] Yahweh your Elohim blessed you with. 8
6

Study & Execute YAH's Laws Every
Day
1 [Moses continues,] “These are the Laws and
rulings which, every day you live on the
earth, you, ___, must study and execute in the land Yahweh Elohim of your
fathers gives you to steward.
Do you study the Torah every day? You must.

Totally Ban All Occult Activities &
Objects
2 You, ___, must utterly get rid of all
the [witchcraft] sites where the nations
(whose [land] you'll possess) served their
[demon] gods. [Eradicate every trace of witchcraft
wherever you find it, even] on the high mountains, and on the hills, [and] under any
leafy tree. 3 [Destroy all witchcraft paraphernalia, no
matter how valuable or artistic.] You, ___, must
overthrow the [sorcerers'] altars. Break
their [phallic] pillars. Burn their sacred
[Easter] poles with fire. You must hew
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

*Stop doing what we're all doing right now, ___, everybody
doing whatever he sees fit, [eating what he wants, how he wants, where he
wants].
Satanism's first commandment is: Do whatever
you want.

___, you [have to get your act together before]
Yahweh your Elohim ushers you into
your rest and gives you your inheri9
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tance. Deuteronomy 12:10 You [Israelites]
soon come to cross over [the] Jordan [river] to dwell in the land Yahweh your Elohim gives you to inherit. He gives you
rest from all your surrounding enemies.
So you live in safety. 11 But [your security
collapses unless you honor] the [local] sanctuary
Yahweh your Elohim chooses to make a
home for His Name-Authority. Bring to
that spot everything I [previously] commanded you [to bring to the national migratory
Meeting Tent, including] your ascension-gifts,
your feast-animals, your tithes, your
voluntary tributes, and any special possessions you vow to [give to the work of]
Yahweh. 12 Then you'll rejoice before
Yahweh your Elohim, you, and your
sons, and your daughters, and your
male-workers, and your female workers. [Share your wealth with] the Levite[s] who
work within your gates, because they,
unlike you, [work full time in ministry]. They
enjoy neither [land ownership] nor inheritance-rights. 13 You watch out, ___.
Don't just [independently] smoke up your
sacred smoke-roast [feast] gifts just anywhere you see fit. 14 Send up the
smoke [roasted fragrance] of your [community
feast] donations in the special site Yahweh chooses for each of your tribes.
[Feast] in the [worshipful, educational, redemptive]
way I command you. [Don't merely gather in
secular community holidays. And never make wasteful pa-

soon you
can kill [animals] and eat the meat (your
body lusts for) in all your towns, as
long as Yahweh your Elohim has
blessed the [meat. YAH blesses] deer and antelope meat, [not pig, shellfish, dog or cat meat].
[Away from the sanctuary] you can eat meat
even if you're contaminated. 16 *Just
gan-style sacrifices.] 15 [In addition,]

never eat any blood, ___. Instead, pour blood upon the
earth like water. 17 But inside your
towns, don't eat the tithes of your grain, or of your
wine, or of your oil, or the firstlings of your herds
or of your flocks, or any items you vow to dedicate,
or your freewill offerings, or any tribute you [should]
hand

[over to the priests to uplift the community] .

___, eat your

[dedicated food in a]
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the [sanctuary] Yahweh your Elohim blesses, [at a feast with] you, your son[s], your
daughter[s], and your male workers,
and your female workers, and the
Levite[s who work] within your town-gates.
There, [with scripture music played by the priests,]
you'll [brighten up and spin around dancing,] rejoicing before Yahweh your Elohim. [Then your
joy will overflow] into everything you put
your hands to. 19 You watch out, ___!
Never forsake [YAH's workers] as long as
you live on the earth.
Never allow people who teach the true bible to go
hungry. Nowadays, true bible teachers get treated
like the scum of the earth. Instead of a ribeye
steak we get a kick in the teeth.

Even When You Eat Meat Privately,
Do It Right
Deuteronomy 12:20 When Yahweh your Elohim enlarges your territory, as he
promises you [he will], you say, “I wanna
eat meat.” Your body craves eating
flesh, ___. [It's not a sin] to eat the [clean]
flesh your body lusts for.
But meat's not necessarily good for you to eat regularly, especially if it's raised, killed, or cooked in a
substandard way.

If the local [sanctuary] (where Yahweh
your Elohim has chosen to put his
name) lies unworkably far from you,
___, then butcher whatever [meat] your
body lusts for from your herd or your
flock that Yahweh has given you. [Slaughter it painlessly, with prayer and repentance] as I
commanded you. Then eat it [in a pseudo-sacred community feast] at your town-gate,
[not merely in a private secular consumption-fest] .
21

Meat-eating should be a special, occasional communal event. People who eat meat every day in
their private homes die young.

Eat [these local feasts informally, ___,] as if
you'd [hunted and killed] a gazelle or a deer.
Don't worry [too much] about whether or
not the guests are unclean.
Never Eat Or Drink Blood!
23 [I repeat:] just be sure, ___, that you
never eat any blood. Equate the blood
with the life [of the animal]. Never eat the
lifeblood with the meat.
22

Peter's instructions to the early Christians prioritized this anti-blood-ingestion commandment.
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Blood is a staple food in many cultures: Ti t canh,
Sanguinaccio dulce, Pig blood curd, Blodpudding,
Black pudding, blood sausage, Blutwurst, palatinate, boudin, beulling, buristo, bifold, Miglaccio,
morcela, morcilla, nigrinha, xu dòuf , Pig blood
curd, pig blood cake, pork blood and sticky rice
popsicles (very popular in Taiwan), Korean sundae,
Mutura, red pudding, boerewors, drisheen, Botifarró, Mixeugao, Marag Dubh. This is just a tiny
sampling of the list of popular blood meals. Blood
is a popular food in every nation of the world, rich
and poor, black and white.

Never eat blood, ___! [It's fertilizer.]
Pour it upon the earth like water.
24

See note on Lev 17:14.

Abhor [blood consumption, ___]. Life can go
well for you, and for your children after
you, [only] when you do what's right in
the sight of Yahweh. 26 Just pack up
whatever [gift] you've consecrated, and
anything you've vowed to give. Haul
[your donations] to the [local sanctuary which] Yahweh appoints. 27 When you prepare your as25

cension-gifts, [first remove] the blood, ___. [Then cook]
the meat on the altar of Yahweh your Elohim. [The
priests will symbolically pour a bit of] the blood of your donation
on the altar of Yahweh your Elohim. Then you'll
EAT the [delicious] MEAT!
Hey guys, look! You EAT the sacrificed meat! It's
NOT burned up!

Legally & Spiritually Separate From
Pagans
28 ___, listen and study all these words
I command you, so life can go well for
you, and with your children after you
for ever, when you do what's good and
right in the sight of Yahweh your Elohim. 29 *Before your [singing] faces,

Yahweh your Elohim will slice
the [evil] nations off [the face of the
earth, ___]. You'll dance into their
homes. [You'll] own their possessions. [You'll] dwell [happily] in their
land.
YHVH will fight your enemies. You need only be
still.

destroys the [pagan leadership] before
you, watch out so you never
get trapped into following the
[survivors]. Ask nothing from [or
Deuteronomy 12:30

*After
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their leaders & gods. [Specifidon't say, “Show me
how to copy the ways the [pagan]
nations served their gods &
leaders.” 31 *Never serve Yahweh your Elohim by [adapting to pagan norms, ___]. For their customary
theological practices encourage every abomination Yahweh
hates! Their leaders even send
their sons and their daughters
to [fight in wars where they] burn [to death]
in fire!
about]

cally, ___,]

And in extraordinary instances, pagans directly
burn their offspring to appease their gods.

*Study [and live] everything I
command you, ___. Never add
anything to it, nor subtract
from it.”
32

The "law" codes of the United Nations states are
additions to and subtractions from Biblical Law.

Deuteronomy
13
False Prophets Perform Counterfeit
Miracles
1 [Moses continues, “Don't be amazed, ___,] if there
arises among you a prophet, or a
dreamer of [visionary] dreams. [False prophets
can perform or display to] you [apparently miraculous]
sign[s] and wonder[s].
This is why even Jesus would have to be rejected if
his teachings contradicted the Torah, or if he
claimed to want worship as God, which he did not!

the predicted signs or miracles
take place, ___, [shun any] prophet who
says, ‘Come; let's serve [non-Hebrew] gods
[or leaders].’ 3 *Never listen to the
2 [Even if]

words of any [worldly] prophet or
[unholy] dreamer of [symbolic]
dreams, ___. For Yahweh your
Elohim tests you, to reveal [to
you] whether you love Yahweh
your Elohim with all your heart
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and with your every breath-oflife.
Joseph & Daniel interpreted dreams, but as a special supernatural rarity, not a profession or craft.

You, ___, must walk [in the footsteps] of
Yahweh your Elohim. Fear Him. Guard
His commandments. Obey His voice.
Always serve Him. Cling to Him [for dear
life]. 5 The [false] prophet or [deceptive]
dream-[interpreter inevitably] dies, because
he speaks [lies] to turn you away from
Yahweh your Elohim. [YAH] brought you
out of Egyptian territory. [YAH] redeemed you out of the slave-jail. [False
leaders seek] to thrust you out of the way
Yahweh your Elohim commanded you
to walk. So eradicate [all] evil from your
[self & your community].
Shun Your Family If They Follow
Pagan Leaders
6 [ ___, shun even] your brother, the son of
your mother, or your son, or your
daughter, or the wife of your bosom, or
your friend, as [close to you as] your own
soul, [if they] entice you secretly, saying,
‘Let's go and serve retard-gods unknown to you or your fathers.’ 7 [Reject]
the gods & leaders of the people
around you, close to you, or far distant
from you, ___, from one end of the
earth all the way to the other. 8
4

*Refuse to consent to any [idolater, ___]. Don't listen to him.
Don't look [for a way] to shelter
him. Don't spare him [from retribution]. Don't hide him [from justice]. 9

strike to kill [any incorrigible Israelite
idolatry-ringleader]. Make your hand the first
to strike him to put him to death, then
the hands of the people.
[You can]

You don't have to kill Hebrews who defect to Satanic religions. But you can, according to Moses.
Possibly hyperbole, as in, “Better to die than be an
idolater.” 2026 harag : to smite with deadly
intent... Traditional Hebrew transliteration: that tokill you-shall-kill·him hand-of·you she-shall-be
in·him in·the·first to-put-to-death-of·him and·handof all-of the·people in·the·hereafter
Deuteronomy 13:10 You [can] stone [any unrepentant Israelite idolater] with rocks. Let him die, because he tried
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to thrust you away from Yahweh your Elohim, who
brought you out of the land of Egypt, from the
slave-jail.
This may be hyperbole.
11 Quickly all Israel will hear [of the idolater's demise].
Then [they'll all] fear [Yahweh]. So [they'll] never again
wreak any such wickedness among you.
Apparently, even if the stoning took place, it would
be an exceptionally rare event.

Never Let Idolatry Infect Your Fellowship

12 You may hear [alarming] rumors [of idolatry being committed] in one of your cities Yahweh your Elohim gives

all Sons-Of-Belial {Worthless-Scoundrels}. They spring up
[like poison weeds] among you, leading
astray the people of their town[s] by
saying, “Let's go and serve other gods
[or leaders] whom you have never experienced.” 14 You, ___, must diligently examine
you to live in, ___. 13 [Reject]

the facts. Verify every [accusation]. Prove whether [or
not] the [whole town] keeps committing abominations

With the [supernatural] mouthsword [of YAH's Word], cast out the inhabitants of any [unrepentantly idolatrous Israelite]
city. Ban [everyone] in the city and everything in it, and all its cattle, with the
mouth-sword [of praise-warfare].
among you. 15

Another holiness commend often wrongly translated as genocidal nonsense. The conquest of Jericho
is the model for all Judeo-Christian conflict. So
again, destroy is the wrong translation for #2763
charam khaw-ram' = seclude. Smite = #5221
nakah to strike (lightly or severely, literally or figuratively), beat, cast forth.

Then gather all the treasure of [the
idolatrous Israelite] city into the middle of its
street. Then, [in your zeal] for Yahweh your
Elohim, burn the whole city with fire,
including all its plunder, to ashes. [The
city] will remain a [trash] heap for ever.
It'll never be rebuilt.
16

Scripture contains no such incident actually occurring.

Never let one particle of any cursed
thing cling to your hand, ___. [If you stay
clean,] Yahweh may turn from the fierceness of his anger, and show you mercy,
and have compassion on you, and multiply you, like he promised your fathers
[he would]. 18 [YAH will forgive you, ___,] if you
listen to the voice of Yahweh your Elohim. So [try] to keep all his Laws which I
17
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command you today. [Struggle] to do
what's right in the eyes of Yahweh your
Elohim.”

Deuteronomy
14
Never Cut Your Body Or Mar Your
Skin

*You are the children of Yahweh your Elohim. NEVER CUT
yourselves, [not even in circumcision, ___].
And never put any ‘baldness
between your eyes’ for the
dead.
1

Never cut your baby boy's penis! Never even poke
a needle in your skin, unless for immediate lifeand-death need. That means no elective vaccinations. Only demonically-inspired people cut live
skin outside of extreme medical necessity. This forbids all elective surgery and all injections, including
PKU tests. ”Baldness between the eyes” is an obscure phrase, possibly referring to a pagan mourning practice, possibly referring to a “mark of the
beast,” possibly meaning not to shave your heads.

*For you are a holy people
[dedicated] to Yahweh your Elohim!
Yahweh has chosen you to be a
unique populace [reserved] for
himself, above all the nations
upon the earth.
2

See 1 Pe 2:9.

Good Food You Should Eat
Never, ever eat anything [scripture deems]
abominable, ___. 4 These are the animals you can eat, ___: the ox, the
sheep, and the goat; 5 [You, ___, can also eat]
deer, gazelle, roebuck, ibex, antelope,
oryx and mountain sheep. 6 You can eat
any animal that has split-hooves (completely separated into 2 ‘claws’) if it's
also an animal that chews [its] cud.
Bad Food You Humans Should Never Eat
7 But never eat camels, rabbits or rock
badgers, ___. They [appear to] chew cud.
But they lack a cloven hoof. That [marks]
them [as] unclean for you.
3
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Little Bunny Foo-Foo is a disgusting beast who
sucks poop from his anus.

*Swine have split-hooves. But
they don't chew cud. Pigs are
[too] nasty for you [to be near, ___].
Never eat pig meat. Never
touch [any part of] a dead [pig]
carcass.
8

No hot dogs, bacon, ham, lard, or pork chops. No
soap containing pig fat. Pig is the most commonly
consumed meat in the world. Pork is known to carry diseases such as pork tapeworm, roundworm,
pinworms, hookworms, yersinia enterocolitica,
Hepatitis E, trichinosis, trichonella, etc. The pork
industry is a tax on the millions of poor barefoot
children who raise pigs beside their tin shacks. For
these reasons, pork is forbidden by several Christian denominations: Adventists, Messianic Jews,
United Church of God, Eastern Orthodox, Hebrew
Roots Christians, even Rastafarians. Pig fat concentrates the toxins ingested by garbage-and-feces-eating pigs. Pork by-products are omnipresent
in the consumer products and furnishings and
building materials in your home, including the paint
on your walls and the soap you rub on your body in
the shower.

Good Fish You Can And Should Eat
Of all the creatures living in the water, you, ___, can eat any that have
both fins and scales. Deuteronomy 14:10
9

*Never eat any [marine animal] lacking either fins or scales. Such
[organisms] contaminate you, ___.
Birds You Can & Can't Eat
You, ___, can eat any ‘clean’ bird. 12
But here's an example list of [predator]
birds you, ___, should never eat: eagles, vultures, ospreys; 13 [Never eat from
the] kite, falcon or buzzard [scavenger] families, ___.
11

Don't eat birds who eat nasty things [mice] or who
eat dead animals.

any kind of raven. 15 [Never eat
the ostrich,] the horned owl, the screech
owl, the gull, or any kind of hawk,
___. 16 [Never eat] a little owl, a great owl,
or a swan, ___. 17 [Never eat] pelicans,
barn owls, [desert owls,] or cormorants. 18
Never eat any stork, any type of heron,
a lapwing, [hoopoe], or a bat, ___. 19
Never eat any nasty creeping flying
[swarming] creatures, ___.
14 [Never eat]
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Differentiated in Lev 11:21-22 from the edible locusts, etc.

But you can eat all
clean flying creatures. 21 ___, never
eat anything that dies by itself. But if
[you find an animal freshly dead,] you can donate
it to a non-Hebrew who's staying near
you. Or [you can] sell it to an alien [who'll
take the carcass outside your area]. [Stay clean.]
You're a sacred people [dedicated] to Yahweh your Elohim. [Lastly,] never boil a
goat-kid in his mother's milk.
Deuteronomy 14:20

The last command targets all milk-boiling, because
it targets the only common milk-boiling practice of
its time. The idea of pasteurizing milk would not
appeal to local farming families, because they get
superior-tasting fresh clean milk every day. (Pasteurization is a corruption from the industrial revolution, 3000 years after Moses, used to extend the
shelf-life of milk to feed industrial factory workers
packed together like cockroaches in concrete
cities.) Eat only clean, raw milk. To preserve milk,
lactoferment it using probiotic bacteria. Never boil
milk! Boiling [aka pasteurizing] milk destroys its
digestive enzymes, such as phosphatase. High-heat morphs milk into a slow-killing poison. A
variant interpretation of this verse says that you
should not eat unweaned animals.

Donate 1/10th To YAH's Workers
For Feasts
22 Year after year, ___, donate [to Yahweh's work at least] 1/10 of all the produce
your fields yield from your seed[s]. 23

373

Then haul it to whatever [sanctuary] Yahweh your Elohim anoints.
Silver is money. The tokens you use to ‘buy’ things
are not money. They're demonic debt swaps. If
you own precious metals, wrap them up and store
them under your sole control. If people find out
where your precious metals are, they will steal
them.

There [near the sanctuary,] trade your silver [tithe] for whatever [clean food] you
want to buy for the community feast:
oxen, sheep, wine, or [even] intensely alcoholic liquor, whatever you feel like,
___. Then, [bask] in the [glorious] presence
of Yahweh your Elohim. Everybody
feast. Rejoice, you, and your household
26

[amidst the community. Throw a fun, spiritually-uplifting
praise-party.]

YHVH does not recommend, but definitely allows
people to drink: #7941 shekar shay-kawr': an intoxicant, i.e. intensely alcoholic liquor; strong
drink; wine that gets people drunk. However, the
strong liquor is often used as a marinade for the
meat, not necessarily drunk. And losing control is
always forbidden.
27

So never neglect the Levite[s] in

___].

Remember that unlike [normal people,
enjoy neither [land ownership] nor inheritance-rights. [So they need support, or your
priests]

country will disintegrate in a hellish materialistic spiral.]

At the end of

3 years, haul out
1/10 of your produce from that [3rd] year, ___. Heap it
up at your town gates. 29 [Send these donations to] the Levites, (because unlike [normal people], [priests] enjoy neither [land ownership] nor inheritance-rights). [Your donations
will also feed] foreigners, fatherless [orphans],
and widows in your towns. They'll come
and feast and get their needs met.
THEN Yahweh your Elohim can bless
you, ___. [Give and YAH will] prosper all the
work you attempt with your hands.”

[ ___, take this food to the sanctuary. There the priests

28

will organize fun, uplifting, music-filled]

[a special welfare donation of]

community
feasts. [You'll all bask in the glorious] presence
of Yahweh your Elohim, at the place He
chooses to place his Name-Authority.
Thus [the whole nation will benefit from your] tithed
corn, your wine/juice, your oil, and the
firstlings of your herds and flocks. [At
these feasts, the priests will teach you] to always
[live in] awe [of] Yahweh your Elohim. 24
Yahweh may choose to place his NameAuthority on a sanctuary very far from
your dwelling, ___. And YAH may bless
you so much that carrying 1/10 of your
produce there becomes unworkable. 25
[If necessary,] trade your [tithed] crops for
silver, ___. [Then] wrap up [the silver].
Conceal it under your [sole, secret] control.
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of] your towns. Never forsake [the priests
who dedicate their full-time labors to serving the spiritual,
medical, educational and welfare needs of your people,

[every]

Deuteronomy
15
Release All Debt Every 7 Years
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*At the end of every 7 years,
release everyone [in your society]
from their debts, ___.
1

Jubilee is designed to prevent the development of
a moneylender-class.

Here's how [Jubilee year] works, ___: Every creditor who lends anything to his
neighbor must forgive the debt. The
Creditor can't demand repayment from
his neighbor or relative. [Debt freedom] is
why [Jubilee year] is called “Yahweh's release.”
2

Of course, for bankers, Jubilee is about as desirable as A.I.D.S.

*[Hebrew] creditors aren't obligated to forgive the debts of
[unrepentant pagan] foreigners [who are
not their neighbors, ___]. But [every 7 years]
you have to release any debt
your fellow [Hebrew or neighbor] owes
you.
3

‘Jubilee’ is a statute designed to limit and dis-incentivize commercial money-lending.

Thou Shalt Not Borrow

*However, ___, there should
never be poor [debtor] Hebrews [or
Christians applying for loans]. Because
Yahweh your Elohim will greatly bless you in the land [He]
gives you as an inheritance to
own.
4

You can't borrow your way into prosperity. Debt
begets debt. Solvency seeds prosperity. The only
way to get wealth is to earn more than you spend.

*But you'll only [get wealthy and avoid
the trap of debt] if you diligently listen to the voice of Yahweh
your Elohim, ___. [So] study
and execute all these Laws I
command you today.
5

Your nation is drowning in debt because it decided
to democratically elect legislators to make fake
‘laws’ instead of studying and implementing the
perfect Hebrew Law.

*When Yahweh your Elohim
blesses you, ___, as He [conditionally] promised you, you'll lend to
6
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many nations. But you must
NEVER borrow. [Then] you'll
reign over many nations, but
they won't reign over you.
KJV: “THOU SHALT NOT BORROW.” See song: The
Borrower is The Slave To The Lender. If you're borrowing, you're not blessed. If your nation is ruled
by its creditors, you are cursed.

Give Richly To Poor People Who
Can't Repay
7 If, within any of your town-gates in
your land Yahweh your Elohim gives
you, there's among you a poor [Hebrew]
human, never harden your heart, ___.
Never shut your hand from your poor
[human] brother. 8 Always open your hand
wide to [a poor Hebrew, ___]. Lend him
enough [money] to cure his [real] need that
caused him to fall into poverty.
That doesn't mean buy alcohol for drunks. It doesn't mean entrap foreign nations in Trojan-horse
debts.

Beware, ___: rid every [stingy] thought
from your wicked heart. [Pluck out your
greedy] evil eye! Never say, “I won't loan
my poor fellow Hebrew anything, since
the 7th year, the year of release, is at
hand, so he'll never pay me back!” [The
poor Hebrew] will cry to Yahweh against
you. Your sin [of greed] will [stick] to you.
Deuteronomy 15:10 You absolutely must
give [reasonable donation-loans to your poor fellow Hebrew, ___]. Never let your heart grieve
when you give to him. [To repay your generosity,] Yahweh your Elohim will bless you in
all your work. [YAH will prosper] everything
you put your [generous] hand to. 11 [Because
of disobedience,] there will always be poor
people in the land, ___. That's why I
command you, [not ask you]: “You must
open your hand wide to your fellow [Hebrew], to your poor, and to your needy
[people of whatever origin] in your land.”
Richly Provide For Your Indentured
Servants
12 And if your “brother” (a Hebrew man,
or a Hebrew woman) sells [their temporary
labor-rights] to you [in service of a debt], and
serves you for 6 years; then in the 7th
9
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year you must let them go free from
you, ___.
This is about indentured servitude, an important
socio-economic principle.

out, free [him
to you, ___. Never let him go away empty-handed. 14
Always generously furnish [your departing
workers with animals] from your flocks, and
[grain] from your threshing-floor, and [with
bottles from] your wine-press, or whatever
Yahweh your Elohim has blessed you
with, ___ — give it to him! 15 Always
remember that you, ___, were a
bound-servant in ‘Egyptian territory’
until Yahweh your Elohim redeemed
you. That's why I command you today
[to always treat your workers with love].
Voluntary Permanent Indentured
Servitude
16 Here's what you do, ___, if your
worker says to you, “I won't leave you.
I love you and your family. I'm doing
well [living] with you.” 17 Then you take
an awl. Hammer it through [your servant's]
ear, into the door. Then, ___, he'll be
your worker for life. Do the same thing
to a similar female worker.
13

When you send

[a worker]

from all debt or responsibility]

Pierced ears are a badge of servitude. Never cut
nor pierce any part of your body! Lifelong indentured servitude is only appropriate in odd cases of
dependency such as mental retardation.

Don't consider it a hardship to send
your servant away from you a freeman, ___. [Likely] his service to you
these six years [as a quasi-member of your family]
has been worth twice as much as that
of a hired hand. [Set him free. Then] Yahweh
your Elohim will bless you in everything
you do.
Give Your First And Best To YAH's
Work
19 Consecrate to Yahweh your Elohim
all the first male offspring of each female in your herds and your flocks,
___. Do no work with any firstling ox[en].
Don't shear any firstling sheep.
18

Deuteronomy 15:20 [Consecrating food to the sanctu-

ary doesn't mean you're giving it up, ___. It means you]

eat the

[food at feasts in the glorious]
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of Yahweh your Elohim throughout the
year in the [sanctuary] Yahweh anoints.
[You dance and sing] with your family [and your
workers]! 21 If there's any blemish in [your
gift], for instance, it's lame, or blind, or
it has any serious flaw, ___, never donate it to [the work of] Yahweh your Elohim.
Local Spiritually-Enriching Community Feasts
22 ___, eat [locally prepared meat at pseudo-sacred
community feasts] inside your [town] gates.
Don't worry [unnecessarily] about whether
the attenders are “clean” or “contaminated.” [Use relaxed cleanliness rules,] just like
when you [hunt, kill and serve the meat of] a
gazelle or a deer [out in the woods]. 23 Just
never eat any blood, ___. Always pour
[blood] on the ground like water.”

Deuteronomy
16
More Passover Instructions From
Moses
1 [Moses continues,] “Remember, ___: in the
month of Aviv {Green-Spring}, celebrate
the passover feast to [honor] Yahweh
your Elohim. (For in the month of Aviv,
Yahweh your Elohim brought you up
out of Egypt by [safeguarding you through Egypt's] night [of terror].)
If you are a true Christian, YOU came out of [spiritual] Egypt.

So, ___, to [honor] Yahweh your Elohim, [cull the best animals] from your flocks
and herds to slaughter for the Passover
[feast. Celebrate Passover] at whatever place
Yahweh chooses to place his Name-Authority.
2

YHVH's anointing moves around. It's not necessarily always at the temple it was at last year.

___, never eat [prideful] yeast-puffed
bread during Passover feasts. For 7
days eat flat bread: humble bread. [Remember,] you came rushing out of the
land of Egypt, [flattened by oppression. But Yahweh rescued you so fast you had to] race [out. You had
3
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not one hour to let yeast work through your bread.]

All

the days of your life, [these rituals will help you]
remember the day when YOU came up
out of the land of Egypt.
Every convert who engrafts into Israel, including all
Christians, should consider themselves the very
people who escaped Egypt through the Red Sea.
Every believer gets flattened and humbled by
‘spiritual Egypt’, the world in which we live, now
called the New World Order. For proof, just look at
the all-seeing eye above the pyramid on the back
of the now obsolete dollar bill.

So, ___, for 7 days, there must be no
leavened bread [anywhere] in your whole
territory. And don't keep any leftovers
of the meat you slaughtered the 1st
day [of Passover] at evening. Eat it quick,
the [1st] night. It all must be gone or
destroyed by sunrise, [to commemorate your
hasty Exodus]. 5 Don't slaughter the
passover [lamb] at [just your choice of] any
town Yahweh your Elohim gives you. 6
Slaughter the Passover [Lamb] only at
[each tribe's sanctuary] at which Yahweh your
Elohim chooses to seat his Name-Authority. [Slaughter it] at evening, at sundown, [at the start of spring,] the season when
you emigrated from Egypt.
4

The "place YHVH chooses" changes from time to
time. It's not Solomon's temple. That temple's
gone! The Jews may have to humble themselves
and eat the Passover with some Christians. A
group of leaders YHVH anoints today may be a
group He hates tomorrow.

Roast and eat [the passover meal] in the
place Yahweh your Elohim anoints, ___.
Then [get up] in the morning, and return
to your tents. 8 For 6 days, eat unleavened bread. Then (on the 7th day) hold
a holiday festival honoring Yahweh your
Elohim. Do no work [that day, ___].
Summer-Fest (Feast Of Weeks) Instructions
7
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34:18-25. The date of the SummerFest is contested, but it's 50 days after the last day of Passover,
therefore, ~mid-May. Misunderstanding that festival feast days are honorary "Sabbaths," and wanting to hook up with the Roman-Catholic calendar,
many people insist on celebrating Pentecost on
Sunday. So check a Jewish calendar and try to celebrate it when other people of good-faith are celebrating it. (Opinions range from Sivan 6-Sivan 15.)
See Joshua 5:10-12, Lev. 23:9-21, Acts 2.

“We believe Shavuot was also the time
when Israel ratified the covenant law
at Mount Sinai.
” - Messianic Fellowship

To [honor] Yahweh your
Elohim, celebrate Shabuwa {Summerfest}
by handing [YAH's workers] a generous voluntary gift, ___. Donate in proportion
to how much Yahweh your Elohim has
blessed you. 11 Then brighten up, ___!
[Rejoice, dancing and singing] before Yahweh
your Elohim: you, your son[s], your
daughter[s], your male workers, your
female workers, and the Levite[s] in
your towns. [Always invite] the [repentant] foreigners, and the fatherless [orphans], and
the widows who live near you, [to party
with you] in whatever place Yahweh your
Elohim chooses to place his Name-Authority. 12 Always remember, ___, that
you were bond-slave[s] in Egypt. So always study and live these Laws, [because
they give you freedom].
Deuteronomy 16:10

Maftir

More Tent Festival Instructions

*[Then, ___, after working through summer,]
you'll celebrate the 7-day Tent
Feast, [just] after you've harvested your [fall] grains and your
wine. 14 ___, always rejoice in your
13

___, run out into the field.]

feast[s], you, and your son[s], and your
daughter[s]. [Don't forget to invite] your male
workers, and your female workers, and
[YAH's workers], [and any repentant] foreigner[s],
[plus] all the fatherless [orphans], and [all the]
widow[s] in your town.

SummerFest, a national holy day festival!]

15

9 [After Passover, the next major National Hebrew festi-

val is Summer-Fest.] Count 7 weeks [from the day
after the special Sabbath feast that closes Passover. Then,

Slice off a sheaf of
grain with your sickle! [Then bring the grain to
This verse and its counterpart are almost always
translated wrong. Summerfest = Pentecost. See
Lev 23:10-23. In Ex 23:16 & Num 28:26, SummerFest is called "Day of First-Fruits". Also see Ex
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YAH's workers = Levites.

On [each of the Tent Feast's] 7 days, in
whatever place Yahweh anoints, you'll
dance around in circles, feasting in
honor of Yahweh your Elohim. Yahweh
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your Elohim will bless you, ___, with a
great harvest. [He'll] prosper everything
to which you put your hand. So you'll
[be jumping and shouting for] joy! 16 *3 times

each year, ___, all your males
must appear before Yahweh
your Elohim in whatever place
he anoints:
at the [Spring] Feast of Unleavened Bread [Passover],
at the Feast of Weeks
[Summerfest/Pentecost],

and at the [Fall] Tent-Feast.
And the men won't appear before Yahweh empty-handed. 17
Every man must give whatever he can
[afford to support the feasts], in proportion to
the blessing Yahweh your Elohim gives
each of you, ___.
Appointment Of Judges/Mediators
18 To help fairly settle peoples' [disputes,]
each of your tribes should appoint arbitrators/mediators and [literate] overseers
[and recorders] in every town Yahweh your
Elohim gives you, ___. 19 Never distort
justice, ___. Never respect any person's [wealth, appearance, fame, power, etc.] Never
take a gift [in relation to any controversy]. A gift
blinds the eyes of wise [judges]. [Bribes]
pervert the words of righteous [people].

*[Continually] race to
[achieve] absolute [society-wide] fairness, so you can live, and inherit the land Yahweh your
Elohim gives you, ___.
Deuteronomy 16:20

Prohibited Occult Monuments
21 Never install an Asherah pole [or any
other pagan symbol] near any altar you build
to [worship] Yahweh your Elohim, ___.
Asherah = Easter, the demon-goddess of happiness, as in “pursuit of happiness”. Don't put a national flagpole or a steeple anywhere near your
church.

*In fact, NEVER erect any
[phallic] monument [anywhere]. Yahweh your Elohim hates [public phal22
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worship of demonic fertility gods, such as Easter

(Ishtar)].”
This directly forbids public phallic erections including steeples on churches and the obelisks at the
Vatican and the Washington Monument. 4676 matstsebah from #5324; something stationed, i.e. a
column or (memorial stone); by analogy, an idol

Deuteronomy
17
Give Your Absolute Best To Help &
Feed People
1 [For sacred feasts honoring] Yahweh your Elohim, never slaughter any young bull or
sheep which has a defect or bad reputation [or diagnosis. Shortchanging in charitable giving] is an abomination to Yahweh your
Elohim.
Give YAH your best, and he'll give you His best.
That's the best trade in the universe.

Biblical Criminal Sentencing
Statutes
2 In any town Yahweh your Elohim
gives you, [investigate every claim] that [anyone]
among you, man or woman, has violated [the Sinai] covenant by wreaking damage in the sight of Yahweh your Elohim.
3 [Investigate any accusation that a Hebrew] is [breaking] my commands by going and serving
[non-Hebrew] gods [or leaders], and worshiping them, either the sun-god [Apollo/Zeus],
or [a] moon-god, or any [gods named after]
the host of heaven.
Much of what passes for modern Christianity is
Babylonian sun-worship imported by the Roman
Catholic church. Sunday-sabbath, Easter, steeples,
the Athanasian creed, etc.

When you hear testimony or hearsay
alleging a [crime, distrust the witness]. Look at
the evidence. Investigate diligently, to
make sure that it's true, that, in fact, a
[criminal] has committed an abomination
in Israel. 5 Bring out to your [town] gates
that [idolatrous] man or woman whom [multiple credible eyewitnesses saw] perpetrating the
life-threatening felony. [Anyone can] stone
that man or woman to death with
rocks.
4

lic symbols, because they're cryptic symbols for
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No one is forced to stone anyone. The so-called
death penalty removes societal protection from the
criminal. The penalty finds equitable jurisdiction in
the Sinai contract: under oath, the perp agreed to
the penalty in advance. Again, Moses, not necessarily YHVH, gives this command. Hebrew law classifies crimes by their aggregate effect across society, not by their immediate consequence. Acts are
criminal if their ubiquitous occurrence would ultimately destroy society, even if only one instance
would have a negligible effect. Thus charging interest, debasing currency, dishonoring parents, adultery, worshipping demons, orgies and murder all
get the same penalty.

*[Only] by the mouth of
two [verified, bona-fide] eyewitnesses, or [better yet,] 3
eyewitnesses, can a [criminal] be put to death,
___, [even if everyone knows he]
deserves death. NO ONE
can be put to death by
the testimony of [only]
one witness.
6

If there are not at least two bona-fide eyewitnesses, there is no conviction. This means that under
Hebrew Law most criminals go free, entrusted to
the wrath of the Almighty or the vengeance of
clandestine vigilantes. No long trials ending in convictions based on hearsay and circumstantial evidence. No costly "justice" system full of corruption.
America's "justice system" sends millions of practically innocent men to prison.

The hands of the witnesses must be
first [to stone the convict] to death. Then the
hands of people [throw their stones]. That will
drive the evil away from your [society].
7

The two witnesses must [willingly] do the execution. This restriction further limits the number of
executions that actually happened under Hebrew
law. It's difficult to find two bona-fide eyewitnesses, let alone two witnesses who will kill the perpetrator. Some say that stoning can only happen if
the WHOLE TOWN is willing to help kill the convict.
These procedural hurdles make Hebrew Law a
great deal more mild than it sounds.

If there arises a [legal] matter too hard
for you to judge, ___, between [a murderer and avenger of] blood, between suit and
counter-suit, between [exchangers] of
blows, or any such local town contro8
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versy, then pack up and travel to whatever [nearby sanctuary] Yahweh your Elohim
anoints. 9 [Bring your case] to the priests
(the Levites), and to the judge on duty
at the time, ___. Ask them to render
the [fair] verdict for you. Deuteronomy 17:10
Carry out exactly the decision that the
[priest or judge] announces to you from the
place Yahweh chooses, ___. Study [their
sentence]. Diligently execute its every
facet. 11 [No judge or priest can legislate from the
bench, nor implement non-Hebrew, man-made law sys-

must educate you, ___, as to
how the sentence is mandated by [YAH's
perfect Biblical] Law. That way you'll [be confident] in exactly executing their rendered
judgement. So you won't stray to the
right hand, nor to the left, from the
sentence the [judge(s)] declare to you. 12
Any man who acts presumptuously, refusing to listen to a [valid] priest who
stands to minister before Yahweh your
Elohim, or to a Judge, that man dies.
You, ___, must drive all evil from Israel.
tems. They]

Contempt of court. Again, this may be a banishment statute, abandoning the perp to the elements, not a death-penalty statute. This can be
read as a warning of supernatural retribution,
rather than a command to stone contemptuous
people.

All the people will hear [of the punishment
for contempt of court]. Then [they'll] fear [authority]. [So they'll] stop acting presumptuously.
Hebrew Limitations On Monarchy &
Government
14 [Soon] you'll enter the land Yahweh
your Elohim gives you. You'll take it.
You'll dwell there. Then you'll [foolishly
whine], “[I need a central government.] I'll set a
king over me, like all the nations
around me.” 15 *You're [going to disobey
13

set a man as king over
you. [So at least choose a man whom] Yahweh your Elohim chooses. Set
someone from among your [Hebrew] relatives as king over you.
Never set over yourself a forme. You'll]
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eigner, who is not your
brother, ___.

[Hebrew]

By defaulting on their national debts, all the nations of the world have placed faceless, unknown,
foreign, satan-worshiping banker-lords over themselves.

Never let any king multiply [the number
of war] horses in his [stables], ___. Never
cause the people to return to Egypt to
stock [the central government with more] horses.
Yahweh commanded you to never again
return to Egypt [nor to Egypt's warlike ways]!
16

Never allow a central government to stockpile military apparatus.

*Never allow any ruler
to multiply wives in a
17

[polygamous harem, nor by serial
monogamy. The sex-addict's smutaddicted]

heart

guard and execute every
command and principle of this
Torah.
can]

Political leaders only have authority to obey and
execute YAH's Laws. But they continually break
them, making themselves the worst criminals of
all.
Deuteronomy 17:20 [Studying and living YAH's Law is

that the king's heart can
avoid puffing up [in pride] over his [human]
brothers, ___. [A ruler must] never turn
aside from [YAH's] commandments, to
the right hand, nor to the left. [Only YAH's
Law] extends the ruler's lifespan and
that of his kingdom. [The Law is the lifeblood of
the king] and his prince-sons. [The law is the]
heart of those who rule with EL.”
the only way]

Deuteronomy
18

turns
___]. And

[rapidly]

away [from justice,
never let a [central governor or
his government] amass silver
[money] and gold [in a central
bank].
Solomon's flagrant collection of 600 wives destroyed Israel. Central banks destroy nations. The
existence of federal banks is a direct insult to the
Creator of the universe.

All Good Leaders Must Memorize
The Bible

*First thing when your king
sits upon the throne of his
kingdom, he must write his
own copy of this [Mosaic] Law
from a book which the priests
(the Levites) read.
18

The first step in becoming a leader is to memorize
the Bible. The world's greatest generals and Kings
and Presidents say so. Has any political leader
EVER hand-copied ANY large section of the Bible?

*The king must keep his [Torah
Law scroll with him at all times], ___. [He
must] read from it every single
day of his life, so he can learn
to fear Yahweh his Elohim, [so he
19
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Hebrew Priests' Rights & Disallowances
1 [Moses continues,] “The priests (the
Levites), including the whole tribe of
Levi {Uniter}, unlike the rest of Israel,
never get [land ownership] nor inheritance-rights. They eat the fire-cooked
donations [people offer to support the work of]
Yahweh. [They live on and work with whatever else
they get to enable them to serve YAH.]

So, obviously, ‘offerings made by fire’ means
cooking food, not burning animals. Every disciple of Jesus Christ must be like a Levite: forbidden
to collect personal possessions.

So, unlike their [human] brothers, [priests]
get no inheritance-rights, ___. [Their special relationship to] Yahweh is [worth more than any
material] inheritance, as Yahweh promised
them [it would be].
2

Christ's disciples must give up all their personal
possessions.
3 The priests' [custom] due from the people who donate an ox or sheep, or whatever kind of animal to
slaughter [for the feasts, will include] the shoulder, the two
cheeks, and the inner [organs].
These cheeks/maw are of uncertain translation.
Related verses include: 1sam 2:13,28,29; Lev
7:33-34; Num 18:8-14.

Also, ___, [to meet their living needs,] give
[YAH's workers] the first yields of your
4
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grain, of your juice, of your oil, and the
first fleece of your sheep.
Not ‘wine’ here, but ‘juice.’

because Yahweh your
Elohim has chosen [the priests] and [their]
sons out of all your tribes, to forever
stand to serve [your nation] in the NameAuthority of Yahweh. 6 [Don't be surprised, ___, if a
5 [Support priests, ___,]

Levite moves to your area, after previously living [perhaps as a non-priest] in any of your towns throughout Israel. [He may be] inspired and determined to
serve in your area because Yahweh tells him to.
Paraphrase.
7 [Support the transplanted Levite] in serving in the Name-Authority of Yahweh his Elohim, just like [you support] all
his brother Levites who [already] stand [in your region]
serving in the presence of Yahweh. 8 [Make sure that every rookie or transplanted Priest] gets equal portions to eat,
___, even if he received money from the sale of
family possessions.
new]

Hebrew Anti-Occult Regulations

* ___, when you enter the
land Yahweh your Elohim gives
you, never learn to follow the
abominable practices of the
nations [around you].
9

Like swearing oaths.
Deuteronomy 18:10

* ___, eject

[from your fellowship/community]

anyone who makes his
son or his daughter pass
through the fire [in a real or
symbolic homage to and/or pact with

or who uses
divination/witchcraft/g
ames-of-chance, or an
occultist, or an enchanter/prognosticator,
[interpreter of omens,] or a
witch.
the war gods,]

This completely forbids Halloween as well as any
occult involvement including [occult] magic, fortunetelling & witchcraft. Sleight-of-hand illusions
(which are merely mechanical and not demonic)
are not forbidden here. ‘Magic tricks’ are a powerful, though unnecessary tool for heralding the
gospel. The ancient practice of dedicating children
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to the war gods has evolved into the modern practice of registering children at birth (through National I.D. numbers and birth certificates) as sureties
for the national debt. Birth and social-insurance
registrations obligate a child to a military system
run by the same war-demons who ran ancient pagan societies. Hint: do not tell anyone your birthday — ever! There is no valid scriptural reason why
anyone EVER needs to know the date of your birth.
That date is used only for astrological fortune-telling and for roping you into Biblically-forbidden obligations.

* ___, never [allow into your fellowship
a] spell-caster [or a society-joiner], or
anyone who consults with ‘familiar spirits’, or a wizard/conjurer, or a necromancer.
11

Never consult dead spirits. Sha’al’owb =
one who evokes the deceased,
the act of calling upon dead spirits for approval and
support,
praying to saints,
or one who beguiles by summoning spirits,
one who causes the premature death of others by
the destructive worship of heathen deities.
Communicating with your dead ancestors as shown
in the movie ‘The Lion King,’ is forbidden. This also
forbids church fellowship to any Mason or any other member of a secret society, which includes most
modern politicians. And by extension, to anyone
involved in Social Insurance scams, such as the
comically named “Social Security”.
12

*All who

[participate in the occult and

are morally disgusting to Yahweh, ___.
Because of these abominations
Yahweh your Elohim drives [occult practitioners and their nations] out before you.
who join in with worldly society]

Get rid of the ouija board. Notice, klansmen, that
YHVH drives out the witches. You are not to hunt
and burn witches.

* ___, you will become flawless [by wholeheartedly serving] Yahweh
your Elohim. 14 The people you're
13

about to displace consult sorcerers and
fortune-tellers. But Yahweh your Elohim
forbids you, ___, to do such [demonic idiocies].
Respect Everyone Who Speaks
YAH's Word
15 Yahweh your Elohim will raise up a
Prophet from the midst of you, ___,
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of your brothers, like me, to [lead]
you. Listen to [YAH's spokesmen]. 16 A
prophet is what you [Israelites] begged
Yahweh your Elohim to give you back
at [parched] Mount Horeb on the day of
the [Sinai] assembly. You [all wailed,] “Please
don't make me hear the voice of Yahweh my Elohim ever again! And don't
make me see this huge fire any more! I
don't wanna diiieee!!” 17 So Yahweh said to
[one]

me,
“The

[faithless brats]

spoke right. [My voice is too

powerful for them.]
18

For the [Israelites] I'll raise up a Prophet
from among their brothers, like you,
[Moses]. I'll put my words in his mouth.
He'll speak to them whatever I command him.
19

*

I myself hold accountable anyone who ignores
the words that [My] prophet
speaks in My name-authority.

[But watch out, ___.]

All False Prophets Will Die

*
Any prophet who (under [color of]
My Name-Authority) presumes
to speak a word I never commanded him to speak, or who
speaks in the name of other
gods [or leaders], that prophet will
die, ___.’
Deuteronomy 18:20

You, ___, may be wondering [in your
‘How could we know if a message
wasn't spoken by Yahweh?’ 22 *When
21

heart],

a prophet speaks in the name
of Yahweh, if the thing [he predicted] fails to occur [at the time and place
indicated], or [if the declaration] proves
false, that's how you, ___,
know [that] Yahweh never said
it, therefore the prophet spoke
presumptuously. Have neither
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for such a

[charla-

Deuteronomy
19
YAH Promises To Cleanse The
Promised Land
1 [Moses continues, “Soon] Yahweh your Elohim, [all by Himself, with no military help from you requested or needed,] comes to trim the [leadership of the evil] nations [off the face of the earth].
[Then] Yahweh your Elohim awards their
land to you [Israelites]. You take their
place. [You] settle in their cities. [You live]
in their houses.
Sanctuary Cities For Unintentional
Manslayers

2 In the middle of your land which Yahweh your
Elohim gives you to own, separate 3 [emergency-refuge]
cities [to protect falsely-accused people in] your [society]. 3 Divide
(into 3 sections) the territory of your land which
Yahweh your Elohim is letting you inherit. Maintain
[the] roads so that any killer [in Israel] can flee to [a sanc4 Whenever someone, without
motivation from any previous hatred,
accidentally kills a neighbor [human], the
slayer can flee to any of these cities
and live safe, ___. 5 *For instance,
tuary city].

___, you hike with your neighbor into the woods to cut
wood; you swing the ax to cut
the tree; the head slips off the
handle; it smacks your neighbor. It kills him. [You] can then
flee to one of these cities and
[thus save your] life.
Hebrew Law lets you flee the scene of an accidental killing you commit. Worldly law commands you
to stay at the scene.

*[If you, ___,] the slayer, [don't run,
then] the avenger-of-blood might
chase [you] while his heart is
hot, and overtake [you] on the
long journey [to the sanctuary city],
and murder you, even though
you don't deserve to die, since
6
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you never hated the guy [you
killed]. 7 So I command you, ___: Do it:
Reserve 3 [sanctuary] cities for your [region].
8 As Yahweh your Elohim swore to your
ancestors, He soon enlarges your territory, ___. [He] gives you all the land he
promised to give to your fore-fathers. 9
You, ___, guard all these commandments I command you today. Live
them. Love Yahweh your Elohim. Always walk in his ways. Then you'll [get so
much land you'll have to] add 3 more sanctuary
cities for your [new region], beside the [original] 3 [sanctuary cities]. Deuteronomy 19:10 To
keep blood-guilt from landing on you,
___, in your land which Yahweh your
Elohim gives you as an inheritance, [always maintain extravagant legal protections so that] innocent blood never gets shed.
We are all responsible for the tragedy of injustice
by which thousands of young men lose their lives
every year, over petty non-crimes like possession
of a joint.

Let Avengers Kill Intentional Murderers
11 But say a man hates his neighbor.
He lies in wait for him. He rises up
against him. He strikes him with lethal
force, and the [victim] dies. Then fleeing
to one of these [sanctuary] cities [won't help
the murderer, ___]. 12 The elders from [the
murderer's] city will send [big men] to fetch
[the murderer] from [the sanctuary]. They'll
hand him over to the avenger-of-blood,
who'll [probably] kill the [perp], ___.
Hebrew Law is perfectly architected to eliminate
debt-funded jails and oppressive police, while
maintaining order.

*Don't seek to shelter [the coldblooded murderer from justice, ___]. You
have to [let the avenger] drive away
the guilt of innocent blood
from Israel, so life can go well
for you.
13

Hebrew Law does not command you to avenge
crime. Hebrew Law allows you to avenge crime.
Personal-vengeance is the antithesis of a state-inflicted death penalty. The nation around you penalizes an avenger for killing his relative's cold-blooded murderer. The state lives by opening its ever
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widening dragon jaws and swallowing the peoples'
most personal and treasured rights. Yet the state
fails to mete out justice. The state policeman who
cheerily murders a petty bank robber will fry you in
the electric chair if you kill your baby's rapist.

Respect Land Boundary Markers

* ___, in the land Yahweh
your Elohim gives you to own,
never move your neighbor's
landmark. [Surveyors] long ago installed [that mark] to [separate] your
inheritance [from your neighbor's].
14

Punishing Malicious False Witnesses

*One witness alone has no
standing to accuse anyone of
crime or wrongdoing of any
kind, ___. Only by the mouth
of two eyewitnesses, or [even better,] by the mouth of 3 eyewitnesses, can any matter be established.
15

If you need to document who you are, you don't
need to use a driver's license, national I.D. # nor
birth certificate. Just use two notarized witnesses.

malicious witness
who comes forward and accuses someone of a crime. 17 Both parties to the
controversy must stand before Yahweh,
before the then-current priests and the
judges. 18 *The judges must do a
16 [You, ___, can punish any]

diligent investigation. [They must]
seek to reveal whether the witness is a false claimant who's
testifying maliciously against
his brother.
The word "false" implies cheating and scamming,
that is, doing damage to another. It does not necessarily include merely randomizing trivial, inconsequential information to protect your privacy.

*[If the witness lied,] then you, ___,
[can] do to him whatever damage he schemed to do his
brother [human]. That's how you
eradicate evil from your [community].
19

This verse doesn't demand that disciples of Christ
participate in violent retribution. The verse allows
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avengers to punish false witnesses, if the avenger
so chooses, which, human nature being what it is,
the avenger probably will.

Those [false witnesses] who
remain will hear about [the reciprocal punishment]. [They'll] be afraid [to harm others by lying].
[So people] will no longer commit such
wickedness among you, ___. 21
Deuteronomy 19:20

*Never seek to shelter [a false witness from rightful payback, ___]. Let [the
avengers take] life [from those who would take
innocent] lives: eye for eye, tooth
for tooth, hand for hand, foot
for foot.”
The avengers don't have to take revenge. Christians can never take revenge. But you have to let
the avenger take revenge if they decide to. In Hebrew Law, the state can't interfere with justified local vigilante action. [Don't try this in the N.W.O. —
it won't work. The New World Order assigns all of
the peoples' vengeance rights to the state.]
Vigilante | vij lant |:
a member of a self-appointed group of citizens who
undertake law enforcement in their community,
typically because the legal agencies are thought to
be inadequate.

Deuteronomy
20
Never Fear Military Force

* ___, when you venture out
to [praise while Yahweh] battles against
your enemies, when you see
war-horses, and chariots, and
a horde far outnumbering you,
never be afraid of them. For
Yahweh your Elohim is with
you. He brought you up out of
the land of Egypt!
1

Statutes Exempting Hebrews From
Battle
2 Make sure that when you get close to
the engagement, the [high] priest approaches and speaks to the [praise] team.
3 The priest says to the [praise team], “Listen, you who [want to] rule with EL. Today
you walk [into a miracle-zone] to [praise while YahThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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battles against your [overwhelming] enemies. Don't let your hearts faint! Never fear! Don't tremble. Never let the [enemy] terrify you! 4 *[You won't have to raise
weh]

Yahweh your Elohim
goes with you. [He] fights for
you against your enemies. [He'll]
save you, ___.”
one weapon!]

YHVH fights. You praise.

Then the overseers speak to the people, saying, “Any man here who just
built a new house, and hasn't dedicated
it, you can go back to your house, or
you might die in this battle. Then another man [would claim your house].
5

These statutes form the heart of modern military
service exemption rules. No matter how you fight,
spiritually or physically, you have to get the cowards off your team.

And if any man recently planted a
vineyard, and has yet to eat from it, let
him also go back home. Otherwise he
might die in this battle. Then another
man [will] eat his [fruit]. 7 Is there a man
here engaged to a woman, but hasn’t
married her yet? He should go back
home, ___. Otherwise he might die in
the battle. Then another man would
marry her.’ 8 Then the overseers give
this final “out” to the men, [shouting], “Is
any man here fearful and fainthearted?
Let him go back home. If [he stays,] his
brother's heart might likewise faint.” 9
Then when the overseers finish addressing the people, they'll appoint directors to lead the [praise] teams.
International Peace-Making
Deuteronomy 20:10 When your [praise teams]
approach a [distant pagan] city to fight [in
spiritual warfare] against its [child-abusing, demonic
establishment], first call out [your offer of]
peace to it, ___.
6

Imagine Jericho. Marching, singing, shouting HalleluYah, blowing trumpets.

If the [distant pagans] eventually respond
to you in peace, and they open [their city
gates] to you, then [YAH won't kill them]. In
time all of those [millions of] people will
11
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pay taxes to you, and work for
Israel].

[the good of

This is NOT a command to put people into forced
labor! Solomon became so wealthy and powerful
that all the nations around him voluntarily paid
tribute to Israel in return for benefiting from their
association with Israel.

But if [the pagans] refuse to make peace
with you, and instead wage war against
you, ___, then besiege [their city not with
weapons, but with praise, like at Jericho].
Segregation From Demon-Worshippers
12

13 And when Yahweh your Elohim delivers [the horribly
corrupt, child-sacrificing city] into your hands, [humanely] cast
out every male in it, your lips [shouting the] sword [of the
spirit: YAH's word].
Another holiness regulation usually couched as a
horrifying command to murder people. #5221
nakah doesn't mean ‘kill’. It can mean ‘beat’ or
‘evict’. #6310 mouth (edge) & #2719 drought
(sword) are also highly debatable translations. The
sword of the spirit is the word of YHVH. That's
what destroyed Jericho.

But the women, and the tots, and
the cattle, and everything in the city,
all its [non idolatrous] treasure, you can
adopt for yourselves. [Rescue the women &
14

children from the horrible abuse they were suffering.]

You'll consume the goods of your enemies. Yahweh your Elohim [will] give
them to you [without you ever raising one carnal
weapon]. 15 [Make that offer of peace to] all the
cities very distant from you, not to the
[horribly satanic] cities of these [nearby]
nations [which Yahweh is about to drive out of the
Promised Land]. 16 But don't harbor any living

breathing [human or cattle] from the cities of these [nearby]
people, which Yahweh your Elohim gives you as an
inheritance.
Not a command to carnally kill, but to ban any living creature [nshamah] that might be possessed
by an evil spirit. Again, a holiness regulation normally badly translated as genocidal massacre.

Rather, as Yahweh your Elohim has
commanded you, ___, you must
absolutely seclude [yourselves] from the
[pagans,] including the Hittite {Sons-Of-Terror}, the Amorite {Mountaineers}, the
Canaanite {Mercenaries}, the Perizzite
{Plainsmen}, the Hivite {Villagers}, and
the Jebusite {Threshers}.
17

[always]

Again, the word normally translated "destroy" is:
#2763 charam: to seclude.
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18 [Unless you ban the pagans from your society, ___,]

they'll teach you to race to copy all
their abominations: [killing, fornicating,
warring,] etc. for their demon-gods. [They'll
lead] you to you sin against Yahweh your
Elohim.
Ecological Statutes For Preservation Of Trees
19 When you're [marching around] a city [praising YAH], and this drags on for many days
while you make [spiritual] war against its
[demonic, child-sacrificing leaders, wait patiently for Yah-

to take the [city]. Never ruin any
food-bearing trees by chopping them
with your ax to build siege works. For
the trees of the field are man's life,
___. Deuteronomy 20:20 *[But] to preweh]

vent ruin, you can [cut] trees you
know aren't food-bearing
trees. [Use them] to build defenses
to [protect you from the army] that
makes war on you, ___. [But stop
chopping] when [Yahweh] subdues [your
enemy].”
The Hebrew describes you making a defense, not
an offensive siege!

Deuteronomy
21
Dealing With Unsolved Murders
“Imagine, ___, that in
the land Yahweh your Elohim is giving
you to own, someone finds a murder
victim lying [dead] in the countryside.
But nobody knows who killed the stiff.
1 [Moses continues,]

The relevant point of this passage is: if a murder
happens, consider it a BIG deal. Figure out who did
it. Go to great lengths! Inconvenience yourselves
to eradicate murder from your land. Don't tolerate
random unsolved killings, because they multiply
like flies, and are usually traced to corrupt government. See Song.
2 Then imagine [that] your elders and your judges
[follow the Hittite custom of dealing with unsolved murders: they] trudge
out and measure the distances to all the surrounding cities from the dead body.
This places responsibility for solving murders with
society's leaders, who are often the ones who pay
professionals to do contract killings, trusting the
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lazy, apathetic population not to care. Moses is describing the Hittite custom. He's not saying you
have to follow it. But he's saying that you have to
take unsolved murders seriously.
3 Then the elders of the town nearest the dead
body take an [innocent] heifer that has never been
worked and has never worn a yoke.
The red heifer was also considered sacred to the
Greek god Apollo.
4 [Then] the elders of that city lead the heifer down a
rough gully that hasn't been plowed or planted, to
a spot near a stream that never runs dry. There in
the gully the [elders] araph [drop-down] the heifer.
This red heifer ritual is the prime example of a ok:
a biblical statute whose meaning is lost to us. The
rare word #6202 araph has been speculated to
mean: ‘slope/ bend downward / break neck.’ The
scripture records no instances of such an act ever
being literally performed. Hoffman, Arbanel and
other Hebrew scholars posit that Moses is referencing an ancient Hittite custom. Certainly Moses didn't mean to sacrifice the cow, because it's impossible for animal-blood to take away sins. It may be
that the cow's meat was cooked for a funeral meal,
perhaps to stimulate the community to search for
the man's murderer, and to take responsibility for
keeping murderers away from the area. There is no
language suggesting that the cow's body was to lie
on the ground rotting, or to be buried, or burned.
Placing this ritual site near a year-round stream
would provide water for the funeral attenders.

The priests (the sons of Levi) [trudge
as well, because Yahweh
your Elohim chose them to serve Him
by pronouncing blessings in Yahweh's
Name-Authority, and to pass verdicts
on any kind of controversy or violent
crime.
5

down the gully]

There is no separation of church and state in Hebrew thought. Priests = Judges.
6 Then all the elders of the city nearest to the slain
man wash their hands over the heifer downed in
the gully. 7 The [elders] chant this declaration, “Our
hands didn't shed this [man's] blood. Nor have our
eyes seen [who killed him]. 8 Yahweh, please shelter
your people Israel, whom you've redeemed. Don't
lay the [guilt of spilling] innocent blood on your people,
Israel.”
YHVH will shelter Israel from blood-guilt if you take
seriously the shedding of human life. Whatever this
mysterious ritual may have entailed, it appears to
have been meant to motivate a zero-tolerance policy for murderers.

*Somehow you, ___, must
eradicate the guilt of [shedding] innocent blood from your [society].
Always do what's right in the
sight of Yahweh.
9
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Never Capture Nor Bed Pagan
Women
Deuteronomy 21:10 So say you go out to
[rave praise to Yahweh while He] battles your enemies. And Yahweh hands them over to
you. Then you lead the [rescued] women
and children back to your home.
This is neither a command nor an authorization to
take women captive, to bed with them, or to divorce them. It's a cautionary parable, warning the
men of the dangers of letting their genitals do their
thinking.

Then you see a beautifully-shaped
woman among the exiles. You lust for
her. So you [stupidly] hook up. You make
her your woman. 12 Then you take [this
hot pagan chick] home to your house. She
shaves her head. She cuts her nails,
[symbolically mourning the loss of her previous life] . 13
She takes off the ratty clothes you
caught her in. She stays in your house.
She cries for her [lost] father and mother
for a full month. Then you [foolishly] go in
to her [in the bedroom]. You [pretend to] be her
husband, and she [tries to be] your wife. 14
But then the day comes when you realize she's not making you happy anymore. So you let her go wherever she
wants. Realize now, in advance of doing [this stupid thing] that you can't ever sell
any woman for money, [not even if she's a foreigner you rescued from a satanic cabal]. You're not
going to humiliate a woman and then
make her into merchandise!
Equally Honor Children Of Your
Multiple Wives
15 Imagine, ___, a man [is dumb enough to]
marry two wives, one he loves, and the
other he hates, [like Rachel {Ewe} & Leah {Weary}].
Now both the [awesome] lady and the
[horrible hag] bear him children. But the
firstborn son comes from the wife the
guy hates. 16 When the guy passes all
his possessions to his sons, he can't let
the son of the lady he loves jump [in line]
in front of son of the [hag] he hates,
___. The [hag's] son is [irrevocably entitled to]
the [rights of the] firstborn. 17 The polygamist has to acknowledge that the son
11
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of the hated [hag] was born first. Give
[the firstborn] a double portion [or 2/3] of all
the [father] owns. Because, ___, “the
firstborn is the beginning of [the father's]
strength.” The right of the firstborn belongs to [the first son born, even if his Mom is a
skank].
Metaphorical Death Penalty For Bad
Children

*Say a man has a stubborn
and rebellious son, who never
obeys the voice of his father,
nor the voice of his mother. So,
___, they discipline him. But
[the brat] still never listens to
them. 19 Then his father and his
18

mother grab the [brat]. They drag him
out to [the] court of the elders at the
town-gates. Deuteronomy 21:20 The [parents]
yell to the elders of his city, “This [boy,]
our son, is stubborn and rebellious! He
never obeys our voice. He's a glutton!
He's a drunk.” 21 *Then all the men

of his city stone [the hellion] with
stones, until he dies, [bleeding out of
his bratty mouth]. If you did that,
you'd chase evil away from
your [community]. All Israel would
hear, and fear.
This is a metaphorical parable. In actual practice,
the stoning of children never occurs. But the parable scares kids straight.

Limits On Crucifixion
22 Say a man commits a sin worthy of
death. So someone puts him to death.
You hang him on a tree. 23 Don't leave
a carcass all night [bleeding] on a tree,
___. [Even if it's a criminal who] cursed ELohim.
Somehow bury the body the same day
you crucify the guy. [Burial] prevents infection from [infesting] your land. [Protect
your country.] Yahweh your Elohim gave it
you as your inheritance.”
Never let a dead body rot in the open air, where it
could spread infection. This prefigures the Messiah
getting taken down from his impaling stake and
buried at sundown on Passover. Various explanatory notes pose the more traditional, mystical inter-
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pretation: “a hanged man is an insult to Elohim,” or
“a dead body hanging on a post brings Elohim's
curse on the land.”

Deuteronomy
22
Help Your Neighbor Recover His
Lost Animal
1 ___, never hide yourself when you
see your [local human] brother's ox or
sheep wander astray. No matter what,
bring the [animal] back to your ‘brother.’
That's if he lives nearby and you know him.

If your ‘brother’ doesn't live close to
you, or if you don't know him, then
bring his lost animal to your own
house, ___. Keep it [safe] with you until
your [human] brother seeks it. Then give
it back to him.
2

If your far-off and irresponsible neighbor habitually
refuses to fix his fences, you're not required to escort the animals home. You don't have to spend
your life chasing your neighbor's neglected animals.

your
fellow [human's] donkey[s], clothing, and
any lost thing belonging to your brother
[man]. When he loses something, and
you find it, [follow these instructions]. Don't
hide yourself. 4 ___, when you see
your brother's donkey or his ox fall
down by the [road]way, never hide yourself. No matter what, help your brother
[man] lift up his animals [to their feet].
Cross-Dressing Discouraged, But
Not Penalized
3 [Likewise, ___, return or at least safeguard]

5

*No woman should

[use masculine

a [macho-sman, ___. Nor should a
man cloak [his gender identity] in a
woman's clothing. All practices
[which confuse the sexes] are abominable to Yahweh your Elohim.
clothing to misrepresent herself as]
tud]

This discourages cross-dressing without penalizing
it. A hermaphrodite has to make a gender-identity
choice. This verse is often [incorrectly] translated
that YHVH detests transvestites. In truth, YHVH
loves cross-dressers, just like he loves heterosexual sinners. If you have male friends who are cross-
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dressers, you notice the huge double standard:
Christian women can shave their hair and wear
pants and a business suit. Yet if a man puts on a
dress and goes to church, heaven help him. For
perspective, note that religious hypocrisy is denounced at least 700 times more often in the bible
than cross-dressing. Religious hypocrisy puffs up
and destroys the entire earth, while homosexuality
is a self-limiting phenomenon, i.e. homosexuals
don't naturally reproduce. So, by nature homosexuals remain persecuted minorities.

Care For Birds
If, as you're walking along, ___, you
happen to see a bird’s nest with chicks
or eggs in a tree, or on the ground, and
the mother bird is sitting on the chicks
or the eggs, don't take the mother with
the young. 7 You can take the chicks [to
raise,] or the eggs [for food, because birds can
quickly make more eggs]. But always let the
mother bird go, ___, so that your life
can be long and wonderful.
6

Birds and bees are necessary for human life. The
human race is killing itself by killing birds and bees
by hunting, pollution, radiation and chemical
spraying.

Keep Your Property Safe; Avoid Liability

*When you build a new
house, ___, make a guard-rail
for your roof. Keep people [from]
falling off, so you don't bring
blood-guilt on your house.
8

This worker-protection and personal responsibility
statute is almost completely ignored worldwide.
Many roof-workers thus die and leave behind orphans and widows. Notice that it doesn't say, “Buy
a liability insurance contract.” In Hebrew Law, insurance is outlawed. Just do your diligence and
trust YAH for the rest.

Only Use Heirloom, Non-GMO Seeds

*Never plant your vineyard [or any land] with the
[trojan-horse] trap of genetically modified seeds,
___. [GMO's] pervert both
the fruit of your seed
which you planted, and
9
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the other fruit[s] of your
[land].
This is not an injunction against companion planting. You must plant different kinds of crops together to ward off plagues of predator insects. (For instance, plant marigolds in your garden. Also, coffee
bushes require cover from shade trees.) This verse
warns against genetically modified seeds. Using
technology derived from ancient Babylon, ancient
cultures attempted to improve upon what YAH created, to get commercial gain, and to exploit
abused soil. These techniques end up resulting in
poverty, because genetically modified seeds eventually fail to grow. Man cannot improve upon what
YHVH created in the Garden of Eden. MAN can (at
best) make ingenious USE of the perfection YHVH
created. We are devolved from (not evolved from)
ancient peoples. Our microwave (phone) towers,
GMO seeds, and super-weapons are earth-destroying technologies. History will judge us as retarded,
and subsequent generations as brain-dead.

Holiness Symbols

*Never plow with
an ox and a donkey yoked together, ___.
Deuteronomy 22:10

This law protects animals and helps farmers. This
is a metaphorical way to say: ‘stay separate from
the evil world.’ Don't put hardworking people with
low-quality workers. You're heaven's ox. Don't
hook up with worldly asses.

Avoid wearing garments of interwoven fabrics, ___. For instance, [don't
wear] wool and linen stitched together.
11

Not only to keep the clothing from tearing, but to
serve as an allegory for maintaining separation
from the evil world.

make your
own twisted cords [tzitzit] on the four
corners of the garment you wrap
around yourself, ___.
12 [To remind yourself of the Law,]

The fringes are to remind you of YAH's commandments. It's wonderful for Christian people to wear
tzitzit to remind them to obey YAH's word.

You Can't Ditch Your Bride After
You Ding Her

*Say a man takes a woman,
___. He goes in to [lay with] her [in
the bedroom]. Then [later decides he]
hates her.
13

She was awesome BEFORE we did it, but now I see
she's a _____. She was a 10 at 3:00, and a 3 at
10:00.

spreads slurs that shatter
her good reputation. He blurts, “I mar14 [Then the man]
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ried this woman. But when I went to
[bed with] her, I found out she wasn't a
virgin!” 15 Then the father of the girl,
and her mother, fetch whatever evidence [they have] that the girl was a virgin. They bring it to the elders of the
city at the court-gates. 16 *The girl's

father says to the elders, “I
gave my daughter to this man
as his [lawfully wedded] wife. But [now]
he hates her! 17 —[My son-in-law] is
spreading slander against [my daughter].
He said, ‘I found out your daughter [wasn't] a virgin.’ But [that's a lie]! Here's proof
my daughter was a virgin [on their wedding
night]!” Then the father spreads the [bloodstained] cloth before the elders of the
city.
It's assumed that the girl bled when the guy took
her virginity, and that she had the presence of
mind to keep whatever she bled on to protect her
reputation. However, proof could more easily have
consisted of the testimony of two female nurses
that the girl still had a hymen before she went into
the bridal chamber. Easy to verify, impossible to
fake.

So, ___, the elders of that city take
that [lying] man. They discipline him [for
trying to divorce his bride].
18

With blows, or words.

*The [elders] fine the [unhappy]
husband 100 shekels [2.5 pounds]
of silver. They give the silver to
the father of the girl [as damage
restitution for] the husband stirring
up a bad reputation on a virgin
of Israel. And the girl remains
the husband's wife. He won't
be rid of her until she's dead.
19

You cannot ever abandon a woman you had sex
with. So be choosy.

Don't Fake Your Virginity

Deuteronomy 22:20 But imagine the accusation is
true, and the bride-girl can show no evidence she
was a virgin [before the wedding night].
The answer to this problem for young girls is obvious: don't fake virginity. If you are a virgin on your
wedding night, get 3rd party verification. Be prepared.
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The [parents] bring the slut-girl out of
the door of her father's house. The
townsmen [might] stone [her to] death with
rocks for birthing wickedness in Israel,
whoring from her father's house. [The angry mob shouts,] “Purge the evil from [our community]!”
21

This is another parable, not a command, of Moses.
The point of this colorful story is not to stone sluts,
but to encourage girls to stay virgins until married,
or at least to tell the truth about their sexual history to their prospective husbands. The stoning is a
caution as to what often happened in such cases,
not a literal law. The story is there to underscore
the seriousness of fornication. No examples of this
stoning for fornication ever happen in the pages of
the bible. So the deterrent effect of this harsh
parable was effective, or the people ignored the
regulation, or at least the fornicators did a pretty
good job of hiding their sin. Modern hump-happy
society is no better off being so ‘advanced’ as to
tolerate any and all sexual promiscuity.

Sex With A Married Lady Is Deadly

catch a man [in
the act of] laying an adulteress
who's married to a husband,
then both adulterers die, both
the slut and the womanizer
who laid [with] her. [That's the way to]
eradicate evil from Israel.
22

*If

[two witnesses]

One explanation for why Yahshua did not recommend stoning the woman caught in adultery: BOTH
have to be punished together. This doesn't mean
anyone HAS to stone adulterers. It means that no
entitled avenger can be punished for stoning
proven adulterers. Society has no responsibility to
protect people who engage in sins that spread
plagues.

Don't Have Sex With Engaged People
23 Say a virgin girl gets engaged to her
fiancee. But then some [Romeo] finds her.
[Then two eyewitnesses see the ‘Romeo’ actually] lay
her in a populated area [where if she'd
screamed, neighbors would have heard]. 24 *Then

you [can] bring both fornicators
out to the gate of that city. You
[can] stone them with stones to
death: the girl, because she
chose not to scream [for help]
while in the city; and the man,
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because he humbled his neighbor's wife. [By maintaining a zero-tolerance
policy to evil acts,] you eradicate ruinous [evil] from your [country].
If you fornicate, you lose the protection of the Law.
An offended party can kill you with impunity. This
verse doesn't mean that YAH orders you to stone
fornicators. But you have that choice under Hebrew
law.

It's Not A Crime To Get Raped

*But imagine a man finds an
engaged girl in the field. The
man grabs her. He rapes her.
Then only the man who lays
[with] her dies, ___. 26 Do nothing
25

to [punish] the [raped] girl, ___. She didn't
commit any sin worthy of death. [A true
rape-victim is like] a man who gets attacked
and murdered by his neighbor. 27 [The
rapist] finds her in the field. She
screams. But no one comes to save her
[from the rapist].
Lesson: girls should use the buddy-system.

Bed A Girl, And You Support Her
For Life!
28 Say a man finds a virgin girl who's
not engaged. He grabs her. [Two eyewitnesses] catch them [in the act]! 29 The man
who laid [with] her [owes] the girl's Dad 50
shekels of silver. She's his wife, because he humbled her. He's stuck with
her ‘til she's dead, ___.
Once you have sex with a woman, she's your wife.
You can't ever abandon her. You drink the milk,
you buy the cow. Stick a lady and you're stuck with
her.

Hands-Off Your Dad's Female
A man can't take his
father's woman, nor even lift up the
skirt of his father's [wife].”
Deuteronomy 22:30

Deuteronomy
23
Never Ever Cut A Penis Or Testicles!

*[Moses continues,] “No one who [intentionally] gets his [testicles] mutilat1
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ed or crushed, or gets his ‘pipe’
[penis] cut [or chewed], can enter [or
stay in] the [governing] assembly of
Yahweh.
This has nothing to do with punishing people who
accidentally suffer damage to their privates. It's an
anti-perversion statute. Pagan perverts emasculate
men & boys to make them sexually docile. Sick
men morph themselves into pseudo-girls to make
money as whores, to hit the jackpot as consorts of
twisted rich molesters. This statute does not condone discrimination against a man who lives the
anguish of feeling like a woman trapped in a man's
body. The statute:
encourages transgendered people to avoid undergoing regrettable and irreparable sex-change
surgery,
makes sure that over-zealous religious folk never
castrate themselves in a vain attempt to control
their sexual lusts, as priests have done,
and criminalizes penile circumcision, especially oral
circumcision (metzitzah b'pet), a disgusting sex
crime committed by some Rabbis who mouth-suck
the blood from babies' foreskin-wounds.
#8212 shophkah = pipe, i.e. penis. #3772 karath
= partially or completely cut.

Keep Out The Riff Raff

2 [Men, never make babies with unconverted pagan wom-

The children of [unconverted] pagans
are banned from the [governing] assembly
of Yahweh, even if [the family] stays here
for 10 generations!
en!]

A Mamzer is someone who has one non-Hebrew
parent. This rule encourages non-Hebrews to formally adopt the Hebrew way or get out of Israel.
Not only does the child have to choose the Hebrew
Way, both his parents have to choose the Hebrew
Way as well. You can alternately interpret this
verse as a prophecy: “For 10 generations don't
make babies with these nearby pagan Succubus
women descended from demonic sex unions. If you
do, your demon-spawn kids will be discriminated
against!” The assembly [qahal] may here mean the
governing assembly of elders.

No [unconverted inbred] Ammonite or
Moabite can enter the [governing] assembly of Yahweh, not even if their [family
lives among you] for 10 generations.
3

This is not racial, but religio-cultural discrimination.
This rule tended to exclude the inbred children of
incest from living in Israel. However, like Ruth
(King David's Moabite great Grandmother) foreigners descended from incest CAN participate in Hebrew society if they renounce their pagan ways
and live according to the Hebrew Law. The word
‘Moabite’ here is masculine, giving even more credence to the idea that qahal here means assembly
of male elders, not merely ‘congregation’.
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“The Hebrew term (qahal) means simply
‘assembly’ and can be used in a variety
of ways, referring for example to an
assembling of prophets (1 Sam. 19:20),
marchers (Num. 22:4), or the people of
YHVH (Deut. 9:10).
”

Ammon-spawn and
Moabites are banned from governing
[over you] because:
4 [Unrepentant]

[they're an inbred society of occultist perverts,]

because they refused to welcome
you [Israelites] with food and water when
[you were straggling through rough desert], emigrating from Egypt,
and because they [tried to] harm you by
hiring [the sorcerer] Balaam {Loner} the son
of Beor {Fire-Starter} from [Assyrian] Pethor
in Mesopotamia, to [put a satanic] hex on
you.
5 Yet Yahweh your Elohim refused to
listen to Balaam {Ammon-Is-Lord}. Instead, Yahweh your Elohim turned the
curse into a blessing on you [Israelites],
because Yahweh your Elohim loves you,
___. 6 Never seek a [mutual] benefit [pact] of peace
[and]

with

[the unconverted perverts]

as long as you live, ___, for

But don't hate the
Edomites {Red-Men}. They're your brothers. And don't hate the Egyptians, ___,
because [for a long time they let your ancestors]
live [freely] as aliens in their land. 8 Wait 3
[the rest of the]

age. 7

generations. Then the offspring of [converted]
Edomites and Egyptians can enter the [governing] assembly of Yahweh. 9 When your [praise-teams] venture
out [to praise while Yahweh] fights your enemies, you, ___,
stay away from all wicked [sexual and demonic temptations].

Protection From Night-Time Contamination
Deuteronomy 23:10 If among you any man
becomes contaminated because of
something that happens to him at
night, then he should leave the camp,
and stay outside the camp [for the appropriate length of time, ___]. 11 Then, when [the following] evening comes, [the mildly-contaminated
man] will clean himself with water. After
sunset, he'll come into the camp again.

Washing is the correct method for cleaning. This
verse isn't specifically about poop, but keep "washing" in mind as you read the next few verses on feces management / soil improvement. If your pooping location doesn't have a stream of water, make
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sure to bring a bottle of water to wash your backside. Wiping spreads poop. Washing cleans
poop. All commands regarding cleaning in this Law
demand washing, not smearing crap all over your
anus with toilet paper. If the atheistic French can
get this, you can too. Washing matters because intestinal parasites come out in your poop. Then
when you wipe with toilet paper, you leave lots of
parasites laying eggs that hatch and crawl back up
into your colon and give you nuisances like colon
cancer. Also, clueless girls gift themselves vaginal
infections all the time from wiping backwards.
Moral: wash it!

Hebrew Composting Toilet Provisions

*Designate a [private] area outside the camp where you can
[discreetly] go poo [without affecting nearby
water supplies, ___].
12

Here is the perfect recipe from heaven for turning
a sanitation disaster into a blessing using every
family's prime productive resource: POOP! Simply
put your poo and pee in dirt. (Use ash to neutralize
the PH if you want to re-use the soil soon.) Choose
a designated location for your treasure-mound sufficiently far from your dwelling. The ideal location
is somewhere with lots of trees for privacy, and
where no water-runoff could contaminate anything
important.

*Bring a spade in your gear,
___. When [the poop] comes [aknockin',] dig a hole. Crouch down
[over it] and let fly. [If pee comes out, fine.
Of course, wash your butt.] Then turn
back around and cover your
excrement. [Congratulations! You made fer13

tilizer!]
•
Attach a spade-like digging tool to your
machete or belt-knife. (You carry a utility
blade, right? You'll need one in the wild.) A
'swiss-army knife', though small, works,
because it has a utility knife and a spoon.
•
When nature calls, take a nature-stroll to
the ‘treasure mound’!
•
Dig a little hole, 6 inches deep is way plenty
•
Deposit your ‘gold’.
•
Turn around; (check for any signs of parasites or disease if you want, or just admire
your work.)
•
Put the loose dirt over your masterpiece.
You can stomp the dirt down with your
boot so no rats or chickens smell it. Let
the sun do its wonderful work! You'll be
amazed at how fast the sun, worms and
soil microbes turn poor soil and poop into
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perfect loam you can put right up to your
nose.
See the song: Tapa la Caca. Caveat: some reports
indicate that cat-holes work best where the soil is
reasonably dry. Fecal coliform counts may persist
in wet or acidic conditions.

ment-corporate master, says any Law dictionary.)
Indentured servants under Hebrew law were similar to today's employees, though they had fixed
terms and the master's could smack them around
(within narrow limits) without legal penalty, but at
risk of the worker running away.

*For [the spirit of] Yahweh your
Elohim [is ever-present] throughout
your camp, [working] to rescue
you, to hand your enemies to
your [shocked] faces. So make
your camp holy, ___. Don't
risk Yahweh seeing [poop lying un-

16 [The escaped servant]

14

buried on the ground or festering in disease-breeding pit-latrines, or people pooping naked in front of

nasty thing
that might cause [YAH] to turn
His back to you.
other people, or any other]

Your enemies are not the ‘terrorists’ and health-scares on TV. Your enemies are parasites invading
your body, and attacking your food because it was
grown in poor soil. Follow YHVH's instructions.
Then you won't have a medically significant disease-causing parasite-load. (Otherwise, the Creator will turn from you. Then you and your plants
will suffer multiple diseases.) With good poop management you can harvest a treasure-mound of precious, top-grade soil for fertilizer to raise the best
pest-and-disease resistant crops you've EVER tasted, all raised from your own garden, in total independence from man and money! If you've got the
runs or it's raining and you need to go fast, have a
‘bucket-room’ with a separate bucket for dirt. For
background and design of the ‘emergency room,’
see the free and delightful ‘Humanure Handbook.’
For more information on a man who devoted his
life to the practical wisdom of Deuteronomy 23:1214, research: ‘Rev. Henry Moule and the earth
closet.’

Let Escaped Slaves Go Free
Never return any [fugitive] debt-worker
who escapes from his boss [then runs] to
you, ___.
15

The evil Code of Hammurabi specifies the death
penalty for harboring a fugitive slave. In contrast,
rhe Hebrew Law gives no remedy to slave-masters
in the event their indentured-servants run away.
This is so the master will treat his servants kindly.
Well-cared-for workers have little motivation to run
away. This proves that Hebrew Law does not condone slavery, though it provides for limited voluntary indentured servitude. Employees go to the
same dead-end jobs decade after decade, and
can't bear the thought of being fired. (Employment
is defined at Law as a Master-Servant relationship.
Employees are the legal servants of the govern-
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will dwell with you,
___, as a [freeman] among you, in whatever place he chooses inside one of
your [town] gates, where he likes best:
never oppress him.

The people of the land must let the escaped servant live wherever he wants without bothering
him. They can't take the servant back to his former
Master. This is an extremely lenient and liberal law,
compared to the merciless Babylonian statutes.
This shatters the misconception that the Bible condones slavery.

There's No Such Thing As A Hebrew
Whore

* ___, there must be no
whore among the daughters of
Israel, nor a male prostitute
among the sons of Israel. 18
17

Never bring the wages of a whore, nor
the earnings of a dog [male-prostitute] into
the temple of Yahweh your Elohim to
pay any vow, ___. [Dirty porn money] is an
abomination to Yahweh your Elohim.
YHWH does not want dirty money. Most money of
the world today consists of the wages of whoredom. Give Caesar back his debased currency.

Hebrew Anti-Money-Lending
Statutes

*Never charge interest on a
loan to your fellow [Hebrews, ___.
Resist the urge to take] interest on
money, interest on food, interest on anything that can be
loaned for gain.
19

Give zero-interest loans. The best practice: never
charge interest; never pay interest.

To a foreigner, you
may lend charging interest, ___. But
never lend on interest to your brother
[Hebrew]. This way Yahweh your Elohim
will bless you in everything you set
your hand to in the land you're going to
own.
Deuteronomy 23:20

You can charge a non-Hebrew interest without
breaking the Hebrew Law. But that doesn't make it
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a good idea. Better not to lend for gain at all. If
you charge interest to fellow believers you will be
cursed.

Never Bind Yourself In ANY Obligation
21 When you [foolishly choose to] make a vow
to Yahweh your Elohim, rush to fulfill it,
___. Yahweh your Elohim demands that
you fulfill [your word. It's a great] sin [break your
promises].
Don't say you're gonna do it. Just do it. See James
5:12. NO OATHS! NO BONDAGE!

*Make no promises, ___.
Then you'll never be guilty [of
22

breaching your commitment. Never obligate yourself. Just do the right thing.]
Nobody's making you promise. Make no promises!
Never, not even wedding vows!

But if [you foolishly let] a [commitment] escape your lips, guard and perform the
exact obligation you vowed to Yahweh
your Elohim, ___. Honor what you voluntarily promised with your [big fat]
mouth.
23

Marriage vows are for life, no matter what the
‘judge’ says. You get condemned by the words of
your mouth.

Poor People Have The Right To
Trespass & Eat
24 You, ___, can enter your neighbor's
vineyard, and eat all the grapes you
can [stuff in your belly]. Enjoy. But don't put
even one grape in a container.
This would be considered tresspass under most national statutes. Eat your fill in your neighbor's garden. But don't carry anything out in a sack.

Likewise, ___, you can pick your
neighbor's standing corn (and eat it)
with your [bare] hands. But you can't
start whacking with tools, harvesting
your neighbors crops [for yourself]!”
25

A built in, non-centralized welfare provision. In
modern 'enlightened' nations like the U.S., your
neighbor can shoot you for entering his field. So if
you're poor you get the Mark of The Beast and get
food stamps to buy junk food.

Deuteronomy
24
Moses Condemns Divorce & ReMarriage
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*[Moses continues, “You men are
disgusting.] You take a
woman. You dominate
her [like she's your dog-slave].
Then she loses favor in
your eyes [because]:
1

[you don't like the way she looks]

naked,

[or you find out she's not as innocent
as you thought,]

or whatever [excuse you make
up].
So you [foolishly] write a
bill of divorce. You hand
it to her. Then [you kick]
her out of your house!
This is a parable lamenting divorce. It is in NO WAY
a permission to divorce, except obviously in the
case of bestial, homosexual, incestuous or unconsummated marriages. Sending away a lawfully
married spouse is always a sin! Divorcing via court
is like rape by candlelight. It's shooting someone in
their neck rather than their head. Paul and
Yahshua go into this in the other verses on divorce.
Even if your wife bedded another guy, forgive her.
You probably helped cause the adultery. Divorce is
absolutely wrong, even if the girl cheated. But if
you're gonna break your marriage covenant and
boot your wife, at least give her a written signed
statement admitting you're kicking her out so she
can get another man to take care of her without
the new man being worried you're gonna' kill him
for wife-stealing and adultery. The note doesn't OK
the divorce. At best, the note controls the crisis.

*[You force your wife to] leave
[her] home and become
[property] of another man.
2

The words ‘wife’, ‘husband’, & ‘marry’ are not in this
verse! A divorce decree is in NO WAY a permission
to divorce. A divorce decree is a declaration that a
spouse has been abandoned. Remarried people are
not truly married. They are ‘walking [through life]
together.’ When a judge says, “If you get in a
wreck, stick around so the details can be worked
out in an orderly manner”, the judge isn't giving
you permission to have a wreck. The divorce paper
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merely structures the chaos. A divorce decree is
shooting heroin with a clean needle: Clean needles
don't excuse drug use, they merely delay death.
The divorce decree is like fornication with a rubber:
A condom doesn't excuse promiscuous sex; it just
helps prevent diseases & unwanted pregnancies.
Similarly, with her ‘divorce-decree’ in-hand, your
wife won't die naked, lost, freezing under a bridge.
It's still NEVER right to divorce lawfully-wedded
spouses. The divorce decree just manages the
damage.

*[Eventually the] other man hates
her. So he writes [her another] bill
of divorce. He hands it to her.
Then he sends [her out of his] house!
[Or sometimes] the 2nd man dies, after taking her as his sorta-kinda-wife.
3

Again, the words ‘husband’, ‘wife’, and ‘marry’ do
not appear in this verse, because so-called ‘remarried’ people are not married; they are cohabiting.
The purpose of this verse is not to condone divorce
but to prevent a revolving-door, ‘share-the-wife’
society. A sexually corrupt society is exactly what
divorce courts support and create.

*[Then maybe you, her] real husband,
who sent her away, take her
back as your ‘wife.’ But it's not
[the same]. She's contaminated
4

[from having yet another man inside her heart. Di-

abomination
in the face of Yahweh. [Divorce
dumps] sin [all over the] land Yahweh
your Eloah gave you as an inheritance!
vorce & remarriage piles up]

If you send your wife over to Joe, then change
your mind and take her back again, you get her
back defiled. That's a recipe for conflict, neglected
children and sexually-transmitted diseases.

Hebrews Get Year-Long Honeymoons

*When a man accepts a virgin
woman [as a bride], he won't venture out with masses [of men to explore and tame the land], nor be encumbered by any business. He'll be
free at home one year, to cheer
up his [new] wife.
5

Try that on the army of the nation around you. The
pagans send boys out to get their faces blown off
in war right away, in the first few weeks of mar-
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riage. And look deeper: the newlywed doesn't have
to work for an entire year! That's because Hebrews
who follow YHWH's Law are prosperous, blessed,
enjoying all they need with plenty left over to
share.

Taking Work Tools As Collateral
Prohibited

*No man can take [a miller's] lower or upper millstone as collateral. Meaning: never take anyone's work tools as collateral
to guarantee a loan, ___.
6

The grain miller needs both halves of the mill to
survive. So never take a millstone, nor anything
else the borrower needs to live, as collateral for a
loan.

Kidnappers/Man-Stealers Get The
Death Penalty

*If [two eyewitnesses] catch a man
stealing, enslaving or selling
any of his [human] brother[s] from
the people of Israel, then for
sure, ___, that man-thief dies.
Eradicate evil from your [communities].
7

Kidnapping and selling people into slavery is a capital offense. Hebrew Law is anti-slavery. But it allows limited voluntary indentured servitude.

Skin-Diseases Are Religious Matters
8 Watch out, ___! Guard against outbreak[s] of skin disease. Be uber-diligent to do everything the Levitical
priests instruct you pursuant to my
commands.

The priests were the equivalent of today's doctors,
except that the priests knew how to cure you naturally, whereas today's doctors are mostly legalized
drug pushers. Yes, today's drugs may alleviate diseases (forgive sins) for which priests may have no
natural cure. But if you follow Biblical cleanliness
laws and don't eat pig or hump goats, you probably won't get gonorrhea, nor suffer a ruptured appendix.

Remember when Yahweh your Elohim
Miriam {Bitter}[leprosy for being
a brat] on the Way [to the Promised Land], after
you emigrated from Egypt.
9

[temporarily gave]

Leprosy for disobedience. Sickness comes from sin.

Limitations On Debt Collection
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When you, ___, lend
your brother [human] anything, never invade his dwelling to fetch what he
pledged [in collateral, or to recover your investment].
Deuteronomy 24:10

No forced-entry foreclosures. Lending is giving.

Stay outside, ___. [Wait, forever if necessary, for your borrower] to bring the collateral
outside to you.
11

And if your debtor doesn't pay you back, you can't
sue him. But you don't have to lend to him in the
future.

And if [your borrower] is poor, ___, never keep [holding] his collateral.
12

The debt-ridden world hates the Bible because of
statutes like this. Hebrew & Christian Law make
moneylending useless as a business. This statute
encourages returning the collateral immediately,
the same day. It absolutely forbids long-term secured loans to poor people. Following this law requires a total rebuild of the world's debt-based financial system, which will soon collapse in a single
day.

Even if [the debtor stiffs you on the loan], return his collateral, ___, as [sure as] the
setting sun. Then when he lies down in
his clothes, [because he's too poor to afford sheets,]
he'll bless you. Then the face of Yahweh your Elohim will [smile on your unusual
generosity. YAH will call you] righteous.
13

This echoes the Messiah's command to never ask a
debtor to pay you back. It's designed to encourage
generosity and inhibit moneylending. The usual silly mistranslations limit this verse to short-term 1day loans guaranteed by cloaks.

Pay Workers Fairly And Immediately
14 ___, never oppress a poor, needy
hired worker, whether he's [one] of your
brothers, or [one] of your [neighboring] foreigners in your town [or the surrounding]
land. 15 Pay [all] your workers in full on
the day [they work, ___]. Never let the sun
go down [with a worker's pay in your control]. He's
poor, [or he wouldn't be slaving for day wages]. He
sets his heart on [getting paid daily]. If you
sin [by delaying payment], the worker might
cry against you to Yahweh. Then [YAH
would] punish you.
This principle applies even if the worker isn't poor.
Keep no accounts. Don't owe. Don't extend credit,
unless you're willing to see your loan as a gift.

Prohibition Of Child And Elderly
Sacrifice
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*No fathers can ever [Lawfully]
be put to death for the [sins of their]
children. Nor can children be
put to death [to pay] for the [sins of
their] fathers. Every man will be
put to death for his own sin.
16

Law Protections For Poor People &
Immigrants
17 ___, never pervert the justice due a
foreigner or a fatherless [orphan]. Never
take a widow's clothing as collateral.
The immigration "laws" of the world are horribly
oppressive to poor foreigners. U.S. Border policy
toward Mexico is criminal oppression.

Prevent Central-Government Welfare Systems
18 Always remember that Yahweh your
Elohim redeemed you, ___, while you
were a contract-slave in ‘Egypt.’ That's
why I command you to [protect helpless people].
You've been living as a slave in spiritual Egypt your
whole life.

*Don't cut down every harvest product in your field, ___.
Intentionally ‘forget’ to [reap some]
produce in the field. Never go
back to fetch [every scrap of food].
Leave [some of your crops] for foreigners, for fatherless [orphans], and
for widow[s], so Yahweh your
Elohim can bless you in all the
work of your hands.
19

The right to glean is a bona-fide welfare statute.
Centralized government handouts are clandestine
mechanisms of Fascist takeover.

When you beat your
olive tree, never go over the boughs
twice, ___. [Leave the leftovers] for foreigners, for fatherless [orphans], and for widow[s]. 21 *When you, ___, gather
Deuteronomy 24:20

the grapes of your vineyard,
don't glean it. [Leave the leftovers] for
foreigners, for fatherless [orphans],
and for widow[s]. 22 Always remember that you were a contract-slave in
‘Egyptian territory.’ That's why I com-
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mand you to

[personally provide for the welfare of
your poor neighbors, rather than relegate them to a welfare-state].”

Because centralized ‘welfare’ programs bring slavery like poop brings flies.

Deuteronomy
25
Verdicts For Crimes Punishable By
Whipping
1 [Moses continues,] “When there's a controversy between men, and they come to
[the court] for judges to try [the case and render]
a verdict, the judges must vindicate the
righteous [party], and condemn the
wicked. 2 If a wicked man deserves
beating, the judge gets him to lie
down. [Then the judge orders a whipper] to whip
the [perp] under the judge's supervision.
Based on the severity of his crime, the
[perp] gets a number of [whiplashes]:
No jails. No "corrections infrastructure" sucking
away the wealth of the nation to cage poor black
men in prison for no good reason.

The judge [can order the whipper to] strike
the convict 40 times, but no more.
Don't go over 40. When you whip a
convict over and over, you degrade
your brother in [society's] eyes. [You kill or
3

permanently disfigure him.]

Workers Must Be Adequately Fed
And Cared For

*Never muzzle the ‘ox’ while
he treads out the ‘corn’, ___.
4

Feed your workers. Provide for their needs. Don't
short-change them.

Widows Can Remarry, But Only
Within The Faith
5 If [Hebrew] men live [reasonably near each other],
and one of them dies leaving no children, the wife of the dead man shouldn't [be forced to] separate [from Hebrew culture]
to turn to [bedding] an alien man. [If she
wants to be married,] a relative [however distant]
of her [deceased] husband should step in
and take her as his wife, and cover her
[with his protection], and do the duty [of caring]
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for her, as a kinsman of any
brew] husband should.

[deceased He-

The word normally translated ‘brother’ [#251 'ash]
is very broad. It connotes ‘kindred.’ #2992 yabam
[normally translated ‘duty of the husband's brother’]
is a primitive root of doubtful meaning. Defining
this rule as strictly to pertain only to ‘brothers’,
when over a million Hebrew men could have fit the
bill, makes it silly, awkward, bizarre and a de-facto
promotion of polygamy.

Then the firstborn [child] the ex-widow
bears will carry on the name of the
dead [Hebrew], so his name [and reputation]
won't get erased from Israel. 7 And if
the [most appropriate] tribesman doesn't
want to marry his [dead] fellow [Hebrew's]
wife, then [the widow] goes up to the
town-gate, and says in the eyes of the
elders, “My husband's relative refuses
to raise up a name in Israel for his [dead]
.’ He refuses perform the duty [he owes as]
my husband's [most eligible] kinsman.” 8
Then the elders of his city call the
[deadbeat]. They [try to] talk [sense into] him. 9
But if [the deadbeat] persists in saying, “I
don't want to marry her,” then the widow approaches him in the presence of
the elders. She takes one shoe off his
foot. She spits in his face. She rebukes
[him,] crying, “That's what you get for refusing to build up your kinsman's family-line.” Deuteronomy 25:10 And throughout
Israel, [the deadbeat and his family] will be
called, “The family of the shoe-loosed
man.”
6

A crypto-sexual insult, like he's emasculated himself by refusing to do his duty.

Ladies, Never Grab A Fighting
Man's Privates!

*Say men fight together, [wrestling, punching, kicking].
Then the wife of one
[fighter] runs in to rescue
her husband from the
grip of the guy who's
whacking him. Then she
11
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reaches out her hand,
___ … she grabs [her husband's opponent] by the [balls or
the wang]! 12 [The offended man can] cut her
palm. Don't look to shelter her
tice, ___].

[from jus-

Not ‘chop off her hand!’ How disgusting it is to see
so many translators copying each other's errors,
attributing such barbarity to Moses! #7112 qatsats
= literally or figuratively cut off. #3709 kaph =
‘palm’, not ‘hand’!

Debased Money (Which You Now
Use) Prohibited

* ___, never carry in
your money-container
differing weights: one
heavy [for measuring what you
get], and one deceptively
light [hollowed-out to make you
pay less than what's fair].
13

U.S. dual-monetary policy of the 20th century pitted a precious silver dollar vs. a worthless paper
‘dollar.’ This verse completely forbids the world's
debased economic systems. Caesar shaves the
coins. Then he replaces the inside with junk metal.
Finally, by his powers as ‘god,’ he declares junk
metal to be gold. In 1963, Kennedy tried to prevent the U.S. from replacing its silver coins with
junk metal. He got shot weeks later. Now you get
worthless U.S. aluminum dollars, if you get anything of substance at all. Counterfeiting is illegal
for you, yet it's the job of the world's central
banks.

* ___, never let deceptive
measures of value [such as paper and
junk metal “dollars”] into your house [or
place of work].
14

When the U.S. completely debased the currency in
1964, American Christians should have insisted on
using silver ounces as payment. Instead, they
stared at their lying T.V. sets and let their preachers lull them to sleep, talking about how ‘Jesus
abolished the Law.’

*Rather, you, ___,
must always maintain
perfect and just
15
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weights.

[Never fill your meat
with slime water. Never dope your
fake-food with fillers to make it artificially heavy. Never add salt and sugar
to make your junk-food taste like real
food. Never use genetics and chemicals to trick the ground into growing
food with the correct weight but no

You must
always maintain perfect
and just measures of
value, [including real, soundly-backed money], to reach
your [potential 120 year] lifespan in the land Yahweh
your Elohim gives you.
nutritional value.]

Do not use the world's debased money system. Instead, trade in substance, such as grains, honey,
oil, and, when necessary, gold and silver. This will
totally change the character of your life and your
relationships. YHVH will bless you. Yes, it's difficult!
The reason you're expecting to die at about 1/2 of
your potential lifespan is that you're breaking your
Creator's laws, flipping him off all day long.

*For all who do such
things [selling adulterated food,
trading in debased money]—everyone who deals dishonestly [or supports a system
built on dishonest foundations]—
are abominations to
Yahweh your Elohim.
16

Everyone who uses the world's debased money
system is an abomination to YHVH. The ‘money’
you now use is the foundation of the Mark Of The
Beast.

YHVH Kills Your Enemy & Gives His
Junk To You
17 Remember how [the people of] Amalek
{Blood-Licker}[abused] you on the road-trip,
after you escaped from Egypt: 18 *[The
Amalekites]
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dragged, faint and weary down
the road, they struck your
stragglers: the feeble [elderly, women and children languishing] behind your
caravans. Amalek's [blood-licking
brutes] had no fear of Elohim. 19

ate]

But now Yahweh your Elohim is giving
you rest from all your surrounding enemies. Yahweh your Elohim is giving you
ownership of the [pagans'] land as an inheritance. [Using praise-power,] you'll blot out
the remembrance of Amalek {Blood-Licker} from under heaven.”

brings us up out of Egypt with [His]
mighty hand. [His] outstretched arm [performs] great, terrifying [miraculous] signs
and [paranormal] wonders, ___! 9 [Then]
YAH brings us into this place. He gives
us this [awesome] land — a land flowing
[with] milk and honey! Deuteronomy 26:10
So now see: I bring the firstfruits of the
land, which you, Yahweh gave me.”
Then you set [your gift] before [the altar of]
Yahweh your Elohim. Then you worship
[on your face] before your Sovereign (Yahweh). 11 Then, ___, you [throw a praise-party]! Light-up over all the good things
Yahweh your Elohim gives you. [Invite everyone] in your household, plus the
Levite[s] and the [repentant] foreigners
among you.
Party Plans For Your 3rd Year of
Blessing
12 Then, [3 years later,] when you've separated a tenth of the crops [your land]
yields in the third year, (the year of
tithing), give [your donation] to Levite[s],
foreigner[s], fatherless [orphans], and widow[s], so they can eat and be filled
while living near you. 13 Then declare before

Not in any way a command to commit violence.
Simply a statement of fact.

Deuteronomy
26
Spring-Harvest Hebrew Party Plans
1 [Moses continues,] “So always remember
[how Yahweh rescued you, ___]. When you get
into the land Yahweh your Elohim gives
you as an inheritance, and you take
possession and live there, make sure [to
throw a holy party]! 2 Take some of the first
[yields] of all the ‘fruits of the earth’ you
raise from your land Yahweh your Elohim gives you, ___. Put [the food] in a
basket. Then go to the place Yahweh
your Elohim chooses to place His
Name-authority. 3 Next, ___, go to the thencurrent priest. Say to him, “Today I declare to Yahweh your Elohim that I've come to the land Yahweh
swore to our fore-fathers He'd give us.” 4 Then the
priest takes the basket out of your hand. He sets it
down before the altar of Yahweh your Elohim.

Hebrew Praise Party Song
Then you face Yahweh your Elohim as
you chant this [song]: “[Look back in time to]
my ancestor [Jacob]. He wanders Syria,
good as dead! He and a few [relatives] migrate down into Egypt. They settle
there. Over [centuries, we, their descendants] become a huge, powerful, populous nation, [right] there [in the middle of Egypt]! 6
5

*But the Egyptians viciously
abuse us! They batter [and humiliThe Cinematic Bible 1.0

us. They crush [our backs] with
cruel bondage! 7 *Then we cry
to Yahweh, Elohim of our fathers. Yahweh hears our voice.
He sees our suffering, our toil,
our oppression. 8 Finally Yahweh

Yahweh your Elohim, “I've brought the consecrated
[tithes] from my house. I've given them away to the
Levite[s], the foreigners[s], the fatherless [orphans],
and the widow[s]. I'm obeying every order you've
given me. I [continue to] avoid transgressing your commandments. I remember all of them.
Notice that you can ‘tithe’ directly to poor people.
You don't have to filter your generosity through organizations. The 'charity' industry mostly serves itself.
14 I haven't eaten anything [you told me to give away. That
would be like a crime.] Nor did I use any of [my goods] for
dirty [purposes]. Nor did I offer any of it [to occultists] to
[communicate with or manipulate the status of] dead [people]. I just
listened to the voice of [you,] Yahweh my Elohim. I
[gave the donation] just as you commanded me.
dead = may refer to a payment in penalty for
touching dead bodies.
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Look down from your holy habitation,
from heaven. Bless your people Israel,
and the land you gave us. [It's] just like
you promised to our fathers: a land
that gushes milk and honey!”
The Rights and Duties of The Sinai
Covenant
16 Today Yahweh your Elohim [again] orders you, ___, to live these Laws and
rulings. So guard and execute them
with all your heart, and with all your
soul. 17 Today you've declared [that]
Yahweh is your Elohim. [You've agreed] to
walk in his ways, ___, to guard His
Laws, and His precepts, and his judgments, and to listen to his voice. 18 And
today Yahweh declares you to be His
unique [treasured] People, as He promised
you. So you, ___, must guard [and obey]
all His commandments.
15

See: Exodus 19:5, Deuteronomy 14:2, Psalms
135:4, Ecclesiastes 2:8, Titus 2:14, I Peter 2:9.
Grace is miraculous power to live the principles of
the Mosaic code, not freedom to ignore it.

lifts you in praise, and in
name-authority, and in honor, high
above all nations YAH [ever] made. [So live
as] holy people [dedicated] to Yahweh your
Elohim, as He ordered [you, ___, to be].”
19 [Your obedience]

Deuteronomy
27
Make Monuments Inscribed With
YAH's Commands
1 Then Moses, flanked by the elders of
Israel, orders the [millions of Israeli] people.
[He shouts], “[Take concrete actions to] guard [and
preserve the societal influence of] all the commandments I teach you today. 2 Make
sure that on the day when you pass
over [the] Jordan [river] to the land Yahweh your Elohim gives you, that you
erect huge boulders. Then coat them
with plaster.

The pagan nations make monuments to their leaders, gods, conquests and heroes. Hebrews make
monuments commemorating the Word of YAH. The
two practices could not be further apart.
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Then carve into the boulders all the
words of this Law. Then, after you've
passed over [the Jordan river], you'll be able
to penetrate the land Yahweh your Elohim gives you (a land that flows with
milk and honey) as Yahweh Elohim of
your ancestors promised you. 4 So
when you've crossed the Jordan [river],
set up these [Law-monument] stones on
mount Ebal {Baldy}. Coat them with
plaster, as I command you today.
3

Ebal [Heap] is a barren, inhospitable mountain, a
symbol of the death which results from disobeying
the law.
5 [On Mount Ebal,] build an altar in [honor of] Yahweh your
Elohim, an altar of stones. Don't lift up any iron
tool upon them.
A prefiguration of the Ekklesia, the living temple
made of human blockheads like us.
6 Build the altar of Yahweh your Elohim of uncut
stones. Then send up [the wonderful smell of fire-roasted]
ascension-donations. [Celebrate feasts] there to [honor]
Yahweh your Elohim.
This is about feasting, not burning up animals. See
next verse.

Butcher [animals which people donate as]
peace-gifts. Eat them there [on the mountain]. Brighten-up beneath the [smiling]
face of Yahweh your Elohim. 8 *You,
7

___, must very plainly inscribe
on the stones all the words of
this Law.
The Law of YHVH is simple, clear and easy to understand. The only people who claim that it's overly complicated are looking for an excuse to disobey
it, so they can follow the tens of millions of worldly
conflicting laws they've sworn to obey. For them,
the Bible is the straw that breaks the camel's back.
Exit worldly jurisdiction, and YAH's Law is very
light.
9 Then Moses and the priests (the Levites) address
the whole [assembly of the elders of] Israel: [Moses says,] ‘Be
silent, Israel. Listen! You've now become the people of Yahweh your Elohim.
Holy Nation.

So, ___, obey the
voice of Yahweh your Elohim. Live his
instructions and his statutes, as I command you today.”
Curses That Come From Disobeying
YAH's Law
Deuteronomy 27:10

11 The same day, Moses commissions the people:
12 [Moses] says, "After you cross [the] Jordan [river],
[leaders from] the following [tribes from Jacob's lawful marriages]
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will [hike up and] stand atop mount Gerizim {Cut-Rock} to
bless the [Israeli] people: Simeon {Listener}, Levi
{Uniter}, Judah {Celebrated}, Issachar {Reward}, Joseph
{Increaser}, and Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}.
These 6 tribes associated with blessing are from
Rachel & Leah, Jacob's actual wives.
13 Simultaneously, [leaders from] the [following tribes spawned
by adultery] will stand on mount Ebal {Baldy} to [proclaim
the] curse[s for disobeying the law]: Reuben {Look-a-Son}, Gad
{Troop}, Asher {Happy}, Zebulun {House}, Dan {Judge}
and Naphtali {Wrestler}.
4 tribes associated with the curse (Gad, Asher,
Dan, Naphtali) are from Jacob's concubines.
Reuben is cursed for bedding his dad's woman. Zebulun (Leah's last son) in included, perhaps as a
condemnation of Leah tricking Jacob into marrying
her, or perhaps just to even the count: (6 tribes on
each mountain). The name ‘Zebulun’ may come
from the Semitic root ZBL, an epithet for Baal.

Then, shouting at the top of their
lungs, the Levites must warn all the Israelites [below the mountain]: 15 ‘Cursed is
the man who makes and secretly sets
up any engraved or molten idol-image:
an abomination Yahweh [detests]. [Never
worship] the work of any craftsman's
hands.’ Then all the people antiphonally
respond, “Amén.”
14

The money of the worldly nations is cursed. Paper
and coin money has historically been covered in
occult symbols.

‘Cursed is he who short-changes his
father or his mother.’ Then all the people shout, “Amén!”
16

This means to pay your parents.

‘Cursed is he who removes his neighbor's land-boundary-marker.’ Then all
the people shout, “Amén!” 18 ‘Cursed is he
17

who makes blind [people] stray out of the ‘Way.’” Then
all the people shout, “Amén!”
Lev19:14.

‘Cursed is he who perverts the justice due a foreigner, a fatherless [orphan],
or a widow.’ Then all the people shout,
“Amén!”
Curses On Sexual Sinners
Deuteronomy 27:20 ‘Cursed is he who lays
his father's wife, [or even] lifts up his father's [woman's] skirt.’ Then all the people
shout, “Amén!”
19

And of course, anyone who messes sexually with
their Dad. Yuccch!

399

’Cursed is [the pervert] who lies with any
kind of beast.’ Then all the people
shout, “Amén!”
21

Figuratively, a condemnation of homosexual intercourse.

‘Cursed is [anyone] who lies with his
sister, the daughter of his father, or the
daughter of his mother.’ Then all the
people shout, “Amén!” 23 ‘Cursed is anyone who lies with his mother-in-law.’
Then all the people shout, “Amén!” 24
‘Cursed is anyone who secretly damages [or in any way attacks] his neighbor.’
Then all the people shout, “Amén!” 25
‘Cursed is anyone who takes a reward
to kill an innocent person.’ Then all the
people shout, “Amén!” 26 ‘Cursed is he
who fails to honor all the words of this
Torah by living them.’ Then all the people shout, ‘Amén!’”
22

Oops. They just cursed themselves.

Deuteronomy
28
Blessings You Get If You Obey
YAH'S Laws
1 ___, if you diligently listen to the
voice of Yahweh your Elohim, so that
you keep studying and executing all His
commandments, as I command you today, [see your future:] Yahweh your Elohim
sets you on high, above all nations of
the earth. 2 All the following blessings
flow over you, and stay with you, ___,
if you listen to the voice of Yahweh
your Elohim: 3 [YAH] blesses you, ___,
in the city. [YAH] blesses you in the
countryside. 4 [YAH] blesses the ‘fruit of
your womb’, ___. And [he blesses] the
produce from your ground, and your
breeding cattle. Your cows and flocks of
sheep multiply. 5 [ ___, if you obey, YAH fills]
your grain-basket and kneading-bowl
[with] blessings [of healthy delicious food].
Your food will be nutritious and tasty.
6 [YAH]

blesses you, ___, as you enter
And [YAH] blesses you

[any place or endeavor].
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as you leave

[any place or investment]. 7

*Yahweh makes your enemies
who rise up against you get
struck [dead] before your face,
___. They march out against
you as one [coordinated attack-force].
But [they] flee from your [laughing]
face in 7 directions, [completely disorganized]!
Your enemies march in like Caesar's armies and
scatter like the 3 stooges.

Yahweh commands blessing to overflow you in your storehouses. [He prospers]
everything to which you set your hand,
___. Yahweh your Elohim [rains] blessings on you in the land He gives you. 9
As Yahweh swore to you, he establishes
you [as] a sacred People [dedicated] to himself, ___, if you guard the commandments of Yahweh your Elohim, and
walk in his ways.
8

Holy people = am kodesh, in contrast to goy
kodesh in ex 16:9. Goy = beast-nation, am =
beloved people.

*All [ignorant] peoples of the earth see that
you're called by the name of
Yahweh. So they fear you,
___.
Deuteronomy 28:10

Then they'll try to attack and control you because
they fear you.

Yahweh makes you, ___, rich in
good-works. [He surrounds you with happy healthy
babies] from your womb[s]. [YAH] makes
you rich in offspring from your cattle.
[You bask] in the produce from your soil.
[You live happy] on the land Yahweh swore
to your fore-fathers [He would] give you.
Never, Ever Borrow Anything
11

*Yahweh opens to you his
awesome treasure, the sky. He
showers rain on your land at
the right season[s]. [He] blesses
every work of your hand[s],
___. You lend to many nations.
But you, ___, NEVER
BORROW.
12
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AGAIN, THOU SHALT NOT BORROW! If you are
obedient to the Bible's commands, you will NEVER
borrow. Debt is a curse. A ministry (or business or
family) in debt has lost its way. Debt-funding is
rocket-fuel rushing you in a wrong direction.

*Yahweh makes you, ___,
the head, not the tail. When
you listen to, and study, and
actively [live] the commandments of Yahweh your Elohim,
which I command you today,
you always [reign] above. You
never [wallow] below.
13

Disasters Smash You If You Ignore
YAH's Laws
14 ___, never wander astray, [not] to
the right hand nor to the left, from any
of the words I command you today.
[Never] go after other gods [& leaders]. [Never]
serve them. 15 Guaranteed, ___, after
you fail to listen to the voice of Yahweh
your Elohim — [after you refuse to] study and
execute all His commandments and His
instructions which I command you today — [then] all the following curses
flood upon you and overtake you:
These horrors of war plague Israel through history,
notably at the Roman destruction of Jerusalem in
70AD.

you get cursed in
the city, ___, and cursed in the countryside. 17 [If you ignore YAH's Laws, he] curses
your grain-basket and kneading-bowl
[with scant, low-quality, poisonous food, ___].
16 [If you're disobedient,]

Your food will poison you, as it does today.
18 [When you disobey],

curses [destroy] the fruit
[babies] of your wombs, and the produce
from your soil, the offspring of your
cows and your flocks of sheep. 19 Your
[disobedience makes you] cursed when you enter [anything], and cursed when you leave
[anything]. Deuteronomy 28:20 Yahweh sends
upon you sworn [death sentences], chaos,
and [painful] reality-checks in everything
you set your hand to do, until you're
destroyed — until you perish [in a heartbeat] because of the wicked actions you
took, abandoning [YAH].
Christians, do not abandon the law of Moses!
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Yahweh makes pestilence cling to you until He's consumed
you off the soil you're intending to own.
21 [ ___, if you disobey,]

Mistreatment of soil produces pestilence / plagues.

*[If you disobey,] Yahweh strikes
you with consumptive [cancers and
diabetes], and with [boiling] fever,
and with inflammation, and
with excruciating burning, and
with the weapons [of your enemies],
and with blasting [winds], and
with [rotting] fungus, ___. They
[all] chase you [like furies] until you
die [like a diseased dog].
22

This is the state of current world health. Most people die at half their optimal life expectancy, from
nutritional deficiencies and stubbornly unhealthy
lifestyle choices. Weapons = sword or drought
(lack of water).

*Your sky over your head
[turns dry as] brass. The earth under you [grows hard as] iron.
23

Drought is the penalty for deforestation.

Yahweh drops powder on
your land. Dust falls on you from heaven, until you're destroyed.
24 [Instead of rain,]

The whole world is turning into a dust bowl because of man's failure to care for the land as the
Bible instructs.

Yahweh thrusts you
into defeat [under] your enemies' [raging]
faces. You march out [as] one [glorious
army] against [your attackers]. But [you] flee 7
ways [completely confused] before their [laughing faces]. Your [enemies] exile you into all
[the evil] dominions of the world. 26 Your
[disobedient] carcass[es] become meat for
all sky-birds, and for the beasts of the
earth. No one scares [your predators] away.
25 [After you disobey,]

*Yahweh strikes your [disobedient body] with skin diseases [like
those He hurled down on] Egypt, and
with [tumors and] hemorrhoids, [piles,
colon-cancer,] and with lesions: [elephantiasis, scabs, aggravated psoriasis] and
itching [prurigo], [that no doctor] can
heal.
27
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The doctors merely push you drugs to limit the
side-effects of your curse. The drugs are curses as
well: they make you even sicker.

*[After you disobey,] Yahweh strikes
you, ___, with madness, and
blindness, and confusion in
your [disobedient] heart [and mind]. 29
28

You grope at noon, like blind [beggars]
grabbing in the dark, unable prosper in
your careers [and lives]. You [struggle,] constantly oppressed and robbed ‘til you
[die]. No man saves you, ___.

*[Disobey YAH, and] you
get engaged to a wife, [only to see]
another man ravish her. You
build a house. But you never
get to live in it. You plant a
vineyard from which you never
get to gather any grapes.
Deuteronomy 28:30

Lay=ravish.

*[Creditors] slaughter your ox
before your eyes. Yet you eat
not one [bite] of [the meat]. [Soldiers]
yank your donkey away before
your face. You never get it
back. Your enemies take your
sheep. You have no [children, helpers
nor lawful government] to rescue [your possessions and loved ones].
31

That's called property tax. Or its even more pernicious corollary: societal chaos. In a devolving society, which we now have, you flee oppressive regulation only to get attacked by rampant thievery.

Your [politicians sell your] sons and your
daughters [as slaves for] other [richer] people. Your eyes look, yet fail with longing for [your children] all day long. All
strength [drains] from your hand[s].
32

Public school trains ‘your’ children to obey their real
father: the fascist Pater Patrias. You gave the state
legal ownership of your kids by applying for a birth
certificate [a warehouse receipt for a human being]
and a national ID number [the mark of the beast]
for each of "your" children. Wanna discipline "your"
kids? Better watch out! The nanny-state has their
cameras trained on you, custodial parent! You
don't even have the power to give your brat a
spanking.
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A mystery nation eats up the fruit of
your land. [They waste] all your labor. You
[struggle, each day] increasingly oppressed
and crushed.

402

*You [bible-illiterates] plant vineyards. [You] dress them. But [you]
never drink any of the wine.
You don't [even] gather the
grapes. Worms eat [your produce].

33

39

A moneyed elite you know nothing about keeps
you in constant meaningless busywork to make
themselves richer, and you poorer and stupider,
every day. Not one penny you pay in income tax
provides government services. It merely slows the
rate of increase in the national debt.

Deuteronomy 28:40

Finally the [terrible] sights you see
drive you mad, ___.
34

The image of the beast on your screens is making
you insane.

*Yahweh strikes you [bible-ignorers] in [your] knees, and in [your]
legs. Horrible inflammation
that no [doctors can] heal [ravages you]
from the sole of your foot to
the top of your head.
35

Knee replacements don't work. Doctors cannot fix
arthritis, etc., caused by improper diet and unhealthy lifestyle. Anti-inflammatory drugs, steroids
and narcotics just make you number and sicker.
You grow so poisoned that your own body doesn't
recognize itself as human. So your doctor prescribes immune-system suppressors in a vain attempt to stop your own antibodies from attacking
your own cells. Then you die.

Yahweh exiles you [statists] with your
king who you [foolishly] set over yourselves, to a nation neither you nor your
fore-fathers ever knew. There you
serve [demons who masquerade as] strange
gods [made out of] wood and stone, [and lead36

ers who make you build their mansions out of the same
materials].

721BC, northern kingdom exiled.

You [rebellious ‘believers’] become a shocking [waste, a tragic cautionary] tale, the butt of
the world's jokes, among all [the evil] nations where Yahweh drags you.
37

That's exactly what happened to the Jews. But a
repentant remnant always survives.

*You [disobedient people] carry
loads of seed out into the field.
But you gather in only a tiny
[harvest], because the consumers
devour [your crops].
38

locusts = consumers.
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You [hypocrites tend] olive
trees throughout your territory. But you
never rub [or anoint] yourself with the oil.
Your olive [trees] abort [their] fruit. 41

*You [fake ‘believers’] father sons
and daughters. But you don't
enjoy them. [Pagans] take them
captive.
Your kids are in public school, slaves of the socialist anti-family state, learning to commit spiritual
and literal fornication.

insects seize all the trees
and fruit of your land.
42 [Plagues of]

locusts = consumers = babbling noisemakers. Your
consumer society is peopled by Babylonian bugs.

Foreigners infiltrate your [nation]. They
rise high above you. Meanwhile, you
[Bible-haters] fall down very low.
43

Your country's central bank controls, but does not
belong to, your nation.

Debt Is A Curse

*[If you ignore YAH's Laws, then
predatory bankers] lend to
you, ___. But you don't
lend to them. [The pagan
banker] is the head. You're
the butt.
44

That's the global financial system in which you live
today. Every crumb of ‘food’ you stick in your
mouth comes from satanic debt.

Ignoring YAH's Law = Famine,
Tyranny & War

*When you [refuse to] listen to
the voice of Yahweh your Elohim, to guard His Laws and his
teachings which he commanded you [to follow], all these curses
fall on you, ___. Hexes chase
you. They overtake you until
you [die,] destroyed.
45
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Live lawfully, or die awfully.

These [awful consequences] stick to you [infidels] like a sign, [a MARK on your foreheads,] an
omen [of doom following] your seed forever.
46

[You straggle across the planet. Your ignominy warns the
whole world of what happens when a nation scorns Hebrew scripture.]

You may not know what the 'Mark Of The Beast' is.
The only way to make sure you never get it is to
always follow YAH's Laws. So the diabolical goal of
public school and religion is to get you to think of
Biblical Law as out-dated and irrelevant.

serve Yahweh
your Elohim with joy and gladness of
heart. [So always praise him] for the comprehensive abundant [blessings he's rained on you,
___]. 48 [If you're not grateful,] Yahweh sends
your enemies against you, ___. You
slave for them. [You rot,] hungry, thirsty,
naked, lacking everything. [Your enemy]
slaps a yoke of iron on your neck. [He
47 [You're cursed if you don't]

*Yahweh
brings a nation against you
from far away, from the end[s]
of the earth, as swift as the eagle flies, ___; a nation whose
language you can't understand.
grinds you back into the dust.] 49

For instance, the Romans destroyed Jerusalem in
70AD, as Yahshua predicted. Ultimately, all nations
will gather at Armageddon. These judgments happen first to the "Jew" then to the "Gentile". Just
being a Christian doesn't exempt you from these
statutes. See Isa 13:9, Rom 2:7-10.

A [foreign] nation [strikes
Their fierce faces [spit] disrespect on
[your honored] elders. The [aggressors] withhold all compassion from [your terrified,
starving] young, ___.
Deuteronomy 28:50
you].

Babylon, Assyria, Persia, Greece, Rome, the Muslim bloc, and the New World Order all attack Israel.
See Isa 47:6, Lam 4:16, 5:12.

*[Your oppressors] eat the offspring
of your livestock, and the fruit
of your land, until you're demolished. [Marauders] confiscate
your corn, wine & oil, and the
babies of your cows, and your
flocks of sheep. You lie ruined.
51

attack you. They [rip through]
your town-gates. Your high and fenced
walls in which you trusted crash down
52 [Tormentors]
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throughout all your land. [Vandals] besiege you WITHIN all your gates,
throughout all the land Yahweh your
Elohim gave you.
Your Bill Of Rights collapses into Communism.

Disobey Long Enough & You Eat
Your Own Babies
53 [Finally,] in the siege, and in the traps
in which your enemies distress you,
you eat the “fruit” of your own body:
the flesh of your sons and your daughters which Yahweh your Elohim gave
you.
Starvation turns you into cannibals. You eat your
dead children. The state pays women to get abortions, then sells the aborted fetuses back to you as
food-additives, lotions and pharmaceutical ingredients. Lam 2:20, 4:10. Jer 19:9.

*Even the most tender, gentle man among you [casts his evil cannibalistic] eye toward his brother,
and toward the wife [he held to] his
bosom, and toward his last remaining children, [denying them food].
55 *[Dying of hunger, the gentleman shoves]
his own child's [skin and muscle into his
mouth], refusing to share the
meat with his [loved ones,] because
the siege has left him with
nothing. This is the trap your
enemies torture you in, [when you
54

let them trick you into getting jurisdiction over]

your towns. 56 *The [most] gentle
and delicate woman among
you, who would not venture to
set the sole of her foot upon
the ground because she's so
sensitive and tender, [casts] her
[evil cannibalistic] eye toward the
husband of her bosom, toward
her son, toward her daughter:
57 *[The sweetest Mommy in your town slurps the
afterbirth] that oozes between her
feet. [She salivates, chewing the flesh off]
the babies she bears. Having
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nothing, she hides [in a crevice],
eating her own kids during the
siege. This is the trap in which
your enemy tortures you [when
you let pagans gain jurisdiction] in your
towns.
Fulfilled: 2 Ki 6:28.

*[Watch out, ___! You get destroyed]
when you fail to observe and
obey all the words of this Law
written in this book. [So live in]
awe of [the authority of] this glorious
and fearful name: Yahweh.
58

"Thy Elohim" was apparently not in the Hebrew
text.

Disease Comes From Ignoring The
Bible
59 [When you fail to honor] Yahweh's [Name-Authority], he abandons you to horrendous
plagues. Then your [unrepentant] seed-children [suffer] even greater and longerlasting blows: painful sicknesses that
go on and on [with no relief].
Cancer, diabetes, heart-disease, strokes, depression, auto-immune disorders, etc.

brings
upon you [disobedient “believers”] all the horrific diseases [you saw afflicting] Egypt.
Those [incurable] diseases stick to you
[apostates like AIDS].
Deuteronomy 28:60 [Worst of all, ___, YAH]

By prescribing antibiotics, Doctors breed incurable
antibiotic-resistant plagues. Pharmaceutical ‘cures’
perpetuate and amplify disease.

Plus, your [disobedient descendants] contract
every sickness, and every plague,
that's NOT written [about] in this book of
the law. Yahweh rains down [health problems] on you until you're destroyed.
Mass Deaths Result From Ignoring
The Bible
61

*Finally you, whose massive
population once rivaled the
stars of heaven, [lie] decimated,
a straggling few [survivors from the nation] who failed to obey the voice
of Yahweh your Elohim. 63 Guar62

anteed: as Yahweh

[once]
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you, [planning] to do you good, and to
multiply you; so Yahweh rejoices [while]
destroying you. [He] reduces you to
nothing. [The leaders you elected] pluck you off
the land you're intending to own. [Then
they grind you into fertilizer.]

Exile & Slavery Come From Ignoring The Bible
64 Yahweh scatters you [apostates] among
all peoples from one end of the earth
all the way to the other. There [in exile]
you serve strange gods [and leaders] whom
neither you nor your fathers ever knew.
[You] even [bow down to demons masquerading as
idols made of] wood and stone.
This is called the diaspora of the Jews, one of the
most acknowledged events in history.

*Among the [pagan] nations
you find no ease. The sole of
your foot never enjoys rest.
Rather, there Yahweh gives
you a trembling heart, failing
eyes, and sorrow of mind.
65

Depression, heart disease, vision impairment.

your life hangs in doubt before
you. You [shake in] fear day and night,
having no assurance that you'll be alive
[tomorrow].
66 [There]

You might have a ‘life insurance’ policy, but no
guarantee of life in this world or the next.

In the morning you cry, “I wish to
[god] it was night-time!” Then in the
evening you [whimper], “I wish to [god] it
was morning!” The fear in your heart
grips you with terror [caused by] the sights
[of destruction] your eyes see.
67

The images on your screens are the cause of your
depression.

*Yahweh hauls you back into
‘Egypt’ [i.e. servitude] on [slave] ships,
by the route I told your [parents
they'd] never see again. [‘Egyptians’]
sell you to your enemies as
bound-slaves and comfortwomen. [Your lives become so cheap that]
no one [wants to] buy you.”
68

The average worker today is unskilled, undisciplined, uneducated: literally unemployable. Auto-
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mation of the workforce is the future. Human life is
worth nothing to big business.

Deuteronomy
29
Moses Briefly Summarizes The Exodus He Led

1 [There,] in the land of [incestuous] Moab, Yahweh commands Moses to make the following covenant with
the people of Israel. These words [elucidate] the
covenant which [YAH] made with the [Israelites 40 years earlier] in Horeb {Drought-Land}.
2ki 23:2-3
2 Moses summons [the whole assembly of the elders of] Israel.
He [shouts] to them, “You've seen all the [wonders]
Yahweh [performed] before your eyes. In the land of
Egypt, [YAH overthrew] Pharaoh, and all his servants,
and his whole country, [without us Israelites firing one shot]! 3

With your own eyes you saw those
great tests [YAH put the Egyptians through]:
those [paranormal] signs, those awesome
miracles! 4 Yet, to this day, [you refuse to
let] Yahweh give you a heart that perceives, [spiritual] eyes that see, or ears
that hear. 5 I led you for 40 years in the
wilderness. Your clothes stayed new on
your [backs]. Your shoe[s] on your feet
never grew old.
See Deu8:4, Neh 9:21.

Instead of eating bread, drinking
wine, or drinking hard liquor, you [thrived
on YAH's miracle food]. [This proves] that I [represent] Yahweh your Elohim. 7 Then you
arrived here [at the Promised Land]. Sihon
{Tornado} the king of Heshbon
{Intelligence} and [fat giant] Og, the king of
Bashan {Fruitful}, came out against us
to battle. So we defeated them [with
praise-power]. 8 So we received the [dead pagans'] coun6

try. We gave it as an inheritance to the Reubenites,
and to the Gadites, and to the half-tribe of Man-

*So, ___,
guard the principles [of Law enshrined] in this [Mosaic] covenant.
Live them, so you can prosper
in everything you do.
asseh

{Sweet-Forgetting}.

9

Moses Brings The New Generation
Into Covenant
Deuteronomy 29:10 Today, before Yahweh your
Elohim, all of you stand: your tribal leaders, your
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elders, and your supervisors, and all the [other] men
of Israel. 11 [The Law also applies to] your little ones, [to]
your wives, and [to] any foreigners in your camps,
from your wood-chopper to your water-carrier. 12
You're [here] to “cross over” [from worldly normalcy] into a
covenant with Yahweh your Elohim — a [pact] Yahweh your Elohim is making with you today and
sealing with [His] oath. 13 [This Covenant] establishes
you today as YAH's people, [dedicated] to Him. So [he
truly] becomes your Elohim {Sovereign}, as He
promised to you, and as He swore to your fore-fathers: to Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, to Isaac {Laughter}, and to Jacob {Heel-Grabber}. 14 It's not just with
you [living Israelites] that [YAH] makes this covenant and
[threatens] its penalties. 15 [This covenant is binding on] you
standing here with us today before Yahweh our
Elohim, and also on those [future Israelites] who are not
here with us today.

Stay Disconnected From Pagan
People
16 (For you [Israelites] know how we lived in [misery in]
the land of Egypt. And [you know] how we trudged

And
you've seen the abominations [of the pagans, including] their Galal-Gilul {Poop-Logs}
of wood, stone, silver and gold — [idols
through which the idiots channel demons].)
through the nations you passed by. 17

Galal=dung. Gilul=logs.

There should [never,] ever be among
you any man, nor woman, nor family,
nor tribe, whose heart turns away from
Yahweh our Elohim, to go and serve
the gods [& elders] of these [worldly]
nations, ___. There [must never] be
among you a root of poison fruit and
‘wormwood.’
18

Wormwood signifies rebellion against YAH's Law &
nuclear fallout. Note the tribes of Dan & Ephraim
are not listed in Rev 7, preumably wiped out because of their sins, see Judges 17 & 18.

Don't Be A Counterfeit Judeo-Christian
19 [A hypocritical ‘believer’] hears the words of
this curse. Then he keeps on worshipping his own self in his heart. [He] fantasizes, “I'll have peace, [safety & health]. I'm
in control. [I follow] my heart. [I'm saved by
grace, not chained to the Law.” Such thinking causes global destruction. Lawlessness]

well-watered
remains but a dry,]

scrapes

[this beautiful]

[paradise off the earth, until nothing

thirsty

[desert].

Rebellion against YAH's Law causes water shortages & pollution. Traditional rendering: dry+wet =
all.
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Yahweh doesn't spare
[anti-nomial ‘believers’, ___]. Rather, the anger
of Yahweh — His zealous [passion] —
smokes against [every] human [who feels safe
sinning]. All the curses written in this
book lie upon [unrepentant sinners]. Yahweh
blots out [their] names from under heaven.

low]. 27

Lawless ‘Believers’ Get MegaDamnation
21 And, out of all the tribes of Israel,
Yahweh singles out such [lawless ‘believers’]
for the disasters listed in all the curses
of the covenant written in this book of
the law.

Perhaps an antiphonal response from the congregation, as is the probable cause of the object shifts
in Deut 33.

Deuteronomy 29:20

Eternal death awaits many Christians who ignore
the Older Testament. Death awaits many Jews who
ignore the Newer Testament. Grace gives you power to KEEP the principles of the Mosaic Law, not
authority to violate them!

Simeon, for instance, is wiped out of Moses' blessing in Deut33.

So, ___, the coming generation (of
children who rise up after you, and the
foreigner[s] arriving from far land[s]),
[puke] when they see plagues [ravaging] the
[‘holy’] land, the sicknesses Yahweh lays
upon its [hypocrites]. 23 [They'll see this] whole
land [covered] with sulphur, and salt, and
burning — unplanted, fruitless, bereft
even of growing grass— like the nuked
Sodom and Gomorrah, [and] Admah
{Earthy}, and Zeboim {Splendid}, which
Yahweh overthrew [by] breathing out his
fury.
Fake Judeo-Christians Die As
Cautionary Tales
24 All nations come to ask, “Why does
Yahweh [punish] this country? What
draws the heat of [YAH's] great anger?” 25
Then men answer, ‘The [hypocrites die] because they abandon the covenant Yahweh (Elohim of their fore-fathers) made
with them when He brought them up
out of the land of Egypt. 26 The [backsliders] went and served strange gods [and
leaders]. [Israel] worshiped those ‘authorities’ they knew nothing [about], and
whom YAH had never [told] them [to fol22
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So the anger of Yahweh flared
up against [the people in] this land. [YAH
rained] upon [them] all the curses written
in this book. 28 In furious, violent
anger, Yahweh rooted the [Israelites] out
of their soil. He hurled them into another land, where [they slave in exile] to this
day.’ 29 Yahweh our Elohim has chosen
to remove [us, ___, from evil things,] and [yet]
to reveal to us hidden [mysteries], so that
we and our children can always live all
the principles of [His] Law.”

Deuteronomy
30
Repent Of Fake Religion, Obey Law
& Go Free
1 [Moses continues,] “In the future, all these
prophesies come to [flood] over you, ___:
the blessing[s] and [then] the curses I've
set before you. Then you call them to
mind, [as you wail in anguish and torture, slaving,]
trapped in the various beast-nations
where Yahweh your Elohim drives you.
2 [Then eventually] you [Israelites] return to
Yahweh your Elohim. You obey his
voice. You [finally] execute every [law] I
command you today. You and your children [return to serve YAH] with all your heart,
and with all your being. 3 Then Yahweh
your Elohim reverses your captivity,
___. He takes compassion on you. Yahweh your Elohim [swoops down]. He gathers
you from all the beast-nations where
He scattered you. 4 Your [people] get driven out to the far side of the sky. Yet
from there Yahweh your Elohim eventually gathers you. He races there to
fetch you, ___. 5 Yahweh your Elohim
brings you [Israelites] into the land your
ancestors possessed. You steward it.
YAH does you good. [He] multiplies your
[children] more than [he multiplied] your [already
numerous] ancestors. 6 Yahweh your Elo-
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him cuts back [the diseased sin-infected parts of]
your heart[s], and the heart[s] of your
seed-children. [So you all can] love Yahweh
your Elohim with all your heart, and
with all your soul. So you, ___, can
live!
Circumcision of the "heart" is what YHVH called for,
NOT the savage, demonic child abuse of fore-skin
resection.

Meanwhile, Yahweh your Elohim inflicts all the [aforementioned] curses on your
enemies, on everyone who hated you
[and] persecuted you, ___. 8 You come
back, ___. [You] obey the voice of Yahweh. [You] live all His commandments
[as] I instruct you today. 9 So Yahweh
your Elohim makes you, ___, prosperous in every work of your hand. [He makes
you rich] in [babies] from your bodies, and
offspring from your cattle, and fruit
from your land, [all] for your good. Yahweh again rejoices over you, like he rejoiced over your [Hebrew] fore-fathers. [He
lavishes] blessings on you. Deuteronomy
7

*[You, ___, can only be blessed] if you
listen to the voice of Yahweh
your Elohim. [So] guard his commandments and his instructions written in this book of
the Law. Turn to Yahweh your
Elohim with all your heart, with
your every breath-of-life.
30:10

YAH's Laws Are Simple, Logical &
Accessible
11 For these commandments I give you
today are neither too mysterious for
you, nor beyond your reach, ___.

YAH's Law is 20 thousand times shorter and simpler than the spaghetti-mess of "law" of the worldly nation you live in.

is not [locked away] in heaven,
___. You can't whine, “Who'll go up for
us to heaven, to bring [YAH's Law] to us,
so we can hear it, and do [what] it [says]?”
13 [YAH's Law] is not beyond the sea, ___.
You can't say, “Who'll cross over the
sea for us, and bring [YAH's Law] to us, so
we can hear it, and live it?” 14
12 [YAH's Law]
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*Rather, [YAH's] Word is very
close to you, ___. [It's] in your
mouth, and in your heart. You
CAN obey it [if you so choose]!
Memorize the scriptures using songs. Just having
the scriptures in a book on your shelf, and hearing
a sermon once a week does you little to no good.
The scriptures must flow from your heart to the tip
of your tongue.

Law = Life; Lawlessness = Death.
Your Choice.
15 Look, ___: today I've placed before
you [a choice between] life and death, good
and evil. 16 I command you today to [live
by] loving Yahweh your Elohim. Walk in
his ways. Guard his Laws and his customs and his verdicts, so you can live
and multiply. Then Yahweh your Elohim
will bless you in the land you're going
to own, ___. 17 But [you perish] if your
heart turns away, ___. When you
refuse to listen [to scriptural reasoning], [Satan]
draws you away. You prostrate yourselves before [non-Hebrew] leaders [and gods].
You become their slave.
Like pledging allegiance to worldly flags, and
swearing oaths to pagan officials.
18 I predict to you today that [if you persistently rebel,]
you, ___, will certainly perish. You won't live long
in the land you're crossing the Jordan [river] to enter

Today, ___, I call heaven
and earth to witness against you: I
place before you [a free choice between] life
and death, blessing and cursing. So
choose life, ___, so that both you and
your seed-children can live. Deuteronomy
30:20 [To live is] to love Yahweh your Elohim. [Life equals] obeying his voice. [So]
cling to him, ___. For [YAH] is your life.
[Loving Him is the only way] to extend your lifespan. [Only if you love YAH] will you dwell on
the soil Yahweh swore He'd give your to
fore-fathers: to Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, to Isaac {Laughter}, and to Jacob
{Heel-Grabber}.”
and possess. 19

Deuteronomy
31
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Moses Warns: YAH Will Destroy Israel's Foes
1 [Later] Moses goes [to the Meeting Tent]. He speaks the
following words to all [the elders of] Israel:
If he spoke to the whole nation of 2 million people,
he had some kind of supernatural P.A. system.

Moses [shouts] to all [the leaders of] Israel,
“I'm 120 years old today. I'm no longer
authorized to march out and invade
2

[anything on this planet. Instead, I'm going to heaven.]

Yahweh ordered me,
“Don't pass beyond the Jordan

[river].’

According to Deu 34:7, Moses was not one bit
weaker at 120 than he'd been at 20, because he
spent so much time soaking up YAH's heavenly
"radiation therapy". Moses was not "aged". He
would have been physically able to cross the Jordan river.

Yahweh your Elohim soon crosses
over before you. HE, [not you,] destroys
the beast-nations before your [singing]
faces. So you come to own their [countries]. JAHshua, [not me,] is going over [the
river] leading you, as Yahweh predicted.
4 Yahweh is about to do to these [pagans]
what HE, [not you,] did to Sihon {Tornado}
and to [fat giant] Og, [the] kings of the
Amorite {Mountaineers}. YAH, [not you,] destroyed [Og & Sihon]. [So YAH gives you] their
land.
3

YHVH destroyed the pagans. The Israelites banned
the survivors. YHVH does not order his holy ones
to commit violence.
5 Yahweh hands the [pagans] over before your [stunned
faces], so you can [banish] them in accordance with all

*Be
strong, [alert] and courageous,
___! Never fear! Never be
afraid of the [pagans]! For Yahweh
your Elohim, the One [universal
Sovereign,] goes with you. He will
never fail you, nor forsake
you.”
the orders I've commanded you. 6

Moses Says 'Joshua, Let YAH Fight
Your Wars'
7 Then Moses calls JAHshua. In the
eyes of all [2 million people] of Israel, [Moses]
says to [Joshua], “Be strong, [alert,] and
courageous. You're going with this pop-
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ulace to the land Yahweh swore to their
ancestors he would give them. Through
your [leadership,] they come to inherit it. 8

*Yahweh, the One [and only Sovereign], advances [against your enemies]
before your [stunned] faces. YAH
will stay with you. YAH will
never fail you, nor forsake you.
Never fear. Never get depressed.”
Dramatically Present The Whole
Torah To All

9 Then Moses writes [down] this law. He entrusts it to
all the elders of Israel, [especially] the priests (Levi's
descendants) who carry the ark of the covenant of

Then Moses issues [this] command [to] the priests and
elders: “[Re-publish the Law] at the end of every 7 years, during the [Fall] Tent-Feast
in the scheduled ‘Year Of [Debt] Release’
[aka Jubilee]. 11 When Israel convenes, appearing before Yahweh your Elohim in
whatever place[s] He anoints, you [leaders] will read this Law, facing the entire
[multi-million] population of Israel, [in groups
small enough that they all can] hear.
Yahweh. Deuteronomy 31:10

In contrast, today's churches teach you to ignore
the Mosaic Law.

___, gather the people together:
men, and women, and children, including your foreigners staying within your
[towns], so they can hear, and learn, and
fear Yahweh your Elohim, and study
and execute all the principles of this
Law.
12

A command just as valid today as when it was spoken. Social distancing and mass quarantine orders
are direct attacks on this command.

so that [your] sons, who
haven't yet learned anything [about law],
can hear [it]. Then [they'll] learn to fear
Yahweh your Elohim, as long as you [all]
live in the land you cross over [the]
Jordan [river] to own.
13 [Teach the Law]

Biblical Law is the heart of education. Secular
schools are seedbeds of fascist tyranny.

Moses Prophesies His Imminent
Death
14 And Yahweh says to Moses,
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“Look. Your [earthly] days approach [their
end]. You must die. Call JAHshua.
Present yourselves [before the elders] in the
congregational tent, so I can give
[JahShua his] commission.”
So Moses and JAHshua go. They
present themselves in the congregational tent. 15 Then Yahweh appears in
the tent in a pillar of cloud, ___! The
pillar of cloud stands above the entrance to the [big] tent.
Moses Predicts Israel's Fall Into Sin

*Then Yahweh says to
Moses,
“See [your future]. You [soon come to] lie
down and sleep [in death] beside
your fore-fathers. Then this
population bucks up! They run
whoring after the gods [& leaders]
of the foreigners [I leave alive] in
the [Promised] land. The [Israelites] go
in. [Instead of separating], they mix
with the [pagans]. So they forsake
me. [They] break My covenant
[that] I made with them.
16

Traditionally rendered as proof of resurrection:
“You, Moses, lie down in death, then rise up [to
heaven], watching this nation go whoring...”
17

409

The more you sin, the less you feel YAH's presence.

YAH Uses Song: His #1 Communication Tool

*
So now write this song for your
[people]. Teach it to the children
of Israel. Put it in their
mouths. This song [lives on] as a
witness for Me against the
People of Israel.
19

SONG is the only form of communication that unforgettably educates. Not even alzheimer's disease
wipes out song-memory. Sing a scripture song
enough times, and you erase the possibility of forgetting it. By putting the message in song, Yah assures that the people will have no excuse when
they later disobey the song's message. That's why
the devil's #1 priority is to put stupid, vain, sexual
songs in your head. And to fill your one-hour-aweek church with instantly forgotten sermons.
Deuteronomy 31:20

For after I bring the [Israelites] onto the
soil I swore to give their ancestors —
[the land] that flows with milk and honey —
they eat. [They] stuff themselves. They
grow fat. Then they turn to other gods
[& leaders]. They slave for [pagans]. They
provoke my [fury] by breaking my
covenant.
21

Then, as the [backsliders'] days [of rebellion
mount up,] my anger flares up against
them. I let them [wallow in their bad choices]. I
hide my face from them. So they get
devoured. Many evils and troubles befall them. But [instead of repenting,] they
whine [like a bunch of atheists], ‘These evils
came on us because our Elohim isn't
with us!’

In the future, when many evils and
troubles befall the [Judeo-Christians], this
song testifies against the [backsliders] as a
witness. The mouths of their seed-children forever remember this song. I
know their intentions which motivate
them, even now, before I bring them
into the [promised] land [as] I swore [I
would].”

This is the deist's false argument: the Clockmaker
god wound up the universe and ran away and fell
asleep, leaving us to die like dogs.
18

A good song will not be forgotten. The following
song is quoted and referred to more often than any
other part of the Pentateuch!

So,

for all the evils the
commit by turning to [nongods [& leaders], I hide my pres-

[as punishment]

[Judeo-Christians]
Hebrew]

ence.
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Moses Writes His Final Song

*So Moses writes the following song the same day. Then
[he] teaches it to the people of
22
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Deuteronomy
32

Israel. 23 Then Moses gives Nun's son
JAHshua a commission. [Moses] quotes
[Yahweh],
“Be strong. [Stay] full of courage. You
soon bring the children of Israel into
the land I swore to [give] them. I forever
[stay] with you.”
Moses Writes The Torah
24 Then Moses writes all the words of
this law in a book, all the way to the
end, ___. 25 Then Moses orders the Levites
(who carry the ark of the covenant of Yahweh)
guard the Law].
Kohathites.

[to

says, “Take this book of the
Law. Put it in [a pocket on the] side of the
ark of the covenant of Yahweh your
Elohim. There it must stay, as a witness against you [Israelite Priests].
26 [Moses]

Scripture condemns the religionists who profit from
it.

Moses Announces His Last Song To
Rebel Israel
27 For [40 torturous years] I've lived through
your insurrections. Look, Stiff-Necks!
While I'm still alive with you today,
you've [raged in] mutiny against Yahweh.
How much more [rebellious you become] after
my death! 28 Gather to me all the elders of your tribes, and your supervisors, so I can speak these words in
their ears. I'm calling heaven and earth
as witnesses against [Judeo-Christianity's leadership]. 29 I see the [future]: after my death
you utterly corrupt yourselves. You
swerve off the way I've commanded
you. You wreak evil in the sight of Yahweh. So evil befalls you in the end [times].
The actions of your hands stir up [YAH's
fire-rage].”
End times = ‘latter days’ (acharit-hayamim).

in the ears of
the whole congregation of Israel, Moses
sings the words of the [following] song, to
the end:
Deuteronomy 31:30 [Finally,]

The Hebrew word "Dabar" normally rendered here
as "spoke" can mean sing, in appropriate contexts.
This song is the key to the apocalypse. See Rev
15:3, Ex 15:1.
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The Song Of Moses (The Shirah /
Ha-Azinu)
1 “Cup your hands around your ears,
you [angel-beings who fill the] heavens! My
mouth is about to speak truths which
all earth's [people eventually] hear!
This song, the Shirah, or ‘Ha-azinu’ (Give-Ear),
echoes the song of the sea (Ex 15). See similar Ps
78, 105, 106 & Ezek 20. The original Hebrew shifts
in object and tense. So the song is probably a calland-response antiphonal piece. Moses and the audience trade lines. However, the dialog attributions
are not in the text. So here the song is rendered as
a straight monologue, with uniform tense and subject-object rendering. Each line contains two metrical phrase parts which fit together with rhythm, intense repetition and assonance. The song form is:
prologue (v1-3), 3 12-line stanzas: (v.4-15),
(v.16-27), (v.28-39), and epilogue (v.40-44).

My influence comes
to trickle [down through history] like rain. My
words fall [forward through world ages] like
night-mist. [The Mosaic Law] sprinkles [dew]
on tender ‘sprouts.’ [It lavishes life-giving]
showers on [the] green [‘fields’ of humanity].
2 [See the future, ___:]

The Law of Moses is a work of supreme beauty.
See similar Ps 90:15. Good teaching is brief, distilled and clean.
3 For I proclaim the Name-Authority of Yahweh. [So,
come, angelic host!] Extol the greatness [of Yahweh] our Elohim!

Stanza 1: Yah's Love For Israel
4 [YAH is] The Rock! His every work is
flawless, ___. All his ways are [perfectly]
lawful. He is [the] El of Security, free of
evil, just and upright. 5 [YAH watches] perverse and twisted generation[s] corrupt
[them]selves, [repeating the same fatal] flaw:
[pridefully refusing to become YAH's] sons.
Literally: non-children.

You foolish, [decadent,] unwise people! Is
this how you repay your father Yahweh
—your Creator who fashioned you and
established you?
6

dull, witless

Remember the days of antiquity!
Comprehend the lessons the [passing]
years teach, generation [after] genera7
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tion. Ask your Father. He shows you
[history's patterns]. [Ask] your elders, ___.
They'll tell you:
Chanukah lights symbolize this enlightenment.

When [Yahweh] Elyon {The-Supreme-Power}
divided to the [pagan] nations their allotments [of land,] He separated the sons of
Adam. [YAH] stationed boundaries for
[earth's] People-groups, [each presided over by
one or more of the] Bene-Elohim {Sons-OfGod}.
8

This land-apportionment happens 200 years before
Abraham. Some texts refer to 70 ‘sons of El /Elyon.’ The Masoretic text implies reference to the 70
people Jacob brought from Egypt: “When the Most
High ( Ely n) divided nations, he separated the
sons of man ( d m). ELyon set the bounds of the
masses according to the number of the sons of Israel.” But many Septuagint manuscripts have in
place of ‘sons of Israel’: ‘angel n theou (angels of
God)’. And a few read ‘hui n theou (sons of God).’
The Dead Sea Scroll fragment 4QDeutj reads bny
’lwhm (sons of God/ the gods’). NRSV: ‘He fixed
the boundaries according to the number of the
gods.’ Bibles based on the 7th-century A.D. Masoretic text read ‘Sons of Israel’. But the older
Dead Sea Scrolls, Septuagint, and most updated
Bible versions read ‘Sons of God’. See “Deuteronomy 32:8 and the Sons of God” by Michael Heiser
(http://thedivinecouncil.com/DT32BibSac.pdf) for a
detailed argument that “Sons of God” is the original, correct reading. See Ps.74:17.

But [spiritual Israel, those who will rule with El,] are
the People-group Yahweh [keeps] for
Himself. [We who hold the faith of] Jacob are
the family-line [entitled to YAH's]
inheritance.
9

Ancient Ugaritic texts say that Ely n separated
mankind into 70 nations according to his 70 sons
of l, (not literal sons, but angelic beings,) each a
tutelary authority (elohim) over one of the 70 nations. Yahweh ( Ely n) takes Israel for himself under his own Name. Israel is the nation which Yahweh himself rules without angelic intermediation.
El, as the head of the divine assembly, gives each
member of the divine "family" a nation of his own.
A scribe copying the later (700AD) Masoretic text,
uncomfortable with the [apparent] polytheism expressed by the phrase [bene elohim], changed this
verse (without authority) to "according to the number of the children of Israel."

*YAH keeps finding [you wandering, ___, lost] in a [spiritual]
desert land, [wasted in] chaos,
howling in the [desolate] wilderDeuteronomy 32:10
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[terrified by predator beasts and shriek-

ing demons]. [So YAH keeps]

rounding
[you] up and separating [you from the
evil world]. YAH keeps preserving
[you, his people] like the pupil of his
own eye.
Ishon: Pupil, as reflecting the miniature image of
the man being looked at, man being made in YAH's
image.

Like the eagle, YAH rouses up his
nest. [He] flutters over [you,] his
fledgelings. [He knocks you out of the nest! You fall,
11

___! Then he catches you. Soon you learn to use your
wings. Then YAH]
[He]

takes

spreads wide his wings.

[you flying in ever expanding upward spi-

rals toward the sun]!

If you're not falling, you're not learning.

Yahweh alone carries [you, his people,] on
his [mighty] wings. YAH gets no help from
non-Hebrew powers.
12

God here = el. Uniqueness and separateness go together.

YAH takes [you, ___] riding on the
highest of earth's high places. [You] eat
the fruit of [earth's] fields. [YAH] enables
[you] to suckle honey from [desert] crags,
to [draw] oil from [sharp, dangerous] flinty
cliffs. 14 *[You eat] cow-cream-but13

ter, sheep's milk, plump [lamb-meat], and [juicy steaks from] head-butting ram's kids [raised on the
grasslands of fruitful] Bashan, and
stud-goat-meat, with fat [white]
kernels of wheat. And you
drink the pure ‘life-blood’ of
grape-wine.
Bashan is/was a fertile highland.

Yasharun {Upright-One}, you shine! [But
you] trample [YAH's Word under your feet. You
spoiled, kicking mule!] You're strong. [But you're]
thick-headed and obese! [You keep] abandoning [Yahweh the] ELoha who made [you].
You disgrace [the] Rock of [your]
salvation.
15

This is scripture's first use of ‘Jeshurun [the upright
one]’ and the 1st use of ‘Eloah’. #433 'elowahh elo'-ah; from 410; THE Deity: the ultimate one true
God. 3474 yashar yaw-shar': straight, even; right,
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pleasant, prosperous... When we get straight, we
get proud, then we fall again.

Stanza 2: Israel's Ingratitude
16 [You] whip-up [YAH's punishing] zeal [by serving strange] alien [authorities]. [Your]
abominations pour explosives on YAH's
fury. 17 *[You] sacrifice [your wealth in

to demon-leaders, not to
[Yahweh the] Eloha. [You support devilish]
non-gods you know nothing
taxes]

[about. You fuel the world-destroying wars of ev-

new fashionable leader who
springs up. [You slave for fake-authorities
whom] your fore-fathers hurledaway, ___.
ery]

Hurled = #8175 sa`ar: to storm; by implication, to
shiver, i.e. fear: be (horribly) afraid, fear, hurl as a
storm, be tempestuous, come (take away) like a
whirlwind. Ps 106:37 also refers to
demons/demigods.

*You're oblivious, ___. You
forget El — [the] “Rock” who fathered you — [the] One [who writhes in
emotional pain] to form you [into an eternal being].
18

YHVH feels emotional pain. See ps 90:2. There is
no life without pain.

Yahweh sees [your abhorrent behavior, ___.
So] he furiously spurns [you], his sons
and his daughters.
19

Ps 106:40 abhor.

*[YAH] says,
“I hide my face from the [rats]. I
see the end of this spawn of
perversity, [these] totally unfaithful hellions.
Deuteronomy 32:20

Perverse=upside-down. Unfaithful= ‘no loyalty’,
echoing ‘non-children’ & ‘non-gods’.
21

inflame my [killer] zeal
with their [puff-breath] non-gods. They
provoke my fire-rage with their vanities. So I stir up their zeal by [sending a
bunch of] sub-humans [to attack them]. I whip
up their anger by [sending in attack-troops from]
a decadent nation [of fools].
[Fake Judeo-Christians]
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Vanity=puff, futility. Useless as a fart. ‘Ain't worth
a poot in a hailstorm.’ No-folk = uncivilized, or
negligible society.

*
My anger flares! She glows,
[burning] to the lowest [depths] of
Sheol {The-Unseen-Depths}. [My fury]
devours [the] earth. [Smoking] crops
set aflame the foundations of
[the world's highest] mountains.
22

Set on fire = lahat (first occurrence in scripture).
23

I scrape [and sweep heaps of] challenges over
the [backsliders]. I exhaust my arrows in
their [flesh].
evils = adversity/challenges/humblings.
24
[Backsliders wallow,] burnt [& gaunt] with
hunger [& famine], devoured, [fighting] burning heat [& fever & thunderbolts, stung] by [the]
bitter sting [of destruction]. I drive beasts'
teeth into the [sinners. I infect perverts with]
poison [venom] from slithering [fear-serpents]
skulking in dust.

See Job3:5.

*
Outside, the sword bereaves,
___. Indoors, terror [reigns]. The
young man [lies stabbed to death] on
[his] virgin [bride's breast]. The suckling [babe wails on the bloody corpse of] the
grey-haired elder.
25

26

I warn [you, ___]. I blow [all infidels] to the
[4] winds. I wipe them from mortal remembrance!
27

The only thing that stops me

[from killing

every Judeo-Christian is that I don't want to give]

occasion for [your] enemy adversaries to
slander [my reputation]. [I don't want pagans]
mis-understanding your [deaths, falsely]
claiming, “With our own mighty hands,
we [destroy saints while] Yahweh does nothing.”
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Stanza 3: Global Indictment & Punishment
28 [I, Moses, say,] “The [whole Israeli] nation
runs [screaming] from [good] advice, ___.
There's no understanding in them.
Advice = deliberation = no one wants to deeply
delve into what the Bible really says, whether they
claim to be believers or not. Society consists of
open sinners and closet-sinners, nothing more.

Oh, wise up, ___! Be intelligent
enough to foresee [your] future.
29

*How, ___, does
one [Hebrew] chase 1000 [pagan soldiers], and two [Israelis] put 10
thousand [idolaters] to flight, unless the [pagans'] “god-Rock” sells
the [pagans into slavery], and Yahweh
surrenders them? 31 For the godDeuteronomy 32:30

rocks [of the pagans] are nothing like [Yahweh],
our Rock. Even our enemies themselves
confirm [this, ___]. 32 The [pagan satanic] “vine”
[stretches from] its root in Sodom. The
“grapes” [which the worldlings burst in their mouths]
spring from the [radioactive death] fields of
Gomorrah: grapes of poison, clusters of
cancer.
The grapes the world sells you are filled with pesticides.
33

*The

[stupefying]

“wine” [which the

world-system bottle-feeds you babies is the]

venom of dragon-serpents,
___—the cruel poison of cobras.
asps
34 [Yahweh warns,

laid up in my store-house, sealed up
among my treasures, [awaiting presentation on
Judgment] Day.

The cops are being recorded.

*
I own vengeance, ___. Payback [is my domain]. In due time,
the foot [of the world powers] slips.
The day of their calamity
nears. Their impending doom
rushes upon them.”
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Or: ‘laid up to be poured on the day of vengeance.’

Yahweh eventually corrects [and vindiHis people, ___. He relents [from destroying] His servants, when He sees that
their power is gone, that they [lie] eliminated, unsheltered, forsaken [by the world].
36

cates]

If you don't use the Mark Of The Beast, the world
abandons you. Relent: Num23:19, Ps135:14.

warns,
“Where is their [false] god now, ___?
[Shattered shards are all that remain of] the “rock”
in whom the [pagans] took refuge.
37 [Yahweh]

38

Who eats the rich-meat of the [pagan]
sacrifices, ___? Who drinks the wine
the [worldlings] pour out [to honor their demongods & occult-politicians]? Let them rise up and
help you, as your protection.

*
You, ___! See! Now! I! — I am
[Reality]. No leadership exists [apart
from] Me. I! I kill, and I make
alive. I crush. I heal. No one
rescues [a convict] from My hand.
39

Song of Moses: Epilogue
Deuteronomy 32:40

I lift up My hand to the heavens, and
swear, “I, [Yahweh], am the eternal [source
of all] Life!”
YAH, who cannot err, can swear. We err. So we
can't swear, or we might be wrong. See James
5:12.
41

*

I whet My lightning-blade, and My hand grabs
hold of justice, I flash-back
vengeance to my enemies, ___.
I pay back [the fools] who hate me.
[When]

“The record of man's evil lies]

35

413

‘I have seen the fearful lightning of His terrible
swift sword.’

*
I get my arrows drunk on [human]
blood. My sword devours flesh,
___. Blood [oozes & sprays] from
mortally wounded [pagans], from
42
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prisoners, [from] the [severed] heads
of [the leaders of] My enemies.”

giving it to the children of Israel to
own.

Watch it happen in Rev 19:17-21. Alternate translation: "Wild long-haired (parot=Pharoah)" enemy
chiefs. Long men's hair, however, can be ok, as in
Judg 5:2.

See similar Num27:12-14.
Deuteronomy 32:50

Nations [of the world], shout [HalleluYah]!
people. For YAH always
avenges the blood of His servants! [YAH]
boomerangs vengeance to His foes. [But]
He covers [& cleanses] His land and His
people with forgiveness.”
43

[Join YAH's]

Or, ‘rejoice with him, heavens; all the angels of
Elohim, worship him.’

Moses comes and sings all the words
of this song in the ears of the [Hebrew]
people. [Then] Joshua the son of Nun
{Eternity} joins [Moses in the song. By the end, all 2
44

million people sing along, waving candles in the air!]

A representative assembly of the leaders of the 2
million people might have been about 13000 elders, who, if they stayed quiet, could have naturally heard Moses sing the song in an amphitheater.

Moses' Words After The Song

45 So Moses finishes singing all these lyrics to the
whole [crowd of representative elders of the 2 million people of] Israel:

Then [Moses shouts] to the [audience], “Mold
your hearts to all the words I announce
[as warnings] among you today. Always
command your children to actively live
all the words of this Law.
46

Not, ‘teach your children that Jesus abolished the
Mosaic Law.’ Not, ‘Send your kids to public school
where they'll learn to be fornicating consumers.’

For [obedience to YAH's Law] is not an [empty]
trifle for you, ___. Obedience equals
your life! Through [obedience] you prolong
your days on the soil you're crossing
over [the] Jordan [river] to own.”

Then, on the mountain you climb, die
and be received by [your ancestors who live here
in heaven with Me], just as Aaron, your
brother, died on Mount Hor {LoomingPeak} and joined [his ancestors].
Mount Hor may be near Moserah; see Deut 10:6.
51
[The reason I can't let you lead the crossing into the

that you broke faith with
me in front of the sons of Israel at the
waters of Meribah {Bickering} in Kadesh
{Sanctuary}, in the wilderness of Zin
{Crags}. In the middle of the [2 million]
people of Israel, [you smacked the water-rock.
You used violent force instead of prayer.] You failed
to distinguish me from [the war-gods].
Promised Land is]

See Num 20. See Deu3:36, 4:21, where Moses
blames Israel for his failings.
52

So you'll see the [Promised] land [sprawling
out] before you. But you won't go into
the land I'm giving the children of Israel.”

Deuteronomy
33

47

Soil = the value of the land. No topsoil = worthless
land.

YHVH Banishes Moses To His Death
Place

48 That same day Yahweh instructs Moses: 49

says,
“[Moses,] you hike up onto this Abarim
{Beyond} mountain range. [Ascend] mount
Nebo {Babyl-god}, in the land of [incestuous]
Moab, facing Jericho {Moon-Spirit}. Overlook the land of Canaan {LowLand}. I'm
[YAH]
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Moses' Farewell Blessing To The Israelites

1 Then, before his death, Moses (the man of Elohim) blesses the sons of Israel with the following

sings, “[Back at the Red Sea,
right hand shot [forth] a fiery Law to
[enlighten us,] His People. [Then] Yahweh
sped us [north] from [Bush] Mountain. He
radiated [guiding light] for us [all the way through
the] Seir {Rough}[range]. His [radiance broke]
forth over mount Paran {Gleam}. [Finally]
he [brought us here to the holy land, where we stand
flanked by countless] myriads of [His] Holy [angels].
benediction: 2 [Moses]
YAH's]

The exact sequence of this verse is a matter of debate.
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absolutely loves [his] People. He
caresses his holy ones with his [almighty]
hands. All [true holy] people sit down at
[YAH's] feet. [We] receive [and carry through life]
his words [of wisdom]. 4 [I], Moses, [have now] in-

415

flawless
[kosher donated food] on your [cooking] altar[s to feed poor people and to provide food for
sacred feasts].

3 [YAH]

and

structed [you], the community of Jacob, in [YAH's] Law.
This verse appears to be a later explanatory note
or congregational response. Its literal text is: law
he-minstructed to·us Moses tenancy assembly-of
Jacob
5 So YAH is the king over Jeshurun {The-Upright-Nation}. So, heads of the people of the tribes of Israel,
gather [yourselves] together [for a coronation-celebration blessing].”
6 [Moses continues, “The tribe of] Reuben {Look-a-Son} lives on;
[his line] can't die. But [because Reuben laid with his Dad's woman, his
lineage] tends toward death, with a huge proportion
of doomed [members].”
See Gen 49:3-4.
7 Then [Moses] gives the [following] blessing to [the tribe of]
Judah {Celebrated}. [Moses] prays, “Yahweh, [please] hear
the voice of Judah. [Unite] Judah with [the other tribes of Israel]. Don't let [the Jews go on] trusting in [their] own self-defense powers. Please help [the Jews pray instead of fighting
when their] enemies [attack].”
Or: ‘Strengthen Judah's hands.’ Scholars propose
that Simeon's tribe was later absorbed into the
tribe of Judah; hence Simeon receives no explicit
blessing from Moses.

Incense symbolizes holy prayer. #3632 kaliyl
means ‘perfect and whole’, NOT the horribly translated, sickening: ‘whole burnt offering’. ‘Kaliyl’ can
be used like the word ‘kosher’ is used today, meaning ‘top-notch’.
11 Yahweh, approve [the priests'] powers. Accept the
work of [their] hands. When [infidels] rise in hate to attack [true priestly authority], crush the [infidels'] privates, so
they never ‘rise’ again.
Or the more polite: ‘crush the attackers to the
core, so the priests rise once more.’

Moses Blesses The Levite Priests

Moses Blesses The Tribe[s] Of
Joseph
13 Then [Moses] prays [for the tribe of] Joseph
{Increaser}: “Yahweh, bless [Joseph's] land.
[Rain] the precious [treasures] of heaven
from above [like the dew]. [Bubble up living] waters from [earth's] subterranean canyons.

8 Then [Moses] prays for [the tribe of] Levi {Uniter}: “[Yahweh],
let your [sacred paranormal decision-making] stones [stay in the
hands of] your holy [High Priesthood], even though the
[priests] tested you at Massah {Testing-Ground}, [and they]
struggled against you at the waters of Meribah
{Bickering}.
Stones: Thummim and Urim. See Ex.28. Testing:
ex17.

deny [nepotistic favors] to their own parents — that the
[Levites] refuse to [sell biased verdicts] to their
own brothers and sisters or even their
own children. [I pray that the Levites always] observe Your word[s], [that they] preserve
Your covenant.
9 [I pray that the Levites always]

In Ex 32:27, obeying a command Moses dubiously
attributed to YHVH, the Levites killed all who
sinned, regardless of family connection.

always:
teach Jacob's [descendants] your judgments,
and [that they direct] Israel [to follow] Your
law,
[and that] they [keep sending the smoke of sacred]
incense [prayers up] to your ‘nose,’
Deuteronomy 33:10 [I pray that Hebrew priests]
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[that they keep smoke-roasting]

Benjamin
{Right-Hand-Son}, [Moses sings], “Yahweh
safely-shelters his beloved [child]. [So]
keep trusting [YAH]. Yahweh spreads his
[protection] over his darling all day long.
[The faithful] live between [YAH's] wings.”
12

Then,

[to bless the tribe of]

Jerusalem sits as if between the shoulders of two
‘wings of YHVH’. These wing-mountains are in the
territory of the tribe of Benjamin. "By him" is not in
some texts.

Blessed: Gen 49:25. Or, ‘protect Joseph's people
from [Satan,] the monster of the abyss.’

*[Give your servant] precious fruits
birthed by the sun, the richest
yield the moon can offer.
14

The richest fruit, and the only fruit that matters, is
Fruit of the spirit. Smart farmers plant by observing the moon.

from
the caps of the ancient mountains to
the precious treasures [under] the
[ever]lasting hills.
15 [Give your servant all the riches of earth,]

Echoing Gen 49:26.

the precious [treasures] of earth
and all that fills it, [I pray that you, Joseph, receive] the delighted-smile of [Yahweh],
whose [angel talked to me from inside] the [burning] thorn-bush. [All these blessings eternally]
16 [Above]
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rest on Joseph's head. [YAH] crowns the
[prophet] his brothers rejected.
5572 cnah (thorn-bush, think "snag") appears here
and in ex 3:2. (Nowhere else in scripture.) Compare Gen 49:26.

honor for [Ephraim, Joseph's] firstborn bull. Ephraim's myriads and Manasseh's thousands [are powerful and dangerous.
Like two] horns of a wild ox, they eventually push to the ends of the earth,
[herding] together all people-groups [into the
kingdom of heaven].
17 [I pray for]

Or, ‘they're so violent they'll gore the world!’

Moses Blesses Zebulun, Gad, Dan,
Naph., Asher
18 Then, [to bless the tribe of] Zebulun {House},
[Moses] says, “Rejoice, Zebulun, on your
voyages [in ships from your territory along the sea].
Meanwhile, Issachar {Reward}, [enjoy lazing
around] in your [farm] tents.
See Gen 49:13;14-15.
19 [The tribes of Zebulun and Issachar become so suc-

they call people [to the] mountain[s] to slaughter [animals for sacred feasts. Zebulun] comes to suck out the wealth of
the seas, while [Issachar] draws out secret
treasures buried in the sand.
cessful that]

Sand treasures = agate, amber, jet, pearls, glass,
etc. Issachar's tribe masters the art of glass-making, and gets enormously wealthy from it. Zebulun
produces an expensive purple dye from mussels.

Then, [to bless the tribe of]
Gad {Troop}, [Moses] prays, “[I] kneel to
[YAH] who enlarges Gad's [territory]. Gad
lives like a daddy-lion who rips-off
arms, and scalps [his enemies].
Deuteronomy 33:20

1Chr 12:9 pictures Gadites as elite warriors with
faces like lions. Gad inherits a giant territory east
of the Jordan river.

Gad grabbed the first good
land ‘he’ saw for his [beloved livestock. Gad
sweet-talked me, Moses,] the lawgiver, into securing his deed. But then he [got up off]
his seat. [He] rushed out [to help] Israel.
[He] led the chiefs of [our] nation to do
what Yahweh declared right.
21 [The tribe of]

All translations of this obscure verse rely on interpretation. But seen as a re-telling of Num 32, it
makes sense. Also see Josh 22.
22 To [bless the tribe of] Dan {Judge}, [Moses] says, “Dan [is
a] lion's whelp leaping out from [the region of] Bashan
{Fruitful}.”
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Compare Gen 49:16-18, where Judah is the lion
(v.9) and Dan the attack serpent (v.17). The chief
city of the tribe of Dan is Laish (a poetic name for
'Lion'). Bashan is a fertile region east of Lake
Galilee. Dan's settling there is described in Judg
18. The Song Of Songs speaks of lions' dens near
Mt. Hermon.

Naphtali
{Wrestler}, [Moses] says, “Naphtali, sated
with favor, full of the blessing of Yahweh: possess [the bread-basket of Israel,] the
[land] west and south [of Lake Galilee].” 24
Then, [to bless the tribe of Happy] Asher, [Moses]
says, “Your children come to delight
you. Your brothers respect you. [You become so rich you] bathe [your] feet in [olive] oil!
23

Then,

[to bless the tribe of]

Gen 49:20. Oil is later discovered in Asher's territory. 1Ji17:9, Josh 19:24-28. Galilee was full of
olive trees.
25 [Under] your shoes [you discover] iron and brass [ore].
Your [lives thrive,] long and strong.
The Hebrew is obscure. Could mean: Or, “your
bolts securing your wealth will be of iron and
bronze, their strength matching your vigor and and
long life.”

Lean On YHVH's Everlasting Arms
Yeshurun {Upright-One}, there is no
one like [Yahweh] the El {Power}. He rides
on the heaven[s] to help you, ___. His
Majesty fills the skies!
26

Traditionally, Jeshurun is a pet-name for Israel.

*The eternal Elohim is your
refuge, ___. [His] everlasting
arms lie underneath [you. He carries
you through the struggles of life. YAH] drives
out your haters in front of your
[delighted] face[s]. He shouts, “Die,
[enemies of the righteous] !” 28 [In YAH's care, you,
27

will rule with El, dwell in
solitude and safety, ___. Jacob's fountains irrigate [your] land ['til it bursts] with
grain and wine. [YAH's] heavens trickle
night-mist [to water your plants and leave your days
filled with sunshine]. 29 You happy [blessed]
people will rule with El {Power}! No [nation] compares to you, the people saved
by Yahweh. [He's] your shield, your rescuer, the sword of your superiority.
[YAH] exposes all the lies your enemies
tell you, ___. [So in time they submit to your authe people who]
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You stomp down their high
shrines].”
thority.]

[occult

[the territory that the tribe of]

Naphtali

{Wrestler} [comes to seize],

and the land

[the half-tribe of]

{Double-Fruit} [seizes],
and

[the land that the half-tribe of]

Ephraim
Manasseh

and all the land [the tribe of] Judah {Celebrated} [seizes],
[all the way] to the [Mediterranean] sea; 3 Then
[Yahweh directs Moses’ gaze south of Jerusalem to] the
Negev, including the [huge] valley
encircling Jericho {Moon-Spirit} (the city
of date-palm trees) [out] to Zoar {TinyTown}.
Zoar = the village Lot left to go up the mountain
where he impregnated his daughters.

Then Yahweh says to [Moses],
“This is the land I swore to [give to] Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, to Isaac {Laughter}, and to Jacob {Heel-Grabber}. [I] said,
‘I will give [the Promised Land] to your seedchildren.’ I'm letting you, [Moses,] see it
with your eyes. But you won't go over
there.”
Moses Dies
4

*So, fulfilling Yahweh's prediction, Moses the servant of
Yahweh dies there [on the mountain]
in the land of [incestuous] Moab. 6
5

buries [Moses] in a valley in the
land of Moab, opposite Beth-Peor
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Paraphrase. Like Sarah, Moses had his youth regenerated when he was exposed to YHVH's presence.

So, for 30 days, there in the plains of
Moab, the [2 million] people of Israel weep
for Moses. Finally [Joshua] ends the days
of weeping and mourning for Moses.
8

A time to mourn, a time to dance.

JAHshua (the son of Nun {Eternity})
[shines,] full of the spirit of wisdom. (For
Moses had laid his hands upon [JahShua, to
delegate holy spirit-power].) So the children of
Israel listen to [JahShua. For a while, they] do
as Yahweh commanded Moses.
A Final Elegy For Moses
9

{Pain-Eraser} [seizes],

[Yahweh]

*Moses dies at 120 years old —
his eyes still clear, his body as
strong as when [he came kicking out of
his mother's womb, ___]!
7

Moses Leaves Israel For Heaven
So Moses hikes up from the plains of
Moab… to the mountain of Nebo {Babylgod}… to the top of [Jagged] Pisgah {Slice}.
[He overlooks the impregnable fortress of] Jericho
{Moon-Spirit}. [From that dizzying view,] Yahweh
shows [Moses] the whole land of Gilead
{Monument-Mound}, as far as [the land to be
conquered by] Dan {Judge}. 2 [Yahweh shows
all

[to find the]

But no
tomb [of

Jude 9 says that Michael the archangel ‘contended’
with Satan over the body of Moses.

1

Moses:]

{House-Of-The-Slit-God}[Mountain].

man knows where
Moses] to this day.

Deuteronomy
34

417

*Since then, ___,
there has never arisen a
prophet in Israel like Moses,
whom Yahweh knew “face to
face.” 11 *[ ___, tell the whole world about]
the [amazing] signs and [stupendous]
wonders which Yahweh sent
[Moses] to do in the land of Egypt:
[how Yahweh subdued] Pharaoh, and all
[Pharaoh's] servants, and the
whole [Egyptian] country!
Deuteronomy 34:10

Here scripture commands YOU to engage in broadcasting Biblical stories.

*What might [flashed] in the
hand [of Moses, ___]! What great
terror Moses evoked in the
eyes of the whole [nation of] Israel!
12

Joshua 1
YAH Tells Joshua To Lead Israel
Into The Land
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1 After Yahweh's servant Moses dies, Yahweh
speaks to Moses’ aide: JAHshua (son of Nun {Eternity}): 2

says,
“My servant Moses lies dead. So you
and all your people, pack up. Cross [the]
Jordan [river]. Enter the land I'm giving
[to] the descendants of Israel.
[YAH]

3

I'm giving you every place on which the
sole[s] of your feet tread, as I promised
Moses.
4
Your territory comes to extend from the Negev
[desert south of Jerusalem] up [north] to [the white mountains of]
Lebanon, and [on the east] from the great [Syrian] river
Euphrates (including the land of the Hittite {Sons-OfTerror}) to the great [Mediterranean] sea facing the [Western] setting sun.

*
___, no man will be
able to stand against
you all the days of your
life. As I was with
Moses, so I will be with
you: I will never fail
you, nor forsake you.
5

*
Strength! Courage! For you will
lead My people to possess all
the earth I swore to give their
forefathers.
6

Courage = Obedience To YAH's Law

*
You, ___, be strong and very
courageous. Be watchful to do
everything in accord with the
complete Law [which] Moses my
servant commanded you. Never turn from [My] Law to the
right hand nor to the left, so
that you can prosper wherever
you go.
7
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We Christians must live by the righteous principles
on which the Mosaic Law is based. But we are not
sworn to obey the Sinai code as a contract.

*
___, never let this Book
of the Law depart from
your mouth. Meditate on
the Law day and night,
so that you can be
watchful to do everything written in [My] Law.
[Studious obedience] makes
your way prosperous.
[Lawfulness] gives you wonderful success.
8

The principles embodied in the Torah form the
trunk of the tree of wisdom and knowledge. Without YAH's Word, all knowledge is like severed
limbs: dead and rotting.

*
___, I command you:
Be strong and courageous. Never get terrified. Never be discouraged. For Yahweh your
Elohim is with you
wherever you go.”
9

See awesome Joshua 1:9 song: Be Strong And
Courageous (Joshua 1:9).

Joshua Rallies Millions To Cross Enemy Lines
Joshua 1:10 JAHshua commands the overseers of [YAH's] people: 11 "Pass through
the camp. Command the people [of your
tribes], ‘Prepare food. For in 3 days you'll
[all] cross the Jordan [river from] here, to
go in to possess the land Yahweh your
Elohim gives you as your own.
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Ranchers Agree To Obey Joshua &
Help Israel
12 To the [Cattle-Barons, (the] Reubenites, the Gadites,
and [the eastern] half [of] the tribe of Manasseh),
JAHshua says:
Or ‘Manasseh, which represents half of Joseph's
descendants’.

“Remember [that] YAH's servant Moses
commanded you: ‘Yahweh your Elohim
has given you rest. He has granted you
this land.’ 14 Your wives, your little
ones, and your cattle remain [here] in
the land Moses gave you on this [East]
side of the Jordan [river]. Meanwhile all
you mighty, valiant men bravely pass
ahead of your brothers.
13

Bravely = #2751 staunch, stout. Not armed for
fighting. It takes more courage to go into danger
unarmed, than armed.

You [cattle-barons] must help your brothers until Yahweh gives them rest, as
[YAH] has given you [rest]. [Stay on the far side
of the river] until your brothers also settle
the land Yahweh your Elohim gives
them. Then you return to your own
land. [You] enjoy the [property which] Yahweh's servant Moses awarded you on this
[East] side of the Jordan [river], toward the
sunrise.” 16 The [Cattle-Barons] answer
JAHshua, “We do everything you command us. Wherever you send us, we
go. 17 —We'll listen to you, [just] like we
‘fully obeyed’ Moses. [We pray that] Yahweh
Elohim sticks with you, as He stuck
with Moses.
15

419

sneak [into Jericho]. They duck into the
house of a prostitute named Rahab
{Biggie}. The spies spend the night
there [in the whorehouse].
Men of faith are not prudes. We can sleep in a
whorehouse without sleeping with whores. And, according to Jesus, the whores are more likely to accept Christ than are preachers!
2 [One of Jericho's “Johns” laces up his pants, throws his
money at the whore on the bed, then runs out of the
whorehouse to the palace].

He blab-tattles to
the king of Jericho {Moon-Spirit}: “Men
from the Nation of Israel infiltrated [our
city] tonight to search out [the weaknesses in]
our country!”
A Swat Team Searches The Whorehouse
3 The king of Jericho {Moon-Spirit} sends
[soldiers] to Rahab {Biggie}. [Through the barricaded door, she hears] them command her,
“Bring out the men who entered your
[whore] house! They came to spy on our
country!”
A Prostitute Lies To Protect Israeli
Spies

*Meanwhile, the whore takes
the two spies [upstairs], ___. She
hides them. [The cops bang on her door.
The whore refuses to open it.] She lies [to the
cops], “Men came to me. But I
had no idea where they came
from;
4

Of course, the Israelites hardly ever obeyed Moses.

This whore lied to the king, for which she was rewarded by the Creator and forever considered a
hero of the faith.

18 [We'll]

5

kill anyone who resists your
commandments [or] ignores any detail
of anything that you tell him! Be strong
and courageous!”

Joshua 2
Joshua Sends 2 Spies To Jericho's
Whorehouse
1 From [there in] Sheetim {Acacia-Groves},
Nun's son JAHshua sends two men to
secretly spy [out the promised land]. [JAHshua]
says, “Go inspect the land [and city of] Jericho {Moon-Spirit}.” So, ___, the spies
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

*— [The spies left my brothel] about the
time the [city] gate closed. They
[ran] out in the dark. I don't
know where they went. Run!
Fast! Chase 'em. You'll catch
'em.”
A whore lies to the king, and is rewarded by the
Creator for lying.

*[But in fact, ___,] Rahab {Biggie}
had brought the Israelite spies
up to the roof of the house. [She]
hid them in stalks of flax she'd
stacked on the roof! 7 The [king's sol6
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race down the road to the Jordan
River fords, [thinking they're] chasing the
[Israeli spies]. As soon as the [soldiers] leave
the city hunting the spies, the [guards]
slam shut Jericho's gate.
Whore Betrays Her King To Help
Israel Invade
8 Before the Israelite [spies on the roof] fall
asleep, Rahab {Biggie} sneaks up to
them, ___. 9 Rahab {Biggie} whispers to
the spies, “I know Yahweh has given
you [Israelites] the [Promised] land. Terror
has fallen on us [pagans]. The [hearts of the]
inhabitants of [our] land melt [in fear] of
you [Hebrews].
diers]

Righteous people scare sinners.

—We heard that Yahweh
dried up the water of the Red Sea for
your escape from Egypt. And [we know]
what you [Israelis] did to the two kings of
the Amorite {Mountaineers} across the
Jordan [river]: (Sihon {Tornado} and Og
{Round}). You utterly doomed them!
Joshua 2:10

Doomed = #2763 charam; to seclude; specifically
(by a ban) to devote.

We keep hearing [of YAH's power]. So our
hearts melt. No courage remains in any
man, because Yahweh your Elohim is
Sovereign in heaven above, and [on]
earth. 12 So now, please, swear to me by Yah11

weh, since I've shown you kindness, that you'll also
show kindness to my father's family. Give me tan-

Swear
you'll save [the] life [of] my father, and
my mother, and my brothers, and my
sisters, and all their [children]. Deliver our
lives from death.” 14 *The spies angible proof,

[a guarantee that you'll save my family].

13

swer the prostitute, “[You saved]
our lives. So [we'll save] yours. [But
only] if you speak not one word
[about us to the cops, your neighbors, or your
king]. [Then]

when Yahweh gives
us [this] land, we'll deal kindly
and faithfully with you.”
Rahab The Whore Helps Israeli
Spies Escape

*[So, ___,] by a rope through
the window, Rahab {Biggie} [the
15
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lets the spies down from
her whorehouse built into [Jericho's outer] city wall. 16 Rahab {Biggie}
call-girl]

whispers to the spies, “Run to the
mountain, before the cops find you!
Hide there for 3 days, until the soldiers
come back [here to the city]. Then [run back to
your people].” 17 The spies answer Rahab
{Biggie}, “We won't be bound by your
oath you made us swear, [unless]:
Oath here = severing, a true imprecatory oath,
since the spies agree to a penalty of perjury for
non-performance in v19. Not recommended.

When we [Hebrews] invade [your] land,
bind this line of scarlet cord in the window by which you [are preparing to] lower us
[spies to the ground]. Then bring your father,
mother, brothers and everyone in your
father's household into your whorehouse. 19 If any [member of your family] goes
out the doors of your whore-house into
the street, his blood-guilt will [land] upon
his [own] head. We [Israeli spies] will be
guiltless. But if any [Israelite lays a] hand on
anyone hiding in your whorehouse, [the
Israeli's] blood-guilt will be on our head [s].
Joshua 2:20 But if you utter one word
[about us to the cops or to your socialist neighbors] ,
we'll be released from your oath that
you made us swear.” 21 Rahab {Biggie}
assents: “So be it. I agree to your every word.” So Rahab [the whore] sends
away the [Hebrew] spies, ___. They run
18

[from Jericho city. They evade the military police.]

Meanwhile, Rahab ties the red rope in
her [whorehouse] window.
Spies Evade The Cops To Run Back
To Joshua
22 The spies run up onto a mountain,
___. They stay there for 3 days. [Meanwhile,] the cops search for the spies on
all the roads [around Jericho]. But [the cops]
find no [Israelis]. So the [cops] give up.
They return [to Jericho]. 23 So, ___, the
two [Hebrew] spies sneak back [east toward
Moab. They] hike down hills. [They swim]
across [the Jordan river. They wash up on its east
bank.][They] run to (Nun's son) JAHshua.
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They tell [JAHshua] everything that happened to them: 24 *The spies rave

to JAHshua, “Yahweh has truly
delivered the whole [promised]
land into our hands! All the inhabitants of the country faint
[in terror at the thought] of us!”

Joshua 3
Preparing To Cross Into The
Promised Land
1 JAHshua gets up early in the morning.
He and all [2 million] people of Israel [pack
up]. [They] move [their vast caravans west] from
[the] Sheetim {Acacia-Forest} to [the]
Jordan [river]. There they sleep, [tossing and
turning, excitedly anticipating] crossing [into the
Promised land]. 2 3 [preparation] days pass. Then supervisors ride

[swift horses]

through

[Israel's gigantic]

camp. 3

command the people,
[shout]ing, “When you see the Levite
priests carrying the ark of the covenant
of Yahweh Elohim, hustle from your
[tent] site. Follow [the ark]! 4 Since you've
never traveled this way before, the
[priests] will guide you. Stay [over 1/2 mile]
behind the [ark]. Don't come any closer.
[The ark is dangerous!]”
[These supervisors]

10 football fields! 2000 cubits [1000
yards/meters].

JAHshua shouts to the people, “Devote yourselves [to holiness]. For tomorrow
Yahweh comes to do [dangerous] wonders
among you.” 6 JAHshua addresses the
priests. [He shouts], “Lift the ark of the
covenant. Lead [our 2 million] people across
[the Jordan River]!” So, ___, the priests lift
the ark of the covenant. They trudge
toward the river. [Amazed hordes of Israeli]
people follow. 7 Yahweh says,
“JAHshua, today I begin spiraling you
[high] in the sight of all Israel. Then
they'll know that, as I stuck with
Moses, so I'll stick with you.
5

8
Command the priests who bear the ark of the
covenant. Tell them, ‘When you set foot in the water of [the] Jordan [river], stand still.’”
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So JAHshua [shouts] to the children of
Israel, “Come here. Hear the words of
Yahweh your Elohim.” Joshua 3:10
JAHshua says, “Here's how you'll know
the living Elohim is among you: without
fail, He will drive out from before you
the Canaanite {Mercenaries}, Hittite {Sons-Of-Terror}, Hivite {Villagers}, Perizzite
{Plainsmen}, Girgashites {Wanderers},
Amorite {Mountaineers} and Jebusite
{Threshers}. 11 The ark of the covenant of the
9

Sovereign over all the earth passes before you
across [the] Jordan [river]. 12 So choose 12 men from
Israel's tribes, (one man out of each tribe). 13

the priests who bear the ark of
Yahweh (Adonai of [all the] earth). When
the soles of the [priests'] feet rest in the
Jordan's waters, [YAH's power will] cut off
the [downstream] Jordan [river] waters from
the waters that descend from above.
[Water] will stand piled up by [an invisible spiritual] embankment!”
The Hebrews Cross The River On
Dry Land
14 So, ___, the [2 million] people [pack up]
their tents. They head down to cross
[the] Jordan [river], following the priests
who bear the ark of the covenant. 15
The ark-bearers reach [the rushing] harvest-time Jordan [river. The men's eyes bulge at
the sight of it] overflowing its banks, ___!
The feet of the ark-carrying priests dip
into the brim of the [dangerous] water. 16
[Watch]

*[The priests turn their heads right, to the north.]
Far outside the city of Adam
{Man} (beside Zaretan {Pierce}),
the upstream descending riverwaters stand and rise up, supernaturally dammed! The
[priests swing their stunned faces to their left

waters [below them]
cascade toward the sea of the
Arabah {Plain} (the Dead [Salt]
‘Sea’). [So the downstream water completely
stops running.] The priests look [ahead,
to the West. They see] stunned [pagan soldiers watching from the fortress of] Jericho
(south). They see the]
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{Moon-Spirit}. Then the [2 million He-

people cross the river [on
foot, just like at the Red Sea]. 17 In the midbrew]

dle of the Jordan [riverbed], the priests
carrying the ark of the covenant of
Yahweh stand firm on dry ground, ___.
Meanwhile, all [2 million] Israelites — the
entire nation — [start] crossing, [again, I repeat for emphasis,] on dry ground in [middle of
the normally raging] Jordan [River]!

Joshua 4
YAH Commissions The River-Cross
Monument
1 Yahweh speaks to JAHshua, saying, “[Take] the
whole nation across the Jordan [River]. 2 Take 12
men (one man from each tribe) from [our Hebrew] people. 3

Command these [12 leaders]. Say, “[Each of
you] take a boulder from the middle of
the Jordan [riverbed], from the exact spot
where the priests’ feet stand. Carry
these 12 stones across with you [to the
West Bank]. Leave the [stones] at the site
where you'll camp tonight.’”
Joshua Tells 12 Leaders To Build
The Monument

4 JAHshua summons the 12 men whom he'd gotten
the people of Israel to make ready, (one man from

JAHshua says to these [12
leaders], “Cross over into the middle of
[the] Jordan [River] in front of the ark of
Yahweh Elohim. [On the way across,] each of
you men lift up a [big] stone upon his
shoulder, [one stone] for each of the tribes
of the children of Israel. 6 [These 12 stones will stand
each tribe). 5

a monument [in] your [land]. Future children [will]
ask their fathers, “What do these stones mean?” 7
as]

Answer [your children], “[YAH's power supernaturally] cut off [the flow of the] Jordan River when
the ark of the covenant of Yahweh
passed through [it]. [Some supernatural force]
dammed up [the] Jordan's [upstream] waters! These stones stand as a permanent monument [reminding] the children of
Israel [of that miracle].” 8 The sons of Israel
obey JAHshua's command, ___. They
pick up 12 [huge] stones (the number of
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the tribes of the children of Israel) out
of the middle of [the] Jordan [River], as
Yahweh commanded JAHshua. [Huffing,
puffing, groaning, the men] carry the stones
over to their campsite. [Then, with a sigh of relief, they] drop the stones.
This and the next verse flash-forward to the events
of verse 20. In v.10, the normal timeline resumes.

JAHshua sets up [these] 12 stones ([taken] from the place in the middle of [the]
Jordan [river] where had stood the feet of
the priests bearing the ‘ark of the
covenant’). Those [boulders] lie there [on the
West Bank] to this day, ___.
2M Israelis Cross A River-Flood On
Dry Ground
Joshua 4:10 The priests carrying the ‘ark’
stand in the Jordan riverbed until the
people complete all the tasks Yahweh
commanded JAHshua to assign to
them. JAHshua does everything just as
Moses appointed him to do, ___. So
the people cross swiftly and [safely]. 11 Finally the last of the people [a darling little
girl] crosses the river, ___. Then the
ark of Yahweh finishes crossing over,
flanked by the priests. The people [watch
and cheer. Smiles light their] faces. 12 The [men of
the] tribes of Reuben {Look-a-Son}, Gad
{Troop}, and the half-tribe of Manasseh
{Sweet-Forgetting} bravely charge across
the river leading the people of Israel,
as Moses commanded them. 13 About
40 thousand amassed [praise-warriors] (prepared [for spiritual] battle) cross over to
the plains of Jericho {Moon-Spirit}, [singing,
basking] in the presence of Yahweh.
9

"Armed" is the wrong translation of #2502:
chalets. This was a spiritual invasion, not a military
invasion.

*That day Yahweh magnifies
JAHshua in the sight of [the]
whole [nation of] Israel, ___. So
all the days of [JahShua's] life, they
fear him, as they feared Moses.
14

The Priests Cross The Riverbed
With The Ark

15 Yahweh speaks to JAHshua: 16
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“Command the priests carrying the ark of the testimony to hike up out of [the] Jordan [river-bed].”
17 So JAHshua commands the priests, “Hike up out
[the] Jordan [River].” 18 So the priests carry
the ark (of Yahweh's covenant) out of
the Jordan riverbed. As soon as the
soles of the priests’ feet lift up onto the
dry land, the waters of [the] Jordan [river]
crash down into place, ___! The [waters]
overflow the river-banks, like they'd
[flooded] before [the miracle]. 19 [This miracle] — [2 mil-

of

coming up through the [flooding] Jordan [river —
on the 10th day of the 1st month [of the 40th year
of the Exodus, ___]. The [Israelites] camp at Gilgal {Wheel},
on the eastern border of Jericho {Moon-Spirit}.
lion people]
occurs]

Joshua's First Address In The
Promised Land

Joshua 4:20 In Gilgal {Wheel} JAHshua [finishes] erecting those 12 stones the [leaders] took from the Jordan
21 [There JAHshua] addresses the children of Israel, saying, “Your future children come to ask their fathers, ‘What's
the meaning of these stones?’ 22 Let
your children know [about this miracle], ___!
Say, “Israel traversed this [mighty] Jordan
[river] on dry ground!” 23 *[Yes,] Yah[riverbed].

weh your Elohim dried up the
waters of [the] Jordan [river] before your [stunned faces]. You all
passed over, [just] like Yahweh
your Elohim [parted] the Red Sea.
[YAH] dried up [the water] before [our
shocked] faces, until we'd all
crossed! 24 [Yahweh parts the waters that block
So all the people of the earth
can see how mighty is Yahweh's hand.
So you, ___, can live in eternal awe of
Yahweh your Elohim.”
us believers.]

Joshua 5
Pagan Nations Shake In Terror Of
The Israelis
1 Soon all the kings of the Amorite
{Mountaineers} (west of [the] Jordan [river])
and all the kings of the Canaanite {Mercenaries} (by the [Mediterranean] sea) hear
that Yahweh dried up the waters of [the]
Jordan [river] before us children of Israel,
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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until we passed over. Immediately the
hearts [of the pagans] melt, ___. All spirit
[courage] leaves them, for [fear of us] children of Israel.
Joshua Cuts Sinning Pagan Hordes
From Israel
2 Immediately Yahweh says to
JAHshua, “Make a sharp cutoff [between
you and the pagans we've captured]. Again, [I] repeat: cut short [remove the unrepentant pagans
from] the people of Israel.”
Joshua said, “We're cutting you pagans loose! All
you promiscuous people need to go live somewhere else!” These words do NOT mean to cut a
penis. Genital-cutting is crazy sick child-abusing
perversion. The Mosaic Law forbids cutting skin.
The word for circumcise ֹ
( מ ל, Strongs #4135
muwl) actually means ‘cut short / curtail’. It does
not mean ‘resect foreskins’. Israelis have habitually
wrongly interpreted YHVH's instructions, and,
against His will, copied barbaric pagan sexual mutilation practices.

“Circumcision, far from being a uniquely Jewish custom, was a common practice in ancient Egypt. Circumcision is
to this very day a common practice
among many of the world's primitive
peoples.
” #6697 tsuwr = a cliff, sharp rock, boulder,
refuge. # 2719 chereb kheh'-reb from 2717;
drought, or cutting instrument

So JAHshua makes a hard [societal]
break, ___. At the ‘hill of the stripping’,
he ‘cuts [the population] short’. [He forces the unrepentant, unconverted pagans to move away from] the
people of Israel.
3

#6188 `arel = strip, elsewhere used to describe
the horrible satanic practice of penile circumcision.

Here's why JAHshua “trims back” [the
population of the Israelites, ___]: All the people
who came out of Egypt, all those belligerent mortals [Yahweh] marked [for destruction], died in the wilderness on the
way [to the promised land], after they left
Egypt. 5 So, ___, the population who
emigrated from Egypt got “cut back,”
4

[trimmed of the morally loose pagan-minded adults.

Meanwhile, the people born
in the wilderness on the journey [kid(They all died.)]

napped and picked up pagan friends and lovers. This antiHebrew rabble] never got “trimmed out” [of
the population. Thus many Israelites got infected with pa-

— The people
40 years in the

gan practices, ideas and diseases.] 6

of Israel walked
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wilderness, ___, until all the belligerent mortals who'd emigrated from
Egypt got consumed because they [refused to] obey Yahweh's voice. Yahweh
swore [to these disobedient Jews] that he
wouldn't [even] show them the land [He]
swore to their fore-fathers he would
give us [obedient Hebrews]: a land gushing
milk and honey. 7 [Moses] raised up [a nation plagued with evil] children in place [of their
evil dead parents]. [Moses neglected] to “excise”
the riff-raff along the way [to the Promised
Land]. So [JAHshua's] population teems [with
rag-tag,] morally-loose [scalawags].

Uncircumcised means "loose" as in "morally loose".
YAH wants you to get un-bundled from your fascist
neighbors. YHVH never wanted anyone to cut their
skin, certainly not their penile foreskin!

Finally [JAHshua and his men] finish “cutting
back” [the morally-loose riff-raff among] the entire
[Hebrew] population. Then the [Israelites]
stay in their [tents] in the camp, until the
[community] recovers [from the bitter emotional
8

Joshua Meets The Captain Of The
Angel Armies
13 [Time passes, ___.] JAHshua travels near
[the city of] Jericho {Moon-Spirit}. He lifts up
his eyes. He looks. Suddenly opposite
him stands a [celestial] man—sword
drawn in his hand! JAHshua walks up to
the [angelic] man. [Joshua] asks him, “Are
you [here to fight] for us [Hebrews,] or for our
adversaries?” 14 [The angelic ‘man’] replies,” I
[work for] neither [you nor your enemies]. I've
come to you as the captain of the [angelic] armies of Yahweh.” So, ___,
JAHshua falls on his face to the earth.
He worships [the angel], crying, “What
does my Sovereign command his servant?” 15 The captain of Yahweh's [angelic]
host commands JAHshua, “Drop your
shoe[s] from your feet. The place on
which you stand is sacred.” So JAHshua
[kicks off his shoes, ___].

Joshua 6

trauma of having had to send away their pagan friends
and loved-ones who refused to live as Hebrews].

It wasn't their foreskins that needed healing; it
was their hearts. It's always hard to leave behind
people you care about. But holiness is a lonely
road. The narrow way is difficult. Few people can
walk it. Heal/recover = 2421 chayah: revive, live,
breathe.

Then Yahweh says to JAHshua, “Today
I've rolled the reproach of Egypt off of
you.” So, ___, to this day, the name of
the place [of the moral-stripping] is called
“Wheel.”
9

Gilgal= Wheel.

1st Passover Feast In The Promised
Land
Joshua 5:10 So the children of Israel camp
at Gilgal {Wheel}. They celebrate the
Passover [Feast starting] at evening on the
14th day of the [year's 1st spring] month,
[there] in the plains of Jericho {MoonSpirit}. 11 Right away, the day after the Passover
[feast],

the [Israelites] start eating the produce of the
Land [of Caanan]: unleavened bread-cakes [Matzah] and
roasted [ears of] grain. 12 Then, the day after the Israelites eat the grain produced by the land [of Caanan,]
manna stops [falling from the sky, ___]. So, that year, the
[Israelites enjoy] eating from the fruit of the land of
Canaan {LowLand}.
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YAH Orders: 'Take The Fortress Of
Jericho'
1 At this time, ___, Jericho {Moon-Spirit}
lies in total lock-down [in anticipation of attack]
from the people of Israel: no one
leaves; no one comes in. 2 Then Yahweh says to JAHshua,
“Watch: I've given Jericho {Moon-Spirit}
and its king, and [its] mighty, valiant
men, into your hand.
3

around [Jericho,] that city filled with
belligerent [warmongering] mortals. Circle
the city once on each of the following 6
days.

[March]

Illogical warmongering traditions call the Israeli
marchers ‘men of war’ (belligerent mortals) when
that's exactly what YHVH got rid of in the previous
chapter (#5)!
4

In front of the ark, 7 priests will carry 7
rams’ horn-trumpets [shofars]. On the 7th
day you'll circle the city 7 times. Then
the priests will blow the trumpets.
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*
The [priests] will sound a long
blast on the rams' horn[s].
When you hear the sound of
those trumpet[s], all the people
will yell with a [deafening] shout.
Immediately the wall of the
city will fall down flat. Then
the [Israeli] people will run up [into
it,] every man straight ahead,
5

[from every angle. The city will lie totally defenseless].”

Jahshua Leads Nonviolent Spiritual
War

*So JAHshua (the son of
‘Eternity’) calls the priest[s]. He
says to them, “Carry the ark of
the covenant up [near the city wall].
Have 7 priests carry 7 ram's
horn-trumpets in front of the
ark of Yahweh.” 7 Then [JAHshua]
6

shouts to the people, “Move forward!
Circle the city. Let the men equipped
[with musical instruments] march in front the
ark of Yahweh.”
These men marching in front of the ark were not
‘armed’ with weapons, but with rams' horns and
other musical instruments. See next verse.

JAHshua finishes speaking to the [Hebrew hordes. They cheer!] The 7 priests bearing
the 7 rams’ horn-trumpets pass on in
front of [the ark of] Yahweh. The [priests]
blast their horns. The ark of the
covenant of Yahweh follows them. 9
Strong [men] rush in front of the trumpet-blowing priests. Gathered people
trail the ark. On [march] the priests,
blowing the trumpets.
8

Strong = #2502 chalats, usually rendered ‘armed
men’. Gathered = #00622 acaph, oten rendered
‘rear-guard’.

JAHshua's earlier command, “Don't shout. Make no
noise with your voice. Don't [let] one
word proceed out of your mouth, until
the day I yell, ‘shout!’ Then you'll
shout!”
Joshua 6:10 [The marchers obey]
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Praise-Warriors Circle Jericho For 6
Days
11 So, ___, the ark of Yahweh circles
the [fortified] city once. Then [the praisemarchers] return to their camp. They stay
the night in [their tents]. 12 Then, on the
[2nd] morning [of the siege], JAHshua gets
up early. Again the priests lift up the
ark of Yahweh. 13 *Again the 7

priests bearing the 7 shofar-trumpets [march] on in front
of the ark of Yahweh. They
keep on blowing the trumpets.
Strong [men parade] in front of the
[priests]. Gathered [hordes] follow
the ark of Yahweh. On and on
the priests march, blowing the
rams' horns. 14 Again, the 2nd day,
the [Hebrew Praise-team] circles the city
once. Then they go back into the [Israeli]
camp. Same for each of the 6 days.
7th Day: JAHshua Signals The
Praise-Warriors
15 Then, on the 7th day, the [praise-team]
rises early, around day-break. They circle the city as before. But today and
only today, they [repeat the march] 7 times,
___! 16 *Finally, the 7th round,

when the priests blow the
trumpets, JAHshua [yells] to the
people, “Shout! Yahweh has
given you the city! 17 *—The
city and everything in it are
banned [by] Yahweh. Only Rahab {Biggie} the prostitute can
stay [with us], she and everyone
with her in her [whore] house, because she hid the [spies] we sent.
banned = #2764 cherem.

*And you [Israelites], keep yourselves totally [separated] from everything banned, or you'll get
yourself banned. When you
take anything [Yahweh] has out18
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lawed, you bring a curse on the
camp of Israel. [Mixing with pagans]
stirs up [disaster] for [your people]! 19
None of [Jericho's] silver, gold and instruments of brass and iron are [for personal
use]. [They're] consecrated to Yahweh's [service]. [Bring] them into the treasury of
Yahweh.”
Trumpets Blow; City Fortress Walls
Fall Flat!

*The priests blow
their trumpets. The [2 million Israeli] people shout!
When the people hear
this trumpet-blast, and
the people shout this
great shout, the [city]
wall falls down flat! So,
___, the [Israelites] rush up
into the city. Every man
[runs] straight before his
[neighbor]. They capture
the city. 21 With the [supernatural]
Joshua 6:20

mouth-sword [of YAH's Word], the [Israelites]
utterly banish everyone [YAH left alive] in
the city [of Jericho], including man and
woman, young and old, ox, sheep and
donkey.
#2763 charam (herem) = banish, not destroy. If
YAH had wanted Jericho's survivors dead, He would
have killed them Himself when he smashed their
city walls.

Except that JAHshua had said to the
two men who had spied out the country, “Go into the whorehouse. Bring out
the Madam, and everyone she has [sequestered inside the brothel]. Fulfill your oath to
her.” 23 So, ___, the young spies rush
22

[up the last remaining fragment of the wall. They climb]

into [the whorehouse window]. They extract
Rahab {Biggie}, and her father, and her
mother, and her brothers, and everyone she has [hidden in the brothel]. [The spies]
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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bring out her whole family.

[CRASH! Behind

Then
the [Israeli spies] leave the [pagans] outside
the camp of Israel. 24 With fire, the
[Israelites] burn the [accursed satanic] city and
everything in it. (Except the silver, and
the gold, and the bronze and iron utensils.) [These] the [Israelis] store in the treasury in Yahweh's sanctuary [tent]. 25
Thus JAHshua saves Rahab {Biggie} the
harlot's life, and [the lives of] her father's
household, and everyone she [hid]. So
Rahab dwells in Israel to the day [of this
writing], because she hid the messengers
whom JAHshua sent to spy out Jericho
{Moon-Spirit}. 26 Immediately JAHshua 7times [warns] the [Israelites and the banned people
of Jericho]: “Cursed before Yahweh is the
man who rises up and re-builds this [Satanic] city [of] Jericho {Moon-Spirit}. He will
lay its foundation [at the cost] of his firstborn. He'll set up its gates [with the loss] of
his youngest son.”
them falls the last standing bit of the city wall!]

1 Ki 16:34 tells of the death of Hiel of Bethel, one
of the fools who tried to rebuild Jericho. Hiel met
the fate here foretold by Joshua.

So Yahweh stays with JAHshua. [YAH's]
fame spreads throughout the whole
country.
27

Or "Joshua's fame..."

Joshua 7
A Troublemaker Steals Occult Paraphernalia
1 But the people of Israel violate [YAH's]
law banning cursed [occult] objects, ___.
Achan {Trouble-Maker} the son of Carmi
{Gardener}, the son of Zabdi {Giver}, the
son of Zerah {Ray}, from the tribe of
Judah {Celebrated}, keeps some [of Jericho's] accursed [satanic treasure]. So Yahweh
snorts fire-rage against the people of
Israel.
The legal tender of the worldly nations is just as
accursed as the stuff this thief took. Look at the
occult menagerie printed on any ‘dollar’ bill, for instance. That's why the united nations are drowning
in debt spirals.

Joshua Sends Spies To Ai
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Meanwhile, JAHshua sends [spies] from
Jericho {Moon-Spirit} to Ai {Ruin-Heap}
(beside Beth-Aven {House-Of-Vanity}, on
the east side of Beth-El {House-Of-El}).
JAHshua instructs the men. [He] says,
“[Ride] up. View [Ai's] country.” So the [spies
ride] up. They look over Ai {Ruin-Heap}. 3
2

The spies [rush] back to JAHshua. They say to him,
“Don't send up all [our] people. Just let 2 or 3 thousand [praise-warriors] travel up to cast out [the demon spawn
of] Ai {Ruin-Heap}. Don't make all the people labor
there; for Ai has few [inhabitants].”
Cast out = #5221 nakah.
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us. They'll cut off our name from the
earth! What would that do for Your
great Name?”
Good prayer presents your petition from the point
of view of who you're praying to. What's in it for
them?

So, ___, Yahweh says to
JAHshua,
“Get up, you! Why are you lying like
that, [squishing] your face [into the dirt]?
Joshua 7:10

YAH is hilarious!

*
Israel has sinned more than
normal. They transgressed [the
terms] I commanded them [in] My
covenant. They stole and pocketed accursed [satanic loot]. Then
[they] lied about it. They stashed
the [occult paraphernalia] right in their
own stuff, [in the Hebrew camp]!

Praise-Warriors Confront Ai, And
Get Whooped
4 So, ___, about 3000 [Israelite praise-warriors] march up [to Ai]. [They hike, singing, expecting Yahweh to destroy the demon-spawn.] But instead, the men of Ai {Ruin-Heap}[chase the
Israelis]. So the [Israelis] flee [like scared little
girls]! 5 The men of Ai {Ruin-Heap} strike
[down] about 36 [Israeli] men. The [demon-spawn] chase the [Israelis] from the front of
[Ai's city] gate all the way to [the]
Shebarim {River-Ruins}. On the descent,
[the pagans] attack the [Israelis]. So the
hearts of the [Israeli] people melt, turning
[weak] as water.
YAH Says: If You Sin, You Lose His
Protection
6 So JAHshua rips his clothes. He falls
to the earth on his face before the ark
of Yahweh. The elders of Israel [flank
JAHshua]. [They all] throw dust on their
heads. [They mourn.] Finally, ___, the sun
sets. 7 JAHshua cries, “Ay, Adonai Yahweh! Why did you bring this massive
population across [the] Jordan [river]? To
deliver us into the hand[s] of the Amorite {Mountaineers}? To destroy us? I wish
to Elohim we'd been content, that [we'd]
stayed living on the far side of [the]
Jordan [river]!

11

Please Adonai! How can I command
Israel [if they] turn their backs to [flee in terror] from the faces of our enemies!? 9
The Canaanite {Mercenaries} and all the
[evil] inhabitants of the land will hear
[we're cowards]! They'll surround and attack

Get up. Purify the [hebrew] people. Say,
“Consecrate yourselves for [a sacred courthearing] tomorrow. For Yahweh (Elohim of
Israel) reveals: ‘An accursed object
lurks in the midst of you, Israel! You

Ay, or ahaw!
8
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Objects used in occult rituals take on evil spiritual
energy. If you've ever touched an object used in
demonic possession, you probably felt it. It's like
getting zapped by some nasty, weird, oozing electrical field, like touching a spiritual black hole.

*
That's why [our] Israeli [praise-warriors] couldn't stand before our
enemies. [You cowards] turned tail
and [ran], chased by your foes,
because [you] were cursed. So I
won't be with you any more,
unless you destroy every
banned [object. Fling all occult items far
away] from your [nation].
12

The nation around you is cursed because its leaders and people harbor occult objects and occult
ideas (idols, horoscopes) propagated by psychics,
mediums, witches, etc.
13
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can't stand and face your enemies until
you rid every outlawed thing from your
community!’
14
So in the morning, [I'll] summon you by tribal [leader to
the sanctuary]. Each tribe [that] Yahweh flags will come
by clan [head]. Then the clan Yahweh flags will come
by household [leader]. Then the household Yahweh
flags will come, man by man, [to YAH's altar].
15

You watch: [the people] will catch the [thief]
with the accursed [occult items]. They'll
burn him with fire, him and everything
he has, because he transgressed the
covenant of Yahweh. He committed [a]
shameful [crime] in Israel.”

YHVH does not command Joshua to execute the
thief. YAH issues a cool-headed prediction that the
people will execute the thief.

The Occult-Hoarder Confesses To
Joshua
16 So, ___, JAHshua gets up early in
the morning. He summons Israel by
their tribal [heads]. Then [Yahweh supernaturally
signals that the satanic idol(s) are held by someone in]

the tribe of Judah {Celebrated}. 17 [JAHshua]
summons the

families of Judah {Celebrated}.
flags the family of the Zarhite
{Shiners}. [So JAHshua] summons the Shiner familyheads man by man. [Yahweh flags] Zabdi {Giver}. 18 So
[JAHshua] summons [Zabdi's] household man by man.
Then [Yahweh flags] Achan {Trouble-Maker}, the son of
Carmi {Gardener}, the son of Zabdi {Giver}, the son of
Zerah {Ray}, from the tribe of Judah {Celebrated}. 19
[heads of the]

[The sacred flame stone]

So JAHshua says to Achan {Trouble-Maker}, “My son, please, give glory to Yahweh Elohim of Israel. Make [your] confession to him. Tell me now what you've
done. Don't hide the [facts] from me.”
Joshua 7:20 Achan {Trouble-Maker}[trembles like
a leaf in the wind. He wets his pants, ___!] He [whispers his] confession to JAHshua: “Yes, I
sinned against Yahweh Elohim of Israel.
Here's exactly what I did: 21 Among the
[occultists'] plunder I spied a beautiful
Babylonian robe, and 5 pounds of silver, and a 15-ounce wedge of gold.
Suddenly I coveted them. So I stole
them. Look. They're hidden in the soil
in the middle of my tent, on top of [my
stash of] silver.”
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15 oz troy = about 50 shekels. 200 shekels =
about 5 pounds. About the price of a decent used
car.

So, ___, JAHshua sends messengers. They run to the [thief's] tent. They
[run in. They dig.] They expose the [occultist's
gold] treasure, with the silver under it. 23
So [the messengers] haul the [treasure] out of
the middle of the tent, ___. They bring
it all to JAHshua. The people of Israel
[pack around]. The [messengers] spread out the
[occult treasure] before Yahweh's [altar].
22

Or "before YHVH's paranormal manifestation."

The Israelites Kill & Burn The Occult Hoarder
24 Then JAHshua, [leading] the whole [nation] of Israel, takes (Zerah's son) Achan
[the occult Trouble-Maker,] with [his] silver, and
the [occult] robe, and the wedge of gold,
plus [Achan's] sons, and his daughters,
and his oxen, and his donkeys, and his
sheep, and his tent, and everything [else
Achan] owns. [JAHshua] leads them [weeping
and crying] to the valley of Achor {Trouble}.
25 There JAHshua says, “Why have you
brought trouble on us?” [Achan growls, furious.
But he's too afraid of Joshua to answer. Joshua

“Today Yahweh troubles you.”
Then [the whole crowd, representing] all [2 million
people of] Israel, stone Achan {Trouble-Maker} with rocks. They burn [him] with fire.
As [he burns], the [Israelis] keep throwing
more stones [at his collapsing body].
continues,]

Note: YHVH did not command this stoning; he predicted it. (See v.15.) YAH said to get rid of the
cursed stuff, not to kill the fool who stole them.
But YAH [probably] wasn't upset when the troublemaker died.

raise over Achan
{Trouble-Maker} a great heap of rocks.
([It's there] to this day, ___.) Then Yahweh turns back his fire-breathing fury.
To this day, the name of that place is
called, “The Valley of Achor {Trouble}.”
26

So the

[Israelites]

YHVH didn't literally command the stoning. But he
apparently wasn't upset to see the guy dead. YAH
is deadly serious about getting rid of the occult,
because occult activity poisons everyone it touches.
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JAHshua Takes Ai-City From The
Demon-Spawn
1 Then Yahweh says to JAHshua,
“Never fear! Never [fall into] despair. Pack
up. Travel to Ai. Take all the [praise] warriors with you. Watch! I've given into
your hand the king of Ai, and his people, and his city, and his land.
2

Ai {Ruand her [satanic] king as you did
to Jericho {Moon-Spirit} and her king.
Only keep [Ai's] wealth and its cattle, as
[pay] for yourselves. Hide behind the city
[until I call for the praise-attack].”
[Banish the child-molesting populace of]

in-Heap}

There is no specific record of JAHshua killing the
king of Jericho.

So, ___, JAHshua rises with all [of Israel's praise] warriors to go up against Ai
{Ruin-Heap}. JAHshua chooses 30 thousand mighty men of [spiritual] valor. He
sends them out [under cover of] night. 4
[JAHshua] instructs the [praise-warriors]. He
says, “Look: you lay [low. Prepare] to [ambush] the city. [Hide] right behind the city:
don't go very far from it. Everybody
stay ready. 5 —Then I and all the people with me will approach the city.
When the [evil army] rushes out against
us, as they did before, we'll flee from
them. 6 (They'll race out chasing us) ‘til
we've drawn them away from the city.
They'll brag, “Those [Israeli cowards] are
running away from us, like before!” But
our running away [will be a ruse]. 7 Then
you'll rise up from the ambush. You'll
seize the city. Yahweh your Elohim will
deliver it into your hand! 8 Then, when
you've taken the fortress, you'll set the
[buildings of the] city on fire. Do exactly as
Yahweh commanded; that's all I command.”
3

Presumably, Ai was a place so tainted by evil that
its destruction was warranted.

So JAHshua sends out the [mighty men],
___. They rush [up the hills]. They lie in
ambush, staying between Beth-El
{House-Of-El} and Ai {Ruin-Heap}, on the
9
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west side of Ai. Meanwhile, JAHshua
spends that night among the [rest of the Israelite] people. Joshua 8:10 Then, ___, early in the morning, JAHshua rises up. He
musters his people. He [rides] up with
the elders of Israel, leading the people
to Ai {Ruin-Heap}. 11 All the people (the
[praise] warriors with [JAHshua]) sneak up,
___. They approach the front of the
city. They pitch [camp] on the north side
of Ai {Ruin-Heap}, facing the valley that
stands between themselves and [the
fortress]. 12 [Then JAHshua] takes about 5000
men. He sets them lying in ambush between Beth-El {House-Of-El} and Ai {RuinHeap}, on the west side of [Ai] city. 13 After deploying the whole host [of praise-warriors] on the north of the city, and the
ambush-party on the west of the city,
JAHshua sneaks that night into the
middle of the valley, ___. 14 Early [before
dawn] the king of Ai {Ruin-Heap} sees [the
Israeli praise-warriors sneaking down into the valley] .
So the [king] and [his soldiers jump out of bed]!
They race out to battle against Israel
(at the [festival] grounds facing the
Arabah {Desert-Plain}). [But Ai's people] don't
realize that behind their city an [Israeli]
ambush lies in wait for [them]. 15 Then
JAHshua and all [the] Israelis act as if
they're being beaten by [Ai's soldiers]. They
flee on the road to the wilderness. 16 All
the [demon-spawn] in Ai {Ruin-Heap} scream
as one, “Chase the Israelis!” So [Ai's soldiers] chase JAHshua. [This ruse] draws [Ai's
warriors] further [and further] from their [evil]
city. 17 Not one man stays in Ai {Ruin-Heap} nor Beth-El {House-Of-El}. They
all race out [to murder] Israel. The [pagans]
leave their [city gates] unlocked, in their
[mad zeal] to chase [the] Israelis. 18 Then
Yahweh says to JAHshua,
“Stretch out the spear in your hand toward Ai {Ruin-Heap}. Then I'll give the
[city] into your hand.”
So JAHshua stretches out the spear in
his hand toward the city, ___. 19 As
soon as JAHshua stretches out his
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hand, the [Israeli] ambush-party leap
up, ___. They run from their [hiding]
place into the city. They capture it.
They rush to set [its buildings] on fire. Joshua
8:20 The [soldiers] from Ai [turn from] chasing
[the Israelis], ___. They look behind themselves. Stunned, they see the smoke of
their [evil] city ascending up to heaven!
But they have no chance to flee in any
direction. The [Israelites] who'd [faked] fleeing into the wilderness turn back on [Ai's
soldiers]! 21 [Meanwhile,] JAHshua and all [the]
Israelites see their ambush [party] taking
the fortress. They [see] the smoke rising
from the city. So the [Israelis rush] back toward [the burning ruins]. They banish the
men of Ai.
# 5221 nakah = strike or cast out, not necessarily
kill. This is yet another holiness event, cleaning out
the criminals, not a genocide.

The [Israeli] men [who set the fires] run out
of the city. [They] chase the [criminal soldiers].
[Ai's perverts] wind up trapped between Israelis on both sides. [The Israelis] cast the
[perverts] out [of the region]. [Israel] keeps neither prisoners nor stragglers. 23 But the
[Israelites] take the [evil] king of Ai alive.
They bring him to JAHshua. 24 [Ai's warriors] lurk in the field. [Seeing their king taken,
they flee] into the wilderness. [JAHshua]
stops the [Israelites] from slaying Ai's
men. [JAHshua] casts all [the men of Ai] out [of
the fields and forests] by the mouth-sword [of
YAH's word]. Then all the Israelites return
to Ai {Ruin-Heap}. There the [Israelites] cast
out [Ai's stragglers by singing, slinging] the [mystical]
mouth-sword [of scripture-song].
22

Difficult, pivotal verse. If translated wrong, this
event appears to be a brutal genocide, though perhaps of demon-spawned nephilim [giants]. If
translated properly, this is revealed to be a banishment using supernatural power. The words normally translated ‘edge of the sword’ connote ‘mouth-sword’, as in the sword of the spirit, (YAH's Word)
that comes out of the Messiah's mouth.

So, ___, that day [the Israelites] cast
out the whole population of Ai {Ruin-Heap}: 12000 fallen [demonic] men and
women.
25
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Fallen ones: [e·nphlim ַ
]ל י ם ־, ִפ
perhaps
ּהֹ נgiant demon-spawn. #5307 naphal means ‘fall’, or ‘cast
out’. It only tangentially means ‘dead.’

JAHshua holds out his hand, spearoutstretched, until he utterly bans all
the evil-lurkers of Ai {Ruin-Heap}.
26

banned = #2763 charam.

Obeying the decree Yahweh commanded JAHshua, [the] Israelis take as
their [reward] only the cattle and the
wealth of [Ai] city. 28 So JAHshua burns
Ai. [He] permanently turns it [into] a
heap. So, ___, to this day, [Ai] remains
a ruin. 29 [JAHshua] crucifies the [satanic]
king of Ai {Ruin-Heap} on a tree until
sunset, ___. [Then,] as soon as the sun
goes down, JAHshua commands [men] to
take [the king's] carcass down from the
tree. [They] cast [his royal highness to the ground]
outside the city-gate. Then [they] pile on
[his corpse] the great heap of stones that
remains [there] to this day.
27

YHVH did not necessarily command this execution.
See v.2. However, YAH was apparently not upset
about it, probably because Ai was a city of demonspawned child-murderers. Under Hebrew Law, anyone can kill the perpetrator of a death-penalty
crime.

Joshua Builds An Altar Of Uncut
Stones

Joshua 8:30 Then, ___, to [honor] Yahweh Elohim of
Israel, JAHshua builds an altar on [barren] mount Ebal

The Israelites obey the written
[instructions] in the book of the law of
Moses: [They build the] altar of whole
stones, over which no man ever lifted
up any iron [tool. Then,] as Moses (the servant of Yahweh) commanded the people of Israel, on that altar the [priests]
send up [the delicious aroma of smoke-roasted] ascension-gifts to [honor] Yahweh. They
slaughter, [then cook, meat for] thanksgiving
[feasts].
{Baldy}.

31

"No iron" symbolizes us not allowing Roman-style
civilization to carve away our Hebraic convictions.
Also, tangentially, this insistence that the holy ones
remain "uncut" is another indication that YHVH
never commanded the evil of penile circumcision.

So there, ___, in the presence of
the nation of Israel, [JAHshua] writes on
the stones a copy of the law of Moses,
[exactly as Moses] wrote it. 33 Then, ___, the
32
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whole [nation of] Israel, including its elders, supervisors and judges (plus all foreigners, just as if
they'd been born [Israelis]) stand facing the Levitical
priests who carry the ark of the covenant of Yahweh. [6 tribes stand] on one side of the ark. And [6 tribes
stand] on the other side. Half of the [Israelis] face
mount Gerizim {Cut-Rock}, and half of them face

Then (as Yahweh's
servant Moses had earlier commanded,
to bless the people of Israel) [JAHshua]
heralds all the words of the Law, ___,
including [both] blessings and cursings,
verbatim. He quotes every word written
in the [Mosaic] law-scroll[s]. 35 [JAHshua]
faces the whole congregation of Israel,
including the women, and the little
ones, and the foreigners living among
them, ___. JAHshua shout-sings every
last word of all that Moses commanded.
mount Ebal

{Baldy}.

34

Joshua 9
The Flower-Hills Pagans Trick-Squat In Israel
1 Soon news of [Israel banishing the pagans] reaches all the
kings west of the Jordan river: (the kings in the
hills, [and in the] valleys, and [on] the whole coast of
the Great [Mediterranean] Sea opposite Lebanon {WhitePeaks}. [The terrified nations include] the Hittite {Sons-Of-Terror},
Amorite {Mountaineers}, Canaanite {Mercenaries},
Perizzite {Plainsmen}, Hivite {Villagers}, and the Je{Threshers}). 2 Those kings gather together as one to fight with JAHshua
and with Israel. 3 The inhabitants of Gibeon

busite

{Flower-Hills}

also hear how JAHshua

[banished the demon-s-

and Ai {Ruin-Heap}. 4 So
craft a clever deception, ___. They pretend to be ambassadors. On their donkeys, they strap
old sacks and old, cracked, patched
wine-skins.
pawn of]

Jericho

{Moon-Spirit}

[some Gibeonite spies]

This deception ends in a catastrophic "civil" war.

The spies latch old, patched sandals
on their feet. They don old [ambassadorial]
apparel. They [load their food bags with] dry,
moldy bread. 6 The spies ride to
JAHshua's camp at Gilgal {Wheel}. They
lie to JAHshua, and to the men of Israel, “We've come from a far country.
So make a [peace] agreement with us.” 7
The men of Israel answer the Hivite
{Camper} spies, “Maybe [you're lying]. [Per5
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you're really from close by. How
can we make a covenant with you [if we
don't know you]?” 8 The spies answer JAHshua,
haps]

“We're your servants.” JAHshua asks, “Who are

The spies lie
to JAHshua, “We (your servants) have
journeyed from a very far country. The
Name [reputation] of Yahweh your Elohim
drew us. We heard of YAH's fame, and
every [miracle] He did in Egypt. Joshua 9:10
you? Where do you come from?” 9

—and [we heard about] everything YAH did to [destroy] the
two kingdoms of the Amorite {Mountaineers} beyond
[the] Jordan [river]: to Sihon {Tornado} king of Heshbon
{Intelligence}, and to [fat giant] Og {Round}, king of
Bashan {Fruitful}, [who reigned from] Ashtaroth {Easter}. 11
So our elders and all the inhabitants of our country
commissioned us. [They] said, ‘Take food with you
for your trip. Travel to meet the Israelites. Say to
them, ‘We're your servants; so now make a peace-

As our food, we took this
bread hot from our houses on the day
we left to come to you. But now, look:
it's dry and moldy. 13 These bags of
wine were new when we filled them.
Now look: they're torn. And look: our
clothes and shoes wore out on our very
long voyage.” 14 The Israelite men
check the spies’ rotten food, ___. But
[the Israelis] forget to seek counsel from
the mouth of Yahweh.
treaty with us.’ 12

That's our mistake: We trust our 5 senses instead
of trusting our Creator.

So JAHshua makes peace with the
[spies]. He [foolishly] obligates himself to a
treaty with their [nation]. [Joshua promises to
15

never participate in any action which Yahweh might take

life. Israel's leaders
ratify that covenant by sworn
oath! 16 3 days after the Israelites
make [that] league with the spies, ___,
the Israelites find out that the spies
were really the Israelites’ neighbors,
living close-by.
to deprive the Gibeonites of]
[stupidly]

Too bad. Under Hebrew Law, contracts cannot be
rescinded for fraud. Buyer beware.
17 The sons of Israel journey on. On the 3rd day
they arrive at the spies’ cities: Gibeon {Flower-Hills},
Chephirah {Covered-Village}, Beeroth {Wells}, and Kir-

But the sons of
Israel refuse to evict the [pagan inhabitants of
the] spies’ cities, because the leaders of
the [Israeli] assembly swore to the spies
jath-Yearim
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Yahweh Elohim
of Israel. So, ___, the whole [Israeli] assembly grumble against [their] leaders.
[an oath of peace in the Name of]

evict = #5221 nakah = beat, or cast out

*But all the leaders answer
the massive crowd, “We swore
to the spies [an oath backed up by the enforcing power of] Yahweh, Israel's
Sovereign. So now we can't
touch the [liars].

432

continues as of the day
___.

[of this writing],

Joshua 10

19

Unless you swore to do a criminal act, you have to
do what you have sworn an oath to do, even if it
hurts you. Even if you were forced to swear the
oath under fall pretenses. That's why you should
NEVER swear any oath!

We'll let the spies’ people live,
to prevent [YAH's] fire-rage from falling
on us [in punishment] for breaking the oath
we swore to them.” 21 [Israel's] leaders
add, “Let [our allies, the liars, stay] living [near
us]. But [pay them back for their duplicity by making]
them [serve] our whole [nation] as woodcutters and water-carriers.” So, ___,
[Israel's] princes [technically] keep their oath.
22 JAHshua calls the [Gibeonite] spies. He
asks them, “Why did you lie to us? You
said, ‘We [come] from very far [away] from
you.’ In fact, you live close to us! 23 [I
Joshua 9:20

would have merely banished you. Then you would have

now you're under a curse.
None of your [people] will be freed from
being bound-servants, woodcutters and
water carriers for the house of my Elohim.” 24 The [spies] answer JAHshua, “We
(your servants) lied because [eyewitnesses]
clearly warned us that Yahweh your
Elohim commanded His servant Moses
to give you the whole earth, and to
overthrow all the inhabitants of the
earth before you. So we were scared to
death because of you! 25 So now we're in
lived free. But]

your grip. Do to us whatever you see as good and
right.” 26 So, ___, [Joshua] saves the [lying, devil-worshipping Gibeonites] from the Israelites. [Israel] refrains from
[Gibeonites]. 27 That day JAHshua
decrees, “Wherever [Yahweh] chooses to
put his altar, the Gibeonites will [serve]
as woodcutters and water carriers for
the [Israeli] assembly.” That relationship

striking the
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5 Western Tyrants Attack JAHshua
Adoni-Zedek {Lord-OfJustice}, king of [the city of Jebus, soon to be renamed] Jerusalem, hears how JAHshua
took Ai {Ruin-Heap}, then [crucified] her
king, and utterly banned its [people], as
[JAHshua banished the people of] Jericho {MoonSpirit} and [dispatched with] her [evil] king.
[And Adoni-Zedek learns] that the inhabitants
of Gibeon {Flower-Hills} have made peace
with Israel, and are [living as servants] with
the [Israelis].
1 [Time passes, ___.]

Banned = #2763 charam. The bible doesn't explicitly state that Joshua killed Jericho's king.

quakes [in their
fear, because Gibeon {Flower-Hills} was a great city totally [filled with]
mighty men, like one of the royal cities,
even greater than Ai {Ruin-Heap}. 3 So
2 [So, ___, everyone in Jerusalem]
boots for]

Adoni-Zedek {Lord-Of-Justice} (king of Jerusalem)
sends [envoys] to:
Hoham king of Hebron {Society},
and to Piram {Wildman} king of Jarmuth {Heights},
and to Japhia

{Bright}

king of Lachish {Har-

vest},
and to Debir

{Oracle}

king of Eglon {Calf-

Jump}.
say, “[March your armies]
up to [Jerusalem] to help me. Together we
can strike [the city of] Gibeon {Flower-Hills},
because they made peace with JAHshua
and [his dreaded nation] of Israel.” 5 So the 5
[evil] kings of the Amorite {Mountaineers}:
the king of Jerusalem {City-Of-Peace},
the king of Hebron {Society},
the king of Jarmuth {Heights},
the king of Lachish {Harvest},
and the king of Eglon {Calf-Jump},
gather themselves in [one mass]. They
march up, [driving] all their armies, to
camp facing Gibeon {Flower-Hill-City}, to
make war against it. 6 So, ___, the
men of Gibeon {Flower-Hills} send [swift
messengers on horseback] to JAHshua, at [his]
4 [Adoni-Zedek's envoys]
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camp at Gilgal {Wheel}. [The messengers]
beg, “Flex your power! Help your servants! Hurry! [Ride] up to save us. Help
us! All the kings of the Amorites, those
[inbred] mountain-lurkers, have amassed
together to [murder] us!” 7 So JAHshua
ascends from Gilgal {Wheel}, followed
by all [Israel's praise] warriors, and all [Israel's] masterful [men & women] of valor. 8

*Then Yahweh says to
JAHshua,
“Never fear the [pagans]. I've delivered them into your hand.
Not one man of them [will] stand
before you.”
So JAHshua rushes [his praise-warriors] toward [the 5 attacking armies. The Israelis] travel
uphill from Gilgal {Wheel} all night.
9

Rush toward your attackers. YHVH will save you.

Israel [shout-sings praises to YAH. Their hands wave in the sky above
Joshua 10:10 [As morning dawns,]

Suddenly Yahweh's [supernatural
energy waves] crush the [5 armies]. YAH slays
the marauders with a torrential slaughter at Gibeon {Flower-Hills}. YAH chases
the [pagans] along the road that leads up
to Beth-Horon {Cave-House}. [YAH] strikes
the [federated armies all the way] to Azekah
{Farms}, and to Makkedah {Herd-Mark}.
their heads.]

Notice that YHVH himself does the killing.

As the [inbred attackers] flee before Israel
to Azekah {Farms}, on the descent to
Beth-Horon {Cave-House}, Yahweh casts
great stones down from heaven on
them, ___. The [mutants] die [by the thousands], killed by the hailstones. [And some
renegade] sons of Israel strike some of the
[attackers] with their swords.
11

Or: ‘YHVH kills the attackers for striking Israelites
with the sword.’

The Sun Stands Still

*Then, ___, on the day Yahweh thrusts [out] the Amorite
{Mountaineers} before the children of Israel, JAHshua speaks
to Yahweh. As the Israeli [hordes]
look on, [JAHshua looks to the sky. He
12
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shouts],

“Sun, you stand still over
Gibeon {Flower-Hills}. And Moon,
you [stay still] over the valley of
Ajalon {Deer-Field}!” 13 *Imme-

diately, ___, the sun
stands still. The moon [as
well] stays [in place], until
HE [Yahweh] punishes HIS
enemies. As recorded in
the book of Jasher {Upright-One}, the sun stays
stuck in the middle of
the sky! It delays going
down for nearly a whole
day!
The one doing the punishing/avenging is YHVH,
who alone has the right to decide who dies. Of all
the popular translations, only the Message translates this correctly.

* ___, there has never been
a day [of solar immobility] like that before or since. [At JAHshua's request,]
Yahweh fought for Israel [by manipulating planetary orbits]! Yahweh listened to the voice of a man! 15
14

So, ___, JAHshua returns, [dancing and singing, leading] the
whole [nation] of Israel, to the camp at Gilgal {Wheel}.

JAHshua Crucifies The 5 Vicious
Kings
16 [Meanwhile, ___,] the 5 [Mountaineer] kings
flee. [Defying Yahweh's banishment order,] they
hide themselves in a cave at Makkedah
{Herd-Mark}. [There, cursing and screaming, they begin scheming their counter-attack against Yahweh.] 17
[Meanwhile, an explorer runs up to Gilgal. The explorer]

tells JAHshua, “[We] found the five [banished criminal] kings hiding in a cave at
Makkedah {Herd-Mark}!” 18 So JAHshua says,
“Roll great stones up over the mouth of the cave.
Then set men flanking it to guard the [prisoners]. 19

—Hurry! Chase the haters! Cut off the
retreat of their stragglers. Don't let
them re-enter their [old] cities. Yahweh
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(your Elohim) has delivered
into your hand[s].”

[those cities]

All the commercial translations add the warmongering word, "attack". Only Peterson's "The Message" gets this right. Literally, "chase those who
hate you."

JAHshua and the ‘sons of Israel’ finish casting out the pagans with
a very long [loud] final blow [of the praise
trumpets, ___]. The [few] remaining [pagans run
and hide] in fortified cities.
Joshua 10:20

The warmongering commercial translations abound
with errors: #5221 nakah = cast out, not slay.
#8552 tamam = complete, not consume. #4347
makkah = blow, not slaughter. Again, paid commercial translators disguise a holiness statute as a
genocidal precedent for the "Judeo-Christian" warmongers.

All the [Israelites] return in peace to
JAHshua's camp at Makkedah {HerdMark}. No one moves his tongue against
any of the people of Israel, ___. 22
Then JAHshua says, “Open the mouth
of the cave. Bring those five kings out
of the cave to [face] me.” 23 So [the Israeli
men open] the cave. They haul out to
[JAHshua] those five [dirty, sweating, shaking,
pants-peeing pervert] kings:
the king of Jerusalem {City-Of-Peace},
the king of Hebron {Society},
the king of Jarmuth {Heights},
the king of Lachish {Harvest},
and the king of Eglon {Calf-Jump}.
24 As the [men] haul out the [5] kings to
JAHshua, JAHshua calls for all the men
of Israel. He says to the lead [praise]
warriors who went with him, “Come
here. Put your feet on the necks of
these tyrants.” So [the leading] men approach. They set their feet on the necks
of the [pervert kings]. 25 Then JAHshua says
to [Israel's leaders], “You must never fear.
Never get discouraged. Be strong! Be
resolute! Yahweh will [assassinate] all your
enemies who fight you.” 26 Then
JAHshua strikes the [5 murderous] kings.
He kills them, ___. He crucifies them
on 5 trees. He leaves their [bleeding carcasses] hanging up on the trees until
evening.
21
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YHVH did not order this killing. A way to visualize
this: Joshua shouts the name of Yahweh. A supernatural force slams the tyrants up onto stakes.
Some angelic force nails the kings to the stakes.

Then, ___, at sundown, JAHshua
commands big men to take the [5 dead
kings] down off the trees. [The men] throw
the [kings' carcasses] into the cave where
the [Israelis had found the kings] hiding. In the
cave's mouth, [the big men] lay great
stones which remain to this very day.
Joshua Evicts Many Kingdoms From
The Land
27

28 That [same] day JAHshua captures [the fortress of]
Makkedah {Herd-Mark}. [JAHshua] casts out [its people] with
the [supernatural] mouth-sword [of YAH's Word]. He irrevocably banishes [Makeddah's] king and everyone in [Makeddah's] kingdom. [JAHshua] lets no [unrepentant pagan] stay [in
the promised land. JAHshua eliminates] the king of Makkedah as
[JahShua banished] the king of Jericho {Moon-Spirit}. 29

Then JAHshua [marches on] from
Makkedah {Herd-Mark}. [He leads] the
whole [nation] of Israel to [the fortress of] Libnah {White-Tree}. [Israel] overcomes [it by
praise-power, ___]. Joshua 10:30 Yahweh delivers [Libnah] and its [demonic] king into the
hand of Israel. [YAH] casts out everyone
in [Libnah] with the mouth-sword [of the spirit]. [YAH] lets zero [occultists] stay in [the city].
JAHshua [eliminates Libnah's] king as he [did]
the king of Jericho {Moon-Spirit}.
#5221 Nakah = casts out. How exactly Joshua got
rid of Jericho's king is a matter of debate.

from Libnah
the whole [nation] of
Israel [behind] him, ___. They camp opposite [the fortress of] Lachish {Harvest}. [They
pray all night for Yahweh] to overcome it. 32 So,
31

Then JAHshua

[races]

{White-Tree}. [He leads]

___, Yahweh delivers Lachish {Harvest} into the
hand of Israel. [Joshua] captures [Lachish] on the 2nd
day [of the praise-siege]. [The Israelites] cast out [Lachish's inhabitants] with the [supernatural] mouth-sword [of YAH's Word],
just as [they] did to Libnah {White-Tree}.
#5221 nakah = strike or cast out.
33 Then Horam {High-Tower} king of Gezer {Cut-Land}
[marches his armies] up to help [the army of] Lachish {Harvest}
[massacre the Israelites] . So JAHshua banishes [Horam] and
his people. [JAHshua] leaves not one [of them] remaining
[in the Promised Land]. 34 Then, from Lachish {Harvest},
JAHshua leads [the whole nation of] Israel. They rush to
Eglon {Calf-Jump}. They encamp opposite [the fortress].

[through praise-power]. 35 The
capture [Eglon fortress] the same
day. Then, with the [supernatural] mouth-s-

They overcome it
[Israelites]
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word [of YAH's Word], [JAHshua] casts everybody out of [Eglon]. [JAHshua] utterly banishes [the satanists from the Promised Land], just
like he did at [the fortress of] Lachish {Harvest}.

Charam = seclude (banish).
36 Then JAHshua [races] up from Eglon {Calf-Jump}. [He
leads] the whole [nation] of Israel to [the fortress of] Hebron
{Society}. [Through praise-power,] the Israelites overcome
[Hebron]. 37 [JAHshua] captures [the fortress of Hebron]. With
the [supernatural] mouth-sword [of YAH's Word, JAHshua] casts
everybody from [Hebron], including its king, and all
the populations under [the king's demonic hegemony, ___].
Just as [JAHshua] banished the [perverts] of Eglon {CalfJump}, he leaves none [of Hebron's child-molesting pagans] in
the [Promised Land].
#2763 charam = seclude, ban. The so-called
‘genocide’ scriptures are actually holiness scriptures. Time and time again, we have been misled
by warmongering religionists.
38 Then JAHshua returns, ___. [He leads] the whole
[nation] of Israel to [the fortress of] Debir {Oracle}. [Israel]

So [Israel]
captures Debir {Oracle}, and its king,
and all its cities. The [Israelites] cast the
[child-molesters] out by the [supernatural]
mouth-sword [of YAH's Word]. They utterly
ban everybody in [Debir]. [JAHshua] leaves
no [pagans of Debir] remaining [in the Promised
Land]. Just as he cleaned out Hebron {Society}, he exiles [the occultists of] Debir and
its king, like he [banished the occultists of] Libnah {White-Tree}, and her [child-sacrificing]
king.
overcomes

[Debir through praise power] .

39

#2763 charam = separate, seclude, ban. NOT destroy. YHVH destroyed those who needed to be destroyed.

*So, ___, JAHshua
casts out all the [occultists], including their kings, from the hillcountry, the Negev {Southland},
the Shefelah {Western-Foothills},
and from [Judea's] spring-filled
[Mountain slopes]. [JAHshua] leaves not
one [unrepentant pagan] remaining [in
the Promised Land]. He utterly exiles
everyone [Yahweh leaves] breathing,
as Yahweh Elohim of Israel
commanded.
Joshua 10:40
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the pagans. The few survivors rush to escape. This
is holiness, not genocide!
41 Then JAHshua casts out the [pagans] from KadeshBarnea {Wilderness-Of-Wandering} all the way to Gaza
{Strength}, including the whole country of Goshen

out to Gibeon {Flower-Hills}. 42 *In
one campaign, JAHshua exiles
all those kingdoms, ___. [So Israel gains] their land. [The Israelites praise]
Yahweh, Israel's Elohim. [Yahweh]
fights for Israel. [So the Israelites them{Cultivated},

Finally, ___,
JAHshua returns. [He leads] the whole [nation] of Israel [in triumph back] to their camp
at Gilgal {Wheel}.
selves don't have to fight.] 43

Joshua 11
A Mighty Conspiracy Of Evil Armies
Attacks!
1 Soon Jabin {Intelligent} (king of Hazor {Hamlet})
hears [of JAHshua's unstoppable campaign]. So [Jabin] sends [his
envoys] to Jobab {Howler} (king of Madon {Heights}),
and to the king of Shimron {Guardian}, and to the
king of Achshaph {Fascination}.
Not so intelligent after all.
2 [Jabin also conspires with] the kings in [Israel's] northern hillcountry, and in the plains south of Galilee, and in
the [Jordan River] valley, and in the land of Dor {Home}
on the west [side of the Jordan river]. 3 [Jabin's attack force swells to
include] the Canaanite [mercenaries both] east and west [of
the Jordan river, and the] Amorite {Mountaineers}, Hittite {SonsOf-Terror} , Perizzite {Plainsmen}, the Jebusite {Threshers}
in the mountains, and [the] Hivite {Villagers} under
[steep, snowy mount] Hermon in the land of Mizpah {Watch4 Out ride the [pagan] armies, ___:
millions of soldiers, uncountable, like
sand on the seashore. Their [hundreds of
thousands of] horses and chariots [thunder
across the landscape]! 5 The [evil] kings conspire together, ___. Then, [screaming] to
fight Israel, they march to encamp together at the waters of Merom
{Heights}. 6 [Meanwhile, ___,] Yahweh says,
“JAHshua, don't be afraid of these [millions of pagan attack troops]. Tomorrow about
this time I deliver them up all pierced
before Israel. You snatch up their horses. You burn their chariots with fire.”
Tower}.

#2763 charam = ban, seclude, separate, exile.
NOT Destroy! #5221 nakah = strike or CAST OUT.
Hebrews praise. Heavenly powers destroy most of
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#6131 `aqar = pluck up, often translated ‘hamstring’. YHVH never wants his holy people to damage innocent animals.

YHVH Defeats Millions Of Pagan
Warriors
7 So JAHshua advances with his [praise]
warriors. They near the [spring] waters of
Merom {Heights}. [JAHshua] suddenly drops
[a praise attack] upon the [pagans]! 8 So Yahweh
delivers the [pagans] into the hand of Israel. [The Israelis]
cast the [pagans] out [of the promised land]. [Israelis] chase the
[infidels] to great Sidon {Fish-City}, on to MisrephothMaim {Fire-Water}, and eastward to the valley of Mizpah {Watch-Tower}. The [Israelis] banish these [heathen].

JAHshua
does to the [pagans' abandoned war-machines] as
Yahweh said he [would]. He snatches up
their horses. He burns their chariots
with fire. Joshua 11:10 Then JAHshua
turns back [west], ___. He takes Hazor
{Hamlet}. He casts out their king with
the sword, because [Hamlet] had been the
head[quarters] of all those [evil attacker] kingdoms. 11 With the [supernatural] mouth-sword [of YAH's
They leave none remaining

[in Israel].

9

Word],

the [Israelites] cast everybody out of [Hamlet]. [Israel]
utterly SECLUDES the [pagans]. [Israel] leaves not a single [evil inhabitant] breathing [in the promised Land]. Then
[JAHshua] burns Hazor {Hamlet} with fire.
#2763 charam = seclude, NOT destroy.

*JAHshua takes all those
royal cities with their [evil]
kings. He evicts them using the
[supernatural] mouth-sword [of YAH's
Word]. He utterly separates them
[from Israel], as Yahweh's servant
(Moses) commanded. 13 But Israel
12

burns none of the cities standing on ruins [of previous
cities], except Hazor {Hamlet}, which JAHshua torches.
14 As pay for themselves, the sons of Israel take
the booty and the cattle from these [empty] cities.
But they cast out every [satanic] man with the [supernatural] mouth-sword [of YAH's Word]. They completely overthrow the [pagans], leaving not one breathing [in the

*Whatever Yahweh
commanded his servant Moses,
Moses commanded JAHshua,
___. So JAHshua obeys. He
leaves nothing undone of every
[word] Yahweh ordered Moses.
Promised Land].

15

But Joshua does some extra stuff YHVH didn't command.
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16 So, ___, JAHshua seizes all the [promised] land, [including] the hill-country, and all the Negev {Southland},
and all the land of Goshen {Cultivated}, and the [Jordan]
valley, and the Aravah {Plain}, and the mountain of
Israel [Sinai], and the Shefelah {Palestine's-Coastal-Slope}.
17 All the way from mount Halak {Bare} which ascends to Seir {Rough}, to Baal-Gad {Lord-Of-Fortune} in
the valley of Lebanon under Mount Hermon {Steep}
— [JAHshua] takes all the [demon-mutant] kings. He evicts
them, and/or kills them. 18 JAHshua [praise] battles
against those [satanic] kings for a long time, ___. 19
The only city that makes peace with the ‘sons of Israel’ are the Hivite {Villagers}, (those [tricky] inhabitants of Gibeon {Flower-Hills}). The [Israelites] take the
[rest of the Promised Land after Yahweh defeats its inhabitants] in battle.

Yahweh allows the [pagans’]
hearts to harden, ___. So they attack
Israel in battle. So [YAH gains final justification]
to utterly banish them as deserving no
grace. [Israel righteously] overthrows them,
as Yahweh [earlier] commanded Moses [to
evict the pagans using praise-power].
Joshua Expels The Demon-Spawn
Anakim
21 Immediately JAHshua [marches] on,
___. He cuts off the [demon-spawn] Anakim
{Sons-Of-The-Strangler} from the [following areas]: the hill [country], Hebron {Society},
Debir {Oracle}, Anab {Fruit}, all the
mountains of Judah {Celebrated}, and all
the mountains of [north] Israel. JAHshua
banishes all the [Anakim]. [Then he condemns]
their cities. 22 [JAHshua allows] none of the [demon-sJoshua 11:20

Anakim {Stranglers} [to] stay [to ravage] the land of
the people of Israel. [But the Anakim] still lurk in Gaza
{Strength}, in Gath {Wine-Press}, and in Ashdod {Ravpawn]

23 So JAHshua takes the whole
land, ___. He accomplishes everything
Yahweh predicted to Moses. Then
JAHshua gives [that land] as an inheritance to Israel to divvy up [by families],
one region per tribe. Finally the land
rests from war.
ager-City}.

Joshua 12
List Of Lands Seized East Of The
Jordan River
1 The following, ___, is a list of the kings of lands
evacuated by the sons of Israel. [Israel] takes the
land East of [the] Jordan [river, all the way] to the rising
sun [over the Mediterranean Sea], from [the] Arnon {Raging}
River to Mount Hermon {Steep}, including the east-
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ern side of the Arabah {Desert-Plain}. 2 [First, Israel vanquishes evil] Sihon {Tornado}, king of the Amorite {Mountaineers}. (Sihon lived in Heshbon {Intelligence}. He
ruled from [the city of] Aroer {Exposed}, on the bank of
[the] Arnon {Raging} River. [Sihon's land included] half of
Gilead {Witness}. [Sihon's land extended] from the middle of
the [Arnon] river to the Jabbok {Gushing} river, the territorial border of the [inbred] spawn of Ammon.) 3 [Israel also gains the land] from the Arabah {Desert-Plain} east
to Lake Galilee, and [south]east to the sea of the
Arabah {Desert-Plain}, (the Salt/Dead Sea), on the
way to Beth-Jeshimoth {House-of-the-Deserts}, to the
southland under the springs [on the slopes] of Mount
Pisgah {Slice}. 4 And [Israel gains] the territory of [fat giant] Og {Round}, king of Bashan {Fruitful}. ([Og] was
one of the last remaining Rephaim {Giants}. He lived
at Ashtaroth {Easter} and at Edrei {Power-Arm}.) 5 [Og]
reigned over Mount Hermon {Steep}, and [over]
Salcah {Walk}, and [over] all [of] Bashan {Fruitful}, to
the border of the Geshurite {Bridgers} and the
Maachathite {Pressers}, plus half of Gilead {MonumentMound}, [to] the border of [the land ruled by] Sihon {Tornado},
king of Heshbon {Intelligence}. 6 Moses (the servant
of Yahweh) and the people of Israel expelled [Og & Sihon's demon-infested people] , ___. Then Moses (the servant
of Yahweh) awarded ownership of [their land] to
Reuben's tribe, Gad's tribe and the half-tribe of
Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}.

List Of Lands Seized West of The
Jordan River
7 The following is a list of the names of the worldly
kings whom JAHshua and the sons of Israel cast
out on this (West) side of the Jordan [river], from
Baal-Gad {Lord-Of-Fortune} in the valley of Lebanon
{White-Peaks}, [all the] way to mount Halak {Bare},
which ascends to Seir {Rough}, ___. JAHshua gives
[the following lands] to the tribes of Israel to own, one region per family. 8 [The Israelite land-seizure extends through] the
mountains, and the valleys, and the plains, and the
springs, and the wilderness, and the south country:
[all the land of] the Hittite {Sons-Of-Terror}, the Amorite
{Mountaineers}, the Canaanite {Mercenaries}, the Perizzite {Plainsmen}, the Hivite {Villagers}, and the Jebusite {Threshers}! 9 [JAHshua vanquishes]:
the king of Jericho {Moon-Spirit};
the king of Ai {Ruin-Heap}, situated beside

Beth-El {House-Of-El};
Joshua 12:10
The king of Jerusalem

{City-Of-Peace};

the king of Hebron {Society};
11
The king of Jarmuth {Heights};
the king of Lachish {Harvest};
12
The king of Eglon {Calf-Jump};

;

the king of Gezer
13
The king of Debir

{Oracle};

the king of Geder

{Circle-Wall}

{Cut-Land}
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The king of Hormah
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{Banishment};

the king of Arad {Fugitive};
15
The king of Libnah {White-Tree};
the king of Adullam;
16
The king of Makkedah {Herd-Mark};
the king of Beth-El {House-Of-El};
17
The king of Tappuah {Apple};
the king of Hepher {Explorer};
18
The king of Aphek {Fortress};

the king of Lasharon {Grasslands};
19
The king of Madon {Heights};
the king of Hazor {Hamlet};
Joshua 12:20
The king of Shimron-Meron

{Rebel-Whipper};

the king of Achshaph {Fascination};
21
The king of Taanach {Sandy};

the king of Megiddo {Rendezvous};
22
The king of Kedesh {Sanctum};
the king of Jokneam {Cry-For-The-People}

in Carmel

{Fruiting-Garden};
23
The king of Dor {Home} in the heights of Dor;
the king of the Goyim {Beast-Nationals} of Gilgal

{Wheel};
24

the king of Tirzah {Delight}.
In all, [Israel banishes or kills] 31 [satanic] kings, ___.
[And]

Joshua 13
YAH Promises To Clear Pagans
From The Land
1 [Decades pass, ___.] JAHshua grows old,
advanced in years. So Yahweh says to
him,
“You're aging, tested by time. Still [thousands of square miles of] land remain [for Israel]
to possess.
2
This is the land that still remains [for Israel to occupy]: all
the territory of the Philistines {Palestinians}, and [of]
all [the descendants of] Geshur {Bridge}—
3
—from Sihor {Dark}, facing Egypt, all the way north
to the borders of Ekron {Uprooter} (considered
Canaanite {Mercenary} country), [ruled by] five Philistine
war-lords: Gaza {Strength}, and the Ashdothite
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{Ravagers},

the Eshkalonite {Marketers}, the Gittite
“Eradicators,” plus the Avvim {Over-

{Pressers} , [Ekron's]
throwers};

4
From the south [going north, you Israelites still have to settle] all
the land of the Canaanite {Mercenaries}, and Mearah
{Cave} (now belonging to the Sidonian {Fishermen} ),
to Aphek {Fortress}, to the borders of the Amorite
{Mountaineers};
5
And [you've yet to settle] the [hill] country of the Giblite
{Ropers}, and all of [white] Lebanon, toward the [Eastern]
sun-rise, from Baal-Gad {Lord-Of-Fortune} under
Mount Hermon {Steep} to the entrance to Hamath
{Joined-Walls}.
6

Before the [stunned singing faces of] the
[nonviolent] children of Israel, I'll drive out
all the inhabitants of the hill country
from Lebanon to Misrephoth-Maim {FireWater}, including all the Sidonian {Fishermen}. [All you have to do is] apportion [the pagans' land] by lot to the Israelites as an inheritance, as I've commanded you.
7
So now, [Joshua,] distribute this [Western] land as an inheritance to [Israel's] 9 tribes and to the [western] half [of
the] tribe of Manasseh.”

“East of the Jordan [river], to [the
tribes of] Reuben, Gad and a portion
of Manasseh, Moses assigned territories which they had requested (Numbers
32:5). West of the Jordan [river],
Joshua assigned (to Judah, Ephraim and
the rest of Manasseh) territories
which they had conquered. The tribe of
Manasseh thus came to be divided into
two parts by the Jordan [river], each
part referred to as a half-tribe
(chatzi-shevet) of Manasseh, the part
lying east of the Jordan being referred to as the half-tribe of Manasseh in Gilead.
” - Wikipedia

Joshua Confirms The Cattle-Barons'
Land-Right

8

the [eastern half of the tribe of Manasseh and
Reubenites and the Gadites received the inheritance which Yahweh's servant Moses awarded them
on the east side of [the] Jordan [river], in the exact
[places and land-sizes] Moses allotted them. 9 [The Cattle-Barons'
Land stretches] from Aroer {Exposed}, on the edge of the
Arnon Valley, [including Arnon] city on the [raging] river,
including the whole plain from Medeba {Quiet-Waters},
to Dibon {Pining}. Joshua 13:10 [The Cattle-Barons get] all
the cities of Sihon {Tornado} king of the Amorite
{Mountaineers} (who reigned in Heshbon {Intelligence})
to the border of the [inbred] spawn of Ammon; 11
And [the cattle-barons get] Gilead {Monument-Mound}, and the
[Joshua recognizes that]

the]
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territory of the Geshurite {Bridgers} and the
Maachathite {Pressers}, and all [of] Mount Hermon
{Steep}, and all [of] Bashan {Fruitful} as far as Salcah

12 [So the cattle-barons get] the whole
kingdom of [fat giant] Og {Round}, who
reigned [over] Bashan {Fruitful}[from his capitol
cities:] Ashtaroth {Easter} and Edrei {Power-Arm}. [Note to ___: Og was one of the] last of
the [demon-spawned] giants. Moses cast out
these [smut-and-money-worshiping Easter-celebrators].
That's why [Israelites] occupy [their land].
{Walk}.

Ashtaroth = Easter, the occult goddess of wealthaccumulation and fertility.
13 But the sons of Israel [neglect to] expel the Geshurite {Bridgers} and the Maachathite {Pressers}. So,
___, to this day the “Bridgers” and the “Pressers”
live among the Israelites. 14 The tribe to whom
[Yahweh] gives no inheritance is Levi {Uniter}, [because]
the [valuable] fire [roasted] donations [people give to] Yahweh
Elohim of Israel [substitute for the priests'] inheritance [rights],
as [Yahweh] explained to them, ___.
Clearly, the "Sacrifices" are cooked, not burned up,
because if the "sacrifices got destroyed", the
Levites would have no food. "By fire" is sometimes
a euphemism, denoting that when you give something it's gone, as if burned up - meaning you can't
get it back; your donation is final and irrevocable,
no refunds, no exchanges. Priests need no land, as
long as the people support them.

Joshua Confirms Cattle-Boss
Reuben's Cow-Land
15 And [Joshua confirms that] Moses gave land-grants to
the various clans of the tribe descended from
Reuben {Look-a-Son}. 16 [“Reuben's”] territory stretches
from Aroer {Exposed}, on the bank of [the] Arnon {Raging} River, [including] the city in the middle of the
[valley], and [including] all the plains by Medeba {QuietWaters}. 17 [Reuben also gets the capitol city of] Heshbon
{Intelligence}, with all her cities in the plains; Dibon
{Longing}, and Bamoth-Baal {Heights-Of-The-Lord}, and
Beth-Baal-Meon [Baal's-Shrine-Temple]; 18 And [Reuben gets]
Jahazah {Stomp}, and Kedemoth {Starting-Point}, and
Mephaath {Luminescent}; 19 And [Reuben gets] Kirjathaim
{Double-City}, and Sibmah {Spice}, and Zareth-Shahar
{Splendor-of-the-Dawn} (on the mountain in the valley);
Joshua 13:20 And [the tribe of Reuben gets] Beth-Peor
{House-Of-The-Hungry-God}, and [the] slopes of Mount
Pisgah {Slice}, and Beth-Jeshimoth {House-of-the-Deserts}; 21 And [the Reubenites get] all the cities on
the [East bank's] plateau, plus the whole kingdom of Sihon {Tornado} king of the Amorite {Mountaineers}, who
reigned in Heshbon {Intelligence}, whom Moses cast
out [as he cast out] the [evil] princes of Midian {Brawler}:
(Evi [Wish], Rekem {Colorful}, Zur {Rock}, Hur {White},
and Reba {Square},) Sihon's country-dwelling dukes.

(And among other [people] they killed
with their swords, some [thugs] from Israel also killed Beor's son Balaam
22
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the soothsayer.) 23 The Jordan River
marks the western boundary for the tribe of
Reuben {Look-a-Son}. The foregoing [list of] names of
cities and villages describes the inheritance divided
up between the families of the [tribe] of Reuben.
{Loner}

Joshua Confirms The Cow-Towns Of
Gad's Tribe

24 [Joshua also confirms that] Moses gave the following
land-inheritances to the various clans of the tribe
descended from Gad {Troop}: 25 —including the territory around Jazer {Helpful}, and all the cities of
Gilead {Monument-Mound}, and half [of] the land of the
[inbred] spawn of Ammon, as far as Aroer {Juniper},
which faces Rabbah {Plenty}; 26 —and [Gad gets the land]
from Heshbon {Intelligence} to Ramath-Mizpah {High-WatchTower}, and Betonim {Hollows}, and from Mahanaim {Double-Camp} to the border of Debir {Oracle};
27 —and in the valley [Gad gets] Beth-Aram {HighHouse}, and Beth-Nimrah {Leopard-House}, and Sukkot
{Tent-Town}, and Zaphon {Hiding-Place}, the rest of the
kingdom of Sihon {Tornado} king of Heshbon
{Intelligence}, [with the] Jordan [river] as its [western] border
all the way to the edge of the sea of Kinneret [Lake
Galilee]. [Gad gets all this land] on the far [east] side of [the]
Jordan [river]. 28 The above, ___, [sums up] the landinheritance [Moses awarded] the various clans of descendants of Gad {Troop}, [including] cities and their villages.

Joshua Confirms East Manasseh's
Cattle-Lands

29 [JAHshua then confirms] Moses’ grant of land-inheritance
to the various families of the half-tribe of Manasseh. The [Eastern-settling] descendants of Manasseh
own [the following land]: Joshua 13:30 [Manasseh's eastern] territory stretches from Mahanaim {Double-Camp}, to
encompass Bashan {Fruitful} and the whole kingdom
of Bashan's ex-king [fat giant] Og {Round}, and all the
towns of Jair {Goldshine} in Bashan: 60 cities, ___!
31 [Manasseh also gets] half of Gilead {Monument-Mound} and
Ashtaroth {Easter} and Edrei {Power-Arm}, (cities [Moses]
received out of the kingdom of [fat giant] Og {Round} in
Bashan {Fruitful}). All this [land] gets held by the [east-dwelling] half of the descendants of Manasseh's son
Machir {Salesman}. 32 [Thus Joshua confirms the list] of the
countries Moses distributed [to the cattle-barons] as inheritances in the plains of Moab, on the far [east] side of
[the] Jordan [river], near Jericho {Moon-Spirit}. 33 And
[Joshua confirms that] Moses gave the tribe of Levi no inheritance [rights]. As Moses explained to the [priests, their
special relationship to] Yahweh (Elohim of Israel) is their
inheritance.

Joshua 14

ute the following regions as inheritances to people
of Israel in the land of Canaan {LowLand}. 2 The 9
and 1/2 tribes [in the following list] receive their land-inheritances by [means of sacred] lots, [like rolling dice], ___,
as Yahweh commanded through [his right] hand [man,]
Moses. 3 For [before he died,] Moses awarded inheritable-lands on the [east] side of [the] Jordan [river] to [Israel's] two [cattle-baron] tribes (and half of [Manasseh's]
tribe). But to the Levite [priests], [Moses] allotted no [personal] inheritable-lands. 4 [400 years earlier, ___, in Egypt, Jacob
divided] the descendants of Joseph {Increaser} into two
tribes: Manasseh {Pain-Eraser} and Ephraim {DoubleFruit}. And, [as usual] the [Israelis] gave no [ownership] share
of the land to the Levites, except [for providing] cities
[for the priests] to live in, with the open land surrounding the [cities] for the [priests'] livestock and crops. 5 [In
JAHshua's time,] the sons of Israel do everything just
like Yahweh commanded Moses, ___. So they [correctly] apportion the land, [without fighting].

Joshua Allots Land To Caleb, The
Brave Spy

6 Then the [leaders of the tribe] of Judah {Celebrated} approach JAHshua at Gilgal {Wheel}. Caleb {Battle-Cry}
the son of Jephunneh {Ready} the Kenezite {Hunter}
says to [Joshua], “Remember [how back] in KadeshBarnea {Wilderness-Of-Wandering}, Yahweh issued a decree to Moses (the man of Elohim) concerning me

I was 40 years old when Yahweh's servant Moses sent me from
Kadesh-Barnea {Wilderness-Of-Wandering}
to spy out the [Promised] land. I brought
[Moses] back a true [report] from my heart.
8 I [Caleb] wholly followed Yahweh my
Elohim. But my brothers (who sneaked
up [to spy] with me) made the heart[s] of
[our] people melt [with fear].
and you: 7

While you try to follow the Bible, your neighbors
get hyped up on fear-mongering lies from the image of the beast in their living rooms.

So, that day, Moses assured me, saying, ‘Surely, [Caleb,] the land where your
feet walked will be the inheritance of
you and your sons for ever, because
you wholly followed Yahweh my Elohim.’
9

assured = shaba = "sevened". Not necessarily an
oath, but a serious declaration of intent. See
Deuteronomy 1:36.

—So now look: Yahweh kept
me alive, as he promised, these 45
years, ever since Yahweh spoke that
promise to Moses. Meanwhile Israel's
brats wandered [to their deaths] in the
wilderness. So now look: today I'm 85
years old! 11 Yet I'm as strong today as
Joshua 14:10

Preamble To Parceling Out The
Western Lands
1 [High] priest ELeazar {El's-Aid}, and JAHshua (the
son of ‘Eternity’), and the heads of the fathers of
the [9.5 western] tribes of the children of Israel, distrib-
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I was in the day Moses sent me [to spy]!
Just like I was rugged then, I'm tough
enough now to overcome [challenges],
coming and going! 12 So now [please] give
me the hill Yahweh promised me that
day [45 years ago,] back when you heard
that the Anakim {Strangler-Spawn} infested [the promised land], and that [their] cities
towered huge and fortified. If Yahweh
[stays] with me, then I'll be able to banish [the evil ones], as Yahweh predicted. 13
So JAHshua blesses [Ready's] son Caleb
{Battle-Cry}. [JAHshua] gives [Caleb] Hebron
{Society} as his land-inheritance.
Caleb is not from the tribe of Judah. But since his
land falls inside Judah's region, his descendants
are classed as Jews. Caleb is a prototype of Ruth
(a converted Moabitess) and of all true Christians,
who engraft into Israel.

So, ___, [the area of] Hebron {Society}
becomes the property of Caleb {Battle-Cry} the son of Jephunneh {Ready}
the Kenezite {Hunter}. [Hebron remains Caleb's
family property] to this day, because [Caleb]
wholly followed Yahweh Elohim of Israel. 15 ([Note to ___:] the old name of Hebron {Soci14

had been Kirjath-Arba {City-Of-The-4-Giants},
named after “Arba”, a giant [ancient hero] among the
Anakim {Stranglers}.) Finally the [Promised] Land rests
from war.
ety}

Joshua 15
Joshua Parcels Out Land To The
Tribe Of Judah
1 So, ___, [Joshua rolls] the lot-stones. The various
clans of the tribe descended from Judah {Celebrated}
get [all the land] stretching to the border of [Red-Man's]
Edom in the Zin {Crag} Desert, toward the Negev in
[Judea's] far south.
One map would be worth these 1000 words.
2 [Judah's] southern border starts at the far shore of
the Dead [Salt] Sea, from the bay facing southward.
3 From [the Dead Sea, Judah's border] runs out south of the
Maaleh-Acrabbim {Scorpion-Ascent}; [then the border] passes along to Zin {Crags}, ascends up south of
Kadesh-Barnea {Wilderness-Of-Wandering}, passes along
to Hezron {CourtYard}, up to Adar {Ample}, then heads
straight to Karkaa {Ground-Floor}; 4 From Karkaa [in
Palestine, Judah's border] passes toward Azmon {Boney},
then runs out to the [Vadi] river of Egypt. Thus [Judah's]
southern border terminates at the [Mediterranean] seacoast. 5 [Judah's] east border begins the salt sea;
then it runs all the way [north] to the outpouring of
[the] Jordan [river]. [So Judah's] north border starts at the
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bay of the [Dead] sea at the [south] end of [the] Jordan
[river]. 6 [Judah's] border stretches up to Beth-Hogla
{Partridge-House}, then passes along the north [side] of
Beth-Arabah {Desert-House}. [Judah's] border continues
up to the stone [laid by] Bohan {Thumb} the son of
Reuben {Look-a-Son}; 7 [Judah's northern] border continues up from the valley of Achor {Trouble} toward Debir {Oracle}. Then [it] continues up northward, facing
Gilgal {Wheel}, that is, opposite the ascent to Adummim {Red-Spots}, on the south side of the Vadi [RiverValley-Gorge]. [Then, ___, Judah's] border passes to the waters of En-Shemesh {Fountain-Of-The-Sun}. [Judah's border]
ends at En-Rogel {Traveler's-Fountain}. 8 [Then Judah's]
border runs up the valley of the son of Hinnom to
the south side of the Jebusites' [city,] Jerusalem.
Then [Judah's] border rises to the top of the mountain
that lies opposite the Hinnom Valley [on the] west, at
the north end of the Valley of the Rephaim {Giants}.
9 From the top of the [Giants'] hill, [Joshua] draws [Judah's]
border to the fountain of the water of Nephtoah
{Open-Wide}, then out to the cities of mount Ephron
{Fawn}. Next, [Joshua] draws [Judah's] border to Baalah
{Mistress}, aka Kirjath-Yearim {City-Of-Forests}: Joshua
15:10 [Judah's] border curves westward from Baalah
{Mistress} to Mount Seir {Rough}. Then it passes along
the north side of mount Jearim {Forests} (aka
Chesalon {Fertile}), then down to Beth-Shemesh
{House-Of-The-Sun}, and then to Timnah {Grabber}; 11
[Then Joshua draws Judah's] border running out northward
along the north-slope of Ekron {Uprooter}, then to
Shikron {Drunk-Town}, then passing along to Mount
Baalah {Mistress}, then out to JabneEl {Built-By-El}, finally terminating at the [Mediterranean] sea-coast.
Drunk-Town (Sychar/Shechem) is where Christ
meets the slutty ‘woman at the well’.
12 So, ___, [Judah's] Western border is the great
[Mediterranean] sea. The foregoing completely describes
the outer territorial borders of the various clans of
the tribe of Judah {Celebrated}.

Caleb Takes Land From The Giant
Demon-Spawn
13 Next, in obedience to the commandment Yahweh gave JAHshua, JAHshua gives Jephunneh's son
Caleb {Battle-Cry} a share [of land] among the people of
Judah {Celebrated}: Hebron {Society}) (the city of Arba
{Square}, the father of [giant] Anak {Strangler}). 14
There Caleb evicts the 3 [demon-spawn] Anakim [lords]:
Sheshai {Albino}, Ahiman {Gift-Brother}, and Talmai
{Terrace}, [all] born from Anak {Strangler}.

Caleb Gives His Daughter To Expel
Mutants
15 Immediately [Caleb] rides up to [evict] the inhabitants of Debir {Oracle} (previously named Kirjath-Sepher {Branch-City}).
Or, ‘city of the prophetic book.’

Caleb says, “Whoever casts out
Kirjath-Sepher {Branch-City},
and occupies it, I'll give Achsah {Anklet}
my daughter as his wife.”
16 [There]

[the pagans of]
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Presumably the girl would also have to give her
consent.

So OthniEl {Force-Of-El} (the son of
Caleb's brother Kenaz {Hunter}) takes
17

[the city vacated by the occultists fleeing Israel's praisepower].

So [Caleb] gives his daughter
Achsah {Anklet} to OthniEl as his wifecousin. 18 Later, [on her wedding day, Anklet] rides toward
her father

begs [her new hubby] OthniEl
to ask her Dad for a field. [Anklet] jumps
off her donkey. Caleb asks her, “What would you
[Caleb while she]

{Force-Of-El}

Achsah {Anklet} answers, “[Daddy,]
give me [yet another] blessing. You gave
me a [dry] south land. [So] give me [some]
springs of water.” So Caleb gives [his
daughter] the [region's] high [mountain] springs
and low [spring-fed] pools, ___.
Joshua Awards Judah A Massive
List Of Cities
like?” 19

Joshua 15:20 [Joshua awards] the [following massive] land-inheritance[s] to the tribal clans descended from Judah {Celebrated}: 21 [Judah gets] the [following] extreme
southern cities, near the border of Edom: Kabze'El
{El-Gathered}, Eder {Array}, and Jagur {Lodging}. 22 The
tribe descended from Judah {Celebrated} [also inherits]:
Kinah {Dirge}, Dimonah {Longing}, and Adadah
{Festival} ; 23 And [Judah gets] Kedesh {Sanctum}, Hazor
{Hamlet}, and Ithnan {Extensive}; 24 [And Judah gets] Ziph
{Flow}, Telem {Break}, and Bealoth {Mistresses}; 25
And [Judah gets] Hazor-Hadattah {Fresh-Village}, Keriot
{City-Buildings}, and Hezron {CourtYard} aka Hazor
{Hamlet}; 26 [And Judah gets] Amam {Gathering-Spot},
Shema {Heard}, and Moladah {Birth}; 27 And [Judah
gets] Hazar-Gaddah {Village-Of-Female-Fortune},
Heshmon {Opulent}, and Beth-Palet {House-Of-Escape};
28 And [Judah gets] Hazar-Shual {Jackal-Village}, BeerSheba {Well-Of-Seven}, and BizjothJAH {Despised-ByJah}; 29 [And Judah gets] Baalah {Mistress}, Iyim {DesertRuins}, and Azem {Bone}; Joshua 15:30 And [Judah gets]
ElTolad {El-Generates}, Chesil {Fatty}, and Hormah
{Banishment}; 31 And [Judah gets] Ziklag {Fortress}, Madmannah {Dunghill}, and Sansannah {Stick}; 32 And
[Judah gets] Lebaoth {Lionesses}, Shilhim {Shoots}, Ain
{Fountain}, and Rimmon {Pomegranate}: all 29 cities,
___, with their villages. 33 And in the [western]
Shefela {Foothills} [Judah gets]: Eshtaol {Prayer}, Zoreah
{Wasp} & Ashnah {Ancient}; 34 And [Judah gets] Zanoah
{Remote}, En-Gannim {Fountain-Of-Gardens}, Tappuah
{Apple}, and Enam {Double-Fountain}; 35 [And Judah gets]
Jarmuth {Heights}, and Adullam, Socoh {Fenced}, and
Azekah {Farms}; 36 And [Judah gets] Sharaim {DoubleGates}, Adithaim {Double-Prey}, Gederah {Corral}, and
Gederothaim {Two-Corrals}: 14 cities with their villages, ___. 37 [And Judah gets] Zenan {Pasture},
Hadashah {Fresh}, and Migdal-Gad {Tower-of-Fortune};
38 And [Judah gets] Dilean, Mizpah {Watch-Tower}, and
JoktheEl {Obey-El}; 39 [And Judah gets] Lachish {Harvest},
Bozkath {Hill}, and Eglon {Calf-Jump}; Joshua 15:40
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And [Judah gets] Cabbon {Hilly}, Lahmam {Food-Bread},
and Kithlish {Man-Wall}; 41 And [Judah gets] Gederoth
{Walls}, Beth-Dagon {House-Of-The-Fish-God}, and
Naamah {Pleasure}, and Makkedah {Herd-Mark}; 16
cities with their villages, ___. 42 [And Judah gets] Libnah {White-Tree}, Ether {Abundance}, and Ashan
{Smoke}; 43 And [Judah gets] Jiphtah {He-Will-Open},
Ashnah {Ancient}, and Nezib {Station}; 44 And [Judah
gets] Keilah {Citadel}, Achzib {Freeze-Drought}, and
Mareshah {Summit}; 9 cities with their villages, ___.
45 [And Judah gets] Ekron {Uprooter}, with her towns and
her villages; 46 [And Judah gets all the land] from Ekron
{Eradication} all the way [west] to the [Mediterranean] sea,
[and] every area around Ashdod {Ravager-City}, plus
the [related] villages: 47 —and [Judah gets] Ashdod {Ravager-City} with her towns and her villages, [and] Gaza
{Strength} with her towns and her villages, as far
[south] as the Vadi {River} of Egypt, terminating [west]
at the great [Mediterranea] sea, ___. 48 And in the
mountains, [Judah gets] Shamir {Sharp-Diamond}, Jattir
{Plenty}, and Socoh {Fenced}; 49 And [Judah gets] Dannah and Kirjath-Sannah {City-of-Branches} aka Debir
{Oracle};
Or ‘city of the [prophetic] book.’
Joshua 15:50 And [Judah gets] Anab {Fruit}, Eshtemoh
{Hear&Obey}, and Anim {Fountains}; 51 And [Judah gets]
Goshen {Cultivated}, Holon {Sandy}, and Giloh {Open};
11 cities with their villages, ___. 52 [And Judah gets]
Arab {Ambush}, Dumah {Silence}, and Eshean
{Support};
Dumah = dumb (mute).
53 And [Judah gets] Janum {Sleepy}, Beth-Tappuah {Apple-House}, and Aphekah {Fortress}; 54 And [Judah gets]
Humtah {Bottom-Land}, Kirjath-Arba {City-Of-The-4-Giants} (aka Hebron {Society}), and Zior {Tiny}: 9 cities
with their villages, ___. 55 [And Judah gets] Maon
{Abode}, Carmel {Fruiting-Garden}, Ziph {Flow}, and Juttah {Jut}; 56 And [Judah gets] JezreEl {El-Plants},
Jokdeam {People-Burning}, and Zanoah {Remote}; 57
[And Judah gets] Cain {Lance}, Gibeah {Flower-Hills}, and
Timnah {Grabber}; 10 cities with their villages, ___;
58 [And Judah gets] Halhul {Whirl}, Beth-Zur {Rock-House},
and Gedor {Corral}; 59 And [Judah gets] Maarath {Clearing}, Beth-Anoth {House-Of-Answers}, and Eltekon {ElIs-Straight}: 6 cities with their villages, ___: Joshua
15:60 [And Judah gets] Kirjath-Baal {City-Of-The-Lord} (aka
Kirjath-Yearim {City-Of-Forests}), and Rabbah {Plenty};
two cities with their villages, ___. 61 In the
wilderness, [Judah gets] Beth-Arabah {Desert-House},
Middin {Brawler}, and Secacah {Fenced}; 62 And [Judah
gets] Nibshan, Ir-Hamelach {Salt-City}, and En-Gedi
{Kid-Fountain}: 6 cities with their villages, ___. 63
But the sons of Judah {Celebrated} fail to drive out
the Jebusite {Threshers} infesting Jerusalem. So the
‘Threshers’ dwell with the people of Judah at
Jerusalem to the day [of this writing], ___.

Joshua 16
Joshua Parcels Land To The Tribes
of Joseph
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lot [stones again, ___]. The [sacred lot draws the
of the descendants of Joseph {Increaser} from
[the] Jordan [river valley], near Jericho {Moon-Spirit}, at
Jericho's eastern water-spring, to the wilderness
that runs up from Jericho throughout Mount BethEl {House-Of-El};
Imagine Joshua rolls the supernatural stones onto
a big map, and the stones burn the border lines
into the map.
2 [Joseph's border] runs out from Beth-El {House-Of-El}
(aka Luz {Nut-Tree}), then passes along to the borders of Archi {Long} to Ataroth {Crowns}; 3 [Then Joseph's
border] runs down westward to the coast of Japhleti
{JAH-Rescues} , to the border of Lower Beth-Horon
{Cave-House}, [then] on to Gezer {Cut-Land}. [Joseph's line]
terminates at the [Mediterranean] sea. 4 So, ___,
Joseph's descendant-tribes (Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting} and Ephraim {Double-Fruit}) take their land-inheritance[s].
[Joshua rolls the]

territory]

Joshua Parcels Land To The Tribe
Of Ephraim

5 And [Joshua recognizes] the [following] territory as the inheritance of the various clans of the descendants of
Ephraim {Double-Fruit}: their eastern border runs
from Ataroth-Addar {Crowns-Of-Plenty} to Upper BethHoron {Cave-House}; 6 [Then Ephraim's] border runs out
westward [toward the Mediterranean sea], with Michmethah
{Hidden-Town} on the north, [in Palestine]. Then [Ephraim's]
border turns eastward, passing Taanath-Shiloh {Approach-To-Tranquility} on the east, [then out] to Janohah
{Quiet}; 7 [Then Joshua draws Ephraim's border] down from
Janohah {Quiet} to Ataroth {Crowns}, out to Naarath
{Girl}, coming to Jericho {Moon-Spirit}, and terminating at [the] Jordan [river]. 8 [Ephraim's] border runs out
westward from Tappuah {Apple} to the Kahan {Cane}
river. It ends at the [Mediterranean] sea. The foregoing,
___, [describes] the land-inheritance [which Joshua apportions
to] the various clans of the tribe descended from
Ephraim {Double-Fruit}. 9 [Joshua also allots] Ephraim's [tribe]
some cities & towns with surrounding villages in
the [territory] inherited by the [Western] half [of the] tribe

But the
Ephraimites fail to drive out the
Canaanite {Mercenaries} infesting Gezer
{Cut-Land}. So, ___, to the day [of this
writing], the Canaanites live serving under tribute among the Ephraimites.
of Manasseh. Joshua 16:10

Joshua 17
Joshua Awards West-Lands To
Manasseh's Tribe
1

lot [to apportion land] to the [Western half
tribe of Joseph's firstborn [son] Manasseh
{Sweet-Forgetting}. [The clan of] Machir {Salesman}, the
[praise] warrior, the firstborn [son] of Manasseh, the
progenitor of [the Israelis of] Gilead {Monument-Mound},
gets Gilead and Bashan {Fruitful}. 2 [Then Joshua throws] a
[Next, Joshua throws the]

of the]
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lot to allot land to the various remaining clans of
the descendants of Manasseh: the descendants of
Abiezer {Helpful-Father}, Helek {Inheritance}, Asriel
{Right-Of-El}, Shechem {Neck}, Hepher {Explorer}, and
Shemida {Name-Of-Knowing}, all [large] families of male
descendants of Manasseh the son of Joseph {Increaser}. 3 But Zelophehad {United}, the son of Hepher
{Explorer}, the son of Gilead {Monument-Mound}, the
son of Machir {Salesman}, the son of Manasseh
{Sweet-Forgetting}, had no sons, ___. [So Joshua recognizes
the inheritance-rights of Zelophehad's] daughters named:
Mahlah {Weak}, Noah {Rest}, Hoglah {Partridge},
Milcah

{Queen}

and Tirzah

{Delight}.

4 [These ladies]

come to present [their case] before
ELeazar {El's-Aid} (the [high] priest), and
Nun's son JAHshua, and [Israel's other]
leaders. The [women] say, “Yahweh commanded Moses to give us [females] an inheritance among our brothers.” So,
___, to execute Yahweh's commandment, Joshua gives the [girls] a [land] inheritance within the [region held by] the relatives of their [deceased] father. 5 So, ___,

to [the tribe of] Manesseh the [lot assigns] 10 [Western] landportions, in addition to the land[s] of Gilead {Monument-Mound} and Bashan {Fruitful} on the far [East] side
of [the] Jordan [river]; 6 So, ___, the daughters in
Manasseh's [tribe] secure their inheritance among
[Manasseh's male] descendants. The rest of Manasseh's
sons' [clans] settle the land of Gilead {Witness}. 7
Thus, ___, the territory of Manasseh spans from
Asher's [land] to Michmethah {Hidden-Town}, opposite
Shechem {Neck}. [Manasseh's] border runs south to include the settlements of Ein-Tappuah {Apple-TreeFountain}. 8 [The tribe of] Manasseh settles the land
[around] Tappuah {Apple}. But [Apple-Town] (on Manasseh's border) stays [the property of] the descendants of
Ephraim. 9 Then [Joshua draws Manasseh's] boundary on
south to the Kanah {Cane} Ravine. The [hereinafter-described] towns of Ephraim end up among the towns of
Manasseh, [because] Manasseh's border lies on the
northern side of the [Cane] ravine. [From there, Manasseh's
border runs west] to its terminus at the [Mediterranean] sea.
Joshua 17:10 So the land south [of Kanah ravine] belongs to [the tribe of] Ephraim, while the land to the
north [of the ravine] belongs to [the tribe of] Manasseh, with
the [Mediterranean] sea as [both tribes’] western border. [The
territories of Manasseh and Ephraim] meet together at [the land of]
Asher {Happy} on the north, and at [the land of] Issachar {Reward} on the east, ___. 11 Within the [tribal] territories of Asher and Issachar, [the people of] Manasseh settle 3 regions including the areas of BethShean {House-Of-Ease} and Ibleam {Devouring-People}
and their towns, [plus] the settlements and towns of
Dor {Home}, Endor {Forever-Fountain}, Taanach {Sandy},
and Megiddo {Rendezvous}. 12 Yet the progeny of
Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting} fail to drive out the [pagan]
inhabitants of those cities, ___. So the Canaanite
{Mercenaries} remain in [Asher's & Issachar's] land[s]. 13 But
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later, ___, the sons of Israel grow strong. They
put the Canaanite {Mercenaries} to tribute. [Yet] the
[Israelis] still fail to utterly drive the [pagans] out [of the
promised land].

Joseph's Progeny Pester Joshua
For More Land
14 The [leaders of the tribes descended] from
Joseph {Increaser} also address
JAHshua. They say, “Yahweh blessed
[us] with a huge population. So why did
you give [our whole multi-part tribe] just one
[roll of the] lot? [You gave us only] one land-portion to inherit!” 15 So JAHshua answers [Joseph's
selfish descendants],

“Since you're a gigantic tribe, if
mount Ephraim is too narrow for you, [hike] up to
the wood country. Chop down [trees to make houses] for
yourselves there in the land [previously ravaged by] the
Perizzite {Plainsmen} and the Rephaim {Giants}.” 16

The

Joseph's [descendants
back, “The hills are too small for
us. All the Canaanite {Mercenaries} who
dwell in the valley-land, (both the [pagans] of Beth-Shean {House-Of-Ease} and
her towns, and the [pagans] in the valley
of JezreEl {El-Plants}), [drive] iron warchariots!” 17 So JAHshua [agrees with] the clans de[elders who lead]

whine]

scended from Joseph's sons (Ephraim and Manasseh). [Joshua smiles. He] says, “[You're right.] You are a
huge population. You have great power. So take

You'll own the hills, full
of wood you'll cut down. Then [the open
land] will be yours, because [with praise-power] you'll drive out the Canaanite {Mercenaries}, [even] though they wield iron
chariots, even though they're strong.”
two

[territorial]

lots. 18

Joshua 18
JAHshua Sends Explorers To Map
More Land
1 With the [Promised] Land now under Israelite control, all the millions of people
of Israel assemble together at Shiloh
{Tranquil}. There they set up the congregational tent [which Moses built]. 2 [JAHshua notes that]
there remain among the descendants of Israel 7
tribes who haven't yet settled their [land] inheri-

JAHshua says to the [lazy]
brats of Israel, “How long are you
slackers gonna wait to go possess the
land Yahweh (Elohim of your fathers)
tance, ___. 3
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gave you? 4 Pick out 3 [Hebrew] men from
each of your tribes. I'll send them.
They'll get up [off their buns] and journey
through the [unexplored] territory. They'll
map out the land-parcels they [propose for
their tribes to] inherit. Then they'll report
back to me. 5 The [explorers] will divide the [promised
into 7 parts: [the tribe of] Judah {Celebrated} will live
in their southern territory. The descendants of
Joseph {Increaser} will live in their territory north [of
Judea]. 6 So survey the land into 7 regions. Bring
those [geographic maps &] descriptions here to me. Then
I'll cast lots for you here, before Yahweh our Elohim, [to formally assign land parcels to each clan]. 7 But [remember,]
the Levites get no [inheritable] land-ownership within
your [country], because the priesthood of Yahweh [substitutes for the Levites'] land-inheritance. Also [remember that]
(YAH's servant) Moses already distributed the [land]
on the east side of [the] Jordan [river to the tribes of] Gad
{Troop}, Reuben {Look-a-Son}, and half the tribe of
Manasseh.” 8 So, ___, the explorers jump up to
survey their land[s]. They journey off [after] receiving
JAHshua's orders, [here rephrased in short], “Go hike
through the [promised] land. Describe it. Then come
back to me so I can cast lots for you in Yahweh's
land]

So, ___,
[Israel's] explorers rush [out]. They traverse the [promised] land, surveying it.
They group each of its cities into 7 regions. They map [the regions] in a book.
Then they rush back to where JAHshua
[waits, camping] with the [millions of Israelites] at
Shiloh {Tranquil}. Joshua 18:10 There in
Shiloh {Tranquil}, before Yahweh,
JAHshua casts lots [to supernaturally assign land
regions] to the [7 slacker tribes]. Thus JAHshua
allots the [rest of the promised] land to the
descendants of Israel, clan by clan.
Joshua Allots Territory To Benjamin's Tribe
presence here in Shiloh

{Tranquil}.”

9

11 First [JAHshua throws] the lot [parceling land to] the clans of
the tribe descended from Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}.
Benjamin's lot comes out placing their border [s] between the clans of Judah {Celebrated} and the clans
of Joseph {Increaser}. 12 Benjamin's northern border
begins at [the] Jordan river. Then the border runs up
alongside Jericho {Moon-Spirit} on the north side. It
continues up westward through the mountains, arriving at the wilderness of Beth-Aven {House-Of-Vanity}. 13 Then [Benjamin's] border-line passes toward Luz
{Nut-Tree} (on the south side of Luz) aka Beth-El
{House-Of-El}. Then the border descends to AtarothAdar {Crowns-Of-Magnificence}, near the hill on the
south side of Lower Beth-Horon {Cave-House}. 14
[JAHshua] draws [Benjamin's] border-line turning from [its
north] western [seaward] corner, then heading south-
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ward from the hill south of (and facing) Beth-Horon
{Cave-House}. [Benjamin's border] line ends at Kirjath-Baal
{City-Of-The-Lord}, aka Kirjath-Yearim {City-Of-Forests}, a
city belonging to the descendants of Judah {Celebrated}, thus forming [Benjamin's] Western border. 15 Then
[Benjamin's] southern border extends from the extreme
edge of Kirjath-Yearim {City-Of-Forests}, extending
out to the source-waters of Nephtoah {Open-Wide}.
16 [Then Benjamin's] border-line runs down to the foot of
the mountain that lies facing the Ben-Hinnom valley, north of the Valley of the Rephaim {Giants}. [Then
Benjamin's line] continues down the Hinnom Valley, to
the south slope of [Jerusalem, previous capitol-city of the] Jebusi
{Threshers}. Then [the line] descends to En-Rogel {Traveler's-Fountain} . 17 [Then Joshua draws Benjamin's borderline] curving
north, then running on to En-Shemesh {Fountain-Of-The-Sun}, continuing on toward Geliloth {Circles},
which faces the ascent to Adummim {Red-Spots}.
Then [Benjamin's line] descends to the stone of Bohan
{Thumb} (the son of Reuben {Look-a-Son}). 18 [Then Benjamin's border-line] heads north. It passes alongside the
Arabah {Desert-Plain} [in the southern Jordan river valley]. Then [it
dips] down into [the] Arabah. 19 [Then Benjamin's] border
passes alongside Beth-Hoglah {Partridge-House} heading north, ___. The border terminates at the north
bay of the salt sea (at the south end of [the] Jordan
[river]), thus forming [Benjamin's] southern boundary.
Joshua 18:20 The entire Jordan [river] forms Benjamin's eastern border, ___. The above describes
the borders surrounding the [lands] inherited by the
various clans of the descendants of Benjamin {RightHand-Son}. 21 So the various clans of the tribe descended from Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} receive the
following cities: Jericho {Moon-Spirit}, Beth-Hoglah
{Partridge-House}, and the valley of Keziz {Chop}; 22
And [Benjamin gets] Beth-Arabah {Desert-House}, Zemaraim {Double-Fleece}, and Beth-El {House-Of-El}; 23
And [Benjamin gets] Avim {Overthrow}, Parah {Cow}, and
Ophrah {She-Fawn}; 24 And [Benjamin gets] Chephar-Haammonai {Inbred-Village}, Ophni {Mouldy}, and
Geba {Flower-Hill}; 12 cities plus their [surrounding]
villages, ___:
Ophni = modern Jifna.
25 [And Benjamin gets] Gibeon {Flower-Hills}, Ramah
{Heights}, and Beeroth {Wells}; 26 And [Benjamin settles]
Mizpah {Watch-Tower}, Chephirah {Covered-Village}, and
Mozah {Suck}; 27 And [Benjamin gets] Rekem {Colorful},
IrpeEl {El-Heals}, and Taralah {Shaker}; 28 And [Benjamin gets] Zelah {Limp} , Eleph {Ox}, Jebusi {Thresh} aka
Jerusalem, Gibeah {Flower-Hills}, and Kirjath {City-OfForests}: [in all,] 14 cities plus their [surrounding] villages.
That, ___, sums up the [land] inherited by the various clans of the descendants of Benjamin {RightHand-Son}.

Joshua 19
1

JAHshua Allots Land To The Tribe
Of Simeon
[Joshua's]

{Listener}.

2nd [Shiloh] lot shoots out favoring Simeon
(The lot grants land to each family of the
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tribe descended from Simeon.) Their land inheritance falls within the [macro-region previously] inherited by
Judah {Celebrated}. 2 [Simeon's land] inheritance includes
Beer-Sheba {Well-Of-Seven}, [aka] Sheba {Seven}, and
Moladah {Birth}; 3 And [Simeon gets] Hazar-Shual {JackalVillage}, Balah {Worn-Out}, and Azem {Bone}; 4 And
[Simeon gets] ElTolad {El-Generates}, Bethul {Broken-By-El},
and Hormah {Banishment}; 5 And [Simeon gets] Ziklag
{Fortress}, Beth-Marcaboth {Chariot-Place}, and HazarSusah {Cavalry-Village}; 6 And [Simeon gets] Beth-Lebaoth
{House-Of-Lionesses} , [and] Sharuhen {Abode-of-Pleasure},
[comprising] 13 cities with their villages, ___; 7 —[and
Simeon gets] Ain {Fountain} , Rimmon {Pomegranate}, Ether
{Abundance}, and Ashan {Smoke}; four cities and their
villages; 8 And [Simeon gets] all the villages surrounding these cities, as far as Baalath-Beer {Mistress-Well}
[aka] Ramath {Height} of the Negev {SouthLand}. The
[above, ___, describes] the [land] inheritance [Joshua allots to]
the various clans of the tribe descended from
Simeon {Listener}. 9 Thus, ___, Simeon's land-grant
forms an enclave within the land inherited by [the
tribe of] Judah {Celebrated}. [Fair enough,] because the land
inherited by the [tribe] of Judah proves too big for [Judah to manage]. So the people of Simeon get their inheritance within the [land of Judah].

JAHshua Allots Land To The Tribe
Of Zebulun
Joshua 19:10 [Joshua's] 3rd [Shiloh] lot comes up favoring the various clans of the people of Zebulun
{House}. The border of their inherited [land begins] at
Sarid {Survivor}; 11 [Then Zebulun's] border rises up west
toward Maralah {Earthquake}, reaching to Dabbasheth {Gum-Hill}, then to the river facing Jokneam
{Cry-For-The-People}; 12 [In the other direction, Zebulun's] boundary line runs east of Sarid {Survivor} toward the [Eastern] border of Chisloth-Tabor {Fragile-Flanks}, then out
to Daberath {Ordered-Pasture}, then up to Japhia
{Bright}; 13 Then [Zebulun's border] passes Eastward to
Gittah-Hepher {Wine-Press-Well}, [then] to Ittah-Kazin
{Judge-Time}. [Then Zebulun's border] runs to the mark [of]
Rimmon {Pomegranate}, [then] to Neah {Motion}; 14
Then [Zebulun's] north border turns to Hannathon
{Favored}. [Zebulun's border] terminates in the valley of
Jiphthah-El {El-Opens}. 15 [So, ___, the tribe of Zebulun gets]
Kattath {Little}, Nahallal {Bush-Pasture}, Shimron
{Guardian}, Idalah, and Bethlehem {Bread-House}: 12
cities, plus associated villages. 16 The land surrounding the aforementioned cities, with their villages, describes the [land] inherited by the various
families of the people of Zebulun {House}.

JAHshua Parcels Land To The Tribe
Of Issachar

17 Next, [Joshua's] 4th [Shiloh] lot shoots out favoring
Issachar {Reward}, [thus] assigning [land to] the various
families in Issachar's tribe: 18 [Issachar's] border
includes JezreEl {El-Plants}, Chesulloth {Fattnened},
and Shunem {Quiet}; 19 And [Issachar gets] Hapharaim
{Pits}, Shion {Ruins}, and Anaharath {Gorge}; Joshua
19:20 And [Issachar gets] Rabbith {Multitude}, Kishion
{Hard Ground}, and Abez {Gleam}; 21 And [Issachar gets]
Remeth {Height}, En-Gannim {Fountain-Of-Gardens}, En-
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Haddah

{Fierce-Fountain},

and Beth-Pazzez {House-Of22 [Issachar's] territory reaches to Tabor
{Fragile}, Shahazimah {Pride}, and Beth-Shemesh
{House-Of-The-Sun}, then finally to [the] Jordan [river], [encircling] 16 cities and their associated villages, ___.
23 That sums up the cities and associated villages
inherited by the various clans of the tribe descended from Issachar {Reward}.
Propagation};

Joshua Allots Land To Happy Asher's Tribe
24 Next, [Joshua's] 5th [Shiloh] lot shoots out favoring
the various clans of the tribe descended from Asher
{Happy}. 25 Asher's territory includes Helkath
{Smooth}, Hali {Trinket}, Beten {Womb}, and Achshaph
{Fascination}; 26 And [Asher's land includes] Alammelech
{King's-Oak}, Amad {People-Of-Time}, and Misheal
{Request}. [Asher's land] stretches out west to Carmel
{Fruiting-Garden} and Shihor-Libnath {Dark-Turbid-White-Waters}; 27 [There Asher's border-line] turns toward
the [Eastern] sun-rise, to Beth-Dagon {House-Of-The-FishGod}. [Asher's land] reaches to Zebulun {House}, and to
the valley of Jiphthah-El {El-Opens}, near the north
side of Beth-Emek {Valley-House} and NeiEl {Moved-ByEl}, then north to Cabul {Sterile}. 28 And [Asher gets]
Hebron {Society}, and Rehob {Wide-Open}, and Hammon {Warm-Spring}, and Kahan {Cane}, all the way to
greater Sidon {Fish-City}; 29 From [Fish-City, Asher's Borderline] turns to Ramah {Heights}, and [on] to the fortified
city [of] Tyre {Rock-Port}. Then [Asher's border-line] turns to
Hosah {Hopeful}, terminating at the [Mediterranean] sea,
including Achzib {Freeze-Drought}. Joshua 19:30 [So Asher also gets] Ummah {Conjunction}, and Aphek {Fortress},
and Rehob {Wide-Open}: 22 cities, ___, plus their
villages. 31 The [aforementioned] cities and associated
villages describe the land-inheritance [acquired] by the
many families of the tribe descended from Asher.

Joshua Allots The Wrestler-Tribe's
Land
32 [JAHshua's] 6th [Shiloh] lot shoots out favoring the
people of Naphtali {Wrestler}. [So,] to the various
clans of descendants of Naphtali, [JAHshua grants the following lands]: 33 [Naphtali's] territory stretches from Heleph
{Exchange}, from Allon {Oak} to Zaanannim {Load-Up},
and Adami {Earthy}, Nekeb {Dell}, and JabneEl {BuiltBy-El}, to Lakum {Barricade}, [in Palestine]. [Naphtali's line]
stretches to [the] Jordan [river], ___. 34 [At the river, Napthtali's] border-line turns west to Aznoth-Tabor {FragileFlat-Tops}, then runs out from there to Hukkok {Engraving}, reaching
to Zebulun {House} on the south,
and to Asher {Happy} on the west,
and to Judah {Celebrated} at [the] Jordan [river] on the
East.
35 And [the Wrestler-tribe gets] the fortified cities of Ziddim {Sides}, Zer {Rock}, and Hammath {Hot-Springs},
Rakkath {Spit}, and [Galilee aka] Kinneret {Harp-ShapedPlain}; 36 Plus [Napthtali gets] Adamah {Soil}, Ramah
{Heights}, and Hazor {Hamlet}; 37 And [Naphtali gets]
Kedesh {Sanctum}, Edrei {Power-Arm}, and Ein-Hazor
{Fountain-Village}; 38 And [Naphtali gets] Iron {Terror}, and
Migdal-El {Tower-of-El}, Horem {Secluded}, Beth-Anath
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{House-Of-Eyes},

and Beth-Shemesh {House-Of-The-Sun}:
19 cities with their villages, ___. 39 The foregoing,
___, describes the cities and associated villages in
the [land] inherited by the various clans of the tribe
descended from Naphtali {Wrestler}.

Joshua Allots Land To The Tribe of
Dan

Joshua 19:40 Next, [Joshua's] 7th [Shiloh] lot shoots out
favoring the various clans of the tribe descended
from Dan {Judge}. 41 The territory [Dan] inherits includes Zorah {Wasp}, Eshtaol {Prayer}, and IrShemesh {Sun-City}; 42 And [Dan gets] Shaalabbin {FoxHoles}, Ajalon {Deer-Field}, and Jethlah {High-Destiny};
43 And [Dan gets] Elon {Trunk}, Thimnathah {Allotted},
and Ekron {Uprooter}; 44 And [Dan gets] Eltekeh,
Gibbethon {Hilly-Spot}, and Baalath {Mistressship}; 45
And [Dan gets] Jehud {Jude}, Bene-Berak {Sons-of-Lightning}, and Gath-Rimmon {Pomegranate-Winepress};
‘Jude’ is shortened from ‘Judah’ which comes from
the word ‘Yadad’ which means to throw your hands
in the air in a celebration of gratitude.
46 And [Dan gets] Me-Jarkon {Pale-Water} and Rakkon
{Thin} (including the area facing Japho {Bright-And-

But the territory of the people of Dan proves too small for them,
___. So Dan's brats rush up to [Palestine
to] fight against Leshem {Gem}. They
seize it, strike it with the ‘bite’ of the
sword, and possess it. [They] live there.
They re-name Leshem “Judge,” after
their fore-father, Dan {Judge}.
Beautiful}).

47

The people of Dan fail to segregate themselves
from the westerners (Amorites). So the Amorites
push the Danites back into the hills. The Amorites
keep Dan's tribe out of the plain. So the Danites
lack room to live. Yet YHVH did not command
Dan's tribe to massacre the people of Leshem.
48 ___, the above [list of regions,] cities & villages
sums up the land inheritance [Joshua allots] the various
families of the tribe descended from Dan {Judge}.

JAHshua Gets His Own Land

49 The sons of Israel finish dividing the [tribal] borders of their land-inheritances, ___. Then the Israelis award a land-inheritance to (Nun's son)
JAHshua. Joshua 19:50 Obeying the word of Yahweh, the Israelis give JAHshua the city he requested: Timnath-Serah {Piece-Of-The-Sun}, in [the] hills of
Ephraim {Double-Fruit}. So, ___, JAHshua builds up
the city. He lives there. 51 The [above, ___, describes] the
land-inheritances which [high] priest ELeazar {El'sAid}, and JAHshua (the son of ‘Eternity’), and the
head fathers of the tribes of the people of Israel allot as inheritance[s] using [the sacred] lot. [This process occurs] in Shiloh {Tranquil}, before Yahweh, at the entrance to the Meeting Tent. Thus the [Israelites] finish
dividing the [promised] country.

Joshua 20
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Joshua Builds Refuge Cities For Defendants
1 Yahweh further instructs JAHshua, ___: 2 [YAH
says,]

“Address the children of Israel. Tell
[them], ‘Select and reserve for yourselves
the cities of refuge I spoke to you
about via Moses:
3

These [cities] will function as your [peoples']
refuge from avengers-of-blood. A manslayer who kills anyone by mistake,
without forethought, may flee there.
Avenger-of-blood and redeemer mean the same
thing. Yahshua, the Messiah, is both an avenger of
blood and a redeemer. He kills the enemies of his
people.
4

A
person flees to a [refuge]
city. He stands outside the city entrance gate. Then, to the ears of the elders of that city, [he] declares [that he's be[Here's the Hebrew protective-custody protocol:]
[falsely-accused]

ing chased by an avenger for a crime he didn't intentionally commit].

The elders take the [accused]
manslayer into the city with them. They
give him a place where he can [safely]
live among them.

5

Then, when an avenger-of-blood chases down the man-slayer, the elders
[refuse] to hand over the man-slayer to
the avenger, because the man-slayer
struck his neighbor unwittingly, with no
‘malice aforethought.’
6

The man-slayer dwells in that [Sanctuary]
city until he stands facing the congregation [of priests] for judgment. [If two eyewitnesses saw him murder the victim in cold blood, the elders evict him from the sanctuary-city. Outside, he faces
probable death at the hand of the aggrieved avenger. But

he lives in the sanctuary city until the death of the high
priest [who authorized his trial]. Then the manslayer goes back into his hometown, to
his own house, in the city from where
he'd fled.”
if the accused is not guilty,]

7 So, [as cities of refuge], the [Israelites] appoint:
Kedesh {Sanctum} in Galilee [Heathen-Circle] in
[the] hills [of] Naphtali {Wrestler},
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and Shechem {Neck} in [the] hills [of] Ephraim
{Double-Fruit},
and Kirjath-Arba {City-Of-The-4-Giants} [aka] Hebron {Society}, in the hills of Judah {Celebrated}.
8 And on the far [Eastern] side of [the] Jordan [river] by
Jericho {Moon-Spirit},
[land of the] tribe of Reuben {Look-aSon}, the [Israelites] assign: Bezer {Bundok} in the

out of the

wilderness on the plain,
and out of the [land of the] tribe of Gad {Troop}, Ramoth
{Heights} in Gilead {Monument-Mound} ,
and from Manasseh's [Land,] Golan {Exile} in Bashan
{Fruitful}.

So, ___, all the people of Israel appoint these cities for [themselves and for] the
foreigner[s] staying among them, so
that whoever mistakenly kills any human can flee there, and avoid dying by
the hand of the avenger-of-blood, until
the [accused] stands [trial] before the congregation [of elders].
9

Joshua 21
Levite Priests Get Their Free Housing & Land
1 Then, [still] at Shiloh {Tranquil} in the land of
Canaan {LowLand}, the leading Levite fathers approach ELeazar {El's-Aid} the [high] priest, [and]
JAHshua (the son of ‘Eternity’), and the head fathers of the [other 11] tribes of the people of Israel.
Families and nations are led by FATHERS.

address [Israel's leaders,
“By the ‘hand’ of Moses,
Yahweh commanded [you lay-people] to
give us [priestly] cities to dwell in, surrounded by pastures for our cattle.”
2 [The chief Levite priests]
reminding them],

You must take care of your spiritual leaders. Not
the ‘leaders’ who tell you lies you want to hear,
who entrap you in the world's evil wealth-redistribution systems. Support leaders who tell you the
truth.

So, obeying Yahweh's command, from
their inherited-lands, the people of Israel give the Levite [priests] the following
cities and attached surrounding lands: 4
3

The [first priestly] lot shoots out [of the High Priest's hand, ___].
To the families of the Kohathite [clan] of the Levite
descendants of [ex-high] priest Aaron, the [lot] assigns
13 cities (out of the tribes of Judah {Celebrated},
Simeon {Listener} and Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}).
The Lot, whatever it is, comes out of the bag (containing the urim and the thummin) behind the High
Priest's breastplate.
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5 To the rest of the descendants of Kohath {Ally},
the lot assigns 10 cities out of the [land belonging to the]
families of the tribe of Ephraim {Double-Fruit}, the
tribe of Dan {Judge}, and the half-tribe of Manasseh
{Sweet-Forgetting}. 6 And to the [priestly] descendants of
Gershon {Refugee}, the lot assigns 13 cities out of [regions belonging to] the families of the tribes of Issachar
{Reward}, Asher {Happy}, Naphtali {Wrestler}, and the
half-tribe of Manasseh in Bashan {Fruitful}. 7 The
families descended from Merari {Bitter} get 12 cities
out of the [lands of the] tribes of Reuben {Look-a-Son},
Gad {Troop}, and Zebulun {House}. 8 By [sacred] lot,
the descendants of Israel assign to the Levites the
[above] cities with their pasturelands, as Yahweh [earlier] commanded by the ‘hand’ of Moses. 9 Plus, the
tribes descended from Judah {Celebrated} and from
Simeon {Listener} give [the priests] the following named
cities from their [lands]: Joshua 21:10 ([Joshua] assigns
the [following] towns to Aaron's Levite descendants in
the Kohathite clans, because the 1st lot [fell] to the
[Kohathites]): 11 [Judah & Simeon] give the [priests] the city
and surrounding pasturelands of Hebron {Society}
aka Arba {4-Paws} (named after the father of giant
Anak {The-Strangler}) in the hill country of Judah {Cel-

But [the descendants of Judah & Simeon]
award the fields of the city [of Hebron] and
its villages as gifts to Jephunneh's [heroic] son Caleb {Battle-Cry}. 13 And to the deebrated}.

12

scendants of

[High]

priest Aaron,

[Judah & Simeon]

give

[the

city of]

Hebron {Society} with her pasturelands, to be a city
of refuge for [innocent] manslayer[s];
and Libnah {White-Tree} with her pasturelands;
14 And [Judah & Simeon give the priests] Jattir {Plenty}, and Eshtemoa {Hear-&-Obey}, with their pasturelands; 15
And [Judah & Simeon give the priests] Holon {Sandy} and Debir
{Oracle} with their pasturelands; 16 And [Judah & Simeon
give the priests] Ain {Fountain} , Juttah {Jut}, and BethShemesh {House-Of-The-Sun} with their pasturelands:
[in total, ___,] 9 cities out of [Judah's & Simeon's] tribal [lands].
17 And from the [land of the] tribe of Benjamin {RightHand-Son}, [the priests get] 4 cities: Gibeon {Flower-Hills}
and Geba {Hillock} with their pasturelands; 18 [And to
the priests, Benjamin's tribe cedes] Anathoth {Answer-Town} and
Almon {Hidden-Town} with the [surrounding] pasturelands.

So, ___, in total, the priestly descendants of Aaron get 13 cities complete with pasturelands. Joshua 21:20 Some
19

families descended from Kohath {Ally} [lack priestly landgrants]. So these [families] get the cities of their alloment from the tribe of Ephraim {Double-Fruit}. 21 The
[Double-Fruits] give [the Kohathite priests] 4 cities:
Shechem {Neck} with its pasturelands on mount

Ephraim (as a Sanctuary-City for [protect-

ing] manslayer[s]);

and Gezer {Cut-Land} with its pasturelands.
22 And [the Ephraimites give the priests]:
Kibzaim {Double-Heap}
and Beth-Horon {Cave-House}
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with their pasturelands. 23 The tribe of Dan
priests]

[gives the

4 cities: Eltekeh and Gibbethon

{Hilly-Spot} with their pasturelands— 24 —[and
Aijalon {Deer-Field} and Gath-Rimmon
with their pasturelands. 25
And the half-tribe of Manasseh [gives the priests] 2
cities: Tanach {Sandy} and Gath-Rimmon
{Pomegranate-Winepress}. 26 In all, ___, the families of
the aforementioned remaining descendants of Kohath {Ally} get 10 cities with their pasturelands. 27
And to the Levite families descended from Gershon
{Refugee}, the [eastern] half-tribe of Manasseh gives 2
cities: Golan {Exile} in Bashan {Fruitful} with her pasturelands (to be a city of refuge for manslayer [s])
and Beeshterah {Flock} with her pasturelands. 28
The tribe of Issachar {Reward} [gives the priests] 4 cities:
Kishon {Hard-Ground} and Dabareh {Order} with their
pasturelands; 29 [And Issachar gives the priests] Jarmuth
{Heights} and En-Gannim {Fountain-Of-Gardens} with
their pasturelands. Joshua 21:30 The tribe of Asher
{Happy} [gives the priests] 4 cities:
Mishal {Request}
and Abdon {Worker}
with their pasturelands; 31 [And Asher gives its priests]
Helkath {Smooth}
and Rehob {Wide-Open}
with their pasturelands; 32 The tribe of Naphtali
{Wrestler} [gives its priests] 3 cities:
Dan gives the priests]

{Pomegranate-Winepress}

Kedesh

{Sanctum}

in Galilee {Heathen-Cir-

cle} with her pasturelands, as a Sanctuary-City
for [protecting] manslayer[s],
plus Hammoth-Dor {Hot-Springs-Home},
and Kartan {City-Plot}
each with [adjoining] pasturelands. 33 In total, ___,
the various families of the Gershuni [clan] get 13
cities with their pasturelands. 34 The families descended from Merari {Bitter} are the last of the
Levite [clans to receive land]. The tribe of Zebulun {House}
gives [the Merarites] 4 cities: Jokneam {Cry-For-The-People}
and Kartah {City}, with their pasturelands. 35 [And Zebulun gives the Merarites] Dimnah {Dung-Heap} and Nahalal
{Managed-Pasture} with their pasturelands. 36 The
tribe of Reuben {Look-a-Son} [gives the priests] 4 cities:
Bezer {Bundok}, and Jahazah {Stomp} (with their pasturelands). 37 [And Reuben gives the priests] Kedemoth
{Starting-Point} and Mephaath {Luminescent} (with their
pasturelands). 38 Finally, the tribe of Gad [gives the
priests] 4 cities: Ramoth {Heights} (with her pasturelands) in Gilead {Monument-Mound} as a city of refuge
for manslayer[s]; and Mahanaim {Double-Camp} with
her pasturelands. 39 [And Gad donates] Heshbon
{Intelligence} and Jazer {Helpful}, both with their pasturelands. Joshua 21:40 So, ___, [the Israelites] allot a
total of 12 towns to the family groups of Merari {Bitter}. This concludes the list of towns [which] the remainder of the Levite [priests] receive. 41 In total,
___, the Levites receive 48 cities with their pasturelands, [as sacred government enclaves] within the regions
possessed by the [non-priestly] people of Israel. 42
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Every single city [the priests receive] comes
with surrounding pasturelands, ___.
Society should give YAH's servants free housing,
food, supplies and the use of land. Instead, society
gives us a kick in the teeth!

The Promised Land Promise Is Finally Reality
43 Thus Yahweh gives to Israel all the
land he swore to give to their fore-fathers, ___. They possess [the Promised land].
They dwell [happily] in it. 44 *Yahweh

gives the [Israelites] rest all
around, ___. He makes reality
of every word He swore to
their fore-fathers. Of all [their]
enemies, not one man stands
before [Israel]. Yahweh delivers
all [his peoples'] haters into their
hand[s]. 45 *Not one good thing
which Yahweh predicted to the
family of Israel fails, ___. It
all comes to pass!

Joshua 22

Joshua Releases Cattle Barons To
Return Home

1 Then JAHshua summons the Reubenites, the Gadites, and the [Eastern] half-tribe of Manasseh. 2
[JAHshua] says to these [Cattle-Barons], “You've kept every
command Yahweh's servant Moses [gave] you. And
you've obeyed my voice in everything I command-

To this day, you never abandoned your brothers. For many days
you've responsibly guarded the command[s] of Yahweh your Elohim. 4 And
now Yahweh your Elohim has given
your brothers [the] rest he promised
[them]. So go back [home]. Ride to your
tents, to your own land which Yahweh's
servant Moses allotted you on the far
[Eastern] side of [the] Jordan [river]. 5 *But
ed you. 3

do your diligence, ___! [Actively]
live the commandment[s] and
the law[s] which Yahweh's servant Moses ordered you: love
Yahweh your Elohim. Walk in
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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all his ways. Keep his commandments. Cling to him.
Serve him with all your heart,
and with your every lifebreath.” 6 Then JAHshua blesses the
[Cattle-Barons], [in preparation to]
[home]

to

[ride across the river]

send them
to their [women

tents. 7 Note that to the [East1/2 of the tribe of Manasseh, Moses gave landownership in Bashan {Fruitful}, [East of the Jordan river]. But
to the [Western] half [of Manasseh's tribe], JAHshua gave [land]
among their relatives on the West side of the Jordan [river]. Accordingly, when JAHshua sends the [Cattle-barons] away to their tents, he blesses them: 8
and children in their]
ern]

[JAHshua sings],

“Return to your tents with
vast riches, and with hordes of cattle,
with silver, gold, brass, iron and loads
of clothing. Share with your brothers
the treasure [left behind by] your [fleeing] enemies.” 9 So the [cattle-baron] descendants of

Reuben {Look-a-Son}, and of Gad {Troop}, and of the
[Eastern] half-tribe of Manasseh turn [from the western Hebrew
crowd]. The [cattle-barons] travel [east] toward the country
of Gilead {Monument-Mound}, to their own land, which
they got via the grant Yahweh [sent] via the hand of
Moses. [They] leave the bulk of the people of Israel
at Shiloh {Tranquil}, in the land of Canaan {LowLand}.

Westside Gang Accuses The Eastside Of Treason
Joshua 22:10 The [cattle-barons cross] the land
of Canaan {LowLand}. They reach the
winding bends of [the] Jordan [river].
There, ___, the people of Reuben
{Look-a-Son} and the people of Gad
{Troop} and the [eastbound] half-tribe of
Manasseh build an altar: a huge, impressive altar [that dazzles the] eye. 11 So [some
tell the [western] people of Israel, “Hey!
built an [occult] altar on the frontier of
the land of Canaan {LowLand}, on the edge of [the]
Jordan [river], on the [West] side, [your side]!
"Cattle-barons" = peoples of Reuben, Gad, and the
eastern half-tribe of Manasseh. Some commentators say their altar was on their [east] side of the
river.
pagans run up and]

[Your Cattle-Barons]

As soon as the [western] people of Israel hear the [rumor], the whole crowd of
the [west-dwelling] nation of Israel gather
themselves together at Shiloh {Tranquil},
[preparing] en-masse to confront [their suspected rebel brothers].
12
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"War" is not a reasonable translation here of "tsaba" (amass).
13 So, ___, the people of Israel send [messengers] to
the [eastbound cattle-barons] in the land of Gilead {Witness}.

Phinehas {Snake-Mouth} (the son of
priest ELeazar {El's-Aid}) [rides east like
the wind, ___, flanked] by 10 leaders [on fast
black horses]: one leader from each leading
family throughout all the tribes of Israel, each one a head of his ancestral
family, [each a standout] among the thousands of [leaders in] Israel. 15 These [leaders]
14

[high]

rush at the

[eastbound cattle-barons]

in the land of Gilead

“The whole congregation of Yahweh is [screaming], ‘What
treachery you've committed against the
Elohim of Israel!’ In a flash [you] turned
away from following Yahweh. You built
yourselves an [occult] altar! You're rushing into rebellion against Yahweh! 17 —
Isn't it enough that we're still not clean
from the sins of Peor {Slit-God}, even after a [deadly] plague [ravaged] the congregation of Yahweh, killing the [smut-worshippers]?
{Witness}.

16 [Phinehas yells,]

Phinehas appears to be threatening to kill the Cattle-Barons like he killed the slut-worshippers.

Must you turn away so soon from following Yahweh? You'll see! Today you
rebel against Yahweh. Then tomorrow
He'll explode against all the millions of
Israel! 19 —If the [Eastern] land you own
is defiled, then cross [West] back over [the
Jordan river]. Live [with us] in the [Promised]
land controlled by Yahweh, where Yahweh's [presence] dwells [in the tent housing the
ark]. Take [some of] our [western lands] to own.
But don't rebel against Yahweh. And
don't rebel against us [Westerners] by
building an [occult] altar [to compete with our]
altar of Yahweh our Elohim. Joshua 22:20
—Didn't Achan {Trouble-Maker} the son of
Zerah {Ray} commit treachery [by hoarding]
accursed [idolatrous] objects? [He made heaven's] fire-rage fall on all the [millions] of Israel! Achan wasn't the only one who
died for his crime!’ 21 Then the [eastbound Cat18

tle-Barons]

answer the heads of Israel's thousand-fam-

22 “[Ask] El Elohim Yahweh! El
Elohim Yahweh knows. And Israel will
ily

[clan-groups]:
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If we've
[constructed an occult altar] in treachery against
Yahweh, [let Him kill us] today! Don't [try to]
save us [from him]! 23 We didn't built ourselves an altar to turn back from following Yahweh! [We didn't even built it to currently] prepare ascension-gifts and food-donations, or to prepare thanksgiving-feast meat. Yahweh himself will
search this out. 24 We [built the altar] for
fear that in days to come your children
might confront our children, taunting,
“What do you [East-side Cattle-Barons] have to
do with Yahweh, [the] Elohim of Israel?
25 — For Yahweh made [the] Jordan [river]
a barricade between us and you, you
children of Reuben {Look-a-Son} and
children of Gad {Troop}; you have no
share in Yahweh's [blessings]!’ If that happens, your [Western] children could [bar]
our [Eastern] children from worshipping
Yahweh! 26 So we said, ‘Let's hurry and prepare
[We Easterners are not rebelling!]

to build us an altar, not [currently] for [roasting] ascension-gifts, nor for slaughtering [feast meat]; 27 But [let's
make the altar] as a witness between us [East-siders] and
you [West-siders]. So [all] generations after us [will know]
that we [East-side believers] have equal [authority to] perform
services honoring Yahweh's presence. [We can cook]
our [own] ascension-roasts, hold our [own] sacred
cookouts, and [throw] our [own] thanksgiving [feasts].
[That way,] in years to come, your children can never
say to our children, ‘You have no share in Yahweh's

28 We reasoned that someday,
when your [western] descendants [impugn the
authority] of us [easterners] or our future
generations, we can say, ‘Look, our
forefathers made an altar to [honor]
Yahweh [just like yours], not [to compete with
your] ascension-roasts or your sacred
meat-feasts, but to witness that [we East-siders are just as Hebrew] as you [West-siders].’ 29
[feasts].’

Elohim forbid that we [easterners] would rebel against
Yahweh, to turn today from following Yahweh, to
build an altar for [roasting] ascension-gifts, or [cooking]
meat-donations, or for slaughtering [animals for sacred
feasts, to compete with] the altar of Yahweh our Elohim
who [appears] before his [westside] dwelling-place [where the

Priest Phinehas
{Snake-Mouth} (and his [West] Israeli million-man leaders and thousand-man
supervisors) hear the [eastern Cattle-Barons]
Ark rests].”
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voice their offer [of peace]. The [west-siders
beam,] happy [to have avoided a civil war].
A soft answer turns away wrath.
31 So Phinehas (the son of high-priest ELeazar
{El's-Aid}) says to the [Cattle-Barons], “Now we see that
Yahweh is among [all] us [Hebrews]. You [easterners] didn't
commit treachery against Yahweh. You've rescued
the children of Israel out of the hand of Yahweh.”
32 So Phinehas (the son of high-priest Eleazar),
flanked by [Israel's happy, dancing] leaders, returns from
[reconciling with the East-side cattle barons] , ___. The [westerners]
leave the land of Gilead {Monument-Mound}. They [cross
the Jordan river] to the land of Canaan {LowLand}. They
bring back the [good] news to [the families of Western] Israel.

This [reconciliation] delights the people of
Israel. So, ___, the Israeli nation [erupts
in] praise [to] Elohim. They cancel all
plans to go up against the [West-siders] en
masse. [They avoid] ruining the homeland
of the [east-side cattle barons]. 34 So, ___,
the [east-side cattle-barons] call their altar “Ed
{Witness-Between-Us},” signifying that
Yahweh is [the only] Elohim, [and that he rules
his united nation on both sides of the Jordan river] .
33

Today muslim easterners [Jordanians] fight Israeli
[westerners] to the death.

Joshua 23
Dying Joshua Commands Israel To
Stay Separate
1 [Over the ensuing decades,] Yahweh gives Israel rest from all their surrounding enemies, ___. [Meanwhile,] JAHshua ages to
his full life-expectancy. 2 So JAHshua
summons all [of] Israel's elders, their
heads, their judges, and their supervisors, ___. [JAHshua croaks] to them, “I'm
old. My time [of death] approaches. 3 —
You've seen everything Yahweh your
Elohim did to all these nations [to help]
you. Yahweh your Elohim is [the One] who
fought for you. [That's why you never had to use
military force to conquer scores of kingdoms.] 4 Look:
by [sacred] lot, I [preemptively] divvied to you
[the land of] the [pagan] nations who remain
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sea. 5 *Yahweh your Elohim, He,

will expel the [pagans] from
before your [stunned, singing faces]. He,
[not you, will] drive the pagans
[screaming] out of your sight. Then
you'll possess their land, as
Yahweh your Elohim always
promised you. 6 *So you, ___,
be very courageous. Guard and
live every word written in the
book of the law of Moses. Never turn aside from it to the
right hand nor to the left. 7
*Never mix among the pagan
nations who linger around you,
___. Never let the names of
their leaders & gods pass your
lips. Never swear oaths to [or by]
them. Never serve them. Never
bow yourself to their [jurisdictions].
[not you,]

That means you, Christian, never make any agreement with any member-state of the United Nations, nor with any state, county, or local unit of
those member states. That includes bank accounts
and driver's licenses. This verse also says to never
speak the names of the politicians of the world's
beast-nations.

*Instead [of joining in the socio-economic
world-system,] cling to Yahweh your
Elohim, as you have done to
this day. 9 *For before your
[stunned singing faces], Yahweh [keeps]
driving out huge, powerful nations. While as for you, no man
has been able to stand before
you to this day. Joshua 23:10 *One
of your men chases 1000 [fleeing
soldiers], because Yahweh your
Elohim is [the One] who fights for
you, as He promised you [He
8

[near us. These straggling pagans are no different from]

would. So you never have to fight anyone, ___.]

all the nations I already cut [out of the
promised land. Their territory] is an inheritance
for your tribes, from [the] Jordan [river] all
the way west to the great [Mediterranean]

11
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*So pay attention to [what]
you're [doing, ___. Always actively and exclusively] love Yahweh your Elohim.
12 *When you [go slack], you fall
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backward, ___. You get stuck
inside the surviving [unrepentant
pagan] nations who linger around
you. You intermarry with them.
You engage in bi-directional [forbidden socio-economic fornication] with
them.
Note that there are no killing instructions here
whatsoever. YHVH never commands his holy people to murder anyone.

*Know for a certainty, ___,
that [if you mix with pagans,] Yahweh
your Elohim will no longer
drive out any of these beastlynations from before your [faces].
Instead, they'll be snares and
traps to you. [They become flesh-ripping]
whips in your sides, and thorns
in your eyes, until you perish
off this good land Yahweh your
Elohim gave you. 14 *Look. Today I go the way of all the
earth. You [Israelites] know, in all
your hearts and in all your
souls, that not one thing has
failed of all the good things
Yahweh your Elohim predicted
concerning you. All [YAH's promises]
came true for you. Not one
atom [of his commitments] has failed.
15 *But you watch [out], ___.
Just as all [the] good things Yahweh your Elohim promised you
[have washed] over you, [if you rebel,]
Yahweh will [rain] on you every
evil [tragedy imaginable]. Yahweh your
Elohim will burn you off this
good earth He awarded you. 16
*When you've transgressed
the covenant of Yahweh your
Elohim, [when you've ignored what] He
commanded you — when
you've gone and served [non-He13
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gods and/or leaders, and
bowed yourselves to them,
then the anger of Yahweh will
flare up against you, ___. [If you
don't repent,] you'll soon perish off
the good land he gave you.”
brew]

Joshua 24
YHVH Recounts The Exodus
Finally JAHshua gathers all the tribes
of Israel to [meet at] Shechem {Neck-Ridge},
___. [Then JAHshua] summons the elders of
Israel: their heads, their judges, and
their supervisors. They [all] present
themselves before Elohim. 2 Then
JAHshua says to all the people, “Yahweh Elohim of Israel recounts,
‘In antiquity, ___, your ancestors (Terah {Wild-Goat} the father of Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions} & Nachor {Snorer})
lived on the [East] side of the [Euphrates]
River. They served [non-Hebrew] gods [&
leaders].
1

3

Then I took your fore-father Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions} from the land beyond
the river. [I] led him through this whole
land of Canaan {LowLand}. [I] multiplied
[Abraham's] seed-children. [I miraculously]
gave him Isaac {Laughter}.
To be Hebrew means to ‘cross to the other side’.
It's what's meant by ‘born-again’.
4
Then to Isaac {Laughter}, I gave [sons]: Jacob {HeelGrabber} and Esau {Rough-Red}. I gave Esau Mount
Seir {Rough} to own. Meanwhile, Jacob and his children sunk down into Egypt.
5

I sent Moses and Aaron. I
plagued Egypt. [You know] what I did
among them. Finally I brought your
[ancestors] out [of slavery, ___].

[400 years later,]

6

I brought your fore-fathers out of
Egypt, ___. Then ‘you’ trudged toward
the ‘Red’ sea. But the Egyptians, with
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chariots and horsemen, chased your
fore-fathers to the Sea.
7

Then

cried, “Yahweh, [help!”
put darkness between you and
the Egyptians. I pulled the sea over
them. I covered them. So your eyes
saw what I did in Egypt. Then you lived
in the wilderness [for] a long time.
[your ancestors]

So, ___, I]

8

Then I brought you into the land of the
Amorite {Mountaineers} who lived on the
[East] side of [the] Jordan [river]. So they
fought you. But I gave them into your
hand, so you could own their land. I,
[not you,] destroyed them before your
[stunned, singing] faces.
9

Then [evil king] Balak {Annihilator} the son
of Zippor {Bird}, king of Moab, rose up.
[He] warred against Israel. [He] sent [messengers] to call [false prophet] Balaam {Loner}
the son of Beor {Fire-Starter} to curse
you, ___:
Joshua 24:10

But I [refused] to listen to Balaam's [curse].
So even [the sorcerer] blessed you, ___!
So I delivered you out of his [occult] power.
11

Then you crossed [the] Jordan [river]. You
marched to Jericho {Moon-Spirit}. There
the men of Jericho fought you, [as did]
the Amorite {Mountaineers}, and the Perizzite {Plainsmen}, and the Canaanite
{Mercenaries}, and the Hittite {Sons-Of-Terror}, and the Girgashites
{Wanderers}, and the Hivite {Villagers},
and the Jebusite {Threshers}! But I, [not
you,] delivered [all those criminal pagans] into
your hand[s].

*
Then I sent the “hornet” ahead
of you, ___. [It] drove the [panicked pagans] out before your [stunned,
singing faces. I chased out] the two kings
of the Amorite {Mountaineers}, but
12
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not with your sword, nor
with your bow.
How much plainer could it be said? The pagans
were evicted from the promised land by YHVH's supernatural protection, not by military weapons! Yet
so many warmongering [biblical] movies and illustrations show Joshua and his minions brutally stabbing thousands of people.
13

So I've given you a country for which
you never worked, and cities you never
built. You thrive in [gifted land]. You eat
from vineyards and oliveyards [which]
you never planted.”
Joshua Again Begs You To Stay Independent
14 So now, ___, fear Yahweh. Serve
him in sincerity and in truth. Put away
the gods [& types of leaders] your fore-fathers served on the other side of the
[Euphrates] river, and in Egypt. You serve
Yahweh. 15 *But

if it seems
evil to you to serve Yahweh, you choose right
now who you'll serve.
[You're free to elect] the gods
& leaders your fore-fathers served on the other side of the [Euphrates]
river, or the gods &
leaders of the Amorite
{Mountaineers}, in whose
land you live. But as for
me and my house, we'll
serve Yahweh.”
Fun song on this verse.

the people answer, “Elohim forbid that we should forsake Yahweh, to serve [non-Hebrew] gods & leaders.
17 For Yahweh our Elohim is the One
who brought us and our fathers out of
the land of Egypt, from the slave-jail,
16 [Immediately]
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___. YAH performed those great signs
in our sight. He preserved us throughout the entire 40-year journey we took,
among all the [slutty, idolatrous warlike] populations we passed in transit. 18 And before our [faces] Yahweh drove out all the
beast-people, [including] the Amorite
{Mountaineers} who infested the [promised]
land. So, ___, [our generation] will also
serve Yahweh; for he is our Elohim.” 19
So JAHshua says to the people, “[Your
meat-bodies are neuro-mechanical pleasure-seeking ma-

you are incapable of serving Yahweh. For [YAH] is a
holy Elohim, ___. He is a zealous El
{Power}. He will never accept your rebellions and offenses. Joshua 24:20
chines. Without supernatural help,]

*When you, ___, forsake Yahweh, [when you] serve [non-Hebrew]
gods & leaders, then [YAH] turns.
[He] hurts you. He consumes
you. He stops doing you good.”
But the people rebut JAHshua, “No!
[We won't backslide!] We'll serve Yahweh.” 22
So JAHshua answers the people, “You
are witnesses against yourselves.
You've elected Yahweh [as your Sovereign].
[You've promised] to serve him.” The [crowd]
responds, “We are witnesses.” 23
21

*JAHshua says, “So now get rid
of the [non-Hebrew] gods & leaders
among you, ___. Turn your
heart[s] to Yahweh Elohim of
Israel.” 24 The people [deceitfully] answer
JAHshua, “We will serve Yahweh our
Elohim. We'll obey [only] His voice!” 25
So, ___, that day in Shechem {Neck},
JAHshua makes a covenant with the
[Israelite] people. And [YAH] establishes
schedule[s] and commandments[s] to
[guide] them. 26 [Then] JAHshua writes
these words in the book of the law of
Elohim. [Then JAHshua gets a team of strong men and
animals] to [lift] a huge stone. Then set it
up there under an oak by the sanctuary
of Yahweh. 27 Then JAHshua says to all
the people, “Look, ___! This stone will
be a witness against us. It ‘heard’ all
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as a witness to you
you deny your Elohim.”
[stone will stand]

[when]

The stone listens better than the people do.

Then, ___, JAHshua lets the people
leave [the gathering]. Every man [rides off] to
his land-inheritance.
Joshua Dies At 110 Years Of Age
29 [Soon] after these events, [in 1434 BC,]
Yahweh's servant JAHshua (the son of
Nun {Eternity}) dies at 110 years old,
___. [Israel serves Yahweh] all JAHshua's
days.
28

JAHshua only got to live in the settled Promised
land for 17 years.
Joshua 24:30 So the [Israelites] bury JAHshua on the
property he inherited in Timnath-Serah {Piece-Of-TheSun}, on Mount Ephraim {Double-Fruit}, on the north
side of Mount Gaash {Quake}.
The Septuagint adds some claptrap about circumcision knives going in the tomb.

Israel [goes on to] serve Yahweh all the
days of the elders who survive
JAHshua, [because those elders] had experienced all the feats Yahweh achieved for
Israel, ___. 32 The Israelites bury the
bones of Joseph {Increaser}, which the
people of Israel brought up out of
Egypt, in Shechem {Neck}, on a parcel
of ground which Jacob bought (for 100
pieces of silver) from the sons of
Hamor {Donkey-Man} the father of [Prince]
Shechem. [This land] becomes the inheritance of the children of Joseph {Increaser}.
31

Gen 33:19
33 [Finally,] ELeazar {El's-Aid} the son of [high Priest] Aaron
dies, ___. The [weeping Israelites] bury ELeazar on
Mount Ephraim {Double-Fruit}, on a hill [which the Israelites]
gave to [the priests, and the priests deeded] to [ELeazar's] son
Phinehas {Snake-Mouth}, [the javelin-thrower who pierced the pagans' privates].

Judges 1
Judah Evicts The Demon-Worshippers From Judea
1 After JAHshua dies, the sons of Israel
ask Yahweh, [using the sacred stones], “Who'll
be the first [tribe to send a praise-team] up for
us against the Canaanite {Mercenaries},
to overcome them?”
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"Judges" is an incomplete and somewhat misleading translation of "Shophetim". The word means
"people who set things right and then govern,
making decisions". Governors, overseers, leaders,
managers, would all be closer to the mark. Asking,
"Who" was a way of letting 11 tribes off the hook.
ALL the tribes were commanded to work together
to evict the pagans. Getting out of YAH's work is
job#1 for religionists who want blessings without
hard work.

Yahweh answers,
“Judah {Celebrated} will go up. Watch:
I've delivered the land into Judah's
hands.”
3 Judah's [leaders] say to their relatives,
[the leaders of the tribe of] Simeon {Listener},
“Ride up with us into the territory [YAH]
allotted to us. [Help us] overcome the
Canaanite {Mercenaries}. In return, we'll
ride [to do the same] with you in your
[promised land].” So, ___, [the men of] Simeon
ride with [the men of] Judah {Celebrated}. 4
So [the leaders of] Judah travel up, [praise-warring], ___. Yahweh delivers the Canaanite {Mercenaries} and the Perizzite {Plainsmen} into [Israeli] hand[s]. In Bezek {Lightning} the [Israelites] banish 10 thousand
[pagan] men!
2

#5221 nakah = cast out.

Thugs Cut Off Lightning's Thumbs
& Big Toes!
5 The [Israelite praise-teams] find Adoni-Bezek
{Lord-Of-Lightning} in Bezek. So they
overpower him [with praise-warfare]. They
banish the [demonic] Canaanite {Mercenaries} and the Perizzite {Plainsmen}.
#5221 nakah = cast out [banish].

But Adoni-Bezek {Lord-Of-Lightning}
flees. So [rogue violent Israelis] chase him
down, ___. They catch him. They cut
off his thumbs and his big toes!
6

Cruelty never commanded by YHVH.

*Then Adoni-Bezek {Lord-OfLightning} cries, “I cut off the
thumbs and big-toes of 70
kings. [Then I forced them to] scrounge
[and eat scraps of] food under my [royal]
table. Elohim is paying me back
for what I did to [my enemies].”
Then [the Jews] bring Lord-Of7
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Lightning to Jerusalem. He dies
there, ___.
Judah's Tribe Occupies Jerusalem &
Judea
8 Meanwhile the sons of Judah overcome Jerusalem {City-Of-Peace}. They
seize it, ___. They cast out its [satan-worshipping] inhabitants with the [supernatural]
mouth-sword [of YAH's Word]. [Then] the [Jews]
set the city on fire. 9 Then, ___, the sons of
Judah {Celebrated} race down to overcome the
Canaanite {Mercenaries} living in the hills, and in the
Negev {Southland}, and in the Shefelah {Valley}.
Judges 1:10 Judah's [tribe praise-attacks] the Canaanite
{Mercenaries} living in Hebron {Society} ([a city] previously named Kirjath-Arba {City-of-The-4-Giants}). Judah banishes [occult warlords] Sheshai {Albino}, Ahiman
{Gift-Brother}, and Talmai {Terrace}.
#5221 nakah = cast out.
11 From [Hebron, the Judeans] run [to praise-attack] the inhabitants of Debir {Oracle} (previously named: Kirjath-Sepher {Branch-City}).

Caleb Gives His Daughter To The
Champion
12 [There] Caleb {Battle-Cry} announces,
“I'll give my [gorgeous] daughter Achsah
{Anklet} as wife to the [first praise-warrior]
who banishes [the pagans of] Kirjath-Sepher
{Branch-City}, and seizes [their city].”
This is a flashback to a scene recounted in the
book of Joshua.

So OthniEl {Force-Of-El} (the son of
Caleb's younger relative Kenaz {Hunter})
takes [Branch] city, ___. So Caleb gives
his daughter [Anklet] to [Othniel] as [a trophy]
wife. 14 Anklet [gallops her donkey] to her
new hubby. [She] begs him to ask her
Dad for some land. [Hubby refuses.] So, [in a
huff, Anklet] jumps off her donkey. [Her Dad,]
Caleb asks her, “What [do] you want?” 15
13

Anklet [bats her pretty eyes, ___. She] begs Caleb, “[Daddy,]
give me another blessing. You gave me a [hot, dry]
south land. So give me some springs of water.” So
Caleb gives Anklet the upper springs and the lower
springs [near her land].

Judah Evicts Many Pagans, Then
Quits in Fear
16 From [Jericho] (the ‘City Of Palm Trees’)
the clans of Moses’ Kenite father-in-law
travel uphill [southwest] with [some] descendants of Judah {Celebrated}. These [Israelis
hike] into the Judean wilderness south of
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Arad {Fugitive}. They [foolishly] go and live
among the [evil Amalekites], ___. 17 [Meanwhile, the tribe of] Judah {Celebrated} travels
with its brother-tribe, Simeon {Listener}.
They cast out the Canaanite {Mercenaries} inhabiting Zephath {Watch-Tower}.
[They] utterly banish [its evil people], ___.
That's why [Zephath] city is called Hormah
{Banishment}. 18 [The tribe of] Judah {Celebrated} goes

on to take the [coastal] cities and territories surrounding Gaza {Strength}, Ashkelon {Market}, and Ekron

Yahweh stays with [the tribe of]
Judah {Celebrated}. So they occupy the
hill country, ___. But [their faith wavers when
they see] the [pagans'] iron chariots. [So the Israelis] fail to occupy the valley. Judges 1:20
[Meanwhile,] the [Israelites] give [the city of]
Hebron {Society} to Caleb {Battle-Cry}, as
Moses predicted. There [Caleb] expels the
3 [demon-spawn] sons of [giant] Anak {Strangler}.
Other Tribes Get Too Slack To Evict
Pagans
21 But the sons of Benjamin {Right-HandSon} fail to drive out the Jebusite
{Threshers} inhabiting Jerusalem. So,
___, to the day [of this writing,] the [Threshers]
dwell with the people of Benjamin in
Jerusalem. 22 [Meanwhile, ___,] the families
descended from Joseph {Increaser} rise
up [to praise-attack the city of] Beth-El {House-Of-El}. Yahweh sticks with [Joseph's descendants]. 23 The clan[s] of Joseph {Increaser} send [spies]
{Uprooter}.

to spy on

19

[the city of]

Beth-El

{House-Of-El}

(previously

{Nut-Tree}’). 24 Soon, ___, the
spies see a man come walking out of
[BethEl] city. The [spies] whisper to him,
“Please show us the entrance to this
city. Then we'll show you mercy [when
YAH kills these evil pagans].” 25 [The informant]
shows the [Israeli spies] the entrance to
[BethEl] city, ___. [So the spies] banish [everyone in] the city with the [supernatural]
mouth-sword [of YAH's Word]. But the [spies]
let the informant and all his family go
[free].

named ‘Luz

name to this day, ___. 27 [Meanwhile, the tribe of] Manasseh also neglects to drive out the [demonic] inhabitants of (and the towns surrounding) [the cities of]
Beth-Shean {House-Of-Ease}, Taanach {Sandy}, Dor
{Home}, Ibleam {Devouring-People}, and Megiddo {Rendezvous}. So, ___, the Canaanite {Mercenaries} stay [to
those lands. 28 But when Israel gets
strong, they put the Canaanite {Mercenaries} under taxation, [greedily disobeying
YAH's command to] utterly expel the [pagans
from Hebrew society]. 29 [The tribe of] Ephraim {Doublepollute]

also fails to drive out the Canaanite {Mercenarliving in Gezer {Cut-Land}. Instead, the [fruits] let
the Canaanite {Mercenaries} stay in {Cut-Land} among
them. Judges 1:30 [The tribe of] Zebulun {House} also
fails to drive out the inhabitants of Kitron {SmokeOut}, and the inhabitants of Nahalol {Pasture-Run}. Instead, the Canaanite {Mercenaries} live among the
[Israelis], and become [their] taxpayers. 31 [The tribe of]
Asher also fails to drive out the inhabitants of Accho {Hem}, Sidon {Fish-City}, Ahlab {Fat-&-Fertile},
Achzib {Freeze-Drought}, Helbah {Choice}, Aphek [Fortress],
Fruit}
ies}

{Wide-Open}: 32 Instead, the
Asherites live [shacked up] inside the [societies of the] Canaanite {Mercenaries}, the
[evil] inhabitants of the land. [So, ___, the
tribe of Asher suffers] because they neglect to
drive out [the pagans]. 33 [The tribe of] Naphtali {Wrestler} also fails to drive out the
inhabitants of Beth-Shemesh {House-OfThe-Sun}, and the inhabitants of BethAnath {House-Of-Eyes}. So those [pagans
stay] living among the Canaanite {Mercenaries}[who also] squat on [the Wrestler tribe's]
land. But the inhabitants of BethShemesh and of Beth-Anath become
taxpayers to the [Wrestler-tribe]. 34 Similarly, [because of Dan's spiritual weakness,] the
Amorite {Mountaineers} force the people
of Dan into the hills, ___. [The mountaineers
push back any Israelites who try to] come down to
their valley. 35 Meanwhile, ___, the [evil] Amor-

and Rehob

ite

stay [living in sin] in Mount Heres
in Aijalon {Deer-Field}, and in Shaalbim {FoxHoles}. But the power of the house of Joseph {Increaser} prevails enough to make the [pagans] into taxpayers. 36 The [would-be-Israeli] territory [held] by the
[straggling] Amorite {Mountaineers} stretches from the
ascent to Akrabbim {The-Steep-Of-Scorpions}, up and
beyond the Sela {Crags}.
{Mountaineers}

{Shine}

banish = #5221 nakah
26 The informant travels [north of Syria] into the land of
the Hittite {Sons-Of-Terror}. [The informant] builds another
city. He calls its name ‘Luz {Nut-Tree}’. That's [the city's]
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YAH's Angel Busts Israel For Mixing
W/ Pagans
1 Then Yahweh's [Commanding] angelmessenger [flies] up from Gilgal {Wheel}
to Bochim {Weepers}. [The angel] says,
“I [lifted] you [Hebrews] up out of Egypt.
I've brought you to the land I swore to
[give] your fore-fathers. I promised, ‘I
will never break my covenant with you.’

*
Then [I ordered you to] avoid making
any league with the inhabitants of this land. I [told you] to
throw down their [occult] altars.
Yet you disobey my voice. Why
do you do that, ___?
2

League=LEGal. Do not have legal relations with the
worldly nations, states, counties, courts and
judges.
3

I also said, ‘[If you won't obey me,] I
won't drive the [pagans] out before you,
___. Instead, they'll be thorns in your
sides. Their gods & leaders will trap
you.’”
4 As the angel of Yahweh speaks these
words to all the descendants of Israel,
the people lift up their voice[s]. They
weep. 5 So, ___, the [Israelites] name
that place “Bochim {Weepers}”. There the
[repentant Israelis] donate their [animals to feed
poor Hebrews and to feed the priests of] Yahweh.
[Remember]

Or “they slaughter [animals in a vain attempt to
pacify] YHVH.”

A Flashback To Joshua's Final Address
6 [Flash back to Joshua 24:28-31:] JAHshua lets
the people of Israel go [home]. Every
man [rides] to his land-inheritance to occupy [and manage] his [acres of] earth. 7 The
[Israelites keep] serving Yahweh all the days
of JAHshua, and all the days of
Joshua's contemporaries, (elders who'd
seen all the amazing feats Yahweh [continues to] achieve for Israel).
Another account Of JAHshua's Burial
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Finally Nun's son JAHshua (the servant of Yahweh) dies at 110 years old,
___. 9 So [the Israelites] bury [JAHshua] near the bound8

ary of his inherited-land in Timnath-Heres {Slice-ofSunshine}, in the hills of Ephraim {Double-Fruit}, on the
north side of Gaash {Quake} Hill.

The New Generation Forsakes
YHVH

*[In time, JAHshua's] whole
generation ‘meets their forefathers’ in the grave, ___. Then
rises a [perverted] generation,
ignorant [and apathetic] about Yahweh and the work he'd performed for Israel. 11 So, ___, the
Judges 2:10

brats of Israel flaunt evil in the sight of
Yahweh. They [abandon Yahweh to] serve
[demons they call] ‘Baalim {Lords}’. 12 The
[Israelis] forsake Yahweh, [the] Elohim of
their fathers, who brought them out of
the land of Egypt, ___. The [Israelis] follow other gods [& leaders served by] the people-groups surrounding [Israel]. The
[Israelis] bow themselves to [non-Hebrew powers]. This [stokes] Yahweh's grieving-rage.

When you apply for a driver's license, a passport, a
bank account, a loan, insurance, a National I.D.
number, etc., you enter the jurisdiction of the
worldly state. Religion blesses these evils and
drags you down, in an effort to grab 10% of your
evil war-booty on your way down to eternal fire.
False religion is a parasite that kills its host: you.

*The [fake Judeo-Christians] forsake
Yahweh, ___. They serve Baal
{Demon-Master} and Ashtaroth
{Easter}.
13

Sound familiar? Do you go to a church where you
praise ‘the Lord’, and celebrate ‘Easter’ instead of
Passover? Easter is the god of immorality posing as
religion. Sexual sin is as prevalent in the ‘church’
as outside it.

YAH Allows The Pagans To Pillage
Israelis
14 So, ___, the anger of Yahweh fires
hot against Israel. He delivers them
into the hands of ravagers who pillage
them. [YAH] sells the [hypocrites] into the
hands of their surrounding enemies. So
they can no longer stand when faced by
their foes. 15 Wherever the [rogue Israelis]
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go out [to battle], the hand of Yahweh
works against them, ___. Disaster
[falls], as Yahweh predicted, as Yahweh
swore to them [it would]. So the [Israelis]
cry [over their dead and wounded. They drown] in
distress.
YAH Raises Judge-Leaders To Save
Israel
16 Then Yahweh raises up leaderjudges. [Each successive judge] delivers the
[fallen Israelis] out of the [pagans'] ravaging
enemy fists.
Judges = #8199 shaphat: to judge, sentence, vindicate, punish; govern; defend, reason, rule.

The Israelis Ignore The Judges

*Yet the [rogue Israelis] refuse to
listen to their leader-judges,
___. Instead they run whoring
after other gods & leaders.
They bow [down] to [non-Hebrew jurisdiction]. The [Israelis] rush to turn
from the way[s] their fathers
walked in (obeying the commandments of Yahweh). The
[rogue Israelis show no interest] in obedience. 18 [Yet] Yahweh relents, ___. [YAH
17

the [Israelis] moan [and sob] because
the [pagans] oppress and vex [them]. Every
time Yahweh raises up a leader-judge,
Yahweh sticks with the judge throughout his full lifespan. [YAH helps the judge] deliver the [Israelis] out of the fists of their
enemies. 19 *But every time a
hears]

judge dies, the

relapse
[into their vomitous sins, ___]. Worse
than their fore-fathers, they
corrupt themselves by following [non-Hebrew] gods & leaders,
serving them, bowing down
under [savage jurisdictions]. The [backsliders] constantly practice the [pagans'] evil habits and bull-headed
misbehaviors.
[Israelis]

YAH Leaves Pagans In The Land To
Test Israel
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So, ___, Yahweh's fury
flames against Israel. YAH [shouts],
“This nation treacherously [breaks] my
covenant which I commanded their fathers. [Israel refuses to] listen to my voice!
Judges 2:20

21
—So from now on I'll stop driving away the nations
that have remained [surrounding] you [Israelis] since
JAHshua died.
22
[I'll leave the pagans] neighboring [you, ___,] so
I can demonstrate [the difference between] the
Israelites [who] keep [My] ways and walk
in them, like [those of your] fore-fathers
who guarded [My Law], vs. [the fakers who]
willfully [reject My Law].”
23 (Note, ___: YAH never delivered
many pagan nations into the hand of
JAHshua. (Instead, [YAH] proposed to
slowly drive out the [pagans]. [But when Yahweh sees that Israel loves fornicating with pagans,] he
[instead] leaves the [pagans in the Promised Land,
to punish Israel].)

Most translations make no sense of this verse.

Judges 3
Israel Fornicates W/ Deadly Straggler-Pagans
1 Yahweh [intentionally] leaves [pagan]
nations [alive in the Promised Land] to test Israel's [young brats] who never experienced
[praise-warfare] in [the land of] Canaan {LowLand}, ___. 2 [YAH leaves the pagan adversaries in
Israel] so that the [new] generations of Israelis gain experience, to teach them
[praise-warfare], so these rookie brats can
learn [how to fight spiritual battles]. 3 [Yahweh leaves] 5
Philistine

[War]-Lords,

and whole [hordes] of Canaanite
plus the Sidonian {Fishermen}, and the
Hivite {Villagers} living in mount Lebanon {SnowPeaks}, from mount Baal-Hermon {Lord-Of-The-Steeps}
to the entrance to Hamath {Joined-Walls}. 4
{Mercenaries},

Yahweh [leaves the pagans alive] to test Israel,
___, to demonstrate whether they'll listen to the commandments He decreed
[to] their fathers via the hand of Moses.
5 So, ___, the people of Israel [foolishly]
settle among the Canaanite
{Mercenaries}, Hittite {Sons-Of-Terror},
Amorite {Mountaineers}, Perizzite {Plains-
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men}, Hivite {Villagers} and Jebusite
{Threshers}. 6 And [just like modern Judeo-Chris-

the [Israelis] take the [pagans'] daughters as wives. [Jews] give their daughters
to the [pagans'] sons. [Hebrews fall to] serve
the [pagans'] gods [and leaders]. 7 So the
brats of Israel wreak evil in the sight of
Yahweh, ___. They forget Yahweh
their Elohim. They serve Baalim {Lords}
and Asherahs {Easters}.
tians,]

Does your church worship ‘the Lord’ and celebrate
‘Easter’? Wake up!

So Yahweh's anger burns hot against
Israel, ___. [YAH] sells them into the
grip of [Mesopotamia's] Aram Naharaim
{Two-River-Highland}. Their king ChushanRishathaim {Doubly-Wicked-Black} enslaves the people of Israel for 8 [long,
hard] years.
8

This enslavement occurs 490 (70 * 7) years after
Abraham left Mesopotamia. YAH destroys a nation
after giving them 70 * 7 years to clean up their
act. America is hitting its 490 years of colonization
soon, and will take the world down with it. [YAH]
doesn't tolerate sin forever. See Daniel.

YAH Raises Up 'Force-Of-El' To Rescue Israel
9 Finally, ___, the brats of Israel cry to
Yahweh. So for the people of Israel
Yahweh raises up a deliverer named
OthniEl {Force-Of-El}, the son of Kenaz
{Hunter}, (Caleb's younger brother). [OthniEl] rescues the [Israelites]. Judges 3:10 The
Spirit of Yahweh comes on OthniEl
{Force-Of-El}. So he guides Israel. He
[rides] out to engage [the pagans with praise-warfare. So Yahweh delivers] Mesopotamia's king
Chushan-Rishathaim {Doubly-Wicked-Black} into [OthniEl's] hand. [OthniEl's] power prevails against [the tyrant].
The mode of "fighting" isn't specified here, so we
assume it's praise-marching like at Jericho.

Finally, ___, the land rests [from war
40 years. [Then] Hunter's son OthniEl
{Force-Of-El} dies.
YAH Sends Moab To Enslave Israel
For 18 Years
12 Yet again, ___, the people of Israel
wreak more evil in the sight of Yahweh.
So Yahweh strengthens Moab's [obese per11

for]
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king Eglon {Calf-Jump} against Israel. [Eglon punishes] the [Israelis] for inflicting
damage under Yahweh's watchful [eyes].
13 [King Eglon] pulls the [inbred] spawn of
Ammon and Amalek {Blood-Licker} into
his [Anti-Hebrew conspiracy]. [This pervert coalition]
rides out. They strike Israel. The [warpigs] seize [Jericho aka] Ir-Tamarim {City-ofPalm-Trees}. 14 So, ___, the people of
Israel slave [for] Eglon {Calf-Jump} the
king of Moab for 18 [long, hard, bitter, dirt-eating] years.
'Unity' Stabs Eglon The Obese Pervert-King
15 Finally, ___, the brats of Israel cry
to Yahweh. So Yahweh raises them up
a Benjamite deliverer: Ehud {Unity}, a
left-handed man, the son of Gera
{Grain}. The people of Israel send Ehud
{Unity} to Eglon {Calf-Jump} the king of
Moab, with a [deceitful] present [in his battle-hardened hands].
vert]

Presumably YHVH wanted Ehud to kill these
Moabites. However, we have no information to
suggest that Ehud was destined for heaven. These
killings no more justify Judeo-Christian participation in war than do YHVH's uses of pagan kings to
kill people he wants dead. YAH does not ask his
holy ones to kill people.

Under his [long-shirt], on his right thigh,
Ehud {Unity} hides a two-edged, 9-inchlong dagger he'd forged, ___.
16

Not a cubit, but a 'cut', a word only used here.

brings the present to Moab's
king Eglon {Calf-Jump}, [who sits hanging] his
grossly obese fat [off of the sides of his royal
throne]. 18 Ehud {Unity} finishes offering the
17 [Ehud]

present. Then [the fat king] sends away [Ehud with] the
people who carried in the present.
Present = admittance offering. All the king wanted
was the gift. He didn't care about Israel.

Ehud {Unity}[sprints] as far [west] as the
stone idol-images [matching those at] Gilgal
{Wheel}. Then he [runs] back [east to the fat
king]. He says, “I have a secret message
for you, O king.” The king says, “I need
privacy.” So everyone standing near the
king leaves him alone with [Ehud]. Judges
3:20 So Ehud comes to [the fat king], who
sits in his own private summer coolingparlour. Ehud says, “I have a message
19
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from Elohim to you.” Then [Ehud] gets
out of his seat. 21 *Ehud {Unity}

reaches out his left hand, ___.
He grabs [his] dagger from his
right thigh. He thrusts it into
[the pervert-king's bloated] belly! 22 *The
handle sinks in after the blade,
___! The [king's] fat closes over
the blade, so that he can't
draw the dagger out of his belly. The [king's] poop [shoots out all over
the room]!
Or "[king's constipated intestinal] poop rushes out
[of the wound]", or "the sword's tip pokes out from
the king's behind." Gross, no matter how you
translate it!

Then Ehud {Unity} runs out through
the porch, ___. He shuts the doors of
the parlour on [the dead king]. He locks the
[royal chamber doors]. 24 As Ehud rushes out,
the king's servants [run] to the king's
parlour. They see its doors locked.
[Smelling Eglon's rotten poop,] the [servants]
assume, “[The king] must have closed his
summer chamber doors to hide his
[nakedness while he poops].” 25 *The [king's]
23

servants wait. They grow suspicious. [One says,] “The king [wouldn't usually] keep the doors of his
parlour closed so long.” So the
[servants] grab a key. They open
the doors. Shocked, they see
their lord fallen down dead on
the ground [in a pile of his septic intestinal
feces]!
Unity Leads Israel To Evict 10000
Warriors
26 Meanwhile, while [Moab's royal servants]
wait, Ehud {Unity} escapes. He [west]
runs past [Moab's] idol-images. [Finally] he
arrives safely in Seirah {Roughland}. 27
Later Ehud {Unity}[sprints] into the
Ephraim {Double-Fruit} hills. He blows a
trumpet. The people of Israel run down
[east] from the hill-country [toward the Jordan
river]. They follow Ehud [back east toward
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Moab]. 28

Ehud [screams] to the Israelis,
“Follow me! Yahweh has delivered your
enemies (the [incestuous] Moabites) into
your hand[s]!” So the [Israelis] rush downhill after [Ehud]. They seize the fords of
[the] Jordan [river's west bank] opposite
Moab. The [Israelis] refuse passage to all
crossers. 29 Then [the Israelis] banish about
10 thousand Moabite men, all lusty,
valiant [warriors]. Not one man escapes
[banishment, ___].
Or 'killed." 5221 nakah = strike or cast out.

So, in one day, Moab [falls,]
subdued under the hand of Israel.
Then, ___, [for] 80 years, the land enjoys rest [from war]. 31 After [Ehud], rises
Shamgar (the son of Anath {Answer}).
[Shamgar] slays 600 Philistine [warriors] with
a [stick used to] goad oxen! Again [a hero]
rescues Israel [from the pagans].
Judges 3:30

YAH can help you fight carnal wars if he so chooses. But what he really wants is for you to fight battles at the source of all conflict: the spiritual realm.
Shamgar may have not been an Israeli, but the father of evil Caananite General Sisera.

Judges 4
Israel Again Sins, Falling To The
Caananites
1 *As soon as Ehud {Unity} dies,

the brats of Israel [jump] back
into doing evil under Yahweh's
watching [eyes, ___]. 2 So Yahweh
sells the Israelis into the power-fist of
Canaanite king Jabin {Smarty}, who
reigns in Hazor {Hamlet}. [Smarty's] army
[is led by] General Sisera {Servant-Of-Ra},
who lives in Harosheth {Tool-City}, [a region crawling with] heathen.
Ra = Sun-god, worshipped on Sun-day. Jewish lore
improvises: ‘Ses-Ra's voice was so strong that,
when he called loudly, the most solid wall would
shake and the wildest animal would fall dead. Deborah was the only one who could withstand his
voice and not be stirred from her place.’

Terrorized by [Sisera's] 900 chariots of
iron, the brats of Israel cry to Yahweh.
For 20 years [Sisera] mightily oppresses
the children of Israel, ___.
3
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Prophetess Deborah Leads Mighty
Warrior Men
4 This, ___, is the era when [because the
men are cowards,] Deborah {Bee}, a prophetess (wife of Lapidoth {Shining-Flame})
[serves as] leader-judge in Israel.
Prophetess, like Miriam and Huldah.

Deborah {Bee} sits [as judge] under the
‘palm tree of Deborah’ between Ramah
{Heights} and [rogue] Beth-El {House-OfGod} in the Ephraim {Double-Fruit} Hills.
Israel's brats [flock] up to [Deborah] to get
justice, ___.
5

Mount Ephraim is near where Deborah's namesake
(Rebekah's nurse) died.

Deborah {Bee} sends [messengers] to
summon [General] Barak {Lightning}, the
son of AbiNoam {Gracious-Father}, to [gallop south] from Kedesh-Naphtali {Wrestler's6

Sanctum}[to plan a praise-war. Lightning rides up the

Deborah says to him,
“Yahweh Elohim of Israel commands
[you]:
‘[March north to] mount Tabor {Fragile}. Take
with you 10 thousand men of the [tribes]
of Naphtali {Wrestler} and of Zebulun
{House}.
fruited hills to Deborah.]

7

Then I'll lure Sisera {Servant-Of-Ra}, the
General of [Smarty's] army, with his chariots and his huge army, to you [Israelites]
at the river Kishon {Hard-Ground}. I'll deliver [Sisera] into your hand.”
8 But [the big Israeli General] Barak {Lightning}
[whines] to [lady Deborah], “If you'll march
with me, then I'll go. But if you won't
go with me, then I won't go.” 9 *So
Deborah {Bee} sighs, “Absolute-

ly; I'll go [to the praise-battle] with
you. But the [cowardly] path you're
taking won't end in honor for
you. Yahweh will sell Sisera
{Servant-Of-Ra} into the hand of a
woman.” So Deborah packs up.
[She] rides [north] with [General]
Barak {Lightning} to Kedesh
{Sanctum}.
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General Lightning Fights Evil General Sisera
Judges 4:10 *So [General] Barak {Lightning} [sends out a proclamation] summon-

ing

Zebulun
{House} and Naphtali {Wrestler} to
Kedesh {Sanctum}. [From there, Lightning] rides up with 10 thousand
[praise-warriors marching] at his feet.
Deborah {Bee} rides up [beside General Lightning].
[the leaders of the tribes of]

The Cain-ites Betray The Israelis To
Sisera
11 Meanwhile, Heber {Charmer} the Kenite {Lancer}, a descendant of Hobab
{Hug} the [brother] in-law of Moses, has
severed himself from the [evil] Kenites.
Heber [lives in] tent facing the plain of
Zaanaim {Emigrations}, near Kedesh
{Sanctum}.
See Num 10:29.

12 [The evil Kenite (Lancers)]

show Sisera

{Servant-Of-Ra} that [Israeli General] Barak
{Lightning} (the son of AbiNoam {Gracious-Father}) has marched [his praise-army]
up to mount Tabor {Fragile}.

Sisera Amasses His Hordes To Murder Israel
13 So Sisera {Servant-Of-Ra} gathers together all his chariots, [a whopping] 900
chariots of iron, plus [legions of attack-warriors]
surrounding them. [The pagan horde blackens
the earth all the way] from heathen Harosheth
{Tool-City} to the river of Kishon {HardGround}. 14 So Deborah {Bee}[shouts] to
Barak {Lightning}, “Rise! For today Yahweh delivers Sisera {Servant-Of-Ra} into
your hand: Yahweh [marches] out before
you!” So [General] Barak rides down from
mount Tabor {Fragile} with 10 thousand
[singing, dancing praise-warriors] following him.
YHVH Crushes Sisera's Hordes Before Praisers

*Then, [before the stunned] face of
Barak {Lightning}, Yahweh crushes Sisera {Servant-Of-Ra}, and all
15
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his chariots, and all his host,
with the [supernatural] mouth-sword. So [General] Sisera jumps
down off his chariot, ___. He
flees away on foot.
YHVH did the crushing. General ‘Lightning’ and his
forces did the singing.

Barak {Lightning} chases after the chariot-driven [pagan] legions to
heathen Harosheth {Tool-City}. [Barak]
overthrows Sisera's entire host [with] the
[supernatural] mouth-sword [of YAH's Word].
[Barak] leaves not one [of Sisera's] men [in the
Promised Land].
16 [Meanwhile,]

#5307 naphal = falls on / overthrows. The ambiguity in this word leaves a question as to whether
Barak kills the pagans, or banishes them.

Lady Drives A Tent-Peg Thru A General's Head!
17 [Meanwhile, mighty General] Sisera {ServantOf-Ra} flees away on foot to the [woman's]
tent of Yael {Ibex}, the wife of Heber
{Charmer} the Kenite {Lancer}. [Sisera hopes
to enjoy the state of] peace [then existing] between king Jabin {Smarty} of Hazor
{Hamlet} and the clans of Heber the
Kenite. 18 Yael {Ibex} runs out to meet
[General] Sisera {Servant-Of-Ra}. [She deceptively] smiles to him, “Come in, my lord,
stay here with me. Fear not.” So [Sisera]
ducks into [Yael {Ibex}'s] tent with her. She
covers [the General] with a rug. 19 *Then

says to [Yael {Ibex}],
“Please, give me a little water
to drink. I'm so thirsty.” So [Yael
{Ibex}] opens a skin-bottle of butter-milk. She gives [the General] a
drink. Then she covers him [with
another blanket]! Judges 4:20 [Evil General]
[General Sisera]

Sisera {Servant-Of-Ra} says to Yael
{Ibex}, “Stand in the tent's door. When
anyone comes and asks you, ‘Is there a
man here?’, you'll say, ‘No’.” [Then Sisera,
exhausted, dozes off to sleep.]

Jewish storytellers add: ‘Jael lay [carnally] seven
times with Sisera, to exhaust him in order to kill
him.’
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*Yael {Ibex} (Heber's
wife) [sees General Sisera] lying fast asleep, exhausted. So she takes a tentpeg. She grabs a hammer in her hand. She
softly sneaks to [the pagan
general]. She [raises her hammer].
She strikes the nail
through his temples.
The nail slams right
[through the General's head] into
the dirt [floor]! So [Sisera instantly] dies, ___.
21

The 1st of the Bible's 10 recorded deaths by the
hand of a woman.
22

*Meanwhile,

[General]

Barak

{Lightning} [rides his horse like the wind, pursuing] Sisera {Servant-Of-Ra}. Yael
{Ibex} runs out to meet Barak.

She [shouts] to him, “Come, I'll
show you the man you're chasing!” [General] Lightning runs into
[Yael {Ibex}'s] tent. [He] sees Sisera
lying dead, a nail [shot] through
his [bleeding] temples! 23 So, ___, on
that

day, before the [stunned, singing
people of Israel, Elohim subdues Caanan's king Jabin {Smarty}. 24
The powerful-hand[s] of the people of
Israel go on to prosper. [They] prevail
against Canaan's king [Smarty]. Soon the
[Israelis] cut that [ex-] king of Canaan off
[the earth].
[one]

faces of the]

Judges 5
Deborah & General Lightning's Rap
Dance Song
1 Then, ___, that day, Deborah {Bee}
and (Abinoam's son) [General] Barak
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lyrics: 2 "HalleluYAH! [Make a loud scene. Praise YAH] for
avenging Israel. [His unarmed, singing] people
risked [their lives to face an unbeatable foe]!
{Lightning}

sing

[these]

Or “Commanders, command! People, get up and
[make a loud scene]! Praise YAH [for saving] Israel!” This verse is a translation challenge due to
textual differences, but the basic idea is: “Throw
your hands in the air! Get up out of your seats! Get
this place jumping! YAH saved us!”

Listen, you kings! Give [me your] ears,
you princes! I'm parading, [singing] to
Yahweh; I'm striking [musical instruments] to
[honor] Yahweh Elohim of Israel. 4 Yahweh, you storm out of [evil] Seir {Roughland}[to kill our enemies]. You march out of
[murderous] Edom's south-lands [to destroy the
northern invader]. The earth quakes. [The]
Heavens fall. Thick [thunder] clouds dump
torrents [of paranormal punishment on the pagans]!
5 The mountains melt in the [incinerating]
presence of Yahweh. Even [mount] Sinai
{Bush} melts [away] from the face of Yahweh Elohim of Israel. 6 Since the days
[when Israel was led by] Shamgar (the son of
Anath {Answer}); [since] the days of [Judge]
Yael {Ibex}, our highways lie [abandoned,]
unoccupied. [Crime] forces all our travelers to slink down back-roads, [hiding from
robbers and rapists].
3

Referring to Jud 3:31.

The villagers languish, ___, [dying away]
in Israel, until I Deborah {Bee} arise, a
mother rising [to do a father's job: to guide] Israel. 8 [Israel] elected [non-Hebrew] gods &
leaders. So war came to their [city]
gates. [Oppression] ravaged [the lazy, cowardly,
unprepared Israeli populace]. Out of 40 thousand people, [scarcely one man stood ready, willing
and able to use] a shield or a javelin. 9 My
7

heart [goes out] to the leaders of Israel, [and to all] the
people who voluntarily risked [their lives to help Israel]. [I
pray] Yahweh gives you [his biggest] blessing[s]!
Not that they fought in battle, but that they came
out and faced a mighty military power with praisesinging.

Shout [praise to YAH,] you [rich lies]
riding [high] on [your prized] white she-donkeys, comfortably-perched on your soft
[silk] saddles! And [tell everybody about YAH's
power,] you [poor workers] trudging down [your
Judges 5:10
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roads.” 11 [Deborah and Barak sing, jump &
shout.] Yahweh's people [dance] down from
watering-holes to the city gates. [Their
dusty]

hands wave over their heads in ecstatic praise. Streets
shake from]

the noise of

[paraders' stamping feet.

Men blare trumpets. Teens thump drums! Women shoot]

praise-arrows [to heaven as if to kill demons in the
starry sky]. 12 [Lightning sings:] “Jump, jump,
Deborah {Bee}: lift [the music] up, up! Sing
your song!” [Deborah sings:] “Arise, Barak
{Lightning}! Lead your exiles [out of] slavery, you son of [your] Gracious-Father!
This is a very upbeat, spontaneous, celebratory,
jumping, pumping, song/rap. Very African. Not
churchy at all. (orig: son of Abinoam).
13 [FLASHBACK: Israel's few] remaining gallant [praise-warriors]
stomp downhill [to the battle]. The [common] people of
Yahweh [stream] down to [meet] me, [Deborah. We dominate the
world's] attack-troops [with praise-power]!
This verse is different in every translation. The idea
is that ordinary people had the courage to face an
overwhelming military challenge with faith.

Out of [the] Double-Fruit [hills] streams
a ‘root’ [of brave men to make praise-war against]
Amalek {Blood-Licker}. Then you, Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}: [your tribe] joins
your nation. Lawgivers [march] out of [the
land of] Machir {Salesman}. From [the tribe of]
Zebulun flock [elders] bearing the rod of
authority. 15 [BARAK:] [Watch] my chiefs from [the tribe
14

Issachar [march] with Deborah {Bee}, [leading] Issachar's [men]. [DEBORAH:] I send Barak {Lightning} on
foot into the valley [of battle. Issachar's men rush after him like lions!] Meanwhile, the clans of [the tribe of] Reuben {Looka-Son} [sit around searching their hearts, never deciding to act] ! 16 Hey
Reuben {Look-a-Son}! What [do you get by] snoozing by
your campfires, listening to the bleating of your
flocks, musing in your hearts, [never taking action]? 17
of]

Gilead
hunker down on the
[safe east side of the] Jordan [river]. And what
[does the tribe of] Dan {Judge}[get] by going
sailing, [hanging out] on yachts while we
[praise-warriors face the enemy]? [The tribe of] Asher
{Happy}[lies snoozing] on the sea shore,
safe in their [ocean] bays. 18 [The tribes of]
Zebulun {House} and Naphtali {Wrestler}
risk death [with us], [singing for] their lives,
[defenseless] on the open [battle] field. 19 [You]
[While we fight the praise-war, the men of]

{Monument-Mound}

royal

advance. [You] prevail! In Taanach
by the waters of Megiddo {Rendezvous}, [you]
overcome the kings of Caanan. [Yet you] take no silver gain. [You risk your lives solely for your love of Israel.]
[sons of Israel]

{Sandy}
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This is not a glorification of warfare. YHVH won the
battle by supernatural means, while the Israelites
prayed and sang, similar to Jericho's conquest. For
proof that Israel did not mount a military battle,
see the next verses:
Judges 5:20 [While we Hebrews peacefully praise,]

the

fight from heaven [for us]! The
stars in their courses devour Sisera
{Servant-Of-Ra}.
[angels]

The weapons of our warfare are not carnal. But
they are so mighty, they tear down fortresses.

The Kishon {Hard-Ground} river swings
his fist, [sweeping away] the [pagan invaders]!
The ancient watercourse of Kishon
stomps down the strong bodies [of the enemy fighters].
21

YHVH miraculously causes a flood that kills Israel's
enemy.

horse-hoofs hammer the
mighty warriors to bits, galloping,
stomping [the pagans' terrified faces into the mud].
22 [YAH's heavenly]

Or, "Sisera's mighty horses hammer their hooves
into the ground galloping, galloping [to murder Israel]."
23
“Curse you Meroz,”
shouts the angel of Yahweh. “I bitterly condemn
you for [refusing] to come help [praise] Yahweh, to aid
Yahweh's [people] against the warrior-tyrants.”
Meroz is conjectured to be:
a city,
an apathetic leader,
or a celestial/space culture/creature who refused to
help Israel.
Because of this verse, Meroz' name is synonymous
with apathy. During the American Revolution, Patriot writers argued that the Loyalists were guilty of
the ‘sin of Meroz’, in that they neglected to defend
their country, religion and liberty.
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mers [General] Sisera {Servant-Of-Ra}!
She smashes his skull. [The tent-peg] pierces [the General's] temples.
It jets [through his head into the floor],
___! 27 *[The General's big muscle-bound
body] sinks into the dust at [Yael's]
feet. Downed, ___, [never to rise,]
he crumples [in a death rattle] by her
[little toes]. [He lies] fallen, [forever] devastated. 28 [Back in pagan Caanan, General]
Sisera's Mommy looks out [her] window.
She cries through the lattice, “Why is
[my baby's] chariot [taking] so long to return
[home]? Why are the hoofs of [my son's]
chariot-horses [so slow to get back here]?” 29
The cunning courtesans of [the evil General's
worried Mommy] answer her with lies she
keeps repeating to calm herself: Judges
5:30 "Surely [our army] speedily [won the battle]. [Surely] they're [busy] apportioning the
plunder: to every man a womb [girl], to
each captain, two [womb-girls]! [Surely]
Sisera {Servant-Of-Ra} is [busy loading up Israel's riches] of all colors, [including for you, his
Mom,] a [garment] of many embroidered
colors, of rainbow hues of needlework
on both sides, fit for the necks of [warriors] who take the [best of the] spoils [of
war]!” 31 But [in reality,] all your enemies
perish, Yahweh, while [we] who love [you
shine] like the sun racing out in its might!”

Yael {Ibex} (the wife of Heber
{Charmer} the Kenite) [rises], blessed
above [all] women [for her courage]. She's
blessed above any woman in any tent.

[From the day Deborah and the General sing this song,]

*[The evil General] asks for [refreshing]
water. But [Yael {Ibex}] hands him
milk. In an elegant bowl, she
serves him [sleep-inducing] clotted-cream! 26 *[Yael {Ibex}] grabs
her [little girly left] hand on the tentpeg. Her right hand [clutches] the
workmen's mallet. She ham-

Israel Falls Into Slavery To The
Brawlers
1 The people of Israel fall back into perpetrating evil in the sight of Yahweh,
___. So, for 7 years, Yahweh hands
them into the power-fist of Midian [the
Brawler-nation]. 2 *The power of [the]
Midianite {Brawlers} smashes Is-

24

Not blessed for killing the enemy General. Blessed
for risking her life to save her people.
25
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years.

[for]

40

Judges 6

rael down, ___. So Israel's
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refugees [flee]. They carve out
dens in the mountains. The
[Israelis hide in] caves and other safe
[hiding places]. 3 Every time Israel plants
its grain, the Midianite {Brawlers} rush
up with the Amalekites and the [Arab
pagans] of the east to attack [Israel]. 4 [The
pagans] set up anti-Hebrew siege-camps.
They destroy the yield of [the] soil all the
way [west] to Gaza {Strength}, ___. The
[oppressors] leave no sustenance for Israel. [They kill and steal every] sheep, ox and
donkey. 5 [The pagans] swoop in with their
cattle and their tents. Like a million
grasshoppers, [they cover Israel], ___. Their
numberless war-camel-galloping [attacksoldiers] invade the [Promised] land to destroy it. 6 So Israel starves [nearly to death]
because of [constant war with the] Midianite
{Brawlers}. So, ___, the ‘sons of Israel’
cry to Yahweh. 7 Yahweh [hears] the children of
Israel crying to

[him, “Save us]

from the Midianite

So Yahweh sends a prophet
to the people of Israel. [The prophet] says
to them, “Yahweh Elohim of Israel says
this:
“I brought you up from Egypt. I lifted
you up out of the [devil's] slave-jail.
{Brawlers} !”

8

9

I rescued you out of the Egyptian power-fist. [I snatched you] out of the hand[s] of
everyone who oppressed you. I drove
them out before your [stunned, singing faces].
I gave you their land.
Judges 6:10

And I said to you, ‘I am Yahweh your
Elohim. Never fear [nor respect] the gods &
leaders of the Amorite {Mountaineers}, in
whose land you dwell.’ But you keep
failing to obey my voice.”
The Angel of YAH Appears To
Gideon
11 Simultaneously, in Ophrah {She-Fawn},
an angel of Yahweh [descends] to sit under
an oak [on the land] of JAHoash {JAH-Fired}
son of Abi-Ezra {Father-Of-Help}. Nearby,
[JAHoash's] son Gideon {Chopper} threshes
wheat in a wine-press, to hide it from
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the Midianite {Brawlers}. 12 The angel of
Yahweh appears to [Gideon]. [It] announces to him,
“Yahweh is with you, you mighty man
of valor.”
13 Gideon {Chopper} answers YAH's angel, “Oh my Adon {Lord}, if Yahweh is
with us, why has all this [disaster crushed]
us? Where are all [YAH's] miracles our fathers told us about?! [They] said, ‘Yahweh brought us up from Egypt! [He can do
anything!]’ Now [it's different]. Yahweh has
forsaken us. [He's] handed us into the
power-fist of the Midianite {Brawlers}.” 14
Yahweh looks [down] on Gideon {Hacker}.
[YAH] says [through his angel],
“[I like your toughness.] Go in that [spirit of
strength]. You'll save Israel from the hand
of the Midianite {Brawlers}. I've sent
you.”
15 Gideon {Chopper} asks [YAH's angel], “Oh
my Adonai, [how could] I save Israel?
Look: my family is [among the] poorest
[people] in [the tribe of] Manasseh. And I'm
the least [important man] in my father's
house.” 16 Yahweh responds to [Gideon],
“I'll be right with you. [So] you'll cast out
the Midianite [Brawlers like they were] one
man.”
17 [Gideon] replies, “[Yahweh], if now I've
found grace in your sight, then show
me a sign that [this angel really is] Your
[representative] talking with me.” 18 [Gideon contin“Please stay right here, [angel,] until I come back
carrying my gift [I'll] set before you.” [YAH's angel] responds,
“I'll stay here ‘til you get back.”
ues,]

So Gideon {Chopper}[runs to the corral]. He
prepares a goat-kid. [He cooks] unleavened cakes from a [bushel] of flour. He
puts the meat in a basket. He pours the
broth into a pot. He hauls [all this food] out
[of the kitchen]. He presents it to [YAH's angel]
under the oak. Judges 6:20 The angel of
Elohim says to [Gideon],
“Take the meat and the unleavened
cakes. Lay them on this rock. Then
pour out the broth.”
19
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So [Gideon] obeys. 21 Then the angel of
Yahweh sticks out the end of the staff
[he holds] in his hand. He touches the
meat and the unleavened cakes. A fire
shoots up out of the rock! [The fire] devours the meat and cakes! Then the
angel of Yahweh vanishes from [Gideon's]
sight.
Far away, the meat and matzot appear on the table of a poor starving orphan who just lost his parents.

Gideon {Chopper} realizes [the
visitor] was an angel of Yahweh. Gideon
gasps, “[Save me] Adonai Yahweh! I've
seen an angel of Yahweh face to face!”
23 [Via his angel,] Yahweh responds:
“Shalom, [Gideon]. Never fear. [I'm not
gonna’] kill you.”
22 [Suddenly]

24 So Gideon {Chopper} builds an altar there to [honor]
Yahweh. [Gideon] calls the place Yahweh-Shalom
{Peace-Of-Yahweh}. [The altar] remains to this day in
Ophrah {She-Fawn}, [in the region] of the clan of Abi-Ezer
{Father-Of-Help}.

Gideon Tears Down The Altar Of
Baal
25 That very night, Yahweh says to
[Gideon],
“[Go.] Get your father's young bull calf,
and the other young bull, the 7 yearold. [Before you return here,] throw down your
Dad's altar [he uses to sacrifice animals to] Baal
{Demon-Master}. And cut down the phallic-steeple-pole[s] surrounding the [altar].
Pole = Easter steeple.
26

—[Then,] in the most sturdy place on top
of this rock, build an altar to [cook food for
feasts in honor of Me,] Yahweh your Elohim.
[Then] take the second young bull. Fire
up a smoke-roast using the wood of the
phallic-steeple[s] you cut down.”
27 *So Gideon {Chopper} takes 10

of his workmen. [They] do as
Yahweh ordered. But because
[Gideon] fears his Dad's relatives,
and the men of the city, he
doesn't destroy their idol-temple in the daylight. He [smashes] it
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under [cover of] night. 28 *The men
of the city wake early in the
morning. They see
the altar of Baal {Demon-Master}
demolished,

and [Baal's] steeples cut down beside it,
and [Gideon's Dad's] second young bull
smoke-roasted on the cooking-altar

[which Gideon] built!
29 The investigators ask each-other,
“Who wrecked our temple and cooked
our animals!?” They [run around] asking [everyone. The townspeople blab], “Gideon {Chopper}
the son of JAHoash {JAH-Fired}[wrecked your
idol-temple]!” Judges 6:30 Then the men of
the city bark at JAHoash {JAH-Fired},
“Bring out your son, so he can die! He
threw down the altar of Baal {DemonMaster}. He cut down the phallic
steeple[s] surrounding it!” 31 A crowd [of
killers rush] against JAHoash {JAH-Fired}. He
challenges them: “Why are you defending Baal {Demon-Master}? Can you save
him? Everyone who takes Baal's side
will be put to death this morning! If
Baal {Demon-Master} is an elohim, let
him defend himself when some [man] destroys his altar.” 32 (Ever since [Gideon]
knocked down Baal's altar, people call
Gideon ‘Jerub-baal’, which means ‘Let
Baal {Demon-Master} defend himself!’)
Brawler-Nation's War Coalition Attacks Israel
33 Then, ___, all the Midianite
{Brawlers} and the Amalekites and the
[soldiers] of the [evil nations] east [of the Jordan
river] amass together. They cross [west]
over [the Jordan river]. They pitch [their warcamp] in the valley of JezreEl {El-Plants}.
34 But the Spirit of Yahweh comes upon
Gideon {Hacker}. [So] he blows a [praise]
trumpet. [The men of the clan of] AbiEzer {Father-Helper} rally behind [Gideon]. 35 Then
[Gideon] sends messengers throughout all
[the land of the tribe of] Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}. They rally behind Gideon. And
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sends messengers to [the men of the
tribes of] Asher {Happy}, and of Zebulun
{House}, and of Naphtali {Wrestler}. They
[all ride] up to join Gideon's [praise-army].
Gideon Gets A Sign From A Wet
Sheepskin
36 Then Gideon {Chopper} prays to Elohim, “Please save Israel by my hand, as
you promised. 37 Watch: I'll put a [sheepskin] wool fleece on the floor. Then, if
dew collects only on the fleece, while
all the nearby soil stays dry, then I'll
know that you'll save Israel by my
hand, as you promised.”
[Gideon]

An odd miracle to ask for. But dew would normally
collect on both the ground and the wool.

And thats what happens, ___:
[Gideon] gets up early the next day. [His
feet step on dry ground.] He presses the fleece
together. [His hands] wring a whole bowlful of dew out of the fleece! 39 Then
Gideon {Chopper} says to Elohim, “Don't
let your fury fire out against me… I'll
ask just one more [thing]: please let me
safety-check once more with the [wool]
fleece. Tonight [please] dry only the [wool]
fleece, while [you] wet the ground all
around it.” Judges 6:40 And that night Elohim does [just] that, ___: the dew covers the ground, while the wool-fleece
stays perfectly dry!
38

Judges 7
Gideon Leads Israel Against
Brawler-Nations
1 Then Jerubbaal {Baal-Grappler} aka
Gideon {Hacker} (and all the people with
him) rise up early. [They march out from their
homes.] They pitch [camp] beside the Well
of Harod {Terror}. To the north, in the
valley beside the hill of Moreh {Archer},
[Gideon] sees Midianite {Brawler} armies
[swarming to cover the earth]! 2 Then Yahweh
says to Gideon {Hacker},
“You have too many people with you for
me to give the Midianite {Brawlers} into
[your] hands. Israel [would] arrogate them-
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selves against me. [They'd] brag, ‘[Our]
own power-fist saved [us].’
YAH may not protect you until you stop leaning on
people to protect you.
3

So go now. Proclaim [my message] in the
ears of the [Israeli] people. Say, ‘Anyone
who is anxious or afraid, go home while
we [brave men] stay here on mount Gilead
{Witness}.’”
So, ___, 22000 [Israelites] leave. But
10000 stay. 4 Then Yahweh says to
Gideon {Hacker},
“You still have too many people [for it to be
clear that I'm doing a miracle]. Bring your [men]
down to the water. I'll test them for
you there. I'll tell you who to take with
you [to confront the enemy,] and who [to send
home].”
5 So [Gideon] brings his [praise-warriors] down
to the water. [There] Yahweh says to
Gideon,
“Divide [your people] into two groups: on
one side [of the river], [put] everyone who
[likes to] lap up water with his tongue
(like a dog laps). On [the] other side,
[put] everyone who [prefers to] bow down
on his knees to drink [water from his cuppedhands].
6 [Everybody runs to the stream to drink.] Only 300
people lap [water by] putting their hand[s]
to their mouth[s]. All the rest of the
people sink down on their knees to [suck
up the] water [straight from the river]. 7 So Yahweh says to Gideon {Hacker},
“I'll save you[r nation] using only the 300
men who lapped [water cupped
from their hands]. [That way it'll be obvious
that I supernaturally] delivered the Midianite
{Brawlers} into your hand[s]. So let all
the other people go back to their
[homes].”
8 So, ___, the [Israelites] take food and
their [praise] trumpets in their hand[s].
Gideon {Chopper} keeps the 300 [lapper]
men. He sends all the rest of [the] Israel[is] to their tents. [Chopper looks down. He
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the coalition-armies of Midian
{Brawler} beneath him in the valley. 9
That same night, Yahweh says to
Gideon {Chopper},
“[Wake] up. March down to [face the
countless enemy] hordes. I've delivered [their multi-nation army] into your hand.
sees]

Judges 7:10
—But if you're too scared [to face hundreds of thousands of attack-soldiers with your mere 300 men], then hike down [and spy on
the enemy] with your assistant Phurah {Leafs}.
11

—You'll hear what the [attack troops are]
saying. This will strengthen your hands
to go down to [face] the [killer] host.”
So Gideon {Chopper} hikes down [the
mountain] with his helper (Phurah
{Leafs}). [They eavesdrop] outside an [outpost
of] armed [fighters] from the [multi-army invasion force]. 12 Gideon {Chopper} sees the
Midianite {Brawlers} and the Amalekites
and all the [warriors] from the east. [They]
span across the valley like [an endless]
swarm of grasshoppers, with countless
camels: a crowd of [warriors] as numerous
as the sand of the sea, ___! 13 Gideon
{Chopper} creeps up [to the outpost]. He
spies a man telling [his] dream to his fellow [soldier]. The man says, “Listen — I
[keep] dreaming this nightmare: I see a
cake of barley bread come tumbling
[down the mountain] into the Midianite warcamp. It strikes the tent so hard, that
the tent flips over and smashes [into the
ground]!” 14 The [dreamer's] fellow [soldier] answers, “Your dream must symbolize the
[imminent conquest of the] sword of Gideon
{Chopper} the son of JAHoash {JAH-Fired},
a man of Israel. Chopper's Elohim has
handed Midian and [our] whole coalition
of armies into [Chopper's] hand!” 15 As
soon as Gideon {Chopper} hears [the enemy
soldiers] recounting the dream, and interpreting it, [Gideon falls on his knees]. He worships [YAH]. Then Gideon returns to the
[300 men] of Israel. He [shouts,] “Arise! Yahweh has delivered the host of the
Brawlers into your hand!” 16 Gideon
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divides the 300 men into 3
groups. He puts a [praise] trumpet in every man's hand. [They carry] empty pitchers with lamps inside.
{Chopper}

Trumpets = weapon of spiritual warfare.

Then Gideon says to [his 300 men],
“Watch me. Do what I do. When you
see me get to the edge of the [multi-nation
war] camp, whatever I do, you do the
same:
17

Good leaders say, "Do what I do. Let's do the job
together."

When I blow [my] trumpet, and all the
with me [blow their trumpets], then you
blow your trumpets on every side of
the [attackers'] camp. Then [shout], ‘For
Yahweh, and for Chopper!’”
18

[men]

Gideon here reveals a hint of his dark-side, a narcissistic bent.

So, ___, in the beginning of the
midnight watch, Gideon {Chopper} and
the 100 men with him sneak up to the
edge of the [enemy war camp]. They [see] the
[enemy guards] change watchmen. [Then the
Israelites] blow their trumpets! Then they
smash the pitchers from their hands!
19

*All 3 [Israelite] groups
blow their trumpets! They
break their pitchers! They lift
their lamps in their left hands.
They blow the trumpets in
their right hands as hard as
they can. They scream, “For
Yahweh and for Chopper!” 21
*The Israelites stand their
ground all around the [enemy warcamp. They watch] all the [hundreds of thousands of pagan attack] warriors run,
crying, fleeing [like scared little girls]! 22
*As the 300 [Israelis] blow their
trumpets, Yahweh sets every
[pagan] warrior's sword against
his fellow, throughout the entire coalition [of armies]. They all
flee to Beth-Sheetah {AcaciaHouse} in Zererath {Pierce}. [They
Judges 7:20
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to the border of AbelMeholah {Meadow-Of-Dancing} near
Tabbath.
scramble on]

YAH makes your enemies kill each other. All you
have to do is serve YAH.

Then the men of Israel amass together. [They stream] out of [the regions of]
Naphtali {Wrestler}, Asher {Happy}, and
[both regions of] Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}.
As one, [the Israelis] chase after the Midianite {Brawlers}. 24 Gideon {Chopper}
sends messengers throughout all of the
hill country of Ephraim {Double-Fruit}.
[They yell:] “Come down [and chase out] the
Midianite {Brawlers}! Seize [from] them
the waters as far as Beth-Barah {HouseOf-The-Ford} and [the] Jordan [river].” So all
the men of [the tribe of] Ephraim amass together. They [re-capture] the rivers [all the
way] to Beth-Barah and [the] Jordan [river]!
25 [In the process,] some [Ephraimites] capture
two Midianite {Brawler} princes: Oreb
{Raven} and Zeeb {Wolf}. The [Israelis]
slay Oreb on “Oreb {Raven} Rock.” They
slay Zeeb {Wolf} at the “Winepress of
Zeeb {Wolf}.” The [Israelites] chase [the]
Midianite {Brawler} army. [Israelis] bring
the heads of Oreb and Zeeb to [Chopper
who crossed to] the far [East] side of [the]
Jordan [river].
23

YAH did not tell any Israelis to cut off anyone's
head. YAH said that HE would fight for Israel. The
head-chopping was some Israeli thug's idea of fun.
But heaven lost no sleep over the deaths of the evil
princes.

Judges 8
Gideon's Wise, Humble Words Stop
A Fight
1 Soon the men of Ephraim gripe to
Gideon {Chopper}, “Why have you treated us this way? You neglected to call us
when you went [off] to overcome the
Midianite {Brawlers}!” The [Ephraimites] seize
[Gideon]. They wrestle [him to the ground]. 2

*[Instead of killing his mutinous attackers,]
Chopper [humbly] answers the
Double-Fruits, “I've achieved
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practically nothing compared
to the [valiant victories of] your [tribe]!
The ‘grapes’ [you sons] of Ephraim
leave on the vines outweigh
the entire harvest of my little
clan (of AbiEzer {Father-Helper}).
A soft answer turns away war. Gideon's response
shows great maturity and humility.

—Elohim delivered into your hands
the princes of Midian: Oreb {Raven} and
Zeeb {Wolf}. What could I do to match
[the glory] you've [achieved]?” By uttering
that [humble compliment, Gideon gets the Double-fruits] to simmer down.
3

Wide-Open Jephthah creates a war by blowing the
same situation that Gideon sails through peacefully.

Tent Town & Penuel Refuse To Help
Gideon
4 So Gideon {Chopper}[rides his horse back] to
[the] Jordan [river]. He [floats] over [east]
with [his] 300 [bone-tired] men with him.
Yet still [they] chase the [fleeing pagans]. 5
[Gideon] begs the men of Sukkot {TentTown}, “Please, give loaves of bread to
the people following me. They're exhausted. I'm chasing Zebah {Slaughter}
and Zalmunna {Cold-Heart}, [the murderous]
Brawler-kings.”
Zalmunna = literally, shade (defense) denied.

But the princes of Sukkot {Tent-Town}
“[Cut off] the hands of Zebah
{Slaughter} and Zalmunna {Cold-Heart}.
[Then bring the hands here.] Then [we'll talk about]
giving food to your gaggle [of stragglers]!” 7
*So Gideon {Chopper} [shouts], “OK!
6

[sneer],

When Yahweh delivers Zebah
{Slaughter} and Zalmunna {ColdHeart} into my hand, then I'll
tear your flesh with desert
thorns and briers.” 8 Chopper rides
up to [the town of] PenuEl {Face-Of-El}. He
likewise asks PenuEl's men [for food]. But
they answer Chopper just [as rudely] the
men of Sukkot {Tent-Town} answered
him! 9 So Chopper answers the men of
PenuEl {Face-Of-El}, “When I come back
safe & sound, I'll tear down this tower.”
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Gideon's 300 Praise-Men Evict
15000 Warriors
Judges 8:10 Meanwhile, [king] Zebah
{Slaughter} and [king] Zalmunna {ColdHeart} hide in Karko {Foundation} with
their armies, about 15 thousand men,
the only survivors [Yahweh left alive] of the
[warriors] from the eastern [Jordan river valley].
(For [Yahweh] had [killed] 120 thousand
sword-wielding [Brawlers].)
Obviously 300 men didn't carnally kill 120 thousand warriors!

So Gideon {Chopper}[and his tiny band of 300
up the road of the tentdwellers east of Nobah {Dog-Bark} and
Jogbehah {ProudHill}. There {Chopper}
casts out the [giant Brawler] army where
they sit feeling secure.
11

praise-warriors gallop]

#5221 nakah.

Zebah {Slaughter} and [king]
Zalmunna {Cold-Heart} flee. Chopper
chases them. He seizes the two
Brawler-kings: Zebah and Zalmunna.
The entire [multi-army enemy] host [lapses]
into panic.
12 [King]

300 men chasing 15000 = no ordinary battle. This
was like Jericho: men praising, singing, blowing
trumpets, then YHVH doing the fighting.

Gideon Exacts Revenge on Selfish
Food-Deniers
13 Finally, [before sunrise,] Gideon {Chopper}
(the son of JAHoash {JAH-Fired}) [ascends]
the Heres {Scrape} Pass [with his men]. They
return from the battle [to Sukkot {Tent-Town}].
14 Gideon {Chopper} catches a young
man from Sukkot {Tent-Town}. [Gideon] interrogates him. The man describes
Sukkot's princes and elders: 77 men [in
all]. 15 So Gideon {Chopper} rides up to
the men of Sukkot {Tent-Town}. He
[shouts], “Look! [I've got king] Zebah {Slaughter} and [king] Zalmunna {Cold-Heart},
about whom you taunted me. [You whined,]
‘Are the hands of Zebah and Zalmunna
now in your grip? [No!] So why should
we give food to your lazy men?’” 16 So
Chopper takes the elders of the city. He
[grabs] desert thorns and briers. With
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these [whips] he ‘teaches’ the men of
Sukkot {Tent-Town}[a lesson about authority]!

Not necessarily damaging them permanently. Also
note that YHVH never commanded the thorn-whipping, though the ingrates certainly deserved it!

Then Chopper tears down the tower
of PenuEl {Face-Of-El}. He murders the
men of the city.
17

Now going far beyond any commandment of YHVH.
Gideon is high on adrenaline. Never make a decision when you're excited.

Gideon Kills Kings Slaughter &
Cold-Heart
18 Then Gideon {Chopper} says to [king]
Zebah {Slaughter} and [king] Zalmunna
{Cold-Heart}, “Describe the men you
murdered at Tabor {Fragile}.” The [Brawlerkings growl], “[We killed] men like you, each
one stunning-looking, like the son of a
king. [And we'll kill you too!]” 19 Gideon
replies, “The [men you murdered] were my
brothers, the sons of my mother. As
Yahweh lives, if you had saved them
alive, I wouldn't slay you.” Judges 8:20

*Chopper [growls] to Jethro
{Superior} his firstborn, “[Get] up
and slay these [two kings].” But the
scared boy, still being young,
refuses to draw his sword.
Clearly now Gideon is operating in an evil spirit,
not in the spirit of YHVH. Righteous people don't
command their young boys to kill people.

Then Zebah {Slaughter} and Zalmunna
{Cold-Heart} taunt [Choppper], “You get up
and drop [your sword] on us, if you're man
enough.” So Gideon {Chopper} rises up
[in rage]. He kills Zebah and Zalmunna.
He [rips] the [royal] ornaments from their
camels’ necks.
21

YHVH did not command Gideon to kill those kings.

Gideon Refuses To Become King Of
Israel

*Then the men of Israel [cheer]
to Gideon {Hacker}, “You rule
over us, both you, and your
son, and your grandson. You've
delivered us from the Brawlers'
power-fist!” 23 *But Gideon
22
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{Chopper} [wisely] says to the
[Israelites],

“I won't rule over you.
Nor will my son rule over you.
Yahweh will rule over you.”
Gideon understands that top-down hierarchical
government always leads to tyranny. Men must be
led by YHVH, or they will be led by Satan.

Gideon Makes A Big Sculpture Of
Gold Plunder
24 Then Gideon {Chopper} says to the
[Israelites], “I do ask one request of you:
Each of you men give me the earrings
from his plunder.” (For the [Brawlers], being IshmaEl-ites, wore golden earrings.) 25 The [Israelites] answer Gideon
{Chopper}, “Sure, we'll gladly give you
the [Brawlers' earrings]. So, ___, the [Israelite
men] spread [out] a [big cloak]. Into it, every
man throws the earrings he's plundered. 26 The weight of the golden earrings [which Chopper] requested totals 1700
shekels [42 pounds] of gold; plus ornaments, pendants and purple clothing off
[the backs of] the kings of Midian {Brawler},
plus the chains [from] around the [royal]
camels’ necks.
About the price of 2 luxury mansions.

From that gold, Gideon {Chopper}
forges a [giant] vest [like Aaron's priestly ephod].
He installs it in his city (in Ophrah {SheFawn}). But [eventually] all Israel goes
there whoring after the [vest]. [They involve it
in demonic worship and/or man-made government] . So
[the giant vest] becomes a snare to Gideon,
and to his family. 28 Thus, before the
children of Israel, [the Brawler nation of] Midian bows, never again to lift up their
heads, ___. The country rests in quietness for 40 years, the remainder of the
lifetime of Gideon {Chopper}.
Gideon Makes Many Babies With
Tons Of Women
29 So [Gideon, aka] Jerubbaal {Baal-Grappler}
the son of JAHoash {JAH-Fired}, goes
[home]. He lives with his family. Judges
8:30 Gideon {Chopper} spawns 70 natural
sons! For he [foolishly takes] many wives. 31
[Chopper even services a] concubine in

Shechem {Neck}. She also bears him a
son, whom [Gideon] names AbiMelech {Father-King}.
Gideon Dies; Israel's Brats Sink To
Idolatry
32 So Gideon {Chopper} (the son of JAHoash {JAHFired}) dies at a good old age, ___. [His sons] bury
him in the tomb of his father JAHoash in Ophrah
{She-Fawn} [in the region] of the clan of Abi-Ezer {Fa-

Then, as soon as Gideon
{Chopper} dies, the brats of Israel again
turn [away from Yahweh], ___. They run
whoring after Baalim {Sovereigns}. They
make Baal-Berith {Lord-Of-The-Cut} their
elohim.
ther-Of-Help}.

33

Cut = Covenant = Berith, a word Jews use to refer
to the vile pagan rite of penile circumcision.

*So the brats of Israel forget
Yahweh their Elohim, [though] he
rescued them out of the power-fists of all their enemies on
every side, ___. 35 [The brats] fail
34

even to show kindness to the family of
Jerubbaal {Baal-Grappler}, aka Gideon
{Chopper}. They [refuse to repay] all the
goodness [Gideon] showed to Israel.
No good turn goes unpunished.

Judges 9

27
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Gideon's Evil Son, 'Father-King',
Grabs Power
1 AbiMelech {Father-King}, the [illegitimate,
concubine-spawned] son of [Gideon the] BaalFighter, [gallops his black war-horse] to
Shechem {Neck-Ridge}. [There AbiMelech]
conspires with his uncles and his maternal grandfather's whole family clan.
[They stage a coup against Gideon's legitimate sons.] 2

Abimelech [kisses babies
He says, “Please
[hold a public assembly. Get] the ears of all the
men of Shechem {Neck}. [Ask them],
‘What's better for you: for all the sons
of [Gideon the] Jerub-Baal {Baal-Fighter} (70
people) to reign over you? Or [for you to
elect] one [king to] reign over you?’ Remember, I'm your flesh and bone.”
[Smooth-talking politician]

to please the Israeli crowds].

Depending on how literal this count is, Gideon may
have had 72 sons. In fact, Gideon was such a slut,
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he probably spawned even more children than
that.

So AbiMelech's uncles push [political]
propaganda into the [gullible] ‘ears’ of all
the men of Shechem {Neck-Ridge}. The
[uncles vigorously] promote AbiMelech. So
the [sheeples'] hearts incline to follow him.
They say, “He's our brother. [If he's king,
we'll get free government benefits!]”
3

People elect leaders in the hope of selfish gain.
Man-made politics destroy nations.

hands AbiMelech {Fa70 pieces of silver out of the
temple of [demon-god] Baal-Berith {Lord-OfThe-Cut}. With this [money], AbiMelech
hires good-for-nothing thugs to shadow
[him].
Gideon's Son 'Father-King' Kills His
70 Bro's
5 So, [galloping in front of his band of mercenary assassins,] AbiMelech {Father-King}[whips his black
war-horse up] to his father's house at
Ophrah {She-Fawn}. There he murders
his 70 brothers (the sons of [Gideon the]
Jerub-Baal {Baal-Fighter}) on one stone,
___! JAHtham {JAH-Is-Perfect} ([Gideon's]
youngest son) hides. Only he survives.
4

So the

[electorate]

ther-King}

Gideon refused political power, and tore down the
Baal-shrines. His son murders to get political power, using donations from Baal's temple.
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to the olive tree, ‘You reign over us.’ 9
But the olive tree says to the [other trees],
‘[Why] should I abandon [my job producing] oil
[which people] use to honor elohim and
man, merely to hold sway over [other]
trees?’
Gideon refused to be king. When you attempt to
control other people, you lose the Sacred Spirit,
symbolized by oil.

So the [political] trees say to the
[independent] fig tree, ‘You come and reign
over us.’ 11 But the fig tree says to the
[democratic trees], ‘Why should I abandon
[producing] my sweet, wonderful fruit, to
hold sway over [other] trees?’ 12 Then the
[fascist] trees petition the vine, ‘You come
and reign over us.’ 13 But the vine [rejects] the [political trees]: ‘[Why] should I [stop
producing] my juice, which cheers Elohim
and man, to go hold sway over [other independent] trees?’
Judges 9:10

Juice, not wine: #8492 tiyrowsh: from #3423 in
the sense of expulsion; must; fresh-squeezed
grape-juice.

Then all the [fascist] trees say to the
bramble, ‘You come and
reign over us.’
14

[nasty, thorny]

Bramble = AbiMelech, the fascist Pater Patrias.

*So the bramble answers the
trees, ‘If you truly
choose me to be king over you,
15

Then [instead of killing AbiMelech the mass-murderall the men of Shechem {Neck} and
Beth-Millo {Citadel-House} gather together! They flock to Shechem. There ([under] the great oak by the [occult] phallic-steeple) they [crown] AbiMelech king.

[political]

JAHtham Screams A Parable Of Political Trees
7 [Dissenters run.] They report [the evil king's
coronation] to JAHtham {JAH-Is-Perfect}. [So
JahTham] runs [up] mount Gerizim {CutRock}. He stands atop it. He lifts up his
voice, crying, warning the [fascists], “Listen to me, you men of Shechem {Neck},
so Elohim can listen to you! 8 Once
upon a time, the [fascist] trees go out to
elect a king [to rule] over them. They say

The neck-men pledge allegiance to their Father-King, their pater-patrias, just like the lemmings of
the New-World-Order nations around you today.
They're necks without heads: wheat-stalks tied to
the fascist axe.

6

er]

Just like the nations around you gather around
their phallic monuments to crown mass murderers
as ‘Presidents’ and ‘Prime Ministers’.
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[flee to me for protection and subjection; duck

underneath my shade.
If not, [I'll shoot] fire out of my
thorns. [It'll] devour [even] the
cedars of Lebanon {SnowyPeaks}!’”
down; get]

“So now [I ask
you], did you deal truly and sincerely by
crowning [the slut-spawn] AbiMelech [as]
your father-king? Did you deal rightly
with [Gideon the] Baal-Fighter and his [legitimate] family? Did you properly repay
[Gideon] as his [valiant] actions deserved?
[No!] 17 (My father [Gideon] fought for you!
16 [JAHtham explains the parable:]
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He risked his life [traveling across countries] to
snatch you out of the power-fist of Midian {The-Brawler-Nation}. 18 Yet today you
rise up against my father [Gideon's] family. You've murdered his sons, [my brothers]! 70 men [bled to death] on one stone!
And you made your brother AbiMelech,
the spawn of [my Dad's] maid-servant,
king over the men of Shechem {Neck},
because [his slut-Mom was one of your clan].) 19 If
to this day you had dealt truly and sincerely with
[Gideon the] Baal-Fighter and with his family, then you
[could] light-up [with joy over your Father-King] , and he [could]

But since you
[killed Gideon's sons:] fire [comes to shoot] out
from AbiMelech. [It] eats [you] men of
Shechem {Neck} and Beth-Millo {CitadelHouse}, as [your] flames [spew] out to devour [your] Father-King!”
also rejoice in you. Judges 9:20

Mutually assured destruction.

Then JAHtham {JAH-Is-Perfect} runs
away [from mount Gerizim]. He flees [Shechem].
[He runs] to Beer {Well}. He dwells there,
for fear of [assassination by] his half-brother
AbiMelech {Father-King}.
The Neck-Men Rebel Against Evil
'Father-King'
21

22 AbiMelech

{Father-King}

reigns over Israel for 3

Then Elohim sends a smashing
spirit. [It fires hostility] between AbiMelech
{Father-King} and the men of Shechem
{Neck}. So Shechem's men treacherously [rebel against] AbiMelech.
years. 23

Smash = #7489 ra`a` = to spoil (break to pieces),
normally translated 'evil'.

boomerangs back the cruelty
inflicted on the 70 sons of
[Gideon aka] Baal-Grappler. YAH avenges
the blood-guilt [that stains] AbiMelech, who
murdered his brothers. And [YAH punishes]
the men of Shechem {Neck}, who
helped [Abimelech] assassinate his brothers. 25 So the men of Shechem {Neck}
set criminals in ambush on top of the
mountains. The criminals rob everyone
who travels along the path near them.
[Some surviving victims run.] They report [the
crimes to] AbiMelech. 26 Then [another evil warlord named] Gaal {Loathing} the son of Ebed
24 [YAH]

[Abimelech]

{Worker}[rides into Israel's central West-Bank area]
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with his brothers. [Gaal rides] over to
Shechem {Neck}. The men of Shechem
put their confidence in [Gaal]. 27 *Then

the [men of Shechem] [run] out into the
fields. They harvest their vineyards. They trample the
grapes. [They make juice/wine.] They
throw a party. They gather in
the temple of their [satanic] elohim. There they eat and drink.
[Then they] curse AbiMelech, [their
ex-‘Father-King’]. 28 [At the party,] Gaal
the son of Ebed {Worker}
shouts, “AbiMelech [is nothing]! Shechem
{Neck} is [a great region]! We [won't] serve
[Abimelech! He's] the son of [cursed Gideon, who]
attacked our Lord Baal {Demon-Master}!
Nor [will we serve] Zebul {Dwelling}, [Abimelech's] officer. [Instead,] serve the men of
Hamor {Donkey-Man}, the fore-father of
[the original] Shechem [Neck, who seduced Israel's
son Dinah]. Why should we serve [Abimelech]?
29 —I wish to god this populace were
under my hand! Then I'd flush AbiMelech [down to hell, like the feces he is]!” [Gaal]
taunts AbiMelech {Father-King}, [shouting],
“Build your biggest army, then come
out [and face me, if you're man enough]!”
Father-King's Governor Betrays
Gaal's Rebels
Judges 9:30 Zebul {Dwelling}, [Shechem's] city
governor, hears Gaal the slave-son's
taunts. So [Zebul] erupts in fury, ___. 31
Governor [Zebul] secretly sends messengers to AbiMelech, warning, “Look!
Ebed's brat Gaal and his brothers have
invaded Shechem {Neck}. Watch out!
They're inciting the city against you. 32
—So get up under cover of [darkness]
tonight. Take [your troops] with you. Lie in
ambush in the field. 33 Then, in the
morning, as soon as the sun rises,
jump up quick. Attack Shechem {Neck}
city. Then you'll see: when [Gaal] and [his
warriors] rush out against you, you can
[kill] them at will.” 34 So AbiMelech {Father-King} rises up that night with all his
{Loathing}
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[troops].

They split into 4 squadrons.
They all lay in ambush facing Shechem
{Neck-City}. 35 Then [at sunrise,] Ebed's brat
Gaal {Loathing} walks out [of his whorehouse].
He stands in the entrance-gate to
[Shechem] city. Then AbiMelech {Father-King} rises up from his hiding place with
his troops. [They storm toward the city gate!] 36
Gaal {Loathing} sees [AbiMelech's soldiers]. [Gaal
shouts] to [Governor] Zebul, “Look! People
are [running] down from the mountaintops!” [Governor] Zebul lies to Gaal, “You
mistake mountain shadows for men.” 37
Then Gaal {Loathing}[yells at the lying politician
Zebul]. [Gaal] insists, “Look! Troops are
running down off Tabbur-Erez {Earth'sNavel}. And another squadron is rushing
straight [at us] from the Elon-Meonenim
{Oracle-Oak}!” 38 *Then [Governor] Ze-

bul

to [Gaal], “Where's your
[big] mouth [now]? [You bragged,]
‘AbiMelech {Father-King} is [nothing]!
We [won't] serve [that punk]!’ 'Looks
like the people you despised [are
attacking you]. Go! Fight them!” 39
[yells]

Gaal {Loathing} charges in front of
Shechem's troops. They rush out [of the
city gate]. They attack AbiMelech {Father-King}[and his troops].
Father-King Massacres The Neck-City Rebels
Judges 9:40 AbiMelech {Father-King} chases
[Gaal]. Gaal flees before Abimelech.
Many [of Shechem's warriors] die [like dogs].
Dead bodies [pile up], ___! [Bleeding corpses]
cover the ground all the way to
[Shechem's] city gate! 41 [That night] AbiMelech {Father-King} camps at Arumah
{Heights}. Meanwhile, [Governor] Zebul
thrusts out Gaal {Loathing} and [Gaal's]
relatives. [Zebul] forbids them to live in
Shechem {Neck}. 42 The next day after [Zebul
people race out into the fields.
They tell AbiMelech {Father-King}, [“Gaal's coming this way!”]
banishes Gaal, Neck-City's]

So AbiMelech {Father-King} deploys his
troops. He divides them into 3
squadrons. He lays another ambush in
43
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the field. Then he looks [up]. He sees
[Gaal's] troops careening out of Shechem
{Neck} City! So AbiMelech jumps up and
attacks them. He strikes them. 44 AbiMelech {Father-King} and the squadron
with him rush forward to stand [and fight]
in the {Neck} City entrance-gate. Abimelech's other two divisions run upon all
[Gaal's] troops in the fields. [AbiMelech's troops]
murder [Gaal's rebels]. 45 *All that day,
AbiMelech {Father-King} fights
against Shechem {Neck} city. Fi-

nally he seizes the city. He
slays the people inside. He
tears down its buildings. He
covers its land with salt [so nothing
will ever grow there again]! 46 All the men in
the tower of Shechem {Neck} hear [that]
their [city lies destroyed]. They [flee] into a
fortified [hiding] place in the temple of ElBerith {God-Of-The-Cut}. 47 [Informants run to
Shechem's city gate.] They tell AbiMelech {Father-King} that [he can find] all the [rebels]
from Shechem-tower huddling [in elBerith's pagan temple]. 48 So AbiMelech {Father-King} leads his troops up to mount
Zalmon {Phantom-Mountain}. There [AbiMelech] takes an axe in his hand. He cuts
down a bough from the tree. He grabs
the [bough]. He lays it on his shoulder.
He says to his troops, “You saw me [cut
that branch]. Hurry up! Do what I did.” 49
So, ___, every troop-man cuts down
his branch. [They all] follow AbiMelech to
[Gaal's] stronghold. Abimelech and his
men lay the branches against the
stronghold. They set the [branches] on
fire! The stronghold burns down! So all
the men of the tower of Shechem
{Neck} die there, about 1000 men and
women, ___!
A Woman Drops A Rock On FatherKing's Head
Judges 9:50 Then AbiMelech {Father-King}
marches [his armies to the city of] Tevetz
{Bleached-White}. [They set up] war-camp
against it. They seize it! 51 [Abimelech sees]
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all the men and women [and children] of
[Tevetz] city flee to a fortified tower inside
the city. [The people] lock the [tower doors].
They race up [ladders. They stumble up stairs] to
the top of the tower. 52 So AbiMelech

Puah {Blast}, the son of Dodo {Loving}).

ing rams],

3 After [Red Wiggler, Yah] raises up Jair {Goldshine}, from
Gilead {Monument-Mound}. {Goldshine} leads Israel for
22 years. 4 [Jair {Goldshine}] spawns 30 sons. They ride
[around Israel] on 30 donkey colts. [These sons come to] own
30 cities in the land of Gilead {Witness}. [These cities are]
to this day collectively called Havoth-Jair {Hamlets-OfGoldshine}, ___. 5 Jair {Goldshine} dies. [His sons] bury
him in Camon {Hill}.

{Father-King}[breaks through the city wall with batter-

___! He storms the tower. His

[army fires weapons. The tower windows blow apart!]

AbiMelech rushes to the tower door,
wielding an incendiary [bomb] to burn it
with fire. 53 *Suddenly a woman

drops a piece of a
millstone on AbiMelech's head!
[The rock] cracks open his skull,
___! 54 *Then Abimelech, [coughing
blood,] screams at his young armor-bearer, “Draw your sword!
Kill me, so men can never
taunt me [in my grave,] saying, ‘A
woman killed [the great Father-King].’”
So Abimelech's young [lieutenant
draws his sword]. He thrusts Abimelech through. [Finally the ‘great’ Pater
Patrias lies] dead [in a pool of his own blood
and brains]. 55 The men of Israel see AbiMelech
[in the tower above]

{Father-King}

dead. So they all run to their

[homes].

56

*Thus Elohim repays evil AbiMelech {Father-King} for the wicked
[murders] he committed against
his father [Gideon's family]: ([AbiMelech]
assassinated his [own] 70 brothers.) 57 Back on their own heads, Elohim dumps all the ruin [wreaked] by the
jerks of Shechem {Neck}. Thus [YAH] fulfills the prophetic curse uttered [in the tree
parable] of JAHtham {JAH-Is-Perfect}, [the only
surviving] son of Gideon the Jerub-Baal
{Baal-Fighter}.

Judges 10
Tola [Red-Wiggler] Leads Israel
For 23 years
1 So AbiMelech {Father-King} [dies], ___. Then, from
[the tribe of] Issachar {Reward}, [YAH] raises a man to defend Israel. [The man is named] Tola {Red-Wiggler} (the son of
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Tola [rises from] Shamir
in the Ephraim {Double-Fruit} Hills. 2
Tola {Red-Wiggler} guides Israel for 23 years. Then
he dies. [His sons] bury him [at home] in Shamir {SharpDiamond}.
{Sharp-Diamond}

'Goldshine' Leads Israel For 22
years

Israel Falls Back Into Sin & Slavery
18 Years
6 Again the brats of Israel fall into committing ruinous [acts] in the sight of Yahweh. They serve Baalim {Sovereigns}, including Ashtaroth {Easter}, and the gods
[and leaders]:
of [Highland] Syria,
and of Sidon {Fish-City},
and of [incestuous] Moab,
and of the [inbred] spawn of Ammon,
and of the Palestinians.
The [Israelites] forsake Yahweh. They
[refuse] to serve him. 7 So, ___, the
anger of Yahweh flames hot against Israel. He sells them into the hands of
Philistines [on the western seacoast], and into
the hands of the [inbred Arabian] spawn of
Ammon [on the east]. 8 Starting that year,
and for 18 years, the [the inbred Arabs] persecute and oppress the people of Israel
who live on the far [East] side of [the]
Jordan [river] in the land of the Amorite
{Mountaineers}, in Gilead {Witness}. 9 Even
worse, the [inbred] spawn of Ammon
cross [west] over [the] Jordan [river] to fight
against the tribes of Judah {Celebrated},
Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}, and Ephraim
{Double-Fruit}. So Israel lives in constant
suffering, ___.
Brats Of Israel Whine, But YAH Ignores Them
Judges 10:10 So the people of Israel cry to
Yahweh, moaning, “We've sinned
against you. We've not only forsaken
our Elohim. We've [defected to] serve [human
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Baalim {Sovereigns}.” 11 So
Yahweh answers the brats of Israel,
“Didn't I rescue you from the Egyptians,
and from the Amorite {Mountaineers},
from the [inbred] spawn of Ammon, and
from the Philistines?

475

In Gilead lives a man named Jephthah
{Wide-Open}. He's a mighty man of valor. [Flash back to] Jephthah's [scandalous past:]
his Dad (Gilead) fathers him [by sleeping
with] a prostitute!

and demonic]

1

12

This is a story about a man who incites war because he can't keep his big mouth shut. Jepthah is
rightly nicknamed ‘Big-Mouth’.

—And

[didn't I save you when]

the Sidonian

{Fish-Fighters} and the Amalekite {Blood-Lickers}, and the descendants of Maon
{Abode} oppressed you? You cried to

me. So I snatched you out of the
[pagans'] clutches.
13

Yet you've forsaken me to slave [for
inferior] gods & leaders! So I'll rescue you
[brats] no more.
14

—Go and cry to the gods & leaders
you've elected. Let them rescue you in
your time of trouble.”
15 Yet the brats of Israel moan to Yahweh, “We've sinned. Do to us whatever
seems good to you. Just please rescue
us today!”
The Israelites Actively Repent
16 Then the [Israelites] get rid of the alien
gods & [non-Hebrew] leaders among them.
They serve Yahweh. So, ___, [YAH's]
heart breaks. [It hurts him to] see Israel [in]
misery. 17 Then the [inbred] spawn of Ammon amass together at [their war] camp in
Gilead {Witness}. So the people of Israel
assemble themselves together. They
camp [in terror] in Mizpah {Watch-Tower}. 18
Gilead's people and chiefs ask each
other, “What man is willing to be the
first [hero] to fight against the [inbred]
spawn of Ammon? [If the hero survives,] he'll
be head over all [us] inhabitants of
Gilead {Witness}.”
YAH just said he'd fight for Israel. Yet here the Israelis again elect a human to fight for them. Just
like modern Judeo-Christians.

Judges 11
Whore-Spawn Jephthah's HalfBro's Disown Him
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Gilead's [real] wife also bears several
sons to Gilead {Witness-Mound}. When
these ([Jephtah's] half-brothers) grow up,
they chase Jephthah off the land,
screaming, ‘You won't get [one stick] of
our father's inheritance, you son of a
whore!’
Jephthah Turns Into A Notorious
Criminal Boss
3 So Jephthah {Wide-Open} flees from his
[hateful] brothers. He dwells in the land of
Tob {Good}. There a bunch of rebels
flock around Jephthah. They run out
[raiding] with him. 4 Time passes. The [inbred] spawn of Ammon make war
against Israel.
Israelis Slink Back To Beg Jephthah
To Fight
5 So, because the [inbred] spawn of Ammon are making war against Israel, the
elders of Gilead {Monument-Mound} go to
reclaim Jephthah {Wide-Open} from of
the land of Tob {Good}. 6 [Israel's elders] beg
Jephthah, “Come and be our captain, so
we can fight the [inbred] spawn of Ammon.” 7 But Jephthah answers the elders of Gilead, “Aren't you the guys
who hated me so much you kicked me
out of my Dad's house? Why do you
[think I'd be interested in solving] your
problems?” 8 The elders of Gilead answer Jephthah, “[We've seen the light.] We're
turning back to you now. So please go
with us. Fight against the [inbred] spawn
of Ammon. Then [we'll elect you] head over
all us inhabitants of Gilead {WitnessMound}.” 9 So Jephthah {Wide-Open} asks
the elders of Gilead, “[Lemme get this straight:]
If you bring me back [to my homeland] to
fight against the [inbred] spawn of Am2
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mon, and Yahweh hands them [over to]
me, [you're saying] I'll be your sovereign?”
The evil world makes its fighters chief. The Kingdom Of Heaven is led by those who love their enemies.

Gilead's elders promise
Jephthah, “Yahweh hears [everything we say
to each other]. [He'll punish us] if we don't [make
you our chief] exactly like you just described.”
Judges 11:10

A mild imprecatory oath.

Jephthah Gets Crowned Commander-In-Chief
11 So Jephthah {Wide-Open}[rides out] with
the elders of Gilead {Witness}. The people elect [Jephthah] head [governor] and
commander over them. There, before
Yahweh in Mizpah {Watch-Tower}, Jephthah repeats his [intention to conquer the enemy
in exchange for dictatorial powers over the region of
Gilead].

Jephthah Tries Reason With The Inbred Enemy
12 So Jephthah {Wide-Open} sends messengers to the king of the [inbred] spawn
of Ammon, saying, “Have I done something wrong to you, to incite you to invade my land to fight me?” 13 The king
of the [inbred] spawn of Ammon answers
Jephthah's messengers: “Yes. [Long ago,]
when [your nation] Israel emigrated up
[north] from Egypt, they stole my land
from me. [I rightfully own the territory from the]
Arnon {Rushing}[river near lake Galilee, south] to
[the] Jabbok {Gushing}[river]. [My land extends
west] to [the] Jordan [river]. So peacefully
restore those lands to me. Now!”
Like today, war is based on water-claims.
14 So Jephthah {Wide-Open} sends messengers back
to the king of the [inbred] spawn of Ammon. 15 [The
messengers say to the angry-faced enemy king,]

“Jephthah {Wide-Open} says, ‘Israel didn't take away the land of [incestuous]
Moab, nor the land of the [inbred] spawn
of Ammon: 16 —Rather, when Israel came up

from Egypt, they hiked through [north Africa's]
wilderness to the Red Sea. They arrived at Kadesh
[north]

Then Israel sent messengers
to the king of Edom, asking [nicely],
“Please let [us] pass through your land.”
{Sanctuary}.

17
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But the king of Edom refused to listen.
[Israel] sent a similar [peace offer] to the
king of Moab. But he too refused to respect [Israel's right to travel]. So Israel stayed
[stuck] in Kadesh {Sanctuary}.

Right-to-travel violations are inherently evil. Right
now, almost the whole world is on a right-to-travel
lockdown. You are effectively barred from using
roads, ships or airplanes unless you have sworn a
loyalty oath to one of Satan's New World Order nation states. The noose tightens every day, as ever-increasing demands for vaccination and biometric tracking/marking further destroy your freedom
to direct your own life.
18

Then,

[instead of fighting for their right to travel

trudged [hundreds of miles]
through the wilderness. They passed
[east] around [both] the [south] land of
Edom, and the land of Moab. [Israel]
eventually reached the [north] east side
of the land of Moab. [Israel] pitched [camp]
on the [north] side of [the] Arnon {Rushing}
[river]. They never set [one toe] across
Moab's border. [Israel respected the] Arnon
[river] as Moab's boundary.
the short way, Israel]

The Arnon river empties into the Dead Sea. The
Jabbok river lies further north, between the Dead
Sea and Lake Galilee.

Then Israel sent messengers to Sihon {Tornado}, the Amorite [mountaineers']
king, [who ruled] in Heshbon {Intelligence}.
Israel said to [king Tornado], “Please let us
pass through your land into our [new
homeland].” Judges 11:20 But Sihon {Tornado}
didn't trust Israel to pass through his
territory. Instead, Sihon gathered all
his troops together. [He] pitched [warcamp] in Jahaz {Stomp}. There [king Tornado]
attacked Israel. 21 So Yahweh Elohim of
Israel [supernaturally] delivered Sihon
{Tornado} and all his people into the
hand of Israel. So the [Israelites] evicted
[Tornado]. That's how Israel [got lawful] possession of all the land of the Amorite
{Mountaineers}, the inhabitants of
[Tornado's] country.
19

Evicted = #5221 nakah.

So [Yahweh gave Israel] ownership [of] all
the lands of the Amorite {Mountaineers},
from [the] Arnon {Rushing}[river] all the
way [north] to [the] Jabbok {Gushing}[river],
22
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and from the [eastern Arabian] deserts all
the way [west] to [the] Jordan [river].
The enemy king is not interested in hearing this
line of logic.

So Yahweh (Israel's Elohim) kicked
out the Amorite {Mountaineers}[to move in]
His people Israel. What [right do you have to]
take [that land back]?
23

This land dispute goes on today in the form of
Arab-Israeli wars.

You [pagans] need to [be happy] with
whatever your god Chemosh {Crusher}
gives you to own. Because when Yahweh our Elohim drives out [a pagan nation]
before us, we're gonna occupy their
[land]. 25 Are you one bit better than Balak {Annihilator} the son of Zippor {Bird},
king of [incestuous] Moab? Did [Balak] ever
wrestle Israel? Did he ever devour [my
ancestors]? 26 For [the last] 300 years, Israel
[has] lived in [the Jordan's east bank: in] Heshbon {Intelligence} and her towns, and in
Aroer {Juniper} and her towns, and in all
the cities along the banks of [the] Arnon
{Rushing}[river]. So why didn't you [inbreds]
recapture those [territories] within that
[300] years?! 27 So I haven't sinned
against you [pagans]. Rather, you're committing a war-crime by fighting me. Today Yahweh the Judge decides [the verdict]
between [we] sons of Israel and [you inbred]
spawn of Ammon.”
24

Accuracy fails where sweetness would have succeeded in averting war. A soft answer turns away
wrath. An accurate answer sustains conflict.

the king of the [inbred]
spawn of Ammon refuses to listen to
the [logical] words Jephthah {Wide-Open}
sends him.
28 [Predictably,]

Lose the argument, keep the relationship. Win the
argument, lose the relationship.

Immediately the Spirit of Yahweh
comes upon Jephthah {Wide-Open}. So
he [gallops his horse] across the regions of
Gilead {Monument-Mound}, and Manasseh, and Gilead's Mizpah {Watch-Tower}. Then [Jephthah] rides [further east] to [confront the inbred] spawn of Ammon.
Mr. Wide-Open Opens His Mouth
Too Wide
29
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There Jephthah {Wide-Open}
[foolishly and unnecessarily] vows a promise to
Yahweh, saying, “Please, without fail,
deliver the [inbred] spawn of Ammon into
my hands… 31 —then for sure, when I
return in peace from [conquering] the [inbred] spawn of Ammon, whatever comes
out of the doors of my house to meet
me will surely be Yahweh's [property]. I'll
carry it up [to the Sanctuary] as an [irrevocable]
ascension-gift.”
Judges 11:30

The traditional translations make the sick mistake
of translating “ascension-gift” as “burnt-offering”.
They wrongly claim that Jepthtah burned up his
daughter. Nothing could be further from the truth.
Nothing anywhere in the Law of Moses would allow
a human to be burned. Human sacrifice is prohibited under all sane law. In fact, the girl was dedicated to live out her life as a nun, never marrying,
performing spiritual, non-commercial service to
help the needy. This dedication elevated her life to
spiritual heights. Nobody burned her up!

Jephthah Evicts The Inbred Ammonites
32 So Jephthah {Wide-Open} crosses over
[the Jordan river] to overcome the [inbred]
spawn of Ammon [through praise-power, like at
the battle of Jericho]. So Yahweh hands the
[inbreds] over to [Jephthah]. 33 With a very
great blow [of YAH's Spirit wind], Jepthah
casts out the [pagans] from Aroer {Exposed} all the way to Minnith {Harmony}:
20 cities, [plus the land stretching] to Abel
Keramim {Vineyard-Meadows}. So [finally]
the [inbred] spawn of Ammon bend their
knees before the people of Israel.
Jephthah Consigns His Daughter To
The Nunnery
34 So Jephthah {Wide-Open} rides [like the
wind] to Mizpah {Watch-Tower}. [He gallops up]
to his house. He sees his daughter, his
only child, come running out to meet
him with tambourines and dances.
([Jephthah] has no other son nor daughter.) 35 When Jepthah sees his daughter, he rips his clothes. He cries, “Oh
no! My daughter! You've broken my
heart! I never imagined you could
cause me such pain! For I opened my
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mouth to Yahweh! I can't go back
oath]!”

[on my

Oaths cannot be broken. Unless you swear to do a
criminal act.

answers him, “My father, if you've opened your mouth to
Yahweh, do to me exactly what proceeded out of your mouth; since for
you Yahweh took vengeance on your
enemies, those [evil inbred] spawn of Ammon.” 37 And she says to her father,
“But please grant me this request. Let
me be alone for two months, so I and
my friends can wander up and down on
the mountains, mourning that I'll [always
be a] virgin [nun].” 38 So Jepthah says,
“Go.” He sends his [daughter] away for two
months. So she hikes on the mountains
with her companions, mourning that
she'll [live out her life as a celibate, unmarried, childless] virgin.
36 [Jepthah's daughter]

Not that she'll be burnt up as a sacrifice. That's the
sickest, lamest, most impossible and disgusting
translation imaginable.

So at the end of two months, she returns to her father. He [devotes her to sacred
ministry as a priestess,] just as he had
promised in his vow. And she never
[marries nor sleeps with] any man. Judges 11:40
So, ___, it becomes a custom in Israel,
that every year, for 4 days, the daughters of Israel lament the daughter of
Jephthah {Wide-Open} from Gilead, [who
39

became a reluctant priestess because of her Dad's loose
lips].

Judges 12
Wide-Open's Blab-Mouth Enrages
The Fruits
1 Then the men of Ephraim {Double-Fruit}
amass together, ___. They march
northward. They [shout] at Jephthah
{Wide-Open}, “Why did you cross [the river]
to [make praise-war] against the [inbred]
spawn of Ammon, without calling us to
go with you? We're gonna’ take fire and
burn your house down on you [and your
family]!” 2 So Jephthah {Wide-Open} insults
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[the rude ‘fruits’],

“My people and I were
[trapped] in a huge conflict with the [inbred]
spawn of Ammon. But when I called
you, you [failed to] rescue me out of their
power-fist.
Unlike ‘Wide-Open-Mouth’ Jephthah, Gideon [Chopper] handled the exact same situation properly,
thus avoiding a civil war. A few polite words can
save millions of lives.

So, when I saw you [fruits] fail to rescue me, I put my life in my [own] hands.
I charged over to [confront] the [inbred]
spawn of Ammon. So Yahweh delivered
them into my hand. So [what right] do you
[fruits] have to come up to me today, to
fight against me?”
Civil War Breaks Out: Double-Fruits
vs Gilead
4 [The men of] Ephraim {Double-Fruit}[shout to
Jepthah], “You Gileadites are just rejects
from [the tribes of] Ephraim and Manasseh!”
So Jephthah {Wide-Open}[storms out in rage].
He amasses all the men of Gilead into
one army. They strike [their brothers] the
Ephraimites. [Jepthah's army] devours the
[‘fruits’ in an orgy of blood-spraying violence]! 5 Then
the Gileadites seize the fords of the Jordan [river] from the Ephraimites. Whenever the surviving Ephraimites say, “Let
me cross”, the men of Gilead {MonumentMound} ask him, “Are you an Ephraimite
[Double-Fruit]?” 6 If [the traveler] answers, ‘No,”
then the [Gileadites] order [the traveler], “now
say ‘Shibboleth {Stream}”. If [the traveler]
answers ‘Sibboleth {Ear-Of-Corn},’ because he's unable to pronounce [“sh”]
right, the [Gileadites] seize him. They
slaughter him at the Jordan [river] crossing! Before long, [the Gileadites] murder
42000 men of Ephraim {Double-Fruit}!’
Wide-Open Bigmouth Dies; Leaders
Replace Him
3

7 [In total,] Jephthah {Wide-Open} from Gilead {Witness}
guides Israel for 6 years, ___. Then Jephthah dies.
So [his sons] bury him in one of the cities of Gilead
{Witness-Mound}.
Big mouth = short life.
8 After [Jephthah], Ibzan {Splendid} from Bethlehem
guides Israel. 9 Ibzan fathers 30
sons and 30 daughters. [Unlike the usual Is{Bread-House}
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Ibzan [opens up
the gene pool by] marrying [his girls] off to outsiders, while importing 30 girls from
[outside his tribe to marry] his sons. [Ibzan]
guides Israel for 7 years. Judges 12:10
raelite who marries within his tribe,]

Then Ibzan {Splendid} dies. [His sons] bury him in Bethlehem {Bread-House}. 11 After [Ibzan,] Elon {Trunk}, [a
man] from [the tribe of] Zebulun {House}, guides Israel.
[Elon] judges Israel's [disputes] for 10 years, ___. 12
Then Elon {Trunk} the Zebulunite dies. [His sons] bury
him in Aijalon {Deer-Field} in the territory of Zebulun
{House}. 13 After [Elon {Trunk},] Abdon {Worker} the son of
Hillel {Praiser} from Pirathon {Throne} leads Israel. 14
Abdon {Worker} spawns 40 sons and 30 grandsons.
[They] ride [around Israel] on 70 donkey colts. [Abdon] leads
Israel for 8 years. 15 Then Abdon {Worker} (the son
of Hillel {Praiser} from Pirathon {Throne}) dies. [His sons]
bury him in Pirathon in the land of Ephraim {DoubleFruit}, in the ‘Amalek {Blood-Licker} hills.’

Judges 13
Israel Falls Into Slavery To The
Palestinians
1 Soon the ‘sons of Israel’ fall back into
committing evil acts in the sight of Yahweh. So, ___, for 40 years, Yahweh
delivers the Israelites into the Philistine
power-fist.
Here begins the story of Samson (SunRay). A
screenplay based on Samson's life-story is here.

Meanwhile, in [a town named] Zorah
a Danite named Manoah {Rest}
[Samson's future Dad], and his childless wife
[struggle] with her lifelong infertility.
YAH's Angel Visits Samson's Infertile Mom-To-Be
3 The angel of Yahweh appears to [Samson's future Mom]. [The angel] announces,
“You're infertile and childless. But you
will conceive and bear a son.
2

{Wasp},

4

*
beware: drink
no wine nor strong drink. Eat
nothing unclean.

[While you're pregnant,]

5

Conceive; bear a son. No razor may
come on [your boy's] head. The child will
be a Nazir {Holy} [man dedicated to serve] Elohim. From the womb he'll start to rescue Israel out of the Palestinian fist.”
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The woman runs [from the angel]! Crying,
she tells her husband, “A man of Elohim
came to me! His face was terrifying,
like the face of an angel of Elohim. But
I didn't ask him where he came from.
And he didn't tell me his name. 7 [The angel] said to me, “Watch: you'll conceive
and bear a son. [During your pregnancy,] drink
no wine nor strong drink. And eat nothing unclean, because the child will be a
Nazir {Holy}[man, dedicated] to Elohim from
the womb to the day of his death.’” 8
Then Manoah {Rest} begs Yahweh, asking, “My Adonai, send back the [angel]man of Elohim to us, to show us what
we should do to [properly raise] this soonto-be-born child.”
The Angel Again Visits Samson's
Mom-To-Be
9 So Elohim listens to the voice of
Manoah {Rest}. The angel of [Yahweh] the
Eloah comes back to the woman as she
sits in the field, while Manoah (her husband) isn't with her. Judges 13:10 So the
woman [Ame] hurries [away from the angel].
She runs [down the road] to tell her husband. [Jumping up and down, she] shouts to
him, “Hey! The [angel] appeared to me —
the [same angel] who came to me the other day!” 11 So Manoah [jumps up]. He runs
[back to the field, chasing] his wife. [They] arrive
at the [angel] man. [Manoah] asks him, “Are
you the [angel]-man who spoke to [this]
woman?” [The angel] replies, “I am.” 12 So
Manoah asks [YAH's angel], “When what
you said comes true, what are the
guidelines for raising the child? What
should [we] do [to prepare] him [for his mission]?”
6

They show their foresight by seeking child-raising
guidance instead of rutting like humping dogs. This
differentiates Samson from his parents.

The angel of Yahweh answers
Manoah,
“Watch out. The woman must do everything I told her [to do].
13

14

may not eat anything that
comes from any vine. Don't let her

[SunRay's Mom]
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drink wine nor intoxicating drinks. [Don't
let her] eat any unclean [animal]. She must
fulfill every word I command her.”
In Fire, YAH's Angel Rises From
Samson's Dad
15 So Manoah says to the angel of Yahweh,
“Please, stay with us while we prepare a [goat] kid

But Yahweh's angel answers Manoah, “Even if you detain me,
I won't eat [one bite] of your food. But if
you want to smoke-roast an ascensiongift [and hold a little worship feast here] to [honor]
Yahweh, [fire it] up!” (Manoah still doesn't
get that the [angel man] is a messenger
from Yahweh.) 17 So Manoah asks the angel of
for you

[to eat].”

16

wouldn't have revealed to us all these
wonders, nor [taken his] time to predict
[Samson's birth].”
Samson [SunRay] Is Born & Grows
Up Strong
24 [9 months pass.][Manoah's] wife bears a son.
She yells,"His name is Samson
{SunRay}!” The child grows. Yahweh
blesses him. 25 And, at times, the Spirit
of Yahweh begins to stir Samson [with
trouble while he grows up] in the camp of [the
tribe of] Dan {Judge} between Zorah
{Wasp} and Eshtaol {Prayer}.

Judges 14

Yahweh, “What's your name, so when your predic-

[give you the] honor.” 18 The
angel of Yahweh answers [Samson's Dadto-be],
“Why do you ask for my name? It's beyond secret.”

tions come true, we can

Or, “My name is beyond your grasp.” secret =
#6383 pil-ee' or paliy {paw-lee'}; remarkable, secret, wonderful. From #6381 pala': to separate,
i.e. distinguish, be great, difficult, hard, hidden,
high, marvelous, unique, miraclulous

So Manoah takes a kid and a graindonation. He smoke-roasts [this food] on a
rock, [preparing a little feast] in [honor of] Yahweh. Then, while Manoah and his wife
look on, the angel performs a mysterious [wonder]: Judges 13:20 Flame rises up
toward heaven from off the rock-altar.
The angel of Yahweh ascends [to heaven]
in the flame from the rock. [Stunned,]
Manoah and his wife see [the angel rising].
So they fall on their faces to the
ground. 21 Finally Manoah realizes that
[the mystery man] was an angel of Yahweh.
But the angel of Yahweh never again
appears to Manoah nor to his wife. 22
Manoah [cries] to his wife, “For sure
we're gonna’ die, because we've seen
Elohim!”
19

They didn't see YHVH Elohim. They saw His angel.

But [Manoah's] wife corrects him, “If
Yahweh wanted to kill us, he wouldn't
have received an ascension-gift and a
grain-donation from our hands. And he
23
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SunRay Disobeys His Parents; Lusts
For A Slut
1 [One day, the teenage] Samson {SunRay}
sprints down [south] to Timnath {GrabTown}[in Palestine]. His [eyes bulge open,] seeing
a [hot] girl there, one of the [gorgeous]
daughters of Philistine [marauders].
Timnath = Allotment.

uphill [to
his house in Zorah {Wasp-Town}]. He orders
his Dad and Mom, “I saw a [hot]
woman in Timnath {Grab-Town}.
She's a daughter of Philistine
[marauders]. Get her for me as a
wife. Now!” 3 *SunRay's Dad
and Mom [object] to him, “Is
there no woman [you like] among
the daughters of your [tribal] relatives, or among all my [Hebrew]
people? Why are you going to
take a wife from the ‘untrimmed’ Philistines?” [But] SunRay [just] orders his Dad, “Get
her for me! She makes me feel
good.” 4 (What [Sunray's] father and his
2

*So SunRay

[stomps back]

mother don't realize, ___, is that Yahweh is [permitting all SunRay's crazy obsessions,] to
bring about the occasion for YAH to
[smash] the Philistines, to end their long
dominion over Israel.)
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Visiting His Slut, SunRay Rips Apart
A Lion
5 So SunRay hikes down [west] with his
Dad and Mom toward Timnath {GrabTown}. [SunRay, being faster, runs ahead. He leaves
his Mom & Dad in the dust. SunRay sprints] into the
vineyards of Timnath. Suddenly a
young lion roars! It charges [SunRay]. 6

*The Spirit of Yahweh [pours]
mightily on [SunRay]. So he tears
[apart] the lion with his bare
hands, like he's ripping up a
baby goat, ___! [It's normal for SunRay
to do these feats of strength. So he forgets] to
tell his father or his mother
about it. 7 So [SunRay] continues down
to talk with the [forbidden alien] woman. [SunRay's infatuated] eyes
see [the slut] as pleasant and righteous,
[not as the deceptive Jew-hating devil she really is].
SunRay Eats Honey From The Dead
Lion's Carcass
[to the forbidden village]

8 [SunRay goes back home, shout-singing for joy, floating

Time passes. SunRay returns to buy the [succubus as his wife. He runs
down the road.] He turns aside to look for
the carcass of the lion [he'd killed]. SunRay's eyes shock open, seeing a swarm
of bees and honey in the carcass of the
lion. 9 [SunRay] grabs some honey in his
hands. He walks on [down the road licking his
fingers], eating [the dripping amber goo]. He
meets up with his father and mother.
He gives them [some honey]. They eat [it
with joy]. But [SunRay still neglects] to tell them
he'd taken the honey out of the carcass
of the lion.
SunRay Throws A Big Pagan Wedding Feast
Judges 14:10 So [SunRay's] Dad [hikes] down
[west] to [Palestine to buy] the [forbidden] woman. Then, as customary for grooms,
[SunRay] throws a huge feast there. [In flock
on a wave of lust.]

the pagan Philistines. They get drunker and rowdier.] 11

Seeing [SunRay as a threat, the Philistines] task
30 “companions” to [shadow and spy on him].
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SunRay Bets The Pagans Can't
Solve His Riddle
12 [The feast's first night wears on. Samson sees the

Philistine couples partying, dancing, running into the
bushes to fornicate. SunRay stands up, tipsy from wine.

to [his 30 Philistine ‘frenemies’], “Now I'll
challenge you with a riddle. You figure
it out. If [you] correctly untie the mystery for me within the 7 days of the
feast, I'll give you 30 [linen] shirts and
30 [expensive festal] robes. 13 But if you
can't tell me the answer, then you'll
give me 30 [linen] shirts and 30 [fine]
robes.” The [30 enemy spies posing as ‘friends’]
answer SunRay, “Tell us your riddle. We
wanna’ hear it.” 14 SunRay says to the
[pagans], “Out of the eater comes [food] to
eat. Out of the strong [comes something]
sweet!” For 3 days the [pagans wrack their
brains. They] labor unsuccessfully to solve
the riddle. [They beg Samson's wife to get the anHe shouts]

swer from him. She plies him with tears. But he zips his
lips.]

Pagans Force Samson's Wife To
Rob The Answer

*Then, on the [feast's] 7th [and final] day, the [pagan spies] pressure
SunRay's wife [with death threats. They
hold a knife to her throat. They whisper,] “Entice your husband to solve the
riddle [for you! Then tell the answer] to us,
or we'll burn you and your father's family [to death] with fire!”
[They run the knife up her skirt, growling,] “You
[and SunRay] invited us to your [stupid
feast] to steal every penny we
have. Admit it!” 16 *So SunRay's
wife weeps in [SunRay's] face. She
cries, “You just hate me! You
don't love me! You posed a riddle to the sons of my people,
but you didn't tell me [the answer]!”
SunRay replies to her, “Look. I
haven't even revealed [that enigma]
to my father or my mother. [Why
would] I tell you [the answer]?” 17
15
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*SunRay [wearies of the manipulative pagan
slut] weeping in his face for the
whole duration of the 7 day
[wedding] feast. So on the 7th day,
SunRay [breaks down. He] tells [the succubus the answer], because she keeps
pressuring him. Then, [of course,]
she blabs the riddle's [answer] to
the men of her [pagan] nation!
The only secrets you have are the secrets you tell
no one else.

*So, ___, on the 7th day [of
SunRay's forbidden wedding feast,] before
the sun goes down, the [pagan]
men of the city [sneer] to [SunRay],
“What's sweeter than honey?
And what's stronger than a
lion?” [SunRay] answers them, “If
you hadn't plowed with my
cow, you wouldn't know the
answer to my riddle.”
18

SunRay Goes On A Murder
Rampage

*Suddenly the Spirit of Yahweh [rains] upon SunRay. He
sprints downhill [southwest ~40 miles]
to [coastal] Ashkelon {Market-Port}.
There [he senselessly] murders 30 of
its men. He steals their fine
[bloody] clothes. [He runs back uphill north19

east to the wedding party in Timnath {Grab-Town}.

in [the terrified
faces of] the cheats who ‘solved’
the riddle. Then, still boiling in
rage [at having married a pagan traitor],
SunRay stomps uphill [east] to
his Dad's house [in nearby Wasp-Town].
Judges 14:20 *Meanwhile, SunRay's
[pagan Dad-In-Law] gives SunRay's
wife to [SunRay's] traitorous “bestman.”
He throws the bloody clothes]

Judges 15
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Samson's Dad-In-Law Gives Samson's Wife Away
1 [Time passes, ___.] Wheat harvest arrives.
Samson {SunRay} grabs a goat-kid [to
cook for a make-up-date meal]. He drags it to his
wife's family's house. He says, “I'm
goin’ in the bedroom to [love on] my wife.”
But her father [stands in the doorway. He blocks
SunRay from] going in! 2 [SunRay's pagan father-in-law] says, “I really thought that
you'd totally abandoned [your wife]. So I
gave her to your best-man. But her
younger sister's [even] more beautiful.
Take her, I beg you. [Forget your wife.]” 3 So
SunRay [growls] to [his cheating wife's relatives],
“Now I've got the moral right to punish
you [dirty] Philistines [for the damages you've
done to me and my people].”
Samson Lights Jackals On Fire,
Burns Crops

*SunRay runs. He catches 300
jackals. He [makes 150 tar-stick] torches. He lashes the jackals’ tails
together in pairs. He ties a
torch between each pair of
tails. 5 *Then SunRay sets fire
to the torches. He smacks the
[jackals. They race] careening, [howling]
through the Philistines' fields
of ripe grain. Everything burns,
___ — both harvested and
growing grain, vineyards and
olive orchards [—everything]!
4

The Philistines Burn Samson's
Wife!
6 The Philistines run around screaming,
“Who burned our farms?!” Witnesses
answer, “SunRay, the son-in-law of [our]
fellow [Philistine] from Timnah {Grabber}.
[SunRay, the stinking Jew, burned your crops] because [the Timnite] stole-back [SunRay's] wife
and gave her to [SunRay's] best-man.” So
the Philistines rush uphill [east to nearby Timnah-Town]. They burn [SunRay's wife] and her
Dad [to death] with fire! 7 [Seeing his wife burn in
flames,] Samson [roars] at the [Philistines,],
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“You

[killed my wife — my only love]!

[killing]

until I've avenged

I won't stop

[her death by destroy-

ing your nation]!”

Samson Massacres The Philistines
In Revenge

*So SunRay tears into the
[Palestinians]! He rips them limb
from limb. He piles up their
slaughtered bodies. Then he
runs [~20 miles] downhill [south past
Bethlehem]. He lives in a cave at
Etam {Hawk} Rock.
8

Philistines Attack Judah In
Boomerang Revenge
9 So [in revenge against Samson] the [coastal]
Philistine [soldiers] march out [east]. They
pitch war-camp in Judea. They spread
out to attack [the city of] Lehi {Jawbone}.
Judges 15:10 The Judean men shout,
“Why are you attacking us?” The [Palestinians scream back], “To arrest SunRay, that’s
why — to avenge him [for pillaging and murdering our people]!” 11 *So 3000 Judean

men rush to the top of Etam
{Hawk} Rock. They [yell] at Samson {SunRay}, “[Are you crazy?] Don't
you know that the Palestinians
[can do whatever they want to] us? What
have you done to us?” SunRay
[screams] at the [Jews], “I just paid
the [pagans] back for what they
did to me!”
The Jews Hand Samson To The
Philistines
12 So the Jews plead to SunRay, “We've
come down [to this cave] to tie you [up], so
we can deliver you into the hand[s] of
the Philistines, [so they'll kill you instead of killing
us].” So SunRay answers the [Jews], “[OK.]
Just swear to me you won't attack me
yourselves. [Or I might kill you too.]” 13 The
Jews reply, ‘We promise, Samson. We'll
just tie you up. Then [we'll] surrender
you to the [Palestinians]. Believe us, we're
[not stupid enough to try to] kill you.’ So the
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tie SunRay with [strong] new ropes.
[Then they] lead him up from Etam {Hawk}
Rock.
Samson Murders 1000 Palestinians
W/ A Jawbone
[Jews]

*SunRay [straggles in ropes] to Lehi
{Jawbone}. The Philistines shout
[insults] against him. So the Spirit
of Yahweh comes mightily
upon him. The [strong, new ropes] on
his arms [disintegrate] like flax
burnt with fire! His restraints
fly off his hands.
14

The Spirit of Yah gives you righteous indignation.
What you do with that anger shows your level of
spiritual maturity. Samson had a lot of spirit, but
very little maturity. That's a dangerous combination. A mature leader responds to abuse with kindness.

SunRay sees a fresh jawbone [from the
donkey. He reaches
out his hand. He grabs it. Then he kills
1000 men [by smacking their heads and hacking
their guts out] with [the jawbone]!
15

skeleton of a recently dead]

Some scholars say "1000" (Eleph) actually meant
20 to 30.
16

SunRay

[parades in triumph on top of the hill, un-

der the blood-red sky. He screams],

“With the jawbone of a donkey, [I made] heaps upon
heaps [of dead pagans]! With the jaw of a
donkey, I killed 1000 men!” 17 [SunRay]
finishes [bragging]. He throws the jawbone
from his hand. He [yells, “I] name this
place Ramath-Lehi {JawBone-Heights}!”
YAH Opens A Water-Spring For
Samson To Drink
18 [His throat] sore & thirsty, [SunRay]
screams at Yahweh, “[I'm] your servant.
You've given this great victory into my
hand. Now you're [gonna’ let me] die of
thirst, to fall into the power-fist of the
‘un-trimmed’ [Pagans]?” 19 So Elohim splits
open the rock basin in Lehi {Jawbone}.
Water gushes out. SunRay drinks until
his spirit revives. He feels alive again.
So [SunRay] names the place Eyn-Hakkore {Caller's-Spring}. It's still there at Lehi
today, ___.
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Samson Leads Israel For 20 Warplagued Years
Judges 15:20 [SunRay] goes on to lead Israel
for 20 years. And the whole time, the
Philistines [plague Israel].
Like today's wars between the Palestinians and the
Israelis, both sides are at fault, and both sides
have valid points.

Judges 16
Samson Sleeps With A Whore In
Gaza

Samson
{SunRay} [jogs west] to Gaza
{Strength}. He sees a whore.
1

*[Time passes,

___.]

[Look-

[her whorehouse. He ‘sleeps’

But that whore's not gettin' any sleep. She's
bouncin' around like it's an earthquake.
2

A

[tattletale peeps in the whore's window. He runs. He

the [men of] Gaza, “[SunRay's] in town!”
So the [Philistines] surround the gates of
the city. They trap SunRay inside. [Soldiers] lie silent all night long in ambush
at the city gates, saying, “In the morning, in the daylight, we'll murder [that Jew
monster]!” 3 SunRay lays [in the whore's bed, enjoying her forbidden fruits again and again. Finally,] at
midnight, [the whore passes out in exhaustion].
Then Samson jumps up. He [runs out of the
whorehouse to the] locked city gates. He
grabs the [huge iron] gate-doors, posts,
bars and all. He runs away with them.
tells]

[The soldiers stand there, stunned, grabbing for their ar-

Samson [throws] the iron [gates] onto
his shoulders. He carries them up to
the top of a hill facing Hebron {Society}.
rows.]

[Arrows whiz past SunRay's head. He looks down. He sees
Palestinians chasing, shooting arrows at him. So he hurls
the gates down the hill. The gates bowl over and smash
the Philistine warriors to death. SunRay laughs in
triumph!]

SunRay Falls In Lust With Delilah
The Succubus

*[Time passes, ___.] Later, in the
valley of Sorek {Red-Vine},
Samson [falls in] lust with an [empty4
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woman named
Delilah {Dry-Heart}.
hearted, smooth-lipped]

The name ‘Delilah’ comes from #1809 Dalal (compare #1802); to slacken, be feeble; be oppressed,
bring low, dry up, be emptied, be unequal, fail, be
impoverished, made thin.

*So the Philistine [War] Lords
suck up [to Delilah]. They [whisper] to
her, “Entice [SunRay] to show you
[the source of] his great strength.
[Find out] how we can get him under [our] control.” [Delilah objects: how
5

can you ask me to betray my one true love!?” The
warlords answer],

ing at her busty slut-body makes him ‘see red.’ So]

he runs into
with] her.

484

“We [won't kill him].
We'll [just] bind him [with ropes], to
humble him.” [Delilah still refuses. The
warlords sweeten the deal:] “Each one of
us will give you 1100 pieces of
silver!”
Each warlord offers the succubus the price of a
nice new car today. The total would buy a high-end
luxury mansion. Would your lover betray you for
that much money?

Delilah Fails 3x To Extract SunRay's
Secret
6 *So Delilah {Dry-Heart} sweet-talks Samson {SunRay}, “Tell

me, please, [big boy,] where lies
[the source of] your great strength?
[Is it here, between your thighs?] How can
[I] tie you up and [tickle] torture
you, [my love]?” 7 So SunRay [lies to
Delilah],

“If [my enemies] bind me with 7
green bow-strings never yet dried, then
I'll be weak, just like any other man.” 8

*So the Philistine war-lords
bring 7 green undried bowstrings up to [Delilah]. She ties
SunRay with them, [pretending to play
a bondage game with him]. 9 *What SunRay doesn't know is, attack-warriors lie beneath the beds
and in the closet in Delilah's
bedroom. [Delilah] yells, “The
Philistines are attacking you,
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SunRay!” So [SunRay] breaks the
bowstrings, like a wild-fire
snaps threads of string! So [the
secret of SunRay's] strength remains a
mystery [to the succubus]. Judges 16:10
*So Delilah {Dry-Heart} whines in
SunRay's [ears]. [She licks him, smothering
him with kisses and finger-play,] “Look, [baby].
You keep mocking me. You [always] tell me lies. Now [please, sugar-lips,] I'm begging. Tell me how
I can tie you up!” 11 So [SunRay again
to [Delilah], “If [my enemies] tie me tight
with new, never-used ropes, then I'll be
weak, just like any other man.” 12 *So
Delilah {Dry-Heart} grabs new
lies]

ropes. She ties up [SunRay]. She
yells to him, “The Philistines
are attacking you, SunRay!”
Again, the attack-warriors hiding in the bedroom closets [drop
their jaws,] seeing SunRay rip the
ropes off his arms like threads.
13 *So Delilah {Dry-Heart} says to
Samson {SunRay}, “All [during] our
relationship you've mocked me
and told me lies. Tell me how [I]
can tie you up.” So [for the 3rd time,
SunRay lies to Delilah], “Weave the seven braids of my hair into the
cloth on a loom. Then [I'll be
weak].” 14 *So Delilah [gets SunRay
passed-out drunk, sleepy from love-play] . Then
she fastens [her cloth in her loom] with
a pin. She [weaves SunRay's hair into the
cloth]! Then she yells to him,
“The Philistines are attacking
you, SunRay!” He startles out
of his sleep. He runs out of the
door of the house, dragging
the pin and the [giant] loom [smashing through the wall! The wall and the loom explode into bits, ___!]
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Delilah Wears Samson Down &
Steals His Secret
15 [Delilah chases SunRay. She cries,] “How can
you say, ‘I love you, [Di, Di]’, when your
heart is divorced from me? 3 [painful]
times you've mocked me! You never
tell me the source of your great
strength!” 16 Delilah keeps on pressing
SunRay every day with her [forked-tongue]
words. She begs him until his soul [feels]
scraped to death. 17 *So SunRay

spills his whole heart to Delilah
{Dry-Heart}. He says, “Never
once has a razor touched my
head. I've been a Nazir {HolyMan}, [dedicated] to Elohim [since I
came] from my mother's womb.
If I get shaved, my strength
flees from me. I'll fall weak,
like any other [son of] Adam.” 18

*Delilah {Dry-Heart} sees
that SunRay told her everything from his heart.
So she sends [messengers]
to call for the Philistine
[War] Lords. [The messengers tell
the warlords: “Delilah] says,
“Come up here now!
SunRay spilled his guts
to me!” So the Philistine
Lords race [their war-horses]
up [the mountain] to [Delilah].
They drag a [fortune] in silver in their [treasure chests].
Delilah Drugs SunRay, Shaves &
Tortures Him

19 *So [Delilah ‘loves on’ Sunray to get him
tired. Then she slinks out of bed. She turns her
back. She drops narcotic powder into a cup of milk.
She helps him drink it. So]
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on her knees [like a child]. Then she
calls for a [sheep-shearer]. In he
slinks. [He unwraps his razors and shaving-cream.] He shaves off the 7
locks of SunRay's head. Immediately YAH takes away SunRay's supernatural strength.
Then Delilah starts torturing
SunRay! Judges 16:20 Delilah screams,
“The Philistines are attacking you, SunRay!” So he wakes out of his sleep. [He]
thinks, “I'll escape like always. I'll
shake myself [loose].” But he's unaware
that Yahweh left him, ___. 21 *So the

Philistines grab SunRay. They
gouge out his eyes! They drag
him downhill [southwest] to [coastal]
Gaza {Strength}. They bind him
with chains of brass. [In the prison,
they force] him to grind [rocks into gravel]. 22 *But the hair of SunRay's
head starts growing back out
of his shaved [head].
Pagans Parade Samson In Their
Fish-God Temple
23 *One day, [in the prison courtyard, SunRay staggers, grinding rocks. He looks up. He

the Philistine war-lords
amass together to offer a great
sacrifice to their fish-god
(Dagon). [The Philistines kill babies. They
hears]

slaughter virgins. They murder poor children, dogs
and pigs. They drink the victims' blood. They roll
around in blood-covered orgies on the floor. Popehatted priests sprinkle blood like holy-water bless-

rejoice, shouting, “Our fish-god
delivered our enemy (SunRay)
into our power-fist!” 24 *The
pagans look down from their
temple. They see [blind] SunRay
[staggering in chains in the prison courtyard]. So
they praise their [demon] deity.
[They] cry, “Our [fish] god dropped
ings on the fornicators. All the revelers]
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into our fists this enemy, the
destroyer of our country! [SunRay]
murdered thousands of our [people]!” 25 *High [on booze, occult-‘love’, and
aphrodisiac narcotics], the pagans
scream, “Bring SunRay [into the
temple], so we can [throw stuff at him.
We'll give a prize to the first guy to knock him

So the [prince] calls [the jailers].
The [jailers] drag Samson out of
the prison house. [They bring him into
the temple of the fish-god.] The soldiers
set Samson among the [temple's]
pillars. The [drunk men] make a
sport-game [out of throwing rocks and goblets at Samson's head]. 26 *[A naked temcold!]

ple-whore, her mouth dripping blood, hurls a goblet. It smacks Samson on the head. The impact

So Samson
groans to the slave who holds
him by the hand, “Lead me to
[where] I can feel the pillars that
support this temple, so I can
lean on them.” 27 *[Samson squints his
blind eyes. He hears the] temple full of
[reveling pagan] men and women, including all the Philistine [War]
Lords. [They hoop and holler, fornicating with
temple prostitutes.] Roughly 3000 [nearly-naked] men and women stand
on the roof watching the [laughing,
shrieking] sadists below make
blood-sport out of [abusing] Samson. [The roof-partiers join in the game. They
draws blood. It cracks his skull.]

throw their jewelry, forks, knives, plates, shoes at

*So Samson {SunRay}
calls to Yahweh in prayer,
“Adonai Yahweh, remember me
please. Strengthen me, please,
just this once, [my] Elohim, so I
can finally get vengeance on
the Philistines for [gouging out] my
two eyes.”
Samson.] 28
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SunRay Dies Destroying The Demon-God's Temple
29 *So Samson {SunRay} grips

the two central foundational
pillars that hold up the temple,
one [pillar] with his right hand,
and the other [pillar] with his left
[hand]. Judges 16:30 *Then [SunRay lifts his
head to heaven. He] prays, “[Yahweh], let
me die with the Philistines!” He
[strains, squats, groans. He] pushes his
hands [on the pillars] with all his
might. [The pillars crack! They dislodge from
the foundation and the ceiling.] So the temple crashes down on the warlords! It squashes all the pagans [as they flee from reveling in abusing SunRay. Finally, the temple roof crushes Delilah.]

So, ___, on the [day] SunRay
dies, he kills more people than
he'd ever killed in his whole
life! 31 Soon [SunRay's] brothers and all
his Dad's family hike down

[to Palestine].
[Crying, they dig SunRay's corpse out of the temple rub-

They take his [body]. They carry him
up [to Israel]. They bury him in the [tomb]
of his father Manoah {Rest} (between
the towns of Zorah {Wasp} and Eshtaol
{Prayer}). So ends [SunRay's] 20 years of
leading Israel.
ble.]

Judges 17
Micah Returns A Fortune He Stole
From His Mom
1

the Ephraim
{Double-Fruit} hills. There lives a man named Micah
{Who-Is-Like-Yah}.
[Time passes, ___. The focus of Israel's story moves to]

Idolatry Comes To Israel Though
Micah's Mom
2 [One day] Micah confesses to his mother,
“[Remember that] 1100 shekels of silver
somebody stole from you—the money
you cursed, and [ragged] my ears about?
Look: I have your silver. I took it.” Micah's mom answers [with joy], “[I pray] Yah-
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weh blesses you [for your honesty], my son!”
3 So Micah restores the 1100 shekels of
silver to his mother. His mother says, “I
promised Yahweh that [if I ever found that
stolen silver,] I'd entrust it all to my son, to
make a carved sculpture [overlaid with]
poured [molten silver]. So now I'm entrusting [the money] back to you.”
Perhaps this lady simply wanted to make artwork
to commemorate Biblical events, say, a statue of
Moses, similar to Michaelangelo's David. Or maybe
this lady is like the Roman Catholics, who think
that using statues to focus worship is a good idea.
It's not, because it turns into idolatry.

Micah's Mom Forges A Giant Silver
Idol-God
4 But Micah just gives the money back
to his Mom. So his mother takes 200
shekels of [her] silver. She gives them to
the [local] metalworker. He fashions the
[silver] into a carved idol and a poured
sculpture. Somehow these [statues] wind
up in Micah's house. 5 This guy Micah
[owns] a [private] “temple of Elohim.” He
forges an ephod [vest like ancient high-priest
Aaron's]. He [sculpts some more] homemade
‘gods.’ [Then] he consecrates one of his
sons [to serve as] his own private ‘priest.’ 6
[ ___, this story illustrates that] the people of Israel of this time are floating around
without a [human or divine] king. [They] just
do whatever their own eyes view as
right. [So they make horrible life-controlling mistakes.]
The world today has abandoned Monarchy for the
folly of Democracy, which is the precursor to slavery, because the people always vote to abandon
the Laws Of YHVH.

Micah Hires A Priest For His Temple
Business

7 One day, up [to Micah's private temple] walks a young
Levite [priest] from Bethlehem {Bread-House} in Judaea.
The man lodges with

[Micah].

8

(This

[ex-priest]

abandoned [consecrated ministry in] the city of
Bethlehem {Bread-House} (in Judaea) to
travel wherever he could find a place [of
employment for private gain]. So, on his journey, he arrives in the Ephraim {DoubleFruit} Hills. He walks up to Micah's [occult]
shrine.) 9 So Micah asks the traveler,
“Where are you coming from?” The
traveler answers, “I'm a Levite from
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Bethlehem {Bread-House} (in Judaea).
I'm planning to sleep wherever I can
find [lodging].” Judges 17:10 So Micah answers the traveler, “Stay with me. Be a
father-figure and a priest for me. I'll
give you 10 shekels of silver every
year, and a suit of apparel, and your
food.” So the Levite moves into [Micah's
unholy shrine]. 11 The Levite happily lives
with this guy [Micah]. The young [priest]
becomes like one of Micah's sons. 12 So
Micah consecrates the Levite. The
young man becomes Micah's [personal]
priest. He lives in Micah's [doomed]
shrine. 13 Then Micah imagines, “Now I know
Yahweh will do me good, seeing I have a
Levite as my [personal] priest.”
[that]

Judges 18
The Evil Tribe Of Dan Hunts For
Land To Steal
1 These, ___, are the days when Israel
[recognizes] neither [human nor divine] king. The
tribe descended from Dan {Judge} continues scrounging for land to claim to
live in. Their [violence and pagan fornication] prevents them from driving out [the pagans] in
the land [Joshua] allotted to them among the
tribes of Israel.
The vicious evil perpetrated by the tribe of Dan fulfills Jacob's curse in Genesis 49:17.

So the leaders of Dan appoint 5 of
their mightiest tribal sons in the land
[they're squatting in:] (Zorah {Wasp}[and] Eshtaol {Prayer}) to spy out the [nearby]
country, to search it [for an area to conquer by
brute military force]. [The leaders] say to [the spies],
“Go, search the land.” [So Dan's spies ride out
north.] They reach the Ephraim {DoubleFruit} hills. There they spend the night
[in sight of] Micah's [occult] shrine.
Micah's False Priest Blesses Dan's
Kill-Spies
3 [The next day Dan's spies ride toward] Micah's
temple. The [spies] hear and recognize
the voice of [Micah's] young Levite [‘priest’].
So the [spies] turn in there. They ask [the
fallen preacher], “Who brought you here?
2
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How much [money] do you make here?
What are you getting out of [working
here]?”
Worldly people want to know how much money
you make. Money is all they care about. The jerks
rate people by the brutal term: ‘net-worth’.

answers [Dan's spies],
“Micah pays me [wages] for [preaching and
praying as he directs]. He hired me. I'm his
[private] minister.”
4 [The corrupt pastor]

Most pastors, preachers and priests are paid servants of moneyed-interests. The clergyman works
for the church's real leaders: bankers, lawyers and
politicians.

ask [the fallen priest], “Please
ask counsel from Elohim, so we can
know whether the journey we're taking
will succeed.”
5 [The evil spies]

Evil military cultures employ false religious figureheads. That sums up most religion, including
Judeo-Christianity.

*The [corrupt] priest [deceptively and
answers [the demonic murderers],
“Go in peace. The mission
you're on is under the eye of
the Yahweh.”
6

vaguely]

Today's modern priests and preachers, with their
insipid vague drivel, bless the sinister, sick, unholy
commercial world-system. Religionists pray for
people to get mortgages and employee jobs. Hypocrites bless corrupt politics, evil wars, criminal
medical systems, fractional-reserve-banking, national I.D. numbers (the mark of the beast), etc.

Spies Plan To Attack Pacifist Separatist Farm
7 So the 5 [spies happily] ride off, [feeling secure
in the false-preacher's blessing]. They ride up
[90km north] to [lush, green] Laish {Lion-Land}.
They see [farmers] there living carefree in
quiet confidence like [their neighboring] Sidonian {Fish-Fighters}. No restraining magistrate [governs nor taxes] the land. No
[tyrants] shame [Laish's people] in any way.
The [spies] watch the [farmers work their land]
detached from the Sidonians. The farmers conduct neither business [nor communication] with any [outside] people.
These peaceful farmers may have assumed they
were under the protection of the Sidonians.
Laish=Tel Dan, a beautiful, fertile region beneath
mount Hermon, from which water drains to the
Jordan river and on into Lake Galilee.
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So [Dan's spies] gallop back to their relatives in Zorah {Wasp} and Eshtaol
{Prayer}. Their tribesmen ask, “Tell us
[what you spied on your journey]!” 9 [Dan's spies] answer, “Pack up! Let's ride up [and fight]
against [the people of Laish]. We've seen the
land, and, wow, it's awesome! Don't
just sit there! Don't be lazy! Go! Invade! Occupy [their] land! Judges 18:10
When you go, you'll [attack] a naive populace. [They live defenseless] in a huge landarea. Elohim has given it into your
hands. The whole region is stocked full
of everything the earth [can provide].”
8

Tyrants tell themselves that they have a divine
right to invade other peoples' countries.

The Danite Murder-Troop Rides Out
11 So [northeast] out of Zorah {Wasp} and
Eshtaol {Prayer} gallop 600 men from
the tribe of Dan {Judge}, strapped [heavy]
with weapons of war.
600 = number of the beast.
12 [These attackers] travel uphill [15 miles northeast]. They
pitch [war-camp 10 miles north of Jerusalem] in Kirjath-Yearim
{City-Of-Forests}, in Judea. (That's why to this day
people call that place behind Kirjath-Yearim, “Ma-
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storm up. They invade [Micah's
shrine]. They steal [his] carved-idol, and the ephod-vest, and
the teraphim-idols, and the
molten statue. Meanwhile, the
[powerless] priest stands in the entrance-gate surrounded by the
600 men strapped with
weapons of war [pointed at his head].
As the [spies] barge into Micah's [evil]
shrine, and fetch the carved image, the
ephod-vest, and the seraphim [idols],
and the poured-metal sculpture, the
priest challenges the [soldiers], “What do
you [brutes think] you're doing?!” 19 The
soldiers shout at the priest, “Quiet! Plug
your mouth! Come with us. Be our father and priest. Why stay here being
the priest of one man's [silly personal]
shrine, when you can be [high] priest of
an entire tribal state within Israel?”
18

haneh-Dan

Man's priests get promotion, while YAH's priests
get persecution. But on judgment day, the tables
turn: man's priests burn, while YAH's priests inherit eternal glory.

invaders]

Judges 18:20

{Dan's-Camp}.”) 13 From [Dan's-camp the
gallop [~20 miles] north into the
Ephraim {Double-Fruit} hills, toward Micah's [self-serving personal] shrine.
Murderers Raid The Shrine & Coopt The Priest
14 Then the 5 men who (went to spy
out the country of Laish {Lion-Land}) say
to their brother-warriors, “Did you know
that in one of those buildings there's a
[sacred] ephod-vest, and [some] teraphimgod-idols, and a carved-idol-statue,
and a molten icon? Just think, [guys! With

all that occult power, we can't lose! Let's raid the sanctu-

So, ___, [the invaders] whip [their wararound. They [speed back] to Micah's
shrine. The [aggressors] salute [the fallen]
Levite false-priest who [staffs] the shrine.
ary!]” 15
horses]

The aggressors always salute the false religionist,
while they kill the true prophets of YAH.
16 The 600 of Dan's tribesmen stand strapped with
their weapons of war at the [shrine's] entrance-gate.

*The 5 [spies] (who'd initially
ridden out to search [Lion] land)
17
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*So the [amoral] priest's
with joy, as he [blesses
the invaders’ theft of Micah's] ephod-vest,
teraphim-idols, and carved
idol. [The grinning priest rides north] in the
middle of [Dan's invading militia].
heart

[sings]

False religious leaders love being in the employ of
evil military power. Mankind's religio-military conspiracy against YHVH is the central story of the history of planet earth. It's the daily business of
churches, synagogues, mosques and temples surrounding your house.

about-face. They
[march away from Micah's shrine]. They parade
[the bad priest's] children and cattle and
goods in front of their [host, to bless and disguise their invasion force].
Micah Fails To Arrest The Murder-Militia
21

So the

[invading militia]

22 [The invaders' war-horses sprint away. The militia

a good distance away from
Micah's shrine. The men from the housmarches to]
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es near Micah's shrine amass together.
They overtake Dan's [militia].
False religion is a front for brute military murderousness.

scream at Dan's [miliThe soldiers turn their
faces to scream at Micah, “What's your
problem, attacking us with [your] mob?”
23 [Micah's townspeople]
tia, “Stop, thieves!”]

*Micah [yells], “You stole the
idol-gods I made! [You kidnapped]
my priest. Then [you] ran away
[with him]! [You've left] me with nothing! And you ask, ‘What's MY
problem??!’ What's YOUR problem!?” 25 *[The Danites cock their crossbows.
24

They point their sharp iron arrows at Micah's head.
Micah trembles. He sweats bullets. He cries.]

Dan's [militia leader] growls at [Micah],
“Don't let my men hear [another
peep] from your voice. Or these
angry soldiers will attack you
and kill you and everybody in
your family.” 26 So Dan's [evil militia]
rides [north up] the road. Micah sees that
they're too strong for him. So he turns
[south]. He weeps. He staggers back to
his [empty] shrine.
As in Revelation, the beast (humanity) uses the
whore (religion) to gain strength. Then the beast
turns and rips the whore apart.

Danites Massacre The Pacifist Farm-Dwellers

*So [Dan's militia] takes the occult
treasures which Micah forged.
The [brutes steal] Micah's former
employee, the [fake] priest. [The
militia] arrives at Laish {Lion-Land}.
[They stare down on its] quiet, peaceful
populace. [Dan's militia] strikes the
[farmers] with the ‘bite’ of the
sword. [Dan's soldiers] burn the [farmers'] city with fire!
27

#5221 nakah = strike or cast out. This genocide is
part of why the tribe of Dan is cursed. So Dan does
not appear in the list of the 144000 holy people in
the book of the Revelation.
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No one comes to rescue Laish {LionLand}, because it lies far from Sidon
{Fish-City}, and [the people of Lion-Land] live as
an independent, self-sustaining, [cooperative] community there in the valley lying
near Beth-Rehob {House-Of-The-Way}. [Following YAH's instructions, the Lion-Landers had] avoided engaging in commerce with any
man. [The Danites go on to] build a city. They
live there [atop the blood-soaked graves of the
peaceful farmers of Lion-Town].
28

That's the story of life on planet earth:
the Russian pogroms,
and the attacks by protestants and catholics
against the Mennonites and Amish in Europe,
The white-man's conquest of America,
etc.
Whenever a military society runs out of food, they
attack and steal the green lands of peaceful people. If your family is living "The Way" of the Messiah, expect to be attacked by the warmongers!

rename the city “Dan
after their ancestor Dan,
whom [Jacob's servant-slut] bore to Israel.
But the [real] name of the city was Laish
{Lion}.
29 [The invaders]

{Judge}”,

Dan and Naphtali were spawned via Jacob's adulterous hump-fests with Bilhah, Rachel's maid.

There Dan's brats erect [Miccarved idol. [Beneath it,] JAHnathan

Judges 18:30
ah's]

{JAH's-Gift}(a descendant of Moses' son Gershom

and his sons [play] priests to the
[evil] tribe of Dan until the day the [people
of north Israel's] land go into slavery. 31 [In
{Refugee})

defiance of the authority of Yahweh and of the other tribes

erect for themselves the graven idol-image Micah
previously forged. [They leave] it [proudly
standing] there [in Lion-land] the whole time
the [authentic] temple of [Yahweh] the Eloah
functions in Shiloh {Tranquil}.
of Israel, Dan's rogue priests]

Judges 19
A Priest Shacks Up With A Cheating
Whore

*In those days, ___, [like today,]
neither [human nor divine] king [rules]
in Israel. [The sanctuary-system lies in
shambles.] So an [unemployed] Levite
[priest] living on the [far north] side
1
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of the Double-Fruit Hills shacks
up with a [slutty] concubine from
Bethlehem {Bread-House} (in Judaea).
This is the time period of Ch 18, probably shortly
after the death of Joshua.

This concubine cheats on the [crooked
she runs
away from [the priest]. She [moves back (20
miles south) to] her father's house in Bethlehem {Bread-House} (in Judaea). She
stays there for 4 whole months.
Priest Chases Down Whore At Her
Dad's House
3 So [this priest, the slut's] husband, gets up,
___. He chases [south] after the [floozy. He
longs] to voice his heart-feelings to her,
intending to bring her back. He takes
his servant with him, and a couple of
donkeys. [The slut] lets [the priest] into her
father's house. Her Dad sees and happily [welcomes the priest,] his quasi [son-in-law].
2

priest. She sleeps with other people. Then]

4 So the [priest's] father-in-law, the [slut's] father,
keeps [the priest] staying [in his house] for 3 days. So they
eat and drink. They sleep there.
Presumably the priest and his whore make hot
steamy make-up ‘love’.

Whore's Dad Won't Let Priest &
Whore Leave
5 Then, ___, on the 4th day, the [priest and his whore]
get out [of bed] early in the morning. They prepare to
leave. But the girl's Dad says to his son-in-law,
“Comfort your heart with a bite of bread. Then go

Eventually, [the priest and
sit down. They eat and
drink together. The [whore's] father [begs]
the [priest], “Please stay one more night.
Have a good time. Make your heart
merry [with love and wine]!” 7 [Again] the [priest]
rises [from the food-strewn table]. [He goes] to
leave [the house]. But his father-in-law
begs him [to stay]. So the [priest] lodges
there again. 8 So, on the 5th day, the priest
[on]

your journey.” 6

the whore and her Dad]

gets up early in the morning to leave. But his
[whore's] Dad says, “Comfort your heart [with food], I beg
you.” So the [priest and the whore] hang out until after-

The [priest again] gets up
to leave with his concubine and his servant. Then [the priest's] father-in-law, the
[slut's] Dad, says to [the priest], “Look. Now
the day's falling into evening. I beg
noon, pigging out. 9
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you, stay all night. Look, the day's almost over. Sleep here. Make your heart
merry [with love and wine]. Then tomorrow
go early on your journey, so you can
get home.”
Finally Priest Escapes From His
Whore's Dad
Judges 19:10 But the priest refuses to stay
another night, ___. He gets up. He escapes with his concubine and his two
saddled donkeys. They ride [~6 miles north.
They] see [the Caananite-infested town of] Jebus
{Thresher-City} aka Jerusalem. 11 The
[priest, his whore, and his servant ride on north] under
the setting sun. At twilight, they reach
Jebus {Thresher-City}. The servant says
to his master [the priest], “Come on.
Please. Let's turn here into the city of
the Jebusite {Threshers}. [Let's sleep] there.”
12 But the servant's boss, [the priest] says
to him, “We won't stop to [spend the night]
in a city [populated by despised] foreigners,
aliens to the nation of Israel. We'll [ride]
on across [the country] to Gibeah {Flower-Hills}.
The priest's racism comes back to bite him.
13 [The servant balks, knowing the evil reputation of the

urges his servant, “Come on. Let's ride up to an [Israelite town] to spend the night, in Gibeah
{Flower-Hills}, or in Ramah {Heights}.
Priest & His Whore Ride To The
Flower-Hills
14 So the [Priest and his whore & servant] pass
[Jebus]. They [ride] down the road [in the twilight]. The sun goes [completely black] as they
near Gibeah {Flower-Hills}, [a region in the territory of the tribe of] Benjamin {Right-HandSon}.
Flower-Hills perverts. But the priest]

Gibeah will become the birthplace of demon-possessed King Saul.

So the [priest, whore & servant] turn off [the
road]. They ride in to [the outskirts of] Gibeah
{Flower-Hills} to stay [the night]. [But] not
[one] man [offers to] take them into his
house to sleep! So the [priest rides] into
[town]. He sits down in [the] town-square.
15

16 Soon that evening up walks an old man, leaving
his work in the field. The [old man] lifts up his eyes.
He sees the traveling [priest] in the town square. 17
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The old man asks [the priest], “Where ya’
goin’? Where ya’ from?” 18 The priest
answers, “We're traveling [north] from
Bethlehem {Bread-House} (in Judaea).
[Tomorrow we'll ride east] along-side the
Ephraim {Double-Fruit} hills, where I'm
from. I [lived in] Bethlehem. But I'm now
going to [work at Micah's private] shrine of
Yahweh. But nobody [here has] invited me
into their house [to eat and sleep tonight].” The
man replies, [“Pleased to meet ya'. I'm Joe. I'm
also] from the Double-Fruit hills. [I'm] just
staying here [in Gibeah {Flower-Hills} until the harvest

Sons of Belial = scoundrels. Probably wanting to
rape and kill a visiting stranger instead of a neighbor whose relatives would attack them in revenge.

ends. I can't wait to get away from these perverted]

An inappropriate trade. Probably a ruse, to give the
old man time to go grab his weapons and blast the
perverts to death.

Benjamites.”
The priest is whoring himself out to the highest religious bidder, instead of going to work at the
tabernacle of Moses in Shiloh.

“We brought straw
and feed for our donkeys. And we have
bread and wine for me [and my concubine]
(your handmaid) and for this young
workman accompanying [us]. We're here
to serve you. We've got everything we
need, [except a roof to lay down under tonight].
Judges 19:20 So the old man says, “You're
welcome [to stay at my house]. Anything you
want, just ask me. [I won't make you] sleep
in the street.”
Benjamite Perverts Rape & Kill
Priest's Whore
21 So the old man brings the priest into
his house, ___. [The old man] even gives
feed to the [priest's] donkeys. So the
priest and his concubine and servant
wash their feet, and eat and drink. 22
19 [The priest answers,]

*As the [priest, his slut and his servant]
make their hearts merry, suddenly the men of the city, some
[good for nothing] sons of Belial {TheWorthless-Devil} run up! They surround the house. They beat at
the door. They [yell] at the master of the house, “Old man!
Bring out the hunk who came
into your house, so we can [get
to] ‘know’ him.
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

So the [old] man, the master of the
house, goes out to the [rapists. He pleads],
“No, my brothers! No, please, don't
commit the wickedness [of homosexual rape].
You saw that this man has come [into the
safety] of my house. Don't [commit this vile
sin]! 24 Look, here's my virgin daughter,
and [the priest's] concubine. I'll bring them
out now. [You can] humble them. Do with
them what seems good to you. But
don't [rape] this priest.”
23

*But the perverts refuse to
listen to the old man. So the
[priest] grabs his concubine. He
brings her out to [the perverts]. So
they rape her. They abuse her
all night until the morning.
Then when the day dawns, the
[thugs] let her go.
25

PRIEST: Get out there! CONCUBINE: How dare
you! You go sleep with the perverts! PRIEST:
You've slept with 100 men! A few more won't make
any difference! He kicks her butt out the door, then
slams it behind her!

*Then, ___, at dawn's first
light, the [priest's] whore staggers
into [the yard]. She falls down at
the door of the [old] man's
house. Inside, her master [the
priest lays asleep]. So [the whore] lays
there [bleeding] until sunlight [hits
the doorstep]. 27 *Then, seeing
26

the morning [sunlight,] her
master [the priest] rises out
[of bed]. He opens the
doors of the house. He
walks out to resume his
journey. And there,
___, he sees the wom-
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an, his concubine, fallen
down at the door of the
house. Her [dead] hands
clutch the threshold. 28
The priest says [to the raped concubine,] “Get
up. Let's go.” No reply. So the priest
loads her [dead-weight] up on a donkey. He
rides off [north]. [Finally] he arrives home
[in the Double-Fruit hills].
The Priest Cuts Up Whore's Body,
Mails Pieces

*The priest drags his [concubine's
into his house, ___. He
grabs a knife. He steadies her
[corpse]. He cuts her up. He [severs]
her bones [and flesh] into 12
pieces! He sends her [body parts]
into the [12 tribal regions] of Israel.
29

dead body]

That's one way to get attention for your cause.
Judges 19:30 [Thousands of men, women and children]

see

[the dead whore's body parts. The

[viewers]

hold their

They cry,
“Never has such a thing been done nor
seen since the day the people of Israel
emigrated up out of the land of Egypt
to this day!” [They scream to their elders,] “You
[can't stay silent]! Hold a council [meeting]!
Figure out how we're gonna’ [punish
Gibeah]!”
hands over their mouths and noses.]

See Hos 9:9, 10:9. The "Days of Gibeon" = "horrendous times."

Judges 20
Israel Plans Civil War Vs. FlowerHills Perv's
1 So, ___, all the [leading] sons of Israel
stream out [of their towns to convene] before
Yahweh at Mizpah {Watch-Tower}. As one
man, the congregation gathers together. [Israelis unite] from [the northland of] Dan all
the way [south] to Beer-Sheba {Well-OfSeven}. Even the [people of the eastern] land
of Gilead {Witness}[show up].
This is a flashback to shortly after Joshua's death.
The book of Judges is not told in straight chronological order.
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The chief[s] of all the people, [the most
important men] of all the tribes of Israel,
present themselves to the assembly of
the people of [Yahweh] The Eloah. 400
thousand foot-infantry-men draw their
swords. [They lift the swords to the sky!] 3 (Meanwhile, the sons of Benjamin {Right-HandSon} hear that the [leaders] of Israel have
traveled up to [convene] at Mizpah {WatchTower}.) [At the grand assembly,] the sons of
Israel ask the [bereaved priest], “Tell us,
how did [your concubine's] criminal [rape-murder] happen?” 4 The Levite [priest], the
husband of the murdered [whore], answers, “I traveled into Gibeah {Flower-Hills}, [the territory that] belongs to [the tribe
of] Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}. I [came with]
my concubine, to stay the night. 5
2

*Then Gibeah's chief-lords
rose against me by night. They
surrounded [me]. They attacked
the house I was staying in.
They tried to murder me. [Instead]
they gang-raped my concubine
until she died.
‘Chiefs’ is probably the priest's exaggeration,
meant to whip up war.

Then I took my [dead] concubine [home].
I cut her into pieces. I sent [one body part to
each tribe] throughout all the country Israel inherited, to [make the Israelites aware that
the ‘sons’ of Benjamin] committed [this] obscene
and degrading crime in Israel. 7 Look:
all you sons of Israel. Here [and now]
decide [how to react to this rape-murder]. Return
your [communal] verdict.”
6

Love your enemies. Do good to those who gangrape and murder your girlfriend.

All the people rise as one man. [They]
cry, “Not one [man] will go to his tent!
Not one man will return to enter his
house! 9 This is what we will do to
Gibeah: we'll draw lots, [playing a game of
chance to choose who will get 1st chance to attack].
[We'll] rise up [in waves] against [the city of the
rapists]. We'll besiege it! Judges 20:10 And
we'll draft 10 men from [every] 100 [men]
throughout all the tribes of Israel: (100
8
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[men]

per thousand, hence 1000 men
out of [every] 10 thousand) to fetch food
for our [militia. Out great fighting force] will [rain
down death upon our arrival at] at Gibeah [in the
land of the tribe] of Benjamin! We'll [hammer
down full payback] for all the wicked [crimes]
the [flower-hills perverts] have committed in
Israel!”

cluding

Shock and awe.

voice, knowing how the coming carnage will unfold, truth-

Leaders of Gibeah Refuse To Surrender Rapists
11 So, ___, all the men of Israel knit
together as one man. They amass
against Gibeah {Flower-Hill} city. 12 The
tribes of Israel send [messengers] racing
through the whole tribe of Benjamin
{Right-Hand-Son}. [The messengers] scream,
“How [are you going pay for] this awful [rapemurder] committed by your men? 13 —
Right now, deliver to us the [rapists-murderers], the worthless trash-spawn you're
hiding in Gibeah {Flower-Hills}, so we can
put the [miscreants] to death, and drive
away evil from Israel!” But the ‘sons’ of
Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}[refuse to] listen
to the voice of their brothers, the sons
of Israel, ___:
Belial = worthless.
14 [Instead of facilitating justice against the murderers

the spawn of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} stream from their
[surrounding] towns. [They] gather at Gibeah
{Flower-Hill}[city. There they prepare] to march
out to devour the [other] sons of Israel [in
battle].
Israeli Armies Face Off In A Civil
War
15 The ‘sons’ of Benjamin {Right-HandSon} (from the towns) number 26 thousand sword-flashing men, plus the inhabitants of Gibeah {Flower-Hills}[city],
who provide an additional 700 choice
[fighting] men. 16 Among [the vast host of
Gibeah's army] stand 700 hand-picked [superassassins], each one [trained to] sling stone
after stone, never missing their kill-target by even a hair's breadth, even with
their right hands tied [behind their backs]. 17
[On the other side:] the men of Israel, exand rapists they harbor,]
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Benjamin {RightHand-Son}, number 400 thousand
sword-drawing men: all men of war. 18
The sons of Israel rise. They march up
to Beth-El {House-of-El}. They demand [a
war-blessing from] Elohim. [They growl,] “Which
of us goes up first to devour the Benjamin-spawn?” Then Yahweh, [sadness in his
[the enemy tribe of]

predicts, “Judah {Celebrated} will go
up first.”
fully]

YHVH is not condoning war. He is predicting the future. Ask a bad question, get a bad answer. The
right question would have been, “How can we avoid
this genocidal bloodshed?” The right answer is,
“Love your enemies.” There was no way to avoid
this bloodshed because these people wanted blood,
just like the people around you today. The traditional (and also plausible) explanation for this
verse is that Israel had devolved into nothing more
than a pagan nation, so the Creator used their
tribes to exterminate each other as pest control.
Modern statesmen use belligerent young men as
cannon fodder for this same population-reducing
purpose. War cleans the human race of stupid kill-crazed men.

The descendants of Israel rise up in
the morning. They set up war-camp opposite [the city of] Gibeah {Flower-Hills}.
Judges 20:20 [Many] men of Israel travel
out to battle against [the army of the tribe of]
Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}. [Other] Israeli
[soldiers likewise] put themselves in array to
fight against their [blood-kin] at Gibeah
{Flower-Hills}.
Benjamites Slaughter 22000 Fellow
Israelis
21 The brats of Benjamin {Right-HandSon} rush [to war]. They stream out of
Gibeah {Flower-Hills} city. That day they
destroy—down to the ground—22000
Israelite men, ___! 22 [Even after this clear
19

curse from Yahweh smashes down their crusade, the war-

Israeli masses [and] their soldiers
encourage themselves. They set their
battle again in array at the [same] site
where they put themselves in array on
the [war's] first day.
Benjamites Slaughter Another
18000 Israelis!
23 Then the [beaten] ‘sons of Israel’ march
up [to the priest]. They weep before Yahcrazed]
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weh until evening. They demand of
Yahweh, challenging him, “Shall [we]
again attack in battle against the children of [our] brother Benjamin {RightHand-Son}?” Yahweh answers, “Grow up.
[Go to your brother in peace.]”
YHVH does not say, “Attack.” He says, “GROW UP!
RISE above your brother's petty eye-for-eye mentality! GO talk to your brother. Rise above the situation. Take the high road. Love your enemies.” But
the hot-headed Israelites don't understand what
YHVH is saying, because they don't want to understand. And YHVH goes to no great pains to make
them understand, because no matter what he
says, they're going to have their revenge. The
question is, should we: #5066 nagash: be or come
near; attack; YHVH's answer is: #5927 `alah awlaw': ascend, be high, mount, arise, break (the
day) ... The traditional interpretation is that the
Creator wanted these war-crazed brutes to kill
each other off to improve the gene pool. When
jerks murder each other, everybody wins. Both
armies were in the wrong: Benjamin's tribe condoned rape. The other 11 tribes condoned suicidal
civil war. Heaven delights to see all senseless belligerents die.

the [resons of Israel march back [to
attack] the sons of Benjamin {Right-HandSon} the 2nd day! 25 So, [as clear punishment on Israel's
24

So,

[misunderstanding Yahweh's word,]

venge-crazed]

Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}
marches forth against [Israel] out of Gibeah the 2nd
day. [Gibeah] again destroys down to the ground 18
thousand armed sword-drawing men of the sons of
Israel!
The Israelites misunderstood YHVH's anti-war message, as they do today. YHVH is not in favor of civil
war. LOVE your enemies. FEED your enemies.
26 Then all the sons of Israel, and all [their] people,
stream up [from the battleground, ___]. They arrive at Elohim's sanctuary. Weeping, they sit there [mourning in
the dust] before Yahweh. They fast all day until
evening. They offer ascension-[gifts] and peace offerings before Yahweh.
YHVH doesn't want burned or mutilated animals.
27 The sons of Israel inquire of Yahweh. For in
those days the ark of the covenant of Elohim rests
ill-conceived war plan, the army of]

[at Beth-El].) 28 Phinehas {Snake-Mouth}
(the son of Aaron's son ELeazar {El'sAid}) stands before [the Ark] in the sunlight. [Phinehas] asks, “Shall I yet again
[march] out to overcome the spawn of my
brother Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}? Or
should I [return home]?” Yahweh answers,
“Ascend. Tomorrow I deliver [your brother]
into your hand.”

there
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Again, the Israelites misinterpret YAH's answer.
YAH says ‘go up.’ But YHVH does not command the
Israelites to carnally fight. He commands the Israelites to RISE above the level of their morally-retarded violent brothers, to praise-march (Jericho-style) while YHVH destroys the evil rapists. But
again the blood-crazed warmongers refuse to wait
for YHVH's peaceful solution.

Israel Massacres 100000+ Benjamite Relatives
29 So, ___, Israel surrounds [the city of]
Gibeah with soldiers. They wait in ambush. Judges 20:30 On [this], the 3rd day [of
fighting], the sons of Israel rise up against
the sons of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}.
They put themselves in [battle] array
against Gibeah {Flower-Hills}, [just as before].
31 The men of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}
rush out against their [brother Israelites. Israel]
draws [the Benjamites] away from the city.
There [the Benjamites] begin to strike the
[Israelis]. On the highway that goes up to
Beth-El, and the other road to Gibeah's
fields, the [Benjamites] kill (as before)
about 30 Israeli men. 32 So the men of
Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} brag, “The
[Israelis lie] beaten down before us, just
like [on] the [war's] 1st [day].” Meanwhile,
the [opposing] sons of Israel cry, “Let's
flee [in false retreat]. Let's draw the [enemy]
from the city to the highways.” 33 So,
___, all of Israel's [lead-fighters] run up out
of their [hiding] places. They set themselves in array at Baal-Tamar {Lord-OfPalms}. Then Israel's ambush-men burst
forth out of their [hiding] places. Like
[killer-wasps they swarm from the] meadows of
Gibeah {Flower-Hills}! 34 There rush
against Gibeah 10 thousand choice men
[of war, hand-picked] from [the entire country of] Israel. The battle rages so fierce [that the
tribe of Benjamin] can't see their disaster
looming [through their bloody blurred eyes]. 35 So
Yahweh smites [the army of the tribe of] Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} before Israel.
That day the sons of Israel destroy
25100 sword-drawing men of Benjamin.
This does not mean that YHVH condoned the battle. But he did end it. This does NOT mean that any
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of the people who killed the Benjamites will end up
in heaven. Nor does it mean that we Christians are
supposed to kill Muslims. Just because some socalled ‘Judeo-Christians’ win a battle doesn't mean
that war is a permissible activity for holy people.
36 Benjamin's battle-boys see they're beaten, ___.
The men of [united] Israel draw back from the Benjamites. They entrust the wrap-up to the ambushmen they've set around the army of Benjamin
37 The ambush-men race
rush upon [the city of] Gibeah
{Flower-Hills}. The ambushers draw [their
weapons]. They strike [down] every [man, woman, and child] in the city with the ‘bite’ of
the sword.
{Right-Hand-Son}.

[each other to]

Not exactly choosing the "high road." YHVH isn't
happy about this. #5221 nakah = strike or cast
out.

(Previously the [leaders] among Israel's
men agreed that [when Gibeah city lies conquered,] the ambush-men would set a
great fire, making flame & smoke rise
up out of the city.) 39 Israel's [warriors]
retreat from the battle. Instantly [the
brutes of] Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} strike!
They kill about 30 Israelite men. The
[Benjamites] brag, “Surely the [Israelites] lie
beaten down before us, like in the first
battle.” Judges 20:40 The flame begins to
rise up out of [Gibeah {Flower-Hill}] city. [It sends
up] a pillar of smoke. The Benjamites
look behind themselves. They see the
[holocaust] ash of their city ascending up
to heaven. 41 The men of Israel aboutface. [They charge from the burning city.] They attack the [stranded Benjamite army]. The men of
Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} stand
stunned! [Shaking, peeing their pants], they see
disaster rush upon them! 42 The
[Benjamites] turn tail before the men of Israel. They rush down the paths into the
wilderness. But the battle overtakes the
[Benjamites]. The [Israelites] stream out of
the [nearby] town(s), [faces set] to destroy
every [Benjamite] straggler! 43 Thus the
[Israelites] enclose the Benjamites, surrounding them, chasing them, easily
trampling them down [in the fields] east of
Gibeah [as the morning sun rises on 100,000 bloody
3-day-old stinking battle-dead]. 44 There [in the field
East of Gibeah] lie [the gaping bleeding mouths] of
38
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18 thousand dead fighting men of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}, all valiant warriors. 45 The [surviving Benjamite stragglers] turn
tail. They flee toward the wilderness, to
Rimmon {Pomegranate} Rock. In the
highways, [the Israelites] glean 5000 [more
Benjamite] men. The [Israelites] pursue hard
after the [enemy]. Finally, in Gidom {Cutting}, the [Israelis] slay 2000 more [Benjamite] men! 46 So, ___, that day fall
25000 sword-wielding men of Benjamin
{Right-Hand-Son}, all brave men of war.
47 But 600 [Benjamite] men retreat. They
flee to the wilderness, to Rimmon
{Pomegranate} Rock. There they [struggle to]
survive. They hide [in caves. They eat bugs and
rabbits] for 4 months. 48 Meanwhile the
[insanely vengeful] men of Israel turn again
upon the people of Benjamin {RightHand-Son}. They strike the [Benjamites] with
the ‘bite’ of the sword. They [kill] the
men of every town, and the animals,
and anything their hands can reach.
They torch up every city they come to.
Clearly insane, vengeful, hateful actions NOT approved by YHVH, as shown in every subsequent
reference to Gibeah in the bible.

Judges 21
Israelis Hunt Wives For Surviving
Benjamites
1 Finally the men of Israel remember
the oath they swore back in Mizpah
{Watch-Tower}: (They pledged, “None of
us will ever give our daughters to a
Benjamite man to marry.”) 2 The
[Israelites] flock to Elohim's sanctuary. Until evening they stay there [on their knees,
praying] before Elohim. They lift up their
voices. They bitterly weep [over the horrible,
insane carnage they've wreaked].
The Tribe of Benjamin fulfills his mother Rachel's
name for Benjamin: ‘Son Of Sorrow.’

cry, “Yahweh Elohim of Israel, why is this happening in Israel?
How can [we live with] one tribe of Israel
[wiped out]?”
3 [The Israelites]

War happened because the Israelites refused to
seek the high road.
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4 [Finally] the sun rises, ___. The [Israeli] people rise
early. They build an altar. On it they smoke-roast
ascension-gifts and peace offerings.
This verse may describe pagan-style animal sacrifices. If so, the Israelis were oblivious to the fact
that YHVH hates it when people burn up and mutilate animals. However, these roasts may have
been food contributions to the maintenance of the
Levitical government system.

Israelis Murder Innocents To Steal
Virgins
5 The people of Israel ask, “[Back before the
war,] who among all the tribes of Israel
failed to travel up with the congregation to [pray to] Yahweh?” For the [Israelis]
had made a [hugely foolish] arrogant oath
condemning anyone who neglected to
travel up to [pray to] Yahweh to Mizpah
{Watch-Tower}. They pledged, “Any [abstainers will] die. DEAD.” 6 The people of Israel [mourn in] repentance for [senselessly murdering] their Benjamite brother [s, including
women and children. The Israelis wail,] “A whole
tribe lies sliced off from Israel today! 7
How will we get wives for the [Benjamite]
survivors? We've sworn by Yahweh that
we'll never give any daughter of ours
as a wife to a Benjamite.” 8 The [Israelis]
ask, “Who from the tribes of Israel [neglected] to travel up to Mizpah {Watch-Tower} to [consult] Yahweh?” The [Israelis] find
out that nobody from Jabesh-Gilead
{Arid-Heap} traveled to the assemblycamp. 9 The [Israelis] do a head-count to
[verify] that none of the inhabitants of
Jabesh-Gilead {Arid-Heap} showed up.
Judges 21:10 So the congregation summons 12000 of [Israel's] mightiest sons.
[The elders criminally] command the [brutes],
“Go! Strike the inhabitants of JabeshGilead {Arid-Heap} with the ‘bite’ of the
sword. [Murder] even the women and the
little children.
#5221 nakah = strike or cast-out. Either way, a
sick, terrible, insane idea, not blessed by YAH.

—Make sure you utterly destroy every male, and every woman who has
lain with [a] man.”
11

2763 charam can mean "destroy" or '"seclude /
banish"
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The [soldiers] find among the inhabitants of Jabesh-Gilead {Arid-Heap} 400
young virgins who've never “known”
[any] man by lying with him. So the [soldiers criminally kidnap the girls]! They haul the
[girls kicking and screaming] to the camp to
Shiloh {Tranquil}, in the land of Canaan
{LowLand}.
12

Kidnapping is a death-penalty offense in the Law of
Moses. These Israelites were out of their minds.

Then the united [Israeli] congregation
sends some [ambassadors] to proclaim
peace to the Benjamite [refugee] men [hiding] at Rimmon {Pomegranate} Rock. [The
13

messengers summon the Benjamites to take the kid-

So [the surviving men from
Benjamin hike back [down the
mountain]. The [Israelites] give the [Banjamites
the kidnapped] “wives” they'd saved alive
from the [massacre of the] women of
Jabesh-Gilead {Arid-Heap}. Yet the
[Benjamites] still lack women. 15 [Meanwhile,]
the [Israeli] people [continue to weep in] repentance for [murdering most of the tribe of] Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}. [Shifting blame, they
cry,] “Yahweh, why did you open a
chasm [of war and hatred] between the tribes
of Israel?!”
napped girls as wives!] 14
the tribe of]

YHVH didn't make the chasm. They're blaming
YHVH for their own war-crimes. Just like today's
Judeo-Christians.

Then the elders of the congregation
ask, “[We] killed the women of [the tribe of]
Benjamin. So how can we get [Israeli]
wives for the surviving [Benjamite men]?” 17
[Some elders] add, “The [men] of Benjamin
{Right-Hand-Son} who escaped [our swords]
need heirs. Otherwise [death] will wipe
[their] tribe out of Israel [in one generation]. 18
But we can't give the [Benjamites] wives
from our daughters. We sons of Israel
swore a vow that: ‘Anyone who gives a
wife to [a man from the tribe of] Benjamin
{Right-Hand-Son} is [an] accursed [pariah].’”
Benjamites Steal Dancing Girls As
Slave-Wives
16

19 Then the [elders] say, “Look. There's a yearly feast
[honoring] Yahweh in Shiloh {Tranquil}, at a place on the
north side of Beth-El {House-Of-El}, on the east side
of the highway that goes up from Beth-El to
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Shechem

{Neck},

{Frankincense}.”

Ruth 1

on the south of Lebonah

Judges 21:20

So

[Israel's elders fool-

command this [crazy] order to the
[few surviving] sons of Benjamin: “[Hike to
Beth-El]. Lie in ambush in the vineyards.
21 Then keep your eyes peeled. When
the girls of Shiloh {Tranquil} come out [to
the field] to whirl around in [their praise]
dances, then you rush out of the vineyards. Every man of you kidnap his
[new] ‘wife’ from the daughters of Shiloh.
Haul [the girls off] to the land of Benjamin
{Right-Hand-Son}.

498

ishly]

Stupid, idiotic, not-blessed idea.

—Then when the [girls'] fathers or
their brothers come to us [elders] to complain, we'll say to them, ‘For our sakes,
don't [murder] the [kidnappers. They had to steal
22

your girls. We went crazy and killed all the wives and

in the war. We
forgot to save some [baby-breeders] for the
survivors. But you're not guilty [of breaking
your oath, because] you didn't ‘give’ your
daughters to [the Benjamites. You're just letting the
Benjamites steal your daughters].’”
daughters of the tribe of Benjamin]

A farce of mind-boggling stupidity, softened only
by the possibility that the girls were subsequently
allowed some freedom as to if and/or who they
would marry.

So, ___, the spawn of Benjamin
do it: they [illegally] kidnap every single praise-dancing girl.
They haul the [screaming ladies] off to [Benjamin's] family-land[s]. [The Benjamites force the
girls to act as their] wives. Then the [Benjamites
start] repair their [war-torn] cities. Eventually they re-inhabit their [blood-soaked land].
24 Finally the [non-Benjamite] people of Israel leave the [battle-zone]. They journey
to their inherited-lands. Every man returns to his tribe and to his family. 25 [As
the crazy story above shows,] in those days no
[human nor divine] king reigns in Israel, ___.
Every man continually does whatever
[stupid thing] seems right in his own eyes.
23

{Right-Hand-Son}

Like all of the tragedies afflicting today's unholy
Judeo-Christian world, all of the disasters in this
amazing book stem from Israel's refusal to separate from pagans, as documented in Judges 1:2736.
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Famine Wracks Israel, So EliMelech
Migrates
1 Look back, ___, to the days when the
judges rule [Israel]: A famine starves the
land. A man (named EliMelech {El-Is-King}) leaves Bethlehem {Bread-House} (in
Judaea) to stay with his wife and two
sons in the [pagan] country of Moab.
King David's Great Grandmother Ruth, the ancestor of the Messiah, was a Moabite. True Hebrews
are never racially discriminatory. All are welcome
to come to YHVH, regardless of their background.

“Dearer to God than all of the Israelites who stood at Mount Sinai is
the convert.
”—Tanhuma, Lekh Lekha 6:32

Elimelech and his wife (Naomi {Pleaand his two sons (Mahlon {Sickly}
and Chilion {Failure}) [trudge east] from
Judea's Bethlehem {Bread-House} in
Ephratha {Fruitful}. [They hike 20 miles to the Jor2

sure})

dan river; then 40 miles south following the Dead Sea. Fi-

the [weary family] arrive in the [despised]
country of Moab. They settle there.
nally]

Mahlon = ‘sick/sorry.’ Chilion = ‘pining, destruction,
consumption, failing.’ 4124 Mow'ab mo-awb = ‘her
father made her a mother’, referring to Lot's child
of incest.

Elimelech (Naomi's husband) dies. So Naomi {Pleasure} is left
[widowed] with her two sons, [‘sick’ and ‘failing’].
Despised Moabite Ruth Marries A
Doomed Hebrew
4 [Naomi's sons] choose wives from the
women of Moab. [Chilion {Failure}] chooses
Orpah {Mane}. [Mahlon {Sickly}] chooses Ruth
{Friend}. These [two sons live with their wives and
their Mom] in Moab for about 10 years. 5
[Then] Mahlon {Sickly} & Chilion {Failure}
both die. [Death] leaves Naomi {Pleasure}
a widow with [nothing but gravestones over her]
dead husband and 2 dead sons.
Ruth Leaves Moab For Israel
6 Then, [weeping in] the country of Moab,
Naomi {Pleasure} hears how Yahweh has
come to the aid of his people [the Jews] by
giving them bread. So Naomi {Pleasure}
3 [Time passes.]
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rises up with her daughters-in-law [Ruth
& Orpah] to return from Moab-land [to
Judea]. 7 So Naomi {Pleasure} and her two
daughters-in-law [Ruth & Orpah hike north]
from the [Moabite] region where they've
been living. They journey up the [Dead
Sea] road to return to the land of Judaea. 8 Naomi {Pleasure} says to [Ruth &
Orpah,] her two daughters-in-law, “Each
of you go [back home]. Return to your
[Moabite] mother's house. [May] Yahweh
deal kindly with you, like you have
dealt with your [now] deceased [husbands,]
and with me. 9 —[I pray] that Yahweh
grants that you find rest, each of you in
the house of a [new Moabite] husband.”
Naomi {Pleasure} kisses the [young widows].
The [3 ladies] lift up their voices. [They]
weep. Ruth 1:10 The [young widows, Ruth & Orpah
cry] to Naomi {Pleasure}, “[We won't leave you.]
We'll go with you to [live with] your [Jewish]
people.” 11 Naomi {Pleasure} replies,
“Turn back [to Moab from me], my daughters! Why go with me? Are there more
sons in my womb, [waiting] to become
your husbands? [Nobody in Judea will marry you
despised foreigners, even though you're pretty and smart
and kind! Jews kill Moabites! They'll spit on you. If they
touch you at all, it'll be to hit you and rape you. The Jews
consider you the spawn of Lot's incest, only good for wiping off the face of the earth. Your blood is valued as good

—[So] go
back [home to Moab], my daughters. Get on
your way. I'm too old to have a husband. If I should say, ‘I have hope’—
even if I [sleep with] a husband tonight,
and bear sons, [you'd be out of child-bearing age
before the boys grow up]. 13 —Why wait [in vain
for me to breed you a husband]? Why refuse all
[the] other men [here in your native land] who
want to have you? [Why wait to marry, fantasizing that] my baby boys [would grow] big
enough to be your grooms? No, my
daughters. The hand of Yahweh has
gone out against me. I grieve at how
this has hurt you girls. [Go back to Moab. Get
for nothing but fertilizing Israel's soil!] 12

husbands who will love you. Don't try to immigrate into
my racist, nationalistic people].” 14

Again [Naomi's
daughters-in-law (Ruth & Orpah)] lift up their
voices. They sob. [Finally] Orpah kisses
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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her mother-in-law

[goodbye]. [Orpah

returns south to Moab. But Ruth grabs onto Naomi.]

Ruth won't let go of her.

Because the girls had married Jews, the girls were
facing racist and nationalist hatred in Moab. These
ladies really had nowhere to go.

Naomi {Pleasure} says, “Look, [Ruth]:
your sister-in-law has gone back to her
[Moabite] people, and to her [pagan] gods
[and leaders]. You turn around. Follow your
sister-in-law.” 16 *But Ruth {Friend}
15

cries, “Don’t press me to leave
you, or to stop following you.
For wherever you go, I will go.
And wherever you stay, I will
stay. Your people will be my
people. Your Elohim will be my
Elohim. 17 *—Where you die, I'll
die. There I'll be buried. [Companionship with you] is [the life] Yahweh will
give me. [Nothing but] death will
separate you and me.”
Usually translated as an imprecatory oath, though
the literal text reads more as a prophecy than a
death-oath-curse.

Naomi {Pleasure} sees that Ruth
{Friend}[has her heart set] on staying with
18

[Naomi for life].

So Naomi stops

[to stay living in pagan Moab].

[urging]

Ruth

Ruth Arrives In Moabite-Hating Israel
19 So Naomi {Pleasure} & Ruth {Friend}
trudge [across miles of desert]. Finally, [after
weeks of hardship], they arrive at Bethlehem
{Bread-House}. As they enter Bethlehem,
the town starts clamoring [and crowding
around] them, exclaiming, “Is this
Naomi!?” Ruth 1:20 Naomi {Pleasure}[cries]
to her [long-lost townspeople], “Don't call me
Naomi {Pleasure}. Call me Mara {Bitter}:
for the Almighty has brought intense
bitterness to [my life]. 21 —I went out [of
my country] full. Now Yahweh has brought
me back home empty. So why would
you call me Naomi {Pleasure}, seeing
Yahweh has looked down on me? The
Almighty has demolished me.” 22 So
Naomi {Pleasure} returns [northwest] from
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the country of Moab [to Judaea] with her
daughter-in-law Ruth, [a hated immigrant from
the despised enemy territory of incestuous] Moab.
The [two poor ladies courageously] enter
Bethlehem {Bread-House} at the beginning of barley harvest season.

Ruth 2
Ruth Sees Boaz, The Nice Rich Man
Now among Naomi's relatives (from
her [deceased] husband Elimelech’s clan)
lives a man named Boaz {Stabilizer}, a
mighty man of wealth. 2 [Ruth {Friend} and
Naomi {Pleasure} pray over their lack of food.] Ruth
(the [despised] Moabitess) asks Naomi,
“Let me go to the field. I'll pick up the
leftover [trash] grain behind anyone in
whose eyes I find graciousness, [that is,
anyone who will tolerate a foreign immigrant].” Naomi
answers Ruth, “Go, my daughter.” 3 So
Ruth {Friend} leaves [Naomi's house]. She
[sneaks] to the field, [avoiding the eyes of gangs of
thugs]. There, following the reaper-men,
[Ruth scavenges leftover crops] between the [rows
of grain]. [Eventually, as the day wears on,] Ruth
happens to arrive in a part of the field
belonging to Boaz {Stabilizer}, [Naomi's rich]
relative from Elimelech's [clan]. 4 Suddenly, Boaz {Stabilizer} arrives from
Bethlehem {Bread-House}. He [shouts] to
[his] reaping-workers, “Yahweh be with
you!” The reapers answer Boaz, “Yahweh bless you!”
Boaz Treats Ruth Kindly
5 Then Boaz {Stabilizer} asks his worker
supervising the reapers, ‘Whose young
woman is that [picking up trash grain]?’ 6 The
foreman supervising the reapers [growls],
“She's that [foreign] Moabitish girl who accompanied Naomi on her return from
the plain of [our enemy country,] Moab. 7 —
[Ruth] asked me this morning, ‘Please let
me glean, to gather [leftover grain] behind
the harvesters.’ She's been hard at
work ever since, except for a few minutes’ rest over there in the shelter.” 8 So
Boaz {Stabilizer}[walks over] to Ruth. [He gen1
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says to her, ‘My daughter, listen
to me. Don't leave. Don't glean in another field. Stay here. Stick close to my
servant girls [so you won't get harassed by my
roughneck racist men]. 9 —Keep your eyes on
the field where [my men] are reaping.
Then go in [and glean] after they [leave each
area]. I've commanded the young men
not to touch you. And when you get
thirsty, go to the jars. Drink from the
[water] the young men have drawn. [If they
erously]

start yelling racist slurs at you, ignore them.] Ruth 2:10

Then Ruth {Friend} falls on her face. She
prostrates herself to the ground. She
asks Boaz {Stabilizer}, “Why have I
found grace in your eyes? [Why are you so
kind] to recognize me, a [despised] foreign
[girl]?”
This would be like a white Confederate General
falling in love with a poor black slave girl in America during the Civil War.

Boaz {Stabilizer} answers Ruth, “I’ve
listened to your whole history, of all
that you've done to [help] your mother-in-law since your husband (her son)
died — how you're leaving your father
and your mother, leaving behind the
land of your nativity, [trying to] immigrate
into a nation of [complete strangers who hate your
people and want you all dead]. 12 —[I pray that]
Yahweh repays you [for risking your life to help
Naomi. May] Yahweh, [the] Elohim of Israel,
under whose wings you have come to
trust, give you a full [perfect, complete] reward [of living in safety, abundance and peace].” 13
Ruth {Friend} answers, “[I hope I continue to]
find favor in your sight, my Adon {Master}. You comfort me—you speak [words of
courage to] my heart. I'm your handmaid.
Though I'm not [as important as] one of your
[real, native] workers.”
Rich Boaz Dines Publicly With Despised Ruth
14 [Time passes, ___.] Mealtime comes. Boaz
{Stabilizer}[walks over to] Ruth {Friend}. [Boaz'
11

racist workers glare, whisper, laugh under their breath.

says to Ruth, “Come here. Eat
some of [my] bread. Dip your morsel in
[my olive oil and] vinegar.” So Ruth sits beBoaz]
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side the reapers, [just as if she were a native Israeli]. [Boaz] passes Ruth roasted grain.
She eats her fill, [smiling shyly]. Then [she]
leaves [the barn]. 15 After Ruth {Friend} rises up to glean [more grain], Boaz
{Stabilizer} commands his young men,
“Let [Ruth] glean even among the [unpicked]
sheaves. Don't [give her any trouble]. 16 —
Purposely let fall some handfuls [of prime
grain-heads] for Ruth. Leave them on the
ground, so she can glean [some of the cream
of the crop]. Don't [hit Ruth with any racial or nationalistic tongue-lashings about illegal immigration. I don't
care how upset people are that I'm giving aid and comfort
to our nation's ‘enemy’].”

Ruth Works Like A Dog To Help Her
Mom-In-Law
17 So Ruth {Friend} gleans [grain] in the
field [all day in the hot sun] until evening.
Then [in the twilight] she threshes out the
grain. [Her trash grain amounts] to about a
[whopping 25-pound] bushel [of barley]! 18 Ruth
{Friend} picks up her [heavy] barley sack.
[Under cover of night,] she [lugs it back] into
[Bethlehem] town. [She smiles in expectation of] her
mother-in-law Naomi {Pleasure} seeing
how [much] she's gleaned. Ruth brings
the grain [into Naomi's shack]. She hands [the
whole sack] to Naomi. [Ruth] keeps only the
little bit [of grain] she ate.
Honoring parents means giving them the wealth
you create by working.

So Ruth's mother-in-law [Naomi] asks
Ruth, “Where did you glean today?
Where were you working? [Lets] kneel
[and pray a blessing for the courageous man who] recognized you [as a fellow human being, not just an
illegal immigrant from enemy territory] .” Ruth
{Friend} answers, “The man with whom I
worked today is named ‘Boaz
{Stabilizer}.’” Ruth 2:20 Naomi {Pleasure}
answers her daughter-in-law Ruth,
“May Yahweh bless Boaz {Stabilizer},
who has never stopped showing his
kindness to the living and to the dead.
This man [Boaz] is closely related to us.
[He's] one of our “redeeming” kinsmen,
19

[covenant redeemers, family protectors responsible for
taking care of us, his poor kindred].” 21
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(the Moabitess) answers, “Boaz
{Stabilizer} also said to me, ‘You will stay
close [behind] my young men, every day
until they finish all my harvest.’” 22 Naomi {Pleasure} answers her daughter-in-law (Ruth), “It's good, my daughter, that you go out with [Boaz's] maidens. That way you [won’t encounter the racial
and nationalistic hostility you'd face] in any other
field.” 23 So Ruth {Friend} sticks close to
the maidens of Boaz {Stabilizer}. [Ruth]
gleans [grain] until the end of barley harvest and the wheat harvest. And [each
night] Ruth stays [helping] her mother-in-law.
{Friend}

Ruth 3
Naomi Suggests That Ruth Attract
Boaz
1 Then Naomi {Pleasure} (Ruth's motherin-law) says to Ruth, “My daughter, [I
know my people hate your people. But I've got] to
struggle [against their racist bigotry] to find a
secure sanctuary for you: [somewhere you

can sleep safe, protected from the hatred of small-minded

so life can be good for you. 2 —
Now Boaz {Stabilizer}, with whose maidens you've been working, is a [man] from
my clan. [So, even though you're a despised Moabite,
villains,]

doesn't that make Boaz your family too, since you were

Look. Boaz [will be] winnowing barley tonight on the threshingfloor. 3 So bathe yourself. Rub yourself
[all over with oils and perfumes]. Put on your [best]
clothes. Get down to the threshing-floor. But don't reveal your presence to the man [Boaz], until he's finished eating and drinking. 4 Now, when
Boaz lays down, you're going to note
the place where he's lying. [Then, when it's
nice and dark,] you'll go in. Uncover his
‘feet.’ Lay your [body] down next to him.
[Then he'll know you want to marry him.] Then Boaz
will tell you what to do.
married to my son?]

Or the more sensible yet more controversial: ‘slide
his blanket off of his lap.’ #4472 (marglah) is denominative of #7272 regel reh'-gel from 7270; a
foot, by euphem. the pudenda. For instance, the
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prophet Samuel says ‘feet’ to refer to evil King
Saul's private parts.

Ruth {Friend} answers Naomi {Pleasure},
“I'll do everything you tell me.”
Ruth Lays Down & Offers Her Love
To Boaz
6 So Ruth {Friend} travels down to the
threshing-floor. She does everything
her mother-in-law instructed her to do:
7 Boaz {Stabilizer} eats and drinks. His
heart grows merry. So he goes to lay
down at the end of the heap of grain.
Ruth {Friend} comes softly. She uncovers Boaz' ‘feet.’ She lays [her body] down
[next to him].
5

Or, ‘Ruth uncovers his lap.’ See note on v.4.

The midnight [moon rises]. Boaz
startles awake. He turns
over. He sees a woman lying at his
‘feet!’
8

{Stabilizer}

Or, lying curled up near his manhood. See note on
v.4.

“Who are you?” Ruth
{Friend} answers, “I'm Ruth, your servant. Spread your robe over [me,] your
handmaid. [Even though I'm a despised foreign ‘enemy’,] you're my close in-law. [In the circle of
9

Boaz

[whispers],

Lie down until morning.” 14 So
Ruth {Friend} lies [smiling] at Boaz' ‘feet’
until [early] morning. [Ruth] rises up [while its
still too dark] for anyone to recognize anyone's [face]. Boaz says, “Don't let anyone
know that a woman came onto the
[threshing] floor.” 15 Boaz {Stabilizer} adds,
“Bring me the cloak you're wearing.
Hold it out.” Ruth {Friend} holds-out the
cloak. Boaz loads into it 6 measures [50
pounds] of barley. He helps [Ruth] pick it
up. She lugs it [in the dark back] into
[Bethlehem] town. 16 Ruth runs [into the pitchdark shack] to [the bed of] her [sleeping] motherin-law. [Waking,] Naomi asks, “Who are
you? [Are you] my daughter?” Ruth tells
Naomi [about] all [the kindness] that [Boaz] has
done her. 17 Ruth {Friend} says, “Boaz
gave me these 6 measures of barley.
[He said,] ‘Don't go empty-handed to your
mother-in-law.’” 18 Naomi {Pleasure} answers, “Sit still, my daughter. Wait to
learn how the matter falls [out]. For the
man [Boaz] won't rest until he finishes
ry you.]

[trying to disqualify the other man. Boaz will gain your
hand in marriage]

matter what anyone else says.]” Ruth 3:10

to say so.] 12 Now you're right. I'm your close in-

-law. But

[you]

have a closer kinsman than me. 13

Stay tonight. Then, [for sure,] in the
morning, [we'll see] if [your deceased husband's
other relative] will perform the kinsman's
duty for you. [If he'll redeem you from widow-hood
by marrying you], then it's morally right to
let him have the kinsman's [rights and responsibilities]. But if he doesn't want to fulfill the kinsman's role for you, then, as
Yahweh lives, I'll fulfill it for you. [I'll marThe Cinematic Bible 1.0

this

[very]

day.”

Ruth 4

covenant redeemers, you have the right to marry me, no

Boaz
{Stabilizer} answers, “May Yahweh bless
you, my daughter. You've shown more
kindness now than you did earlier. [I'm
impressed that a beautiful girl like] you didn't
chase young men. [You ignore] even the
rich [young studs]. 11 Now, my daughter,
don't be afraid. I'll do for you all that
you ask. For [even though you're an ‘enemy’
foreigner,] all my fellow townsmen know
you're a virtuous woman. [They're just afraid
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Boaz Negotiates With Townsmen
To Marry Ruth
1 Then Boaz {Stabilizer} journeys up to
the [Bethlehem town] court-gate. He sits
down there. Soon the kinsman (of
whom Boaz spoke to [Ruth]) walks by.
Boaz says to [the kinsman], “Whoa! What a
man! Come on over here and sit with
me, [brother].” So the kinsman turns
aside. He sits down [by Boaz].
Boaz knows how to work people. You get more
with sugar than with vinegar.

Then Boaz {Stabilizer} grabs 10 of the
town's elder men. He says, “You [men]
sit down here.” So the elders sit down.
2

10 witnesses!
3 Boaz {Stabilizer} says to the ‘kinsman’, “[You know] old
Naomi {Pleasure}, who finally emigrated back [here]
from the [enemy] country of Moab? Naomi's selling a
parcel of land. It belonged our [now deceased] brother
EliMelech
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bring

[Naomi's predicament]

[We should]

buy

to your attention.

[our deceased brother's possessions.

townspeople, includpeople, to watch
[and witness our transaction. So] if you want to
redeem [ELimelech's dormant estate], buy [it].
But if you don't want to redeem it, then
tell me, so I'll know. For there's no one
to buy it beside you. I'm [the only taker] after you.” The kinsman replies, “[Sure, I like
that land.] I'll buy it.”
That's why I invited these]

ing the elders of

[our]

Boaz is being completely honest.

Then Boaz {Stabilizer} says, “The day
you buy the field from the hand of Naomi {Pleasure}, you're [also obligated to] buy
Ruth {Friend} the Moabitess, the wife of
[our] dead [relative. You'll have to mate with her.
You'll] raise up [an heir for EliMelech's heritage. And
5

your and Ruth's offspring will take the dead man's name,
not yours.]

The field stays in the dead man's dynasty. Hebrew
Law demands continuity of property in a family
line. Inherited land-title maintains freedom from
money-grubbing corporate land takeovers. It prevents wicked systems from springing up to tax
people off of their homesteads, as is now your
global reality. The modern real-estate system is
the foundation of the rise of the 2nd beast predicted in the book of Revelation.

The kinsman replies, “[Well if I have to mate
I
won't buy [my dead brother's estate]. I'm not
gonna' mar my own inheritance [by making mongrel mutt children with a dirty Moabite] ! Purchase my right[s] for yourself, [Boaz]. I'm
not buying [Ruth's scam]!”
6

with a foreign enemy who'll divide my land-holdings,]

Here the clueless racist gives up a perfect wife,
AND loses the chance to be the great grandfather
of the Messiah.

(Note, ___: in [Ruth's] times in ancient
Israel, to confirm any matter concerning redeeming and exchanging [possessions], a man plucks off his shoe, then
gives it to his neighbor. This [ritual] validates a testimony in Israel.)
7

Today to establish a matter, slaves present biometric oath-obtained photo I.D. to a notary. Then
the slave signs another oath forbidden by the
bible, just to notarize a simple statement. The ancients were advanced. Moderns are barbaric.

So the kinsman says to Boaz
“Buy [ELimelech's estate] for yourself.” So [the kinsman seals the deal by] taking
8

{Stabilizer},
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off his [own] shoe. [He gives it to Boaz.] 9 So
Boaz {Stabilizer} declares to the elders,
and to all the people, “You are witnesses this day: from the hand of [EliMelech's
mother,] Naomi {Pleasure}, I've purchased
everything that [belonged to] Elimelech,
and all that [belonged to his dead sons] Chilion
{Failure} & Mahlon {Sickly}. Ruth 4:10 And
I've redeemed Ruth {Friend} (the
Moabite ex-wife of Mahlon {Sickly}) to
be my wife. [I intend] to raise up the legacy of [our] late [brother] on his estate. That
way the name of the deceased [Israeli]
never gets cut off from his kinsmen,
nor [banned] from this [town meeting] gate.
Today you've [been] witnesses [of this transaction].”
Husband means master. Not real popular, but true.
Tell a girl that and she'll think twice before she
jumps in the sack with some hairy-legged jerk.

Then all the [common] people at the
gate, and the elders, say, “We're [your]
witnesses. [May] Yahweh make this
woman (who has come into your family) like Rachel {Ewe} and like Leah
{Weary}, the two [women] who built the
house of Israel. And [may] you do worthy
[deeds that bring you even more wealth and power] in
Ephratah {Fruitful}. [May you] become famous in Bethlehem {Bread-House}!
11

Rachel and Leah rented out their husband like a
gigolo to slave girls. Let's hope Ruth wasn't like
Rachel and Leah!

And from the seed Yahweh gives you
from this young woman, let your house
[break out in abundant childbirth] like the family
of [strong] Pharez {Breakout} (whom [decoy
prostitute] Tamar {Tall-Palm}[scandalously]
birthed to [her father-in-Law] Judah).”
12

The townspeople see this cross-national marriage
as a seditious scandal. But they acknowledge that
even a scandal can produce blessings. YAH makes
miracles from messes.

Boaz Marries Ruth
So Boaz {Stabilizer} takes Ruth. She
becomes his wife. [Soon] Boaz goes in to
[the bedroom to sleep with] Ruth. Yahweh gives
Ruth {Friend} conception. So she bears
a son.
13

This son, a so-called ‘mutt mongrel half-breed’, a
child of ‘miscegenation’ with the despised enemy,
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became the Great-great...Grandaddy of Jesus
Christ. Tell that to the racists. Such a union was illegal in the united states until the late 20th century!

women say to Naomi
“Kneel [and adore] Yahweh. He
[paired] you today [with] a [redeeming] kinsman. May Boaz’ [name and your children's]
name[s] become famous in Israel.
14

Then

[Bethlehem's]

{Pleasure},

Ruth's descendants include Solomon, David and Jesus.

This child will be to you a restorer of
your life, your nourisher in your old
age. Your daughter-in-law [Ruth] loves
you. She's better to you than 7 sons!
She's birthed [your grandson]!” 16 So Naomi
{Pleasure} takes her [grand] child. She lays
him on her [own] breast. [She] becomes
his nanny-nurse.
Moabite Ruth Births The Line Of
King David!
17 Naomi's female neighbors [cry,] “A son
is born to Naomi {Pleasure}!” [They] suggest the child's name: Obed {Obeyer}.
This [Obed] grows up to father Yashai
{Standout}, the father of [king] David, [the
forefather of the Messiah]! 18 [So the following becomes] the
15

family line of Pharez {Breakout}: Pharez fathers
Hezron {CourtYard};
From this child came David, and from David came
Yahshua.
19 Then Hezron {Courtyard} fathers Ram {High}. Then
Ram fathers Amminadab {Generous-People}; Ruth
4:20 Then Amminadab {Generous-People} fathers
Nahshon {Future-Teller}. Then Nahshon fathers
Salmon {Cloak}; 21 Then Salmon {Cloak} fathers
Boaz {Stabilizer}. Then Boaz fathers Obed {Obeyer};
22 Then Obed {Obeyer} fathers Yashai {Standout}.
Then Yashai (Jesse) fathers [king] David, [the 14th-generation forefather of the Messiah (YahShua {Yah-Saves}) aka Jesus Christ]!

1st Samuel 1
Samuel's Dad Picks Barren Wife
Over Breeder
1 A man lives in Ramathaim-Zophim {Doubly-High-Watchtower-Town}, near Ephraim {Super-Fruit} Mountain. This man's name is EL-Kanah {El-Obtains}. [ElKanah is] the son of YAHroham {Compassion-Of-Yah}, the
son of EliHu {His-El}, the son of Tohu {Sad}, the son
of Zuph {Honeycomb}, an [ancient dweller of] Ephratha
{Fruitful}.
Ephratha = the region near Jerusalem which includes Bethlehem {Bread-House}, where the Messiah is later born.
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EL-Kanah has two wives: Hannah
{Favored}, and Peninnah {Pearl}. Pearl
[pumps out] baby [brats like a slot machine].
Meanwhile, Hannah never bears children. 3 This man [EL-Kanah rides ~30 miles north]
up out of his city every year to worship
Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies. [El-Kanah
donates animals to feed people at feasts] at Shiloh
{Tranquil}. There live [high priest] Eli's two
[wicked] sons: Hophni {Puncher} and
Phinehas {Snake-Mouth}, [sinful] priests
[who pretend to serve] Yahweh. 4 EL-Kanah offers [his best animal for a communal love-feast in honor
of Yahweh]. EL-Kanah gives portions [of the
barbecued meat] to his [breeder] wife Pearl,
and to all her sons and her daughters.
2

The animals 'sacrificed' are being eaten, not
burned up! This is a love-feast in honor of YHVH,
not a waste of an animal.

But to [barren] Hannah, EL-Kanah gives
a double portion [of the barbecue meat]. This
shows that EL-Kanah loves Hannah [more
than his other wife], even though Yahweh has
shut up Hannah's womb. 6 Hannah's rival [wife, Pearl] cruelly taunts Hannah. [Pearl
mercilessly] irritates [and angers Hannah]. [Pearl
claims] that Yahweh “locked up” [Hannah's]
womb. 7 This goes on year after year.
Whenever [Elkanah takes his wives north] to
Yahweh's temple, Pearl upsets Hannah
so much that Hannah weeps. She refuses to eat. 8 Then Hannah's husband
EL-Kanah says to her, “Hannah, why
are you weeping? Why don't you eat?
Why is your heart grieved? Am I not
better to you than 10 sons?”
Priest & Hannah Pray For Samuel's
Birth
5

9 So Hannah eats and drinks with her husband and
[her rival wife] at Shiloh {Tranquil}. Then Hannah gets up.
She sees Eli the priest sitting on a seat by a doorpost at the temple of Yahweh. 1st Samuel 1:10

Her soul wracked in bitter [depression,]
Hannah prays to Yahweh. [She] sobs.
[She] wails. 11 Hannah [rashly] makes a
vow. [She] cries, “O' Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies, please look on the misery of [me,] your handmaid. Remember
me. Don't forget your servant. Give
your handmaid a man-child. Then I'll
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dedicate him to [serve you] (Yahweh) all
the days of his life. No razor will ever
[cut a hair] on his head.”
A Nazirite vow.
12 Time passes. Hannah continues praying before
[High priest] Eli watches her mouth. 13 Now
Hannah speaks in her heart; only her
lips move. No one hears her voice. So
Eli assumes she's drunk. 14 So Eli says
to Hannah, “How long do you plan to
stay drunk? Get away from your wine.”
15 Hannah answers [Eli], “No, Adon
{Lord}. I'm [just] a woman with a sorrowful spirit. I've drunk neither wine nor
strong drink. I'm just pouring out my
soul before Yahweh. 16 —Don't class
me, your handmaid, as a worthless
‘devil's daughter.’ I've been praying
here out of the depths of my anguish
and sorrow.”

Yahweh.

Devil=Belial

So Eli answers, “Go in peace. And [I
the Elohim of Israel grants you
the [baby] you requested from him.” 18
So Hannah answers [Eli], “[I pray that I,]
your handmaid, find grace in your
sight.” So [Hannah] the [barren] woman
travels [back up the road to the hotel]. She eats
[heartily]. A [smile] stays on her happy face!
EL-Kanah Gets Hannah Pregnant
With SamuEL
19 EL-Kanah and Hannah get up early in
the morning to worship before Yahweh.
Then they travel [south] to their house in
Ramah {Heights}. There EL-Kanah
“knows” Hannah his wife. And Yahweh
kindly [opens her blocked reproductive tubes]. 1st
17

pray that]

*So, [about 9 months] after
Hannah conceives, she births a
son. She calls him SamuEl
{Heard-By-El}. [She shouts, “The baby is
named] ‘Heard by Elohim’. Because I asked Yahweh for [a son,
and Yahweh heard my prayer].” 21 So the man
Samuel 1:20

EL-Kanah, [in fulfillment of] his vow, [rides] up
[north again] with all his family [and staff] to
donate [food in honor of] Yahweh [at] the
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yearly [Shiloh love-feast]. 22 But Hannah opts
not to travel up [the ~30 miles to the feast].
She says to her husband, “I won't [ride]
up [to the Sanctuary] until the child is
weaned. Then I'll bring him, so he can
appear before Yahweh. He'll stay there
[at the temple] for [life].” 23 [Hannah's] husband
EL-Kanah answers her, “Do what seems
good to you. Stay [here at home] until
you've weaned [our baby Samuel. All I care about
is] Yahweh doing [the miracle] he promised.”
So [Hannah] stays [home]. She [breast-feeds]
her son until she weans him.
Breast-milk is the best milk for a baby. Never use
commercial baby formula.

Hannah Dedicates Baby To Lifelong
Priesthood
24 [Time passes, ___.] Hannah weans [baby
Samuel. Then] she takes him up [north toward
Shiloh] with her. [They drive] 3 young bulls.
Up the long dusty road, they [haul] one
ephah [~bushel] of flour and a bottle of
wine. [Finally Hannah] enrolls [Samuel] in the
temple of Yahweh in Shiloh {Tranquil},
despite Samuel still being [a toddler]. 25 [The
priests]

slaughter
Then

for the feast].

young bulls [to provide food
brings [baby Samuel] to [high priest]

[one of Hannah's]
[Hannah]

26 Hannah says [to Eli], “My Adon
as your soul lives, my lord, I am
the woman who stood by you here [a few
years ago], praying to Yahweh. 27 I prayed
[to conceive and birth] this [male] child. Then
Yahweh granted me the exact request I
begged Him for! 28 So I've [promised baby
Samuel] to Yahweh. As long as he lives
he'll be [dedicated] to [serve] Yahweh.” [Immediately,] right there, [Eli falls down and] prostrates himself. [He worships] Yahweh.
Eli

{Lofty}.

[lord],

The original verb "Shawal" is a play on the word
"request" in the previous verse.

1st Samuel 2
Hannah Sings As She Dedicates Her
Baby
1 Hannah [breaks out in] prayer, singing,
“Yahweh makes my heart jump-for-joy!
Yahweh lifts high my horn! My mouth
opens wide. [I sing] over my enemies.
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I brighten-up as you lift me
danger]!
[YAH,]

[out of

Horn may in this case refer to part of a female
headdress/bonnet.

There is no one holy like [you,] Yahweh.
No one [really] exists except You. [People,]
there is no rock like our Elohim! 3 [Wicked
ones,] stop your over-the-top, arrogant
bragging! Never let pomposity come
out of your mouth. For Yahweh is [the all]
knowing Sovereign. He weighs [all human]
actions. 4 The bows of the mighty
[worldlings lie] broken. [YAH lifts up his] fallen
[separatist-saints]. He arms us with strength!
5 [Men] who brimmed full [now] hire themselves out for bread, while [men] who
were hungry [hunger] no more. The barren [woman] births 7 [babies,] while she who
[boasts] many sons falls feeble. 6 *Yah2

weh kills. And [Yahweh] makes
alive. He brings [evil beings] down
to the grave. He resurrects [the
righteous]. 7 *Yahweh makes [men]
poor. And [YAH] makes [men] rich.
He brings [us] low, and lifts [us]
up. 8 *[YAH] raises poor [people] up
out of the dust. He lifts up the
beggar from the dunghill. He
seats [paupers] among princes. He
makes [humble people] inherit
throne[s] of glory! For the pillars of the earth are Yahweh's.
He sets the continents upon
[their foundations]. 9 YAH guards the steps
of His separatist-saints. [He] silences
wicked [beings. He cages them] in darkness.
No man prevails through [human]
strength. 1st Samuel 2:10 [Yahweh] breaks
[all] his adversaries into pieces. Out of
heaven [YAH] thunders [destruction] upon
the [infidels]. Yahweh judges [everyone to]
the ends of the earth. He gives
strength to His delegate-king. [YAH] lifts
high the power-horn of His chosen [Messiah and his people].” 11 [After Hannah sings,] ELKanah travels [back south] to his house at
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Ramah {Heights}. Meanwhile, the boy
[Samuel] serves Yahweh under the watch
of [high] priest Eli.
Eli's Priest-Sons Fornicate & Rob
The Temple
12 Eli sees that his brat-priests-sons are
[worthless] spawn of Belial {The-Devil}. [Like
most religionists,] they don't even know Yahweh, [the Supreme Being whom they claim to represent]! 13 Every time a [penitent Israeli] donates [a food animal for] slaughtering [to support the sacred government, or to feed poor people and

while the meat cooks, [Eli's rogue]
priest-brats send their thugs into [the
Meeting-Tent] with 3-toothed flesh hooks in
their hands. [The brutes steal the sacred food!] 14
[The rogue priests' henchmen] stick their
meathooks into the pan, kettle, caldron
or pot. They rip out anything they can
catch on the meathook. [They] steal for
the priests' own personal [pleasure and profit].
At [the Sanctuary] in Shiloh {Tranquil}[Eli's sons]
similarly abuse all the Israelites who
come there. 15 Then, before the [donor]
smoke-roasts his choice-meats, the
priest's stooge comes and barks at the
man slaughtering [the animal], “Give the
priest meat he can roast. He doesn't
want cooked meat from you, [he wants it]
still-bleeding.”
widows,]

Breaking Lev 3:16, 7:23,25,30,31. Perhaps because the priest-thug likes to eat raw meat.

Routinely, donors answer [the priests'
“Let me smoke-roast the
choice-parts first. Then take as much
[steak] as your soul desires.” Then [the
rogue-priests' minion] answers the [donor], “No!
You'll give me [the raw meat] now, or I'll
take it by force.”
16

boot-licker],

Smoke-roast=katar. Choice-cuts=cheleb.

So, ___, the sins of these brats [stink]
big-time in Yahweh's [face]. These wormmen treat with contempt [the] donations
[people] make to [honor] Yahweh.
YAH Blesses Samuel's Family; Hannah Has Kids
18 Meanwhile, [in the Sanctuary, Hannah's boy]
SamuEl {Heard-By-El} serves in the presence of Yahweh. [The tot] wears a [man's]
17
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linen ritual vest, even though he's just
a child. 19 Every year, [Samuel's] Mom
makes [Samuel] a [new] little coat. Then
[she] brings it to him when she comes up
[to the Sanctuary] with her husband to donate their yearly animal [for cooking at the sacred feast]. 1st Samuel 2:20 And [every year, high
priest] Eli blesses EL-Kanah {El-Obtains}
and his wife [Hannah]. [Eli sings], “[I pray] Yahweh gives you seed-children from this
woman, [to repay her for] loaning [her boy
Samuel] to [serve] Yahweh.” Then [El-Kanah and
Hannah] ride back home. 21 Yahweh ‘visits’
Hannah. So she conceives. She bears 3
sons and 2 daughters. Meanwhile, [her]
boy SamuEl {Heard-By-El} grows [at the
sanctuary] in the presence of Yahweh.
Eli's Sons Keep Abusing The Priesthood
22 Meanwhile, Eli {Lofty}, in his old age,
hears [about] all [the crimes] his [priest] sons
keep committing against the whole [nation of] Israel, including how they're bedding the women who assemble [for worship] at the entrance to the Meeting
Tent!
Look at the statistics: pastors are sinning at the
rate of the general population.

Eli [cries to] his [sons], “Why do
you commit such [sins]? I [keep] hearing
about your evil dealings! Everyone's
gossiping about [your perversities]! 24 —Stop
[sinning], my sons. I hear nothing but bad
reports. You make Yahweh's people cry
[to heaven, condemning your] treachery. 25 —If
a man sins against another [mere man, a]
judge can arbitrate [the controversy]. But if
a man sins against Yahweh, who can
mediate for him?!” But [Eli's sons] refuse
to listen to the voice of their father. [So]
Yahweh resolves to kill the [punks], ___.
23 [High priest]

Judge = elohim. The Messiah can, in a sense, mediate.

Meanwhile, the boy SamuEl {HeardBy-El} grows on. He rises in favor both
with Yahweh and with people.
Mystery Prophet Foresees Doom On
Eli's Family
26
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man of Elohim
approaches Eli {Lofty}. [This prophet] prophesies to [Eli], “Yahweh asks,
‘Didn't I plainly reveal [myself] to your
fore-father's family, while they were in
Egypt in Pharaoh's [slave] house?
27 [Time passes, ___.]

A

[holy]

28

And didn't I choose [your ancestor Aaron] out
of all the tribes of Israel to be my
priest, to smoke-roast [meat] on my altar, to burn incense, [and] to wear [the
power-channeling] ephod-vest in My [supernatural] presence? And didn't I award your
fore-father's family all the fire-roasted
food-donations [given] by the people of
Israel?
Again, "offerings made by fire" = yummy food for
priests to eat, not the disgusting remains of animals burned to a crisp.
29

So [why do] you trample down My donated-food [system] and My allotment [of resources], which I prescribed for My [sacred]
‘Dwelling’? [Why do you] honor your sons
above Me? [Why allow them to] gluttonously
devour the [lion's share] of the donations
My people Israel give [to support my sacred
government]?’
kick = trample down, only occurring here and in
Deut 32:15. The same question applies to almost
all today's religionists, ‘Christian’ and otherwise.

So Yahweh Elohim of Israel decrees,
‘Yes, [once] I said that your family, and
your's father family, should walk in [the
light of] my [smiling] face forever.’
But now Yahweh says,
“Far be it from me [to bless your brats]! Yes, I
honor [all] who honor Me. But whoever
despises Me [meets with] contempt.
1st Samuel 2:30

31

Watch out! The days approach when I
cut off your ‘arm’, and the ‘arm’ of your
father's house. So [in the end] not one old
man survives in your [whole] family.
32

You come to watch [your] rival [priest serve in
your place] in My [sacred] Dwelling. Israel
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with the wealth I give her. Yet
no one in your family ever lives to old
age.
[overflows]

33

man whom I avoid cutting
off from my altar. But [he] consumes
your eyes. [He] grieves your heart. All
your many family-members end up dying [by the sword] in the flowering of their
age.
[l leave you one]

Or, "he will go blind, and live in sorrow."

*
Here's your sign, proof that
this [prophecy] will overtake you.
Your two [rogue priest] sons,
Hophni {Puncher} and Phinehas
{Snake-Mouth}, soon both die on
the same day.
34

35

[In the place of your brats,] I then raise up a
faithful priest for Myself. [He comes to] execute the [principles that live] in My heart and
in My mind. So I build him a faithful
family. He walks in the presence of My
anointed [leader(s)] forever.

This is a double-reference to Samuel and the Messiah.
36

Watch: Everyone left in your house
eventually comes to crouch before [my
faithful priest. They beg] him for a piece of silver and a morsel of bread. They whine,
‘Please, give me some work as a cohen
[priest], so I can have a scrap of bread to
eat.’’’
Eli is a good person. But he fails to discipline his
children. So he gets cursed as if he were a bad
person. The only good father is the father who
trains his children.

1st Samuel 3
Boy Samuel Hears YAH's Audible
'Voice'
1 [Time passes, ___.] The boy SamuEl {HeardBy-El} serves Yahweh under [high priest]
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Eli's supervision. All through the days
of [Samuel's childhood,] the Word of Yahweh
remains rare. [YAH gives] no outpouring of
visions.
As in modern times, spiritual famine rages.

One night [old grey] Eli lies in his [resting]
place. His eyes grow dim. His vision
[gets foggy]. 3 There in Yahweh's Sanctuary-Tent, [well before sunrise, in the ever] burning [glow] of the [Menorah] Lamp Of ELohim
where Elohim's Ark rests, Eli falls
asleep. 4 [Back in SamuEl's room,] Yahweh's [angel] calls SamuEl. [The boy] answers, “Here
I am.” 5 So SamuEl {Heard-By-El} runs
[from his room]. [His little feet patter down the stone
hallway] to [old] Eli {Lofty}. [Samuel] says,
“Here I am. You called me.” Eli responds, “I didn't call you. Lay back
down.” So SamuEl shuffles back [to his
mat]. He lays down. 6 Then Yahweh calls
yet again,
“SamuEl.”
So SamuEl gets up [again]. He walks to
[groggy old] Eli {Lofty}. [Samuel] says, “Here I
am; you did call me.” But Eli answers, “I
didn't call, my son. Lie back down.” 7
SamuEl's [face contorts in confusion, because he's]
never experienced Yahweh's [paranormal
activity], ___. To this moment, Yahweh
has never [directly] revealed his Word to
SamuEl. 8 Then Yahweh calls SamuEl
again, a 3rd time. So SamuEl gets up.
[He] tiptoes to Eli {Lofty}. [Samuel] says,
“Here I am. You must have called me [in
your sleep].” Finally Eli perceives that Yahweh is calling the child. 9 So Eli says to
[little] SamuEl {Heard-By-El}, “Go, lay
down. Then, if [YAH] calls you, you'll say,
‘Speak, Yahweh; your servant hears.’”
So SamuEl [runs back down the hallway]. He
lays down in his [resting] nook. 1st Samuel
3:10 Then Yahweh's [angel floats into Samuel's
room. The angel] stands [in the air]. He calls as
before,
“SamuEl… SamuEl.”
So SamuEl answers, “Speak. Your servant hears [you].”
2
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YAH Curses Eli's Evil Religionist
Family
11 Yahweh's [angel] says to SamuEl
{Heard-By-El},
“Watch: I'll do an act in Israel which
will tingle both [the left and right] ears of everyone who hears [about it]!
12

The day approaches when I execute all
[the doom] (from beginning to end) that
I've predicted concerning against Eli's
[rotten] family.
13

I've warned [Eli] that I'll permanently
judge his family for the perversity [he]
knows about. His priest-sons [keep] cursing Elohim. [They refuse] to restrain their
[beastly urges].
Out of a mistaken sense of reverence, the Sopherim altered their copies to say, "priests made themselves vile."
14

So I've sworn to the family of Eli that
the wickedness of Eli's ‘house’ will never
be purged, [no matter how many] donations
[they make] nor [how many animals they] slaughter [for sacred feasts].”
Samuel Tells Priest Eli His Family Is
Doomed
15 SamuEl {Heard-By-El} lies [in bed] until
the morning. Then [he gets up]. He opens
the [giant] doors of Yahweh's temple.
SamuEl's [little hands tremble. He's] afraid to
tell Eli the vision [of his family's doom].” 16
Then Eli calls SamuEl

{Heard-By-El},

“SamuEl, my

Eli asks,
“What did Yahweh predict to you?
Please, don't hide it from me. [May] Elohim punish you even worse [than whatever
He threatened last night], if you hide from me
one [word] of every [prediction Yahweh] spoke
to you.” 18 So SamuEl {Heard-By-El} tells
Eli [YAH's] complete [message]. [Samuel] hides
nothing from [Eli]. Eli responds, “[He] is
Yahweh [the omnipresent sovereign. We have no
choice but to] let Him do what seems good
to Him.”
son.” SamuEl answers, “Here I am.” 17
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Samuel Grows Up; Prophesies Israel's Doom
19 [Time passes, ___.] SamuEl {Heard-By-El}
grows. Yahweh sticks with him. [Yahweh]
lets none of his predictions ‘fall to the
ground.’ [YAH fulfills Samuel's every word.] 1st
Samuel 3:20 So, ___, from [the northland tribe
of] Dan [all the way south] to Beer-Sheba
{Well-Of-Seven}, [everyone in] Israel learns
that Yahweh has established SamuEl
{Heard-By-El} to be [Israel's] prophet. 21 So
Yahweh [continues to] ‘appear’ in Shiloh
{Tranquil}. Via [His] Word, Yahweh reveals himself to SamuEl at [the SanctuaryTent in] Shiloh.

1st Samuel 4
Philistines Massacre Israelis & Capture Ark
1 SamuEl's word spreads [like wildfire] to
[the] whole [nation of] Israel. Meanwhile,
Israel's [army marches] out to battle against
the Philistines. [The Israelis] pitch [war-camp]
beside Eben-Ezer {Stone-Of-Protection}.
The Philistines pitch [their opposing war-camp]
in Aphek {Fortress}.
Eben-Ezer actually gets this name later, in 1 Sam
7:12. It's probably within 30 miles northwest from
Jerusalem.

The Philistine [generals] march their [solinto [attack] arrays facing Israel. The
Philistines rush into battle. They strike
Israel! [So Israel retreats. They leave about] 4000
Israeli warriors dead [on the battlefield],
___. 3 The [Israelites] straggle back into
the [war] camp. The elders of Israel cry,
“Why did Yahweh strike us today when
we faced the Philistines? Let's [send priests
to] Shiloh {Tranquil} to fetch the ark of
the covenant of Yahweh. They'll bring it
here. [We'll carry it into battle in front of] us. [It'll]
rescue us from the power-fist of our
enemies.”
2

diers]

These foolish Israelites tried to use the ark like an
idol. Treating holy things like occult talismans
doesn't work. See Raiders Of The Lost Ark for a
vivid portrayal of just such a mistake.

So the [Israelis] send [priests about 10 miles
northeast] to Shiloh {Tranquil} to haul back
4
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the ark of the covenant of YahwehCommander-Of-Armies. ([The Israelis assume
that Yahweh lives] between the [ark's golden]
cherubim.) [The soldiers arrive at Shiloh. They find]
Eli's two brat-priests (Hophni {Puncher}
and Phinehas {Snake-Mouth}) there with
the Ark of Elohim's covenant. 5 [The priests
carry] the ark of Yahweh's covenant into
their [war] camp. All [the] Israelis yell [for
joy]. The shout [rings out] so tremendously
that the earth shakes [under their feet],
___!
True biblical praise often shakes the ground.
Church praise usually puts you to sleep.

The Philistines hear the noise of [Israel]
shouting. The [Philistines] exclaim, “What's
all that ear-splitting shouting about in
the Hebrew camp?” Then the [Philistines]
figure out that the ark of Yahweh has
come into the [Israeli war] camp. 7 The
Philistines start [shaking,] whimpering,
“Elohim has come into the [enemy] camp.”
They cry, “We're doomed! [We've never faced
any supernaturally-powered army] before. 8 —
We're lost! Who could rescue us from
the power-fist of these mighty gods?
These are the gods who struck the
Egyptians with all those plagues in the
wilderness!
6

They've got the story all mixed up.

—Be strong! Be men, you Philistines!
Never be servants to the Hebrews, like
they've been to you. [Grow up!] Become
men. Fight!” 1st Samuel 4:10 The
Philistines fight. [Again] they strike Israel.
Every [Israeli] flees [in retreat] to his tent.
The [enemy] piles up slaughtered [Hebrew]
bodies. 30 thousand Israeli footmen fall
dead, ___! 11 [The enemy] assassinates
[those] two [whore-mongering] priest-sons of
Eli: Hophni {Puncher} and Phinehas
{Snake-Mouth}. So [Philistine warlords] capture
the ark of Elohim!
Old Fat Eli Dies Hearing Of Israel's
Defeat
12 A man [from the tribe] of Benjamin {RightHand-Son} sprints out of the army. He
runs [northeast all] day to Shiloh {Tranquil}.
[He arrives there] with his clothes ripped.
9
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his [bleeding] head. 13 The [deserting soldier] runs up [past Shiloh's SanctuaryTent]. The [soldier] sees [grey-haired high priest]
Eli sitting on a seat by the roadside,
watching [the horizon]. [Eli's] heart trembles
[to know what's happened] to the ark of [Yahweh]
the Eloah. The [deserter] straggles [past Eli]
into the city. [There] he reports [Israel's defeat]. The whole city [of Shiloh] cries out [in
anguish], ___. 14 Eli hears the noise of
[Shiloh city] crying. He asks, “What's all
that loud racket?” The [deserter] rushes
up. He tells Eli [of the battle carnage]. 15 Eli [listens]. His 98 year-old [face contorts in terror].
His frozen blind eyes [well up in tears].
[covers]

"set" eyes: 1KI 14:4.

The man [cries] to Eli {Lofty}, “I deserted the army today! I fled from my
ranks.” Eli asks, “What happened there
today, my son?” 17 The messenger
[moans], “Israel fled before the Philistine
[marauders]. The [enemy] wreaked a massive
slaughter on our people. Your two sons,
Hophni {Puncher} and Phinehas {SnakeMouth}, lie dead. [Pagans] captured the ark
of Elohim!” 18 *As the [defector] men16

tions the ark of Elohim, [Eli] falls
off [his] seat backward, next to
the gate. His neck breaks. So
he dies, an old, obese man. [Thus
ends] the 40-year [span] of Eli's
leadership of Israel.
Snake-Mouth's Wife Dies Bearing
Ichabod
19 [Witnesses run to Eli's] daughter-in-law
(Phinehas’ widow). They see her [standing
at the kitchen counter,] her belly-bulging in
late-term pregnancy. [She's] ready to deliver her baby. [The witnesses cry,] “The ark
of Elohim is stolen! Your Dad-in-law
and your husband lie dead!” [Immediately]
she bends over, wracked by labor
pains. She pushes [out the baby. She gasps.]
1st Samuel 4:20 [As life leaves her,] the women
standing by her say to her, “Never fear!
You've borne a son.” But she answers
nothing. She just [stares at the ceiling, the look
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of shock frozen in her dying eyes]. 21 [Choking on her

‘threshold of Dagon.’ [They all hop over the

last breaths, she mourns]

threshold.]

the capture of Elohim's Ark. [She laments the deaths] of her father-in-law and of her [jerk] husband.
She names the child “Ichabod {VanishedGlory}”. [She] wheezes, “The glory has left
Israel!”
I-Kabod.

She croaks, “[All] splendor has faded
from Israel. The [enemy has] captured the
Ark of Elohim.”
22

1st Samuel 5
YAH's Ark Conquers The Fish-God
Idol
1 Meanwhile, the Philistine [army] takes
the ark of Elohim. They carry it [west]
from [the battleground of] Eben-Ezer {StoneOf-Protection} to [their fortified coastal city,] Ashdod {Ravager-City}. 2 The Philistines carry
the ark of Elohim into the temple of
Dagon {Fish-God}. They set the [ark] next
to Dagon's [towering idol].
The clandestine worship of Dagon persists in the
Pope's pointy fish hat.

The next day, Ashdod's people get up
early. They see [the idol of] Dagon {FishGod} fallen on its face to the ground in
front of the ark of Yahweh! So [the pagans]
take [their] Fish-God [idol]. They set ‘him’
back in his place. 4 *Again the
3

get up early the next
day, only to see Dagon {FishGod} again fallen on his face to
the ground before the ark of
Yahweh. But [this time] the FishGod's head and both his hands
lay severed on the [temple]
threshold, ___! Only the [FishGod's] torso lies intact.
[Philistines]

‘Head’ represents thoughts and intentions. ‘Hand’
represents choices and actions. These are the locations of the mark of the beast.

So, ___, to this day, in Ashdod {Ravager-City}, neither the priests of Dagon
{Fish-God}, nor anyone who comes into
[the Fish-God's] temple, walks on the
5
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Perhaps the origin of the taunt, ‘Step on a crack,
you break your mother's back.’

YAH Curses The Idolaters With
Genital Tumors
6 The fist of Yahweh falls heavy upon
the [pagans] of Ashdod {Ravager-City} and
the surrounding areas. [YAH] devastates
them. He strikes them with [cancerous] tumors on their private-parts! 7 The men
of Ashdod finally realize that [YAH is crushing them]. So they cry, “The ark of the
Elohim of Israel can't stay with us!
[YAH's] fist is torturing us. [YAH] keeps
smashing Dagon, our [Fish] god!”
Philistines Pass Around The HotPotato Ark
8 So [coastal Ashdod's city leaders] send messengers [throughout coastal Palestine]. The [messengers] gather all the Philistine [War]
Lords to [Ashdod fort. Ashdod's leaders] ask [the
warlords], “What should we do with the
ark of the Elohim of Israel?” The [warlords]
answer, “Get [some slaves to] carry [it] out to
Gath {Wine-Press}.” So [the slaves] carry the
ark of Israel's Elohim [~20 miles northeast] to
Gath. 9 Then, after the [slaves] carry [YAH's
Ark to Gath,] the ‘fist’ of Yahweh [fights]
against [Gath] city. Overwhelming panic
[seizes the wine-pressers]. [YAH] strikes their
townsmen, small and great alike. [YAH
gives them] tumors on their private parts!
1st Samuel 5:10 So [Gath's elders] send the ark
of Elohim [a few miles southeast] toward Ekron
{Eradication}. The ark of Elohim reaches
Ekron. Immediately the Ekronim
{Eradicators} cry out, “The [Philistines]
brought the ark of the Elohim of Israel
to us to murder us and our people!” 11
So the [people of Ekron] send [messengers west to
Palestine]. The Philistines [again] gather together all their [War] Lords [to hear Ekron's report]. The [men of Ekron cry,] “Send away the
ark of the Elohim of Israel! Let it go
back to his own place, so it doesn't kill
us and our people. [YAH's] deadly destruction [is ravaging our] entire city! The
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*[Everywhere the ark goes,] many men die.
Those who survive get smitten
with tumors [on their butts and penises
and scrotums]! So the cry of [Ekron]
city rises up to heaven.
fist of Yahweh

[is demolishing us]!” 12

Tumors = #2914 tchor tekh-ore' = to burn; an inflamed boil or ulcer, especially a tumor in the anus
or pudenda (the piles): hemorrhoids. Ignoring
YAH's Laws can give you cancer in your privates.
'Better study your bible!

1st Samuel 6
YAH Smites The Philistines For 7
months
1 The ark of Yahweh stays in Philistine territory [for]
7 [long, painful] months. 2 So the Philistines summon
[their] priests and diviners. The [people] ask, “What can
we do with the ark of Yahweh? Tell us how we can
send it back where it belongs.”

Sorcerers Say, 'Warlords, Return
The Ark'
3 The [priests and soothsayers] answer, “If you
send away the ark of the Elohim of Israel, don't send it by itself. Rather,
send [YAH] some kind of guilt-gift. Then
[YAH] will heal you. Then you'll know
why His power-fist is [smacking] you.” 4 So
the [Philistine leaders] ask [their occultists], “What
kind of guilt-offering should we send [to
YAH]?” The [occultists] answer, “Send [YAH]
five golden tumor-replicas, and five
golden mice, one for each of [our] Philistine [war] Lords. [These gifts will] commemorate the unique plague [YAH smacked down]
on all your [people], including your [war]
lords.
Modern votive offerings are descended from these
golden hemorrhoid statues!

Make art-sculptures of the tumors and
rats that are devastating [your] country.
This will bring glory to the Elohim of Israel. Then maybe he'll lift his fist [from
smacking] you and your gods, and your
land. 6 Why harden your hearts, like the
Egyptians and Pharaoh hardened their
hearts? They refused to let [YAH's] people
go [free]. So Elohim [ravaged the Egyptians with
dreadful] supernatural [plagues. Then they had to
5
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leave [Egypt]! 7 So quickly
build a new cart. Then take two milk
cows who have never borne a yoke. Tie
the cows to the cart. Then put their
calves in a shed. 8 Then take the ark of
Yahweh. Set it on the cart. In a box by
the side [of the ark] put the gold treasures
you're sending [YAH] as a guilt-offering.
Then send [the cart] away. Let it go [off
let the Israelites]

drawn only by the cows, to avoid losing any more humans]. 9

Watch [the ark travel]. If [the cows drag]
it up by the road [to Hebrew] territory, to
Beth-Shemesh {House-Of-The-Sun}, then
[YAH] has [punished] us with this massive
disaster. But if [the cows don't go to Hebrew territory,] then we'll know that it's not [YAH's]
hand striking us; we're just falling victim to random chance.”
WarLords Send Ark Home w/ Gold
Tumors & Mice
1st Samuel 6:10 So the [Philistine] men [obey
their sorcerers]. They fetch two milk cows.
They tie the [cows] to the cart. They pen
the [cows'] calves in the [cow] shed. 11
Then the [Philistine men] set the ark of Yahweh on the cart. [To the ark's side, they tie] the
box with the golden-mice and the models of the [Philistines' anal-genital] tumors. 12
[The men slap the cows' butts.] The cows take
off. They run straight [east] to the road
[that leads] to Beth-Shemesh {House-Of-TheSun}. The cows [prance] along the highway, mooing as they go. Not once do
they turn aside to the right nor the left.
The Philistine [War] Lords follow the [cows]
to the border of Beth-Shemesh. 13
Meanwhile, the [Israeli] people of BethShemesh {House-Of-The-Sun}[swing their sickles, out in the sun,] reaping their wheat harvest in the valley. They lift up their
eyes. They see the ark. They rejoice at
the sight. 14 [Finally] the [cows pull] the arkcart into a field [owned by] JAHshua {YahSaves}, a [farmer] from Beth-Shemesh
{House-Of-The-Sun}. [The cows] stand there
by a huge stone. The [local men] split the
wood of the cart. They smoke-roast the
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cow-meat as [food for] an ascension-[feast]
to [honor] Yahweh.
JAHshua = YAHshua = Yah-saves = Jesus. Thus
the stopping-place of the cows is a symbol that in
order to get rescued, you have to leave the family
of the sun-god to return to YAH.

So the Levites lift down the ark of
Yahweh, along with the box (beside it)
which carries the gold treasures. [The
men] set the [ark & box] on the huge stone.
Then, that same day, the men of BethShemesh {House-Of-The-Sun} smokeroast ascension-gift-meat. (They
slaughter animals [for a feast] honoring
Yahweh.) 16 The five Philistine [war] lords
15

[stand on a hill to the west. They watch the Israelis cele-

Then, that day,
back [east] to Ekron
{Uprooter}. 17 The [5] golden tumor-sculptures the Philistines send as confession-offerings to Yahweh [represent 5 plaguestricken cities]: Ashdod {Ravager-City}, Gaza
{Strength}, Ashkelon {Market}, Gath
{Wine-Press} and Ekron {Uprooter}. 18
Likewise, the [5] golden mice represent
those 5 [major] Philistine city-regions,
domains of [each of] the five [war] lords.
brate the recovery of the ark.]

the

[smiling warlords ride]

[The gifts express the unified repentance of everyone in

fortified cities and country villages, in all the territory stretching [east]
to that great ‘stone of Abel’ where [the
cows] set down the ark of Yahweh. That
stone remains to this day in the field of
JAHshua, the Beth-shemite.
YAH Strikes People For Looking Inside The Ark
19 But many of Beth-Shemesh's [arrogant
miscreants lift the cover]. They spy into Yahweh's ark. Immediately [it shoots out fire]!
[Flames] strike [the peepers]. The people wail
[in sorrow], because Yahweh beats so
many of their [nosy snoops] with this great
blow.
Palestine's]

#5221 nakah = banish, or strike. Normally taken
to mean YAH killed the men, but could merely
mean that flames chased them out of the area.
Variant readings of this number produce figures of
50070, 70, 1170, and 5070 people struck.

So the men of BethShemesh {House-Of-The-Sun} cry, “[No one]
is able to stand before this Holy one,
1st Samuel 6:20
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Yahweh the Eloah. To whom can we
send this [ark], so [YAH] will lift [his power-fist]
off of us?” 21 So [the men of Beth-Shemesh]
send messengers [~5 miles east] to the inhabitants of Kirjath-Yearim {City-OfForests}. [The messengers] say, “The
Philistines have returned Yahweh's ark
[to Israeli territory]. You come down and haul
it up to [where] you [live].”

1st Samuel 7
Israel Spends 20 Years Mourning
Defeat
1 So the men of Kirjath-Yearim {City-OfForests}[hike ~5 miles west to Beth-Shemesh]. Then
they carry Yahweh's ark [east] up [the road
back home. They haul it] into the hilltop house
of Abinadab {Generous-Father}. They consecrate [Abinadab's] son ELeazar {El's-Aid}
to guard Yahweh's ark.
Shiloh is thus abandoned as a Sanctuary site. The
ark wallows without a proper home for 89 years,
until it enters Jerusalem in 950BC, see 2Sam 7:17.
‘Hilltop’ may mean ‘Gibeah {Flower-Hills}’.
2 Later, while the Ark stays for 20 years in KirjathYearim {City-Of-Forests}, all the people of Israel
mourn [their subjection to the Palestinians]. [They] pine [for help from]
Yahweh for [two] long decades.

Israel Finally Resolves To Serve
Only YHVH
3 [Then] SamuEl {Heard-By-El} addresses
the whole house of Israel's [representative
elders]. [Samuel] says, “If you're [truly] returning to Yahweh with all your hearts,
then get rid of the non-Hebrew gods &
leaders & Easters among you. Prepare
your hearts to [serve] Yahweh. Serve Him
only. Then he'll rescue you out of the
power-fist of the Philistines.”
Easter = Ashtoreth.

So the people of Israel [finally] get rid of
[all their non-Hebrew] Baalim {Sovereigns} and
Ashtaroths {Easters}. [They resume] serving
Yahweh alone.
4

Divorce yourself from all sovereigns that have
claim over you. Those sovereigns include nations,
states, banks, insurance companies, employers
and lenders.

So [the prophet] SamuEl {Heard-By-El}
says, “Gather all Israel's [leaders] to Miz5
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pah {Watch-Tower}.
weh for you.”

[There]

I'll pray to Yah-

plain]

Unlikely that Samuel spoke to several million people. A governing Ecclesia meeting is considered
complete if all family-heads are present. Modern
voting is a scam that relies on rigged counting machines. Universal suffrage is a joke.

So [the heads of Israel's families] assemble together at Mizpah {Watch-Tower}. [There
they] draw water. [They] pour it out [in a baptism-like ritual] in the presence of Yahweh.
They fast [all] day. They confess, “We've
sinned against Yahweh.” Then, there at
{Watch-Tower}, SamuEl {Heard-By-El}
guides the ‘sons of Israel.’
The Palestinians Attack The Penitent Ekklesia
7 Soon the Philistines hear that Israel's
[elders] have gathered together at Mizpah
{Watch-Tower}. Immediately the Philistine [War] Lords [march] up [to fight] Israel.
The sons of Israel hear [stomping jack-boots,
demonic shouts, trumpet-blasts]. The [Israelis shake.
They wet their pants] in terror of the Philistine
[horde].
6

Tyrants hate assemblies.

So the sons of Israel [beg] SamuEl
“Don't stop crying to Yahweh our Elohim for us! [Beg] Him to rescue us out of the Palestinian powerfist.” 9 SamuEl {Heard-By-El} takes a
young [male] lamb. He smoke [roasts] it as
an ascension-gift [for a feast] wholly [dedicated] to [feed poor people in honor of] Yahweh.
Then SamuEl cries for Yahweh [to save]
Israel. Yahweh hears him.
YAH Smashes The Attackers With A
Voice-Bomb
1st Samuel 7:10 While SamuEl {Heard-By-El}
smoke [roasts] the ascension-gift, the
Philistines march up to battle against
Israel. But this day, Yahweh crashes a
thundering [supernatural] voice-bomb on
the Philistines. [The sound of YAH's word]
crushes them! [YAH] smites the [enemy]
while Israel [stands there with their jaws hanging
open, praising Him]. 11 Then the men of Israel
[race] out of Mizpah {Watch-Tower}. They
chase the Philistine [invaders west]. [The Is8

{Heard-By-El},
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evict the [pagans] all the way to [the
beneath Beth-Car {Pasture-House}.

YAH didn't command these Israelis to kill these
people. Evict = nakah.

SamuEl {Heard-By-El}
lift a boulder. [They] anchor it
between Mizpah {Watch-Tower} and Shen
{Crag}. [Samuel] shouts, “This place is
named ‘Eben-Ezer {Stone-Of-Protection}’,
[because] Yahweh [has always] helped us [Israelis, from the beginning of our nation] to this very
day!”
12

Then

[the prophet]

[and his men]

Or: ‘Samuel lifts the boulder by supernatural
means.’

So the Philistines retreat. They stop
entering the territory of Israel. The ‘fist’
of Yahweh goes on to [fight] against the
Philistines all the days of SamuEl's [life].
14 [YAH] restores to Israel all the cities
the Philistines [robbed] from Israel, from
[southeast] Ekron {Uprooter} all the way
[northwest] to Gath {Wine-Press}. Isra’el
rescues all this territory out of the ‘fist’
of the Palestinians. And [to the east,] Israel
enjoys peace with the Amorite {Mountaineers}.
13

Ekron lies only 24 miles West of Jerusalem.

Samuel Guides Israel
SamuEl {Heard-By-El} guides Israel all
the days of his life. 16 Samuel travels
year to year in a circuit that [includes]
Beth-El {House-Of-El}, and Gilgal {Wheel},
and Mizpah {Watch-Tower}. [SamuEl] guides
Israel from all those places.
15

Leadership is scarce, so wise people sometimes
have to travel.

returns to his family in
Ramah {Heights}. There he guides Israel. And there he builds an altar to
17 [Each year SamuEl]

[smoke-roast food for sacred feasts honoring]

Yahweh.

1st Samuel 8
Samuel's Sons Turn Corrupt
SamuEl {Heard-By-El}[grows] old. So he
appoints his sons as leaders over Israel.
1

Samuel lives for 38 years after he anoints Saul in
AD1000. Samuel lives to be about 98.
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2 [SamuEl appoints] his firstborn (Joel {YAH-is-El}) and his
second [son] (AbiYah {Father-YAH}) to serve as leaders

*But
SamuEl's sons fail to walk in
Samuel's [righteous] ways [of life and
leadership]. They stoop to extortion. They chase [filthy] riches.
They take bribes. They pervert
justice, ___.
in Beer-Sheba

{Well-Of-Seven}.

3

Just like religionists, judges, lawyers and politicians
today.

Israel Ousts YAH To Elect A Man
Head Of State
4 So all the elders of Israel gather
themselves together. They [march up] to
SamuEl {Heard-By-El} at Ramah
{Heights}. 5 *[The Israelis badger] Samuel,

“Look, you're old. And your
sons [consistently] fail to walk in
your ways. Appoint us a king to
lead us, like all the beast-nations. NOW!”
From Saul to Caesar in 1000 tormented years.

*This [monarchy] idea sickens
SamuEl {Heard-By-El}. [He feels like
throwing up] as soon as the [evil]
leaders demand, “Give us a
king to rule us.” So SamuEl
prays to Yahweh. 7 *Yahweh
answers SamuEl {Heard-By-El},
“Listen to the voice of the people in everything they say to
you. They haven't rejected you;
they've rejected Me. [They've proved
that they don't want] Me to reign over
them [from heaven].
6

The people have the authority to make stupid decisions.

*
—The [Israelis] are doing to you
exactly what they've been doing to Me from the day I
brought them out of Egypt until
8
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today: abandoning Me to serve
retard-gods [& regressive leaders].
9*
So now listen to the vox populi.
But still solemnly protest to
them. Paint them [a mental picture] of
the type of [evil] king who'll
reign over them.”
So SamuEl {Heard-By-El}
repeats all Yahweh's warnings to the
people who demand him [to elect] a king.
11 *SamuEl {Heard-By-El} [quotes YAH],
1st Samuel 8:10

“This is the type of king who
comes to reign over you, ___:
He takes your sons. He conscripts them to [serve] himself, [to
drive] his chariots, and to [slave as]
his horsemen. Some run in
front of his chariots.
Centralized leadership always turns into an oppressive war-regime.
12

He appoint his Commanders over thousands
[of men], and captains over [platoons] of fifty
[men]. These [war-lords] make [your boys] plow
[the king's] ground, and reap his harvest,
and forge his weapons of war, and
equip his chariots.
[Your future king brings you no peace, ___.]

The military draft.
13

conscript your
daughters to be his beauticians and
waitresses and cooks.
[ ___, your king comes to]

That's called ‘employment tax.’
14

*

confiscate your
fields, and your vineyards, and
your oliveyards, even the best
of them. He awards [your property]
to his lackeys.
[Your king comes to]

That's called "Property Tax".
15
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tax 1/10th of your
seed[s], and [the produce] of your vineyards. He hands [your wealth] to his officers and his workers.

[Your head-of-state comes to]

That's called "sales tax" and "agriculture tax".

*
And [your king comes to] confiscate
your male laborers, and your
female workers, from your best
young hired-hand to your [weakest] donkey. The [tyrant] makes [your
workers] work for him, ___.
16

Again, employment tax. And business property tax.
Closing ‘nonessential’ businesses so that your employees have no choice but to enlist in the military.
17

*

comes to take 1/10th
of your sheep. You end up his
servants, [not free citizens, ___].
18 *
So, in the [coming years], you cry
out. [You] bewail your king you
elected for yourselves. But
Yahweh won't hear you then,
___.”
[Your king]

The taking of any government franchise (SSN,
Driver's license, voter registration card, protection,
benefit contract, etc.) binds you under the jurisdiction of the ‘benefactor’. By bowing to a worldly
sovereign, you lose the protection of your Creator.
Choosing a sovereign is like choosing a husband.
Two-timing won't work.

*But the people refuse to
obey the voice of SamuEl
{Heard-By-El}. They [shout,] “No! We
WILL elect a king over us! 1st
Samuel 8:20 *We'll be just like all
the beast-nations. Our king will
judge us. He'll go out leading
us. He'll fight our battles.” 21 So
19

SamuEl {Heard-By-El} hears all
the words the [foolish voters bleat]. [Crying,
Samuel] repeats their [insane demands] in Yah[the prophet]
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weh's ears. 22 Yahweh answers SamuEl
{Heard-By-El},
“Listen to the vox populi. Appoint them
a king.”
So SamuEl says to the men of Israel,
“Each of you men, return to your [home]
city.”

1st Samuel 9
Young Saul Goes Looking For His
Dad's Donkeys
1 As

[Israel prepares for their first royal election] ,

a man from [the
Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} [loses his donkey]. (The
man is [not just any old man. He's] named Kish {Bow}, the
son of AbiEl {Father-El}, the son of Zeror {Package},
the son of Bechorath {Firstborn}, the son of Aphiah
{Breeze}. [Kish is] a Benjamite mighty man of power.)
Apparently Saul lost his Dad's donkeys.
tribe of]

Kish {Bow} has a son named Saul
{Chosen}, a choice young man, goodlooking: the most impressive [young man]
among [all] the sons of Israel. From his
shoulders up Saul [stands] taller than any
of the [Israeli] people!
2

But don't choose a book by its cover...

Saul's Dad (Kish {Bow}) [looks high and low
his [lost] donkeys. Unable to find
them, Kish says to his son Saul, “Mount
up. Take one of [our] workers with you.
Go search for [my] donkeys.” 4 So Saul
[and his worker] travel through the Ephraim
{Double-Fruit} Hills. Then [they] travel
through the land of Shalisha {TripleLand}. But they find no donkeys. Then
they travel through the land of Shalim
{Foxes}. Still no donkeys. They canvas
the land of the [tribe of] Benjamin {RightHand-Son}. No donkeys. 5 Saul [travels into]
to the land of Zuph {Honeycomb}. Then
Saul says to his worker beside him,
“Come on, let's go back [home]. My father will be more worried about us than
[his lost] donkeys.”
Saul Consults The Supernatural
Prophet SamuEL
6 [Saul's worker] replies, “Look. ELohim's
[spokes]man [lives] in this city [nearby]. He's
an honorable man. Everything he says
always happens. Let's go there. Maybe
3

for]
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he can show us the way to go [to find your
Dad's donkeys]. 7 Saul answers his worker,
“But look: if we go, what [gift] will we
bring the [prophet]? All the bread in our
packs is gone. We don't have a present
to bring to [Yahweh] the Eloah's man, do
we?”
You should feed the people who give you spiritual
counsel.

The worker answers Saul, “Look here!
I have in my hand 1/4 shekel of silver.
I'll give that to the Eloah's man, to [appreciate him for] showing us our road [to the
donkeys].” 9 (In ancient Israel, ___, when
a man went to inquire of Elohim, he'd
say, “Come. Let's go to the seer.” The
older term for ‘Prophet’ is ‘Seer.’) 1st
Samuel 9:10 So Saul answers his worker,
“Well said! Come, let's go.” So they [ride]
toward the city where the man of Elohim [lives]. 11 [Saul & his worker ride] up the hill
toward the city. They see girls going
out [to the well] to draw water. [Saul] asks
the [girls], “Is the seer here?” 12 The [girls]
answer [Saul], “Yes. Look: [the Seer] is just
up the [road from] you. Hurry now. He
came to the city today because people
are slaughtering [animals for a feast] today at
the [local] high [shrine].
8

This high place is probably Bamoth [Baal Heights].
See Num 21:19. This is obviously food for a feast,
NOT a pagan-style animal sacrifice. For proof, see
9:13 and 9:24.

—As soon as you get into the city,
you'll immediately find [the Seer] preparing to [ride] up to the high-shrine to eat.
The people won't eat until he comes.
(He blesses the [feast-meat] just before
the guests eat.) So now ride [on] up.
About this time you'll find him.” 14 [So
Saul & his worker ride] up into the city. When
they get into the city, SamuEl {Heard-ByEl}[rides] right out opposite them to travel up to the ‘high-place.’ 15 Now Yahweh
opened SamuEl's [spiritual] ear the day
before Saul's arrival, ___: 16 [YAH said,]
“Tomorrow about this time I'll send you
a man from the land of [the tribe of] Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}. You'll anoint him
13
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leader over my people Israel, so he can
save my nation out of the fist of the
Philistines. I've looked [with compassion] on
my flock; their cry has reached my
[ears].”
Saul and Samson are examples of bad people to
whom the Creator assigns dirty work. There is no
indication that such destroyers will live eternally in
heaven.

YAH Tells SamuEl Saul Will Be King
SamuEl {Heard-By-El} sees [young]
Saul. Yahweh says to SamuEl,
“Look! It's the man I spoke to you
about. This [man] will reign over my people.”
17 [Old]

reign = control, restrain, or rule.

toward SamuEl
in the [town court
judgment] gate. [Saul] says, “Tell me,
please, where is the Seer's house?” 19
So SamuEl {Heard-By-El} answers Saul,
“I'm the seer. [Ride] up ahead of me to
the high-place. You'll eat with me today. Then tomorrow I'll let you go, [after
I] tell you everything [that's] in your
heart. 1st Samuel 9:20 And as for your
donkeys that [your Dad] lost 3 days ago,
forget [your worries]. [Your Dad] found them.
You and your father's family are [what]
the hearts of all Israel are aching to
find.”
18

Then Saul

[rides]

{Heard-By-El}. [They meet]

One might infer a little slur here, "You're the
jack*ss Israel wants to make king instead of trusting YAH to lead them."

Saul answers, “I'm [just] a Benjamite,
the smallest tribe in Israel. My
family is the least [important] of all the
families of the tribe of Benjamin {RightHand-Son}. So why do you speak [so highly]
of me?”
SamuEl Honors Young, Humble Saul
Above All
22 SamuEl {Heard-By-El} leads [young] Saul
and his worker [up the hill to the shrine].
[Samuel] ushers the [boys] into the hall.
There [SamuEl] seats them in the most
important place among the roughly 30
guests. 23 Then SamuEl {Heard-By-El}
21

[a kid from]
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says to the cook, “Bring the [meat] portion I gave you, the one I asked you to
set aside.” 24 So the cook brings up the
thigh-meat, with all its [sauces and side-dishes]. He sets it before Saul. [The prophet]
SamuEl {Heard-By-El} says, “Look what
we've reserved [for you]. Slide [your chair up
to the table]. Eat the [food]. Ever since I invited the people [to this feast], I told [the
cooks to] keep back the best portion for
you.” So, that day, [young unknown] Saul
eats beside SamuEl, [the most important man
alive]! 25 Later SamuEl and [young] Saul
[ride] down from the high-shrine into the
city. They climb up onto the [roof] of
SamuEl's sanctuary. [There] they talk. 26
At daybreak the next morning,
Samuel calls up to Saul, 'Get up, [boy]! [It's time for] me
to send you on your way.’ So Saul gets up. He and
[Saul sleeps on the roof.]

And as
they [ride] down to the end of the city,
SamuEl {Heard-By-El} says to Saul, “Ask
[your] worker to [ride] on ahead of us.”
(The worker rides ahead.) [SamuEl
continues,] “You stay [back with me] a while, so
I can show you the word of Elohim.”
Samuel leave the house together. 27

Again, YAH's Word is something you SHOW, not
sermonize about. YAH's Word is VISUAL.

1st Samuel 10

However, temporal leadership does not necessarily
grant eternal life.

—When you [ride] away from me today,
you'll find two men by Rachel's tomb on
the border of [the land of the tribe of] Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}, at Zelzah {ClearShade}. These [men] will say to you, “‘[Your
Dad] found the donkeys you went looking for—you'll see. But your father
stopped tending the donkeys. [He ran off]
worried about you, praying, ‘How can I
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help my [lost] son?’” 3 —Then you'll [ride]
on from [Rachel's tomb]. You'll come to the
Tabor {Fragile} plain. There you'll meet
3 mortal [men walking] uphill to [worship Yahweh] the Eloah [at] Beth-El {House-Of-El}.
One [man will] carry 3 goat-kids. Another
[will be] carrying 3 loaves of bread. Another will carry a bottle of wine. 4 These
[3 men] will greet you. They'll hand you
two loaves of bread. You'll accept [these
gifts] from their hands. 5 Then you'll
come to the hill of Elohim [in Gibeah {Flower-Hills}], where stands a Philistine [army]
garrison. When you enter the city,
you'll meet a company of prophets [dancing] down from the ‘high-place.’ In front
of the [prophets, musicians will dance playing]
lutes, tambourines, flutes and lyres.
The prophets will [shout YAH's Word. They'll reveal your future.]

Music triggers spiritual vision.

*The Spirit of Yahweh will
[flood] upon you. So you'll [shout-sing
YAH's word. You'll tell the future] with the
[prophets]. [YAH's spirit] will morph you
into a [new] different man.
6

You'll be 'born again.'

Your future is rushing at you. These
signs are coming to you. Do whatever
your hand finds to do, because [Yahweh]
the Eloah is with you. 8 Then you'll [ride]
down before me to Gilgal {Wheel}.
Watch. I'll [ride] down to you, to smokeroast ascension [gifts], and present
feast-meat peace-gifts. You'll stay [at Gilgal for] 7 days before I come to you.
Then I'll show you what you'll do [to be
crowned king].”
Young Saul Gets Born Again
9 As Saul turns to [ride] away from
SamuEl, ELohim gives [Saul] a new
‘heart.’ Then, that very day, every sign
[SamuEl predicted] comes true! 1st Samuel
10:10 Saul's [group] approaches the hill [of
Elohim in Gibeah (Flower-Hills)]. [Saul] sees a band
of prophets. [They dance up] to meet him.
The Spirit of Elohim [floods] upon [Saul]!
So he [jumps off his horse. He starts shouting YAH's
7

Samuel Blesses Saul & Predicts His
Near Future
1 Then [the prophet] SamuEl {Heard-By-El}
grabs a vial of oil. He pours it on [young
Saul's] head. [SamuEl] kisses [Saul]. Then
[Samuel] says, “Yahweh has anointed you
prince over his inheritance.
2
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among the [whirling, dancing
prophets]. 11 Saul's acquaintances see
Saul [telling the future] with the prophets. So
they ask each other, “What [spirit] has
come to Kish's boy? Is Saul [now] a
prophet?” 12 Someone in the [crowd] says,
“The fathers of the other prophets [are no
Revelations]

more special than Saul's Dad. YAH can make a prophet

So the [phrase], “Is Saul also
among the prophets?” becomes a [common] expression [in Israel]. 13 [Saul] finishes
prophesying right as he arrives at the
‘high-place.’ 14 [There,] Saul's uncle asks
[young Saul] and his worker, “Where'd y'all
go?” [Saul answers,] “To find [Dad's] donkeys.
[We looked everywhere.] We couldn't spot
them. So we stopped to [ask the prophet]
SamuEl.” 15 Saul's uncle responds, “Please tell
me what SamuEl [prophesied] to you.” 16 Saul answers his uncle, “[SamuEl] told us plainly
that [Dad] found the donkeys.” Yet [Saul]
tells [his uncle] nothing about SamuEl predicting that [Saul] would [reign over the]
Kingdom [of Israel].
Samuel Announces Saul's Kingship
To Leaders
17 Then SamuEl {Heard-By-El} calls the
[Israelite leaders] together to [pray to] Yahweh
at Mizpah {Watch-Tower}. 18 [SamuEl shouts]
to the ‘sons of Israel’: “Yahweh Elohim
of Israel says this:
‘I brought Israel up out of Egypt. I rescued you out of the power-fist of the
Egyptians, and out of the fists of all [the]
kingdoms who oppressed you.”
19 [SamuEl continues,] “So you have today rejected your Elohim, who himself saved
you out of all your disasters and your
tribulations. You've [growled] to [Yahweh],
‘No, [we won't let you rule us directly]! Instead,
set a king over us.’ So now present
yourselves before Yahweh. [Array your nation] by your tribes, divided into groups
of thousands [of family heads].”
out of anyone.]”

This assembly includes many hundreds of thousands of people, even if you only count the heads
of the families.
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Then he pulls the supernatural Urim {Flame-Light} and Thumim {Innocence} stones from his breastplate. The glowing

the tribe of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}.
Saul Hides From Kingship In The
Baggage Pile
21 Then [SamuEl] gets the [leaders of the] tribe
of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} to approach him, arrayed by their families.
[The glow-stone points to] the family of Matri
{Rainy}. Then [the stone points] to Kish's son
Saul. [The crowd looks. They see Saul's spot empty.]
So they search for him. But they can't
find him anywhere. 22 So the [elders] ask
Yahweh, “Is the man [you chose to be king]
coming here?” Yahweh answers,
“Look [closer]. [Saul] hid himself in the [baggage] pile.”
Urim stone levitates to point at]

Hilarious. Saul knows he's entering a no-win job.

So [the elders] run. They fetch [Saul] from
the baggage pile. [They drag him into the assembly.] He stands among the people, headand-shoulders taller than any of the
[hundreds of thousands of Israelis there]. 24 So
SamuEl {Heard-By-El}[shouts] to all the
people, “Do you see the man Yahweh
has chosen? There is no one like him
among all the [Israelis]!” All the people
shout this chant: “Long live the king!” 25
Then SamuEl tells the people [YAH's] regulations governing kingship. He writes
the [laws] in a book. He lays it up before
[the ark of] Yahweh. Then SamuEl sends
all the people away. Every man [journeys
back] to his house. 26 So Saul [rides] home
to Gibeah {Flower-Hills}. [He] travels with
a band of valiant men whose hearts
Elohim had touched. 27 But some
worthless spawn of Belial {The-Devil}
whine, “How could this [punk Saul] save us
[from our enemies]?” The [scum] habitually disrespect [Saul]. They boycott the presentation of [Saul's coronation] gifts. But [Saul
wisely] holds his peace.
23

1st Samuel 11

SamuEl gets all the [leaders
tribes of Israel to approach [him.

1st Samuel 10:20
of the]
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King Snake-Hiss Makes War On
Arid Jabesh
1 Meanwhile, [as Saul begins his reign,] Ammon-Spawn [dictator] Nachash {SnakeHiss}[marches his armies ~15 miles northwest] up to
[the city of] Jabesh-Gilead {Arid-Heap}. He
erects a war-camp against it. So all the
men of Jabesh {Arid} plead to Nachash,
“Make a peace-treaty with us. We'll
serve you.” 2 So Nachash {Snake-Hiss}
the Ammon-Spawn [tyrant] answers the
[men of Jabesh], “On this condition I'll make
a peace-accord with you: I get to poke
out all your right eyes. That'll humiliate
everyone in Israel [who fails to come to save
you].” 3 So the elders of Jabesh {Arid} answer {Snake-Hiss}, “Give us 7 days’
grace-period, so we can send messengers to all the regions of Israel. Then, if
no man [comes] to save us, we'll come
out [of our city walls] to [let] you [poke out our
eyes].” 4 So the messengers race [from
Jabesh] to [king] Saul's [land] in Gibeah
{Flower-Hill}. They fill the ears of the
population with the news [of Snake-Hiss's
eye-poking threat]. So all [Gibeah's] people lift
up their voices. They weep [in desperation].
Saul Drafts Israel's Men To Fight
Snake-Hiss
5 Soon Saul comes [driving] his [plow] oxen
out of the field. Saul asks, “What's
wrong with those weeping people?” [The
messengers] tell Saul the news from the
men of Jabesh {Arid}. 6 The Spirit of
Elohim [floods] upon Saul when he hears
the [war] news. His fury fires up [like a volcano]. 7 So Saul grabs a yoke-pair of
oxen. He cuts them into pieces. He
sends their [bloody body parts] throughout all
the regions of Israel by the hands of
messengers. They proclaim, “[Saul's soldiers
will hack up] the oxen of anyone who fails
to come out and follow Saul and
SamuEl [into battle]!” The fear of Yahweh
falls on [Israel's] people. So as one man
they stream out [to war].
This beast-murder was not commanded by YAH.
This is the threat of the war-state: ‘come fight with
us or we'll savage your property.’ ‘Love your ene-
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mies’ doesn't even factor into the discussion. Just
like today.

Saul gathers [Israel's soldiers] to [the town of]
Bezek {Lightning}. 300000 ‘sons’ of [north]
Israel stream in, plus 30000 men from
Judea. 9 [Saul's Generals promise] the messengers from [Jabesh], “[Run and] tell this [message] to [your] men of Jabesh-Gilead {AridHeap}, ‘Tomorrow, by the time the sun
gets hot, you'll have help.’” So the messengers run. They show [the message] to
the men of Jabesh {Arid}. They [all jump up
and down for] joy. 1st Samuel 11:10 So the
men of Jabesh {Arid} lie [to Snake-Hiss],
“Tomorrow we'll come out [and surrender] to
you. Then you'll do with us everything
your eyes see as good.”
Saul Crushes The Armies Of King
Snake-Hiss
11 The next day, Saul arrays [his militia] in
3 divisions. During the morning watch,
they rush into the midst of [Snake-Hiss's]
army. The [Israelis] slay the spawn of
Ammon until the heat of the day. The
surviving [spawn of Ammon] scatter. No two
of them remain together, ___! 12 So [Israel's fighting men growl] to SamuEl {Heard-ByEl}, “Who mocked, ‘Oh, you think Saul
will reign over us? [Ha!]’ Bring the [mockers], so we can put them to death!”
8

Fascism: Join or die.
13 But Saul replies, “Not one man will be put to
death today: for today Yahweh miraculously saved
Israel.”

Samuel Crowns Saul The First King
Of Israel
14 Then SamuEl {Heard-By-El} says to the
[Israeli leaders], “Come, let's go to Gilgal
{Wheel}. There [we'll] inaugurate the
kingdom.” 15 So all the [Israeli leaders] travel [~20 miles southwest and across the Jordan river] to
Gilgal {Wheel}. There, [spitting] in Yahweh's face, they [crown] Saul king. Immediately they butcher feast-meat as
peace-gifts. [They cook the meat on the altar of]
Yahweh. There Saul and all the men of
Israel light up [the night] with raucous [celebration]!
This day at Gilgal is later described as the root of
all Israeli barbarity from then on, because choosing
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a political head means rejecting YHVH as your
King.

1st Samuel 12
Samuel Warns Israel Their Government Will Die
1 [Immediately the prophet] SamuEl {Heard-ByEl} warns all [the leaders of] Israel, “Look,
___! I've listened to your [foolish unified]
voice. [I've done] all that you [demanded] of
me. I've appointed a king over you. 2
Now look: [Your] king walks before you.
I'm old and gray headed. You see my
sons [living] with you. I've walked before
you from my childhood to this day. 3
Look: [while] I stand here, you [elders] witness against me before Yahweh, and
before his anointed [king]: Whose ox
have I taken? Whose donkey have I appropriated? Whom have I [ever] defrauded? Who have I [ever] oppressed? From
whose hand did I [ever] receive a bribe
to blind my eyes? [Claim it right now,] and I'll
pay it back.”
A true prophet of YHVH is the ideal political leader.
Politicians and religionists are paid professional
liars and thieves.

“You've never defrauded us, nor oppressed us. Nor have
you [ever] taken anything [improper] from
any man's hand.”
4 [Israel's thousands yell,]

Samuel processed donations for the benefit of
needy people. He ran the sacred government. But
he didn't receive personal income to buy personal
possessions.

So SamuEl {Heard-By-El}[shouts] to the
“Yahweh is witness
against you. And [YAH's] anointed [king
Saul] is witness today. You've never
found anything [improper] in my hand.”
The [crowd] answers, “[Yes, YAH and Saul] are
[our] witnesses.” 6 So SamuEl says to the
[nation], “[See your history:] Yahweh [alone, aided
by no human king,] advances Moses and
Aaron. [YAH alone] brings your fore-fathers
up out of the land of Egypt.
5

[assembled tribes],

Prophets are the true leaders. Secular statesmen
are frauds.
7 So now hold still, so I can confront you [with evidence]
before Yahweh, [whom you're betraying. I'll summarize] all the
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righteous acts which Yahweh performed for you

Jacob emigrates
into Egypt. [Centuries later,] your fore-fathers cry to Yahweh. So Yahweh sends
Moses and Aaron. They bring your fathers up out of Egypt. So [YAH] enables
[Israel] to dwell in this [wonderful land]. 9 [But
soon your forefathers] forget Yahweh their
Elohim, ___. [So Yahweh] ‘sells’ [your ancestors] into the fist of Sisera {Servant-Of-Ra},
General of the Army of Hazor {Hamlet}.
And [YAH sells Israel] into the power-fist of
the Philistines, and into the hand of the
king of Moab. [All of] those [nations repeatedly]
fight against Israel.
and for your ancestors: 8

War is the natural consequence of Biblical illiteracy.

So [your fore-fathers] cry to
Yahweh. They beg, ‘We've sinned!
We've forsaken Yahweh. We've served
Baalim {Sovereigns} and Ashtaroth {Easter-Demons}. Still, rescue us now from
the power-fist of our enemies. Then
we'll serve You.’ 11 So Yahweh sends
Jerubbaal {Baal-Grappler}[aka Gideon], and
Bedan {Worker}, and Jephthah {WideOpen}, and [me,] SamuEl. [We all] rescue
you [ingrates] out of the power-fist of your
enemies on every side. We secure your
homes. 12 *But [now] when you see
Nachash {Snake-Hiss} the king of
1st Samuel 12:10

the [inbred] spawn of Ammon
come against you, you [whine] to
me, ‘No more [ecclesiastical leadership]!
Instead, a king will reign over
us!’ But Yahweh your Elohim
WAS your king, ___. 13 *So
now, look at the king you demanded! See, ___! Yahweh
has put [your] precious autocrat
over you. 14 If you'll fear Yahweh,
and serve Him, and obey His voice, and
avoid rebelling against the commandment[s] of Yahweh — if both you and
the king who rules over you continue
following Yahweh your Elohim, [then life
will go well for you, ___].
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If a government merely seeks to implement YAH's
Laws, then great. But when a 'government' starts
making rules that violate the bible's clear commands, then the government has lost its authority.
It quickly devolves into debt, tyranny, then mob
rule, then total chaos, mothers eating babies in
bombed-out cities. That's what's coming to your
neighborhood.

*But if you [and your government]
won't obey the voice of Yahweh— if you [instead] rebel
against the commandment[s] of
Yahweh, then the fist of Yahweh [descends to fight] against you,
___, as it [fought] against your
[evil] fore-fathers. 16 So now stand
15

and see Yahweh perform the [following]
great [sign] before your eyes: 17 *[Look up

of wheat
harvest. [Now] I'll call to Yahweh. He'll [immediately] send thunder and rain. So by seeing [physical proof], you'll understand that
in the [long] view of Yahweh,
your wickedness spirals [to the
sky]. You've committed [a fatal error]
by demanding a [mortal]
Sovereign [for yourselves].” 18 So
right now into the crystal clear sky]

SamuEl {Heard-By-El} calls to Yahweh.
[Immediately] Yahweh sends thunder and
rain. [Clouds blacken] that [clear, dry] day. [Mud
drenches the celebrants.] So all the people
[quake with] fear [of] Yahweh and SamuEl.
19 So all the people [cry] to SamuEl,
“Pray to Yahweh your Elohim for us
(your servants), so we won't die. [We confess!] To all our sins, we added this [ruinous] evil of demanding a [human] ruler for
ourselves.” 1st Samuel 12:20 So SamuEl
{Heard-By-El} says to the people, “Don't
be afraid. [Even though] you've committed
all this wickedness, if you go forward,
never turning aside from following Yahweh; [if you] serve Yahweh with all your
heart, [you'll live, ___].
What you've done makes no difference. What you
do from here on is all that counts.
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Don't swerve off the road [of repentance,
___, or] you'll go chasing after confusion
[and empty temptations]. [Sin] can neither profit
[you] nor rescue you. [Human sovereignty ends
in] desolation. 22 For the sake of his
great Name-Authority, Yahweh will
never forsake His [true] people. And it
has pleased Yahweh to make you His
people. [So stop spitting in his face.] 23 As for
me, Elohim forbid that I would sin
against Yahweh by ceasing to pray for
you, ___. I'll keep teaching you the
good and right way [to live]. 24 But [you,
___, must live in lifelong] awe of Yahweh.
Serve Him in truth with all your heart.
Consider what great things He's done
for you! 25 *Beware, ___! If you
21

keep committing wicked [acts,
YAH] will consume [both you and] your
ruler.”
Divine-Right to rule doesn't excuse disobedience to
the Bible's commands.

1st Samuel 13
Young King Saul Begins His Reign
Of Terror
1 [Young king] Saul reigns [for] one year [in
relative peace]. Then, after he reigns for
two years over Israel, [he goes war-crazed].
Some texts add: “Saul was 30 years old when he
became king. He ruled over Israel for 42 years.”

Saul conscripts himself 3000
men. 2000 of these
[draftees march out (to war]) from Michmash
{Hidden} and mount Beth-El {House-OfEl}. The [other] 1000 [men], led by [prince]
JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}, march from
Gibeah {Flower-Hills} (in [the land of the tribe of]
Benjamin). Saul sends the rest of [Israel's] people to their family tents. 3 Then
JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift} strikes the Philistine garrison in Geba {Hillock}. [Soon all]
the Philistines hear of [the slaughter]. So
Saul [sends out his royal heralds]. They blow
their [royal] trumpet[s] throughout all the
land [of Israel]. [They] shout, “Let [all] Hebrews hear [the news of our victory]!” 4 So [the]
2 [Mad king]

Israeli
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whole [nation of] Israel hears [the trumpeters
shout], “Saul destroyed a garrison of the
Philistine [army]! The Philistines [are calling]
Israel an abomination! [They intend to wipe us
off the face of the earth!] Saul summons all [Israeli men] to amass [under his command] at Gilgal {Wheel}!”
YAH is not commanding any of this warfare.

to fight with Israel, the
Philistines amass their forces: 30 thousand chariots, 6 thousand horsemen,
and a multitude of [warriors] as [numerous as]
the sand on the sea shore. They rise
up. They pitch [war-camp] in Michmash
{Hidden}, east of Beth-Aven {House-OfVanity}. 6 The men of Israel see that
they're [vastly outnumbered, ___. So] the [Israeli]
people hide themselves in caves, and in
thickets, and in rock [mounds], and in
[watchtowers], tombs, cisterns, [whatever they
can find]. 7 Some of the Hebrews [flee]
across [the] Jordan [river] to [hide in] the
land[s] of Gad and Gilead {Witness-Mound}.
Meanwhile Saul [waits for Samuel] in Gilgal
{Wheel}. A horde of [men] follow [Saul]. [The
men] tremble. [They wet their pants in terror, ___.]
King Saul Usurps The Role Of High
Priest
8 [King] Saul stays [at the Wheel] for 7 days,
waiting for [the prophet] SamuEl to show
up [as expected, to pray for war success]. But
SamuEl [knows the war is evil]. So he never
shows at Gilgal {Wheel}. So [Israel's warriors
and] people defect. They scatter away
from [Saul. They flee into hiding.] 9 So Saul
says, “[If Samuel won't come, I'll make myself both
High-Priest AND King!] Bring an [animal]
ascension [gift over] here to me. [I'll sacrifice]
peace offerings.” So, [for no good reason and
without authority, Saul] burns up an animal [in
a vain attempt to get YAH to bless his evil war].
5 [Meanwhile,]

Literally, “Saul sends up the ascension.” He could
have been smoke-roasting food for an unathorized
“sacred” feast.

finishes [illegally]
sending-up the ascension. Immediately
[Saul] sees [old, grey] SamuEl [the prophet ride
up]. So Saul [runs] out to meet [SamuEl], to
salute him. 11 SamuEl {Heard-By-El}
1st Samuel 13:10 [King Saul]
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says, “What have you done?” Saul answers, “[I burned an animal] because I saw
that the people were defecting from
me. You failed to show within the days
[I] appointed. The Philistines have
amassed their war-hordes at Michmash
{Hidden}!

A real spiritual leader rebukes kings and presidents
and prime ministers. Religion is the head. Politicians are the tail.

—So I predicted, ‘The Philistines will
come down now [and smash] me at Gilgal
{Wheel}. And I've not [yet] begged Yahweh [for victory].’ So I forced myself to [burn
up an animal].”
12

Or "I forced myself to smoke-roast the ascensionmeat-donation at the sacred feast.”

So SamuEl {Heard-By-El} rebukes [king]
Saul: “You've committed a foolish [sin].
You've [trashed] a command which Yahweh your Elohim decreed to you. [If you'd
hadn't been so foolish,] Yahweh would have
forever established your royal dominion
over Israel. 14 —But now your kingdom
can't continue. Yahweh has found himself a man [devoted to] His heart. Yahweh
has commanded [David] to be head over
[Israel's] people, because you failed to
guard what Yahweh commanded you.”
15 Then SamuEl {Heard-By-El}[rides] off.
He travels uphill [northwest] from Gilgal
{Wheel} to Gibeah {Flower-Hills}[in the tribal
territory] of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}.
Meanwhile, Saul counts the [fighting men]
present with him, about 600 men.
13

600 = number of man.

The Philistines Besiege Saul's Unarmed 'Army'

16 Then [king] Saul and his son JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}
(and the people with them) take up quarters in [Benjamin's tribal region] of Gibeah {Flower-Hills}. Meanwhile, the
Philistine [army] camps at Michmash {Hidden}. 17
Then 3 companies of raiding parties stream out of
the Philistine [army] camp. One company turns to the
roadway that leads to Ophrah {She-Fawn}, to the
land of Shual {Fox}. 18 Another [Palestinian raiding band]
turns up the roadway to Beth-Horon {Cave-House}.
[The 3rd Palestinian] company turns to the border roadway that faces the valley of Zeboim {Splendid} (toward the wilderness). 19 *[Meanwhile, the people
scramble to convert their tools into weapons, because]

there's no metalsmith to
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be found anywhere in all the
land of Isra’el, because the
Philistine [overlords] had said, “We
don’t want the Hebrews making themselves swords or
spears.”
That's why the United States lost its manufacturing
base in the late 20th century - to prevent it from
bucking off the oppressors.

*So, ___, all the
Israelite men trudge down [west]
to [pay] Philistine [metalshops] to
sharpen their plows, picks,
axes and hoes.
1st Samuel 13:20

As prior to World War 3 the Americans relinquished
their guns, abdicated their rights, consented to
contact-tracing, and sent their factories overseas.

The [Philistines charge the Hebrews the] exorbitant prices of 2/3 of a shekel [of silver] for
filing a pick or plowshare, and 1/3 of a
shekel for filing an axe or setting an
oxgoad in its handle. 22 So as battle
dawns, not one sword nor spear graces
the hand of any of the [fighters] with [king]
Saul and [prince] JAHnathan {YAH's-Gift}.
Only Saul and his son JAHnathan hold
[useful weapons].
21

Christians are not to use violence to solve problems. But when the right to keep and bear arms is
curtailed, tyranny quickly follows. Witness the blatant violation of the U.S. 2nd Amendment now
sweeping across America. Oppression never relents
until opposed by power.
23 [While the Israelites lament their lack of weaponry,] a squadron [of
warriors] from the Philistine army seizes control of the
Michmash {Hidden} pass.

1st Samuel 14
JAHnathan Eerily Sneak-Attacks
The Enemy Fort
1 Time [passes, ___. Every day the Philistine horde
advances on Israel. King] Saul's [prince] JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}[whispers] to his young
armor-carrying-man, “Come, let's
sneak over to the Philistines’ garrison
on the other side [of Hidden Pass].” But JAHnathan says nothing to his father, [king
Saul]. 2 Meanwhile, Saul procrastinates.
[He sits fretting] under a pomegranate tree
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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in Migron {Cliff} on the far edge of
Gibeah {Hill}. 600 [soldiers] surround

[Saul.
They watch him going insane. They beg him to make a

Eli's son AhiYah
{Kin-Of-YAH}, Yahweh's priest in Shiloh
{Tranquil}, [paces before Saul. AhiYah] wears a
[sacred] ephod-vest. Meanwhile, unbeknownst to anyone, [Saul's prince-son] JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift} sneaks into [enemy territory].
decision, to give them orders.] 3

* original text: Ahiah, the son of Ahitub {BrotherGoodness} (Ichabod's brother), the son of Phinehas [Snake-Mouth]…

JAHnathan slips between [rock]
crevices. He struggles nearer to invade
the Philistines’ garrison. [He looks up] on
one side [of Hidden-Pass]. He sees a sharp
boulder named Bozez {Shiny}. [It's mirrored
by] another sharp boulder named Seneh
{Thorn} on the other side. 5 [JAHnathan uses
4

these rock landmarks to guide himself. He knows that]

one [rock] faces northward toward Michmash {Hidden}[Pass], and the other
southward toward Gibeah {Flower-Hills}.
6 So JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift} says to his
young armor-carrier, “Come. Let's invade the garrison of these ‘un-trimmed’
[pagans]. Maybe Yahweh will work for us.
It's just as easy for YAH to rescue [His
people] using [2 men as 2 million].” 7 [JAHnathan's]
armor-bearer replies to him, “Do everything that's in your heart. Stretch out.
You'll see: I'm with you. Follow your
heart.” 8 JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift} replies,
“OK, we'll pass over to the [enemy fort].
Then we'll show ourselves to the
[Philistines]. 9 —If the [enemy soldiers yell] at us,
‘Wait until we come to you’, then we'll
stand still in our place. We won't climb
up and [invade] their [fort]. 1st Samuel 14:10
—But if the [pagan sentries yell] to us, ‘Come
up to us’, then we'll [run] up [and invade the
fort. We'll assume] Yahweh has delivered
them into our hand. [We'll take the watchmen's
response] as [YAH's supernatural] sign to us.” 11
So both [JAHnathan and his armor-bearer] show
themselves to the Philistine garrison.
The Philistines [scream], “Look! The Hebrew [warriors] are [streaming] up out of their
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hiding-holes!” 12 So the men of the garrison yell to [prince] JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}
and his armor-bearer: “Come up to us,
and we'll teach you a [lesson]! So JAHnathan says to his armor-bearer, “Run
up! Follow me! Yahweh has delivered
the [pagans] into the fist of Israel!” 13
JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift} climbs up [the rockcliff] on his hands and feet. His armor
bearer [climbs] after him. [Pagan killers] fall
[right and left] before JAHnathan, [slain by supernatural power]. Then [JAHnathan's] armor
bearer follows, slaying [whoever YAH left
alive].

19

Notice the familiar pattern: with his supernatural
‘sword,’ YAH slays the pagans as JAHnathan, the
faithful one, advances. The armor-bearer, with less
faith, then takes advantage of the opportunity to
draw blood with his physical sword.

War = confusion. Loving your enemy = sanity.

That 1st blow by JAHnathan {JAH'sGift} and his armor bearer kills about 20
men within about [1/2 acre] of land, the
amount a yoke-team of oxen might
plow [in one day].
YAH Throws The Enemy Into Suicidal Confusion
15 Panic breaks out in the [Philistine] army,
both in the camp and in the field, including even the outposts and raiding
parties. Then an earthquake strikes! [Everyone screams in] terror. 16 [King] Saul's
watchmen in Gibeah look. They see the
[enemy] horde melting away, trampling
each other, [running in every direction]!
14

Original text: …Gibeah [in the land of the tribe] of
Benjamin…

Then [king] Saul says to the [soldiers]
around him, “Hurry. Count to see who's
missing from [our army].” So [the officers]
count. They figure out that JAHnathan
{JAH's-Gift} and his armor bearer are
missing.
17

Saul may have gone beyond a simple head-count
and instituted a military registry. That's an act forbidden by scripture, because it leads to a permanent debt-funded standing military, which implodes
any nation that attempts it.
18 Knowing the ark of Elohim is [back] with the people of Israel, [King] Saul says to AhiYah {Kin-Of-YAH},
“Bring the ark of Elohim here.”
Again, Israelis try to use the ark as a talisman.
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Later, while Saul talks to the priest,
the noise in the Philistine army [camp]
continues. It grows [deafeningly] loud. [So]
Saul says to the priest, “[Never mind,] let
go [of the ark].” 1st Samuel 14:20 *[Then]

Saul and all his [warriors] assemble themselves. They rush into
battle. [Stunned, they] see every
[Philistine warrior slashing] his fellow [soldier] with his sword. [The Palestinians]
massacre their own [brothers-in-arms] in a [tornado] of [supernaturally-spawned] confusion!
Even the Hebrews who had earlier
defected from the surrounding countryside, [fleeing] into the Philistine war-camp
—even they turn to [rejoin] the Israelites
[led] by [king] Saul and [prince] JAHnathan.
22 Likewise, all the men of Israel who'd
hid themselves in the Ephraim {DoubleFruit} Hills hear that the Philistines are
fleeing. So the [Israelis] chase [the enemy
down] in battle. 23 So Yahweh saves Israel that day, ___. The battle spreads
all the way to Beth-Aven {House-Of-Vanity}.
Saul Makes Soldiers Swear A
Death-Curse
21

*But that day the [faces of the]
men of Israel [wear down in] distress, because Saul had [foolishly]
adjured the [army]. [Saul] swore:
“Cursed is the man who eats
any food before evening! [We'll
fast] so [YAH will give] me vengeance
over my enemies.” So [that whole
day,] none of the [Israeli soldiers] taste
any food. 25 The whole [army] ap24

proaches the woods. [The soldiers' jaws drop.
They're stunned to] see honey on the ground.
26 As [the soldiers] enter the forest, they
see honeycomb[s] with honey dripping
out. But no one puts his hand to his
mouth, because they fear the curse [Saul
foolishly invoked].
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Saul's Son Jonathan Eats Honey;
Death-Cursed
27 But [prince] JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift} didn't hear his father bind the [soldiers] with
the oath-curse. So [JAHnathan] holds out
the end of his staff. He dips it in a honeycomb. He puts his hand to his mouth.
His eyes light up, ___! 28 Then one of
the [soldiers] speaks up. He warns [Jonathan],
"Your father shackled [our Israeli] people.
[He] bound us with an oath, saying,
‘Cursed is the man who eats any food
this day’, even though we're all fainting
[with hunger…] 29 Then JAHnathan {JAH'sGift} responds, “My father's [oath-curse]
has [made] trouble for our land: just look
how my eyes lit up [when] I tasted a little
of this honey. 1st Samuel 14:30 —Our soldiers would have gained even more [energy] if [Saul] had let them eat freely of
the [food] they plundered from the enemy. Then we would have slaughtered
many more Philistines!” 31 [Saul's army,]
fainting [in hunger, staggers on to] strike the
Philistines that day from Michmash
{Hidden} to Aijalon {Deer-Field}.
During World War 1, a bible-studying British soldier
led his general to the hidden MichMash pass, thus
empowering Britain to defeat the oppressive Ottoman Empire.

Then [at sundown] the [Israeli] soldiers fly
upon the plunder. They take sheep,
oxen and calves. They butcher the [animals] on the ground. They eat the [meat
raw,] blood [and all, ___]! 33 So [a tattle-tale runs
up] and tells [king] Saul, “Look! [Our] men
are sinning against Yahweh. They're
eating meat [still dripping] with blood [in it].”
Saul [yells at the soldiers], “You [sneaks] have
broken faith [with YAH]. Roll a boulder [over
here] to me. Now!” 34 Then Saul [yells],
“[Messengers,] disperse yourselves among
[our army] people. Say to them, ‘[Saul says,]
“Every man [of you,] bring me here your
ox [and] sheep. Slaughter them here.
Eat [under my supervision]. Don't sin against
Yahweh by eating [food] containing
blood.”’” So all the [soldiers] each bring his
ox with him that night. They butcher it
32
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there

[under Saul's oversight]. 35 [There] Saul builds
an altar [to cook meat at feasts honoring] Yahweh. (This, ___,
is the very first altar Saul ever builds to [honor]

Then [king] Saul says, “Let's
race down to chase the Philistines by
night. We'll plunder them until the
morning light. Let's not leave a man of
them [alive in our land].” The [army leaders] reply, “Do whatever seems good to you.”
But the priest [wisely] says, “Let's approach Elohim here [and now].” 37 So [king]
Saul asks counsel of Elohim: “Should I
[race my army] down [chasing] the Philistines?
Will you deliver the [pagans] into the
power-fist of Israel?” But [YAH] doesn't
answer [Saul] that day. 38 Then Saul says, “All
Yahweh.) 36

you

[army chiefs],

[the cause of]

approach [me]. [Let's] investigate to see
this sin [the soldiers] committed today. 39 —

For as Israel's Saviour Yahweh lives,
even if [the sin is in] my son JAHnathan
{JAH's-Gift}, he will surely die.” But not
one man among all the [soldiers dares] answer [Saul].
Saul swears another foolish imprecatory oath.
1st Samuel 14:40 [Saul] says to all [the present men of] Israel, “You stand on one side [of this hill]. I and my son
JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift} will [stand] on the other side.”
All the [soldiers] answer Saul, “Do what seems good to

So Saul [prays] to Yahweh Elohim
of Israel, “[Please] tell us who's at fault.
[Activate your] flawless lot-stone [oracular system].” [So the priest pulls the two miracle-stones from
you.” 41

his breastplate. The stone facing Saul & JAHnathan glows,

Saul and JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}
as suspects, while clearing [all] the [other
soldiers].
marking]

It's a more serious sin for one man to break an
oath than for thousands of men to eat blood.

Then [king] Saul says [to the priest], “Cast
lots between me and JAHnathan {JAH'sGift} my son.” [The priest pulls from his breastplate
the glowing stone. It points to] JAHnathan. 43 So
[king] Saul says to JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift},
“Tell me what you've done.” So JAHnathan tells [his Dad], “I just tasted a little
honey with the end of the rod in my
hand. [But] look. [Does that mean] I have to
die?”
42

JAHnathan didn't swear any oath. Saul was bound
in an impossible oath: kill an innocent man, or
break his oath.
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Saul answers [prince]
JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}, “Elohim [will kill you
anyway]. And he'll [kill even more of us if I don't kill
you now]. So you die. Dead!”
44 [Teary-eyed King]

valiant man, he conscripts him to
in] his [army].

1st Samuel 15
Corrupted King Saul Banishes The
Amalekites

45

can you]

Now the army leaders swear another imprecatory
oath!

Then Saul relents from chasing the
Philistines. So the Philistines [retreat].
[They limp west] back to their territory.
Saul Morphs His War-State To A
Killing-Empire
47 So [king] Saul takes dominion over Israel. He devours all his enemies on every side: [to the east:] Moab and the [inbred]
spawn of Ammon, [southland] Edom, [the far
north Syrian] kings of Zobah {Station}, and
[to the west,] the Philistines. Wherever [Saul]
turns his [forces], he vexes [his enemies].
46

Not 'defeats' them, but 'stirs up trouble.' The warstate feeds itself on war. The war-state never
seeks peace. Saul should have loved and fed his
enemies.

Then [king Saul] gathers a [huge] army.
He strikes the spawn of Amalek {Blood-Licker}. He rescues Israel out of the
fists of the [pagan] plunderers.
A Brief Genealogy Of King Saul
48

49 Here's a list of [king] Saul's sons: JAHnathan
{JAH's-Gift}, Ishui {Level}, and Melchi-Shua {Savior-King}.
And Saul's two daughters: the firstborn Merab
{Multiplier}, and the younger [daughter,] Michal {Brook}.
1st Samuel 14:50 [King] Saul [marries] a wife named
Ahinoam {Pleasant-Relative}, the daughter of Ahimaaz
{Firm-Brother}. And as General over his [fascist royal]
army, [Saul] appoints his nephew Abner {Father-OfLight} (son of Ner {Lamp}). 51 (Abner's father Ner
{Lamp} and Saul's Dad Kish {Bow} are [brothers. Both are]
sons of AbiEl {Father-El}.)
Several genealogies list Saul's Dad by pseudonyms.

All Saul's days [Israel rages in] bitter war
against the Palestinians, ___. So when
Saul sees any strong man, or any
52
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Demon-possessed leaders impose military drafts.

This wording is obscure, but apparently Saul foolishly swears a third imprecatory oath.

But the [army leaders object to] Saul, “[How
kill JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}, who
achieved this great salvation [by leading]
Israel [against the enemy]? Elohim forbid! As
Yahweh lives, not one hair of [JAHnathan's]
head will fall to the ground. He worked
with Elohim today!” So the [soldiers] rescue JAHnathan, extending his life.
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1 [The prophet Samuel sees that king Saul has already

So SamuEl
says to Saul, “Yahweh sent me to
anoint you to be king over his people,
over Israel. So now listen to the words
Yahweh shouts to you: 2 Yahweh-commander-of-armies says:
‘I remember when Amalek's [hordes abused]
Israel. As [Israel] emigrated up [north]
from Egypt, [the Amalekites] lay in ambush
in the road.
gone over to the ‘dark side’, ___.]

3

Now go and evict Amalek's [nation]. Utterly banish all they have. Spare no
one. [Get rid of] both man and woman, infant and suckling, ox and sheep, camel
and donkey.’”
This is, as normally translated and interpreted, the
most shocking verse in the bible. 2763 charam =
seclude, not destroy. Amalekites are still alive in 1
Sam 27:8 and 2Sam 1:1, etc. So perhaps the word
"muwth" (death) is here used figuratively, as in
‘get rid of.’ slay = 4191 muwth : to die (literally or
figuratively). The other, more common conclusion is that YAH had so little appreciation for Saul
that he used Saul as a doomed executioner like he
used pagan kings. In neither case is this a command for holy people to kill anyone. Amalek
(blood-licker) was the child whom Esau (the RedMan) spawned with his Hittite lover, Adah, the
daughter of Elon, a 'Son Of Terror' descended from
Ham. It is conceivable that every one of Amalek's
line was demon-possessed and infected with incurable STD's, even the infants.

So Saul gathers [his army] together in
Telaim {Lambs}. He counts 200 thousand [north] Israeli foot [soldiers], plus 10
thousand men from Judaea. 5 So king
Saul [marches his army] to a city of Amalek
{Blood-Licker}. [Saul] lays in ambush in the
valley. 6 [King] Saul [whispers] to the Kenite
{Lancers}, “Go. Leave [the battle zone]. Get
down from among the Amalekites, or I
4
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eliminate you with them. For your
[ancestors] showed kindness to all the
people of Israel who emigrated up [north]
from Egypt.” So the Kenites race out
from among the Amalekites.
[might]

Acts of compassion pay long-lasting benefits.

Then Saul evicts the Amalekites from
Havilah {Circle}[canyon] all the way [~250
miles southwest] to Shur {Wall} bordering
Egypt. 8 [Saul] utterly banishes all the
demon-spawn of Amalek {Blood-Licker}
with the [supernatural] mouth-sword [of YAH's
Word]. Except that [Saul] captures the
Amalekites' king Agag {Flame} alive.
7

Or: “with the bite of the sword.” 500 years later,
the spawn of Agag surface in Haman, the Hitlerlike miscreant who almost wiped out the entire nation of Israel. (Esther 3:1) 2763 charam = seclude.

Saul Holds Onto Prize Loot & Evil
Enemy King
9 Saul and the [Israelis] keep [wicked king]
Agag {Flame}, and the best of the
[Amalekites'] sheep, oxen, fatlings, lambs
and everything of quality. [Saul & co.]
refuse to get rid of the [evil king and his royal
wealth]. But [they] get rid of all the worthless trash. 1st Samuel 15:10 So the word of
Yahweh comes to SamuEl

{Heard-By-El}:

11 [YAH]

says,
“It pains me that I set up Saul as king.
He keeps rebelling. He [never] follows
me. He repeatedly fails to execute my
commandments.”
This [condemnation deeply] grieves SamuEl.

All night he cries to Yahweh. 12

SamuEl {Heard-By-El} rises early in the
morning to meet [king] Saul. [A man runs up.
He] tells SamuEl, “Saul [rode his chariots south]
to Carmel {Fruiting-Garden}. [There] he
erected a monument to [honor] himself.
Now he's left [Carmel]. [He's] crossing [the
land]. He's heading downhill [north past the
Dead Sea] to Gilgal {Wheel}.” 13 [So] SamuEl
{Heard-By-El}[supernaturally teleports] to Saul.
Saul says to [Samuel], “Yahweh's blessings on you! I've executed the commandments of Yahweh.” 14 So SamuEl
{Heard-By-El} replies, “[Oh yeah?] Then why
are these sheep bleating in my ears?
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I hearing the mooing of
oxen?” 15 [King] Saul replies, “[My soldiers]
retrieved these [animals] from the
Amalekites [for you]. [My men] saved the
best of the sheep and oxen to sacrifice
to Yahweh your Elohim. We utterly
banished the rest of the [pagans'] animals.”
[And why am]

2763 charam = seclude. When tyrants do wrong,
they claim they did it to help you.

SamuEl {Heard-By-El} replies to [king]
Saul, “Stop! I'll tell you what Yahweh
said to me last night.” [Saul stops his chariot.]
Saul answers, “Go on, [tell me].” 17
SamuEl {Heard-By-El} replies, “When you
viewed yourself as small, didn't [YAH]
make you the head [over all] of the tribes
of Israel? [Why are you so insecure?] Yahweh
anointed you king over Israel!
16

Alternate renderings: “When you started out in
this, you were nothing—and you knew it.” or
“Though you suffer from a poor self-image, and underneath that big exterior you're a scared little
boy, you're the king of Israel, so you'd better start
taking on your royal responsibilities.”

And Yahweh sent you on a mission.
[YAH] said,
‘Go and utterly ban the criminal
Amalekite {Blood-Lickers}. Overthrow
them. Get rid of them all.’
18

#2763 charam = seclude, not necessarily destroy.

Why then did you disobey the voice
of Yahweh? You flew in and seized the
plunder. You committed evil in the sight
of Yahweh.” 1st Samuel 15:20 [King] Saul objects to SamuEl, “[You're wrong.] I did obey
the voice of Yahweh. I went the way
Yahweh sent me. I [only] kept Amalek's
king Agag {Flame}. I totally banned the
[other] Amalekite {Blood-Lickers}.
19

The history of the Israelites is based on their constant misinterpretation of the word: #2763 charam
which means ‘seclude.’ Evil king Saul never fully
destroyed the Amalekites. YHVH doesn't command
his holy ones to destroy pagans. YAH says, “Stay
away from pagans.”

people [not me] raided [Amalek's]
plunder for sheep, oxen and the best of
the [other loot. Yes, it all] should have been
utterly banned. [But the Israelis stole those items
21 [Israel's]
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to sacrifice [them] to Yahweh your Elohim at Gilgal {Wheel}.”
to]

Banned = #2763 charam = seclude. YAH wants
obedience, not sacrifices. The child caught with the
cookie says he got it for his Mommy.

Samuel Says King Saul's Terror-Reign is Over

*SamuEl {Heard-By-El}
replies, “Yahweh [doesn't]
delight in burnt-sacrifices and butchery! He
delights in [your] obeying
[His] voice! Look, ___!
It's better to obey than
to slaughter. [It's better] to
listen [to YAH] than [to donate]
the finest ram-meat [to
His Sanctuary feasts]. 23 *For re22

bellion is like the sin of witchcraft. And stubbornness is like
perversity and idolatry. Because you rejected the word of
Yahweh, he's rejected you
from being king.” 24 *[King] Saul
[repents] to SamuEl {Heard-By-El}:
“I've sinned! I've transgressed
the commandment of Yahweh,
and your words, because I
feared the people. So I obeyed
their bleating [demands]. 25 —So now,

your neighbor [David]. [David] is better
than you. 29 *—[Yahweh], the

Strength of Israel, won't lie.
Nor [will He] repent. For he is not
a man. He [has no sin to repent of].”
So clearly Jesus, a man, is not YHVH.

Then [Saul] confesses,
“I've sinned! But honor me now, please,
before the elders of my people, and before Israel. Come back [to the camp] with
me, so I can worship Yahweh your Elohim.” 31 So SamuEl {Heard-By-El} turns.
[He goes] back [to the gathering] with [king]
Saul. There Saul worships Yahweh.
The Prophet Chops The Beast-King
Into Pieces
32 Then SamuEl {Heard-By-El} says,
“Bring Agag {Flame}, the king of the
Amalekites, here to me.” So [smirk-faced]
Agag struts to SamuEl. Agag assumes,
“Surely the bitterness of death lies
past.”
1st Samuel 15:30

Agag had value to Saul as a sperm-donor, or a
gladiatorial games-contestant, or a slave, or as an
evil-conspirator.

But SamuEl {Heard-By-El} says, “As
your sword made women childless, so
your mother will be childless among
women.” So there at Gilgal {Wheel},
SamuEl [lawfully] sentences Agag to be
chopped in pieces before Yahweh's [altar].
33

The verb ‘chop’ is only used in this verse; it means
to command to be cut. YHVH did not command
SamuEl to kill Agag. But YAH probably was happy
to see Agag dead. Rulers have no authority to do
evil.

Then SamuEl {Heard-By-El}[rides his donkey
to [Jerusalem's] Ramah {Heights}.
Meanwhile, Saul [rides his chariot] up [northwest ~8 miles] to his palace in his [territory] in
Gibeah {Flower-Hill}. 35 SamuEl {Heard-ByEl} never comes back to see [king] Saul
until the day of [Samuel's] death. But
SamuEl mourns for Saul [like he's lost his
dead little brother]. Likewise, Yahweh grieves
[over the disastrous consequences of his] making
Saul king over Israel.

please, pardon my sin. Come back with me, so I

34

can worship Yahweh.” 26

west ~6 miles]

But SamuEl {HeardBy-El} says to [king] Saul, “I won't return
[to your palace] with you. You've rejected
the word of Yahweh. Yahweh has rejected you from being king over Israel.”
27 SamuEl {Heard-By-El} turns around to
go away. Immediately [king Saul] grabs
the hem of [SamuEl's] cloak. It shreds. 28
So SamuEl {Heard-By-El} says to [Saul],
“Yahweh has ripped the kingdom of Israel from you today. He's given it to
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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However, Saul does go to see Samuel.
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in Yahweh's presence is surely the one YAH has

*But Yahweh says to
SamuEl {Heard-By-El},
“Don't look at [ELiab's] appearance. Ignore his body height.
I've refused him.”
(Because, ___, Yahweh sees
differently than the way men
‘see.’ People only look at the
outward appearance. Whereas
Yahweh [has multi-dimensional ‘X-Ray’ Vision.
He] looks [inside your] heart.) 8
chosen.” 7

YHVH Chooses David To Replace
King Saul
1 Then Yahweh says to SamuEl {HeardBy-El},
“How long will you mourn for [evil king]
Saul? [Get over it!] See that I've rejected
Saul from reigning over Israel. Fill your
horn with oil. [Ride out.] I'll send you to
Yashai (Jesse) from Bethlehem {BreadHouse}. I've provided myself a king from
Yashai's sons.”
2 SamuEl {Heard-By-El} asks, “How can I
go [bless a new King]? If Saul hears of it,
he'll murder me!” Yahweh replies,
“Take a heifer with you. Announce, ‘I've
come to slaughter [this animal to provide food for
a huge barbecue feast in honor of] Yahweh.’
3

Call Yashai (Jesse) to the [meat] slaughtering. I'll show you what to do. You'll
pour [oil over David], to [show that] I've [chosen
him]. I'll [supernaturally call his] name [inside]
your [head].”
Notice that there is no mention here of an animal
being slaughtered in a ritual blood sacrifice.

The Prophet Samuel Goes To Anoint
David King
4 So SamuEl {Heard-By-El} executes Yahweh's commands. He [rides south] into
Bethlehem {Bread-House}. The elders of
the town tremble at SamuEl's arrival.
[They] ask, “Do you come in peace?”
Real prophets of YHVH are scary. You can see fear
in people's eyes, especially at church. They're
afraid of you, because they sense power. But they
don't know what the power is. They think you
might be a terrorist.

SamuEl {Heard-By-El} replies, “I come
in peace, to slaughter [animals for a feast in
honor] of Yahweh. Consecrate yourselves. Then join me at the butchering.”
So [SamuEl ritually] sanctifies Yashai (Jesse)
and his sons. Then [Samuel] calls them to
the [meat cooking banquet]. 6 Yashai's sons arrive
5

Then Yashai calls [his son] Abinadab {Generous-Father} to pass before SamuEl
{Heard-By-El}. But [SamuEl] says, “Yahweh
hasn't chosen this [big boy to be king either].” 9
Then Yashai makes Shammah {Stunner} pass [in front
of] SamuEl {Heard-By-El}. SamuEl says, “Yahweh has
not chosen [this strong man to be king] either.” 1st Samuel

Yashai {Standout} makes 7 of his
sons pass before SamuEl {Heard-By-El}.
Yet SamuEl says to Yashai, “Yahweh
has not chosen [any of] these [impressive men
to be king].” 11 *[The prophet] SamuEl
{Heard-By-El} asks Yashai, “Are
16:10

all your children here?” Yashai
answers, “The only son I didn't
bring is the youngest. But look,
he's [just a stumpy runt] sheep-herder. [He doesn't have any credentials,
wealth or power.]” Yet SamuEl says to
Yashai, “Send [a messenger]. Fetch
the sheep-herder. We won't sit
down [to eat the feast] 'til [David]
comes here.”
Saul loses donkeys. David keeps sheep.

*Yashai sends for [David]. [David's
brothers] rush him [to the feast]. David
{Love} appears, [sprinting over the
hilltop,] red-haired and tanned,
totally handsome looking, [brighteyed]. Immediately Yahweh says
[to Samuel],
12

looks at [Yashai's son] EliAb {Father-El}.
says, “[This tall, strong, handsome] man standing here

[at the feast. SamuEl]
[SamuEl]
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“Arise. Anoint [David with oil]. This
[little shepherd boy] is [Israel's new king].”
So SamuEl {Heard-By-El} grabs his oilhorn. He pours [oil over David, who sits] in the
middle of his brothers. Immediately the
Spirit of Yahweh comes upon David
{Love} from that day forward. Then
SamuEl rises up. He [rides about 10 miles north]
to Ramah {Heights}, [Judea's high-shrine of spiritual worship].
13

Ramah is about 5 miles north of Jerusalem.

YAH's Spirit Leaves Evil King Saul
14 [Suddenly] the Spirit of Yahweh departs
from [evil king] Saul. A punishing spirit
from Yahweh terrorizes him.

Evil spirits enter you through porn, television,
debt, drugs, giving your allegiance to men or nations, etc. Then the Holy Spirit leaves you. This
section is probably a flash-forward. "Evil spirit" is a
ham-fisted translation. The spirit was a ‘breaking’
spirit, as in ‘breaking a horse,’ that is, training, or
disciplining.

Saul's [royal] servants say to him,
“Look! An evil spirit-god is tormenting
you. [That's why you're unable to control your emo15

tions.]

Perhaps not a spirit "from" Elohim.

*—Please, lord [king], command your servants, who stand
before you, to immediately
search for a man who is a
skilled harp-player. Then when
the evil spirit-god [attacks] you,
[the musician] will play with his
hand, and [thus exorcise your demon, leaving you] sane.”
16

Holy-Spirit-inspired music casts out demons. Never
let anyone stop you from playing music. Church
services should be filled with music, not lectures.

David's Music Exorcises Saul's Evil
Demons
17

*Saul

[screams]

to his servants,

“[Yes! These demonic attacks are killing me!]
Find me a man skilled in playing [music]. Bring him to me!
Now!” 18 *Then some of Saul's
[bodyguards] answer, “Look. I've
seen a son of Yashai from
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Bethlehem {Bread-House}. [This young
man, David, is] skilled in playing [music]. He's a mighty valiant man,
a winner, a prudent speaker: a
beautiful man. Yahweh is with
him.” 19 So [king] Saul sends messengers to Yashai (Jesse). The [messengers]
say, “[King Saul says,] ‘Send me your son
David {Love}, [the lionheart] who stays out
guarding [your] sheep.’” 1st Samuel 16:20 So
Yashai {Standout} grabs a donkey. He
loads it with bread, and a wineskin
filled with wine, and a young goat. He
sends [all this] with his son David {Love}.
[David travels about 10 miles north to Saul's headquar-

to [help exorcise] Saul's
[demons]. 21 So David {Love} comes to
stand before [king] Saul. Saul likes David
so much he makes him [one of the royal] armorbearer[s]. 22 So [king] Saul sends [soldiers] to Yashai (Jesse), requesting,
“Please allow [your son] David {Love} to
stand before me [as my royal assistant]. David
has found favor in my sight.” 23
ters in Gibeah

{Flower-Hills}]

*Then, whenever the punishing
spirit-demon [swoops down] on [king]
Saul, David grabs a harp. He
plays [it] with his hand. Then
Saul gets relief. He grows
sane. The breaking spirit [flies
away] from him.
Anytime you're dealing with out-of-control issues,
such as lust, anger, abuse, etc., play some calming, anointed scripture music.

1st Samuel 17
Palestine's Giant (Goliath) Challenges Israel
1 [As king Saul plummets into madness,] the
Philistines rally their troops for war.
They amass at Shochoh {Fence}, in Judah's [territory]. They [march] to pitch [warcamp] between [Shochoh] and Azekah
{Farms}, in Ephes-Dammim {Valley-OfDripping-Blood}.
This section chronologically follows 16:13.
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So [king] Saul and the men of Israel
gather together. They pitch [war-camp] by
the valley of Elah {Everlasting-Oak-Power}.
There [they] set their [troops] in battle-array opposite the Philistines. 3 So, ___,
the Philistine [forces] stand on a mountain on one side. Israel's [army] stands
on a mountain on the other side. The
valley [of dripping blood] lies between them.
2

*Out of the Philistine warcamp stalks a [demon-spawned]
champion from Gath {WinePress}. [The Palestinians chant his] name:
“Goliath! [Goliath! Goliath!]” [His name
4

means ‘Stripper’, as in ‘he who strips his victims'

6 cubits [9 feet] plus a
hand-span [9 inches] tall, ___!
flesh.’ He stands]

The number “6” is stamped on Goliath, like on Nebuchadnezzar in Dan 3. Champion = man between
the armies.

*A helmet of brass crowns
Goliath's [massive] head. His chest
flashes with a brass coat of armor-mail. It weighs 5000
shekels [120 pounds]!
5

Goliath is a model of the New World Order, which
will fall with an even greater thud.

Brass leg-armor protects [the giant's]
legs. He wears a bronze javelin [slung]
between his shoulders.
6

6 pieces of armor.

The staff of [Goliath's] spear looms [thick
and long] like a weaver's beam. His iron
spearhead weighs 600 shekels [15 pounds,
___]! His [mighty] shield-bearer stalks in
front of him, [shouting threats at the Israeli army].
7

Goliath's shield is huge, covering his entire body.

Goliath {Stripper} stands. He shouts to
the armies of Israel, “Why march out to
[get] your [whole army killed in] battle? Am I
not a Philistine, and you servants of
Saul? You choose a man to [represent]
yourselves. Let him [march] down to [fight]
me.
8

Goliath the sensible. He offers to save two entire
nations from spilling the blood of their fathers,
brothers and sons.

If [your champion] is able to fight me, and
kill me, then we [Philistines] become your
9
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slaves. But if I beat him, and kill him,
then you [Israelis] become our slaves.
[You'll] serve us.” 1st Samuel 17:10 The
Philistine adds, “Today I defy the
armies of Israel! Give me a man, so we
can fight it out!” 11 Hearing those taunts
of the Philistine, [king] Saul and all Israel's [troops] hang their heads in depression and terror, ___.
Shepherd Boy David Goes To The
Battlefield
12 Meanwhile, [16-year-old] David {Lover}
[works] in Bethlehem {Bread-House} (in Judaea). [On the farm, David helps] his Dad, a
[hobbling] old man from Ephratha {Fruitful}
named Yashai [Jesse]. By this time in
Saul's [reign, Jesse] has [a total of] 8 sons. 13
(Yashai's 3 oldest sons [are named]:
Eliab {Fathered-By-El} (the firstborn),
and next in age: Abinadab {Generous-Father},
and #3: Shammah {Stunner}.
[At this point] they've gone and followed Saul to the
battle.) 14 David {Lover}, being the youngest, [hates
being left behind while his] 3 oldest brothers follow Saul. 15

So [David balances his job of] feeding his father's sheep [with his urge to monitor the battle].
He runs back and forth between Saul's
battlefield [camp] and Bethlehem {BreadHouse}. 16 This Philistine [Goliath] accosts
[the terrified Israelites. Every] morning and
evening, he offers himself [for battle. This
goes on] for 40 days, ___. 17 [One day]
Yashai (Jesse) says to his son David
{Lover}, “Hurry. Your brothers [need food].
Take 5 bushels of this roasted corn,
and these 10 [bread] loaves. Run to your
brothers in the war-camp. 18 —And carry these 10 cheeses to the head of [your
brothers'] thousand-man-unit. Check how
your brothers are doing. Bring back
some evidence [of their good health: a message, a
lock of their hair, whatever you can get].” 19 Meanwhile, [king] Saul, and [Jesse's older boys],
and all the men of Israel [struggle] in the
valley of Elah {Everlasting-Oak-Power},
fighting with the Philistines. 1st Samuel
17:20 So David {Lover} jumps up early in
the morning. He leaves [his] sheep in
the care of a helper. [David loads the cart with
the food.] He rides [to the war] as Yashai
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(Jesse) had commanded him. He comes
to the barricade. He sees the host[s]
march out to their battle-stations. They
shout war-cries [as they march]. 21 Israel
and the Philistines move into position.
They face each other, battle-ready,
___. 22 So David {Lover} leaves [the food]
in the hands of the custodian of provisions. [David] runs into the army. [He]
finds and salutes his brothers. 23 [David]
talks with [his brothers]. Suddenly, up out
of the armies of the Philistines, stalks
the champion, the Philistine of Gath
{Wine-Press}, [the dreaded] Goliath. [Goliath]
repeats his earlier challenge. David
{Lover} hears [Goliath's arrogance]. 24 All the
men of Israel see the [huge demon-spawned]
man-thing. They immediately flee from
him. [They pee their pants] in terror, ___! 25
The men of Israel whimper, “Have you
seen this giant who keeps coming out
to challenge Israel? For sure, [our] king
will award great riches to the man who
kills [Goliath]. [Saul] will give his daughter
to the [hero]. He'll exempt the [hero's]
Dad's whole family [from taxes and service] in
Israel!”
Young David Offers To Slay The Giant
26 David {Lover} tries to talk [sense into]
the men standing near him. He [shouts],
“[Give me the reward due] the man who kills
this Philistine! [I'll] take away the reproach from Israel! Come on! Who is
this ‘un-trimmed’ Philistine? [Are you just
gonna sit there wetting your pants while this mutant]

defies the armies of the living Elohim?!”
27 The [soldiers] answer [David],"The man
who kills [Goliath] will get [everything we
promised].” 28 *David's oldest brother Eliab {Fathered-By-El} over-

hears David [challenging Israel's soldiers].
Eliab's anger flames against
David. Eliab [screams], “Why'd you
come down here, [little boy]?
Who'd you leave [tending] your little [flock] of sheep in the wilderThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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ness? I know your pride. [I see]
the wickedness of your heart.
You [just] came down here to [get
your jollies watching better men die in] battle.” 29 David {Love}[shouts] back, “I
haven't done anything
to step up and kill that giant!]”

[bad! Somebody needs

paraphrase

David turns away from
talk sense
into man [after man]. But the [soldiers] just
keep answering him, [“The man who kills the giant will get riches galore.”] 31 A [captain] overhears David's [courageous] speech. So [the
captain runs and] informs [king] Saul. So Saul
sends for David.
Young David Refuses King Saul's
Armor
32 *David {Love} says to [king]
1st Samuel 17:30

[his coward brother]. [David tries to]

Saul, “Let no man's heart fail
because of [this dumb giant]! [I,] your
servant, will go devour this
Philistine.” 33 *[King] Saul objects
to David, “You're incompetent
to go fight this Philistine!
You're just a kid! [That giant has]
been a [famous] warrior since his
youth!” 34 David {Love} answers [king]
Saul, “[I,] your servant, keep [my] father's sheep. Frequently, up stalks a
lion or a bear. It grabs a lamb out of
the flock. 35 *—[So] I run out after
[the beast]. [I]

strike it. [I] rescue [the
sheep] out of [its] mouth. If [the beast]
rises against me, I catch it by
its beard. I strike it. I kill it. 36
your servant have slain both lion[s]
and bear[s]. This ‘un-trimmed’ Philistine
will [soon] be [dead] like one of them, because he defied the armies of the living
Elohim.” 37 *[Young] David {Love}
[I]

adds, “Yahweh rescues me
from the paw of the lion, and
out of the [claws] of the bear. He
will rescue me from the hand
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of this Philistine.” So [king] Saul
says to David, “Go. [I pray] Yahweh goes with you.” 38 [King] Saul
arms [young] David with his [royal] armor.
He puts a brass helmet on [David's] head.
He wraps [David] with a breastplate. 39
David {Love} buckles [king Saul's] sword on
the armor. [Without testing the setup, David] lumbers to go [fight. Frustrated,] David objects
to Saul, “I can't go [fight YAH's enemies] using
man's armor. I’m not used to it.” So
David strips off [the royal armor].
Man cannot protect you. All man's technology produces more harm than good.

David Kills Goliath, The Demon-Spawned Giant
1st Samuel 17:40 So David {Love} takes his
staff in his hand. He chooses 5 smooth
stones from the brook. He puts them in
the pouch of his shepherd's bag. His
sling in hand, he draws near to the [towering] Philistine. 41 The Philistine [giant]
stalks closer to David. [Goliath's] shield-bearer goes before him. 42 *The

Philistine looks out. He sees
David. [Goliath] laughs at [David],
the cute red-faced boy. 43 *So
the Philistine yells to David,
“Am I a dog, that you come to
me [holding a beating] stick?” The
Philistine curses David, [using the
name of] his false-god.
"Dog" is the most insulting word you can call
someone in Hebrew.

*The Philistine further mocks
David, “Come to me, [boy]! I'll
give your flesh to the sky-birds
and the field-beasts.” 45
44

*David {Lover} answers
the Philistine, “You
come at me with a
sword, and with a
spear, and with a shield.
But I come to you in the
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Name of Yahweh-Commander-Of-Angel-Armies, the Elohim
of the armies of Israel!
You challenge [YAH]! 46 *—

Today Yahweh delivers you
into my hand. I strike you! [I]
take your head from you! Today I [feed] the carcasses of the
Philistine army to the skybirds, and to the wild beasts of
the earth. Then all the earth
comes to know that there is an
Elohim in Israel. 47 *—And this
whole assembly comes to see
that Yahweh saves [with His Spirit,]
not with sword and spear. The
battle is Yahweh's. He will give
you into our hands.” 48 *[Enraged,]
the Philistine [giant] rises. He advances close to David. David
sprints toward the [enemy] army
to meet the Philistine.
True believers don't hide from danger. We rush
into danger to serve YAH.

*David slips his hand into his
bag. He pulls out a stone. He
slings it! It strikes the Philistine in his forehead! The stone
sinks into [Goliath's] head! The giant falls on his face. [His body
smacks] the earth, ___! 1st Samuel
17:50 *So David {Love}, without a
sword in his hand, defeats the
Philistine with one slung stone.
He strikes the [giant], mortally
49

David
runs. He stands on [Goliath's gut]. He grabs the
Philistine's sword. He
[wounding]
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rips it out of its sheath.
David kills him. He cuts
off [the giant's] head with
[the giant's own sword]! The
Philistines see their
champion dead. They
flee [like little girls, ___]!
The Philistines were not intending to keep Goliath's
promise that they would be Israel's slaves. Goliath
was apparently overly optimistic about his competence to avert a war. War is confusion. War is never prosecuted in a rational manner. Goliath outsmarted himself.

So the men of [north] Israel and of
Judea jump up! Shouting, they chase
the Philistines all the way [~20 miles northwest] to the [Gath] valley and to the gates
of Ekron {Uprooter}. The wounded
Philistines fall down along the road to
Shaaraim {Double-Gates}, as far as Gath
{Wine-Press}, and Ekron. 53 Then the
sons of Israel return from chasing the
Philistines. They plunder the [pagans' war]
tents. 54 [Meanwhile,] David takes the head
of the Philistine [giant], to [later] bring to
Jerusalem. [But David uses] his own tent to
store the Philistine [giant's] armor [&
weapons]. 55 Flash back to [the battlefield, ___.
There king] Saul watches David run out to
[fight] the Philistine: Saul asks Abner {Father-Of-Light}, the General of [Israel's]
Army, “Abner, whose son is this boy?”
Abner answers, “As your soul lives, O
king, I can't tell.” 56 King [Saul] says,
“Find out whose son this boy [champion]
is.” 57 *So as David {Lover} re52

turns from slaughtering the
Philistine [giant], [General] Abner
{Father-Of-Light} intercepts [David].
[Abner] brings [David] before [king]
Saul. [David holds] the head of the
Philistine [giant] in his hand. 58
Saul asks [David], “Whose son are
you, young man?” David {Love} answers, “I am the son of your servant
[King]
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Yashai {Standout} from Bethlehem
{Bread-House}.”
Apparently when David had previously played the
harp, king Saul was not of sound mind, or he
would have remembered David's family history.

1st Samuel 18
Jonathan Betrays His Dad-King To
Save David

*By the time David finishes
speaking to [king] Saul, the soul
of [Saul's son] JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}
fuses with David's soul. [From that
moment until his death,] JAHnathan
cares about David like he cares
about his own self.
1

Jonathan and David were heterosexuals who found
greater permanence and substance in their relationship with each other than in their relationships
with women. If they'd been homosexuals, they
probably would have broken up, because no man
likes being dominated by another man for very
long. Jonathan was about 20 years older than
David.

That very day [king] Saul takes David
into [royal service]. [Saul] never lets
[David] go home to his father's house. 3
*Then JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}
and David {Love} make a
2

{Love}

covenant [of lifelong friendship. They express
that] they'll give their lives to
[save each other].
paraphrase

JAHnathan
takes off the [royal] cloak he's
wearing. He gives it (along with his
[priceless] armor, sword, bow and belt) to
David.
Young David's Fame Shames Evil
King Saul
5 Soon David {Lover} rides out wherever
[king] Saul sends him. [David's] wisdom
and behavior bring [Israel great success]. So
Saul places [David] over [Israel's] warriors.
David gains acceptance in the sight of
all the [common] people, as well as in the
eyes of Saul's [royal] officers. 6 [Time passes,
___. One day] David returns from [another]
4 [To show his sincerity, Prince]

{JAH's-Gift}
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slaughter of the Philistine[s]. He rides
[home toward Israel's palace]. Women run out of
all of Israel's cities. [They intend] to joyfully
greet king Saul. [The ladies] sing and
dance in awesome celebration. [They]
play tambourines and [3-stringed] musical
instruments.
This may be a flashback to directly after the Goliath killing.

The women call and respond to one
another as they play, singing, “[King]
Saul has slain his thousands! But David
[has slain] TENS of thousands!” 8 *[King]
7

Saul fumes in rage. He hates
this song. He screams, “The
[people] credit David with tens [of]
thousands [of kills]. Yet to me
they credit mere thousands!?!
The only thing left for [the loverboy]
to [grab] is [my] kingdom!” 9 *From
that day on, [king] Saul eyes
David [with evil jealousy].
Demon King Saul Hurls A Javelin To
Kill David

*The very next day,
the [satanic] punishing spirit-power descends upon [king] Saul. [So
Saul] raves [like a madman. He tears]
about [his] palace. David {Love}
plays [the harp] with his hand, as
usual. But [this time], Saul's fist
clutches a javelin, ___. 11 *[King]
Saul throws the javelin, [screaming], “I'll stick David to the wall
with this [spike]!” Twice David
jumps out of the javelin's
[whizzing] path, ___!
1st Samuel 18:10

Through Saul's demon-possessed violence, Satan
tries to destroy the genetic line that will produce
the Messiah.

So [king] Saul fears David [even more],
because Yahweh has left Saul to stay
with David.
12

This is where the insert at 16:14 belongs chronologically.
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So [king] Saul distances himself from
David. Yet he makes David his [royal]
commander over 1000 [leaders]. So David
rides out and back [from battles,] leading
[Israel's] people. 14 David keeps on smartly achieving success in everything [he
does]. Yahweh sticks with him. 15 [King]
Saul sees David becoming [ever] more
successful. So Saul sinks deeper into
[crippling] paranoia. 16 All [north] Israel and
Judea adore David. They watch him
ride out and return from [conquest after conquest].
Saul Tricks David Out Of Marrying
His #1 Girl
17 So [king] Saul says to David, “Look at
my elder daughter Merab {Multiplier}. I'll
give her to you as your wife. Just be
valiant for me. Fight Yahweh's battles.”
Inside [his evil heart,] Saul says, “I won't kill
[David] with my own hands. I'll let the
hands of the Philistines whack him [to
death].” 18 David {Love}[humbly] answers
[king] Saul, “Who am I? What is my life,
or my father's family in Israel, that I
should be son-in-law to the king?” 19
The time [comes for king] Saul to give his
daughter Merab {Multiplier} to David. Yet
[the criminal Saul] gives [Merab's hand in marriage]
to AdriEl {Flock-Of-El} from Abel-Mecholah {Meadow-Of-Dancing}!
Saul Makes David Chop Penises To
Get His Girl
1st Samuel 18:20 But [king] Saul's daughter
Michal {Brook} loves David. So [David &
Michal] tell Saul they're in love. [Saul struggles to hide his evil grin.] 21 [King] Saul [thinks],
“I'll give [Michal] to [David] as a trap. The
power-hand of the Philistines will
smash him.” So Saul says to David,
“'Now you have a second [chance] to become my son-in-law.” 22 [King] Saul commands his workers, “Secretly talk with
David. Say, ‘Look, king [Saul] delights in
you. And all [Saul's] servants love you.
So [do whatever Saul says. Then you'll] be the
king's son-in-law!’" 23 So Saul's servants [whisper] those [tricky] words in
13
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David's ears. But David responds, “How
can a poor man from a humble family
[run in the league of, or even afford the bride price] for
the daughter of a king?” 24 So [king]
Saul's boot-lickers [run and] tell [Saul] what
David said. 25 *So [demon-possessed]

beats them. He upstages Saul's
[best generals]. [Soon] David's name
[buzzes] on everyone's lips.

Saul [hisses], “Tell David: ‘The
king desires no dowry. But [he
wants] 100 foreskins [cut from the penises of] Philistine [warriors], as
vengeance against the king's
enemies.’” (Saul imagines this
will cause David to fall [to death]
by the [powerful] hand[s] of the
Philistines.)

Demonic King Saul Attempts To
Murder David

Foreskin here = #6190: Orlah (prepuce), not
#6189 "Arel" (loose).

Saul's officials pass [Saul's sick evil
scheme] to David. [But] David is so delighted with the thought of becoming the
king's son-in-law, he [rushes to collect the foreskins] before the scheduled [wedding date]! 27
26 [King]

*So, to become the [evil] king's
son-in-law, David [jumps] up. [He
rides] out with his [attack troops]. He
murders 200 Philistine men!
He [cuts off their penile foreskins]. Then
David brings their foreskins [to
Saul's palace]. He gives the full tally
to the king. So [frowning king] Saul
gives David his daughter,
[princess] Michal {Brook} as wife.
This mass-murder/circumcision is one of the sickest things anyone's ever done.

Saul sees, and knows, that Yahweh stays with David. Saul [also] sees
how his [arrogant] daughter Michal {Brook}
loves [David]. 29 So [king] Saul fears David
even more. So Saul becomes David's
enemy for the rest of [Saul's sad life]. 1st
28 [King]

*[Every time] the Philistine warlords storm out [in battle],
David {Love} [shrewdly and courageously
races his chariots] out to meet the
[fiends with praise-power]. And [David]
Samuel 18:30
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*So [king] Saul whispers to all
his servants including his son
JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}. [Saul commands them to] assassinate David. 2
1

But Saul's son JAHnathan treasures
David. So JAHnathan alerts David. He
says, “My Dad Saul is [sending out assassins]
to murder you. So hurry. Please, [build a]
thorny hedge around yourself until
morning. Stay in a secret place. Hide
yourself. 3 —Meanwhile, I'll go out [of the
palace]. I'll stand beside my Dad in the
field where you're [hiding]. I'll talk with
my Dad about you. Whatever I see [him
planning], I'll tell you.” 4 So [prince] JAHnathan speaks well of David to his father, [king] Saul. [JAHnathan again wastes his
breath, begging,] “Please, king, don't sin
against [your] servant, against David.
He's never sinned against you. His actions toward you have always been excellent.
Again, you cannot reason with irrational people.
Especially if they're demon-possessed.

—[From the first moment you saw him,] David put
his life in his hand[s to serve you]. He killed
[Goliath] the Philistine. Yahweh miraculously saved the whole [nation of] Israel
[through David]. You lit up [with joy] when you
saw [David win]. So why would you sin
against innocent blood? [Why] murder
David for no reason?”
5

Everything good anyone says about David just
makes Saul more insecure. A better tactic would
have been to help Saul overcome his own insecurity.

So [king] Saul [temporarily] listens to the
voice of [prince] JAHnathan. Saul swears,
“As Yahweh lives, [I] won't murder
[David].”
6
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David & King Saul Temporarily Reconcile
7 So JAHnathan calls David. He tells
[David] everything [Saul promised]. Then JAHnathan brings David to Saul. David [resumes] serving in [Saul's] presence, like before [Saul went crazy]. 8 [Soon] war [breaks out]
again. So David [rides] out. He overthrows the Philistines. He evicts them
[from Israel] with a great blow [of YAH's Spirit-Power]. So [the pagans] flee from [David].
As normally translated, this appears to be a standard military conquest. But the underlying Hebrew
words suggest a Jericho-like praise-warfare in
which YAH supernaturally fights Israel's enemies.

Saul Tries To Murder David With
His Javelin
9 Meanwhile, [the] spirit of Yahweh
grows [even more] disgusted with [king]
Saul. Saul sits in his palace with his
javelin [clenched] in his [fist]. [Still] David
[risks death by] playing [his harp] with his [fingers, trying to calm Saul].

YHVH didn't send an evil spirit. The Hebrew reads:
“and·she-is-becoming spirit-of Yahweh displeased
to Saul.”

*Then [king] Saul, intent to pin David {Love} to the
[palace] wall, [throws] the javelin.
But [the Holy Spirit warns David just in time. So
David] slips away from Saul's [raging] face. The javelin pierces the
wall. David flees [the palace]. He
escapes [into] the night.
1st Samuel 19:10

David's Wife Lies To The Cops &
The King
11 Then [king] Saul sends assassins to
David's house. They spy on him, intending to murder him in the morning.
But [princess] Michal {Brook} (David's wife)
warns David. She whispers, “If you
don't save your life [by fleeing] tonight, tomorrow [my Dad] will murder you!” 12 So
[princess] Michal {Brook} lets David down
through [her mansion] window [on a rope].
[David] sneaks [out of town], fleeing [royal
assassins]. He escapes. 13 *Then [princess]
Michal {Brook} takes an [idol] statThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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ue. She lays it on [David's] bed.
She arranges a pillow of goats’
hair at its head. She covers [the
statue] with a sheet.
Michal performs this act of heroism in defiance of
her father and king. Authority is as authority does.
Sometimes, in order to survive, people without
credentials have to trick people who occupy government offices.

*[King] Saul sends [police] to
David. Michal [lies to the cops],
“David's sick.”
14

[arrest]

This was a good lie.

*Soon [king] Saul sends [his police]
back to [arrest] David. [Saul barks]
these orders: “Bring [David] in his
sickbed up [here] to me, so I can
murder him [with my own hands].”
15

Sick Saul feels afraid to confront David on neutral
ground. Yet Saul thirsts to kill David himself. Saul
craves to feel the gush of David's blood on his
filthy hands. Saul shakes, desperate to recover his
bragging rights.
16

*The

[cops bust]

into

[Michal's bedroom.

They rip the sheet off David's bed. Shocked, they]

see the statue in the bed, with
a pillow of goats’ hair at its
head! [So the soldiers drag the screaming
princess to the throne-room.] 17 *So [king]
Saul [shrieks] at Michal {Brook},
“Why did you deceive me like
this!? You sent away my enemy! He escaped!” Michal [lies] to
Saul, “[David threatened me.] He said,
‘Let me go, or I have to kill
you.’” 18 Meanwhile David flees. He
escapes [king Saul's assassins]. He straggles
up [the mountain] to [the prophet] SamuEl
{Heard-By-El} at Ramah {Heights}. [David]
tells [Samuel] how [king] Saul [keeps trying to
murder him]. So David and SamuEl flee to
lurk [in hiding] in Naioth {Rest}.
Naioth was apparently a prophets' retreat in the
mountains.

tells [king] Saul, “[Send
out your assassins to] hunt David. [He's hiding] at
Naioth {Rest} in Ramah {Heights}.” 1st
19

Then some
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*So [king] Saul sends [police] to arrest David. But when
the [police] see the band of the
prophets prophesying, and
SamuEl {Heard-By-El} standing,
leading them, the Spirit of Elohim [falls] on Saul's [policemen]! They

539

Meanwhile, David {Love} flees from
Naioth {Rest} in Ramah {Heights} to
meet with [prince] JAHnathan. [There David
cries,] “What have I done? What crime
did I commit? What does your Dad see
as my sin? [Why is] he hunting me to
death?”

Samuel 19:20

1

[break out in a Pentecostal frenzy! They tell the fu-

The better a person you are, the more evil people
want to blame and kill you.

ture. They] speak [YAH's word]!
Naioth was a college for the instruction of
prophets.

JAHnathan [naively] replies to David,
“[You've done nothing wrong!] You won't die.
Look. My Dad won't do anything, great
or small, unless he presents [the idea] to
me. And why should my father hide [his
scheme] from me? There's no [murder plot
against you].” 3 But David insists, “Your father must know that I've found grace in
your eyes. [Saul surely] tells [his assassins],
‘[Nobody] let JAHnathan know [I'm killing
David]. It'll just make [Jonathan] sad.’ So
truly as Yahweh lives, and as your soul
lives, I'm one step away from death.”
2

tells [king] Saul [his cops are now
prophets]. So [Saul] sends [a SWAT Team]. But
[instead of arresting David,] they prophesy too!
So Saul sends [attack soldiers] again. And
for the 3rd time, they prophesy too! 22
So [king] Saul [storms his chariots] to Ramah
{Heights}. He comes to a huge well in
Sechu {Observatory}. There Saul [screams at
the locals], “Where are SamuEl and
David?!” [A scared little rat of a man squeaks,]
“They're [hiding] at Naioth {Rest} in
Ramah {Heights}.” 23 So [king Saul whips his
chariot-horses up the hills] toward Naioth {Rest}
in Ramah {Heights}. [There] the Spirit of
Elohim [falls] on [Saul] too! He drives uphill, prophesying [involuntarily]. Finally [his
horses stop] at Naioth in Ramah. 24 [There
mighty Saul] strips off his [royal] clothes.
Like [the other prophets, Saul] prophesies before SamuEl. Then [Saul] falls down
naked, [lost in a vision-trance. He lies there] all
that day and all that night. [Saul's behavior]
gives further strength to the [popular Jewish] saying, “Is Saul a prophet too?”
21 [A rat]

You can get the Holy Spirit, and then get possessed by a demon. You're like a cup. Pour one liquid out, and another will fill it. Constantly fill yourself with living water from heaven, or a demon
might fill you. Saul may have merely stripped
down to his under-clothes. Saul's being in Samuel's
presence appears to be (but is not) a contradiction
of 1st Samuel 15:35.

1st Samuel 20
David & Jonathan Plan A Lie To
Fool King Saul

“Insists” = “shaba,” meaning: “most emphatically
and completely declares,” often dubiously rendered
‘oath.’

So JAHnathan says to David, “Whatever your heart desires, I'll do it for
you.” 5 So David says to JAHnathan,
"Look, tomorrow's the new moon. I [usually] always sit with the king at [the feast].
Instead, let me go hide myself in the
countryside until evening of the third
day [of the feast]. 6 —If your father misses
me at all, then [lie], ‘David begged my
permission to run to Bethlehem {BreadHouse}, his hometown, to participate in
[the] annual [feast] there with all [his] family.’ 7 If [king] Saul says something like,
‘OK,’ then [I,] your servant, will [enjoy
some] peace. But if [Saul] gets furious,
then be sure that he's determined to
demolish [me]. 8 —[I] work for you. [I'm not
your boss.] But please do me the kindness
[of executing the plan I've just laid out. So honor] the
covenant that you made with me. Yahweh [is our witness]. If I'm guilty, kill me
yourself. Never surrender me to your
father.”
4

Difficult translation.
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JAHnathan replies, “[Heaven forbid!] If I
knew for sure that my Dad was determined to harm you, I'd warn you.” 1st
Samuel 20:10 Then David {Love} asks JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}, “Who'll tell me if
your father answers you roughly?”
Jonathan & David Make A Protection Pact
11 [Prince] JAHnathan answers David,
“Come. Let's go out into the field.” So
they [both walk] out into the field. 12 There
JAHnathan prays, [facing] David, “O Yahweh Elohim of Israel, [help me] sound-out
my father tomorrow or the [next] day.
And if I see [Saul is showing his] good [side] to
David, then [help me] send proof of that
to [David].” 13 [JAHnathan continues to David,] “If I
fail to warn you, Yahweh [can punish me with
worse abuse than Saul intends to inflict on you]. If it
pleases my father to do you evil, then
I'll alert you. I'll send you away, so you
can [flee] to safety. [I pray] Yahweh stays
with you, as he [once stayed] with my father.” 14 [JAHnathan continues in prayer,] “Yahweh, keep showing me your kindness in
this life [and the next]. Keep me alive. 15
Even after [you,] Yahweh, slice David's
foes [including my Dad Saul] off the face of the
earth, please don't permanently cut off
your kindness from my family line.”
9

This prayer is Jonathan's plea that David refrain
from killing all of Saul's family when David takes
the throne.

So [prince] JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}
makes a covenant [to protect] David's
family. [Jonathan prays:] “[May] Yahweh force
David's enemies [to pay for their crimes].” 17
16

*Then JAHnathan gets David to
7 times [declare his intent to protect JAHnathan's family]. This [shows that] the [two
men] love each other like they
each love their own souls.
Jonathan's Arrow-Shot Secret-Code
Spy-Trick
18 Then JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift} says to
David, “Tomorrow is the new moon
[feast]. Your seat will lie empty. [Saul] will
[be offended at your] absence. 19 Stay [here] 3
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days. Then sneak down quickly to the
place where you hid yourself when this
trouble started. Stay near the [big boulder
called] Ezel {Departure-Stone}.
David didn't do anything wrong. Yet he still had to
hide. That's the answer to the flippant babble of
the brainwashed: “If you're not doing anything
wrong, then you have nothing to hide.”

I'll shoot 3 arrows on the side [of the boulder], like I'm
shooting at a target.
1st Samuel 20:20 [When I come,]

Secret messaging systems are a necessity for true
believers in a world of evil.

Watch: I'll send a boy [into the field]. [I'll]
say, ‘Run; find [my] arrows.’ I may then
say to the boy, ‘Look, the arrows are
[back here] on this side of you; get them.’
Then you, [David,] come [back to the castle.
Those code-words will signify] that [Saul has sworn]
peace to you by [pledging] ‘As Yahweh
lives, [I won't] hurt [David].’ 22 But if I say
to the young man, ‘Look — the arrows
are past you,’ then run away, [David,] for
Yahweh is sending you away. 23 And re21

garding the [protection pact] you and I just spoke, look:
Yahweh is [a witness] between you and me forever [of
what we've promised each other] .”
“…may YHVH make us keep our promises to each
other, for he has witnessed them.” A pseudo-oath.

Saul Sees Through JAHnathan's &
David's Lies
24 So David {Love} hides himself in the
field. Soon the New Moon arrives. King
[Saul] sits down to eat [the] feast-meal. 25
King [Saul] sits at his usual [perch] on a
[throne] by the wall, opposite [prince] JAHnathan. [General] Abner {Father-Of-Light}
sits at Saul's side. David's place lies
empty. 26 But Saul says nothing [about
David's absence] that day. For [Saul]
assumes, “Something's happened to
[David]. He [touched a dead animal or something].
He must be too infected [to come to the community feast].” 27 Then the next day (the
2nd day of the month) David's place
[still] lies empty. So [king] Saul asks his
son JAHnathan, “Why doesn't the son of
Yashai (Jesse) come to feast? [David stood
us up] yesterday and today.” 28 JAHnathan
to Saul, “David begged my permission to go to
Bethlehem {Bread-House}:
[lies]
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Nice try, but Saul's too smart to fall for that whitelie.
29 —David said, ‘Let me go, I beg you. Our family
is [donating an animal for a feast] in [my] hometown. My [older]
brother commanded me to be there. So now, if I've
found favor in your eyes, please let me go away to
visit my brothers.’ That's why David hasn't come to
the king's table [this week].”
This is all a big lie, and it doesn't fool anyone.

Then Saul's anger flames
up against JAHnathan. [Saul screams] at
him, “You son of [your] pervert rebel [Mom]!
Don't [you think] I know that you've defected to the son of Yashai (Jesse), to
your own shame, and to the shame of
your [filthy] naked slut-Mom? 31 —As long
as the son of Yashai [Jesse] lives upon
the ground, neither you nor your kingdom are secure. So send [soldiers]. Fetch
[David] to me now. He's gonna' die.
DEAD!” 32 JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift} answers [king] Saul his father, “Why would
[you] kill [David]? What [crime] has he committed?”
1st Samuel 20:30

Again, trying to reason with demon-possessed people doesn't work.

Saul Attempts To Murder His Son
JAHnathan

*Then [king] Saul hurls a
javelin at [JAHnathan]. [It flies] with
deadly force [at Jonathan's face]. So
JAHnathan knows that his dad,
[the demon-possessed king,] is determined to murder David. 34 So
33

JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift} jumps up from
the [banquet] table in fierce anger. [He
storms away.] He eats no food on [that] 2nd
day of the month, because he's so sad
about David, and because his father
shamed him [in front of all the people at the feast].
JAHnathan Shoots The Secret-Message Arrow
35 In the morning, at the time he'd appointed with David, JAHnathan {JAH'sGift} sneaks out (with a boy) into the
field. 36 [JAHnathan whispers] to the boy,
“Run! Hunt the arrows I shoot.” The boy
runs. [JAHnathan] shoots an arrow past [the
boy]. 37 The boy arrives near the arrow
JAHnathan shot. JAHnathan yells to the
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boy, “Isn't the arrow past you?” 38 And
JAHnathan yells to the boy, “Hurry, run!
Don't stand there!” So JAHnathan's boy
gathers up the arrows. Then he runs
back to his master [JAHnathan]. 39 *But

the boy remains oblivious. Only
JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift} and David
know [their secret code]. 1st Samuel 20:40
Then JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift} hands his
[bow and arrows] to his boy-servant. [JAHnathan] says, “Go. Carry these [weapons] to
the city.”
Prince JAHnathan & David Part

*As soon as the boy leaves,
David rises from his hiding
place. [He runs to JAHnathan] from the
south. David falls, his face to
the ground. He bows himself 3
times. He [and JAHnathan] kiss each
other [on the cheeks]. They weep together, until it becomes too
much for David, [because he knows that
one of them will soon die].
41

David Flees From King Saul's Murderous Rage
42 So [prince] JAHnathan says to David,
“Go in peace, since (in the name of
Yahweh) we've both [7 times] declared [our
intent] for ‘Yahweh [to guard and witness the
peace-pact] me and you, and between my
seed-children and your seed-children
forever.’” So David gets up. [He runs]
away. [Meanwhile,] JAHnathan [rides his warhorse back] into the city.

1st Samuel 21
David & Outcasts Eat Forbidden Sacred Bread
1 Then David [runs ~10 miles southwest] to Nob
{Fruit}, to [hide with] priest Ahimelech
{Brother-King}. Ahimelech [trembles,] afraid
to see David. He [whispers to David,] “Why
are you alone? No man's with you?”
Nob was near Jerusalem.
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to [high] priest Ahimelech
{Brother-King}, “The king has commissioned me with a duty. He [ordered] me,
‘Let no one know anything about the
mission I'm sending you on, nor [about]
what I've commanded you.’ [So] I've told
my [men] to meet me at a [secret] location.
2

David

[whispers]

The king = YHVH, not Saul.

So now what can you lay your hands
on? Hand me five loaves of bread, or
whatever you have available. [I'm
starving!]” 4 The priest answers David, “I
don't have any ordinary bread. But I
have some holy bread. If your young
men have at least kept themselves
from [touching] women, [they can eat sacred
food].” 5 David answers the priest, “As always on my missions, all of my men
have avoided women for roughly the
last 3 days. [Compared to your relatively ordinary
3

bread, my praise-warriors are like holy temple vessels.
They're (facing murder) to do YAH's will. Meanwhile, everyone else is cowering in fear.]”

This verse is used by the Messiah to justify creative, flexible, fair interpretations of the Law of
Moses.

So the priest gives [David] consecrated
bread, since it's all he has [to offer]. [The
priest] removes it from the ‘presence of
Yahweh’, [in front of the Ark,] where [the baker]
had placed it hot and fresh. 7 Meanwhile, the chief of Saul's herdsmen (a
[Red-Man] Edomite [assassin] named Doeg
{Anxious}) [stalks] there in Nob {Fruit-Town}
that day. [Doeg comes to the sanctuary to] fulfill
a [religious obligation] before Yahweh. [David
sees Doeg spying on him talking with the priest.] 8 So
David {Love} says to Ahimelech {BrotherKing}, “Is there here in your control a
spear or [a] sword? I brought neither
my sword nor my [other] weapons with
me, because the king's errand required
haste.”
6

David's not lying. The king David speaks of is not
Saul but YHVH.

The priest replies [to David], “[I have] the
sword of Goliath the Philistine, who you
killed in the valley of Elah {EverlastingOak-Power}. Look. It's here wrapped in a
cloth behind the [sacred] ephod-vest. If
9
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you want to take that [sword], take it.
There's no other [weapon] here.” David
replies, “There's no [sword] like [Goliath's].
Give it to me.”
David Runs To Hide In Philistine
Land
1st Samuel 21:10 Then, that same day,
David {Love} mounts up. He flees the
[raging] face of Saul. He travels [~15 miles
southwest] to [meet] Achish, [Palestinian] king
of Gath {Wine-Press}.
Not ‘fear’ of Saul.

David Pretends To Be Insane To
Avoid Death
11 Achish's servants say, “[King Achish], isn't that David, the king of the [holy]
land? Don't [the Israelis] sing to each other
about him in dances? [They] shout, ‘Saul
has slain his thousands, and David his
tens [of] thousands!’ [Let's kill David before he
kills us!]” 12 So David {Love} takes these
[death-threats] to heart. He [shakes,] terrified
that Achish (king of Gath {Wine-Press})
[is about to assassinate him]! 13 *The [pagan sol-

grab David. He changes his
behavior in front of them. He
pretends to be insane. He
scribbles/scratches/beats/che
ws on the gate-doors. He lets
his spit drool down his beard!
diers]

So [king] Achish chides his servants,
“Look: you see this man is crazy. Why
did you bring him to me? 15 —Do I need
[more] madmen? Is that why you
brought this [weirdo,] to play the lunatic
in my presence? Must this nut invade
my palace?!”
14

1st Samuel 22
David Assembles A Wild Following
So David {Love} flees Gath {WinepressTown}, ___. He escapes to the [nearby]
cave [of] Adullam. David's brothers (and
all his father's family) [to the east in Gibeah
{Flower-Hills}] hear [where David went]. So they
[gallop] downhill [southwest] to [conspire] with
1
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[David against deposed king Saul]. 2

Soon [many]
distressed, embittered and indebted
[Israelis] form a pack [around] David. So he
becomes head over these roughly 400
men. 3 David [rides] from [the cave of Adullam]
to Mizpah {Watch-Tower} in Moab. [David]
says to the king of Moab, “Please let my
father and my mother leave [Israel] to
stay with you until I know whether Elohim will [make me king, or if he'll let Saul kill me].
David goes to extraordinary lengths to protect his
parents.

So David {Love} brings his parents
into the [protection] of the king of Moab.
They stay with [Moab's king] all through the
time David [hides from Saul's assassins. Meanwhile,
David hides] his [roving] fortified-camp[s][in
caves, forests, etc.] 5 Gad the prophet says to
David, "Don't stay in the [cave]. [Ride east]
into the land of Judaea.” So David
leaves [Adullam]. He ducks into the
Hareth {Etched} Forest. 6 Meanwhile,
[psycho king] Saul [sits] clutching his spear
in his fist, under a tree in Ramah
{Heights} in Gibeah {Flower-Hills}. All
[Saul's] officials stand around him, [waiting
4

for his next insane order. A tattle-tale runs up. He tells]

Saul

David & company. [Saul
So
Saul [growls] to his servants standing surrounding him, “Now listen, you Benjamin-spawn! Will Yashai's [imp David] give
every one of you fields and vineyards?
[Will he] make you all commanders of
thousands [of warriors], and leaders of
hundreds [of subjects]?
[where to find]

grins at the thought of drawing David's blood.] 7

No. David will let the people be free. He won't impose a hierarchical government.

why all of you have
conspired against me? None of you revealed that my son [Jonathan] has made a
league with the son of Yashai (Jesse).
[Is your greed why] none of you feel sorry for
me? [You all refuse to] report to me that my
son has stirred up my servant [David]
against me. [David and his minions] hide in
ambush [to assassinate me], to this [very]
day!”
8 [Are David's bribes]

Saul is paranoid.
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Saul's Dog-Boy Murders 85 of
YAH's Priests!
9 Then Doeg {Anxious} the [Red] Edomite,
the supervisor over the servants of
Saul, answers, “I saw [David] the son of
Yashai (Jesse) [ride] to Nob {Fruit}. [There
David conspired with priest] Ahimelech {Brother-King} the son of Ahitub {Good-Brother}.
1st Samuel 22:10 —[That dirty priest] consulted
Yahweh for [David]. He gave [David] food.
He even gave [David] the sword of Goliath the Philistine [giant]!” 11 So king [Saul]
sends [soldiers] to summon priest Ahimelech {Brother-King} and all his father
(Ahitub's) family, the priests in Nob
{Fruit}. So they all come, [shaking,] to [face]
king [Saul]. 12 Saul [growls], “Listen now, you son of
Ahitub

{Good-Brother}. [The priest]

answers, “Here I am,

Saul [screams] at the
priest, “Why have you conspired
against me? You [defected to ally with] the
son of Yashai (Jesse)! You gave [that
traitor] bread, and a sword! You consulted Elohim for him. You helped him rise
in ambush against me. [You're all ready to kill
me] any minute!” 14 Then Ahimelech
{Brother-King} answers king [Saul],
“Among all your servants, who is as
faithful as David, [your] royal son-in-law?
He runs at your bidding. [He's] highly respected by everyone in your palace.
my lord.” 13 [King]

You cannot reason with irrational people. The accused should keep his mouth shut.

—Was that day the first time I consulted Elohim for [David]? Of course not!
[Please,] king, don't accuse [me, your] servant, or anyone in my father's family,
of any [wrong-doing]. [I,] your servant knew
no [secret,] large or small, about [your conflict with David].”
15

Defending yourself to a crazy attacker is just wasting your breath. Never give ‘ammunition’ to an accuser.

King [Saul screams] back, “You will surely
die, Ahimelech {Brother-King}, you, and
all your father's family.” 17 Then king
[Saul screams] at the foot-soldiers standing
surrounding him, “Run around [this assembly]. Kill the priests of Yahweh.” [The soldiers
16
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“Their fist[s] are with
David! They knew when he fled. But
[they] refused to report it to me!” But
king [Saul's] servants [wisely] refuse to lift
their hand[s] to murder the priests of
Yahweh.
hesitate. Saul screams,]

An unjust decree is without authority.

Then king [Saul screams] at Doeg, “Run
around [this circle of people]! Attack the
priests.” So Doeg {Anxious} the Edomite
{Red-Southlander} sprints around the
gathering. He attacks the priests. That
day he murders 85 [of them›, ‹]! [They lie on
18

the ground around Saul's hilltop throne. Blood soaks their
sacred]

linen ephod-vests.

It is murder to kill innocent people, no matter what
any so-called ‘authority’ commands you. Even
when you are under an oath of military service.

*Then [Demon-possessed Doeg {Anxious}]
strikes Nob {Fruit-Town} (the city
of the priests) with the ‘bite’ of
the sword! He [murders] both men
and women, children and sucklings, oxen, donkeys and
sheep. He devours them with
the sword, ___!
19

This is a war-crime. One bad deed leads to another.

But one of [priest] Ahimelech's sons (named Abiathar {GenerousFather}) escapes. He flees to David.
1st Samuel 22:20

original text: Ahimelech {Brother-King} the son of
Ahitub {Brother-Goodness}
21

Abiathar shows David

[the priests' blood-s-

that [king]
Saul murdered Yahweh's ambassadors.
22 So David [moans] to Abiathar, “I knew
it that day, when Doeg {Anxious} the
Edomite was there [at the sanctuary], that
he would definitely [rat us out to king] Saul. I
caused the death of everyone in your
Dad's family. 23 —Stay with me. Fear
nothing. For whoever seeks my life
seeks your life. I'll guard you.”
tained vests. David sees this as proof]

1st Samuel 23
David Saves A Citadel By Supernatural Power
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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Then [David's spies run into] David's [cave].
They report to him, “Look! The
Philistines are [at war] against Keilah
{Citadel}. They're robbing [grain from Judea's]
threshing-floors.” 2 So David asks Yahweh, “Should I go and evict these
Philistines?” Yahweh answers David,
“Go. Evict the Philistines. Save Keilah
{Citadel}.”
1

#5221 = Nakah = strike or cast out. Not necessarily a command to kill. YAH wanted David to use
praise-power, not military force.

But David's men object to him, “Look!
We're afraid [our own king Saul will kill us right]
here in Judea! How much more [dangerous
would it be] for us to [march] to Keilah
{Citadel} to fight the armies of the
Philistines?” 4 So David consults Yahweh
yet again. Yahweh answers him,
“Mount up. Go down to Keilah {Citadel}.
I'll put the Philistines in your hand.”
5 So David {Love} and his men race to
Keilah {Citadel}. They overcome the
Philistines. [David's men] haul away the [pagans'] livestock. They evict the [pagans]
with a great blow [of praise-power]. So
David saves Keilah's inhabitants.
3

Not clear whether this was a praise-battle or conventional warfare.
6 [David was able to forecast his victory because]

when AhiMelech's son Abiathar {Generous-Father} fled [south] to [meet] David at
Keilah {Citadel}, he'd brought in his
hand a [sacred future-reading] ephod-vest.
The vest perhaps contained the Urim & Thummim.

Saul Drives His Assassin-Army To
The Citadel
7 [Soon another ‘rat’] tells [king] Saul that
David has [holed up] in Keilah {Citadel}. So
Saul grins, “Elohim has handed David
into my fist! [David lies] shut in, [trapped] in
a town [behind] gates and bars.” 8 So [lunatic king] Saul calls all the [Israeli soldiers] together to war, to [march] down [south] to
Keilah {Citadel}, to besiege David and
[David's] men. 9 But David [hears] that Saul
[is] secretly plotting [an attack] against
him. So [David] asks Abiathar {GenerousFather} the priest, “Bring [YAH's mysterious for-
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ephod-vest here.” 1st Samuel
23:10 Then David prays,“[Almighty] Yahweh
Elohim of Israel, [I,] your servant, hear
intelligence-reports that Saul is [riding his
chariots] to Keilah {Citadel}, to destroy the
[whole] city [in his mad quest to murder] me. 11
*Will the men of Keilah {Citadel}
tune-telling]

hand me over into [Saul's] fist?
Will Saul [march his army] down [here,]
as [I,] your servant, hear?
Please, Yahweh Elohim of Israel, I beg you, tell your servant [the future].” So Yahweh answers, “[Saul is driving his chariots] down
[here right now].” 12 *So David asks
[YAH,] “Will the men of Keilah
{Citadel} hand me and my men
into the fist of Saul?” Yahweh
answers, “[Yes,] they'll hand you
[over to Saul, to save their own skins] .”
On YAH's Advice, David Flees The
Citadel
13 So David {Love} and his [now] roughly
600 men pack up. They leave Keilah
{Citadel}. They run wherever they can
[hide from mad king Saul]. Soon some [tattle-tale]
tells Saul that David escaped from
Keilah. So [Saul] calls off the [manhunt]. 14
David camps [out] in desert strongholds.
He stays on a mountain in the wilderness of Ziph {Flow}. Meanwhile, Saul
hunts [David] every day. Yet Elohim [refuses] to hand [David] into [Saul's] fist. 15 David
sees that [king] Saul has launched a [vast
army] expedition to take [David's] life. So
David [hides] in the woods in the wilderness of Ziph {Flow}.
Still idiots whine, ‘If you haven't done anything
wrong, you have nothing to hide.’ Centralized global contact-tracing is a death-sentence for people
persecuted for righteousness, such as whistleblowers, activists, and devout Hebrews and Christians.

JAHnathan & David Renew Their Alliance
16 [Meanwhile,] Saul's son JAHnathan [defects] from [Saul's war-camp]. [Jonathan] travels
to [meet] David in the woods. [There JAHThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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strengthens [David's] hand [by praying
with him] to Elohim. 17 *[Prince JAHnathan]
nathan]

says to [David,] “Never fear. The
fist of my father Saul will never
find you. You'll be king over Israel. I'll be your second-incommand. My Dad Saul knows
it.” 18 [David & JAHnathan] make a peace-agreement before Yahweh. [Then] David
stays in the woods. Meanwhile, JAHnathan sneaks back to his palace.
Ziph's Tattle-Tales Rat Out David
To Saul
19 Soon the Ziphites [slither up] to [king]
Saul in Gibeah {Flower-Hills}. They tattle,
“David is hiding [from you] in our [territory.
He's holed up] in forest strongholds on
Hachilah {Dark} Hill, south of [the]
Jeshimon {Wasteland}. 1st Samuel 23:20 So
now, O king, since you’ve wanted so
much to come down [to our land,] come [on]
down! [We'll do] our part. We'll hand [that
rebel David] into [your] royal fist.” 21 So Saul
replies

[to the ‘rats’],

“Yahweh

[will]

bless you, because

—Go. Please
[spy] out the place [David] is haunting. [Find
out] who has seen him there. [Watch out! My
spies] tell me that he sneaks [fast], like [the
snake he is]. 23 —So hunt and map out all
[David's] snake-holes. Come back when
you’re sure [where he lies]. Then I'll go with
you. If he's in [your] territory, I’ll search
'til I find him. [I'll rifle through] all the thousands of [people in] Judaea.” 24 So the [ratfinks from Ziph {Flow}] jump up. They ride to
Ziph ahead of [king] Saul. [Meanwhile],
David and his men hide in the Maon
{Abode} Desert, on the plains south of
Jeshimon {Wasteland}.
Bad King Saul Chases David
Through The Desert
25 So [king] Saul and his [thugs] rush [their
chariots] to hunt [David]. But [a kind little girl
you have compassion for me. 22

overhears her Dad, the spy, talking about Saul's army. So

warns David. So [David] rushes
[his men] down into a rock [cave] deeper in
the Maon {Abode} Desert. [But spies again rat
she runs and]
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to Saul. So Saul storms the
Maon Desert, chasing David. 26 [Mad king]
Saul rides [along] one side of the mountain. David and his men [flee] on the [opposite] side of the mountain. David rushes to get away from Saul. But Saul and
his thugs surround David and his men.
[The royal thugs] close in to [murder David and his
loyalists].
Philistines Attack Israel, Diverting
Mad Saul
27 Suddenly a messenger runs up to
[king] Saul. [The messenger] yells, “Hurry!
Come! The Philistines have invaded [our]
country!” 28 So [king] Saul retreats from
chasing David. [Saul] marches [his armies
west] against the Philistines. So [people]
call the place [where Saul left David] “SelaHammahlekoth {Division-Rock}.” 29 [Meanwhile,] David travels up from the [woods].
[He and his men] camp in [the] strongholds of
En-Gedi {Kid-Fountain}.
David out]

1st Samuel 24
Saul Hunts David On The Wild Goat
Rock Lands
1 [Time passes, ___. Mad king] Saul returns [east]
from chasing the Philistines. Some [‘rat’]
tells him, “David is [hiding] in the wilderness of En-Gedi {Kid-Fountain}.” 2 So [king]
Saul conscripts 3000 chosen [warriors] out
of all [of] Israel. Then he [gallops] to hunt
David and his men on the rocks of the
wild goats.
In A Cave, David Refuses To Kill
Pooping Saul
3 On the road, [king] Saul rides [up] to
some sheep-pens beside a cave. So
Saul goes in to hide his ‘feet’ [i.e. his privates, while he poops and pees]. Inside the cave,
David and his men [hold their breath, watching
Saul relieve himself].
“Hide feet” can also mean to let your robe cover
your feet when you stoop.

So David's men [whisper] to him, “This is
the day of which Yahweh predicted to
you:
4
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“Watch me deliver your enemy into
your hand. Do to him whatever seems
good to you.”
So David gets up [from his hiding nook]. [He
sneaks over to pooping Saul.][David] silently cuts
off a corner off of Saul's robe!
Presumably there was a wind-draft or a water flow
inside this cave. Or David was extremely stealthy.
Or Saul was going deaf.

Later, David's heart strikes him, because he cut [king] Saul's [royal] clothing.
6 So David [repents, talking] to his men,
“Yahweh forbid that I commit any [insult]
to my master. [I] lifted up my hand
against Yahweh's anointed-one. [Saul] is
Yahweh's chosen [king]!
5

Never attack even a bad leader. Be patient. He'll
get what's coming.

With these words, David {Love} warns
his followers [that revenge belongs to Yahweh.
David's warning] keeps the [hotheads] from
jumping up and attacking [king] Saul. So
Saul rises up [from pooping]. He walks out
of the cave. He [rides] on his way.
7

Presumably a sound of rushing air or water in the
cave prevented Saul from hearing David whispering.

David & King Saul Reconcile, Temporarily

*So David gets up. He runs
out of the cave. He cries to
Saul, “My lord the king!” Saul
looks back. He sees David
stooping, his face to the earth,
bowing. 9 David asks [king] Saul, “Why
8

do you listen to the words of people lying, ‘David's trying to harm you?’
Because Saul is demon-possessed and crazy.

Look! Today your eyes
have seen how Yahweh handed you
into my fist in the cave. Then some [warriors] urged me to kill you. But my eye
spared you. I said, ‘I won't lift my fist
against my lord; for he's Yahweh's chosen [king].’ 11 And look, father [king]. See
the hem of your robe in my hand. I cut
off the edge of your cloak. I could have
killed you. See! Realize that there's neither evil nor treachery in my hand. I
1st Samuel 24:10
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haven't sinned against you. Yet you
[keep] hunting to take my life! 12

*Yahweh [will] judge between me and you. Yahweh [will] avenge the
[wrongs] you've [done to] me.
But my fist won't [touch]
you.
Or, "I pray that YAH judges & avenges...”

As says the proverb of the ancients,
‘Evil [acts] come from evil [beings].’ So I
won't lay one hand on you. 14 Who did
[you,] Israel's king, [ride] out [hunting]? Who
are you chasing [down]? [I'm not your adversary!
I'm] a dead dog. [I'm] a flea! 15 So let
Yahweh be the judge. [He'll] judge between me and you. [He'll] see. [He'll] uphold my case. [He'll] rescue me out of
your fist.” 16 *David {Love} finishes
13
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“Shaba,” the word normally translated "swear,"
means: “declare intent by 7 convincing actions.”

So David ‘sevens’ Saul. [He completely convinces Saul of his intent to leave Saul's genetic line in22

Then Saul [rides his chariot] home.
Meanwhile, David and his men hike
back up to [their hiding cave].
tact.]

1st Samuel 25
The Prophet Samuel Dies
SamuEl {HeardBy-El} dies. All the [leading] Israelites
gather together. They lament [Samuel].
They bury him by his home [sanctuary bear
Jerusalem's] Ramah {Heights}. [Meanwhile,]
David packs up. He travels [a few miles
southeast] to [hide from Saul in Judea's] Maon
{Abode} Desert.
1 [Time passes, ___. The prophet]

Alternate texts imply: “David travels [hundreds of
miles south] to [hide from Saul in the Sinai Peninsula's] Paran {Gleam} Desert.”

Mr. Stupid Rich Man Snubs David
in Maon {Abode}[David spies] a very
rich man, a descendant of Caleb {BattleCry}, from Carmel {Fruiting-Garden}. [David
looks over the man's spread of] 3000 sheep and
1000 goats. [One day David sees the man]
shearing his sheep in Carmel.

speaking these words to Saul.
Saul answers, “Is that your
voice, my ‘son’ David?” Then
Saul lifts up his voice. He
weeps. 17 Then [Saul cries] to David,

2 [There]

“You are more righteous than I. You rewarded me [with] good, while I [abused]
you [with] evil. 18 You proved today how
kindly you've [always] treated me. When
Yahweh handed me into your fist, you
[refused] to kill me. 19 *[Only a most extraordi-

“Descendant of Caleb” is often here translated “cynical.”

man catches his [hated, hostile]
enemy, then lets him get away
unharmed. So Yahweh [will] reward you with good for [being nonresistant] to me today. 1st Samuel 24:20
nary]

And now look: I know for certain that
you'll be king; [YAH will] establish the
kingdom of Israel in your hand. 21 So
now ‘seven’ [times convince] me, [before] Yahweh, that you won't cut off my seedchildren after me, that you won't destroy my name from my father's family-line.”
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that cruel,
evil rich man [beating his] wife, AbiGail
{Daddy's-Joy}. [He bruised] her beautiful,
wise face.”
3 [One of David's followers says, “I saw]

Dramatized.
4 [Time passes, ___.] There in the wilderness, David
hears that Nabal {Fool} is shearing his sheep. 5 So
David sends out 10 young men with these orders,
“You [ride] up to Carmel {Fruiting-Garden}. Go to Nabal

*Say,
‘Long life and prosperity to
you! Shalom to your household. Peace to everything that
is yours!
{Fool}.

Greet him in my name-authority. 6

Or, “Shalom to the Bon Vivant!”

—I've heard that you're [having your sheepshearers. [Recently] your
shepherds [camped near] us. We did them
no harm. [We could have killed them and stolen your
7

's wool cut off by]
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But [thanks to our protection, nobody] stole anything from [your shepherds]
the whole time they were migrating
[through] Carmel {Fruiting-Garden}. 8 —Ask
your young men, and they'll confirm [my
story]. So let [my] young men find favor in
your eyes. [They'll] come [visit you] on a
feast day. Please give whatever [few animals] your hand finds to [us,] your servants. Thank you from your ‘son’, David
{Love}.’” 9 So David's young men [ride
down into the valley]. They speak to Nabal
{Fool}. They repeat all those [kind] words
in the name of David. [Then they shut their
mouths.] 1st Samuel 25:10 But Nabal {Fool}
answers David's workers, “Who is
David? Who is the son of Yashai
(Jesse)? There are lots of [escaped] servants now days. Everyone's breaking
away from their masters. 11 —Why
should I take my bread, and my water
[and wine], and my meat that I slaughtered [to feed] my shearers, and give it to
a bunch of [renegade outlaws] from who
knows where?”
David Vows To Murder Mr. Stupid
Rich Guy
12 So David's young men spin [their horses]
back down the path to David. They
come and tell him all the [rude] insults
Nabal {Fool} spewed. 13 So David [growls]
to his men, “Every one of you, strap on
your sword.” So all [David's] men strap on
their swords. David [too] straps on his
sword. Then David [gallops] out, trailed
by 400 [angry] men. (He leaves 200 men
guarding their supplies.) 14 [Meanwhile,]
one of [Nabal's] young [workers] warns Nabal's wife AbiGail {Daddy's-Joy}. [The worker]
says, “Look out! David sent [his] envoys
out from the desert to salute our master [Nabal]. Then [Nabal flew into a] rage at
[David's men]! 15 —[David's] men were [always]
very good to us [workers]. Nothing bad
ever happened to us. None of our stuff
[or animals] ever went missing, the whole
time we stayed near [David's hideout] while
we were [feeding our sheep] in the [country]
fortune in sheep.]
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fields. 16 —David's men acted like a
[fortress] wall. [They] protected us by both
night and day, all the time we lived
near them keeping the sheep. 17 *—

So quick, consider and decide
what you'll do, because [David and
his men have] decided to punish our
master [Nabal] and his whole
household, because [Nabal] is
such a [worthless] spawn of Belial
{The-Devil} that no one can [even]
talk to him.”
Abigail (Mr. Stupid's Wife) Saves
Her Family
18 Then AbiGail {Daddy's-Joy} rushes.
She takes 200 loaves [of bread], and two
bottles of wine, and five already
dressed sheep, and five measures [1
bushel] of roasted corn, and 100 clusters
of raisins, and 200 cakes of figs. She
lays them on donkeys. 19 [Abigail] says to
her servants, “Go on before me. I'll [ride]
right behind you.” But she keeps her
plan from her husband Nabal {Fool}.
Nabal would have stopped Abigail from being generous.

So [Abigail] rides on [her]
donkey down past [David's] hiding-place
in the hill. She sees David {Love} and
his men running down toward her. She
meets them. [Despite her terror, she stands her
ground.] 21 [Up the hill behind his men,] David
[steams, growling,] “What a total waste! I
guarded everything this [jerk] had in the
wilderness. He didn't lose even one
[sheep] of his vast belongings. Then he
pays me evil for good!
1st Samuel 25:20

No good turn goes unpunished.

*May ELohim [make me waste my
whole life enriching] all [my] enemies if I
leave even one [of Nabal's male humans
or animals] alive to pee against the
wall in [tomorrow's] morning light!”
22

“Pee against the wall” implies that Nabal's men are
dirty dogs.
23

AbiGail {Daddy's-Joy} sees David
She rushes [toward him]. She jumps

{Love}.
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off [her] donkey. She falls on her face
before [David]. She bows herself to the
ground. 24 [Abigail] falls at [David's] feet.
She says, “Let [Nabal's] guilt rest on me.
Please allow [me,] your handmaid, to
speak in your ears. Listen to the [pleadings] of your servant-girl.
No wonder David wanted marry her.

—My lord, please ignore this [worthless]
man of Belial {The-Devil} Nabal. He's just
like his name indicates. Nabal {Fool} is
his name. Folly [lives in] him. But I, your
handmaid, didn't see the young men
you sent [to ask for food], my lord. 26 So
now (as Yahweh lives, and as your soul
lives) [you are] my lord. I [praise] Yahweh
for holding you back from rushing in to
wade in [my family's] blood, and from
avenging yourself with your own hand.
[I pray that Yahweh] makes your enemies,
and all who seek [to] harm [you,] my lord,
become [lame-brained and worthless] like [my husband] Nabal {Fool}.
25

YAH never asks his holy ones to kill people, even if
those people need killing.

Please accept this present [which I,]
your handmaid, have brought to [you,]
my lord. Please give it to the men who
follow [you,] my lord. 28 —I beg you,
[please] forgive [any] wrong [that I,] your
handmaid, [have committed]. Yahweh will
certainly make [your line,] my lord, a
strong dynasty, because [you,] my lord,
fight the battles of Yahweh. In your
whole life [no one] has found [any] evil in
you. 29 *—Even when [evil] men
27

rise to chase you, to hunt your
life, [YAH your Elohim] will wrap your
soul, my lord, in the bundle of
life [next to his heart,] while [He] flings
the souls of your enemies out
[into the fires of annihilation] like [a warrior
flinging a rock] out of the middle of a
slingshot. 1st Samuel 25:30 —Soon Yahweh will execute for [you,] my lord, every wonderful prophecy he's predicted
about you. [YAH] will have you [crowned]
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ruler over Israel. 31 —It will calm your
mind and clear your heart of criminal
accusations, my lord, if you refrain
from shedding the blood [of Nabal's innocent
male relatives and male animals]. Master, [don't
avenge yourself]. Soon Yahweh will [richly bless
you,] my lord. Then, remember [me,] your
handmaid.” 32 Then David {Love} says to
AbiGail {Daddy's-Joy}, “Kneel [and adore not
me, but] Yahweh Elohim of Israel, who
sent you today to meet me: 33 —[I pray
that YAH] blesses you for your [wise] advice. You kept me from rushing [in] to
wade in [your family's] blood. [I'm glad I didn't]
avenge myself with my own hand[s]. 34
—Amazingly, as Yahweh (Israel's Elohim) lives, He held me back from hurting you. If you hadn't rushed to ride
out to meet me, I definitely wouldn't
have left [alive] any of Nabal's workers,
animals, or male relatives who pee
against the wall [like the dogs they are]. [They
wouldn't have lived to] see [tomorrow's] morning
light.” 35 So David {Love} accepts from
[Abigail's] hand [all] the [gifts] she brings
him. David says to her, “Ride back up in
peace to your house. Watch: I've listened to your voice. I've accepted your
presentation.” 36 So AbiGail {Daddy's-Joy}
[rides home] to [her bad husband], Nabal {Fool}.
She sees him throwing a feast in his
mansion. He parties like a king! She
sees Nabal totally [falling-down] drunk,
high [on wine]. So she tells him nothing at
all until the morning light. 37 But the
next the morning, after Nabal {Fool}
[pees] out his wine, his wife tells him
[about her meeting with David]. [Immediately Nabal's]
heart [partially] dies inside him [from a stroke].
He turns [stiff] as a stone! 38 Then, ___,
about 10 days later, Yahweh strikes
Nabal {Fool}. So he dies. 39 Soon David
hears that Nabal {Fool} died [naturally].
David says, “Kneel [and adore] Yahweh. He
took my side when Nabal hurled insults
at me. [YAH] kept [me,] his servant, from
[committing] evil [murder]. Yahweh
boomeranged Nabal's wickedness on
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his own head.” Then David sends [soldiers
to fetch] AbiGail {Daddy's-Joy} so [David] can
propose marriage to her.
YAH will fight your enemies for you. He'll eventually give you all their riches. David apparently has no
time for marriage counseling and a 'get to know
you' period.

David's messengers [ride
to AbiGail {Daddy's-Joy} at Carmel
{Fruiting-Garden}. They [call] to her, saying, “David sent us to you, to take you
to him. [He wants you to be] his [2nd] wife.” 41
[Abigail] gets up. She bows herself on her
face to the earth. She says, “[Yes.] Allow
me, your handmaid, to be [your] servant.
I'll wash the feet of the servants of my
lord [David].”
1st Samuel 25:40
up]

A wise woman realizes that taking a husband is
putting herself in a subordinate position. Men dominate women. That's just a fact, right or wrong. A
man who fails to lead is a wimp. That doesn't mean
the man has to be a jerk.

Then AbiGail {Daddy's-Joy} jumps up.
She rushes [to the stable]. She rides [her]
donkey [out of the barn]. Five of her [worker]
girls chase after her. She rides behind
David's messengers. She becomes his
[2nd] wife.
42

She becomes his wife when he lies with her. No
ceremony necessary. David [foolishly] took at least
22 wives and concubines.

So David
takes Ahinoam {Pleasant-Relative} from [the town of] JezreEl {El-Plants}.
[Ahinoam] brings [David's] wife-count to 3. 44
43 [Later, the AbiGail-buzz wears off.]

also

[foolishly]

*Meanwhile, Saul [criminally] gives
his daughter Michal {Brook}
(David's [first] wife) to Phalti {Escaper} the son of Laish {Lion},
from Gallim {Springs}!
This probably happened some time earlier.

1st Samuel 26
Mad Saul's Army Hunts David Like
A Desert Dog
1 Again, the [rat-finks] from Ziph [run
~15miles north] to Gibeah {Flower-Hills}. They
tattle to [king] Saul, “David is hiding in
Hachilah {Dark} Hill, on [the side] facing
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Jeshimon {Wasteland}.” 2 So [king] Saul
jumps up. He [drives his chariots] down [south]
to the wilderness of Ziph {Flow}. 3000
expert [warriors] of Israel surround [Saul].
They hunt David through the Ziph
desert. 3 Saul pitches [his war camp] in
Hachilah {Dark} Hill, facing Jeshimon
{Wasteland}, near the road. But David
stays in the wilderness. He watches
Saul's [army] chase him into the desert. 4
David sends out spies to verify that [the
army] hunting him is led by [his own father-in-law, king] Saul.
David Steals Saul's Spear, But
Avoids Killing
5 [Night falls.] David jumps up. He sneaks
across [the moonlit tundra] to [king] Saul's
war-camp. [There] David sees a barricade
[packed] with [Saul's] 3000 slumbering [warriors]. At the center [of the rings of soldiers, David
sees] Saul [sleeping near] army-General
(Abner {Father-Of-Light} the son of Ner
{Lamp}). 6 Then David runs back to [his
allies,] Ahimelech {Brother-King} the Hittite
{Son-Of-Terror}, and Joab's brother
Abishai {Father-Of-Gifts}the son of Zeruyah
{Balm}. David [whispers], “Who will go down
with me to [confront king] Saul in [his war]
camp?” Abishai answers, “I'll go down
with you.” 7 So David and Abishai {Father-Of-Gifts} sneak down [the desert hillside].
[They infiltrate king Saul's army] by night. They
see Saul lying snoozing inside the barricade. His spear [stands] stuck in the
ground at his head. Abner {Father-OfLight} and [thousands of] sleeping [warriors] lie
encircling [Saul]. 8 Then Abishai {Father-Of-Gifts} whispers to David, “Today
Elohim has handed your enemy into
your fist! So let me strike [Saul] now.
Please! With the spear, [I'll] pin him to
the earth on the first [shot]. I won't need
to strike [him] a second time.” 9 But
David {Love}[whispers] to Abishai {Father-Of-Gifts}, “Don't destroy [Saul]. Who
can lift up his fist against Yahweh's [chosen-one] without incurring blood-guilt?” 1st
Samuel 26:10 And David [whispers], “[Sure] as
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Yahweh lives, Yahweh will strike [Saul
dead]. His day to die approaches. [Likely]
he'll descend into battle, then perish.”

asks, “Why are [you,] my lord, hunting
me [like a rabid dog]? What [crime] have I
committed? What evil lies in my hand?

YAH will punish your enemies. You don't need to
fight. Any nation that borrows money to fight its
enemies is run by fools.

[None!]

Yahweh forbid that I would lift up my
fist against Yahweh's anointed-sovereign. But please, quick, grab
the spear at [Saul's] head. And [steal] his
jug of water. Then let's go!” 12 *So
11

David steals the spear and the
jug of water from [king] Saul's
[sleeping] head. Then David and
his [General] run away. None of
[Saul's 3000 warriors] see, or realize or
even wake up. They all [stay fast]
asleep, because Yahweh sends
a deep [supernatural spirit of] slumber
to [blanket] them. 13 So David sprints
over to the other side [of the valley]. He
stands atop a hill far away. [He looks over]
the vast expanse [of desert] between [him
and Saul's war camp]. 14 Then David cries,
“[Warriors of Saul! General] Abner, son of Ner!
[Wake up!] Answer, Abner!” Abner [startles
from sleep. He] yells, “Who are you, screaming at the king?” 15 David yells back to
[General] Abner {Father-Of-Light}, “Aren't
you a valiant man, without equal in Israel? So why have you failed to guard
your lord the king? A conspirator invaded [your war camp tonight] to destroy your
lord, [Israel's] king! 16 —You messed up,
[General Light]! [Sure] as Yahweh lives, you
deserve to die! You failed to guard your
master, Yahweh's chosen [king]. Look!
The king's spear, and the jug of water
from beside his head, [lie here in my fist]!”
King Saul Again Reconciles With
David

*[King] Saul recognizes David's
voice. [Saul] yells, “Is that your
voice, my son David?” David
shouts back, “It is my voice,
my lord, [my] king!” 18 Then David
17
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Saul is possessed by a demon. That's why he's
abusing David. Logic and common sense fail to
persuade psychotics.

—So now, please, my lord, [my] king,
hear the words of, [me, your] servant. If
Yahweh stirred you up against me, let
him accept [my life as my] gift. But if [my attackers] are mere ‘sons of Adam’, I curse
them to Yahweh's face! They keep driving me out [to spend my days] alienated from
[my homeland], the inheritance of Yahweh.
[They] say, ‘Go; get a job working for
some [pagan] god!’ 1st Samuel 26:20 —
Please, [Saul], don't let my blood fall to
the earth before the face of Yahweh.
For [you,] the king of Israel, have come
out to hunt [me,] one [insignificant] flea, like
a [man] hunts a partridge in the mountains.” 21 Then Saul confesses, “I've
sinned. Come home, my son David. I'll
never again do you harm. Today you've
seen me, [your would-be-murderer,] as precious. Look. I've [been] a fool. I keep
messing up horribly.”
19

Demon-possessed people often experience moments of clarity and remorse. But usually the evil
spirit returns with vengeance.

David {Love} answers, “Look, king.
spear [in my hand]. Let one of
[your] young [warriors] come over [here] and
fetch it. 23 —It's Yahweh's [job to] pay
back every man [according to] how righteous and loyal he [lives]. Yahweh put
your life in my hands today. But I
would [never] lift my hand to fight Yahweh's anointed [leader]. 24 —Look. Just as
I saw your life as highly-valued today,
so [I pray that] the eyes of Yahweh see my
life as highly-valued, so that he rescues
me out of every tribulation [I face in life].”
25 Saul responds, “Bless you, my son
David. You'll [continue to] do great things.
You'll win [in the end].” Then David goes on
his way. And Saul returns [north] to his
[palace].
22

[This is your]
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David and his [band of robbers]
rise up to invade [and strip] the Geshurite
{Bridgers}, and the Gezrite {Rock-Dwellers},
and the Amalekite {Blood-Lickers}, the
ancient beast-nations inhabiting the
land on the road to Shur {Wall}, all the
way [south] to the land of Egypt!
8 [Over time,]

David Escapes To Live With Enemy
Philistines
1 *But David {Love} realizes in

his heart, “[When Saul's evil spirit returns,]
he'll crush me [like a bug] in his
hand. My best option is to rush
to escape into the Philistine
coast-lands. Saul will hunt me
throughout all the territory of
Israel. Then he'll give up. So
I'll escape out of his fist.” 2 So
David packs up. He crosses [west] over
[Israel's border] with 600 men. [They hike toward
the sea] to [meet] Achish {Gift-Of-The-SunGod}, the son of Maoch {Oppressed}, king
of Gath {Wine-Press}. 3 So David lives [in
exile] with [king] Achish at Gath {WinePress}. [David relocates] with his men, every
man with his household. So [David brings]
his two wives: Ahinoam {Pleasant-Relative} (the woman from JezreEl {ElPlants}), and Nabal's widow AbiGail
{Daddy's-Joy} from Carmel {Fruit-Garden}.
4 [Over in Israel, a tattle-tale runs to Saul's throne-

The [rat] tells Saul, “David fled to
Gath {Wine-Press}!” So [Saul temporarily]
stops hunting David. 5 Meanwhile David
{Love} says to [Philistine king] Achish, “If
I've now found grace in your eyes, let
[your people sell] me a place in some
[Palestinian] country-town, so I can live
there. [I'm not important.] Why should [I,]
your servant, live in the royal city with
you, [the king]?”
room.]

Said with extreme humility, but motivated by the
need to avoid power struggles. Anything with 2
heads is a monster.

That very day, [pagan king] Achish gives
David {Love}[the southern Palestinian city of] Ziklag {Fortress}. That's why Ziklag belongs
to the kings of Judea [to this day]. 7 David
6

stays in Philistine territory for a full year and 4
months.

This proves that Saul banished (not destroyed) the
Amalekites in ch 15. The areas described in this
verse cover the mid-southern Jordan river valley,
Moab, then stretching south though what is now
Arabia, to a long line of Northern Egyptian forts.

David evicts [these pagans]. He leaves no
man nor woman breathing [in] the
[promised] land. He hauls away their
[abandoned] sheep, oxen, donkeys, camels
and clothing. [After every raid, David] returns
[to Palestine], dragging [the loot home] to [king]
Achish!
9

[infidel]

#5221 Nakah = cast out, continuing YAH's earlier
command to clean the promised land of pagans.
Not necessarily killing them, however. Possibly using praise-war techniques such as the nonviolent
music marches which Joshua used at Jericho.

Achish asks [David],
“Where did you go raiding today?” David
answers, “Against the Judea's Negev
{Southland}… against the [country] south of
JerahmeEl's [clan's] land … against the
[country] south of the Kenite {Lancers}, [and
so on].” 11 David leaves no man nor woman breathing [in the raided lands]. So no one
can bring news [back] to Gath {WinePress}. David rationalizes, “We can't let
anyone tattle on us. [Saul can't know what we're
doing.]” Again and again David repeats
this pattern during his time living in
Philistine country.
1st Samuel 27:10 [King]

Without YAH's approval, David may have murdered
the people he raided. Or David used praise-power
to trigger YAH's annihilation of the evil people
(Jericho-style) on the grounds that they were
wicked satan-spawn who needed to die.

So [king] Achish trusts David. [Achish]
assumes, “David made his Israeli people hate him so much, he'll be my servant forever!”
12

1st Samuel 28

David Evicts Pagans From The
Promised Land
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The Philistines Make War On Saul's
Israel
1 Meanwhile, the Philistines gather their
armies together for war, to battle Israel. So [king] Achish says to David, “I
promise you and your men, [I'll let] you
venture out with me to battle.” 2 David
replies to [king] Achish, “Now you'll see
first-hand what [we,] your servant[s] can
do.” [King] Achish replies to David, “For
that answer, I'm making you head of
my [royal] bodyguard for life.” 3 [~30 miles to
David's east, in Israel, the Prophet] SamuEl dies.
All Israel laments him. They bury him
in his hometown in [Jerusalem's] Ramah
{Heights}. [Then king] Saul drives all [the
witches] who [host] dead-master spirits,
and the wizards, out of the [Promised]
land.
This verse is probably a flashback.

The Philistine hordes amass. They
march to pitch [war-camp] in Shunem
{Quiet}. So [king] Saul gathers all [the warriors of] Israel together. They pitch [warcamp] in Gilboa {Gushing-Spring}. 5 [King]
Saul sees the [endless sprawling] Philistine
armies. He [shakes. His golden armor rattles.] His
heart races in terror. 6 *[Deranged king]
4

Saul consults Yahweh. But
Yahweh doesn't answer him,
not by dreams, nor by Urim
{Flame-Light-Stones}, nor through
prophets.
King Saul Holds An Occult Seance
With A Witch

*Then Saul [growls] to his servants, “Find me a necromancer-woman, the mistress
of a demon, so I can go to her
[den], and get answers from her.”
[Saul's] servants reply to him,
“Look. There's a witch-mistress
who owns a demon-spirit at
Endor {Forever-Fountain}.”
7

Familiar Spirit
a demon pretending to attend and obey a witch;
often said to assume the form of an animal.
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Popularized in modern entertainment as a ‘spirit-guide’ or ‘animal spirit’. See Lev 19:31.

*So [king] Saul disguises his
[face]. He puts on [commoners'] clothing. Then by night he [rides] with
two men up to the [Necromancer]
woman. He asks [the witch,]
“Please, divine to me through
[your dead] master-spirit. [Have him]
bring me up the [dead man] I name
to you.” 9 *The witch-woman
replies to [Saul], “Look. You
know what [king] Saul has done,
how he's banished from the
land [of Israel] everyone who [mates
with dead] spirits, and the wizards.
So why are you laying a trap to
[take] my life? Are you trying to
get me killed?” 1st Samuel 28:10 [King]
8

Saul swears to [the witch, invoking the fire-rage
of] Yahweh: “As Yahweh lives, no punishment will happen to you for [helping me
consult the evil dead].”
Oath-swearing and the occult go hand in hand.

So the [witch] asks, “Who [do you] want
me to bring up [from the dead] for you?”
Saul replies, “Bring me up [the prophet]
SamuEl.” 12 The [witch] sees [a ghost who
claims to be] SamuEl {Heard-By-El}. She
shrieks! She screams at Saul: “Why
have you deceived me? You're [king]
Saul!”
11

Ecclesiastes 12:7 indicates that Samuel's spirit
would be in heaven with YAH. So this was presumably a demon manifesting as Samuel. Never communicate with the dead. When you use a ouija
board, that thing claiming to be your dead Grandparent is a demon trying to take over your body.

King [Saul] answers [the witch], “Don't be
afraid. What did you see?” The [witch]
replies to Saul, “Elohim. I see gods ascending out of the earth.”
Demon Poser “SamuEl” Prophesies
Saul's Death
14 [Saul] asks [the witch], “What do [the underworld gods] look like?” [The witch] replies, “An
old man is coming up. He's covered
13
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with a cloak.” Saul assumes it's
SamuEl. So [Saul] stoops with his face to
the ground. He bows himself.
This was probably a demonic hallucination. There is
no actual underworld.

*[The thing claiming to be] ‘SamuEl’
says to Saul, “Why have you
disturbed me by bringing me
up?” Saul answers, “[It's an]
emergency! I'm under siege!
The Philistines are waging war
against me. Elohim abandoned
me. He doesn't answer me
anymore, neither by prophets,
nor by dream[s]. That's why I
called you. Tell me what to do!”
15

Then [the thing claiming to be] ‘SamuEl’
says, “So why would you ask me, [Yahweh's prophet, for advice,] since Yahweh left you,
and has become your enemy? 17 *—
16

Yahweh has done for [David]
what He predicted through me.
Yahweh ripped the kingdom
out of your fist. He gave it to
your countryman David.
All of this information was common knowledge, so
there is no proof that this ghost is actually Samuel.
Probably it was a demon.
18

—You ignored the voice of Yahweh.

[You refused to banish evil king Agag

{Flame},

the spawn

Amalek {Blood-Licker}. YAH's fierce
fire-rage [condemned Agag]. That's why Yahweh [is punishing] you today.
of]

Saul was probably intent on forming an evil alliance with Agag. See 1Sam 15:8. In the meantime, Agag spawned Haman, a genocidal maniac
Jew-exterminator who makes Hitler seem tame.
(Esther 3:1). See Exodus 17:14-16 and Numbers
(Journeys) 24:20.

—So Yahweh now throws Israel with
you into the Palestinian power-fist. Tomorrow you and your sons [come to lie]
with me [in the grave]. [Tomorrow] Yahweh
pours Israel's army into the Philistines'
[dirty] hands.” 1st Samuel 28:20 Saul immediately falls [prostrate] on the earth. He
[trembles in] terror at the words of [the thing
calling itself] ‘SamuEl.’ [Saul] lays [his body down]
19
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there [on the witch's cave-floor]. [He cowers, immobilized,] devoid of strength, hungry from
fasting day and night. 21 The [witch crawls]
over to Saul. She sees him panic-stricken. She says, “Look, [I,] your handmaid,
obeyed your voice. I put my life in my
hand[s]. I listened to every word you
ordered me. 22 —So now, please, you
listen to the voice of [me,] your handmaid. Let me set a bit of bread before
you. Eat, so you can get strength to go
on your [return] journey.” 23 But Saul refuses [the witch's food]. He [groans], “I won't
eat.” But [Saul's] servants, together with
the [witch,] force him [to eat]. So he listens
to their advice. He gets up from the
ground. He sits on the [witch's] bed. 24
[While Saul naps,] the [witch] rushes [out to her
barn]. She [drags a] fat calf [back] to the
house. There she slaughters [the calf].
She [pours] flour [onto her table]. She kneads
[dough]. She bakes unleavened bread
from it. 25 [The witch] brings [the food] before
Saul, and before his servants. So they
eat. Then they get up. That night they
[ride] away.

1st Samuel 29
Philistine WarLords Boot David
From The Army
1 Meanwhile, the Philistines amass all their armies
at Aphek {Fortress}. The Israelites pitch [their defensive war
camp] by a fountain in JezreEl {El-Plants}. 2 The Philistine [War] Lords pass on in [troops of] hundreds and
thousands [of warriors]. David and his [warriors] advance
[royal] rearguard with [king] Achish. 3 Then
the [jealous] Palestinian warlords gripe,
“What are these Hebrews doing here [in
the most coveted position in our army]?” [King]
Achish answers [his] Philistine warlords,
“This is David {Love}, the [ex]-servant of
Israel's king Saul. David has been with
me going on 2 years. I've found zero
fault in him since [heaven] dropped him
[on] me to this day.” 4 But the Philistine
warlords [fire up in] anger against [king
Achish]. They [shout] to him, “Drive this
man [David] back to the [country-town] you

in the
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awarded him. Don't let him go down
with us to war. He might turn and fight
us in the battle. Wouldn't the perfect
gift to reconcile [David] to his master [Saul]
be a gift of all of [our Philistine] heads? 5 Isn't this [the] David of whom the [Israelis]
sing to each another in dances, shouting, ‘Saul murdered his thousands, but
David [massacres] tens of thousands!?’” 6
So [king] Achish calls David. [Achish] says
to him, “Surely, as Yahweh lives, you've
been righteous from start to finish. I
see everything you've done in my army
is good. From the day you came to me
to this day, I haven't discovered [a speck
of] evil in you. But [my War]-Lords don't
want you [in their battle]. 7 —So now return
[to Ziklag]. Go in peace. Don't anger the
Philistine [War] Lords.” 8 David {Love} objects to [king] Achish, “But what have I
done [wrong]? What [fault] have you found
in [me,] your servant? As long as I've
been with you to this day, what would
disqualify me from going to fight
against the enemies of my lord the
king?”
Various interpretations exist:
David loves fighting so much he doesn't care if he
kills Israelis.
David is about to switch sides and kill the
Philistines from within.
David is just saying what any warrior would say to
avoid being seen as a sissy.
David is planning to do a Jericho-style praise-war
in which David and his men sing, then YHVH kills
the people who need to die, on both sides.

Achish answers David, “I know
you're good. In my view, [you're] like an
angel of Elohim. But the Philistine warlords have decided, ‘[David] won't go up
with us to the battle.’ 1st Samuel 29:10 —
So get up at daybreak. Take your master [Saul's][ex]-servants who've [expatriated
from Israel] with you. As soon as you wake
up early in the morning, [when you] have
light, [ride] back [south to your Philistine countrytown].” 11 So David and his men wake up
before dawn. They leave [the invasion army
camp]. They return [west] into Palestinian
9 [King]
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territory. Meanwhile, the Philistine [army
marches] up [north] to JezreEl {El-Plants}.

1st Samuel 30
David Finds His Town Burned,
Wives Kidnapped
1 3 days [journey] later, David {Love} and
his men [ride] up to Ziklag {Fortress}.
[Shocked,] they see that the Amalekite
{Blood-Lickers} have invaded [Judea's]
Negev {Southland} and Ziklag. They've
pillaged Ziklag and burned it with fire! 2
[A surviving little girl runs up to David. She squeaks,]

“[The Amalekites] took the women and everyone captive. They didn't kill the [victims,] old nor young. They [just] drove
them off [like cattle] back [south] to [Amalekite
land].”
The text may imply that the Amalekites didn't kill
anyone at all, male or female.

So David and his men [thunder their horsehooves] down [from the ridge] to [Ziklag] city.
They see it burned with fire. [The survivors
tell David that] their wives, and their sons,
and their daughters are [now Amalekite]
slaves. 4 So David and the people with
him lift up their voice[s]. They weep until they have no strength to weep any
more. 5 [The survivors scream,] “David, [your]
two wives are taken captive!” ([Referring
to] Ahinoam {Pleasant-Relative} the woman from JezreEl {El-Plants}, and AbiGail
{Daddy's-Joy} the widow of Nabal {Fool}
from Carmel {Fruiting Garden}.) 6 David
sees that he's in great danger. [His] people's bodies [tremble,] wracked with grief
over the loss of their sons and daughters. [The bereaved] scream, “Stone David!
3

[It's his fault for taking a 2 year vacation among the pa-

So David [runs to a cave. He] strengthens himself [by praying] to Yahweh his Elohim. 7 Then David {Love} says to Ahimelech's son (priest Abiathar {GenerousFather}), “Please bring me the [sacred futuretelling] ephod-vest.” So Abiathar brings
the [supernatural] ephod-vest to David.
David Recovers Israelis & Kills Kidnappers
gans!]”
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Then David {Love} asks Yahweh, “Shall
I chase after this troop [of kidnappers]? Will
I overtake them?” And [YAH] answers
[David],
“Pursue. You will surely overtake them.
Without fail, [you'll] recover all [the kidnapped
Israelis].”
8

Mosaic law allows anyone to kill a convicted kidnapper.

So David [rides like the wind]. His 600 [warriors] trail him. They [gallop] to Besor
{Cheerful} Brook. There David sees 200
of his [men lying] so faint that they can't
cross [the stream]. So [David] leaves those
men behind. 1st Samuel 30:10 Then David
and his remaining 400 [warriors charge up the
hill]. They chase [the kidnapper-army]. 11 [David's
scouts spy] an Egyptian [slave staggering] in a
field. The [scouts] bring [the slave] to David.
[David] gives bread to [the Egyptian]. [The
Egyptian] nibbles it. [David's men] make [the
Egyptian] drink water. 12 Then [David's men]
give [the Egyptian refugee] a piece of a figcake, and two clusters of raisins. He
eats the [food]. His energy returns. [He
croaks, "I] haven't eaten any food, nor
drunk any water, for 3 days and 3
nights.” 13 Then David asks [the refugee],
“Who do you belong to? Where are you
from?” [The Egyptian] replies, “I'm a young
man from Egypt, a slave of an
Amalekite {Blood-Licker}. 3 days ago I
fell sick. So my master abandoned me.
14 We invaded [and raided] the southland
of the Cherethite {Executioners}, and
some land in Judea, and the southland
of Caleb {Battle-Cry}. And we burned
Ziklag {Fortress} with fire.” 15 David asks
[the Egyptian], “Can you lead me down to
the [Amalekite army]?” The Egyptian answers, “Completely assure me, [before]
Elohim, that you won't kill me or hand
me into the fists of my master. Then I'll
lead you down to the [army].”
9

‘Seven’ me.
16

So

leads [David's men] down
sees [the Amalekite marauders]

[the Egyptian]

[the cliff]. [David]
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spread out over the face of all the [visible] earth. [They're] eating and drinking,
[dirty] dancing, reveling in all the priceless plunder they robbed out of the
land of the Philistines, and out of the
land of Judaea. 17 So David strikes the
[Amalekite terrorist kidnappers in a nonstop 30+ hour

from dawn to the following
evening. Not one [kidnapper] escapes,
apart from 400 young men [with the good
sense to] jump on camels and sprint
away.
spirit-battle]

YHVH didn't command David to kill the kidnappers.
However, YAH would not hold David guilty for
killing kidnappers. Kidnapping is a death-penalty
offense. Under Hebrew Law, you can't be punished
for meting out a penalty YAH decreed. However,
that doesn't protect you from the spiritual and
mental harm that killing does to you.

So David {Love} recovers everything
the Amalekites robbed. And David rescues his two wives. 19 David {Love} recovers everyone and all the contraband
the robbers stole: [treasure] small and
large, sons and daughters: everything!
1st Samuel 30:20 So David takes all the [recaptured] flocks and herds [back toward Ziklag].
His men drive them in front of [David's]
other cattle. [The herders] proclaim, “[Look]
what David captured!”
18

Victory dance.

David Showers Generosity On All,
Even Cowards
21 David {Love}[and the horde] arrive at the
Besor {Cheerful} Brook. [There they see] the
200 men (who had been so faint they
couldn't follow [David into battle]. They run
out to meet David, and to greet the
horde with him. David nears the [tired]
men. He [cheerfully] asks, “[Does the sight of all
this loot make you feel] better?”
Or, "David shouts, ‘Success!’”

But all the wicked men in the pack
following David, [the worthless] spawn of
Belial {The-Devil}[shout,] ”These [cowards refused] to go [face danger] with us! We won't
give the [pansies] any of the spoil we recovered. Every [one of these weaklings had better
take] his wife and his children, and lead
them away from here [before we kill 'em]!” 23
22
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David {Love} responds, “My brothers,
never [horde] what Yahweh gives us. [YAH,
not our military might,] preserves us. [YAH]
handed the opposing [army] into our
power-fist. 24 —[Nobody] wants to listen
to your [greedy rudeness]. The people who
go down to battle get the same share
as the men who waited [watching the camp].
Share and share alike.” 25 Then from
that day forward, [David] makes [equal sharing for combatants and abstainers] a statute. This
ordinance persists in Israel to this day,
___.
That would be like paying people not to fight in the
army. Try suggesting that in the beast-nation
around you!

David travels to Ziklag
He sends [some] of the plunder
to the elders of [the tribe of] Judah {Celebrated}, his friends. [The messengers repeat
David's peace-offer:] “Enjoy this present for
you from the spoil of the enemies of
Yahweh.”
26 [Time passes, ___.]

{Fortress}.

Success requires giving gifts.
27 [David sends gifts] to the [elders] in Beth-El {House-Of-El},
in south Ramoth {Heights}, and in Jattir {Plenty}. 28
And [David sends gifts to the elders] in Aroer {Exposed}, in
Siphmoth {Bare-Spot}, and in Eshtemoa {Hear-&-Obey}.
29 And [David sends gifts to the elders] in Rachal {Trading-Post},
in the cities of JerahmeEl's [clan], and in the cities of
the Kenite {Lancers}. 1st Samuel 30:30 And [David sends
gifts to the elders] in Hormah {Banishment}, in Chor-Ashan
{Smoke-Furnace}, and in Athach {Traveler's-Rest}. 31

And

in Hebron
and to all the places David
and his men frequent.
[David sends gifts to the elders]

{Society},

1st Samuel 31
The Pagan Army Kills Saul & His 3
Sons
1 [Meanwhile,] the Philistines attack Israel.
So the men of Israel flee from the [raging] faces of the Philistine [soldiers]. [Many Israelis] fall down slain on Mount Gilboa
{Gushing-Spring}. 2 The Philistines chase
hard on Saul and on his sons. Soon the
Philistines murder JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift},
and Abinadab {Generous-Father}, and
Malchi-shua {Savior-King}, Saul's sons. 3

*The battle goes catastrophiThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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cally against [king] Saul. The [enemy] archers overtake Saul. [They
shoot their bows. Flaming arrows blacken the sky.
One arrow falls to]

fatally wound Saul.

*So [king] Saul croaks to
his armor-bearer, “Draw
your sword. Thrust me
through with it. Don't
let these ‘un-trimmed’
[pagans] come and thrust
me through, and abuse
me.” But Saul's terrified
armor bearer refuses [to
assist Saul in committing suicide].
So Saul takes a sword.
He lunges [his belly] onto
its [point]. 5 *Saul's ar4

mor-bearer sees Saul [fall] dead.
So the [armor-bearer foolishly] falls on
his [own] sword! [He] dies beside
[his defeated king].
Jealousy = suicide.

So, ___, that day [king] Saul dies, together with his 3 sons, and his armor-bearer, and all his [soldiers]. 7 The
men of Israel on the far side of the
[Jezreel] valley, and on the far [East] side
of [the] Jordan [river] see the [soldiers] of Israel fleeing, [screaming,] “Saul and his sons
lie dead!” [So] the [Israelites] abandon [their]
cities. They flee. So the Philistines invade and live in [Israel's cities]. 8 *Then
6

the next day the Palestinians
swarm [the battlefield]. They strip [Israel's] slain [of plunder]. They find
Saul and his 3 sons fallen [dead]
on mount Gilboa {Gushing-Spring}.
9 *The [pagans] saw off [king Saul's]
head! They strip off his armor.
They send [Saul's head & armor on parade]
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into the surrounding Palestinian land[s]! [Palestinians trumpet Saul's
death] in the temples of their
idols, and among the rabble. 1st
The [pagans] hang [Saul's] armor in the Temple of Ashtaroth {Easter}.
Then they nail [Saul's] body to the wall of
Beth-Shan {House-Of-Ease}. 11 The inhabitants of Jabesh-Gilead {Arid-Heap} hear
how the Philistines [murdered and defiled]
Saul. 12 So all the valiant [Israeli] men
rise. They rush [west] all night. They [murder the drunk, partying Philistines. They] take the
body of Saul and the bodies of his sons
[down] from the wall of Beth-Shan {HouseOf-Ease}. They haul the bodies to Jabesh
{Arid}. There they burn [the now stinking
corpses]. 13 The [Israelis] take the bones [of
Saul and his companions]. They bury the [bones]
under a tree at Jabesh {Arid}. Then [they]
fast [for] 7 days.
Samuel 31:10

2nd Samuel 1
David Murders Saul's Self-Styled
“Killer”
1 After

Saul dies, David {Love} returns [north to
from evicting the Amalekites [from the
Promised Land]. David stays [for] 2 days in Ziklag
{Fortress}.
#5221 nakah = evict or strike.
[king]

southern Palestine]

The 3rd day, a man runs from Saul's
camp [to David's camp]. [Sweat runs off the straggler's] dirty head [down into his eyes]. His
shredded clothes [flail from his lacerated body].
He staggers to David. He falls to the
earth. He prostrates his [body before David].
3 David asks the man in rags, “Where
did you come from?” The man answers,
“I escaped from the Israeli war-camp.” 4
So David asks, “How did the [battle] go?
Please, tell me.” The bowing man answers, “The [Israelites] fled the battle.
Many people fell dead. [King] Saul and
his son JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift} lie dead
too.” 5 David [growls] at the young man,
“[Recount] how you saw Saul and his son
JAHnathan die.” 6 The young man an2
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swers David, “I'm running [from the enemy
army] on mount Gilboa {Gushing-Spring}.
By chance, [I see king] Saul lunge. [He impales himself] on his [own] spear as the [enemy] chariots and horsemen bear down
on him. 7 —[Then] Saul looks back. He sees me.
He calls me. I answer, ‘Here I am.’
This is a lie.
8 —Saul asks, ‘Who [are you]?’ I answer, ‘I'm an
Amalekite.’
This didn't happen.

—Saul says, “Stand [over me] and kill
me. I'm in agony while I live.”
9

Agony seizes me.

*So I stand on
Saul's [chest]. I see [that] Saul
can't survive falling [on his spearpoint]. So I [slam his sword into his neck].
Then I grab the crown from his
head. I [wriggle off] his arm
bracelet. I've hauled them here
[for you], lord.” 11 David and his men
2nd Samuel 1:10

grab and rip their clothes, ___! 12
David and his men weep and fast until
evening. They mourn for Saul and his
son JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}, and for the
people of Yahweh, and the family of Israel, fallen by the sword. 13 David asks the
young man who said he'd killed Saul, “Where are
you from?” The young man answers, “I'm the son of

David asks the
man, “Were you not afraid to lift your
hand to destroy Yahweh's chosen [king]?”
a foreigner, an Amalekite.” 14

destroy = #7843 shachath (ruin).

David calls one of his young men.
[David] growls, “Go up. Slam him [dead].”
So David's soldier strikes the [man in rags]
to death. 16 David [screams at the bleeding body
of] Saul's ‘killer,’ “Your blood-guilt rests
on your [own] head! Your mouth convicted you [when you bragged,] ‘I killed Yahweh's
chosen [king].’”
15

You can testify against yourself. But nothing you
say in your own defense has any weight.

David Sings A Death Dirge For Saul
& Jonathan
17 David laments. He sings the [following]
dirge mourning the deaths of Saul and
his son JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}: 18 (David
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the [sacred musicians to] teach the
people of Judea [this ‘Song] Of The Bow
[And Arrow]’. [David] writes [the song] in the
Book of Jasher {Upright}.)
[instructs]

Or, “Later, someone records this song in the Book
Of the Upright.”

*“[Israel,] your [leaping] glories [lie]
murdered on your high-hills.
[Your] mighty [heroes lie] fallen! 2nd
19

Don't talk about [Saul's death] in
Gath {Wine-Press-Town}. Don't publish [the
bad news] in the streets of Ashkelon {Market-Town}. [Don't pour fuel on the fire of the] triumphant rejoicing of the Philistine girls,
the [slut] daughters of ‘un-trimmed’ [pagans]. 21 Mountains of Gilboa {GushingSpring}, [I pray that] you never again [see]
dew, nor rain, nor fields offering up
[crops]! Because [on you] the shield[s] of [Israel's] mighty [heroes lie] trashed, rotting.
Saul's shield [rusts] like [dung]. [Its holy]
anointing oil [smears into mountain dirt]. 22
JAHnathan's bow [and arrow] never shrunk
back from [drawing] the blood of [the terrorists he] killed. The sword of Saul [always]
returned full [of blood] from the fat-meat
of [evil] heroes.
Samuel 1:20

However, it should be obvious that Saul &
Jonathan's story is a cautionary tale against war,
not a recommendation of warfare.

*Saul and JAHnathan {JAH'sGift} [raced through life] swifter than
23

eagles, stronger than lions.
The love [between them] was beautiful while they lived. In death
[they lie] undivided.
Most translations of this verse are soft and mushy.

Daughters of Israel, weep over [king]
Saul. He clothed you in scarlet. [He filled
your life with] delights. He lavished golden
jewels on your dresses. 25 The mighty
[lie] fallen in the middle of [the] battle
[dead]! JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}, [lies] slain
on [Israel's] heights! 26 *Pain [seizes] me
24

that
you're dead, my brother JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}! You were the
[when I wake up and remember]
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best [companion] in my life. Your
friendship to me was a miracle,
easily beating the eros of
women.
Jonathan and David were NOT homosexual lovers.
David is saying that sex is meaningless, and true
friendship is priceless and hard to find.

*[Earth's] mighty [warriors
lie] fallen! — The
weapons of war destroyed!”
27

Or, "The weapons of war are useless."

2nd Samuel 2
YAH Tells David To Move To Hebron
1 [Soon] after [Saul's death], David {Love}
consults Yahweh. [David] asks, “Should I
travel up [from Palestine] into any of the
cities of Judea?” Yahweh replies,
“Go up.”
David asks, “Where will I go?” [Yahweh]
answers,
“[Go] to Hebron {Society}.”
2 So David moves up [to Hebron] with two
[of his] wives: Ahinoam {Pleasant-Relative}
(the woman from JezreEl {El-Plants}),
and AbiGail {Daddy's-Joy} (the widow of
Nabal {Fool}) from Carmel {FruitingGarden}. 3 So David carts up his men and their
families. They live
{Society}.

[with David]

in the cities of Hebron

The Judeans Crown David King
Then the [leading] men of Judea [ride their
horses to Hebron]. There they anoint David
king over the [tribe] of Judah. [And] they
inform David, “The men of JabeshGilead {Arid-Heap} buried [king] Saul.” 5 So
David sends messengers to say to the
men of Jabesh-Gilead {Arid-Heap}, “You
[will] be blessed by Yahweh, because
you showed this kindness to your lord,
[dead king] Saul, by burying him. 6 — And
4

now [I pray that] Yahweh shows kindness and fidelity
to you. And I too will repay your kindness, because
[properly buried Saul]. 7 —So now let [YAH]
strengthen your hands. Be valiant. Al-

you
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though your master Saul lies dead, the
[people] of Judea have anointed me king
over them.”
Northern Tribes Of Israel Rebel
Against David
8 But Ner's son [North Israeli General] Abner
{Father-Of-Light}, Saul's army chief,
elects Saul's brat Ish-Boshet {ShamefulMan-Of-Baal}. [Abner wheels Ish-Boshet in Saul's royal chariot] over to Mahanaim {DoubleCamp}. 9 [There General Abner crowns Ish-Bosheth]
king over Gilead {Monument-Mound}, and
over the Assyrians [in the promised land], and
over JezreEl {El-Plants}, and over [the lands
of the tribes of] Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}
and Ephraim {Double-Fruit}, and over all
[of the other tribes of north] Israel.
Ashur may be a misinterpreted reference to the
tribe of Asher.

So Saul's 40-year old son
Ish-Boshet {Shameful-Man-Of-Baal} begins
to reign over [north] Israel. He [only]
reigns for 2 years. [Meanwhile,] the [sub-nation] of Judea follows David {Love}. 11
David spends 7 years and 6 months in
Hebron {Society} reigning as king over
the [country] of Judaea.
He-Man Gladiatorial Massacre
Sparks Civil War
12 Then [North Israeli General] Abner {Father-Of-Light} (son of Ner {Lamp}) and the
[other] servants of Saul's brat Ish-Boshet
{Shameful-Man-Of-Baal}, march out west
[across the Jordan River] from Mahanaim {Double-Camp} to Gibeon {Flower-Hills}. 13 So
David's servants (led by Zeruyah's son
[Judean General] Joab {JAH-Dad}) march out
[north from Hebron]. They meet [their north Israeli
enemies] by the pool of Gibeon {Flower-Hills}. The [angry leaders] sit down: [northern Israeli usurpers] on one side of the pool
vs. [king David's rightful Judean leaders] on the
other side of the pool. 14 Then [north Israeli
General] Abner {Father-Of-Light} says to
[Judean General] Joab {JAH-Dad}, “Let's have
[a few of] our [respective] warriors put on an
[exhibition of hand-to-hand combat].” [Judean General]
Joab [foolishly] answers, [“OK”]. 15 So up
2nd Samuel 2:10
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jump 12 Benjamite [north Israeli gladiators],
slaves of Saul's imp Ish-Boshet {Shameful-Man-Of-Baal}. They [spar against] 12 of
David's [Judean] helpers. 16 *Each war-

rior catches his opponent by
the head. Then [he] thrusts his
sword in his opponent's side!
So all [24 warriors] fall down [and die]
together, ___! That's why the
[fight] site in Gibeon {Flower-Hills}
is called Helkath-Hazzurim
{Field-Of-Blades}. 17 This [sick gladiatorial
erupts into a terrible battle. At the
end of the day, [north] Israeli [rebel General]
Abner {Father-Of-Light} and [his surviving warriors flee in defeat] before David's [Judean] loyalists.
General Abner Murders General
Joab's Teen-Bro
18 3 sons of Zeruyah {Balm}[tear off, chasing
General Abner's men]. (The boys are named
Joab {JAH-Dad}, and Abishai {Father-Of-Gifts}, and AsahEl {El-Made}.)
AsahEl [sprints into the lead. He runs] as lightfooted as a wild gazelle, ___! 19 AsahEl
chases fast as a deer after [General]
Abner {Father-Of-Light}. [AsahEL] never
turns to the right hand nor to the left
from gaining on Abner. 2nd Samuel 2:20
[General] Abner {Father-Of-Light} looks over
his shoulder. He cries, “Are you AsahEL?” AsahEl answers, “I am.” 21 [General]
Abner {Father-Of-Light}[tries to trick AsahEL],
“Turn off to your right or your left.
Catch one of the young men. Take his
armor, [so you can properly fight me].” But AsahEl refuses to turn aside from chasing
[the evil General]. 22 So [rebel General] Abner
{Father-Of-Light} yells again to AsahEl {ElMade}, “You turn aside from following
me! Why should I strike you to the
ground? How could I hold up my face to
your brother [General] Joab?” 23 *But [the
game]

refuses to turn aside. So
[Israeli general] Abner {Father-Of-Light}
shoves the back end of his
teen]
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spear [into the boy's hurtling chest]! [The
spear] strikes [the teen] under the
5th rib. [The general shoves it in so hard that]
the spear-butt jabs out of the
boy's back. [So AsahEl] falls down.
He dies right there. Soon [a stream
of soldiers and mourners] flock in. They
stand still, [weeping] over the
place where AsahEl lies fallen
down dead. 24 So [Judean General] Joab
and Abishai {Father-Of-Gifts}
chase after [killer northern General] Abner {Father-Of-Light}. The sun goes down as
they [race] to the hill of Ammah {Mother},
facing Giah {Fountain}, near the road
through the wilderness of Gibeon {Flower-Hills}.
Israeli General Abner Forges A
Fragile Peace
25 Then the [men descended] from Benjamin
{Right-Hand-Son} amass together under
[northern General] Abner {Father-Of-Light}.
They form one army standing on the
top of a hill. 26 *Then [Israeli General]
Abner {Father-Of-Light} shouts to
[Judaean General] Joab {JAH-Dad}. [Abner
{JAH-Dad}

cries],

“Shall the sword devour
forever? Don't know you [this war]
will produce nothing but bitterness? How long will [you fight] before you order [your soldiers to] return from chasing [us,] their
brothers?” 27 [General] Joab {JAH-Dad}
shouts [back], “As Elohim lives, if you
hadn't spoken [these words of peace], every
one of [my soldiers] would have chased [your
men,] their brothers, until the morning
[light].” 28 So [Judean General] Joab {JAH-Dad}
blows a trumpet. All [his warriors] stand
still. They stop chasing the [north] Israeli
[army]. They [temporarily] stop fighting. 29
Then [north Israeli General] Abner {Father-OfLight} and his [rebel soldiers] trudge all that
night through the Arabah {Plain}. They
cross [east] over [the] Jordan [river]. They
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through the whole [region of]
Bithron {Crags}. Finally [they straggle] into
Mahanaim {Double-Camp}. 2nd Samuel 2:30
[Meanwhile, Judean General] Joab {JAH-Dad} returns [west] from chasing [northern rebel General] Abner {Father-Of-Light}. [Joab] gathers
together all [his men], David's loyalists.
[Joab] counts [them]. [He sees they're] missing
19 men, plus AsahEl {El-Made}. 31 But
David's [Judean] supporters count 360
[rebels they] killed from the [tribe of] Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} and from [northern
General] Abner's [other] warriors.
[struggle]

360 = 60 * 6, marking this battle as coming from
man, not from YAH.

pick up [the carcass
AsahEl {El-Made}. They bury him in
the tomb of his father in Bethlehem
{Bread-House}. Then Joab marches his
men [homeward] all night. [Finally they straggle]
into Hebron {Society} at break of day.
32 [Then General Joab's men]
of]

2nd Samuel 3
Loving David's Many Wives Birth
Him Many Sons
1 So begins, ___, the long war between the dynasty of Saul and the family of David {Love}. David grows
stronger and stronger. Saul's [doomed]
dynasty grows weaker and weaker. 2
[During this war,] David's [wives] birth him
sons in Hebron {Society}. First, Ahinoam
[Pleasant-Relative,] the woman from JezreEl
[El-Plants,] births Amnon, [the pervert who will
later rape his own sister].
David's first son from his polygamous marriages is
a doomed incestuous rapist. Not a great advertisement for polygamy.

Second (AbiGail {Daddy's-Joy} the widow of Nabal {Fool} from Carmel {FruitingGarden}) births Chilead {Control-Dad}.
3rd, Maacah {Press} (the daughter of
Talmai {Terrace}, [pagan] king of [Syrian]
Geshur {Bridge}) births AbShalom {Father-of-Peace}.
3

Polygamy breeds family problems. Absalom is
birthed by a pagan princess of Geshur, a Syrian
area that YHVH commanded the Israelites to clear
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of pagans. David should have never married Maacah.
4 4th, Chagiyith {Festive-Dancer} [births] AdoniYah {YahIs-Sovereign}. Then 5th, Abital {Dew-Father} births
ShephatiYah {YAH-Judges}. 5 And 6th: David's wife
Eglah {Fresh-Heifer} [bears David] Ithream {Superior-People}.
[David's wives] birth [him] these [6 sons] in Hebron {Society}.

Northern General Abner Revolts To
Join David
6 Meanwhile, ___, the war drags on
between the dynasty of Saul and the
dynasty of David {Love}. [General] Abner
{Father-Of-Light} strengthens his [military
power] for the dynasty of Saul. 7 [So General
Abner, feeling cocky, goes in and beds one of] Saul's
old concubines, a [hot chick] named Rizpah {Hot-Rock}, the daughter of Aiah
{Screamer}. [So ‘king’] Ish-Boshet {ShamefulMan-Of-Baal}[screams] at Abner {Father-OfLight}, “Why did you go in [to bed with] my
Dad's concubine?!” 8 So [General] Abner
{Father-Of-Light} flares up in anger over
the insults [hurled at him] by Ish-Boshet
{Shameful-Man-Of-Baal}. [Abner screams,] “Am I
a dog's head? [I'm leading your war] against
Judea! [Every] day [I risk my life] to show
kindness to the family of your father
Saul, to his brothers, and to his friends.
I've [resisted the temptation] to deliver you
into David's fist. And today you [have the
nerve to] accuse me of evil concerning
this [insignificant] woman?” 9 [General Abner raises his red, shaking face to the palace ceiling. He

“ELohim, [as you stripped Saul's kingdom,
kill and strip me] (Abner), and worse, [if I fail to
help you fulfill] your promises to [exalt]
David! 2nd Samuel 3:10 [I'm switching sides! I'll rip]
the kingdom [of north Israel away] from the
[evil fists] of Saul's dynasty. [I'll] set up the
throne of David {Love} over [north] Israel
and over Judea, from [far-north] Dan all
the way [south] to Beer-Sheba {Well-OfSeven}!” 11 [‘King’ Ish-Bosheth] can't answer
[General] Abner {Father-Of-Light} another
word. [He just sits there shaking on his throne, peeing
screams,]

his robe, terrified of being assassinated by his own General.] 12 [General] Abner [spins on his combat-booted
heels. He storms out of [the rebel] throne-room. He runs to

He sends messengers
tell [David], “[Abner says,]

his army headquarters.]

to David.

[They]
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‘Who [owns] the land [of Israel]? [You do!]
Make your league with me. Then
watch: my fist-of-power will [fight] for
you. I'll bring the whole [united country] of
Israel to your [feet].’” 13 [Delighted, David] answers, “Good! I'll make a league with
you. I only ask you one thing: never
see my face until you first bring Michal
{Brook}, Saul's daughter, [to me]. Then
come to see my face.” 14 *Then
David {Love} sends messengers

to Saul's son Ish-Boshet
{Shameful-Man-Of-Baal}. [David] demands, “Hand over to me my
wife Michal {Brook}. I paid 100
Palestinian foreskins to marry
her!” 15 So [‘king’] Ish-Boshet {Shamefulsends [soldiers] to [drag David's
from her [2nd] husband
(PhaltiEl {El's-Escapee}, the son of Laish
{Lion}). 16 [Michal's 2nd] husband straggles
along behind Michal. [He] weeps [all the
way] to Bahurim {Choice-Youth}. Then [General] Abner [raises his sword. He screams] at
[Phaltiel], “Go [home]! [Get out of here!]” So
[PhaltiEl] trudges home, [wailing].
Man-Of-Baal}
Queen Michal]

Too bad! He shouldn't have married David's wife!

Then [General] Abner {Father-Of-Light}[semeets with the elders of [north] Israel. [Abner] says, “In times past, you
tried to get David to be king over you.
18 So immediately [oust Ish-Boseth. Then crown
David king.] For Yahweh predicted David's
[reign]. [YAH] foretold:
“By the hand of my servant David
{Love} I come to save my people Israel
out of the Philistine fist, and out of the
hand[s] of all their enemies.”
19 Then [General] Abner [charges his black warhorse] to [the tribe of] Benjamin {Right-HandSon}. In their ears, [Abner shouts mutiny against
Ish-Bosheth]. Then Abner rushes his 20 [attack] warriors [~30 miles south] to Hebron
{Society}. There, in the ears of David,
[Abner whispers the rebel plans of the tribe of] Benjamin and all of [north] Israel. 2nd Samuel
3:20 So [instead of murdering enemy General Abner],
17

cretly]
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David {Love} throws a feast for Abner
and his men. 21 So [turncoat General] Abner
[whispers] to David, “I'll mount up and go
gather all [of] Israel to [you,] my lord [and]
king, so they can make a league with
you, so you can reign over all your
heart desires.” So David sends Abner
away in peace. Abner [rides down the mountain, smiling].
Judean Gen. Joab Murders Israeli
Gen. Abner
22 Just after David sends [General] Abner
{Father-Of-Light} riding [down the mountain] in
peace, David's servants, [led by General]
Joab, [ride] into Hebron {Society}, returning from chasing [and killing some of Abner's]
troops. [Joab's soldiers] cart in truckloads of
plunder. 23 Joab {JAH-Dad} and all the
army with him arrive [at David's headquarters].
[Soldiers run up to] Joab. They whisper [in his
ear], “[General] Abner the son of Ner came
to king [David]. Then [the king] sent [Abner]
away. He's gone in peace.” 24 Then [General] Joab {JAH-Dad}[storms] to king [David].
He [screams], “What have you done?
Look: [rebel General] Abner came to you.
Why did you send him away? [We could
have killed him!] 25 You know Ner's brat [General] Abner! He came to deceive you, to
learn your [patterns of moving troops] in and
out [of your camp], to study all your actions.” 26 [Judean General] Joab {JAH-Dad}
storms out from David's [throne-room].
[Joab] sends soldiers chasing [General]
Abner {Father-Of-Light}. The soldiers [drag]
Abner back from the well of Sirah
{Departure}. (David knows nothing about
this [act of war].) 27 *[Joab's soldiers] escort

Abner back to Hebron
{Society}. [There] Joab takes Abner
aside at the gate to speak quietly with him. Suddenly [Joab]
stabs [Abner] under the 5th rib!
[Joab's blade sinks into Abner's heart!] So [Abner] dies [in revenge for spilling] the blood
of AsahEL, [Joab's] brother. 28 Soon
[General]

David {Love} hears of
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

[the assassination].
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[lifts his head to the sky. He yells],

“I and my
kingdom are guiltless before Yahweh
forever from the blood of [General] Abner
{Father-Of-Light} the son of Ner {Lamp}! 29
Let [all the blood-guilt] rest on the head of
[General] Joab, and on his father's whole
family. Let the family-home of Joab
never lack a bleeder, or a leper, or a
cripple walking on a crutch, or a [suicide-victim] who falls on a sword, or a [child
starving] for lack of food!”
David's going a bit overboard here. He's histrionic.

So, with [help from] his
brother Abishai {Father-Of-Gifts}, [Judean
General] Joab assassinates [General] Abner
{Father-Of-Light}, because [ABner] murdered their brother AsahEl {El-Made} at
Gibeon {Flower-Hills} in battle. 31 David
{Love} says to [General] Joab {JAH-Dad},
and to all the people with him, “Rip
your clothes. Wrap your bodies in sackcloth. Mourn before [the body of] Abner
{Father-Of-Light}.” Then king David himself follows [Abner's] casket [to the grave]. 32
So king [David] buries [enemy General] Abner
{Father-Of-Light} in Hebron {Society}.
[David] lifts up his voice. He weeps at Abner's grave. All the people weep. 33
King [David] laments over Abner {Father-Of-Light}. [David] cries, “Why did [mighty
general] Abner have to die like a thug?” 34
[David cries to dead Abner in the casket,] ”Your
hands were untied. Your feet were unchained. You fell like a [murder-victim] at
the hand of wicked [brutes]!” All the people weep repeatedly over [General Abner].
35 Later that day all the people come
[trying to] convince David {Love} to eat
meat. David [lies on the ground]. He swears,
moaning, “I pray that Elohim [murders]
me, and worse, if I taste bread, or anything else, before the sun sets.” 36 *All
2nd Samuel 3:30

the people notice [David's humble love
for his perished enemy]. This impresses
them. Everything king [David]
does pleases all the people. 37
That day, all the
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Israel realize that it was not
king [David's idea] to slay Ner's son [General]
Abner {Father-Of-Light}. 38 King David
[population of]

[looks up. He sees people chatting, returning to their

to his servants, “Don't you
know that today in Israel a prince, a
great man, lies fallen? 39 —Though
[Judea] just anointed me king, I'm weak
today. These sons of Zeruyah [Joab and
Abishai] are too violent for me. Yahweh
will pay back the evildoer as his crime
deserves!”
business. He cries]

ZeruYah = Wound-Balm.

escape. 7 The

1 [A messenger runs up to north Israel's throne, east of
He tells king]

Saul's [evil] son [Ish-Bosheth] that [his General,]
Abner {Father-Of-Light} lies dead in Hebron {Society}. [Ish-Bosheth's] hands drop,
weak, feeble. [He loses all courage. He sits trembling like a little girl.] All [his rebel north] Israelis
freeze in fear. 2 [Meanwhile, Ishbosheth's] two
Benjamite squadron commanders (Baanah {Force}
and Rechab {Rider}) [scheme to assassinate Ishbosheth]. 3 [(Note
to ___: These 2 captains] are the sons of Rimmon {Pomegranate}. [Rimmon] descended from Benjamin {Right-HandSon}. [Rimmon hailed] from Beeroth {Wells}. [Beeroth] is considered [part of the territory of the tribe] of Benjamin, because
the [Benjamites moved in when the original] Beerothites fled to
Gittaim {Double-Wine-Press}. The [original Beerothites] live as
aliens [in Gittaim] to this day.) 4 [The rumor spreads like
wildfire that the commanders are about to kill IshBosheth. So the northern Israeli people scream, “Put
Saul's cripple on the throne!” They say this because the

Mephibosheth {Shamethe son of [dead king] Saul's son,
JAHnathan. [The boy Mephibosheth hobbles
around,] lame-footed, because when he'd
been 5 years old, a messenger from
JezreEl came running [shouting], “Saul and
JAHnathan lie dead!” The boy's nurse
grabbed him and ran to keep him from
assassination. [Tripping over her feet, she] fell
and dropped the boy. This [broke his back,]
paralyzing his [legs]. 5 The sons of Rimmon {Pomegranate} from Beeroth {Wells},
Rechab {Rider} and Baanah {Force}, run,
[eyes filled with murder,] through the heat of
heir to the throne is]

Eraser},
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into the heart of [north Israel's]
palace. They pretend to be
grain-carriers. They [storm IshBosheth's bedroom]. They stab him under his 5th rib, ___! They chop
off his head! [The pansy ‘king’ bleeds-out.
red. His assassins jump out a window. They]

Wicked King Ish-Bosheth's Captains Murder Him
{Double-Camp}.

the day, to the palace of Ish-Boshet
{Shameful-Man-Of-Baal}. [The men see the king]
lying on [his royal] bed at noon. 6 *The
[assassins] (Rechab {Rider} and his
brother Baanah {Force}) [sneak]

His life-blood soaks his royal white satin sheets

2nd Samuel 4

the Jordan river in Mahanaim
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[assassins] run carrying
the [dead rebel king's bloody severed] head [in a
bag]. They flee all night through the
Arabah {Plains}.
King David Kills His Enemy King's
Assassins

8 [Near-dead from thirst and exhaustion, the assassins

the head of Ish-Boshet {ShamefulMan-Of-Baal} to David {Love} in Hebron
{Society}. The [assassins] croak to king
drag]

[David],

“Look! [In this bloody bag rots] the head
of Saul's brat Ish-Boshet, your enemy
who hunted your life! Finally Yahweh
has avenged [you,] my lord the king. [YAH
has killed out the line of] Saul and his [evil
spawn]!”
It's not OK to assassinate rightful rulers, even if
you'd rather have someone else on the throne.

David [screams at] Rechab {Rider} and his
brother Baanah {Force}, the sons of
Rimmon {Pomegranate} from Beeroth
{Wells}. [David] says, “Yahweh, [not violence,]
has saved my life from every adversity
[I've ever faced]! 2nd Samuel 4:10 —[Think back to]
when [the messenger ran up to me] in Ziklag
{Fortress}, fantasizing he was bringing
me good news by yelling, “Yay! [King]
Saul's dead!” I didn't reward that [messenger]. I arrested and killed [him] for claiming [to have murdered king Saul]. 11 —How
much more [furious I am now]! [You] wicked
men murdered a [king] in his own palace.
[Ish-Boshet was behaving] lawfully, [sleeping] on
his bed! How can I avoid demanding his
9
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blood from your hand? [I have to] rid you
[assassins] from the earth!”
Murderous rebellion is never OK. The American,
Russian and French revolutions were all evil. They
plunged the world into the tyranny that flows from
the madness of democracy.

David commands his young
[warriors], “Slay the [assassins]!” The [soldiers]
cut off the [murderers'] hands and feet. [The
12

So

[king]

assassins slowly and agonizingly bleed to death. Finally

hang the [corpses] up [next to] the
pool in Hebron {Society}. Then, [also] in
Hebron, the [soldiers] take the head of
Ish-Boshet {Shameful-Man-Of-Baal}. They
bury it in the tomb of [dead rebel General]
Abner {Father-Of-Light}.
soldiers]

2nd Samuel 5
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territory. [The Jebusites taunt] David. [They yell,]
“Don't come in here! [Our city is so fortified
that] even our blind and lame [beggars could
fend you off]!” 7 Despite [the Jebusite mockers,]
David takes the fortress of Zion [at the
heart of Jerusalem]. [It comes to be known as] “the
City of David {Love}.” 8 [Here's how David captures the city in one day, ___:] David says,
“Whoever wants to win must crawl up
the water-pipe, then attack the Jebusite {Threshers}, those [self-styled] lame
and blind [jerks whom I] loathe with all my
[soul].” The men answer, "Those lame &
blind [Jebusites] won't occupy [David's]
house [anymore]!”
David crawled up the sewer and/or flood drain
pipe. Probably a nasty, smelly ordeal.

So David settles in the fort. He calls it
“the city of David.” Then David builds up
the surrounding city from the Millo
{Earth-Rampart} inward.
David Grows To Be A Mighty King
2nd Samuel 5:10 David goes on. He grows
great. Yahweh-Elohim-over-armies
sticks with him. 11 *[Soon] Hiram
{White} king of Tyre {Rock-Port}
9

King David Reigns Over United Israel
1 Then [the leaders of] all the tribes of Israel
travel to David's [Headquarters] in Hebron
{Society}. They address [him,] saying,
“Look, we're your own flesh-and-bone!
2 —Even in the old days when Saul was
king over us, you were [the man] who led
out and brought [home the armies of] Israel.
So Yahweh decreed to you,
‘You [David] will feed my people Israel.
You'll be a head over [all] who rule with
El.’”
3 So all the elders of Israel amass before king [David] at Hebron {Society}.
There, faces [held high to] Yahweh [in heaven],
king David makes a [mutal-loyalty] pact
with the [nations' elders]. [Then] they anoint
David king over [united] Israel. [The HighPriest pours oil on David's head. He lays the crown on
David's hair. The crowd cheers!] 4 David begins to

David's
Hebron-based reign over Judea lasts for
7 years and 6 months. Later (in
Jerusalem) [David] reigns [for] 33 years
over united [north] Israel and Judea.
King David Seizes Jerusalem From
Pagans
6 King [David] and his men [march] to
Jerusalem to [confront] the Jebusite
{Threshers} who still occupy [Judean]
reign at age 30. He reigns for 40 years. 5
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sends ambassadors to David.
[They bring] cedar trees, and carpenters, and masons. They
build David a palace. 12 Then
David

proclaims, “Yahweh, [not
military strength] established me [as] king
over Israel! [Yahweh] exalted [my] kingdom
for the benefit of Israel, His people.”
[publicly]

True authorities exist to further YAH's goals, to
benefit YAH's people. All other authority is false.

Lustful King David Impregnates
Too Many Women
13 But, after David {Love} leaves Hebron
{Society}, [he makes the mistake of] grabbing
himself more concubines and wives out
of Jerusalem. So [more women] birth yet
more [quasi-illegitimate] sons and daughters
for David. 14 In Jerusalem, [many] women bear

sons to David {Love}. He names the [boys:] Shammua
{Stunner}, Shobab {Rebel}, Nathan {Gift}, and
Solomon {Peace-Man}; 15 …Ibhar {Choice}, Elishua {ElIs-Salvation}, Nepheg {Sprout}, and Japhia {Bright}; 16
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…and Elishama {El-Hears}, Eliada
Eliphalet {El-Gives-Deliverance}.

{El-Knows},

and

The Philistines Attack David's
Judea
17 Soon the Philistines hear that [Israel]
has anointed David king over [their united
nation]. So all the Philistine [warriors rush] up
[east toward Jerusalem] to hunt David, [to preempt him from seizing their Palestinian coastlands] . [A
spy tells] David about [the impending attack]. So
[David regroups his forces a few miles] downhill
[west from Jerusalem] at [his] stronghold [at Adullam]. 18 The Philistines [march west into Israel].
They spread out their [forces] in the valley of Rephaim {Giants}. 19 So David
consults Yahweh, asking, “Shall I go up
to [face] the Philistines [with praise-warfare]?
Will you deliver them into my hand?”
Yahweh responds to David,
“Go up. Never doubt. I will deliver the
Philistines into your hand.”
YAH intended for David and his men to praise him
while He himself supernaturally eliminated the foe.

*So David [rides out] to
the battleground. There David
strikes the [Philistines with praise-power].
[In triumph, David shouts], “Before my
[stunned] face, Yahweh burst forth
over my enemies , like a water
[dam] bursting!” So [David] calls the
name of that [battleground:] ‘BaalPerazim {Lord-Of-TheBreakthrough}.’
2nd Samuel 5:20

There is no indication that David used any military
force. David told you what happened: YHVH supernaturally flooded the enemy with his power.
21

There the

[Philistines run away screaming from

heaven's supernatural onslaught].

They abandon
their [priceless] idol-images. So David and
his men burn the [spiritually-contaminated treasures. They resist the temptation to take pagan gold and
jewels.]

Again Praise-Power Defeats Philistine Armies
22 But the Palestinians [march] up [west into
Israel] yet again. They deploy their [armies]
in the valley of Rephaim {Giants}. 23 So
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David {Love} consults Yahweh. [YAH]
says,
“Don't go up [to face this enemy]. Instead
[sneak] directly behind them. Confront
them [with praise-power] opposite the balsam trees.

*
Then when you hear the sound
of [angels] marching in the tops of
the balsam trees, jump up [and
shout praises,] as [I,] Yahweh, [rush]
out before your [stunned, singing]
face to defeat the Philistine
armies.”
24

Again, praise power triggers a supernatural victory,
without the use of military force.

So David [sneaks his praise-team behind the
Philistines,] as Yahweh commanded him.
[Yahweh] strikes the Philistines from Geba
{Hillock}[5.5 miles north of Jerusalem] all the way
to the entrance to Gezer {Portion}, [halfway to the Mediterranean sea-coast]!
25

2nd Samuel 6
David Starts To Bring The Ark To
Jerusalem
1 Again, David {Love} gathers together
all 30000 of the best [men] in Israel.
Corrupted translations use the word "troops" or
"soldiers". But there's nothing military about this
verse.

David mounts up. He travels
[east] with all his accompanying loyalists
to [the] Judaean [town called] Baale {Masters}.
From there [the priests] carry up the ark of
Elohim [toward Jerusalem. As they march, they]
proclaim the [sacred] name: the name of
“Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies enthroned [above] the cherubim.”
2

So

[king]

Baale = the old Caananite name of Kiriath-Jearim.

hoist the ark of Elohim onto
a new cart. They [wheel] it out of the
Flower-Hills house of Abinadab {Generous-Father}. [Abinadab's] sons (Uzzah
{Strong} and Ahio {Brotherly}) drive the
new cart.
3 [The priests]
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This use of a new cart broke YAH's commandment,
see Num 4:15, etc. Messing around with YAH's
commands produces judgment.

From the house, the [priests guide] Elohim's ark (on the cart) into the flower
hills. Ahio {Brotherly} walks in front of
[the cart]. 5 *Then, faces [up to]
Yahweh [in heaven], David {Love}
4

and

the whole [national] family of Israel celebrate!
[They dance! They play] all kinds of instruments made of fir wood,
harps, guitars, tambourines,
[shakers, castanets, drums,] cornets and
cymbals! [They raise a deafening roar!]
[people representing]

Uzzah Grabs The Ark & Dies
6 The [massive praise party] reaches Nachon's
threshing floor. [Suddenly] the oxen [step in
a hole. So] the cart shakes. Uzzah {Strong}
reaches out his hand. He grabs the ark
of Elohim, to steady it.
Nachon = Chidon (1Chr 13:9).

So Yahweh snorts fire-rage against
Uzzah {Strong}. To [prevent Uzzah's example
from] drawing [other people into underestimating the
awesome paranormal nation-destroying power of the ark] ,
Elohim immediately strikes Uzzah. So
[Uzzah] dies there beside the ark of Elohim. [Uzzah falls dead. The thud of his body scatters
7

grains across the threshing-floor.]

A well-meaning act can be so wrong that it demands punishment to prevent copycat-errors. True
"strength' comes not from your physical might but
from obeying YAH.

David {Love}[screams, “No!”][David rages], furious to see Yahweh's [power] break out on
Uzzah {Strong}. David re-names the
area [of the threshing-floor] ‘Perez-Uzzah [Breakout-Of-Strength].’ [That name that sticks] to this
day, ___.
Terrified King David Re-Locates The
Ark
9 David {Love}, terrified of Yahweh, immediately [drops to his knees, ___. He cries],
“How can the ark of Yahweh come to
me?’ 2nd Samuel 6:10 So [king] David refuses to move Yahweh's ark to [the proposed
temple-site] in the ‘citadel of David.’ Instead David [orders the priests to] carry [the
8
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over into the sanctuary of Obed-Edom {Southland-Worker} from Gath {WinePress-Town}. 11 So the ark of Yahweh
stays in the sanctuary of Obed-Edom
{Southland-Worker} for 3 months. [During this
time,] Yahweh blesses Obed-Edom and
his whole household.
ark]

Yah blesses this double-foreigner: a Red-Man
[Esau-spawn] from WinePress-Town in Philistine
territory.

a [messenger runs into
the throne room. He reports to] king David, “Yahweh keeps blessing the house of ObedEdom {Southland-Worker}. Everything
that belongs to [Obed-Edom prospers], because [he's stewarding] the ark of Elohim.”
So David rides [out with his priests. They then]
carry the ark of Elohim up from ObedEdom's sanctuary. [Finally, they dance] into
the city of David, [shouting for] joy! 13 The
[priests] carry the ark of Yahweh. They
walk 6 paces [into Jerusalem. Then king David
stops them. Then] he [and his helpers] slaughter
oxen and fattened sheep [as food for a sacred
feast celebration].
12

Then,

[back in Jerusalem,]

Without justification, the copycat translators misrepresent this steak-preparation as a "sacrifice."

David Dances Like A Wildman In
His Underwear

*[The feast ramps up into a praise-frenzy.]
David {Love} dances and shouts
with all his might. He lifts his
face [up to] Yahweh [in heaven]. [He
flaps around,] strapped with a linen
vest.
14

Praise is a mighty, athletic, scandalously-riotous
event, not a white-bread sunday snoozer. Mahalath
Leannoth = dancing with shoutings. See 1Chr
15:25-29.

*So David {Lover} and the
whole shouting, trumpet-blasting population of Israel usher
the ark of Yahweh up [the streets]
to the [sacred tent mount]. 16 *But as
Yahweh's ark advances into
the ‘city of David’, Michal
{Brook} (Saul's daughter) looks
through a [palace] window. She
15
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sees king David [wildly] leaping
and dancing before Yahweh. So
[Michal] despises [David] in her
heart.
The Richard Gere movie "David" portrays this
event with reasonable accuracy.

Meanwhile the [priests] carry Yahweh's
ark into the tent David pitched for it.
They set it in its place, in the middle [of
the sanctuary]. [There] David donates ascension-gifts and peace offerings [to feed the
nation at this sacred feast in the] presence [of]
Yahweh.
17

NOT ‘burnt offerings.’

And as soon as David finishes serving ascension-gifts and peace-donations [to the hungry feasters], he blesses the
people in the name-authority of
“Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies.” 19
Then David distributes among all the
people (the entire vast multitude of Israel, equally to the women as men) a
loaf of bread, and a portion of excellent
meat, and a raisin cake, for everyone.
Then, ___, all the people leave, each
to his own house.
18

There not being room for everyone to eat at the
tent site. “Meat” may be “food/bread.”

David's Wife Gripes At Him For
Wild-Praising

*Finally David
{Lover} returns to bless his
household. But Michal [Brook,]
Saul's daughter, [stomps] out to
confront David. [Mascara running down
her face, she gripes,] “How gloriously
[danced] the king of Israel today!
[You] exposed [your naked skin] before
[your] servants’ slave-girls' eyes
like some vulgar exhibitionist!”
2nd Samuel 6:20

Michal never stopped being Saul's daughter. She
never really emotionally became David's wife. She
carried some of her Dad's evil spirit into her troubled ‘marriage’ to David. They were technically
married but emotionally divorced.

King David Ditches His Praise-Hating Nag-Wife
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*So David {Love} [shouts at]
Michal {Brook}, “I [danced] before
Yahweh, who chose me over
your father, over [your Dad's]
whole family. [Yahweh] appointed
me, [not them,] ruler over the people of Yahweh, over Israel!
That's why I'll [always dance like crazy]!
[I'll] celebrate in Yahweh's face
['til I die]! 22 *—And [from now on] I'll
[dance] more wildly than I did today, until [even] my own eyes
view myself as humiliated! And
those servant-girls you [insulted]
will hold me in honor.” 23 *So,
___, [from that moment on, David refuses to
sleep with] Michal {Brook} the
daughter of Saul. So she remains childless to the day of
her death, [while David's other women
pump him out baby after baby]!
21

2nd Samuel 7

King David Plans To Build A Temple
Yahweh gives David
{Love} rest from all his surrounding enemies. David sits [enthroned] in his palace.
2 King [David] says to the prophet Nathan
{Gift}, “Look. Today I live in a cedar
palace. Meanwhile, the ark of Elohim
huddles in a fabric tent.” 3 Nathan {Gift}
says to the king, “Go, do everything in
your heart; for Yahweh is with you.”
1 [Time passes, ___.]

This is Nathan speaking on his own, with no authority from YAH. YAH quickly rebuts Nathan's presumption.

YAH Refuses To Let David Build
Him A Temple
4 But, ___, that night the word of Yahweh comes
to Nathan {Gift}. 5 [YAH] says,
"Go [to the palace]. Tell my servant [king]
David, ‘Yahweh says, “[You think] you'll
build Me a house, for Me to live in?
[alive]

6
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—[Remember,] since the time I brought up
the ‘sons of Israel’ out of Egypt, to this
very day, I haven't ‘dwelt’ in any house.
Rather I've ‘walked’ [the earth with] a tent
as [my] ‘dwelling.’
7

—In all the places I've ‘walked’ with all
the sons of Israel, did I say one word to
any of the tribal [chiefs] of Israel — whom
I commanded to feed my people Israel —
[did I] ask [them,] ‘Why aren't you building
me a cedar house?’ [No!]
So it is inconceivable that the Creator would authorize any church to go into debt to build a building.
Run screaming from any church that tries to get
you to pledge to pay their debt! Real Christianity
happens in the streets, not in whitewashed tombs.
8

—So now [Nathan,] tell my servant David,
“Yahweh-commander-of-armies declares: ‘I took you from the corral, from
following [your Dad's] sheep, to be ruler
over my people, over Israel.
9

—And I've been with you wherever you
went. I've cut off all your enemies from
your sight. I've made you a great
name, like the name of the great [est]
men who [ever walked] the earth!
2nd Samuel 7:10

—What's more, I [come to] assign a place
for my people who rule with [me]. I plant
them. So [if they obey me] they eventually
dwell in a home of their own. They never wander again. The spawn of evil
never again torment them, as in times
past.
11

—[Your foes have periodically tormented you,] my
people Israel, since the time I commanded judges to oversee you. But [I
soon] give you rest from all [the attacks and
threats of] your enemies.’”
[Nathan continues,] “Also, Yahweh tells you,
‘[I] am establishing you, [David, at
the head of] a [royal] dynasty.
Nathan Predicts The Messiah And
His Kingdom
12
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—Eventually your days come to an end.
You sleep [in death] beside your fore-fathers. Then I establish your ‘seed’ after
you. A [Messiah] man proceeds out of
your body. I [permanently] establish his
kingdom.
13

—[The Messiah] builds a [living] dynasty [bearing] my Name-Authority. I stabilize the
throne of [the Messiah's] kingdom forever.
Solomon built a temple. But his throne fell.
14

—I am [the Messiah's] father. And [the Messiah]
is for me a son. Depraved [people come to]
convict [the Messiah]. [They punish him with] the
club[s] of mortals and with the whipstripes of the nations of man.
Often misinterpreted as "When Solomon commits
iniquity, I punish Solomon with a rod such as mortals use, with blows inflicted by human beings." As
far as we know, Solomon was never beaten.
15

—But my mercy never departs from [the
Messiah], as I took [my mercy] from Saul,
whom I deposed before you, [David].
Solomon descended into addiction and idolatry. So
his kingdom shattered.
16

—And [through the Messiah,] your Dynasty
and your kingdom [rise,] established forever before you. Your throne [eventually]
stands [stable] forever.’”
David Praises YAH For Promising
Him A Dynasty
17 So, by repeating each of YAH's wordpictures, Nathan {Gift} paints the entire
vision [of the kingdom of Heaven] in David's
[mind], ___.
True Biblical communication is NEVER sermonizing.
Authoritative communication = cloning visions into
blind-people's minds.

Then king David [runs from his palace, down
into [the holy tent]. He sits [in the
dust]. [He lifts his] face to Yahweh [in heaven].
[He cries,] “Who am I, O Adonai Yahweh?
What is my family? [We never earned the right
to have] you raise me to [royalty]! 19 —Yet
making [me (a little shepherd boy) a great king]
18

the street,]
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was nothing in your sight, Adonai Yahweh. [Now] you've even predicted [that
you'll establish a] dynasty for [me,] your servant, for ages to come! Adonai Yahweh,
is [my line] leading [to] THE man, [the Messiah]?
This is David realizing with shock that his sperm
will produce much of the Messiah's DNA. All the
commercial translations convert this world-changing moment to silly gobbledygook, dropping the
“Ha” (the) in "Ha Adam," (The man).
2nd Samuel 7:20 —[I] can't tell you anything [you
don't already know]. You, Adonai Yahweh, know [me,] your

—You do all
these great wonders [by yourself]. [You] reveal [the future to me,] your servant. [You do it
all] to keep your promise[s], and to
demonstrate your [loving] heart. 22 *—
servant

[better than I know myself].

21

you're awesome,
Yahweh Elohim. There's no one
like you. No authority exists
except you. [You're supreme,] just
like [the prophets described you in] every
[Bible story] our ears have heard
[since childhood]. 23 —What other nation
[The bottom line is,]

on the earth is comparable to your people, [unique] like Israel? [You,] Elohim venture to redeem [us jerks] as [your] own
people! To [fame your] name, [you] perform
unprecedented, terrifying wonders for
[us,] your country. Before [the stunned faces of
us,] your people who you buy-back-from-slavery, [you snatch us back] to yourself from Egypt! [You continually rescue us]
from the beast-nations and their idolgods! 24 —Thus you establish Israel as
your own nation, a populace [meant to
serve] you forever. You, Yahweh [are our
sovereign] Elohim. 25 —[So please] now, O
Yahweh Elohim, as you promised, [inscribe into the fabric of the universe] this prediction you've spoken concerning [me,] your
servant. [Realize] your prophesy [that my children will grow into an everlasting] dynasty [of kings]!
26 —Your Name towers over all ages.
[My royal sons will forever shout,] ‘Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies is the Sovereign
over Israel!’ [So please] establish the dy-
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your servant David {Love}.
[Guard my prince-sons with] your presence. 27
—The only way I found [the courage] in my
heart to ask this [grand favor] of you is that
you, Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies,
Elohim of Israel, revealed [the future] to
[me,] your servant. You prophesied, ‘I'll
build you a dynasty!’ 28 —Finally [I see],
Oh Adonai Yahweh, [that] you are [the ultimate sovereign], the ELoah. Your words define truth. [I adore you for] speaking this
beautiful [revelation] to [me,] your servant.
29 —So immediately, delight in blessing
the dynasty of [me,] your servant. Make
[my lineage] continue forever. [Let us rule] in
your presence. For you, Oh Adonai Yahweh, foretold [our reign]. So adore and
prosper the royal line of [me,] your servant, for [all] ages.”
[me,]

2nd Samuel 8
King David Defeats Many Surrounding Enemies
1 Time passes, ___. David evicts the
Philistines [from Israel]. He subdues them.
And David snatches Metheg-Ammah
{Bit-Of-The-Metropolis} out of the Philistine
fist.
These conquests not specifically commanded by
YAH. Meteg-Amah can mean: Bridle Of The Mother-City (the seat of government.) This refers to
Gath (Winepress-City) and her towns. See 1Chr
18:1.

And David defeats [incestuous] Moab. He
divides their [survivors] into groups, cordoned off with rope[s]. He makes the
[killers] lay down on the ground. He executes these [perverse combatants] within the
first rope. But he keeps alive the [innocents] inside the 2nd rope. So the [surviving] Moabites become David's subjects.
They bring [him] tribute-gifts.
2

This fulfills Balaam's prediction in Num 24:17. The
torturous even/odd execution idea is open to interpretation. YAH is not recorded as commanding it. If
David had wanted to randomly kill 2 out of 3 people, he didn't need to measure them with ropes.
3

David also strikes
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hob {Wide-Open}, king of [the Syrian region of]
Zobah {Station}. [David cuts off Hadadezer's
march] to re-capture [Syria's] border [obelisk]
near the [upper] Euphrates River.
Or “David, on his way to establish his dominion as
far as the Euphrates River...” See 1chr 18:2.

From [king] Hadadezer, David seizes
1000 chariots, 7000 horsemen, and
20000 footmen. David snatches the
chariot horses, reserving [enough horses to
pull] 100 [of his] chariots.
4

Normally translated "hamstrings the horses," such
violence certainly not commanded by YAH.

The Syrians of Damascus [ride] into [the
to help Hadadezer {Helped-ByThe-Idol-Hadad}, king of Zobah {Station}.
So [using praise-power] David slays 22000
Syrian [soldiers].
5

battlefield]

YAH did not command David to kill humans with
military force.

Then David builds garrisons in [and
Damascus, the capitol [city] of
[Highland] Syria. So the Syrians become
servants to David. They pay [him] tribute. Yahweh preserves David {Love} everywhere he goes.
King David Seizes Treasures For
Priestly Work
7 David {Love}[rips] the shields of gold off
of the [dead bodies of] the officers of [king]
Hadadezer {Helped-By-The-Idol-Hadad}.
[David] carts the [shields] to Jerusalem. 8
And from Betah {Safe-Place} and
Berothai {Cypress} (cities of [king]
Hadadezer,) king David seizes overwhelming amounts of bronze. 9 In [his
western-Syrian palace at] Hamath {Joined-Walls},
Toi {Trickster} (king of [the Sons Of Terror])
hears that David has defeated [king]
Hadadezer's entire army. 2nd Samuel 8:10
[Toi smiles, delighted,] because Hadadezer
had fought wars against Toi {Trickster}.
So Toi sends his prince-son JAHoram
{YAH-Raised} to king David. [JAHoram]
salutes [David]. [He] kneels [before David, congratulating] him for devouring and eradicating [evil king] Hadadezer. [JAHoram presents
David with treasures] of silver, gold and brass.
11 King David dedicates [these treasures] to
6

around]
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Yahweh's [sacred work], along with the [other] silver and gold he dedicated from
[plundering] all the beast-nations he conquered. 12 [David donates treasures he seized]
from [Highland] Syria, Moab, the [inbred]
spawn of Ammon, the Philistines, [the]
Amalekite {Blood-Lickers}, plus the spoil
from Hadadezer {Helped-By-The-Idol-Hadad}, son of Rehob {Wide-Open},
king of Zobah {Station}. 13 [Then] David
gains more fame upon returning from
evicting 18 thousand Syrian [combatants]
in Salt Valley.
18000 = 600*30

King David Reigns Over The
Promised Land
14 [David] stations [army] garrisons
throughout Edom {Esau's-Southland}. So
all the Edomite {Red-Men} become
David's subjects. Yahweh saves David
wherever he goes! 15 So David reigns
over united Israel. David executes Law
and justice for all his people. 16 [General]

Joab {JAH-Dad} the son of Zeruyah {Balm} commands [David's]
armies. JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment} the son of
Ahilud {Brother-Born} [serves as David's] chief adviser.
Or “as recorder/ royal historian.”
17 Zadok {Righteous} the son of Ahitub {Good-Brother},
and Ahimelech {Brother-King} the son of Abiathar
{Generous-Father}, serve as [Jerusalem's chief] priests. Ser-

And
YAHoyada's son BenaYAH {YAH-Built} supervises both the Cherethite {Executioners} and the Pelethite {Couriers/Bodyguards/Messengers}. And David's sons
[serve] as [high] officials.
aYah

{YAH-Wins}

serves as

[David's]

secretary. 18

Here ends the prosperous segment of David's
reign. David here mixes religion with the war-state. Tragedy always results from that witch's
brew. Also, most of David's sons were Daddy-starved spoiled brats who had no right to rule.

2nd Samuel 9
David Provides For Saul's Son
(Mephibosheth)
1 [One day king] David {Love} asks [his counselors], “Does anyone from Saul's family
[remain] alive? [I want to] show [them] kindness [in memory of my best friend] JAHnathan
{JAH's-Gift}. 2 [David's horsemen race to] bring [David] a
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named Ziba {Station}, [a former] servant of Saul's
family. [Ziba walks into the throne room, trembling.] King [David]
asks him, “Are you Ziba?” [Ziba] answers, “[I,] your
[man]

[Ziba].” 3 King [David] replies, “Is
anyone left [alive] from [king] Saul's family? I [want] to show [them] the kindness of
ELohim.” Ziba replies to the king, “JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}[left] one [surviving] son,
with lame legs.” 4 So king [David] answers [Ziba],

servant, am

“Where is [Jonathan's crippled son]?” Ziba answers the king,
“[You'll] find him in Lo-Debar {No-Pasture}, in the house
of AmmiEl's son Machir {Salesman}.” 5 So king David
sends [horsemen] to Lo-Debar {No-Pasture}. They fetch
[the cripple] from the house of AmmiEl's son Machir

Mephibosheth {He-BlowsAway-Shame} (the son of [king] Saul's boy,
JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}) [limps] in to
David's [throne-room]. He falls on his face
in reverence [to David]. David [smiles,]
“Mephibosheth.” [The cripple] answers,
“See; [I'm] your servant!” 7 *David
{Salesman}.

6

says to [Mephibosheth], “Never fear:
I'm determined to show you
kindness in [memory of] your father
JAHnathan {YAH's-Gift}. I'll restore to you all the land [previously
owned by] your grandfather, [king]
Saul. And you'll always eat
food at my [royal] table.” 8 *[Mephibosheth] bows [his face to the marble floor].
He replies, "What am [I]? Why
would you look [with favor] on a
dead dog like me, [your servant]?”
Humility gets you everything.

immediately summons Ziba
Saul's ex-servant. [David] says
to [Ziba], “I've awarded [Mephibosheth,] your
master [Saul's][grand]son, everything that
belonged to [king] Saul's entire dynasty.
2nd Samuel 9:10 So you, your 15 sons,
and your 20 servants will till the land
for [Mephibosheth]. You'll bring [him] crops,
so your master [Saul's] progeny can have
food to eat. Mephibosheth, your master's [grand]son, will forevermore eat [royal] food at my table.” 11 Then Ziba {Station} answers king [David], “[I] your servant, will exactly perform everything
9

King

[David]

{Station},
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that [you,] my lord, have commanded
me, your servant.” King [David] decrees
[to all the officials in his royal halls], “Mephibosheth {He-Blows-Away-Shame}, will eat
at my table, as [if he were] one of [my] royal sons.” 12 Mephibosheth [and] his young
son (Micha {Incomparable}) [move into luxury
in David's palace]. From [then on,] everyone living in the house of Ziba {Station} works
as Mephibosheth's servants. 13 So
Mephibosheth {He-Blows-Away-Shame}
lives in Jerusalem. He eats [every day] at
king [David's] table. [A full belly grows above his]
lame feet.

2nd Samuel 10
Snake-Hiss's Son Humiliates
David's Envoys
1 [Time passes, ___.] Ammon's king Nachash {Snake-Hiss}
dies. So his son Hanun {Favored} reigns on [Nachash's
2 Then [king] David {Love} says, “I'll
show kindness to Nachash's son Hanun
{Favored}, like [Hanun's] father [Nachash]
showed kindness to me.” So David
sends [messengers and gift-bearers] to comfort
[king Hanun over the death of] his father. David's
envoys travel [east], into the land of the
[inbred] spawn of Ammon. 3 But the
princes of the [inbred] spawn of Ammon
[hiss] to their lord Hanun {Favored}, “Do
you think David is [really] honoring your
[dead] father by sending sympathy-messengers to you? [No.] David is sending
his servants to you to search [our] city,
to spy it out, to overthrow it!”
throne].

An example of loving your enemies being harder
than it sounds. It doesn't always work the first
time. Like anything else, "If at first you don't succeed by loving your enemies, try, try again."

*So [evil king] Hanun {Favored}
seizes [king] David's envoys. He
shaves off one half of each
[man's] beard. He cuts off their
[pants] in the middle, exposing
their buttocks! Then he drives
them away.
4

Or, 'cuts their robes'.
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to tell king David [how the pagan
king stripped & shaved his envoys]. So David
sends [a delegation east] to meet [Israel's] horribly embarrassed ambassadors. [The
messengers] say, “Wait at Jericho {MoonSpirit} until your beards grow back.
Then return [west to Judea].”
5 [Soldiers run]

A beard is a symbol of authority. A shaved male
face is a symbol of homosexual submission.

Ammonites Hire Syrian Armies To
Attack Israel
6 Soon the [inbred] spawn of Ammon see
that they're stinking in David's face. So
[the Ammonites] send [envoys ~50 miles north] to
hire Syrian [mercenaries] from Beth-Rehob
{House-Of-The-Way}, plus 20 thousand
other Syrian footmen from Zoba {Station}, plus the king of Maacah {Press}
with 1000 men, plus 12 thousand fighters from Ish-Tob {Good-Man}. 7 [King]
David's [spies] warn him of the [oncoming attack]. So he sends [General] Joab {JAH-Dad}
leading [Judah's] army of trained warriors.
8 Meanwhile, the [inbred] spawn of Ammon [march] out. They put [their] battle
[forces] in array at the entrance to [their
city] gate. Meanwhile the Syrians of
Zoba {Station}, and of Rehob {Wide-Open},
and Ish-Tob {Good-Man}, and Maacah
{Press}, [ready] themselves [to attack Israel
from] the field[s]. 9 [David's General] Joab {JAHDad} sees battle lines [squeezing] him in
front and behind. So he chooses of all
the best [warriors] of Israel. [Joab marches]
them into [battle] formation. [They] face
the Syrian [killers]. 2nd Samuel 10:10 [General
Joab] puts the rest of [Israel's soldiers] into
the hands of his brother Abishai {FatherOf-Gifts}. [Abishai] deploys those [troops]
against the [inbred] spawn of Ammon. 11
[Joab shouts,] “If the Syrians prove too
strong for me, then you [send your forces to]
help me. Similarly, if the [inbred] spawn
of Ammon [fight] too strong for you, then
I'll come [with my troops] to help you. 12 —
Seize courage! Let's be men for our
people, and for the cities of our Elohim!
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Yahweh does whatever He sees
as good.”
Israel Gores A Syrian/Ammonite
Terrorist Army
13 So [General] Joab {JAH-Dad} advances
with his [soldiers] to battle against the
Syrians. [Terrified by a spirit from YAH,] the [Syrians] flee before [Joab]. 14 The [inbred] spawn
of Ammon see the Syrians fleeing. So
the [spawn of Ammon] also flee before [general]
Abishai {Father-Of-Gifts}. [The Ammonites] retreat into [their] city. So [general] Joab
{JAH-Dad} returns from [defeating] the Ammon-spawn. [Joab marches his army ~25 miles
west, past the Jordan river,] into Jerusalem. 15
The [abandoned] Syrians see Israel goring
their [invasion forces]. So the [Syrians] regroup
their [surviving] mercenaries.
[I pray]

Syrians ~= Arameans.

So [Syrian king] Hadarezer {Hadar-Is-Help}
sends messengers to bring [reinforcement]
Syrian [mercenaries south] from beyond the
[Euphrates] river. These [fresh troops] march
[south] to Helam {Fortress}[near Israel's northern
edge]. Shobach {Thicket} (the General of
Hadarezer's Army) [rides his chariot] before
[his new troops]. 17 [Messengers rush] to tell [king]
David [that new armies are heaping against him]. So
[David] amasses all [the men of] Israel together. He crosses [them east] over [the]
Jordan [river]. Then he [marches them far north]
to Helam {Fortress}. There the Syrians
set their [troops] in array against David's
[army]. Then the [Syrians] attack! 18 But the
Syrians flee before Israel. [With praisepower,] David kills 700 Syrian chariot-soldiers, plus 40 thousand horsemen!
[David] even strikes [General] Shobach
{Thicket}, the head of the [evil] army. So
[Shobach] dies there.
16

If this was a carnal slaughter, YHVH did not command it.

So all the kings [under the dominion of]
Hadarezer {Hadar-Is-Help} see that Israel
has gored them. So they make peace
with, and serve Israel. So the Syrians
fear to ever again help the [inbred] spawn
of Ammon.
19
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2nd Samuel 11

her secret message]

behind Joab. They march east past the Jordan river.]

They destroy the [inbred] spawn of Ammon. They besiege Rabbah {Plenty}.
Meanwhile, David stays in Jerusalem. 2

*Then, one sunset, [sleepless] David {Lover} gets up
off his [giant] bed. He [stalks
up to] the royal palace's
rooftop [veranda]. Walking
there, he sees a woman
bathing herself. [David won't
stop staring, because] she's so
hot looking. 3 So [king] David
to ask if the woman is
[willing to come bed him]. One [of the woman's neighbors] says, “I think that's Eliam's daughter Bath-Sheba {Oath-Daughter}. She's
the wife of UriYah {YAH's-Flame} the Hittite {Son-Of-Terror}.” 4 *[Ignoring the neigh[a messenger]

David sends
messengers to get [his warrior's wife].
So [Bath-Sheba] comes to [David]. [He
finds out that] she's cleaned-up from
her period. So he beds her.
Then she returns to her house.
bor lady's good advice, king]

David is more concerned about ritual law than
moral law. Punctilious about Lev 5:18 while violating the 7th commandment! Various visualizations
of this event:
She wants to diddle the king. She baited him by
bathing outside in his plain view.
Or she's hesitant, but he woos her.
Or she's resistant, but he forces her.
She should have refused.

*[Bath-Sheba] conceives. So she
sends [a messenger to the palace. He delivers
5
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to David, “I'm

with-child.”

Peeping-Tom Warlord David Commits Adultery
1 A year passes. [Spring blooms. Various] kings
[march] out to battle. So [king] David deploys [General] Joab {JAH-Dad}. [Joab's]
deputies and all [the warriors of] Israel [trail

sends
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She seeks David's protection because she violated
Lev 20:10.

David sends [a messenger east across
to [General] Joab {JAH-Dad}[at
the battlefield]: “Send me UriYah {YAH'sFlame} the Hittite {Son-Of-Terror}.” So
Joab sends UriYah [back home] to David. 7
UriYah {YAH's-Flame} runs to [David's throne
room]. [King] David asks, “How's [General]
Joab doing? … How's the [army] surviving? … How's the war going?” 8 [David
doesn't even listen to Uriyah's answer.] David says
to UriYah {YAH's-Flame}, “Go down to
your house. Wash your ‘feet.’” [Meaning,
“Get cleaned up and bed your wife.”] So UriYah
leaves the royal palace. [A trail of David's servants follow UriYah. They carry] royal food for
[Uriyah and his wife to enjoy]. 9 *But instead
6

So

[king]

the Jordan river]

of going back home to his
house [to sleep with his wife,] UriYah
{YAH's-Flame} sleeps at the royal
palace gate beside [king David's royal]
guard! 2nd Samuel 11:10 [King] David's
report to him, “UriYah didn't go
down to his house.” So David [stomps down
from his chambers. He] asks UriYah, “Didn't
you [just] come from a long journey?
Why didn't you go down to your
house?” 11 *UriYah {YAH's-Flame}
[spies]

answers [king] David, “[YAH's] ark,
and [the soldiers of north] Israel and
Judea, [sleep] in war-tents. My
master [General] Joab {JAH-Dad},
and [his commanders], are camping in
the [enemy's] open fields. So how
could I go into my house, to
eat and drink, and lie with my
wife? As you live, and while
you [draw] breath, I won't [enjoy a
night with my wife until all my fellow soldiers come
home]!” 12 [King]

David answers UriYah
{YAH's-Flame}, “Wait here today. Then
tomorrow I'll let you go [back to battle].” So
UriYah stays in Jerusalem that day and
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the next. 13 [The next day, king] David summons [UriYah]. [David] feeds him royal food
and gets him drunk [on wine]. But that
night [UriYah] staggers back down to lie
on [a cot] beside the soldiers of commander [Joab,] instead of going to his house
[to sleep with his wife, Bath-Sheba]!
King David Kills His Pregnant
Lover's Husband
14 So the [next] morning, [king] David
writes a letter to [General] Joab {JAH-Dad}.
[David] sends [the letter east] by the hand of
UriYah {YAH's-Flame}. 15 *[David writes

words in the letter: “Set
UriYah {YAH's-Flame} in the forefront of the hottest battle.
Then retreat from him until the
[enemy] strikes him dead.” 16 *So
[general] Joab {JAH-Dad} looks [up] at
the [flaming] city. He sends UriYah
{YAH's-Flame} to a place where he
knows the [most] valiant [Jew-hating
enemies are fighting]. 17 *Then the men
of the [pagan] city rush out. They
attack Joab's men. The [pagans]
kill some of David's deputies.
UriYah {YAH's-Flame} the Hittite
dies [with them]. 18 Then [General] Joab
these]

sends [messengers west to Jerusalem's
palace]. They tell [king] David all the news
from the war. 19 [Joab] commands the
messenger, “Tell all the news of the war
to king [David]; 2nd Samuel 11:20 —Then the
king's fire-rage may flame up. He [might
scream at] you, ‘Why did you advance so
close to the city when you fought? Didn't you know the [enemy] would shoot
[you] from the wall? 21 —Who struck
[ancient] AbiMelech {Father-King} (the son
of Jerubbesheth {Idol-Wrangler})? Didn't
a woman cast a piece of a millstone on
him from the wall, so that he died in
Tevetz {Bleached-White}? [Yes!] So why did
you [storm] the wall?’ Then you'll answer,
‘Your servant UriYah {YAH's-Flame} the
Hittite also died.’” 22 So the messenger
{JAH-Dad}
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[rides away west from the battlefield to Jerusalem, to the
palace].

He runs [into the throne-room]. He
presents [to king] David the [messages General]
Joab {JAH-Dad} sent him to [deliver]. 23
The messenger says to [king] David, “The
[pagans] totally overpowered our [army].
The [infidels] rushed out to [attack] us in the
field while we were storming their city
gate. 24 The [enemy] archers shot [arrows
down] from their [fortress] wall. [They murdered
many of us,] your servants. Some of [your]
royal deputies died… And your servant
UriYah {YAH's-Flame} the Hittite died.”
[The messenger winces, bracing for the impact of king

David answers the
messenger, “Say this to Joab {JAH-Dad},
‘Don't let this [setback] displease you. For
the sword devours one as well as another. Strengthen your attack against
the city. Overthrow it.’ Encourage [General Joab].”
David Marries The Wife Of His Murder Victim
26 [Soon Bath-Sheba,] the wife of UriYah
{YAH's-Flame}, hears that her husband
lies dead, ___. She mourns her [lost]
soul-mate. 27 *[BathSheba's] mourning
David's wrath.] 25 [King]

period passes. [King] David sends
[soldiers] to bring her to his
palace. She becomes his wife.
[8 months later,] she bears him a
son. But Yahweh eyes [king]
David's [murderous adultery with] rage,
___!

2nd Samuel 12
Nathan The Prophet Busts Murderer King David
1 So Yahweh sends [the prophet] Nathan
{Gift} to [confront king] David. [Nathan storms into
the throne-room. He walks up to king David,] then
says, “Two men live in one city: one
rich [man], and the other poor. 2 The rich
man owns more flocks and herds [than he
can count]. 3 *Whereas the poor

man owns nothing, except one
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little ewe lamb, which he's
bought and nourished up [from
birth]. [She] grows up together
with him, and with his children. [The lamb] eats from [the poor
man's plate of] food. [She] drinks from
[the man's] own cup. [She] lays on
his chest. [The lamb] is like the [poor
man's] daughter. 4 One day a traveler
comes to the rich man's [mansion]. But
the rich man refuses to take [a lamb]
from his huge flock or herd to [cook] for
the arriving journeyman. [Instead, the rich
man] steals the poor man's lamb! He
dresses it for the [arriving] traveler.” 5
[King] David's anger fires high against
the ‘greedy rich man’. [David growls] to
Nathan {Gift}, “As Yahweh lives, the
man who [stole that lamb] dies. DEAD! 6 But
first he'll give [the poor man] 4 lambs, because he mercilessly [stole the poor guy's pet].”
7 Nathan {Gift}[shouts] to [king] David,
“You're the [greedy rich] man [who deserves to
die]! Yahweh Elohim of Israel decrees,
‘I anointed you king over Israel! I rescued you out of [mad king] Saul's powerfist!
8

—I gave you your master's [palace]. [I laid]
your master's women on your chest. I
gave you the dynasties of [north] Israel
and Judea. And if that had been too little, I would have given to you thousands of times more [treasures and beauties
and kingdoms].”

*[Nathan continues,] “Why have you
despised the commandment of
Yahweh? You wreak ruin beneath his [furious] eyes! You murdered UriYah {YAH's-Flame} the
Hittite with the sword. You
stole his wife to be your own.
You massacred [an innocent man]
with the sword[s] of the [inbred]
spawn of Ammon! 2nd Samuel 12:10
9
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So now, because you've despised me,
and you robbed the wife of UriYah
{YAH's-Flame} the Hittite to be your own
[personal slut,] the sword will never depart
from your house! 11 *Yahweh de-

crees,
‘See [your future]! From [inside] your
own family-home, [your actions]
raise up adversity against you.
I take your wives before your
eyes! I give [your women] to your
[soul] mate. He beds your wives
in the sight of the sun!
12 *
—You secretly [murdered your own warhero]! So [your wives soon get violated] in
the face of the whole [nation of]
Israel, with the sun looking
down [on their naked, sweating, writhing fornicating bodies]!”
David's own son (Absalom) violates 10 of David's
women, apparently with their consent.

David [cries] to Nathan {Gift},
“I've sinned against Yahweh.” Nathan
answers David, “[You're repenting. So] Yahweh has taken away your sin-guilt. You
won't die.
13 [King]

David is already forgiven the instant he truly repents. You can repent of murder, even murderous
adultery, and go to heaven. But the mess remains.

However, because [your] acts [of murdergive great excuses for the enemies of Yahweh to blaspheme Him,
the child [your adulteress] bore to you will
surely die.
14

ous adultery]

The baby goes to heaven and skips this h*ll on
earth. A good deal for the child.

He leaves [the
to his sanctuary. [Meanwhile,]
Yahweh strikes the [baby boy whom]
UriYah's wife bore to David. [The baby]
gets [deathly] ill. 16 So [king] David begs
Elohim [to heal] the child. David fasts. He
staggers into [the baby's nursery]. He lies all
night on the floor, [praying & weeping]. 17 The
elders from [king] David's family get up
15

Nathan

[spins on his heel].

palace. He returns]
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[in the middle of the night].

They [rush] to [David in
the palace. They] lift him up from the [nursery
floor]. But he [clings to the ground]. He refuses
to eat food with them. 18 *Then, on

the 7th day [after Nathan's
pronouncement,] the child dies. But
David's servants fear to tell
[David] the baby is dead. They
say, “Look, while the child was
alive, we spoke to [David]. But he
wouldn't listen to our voice.
Who knows how he'll harm
himself if we tell him [his] infant
lies dead!” 19 *But David sees
his servants whispering. So
David figures the child died. So
David asks his servants, “Is [my]
baby dead?” They answer,
“Yes, he's dead.” 2nd Samuel 12:20
*So David struggles up from
the floor. He showers. He oils
himself. He changes his [stinky]
clothes. He staggers [down the
street] into Yahweh's sanctuary.
[There David falls down on the ground. He sings

praises [to YAH]. Later
David goes back to his [palace].
Later he asks [for food]. So his [servants] set [a meal] before him. Finally he eats.
sobbing]

Praise is the most healing response to heartbreak.

Then [king] David's advisers ask him,
“We don't [understand you]. You fasted and
wept for the child while he was alive.
Yet when the child died, you got up and
ate food. [Shouldn't it be the other way around?]” 22
[David replies,] “While the baby was still
alive, I fasted and wept. I said, ‘Who
can tell? Maybe Yahweh will be gracious
to me and [let my] child live.’ 23 *But
21

now [my baby lies] dead. So why
should I fast? Can I bring him
back [from the grave]? [No.] I'll go to
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him [in death]. But he won't return
to me [in this life].
Actually the baby's resurrection was a possibility,
albeit an extreme long-shot.

David's New Queen Bath-Sheba
Births Solomon

*Then [king] David [goes to] comfort his [new] wife, Bath-Sheba
{Oath-Daughter}. He goes into [the
royal bedchamber where] she [lies weeping. He]
beds her [again. 9 months later,] she
bears a son. [David] names [the boy]
“Solomon {Peace-Man}.” And Yahweh loves [Solomon, even though he's a
child born from murderous adultery].
24

Yet Solomon's life ends in tragedy.

So Yahweh sends [David a message]
through [His right] hand [man]: the prophet
Nathan {Gift}. [Nathan tells David] to name
[Solomon] ‘JedidiYah {YAH's-Beloved}.’
David & Joab Defeat The Inbred
Spawn Of Ammon
26 Meanwhile, [General] Joab {JAH-Dad}
fights [Israel's war] against Rabbah {Plenty},
[the royal Arabian city] of the [inbred] spawn of
Ammon. [Finally Joab] takes [the city].
25

Rabbah is now Amman, a major world city with
over 4 million inhabitants.

So Joab {JAH-Dad} sends messengers
[~25 miles west past the Jordan river] to tell [king]
David, “I've overpowered Rabbah {Plenty}. I've seized their municipal wattersupply. 28 —So hurry. Amass the rest of
your [soldiers]. Set up a war-camp against
[Rabbah] city. [Finish] capturing it, or [I'll invade]. Then [everyone] will re-name [the city]
after me [instead of you].” 29 So [king] David
gathers all his [troops] together. [He marches
them northeast] to Rabbah {Plenty}. They besiege the city. They capture it. 2nd
Samuel 12:30 Then [king] David takes the
crown from the head of [Ammonite] king
[Malkam]. It weighs 1 talent [66 pounds] of
gold and precious stones! [Two men] lift it
onto [king] David's head. Then David [and
his troops] haul out massive stores of
plunder from [Rabbah] city. 31 [David] then
brings out the people inside [Rabbah city].
27
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He puts them to labor with saws, iron
picks [and plows], and iron axes. He makes
them work [hot] brick-kiln[s]. He [conscripts]
all [people of] the cities of the [inbred] spawn
of Ammon. [Finally,] David and all [his Israeli
warriors] return [~25 miles west] to Jerusalem.

2nd Samuel 13
King David's Son Amnon Rapes His
Sister Tamar

*[Time passes, ___. Prince] Amnon
{Support}, [the firstborn] son of [king]
David, [sits looking through his mansion bed1

room window. He peeps into the adjacent man-

beautiful half-sister, [princess] Tamar
{Tall-Palm}, the full-sister of AbShalom {Father-of-Peace}. [She glistens
sion's bathroom window. He sees his]

in the candlelight. She pours water over her perfect

Amnon [flushes], vexed [with lust]. He
feels love-sick for his sister Tamar {TallPalm}. But, her being a virgin, Amnon
can't figure out a way to [bed her without getting caught]. 3 So Amnon [consults] his [cousin]
‘friend’ Jonadab {JAH's-Big-Man}, (the son
of [king] David's brother Shimeah
{Proclamation}). Jonadab [comes up with] a
[devilishly] shrewd [plan]. 4 Jonadab whispers to Amnon, “Why are you, the
king's son, getting skinnier every day?
[Dark circles grow under your eyes.] Tell me [your secret pain].” Amnon answers [Jonadab], “I'm
hot for [princess] Tamar {Tall-Palm}. [But I
can't bed her, because she's] my brother AbShalom's sister.” 5 *So Jonadab
{JAH's-Big-Man} [hisses] to [prince Amnon],
body.] 2

“Go lay down on your bed.
Make yourself [look] sick. When
your father [king David] comes to
see you, beg him, “Please, [Dad],
let my sister Tamar {Tall-Palm}
come give me food. [She'll] prepare the [meal] before my eyes.
Then I'll see it [and get hungry]. Then
she can hand-feed it to me.” 6
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Amnon lays down [in his
royal canopy-bed]. He [bruises his eyes to] make
himself [appear] sick. So king [David] comes
to see him. Amnon groans to the king,
“Please, let my sister Tamar {Tall-Palm}
come make me a couple of cakes in my
sight, so she can hand-feed me. [I'm too
weak to feed myself.]” 7 So [king] David sends
[messengers] to Tamar's [mansion]. [The messengers] tell [her], “Go [right] now to your
brother Amnon's mansion. Make him
some food.’ 8 So Tamar {Tall-Palm}[throws
[that night prince]

on her long, beautiful robe (the kind of robe the king's vir-

to her brother
Amnon's mansion. She [sees] him lying
down [in his bedroom]. So she takes flour [to
Amnon's kitchen]. She kneads it. She forms
cakes. [All the] while, [prince Amnon] watches
gin daughters wear). She runs]

[her from his bed. His lust grows stronger every second.
She] bakes the cakes. [Amnon stares at TallPalm's body moving beneath her beautiful robe.] 9

Tamar {Tall-Palm} takes a pan [from a
kitchen rack]. She turns out the cakes [on the
counter]. [Prince] Amnon can see [everything she
does through his bedroom doorway]. But [Prince
Amnon] refuses to eat. Amnon [whispers to
Jonadab], “ Send everybody away from
me.” So all of Amnon's [servants and hangers-on] leave [Amnon's mansion].
This is where the sin is sealed: the minute two
people go behind closed doors alone. Righteous
people NEVER go behind closed doors alone with
anyone with whom sexual sin is a possibility. And
they never put a media-viewer (phone, computer,
TV) that could access pornography in a room
where they go alone. That's the "Billy Graham"
rule. Follow it, and you stay out of trouble.

Amnon [croaks] to
[princess] Tamar {Tall-Palm}, “Bring the
food into the bedroom, so I can eat it
[from] your hand.” So Tamar takes the
cakes she's made. She brings them [from
the kitchen] toward her brother Amnon's
bedroom. [Amnon grins to himself under the sheets.]
11 *Tamar {Tall-Palm} brings the
2nd Samuel 13:10 [Prince]

cakes to Amnon. [She smiles, “Eat, my
brother.”] Amnon grabs Tamar. He
[hisses] to her, “Come. Lay with
me, my sister.” 12 But Tamar {TallPalm}[claws]
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“No, my brother, don't force me! No
such [evil] ought to be done in Israel!
Don't commit this wicked [crime]! 13 *—

Think about me! How could I
ever get rid of my shame? [If you
rape me], you'll [never be king. You'll just be
another] fool in Israel. Go now,
please, speak to [Daddy] the king.
He'll [give you permission to marry me even
though I'm your half-sister].”
Probably a ruse to buy time.

*But [prince] Amnon refuses to
listen to [princess] Tamar's voice.
Rather, his overpowering
[muscles] force her [down beneath him on
the bed]. He ravishes her. 15 *Then
Amnon hates Tamar {Tall-Palm}
with [demonic] fire. The hatred
Amnon [hurls at] her outdoes [all]
the lust he'd [ever] felt for her.
So he growls to her, “Get up
[from my bed]. Get out of here!”
14

Wrong use of sex produces hatred, not love.

But Tamar {Tall-Palm} objects to Amnon, “How can you [banish me]? The evil
you're doing by [rejecting me hurts] more
than your [raping] me.” But Amnon refuses to listen to [Tall-Palm]. 17 Then Amnon
calls his helper-servant. [Amnon] shouts,
“Get his woman out of my room. Bolt
the door after her. Now!” 18 Tamar {TallPalm}[gathers] her long, colorful robe on
her [shaking body]. [Amnon's] servant hauls
her out. [Amnon] bolts the door behind
her. 19 Tamar {Tall-Palm} throws ashes
on her head. She rips her long, colorful
garment [into shreds] on her body. She
lays her hand on her head. She goes on
crying. 2nd Samuel 13:20 *So (Tamar's
16

full-brother)

AbShalom
{Father-of-Peace} asks her, “Has
your brother Amnon been with
you?” [She cries, whimpering, speechless. Her
[prince]

tears cascade down her tattered robe. AbShalom
says,]

“Keep your rape a secret,
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my sister. Amnon is your halfbrother. [Protect your reputation.] Forget
it ever happened.” So Tamar
{Tall-Palm} stays [depressed and] lonely in her brother AbShalom's
mansion. 21 Soon king David hears
[about the incest-rape].

He boils over in rage.
Absalom Revenge-Kills His RapistBrother
22 Meanwhile, AbShalom {Father-ofPeace}[stews. He secretly plans his revenge.][He

refuses to say anything good or
bad to his [pervert] brother Amnon. AbShalom hates Amnon for forcing his sister Tamar {Tall-Palm}[into his sin-stained bed].
23 Two full years [pass]. AbShalom [gallops
his chariots to visit his] sheepshearers in BaalHazor {Lord's-Village}, beside [the]
Ephraim {Double-Fruit}[hills]. There AbShalom invites all [his fellow] sons of king
[David to an assassination-conspiracy meeting]. 24 AbShalom [gallops his black horse] to king [David.
AbShalom shrewdly] says, “Look, [Dad. I,] your
servant, have sheep shearers [working in
the country]. Please, you and your staff
come [on a vacation] with [me,] your servant.” 25 But king [David] answers [prince]
AbShalom, “No, my son. Let's not all go
[at one] time. You don't want to [have to]
manage all of [my royal brats].” So AbShalom presses David. Still, David refuses to go [on the royal holiday]. But David
blesses AbShalom's [party-plans. David gives
shrewdly]

AbShalom permission and money and supplies.] 26

Then [prince] AbShalom {Father-of-Peace}
says, “If [you won't go], please, let my
brother Amnon go with us.” King [David
senses the revenge plot. He] asks AbShalom,
“Why should Amnon go with you?” 27 So
[prince] AbShalom presses [king] David. [AbShalom] manipulates David into letting
Amnon and all the king's sons go on
[“holiday”] with him. 28 [Out in the country, at the
banquet hall, Prince] AbShalom commands his
servants. He whispers, “Mark the moment when Amnon's heart is happydrunk on wine. Then I'll say to you,
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‘Strike Amnon!’ Then fearlessly kill him.
That's an order from me, [the prince of Israel].
Be courageous! Be valiant!” 29 *[As a bel-

AbShalom
{Father-of-Peace} [yells] the command. So AbShalom's servants
[stab] Amnon [to] death. All the
king's sons scramble [out in terror]!
They jump on their mules.
They flee [the murder scene]!
ly-dancer flirts with Amnon, ]

Absalom was within his rights to kill Amnon, because rape is a capital crime under Hebrew law.

Later, while the [princes
down the road, [a misguided informant runs
into king] David's [throne room. The informant
blurts], “AbShalom {Father-of-Peace} murdered all king [David's] sons! Not one of
[our princes] survives!” 31 King [David] jumps
off his throne. He rips his royal robes.
He lays [his body] on the [marble floor]. All
David's servants gather near [him]. They
too rip their clothes. 32 Then Jonadab
{JAH's-Big-Man} (the son of [king] David's
brother Shimeah {Proclamation}) answers
[David's moaning], “My lord, don't believe
that [AbShalom] killed all those young
men, [your] royal sons. Only Amnon lies
dead. AbShalom had this revenge-killing scheduled ever since the
day Amnon forced his sister Tamar
{Tall-Palm}. 33 —So now don't let my lord
the king take this [rumor] to heart. Stop
imagining that all the king's sons lie
dead. Really. Only Amnon died.” 34
2nd Samuel 13:30
flee]

*Meanwhile, AbShalom flees
[Judea]. Just then [David's palace] sentry on duty lifts up [his eyes]. He
sees many [riders racing toward Jerusalem
in a cloud of dust] on the road [from
Horonaim {Double-Cave-Town}]. [The riders] skirt
mount [Zion]. [The watchman runs. He alerts
Jonadab
to king [David], “Look
— the king's sons approach. It's just
like [I] your servant said.” 36 Later, as
soon as Jonadab {JAH's-Big-Man} finishes
king David.] 35 [In the throne room,]

{JAH's-Big-Man}[shouts]
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sees his
royal sons [rush into the throne-room]. They
scream their voices [raw]. They weep.
The king and all his servants join [the
princes]. They weep so bitterly [the whole city
wakes up], ___. 37 Meanwhile, [prince] AbShalom gallops [his black race-horse north] to
[his maternal Grandfather, king] Talmai {Terrace},
the son of Ammihud {People-Of-Splendor},
ruler of Geshur {Bridge}, [the area just east of
the Sea of Galilee, heading toward Damascus]. [Days
pass. Back at the palace in Jerusalem, king] David
mourns for his son [Amnon] every day. 38
After [prince] AbShalom flees to Geshur
{Bridge}, he stays there [hiding] for 3
years, ___. 39 [All this time,] the soul of
[Loving] king David longs to ride out to
[hug] AbShalom. For David [eventually] gets
over the death of his [sister-raping] brat
Amnon.
[more annoying]

yak-yak,

[David]

2nd Samuel 14
Joab Pays A Widow To Fake Out
King David
1 [Time passes, ___. General] Joab {JAH-Dad}(the
son of [David's sister] Zeruyah {Balm}) sees that
king [David's] heart longs for [his exiled son]
AbShalom {Father-of-Peace}. 2 So [General]
Joab {JAH-Dad} sends [his soldiers ~7 miles
south] to Tekoah {Trumpet-Town}. There
the [soldiers] fetch a skilled [actress]. They
ask her, “Please, pretend you're a
mourner. Quick. Put on funeral clothes.
Neglect to rub your [dry skin] with oil.
[Make yourself] look like a woman who's
spend a long time bewailing her dead
[son].
Tekoah is an area full of caves. It's where the
prophet Amos hid from the corrupt Israeli government.
3

—Then

[ride]

to king

[David].

Repeat

[Joab's script] to him…” [The slick lady agrees to be
part of the General's ruse. So the soldiers bring her to

Joab puts [his] words in her
mouth. 4 The [actress] from Tekoah {Trumpet-Town}[staggers into David's throne-room].
Whimpering, she falls on her face to
the ground to [feign] obeisance to the
General Joab.]
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king. She [cries,] “Help, O king!” 5 King
[David] asks [the actress], “What your trouble?” She [cries], “I'm a widow. My husband is dead. 6 —[I,] your handmaid,
had two sons. But they fought each
other in [our] field. No one [came] to break
[up the fight]. So one [son] struck the other.
He killed him! 7 —Now, see, [my] whole
family is rising up against [me,] your
handmaid. [They scream], ‘Hand over [the
killer] who whacked his brother. We must
execute him [in revenge] for the life of his
brother who he murdered. And we'll
also destroy [the murderer's] heir!’ Thus
they'll snuff-out my last [glowing] coal.
They'll leave to my husband neither
name nor survivor on the earth.” 8 So
king [David] answers the [actress] from
Tekoah {Trumpet-Town}, “Go home. I'll
issue a [protective] order [for your son the murderer].”
David has no authority to protect a murderer from
vengeance. The Hebrew law specifically allows revenge killings.

581

what you just decreed! [You,] the king,
[refuse] to welcome back home [your own]
banished [prince]! 14 *[Soon] we'll [all]

die, like water spilled on the
ground, which no [man] can
gather up again. Elohim
awards an [exception] to no man.
So [you,] king, need to come up
with a way to restore your
banished [son] to your [heart while you
both live]! 15 The reason I've come to ask
my lord, [my] king, to [reunite with your
is that [certain unnamed] people intimidated [me into performing this ruse]. So [I,] your
handmaid, thought, ‘I'll go and speak to
the king; maybe he'll [restore AbShalom] if I
ask [real nice,] as his [humble] handmaid.’ 16
[I knew that you,] the king, would hear [my
plea]. [You'd] rescue [me, your] handmaid out
of the fist of [any] man who would wipe
me and my ‘son’ together out of Elohim's inheritance.
[you,]
son,]

The [actress] answers the king, “[Thank
you,] my lord [and] king! I and my father's
family will take [all] responsibility [if people

This is normally translated as if the woman's son
was really at risk of revenge-murder. That makes
no sense. That was an act the lady had rehearsed,
a fictional script written by Joab.

criticize you for illegally sheltering my guilty son. You]

17

9

and [your] royal throne [will] remain guiltless.” 2nd Samuel 14:10 So king [David] responds, “If anyone gives you any [flak
about this,] bring him to me. He won't
bother you any more.” 11 Then [the actress]
says, “Please, [O] king, [swear] by Yahweh
your Elohim, that you won't allow the
avengers of blood to add to the destruction by executing my [surviving] son.”
[David] responds, “As Yahweh lives, not
one of your son's hair[s] will fall to the
earth.”
David swears a foolish oath to protect someone
who should die.

Then the [actress] adds, “Please, allow
your handmaid, to speak one [more]
word to [you,] my lord [and] king.” [David]
replies, “Go on.” 13 Then the [actress rips off
her bonnet! She screams], “Why have you devised [evil] against ELohim's people?
[You,] the king incriminated yourself by
12

[me,]
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Then [I,] your handmaid said, ‘The
word of my lord, king [David] will [issue] an
accommodating [decree]. For like an angel of Elohim, my lord the king knows
right from wrong.’ That's why [I pray that]
Yahweh your Elohim always stays with
you.” 18 King [David] answers the [actress],
“Please don't [risk death] by hiding the answer from my next question.” So she
replies, “Please, my lord, [my] king,
speak.” 19 King [David] replies, “The hand
of Joab {JAH-Dad} is [mixed up] with you in
all of this, [right]?” So the [actress] answers, “As your soul lives, my lord [and]
king, no one can turn to the right hand
nor to the left from anything that my
lord the king has spoken. Yes, your servant [General] Joab {JAH-Dad}, made me
[put on this act]. He put all these words in
the mouth of [me,] your handmaid. 2nd
Samuel 14:20 Your servant Joab [staged this
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to move [you] to [restore your son]. [You,]
my lord, are wise. [You bear] the wisdom
of an angel of Elohim. [You] know everything that [happens] in the [whole] land.”
The Widow Moves David To Repatriate Absalom
21 [Shamed,] king [David cries] to [General] Joab
{JAH-Dad}, “Look now, I've [abandoned my
son] just like [this widow said]. So go [north to
Syria]. Bring the young man AbShalom
back [to Jerusalem]. 22 So [General] Joab falls
to the ground. His face [touches the marble
floor]. He bows [again and again], thanking
king [David]. Joab says, “Today [I,] your
servant, know that I've found grace in
your sight, my lord [and] king. [Thank you,]
king, for fulfilling the [pleas] of [me,] your
servant.” 23 So [General] Joab {JAH-Dad}
mounts [his stallion]. [He gallops far north across the
Jordan river] to [Syrian] Geshur {Bridge}. He
escorts AbShalom {Father-of-Peace}[back]
to Jerusalem. 24 But [when Absalom gets to the
castle,] king [David yells out his palace window], “Let
[AbShalom] return to his own mansion.
Don't let him see my face.” So AbShalom returns to his own house, [sad
that] he doesn't [get to] see the face of [his
Dad,] king [David].
Absalom & David Live Estranged,
Separated
25 [As time passes, the] whole [country of] Israel
praises AbShalom {Father-of-Peace} more
highly than anyone. [The masses adore AbShalom] more than any leader, [living or dead,
act]

not because of AbShalom's wisdom or spiritual virtues,
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geous daughter, named [after his rapedsister,] Tamar {Tall-Palm}.
Prince Absalom And King David Finally Reunite
28 So AbShalom {Father-of-Peace} lives
two full years in Jerusalem. But he never sees the face of [his Dad,] king [David]. 29
So AbShalom sends for [General] Joab to
arrange his reunion with king [David]. But
[Joab refuses] to come to [AbShalom]. [So] a
2nd time AbShalom sends [soldiers to fetch
Joab]. [But] again, for the 2nd time, [Joab refuses] to come [visit AbShalom]. 2nd Samuel

*So [AbShalom] orders his servants, “Look. Joab's field lies
near mine. He has barley there.
Go set it on fire.” So AbShalom's servants set [General
Joab's] field on fire. 31 So Joab {JAH14:30

mounts [his war-horse]. He [gallops] to
AbShalom's mansion. [He crashes in AbDad}

shalom's door. He runs up to the bedroom where Absalom
lies in a tangle of gorgeous female bodies. Joab screams]

at [Absalom], “Why did your servants set
my field on fire?!” 32 [Prince] AbShalom
[yells] back to [General] Joab, “Look! I [keep]
sending [messengers] to you. I ask [nicely],
‘Come here, so I can send you to the
king. [I want you to quote me as] saying, ‘Why
did I come [here] from Geshur {Bridge}?
It would have been better for me if I'd
stayed there this whole time! So now
let me see [your] royal face, [Dad]! And if
there's any guilt in me, then kill me.’”

but] because of his handsome-looks. [He
parades through the cities. He dashes in and out of gor-

Absalom was technically innocent, since the brother he killed was a rapist-pervert.

geous girls' beds. The ladies look and see that]

33

from
the sole of his feet to the crown of his
head there's not one blemish on [AbShalom]!
Every girl wants to bed him; every man wants to
be him.

At the end of every year, [as spring apcuts his hair [to keep] its
weight [from giving him headaches]. Then he
weighs the cut hair. It weighs 200 royal
shekels [~5 pounds]! 27 AbShalom's [women
go on to] bear him 3 sons, plus 1 gor26

proaches, AbShalom]
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*So [General] Joab {JAH-Dad} [rides]
to king [David. Joab runs up to the throneroom. There] he says, “[Your son wants to
see you].” So [David] summons
AbShalom. So [Absalom] comes to
king [David]. [Absalom] bows himself
on his face to the ground before the king. Finally, [after years of
bitter estrangement], king [David] kisses
AbShalom.
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2nd Samuel 15
Absalom Starts His Conspiracy
Against David

1

*[Time passes,

___. David turns 56, AbShalom

AbShalom {Father-of-Peace} prepares himself
chariots and [war] horses. [He pays]
50 [athletic soldiers] to run in front of
his [chariot! His entourage rivals that of king
David!] 2 *[Every day, rebel prince] AbShalom rises up early. He stations [his entourage] beside the road
[leading to Jerusalem's city courthouse] gate.
All the people involved in controversies pass [Absalom on their way]
to seek a judgment from king
[David]. AbShalom calls to the
[plaintiffs]. He asks, “What city are
you from?” The plaintiffs respond, “[I,] your servant, am
from [such and such] tribe of Israel.”
24, and Solomon 6.]

AbShalom [flatters the plaintiff,] “Look, your
cause is good and right. [Too bad my Dad,]
king [David, keeps] neglecting to assign a
[judge] to hear your case.”
3

Absalom is like an ambulance-chasing lawyer.

*Then AbShalom says, “If
only [the people would] elect me
judge over [the promised] land! Then
every man who has any [law]suit
or [other] cause could come to
me. I would render him justice!”
4

Just like the secular courthouse near you, Absalom
is selling equity jurisdiction to replace YAH's Law.

*Plus, when any man comes
near to [AbShalom] to bow down [to
5

his princely majesty, AbShalom the politician]

throws out his hand, grabs the
[peasant,] and kisses him [on the
cheek]! 6 AbShalom [plays this political game on]
all the

[Israelites]

who come to king
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for verdicts. So by [his clever propaganda tricks,]
AbShalom {Father-of-Peace} steals the
hearts of the people of Israel. 7 After 4
years [of such campaigning], AbShalom asks
king [David], “[Dad,] please let me travel to
[the political metropolis of] Hebron {Society}. [I
have] to pay my donation. I vowed to
give [money to support] Yahweh's [priestly work].
8 —[I,] your servant, promised a vow
while I lived at Geshur {Bridge} in [Highland] Syria. I promised, ‘If Yahweh will finally bring me home to Jerusalem, then
I'll serve Yahweh.’” 9 King [David] replies
to [AbShalom], “Go in peace.” So [AbShalom]
mounts up. [He readies his chariots] to [parade 19
miles south to] Hebron {Society}. 2nd Samuel

*Then AbShalom sends
spies throughout all the tribes
of Israel. [He gives the spies these]
orders: “The moment you hear
a blasting trumpet, shout, ‘AbShalom {Father-of-Peace} reigns [as
king of Israel] in Hebron!’” 11 [Prince] Ab15:10

Shalom {Father-of-Peace} rides out of
Jerusalem flanked by 200 chosen [soldiers]. They follow him innocently, unaware of his [rebel] plot [to steal the nation's
throne from his Dad]. 12 *[Prince] AbShalom
[drives his regal chariot parade into Hebron city] .

He donates [a fortune in animals] to
slaughter [as food for a huge sacred feast.
The city lights up in a praise-party! Absalom]

sends [soldiers ~10 miles northwest] to
the city of Giloh {Open}. They
fetch [king] David's chief-counselor (Giloh-native) Ahithophel
{Slime-Brother}. Thus [Absalom's] conspiracy grows strong. AbShalom's rebel supporters multiply nonstop.
“Giloh” implies denuding, shaming, exiling, stripping.

King David Flees Jerusalem To
Avoid Bloodshed

[David]
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*[Meanwhile,] a messenger [sprints
19 miles north from Hebron] to [king]
David's [throneroom]. The [messenger
shouts], “The hearts of the men of
Israel chase AbShalom {Father-of-Peace}!” 14 So David {Love} yells
13

to all his servants with him at
Jerusalem, “Mount up! Let's flee, or we
won't escape from AbShalom! Hurry!
Get out [of town,] or he'll suddenly overtake us. He'll bring ruin on us. He'll
strike the city with the bite of the
sword.”
Very likely David was not afraid of Absalom's military might. Rather, he was trying to avoid a bloody
confrontation.

King [David's] servants [shout] back to
[him], “Look! [We,] your servants, stand
ready to do whatever [you] our lord [and]
king decree!” 16 So king [David hikes] out [of
Jerusalem]. His whole palace dynasty [and
their workers] trail behind him. But [he]
leaves 10 women (concubines) to care
for the palace. 17 King [David trudges east]
across [Judean country]. All [his loyal] people
[stream] after him. [When they can't ride anymore,
they collapse. They sleep] in a [hiding] place [called]
Beyth-Ham-Merchaq {House-of-the-Remote-Space}[slightly east of Jerusalem]. 18 There
all [David's] servants pass by him [in review].
All the Cherethite {Executioners}, and all
the Pelethite {Couriers}, and all the Gittite {Wine-Pressers}, (600 [Palestinian] men
who followed [David] from Gath {WinePress}) march [in array] before him.
15

Gittites from Gath, Goliath's city, now are David's
top men.

Then king [David] says to Ittai {Companfrom Gath {WinePress-Town}, “Why
would you [flee east into suffering and deprivation]
with us [Israelis]? Go back home [west to
Palestine]. Stay with [your] king. You're a
foreigner and an exile [here in Israel]. 2nd
Samuel 15:20 —You emigrated here just
‘yesterday.’ So today I can't make you
wander up and down the countryside
with us [refugees]. I could end up [fleeing] to
who-knows-where. So return home
19

ion}
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with your kinsmen. [I pray that YAH's] loving-kindness and truth [shield] you.” 21
*Ittai {Companion} answers king

with this pledge: “As Yahweh lives, and as [you,] my lord
the king live, in absolutely
whatever place my lord the
king travels, whether in death
or life, [I,] your servant will
stand [right there beside you].” 22 So [king]
[David]

David {Love} says to Ittai {Companion}
(from Gath {WinePress-Town}), “Go. Pass
[me; join my array of loyalists].” So Ittai [marches]
past [David] with all [Ittai's] men, flanked
by [their wives and children]. 23 The whole
country weeps, ___. Their wails [echo
over the hills] as all [David's loyalists] cross the
land. King [David steps] first to cross the
Kidron {Ash}[Valley] Brook, [where the Messiah
will later weep and sweat his own blood]. All [David's]
people follow [him]. They wind their way
down wilderness path[s]. 24 Zadok
{Righteous} (and his [fellow] Levite [priests])
carry the ark of the covenant of [Yahweh]
the Eloah. Eventually the [priests grow so
tired they have to] set down the Eloah's ark.
Abiathar {Generous-Father} smokes [up
roasted sacred food. He passes it out to] all the escapees from [Jerusalem]. 25 Then king
[David] says to [high] priest Zadok {Righteous}, “Carry the ark of Elohim [back] into
[Jerusalem] city. If I find favor in the eyes
of Yahweh, he'll bring me back. [He'll]
show me [the ark restored to] its [proper]
dwelling-place. 26 But if [YAH] says, ‘I'm
displeased with you, [David,]’ then look,
here I am. Let [YAH] do to me [whatever]
seems good to Him.” 27 King [David] continues, “You're a prophet, Zadok. [So Absalom probably won't kill you. He'll leave you alive to tell

return into the city in
peace. Take your two apprentices with
you: your son Ahimaaz {Firm-Brother},
and Abiathar's son JAHnathan {JAH'sGift}. 28 Watch: I'll stay in the desert plains until
actionable news comes from you to me.” 29 So
Zadok {Righteous} and Abiathar {Generhim the future. So]
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carry the ark of [Yahweh] the
Eloah back to Jerusalem. There they
wait, [dreading Abshalom's invasion]. 2nd Samuel
15:30 Meanwhile, [king] David hikes up
the road ascending [the] mount of
Olives. He weeps as he rises, his head
covered and his feet barefoot [to conceal his
identity]. All the people with him, every
man [and woman], cover their heads [in sorrow and fear]. They hike uphill, weeping as
they rise. 31 A [spy runs up the mountain]. He
tells [king] David, “[Your advisor] Ahithophel
{Slime-Brother} joined AbShalom's conspiracy.” So David prays, “Oh Yahweh,
please, turn Slime-Brother's counsel
into foolishness.” 32 [The march drags on.] Finally David reaches the top of mount
[Olivet]. There he [falls down]. He worships
Elohim. Soon [David] looks [up. He sees the feet
of his friend] Hushai {Hasty} from Erek
{Long-Town} running to meet him. [Hasty's]
torn long-shirt [flaps in the wind]. The soil [of
mourning stains Hasty's sweaty] head. 33 [To save his
friend from likely assassination, King] David says [to
Hasty], “If you travel onward with me,
you'll become a burden to me. 34 —Return [west] to [Jerusalem] city. [Lie] to [prince]
AbShalom. [Promise him], ‘I'll be your servant, O king. As I was your father's
servant before, I'll now serve you.’
Then maybe you can frustrate the plans
[which] Ahithopel {Slime-Brother}[concocts to
murder] me. 35 —There [in Jerusalem] you [can
conspire with my loyalist] priests: Zadok {Righteous} and Abiathar {Generous-Father}.
Then whatever you hear from the royal
palace, you can [whisper] it to Zadok and
Abiathar. [You'll pretend you're confessing your sins
to them, since they're] priests. 36 —See, the
[priests] have there with them their two
sons, Zadok's son Ahimaaz {FirmBrother} and Abiathar's son JAHnathan
{JAH's-Gift}. Through them, you'll transmit to me every [secret] you overhear [in
the palace].” 37 So [king] David's friend
Hushai {Hasty}[runs back] into [Jerusalem]
city. Then [prince] AbShalom {Father-ofous-Father}
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Peace}[and his murderous army]

Jerusalem.

invade

2nd Samuel 16
Saul's Crippled Grandson Betrays
King David
1 [King] David passes the top of the
mount [of Olives]. He sees Ziba {Station}
the servant of Mephibosheth {He-BlowsAway-Shame}. [Ziba runs] toward [David]. [Ziba
leads] a couple of saddled donkeys.
They're laden with 200 loaves of bread,
and 100 bunches of raisins, and 100
summer-fruits, and a bottle of wine! 2
King [David] asks Ziba {Station}, “What do
you mean by [bringing me] these [gifts]?”
Ziba {Station} answers, “The donkeys
are for [your] royal [family] to ride on. The
bread and summer fruit [are] for [your]
young men to eat. And the wine [is for]
whoever gets faint in the wilderness to
drink.” 3 So king [David] replies, “And
where's your master [king Saul's crippled]
son?” Ziba {Station} answers the king,
“[Mephibosheth] stayed [behind] at Jerusalem.
He bragged, ‘Today the house of Israel
will restore the kingdom of my Grandfather [Saul] to me!’”
Ziba may be lying.

So king [David] says to Ziba {Station},
“[The vast estate I awarded] to [the back-stabber]
Mephibosheth now belongs to you.” So
Ziba replies, “I bow down to you, [hoping]
I'll find grace in your sight, my lord, O
king.”
4

Stressed-out king David makes the emotionallymotivated mistake of trusting the testimony of a
single, self-interested witness.

David Refuses To Harm His Cursing
Attacker
5 King David [travels] on. He reaches [a
town called] Bahurim {Choice-Youth}. There
[David] sees running toward him a man
named Shimei {Famous}, the son of
Gera {Grain}, from the [royal] family of
Saul. [Shimei] sprints at [David]. [Shimei]
curses as he runs. 6 [Shimei] chunks
stones at David, and at all David's ser-
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vants. All [David's loyalists,] including the
[royal] bodyguard, [surround] David, right
and left. 7 Shimei {Famous} screams vile
insults like, “Get out, [David]! Leave [the
country,] you bloody killer, you [worthless,
criminal] man of Belial {The-Devil}! 8 —Yahweh boomeranged on you all the blood
of the dynasty of Saul, on whose [throne]
you reigned! Yahweh delivered [your]
kingdom into the fist of your son AbShalom {Father-of-Peace}. Look! You're
trapped in your own evil! You're a
bloody mass-murderer!” 9 [General]
Abishai {Father-Of-Gifts}(the son of [David's sister]
Zeruyah {Balm})[growls] to king [David], “Why
should this dead dog curse my lord the
king? Please let me run over and take
off his head!” 2nd Samuel 16:10 But king
[David] replies, “I'm nothing like you and
[Joab, you violent] spawn of [my sister] Zeruyah
{Balm}. Let [Saul's grandson] insult [me].
[Maybe] Yahweh told him, ‘Curse David.’
Who has the right to ask [YAH], ‘Why do
you [let us suffer in life]?’” 11 Then [king] David
{Love} says to all his loyalists (especially [General] Abishai {Father-Of-Gifts}),
“Look. My son, who came out of my
heart, seeks my life. What more can
this [foul-mouthed] Benjamite add to [my sorrow]? Leave [Shimei] alone. Let him curse
[me]. Assume Yahweh inspired him [to
humble me]. 12 Maybe Yahweh will see my
suffering. Then Yahweh will reward me
[with] good for [enduring Shimei's] cursing today.”
A very good attitude. This spirit is one of the things
YAH loves about David.

So [king] David and his men trudge
down the road [toward the Jordan River].
Meanwhile, Shimei {Famous} runs along
the hillside opposite [David]. [Shimei] curses
as he goes. He hurls rocks and flings
[big clouds of] dust at [David]. 14 Eventually
king [David] and all the people with him
grow weary. So they rest their [aching bodies at Ayiphim {Traveler's-Rest} by the Jordan River].
David's Spy 'Hasty' Fakes Loyalty
To Absalom
13

[east]
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Meanwhile, AbShalom and all [his rebel]
men of Israel, [guided] by Ahithophel
{Slime-Brother}, [complete their] invasion of
Jerusalem. 16 [King] David's friend Hushai
{Hasty} from Arak {Long-Town} runs into
Absalom's [throne-room]. Hushai fake-hails
AbShalom, “Long live the king! Elohim
save the king!” 17 [Prince] AbShalom {Father-of-Peace} answers Hushai {Hasty}, “Is
[honoring me the way] you [show] kindness to
your friend [David]? Why didn't you flee
with your friend?” 18 Hushai {Hasty}[trick]
answers AbShalom, “Why [should I leave
Jerusalem]? Whoever Yahweh, and this
people, and all the men of Israel,
choose, is my [master]. I stay with the
man [with the authority]. 19 —After all, who
should I serve? Should I not serve in
the presence of [David's] son? As I have
served in your father's presence, so I'll
[serve] in your presence.”
Prince Absalom Beds His Dad's 10
Concubines
2nd Samuel 16:20 Then AbShalom {Father-of-Peace} asks Ahithophel {SlimeBrother}, “Give counsel [to this royal court]—
what should we do next [to solidify our power]?” 21 *So Ahithophel {SlimeBrother} answers AbShalom {Father-of-Peace}, “Invade [the wombs of]
15

your father's concubines. [Bed]
the [women] he left to up-keep
the palace. Then the whole [nation of] Israel will hear that you
stink in your Dad's [nostrils]. Then
the fists of all your [rebel warriors]
will get hard [as rocks]!”
Ahithopel's bad idea shows why BathSheba bathed
on the roof and why she committed adultery with
David: she was raised by a family of perverts.
Slime-Brother is the Grandfather of Bathsheba
(daughter of Eliam). Slime-Brother is taking revenge on David, because David murdered SlimeBrother's Grandson-In-Law (UriYah) and seduced
his Grand-Daughter (BathSheba). This revenge
was foretold by Nathan in 2Sam 12:11,12. See
2Sam 11:2-3.
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*So the [rebel leaders]
pitch an [open-windowed] tent
for AbShalom up on the
top of the palace. Then
AbShalom [storms] into the
tent, [naked]. [He beds all 10 of]
his father's concubines!
The eyes of the whole
[nation of] Israel [watch from
nearby windows and rooftops]! 23
22

*(In those days, ___, [rather than]
asking [a priest] to consult the oracle of [Yahweh] the Elohim, both
[king] David and Absalom [seek]
the counsel of Ahithophel
{Slime-Brother}. They treat all of

[that perverted liar's ideas like divinely inspired visions].)

2nd Samuel 17
Slime-Brother Smartly Plots To Kill
David
1 Then Ahithophel {Slime-Brother}[hisses] to
[rebel prince] AbShalom, “Hurry! Let me
hand-select 12 thousand [warriors]. I'll
mount up. [We'll] chase David down
tonight! 2 —I'll overrun [David] while he's
weary and weak-handed. I'll terrify
him. Then all the [warriors] with him will
flee. Thus I'll strike only the king. 3 —
Then I'll bring back all [David's sheeple] to
you like a bride returning to their [true]
husband. Then all the [Israeli] people will
live [on] in peace.”
Or "The death of the man you seek will mean the
return of all." A relatively non-violent plan, like
that of Goliath.

AbShalom and all the elders of Israel
see that [Slime-Brother] has a wise plan,
4

[perfectly-designed to minimize casualties of war, while
cementing Absalom's power over a unified Israel] .

Hasty Hushai Foils Slimy's Assassination Plot
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But AbShalom says, “[Guards,] now summon Hushai {Hasty} from Arak {LongTown}. Let's hear his [war-plan] as well.” 6
So Hushai {Hasty}[runs] into [the throne room].
[Prince] AbShalom says, ”Ahithopel {SlimeBrother} votes [to assassinate David tonight].
Should we do what [Slime-Brother] advises?
If not, you tell us [how you would defeat David if
you were me].” 7 So Hushai {Hasty}[lies] to
AbShalom, “It's not the right time to
execute this [assassination plot] of Ahithophel
{Slime-Brother}.” 8 Hushai {Hasty} continues [lying], “You know your father and his
men, what champions they are. [They're]
embittered souls. [They're] like bears
robbed of [their] cubs in the wild. Your
father is a military [strategist]. So he'll
sleep [hidden] away from [his] troops. 9
You'll see: right now [David] hides in
some pit, or other [such crypt. So your assassins
won't find him.] Then the first time [David's
killers] overthrow some of your men, the
rumor will spread [like wildfire, ‘David's warriors]
are slaughtering Absalom's [soldiers]!’ 2nd
Samuel 17:10 Then the heart of even your
[most] valiant, lion-hearted [warrior] will
melt to nothing, because the whole [nation of] Israel knows that your father is a
mighty man, and the [soldiers] with him
are powerful [killers]. 11 So I counsel [you]
to summon all [the men of] Israel to [fight for]
you, from Dan's [northland] all the way
[south] to Beer-Sheba {Well-Of-Seven}.
[Amass] a warrior-horde that out-numbers all the sand in the sea. Then you
personally [lead] the battle [against David's little band of deluded loyalists].
5

Appealing to Absalom's psychotic grandiosity.

Then we'll attack David wherever he
surfaces. We'll drop on him [from every side]
like dew falling on the ground. We'll [exterminate] David and every last one of his
loyalists [like bugs].
12

Hasty designs this plan to fail, because Absalom's
power only extends to his conspirators. The rest of
the nation still loves David.

And if David hides in a city, then the
whole [nation] of Israel will haul ropes to
that city. We'll pull it into the river, un13
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til no one can find a pebble
city walls]!”

[from the original

Obvious hyperbole designed to stoke Absalom's
suicidal pride.

*So AbShalom and all the Israeli [rebel leaders wrongly] conclude,
“Hushai {Hasty} the Archite's
[grand] war-plan beats SlimeBrother's [puny surgical assassination-plot].”
(Yahweh arranges everything
to defeat [Slime-Brother's] clever
plan, so Yahweh can rain destruction on AbShalom.)
14

Hasty Sends Spy-Priests To Warn
King David
15 Then Hushai {Hasty}[runs to Jerusalem's temple,] to [tip-off David's loyalist] priests: Zadok
{Righteous} and Abiathar {GenerousFather}. [Hasty] whispers, “Ahithophel
{Slime-Brother}[smartly] counseled [prince]
AbShalom and the elders of Israel [to
assassinate David]. But I advised [Absalom to
mount a suicidal civil war].
As the ‘Civil War’ destroyed freedom in America,
while helping no one.

—So quick, send [messengers] racing to
tell David, “King, don't sleep tonight in
the desert plains. Rush away, before
Absalom's rebel hordes swallow you
and all your loyalists in one [gulp].” 17
16

*Meanwhile, [young priests] JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift} and Ahimaaz
{Firm-Brother} hide [in the bushes] near
En-Rogel {Traveler's-Fountain}, to
avoid coming [west] into [rebel-occupied Jerusalem]. So [the old priests at the temple send] a servant-girl [east]. She
runs [through a tiny hole in Jerusalem's city
wall]. She tells the [young priests Hasty's
secret scheme]. So the [young priests] run
[east over the Jordan river into the wildernes] .
They alert king David. 18 *But a
little [brat] sees the [young priests]. So
he [sprints to the palace]. He tattles to
AbShalom. So the young
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priests race away to [a place called]
Bahurim {Choice-Youth}. There [one
of David's loyalists] has a well in his
courtyard. The young priests
[grab a rope]. [They crawl] down into [the
well to hide]. 19 *Then the [loyalist's]
wife grabs a tarp. She spreads
it over the cistern's mouth. She
dumps corn all over the top of
the tarp, so no one can see [the
young priests hiding in the well-hole]. 2nd Samuel
17:20 *Soon AbShalom's thugs
stalk the woman at the house.
[They yell], “Where's Ahimaaz {Firm-Brother} and JAHnathan {JAH'sGift}?” But the woman [lies] to the
[soldiers]: “The [priests ran] off across
the water-stream.” So [Absalom's
thugs] hunt. But [they] fail to find
the [young priests]. So the [thugs gallop
their war-horses] back [west] to
Jerusalem.
Sometimes you have to utter a false statement.
But falsehood puts you on a slippery slope.

off. So the
[young priests] climb up out of the well.
They run [to David's hiding place]. They tell
David, “Mount up! Rush across the river! Ahithophel {Slime-Brother} advised
[your evil son to assassinate you]!”
David & His Friends Cross The Jordan River
22 So [king] David mounts up with all his
loyalists. They begin caravanning over
[the] Jordan [river]. As morning light
dawns, the last [straggling boy lifts his foot out of
the water on the other side] of the Jordan [river].
21

Later,

[Absalom's thugs gallop]

*Meanwhile, Ahithophel
{Slime-Brother} sees that [prince
Absalom] has rejected his [clever]
counsel. [Ahithopel screams, “The fool has
sealed the rebellion's doom!”] So [Slime-Brother]
saddles his donkey. He mounts
up. He rides home [~10km south] to
23
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his house in his home-town
[Giloh]. He puts his household in
order. Then [he] hangs himself.

1 [As prince Absalom's hordes advance, king]

[His neck snaps. He chokes. Froth spews out of his]

#6485 paqad means visit/oversee, not number, or
census. Human-numbering is a crime under Hebrew Law.

dying [mouth. His sons find him dead].
They bury him in his father's
tomb. 24 Meanwhile, [king] David [and his
straggle [east]
into Mahanaim {Double-Camp}. Simultaneously, [rebel prince] AbShalom {Father-ofPeace} crosses [the] Jordan [river]. All the
[millions of warriors] of [rebel] Israel trail behind him.
Rebel Absalom Mounts His Shock &
Awe Campaign
25 AbShalom {Father-of-Peace} quickly
promotes Amasa {Load} to General of
the [rebel] Army, to replace [David's loyalist]
Joab {JAH-Dad}. ([Note, ___:] This Amasa
is the son of an Israelite man named
Ithra {Superior}. [Ithra seduced] the sister of
Joab's mom Zeruyah {Balm}: AbiGail
{Daddy's-Joy} the daughter of Nachash
{Snake-Hiss}.) 26 AbShalom [leads] Israel's [armies]
hungry, famished fleeing loyalists]

to pitch

[war-camp]

in the land of Gilead

{Witness}.

King David's Allies Bring Him Food
Supplies
27 Meanwhile, David enters Mahanaim {Double-Camp}.
There [he gets help from his previous enemies:] Shobi {Captor} the
son of Nachash {Snake-Hiss} from Rabbah {Plenty} [in
the territory] of the [inbred] spawn of Ammon, and Machir
{Salesman} the son of AmmiEl {People-of-El} of Lo-Debar {No-Pasture}, and Barzillai {Iron-Heart} from Rogelim {Washers} [in] Gilead {Witness-Mound}. 28 [These ex-

bring beds, basins, earthen utensils, wheat, barley, flour, roasted corn, beans, lentils and roasted
[grain]. 29 [The compassionate ex-foes] say, “You
guys are hungry, weary and thirsty
from [racing] through the wilderness!” So
[the donors bring] honey, butter, sheep and
cow's-milk-cheese for David and his
loyalists to eat.
enemies of David]

2nd Samuel 18
King David Organizes His Loyal Defenders

David
organizes his [loyalists]. He appoints
colonels over thousands, and captains
over hundreds [of fighters].

Then [king] David deploys 1/3 of [his warriors] under the [guiding] hand of [General]
Joab {JAH-Dad}, and 1/3 under the hand
of Joab's brother Abishai {Father-OfGifts}the son of Zeruyah {Balm}, and 1/3 under the hand of Ittai {Companion} from
Gath {WinePress-Town}. Then king [David]
announces to [his soldiers], “I'm resolved to
go out [to battle] beside you.” 3 But the [soldiers] protest, “[Stay back!] Don't go out [into
the battle]! If we retreat, [Absalom's terror-troops]
won't chase us. [They'll chase you!] Even if
half of us die, [they'll still chase you]. You're
worth 10 thousand of us. So right now
it's better that you support us [with oversight, prayer, praise-warfare and coordination] from
the city.” 4 King [David] replies to [his officers], “What seems best to you is what
I'll do.” So the king stands beside the
[city] gate. He [watches] all [his soldiers march]
out in [groups of] hundreds and thousands. 5 Then king [David] commands
[Generals] Joab {JAH-Dad} and Abishai {Father-Of-Gifts} and Ittai {Companion}, “For
my sake, deal gently with the young
man, [my son] AbShalom.” All the people
hear the king give all the captains the
command [to spare] AbShalom.
David's Allies Slaughter 20000
Rebel Killers
6 So [king David's loyal soldiers march] out into
the field to [fight rebel] Israel. The armies
clash in the Ephraim {Double-Fruit} Forest. 7 There [in the forest], David's loyalists
defeat [rebel] Israel's soldiers. In one
day, the [Davidians] slaughter 20 thousand
[of Absalom's traitors]! 8 *The battle scat2

ters over the face of the whole
countryside. That day, countless [horse-back collisions with trees, gashes
from giant thorns, and leg-breaking falls into]
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forest [canyons] devour more [fighters] than the sword consumes.
Riding mules is dangerous under any conditions.
Especially in a forest during battle.

Absalom Gets His Pretty Hair
Caught In A Tree

*[Rebel prince] AbShalom
clashes with [king]
David's loyalists. AbShalom gallops his battle-mule [through the forest].
9

[He swings his golden sword right and
left, chopping off warrior-heads.]

His mule [gallops] under
the thick boughs of a
great oak [tree]. [Absalom's]
head catches in the oak.
The [pincer-like branches] lift
him up between sky and
earth. The mule under
him runs away!
Probably caught by that gorgeous hair, as surmised by Josephus VII 10.2.

An eyewitness [runs] to
[David's General] Joab {JAH-Dad}. [The soldier
Jumps up and down, screaming], “Hey! I saw AbShalom hanging in an oak [tree]!” 11 So
[General] Joab {JAH-Dad} asks the eyewitness, “Look, if you saw [AbShalom hanging
helpless], why didn't you strike him to the
ground? I would've given you 10
shekels of silver, plus a [hero's] belt.” 12
The [eyewitness] answers [General] Joab {JAHDad}, “Even if [you dump] 1000 shekels of
silver in my hand, I'll never lift my fist
against king [David's] son. In our hearing
the king ordered you and [Generals]
Abishai {Father-Of-Gifts} and Ittai {Companion}—[I] quote: ‘Beware: let no one
touch [my] young [son] AbShalom!’ 13 —If
I'd pretended not [to have heard the order, it'd
be a] death-penalty [offense]. No one hides
2nd Samuel 18:10
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anything from king [David]. You yourself
would have punished me [if I'd killed Prince
Absalom].”
Gen. Joab Assassinates Rebel
Prince Absalom
14 *Joab {JAH-Dad} growls, “I

can't stay here [arguing] with you,
[peon].” [Joab] grabs 3 long-spiked
clubs in his hand. He [gallops his
black war-horse into the forest. There he sees Ab-

oak
[branch]. [Immediately Joab] thrusts the
[spikes] through AbShalom's
heart! 15 *Then [General] Joab's 10
young armor-bearing [guards]
surround [prince] AbShalom {Father-of-Peace}. They strike him,
___! They [complete] his assassination.
salom dangling]

alive

[caught on the]

General Joab's Trumpet Ceases The
Fighting
16 [General] Joab {JAH-Dad} blows [his]
trumpet. So, recalled by Joab's [horn-blast],
the [soldiers] return from chasing down
Israel's [rebel troops].
General Joab's Men Bury Dead
Prince Absalom
17 [Joab's soldiers] lift AbShalom's [corpse].
They throw him into a huge pit in the
wood[s]. They pile a colossal heap of
stones over his [bleeding] body. Then all
[the rebel] Israelis flee, every man to his
[own] tent.
This story bears amazing symmetry: A pile of
stones ends the ambition originally symbolized by
a pillar.

Flashback To Absalom's Building
His Obelisk
18 Flash back to earlier in AbShalom's
lifetime: he [pays hundreds of laborers to] carry
and erect for himself a pillar in the Royal Valley, because he reasons, “I have
no son to engrave my name into history.” So he names the pillar after himself. To this day it's called, “Monument
to AbShalom {Father-of-Peace}.”
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This is 1/4 mile east of Jerusalem, in the valley of
Jehoshaphat.

The Young Priest Runs To Tell King
David
19 Then Ahimaaz {Firm-Brother} the son
of Zadok {Righteous}, begs [the General],
“Now let me run to inform king [David]
that Yahweh has judged [and executed] his
enemies.” 2nd Samuel 18:20 But [General]
Joab {JAH-Dad} answers [Ahimaaz,] “Don't
take [the news] to [David] today. Wait for
another day. Say nothing today. The
king's son just died.”
Procrastinating.

Then [General] Joab {JAH-Dad} orders
Cushi {Black}, “Go tell the king what
you've seen.” Cushi bows himself to
Joab. Then [Cushi] runs [like the wind].
21

Perhaps because Cushi is Ethiopian, Joab presumably doesn't care if David kills Cushi.

Ahimaaz {Firm-Brother} (the son of
Zadok {Righteous}) [begs] Joab {JAH-Dad}
yet again, “But, but—please let me run
too, behind Cushi.” So Joab asks, “Why
run, son? [David might kill you] for bringing
[the bad] news [that I assassinated his son].” 23
Still, [Ahimaaz insists,] “Let me run [to king
David].” So [General Joab grunts], “Run.” So Ahimaaz races by the way of the plain. He
outruns Cushi. 24 Meanwhile, [king] David
sits between the two [town] gates. [His]
watchman climbs up onto the roof over
the gate. [The watchman leaps out] onto the
[town] wall. He lifts up his eyes. He looks
[across the countryside]. He sees a man running alone. 25 The watchman cries, [“Runner!”] King [David] startles. The king
replies, “If [the runner runs] alone, [not in a gaggle of fleeing retreaters,] there's [good] news in
his mouth.” [The watchman sees Ahimaaz] run
[like a cheetah,] fast approaching [the city]. 26
Then the watchman sees another man
running [toward the gate]. So the watchman
calls to the gate-guard, “Look, another
man [comes] running alone.” So king
[David] assumes, “The [2nd runner] also
brings [good] news.” 27 Then the watchman says, “The running-style of the
first [guy] looks like the sprint of Zadok's
22
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son Ahimaaz {Firm-Brother}.” King [David]
replies, “He's a good man. [He must be]
bringing good news.” 28 Then Ahimaaz
{Firm-Brother} yells, “All is well, king!”
[Ahimaaz runs up to the gate. He] falls down to
the earth on his face before king [David].
Ahimaaz pants, “[I] kneel [before] Yahweh,
your Elohim! [YAH] handed up the men
who lifted their fist[s] against [you,] my
lord and king.” 29 But king [David] asks,
“Is the young man AbShalom safe?”
Ahimaaz {Firm-Brother}[half-]answers,
“When Joab sent [your] servants (me and
[the runner behind me]) I saw a great disturbance. But I don't know what happened.” 2nd Samuel 18:30 So king [David]
says to [Ahimaaz], “Turn aside. Stand
here.” So [Ahimaaz] goes to stand beside
[the city gate]. He [shakes in his running shoes]. 31
[King David] sees Cushi sprint up. Cushi
says, “Good news, my lord [and] king!
Today Yahweh gave you vengeance
[against] all the [rebels] who rose up against
you.” 32 King [David] asks Cushi, “Is the
young man AbShalom safe?” Cushi answers, “[I pray that all] the enemies of [you,]
my lord the king, and all who rise
against you to harm you, [soon lie dead]
like that young man.” 33 King [David]
shakes in sorrow. He staggers up to the
room over the gateway. Tears flood his
every step. He wails, “Oh my son AbShalom {Father-of-Peace}! My son, my
son AbShalom! I wish to Elohim I had
died in your [place]! Oh AbShalom, my
son, my son!”
David's lament is immortalized in Eric Whitacre's
choral masterpiece: ‘When David Heard.’

2nd Samuel 19
Joab Shames David Into Acting Like
A King
1 [A runner runs from the city gate to the battlefield.]

He tells [General] Joab, “[I] saw king [David]
weeping and mourning for AbShalom.” 2
So that day [David's] victory morphs into
mourning for all the people [of Israel].
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From ear to ear, the word passes [across
the country]. [Gossipers] describe the king
[shaking, moaning, sobbing on the floor,] grieving
for his son. 3 So the [soldiers, afraid to disturb
king David,] creep softly [back] into the city,
like [cowards] ashamed to steal away as
they flee from battle. 4 [There in the gatehouse,] king [David] covers his face. [He]
cries, “Oh my son AbShalom!” [He]
shouts, “Oh AbShalom! My son! My
son!” 5 At [last General] Joab [stomps] into the
[gate] house. He [growls] to king [David], “Today you shame the faces of all your
servants. [I and my soldiers] saved your life
today! And [we saved] the lives of your
sons and of your daughters, and the
lives of your wives, and the lives of
your concubines! 6 *—You love

your enemies! But [you] hate
your friends! Your [actions] today
reveal that you value neither
commanders nor soldiers. Now
I see that if AbShalom had
lived, and all we [loyalists] had
died today, you would've been
[jumping for] joy!
War-statists don't understand loving enemies.

—So now get up [off the floor]. Go outside. Speak to the hearts of your loyalists. For I swear by Yahweh, if you
don't go outside, every one of your [soldiers, including me,] will abandon you tonight.
[Our rebellion] will smash you harder than
all the evil that befell you from your
youth until now!” 8 So king [David] gets
up. He sits in [the city] gateway. The
[guards] run and yell to all the [soldiers],
“Look, ___! King [David] is sitting in the
gateway!” So all [David's loyalists] come [running] to face the king, since all the [rebel]
Israelis had all fled to their homes. 9
Arguments [light up the countryside]. All the
people throughout all the tribes of Israel [yell], “The king saved us out of the
fists of our enemies. He [even] rescued
us out of the grip of the Philistines! So
7
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AbShalom's [rebellion] now driven
from the [promised] land?

[why has]
[David]

Because David was trying to avoid killing AbShalom.

AbShalom (the [fool] we
anointed [king] over us) lies dead in battle. So [let's] send orders [to all of Israel] to
bring king [David] back [west to Jerusalem]!” 11
Meanwhile, king David sends [messengers
back] to Jerusalem's [chief] priests: Zadok
{Righteous} and Abiathar {GenerousFather}. The [envoys relay David's]
instructions: “Speak to the elders of
Judea. Tell them [I said], ‘Out here [in the
Double-Fruit hills,] news reaches me that
people all over [north] Israel are suggesting bringing me back [west] to my
palace. Shouldn't you [southerners lead the
country in returning me to Jerusalem's throne]? 12 You
[southerners] are my brothers. You're my
flesh-and-bone. So why should you trail
[behind wicked north Israel] in [my] royal
procession [home]?’” 13 Then [king David tells
the priest to] announce to [Captain] Amasa
{Load}, “You're my flesh and bone. [I pray
that] Elohim [kills me like Joab killed AbShalom] if [I
don't promote] you to permanent General of
the Army, answerable directly to me, in
place of Joab.”
2nd Samuel 19:10

Amasa = son of David's sister Abigail.

bend the heart[s] of all the
men of Judea. [His forgiveness of their betrayal
knits] them together as one man. So the
[elders of Judea] send this word to the king:
“You and all your loyalists, come back
[west to Jerusalem]!” 15 So king [David] returns
[west] as far as [the] Jordan [river]. [The elders
of] Judea flock to Gilgal {Wheel} to go to
meet the king, to ferry [him] over [the river].
Loving King David Forgives His Enemies
16 Gera's brat, Shimei {Famous}, that
[cursing, rock-throwing] Benjamite from
Bahurim {Choice-Youth}, runs down [the
west-bank hill toward the Jordan river]. He rushes
with the men of Judea to meet king
David. 17 With Shimei {Famous} run
1000 men from [the tribe of] Benjamin
14 [David's words]
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{Right-Hand-Son},

including Ziba {Station}
(the steward of [ex-king] Saul's dynasty)
with [Ziba's] 15 sons and his 20 servants.
Eastbound, they cross [the] Jordan [river]
to meet king [David]. 18 These [1000
Benjamites] cross the river on a ferry boat.
They offer to carry king [David's] household [back] across, and to do whatever
[else the king] sees fit. As these [repenters]
land on [the East bank] of the Jordan [river,]
Shimei {Famous}(the son of Gera {Grain}) falls
down before king [David]. 19 Shimei [cries]
to the king, “My lord, don't hold me
guilty. Forgive what [I,] your servant
wrongly did. [I'm sorry for screaming and cursing
and throwing rocks & dust at you] as [you,] my lord
and king, fled Jerusalem. [Please,] king,
don't take to heart what I said. 2nd
Samuel 19:20 [I,] your servant, acknowledge that I sinned. So see, [that's why] I
rushed here today: to be the first [man]
from [both tribes] of Joseph {Increaser} to
go down to meet [you,] my lord, the
king.” 21 But ZeruYah's son [General]
Abishai {Father-Of-Gifts}[yells], “Shouldn't
Shimei {Famous} be put to death for [his
crimes]? He cursed Yahweh's anointed
[king]!” 22 But David {Love} responds, “I'm
nothing like you [thugs], you [violent] brats
of [my sister] Zeruyah {Balm}. [Your revenge-obsession] makes you my enemy. No man
will be put to death today in Israel! I'm
confident today that I'm king over Israel. [I don't need to kill people for criticizing me.]” 23

*So the king [bends down]. He says
to Shimei {Famous}, “[I'm] not
[gonna'] kill you.” Then the king
completely [comforts his former enemy].
Though David on his deathbed (probably wrongly)
orders his son Solomon to assassinate Shimei for
inciting treason.

Then [dead king] Saul's grandson Mephibosheth {He-Blows-Away-Shame}[hobbles east]
downhill from Jerusalem to meet king
[David. Mephibosheth looks like] he's neither
cared for his feet, nor trimmed his
beard, nor washed his clothes, from the
day king [David] fled until this, the day of
24
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peaceful return. 25 [The cripple waddles] up

[David]. [David]

asks him, “Why didn't you flee

answers, “My lord [and] king, my steward
[Ziba] deceived me. [I,] your servant am
lame. So I said, ‘I'll saddle up a donkey
so I can ride on it and go to the king.’
with me, Mephibosheth?” 26 [The cripple]

27 [Ziba instead galloped off on my mule! He rode out to]

slander [me,] your servant, to [you,] my
lord the king, [to steal my estate]. But [you,]
my lord the king are like the angel of
Elohim. So do what is good in your
eyes. 28 For my [grand]father [king Saul's]
whole family lay like dead men before
[you,] my lord the king. Yet you set [me,]
your servant, among the [royalty] who eat
at your own table. [So] what right do I
have to ever complain to [you, my] king?”
29 So king [David] answers [the cripple], 'Say
no more. Here's my decision: You and
Ziba divide [dead king Saul's] property between you.'
David doesn't know who's lying and who's telling
the truth. Maybe both are speaking half-truths.

Mephibosheth {He-BlowsAway-Shame} answers king [David,] “OK, let
[Ziba] take all [the property], since [I'm so happy
that you,] my lord the king [are coming] back
in peace to [live in your] own palace.” 31
Next, Barzillai {Iron-Heart} from Gilead
[rides] down from Rogelim {Washers}.
[Barzillai] crosses [the] Jordan [river] with
king [David] to escort him [west] across [the
River Valley]. 32 Barzillai {Iron-Heart}[looks]
very aged, at 80 years. King [David says,
“Thank you for] providing me [and my loyalists]
with everything we needed while we lay
[hiding] at Mahanaim {Double-Camp}.” The
very wealthy [Iron-Heart answers with a smile,
“Can't take it with me when I die.]”
2nd Samuel 19:30

Dramatization.

says to Barzillai, “Cross
with me in
Jerusalem. I'll give you [everything you
need].” 34 But Barzillai {Iron-Heart} says to king
33

King

[David]

[the country. Come west to live]

[David],

“[You think] I'll live long enough to move up to

Jerusalem

with

king? 35

—Today I'm 80 years old. I can't tell pleasure from misery. I, [your servant,] can't
[the]
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taste what I eat or what I drink. I
can no longer hear the voice of singing
men and singing women. So why
should [I,] your servant, be another burden on [you,] my lord the king? 36 *—[So
[even]

your servant, will just travel
a little way over [the] Jordan [river
valley] with you, [my] king. Anyway, why should the king repay my [meager service] with such a
reward [as living in the royal palace]? 37 —
I,]

So please let [me,] your servant, return back home,
so I can die in my hometown. [I'll] be buried beside
the grave of my father and my mother. But look,
my lord [and] king. Let your servant Chimham
{Longing} go [to Jerusalem] with [you]. Do with him what-

King [David] answers [Iron-Heart], “[OK.] Chimham {Longing}
will go [home] with me. I'll treat him
however you see fit. And whatever you
ask of me, I'll do it for you.” 39 So all
[David's loyalists] cross [the] Jordan [river].
King [David] reaches the [West bank]. He
kisses and kneels [to pray for] Barzillai
{Iron-Heart}. Then Barzillai travels home.
ever seems good to you.” 38

or, "kisses and blesses him."

Then king [David] and
Chimham {Longing} travel on [west] to
Gilgal {Wheel}. All the [loyalists from] Judea
escort the king, along with about half
the [ex-rebel fighters] from [north] Israel.
Wicked Northern Israel Starts Their
Rebellion
41 Then king [David] sees all the [leaders] of
[northern] Israel [running] up to him, yelling,
“King, why have our brothers, the men
of Judea, stolen you away? The [Judeans
usurped our role! They] escorted [you,] king,
with [your] household, and with all [your]
men, [west] across [the] Jordan [river]!” 42
All the men of Judea [scream] back [at] the
men of [north] Israel, “[We have first-rights to
king David!] The king is our close relative!
So why are you angry about [our escorting
him]? Have we eaten from the king's
money? Has he given us any bribes?
[No!]” 43 The [rebels from northern] Israel [scream
back] at the men of Judea, “[Our 10 tribes get]
2nd Samuel 19:40
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10 [out of 12] shares in royal [power]! So we
have more rights to [king] David than
you [Judeans have]. So why did you shame
us [northerners]? We were the first to suggest escorting our king back [west to his
palace].” Then the men of Judea [fling back]
even fiercer words at the men of [north]
Israel.

2nd Samuel 20
Sheba Incites North Israel To Rebel
vs David
1 There at [the ‘Wheel’][pops up] Sheba
{Seven}, a [worthless] man of Belial {TheDevil} spawned by Bichri {Youth}, from
[the tribe of] Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}.
[Sheba] blows a trumpet. He [screams], “We
[northerners] have no share in David's [kingdom]! We [get] no inheritance [from any]
spawn of Yashai (Jesse). All you men of
[north] Israel, follow your [own] gods!”
Bichri = Becher from Gen 46:21. Presumptuous
Sopherim changed ‘gods’ ּ
ה ָ ל י וtoָ‘tents’.
 ל ֹ אThis
error persists in all the commercial bible translations.

So all [the rebel soldiers] from [northern] Israel rush up [the hill and away north]. They
abandon [king] David. They follow
Bichri's brat (Sheba). Meanwhile, the
men of Judea stick with their king [David].
They [hike with him] the whole [~20 miles west]
from [the] Jordan [river] to Jerusalem.
David Turns His 10 Concubines Into
Celibates
2

*So [king] David arrives at his
palace at Jerusalem. The king
arrests his 10 concubine-women, whom he'd left to staff the
palace. He moves them into [a
house under guard]. He feeds them.
But he never goes in to [sleep with]
them, [because his son AbShalom defiled
them]. So the [ladies] remain in
seclusion. To their dying days,
they live like widows.
3

More proof that adultery is not grounds for remarriage. David assumes that the girls could have re-
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fused to sleep with Absalom. But they wanted to
get their hooks into the new king. So each girl
made her play to be Queen. Nothing in the record
indicates that Absalom forced these ladies to get in
his bed.

King David Mounts Judea's Counter-Rebellion
4 Then king [David] says to [General] Amasa
{Load}, “Within 3 days, assemble the
[fighting] men of Judea before me. [You] be
here [presiding over Joab's forces].” 5 So Amasa
{Load} runs [out of the throne room]. [He dashes his
chariot] to gather the men of Judea. But
he takes longer than the [3 days David] had
allotted him. 6 So [king] David says to
Abishai {Father-Of-Gifts}, “Now Sheba the
son of Bichri {Youth} will do our [country]
more harm than AbShalom did. So you
take your [previous] master [General Joab's soldiers]. Chase [Sheba]. Otherwise he'll escape us. Then he'll seize [north Israeli] forts
[to empower] his [rebellion].” 7 So [Abishai] leads
[General] Joab's men, with [Judea's]
Cherethite {Executioners}, and the
Pelethite {Couriers}, and all [Judea's] power
[fighters]. This [army storms north] out of
Jerusalem to chase down Bichri's [rebel]
brat (Sheba).
General Joab Murders His Rival
(Amasa)
8 [General] Amasa {Load} leads the [charge on
his war-horse]. The [army thunders north] to the
great stone in Gibeon {Flower-Hills}. [There
Amasa sees General] Joab strapped with [battle]
clothes. [But Amasa doesn't see] the dagger
hidden on a belt under the armor that
surrounds [Joab's] hips. [Joab] strides [smiling
to greet Amasa. Joab secretly] unsheathes [the
dagger]. 9 *So [General] Joab {JAH-Dad}
[fake] greets Amasa {Load}, “Are

you in health, my brother?”
Then Joab grabs Amasa by the
beard with the right hand, [as if]
to kiss him [on the cheek]. 2nd Samuel
20:10 *So General Amasa {Load}
ignores the dagger in [General ]
Joab's hand. [Joab] strikes [Amasa]
with the [blade] in the belly. [The
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bowels
gush out onto the ground, ___!
This one blow kills [Amasa. He falls
down dead.] Immediately Joab and
his [murderous] brother [General]
Abishai chase after Bichri's
brat (Sheba). 11 One of Joab's [bodydagger digs in so hard that Amasa's]

yells, “Whoever sides with Joab,
and whoever [fights] for [king] David, follow Joab!” 12 *[General] Amasa {Load}
guards]

wallows in [his abdominal] blood in
the middle of the road. [Joab's
bodyguard] sees all [Amasa's soldiers]
standing still, gawking [at their
General's corpse]. So [Joab drags] Amasa's
[carcass] out of the road. He [hurls]
it into the field. He throws a
tarp over Amasa. So all the [soldiers] disperse [back to Joab's war camp].
General Joab Gets Sheba The Rebel
Beheaded
13 With [Amasa's corpse] out of the road, all
the [soldiers] run on [north] following [General]
Joab {JAH-Dad}. They chase Bichri's brat
(Sheba {Seven}). 14 Meanwhile, [rebel
commando] Sheba {Seven} finishes [galloping]
through all the tribal [regions] of [north] Israel ([including the towns of] Abel {Meadow},
Beth-Maachah {Press-House}, and all
[towns of] the Bichrites). [So Sheba's]
amassed rebels follow [behind his chariot]. 15
[Judean general Joab's army] marches up [north]
to [the town of] Abel {Meadow}[in the region of]
Beth-Maachah {Press-House}. There they
besiege [rebel commando] Sheba. [Joab's soldiers] erect a ramp on a fortified [stretch]
of the city [wall]. Then Joab's [soldiers] batter the wall, to knock it down. 16 Then a
wise woman cries from the city, “Listen!
Listen! Please tell [General] Joab, ‘Come
over here so I can speak with you!’” 17
[General Joab] storms over toward the
woman. She asks, “Are you Joab?” He
answers, “Yes.” Then she says to him,
“Hear the words of your handmaid.”
[Joab] answers, “I'm listening.” 18 [The wise
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says, “In the old days they'd often say, ‘If you want to settle an argument, ask advice at the city of Abel.’
woman]

[This town has a long history of conflict-resolution.] 19

—I'm one of the peaceful and faithful
[people] in Israel. [Why] are you trying to
destroy a mother-city in Israel? Why do
you want to swallow up Yahweh's heritage-land?” 2nd Samuel 20:20 [General] Joab
[lies], “[Heaven] forbid! [I'd rather be] stabbed
[in the heart] than swallow up or destroy
[anyone]!
Having just savagely murdered another of his rivals.

*—[All I want to do is kill] one man
from the Ephraim {Double-Fruit}
hills, [a scoundrel] named Shebason-of-Bichri. He's lifted up his
power-fist in rebellion against
king David. Just hand over
[Sheba]. Then I'll [march my army]
away from [your] city.” So the
woman says to [General] Joab
{JAH-Dad}, “Watch. [I'll] throw [Sheba's] head over the wall to you.”
22 *So the woman [runs back] to all
[her] people [inside Fort Abel. She tells them]
her wise plan. They cut off the
head of Bichri's brat (Sheba).
The [woman] throws the [neck-bleeding
head] out to [General] Joab. [Sheba's
21

bloody ugly mug clunks across the ground to Joab's

blows a trumpet.
[Judea's army] retreats from the
city. Every man [returns] to his
[own] home. Joab returns [~80km
south] to Jerusalem. [There he reports
the victory] to king [David].
feet. So Joab]

King David Re-Organizes His
Judean Government
23 So Joab {JAH-Dad} retains [his job as]
General over all Israel's armies, while
YAHoyada's son BenaYAH {YAH-Built}
heads the Cherethite {Executioners} and
the Pelethite {Couriers}. 24 Adoram {High-Lord}
heads

[David's]

taxing-authority / labor-manager. JA-
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Hoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment} the son of Ahilud {BrotherBorn} serves as [David's royal] historian.
Historian or secretary of state.
25 Sheva {Tempest} serves as [David's] court scribe
[lawyer]. Zadok {Righteous} and Abiathar {GenerousFather} serve as [head] priests. 26 And Ira {Open-Eyes}
from Jair {Goldshine} serves as [king] David's head
priest.

2nd Samuel 21
David Repents Of Mass-Murder To
Stop A Famine

*[A year passes. In 932BC] a famine
plagues David's [reign]. For 3
years, [the rain vanishes. Blight destroys Israel's crops.] So [58-year-old king] David
consults Yahweh. Yahweh answers, “This [drought is punishment]
against [dead king] Saul and his
blood-drenched dynasty. [They]
massacred the Gibeonites.”
1

Sin brings drought and famine. Worldwide sin
brings worldwide drought and famine. That's the
world you live in today.

(Note to ___: the Gibeonites were
not descendants of Israel, but leftover
Amorite [mountaineers. They tricked] the Israelites into swearing a peace-pledge to
them. But in his zeal to [defend] the ‘sons’
of [north] Israel and Judea, Saul [broke that
oath. He tried to] exterminate the [Gibeonites].)
3 So [king] David says to the Gibeonite
[elders], “What can I do for you? How can
I cover [Saul's sin,] so you can [pray for]
blessings on Yahweh's heritagepeople?” 4 The Gibeonites answer [David],
“We won't accept any silver or gold
from Saul's [estate], nor from his dynasty. Nor will we let you kill any man
in Israel to [avenge] our [dead].” [David blurts],
“Whatever you ask, I'll do [it] for you.” 5
The [Gibeonites] answer king [David], “[We only
want to punish the sons of Saul, because Saul] consumed [our people]. He schemed against
us to wipe us out of every region of Israel. 6 —So hand over 7 of Saul's grown
male-descendants to us. We'll impale
the [murderers] up [on stakes under the watchful eye]
2
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of Yahweh in Gibeah [at the hometown] of
Saul, [the king] who [lost] Yahweh's [anointing].
King [David] responds, “[OK.] I'll hand over
[those 7 men to you].”
#3363 yaka = nail to a pole then let the body
parts rot off and fall to the ground.

But king [David] spares [the cripple] Mephibosheth, the son of Saul's prince JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}, because of [the] binding mutual [family-protection] pact JAHnathan and David [pledged] before Yahweh. 8 But king [David] arrests Armoni
{Palace} and [another] Mephibosheth, (the
two sons Saul [fathered with] Rizpah {Hot-Stone} (the daughter of Aiah {Screamer})),
plus the five sons which Saul's daughter Merab {Multiplier} spawned with
AdriEl {Flock-Of-El} the son of Barzillai
{Iron-Heart} from Abel-Mecholah {Dancing-Meadow}. 9 [King] David delivers these
[7 descendants of Saul] into the hands of the
Gibeonites. The [Gibeonites] impale the [victims up on stakes] on a hill, before Yahweh's
[watchful eyes]. So all 7 [men rot and] fall, put
to death in the days of harvest, (as the
[field-hands] start reaping barley).
7

YAH didn't bless these executions. He blessed the
act of making amends.

So Rizpah {Hot-Stone} the
daughter of Aiah {Screamer} takes sackcloth. She spreads it [over her dead sons] on
the rock. From the beginning of harvest
until water drops on the [carcasses] from
heaven, she lets neither the sky-birds
swoop [down to eat her dead] by day, nor the
beasts of the field [devour their corpses] by
night. 11 Then [a field-boy runs ~10 miles south to
Jerusalem's palace]. The [boy] tells [king] David
[about] Aiah's daughter Rizpah {HotStone}, Saul's concubine, [mourning her
dead]. 12 So [king] David {Love}[gallops ~20
miles east across the Jordan river] to JabeshGilead {Arid-Heap}. [There] he confiscates
the bones of [king] Saul and his princeson JAHnathan from some thieves who
stole their [royal] bones off the streetgate in Beth-Shan {House-Of-Ease},
where the Philistines crucified them after murdering Saul in Gilboa {Gushing2nd Samuel 21:10
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Spring}. 13 [King David]

hauls [east] the bones
of Saul and [Saul's] prince JAHnathan, including the bones of the other [Israelis]
the [Philistines] hanged. 14 So the [Judaeans]
bury the bones of Saul and [Saul's] son
JAHnathan in the tomb of Kish {Bow},
[Saul's] father, in Zelah {Limp}, in the territory of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}. The
[Judeans] perform all [the burial rites] king
[David] commands. Finally Elohim [answers
the Judaeans'] prayers for the land [to produce
food].
Another Giant Nearly Murders King
David
15 Yet again the Philistines wage war
against Israel. So [grey-haired king] David
rides down [west] with his loyalists. He
fights the Philistines. But David grows
faint.
930-923BC. David is 60 years old.

So the giant-spawn Ishbi-Benob
{Judge-Of-Fruitland}[charges] to murder
David. [The giant glitters in] brand new armor. [His one hand flashes a new sword. The other arm
rams] a brass spear-head weighing 300
shekels [7 pounds]. [It points at David's grey head!]
16

Giant = Rapha / Rephaim.

But Zeruyah's son Abishai {FaDavid. [Abishai jumps
into the battle.] He strikes the Philistine to
death. Then [king] David's men absolutely forbid [David to enter the battlefield. They say],
“You will never again go out with us to
battle, so you won't snuff out the ‘lamp
of Israel.’”
Judea Battles More Philistine Mutant Giants
18 [Time passes, ___.] Another battle [flares up]
with the Philistines at Gob {Pit}. [There a
Judean hero named] Sibbechai {Thicket}[son of]
Chushah {Speed} slays Saph {Tank}, [one]
of the giant-spawn. 19 In yet another
battle against the Philistines at Gob
{Pit}, [a hulk named] Goliath {Exile} from
Gath {WinePress-Town}[attacks Israel's army. Like
his predecessor, this Goliath's] spear-shaft [runs as
long and thick as] a weaver's beam! But ElHanan {El-is-Gracious} the son of Jaare17

ther-Of-Gifts}[rescues king]
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Oregim {Woods-Weaver} from Bethlehem,
slays [the brute]!
KJV (probably incorrectly) inserts in italics ‘the
brother of’ Goliath. This is a 2nd Goliath, resembling the one David killed (1 Sam 17).

Yet another battle [rages]
in Gath {Wine-Press}. There [the Israelites
fight] another huge giant-spawn mutant
man. He [boasts] 6 fingers on every hand,
and 6 toes on every foot: 24 digits! 21
2nd Samuel 21:20

[This monstrosity]

nathan

defies Israel. So David's brother JAH(the son of Shimea {Proclamation})

{JAH's-Gift}

[mutant]. 22 These four [mutant] giantspawn from Gath {Wine-Press} fall by the
hand of [king] David, and by the hand[s]
of David's loyalists.

slays the

2nd Samuel 22
King David's Song of Deliverance
On the day Yahweh rescues [David] out
of the fists of all his enemies, and out
of the hand of Saul, David {Love} sings
to Yahweh the words of this song:
1

Written about 1018BC. David later made an edition
of this song as Psalm 18.

David sings, “Yahweh is my shelter,
my fortress, my deliverer! 3 [My] Elohim
[is] my rock-cliff, [my immovable defense]. I [forever] trust In him. [YAH] is my shield. [YAH]
is the goring-horn who saves me. [YAH is]
my high tower, my refuge, my savior.
You, [YAH,] save me from violence. 4
*[YAH] deserves Halal {Rave-PraiseShows}! I [always] call on Yahweh.
2

That's how I get saved from
my enemies.
Far beyond mere poetry, David here literally explains how he won many battles by singing and
dancing.

Death's breakers close over me. Torrents of wicked [worthless] men terrify me.
6 The [sorrowful] rope-nets of Sheol {TheGrave} wrap around me. The snares of
death block me [from escaping]. 7 In my distress I [scream], “Yahweh!” I cry to my
Elohim. [Up] in His [heavenly] temple, He
hears my voice. My cry penetrates His
ears. 8 *Then the earth rocks
5
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and trembles. The foundations
of heaven move and quake in
[YAH's] anger. 9 Smoke rises up out of
nostrils. Fire [shoots] out of His
mouth. It devours [the wicked] in exploding burning coals! 2nd Samuel 22:10 [YAH]
lowers the sky. He comes down, dark
[storm clouds] under his feet. 11 [YAH's angel]
mounts a winged-creature. [They] fly.
People [look up. They see Yah's angel riding] on
the wings of the wind. 12 [YAH's angel]
makes canopies of darkness surround
him, gathering waters, thick skyclouds. 13 From the brightness before
[YAH,] coals of fire flame out [to kill the
wicked]. 14 Yahweh thunders from heaven. The ElYón {Most-High} sounds his [universe-shattering] voice. 15 [YAH] shoots out
arrows. He scatters [my foes]. [YAH shoots]
lightning. He crushes [my challengers]. 16 At
the rebuke of Yahweh, the blast of the
breath of His nostrils exposes the channels of the sea, baring naked the foundations of the globe. 17 [YAH] reaches
[down] from on high. He grabs me. He
draws me out of overwhelming waters.
18 [YAH] rescues me from my mighty adversary, from the [powers] who hate me,
who prove too strong for me. 19 They
block my [escape] in my day of disaster.
But Yahweh supports me. 2nd Samuel
22:20 [Then YAH] flies me out into wideopen [safety]. He saves me. He delights
in me. 21 Yahweh rewards my [occasional]
righteous [actions]. [I] clean my hands. He
repays me. 22 [So] I guard the ways of
Yahweh. I keep [my heart] from wickedly
abandoning my Elohim. 23 [I keep] all
[YAH's] rulings [near] my face. I never [completely] abandon [YAH's] principles. 24 I [try to
stay] blameless before [YAH]. I keep myself from sin. 25 So Yahweh repays me
for my [relative] righteousness, for every
clean deed his eyes see [me perform]. 26
You, [YAH,] always show your graciousness to merciful [people]. To the blameless man, you show how upright you
are. 27 To pure [beings], you show how
[YAH's]
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pure you are. To perverse [creatures], you
show [that] you're a [cunning] wrestler! 28
You [eventually] save all humble [afflicted]
people. But your eyes spy down on the
arrogant [evil-ones]. [You wait for the right moment]
to humiliate them. 29 Yahweh, you're
my lamp-light. [You,] Yahweh, enlighten
my dark [world]. 2nd Samuel 22:30 By your
[power] I smash through battalion[s]. By
[the strength of] my ELohim I leap over
wall[s]. 31 The way of the El {Power} is
perfect. The word of Yahweh is proven.
He's a shield for everyone who fleesfor-protection in Him. 32 For who is El
{Strength} except Yahweh? Who is an
[immovable] rock [defense] like our Elohim?
[No one!] 33 [Yahweh] the El is my strongfortress, my power. He opens wide my
path [to safety]. 34 [YAH] makes my feet [fast
and sure] like deer-hooves. He lifts me up
onto my highest-heights. 35 [YAH] trains
my hands for [praise] warfare. My arms
break bows of steel.
This is not recommending physical warfare. Hands
= what plays musical instruments, and what you
throw into the air in thankful praise. Music is the
saints' true mode of battle.

You, [YAH], give me the shield of your
salvation. You stoop down to [lift] me to
greatness. 37 You widen the steps beneath me, so my feet don't slip, [so my
ankles don't shatter]. 38 [You] chase my enemies. [You] wipe them [out]. [You] never
turn back until [you] consume them.
36

We turn our enemies into friends by feeding them,
clothing them, sheltering them, quenching their
thirst, 490 times if necessary.

devour [my enemies]. [You] crush
them, so they can never rise [again].
They lie fallen under my feet. 2nd Samuel
22:40 For you strap me with strength for
[spirit] battle. [My foes] rise up against me.
But you subdue [them] under [my feet]. 41
You make my enemies turn their backs
[and flee]. [You root out] and eliminate [everyone] who hates me. 42 [My opponents] look
everywhere [for help]. But no one [comes] to
save them. They even [cry] to [you,] Yahweh. But [You refuse] to answer them. 43
[You] beat [my antagonists] as fine as the
39 [You]
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dust of the earth. [You] stomp them like
street-mud. [You] spread them [over the
earth like fertilizer]. 44 And You, [YAH,] rescue
me from contentions among my [own]
people. You preserve me. You make me
[the] head over the beast-nations. Populaces I've never known serve me. 45 Foreigners submit themselves to me. As soon as they

foreign [enemies] lose heart as they stagger [trembling]
from their fortresses. 47 Yahweh lives,
___! Kneel [before] my ‘high-cliff-refuge’.
Exalt the Eloah, the rock to [whom] I [cling]
for salvation. 48 [Yahweh] the El {Power} is
[the one] who avenges me. He brings [evil]
people down under me. 49 YAH [flies] me
out of [the ambush set by] my competitors.
You, [YAH,] lift me up on high above the
[fiends] who rise up against me. You rescue me from violent men. 2nd Samuel
22:50 So I'll [always] thank you, Yahweh.
[Right in front] of the beast-nations [who hate
you], I'll [always] strike [guitar] strings [as I
shout praise] to your Name-Authority. 51
[YAH] is the tower of salvation for his
king. [YAH] shows mercy to his chosen-one[s], [including me] (David) and [my]
seed-children, forevermore.”
hear

[me],

they obey me. 46 [My]

2nd Samuel 23
King David's Last Song
Now these are the last lyrics [written by]
David {Love}, the sweet psalmist of Israel; Yashai's son David, the man [YAH]
raised up on high, the [king] chosen by
the Elohim of Jacob. 2 [David] sings: “The
Spirit of Yahweh speaks through me.
His decree[s][sing] on my tongue. 3 The
Elohim of Israel speaks. The Rock of Israel says to me,
“He who rules over men must be just.
[He must] reign in awe of Elohim.
1

Democratic legislation will never work. The only
good government is government based on YAH's
Laws.
4

*
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like morning-light, ___, like the sun rising in a [bright blue] cloudless
dawn, like tender grass springing out of the earth in clear
sunshine after rain.’
[The ruler who fears YAH shines]

El is making my dynasty into
He made an everlasting covenant with me, an unbreakable agreement, an unchangeable [guarantee]. This [promise] is my only salvation
and desire. How could [YAH] not make
[my family] grow?
5 [Yahweh]

[humanity's light and life].

This prophecy finds its greatest fulfillment in the
Messiah.

But [YAH] thrusts away the [worthless]
spawn of Belial {The-Devil} like thorns,
because they can't be handled, ___.
6

Exactly like the Messiah said.

touch [evil weeds and evil people] you
shield yourself with a pitchfork or
spear-shaft, ___. [The] only [reason you
touch them at all] is to burn them up where
they lie.”
A List Of King David's Mighty Men
8 The following are the names of the
mighty men David [led]: Ish-Boshet
{Man-of-Baal}[aka Adino the Spear] (aka ‘Skill’).
He sat in the seat [of] chief among the
captains. [Adino single-handedly] lifted up his
spear against 800 [warriors], ___! He
killed them [all] in one [day].
7 [When you]

Or ‘Josheb-Basshebeth, a Tahkemonite’.

After [‘Adino The Spear’ ranked] ELeazar {El'sAid} the son of Dodo {Love} of the clan
of Ahoh {Brother}, one of the 3 mighty
[men] surrounding David. These [‘three’]
defied the Philistine [army] who amassed
[agains Israel] to battle. ([Many] other [warriors]
of Israel fled [like scared little girls].) 2nd Samuel
23:10 Eleazar jumped up! He struck the
Philistines until his hand grew so exhausted it cramped, frozen to [his]
sword-handle. Yahweh wrought a great
victory that day, ___. Then [Israel's cowardly warriors] returned to the [battlefield] beside [Eleazar]. But [they came not to help him,] but
merely to strip [the dead of plunder]. 11 (Be9
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low [Eleazar]) ranked Shammah {Stunner}
the son of Agee {Flame} the Hararite
{Mountaineer}. In a field [high] with lentil
[stalks, Stunner fought] the Philistines
amassed in battalion[s], [even when Israel's
other warriors] fled from the Philistines. 12
[Stunner] stood in the middle of the field.
He defended it, ___. He killed the
Philistines, while Yahweh wrought a
great victory. 13 Then one harvest season [David's] 33 chief [warriors galloped] down
[through the desert]. They joined David {Love}
in the cave of Adullam, while a Philistine [battalion] pitched [war-camp] in the valley of Rephaim {Giants}. 14 David was
hiding, using the [cave as his] fortress, [because] a Philistine garrison preparing to
attack Jerusalem [had] occupied Bethlehem {Bread-House}. 15 There David {Love}
grew so thirsty he moaned, “Oh, I wish
someone would give me a drink of the
water from the well by the gate at
Bethlehem {Bread-House}!” 16 *So

3 mighty [men] broke
through the Philistine armies.
[David's men] drew water out of the
well by the gate at Bethlehem
{Bread-House}. They took the [water]. They brought it to David.
But David wouldn't drink one
drop, ___. Instead he poured
it out [on the ground as an ‘offering’] to
Yahweh. 17 David {Love} said, “Yah[David's top]

weh, far be it from me to [drink] this water. That would be [like drinking] the blood
of the men who went risking their lives
to [get it]!” So David refused to drink it,
___. These sorts of [heroic] exploits [were
normal for] these 3 mighty [men]. 18 And
Abishai {Father-Of-Gifts}, the brother of
Zeruyah's son Joab {JAH-Dad}, was chief
among [David's] 30 [top colonels]. Abishai lifted up his spear against 300 [murderers],
___. He executed them. This put
[Abishai's] name in the league with the [top]
three [most valiant men in Israel].
See 1Chr27:1.
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was the most respected of [David's] “Thirty”
___. He was their captain. But he never
got included among the “Three.” 2nd Samuel 23:20
[Abishai]

[colonels],

And Yahoyada's son BenaYAH {YAHBuilt}, the son of a valiant man from
Kabze'El {El-Gathered}, performed many
feats, ___. He murdered two lion-like
men from Moab. And during a snowblizzard, [BenaYAH stormed] down into a [slippery ice] pit to kill a lion! 21 [BenaYAH] killed
a [spectacular, majestic, intimidating] Egyptian
[hero]. The Egyptian [lifted] a spear in his
hand [to hurl it at BenaYah]. Yet [BenaYAH][ran]
down to [fight] him. [With] a staff, [BenaYAH]
plucked the spear out of the Egyptian's
hand, ___. Then [BenaYAH] killed the [evil
hero] with his own spear! 22 YAHoyada's
son BenaYAH {YAH-Built} did [many] such
feats, ___. [His courage] raised his reputation up with that of [David's top] 3 mighty
[men]. 23 [BenaYAH] lived more honorably
than the [other colonels of David's] ‘thirty.’ Yet
he didn't rank with the top 3 [most valiant
men in Israel]. [King] David appointed [BenaYAH] over his [royal body] guard. 24 [General]
Joab's son AsahEl {El-Made} was one of the thirty
[mightiest men in Israel] , ___. [The other 29 were]: ElHanan {Elis-Gracious} the son of Dodo {Loving} from Bethlehem
{Bread-House}, 25 —Shammah {Stunner} and Elika {ElEjects}, the Harodite {Terrifiers}; 26 —Helez {Strong}
(the [descendant] of Palti {Rescuer}), [and] Ira {Open-Eyes}
(the son of Ikkesh {Knotted} from Tekoa {TrumpetTown}); 27 —Abiezer {Helpful-Father} from Anath {Answer-Town}, [and] Mebunnai {Built-Man} the Hushathite
{Speedster}; 28 —Zalmon {Shady} of the clan of Ahoh
{Brother}, Maharai {Speedy} from Netophath {DistilleryTown}; 29 —Heleb {Fat}, the son of Baanah {Force}, a
Netophathite {Distiller}; [and] Ittai {Companion} the son
of Ribai {Wrangler} a descendant of Benjamin {RightHand-Son} from Gibeah {Flower-Hill}; 2nd Samuel
23:30 —BenaYAH {YAH-Built} from Pirathon {Throne},
[and] Hiddai of the brooks of Gaash {Quake};
Hiddai (meaning unknown) = Hurai {Linen-Worker} in 1 Chronicles 11:32.
31 —Abi-Albon {Valiant-Father} from Aarba {DesertHouse}, Azmaveth {Strong-One-Of-Death} from Barhum
{Young-Man-Town}; 32 —Eliahba {El-Hides} from
Shaalbon {Fox-Holes}, [and] JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}, a
descendant of Jashen {Sleepy}; 33 —Shammah
{Stunner} and Ahiam {Uncle} (the son of Sharar {Fighter}), both Hararite {Mountaineers}; 34 —Eliphelet {Escape-Via-El} the son of Ahasbai [aka Ur], the son of [a]
Maachathite {Presser}, [and] Eliam {El-Of-The People} the
son of Ahithophel {Slime-Brother} from Giloh {Open};
35 —Hezrai {Court-Yard} from Carmel {Fruiting-Garden},
[and] Paarai {Yawn} from Arab {Ambush}; 36 —Igal
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the son of Nathan {Gift} from Zobah {StaBani {Built} from [the tribe of] Gad {Troop}; 37
—Zelek {Crack} the Ammon-Spawn [Mountaineer], Naharai {Snorer} (from Beeroth {Wells}), armor-bearer
to Zeruyah's son [General] Joab {JAH-Dad}; 38 —Ira
{Open-Eyes} and Gareb {Scratchy}, [both] descendants of
Jethro {Super}; 39 —[and lastly,] UriYah {YAH's-Flame} the
Hittite {Terrifier}: 37 [mighty men] in all, ___.
{Avenger}

tion}, [and]

2nd Samuel 24
David Institutes A National ID
Number System

*Yet again Yahweh's anger
flares up against Israel, [because
king] David incites [his Generals] to
order [scribes] to conduct a human-numbering census [to measure
the fighting-strength of north] Israel and
Judea.
1

All the commercial translations botch this verse.
YAH gets mad because David tells his generals to
conduct a forbidden human-enumeration census, a
forerunner of modern (SSN/SIN) Socialist Slave
Number systems. YAH does not command you to
do things he forbids.

*Joab {JAH-Dad} (the General
of [Israel's] Army) [stands before David's
throne]. The king orders [Joab], “Go
now through all the tribes of
Israel, from [northland] Dan all the
way [south] to Beer-Sheba {WellOf-Seven}. Enumerate [Israel's] people. Then I'll know how many
[fighting men I have].”
2

David's sin equals the modern practice of national
ID numbers, aka "SINs / SSNs". If you've got such
a personal I.D. number and you're using it to buy
things, you will suffer terrible, painful diseases. Exponentially moreso when experimental vaccination
is tied to I.D. Probably David intended to use his
census information to collateralize a loan from foreign bankers. That's the purpose of modern human
enumeration. Such systems are evil because they
end in war.

*But [General] Joab {JAH-Dad} objects to king [David], “Now [I pray
that] Yahweh your Elohim multiplies [our Hebrew] people (however
many they are) 100 times, so
3
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eyes (my lord the king)
may view [our multitude]. But why
does my lord the king delight
in this [forbidden national I.D. nightmare]?” 4
*But [sadly,] king [David's] word prevails against [General] Joab, and
against [his subordinate army] commanders. So Joab and [the]
army's leaders [ride] out from
the face of the king, to number
the people of Israel. 5 The [commanders
[that your]

cross [east] over [the] Jordan [river]. They
pitch [camp] in Aroer {Exposed}, on the south side of
the city that lies in the middle of the Gad-river-valley. [They move on ~20km north to] Jazer {Help-Town}. 6 Then
the [census-takers ride ~40km further north] to Gilead {MonumentMound}, and on to the land of Tahtim-Hodshi {LowMoon}. Then they [continue on] to Dan-Jaan {AttentiveJudge}. Then [they loop] around west to [coastal] Sidon
{Fish-City}. 7 Then [David's census-takers ride] to the stronghold of Tyre {Rock-Port}, and to all the cities of the
Hivite {Villagers}, and of the Canaanite {Mercenaries}.
Then the [census-takers ride] out south of Judah's [territory],
and census-takers]

all the way to Beer-Sheba

{Well-Of-Seven}.

8

For 9

months and 20 days, the [census-takers ride]
through the [whole Promised] land. Then
they [return] to Jerusalem, [bearing their sinful
record-books, filled with an inventory of human flesh] . 9
[General] Joab reports the gross number
of [fighting] men to king [David]: north Israel contains 800 thousand valiant
sword-drawing men. Judea adds another 500 thousand [fighting] men.
YHVH Punishes Israelis For Getting
ID Numbers
2nd Samuel 24:10 But as soon as [king]
David numbers the people, his heart
[feels like he's been] stabbed. David confesses to Yahweh, “I've sinned terribly by
[enumerating your people]. Now I, your servant, beg you, Yahweh: take away my
sin. I've committed extreme folly.” 11
The next morning, [king] David wakes
up. [Simultaneously] Yahweh's Word comes
alive in the prophet Gad {Troop}, [king]
David's seer. 12 [YAH says to Gad,]
“Go [to Jerusalem's palace]. Tell [king] David,
‘Yahweh says, I offer you [these] 3 [penalties for your crime of human-enumeration]. Choose
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one of the [penalties]. I'll execute it
against you.’”

*So Gad [runs] to [king] David.
[Gad] asks him, “[Do you want]:
7 years of famine to [starve] you
and you land?
Or would you [rather] flee for 3
months before your enemies,
while they chase you?
Or [do you choose] 3 days [of] plague
[to ravage] your land?
Now consider [these 3 punishments].
Decide what answer I'll relay
to [YAH] who sent me [to you].” 14
13

David answers Gad {Troop}, “I'm
caught in a huge vise. But let's fall into
the hand of Yahweh. His mercies are
great. Don't let me fall into the hand of
man.” 15 So that morning Yahweh sends
a plague on Israel. [It lasts for 3 days.] From
[northland] Dan [all the way south] to Beer-Sheba {Well-Of-Seven}, 70 thousand [enumerated] people die.
[King]

Those Israelis could have refused to take part in
the national ID program, just like you can refuse.
But they chose the plague, like you choose the
plague. As in Revelation, great and painful sores
break on and in everyone who gets the mark or
number of the beast. Exact same principle here.

Just as the angel stretches out his
hand over Jerusalem to destroy it, Yahweh relents. [YAH] stops the disaster. [He]
commands the population-destroying
angel,
“That's enough. Now hold [back] your
hand.”
At that [moment] the angel of Yahweh
16

stands near the threshing-floor of
Araunah {Strong} the Jebusite
{Thresher}. 17 [King]

David sees the angel
striking the [numbered] people. David
prays to Yahweh, [crying], “Look, I sinned
[by cataloguing individual humans]. I committed a
wicked [crime]. But these sheep, what
have they done? Please let your hand
[war] against me, and against my father's family.”
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The people signed up for national ID numbers.
That's what they did wrong. ID-numbers birth interest-bearing loans which birth war which births
tyranny. Witness the collapse of the U.S. dollar
since the institution of Social "Security" Numbers.

David Builds An Altar To Cook Sacred Feasts

Throw sacred celebrations where you feed poor
people and you teach scriptural principles. (This
method procures heaven's blessings and protection.)
Number your people as collateral for loans to fund
military expansion. (This method ends in disaster.)

1st Kings 1

18 So Gad immediately [runs] to [king] David. [Gad] advises him, “[Ride] up to the threshing-floor of Araunah {Strong} the Jebusite {Thresher}. There erect an

[honor] Yahweh.” 19 So [king] David follows the advice of Gad {Troop}. [David
rides] up as Yahweh commands. 2nd
Samuel 24:20 Araunah {Strong} looks [out his
window]. He sees king [David] and [David's royal] workers [galloping] up toward him. So
Araunah [runs] outside. He bows himself
on his face on the ground before the
king. 21 Then Araunah {Strong} asks,
“Why has my lord the king come to [me,]
his servant?” [King] David replies, “To buy
this threshing-floor from you, to build
an altar to [smoke-roast feast-food in honor] of
Yahweh, so the plague will stop [ravaging
our] people.” 22 Araunah {Strong} answers
[king] David, “My lord and king, grab and
smoke-roast whatever seems good to
[you]. Look: here are oxen for ascension
[meals]. [Burn my] threshing-sledges and
oxen's yokes as fire-wood.” 23 Araunah

altar to

gives all these [gifts] to king [David]. Then
Araunah says to the king, “[I pray that] Yahweh your
{Strong}

So king [David] answers Araunah {Strong}, “[I] can't [accept
freebies]. But I'll definitely buy [this farm]
from you at a price. I won't offer ascension [gifts] to [honor] Yahweh my Elohim
unless I pay for them.” So [king] David
buys the threshing-floor and the oxen
for 50 shekels [1.25 pounds] of silver.
Elohim accepts you.” 24

Never take a free benefit. Always pay for what you
get. A free benefit implies a contractual obligation
to repay the benefactor, usually with allegiance.

David builds an altar there to
Yahweh. On the [cooking altar] he
smoke-roasts ascension-gift-meals and
thanksgiving [fixins for poor feast-attenders]. So
Yahweh [hears David's] prayers for the land.
[Then Yahweh] lifts the plague from Israel.
25

So

[king]

[honor]

There are two methods of funding a government:
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Old Worn-Out David Sleeps With A
Young Beauty
1 King David grows old. Time beats him
down. Eventually he can't get warm
even covered up [with blankets], wearing
pajamas in bed, ___. 2 So [David's] servants say to him, “[Our] lord [and] king,
let [us] find you a young virgin to stand
[and serve] before [you,] king. Let her cherish [you]. Let her lie in your arms, so
[you,] my lord the king, can get [some]
warmth [in your old, tired bones].”
The king should have slept with one of his wives.

So the [royal women-hunters ride] throughout
all the regions of Israel, searching for a
beautiful girl. [In] the town of Shunem
{Quiet} they find Abishag {Fathered-By-AWanderer}. So they bring her to the king.
3

Abishag may mean ‘Father's Mistake,’ an odd but
understandable name for a child!

This gorgeous girl cherishes king
She nurses [and serves and befriends]
him. But the king doesn't [romantically lay
with her, like he would with his wife].
AdoniJah Tries To Steal The Throne
From David
5 *Then [Prince] AdoniYah {Yah-IsSovereign} (the brat [David spawned
with] Chagiyith {Festive-Dancer})
4

[David].

exalts himself. [He] brags [to everyone], “I'm gonna be king!” He
musters his [own private army of] chariots and horsemen. 50 [warriors]
run before his [royal parade]. 6 *[King
David, AdoniJah's] Dad, never in his
whole life disciplined AdoniJah.
[David] never even asked him,
“Why are you being [such a brat]?”
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And

[AdoniJah got arrogant because he was gor-

AbShalom.
(Maacah birthed [AbShalom] right
before Chagiyith birthed [AdoniJAH].) 7 So [prince AdoniJah] conspires with
geous, just like his big brother]

Zeruyah's son [General] Joab {JAH-Dad},
and with [Jerusalem's] priest, Abiathar
{Generous-Father}. [Joab and Abiathar] follow
[prince] AdoniJah. They help him [rebel
against his father, king David]. 8 But [high] priest Zadok
{Righteous},

and YAHoyada's son BenaYAH {YAH-Built},
and Nathan {Gift} the prophet, and Shimei {Famous},
and Rei {Friend}, and the [other] mighty men loyal to

David, refuse to rebel with AdoniYah. 9 Then
AdoniJah [throws a coronation feast for himself]. He
slaughters [and cooks] sheep and oxen and
fattened cattle at Zoholeth {SerpentStone}, near En-Rogel {Traveler'sFountain}. [AdoniJah] invites all his brothers
(king [David's] sons) and all the Judean
men who serve the king. 1st Kings 1:10
But [AdoniJah refuses] to invite [David's loyalists]:
Nathan {Gift} the prophet, and [general]
BenaYAH {YAH-Built}, and [David's] mighty
men, and [his] own brother Solomon
{Peace-Man}, [the rightful heir to the throne].
Nathan & Bathsheba Get David To
Crown Solomon
11 [Meanwhile,] Nathan {Gift} speaks to
Bath-Sheba {Oath-Daughter} the mother
of Solomon {Peace-Man}. [Nathan] says,
“Have you heard that Chagiyith's brat
[prince] AdoniYah {Yah-Is-Sovereign}[has been
crowned king]? And [king] David our lord
knows nothing [about it]? 12 —So please
come [with me] now [to king David's bed-chamber].
[On the way,] let me advise you, so you can
save your own life, and the life of your
son Solomon {Peace-Man}. 13 —Run. Go
into king David's [bedchamber]. Say to him,
‘Didn't you, my lord, O king, swear to
[me,] your handmaid, I quote, ‘Without
fail, Solomon {Peace-Man} your son will
reign after me; he will sit on my
throne?’ So why [have the leaders of Israel
crowned] AdoniYah?’ 14 [Nathan continues:] —
Then, while you're still there [beside the
[king]
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pleading to the king, I'll come in after you. I'll confirm your report.”
bed]

Two bona-fide witnesses are necessary to confirm
any story.

So Bath-Sheba {Oath-Daughter}[runs]
into the royal bed-chamber. [She sees] ancient king [David] being nursed by [the
young beauty] from Shunem {Quiet}:
Abishag {Fathered-By-A-Wanderer}. 16 So
Bath-Sheba {Oath-Daughter} bows. She
kneels [before] the king. The king [croaks],
“What do you want?” 17 [Bath-Sheba] answers [David], “My lord, you swore by
Yahweh your Elohim to [me,] your handmaid, I quote, ‘Without fail, Solomon
{Peace-Man} your son will reign after
me; he will sit on my throne.’ 18 —But
now look: [your rebel brat prince] AdoniYah is
ruling [as king], while [you,] my lord, the
[real] king, know nothing [about your son's rebellion]. 19 —[AdoniJah already threw his coronation
feast.] He barbecued tons of oxen and fat
cattle and sheep. He invited [all your]
princes, plus [high] priest Abiathar {Generous-Father}, plus Joab {JAH-Dad} the
General of [your] Army. But [AdoniJah intentionally disinvited] your obedient [son],
Solomon {Peace-Man}. 1st Kings 1:20 —
Meanwhile you, my lord, O' king—the
eyes of all Israel rest upon you, waiting
for you to tell them who will sit on [your]
throne, my lord the king, after [you]. 21
—[If you don't crown Solomon now,] then when
[you,] my lord the king, [soon] sleep with
[your] fathers [in the grave, prince AdoniJah] will
[kill] me and my son Solomon as [rebels].”
22 While [Bath-Sheba kneels by the bedside] talking with the king, Nathan {Gift} the
prophet [runs] in. 23 King [David's advisers shout
to him,] “Behold Nathan {Gift} the
prophet!” [Nathan] approaches the king.
He bows his body down to the king.
[Nathan's] face touches the [marble] floor.
15

Nathan and Bath-Sheba bow in humility; so they
win. AdoniJah rises in arrogance, so he loses.

Then [prophet] Nathan {Gift} asks, “My
lord, O king, have you decreed [that]
AdoniYah will reign after [you], [that] he
will sit on [your] throne? 25 *—[I ask] be24
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cause

down [to Serpent-Stone] today. He barbecued
tons of oxen and fat cattle and
sheep [for his coronation feast]. He invited all [your] royal sons, and the
heads of [your] army, and Abiathar, [your] priest. See, they're
eating and drinking [beneath AdoniJah's throne], crying, ‘Elohim save
king AdoniJah!’ 26 —But [AdoniJah disin[AdoniJah paraded]

me (your servant) and [high] priest
Zadok {Righteous}, and YAHoyada's son
[general] BenaYAH {YAH-Built}, and your
obedient [prince] Solomon {Peace-Man}. 27
—Have you, my lord the king, permitted [this rebellion]? Did you hide from [me,]
your servant, [your] decree as to who [you
would choose] to sit on your throne, my
lord and king, after you?” 28 Then king
David [croaks to his guards], “Call [back] BathSheba {Oath-Daughter}.” So [BathSheba]
walks into the king's presence. She
stands before the king. 29 Then king [David]
vited]

promises, “As Yahweh, who always redeemed my
soul from distress, lives:
This oath or oath-like language sounds holy but is
not the kind of thing Yahshua ever said.

—Yes, I promised you. I invoked [the wrath of] Yahweh Elohim of Israel. [I] vowed, ’Solomon {Peace-Man}
your son will definitely reign after me.
He will sit on my throne in my place.’
Today I fulfill [that vow].” 31 So Bath-Sheba {Oath-Daughter} bows her face to the
earth. She prostrates herself before the
king. [She] says, “Let my lord king David
live forever.” 32 Then king David [croaks to his
1st Kings 1:30

“Summon [high] priest Zadok {Righteous}, and
Nathan {Gift} the prophet, and YAHoyada's son BenaYAH {YAH-Built}.” So these [3 men] come [to David's bedguards,]

chamber].

They face the king. 33

[those loyal leaders],

“Take

The king orders

[my royal court officials].

Mount my son [prince] Solomon {PeaceMan} on my own mule. Escort him [as he
rides] down [the hill] to Gihon {Stream}. 34
—There let [high] priest Zadok {Righteous}
and Nathan {Gift} the prophet anoint
[Solomon] king over Israel. Then blow the
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trumpet[s]. Then shout, ‘Elohim
save king Solomon!’ 35 *—Then [you
[royal]

follow [Solomon] back here [to
the palace]. Escort him in to sit on
my throne. For he will [reign as]
king in my place. I've appointed him ruler over [both northern] Israel and over Judea, [thus uniting our
war-torn country].” 36 YAHoyada's son Beleaders]

naYAH {YAH-Built} answers king [David],
“Amén! [I pray that] Yahweh, Elohim of my
lord the king, confirms [Solomon's authority]!
37 —As Yahweh stuck with my lord the
king, may he stick with Solomon {PeaceMan}. [May YAH] make [Solomon's] throne spiral-higher than the throne of my lord
king David.” 38 So [high] priest Zadok
{Righteous}, and Nathan {Gift} the
prophet, and Yahoyada's son [general]
BenaYAH {YAH-Built}, and [David's]
Cherethite {Executioners} and Pelethite
{Couriers}, set Solomon {Peace-Man} riding on king David's mule. They escort
him down [the hill] to [be crowned at] Gihon
{Stream}.
Today Palestinians and Israelis fight over land-disputes at Gihon.

There [high] priest Zadok {Righteous}
emerges from the [coronation] tent. He
[holds] a horn [filled] with [olive] oil. He
pours the [oil] over Solomon {Peace-Man}.
The [leaders] blow the [royal] trumpet. Then
all the people [shout], “Elohim save king
Solomon!” 1st Kings 1:40 *Then [Solomon
39

up toward [Jerusalem].
[Crowds of] people stream up behind [Solomon]. [Musicians] pipe their
flutes. [Everyone] lights up in ecstatic joy. [They party] so [loud] that
the earth shakes with the
sound of their [praise], ___!
rides David's mule]

The church that shakes the earth shakes the world.
The church that softly hums puts the world to
sleep.

Meanwhile, [over at Serpent-Stone, rebel prince]
AdoniYah {Yah-Is-Sovereign} and all [his
coronation] guests with him finish eating.
41
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They hear [Solomon's procession. Rebel General]
Joab {JAH-Dad}[startles]. He hears the
blasting trumpet[s]. He asks, “What's
that riot-noise in [Jerusalem] city?” 42 As
[grey-haired rebel General Joab] speaks, [he] sees
JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift} the son of Abiathar {Generous-Father} the priest [ride]
into [the rebel festival]. [Rebel prince] AdoniYah
{Yah-Is-Sovereign}[shouts] to [the priest],
“Come in, valiant man! Bring [me the]
good news!” 43 So JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}
answers [prince] AdoniYah {Yah-IsSovereign}, “The truth is: our lord king
David has [crowned] Solomon {Peace-Man}
king. 44 —King [David] sent [Solomon] with
[high] priest Zadok {Righteous}, and
Nathan {Gift} the prophet, and YAHoyada's son [general] BenaYAH {YAH-Built},
and the [royal] Cherethite {Executioners}
and Pelethite {Couriers}. They set
[Solomon] riding on king [David's] mule! 45 —
Then, at Gihon {Stream}, [high] priest
Zadok {Righteous} and Nathan {Gift} the
prophet anointed [Solomon] king. They've
come up from there rejoicing [so loud] the
city's roaring. That's the noise you're
hearing. 46 —Solomon {Peace-Man} sits
on the throne of the kingdom [of Israel].
47 —[Thousands] of king [David's] loyalists
streamed [to Jerusalem's palace] to bless our
lord king David with these words: ‘May
[Yahweh] Elohim make the name of
Solomon {Peace-Man} surpass your
fame, and spiral his throne higher than
your throne!’ Then [I saw] king [David] (on
[his] bed) bow himself [in deference to
Solomon].
Or ‘bow himself in worship.’

—Then king [David] said, ‘[I] kneel [to]
Yahweh, Israel’s Elohim. [Yahweh] gave
[me a son] to sit on my throne today, [while]
my eyes [could] see it.’” 49 All the guests
at [rebel prince] AdoniYah's [fake coronation
shake] with terror. They jump up. They
scatter [like cockroaches]. 1st Kings 1:50
*[Prince] AdoniYah {Yah-IsSovereign} [shakes in] fear of
Solomon {Peace-Man}. [AdoniJah]
48
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jumps up. He sprints [to Jerusalem's
tent sanctuary]. He grabs hold on the
horns of the altar. 51 *[A boy-priest
runs from the sanctuary to the palace. He bounds
up the stairs, past the guards, into the throne-

He tells Solomon {PeaceMan}, “Look! [Rebel] AdoniYah
fears king Solomon! Look!
[AdoniJah is] grabbing hold on the
horns of [YAH's] altar, crying, ‘Get
king Solomon to swear to me
today that he won't slay [me,]
his servant, with the sword!’” 52
room.]

Solomon {Peace-Man} responds, “If [my rebel brother] will demonstrate that he's a [loyal,] honorable man,
then not one of his hairs will fall to the
earth. But if [I] find wickedness in him,
he'll die.” 53 *So king Solomon
{Peace-Man} sends [soldiers] to [drag
[Young king]

rebel prince AdoniJah]

down from the

altar. [AdoniJah crawls in to the throne room.]
He bows himself to king
Solomon. Solomon [growls] to
him, “Go to your house.”

1st Kings 2
David Leaves His Final Assassination Orders
1 Finally David's dying day draws near,
___. So David gives [his final wishes] to his
son Solomon {Peace-Man}: 2 [David croaks],
“I'm going the way of all the earth. So
you be strong. Show that you're a man
[by your mature behavior]. 3 Guard the commandments of Yahweh your Elohim.
Walk in His ways. Keep His Laws, His
principles and His rulings. [Publish] his
historical [accounts]. [Follow what's] written in
the law of Moses, so you can prosper in
everything you do, wherever you point
yourself. 4 [Obey YAH.] Then Yahweh will
fulfill his prediction he spoke concerning me: he promised,
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‘If your children pay attention to their
life-path[s], and walk before me in truth
with all their heart[s] and with all their
soul[s], you'll always have a man on the
throne of Israel.’

*And you know how
Zeruyah's brat [General] Joab {JAHDad} [betrayed] me. He [assassinated]
the two head warriors of Israel: Ner's son Abner {Father-OfLight}, and Jethro's son Amasa
{Load}. Joab murdered [them]. He
shed the blood of war during
peace[time]. He sprayed the
blood of destruction on his
sash around his genitals, and
on his shoes on his feet. 6 So do
5

as your wisdom directs, [Solomon]. But
don't let [Joab's] gray head go down to
the grave in peace. 7 But show kindness
to the sons of Barzillai {Iron-Heart} from
Gilead {Monument-Mound}. Let them be
among your [honored courtesans] who eat at
your table, because they came [and
helped] me when I fled [from the rebellion] of
AbShalom your [dead] brother. 8 Don't
forget [that] you're still [plagued by] Gera's
brat Shimei {Famous}, the Benjamite
from Bahurim {Choice-Youth}. [Shimei]
cursed me with terrible slander on the
day I fled [east] to Mahanaim {DoubleCamp}. But [later Shimei rode] down to [the]
Jordan [river] to [apologize to] me. So I
swore by Yahweh that [I'd spare Shimei]. [I]
pledged, ‘I won't put you to death with
the sword.’ 9 So now don't hold [Shimei]
guiltless. You're a wise man. You know
what you ought to do to him. Bring his
gray head down to the grave with
blood.”
Shimei's only recorded offense was criticizing king
David, so this kill order is not necessarily lawful.

Loving King David Dies
So [king] David {Love} sleeps
[in death] beside his forefathers. [Solomon]
buries him in the [fortress known as the] ‘City
of David.’ 11 [Thus closes] David's 40 year
1st Kings 2:10
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reign over Israel. He reigned for 7
years in Hebron {Society}. Then he
reigned 33 years in Jerusalem. 12 Then
Solomon {Peace-Man} sits on the throne
of his father David {Love}. And [soon YAH]
mightily establishes Solomon's kingdom.
AdoniJah Tries To Bed King David's
Last Girl
13 [One day] AdoniYah {Yah-Is-Sovereign} the son of
Chagiyith {Festive-Dancer} approaches Bath-Sheba
{Oath-Daughter} the mother of Solomon {Peace-Man}.
She asks, "Do you come in peace?” AdoniYah
replies, “[Yes.]” 14 AdoniJah adds, “I have something
to

[ask]

you.” [Bath-Sheba] says, “Go on.” 15 [AdoniJah]

complains, “You know the kingdom was
mine. [The] whole [nation of] Israel turned
their faces to me. [The people voted for] my
reign. But the kingdom flipped around.
It [landed in the hands] of my brother [Solomon].
Yahweh [gave] it to him [even though I'm the
better man]. 16 So now I ask one request of
you. Don't deny me.” [Bath-Sheba] answers, “Keep talking.” 17 [AdoniJah] says,
“Please speak to [your son,] king Solomon.
He won't tell you ‘no.’ Ask him to give
me [king David's last bedmate] (Abishag {Fathered-By-A-Wanderer} from Shunem
{Quiet}) as my wife.”
AdoniJah hopes that if he marries the last woman
with a claim to be David's Queen, he can claim to
be the rightful king. Also, this young lady Abishag
is hot as a firecracker.

So Bath-Sheba {Oath-Daughter}[rolls her
says, “OK. I'll talk to the king
for you.”
18

eyes. She]

Perhaps knowing that Solomon is going to get rid
of this nuisance once and for all.

*So Bath-Sheba {OathDaughter} goes to [her son] king
Solomon {Peace-Man}, to speak
to him for AdoniYah {Yah-IsSovereign}. The king rises up to
meet her. He bows himself to
her. He sits down on his
throne. He [orders a guard], “Set a
seat for the king's mother.”
She sits at his right-hand, [the position of power].
19
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Even a king bows to his mother.

Then [Bath-Sheba] says, “I
want one small favor from you; please.
Don't tell me no.” So king [Solomon] answers her, “Ask on, my mother. I won't
say no to you.” 21 So [Bath-Sheba winks, then]
says, “Give Abishag from Shunem to
your [half] brother AdoniYah as [his] wife.”
Solomon Assassinates His Bad
Brother AdoniJah
22 So king Solomon {Peace-Man} answers
his mother, “Why do you ask for
AdoniYah to get [queen] Abishag? Request he gets the [whole] kingdom! He's
my older brother, [after all]! Give the
whole [realm] to him, and [to treasonous]
priest Abiathar, and [to rebel General] JoabBen-Zeruyah! 23 Then king Solomon
[foolishly] swears by Yahweh. [Solomon]
growls: “Elohim, [kill me], and worse, if [I
don't kill my evil brother] AdoniYah [for scheming yet
again to steal my kingdom]. 24 Yahweh [permanently] established me. [He's] set me on the
throne of my father David {Love}. [YAH
gave] me the promised [Davidic] dynasty.
As [YAH lives, rebel prince] AdoniJah dies today. DEAD!” 25 So king Solomon {PeaceMan} deploys his [assassin] YAHoyada's
son BenaYAH {YAH-Built}. So BenaYah
attacks [AdoniYah]. [BenaYAH] kills him! 26
Then king [Solomon] orders [rebel] priest
Abiathar {Generous-Father}, “You go [5km
east] to Anathoth {Answer-Town}. [Work]
your [family] fields. You're worthy of
death. But I won't execute you now,
because you carried the ark of Adonai
Yahweh before my father David {Love}.
You suffered with my father through all
his calamities.” 27 So Solomon {PeaceMan} thrusts out Abiathar {Generous-Father} from Yahweh's priesthood. This
fulfills the prediction Yahweh spoke in
Shiloh {Tranquil}[condemning] the family [line]
of [neglectful high priest] Eli.
Solomon Assassinates Rebel
General Joab
28 [A spy-boy runs to Jerusalem's fortress.] He tells
[General] Joab [that Solomon just banished rebel1st Kings 2:20
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priest Abiathar].

So Joab [shakes, terrified of punishrebelling with [prince] AdoniJah.

ment for his]
[Joab knows that Solomon still nurses anger because Joab

AbShalom.
So Joab sprints to Yahweh's sanctuary-tent. There [Joab] grabs hold on the
[sacred] altar's horns. [He hopes that taboo will
killed Solomon's older brother, prince]

keep Solomon from spilling human blood on the holy al-

*[A temple-guard runs to the palace.]
He tells king Solomon {PeaceMan}, “[General] Joab just fled to
Yahweh's sanctuary-tent. [I]
saw him [clutching] the altar.” So
Solomon sends YAHoyada's
son BenaYAH {YAH-Built} [with the
kill] order: “Go. [Attack and kill rebel General Joab.]” 1st Kings 2:30 So BenaYAH {YAHtar.] 29

to Yahweh's [SanctuHe [barks] to
[Joab], “The king commands you to come
[with me].” Joab [cries], “No. I'll die here.”
So BenaYAH [gallops] back to [Solomon's
palace]. He reports to [the] king, “Joab
[won't let go of the altar horns].” 31 So king
[Solomon] answers [BenaYah], “Do as [Joab]
said. [Kill] him. Then bury him. Purge my
(and my father's) dynasty of the innocent blood Joab shed. 32 —Yahweh now
dumps [Joab's] blood-guilt upon [Joab's]
own head. [Joab assassinated] two men more
righteous and better than himself. He
murdered them with [his] sword, against
my father David's will. [Joab stabbed north]
Israel's General, Ner's son Abner {Father-Of-Light}. Then [Joab stabbed] Judea's
General: Jethro's son Amasa {Load}. 33
—So the [innocent] blood [of Joab's victims]
now and forever dumps on Joab's head,
and on the head[s] of his seed-children.
Meanwhile, [YAH] eternally rains peace
on David {Love}, on his seed-children,
on his dynasty, and on his throne.” 34
So YAHoyada's son BenaYAH {YAH-Built}
[gallops] up [to the sanctuary]. He [attacks General
Joab]. He kills [Joab]. So [Joab's sons] bury
[their father] at [their family's] desert-house. 35
Then king [Solomon] promotes YAHoyBuilt}[gallops his war-horse]

ary-tent]. [BenaYah storms inside.]
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ada's son BenaYAH {YAH-Built} to [Joab's]
position as [General] over [united Israel's]
army. And the king installs Zadok
{Righteous} in the office of high-priest to
replace [exiled] Abiathar {Generous-Father}.
King Solomon Assassinates Famous
Rebel Shimei
36 Then the king dispatches [messengers].
They summon Shimei {Famous}. [Solomon]
orders him, “You build a house [here] in
Jerusalem. Stay here. Never travel outside [the city walls]. 37 Watch: the day you
exit [this city], and cross over the Kidron
{Dusky} brook, know for certain that
you die. Dead! The blood-guilt [for your
death] will rest on your own head.”
The Kidron flows through the garden of Gethsemane.

So Shimei {Famous}[lies] to the king,
“Your verdict is good. [I,] your servant,
will do just what [you,] my lord the king
just ordered.” Shimei then lives in
Jerusalem for many days.
38

Solomon lacks lawful authority to kill Shimei. So
Solomon shrewdly gets Shimei to agree to the
death penalty.

Then at the end of 3 years, two of
Shimei's indentured-servants run away
[~25km southwest from Jerusalem. They defect] to [enemy Palestinian king] Achish (son of Maachah
{Press}) king of Gath {Wine-Press}. So
[some country boys run into Jerusalem]. They tell
Shimei, “We saw 2 of your workers
[escape to] Gath!” 1st Kings 2:40 So Shimei
{Famous}[jumps] up. He saddles his donkey. He [rides west from Jerusalem] to Gath
{Wine-Press} to [meet king] Achish. [Shimei]
recovers his workers. [Then] Shimei returns from Gath [to Jerusalem. He drags] his
slaves [behind his donkey]. 41 So [a watchman runs
into the palace]. He tells [king] Solomon
{Peace-Man} that Shimei {Famous}[rode]
out of Jerusalem to Gath {Wine-Press}
and back. 42 So king [Solomon] dispatches
[soldiers]. They [haulthe shaking] Shimei {Famous}[to the throne-room]. [Solomon growls] to
[Shimei], “Didn't I get you to swear [to stay
put]? [Didn't you invoke the punishment of]
Yahweh? I bound you. [I] said, ‘Know
39
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for certain that on the day you exit
[Jerusalem] and set [one foot on the road], you
die. DEAD!’ And didn't you answer me,
‘I've heard your order and I accept it’?
Consent makes Law.

—So why then have you violated
[your] oath to Yahweh? [You broke] the commandment with which I bound you.” 44
Then king [Solomon] says to Shimei {Famous}, “Your wicked heart stores the
memory of all the [crimes] you committed
against David {Love} my father. So Yahweh now dumps your evil on your own
head. 45 —Meanwhile, [I,] king Solomon
{Peace-Man} continue to [enjoy heaven's]
blessing. David's throne stands forever
established before Yahweh.” 46 So king
[Solomon] commands [the execution order] to
YAHoyada's son [General] BenaYAH {YAHBuilt}. [Shimei runs for his life. He leaps over palace
43

guards. He knocks down a little girl in his scramble from
the palace. He jumps into a trash bin. BenaYAH]

storms out [of the palace gates]. He attacks
Shimei. Shimei dies [from the wounds].
Thus, [all major rebels dead], the kingdom [of
Judah] cements inside Solomon's grip.
Shimei is not recorded as committing any capital
crimes, so this is presumably Solomon's first murder. Solomon was intellectually brilliant, but not so
wise.

1st Kings 3
Solomon Starts Sliding Into Pagan
Fornication
1 But [king] Solomon {Peace-Man} makes a
[forbidden] alliance with Pharaoh king of
Egypt. [Solomon marries] Pharaoh's daughter. He imports her into the city of
David. [There this pagan wife lives and sleeps with
Solomon] until he finishes building his own
palace, and the temple of Yahweh, and
the wall surrounding Jerusalem. 2
[Solomon's] temple is [at this time] yet to be
built, ___. So [Solomon's supposedly ‘Hebrew’]
people routinely [slaughter meat for quasi-spiritual festivals] at random [occult] high shrines.

This societal situation exists around you in the
form of religious freedom. Your neighbors barbecue
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food on their patios increasingly decorated with pagan idols.

Solomon {Peace-Man} adores Yahweh. He walks in the statutes of his father David. Yet Solomon too slaughters
[feast-meat] and burns incense at the [random, non-Hebrew] high shrines.
3 [King]

This today is called religious pluralism.

King [Solomon rides his chariot 8km north] to
Gibeon {Flower-Hills} to [slaughter feast-meat]
there, because [Gibeon hosts] that era's
great High Shrine. Solomon [pays the priests
to slaughter and cook] 1000 ascension-gifts on
that altar. [Thus Solomon feeds hundreds of thou4

sands of people at a national sacred feast.]

Solomon Asks for Wisdom In A
Dream-Vision
5 In Gibeon {Flower-Hills} Yahweh appears to Solomon {Peace-Man} in a
dream by night. Elohim says,
“Ask [for] whatever [you want] me to give
you.”
6 [King] Solomon {Peace-Man} answers,
“You showed great mercy to your servant David my father. You repaid [the
times when] he walked before you in truth,
and in righteousness, [baring his] honest
heart to you. And you preserved for
[David] this great kindness: you gave him
a son to sit on his throne, where [I sit]
today. 7 So now, Yahweh my Elohim,
you've made [me] (your servant) king in
place of my father [king] David. I'm just
a little child. I don't know how to [direct
my citizens,] coming nor going. 8 And [I,]
your servant, [lie awash] amidst your chosen people, a huge population too numerous to even count, let alone enumerate [for taxation and regulation purposes].
Here we see that counting people and enumerating
(giving them unique I.D. numbers) are two different concepts.

*So give [me,] your servant, an
understanding heart. [Make me able]
to judge your people, so I can
discern between good and evil.
For [no human could] govern this
amazingly huge population of
yours.” 1st Kings 3:10 *Solomon's
9
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prayer [for wisdom] pleases
Yahweh. 11 *So Elohim says to
[king Solomon],
“You [rightly] asked [for wisdom]. [You
wisely] declined to ask for a long
life for yourself, or to beg riches for yourself, or [to demand] the
[deaths] of your enemies. [I'll reward
you] because you asked for the
understanding to discern [right
from wrong].
12 *
Watch: I've [answered] your prayer
in advance. Look: I've given
you a [supernaturally] intelligent and
cunning heart. There was never a [brainiac] equal to you before.
Nor shall anyone like you ever
rise again.
13 *
And I've also given you what
you didn't ask for, including so
much riches and honor that as
long as you live, no king anywhere will rival you.
[humble]

But this success attracts women who drag Solomon
down.
14

And if you walk in my ways, [and] guard
my statutes and my commandments,
as your father David {Love} [often]
walked, then I'll lengthen your lifespan.”
Obedience brings long life and health.

Then [king] Solomon {Peace-Man}
wakes. He sees he's been dreaming [a
vision]. So he [gallops] back [~8km south] to
Jerusalem. He stands before the ark of
the covenant of Yahweh. He donates
smoke-roasted ascension-gifts [to feed
poor hebrews]. He serves thanksgiving
[meals]. He throws feast[s] for all his
workers.
15
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Two Whores Fight Over A Kidnapped Baby
16 Soon two prostitute-women come [to
Jerusalem's palace, seeking justice]. They stand
before king [Solomon]. 17 The [truthful whore]
pleads, “Oh my lord, I live in the same
[whore]house with this woman. There in
the house, I gave birth to a child. 18
Then the 3rd day after I gave birth, this
woman also gave birth. We were together, no one else in the house, just
us two [harlots nursing our newborn babies]. 19

*Then, in the night, this [hooker's]
child died because she rolled
over and smothered it! 1st Kings
3:20 *Then she got up [out of bed] at
midnight. She [crept into my bedroom.
She] took my son from beside
me, while [I,] your handmaid
slept. [That streetwalker] laid [my baby]
on her breast! Then she lay her
dead child in my arms.
Kidnapping is a death-penalty offense under Hebrew Law.

*So in the morning, I got up
to let my child nurse [from my
breast]. I looked down. I saw [my
brothel-mate's] dead [baby in my arms]! As
the sunlight [shone in through the
window,] I looked closely. I confirmed that [the dead baby] was not
the son I bore.” 22 *Then the
other [strumpet jumps in, lying], “No, the
living [boy] is MY son. The dead
[boy] is your son!” But the [truthful
whore] responds, “No, the dead
[boy] is your son. The living [baby]
is my son.” Thus the [two floozies argue their cases] before king [Solomon].
21

King Solomon Figures Out Which
Whore Is Lying
23 Then king [Solomon summarizes the controversy],
“This [working-girl] says, ‘My son lives, and
your son is the dead baby.’ But the other [hustler] says, ‘No; your son is the
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dead baby; my son is the living baby.’”
24 So king [Solomon orders his guard], “Bring
me a sword.” So the [guard] brings a
sword before the king. 25 *King

commands [his executioner], “Cut the living
child in two [pieces]. Give
half [of the baby] to one
[wench], and [the other] half
to the other [lady].” [The exe[Solomon]

cutioner grabs the baby from the liarwhore. He steadies the little crying infant on the chopping block. He raises
his sword high above the newborn's
shaking belly.] 26 *The

real
mother of the living
child feels her heart
aching for her son. She
cries to the king, “Oh
my lord, give [the other
whore] the living child!
You can't kill [my baby]!”
But the [suicidally] depressed [hooker shrieks],
“Neither I nor you will
have him. Cut it in two.”
‘I'll eat my half!’

*So king decrees,
“Give [the compassionate woman]
the living child. Don't
kill it. She's the [baby's]
Mother.” 28 *The whole [nation
27

Israel hears of this [two-whores /
dead-baby] verdict king [Solomon] renders. So they revere king
[Solomon]. They see the intelliof]
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gence of Elohim living in him,
[empowering him] to execute [divinely-inspired] justice.

1st Kings 4

A List Of Solomon's Subordinate
Leaders
1 So king Solomon {Peace-Man}[reigns] as
king over united Israel. 2 Solomon's royal

officials include: AzariYah {YAH-Helps} the son of [high]
priest Zadok {Righteous}; 3 Shisha's sons (Elihoreph
{El's-Harvest} and AhiYah {Kin-Of-YAH}) serve [Solomon as]
lawyer/secretaries. JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}
(the son of Ahilud {Brother-Born}) [serves as Solomon's royal]
Secretary-of-State.
Sec. of state/recorder/historian.
4 YAHoyada's son BenaYAH {YAH-Built} [serves as General]
over [Solomon's] army. Zadok {Righteous} and Abiathar
{Generous-Father} serve as [High] priests. 5 AzariYah
{YAH-Helps} the son of Nathan {Gift} serves as
[Solomon's] chief administrator. Nathan's son Zabud
{Endurer} serves as principal counselor to and confidant of king [Solomon]. 6 Ahishar {Brother-Singer}
manages [Solomon's] palace. Adoniram {High-Lord} the
son of Abda {Worker} manages [Solomon's] labor force.

King Solomon {Peace-Man} appoints 12
officers, [one] over [each tribe] in Israel, to
provide food for himself and his [royal]
household. Each officer brings provisions [to Jerusalem] in his designated
month. 8 [Here's a list of Solomon's] named [food-officers]:
7

Ben-Hur {Son-Of-White} from mount Ephraim {DoubleFruit}; 9 Ben-Deker {Son-Of-The-Stabber} [brings the royal
food] from Makaz {Chopoff}, Shaalbim {Fox-Holes},
Beth-Shemesh {House-Of-The-Sun}, and ElonBeth-Hanan {Oaks-Of-The-Favored-House}. 1st Kings
4:10 Ben-Hesed {Son-Of-Kindness} from Aruboth
{Lattice} [brings the royal food from] Sochoh {Shut-In}, and all
the land of Hepher {Pit-Of-Shame}. 11 Abinadab's
son, the husband of Solomon's daughter Taphath
{Oil-Drop}, [brings the royal food] from the region of Dor
{Age}. 12 Baana {Force} the son of Ahilud {Brother-Born} [brings Solomon's royal food] from Taanach {Sandy},
and Megiddo {Rendezvous}, and all of Beth-Shean
{House-Of-Ease}, near Zartanah {Pierce} beneath
JezreEl {El-Plants}, from Beth-Shean to Abel-Meholah
{Meadow-Of-Dancing}, all the way beyond Jokneam
{Cry-For-The-People}. 13 Ben-Geber {Hero's-Son} from
Gilead-Heights [brings Solomon's royal food from] the those of
Gilead's towns named after Jair {Goldshine} the descendant of Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}, and [from] the
region of Argob {Stony} in Bashan {Fruitful}. [Thus BenGeber's region includes] 60 great cities with walls and
bronze [gate] bars. 14 Ahinadab {Brother-Volunteer} the
son of Iddo {Timely} [brings the royal food] from Mahanaim
{Double-Camp}. 15 Ahimaaz {Firm-Brother}, husband of
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Solomon's daughter Basmath

{Fragrance}, [brings

Naphtali
the son of Hushai

Solomon's royal food from the territory of the tribe of]

{Wrestler}.

16 Baanah

{Force},

{Hasty} [brings Solomon's royal food from the northland of the tribe of]

Asher {Happy}, and Aloth {Mistresses}. 17 JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment} (the son of Paruah {Bud})
[brings Solomon's royal food from the land of the tribe of] Issachar {Reward}. 18 Shimei {Famous}, the son of Elah
{Everlasting-Oak-Power}, [brings Solomon's royal food from the land of
the tribe of] Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}. 19 Geber {Hero}
the son of Uri {Flame} serves as the only officer who
[controls the carting of Solomon's royal food from] the [east] region of
Gilead {Monument-Mound} in the countries [previously held
by] Sihon {Tornado} king of the Amorite {Mountaineers},
and by [fat giant] Og, king of Bashan {Fruitful}.

Israel Flourishes Under Solomon's
Leadership

*[During Solomon's reign,]
Judea's and [north] Israel's [populations] flourish. [They grow to rival] the
sand by the sea in multitude.
They [all] eat and drink and
shine [with joy]. 21 *Solomon {PeaceMan} reigns over all the kingdoms [north] from the [Syrian Euphrates] river, [west] to the land of
the Philistines, and [south] to the
border of Egypt. [These tributary nations] bring presents to and
serve Solomon all the days of
his life. 22 Every day, Solomon's palace [uses]
1st Kings 4:20

30 cors [150+ bushels] of fine flour, plus 60 cors [300+
bushels] of [grain] meal. 23 [And in a day Solomon's chefs

10 stall-fed oxen, and 20 [head of]
cattle from the pastures, 100 sheep,
plus deer, antelopes, gazelles and fine
plump birds! 24 [This food goes to feed the government workers who] supervise Solomon's dominion over the whole region on his
[west] side of the [Euphrates] river, from [Syrian] Tiphsah {Crossing}[in the northeast] all the
way [southwest] to Gaza {Strong}[in Palestine].
[Solomon even gives food to the foreign] kings [such
as Palestinians] west of the [Euphrates] river.
[Such generous provision helps] Solomon maintain peace on every side surrounding
[Israel].
cook]

Solomon presumably controlled the territory all the
way east to modern-day Iraq.
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*So Judea and [north] Israel
dwell safely all the days of
Solomon {Peace-Man}. Every man
[thrives] under his vine[s] and under his [own] fig tree[s] [in his own
home and garden], from [northern] Dan
all the way [south] to Beer-Sheba
{Well-Of-Seven}.
25

That's the goal of government.

Solomon's [stables boast] 40 thousand
stalls for horses for his chariots. And
[Solomon employs] 12 thousand horsemen.
26

Contradicting Moses' commands to avoid large central government.

Every month, in rotation, one of the
12 [tribal] governors carts in super-abundant food [and other provisions] for king
Solomon and for everyone who [feasts] at
king Solomon's table [in Jerusalem]. 28 [Those
governors employ] teams of supervised men
to cart barley and straw into [government
barns] for [Solomon's] chariot-horses and
stallions [and camels].
27

This giant central government lasts only one generation. The bigger governments are, the harder
they fall.

Solomon Becomes The Smartest
Human In History

*Elohim gives Solomon
{Peace-Man} overwhelming
amounts of intelligence and
cunning, and an insightful
heart as vast [and detailed] as the
sand on the seashore. 1st Kings 4:30
29

Solomon's [intellectual] skill soars above
the wisdom of all the men of the lands
east [of Jerusalem, including Arabia, India and China].
[Solomon's mind towers over] all the wisdom of
Egypt. 31 Solomon's insight outshines
that of all men, including Ethan
{Durable} the [descendant of] Ezra {Aid}, and
Heman {Faithful}, and Chalcol {Sustainer},
and Darda {Pearl-Of-Knowlege}, the sons
of Mahol {Dancer}. [Solomon's] fame fills all
the nations surrounding [Israel]. 32

*Solomon speaks 3000
proverbs. He writes 1005
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songs! 33 *Solomon teaches [scientists] about [all kinds of] trees, from
the [towering] cedar tree[s] in
Lebanon's [white mountains] down to
the [humble] hyssop that springs
out of [Jerusalem's] walls. He teaches [professors] about beasts and
birds and reptiles and fish,
___. 34 Upon hearing of Solomon's
wisdom, all the kings of the earth send
their people to hear his insight.

1st Kings 5
King Solomon Buys Temple Building Supplies
1 King Hiram {White} of Tyre {Rock-Port}
hears that [the Israelis] have crowned
Solomon king in place of [David, Solomon's]
father. So [Hiram] sends his envoys
[~100km south to congratulate] Solomon, since
Hiram had always been friends with
[king] David. 2 So Solomon {Peace-Man} sends [his
royal purchasing agents ~100km north]

to

[king]

Hiram

{White}.

3

message [from Solomon]:
“You know that because of the wars
which beset my dad David on every
side, he couldn't build a temple to honor the name of Yahweh his Elohim. [But
now] Yahweh has put the [pagans] under
the soles of [my] feet. 4 *Now Yah[The envoys deliver this]

weh my Elohim has given me
rest on every side. I'm facing
no adversary and no disaster. 5
So I plan to build a temple to [honor] the
name of Yahweh my Elohim, as Yahweh
predicted to my father David. [YAH]
foretold,
‘I will set your son upon your throne in
your [palace]. [Then] He will build a temple
to [honor] my Name-Authority.’
6 So [please] appoint [your loggers] to cut
cedar trees from Lebanon {White-Mountain} for me. My workers will [work] beside your choppers. To compensate
your [loggers], I'll pay you whatever
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wages you set, because [everybody] knows
there's no one around who has the timber-cutting skill of [you] Sidonian {Fishermen}.”
Flattery gets you everywhere. Appreciate the guy's
skill and he may give you a discount, since he
won't have to telegraph his worth through his highprices.

Hiram {White} hears these [encourwords from Solomon
{Peace-Man}. [Hiram] immediately brightens-up. He [jumps] for joy. [he yells], “[Everybody] kneel to Yahweh today! [YAH] gave
David a wise son [to rule] over his great
nation!” 8 So [king] Hiram {White} sends
[his envoys] to [king] Solomon {Peace-Man},
saying, “I've considered your requests.
I'll do everything you desire to provide
your cedar-logs and fir-logs [for your temple]. 9 —My loggers will cart the [logs]
down [west] from [the snow-white] Lebanon
[mountains] to the [Mediterranean] sea. Then
I'll ship the [logs south] by sea on floatrafts to whatever destination you
choose. Then [my workers] will separate
the logs into [classes]. Finally you'll receive them. Then you'll grant my wishes by providing food for my royal
household.” 1st Kings 5:10 So [king] Hiram
{White} sells [king] Solomon {Peace-Man}
all the cedar logs and fir logs [Solomon]
wants, ___. 11 [King] Solomon {PeaceMan} pays Hiram {White} 20 thousand
‘cors’ [125,000 bushels] of wheat for food for
[Hiram's royal] household, plus 20 ‘baths’
[115,000 gallons] of pure [mortar-bruised olive] oil.
Then Solomon repeats this payment to
Hiram {White} year after year. 12 And
[more important than building materials,] Yahweh
gives Solomon {Peace-Man} wisdom, as
YAH promised [he would]. [This wisdom helps
maintain] peace between Hiram {White}
and Solomon. The two [kings] make a
peace-pact together.
7 [King]

aging and enriching]

Not clear whether this treaty is merely a declaration of peaceful intent or an unholy union. Tyre later breaks this peace-treaty and is cursed in Amos
1:9.

Solomon's Workers Start Building
The Temple
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Then king Solomon {Peace-Man} hires
30,000 men from the whole nation of
Israel to [work to construct Jerusalem's temple and
its palace]. 14 [King] Solomon sends [these hebrew laborers ~100km north] to Lebanon {WhiteMountain} in shifts of 10 thousand [men]
per month. Each shift stays in Lebanon
for one month. Then they spend 2
months at home [in Israel]. Adoniram
{High-Lord} supervises this labor-force.
15 Plus, Solomon {Peace-Man} employs
70 thousand supply carriers and 80,000
wood-choppers in [north Israel's] mountains. 16 To manage the [construction]
projects, [king] Solomon {Peace-Man} appoints foremen to command 3,300 supervisors. These [leaders] direct the workmen. 17 At king [Solomon's] command, the
[workers] haul [from quarries] large blocks of
expensive, [high] quality cut stone to
provide the foundation of [YAH's] temple.
18 Solomon's builders and Hiram's
builders [work together] to cut the stones.
Stone-squarers [from Gebal] also help. [For
years, the workers] prepare timber and
stones to build [YAH's] temple.
13

1st Kings 6
King Solomon Builds YAH's Temple
In Jerusalem

1 In the 480th year since the descendants of Israel
emigrated [north] from the land of Egypt, in the 4th
year of Solomon's reign over Israel, in the month
[of] Zif {~April} (the second month [of Spring]), [Solomon and
his hordes of construction workers] begin to build the temple of
Yahweh.
Solomon's temple layout is double the size of the
similar original sanctuary tent.
2 King Solomon {Peace-Man} builds Yahweh's temple
60 cubits [105 feet] long [by] 20 cubits [35 feet] wide, by
30 cubits [52.5 feet] high. 3 A front-porch extends
across the 35-foot width of the Temple. [The porch] extends out 17.5 feet [toward Temple Street]. 4 Solomon
lines the temple walls with narrow clerestory
windows [to let in sun] light. 5 [Solomon] builds buttressing
chambers all along the back and sides of the temple walls. He also builds chambers surrounding the
[Most Holy Room]. 6 On the first floor, the side rooms
span 7.5 feet wide. On the second floor the [siderooms] span 9 feet wide. The third floor [side-rooms]
span 10.5 feet wide. Solomon makes the walls of
the temple thinner as they go up floor by floor. So
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ledges run along the walls. So the floor beams
of the side rooms rest on the ledges. The beams
don't run inside the temple walls.
paraphrased
[floor]

7 [At the quarry],

stone-masons pre-finish
the stones used in the construction of
the Temple. Then [workers] haul the
stones [to Jerusalem]. So no one ever hears
the sound of hammer, ax nor any other
iron tool at the building site during construction. 8 [Solomon places] the entrance for the
middle chamber on the right [south] side of the temple. [From the entrance,] a spiral staircase winds up
through the middle floor and onto the 3rd [floor]. 9
After completing the Temple structure, [Solomon] installs a ceiling made of beams and planks of cedar.
1st Kings 6:10 The cedar beams of the buttressing
structure rest on the outside walls of the Temple.
The rooms in the buttressing structure stand 8.75
feet tall. 11 Then [as the temple nears completion,] the word
of Yahweh comes to Solomon

{Peace-Man}.

12 [YAH]

says,
“Concerning this temple you're building:
if you'll live out my statutes, and execute my verdicts, and guard all my
commandments and walk in them, then
I'll perform the promise[s] I spoke to
your father David {Love}. [I'll prosper] you
[beyond any mortal before or since].
13
Then I'll dwell among the Israelites;
sake my people, [true spiritual] Israel.”

[I'll]

never for-

So Solomon {Peace-Man} constructs
and finishes [Jerusalem's] temple. 15
Solomon lines the temple's inner surfaces (floor, walls and ceiling) with
cedar planks. He covers everything inside the temple with wood. [For water-resistance, he] covers the floor of the temple
with cypress [decking]. 16 In the rear of
the Temple, Solomon builds a 35-footlong inner oracular room, (the Most
Holy Place). [He] partitions this [sacred
room] with cedar boards that reach from
the floor to the ceiling-joists. 17 In front of
14

the

[most-holy-room,]

the temple stretches 70 feet

[to the

carve the cedar
inner [walls] of the temple with buds and
open flowers. The cedar completely
covers all the temple's inner stone. 19
front porch].

18 [Solomon's artisans]

prepares the oracle-room inside the temple
to receive the ark of the covenant of Yahweh. 1st
[Solomon]
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The oracle-room measures 35
x 35 x 35 feet. [Solomon's men] completely
overlay it with pure gold. A gold-covered cedar altar [stands in front, for burning incense].
Kings 6:20

20 cubits

35 feet.

Similarly, Solomon {Peace-Man} overlays the entire inner temple with pure
gold. His [artisans] craft chains of gold.
[These chains form a curtain] in front of the
gold-plated oracle-room. 22 [That's right, ___:]
21

Solomon gold-plates every last inch of the whole
temple! And he also overlays with gold the entire

Within the
oracle-room, [Solomon's wood-carvers] sculpt 2
cherubim from olive tree-wood. Each
[angel] stands 10 cubits [17.5 feet] high.
main altar near the oracle-room. 23

Or oil-tree wood.

Each wing of each cherub measures
[about] 8 feet. Thus each cherub's wingspan extends about 16 feet. 25 The
cherubim perfectly match each other,
___. 26 [Again, visualize this:] each cherub stands [about]
17 feet tall. 27 Solomon's [craftsmen] install
the cherubim in the Most Holy Room inside the temple. Their wings stretch out
perfectly, so that the wing-tip of one
cherub touches one wall, and the wingtip of the other [cherub] touches the other
wall. The tips of their wings touch each
other in the middle of the [oracle] room.
28 And [Solomon] overlays the cherubim
with gold. 29 And [Solomon's artisans sculpt] all
the walls surrounding the temple with
carved figures of cherubim and palm
trees and open flowers, inside and out.
1st Kings 6:30 Solomon even plates the
floor of the temple with gold, inside and
out! 31 For the entrance to the oracleroom, [Solomon] makes doors out of olivetree-wood. [Carpenters set the doors] into a lintel, with side posts shaped as a 5-sided
[arch]. 32 *On the two olive-wood
24

doors [Solomon's artisans] carve figures of cherubim, palm trees
and open flowers. [The workers]
overlay the doors with gold.
[Artists] paint the gold into the
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shapes of the cherubim and
palm trees. 33 And for the door of
the temple, [Solomon's artisans make] 4-sided
doorposts of olive tree-wood, [giving the
doorway a roughly octagonal shape]. 34 [Solomon's artisans] craft the temple entry door from
cypress wood. Each door [sports] two
folding leaves.
Or: ‘fir/pine wood’.

carve cherubim, palm
trees and open flowers [on the entry doors].
[Metalworkers] cover the [doors] with gold inlaid into the carvings. 36 [Solomon] builds
the inner court using 3 rows of cut
stone plus one row of cedar beams. 37 4
years into the [construction process], in the
month of Zif {~May}, [Solomon's swarms of
workers] finish laying the foundation of
Yahweh's temple. 38 Finally, in the 11th
year [of the temple's construction process] (7 years
[after laying the foundation]) in month #8 (Bul
{October}), [Solomon's workers] finish every
part of the temple. [It stands] completely
as [Solomon] designed it.
35 [Solomon's artisans]

1st Kings 7
King Solomon Builds His Royal
Palace
1 [Then, over the next] 13 years, [king]
Solomon {Peace-Man} builds and finishes
his palace. 2 [Solomon] builds [this] palace
of wildwood from the Lebanon {WhiteForest}[mountains]. [The palace measures] 175
feet long [by] 87.5 feet wide [by] 52.5
feet high. 4 rows of cedar pillars support the [palace's] cedar [ceiling] beams.
The commercial translations imply another building
in Lebanon that has nothing to do with this chapter
about building the palace in Jerusalem. Literal Hebrew: and·he-is-building house-of wildwood-of
the·Lebanon This verse may refer to only one main
hall in the palace.
3 [Solomon's carpenters lay] a roof of cedar planks. 45 columns support these [roof planks]. [The men] arrange [the
posts] in 3 rows of 15 beams each. 4 [On each of the

install
symmetrical rows of windows streaming light into each other. 5 [Solomon makes]
all [of the palace hall's] doors and posts
palace's side-walls, Solomon's carpenters]
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square, and symmetrically-placed, as
with the windows, in 3 stories. So [beams
of] light stream across the palace. 6 [And

makes a [covered] pillar-supported colonnade
50 cubits [87.5 feet] long by 30 cubits [52.5 feet] wide,
fronted by a canopy supported by a thick beam. 7
Then [Solomon] builds a porch for his judgment
throne, [aptly] called the ‘porch of judgment.’ [Solomon's
carpenters] cover this porch with cedar [panels] from floor
to ceiling. 8 Solomon's living quarters surround another courtyard behind (and built similarly to) the
[palatial] hall. Solomon also makes a similar house for
his [forbidden pagan] wife, Pharaoh's daughter. 9
Solomon]

all these [buildings] of costly
stones, cut-to-measure and finished
with saws, inside and out, from the
foundation to the eaves, all the way
outside to the ‘great courtyard.’ 1st Kings
[Solomon builds]

7:10 [Solomon lays the palace] foundation in huge expensive stone blocks, 14 to 18 feet long! 11 Above the
[palace] foundation, [Solomon builds the walls of] expensive
stones, shaped to size and [trimmed] with cedar. 12

the great courtyard surrounding [the palace] and the inner courtyard of the temple of Yahweh with 3
rows of cut stones and a row of cedar
beams.
Hiram Makes More Furnishings For
YAH's Temple
13 [Then] king Solomon {Peace-Man} sends
[envoys] to fetch [a master artisan named] Hiram
{White} from Tyre {Rock-Coast}. 14 [This Hiram,] the omni-talented brass-sculptor,
[is] the son of a widow (from the tribe of
Naphtali {Wrestler}) and a father from
Tyre {Rock-Port}. [Hiram] travels [~100km
southeast] to [Jerusalem to work for] king
Solomon {Peace-Man}. [Hiram] executes all
[Solomon's] designs with comprehensive
wisdom and understanding.
[Solomon walls]

The widow joined the tribe of Naphtali by marriage,
but was born into the tribe of Dan. (2 Chr. 2:14).

casts two pillars of brass, both
18 cubits [31.5 feet] high, by 21 feet in
circumference. 16 And [Hiram] crafts two [elegant]
15 [Hiram]

capitals of molten brass to set on the tops of the
pillars. Each cap stands 5 cubits [8.75 feet] high. 17

each pillar-cap with 7 sets of
latticework and interwoven chains. 18
On each pillar-top, [Hiram] encircles the
chains with 2 rows of [sculpted]
pomegranates. 19 [Hiram] tops the porch[Hiram drapes]
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pillars with 6-foot-high sculpted lilies.
1st Kings 7:20 [Hiram] encircles the tops of
each pillar with 200 [sculpted]
pomegranates in rows, above the bowlshaped section, close to the chains. 21
Next [Hiram] erects the pillars on the
temple portico. Upon erecting the righthand pillar, [Hiram] names it Jachin {Security}. On erecting the left-hand pillar, [Hiram] names it Boaz {Stability}. 22 [The crowd
scans from the pillar-bases up] to the lily work at
the very pillar-tops. [They gasp at] the
completed [work of artistic and structural brilliance].

*Next [Hiram] crafts a molten
‘Sea’, 10 cubits [17.5 feet] from
one brim to the other. [This giant
bowl is] perfectly circular, 5 cubits
[8.75 feet] high, 30 cubits [52.5 feet]
in circumference.
23

Probably for baptisms. The Mormon temples use
replicas of this design for their bogus baptisms for
the dead.

surrounds the underside of the
brim of the ‘Sea’ with 2 rows of decorative gourds, 10 per cubit, cast simultaneously with the ‘Sea.’ 25 *The ‘Sea’
24 [Hiram]

stands upon 12 [metal] oxen [statues]. 3 [oxen] look toward the
north; 3 look west; 3 look
south, and 3 look east. Their
backsides face inward. [Engineers
use huge cranes to] lift the ‘Sea’ atop
the [oxen]. 26 [Hiram makes] the ‘Sea’ 1
hand-breadth thick, its rim sculpted like
the brim of a cup, with lily-flowers, with
a normal [usage] capacity of 2000 baths
[11,000 gallons]!
The ‘Sea’ could actually hold 3000 baths, but, like
any bathtub, it was not normally filed to 100% capacity.
27 And [Hiram] crafts 10 brass [water-carrying] trolleys,
each 4 cubits [7 feet] long by 4 cubits [7 feet] wide by 3
cubits [5.25 feet] high. 28 [Hiram] constructs these [carts]
with side panels braced with crossbars/corner-

On the panels between each
[cart's] corner-posts, [Hiram carves images of] lions, oxen and cherubim. On the
frames, above and underneath the lions
posts. 29
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and bulls, [Hiram hammers] spiral
ornaments. 1st Kings 7:30 On each of
these [water] carts, [Hiram mounts] 4 bronze
wheels with bronze axles. At each [cart's]
four corners, [Hiram pours] molten bronze
supports for a wash-basin. He decorates these supports with spiral-wreath
engravings. 31 On top of each cart, [Hiram crafts] a
pedestal-like frame that's square on the outside
but circular on the inside, 2.5 feet in diameter, to
hold the wash-basin. [This frame] projects upward 18
inches from the top of the cart and 7 inches down
into it. [Hiram] engraves carvings into it. 32 To each
cart's axles, Hiram attaches 25 inch-high wheels
[side] panels. 33 [Hiram] crafts the
wheels like chariot wheels: [he pours]
their axles, rims, hubs and spokes of
pure cast-metal. 34 At [each of] the four corners

under the

of each washstand-cart, [Hiram crafts] a handle, cast in
one piece with the cart. 35 Around the top of each
cart, [Hiram wraps] a 10-inch [structural] band as one piece

On [each
panel's sides and corners [Hiram] engraves appropriately-placed cherubim,
lions and palm-trees, surrounded by
arabesque [patterns]. 37 Hiram makes these 10
with the cart's supports and panels. 36
cart]

washstand/carts all identical, all cast in the same
mold. 38 Then [Hiram] crafts 10 wash-basins of
brass. Each washbasin contains 40 baths [220 gallons of
water]. Every washbasin spans four cubits [7 feet]. [Hiram
sets] one of these wash-basins on each cart. 39 [Hi-

installs five of these water-trolleys
on the right side of the temple, and five
on the left side of the temple. And he
sets the ‘Sea’ on the right side of the
temple, facing southeast. 1st Kings 7:40
And [Hiram] crafts ash-pots, and [ash]
shovels, and [sprinkling] basins. Thus
Hiram {White} finishes sculpting all the
art-pieces [designed by] king Solomon
{Peace-Man} for the temple of Yahweh. 41
ram]

two pillars, and the two
bowl-shaped capitals atop the two pillars; and the
two networks [of chains] covering the two bowl-like
capitals atop the pillars; 42 —And 400
pomegranates around the two [chain] networks, in
two rows of pomegranates for each network, to
cover the two bowl-like capitals atop the pillars; 43
—And the 10 water-carts, and 10 wash-basins sitting on the [carts]. 44 —And the [giant] ‘sea’, with 12
oxen [statues] under the sea; 45 —And the ash-pots,
and the shovels, and the [sprinkling] basins. Hiram
{White} makes all these vessels of bright brass for
king Solomon {Peace-Man}, for the temple of Yahweh.
[To sum up, Hiram's work includes:]
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46 The king's [metallurgists] casts these [artworks] in the
Jordan [river] plain, in the clay-ground between
Sukkot {Tent-Town} and Zarethan {Pierce}. 47

Solomon {Peace-Man} leaves all the vessels unweighed, because of their vast
number. So no [mortal] knows the weight
of all the [temple] brass, ___! 48
Solomon's [craftsmen] sculpt all the vessels belonging to the temple of Yahweh,
and the gold [plated] altar, and the gold
[plated] table to host the sacred bread. 49
And [Solomon's craftsmen hammer-sculpt 10] puregold menorahs, complete with flowers,
lamps and tongs of gold. [Engineers and
crane-hoisting muscle-men lift and place] 5 [menorahs]
on the right side [opposite] 5 [more] on the
left side of the Sanctuary, in front of
the oracle-room. 1st Kings 7:50 And
[Solomon's craftsmen] make bowls, snuffers,
basins, spoons and fire-pans of pure
gold, plus gold hinges for the doors of
the inner sanctuary (the most holy
place) and for the doors of main hall of
the temple. 51 Thus king Solomon
{Peace-Man} finishes making all the [furnishings] for Yahweh's temple. And
Solomon brings in the [treasures] his father [king] David had dedicated, including silver and gold [artworks] and utensils.
[Solomon's priests] install [all these relics] among
the valuables in the temple of Yahweh.

1st Kings 8
King Solomon Brings The Ark Into
the Temple
1 Then king Solomon {Peace-Man}[resolves]
to bring the ark of the covenant of Yahweh up from [its tent in] the ‘city of David’
(aka Zion) [into the temple]. [So Solomon] summons the elders of Israel, and all the
heads of the [12] tribes, the chief fathers of the sons of Israel, to his [palace]
in Jerusalem. 2 So all the men of Israel gather
themselves to king Solomon's feast in the month
called Ethanim {Durable}, the 7th month [of the Hebrew

All Israel’s elders [hike to the
they surround
the priests who carry the ark. 4 So the
year, ~September].

3

holy tent. They dismantle it. Then]
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priests and Levites carry the ark of
Yahweh up [toward the temple mount]. [Some of
the priests carry the] congregational tent [in
pieces]. [Other priests carry the tent's] many sacred utensils. 5 [At the temple site,] the whole
[multi-million strong] congregation of Israel
surround king Solomon {Peace-Man}.
[They gather] in front of the Ark [for a national
feast]. [To feed the crowds, priests] butcher, [then
cook] sheep and cattle in such vast numbers that no mortal can count the [meatanimals]!
Not "sacrificing" animals; preparing then cooking
their meat.

Then, [after the whole nation eats,] the priests
carry the ark of the covenant of Yahweh into its place in [earth's] most holy
site (the [temple's] oracle-room). [The priests
set the Ark] under the wings of the [giant
gold] cherubim. 7 So the cherubim
spread forth their two wings over the
ark's resting place. The cherubim cover
the ark and its carrying poles. 8 Then the
6

priests pull out the [ark's carrying] rods so that the ends
of the poles are visible from the front of the holy
place, in front of the oracle-station, but not visible
from outside the holy-place. And as of the day [of this
ancient writing, ___,] the poles sit in that same position. 9

The ark holds nothing except the 2
stone tablets which Moses put there at
[Mount] Horeb {Desolation}, when Yahweh
made a covenant with the brats of Israel as they emigrated from the land of
Egypt. 1st Kings 8:10 The priests exit the
holy place, ___. Then [a supernatural] cloud
fills the temple of Yahweh. 11 The cloud
[billows so thick] that the priests can't stay
and minister. Yahweh's glory saturates
the temple of Yahweh.
Solomon Prays Inside The Supernatural Cloud
12 So [king] Solomon {Peace-Man}[shouts],
“Yahweh predicted that he would dwell
in thick darkness.” 13 [Solomon lifts his head
skyward:] ”—[YAH], I've finally built this
temple for you to inhabit, a place for
you to live for eons!” 14 Then the king
turns his face around. He blesses the
whole congregation of Israel. The entire
Israeli assembly stands [at attention]. 15
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[Solomon shouts],

“Kneel [before] Yahweh Elohim of Israel. He made a promise with
his [own] ‘mouth’ to my Father [king] David
{Love}. With his hand, [YAH has] fulfilled
that [vow]: 16 —[YAH said,]
‘Since the day I brought my people Israel up out of Egypt, I chose no city out
of all the tribes of Israel to build a temple to house my Name-Authority. But I
chose David {Love} to [rule] over my people Israel.’
17 —It was in the heart of my father
David {Love} to build a temple to [glorify]
the reputation of Yahweh Elohim of Israel. 18 —So Yahweh said to David
{Love} my father,
‘[I'm glad] it was in your heart to build a
temple to [honor] my name-authority.
You did well to [have that desire] in your
heart.
19 —
But don't build the temple. Rather, your
son [Solomon] will come forth from your
reproductive organs. He'll build the
temple to [honor] my name.’
1st Kings 8:20 —Finally Yahweh has performed his prediction that he spoke.
[He's] lifted me up into the [throne] room of
David {Love} my father. I sit on the
throne of Israel, as Yahweh promised.
And I've built a temple [to glorify] the
name of Yahweh Elohim of Israel! 21 —
I've established [this holy] place [to house]
the ark that holds Yahweh's [10 commandments tablets]. [The tablets summarize] the
covenant [YAH] made with our fore-fathers as he brought them out of the
land of Egypt.” 22 Then, in the presence
of the whole congregation of Israel,
Solomon {Peace-Man} kneels before the
altar of Yahweh. [Solomon] spreads his
hands out [and up] toward heaven. 23
[Solomon] prays, “Yahweh, Eloha of Israel,
there is no Elohim like you, in heaven
above, nor on earth below. You keep
[your] covenant[s]. [You show] mercy to your
servants who walk wholeheartedly in
your presence. 24 —You've kept your
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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promise [you made] to your servant
David {Love}, my father. [Everything] you
spoke with your ‘mouth’, you have fulfilled with your hand, to [this very] day. 25
—So now, Yahweh, Israel's Elohim,
keep fulfilling what you promised to
your servant, my father, David {Love}.
You said,
‘If your children pay attention to their
way [of life]; [if they] walk in my presence
as you, [David, tried to] walk [with] me, [then]
I'll never fail to see a man sitting on
the throne of Israel.’
[every]

26 —So now, O Elohim of Israel, please confirm
[that] promise [which] you spoke to your servant David
my father. 27

—[We know that you, Yahweh]
Elohim, [never physically] live [within the bounds
of] earth. [We] see [that] the sky and outer-space and even heaven can't contain
You. How much less this temple I've
built? 28 —Yet please respect this
prayer and plea from [me,] your servant.
Yahweh my Elohim, [please] listen to the
appeal I, your servant, cry to your face
today. 29 —Please open your eyes toward this
{Love}

temple night and day, toward this place of which
you predicted,
‘My name-authority will [rest] there.’
[Please daily] listen to the prayer[s] which your servant[s] pray toward this [temple]. 1st Kings 8:30 —

Yes, listen to the pleas of [me,] your servant, and of your people Israel, when
we pray toward this [temple] site. Hear
[our cries] in heaven, your [true] dwelling
place. And when you hear, forgive [our
sins]. 31 —If any man wrongs his neighbor, and [the victim] makes [the perpetrator]
bind itself by swearing an oath [to make
restitution], and [the perpetrator repeats] the oath
before your altar in this temple, [enforce
the oath]. 32 —[Please] hear [the victim's case] in
heaven. Then act. Judge your servants.
Condemn the wicked [man]. Boomerang
his [actions] on his head. Justify the righteous [party]. Give the [victim] what his
righteousness [deserves]. 33 —When [our]
enemy strikes down your people (Israel) because they've sinned against
you, when [we] turn back to you, and
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acknowledge your Name-Authority, and
pray, and beg you in this temple, [forgive
us]. 34 —In heaven, hear [our confession].
Forgive the sin[s] of your people Israel.
Repatriate [our exiles] back to the land you
gave [our] fore-fathers. 35 —When [you]
shut up the [fountains of the] sky [to deny us]
rain because [we] sin against you, when
[we] pray toward this temple, and acknowledge your authority, and turn
from [our] sin, after you humble [us, please
heal us].
Sin destroys earth's environment.

—[Up] in heaven, hear [our repentance].
Forgive the sin[s] of [us,] your servants,
your people (Israel). Teach [us] the
good Way [in which we] should walk. Send
rain upon [this,] your land [which] you've
given to your people as an inheritance.
37 —If famine [wracks] the land, or pestilence, blight, fungal-infection, locusts
or caterpillar[s], or if [our] enemy
besieges [us] in any city in our territories, or whatever plague or sickness [attacks us, please have mercy]. 38 —[Please hear] whatever
36

prayer or plea any man makes among all your people (Israel), as each man [laments] whatever [sin]
plagues his conscience. [Watch over us when we] spread
forth [our] hands [in repentance] toward this temple. 39

—Then hear from heaven, your [real]
dwelling place. Forgive [us]. Act by giving to every man what his ways [merit].
You know [all our] hearts. You're the only
one who knows the hearts of all the
children of Adam. 1st Kings 8:40 —[Help us
to] fear you all the days [we] live in [this]
land you gave our fore-fathers. 41 —
And [bless the] non-Hebrews, foreigners to
your people Israel, [when they] travel from
a far country to [come learn about] Your
Name-Authority. 42 —[The world's] foreigners will hear of your great Name, your
strong hand, your outstretched power-arm. So [travelers] will come and pray
toward this temple. 43 —Hear from
heaven, your dwelling place. Do all that
the foreigner[s] beg of you, so [that] all
people[s] of the earth will know your
Name, and fear you, as do your people
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(Israel). Let the [foreigners] know that this
temple I built carries your name-Authority. 44 —If your people (wherever
you send them) go out to battle their
enemy, and [your people] pray to [you,]
Yahweh, [when they] face [this] city you've
chosen, [this] temple I built [to glorify] your
Name, [give them supernatural victory without them
having to raise a weapon, as at Jericho]. 45 —In heaven, hear

[our]

prayers and pleas. Defend

[our]

causes.

—When [we] sin against you (for there
is no human who never sins) and you
get angry with [us], and hand [us] over to
our enemy, who carries [us] away as
slaves to enemy territory, far or near,
[please rescue us]. 47 —If, in the land where
[we] get carried away as slaves, [we]
reconsider [our lives,] and repent, and
plead to you, confessing, “We've
sinned; we committed perverse acts;
we wreaked wickedness,” [please rescue us].
46

Our job is to come to our senses, to call ourselves
to our right minds.

—If [we] return to you with all [our]
hearts and all [our] souls, in the land of
[our] enemies who led us away as slaves
— if we pray to you, facing [Israel,] the
land you gave to [our] fore-fathers, facing [Jerusalem], the city you've chosen,
facing this temple You've built to [honor]
your Name, [please rescue us].
48

Heb: *You* have built.
49 —In heaven, your dwelling place, hear [our]
prayers and pleas. Uphold [our] cause. 1st Kings

—Forgive your people who sinned
against you. Forgive all [our] transgressions we committed against you. Give
compassionate [hearts to] the [enemies] who
drag [us] away as slaves, so they'll [treat
us] kindly. 51 —For [we] are your people,
your inheritance who you brought up
out of Egypt, from the middle of the
‘furnace [for smelting] iron.’ 52 —[Please keep] your
8:50

eyes open to the plea of your servant, and to the
pleas of your people Israel. Listen to every cry we

—For you, Adonai Yahweh,
separated [us Hebrews] from all the people
of the earth to be your heritage, as you
predicted [you would] by the hand of
Moses your servant, when you brought
send to you. 53
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our fathers out of Egypt.” 54 Then [king]
Solomon {Peace-Man}, on his knees with
his hands spread up to heaven, finishes
praying all these prayers and pleas to
Yahweh. [Then Solomon] gets up from facing Yahweh's altar. 55 [Solomon] stands. With a
loud voice, he blesses the whole congregation of

“Kneel to Yahweh.
He has given rest to his people Israel.
YAH did everything he swore [to do]! Not
one word of all his good promises fell [to
the ground]. [YAH] accomplished [every word]
he vowed by the ‘hand’ of his servant
Moses. 57 —[I pray that] Yahweh our Elohim stays
Israel. 56 [Solomon says,]

with us, as he stuck with our fathers.

[May]

he never

—[I pray] that
[Yahweh] points our hearts toward him, [so
we] walk in all his ways, and guard his
commandments, and [obey] his statutes
and his verdicts which he commanded
[to] our fore-fathers. 59 —And [I pray that]
these words I've [prayed], [my] pleas before Yahweh, will stay close to Yahweh
our Elohim day and night [forever], so
he'll uphold the cause[s] of [me,] his servant, and the cause[s] of his people Israel, at all times, [day by day] no matter
what it takes. 1st Kings 8:60 —[I pray] that
all the people of the earth soon see
that Yahweh is THE Elohim, and that
there is no other [Supreme authority]. 61 —So
wholeheartedly stick with Yahweh our
Elohim, ___. [Ignore all non-Hebrew gods and
leaders.] Walk in [YAH's] statutes, and
guard his commandments, like [we're doing] today.”
leave us, nor forsake us. 58

Solomon fails to do this.

King Solomon Throws An Unprecedented Feast
62 Then king [Solomon], [leading] the whole
[nation] of Israel, presents and slaughters
[many animals for this sacred feast] honoring
Yahweh.

621

raelites [throw a huge party to] dedicate Yahweh's temple.
These animals were donated, not “sacrificed”. They
were eaten.

That same day the king consecrates
the middle of the courtyard in front of
Yahweh's temple. There he cooks [even
more] ascension-gifts, and meat-donations, and choice thanksgiving-foods,
because the brass altar [normally used to cook
food] in the presence of Yahweh proves
too small to receive the [thousands of] ascension-gifts, meat-donations and
choice thanksgiving-foods! 65 So right
then [king] Solomon {Peace-Man} throws
an [extended] feast before the face of Yahweh our Elohim. [Solomon feeds] the whole
[nation] of Israel: a huge population.
[Hordes stream in] from [Syria's] entrance to
Hamath {Joined-Walls}[in Israel's extreme northeast], to [~100 miles southwest by] the river of
Egypt! [The Temple Dedication Feast lasts] for 7
days. Then [the Hebrews celebrate Sukkot {Tent-Fest}
for] 7 [more] days: 14 days [of fun and feasting]!
64

That feasting is where those hundreds of thousands of animals went. No one burned up any
whole animals! If they'd burned that many animals
they wouldn't have had any meat to eat at the
feast. And no one could have breathed from the
toxic cloud of smoke of burning animals’ hair and
guts! Approximate numbers: 500,000 animals
(each feeding 125 people over 14 days) = food for
about 5 million feast-attenders.

Then, on the 8th day [of the festival's 2nd
sends the [millions of feasters]
away [from the temple]. They [dance,] praising
king [Solomon]. They joyfully travel back
[from Jerusalem] toward their homes. [They
sing] in heartfelt gladness for all the
awesome [wonders] Yahweh accomplished
for his servant David, and for his people Israel.
66

week, Solomon]

1st Kings 9

See 2 Chr 7:1.

Solomon {Peace-Man} donates, [and the
butcher and cook, 22 thousand
oxen and 120 thousand sheep as
thanksgiving-meat [for this national feast] to
[honor] Yahweh! The king and all the Is63

priests]
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Yah Makes A Covenant With King
Solomon
1 So [king] Solomon {Peace-Man} finishes
building the temple of Yahweh, and the
royal palace, and everything else
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planned to [build]. 2 Then Yahweh
appears to Solomon {Peace-Man} a second time, as he had appeared to
[Solomon] at Gibeon {Flower-Hills}. 3 Yahweh says to [Solomon],
“I've heard your prayer, your plea you
made in my presence. I've sanctified
the temple you built. [I want] to put my
Name-authority there forever. My eyes
and my heart will always be there.
[Solomon]

4

So when you walk in my presence, as
your father David {Love} walked, with
integrity of heart, in righteousness, doing everything I've commanded you,
guarding my statutes and my judgments, [I give you authority].
5

[When Israel obeys me,] I establish the ageenduring throne of your kingdom over
Israel, as I promised your father David
{Love}: (I said:, ‘[Do right and] you'll never
fail to have a man upon the throne of
Israel.’)

6

But, ___, when you (or your children)
flip backward from following me, [when]
you fail to guard my commandments
and my appointments that I've set before you, when you instead go and
serve and worship regressive gods [&
leaders, your nation dies].
Regressive leaders launch unjust wars, pay slugs
not to work, crush saints, pay criminals, devalue
currency, spawn oppression, and ultimately flee
with your nation’s wealth.

*
Then I chop Israel out of the
land I've given them. And I
cast out of my sight this temple that I hallowed for my
Name. [The word] ‘Israel’ becomes
a [cautionary] proverb and a taunt
among all people[s].
7

This happened in 587BC, AD70 & AD1187.
8
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Then, at this high exalted temple, everyone who passes by [gawks,] astonished. They hiss. They ask, ‘Why has
Yahweh [so severely punished] this land, and
[destroyed] this temple?’
or: “this temple will become a huge embarrassment.”
9

Then the [locals] answer, ‘[Israel] forsook
Yahweh their Elohim, who brought their
fathers up out of the land of Egypt.
They grabbed hold on [non-Hebrew] gods
[and leaders]. They worshiped [frauds]. They
served [scammers and demons]. That's why
Yahweh dumped all this ruin on them.’”
King Hiram Feels Short-Changed By
Solomon
1st Kings 9:10 [Beaming with pride, king] Solomon
{Peace-Man}[looks over] his now finished 20
year projects: [he sees two magnificent] buildings: the temple of Yahweh, and the
royal palace. 11 (To pay back Hiram
{White} the king of Tyre {Rock-Port} for
furnishing king Solomon with all the
cedar lumber, cypress lumber, and gold
[Solomon] wanted,) Solomon gives Hiram
20 towns in the [northern Israeli] land of
Galilee {Heathen-Circle}. 12 So [king] Hiram
[rides his chariots out ~30km southeast] from Tyre
{Rock-Port} to see the ‘cities’ Solomon
{Peace-Man} paid him. But [Hiram frowns,]
totally disappointed. [Expecting to see huge,
buzzing metropoli, Hiram sees only ghost-towns.]

All business dealings between pagans and Hebrews
end in disappointment.

*[King Hiram chides King Solomon], “What
kind of cities are these [hick towns]
you've given me, my brother?”
So [Hiram] calls the [area] the [good for
nothing] land of Cabul {Sterile}. [That
name sticks] to this day, ___. 14 [King]
13

Hiram {White}[reasonably concludes that he should
have received more wealth in exchange for] sending
king [Solomon] 120 talents [4.5 tons] of gold.
6-score talents. For this price, you could buy
130,000 reliable cars, or 3500 modern homes.

Record of Solomon's Construction
Labor Force
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15 ___, the following is the account of the laborforce [which] king Solomon {Peace-Man} raised to build
the temple of Yahweh, and his own palace, and Millo {Citadel}, and the wall of Jerusalem, and Hazor
{Hamlet}, and Megiddo {Rendezvous}, and Gezer {CutLand}.
Millo = part of Jebus, ancient Jerusalem, toward
Moriah. Gezer = disputed land often controlled by
Egypt.
16 [The reason, ___, that Solomon rebuilt Gezer {Cut-

that Pharaoh king of Egypt
to seize Gezer.
[Pharoah] burned it with fire. He murdered
the Canaanite {Mercenaries} living in the
city. He gave its [ruins] as a dowry to his
daughter-princess, Solomon's [illegal
pagan] Queen. 17 So Solomon {Peace-Man} rebuilds
Land}

is]

[marched his troops north]

Gezer {Cut-Land}, and Lower Beth-Horon
18 And [Solomon builds the city of] Baalath {Mistressship}, and Tadmor {Palm-Tree} in the wilderness,
[and fortifies]

{Cave-House}.

And Solomon builds all
his warehouse cities, and cities for his
chariots, and cities for his horsemen.
And [Solomon constructs] all the [public and private
works] he set out to build in Jerusalem,
and in Lebanon {White-Peaks}, and in all
the land of his [vast] dominion. 1st Kings
9:20 And [Solomon taxes] all the [Hebrew-hating]
stragglers left of the Amorite {Mountaineers}, Hittite {Sons-Of-Terror}, Perizzite
{Plainsmen}, Hivite {Villagers}, and Jebusite {Threshers}, who [refuse to engraft into]
the ‘sons of Israel.’ 21 And to the day [of
this writing, ___,] the status of taxed bondservant attaches to all the descendants
of the pagan stragglers who still infest
the [Promised] land because the [ancient]
‘sons of Israel’ likewise failed to completely evict [or convert] the [pagans].
within

[Israeli]

land. 19

Light paraphrase.

But [king] Solomon {Peace-Man} never
makes any descendants of Israel into
indentured-servants, ___. Instead,
they serve as [paid] soldiers, assistants,
princes, captains and officials in charge
of [Solomon's] chariots and his horsemen.
22

Solomon pays his workers well. But he quickly
breaks the laws of Moses which forbid central
banks and standing militaries.

Solomon appoints 550 chief officers
to supervise his works-projects. They
take charge over [Israel's millions] of labor23
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ers. 24 But Pharaoh's [pagan] daughter
emigrates out of the city of David to
her [private] palace which Solomon {PeaceMan} built for her. Then he builds Millo
{Citadel}.
She probably moves out because of marital discord.

3 times each year Solomon {Peacesmoke-roasts ascension [gifts] and
thanksgiving donations on the [cooking]
altar he built to [house national love feasts in]
Yahweh's [honor]. And [Solomon] burns incense on the altar in the presence of
Yahweh. [Solomon] completely [honors] the
temple's [sacred purpose].
25

Man}

Solomon celebrates the 3 annual festivals which all
believers should keep today: Passover, Summerfest and Tent-Fest.

And king Solomon {Peace-Man} builds
a fleet of ships in Ezion-Geber {Man'sBackbone}, near Eloth {Grove}, on the
shore of the Red Sea, in the [Red-Man's
south-land] (Edom). 27 Hiram {White} sends
[some of] his workers skilled in seamanship to [work] beside Solomon's workers
[in Israel's] fleet. 28 These [seamen sail] to
Ophir {Gold-Land}. They bring back 420
talents of gold to king Solomon {PeaceMan}.
26

420 is code for 4 + 2 = 6. Any time gold is involved, you see the number 6. Witness the ‘666’
(inverted 999) clearly stamped on almost any
modern gold or silver coin or bar.

1st Kings 10
The Queen of Sheba Visits King
Solomon
1 [Meanwhile,] the [Sovereign] Queen of Sheba
[in North Africa] keeps hearing of the fame
of Solomon {Peace-Man}. [She notes how he
honors] the name of Yahweh. So she
comes to test [Solomon] with difficult
questions, ___.
Sheba = grandson of Cush who settled in
Ethiopia / Nubia / North Abyssinia.

travels to Jerusalem with
a massive caravan including camels
carrying spices, and huge amounts of
gold, and precious stones. She meets
2 [Sheba's Queen]
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Solomon {Peace-Man}. She speaks with
him about everything in her heart.
Matt 12:42, Luke 11:31.

So Solomon {Peace-Man} answers all
questions. [YAH] reveals to
[Solomon] the mysteries [of the universe] so
[Solomon] can explain it all to her. 4 The
queen of Sheba [stands amazed] at all
Solomon's wisdom. She [gawks] the
palace he's built. 5 [The Queen nearly faints,
breathless, seeing] the [rich] food on
Solomon's [royal] table, and the seated
assembly of his [governors], and the [parade]
of his [stunningly] clothed advisers, and his
cupbearers. [She gawks at] the [covered] stairway [from mount Zion] on which [Solomon] ascends to serve in the temple of Yahweh
[on Mount Moriah]. 6 So [the Queen of Sheba] exclaims to king [Solomon], “The [rumors] I
heard in my own country about your
deeds and your wisdom — they're all
true! 7 —But I couldn’t believe the report until I came and my eyes saw [your
success]! Wow! [The witnesses] didn’t tell me
even the half of it. Your wisdom and
prosperity exceed the fame that [reached
my] ears. 8 —Your people live happy [for
good reason]! Your servants are blessed to
stand continually before you. They [get
to] hear your wisdom [every day for free]! 9 —
[I praise] Yahweh your Elohim, who delighted in you so [much] he set you on
the throne of Israel. Yahweh made you
king to judge and execute justice. [Your
reign proves that YAH] has always loved Israel.” 1st Kings 10:10 Then [the Queen of Sheba]
gives king [Solomon] 120 talents [4 tons] of
gold, and precious stones, and a huge
supply of spices more abundant than
any spice-shipment Solomon ever receives [in his life], ___!
Solomon Amasses Even More Incredible Riches
11 [About this time, king] Hiram's fleet brings
[Solomon more] gold, and tons of [precious] almug lumber, and precious stones, all
from Ophir {Gold-Land}. 12 King [Solomon]
uses the precious hardwood to make
3

[the Queen's]
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columns for the temple of Yahweh and
for the royal palace, and also [to craft]
lyres and lutes for [temple] singers. To
this day, ___, no such precious wood
has arrived in or even been seen [in Judaea].
Not sandalwood because that was found in 2 Chr
2:8.

King Solomon {Peace-Man} gives to
the queen of Sheba everything she desires, whatever she requests. Plus
Solomon volunteers [to give] her [presents]
out of his royal generosity. Finally she
returns back to her own country. [She
smiles ear-to-ear, singing Solomon's praises, flanked] by
her [scores of happy gold-decked] servants. 14
Every year, Solomon's [debtors] send him
600 + 60 + 6 (666) talents [25 tons] of
gold, ___.
13

Again, “666” signifies man's futile power and empty
desire. 25 tons of gold would buy you about 6
thousand luxury mansions.

Plus, [Solomon] gets [revenue] from [sales
merchantmen & spice-traders.
And [he gets tributes from] all the kings of
Arabia. And [he draws taxes] from the governors of the country [of united Israel]. 16 So
king Solomon {Peace-Man}[pays his craftsmen
to] make 200 shields of hand-hammered
gold. [They pour] 600 shekels [15 pounds] of
gold into each shield.
15

taxes on]

Just in gold melt-value, each shield would buy you
a luxury estate in an elite neighborhood. Or over
200 reliable cars. The total of all 200 shields would
buy you a modern city. These decorative shields do
no one any good. Gold is too soft to stop a fierceflying arrow. The shields get stolen by Shishak during the reign of solomon's son Rehoboam. Perhaps
a better use of the money would have been to fund
education or foreign aid. Wealth you hoard is
wealth you lose.

Then [Solomon pays his artisans to] make 300
shields of hand-hammered gold,
___. [They] pour 3 pounds of gold into
each shield. King [Solomon] installs these
[shields] in [his] palace, in the ‘[hall of] the
forest of Lebanon {White-Mountains}.’
17

[more]

Each shield would buy you a nice new starter
house for cash. Or over 40 reliable cars. All 300
shields would buy you several downtown skyscrapers.
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Next king [Solomon] makes a great
throne of ivory. He overlays it with the
purest gold. 19 [Solomon designs] the throne
with 6 steps. A round canopy [drapes atop
it]. [Huge] arm-supports flank either side
of the seat. Two lions stand [guard] beside the arms.

625

So Solomon {Peace-Man} amasses
chariots and horsemen. He employs
1400 chariots and 12,000 horsemen,
___! He assigns them to chariot-cities.
He stations them around the royal
[palace] at Jerusalem.

18

26

6 = the number of man, not YAH.

Not necessarily for war, but for communications
and supply. Moses predicted that this large central
government would fail. It toppled in one generation.

1st Kings 10:20 [Plus, Solomon's artists craft]

12

lions standing guard. 6 [lions]
on each side [of the throne]: (one [lion] for
each step [per side]). No comparable
throne [has] ever been made in any
kingdom, ___.
[more golden]

6 + 6.

All of king Solomon's drinking utensils [sparkle,] made of gold. Likewise, all
the utensils in the ‘hall of the forest of
Lebanon’ [shine like the sun]. [They're all] pure
gold. None [contain any] silver. All the days
of Solomon, [everyone] considers silver a
[near] worthless base-metal. 22 King
[Solomon] keeps a fleet of huge [Andalusian]
trading ships at sea, along with the
ships of [Tyre's king] Hiram. Once every 3
years [this double-fleet] returns [to Judea via the
21

King [Solomon] makes silver as abundant in Jerusalem as rocks. [Imported]
cedar [trees flourish] as [profusely] as [the ever-present] sycamore-fig trees [that grace Judea's]
foothills. 28 Solomon {Peace-Man} even
imports prize [race] horses from Egypt.
The king's agents [continually] buy them in
droves for [the going] price.
27

Some mss: ‘and from Cilicia.’

imports chariots from Egypt,
___. [He pays] 600 shekels [15 pounds] of silver [each]. And [he buys] horses for 150
[shekels (3.75 pounds)] of silver each. [Solomon
operates a brisk horse-trading business] with the
Hittite {Sons-Of-Terror} and the kings of
[Highland] Syria.
29 [Solomon]

1st Kings 11

Mediterranean Sea from Spain, Greece, Italy, Turkey and
north Africa, and via the Red Sea from Arabia, India and
East Africa]. [The ships]

carry gold, silver and
ivory [elephant-tusks], and [Indian] apes and
baboons [peacocks].

Tarshish may have been a literal place in Spain,
Carthage or elsewhere. ‘Ships of Tarshish’ may also
denote any large trading ships for long voyages. As
in, ’shipments are coming in from Timbuktu.’

So king Solomon {Peace-Man} exceeds
all the kings of the earth in riches and
in genius. 24 [Everyone on] earth longs [to experience] Solomon {Peace-Man}, to hear the
sagacity Elohim put[s] in his heart.
23

Or, 'people from every nation,' or 'people from all
over the land.'

So everybody keeps bringing [Solomon]
presents: utensils of silver, utensils of
gold, clothing, armor, spices, horses
and mules, ___. [Gift-bearers parade into
Jerusalem] year after year!
25

Nothing succeeds like success. People give gifts to
the man who has everything. Meanwhile they neglect their homeless neighbors.

King Solomon Falls Into Polygamy
& Idolatry
1 *But king Solomon {Peace-Man}

loves many non-Hebrew women, ___. [He beds not only] the
daughter of Pharaoh, but women from the [Incestuous] Moabites,
[the] Ammon-spawn, Edomites,
Sidonian {Fish-Fighters}, and Hittite {Sons-Of-Terror}!
Solomon is brought down by the WWW: wealth,
weapons and women, just as YAH predicted in
Deut 17:16-17.

*[Solomon imports bed-mates] from the
nations of which Yahweh commanded the sons of Israel,
‘Never enter those [societies]. [And]
never let them infiltrate you.
2

[One rotten apple spoils the whole barrel. Pagans]
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turn your heart away [from me].
[Flirt with pagans and soon] you'll go
chasing non-Hebrew gods [and
leaders].”
Solomon {Peace-Man} [ignores this law.
He] falls in love with [hundreds of pagan hotties, ___]. 3 *[Solomon beds] 700
wives, [all] princesses, plus 300
concubines, ___! His women
pervert his heart.
Sex-addiction on an unprecedented scale.

*As [king] Solomon {Peace-Man}
grows old, his wives divert his
heart to chase [demon] Elohim
{Powers}. His heart [stops being]
completely [united] with Yahweh
his Elohim, [unlike] the heart of
his father David {Love}.
4

Just like the nation around you, Solomon's Israel
promoted pluralistic public policy, with freedom of
religion, and state-support for all faiths, even Satanic covens. Ancient Israelites, like the nation
around you, considered the evil of religious pluralism to be a virtue.

So Solomon chases after Easter (the
goddess of the Sidonian {Fish-Fighters})
and after Milcom {War-God-King}, the
abominable [boss-demon who controls] the [inbred spawn of] Ammon!
5

Does your War-State-supporting church celebrate
Easter? If so, you can't judge Solomon. Milkom =
Malcham = Molech = Nike.

So [king] Solomon {Peace-Man} wreaks
ruin under Yahweh's [watchful] eye. Unlike
his Dad, David {Love}, [Solomon] fails to
fully follow Yahweh. 7 *Then, on the
6

hill facing Jerusalem, Solomon
{Peace-Man} builds a high-shrine
for Chemosh {Crusher}, the
abominable [demon] of Moab, and
for Molech {War-God-King}, the
abominable [demon who controls] of
the [inbred] spawn of Ammon.
The nation around you worships those same
demons, in ways you don't see unless you look beneath the surface.
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*[Solomon builds satanic shrines] for all
his non-Hebrew wives, ___.
They burn incense and sacrifice
[animals] to their [demon] gods!
8

YAH Punishes King Solomon With
War
9 So Yahweh gets furious with Solomon
{Peace-Man}, because [Solomon's] heart
keeps turning [further and further away] from
Yahweh Elohim of Israel, even though
[YAH] had appeared to [Solomon] twice! 1st
Kings 11:10 [Solomon does] the exact thing
[Yahweh] commanded him not to do, ___:
he chases after non-Hebrew gods.
Solomon keeps on failing to keep Yahweh's command[s]. 11 *So Yahweh
says to Solomon {Peace-Man},

“You [married pagan idolatresses. They enticed
you] to trash my covenant and
[to violate the] statutes I commanded you. So I'm tearing
[your] kingdom from your [dynasty].
I'm handing it to [one of] your officials.”
[Solomon cries, “Noooo!”] 12 [YAH continues,]

“But to [keep the promises I made to your father
David,] I'll wait until after you [die] to
[tear the kingdom from your family]. I'll rip [the kingdom] out of the hand of your son.”
[Solomon wails.] 13 [YAH continues,]

“And I won't rip away the entire kingdom. [To keep my word to] my servant David
{Love}, and to [preserve] Jerusalem, my
chosen [city], I'll leave one tribe to your
brat.”
14 Then, to [fight] Solomon {Peace-Man},
Yahweh stirs up a ‘satan’: Hadad
{Fierce} the Edomite, [a prince-son] of [southland] Edom's king.
Flashback: The Rise Of Fierce
Hadad
15 Flashback to years before, ___:
David {Love} travels [~50km south] (with
his army commander Joab) to Edom
{Red-Man's-Southland}, to bury some Israelites who had died in battle. While
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there, the [Israelite army] kills every male
[they find] in Edom! 16 (For 6 months,
[Israeli General] Joab {JAH-Dad} stays [massacring the southland] with the whole [army] of
Israel. [Joab] cuts down every male [he
finds] in Edom.) 17 At that time, the little
prince (Hadad {Fierce}) and some of his
father's Edomite servants flee [south] to
Egypt. 18 On [Hadad's] way, he passes up
through Midian. [Hadad] arrives at Paran
{Gleam}. He travels with some men
from Paran to Egypt. Pharaoh king of
Egypt gives [prince Hadad] a house. [Pharoah]
orders [servants to regularly bring Hadad] food.
[Pharaoh] gives [Hadad] land. 19 [Teen] Hadad
{Fierce} finds great favor in the sight of
Pharaoh. So [Pharaoh] gives [Hadad] a wife:
the sister of [Egypt's] Queen Tahpenes. 1st
Kings 11:20 So the sister of Tahpenes
bears [to Hadad] a son [named] Genubath
{Stealer}. Tahpenes raises [the child] in
Pharaoh's palace. So Genubath lives in
Pharaoh's household, [like] a prince
[among] Pharaoh's sons. 21 Soon (in
Egypt) Hadad {Fierce} hears that [Israeli
king] David {Love} sleeps [in death] beside
his forefathers, and that Joab {JAH-Dad}
(the General of [Israel's] Army) lies dead.
So Hadad {Fierce} says to Pharaoh, “Let
me leave [Egypt] to go [back north] to my
own country.” 22 Pharaoh answers [Hadad],
“But look. What have you lacked with
me that makes you want to go to your
own country?” [Hadad] answers, “Nothing.
But let me go anyway.” [So Hadad returns to
Edom to fight Solomon.] 23 And [to Israel's north,]
Elohim stirs up a [Syrian] adversary [against
Solomon]: Rezon {Prince} the son of Eliadah {El-Knows}. [Rezon had] fled from his
lord Hadadezer {Helped-By-The-IdolHadad}, king of Zobah {Station}. 24 Rezon
got his start when David {Love} killed
[the men] of Zobah {Station}. Rezon gathered [soldiers] around himself. He became
captain over a band [of] migratory
[raiders] infesting Damascus. [Soon] they
[seized] reign [over] Damascus. 25 [Rezon,]
the Israel-hating [king] over [Highland] SyrThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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ia, remains an adversary to Israel all
the days of Solomon {Peace-Man}. [Rezon]
adds to the mischief Hadad {Fierce}
wreaks [to Israel's south].
Solomon, weakened by sin, loses Syria which
David subdued.

Builder Jeroboam Rebels Against
King Solomon
26 Then king Solomon's foreman Jeroboam {NationWrangler} lifts up his fist against [Solomon]. ([ ___, here's Jeroboam's history:] Father: Nebat {Look}). Hometown:
Zereda {Pierce}. Home-Region: [the hills of] Ephraim
{Double-Fruit}. Mother: Zeruah {Scourge}, a widow.) 27
Here's the account of Jeroboam lifting up his fist
against king [Solomon]. [Flash back to when] Solomon {PeaceMan} builds [Jerusalem's outer defense system] (the Millo).
[Solomon's men] repair the breaches in [the wall of the]

Jeroboam
a strong, energetic
leader, [works on the wall]. Solomon {PeaceMan} eyes the young man's industriousness. So [Solomon] makes [Jeroboam] ruler
over all the work-projects conducted by
the tribe of Joseph {Increaser}. 29 [One
day,] Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler}[rides] out
of Jerusalem, [sporting] a new robe. The
prophet AhiYah {Kin-Of-Yah} from Shiloh
{Tranquil} finds Jeroboam on the road.
[The prophet faces Jeroboam] alone in the field.
1st Kings 11:30 Then [the prophet] AhiYah
{Kin-Of-Yah} grabs the new robe off [of Jeroboam]. He rips it into 12 pieces! 31 [Ahijah]
says to Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler}, “You
take 10 pieces: for Yahweh (Israel's
ELohim) says,
“Watch: I'll rip the kingdom out of the
hand of Solomon {Peace-Man}. [I'll] give
10 tribes to you.
Citadel of his father David. 28

{Nation-Wrangler},

32

(But

my servant David
and to help Jerusalem (the city I
chose out of all the tribes of Israel)
[Solomon's imp] will [rule at least] one tribe.
[to keep my promise to]

{Love},

Benjamin, Simeon and Levi and other tribes eventually join Judah.
33

has forsaken me. [She] worships
Easter (the goddess of the Sidonian
{Fish-Fighters}) [and] Chemosh {Crusher}
the god of the Moabites, and Milcom
[Israel]
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(the war-god of the [inbred] spawn
of Ammon). [Israel consistently] refuses to
walk in my ways. They [hate] doing
what's right in my eyes. They [refuse] to
guard my statutes and my judgments.
[Solomon's] father David {Love} [is rolling
around in his grave]!

[Molech]

34

But I won't take the kingdom [directly]
out of [Solomon's] hand. I'll leave him in
[disputed] power all the days of his life.
[This will keep my promise to] David {Love} my
obeyer, whom I chose, because [David]
guarded my commandments and my
statutes.
35

But I'll take 10 tribes of the kingdom
out the hand of [Solomon's] brat. I'll give
[those tribes] to you, [Jeroboam].
36

And I'll leave one tribe under [the authority
of] Solomon's son. So my servant David
{Love} will continue to have a ‘light’ in
my presence in Jerusalem, the [one] city
[on earth] where I chose to seat my
Name-Authority.
37

So I'll

you [up, Jeroboam]. You'll reign
[over everything] your soul desires. You'll be
king over [northern] Israel.
[lift]

38

And then, if you'll listen to everything I
command you, if [you] walk in my ways,
if [you] do what's right in my sight, if
[you] guard my commandments and my
appointments, as [often] did my obeyer
David {Love}, then I'll stick with you. I'll
build you a strong, [long, unbroken] dynasty, like I built for David. I'll give Israel to you.
Real authority comes from obedience to YAH's
Laws.
39

So I'll humble David's seed-children.
But [their punishment] won't [last] forever.”
1st Kings 11:40 So [king] Solomon {PeaceMan} tries to assassinate Jeroboam
{Nation-Wrangler}. But Jeroboam mounts
[his horse]. He flees [on a torturous, horse-killing
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to Egypt. [He takes refuge
under the protection of] Shishak, Egypt's king.
[Jeroboam] stays in Egypt until Solomon
dies.
King Solomon, History's Shrewdest
Brain, Dies
~250km trek southwest]

41 [ ___, you can find many] of the rest of the feats of
Solomon {Peace-Man}, and all his accomplishments,
and his intelligence, recorded in the ‘Book of the
Acts of Solomon.’
The ‘Acts of Solomon’ is presumed to be a lost text
possibly written by Biblical prophet Iddo, the author of other lost texts.

Solomon's reign in Jerusalem over
united Israel lasts for 40 years, ___.
42

From 920-880BC.

Finally Solomon {Peace-Man} sleeps [in
beside his forefathers. [Israel's leaders]
bury [him] in the citadel of his father
[king] David {Love}. Then [evil] Rehoboam
{Nation-Builder}, [Solomon's] brat, reigns in
[Solomon's] place.
43

death]

1st Kings 12
Jeroboam Tries To Make Peace
With Rehoboam
1 [The] whole [united nation of] Israel flocks to
[centrally-located] Shechem {Neck-Ridge} to
[crown Rehoboam] king. So Rehoboam {Nation-Builder}[rides Solomon's royal mule ~30km north
from Jerusalem]

to Shechem.

Shechem is now called Nablous. From the time of
Isaiah through the Messiah's lifetime, Shechem degraded into ‘Drunk-Town’ (Sychar).

Meanwhile, Nebat's brat Jeroboam
{Nation-Wrangler} still hides in Egypt,
avoiding the [murderous] face of Solomon
{Peace-Man}. [Jeroboam] hears [news of Rehoboam's coronation]. 3 [Israel's elders] send [messengers south ~250km to Egypt]. They summon
Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler}. So he and
the whole congregation of Israel's [elders
ride to Neck-Ridge]. There they challenge [evil
king] Rehoboam {Nation-Builder}. 4 *[Jer2

“[Rehoboam,] your Dad
[Solomon] laid a terrible yoke [of taxation on our backs]. So now lift the
horrible [levies] placed on us by
your father. Make our burden
oboam says,]
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lighter. Then we'll serve you.” 5
answers [northern Israel's leaders], “Leave for 3
days. Then come back to me.” So [Jeroboam's] people
leave.
[Rehoboam]

Rehoboam Takes Advice From His
Brat-Friends
6 So king Rehoboam {Nation-Builder}[wisely] consults the old men who'd stood before his father (Solomon {Peace-Man})
during his lifetime. [Rehoboam] asks, “How
do you advise me to answer the [northern
Israeli tax-resisters]?” 7 *[The wise elders] an-

swer [Rehoboam], “Be a servant-leader to the [Israeli] nation.
Help them. Answer them by
speaking pleasant words to
them. Then they'll always be
your servants.” 8 *But [Rehoboam]
forsakes the counsel the old
men give him, ___. [Instead] he
consults with the young [brats]
he grew up with, [jerks] who
stand around him [angling for royal favors]. 9 [Rehoboam] says to the [brats],
“What's your advice? How should we
answer the [northern Israeli elders] who
begged me, ‘Lighten the slave-yoke
your father laid on us.’?” 1st Kings 12:10

*The young brats, [Rehoboam's]
childhood mates, say to him,
“Rebut the [northern Israelis. They have no
right to make demands] on you. [How dare
they] whine, ‘Your father made
our yoke heavy; so lighten [the
tax-burden he placed] on us.’ Answer
them, ‘My little finger is thicker
than my [dead] father's waist. 11

*—Yes, my father burdened you with a heavy
yoke. And I'll load it
heavier! My father
scourged you with
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whips. But I'll whip you
with scorpions!’”
Scorpions = a knotted whip, aka "the cat."

So 3 days later Jeroboam {Nationand all [his northern Israeli elders] return to king Rehoboam {Nation-Builder},
[just] as [Rehoboam] had requested. 13
12

Wrangler}

*But king [Rehoboam] brutally denies the [northern Israelis'] request [for
mercy]. He ignores the [wise] counsel [which Solomon's] aged [advisors]
gave him. 14 *[Instead, Rehoboam

back the [evil] advice
of his young [pals]. [He
screams,] “My father made
your yoke heavy. Yet I'll
make it heavier! My father thrashed you with
whips. But I'll [rip your backs
apart] with scorpions!” 15 So
spits]

king

refuses to listen to the
[northern Israeli] people. But Yahweh remains in control. This rift fulfills the
prediction Yahweh spoke (through
AhiYah {Kin-Of-Yah} from Shiloh
{Tranquil}) to Nebat's brat Jeroboam
{Nation-Wrangler}.
Jeroboam Rips Northern Israel
Away From Judah
[Rehoboam]

*Soon the whole [nation of northern]
Israel sees that king [Rehoboam]
keeps ignoring them. So the
people [scream] at the king, “What
share is David's [dynasty] giving
us? The [line] of Yashai (Jesse) is
[stealing] our inheritance! To your
gods, Israel! Guard your family, [spawn of] David!” So [the men of
northern] Israel storm off to their
homes.
16
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ה ָ ל י וwas
ָ אchanged
ֹל
to ‘tents’ by the Sopherim. This error persists in all commercial bibles.
17 But Rehoboam {Nation-Builder} continues to reign
over the descendants of Israel [who stay] living in the
cities of Judea. 18

Then

[evil]

king Rehoboam

{Nation-Builder} dispatches Adoram {HighLord} to supervise [northern Israel's] taxa-

tion. But all [the thugs of north] Israel stone
[the taxmen] to death with rocks! So king
Rehoboam scrambles up into his chariot. [Dodging rebels’ arrows,] he flees [back south
~30km] to Jerusalem. 19 So, ___, [northern]
Israel rebels against David's dynasty to
this day. 1st Kings 12:20 All [the people of northern] Israel hear that Jeroboam {NationWrangler} has returned [north from Egypt]. So
they send [messengers] to summon him to
[a national] assembly. There [in Shechem] they
crown [Jeroboam] king over all [of northern]
Israel. Only the tribe of Judah [initially]
follows the dynasty of [dead king] David.
YAH Stops King Rehoboam's Counter-Rebellion
21 Meanwhile, Solomon's brat Rehoboam {Nation-Builder}[rides] back [~30km
south] to Jerusalem. To re-unite the kingdom under [him], he assembles all the
[top fighters] of the tribes of Judah and
Benjamin (180 thousand chosen warriors [sworn] to devour [rebel northern]
Israel).
180 = 60 * 3, marking this as man's, not YAH's,
military plan.
22 But the word of Elohim comes [alive] in Elohim's
prophet, ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears}. 23 [YAH] says,
“Confront Solomon's brat (Judea's king Rehoboam
{Nation-Builder}) and all the [leaders] of [the tribes of] Judah
{Celebrated} and Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}, and the
rest of the [Israeli] people.
24

“Yahweh says, ‘Don't march up
[to battle]. Don't fight against your brothers, the [northern] sons of Israel. All of
you men, go back to your homes. I [am
allowing Israel to divide].’”
So [Judea's soldiers] listen to the word of
[Tell them,]

Yahweh. They return home, as
Yahweh ordered. 25 Then [revolutionary

Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler} fortifies
Shechem {Neck} in the Ephraim {Doubleking]
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Hills. He lives there. He [marches his
armies] out from there. And [Jeroboam] rebuilds [the fortress of] PenuEl {Face-Of-El}.
Jeroboam Leads Northern Israel
Into Idolatry
26 [Time passes, ___.] Jeroboam {NationWrangler} says in his heart, “[I fear that my
northern Israeli] kingdom is about to revert
to [king] David's dynasty. 27 —If [my northern Israeli revolutionaries hike] uphill [south] to
slaughter [feast-animals] in the temple of
Yahweh at Jerusalem, then the heart of
[my fledgling rebel nation] will turn back to
their [previous] overlord, Judea's king Rehoboam {Nation-Builder}. [My men] will kill
me. They'll fall back to [slavery under]
Judea's tyrant Rehoboam.” 28 *So
Fruit}

king [Jeroboam] takes [wicked] counsel [from sorcerers]. He [pays artisans to]
craft two golden bulls. He announces to the [Israelis], “It's too
much trouble for you to hike all
the way [south] to Jerusalem [to
hold feasts]. Look, Israel. Your
gods [rule] here [in north Israel. The
demons represented by these two bulls]

brought you up out of the land
of Egypt!”
Just like the golden bull in front of the New York
Stock Exchange.

erects one [golden bull ~10km north
in Beth-El {House-Of-El}, and
the other [~110km northeast bordering Syria] in
[the tribal territory of] Dan {Judge}.
29 [Jeroboam]
of Jerusalem]

Or possibly, ‘…further west in Dan’. The question
persists because Dan’s tribe originally held coastal
territory west of Jerusalem. However, they soon
(murderously) seized Laish’s land beneath Syria's
Mount Hermon.

So this idolatry infects [Iswith sin, ___. The [north Israelis]
stream [north] to worship [the golden bull in the
territory of the tribe of] Dan {Judge}.
1st Kings 12:30
rael]

Or possibly: ‘stream west’.

And [Jeroboam] builds demon-temples
on [many other] high-mountain-lookouts.
And [he] appoints priests from the common rabble. [He fires] the sons of Levi
31
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*And Jeroboam {NationWrangler} institutes a [Halloween]
feast in the 8th [Hebrew] month,
on the 15th day of the month.
So, [in north Israel, Halloween] replaces
the Judean [7th month Tent] Feast.
[Jeroboam] offers [animal sacrifices] on [his
pagan] altar. He does this in
Beth-El {House-Of-El}. He sacrifices [animals] to the calves he [paid
artisans to] sculpt! Then he [permanently] stations his fake high-shrine
priests at Beth-El.
{Uniter}. 32

Jeroboam's 8th month feast is a probable pre-cursor of modern Halloween. (8 = Oct = October). If
pentecostals knew all the terrible crimes Bethel
was famous for, they wouldn’t name their churches
after it!

So, the 15th day of the 8th month,
the date [Jeroboam] devised in his own
heart [to initiate his fake religion], he offers
[sacrifices] on the altar he crafts in Beth-El
{House-Of-El}. He institutes this [Satanic holiday] to [separate] the children of [north] Israel [from Judea's society]. [Jeroboam] offers [animals] on the altar. He burns incense [to
summon demons].
33

Man-made priests throw man-made feasts.

1st Kings 13
A Mystery Prophet Warns Of Human Sacrifice
1 [Time passes, ___.] At Yahweh's command,
a [mystery-prophet] from Elohim [rides his donkey
~10km north] from Judaea to Beth-El
{House-Of-El}. There [northern Israel's king] Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler} stands by a [pagan] altar. [Jeroboam] burns incense to [honor
his demon-god]. 2 [Suffused] in the word of
Yahweh, the [mystery-prophet] cries out,
[banging] against the altar: “Altar, altar,
Yahweh decrees,
‘Watch! Into the dynasty of David
{Love}, a [future Queen] births a prince
named ‘JosiYah {Healed-By-Yah}’. [This Josiah] cooks [north Israel's bogus] incense-burn-
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ing priests on you, [altar]! [Idol-worshippers]
come to burn men's bones on you.’”
Josiah and Cyrus are the only people mentioned by
name in far-off future prophecies. This human sacrifice prediction is fulfilled in 2Ki 23:16, 360 years
later.

That same day, the [mystery prophet] gives
proof [to confirm his prediction]. [He]
says, “Yahweh has promised to give the
following sign: [YAH] will split this altar
apart, then pour its ashes out on the
ground.” 4 *There (in Beth-El
{House-Of-El}) King Jeroboam
{Nation-Wrangler} hears the man
3

[a miraculous]

of Elohim denouncing [the pagan]
altar. [The king] reaches out his
hand from [burning incense on] the altar. He screams, “[Guards,] seize
[that false prophet]!” [Immediately] Jeroboam's hand, pointing at [the
prophet], withers up. It [freezes]! Jeroboam can't retract his [arm to his
body]! 5 *Then [some angelic force] rips
apart the [pagan] altar, ___! The
ashes gush out of the altar,
just as the [mystery] man of ELohim predicted through the
Word of Yahweh! 6 [Evil] king [Jerbegs the man of Elohim, “Please
beg to Yahweh's face — pray for [YAH] to
heal my hand.” So the man of Elohim
begs Yahweh. Immediately [YAH] restores the king's hand, as [healthy] as
ever.
The Mystery Prophet Dies For Disobeying YAH
7 So king [Jeroboam] invites the man of
Elohim, “Come [to my palace] with me. Refresh yourself [with food and wine and rest]. I'll
give you a [royal] reward.” 8 But the man
of Elohim says to the king, “Even if you
give me half your dynasty, I won't go
[to your palace] with you. I won't [even] eat
bread or drink water here [in your pagan
oboam]
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sanctuary]. 9

For the word of Yahweh commanded me,
‘Don't eat food or drink water [at Beth-El].
Don't return [to Judaea] by the way you
came.’”
1st Kings 13:10 So [the mystery prophet heads back
south toward Judaea]. [He takes] a different path
than the way he'd taken [on his trip north] to
Beth-El {House-Of-El}. 11 Meanwhile,
there in Beth-El, some boys [see the pagan
altar break apart]. They run [home in terror].
They tell their Dad (an old [local]
prophet) all the wonders the [mystery]
man of Elohim did that day at [the pagan
sanctuary]. And they tell their Dad all the
predictions [the mystery prophet] spoke to
[evil] king [Jeroboam]. 12 The boys' father,
[the tempter prophet], asks the [boys], “What
way did [the mystery prophet] go?” His sons
[point south, toward where] they'd seen the Judaean man of Elohim leave [BethEl's sanctuary]. 13 [The tempter-prophet] says to his sons,
“Saddle me the donkey.” So [his sons] saddle the donkey for him. He rides [south]
on it. 14 [The Tempter-Prophet] chases down
the [mystery] man of Elohim. He finds him
sitting under an oak [tree]. [The TempterProphet] asks, “Are you the man of Elohim
who came from Judea?” The [mystery
prophet] answers, “I am.” 15 [The TempterProphet tempts] the mystery prophet, “Come
[to my] home with me. Eat [some] food
with me.” 16 [The mystery prophet] answers, “I
can't return with you, nor go into [your
house] with you. I won't even eat bread
or drink water with you here [in Beth-El].
17 For the word of Yahweh commanded
me,
‘Eat no bread and drink no water there.
And don't return by the way that you
came.’”
Accept no comfort from evil idolaters. Don't let
them trace your movements.

replies with a lie,
“I'm a prophet just like you are. An angel spoke to me via the word of Yahweh. [He] said,
18 [The tempter prophet]
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‘Bring [the mystery prophet] back with you
into your house, so he can eat food and
drink water.’”
19 So [the mystery prophet] returns [north] with
[the tempter prophet]. [He] eats food and
drinks water in the [tempter's] house! 1st
Kings 13:20 Later, as the [2 prophets] sit at
the table, Yahweh's word comes [alive] in
the [tempter] prophet who [lured] the [mystery
prophet] back [to his house]. 21 [Tempter-Prophet]
cries to the [mystery] man of Elohim who
came [north] from Judea, “Yahweh decrees,
‘[You'll die] because you rebelled against
the mouth of Yahweh! You failed to
obey the order Yahweh your Elohim
commanded you.
22

You came back. You ate food and drank
water in the place of which Yahweh comanded you, ‘Eat no bread, and drink
no water, or your carcass will [get thrown]
into the tomb with your fore-fathers.’”
23 So [the bereaved prophets] stop eating food
and drinking [wine]. The [tempter] prophet
saddles the donkey for the [mystery]
prophet. The [tempter laments ever] bringing
the [doomed mystery-man] home. 24 *[The dis-

off down
the road [on his donkey]. A lion
charges [the mystery prophet]. It massacres him! It throws his carcass in the road. The donkey
and the lion stand beside the
[prophet's] carcass. 25 Soon some men
obedient mystery prophet rides]

pass by. They see the [prophet's] carcass
strewn in the road. [They see] the lion
standing beside the [bleeding] body. The
[men run north into] Beth-El {House-Of-God}
(the elderly [tempter] prophet's home
city). The [men] report [the prophet's spooky
death]. 26 *These [eyewitnesses report the

prophet who'd
the [mystery prophet] to leave
the way. [The old tempter prophet
groans],“That's the man of Elohim
mauling to the old]
[tempted]
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who disobeyed Yahweh's word.
[That's why] Yahweh fed him to the
lion. It tore him and killed him
to fulfill the prediction Yahweh
spoke to him.”
You can get the gift of the Holy Spirit. You can predict the future. You can do miracles. Yet you can
still perish, if you leave The Way. Saved is as
saved does.

orders his sons,
“Saddle me the donkey.” So the [boys]
saddle [their dad's donkey]. 28 [The tempter prophet]
rides [south to the death site]. He finds [the]
dead [prophet] in the road. He sees the
donkey and the lion standing by the
carcass. [The tempter prophet marvels that] the
lion hasn't eaten the carcass, nor
ripped [into] the donkey. 29 So the
[tempter] prophet picks up the carcass of
the [disobedient] man of Elohim. The
[tempter] lays the [corpse] on the [dead man's]
donkey. He brings it back to [BethEl] city,
to mourn and bury the [mysterious prophet].
1st Kings 13:30 [The tempter prophet] lays the
[mystery prophet's] carcass in the [tempter’s]
own burial [cave]. [The other prophets] mourn
over [the dead prophet], crying, “Oh, my
brother!” 31 After [the tempter prophet] buries
[the disobedient prophet], he instructs his
sons: “When I die, bury me in the tomb
where this [mystery] man of Elohim lies
buried. Lay my bones beside his bones.
32 —The message [the mystery prophet] cried
at Yahweh's command soon comes
true. Judgment [descends to crush the occult] altar at Beth-El {House-Of-El}. Doom
[devours] all [pagan] shrines in the towns of
Samaria {North-Israel}.”
Jeroboam Refuses To Stop Polluting Judaism
27 [The tempter prophet]

*Still [evil north Israeli king] Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler} refuses
to turn back from his evil
course. He keeps [appointing] all
willing commoners to be
priests at his [pagan] high-shrines. He consecrates [the fak33
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as clergy in his
tuaries.
ers]

[corrupt]

sanc-

As today, any conman who parrots the (Roman
Catholic) Nicene and Athanasian creeds can become a ‘minister’ in a protestant church, where he
can make a play for the tithing money. But that
scam is waning fast as the modern world-order repeats revolutionary France’s ‘dissolution of the
monasteries’ with the same anti-clerical spirit.
34

*And this sin,

[the sin of mixing com-

merce with Judeo-Christianity, condemns]

the

dynasty of Jeroboam {NationWrangler}. [So YAH resolves] to cut
down [Jeroboam's royal line] — to wipe
it off the face of the earth!

1st Kings 14

Wicked Israeli King Jeroboam's
Best Son Dies
1 Soon [evil king] Jeroboam's son, [prince]
AbiYah {Father-YAH}, falls sick. 2 So [king]
Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler} says to his
wife, “Please disguise yourself, so no
one can tell you're my Queen. Mount
up [your mule]. Ride to Shiloh {Tranquil}.
There, go see the prophet AhiYah {KinOf-Yah}, who [long ago] predicted [to] me
that I would be king over [northern Israel]. 3
—Take with you 10 loaves of bread,
and crumb-cakes, and a jug of honey.
[Gallop] to [the prophet]. He'll tell you
whether [our] boy [will survive this illness].” 4 So
Jeroboam's Queen [disguises herself]. She
mounts [her servant's mule]. She [rides ~5km
south] to Shiloh {Tranquil}. She [jumps off the
mule at] the house of [the prophet] AhiYah
{Kin-Of-Yah}. [She sees through the window that]
AhiYah can't see [her], because his eyes
are blind from old age. 5 Then Yahweh
says to AhiYah {Kin-Of-Yah},
“Look. The wife of [evil king] Jeroboam
{Nation-Wrangler} is here to ask you [to tell]
her son's [future], because he's sick. Tell
her [the words I put in your mind]. When she
comes in, she'll pretend she's another
woman.”
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Just as [YAH predicts], AhiYah {Kin-Of-Yah}
hears the sound of [the Queen's] feet walking in [through his] doorway. He says,
“Come in, [Queen] of Jeroboam {NationWrangler}. Why pretend to be someone
else? [YAH] sent me to [bring] you crushing
[bad] news. 7 Go, tell [evil king] Jeroboam
{Nation-Wrangler}, Yahweh Elohim of Israel says:
“I exalted you from among [Judea's common]
people. I made you prince over my
people Israel.
6

8

I ripped [Israel's northern] kingdom away
from the dynasty of [king] David. I gave
it you. Yet you failed to [live] like my
servant David. He kept my commandments. He followed me wholeheartedly.
[He tried] to do only things that were right
in my eyes.
9

In contrast, you [constantly] wreak greater
evil than any [king] before you! You keep
going and making [false] gods [and promoting
fake] leaders for your own [evil purposes].
You keep stoking [my fire-rage] by
sculpting molten idols. You [continually]
toss me behind your back [like I'm trash]!

*
So watch me rain ruin on [your]
dynasty, Jeroboam {NationWrangler}. I [soon] cut off from [your
family line] all [your male ‘dogs’] who pee
against the wall in [northern] Israel, [even the strong ‘hounds,’ who feel] secure in [their] forts. I take away
every last crumb of [your] dynasty, Jeroboam, like a man
hauls away poop, until it's all
gone.
1st Kings 14:10

Azab is a homonym here meaning ‘fortified, secured.’
11

Jeroboam, when your [descendants] die in
the city, dogs eat [their flesh]. And when
the [your progeny] die in the countryside,
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sky-birds eat [their carcasses]. Yahweh
speaks [your future].”
12 [The prophet continues,] “So get up, [Queen].
[Ride back north] to your [palace]. [The] moment your feet enter [your] city, [your] boy
dies. 13 [The] whole [nation of north] Israel
soon mourns for [your boy AbiYah]. [So they
flock to] bury him. He's the only person
(in the dynasty of Jeroboam) who has
any good [respect] for Yahweh, Israel’s
Elohim. So [AbiYah is] the only descendant
of Jeroboam who comes to receive [the
dignity of burial] in a grave.
YAH takes good people from the earth to save
them from evil.

Then Yahweh comes to raise up a
king over [northern] Israel. [YAH] cuts
Jeroboam's dynasty [out of history in one]
day. It's happening as [I speak]. 15
Yahweh strikes [north] Israel like he's
shaking a reed in the water. He uproots
[north] Israel's [population] out of this good
land he gave their fore-fathers. He
scatters the [Israelis] beyond the [Euphrates]
river [past Iraq and Syria], because [Israel] built
[phallic sex-god] steeples [and other obelisks],
stirring Yahweh's [grieving-rage].
14

[new]

Similarly, the Washington monument is 666-foothigh (foundation included) brazen phallic idol, a big
middle-finger in the Creator’s face.

Yes, [YAH] is giving up [northern] Israel
because of the transgressions of [evil king]
Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler}. His criminal
[example] led [northern] Israel to fall [off the
path to heaven].” 17 So Jeroboam's [furious, crying Queen] gets up. She [storms] away from
[the prophet]. [She rides back home ~5 miles north] to
Tirzah {Delight}. She walks [on] the
threshold of [her palace] door. Immediately
[her] boy [prince AbiYah] dies, ___!
16

She either disbelieved the prophecy, or didn’t care
about her son. She could have stayed away from
the palace.

So [Jeroboam's family] buries [their] boyprince [AbiYah]. [The] whole [nation of northern]
Israel mourns for [AbiYah]. Thus [history]
fulfills the decree Yahweh spoke via the
hand of his servant AhiYah {Kin-Of-Yah}
the prophet. 19 You, ___, can see the rest of
18

the acts of
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he warred, and how he reigned. [Scribes] record [the
main points] in the book of the Chronicles Of The Kings
of [north] Israel. 1st Kings 14:20 So ends [king] Jeroboam's 22 year reign [of terror]. He sleeps [in death beside] his fore-fathers. Then Nadab {Liberal}, [Jeroboam's]
son, reigns in [Jeroboam's] place.
2 of Nadab's years of reign overlap the time when
Jeroboam was alive but diseased. See 2 Chr 13:20.

King Rehoboam Reigns Wickedly
Over Judea
21 Meanwhile, [king] Rehoboam {Nation-Builder}, the son whom Solomon
{Peace-Man}[illegally] bred with [an incest-spawned] Ammonite [princess] named
Naamah {Pleasure}, reigns in Judea.
Rehoboam begins [his] reign at 41 years
old. He reigns for 17 years in
Jerusalem, the [one] city, out of all the
tribes of Israel, where Yahweh chose to
put his Name-authority. 22 [Under fiend-king
Rehoboam,] Judea wreaks ruin in the sight
of Yahweh. [The Judeans] provoke [YAH's]
zealous [fury, ___]. [They] commit [worse]
sins than their [wicked] forefathers committed! 23 [The people of Judea] build high-occult-shrines. [They sculpt] idol-images. [They
install phallic] steeples on every high hill,
and under every green tree. 24 [The people
of Judea allow out & proud] Sodomite [male & female prostitute-priests to flourish] in the [Promised]
land. [The Judeans] perpetrate all the
abominations [that destroyed] the beast-nations whom Yahweh [long ago] cast out
before the children of Israel.
Phallic obelisks symbolize male prostitution. Examples: the Washington Monument, the Vatican
courtyard obelisk, and steeples on churches in your
town.

in the 5th year of [the reign of Judea's]
king Rehoboam {Nation-Builder}, Egypt's
king Shishak marches [his army ~250km
north]. He attacks Jerusalem.
25 [So]

The wall of the temple at Karnak, near Thebes, depicts Rehoboam and his war with
Shishak/Shoshenq.

haul away the treasures from Yahweh’s temple. Then the
[invaders steal] all the riches from [Jerusalem's]
royal palace. The [Egyptians] seize everything! And [of course Shishak] confiscates all
the golden shields Solomon {Peace-Man}
26 [Shishak's soldiers]
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had sculpted. 27 So king Rehoboam {Nation-Builder} replaces [Solomon's gold shields]
with brass shields. [Rehoboam] commits
the [shields] to the hands of the chief of
the [royal] guard tasked with patrolling
the gate to the royal palace. 28 Then
whenever king [Rehoboam] marches into the temple of
Yahweh, the [royal] guard[s] carry the shields. Then
[after worship, the guards] bring the [shields] back into the
guard chamber. 29 [You, ___, can read] the rest of the
[major] acts and accomplishments of Rehoboam {Nation-Builder}. [Scribes] record these [acts] in the Book of
the Chronicles of the kings of Judea. 1st Kings
14:30 [Judah's king]

Rehoboam {Na-

tion-Builder} and [northern Israel's king] Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler} fight wars [against

all their days, ___. 31 [Finally]
Rehoboam {Nation-Builder} sleeps [in death]
among his ancestors. [His sons] bury him
in the citadel of David beside his forefathers [and] his Ammon-spawned mother (Naamah {Pleasure}). Then [Rehoboam's
evil] brat AbiJah {Father-Jah} reigns on [Rehoboam's throne].
each other]

AbiYah aka AbiJam [Sea-Father].

1st Kings 15
Sea-Father Reigns In Wickedness
over Judea
1 So, ___, in the 18th year of [the reign of] Nebat’s
brat ([northern Israeli] king Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler})
AbiJah {Father-Jah} [aka AbiJam {Sea-Father}] [begins his evil] reign
over Judea. 2 [AbiJam {Sea-Father}] reigns for [just under] 3
years in Jerusalem. ([Note to ___: AbiJam's] mom
(Maachah {Press}) was the [grand] daughter of [doomed
rebel prince] AbiShalom {Father-of-Peace}.)
Or “mother, MichaiYAH.” See 2 Chr 13:2. Absalom
see 2 CHR 11:21.

AbiJam {Sea-Father} walks in all
the sins his father committed before [he
was born]. Unlike the heart of his ancestor
David {Love}, [AbiJam's] heart [rages against]
Yahweh his Elohim. 4 Nevertheless,
Yahweh ([king David's] Elohim) [keeps the promises he made to] David. [YAH] stabilizes
Jerusalem. He gives the city-of-peace a
lamp [of leadership]. [YAH] sets up [AbiJam's]
son to succeed [AbiJam]. 5 *[YAH keeps his
promise because] David {Love} did
3 [Evil king]

right in the eyes of Yahweh all
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the days of his life. [David] never
turned aside from any [command
which] YAH [explicitly, personally] ordered
[David to perform]. (Except [that David impregnated the wife of] UriYah {YAH'sFlame} the [heroic] Hittite; [then David
murdered UriYah to cover up the] affair.) 6
But

war [that began] between [Judea's
Rehoboam {Nation-Builder} and [North
Israel's king] Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler}
[rages] all the days of [AbiJam's] life, ___. 7
[the Civil]

king]

In the book of the Chronicles (of the kings of
Judea), scribes record the rest of the acts & accomplishments of AbiJam, including [his victory in] the [‘civil’]
war against [north Israel's evil king] Jeroboam {NationWrangler} .
II Chr 13

AbiJam {Sea-Father} sleeps [in death] beside his forefathers. [Royal pallbearers] bury
AbiJam in the citadel of David {Love}.
Then AbiJam's son Asa reigns in AbiJam's place.
Good King Asa Stabilizes Judea
8

9 In the 20th year of [the reign of evil northern] Israeli king
Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler}, [good king] Asa [begins his]
reign over Judea. 1st Kings 15:10 Asa (the grandson of [rebel prince] Absalom's daughter Maacah {Press})

Asa
does right in the eyes of Yahweh, as did
[Asa's] forefather, [king] David. 12 [King] Asa
banishes all cult prostitutes [both hetero and
homo] out of the [Promised] land. [Asa] gets
rid of all the filthy-idol-logs his fore-fathers made.
reigns in Jerusalem for 41 years. 11 [King]

#6945 qadesh kaw-dashe' (from #6942)
a male and/or female shrine/temple/cult prostitute; a (quasi) sacred person, i.e. (technically) a
(male) devotee (by prostitution) to licentious idolatry:-- sodomite, unclean.

Asa even dethrones his mother
Maachah {Press} from being queen. He
punishes her for building a monstrous
[phallic] Easter idol [steeple]. Asa destroys
her idol. He burns it by the Kidron {Ash}
brook [where Jesus later sweats blood in the garden of
Gethsemane]. 14 *[King Asa tries] to re13 [King]

move the

[occult] high-shrines
[where the Judean people worship idols. But Asa
fails.]

Nevertheless, Asa's heart
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remains completely [devoted to]
Yahweh all his days. 15 King Asa
brings the silver, and gold, and utensils his father
had dedicated, and the [similar] items he himself dedicated, into the temple of Yahweh.

Evil North Israeli King Stink Attacks
Judea
16 Border-fighting [rages] between [north]
Israeli king Baasha {Stink} vs. [Judea's king]
Asa as long as they both live. 17 [North]
Israel's king Baasha {Stink} rises up
against Judea. [Stink] fortifies Ramah
{Heights}, [a mere 5 miles north of Jerusalem].
Baasha forbids anyone to leave or enter
[the territory of] king Asa of Judea!
Right to travel denials stink. Your rights to travel
are narrowly restricted. Did you notice that?

So [king] Asa gathers all the silver and
gold remaining in the treasures of Yahweh's temple. [Then Asa] piles on the riches from [his] royal palace. Via the hand
of his envoys, he sends it all [~125km
north] to Damascus, where lives Syria's
king Ben-Hadad {Son-Of-Ferocity}, the
son of Tabrimon {Pleaser-Of-Rammon}, the
son of Hezion {Vision}. 19 [King Asa writes to
Ben-Hadad], "We're [mutually bound] by the
peace-treaty between our forefathers.
So look: I've sent to you a present of
silver and gold. [So] go break your
covenant with [northern] Israeli king
Baasha {Stink}. Then he'll get away
from my [land].” 1st Kings 15:20 So [king]
Ben-Hadad {Son-Of-Ferocity} listens to
king Asa. [Ben-Hadad] sends his army captains [south] against the cities of [northern]
Israel. They strike Ijon {Ruin}, Dan
{Judge}, Abel-Beth-Maachah {PressHouse-Meadow}, all of Galilee {Heathen-Circle}, and all the land of [the tribe of] Naphtali {Wrestler}.
18

Paying your enemies to kill each other doesn’t always work.
21 Soon [north Israel's dictator] Baasha {Stink} hears [that his
armies lie beaten]. So he stops fortifying Ramah {Heights}.
He settles [back ~40km north at his palace] in Tirzah {Delight}.

Then king Asa makes a proclamation
throughout all Judea. [Asa] invites every
[Judean] man to come to Ramah {Heights}
to haul away the stones and timber
22
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which [evil king] Baasha {Stink} used to
construct [the evil fortress]. Then king Asa
uses those [construction materials] to fortify
[nearby] Geba {Hillock}[in the land] of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}, and Mizpah
{WatchTower}. 23 [Despite] Asa's [awesome
achievements,] when he gets old, his feet
rot. [Scribes] summarize the rest of all the
acts, and power, and accomplishments
of Asa, and the cities he built, in the
book of the Chronicles Of The Kings of
Judea.
Asa foolishly consults medical doctors instead of
praying and using natural cures. So he dies.

Finally Asa sleeps [in death] beside his
forefathers. [His sons] bury him [beside] his
ancestors in the citadel of his forefather
David {Love}. Then Asa's son JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment} reigns in
[Asa's] place.
Bad King Nadab Drags Northern Israel Into Sin
24

25 [Flash-back to] the 2nd year of [the reign of] Asa king of
Judea. Then Jeroboam's brat-prince Nadab {Liberal}
starts reigning over [northern] Israel. [But Nadab only]

[short] years. 26 Nadab
inflicts [world-destroying] damage in
the sight of Yahweh. [Nadab] walks in the
[evil] way of his father [Jeroboam]. [Nadab]
perpetuates the crimes [Jeroboam bred]
throughout [northern] Israel. 27 Nadab
{Liberal}[leads] the whole [army of northern] Israel [west to war]. They invade Philistineland. They lay siege to Gibbethon {HillySpot}. But [future king] Baasha {Stink} (the
son of AhiYah {Kin-Of-Yah}) [rises] from
the [tribe] of Issachar {Reward}. [Baasha]
conspires against Nadab. At [Hilly-Spot,
Stink] strikes Nadab. 28 (Baasha {Stink}
assassinates Nadab {Liberal} in the 3rd
year of [the reign of] Judea's king Asa.) So
[Stink] reigns in [king] Nadab's place.
King Asa Exterminates Jeroboam's
Evil Dynasty
29 King Asa strikes the entire dynasty of
Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler}. Asa leaves
Jeroboam no breathing [survivor]. Asa destroys Jeroboam in fulfillment of the
prophecy Yahweh spoke through his
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servant AhiYah {Kin-Of-Yah}, [prophet] of
Shiloh {Tranquil}. 1st Kings 15:30 *[This massacre puts a stop to evil king]

Jeroboam's

sins and offenses, [which plunged
northern] Israel [into] sin, whipping
up the grieving-fury of Yahweh, Israel's Elohim. 31 [Scribes] summarize the rest of the acts and accomplishments of
Nadab {Liberal} in the book of the Chronicles Of The
Kings of [north] Israel. 32 Border-fighting [rages] between [Judean king] Asa and [Northern] Israeli king Baasha
{Stink} all their days. 33 In year #3 of [the reign of] Asa
king of Judea, Baasha {Stink} (son of AhiYah {Kin-OfYah}) begins his 24-year reign [of terror] over all [of
northern] Israel. [Stink reigns] from [his palace in] Tirzah {Delight}.
For chronology, see 2 Chr. 16:1. Some tricky dates
reference the beginning of the kingdom of northern
Israel.

Baasha {Stink} wreaks ruin under Yahweh's [watchful] eye. [Stink] walks in
the [perverted] way[s] of [his ancestor] Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler}. [Stink wreaks] offenses. He leads Israel to wander [into
death], ___.
34 [King]

1st Kings 16

reigns over Israel for 2

{Liberal}
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Prophet Jahu Predicts King Stinky's
Demise
1 Then the word of Yahweh comes [alive] in [a prophet
named] JAHu {JAH-Is-He} (the son of Hanani {Gracious}).
[YAH's word] condemns [north Israel's evil king] Baasha {Stink}:

says,
“[King Stink,] I exalted you out of the dust.
I made you prince over my people Israel. But you strayed onto the [ruinous]
path [blazed] by [your predecessor, evil king] Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler}. You caused my
people Israel to sin, to stoke up my [firebreathing] fury with their evil!
2 [YAH]

3

See [the future, prophet]: I come to vaporize
the descendants of Baasha {Stink}—the
[spawn he bred to repress] his empire. I [crush
Baasha's] dynasty like [I smashed] the dynasty of Nebat's brat Jeroboam {NationWrangler}.
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True prophets teach politicians how to rule. Pansy
preachers cower beneath idiot-dictators. We true
believers win because we’re not afraid to die.

*
When [King Stink's princes] die in the
city, dogs eat [their dead bodies]. [When
his princes] perish in the countryside, sky-birds devour [their
corpses].”
4

5 [Scribes] summarize the rest of the [sick] acts of
Baasha {Stink}, and his accomplishments, and his
power, in the book of the Chronicles Of The Kings
of [north] Israel, ___.

King Stink's Son Elah Takes Stink's
Throne
6 So [north Israeli king] Baasha {Stink} sleeps
[in death] beside his forefathers. [Baasha's
sons] bury him in Tirzah {Delight}. Then
[Stink's] brat Elah {Everlasting-Oak-Power}
reigns in [Stink's] place. 7 *Again the

word of Yahweh comes [to earth]
via the hand of the prophet
JAHu {JAH-Is-He} the son of
Hanani {Gracious}. [YAH's word]
condemns Baasha {Stink} and
his dynasty. [It condemns] all the
evil [Stink] wreaked in the sight
of Yahweh. [Stink] inflated YAH's
fury with the work of his
hands. [He] imitated Jeroboam's
[evil royal] family. Then [he] massacred [them]!
Captain Zimri Kills King Stink's Son,
Elah
8 In the 26th year of [the reign of] Asa king of Judea,
Elah {Everlasting-Oak-Power} (the son of Baasha {Stink})
begins his two-year reign over [northern] Israel, [from his

in Tirzah {Delight}. 9 But [king Elah's] deputy
(Zimri {Plucker}, captain of half of [Elah's]
chariots) conspires against [Elah. One night,]
in the 27th year of [the reign of] Asa king
of Judea, [king Elah lies naked] in Tirzah {Delight}. He drinks himself drunk in the
house of Arza {Earthy}, steward of
Tirzah palace. 1st Kings 16:10 *[Captain]
Zimri {Plucker} [races] in [through a winpalace]

dow].

He strikes

[drunk naked king Elah].
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kills [Elah]. He reigns in
place. 11 *As [Captain Zimri] begins his [short] reign, as soon as
he sits on his throne, he murders the whole dynasty of
Baasha {Stink}! He leaves [Stink]
not one son, [nor one] kinsmanredeemer, [nor one] friend to ‘pee
against a wall.’
[Zimri]

[Elah's]

shathan qiyr = dog-like men who pee against
walls.

So [Captain] Zimri {Plucker} destroys the
whole dynasty of Baasha {Stink}. This
fulfills the prediction Yahweh spoke
against [King Stink] through the prophet
JAHu {JAH-Is-He}. 13 [Thus Yahweh punishes] all
the offenses of [King] Baasha {Stink} and
[Stink's] son [Prince] Elah {Everlasting-OakPower}. Their treacheries dragged Israel
to sin. [They] pumped up the fury of Yahweh Elohim of Israel with their vain [fornication, greed and idolatry]. 14 Now, ___, you
12

should find the rest of the [major] acts and accomplishments of [evil king] Elah {Everlasting-Oak-Power} inscribed in the book of the Chronicles Of The Kings

In the 27th year of [the
reign of] Judea's king Asa, [north Israeli assassin-captain] Zimri {Plucker} reigns [for] 7 days
in Tirzah {Delight}. [Meanwhile, at] a Philistine possession named Gibbethon {HillySpot}, the [northern] Israeli [army pitches war]
camp. [They poise] to attack [Palestine].
General Omri Seizes Power From
Captain Zimri
16 [There a boy runs up] to [north Israel's] encamped soldiers. The [boy] yells, “[Captain]
Zimri {Plucker} conspired and murdered
king [Elah]!” So immediately, in the war
camp, all [the soldiers of northern] Israel [crown]
their army General Omri {Heaper} king
over [north] Israel. 17 So Omri {Heaper}
of

[north]

Israel. 15

[abandons the Philistine conquest. He marches his army]

up

from Gibbethon {Hilly-Spot}. [He
the whole [nation] of [northern] Israel
[back] to besiege [his royal city,] Tirzah {Delight}. 18 *[Ex-captain] Zimri {Plucker}
[away]

leads]

[looks out his palace window]. [He]
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taking his city. So
[Zimri] runs into the citadel of the
royal palace. [He throws a torch into the
massive throne-room drapes.] He burns
the royal palace down on top of
himself! He dies in fire! 19 [So YAH
eral Omri's soldiers]

for his [life of] offensive sinning. [Zimri] wreaked disaster under Yahweh's watchful [eyes]. [Zimri] walked in the
[damaging] path[s] of Jeroboam {NationWrangler}. [Zimri] perpetuated [Jeroboam's]
crimes. [Such evil] led Israel [over history's
cliffs]. 1st Kings 16:20 [Scribes] summarize the rest of
punishes Zimri]

the acts of [evil Captain] Zimri {Plucker}, and his treason
he wrought, in the book of the Chronicles Of The

the
Israel divide into two
[warring sub-nations]. Half of the people follow Tibni {Stalk}, Ginath’s son. They
make [Tibni their] king. The other half follow Omri {Heaper}. 22 But Omri's followers defeat the followers of Ginath's son
Tibni {Stalk}. So [Stalk] dies. So Omri
{Heaper} reigns [unchallenged]. 23 In the 31st
Kings of

[north]

people of

Israel. 21 [When Zimri dies,]

[northern]

year of [the reign of] Asa king of Judea, Omri {Heaper}
begins his 12-year reign over [north] Israel. 6 [of those]
years he reigns in Tirzah {Delight}.
Part of that time Omri was not officially king, but
was dominant.
24 [To serve as a new center of northern-Israeli power,

buys Samaria-Hill from [a rich guy
named] Shemer {Preserve}. [Omri pays the meager price of] two talents [132 pounds] of silver
[for the land. Omri] builds [his palace] on the hill.
He calls his newly-built city: ‘Samaria
{Sanctuary}’ (named-after Shemer, the
hill's [previous] owner).
Omri]

So begins the wicked history of Samaria. The hill
costs about the price of a modern house.

But Omri {Heaper} wreaks evil in the
eyes of Yahweh. [Omri] commits worse
[crimes] than all [the kings] before him! 26
Omri {Heaper} strays down the deathtrail blazed by Nebat's brat [king] Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler}. [Omri] perpetuates outrages that cause [north] Israel to
stumble [off history's cliff. Omri’s crowd] stoke
the fury of Yahweh Elohim of Israel
with their vanities. 27 [Scribes summarize] the rest
25

of the acts Omri

{Heaper}

committed, and the power
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he flaunted, in the book of the Chronicles Of The
Kings of [north] Israel. 28 So Omri {Heaper} sleeps [in
death] beside his forefathers. [His sons] bury him in
Samaria. Then [Omri's evil] brat Ahab {Father-Friend}
reigns in [Omri's] place.

Omri's Wicked Imp King Ahab
Drags Israel Down
29 So in the 38th year of [the reign of]
Judea's king Asa, Ahab {Father-Friend}
the son of Omri {Heaper} begins his [demonic] reign over [northern] Israel. Ahab
reigns over Israel in Samaria for 22 [bitter] years. 1st Kings 16:30 [King] Ahab {Father-Friend} (the son of Omri {Heaper})
wreaks ruin under Yahweh's [watchful]
eye. [Ahab piles ruin] higher than all the
[wicked kings before him]! 31 *Later (as if it

had been a light [offense] for [Ahab]
to walk in the sins of Nebat's
brat Jeroboam,) [Ahab] takes a
[demon-possessed] wife: Jezebel {BaalSeeker}, the daughter of Ethbaal
{I'm-With-Baal}, king of the Sidonian {Fish-Fighters}. So [Ahab] goes
and serves Baal {Demon-Master},
and worships him.
Jezebel = daughter of a regicide and a fratricide,
priestess of Phoenician Demon-Goddess Easter.

Then [Ahab] builds Baal {Demon-Master}
a temple in Samaria. [Ahab] erects an
[animal-sacrifice] altar for Baal inside [this temple]. 33 Then Ahab {Father-Friend} sculpts
a [giant steeple to honor the demon-goddess] Easter.
Ahab goes on to do more to pump up
the fury of Yahweh Elohim of Israel
than all the kings of Israel before him!
32

*Meanwhile, [~40km to Samaria's
southeast, king] Hiel {Life-From-El} from
Beth-El {House-Of-El} [illegally] refortifies Jericho {Moon-Spirit}. [Hiel]
lays [Jericho's] foundation [at the cost
of] his firstborn, AbiRam {High-Father}. [Hiel] erects [Jericho's] gates [at
the cost of] his youngest son Sagab
{Lofty}. [These human sacrifices] fulfill
the prediction Yahweh spoke
through Nun’s son JAHshua.
34
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Perhaps: “Hiel rebuilt the city of Jericho, sacrificing
his eldest and youngest sons, and placing their
bodies in the walls.” Joshua’s prophecies are 100%
correct. Jericho lies in ruins to this day, with only a
tiny population (living parasitically on tourism), despite offering worldwide fame, good weather, fertile soil, a rich water supply and year-round sunshine.

1st Kings 17
Elijah Prays for Drought To Punish
Israel
1 So, ___, [because of all this crime,] EliJah
{JAH-Is-El} the Traveler, one of the sojourner-[priests] of Gilead {MonumentMound}, prophesies to [evil king] Ahab, “As
Yahweh (Israel’s Elohim, before whom I
stand) lives, neither dew nor rain will
[fall] for years, until [you repent. Then] I'll
command [the sky to rain].”
Ahab's sin caused EliJah to resort to this desperate
measure, to wake up north Israel's criminal
hordes. People [ought to] reconsider their evil
ways during drought and famine.
2 Then the word of Yahweh comes [alive] in [EliJah]:

Ravens Feed Homeless Hunted
Prophet ELiJah
3 [YAH] says,
“Get out of [Israel]. Head [northeast ~40km].
Hide yourself by the Cherith {Carved}
brook, east of [the] Jordan [river].

*
You'll drink from the brook.
I've commanded the ravens to
feed you there.”
4

So [EliJah] goes [northeast]. He executes
every word of Yahweh. He hikes on [for
days]. He lives by Cherith {Cut} brook,
5

facing

[the]

Jordan

[river]. 6

*Ravens

bring [EliJah]
bread and meat [every]
morning, and bread and
meat [every] evening! He
drinks from the brook.
[miraculously]

EliJah Goes To Live With A Foreign
Widow
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Then after a while, the brook dries up,
because no rain [falls] on the [promised]
land [for years]. 8 Again the word of Yahweh
comes [alive] in [EliJah]: 9 [YAH] says,
“Get up. [Hike ~80km northwest] to [coastal]
Zarephath {Refinery} in [the land of] Sidon
{Fish-City}. Live there. You'll see: I've
commanded a widow woman there to
provide for you.”
EliJah Asks A Widow To Give Up
Her Last Meal
1st Kings 17:10 So [ELiJah] gets up. He hikes
[west] to Zarephath {Refinery}. He approaches the gate of the city. He sees
the widow woman there gathering
sticks. So he calls to her. [He] says,
“Please fetch me a little water in a container, so I can drink.” 11 [The widow runs] to
fetch [EliJah's water]. He calls to her, saying, “Please bring me a piece of bread
in your hand.” 12 *[The widow] answers
7

[EliJah],

“As Yahweh your Elohim
lives, I don't have any [food], except one handful of [grain] meal
at [the bottom of] a barrel, and a few
[drops of olive] oil in a flask. Look.
I'm gathering a couple of
sticks [of wood], so I can go in and
cook [our last meal] for me and my
son, so we can eat it, then die.”
13 *EliJah {JAH-Is-El} responds to
[the widow], “Never fear. Go and
[fetch your sticks]. But first [use up your last
remaining food supplies] to make me a
biscuit. Bring it to me. Then
make [food] for you and for your
son. 14 *—For Yahweh Elohim of
Israel says,
‘[Your] barrel of grain-meal won't
go empty, nor will [your] jug of
olive-oil [run dry], until the day
Yahweh sends rain upon the
earth.’”
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You get the blessing when you give the last thing
you have to YAH's work. As long as you have
stash, you just squeak by.

YAH Provides Miracle Daily Food
For The Widow

*So [the widow] runs [home]. She
does everything Elijah {JAH-IsEl} said. So she, and [EliJah], and
her family, eat for many days,
___! 16 *Yahweh fulfills the
promise he spoke via EliJah
{JAH-Is-El}: the [widow's] barrel of
[grain] meal never runs out. And
[her] jug of [olive] oil never goes
empty, ___!
15

The Widow's Son Apparently Dies
Time passes, ___. The son of the
[widow] woman who owns the house [EliJah
stays in] gets sick. Disease ravages [the
boy's] body. Soon [EliJah] can't [even hear] the
boy breathing! 18 So [the widow complains] to
EliJah {JAH-Is-El}, “What do you have
against me, you man of Elohim, [you
vengeful prophet]? Did you come here to
bring my sins [to Yahweh's] mind, and to
kill my son?”
EliJah Heals / Resurrects The Widow's Boy
19 But [ELiJah] answers [the widow], “Give
me your son.” [ELiJah] takes the [lifeless]
boy from her chest. [He] carries [the boy]
up into the loft [bed-nook]. He lays the
boy on the bed. 1st Kings 17:20 Then [EliJah]
cries to Yahweh. [He moans], “Oh Yahweh
my Elohim, have you brought [this] evil
on the widow I'm staying with? [Did you]
kill her son?” 21 Then [EliJah] stretches his
body over the child 3 times. [EliJah] cries
to Yahweh, [wailing], “Oh Yahweh my Elohim, please, let this child's breath come
into him again.” 22 *Yahweh hears
17

EliJah's voice. So the child's
life-breath returns to him, ___.
He revives! 23 *EliJah {JAH-Is-El}
takes the child [by the hand]. He
brings the [boy] down from the
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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loft-chamber into the house.
He hands the [boy] to his mother. EliJah says, “Look: your son
lives.” 24 The woman says to EliJah,
“Now, by this [miracle], I know you're a
man of Elohim, and that the word of
Yahweh in your mouth is [prophetic] truth.”

1st Kings 18
YAH Sends Prophet Elijah To Killer
King Ahab
1 Many [months] pass, ___. In the 3rd
year [of the famine], the word of Yahweh
comes [alive again] in EliJah {JAH-Is-El}.
[YAH] says,
“Go [to north Israel]. Reveal yourself to [evil
king] Ahab {Father-Friend}. I'll [soon] send
rain on the earth.”
2 So EliJah {JAH-Is-El} travels [east] to
confront [evil king] Ahab {Father-Friend}[face
to face]. [As EliJah goes, he sees] severe famine
[ravaging] Samaria.
Evil King Ahab Sends ObadYah To
Find Water
3 [Meanwhile,] Ahab {Father-Friend} summons his palace
governor, ObadiYah {Obey-YAH}. (ObadiYah greatly

*(For when Jezebel
{Baal-Seeker} [had earlier] cut [down most
of] the prophets of Yahweh,
ObadiYah {Obey-YAH} [risked his life].
He smuggled 100 prophets [out
of Samaria]. He hid them in 2
groups of 50 in [2] caves. He
supplied them with food and
water.) 5 [Evil king] Ahab orders
fears Yahweh.) 4

ObadiYah {Obey-YAH}, “Go search the
[whole] land [of northern Israel]. Find all [running]
water-springs, and all brooks. Maybe
we can find grass to save the lives of
[our] horses and mules, so we won't lose
all our animals.”
Today's worldwide famine and drought result from
ignoring the Hebrew Law.
6 So [Ahab and ObadYah] divide the land to be surveyed
between them: [king] Ahab {Father-Friend} [leads] in one
direction. ObadiYah {Obey-YAH} [leads] in another.
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ObadYah Risks Death To Summon
Evil King Ahab
7 As ObadiYah {Obey-YAH}[rides down] the
road, EliJah {JAH-Is-El} meets him!
[ObadiYah] recognizes [EliJah]. So [ObadYah]
falls prostrate. His face [presses] the
[ground at EliJah's feet]. [Obadyah] asks, “Are you
my lord EliJah?” 8 [EliJah] answers
[ObadYah], “I am [EliJah]. Go, tell your master [Ahab], ‘Look! EliJah {JAH-Is-El} is
here.’” 9 But [ObadYah] protests, “How
have I sinned, that you would hand [me],
your servant, into the fist of Ahab? He'll
kill me! 1st Kings 18:10 As Yahweh your
Elohim lives, my master [Ahab] sent [his
assassins] into every nation and kingdom
[near Israel]. All their leaders said you
weren't in [their territories]. Then [Ahab] made
[those foreign leaders] of every kingdom and
nation swear on oath that they couldn't
find you. 11 And now you [order me], ‘Go, tell your
master [Ahab], “Look, EliJah's back.”’ 12 Just as
soon as I leave you, the Spirit of Yahweh will carry you who knows where.
So when I go and tell [king] Ahab, and
he can't find you, he'll murder me! [Why
would you want to kill me?] I've devoutly served
Yahweh since I was a boy! 13 Has no
one told [you,] my lord, what I did when
[Queen] Jezebel {Baal-Seeker} murdered [almost all] the prophets of Yahweh—how I
hid 100 of Yahweh's prophet-men in
groups of 50 in [two] caves, and [I] supplied them with bread and water? 14 So
[how can] you now say, ‘Go, tell your master [Ahab], “Look, EliJah {JAH-Is-El} is
here”’? [You know that Ahab] will murder me!”
15 So EliJah {JAH-Is-El} replies, “As Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies (before
whom I stand) lives, I will definitely
show myself to [Ahab] today.”
This is a promise, but not an imprecatory oath because it has no penalty of perjury.

Evil King Ahab Confronts True
Prophet EliJah
16 So ObadiYah {Obey-YAH}[gallops] to
meet [evil king] Ahab. [ObadYah] tells [Ahab that
EliJah waits nearby]. [Furious,] Ahab [races his chari-
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to meet EliJah. 17 [King] Ahab sees EliJah. Immediately Ahab [yells] at him, “Is
that really you, Israel's trouble-maker?”
18 [EliJah] answers [Ahab], “I've never troubled Israel. But you, and your father's
dynasty, keep [troubling Israel by] forsaking
the commandments of Yahweh, and following Baalim {Sovereigns}.
EliJah Summons Baal's Prophets To
A Showdown
19 So now dispatch [your soldiers] to summon all [the leaders of northern] Israel to [a
showdown] with me on mount Carmel
{Fruiting-Garden}. And [bring] the 450
prophets of Baal {Demon-Master}, and
the 400 Easter-Steeple [worshipping]
prophets who eat at the [royal] table of
[evil Queen] Jezebel {Baal-Seeker}.” 1st Kings
18:20 So [king] Ahab sends [soldiers and messengers out] to [summon] all [rebel north] Israel’s
[leaders]. [The soldiers also] gather [Baal's evil]
prophets together [~20km northwest of Samaria]
on mount Carmel {Fruiting-Garden}. 21
*Then EliJah {JAH-Is-El} comes
ot]

all the [assembled] people. He
“How long will you straddle two belief-systems? If Yahweh is [your Sovereign] Elohim, follow him. But if [you love Demon-Master]
Baal, then follow him!” But the
people answer [EliJah] not one
word. 22 Then EliJah {JAH-Is-El} says to
[before]
[yells],

the people, “I'm the sole remaining
prophet of Yahweh [here]. But [Demon-Lord]
Baal has 450 [false] prophet-men [here]. 23
—[So you, Baal's prophets,] bring up two oxen.
Choose one [ox]. Butcher it. Lay [the unused portions] on an altar on firewood. But
don't put fire under the [altar]. I'll take
the other ox. I'll cut it up. Then [I'll] lay
[the unused portions] on the wood. None of us
will light the fire.
It's possible that the meat was burned up in this
unusual demonstration. But normally you would
eat the meat, then burn the refuse for sanitary
reasons and to make ash (as alkaline soil amendment).
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—Then you call out the name of your
god. [Then] I'll invoke Yahweh's NameAuthority. Whichever ‘elohim’ answers
by fire [is the true] Elohim.” All the people
answer, “Well spoken.” 25 Then EliJah
{JAH-Is-El} says to the prophets of Baal
{Demon-Master}, “You choose one young
bull for yourselves. Cook it [and eat it], to
[feed] your many [hungry people]. Then call
on the name of your god. But put no
fire under [the wood on which you lay the unused remains].”
N. Israel's Demon-Prophets Fail To
Rouse Baal
26 So, ___, [the demon prophets] take the
young bull [Ahab] gives them. They prepare it [for cooking]. Then they call on the
name of Baal {Demon-Master}. All morning until noon, [they] cry, “O Baal, hear
us.” But no voice nor [action] answers.
[Eventually] the [desperate demon-prophets] leap
[somersaults] over the altar [they] made! 27
24

*Then around noon, EliJah {JAH-Is-El} mocks the
[demon-prophets]. [He yells,] “Cry
louder! Your god must
be daydreaming, or
pooping! Maybe he's
away on vacation. Or
maybe he's [just] asleep,
and you need to [yell really
loud] to wake him up!” 28
*So the [demon-prophets] cry louder.
They slash their [own flesh] with
knives and swords! Blood
gushes out on [all over] their [bodies]!
Anytime non-medically-necessary flesh-cutting is
happening, demons are involved. That includes
male circumcision.

*The sun crosses noon. The
[demon-prophets] go on ranting-and-raving until the time
29
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slaughter the
evening [sacred-feast meal]. And of
course, no voice nor action answers the [demon-prophets]. [Even the
crowd stops] paying attention [to the
lunatics].
[Hebrews normally]

ELiJah Prepares Altar For A Sacred
Fire-Show
1st Kings 18:30 So EliJah {JAH-Is-El}[shouts]
to all the people, “Come near to me.”
So all the people approach him. Then
he repairs Yahweh's broken down altar.
31 EliJah {JAH-Is-El} takes 12 stones, one
for each of the tribes of the sons of
[ancient] Jacob {Heel-Grabber} (whom the
word of Yahweh came and re-named,
“Israel.”
) 32 With these [12] stones, [EliJah] builds an altar. [He
to the name-Authority of Yahweh. [Then]
around the altar [EliJah] digs a trench big enough to
dedicates it]

Then [ELiJah]
lays the firewood in order. He cuts the
young bull's [uneaten parts] into pieces. He
lays them on the wood. He says [to his
helpers], “Fill 4 barrels with water. Then
pour it on the ascension-gift, and on
the wood.” [His helpers pour the water over the
bones, the bull's hide and the wood.] 34 Then [EliJah]
says, “[Pour on the water] again.” So again
the [workers pour water all over the bones and hide].
Then [ELiJah] says, “[Pour the water on] again!”
So, a 3rd time, [the workers pour water all over
the ox's bones and hide]. 35 So the water runs
down, ___. It surrounds the altar. Water fills the trench. 36 Then, at the time
[Hebrews normally] cook the evening meat
[for sacred feasts], the prophet EliJah {JAH-IsEl} approaches [the dead ox's remains]. He
prays, “Yahweh (Elohim of Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions}, Isaac {Laughter} and
Israel), today let [everyone on earth] know
that you're [the only true] Elohim in Israel,
and that I'm Your servant, and that I've
done all these things at Your command.
hold 2 seahs

[3+ gallons]

of seed. 33

Again, the crowd probably ate the meat, thus EliJah was only burning up the unused remains.
37

so

Hear me, O Yahweh. Hear my [prayer,]
[that] these people can know that you
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are Yahweh Elohim, and that you are
turning their [wicked] hearts back to you.”
EliJah's Prayer Shoots Fire Down
From Heaven

*Then the fire of Yahweh falls! It consumes
the ascension-gift, and
the wood, and the
stones, and the dust. [The
fire even] licks up the water from the trench! 39
38

*All the people see [the supernatural
fire]. They immediately fall on
their faces. [They shout], “Yahweh!
He is the Elohim! Yahweh! He
is the Eloha!” 1st Kings 18:40 *So
EliJah {JAH-Is-El} says to [Israel's
leaders], “Capture the prophets of
Baal {Demon-Master}. Don't let
one of them escape!” [So the soldiers] arrest [the child-sacrificing demon-prophets]. Then EliJah brings
the [satanists] down to the Kishon
{Hard-Ground} brook. There [EliJah
does or says something that] causes [some
human or spirit force] to slaughter all
[the false prophets]!

Again, YAH did not command EliJah to kill those
people. Yet YAH was probably happy to see them
dead. ַ
( ח ֵ ט םu·ishcht·m)
ָ  וִ י ּ שis a Hebrew idiom,
meaning EliJah does something that leads other
people or supernatural forces to kill the false
prophets. (Maybe EliJah pointed out to some Israeli
soldiers that as long as those evil religionites were
alive, it wouldn't rain.) Perhaps EliJah praised YAH,
triggering a supernatural force that killed the false
prophets. At any rate, EliJah does not himself kill
anyone.

YAH Sends Rain To End Israel's
Drought
41 *Then EliJah {JAH-Is-El} says

to [evil king] Ahab, “Get up. Eat
and drink. [Celebrate! The sky is thundering.] It's gonna' to rain [like crazy]!”
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Once the evil religious leaders are gone, rain can
come. As long as the world is run by evil religionists, we suffer famine and drought.

So [evil king] Ahab goes off, [intending] to
eat and drink. Meanwhile, EliJah {JAH-IsEl} hikes up to the top of [mount] Carmel
{Fruiting-Garden}. There he casts himself
down upon the ground. He kneels with
his face [on the dirt] between his knees.
42

Saints pray while sinners eat.

Then [EliJah] says to his servant,
“Quick. [Climb] up [that tree]. Look toward
the sea.” So the helper climbs up. He
looks [west about 15km toward Haifa on the Mediterranean coastline]. He says, “No [clouds].” So
[EliJah] says, “Go again.” 7 times the
worker climbs. 44 [Finally,] the 7th time
[the worker climbs the tree], he [shouts], “Look! A
little cloud, about the size of [my] hand,
is rising out of the sea.” So [ELiJah] says,
“Run up to [king] Ahab. Say, ‘Prepare
your chariot. [Ride] down the mountain,
or you'll get [your wheels] stuck [in mud] from
the rain.’” 45 Soon spirit-wind [howls]. The
sky fills with black clouds. Torrential
rain dumps [over Israel]. Meanwhile, [king]
Ahab rides on toward [his palace in] JezreEl
{El-Plants}. 46 *Suddenly the hand
of Yahweh [falls] on EliJah {JAH-IsEl}. So he belts in his cloak. He
43

sprints ahead of Ahab's [chariot-horses] all the way [east ~20km from
mount Carmel] to JezreEl {El-Plants}!
Trained athletes can run long races at about 6
miles per hour. Horses at 20 to 30. So Elijah was
presumably running at about 4 to 8 times the naturally possible speed.

1st Kings 19
Evil Queen Jezebel Swears To Murder EliJah
1 [King] Ahab [thunders his chariots into JezreEl city.
He runs into his palace. He] tells [Queen] Jezebel
everything EliJah did, including how [Elijah got] all [her demon] prophets killed with
the sword! 2 *So Jezebel {BaalSeeker} sends a messenger to
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EliJah: “[I pray] the gods
[kill me] and worse if I haven't
made your carcass as [dead as my
prophets] by this time tomorrow.”

645

[threaten]

sees the Word of Yahweh come [alive] to
him. [YAH] says,
“What are you doing [hiding] here [in a cave],
EliJah?”

EliJah Runs And Prays To Die In
The Desert
3 [EliJah] sees [he's under a serious death threat].
So he jumps up. He runs for his life. [He
runs 45 miles south] to Beer-Sheba {Well-OfSeven}, in Judaean [territory]. He leaves
his helper there.
An Angel Feeds EliJah For His 40
Day Fast/Run

1st Kings 19:10

*Then [EliJah] runs on another
day's journey into the wilderness. He staggers, [exhausted]. He
plops down under a juniper
tree. He prays to die. He cries,
“Enough! Now, Yahweh, take
my life. I'm [a dead man,] no better
off than my [dead] ancestors.” 5
*[EliJah] lies asleep under the juniper tree. Suddenly an angel
touches him. [It] says, “[EliJah,] get
up. Eat.” 6 *ELiJah looks. By his
head, he sees a cake baked on
hot stones, with a jug of water!
So he eats and drinks. Then he
lays back down. 7 *A second
time, the angel of Yahweh
comes [to EliJah]. It touches him.
Then [it] says, “Get up. Eat. [Tomorrow's] journey is too big for
you [to take without nutrition].”
4

YAH Meets EliJah On Mount Sinai

*So [EliJah] gets up. He eats. He
drinks. Then he [travels south] on
the strength of that [miracle] food
for 40 days and 40 nights, [180
miles] to [Mount] Horeb {Desolation},
the mountain of Elohim, [where
Moses got the 10 commandments] ! 9 [ELiJah] en8

ters a cave. He sleeps there. Then
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*[EliJah] replies, “I've
been very zealous for [you,] Yahweh Elohim over armies. But
the sons of Israel have forsaken your covenant. They've
thrown down your altars.
They've slain your prophets
with the sword. Only I, just
me, am left. And [Jezebel's soldiers are]
hunting my life, [dying] to take it
away.”
YAH Sends A Hurricane, Earthquake
& Fire

*So [Yahweh's angel]
replies, “Go out [of this cave].
Stand upon the mountain. Face Yahweh.”
Then [EliJah] sees Yahweh's [power] pass by. A
huge, powerful strong
spirit-wind rips the
mountains. [The gale force]
breaks the rocks into
pieces before Yahweh.
But Yahweh is not in the
wind. After the wind, an
earthquake [rocks the landscape]. But Yahweh is not
in the earthquake.
11

See amazing song dramatizing this event: Whisper.

*After the earthquake, a fire
[ravages the mountainside]. But Yahweh
is not in the fire. Then, after
12
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the fire, a gentle, quiet voice
[reassures EliJah].
Literally: the sound of stillness.

*EliJah {JAH-Is-El} hears [the Spirit-voice]. So he [immediately] wraps his
face in his cloak, [believing that if he
sees YAH he will die]. He goes outside.
He stands in the cave-entrance. He sees a voice coming
to him, asking,
“What are you doing here [in this
cave], Elijah?”
13

Moses similarly wrapped his face at the burning
bush. (Ex 3:6.)

*Again [EliJah] replies, “I've
been very zealous for [you,] Yahweh Elohim-over-armies. But
the sons of Israel have forsaken your covenant. [They've]
thrown down your altars.
They've slain your prophets
with the sword. So I, only me,
am left. And [the royal armies] are
hunting my life, to take it
away!” 15 So Yahweh replies to [ELiJah],
14

“Go, get back on your path. [Run hundreds
of miles north] to the wilderness of Damascus. When you get there, anoint HazaEl
{El's-Sight} king over [Highland] Syria.
16

Then appoint JAHu {JAH-Is-He} (the descendant of Nimshi {Extricated}) as king
over [north] Israel. And anoint EliShua
{El's-Salvation} (the son of Shaphat
{Judge} of Abel-Meholah {Meadow-OfDancing}) to be prophet in your place.
17

Then [north Israel's king] JAHu {JAH-Is-He} will
kill any [criminal] who escapes the sword
of [Syria's king] HazaEl {El's-Sight}. And EliShua {El's-Salvation} will [declare the death
penalty on] any [criminal] who escapes Jahu's
sword.
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This Hebrew idiom ‘kill’ here means that EliSha will
declare who is to be slain. EliSha doesn't actually
kill them.

*
I've still preserved for
myself 7000 [people] in IsraEl whose knees have
never bowed to Baal
{Demon-Master}, and
whose mouths have
never kissed him.”
18

Whenever you feel lonely, remember, there are
others serving Yah as you are. You will meet them
in heaven.

The Prophet EliJah Teams Up With
EliSha
19 So [EliJah] leaves [Mount Horeb. He hikes
~200km north into Israel.] He finds EliShua
{El's-Salvation} (the son of Shaphat
{Judge}). Elishua plows. He [and some companions] drive 12 yoke-pair of oxen before
[themselves. EliShua grips the whip as he trudges behind]

the 12th [ox-pair]. EliJah passes by [EliShua]. [ELiJah] throws his [prophet's] cloak
over [Elishua's head].
12 = 7 separate plows following each other. Common. EliSha moves from last-place ox-farmer to
first-place prophet. Humility comes before honor.

So [EliSha] leaves [his] oxen.
He runs after EliJah {JAH-Is-El}, saying,
“Please let me [wrap up my family matters.
Lemme'] kiss my father and my mother
[goodbye]. Then I'll follow you.” So [EliJah]
says to [EliSha], “Go back. [Wrap up.] I'm
not [stopping] you.” 21 *So [EliShua] turns
1st Kings 19:20

back from [EliJah]. [EliShua] grabs a
pair of oxen. He slaughters
them. He cooks their meat using the ox-yokes as [firewood]. He
gives the meat to the people [of
his town]. So they eat. Then [EliShua]
jumps up. He follows EliJah. EliShua [comes to serve as EliJah's]
assistant.
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1st Kings 20
Syrian Dictator Ben-Hadad Attacks
Samaria
1 [Meanwhile, ~120km to the northeast,] Syria's
Emperor Ben-Hadad {Son-Of-Ferocity}
amasses all his forces together in a
[league with] 32 [other] kings! [They array thousands of] horses and chariots. This [imperial
army marches southwest through north Israel]. They
surround Samaria. They attack it, ___!
Or, 32 vassal-princes.

Then [Emperor] Ben-Hadad {Son-Of-Ferocisends messengers into [Samaria] city.
They [confront north] Israel's [evil] king Ahab.
2

ty}

*The [messengers say], “[Emperor] BenHadad decrees, ‘Your silver and
your gold are mine. And the
best of your wives and your
children are mine.’” 4 [Northern] Is3

rael's [evil] king [Ahab] answers, “My lord,
O emperor, just as you say, I and everything I have are yours.” 5 [Ben-Hadad's]
messengers [storm out of Ahab's palace]. They
return with this message: “Ben-Hadad
{Son-Of-Ferocity} decrees, ‘I sent [messengers] to you, saying, “You will deliver me
your silver, and your gold, and your
wives and your children. 6 —So I'll send
my servants to you tomorrow about
this time. They'll search your palace,
and the houses of your servants. All
your eyes delight in, they'll put it in
their fists, and take away.’” 7 So [northern]
Israel's king [Ahab] calls all the elders of
his land. He says, “Please see and
record how this [Son-Of-Ferocity] is hunting
for trouble. He sent [messengers] demanding my wives, and my children, and my
silver, and my gold. And I didn't
refuse.” 8 *All [north Israel's] elders

and people reply to [king Ahab],
“Don't listen to, nor consent to
[Syria's terrorist dictator].” 9 So [Ahab] responds to Ben-Hadad's messengers,
“Tell my lord the Emperor, ‘I, your serThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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vant, will fulfill all the demands you
sent to me the first time. [I'll give you my silver, gold, and the best of my wives and children.] But
you can't [just barge in here and steal everything I
love].’” So [Ben-Hadad's] messengers exit
[Ahab's royal city]. They deliver [Ahab's] response to [the Son-Of-Ferocity]. 1st Kings 20:10
[Furious, Emperor] Ben-Hadad {Son-OfFerocity} sends [messengers] back [into the city]
to [Ahab with this] message: “[I pray] the gods
[pulverize me into oblivion,] and worse, if I and
my [mighty armies] leave more than a
handful of dust in Samaria.” 11 *So

Israel's king [Ahab]
retorts, “Tell [Ben-Hadad], ‘A [warrior]
putting on [his] armor [to fight]
shouldn't brag as if he's taking
it off [after winning the battle].’” 12 *[The
[northern]

messengers repeat Ahab's defiant message to]

Ben-Hadad {Son-Of-Ferocity} while
he's getting drunk with his [allied] kings in their tents. [So BenHadad growls] to his [Generals], “Array
your [troops for battle].” So the [imperial
armies march into battle] arrays. [They surround Samaria, Ahab's capitol] city. 13 Meanwhile, [north] Israel's king Ahab sees a
prophet walking up to him. [The prophet]
says, “Yahweh says,
‘Have you seen that huge [imperial invasion
force]? Watch: today I deliver it into your
hand. Then you realize I am Yahweh
{The-Eternally-Existent-Sovereign} .’”
YAH Empowers Evil Ahab To Defeat
An Empire
14 Ahab asks, “Who [is YAH going to use to beat
that unbeatable army]?” [The prophet] says, “Yahweh answers,
‘The young men who [obey north Israel's]
regional chiefs.’”
[Ahab]

asks, “Who will lead the battle?”
answers, “You.” 15 So [evil king Ahab]

[The prophet]

counts 232 young men [serving as leaders under his] regional
chiefs. Then [Ahab] counts all 7000 remaining sons of
[present]. 16 [Ahab's forces] deploy at noon.
Meanwhile, Ben-Hadad {Son-Of-Ferocity}
and his 32 sub-king allies sit drinking

Israel
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themselves drunk in their [royal] wartents. 17 The young men serving [northern
Israel's] regional chiefs [ride] out first. Then
Ben-Hadad {Son-Of-Ferocity} sends out
[his spies]. They bring him back the [bad]
news, “[Israeli fighters are marching] out of
Samaria [to attack your invasion force].” 18
[Emperor Ben-Hadad] responds, “Whether the
[Israeli soldiers] come out for peace, or for
war, take them alive. [Don't kill them.]” 19 So
these [232] young leaders serving [Israel's]
regional chiefs [ride] out of [Ahab's] city.
[North Israel's 7000 man] army follow the [chiefs].
[They ride into a battleground surrounded by millions of

The
[Israelis] kill every man [they hit]. So the
Syrians flee. Israel chases them. Syria's Emperor (Ben-Hadad {Son-OfFerocity}) escapes on a horse with [his]
horsemen. 21 Then [northern] Israel's king
[Ahab rides] out [of Samaria city]. He attacks [invading] Syria's horses and chariots. He
massacres their [Empire's army] in a colossal slaughter.
Syrian attack-warriors.] 1st Kings 20:20

Totally impossible for 7232 men without supernatural support to defeat a 33-nation empire. However, that does not imply that Ahab was righteous.
This is one bad nation defeating an evil empire. No
righteousness involved on either side.

The Syrian Empire Returns To Fight
Ahab Again
22 Then the [mystery] prophet comes [back]
to [north] Israel's [evil] king [Ahab]. [The
prophet] orders [Ahab], “Go. Strengthen
yourself. Watch out. Pay attention to
your actions. Next new year [at spring time]
Syria's king marches [his forces south] up
[this hill] to attack you [again].” 23 Meanwhile, the [Generals] of [Highland] Syria [brag]
to their king, “The [Israelis'] elohim are
hill-gods. That's why they proved
stronger than us. But let us fight
against them on the plains. Then we'll
definitely overpower them.
Syria (Aramea) means “highland plateau.”

—And do this: remove the 32 vassalkings from their posts, and replace
them with military [generals].
24

When politicians control war, soldiers die.
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—Then enlist an army, like the army
that you lost, horse for horse, and
chariot for chariot. Then we'll fight the
[Israelis] on the plain. Then we'll surely
prove stronger than them.” So [Ben-Hadad]
listens to [his Generals'] bleating. He [orders
the 2nd war]. 26 So at the new year, [in spring,
Emperor] Ben-Hadad {Son-Of-Ferocity} numbers [his] Syrian [troops]. He [marches ~60km
southwest] to Aphek {Fortress} to attack Israel.
25

Aphek was presumably a town on the east central
bank of Lake Galilee.

*So the sons of Israel
muster, all present to confront
[the Syrians]. The sons of Israel
pitch [war-camp] facing the [Imperial
army]. [The Israelis look] like two little
flocks of newborn-goat-kids
[dwarfed by] the Syrian hordes filling the countryside.
27

Yah Helps Evil North Israel Rout
Evil Syria

*Then a man of Elohim [walks
up]. He speaks to the king of
[north] Israel, prophesying, “Yahweh says,
‘Because the Syrians [bragged],
“Yahweh is Elohim of the hills,
but he is not Elohim over the
valleys”, I'll hand this whole
huge horde into your fist. Then
you'll know that I am Yahweh,
[The Eternal One].’”
28

YAH is not pleased with Ahab, but he's REALLY displeased with Syria.

*So the [armies] pitch war-camp
facing each other. [They wait] for 7
days. Then, on the 7th day, the
[armies lock swords] in battle. The
sons of Israel slay 100,000
Syrian footmen in one day!
29

This supernatural support does not imply that Israel is holy, only that Syria is worse.
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But the rest [of Syria's troops]
flee to Aphek {Fortress}, into the city.
There a wall falls. [It kills] 27 thousand of
the [Syrian] stragglers. [Emperor] BenHadad {Son-Of-Ferocity} flees into that
city. [He ducks] into an inner chamber. 31
There [Emperor Ben-Hadad's] officers say to
him, “Now look: we've heard that the
kings of the house of Israel are merciful
rulers. Please let us put sackcloth
around our waists, and ropes around
our [necks]. [We'll] go out to [surrender to] the
king of Israel. Maybe he'll save your
life.”
1st Kings 20:30

Good idea.

So the [Syrians] strap sackcloth on
their waists. They tie ropes around
their [necks]. They [crawl out] to [surrender to
Ahab] king of Israel. [They whimper], “Your
servant Ben-Hadad {Son-Of-Ferocity}
pleads, ‘Let me live.’” [Ahab] responds, “Is
he still alive? He's my brother-in-royalty.” 33 Now [Emperor Ben-Hadad's] messengers
watch [king Ahab's lips] for any offer [of mercy].
So the [messengers] quickly catch on. They
add, “[Yes,] your brother Ben-Hadad.” So
[Ahab] replies, “Go. Bring him.” So BenHadad {Son-Of-Ferocity}[crawls] forth to [surrender to Ahab]. [Ahab] orders his [General] to
help [Ben-Hadad climb up] into [Israel's royal]
chariot!
32

Ahab was not being merciful. He was forging a
mercenary alliance with a genocidal maniac ala
Hitler.

Ben-Hadad {Son-Of-Ferocity}
says to [Ahab], “I'll give back the cities
my father took from your father. And
you can make street-market-bazaars
for yourselves in Damascus, like my father made in Samaria.” Ahab replies,
“[Put] that covenant in writing. Then I'll
send you home [safe].” So [Ahab] makes a
[forbidden] covenant with [Ben-Hadad]. [Then
Ahab] sends [the defeated dictator] away.
A Prophet Makes His Fellow Punch
His Face
34 [Now sober]

*Immediately the word of
Yahweh [comes upon Micah, a] 2nd35
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generation prophet-man

[who sees

Ahab make this forbidden league with Syria] . [Mic-

says to his fellow [prophet],
“Punch me [in the face]. Quick!” But
the [other prophet refuses to] punch [Micah].
ah]

Sometimes the word of YHVH tells you to do
strange stuff. Josephus identifies this prophet as
MicaYah (Micah).

*Then the prophet [Micah]
prophesies to his [non-violent] fellow, “Because you disobeyed
the voice of Yahweh, see [your future]: as soon as you leave me, a
lion kills you.” So as soon as [the
non-violent prophet] leaves, a lion
finds him. It kills him! 37 *Then
[the prophet Micah] finds another
man. [Micah] says, “Punch me [in
the nose]. Quick!” So the man
punches the [prophet Micah] so hard
[that blood busts out all over them both] !
36

Prophet Busts Ahab For Colluding
With Pagans
38 So the prophet [Micah stumbles off, bleeding].
He waits for king [Ahab] on the road. [Micah] disguises [himself]. [He rubs] ashes on his
[bleeding] face.
Ashes neutralize acid, and help with wound and
burn care.

king [Ahab] passes by. [Micah the
cries, “King! [I] your servant [ran]
out into the middle of the battle. Then
an [officer] ran up. He brought a [prisoner of
war] to me. [The officer] barked, ‘Guard this
[captive]. If he's missing for any reason,
then [I]'ll take your life for his, or you'll
pay a talent [66 pounds] of silver.’
39 [Evil]
prophet]

1 talent of silver = 1 nice new car.

—Then as [I] your servant
busied myself here and there, [the prisoner] escaped.” [North] Israel’s king [Ahab]
replies to [the prophet Micah], “[Pay or die.] Your
own lips decreed your sentence.” 41 [Micah] quickly [scrubs] the ashes from his
face. So [wicked] king [Ahab] of [north] Israel
recognizes [Micah] as one of [YAH's]
1st Kings 20:40
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prophets. 42 Then [the prophet Micah] says to
[king Ahab], “Yahweh decrees,
‘You let a condemned [war-criminal] slip out
of your hand. So your life will pay for
his life. Your people [will also pay]: [the dictator's evil] minions [will infest Israel via your commercial alliance with pagan Syria].’”
43 So [north] Israel's king [Ahab mopes back] to
his palace in Samaria, angry and depressed, ___.

1st Kings 21
King Ahab Lusts For Fruit-Man's
Family Farm
1 [Time passes, ___.] In JezreEl {El-Plants},
[angry] Ahab (king of Samaria) [looks out his
palace window. He sees a farmer named] Naboth
{Fruit-Man} (a native of JezreEl) [tending his
ancestral] vineyard which pegs up against
the palace grounds. 2 [Evil king] Ahab
[stomps down to the vineyard]. [He tries to] negotiate with Naboth {Fruit-Man}. [Ahab] says,
“Give me your vineyard, so I can have
it as my herb-garden. It's [too] close to
my palace. I'll trade you a better vineyard. Or if you'd prefer, I'll give you
what [your land's] worth in silver.”
Eminent domain, fulfilling the curse for bowing to
human sovereignty in 1Sam 8:14. Ahab didn't
know how to get along with his neighbor. So Ahab
tried to move his neighbor further away from himself.

But Naboth {Fruit-Man} rejects Ahab's
[offer]. [Naboth] says, “Yahweh's [Law] forbids me to [sell] you my ancestors' heritage-land.”
3

Lev 25:23 and Num 36:7-8 forbid the business of
real-estate. Land should stay in families. That's
why real-estate agents need licenses. They're engaging in criminal activity, according to the Hebrew
Law.

*So [king] Ahab [stomps] back into
his palace depressed and angry. [He mocks] Naboth {Fruit-Man}
for quoting [YAH's] Word to him,
refusing to sell ancestral heritage-land. Then [Ahab] lays his
[butt] down on his bed. He hides
4
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his face [from Jezebel]. He refuses
to eat food.
Rich people move into an area, then decide they
can control it. But Yah respects family rights. lit.
Naboth, a native of JezreEl.

Queen Jezebel {Baalto [Ahab]. [She whispers], “Why is your spirit so sad that you
won't eat food?” 6 *[Ahab] whines to
5

So

[Ahab’s evil]

Seeker}[slides over on the bed]

[Jezebel],

“[I'm furious because] I spoke to
(that Jezreelite) Naboth {FruitMan}. I told him, ‘Give me your
vineyard for money. Or if you
like, I'll give you another vineyard for it.’ But he said, ‘I
won't give you my vineyard.’” 7
So Jezebel {Baal-Seeker}[yells] to her husband Ahab, “Don't you rule the kingdom
of Israel? Get up! Eat food. Brighten up
your heart! I'll give you [Fruit-Man's] vineyard.”
lit. Naboth from JezreEl.

Queen Jezebel Engineers FruitMan's Murder

*So [evil Queen Jezebel] forges letters in Ahab's name. She seals
them with his [royal] seal. She
sends the letters to [Fruit-Man's]
neighboring townsmen, elders
and nobles. 9 Jezebel writes in the
8

letters, “Proclaim a [public] fast-day. [Let no
one in town eat.] Then set Naboth {Fruit-Man}
at the head of the assembly, [in the judgment seat]. 1st Kings 21:10 *Then set two

men ([worthless] sons of Belial
{The-Devil}) before [Fruit-Man]. [Pay
them to] bear [false] witness against
him by saying, ‘You cursed Elohim and the king.’ Then carry
[Fruit-Man] outside. Stone him to
death.”
Fruit-Man's Neighbors Murder Him
For Jezebel

*So the men of [Fruit-Man's] city,
including the elders and the
11
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nobles living in his hometown,
do what Jezebel {Baal-Seeker}
bade them, exactly as she
wrote in the letters she sent
them. 12 The [officials] proclaim a fastday. [They forbid anyone in town to eat.] Then
they set [innocent] Naboth {Fruit-Man} high
[in the judgment seat in front] of the [judicial]
assembly. 13 *Then in strut two

men, [good-for-nothing] spawn of Belial {The-Devil}. They sit [at the Prosecutor's table] facing [innocent] Naboth
{Fruit-Man}. These scoundrels
witness against [Naboth]. They attack [his honor] before the faces of
the crowd. They lie, ‘Naboth
cursed Elohim and king [Ahab].’
Then the [scoundrels] carry [Fruit-Man]
out of the city. They stone him
with rocks. He [bleeds out. He] dies,
___.
State-sponsored murder. Happens every day.

Then the [scoundrels] send [messengers] to
[Queen] Jezebel {Baal-Seeker}. The [messengers] announce, “Naboth {Fruit-Man} has
been stoned. He's dead.” 15 *So
when [evil Queen] Jezebel {BaalSeeker} hears that Naboth {FruitMan} got stoned to death, she
14

to Ahab, “Get up, [sleepy-head].
Seize the vineyard of Naboth
{Fruit-Man}, which he refused to
sell you for silver. Naboth is
not alive. He's dead!”
[yells]

... from JezreEl

*Ahab hears [Jezebel yell],
‘Naboth {Fruit-Man} lies dead.’
Immediately Ahab [jumps out of bed.
He giggles like a little girl. He rides] down to
take possession of Naboth's
vineyard.
16

lit. Naboth from JezreEl.

EliJah Condemns Ahab's Dynasty
To Destruction
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Then the word of Yahweh comes
[alive] in EliJah {JAH-Is-El} the Traveler
[prophet]. 18 [YAH] says,
“Mount up. [Ride] down to meet [north] Israel's [evil] king Ahab in Samaria {Preserve}. See: he's in the vineyard of [the
now-dead] Naboth {Fruit-Man}. [Ahab is] there
to seize it.
17

*
So sentence [Ahab]. Announce,
‘Yahweh decrees,
You've murdered [an innocent man].
You've stolen [his land].’ Condemn [Ahab]. Say, ‘Yahweh decrees, “In the place where
dogs licked the blood of
Naboth {Fruit-Man}, dogs will lick
your blood — [from] your [exploded
veins]!’””
19

1st Kings 21:20

So

[Elijah journeys to Samaria.

Ahab [growls] to EliJah, “So you
found me, enemy!” [EliJah] answers, “I
have found you. Because you've sold
your soul to wreak ruin in the sight of
Yahweh. 21 *—See [your future: YAH deThere]

crees,]

‘I [come soon to] boomerang [your]
evil upon you. I strip away
your posterity. I sever your lineage. [I] leave [you] not one of
your [dog-sons] to pee against a
wall. [Even your strong spawn (who feel] secure in [their] Israeli fortresses)
[die].
22

I [crush] your dynasty like [I crushed] the
dynasty of Nebat's brat Jeroboam
{Nation-Wrangler}, and like [I crushed] the
dynasty of AhiYah's imp Baasha {Stink},
because you [all] stoked up my fury. [You
all] made Israel stray [into death].’

*—Yahweh also foretells,
‘By the wall of JezreEl {El-Plants},
dogs come to eat [the corpse of your
slut-Queen,] Jezebel {Baal-Seeker}.
23
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*
—Ahab's spawn who die in a
city get eaten by dogs. Ahab's
descendants who die in the
country get eaten by skybirds.’”
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continues [his war-pitch]
to [Judea's king] JAHoshaphat: “Will you
[march your troops ~35km northeast] with me
[across the Jordan river] to battle [to recapture]
Ramoth-Gilead {Witness-Heights}?” JAHoshaphat replies to [north] Israel's king,
“I am as you are. My people as your
people. My horses as your horses.”

24

[North Israel's king Ahab]

(Note to ___: Ahab [takes the crown] for
most evil [Israelite king in world history]. His
wife Jezebel {Baal-Seeker} stirred him up
to sell his soul to unleash [societal] destruction in the sight of Yahweh.

Jehoshaphat here makes a forbidden league with
an evil king. Or he may be tricking Ahab into a suicidal plot.

25

These two verses are a parenthetical interjection.

Ahab committed outrageous obscenities, ___. He chased [after] demon-idols.
He perpetuated the [sick, perverted, murderous,
insane] abominations of the Amorite
{Mountaineers} whom Yahweh [earlier] cast
out before the children of Israel.)
Evil King Ahab Repents
27 [King] Ahab {Father-Friend} hears [EliJah's]
words. [Ahab] immediately rips his
clothes. He wraps sackcloth over his
skin. He fasts. He sleeps in sacks [instead
of his royal bed]. He walks about [quietly]. 28
26

Again the word of Yahweh comes to EliJah
El}

the Traveler. 29 [YAH]

says

{JAH-Is-

[to EliJah],

“See how [king] Ahab {Father-Friend} humbles himself before me? Since he humbles himself before me, I won't bring
[holy] revenge during his lifespan. But
[during] his son's [reign], I'll [rain] payback
on his [dreadful] dynasty.”

1st Kings 22
North Israel & Judea Re-Unite To
Fight Syria
1 3 years pass without war between
[Highland] Syria and Israel. 2 In the 3rd
year [of peace], Judea's king JAHoshaphat
{JAH's-Judgment}[rides his chariot north] down
[Judea's hills] to [meet with north] Israel's [criminal] king [Ahab]. 3 King [Ahab] (of [north] Israel) exclaims to his servants, “Do you
realize that Ramoth {Heights} in Gilead
{Monument-Mound} is our [Sanctuary City]? Yet
we [Israelis] sit still, [neglecting] to seize it
out of the fist of the king of Syria.” 4
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Israel's False Prophets Predict War
Victory
5 Then [Judea's king] JAHoshaphat {JAH'sJudgment} suggests to [north] Israel's king
[Ahab], “Please seek the advice of Yahweh today.” 6 So [north] Israel's king [Ahab]
gathers [his false] prophets together,
about 400 men. He asks them, “Should
I [march my troops] against Ramoth-Gilead
{Witness-Heights} to battle, or should I
wait?” The [false prophets] lie, “[March] up, [O]
king. Yahweh will deliver [the city] into
[your] hand!” 7 But [Judea's king] JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}[wisely] says,
“Is there not also a prophet of Yahweh
here, so we can ask [YAH's advice]?”
MicaYah Warns Ahab That He'll Be
Massacred

*[North] Israel's king [Ahab]
replies to JAHoshaphat, “There
remains one man through
whom we can inquire of Yahweh: Imlah's son MicaYah {YAHIs-Incomparable}. But I hate
[MicaYah]. He never prophesies
good about me, only evil.” JAHoshaphat replies, “Don't let
the king talk such [trash about YAH's
prophet].” 9 Then [north] Israel's king [Ahab] sum8

mons one

[of his]

officers.

[Ahab barks to him,]

“Rush Im-

Then
Israel's king [Ahab] and Judea's
king JAHoshaphat put on their [royal]
robes. They sit in an open-space in the
entrance of the gate of Samaria, each
on his throne. All the [false] prophets
lah's son MicaYah here.” 1st Kings 22:10
[north]
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prophesy [lies] before the [kings]. 11 [False
prophet] ZedekYah {YAH's-Right} the son of
Chenaanah {Subject} forges himself
horns of iron. He lies, “Yahweh decrees,
‘With these [horns] you'll gore the Syrians, until you've consumed them.’” 12
All the [false] prophets prophesy the
same [lies]. [They] decree, “[March your armies]
up to Ramoth-Gilead {Witness-Heights}.
[You'll] win. Yahweh will deliver the [city]
into [your] royal hand.”
The beast-religionite deceives the beast-politicians,
just like today. Circe (Church) turns the kings into
warmongering animals.

*Meanwhile, the messenger
who goes to summon MicaYah
{YAH-Is-Incomparable} [tempts] him,
saying, “Look now. [As] one
mouth, the words of [all] the
prophets declare good [fortune]
for the king's [war-plans]. So
please let your prediction
match their prediction. Prophesy [victory].” 14 But MicaYah {YAH-Is13

says, “As Yahweh lives, [all]
I'll speak is what Yahweh says to me.”
15 So MicaYah approaches king [Ahab].
The king asks, “MicaYah, should we
[march] against Ramoth-Gilead {Witness-Heights} in battle? Or should we
wait?” [MicaYah sarcastically answers], “Go. [You'll]
win. Yahweh will deliver [the city] into
[your] royal hand.” 16 *Then [evil] king
Incomparable}

at MicaYah, “How many
times must I [make you] swear to
tell me nothing but truth in the
name of Yahweh?!”
[Ahab yells]

Micah swears no oath.

MicaYah replies, “I foresee all Israel's
[warriors] scattered on the hills, like sheep
without a shepherd. So Yahweh orders
[you],
‘These [soldiers] have no master. Let
them all return to their homes in peace
[before they all get slaughtered].’”

“No master” = a scalding denial of Ahab’s authority.
Authority is as authority does.

So [north] Israel's king [Ahab gripes] to JAHoshaphat, “Didn't I warn you that
[MicaYah] would prophesy no good concerning me, only evil?”
YAH Allows A Lying Spirit To Deceive Ahab
19 [MicaYah] continues, “So hear the word
of Yahweh: I see Yahweh sitting on his
throne. All the angel-armies of the
heavens stand around him on his right
hand and on his left. 1st Kings 22:20 *—
18

Then Yahweh asks,
‘Who will entice [evil king] Ahab to
march up and fall [dead] at
Ramoth-Gilead {Witness-Heights}?’
One [angel] voices [his plan].
Then another [voices his]. 21 *Then,
[from the ether of eternity] comes forth a
[lying boss] spirit. It stands before
Yahweh. It says, ‘I will entice
[Ahab].’ 22 *—Yahweh asks [the lying
spirit],
‘How?’
[The spirit] answers, ‘I will go out
as a lying spirit in the mouth[s]
of all [Ahab's] prophets.’ [Yahweh]
replies,
‘You will deceive [Ahab]. You'll
beat him. Go forth. Do it.’
23 *—So now see, [Ahab]: Yahweh
has put a lying spirit in the
mouth of all these, your [false]
prophets. Yahweh has destined
disaster for you.”
A ‘Prophet’ Punches (& Ahab
Arrests) MicaYah

17
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ZedekYah
{YAH's-Right} (the son of
Chenaanah {Subject}) [runs] up [before the thrones]. He punches
MicaYah on the cheek! [ZedekYah
screams], “Which way did the [lying]
24

*Then
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Spirit from Yahweh [fly when he]
left me to speak to you, [liar]?” 25
MicaYah answers,
“See [your future]: you [finally] see [the truth],
when one day [soon] you [run] into a closet to hide yourself [from assassins].” 26 Then
[north] Israel's king [Ahab screams], “Arrest
MicaYah. Carry him back to city-governor Amon {Skill}, and to [my] royal
prince JAHoash {JAH-Fired}. 27 *—Tell
[Rubbing his bleeding cheek,]

[the jailers],

king [Ahab] commands,
‘[Lock] this [prophet] in the prison,
to eat suffering for food, and
distress for water, until I [ride
home] in peace.’”
In other words: “Deny Micah food and water. Torture him several times a day”.

Then MicaYah {YAH-Is-Incomparable}
says [to evil king Ahab], “If you ever return
[from this foolish war] in peace, Yahweh has
not spoken through me.” Then MicaYah
[turns to the crowd of soldiers. He yells,] “Mark [my
words,] all you people!”
28

Ex 10:28.

Blind Israel & Judea Fight The Syrian Empire
29 So [north] Israel's king [Ahab] and
Judea's king JAHoshaphat [stupidly march
their armies] up to [Syrian-occupied] Ramoth-Gilead {Witness-Heights}. 1st Kings 22:30
There [north] Israel's [evil] king [Ahab whispers] to JAHoshaphat, “I'll disguise myself. I'll enter the battle [pretending to be a
normal soldier]. But you put on your [royal]
robes.” So [north] Israel's king [Ahab] disguises himself. He [rides] into the battle.
Ahab feigns bravery. But he's trying to get JAHoshaphat killed by making JAHoshaphat an obvious royal target. Ahab hopes to seize control of
Judea by exploiting the power vacuum left by Jehoshaphat's death.

*Meanwhile, Syria's Emperor
commands his 32 chariot-squadron captains, “Fight
not with [warriors] small nor great.
Only target [north] Israel's [evil]
king [Ahab].” 32 The [Syrian] chariot-cap31

tains see JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}.
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They [yell], “That's the king of Israel!” So
they turn aside to fight him. Then JAHoshaphat cries out, [“I'm not Ahab!”] 33 The
[Syrian] chariot-captains see that [JAHoshaphat] isn't [north] Israel's king [Ahab].
So the [captains] turn back from chasing
[JAHoshaphat].
A Syrian Archer-Soldier Kills Evil
King Ahab

*Then a [Syrian soldier] draws a
bow. He [fires it] randomly. It
strikes [north] Israel's king [Ahab]
in the joint between his [lower-armor and his] breast-plate. So [Ahab,
coughing blood, yells] to his chariotdriver, “Turn your [rein] hands!
[Whip this chariot around!] Carry me out
of this [battle]. I'm shot!” 35 *The
battle rages fiercer [all] day,
___. Meanwhile, [soldiers] prop up
king [Ahab] in his chariot facing
the Syrian [horde]. At evening,
[Ahab] dies. [The last of his] blood runs
out of [his] wound. [Blood] bathes
red the [gold-plated] interior of [Ahab's
royal] chariot. 36 Around sundown, [Is34

a proclamation throughout the army. [The couriers yell], “Every man
[return] to his city! Every man to his own
country!” 37 So [evil] king [Ahab finally] dies,
___. His [sons] haul his [carcass back ~35km
southwest] to Samaria {Watch-Station}.
There they bury him.
rael's Generals send]

Good riddance, murderous dictator.

*One [soldier] washes [Ahab's]
chariot in the [prostitutes' bathing]
pool in Samaria. [Other soldiers]
wash his armor. There dogs
lick up [Ahab's] blood. This fulfills
the prediction voiced by Yahweh. 39 Now, ___, in the book of the Chroni38

cles Of The Kings of [north] Israel, scribes summarize
the rest of the acts and accomplishments of [evil king]
Ahab, including the ivory palace he made, and all
the cities he built. 1st Kings 22:40 Finally Ahab {Father-Friend} sleeps [in death] beside his forefathers.
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Then

brat AhaziYah
place.

[Ahab's]

[Ahab's]

{Seized-By-Yah}

reigns in

King JAHoshaphat Rules Judah In
Righteousness
41 [Meanwhile, ~35km south in] Judea, [good king]
Asa's son JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}
continues his reign which began in the
4th year of [the reign of north] Israel's [psychotic] king Ahab. 42 [Note to ___:] JAHoshaphat {JAH'stakes reign at 35 years old. He reigns for
25 years in Jerusalem. His [Queen] mother is Azubah
{Liberator}, the daughter of Shilhi {Attack-Missile}. 43
Judgment}

walks in all the ways of
his father Asa. He never turns aside
from them. He does right in the eyes of
Yahweh. But [he fails to] remove [Judea's]
high [occult] shrines where the people offer [animal sacrifices] and burn incense [to honor false gods]. 44 And JAHoshaphat {JAH'sJudgment} makes peace with the [evil]
king of [northern] Israel. 45 [Scribes] summarize
[King JAHoshaphat]

the rest of the acts of JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment},
and his mighty display[s of power], and descriptions [of
his] war [strategies], in the book of the Chronicles Of
The Kings of Judea. 46 [King JAHoshaphat]

rids the

land of the leftover sodomite [occult shrineprostitutes] who remained from the days of
his father, [good king] Asa. 47 [During JAHoshaphat's
reign,]

no

[foreign]

king

[reigns]

in Edom

{The-Red-Man's-

JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment} builds [a fleet
of] ocean-trade ships to sail to Ophir
{Gold-Land}[to fetch] gold. But they never
get [there]. They wreck [in a storm] at EzionGeber {Man's-Backbone}. 49 So [Ahab's brat,
northern Israel's criminal king] AhaziYah {SeizedBy-Yah} makes an offer to JAHoshaphat
{JAH's-Judgment}: “Let my servants go
with your servants in [other] ships.” But
JAHoshaphat [wisely] declines [to partner with
evil king AhaziYah]. 1st Kings 22:50 [Finally, king]
JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment} sleeps [in
death] with his ancestors. [His sons] bury
him [beside] his fore-fathers in the citadel
of his forefather David {Love}. Then [JAHoshaphat's evil] brat JAHoram {YAH-Raised}
reigns in [JAHoshaphat's] place.
King AhaziYah Continues Ahab's
Legacy Of Sin
Southland}.

A

[Judean]

deputy rules
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51 During the 17th year of [the reign of] Judea's king
JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}, northern Israel's
Ahab-spawned brat-king AhaziYah {Seized-By-Yah}
begins his reign [of terror] (in Samaria). [AhaziYah] tyran[north] Israel for [a miserable] 2 years. 52 Under
Yahweh's [watchful] eye, [King AhaziYah]
wreaks ruin. He walks in the [corrupt]
path[s] of his father [Ahab], and in the
way of his [whorish] Queen-mother [Jezebel],
and in the way of Nebat's brat, [evil
dictator] Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler}, who
drove Israel off [history's cliff]: 53 [Brat-King
AhaziYah] serves and worships Baal {Demon-Master}. [AhaziYah] whips up the firerage of Yahweh (Elohim of Israel) just
like his father [Ahab] did, ___.

nizes

2nd Kings 1
Moab Rebels Against Its MasterNation Israel

1 After [king] Ahab dies, Moab rebels against Israel.
See the Moabite Stone for corroboration.

Evil King Ahaziah Falls & Seeks Demon-Healing
2 [Then one day,] in Samaria, [king] AhaziYah
falls down through a lattice in his upper
chamber! [Jagged shards of wood tear his flesh. The
fall breaks his bones.] AhaziYah summons
messengers. [He] says, “Go, ask Ekron’s
god Baal-Zebub {Lord-Of-The-Flies} if I'll
recover from this injury.” [So royal messengers run from the palace.]

EliJAH Utters King Ahaziah's Death
Sentence
3 [Meanwhile, out in the wilderness,] Yahweh’s angel commands EliJah {JAH-Is-El} the
Traveler [prophet],
“Get up. [Hike] uphill [~30km southwest toward]
Samaria. Intercept the messengers
king [Ahaziah] sent. Ask them, ‘Is it because there's no Elohim in Israel, that
you go to inquire of Baal-Zebub {LordOf-The-Flies} ([the] idol-god of Ekron {Uprooter})?’
Or ‘EliJah from Tishbe’. Tishbe was a wilderness
camp about 20km south of Lake Galilee. Other locations are plausible. 30km SW assumes that Elijah started this trek from Tishbe.
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—Because of [this sin], Yahweh decrees
[to AzahiYah],
‘You won't come down from the bed
you've mounted. You'll definitely die.’
So EliJah {JAH-Is-El} walks up [towards
4

Samaria. He delivers YAH's message to the royal messengers.]

5 [King AzahiYah's] messengers follow EliJah back to
Samaria. The king asks his messengers, “Why have
[from seeking the Lord of the flies] ?” 6 The
messengers answer the [evil] king, “A
man came up to meet us. He said, ‘Go
[home to Samaria]. Turn back [west] to the
king who sent you. Tell him, ‘Yahweh
asks [you],
‘Is there no Elohim in Israel? How dare
you send [messengers] to inquire of BaalZebub {Lord-Of-The-Flies}, demon-god of
Ekron {Uprooter}? Because of [this sin],
you'll never get down from the bed
you're on. You'll die. DEAD!’”

you turned back

‘Surely die’ as in Gen 2:17.
7 King [AzahiYah] asks his messengers, “What kind of
man [hiked] up to intercept you, to tell you these

The messengers answer
their king, “[The prophet] man [wore] furry
[clothes] wrapped with a leather garment
around his waist.” The king replies, “It
was EliJah {JAH-Is-El} the Traveler.”
prophecies?” 8

Or, “a hairy man.”

EliJAH Fries Evil Israel's Royal Battalion
9 Then king [AzahiYah] sends a captain
with his 50-man squadron to [arrest]
EliJah {JAH-Is-El}. The captain [spots] EliJah sitting on top of a hill. The [captain
stomps] up. He [confronts] EliJah. The [captain]
says, “You! Man of Elohim. The king orders [you], ‘Come down [to my palace]!’” 2nd
Kings 1:10 EliJah {JAH-Is-El} answers the
captain of [the] 50 men, “If I'm a man of
Elohim, then [I pray that] fire shoots down
from heaven to consume you and your
50 men.” Immediately fire shoots down
from heaven. It eats the captain and
his 50 men, ___!
EliJAH Fries A 2nd 50-man Royal
Battalion
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The king sends EliJah a second captain flanked by 50 soldiers. The Captain
[barks] to EliYah, “Man of Elohim, king
[AzahiYah] demands, ‘Come down now!’” 12
EliJah {JAH-Is-El} answers, “If I'm a man
of Elohim, [I pray] fire shoots down from
heaven to eat you and your 50 [killers].
So the fire of Elohim shoots down from
heaven. It devours the 2nd captain and
his 50 soldiers, ___!
Captain #3, A Future Prophet,
Bows To ELiJAH
13 The king sends a 3rd captain [Obadiah]
with a 3rd battalion of 50 soldiers. This
3rd captain of 50 [men tiptoes] up [the hill].
He falls on his knees before EliJah {JAHIs-El}. [Obadiah] begs [for mercy]. He [cries],
“Oh man of Elohim, please see as precious my life, and the lives of these 50
[soldiers]. [We're] your servants.
11

Elijah thus restores authority in the right order:
first: YHVH,
then the Ecclesiastical authority,
then the political authority,
then the police-power in submission to YHVH's
priests.
Mess that up, and you get a democracy which devolves into communist totalitarianism which eventually blows up the world. This 3rd captain quit the
army and became the prophet Obadiah.

—[I] saw fire shoot down from heaven. It burnt up the [earlier] two captains
with their 50 soldiers each. So please
see my life as precious. [Spare me.]”
EliJAH Sentences King Ahaziah To
Death
15 So Yahweh’s angel says to EliJah
{JAH-Is-El},
“[Hike] down [this hill. Walk west to
Samaria's palace] with [Captain ObadiYah].
Don't be afraid of him.”
So EliJah gets up. He hikes down [the hill]
with [the 3rd captain]. [They trudge across the countryside to] the king's [palace].
14

Elijah answers Obadiah’s many questions about
prophetic gifting and miracle powers. This convinces Obadiah to resign from the military.

*EliJah {JAH-Is-El} says to
corrupt tyrant], “Yahweh says,
16
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’An Elohim exists in Israel. You
could ask me [to give you his] Word.
Yet you send messengers to inquire of Ekron's demon-god,
Baal-Zebub {Lord-Of-The-Flies} [aka
Satan]. So you never [again] come
down off that bed on which
you are laid up. You die.
Dead.’”
Brokefoot Satanist King AhaziYah
Dies
17 So [evil king AhaziYah] dies. ([This] fulfills the Word of
Yahweh spoken by EliJah {JAH-Is-El}.) [AhaziYah] leaves
no son. So [Ahab's brat] JAHoram {YAH-Raised} reigns in
[AhaziYah's] place. [This occurs] during the 2nd year of [the
reign of the other] JAHoram {YAH-Raised}, the son of
Judea's king JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}. 18 [Scribes]
summarize the rest of the acts of [evil king] AhaziYah
{Seized-By-Yah} in the book of the Chronicles Of The
Kings of [north] Israel.

2nd Kings 2
EliShua Follows EliJah On His Final
Journeys
1 [As Yahweh prepares to] take EliJah
heaven by a whirlwind, EliJah

up into
from Gilgal

{JAH-Is-El}
[hikes east]

EliJah {JAHIs-El} says to EliShua {El's-Salvation},
“Wait here, please. Yahweh is sending
me to Beth-El {House-Of-El}.” Elisha answers, “As Yahweh lives, and as your
soul lives, I'll never leave you.” So the
[2 prophets] walk [together] down to BethEL. 3
The sons of the prophets at Beth-El
{House-Of-El}[walk] out to EliShua {El's-Salvation}. They ask [him], “Do you know
that Yahweh will lift away your master
[Elijah over] your head [into outer space] today?”
Elisha answers, “Yes, I know it. Be quiet.” 4 EliJah {JAH-Is-El} says, “Elisha, wait
here please. Yahweh is sending me [east]
to Jericho {Moon-Spirit}.” Elisha replies,
“As Yahweh lives, and as your soul
lives, I won't leave you.” So Elisha and
EliJah hike to Jericho. 5 Then the sons
of the prophets at Jericho {Moon-Spirit}
come to EliShua {El's-Salvation}. They
ask [him], “Do you know that Yahweh will
{Wheel}

with EliShua

{El's-Salvation}.
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lift your master up and away over your
head today?” Elisha answers, “Yes, I
know. Hold your peace.” 6 EliJah {JAH-IsEl} says, “Elisha, please wait here. Yahweh is sending me to [the] Jordan [river].”
Again Elisha says, “As Yahweh lives,
and as your soul lives, I won't leave
you.” So the two [prophets rush] on [down east
to the river].
ELiJah Parts A River; He Walks On
Dry Ground

7 50 men (sons of the prophets) travel [behind Elijah and
Elisha]. They stand far away, watching EliJah and EliShua come to stand by [the west bank of the] Jordan [river].

*EliJah {JAH-Is-El} takes his
cloak. He rolls it up. He strikes
the river. The waters divide to
the left and to the right, ___!
EliJah and EliShua {El's-Salvation}
cross [east over the river] on dry
ground!
8

EliSha Begs For Double Of EliJah's
Spirit
9 On the [east] side of the river, EliJah
{JAH-Is-El} says to EliShua {El's-Salvation},
“Ask me for whatever you want me to
do for you before [YAH] takes me away
from you.” Elisha answers, “Please, let a
double dose of your spirit [rest] on me.”
2nd Kings 2:10 EliJah {JAH-Is-El} answers,
“You've requested a difficult [miracle]. But
if you see me when [YAH] takes me from
you, [YAH will grant] your request. But if
you don't see me, you won't get that
double-spirit.”
EliJah = 8 miracles. EliShua = 16 miracles. (Double.)

ELiJah Sky-Rides On A ‘Chariot Of
Fire’

*EliJah {JAH-Is-El} and
Elisha {El-Saves} journey
on [east], talking. Suddenly [in the sky above the prophets'
heads], there appears a
chariot of fire, [drawn by]
11
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horses of fire! [They] dash
between Elijah and Elisha! Then EliJah flies
up in a whirlwind into
the sky!
The ‘Chariot Of Fire’ is literally a whirlwind.

EliShua {El's-Salvation} looks up, crying, “My beloved father! The chariots
and horsemen of Isra’el!” EliShua sees
EliJah {JAH-Is-El} disappear [into the clouds].
EliShua grabs his own clothes. He rips
them into two pieces.
12

Repeating "father, father" means "revered/beloved
father".

*EliJah's cloak falls from the
sky. EliShua picks up the cloak.
He turns around. [A tear falls from his
eye.] He journeys back [west] toward [the] Jordan [river]. He
stands on its [east] bank.
13

The Prophet EliShua Parts The Jordan River
14 EliShua {El's-Salvation} lifts EliJah's
fallen cloak. He strikes the waters,
yelling, “Yahweh Elohim of EliJah!” As
Elisha slams, the waters part to the left
and right, ___! EliShua crosses over
[westward on the dry riverbed, through waters walled on
each side, like the Red Sea]! 15

The sons of the
prophets at Jericho {Moon-Spirit} see EliShua {El's-Salvation} approaching in the
distance. They [gasp,] “The spirit of EliJah
{JAH-Is-El} rests on EliShua!” The [prophets
sprint eastward] to EliShua. They bow themselves to the ground before him. 16 The
prophets say to EliShua {El's-Salvation},
“Look, [we] your servants [have] 50 strong
men. Please let the [men] go seek your
master [EliJah]. Perhaps the Spirit of Yahweh has taken him up and set him
down on some mountain, or in some
valley.” But Elisha replies, “Don't send [a
search and rescue party for EliJah].” 17 But the
prophets urge EliShua {El's-Salvation} until he's ashamed [to refuse]. So EliShua
says, “Send [the search party].” [So the prophets]
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send 50 men. They search for EliJah
{JAH-Is-El} for 3 days. Yet they fail to
find him.
They pester Elisha until he caves in.

The 50 men return to EliShua {El'sSalvation} (where he waits at Jericho
{Moon-Spirit}). EliShua says to the [50
18

men, “Didn't I say to you,
‘Don't go?’”
EliShua Heals Jericho's Polluted
Water Supply
19 The men of [Jericho] city say to EliShua, “Please listen. The [geographical]
setting of this city is pleasant [in beautiful
natural surroundings], as [you,] my lord see.
But the water is [good for] nothing. And
the ground [is] barren.” 2nd Kings 2:20
EliShua {El's-Salvation} answers, “Bring
me a [brand]-new bowl. Put salt in it.” So
the [townspeople] bring [Elisha] the [salt-filled]
bowl. 21 *EliShua {El's-Salvation}
smelly exhausted]

out to the water-spring.
He casts in the salt. He says,
“Yahweh decrees,
‘I heal these waters. No more
death nor barren land will [ever
flow from this spring].’”
[walks]

Jericho’s rich spring-fed water supply remains one
of Israel’s marvels. Still hardly anybody lives in
Jericho, because it's cursed.

(To this day those waters are healed,
___! EliShua {El's-Salvation} spoke [YAH's]
immutable Word!)
EliShua Sends Attack-Bears To Kill
Rude Thugs
22

*From [Jericho], EliSha journeys
uphill [northwest ~20km] to Beth-El
{House-Of-God}. As [Elisha walks] up
the road, young thugs run out
of the city. They mock Elisha.
[They hurl rocks at him!] They chant,
“Go away, bald head! Get outta' here, no-hair!”
23

BethEl (BeitEl) = one of the sites of Israel's golden-bull worship. This word ‘Young-men’ is used to
describe Isaac (28), Joseph (39), and Rehoboam
(40). So EliSha is not, despite common slander, a
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child-murderer. EliSha likely had premature baldness. He lived 50 years after this.

*EliShua {El's-Salvation} turns
back to face the [rude thugs]. He
curses them in the name of
Yahweh. [Instantly] two mama
bears roar out of the woods!
They tear [up] 42 of the [rude
idolater] spawn!
24

42 both divides by 6 (6*7) and sums to 4+2 = 6,
the number of man.

EliShua {El's-Salvation} travels on
[~40km northwest] from [the bear-attack site]. [He
ascends coastal] mount Carmel {FruitingGarden}. From there, Elisha returns
[~30km southeast] to [wicked north Israel’s Capitol:]
Samaria.
25

2nd Kings 3
Ahab's Brat JAHoram Reigns Over
North Israel
1 Now Ahab's brat JAHoram {YAH-Raised}
begins his reign over Israel in Samaria
in the 18th year of [the reign of] Judea's
king JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}. [JAHoram] reigns for 12 [evil] years. 2 [JAHoram]
wreaks evil in the sight of Yahweh; but
not as [ruinously as] his father [Ahab] or his
mother [Jezebel]. [JAHoram] gets rid of the
[giant, priceless] pillar/statue of Baal {DemonMaster} (that [Ahab] made). 3 But [JAHoram]
clings to the sins of Nebat's brat-king
Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler} who led Israel off [history's cliff]. [JAHoram refuses to] stop
[sinning].
Moab Rebels Against Slave-Master
Israel
4 [Meanwhile,] Mesha {Safety}, [the] king of
Moab [resents serving as Israel's] sheep-master. [Every year Moab] delivers 100 thousand
lambs and 100 thousand rams, with
their wool, to [north] Israel's [evil] king. 5
So when Ahab dies, the king of Moab
rebels against the king of [northern] Israel.
King JAHoram Joins Judah's King
To Fight Moab
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So king JAHoram {YAH-Raised} immediately musters all [northern] Israel's [troops].
He [marches them east] from Samaria. 7 [On the
way, north Israeli king] JAHoram sends [messengers] to Judea’s king JAHoshaphat {JAH'sJudgment}, saying, “The king of Moab is
rebelling against me. Will you [march]
with me [east] against Moab in battle?”
[JAHoshaphat] replies, “I will [march my troops]
up [to fight] beside you. I am as you are;
my people as your people; my horses
as your horses.” 8 JAHoshaphat {JAH'sJudgment} asks, “[By] which route will we
[march] up [to attack Moab]?” [JAHoram] answers,
“[We'll march our armies south,] on the road
through the wilderness of Edom.”
United Israel's Armies Run Out Of
Water
9 So the king of [north] Israel, the king of
Judea, and the king of Edom [march] out
[east] on the circuitous 7-day journey
[around the red-man's southland mountains]. But
they find no water for the armies and
the cattle following them, ___! 2nd Kings
3:10 So [north] Israel's king cries, “Oh no!
Yahweh called us 3 kings together to
slam us into Moab's fist!”
JAHoshaphat Summons ELiShua To
Make Water
11 But [Judea's king] JAHoshaphat {JAH'sJudgment}[wisely] asks, “Is there no
prophet of Yahweh here who can ask
Yahweh [what we should do]?” A servant of
[north] Israel's king answers, “Shaphat's
son EliShua {El's-Salvation} lives here.
[Whenever] Elijah [wanted to wash his hands, it was
Elishua who] poured water over them.” 12
[King] JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}
replies, “The word of Yahweh [lives in EliShua].” So [north] Israel's king [JAHoram] and
[Judea's king] JAHoshaphat and the king of
Edom {Southland}[ride their chariots] down to
[meet EliShua].
6

Good leaders ask for guidance from YAH's
prophets. Bad leaders bar YAH’s prophets from
government.

EliShua {El's-Salvation} says
Israel's [evil] king [JAHoram], “What

13 [The prophet]

to

[north]
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do I have [in common] with you? Go consult the false-prophets of your [dead]
Dad [Ahab], and the false-prophets of
your [dog] mom [Jezebel].” But [north] Israel's king [begs EliShua], “No. [We need real
help.] Yahweh called us 3 kings together
to deliver us into the hand of [incestuous]
Moab.” 14 EliShua {El's-Salvation} replies,
“As Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies
(before whom I stand) lives, if I didn't
respect the presence of Judea's king
JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}, I absolutely wouldn't even look at you or notice you, [‘king’ JAHoram].
I see right through you evil politicians like you're
not even there. For me, you don't exist.

*—But now bring me a
musician.” The harpist
plays. [Immediately] the
hand of Yahweh comes
upon EliShua.
15

Music is the portal to the Spirit Realms. A true pastor encourages, pays and empowers musicians. A
bad pastor micro-manages and exploits musicians.
That’s why most church music is so awful and
pointless.

Then [EliShua] says, “Yahweh says,
‘Dig this dry watercourse full of [deep]
trenches.’
16

*—For Yahweh says,
‘[You] won't see wind, and you
won't see rain. Yet this valley
will fill with water. So you,
your cattle, and your horses
can all drink!’
17

—From the view of Yahweh, this is a
mere easy miracle. He'll deliver the
Moabites into your fist. 19 —You'll strike
[or evict the people of] every fenced city, and
every lovely town. You'll [chop] down every good tree. You'll stop [up] all [the]
wells of water. You'll ruin every good
piece of [farm] land with rocks.”
18

A sad prediction, not a command.

The Desert Valley Fills With Mystery Water
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The next morning, as [the
priests] smoke-roast the meat [for a feast in
honor of Yahweh], [Israel's soldiers see] water flowing [east] down the road from Edom
{Judea’s-Southland}! The [parched] countryside floods with water, ___! 21 Meanwhile, the Moabites hear that 3 [Israeli]
kings have marched up to fight against
them. So they amass every [Moabite subject] big enough to strap on armor. They
station [their defense forces] at [Israel's] border.
Moabites Attack, Thinking Red Water Is Blood
22 The [Moabite soldiers] rise up early in the
morning, ___. They [see] the sun shining on the [miracle flood] water[s]. To the
Moabites, the water in the distance
looks red as blood! 23 The [Moabites]
assume, “That [liquid] is blood. [Israel's]
kings lie murdered. They've destroyed
each other. So now, Moabites, [seize] the
spoil!”
United Israel Massacres The
Moabite Hordes
24 The [Moabites] reach the Israeli army
camp. Suddenly the Israelites rise up
and attack the [Moabites]. [Israel] sends
[Moab] fleeing! The Israelites chase [the
Moabites]. The [Israelis] strike the Moabites
all the way back to [Moabite] country. 25
Then the [Israelis illegally] beat [Moab's] cities
down [into ruins]. On every fertile piece of
[farm] land, every [Israeli] throws a stone.
They fill [Moab's food-belt with rocks]. Then the
[Israelis] stop all [Moab's] wells of water.
They chop-down all [Moab's] good trees.
The [Israelis] leave the stone [walls up] only
at Kir-Haraseth {Capitol-Hill-City}. But [Israeli] rock-slingers surround it. They [kill
its defenders].
2nd Kings 3:20

These heinous environmentally-destructive acts
were not commanded by YHVH.

The king of Moab sees the battle becoming disaster for him. So he [charges his
chariot,] flanked by 700 sword-flashing
soldiers. [He attempts] to break through [Israel's ranks] to [assassinate] the king of Edom.
But the [Moabites] fail [to break through Israel's de26
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*Then [the Moabite king] grabs
his oldest son (who would
have reigned in his place). He
fenses]. 27

661

pour oil into all those containers. Set
aside the full ones.”

[stabs the boy through the heart. Then he burns

Shut the door on your unbelieving neighbors if you
want a miracle. Their lack of faith will quench the
mightiest spirit.

the boy's body]

5

on the [fortress] wall,
sending up human-smoke [to appease his demon-god]. [When that sacrifice fails to
stop Israel's victory, the crazed, beaten king]

cracks off [in suicidal fury] against
Israel. [Finally the Israeli coalition] retreats from [utterly defeated Moab]. The
[Israelis] return to [their] own land.
Exactly what the great "indignation / fury / anger"
means is not clear. Perhaps:
the Moabites repelled the Israelis.
or the Israelis were so sickened by the human sacrifice they left of their own will.
or the Moabites merely expressed rage at having
been beaten.
According to the Moabite Stone, the Moabites
drove Israel back, then Moab went on to many
more great victories.

2nd Kings 4
EliShua Multiplies The Widow's
Olive Oil

*[Back in Israel,] one of [EliJah's fellow]
prophets dies. His widowwoman cries to EliShua {El's-Salvation}. She says, “Your servant,
my husband, died. You know
your servant feared Yahweh.
But his creditor has come to
seize my two sons as his personal contract-slaves!”
1

The Law of Moses forbids debt.

So EliShua {El's-Salvation} answers [the
“What [do you] want me to do for
you? Tell me: what do you have in [your]
house?” The [widow] answers, “[I,] your
handmaid, have nothing in the house,
except one flask of [olive] oil.” 3 [EliShua]
replies, “Go all around [town]. Request
containers from all your neighbors. Get
as many empty containers [as you can]! 4
—Then go into [your hut]. Shut the door
with you and your sons inside. Then
2

widow],
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*So [the widow runs] out from [EliShua].
[She] and her sons [get lots of containers].
She shuts the door behind herself and her sons. Then she
pours [oil] out [of her little flask into the
first container]. 6 *[Miraculously], she fills
all [her] containers. She says to
her son, “Bring me another
container.” [The boy] replies to [his
Mom], “There aren't any more
containers.” Then the [miracle] oil
stops [pouring].
Your miracle expands to the size of your faith.

*Then [the widow runs] up and tells
(the man of Elohim), [“Your
miracle worked!”] So [EliShua] says, “Go,
sell the oil. Pay your debt.
Then you and your children live
on the leftover [money].”
7

[EliShua]

Unlike modern preachers, EliShua didn't ask for a
tithe. If you can do miracles, you don’t need donations.

Elisha Moves In With A Family In
Quiet-Town
8 [Time passes, ___.] One day, EliShua {El'sSalvation} travels to Shunem {Quiet}.
There [he meets] a rich lady. She presses
him to eat a meal [with her]. And so
whenever EliShua passes through [QuietTown], he turns in at [the rich lady's house] to
eat food. 9 The [rich lady] says to her husband, “Look now. I see that this [EliSHua]
who keeps stopping by here is a holy
man of Elohim. 2nd Kings 4:10 —Please,
let's make a little bedroom on the roof.
Lets furnish [EliShua] with a bed, a table,
a stool and a candlestick. Then, whenever he comes to visit us, he can stay
[upstairs].”
ELiSha Gives An Infertile Lady A
Miracle Baby
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So one day [EliShua] travels to [the rich lady's house]. He [climbs] up to [his guest] bedloft. He sleeps there. 12 Soon [ELishua]
says to his servant Gehazi {Vision-Valley},
“Call the Quiet-Town [rich] lady.” So
[Gehazi] gets the lady. She comes and
stands facing [EliShua].
11

Shunammite

*[ELishua] says to [Gehazi], “Now
tell the [rich lady], ‘Look, you've
done so much to care for [us].
What do you need accomplished? Do you want me to
ask the king, or the General of
the Army, [to give you a royal estate]?”
[The generous rich lady] answers, “I'm
content here in [Quiet-Town], living
among my own people.” 14 So [lat13

asks [Gehazi], “So what should I
do to [repay that rich] lady's [kindness]?”
Gehazi {Vision-Valley} answers, “Well, she
has no children. And her husband is
old.” 15 [EliShua] says, “Call her.” So [Gehazi]
calls the [rich lady]. She stands in the door
[facing EliShua]. 16 [EliShua] says, “Next year,
about this time, you'll embrace [your first]
son.” [The rich lady laughs], “No, my lord, man
of Elohim! [I’m] your [devoted] handmaid.
[Please] don’t lie to [me].” 17 Yet the [rich old]
lady [goes into the bedroom with her husband. And she
miraculously] conceives! The next spring,
as EliShua {El's-Salvation} predicted to
her, she births a son!
The Miracle Child Dies Of A BrainHemorrhage
18 The child grows up, ___. Then one
day, he [runs] out with his dad to [glean]
the field with the reapers. 19 The boy
[yells] to his father, “My head; my head
[hurts]!” The [rich man] says to one [of his]
servants, “Carry [my son] to his mother.”
er, EliShua]

grabs the
boy. [He runs the child] to his mother.
The [boy] sits on her knees till
noon. Then he dies, ___.
2nd Kings 4:20

*The

[servant]

Don't move people with head injuries.
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The Mother Of The Dead Boy Fails
To Find Help
21 [Crying,] the [rich lady] carries the boy up
[the stairs/ladder] to the bed of [EliShua] (the
man of Elohim). She shuts the door on
[the boy]. [Weeping,] she leaves [the room]. 22
[The rich lady runs. She] calls her husband,
crying, “Please send me one of the
young [workers], and one of the donkeys,
so I can race to [EliShua] the man of Elohim and [bring him] back [to our house].” 23 [The
rich husband] says, “Why would you go [bother EliShua] today? Today's not a new [full]
moon [feast] nor a sabbath [get-together].”
[The rich lady] responds, “That's OK, [EliShua
won't mind].” 24 Then [the rich lady] saddles a
donkey. She [shouts] to her worker, “Run.
[Whip] the [donkey]. Run [him]. Don't slow
your gallop for me unless I say so.” 25
So [the rich lady] gallops [across Israel's land].
She finds [EliShua] (the man of Elohim)
[~20km northwest] in Mount Carmel {FruitingGarden}. The man of Elohim sees her far
away. He says to his helper Gehazi {Vision-Valley}, “Look, here comes the Quiet-Town-Lady. 26 —Quick! Please run to
meet her. Ask her, ‘Is everything OK
with you? [How's] your husband? [How's]
your child?’” [Gehazi runs to her. He asks her EliShua's questions.] She answers, “We're [all]
fine.” 27 *[The rich lady gallops up] the hill

to [EliSHua] the man of Elohim.
She [jumps off the donkey]. She [falls on her
face]. She grabs [ELishua] by [his]
feet. Gehazi {Vision-Valley} [runs]
over to thrust her away. But [EliShua] the man of Elohim says,
“Leave her alone. Her soul is in
anguish within her. Yahweh
has hidden [the problem] from me.
He hasn't told me [what's wrong with
her].” 28 Then [the rich lady] cries, “I [didn't]
ask you for a son! I said, ‘Don't get my
[hopes up]!’” 29 Then [EliShua] says to Gehazi
{Vision-Valley}, “Get dressed [for action].
Take my staff in your hand. [Gallop ~20km
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to Shunem {Quiet-Town}. If you
meet anyone, don't greet him. If anyone greets you, don't answer him back.
[Go] lay my staff on the [dead] child's
face.” 2nd Kings 4:30 The mother of the
[dead] child [cries to EliSHua], “As Yahweh
lives, and as your soul lives, I won't go
[home] without you.” [So EliShua] mounts up.
[He rushes home] with her. 31 *Gehazi {Vision-Valley} [gallops] on ahead of the
southeast]

[rich lady and EliShua]. [Gehazi runs into the rich

He
lays [EliShua's] staff on the child's
face. [Gehazi yells. He claps his hands.] But
the child makes no sound. He
hears nothing. So [Gehazi gallops]
back to EliShua. [Gehazi] says,
“The child didn't wake up.”
lady's house. He bounds up the stairs.]

The Prophet EliShua Resurrects The
Dead Boy
32 [Finally] EliShua {El's-Salvation}[runs] into
the house. He sees the child dead on
his bed. 33 So EliShua enters the room.
He closes the door on just [him and the boy].
He prays to Yahweh. 34 *Then [EliShua]

gets up. He lays on the [dead]
child. He puts his mouth on [the
child's] mouth, and his eyes at [the
boy's] eyes, and his hands on [the
boy's] hands. He stretches himself over the child. The boy's
skin gets warm. 35 *Then [EliShua]
climbs back [downstairs]. He walks
around the house [singing spiritual-warfare songs]. Then he goes back
[upstairs]. He stretches his body
over the [mostly-dead] boy [again].
The child sneezes 7 times! He
opens his eyes! 36 *So [EliShua]
calls Gehazi. [EliShua] says, “Call
the lady from Shunem {QuietTown}.” So [Gehazi] calls her. She
comes in to [EliShua]. He says,
“Pick up your son.” 37 [The rich lady
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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into [EliShua's room]. She falls at his feet. She
bows herself to the ground. Then she
picks up her [resurrected] son. She walks
out [carrying him, crying for joy].
Elishua De-Toxifies Poison Soup In
A Famine
38 Then EliShua [teleports] back [~50km south
from Shunem] to Gilgal {Wheel}. There a
famine [ravages] the land. The gathered
prophets sit before him. He says to his
helper, “Set the huge pot [on the fire]. Boil
soup for this brotherhood of prophets.”
scrambles up the ladder to the loft. She runs]

*One [of the prophets runs] out into
the field to grab some herbs.
He comes across a wild vine.
[So] he picks wild gourds from
it. He fills the lap [of his cloak with
gourds]. He brings the [gourds] back.
He slices them up. He throws
them in the stew, oblivious to
their being [poisonous]. 2nd Kings 4:40
*Later the [cooks] pour out [stew]
for the men to eat. The [prophets]
taste the soup. They cry out,
“Hey! Man of Elohim! There's
death in that pot!” So they
[refuse] to eat [the stew]. 41 *But [EliShua] says, “Bring [me some] flour.”
[ELishua] throws [a handful of flour] into
the pot. Then he says, “Pour
out [stew] for the people to eat.”
And out of the pot [pours perfectly
healthy stew]!
39

EliShua Multiplies Food During A
Famine
42 Up [rides] a man from Baal-Shalisha
{Lord-Of-Triple-Land}. He brings [ELishua]
(the man of Elohim) 20 loaves of bread
made from the [year's] first yield of [barley],
plus a sackful of full ears of grain. [EliShua] says, “Give [that food] to the [starving]
population, so they can [finally] eat.” 43

*But [EliSHua's] attendant objects,
“What? This [wouldn't even feed] 100
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men!” [EliShua] again says, “Give
[that food] to the [region's] populace,
so they can eat. For Yahweh
tells [me],
‘The [whole population] will eat [their

fill from this one donkey-load of
food]. And they'll leave leftovers!’”

So [EliSHua's] attendant sets [the food] before the [crowd]. As they eat, [the food miraculously multiplies]! So they leave leftovers,
just as the word of Yahweh [predicted].
44

2nd Kings 5
Syria's “Sweet” Army General Gets
Leprosy
1 [Meanwhile, ~80km north,] Syria's Royal Army
General Naaman {Sweet}[scratches and chafes
at] leprosy [sores he picked up from a prostitute].
The king (Naaman's boss) [says, “Naaman, I
can't bear to lose you to leprosy. You're] a great and
honorable man. Yahweh used you to
rescue Syria [from the Assyrian devils]. You're
my mighty man of valor.”
#5276 na`em naw-ame'; agreeable; pass in beauty, delight, pleasant, sweet.

a little
maiden whom his Syrian troops had
captured on a raid on Israeli territory.
The girl runs [to the corral. She fetches milk] for
Naaman's wife. 3 The [Israeli slave girl] says
to [Naaman's wife], “I wish to Elohim that
my master [Naaman] could visit the
prophet [EliShua] in Samaria! [EliShua]
would heal [Naaman] of his leprosy.” 4 [A
Syrian lieutenant overhears the girl talking. So he] goes
into [Naaman's weapons-room]. He says, “Master, the maiden from the land of Israel
says [the Jew prophet EliShua can heal you].”
Syrian General Runs To Israel's
King For Cure
5 [Naaman presents the idea to] Syria’s Emperor.
[The Emperor] replies, “Hurry, ride out. I'll
send a letter to the king of [north] Israel.”
So [General Naaman gallops out of Damascus. He thunders southwest with his chariots] stuffed with 10
2 [Naaman rides back to his house. He sees]
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talents [660 pounds] of silver, 6 thousand
pieces of gold, and 10 sets of [elite royal]
clothes.

Naaman offers to pay ELiShua about the value of
10 luxury mansions. But unlike modern preachers,
ELishua doesn't need money, because he can raise
people from the dead. The number ‘6’ here signifies
man's reasoning that he can buy a miracle.

brings the letter to the king of
Israel. It says, “With this letter I
present to you my servant [Sweet General]
Naaman. Please heal his leprosy.” 7 The
king of Israel reads the letter. Then he
rips his clothes. He cries, “Am I Elohim?
I can't kill and make [people come back] to
life. Why does this man [the king of Syria]
send [a request] to me to heal a man of
his leprosy? You can see he's only looking for an excuse to pick a fight with
me.”
EliShua Sends Instructions For
Faith-Healing
8 *Soon EliShua {El's-Salvation}
6 [Namaan]

(the man of Elohim) hears
about the king of Israel ripping
his clothes. So [EliShua] sends [an
envoy] to the king, [with this]
message: “Why'd you rip your
clothes? [Send General Naaman] to me
now. Then he'll know that
there's a [true] prophet in
Israel.” 9 So [General] Naaman [storms
with his horses and his
chariot[s]. He stands at the door of the
house of EliShua {El's-Salvation}. 2nd Kings
across Israeli country]

*But [ELishua refuses to come to the
door]! EliShua sends a messenger [out] to [General Naaman]. [The messenger] says, “Go wash [your body] in
the Jordan [river] 7 times. Then
your flesh will grow back [bright
and clean]. You'll be uncontaminated.”
5:10

Snubbed, The 'Sweet' General Flies
Into Rage
11 So [General] Naaman cracks off in fury.
He storms away, growling [to his officers],
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“Look! I thought [EliShua] would just walk
out to me, and stand, and call on the
name of Yahweh his Elohim, and wave
his hand over the infection, and heal
[me] of leprosy. 12 *—Aren't [the]
Abana {Hard-Rock} [river] and the
Pharpar {Rushing} river in Dam-

ascus better than all the waters in Israel? I can wash in
them and get clean!” So [Naaman]
spins [his chariots out of town]. He [gallops
his horses] off [north] in a rage.
'Sweet' General Submits, Dips, &
Gets Healed
13 [That night, Naaman's] servants [tiptoe] up to
him. They say, “Chief, if the prophet
had asked you to suffer some great ordeal, wouldn't you have endured it? So
doesn't it [make more sense] to obey [EliShua]
when he [merely] says to you, ‘Wash, and
[you'll] be clean’?” 14 *So [General Naaman]

rides [his chariot] downhill [east ~30
miles] to [the] Jordan [River]. He
dunks himself in its [water] 7
times, obeying the command of
[EliShua] the man of Elohim. Then
[Naaman’s] skin grows back like
the flesh of a little child, totally
free of contamination, ___!
Prophet EliShua Refuses The General's Fortune

*So [General Naaman rushes] all [his]
squadron's [chariots ~30 miles] back
to [EliShua] the man of Elohim.
[Naaman] comes and stands before [EliShua]. [Naaman] says, “I see
now that no Elohim exists in all
[the] earth besides [Yahweh] in Israel. So now, please, take this
donation from [me,] your servant.” 16 *But [EliShua] answers,
“As Yahweh (before whom I
stand) lives, I won't accept any
[donation].” Again [General Naaman]
15
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[EliShua]
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to take

[the huge fortune

in gold, silver and royal clothing].

But

[EliShua]

refuses.
If you have true spiritual power, you don't care at
all about material wealth. Fake religionists obsess
about material wealth. Most of the religious institutions of the world are money-funnels for shysters.
Judeo-Churchianity is no exception.

The Sweet Syrian General Repents
Of Idolatry
17 So Naaman {Sweet} begs, “Please at
least let me, your servant, [haul back] two
mule-loads of [Israel's] soil [to Syria], so I,
your servant [can stand on holy ground] when I
slaughter and cook ascension-gifts [for
sacred feasts] in Yahweh's honor. Because
I'll never worship any other elohim.
Light paraphrase.

*—[And please ask] Yahweh to pardon me (your servant). Because when my master [the king of
Syria] goes into [Syria's] temple to
worship in the shrine of Ramman {Storm-god}, [the king walks]
leaning on my arm. [So when the king
bows, I feel I have to] bow down. [I know
it's wrong] to worship in the temple
of Ramman. [So please ask] Yahweh
to pardon [me,] your servant, of
this [sin].
18

Probably Rammanu, the ‘God of the Storm.’

responds to [General Naaman], “Go
in peace.” So [Naaman rides his chariots] off
[north toward Syria].
19 [EliShua]

Elisha wisely lets Naaman make his own decision
whether to cooperate with idolatry. We believers
are not micromanagers of other peoples’ lives. Our
job is to publicize the Creators’ rulings, not to enforce or judge.

ELishua's Helper Gets Into The Religion-Biz'

*But before [Naaman]
gets far off, Gehazi, the attendant of EliShua (the man of
Elohim), says, “Wow. My master spared this Syrian (Naaman). [EliShua] refused to receive
the [near-priceless] gift[s] [which the Gener2nd Kings 5:20
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al]

yards, vineyards, sheep,
oxen, and male and female servants.

es [General] Naaman. Naaman sees [Gehazi]
running after him. So [Naaman] jumps
down from his chariot to meet [Gehazi].
[The General] asks, “Is everything OK?” 22
[Gehazi lies], “All is well. My master sent
me [to give this] message [to you]: ‘Look:
just now two young men (from the
prophets' group at mount Ephraim) [just]
came to [visit] me. [So] please give them
a talent of silver, and two sets of [fancy]
clothes.” 23 [General] Naaman answers,
“Suit yourself.” Naaman urges [Gehazi],
“Take 2 talents [132 pounds] of silver.”
[Naaman] packs the 2 talents of silver in 2
[huge] bags. He throws in 2 sets of elite
clothing. He lays the [loot] on [the horses of]
two of his soldiers. The [soldiers lead the]
weighted-down [horses] in front of [the grinning Gehazi]. 24 [Gehazi leads the Syrian soldiers back]
toward [Elisha's] hill. Then [Gehazi] takes
the [heavy treasures] from the soldiers. He
hides the [loot] away in [Elisha's] sanctuary. [Gehazi] sends [General Naaman's] men
away. They [ride] off [back northeast for faraway
Syria].
EliShua Curses His Greedy Helper
With Leprosy
25 Then [Gehazi] goes into [the study]. He
stands before his master [EliShua]. [Elishua]
asks him, “Where 'ya comin' from, Gehazi?” [Gehazi lies], “I, your servant, didn't

Jesus owned no property, and he had no employees.

brought in his hands! But, as
Yahweh lives, I'll run after [the
general]. I'll score some [gold] from
him!” 21 So Gehazi {Vision-Valley} chas-

go anywhere.” 26 *[ELishua]

says
to [Gehazi], “My heart teleported to you when
[General Naaman] spun his
[chariots] around to meet
you. [This life is not] the time
[for YAH's servants] to receive
money, clothes, oliveThe Cinematic Bible 1.0

*Because [of your greed], the leprosy [that just left General] Naaman
will cling to you, and to your
seed-children forever.” Before
[EliShua's] face, [Gehazi] stomps out,
a leper, [skin] white as snow,
___!
27

2nd Kings 6
Elisha's Prophets Make Jordan River Monastery
1 One day the prophet-men say to EliShua {El's-Salvation}, “Look. The place where we live with you is

—So please, let's move
to [the] Jordan [river valley]. Each of us men
[will] haul a [roof] beam. Let's make a
[monastery] there where we can live.” [ELishua] answers, “Y'all go.” 3 But one [of the
prophets] says, “Please, [don't abandon us].
Yield. Come with [us]. [We’re] your loyalists.” So [EliShua] answers, “OK, I'll go.” 4
So [EliShua] travels with the [prophets' caravan].
Finally they arrive in [the] Jordan [river
valley]. There they chop down trees [to
make building lumber].
Elisha Miraculously Floats an AxHead
5 One [of the prophets raises his axe] to chop a
tree. The axe head flies off into the river. [The axe-man] wails, “Oh no!” He [begs EliShua], “Master, [help]! [I] borrowed that
axe-head! [And I don't have the money to pay to replace it!]”
too small for us. 2

Thou shalt not borrow.

*So [EliShua] the man of Elohim
asks, “Where did [the ax-head] fall?”
The [chopper] points [ELishua] to the
[middle of the river]. Then [EliShua] cuts
down a stick. He throws it into
6
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the [river]. Suddenly the iron
floats [to the surface]!

Dothan]

Not one concern of ours is small if we belong to
him. To show us this, the Lord of all, once made
iron swim!

Angels Save ELiShua From Syria's
Army
15 [The next morning, EliShua] (the man of Elohim) gets up early. He walks outside.
He sees the [Syrian] army surrounding
[Dothan] city with horses and chariots! [EliShua's] servant [whines] to him, “Oh no, my
master! How will we [get out of this]?!” 16

*So [EliShua] says, “Pick it up.”
The [chopper] reaches out his
hand. He grabs [the floating ax-head],
___!
7

ELiShua Ruins Syria's War-Maneuvers
8 Soon Syria's king [marches his army] to war
against Israel. He counsels with his advisors to choose [secret] place[s] to [pitch
his] war-camp[s]. 9 So [EliShua] (the man of
Elohim) sends [his helper] to Israel’s king
[JAHoram], warning, “Watch out. Don't approach [such and such secret location], because
the Syrian [hordes] invaded [and camped
there].” 2nd Kings 6:10 *So the king of

Israel sends [his spies] to the
places the man of Elohim
warns him [to avoid]. This saves
[the Israeli king's life] again and again.
So the heart of Syria's king gets panic-stricken over [his failed war-plans]. So he
summons his servants. He asks them,
“Can [none] of you [worthless advisors] expose
the [spy working] for the king of Israel?” 12
11

*A servant of [Syria's king] says,
“There's no [spy here,] my lord, O
king. EliShua {El's-Salvation}, the
prophet in Israel, tells Israel's
king the words you speak in
your bedchamber!”
Mental telepathy in the bible.

“Go spy out [Ellocation. I'll send [soldiers to arrest]
him [and drag him here].’ A [watchman] says, “I
[recently] saw [EliShua] in Dothan.” 14 *So
13

So

[Syria's king growls],

iShua's]

sends horses and
chariots and a huge army [80km
southwest to capture EliShua]. They approach the [north Israeli] city [of
[the Syrian Emperor]

by night. They completely
surround it.

*[EliShua] answers, “Never fear.
There are more [angels fighting] for
us than there are [demons fighting for
our enemies].” 17 *Then EliShua

prays, saying, “Yahweh,
please, open [my helper's]
eyes, so he can see.” So
Yahweh opens the [spiritual] eyes of the young
man. Wide-eyed, he
sees the mountain full
of [angelic] horses and
chariots of fire surrounding EliShua!
EliShua Strikes The Syrian Army
Blind

*Then the [Syrian army]
charges down to [kill EliShua]! So EliShua prays
to Yahweh, “Please
strike these [soldiers temporarily] blind.” So [Yahweh]
honors EliShua's request. He strikes the [Syrian army] with blindness,
___! 19 *Then EliShua [sends a tele18

pathic message]
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“This isn't the road [you're looking
for]! The city isn't here! Follow
me. I'll take you to the man
you seek.” Then [EliShua] leads
the [blind army 12 miles south across north Israel] to Samaria!
Presumably speaking with a supernaturally loud
voice, or with telepathy.

enters
Samaria {Sanctuary}. EliShua prays,
“Yahweh, open the eyes of these [soldiers], so they can see.” So Yahweh
opens their eyes. They see, dropjawed, they're in the middle of
Samaria!
EliShua Teaches The King To Feed
His Enemies
21 The king of Israel sees the [Syrian army].
He begs EliShua, “Father, [will you let] me
strike the [Syrians]? Can I kill them?” 22
2nd Kings 6:20 [The sightless Syrian army]

*[ELiSHua] answers, “Don't strike
them. Would you strike [prisoners]
you've taken captive with your
sword and bow? [No!] Set food
and water before [your enemies], so
they can eat and drink, and [gain
strength to] return to their master.”
23 *So the [king of Israel] prepares a
great [feast] for [the Syrian army]. They
eat and drink. Then [the king of Israel]
sends the [Syrians home]. They return to their sovereign. After
that, the [raiding] bands of [Highland]
Syria stop invading the land of
Israel.
Throw a feast for your enemy. He might stop bothering you. It’s worth a try.

Syria's Embargo Makes Israelis Eat
Their Kids
24 Eventually Syria's king dies. Then his
successor (Ben-Hadad {Son-Of-Ferocity})
musters his army. He marches uphill
[southwest ~100km into north Israel]. He besieges
[its capitol city,] Samaria. 25 *The siege

produces a deadly famine in
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Samaria. The [starvation grows] so
horrific that a donkey's head
sells for 80 pieces of silver.
And 1/2 pint of pigeon poop
[sells] for 5 pieces of silver!
People are eating donkeys' heads and bird poop to
survive. Famine like that is coming to a city near
you. It is possible that the “poop” was actually a
small salad.

the king of Israel walks [his]
rounds on the [fortress] wall. [He eyes the
horde of Syrian attackers below.] A woman cries
to him, begging, “Help, my lord, O
king.” 27 *The king [groans], “If Yah26 [One day]

weh doesn't help you, from
where [am I going to get] help [for]
you? Out of [Israel's empty] threshing-floors? Out of [our nation's empty]
wine-presses?”
Government has no money of its own. Every penny
it gives out, it has to take from someone who produces.

*Then the king asks her,
“What's your dilemma?” She
answers, “A woman said to me,
‘Give [up] your son, so we can
eat him today. Then we'll eat
my son tomorrow.’ 29 *So we
boiled my son. We ate him.
Then, the next day, I said to
her, ‘Surrender your son, so we
can eat him.’ But she hid her
son!” 2nd Kings 6:30 As the king hears
28

the words of this [starving] woman, he
rips his clothes. [Screaming in desperation,] he
[staggers] further down the wall. The people look [up]. [Slack-jawed,] they see the
[king], his skin covered in sackcloth.
Israel's Evil King Attempts To Murder ELiShua
31 Then [Israel's king] says, “[I pray that] Elohim [feeds my body to the peasants,] and worse,
if the head of EliShua {El's-Salvation} the
son of Shaphat {Judge} stands on his
neck tonight!”
A bad government kills the only people who can
save their nation from disaster. Witness the Ameri-
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can Civil War, the Pogroms of Russia, the Protestants and Catholics murdering the Amish, etc.

*The king sends out his
[assassin]. Meanwhile, EliShua {El'sSalvation} sits in his sanctuary.
The elders sit with him. Before
the [killer] arrives at [the sanctuary], [Elishua] says to the elders, “Do you
see how this son of a murderer
sent [an assassin] to rip off my
head? Look. When the [assassin]
comes, shut the door. Keep
him locked [outside] the door. [I
hear] the sound of his
sovereign's feet chasing him!”
32

While [EliShua] talks with the [elders, he
the [king (behind the assassin) storming]
down to [the sanctuary, screaming], “Look! This
evil [famine] came from Yahweh. So why
should I wait any longer for Yahweh [to
save us]? [I'm gonna kill YAH's prophet. Then maybe another god will provide us food!]”
33

hears]

Illogical. Likewise, the bigwigs running today's
world system (heads of state, global bankers, etc.)
are insane. When we earthlings stop sinning, the
Creator blesses us. Yet mad leaders invent suicidal
schemes (surveillance networks, massive wars,
etc. in vain hopes of saving us all.)

2nd Kings 7
The Big General Laughs At Elisha's
Prophecy
1 *Then EliShua {El's-Salvation}

says, “Hear the word of Yahweh. Yahweh says,
‘Tomorrow about this time, in
the gate of Samaria, 1 measure
[6 quarts] of fine flour will sell for
one shekel. And 2 measures [1/2
bushel] of barley [will also sell] for a
shekel.’”
2 *Then the [nation's] Chief-General (the power-wielder supporting the king) contradicts the
man of Elohim. [The General] scoffs,
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“Look: [even] if Yahweh [opens]
windows in heaven, [food won't sell
that cheap]!” So [EliShua] replies,
“Watch. You'll see the [food] with
your eyes. But [you] won't eat
[one bite] of it.” [Then] the king appoints this power-wielding
General, the pillar [of his kingdom],
to control the city-gate.
4 Lepers Defect To Surrender To
The Syrians
3 Meanwhile, 4 leper-men [sit] at the entrance to [Samaria's city] gate. They say to
one-another, “Are we gonna just sit
here 'til we die? 4 —If we decide, ‘Let's
go into the city,’ the famine will kill us
in the city. And if we sit still here, we'll
die [here]. So come on. Let's [run] over
right now [and surrender] to the Syrian
army. If they save our lives, we'll live.
If they kill us, they'll [put us out of our misery].” 5 *So, in the [evening] twilight,

the [lepers] get up. They [sneak]
over to the Syrian army-camp.
They reach the edge of Syria's
[barricade-line]. They see no people
[anywhere] inside!
YHVH Scares Off Syria's Army With
War-Noise

*Flashback to the night before: Yahweh makes the Syrian
army [soldiers] hear a huge army
of [racing] chariots and [stampeding]
horses. So the [soldiers scream] to
one-another, “Look! The king
of Israel hired the [12 confederated]
kings of the Hittite {Sons-Of-Terror}, and the kings of the Egyptians, to rush on us and murder
us!” 7 *So the [Syrian soldiers] jump
up. They flee in the twilight.
They abandon their tents, their
horses, their donkeys! They
leave their [war] camp un6
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touched.

they flee
for their lives,

[Across the hills]

[northeast toward Syria]

___!
The Lepers Plunder The Abandoned
Syrian Camp
8 So the lepers enter the [deserted] camp,
___. They go into one tent. They eat
and drink. They carry [out] silver, gold
and clothing. They go and hide it. Then
they come back. They enter another
tent. They carry out [its treasures] too.
They [again] go and hide [their loot].
Lepers Tell The Israelis ‘The Siege
Is Over!’
9 Then the [lepers] say to each other,
“We're not doing right. Today is goodnews day. Yet we've told [no one]. If we
stay 'til morning light, [Israeli soldiers] will
[come] and punish us. So come on. Let's
go [back] to [north Israel's] royal palace. Let's
report [Syria's surrender].” 2nd Kings 7:10 *So

the [4 lepers] run [across the battlefield].
They call to the [Israeli General]
guarding [Samaria's] city gate. [They
yell], “We [just] came [from] the Syrian War-Camp. Look! There's
not one man there! Not even
the sound of anyone talking!
The horses and donkeys stand
tied-up. The [Syrians'] tents lie untouched!” 11 [The General] sends [his]
gate-guards to report [the Syrian surrender]
to [the king's officials] in [north Israel's] royal
palace.
Israeli Mobs Loot The Empty Syrian
War-Camp
12 So [north Israel's] king jumps up in the
night. He growls to his servants, “I'll
show you the [trick] the Syrians are playing on us. They know we're hungry. So
they ran out of their war-camp to hide
themselves in the field[s]. They said,
‘When the [Israelis] come out of their city,
we'll catch them alive. We'll invade [and
control] their capitol!’” 13 So one of the
[king's] servants answers, “Please, [sire].
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Let us take 5 of the [few] remaining
horses in the city. [We can't eat them.] Look,
they're as [skinny] as the [starving] crowds
of Israel left here, devoured like our
famished Israeli nation. Let us send
[messengers] to see [if the Syrians are hiding in ambush to murder us].” 14 So the king sends
spies with 2 chariot horses. He says,
“Go see if you can find the Syrian
Army.” 15 *The [spies] follow the
[Syrian army's trail all the way northeast ~25km]

to [the] Jordan [river]. The [spies] see
the road strewn with clothes
and containers the Syrians
threw off as they rushed [away
from YAH's supernatural attack-noise]. So the
messengers return [southwest to
Samaria. They gallop into the capitol city. They run

They yell to
the king, [“The Syrians are gone!”] 16 *So
the [Samarian] population rush out
[of the city]. They plunder the Syrian war-tents. So [that day the Israeli
grocers sell] 1 measure [6 quarts] of
fine flour for one shekel, and 2
measures [1/2 bushel] of barley for
a shekel. This fulfills Yahweh's
prophecy [to the letter, ___]!
to the palace throne-room.]

The Crowds Trample Their Big
Doubting General

*Meanwhile, the [looting] mobs
trample the king's power-wielding General, the pillar
[of the nation], who sassed-off [to Elishua] when the king came down
to [consult EliShua]. So [the big General]
dies, [just] as the man of Elohim
predicted, ___. 18 [The General dies be17

(the man of Elohim) predicted to the king, “Tomorrow
about this time in the gate of Samaria,
[vendors] will sell 2 measures of barley for
a shekel, and 1 measure of fine flour
for 1 shekel.” 19 The General [dies for]
contradicting the man of Elohim. [The
cause he laughed when EliShua]
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sassed, “Now look. [Even] if Yahweh [opened] windows in heaven, how
could [food sell that cheap]?” To which [EliShua]
replied, “Watch: You'll see [the abundance]
with your eyes. But you won't eat one
bite of [the food].” 2nd Kings 7:20 *So [ELGeneral]

isha's prediction seals the unbelieving General's]

fate, ___: [stampeding, rioting mobs]
trample [the General] in the [city]
gate. So he dies. [He bleeds out all over
the peoples' rushing feet.]

2nd Kings 8
ELisha Saves Quiet-Town Lady
From Famine
1 Then EliShua {El's-Salvation} warns the
[rich] woman whose son he'd restored to
life. [EliShua] says, “Pack up. Travel with
your household. Stay wherever you
can. Yahweh has called for a famine.
[Starvation] falls to ravage the land [of Israel]
for 7 years.” 2 So the woman packs up.
She obeys every word the man of Elohim [spoke]. She emigrates [~25km west]
with her household. She stays in Philistine territory for 7 years.
The King Gives The Rich Lady Back
her Land
3 Then after 7 years, the woman returns [east] from Philistine territory. She
travels [to north Israel's capitol city] to cry to
the king, [asking him to return] her house and
her land [that he'd seized]. 4 Meanwhile, the
king chats with Gehazi {Vision-Valley} the
servant of [EliShua] (the man of Elohim).
The king [asks], “Please tell me all the
great [miracles] EliShua has performed.” 5
[Gehazi goes on for hours.] He tells the king
how [EliShua] restored a dead body to
life. Immediately [Gehazi] sees the woman (whose son [Elishua] resurrected). She
cries, “King, [please give me back] my house
and land!” So Gehazi says, “My lord, O
king, this is the woman! And this is her
son, whom EliShua restored to life!” 6
[Israel's] king asks the woman [about her boy's
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resurrection].

She tells him, [“It's all true!”] So
the king appoints an officer [to help] her.
[The king] commands [the officer], “Give [this
woman] back everything that was hers,
plus [payment for] all the usufruct [her] field
[produced] since the day she left [our] country, up to this moment.”
EliSha Sees Ben-Hadad's Assassin's
Future
7 [Meanwhile,] EliShua travels [~75km northeast]
to Damascus. There he [finds] Syria's ailing [bedridden] king Ben-Hadad {Son-Of-Ferocity}. A [watchman] tells [Ben-Hadad], “The
man of Elohim has come here.” 8 Then
the king says to [his servant] HazaEl {El'sSight}, “Take a present in your hand. Go
meet the man of Elohim. Through him,
ask Yahweh if I'll recover from this disease.” 9 So [royal officer] HazaEl {El's-Sight}
packs a present of 40 camel-loads of
every good product of Damascus. He
rides out [a few miles southwest]. His [caravan
rolls] up to meet [EliShua]. [HazaEl] stands
facing [EliShua]. [HazaEl] says, “Your ‘son’
Ben-Hadad {Son-Of-Ferocity} king of [Highland] Syria sent me to ask you if [he'll] recover from his disease. 2nd Kings 8:10
EliShua {El's-Salvation} answers [HazaEL],
“Go, tell [king Ben-Hadad], ‘You'll definitely
recover [from your illness].’ Nevertheless
Yahweh has shown me that {Ben-Hadad}
dies. DEAD.”
Not a lie. Ben-Hadad is recovering from his disease. He'll die from suffocation.
11 [ELishua]

(the man of Elohim) stares

[like a laser beam into HazaEL's eyes, reading the dark
impulses in his soul].

HazaEl [knows he's about to
murder Syria's king. So he] feels ashamed. [ELishua bursts] into tears. 12 *So HazaEl
{El's-Sight} asks, “Why are you

weeping, my lord?” [ELisha]
replies, “Because I see [your future]. I see the evil your [future self]
inflicts on the children of Israel. You set their fortresses
on fire. You murder their
young men with the sword.
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You dash their children [on rocks].
You rip apart their pregnant
women!”
Elisha could have prevented this regicide by warning Ben-Hadad. But Elisha chose to allow the assassination. Apparently Ben-Hadad was a criminal
who deserved to die.

But HazaEl {El's-Sight} objects, “I,
your servant am a mere dog. How
could I [wage] such a huge [war-campaign]?”
EliShua {El's-Salvation} answers, “Yahweh
shows me that you will be king over
[Highland] Syria.”
HazaEl Assassinates Ben-Hadad
King Of Syria
14 So [HazaEl rides] off [northwest] from EliShua {El's-Salvation}. [HazaEl] comes to his
[king, Ben-Hadad], who asks him, “What did
EliShua {El's-Salvation} say to you?” [HazaEl
replies], “[Elisha] told me you're definitely
recovering.” 15 *Then the next
13

day, [HazaEl] grabs a thick cloth.
He dips it in water. He spreads
it over [his king's] face. [He holds the cloth
down over the king's screaming mouth and nose

murdered him! So HazaEl {El's-Sight} reigns in [Ben-Hadad's]
place.
until he's]

Evil King JAHoram Reigns Over
Judea
16 It's the 5th year of [the reign of] Ahab's
imp, [north] Israeli king JAHoram {YAHRaised}. [Meanwhile, to the south,] JAHoshaphat
{JAH's-Judgment}[passes the] kingship [of
Judea] to his brat-prince, [also named]
JAHoram. 17 At 32 years old, JAHoram begins
his 8-year reign

[of terror]

in Jerusalem. 18 [This Ju-

walks in the [disastrous deathpaths] of the evil kings of [north] Israel. [JAHoram] imitates the dynasty of Ahab. [JAHoram] marries Ahab's slut-daughter. So
[JAHoram] wreaks ruin under Yahweh's
[condemning] eye.
daean JAHoram]

Every day relatively good men get dragged down
by evil women and their evil families.
19

Yet, for the sake of his servant David
Yahweh relents from destroying

{Love},
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Judea, because [YAH] promised to always
give [David] and his progeny a ‘light.’
The Edomite Southland Revolts
Against Judah
2nd Kings 8:20 During [JAHoram’s evil] days,
Edom {Red-Man's-Southland} revolts from
[slaving] under the Judean power-fist. The
Edomites [crown] a king over themselves.
21 So [Judea’s evil king] JAHoram [rides south. He
leads] all [his attack] chariots to Zair {Tiny}.
[Judea's army] rises up [under cover of] night.
They strike the surrounding Edomites.
So all [Edom’s men] (even their chariotcaptains) flee to their [home] tents. 22
(Yet, to this day, Edom {Southland}[continues] to revolt from [slaving] under Judea's
hand.) Then, [to make evil king JAHoram's problems worse, central Israel’s city of] Libnah {WhiteTree} simultaneously rebels [against Judea]!
Archaeologists believe that Libnah was a city in
central Israel.

Judah's Evil King JAHoram Dies

23 [Scribes] summarize the rest of the acts of [evil]
JAHoram {YAH-Raised}, and his accomplishments, in
the book of the Chronicles Of The Kings of Judea.
24 [After 8 years of power,] JAHoram {YAH-Raised} sleeps [in
death] beside his forefathers. [His sons] bury him [beside]
his ancestors in the ‘citadel of David.’ Then [Jahoram's]
brat AhaziYah {Seized-By-Yah} reigns in [JAHoram's]
place.

Judah's Evil King AhaziYah Reigns
For 1 Year
25 It's the 12th year of [the reign] of
Ahab's brat ([north] Israeli king JAHoram
{YAH-Raised}). [~40km to the south,] AhaziYah
{Seized-By-Yah} (the son of Judea's king
JAHoram) begins [his wicked] reign. 26
AhaziYah {Seized-By-Yah} takes the
throne in Jerusalem at 22 years of age.
[He rules in tandem with] his slut-mother
AthaliYah {YAH's-Discipline} (the daughter
of [north] Israel's [evil] king Omri
{Heaper}). [AhaziYah only] reigns [for] one
year. 27 [AhaziYah dies young because] he walks
in the [tragic] ways of Ahab's dynasty.
[AhaziYah] marries [a slut-princess from] Ahab's
spawn. So, just like Ahab's [perverted]
family, [AhaziYah] inflicts doom under Yahweh's [watching] eye.
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JAHoram Gets Shot Attacking Syria
w/ AhaziYah
28 So [Judea's brat-king AhaziYah drives his armies
north] with [those of] Ahab's imp, [north Israel's
king] JAHoram {YAH-Raised}. They war
against Syria's king HazaEl {El's-Sight} in
Ramoth-Gilead {Witness-Heights}. [There]
Syrian [warriors shoot and] wound JAHoram.
29 So Ahab's [bleeding] son, king JAHoram
{YAH-Raised}, retreats to JezreEl {ElPlants}. [JAHoram hopes] to get healed from
these wounds the Syrians inflicted on
him at Ramah {Heights} during his attack on Syria's king HazaEl {El's-Sight}.
[During a lull in the battle,] Judea's king
AhaziYah [rides] down to JezreEl to check
on JAHoram.
lit. AhaziYah the son of JAHoram.

2nd Kings 9
A Prophet Anoints Captain JAHu
King Of Israel
1 Meanwhile, [master] prophet EliShua
{El's-Salvation} calls a son of one of the
[other] prophets. [EliShua] orders the [son],
“Belt up your pants. Take this box of oil
in your hand. [Hike] to Ramoth-Gilead
{Witness-Heights}. 2 —When you arrive,
find [captain] JAHu (the son of Nimshi’s
son JAHoshaphat). Go in [to the courtyard].
Make [Jahu] get up. Separate him from
his companions. Escort him to an inner
chamber. 3 *—Then grab this box

of oil. Pour it on [JAHu's] head.
Say, “Yahweh decrees,
‘I've anointed you king over Israel.’”
Then open the door. Run [away].
Don't stick [around to get murdered]!” 4
So the young prophet-man [hikes] to
Ramoth-Gilead {Witness-Heights}. 5 The
[prophet hikes up to where] he sees the army
Commanders sitting. [The prophet] says,
“I'm on a mission to [see] you, Commander.” So JAHu {JAH-Is-He} asks, “To
which of us?” The prophet answers, “To
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you, Commander.” 6 So [JAHu] gets up.
He [follows the prophet] into the house. [There
the prophet] pours the oil on [JAHu's] head.
[The prophet] announces to [JAHu], “Yahweh
(Elohim of Israel) says,
‘I've anointed you king over Yahweh's
people, over [north] Israel.

*—
You soon strike the dynasty of
your [dead] master Ahab. Thus I
avenge the blood of my servants the prophets of Yahweh,
and the blood of all [my other]
obeyers [murdered by] the powerfist of Jezebel {Baal-Seeker}.
8 *—
The whole dynasty of Ahab
soon perishes. I cut down
Ahab's every last descendant. I
leave [Ahab] not one dog-man to
pee against a wall, including
those [princes] securely locked
away in Israel's [fortresses].
7

9

—
I make the [royal] family of Ahab [wormfood] like the [fallen royal] family of Nebat's
brat Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler}, and like
the [similar] family of AhiYah's brat
Baasha {Stink}.

*—
And [stray] dogs come to eat
Jezebel {Baal-Seeker} in the territory of JezreEl {El-Plants}. There
no one will [care enough] to bury
her.”
Then the prophet [yanks] open
the door. He flees!
2nd Kings 9:10

JAHu Rips Northern Israel From
King JAHoram
11 Then JAHu {JAH-Is-He} walks back out
to his General's servants. One [of them]
asks [JAHu], “Is everything OK? Why did
this mad fellow come to you?” [Captain
JAHu] answers [his soldiers], “You know the
way such a man babbles on.” 12 [The sol-
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answer, “No, we're clueless. Tell us
now.” [JAHu] answers, “Here's exactly
what he told me: ‘Yahweh says,
“I've anointed you king over Israel.”’”
13 Then the [soldiers] rush to take [off]
their cloaks. They spread them under
[JAHu]. At the top of the stairs they blow
trumpets, yelling, “JAHu is king!” 14 So
[Captain] JAHu (the son of Nimshi’s son
JAHoshaphat) [forms a] conspiracy
against [king] JAHoram. Meanwhile [king]
JAHoram and all of [northern] Israel [buzz
about in] distraction, defending Ramoth-Gilead {Witness-Heights} from [the siege] of
Syria's king HazaEl. 15 King JAHoram
lies in retreat in JezreEl, [hoping] to get
healed of the wounds the Syrians inflicted on him as he fought Syria's king
HazaEl. So [Captain] JAHu [whispers to his conspirators], “If you think like me, then let
no one exit or escape this city to go tell
[anyone in] JezreEl [about my takeover-plot].” 16
So [Captain] JAHu {JAH-Is-He} gallops [his]
chariot [30km west across the Jordan river] toward
JezreEl, where [north Israel's king] JAHoram
lies [groaning and bleeding next to] Judea's king
AhaziYah (who traveled down to see [JAHoram]). 17 A watchman stands on
JezreEl's tower. He spies [Captain] JAHu's
troop approaching. He [yells], “I see
troops!” [Wounded king] JAHoram {YAHRaised} answers, “Take a horseman.
Send [him] to meet the [invaders] to ask,
‘[Are you coming in] peace?’’’ 18 So a messenger rides out on horseback to meet [Captain JAHu]. The [messenger] says, “The king
asks if you're coming in peace.” JAHu
[barks] back, “What do you have to do
with peace? Turn around. [Ride] behind
me.” The watchman [on JezreEl's tower] reports [to bleeding king JAHoram], “[Your] messenger rode to the invaders. But he's
not coming back.” 19 So [king JAHoram]
sends out a second [ambassador] on horseback. The [ambassador] rides to the [invaders]. He [shouts], “The king asks, ‘Are
you coming in peace?’” Again JAHu
[screams] back, “Peace? None of your [busidiers]
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ness]!

Turn around. Ride behind me.” 2nd
Kings 9:20 The watchman [yells to Israel's king],
“The messenger reached the [invaders].
But he's not coming back. The [invader's]
driving looks like the swerving of JAHu
{JAH-Is-He} the son of Nimshi {Extricated}
— he drives like a maniac!” 21 So [north]
Israel's [wounded] king JAHoram [groans],
“Ready [my chariot]!” So [the royal guardsmen]
ready [JAHoram's] chariot. Then JAHoram
and (Judea's king) AhaziYah [storm] out,
each in his chariot, to confront [Captain]
JAHu. They meet him in the land-plot of
[dead] Naboth {Fruit-Man} from JezreEl. 22
*[King] JAHoram {YAH-Raised} sees
[Captain] JAHu {JAH-Is-He}. [JAHoram]

shouts, “[Do you come] in peace,
JAHu?” [JAHu screams back,] “What
peace, as long as your mother
Jezebel {Baal-Seeker} proliferates
her whoredoms and her witchcraft?” 23 So [king] JAHoram {YAHflips [his chariot-reins in] his hands. As
he flees, [he cries] to [king] AhaziYah,
Raised}

*Then, with his full
strength, [Captain] JAHu draws an
[arrow in a] bow. It strikes [king] JAHoram between his [fleeing]
shoulder-blades. The arrow
[glides in]. It pierces [JAHoram]
through his heart. [It comes out of his
chest. The evil king] sinks down in his
chariot. 25 Then [Captain] JAHu [yells] to
[“Treachery!”] 24

his lieutenant Bidkar {Stabber-Assassin},
“Pick up [the dead king]. Throw him in the
field at the orchard of Naboth {FruitMan}. [I'm not guilty of murder.] Remember,
Yahweh laid this [death-sentence] on [JAHoram]
when I and you rode together behind
[JAHoram's] father Ahab:
Lit: Naboth from JezreEl.

*Yahweh said,
‘[King JAHoram,] yesterday I
watched [your family spill] the blood
of Naboth {Fruit-Man}, and the
26
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blood of his sons. So I'll repay
you on [Naboth's] land-plot.’
So now take [dead king JAHoram].
Dump his [carcass] on [Naboth's]
plot of ground. [That will] fulfill every word Yahweh [predicted].”
See 1 Ki 21:13. Apparently JAHoram was part of a
murder plot against Fruit-Man's family.

Jehu Assassinates Judah's Evil King
AhaziYah
27 Meanwhile, Judea's king AhaziYah
sees [JAHu assassinate JAHoram]. So [AhaziYah]
flees down the garden house road. So
JAHu chases [AhaziYah]. [JAHu] screams [to
his soldiers], “Kill [the king of Judah] in his chariot!” So at the ascent to Gur {Cub}, near
Ibleam {Devouring-People}, [JAHu's assassins]
shoot [an arrow through king AhaziYah. Bleeding,
AhaziYah] flees [~15km west] to Megiddo {Rendezvous}. He dies there, [where thousands of
years later, the world's armies will fight the final battle to
end the world]. 28 So

[AhaziYah's] servants carry
in a chariot to Jerusalem.
There, in the citadel of David {Love}, [Ahaziah's sons]
bury him in his tomb beside his fore-fathers. 29 So
ends Judea's [king] AhaziYah's reign, which began in
the 11th year of [the reign of] Ahab's brat, [north Israel's
king] JAHoram {YAH-Raised}.
[AhaziYah's bleeding carcass]

Jahu Assassinates The DemonWitch Jezebel!
2nd Kings 9:30 *JAHu {JAH-Is-He}
invades JezreEl {El-Plants}. [A spy
runs to the palace. He alerts Queen-Mother]

Jezebel {Baal-Seeker}. So she
paints her face [to hide her sagging wrinkles]. She coifs her hair. She
looks out [her] window. 31 JAHu
gate.
[Jezebel leans out her window. She cries], “Are you
[here] in peace, you ‘Zimri {Plucker}’, you
murderer of your master?” 32 [Jahu] lifts
his face toward [Jezebel's] window. He
[yells], “Who is on my side? WHO?!” Two
or three eunuchs look down at him. 33
[drives his chariot]

in through the

[palace]

*Then [Jahu screams],
“Throw [Jezebel] down!” So
the [eunuchs] throw [Jezebel]
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down

[from her palace window]!
[She crashes. Her bones shatter on

Her blood
splatters the wall and
the horses. Then [JAHu]
tramples [her body] under
his [chariot-horses'] hooves! 34
the stone-pavement.]

storms into the palace. He eats
and drinks [royal food]. Then he says,
“Now go see the [carcass of the] cursed
woman [Jezebel]. Bury her. Because [even
though she's a witch], she's a king's daugh[JAHu]

ter.” 35 *So [the soldiers]

run to
bury [Jezebel]. But they
find nothing left of her
but [her] skull, [her] feet,
and the palms of her
hands, ___! 36 *So the [sol-

back [to north Isael's palace].
They report to [JAHu], [“Dogs have eaten
Jezebel.”] [JAHu] replies, “This [fulfills]
the word Yahweh spoke
through his servant EliJah {JAHIs-El} the Traveler [prophet]. [EliJah]
said,
‘In a field in JezreEl {El-Plants},
dogs come to eat the flesh of
Jezebel {Baal-Seeker}.
37 *
—Like [fertilizer] planted by [YAH],
Jezebel's carcass [rots] like poop
on the face of the field, so [dismembered] that people won't [even]
say, ‘This is Jezebel {BaalSeeker}.’”
diers gallop]

Literally, “in the region of JezreEl [El-Plants].”

2nd Kings 10
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JAHu Massacres Everyone Related
To Evil Ahab
1 [Dead king] Ahab's 70 sons [and grandsons hide
from JAHu] in Samaria [city]. So JAHu writes
and sends [letters with messengers] to the
leaders of JezreEl {El-Plants} and to
Samaria's [other] regional elders, and to
the [guardians] of Ahab's descendants: 2
[JAHu writes,] “You [are harboring] your [ex]
master [Ahab's evil] brats. You [have] chariots and horses, and a fortified city, and
armor. 3 Now as soon as this letter
comes to you, [I challenge you to] search out
the very best-qualified [king] among your
[dead] sovereign [Ahab's] prince-sons. Set
him on his father's throne. Then fight
[me] to [defend] your master [Ahab's] dynasty.” 4 So the [Samarians tremble] in terror.
They cry, “Look! [JAHu has] already [cut
down] two kings! How can we stand [before
his might]?” 5 The palace administrator and
the city governor, and [Samaria's] elders,
and the [deposed princes'] guardians send [a
message] to JAHu {JAH-Is-He}. [They] grovel,
“We're your servants. We'll do everything you tell us. We won't [crown] any
king [but you]. [Rule] in whatever way you
see fit.”
Samaria's Leaders Decapitate
Ahab's 70 Sons

writes a 2nd letter to
[north Israel's leaders]. [The letter] says, “If
you are my [subjects], if you'll listen to my voice, then [chop off] the
heads of your [dead] sovereign
[Ahab's] grown sons. Bring the
[heads] to me in JezreEl {El-Plants}
by this time tomorrow!” King
[Ahab's] 70 [spoiled brat] princes [sit trembling] with the city bigwigs
who'd raised them [while Ahab &
Jezebel had been out sinning] . 7 *[JAHu's mes6

*So

[JAHu]

sengers storm throughout north Israel. They hand

letter to the chiefs of [many]
cities. The [chiefs] read it. Then
they seize king [Ahab's] sons. The
JAHu's]
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murder all 70 [royal punks]!
The [chiefs] drop the [princes’] heads
into fruit-baskets. They send
the [bleeding heads] to [captain JAHu] in
JezreEl {El-Plants}.
[chiefs]

Flies buzz, eating the flesh and blood, laying eggs
in the dead prince-heads.

A messenger runs up [to Jezreel]. He tells
[JAHu], “[Samaria's leaders] have brought [you]
the heads of [dead] king [Ahab's] sons.”
[JAHu growls], “Lay [the heads] in two heaps at
the entrance to [Jezreel city] gate until
morning.” 9 In the morning, [JAHu] struts
out of his [headquarters]. He stands speaking to all the people [gathered around the 70
severed heads. JAHu says], “You [did] the right
[thing]! Wow! I conspired against my [ex]
sovereign [JAHoram]. I assassinated [one
guy]. But who killed all these [princes]?
8

[We're a team!]

People pay politicians and preachers to lie to them,
to declare their evil deeds righteous.

*—Now [you] know
that not one [letter] of the word
of Yahweh ever falls to the
earth. Yahweh decreed the
[demise] of Ahab's dynasty. Yahweh accomplished everything
he prophesied through his servant EliJah {JAH-Is-El}.” 11 *Then
JAHu [goes on to] murder everyone
who remains in the dynasty of
Ahab in [the region of] JezreEl {ElPlants}, including all [Ahab's] leading men, his relatives and his
priests. [JAHu] leaves not one [of
them] alive.
2nd Kings 10:10

JAHu Murders The Relatives Of Judah's King
12 Then [JAHu] mounts up. He gallops [his
chariot ~15km southwest] to Samaria. He
reaches a sheep-shearing barn. 13 [Captain] JAHu {JAH-Is-He} meets [some] relatives of Judea's [dead] king AhaziYah
{Seized-By-Yah}. [JAHu barks], “Who are you?”
They answer, “We're relatives of [king]
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AhaziYah. We're headed down to salute
the families of [north Israel's] king [JAHoram]
and the sons of his queen-mother
[Jezebel].” 14 *[JAHu barks to his soldiers],

“Take the [Jews] alive!” So [the soldiers] grab [Judah's royal family. Soldiers drag]
all 42 of [them kicking and screaming down
into] the shearing-house pit.
There [Jahu's thugs] murder every
last [member of the Jewish royalty]! 15 [JAHu
from the [sheep-shearing barn]. He
sees Rider's son JAHonadab {JAH's-Volunteer} coming to meet him. [JAHu] greets
[JAHonadab]. [JAHu] asks him, “Is your heart
true [to me], like my heart is with your
heart?” JAHonadab answers, “It is.” [JAHu
replies,] “If so, give me your hand.” So [JAHonadab] gives [JAHu] his hand. [JAHu] pulls
[JAHonadab] up beside him into the chariot.
gallops off]

Rider = Rekhav/Recab.

says, “Come with me. See my
zeal for Yahweh.” So [JAHonadab and JAHu]
ride into [Samaria city] in [JAHu's royal] chariot.
16 [JAHu]

*[JAHu storms] into Samaria. He
murders all of Ahab's surviving
[relatives and followers] in Samaria. [He
doesn't rest] 'til he's totally exterminated [Ahab's] dynasty. [This] fulfills the prediction Yahweh
spoke to EliJah {JAH-Is-El}.
17

JAHu Massacres All Israel's BaalWorshippers
18 Next JAHu {JAH-Is-He} gathers all the
[northern Israeli] people together. He [lies] to
them, “Ahab served Baal {Demon-Master}
a little. But [I,] JAHu will serve [Baal] big
[time]! 19 *So now summon to me
all the prophets of Baal {DemonMaster}, and all his servants,

and all his priests. No exceptions! Because I have a great
sacrifice to [offer] Baal. Whoever
fails to show, dies.” But JAHu
says this to set a trap. He inThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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tends to destroy Baal's worshippers. 2nd Kings 10:20 So JAHu {JAHorders [his leaders], “Prepare for a
holy feast to [honor] Baal!” [Royal trumpeters]
shout [throughout the land of north Israel, “Come to
Baal's feast!”] 21 Then JAHu {JAH-Is-He}
sends [summoners] throughout [northern] Israel. So all the worshipers of Baal {Demon-Master} come. Not one [Baal-seeking]
man fails to attend. They flock into the
temple of Baal. Baal's temple fills from
one end to the other, ___. 22 [JAHu] orders the [Temple's] wardrobe-chief, “Bring
out robes for all the worshipers of Baal
{Demon-Master}.” So the [wardrobe-chief]
brings out robes. [His assistants distribute the
Is-He}

robes to the priests. The priests proudly bask in their de-

Then JAHu strides with
Rider's son JAHonadab {JAH's-Volunteer}
into Baal's temple. [JAHu shouts] to the
Baal-worshipers, “Search and verify
that there are no servants of Yahweh
among you, only worshipers of ‘The
Lord.’” 24 Then the [Baal-Worshippers] flock
into [the temple to] sacrifice [animals] and
burn the corpses. Outside [the temple],
JAHu appoints 80 assassins. He growls
to them, “If any of the [Baal-Worshippers]
I've brought into your hands escape,
whoever [of you] lets him go, [I'll take your life
to pay] for the life of [the escapee].” 25 JAHu
smoke-roasts [an animal]. Then he orders
the guard[s] and the captains, “Rush in.
Kill the [Baal-Worshippers]. Let none come
out [alive].” So the [assassins] strike the [idolaters] with the ‘bite’ of the sword. The
guard and the captains throw out [the
dead idolaters' bodies]. Then [JAHu's men] invade
the inner-shrine of Baal's temple. 26
The [soldiers] haul the idol-images out of
Baal's temple. [Workers] burn the [idols]. 27
[Soldiers] break down the idol-image of
Baal {Demon-Master}. They demolish
Baal's temple. They convert it into a latrine, as it is today, ___. 28 Thus JAHu
{JAH-Is-He} rids Baal {Demon-Master} from
[northern] Israel.
JAHu Falls Into Idolatry
signer outfits.] 23
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But JAHu never abandons the sins of
Nebat's brat-king Jeroboam {NationWrangler}, who drove Israel off [history's
cliff]. For instance, [JAHu fails to demolish] the
golden bulls in Beth-El {House-Of-El},
and in Dan {Judge}.
29

Similarly, Washington D.C. and New York City
overflow with the same idol images, including golden bulls and phallic obelisks.
2nd Kings 10:30

Yet Yahweh says to JAHu

{JAH-Is-He},

“You've done well by executing some
things that are right in my eyes. You've
[destroyed] the dynasty of Ahab, as my
heart desired. So your descendants
down to the 4th generation will sit on
the throne of [northern] Israel.”
4 generations: Jehoahaz, Joash, Jeroboam #2,
Zachariah.

Nevertheless, JAHu fails to pay attention to wholeheartedly walk in the
law of Yahweh (Israel’s Elohim). [JAHu]
never abandons the sins of Jeroboam
{Nation-Wrangler}, who led Israel [to stray
into destruction].
Foreign Armies Slice Off Parts Of
Israel
32 [So] in [JAHu's] lifetime Yahweh starts to
chip away at Israel's territory. [Syria's king]
HazaEl {El's-Sight} attacks every region
of [northern] Israel. 33 [And Syria attacks everything] East of the Jordan [river, including] all
the land of Gilead {Monument-Mound} and
the [territories of the tribes of] Gad, Reuben
and Manasseh, from Aroer {Exposed}
(near [the] Arnon {Raging} River) including Gilead-Town and Bashan {Fruitful}.
Brutal Warrior-King JAHu Dies
31

34 [Scribes] summarize the rest of the acts and accomplishments of JAHu {JAH-Is-He}, and all his
might, in the book of the Chronicles Of The Kings
of [north] Israel. 35 Finally JAHu {JAH-Is-He} sleeps [in
death] beside his forefathers. [His sons] bury him in
Samaria. Then [JAHu's] brat JAHoahaz {JAH-Siezed}
reigns in [JAHu's] place. 36 So ends JAHu's 28-year
reign over [northern] Israel in Samaria.

2nd Kings 11
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Queen-Mother Athaliah Murders All
Her Princes
1

*Meanwhile,

[~30km south in

AthaliYah
{YAH's-Discipline} sees that [JAHu has
assassinated] her son king AhaziYah
{Seized-By-Yah}. So [Queen AthaliYah]
usurps [Judea's throne. In her mad quest to
rule,] she destroys [every male in] her
whole royal family!
Jerusalem, wicked Queen-Mother]

Destroys = attempts to murder, and leaves for
dead.

The King's Sister Rescues The Dying Baby-King

*So [dead] king JAHoram's
daughter JAHosheba {YAH-7}
(sister of [dead king] AhaziYah)
grabs [her nephew: the barely-alive baby]
JAHoash {JAH-Fired} (AhaziYah's
son). [JAHosheba] steals [JAHoash]
from [where he lies bleeding] among the
murdered king's [dead] sons.
[JAHosheba] hides [tiny JAHoash] in a
bedchamber with his nurse.
This keeps [evil Queen-mother]
AthaliYah from assassinating
the boy-prince.
2

JAHosheba is the wife of high-priest JAHoyada,
dead king AhaziYAH's brother.

For 6 years [little] Joash hides with his
nurse in the temple of Yahweh. Meanwhile, AthaliYah {YAH's-Discipline}[illegally]
reigns over the land [of Judea].
The Priest Conspires To Kill The
Queen Mother
4 In [JAHoash's] 7th year [of hiding], [high priest]
YAHoyada {YAH-Knows} sends [summoners
to] fetch [all of Jerusalem's] hundred-man[squadron] captains, plus the executioners
and the [royal] guard. [The summoners] bring
[all these killers] into the temple of Yahweh.
There [YAHoyada] makes a pact with them.
He takes a [loyalty and secrecy] oath from
them. Then he shows them king
[AhaziYah's] son [JAHoash].
3
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Chariy/ Kari /Carites may mean executioners/assassins (Cherethites), or mercenaries.

Then [YAHoyada] commands [Judea's leaders],
“Here's what you'll do [this coming Sabbath
when the Queen-Mother goes to worship]. 1/3 of
you who [normally] go on duty on the sabbath will guard the palace [as usual]. 6
You'll [seize] the [palace]. So [the Queen-mother's
forces] won't break [and enter] it [to put her back
on the throne]. 7 The other 2/3 [of you men who
normally stand guard] (half at the departure
gate and half at the gate behind the
[royal] guard) will rush to guard the temple on the sabbath. [You'll] surround the
boy-king. 8 You'll circle the boy-king allaround, every man with his weapons in
his hand. Kill anyone who breaks
through your ranks. Stay with the boyking as he goes out [of the temple] and enters [the palace, and everywhere thereafter].”
The Priest's Forces Enthrone The
Boy-King
9 So the captains [lead] their hundredman [squadrons]. They perfectly execute
every command of [high] priest YAHoyada. On the sabbath, each [captain] gathers his men coming on duty, along with
the shift going off duty. He musters
them before [high] priest YAHoyada.
5

Spiritual authority rules temporal authority.
Democracy is a lie. It’s impossible to separate
church from state. Either the spiritual leaders will
rule, or the secular leaders will destroy the clergy.
2nd Kings 11:10 Then, from the temple of Yahweh,
the priest issues king David's spears and shields to

The [royal] bodyguards stand, every man with
his weapons in his hand, surrounding
the boy-king, from the right corner of
the temple to the left corner of the
temple, along the altar and [outside] the
temple. 12 *Then [priest YAHoyada] esthe hundred-man-squadron captains. 11

corts the king's son [Joash] out [of
the temple]. He sets [Judea's royal]
crown on [Joash's head]. He hands
[Joash] a copy of the [10 Commandments]. The [elders declare Joash] king.
They anoint his [head] with oil.
Then they clap their hands,
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shouting, “Elohim save king
Hoash]!”

[JA-

Judea's Soldiers Assassinate The
Queen-Mother
13 [In the palace, evil Queen-Mother] AthaliYah
{YAH's-Discipline} hears the noise of the
guards and the people. So she [storms]
into the temple of Yahweh to [confront]
everyone. 14 *[Queen AthaliYah] looks.

She sees the boy-king standing
in the king's customary [spot] on
the platform, surrounded by
[Jerusalem's] leaders, and the trumpeters, with all the people of
the land rejoicing and blowing
trumpets. AthaliYah rips her
clothes. She screams [in a blood-curdling shriek], “Treason, Treason!”
Evil usurpers call righteous authority ‘Treason.’

Then [high] priest YAHoyada {YAHcommands the army-officers
who head [Israel's] 100-man [workgroups].
He [shouts] to them, “[Haul Queen AthaliYah]
past the ranks [of guards]. With the sword,
slay anyone who follows her!” (Earlier
the priest had said, “Don't let [anyone] kill
[the evil Queen] in the temple of Yahweh.”)
16 So the [soldiers] grab [their] hands on [evil
Queen AthaliYah]. But she [flees] by the road
which the horses [ride] into the king's
palace-grounds, where she will soon
die. 17 Then YAHoyada {YAH-Knows}
makes a covenant between Yahweh
and the boy-king and [Judea's] people.
They [all promise] they'll be Yahweh's people. Then [YAHoyada makes a loyalty pact] between the boy-king and the people. 18
15

Knows}

*Then all the people of [Judaea's]
land [rush] into Baal's temple.
They break it down. They completely smash [Baal's animal-sacrifice]
altars and his idol-images. In
front of the altars, [they execute]
Baal's [high] priest Mattan {Gift}.
Then [hebrew high] priest [YAHoyada]
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appoints officers [to guard] the
temple of Yahweh [against revenge attacks from witches].
2 chr 24:7

Then [YAHoyada] assembles [Judea's] hundred-man-squadron heads, and the
Kari {Assassins}, and the royal guard,
and all the [leading] people of [Judaea's]
land. They escort [boy] king [Joash] down
from the temple of Yahweh, down the
[royal] guard-gate road, to the king's
palace. There [Joash] sits on the throne
of [Judea's] kings. 2nd Kings 11:20 And at the
royal palace, [Joash's executioners] sword-kill
[evil Queen-mother] AthaliYah {YAH'sDiscipline}. [After she finishes screeching in horror,]
all the people of the land light up [with
joy]. Finally the city [enjoys] quiet. 21 [Little
king] JAhoash {JAH-Fired} begins his reign
at 7 years of age.
19

2nd Kings 12
Judea's Boy-King Joash Reigns Well

1 It's the 7th year of [the reign of northern Israel's king] JAHu
{JAH-Is-He}. [To the south] in Jerusalem, JAhoash {JAHFired}, the son [whom king Azahiah fathered] with [Queen] Zibiah
{Gazelle} from Beer-Sheba {Well-Of-Seven}, begins his
[over Judaea]. 2 And all his days,
JAhoash {JAH-Fired} does what's right in
the sight of Yahweh, [as long as his uncle (high]
priest YAHoyada {YAH-Knows}) instructs
him [in YAH's Laws]. 3 But [Joash fails] to remove [Israel's occult] high-shrines. The
people still sacrifice [animals] and burn
[bodies as] incense in the high-shrines. 4
[To attract people to YAH's temple, boy king] JAhoash
{JAH-Fired} says to [Jerusalem's] priests,
“[Start a repair-fund. Collect]:
all the silver from the consecrated donations that worshippers bring into the
temple of Yahweh,
plus the money everyone [donates as they]
pass [into the temple],
plus the money that every man [gives as a
per-man assessment pursuant to Lev. 27:2-8)],
and all the [other] money that comes into
any man's heart to bring into the temple of Yahweh.

40-year reign
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Lev 27:2-8 = the money collected when Judea's
able-bodied men are counted.

—[You] priests will directly receive this
from the donors. Then use that
money to repair any damages you find
in the temple building.”
Joash Takes Command Of The Temple Repairs
5

[silver]

*[16 years pass, ___.] In King JAhoash's 23rd year of reign, [he
sees that] the priests [have] still
failed to repair the holes in
[YAH's] temple!
6

Religionists regularly pocket the money that's supposed to be used for ministry. Most religion is business masquerading as charity.

*So king JAhoash {JAH-Fired}
calls for [high] priest YAHoyada
{YAH-Knows}, and the other
priests. He [yells at] them, “Why
don't you ever fix the holes in
[YAH's] temple?! From now on,
collect not one [penny] from your
[donors]. Hand over every [penny to
me] so [I can use it] to repair [YAH's]
damaged temple!” 8 So the priests
7

agree to stop [pocketing] the silver from
the people. They [allow JAHoash unilateral control
of] repairing the damages in [YAH's]
temple.
When religionists default on their responsibilities,
central government takes over the religious domains: health, education and welfare. Then the
secular government grows into a tyrannical war
machine.

So [high] priest YAHoyada {YAH-Knows}
takes a [locked] chest. He bores a hole in
its lid. He sets it beside the altar, on
the right side as [people] enter the temple
of Yahweh. Then the door-keepingpriests put all the silver (which people
bring into the temple of Yahweh) into
the chest, [where the priests' greedy fingers can't
touch it]. 2nd Kings 12:10 Then whenever the
priests see the chest filling with silver,
the king's scribe and the high priest
come [to the temple]. They heap [the silver]
9
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into bags. They weigh it there in the
temple of Yahweh.
They tally the money together, for accountability.

Then the [priests] pass the tallied silver
into the hands of the foremen who
oversee re-construction on Yahweh's
temple. The [overseers] pass out [the silver]
to the carpenters and builders working
on Yahweh's temple. 12 [The overseers pay
sellers] of timber and cut stone. And [they
hire] masons and stone-choppers who
repair the damages in the temple of
Yahweh. And [the overseers pay] all the other
expenses of repairing the temple. 13
11

None of this money ([that worshippers] bring into YAH's
temple) goes to make bowls of silver, snuffers,
basins, trumpets nor any gold utensils or silver
utensils for Yahweh's temple. 14 [All the silver]

goes to the workmen who use it to repair the temple of Yahweh.
None to paid preachers.

*The [royal secretary and the high priest]
don't require reports from the
overseers in charge of the [reconstruction] work, because [it's obvious
from the speed and quality of the work] that
the foremen are dealing honestly and paying the workers
[daily]. 16 [The king allows] the priests to keep the sil15

ver from [the worshippers'] guilt offerings and sin offerings, rather than putting it to the [fund for rebuilding] the
temple of Yahweh.

Syria's King Attacks; Joash Buys
His Retreat
17 About this time, Syria's king HazaEl
{El's-Sight} rises up. [He marches his armies
southwest ~140km across Israel to Palestine.] He attacks Gath {Wine-Press-Town}. He captures it. Then HazaEl turns his face [east].
He [marches his armies] uphill [~30km] to
Jerusalem. 18 *So Judea's king
Jahoash {JAH-Fired} takes all the

sacred treasures that he and
his fore-fathers (Judean kings:
JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment},
JAHoram {YAH-Raised}, and
AhaziYah {Seized-By-Yah}) had
dedicated [to Jerusalem's temple], plus
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all the [other] gold [he can] find in
the treasures of the temple of
Yahweh and in the royal
palace. [Jahoash] sends [all this wealth
~140km north] to Syria's king HazaEl {El's-Sight}. So [Hazael] retreats
from Jerusalem.
This loving-of-enemies, this Christ-like non-resistance, infuriates Judean war-mongers so much that
they later murder JAHoash.

JAHoash's Servants Conspire &
Murder Him

19 [You, ___, can find] the rest of the acts and accomplishments of JAHoash {JAH-Fired} recorded in the
book of the Chronicles Of The Kings of Judea. 2nd

JAHoash's officers uprise.
They form a conspiracy. They assassinate [JAHoash] at Beth-Millo {CitadelHouse}, [on the road] down to Silla {Embankment}. 21 JAHoash's [evil] officials (JAHozachar {JAH-Remembers} the son of
Shimeath {Annunciation}, and JAHozabad
{JAH-Endows} the son of Shomer
{Keeper}) strike [JAHoash]. So he dies. So
[his sons] bury him beside his ancestors in
the citadel of David. Then [JAHoash's good]
son AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness} reigns in
[JAHoash's] place.
Kings 12:20

2nd Kings 13
Evil Jehoahaz Plunges North Israel
Into Sin
1 In the 23rd year of [the reign of]
AhaziYah's son, Judea's king JAHoash
{JAH-Fired}, JAHu’s brat JAHoahaz {JAHSiezed} begins his 17-year reign [of terror]
over [north] Israel in Samaria. 2 JAHoahaz {JAH-Siezed} wreaks ruin under Yahweh's [watching] eyes. He follows the disastrous [paths] of Nebat's brat Jeroboam
{Nation-Wrangler}, who led Israel astray.
[JAHoahaz] never stops [sinning]. 3 So Yahweh's anger flares up against [north] Israel. [YAH] hands them into the fists of
Syria's king HazaEl {El's-Sight} and [HazaEl's evil prince] Ben-Hadad {Son-Of-Ferocity}.
Year [after year the oppression grows worse]. 4 So
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JAHoahaz {JAH-Siezed} begs
Yahweh [for help]. So Yahweh listens to
[JAHoahaz], because [YAH] sees the oppression Israel [suffers] under abuse from
Syria's Emperor. 5 So Yahweh gives Israel a savior who liberates them out
from under the Syrian fist. So the sons
of Israel dwell in their tents, as before.
[king]

Savior: maybe an angel, or Elisha, or a general.

Yet the [Israelites] still fail to stop committing the sins of the dynasty of Jeroboam, who drove Israel into crime,
___. The [Israelis] walk in those [life-destroying errors]. And they leave the Easter-steeple erect in Samaria.
6

Try to get the vatican and the churches around you
to take down their penis-steeples. Try to lobby the
U.S. government to dismantle the Washington
Monument. Try to get your local churches to celebrate Passover instead of Easter, and Tent-fest instead of Halloween. It's not easy to get a culture to
change its ways.

leaves [evil king] JAHoahaz {JAHonly 50 horsemen, 10 chariots,
and 10 thousand footmen, because
Syria's king destroys them. [He pulverizes
north Israel into] grain-threshing dust. 8 [You,
7 [War]

Siezed}

the rest of the acts and accomplishments and power of JAHoahaz {JAH-Siezed} described
in the book of the Chronicles Of The Kings of Israel.
9 [After 17 evil years of reign,] JAHoahaz {JAH-Siezed} sleeps [in
death] beside his forefathers. His [sons] bury him in
Samaria. Then his [evil] brat JAHoash {JAH-Fired}
reigns in his place.
___, should find]

An Evil King Joash Dominates
Northern Israel
2nd Kings 13:10 In the 37th year of [the reign of good]
JAHoash {JAH-Fired} king of Judea, [another] JAhoash,
the son of [evil] JAHoahaz {JAH-Siezed} begins [his 16 year]
reign [of terror] over [northern] Israel in Samaria. 11

wreaks ruin under Yahweh's [watching] eye. [JAHoash refuses] to abandon all the deviant [crimes] of Nebat's
brat Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler}, who
pushed Israel off [history's cliffs]. [Joash]
walks in those [offenses].
Northern Israel's Evil King Joash
Dies
[Wicked JAHoash]

12 In the book of the Chronicles Of The Kings of
[north] Israel, scribes summarize the rest of the acts
and accomplishments of JAHoash {JAH-Fired}, including his might with which he fought against Judea's
king AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness}. 13 [Evil] JAHoash {JAHFired} sleeps [in death] beside his forefathers. [His sons]
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bury him in Samaria beside the [other dead] kings of
[northern] Israel. Then Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler} [#2]
sits on [Joash's] throne.

Dying ELisha Predicts A Win For
King Joash
14 [Shortly before] north Israel's king Joash
[dies, the prophet] EliShua {El's-Salvation} falls
sick of the disease that's about to kill
him. So JAHoash [rushes his chariots] down
to [visit EliShua]. [Jahoash] weeps over [EliShua's] face, crying, “O my father, my father; [your spirit-power towers greater than all] the
chariots and horsemen of Israel!” 15
EliShua {El's-Salvation} orders [king Joash],
“Grab a bow and [some] arrows.” So [Joash]
grabs his bow and arrows.
Good leaders follow biblical instruction. Bad leaders
cut the 10 Commandments out of their court-houses.

Then [EliShua] says to the king of Israel, “Put your hand on the bow.” So [the
king] puts his hand on the [bow]. Then EliShua puts his hands on the king's
hands. 17 Then [Elishua] says, “Open the
east window.” So [the king] opens the [window]. Then EliShua says, “Shoot.” So the
[king] shoots [an arrow]. Then [ELisha] prophesies, “[This arrow represents] the ‘arrow’ of
Yahweh's deliverance; [specifically,] the ‘arrow’ of [your] deliverance from [Highland]
Syria. You will strike the Syrians in
Aphek {Fortress}, until you've consumed
them.” 18 Then [ELishua] says, “Grab the
arrows.” So the [king] grabs the [arrows].
Then [ELisha] orders the king of Israel,
“Smack [the arrows] on the ground.” So the
16

[king, sick of this game of ‘Simon-Sez’, half-heartedly]

smacks
stops.

[the arrows on the floor]

3 times, then

Presumably the king demonstrates unbelief, impatience and indignation like Naaman. He wants a big
showy miracle, not a bunch of forward-looking predictions from a prophet who apparently can't even
heal his own dying body.

So [ELisha] (the man of Elohim) [frowns,]
angry at [faithless king Joash]. [ELisha] says,
“You should have whacked [the arrows] 5
or 6 times. Then you'd have struck [the
entire country of][Highland] Syria 'til you'd de19
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voured them. But now you'll only strike
Syria [a mere] 3 times.”
Your miracle expands to fill the space your enthusiasm creates.

EliShua {El's-Salvation}
dies. [His fellow prophets] bury him. Then in
[spring], the beginning of the year,
Moabite [raiding] bands invade [Israeli]
land.
A Dead Man Touches ELisha's
Bones & Lives!
2nd Kings 13:20 [Soon]

*One day, as [some Israelites] bury
a man, they look [up]. They spy
a band of [horse-riding killer-raiders rushing
toward them]. So the [Israelis] throw
the body into the tomb of EliShua {El's-Salvation}. The corpse
falls. It lands on EliShua's
bones. Then it jumps up! It
stands on his feet, ___! 22 [Despite
21

these miracles, the Israelis continue to sin, ___. So]

Syria's king HazaEl {El's-Sight} oppresses [north] Israel all the days of [the reign of
king] JAHoahaz {JAH-Siezed}. 23 Yet Yahweh stoops to help to [Israel]. [YAH]
demonstrates compassion for them. He
favors them, because he [swore a]
covenant with Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, Isaac {Laughter} and Jacob {HeelGrabber}. To this day [YAH] refuses to
[completely] destroy [Israel] or [permanently]
cast them from his presence, ___. 24
Syria's king HazaEl {El's-Sight} dies. Then
brat Ben-Hadad {Son-Of-Ferocity} reigns in [Haz-

[Eventually]
[HazaEl's]

place. 25 [Then north Israeli king] JAhoash
(JAHoahaz' son) snatches back out of
the hand of Ben-Hadad the cities which
([Ben-Hadad's] Dad) [HazaEl] robbed from the
hand of JAhoash's Dad (JAHoahaz) by
war. JAHoash beats [Ben-Hadad] 3 times.
So [JAHoash] recovers Israel's cities.
aEl's]

2nd Kings 14
King Amaziah Rules Judah In
Righteousness
1 In the 2nd year of [the reign of evil northern] Israeli king
JAHoash {JAH-Fired} (son of JAHoahaz {JAH-Siezed}),
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AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness} the son of [Judah's
JAHoash [begins his] reign as king of Judea. 2
AmaziYah takes the [throne] at 25 years of age. He
[good king]
good king]

reigns for 29 years in Jerusalem. 3 [AmaziYah]

does what's right in the sight of Yahweh, yet not [wholeheartedly] like his forefather David {Love}. [AmaziYah] replicates
the [relatively righteous] actions of his Dad
([good boy-king] JAHoash {JAH-Fired}). 4 Yet
[AmaziYah fails to] rid [Judea] of its [occult] highshrines. The people keep sacrificing [animals] and burning incense [to appease demongods] at the high-shrines. 5 [YAH] secures
the kingdom [of Judaea] in [AmaziYah's] hand.
Immediately [AmaziYah] assassinates his
officials who'd murdered his father,
[good] king [JAHoash]. 6 But [AmaziYah] relents
from killing the murderers' children.
This [mercy] conforms with the law written in the book of Moses, where Yahweh's word commands,
“Never put fathers to death for [crimes of]
their children. [And] never put children to
death for the [crimes of their] fathers. Instead, every man dies for his own sin.”
7 In Edom {Red-Man's-Southland}, in the
Salt Valley, [AmaziYah] slays 10 thousand
[attack-soldiers]. He captures [the region of]
Cela {Lofty-Crag} in war. He renames it
[the name] it [holds] today: ‘JoktheEl {ObeyEl}’.
AmaziYah Tries To Recapture North
Israel
8 Then [Judea's king] AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness} sends messengers to the [evil] king
of [rebel north] Israel (JAhoash {JAH-Fired}
(the son of JAHoahaz

{JAH-Siezed} ,

son of JAHu

{JAH-

says, “Come. Let's look
one another in the face, [on the battlefield.
I'm going to reunite the kingdom of David under me!] ” 9
So [north] Israel's [brutal] king JAhoash
{JAH-Fired} sends [a threatening parable] to
Judea's king AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness}.
[The parable warns:] “[You,] a thistle on white
[mountain] send [a message] to [me,] the cedar
on white [mountain]. [The thistle] demands,
‘Give your daughter to my son as [his]
wife.’ But then a wild [mountain] beast [sigIs-He})).[AmaziYah]
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runs up. It stomps
thistle [to bits]!
nifying my army]

[you,]

the

White mountain = Lebanon.

—So you beat down [the
Now your heart swelled you up
[like a balloon]. Take glory in your victory.
Stay home. Why should you hurt yourself by meddling [with me]? [If you mess with
north Israel,] you'll fall. You'll [die]. And [you'll
destroy] Judaea with you.”
2nd Kings 14:10
Southland].

Edom = Red man's southland.

Northern Israel Thrashes & Pillages
Jerusalem
11 Yet [king] AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness}[refuses] to listen [to reason]. So [north] Israel's
king JAhoash {JAH-Fired}[marches his army
~45km south]. He and Judah's king
AmaziYah stare one another in the face
at Beth-Shemesh {House-Of-The-Sun} in
Judaea. 12 *The [north] Israelis

gore Judea, ___. Every [surviving
Judaean soldier] flees to his home! 13
Israel's king JAhoash {JAH-Fired}
even captures Judea's king AmaziYah
{YAH's-Alertness}! [JAHoash] hauls [AmaziYah
~15km east] from Beth-Shemesh {House-OfThe-Sun} to Jerusalem. There [the north-Israelis] break down 400 cubits [600 feet] of
the wall of Jerusalem (from the gate of
Ephraim {Double-Fruit} to the corner
gate)!
[North]

Lit: Amaziah the son of JAhoash the son of
AhaziYah.

Then [JAHoash] steals all the gold and
silver and valuables [his soldiers] can find
in Yahweh's temple. And [JAHoash grabs all]
the treasures of [Jerusalem's] royal palace,
plus hostages. Then [he marches his army]
back [~35km north] to Samaria. 15 You, ___,
14

should find the rest of the acts and accomplishments of JAhoash {JAH-Fired}, and [descriptions of] his
power, and how he fought against Judea's king
AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness}, described in the book of
the Chronicles Of The Kings of Israel. 16 [In the end,]
JAhoash {JAH-Fired} sleeps [in death] beside his forefathers. [His sons] bury him in Samaria beside the [previous] kings of [north] Israel. Then [JAhoash's] brat Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler} reigns in [JAhoash's] place.

Judea’s Good King AmaziYah Dies,
Assassinated
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AmaziYah {YAH's{JAH-Fired} lives for 15
years after the death of JAHoahaz' brat JAhoash,
king of [north] Israel. 18 You, ___, should find the
rest of the acts of AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness} described in the book of the Chronicles Of The Kings
[35km to the south]

in Judea,

[king]

Alertness} (the son of Judea's king JAHoash

Jerusalem's [evil bigwigs] form a
conspiracy against [good king] AmaziYah
{YAH's-Alertness}. So he flees [~30km southwest] to Lachish {Harvest}. But the conspirators send [assassins] to chase him in
Lachish. There they murder him, ___.
of Judea. 19

2nd Kings 14:20 [AmaziYah's sons] bring his [corpse] back
to Jerusalem on horses. [They] bury him beside his
fore-fathers in the citadel of David {Love}.

Good Teen King AzariYah Reigns
Over Judea
21 So all the people of Judea take 16year-old AzariYah {YAH-Helps}. They
make him king in place of his [late] father AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness}.

AzariYah was given ceremonial kingship at 3 years
old.
22 King [AzariYah] fortifies [the strategic northern-red-sea port of]
Elath {Palms}, [~180km south of Jerusalem]. He repatriates it
[from Edom] to Judea. Eventually [AzariYah] sleeps [in death]
beside his forefathers.
AzariYah is also called Uzziah. Both named connote
‘YAH's strength.’

Evil King Jeroboam2 Leads North
Israel To Sin
23 Meanwhile, in the 15th year of [the reign of] Judea's
king JAHoash's son AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness}, Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler} [#2] (the son of [north] Israel's
king JAHoash) begins his reign in Samaria. [Jeroboam
#2] reigns [for] 41 years. 24 [This Jeroboam also] wreaks
ruin under Yahweh's [watchful] eye. [Jeroboam #2] never
abandons any the sins of Nebat's brat Jeroboam
{Nation-Wrangler} [#1], who drove Israel off [history's cliffs].

YAH Uses Evil Jeroboam To Ease Israel's Pain
25 [Jeroboam #2] restores the borders of Israel from the entrance to [northern]
Hamath {Joined-Walls}, [south] to the [Dead]
Sea in the Arabah {Plains}. This fulfills
the word which Yahweh Elohim of Israel
spoke through the hand of his servant
the prophet Jonah {Dove}, the son of
Amittai {Truthful}, from Gath-Hepher
{WinePress-Well}.
Hamath = the pass between Mount Lebanon &
Mount Hermon.

For Yahweh sees the excruciating bitter suffering [the] Israelis [endure]. [Enemies
26
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their forts. Their people [perish,]
without a helper. 27 Yet Yahweh [keeps his]
promise to never blot out the name of
Israel under heaven, ___. [YAH] saves
[the Hebrews] through the power-hand of
[evil] Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler}[#2], (the
son of JAHoash {JAH-Fired}). 28 Now you,
occupy]

___, should find the rest of the acts and accomplishments of Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler} [#2] described in the book of the Chronicles Of The Kings
of [north] Israel, including [accounts of Jeroboam's] power,
how he warred for [north] Israel, and how he [briefly]
recaptured Damascus and Hamath {Joined-Walls},
[which Syria had taken during the fall of Solomon’s] Judean [kingdom].
29 Finally [evil king] Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler} [#2]
sleeps [in death] beside his forefathers, the [prior] kings
of [north] Israel. Then [after 11 years without a king, Jeroboam's]
brat ZachariYah reigns in [Jeroboam's] place.

2nd Kings 15
Azariah Reigns In Righteousness
Over Judah

1 In the 27th year of [the reign of north] Israel's [evil] king
Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler} [#2], Judea's king AzariYah
{YAH-Helps} begins his reign. (This AzariYah is the
son whom [king] AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness} fathered
with Jerusalem’s [Queen] JecholiYah {YAH-Enables}).
[Azariah's coronation terminates 13 years without a real king in Judea.]

AzariYAH aka UzziYAH.
2 AzariYah {YAH-Helps} begins his [official] reign at 16
years of age. AzariYah reigns in Jerusalem for 52

AzariYah {YAH-Helps}[starts out]
doing right in the sight of Yahweh.
[AzariYah initially] copies all the [good acts] his
father AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness} had
accomplished.
Arrogant AzariYah Gets Leprosy!
4 But [AzariYah] fails to rid [Judah] of its [occult] high-shrines. The [Judaeans] keep on
sacrificing [animals] and burning incense
[to the demon-gods] on the high-shrines. 5
years, ___. 3

[And AzariYah arrogates himself to perform the functions

Yahweh strikes king
with leprosy. To the day of his
death, [AzariYah] lives in [a] quarantinehouse. Meanwhile, JAHtham {JAH-Is-Perfect}, [AzariYah's] royal son, runs the
palace. [This prince JAHtham] judges the people in [Judea's] territory.
of a high-priest. So]
[AzariYah]

2 Chr 26:16-21.
6 In the book: chronicles of Judah's kings, [scribes]
summarize the other acts which AzariYah {YAHHelps} accomplished. 7 [Eventually, leprosy-ridden king]
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AzariYah {YAH-Helps} sleeps [in death] beside his forefathers. [His sons] bury him beside his ancestors in the
citadel of David {Love}. Finally [AzariYah's] son JAHtham
{JAH-Is-Perfect} [officially] reigns in [AzariYah's] place.

Evil ZachariYah Rules N. Israel For
6 Months
8 [Back] in the 38th year of [the reign of] Judea's king
AzariYah {YAH-Helps}, [evil king] ZachariYah (son of Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler} [#2]) reigns over [north] Israel
(from Samaria). [But ZachariYah only reigns] for 6 months. 9
Like his [evil] fore-fathers, ZachariYah wreaks ruin
under Yahweh's [watchful] eye. He never abandons
the crimes of Nebat's brat Jeroboam {NationWrangler} , who drove Israel astray [into disaster].

Mr. Payback Assassinates Bad King
ZachariYah
2nd Kings 15:10 So [a rebel named] Shallum
{Payback} the son of Jabesh {Arid} conspires against ZachariYah. Shallum
strikes ZachariYah in front of [a crowd of Israeli] people. [Shallum] assassinates
[ZachariYah], then reigns in his place. 11
summarize ZachariYah's other actions in the
book: Chronicles Of The Kings of [north] Israel. 12
[Scribes]

the prophecy Yahweh
spoke to JAHu {JAH-Is-He}. [YAH] said,
“Your sons will sit on the throne of Israel to the 4th generation.” 13 Shallum
[Shallum's reign fulfills]

son of Jabesh {Arid} begins his reign in the
39th year of [the reign of] Judea's king UzziYah {YAH'sStrength}. Shallum reigns for a [mere] month in
Samaria.
{Payback}

Menahem Assassinates Mr. Payback
For Menachem {Comforter} the son of
Gadi {Fortunate}[gallops] uphill [west 10km]
from Tirzah {Delight}. [Menachem] invades
Samaria. There [Menachem] strikes
Jabesh’s son [king] Shallum {Payback}.
Menachem murders Shallum, then
reigns in [his] place. 15 Shallum's other
acts, and his treasonous league of conspiracy, are recorded in the book:
chronicles of Israel's kings.
King Menahem Restricts Travel &
Aborts Babies
16 *[The people of] Tiphsah {Crossing}
14

close

to Menachem
{Comforter}. So [Menachem] strikes
the whole [~10 mile region] to its
border at Tirzah. He [even] rips
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open all the [region’s] pregnant
women, ___!
This Tiphsah probably = Khurbet Tafsah, six miles
west of Shechem, and not to Tiphsah (Thapsacus)
on the Euphrates 300-400 miles away.
17 In the 39th year of [the reign of] Judea's king
AzariYah {YAH-Helps}, Menachem {Comforter} the son
of Gadi {Fortunate} begins his 10-year reign [of terror]
over [north] Israel, from Samaria. 18 Menachem
{Comforter} wreaks ruin under Yahweh's [watchful] eye.
All his days, Menachem never abandons [any of] the
offenses of Nebat's brat Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler},
who pushed Israel over [history's cliff].

Menaham Taxes Israel To Avert
War With Syria
19 So Assyria's Emperor Pul [Tiglath-Pileser
III] invades and attacks the land [of north
Israel]. So Menachem {Comforter} gives
Pul 1000 talents of silver. Thus Pul's
power-fist sides with Menachem. This
[alliance] establishes the kingdom [of northern Israel] in Menachem's hand.

1000 talents of silver would buy you about 70 luxury mansions or 14 thousand cars.

Menachem {Comforter} exacts this [payoff] money by taxing 20
ounces [50 shekels] of silver from each of
the wealthy leaders of [north] Israel.
[Menachem hands] the fortune to Assyria's
Emperor [Pul]. So [Pul] turns [his armies]
back [~120km northeast]. He retreats from
[Israeli] land. 21 [Scribes] summarize Menachem's
2nd Kings 15:20

other acts and accomplishments in the book:
Chronicles of [north] Israel's kings.

PekahYah Begin His Evil Reign Over
N. Israel
22 Finally Menachem {Comforter} sleeps [in death] beside his forefathers. So (Menachem's son)
PekahYah {YAH-Observes} reigns in [Menachem's] place.
23 In the 50th year of [the reign of] Judea's king
AzariYah {YAH-Helps}, PekahYah {YAH-Observes} the
son of Menachem {Comforter} begins his 2-year reign
over [north] Israel in Samaria. 24 But PekahYah {YAHObserves} inflicts destruction under Yahweh's [watchful]
eyes. PekahYah never abandons the atrocities of
Nebat's brat Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler}, who made
Israel stray [into destruction].

Captain Pekah Assassinates King
PekahYAH
25 So one of [king] PekahYAH's captains:
Pekah {Watch} the son of RemaliYah
{YAH-Decks}, conspires against
PekahYah. Pekah and Argob {Stony} and
Arieh {Lion} and Pekah's 50 Gileadite
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brutes strike PekahYah in Samaria, in
the royal palace stronghold. Pekah assassinates PekahYah. Pekah reigns in
[PekaYah's] court. 26 [Scribes] summarize
PekahYAH's other acts and accomplishments in the
book: Chronicles of [north] Israel's Kings. 27 In the
52nd year of [the reign of] Judea's king AzariYah {YAHHelps}, Pekah {Watch} son of RemaliYah {YAH-Decks}
begins his 20-year reign [of terror] over [north] Israel in
Samaria. 28 Pekah {Watch} proliferates disaster under Yahweh's [watchful] eye. Pekah never abandons
the outrages of Nebat's brat Jeroboam {NationWrangler} , who made Israel veer [off into insanity].

The Assyrian Empire Enslaves
North Israel
29 [So] in the days of [north] Israel's king
Pekah {Watch}, Assyrian Emperor
Tiglath-Pileser invades [north Israel]. He
seizes Ijon {Ruin}, and Abel-BethMaachah {Press-House-Meadow}, and
Jonoah {Quiet}, and Kedesh {Sanctum},
and Hazor {Hamlet}, and Gilead {Monument-Mound}, and Galilee {Heathen-Circle},
and all the land of Naphtali {Wrestler}.
He drags [their inhabitants] captive [~650km
northeast] to Assyria {Iraq}.
734BC. See ISA 9:1,2.

Hoshea Conspires And Assassinates
Pekah
2nd Kings 15:30 Then, in [~629BC,] the 20th
year of [the reign of Uzziah's son, Judea's good king]
JAHtham {JAH-Is-Perfect}, [a north Israeli rebel
named] Hoshea {Savior} son of Elah
{Everlasting-Oak-Power} forms a conspiracy against RemaliYah's brat [king] Pekah
{Watch}. Hoshea strikes and kills Pekah.
So [Hoshea] reigns in Pekah's place. 31 In
the book: Chronicles of [north] Israel's kings, [scribes]
summarize [evil king] Pekah's other acts [and] accomplishments.

Good King JAHtham Reigns Over
Judea
32 In the 2nd year of [the reign of] RemaliYah's brat
([north] Israel's king Pekah {Watch},) JAHtham {JAH-IsPerfect} begins his reign [over Judea]. ([JAHtham is] the son
whom Judea's king UzziYah {YAH's-Strength} fathered
with Jerusha {Possessed}, the daughter of [High-Priest]
Zadok.) 33 JAHtham {JAH-Is-Perfect} takes reign at
25 years-old. He reigns [for] 16 years in Jerusalem.

JAHtham {JAH-Is-Perfect} does
right in the sight of Yahweh. JAHtham
copies everything his father UzziYah
{YAH's-Strength} did. 35 But [king JAHtham] fails to
34 [King]
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rid [Judea] of its [occult] high-shrines. [Judea's] people
continue sacrificing [animals] and burning incense [to
the demon-gods] in the high-shrines. [But to his credit,]
JAHtham rebuilds the higher gate of Yahweh's temple. 36 [Scribes] summarize [good king] JAHtham's other
acts and accomplishments in the book: Chronicles

In [JAHtham's] days
Yahweh begins to send [armies] against
Judea, ___. Syria's king Rezin {Delight}
attacks. As [does RemaliYah's brat: north Israel's
king] Pekah {Watch}. 38 Finally [good king]
Of The Kings of Judea. 37

JAHtham {JAH-Is-Perfect} sleeps [in death] beside his
forefathers. [His sons] bury him [beside] his ancestors in
the citadel of his forefather David {Love}. Then
JAHtham's brat, Ahaz {Possessor} reigns in
JAHtham's place.

2nd Kings 16
King Ahaz Reigns In Wickedness
Over Judea
1 It's the 17th year of [the reign of north Israel's tyrant] Pekah {Watch} (son of RemaliYah). Simultaneously, 20-year old
[criminal] Judean [prince] Ahaz {Possessor}
(son of king JAHtham {JAH-Is-Perfect})
begins his 16 year reign.

Assyrian inscriptions list Ahaz as JAHoAhaz. Scripture drops the “JAH,” because Ahaz has nothing to
do with YAHweh.
2 Unlike his ancestor David {Love}, Ahaz {Possessor}
fails to do what's right in the sight of Yahweh his

Rather, [Ahaz] walks in the
way[s] of the [evil] kings of [north] Israel.
Even worse, he makes his son ‘pass
through the fire.’ [Ahaz] replicates the
[War-God sacrifice] abominations of the
beast-nations whom Yahweh cast out
from the faces of the [ancient] sons of Israel.
Elohim, ___. 3

Unlike other similar passages, "fire" here is actually
in the text. "Pass through the fire" may mean that
Ahaz burned his son to appease the War-god, or
that he put the boy through a fire-ritual to dedicate
the child to serve the War-god, a function today
hiding behind birth-certificates and birth-enumeration.

And [instead of respecting YAH's temple, king Ahaz]
sacrifices [animals] and burns incense [to
demon-gods] in [Judea's occult] high-shrines,
and [on] hills, and under whatever green
tree [he chooses], ___!
4
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Rezin & Pekah Attack King Ahaz's
Judah
5 So Syria's king Rezin {Delight} and
[north] Israel's [evil] king Pekah {Watch}
(son of RemaliYah {YAH-Decks}) attack
Jerusalem in war. They besiege [evil king]
Ahaz {Possessor}. But they fail to overcome him. 6 [So] Syria's king Rezin {Delight}[marches his armies ~300km south from Jerusalem
to the Red Sea]. He steals back Elath {Palms}

for Syria. [Rezin] drives the Jews from
Elath. So [many] Syrians migrate [southwest
~900km from Iraq to] Elath, where their
[descendants] live today, ___.
Ahaz Pays Assyria To Rescue Judah
From Syria
7 So [king] Ahaz {Possessor} sends messengers [~750km northeast] to Assyrian Emperor Tiglath-Pileser [III]. [Ahaz] grovels,
“I am your servant and your son. [March]
up [west]. Rescue me out of the fist of
Syria's king, and out of the fist of the
king of [north] Israel. They [constantly] rise
up [to attack] me!”
Why not pray instead?

Then [evil king] Ahaz {Possessor} robs [all]
the silver and gold [he can] find in Yahweh's temple. Then [Ahaz raids his own] royal
palace treasures. He sends [all this loot
~750km northwest] as a present to the emperor of Assyria. 9 [This bribe makes] the Assyrian Emperor listen to [Ahaz]. So [TiglathPileser marches his armies ~500km west] uphill to
attack Damascus. He seizes it. He hauls
its people captive [south ~200km] to [Moab’s]
Kir {Fortress}. And he assassinates [Syria's
king] Rezin {Delight}.
Ahaz Copies A Syrian Pagan Sacrifice Altar
2nd Kings 16:10 So [Judea's] king Ahaz
{Possessor}[races his chariots northeast ~140km] to
Damascus to meet Assyrian Emperor
Tiglath-Pileser {Devotee-Of-Assur’s-Son}.
There [Ahaz] sees a [gorgeous pagan animal-sacrifice] altar. So king Ahaz sends [high]
priest UriYah {Flame-Of-Yah} a drawing of
the altar. [Ahaz] copies the [altar's] design
down to the minute details of all its
8
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workmanship. 11 So UriYah {Flame-OfYah} (the priest) builds an [occult] altar
matching every detail king Ahaz
{Possessor} sent from Damascus. [UriYah]
readies the [altar] for [animal sacrifices upon]
king Ahaz' return [to Jerusalem]. 12 King
[Ahaz rides his chariots home ~140km southwest to

from Damascus. He sees the
altar. [He smiles.] He approaches it.
[He rubs his hands on it.] Then [he] offers [murdered animals to demon-gods] on it, ___! 13 [King
Ahaz] smokes his ascension-gifts and his
food-donations. He pours his drink offerings. He sprinkles the blood from his
thanksgiving [meat] on the altar.
Ahaz Makes More Unholy Temple
Modifications
Jerusalem]
[occult]

14 Then [evil king Ahaz] removes the brass altar [of] Yahweh's presence from the front of [Jerusalem's] temple
(between the altar and the temple of Yahweh).
[Ahaz] stashes it on the north side of [his new pagan-styled]

Then king Ahaz {Possessor} commands priest UriYah {Flame-Of-Yah}.
[Ahaz] says, “Upon [my] great [animal-sacrifice]
altar, smoke-roast the morning ascension-food, and the evening meat-donation, and the royal ascension-gift and
food-gift[s], with the ascension-gifts and
meat-donations [given by] all the people
of the land, plus their drink offerings.
And sprinkle on [my super-occult altar] all the
blood from all ascension-gifts, plus all
the blood from the slaughter-house. I'll
use [Yahweh's old] brass altar [for my personal
prayer sessions]. 16 So priest UriYah {Flamealtar. 15

Of-Yah}[unlawfully modifies Moses' temple procedure]
exactly as king Ahaz {Possessor}

commands.

The policies, by-laws, teachings and practices of
churchianity are similarly dictated by the war-state. Spiritual leaders must be the head, or they
become the butt of history’s jokes.

Then king Ahaz {Possessor}[unlawfully]
cuts the side-panels off the [temple's water-trolleys]. He rips off their washbasin[s].
[He hires hundreds of workmen to] take the ‘Sea’
down off the [huge] brass oxen supporting it. [They] set it on [the lowly] stone
pavement! 18 And to please [his master]
the Assyrian Emperor, [Ahaz] rips off the
17
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temple's covered sabbath-day colonnade the [workmen] had built, and the
royal outer entry-way. [Eventually Ahaz shutters the temple entirely.]

Ahaz robs from the Temple any distinctive features
the king of Assyria dislikes, just like modern JudeoChristianity ignores any teachings of the bible that
the rich people don't like. So Judeo-Christianity becomes a completely unrecognizable mockery of the
original. See 2 Chr 28:24-25.

Judea's Evil King Ahaz Dies [YAY!]

19 In the book: The Chronicles Of The Kings of
Judea, [scribes] summarize the rest of the acts and
accomplishments of [evil] Ahaz {Possessor}. 2nd Kings
16:20 Finally Ahaz {Possessor} sleeps [in death] beside
his forefathers. [His sons] bury him [beside] his ancestors
in the citadel of David {Love}. Then [Ahaz' good] son
HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} reigns in his place.

2nd Kings 17
Hoshea (North Israel's Last King)
Takes Reign
1 [Anarchy ravages northern Israel for 9 years, ___. Then] in the 12th
year of [the reign of] Judea's [evil] king Ahaz {Possessor},
Hoshea {Savior} the son of Elah {Everlasting-Oak-Power}
begins his [evil] 9-year reign in Samaria. 2 [Hoshea]
wreaks ruin under Yahweh's [watchful] eye. But he
avoids [doing as much damage as] the kings of [north] Israel
before him.

The Assyrian Empire Besieges
North Israel
3 So Assyria's Emperor Shalmaneser
marches [his armies ~700km southwest from Iraq]
to attack [north Israel]. [King] Hoshea
{Savior} becomes [Shalmaneser's] vassal.
[Hoshea] gives [Shalmanezer annual] payoffs. 4
But Hoshea sends [secret] messengers
[~250 km south] to [form a conspiracy with Pharaoh]
So (Egypt's king). Then [Hoshea] stops
bringing his yearly payoffs to the Emperor of Assyria. [But] the Emperor uncovers Hoshea's conspiracy. So [Shalmaneser] locks Hoshea up and shackles
him in prison. 5 Then the Assyrian Emperor [marches his armies] throughout the
entire land of northern Israel. [He conquers]
all the way uphill to Samaria [city]. He
besieges it for 3 years, ___!
Assyrians Haul North Israel Into
Captivity
6 In the 9th year of Hoshea's [reign], the
Assyrian Emperor captures Samaria
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[city].

The

Israel's
[population] away [~700km northeast] into Assyria {Iraq}. He holds them in Halach
[Calah], at Habor {Unity} (the river of
Gozan {Stone-Quarry}), and in the cities
of Media {Iran}. 7 The [Assyrian oppression]
happens because the sons of Israel sin
against Yahweh their Elohim, who
brought them up out of the land of
Egypt, from under the fist of Egypt's
king Pharaoh. The [Israelis] fear [non-Hebrew]
gods [and leaders].
Why Assyria Invaded: Israel Hated
YHVH
8 [The Israelis] walk in the statutes of the
beast-nations whom Yahweh had cast
out before the faces of the [ancient] sons
of Israel. The [Israelites] follow the [evil
brats] they'd crowned kings of [north] Israel. 9 The sons of Israel secretly perpetrate countless unrighteous crimes.
They fight Yahweh their Elohim. They
build themselves high [occult shrines] in all
their cities, from [their remote] watchmen's
towers [all the way] to their fortified
citadels. 2nd Kings 17:10 The [Israelis] erect
idols and phallic-Easter-steeples on
whatever high hill they wish, and under
any green tree they choose, ___!
[Emperor]

carries

[north]

Just like the nation around you. Those pictures on
the ‘money’ you use, the statues at your government buildings, and the steeples on your churches,
are forbidden by the bible.

high-shrines the [Israelis]
burn incense [to honor demon-gods]. [The
Israelites] copy the beast-nations whom
Yahweh carried away before the [ancient
Hebrews]. They [all] engineer wicked
schemes that whip up Yahweh's fury,
___. 12 The [Israelis] serve idols, after
Yahweh warned them,
“Never [serve idols]!”
13 Yahweh testifies against [north] Israel,
and against Judea. All [YAH's] prophets
and all [his] seers proclaim:
“Turn from your ruinous paths! Guard
my commandments and my statutes.
Execute the entire law I commanded
11 [At these occult]
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your fore-fathers, [the law] I [keep] sending
you by my servants the prophets.”
14 But the [Israelis] refuse to hear, ___.
They harden their necks, like the necks
of their fathers who failed to believe in
Yahweh their Elohim. 15 The [Israelis] reject [YAH's] statutes, and his covenant he
made with their fore-fathers, and his
warnings he'd decreed against them.
They chase vanity. They drain of all
worth. They follow the beast-nations
surrounding them, people Yahweh
bound the [hebrews] never to imitate.
Just like modern churches follow the way of the
world around you.

abandon all the commandments of Yahweh their Elohim. They
pour themselves molten images, including two [monstrous golden] bull-calves!
They erect Easter-steeple[s]. They worship the whole army of heaven's [stardemons]. They serve Baal {Demon-Master}.
17 And the [Israelis] make their sons and
their daughters pass through the fire!
And [they] use divination and enchantments. They sell themselves to do evil
in the sight of Yahweh. They whip up
his fire-rage, ___! 18 So Yahweh gets
furious with Israel. He removes them
from his sight. He leaves only the tribe
of Judah {Celebrated}[in the promised land]! 19
But [the tribe of] Judah {Celebrated} also
fails to keep the commandments of
Yahweh their Elohim. [The Judaeans] walk
in the [man-made] statutes the [northern] Israelis invented.
16 [The Israelis]

Similarly, the “Judeo-Christian” culture around you
hates YHVH's laws. Churchianity makes up it's own
silly rules based on the Babylonian/Roman Civil
Law.

So Yahweh despises all
the [evil] ‘seed-children’ of Israel. He afflicts them. He hands them into the
fist[s] of plunderers, until he's cast them
out of his sight. 21 For [after Yahweh] ripped
[northern] Israel from David's dynasty,
[north Israel crowned] Nebat's brat Jeroboam
{Nation-Wrangler} king. Then Jeroboam
drove Israel from following Yahweh. [Jer2nd Kings 17:20
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made them commit appalling offense[s], ___. 22 So the ‘sons of Israel’
walk in all the crimes Jeroboam {NationWrangler} committed. [They] never stop
[sinning], ___. 23 [Israel sins] until Yahweh
removes them from his sight, as he'd
warned via all his servants the
prophets. So [attack-soldiers] carry [the] Israelis out of their own land to Assyria.
[There they suffer] today, ___.
Foreign Pagan Nations Occupy
Samaria
24 Then the Assyrian Emperor imports
[heathens] from Babylon {Gate-Of-God},
Cutha {Underworld-Capitol}, Ava {Overthrow}, Hamath {Joined-Walls} and
Sepharvaim {Twin}. The [Emperor] settles
these [infidels] in the cities of Samaria in
place of Israel’s deportees. That's why
[pagans] possess Samaria, and live in its
cities [today], ___. 25 So when the pagans initially come to occupy [North Israel],
they fail to fear Yahweh. So Yahweh
sends lions [bounding] into their [towns]. [The
lions] kill some of the [pagans].
A Priest Partially Converts Israel's
Pagans
26 So the [Israelis] address the Assyrian
Emperor. [They] beg, “You relocated and
settled [pagan] nationals in [our] cities in
Samaria. [The pagans] lie ignorant of the
rules [mandated] by the Elohim of [our]
land. That's why [YAH] sent [devouring] lions
[leaping] into the [invaded towns]. Look. [Beasts
keep] killing [your subjects], because [your subjects] don't know the Laws of [Yahweh], the
Elohim of the [Promised] land.”
oboam]

Scriptural ignorance is why sickness, debt and despair ravage your country today.

So Assyria's Emperor issues this
command [to his soldiers]: “Carry back one
of [Yahweh's] priests whom you [kidnapped]
from [Samaria]. Let him return to live [in
Samaria]. Let him teach the [pagans] the
rules of [Yahweh], the Elohim of [Israeli]
land.” 28 So one of [Israel's] priests (whom
[Assyria's soldiers] had carried away from
Samaria) rides [a horse back ~650km southwest
27
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to live in Beth-El {House-Of-El}.
The [priest] teaches [the occupying pagans] how
they should [live in holy] awe [of] Yahweh.
The Beast-Nationals Refuse To Follow YAH
29 But all the beast-nationals keep forging [demonic] idol-gods of their own. They
install their [idols] in the [occult] high-shrine-temples the [Israelite] Samarians
had built. Each national [group erects idols in]
in the cities they occupy. 2nd Kings 17:30
The men from Babylon build daughtertents [shrine-whore-houses]. The men from
Cuth build [statues of idol-god] Nergal {WarRooster}. And the men of Hamath
{Joined-Walls} erect [statues of the idol-god]
Ashima {Fate}.
from Iraq]

The goddess of fate is worshipped in the Disney
theme song: When You Wish Upon A Star.

Likewise, the Avvim {Over-throwers}
build [cities & monuments honoring their gods]
Nibhaz {Barker} and Tartak {Donkey}.
And the Sepharvites burn [their] children
in fire to [dedicate them to] Adrammelech
{Glorious-King-God} and Anammelech
{Quail-King}, the gods of Sepharvaim
{Twin}! 32 The [beastly invaders] fear Yahweh
[to a degree]. But they also make personal
high-shrine priests out of their most
common citizens. [These bogus priests]
sacrifice [animals] for the [pagans] in [north Israel's] occult high-shrine sanctuaries. 33
The [invaders] respect Yahweh. But they
simultaneously serve their own idolgods in the fashion of the nations they
left [behind when they] emigrated to [north Israel]. 34 To this day the [invaders] live according to their old customs. They don't
fear Yahweh. They neglect to follow [Hebrew] statutes. They ignore the ordinances, law[s] and commandments
which Yahweh gave the children of Jacob (whom he re-named ‘Israel’). 35
Yahweh made a covenant with [the Israelites]. He charged them:
“Never fear other gods [or leaders]. Never
bow yourselves to them. [Avoid] serving
them. Don't sacrifice [animals] to them.
31

36
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Rather, only fear, worship and slaughter animals [for holy feasts in honor of me,]
Yahweh. I [alone] brought you up out of
the land of Egypt with [the] great power
[of my] outstretched ‘arm.’
37

And ___, forever actively observe the
laws, rulings, instructions and decrees
[I] wrote for you. Never fear [non-Hebrew]
gods [or leaders].
38

Always remember the covenant I made
with you, ___. Never fear [pagan] gods
[or leaders].
39

But only fear [me,] Yahweh your Elohim.
[I'll] rescue you from the power-fist [s] of
all your enemies.”
2nd Kings 17:40 But the [invaders refuse to] listen. They keep on following their old
habits, ___. 41 So to this day the [invading] beast-nationals [partly] fear Yahweh.
Simultaneously they serve their carved
images, as do their children, and their
children's children, as did their fore-fathers!
Just like the divided, crumbling nation around you.

2nd Kings 18
Good King HezekiYAH Reforms
Judea
1 [Time passes, ___.] During the 3rd year of [the reign of north]
Israel's king Hoshea {Savior} son of Elah {EverlastingOak-Power}, HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} (the son of
Judea's king Ahaz {Possessor}) begins [his] reign. 2
[HezekiYah] ([the son Ahaz bred with] ZachariYah's daughter
Abi) begins his reign at 25 years old. He reigns for

does what's
right in the sight of Yahweh. He follows
every [good example] set by his ancestor
David {Love}. 4 *[Hezekiah] removes
29 years in Jerusalem. 3 [Hezekiah]

high [occult] shrines. [He]
breaks their idol-images. [He]
cuts down their Asherah {Eastersteeples}. [He sees] the sons of Israel continuing to burn [bodies as]
incense to [worship] the [medical-insignia-style] brass serpent which
[Judah's]
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Moses made. [The pagan Judeans chant to
it, crying,] “Nehushtan {AncientSerpent}!” So [Hezekiah] dashes the
brass serpent to pieces!
Hezekiah destroys priceless artifacts and valuable
buildings. #5178 Nehushta = something made of
metal.

*[Hezekiah completely] trusts in Yahweh (Israel's Elohim). No king
of Judea before or after [Hezekiah]
compares to [him in faith]. 6 *[King
Hezekiah] splits [away from evil society] to
[cling to] Yahweh. He never strays
from following [YAH]. He guards
Yahweh's commandments, as
[YAH] commanded Moses.
5

Following YAH is the function of authority. Serving
the dictates of the popular vote is abnegation of
authority.

So Yahweh sticks with [HezekiYah].
[HezekiYah] prospers wherever he goes.
He rebels against the Assyrian Empire.
He stops serving [the pagans]. 8 [HezekiYah]
evicts the Palestinians all the way [from
Tyre in the north] down [120km] to [Palestine's]
extreme [southern] border (Gaza
{Strength}). [HezekiYah seizes everything] from
[Palestine’s remote] watchmen's tower[s] to
their [most] fortified cities, ___!
7

Using praise-power rather than carnal military
force, Hezekiah achieves a victory over Palestine
that Israel has failed to repeat to this day.

Emperor Sennacherib Captures
Northern Israel
9 [Meanwhile,] in the 4th year of [the reign of
Judea's] king HezekiYah {Strength-FromYAH}, that is, the 7th year of [the reign of
north] Israel's king Hoshea {Savior} (son
of Elah {Everlasting-Oak-Power}), Emperor
Shalmaneser [V] of Assyria [marches his
armies southwest ~720km from Iraq to] conquer
[north Israel's capitol city,] Samaria. He
besieges it.
Shalmaneser = son of Tiglath-Pileser III. Shalmaneser died in the year he invaded Israel (722
BC). So it's possible that the subsequent population exchanges were done by his successor Sargon
II.
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At the end of 3 years, the
Assyrians capture [Samaria]. That is, in
the 6th year of HezekiYah's reign [over
Judea] (the 9th year of Hoshea's [reign]
over [north] Israel) [Assyria (~Iraq) takes]
Samaria. 11 So the Assyrian Emperor
carries [north] Israel's [population] away
[600+km northeast] to Assyria {Iraq}. He interns them in Halah and in Habor {United} by the river of Gozan {Stone-Quarry},
and in the cities of Media {Iran}.
2nd Kings 18:10

Halah may mean Calah or (less likely) Cilicia.

*[Slavery and war destroy Israel] because the [Israelis habitually] disobey
the voice of Yahweh their Elohim. They [constantly] violate his
covenant. [They reject] every [principle]
Yahweh's servant Moses commanded. They refuse to listen
[to] or act on [YAH's Laws].
12

Slavery and war fall on your country today for the
same reasons.

Assyria's Armies March To Attack
Jerusalem
13 Now in the 14th year of king
HezekiYah's reign, Assyria’s Emperor
Sennacherib [marches his armies south 40km from
Samaria to Judea]. He attacks all of Judea's
fortified cities. He captures them.
King Hezekiah Tries But Fails To
Buy Peace

*So Judea's [good] king
HezekiYah sends messengers
14

[~35km southwest to the occupied city of]

Lachish {Harvest}. The [message]
tells the Assyrian Emperor,
“I've done wrong [by stopping paying
tribute to you. Please] retreat from [attacking] me. I'll bear whatever [tax]
you lay on me.” So Assyria's
Emperor demands that Judea's
king HezekiYah [pay him] 300 talents [10 tons] of silver, plus 30
talents [1 ton] of gold!
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Hezekiah takes the high road. He apologizes. He
admits fault. He pays about the price of 45 thousand reliable cars, or 100 luxury mansions.

HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} gives [Emperor Sennacherib]
all the silver [he can] find in the
temple of Yahweh, and in
[Judea's] royal palace treasures. 16
15

*So

[king]

Judah's king HezekiYah immediately
strips off the gold from the doors of
Yahweh's temple, including from the
pillars he had overlaid. He gives this
[gold] to Assyria's Emperor.
Assyria's Generals Threaten To Destroy Judea
17 Then the Assyrian Emperor dispatches his top Tartan {General}, [and] his Rabsaris {Chief-Palace-Officer}, and his RabShakeh {Chief-Field-Officer}. [They march] a
great army [~35km northeast] from Lachish
{Harvest} toward Jerusalem. Upon arrival, they array in battle-formations by
the aqueduct from the Upper Pool, on
the road to the laundry commons. They
confront king HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}. 18 [The assassins keep] calling king [Hezekiah.
out walk
HilkiYah's son (palace governor Eliakim {EL-Raises})
and ([royal] scribe) Shebna {Grower} and Asaph's son
But he stays praying in YAH's temple.] [In Hezekiah’s stead]

(state-recorder Joah

{YAH-Brother}).

19 [The imperial]

Rav-shakeh {Chief-Field-Officer} shouts to
[Hezekiah's officials], “[Your] overlord, the Emperor of Assyria, commands you [officials],
‘Immediately ask HezekiYah, “What is
[the basis for] this confidence in which you
trust? 2nd Kings 18:20 —You brag, ‘I have
strategy and strength [to win] this war.’
(But these are mere vain boasts.) [Answer me] now! On whom are you trusting
so [much] that you rebel against me? 21 *

—You trust on the staff [called]
Egypt, that broken stick, on
which if a man leans, it punctures his hand, leaving a [bleeding]
wound. That's what Pharaoh
king of Egypt is to all who trust
him.
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Spiritual Egypt, represented by the pyramid with
the all-seeing eye on top, is the similar damaging
force which modern mankind so foolishly leans on.

—Don't [lie] to me. [Stop] saying, ‘We
trust in Yahweh our Elohim.’ Isn't
[Yahweh] the [god] whose high places and
whose altars [you], HezekiYah {Strength-From-Yah}[smashed]? [Didn't you] demand
that [the people of] Judea and Jerusalem
must worship facing [your private royal] altar
in Jerusalem?’
22

The Emperor is a bit confused.

—My lord the Emperor of Assyria
challenges you to a wager: I'll deliver
you 2000 horses, if you can set [soldiers]
riding on them. 24 —[If you can't even mount
2000 riders on my horses,] you can't even turn
away the face of one captain of the
least of my master's [Imperial] officers.
[And you're a fool if you] put your trust on
Egypt for chariots and for horsemen. 25
—Do you fantasize that I've marched
[my armies] up against this [city] to destroy
it without Yahweh's [approval]? Yahweh
commanded me,
‘Go up against the land [of Judaea]. Demolish it.’”
26 Then [Judean officials] Eliakim {EL-Raises}
(the son of HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance})
and Shebna {Grower} and Joah {YAHBrother}[beg the] Rab-shakeh {Chief-Field-Officer}, “Please speak to [us] (your servants) in the Syrian language. We understand it. Don't talk with us in the
Jews’ language within earshot of [our fellow Jews] on the [city] wall.” 27 *But [Assyri23

Rab-shakeh [shouts] back [at]
the [priests], “Has my master sent
me [only] to your master, and to
you, to speak these words?
Hasn't he sent me to the men
who sit on the wall, who are
about to eat their own poop,
and drink their own urine with
you [because our army cuts off your food and
water supply]?”
a's]
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Then [the] Rab-shakeh stands, [legs
apart]. He shout-screams death-threats
in the Jews’ language: “Hear the word
of the great king, the Emperor of Assyria: 29 —The Emperor warns [you],
‘Don't let [your ‘king’] HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} deceive you. He won't be
able to rescue you out of [my Emperor's]
fist! 2nd Kings 18:30 —And don't let
HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} make you
trust in Yahweh, [lying,] ‘This city won't
be batted into the fist of Assyria's Emperor.’ [Don't say,] ‘Yahweh will definitely
save us.’ 31 Don't listen to HezekiYah
{Strength-From-YAH}. [Accept] the Assyrian
Emperor's [offer]: “You seal an agreement with me by [giving me] a [surrender]
present. Then come out [of Jerusalem] to
me. Then [I'll let] every one of your men
eat from his own vine and his own fig
tree. You'll each drink the waters of
your [own] cistern.
28

Offering not true independence, but Phrygian servanthood, aka ‘freedom.’

—Then I'll come [from my royal tent]. I'll
lead you away [north,] to a land like your
own land, a land of grain and wine, a
land of bread and vineyards, a land of
olive oil and of honey, so you can live,
and not die. So don't listen to
HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}, when he
persuades you, lying, ‘Yahweh will deliver us.’ 33 —Have any of the gods of
the beast-nations ever even partially
delivered their land[s] out of the fist of
the Emperor of Assyria? 34 —Where are
the gods of Hamath {Joined-Walls}, and
of Arpad {Land-Spread}? Where are the
gods of Sepharvaim {Twin}, Hena, and
Ivah {Crook}? Have they delivered
Samaria out of my hand? [No.] 35 —
Among all the gods of all countries,
who has [ever] rescued their country out
of my fist? So [how can] Yahweh snatch
Jerusalem out of my hand?’” 36 But the
Judaeans hold their peace. They don't
answer [Sennacherib] one word. For king
32

So much for the Bible being a nice book for old
grannies.
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commanded them, “Never answer [your enemy's interrogations].”
[HezekiYah]

Never answer your adversary. He will only use
what you say against you.

Then HilkiYah's son (palace governor
Eliakim {EL-Raises}) and [royal] secretary
Shebna {Grower} and [the royal] recorder
Asaph's son Joah {YAH-Brother}[run] to
[king] HezekiYah's [panic room]. They rip
their clothes [in grief]. They repeat the
Rab-shakeh's [threats] to [HezekiYah].
37

2nd Kings 19
HezekYAH's Officials Tell Him The
Threats
1 King HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}
hears [Sennacherib's threats]. He rips his
clothes. He wraps his body in sackcloth.
He staggers into the temple of Yahweh.
2 Then [king Hezekiah] sends palace governor Eliakim {EL-Raises} and [royal] secretary Shebna {Grower}, and the elder
priests, covered with sackcloth, to [beg
for help from] (Amoz's son) the prophet
IsaiYah.
Israel doesn’t pretend that it’s possible to separate
church from state.
3 [Judea's leaders]

tell

[Isaiah],

“HezekiYah
‘Today is a
day of trouble, and of rebuke, and
shame, [like when] babies come to be
born, but [the woman] has no strength to
push them out. 4 —Maybe Yahweh your
Elohim will hear all the threats of [the]
Rab-Shakeh {Chief-Field-Officer}, whom
his controller the Assyrian Emperor
sent to reproach the living Elohim.
[Maybe] Yahweh your Elohim will prove
wrong the [lies] He's heard. So lift up
your prayer for [us] few remaining [Judaeans].’” 5 King HezekiYah's servants [stare at the
prophet] IsaiYah. [They await his answer.] 6 IsaiYah answers [Judea's leaders], “Say this to your
master [Hezekiah]: ‘Yahweh says,
“Never fear the words you've heard. [Ignore the insults which] the servants of Assyria's Emperor [hurl to] blaspheme Me.
{Strength-From-Yah}[lies moaning],

7
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Watch me spirit-blast [Emperor Sennacherib]:
He [soon] hears a rumor. Then he retreats to his own land. Then I make
him fall by the sword in his own country.’”
8 So [Assyria's] Rab-Shakeh {Chief-Field-Officer} returns [to his war camp outside Jerusalem].
His [soldiers] advise him that his Assyrian
Emperor [marched ~6km north from] Lachish
{Harvest} to make war against Libnah
{White-Tree}. 9 Meanwhile, [Sennacherib's]
advisors scream to him, “Watch out!
Ethiopia's king Tirhakah is marching [his
armies north] to attack you.” So [Sennacherib]
sends messengers back to [Judea's king]
HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}. 2nd Kings
19:10 [Sennacherib warns,] “Tell Judea's king
HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}, ‘Don't let
your Elohim in whom you trust deceive
you when he says, “Jerusalem won't be
batted into the fist of the king of Assyria. 11 —Look out. You've heard what the
kings of Assyria have done to every
land. [We] utterly destroy [every country we
fight]. So [you're a fool if you think Yahweh] will
rescue you. 12 Did the gods of the
beast-nations rescue the [countries] my
fore-fathers destroyed, like Gozan
{Stone-Quarry}, Haran {Scorch}, Rezeph
{Red-Hot-Stone}, and the sons of Eden
{Pleasure} in Thelasar? [No!]
Thelasar may = Til-Asurri.

—Where are the king of Hamath
and the king of Arpad
and the kings of the city
of Sepharvaim {Twin}, of Hena, and
Ivah {Crook}? [In the grave!]”
Hezekiah Begs Yah To Evict The Assyrian Army
14 [King] HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}
receives this [intimidating] letter from the
hand of [Sennacherib's] messengers.
[HezekiYah] reads it. [Beads of fear-sweat drip from
his forehead.] He [staggers] up into Yahweh's
temple. He spreads out [the death-threat letter] before Yahweh. 15 Then [king]
HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} prays,
face [up] to Yahweh. He [cries], “O Yah13

{Joined-Walls},
{Land-Spread},
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weh, Israel's Elohim, [you] who dwell between the cherubim; you are the Eloha,
you alone, of all the kingdoms of the
earth. You make sky, [space, heaven] and
land. 16 *—Yahweh, bow down

your ear. Hear [my prayer]. Yahweh, open your eyes. See [my
tragedy]. Mark the insults Sennacherib sent to taunt [you,] the
living Elohim. 17 —Yahweh, the
kings of Assyria truly have destroyed
[many] beast-nations and their lands. 18
—The [Assyrians] hurl [every] nation's gods
into the fire. But those [gods] were not
elohim. [Idols are] just the work of men's
hands, wood and stone. [That's why the Assyrians were able to] destroy them. 19 —So now,
O Yahweh our Elohim, I beg you. Save
us out of [the Emperor's] fist, so all the
kingdoms of the earth can know that
you and only you, Yahweh, are Elohim.”
Sincere appeals to YAH's reputation are often successful, because our fortunes are insignificant, but
YAH's reputation is important.

YAH Dooms Emperor Sennacherib
Of Assyria
2nd Kings 19:20 Then [the prophet] IsaiYah
(the son of Amoz) sends [messengers] to
HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}. [The messengers] say, “Yahweh Elohim of Israel says,
‘I've heard you praying. You asked me
to oust Sennacherib, Emperor of Assyria.’
21 —This is the verdict Yahweh decrees
against [Sennacherib]:
‘The virgin, Zion's daughter, despises
you. [Judea] laughs you to scorn. [My]
daughter Jerusalem shakes her head [in
derision] at you.
22 —
[Do you realize] who you've insulted and
blasphemed, against whom you've exalted your voice, and lifted up your
haughty eyes? You've [railed] against the
Holy Sovereign of Israel!
23 —
Through [your] messengers you insult
[Me,] the Adonai. You brag, ‘With my
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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of chariots I ascend to the
height of the mountains, to the farreaches of [the] Lebanon [forests]. I cut
down the [white mountain's] tall cedar trees.
[I grab] the best firs [for myself]. I invade its
remotest corners. I [grab the treasures of] its
fruiting garden[s].
24 —
[You brag,] ‘I destroy [wells]. I suck out foreign water [supplies]. With the sole[s] of
my feet I dry up all the rivers of Egypt.’
[thousands]

*—
Have you not heard how long
ago I [Yahweh] appointed [you Emperors to punish my enemies] ? In ancient
times I formed [the events you are now
playing out]. I bring [your actions] to
pass. [Like a puppet on my strings,] you
trash fortified cities into ruinous heaps.
25

26

—

to strip the [nations'] inhabitants
of their power, [leaving] them disheartened and ashamed, [insignificant as blades] of
grass in an [abandoned] field, [frail] as green
sprouts, like [stray] weed[s] growing [in a
crack] on a rooftop, like corn blasted [by a
tornado] before it has a chance to grow
up!
[I allow you]

*—
But I know [what goes on in] your
home. [I see everything you do
when] you venture out, to the
[moment] you return. How your [actions] rage against me.
27

YAH is omniscient. We hide nothing from him,
ever.
28 —

Your roaring against me and your insolence ascend into my ears. So I'm
sticking my hook in your nose! [I'm fastening] my bridle in your lips. I'm turning
you back [from Jerusalem]. [I'm] reversing
your invasion path.’
29
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here's your sign that [I, YAH,
will repel Emperor Sennacherib]: This year, [I make
so many] edible [plants] grow wild [that] your
[whole nation survives by] eating [wild growth].
Then the next year [you come to eat] what
springs from those [plants]. Then, in the
3rd year, you plant and reap [organized
crops]. [You finally] plant vineyards and eat
their fruit.
[King Hezekiah,]

2nd Kings 19:30

You few remaining Judean people who
escape [Sennacherib's siege eventually] yet again
shoot down roots and bear fruit up into
the [sky].
31

[My] remnant shoots forth from
Jerusalem. [Your little band of] survivors [flows
to populate the globe], starting at mount
Zion.’”
The zeal of Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies makes this [prophecy a reality]. 32 So Yahweh decrees:
‘This Assyrian Emperor fails to come
into [Jerusalem] city. He shoots not one arrow there. He fails to march [his armies] to
face [Jerusalem's walls] with shield[s]. He
[abandons his plans] to erect earth-works to
besiege [you].
33 —
[Sennacherib soon] returns by the way he
came. He never invades [Jerusalem],’
decrees Yahweh. 34 —
‘For I defend this city. I save it to [guard]
my own reputation, and to [fulfill my promises] to my servant David {Love}.’”
YAH's Angel Massacres 185K Assyrian Soldiers!

*Then that night, Yahweh's
messenger-angel [flies] out [from
heaven]. [The angel] strikes 185 thousand Assyrian [soldiers] dead in
their camp! Early in the morning, [the Judaeans] get up. All they
see are dead [Assyrian] corpses,
___!
35

You don't need to borrow money to fight wars
when you have YHVH as your protector.
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King Sennacherib Retreats His
Army From Judea
36 So Assyria's Emperor Sennacherib
retreats [from Jerusalem]. He marches back
[~750km northeast] to live at Nineveh [Mosul,
Iraq].
Emperor Sennacherib's Sons
Assassinate Him

*Later, [Emperor Sennacherib] worships in the temple of his god
Nisroch {Defender}. His sons,
Adrammelech {Glorious-King-God}
and Sharezer [rush in]. They strike
their [father] with their sword[s].
They escape [~200km north] into the
land of Armenia. So [Sennacherib's
other] son (Esar-Haddon {AssurGives-A-Brother}) reigns in his
place.
37

2nd Kings 20

Judea's Good King Hezekiah Falls
Deathly Ill
1 [Days pass.][King] HezekiYah {Strength-FromYAH} grows sick with a deadly [disease].
So the prophet IsaiYah (the son of
Amoz) comes to [HezekiYah]. [Isaiah] decrees to him, “Yahweh says,
‘Set your house in order. You come to
die, not live.’”
2 So [HezekiYah] turns his [crying] face to the
wall. He prays to Yahweh. 3 [HezekiYah]
moans, “I beg you, Yahweh. Please recall how I've walked before you in
truth, whole-heartedly. [Don't forget what]
I've done that was good in your sight.”
HezekiYah sobs. [He wails.] 4 Later,
IsaiYah starts to walk out into the middle [palace] court. The word of Yahweh
comes [alive inside] him.
YAH Supernaturally Heals King
HezekYAH
5 [YAH says,]

“Turn back. Tell HezekiYah, the head of
my people, ‘Yahweh (the Elohim of your
forefather David {Love}) says, “I've
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heard your prayer. I've seen your
tears. Watch me heal you. On the 3rd
day [from now] you [walk] up to Yahweh's
temple.
6

‘I add 15 years to your lifespan. And I
rescue you and this city [Jerusalem] out of
the fist of the Assyrian Emperor. To
[guard] my own [reputation], and [to keep the
promises I made to] my servant David {Love},
I defend this city.”
7 IsaiYah adds, “Prepare a fig-poultice.”
So [Hezekiah's nurses] bring in [a lump of fig-mush].
They lay it on [Hezekiah's] boil. [Immediately]
his healing [begins], ___!
YAH Makes The Sun Go Backwards!
8 Then [king] HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} asks IsaiYah, “What will be
the sign that Yahweh will heal me, and
that 3 days [from now] I'll [walk] up into
Yahweh's temple?” 9 IsaiYah replies,
“Yahweh gives you the following sign [as
proof] that [he's] accomplishing the [miracle-healing] he predicted: Do you want the
[sun's] shadow to go forward 10 steps, or
go back 10 steps?” 2nd Kings 20:10 [King]
HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}[groans],
“It's easy for the [sun's] shadow to go
down 10 steps. [It does that every day!] So
make the shadow go backward 10
steps!” 11 So the prophet IsaiYah cries
to Yahweh. Immediately, [YAH] brings
the [sun's] shadow back [up] the last 10
steps it had descended on Ahaz's sundial!
Hezekiah Foolishly Displays His
Treasures
12 Meanwhile, Merodach-Baladan {BaalIs-Lord} (the son of Baladan, Emperor of
Babylon) hears that [king] HezekiYah lies
sick. So [as an excuse to infiltrate Jerusalem with
spies, Merodach-Baladan] sends [get-well] letters
and a present to HezekiYah. 13 *[The
spies say, "Show us how richly YAH has blessed
you! Show us your treasures, like Solomon showed
the Queen of Sheba!”] [King]

HezekiYah

{Strength-From-YAH} [foolishly] listens

to

[Babylon's messengers].
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everything in his treasurehouses, including the silver,
and the gold, and the spices,
and the precious ointments,
and everything in his armory,
and all the wealth in his treasury! [Gullible king Hezekiah] shows the
spies every single thing [of value]
in his palace and his dominion,
___!
[them]

Very foolish. If anyone knows what you have, you
have to assume they will steal it.

Isaiah Predicts Judea's Castration
& Bondage
14 So the prophet IsaiYah [teleports] to
king HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}. Isaiah asks him, “What did those [spies]
say? Where did they come from?”
HezekiYah replies, “They traveled all
the way from [their] country, Babylon.” 15
[Isaiah] asks, “What did the [spies] see in
your palace?” HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} answers, “They saw everything in my palace. There's not one
thing among all my treasures that I
didn't reveal to them.”
Probably because some fool said, "If you don't
have anything to hide, why are you so secretive?"

So IsaiYah says to [king] HezekiYah
“Hear the word of
Yahweh: 17 *
16

{Strength-From-YAH},

Watch: the days come when [soldiers] carry everyone in your dynasty, and all [the wealth] your fathers laid up in store to this
day, [~650km northeast] into Babylon
{Iraq}. The [invaders] leave you
with nothing”,
decrees Yahweh. 18 *
‘[Soldiers] even steal away some
of your descendants who [are yet]
to issue from you. [Babylonian torturers] slice off [your boys'] testicles to
[make them docile] servants in the
Babylonian Emperor's palace.’”
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HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}
replies to IsaiYah, “This verdict Yahweh
speaks through you is better [than I expected].” And [Hezekiah] adds, “It's good that
peace and stability [will last] through my
[life] time.”
19 [King]

HezekYAH gets told that his country will be ransacked and his kids will get their balls chopped off.
But he's still looking on the bright side.

Judea's Good But Gullible King
Hezekiah Dies
2nd Kings 20:20 [You, ___, can read about] the
rest of the acts of HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}, and all his power, including
his construction of a reservoir and an
aqueduct to bring water into [Jerusalem]
city, in the book of the Chronicles Of
The Kings of Judea. 21 Finally [good king]
HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} sleeps [in death] beside
his forefathers. Then [HezekiYah's] brat Manasseh
{Sweet-Forgetting} reigns in [HezekiYah's] place.

2nd Kings 21
King Hezekiah's Brat Manasseh
Reigns Wickedly

1 12 year old [Prince] Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}, the
brat [whom king HezekiYah bred with Queen] Hephzi-Vah {She'sMy-Delight}, takes reign. [Cascading on his righteous father's success, Manasseh] reigns for 55 years in Jerusalem. 2

wreaks ruin under Yahweh's
eye. He replicates the abominations of the beast-nations whom Yahweh cast out before [previous generations of]
Israel's sons. 3 [Manasseh] re-erects the
[occult] high-shrines which his father
HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} destroyed. And [Manasseh] rears up [animalsacrifice] altars to [honor] Baal {Demon-Master}. And [Manasseh] erects Easter-steeples, as did [north] Israel's [evil] king
Ahab {Father-Friend}. [Manasseh] worships
all the army of heavenly [demons]. He
serves their [evil world-destroying desires].
[Manasseh]
[watchful]

Just like the leaders of the nation that surrounds
you.

even builds [animal-sacrifice] altars in the temple of Yahweh. [Thus he spits
in the face of] Yahweh, who decreed,
“In Jerusalem I establish my [exclusive]
Name-authority.”
4 [Manasseh]
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In the two courts of Yahweh's temple,
[Manasseh] builds altars [to sacrifice animals] to
the whole army of heavenly [star-demons].
5

A true religious pluralist, giving freedom of religion
to all.

even makes his princeson cross [through] fire. He practices occult-arts. He hisses spells. He employs
[and promotes] dead-spirit-guides and wizards. He wreaks heaps of wickedness in
the sight of Yahweh. This goads [YAH] to
fury.
6 [Evil king Manasseh]

Fire here may denote a ceremonial and legal dedication of his son to the war-gods, or a human sacrifice.

And [Manasseh hires pagan craftsmen] to carve
an Easter-steeple. Then he sets it on
[YAH's] temple, [knowing] that Yahweh said
to David {Love}, and to [David's] son
Solomon {Peace-Man},
“In this temple, and in Jerusalem ([the
city] I've chosen out of all tribes of Israel) I stamp my [sole] Name-Authority
for ever.
7

Just like when you put a steeple on a 'Christian'
church.
8—

And I'll never again make the feet of
Israel move out of the land I gave their
fore-fathers, IF they'll merely watch out
to act in harmony with all the [advice]
I've given them. [They must] live out the
whole law my servant Moses commanded them.”

refuse to listen
[to YAH's Word]. [Evil king] Manasseh
{Sweet-Forgetting} seduces them
to inflict more destruction than
the nations Yahweh destroyed
before the [previous] sons of Israel!
9

*But the

[Israelis]

Just like the nation surrounding you.

YAH Decrees A Total Fire-Purge For
Judea
2nd Kings 21:10 So Yahweh speaks
through his servants the [Hebrew]
prophets: 11 [YAH] decrees,
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“Judea's king Manasseh commits [sickening] abominations. He piles wicked sins
higher than all the crimes perpetrated
by his predecessors, the Amorite {Mountaineers}. He makes Judea swerve [into disaster by worshipping] his demon-idols.
12

So [I,] Yahweh Elohim of Israel decree:
Watch me bring [punishment] upon
Jerusalem and Judea. [The coming purge
looms] so catastrophic that whoever
hears of it, both his ears will tingle.
13 —
Over Jerusalem I come to stretch the
‘measuring-line’ [I used to judge] Samaria,
and the ‘plumb-line’ [I used to judge] Ahab's
dynasty. I wipe Jerusalem like a man
wipes a dish. I clean it; then [I] turn it
upside down.
14 —
I pound the leftover [pagans] out of my
heritage [family]. I hand the [idolaters] into
the fist[s] of their enemies. The [infidels]
become prey and plunder for all their
foes.
As normally translated, this verse contradicts the
many verses which promise that YAH will never
abandon his remnant heritage-people.
15

the [rogue Judeo-Christians] for perpetrating evil in my sight. They've been
whipping up my fury since the day their
fathers emigrated [north] from Egypt to
this very day.”
16 Beside Manasseh's sins, which he
leads Judea to commit, [Manasseh] perpetrates atrocities in the sight of Yahweh.
[Manasseh pays his soldiers to] shed so much innocent blood that it fills [the soil of]
Jerusalem from one end to another!
Evil King Manasseh Dies (Good
Riddance!)
[I punish]

17 In the book of the Chronicles Of The Kings of
Judea, [scribes] summarize the rest of the acts of
Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}, including all his accomplishments, and the offenses he engages in. 18 So
[evil king] Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting} sleeps [in death] beside his forefathers. [His sons] bury him in the garden
of his own palace, (the garden of Uzza {Strength}).
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Then [Manasseh's] son Amon
place.

{Skill}

reigns in

[Manasseh's]

King Amon, Skilled In Evil, Terrorizes Judea
19 Amon {Skill}, the [brat Manasseh bred] with
Meshullemeth {Safe-Ally}, the daughter of Haruz {Cutter} from Jotbah {Cheery}, begins his 2-year reign [of
terror] from Jerusalem at 22 years of age. 2nd Kings
21:20 But like his father [king] Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}, [Amon] wreaks ruin under Yahweh's [watchful]

walks in all the [hellish] ways
in which his father walked. He serves
the idol-demons his father served. He
worships them. 22 [Bad king] Amon
abandons Yahweh, [the] Elohim of his fathers. [Amon] refuses to walk in Yahweh's
Way.
Evil King Amon's Servants Assassinate Him
23 So the servants of [Skilled] king Amon
conspire against him. They assassinate
him in his own palace. 24 Then the people of [Judea's] land murder all the
[assassins] who'd conspired against king
Amon. The people of the land [crown
Amon's good son] JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH}
king in [Amon's] place. 25 [Scribes] summarize the
eye. 21 [Amon]

rest of the acts and accomplishments of Amon
{Skill} in the book of the Chronicles Of The Kings of
Judea. 26 [Amon's sons] bury him in his tomb in the
garden of Uzza {Strength}. Finally [Amon's good] son
JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH} reigns [on Amon's throne].

2nd Kings 22
Evil Amon's Son (King Josiah)
Reigns Rightly

1 Flash back to when [evil king] Amon breeds a son
with Jedidah {Beloved}, the daughter of AdaYah {YAHAdorns} from Boscath {Ground-Swell}. 8 years later,
this prince, JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH}, takes reign.
[JosiYah] reigns in Jerusalem for 31 years, ___. 2

does what's right in the sight of
Yahweh. He walks in all the [righteous]
ways of his ancestor David {Love}. He
never turns aside to the right hand nor
to the left [from YAH's Law].
[JosiYah]

Authority doesn’t mean dictating your whims. Nor
is it enforcing the will of the majority. Authority is
guiding society to do what YAH ordered Moses.

King Josiah Prepares To Repair
YAH's Temple
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3 In the 18th year of king JosiYah's reign, he sends
Shaphan {Secret-Keeper} (the son of AzaliYah {YAH'sChoice}, the son of [royal] scribe Meshullam {Allied}) to
[supervise] the temple of Yahweh. 4 [King JosiYah says,]

“Walk up to high priest HilkiYah {YAH'sInheritance}. Tell him to count the silver
which people bring into the temple of
Yahweh, after the door-keepers collect
it from the [worshippers]. 5 —Have the
priests deliver [the silver] into the hands of
the managers who oversee Yahweh's
temple. Thus pay the workers to [fix] the
temple of Yahweh, to repair the building's damages. 6 —[Pay the] carpenters,
builders and masons. Buy lumber and
cut stone to repair the temple. 7 —You
don't need to get receipts from the
overseers for the money you entrust to
their hands, [as long as you see from the work
progress] that they're dealing faithfully.”
Hilkiah Finds The Lost Book of
YAH's Law
8 [One day during renovations,] high priest
HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance}[shouts] to [royal]
scribe Shaphan {Secret-Keeper}, “I found
the book of the [Mosaic] Law in the temple of Yahweh!” HilkiYah gives the book
to Shaphan. [Shaphan] reads it. 9 So [royal]
scribe Shaphan {Secret-Keeper} rushes to
king [JosiYah]. [Shaphan] tells him, “Your
servants gathered the silver from Yahweh's temple. They delivered it into the
hand of job foremen overseeing the
building [repairs].”
King JosiYah Reads YAH's Law,
Then Repents
2nd Kings 22:10 Then [royal] scribe Shaphan
{Secret-Keeper} shows king [JosiYah the Torah].
[Shaphan] says, “[High] priest HilkiYah
{YAH's-Inheritance} handed me this book.”
Then, facing the king, Shaphan reads
[the Torah]. 11 The king hears the words of
the book of [YAH's] Law. He [immediately]
rips his clothes [in repentance].
Does YAH's word catapult you into immediate repentance? Why not?
12 Then king [JosiYah shouts to the officials in his throne-room]: ([high]

priest HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance}, and Shaphan's son AhiKam {Rising-Brother}, and MichaYah's son Achbor {Biter}, and Shaphan the scribe, and royal servant AsahiYah {YAH-Made}).

13 [King JosiYah]
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mands, “You go [to the prophets]. Consult
Yahweh for me, and for the entire population of Judea. [Learn what we should do to
comply with] the words of this book the [high
priest] found. Yahweh's overwhelming
fire-rage keeps flaming up against us,
because our fore-fathers [refused] to listen to the words of this [Law] book. [They]
didn't do any of the [commandments Moses]
wrote to us!”
Scripture study is the prescription for the healing
of your nation.

The Glider-Prophetess Foretells
Judea's Doom
14 So [high] priest HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance} (and AhiKam {Rising-Brother}, and
Achbor {Biter}, and Shaphan {SecretKeeper}, and AsahiYah {YAH-Made}) [run]
to [Jerusalem's new] 2nd-Quarter, to the
[house] of Huldah {Glider} the prophetess,
the wife of Shallum {Payback} (the son
of Tikvah {Rope-Of-Hope}, the son of
Harhas {Shine}), keeper of the [temple]
wardrobe. These [leaders] talk with [Huldah]. 15 [The priestess] says to the [king's envoys], “Yahweh
Elohim of Israel decrees:
‘Tell the man whom sent you to me:
16

Yahweh says, “Watch me rain calamity
on this country, and on its inhabitants.
I soon fulfill all the doom [prophecies written]
in the Law-book which Judea's king just
read.
17 —
The [Judeans] keep abandoning me. They
[keep] burning [bodies as] incense to [appease]
demon-gods. They whip up my fury
with every action of their hands. So my
unquenchable fire-rage flares up
against this country.’
YHVH Rewards King Josiah's Humble Repentance
18

But tell Judea's king [JosiYah] (who sent
you to inquire of [Me]), ‘Yahweh Elohim
of Israel says, ‘[I'll reward] you for listening to the words [of my Law-book].
19 —
Your heart is tender. You humbled
yourself before [Me] when you heard my
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verdict against this place, and against
its inhabitants. [When you heard me] condemn them to desolation, you ripped
your clothes. You wept before me. So I
hear your [prayer],’
says Yahweh. 2nd Kings 22:20 —
‘So watch. I eventually gather you with
your fore-fathers. [Your sons come to] bury
you in your grave in peace. So your
eyes miss seeing all the calamity I [rain]
on this country.’
So king [JosiYah's messengers] bring him the
prophecy [from the priestess].

2nd Kings 23
Josiah Convenes Judea's Elders For
Repentance
1 Then king [Josiah] sends [envoys] to gather around him all the elders of Judea,
including [those] of Jerusalem. 2 Then
king [Josiah] parades up into the temple
of Yahweh. [Around him flock] the men of
Judea, including all the inhabitants of
Jerusalem, and the priests, and the
prophets, and all the people, small and
great. To their ears, the [king] reads all
the words of the book of [YAH's] covenant
which [the high priest] found in the temple
of Yahweh. 3 King [Josiah] stands on the
platform. He makes a covenant before
Yahweh. [He promises] to walk [through life]
following Yahweh. [He pledges] to guard
[YAH's] commandments and his instructions and his rulings. [He promises] wholeheartedly and with all [his] being to perform the words of the covenant written
in [YAH's Torah] book. All the people stand
to [vow] this covenant.
King Josiah Destroys Judea's Occult
Idols
4 Then king [Josiah] commands high
priest HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance}, and
the priests of the second rank, and the
door-keepers, to carry out of the temple of Yahweh all the articles [which previous kings] made to [worship] Baal {DemonMaster}, Easter, and the whole army of
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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star-demons. [The king] burns these [abominations] outside Jerusalem in the fields of
the Kidron {Ash}[Brook]. [The king's couriers]
carry the ashes of the [idols] to Beth-El
{House-Of-El}. 5 Then king [JosiYah] deposes the idolatrous priests [whom previous]
kings of Judea had ordained to smoke
[bodies as] incense in the high-shrines in
the cities of Judea, and in the [occult-shrines] surrounding Jerusalem. [JosiYah
fires] anyone who burns [bodies as] incense
to [honor Demon-Master] Baal, or the sun, or
the moon, or the planets, or any of the
army of star-demons. 6 Then king [Josiah]
hauls the Easter-steeple from the temple of Yahweh, out of Jerusalem to the
Kidron {Ash} brook. He burns it [there].
He stamps its ashes to powder. He
casts the powder on the graves of the
children of the [common] rabble. 7 Then
[king Josiah] breaks down the sodomite
[shrine prostitute] quarters near [and in] the
temple of Yahweh, where [pagan] women
weave [banners] to hang on Easter-steeple[s]. 8 Then [Josiah] retrieves all [Yahweh's] priests from [their hiding places] in [random] towns throughout Judea. [Josiah]
desecrates the high-shrines where the
[idolatrous] priests had burned incense,
from Geba {Hillock}[10km north of Jerusalem all
the way 55km southwest to] to Beer-Sheba
{Well-Of-Seven}. And [Josiah] breaks down
the [occult] high-shrines by [Jerusalem's]
gates, [especially] the [grand] entrance-gate
of JAHshua, [Jerusalem's] governor. (That's
the gate on your left hand as you enter
the city.) 9 The priests of the [occult]
high-shrines continue eating unleavened bread [at feasts] with their [rival Jewish
priests]. But [at least] the [occultists] stop coming up to [sacrifice animals on] the altar of
Yahweh in Jerusalem. 2nd Kings 23:10 And
[king JosiYah] destroys [the fire-pit of] Topheth
{Drum-Smack} (in the valley of the sons
of Hinnom) so no man can ever make
his son or daughter ‘pass through the
fire’ to Molech {War-God-King} there.
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To ‘pass a child through fire’ can mean ‘enter the
child in military jurisdiction’ or ’sacrifice the child’.

And [king JosiYah] hauls away the horsestatues [which] the kings of Judea had
dedicated (to the sun-god) at the entrance to Yahweh's temple, near the
chamber of chamberlain Nathan-Melech
{Gift-King}, in the side-courtyard. And
[JosiYah] burns the [similar idolatrous] “chariots
of the sun” with fire. 12 And king [JosiYah]
breaks down the [animal-sacrifice] altars
which previous Judean kings made and
installed on the roof of the upper chamber of [evil king] Ahaz {Possessor}. And [Josiah destroys] the [idolatrous] altars [which evil king]
Manasseh had built in the two courts of
Yahweh's temple. [King JosiYah] beats
these [altars] down into pieces. He casts
their dust into the Kidron {Ash} brook.
13 And king [JosiYah] desecrates the highshrines facing Jerusalem, south of the
‘mountain of corruption,’ where [united]
Israel's king Solomon {Peace-Man} built
[temples] for Easter (the abominable-demon-god of the Sidonian {Fish-Fighters}),
and for Chemosh {Crusher} (the abominable-demon-god of the Moabites,)
and for Milcom [King-god] (the abominable-demon of the [inbred] spawn of
Ammon). 14 [JosiYah] smashes in pieces
[Solomon's] idol-images. And [he] cuts
down [all Judea's] Easter-steeples. He fills
their ruins with dead-men's bones.
11

In light of the scores of such verses, it's hard to
see how any church could go in debt to build a
steeple and celebrate Easter. Yet every year, they
do, all over the globe.

And [king JosiYah] smashes the [pagan] altar at Beth-El {House-Of-El}. And [he explodes] the [occult] high-shrine built by
(Nebat's brat) [king] Jeroboam {NationWrangler}, who drove [north] Israel off [history's cliffs]. [JosiYah] demolishes both [Jeroboam's] altar and [his] high-shrine. [JosiYah]
burns the [ruined] high-shrine. He stamps
it to fine powder. He [simialrly] burns the
[shrine's] Easter-steeple[s]. 16 Then [good
king] JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH} turns [from
the fire]. He spies the tombs there on the
15
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mountain. He sends [workers] to
exhume the bones from the tombs. He
burns the [bones] on [Solomon's pagan] altar.
This pollutes [the altar], fulfilling the
prophecy Yahweh proclaimed [369 years
earlier] through the [mystery] man of Elohim who
[precisely] foretold [JosiYah's actions].
[corrupt]

Mystery man: 1Ki 13:2. This prophet even used
Josiah's name nearly 4 centuries before Josiah was
born!

Then [king JosiYah] shouts, “Whose
tombstone is that that I see?” The [nearby] townspeople reply, “It's the tomb of
the [mystery] man of Elohim who [hiked here
to north Israel] from Judea. He prophesied
these actions you've taken against the
[pagan sacrifice] altar at Beth-El {House-OfEl}. 18 So [king JosiYah] says, “Leave [the dead
prophet] alone. Let nobody move his
bones.” So the [workers] leave [the mystery-prophet's] bones undisturbed, beside
the bones of [another] prophet who came
to [Beth-El] from Samaria [then died]. 19 And
in the cities of Samaria, JosiYah removes, then defiles, all the [occult] high-shrine temples the kings of Israel had
made to whip up Yahweh's fury. [JosiYah
smashes and burns] these temples as he did
at Beth-El {House-Of-El}. 2nd Kings 23:20
17

*And upon the altars, [king]
JosiYah [ritually] slaughters all the
local [child-molesting] priests of each
[occult] high-shrine. Then [Josiah]
burns men's bones on the [altars].
Then [JosiYah] returns to
Jerusalem.
Josiah Celebrates The All-Time
Great Passover
21 So king [JosiYah] commands all the
people, “Celebrate the passover [festival].
Honor Yahweh your Elohim, as [Moses]
wrote in the book of the covenant.”
Just as you should do today.

The Passover [feast] that [JosiYah] throws
in Jerusalem during the 18th year of his
reign beats any [passover] held since the
days when judges led Israel. It trumps
all the [passovers observed by] any of the
22
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kings of [north] Israel or the kings of Judaea. 23 [The reason king JosiYah's Passover celebration excels is that he throws] it to honor Yahweh, [not merely to get everyone drunk and stuffed].
24 And [king] JosiYah gets rid of all of [Judaea's] familiar-spirit-channelers, and the
wizards, and the [household] idol-images,
and the [public] idol [statues], and all [such]
abominations [his officials] spy in the countryside of Judaea and in Jerusalem.
Thus [JosiYah] executes the Laws [which
Moses] wrote in the [Torah] book which
[High] priest HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance}
discovered in [Yahweh's] temple. 25 Never
before nor since [JosiYah] arose any king
like him. He turned to Yahweh with his
whole heart. With all his being, and all
his strength, he lived out the law of
Moses. 26 Yet Yahweh refuses to turn
from the fierceness of his great firebreathing rage against Judea. [YAH continues to punish] all the infuriating atrocities
[which JosiYah's Grand-Daddy king] Manasseh
[trained Judaea to] commit. 27 So Yahweh decrees,
“I'll wipe Judea out of my sight, just like
I banished [north] Israel. I'll cast off this
city (Jerusalem) which I [previously] chose,
including the temple of which I [previously]
decreed, ‘My Name-Authority will rest
there.’”

metaphorically) where the final world-ending battle
is slated to soon occur.

28 In the book of the Chronicles Of The Kings of
Judea, [scribes] summarize the rest of the acts and
accomplishments of [good king] JosiYah {Founded-ByYAH}.

34

Pharaoh Assassinates Good King
JosiYAH
29 At [the end of king JosiYah's] lifetime, Egypt’s
king (Pharaoh Nechoh {Nike} II) [marches
his armies ~400km northeast] toward the [Syrian]
Euphrates river [in a mad attempt] to attack
the Assyrian Emperor. [So Judea's] King
JosiYah [foolishly] rushes [his chariots 50km north
from Jerusalem to help Assyria repel Pharaoh]. [Pharaoh]
spots [JosiYah]. [Pharoah] attacks. He [shoots
an arrow through JosiYah's face] at Megiddo {Rendezvous}.
Josiah should have let Assyria and Egypt destroy
each other. Never attack your enemies. Instead let
them destroy each other. Megiddo is (literally or
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So [king JosiYah's] servants
carry [his royal] corpse in a chariot from
[the battleground at] Megiddo {Rendezvous}.
They haul him to Jerusalem. They bury
him in his own tomb. Then the people
of the land grab JosiYah's brat JAHoahaz {JAH-Siezed}. They pour oil over his
head. [By this ritual] they [crown] him king in
his father's place. 31 JAHoahaz (the imp
[whom king JosiYah] spawned with [Queen]
Hamutal {Wall-Of-Dew}, the daughter of
JeremiYah {YAH-Rises} from Libnah
{White-Tree}), takes reign in Jerusalem
at 23 years old. But [JAHoahaz only] reigns
for 3 [short, brutal] months. 32 [King JAHoahaz]
wreaks ruin under Yahweh's [watchful]
eye. He copies all [the wretched sins] of his
ancestors.
Pharaoh Taxes Judea & Imprisons
Its King
33 So Pharaoh Nechoh {Nike} binds [king
JAHoahaz] in chains at Riblah {Fruitful} in
[Israel’s far north] region of Hamath {JoinedWalls}. [Imprisonment] keeps [JAHoahaz] from
reigning in Jerusalem. Then [Pharaoh]
puts the [promised] land under a [yearly]
tribute of 100 talents [3.25 tons] of silver,
plus 1 talent [66 pounds] of gold.
2nd Kings 23:30

This tax would buy you about 2700 reliable cars, or
about 20 mansions.

Then Pharaoh Nechoh {Nike}[crowns]
JosiYah's brat Eliakim {EL-Raises} king.
[ELiakim reigns] in the throneroom of his father JosiYah. [Pharaoh] renames [ELiakim]
‘JAHoiakim {YAH-Raises}.’ Then [Pharaoh]
hauls [king] JAHoahaz {JAH-Siezed} away
[~250km southeast] to Egypt. There [JAHoahaz]
dies. 35 So Pharaoh's puppet-king JAHoiakim taxes [Judea's] country to raise
[Egypt's] revenue. [JAHoakim] gives the silver
and the gold to Pharaoh. [JAHoakim] exacts the silver and the gold from the
people of the land, by taxing each person [as much as he can gouge], to buy off
Pharaoh Nechoh {Nike}.
That's the IRS / inland revenue that you suffer under today.
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JAHoiakim {YAH-Raises} ([the brat JosiYah spawned
Zebudah {Giver}, the daughter of PedaYah {Ransomed-By-YAH} from Rumah {Height}), takes reign in
Jerusalem at 25 years old. He reigns [only] 11 [evil]
[This jerk]

with]

wreaks ruin
under Yahweh's [watchful] eye. He copies
all [the wretched sins] of his [worst] ancestors.
years. 37 [Vassal-king JAHoiakim]

2nd Kings 24
King Jehoiakim Rebels Against
Nebuchadnezzar
1 During [king JAHoiakim's] lifespan, Emperor
Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon {Iraq}
marches [his army] up [~700km southwest to
Jerusalem]. [He forces] JAHoiakim to serve
him for 3 years. Then [JAHoiakim foolishly]
turns, ___. He rebels against
[Nebuchadnezzar].
In scripture, Nebuchadnezzar first appears here.

So against [JAHoaiakim] Yahweh sends
bands of Chaldeans, and bands of Syrians, and bands of Moabites, and bands
of the [inbred] spawn of Ammon. [YAH]
sends these [raiders] against Judaea to
destroy it's [wicked establishment]. This [torrent
of war] fulfills the prophecy Yahweh
spoke through his servants, the [ancient
Hebrew] prophets. 3 Like clockwork, at the
commandment of Yahweh, this [disaster]
rains upon Judea. [War] strips Judea
from YAH's sight. [Death wipes away the stain of]
the evils wreaked by [king] Manasseh
{Sweet-Forgetting}, [and those who] copied all
his [crimes]. 4 [Thus YAH avenges] the innocent
blood [Manasseh and his imitators] shed.
([Manasseh] filled Jerusalem with innocent
blood. Yahweh refuses to pardon [these
murders].) 5 In the book of the Chronicles Of The
2

Kings of Judea, [scribes] summarize the rest of the
acts and accomplishments of [evil king] JAHoiakim
{YAH-Raises}. 6 [King] JAHoiakim ‘sleeps’ [in the grave beside
his] fore-fathers. [He leaves] the reign to his brat [prince]
JeconYah.
JeconYah means ‘YAH WILL RAISE,’ a name which
prefigures JeconYah's fall and repentance.

“The decree that none of [Jeconiah's]
descendants would ascend the throne
(Jer. 22:30) was repealed when Zerubbabel was appointed leader of the returned exiles (cf. Sanh. 37b-38a).
”—Encyclopedia Judaica: Jehoiachin
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Egypt’s [suicidal-warmonger] Pharaoh [never
again] marches [out] from his own land.
The Babylonian Emperor seizes all that
belongs to the king of Egypt from
Egypt’s [northern] Vadi {Brook}[~500km north]
to the Euphrates river.
Brat-King JeconYah Takes Judah's
Throne
7

8 JeconYah, ([the brat JAHoiakim spawned with] Nehushta
{Copper}, the daughter of Elnathan {El-Gives} of
Jerusalem), takes Jerusalem's throne at 18 years
of age. [JeconYah] reigns in Jerusalem for 3 [horrible]
months.
JeconYAH aka Coniah.

wreaks ruin under Yahweeye. He follows [in the footsteps of
his evil] father.
Nebuchadnezzar Exiles Jehoiachim
To Babylon
2nd Kings 24:10 So Babylon's Emperor
Nebuchadnezzar [deploys his invading] commanders. They rush [their armies] up
against Jerusalem. They besiege the
city. 11 Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of
Babylon [personally] comes to supervise
his generals as they besiege [Jerusalem]
city. 12 Judea's [evil] king JAHoiachin
[trudges] out to [surrender to] the Babylonian
Emperor. JAHoiachin's mother, his servants, his princes, and his officers trail
[behind him, weeping]. The Emperor of Babylon captures [JAHoiachin] in the 8th year of
[JAHoiachin's] reign. 13 [Nebuchadnezzar's army]
carries out [of Jerusalem] all the treasures
from Yahweh's temple, plus [Judea's] royal palace treasures. The [soldiers] cut in
pieces all the [priceless] gold artifacts
which Israel's king Solomon {Peace-Man}
crafted (to Yahweh's design) in the
temple of Yahweh. 14 [Nebuchadnezzar's army]
hauls away everyone [of note] in
Jerusalem, including all [its] princes, and
all [its] mighty, valiant [champions], plus 10
thousand captives, including all [Judea's]
craftsmen and smiths. [The Empire] leaves
nobody [in Judea] except the poorest people of the land.
9 [King JeconYah]

h's

[watchful]

Oppressors sometimes leave you alone if you're
poor. That's an advantage of voluntary poverty.
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To Babylon, [Nebuchadnezzar's army] carries
away [king] JAHoiachin, flanked by his
[Queen] mother, [his] royal wives, his officers, and the mighty [men] of the [Judean]
land. [The pagan army] hauls them in a long
slave-train from Jerusalem [~700km northeast] to Babylon {Iraq}. 16 The Emperor
of Babylon hauls captive to Babylon all
7000 of [Judaea's] mighty men, plus 1000
craftsmen and smiths, plus all [Judea's]
strong, war-ready [men]. 17 The Babylonian Emperor [crowns Jehoiachin's] uncle
(MattanYah {Gift-Of-Yah}) king in [Jehoiachin's] place. [Nebuchadnezzar] changes [MattanYAH's] name to ZedekYah {YAH's-Right}.
Nebuchadnezzar Makes Zedekiah
King in Judea
18 [This] 20-year old [jerk] ZedekYah
{YAH's-Right}, (the brat [Jehoiachin's grandfather]
15

spawned with Hamutal
of JeremiYah

{YAH-Rises}

{Wall-Of-Dew},

the daughter

from Libnah

{White-Tree}),

takes

[Judea's] throne. He reigns for 11
years in Jerusalem. 19 [Evil king]
ZedekYah {YAH's-Right} wreaks ruin under Yahweh's [watchful] eye. He matches
all the crimes of JAHoiakim {YAH-Raises}.
2nd Kings 24:20 So Yahweh's fire-breathing-fury keeps [raining on] Jerusalem and
Judea. Eventually [YAH] casts the [Judeans]
away from his face, when [their king]
ZedekYah {YAH's-Right}[foolishly] rebels
against the Emperor of Babylon.
[nasty]

2nd Kings 25
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famine overcomes the city.

[The Israelites
race around, fighting each other, tearing apart their hous-

in vain for one last [crumb] of
food.
Jerusalem's King & People Flee The
City
4 At night, while the surrounding
Chaldean [Babylonian warriors sleep, the starving Judaeans] break a [secret] hole in [Jerusalem's]
city [wall]. All [Jerusalem's] men of war flee
by the Gate-Road between the two
walls, near the royal garden. Meanwhile, king [ZedekiYah] runs down the road
to the Arabah {Plains}.
Nebuchadnezzar Murders Judea's
Princes
5 So the Chaldean [Babylonian] army chases [evil] king [ZedekYah ~20km northwest]. They
overtake him on the plains of Jericho
{Moon-Spirit}. [ZedekYAH's] whole army
scatters. They abandon him, ___! 6 So
the [Babylonian soldiers] grab [wicked] king
[ZedekYah]. They haul him up [220km north]
to the Babylonian Emperor in [Syrian]
Riblah {Fruitful}. There [Nebuchadnezzar]
passes judgment against [ZedekYah]. 7
es, searching]

*So the [Babylonian executioners] murder [ZedekYAH's]
prince-sons before his
eyes, ___. Then, [to sear
the horrible memory into his brain,
torturers fry]

Emperor Nebuchadnezzar Besieges
Jerusalem
1 On the 10th day of the 10th month of
the 9th year of [evil king ZedekYah's] reign,
Babylon's Emperor Nebuchadnezzar,
flanked by his entire army, [storms his chariots south] into [Judea] to attack Jerusalem.
The [invaders] pitch war-camp outside [the
city]. They build siege-forts surrounding
it. 2 [The Babylonians] besiege the city [of
peace] until the 11th year of king
ZedekYAH's [reign]. 3 [Finally, ___,] on the
9th day of the 4th month [of that year],

705

out

[ZedekYAH's]

eyes [with a red-hot] poker!
Then [warriors] bind him
with bronze chains.
They haul him [~630km east]
to Babylon {Iraq}.
Thus end all worldly dalliances.

Gen. Nebuzar-Adan Captures &
Burns Jerusalem
8 Then (on the 7th day of the 5th
month [of] the 19th year of Emperor
Nebuchadnezzar's [reign] over Babylon)
Babylonian royal officer Nebuzar-Adan,
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commander of the
his chariot-forces]

[Imperial]

guard,

[storms

into Jerusalem. 9 *[Neb-

burns the temple
of Yahweh. [He burns
Jerusalem's] royal palace. [He
torches] all the houses in
Jerusalem. He burns every important [Judean]
building to ashes, ___!
uzaradan]

*Then, led by the
captain of the [royal] guard, all
the Chaldean [Babylonian] army [soldiers] demolish the walls surrounding Jerusalem [using high explosives].
2nd Kings 25:10

General NebuzarAdan Enslaves The
Judeans
11 [Royal] Guard-Captain NebuzarAdan
hauls away the remaining people left in
[Jerusalem], plus the deserters who defected to the Babylonian Emperor, and the
other [nearby Jews]. 12 But the captain of
[Babylon's royal] guard leaves some of [Judaea's] poor land-workers to be [enslaved]
vinedressers and farmers.
General Nebuzaradan Pillages
YAH's Temple
13 The Chaldean [Babylonian soldiers] break in
pieces the bronze columns, and the
trolleys, and the bronze ‘Sea’ from Yahweh's temple, ___. They carry the
bronze from Yahweh's temple to Babylon. 14 [Pagan soldiers] steal away the [temple's] pots, shovels, snuffers,
spoons/pans, and all the bronze utensils the [Hebrew priests] used to serve [food to
poor people]. 15 The captain of [Babylon's Royal]
Guard hauls away [the Hebrew temple's] firepans, bowls and everything [else] made
of [or plated with] gold or silver, [plus all
Jerusalem's] gold and silver [bullion or coins]. 16
[Plus the Captain robs the] two columns, the
[great] ‘Sea’, and the [column's] bases which
Solomon {Peace-Man} made for Yahweh's
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temple, ___. In all, [the captain steals]
countless pounds of [temple] bronze. 17 [The
these [priceless] 27-foot [18 cubit]
high pillars, with their bronze capitals, their twisted
chain-artwork, and the pomegranate [sculptures] surBabylonian caravan-trains haul off]

And the
captain of [Babylon's Royal] Guard kidnaps
chief priest SeraYah {YAH-Wins}, and
ZephaniYah {Hidden-By-YAH} (the second-ranking priest), and the [temple's]
three [chief] door-keepers.
NebuzarAdan Enslaves Judea's Top
Leaders
19 NebuzarAdan hauls out of [Jerusalem]
city a general over [Judea's] men of war,
and [Jerusalem's top] 5 male royal confidantes, and the leading army secretary
in charge of mustering the country's
men into an army, plus 60 [Israeli] countrymen whom [NebuzarAdan] finds in
[Jerusalem] city. 2nd Kings 25:20 Finally NebuzarAdan (captain of [Babylon's Royal]
Guard) hauls these [slaves out of Judaea]. He
[drags] them [~220km north] to [face] the
Babylonian Emperor in [Syrian] Riblah
{Fruitful}.
Nebuchadnezzar Murders Judah's
Top Leaders
21 There at Riblah {Fruitful} (in the land
of Hamath {Joined-Walls}), the Babylonian Emperor strikes these [Jewish leaders] to
death, ___. Then [the oppressors] carry [the
population] of Judea far from the [Promised]
land. 22 To [control] the [few Jews] whom
Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon
leaves in the land of Judea,
[Nebuchadnezzar] appoints a governor:
GedaliYah {Great-YAH} the son of
AhiKam {Rising-Brother}, the son of
Shaphan {Secret-Keeper}.
Governor GedaliYAH Quells A
Judean Revolt
rounding the capitals, all of bronze. 18

23 All the leaders of [Judea's] armies (and their men)
hear that the Babylonian Emperor has made
GedaliYah {Great-YAH} governor. Immediately they
flock with their men to [plan a revolt with] GedaliYah at
Mizpah {WatchTower}. [Attending leaders include]: IshmaEl {El-Hears} the son
of NethahiYah {Given-By-YAH}, and JAHohanan {YAH-Favored} the son of
Careah {Baldy}, and SeraYah {YAH-Wins} the son of Tanhumeth
{Compassion} from Netophath {Distillery-Town}, and JaazaniYah {Heard-ByYAH}

the son of a Maachathite {Presser}.
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GedaliYah {Great-YAH} completely [calms]
the [Judean officers] and their men. He says,
“Never fear. Be the servants of the
Chaldean [Babylonians]. Live [here] in the
[promised] land. Serve the Babylonian Emperor. Then all will go well with you.”
Jew-Terrorists Assassinate Peaceful GedaliYah
25 But 7th months later (at Mizpah
{WatchTower}) IshmaEl {El-Hears} (the
son of NethaniYah {Given-By-YAH}, the
son of Elishama {El-Hears}, [a prince] of the
royal blood-line) invades [Mizpah] with 10
[thugs]. These [assassins] strike dead [Governor] GedaliYah {Great-YAH}. [They murder]
the Jews and the Chaldean [Babylonians]
with him. 26 *So, in terror of

Chaldean [Babylonian] revenge, all
the [Judaean] people, small and
great, including the army captains, mount up, ___. They
flee [~300km southwest through rough dry
desert] to Egypt!
Babylon's Emperor Releases
Judea's Slave-King
27 On the 27th day of the 12 month of
the 37th year since [the Babylonians] enslaved Judea's king Jahoachin {YAHEstablishes}, Babylon’s Emperor EvilMerodach {Man-Of-Marduk-The-War-God}
begins [his] reign. He lifts up the [sad]
head of Judea's king JeconYah by [releasing him] from prison. 28 [Emperor Evil-Merodach
{Man-Of-Marduk}] speaks kindly to [JAHoakin]. He
sets [JAHoakin's] throne above the throne
of the [other vassal] kings with him in
Babylon. 29 [Evil-Merodach] stops making [JAHoachin] wear prison clothes. [JAHoakin] eats
food in [Babylon's royal courts] all the days of
his life, ___. 2nd Kings 25:30 The Emperor
[even] gives [JAHoachin] a regular allowance, a per-diem [expense account] for
every day, all the days of his life!
This expense account is exactly reflected in the ‘Jehoiachin's Rations Tablets’ excavated in 1899-1917
in Babylon.
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1st Chronicles
1
Genealogies Of The Israelites
1

Adam
Seth {Surrogate}. [Seth fathers] Enosh
{Mortal}. 2 [Cain aka] Kenan {Spear} [fathers] MahalaleEl
{Praise-El}, [who fathers] Jered {Descended-From-Heaven}; 3
—[and] Henoch {Initiate}, Methuselah {Missile-Man},
Lamech {Force}, 4 —[and] Noah {Rest}, Shem {HonoredName}, Ham {Hot-Head}, and Japheth {Clear}. 5
Japheth {Clear} fathers: Gomer {Terminator}, Magog
{Eastern-Peoples}, Madai {Medea}, Javan {Effervescing},
Tubal {White-Europe}, Meshech {Turks} and Tiras
{Thrace}.
Mapping the descendants of Noah to modern nations is complicated by the intense interbreeding
among Eurasian peoples. However, in brief, Noah's
3 sons split up to become 3 distinct population
groups: East (Asia), West (Europe/U.K./Americas),
and Africa. Russia and the Caucasian/Middle-East
groups are interbred mixtures of these 3 groups.
6 Gomer {Terminator} fathers: Ashchenaz, Riphath
and Togarmah {Armenia}. 7 Javan {Effervescing} fathers: EliShuah {El-Saves}, Tarshish {Gem}, Kittim
{Islanders} and [the] Rodanim {Roses}.
Dodanim/Rodanim are arguably unidentified peoples.
8 The sons of Ham {Hot-Head}: Cush {Nubian},
Mizraim {Defense}, Phut {Libya {Dry-Land}}, and Canaan
{LowLand}. 9 Cush [fathers] these sons: Seba, Havilah
{Circle}, Sabta, Raamah {Horse-Mane} and Sabtecha.
Raamah [fathers] these sons: Sheba and Dedan {For[Here is a genealogy and short history of the Hebrew people:]

{Red-Blood} [fathers]

Cush fathers
Nimrod {Chaser}, the powerful wounder
of the earth.
ward-Leader}.

1st Chronicles 1:10

By some accounts: the world's first great conqueror, a mighty warrior on earth, a heroic warrior.
11 And Mizraim {Defense} fathers [the] Ludim {Lydians},
[the] Anamim {Egyptians}, [the] Lehabim {Flames} and [the
Egyptian] Naphtuhim, 12 —and Pathrusim (of-Pathros
{Upper-Egypt} ), Casluhim (from whom spring the
Philistines,) and Caphthorim {Wreath-Islanders}. 13
And Canaan {LowLand} fathers his firstborn: Sidon
{Fish}, and Heth {Terror}; 14 And [Canaan fathers] the Jebusite {Threshers}, and the Amorite {Mountaineers}, and
the Girgashites {Wanderers}; 15 And [Canaan fathers] the
Hivite {Campers}, the Arkites {People-Of-Arqa}, and the
Sinites; 17 Shem {Name} fathers these sons: Elam
{Hidden}, Asshur [aka Ashur {Success}, the 1st Assyrian],
Arphaxad, Lud {Lydia}, Aram {Highlander}, Uz {Advisor},
Hul {Twister}, Gether and Meshech {Planting}.
Moschia (Meskheti, Mushki) is a mountainous region of Georgia between Iberia, Armenia, and
Colchis. The Moschian Mountains were the connecting chain between the Caucasus and Anti-Taurus
Mountains. The people of that area were known as
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the Moschi. Wilhelm Gesenius suggested that the
Moschi were descended from the Biblical Meshech.
18 Arphaxad fathers Shelah {Prayer}. Shelah fathers
Ever {The-Other-Sider}.
Eber is the father of the Hebrews, those who live
on 'the other side'.

Ever's [wife] bears him 2 sons: one
named Peleg {Earth-Split} (so-named because in his lifetime the [Imperialists] divide the earth), and Peleg's brother,
named Joktan {Little}.
19

The division of the earth is not talking about a continental breakup in the earth's tectonic plates, but
about the division of the world-system into different language-groups following the fall of Babylon.
21 & Hadoram {South-Fortress}, Uzal {Az l} and Diklah,
23 And Ophir {Gold-Land}, Havilah {Circle}, and Jobab
{Howler}. [Thus ends the list of] the sons of Joktan {Little}.
24 [The family line from Shem to Abram is as follows:] Shem {Honored-Name}, Arphaxad, Shelah {Prayer}, 25 —[then]
Ever {The-Other-Sider}, Peleg {Earth-Split}, Reu {Friend},
26 Serug {Tendril}, Nahor {Snorer}, Terah {Wanderer},
27 Abram {High-Father} aka Abraham {Father-OfBillions}. 28 Abraham's [wife bears him two] sons: Isaac
{Laughter}, and IshmaEl {El-Hears}. 29 The sons [of Ishmael become the heads of twelve tribes, named in birth order of their progeni-

IshmaEl's firstborn: Nebaioth {Fruitless}; then
Kedar {Darky}, AdbeEl {Disciplined-By-El}, Mibsam
{Fragrant}, 1st Chronicles 1:30 —Mishma {Report} and
Dumah {Silence}, Massa {Heavy}, Hadad {Fierce}, and
Tema {South}, 31 & Jetur {Wall}, Naphish {Refresh},
and Kedemah {Projectile}. That wraps the list of the
sons of IshmaEl {El-Hears}. 32 Keturah {Fragrant},
Abraham's lover, births [him] these sons: Zimran
{Music-Man}, Jokshan {Fowler/Trapper}, Medan
{Contender}, Midian {Brawler}, Ishbak {Loner}, and
Shuah {Humble}. Then Jokshan [fathers] these sons:
Sheba {Seven}, and Dedan {Lowland}. 33 Meanwhile,
Midian [fathers] these sons: Ephah {Darkie}, Epher
{Gazelle} , Henoch {Initiate}, Abida {Father-Of-Knowledge},
and Eldaah {El-Knows}, (all grandsons of Keturah
tors:]

And Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} fathers Isaac {Laughter}. Then
Isaac [fathers] these sons: Esau {RoughRed} and Israel {He-Rules-With-El}. 35 Esau
{Fragrant}).

34

these sons: Eliphaz {Gold-god},
ReuEl {Friend-Of-El}, Jeush {Hasty}, Jaalah {Occult}, and
Korah {Ice}. 36 ELiphaz {Gold-God} [fathers] these sons:
Teman {Southpaw}, and Omar {Yakker}, Zephi
{Watcher}, and Gatam, Kenaz {Hunter}, and Timna
{Grabber}, and Amalek {Blood-Licker}. 37 ReuEl {FriendOf-El} [fathers] these sons: Nahath {Quiet}, Zerah {Ray},
Shammah {Stunner}, and Mizzah {Terrifier}. 38 And
Seir {Rough} [fathers] these sons: Lotan {Veil}, Shobal
{Overflow}, Zibeon {Color}, Anah {Answer}, Dishon {Antelope}, Ezer {Aid}, and Dishan {Jumper}. 39 And
Lothan {Covering} [fathers] these sons: Hori {CaveMan},
and Homam {Rage}. Lotan {Veil} has a sister named
Timna {Grabber}. 1st Chronicles 1:40 Shobal {Overflow} [fathers] these sons: Alian {High-Flyer}, and Mana{Rough-Red} [fathers]
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hath {Lazy}, and Ebal {Baldy}, Shephi {Bare-Hill}, and
Onam {Strong}. Zibeon {Color} fathers these sons:
Aiah {Screamer}, and Anah {Answer}. 41 Anah {Answer}
[fathers] a son: Dishon {Antelope}. Then Dishon [fathers]
these sons: Amram {High-People}, Eshban {Vigor},
Ithran {Winner}, and Cheran. 42 Ezer {Treasure} [fathers]
these sons: Bilhan {Timid}, Zavan {Disquiet}, and
Jakan {Twister}. Dishan {Jumper} [fathers] these sons:
Uz {Advisor}, and Aran {Shout}. 43 Before any king
reigns over the children of Israel, Bela {Swallower}
the son of Beor {Incinerator} begins his reign (in his
[capitol] city Dinhabah {Robber’s-Den}) [as the first king of the region south of Jerusalem,] Edom. 44 Bela {Swallower} dies.
Jobab {Howler} (the son of Zerah {Ray} from Bozrah
{Fort}) reigns in [Bela's] place. 45 Jobab {Howler} dies.
Husham {Speedy} from the Temani {Southland} reigns
in [Howler's] place. 46 Husham {Speedy} dies. Hadad
{Fierce} the son of Bedad {Divider} strikes Midian [the
Brawler nation] in the field of Moab. [Hadad] reigns in
[Speedy's] place, from his throne-city, Avith {Ruin}. 47
Hadad {Fierce} dies. Samlah {Idol-Cloak} from Masrekah {Vineyards} reigns in [Hadad's] place. 48 Samlah
{Coverer} dies. Shaul {Chosen} from Rehoboth {Streets}
(on the [Euphrates] river) reigns in [Samlah's] place. 49
Shaul {Demander} dies. Baal-Hanan {Baal-Favors} the
son of Achbor {Biter} reigns in [Shaul's] place. 1st
Chronicles 1:50 Baal-Hanan {Baal-Favors} dies. In his
place, Hadad {Fierce} reigns (from his throne-city
Pai {Cry}) [beside] his [Queen] named MehetabEl {Bettered-By-El}, the daughter of Matred {Driver}, the
daughter of Mezahab {Gold-Water}. 51 Hadad {Fierce}
dies, [leaving] Edom {Red-Man's-Southland} [divided among] the
following chieftains: chief Timnah {Grabber}, chief
Aliah {Sinner}, chief Jetheth, 52 Chief Aholibamah
{Big-House}, chief Elah {Everlasting-Oak-Power}, chief
Pinon {Amazer}, 53 Chief Kenaz {Hunter}, chief Teman
{Southpaw}, chief Mibzar {Castle}, 54 —Chief MagdiEl
{Precious-El}, [and] chief Iram {City-Sage}. (Thus concludes the list of the chieftains of Edom {Red-Man'sSouthland}.)

1st Chronicles
2
A Review Of Israel's Genealogy

1 Israel [fathers] these sons: Reuben {Look-a-Son},
Simeon {Listener}, Levi {Uniter}, and Judah {Celebrated},
Issachar {Reward}, and Zebulun {House}, 2 —Dan
{Judge}, Joseph {Increaser}, and Benjamin {Right-HandSon}, Naphtali {Wrestler}, Gad {Troop}, and Asher {Happy}. 3 Judah {Celebrated} [fathers] these sons: Er {Eyeer}, Onan {Pounder} and Shelah {Prayer}, all 3 birthed
to [Judah] by the daughter of Shua [Wealth], a Canaanite {Mercenary}. But Er, Judah's firstborn, [wreaks] ruin
[YAH] slays [Er]. 4 And
daughter-in-law Tamar {Tall-

in the sight of Yahweh. So
[Judah's]

Palm}[poses as a prostitute to trick Judah into fornicating with her].

So she births [Judah's twins]:
Pharez {Breakout} and Zerah [Radiant]. In
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all, Judah

[fathers] 5 sons. 5 Pharez {Breakout}
these sons: Hezron {CourtYard} and Hamul
{Compassion}. 6 Zerah {Ray} [fathers] these 5 sons: Zimri {Plucker}, Ethan {Durable}, Heman {Faithful}, Calcol
{Sustenance}, and Dara {Pearl-Of-Knowledge}. 7 [Zerah's
[fathers]

Carmi {Gardener}[fathers] sons [inAchor {Roiler}, the ‘troubler of Israel.’ [Achor commits] treachery by [confiscating
occult treasures which Yahweh] banned.
descendant]
cluding]

See Joshua 7:24.
8 Ethan {Durable} [fathers one] son: AzariYah {YAH-Helps}.
9 Hezron's [women] birth to him these sons: JerahmeEl {El's-Compassion}, Ram {High}, and Chelubai
{Force}.
‘Chelubai’ is a form of ‘Caleb’.
1st Chronicles 2:10 Ram {High} fathers Amminadab
{Generous-People}. Amminadab fathers Nahshon {Future-Teller}, leader of the people of Judah {Celebrated}.
11 Nahshon {Future-Teller} fathers Salma {Clothing}.
Salma fathers Boaz {Stabilizer}. 12 [By Ruth, the despised foreigner], Boaz {Stabilizer} fathers Obed {Obeyer}. Obed
fathers Yashai (Jesse). 13 Yashai (Jesse) fathers
his firstborn [son] Eliab {Fathered-By-El}, then [son] #2:
Abinadab {Generous-Father}, #3: Shimma
{Annunciation}, 14 #4: NathanEl {El-Gives}, #5: Raddai
{Dominator}, 15 #6: Ozem {Strong}, #7: David {Love}.
16 [David grows up with 2] sisters: Zeruyah {Balm} and AbiGail {Daddy's-Joy}. Zeruyah {Balm} [births] Abishai {Father-Of-Gifts}, Joab {JAH-Dad}, and AsahEl {El-Made}.
Thus General Joab killed his nephew (Prince Absalom). And Joab was executed under order of his
own Grand-nephew, King Solomon.
17 And AbiGail {Daddy's-Joy} births Amasa {Load}:
(fathered by Jethro {Superior}, the spawn of IshmaEl).
Here Ishmael's line crosses into the Hebrew seed,
with tragic results.
18 Caleb {Battle-Cry} the son of Hezron {Courtyard} fathers these sons by his wife Azubah {Liberator}:
Jesher {Right}, Shobab {Rebel}, and Ardon {Roaming}.
[Caleb] also [fathers] children by Jerioth {Tapestry}. 19
Azubah {Liberator} dies. Caleb {Battle-Cry} marries
Ephrath {Fruitful}. She births him Hur {White}.
Hur may mean: white linen, a symbol of holiness.
1st Chronicles 2:20 Hur {White} fathers Uri {Flame}.
Uri fathers BezaleEl {Shadow-Of-El}. 21 Later, Hezron
{Courtyard} goes into [bed with] the daughter of Machir
{Salesman} (the father of Gilead {Monument-Mound} ).
[Hezron] marries [Machir's daughter] when he's 60 years old.
She births him Sagab {Lofty}. 22 Sagab {Lofty} fathers Jair {Goldshine}, owner of 23 cities in the land
{Witness}. 23 (But later [the pagan armies
Geshur {Bridge} and [Syrian] Aram
{Highland} seize the towns of Jair {Goldshine}, plus Kenath {Possession} and its
towns. [The northern invaders steal] all 60 cities
from the descendants of Machir {Salesman} the father of Gilead {Witness}. 24

of Gilead
of]

Hezron

{Courtyard}

dies in Caleb's
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Ephratha. Hezron's wife AbiYah {Father-YAH} births
Ashur {Success} the father of Tekoa {Trumpet}. 25
JerahmeEl {El's-Compassion} (Hezron's firstborn) [fathers] these sons: Ram {High} ([JerahmeEl's] firstborn),
Bunah {Discretion}, Oren {Strong-Shout}, Ozem {Strong},
and AhiYah {Kin-Of-Yah}.
AhiYah means "brother (or worshiper) of YAH."
26 [Then] JerahmeEl {El's-Compassion} [marries] another
wife, named Atarah {Crown}, the mother of Onam
{Strong}. 27 JerahmeEl's firstborn, Ram {High}, fathers these sons: Maaz {Closure}, Jamin {Power-Fist},
and Eker {Transplant}. 28 Onam {Strong} [fathers] these
sons: Shammai {Coverer} and Yada {Knowing}.
Shammai {Coverer} [fathers] these sons: Nadab {Liberal}
and Abishur {Father-of-the-Wall}. 29 Abishur's wife AbiHail {Mighty-Father} births him Ahban {Brother-Of-Understanding} and Molid {Breeder}. 1st Chronicles 2:30
Nadab {Liberal} [fathers] 2 sons: Seled {Leap-For-Joy} and
Appaim {Nostrils}. But Seled dies childless. 31 Appaim {Nostrils} [fathers one] son: Ishi {Savior}. Ishi [fathers
1] son: Sheshan {Trumpet-Flower}. Sheshan fathers
Ahlai {Wish}. 32 Yada {Knowing} (the brother of
Shammai {Coverer}) [fathers] these sons: Jethro
{Superior} and JAHnathan {YAH's-Gift}. Jethro dies
childless. 33 JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift} [fathers] these
sons: Peleth {Swift-Runner} and Zaza {Prominent}. Thus
describes the family tree of JerahmeEl {El's-Compassion}. 34 Now Sheshan {Trumpet-Flower} [fathers] no
sons, only daughters. But Sheshan has a worker,
an Egyptian named Jarha. 35 So Sheshan {Trumpet-Flower} gives his daughter to his servant Jarha as
wife. She births him Attai {Fit}. 36 Attai {Fit} fathers
Nathan {Gift}. Nathan {Gift} fathers Zabad {Giver}; 37
Then Zabad {Giver} fathers Ephlal {Judge}. Then
Ephlal fathers Obed {Obeyer}. 38 Then Obed {Obeyer}
fathers JAHu {JAH-Is-He}. JAHu fathers AzariYah
{YAH-Helps}; 39 AzariYah {YAH-Helps} fathers Helez
{Strong}. Helez {Strong} fathers Eleasah {Made-By-El}.
1st Chronicles 2:40 Eleasah {Made-By-El} fathers
Sisamai [aka Sismai], ___. Sisamai fathers Shallum
{Payback}. 41 Shallum {Payback} fathers JekamiYah
{YAH-Will-Rise} . Jekamiah fathers Elishama {El-Hears}.
42 JerahmeEl's brother Caleb {Battle-Cry} [fathers]
these sons:
Mesha {Safety} ([Caleb's] firstborn, who fathers
Ziph {Flow}),
and Mareshah {Summit} who fathers the sons
who [populate] Hebron {Society}.
43 Hebron {Society} [fathers] these sons: Korah {Ice},
Tappuah {Apple}, Rekem {Colorful}, and Shema
{Heard}. 44 Shema {Heard} fathers Raham
{Compassion}, the father of Jorkoam {People-Pour}.
Rekem {Colorful} fathers Shammai {Coverer}. 45
Shammai {Coverer} [fathers one] son: Maon {Abode}.
Maon {Abode} fathers Beth-Zur {Rock-House}. 46 Caleb's concubine Ephah {Shadow} births Haran {Parched},
Moza {Dawn} and Gazez {Shearer}. [Later] Haran fathers [another] Gazez. 47 Jahdai {Judaic} [fathers] these
sons: Regem {StoneHeap}, JAHtham {JAH-Is-Perfect},
Geshan {Chunk}, Pelet {Escape}, Ephah {Darkie}, and
Shaaph {Fluctuation}. 48 Caleb's concubine Maachah
{Press} births [him] Sheber {Shatterer} and Tirhanah.
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49 [Maacah] also births Shaaph {Fluctuation}, (the father
of Madmannah {Dunghill}), [and] Sheva {Tempest} the
father of Machbenah {Heap-Hill}, the father of Gibea
{Hill}. Caleb {Battle-Cry} also [fathers] a daughter:
Achsah {Anklet}. 1st Chronicles 2:50 The [following] are
[also] descendants of Caleb {Battle-Cry}. [Caleb's oldest concubine] Ephratah {Fruitful} bears her firstborn: Hur
{White}. [Hur fathers] Shobal {Overflow}, the [founding] father
of Kirjath-Yearim {City-Of-Forests}. 51 [Hur also fathers]
Salma {Cloak}, the [founding] father of Bethlehem
{Bread-House}, [and] Hareph {Ripper}, the father of
Beth-Gader {Wall-House}. 52 Shobal {Overflow} (the
[founding] father of Kirjath-Yearim {City-Of-Forests}) [fathers] sons: Haroeh {Prophet}, and half of the people
of Manahath {Center-Of-Rest}. 53 [Shobal] also [spawns]
the families of Kirjath-Yearim {City-Of-Forests}:
Jethro's clan, Puah's clan, Shuma's clan, and
Mishra's clan, from whom spring Zorah's clan and
Eshtaul's clan. 54 Salma {Clothing} [fathers] sons [who
populate the clans of] Bethlehem {Bread-House}, plus the Netophathite {Distillers}, and [the people of] Ataroth {Crowns},
[and] the lineage of Joab {JAH-Dad}, and half of the
people of Manahath {Center-Of-Rest}, [and] Zorah's
clan; 55 …and the families of the Sopherim {WiseScribes} living at Jabez {Sorrow}: Tirah's clan,
Shimea's clan and Sucha's clan, all Kenite {Lancers}
spawned by Hamath {Wall}, the father of Rechab
{Rider}.

1st Chronicles
3
A List Of King David's Genealogy

1 David {Love} [fathers] the following sons whom
women birth to him in Hebron {Society}: #1: Amnon
{Support}, (by Ahinoam {Pleasant-Relative}, [David's] woman from JezreEl {El-Plants}); #2: DaniEl {El-Judges}, by
AbiGail {Daddy's-Joy} from Carmel {Fruit-Garden}; 2 #3:
AbShalom {Father-of-Peace} the son of Maachah {Press}
the daughter of Talmai {Terrace} king of Geshur
{Bridge}; #4: AdoniYah {Yah-Is-Sovereign} the son of
Chagiyith {Festive-Dancer}; 3 #5: ShephatiYah {YAHJudges} ([birthed] by Abital {Dew-Father}; #6: Ithream
{Superior-People} (by [David's] wife Eglah {Fresh-Heifer}). 4
[David's women] birth the [above named] 6 [sons] to [David] in
Hebron {Society}, where [David] reigns for 7 years + 6
months. Then [David] reigns in Jerusalem for 33

In Jerusalem, David's [women]
birth him the following [sons]: Shimea
{Proclamation}, Shobab {Rebel}, Nathan
{Gift} and Solomon {Peace-Man}, [all] 4
[from BathSheba aka] Bath-Shua {Daughter-OfWealth} the daughter of AmmiEl {People-of-El}. 6 [And David's women birth him] 9 [more sons]: Ibhar
years. 5

{Choice},

Elishama {El-Hears}, and Eliphelet {Escape-Via7 - and Nogah {Glitter}, Nepheg {Sprout}, and
Japhia {Shining}, 8 - [and] Elishama {El-Hears}, Eliada
{El-Knows}, and Eliphelet {Escape-Via-El}. 9 Thus conEl},
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cludes the list of David's sons, not including their
sister Tamar {Tall-Palm}, nor the sons of [David's]
concubines.

A List Of Solomon's Descendants

1st Chronicles 3:10 What follows is a list the lineage of King Solomon's descendants from father to
son: Solomon {Peace-Man} -> Rehoboam {Nation-Builder} -> AbiYah {Father-YAH} -> Asa -> JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}; 11 …JAHoram {YAHRaised} -> AhaziYah {Seized-By-Yah} -> JAHoash {JAHFired} -> 12 …AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness} -> AzariYah
{YAH-Helps} -> JAHtham {JAH-Is-Perfect} -> 13 …Ahaz
{Possessor} -> HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} -> Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting} -> 14 …Amon {Skill} ->
JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH}. 15 JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH}
[fathers] these sons: #1: (firstborn) JAHohanan {YAHFavored}, #2: JAHoiakim {YAH-Raises}, #3: ZedekYah
{YAH's-Right}, #4: Shallum {Payback}. 16 JAHoiakim
{YAH-Raises} [fathers] these sons: JeconiYah {JAH-Establishes} and ZedekYah {YAH's-Right}. 17 [Slave-king]
JeconiYah aka Assir {Prisoner} [aka Jehoiachin fathers] these
7 sons: SalathiEl {Ask-YAH}, 18 —Malchiram {King-OfExaltation}, PedaYah {Ransomed-By-YAH}, Shenazar [a
Babylonian name], JecamYah {Yah-Rises}, [Ya]Hoshama {YahHears}, and NedabYah {Largesse-of-YAH}. 19 PedaYah
{Ransomed-By-YAH} [fathers] these sons: Zerubbabel
{Born-From-Babylon} and Shimei {Famous}. Zerubbabel
[fathers] these sons: Meshullam {Allied} and HananiYah
{YAH-Favored}, plus their sister Shelomith {Peaceful}.
1st Chronicles 3:20 [Zerubbabel also fathers] 5 more [sons]:
Hashubah {Braid}, Ohel {Tent}, BerechiYah {Blessing-Of-Yah}, HasadiYah {YAH-Favors}, [and] Jushab-Hesed {Return-Of-Kindness}. 21 HananiYah {YAH-Favored}
[fathers] these sons: PelatiYah {YAH-Rescues}, and JesaiYah {YAH-Saves}, [who fathers] RephaiYah {YAH-Cures}
[who fathers] Arnan {Roaring-Stream} [who fathers] ObadiYah
{Obey-YAH} [who fathers] ShechaniYah {YAH-Lives}. 22
ShechaniYah fathers ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears}, who [fathers] these 5 sons: Hattush {Forsaking-Sin}, Igeal
{Avenger} , Bariah {Fleeing-Serpent}, NeariYah {Servant-OfYAH}, and Shaphat {Judge}. 23 NeariYah {Servant-OfYAH} [fathers] these 3 sons: El-Yahoenai {My-EyesTo-Yah}, HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}, and Azrikam
{Enemy-Help}. 24 El-Yahoenai {My-Eyes-To-Yah} [fathers]
these 7 sons: HodaiYah {YAH's-Majesty}, EliYahhib {ElRestores}, PelaiYah {Separated-By-YAH}, Akkub {HeelGrabber}, JAHohanan {YAH-Favored}, DalaiYah {YAH-Delivers}, and Anani {Cloudy}.

1st Chronicles
4
A List Of Judah's Geneaology

1 Judah {Celebrated} [fathers] these sons: Pharez {Breakout}, Hezron {CourtYard}, Carmi {Gardener}, Hur {White},
and Shobal {Overflow}. 2 ReaiYah {YAH's-Sight} (the
son of Shobal {Overflow}) fathers Jahath {Unity}. Jahath fathers Ahumai {Brother-Water} and Lahad
{Glow}. Thus [concludes the list of progenitors of] the clans [living
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3 Etam {Hawk-Land} fathers JezreEl
Ishma {Desolator}, and Idbash {Honey-Gum},
and their sister Hazelelponi {Shade-Facing}. 4 PenuEl
{Face-Of-El} fathers Gedor {Corral} and Ezer {Aid}. [Ezer]
fathers Hushah {Hasty}. All these [previously named men]
descend from Hur {White}, the firstborn of Ephratah
{Fruitful}, the fore-father of Bethlehem {Bread-House}.
in]

Zorah

{Wasp}.

{El-Plants},

Asher's Genealogy

5 Ashur {Success} (the father of Tekoa {Trumpet})
marries two wives: Helah {Prayer-For-Healing} and
Naarah {Girl}. 6 [For Ashur,] Naarah {Girl} births
Ahuzam {Grab}, Hepher {Explorer}, Temeni {SouthPaw},
and Haahashtari {Courier}. This completes the [list of
the] sons [birthed] by Naarah {Girl}. 7 Helah {PrayerFor-Healing} [births] these sons: Zereth {Splendor}, Jezoar {He-Shines}, Ethnan {Pay}; 8 —[and] Coz {Thorn}
[who] fathers Anub {Fruit-Shoot}, Zobebah {Canopy-Maker}, and the families of Harum's son Aharhel {SafeBehind-The-Barricade};

The Prayer Of Jabez
9 —and Jabez {Sorrow}, so-named by his
mother who said, “I birthed him with
sorrow.” Jabez lives more honorably
than his brothers. 1st Chronicles 4:10
*Jabez {Sorrow} calls on the Elo-

him of Israel, saying, “Oh,
please bless me. Enlarge my
territory. Keep your hand with
me. Keep me from evil, so [disaster] doesn't hurt me!” So Elohim
grants [Jabez] what he requested.
Materialistic people love the ‘enlarge my territory’
bit. Real Christians want the fruits of the holy spirit
(love, joy, peace, etc.) True believers don't care
about territory. Disaster grows your spirit-fruits. A
big estate swells your pride.

Caleb's Genealogy

11 Chelub {Bird-Trap} (the brother of Shuah {CryFor-Help} ) fathers Mehir {Price}, the father of Eshton
{Restful}. 12 Eshton {Restful} fathers Beth-Rapha
{House-Of-Giant}, Paseah {Hopper}, and Tehinnah {Graciousness} the father of Ir-Nachash {Serpent-City}.
These men [populate] Rechah {Softness}. 13 Kenaz
{Hunter} [fathers] these sons: OthniEl {Force-Of-El} and
SeraYah {YAH-Wins}. OthniEl [fathers] these sons:
Hathath {Prostrator} and Meonothai {Refuge} who fathers Ophrah {She-Fawn}. 14 SeraYah {YAH's-Victory}
fathers Joab {JAH-Dad}, the fore-father of the [population of the] valley of Charashim {Mechanics}, who [work] as
craftsmen. 15 “Ready's” son Caleb {Battle-Cry} [fathers]
these sons: Iru {Citizen}, Elah {Everlasting-Oak-Power},
and Naam {Pleasure}. Elah {Everlasting-Oak-Power} [fathers]
Kenaz {Hunter}. 16 Jehaleleel [fathers] these sons:
Ziph {Flow}, and Ziphah {She-Flowing}, Tiria {Fearsome},
and AsarEl {El's-Right}. 17 Ezra {Aid} [fathers] these
sons: Jethro {Superior}, Mered {Rebel}, Epher {Gazelle},
and Jalon {Lodging}. One [of Mered's wives, Pharaoh's daughter]
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BithiYah {Worshipper-Of-Yah}, births Miriam {Bitter},
Shammai {Coverer}, and Ishbah {Praiser} (who fathers
Eshtemoa {Hear-&-Obey}). 18 [Mered's] Jewish wife
births [him] Jered {Descended} (the father of Gedor
{Corral}), and Heber {Charmer} (the father of Socho
{Fenced-In}), and JekuthiEl {Obedience-To-El} (the father
of Zanoah {Remote}).
Pharoah's daughter may be the Jewish wife mentioned here, since her name is a Hebrew name. Or
Mered may have had multiple wives.
19 [Mered's] Jewish wife [Hodiah] has a brother named
Naham {Consolation}. [Naham] fathers Keilah {Citadel}
the [founder of the] Garm {Bony} clan, and Eshtemoa
{Hear-&-Obey} the Maachathite {Presser}.
Translations differ wildly on the identity of this Hodiah. But she is identified in the previous verse as
Mered's Jewish wife.
1st Chronicles 4:20 Shimon {Desert} [fathers] these
sons: Amnon {Support}, Rinnah {Shout}, Ben-Hanan
{Son-Of-Favor}, and Tilon {Piled-High}. Ishi {Savior} [fathers] these sons: Zoheth and Ben-Zoheth.

Shelah's Genealogy

21 Shelah {Prayer} the son of Judah {Celebrated} [fathers] these sons: Er {Eye-er} the father of Lecah {Journey}, and Laadah the father of Mareshah {Summit},
and the families of the clan[s] of fine linen weavers
at Beth-Ashbea {7-House}. 22 And [Shela fathers] Jokim
{YAH-Raises}, and the men of Chozeba {Liar-Prover},
and JAHoash {JAH-Fired}, and Saraph {Burn} (who
takes dominion over Moab) and Jashubi-Lehem {Retriever-of-Bread}. (These are ancient records.) 23 [Some
of Shelah's sons] become potters, living near and working for the king in Netaim {Plants} and Gederah
{Hedges}.

Simeon's Genealogy

24 Simeon {Listener} [fathers] these sons: Nemuel {El'sDay}, and Jamin {Power-Fist}, Jarib {Contender}, Zerah
{Ray}, and Shaul {Chosen}: 25 [Shaul fathers] Shallum
{Payback}, who fathers Mibsam {Fragrant}, who fathers Mishma {Report}. 26 Mishma [fathers] these
sons: HamuEl {El's-Wrath}, Zachur {Mindful}, [and]
Shimei {Famous}. 27 Shimei {Famous} [fathers] 16 sons
and 6 daughters. But his brothers [father] few children. So their clan fails to multiply while the children of Judah {Celebrated} [breed like rabbits]. 28 [Down to the
time of King David, the descendants of Simeon] live at Beer-Sheba
{Well-Of-Seven}, at Moladah {Birth}, at Hazar-Shual
{Jackal-Village}, 29 —at Bilhah {Shy}, [at] Ezem {Bone},
[at] Tolad {Birth-Place}, 1st Chronicles 4:30 —[at]
BethuEl {Broken-By-El}, [at] Hormah {Banishment}, [at]
Ziklag {Fortress}, 31 —[at] Beth-Marcaboth {ChariotPlace}, [at] Hazar-Susim {Village-Of-Horses} , [at] BethBirei {Creator's-House}, and at Shaaraim {Double-Gates}.
32 The [Simeonites populate the] 5 city/villages of Etam
{Hawk-Land}, and Ain {Fountain}, Rimmon {Pomegranate},
and Tochen {Balance}, and Ashan {Smoke}. 33 And [the
Simeonites] populate the villages surrounding the same
cities, as far [southwest as the town of] Baalath {DemonLords}. [Simeons' clan] records the [following] genealogy: 34
[The Simeonite clan leaders include] Meshobab {Retriever}, Jamlech {He-Will-Crown}, JAHshah {JAH-Levels} (the son of
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AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness}), 35 —and Joel {YAH-is-El},
JAHu {JAH-Is-He} the son of JosibiYah {YAH-Seats}, the
son of SeraYah {YAH-Wins}, the son of AsiEl {Made-ByEl}, 36 —and El-Yahoenai {My-Eyes-To-Yah}, Jaakobah
{Jacob}, JeshohaiYah {YAH-Empties}, AsaiYah {YAHMade}, AdiEl {El's-Ornament}, JesimiEl {El-Places}, and
BenaYAH {YAH-Built}, 37 —and Ziza {Prominence} the
son of Shiphi {Abundance}, the son of Allon {Oak}, the
son of JedaiYah {YAH-Knows}, the son of Shimri
{Watcher}, the son of ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears}. 38 The
men named above are the [ancient Simeonite] family
princes. Their ancestral clans multiply [fast].

Simeon's Descendants Massacre
The Pastureland
39 The [Simeonites] travel [35km southwest of
Jerusalem] to the entrance of Gedor
{Corral}[aka Gerar], to the east side of the
valley, to seek pasture for their flocks.
1st Chronicles 4:40 [There the Simeonites] find fat,
good pasture in a wide, quiet peaceful
land where the [descendants] of Ham {HotHead} have [thrived] for ages. 41 But in the
days of Judean king HezekiYah
{Strength-From-YAH}, the men named
[above] ride into [the nearby villages of Gedor].
The [Simeon-spawn criminally] attack the tents
and buildings they find there. They utterly destroy the [pastureland's] inhabitants. To this day the [Simeonites] dwell in
the [previous occupants'] places, [having stolen]
the pasture there for their flocks.
Note that YHVH never authorized these attacks.
42 Then 500 of these brats of Simeon {Listener} [gallop
90km southeast] to [attack] Mount Seir {Rough}. The following captains lead [the siege]: PelatiYah {YAH-Rescues},
NeariYah {Servant-Of-YAH}, RephaiYah {YAH-Cures}, and
UzziEl {El's-Strength}, the sons of Ishi {Saved}. 43

There these [Simeonites] strike the rest of
the Amalekites who escaped [the previous
Simeonite attack]. So the [Simeonites] live there
[in Mount Seir] to this day, ___.

1st Chronicles
5
Reuben (The Pervert's) Pre-Exile
Genealogy
1 Now, ___, [lots of women bore sons to]
Reuben {Look-a-Son}, the firstborn [son]
of Israel. But [though Reuben] was [Israel's]
firstborn, he defiled his father's bed [by
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‘sleeping’ with Israel's concubine].

So [Israel] gave
[Reuben's] birthright to the sons of Joseph
{Increaser}. So [Israel's] genealogy is not
listed using [Reuben's] birthright.
See Gen 35:22 & 49:4. Joseph resisted the sexual
sin (adultery) that Reuben charged into.

Judah {Celebrated} prevails above his
brothers. He spawns the chief ruler [of
the royal Messianic line]. Yet [Israel's] birthright
goes to Joseph.
2

Joseph was Rachel's firstborn, almost Israel's last
son. But the birthright went to Joseph because he
was by far the most morally righteous.
3 (Israel's firstborn) Reuben {Look-a-Son} [fathers] the
following [4] sons: Hannoch {Initiate}, Pallu {Distinguished}, Hezron {CourtYard}, and Carmi {Gardener}. 4
Joel {YAH-is-El} [fathers] ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears} who [fathers] Gog, who [fathers] Shimei {Famous}. 5 [Shimei] [fathers]
Micah {Who-Is-Like-Yah}, who [fathers] ReaiYah {YAH-Sees},
who [fathers] Baal {Lord}. 6 [Baal fathers] Beerah {Well},
the Reubenite chief whom Assyrian Emperor Tilgath-Pileser carries away captive [in 654BC]. 7 Scribes
write the [following] ancestral genealogy of [Beerah's] relatives: chief JeiEl {Carried-Away-By-El}, ZechariYah
{YAH-Remembers} — 8 —[then] Bela {Swallower} the son of
Azaz {StrongMan}, son of Shema {Heard}, son of Joel
{YAH-is-El}, (the holder of territory in Aroer {Exposed}
stretching to Nebo {Babyl-god} and Baal-Meon {Baal'sLair}). 9 [This Joel's] large herds overflow the land of
Gilead {Monument-Mound}. [Joel's clans] occupy land [from the
Jordan river out ~100km] east to the desert that stretches
all the way to the [Arabian / Iraqi stretch of the] Euphrates
River.
Overgrazing is destroying the the earth.

Then in [king] Saul's lifetime, [Rebuen's clans] wage war against the
[descendants of Ishmael's mother] Hagar
{Stranger}. The [Arabs] fall [dead] under the
[Reubenites'] fists. So [Reuben's progeny] dwell
in the [Hagarites'] tents throughout all the
east land of Gilead {Witness}.
1st Chronicles 5:10

Again, not a war commanded by YHVH.

Gad's Descendants

11 And Gad's descendants live just north of [Reuben's
clans], in the land of Bashan {Fruitful}. [There the Gadites fan
out] all [the way to] Salchah {Walking-Town}. 12 Chief Joel
{YAH-is-El} leads [Gad's descendants], followed by Shapham
{Stickout}, then Jaanai {Ostrich-Answer}, the Shaphat
{Judge} in Bashan {Fruitful}. 13 Here's a list of the 7
kinsmen of the [leaders] of [the] ancestral clans in [Gad's
tribe]: MichaEl {El-Is-Incomparable}, Meshullam {Allied},
Sheba {Seven}, Jorai {Rain}, Jachan {Trouble}, Zia
{Shaker}, and Heber {Charmer}. 14 The [preceding men]
descend from AbiHail {Mighty-Father} the son of Huri
{Linen-Worker}, son of Jaroah {New-Moon}, son of
Gilead {Monument-Mound}, son of MichaEl {El-IsIncomparable}, son of Jeshishai {Ancient}, son of Jahdo
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*[Yet the Israelites] transgress
against the Elohim of their fathers. They run whoring after
the gods, [leaders and idols] of the [pagan] people of the [promised] land,
whom Elohim struck down before the [Jews' ancestors]. 26 So [Yahweh]

son of Buz {Shamed}. 15 Ahi {Brother} the son
of AbdiEl {Servant-Of-El}, the son of Guni {Protected}
serves as chief of [some of Gad's] ancestral clans. 16
[Gad's descendants] occupy Gilead {Monument-Mound} in
Bashan {Fruitful}. [Gadites] populate [Bashan's] towns.
They [work] all the pasture-lands throughout Sharon
{Plains}. 17 [Scribes] compile all these genealogies during the reigns of Judea's king JAHtham {JAH-Is-Perfect} and [north] Israel's [evil] king Jeroboam {NationWrangler} .

25

Reuben, Gad & Manasseh's AntiArab War
18 The sons of Reuben {Look-a-Son}, and
Gad, and half the tribe of Manasseh
{Sweet-Forgetting}[compile an army] of 44760
valiant men, all skillful in war, men able
to bear shield and sword, and to shoot
[arrows from] bows. [So] they ride out [picking]
fights.

(Israel's ELohim) stirs up the spirit of
Assyrian Emperor Pul [aka] Tilgath-Pileser. [Assyrian armies] carry away [many Israelites]: the Reubenites, the Gadites &
the half-tribe of Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}. [Pagan soldiers drag these Israelites ~600km
northeast] to Halah, Habor {United}, [mountainous] Hara, and to the river Gozan
{Stone-Quarry}, [where many Israeli refugees struggle to live] to this day, ___.

Standing armies manufacture wars. That's why
Moses commanded Israel to never maintain a
standing army.

So [pervert Reuben's spawn] wage war
against [Arab concubine] Hagar's spawn.
[Reubenites conquer] Jetur {Wall}, Nephish
{Refreshing}, and Nodab {Noble}. 1st Chronicles 5:20 [Elohim] helps [Reuben's clans]. [He]
delivers Hagar's spawn and their allies
into [Israeli] hand[s]. [Reuben's clans] cry to
Elohim in the battle. He hears their
[prayer], because they put their trust in
Him.
19

YHVH doesn't command the war, but he uses it for
his purposes.

So [the Reubenites] steal away the [Arabs']
cattle: 50000 camels, 250000 sheep,
2000 donkeys, plus 100000 humans
[whom the Reubenite brutes turn into slaves] , ___!
22 Many [sons of Ishmael] fall down slain,
because Elohim [protects the Israelis] in the
battle. So the [Reubenites] live in the
homes of [Hagar's arabs] until the [Assyrians
drag the Israelis away] captive.
Manasseh's Genealogy
21

23 The half-tribe descended from Manasseh {SweetForgetting} dwell in and fill the land from Bashan
{Fruitful} [to ~90km north] at [snowy Mount] Baal-Hermon,
Senir {Peak}, and Mount Hermon {Steep}. 24 The
heads of [Manasseh's] ancestral clans include Epher
{Gazelle} , Ishi {Savior}, EliEl {El-Is-Power}, AzriEl {El'sAid}, JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}, HodaviYah {Majesty-OfJah}, and JahdiEl {El-Is-One}: all mighty, valiant men,
famous [heroes], all leaders of their family branches.
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1st Chronicles
6
A List Of Levi's Genealogy
1 Levi {Uniter} [fathers] these sons: Gershon {Refugee},
Kohath {Ally}, and Merari {Bitter}. 2 Kohath [fathers]
these sons: Amram {High-People}, Izhar {Oil-Flame},
Hebron {Society}, and UzziEl {El's-Strength}.

Lineage Of Israelite Priests (PreCaptivity)
3 Amram {High-People} [fathers] these children: Aaron,
Moses {Drawn-From-Water}, and Miriam {Bitter}. Aaron
[fathers] Nadab {Liberal} and Abihu {He-Is-Father},
ELeazar {El's-Aid}, and Ithamar {Palm-Coast}. 4
ELeazar {El's-Aid} fathers Phinehas {Snake-Mouth}.
Phinehas fathers AbiShua {Father-Freedom}; 5
AbiShua {Father-Freedom} fathers Bukki {Spreader}.
Bukki fathers Uzzi {Force}. 6 Uzzi fathers ZerahiYah
{YAH-Rises}. ZerahiYah fathers Meraioth {Rebel}. 7
Meraioth {Rebel} fathers AmariYah {YAH's-Promise}.
AmariYah fathers Ahitub {Good-Brother}. 8 Then Ahitub {Good-Brother} fathers Zadok {Righteous}. Zadok
fathers Ahimaaz {Firm-Brother}. 9 Ahimaaz {Firm-Brother} fathers AzariYah {YAH-Helps}. AzariYah fathers JAHohanan {YAH-Favored}. 1st Chronicles 6:10 JAHohanan {YAH-Favored} fathers AzariYah {YAH-Helps}
(who works as a priest in the temple Solomon
{Peace-Man} builds in Jerusalem). 11 Then AzariYah
{YAH-Helps} fathers AmariYah {YAH's-Promise}.
AmariYah fathers Ahitub {Good-Brother}. 12 Ahitub
{Good-Brother} fathers Zadok {Righteous}, who fathers
Shallum {Payback}. 13 Then Shallum {Payback} fathers
HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance}, who fathers AzariYah
{YAH-Helps}. 14 AzariYah {YAH-Helps} fathers SeraYah
{YAH-Wins}, who fathers JAHozadak {JAH-Rights}. 15
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But JAHozadak {JAH-Rights} goes into
captivity when Yahweh carries away
Judea, including Jerusalem, in the fist
of Nebuchadnezzar. 16 [As before stated,] Levi
{Uniter} [fathers]

Merari

Gershom

{Bitter}.

{Refugee},

Kohath

{Ally},

and

Gershom, Kohath & Merari's Genealogies
17 Gershom {Refugee} [fathers] Libni {White} and Shimei
{Renowned}. 18 Kohath {Ally} [fathers] these sons: Amram {High-People}, Izhar {Oil-Flame}, Hebron {Society},
and UzziEl {El's-Strength}. 19 Merari {Bitter} [fathers]
Mahli {Sickly} and Mushi {Sensitive}. Thus concludes
the names of the Levite ancestral family forefathers. 1st Chronicles 6:20 Gershom {Refugee} [fathers]
Libni {White} who [fathers] Jahath {Unity} who [fathers]
Zimmah {Scheme}. 21 [Zimmah] fathers Joah {YAH-Brother}, who [fathers] Iddo {Timely} who [fathers] Zerah {Ray},
who [fathers] Jeaterai {Stepper}. 22 Kohath [fathers] these
sons: Amminadab {Generous-People}, Korah {Ice},
Assir {Prisoner}. 23 [Assir] fathers EL-Kanah {El-Obtains},
who [fathers] Ebiasaph {Gathering-Father}, who [fathers another] Assir {Prisoner}. 24 [This Assir fathers] Tahath {Bottom-Flats}, who [fathers] UriEl {El's-Flame}, who [fathers]
UzziYah {YAH's-Strength}, who [fathers] Shaul {Chosen}.
25 EL-Kanah {El-Obtains} [fathers] these sons: Amasai
{Load} and Ahimoth {Death's-Brother}. 26 [Ahimoth fathers]
EL-Kanah {El-Obtains}, who [fathers] Zophai {Honeycomb},
who [fathers] Nahath {Quiet}. 27 [Nahath fathers] Eliab {Fathered-By-El}, who [fathers] YAHroham {Compassion-OfYah}, who [fathers a 3rd] EL-Kanah {El-Obtains}, [who fathers
the prophet Samuel]. 28 SamuEl {Heard-By-El} [fathers] these
sons: Vashni {Weak} (his firstborn), then AbiYah {Father-YAH} . 29 Merari [fathers] Mahli {Sickly} who [fathers]
Libni {White}, who [fathers] Shimei {Famous}, who [fathers]
Uzza {Strength}. 1st Chronicles 6:30 [Uzza fathers]
Shimea {Proclamation}, who [fathers] HaggiYah {Festival-Of-YAH}, who [fathers] AsaiYah {YAH-Made}.

Genealogies Of David's
Musician/Singers
31 David {Love} sets the [following musicians] over the
song service[s] in the sanctuary of Yahweh, after
[of the covenant] rest[s] [there]. 32 So these
minister [by] singing in front of
[YAH's] ‘dwelling place’ in the congregational tent, until Solomon {Peace-Man}
builds the temple of Yahweh in
Jerusalem. [They] perform their orderly
duties in shifts. 33 The following is a list of the

the ark
[men]

and their sons: from the K'hati
[clan]: Heman {Faithful} the singer, the son of Joel
{YAH-is-El}, the son of Shemuel {Heard-By-El}; 34 - the
son of EL-Kanah {El-Obtains}, the son of YAHroham
{Compassion-Of-Yah}, the son of EliEl {El-Is-Power}, the
son of Toah {Humble}, 35 - the son of Zuph {Honeycomb}, the son of EL-Kanah {El-Obtains}, the son of
Mahath {Abolisher}, the son of Amasai {Load}, 36 the son of EL-Kanah {El-Obtains}, the son of Joel
[Davidic sanctuary musicians]
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{YAH-is-El},

the son of AzariYah {YAH-Helps}, the son of
ZephaniYah {Hidden-By-YAH}, 37 - the son of Tahath
{Bottom-Flats}, the son of Assir {Prisoner}, the son of
Ebiasaph {Gathering-Father}, the son of Korah {Ice}, 38
- the son of Izhar {Oil-Flame}, the son of Kohath
{Ally}, the son of Levi {Uniter}, the son of Israel. 39
Serving at [Heman's] right hand stands [Heman's] brother
Asaph {Gatherer}, the son of BerachYah {Kneel-To-YAH},
the son of Shimea {Proclamation}, 1st Chronicles 6:40
- the son of MichaEl {El-Is-Incomparable}, the son of
BaaseiYah {Work-Of-YAH}, the son of MalchiYah {YAH'sKing}, 41 —the son of Ethni {Bribe}, the son of Zerah
{Ray}, the son of AdaYah {YAH-Adorns}, 42 - the son
of Ethan {Durable}, the son of Zimmah {Scheme}, the
son of Shimei {Famous}, 43 - the son of Jahath {Unity}, the son of Gershom {Refugee}, the son of Levi
{Uniter}. 44 [Heman's] ‘brothers’ the sons of Merari {Bitter} stand on [Heman's] left hand: Ethan {Durable} the
son of Kishi {Trapper}, the son of Abdi {Worker}, the
son of Malluch {Remnant}, 45 - the son of
HashabiYah {YAH-Thinks}, the son of AmaziYah {YAH'sAlertness}, the son of HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance}, 46 the son of Amzi {Strong}, the son of Bani {Built}, the
son of Shemer {Protected}, 47 - the son of Mahli
{Sickly}, the son of Mushi {Sensitive}, the son of Mer{Bitter}, the son of Levi {Uniter}. 48 [David] appoints [Heman's] Levite brothers to all
kinds of duties in [Yahweh] the Eloha's
sanctuary tent.
Genealogy of Aaron, The Original
High Priest
49 [Over Israel's history] Aaron and his sons
smoke-[roast food] on the ascension altar.
And [they smoke incense] on the incense altar. They fulfill their appointed duties in
the most holy place. [They pray] for [Yahweh]
to cover Israel. They execute all the
[laws] Moses (the servant of Elohim)
commanded. 1st Chronicles 6:50 Aaron [fathers]

ari

ELeazar {El's-Aid}, who [fathers] Phinehas {Snake-Mouth},
who [fathers] AbiShua {Father-Freedom}; 51 [AbiShua fathers]
Bukki {Spreader}, who [fathers] Uzzi {Force}, who [fathers]
ZerahiYah {YAH-Rises}; 52 [ZerahiYah fathers] Meraioth
{Rebel}, who [fathers] AmariYah {YAH's-Promise}, who [fathers] Ahitub {Good-Brother}; 53 [Ahitub fathers] Zadok
{Righteous}, who [fathers] Ahimaaz {Firm-Brother}.

The Tribes Donate Many Cities To
Ministry
54 The following is a list of the territories settled by
the descendants of Aaron: the 1st lot falls to the
families of the K'hati [clan]:
This list reflects a society architected to place
health, law, education and the arts within the spiritual sphere. In contrast, the atheistic nazi state
around you has seized control of health-care, law
and education.
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55 To [the K'hati's, YAH] awards [the city of] Hebron {Society}
(in the land of Judea) and the pasture-lands surrounding it. 56 But [YAH] assigns the fields and villages around [Hebron] city to Caleb {Battle-Cry}, son of
Jephunneh {Ready}. 57 So [YAH gives] the sons of
Aaron the following cities in Judea: Hebron {Society}
(a city of refuge), and Libnah {White-Tree} with her
surrounding land, and Jattir {Plenty} and Eshtemoa
{Hear-&-Obey}, with their pasture-lands. 58 And [the
Levites get] Hilen {Fortress} with her surrounding land,
and Debir {Oracle} with her surrounding land; 59
And [the Levites get] Ashan {Smoke} with her surrounding
land, and Beth-Shemesh {House-Of-The-Sun} with her
surrounding land; 1st Chronicles 6:60 And from the
tribe of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}, [the Levites get] Geba
{Hillock} with her surrounding land, and Alemeth
{Covering} with her surrounding land, and Anathoth
{Answer-Town} with her surrounding land. In total,
the families descended [from Aaron through Kohath] get 13
cities [to use for ministry]. 61 And to the remaining ancestral descendants of the clans of Kohath {Ally},
[YAH] allots 10 [ministerial] cities from [the territory of] the
‘half tribe’, that is, the half-tribe of Manasseh
{Sweet-Forgetting}. 62 And to the families descended
from Gershom {Refugee}, [YAH allots] 13 [ministerial] cities
in Bashan {Fruitful} from the [territories of] the tribe of
Issachar {Reward}, the tribe of Asher {Happy}, the
tribe of Naphtali {Wrestler}, and the tribe of Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}.
Does your nation have any cities devoted to ministry?
63 [And] to each of the families descended from Merari {Bitter} [YAH] allots 12 [ministerial] cities from [the territories] of the tribe of Reuben {Look-a-Son}, the tribe of
Gad {Troop}, and the tribe of Zebulun {House}. 64 So
the ‘sons of Israel’ give the Levites these cities with
their pasture-lands, [to enable the Levites to minister].
A wise nation gives land to YHVH's servants. But
the world's nations only persecute YHVH's servants.
65 And from the tribe descended from Judah {Celebrated}, and from the tribe descended from Simeon
{Listener}, and from the tribe descended from Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}, [YAH] allots the below-named
cities [to the Levites]: 66 To some of the families descended from Kohath {Ally}, [YAH allots] cities and territory from [the land] of the tribe of Ephraim. 67 And
the [tribe of Ephraim] gives the [Kohathite priests] the city of
refuge [named] Shechem {Neck} in mount Ephraim
with her surrounding land. Plus the [Ephraimites]
donate Gezer {Cut-Land} with her surrounding land;
68 And [Ephraim donates] Jokmeam {Rising-People} with her
surrounding land, and Beth-Horon {Cave-House} with
her surrounding land; 69 And [Ephraim donates] Aijalon
{Deer-Field} with her surrounding land, and Gath-Rimmon {Pomegranate-Winepress} with her surrounding land. 1st Chronicles 6:70 And the half-tribe of
Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting} [donates] Aner {Boy} with its
surrounding land, and Bileam {Foreigner} with her
surrounding land, for [the ministries of] the remaining
families descended from Kohath {Ally}. 71 To the
[priestly] families descended from Gershom {Refugee},
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the half-tribe of Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting} [donates]
Golan {Exile} in Bashan {Fruitful} with her surrounding land, and Ashtaroth {Easter} with her surrounding land. 72 And the tribe of Issachar {Reward} donates Kedesh {Sanctum} with her surrounding land,
[and] Daberath {Ordered-Pasture} with her surrounding
land; 73 And [Issachar donates] Ramoth {Heights} with her
surrounding land, and Anem {2-Fountains} with her
surrounding land. 74 And the tribe of Asher {Happy}
[donates] Mashal with her surrounding land, and Abdon {Worker} with her surrounding land; 75 And [Asher donates] Hukok {Engraved} with her surrounding land,
and Rehob {Wide-Open} with her surrounding land.
76 And the tribe of Naphtali {Wrestler} [donates] Kedesh
{Sanctum} in Galilee with her surrounding land, and
Hammon {Warm-Spring} with her surrounding land,
and Kirjathaim {Double-City} with her surrounding
land. 77 And to the remaining [priestly] descendants
of Merari {Bitter}, the tribe of Zebulun {House} [donates]
Rimmon {Pomegranate} with her surrounding land,
and Tabor {Fragile} with her surrounding land. 78
And [for the priests], on the far [east] side of [the] Jordan
[river] by Jericho {Moon-Spirit}, the tribe of Reuben
{Look-a-Son} donates Bezer {Bundok} in the wilderness
with her surrounding land, and Jahzah {Stamp} with
her surrounding land; 79 [and Reuben donates] Kedemoth
{Starting-Point} with her surrounding land, and
Mephaath {Luminescent} with her surrounding land.
1st Chronicles 6:80 And the tribe of Gad {Troop} donates Ramoth {Heights} in Gilead {Monument-Mound}
with her surrounding land, and Mahanaim {DoubleCamp} with her surrounding land; 81 - and [Gad donates] Heshbon {Intelligence} with her surrounding
land, and Jazer {Helpful} with her surrounding land.

1st Chronicles
7
A Genealogy Of The Tribe Of Issachar

1 Issachar {Reward} [fathers] 4 sons: Tola {Red-Wiggler}
and Puah {Blast}, Jashub {Restorer} and Shimron
{Guardian}. 2 Tola [fathers] the [following 6] sons, heads of
Tola's ancestral line: Uzzi {Force}, RephaiYah {YAHCures}, JeriEl {Thrown-By-El}, Jahmai {Hot}, Jibsam
{Spicy}, & Shemuel {Heard-By-El}: all valiant men of
might. [Tolas' clan] multiply to number 22600 [people] by
the lifetime of [king] David. 3 Uzzi {Force} [fathers]
IzrahiYah {YAH-Shines}, who [fathers] these 5 sons:
MichaEl {El-Is-Incomparable}, ObadiYah {Obey-YAH}, Joel
{YAH-is-El}, & IshiYah {YAH-saves}, all of them chief
men. 4 [Uzzi's] progeny have so many wives and children that their descendants spawn 36,000 [men]
amassed for battle.
What kind of battle is not clear: spiritual or physical.
5 All the genealogies of all the families of the tribe
of Issachar {Reward} list 87,000 valiant mighty men.
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The Genealogy Of The Tribe Of Benjamin
6 Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} [fathers] 3 sons: Bela {Swallower}, Becher {Womb-Popper}, and JediaEl {Knower-Of-El}. 7 Bela {Swallower} [fathers] these 5 sons:
Ezbon {Quick-Ears}, Uzzi {Force}, UzziEl {El's-Strength},
Jerimoth {Rising}, and Iri {City-Watch}, [all] mighty,
valiant men, heads of their ancestral clans. Their
genealogies [swell to] total 22034 [men]. 8 Becher
{Womb-Popper} [fathers] these [9] sons: Zemira {Song},
JAHoash {JAH-Fired}, Eliezer {El's-Helper}, El-Yahoenai
{My-Eyes-To-Yah}, Omri {Heaper}, Jerimoth {Rising},
AbiYah {Father-YAH}, Anathoth {Answer-Town}, and
Alameth {Covering}. Thus concludes the list of
Becher's sons. 9 The heads of [Becher's] ancestral
clan[s] multiply. Eventually their genealogy hits and
surpasses 20200 mighty, valiant men. 1st Chronicles 7:10 JediaEl {Knower-Of-El} [fathers] a [son] named
Bilhan {Timid}. Bilhan [fathers]: Jeush {Hasty}, Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}, Ehud {Unity}, Chenaanah {Subject}, Zethan {Olive-Grove}, Tarshish {Gem}, and
Ahishahar {Brother-Of-The-Dawn}. 11 The descendants
of these ancestral chiefs of JediaEl {Knower-Of-El}
multiply to number 17200 mighty, valiant men, organized to go out for battle.
Again, this could refer to spiritual or physical battle. "Soldiers" was wrongly inserted into the KJV
text.
12 [Benjamin's line also spawns the] Shuppim {Snappers} and
[the] Huppim {Trappers} (the sons of Ir {Watch}), and
[the] Hushim {Speedsters} (sons of Aher {Follower}).
Some interpretations link the Hushim to the sons
of Dan listed in Genesis 46:23.

A List Of The Sons Of Naphtali
[Wrestler]

13 Naphtali {Wrestler} [fathers] the [following] sons:
JahziEl {Alloted-By-El}, Guni {Protected}, Jezer {Framer},
and Shallum {Payback}, [all] sons of Bilhah {Shy}.

The Genealogy Of The Tribe Of
Manasseh
14 (By his wife,) Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting} [fathers]
AshriEl {Right-Of-El}. But [Manasseh's] concubine from
Aram {Syria} births [him] Machir {Salesman}, who fathers Gilead {Monument-Mound}. 15 Then Machir {Salesman} takes a wife named Maachah {Press} from
among the ladies of [the] Huppim {Trappers} &
Shuppim {Snappers}. Manasseh's 2nd son, Zelophehad {United}, fathers [only] daughters.
It's hilarious to watch the commercial bible translators stumble over this verse in various and conflicting insipid ways. The CJB, NIV, NIRV, NLT, NRSV,
The Message, & the GNT are all wrong, especially
the NLT. "Huppim" and "Shuppim" are plural
names, always used as such, never as individuals.
And the very next verse clarifies that Maachah is
Machir's wife, not his sister. These are not critical
issues. But the fact that ALL of the commercial
translations botch this verse shows that the inmates are running the asylum. You can't even trust
highly paid theological professors, much less pas-
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tors and pew-sitters, to tell you what the bible
says. You have dig in and find the buried treasure
for yourself.
16 Then Maachah {Press} (the wife of Machir {Salesman}) bears a son. She names him Peresh {Breakout}.
[Then comes Peresh's] brother Sheresh {Root} . [Peresh fathers]
Ulam {Tongue-Tied} and Rakem {Many-Colored}. 17
Ulam {Tongue-Tied} [fathers] Bedan {Worker}. Thus concludes the list of the sons of Gilead {MonumentMound}, the son of Machir {Salesman}, the son of
Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}. 18 [Gilead's] sister Hammoleketh {The-Queen} births Ishod {Man-Of-Renown},
Abiezer {Helpful-Father}, and Mahalah {Worn-Out}. 19
Shemida {Name-Of-Knowing} [fathers] these sons: Ahian
{Brotherly}, Shechem {Neck}, Likhi {Learned}, and Aniam {Groaning-People}.

The Genealogy Of The Tribe Of
Ephraim
1st Chronicles 7:20 Ephraim [fathers] Shuthelah
{Crasher-Smasher}, who [fathers] Bered {Hail}, who [fathers]
Tahath {Bottom-Flats}, who [fathers] ELadah {El-Advances},
who [fathers another] Tahath {Bottom-Flats}. 21 [Tahath #2

Zabad {Giver}, who [fathers]
Shuthelah {Crasher-Smasher}, Ezer {Aid},
and ELead {El-Testifies}. The native-born
men from Gath {Wine-Press} murder
[Elead], because the [Ephraimites] storm
down [~45km southwest] to steal the [WinePressers'] cattle. 22 So Ephraim (the [cattle-thieves' great grand]father) mourns for
many days. [Ephraim's] brothers [ride to his
home] to comfort him.
fathers]

This apparently describes a pre-Exodus raid,
AND/or Ephraim refers to the tribe.

So when [Ephraim] goes in to [the bedroom
with] his wife, she conceives. [9 months later
she] bears a son. [Ephraim] names [the boy]
Beriah {Tough-Times}, commemorating
the disaster that wracked his family. 24
23

([Ephraim's] daughter Sherah {Kins-Woman} builds Lower
and Upper Beth-Horon {Cave-House}, and [Palestine's]
Uzzen-Sherah {Sherah's-Plot}.) 25 [Beriah] fathers
Rephah {Support}, who [fathers] Resheph {Flame}, who
[fathers] Telah {Breaker}, who [fathers] Tahan {Camper}. 26
[Tahan fathers] Laadan {White}, who [fathers] Ammihud
{People-Of-Splendor}, who [fathers] Elishama {El-Hears}. 27
[ELiShama] fathers Nun {Eternal-Sprouter}, who [fathers] JAHoshua {Yah-Saves}. 28 [Ephraim's] territories and
homes include: Beth-El {House-Of-El} and its towns,
and (on the east,) Naaran {Boy}, and (on the west)
Gezer {Cut-Land} with its towns, [and] Shechem {Neck}
with its towns, [out] to Ayyah with its towns. 29
[Ephraim's territory] along the borders of the land of the
descendants of Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting} include:
Beth-Shean {House-Of-Ease} and her towns, Taanach
{Sandy} with her towns, Megiddo {Rendezvous} with
her towns, and Dor {Home} with her towns. The de-
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scendants of Israel's son Joseph
these areas.

{Increaser}

settle in

A Genealogy Of The Tribe Of Asher

1st Chronicles 7:30 Asher {Happy} [fathers] these
sons: Imnah {Prosperity}, Isuah {Leveler}, Ishuai
{Balancer}, and Beriah {Tough-Times}, plus their sister
Serah {OverFlow}. 31 Beriah {Tough-Times} [fathers] these
sons: Heber {Charmer} and Malchi-El {El's-King}, who
fathers Birzavith {Pierce}. 32 And Heber {Charmer} fathers Japhlet {He-Will-Deliver}, Shomer {Keeper}, and
Hotham {Seal}, and their sister Shua {Wealth}. 33
Japhlet {He-Will-Deliver} [fathers] these sons: Pasach
{Divider}, Bimhal {Pruning}, and Ashvath {Bright}. Thus
concludes [the list of] the children of Japhlet. 34
Shemer {Protected} [fathers] these sons: Ahi {Brother},
and Rohgah {Outcry}, Jehubbah {Hidden}, and Aram
{Highland}. 35 [Shemer's] brother Helem {Smiter} [fathers]
these sons: Zophah {Expander}, Imna {Restrainer},
Shelesh {Triplet}, and Amal {Toil}. 36 Zophah {Expander} [fathers] Suah {Sweeper}, Harnepher, Shual {Fox},
Beri {Fountained}, and Imrah {Interchange}; 37 —[Zophah
also fathers] Bezer {Stronghold}, Hod {Majesty}, Shamma
{Stunner} & Shilshah {Tripler}, Ithran {Winner}, and
Beera {Well}. 38 Jethro {Superior} [fathers] these sons:
Jephunneh {Ready}, Pispah {Disperser}, and Ara {Lion}.
39 Ulla {Yoke-Burden} [fathers] these sons: Arah {Traveler}, HaniEl {Favor-Of-El}, and Rezia {Delight}. 1st
Chronicles 7:40 Thus completes the list of the [prime]
descendants of Asher {Happy}, the heads of their
ancestral clan[s]: choice, mighty, valiant men,
chiefs among princes. Their genealogy numbers
26000 men organized and skilled for [spiritual or physical]
battle.

1st Chronicles
8
More Genealogy Of Benjamin's
Tribe

1 Now Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} fathers his firstborn: Bela {Swallower}, [then son] #2: Ashbel {Flow},
then [son] #3: Aharah {Brother-Follower}, 2 —then [son]
#4: Nohah {Quiet}, and [finally son] #5: Rapha {Giant}.
3 Bela {Swallower} [fathers] these sons: Addar {Ample},
Gera {Grain}, and AbiHud {Father-Of-Renown}; 4 —and
[Bela fathers] AbiShua {Father-Freedom}, Naaman {Sweet},
and Ahoah {Brotherly}, 5 —and Bela [fathers] Gera
{Grain}, Shephuphan {Snake-Snap}, and Huram
{White}. 6 Ehud [fathers] these sons: Naaman {Sweet},
AhiYah {Kin-Of-YAH}, and Gera {Grain}. They become
ancestral chiefs among the inhabitants of Geba
{Hillock}, [where king] Saul [is later born]. But [later Geba's enemies]
cart them [in slavery] to Manahath {Lazy}. [Gera leads his
brothers] into exile. 7 [Gera] fathers Uzza {Strength} and
8 And Shaharaim
fathers children in the
country of Moab, before he [divorces] his
Ahihud

{Renowned-Brother}.

{Double-Dawn}
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rash and brutish wives and sends them
away.
Hushim = hasty ones, Baara = brutal. Meaning, if
you hastily choose a woman you'll want to divorce
the brute.
9 Later, with his [new] woman (Hodesh {New-Moon})
[Shaharaim] fathers [the following sons]: Jobab {Howler}, Zibia
{Gazelle/Roe}, Mesha {Safety}, Malcham {god-King}, Jeuz
{Counsellor}, Shachia {Captivation} and Mirma {Crafty}.
1st Chronicles 8:10 These sons [of New-Moon] become
the heads of [Shaharaim's] clans. 11 With his [female]
Hushim {Fast-Ones}, [Shaharaim] fathers Abitub {Good-Father} and ElPaal {El-Acts}. 12 ElPaal {El-Acts} [fathers]
these sons: Ever {The-Other-Sider}, Misham {Inspector}
and Shemed {Hedge}. ([Shamed] builds Ono {Strong},
and [coastal] Lod {Lydda}, with its towns). 13 And [ElPaal
fathers] Beriah {Tough-Times}, and Shema {Heard}. [These
boys become] ancestral chiefs of the inhabitants of Aijalon {Deer-Field}. They drive away the [pagan] inhabitants of Gath {Wine-Press}. 14 And [ElPaal fathers] Ahio
{Brotherly}, Shashak {Runner}, and Jeremoth {Heights};
15 [Beriah fathers] ZebadiYah {YAH-Gives}, Arad {Fugitive},
and Ader {Arrange(r)}; 16 —and [Beriah fathers] MichaEl
{El-Is-Incomparable}, Ispah {Scratcher}, and Joha {JAHRevives}. [Thus concludes the list of] the sons of Beriah. 17 [ElPaal fathers] ZebadiYah {YAH-Gives}, Meshullam {Allied},
Hezeki {Strong}, and Heber {Charmer},
Text is unclear here on who is the father of these
sons.
18 —and Ishmerai {Hedge-Builder}, Jezliah {DrawerOut}, Jobab {Howler}. [Thus concludes the list of] the sons of
ElPaal {El-Acts}. 19 And [Shimhi fathers] Jakim {He-Raises},
Zichri {Memory}, and Zabdi {Giver}, 1st Chronicles
8:20 —and ElYAHenai {My-Eyes-To-YAH}, Zilthai
{Shady}, and EliEl {El-Is-Power}, 21 —and AdaYah
{YAH-Adorns}, and BeraiYah {YAH-Created}, and Shimrath {Guardship}. [Thus concludes] the sons of Shimhi {Famous}. 22 And [Shashak fathers] Ishpan {He-Hides}, Heber
{Charmer}, and EliEl {El-Is-Power}, 23 —and Abdon
{Worker}, Zichri {Memorable}, and Hanan {Favor}, 24 —
and HananiYah {YAH-Favored}, Elam {Hidden}, and AntothiJah {Answers-of-YAH}, 25 —and IphedeiYah {YAHLiberates}, and PenuEl {Face-Of-El}. [Thus concludes the list of]
the sons of Shashak {Runner}. 26 And [Jeroham fathers]
Shamsherai {Sun-Like}, ShehariYah {YAH-Seeks}, and
AthaliYah {YAH's-Discipline}, 27 —and JaresiYah, EliJah
{YAH-is-El}, and Zichri {Memory}. [Thus concludes the list of]
the sons of YAHroham {Compassion-Of-Yah}. 28 The
[aforementioned] men [become] ancestral chiefs of their
clans, living in Jerusalem.

Gibeon's Geneaology

29 Gibeon's father [Jeiel] lives in Gibeon {Flower-Hills}
with his wife named Maachah {Press}. 1st Chronicles
8:30 [Jeiel lives with] his firstborn son Abdon {Worker},
and [his later sons]: Zur {Rock}, Kish {Bow}, Baal {Master},
and Nadab {Liberal}; 31 —and [Jeiel lives with his other sons:]
Gedor {Corral}, Ahio {Brotherly}, and Zacher {Memento}.
32 Mikloth {Rods} fathers Shimeah {Proclamation}. In
contrast with some of their kinsmen, these [sons of
Gibeon] and their families live in Jerusalem. 33 And
Ner {Lamp} fathers Kish {Bow}. Kish fathers [king] Saul
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{Demander}.

Saul fathers JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift},
Malchi-shua {Savior-King}, Abinadab {Generous-Father},
and Esh-Baal {Man-Of-Baal}. 34 JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}
[fathers] Merib-Baal {Baal-Grappler}. Then Merib-Baal fathers Micah {Who-Is-Like-Yah}. 35 Micah {Who-IsLike-Yah} [fathers] these sons: Pithon {Expander}, Melech
{King}, Tarea {Earth} and Ahaz {Possessor}. 36 Then
Ahaz {Possessor} fathers JAHoadah {JAH-Adorns} who
fathers Alemeth {Covering}, Azmaveth {Strong-One-OfDeath} and Zimri {Plucker}. Then Zimri fathers Moza
{Dawn}. 37 Then Moza {Dawn} fathers Binea, who [fathers] Rapha {Giant} who [fathers] Eleasah {Made-By-El}
who [fathers] Azel {Noble}. 38 Azel {Noble} fathers 6
sons, named: Azrikam {Enemy-Help}, Bocheru {FirstBorn}, IshmaEl {El-Hears}, Sh'ariYah {YAH-Storms},
ObadiYah {Obey-YAH}, and Hanan {Favor}. [Thus completes
the list of] the sons of Azel {Noble}. 39 [Azel's] brother Eshek {Oppression} [fathers] the [following] sons: 1st born:
Ulam {Tongue-Tied}, 2. Jehush {Hasty}, and 3.
Eliphelet {Escape-Via-El}. 1st Chronicles 8:40 The
sons of Ulam {Tongue-Tied} [storm the earth as] mighty,
valiant men, archers. They spawn many sons and
150 grandsons. [Thus concludes the list of] the sons of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}.

1st Chronicles
9
Concluding Summary Of Israelite
Geneaologies
1 Thus [concludes] the [main branches of the]
family tree of the whole [nation of] Israel,
[as] recorded in the Royal Annals of
[north] Israel and Judea [up to the time when
Nebuchadnezzar] exiles [the Israelites ~700km northeast] to Babylon {Iraq}[as punishment] for
their treacheries [against Yahweh].
The First Israelites Return From
Exile
2 [After the exile,] the first Israelites to return [from Babylon]
to their homes and cities are the priests, Levites
and the Nethinim {Gifted-Ones}, [the temple support staff].
The first to return from slavery are believerpriests.
3 The following descendants of Judah {Celebrated},
and of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}, and of Ephraim
{Double-Fruit}, and Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}, return
to live in Jerusalem: 4 Uthai {Rush-To-Help} the son
of Ammihud {People-Of-Splendor}, the son of Omri
{Heaper}, the son of Imri {Talker}, the son of Bani
{Built}, a descendant of Pharez {Breakout} the son of
Judah {Celebrated}. 5 Shiloh's clan [includes Shiloh's] firstborn AsaiYah {YAH-Made} and [AsaiYah's] sons. 6 The [returning] sons of Zerah {Ray} [include] JeuEl {Carried-By-El},
and [his] 690 kinsmen. 7 The [following] descendants of
Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} [re-settle in Jerusalem]: Sallu
{Heavyweight} the son of Meshullam {Allied}, the son
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of HodaviYah {Majesty-Of-Jah}, the son of Hasenuah
{Thorn}, 8 —and IbneiYah {Built-By-YAH} the son of
YAHroham {Compassion-Of-Yah}; and Elah {EverlastingOak-Power} the son of Uzzi {Force}, the son of Michri
{Salesman}; and Meshullam {Allied} the son of ShephathiYah {YAH-Judges}, the son of ReuEl {Friend-Of-El},
the son of IbniJAH {JAH's-Building}; 9 All these [descendants of Benjamin move back to Jerusalem] . Including their [male]
relatives, their genealogies list a total of 956 men.
All the men [named] are chief fathers over their ancestral clans. 1st Chronicles 9:10 The following
priests [move back to Jerusalem]: JedaiYah {YAH-Knows},
JAHoiarib {JAH-Contends} and Jachin {Establisher}, 11 —
and AzariYah {YAH-Helps} the son of HilkiYah {YAH'sInheritance}, the son of Meshullam {Allied}, the son of
Zadok {Righteous}, the son of Meraioth {Rebel}, the
son of Ahitub {Good-Brother}, the overseer of Elohim's
sanctuary; 12 —and AdaYah {YAH-Adorns} the son of
YAHroham {Compassion-Of-Yah}, the son of Pashur
{Liberation}, the son of MalchiYah {YAH's-King}, and
Maasiai {Operative} the son of AdiEl {El's-Ornament},
the son of Jahzerah {JAH-Protects}, the son of
Meshullam {Allied}, the son of Meshillemith
{Reconciliation}, the son of Immer {Yapper};
Jahzerah may just “protection.”
13 Including their relatives these priests total 1760
heads of their ancestral clans, [all] very able men for
the work of [providing health, education & welfare] services in
Elohim's sanctuary. 14 And the [following] Levites [return
to Jerusalem]: ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears} the son of Hasshub {Smarty}, the son of Azrikam {Enemy-Help}, the
son of HashabiYah {YAH-Thinks} (a descendant of
Merari {Bitter}). 15 [Other returning Levites include] Bakbakkar
{Searcher}, Heresh {Crafty}, and Galal {Great}, and
MattanYah {Gift-Of-Yah} the son of Micah {Who-IsLike-Yah}, the son of Zichri {Memorable}, the son of Asaph {Gatherer}; 16 —and [these Levites return]: ObadiYah
{Obey-YAH} the son of ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears}, the son
of Galal {Great}, the son of Jeduthun {Applauded}; and
BerechiYah {Blessing-Of-Yah} the son of Asa, the son
of EL-Kanah {El-Obtains}. [They re-settle] in the villages of
the Netophathite {Distillers}. 17 And the [returning temple]
gatekeepers include Shallum {Payback}, Akkub {HeelGrabber}, Talmon {Smasher}, and Ahiman {Gift-Brother},
plus their relatives, with Shallum {Payback} as chief
[overseer]. 18 Previously members of these [gatekeeper]
clans had been stationed at the eastern entrance to
[Jerusalem's] King's Gate. [And they] were gatekeepers
among the camp of the descendants of Levi {Uniter}.
19 Shallum {Payback} (the son of Kore {Ice}, the son of Ebiasaph
{Gathering-Father}), and their kinsmen (from Korah's ancestral lineage) supervise the [sanctuary] work. And
they guard the sanctuary's entrances, [like] their ancestors who guarded the entrance to the camp of
Yahweh's [followers]. 1st Chronicles 9:20 Ancient
Phinehas {Snake-Mouth} the son of ELeazar {El's-Aid}
once governed [Korah's clan]. Yahweh stuck with
[Phinehas]. 21 ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers} (the son of
MeshelemiYah {YAH's-Ally}) serves as gatekeeper at
the entrance to the Meeting Tent. 22 [The overseers]
choose 212 men to be gate-guards/managers.
[Overseers] match each [candidate's] family history with
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the genealogies of their village ancestors whom
[King] David and SamuEl {Heard-By-El} the Seer ap-

So the [chiefs of Korah's clan manage their sons] in overseeing the
gate-guards' duty-shifts for Yahweh's
sanctuary (aka the tent-house). 24 The
gatekeepers [divide the temple grounds into] 4
zones of responsibility: east, west,
north and south. 25 Periodically the [gatekeepers']
pointed to specific tasks. 23

kinsmen

[trek to Jerusalem]

from their villages to aid

But the 4
chief Levite gatekeepers stay on permanent duty supervising the accommodations and supplies in Elohim's sanctuary. 27 These [4 principal sanctuary overseers]
sleep [in or] near Elohim's sanctuary to
honor their responsibilities, which include opening the doors every morning.
28 Certain [Levites] manage the [precious]
articles [the priests] use [to help people]. [These
Levites] keep records of each item's entry
and exit [from the treasure-rooms]. 29 And [the
overseers] place some [Levites] in charge of
all the [cooking] utensils, and all the sanctuary equipment, and the [sanctuary's] fine
flour, wine, oil, frankincense and
spices. 1st Chronicles 9:30 And some of the
priests' sons mix spices [into perfumes and
sauces]. 31 And MattithiYah {YAH's-Gift},
one of the Levites, (the firstborn [son] of
Shallum {Payback} son of Korah), serves
as permanent steward over all panbaking operations. 32 Other [Levite]
brothers (descended from Kohath {Ally})
supervise the holy bread. They prepare
their brothers for 7 day

[festivals].

26

it every sabbath. 33 *The

chief
Levite fathers who
serve as singers live in
the temple free of [nonmusical] duties, because
they work [in shifts] on music day and night
[24/7/365].
Music is a full-time job. Real musicians are supposed to get their provisions from society so that
they can focus on music all the time.
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34 Thus [concludes the] genealogical list of the principal
Levitical fathers living in Jerusalem [after returning from
Babylonian exile].

Gibeon's Geneaology

35 [Going back long ago,] over in Gibeon {Flower-Hills},
Gibeon's Dad JehiEl [farms] with his wife, Maachah
{Press}. 36 [Then Jehiel fathers] his firstborn son Abdon
{Worker}. Then [he fathers his other sons] : Zur {Rock}, Kish
{Bow}, Baal {Lord}, Ner {Lamp}, Nadab {Liberal}— 37
—and Gedor {Corral}, Ahio {Brotherly}, ZechariYah
{YAH-Remembers} and Mikloth {Rods}. 38 Mikloth {Rods}
fathers Shimeam {Proclamation}. In contrast with
some of their kinsmen, [some of the aforementioned men] and
their families live in Jerusalem. 39 Ner {Lamp} fathers Kiss {Bow}. Kish fathers Saul. Saul fathers
JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}, Malchi-shua {Savior-King},
Abinadab {Generous-Father}, and Esh-Baal {Man-OfBaal}. 1st Chronicles 9:40 JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift} fathers Merib-Baal {Baal-Grappler}. Merib-Baal fathers
Micah {Who-Is-Like-Yah}. 41 Micah {Who-Is-Like-Yah} [fathers] these sons: Pithon {Expander}, Melech {King},
Tahrea {Earth} and Ahaz {Possessor}. 42 Then Ahaz
{Possessor} fathers Jarah {Honey-Comb}. Jarah fathers
Alemeth {Covering}, Azmaveth {Strong-One-Of-Death},
and Zimri {Plucker}. Then Zimri {Plucker} fathers Moza
{Dawn}. 43 Then Moza {Dawn} fathers Binea who fathers RephaiYah {YAH-Cures} who fathers Eleasah
{Made-By-El} who fathers Azel {Noble}. 44 Then Azel
{Noble} fathers 6 sons, namely: Azrikam {EnemyHelp}, Bocheru {First-Born}, IshmaEl {El-Hears},
Sh'ariYah {YAH-Storms}, ObadiYah {Obey-YAH} and
Hanan {Favor}. Thus [concludes the list of] the sons of Azel.

1st Chronicles
10
Palestinian Armies Attack King
Saul's Israel
1 Then the Philistines attack Israel. So
the men of Israel flee from the [raging]
faces of the Philistines. [Many Israelis] fall
down slain on mount Gilboa {GushingSpring}. 2 The Philistines chase hard after Saul, and after his sons. Soon the
Philistines murder Saul's 3 sons: JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}, Abinadab {GenerousFather}, and Malchi-shua {Savior-King}.
Battle-Wounded King Saul Commits
Suicide
3 The battle goes horribly against [king]
Saul. [Enemy] archers hit him. The arrow
[mortally] wounds him. 4 *So Saul

to his armorbearer,
“Draw your sword. Thrust me
[groans]
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through with it. Or these ‘untrimmed’ [hellions] will come and
torture me.” [Saul's] armor-bearer
[shakes in his boots], too scared to kill
[Saul]. So Saul grabs a sword. He
[points it at his own belly] . He [thrusts himself
down] on it! [The sword comes out Saul's back,
armorbearer sees Saul [fall
dead. So [the armor-bearer] too falls on
his [own] sword. So he dies! 6 So Saul
dies [in the same war] as his 3 sons. His
whole dynasty dies together, ___.
The Philistines Capture Israeli Territory
___!] 5 [Saul's]
over]

*All the Israelis look up from
the [Gilboa] valley. They see [their
soldiers] fleeing, [screaming,] “Saul
and his sons all lie dead!” So
the [Israelis] abandon their cities
[in that valley]. They run [for their lives].
The Philistines invade. They
squat in the [Israelis' abandoned homes].
7

The Palestinians Hang Saul's Body
Parts
8 Then the next day the Philistines [hike
up] mount Gilboa {Gushing-Spring} to strip
the slain [warriors]. They find [Israel's king]
Saul and his sons fallen [dead]. 9 *The

Philistine [soldiers] strip [Saul]. They
[cut off] his head. They steal his
armor. They send [the head and armor]
on parade through the surrounding Philistine territory, to
[proclaim] the happy news of the
[victory of their] Easter-idol-gods!
Apparently Saul's body went on parade to other
towns. 1Sam 31:10.

*The [Philistine] rabble hang [Saul's] armor in the
temple of their gods. They fasten [Saul's] head [to the wall] of the
temple of Dagon {Fish-God}.
1st Chronicles 10:10

Valiant Israelis Recapture Saul's
Carcass
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Jabesh-Gilead {AridHeap} hear of these [desecrations] the
Philistines committed on Saul's [carcass].
12 So all the valiant men [of Jabesh-Gilead]
rise up. They steal away the body of
Saul, and the bodies of his sons. [They]
haul the [bodies] to Jabesh {Arid}. There
they bury the bones [of Saul and his princes]
under the Jabesh oak. Then [all the Israelis]
starve [themselves for] 7 days [of mourning].
An Explanation Of Why King Saul
Had To Die
11

All

720

[the people of]

*So [king] Saul dies for the
treacheries he committed
against Yahweh. [Saul habitually fought]
against the word of Yahweh.
He failed to guard it. He even
asked counsel from [a witch possessed
by] a ‘familiar spirit!’ [Saul] inquired [guidance] from a [demon] instead of [patiently] praying to Yahweh! 14 So Yahweh kills Saul. Then
13

hands the kingdom to David {Love},
(the son of Yashai (Jesse)).
[YAH]

1st Chronicles
11
United Israel's Elders Crown David
King
1 So all [the elders of] Israel amass themselves [around young] David {Love} at Hebron {Society}. [They] say, “Look [David]:
we're your [own] flesh and bone. 2 —For
some time now, even while Saul was
king, it's been you who led out and
brought home [the armies of] Israel. Yahweh your Elohim said to you:
“It is you, [David,] who will shepherd [and
feed] my people Israel. You will be ruler
over my people who-will-rule-with-me.”
3 So all the elders of Israel parade to
[David,] the [de facto] king, at Hebron {Society}. There, before Yahweh, David
makes a covenant with these [elders]. So,
fulfilling the prophecy Yahweh gave via
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SamuEl {Heard-By-El}, the [elders] anoint
David king over Israel.
David & General Joab Seize Jebus
(Jerusalem)
4 Then David {Love} and all Israel's [elders
ride their chariots and war-horses ~15km north] to
Jerusalem (aka Jebus), where live the
Jebusite {Threshers}, the inhabitants of
the region. 5 But the inhabitants of Jebus {Thresher-City}[yell] to [king] David, “[Get
out of here!] You'll never get into [our city]!”
Nevertheless David captures the
fortress of Zion, now [known as] “the city
of David.” 6 Then [king] David says,
“Whoever [runs] first to evict the Jebusite
{Threshers} will be [my] commander-in-chief.” So Joab {JAH-Dad}the son of
[David's sister] Zeruyah {Balm} attacks [Jebus] before [any other warlord can get troops assembled]. So
[Joab] becomes [David's] top General. 7 [King]
David lives in the fortress. So

[everyone]

calls it “the

David builds up [Jerusalem]
city around the fortress. He starts the
circle of [of construction] from Millo {EarthRampart}. [General] Joab {JAH-Dad} repairs
the rest of the city.
YAH Helps Young King David Grow
In Power
9 So David {Love} grows greater and
greater, because Yahweh-CommanderOf-Armies stays with him. 1st Chronicles
11:10 Fulfilling Yahweh's prophecy, the
below-named chief mighty men join
forces under David's rulership. They
unite with the whole [country of] Israel to
make him their king.
Jashobeam Kills 300 Soldiers In
One Fight!
11 [To earn his place] among David's many
mighty men, Jashobeam {The-People-Return}, a descendant of Chief Captain
Hachmon {Skillful}, lifts up his spear
against 300 men. He kills them all in
one fight, ___! 12 After [Jashobeam, up] rises one
city of David.” 8

of [David's top] 3 mighty [men]: ELeazar {El's-Aid} (the
son of Dodo {Loving}, of the clan of Ahoh {Brother}).

Eleazar & David Massacre
Palestinian Invaders
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13 [Eleazar rides his war-horse]

beside

[king]

David to Pas-Dammim {Dell-Of-Bloodshed}
[~30km south of Jerusalem]. [There they see] Philistine [soldiers] swarming for battle on [gigantic] field[s] full of [tall] barley. All [Israel's]
people run [screaming] from the
Philistines! 14 *So [Eleazar and David]

drive [their horses] into the middle
of the [occupied] field. They snatch
it [from the enemy soldiers]! They [sing
praises while YAH] massacres the
Philistine [attackers]. Yahweh
saves [Eleazar and David] with an
amazing [miraculous] rescue.
Presumably a miracle of spirit-battle, not physical
warfare.

3 Heroes Bust An Army To Fetch
David Water
15 [One day,] three of David's 30 captains
[ride] down the rock [cliffs] to meet David
in the cave of Adullam. Meanwhile, the
Philistine armies camp [nearby] in the
Valley of Rephaim {Giants}, preparing
for war [against Israel].
The Philistines thus cut off all communication and
supply-lines between Bethlehem and Jerusalem.

While David stays holed up [in the cave],
Philistine [marauders] prepare for battle
[~15km east] at Bethlehem {Bread-House}. 17
[King] David thirsts. He whispers, “Oh, I
wish someone would give me a drink of
the water from the well by the towngate of Bethlehem {Bread-House}.” 18
16

*So these 3 [mighty men] break
through the Philistine armies.
They draw water out of the
well by Bethlehem's town gate.
They haul [the jug] back [~15km west]
to [king] David. But David refuses
to drink a drop. Instead he
pours it out [as an offering] to
Yahweh. 19 [King] David says, “My Elohim forbid that I [drink] this [water]. Can I
swallow the ‘blood’ of these men who
put their lives [in jeopardy]? They brought
this water [at the risk of their] life-breath. So
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I can't drink it.” (These 3 mighty [men]
perform [many] such feats, ___.)
Gen. AbiShai Kills 300 Soldiers In
One Fight!
1st Chronicles 11:20 [General] Joab's brother
Abishai {Father-Of-Gifts} serves as leader
of David's 30 [most valiant special-forces warriors].
[Abishai] gets his name ranked with [Israel's] ‘top 3’ [heroes] when he raises his
spear against 300 [attackers]. He kills
them [all in one day, ___]! 21 [General Abishai] becomes doubly honored above David's “3” [military chiefs
of staff], even though [Abishai] never gets listed among
the “top 3.”

BenaYAH Kills Lions and Lion-Like
Men
22 BenaYAH {YAH-Built}(the son of YAHoyada
{YAH-Knows}),

the son of a valiant man from Kabze'El

accomplishes myriad feats.
He slays two lionlike men from Moab.
Then later, on a snowy day, [BenaYAH rushes] down into a pit and kills a [real] lion!
23 Then [BenYAH] kills a 5 cubit [7.5 foot] tall
giant Egyptian man, whose hand wields
a spear thick as a weaver's beam, ___.
[BenYAH] rushes down to the [giant]. With a
staff, [BenYAH] plucks the spear out of the
Egyptian [giant's] hand! Then [BenYAH] slays
[the giant] with the [giant's] own spear! 24
{El-Gathered})

With such feats YAHoyada's son BenaYAH {YAH-Built}
earns fame rivaling [David's top] 3 mighty [heroes]. 25

Although [BenaYah] never gets listed as a
member of the "3," he gains top honors
among the "30". So [king] David sets
[BenYAH in command] over his [royal] guard.
A List Of King David's Other Valiant
Heroes

26 Other valiant men [who lead David's] armies include:
AsahEl {El-Made} the brother of [General] Joab {JAH-Dad},
and ElHanan {El-is-Gracious} the son of Dodo {Loving}
of Bethlehem {Bread-House}, 27 —[and] Shammoth
{Ruins} the Harorite {Mountaineer}, and Helez {Strong}
[from] Pelon {Distinguished}, 28 —[and] Ira {Open-Eyes}
(the son of Ikkesh {Knotted} from Tekoa {TrumpetTown}), and AbiEzer {Father-Helper} from Anatoth {Answer-Town}, 29 —[and] Sibbecai {Mummy} the
Hushathite {Speedster}, and Ilai {Elevated} of the clan
of Ahoh {Brother}, 1st Chronicles 11:30 —[and] Maharai {Speedy} from Netophath {Distillery-Town}, [and]
Heled {Fast-Glider} the son of Baanah {Force} (another
[Distiller]), 31 —[and] Ithai [Near-One] the son of Ribai
{Wrangler} of Gibeah {Flower-Hills} from the descendants of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}, [and] BenaYAH
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from Pirathon {Throne}, 32 —[and] Hurai
from the brooks of Gaash {Quake}, [and]
AbiEl {Father-El} from Beth-Arabah {Desert-House}, 33
—[and] Azmaveth {Strong-One-Of-Death} from Baharum
{Young-Men}, [and] Eliahba {El-Hides} from Shaalbim
{Fox-Holes}, 34 —[and] the sons of Hashem {Rich-Name}
from Gizoh [in Palestine]; [and] JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift} the
son of Shage {Wanderer} the Hararite {Mountaineer}, 35
—[and] Ahiam {Uncle} the son of Sacar {Payback} the
Hararite {Mountaineer}, [and] Eliphal {El-Judges} the son
of Ur {Flame}, 36 —[and] Hepher {Explorer} from Mekerah {Dig}, [and] AhiYah {Kin-Of-Yah} the [descendant of]
Pelon {Distinguished}, 37 —[and] Hezro {Corral} from
Carmel {Fruiting-Garden}, [and] Naarai {Youthful} the son
of Ezbai {Hyssop}, 38 —[and] Joel {YAH-is-El} the brother of Nathan {Gift}, [and] Mibhar {Choice} the son of
[Hagar's descendant] Hagri {Stranger's-Son}, 39 —[and] Zelek
{Crack} the Ammon-Spawn [Mountaineer, and] Naharai
{Snorer} from Beeroth {Wells}, the armor-bearer of
Joab {JAH-Dad} the son of Zeruyah {Balm}, 1st Chronicles
11:40 —[and] Ira {Open-Eyes} and Gareb {Scratchy},
both Jethro's [descendants], 41 —[and] UriYah {YAH'sFlame} the [converted] Hittite {Son-Of-Terror}, [and] Zabad
{Giver} the son of Ahlai {Wish}, 42 —[and] Adina
{Voluptuous} the son of Shiza, a captain of Reuben's
clan, flanked by his 30 soldiers, 43 —[and] Hanan
{Favor} the son of Maachah {Press}, and JAshaphat
{JAH-Judges} from Methen {Skinny}, 44 —[and] Uzzia
{Strength-Of-YAH} from Ashtaroth {Easter-Town}, and
Shama {Obedient} & JehiEl {EL-Lives} the sons of
Hotham {Seal} from Aroer {Exposed}, 45 —[and]
JediaEl {Knower-Of-El} the son of Shimri {Watcher}, and
his brother Joha {JAH-Revives} from [the town of] Tiz, 46
—[and] EliEl {God-Over-gods} from Mahava; [and] Jeribai
{Fighter} & JAHshaviah {JAH-Sets} (both sons of Elnaam {He-Delights-In-El}); and Ithmah {Orphan} from
Moab, 47 —[and] EliEl {El-Is-Power}, and Obed {Obeyer},
and JasiEl {Made-By-El} (from MesobaYAH {Found-ByYAH}).
{YAH-Built}

{White-Linen}

1st Chronicles
12
Young King David's Secessionist
Army Grows
1 The following mighty men, [king David's]
war-helpers, [ride from Jerusalem ~25km southwest] to Ziklag {Fortress}. There David
[crouches in a cave,] hiding from [murderous, insane king] Saul (son of Kish {Bow}). 2 [These
defectors to David are] Saul's relatives from
[the tribe of] Benjamin. [They arrive] armed
with bows, trained to use both the right
hand and the left to hurl stones [at their
kill targets,] and to shoot arrows from
bow[s]. 3 The [warriors are] led by Ahiezer {Helper-Broth-
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then JAHoash {JAH-Fired}, (the sons of Shemaah
the Gibeathite {Hillsman}), and JeziEl
{Sprinkled-By-El}, and Pelet {Escape} (the sons of Azmaveth {Strong-One-Of-Death}), and Berachah
{Blessing}, and JAHu {JAH-Is-He} from Anatoth {AnswerTown}, 4 —and IsmaiYah {Yah-Hears} the Gibeonite
{Hillsman}, commander and one of the strongest of
[David's] 30 [special forces warriors], and JeremiYah {YAH-Rises},
Jahaziel {EL-Stomps}, JAHohanan {YAH-Favored}, and
Josabad {YAH-Endowed} the Gederathite {Rancher}, 5 —
[and] Eluzai {El-Defends}, Jerimoth {Rising}, BealiYah
{YAH-is-Master}, ShemariYah {YAH Guards}, and ShephatiYah {YAH-Judges} (from Charuph {Autumn}), 6 —
and EL-Kanah {El-Obtains}, JesiYah {Yah-Lends},
AzareEl {El's-Aid}, Joezer {YAH-Helps}, Jashobeam {ThePeople-Return}, the Korhites {Ice-Men}, 7 —and Joelah
{Ascension} and ZebadiYah {YAH-Gives} (the sons of
YAHroham {Compassion-Of-Yah} from Gedor {Corral}). 8
{Proclamation}

*The following mighty warrior
men [from the tribe of] Gad {Troop},
(trained for battle, masters of
shield and sword, faces like lions, [legs] swift as gazelles on
the mountains), [race] to the
wilderness cave, to defect [from
Saul] to David: 9
Chief: Ezer {Aid},
ObadiYah {Obey-YAH} the second [in command],
Eliab {Fathered-By-El} 3rd [in command].
1st Chronicles 12:10
4th: Mishmannah {Fatness},
5th:
11
6th:
7th:
12
8th:

JeremiYah

{YAH-Rises}

to Ziklag {Fortress}. There [the following] squadron
commanders from [the tribe of] Manasseh [defect] to [David]:
Adnah {Pleasure}, JAHozabad {YAH-Endows}, JediaEl
{Knower-Of-El}, MichaEl {El-Is-Incomparable}, JAHozabad
{YAH-Endows}, Eli-Hu {His-El}, and Zilthai {Shady}. 21

Attai {Fit},
EliEl {God-Over-gods};
JAHohanan

{YAH-Favored},

These descendants of Gad {Troop} all
command army [divisions]. The weakest
leads 100 [warriors]. The greatest leads
1000. 15 These [heroes] cross [the dangerous,
flooding] Jordan [river] in the 1st month [of
spring]. They [ford the river while it] overflows
all his banks! These [warriors] put to flight
all the [pagans] of the valleys, both east
and west [of the river]. 16 Also, descendants of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} and
Judah {Celebrated}[sneak] to the [cave], [defecting from evil king Saul] to [young] David
{Love}. 17 So David {Love} ventures out
14
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to meet these [defectors]. He answers them, “If you've come to me
peacefully, to help me, my heart will
knit to yours. But if you've come to betray me to my enemies, seeing there is
no guilt on my hands, [I pray] the Elohim
of our fathers looks on [your treachery], and
judges [you].” 18 Then [YAH's] spirit floods
over Colonel Amasai {Load}. He [cries],
“We are yours, David {Love}. We're on
your side, you son of Yashai (Jesse).
Shalom! Peace to you, and peace to
your helpers. For your Elohim helps
you.” So David receives [Saul's defectors].
He makes them captains of his [rebel]
band. 19 [David] advances [east] with the
Philistines to fight a battle against Saul.
Immediately some of Manasseh's [tribal
warriors] fall [away from Saul to side with] David.
But [David's loyalists] don't end up helping
the [Philistines]. The Philistine War-Lord
council sends [David and his men] away [south],
predicting, “David will fall [back in with] his
master Saul. [Then they'll chop off] our
heads!” 1st Chronicles 12:20 So [David rides ~25km
[of the cave]

south]

,

9th: Elzabad {El-Bestows},
13
10th: JeremiYah {YAH-Rises},
11th: Machbanai {Hill}.

723

These men, (all mighty, valiant army
commanders), help David {Love} fight
[off] raiding bands [of robbers]. 22 Day after
day [warriors] stream to [king] David to
help him [fight Saul]. They form a great
army, [a vision of] the angel-armies of Elohim. 23 What follows is a count of men in each of

the bands of armed battle-ready [men] who defect to
turn over the kingdom of Saul to David {Love} at
Hebron {Society}, fulfilling the prophecy of Yahweh:
24 6800 descendants of Judah {Celebrated} [come to
David] bearing shield and spear, ready & armed for
the war. 25 7100 mighty, valiant male descendants
of Simeon {Listener} [come ready] to revolt [against Saul]. 26
Levi's descendants [send] 40600 [men to help David]. 27
Plus YAHoyada {YAH-Knows} leads 3700 [helpers] from
Aaron's clans. 28 And Zadok {Righteous}, a young
man mighty of valor, brings 22 chiefs from his fa[extended] family. 29 The descendants of
Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} (Saul's tribe)
send 3000 men who have up to this
moment loyally guarded Saul's dy-

ther's
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nasty. 1st Chronicles 12:30 And the descendants

of Ephraim send 20800 mighty, valiant men, famous throughout their ancestral tribe. 31 The [elders
of the] ‘half-tribe’ of Manasseh summon their strongest 18000 men by name to come and [cement]
David's kingship. 32

The tribe of Issachar

{Reward} sends all their kinsmen {~80km
south} under the command of 200 cap-

tains who understand the times. They
know that Israel must [replace king Saul with
David]. 33 [The tribe] of Zebulun {House}
sends 50000 expert warrior-adventurers bearing every kind of battle-weapon
[both spiritual and physical]. They march in step
as one beating heart. 34 [The tribe] of Naphtali
sends 1000 captains leading 37000 [warriors
shield and spear. 35 Dan's tribe [sends] 28600
expert war-fighters. 36 Asher's [tribe] sends 40000
expert battle-hardened warrior-adventurers. 37
From the [east] side of [the] Jordan [river], the tribes of
Reuben and Gad (and the [Eastern] half of the tribe of
Manasseh) send 120000 [men] equipped with all
kinds of instruments of war [both physical and spiritual] for
{Wrestler}
bearing]

In Hebron {Society}, all these
men of war join ranks with one heart to
make David king over the whole [country
of] Israel. And all the rest of Israel's [people beat] as one heart to crown David
king. 39 [All these soldiers] stay with David [in Hebron] for
the battle. 38

3 days. They eat and drink the provisions their rel-

1st Chronicles 12:40 Plus the
near [Hebron] (Issachar {Reward},
Zebulun {House} and Naphtali {Wrestler})
cart in food on donkeys, camels, mules
and oxen, including abundant meat,
grain-meal, fig-cakes, bunches of
raisins, wine, oil, cattle and sheep, [sent]
with joy from Israel [to David].
atives

[sent with them].

[tribes]

1st Chronicles
13
David Fetches The Ark Of The
Covenant
1 [Time passes.] There [in Hebron, king] David
consults with the [local] battalion and
squadron commanders, and every [other]
leader [he can find].
Good authority is collaborative and seeks advice.
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Then David {Love} says to the whole
congregation of Israelites, “If it seems
good to you, and [if] Yahweh our Elohim
[approves], let's send an invitation to all
our brothers left anywhere in the whole
land of Israel, including the priests and
Levites in their cities and pasturelands. [Let's] invite them to come gather
[to celebrate] with us. 3 —And let's bring
the Ark of [the covenant of] our Elohim back
to us. We haven't prayed [to YAH] in front
of [the ark] since Saul [took reign].” 4 The
whole assembly [shouts], “Let's do it!” All
the people see that [teaming up to get the ark]
is the right thing to do, ___. 5 So David
{Love} gathers all of Israel together,
(from Shihor {Dark} in Egypt all the way
[~450km northeast] to the entrance to
Hamath {Joined-Walls}), to fetch the ark
of Elohim from Kirjath-Yearim {City-OfForests}[10km west of Jerusalem]. 6 So, flanked
by the whole [throng] of Israelites, David
{Love} mounts [his horse. He gallops 10km west]
(to Baalah {Mistress}, that is, to KirjathYearim {City-Of-Forests}, in Judah's [tribal]
territory), to fetch from there the ark
emblazoned with the name of “Yahweh
Elohim who dwells between the cherubim.” 7 So, from the sanctuary of Abinadab {Generous-Father}, the [priests] carry
the ark of Elohim in a new cart. Uzza
{Strength} and Ahio {Brotherly} guide the
cart. 8 *[Around the ark,] David {Love}
2

and all [his] Israelite [loyalists]
celebrate! [They dance] before Elohim with all their might. They
sing [at the tops of their lungs]! They
play harps, guitars, tambourines, cymbals and trumpets!
That's what your church and synagogue services
ought to be like. Are you praising with all your
might?

But when the [parade] reaches the
threshing-floor of Chidon {Dart}, the
oxen [step in a hole]. They stumble. So
9
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Uzza {Strength} reaches out his hand to
steady the ark.

wives. So David fathers more sons and
daughters. 4 In Jerusalem, David fathers the

You can think you're doing a good thing, and still
be sinning.

following children: Shammua {Stunner}, Shobab
{Rebel}, Nathan {Gift}, Solomon {Peace-Man}; 5 —
Ibhar {Choice}, Elishua {El-Is-Salvation}, Elpalet {El-Delivers}, 6 —and Nogah {Glitter}, Nepheg {Sprout}, and
Japhia {Bright}, 7 —and Elishama {El-Hears}, and
Beeliada {Baal-Knows}, and Eliphalet {El-Gives-Deliver-

So Yahweh snorts firerage against Uzza {Strength}. [YAH]
strikes him, because he put his hand on
the ark. So [Uzza] dies [there] before Elohim.
1st Chronicles 13:10

Skeptics can't convict YAH of cruelty for killing
Uzza, because we humans don't know the whole
story. Quite possibly Uzza immediately popped
through death into a much better life in heaven.

So David blazes up in anger, because
Yahweh's [power] broke out, [killing] Uzza
{Strength}. To this day, that place is
called Perez-Uzza {Uzza's-OutBreak}. 12
[All] that day, David {Love}[shakes] in fear
of Elohim, asking, “How can I bring the
[deadly] ark of Elohim home to [Jerusalem
with] me?” 13 So David {Love}[orders the
priests to] detour, to carry [the ark] into the
sanctuary of Obed-Edom {SouthlandWorker} from Gath {WinePress-Town}, instead of bringing the ark home to [David's
palace] in the Citadel of David.
11

Whether the ark went south ~30km to Gath (or
conversely if Obed-Edom had a building in the
~10km stretch between Kirjath-Yearim and
Jerusalem) is an open question.

So for 3 months the ark of Elohim remains in the family sanctuary of ObedEdom {Southland-Worker}. Consequently,
Yahweh blesses the family of Obed-Edom, and everything [Obed-Edom] owns.
14

1st Chronicles
14
Young King David's Family Grows
1 Soon Tyre's king Hiram {White} sends
his envoys [~120km south] to [king] David.
[They] bring cedar-logs, and masons and
carpenters, to build [David] a [royal]
palace. 2 David {Love} sees his kingdom
being lifted up on high. So he perceives
that Yahweh is confirming him as king
over Israel, [not to aggrandize David, but] to
save his people, [the] Israel[ites]. 3 At
Jerusalem, David [foolishly] takes more
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

8 Soon the Philistines hear that
united Israel has anointed David king.
So all the Philistine [soldiers march] up [east]
to hunt [and assassinate] David. But David
hears of [the attack]. So he [marches] out [his
praise-teams] against the [Palestinians].
ance}.

Nothing in the text suggests anything about David
attacking with armies.

The Philistines invade [Israel]. They
spread [out] their [battle-arrays] in the valley
of Rephaim {Giants}, [thus shutting off Bethlehem from Jerusalem]. 1st Chronicles 14:10 So
David {Love} inquires of Elohim, crying,
“Shall I [march my praise-teams] up to the
Philistines? Will you deliver the [pagans]
into my hand?” Yahweh answers David,
“Go up. I will deliver them into your
hand.”
9

Nothing in this verse suggests David physically
fighting against anyone.

his [praise-singers] up to
Baal-Perazim {Lord-Of-The-Breakthrough}. There David evicts the [Philistines].
Then David cries, “By my hand, Elohim
broke through my enemies like a
breakout of flood-waters.” That's why
people call the [battle] site ‘Lord-Of-TheBreakthrough.’ 12 The [Philistines] abandon
their idol-gods [on the battlefield]. David
gives the command. So the [Israelis] burn
the [idol-gods] with fire. 13 But the
Philistines yet again spread out their
[armies] in the valley [of Giants]. 14 So [king]
David again inquires of Elohim. [Yahweh]
the Eloha answers [David],
“Do not go up to [confront this enemy]. Turn
back. [Circle] around the [invading army].
[Position your praise-warriors] opposite the balsam trees.
15 —
11

So

[David marches]

[nearby]
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Then, when you hear the sound of [angels] marching in the tops of the balsam
trees, run your [singers] out to engage
the enemy [in praise-warfare]. The Elohim
will have [rushed] out before you to evict
the Philistine [armies].”
16 So David {Love} does as Elohim commands him. Thus [YAH] evicts the Philistine armies from Gibeon {Flower-Hills} all
[the way 20km due west] to Gezer {Portion}! 17
So [king] David's fame rushes out into all
[earth's] lands. Thus Yahweh brings the
fear of [himself] upon all nations, ___.

1st Chronicles
15
King David Brings YAH's Ark To
Jerusalem
1 David {Love} builds [palaces for his sons] in
the ‘citadel of David.’ But he [merely] prepares a site and pitches a tent for the
ark of Elohim.
David spoils his kids with material stuff, while
short-changing their spiritual development. Sound
familiar?
2 Then David {Love} says, “No one but the Levites
should carry the ark of Elohim. YAH chose the
[Levites] to carry the ark of Elohim, and to serve Him
perpetually.” 3 So, at Jerusalem, David gathers together an assembly [representing] all [the leaders of] Israel.
[He asks them] to bring the ark of Yahweh to the site
he'd prepared for it. 4 [There] David gathers the descendants of Aaron, including these Levite [priests]: 5
Chief UriEl {El's-Flame} and his 120 kinsmen [represent]
the descendants of Kohath {Ally}. 6 Chief AsaiYah
{YAH-Made} and his 220 brothers represent the descendants of Merari {Bitter}. 7 Chief Joel {YAH-is-El}
and his 130 brothers [represent] the descendants of
Gershom {Refugee}. 8 Chief ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears}
and his 200 brothers [represent] the descendants of
Elizaphan {El-Is-Treasure}. 9 Chief EliEl {God-Over-gods}
and his 80 brothers [represent] the descendants of Hebron {Society}. 1st Chronicles 15:10 Chief
Amminadab {Generous-People} and his 112 brothers
[represent] the descendants of UzziEl {El's-Strength}. 11
[King] David also summons Zadok {Righteous} and Abiathar {Generous-Father} the priests, and the [following]
Levites: UriEl {El's-Flame}, AsaiYah {YAH-Made}, Joel
{YAH-is-El}, ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears}, EliEl {El-Is-Power},

says
to these [priests], “You are [our nation's] head
Levite fathers. Sanctify yourselves, you
and Amminadab

{Generous-People}.
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12 [David]
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and your brothers, so you can carry the
ark of Yahweh Elohim of Israel up to
the site I've prepared for it. 13 —You
neglected to [purify yourselves the] first [time we
tried to bring the ark here to Jerusalem]. So Yahweh
our Elohim broke out [in fury] upon us,
because we sought him in a [self-destructive, self-willed] manner.” 14 So the Cohanim
and the Levites purify, [educate and segregate]
themselves [in preparation] to carry the ark of Yahweh
Elohim of Israel up [into Jerusalem]. 15 So, obeying Yahweh's instruction(s), Levite [men] carry the ark of
Elohim on their shoulders with its rods attached, as
Moses commanded.
{Priests}

The Priests Appoint The Sacred Musicians
16 *David {Love} asks the head

Levites to appoint their relatives to be [sacred] singers [who]
light up [their audiences with joy], lifting
up their voice[s while] playing musical instruments, including resounding guitars and harps
and cymbals. 17 So the Levites appoint [the
following head musicians] :

Heman {Faithful} the son of Joel
and [Heman's] relatives: Asaph {Gatherer} the
son of BerechiYah {Blessing-Of-Yah}; and from [Heman's]
cousins (the sons of Merari {Bitter}): Ethan {Durable}
the son of KushaiYah {Trapped-By-YAH}; 18 To support
the [musicians, the Levites appoint the following] gate-keepers:
ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers}, Ben {Sonny}, Jaaziel
{Emboldened-By-El}, Shemiramoth {High-Name}, JehiEl
{EL-Lives}, Unni {Humble}, Eliab {Fathered-By-El},
BenaYAH {YAH-Built}, MaaseiYah {Work-Of-YAH}, MattithiYah {YAH's-Gift}, Elipheleh {El's-Special}, Mikneiah
{YAH's-Possession}, Obed-Edom {Southland-Worker}, and
{YAH-is-El};

{Carried-away-By-El}. 19 [Then] the [chief priests]
appoint singers: Heman {Faithful}, Asaph {Gatherer}, and Ethan {Durable}, to
play brass cymbals. 1st Chronicles 15:20
And ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers}, Aziel
{Strengthened-by-El}, Shemiramoth {HighName}, JehiEl {EL-Lives}, Unni {Humble},
Eliab {Fathered-By-El}, MaaseiYah {WorkOf-YAH}, and BenaYAH {YAH-Built}[play]
guitars in the ‘alamot [style: high-pitched
melody / lead guitar]. 21 And [the priests appoint]
MattithiYah {YAH's-Gift}, Elipheleh {El'sSpecial}, Mikneiah {YAH's-Possession},
Obed-Edom {Southland-Worker}, JeiEl
{Carried-Away-By-El}, and AzaziYah

JeiEl
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1st Chronicles
16

{Strengthened-By-Yah},

who play amazing
harmony parts on [8-stringed] harps. 22
*And ChenaniYah {Planted-ByYah}, chief of the Levite [priests],

leads song[s] and instructs
[younger musicians how to write and play]

songs, due to his

[outstanding] skill.
23 And BerechiYah {Blessing-Of-Yah} and EL-Kanah
{El-Obtains} [serve] as doorkeepers [to keep the rabble away
from] the ark. 24 And ShebaniYah {YAH-Prospers}, JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}, NathanEl {El-Gives}, Amasai {Load}, ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers}, BenaYAH
{YAH-Built}, and Eliezer {El's-Helper}, the priests, blow
trumpets before the ark of Elohim. Obed-Edom
{Southland-Worker} and JehiYah {JAH-Lives-Forever} [work as]
doorkeepers. [They keep riffraff away from] the [dangerous] Ark.

So [king] David and the elders of Israel and the [nation's] thousand-mangroup-leaders travel to joyfully bring
the ark of the covenant of Yahweh out
of the sanctuary of Obed-Edom and up
[several miles to Jerusalem]. 26 The Levites see that
25

727

King David Throws A Million-Man
Ark-Party
1 So the [priests] carry the ark of Elohim.
They set it in the middle of the tent
which [king] David [paid his carpenters to] pitch
for it. Then the [priests] bring in ascension [smoke-roasts] and thanksgiving [fixins
which the crowds eat at a feast in the] presence of
[Yahweh] the Eloah. 2 [King] David finishes
bringing in the smoke-roasts and [other]
thanksgiving [food]. He blesses the [Israeli]
people in the name of Yahweh. 3 And
David gives all of the [millions of] people in
Israel (both man and woman): one loaf
of bread, and a choice piece of [gourmet
smoke-roasted] meat, and a raisin cake.

Elohim is helping them carry the ark of the
covenant of Yahweh [without problems]. So they [pause the
journey to] slaughter [and cook] 7 young bulls and 7 rams

For the cost of this food, you could by 12 thousand
reliable cars, or 72 mansions. Or, obviously, you
could feed millions of people, as David did.

[for a sacred feast].

27 The [leaders] all [dance] in
robes of fine linen: [king] David, the
Levites carrying the ark, the singers,
[led by] ChenaniYah {Planted-By-Yah} the
song-master. David's linen ephod-vest
[swings up and down as he jumps around]! 28 *So

4

all [the leaders of] Israel escort the
ark of the covenant of Yahweh
with shouting [voices], blasting
rams'-horns, trumpets, cymbals, guitars and harps. They
make [an ear-splitting] noise! [It shakes

Praise is a wild, fun 24/7/365 operation to be taken seriously and funded, not a half-baked 1-houra-week snooze-fest.
5 [The following men play] guitars and harps: Asaph {Gatherer} the lead [guitarist], assisted by ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers}, JeiEl {Carried-Away-By-El}, Shemiramoth
{High-Name}, JehiEl {EL-Lives}, MattithiYah {YAH's-Gift},
Eliab {Fathered-By-El}, BenaYAH {YAH-Built}, Obed-Edom {Southland-Worker}, and JeiEl {Carried-Away-By-El}.

the ground for miles around, ___!]
That's what your church should sound like.
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The
priests BenaYAH {YAH-Built} and Jahaziel
{EL-Stomps}[blow] trumpets 24/7/365 before the ark of the covenant of Elohim.
David Writes A Psalm For The Ark
Inauguration
Asaph

*Later, as the ark of the
covenant of Yahweh enters the
‘City of David’, Michal {Brook}
(the daughter of [the late king]
Saul) looks out a window. She
eyes king David dancing and
playing. She despises him in
her [ice-cold] heart, ___.
29

Then [David] appoints [the following] handpicked Levites to serve [the nation by praying
while] facing the ark of Yahweh, and to
record [important information], and to throw
[their hands in the air], raving [praise to] Yahweh, Israel's Elohim.

{Gatherer}

plays crashing cymbals. 6

7 On that day David {Love} first delivers (into the
hand of Asaph {Gatherer} and his brothers) this
psalm of thanks to Yahweh: 8 “Throw [high your hands to
thank] Yahweh! Call on His name. Make His deeds

[all] people. 9 Stroll around [the
singing songs to [YAH], thwacking
strings [on guitars]. [Sing] lyrics [recounting] his

known among
city]
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wondrous [miracles]! 1st Chronicles 16:10 Rave
about [YAH's] sacred Name-authority.
Brighten up, you [beating] hearts who
seek Yahweh!
Halal = rave.

Seek Yahweh, ___. [Receive] his
strength. Chase his presence nonstop.
12 Remember the marvelous feats [YAH]
performs, His wonders, and the judgments [he thunders] from His mouth. 13 You
11

chosen seed-children of [YAH's] servant Israel, you
children of Jacob, [obey YAH]. 14 Yahweh is our Elohim. His judgments [govern] all the earth.
Humans do not make law. Heaven's Sovereign
makes all law.

So always stay mindful of [YAH's]
covenant. The decree[s] he commands
[endure] 1000 generations.
15

1000 generations means that YAH's Law still applies.
16 [Honor] the covenant [YAH] made with Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}. [Remember] the oath [YAH swore] to Isaac
{Laughter}. 17 [YAH] confirmed [his offer] to Jacob as a
law. [YAH bound himself in a] covenant [obligation] to [take care of]
the [people] who will reign with him for ever.
IsraEL = the beings who will reign with EL, not
necessarily any one genetic lineage.

says,
‘To you, [Jacob,] I give the land of
Canaan {LowLand} as your designated
heritage.’
18 [YAH]

19 [Poor ancient Israel] consists of a mere few straggling
strangers in the [vast promised land]. 1st Chronicles

journeys from nation to nation, from one kingdom to the next
people-group. 21 [YAH] lets no man do
[true Israel] wrong. [YAH] even shouts-down
kings to help [his people]! 22 [YAH] says,
‘Never lay a finger on my anointed [people]. Do my prophets no harm, [or else]!’
23 [So] stroll [around your cities] singing to
Yahweh, all the earth. Proclaim his salvation day after day! 24 Declare [YAH's]
glory among the beast-nations. [Recount]
his marvelous feats among all peoples.
25 Yahweh's greatness [deserves the world's
most] vehement, showy praise-hullabaloos [that make people] fear him above
any other authority.
16:20 [Israel]

YAH does not deserve the boring, timid, pantywaist
nonsense that passes for ‘music’ in most churches.
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All the ‘authorities’ [whom] people [serve]
are idols. In contrast, Yahweh made
the heavens! 27 Magnificence and
grandeur [flow from YAH's] face. Strength
and gladness [come from living] where [YAH]
lives. 28 Give [your allegiance] to Yahweh, you people26

groups

[of earth]. [Extol]

Yahweh's glory and strength.

Give Yahweh the glory due his
Name-Authority. Lift your gift. Come
face him. Worship Yahweh in the beauty of separation [from the world-system]. 1st
29

*Whirl [in violent emotion
faces [turned up to YAH], all
the earth. The planet is stable.
It won't quake [no matter how hard we
dance]!
Chronicles 16:30
with your]

This verse is almost always translated as disconnected gibberish, ignoring the plain meaning of its
words as well as its context. This verse is an incitement to shake the ground with your dancing. To
the degree the first clause might apply to the planet itself, it says that the earth is spinning, not
fixed. David is whipping up the Israelites into a
Pentecostal praise frenzy, while the religionists like
his wife Michal scheme to install pews to keep the
congregants from dancing.

Heavens, flash! Earth, whirl! Men,
challenge the beast-nations. [Shout in their
faces,] “Yahweh reigns!”
31

The "let the" disease infects most translations of
this and similar verses, sapping all the power.

Roar, sea and ocean-dwellers! Jump
for joy, fields and field-dwellers! 33
Trees of the forest, screech [for joy]!
[Stretch up to] Yahweh's face! He comes to
judge the earth. 34 Hands [up everybody]!
[Thank] Yahweh. He's awesome. His mercy lives forever. 35 Cry out, ‘Save us!
You're [the only] Elohim who can [save anyone]! Gather us together. Deliver us
from the beast-nations [who hate you], so
we can [throw our] hands in the air [in allegiance] to your sacred authority, shouting
praise [to you forever].’ 36 Kneel to Yahweh
Elohim of Israel forever and ever.” Then
all the people [shout], “Amén! HalleluYAHWeH!”
David Delegates The Sanctuary To
Musicians
32

37 So, there before the ark of the covenant of Yahweh, David leaves Asaph {Gatherer} and his brothers
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to serve 24/7/365 in the ark's presence, to do all
the daily jobs [Moses] specified in [the Torah]. 38 [David appoints] Obed-Edom {Southland-Worker} with his 68 relatives [to help run the Sanctuary]. As gatekeepers, [David appoints
the other] Obed-Edom (the son of Jeduthun {Applauded})
and Hosah {Hopeful}. 39 [David continues to let high] Priest
Zadok {Righteous} (and [Zadok's] priest-brothers) [work]
in the [sacred] tent of Yahweh at the high-shrine in
{Flower-Hills}. 1st Chronicles 16:40 Every
morning, on the altar of the ascension,
those [priests] smoke-roast ascension [donations for community meals honoring] Yahweh. In
addition, they do [all the health, education and
welfare work as Moses] specified in the law
[which] Yahweh commanded Israel.

Gibeon

Thus, clearly, YHVH wants people celebrating
feasts and performing Levitical work in their localities, not just in Jerusalem.

David expressly appoints the
[above-named musical] leaders (including Heman {Faithful} and Jeduthun {Applauded})
to throw [their] hands [in the air] to [thank]
YAH for his eternally-enduring mercy.
42 [In addition to singing,] Heman {Faithful} and
Jeduthun {Applauded} blow trumpets,
sound cymbals and play other musical
instruments [to praise] Elohim. Meanwhile,
the sons of Jeduthun serve as [sanctuary]
gatekeepers. 43 [Finally the feast ends.] So all
the people travel back to their own private homes. Finally [king] David returns
[to his palace] to bless his family.

“Go tell David my obeyer: ‘Yahweh
says, “You can't build me a house to
live in.

5
From the day I brought Israel up [out of Egypt] to this
day, I've never lived in a house. I've [met you] in a
series of traveling tents.
6

Wherever I've traveled with any Israelis, did I ever speak one word [about
permanent construction] to any of the leaders
of Israel, whom I commanded to feed
my people? [Did I ever] ask, ‘Why haven't
you built me a cedar temple? [No!]’
YAH doesn't need church buildings.

YAH Promises To Forever Bless
David's Lineage

41 [King]

1st Chronicles
17

3 Then the same night, the word of Elohim comes
Nathan

{Gift}:

4 [YAH]

The Cinematic Bible 1.0

says,

*
Sum up by telling my servant
David: ‘Yahweh-commander-of-armies says this: ‘I took
you from the sheep yards,
where you tracked sheep [up and
down mountains], to [teach] you how to
[humbly and patiently] lead my people
Israel.
7

The best possible form of government is benevolent monarchy ordered by the Hebrew scriptures.
Democracy is a revolt against YAH's government.

*
I've been with you wherever
you've walked. Before your
[stunned] face, I cut off all your
enemies. I built you a reputation rivaling the fame of the
greatest men who [ever walked] the
earth.
8

David Aspires To Build A Temple
For YHVH
1 Over time [king] David settles into his
palace. One day David says to Nathan
{Gift} the prophet, “Look: I dwell in a
cedar palace, while the ark [bearing] Yahweh's covenant wallows in a tent!” 2
Nathan {Gift} replies to [king] David, “Do
everything in your heart. [Yahweh] the
Eloha is with you.”
YAH Refuses To Let David Build His
Temple
[alive inside]

729

9

Likewise, I [always] provide a home for
my people who will rule with me. I [eventually] plant them. They [come to] dwell in
their place, never again to be shaken.
The [world's] wicked brats never waste [my
people] again, as the [pigs] have been doing since the time I commanded judges
to lead my people (Israel).
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Israel = those who will rule with EL.
1st Chronicles 17:10

I [eventually] subdue all your enemies. So
I, [Yahweh], foretell you: I'll build you a
dynasty.
11

When your days expire,
you must go to [sleep] with your fore-fathers. Yet after you I raise up your
seed-child, one of your [grand] sons. I
establish his kingdom.
[See the future:]

12

build Me a dynasty. I
establish his throne forever.

[The Messiah comes to]

13

I father [the Messiah]. [The Messiah] is my son.
I never take my mercy away from
[YahShua], as I took it from [Saul,] who [I dethroned] before you, [David].
14

So I [eventually] settle [the Messiah] in my
family, [to lead] my Kingdom for ever. His
throne remains established for evermore.’”
15 So Nathan {Gift} speaks to [king] David. [Nathan]
transmits all the [above] words. He describes this entire vision.
Carrying the gospel to people requires transmitting
visual images, not just talking. The sermon has ruined the church.

David Prays Thanks For Messianic
Prophecies
16 So king David [runs] into [Jerusalem's sanctuary-tent]. He sits [on the ground. He lifts his]
face [up to] Yahweh [in heaven]. He prays,
“Who am I, Yahweh Elohim? What is my
family? We didn't do anything to deserve the [heights] you've brought me up
to! 17 —[All my victories] so far amount to a
tiny [speck] in your eyes, Elohim. Yet
you've promised [to bless] your servant's
house for ages to come! You (Yahweh
Elohim) promoted me to the station of
a high-class [king]! 18 What more can [I,]
David say to [thank] you for honoring [me,]
your servant? You [already] know [everything
in] your servant's [heart]. 19 Yahweh, you
did all these great miracles to help me!
Your heart is so [big]! And now you tell
[me] you're going to do MORE great
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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feats! 1st Chronicles 17:20 Yahweh, there's
no one like you. There's no Elohim except you. Our ears have [never] even
heard of [anyone like you]! 21 What one nation on the earth is like your people (Israel)? What [nation’s] Elohim rushes [down
from heaven] to redeem his own people?!
You spiral your reputation [up] to terrifying [heights]. [You] drove out [whole] nations
before [the stunned singing] faces of your
people who you bought out of Egypt! 22
You make your own people rulers with elohim forever, [under] you, their ELoha.
light paraphrase

So yes, Yahweh, do as you predict!
Enact the decree you spoke, promising
to establish [me,] your servant, and [my]
dynasty forever! 24 Build [my kingdom]. Magnify
23

your reputation into the eons! [Make the universe] shout,
“Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies is [the] Elohim of
Israel! Elohim of Israel!” By your presence, stabilize
the dynasty of [me,] your loving servant. 25 [I,] your
servant, only found [the courage] in [my] heart to pray
this to your face, because you, my Elohim, told [me,]
your servant, that you'll build me [a dynasty]. 26 Yahweh, you're in charge. You've guaranteed this awe[blessing] to [me,] your servant. 27 So now let
it please you to bless the family of [me,]
your servant. Preserve us in your presence for ever. Because when you bless
[something], Yahweh, that blessing lasts
forever.”

some

1st Chronicles
18
YAH Strengthens David's Kingdom
Time passes, ___. Eventually David
evicts the [invading] Philistines. He subdues them. He re-captures [the region] and
towns of Gath {Wine-Press} out of the
Palestinian fist. 2 Then [king David] evicts [the pervert1

ed establishment of]

Moab. So the Moabites become

Then
King Hadarezer {Hadar-Is-Help} of Zobah
{Station} invades [Israel in a mad attempt] to
extend his dominion from the [north origin
of the] Euphrates river [in Turkey south ~600km
to Egypt]. But [king] David evicts [Hadarezer's
army all the way back] to Hamath {Joined-Walls},
David's servants. They bring him tributes. 3
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seizes 1000 of [Hadarezer's] chariots, and
7000 horsemen, and 20000 footmen.
David also snatches up all [Hadarezer's]
chariot horses [for Israel]. David retains
[enough horses to pull] 100 of his [royal] chariots.

731

[~200km north of Jerusalem]! 4 [King]

Then

Traditionally rendered as the implausibly brutal accusation: ‘David hamstrung the horses.’

A true ruler executes law and justice. The United
Nations does not contain any nation led by such a
ruler. Today's leaders are either despots or facilitators for their puppet-masters.

Then, to help Zobah's king Hadarezer
the Syrian [army from]
Damascus invades [Israel from the north]. So
[king] David evicts 22000 Syrian [soldiers].
5

[kill Hebrews],

Evict = #5221 Nakah. Whether this eviction was
by spiritual or physical means is not here expressed.

So [king] David appoints [leaders] in Damascus, Syria. The Syrians become
David's laborers. They bring him tributes. Thus Yahweh preserves David
wherever he goes. 7 Then David confiscates the golden shields from the [armor]
of Hadarezer's marauders. David carts
the [shields back ~160km south] to Jerusalem. 8
6

Likewise from Hadarezer's cities (Tibhath {SlaughterTown} and Chun {Stand}) David brings tons of
bronze. Later Solomon {Peace-Man} [uses this metal to]
forge the pillars, bronze utensils and bronze [baptismal] “Sea” in [Jerusalem's temple]. 9 Soon Tou {OutLaw}
(king of Hamath {Joined-Walls}) hears how [king] David
evicted the whole army of king Hadarezer {Hadar-IsHelp}

of Zobah

{Station}.

1st Chronicles 18:10 [King]

Tou also [suffers from] Hadarezer's attacks.
[So Tou] sends his son ([prince] Hadoram)
[~270km south] to king David, to ask how
David is doing, and to congratulate him
for overcoming and evicting Hadarezer.
[Tou's son] brings David all kinds of utensils of gold, silver and brass [to buy support]. 11 So king David dedicates [Tou's gifts]
to Yahweh, along with the silver and
the gold [David] confiscates from all the
following nations: Edom, Moab, the [inbred] spawn of Ammon, the Philistines,
and [the] Amalekites.
Most likely, David's praise-teams sang, bringing
down YAH's power which evicted the invaders. That
would be the reasonable cause for David to donate
these fortunes to YAH's temple.

Abishai {Father-Of{Balm} evicts
18000 Edomites from Salt Valley. 13
12

In addition,

Gifts}the son of

[General]

[David's sister]
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Abishai appoints [Israeli government] posts in Edom {Southland}. So all
the Edomites become David's subjects.
Thus Yahweh preserves David wherever
he goes. 14 So David {Love} reigns over
united Israel, administering law and
justice among all his people.
[General]

Zeruyah's [other] son [General] Joab {JAHrules over [David's] armies. JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment} (the son of
Ahilud {Brother-Born}), [serves as David's chief
royal] advisor/scribe. 16 Zadok {Righteous} (the
15

Dad}

son of Ahitub {Good-Brother}), and AbiMelech {Father-King} (the son of Abiathar {Generous-Father}) serve
as [Jerusalem's chief] priests. Shavsha {Joyful} [serves as
David's] secretary. 17 YAHoyada's son BenaYAH {YAHBuilt} presides over [Israel's] Cherethite {Executioners}
and Pelethiten {Swift-Runners}. David's [bratty] sons
serve as his [most trusted personal] advisers.

1st Chronicles
19
David Sends Sympathy To Inbred
King Hanun
1 Soon Nachash {Snake-Hiss} (the king of
the [inbred] spawn of Ammon) dies. His
[evil] son [Hanun] reigns in his place. 2 So
David {Love} says, “I'll show kindness to
Hanun {Favored} the son of Nachash
{Snake-Hiss}, because his father showed
kindness to me.” So [king] David sends
envoys [~45km east] to comfort [Hanun] over
[the death of] his father. 2 David’s servants
[ride east from Jerusalem on their mission] to go
comfort [king] Hanun. [They cross the Jordan river. They gallop] into the territory of the inbred spawn of Ammon.
This is 19:2b.

The Inbred Leaders Expose The Israelis' Butts

*But the [inbred] leaders of the
Ammon-spawn [scream at their king],
“Do you fantasize that David is
really honoring your father by
3
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sending comforters to you?
These [visitors are David's] agents!
They're coming to your [palace] to
search [it], to spy out and overthrow [our] country!” 4 *So [evil
king] Hanun grabs [king] David's
ambassadors. He shaves their
[body-hair and beards]. He cuts off their
pants way up in the middle of
their buttocks, ___! He kicks
them out [of his country]!

9

Shaving all a man's facial hair is a disgrace.

riors]

some [boys run up to the
They tell [king] David how the [inbreds] mistreated his envoys. So [David]
sends a [delegation of soldiers east] to meet [his]
envoys. The [envoys hide their buttocks and shaved
faces because] they're so ashamed. So [soldiers relay] king [David's instructions]: “Wait at
Jericho {Moon-Spirit} until your beards
grow back. Then return [west to Jerusalem].”
6 The Ammon-spawn realize they've
made themselves stink in [king] David's
[nostrils]. [So] Ammonite [king] Hanun
{Favored} sends 1000 talents [40 tons] of
silver [north 200km-450km] to hire [mercenary]
chariots and horsemen from [Mesopotamian]
Aram-Naharayim {Highland-River-Forks},
and from Syria-Maachah {Highland-Press},
and from Zobah {Station}!
5 [Back in Jerusalem]
palace].

Why not just apologize? Because beast-nations are
dumb. They bankrupt themselves and destroy the
world just to avoid saying, “I'm sorry.” Aram Naharayim is a plateau which includes the Tigris &
Euphrates rivers. 40 tons of silver would buy you
about 80 luxury mansions.

The [inbreds] hire 32000 chariots, plus
the king of Maachah {Press} and his
[army]. These [mercenary] invaders [march hundreds of miles south to battle Israel]. They pitch
[war-camp] facing Medeba {Quiet-Waters}.
Meanwhile, the [inbred] spawn of Ammon
gather themselves together from their
cities. They march [west] to battle [Israel].
8 David's [spies report] to him [this massive allied
invasion]. So he dispatches [General] Joab
{JAH-Dad}. [Joab] leads the entire host of
[Israel's] mighty men [in their march to the east].
7
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So the [inbred] spawn of Ammon march
out into battle-arrays. They face the
gate of [Rabbah, their capitol] city. Simultaneously, their [allied] mercenary kings array
their armies to fight [Israel] in the open
fields. 1st Chronicles 19:10 [Israeli General] Joab
{JAH-Dad} sees battle arrays squeezing
him in front and behind. So he chooses
the best [men] of Israel. He puts them in
array facing the Syrians.
These may have been the best praisers or the best
fighters, or both.

sends the rest of the [Israeli warinto the control of his brother, [General] Abishai {Father-Of-Gifts}. [Abishai marches
his troops] into array against the [inbred]
spawn of Ammon. 12 [Joab shouts to Abishai],
“If the Syrian [mercenaries] prove too
strong for me, then you'll help me.
Conversely, if the Ammon-spawn [fight]
too powerfully against you, then I'll
help you. 13 —Be of good courage! Let's
valiantly [serve] our people. [Let's preserve]
the cities of our Elohim. [I pray] that Yahweh does what's good in his sight.”
11 [Joab]

There are no fighting words in this text.

So Joab {JAH-Dad}[leads] his fellow
They face the Syrian attackers.
The [Israelis march] ahead. The Syrians flee
before [the Hebrews' singing, praising faces]! 15
The [inbred] spawn of Ammon see the
Syrian [marauders] fleeing [home north]. So
the [terrified Ammonites] dash from the face
of [Joab's] brother [General] Abishai {Father-Of-Gifts}. They retreat [east] into [Rabbah] city. So [General] Joab returns [west
~45km] to Jerusalem. 16 [Meanwhile,] the
Syrians see [that] Israel has whomped
them. So they send messengers [~400km]
north. The [messengers] summon [a horde of]
Syrian [warriors] from beyond the [Euphrates]
river. Hadarezer's Army General
Shophach {Gusher}[gallops his attack chariot
south]. [Days later, he] leads this [invasion force
into Israel]. 17 David's [spies run to Jerusalem's
palace. They] alert [David to the invasion]. So
[David] gathers all [the mighty men of] Israel.
He crosses [them east] over [the] Jordan [river]. They rush upon the [attackers. David or14

[Israelis].
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his arrays [of praise-warriors] to face the
[enemy]. David marches his arrays into
direct confrontation [against] the Syrians.
Immediately the [Syrians] attack the Israelis! 18 But the Syrians flee before Israel. [King] David evicts 7000 Syrian
war-charioteers and 40000 footmen.
And [David] kills Syrian army General
Shophach {Gusher}. 19 The servants of
Hadarezer {Hadar-Is-Help} see that Israel
is getting the best of them. So
Hadarezer makes peace with [king]
David. [His subjects] become David's laborers. And the Syrians never again help
the [inbred] spawn of Ammon.
ders]

1st Chronicles
20
Joab Seizes Rabbah From The Inbred Ammonites
1 Time passes, ___. At the new year,
in [spring, Middle-eastern] kings [march their armies]
out to battle. [General] Joab {JAH-Dad}
leads forth the power of [Israel's] army.
They waste the country of the [inbred]
spawn of Ammon. Finally [Joab] marches
up [east] to Rabbah {Plenty}[city]. He
besieges it. While David {Love} stays
[bedding his many wives] in Jerusalem, Joab
{JAH-Dad} strikes Rabbah. He pulls it
down to the ground. He shatters the
city in pieces, ___!
The real new year begins in spring. DECember is
the 10th month. (OCT = 8, NOV = 9, etc.) The
world's deranged calendar is a demonic usurpation
of YHVH's right to define times and dates.

David [gallops his chariots to the ruins of
He takes the crown off the head
of [Rabbah's] king [Malkam]. David's [servants]
weigh [the crown] at 1 talent [66 pounds] of
gold, plus precious stones! [Two big men]
set the [crown] on David's head. [David yells,
2

So

[king]

Rabbah].

“Take it off! My neck is about to break from the weight!”

cart overwhelming tonnage of plunder [west] from [Rabbah] city.
David's men go on to]

That crown would buy you about 16 luxury mansions.
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Then [king] David brings the [inbred] people out of [Rabbah] city into the country.
He divides them into labor-groups.
Some work saws. Others [plow with] iron
harrows. [Others chop] with axes. David
deals similarly with all the cities of the
[inbred] spawn of Ammon. Then David
and all his people return [~45km west] to
Jerusalem.
3

Despite accusation from lousy translations, David
did NOT ‘cut his prisoners in pieces’ with saws. He
gave them productive jobs suited to their skills and
temperaments.

Giant-Spawn Mutants Wage 3 Wars
On Israel
4 [Time passes, ___.] War flares up with the
Philistines at Gezer {Cut-Land}. So [a Hebrew hero named] Sibbechai {Thicket} from
Husha {Speed-Town} gets rid of Sippai
{Tank}, one of the giant-spawn. Then
the [Philistines] calm down. 5 Yet again war
flares up with the Philistines, ___. So
[a Hebrew hero named] ElHanan {El-is-Gracious}
(a son of Jair {Goldshine}) slays Lahmi
{Food-Belly} (the brother of Goliath from
Winepress-Town), even though [the giant
slings] a spear with a shaft [thick] as a
weaver's beam!
Goliath the Gittite. The method of slaying could
have been supernatural, as at Jericho and when
Peter, by merely speaking, killed Ananias and Sapphira.

Then yet another war flares up with
Gath {Wine-Press}. There a huge man,
another son of the giant, with 24 digits
(6 fingers on each hand and 6 toes on
each foot) [leads attacks on Israel's towns]. 7
When this giant mutant defies Israel,
David's nephew JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}
(the son of Shimea {Proclamation}) gets
rid of him.
6

#5221 nakah means strike or cast out.

These sons born to the giant in Gath
fall by the hand of David
by the hand[s] of [David's] servants.
8

{Wine-Press}
{Love}, and

As in the previous verse, it is possible that these
people died by praise-warfare, not physical violence.
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1st Chronicles
21

1,100,000 sword-drawing men in [north]
Israel, plus 470,000 sword-drawing
men in Judaea.

Satan Gets David To Force a Census
On Israel
1 Then Satan stands up against Israel.
He incites [king] David to number [the]
Israelites.
This is the first instance of the name "Satan" in the
bible. The Law of Moses only allows a mere headcount of a population. In contrast, Satan institutes
a national I.D. number system, aka the Mark of
The Beast. True government exists to punish criminals and to maintain order. If a government assumes extra powers, such as borrowing money,
amassing a standing army, instituting central
banking, taking jurisdiction over families, establishing human-inventory databases, and assuming
legislative powers, that government becomes dictatorial. Hitler's power over the Jews came from his
IBM computer databases of individually-serialized
census data. Today, all world governments are following Hitler's model. It's not wrong to know your
population count. It is wrong to give them unique
I.D. numbers.

So [king] David commands [General] Joab
and the [other] leaders of [Israel's] people,
“Go, enumerate [the] Israelites from
[southern] Beer-Sheba {Well-Of-Seven} all
the way [north] to [the territory of the tribe of]
Dan {Judge}. Bring the population's account-books to me, so I can verify
them.” 3 But [General] Joab {JAH-Dad} objects, “[I pray] Yahweh makes his people
100 times more numerous than they
are. But, my lord the king, aren't all the
Israelis [your] servants, my lord? Why
then do [you,] my lord demand this [crime
of inventorying human-flesh]? Why would [you]
bring guilt on Israel?”
2

Human enumeration is a crime against the Creator
of the universe. Here lord = Adon.

But king [David's] demand prevails
against [the logic of General] Joab {JAH-Dad}.
So Joab [storms] out [of Jerusalem]. He [rides]
throughout the whole [nation of] Israel, [assigning serial numbers to the people]. Finally, [9
months later, Joab] returns to Jerusalem. 5 Finally [General] Joab {JAH-Dad} hands [king]
David the results of the [cursed] human-inventory. It identifies a total of
4
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Nations take censuses to count human resource-assets as collateral for loans to fund military buildup. If you participate in the census, or in
birth registration or national I.D. numbers, innocent blood stains your hands.

*But [General] Joab {JAH-Dad}
knows that king [David's human-numbering] demand is abhorrent. So
he refuses to number [the people of
the tribes of] Levi and Benjamin.
6

Just like you should refuse to participate in modern
human inventory systems (national I.D. numbers).

YAH Punishes Israel For Its National I.D. #'s
7 Elohim eyes the [future horrors that will ravage
earth via the dictatorships that arise from human-enumeration]. [David's betrayal]
heart].

So

[Elohim]

rips apart
strikes Israel.

[Elohim's

This verse shows the mind-numbing idiocy of the
politico-commercial translations. Ayin = "eyes", not
"is." And yara means "violently torn apart", not
"displeased."

So [king] David [cries] to Elohim, “I've set
a treacherous wildfire by conducting [an
individualized census]. So now, I beg you,
take away the disaster [which I,] your servant [planted]. I was a depraved idiot [to
number human-beings like cattle].” 9 Then Yahweh
8

speaks to Gad

{Troop},

David's seer: 1st Chronicles

*[YAH] says,
“Go [to the palace]. Tell [king] David,
‘Yahweh says, “I stretch out [before] you 3 [consequences for the crime of
numbering individual humans]. Choose one
of these [3 punishments]. I'll [inflict] it
on you.’”
21:10

Let the child choose the punishment.

*[Gad]
says to [David], “Yahweh says:
‘Choose one [punishment]:
3 years’ famine;
or 3 months of being scraped
[to dust] beneath the [gloating] faces
11 So Gad
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of your foes, while the sword
of your enemies overtakes you;
or else 3 days [suffering] the spiritsword of Yahweh, including
pestilence [ravaging] your
country as the angel of Yahweh
[wreaks] destruction throughout
all the regions of Israel.’
[Get] advice today. [Then answer which]
decision I'll bring back to
[Yahweh] who sent me.”
National I.D. numbers, like fiat-currency, cause
cancerous world-destroying evil. So human-enumeration merits massive deterrent action from
heaven.

So [king] David answers Gad {Troop},
“I'm [caught] in the fire-trap [I set]. But let
me fall into the fist of Yahweh. His [heart]
is infinite in mercy. Just don't don't let
me fall into the fist[s] of man.”
13

When you identify yourself as a card-carrying,
numbered subject of a beast-nation, instead of a
humble citizen of the kingdom of heaven, you fall
from the loving hand of your Creator into the fists
of evil men.

So Yahweh sends plague [covering] Israel. 70000 [serial-numbered] Israeli men
fall [dead]. 15 Then Elohim sends an angel
to blast Jerusalem. He batters [the city with
celestial weapons]. Yahweh looks at the misery. He sighs. [Yahweh] orders the destroying angel,
“That's enough [punishment to keep the Israelis
14

from conducting censuses for a while]. Hold back your
hand.”

the angel of Yahweh
hovering over the threshing-floor of Ornan {Strong} the Thresher.
[The dust clears, revealing]

Thresher = Jebusite (inhabitant of Jebus, which
David renamed “Jerusalem”).

*[King] David lifts up his eyes.
He sees the angel of Yahweh
floating between the earth and
the heavens. The [angel's] drawn
sword in his hand stretches out
over Jerusalem. Immediately
David and the elders of Israel,
16
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all clothed in sackcloth, fall on
their faces.
Repentance & Food-Sharing Quell
The Disaster

*So [king] David cries to Elohim, “It's my fault! I commanded [my soldiers] to number the
people. I committed this terrible evil. But these sheep, what
have they done? Please,
please, Yahweh my Elohim, let
your hand [fall] on me, and on
my father's family. Just don't
[smack] your people with any
more plague.”
17

The ‘sheep’ submitted to enumeration, just like everyone in the world-system gets numbered to get
jobs to get ‘money’ with which to buy and sell in
the world economy.

Then the angel of Yahweh commands
Gad to order [king] David to hike up to
the threshing-floor of Ornan {Strong}
the Thresher and there erect an altar to
[cook food for a feast honoring] Yahweh. 19 So
David hikes up [to the grain-floor], obeying
the message Gad {Troop} speaks in the
name of Yahweh. 1st Chronicles 21:20
Meanwhile, Ornan {Strong} turns from
threshing wheat. He sees the [destroying]
angel [in the sky]. He and his 4 sons run
and hide. 21 [King] David [runs] toward Ornan {Strong}. Ornan looks and sees
David. [So Ornan] runs from the threshingfloor. He bows himself to David. His
face brushes the ground. 22 Then [king]
David [begs] Ornan {Strong}, “Sell me the
property on which this threshing-floor
lies, so I can build an altar here to [cook
food for feasts honoring] Yahweh. [Then He'll] stop
[inflicting] plague on the [enumerated] people.
I'll pay you the [property's] full value.” 23
So Ornan {Strong} answers [king] David,
“Take [my property] as your own, my lord
[and] king. Do what's good in [your] eyes.
Plus, look: I'll give you [my] oxen for ascension-roasts, and [my] threshing tools
18
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for fire-wood, and [my] wheat as a
grain-donation. I give it all [to you for free]!
Perhaps in generosity; perhaps as a way to gain a
larger royal favor.

But king David answers Ornan
“No [thanks]. But I'll definitely
buy [your property] for full price. I can't
take your wealth for Yahweh. [I always]
pay for [holy feast] smoke-roasts.” 25 So
[king] David pays Ornan {Strong} 600
shekels [15 pounds] of gold [in return] for his
[threshing-site].
24

{Strong},

Fee simple absolute: a permanent and absolute
tenure of an estate in land with freedom to dispose
of it; no contracts, no promises, no obligations, no
complications. That's the way obedient believers do
all transactions. David pays about the price of one
luxury mansion, or 9 starter houses, or 240 reliable cars.

David builds an altar to
Yahweh. [David]
smoke-roasts ascension-gifts and peace
offerings. He calls on Yahweh [in prayer and
song]. [YAH] answers [David] from heaven
by [shooting down] fire onto the smokeroasting altar!
26

So there

[king]

[cook food for feasts honoring]

This story shows two competing modes of societal
organization:
The national ID system, by which a government
collateralizes its human resources to fund wars to
take away food and land from its enemies,
vs. YAH's sanctuary system, by which people share
food with poor people at feasts where priests teach
YAH's laws of prosperity through song, dance, art,
and storytelling.
These two (strategies of providing for society's
needs) are at war with each other. They are mutually exclusive. If you institute a national ID system,
it will cancerously eat away at local spiritually-based cooperative charity. For proof, just look at
the nation around you. No one around you grows
food. They get fiat money to buy food from grocery
stores. No one cooperates with their neighbors.
They live off "the system". Yet the system is bankrupt.

Then Yahweh [issues a] command [to]
the [destroying] angel [who fills the sky above
Jerusalem]. So [the angel] puts his [giant]
sword back into its sheath. 28 [King] David
27

sees that Yahweh has answered him. [David] immediately slaughters [and cooks animals] there on the threshing-floor of Ornan {Strong} the Thresher. 29 [YAH asks
David to host feasts there on the threshing-floor because of its centrality to

([At this point,] Yahweh's [sacred] tent,
(which Moses made in the wilderness), and its
smoke-roasting altar, still lie [virtually unused] at the
poor peoples' houses.]
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{Flower-Hills}, [~8km northwest of

David refuses to travel [to Flower-Hills] to face [YAH's
altar] to inquire of Elohim, because [David
shakes] in terror of the sword of Yahweh's
angel.
Jerusalem].)

1st Chronicles 21:30 [King]

1st Chronicles
22
David Prepares For Solomon To
Build A Temple
1 Then David {Love}[walks to what will become
the temple-mount]. He says, “This is [where we'll
build] the temple of Yahweh Elohim… and
here is where we'll [install] the altar of
the ascension to [cook sacred feast-food for the
people of] Israel.” 2 And David {Love}
commands [Israel's citizens] to gather [into Hebrew culture] the foreigners [who dwell] in the
land of Israel. And [David] hires masons
to hew stoneworks to build Elohim's
sanctuary.
This is normally mistranslated as an indication that
David enslaved foreign residents of Israel. In reality, David was showing extraordinary inclusivity by
offering jobs to pagans who were willing to live as
Hebrews.
3 And David {Love} prepares tons of iron for the
nails, [fittings, hinges,] and locks for the [temple's] gatedoors, plus countless tons of brass. 4 Also [David cuts]
thousands of cedar trees. The Sidonian {Fish-Fighters}
and the [wood-workers] of Tyre {Rock-Port} ship tons of

And David {Love}
concludes, “My son Solomon {Peace-Man}
is young and tender. Yet the temple
[he'll] build for Yahweh must be beyond
magnificent. [It must spread YAH's] fame and
glory throughout all countries. So I'll
make preparation[s] for it now.” So, before he dies, David prepares abundant
[building supplies for the future temple]. 6 Then
[David] summons his prince-son Solomon
{Peace-Man}. [David] orders him to build a
temple for Yahweh Elohim of Israel. 7
cedar wood to David. 5

And David {Love} says to [young] Solomon {Peace-Man},
“My son, it's [always been] in my mind to build a temple
to

[honor]

the name of Yahweh my Elohim. 8

the word of Yahweh came
in] me. [YAH] said,
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‘You've shed [rivers] of blood.
You've waged massive wars.
So don't build a temple to [honor]
my name. You've shed too
much blood on the earth in my
sight.
YAH intended for David to always fight his battles
using praise-power, not military violence.
9—

See [your future, David]: to you [BathSheba]
soon births a son. He becomes a man
of peace. I give him rest from all his
surrounding enemies. You name him
Solomon {Peace-Man}. During his [reign,] I
give peace and quietness to Israel.

80 million ounces of gold. (Easily worth 240 thousand luxury mansions.) 800 million ounces of silver. (Worth at least another 30-thousand luxury
mansions.) Note the number of the beast encoded
in the amounts of gold and silver, as in other similar verses, money thus being marked as a root of
every evil.

—Plus [I've set] workmen around you in
abundance: choppers and workers of
stone and timber, and all kinds of men
[skilled] for every manner of labor. 16 —
[Your supplies] of gold, silver, brass and
iron defy counting. So get up. Keep
working. Then Yahweh [will] stick with
you.” 17 David {Love} also commands all the
15

eventually builds a temple to
my Name-Authority. He becomes
my ‘son.’ I become his Father. And
[through the Messiah,] I [eventually] establish the
throne of [Solomon's] kingdom over Israel
forever.’”
[Solomon]

Jews cannot object to the Messiah calling himself
YAH's ‘son’, since YAH himself called Solomon, a
notoriously flawed man, his ‘son’.

“Now, my son [Solomon, I
pray that] Yahweh sticks with you, and
prospers you, [and that he enables you to] build
the temple of Yahweh your Elohim, as
He predicted about you. 12 —[Most importantly, I pray that] Yahweh gives you wisdom
and understanding, and [that He clarifies] to
you [His] orders concerning Israel, so
you can keep the law of Yahweh your
Elohim.” 13 [Prince Solomon grows. David continues
to instruct him:] “You'll prosper, if you pay
attention to fulfill the Laws and rulings
Yahweh delegated to Moses concerning
Israel. Seize [strength]. Stay courageous.
Never dread. Never get discouraged. 14
—Now, look: [despite] my troubles, for
the temple of Yahweh I've prepared
abundant [resources]: 100 thousand talents [6.66 million pounds] of gold, and 1 million talents [66 million pounds] of silver, and

{Peace-

says, “Is Yahweh your Elohim not with you? Has He not given
you rest on every side? He's handed
the inhabitants of the [promised] land into
my palm. Finally the land lies subdued
before Yahweh, and before his people.
19 —Now you set your heart and your
soul to seek Yahweh your Elohim. That
[means]: get up [off your seats, princes]. Build
the sanctuary of Yahweh the ELoah.
Bring the ark of the covenant of Yahweh, and the Eloha's [other] sacred [tools
and] artworks, into the temple [Solomon]
will build to [honor] Yahweh's name-authority.”
Man}.

[honor]
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countless tons of brass and iron. Plus I
prepared timber and stone, and you
can add more!

princes of Israel to help his son Solomon

Solomon is a name based in "Shalom."
1st Chronicles 22:10 —

11 [David continues,]

737

18 [David]

1st Chronicles
23
King David Prepares Israel's
Priests For Work
1 [King] David {Love} grows old and “full
of days.” He [crowns] his son Solomon
{Peace-Man} king over [united] Israel. 2 [King
gathers together all the leaders of Israel, including her Cohanim {Priests} and Levites. 3 [King David
orders his scribes to] head-count all Levites 30 years old
and up, man by man. The record lists them at
38000 [men].
This is a "skull-count". Not human enumeration.
Big difference.
David]
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4

appoints 24000 of these [Levites] to [do health, edwork in Yahweh's temple. [He appoints]
another 6 thousand [Levites] as supervisors and medi[David]

ucation and welfare]

another 4000 [Levites]
as gatekeepers. The [final] 4000 [Levites]
rave [praise to] Yahweh with the instruments which David's [luthiers and metalworkers] crafted to [make a holy] hullaballoo! 6
ators. 5 [David appoints]

Next, David {Love} divides the sons of Levi {Uniter}
into [work] shifts [named after their patriarchs]: Gershon
{Refugee}, Kohath {Ally}, and Merari {Bitter}. 7 Laadan
{White} and Shimei {Renowned} [represent] the Gershuni
[clan].
Laadan aka Libni.
8 Laadan {White-Libni} [fathers] these 3 sons: first JehiEl {EL-Lives}, then Zetham {Olive-Grove} and Joel
{YAH-is-El}. 9 Shimei {Famous} [also fathers] 3 sons: Shelomith {Peaceful}, Haziel {Seen-By-El}, and Haran
{Scorch}. These [3 elders] supervise the fathers from
Laadan's [family]. 1st Chronicles 23:10 Shimei {Famous} [fathers] these [other Levite] sons: Jahath {Unity},
Zina {Well-Fed}, and Jeush {Hasty}, and Beriah {ToughTimes}. Thus [concludes the list of the] 4 sons of Shimei. 11
Jahath {Unity} serves as leader, with Zizah
{Prominence} second [in command]. But Jeush {Hasty} and
Beriah {Tough-Times} father few sons. So the [scribes]
count [Jeush's and Beriah's sons] in the same group as their
[brothers' boys] from their father's clan. 12 The 4 sons
of Kohath {Ally} [also work the temple]: Amram {High-People},
Ishar {Oil-Light}, Hebron {Society}, and UzziEl {El'sStrength}. 13 [This priest] Amram {High-People} [shares the
name of the ancient father] of Moses and Aaron. ([YAH] consecrated Aaron and his descendants to forever separate the most holy things [from the common, and] to burn
incense before Yahweh, to serve him, and to bless
[people] in [YAH's] Name forever). 14 The [scribes] list the
sons of Moses ([the] man of [Yahweh] the Eloha) within
the tribe of Levi {Uniter}. 15 [Ancient] Moses [fathered two]
sons: Gershom {Refugee}, and Eliezer {El's-Helper}. 16
ShebuEl {Ransomed-By-El} [serves] as leader of the descendants of Gershom {Refugee}. 17 Eliezer {El'sHelper} [fathers] one son: clan-chief RehabiYah {YAH-Enlarges}. Eliezer fathers no other sons. But RehabiYah
fathers very many [children]. 18 Shelomith {Peaceful}
[serves as] the chief of the sons of Izhar {Oil-Flame}. 19
The descendants of Hebron {Society} [are led by] (1)
JeriYah {YAH-Throws}, (2) AmariYah {YAH's-Promise},
(3) Jahaziel {EL-Stomps}, (4) Jekameam {People-Rise}.
1st Chronicles 23:20 The descendants of UzziEl
{El's-Strength} are [led by] Michah {Incomparable} the [family] leader, and JesiYah {Yah-Lends} (the second [in-command]). 21 [Ancient] Merari [fathered] Mahli {Sickly}, and
Mushi {Sensitive}. Mahli [fathered] ELeazar {El's-Aid}, and
Kish {Bow}. 22 [Ancient] ELeazar {El's-Aid} died having
[fathered] no sons, only daughters. [The girls'] cousins
(the descendants of Kish {Bow}) supported [the girls].
Nasa = lift (support), not marry.
23 [Ancient] Mushi {Sensitive} [fathered] 3 sons: Mahli
{Sickly}, Eder {Array}, and Jeremoth {Heights}. 24
Thus concludes the list of the descendants of Levi,
from the age of 20 years and upward, [summarized] by
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chief fathers of each paternal clan, as scribes headcounted them [to organize] the work of running the
temple of Yahweh.
This is a head-count, not a human enumeration /
national ID scheme.

David {Love} announces, “Yahweh
Elohim of Israel has given rest to his
people, so [we and he] can dwell in the
City-Of-Peace forever. 26 And [king David] an25

nounces to the Levites, “[You'll] never again [have to]
carry the [sacred] tent, nor any of the utensils [you]
use in operating it.” 27 So, by the final commands
of [king] David, [scribes] head-count the Levites 20
years old and above.

Israel's Priests Prepare The Sacred
Feasts
28 The Levites do their duty assisting
the [other] sons of Aaron in operating
Yahweh's temple, [both] in its [public]
courts and in [its private] chambers. [The
Levites] purify all [the] sacred items. [They]
work to serve [food, education and health care to
the people who visit and work in] Elohim's sanctuary.
The ‘church’ has abandoned their heaven-appointed
tasks to the communist politico-industrial complex.
Now we wallow in religion's ruins. Medicine, public
education, the legal system and the agricultural
sector have all devolved into world-destroying
atheistic cults run by an insane, demonic agenda in
ever-increasing rebellion to the will of the Creator.

the holy bread.
They process the fine flour for [cooking]
food-donations. They [bake billions of] unleavened cakes. They bake [other food] in
pan[s]. In oil, they sauté [food]. [They make
delicacies] every shape and size!
29 [The Levites help make]

This clarifies that the job of the temple-workers
was to cook food for people to eat, not to burn up
animals to appease an angry god. See the scale of
this operation: these priests, in Jerusalem alone,
cooked roughly 1 billion premium-quality biscuits
every year!

And [the Levites] work
every morning and every
evening. They throw [their hands in the air in
thanks]! They [don't merely sing]. They RAVE
[praise to] Yahweh!
1st Chronicles 23:30
[singing]

Just as your own family should do every today.
Don't just "praise". Rave. Don't just 'give thanks'.
Throw your hands in the air. Makes a big difference.
31 [Priests cook food every day],
cook even more food]
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each new moon [festival], and during [YAH's
three] appointed [7 day] feasts (spring,
summer and fall). Before [the watching eyes
of] Yahweh, to honor [him], [the Levites]
smoke-roast all the [region's] ascension-gifts. [The priests cook food for millions of feasters] in the quantities and in the regulated, [top quality] manner [which the Law of Moses]
commands. 32 So the Levites manage
[Jerusalem's] meeting-tent. They guard the
holy [shrine inside it]. They [share] duties with
their brothers, the [other] descendants of
Aaron. They operate Yahweh's house [of
sacred government].

1st Chronicles
24
[David] Divides The Levites Into
Work-Groups

1 The descendants of Aaron divide [into labor groups named
after the original] Aaron's sons: Nadab {Liberal} & Abihu
{Father-Serving-YAH} , [and] ELeazar {El's-Aid}, and
Ithamar {Palm-Coast}. 2 ([The original, ancient evil priests]
Nadab {Liberal} and Abihu {Father-Serving-YAH} died
earlier [than] their father. They left no children. So
[ancient] Eleazar {El's-Aid} and Ithamar {Palm-Coast} assumed [Aaron's] priestly work.) 3 So [king] David appoints the [descendants of Aaron] in their respective work
duties [under] Zadok {Righteous} (a descendant of
ELeazar {El's-Aid}), and Ahimelech {Brother-King} (a
descendant of Ithamar {Palm-Coast}). 4 [David finds]
more leading men among the descendants of
ELeazar {El's-Aid} than among the descendants of
Ithamar {Palm-Coast}. So [David] apportions [leadership]
accordingly: Among the ancestral clan[s] descended
from Eleazar, [David assigns] 16 leading men. And
among the ancestral clan[s] descended from
Ithamar {Palm-Coast}, [David assigns] 8 leading men. 5
[David] assigns the [priests] (by [random] lottery) into
classes of [work-types]. So [both the] managers of the
sanctuary, and the supervisors of [praise to] Elohim,
descend from [ancient] ELeazar {El's-Aid} and from
Ithamar {Palm-Coast}.
or, “the managing judges/mediators.’
6 [The 2 heads of the clans descended from ancient] ELeazar {El's-Aid}
and Ithamar {Palm-Coast} [take turns casting lots]. Before
king [David, Judea's] leaders ([high] priest Zadok {Righteous} & Abiathar's son Ahimelech {Brother-King}, and
the head-fathers of [all Jerusalem's] priests and Levites,)
a Levite scribe (NethanEl's son ShemaiYah {YAHHears}) records the [names of the Sanctuary managers whom the lot
chooses]. 7 The 1st lot shoots out to JAHoiarib {JAHContends}; the second to JedaiYah {YAH-Knows}; 8
[Lot]#3: Harim {Secluded}. [Lot]#4: Seorim {Barley-
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Grains}.

9 [Lot]#5: MalchiYah {YAH's-King}. [Lot]#6: Mijamin {Right-Hand}. 1st Chronicles 24:10 [Lot]#7:
Hakkoz {Thorn}. [Lot]#8: AbiYah {Father-YAH}. 11
[Lot]#9: JahShua {YAH-Saves}. [Lot]#10: ShecaniYah
{YAH-Forever-Dwells}. 12 [Lot]#11: EliYahhib {El-Restores}.
[Lot]#12: Jakim {He-Raises}. 13 [Lot]#13: Huppah
{Canopy}. [Lot]#14: JeshebeAb {His-Father's-Seat}. 14
[Lot]#15: Bilgah {Breaker}. [Lot]#16: Immer {Yapper}.
15 [Lot]#17: Hezir {Hedged}. [Lot]#18: Aphses
{Dispersed}. 16 [Lot]#19: PethahiYah {YAH-Opens}.
[Lot]#20: JehezekEl [El-Strengthens]. 17 [Lot]#21: Jachin
{Establisher}. [Lot]#22: Gamul {Rewarded}. 18 [Lot]#23:
DelaiYah {Jah-Delivers}. [Lot]#24: MaaziYah {Rescued-ByYAH}. 19 The list above reflects the duty-schedule
for [priests to execute their] assigned [tasks] in the temple of
Yahweh, subject to the [rules] Yahweh Elohim of Israel commanded their ancestor Aaron.
Spiritual work doesn't just happen. It needs to be
scheduled, paid-for and supervised.
1st Chronicles 24:20 Other [leading] descendants of
Levi [as of David's death] include ShubaEl {Captive-Of-YAH}
the son of Amram {High-People}, and ShubaEl's son
JehdeiYah {Unity-Of-YAH}. 21 RehabiYah {YAH-Enlarges}
[fathers sons]. RehabiYah [names] his 1st boy ‘IsshiYah
{YAH-Lends}.’ 22 Izhar {Oil-Flame} [fathers] Shelomoth
{Pacifications}. Shelomoth [fathers] Jahath {Unity}. 23
Hebron {Society} [fathers] these sons: 1. JeriYah {YAHThrows}, 2. AmariYah {YAH's-Promise}, 3. Jahaziel {EL-Stomps}, 4. Jekameam {People-Rise}. 24 UzziEl {El'sStrength} [fathers] Michah {Incomparable}. Michah [fathers]
Shamir {Sharp-Diamond}. 25 Michah's brother IsshiYah {YAH-Lends} [fathers] ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers}.
26 Merari {Bitter} [fathers] these sons: Mahli {Sickly}
and Mushi {Sensitive}. JaaziYah {YAH-Emboldens} [fathers]
Beno {Son}. 27 Via [his descendant] JaaziYah {YAH-Emboldens}, Merari {Bitter} [begets] these descendants: Beno
{Son}, Shoham {Green-Gem}, Zaccur {Memory}, and
Ibri {Hebrew}. 28 Mahli {Sickly} [fathers] ELeazar {El'sAid}, who [fathers] no sons. 29 [Here begins the section] about
Kish {Bow}. Kish [fathers] JerahmeEl {El's-Compassion}.
1st Chronicles 24:30 Mushi {Sensitive} also [fathers]
Mahli {Sickly}, Eder {Array}, and Jerimoth {Rising}.
Thus [concludes the short] list of the Levites' descendants,
ordered by their ancestral clans. 31 The [above-named
men] cast lots, mirroring [the random lottery held by] their relatives [also descended] from Aaron. Looking on [stand]
king David, and Zadok {Righteous}, and Ahimelech
{Brother-King}, and the chief fathers of the priests
and Levites. [Random lot assures that] the senior fathers [get
no statistical advantage] vs. their younger relatives.
Random lotteries are good ways to initially assign
work tasks.

1st Chronicles
25
David Prepares Sanctuary Singers
& Musicians
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Next, David {Love} and the leaders of
the [Israelite] masses separate some [Levite
priests from their health, education and welfare jobs] to
work [full-time] as [singing] prophets [playing]
harps, guitars and cymbals. [These musicexperts include] descendants of Asaph {Gatherer}, and of Heman {Faithful}, and of Jeduthun {Applauded}. The [following] is a list
of the [musical] workmen sorted by dutytype:
1

Music Ministry is a full-time job, not a part-time
hobby. Supporting scriptural music, not sermonizing, should be the top priority of every believer.

Asaph prophesies [YAH's Word] at king
[David's right] hand. [Asaph's] sons work directly under Asaph's [guiding] hands. Asaph's [musician] sons include: Zaccur
{Memory}, Joseph {Increaser}, NethaniYah
{Given-By-YAH} and AsarElah {ELahMakes}.
2

Fathers, work with your sons. Don't send them off
to public fool systems to learn to be fornicating
Communist consumers. Music ministry should be
the nation's top priority. Instead, music doesn't
even get proper treatment in church!

The 6 sons of Jeduthun [also work] directly at their [Dad's] hands, [as all sons
should]. [Jeduthun's sons' names include:]
GedaliYah {Great-YAH}, Zeri {Distiller},
YeshaYah {YAH-Saves}, HashabiYah {YAHThinks} and MattithiYah {YAH's-Gift}. Jeduthun prophesies [while playing] a harp.
He throws thankful hands in the air,
and [otherwise] makes hullaballoos [of praise
to] Yahweh. 4 Heman's sons [include] BukkiYah
3

{Spread-By-YAH},

MattanYah {Gift-Of-Yah}, UzziEl {El'sShebuEl {Ransomed-By-El} and Jerimoth {Rising}, HananiYah {YAH-Favored}, Hanani {Gracious},
Eliathah {El-Of-His-Consent}, Giddalti {I-Make-Great}, and
Romamti-Ezer {I-Raise-Up-Help}, Joshbekashah {HardSeat}, Mallothi {Talker}, Hothir {He-Causes-to-Remain},
Strength},

{Visions}. 5 All these sons of
Heman {Faithful} (the king's seer) [work to]
lift up [the blast of trumpet] horns [to exalt YAH,
while singers shout] the words of Elohim. Elohim gives Heman 14 sons and 3 daughters.

and Mahazioth

That's what your church services should look and
sound like. Big families blasting instruments while
singers sing quotations from scripture.

All [Heman's sons] work in Yahweh Elohim's tent sanctuary. [These musicians prac6
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under the [guiding] hands of their father. They [produce sacred] song[s]. They
[play] cymbals, guitars and harps. They
follow the instructions which king [David]
gives to Asaph {Gatherer}, Jeduthun {Applauded} and Heman {Faithful}.
tice]

This is the integration of church and state.

So the [total] number of [music-ministers]
(including [both leaders and] their relatives
instructed in the songs of Yahweh) that
is, all the [musical] experts, is 288.
7

288 musical experts paid full-time to make music
24/7/365 for one congregation! That's how important music is to YAH. Most churches are lucky to
have one ‘full-time’ music minister who performs
only a few hours a week.

All [of these musicians] (young, old, teacher, student alike) cast equal [random] lots
[to determine their music-ministry work schedule] .
8

The least experienced musicians could wind up
performing at the most heavily-attended feasts. So
all the musicians needed to perform at the same
high level.
9 Now the 1st lot ([to choose] Asaph's [band members])
shoots out to [a musician named] Joseph {Increaser}. The
2nd [lot shoots out] to GedaliYah {Great-YAH} and his [band
of] 12 sons and relatives. 1st Chronicles 25:10 [Lot#]
3: Zaccur {Memory} and his [band of] 12 sons and relatives.
The point of this long list is that music should be
made within families. Praise music is not about
forming supergroups, but about harmonic relationships between interconnected people.
11 [Lot#] 4: Izri {He-Who-Forms} and his [band of] 12 sons
and relatives. 12 [Lot#] 5: NethaniYah {Given-By-YAH}
and his [band of] 12 sons and relatives. 13 [Lot#] 6:
BukkiYah {Spread-By-YAH} and his [band of] 12 sons and
relatives. 14 [Lot#] 7: JesharElah {Right-To-Elah} and
his [band of] 12 sons and relatives. 15 [Lot#] 8:
YeshaYah {YAH-Saves} and his [band of] 12 sons and
relatives. 16 [Lot#] 9: MattanYah {Gift-Of-Yah} and his
[band of] 12 sons and relatives. 17 [Lot#] 10: Shimei
{Famous} and his [band of] 12 sons and relatives. 18
[Lot#] 11: AzareEl {El's-Aid} and his [band of] 12 sons
and relatives. 19 [Lot#] 12: HashabiYah {YAH-Thinks}
and his [band of] 12 sons and relatives. 1st Chronicles
25:20 [Lot#] 13: ShubaEl {Captive-Of-YAH} and his [band
of] 12 sons and relatives. 21 [Lot#] 14: MattithiYah
{YAH's-Gift} and his [band of] 12 sons and relatives. 22
[Lot#] 15: Jeremoth {Heights} and his [band of] 12 sons
and relatives. 23 [Lot#] 16: HananiYah {YAH-Favored}
and his [band of] 12 sons and relatives. 24 [Lot#] 17:
Joshbekashah {Hard-Seat} and his [band of] 12 sons and
relatives. 25 [Lot#] 18: Hanani {Gracious} and his [band
of] 12 sons and relatives. 26 [Lot#] 19: Mallothi {Talker} and his [band of] 12 sons and relatives. 27 [Lot#]
20: Eliathah {El-Of-His-Consent} and his [band of] 12 sons
and relatives. 28 [Lot#] 21: Hothir {He-Causes-to-
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and his [band of] 12 sons and relatives. 29
22: Giddalti {I-Make-Great} and his [band of] 12
sons and relatives. 1st Chronicles 25:30 [Lot#] 23:
Mahazioth {Visions} and his [band of] 12 sons and relatives. 31 [Lot#] 24: Romamti-Ezer {I-Raise-Up-Help} and
his [band of] 12 sons and relatives.
Remain}
[Lot#]

1st Chronicles
26
1

David Appoints The Sanctuary's
Gatekeepers

describes the [workgroup] divisions of
gatekeepers. Korah's descendants
[provide] MeshelemiYah {YAH's-Ally}, a son of Asaph
{Gatherer}. 2 MeshelemiYah {YAH's-Ally} [provides] these
sons [to serve as gatekeepers]: 1. ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers}, 2. JediaEl {Knower-Of-El}, 3. ZebadiYah {YAHGives}, 4. JathniEl {Prolonged-By-El}; 4 Also, Elohim
blesses Obed-Edom {Southland-Worker} with the [following] sons who [serve as gatekeepers]: 1. ShemaiYah {YAHHears} (the firstborn), 2. JAHozabad {JAH-Endows}, 3.
Joah {YAH-Brother}, 4. Sacar {Payback}, 5. NathanEl
{El-Gives}; 5 —6. AmmiEl {El's-People}, 7. Issachar {Reward}, 8. Peulthai {Hard-Worker}. 6 Also, [Obed-Edom's]
son (ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears}) fathers mighty valiant
sons. They rule their ancestral clans [and serve as gatekeepers]. 7 ShemaiYah's sons [father] these sons: Othni
{Force}, RaphaEl {El-Cures}, Obed {Obeyer}, plus Elzabad {El-Bestows} and his strong brothers: EliHu {HisEl} and SemachiYah {Supported-By-YAH}. 8 All these
sons of Obed-Edom {Southland-Worker} shine alongside their [equally competent] relatives. They work hard,
fast and accurate. [Among the sanctuary staff,] 62 [men in all represent] Obed-Edom. 9 And MeshelemiYah {YAH's-Ally}
[provides the temple gatekeeping staff with] 18 of his strong sons
and relatives. 1st Chronicles 26:10 Also Hosah
{Hopeful}, a descendant of Merari {Bitter}, [provides]
sons [who work the temple gates], led by Simri {Watchful}.
(Even though some of [Simri's] brothers were born
before him, [Simri's] father promotes him to lead [his
older brothers].) 11 [Hosah's other sons include:] #2. HilkiYah
{YAH's-Inheritance}, #3. TebaliYah {YAH-Baptises}, #4.
ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers}. In total, 13 sons and
relatives of Hosah {Hopeful} [serve as sanctuary gatekeepers].
12 These teams of gatekeepers, [each] led by their
family supervisor, rotate in and out of contiguous
duty-shifts in Yahweh's temple. 13 [The head of] each
ancestral family, small or great, throws a [random] lot
to decide which gate [his family will work]. 14 The lot for
[guard duty at] the [Sanctuary's] East [gate] falls to
ShelemiYah {Thank-You-Gift-To-YAH}. Then [the priests]
cast lots for [ShelemiYah's] son ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers}, a wise counselor. [So ZechariYah] gets [responsibility
over] the north [gate]. 15 Obed-Edom {Southland-Worker}
[gets responsibility over] the [temple's] south [gate]. His sons [get
authority over the temple gift] storehouse. 16 To [the] Shuppim {Snappers} and [to] Hosah {Hopeful}, the lot assigns guard work in contiguous shifts on the [Sanctuary's] west [side] and the Shallekhet {Timber-Drop} Gate,
[The following section]

[the Davidic sanctuary's]
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by [Jerusalem's] ascending high-road. 17 A 6-man
Levite [team protect] the [temple's] East [gate]. 4 [men guard its]
north [gate]. 4 [men guard] the south gate. And two
pairs [of men guard] the [sacred] storehouse[s].
This is a good verse for checking translational clarity. Most translations make it into gibberish. All of
them lack visual clarity.
18 At the [Temple's] open court to the west, 4 guards
[stand] posted on the high-road. 2 [guards stand] at the
court [itself].
One of the funniest verses in the King James translation of the Bible. Makes absolutely zero sense
when translated wrong.
19 Thus [concludes the description of] the gatekeeping shifts
manned by the descendants of Korah {Ice}, and [by]
descendants of Merari {Bitter}.

David Appoints The Sanctuary's
Treasurers
1st Chronicles 26:20 Other Levites, led by AhiYah
{Kin-Of-Yah}, manage the treasures of Elohim's sanctuary, especially the sacred [room's] treasures. 21
The following [section describes] the descendants of
Laadan {White}, a descendant of Gershon. Laadan's
[line produces] many chief fathers, including JehiELi {ELLives}.
Laadan = Libni
22 The sons of JehiELi {EL-Lives} include Zetham
{Olive-Grove}, and his brother Joel {YAH-is-El}, [both] of
whom supervise the treasures of Yahweh's temple.
23 [What follows is a list of] the [treasure-guards] descended
from [ancient] Amram {High-People}, Izhar {Oil-Flame},
Hebron {Social} and UzziEl {El's-Strength}. 24 ShebuEl
{Ransomed-By-El} (a descendant of Moses' son Gershom {Refugee}) supervises the [sanctuary's] treasures.
25 [ShebuEL's] brothers [trace their lineage from] Eliezer {El'sHelper}, who fathered RehabiYah {YAH-Enlarges}, who
fathered YeshaYah {YAH-Saves}, who fathered JAHoram {YAH-Raised}, who fathered Zichri {Memorable},
who fathered Shelomith {Peaceful}. 26 This Shelomith {Peaceful} and his brothers supervise all the
treasures dedicated by king David and [Israel's other]
ancestral-chiefs, and [the] head managers of [the nation's] thousand-man and hundred-man [workgroups],
and the heads of the masses. 27 To maintain the
temple of Yahweh, [these men] donate the valuables
[they scavenge] when [their attackers run away from YAH's power during]
praise-warfare. 28 The hand[s] of Shelomith {Peaceful} and his brothers protect everything anyone
dedicates [to the Sanctuary, including previous gifts from] SamuEl
{Heard-By-El} the seer, and [king] Saul the son of Kish
{Bow}, and Abner {Father-Of-Light} the son of Ner
{Lamp}, and ZeruYah's son ([General] Joab {JAH-Dad}).
29 ChenaniYah {Planted-By-Yah} (a descendant of
Izhar {Oil-Flame}) and his sons serve as officers and
judges regarding affairs [originating] outside [the temple,
such as mediating disputes and keeping records] . 1st Chronicles
26:30 A descendant of Hebron {Social}, HashabiYah
{YAH-Thinks}, and his 1700 relatives, men of valor,
manage [the workers] of Israel on this (West) side of
the Jordan [river] regarding all matters related to
Yahweh, and the service of king [David]. 31 JeriJah
{YAH-Throws} [serves] as head-supervisor of the various
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clans descended from Hebron {Social}. In [king]
David's 40th [and last] year of reign, [David's envoys]
search out and find mighty, valiant descendants of
Hebron [living] at Jazer {Helpful}, in [the region of] Gilead
{Witness}. 32 King David appoints 2700 chief fathers, men of valor among [JeriYah's extended] relatives,
as supervisors over [the workers of] Reuben's clans,
Gad's clans, and the [eastern] half-tribe of Manasseh.
[Thus, east of the Jordan river, JeriYah's men supervise] every matter
pertaining to Elohim, plus [David's] royal matters.

1st Chronicles
27
David Organizes Israel's Secular
Government
1 The sons of Israel rotate month-bymonth all year long in 24000-man duty-shifts. [They] serve king [David] in all
the various [civil government] functions [not
otherwise handled by priests, such as road-building and
agriculture]. [David]

organizes the workgroups by head-clan-father. Foremen
supervise groups of 1000 men. Managers [wrangle] groups of 100 men. Literate [messengers and engineers coordinate inter-group
action].

Nothing in this chapter suggests military action.
The Law of Moses forbids a standing military. Yet
statist translators consistently paint this chapter as
describing an army.
2 Jashobeam {The-People-Return} leads the month #1
work-group. 24000 [men work] in his group. 3 [This
Jashobeam] (the son of ZabdiEl {El-Gives}, a descendant
of Perez {Breakout}) [serves as] the leader of the whole
[workgroup] population for the [Hebrew] year’s 1st month
[~March-April]. 4 Dodai {Lover} (of the clan of Ahoh
{Brother}) and Mikloth {Rods} share leadership of the
2nd month's [government] workforce of 24000 [men]. 5
BenaYAH {YAH-Built} (the son of chief priest YAHoyada {YAH-Knows}) [serves as] head of [David's] 24000 man
[government] labor-force for the 3rd month [of the year]. 6
This BenaYAH [proves] as mighty as [David's top] 30
[heroes]. [He eventually] tops [the reputation of anyone in] the ‘thirty.’ [BenaYAH's] workgroup includes his son AmmiZabad {People-Of-Endowment}. 7 AsahEl {El-Made} (the
brother of [General] Joab {JAH-Dad}) and [AsaEl's] son ZebadiYah {YAH-Gives} [serve as] heads of [Israel's] 24000
man [government] labor-force who work the 4th month
[of the year]. 8 Shamhuth {Desolator} (from Izrach
{Hidden-In-The-Heart}) [serves as] head of [David's] 24000
man [government] labor-force for the 5th month [of the
year]. 9 Ira {Open-Eyes} (the son of Ikkesh {Knotted}
from Tekoa {Trumpet-Town}) [serves as] head of [David's]
24000 man [government] labor-force for the 6th month
[of the year]. 1st Chronicles 27:10 Ephraim’s
descendant Helez {Strong} (from Pelon {Distinguished})
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head of [David's] 24000 man [government] laborforce for the 7th month [of the year]. 11 Sibbecai {Mummy} (the Hushathite {Speedster}, one of the Zarhite
{Shiners}) [serves as] head of [David's] 24000 man [government] labor-force for the 8th month [of the year]. 12
Abiezer {Helpful-Father} (from Anetoth {Answer-Town},
from the [tribe] of Benjamin) [serves as] head of [David's]
24000 man [government] labor-force for the 9th month
[of the year]. 13 Maharai {Speedy} (a Zarhite {Shiner}
from Netophath {Distillery-Town}) [serves as] head of
[David's] 24000 man [government] labor-force for the 10th
month [of the year]. 14 BenaYAH {YAH-Built} (a descendant of Ephraim from Pirathon {Throne}), [serves as]
head of [David's] 24000 man [government] labor-force for
the 11th month [of the year]. 15 OthniEl’s descendant
Heldai {Fleeting} (from Netophath {Distillery-Town})
[serves as] head of [David's] 24000 man [government] laborforce for the [Hebrew] year’s 12th month [February]. 16
[David posts] the following supervisors over the tribes
of Israel: Eliezer {El's-Helper} (the son of Zichri {Memorable}) [leads the tribe of] Reuben. ShephatiYah {YAHJudges} (the son of Maachah {Press}) [leads the tribe of]
Simeon. 17 HashabiYah {YAH-Thinks} (the son of Kemuel {Raised-By-El}) [leads the Levites]. Zadok {Righteous}
[leads the (other) sons of] Aaron. 18 ELiHu {His-El} (one of
[king] David's brothers) [leads the tribe of] Judah. Omri
{Heaper} the son of MichaEl {El-Is-Incomparable} [leads the
tribe] of Issachar {Reward}. 19 IshmaiYah {YAH-Hears}
(the son of ObadiYah {Obey-YAH}) [leads the tribe of] Of
Zebulun {House}. Jerimoth {Rising} (the son of AzriEl
{El's-Aid}) [leads the tribe] of Naphtali {Wrestler}. 1st
Chronicles 27:20 Hoshea {Savior} (the son of
AzaziYah {Strengthened-By-Yah}) [leads the tribe] descended
from Ephraim {Double-Fruit}. Joel {YAH-is-El} (the son
of PedaYah {Ransomed-By-YAH}) [leads] the half-tribe of
Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}. 21 Iddo {Timely} (the son
of ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers}) [leads] the half-tribe of
Manasseh in Gilead {Monument-Mound}. JaasiEl {MadeBy-El} (the son of Abner {Father-Of-Light}) [leads the tribe]
of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}. 22 AzareEl {El's-Aid}
(the son of YAHroham {YAH's-Compassion}) [leads the tribe]
Of Dan {Judge}. Thus [concludes the list] of the leaders of
[serves as]

[under king David]. 23 But [king]
David doesn't count people 20 years
old and under, [to hedge in favor of] Yahweh's
[conditional] promise to increase Israel like
the stars of the heavens.

the tribes of Israel

David partially keeps the Law which forbids human-enumeration.

*ZeruYah's son [General] Joab
{JAH-Dad} starts to number [Israel's
population]. But he stops, because
[YAH drops] fire-rage against Israel
[to discourage future human-enumeration]. So
[the royal scribes refuse to] log the [forbidden] census into the chronicles
of king David.
24
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1st Chronicles
28

Social Insurance / Social Security numbers bring
global destruction to planet earth.
25 Azmaveth {Strong-One-Of-Death} (the son of AdiEl
{El's-Ornament}) supervises [David's] royal treasures.
YahoNathan {YAH's-Gift} (the son of UzziYah {YAH'sStrength}) supervises [Israel's] storehouses in the
fields, in the cities, in the villages, and in the

Ezri {Helper} the son of
Chelub {Bird-Trap} supervises [Israel's]
field-workers who manage the [nation's]
soil.

David Commissions Solomon To
Build The Temple

fortresses. 26

Soil has to be managed, or it blows and floods
away, leaving the dry wasteland you see consuming your planet earth.
27 Shimei {Famous} from Ramath {Heights}
supervises [Israel's royal] vineyards. Zabdi {Giver} from
Shepham {Bare-Spot} supervises getting [David's] vine-

Baal-Hanan
{Baal-Favors} from Geder {Wall} manages
the olive trees and the sycamore trees
in [Israel's] low plains. JAHoash {JAH-Fired}
manages [David’s national] cellars for [storing
olive] oil.
fruits into the wine-cellars. 28

Do you store olive oil? You should.
29 Shotray {Magistrate} supervises the herds who
feed in his homeland (the Sharon {Plains}). Adlai's
son Shaphat {Judge} supervises [Israel's royal] herds in
[Judea's] valleys. 1st Chronicles 27:30 Obil {Wailer}, a
descendant of IshmaEl {El-Hears}, supervises [David's]
camel-herds. JehdeiYah {Unity-Of-YAH} from
Meronoth manages the [kingdom's] donkey-herds. 31
Jaziz {He-Makes-Prominent} (a descendant of [Abraham's
concubine] Hagar) manages [Israel's sheep] flocks. Thus
summarizes the list of the controllers of all king

[royal] property. 32 [King] David's uncle
JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift} serves as a [royal]
counselor, wise man, and scribe. JehiEl
{EL-Lives} (the son of Hachmon {Skillful})
manages king [David's] sons.

David's

David chose to sub-contract the education of his
children. War and bloodshed resulted. Just as in
the nation around you. You can't delegate parenthood, no matter how tempting it may seem. You
have to educate your own children.

Ahithophel {Slime-Brother}[serves as] king
[David's] counselor. Hushai {Hasty} from
Arak {Long-Town}[serves as] the king's confidant.
33

Arki is probably from Erek = Long.
34 YAHoyada {YAH-Knows} (the son of BenaYAH {YAHBuilt}) and Abiathar {Generous-Father} report directly to
[evil prime-minister] Ahithophel {Slime-Brother}. [General] Joab
{JAH-Dad} serves as head of [David's] royal workforces.
This chapter describes a work-force, not an army.
Israel did not have a standing army, because the
Law of Moses forbids standing armies.
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1 So in Jerusalem [king] David assembles all the [national] princes over Israel, [and] the princes of the [12]
tribes, and the commanders of the royal labor divisions, and the captains over the 1000-man and
100-man [workgroups], and the stewards over all [Israel's]
royal possessions & animals, along with [all] their
sons, [and Israel's] officers, its mighty [heroes], and its
valiant men. 2 King David stands up
on his feet [before this horde of leaders]. [He
shouts], “Hear me, my brothers, my people: I personally planned in my heart to
build a temple of rest for the ark of the
covenant of Yahweh. [I wanted my temple to
be] the footstool of our Elohim. So I prepared to construct the [temple]. 3 *But
[other]

Elohim said to me,
‘Never build a temple for my
Name-Authority, because
you've been a man of war.
You've shed [rivers of] blood.’
[Yahweh]

However Yahweh Elohim of Israel
chose me (over all my father’s progeny) to be king over Israel for ever.
[Yahweh] has chosen Judah {Celebrated} to
be the ruler [over the other 11 tribes of Israel]. So
from the house of Judah, the house of
my father, and among the [many more impressive] sons of my father, [Yahweh] delighted [to promote me to be] king over all [of]
Israel! 5 And of all my sons, (for Yahweh has given me many sons), [Yahweh]
has chosen Solomon {Peace-Man} my
son to sit upon the throne of the kingdom of Yahweh over [united] Israel. 6 Yah4

weh said to me,
“Your son Solomon {Peace-Man} will build my temple
and my courts. I've chosen him to be my son. I will
be his father.
1Ch22:9-10. In time pagan armies push Solomon's
temple over like it's a toy. The only truly important
temple is the Messiah's "temple" of living human
beings, glued together by love, not by mortar. At-
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tempts to rebuild Solomon's temple in Jerusalem
are misguided.
7

I'll establish [Solomon's] kingdom for ever,
IF [Solomon] stays constantly doing my
commandments and [honoring] my judgments, as he is today.’”
Instead, Solomon's wives led him into the sins that
wrecked his kingdom in one generation!

*[David continues,] “So now, in the
sight of the whole [nation of] Israel, [and in] Yahweh's congregation, in the audience of our Elohim: guard, [execute,] and search
out all the commandments of
Yahweh your Elohim. Then you
can possess this good land. [Then
you'll] leave it as an inheritance
for your children after you forever. 9 *And you, Solomon
{Peace-Man} my son, [get to] know
the Elohim of your father.
Serve [Yahweh] with a perfect
heart and with a willing mind.
For Yahweh searches all
hearts. [YAH] understands all the
imaginations of [every human's]
thoughts. If you seek [Yahweh],
you find Him. But if you forsake [Yahweh], He casts you off
forever. 1st Chronicles 28:10 Watch out
8

now. For Yahweh has chosen you to
build a temple as a sanctuary [from evil].
Be strong. Do it.”
David Gives Solomon BluePrints
From Heaven
11 Then [king] David gives his son
(Solomon {Peace-Man}) [his] blueprints for
the [temple] porch, halls, treasuries, upper chambers, inner parlors, and the
[Most Holy] room to [house] the [ark and all it]
cover[s]. 12 Through [YAH's sacred] spirit,
[David] receives all these designs, including the courts of the temple of Yahweh,
its surrounding chambers, the treaThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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suries of Elohim's sanctuary, and the
treasuries for donated [gifts].
True artistic inspiration only comes from YHVH.

the duty-schedules of the Cohanim {Priests} and the
Levites, among all the workers on duty
in the temple of Yahweh, and [the designs]
for all the tools [and utensils the priests] use in
the temple of Yahweh. 14 [And YAH's spirit]
gives [David] the list of weights for gold
utensils and every other instrument of
whatever kind of service, and [a schedule
of] weights for making all the silver articles of every type of use. 15 [YAH's spirit tells
David] the weight for the [temple's] golden
menorahs and their gold lamps, including the gold candlesticks and their
lamps, and the weights for each silver
menorah, including their candlesticks
and lamps, and [weight specifications] for every other type of candlestick of whatever use. 16 And [YAH's spirit] shows David the weights
13 [YAH's spirit also gives David]

of gold for the tables of sacred bread and [for] every
[other] table, and likewise [weights of] silver for the silver
tables. 17 [And YAH gives David weight targets for the] pure gold
[which sculptors use to forge] the [temple's] meat-hooks, bowls,
cups and golden basins. [YAH] gives weight [data] for
each [gold] basin. [YAH] likewise [provides] silver weight

And [YAH gives
David] weight [data] for constructing the
altar of incense in refined gold. And [YAH
dictates weights of] gold and designs for
[sculpting] the pattern of the chariot of the
cherubim who spread out their wings to
cover the ark of the covenant of Yahweh. 19 [King] David says [to Solomon], “Yahweh made me comprehend all these
artworks, [and data,] and designs by writing with His hand inside me.”
[numbers]

for every basin of silver. 18

The key to creativity is to connect with your Creator.

Then David {Love} says
to his son (Solomon {Peace-Man}), “Seize
[life with strength, alertness and] courage. Do it!
Never fear. Never [give in to] depression.
For Yahweh Elohim, my Elohim, will
stick with you. He will never fail you,
nor forsake you. You will finish all the
work [required] to [put] the temple of Yahweh [into] service. 21 —And you'll see:
1st Chronicles 28:20
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the Cohanim {Priests} and the Levites
will all work with you in shifts to [build and
operate] Elohim's sanctuary. All kinds of
skilled-workmen will labor willingly beside you in any way [you direct]. All [Israel's]
leaders and people will fully execute
your instructions.”

1st Chronicles
29
David Provides Riches For
Solomon's Temple
1 Then king David announces to the
whole congregation, “My son Solomon
{Peace-Man}, Elohim's [sole] choice [to take
my throne], is yet young and tender. Yet
the work [before him] towers [to the sky]. This
palatial [temple he'll build] is not for man,
but for Yahweh Elohim. 2 —Now with all
my might I've prepared (for the house
of my Elohim) the gold for items [YAH
wants sculptors] to forge from gold, and the
silver for things [YAH wants sculptors to] craft
from silver, and the brass for brass [artworks], the iron for iron [works], and wood
for woodworks and onyx stones, and
stones [you'll] set, plus glistening stones,
various colored stones, all kinds of precious stones, and [thousands of tons] of marble stones. 3 Plus, because I've always
devoted my love to my Elohim's sanctuary, [today] I give of my own treasures
of gold and silver to the temple of my
Elohim, over and above what I've [previously] collected for the holy temple. 4 [I give]
3000 talents [99 tons] of gold (the [unmatched] gold of
Ophir {Gold-Land}), and 7000 talents [231 tons] of refined silver, to overlay the walls of the templerooms.
This amount of gold would build 5000 skyscrapers.
99 tons of gold would make you one of the richest
people alive today.

gold to [make] gold [treaand silver [to make] silver [treasures],
and [materials] for all kinds of work to be
crafted by the hands of artisans. So
who else is willing to fill his hand today
[with sacred gifts] to [honor] Yahweh?”
5 [I'm giving tons of]
sures],
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The Israelites Donate Wealth For
The Temple
6 Then the chief fathers and leaders of
the tribes of Israel, and the heads of
[the nation's] 1000-man and 100-man [workgroups], with the king's royal work-rulers,
willingly donate. 7 To operate Elohim's
sanctuary, these [leaders] give 5000 talents + 10000 drams [165 tons] of gold,
and 10000 talents [330 tons] of silver, and
18000 talents [594 tons] of brass, and
100000 talents [3300 tons] of iron!
About the price of 225 thousand good family
homes, or 6 million reliable cars!

Plus, via the hand of JehiEl {EL-Lives}
(a [descendant of] Gershon), [owners] of precious stones donate the [gems] to the
treasure of the temple of Yahweh. 9
Then the people [dance with] glee, seeing
[Israel's leaders] wholeheartedly and willingly offer [priceless gifts] to [honor] Yahweh. So
[right there among the crowd, old] king David
[dances around. He spins, beaming] great joy.
David Prays A Song Of Praise &
Thanks To YAH
1st Chronicles 29:10 Then David {Love}
kneels to Yahweh before the massive
crowd. David sings, “[Countless beings will]
bless you, Yahweh Elohim of Israel our
father, forever and ever. 11 You, O Yahweh, own [all] greatness, and [all] power,
and [all] glory, and [all] victory, and [all]
majesty. For everything in the heaven
and in the earth is yours! The kingdom
is yours, Yahweh. You [stand] exalted as
head above all. 12 Both riches and honor come from you. You reign over everyone. In your hand [live] power and
might. Your hand [holds strength] to make
[beings] great. You give strength to everyone. 13 So now, our Elohim, we
throw [our] hands [in the air to thank you]. [We
raise] a hullaballoo [of praise to honor] your
glorious name. 14 But who am I, and
what is my nation? [We didn't earn] these
generous gifts [we're] offering [you]. All
things come from you. We're [merely]
giving you back your own [stuff]! 15
8
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*We're just strangers [wandering]
beneath your face. [We're] sojourners like all our ancestors.
Our days on the earth flit [away]
like shadows. None [of us] remain. 16 O Yahweh our Elohim, all
these supplies (that we've prepared to
build your temple for your sacred
name) come from your hand. Everything is your property. 17 I know also,
my Elohim, that you test [men's] heart[s].
[You] take pleasure when [we do] right. As
for me, with integrity of heart I willingly
offer all these donations. With joy I
watch your people here today gladly offer [riches] to [honor] you. 18 O Yahweh,
Elohim of our ancestors (Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, Isaac {Laughter}, and Israel {El-Rules},) forever keep [generosity] in
the desires of the minds and hearts of
your people. Direct their heart[s] to you.
19 And give my son Solomon {PeaceMan} a perfect heart so [he'll] keep your
commandments, your advice, and your
principles. [Help him] execute all these [designs]. [Let him] build this palatial [temple] for
which I've made provision.” 1st Chronicles
29:20 Then David {Love}[shouts] to the
massive crowd, “Now kneel [to] Yahweh
your Elohim.” So the whole throng
kneels [to] Yahweh, [the] Elohim of their
ancestors. They bow down their heads.
They prostrate [their bodies] before Yahweh, and [before] king [David].
Israel Throws A Huge Feast & ReCrowns Solomon
21 Then [Israel's priests] slaughter meat-animals [for a national feast] to [honor] Yahweh.
[They] send up [the delicious aroma of smoke-roasted] ascension-gifts to [bring people to the sanctuary of] Yahweh. That next day, [they cook]
1000 young bulls, 1000 rams, and
1000 lambs. [They serve this food along] with
[the] drink donations [Moses prescribed]. [The
priests provide gourmet] meat in abundance
for all the [millions of attendees from throughout]
Israel!
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Look at the next verse. It says they ATE these animals, not ‘sacrificed’ them. ALL the commercial and
political translations miss this! Why? Because most
churches don't want to spend their time, money
and effort to provide top-quality gourmet food at
sacred feasts. Churchmen want to claim that these
verses describe now-abolished animal sacrifices.
That way, at the church picnic, in the name of
jeezus, they can serve you worthless hot-dogs
made of pureed pig-anus. Yumm! Then the cheapo
church makes a play for 10% of your wealth!
Ripoff!

So that day [all the Israelites] eat and
drink before Yahweh with overwhelming glee, ___. For the 2nd time, they
[crown] David's son Solomon king. [Before]
Yahweh, they [publicly] confirm [Solomon] as
[the nation's] governor-in-chief. And they
recognize Zadok {Righteous} as [high]
priest. 23 Then Solomon {Peace-Man} sits
on the throne of Yahweh as king in the
place of his father David {Love}.
Solomon prospers. Everyone in Israel
obeys him. 24 All [Israel's] princes, and its
mighty men, and all the sons of king
David, submit themselves to Solomon
{Peace-Man} as king. 25 Yahweh
magnifies Solomon {Peace-Man} beyond
[belief] in the sight of all Israel. [YAH] bestows upon [Solomon] royal majesty never
bestowed on any king before him in Israel, ___!
A Quick Review Of King David's
Reign
22

26 Thus

[caps]

the reign of Yahshai's son David,

[king]

reigns over Israel for 40 years, ___. He reigns for 7
years in Hebron {Society}. Then he
reigns for 33 years in Jerusalem. 28
Then [King David] dies at a good old age,
full of days, riches and honor. His son
Solomon {Peace-Man} rules in his place.
over united Israel. 27 [David]

29 [Scribes] summarize the acts of king David, from
beginning to end, in the book of SamuEl {Heard-ByEl} the seer, and in the book of Nathan {Gift} the
prophet, and in the book of Gad the seer. 1st
Chronicles 29:30 [Those books describe David's]

whole reign, and his might, and the
times through which he and Israel and
the kingdoms [over] the surrounding
lands passed.
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2nd Chronicles
1

promise you [made] to my father (David
{Love}). You've made me king over a
populace numerous as the dust of the
earth! 2nd Chronicles 1:10 *—[So] now

Solomon Asks for Wisdom, Not
Wealth Or Power

*The reign of [king] David's son
Solomon {Peace-Man} grows
strong, just as when Yahweh,
[Solomon's] Elohim, stayed with
David, and magnified [David's power]
beyond [previous limits]. 2 [King] Solomon
1

convenes [and converses with his
nation's] chief fathers: all [the leaders of] Israel, including the heads of the [nation's]
1000-man and 100-man [workgroups], and
the judges, and every governor in all
[of] Israel.
{Peace-Man}

Good government is inclusive and participatory.

Then [king] Solomon {Peace-Man}, and
the whole crowd [of Israel's leaders] with
him, caravan to the high-shrine at
Gibeon {Flower-Hills}. They [gather at] Elohim's Meeting-Tent (which Yahweh's
[ancient] servant Moses made in the
wilderness). 4 (But [the ark isn't there in the Flower-Hills. The
3

David
brought the ark of Elohim up from Kirjath-Yearim
{City-Of-Forests} to the site he'd prepared for it.) 5 Instead [of the ark, in Flower-Hills, in the front of Yahweh's tent, David] installed the [enormous] brass [cooking] altar built by BezaleEl
{Shadow-Of-El} the son of Uri {Flame}, the son of Hur {White}. There
Solomon {Peace-Man} and the congregation [pray,]
ark sits under a pitched-tent at Jerusalem. Decades earlier]

Solomon {Peace-Man}
walks up to the brass altar at the {Flower-Hills} congregational tent. He [pays
priests to] smoke-roast 1000 ascension-gifts upon it [to feed the thousands of people
at this great feast honoring] Yahweh! 7 *So
that night, to Solomon {PeaceMan}, Elohim appears. He says,
seeking

[Yahweh].

6

“Ask me for what
give you.”

[you want me to]

So Solomon {Peace-Man} answers Elohim, “You [always] showed great mercy to
David {Love} my father. [Thank you for] allowing me to reign in his place. 9 —
Now, O Yahweh Elohim, establish the
8
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give me wisdom and knowledge, so I can venture out and
bring in [prosperity] as leader of
this people. For [no] mortal can
lead this huge populace of
yours

[without your help].” 11

*Then

Elohim replies to
Solomon {Peace-Man},
“[I'm delighted that] this [longing
for wisdom] lives in your
heart. [I love that] you never ask [for] riches,
wealth, nor honor, nor
the life of your enemies.
You don't even beg [me]
to [give you a] long life. You
[just humbly] request wisdom and knowledge for
yourself, so you can
lead my people, over
whom I've made you
king.
*—
So I grant wisdom and knowledge to you. Plus, I'm giving
you possessions, money and
honor, such as no king ever
had before you, and no mortal
will have after you.”
12

Then [king] Solomon {Peace-Man} returns [home] to reign over [united] Israel.
He [caravans ~7km south] from the congregational tent at the high-shrine at Gibeon
{Flower-Hills} to Jerusalem. 14 Then
13
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Solomon {Peace-Man} amasses carriages
and horsemen. He collects 1400 carriages and 12 thousand riders. He
houses them in the [national] “chariot
cities”, and in the royal [stables] at
Jerusalem.
Not necessarily for war. #7393 rekeb merely
means: ‘vehicle’.

*Eventually king [Solomon's shrewd
economic decisions] make silver and
gold as plentiful in Jerusalem
as stones, ___! And his [forestry
management systems] make cedar
trees as abundant as the
sycamore trees that [clutter Judea's]
Shephelah {Foothills}. 16 And
15

Solomon {Peace-Man} imports prize horses from Egypt. [Israel's] royal purchasers
buy caravans [of equines]. 17 The importers
procure carriages from Egypt for 600 shekels [15
pounds] of silver each, and horses for 150 [shekels (3.75
pounds of silver)]. [Solomon's importers] re-sell [Egyptian] horses to
all the kings of the Hittite {Sons-Of-Terror}, and [to] the
kings of [Highland] Syria.
Soon the spawn of these horses return, bringing
attack troops to invade Israel.

2nd Chronicles
2
Solomon Prepares To Build A Temple & A Palace
1 So Solomon {Peace-Man} determines to
build a temple to [promote] Yahweh's
Name-Authority. Simultaneously,
[Solomon prepares to build an even bigger] palace
for his [own] kingdom, ___. 2 So [king]
Solomon {Peace-Man} hires 70000 men
to carry loads [of building supplies], and
80000 [men] to cut [logs] on mountain[s],
and 3600 [managers] to oversee these
[workers].
King Solomon Negotiates With
RockPort's King
3 And Solomon {Peace-Man} sends [a message] to Huram
{White} the king of Tyre {Rock-Port}, saying, “[Please]
trade with me like you traded with my father [king]
David when you sent him cedars to build his palace
to live

[in].

4

You see, I'm building a tem-
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ple totally dedicated to [honor] the NameAuthority of Yahweh my Elohim. We'll
burn aromatherapeutic incense [in] His
presence. We'll continually [serve] holy
bread [to needy people]. [We'll] smoke-roast
[food to feed priests and poor people] morning and
evening. And [we'll hold a community feast] every sabbath, and every [full] moon. And
[3 times a year (spring, summer and fall) we'll light up

scheduled feasts
that Yahweh our Elohim ordained [by]
perpetual [law] for [everyone in] Israel [to attend].
the city for 7 days with the]

That's what churches should be doing now.

This temple I'm building [will be] great
[in every way]. For our Eloha's greatness
[reaches] above all elohim. 6 Nobody can
really build [Yahweh] a house. The sky,
outer space and the [3rd] heaven can't
contain him! So I'm [not worthy] to build
him a temple. But [someone needs to]
smoke-roast [food] for [YAH's feasts]. 7 So
[please immediately] send me a man skilled in
crafting in gold, silver, brass, iron and
[royal fabrics made of] purple and crimson and
blue [yarn] — a man who has the skill to
engrave with the expert artists my father David [paid and trained, who work] here
with me in Judaea, [especially in]
Jerusalem. 8 [Please] also send me cedar
trees, fir trees and algum logs from [the
mountains of] Lebanon {White-Forest}. For I
know that your servants expertly mill
Lebanese timber. Also, [you'll see that] my
workers [work well] with your workers. 9
So prepare me tons of timber. Because
the temple I'm about to build will be
wondrously magnificent. 2nd Chronicles
2:10 And watch: I'll pay your workers,
(the loggers who cut timber): 20000
cors [125000 bushels] of beaten wheat, plus
[the same amount] of barley, plus 20000
baths [115000 gallons] of wine, plus [the same]
amount of oil.
RockPort's King Agrees To Sell
Bldg. Supplies
11 Then Huram {White} the king of Tyre
{Rock-Port} answers by sending this
written letter to Solomon {Peace-Man}:
5
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“Because Yahweh loves his people, he
made you king over them.”
Flattery gets you everywhere.

And Huram {White} writes, “[I] kneel
Yahweh Elohim of Israel. He [alone]
made heaven and earth. He gave to
king David a wise son, endowed with
the [supernatural] prudence and understanding [required to] build a temple for
Yahweh, and [to build] a [palace to serve as government head-quarters for] his kingdom. 13 I'm
sending you a skilled engineer, talented
in [many] construction-techniques. [His
name is] Huram-Abi {White-Father}. 14 [This
engineer] is the son of a lady from [the tribe
of] Dan {Judge}. His Dad was from Tyre
{Rock-Port}. [The engineer] is skilled with [construction and artistry] in gold, silver, brass,
iron, stone and wood, and in fabricwork using purple, blue and crimson
[dyes] and fine linen, and also in engravings of every kind. He can implement
any design [challenge] you give him. And
he'll work happily with your skilled artisans, and those [hired by] my lord David
{Love} your father. 15 So now please
send to us, [your servants,] the wheat, barley, oil and wine of which [you] my lord
spoke.
12

[to]

That's real money: wheat, grains, beans, honey,
oil, wine, gold, silver, etc.

Then, from Lebanon {White-Mountains},
we'll cut as much as wood you'll need.
We'll ship it in floats by sea [~150km south]
to your [receivers] at Joppa {Beauty}. From
there [your cart-men] can carry [the wood] uphill [~60km southeast] to Jerusalem.”
Solomon Counts And Employs Many
Foreigners
16

17 Next Solomon {Peace-Man} counts all the foreigners in the land of Israel, like his father David {Love}
counted [them]. [Solomon's scribes count a total of] 153,600 [“resident-aliens”].
Unclear if this was a sinful human enumeration
(national ID), or just a head-count. Perhaps YAH
sees enumerating foreigners as different from enumerating Israelites. Note that virtually all citizens
of the modern State Of Israel have national I.D.
numbers. That is, if they want to buy and sell.
#5608 caphar saw-far: to score with a mark as a
tally or record, i.e. inscribe, enumerate; recount,
i.e. commune, account; declare, number, reckon
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employs 70,000 [foreigners] as
carriers [of building supplies], and 80,000 as
mountain-wood-choppers, and 3600 as
overseers to keep the [construction-crews]
working [in orderly processes].
18 [Solomon]

2nd Chronicles
3
King Solomon Builds YAH's Temple
In Jerusalem
1 Then Solomon {Peace-Man} begins to
build the temple of Yahweh at
Jerusalem on mount MoriYah {Seen-ByYAH}, where Yahweh appeared to
[Solomon's] father David {Love}, on the pad
David prepared on the threshing-floor
of Ornan {Strong} (the Thresher). 2
start construction on the 2nd day of
the 2nd month of the 4th year of [Solomon's] reign. 3
Solomon {Peace-Man} builds Elohim's sanctuary [according to] the following specifications which [David] instructed [Solomon to use]: the [temple's] length is 60 (oldstandard) cubits [105 feet], and its width 20 cubits [35
feet]. 4 [Solomon's workmen build] the porch in the front of
the temple as wide as the temple itself (20 cubits
[35 feet]) and 20 [cubits] high. And [Solomon's workmen] overlay [the porch] interior with pure gold. 5 [Solomon's
[Solomon's workmen]

panel [the ceiling of] the main [great] hall
with cypress lumber. [They] overlay [the
lumber] with fine gold. They emboss [the
gold] with [artwork resembling] palm trees and
chains.
men]

So, obviously, representational art is not forbidden
by the Mosaic Law.

And to [dazzle all eyes with] beauty, [Solomon]
decorates the temple with precious
stones and gold—[the finest] gold (from
Parvaim). 7 Next [Solomon] overlays the
temple ([including] its beams, posts, walls
and doors) with gold! [Then his craftsmen]
engrave cherubim on the walls. 8
[Solomon] makes the Most Holy Place
[square,] the same length as the temple's
width (20 cubits [35 feet]) by 20 cubits
wide. He overlays [that inner room] with a
total of 600 talents [20 tons] of fine gold,
___! 9 [Solomon's workers pound in] solid-gold
nails weighing 50 shekels [20 ounces]
6
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2nd Chronicles
4

each! [Solomon] even overlays the upper
chambers with gold.
Each nail = the price of a small private airplane, a
starter house, or a new luxury car.

Inside the Most-Holy
Room, [Solomon's] workmen sculpt 2
cherubim. [Metalworkers] overlay these [angelic figures] with gold. 11 [Solomon] makes
the wings of the cherubim 20 cubits [35
feet] long. One wing of the first cherub
stretches 5 cubits [8.75 feet]. [The wing]
reaches to temple's [outer] wall. The other wing likewise [stretches] 5 cubits. It
reaches the wing of the other cherub.
12 The first wing of the 2nd cherub [likewise] stretches 5 cubits [8.75 feet]. It
reaches to temple's [other] wall. The other wing likewise [stretches] 5 cubits. It
reaches the wing of the [1st] cherub. [This

750

2nd Chronicles 3:10

symbolizes YAH's protection completely covering his holy

*The wings of these
cherubim spread out 20 cubits
[35 feet]. These [angelic statues] stand
on their feet, with their faces
inward [toward the Ark]. 14 [Solomon's clothpeople, ___.] 13

weave the [Most-Holy-Place's] curtain
of blue and purple and crimson [royal yarn]
and fine linen. [Seamstresses] embroider
cherubim on this [curtain].
workers]

Or seamsters.

In front of the temple, [Solomon] builds
2 pillars, each 35 cubits [61.25 feet] high.
Five-cubit [8.75 feet high] capitals crown
each [pillar]. 16 Next [Solomon's craftsmen]
weave [gold] chains matching the [chains]
in the oracle [room]. The [men] fasten the
[chains] on the tops of the pillars. Then
[the artists] sculpt 100 [gold] pomegranates,
which [workmen] hang on the chains. 17
Next [Solomon's engineers] raise up the pillars
in front of the temple, one on the right
hand, and the other on the left.
Solomon yells, “The name [of the pillar] on
the right hand is Jachin {Establisher}.
And the name of the [pillar] on the left is
Boaz {Stabilizer}!“ [The crowd cheers!]
15
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Solomon's Men Build The Temple
Furnishings
1 Next [Solomon's sculptors] forge a brass
[cooking] altar, 20 cubits [35 feet] long, 20
cubits wide, 10 cubits high! 2 Next
Solomon's [artisans] craft a perfectly-round molten [baptismal] “Sea”. [It stretches] 10 cubits [17.5 feet] from brim to brim,
five cubits [8.75 feet] high, 30 cubits [52.5
feet] in circumference. 3 Into the Sea's
casting [mold], below the Sea's rim, [sculptors forge] two rows of ox-like figures all
around: ten [ox-carvings] per [21-inch] cubit.
Then the [men] use [cranes] to pour [tons of
melted brass from giant cauldrons into the mold] . 4 The
[Sea comes to] rest on [these] 12 [giant brass]
oxen-statues. 3 look north; 3 look
west; 3 look south, and 3 look east.
Their backsides [face] inward. [Giant cranes]
set the “sea” atop these [oxen]. 5 This
“sea” measures 1 handbreadth [3 inches]
thick. Its brim resembles the brim of a
cup. [Artisans engrave the rim] with lily-flowers. [Water-engineers] fill the [Sea] with 3000
baths [16500 gallons] of water, ___. 6
[Solomon's artisans] also craft 10 washbasins. [Laborers] install 5 [basins] on the
[temple's] right hand [side], and 5 [more] on
the left. [Priests use these basins] to wash [their]
smoke-roasting [cooking utensils]. The
priests use the “sea” to [baptismally] bathe
in.
The Sea may have been used for bathing and
swimming.

And [Solomon's artisans] craft 10 gold replicas of the original menorah [of Moses].
[Men with cranes] set these [giant priceless candelabras] in the temple: five on the right
hand, and five on the left. 8 [Solomon's artisans] also craft 10 [giant feasting] tables.
[Laborers] place the [tables] in the temple,
five on the right side, and five on the
left. And [metalsmiths] forge 100 basins of
[solid] gold. 9 [Solomon's carpenters] build the
7
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priests' courtyard, and the “great court.”
The [carpenters] hang the courtyard doors.
[Metalsmiths] overlay the [doors] with brass.
2nd Chronicles 4:10 Then [Solomon's engineers use
Elephant-powered machines to] set the ‘Sea’ in
the right side of [the temple], toward the
southeast. 11 [Finally] Huram {White}
forges the [temple's many] pots, shovels
and [sprinkling] basins. Thus Huram finishes the artworks he'd [agreed] to make for
king Solomon {Peace-Man} for Elohim's
sanctuary. 12 The list of [Huram's finished
works] includes the [temple's] two [huge] columns, including their globe-shaped
capitals encircled by networks of [gold]
chains; 13 —and [a total of] 400
pomegranate [sculptures] in two rows encircling each of the two [sets] of chainnetworks covering the capitals atop
these columns. 14 [Huram] also forges washbasins on trolleys that

[roll around].

15 [Huram crafts]

one ‘Sea’, and [the] 12 oxen supporting
it. 16 And Huram {White} the master
[craftsman] forges brilliant bronze [ash]
pots, shovels, meat-hooks and all their
implements to [help] king Solomon's
[priests cook feast-food] in Yahweh's temple. 17
King [Solomon's metal-smiths] cast [these functional
artworks] on the Jordan [river] plains, on
the clay ground between Sukkot {TentTown} and Zeredathah {Pierce}. 18
Solomon {Peace-Man} manufactures so
many of these utensils that no [accountant]
could keep track of the weight of the
brass, ___! 19 Plus, Solomon {Peace-Man} makes
all the furnishings [and other accessories] for Elohim's
sanctuary, including its golden altar, and the tables
where [priests] set the holy bread. 2nd Chronicles

And [Solomon's artisans] craft the pure
gold Menorahs with their lamps [Moses]
specified to burn [constantly] before the
oracular [room]. 21 And [Solomon's artisans
sculpt] the [temple's] flowers, lamps, tongs,
[all] of gold—perfect gold, ___! 22 Likewise, [Solomon's artisans sculpt] the [temple's]
lamp-snuffers, sinks, spoons and
censers, [all] of pure gold. And they
[sculpt] the temple's entrance, and the
inner doors for the most holy place,
4:20
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and the doors of the temple's main
ing] hall, [all] of gold, ___!

[eat-

2nd Chronicles
5
Priests Carry The Ark Into
Solomon's Temple
1 So [the craftsmen] finish executing all the
designs Solomon {Peace-Man} made for
the temple of Yahweh. So Solomon's
[men] haul in all the treasures his father
[king] David dedicated. [Solomon] puts
[David's] silver, gold and all [his musical] instruments among the treasures of Elohim's sanctuary. 2 Then Solomon {PeaceMan} convenes the elders of Israel, including all the heads of the [12] tribes,
the chief fathers of the sons of Israel.
[These leaders meet] in Jerusalem, to bring
the ark of the covenant of Yahweh up
out of the citadel of David (aka Zion). 3

So all the men of Israel assemble themselves
around king [Solomon] during the [Tent] Feast in [the year's]
7th month [~September]. 4 Then all the elders of Israel
gather as the Levites pick up the ark [by its poles]. 5
The [Levites] carry the ark and the congregational
tent, and all the holy utensils from the tent, with

Then the whole
congregation of Israel assemble around
king Solomon {Peace-Man}. They face
the ark. [There the cooks] butcher more
sheep and cattle than anyone [there] can
count or list, [to feed millions of people at the
feast]! 7 Then the priests bring the ark of
the covenant of Yahweh in to its place,
to the temple's oracular [room], the most
holy place, right under the wings of the
[carved] cherubim. 8 There the cherubim
spread forth their wings over the ark's
resting place. [The wings] form a canopy
over the Ark and its [carrying] poles. 9 Then
[help from]

the

[other]

priests. 6

the [Levites] draw out the ark's carrying poles, allowing the ends of the poles to be seen [by anyone standing
directly] in front of the ark's oracular [room], but from
nowhere else. (The [poles are] still there as of the date

[writing], ___). 2nd Chronicles 5:10 The ark
empty except for the two tablets
Moses put inside at [Mount] Horeb {Desolation} (when Yahweh made a covenant

of this
[rests]
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with the sons of Israel after they emigrated from Egypt). 11 Eventually the priests
leave the holy place. (They survive because the
priests of whatever category [who entered] had consecrated themselves.)

An Earsplitting Party Summons
YAH's Presence
12 The Levite singers and their sons and
their brothers (descended from Asaph
{Gatherer}, Heman {Faithful}, and Jeduthun {Applauded}) [dance] at the east
end of the [cooking] altar, arrayed in
white linen. They [bang] cymbals, guitars
and harps. 120 priests blast trumpets!

*The trumpeters and singers
play as one. They make a [unified
glorious] sound. [Millions of people] hear
[the music echoing through Jerusalem] . Hands
high, the [priests] praise Yahweh.
They lift up their voices with
the trumpets and cymbals and
[other] musical instruments. They
[shout,] “HalleluYAH! [YAH] is awesome! His mercy endures for
ever!” So [YAH] fills the [main hall]
with a cloud. [It grows to flood] the
[whole] temple of Yahweh! 14 The
13

glory of Yahweh saturates Elohim's
sanctuary. [His supernatural] cloud [floods] the
room, making it impossible for the
priests to stand up to serve [food and music]!

2nd Chronicles
6
King Solomon Prays To Dedicate
YAH's Temple
1 [King] Solomon {Peace-Man}[shouts], “Yahweh told [us] that he dwells in thick
clouds. 2 —But [Yahweh], I've built a temple for you
to stay in. [So please] stay here forever.”
Solomon knew that YHVH doesn't need a house;
YHVH is everywhere at all times. Churchians often
like to use this "Lord's house" idea to run up a
building debt. There are no commands whatsoever
in the New Testament indicating that building pro-
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grams are sanctioned by scripture. However, building religious facilities is not necessarily a sin.

King [Solomon] turns his face [from the ark].
He blesses the whole congregation of
Israeli [leaders]. The entire Israeli congregation stands. 4 [King Solomon shouts], “Kneel [and adore]
3

Yahweh Elohim of Israel. [YAH] has single-handedly
fulfilled the [promise] he spoke with his mouth to my
{Love}: 5 [YAH] said,
‘Since the day I brought my people up
out of the land of Egypt, I chose no city
among all the tribes of Israel to build a
Temple in which to house my Authority.
Nor did I choose any man to be a ruler
over my people Israel.

father David

6

But I've chosen Jerusalem to shine my
Fame. And I chose David {Love} to [shepherd] over my people Israel.’”
7 [Solomon continues], “Now it was in the
heart of my father (David) to build a
temple to [promote] the fame of Yahweh
Elohim of Israel.
David's temple was more than just a church building used a few hours a week to host B-rate music
and boring lectures. David's temple was a fulltime, 24/7/365 house of praise music, scriptural
instruction, charity, healing, feasting and prayer.

But Yahweh said to my father (David),
‘[I know] you [dreamed] in your heart of
building a temple to [promote] my fame.
You did well to plan that in your heart.
8

9—
But don't build [my] temple. Your son, soon to come
forth out of your reproductive-organs, he will build
the temple for my Fame.’

—So Yahweh has performed the promise he spoke: I've
risen up in the place of David {Love} my
father. YAH has set me on the throne of
Israel, as [He] promised. And [I've] built
the temple to [promote] the Fame of Yahweh, Israel's Elohim. 11 —In [this temple] I
place the ark which holds the covenant
Yahweh made with the children of Israel.” 12 [King] Solomon {Peace-Man}
stands before Yahweh's altar. The
whole congregation of Israel face
[Solomon]. [Solomon] spreads forth his
hands. 13 Solomon [stands] in the midst of
the court [on] a brass scaffold he's
2nd Chronicles 6:10
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made. (It measures 5 cubits [8.5 feet]
long, 5 cubits wide, and 3 cubits [5.25
feet] high.) He kneels down on his knees
before the complete assembly of Israel's [leaders]. He spreads up his hands
toward heaven. 14 [King] Solomon {PeaceMan}[sings], “O Yahweh Elohim of Israel,
there is no Elohim like You in the heaven, nor in the earth. You [alone perfectly]
keep [your] covenants. [You alone] show [infinite] mercy to Your servants who walk
before You with all their hearts! 15 —
You keep on keeping the promise [s] you
made to your servant David {Love} my
father. [What you] spoke with Your mouth,
to this day, you keep fulfilling with Your
[loving] hand [of power]. 16 —Yahweh Elohim
of Israel, [continue to] keep your promise[s]
you made to your servant David my father. You said,
‘[You'll] never fail to have a man in my
sight to sit upon the throne of Israel, [if]
your children watch their path, and
walk in My Law, as you, [David] have [often] walked before Me.’
17 —Yahweh Elohim of Israel, fulfill your word you

*—
But Elohim can't really stay
[cooped up in buildings] with earth-men.
[The sky, outer-space, and heaven] can't
contain You; how much less
this temple I built!
promised to your servant David

{Love}.

18

YHVH doesn't need anyone to build Him a church
building. He has a home: everywhere. Christians
should gather in parks, city squares, anywhere
people gather.
19 —So [please] respect [my] prayer. [I'm] your servant.
[I'm] begging! O Yahweh my Elohim, listen to the
cries and the prayer[s] which [I,] your servant pray

—Keep your
eyes open [to us Hebrews]. [Watch] this ‘house’
day and night. Watch [over] the place
where you promised to establish your
name-authority. Listen to the prayer[s]
your servant[s] pray toward this [temple].
21 —Yes, listen to the bended-knee
prayers of [me] your servant, and of
your people Israel, which they'll [continue
to] make toward this site. Hear from
before you. 2nd Chronicles 6:20
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your dwelling place, [high] in heaven.
When you hear [us], [please] forgive [us]. 22
—When a man sins against his neighbor
[or associate], and [his accuser] lifts up a cursing [accusation] against him and calls him
to swear [to his innocence] on penalty of
perjury before your altar in this temple,
[achieve justice].
This is not a recommendation from YHVH to swear
oaths. This is Solomon praying that YHVH will sort
out lies from truth in judicial matters. The word
‘alah’ primarily signifies not ‘oath’ but ‘curse’: #423
'alah from 422; an imprecation:--curse, cursing,
execration, oath, swearing. #422 'alah aw-law' adjure, i.e. (usually in a bad sense) imprecate, curse,
swear.

—[Please] hear from heaven. [Take] action! Judge your servants. Repay the
wicked [man]. Boomerang his way upon
his own head. Justify the righteous [party]. Give [each human] what his righteousness deserves. 24 —And if enemies defeat your people Israel because they've
sinned against you, [help the Israelis to] repent and acknowledge your Name-authority. [Help them] pray and plead before
you in this temple. 25 —From the heavens, hear [us]. Forgive the sin[s] of your
people Israel. Bring the [dispersed Hebrews]
back to the land you gave to them and
to their ancestors.
23

Fulfilled yet again at the end of World War 2.

shut up the heavens,
rain, because they've
sinned against you, [help] them pray toward this place. [Get them to] acknowledge
your Name-authority. As you abase
them, [help them] turn from their sins.
26

—When

[you]

[denying people]

Sin produces drought. Repentance brings rain in
just the right amounts.

—Then hear from heaven. Forgive
the sin[s] of your servants, of your people Israel. Then teach [us] the good way
to walk. Send rain upon your land that
you've awarded your people as [their]
inheritance. 28 *—If famine [ravages]
27

the land, or pestilence, or
blight, or mildew, locusts, or
caterpillars; if [our] enemies
besiege [us] in the cities of [our]
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country, whatever disaster or
whatever sickness comes, [help
us]. 29 —Then whatever prayers or
pleadings any human makes (of all
your people Israel, each one aware of
his own pain, his private grief,) [if they]
spread forth [their] hands toward this
temple, [heal them]. 2nd Chronicles 6:30 —
Hear [our cries] from heaven, your
dwelling place. Forgive [us]. Pay back to
every man whatever his [previous good]
conduct [deserves]. You know [every man's]
heartbeats. Only you see [inside] the
hearts of the children of Adam. 31 —[Forgive us] so [we] can [live to] revere you, and
walk in your ways, all the [days of our]
lives, in the land you gave [our]
ancestors. 32 —Also [help] the foreigner[s], aliens to your people Israel. [Help
all] who travel from far countries to [honor] your great Name, [to witness] your
mighty hand, your outstretched arm
[helping mankind]. [Help visitors] come and pray
in this temple. 33 —Then hear from the
heavens, your [true] dwelling place. Do
every [good] miracle any foreigner asks
of you, so [that] all people of the earth
soon know your Name, and revere you,
as do your people Israel, so [the world] will
know that this temple I've built bears
your Name-Authority. 34 If your people
go out to [wage praise] war against their
enemies by whatever way you send
them, as the [hebrews] pray to you, facing
this city you've chosen, [facing] the temple I've built to [glorify] your Name, [help
them]. 35 From the heavens, hear [your peoples'] prayer[s] and pleas. Uphold their
[righteous] cause. 36 If [we] sin against you
(for there is no meat-man who never
sins,) and you get angry with [us], and
[you] hand [us] over to [our] enemies, and
they carry [us] away captives to a land
far off or near, [rescue us]. 37 —When [we
hebrews] come to our senses in the land
where [oppressors] carry us as slaves;
when [we] turn and pray to you in the
land of captivity, [when we] say, “We've
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sinned, we've done wrong, we've dealt
wickedly,” [please redeem us]. 38 In the land
of captivity, where [slave-masters] kidnap
and drag us, [if we] return to you with all
[our] hearts and with all [our] souls — if
we pray toward [our home] land which you
gave to [our] fore-fathers, toward the
city [of Peace] you've chosen, toward this
temple I've built to [glorify] your name,
[please extract us from slavery]. 39 —From [your]
heavens, your [true] dwelling-place, hear
our prayers and pleas. Uphold [our]
cause. Forgive your people who've
sinned against you. 2nd Chronicles 6:40 —
Now, my Elohim, I beg you, [keep] your eyes open
and your ears attentive to the prayer[s people utter] in

—Rise, O Sovereign Yahweh.
Keep [your presence] in your established
place [here at] the ark [which manifests] your
strength. O Yahweh Elohim, clothe your
priests with salvation. Keep brightening-up your separatist-saints [with joy] in
[your] goodness. 42 —O Yahweh Elohim, never
this place. 41

turn away the face of your anointed [servant]. Remember the mercies [you promised give to] David your
obeyer, [and to us, his descendants].”

2nd Chronicles
7
YAH's Glory Fills Solomon's Temple
Solomon {Peace-Man} finishes praying.
Immediately, [holy] fire shoots down
from heaven, ___! It consumes the ascension-smoke and the [remains] of the
slaughtered [and cooked animals]. Yahweh's
glory fills the temple.
1

The fire shoots down from heaven and burns up
the unused parts of the animals. The meat itself
gets eaten at the feast.

The priests can't enter the temple of
Yahweh, ___, because Yahweh's
crushing-splendor fills Yahweh's temple! 3 All the descendants of Israel see
the [amazing] fire shoot down, ___!
[Stunned, they watch] Yahweh's glory [overshadow] the temple. They rush to bow themselves. Their faces smack the dust on
the pavement, ___! They lay there,
2
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[singing],

“Throw [your hands in the air to thank]
Yahweh. He's so wonderful. His mercy
endures forever.”
Great song on this verse: His Love Endures Forever.

King Solomon Feeds Sacred Food
To Millions!
4 Then king [Solomon] and all the [Israeli]
people cook slaughtered [meat] in the
presence of Yahweh. 5 King Solomon
{Peace-Man} presents 22000 oxen and
120000 sheep for cooking [at the sacred
feast]. Thus the king and all the people
dedicate the temple of Elohim.

The idea that hundreds of thousands of animals
were burned is totally ludicrous. What would these
millions of people have had to eat? Are millions of
people going to stay for 15 days in a city filled with
the smoke of thousands of tons of burning animals? Burn a lock of your hair and you'll see that's
a totally insane proposition. Yet "whole burnt offering" is the official theology spouted by the commercial churches and their money-driven bible
‘translations’.

*The Cohanim {Priests} stand in
their designated spots. They
face the Levites. [They all antiphonally]
praise Yahweh with the musical instruments king David [paid
artisans to] handcraft. [They] sing the
[song] David wrote, “His Love Endures Forever!” The priests
blow trumpets. All the people
[jump] to their feet, ___!
6

Great song on this verse: His Love Endures Forever.

*Then Solomon consecrates
the central part of the courtyard, (the area in front of Yahweh's Temple). Right there he
smoke-roasts ascension-gifts,
grain offerings and the choicest-cuts [of meat] from [donors'] fellowship offerings. [Solomon cooks outside] because the [giant] bronze altar he'd made can't hold all
these [food] donations! 8 So [king]
7

Solomon {Peace-Man} celebrates the
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feast for 7 days. [He leads] the
whole [nation] of Israel, a multi-millionman congregation, ___. [Worshippers caravan] into Jerusalem from the entrance to
[Syria’s] Hamath {Joined-Walls} to [~650km
south] at the Vadi {River} of Egypt! 9 [In all,
the Israelis] spend seven days feasting to
dedicate the [smoke-roasting] altar. Then
[they party for] seven more days, celebrating Sukkot {Tent-Fest}. On the [8th and]
last day [of the tent feast] they hold a closing assembly. 2nd Chronicles 7:10 Then, on
the 23rd day of the [year's] 7th month,
[Solomon] sends [Israel's millions of celebrants]
away to their dwellings. [They caravan out of
Jerusalem] beaming [with joy, ___]. Their
hearts [sing], [praising] the goodness Yahweh showed by [blessing king] David's [son]
Solomon {Peace-Man}, and his people Israel. 11 Thus [King] Solomon {Peace-Man}
finishes [building] the temple of Yahweh,
and the royal palace. Solomon successfully achieves every design that comes
into his heart to build, [both] in the temple of Yahweh, and in his own castle.
ple dedication]

Imitation of the Creator is the foundation of all art.

YHVH Appears. He Warns Solomon
To Stay Holy
12 Then Yahweh appears to Solomon
{Peace-Man} by night. [YAH] says to him,
“I hear your prayer[s]. I elect this
place, [Jerusalem,] to [host] a temple
for preparing [food for national feasts] in my
[honor].
Apparently in a dream, unless this was a visitation
by YHVH's angel.
13

At times, [to get your attention,] I'll [reluctantly
have to] shut up heaven. [I'll dry up] all [your]
rain. Or [I'll] allow the locusts to devour
the [crops of the] land. Or [I'll] let sickness
[ravage] my people.

*
When my people (who
are called by my Name)
humble themselves, and
14
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pray, and seek my face,
and turn from their
wicked ways—then I
hear from heaven. I forgive their sin[s]. I heal
their land.
15

My eyes never close. My ears [stay forever]
attentive to the prayer[s people utter] in
this place.

756

22

[Historians] will answer, ‘[The Israelites died] because they abandoned Yahweh [the] Elohim of their fathers, who brought them
up out of the land of Egypt. The [Israelis]
grabbed hold on retard-gods [or leaders].
They worshiped [frauds]. They served
[demons]. That's why [YAH allowed] all this
disaster to [fall] on them.’”

2nd Chronicles
8

16

I choose and sanctify this temple. [I intend for] my Name-Authority to remain
here for ever. My eyes and my heart
stay perpetually [on the City Of Peace].
17

And as for you, just walk before me, as
your father David {Love} walked. Live
out everything I command you. Obey
my laws and [my] advice.
18

Then I'll establish the throne of your
kingdom, just like I covenanted with
David {Love} your father. I [repeat my]
promise: ‘[If your dynasty does right,] your [family] will always have a man ruling Israel.’
19

Avoid swerving away. [Never] forsake my
laws. Always [remember] the guidance I've
set before you. Don't run off serving
and worshipping retard-gods [or leaders].
YHVH Predicts The Fall Of Israel's
Temple
2nd Chronicles 7:20

I pluck all [false Judeo-Christians] up by the
roots out of My land I've given them. [If
you betray me,] I'll [forget] this temple I've
sanctified for my name. I'll hurl it out of
my sight. I'll make it a cautionary tale,
a curse-word among all nations.
As it is today.
21
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Not attacked, nor fought. Solomon was a wise
man, the opposite of a military dictator. That's why
Solomon was so successful. he looked for the winwin solution.
4 [Solomon] also builds up [the town of] Tadmor {Palm-Tree}
in the wilderness. And he builds all the warehousetowns in Hamath {Joined-Walls}. 5 And in Upper &
Lower Beth-Horon {Cave-House}, [Solomon] builds-up
fortified cities with walls, gates and bars. 6

And

Solomon {Peace-Man} builds to his [heart's]
content in Baalath {Mistressship}, and in
all his [other] warehouse-towns, and in
all [Israel's] chariot cities & horsemen's
towns, and in Jerusalem, and in
Lebanon, and throughout all the land of
his dominion. 7 Solomon taxes all the remaining non-Israeli descendants of the Hittite {Sons-Of-Terror}, and the Amorite {Mountaineers}, and the
Perizzite {Plainsmen}, and the Hivite {Villagers}, and

{Threshers}. 8 (The ancient Israelites failed to rid [their society] of these
[pagans], ___. So, as of the day [of this writing], the pagans are still hanging around
paying taxes to Israel.) 9 But [king]

the Jebusite

this high house will shock
everyone who passes by it. They'll say,
‘Why did Yahweh [smash] this land?! [Why
did he demolish] his [own] temple!?’
[The collapse of]

Solomon Builds Massive Israeli Infrastructure
1 So, ___, 20 years [after] Solomon
{Peace-Man}[takes reign], he [finally] finishes
building [both] his [own royal] palace and
Yahweh's temple. 2 [King] Solomon
{Peace-Man} also builds up (and settles
Israelis in) the villages which [Rock-Port's
king] Huram {White} refunded to [Israel]. 3
Then Solomon {Peace-Man} travels
[~175km north] to Hamath-Zobah {WallStation}. He [nonviolently] establishes it [as
part of his empire].
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Solomon {Peace-Man} never coerces Israelis to serve on his projects. He [pays
them to make praise] war, and [to serve as] musical chiefs and leaders of his carriages
and horsemen. 2nd Chronicles 8:10 King
Solomon also [appoints] 250 C.E.O.'s to
supervise his various [public-works]
projects, ___. 11 Solomon {Peace-Man}
carts the daughter of Pharaoh out of
the Citadel of David to a palace he
builds for her. He reasons, “My [pagan first]
wife can't live in the palace of king
David of Israel, because [she's a demon-worshipper,] and everywhere the ark came is
holy [ground].”
Solomon was unequally-yoked to a worldly wife
who didn't get along with his hundreds of other
younger, prettier wives.

Solomon {Peace-Man}[fires up] Yahweh's [cooking] altar (which [Solomon] built
in front of the [temple's] porch). [He gets
priests to] send up [the delicious aroma of smokeroasted] ascension-gifts [for feasts] to [honor]
Yahweh. 13 *As specified by
12 [King]

Moses,

[King Solomon empowers Israel's

daily [meals], and special feasts every sabbath, every full moon, and in the 3 [weeklong] annual feasts: the [Spring
Passover] Feast of Matzah {Unleavened-Bread}, and the ‘Feast of
Weeks’ aka Shavuot {SummerfestPentecost}, and the [Fall] Sukkot
{Tent-Feast}.
priests to cook]

Good government (both church and civil) promotes
these Hebrew feasts. Bad government ignores or
penalizes these feasts.

And, following the instructions of his
father David, Solomon empowers the
priests to perform their duty-shifts.
[Solomon supports] the Levites in executing
their daily scheduled responsibilities,
including praising and [other] services,
supervised by the [high] priests. And
[Solomon posts] the [temple] gatekeepers in
their shifts at every gate, as [king] David
(the man of Elohim) commanded. 15
And, [unlike most religionists,] these [ministers]
14
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never stray from the instruction [s] king
[Solomon] issues to the priests and Levites
concerning any matter, ___. They never [rob] the [temple's] treasures. 16 All [of
king] Solomon's projects run in [this] organized [fashion], from the day of the
foundation of the temple of Yahweh,
until its completion. [Solomon's well-oiled production machine] perfects the [construction of]
Yahweh's temple, ___. 17 Then [king]
Solomon {Peace-Man} [rides his chariots ~150km south] to
Ezion-Geber {Man's-Backbone} and Elath {Grove} on the
[north tip of the gulf of Aqaba in Israel’s extreme] south-land [Edom].

There [Rock-Port's king] Huram {White}
sends his [mining] ships, manned by his
sea-worthy [sailors], with Solomon's [miners], to Ophir {Gold-Land}. There they
[mine] 450 talents [30000 pounds] of gold.
They ship [it back] to king Solomon
{Peace-Man}.
18

This gold would buy you about 3600 mansions. Arguments exist that Ophir is in Asia, Africa, Arabia,
the Philippines, even Peru, etc.

2nd Chronicles
9
The Queen of Sheba Visits King
Solomon
1 Meanwhile, the queen of Sheba hears
of the fame of Solomon {Peace-Man}. So,
to test Solomon with hard questions,
she caravans to Jerusalem with a massive entourage, including camels loaded
with spices, and tons of gold, and precious gem-stones! She parades up to
Solomon. She speaks with him of everything in her heart. 2 Solomon {PeaceMan} answers all the [Queen's] questions.
[YAH] reveals to Solomon every answer
she asks, [no matter how difficult the question]. 3
The queen of Sheba experiences the
wisdom of Solomon {Peace-Man}. She
[marvels] at the palace he's [designed and]
built. 4 *Breathless, [the

eyes the food at
[Solomon's] royal table, and
Queen]
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the [assembly halls] in which
his officials sit, and the
[regal] manner in which
his staff serve him, and
how [gorgeously everyone]
dresses. Even [the royal]
cupbearers dress [like
kings]! [The Queen nearly faints
watching] Solomon proceed
[past his hordes of screaming fans

up to Yahweh's temple, ___. 5 So [the
through the street]

exclaims to king [Solomon],
“The report I heard in my own land of
your accomplishments, and of your wisdom, proves all true! 6 —But I didn't
believe the [spies'] words, until I came,
and my eyes saw [your majesty]. Wow. [My
spies] didn't tell me one half of the greatness of your wisdom. [That's how far] you
exceed the rumors I heard. 7 —Your
men live happy. Your servants get
blessed [as they] stand continually before
you, hearing your wisdom. 8 —[I] kneel
to Yahweh your Elohim, who delighted
in you so [much that] he set you on his
throne. Yahweh your ELohim made you
king because he loves Israel. Your Elohim made you king over them to establish them for ever, to effect justice and
righteousness [through you].”
Queen of Sheba]

Flattery gets you everywhere.

Then the [Queen of Sheba] gives king
120 talents of gold, and precious stones, and massive loads of
spices the equal of which no human
ever [saw], ___! 2nd Chronicles 9:10 [Soon]
Hyram's sailors and Solomon's miners
who'd [recently] brought gold from Ophir
{Gold-Land}, now bring in rich [cargoes of]
algum trees and precious stones. 11 So
king [Solomon pays his craftsmen to craft] algumtree [sandalwood] to build terraced [walkways]
9

[Solomon]
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for Yahweh's temple and [Jerusalem's] royal palace. And for [Israel's temple] singers,
[Solomon's craftsmen use this exotic wood to build]

harps and guitars besting any [instruments]
ever seen in the land of Judaea.
Good leaders pay and provide tools for musicians.
Bad leaders let musicians starve.

King Solomon {Peace-Man} gives the
queen of Sheba everything she wants,
whatever she asks, exceeding the [mountain of treasure] she'd brought to [him]! So,
with her workers, she [grins ear-to-ear as she
caravans] back to her own land.
12

Give something to everyone who asks of you.

Solomon Builds The Middle-East's
Great Empire
13 *Each year, Solomon {PeaceMan} receives 600 and 60 and 6

talents
payers].

[22 tons]

of gold

[from his tax-

The number of man / the number of the beast.

Plus [Solomon's government receives tons of revenue] from sales-taxes and customs-duties. And all the kings of Arabia, and [all
nearby] regional governors bring gold and
silver to Solomon [in exchange for the benefits of
being connected to his realm]. 15 [With some of this
money,] king Solomon {Peace-Man} crafts
200 [ornamental] shields of hand-hammered gold. [Solomon's metal-artists pour] 600
shekels [15 pounds] of gold into each
shield.
14

Each shield = the price of a luxury mansion.

And [Solomon's artisans] craft another 300
shields of hand-hammered gold. They
use 300 shekels [7.5 pounds] of gold per
[shield]. King [Solomon's stewards] install these
[300 shields] in [Solomon's] palace [built of wood
from] the Lebanon {White-Mountain} forest.
16

Each shield would buy you a luxury mansion.

Plus king [Solomon] makes a huge ivory
throne. He overlays it with pure gold. 18
6 attached steps rise up to the throne,
which is [sculpted] in one piece with armrests on each side of the seat. 2 [gold] lions stand beside each arm, above
[Solomon's] solid-gold footstool! 19 On the
[throne's] 6 steps, 12 [gold] lions stand on
each side. No kingdom anywhere ever
17
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[boasted]

the equal

[of Solomon's throne, ___]!

*All King
Solomon's drinking vessels are
gold. And all the utensils of
[Jerusalem's] Lebanon-Forest Palace
shine, pure gold: none silver.
All Solomon's days, [silver] comes
to be counted as nothing, ___.
21 *King [Solomon's] ships, [manned]
by [king] Huram's sailors, sail to
Tarshish {Gem}. Every 3 years,
ships from Tarshish sail [back into
Judaea] bringing gold, silver,
ivory, apes and peacocks, ___.
2nd Chronicles 9:20

Tarshish may have been in Spain, Carthage, Turkey, Sardinia, etc.

*So king Solomon {Peace-Man}
surpasses all the kings of the
earth in riches and wisdom,
___. 23 *So all the kings of the
earth seek the presence of
Solomon {Peace-Man}, to hear the
wisdom that Elohim puts in his
heart. 24 *Year after year, each
king brings [Solomon] a [valuable]
present: articles of silver, articles of gold, [fine] clothing, armor, spices, horses and mules.
22

Nothing succeeds like success.

*And Solomon {Peace-Man}
[builds] 4000 stalls for [his] horses
and chariots, [staffed by] 12 thousand horsemen; whom he
houses in chariot cities, and at
the royal [stables] at Jerusalem. 26
25

reigns over all the
kings [to ~350km north at] the [Euphrates] river,
[west ~35km] to the land of the Philistines,
and [~250km south] to the border of Egypt!
[From Jerusalem, Solomon]

Solomon’s kingdom spanned approximately 600km
wide x 400 km tall = 240000 square kilometers.

*King [Solomon] makes silver in
Jerusalem as [cheap as] rocks. And
he makes cedar trees as [cheap as]
27
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the sycamore trees that clutter
the [western] Shephelah {Foothills}.
bring to Solomon {Peace-Man}
horses from every land, especially
Egypt.
King Solomon Dies After A Rich 40Year Reign
28 [Sellers]

29 [Scribes] summarize the rest of the acts of
Solomon {Peace-Man}, from beginning to end, in the
book of Nathan {Gift} the prophet, and in the
prophecy of AhiYah {Kin-Of-Yah} from Shiloh {Tranquil},
and in the visions which Iddo {Timely} the seer
wrote [to condemn] Nebat's brat Jeroboam {Nation2nd Chronicles 9:30 Solomon {Peacereigns in Jerusalem over [united] Israel for 40 years, ___. 31 [King] Solomon
{Peace-Man} sleeps [in death] beside his
forefathers. [His sons] bury him in the
citadel of his father David {Love}. Then
[Solomon's evil] son Rehoboam {Nation-Builder} reigns in [Solomon's] place.
Wrangler} .

Man}

Rehoboam = enlarged people.

2nd Chronicles
10
Jeroboam Begs King Rehoboam For
Compassion
1 So [Solomon's brat-prince] Rehoboam {NationBuilder}[caravans ~30km north] to Shechem
{Neck-Ridge}. There all [the] Israelis flock
to [crown Rehoboam] king. 2 [Meanwhile,]
Nebat's brat Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler}
[hides] in Egypt, where [years earlier] he'd
fled from the face of king Solomon
{Peace-Man}. [Jeroboam] hears [that Solomon lies
dead]. So [Jeroboam gallops] back [north ~250km]
from Egypt [to Israel]. 3 Immediately the
[leaders of Israel's northern tribes] send [messengers]
to summon Jeroboam [to Shechem]. So [Jeroboam] and all [the northern] Israeli [leaders]
approach [the throne]. They [confront king] Rehoboam {Nation-Builder}. 4 [Jeroboam] says,
“Your father [Solomon laid] a terrible yoke
[on our necks]. So now you lighten up a little on the grievous servitude your father [inflicted on us northern Israelis]. [Take off the]
heavy yoke that he [shackled] upon us.
Then we'll serve you.” 5 [King Rehoboam] an-
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swers [his rival, Jeroboam,] “Come back to me
after 3 days.” So [Jeroboam and his delegation]
leave [Rehoboam's throne-room].
Rehoboam Threatens North Israel
With Slavery
6 So king Rehoboam {Nation-Builder}
seeks counsel from the old men who'd
stood before his father Solomon {PeaceMan} while he lived. [Rehoboam asks,] “What
advice do you give me to answer back
to [Jeroboam's envoys]?” 7 The old [royal counselors] warn [king] Rehoboam {Nation-Builder}. They say, “Perform kind [actions] to [help Jeroboam's] people. Please
them. Speak encouraging words to
them. Then they'll be your servants forever.” 8 But [king] Rehoboam {Nation-Builder} forsakes the counsel the old
[wise] men give him. He takes counsel
with the young brats who stand in his
face, [spoiled thugs] he grew up with [in the
care of hired babysitters and tutors]. 9 [King] Rehoboam {Nation-Builder} asks [his] young
[punk cronies], “[My rival Jeroboam] begged me
[for tax-relief]. He asked, ‘[Please] slightly
ease the yoke-burden your Dad laid on
us [northern Israelis].’ So what advice do you
[counselors] give me? How would [you guys]
answer [your rival] if you were king?” 2nd

*The young
men whom [nannies]
brought up with Rehoboam {Nation-Builder}
[snarl] at him, growling,
“This is how you answer
the [bums] who [whined,]
‘Your father made our
yoke heavy; so you
make it a bit lighter for
us.’ [Scream] this at them:
‘My little finger is thicker than my father's
Chronicles 10:10
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waist! 11 *—Yeah, my father strapped a heavy
yoke on you. And I'll
load more [weight] on your
yoke. My father controlled you with whips.
Yet I'll scourge you with
scorpions!” 12 3 days pass. Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler} leads all [north Israel's leaders] back to king Rehoboam {Nation-Builder}, as [Rehoboam] ordered when
he said, “Come back to me in 3 days.”

*But king Rehoboam answers the [northern Israelis] roughly.
He rejects the counsel of the
old [wise] men.
13

Little arguments start big wars.

*[King Rehoboam] answers [Jeroboam]
as the young brats advised. [Rehoboam screams], “My father made
your yoke heavy. So I'll add
more [weight]! My father chastised you with whips. So I'll
scourge you with scorpions!’
14

The Northern Israelis Secede From
The Union
15 So the will of Elohim allows king [Rehoboam] to fail to listen to the people, so
that Yahweh can perform the prophecy
he spoke through the hand of AhiYah
{Kin-Of-Yah} from Shiloh {Tranquil}, [who
predicted the rise of] Nebat's brat Jeroboam
{Nation-Wrangler}. 16 The whole [macro-region
of north] Israel sees that king [Rehoboam]
won't listen to them. So the [northern]
people [scream at] the king, “What share
do we have in David's [dynasty]? We have
no inheritance in the [kingdom of] Yashai's
brat[s]! Every man to your gods, Israel!
[Dead king] David, see to your own house
now!” So all [the northern] Israelis run to
their homes.
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‘Sopherim’ changed ‘Gods’ ּ
(  ה) ָ ל י וtoָ ‘tents’.
 ל ֹ אThis
error appears in all the commercial bible translations.

But [king] Rehoboam {Nation-Builder}
continues to reign over the descendants of Israel who live in [Israel's southern]
cities, aka ‘Judea.’ 18 *Then king
Rehoboam {Nation-Builder} sends
17

his tribute-chief (Hadoram
{South-Fortress}) [through northern Israel to
collect taxes. Predictably,] the [northern] Israelis stone [the tyrant's taxman] with
rocks until he dies, ___! So
king Rehoboam rushes up [from
his bed] to his chariot. He flees
[south ~30km from Shechem {Neck-Ridge}] to
Jerusalem.
So ends all oppressive taxation.

So [northern] Israel rebels against the
dynasty of [dead king] David. [And northern Israel persists in rebellion against Judea] to the day
[of this writing, ___]!
19

2nd Chronicles
11
Rehoboam Amasses Judaea To
Fight Jeroboam
1 [King] Rehoboam {Nation-Builder} returns
to Jerusalem. He immediately amasses
180000 chosen battle-trained men of
the tribes of Judah {Celebrated} and Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}. [The troops prepare] to
fight against [north] Israel, intent to reunite the kingdom under Rehoboam. 2
But the word of Yahweh comes [alive in] ShemaiYah
{YAH-Hears} (the man of Elohim).

YAH's Prophet Talks Rehoboam
Into Peace
3 [YAH] says,
“Command [peace] to Solomon's brat,
Judea's king Rehoboam {Nation-Builder},
and to all Israelites [among the tribes of] Judah {Celebrated} and Benjamin {RightHand-Son}.
4 Say, ‘Yahweh decrees,
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“Don't march up [to battle the north Israelis].
Never fight against your brothers. [Send]
every man back to his house. I'm [permitting Israel to divide].’”
So [Judea's militia-men] obey Yahweh's
words. They return from [marching]
to fight [north Israel's rebel commando] Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler}.
Evil King Rehoboam Fortifies Judaea
5 So [evil king] Rehoboam {Nation-Builder} dwells in
Jerusalem. He builds cities for defense [throughout] Judaea. 6 For instance, [king] Rehoboam {Nation-Builder}
builds-up Bethlehem {Bread-House}, Etam {Hawk-Land},
and Tekoa {Trumpet-Town}, 7 — and Beth-Zur {RockHouse}, Shoco {Fence}, and Adullam, 8 — and Gath
{Wine-Press}, and Mareshah {Summit}, and Ziph {Flow},
9 — and Adoraim {Double-Hill}, and Lachish {Harvest},
and Azekah {Farms}, 2nd Chronicles 11:10 — and
Zorah {Wasp}, and Aijalon {Deer-Field}, and Hebron
{Society}. [King Rehoboam] fortifies the above [and other]
cities in [the lands of the tribes of] Judah {Celebrated} and
11 [King] Rehoboam
fortifies [Judaea's]
strongholds. He stations captains in
them. He stocks them with provisions,
including oil and wine. 12 [King] Rehoboam {Nation-Builder} stocks shields
and spears in all [Judaea's] cities. He
makes them beyond strong. [So the tribes
of] Judah and Benjamin [stay] on [Rehoboam's] side [of the Israeli civil war].
Jeroboam Kicks YAH's Priests Out
Of N. Israel
13 Throughout [north] Israel, the [Hebrew]
priests (including the Levites) defect
[south] from all their territories to [work for
Judea's king] Rehoboam {Nation-Builder}. 14
[North Israeli rebel commando] Jeroboam {NationWrangler} and his sons kick the Levites
out from executing priestly duties [for]
Yahweh. So [north Israel's priests] abandon
their pasture-lands and their property.
They flock [south] to Judea, [primarily]
Jerusalem.
Benjamin

{Right-Hand-Son}.

{Nation-Builder}

Just like the communist United States, China,
France, and all the United Nations strip authority
from churches today.

ordains his [puppet] priests [to
high-shrines. He
forges calf-idols and sculptures of goat15 [Jeroboam]

work North Israel's occult]
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demons.

[He pays his whore-priests to pray and sac-

So out of
all the tribes of [north] Israel, all [the people]
who set their hearts to seek Yahweh
(Israel's sovereign) flock to Jerusalem.
They offer [their service and their wealth] to
[serve] Yahweh, [the] Elohim of their [Hebrew] forefathers.
Rehoboam's Kingdom Grows
Strong, Despite Lust
17 So for 3 years, [Hebrew priests] reinforce
the Judean kingdom. They strengthen
Solomon's brat-king Rehoboam {NationBuilder}. For 3 years the [Judaeans] walk in
the [relatively righteous] way[s] of David
{Love} and Solomon {Peace}. 18 [King] Rehoboam {Nation-Builder} takes as his wife
[his kissing cousin] Mahalath {Sickly} (the
daughter of Jerimoth {Rising}, the son of
[king] David). Then [Rehoboam marries another of
his kissing cousins]: AbiHail {Mighty-Father}
(the daughter of Eliab {Fathered-By-El}
the son of Yashai (Jesse)). 19 [Mahalath] births
rifice animals to these forgeries, ___!] 16

[Rehoboam]

children [named] Jeush {Hasty}, ShamaYah
and Zaham {Repeller}. 2nd Chronicles

{YAH-Guards},

Then, after [pervert-king] Rehoboam
[marries] AbiHail {Mighty-Father}, he takes
[another of his cousins as wife:] Maachah {Press}
(the [grand] daughter of AbShalom {Father-of-Peace}). [Maachah] births him AbiYah
{Father-YAH}, Attai {Fit}, Ziza {Prominence},
and Shelomith {Peaceful}. 21 [Polygamous, incestuous king] Rehoboam {Nation-Builder}
loves [his uncle] Absalom's daughter
Maachah {Press} above all his 18 wives
and his 60 concubines who birth him 28
sons and 60 daughters!
11:20

This verse is stamped with the number of fallen
man: 18 = 6 + 6 + 6. 60=10*6. Presumably Rehoboam's interest in Absalom's daughter was due
to her having inherited Absalom's spellbinding
physical perfection.

So [king] Rehoboam {Nation-Builder}
promotes AbiYah {Father-YAH} (his son
[birthed] by Maachah {Press}) to chief
[prince]. [AbiYah] rules [over] his [own] brothers. Rehoboam resolves to make
AbiYah king, [even though AbiYah is younger than
many of his own prince-brothers]. 23 [King] Rehoboam {Nation-Builder} deals shrewdly.
22
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He disperses all his brats throughout all
the lands of [the tribes of] Judah {Celebrated}
and Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}. These
[corrupt princes rule] every fortified city. [Rehoboam spoils his imps] by giving them tons of
provisions. He even hunts [down] women
[to feed the princes' royal sex-addictions]!

2nd Chronicles
12
Rehoboam Leads The Israelites
Away From YAH
1 *So [Judean king] Rehoboam {Nation-Builder} establishes his do-

minion. He strengthens his [powers]. Then he leads the whole [nation] of Israel to abandon the
law of Yahweh.
Pharaoh Shishak's Armies Invade
Judaea
2 Judaea keeps [committing] treason
against Yahweh. So in the 5th year of
[the reign of] king Rehoboam {NationBuilder}, Pharaoh Shishak of Egypt
marches [his legions] up [~250km north] to attack Jerusalem.
War comes from sin.

Shishak storms out of Egypt leading
1200 chariots, 60 thousand horsemen,
and countless warriors from Libya {DryLand}, Sukkiy {Egyptian-Hut-Land} and
Cush {Ethiopia}! 4 Shishak seizes Judaea's fortified cities. Then [he] advances [north] to [destroy] Jerusalem.
Rehoboam & Co. Kneel & Pray In
Repentance
3

*Then the prophet ShemaiYah
{YAH-Hears} confronts [king] Rehoboam {Nation-Builder}, and
Judea's [other] leaders. They
[shake,] huddled together in
Jerusalem for [fear] of Shishak.
ShemaiYah says to them, “Yahweh says,
5
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‘You've forsaken me. So I've
dropped you into Shishak's
fist.’”
Immediately Israel's leaders and king
humble themselves. They
moan, “Yahweh is right!”
YAH Grants Judaea Slavery Instead
Of Death
7 Yahweh sees the [rulers] kneeling [in
prayer]. So the word of Yahweh comes
[alive] in ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears}. [YAH]
says,
“[Judaea's leaders] humbled themselves. So I
won't ruin them. Instead I'll grant them
some deliverance. Shishak's hand will
not pour out my fire-rage upon
Jerusalem.
6

[Rehoboam]

8

But the [Judaeans] will become [Egypt's] servants. So they'll know [the difference between]
serving me, vs. serving the world's
kingdoms.’”
The nation around you today is dominated by the
same demonic spiritual power that ruled ancient
Egypt. The back of the U.S. dollar bill is proof.

So Egypt's Pharaoh Shishak storms
up against Jerusalem. He
steals away the treasures of the temple
of Yahweh, and [Rehoboam's] royal palace
treasures. Shishak takes everything. He
hauls away the [near priceless] shields of
gold made by Solomon {Peace-Man}. 2nd
Chronicles 12:10 So king Rehoboam {Nation-Builder} forges replacement shields
out of brass. He entrusts them into the
hands of the commanders of the regiment who guard the gate to [his] royal
palace. 11 From then on, whenever king
[Rehoboam] parades into the temple of
Yahweh, the [palace] guards come and
fetch the [shields]. [Later they] return the
[shields] to the guard-room.
King Rehoboam Mostly Sins Until
He Dies
12 Whenever [king] Rehoboam {Nation-Builder} humbles himself, the firerage of Yahweh turns from him. Then
9

[his armies]
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things go well in Judaea. [YAH] refuses to
totally destroy Rehoboam. 13 So [evil]
king Rehoboam {Nation-Builder} (the brat
Solomon fathered with an Ammonite-incest-spawned [princess] named
Naamah {Pleasure}), strengthens his
reign in Jerusalem. Rehoboam takes
reign at 41 years of age. He reigns for
17 years in Jerusalem: the city, of all
the tribes of Israel, where Yahweh
chose to seat his Authority. 14 But [king]
Rehoboam {Nation-Builder} commits evil,
___. He never straightens up his heart
to seek Yahweh. 15 [Scribes] summarize
the acts of [king] Rehoboam, from first to
last, in the genealogically-organized
histories in the books of the prophet
ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears}, and of Iddo
{Timely} the seer. [Civil] war continually
[rages] between [Judea's king] Rehoboam
{Nation-Builder} and [north Israel's king] Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler}. 16 Finally, [king]
Rehoboam {Nation-Builder} sleeps [in death]
beside his forefathers. [His sons] bury him
in the citadel of David {Love}. Then [Rehoboam's] son AbiYah {Father-YAH} reigns
in [Rehoboam's] place.

2nd Chronicles
13
AbiYah Defeats Jeroboam With
Praise Power
1 Now in the 18th year of [wicked] king Jeroboam's
[reign over north Israel] , AbiYah {Father-YAH} [begins] to reign
over Judaea. 2 ([King Rehoboam fathered] AbiYah with a woman named

MichaYah {Who-Is-Like-Yah} the daughter of UriEl {El's-Flame} from Gibeah

AbiYah {Father-YAH} reigns for 3 years in
Jerusalem. War [rages] between AbiYah and [north Israel's
rebel-king] Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler}.
Micaiah is called "Maacah" (Press) in 1 Kings 15:2
and 1Chr 11:20. See 2Chr 15:16. Apparently as
Judean Queen-Mother, Maacah [Press] switched
her name to a more worshipful sound-alike:
MichaYah [Who-Is-Like-Yah]. But she remained
evil. Like today, many sluts have religious names
like ‘Christine.’ Josephus says that Uriel was the
husband of Absalom's daughter Tamar, who
birthed Queen Maacah. So Rehoboam married his
cousin(s).
{Flower-Hills}.)
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So [king] AbiYah {Father-YAH} sets the
battle in array with an army of valiant
men of [spirit] war: 400000 chosen [praisewarriors]. Opposite [AbiYah], Jeroboam
{Nation-Wrangler} sets the battle in array
with 800000 chosen [killers,] all mighty,
valiant men.
3

Nothing in this story indicates that Abiyah planned
or executed any type of military action. This appears to have been a praise-battle.

AbiYah {Father-YAH} stands up on
mount Zemaraim {Double-Fleece}, (in the
Ephraim {Double-Fruit} hills). He shouts,
“Hear me, Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler},
and all [you] Israelis! 5 —Shouldn't you
recognize that Yahweh, Israel's Elohim,
gave dominion over [united] Israel to
David {Love} and his sons for ever, by
an [unbreakable] ‘covenant of salt’? 6 —Yet
Nebat's brat Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler},
(the [mere] servant of David's son
Solomon {Peace-Man},) has bucked up
and rebelled against [me,] his lord! 7 —
[Jeroboam] swarms himself with vain men,
the sons of Belial {The-Devil}. [Such satan-spawned jerks] fortified themselves to attack
[my father, king Solomon's son] Rehoboam {Nation-Builder}, when Rehoboam was young
and tenderhearted, and couldn't stand
up to them. 8 —And now you [north Israelis]
scheme to resist the dominion of Yahweh, [which rests] in the hand of the sons
of David {Love}. [You threaten Judea] with
your massive multi-army [force], led by
golden calves, which Jeroboam {NationWrangler} forged to [represent] your demon-gods. 9 —Have you [north Israelis] not
cast out the priests of Yahweh, the
sons of Aaron, and the Levites? Didn't
you [hire] yourself [occult] priests like the
nations of pagan lands? Any joker who
comes [to your devil-shrines] to “consecrate”
himself by [donating & killing] a young bull
calf and 7 rams gets to be a priest of
your fake gods!
4 [King]

Christianites have likewise fired all the Hebrews,
then set up a make-believe religion that Jesus
hates, staffed by money-driven ‘pastors’ who feed
on their own flocks.
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—But as for us [Judaeans],
Yahweh is our Elohim. We haven't forsaken him [lately]. Our priests serve Yahweh. [They're] Aaron's sons, assisted by
[real] Levites. 11 —Every morning and
every evening, [our Jewish priests] smokeroast ascension-gifts and [burn] aromatherapeutic incense to [serve] Yahweh's [people]. [Our priests] arrange & serve
holy bread upon [YAH's] pure table [to feed
priests]. [Judean priests] burn the gold menorahs' lamps every evening. We [Judaeans]
keep the commands of Yahweh our Elohim, while you [North Israelis] keep forsaking him. 12 —So look: Elohim himself is
with us [Judaeans]. He's our captain. His
priests hold trumpets to cry [the] alarm
[to draw heaven's spirit-attack] against you. [Retreat, or we'll] sound [our praise-war-horns]. Children of [north] Israel, don't fight against
Yahweh Elohim of your fathers; for you
will not succeed.” 13 [While Judea's king AbiYah
tries to reason with the north Israelis, king] Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler} sends a rearambush to attack [Abiyah's men]. [North Israeli
generals] squeeze the Judaeans between
[soldiers in front and behind]! 14 The Judaeans
look back. [Shocked,] they see the battle
[raging] in front and behind. So they cry
to Yahweh. The priests sound their
[praise] trumpets.
2nd Chronicles 13:10

Righteous people respond to attack by praising and
praying, not by slashing and shooting.

*Then the men of Judah give
a shout [of praise]. As the men of
Judah shout, suddenly Elohim
strikes Jeroboam {NationWrangler} and all [his north] Israeli
[attackers] before [the stunned faces of king]
AbiYah {Father-YAH} and [his] Judaeans!
15

YAH fights for his people who SHOUT praise to
him. Just sitting in a pew isn't gonna cut it.

So the [rebel] brats of [north] Israel flee
before [the] Judaeans. Elohim delivers
[north] Israel into Judea's hand. 17 Then
[king] AbiYah {Father-YAH} and his people
strike Israel with a great blow [of Jericho16
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like praise-power].

500000 of [north] Israel's
choicest men fall, pierced [by spirit-swords
from heaven]!

Nothing in this text indicates that any carnal
weapons were used. This was apparently a praisewar, fought in the spirit-realm, not with a military.

So the brats of [north] Israel bend
their knees. The people of Judaea prevail, because [they] rely [not on weaponry, nor
the art of war, but] on [praising] Yahweh, [the]
Elohim of their forefathers. 19 [Judean King]
AbiYah {Father-YAH} chases after [rebel
king] Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler}. [AbiYah]
recaptures cities from [Jeroboam, including]
Beth-El {House-Of-El} with its towns, and
Jeshnah {Old-Town} with its towns, and
Ephrain {Fawn} with its towns. 2nd Chronicles 13:20 [Rogue king] Jeroboam {NationWrangler} never recovers strength again
during the [lifetime] of [Judea's king] AbiYah
{Father-YAH}. Yahweh strikes Jeroboam.
So he dies. [Yaaaaay!] 21 Meanwhile, [king]
AbiYah {Father-YAH} grows mighty. [But he
foolishly] marries 14 wives! [With them, he] fathers 22 sons and 16 daughters. 22 (The
18

rest of the actions of [Judean king] AbiYah {Father-YAH},
recounting his course of life, and his sayings, lie inscribed in the histories of the prophet Iddo
{Timely}.)
The Book Of Iddo is lost.

2nd Chronicles
14

765

Asa also rids Judaea's cities of all
[occult] high-shrines and idol-images. So
the kingdom [of southern Israel lives in] quiet
before Asa. 6 Asa also builds fortified
cities in Judaea. The country enjoys
rest. Asa [fights] no war in those years,
because Yahweh gives Asa peace. 7 So
Asa announces to [all] Judeans, “We
sought Yahweh our ELohim. So the land
still [lies in peace] before us. So let's build
[our] cities. [Let's] surround them with
walls, towers, gates and bars [to passively
prevent attacks]. We sought [YAH]. So he
gives us rest on every side. [Let's keep it
that way.]” So Judea builds and prospers.
5 [King]

International peace comes only from seeking
YHVH. No nation in the world is currently seeking
YAH. So war and famine will ravage the earth until
doomsday.

A Million Ethiopians Attack King
Asa's Judea
8 Next [king] Asa assembles an army of
men bearing [large] shields and spears.
[The tribe of] Judah provides 300 thousand
men. [The tribe of] Benjamin provides 280
thousand men who bear shields and
draw bows—all of them mighty, valiant
men, ___. 9 Soon Ethiopia's [king] (Zerah {Ray}) marches [his] million-man
army (plus 300 chariots) [~1800km north]
to attack [Judaea] at Mareshah {Summit}.
Zerah is alternatively conjectured to be a Kassite
or an Arab or Egyptian king Osorkon I or II.

So [King] Asa [gallops] out
to face [black king] Zerah
{Ray}. The [two armies] set the battle in array in the valley of Zephathah {WatchTower} at Mareshah {Summit}.
YHVH Fights Off 1 Million+ Enemies
Of Judaea
11 So [king] Asa cries to Yahweh his Elohim. [Asa] prays, “Yahweh, it's no [trouble]
for you to help us, though millions [come
against us] and [we lie] powerless. Help us,
O Yahweh our Elohim. We rest on you.
In your name we go against this multitude. O Yahweh, you are our Elohim.
Never let man prevail against you.” 12
So Yahweh strikes the Ethiopians be2nd Chronicles 14:10

King Asa Destroys Idolatry. So
Judea Prospers

1 So AbiYah {Father-YAH} sleeps [in death] beside his
ancestors. [His sons] bury him in the citadel of David
{Love}. Then [AbiYah's good] son Asa reigns in [AbiYah's]
place. In Asa's days the land [of Judah] remains quiet
for 10 years. 2 [King] Asa does what's good and right

For Asa rids
of the altars of the strange gods,
and the [occult] high-shrines. He breaks
down the [region's] idol-images. He chops
down its easter-steeples. 4 [King Asa] commands Judea to seek Yahweh [the] Elohim of their fathers, and to perform
[YAH's] law[s] and [his] instructions.
in the eyes of Yahweh his Elohim. 3
[Judaea]

Promoting YAH's law is the job of all true rulers.
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fore [the stunned singing] faces of [king] Asa
and [his fellow] Judaeans. So the Ethiopians flee [back south toward Egypt], ___!
Or: ‘YHVH banishes.’

Then [king] Asa and the [Israelis] with
him chase the Ethiopians [~30km south] to
Gerar {Rolling-Pastures}. There [YAH] overthrows the Ethiopians. So they can't recover. They [fall] destroyed before Yahweh, and before [the stunned, singing faces of
YAH's praising] masses. So Judah carries
away tons of [the invaders' abandoned] treasure, ___.
13

Asa's army did not have the military might to defeat the Ethiopians. This was a supernatural victory.

Judean Raiding Bands Exploit
YAH's Victory
14 The fear of Yahweh falls on the [pagan]
cities surrounding Gerar. So [thugs from]
Judea evict all [those pagans]. Judaean [raiding bands] plunder all [Gerar's] cities. [Rogue
Jews raid the] overwhelming amounts of
treasure the [pagan cities] contain.
YAH did not command this theft.

Judea's [ruffians] empty the [pagan shepranches of cattle. [Judeans] haul
tons of [cattle,] sheep and camels back
[~55km north] to Jerusalem.
15

herds']

2nd Chronicles
15
1

King Asa Reforms Judea To Obey
YHVH's Law
The Spirit of Elohim comes upon
AzariYah {YAH-Helps} (the son of Oded

[Time passes, ___.]

[Judean prophet]

*So [the prophet AzariYah rides]
out to meet [king] Asa. [The prophet
warns the king], “You listen to me,
Asa, and everyone [you rule] in [the
tribes of] Judah and Benjamin.
Yahweh sticks with you while
you stick with him. If you seek
Yahweh, you find him. But
when you forsake Yahweh,
Yahweh forsakes you! 3 —For
{Testifier}).

many

2

[spans of]

days, Israel lived without
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the true Elohim, without a teaching
priest, and without law. 4 —But when,
in their trouble, [repentant people] turn to
Yahweh Elohim of Israel, [if they] seek
him, they find him. 5 *—But in [faith-

times no peace comes to
anyone, whether they venture
out [of their homeland], or come
home. Instead, great chaos
ravages over all the inhabitants of the [world's] countries.
less]

That's your world today.

—Nations destroy other nations. Cities
destroy other cities. Elohim [allows human
actions to] spin into tornadoes of trouble.
6

Just like today.

*So you be strong. Never let
your hands lie weak. [YAH] rewards your work.” 8 [King] Asa
7

hears these words prophesied by Oded
{Testifier} the prophet. [So] Asa immediately takes courage. [He risks assassination by]
getting rid of the abominable demon-idols from all the territories of the [tribes
of] Judah and Benjamin, and from the
cities he'd captured in the Ephraim
{Double-Fruit} Hills. Then Asa refurbishes
the altar of Yahweh that faces the
porch [in] Yahweh's [temple]. 9 North Israeli [ex-rebels] (from [the tribes of] Ephraim,
Manasseh and Simeon) see that Yahweh ([Asa's] Elohim) sticks with [Asa]. So
[north Israelis] defect [south] to [Asa] in
droves. [Asa] gathers these [defectors] with
all [the southern tribes:] Judah and Benjamin.

2nd Chronicles 15:10 So, in the 3rd month of the
15th year of [king] Asa's reign, [Judea's reunified believers]
gather themselves together [to feast] at Jerusalem. 11

The

bring [abandoned enemy treasure
they've] scavenged, [including] 700 cattle
and 7000 sheep. To [honor] Yahweh, the
[priests] immediately slaughter [these animals]
to [feed the million+ feast-attenders].
[worshippers]

That's enough meat to feed somewhere between
200,000 to 1 million people 3 hearty steak meals a
day for 2 days.

the [repentant Israelis] enter a covenant to seek Yahweh (the
12 [There at the feast,]
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Elohim of their fathers) with all their
heart[s] and with all their soul[s]. 13 The
[worshippers] pledge that anyone, small or
great, man or woman, [who refuses] to
seek Yahweh (Israel's Elohim) should
be put to death!
So much for religious freedom. YHVH did not suggest this rule. This was a human idea.

With a loud voice, and with shouting,
with [blasting] trumpets, and shofars, the
[crowd] 7 times [professes loyalty] to Yahweh.
15 All the Judaeans rejoice at their
promise. They [repeat it] 7 times with all
their heart[s], seeking [Yahweh] with their
whole desire. So they find Yahweh. He
gives them peace all around.
14

YHVH doesn't want you to swear oaths to him. He
just wants you to love and obey him.

Then king Asa deposes his grandmother Queen Maachah {Press}, because she'd made an Asherah {Easter-Idol}. Asa cuts it down. He smashes it [to
bits under elephants' hooves]. He burns it at the
Kidron {Ash} brook.
16

Even respect for parents takes a back-seat to devotion to YAH's Law.

Meanwhile, the [north] Israelis fail to
remove their high-occult-shrines. Still
Asa remains wholeheartedly [opposed to
idolatry] all his days. 18 Asa brings into
Elohim's sanctuary the silver, gold and
utensils he and his father [AbiYah] previously dedicated. 19 So, ___, no more war
17

until the 35th year of Asa's reign.
Peace comes from repentance.
[reaches Judaea]

2nd Chronicles
16
North Israel's King Stink Attacks
Judea
1 In the 36th year of [Judean king] Asa's
reign, [north] Israeli king Baasha {Stink}
marches [his armies ~30km south] to attack
Judaea. [King Stink] fortifies Ramah
{Heights}, [Jerusalem's north entry route. Stink]
blocks every traveler [he encounters] entering or leaving [Jerusalem, the capitol city of] king
Asa of Judah.
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A ‘stinking’ denial of the right to travel. Like you
experience today when you try to freely use the
roads, or to cross a national border.

Asa Foolishly Pays Syria To Fight
His Enemies
2 So [king] Asa immediately hauls silver
and gold out of the treasures of Yahweh's temple and the royal palace. Under
Asa's command, [oxcart-drivers, surrounded by
Judea's best assassin-troops, haul the wealth ~140km

to Damascus, where reigns Syria's king Ben-Hadad {Son-Of-Ferocity}. 3
[King Asa foolishly says,] “A league binds me
and you, as it bound my father and
your father. Look: I've sent you silver
and gold. Go break your league with
[north] Israel's king Baasha {Stink}. [Make]
him retreat from [attacking] me.”
northeast]

It's a big mistake to make any league with pagans.
The same mistake the nation around you is making. And war will result, then as now.

So [Syria's king] Ben-Hadad {Son-Of-Ferocilistens to [Judea's] king Asa. [Ben-Hadad]
sends the captains of his armies [~100km
southwest to] attack the cities of [rebel north]
Israel. They strike Ijon {Ruin}, and [the
tribal lands of] Dan {Judge}, and Abel-Maim
{Meadows-Of-Water}, and all the store
cities of [the tribe of] Naphtali {Wrestler}. 5
[Israeli king] Baasha {Stink} hears [he's defeated]. So he stops fortifying Ramah
{Heights}. He abandons his [attack on Judea].
6 Then king Asa leads all [the warriors of]
Judah to Ramah {Heights}. They cart
away its stones and timber. This prevents [north Israeli king] Baasha {Stink} from
re-building [his fortress]. [King] Asa [uses these
supplies] to build [the cities of] Geba {Hillock}
and Mizpah {WatchTower}.
The Seer Denounces Asa For Allying
With Syria
7 And at that time Hanani {Gracious} the
seer [stomps into the throne room of] Judea's
king Asa. [Hanani] says, “You relied on
Syria's king. You failed to rely on Yahweh your Elohim. So the army of Syria's king [comes to] break free from your
hand. 8 —Didn't the Ethiopians and the
Libyans {Dry-Landers}[invade Judea with] a
huge host, [led] by masses of chariots
4

ty}
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and horsemen? Yet, you relied on Yahweh. So [YAH] handed those [enemies] into
your fist. 9 *—The eyes of Yah-

weh run back and forth
throughout the whole earth, to
show He protects the [people]
whose heart[s] [stay] completely
[turned] toward him. [By seeking non-Hebrew alliances] you've committed
foolish [crimes]. So from now on
you'll [suffer] wars.”
That's your world today.

*So [king] Asa
flares in fury against the seer.
Asa locks him in a prison
house! [Asa fumes] in rage because
[the prophet told him the truth]. Simultaneously, Asa oppresses some of
[his own Judaean] people!
2nd Chronicles 16:10

Even your fellow churchgoers fly into rage at you
when you tell them the whole Biblical truth.

King Asa Dies Of Doctor-Botched
Foot-Rot

11 Search, ___. [You'll find] the acts of [king] Asa, [from]
1st [to] last, summarized in the book of the kings of

*In his 39th
year as king, Asa's feet [grow] a
massive, putrid, [rotting] disease.
Yet [Asa] fails to seek Yahweh [to
cure] his illness! Instead [Asa]
turns to doctors.
Judea and

[north]

Israel. 12

Iatrogenic diseases (medical mistakes) are the
world's leading cause of preventable death. Are
you turning to doctors instead of your Creator?
Who is your health care provider?

So [the incompetent doctors] kill [king] Asa in
the 41st year of his reign. He sleeps [in
death] beside his forefathers.
13

By 2016, Johns Hopkins University had admitted
that Medical error was the world's 3rd most common cause of death. If all medical errors were reported, it would probably be revealed as the #1
worldwide cause of death.

bury him in the private
tomb he'd [ordered stonemasons] to build him
in the citadel of David. [Pallbearers] lay [Asa]
on a bier filled with many sweet fragrant spices prepared by skilled in14 [King Asa's sons]
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cense-ointment artisans. [Jerusalem city]
burns a huge bonfire in Asa's [honor].

2nd Chronicles
17
Prince Jehoshaphat Succeeds
Judea's King Asa
1 Then [Asa's] son JAHoshaphat {JAH'sJudgment} takes his [father's throne. JAHoshaphat] strengthens his [Judean country's defenses] against [attacks from rebel north] Israel. 2
stations squads [of praise-warriors] in all the
fortified cities of Judah. He erects garrisons
throughout the Judaean countryside, and in the
cities his father Asa reclaimed [from the northern tribe of]
[JAHoshaphat]

{Double-Fruit}. 3 Yahweh sticks with
JAHoshaphat, because [JAHoshaphat]
walks in the original ways of his forefather [king] David {Love}. He refuses to
seek [help from] Baalim {Non-Hebrew-Sovereigns}. 4 [JAHoshaphat] seeks [relationship with] Yahweh, his father's Elohim.
[JAHoshaphat] walks in [YAH's] commandments. He [refuses to copy] the misdeeds of
[rebel north] Israel. 5 So Yahweh stabilizes
the kingdom [of Judah] in [JAHoshaphat's]
hand, ___. So [people] all [over] Judaea
bring [JAHoshaphat] presents. He [amasses]
overflowing riches and honor. 6 [JAHoshaphat's] heart soars on the ways of
Yahweh. He even rids Judaea of [its occult]
high-shrines and easter-steeples, ___.
7 Also, in the 3rd year of [JAHoshaphat's]
reign, he disperses his leaders, including Ben-Hail {Son-Of-Might}, ObadiYah
{Obey-YAH}, ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers},
NathanEl {El-Gives}, and MichaYah {YAHIs-Incomparable}. They teach [YAH's Law] in
the cities of Judaea.

Ephraim
[king]

Good government promotes the teaching of the
Hebrew scriptures.
8 And with the [teachers], [JAHoshaphat] sends Levite
[priests], including ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears}, NethaniYah
{Given-By-YAH}, ZebadiYah {YAH-Gives}, AsahEl {ElMade}, Shemiramoth {High-Name}, YahoNathan {YAH'sGift}, AdoniYah {Yah-Is-Sovereign}, TobiJAH {Good-Yah},
and Tob-Adonijah {Good-Lord-Yah}, [all] Levites. Priests
named Elishama {El-Hears} and JAHoram {YAH-Raised}
accompany
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these [leaders] teach from the book of the
law of Yahweh [which they carry] with them.
They caravan throughout all the cities
of Judea, instructing the people.
That's what your country needs: a government
that teaches YAH's laws, instead of what it has: a
government that banishes Hebrew law and replaces it with Roman commercial law.

So, ___, the fear of
Yahweh falls on all the kingdoms of the
lands surrounding Judaea. So they
make no war against [king] JAHoshaphat
{JAH's-Judgment}.
2nd Chronicles 17:10

If you teach the Laws of YHVH to your nation, you
don't have to borrow your nation into bankruptcy
to fight your enemies.

Even some of the Philistines bring
JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment} gifts and
tribute-silver. And the Arabians bring
him flocks: 7700 rams and 7700 studgoats. 12 So [king] JAHoshaphat {JAH'sJudgment} grows overwhelmingly powerful. He builds fortresses and storehouse-towns throughout Judaea.
King JAHoshaphat Puts The
Judeans To Work
13 [JAHoshaphat] puts many [people] to work
in the cities of Judaea. In Jerusalem he
[trains squads of] mighty, valiant [praise] warriors.
11

#4421 ‘Milchama’ can signify any kind of conflict:
spiritual or physical. Good leaders put people to
work. Bad leaders pay people to stay home and
drink themselves to death.
14 Here is a list of [king JAHshaphat's workgroups] organized
by ancestral clan: Judean chief Adnah {Pleasure}
leads the heads of [Judea's] 1000-man workgroups.
He supervises 300000 mighty, valiant men. 15 Beside [Adnah] works chief Yahohanan {YAH-Favored} and
the 280000 [workers he supervises]. 16 Beside [YAHohannan
works] Zichri's son AmasiYah [YAH-Loads]. He willingly
offers himself to Yahweh. [He works free of charge or reservation.] [AmasiYah] leads 200000 mighty, valiant men. 17
And from [the tribe of] Benjamin, Eliada {El-Knows} (a
mighty man of valor) leads 20000 men equipped
with bow[s] and shield[s].
Perhaps a national police system?
18 Beside [ELiada], JAHozabad {JAH-Endows} leads
180000 men prepared and ready to amass [in times of
emergency].
Not a standing army. A large network of emergency work teams.
19 The [aforementioned men] work for king [JAHoshaphat],
alongside the [workers he] stations in fortified cities
throughout all Judaea.
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2nd Chronicles
18
King Jehoshaphat Allies With Evil
King Ahab
1 So [Judea's King] JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment} piles up riches and honor in
abundance. [But] he [foolishly] joins in a
marriage-alliance with [the dynasty of NorthIsrael's evil king] Ahab {Father-Friend}. 2 Some
years later [JAHoshaphat rides his chariot 30km
north from Jerusalem. He gallops] down to [meet evil
north Israeli king] Ahab {Father-Friend} in
Samaria. There Ahab butchers [and cooks
hundreds of] sheep and oxen for a [feast in
honor] of [JAHoshaphat] and his entourage.
Then [Ahab] persuades [JAHoshaphat] to caravan [~50km east] with him to [fight Syria] at
Ramoth-Gilead {Witness-Heights}. 3 [North]
Israel's king Ahab {Father-Friend} asks
Judea's king JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}, “Will you [march your armies] with me
to [war at] Ramoth-Gilead {WitnessHeights}?” [JAHoshaphat foolishly] answers
[Ahab], “I am as you are; my people as
your people. We'll [fight] beside you in
the war.” 4 But [king] JAHoshaphat {JAH'sJudgment} advises the king of [north] Israel, “Please ask Yahweh to give you his
word today.” 5 So [north] Israel's [evil] king
Ahab {Father-Friend} gathers together
400 [pagan] prophet-men. He asks them,
“Should we [march] to Ramoth-Gilead
{Witness-Heights} to battle [the Syrians]? Or
should I hold [the army] back?” The [lying
prophets] answer, “March up! Elohim will
deliver [the enemy] into [your] royal fist!” 6
But [king] JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}
objects, “Isn't there a prophet of Yahweh here, so we can ask him [what YAH
says]?” 7 So [north] Israel's king [Ahab] answers [king] JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment},
“There is still one man by whom we can
inquire of Yahweh. But I hate him, because he's never prophesied good-news
to me. He always [speaks portents of] disas-
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ter. He's Imlah's son MicaYah {YAH-IsIncomparable}.” JAHoshaphat replies,
“King, never talk [bad about YAH's prophets].” 8
So [north] Israel's king [Ahab] summons one of his officers. [Ahab] says, “Quick. Fetch (Imlah's son)
{YAH-Is-Incomparable}.” 9 While [they wait],
Israel's king Ahab {Father-Friend}
and Judea's king JAHoshaphat sit sideby-side on their thrones, clothed in
their robes, stationed on a threshing-floor at the entrance to Samaria's
[city] gate. All [Baal's false] prophets
prophesy [lies] to the [kings'] faces. 2nd
Chronicles 18:10 [False prophet] ZedekYah
{YAH's-Right} (the son of Chenaanah
{Subject}) grabs some horns of iron he's
made. He [holds them to his head, then shouts],
“Yahweh says, ‘You [twin horns of power] will
gore [Highland] Syria to death!’” 11 All the
[false] prophets echo [this lying] prophesy.
They [shout], “[March your armies] up to
Ramoth-Gilead {Witness-Heights}! Pushforward! Yahweh will deliver [the Syrian
army] into [your] hand, [O] king!”

MicaYah
[north]

Demons get their thrills and power watching humans and animals bleed to death. So demons get
their religionists to beat the drums of war.

Meanwhile, the messenger runs to
call MicaYah {YAH-Is-Incomparable}. [The
messenger tells MicaYah,] “Look: the unanimous predictions of [north Israel's] prophets
declare victory to king [Ahab]. So make
your prophecy match theirs: predict triumph.” 13 *But MicaYah {YAH-IsIncomparable} objects, “As Yah12

weh lives, I will speak nothing
but what my Elohim says.”
So why do Christianites and Jews pad their theologies with extra-biblical speculations from Popes,
preachers and Rabbis?

*[MicaYah gallops up from his tent to Samariapproaches king Ahab. [Ahab barks] at
him, “MicaYah, should we [march
our armies] to battle [the Syrians] at
Ramoth-Gilead {Witness-Heights},
or should I hold back [my troops]?”
MicaYah answers [sarcastically],
14

a's city gate. He jumps off his horse. He]
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“You go up. Push-forward. The
[gods] will deliver [Syria] into your
fist.” 15 But king [Ahab] barks to [MicaYah],
“How many times do I have to make
you swear you'll say nothing but the
truth to me in the name of Yahweh?” 16

*So MicaYah replies, “[In a vision]
I've seen all of [north] Israel's
[people] strewn [dead] upon the
mountains, like sheep with no
shepherd. Yahweh says,
‘These [north Israelis] have no master. So let every man [in your army]
return to his house in peace.’
” 17 *So [north] Israel's [evil] king
[Ahab] yells at JAHoshaphat
{JAH's-Judgment}, “Didn't I tell
you that [MicaYah] would never
prophesy success to me, only
disaster?” 18 [MicaYah] again speaks,
“So hear the word of Yahweh: I see
Yahweh sitting upon his throne. The
whole host of heaven stand on his right
hand and on his left. 19 *Then Yah-

weh asks,
‘Who will entice [north] Israel's
king Ahab to go up and fall [dead]
at Ramoth-Gilead {Witness-Heights}?’
One [angel] speaks his plan. Then
another voices his [strategy].
2nd Chronicles 18:20 *Suddenly out
shoots a [hideous] spirit [in heaven]. It
stands before Yahweh. [It hisses], ‘I
will seduce [Ahab into a death-trap].’
Yahweh asks [the evil spirit],
‘How?’
21 *[The evil spirit hisses], ‘I'll [rush down]
and morph into a lying wind in
the mouth of all [Ahab's]
prophets.’ So Yahweh answers,
‘You will entice [Ahab]. You will
prevail. Go out [of eternity. Enter the
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time-space matrix of earth's universe. Falsely predict Ahab's victory.]’
The Creator allows liars to try to deceive you, to
see who'll you'll listen to. Those liars include politicians, priests, preachers, lawyers, doctors, teachers, singers and filmmakers.

*[MicaYah] continues, “So watch
[out] now, [Ahab]. Yahweh has put
a lying spirit in the mouth of
these, your [false] prophets. Yahweh actually predicts disaster
against you.” 23 Then Chenaanah's
22

brat, [evil] ZedekYah {YAH's-Right}[runs up].
He beats MicaYah on the cheek. He
[screams], “How did the [evil] spirit from
Yahweh jump from me to speak to
you?” 24 MicaYah {YAH-Is-Incomparable}
answers, “Watch. You'll see [the truth] on
the day you duck into an inner chamber
to hide [from the invasion force that's coming to destroy your country].” 25 Then [north] Israel's
king [Ahab barks], “[Soldiers,] arrest MicaYah!
Carry him back to Amon {Skill} the governor of the [capitol] city, and to JAHoash
{JAH-Fired}, [my] royal prince.” 26 *King

continues, “Order [the governor] to throw [MicaYah] into the
prison, and to feed him only a
starvation [diet] of [rotten] bread
and [dirty] water, until I return
[from battle] in health.”
[Ahab]

False leaders persecute true prophets.

*So MicaYah {YAH-IsIncomparable} answers [evil king Ahab],
27

“If you return in one piece,
then Yahweh never spoke
through me!” Then MicaYah
turns to the crowd. He shouts,
“Mark [my words], all you people!”
King Ahab Dies A Well-Deserved
Bloody Death

*So [north] Israel's [evil] king
[Ahab] and Judea's king JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment} [march
their armies] up to [fight Syria at]
28
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Ramoth-Gilead {Witness-Heights}.
Then [north] Israel's king [Ahab] says to
JAHoshaphat, “I'll disguise myself. Then
I'll charge into the battle. You put on
your [royal] robes.” So [Ahab] disguises
himself. He [rushes] into battle [surrounded by
his soldiers].
29

Ahab's trying to get JAHoshaphat killed to save his
own skin.

Meanwhile, Syria's
king commands the captains of his
chariot-forces, “Don't fight with anyone
small nor great, except with [north] Israel's dictator [Ahab].” 31 *Soon the
2nd Chronicles 18:30

chariot-captains see [Judea's
royally-robed king] JAHoshaphat. The
[Syrians mistakenly scream], “It's king
[Ahab] of [north] Israel!” So they
surround [JAHoshaphat] for the kill.
But he cries out [a prayer]. So Yahweh helps him: Elohim moves
the [Syrians] to flee from [JAHoshaphat]. 32 So suddenly the captains
[Syrian]

of [Syria's] chariots see that [JAHoshaphat] isn't [north] Israel's king [Ahab]. So they
turn back from chasing [JAHoshaphat]. 33

*Meanwhile, a man draws a
bow at random. [He lets the arrow fly!]
It strikes [north] Israel's [evil] king
[Ahab] between the joints of his
[armor] harness! [Ahab moans] to his
chariot [driver], “Turn [the reins in]
your hand! Carry me out of the
[battle]. I'm wounded.”
The arrow hits between Ahab's lower armor and his
breastplate.

*The battle rages hotter that
day, ___. King [Ahab] of Israel
props himself up in his chariot.
He faces the Syrian [attackers] until evening. Then about sunset
time, [Ahab bleeds out. He gasps his last
breath. He] dies.
34
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2nd Chronicles
19
Seer JAHu Condemns JAHosaphat's
Worldliness

1 So Judea's king JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment} [rides
for home] in peace. (He launches out [to head ~65km south-

toward his Jerusalem palace.) 2 Then a
seer (Hanani's son JAHu {JAH-Is-He})
[rides] out to meet king JAHoshaphat. [The
prophet] says to the [king], “Why do you aid
evildoers? [You] love [criminals] who hate
Yahweh! You're [bringing] fire-rage upon
you from the face of Yahweh! 3 But [YAH]
still finds [some] good things in you.
You've rid [Judea's] territory of Easter-steeples. You've prepared your heart to
seek Elohim.” 4 So JAHoshaphat {JAH'sJudgment}[rides back uphill] to live in
Jerusalem. But he [frequently] travels
through [Judea's 70km stretch] from [southern]
Beer-Sheba {Well-Of-Seven} to [northern]
mount Ephraim, trying to bring [Israel]
back to Yahweh ([the] Elohim of their
fore-fathers).
west]

Bringing people to YHVH is the job of a political
leader. All today's world's leaders are impostors
dragging the world to Armageddon.

King JAHosaphat Appoints A Network Of Judges
5 And city by city, [JAHoshaphat] appoints
country judges throughout all Judea's
fortified cities. 6 [JAHoshaphat] instructs the
judges, “Watch what you do. You judge
not for man, but for Yahweh. Every [time
you make] a decision, [YAH] is there [judging]
you. 7 So let the fear of Yahweh [fall]
upon you [right] now [and forever]. Watch
out. [Always] do [right]. For Yahweh our
Elohim [tolerates] no unfairness, no partiality, no bribe-taking.” 8 [King] JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment} returns to
Jerusalem. There he appoints some
Levites, some priests, and some chief
fathers of Israel to arbitrate matters [related] to Yahweh, and to [settle secular]
controversies in Jerusalem. 9 [King] JA-
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Hoshaphat commissions the [judges]. [He]
says, “Do [your job] in the fear of Yahweh,
faithfully, with a perfect heart. 2nd Chronicles 19:10 —Your countrymen will flock
out of their cities to bring you all kinds
of cases: blood-kin [seeking revenge for the
spilling of their relatives'] blood, [disputes over YAH's]
commandments and [principles of] Law, [arguments over] codes of regulation and [moral]
scruples. In every case, warn [the parties]
to avoid offending Yahweh, or fire-rage
will fall on you and your kinsmen. [Honor
Yahweh], and so avoid guilt. 11 —And look
to chief priest AmariYah {YAH's-Promise}.
He supervises you in all matters [related]
to Yahweh. And in all royal matters,
[consult] the governor of the House of Judah: ZebadiYah {YAH-Gives} the son of
IshmaEl {El-Hears}. Also, the Levites
stand at your service to [facilitate fairness].
Deal courageously. Yahweh will stick
with those [of you who do] good.”

2nd Chronicles
20
Ammon and Moab Attack JAHoshaphat's Judea
1 Time passes, ___. Then the spawn of
Moab, and the [inbred] spawn of Ammon,
and their allies (the [Meunites]) [march west
around the Dead Sea into Judea] to battle [king]
JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}. 2 A [bleeding
runner runs up to Jerusalem's palace. He yells] to [king]
JAHoshaphat, “A great [multi-army] coalition from Syria, from beyond the [Dead]
sea, advances to attack you! Look out!
They're [~35km southwest] at Hazazon-Tamar {Palm-Tree-Row} (aka En-Gedi {KidFountain}).”
Judea Prays For YAH's Supernatural Rescue
3 [King] JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}
[trembles in] fear. So he sets himself to
seek Yahweh. He proclaims a fast
throughout all Judaea.
Fasting and praying, not military action, is the true
believer's response to aggression.
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So [the] Judaeans gather themselves
together to ask Yahweh for help. From
every last city of Judaea people flock to
seek Yahweh. 5 So [king] JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judg-

773

The Judaeans stand before Yahweh's
[altar. They clutch] their [terrified] wives, children and babies.
The Prophet Predicts Victory For
Judea

4

13

stands in Yahweh's temple, in front of its new
courtyard. The congregated [people] of Judea (including Jerusalem) surround the [king]. 6 [JAHoshaphat

14 Then, in the midst of the congregation, the
Spirit of Yahweh comes alive in Jahaziel {EL-Stomps}.

ment}

cries],

“O Yahweh Elohim of our fathers,
are you not Elohim in heaven? Don't
you rule over all the kingdoms of the
beast-nations? And in your hand is
there not so much power and might
that no one is able to withstand you? 7
—Aren't you our Elohim, who drove out
the inhabitants of this [promised] land before your people Israel? You gave it forever to the [spiritual] seed-children of
your friend Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}. 8
—[You] settled [our ancestors] here
built you a sanctuary here to

[in your Promised land].
[honor]

They
your Name-au-

—[Our ancestors] prayed, ‘When evil
comes upon us, whether the sword,
punishment, pestilence or famine, if we
stand in your presence in front of this
temple, (the [seat] of your Authority) —
if we cry to you in our affliction, then
[please] hear and rescue [us]!’ 2nd Chronicles
20:10 —And now, look back to when [our]
Israeli [ancestors] emigrated [north] from
the land of Egypt. You prevented [the Israelites] from invading [the lands of the] Ammon-spawn and Moab and Mount Seir
{Rough}. So [our ancestors] retreated from
those [pagans]. [Our fore-fathers] resisted [the
temptation to] destroy those [sinners]. 11 —I
beg you to look at how the [inbreds] repay our [nonresistance]. They're invading
[us]! [They're trying] to hurl us out of your
own land that you've given us to inherit! 12 *O Elohim, won't you
thority. 9

judge [our persecutors]? We have no
might to fight this great horde
that's coming to attack us. We
don't even know what to do.
But our eyes are upon you.”
That's the true believer's prayer today. Meanwhile,
the fake religionists support debt-funded preemptive strikes.
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([JahaziEl] is the son of ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers}, the son of BenaYAH
{YAH-Built}, the son of JeiEl {Carried-Away-By-El}, the son of MattanYah
{Gift-Of-Yah},

a Levite descendant of Asaph {Gatherer}.)

15 [Jahaziel

shouts],

‘Listen, all you Judaeans, including you inhabitants of Jerusalem, and
you king JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}!
Yahweh says this to you,
“Be neither afraid nor distressed because of this huge attack-force!’
The battle is not yours, but Elohim's!
Let YAH fight the battle you're fighting to survive
separated from the evil world-system.

—Tomorrow you hike down to confront the [invaders with your praise-power.] Watch
them [march] up by the cliff of Ziz {Bloom}.
You'll find them at the end of the
brook, facing the desert [of] JeruEl
{Founded-By-El}. 17 *—You won't
16

need to fight in this [battle]. Station yourselves [and sing]. Stand
still and see the salvation of
Yahweh. [He sticks] with you, Judaea and Jerusalem. Never
fear. Never get depressed. Tomorrow go out and face [your enemy]. Yahweh will be with you.”
Attacked Judeans Rave Crazy
Praise To YHVH
18 [King] JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}
bows his head. His face [lays on] the
ground. All [the] Judaeans, [including] the
inhabitants of Jerusalem, fall before
Yahweh, worshiping Yahweh. 19 The
Levites, descendants of Kohath, and
descendants Korah {Ice}, stand up.
They rave [crazy-praise] to Yahweh Elohim
of Israel. [They shout-sing] at the top of
their blasting voices!
halal = "crazy praise show", not just "praise".

The Judeans Go To Battle With
Song, Not Sword
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Then, early the next
morning, the [Judaeans] rise. [They parade]
out [of Jerusalem heading ~10km south] into the
wilderness of Tekoa {Trumpet-Town}. As
they leave [the city, king] JAHoshaphat
stands. He [shouts], “Hear me, [people of]
Judaea, including you inhabitants of
Jerusalem. Confide in Yahweh your Elohim. He will establish you. Believe his
prophets. Then you'll succeed!” 21 *[King
2nd Chronicles 20:20

consults with [his] people. [They decide to] appoint
strolling-minstrels to go nuts
[praising] Yahweh… [to shout about] the
beauty of sacredness… to parade before the [nation's] caravans, singing, “Go-wild [worshipping] Yahweh! His mercy [lasts]
forever!”
JAHoshaphat]

Halal = crazy praise. The only way to get your
breakthrough is to praise YAH in ways that would
make a normal person blush beet-red with embarrassment.

The Praise-Battle Utterly Destroys
The Enemy!

*As the [roving minstrels] start to
shriek improvised manic [praise
songs], Yahweh sets [angelic] ambushes against the [inbred] spawn
of Ammon, Moab and Mount
Seir, who had invaded to attack Judaea. [Immediately YAH's destroying angels] gore [the invaders to death],
___!
22

That's why Satanist world leaders shut down
churches and order you to put masks over your
faces.

*The [inbred] spawn of Ammon
and Moab rear up, ___. They
attack [their allies], the inhabitants
of Mount Seir {Rough}. [The inbreds]
utterly murder and destroy
[Seir's soldiers]! And when the [mutants]
finish [killing] the inhabitants of
Seir, every one of the Ammon23
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Spawn and Moab-spawn massacre each other!!
You don't have to fight evil with force. You praise
your Creator while your evil enemies destroy each
other.

The Judaeans hike up to the desert
watch-tower. They look at the enemy-horde. They see nothing but dead
bodies fallen to the earth [as far as the eye
can see]. Not one [of the invaders] escapes!
Judeans Plunder For Days Before
They Praise
25 So [king] JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}
and his people [run down] to take away
the invaders' [wealth]. They find among
the dead bodies tons of riches and precious jewels. They strip off for themselves more [loot] than they can carry
away. They spend 3 days gathering
massive piles of plunder!
24

YAH will give you the wealth of your enemies, if
you praise him in the spirit the Hebrew Torah actually commands, instead of the reserved, plastic,
cheesy, churchy ‘praise’ that pusillanimous pastors
promote.

Then, on the 4th day [of plunder], the
congregate together in the valley
of Berachah {Blessing}. There they kneel
[in praise to] Yahweh. That's why the name
of that place to this day is, “The valley
of Berachah {Blessing}.”
26

[Jews]

Like most religionites today, these Jews spend
days plundering before they worship.

Then all the people of Judaea and
Jerusalem return [home. King] JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}[parades] in
front of the [people]. Their [praise] lights up
the countryside all the way to
Jerusalem. They shine [in dance and song]
because Yahweh lit them up [in victory]
over their enemies. 28 The [Jews] flock
into Jerusalem, playing guitars, harps
and trumpets. They [sing and dance] up to
the temple of Yahweh. 29 So the terror
of Elohim [falls] on all the kingdoms of
the [nearby] countries, when they hear
how Yahweh devours the adversaries of
Israel.
27

YVHH devoured the enemies. The Jews didn't devour anyone.
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Scribes Summarize King Jahoshaphat's Reign
2nd Chronicles 20:30 So [king] JAHoshaphat's
realm [dwells] quietly. His Elohim gives
him rest all around. 31 So [king] JAHoshaphat, ([the son Asa fathered with] Azubah
{Liberator} the daughter of Shilhi {AttackMissile}) reigns over Judaea from
Jerusalem for 25 years, starting at 35
years of age. 32 [King JAHoshaphat] walks in
the [good] way of his father Asa. He never strays from it. [He] does right in the
sight of Yahweh. 33 Yet [JAHoshaphat] fails
to rid [Judaea] of its high-occult shrines.
The people still [refuse to] straighten [up]
their hearts to [obey] the Elohim of their
ancestors. 34 [Scribes] summarize the rest of the
acts of [king] JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}, from beginning to end, in the book of [the prophet] JAHu {JAHIs-He} the son of Hanani {Gracious}, whom [scribes]
mention in the book of the kings of Israel.

Jahoshaphat Forges A ShipWrecked Alliance
35 [Near his death,] Judea's king JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment} joins himself
[in a forbidden alliance] with AhaziYah {SeizedBy-Yah} the [insanely] wicked criminal ‘king’
of [north] Israel. 36 [King JAHoshaphat] conspires with
[evil king AhaziYah]

Tarshish

to build [a fleet of trading] ships to sail to
They build the ships in [the port of]

{Gem}.

{Man's-Backbone}. 37 Then [the prophet]
Eliezer {El's-Helper} (the son of Dodavah
{Love-Of-YAH}) [rides downhill ~25km northeast]
from Mareshah {Summit}[to Jerusalem. Eliezer]
prophesies against [king] JAHoshaphat
{JAH's-Judgment}. [Eliezer] says, “Because
you've joined yourself with [evil king]
AhaziYah, Yahweh is wrecking your
[joint] project[s].” So the ships wreck [on
the rocks], rendering them unable to [sail]
to Tarshish {Gem}.

Ezion-Geber

The world-system's ships (medicine, courts,
schools, politics, etc.) are bound to wreck. Get off
the Titanic.

2nd Chronicles
21
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JAHoShaphat Dies, Leaving Gifts To
Many Sons
1 Soon [Judea's king] JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}
sleeps [in death] beside his ancestors. [His sons] bury him
beside his fore-fathers in the ‘citadel of David.’ So
[JAHoshaphat's] brat JAHoram {YAH-Raised} reigns in his
place. 2 [King] Jahoram [competes with his] brothers, all
the other sons of [south] Israel's [dead] king JAHoshaphat: AzariYah {YAH-Helps}, JehiEl {EL-Lives},
ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers}, AzariYahu {YAHu-Helps},
MichaEl {El-Is-Incomparable}, and ShephatiYah {YAH-

leaves these sons
great gifts of silver, gold and precious
treasures. Plus [he gives them] fortified
cities in Judaea. But he assigns the
kingdom to [his] firstborn [son] JAHoram
{YAH-Raised}.
Evil King JAHoram Assassinates His
6 Brothers
4 *[King] JAHoram {YAH-Raised} risJudges}.

3 [JAHoshaphat]

es up. [He dominates] his father's
[Judean] kingdom. He amasses [military power] to himself. He kills all
his brothers with the sword.
He [murders] various other leaders
of [southern] Israel!
King Jehoram Reigns Over Judea In
Wickedness
5 JAHoram {YAH-Raised} takes the throne
at 32 years old. He reigns for 8 [blood-spattered] years in Jerusalem. 6 Jahoram
walks in the [vicious] life-path of the [other
evil] kings of Israel. He copies the [murderous] actions of the family of Ahab {FatherFriend}. He marries one of Ahab's [slut]
daughters. [She incites him] to [perpetrate] evil
acts in the eyes of Yahweh. 7 Yet Yahweh relents from destroying the familyline of David {Love}. [YAH] honors the
covenant he made with David, when he
promised to give a “light” to [David] and
[David's] sons forever.
Southland Edom Rebels Against
Judea's JAHoram
8 In [JAHoram's] days, the [southland]
Edomites rebel. [They shake themselves out from]
under Judaea's dominion. They [crown]
themselves a king. 9 *So [king]
JAHoram {YAH-Raised} rushes
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with his princes. All his
chariots [rush] around him. The
Edomites surround him. But he
and his chariot-captains rise up
by night. They strike the [Edomites
dead]. (Yet, to this day, ___, the
Edomites [still] rebel [to shake off] Judaea's hand). 2nd Chronicles 21:10 Si[south]

multaneously [with the Edomite revolt, the region
of] Libnah {White-Tree} revolts from under [Judea's] hand. [This rebellion happens] because [king JAHoram] keeps forsaking Yahweh, [the] Elohim of his fore-fathers.
EliJah Condemns King JAHoram's
Witchcraft
11 Plus, [king JAHoram] builds [and staffs] high
[occult shrines] in Judaea's mountains. He
induces the inhabitants of Jerusalem to
commit [sexual, political and spiritual] fornication. He pushes [all] Judaea do the
same, ___. 12 So the prophet EliJah
{JAH-Is-El} sends [king JAHoram] a letter. It
says, “Yahweh ([the] Elohim of your ancestor [king] David) says,
“You've [always failed to] walk in the [good]
ways of your father JAHoshaphat {JAH'sJudgment}, and in the [righteous] paths of
[your grandfather,] Judea's king Asa.
13

—You [constantly] walk in the [evil] way of
the kings of [north] Israel. You've pushed
Judea (including the inhabitants of
Jerusalem) into running around whoring like the sluts in the dynasty of Ahab
{Father-Friend}. And you've murdered
your brothers in your father's family,
[because] they were better than you!
YAH Strikes JAHoram With Intestinal Infection
14

—Watch [me,] Yahweh, strike your people, including your children, and your
wives, and all your goods, with a tornado of plague!
15

—You'll suffer pervasive internal disease every day, until bowel-rot makes
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your intestines fall out
got-infested hole in your belly]!

[of the gaping mag-

Or, “out of your rotted anus.”

YHVH Sends Arabs & Palestinians
vs. Judea
16 Plus, Yahweh stirs up the spirit[s] of
the [western] Philistines and the [southeastern] Arabians (near the Ethiopians) to
attack [evil king] JAHoram {YAH-Raised}. 17
So, ___, these [armies] rush up [toward
Jerusalem from both sides at once]. They invade
Judaea. They smash it [apart]. They carry
away all the wealth they find in [Judea's]
royal palace. [They kidnap JAHoram's] sons,
and his Queens. They leave him no
children except his youngest brat
[AhaziYah aka] JAHoahaz {JAH-Siezed}.
AhaziYAH [YAH-Seized] = JAHoahaz [Seized-byYAH]. Same person. Same meaning.

Judea's Evil King JAHoram Dies Of
Bowel-Rot
18 After [the war], Yahweh strikes [evil king
JAHoram] in his bowels with an incurable
disease. 19 *Two years of increas-

ingly [miserable and terrifying] days later, [king JAHoram's] inner-organs fall
out because his [body brims with] infected [holes], ___. He dies of
diseases [that would make you puke if you
smelled or saw him or heard him screaming].
His people [hate him so much they] light
no memorial fires for him. They
[throw] no funeral feasts like
they'd made for his ancestors.
So, after having seized
power at 32 years old, [JAHoram's] 8-year
reign [of terror] ends. [No one cries] over his
death, ___. [Undertakers] bury him in the
citadel of David {Love}, but not in the
royal tombs.
2nd Chronicles 21:20

2nd Chronicles
22
Judean King Ahaziah Succeeds His
Dad Jehoram
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The inhabitants of Jerusalem [crown JAHoram's] youngest brat (AhaziYah) king in
[JAHoram's] place. [AhaziYah is the only choice,] because back when Arabs invaded [Judaea's
refugee] camp, band[s] of [guerrillas] murdered all [of JAHoram's] older children. 2 So
JAHoram's brat, Judea's [evil king]
AhaziYah {Seized-By-Yah}, [takes]
Jerusalem's [throne] at 42 years of age.
He reigns for one [blood-soaked] year. 3 [Bad
king AhaziYah] walks in the [satanic] ways of
the dynasty of [north Israel's king] Ahab {Father-Friend}. [AhaziYah's] mother (AthaliYah
{YAH's-Discipline}, the daughter of Omri
{Heaper}) constantly advises [AhaziYah] to
commit wicked [crimes]. 4 So [king AhaziYah]
wreaks ruin under Yahweh's [watchful]
eye, just like the [brats of the] dynasty of
Ahab {Father-Friend}. After [AhaziYah's] father [JAhoram] dies, [Ahab's brats constantly]
goad [AhaziYah to commit sins that bring] his destruction, ___. 5 So [Judea's king AhaziYah]
walks [through his short life] following the
[Ahab-spawns' evil] counsel. [AhaziYah] joins
northern Israel's [evil king,] Ahab's brat
JAHoram {YAH-Raised}. They march [their
combined armies ~50km east] to Ramoth-Gilead
{Witness-Heights} to war against Syria's
king HazaEl {El's-Sight}. There the Syrians strike [king] JAHoram. 6 [There] at
Ramoth {Heights}[the soldiers] of Syria's
king HazaEl {El's-Sight} savage [JAHoram. So
JAHoram] retreats [~50km northwest across the Jordan river] to JezreEl {El-Plants} to seek a
healer [to cure] his battle-wounds.
Judea's king AhaziYah follows JAHoram
(this sick son of Ahab {Father-Friend})
down to JezreEl.
1

lit: Ahaziah, the son of JAHoram of Judah

Meanwhile, YAH chooses and sends
Nimshi's brat, [captain] JAHu {JAH-Is-He},
to cut off the dynasty of Ahab. Through
[king] AhaziYah's [relationship] with [king]
JAHoram, [YAH arranges for JAHu] to destroy
AhaziYah [as well]. 8 So [Captain] JAHu {JAHIs-He} executes judgment on Ahab's dynasty. Then [JAHu] finds the leaders of
Judea, including [king] AhaziYah's rela7
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tives and supporters. [JAHu] murders
them [too], ___! 9 Then [captain JAHu] hunts
for [Judea's king] AhaziYah {Seized-By-Yah}.
[JAHu's men] catch [AhaziYah] hiding [in a spiderhole] in Samaria. They drag him to JAHu.
[JAHu] murders him. [But JAHu gives him the dignity of] a burial, because [JAHu's mob reasons],
“[AhaziYah was] the son of [king] JAHoshaphat, who sought Yahweh with all
his heart.” So, ___, the dynasty of
AhaziYah loses all power to retain [the
Judean] kingdom. 2nd Chronicles 22:10 Soon
[king] AhaziYah's mom, [Queen] AthaliYah
{YAH's-Discipline}, sees that her son is
dead. So she rises up. She destroys the
whole royal blood-line of the [ruling] dynasty of Judah! 11 But [dead] king JAHoram's daughter JAHoshabeath {YAH'sOath} grabs her [little] nephew, [prince] JAHoash {JAH-Fired}. She steals him from
among king [AhaziYah's] murdered sons.
She stashes [JAHoash] with his nurse in a
bedchamber. So JAHoshabeath, the
wife of [high] priest YAHoyada (and the
sister of [dead king] AhaziYah) hides [JAHoash] from [Queen] AthaliYah. This prevents [AthaliYah] from murdering [the boy-king]. 12 *So [rightful baby-king JAHoash]

hides in Elohim's sanctuary
with [Jerusalem's priests] for 6 years,
___! Meanwhile, [evil Queen]
AthaliYah {YAH's-Discipline} reigns
[in terror] over the land [of Judaea].

2nd Chronicles
23
High Priest Jehoiada Crowns Little
Joash King
1 7 years pass. YAHoyada {YAH-Knows} takes
courage. He makes a [secret] covenant with the leaders of [Jerusalem's] 100-man [workgroups]:
AzariYah {YAH-Helps} (the son of YAHroham

{Compassion-Of-Yah}),
IshmaEl

{El-Hears}

(the son of Yahohanan

{YAH-Favored},)
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AzariYah

{YAH-Helps}

(the son of Obed {Obey-

er},)
MaaseiYah

{Work-Of-YAH}

{YAH-Adorns}),
and EliShaphat

(the son of AdaYah

{El-Judges}

(the son of Zichri

{Memorable}).
2 These [leaders] canvas Judaea. They gather the
Levites out of all Judaean cities. With the chief fathers of Israel, they [all] return to Jerusalem. 3

This whole congregation [of leaders meet secretly] in Elohim's sanctuary. They make
a covenant to [support boy] king [Jahoash]. So
[priest YAHoyada] prophesies to them,
”Watch: the king's son will reign. Yahweh predicted that the sons of David
{Love}[would prevail]! 4 Here's what you'll do: on
the Sabbath, 1/3 of you priests and Levites who
come [on duty] will manage the [temple] doors. [You'll usher
people and carry loads.] 5 1/3 of you [priests will guard] the royal
palace. 1/3 will manage the Foundation-Gate.
Meanwhile, all the people will congregate in the
courts of Yahweh's temple. 6 [Until we're ready to

don't let anyone enter the
temple of Yahweh, except the priests,
and the working Levites. They'll go in,
because they're separate [from the evil rabble]. But all of the [other] men must [stay]
on watch-guard [outside the temple, in the spots
where] Yahweh [told me to station them]. 7 Then
the Levites will completely surround the
boy-king, every man with his weapons
in his hand. Kill whoever else comes
into the temple. Accompany the boy-king when he comes in, and when he exits.” 8 So the Levites and all their [fellow]
Judaean [conspirators] do exactly everything [high] priest YAHoyada {YAH-Knows}
commands. Each [leader] takes [charge of]
his men, both those coming on Sabbath
guard duty, and those leaving for the
Sabbath. [High] priest YAHoyada keeps
the [previous temple guard] shift on duty. 9
Then [high] priest YAHoyada {YAH-Knows}
takes king David's spears and large and
small shields from Elohim's sanctuary.
He delivers them to the heads of [Judea's]
hundred-man [work-crews]. 2nd Chronicles
23:10 Then [YAHoyada] stations all [his] men
[throughout the temple grounds]. Every man
holds his weapon in his hand. [They deploy]
crown the king,]
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from the temple's [inner] right and left
sides, [and] along the [cooking] altar, [and
outside] the temple, and around the boyking. 11 Then the [Levites] escort the royal
son [Joash] out [of hiding]. They set [his dead
father's] crown on his [head]. They give him
[a copy of YAH's] covenant. They [declare] him
[to be] king. Then [high priest] YAHoyada
{YAH-Knows} and his sons pour olive-oil
[over Joash's head]. They cry, “Elohim save
the king!”
The Evil Queen Tries To Kill The Boy
King
12 [Evil Queen] AthaliYah {YAH's-Discipline}
hears the noise of the people running
and praising the boy-king. So she
[storms] toward the crowd [she sees filling]
Yahweh's temple. 13 *[Evil Queen]

AthaliYah looks [into the temple]. She
sees child-king [JAHoash] standing
on his stage at the [temple] entrance. Princes and trumpets
flank the boy-king. All the people of the land rejoice. They
blow trumpets. [Dancing] singers
play musical instruments.
Song-leaders [guide] the praiseconcert. [The evil Queen] rips her
clothes. She screams, “Treason! Treason!”
The Temple Guards Execute The
Evil Queen
14 Then, out of [the temple, high] priest YAHoyada brings the heads of the 100man [workgroups he'd] appointed to oversee
the masses. He says to them, “Don't
execute [the evil Queen] in the temple of
Yahweh. Escort her past the ranks [of
guards]. Whoever follows her, kill him
with the sword.” 15 So the [guards] slap
their hands on the [evil Queen]. They lead
her to the royal palace's horse-entry
gate. There, ___, they assassinate
her! 16 Then [high priest] YAHoyada {YAHKnows} makes a covenant between him-
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self, all the people, and the boy-king.
[They promise to] be Yahweh's people.
YAH doesn't want you to PROMISE to do right. He
wants you to DO right. Talk is cheap.

Then all the [Judaean] people rush to
the temple of Baal {Demon-Master}. They
break it down. They smash [Baal's] altars.
[They dash] his idol-images into pieces.
Then, in front of [Baal's demolished] altars,
[the Judeans] kill Mattan {Gift}, Baal's [childsacrificing high] priest. 18 Then, like [ancient
king] David distributed [priests in paid workshifts] in Yahweh's temple, [high priest] YAHoyada appoints supervisors to [oversee]
Yahweh's temple. [He gives them silver, food,
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2nd Chronicles
24

17

lodgings, clothing, musical instruments and logistical sup-

the hand[s] of
the Levitical priests. [So they begin] to [cook]
donated ascension-gifts [for feasts honoring]
Yahweh, as dictated in the law of
Moses. They light up the [temple] with [joyful] singing [all day, all night]. [The temple resumes
port. Thus YAHoyada empowers]

operating as a 24/7/365 feast of love and music, as king]

David ordered

[back in his day].

Today's pastors rope a few of their amateur-musician tithers into playing bad music for free for 20
minutes on Sunday morning. Then, if it's a super-special Ishtar Sunday, the pastor splurges for
a few cancer-dogs at a church picnic. Churchianity
is a mockery of the ancient Levitical system.

And [YAHoYada] stations gatekeepers at
the gates of Yahweh's temple. [They]
stop all kinds of filthy [contagious, criminal,
idolatrous, perverted] people from getting in.
19

Hebrew feasts are not for worldly people.

Then [YAHoyada] leads
the heads of [Judaea's] 100-man [workgroups], and the nobles, and the governors of the people, and all the people of
the land. They usher [boy] king [JAHoash]
down from Yahweh's temple. They
[march] through [Jerusalem's] high gate into
the royal palace. They set the boy-king
on the throne of [Judea's] kingdom. 21 So
all the people of the land light-up [with
joy]. The city stays quiet after they slay
[evil Queen] AthaliYah {YAH's-Discipline} with
the sword.
2nd Chronicles 23:20
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Orphan Boy-King Joash Reigns Well
At First
1 [So] 7 year-old [prince] JAHoash {JAHFired}, the child whom [evil king AhaziYah fathered] with [Queen] Zibiah {Gazelle} from
Beer-Sheba {Well-Of-Seven}, takes [Judea's]
throne. [JAHoash] reigns in Jerusalem for
40 years, ___. 2 All the days of [high]
priest YAHoyada {YAH-Knows}, [boy-king]
JAHoash {JAH-Fired} does what's right in
the sight of Yahweh. 3 [Meanwhile,] YAHoyada
takes two wives [in succession] for himself.
He fathers sons and daughters.
Jahoiada lives to 130 years old, so presumably he
outlived his first wife and then married his 2nd
wife.
{YAH-Knows}

Boy-King Joash Repairs YAH's Temple
4 [Time passes, ___.][King] JAHoash {JAH-Fired}
decides to repair the temple of Yahweh.
5 So [King JAHoash] gathers together the
Cohanim {Priests} and the Levites. He
says to them, “Go out to the cities of
Judaea. Every year gather silver from
all [over] Israel to repair the temple of
your Elohim. Be diligent. Rush this
project.” But instead, the Levites procrastinate, ___.
Priests Fail To Collect The Rebuilding Money
6 So king [JAHoash] calls for chief [priest]
YAHoyada {YAH-Knows}. [JAHoash] asks
him, “Why haven't you required the
Levites to bring in the collection from
Judea & Jerusalem? Moses (the servant
of Yahweh) and the community of Israel commanded [us to collect that money to
maintain] the ‘Sanctuary Of Witness.’ 7 —
Wicked [Queen] AthaliYah's brats tore up
Elohim's sanctuary. They bestowed all
the dedicated [treasures] of Yahweh's temple upon Baalim {Non-Hebrew-Sovereigns}.
King Joash Sets Up A Temple Collection-Chest
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So at king [JAHoash's] commandment,
the [Levites] make a [silver-collection] chest.
They set it outside Yahweh's temple
gate.
8

Installing a passive collection box near the door is
a good way to raise money for church work.

Then the [Levites trumpet] a proclamation
through Judea, including Jerusalem. [The
proclamation asks people] to bring in to Yahweh
the [voluntary] collection [to fund the sacred government], as Moses the servant of Elohim
[commanded] Israel [back] in the [ancient]
wilderness. 2nd Chronicles 24:10 So all of
Judea's leaders and all its people joyfully bring [silver] into [Jerusalem]. They cast
[it] into the chest. [They] fill it [to the brim with
silver]! 11 So the Levites bring the full
chest into the royal [accounting] office. The
[eyes of] the royal scribe and the high
priest's officers bulge, seeing so much
silver. So they [run to] the chest. They
empty it. Then they hoist the [empty]
chest. They take it back to its place [in
front of the temple]. They do this day after
day. So they collect tons of silver.
Joash Pays The Foremen To Repair
The Temple
12 Then king [JAHoash] and [his mentor] YAHoyada {YAH-Knows} give [the silver] to the
foremen doing the work to [fix] Yahweh's temple. [The foremen] hire masons and
carpenters to repair the temple of Yahweh. [And they hire] iron and brass workers
to mend [the metal in] Yahweh's temple. 13
So the workmen work. The restoration
progresses well. They set Elohim's
sanctuary into [its prior flawless] condition.
They [even] strengthen it.
The Workmen Finish Restoring The
Temple
14 [Finally] the workmen finish [restoring YAH's
temple]. Then they bring the surplus silver [to the palace. They lay it] before king [JAHoash] and [high priest] YAHoyada {YAHKnows}. The [priest and the king use the money to
commission artisans] to make gold and silver
utensils for the temple of Yahweh, including articles for serving and prepar9
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ing [food], and buckets, etc. So, all the
days of YAHoyada {YAH-Knows}, the
[priests] continually smoke-roast ascension-gifts in the temple of Yahweh.
High Priest YahoYada Dies
15 Finally [high priest] YAHoyada {YAHKnows} grows old. He dies, full of [glorious]
days. He goes to the grave at 130
years old! 16 So [YAHoyada's sons] bury him
in the citadel of David among the kings,
because he had done [so much] good in
Israel, both for Elohim, and for [Elohim's]
temple.
Joash Listens To Bad Advice From
Rich Jerks
17 But after YAHoyada dies, Judea's [evil]
bigwigs slink into [the palace]. They kiss up
to king [JAHoash]. The king [foolishly] listens
to their [bad advice]. 18 So [Judaea again]
abandons the temple of Yahweh ([the]
Elohim of their forefathers). They worship Easter-Steeples and idol-images.
So, for [these] offenses, fire-rage rains
on Judea, including Jerusalem. 19 Yet
Yahweh sends prophets to [the Judeans], to
bring them back to [himself]. The
prophets testify against the [sinners]. But
the [sinners] refuse to give ear [to correction].
Just like the people around you today.

The Evil Israelites Murder Prophet
Zechariah
2nd Chronicles 24:20 So the Spirit of Elohim
comes [alive] in ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers} (the son of [high] priest YAHoyada
{YAH-Knows}). [ZechariYah] stands above
the people. [He shouts] to them, “Yahweh
Elohim says,
‘Why do you [keep] transgressing [my]
commandments? [Sin] blocks your prosperity!’
You [keep] forsaking Yahweh. So he's
abandoned you!” 21 *But the [evil popu-

conspires against [ZechariYah].
At the commandment of king
[JAHoash,] they stone [the prophet]
with rocks in the courtyard of
Yahweh's temple!
lace]
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Joash Murders His High-Priest &
Mentor's Son
22 So king JAHoash {JAH-Fired} forgets
the kindness that [ZechariYah's] Dad ([high
priest] YAHoyada) did for him. Instead,
[JAHoash] murders [YAHoyada's] son! As
[ZechariYah] dies, he groans, “Yahweh, see
[my murder]. Avenge it.”
Syria Attacks Joash, Murders
Judea's Leaders

*So at the end of that year,
the army of Syria {Highland}
marches [~150km south] to attack
[king JAHoash]. The [Syrians] invade
Judea, including Jerusalem.
They destroy all the nation's
leaders [right] among the people.
They plunder [Judaea's treasures].
They send the [loot north] to their
king in Damascus. 24 The Syrians
23

attack [Judaea] with only a small company of soldiers. Yet, because [Judea] kept
forsaking Yahweh ([the] Elohim of their
fathers), Yahweh delivers [the] massive
[Judaean] population into [Syria's] fist. Thus
[Syria] executes [YAH's] judgment against
[fallen king] JAHoash {JAH-Fired}.
Royal Officials Murder Wounded
King Joash
25 The [Syrian army] leaves [JAHoash] dying of
massive infected wounds. Then, to
[avenge] the blood of the sons of [high]
priest YAHoyada {YAH-Knows}, [JAHoash's]
own servants conspire against [Joash].
They murder him on his bed. So he
dies. [His sons] bury him in the citadel of
David {Love}. But they [refuse to] bury him
in the royal tombs. 26 The [killers] who conspire
include: Zabad {Giver} (the son of
an Ammonite [woman named] Shimeath {Annunciation}),
and JAHozabad {JAH-Endows} (the son of a Moabite
[woman named] Shimrith {Female-Guard}). 27 [Scribes] summarize the complete story about the sons of JAHoash, [and] the great prophecies [which seers made]
about him, and [the record of] his restoration of the
Temple of Elohim, in ‘The Commentary on the Book
of [Judea's] Kings’. [JAHoash's] son AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness} reigns in [JAHoash's] place.
[to assassinate JAHoash]
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2nd Chronicles
25
1

Arrogant King Amaziah Takes
Judea's Throne

AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness}, ([the son whom king JAfathered with [Queen] Jahoaddan {Yah's-Delight} of
Jerusalem) takes reign at 25 years old. [AmaziYah]
reigns for 29 years in Jerusalem. 2 [AmaziYah] does
what's right in the sight of Yahweh. But not with a
perfect heart, ___.
[King]

Hoash]

Amaziah Kills His Enemies But Not
Their Sons
3 Soon [YAH] establishes [AmaziYah's] hold
on [Judea's] kingdom. Then [AmaziYah] murders his ex-servants who assassinated
his father, king [Joash]. 4 But [Amaziah] relents from murdering the [assassins'] children. He obeys what Moses wrote in his
law book, where Yahweh commanded
[this] decree:
“Fathers won't die for the [sins of their]
children; nor will children die for [sins of
their] fathers. Rather, every man dies for
his own sin.”
Amaziah Assembles A Forbidden
Mercenary Army
5 Then [king] AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness}
gathers Judea's [men] together. He appoints the [best and brightest as] leaders over
thousand-man [groups. He sets the next most capable men as] leaders over hundred-man
[groups]. [He] organizes [these forces] by ancestral families, throughout all [the clans of
the tribes of] Judah {Celebrated} and Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}. [AmaziYah] counts
the [men] from 20 years-of-age and up.
He finds among them 300 thousand
choice men, able to handle spear and
shield and [march] forth to war. 6 Then
[king AmaziYah pays] 100 talents [3.3 tons] of
silver to hire 100 thousand mighty,
valiant [mercenary killers] from [evil north] Israel. 7 But then a man of Elohim travels
to [king AmaziYah]. [This prophet] commands
him, “Oh king, don't let [killers] from [north]
Israel run with you. Yahweh is not with
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Israel. [YAH rejects] all the brat
descended] from Ephraim.
[north]

[kings

The tribe of Ephraim produced [usually evil] kings
[who] ruled the [usually evil] 10 tribes of North Israel.

—If you choose to go [into battle allied with
no matter how fiercely you
fight, Elohim will make you fall before
the enemy. For Elohim has [total] power
to help [you], or to cast [you] down.”
8

evil powers,]

Real Hebrews win wars by singing praise songs and
dancing and loving, not by stabbing and shooting
and hating.

AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness} replies
to the man of Elohim, “But how will we
[recoup] the [3.3 tons of silver] I paid to [hire
north] Israel's army?” The man of Elohim
answers, “Yahweh is able to give you
much more [money] than that!”
9 [King]

3.3 tons of silver would buy you about 12 mansions, or about 5000 working cars. YAH can give
you much more money than that.

So [king] AmaziYah discharges the army who had come to him
from [Israel's pagan northern tribes, (principally the
tribe of] Ephraim). [Amaziah] sends the
[killers] home. So [north Israel's] anger flares
into a raging fire against [the people of]
Judea. In overwhelming fury, the [mercenaries stomp] back [north toward Samaria].
King Amaziah Battles The Southern
Red-Men
11 Then [king] AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness}
summons courage. He leads his [troops]
out [of Jerusalem. They trudge ~40km south, past the
Dead sea] to the Salt Valley. There they
strike 10 thousand sons of [rough Mount]
Seir.
2nd Chronicles 25:10

#5221 (nakah) can mean ‘ban’ or ‘strike’. YHVH did
not command Judah to fight this war.

*[Some brats] from [the tribe of] Judah carry away another 10
thousand Seir-dwellers as prisoners. [The Judeans criminally] haul
their [captives] to the top of a
rock-cliff. They hurl the [south-landers] down from the mountaintop. The [southlanders' bodies] smash
into bits [of bloody flesh and bone], ___!
12
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YHVH did not command the Judeans to murder
these people.

Meanwhile, the soldiers from the
[north Israeli] army [disobey] AmaziYah's
command to go home. Instead, [the Israeli
mercenaries] fall in battle upon Judea's
cities. [They ravage the land] from Beth-Horon
{Cave-House}[~30km north] to Samaria!
They [viciously] strike 3000 [Judeans]. They
steal tons of plunder.
King Amaziah Brings Back Demon-Idols From War
14 Finally [king] AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness}
[loads his camels with] the [demonic] idol-gods of
the descendants of Seir {Rough}. Then
he returns [~120km north to Jerusalem] from
striking the Edomite {SouthLanders}. [He
sets the idols] up to be his [palace] gods! He
bows himself down before them. He
smokes [herbs and bodies in an attempt] to [appease] the [demons which the idols represent]! 15 So
Yahweh breathes fire-rage at [king]
AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness}. [YAH] sends
[the king] a prophet, who says,
“[Amaziah,] why have you chased after the
gods of the [pagans]? [Their gods] who couldn't even rescue their [people] out of your
hand!”
13

*Time passes, ___. The
[prophet returns] to talk [sense] into the
[idolatrous king]. But the king answers [the prophet], “Who made
you royal counselor? Shut [up]
or [I'll] strike you [dead]!” So the
prophet concludes his message
with this prophecy: “I see that
Elohim has determined to destroy you, because you [serve demon-gods]. You refuse to listen to
my counsel.”
16

Bad leaders ask you questions like, "What's your
net worth?"... "Where did you go to seminary?" ...
"What organization employs you?" Good leaders
listen to see whether you speak the words of the
Creator. Bad leaders hate true prophets. Good
leaders seek true prophets.

Amaziah Starts A Stupid War With
North Israel
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*Then Judea's king
AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness} acts
on bad counsel. He sends [a challenge] to [north] Israel's king JAHoash {JAH-Fired} (the son of JAHoahaz {JAH-Siezed}, the son of
JAHu {JAH-Is-He}). [Amaziah] says,
“Come [on]. Let's [fight] face-toface.” 18 So [north] Israel's king JA17

Hoash {JAH-Fired} sends [a threat] to
Judea's king AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness}.
[The letter] warns, “A thistle on the
Lebanon {White-Peaks} sends [a letter] to a
cedar on the [same] mountain, saying,
‘Give your daughter to my son as wife.
But a wild mountain beast passes by.
The [beast] stomps the thistle down [into
the rock]!’ 19 You brag, ‘Look: I struck the
Edomite [southlanders].’ Your heart lifts you
up into blustering [mania]. Stay home
now. Why should you grind yourself to
[a bloody pulp]? [Do you really want] to fall?—and
[take] Judea [down] with you?” 2nd Chronicles
25:20 But [king] AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness}
refuses to listen [to reason]. His [ignorance]
falls into Elohim's [plan] to deliver [Judea]
into the hand of their enemies for chasing after the demon-gods of [southland]
Edom. 21 So [north] Israel's king JAHoash
{JAH-Fired}[marches his army ~40km south] to the
Judean city of Beth-Shemesh {House-OfThe-Sun}. There [the two kings, north Israel's JAHoash] vs Judea's king AmaziYah, stare
each other in the face. 22 [North] Israel
[springs to battle]. They rout Judea. Every
[Judaean] man flees to his tent, ___!
North Israel's Killers Defeat &
Plunder Judea
23 [There] at Beth-Shemesh {House-Of-TheSun}, [north Israeli] king JAHoash {JAH-Fired}
captures Judea's king AmaziYah {YAH'sAlertness}, (the son of [boy-king] JAHoash {JAH-Fired},
the son of JAHoahaz {JAH-Siezed}). JAHoash
[hauls] AmaziYah [19 miles east] to
Jerusalem. [JAHoash's army] breaks down
400 cubits [600 feet] of Jerusalem's wall,
from the Gate of Ephraim {Double-Fruit}
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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to the Corner Gate. 24 Then [JAHoash]
steals all the gold, silver and vessels
his [warriors] find in Elohim's sanctuary.
[JAHoash also captures priest] Obed-Edom
{Southland-Worker}. [Then Joash's thugs confiscate
Judea's] royal palace treasures. Plus [the
brutes take] hostages. [Soldiers drag these Judeans
and their treasures] back [~30km north] to
Samaria.
Enemies Assassinate Judea's King
Amaziah

25 Judea's king AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness} (the son
of JAHoash {JAH-Fired}) lives for 15 years after the
death of [north] Israeli king JAHoahaz {JAH-Siezed}. 26
In the book[s] of the kings of Judea and [north] Israel,
[scribes] summarize the rest of the acts of [king]
AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness}, [from] beginning to end. 27

Now after [king] AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness} turns away from following Yahweh, [his enemies] form a conspiracy
against him in Jerusalem. So he flees
[~20km southwest] to [the town of] Lachish {Harvest}. But his enemies send [assassins] to
chase him in Lachish. They murder him
there. 28 Then [AmaziYah's sons] bring his
[dismembered body parts] back on horses.
They bury him beside his fore-fathers
in [Jerusalem], Judea's [capitol] city.

2nd Chronicles
26
King Uzziah (aka Azariah) Reigns
Over Judea

1 Then all the people of Judea [elect] 16-year-old
[prince] UzziYah {YAH's-Strength}. They [officially crown] him
king in the place of his father AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness}.
Uzziah aka AzariYAH. He was titular king from his
father's death at 3 years old.

As [foolish] king [Amaziah] sleeps [in death]
beside his forefathers, [his son] King
[UzziYah] fortifies Elath {Palms}[~160km south
on the Red Sea. UzziYah] restores [Elath from Edom]
to Judea. 3 UzziYah {YAH's-Strength}, (the son of
2

Queen-mother JecoliYah {YAH-Enables} of Jerusalem)
begins his reign at 16 years-old. He reigns for 52

does what's
right in the sight of Yahweh. He copies
all the [good] actions of his father
AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness}. 5 [UzziYah]
years in Jerusalem. 4 [King UzziYah]
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seeks Elohim [all] the days of [the prophet]
ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers}. [ZechariYah
helps the king by supernaturally] interpreting visions from Elohim. As long as [UzziYah]
seeks Yahweh, Elohim makes [Uzziah]
prosper. 6 So [king UzziYah marches his praiseteams] out [~30 to 40km west]. He [wins supernatural] battles against the Philistines. His
[Jericho-like marches] break down the wall [encircling] Gath {Wine-Press}, and the wall of
Jabneh {Build}, and the wall of Ashdod
{Ravager-City}! [UzziYah then] builds cities
around Ashdod, and [elsewhere] among
the Philistines.
Almost certainly Uzziah wins these battles by
praise-power, not military force.
7 Elohim helps [UzziYah defeat] the Philistines and the
Arabians living in Gur-Baal {Baal's-Home}, and the
Mehunim {Residents}.
When [UzziYah's] praise-teams sing, YAH sends
supernatural destruction against his enemies.

So the Ammon-spawn bring tribute
to UzziYah {YAH's-Strength}.
[UzziYah's] name-fame spreads abroad, all
the way [~250km south] to the Egyptian
frontier. [YAH] gives [UzziYah] overwhelming strength. 9 Plus, in Jerusalem,
UzziYah {YAH's-Strength} fortifies and
builds towers at the corner gate, the
valley gate, and the wall's angle-bend.
8

[money]

Are you building spiritual walls to protect your family?

Then [UzziYah] builds
[watch] towers in the desert. He digs
many wells [to water his] abundant cattle,
both in the low country, and in [Judaea's
coastal] plains. And, [showing] his love for
the soil, [UzziYah employs] many soil-workers and vine-dressers in [Judea's] mountains, and in Carmel {Fruiting-Garden}.
King UzziYah Falls Into Arrogant
Militarism
11 But [as time goes on, king] UzziYah {YAH'sStrength}[rejects YAH's spirit-power]. He amasses a host of squadrons of conquerors.
[Uzziah] numbers the [soldiers] in an [unholy,
forbidden] census conducted by [royal]
recorder JeiEl {Carried-Away-By-El} and
scribe MaaseiYah {Work-Of-YAH}. Royal
delegate HananiYah {YAH-Favored}[supervis2nd Chronicles 26:10
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es the census]. [Then the army]

marches out

[to

make carnal war]. 12 In total, 2600 clan-heads lead
[unholy] human power-force. 13 Under the
hand of these [mighty leaders], a massed
force of 307500 [soldiers] make war with
mighty power. They enable king [Uzziah]
to surround [any] enemy. 14 [King] UzziYah
{YAH's-Strength} prepares shields, and
spears, and helmets, and coats of mail,
and bows, and slings to cast stones. He
[distributes] these [weapons] throughout [his]
entire [military] horde. 15 *In

this

Jerusalem, [king Uzziah's military-industrial
complex] makes war-machines, invented by cunning men. [Engineers] mount [these weapons] on [the
city's] towers and bulwarks. [Some
of these weapons] shoot arrows. [Others
catapult] huge stones. So [Uzziah's]
name spreads far abroad because of the marvelous unbeatable [war machine] surrounding
him. 16 As [Uzziah] grows strong, his
heart soars up [so high] that [pride] destroys him. He [commits] treason against
Yahweh his Elohim. He [struts] into the
temple of Yahweh to [usurp priests' sacred
roles]. [He] smokes [herbs] upon the [sacred]
altar of incense. 17 So [high] priest
AzariYah leads 80 valiant priests of
Yahweh. They run to [remove the rogue king
from] the [holy sanctum]. 18 The [priests] confront king UzziYah {YAH's-Strength}. They
say to him, “UzziYah, you don't own [authority] to burn incense to Yahweh [here].
That [job] only belongs to the priests,
the sons of Aaron. They're consecrated
to burn incense. Go out of the sanctuary. You're trespassing! Yahweh your
Elohim won't honor you [for this].”
When the military powers get involved in priestly
functions, world destruction results. Here are the
functions reserved to priests: health care, law, welfare, feasts, regulation of currency, and institutional education (supplementing home education). Notice that each of these functions has been seized
by the military powers of the nation around you.
Unless you bind yourself in an unholy license-con-
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tract with the pagan nation, they will put you in jail
for meddling in health care, law, food service, education or finance.

There, in the temple of Yahweh, beside the incense altar, [king] UzziYah
{YAH's-Strength} boils in anger. [He stands
there] holding a censer in his hand to
burn incense. He fumes at the priests.
They see [white fungus-like] leprosy [spots]
rise up on his [royal] forehead!
19

There's an illness brought on by sin.

Chief Priest AzariYah
and all [his subordinate] priests
stare [jaw-dropped] at [king Uzziah]. They
watch leprosy [eat] his forehead! So they
thrust [the king] out of [the sanctuary]. Even
the king himself rushes to leave [the temple]. [He realizes that] Yahweh has struck
him. 21 So, ___, [arrogant] king UzziYah
{YAH's-Strength}[rots] as an [outcast] leper to
the day of his death! He wallows in a
quarantined house. His skin-disease
keeps him from [touching anyone who might go
to] the temple of Yahweh. Meanwhile,
[Uzziah's] son, [prince] JAHtham {JAH-Is-Perfect} rules over the royal palace, governing the people of the land. 22 The
2nd Chronicles 26:20

{YAH-Helps}

prophet Isaiah (the son of Amoz) writes [about king
UzziYah. Isaiah] summarizes the rest of the acts of
UzziYah {YAH's-Strength}, from beginning to end. 23

Soon [king] UzziYah {YAH's-Strength}
sleeps [in death] beside his forefathers. [His
sons] bury him [beside] his ancestors in the
royal kings' graveyard. [But they deny him a
special monumental tomb,] reasoning, “He's a
leper.” Then [UzziYah's] good son JAHtham
{JAH-Is-Perfect} reigns in [UzziYah's] place.

2nd Chronicles
27

of Yahweh's temple. He adds huge

[improvements]

on

Plus, [JAHtham]
builds cities in Judea's mountains. And
he builds castles and towers in [Judaea's]
forests. 5 [JAHtham] also fights with the
king of the [inbred] Ammon-spawn. He
prevails against them. So (that year)
the [spawn of Ammon] give [JAHtham] 100 talents [3.3 tons] of silver, 10000 cors [62000
bushels] of wheat, and 10000 [cors] of barley. They pay him these amounts again
the next year, and the next. 6 So
JAHtham {JAH-Is-Perfect} grows mighty,
because he orders his ways before Yahweh his Elohim. 7 ___, you can find the rest
the wall of Ophel

{Fortress-Hill}.

4

of the acts of JAHtham {JAH-Is-Perfect}, and all his
wars, and his ways [of action], summarized [by scribes] in
the book of the kings of Israel and Judaea. 8 16
years after [JAHtham] takes the [throne] in Jerusalem, he
[dies] at [41] years old. 9 So JAHtham {JAH-Is-Perfect}
sleeps [in death] beside his forefathers. [His sons] bury
him in the citadel of David {Love}. Then [JAHtham's] son
Ahaz {Possessor} reigns in [JAHtham's] place.

2nd Chronicles
28
Idol-Loving King Ahaz Wickedly
Rules Judea
1 Ahaz {Possessor} takes reign at 20
years of age. He reigns for 16 years in
Jerusalem. But, unlike his ancestor,
[king] David, [Ahaz] fails to do what's right
in the sight of Yahweh. 2 [King Ahaz] walks in

Plus [Ahaz] smokes [sacrifices] in
Ben-Hinnom Valley. He [even]
burns [his] children in the fire, copying
the abominations of the [satanic] beastnations whom Yahweh long [ago] cast
out before the sons of Israel. 4 [Ahaz]
sacrifices [animals] and smokes [bodies] in
[Judea's] other [occult] high-shrines, and on
[Judea's] hills, and under random green
tree[s].
Sovereigns}.

1 JAHtham {JAH-Is-Perfect} takes reign at 25 years of
age. He reigns for 16 years in Jerusalem. His mother Jerushah {Possessed} (the daughter of Zadok
2 [King JAHtham] does what's
right in the sight of Yahweh. He copies
all the [good acts] his father UzziYah
{YAH's-Strength} performed. [JAHtham correct-
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avoids invading the [holy place in] Yahweh's temple. [But the problem is, he doesn't enter
the sanctuary at all.] So [his] people continue
acting corruptly. 3 [JAHtham] builds the high gate
ly]

the [evil] ways of the kings of [northern] Israel. He even
forges molten idol-images [representing] Baalim {Pagan-

Uzziah's Son Jotham Reigns Relatively Well

{Just}) [guides his reign].
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3

[occult hotspot]
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Syria Attacks and Routs King
Ahaz's Judea
5 So Yahweh (Ahaz's Elohim) hands him
into the fist of Syria's king. The [Syrian soldiers] attack [Ahaz]. They carry away a
great multitude of [Judean] prisoners. [Soldiers] march the [prisoners] to Damascus.
Then [YAH] bats [Ahaz] into the fist of the
king of [northern] Israel. [YAH] strikes [Judaea] with a massive slaughter, ___.
North Israel Enslaves Millions Of
Judeans
6 Judea forsakes Yahweh [the] Eloha of
their fathers. So, in one day, Pekah
{Watch} (the son of RemaliYah {YAHDecks}) slays 120 thousand [men in] Judea
— all valiant men! 7 Then Zichri {Memorable}, a mighty man from [the tribe of]
Ephraim, murders the [Judean] king's son,
MaaseiYah {Work-Of-YAH}, and palace
governor Azrikam {Enemy-Help}, and ELKanah {El-Obtains} (the king's right-hand
man). 8 Then the people of [north] Israel
carry away captive 200000 of their [Judaean] brothers, [plus] women, sons, and
daughters. And [the north Israelis] also steal
away [tons] of plunder. They haul it [north]
from [Judaea] to Samaria.
Israel's Wise Men Denounce Slavery And War
9 There in Samaria a prophet of Yahweh
named Oded {Testifier}[runs] to meet the
returning army. He says to them,
“Watch [out!] Yahweh [the] Elohim of your
fathers was angry with [the] Judeans.
He's delivered them into your hand. But
you've slain the [Judeans] in a rage that
reaches up to heaven! 2nd Chronicles 28:10
And now you plan to keep the children
of Judea and Jerusalem down as your
contract-slaves and bond-women. Yet
are there not with you (yes, you) sins
against Yahweh your Elohim? 11 So
hear me now. Take your prisoners back
[to their] home. You've enslaved your own
brothers. The fierce fire-rage of Yahweh
is [about to rain] upon you.” 12 Then some
of [Samaria's] leaders stand up against the
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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returning from the war.

[The

a descendant of Ephraim [named]
AzariYah {YAH-Helps} the son of JAHohanan {YAH-Favored}, [and] BerechiYah {Blessing-Of-Yah} the son of
Meshillemoth {Reconciliations}, and JehizkiYah [Strengthened-By-YAH] the son of Shallum {Payback}, and Amasa
objectors include]

the son of Hadlai {Rest}. 13 These [pacifists]
say, “Don't bring those prisoners into
[our country]. We've offended Yahweh already! You're trying to dump more sins
and offenses onto our huge stack of
guilt and sin, for which [YAH's] fierce rage
[already] flames against Israel!” 14 So [north
Israel's] armed men leave the [Judean] prisoners and loot [there] before [north Israel's]
leaders and the whole crowd [of onlookers].
Pacifists Return Their Enslaved
Brothers
{Load}

*Then [north Israel's enemy-loving leaders]
rise up. They organize their
[Judean] captives. The [leaders] use
the loot to clothe all the poorly-clad [Judean] prisoners. The
[leaders] give [the P.O.W.'s] supplies
and shoes and [food] to eat and
[juices] to drink. The [leaders] rub
the [prisoners' scabby dry skin with healing oils].
The [leaders] carry all the feeble
[Judeans] on donkeys. The [leaders]
bring the [prisoners southeast] to Jericho {Moon-Spirit}, the city of palm
trees. [The smiling ex-captives hug] their
[Judean] relatives. Finally the [Israeli
enemy-lovers] return [~35km northwest] to
Samaria.
15

Asinine King Ahaz Begs Evil Assyria
For Aid
16 Meanwhile, [Judea's] king Ahaz
{Possessor} sends [his royal messengers ~450km
northeast to ask] Assyria's rulers to help him
[fight his enemies]. 17 [Ahaz needs help because]
Edomite [southlanders repeatedly] invade and
attack Judea and haul off prisoners.
Palestinians Rout Judea
18 And the Philistines invade the cities
of Judea's Shefelah {Low-Country-Foothills}
and Negev {Southland}. [Philistines] capture
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and re-settle Beth-Shemesh {House-Of-The-Sun}, and Ajalon {Deer-Field}, and
Gederoth {Walls}, and Shocho {Fenced}
with its villages, and Timnah {Grabber}
with its villages, and Gimzo {Sycamore}
with its villages. 19 [Still] Israel's king
Ahaz {Possessor} flaunts Judah's sickening crimes against Yahweh. So Yahweh
lays Judea low.
Assyria's Emperor Betrays & Strips
Judea Bare
2nd Chronicles 28:20 Assyria's [evil] Emperor
(Tiglath-Pileser) attacks and besieges
[king] Ahaz instead of strengthening him,
___!
Disaster ruins all your attempts to hook up with
the evil world.

*[Judea's king] Ahaz {Possessor}
strips valuables out of the temple of Yahweh, and out of
[Jerusalem's] royal palace, and [out of]
the [Judean] princes' mansions.
[Ahaz] hands these [riches] to the
Assyrian Emperor [in a desperate attempt to buy peace]. Still the [Emperor]
refuses to help [Ahaz]!

altars in every corner of
Jerusalem.
[occult]

or chops the utensils into pieces

In every last city of Judea, [Ahaz] constructs [occult] high-shrines to [burn bodies
as] incense to [appease] retard-gods. This
whips [up the fury of] Yahweh, [the] Elohim
of [Ahaz's] ancestors.
Judea's Evil King Ahaz Dies, & Good
Riddance!
25

26 [Scribes summarize] the rest of [evil king] Ahaz's actions
and all his [evil] ways. [You, ___, can] find these [details]
inscribed, from 1st to last, in the Annals of the
Kings of Judea and [north] Israel. 27 [In the end, evil king]
Ahaz {Possessor} sleeps [in death] beside his forefathers. [His servants] bury him in the city of Jerusalem.
(But they [wisely] decline to [bury him] in the tombs of
Israel's kings.) Then [Ahaz's good] son HezekiYah
{Strength-From-YAH} reigns in [Ahaz's] place.

2nd Chronicles
29

21

When will we Judeo-Christians learn that the
world-system HATES us? The united Nations always betray Israel! Throughout history, the world
sets-up Israel to watch her crash and burn as entertainment for the devil and his henchmen.

King Ahaz Sacrifices Bodies To Demon Gods!
22 Yet in the time of his distress, king
Ahaz {Possessor} multiplies his treachery
against Yahweh! 23 [Syria's army] attacks
[King Ahaz]. So he sacrifices [animals] to the
demon-gods of Damascus! [Ahaz] reasons, “The demon-gods of the kings of
[Highland] Syria help them. So I'll sacrifice
[bodies] to those [gods]. Then they'll help
me.” But those [demon-gods] ruin [king Ahaz]
and [his nation,] Israel. 24 Then [king] Ahaz
{Possessor} gathers up the [priceless] utensils of Elohim's sanctuary. He divides
them. He locks up the doors of the
temple of Yahweh. He makes his own
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King Hezekiah Rules Judea In
Righteousness
1

HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}, [the prince whom evil
with Zechariah's daughter [Queen]
AbiYah {Yah-Is-My-Father}, begins his 29 year reign in
Jerusalem at 25 years of age. 2 [Unlike his evil Dad,
[King]

king Ahaz fathered]

does what's right in the sight
of Yahweh. [Hezekiah] copies all the [good]
actions of his forefather, [king] David.
Hezekiah Cleans The Idols Out Of
YAH's Temple
3 In the 1st month of the 1st year of
[Hezekiah's] reign, he opens the doors of
Yahweh's temple. [Hezekiah hires builders to]
repair [it]. 4 Then [Hezekiah] brings the Cohanim
king Hezekiah]

and the Levites [back from exile]. He gathers
them together in Jerusalem's east street. 5 [Hezeki{Priests}

ah shouts],

“Hear me, you Levites. Consecrate yourselves [right] now. Sanctify the
temple of Yahweh ([the] Elohim of your
ancestors). Carry all the filthy [idols] out
of the holy place. 6 —Our fathers
treacherously committed evil in the
eyes of Yahweh our Elohim. They forsook him. They turned their faces away
from Yahweh's dwelling. They turned
their backs [on their Creator]. 7 —[Our ancestors]
shut up the [temple] porch doors. They
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snuffed out the [menorahs'] lamps. [Our forefathers] neglected to burn incense and to
smoke-roast ascension-gifts in the holy
place to [feed people in honor] of the Elohim
of Israel. 8 —So the fire-rage of Yahweh
[rained] upon Judea, including Jerusalem.
[YAH] delivered [our predecessors] to agitating
terror, to ruin, to derision, as you see
with your eyes. 9 —Look: our fathers
[lie] fallen by the sword! Our sons and
our daughters and our wives [wallow] in
slavery as [punishment for our nation's crimes]. 2nd
Chronicles 29:10 —Now it's in my heart to
make a covenant with Yahweh Elohim
of Israel, so his fierce fire-rage can turn
away from us. 11 —My sons, never
again neglect [your duties]. Yahweh has
chosen you to stand before him, to
serve him, to await his [orders], to smoke
[roast food for feasts].” 12 Then the [following] Levites
rise

[to lead the priestly work] :

Mahath {Abolisher} the son of Amasai {Load},
and Joel {YAH-is-El} the son of AzariYah {YAH-Helps},
sons from the K'hati [clan].
From the descendants of Merari {Bitter}: Kish

{Bow} the son of Abdi {Worker}, and AzariYah
{YAH-Helps}

the son of JehalelEl

{Praise-El}.

From the Gershuni [clan]: Joah {YAH-Brother}
the son of Zimmah {Scheme}, and Eden {Pleasure} the
son of Joah {YAH-Brother}.
13
And from the descendants of Elizaphan {El-Is-Treasure}: Shimri {Watcher}, and JeiEl {Carried-Away-By-El}.
And from the descendants of Asaph {Gatherer}:

ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers}, and MattanYah {Gift-Of-Yah}.
14
And from the descendants of Heman {Faithful}: JehiEl {EL-Lives}, and Shimei {Famous}.
And from the descendants of Jeduthun {Applauded}:

ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears}, and UzziEl {El'sStrength}.

These [leaders] gather their brothers.
They consecrate themselves. They
come, as commanded by the king's
[echoes of] Yahweh's word, to cleanse the
temple of Yahweh. 16 So the priests go
into the temple of Yahweh to clean its
inner sanctum. They haul out all the
filthy [yet costly idols] they find in Yahweh's
sanctuary. They dump [the idols] in Yah15
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weh's temple courtyard. Then the
Levites [cart away] the [idols]. They haul
them down [the temple mount]. They [smash]
them in the Kidron {Ash} brook [by the garden of Gethsemane]. 17 The [priests] begin this conse-

cration [project in spring, around March 21], on the 1st day of
the 1st month [of the Hebrew year]. On the 8th day of the
month [around April 1] they assemble on “Yahweh's
porch.” They celebrate finishing 8 days of purifying
Yahweh's temple. Then they continue. They finally
complete [the cleansing] on the 16th day of that first
month [of the Hebrew year, around April 10]. 18 So the [priests]
go into [the palace to] address king HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}. [The priests] say, “We've cleansed the whole
temple of Yahweh, including the altar of ascension,
with all its utensils, and the holy bread table with
all its utensils. 19 —And we've prepared and purified all the [temple] articles which king Ahaz {Possessor}
criminally threw out during his [evil] reign. You'll see
those [utensils lying] facing Yahweh's altar.”

King Hezekiah Throws A Gigantic
Passover Fest
2nd Chronicles 29:20 The [next morning,] king
HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} rises early. He gathers the rulers of the city.
[They march] up to Yahweh's temple. 21
The [elders] bring 7 young bulls, and 7
rams, and 7 lambs, and 7 stud-goats,
as a [food] gift to [acknowledge] the guilt of
the kingdom, [and of] the sanctuary [workers], and of Judea [as a whole]. Then [Hezekiah] commands the priests (the sons of
Aaron) to lift the [feast meat] onto Yahweh's [cooking] altar. 22 So the [butchers] kill
the young bulls. The priests catch the
blood [in basins]. They [symbolically] sprinkle
[a few drops] on the altar. Likewise, when
the [cooks] butcher the rams, they sprinkle [a few drops] of the blood on the [cooking]
altar. Then the [cooks] butcher the
lambs. They sprinkle [a dab of lamb's] blood
up the altar. [The blood symbolizes the link between
sin and death.] 23 Then, for the purifying-gift, the [cooks] bring the stud-goats
before the king and the congregation.
The [priests] lay their hands on the [goats'
heads]. 24 Then the priests butcher the [goats]. [Priests
the [goats'] blood upon the [cooking] altar to [symbolize]
repentance for the sin of the whole [nation] of Israel.
King [Hezekiah] declares that the smoke-roast [is a feast to
dab]

pray for YAH to]
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h's temple. [The Levites play] cymbals, guitars and harps, as commanded by
David {Love}, and by Gad, [David's] royal
seer, and Nathan {Gift} ([David's]
prophet). These [musical][instructions] echo
the commandments Yahweh [always gives]
through his prophets.

A true prophet always promotes high-quality praise
music to the top of the worship agenda. A false
prophet tells the musicians to shut up, sit down in
a pew, and to listen to a sermon.

So the Levites stand [on the temple stage.
They play] the [musical] instruments [made by
ancient king] David. The priests [lift] their
trumpets [to their mouths]. 27 Then [king]
HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} instructs
[the priests] to smoke-roast the donated
[meat] on the [cooking] altar. As the smokeroast starts, the song of Yahweh begins
with trumpets, [followed] by the [other]
instruments [commissioned] by [ancient] David
{Love}, king of Israel. 28 So the whole
congregation worships, and the singers
sing, and the trumpeters sound! And all
this continues until the ascension-roast
finishes. 29 Finally they finish smokeroasting [the food]. Then the king and everyone present with him fall to their
knees. They prostrate themselves [on the
ground in worship]. 2nd Chronicles 29:30 Then
king HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} and
[Judea's other] leaders call the Levites to
stroll [and dance], to rave clamorous praise
[music] to Yahweh while singing the
words of [king] David, and of [David's] seer
(Asaph). So the [Levites] sing, stroll,
26

[dance, clap and jump through Jerusalem. They shout]

halleluYah [songs] with ecstatic [abandon]!
Then, [exhausted,] they [again] bow their
heads and prostrate themselves.
#1984 halal haw-lal' means to go beyond singing:
be clear, shine; make a show, boast; be (clamorously) foolish; rave; celebrate.

HezekiYah {Strengthshouts, “Now that you've
consecrated yourselves to [serve] Yahweh, come and bring cut [meat] and
thanksgiving [dishes] into Yahweh's temple.” So the congregation haul in steaks
and thanksgiving [dishes]. All [Judea's] gen31

Then

[king]

-From-YAH}
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erous-hearted people donate
million-man] smoke-roast.

[food for the

Full-contact body music, making a fool out of yourself in praise, cleans your body of spiritual, mental,
physical and emotional toxins.

In all, the crowds bring 70 young
bulls, 100 rams, and 200 lambs, all donated to smoke-roast for [a feast in honor of]
Yahweh. 33 The [people] also bring 600 oxen and
32

3000 sheep as sacred

[food]

donations

[for the feast].

34

There's so much smoke-roasting meat
that all the priests can't cut it all, ___!
So the priests' Levite relatives help
complete the [food-preparation] job. Meanwhile, [out-of-town] priests [travel into Jerusalem].
They consecrate themselves [in the wildpraise ritual]. In fact, the Levites [prove]
more diligent. They clean up their
hearts better than do the [other] priests!
35 So the [city] fills with smoke-roasting
[meat], and with the choicest healthy donated [side-dishes]. [Everybody gulps down] donated drinks with every [bite of] smokeroasted [yumminess]. Thus the [Jews] restore the operation of Yahweh's temple.
36 [King] HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} shines [with joy].
All [Jerusalem's] people [rave] over how quickly Elohim
prepares this wonderful [feast for His] people.

2nd Chronicles
30
Hezekiah Calls Israel To Reinstitute
Passover
1 So [good king] HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} sends [messengers] throughout
[north] Israel and Judea. And [Hezekiah]
writes letters to [the tribes of] Ephraim and
Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}. He calls [all
Hebrews] to come to the temple of Yahweh in Jerusalem, to celebrate the
passover [feast] honoring Yahweh Elohim
of Israel. 2 King [HezekiYah] and all his
leaders agree with all [the elders of] the
population of Jerusalem to celebrate
the passover [festival] in [~April,] the second month [of the Hebrew year].
Better late than never.
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failed to celebrate
[Passover] at the proper time, because too
many of the priests neglected to sanctify themselves. And the people [had]
failed to gather themselves together in
Jerusalem.
3

The

[nation had]

Just like Christians today fail to celebrate the
passover.
4 The [make-up passover] idea seems right to king

[Judaean] community. 5 So
establish a decree: They'll
make a proclamation throughout all Israel, from Beer-Sheba {Well-Of-Seven}[all
the way north] to [the tribe of] Dan {Judge}.
[They'll] invite everyone to come to celebrate the passover to [honor] Yahweh
Elohim of Israel in Jerusalem, because
it had been such a long time since [Israel]
had celebrated [festivals] in a way consistent with the writings [of Moses].
[HezekiYah]

and the whole

[Judea's rulers]

And it's been a long time since you and we have
celebrated the festivals correctly.

The North Israelis Spit On Hezekiah's Invite
6 So, ___, the [feast-proclamation] messengers [ride from Jerusalem. They fan out in every direction. They each] carry [copies of] the letters
(from king Hezekiah and [Judea's other]
leaders). The [messengers] journey
throughout all [of North] Israel and Judea.
They echo the command of king [Hezekiah]: “You children of Israel, turn back to
Yahweh, [the] Elohim of Abraham {FatherOf-Billions}, Isaac {Laughter} and [Jacob aka]
Israel. Then [YAH] will come back to [help]
the remaining [few] of you who've escaped out of the fist of the kings of Assyria. 7 —Don't be like your forefathers,
and like your kinsmen. They treacherously fight Yahweh ([the] Elohim of their
ancestors). You can see that [YAH always]
surrenders [such brats] to desolating [forces].
8 —Stop being stiff-necked, like your
[stubborn] fathers. Yield yourselves to
Yahweh. Enter his sanctuary which he
made forever holy. Serve Yahweh your
Elohim, so [he] can turn his fierce firerage away from you. 9 —For if you turn
back to Yahweh, your brothers and
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your children will find compassion from
the [oppressors] who led them away as
prisoners. [Your families] will return home
into this land. For Yahweh your Elohim
is gracious and merciful. He'll never
turn his face away from you, if you return to him.” 2nd Chronicles 30:10 So, ___,
[Hezekiah's] messengers pass from city to
city through the land[s] of Ephraim
{Double-Fruit} and Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}. [They gallop] all the way to [the land
of the tribe of] Zebulun. But the [north Israelis]
laugh the [messengers] to scorn. They
mock [king Hezekiah's ambassadors]!

That's how the world and its churches will treat you
if you speak the words of your Creator.

Millions Of Worshippers Assemble
In Jerusalem
11 Yet some [people from the tribes of] of Asher
and Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting} and Zebulun {House} humble themselves. They
travel [many miles] to Jerusalem. 12 The
hand of Elohim gives the [Judeans] one
heart to execute the commands of the
king and [the] leaders who follow Yahweh's word. 13 So, in the [year's] 2nd
month, hordes of people assemble at
Jerusalem to celebrate the Feast of Unleavened Bread [Passover]. A huge crowd
[fills the city].
Feasts are where you eat, not where you burn up
animals.

The [people] rise up. They rid
Jerusalem of its [animal sacrifice] altars.
They snuff out the smoke [of the burning
bodies]. They cast the [sacrifice-kilns] into the
Kidron {Ash} brook.
Hezekiah Throws The Best Feast
Since Solomon!
15 Then, on the 14th day of the [year's]
2nd month, the [cooks] butcher [tons of]
passover [meat]. The priests [end their years]
of shameful [laziness]. They consecrate
themselves. Then they carry the ascension-gifts into Yahweh's temple. 16 Then
the priests stand in their customary
places specified in the law of Moses [the]
man of [Yahweh] the Eloha. The Levites
hand the priests [a bit of blood from the cooked
14
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animals]. The priests sprinkle the blood [on
the stove. This ritual reminds the onlooking people that
sin causes death.] 17 To [feed] the unwashed masses

and to

Yahweh, the Levite [priests] slaughter [and
of passover-animals in a clean, [relatively
painless] and sacred manner. 18 So thousands of unclean people (including hordes from [the enemy-tribes of]
Ephraim, Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}, Issachar {Reward}, and Zebulun {House}) eat the passover [feast].
Yet they fail to [follow some of] the written [instructions of
[honor]

cook thousands]

So [king] HezekiYah {Strength-Fromprays for the [unwashed masses]. He
[shouts], “Merciful Yahweh Elohim, pardon
all of [us] who prepare our hearts to
seek [you], Yahweh Elohim of [our] fathers, even [though] we're not clean according to the sanctuary's purification
[standards].”
Moses].

19

YAH}

Start trying to follow the Mosaic Law as best you
can make sense of it. You don't need to get it
100% percent right. Just try your best.

So Yahweh listens to
[king] HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}.
[Yahweh] heals the people [who try to reinstitute
passover].
2nd Chronicles 30:20

Try your best to celebrate Passover, and you too
may get healed of your diseases and dysfunctions.

*So, for 7 days, the descendants of Israel congregate at
Jerusalem. They [finally] celebrate
the Feast of Unleavened Bread
[Passover]! They light up [the city]
with overwhelming [joy]. All day
every day, Levites and their [fellow] priests [jump, dance, and] rave [the
name of] Yahweh. They [sing] with
[majestic] force [while playing] instruments to [honor] Yahweh. 22 So [king]
21

HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} praises all
the Levites for their [intelligent] skill in
serving Yahweh. The [millions of attenders]
eat throughout the 7-day feast. [Priests]
butcher [and cook] peace-gifts. [Crowds of worshippers] hold their hands out [and up] to
Yahweh (the Elohim of their fathers).
They eat. They don't burn up animals, except that
they burn the inedible remains when necessary for
sanitation.

The Party-People Extend The Feast
7 More Days
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Then the whole throng decides to
celebrate for another 7 days, ___! So
they light [up the city] with 7 extra days [of
feasting and praise-dancing]! 24 Judea's king
HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} grants
the crowd 1000 young bulls and 7
thousand sheep [to eat]! Plus, [Judaea's]
leaders give the throng 1000 young
bulls and 10 thousand sheep [to eat]! So
a great number of priests consecrate
themselves [to prayerfully prepare about 5 million
choice-cut steaks for the millions of feasters]! 25 The
whole horde shine [with joy], ___. After
23

[hundreds of years of bloody civil war, Passover unites]

the Judeans, with the Cohanim {Priests}
and the Levites, with the whole congregation [of Hebrews] flocking from [north]
Israel, plus [many] foreigners who travel
in from the land of [north] Israel, [plus foreigners already] living in Judea. 26 The light
of overwhelming [glee] fills Jerusalem,
___. [Hezekiah's first Passover] blows away [any
celebration] since the time of Solomon
{Peace-Man}, the son of Israel's king
David! 27 Then, ___, [after 14 days of party-praise,] the Levitical priests rise. They
bless the people. [YAH] hears their
voice[s]. Their prayer[s] soar up to His
holy dwelling place, the highest heaven.

2nd Chronicles
31
Hezekiah Destroys Judea's Idolatry
Systems
1 Finally the [double passover feast] ends. So
all the attending Israelis fan-out to the
cities of Judaea. There they smash in
pieces every idol-image [they see]. They
chop down [hundreds of] Easter-Steeples.
They throw down [thousands of occult] high-shrines and [animal sacrifice] altars
throughout all [the territories of the tribes of] Judah, Benjamin, Ephraim and Manasseh.
They destroy all [traces of idolatry]. Then all
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the descendants of Israel return, every
man to his own [home] in his town.

Elohim. They pile the [wealth] in heaps [in
front of Yahweh's temple]. 7 The [Judaeans] begin accu-

Start smashing occult idols and you'll find out what
it means to be a persecuted Hebrew.

mulating these heaps in the year's 3rd month [~May].
The [priests] finish collecting [the tithes] in the [year's] 7th

Hezekiah Implements Daily Sacred
Food Service
2 Then king HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} appoints duty-shifts for the
priests, including the Levites. He implements the divisions [of labor specified in the Mosaic Law]. Every man has his function.
Some priests and Levites [cook] ascension-gifts and peace offerings. Some
serve [food]. Some throw their hands [in
the air,] raving [wild praise to YAH] in the gates
of Yahweh's [temple] area.

month

Praise and sacred food-service are essential functions of all good governments. Therefore, the government around you is not a good government.

also dedicates his royal
these ascension-gifts, that is,
[the meat] for [Jerusalem's] morning and
evening smoke-roasts, and the sabbath
smoke-roasts, and the [monthly] new
moon [feasts] and the [3] scheduled [annual]
feasts, to match [Moses'] written [instructions] in Yahweh's law.
3 [King HezekiYah]
[silver to buy]

Good government funds the Hebrew religion.

King Hezekiah Reboots National
Food Donations
4 Plus, [HezekiYah] commands the people
living Jerusalem to give the [appropriate]
portion [of their wealth] to the Cohanim
{Priests} and the Levites, to empower
them [to implement] the law of Yahweh.

Good citizens pay out of their own pocket to implement the Bible's laws. Bad citizens pay to fund illegal wars of conquest.

commandment [to fund sacred government] travels across [the countryside].
Immediately the [northern] sons of Israel
bring tons of their first-fruits of corn,
wine, oil, honey, and all the crops from
their fields. They bring the required
1/10th and more, ___. 6 The (people of
[north] Israel and Judea) who live in
cities across Judaea also bring their
tithes of oxen and sheep and other sacred tithes [to Jerusalem]. They consecrate
[these] donations to [serve] Yahweh their
5 [King HezekiYah's]
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HezekiYah
and [Judea's other] leaders come [to Jerusalem's temple]. They see
heaps [of wealth overflowing the courtyard]. They
kneel [praising] Yahweh. [They bless YAH's]
people, Israel. 9 Then [king] HezekiYah {Strength[~September].

8 [King]

{Strength-From-YAH}

-From-YAH}

what

asks the Cohanim {Priests} and the Levites
the heaps [of donations]. 2nd

[they plan to do with]

Chief Priest AzariYah
{YAH-Helps} (from the family of Zadok
{Righteous}) answers [king HezekiYah], “Since
[our] people started bringing these donations into the temple of Yahweh, we
[priests] have eaten our fill, with plenty
left over, because Yahweh keeps blessing his people. This great store [of wealth]
is just the spillover!” 11 So [king]
HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}
commands [workers] to prepare storerooms in the temple of Yahweh. [The
workers] prepare the [rooms]. 12 Then the
[priests] faithfully bring the donations and
tithes and consecrated [gifts] into [the temple]. A Levite [named] ConaniYah {YAH-Sustains} serves as head-steward. His
brother, Shimei {Famous}, [serves as]
deputy-steward of the [temple's warehouses
and inventories]. 13 King HezekiYah {StrengthChronicles 31:10

and AzariYah {YAH-Helps} (the overseer of
Elohim's temple) appoint the [following men] as managers under the [guiding] hand[s] of ConaniYah {YAHSustains} and his brother Shimei {Famous}: JehiEl {ELLives}, AzaziYah {Strengthened-By-Yah}, Nahath {Quiet},
AsahEl {El-Made}, Jerimoth {Rising}, JAHozabad {YAHEndows}, EliEl {El-Is-Power}, IsmachiYah {YAH-Sustains},
Mahath {Abolisher} and BenaYAH {YAH-Built}. 14 And
Kore [Crier] (the son of a Levite named Imnah {Prosperity}), the head-guard of the [Temple's] East-Gate,
supervises the freewill offerings [which people donate to honor] Elohim. [Kore] distributes the presents [which people
dedicate] to Yahweh, especially the most sacred [gifts].
Presents = qurban.
15 [Kore manages the following men]: Eden {Pleasure}, Miniamin
{Right-Hand-Gift}, JahShua {YAH-Saves}, ShemaiYah
{YAH-Hears}, AmariYah {YAH's-Promise} and ShecaniYah
{YAH-Forever-Dwells}. [These managers travel] to the priests'
towns. [The managers] distribute [resources to] help their
brothers do their official duties, large and small. 16
Without [prejudice based on] genealogy, the [managers] give
daily resources to all enrolled male [priests] 30 years
-From-YAH}
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of age or older. This empowers the [priests] to do
their respective duties in their [local] sanctuaries.
Some translations: 3 years...

Likewise, the [managers] dole out resource-shares to priests listed in the
ancestral genealogies, and to Levites
20 years and older. This [money and food enables the priests to] perform their duties in
their assigned labor-groups. 18 [The managers also give food allotments] to all the [priestly]
families listed in the genealogical
records, including [Israel's] little babies,
wives, and the sons and daughters who
faithfully segregate themselves from
[worldly society].
17

YAH gives you food if you separate from the worldsystem. If instead you unite with the world-system, you get debt-purchased foodish poison that
gives you cancer. Social welfare must be controlled
by local priests of YHVH. Or greedy, addicted, lazy
consumers soon bankrupt the nation.
19 Finally, to wrap up the distribution [of ministry resources] to all genealogically-verified Levites and [to]
all male priests, [the managers assign food-shares] to the enrolled descendants of Aaron ([that is,] priests living in
the pasture-lands surrounding the various [priestly]
towns). 2nd Chronicles 31:20 [King]

HezekiYah

{Strength-From-YAH}[thus distributes ministry re-

throughout all Judaea. [HezekiYah]
does what's good and right and true
before [the eyes of] Yahweh his Elohim. 21
In every project which [HezekiYah] attempts [to improve] services in Elohim's
sanctuary, and to [further] the Law's
mandates and principles, [HezekiYah]
seeks his Elohim. [He works] with all his
heart. So he succeeds, ___.
sources]

You will succeed in what's truly important if you
seek YAH and work with your whole heart to do
what he wants.

2nd Chronicles
32

fortified cities, scheming to steal
them for himself. 2 [King] HezekiYah
{Strength-From-YAH} sees Sennacherib
march up to attack Jerusalem.
King Hezekiah Fortifies Jerusalem
3 So [King HezekiYah] holds a council with
his leaders and his mighty men. [They resolve] to help [HezekiYah] seal off all the
spring waters outside the city. 4 So
thousands [of brave] people work together
to stop-up all the springs [around Jerusalem].
They dry up the brook running through
the middle of the land. They reason,
“Why should [we let] the kings of Assyria
invade [our country], and find all the water
[they want]?” 5 [King HezekiYah] strengthens [and
encourages Jerusalem]. He [pays crews to] build up
all the [city's] broken walls, to raise up
towers on [the wall], to build an outer
wall, to repair Millo {Citadel} in the
Citadel of David {Love}, and to manufacture tons of darts and shields. 6 More
[importantly, Hezekiah] appoints [praise] warfare
leaders over the people. He gathers
them [around] himself in the street at the
city-gate. He speaks encouragement to
them:
daea's]

V.21 shows that YAH's angel, not military force,
killed the enemy army. So these "battle" commanders were probably praise-singers trained in spiritual warfare.

“Be strong and courageous! Never be afraid nor dismayed
over the Assyrian Emperor. Never [fear]
the [huge] horde [of killers] who [flank] him.
For there are more [protectors] with us
than there are with him.
7 [The king shouts,]

No matter what, heaven always has more power to
protect you than evil has power to destroy you.

—[Our enemy has] only the arm of flesh,
___. But Yahweh our Elohim stands by
us to help us [Hebrews]. [He] fights our
battles.” So [Jerusalem's] people rest their
[hearts] upon the words of Judea's king
HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}.
Sennacherib Threatens Jerusalem
With Death
9 Assyria's armies beseige Jerusalem.
Meanwhile, [~30km southwest,] Emperor
8

Emperor Sennacherib Threatens
Jerusalem
1 Time passes, ___. [Despite Hezekiah's]
faithfulness, Emperor Sennacherib
marches [his overpowering armies ~650km southwest] from Assyria. They invade Judea.
[The Emperor sets up war] camps to attack [Ju-
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Sennacherib and his other forces lay
siege against Lachish {Harvest}. [The Emperor] sends [threatening] messengers to
Judea's king HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}, and to all Judeans at
Jerusalem:
Fortified Lachish was Jerusalem's most strategic
site of defense against western [Palestinian] invaders.
2nd Chronicles 32:10 [The imperial envoys shout:]

“Emperor Sennacherib of Assyria says,
‘On what are you [fools] basing your
trust? You [can't] survive [our] siege of
Jerusalem! 11 —[Your king] HezekiYah
{Strength-From-Yah}[lies when he tells you,] ‘Yahweh our Elohim will rescue us from the
power-fist of the Assyrian Emperor.’
[Hezekiah] is leading you [Judeans] to sacrifice yourselves to die of famine and
thirst! 12 Hasn't this same [king]
HezekiYah {Strength-From-Yah}[insulted the
gods by] ridding [your land of] its high-shrines
and [animal-sacrifice] altars? [Hasn't he trivialized
your religion by] commanding all [the millions of
people] in Judea, including Jerusalem, to
worship and burn [sacrifices] before one
[measly] altar?

794

envoys hurl more [insults] against Yahweh Elohim, and against his servant
[king] HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}. 17
Then the [Emperor] writes letters railing
[against] Yahweh Elohim of Israel, antagonizing him, taunting, “Just like the
gods of the nations in other lands failed
to deliver their populations out of my
fist, so the Elohim of [king] HezekiYah
will fail to rescue his people from my
hand.” 18 Then, to help the [Assyrian army]
to capture Jerusalem, the [Emperor's envoys]
scream and shout (in the Hebrew language) to the city's people standing on
the wall. [This war propaganda] whips [Judea's
population] into fear, ___. 19 The [Imperial
ambassadors] continue insulting the Elohim
of Jerusalem, as if belittling the [false]
gods of the earth's peoples, mere artifacts fabricated by human hands.
YAH Sends An Angel To Destroy
The Invaders
2nd Chronicles 32:20 So king HezekiYah
{Strength-From-YAH} and the prophet
IsaiYah (the son of Amoz) pray and cry
to [YAH in] heaven.

The pagan emperor doesn't understand monotheism.

Singing, praying & crying out to heaven beats all
the weapons in the world.

13

21

—Don't you [Jews] know what [damage] I
and my fathers have done to all the
people of [hundreds of] other countries?
Were the gods of the nations of those
lands in any way able to rescue their
territories from my hand? 14 —Among
all the gods of those nations whom my
fathers utterly ravaged, what [king] could
deliver his population from my hand?
[No one!] So how could your Elohim be
able to rescue you [pitiful Hebrews] out of
my fist? 15 —So now don't let
HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} deceive
you, or persuade you [with his lies]! Stop
trusting him. For no god of any nation
or kingdom has [ever been] able to deliver
his people out of my hand, nor out of
the hand of my forefathers. How much
less will your [puny loner] god rescue you
out of my hand!’” 16 Then [the Emperor's]
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

*So Yahweh sends a [destroying]
angel. The [angel] chops down all
the [invading] mighty, valiant [soldiers], including all the commanders and captains in the Assyrian Emperor's war-camp! So
[Sennacherib trudges back ~650km northeast] .
He returns shamed-faced to his
own land. He enters the temple
of his demon-gods. There his
[princes, brats] who sprang forth
from his own heart, murder
him with their sword[s], ___! 22
Thus Yahweh saves [king] HezekiYah
{Strength-From-YAH} (and the [other] inhabitants of Jerusalem) from the fist of
Emperor Sennacherib of Assyria, and
from the fists of all [Israel's] other [enemies].
[YAH] guides [Judea] on every side. 23 So,
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___, throngs of [foreign ambassadors] bring
gifts to Jerusalem to [honor] Yahweh. And
[they bring] presents to Judea's king
HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}. So, ___,
from then on, [Hezekiah's fame] mushrooms
in the sight of all the beast-nations.
Fame and popularity bring pride. Pride brings problems.

Judea's King Hezekiah Gets Proud
and Sick
24 Soon [king] HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} falls sick. [He hovers on the edge] of
death. So he prays to Yahweh. [Yahweh]
speaks to [Hezekiah]. [YAH] gives him a
marvelous [miracle-healing]! 25 Yet [king]
HezekiYah {Strength-From-Yah}[again]
vaunts his heart high [in pride], ___! He
fails to return gratitude befitting the
[miracle] benefit YAH gives him. So YAH's
fire-rage descends upon Hezekiah and
upon [similarly arrogant] Judea and
Jerusalem. 26 Finally [king] HezekiYah
{Strength-From-YAH} humbles himself,
___. [He erases] the arrogance from his
heart. And the inhabitants of Jerusalem
[repent] too. So [YAH] lifts his fire-rage
during [king] HezekiYah's lifetime. 27 [King]
HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} stockpiles
overwhelming tons of riches. [He attracts
great] honor. So he [pays construction crews to]
build him treasuries for silver, and for
gold, and for precious stones, and for
spices, and for shields, and for all kinds
of pleasant jewels. 28 And [king Hezekiah pays
construction crews to build] storehouses for surpluses of grain, and wine, and [food] oil,
and stalls for all kinds of animals, and
pens for flocks. 29 Plus, ELohim provides [king Hezekiah] with cities, and abundant ownership of flocks and herds, and
tons of physical-wealth, ___. 2nd Chronicles 32:30 This same [king] HezekiYah
{Strength-From-YAH} also dams the upper
watercourse of Gihon {Stream}. He
canals it straight down to the west side
of the ‘city of David.’ HezekiYah prospers in everything he does, ___! 31

*But the princes of Babylon
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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[spies ~750km west]

[Judea's]

activities.

to surveil all

[King Hezekiah foolishly

the [gaping
curious ‘ambassadors!’

flaunts all his royal wealth before]

eyes of the]
[So Babylon steals Judea's wealth, ___! Hezekiah

from this [tragic]
scandal. Elohim lets [Hezekiah wallow
never fully recovers]

in the consequences of his actions. Yah does this]

to test Hezekiah; to uncover all
the [sin] in his heart.
Never let anyone know what wealth you have or
where you hide it.
32 In the vision of Amos' son IsaiYah the prophet,
and in the book of the kings of Judea and [north] Israel, [scribes] summarize the rest of the wonderful
acts [done by good king] HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}. 33

Finally

HezekiYah {Strengthsleeps [in death] beside his
forefathers. So [his sons] bury him in the
best of the tombs [reserved] for the descendants of David {Love}. Everyone in
Judea (including the inhabitants of
Jerusalem) honor [Hezekiah] at his death,
___. Then his brat Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting} reigns in his place.
[king]

-From-YAH}

2nd Chronicles
33
Evil King Manasseh Wickedly
Reigns Over Judea

1 12 year-old [brat-prince] Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}
takes [Judaea's] throne. He reigns for 55 years in
Jerusalem. 2 But [king Manasseh] wreaks ruin under
Yahweh's [watchful] eye. He copies the abominations
of the beast-nations whom Yahweh cast out before
[ancient] sons of Israel. 3 [Manasseh] rebuilds
the [occult] high-shrines his father
HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} broke
down! [Manasseh] erects [tax] altars [to honor]
Baalim {Sovereigns}. He builds Easter-Steeples. He worships the whole [demonic]
host of heaven. He serves [devils who masquerade as angels of light]. 4 [Manasseh] builds [demonic animal-sacrifice] altars in the temple of
Yahweh, [in defiance of] Yahweh's command,
“My [sole] name-authority will [reign] in
Jerusalem forever.”

the
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And [Manasseh] builds [witchcraft] altars in
the two courts of Yahweh's temple.
[There Manasseh sacrifices bodies to] the [demonic]
host of heaven, ___! 6 [Manasseh] even
makes his children ‘pass through fire’ in
the valley of the son of Hinnom! And he
practices occult-magic. [He] hisses
spells. [He] uses witchcraft, and necromancy. He [consults] wizards. He wreaks
massive evil in the sight of Yahweh.
[These disasters] whip up [YAH's] fury, ___. 7
[Manasseh] even installs a carved image,
the idol he'd commissioned [of slut-goddess
Easter], in Elohim's sanctuary, of which
Elohim had decreed to David {Love} and
his son Solomon {Peace-Man},
“In this temple in Jerusalem, [the city] I've
chosen from all the tribes of Israel, I'll
put my name-authority for [all] ages.
5

8

—Never again will I move the foot of
Israel out of the land I assigned to your
fore-fathers, as [long as you] attentively
obey everything I've commanded [you].
[So] live out [my] whole law, including the
statutes and the ordinances [I gave] by
the hand of Moses.”
9 So Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting} leads
Judea (including the inhabitants of
Jerusalem) to stray, ___. They commit
worse [crimes] than the beast-nations
whom Yahweh had destroyed before
the [singing faces of the ancient] descendants of
Israel.
Again, YHVH, not human warfare, destroyed the
heathen.

Yahweh repeatedly
speaks to [evil king] Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}, and to [Manasseh's] people. But
they refuse to listen, ___! 11 So
Yahweh [marches] the Generals of the Assyrian Imperial Army [southeast ~600km to
Jerusalem]. They catch [evil king] Manasseh
with hooks. They tie him with chains,
___! They haul him [~750km east across torturous deserts] to Babylon! 12 Then, in his affliction, [king Manasseh] begs Yahweh his
Elohim [for mercy, ___]. He deeply abases
himself before the Elohim of his forefa2nd Chronicles 33:10
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thers. 13 [Manasseh's] prayers move YAH's
heart. [YAH] hears his plea. [So YAH] returns [Manasseh] to rule in Jerusalem. So
Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting} recognizes
that Yahweh is Elohim. 14 Time passes, ___.
builds a very high outer wall [around] the
citadel of David. [The wall stretches] from the west side of
Gihon {Stream}, in the valley, all the way to the fishgate doors. [The wall] encircles Ophel {Fortress-Hill}. And
[Manasseh] stations war-captains in all the fortified
[King Manasseh]

And [king Manasseh] rids
of foreign gods. [He rips] the Easteridol out of Yahweh's temple. [He smashes]
all the idol-altars he'd built on Yahweh's
temple mount and [throughout] Jerusalem.
He dumps them outside the city, ___.
16 And [king Manasseh] repairs the altar of
Yahweh. On it [priests] cook ‘shalom
barbecues’ with thanksgiving [side-dishes].
[At these feasts, Manasseh] commands [the people
of] Judea to serve Yahweh, Israel's Elohim. 17 Still, [Israel's] people keep slaughtering [animals] at [occult] high-shrines. But
they do it [meaning] to only [honor] Yahweh
their Elohim.
cities in Judea. 15
[Judea]

YAH never asked for animal sacrifice. But many
people foolishly believed he wanted animal sacrifice. This delusion persists today. The confusion is
perpetuated by horribly erroneous but tradition-enshrined bible translations.
18 In the ‘book of the kings of Israel’, [scribes] summarize the rest of the acts of [king] Manasseh {SweetForgetting}, and his prayer to his Elohim, and the
words of the seers who spoke to him in the name
of Yahweh Elohim of Israel. 19

Among the

sayings of the seers, [you, ___, can also]
look and [find king Manasseh's desperate] prayer,
with [a record] how it moved Elohim,
along [with lists of] all [Manasseh's] errors and
crimes, and the places where he erected [occult] high-shrines, and set up Easter-Steeples and carved images, before
[disaster] humbled him. 2nd Chronicles 33:20
So Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting} sleeps [in death] beside
his forefathers. [His sons] bury him in his own palace.
Then his son Amon {Skill} reigns in his place.

Evil King Amon Takes Manasseh's
Throne

21 22 year-old Amon

{Skill}

takes

[Judah's throne].

He

But [king Amon]
wreaks ruin under Yahweh's [watchful]
eye, as did [Amon's] dad, Manasseh.
reigns for 2 years in Jerusalem. 22
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Amon {Skill} sacrifices [animals] to all the
carved images his father Manasseh
forged. [Amon] serves their [demon-spirits,
___]! 23 But, whereas Manassah (Amon's
Dad) humbled himself, Amon [spits] at
Yahweh! Amon sins more and more,
___! 24 So [Amon's] officials conspire
against him. They assassinate him in
his own palace! 25 Then the people of
[Judea's] land murder everyone who conspired against king Amon. Then the
people of the land crown (Amon's [good]
son) JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH} king in
[Amon's] place.

2nd Chronicles
34
Good King Josiah Rids Judea Of
Idolatry
1 8 year-old [prince] JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH} takes [Judaea's throne]. He reigns
in Jerusalem for 31 years. 2 [King JosiYah]
does what's right in the sight of Yahweh. He walks in the [good] ways of his
ancestor David {Love}. He never detours to the right nor the left. 3 In the
8th year of [Josiah's] reign, at [16] years
old, he begins to seek [Yahweh], the Elohim of his ancestor [king] David. Then in
the 12th year [of Josiah's reign, at 20,] he begins to purge Judea and Jerusalem of
their [occult] high-shrines, and Easter-Steeples, and carved idol-images, and
cast-metal idol-images. 4 *[King Josiah

supervises the [Judaeans]
in breaking down the altars of
Baalim {non-Hebrew-Sovereigns}.
The [Judaeans] chop down the idolimages mounted high above [occult altars]. They [burn Judea's] Easter-Steeples, carved idol-images, and metal idol-images.
[JosiYah's demolition-men] break [all of Judaea's idols] into pieces. He [grinds]
them to dust, ___! He strews
personally]
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on the graves of the [pawho had sacrificed [lives] to
the [idol-gods]. 5 [JosiYah] burns the bones
[dust]

gans]

of the [corrupt] priests on their altars.
This [fire symbolically] purifies Judea and
Jerusalem. 6 [Judea's king JosiYah crosses his country's border in his quest for righteousness, ___!] He
continues [smashing all idolatry] in the [rebel
northern-Israeli enemy] cities of [the tribes of]
Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}, Ephraim
{Double-Fruit} and Simeon {Listener}, all
the way [north] to [the territory of] Naphtali
{Wrestler}, and its surrounding ruins.
Like if Canada's Prime Minister knocked down all
the steeples from all of Canada's churches. Then
he tore down every obelisk and every statue of a
Greek or Roman or Hindu or Buddhist 'god' in
Canada. Then he came south and did the same
thing in the U.S.! Including blowing up the Washington Monument!

On and on, [young, handsome king Josiah]
breaks down [evil] altars, [chops down] Easter-Steeples, and beats carved idol-images into powder. Finally he cuts down
the last idol in the whole land of Israel.
So he returns to Jerusalem.
Good King Josiah Repairs YAH's
Temple
7

8 In the 18th year of [Josiah's] reign, having purged
the [promised] land and the temple, [Josiah] sends
Shaphan {Secret-Keeper} (son of AzaliYah {YAH's-Choice})
with [Jerusalem's] city governor MaaseiYah {Work-Of-YAH}
and Joah {YAH-Brother} the son of JAHoahaz {YAHSiezes} the record-keeper, to repair the temple of
Yahweh their Elohim. 9 This [repair-committee] goes to
high-priest HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance}. They deliver
[to him] the money [the Judaeans] brought into Elohim's
sanctuary, which the Levite doorkeepers collected
from the hand[s] of [the people from the tribes of] Manasseh
{Sweet-Forgetting} and Ephraim, and the remaining
[faithful people from north] Israel, and from all [the worshippers
from the tribes of] Judah and Benjamin, [including the inhabitants

So the [high
puts [the silver] into the hand[s] of
the foremen overseeing Yahweh's temple. The [foremen] pay [the silver] to the
craftsmen working in the temple of
Yahweh, to repair and stabilize the
temple. 11 The [foremen] pay [silver to the] artisans and builders to buy cut stone,
timber for cross-beams, and [wood] to
floor the buildings which the [evil]
of]

Jerusalem. 2nd Chronicles 34:10

priest]
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Judean kings destroyed. 12 So the men
faithfully perform their work, overseen
by [two] Levite descendants of Merari
{Bitter} named Jahath {Unity} and
ObadiYah {Obey-YAH}. ZechariYah {YAHRemembers} and Meshullam {Allied}, descendants of Kohath, [serve as managing] directors. Meanwhile, [to make the work go quicker,] other Levites [provide] expert music.
They play musical instruments [and sing].
13 Other [Levites] supervise transportation of materials and management of workers on myriad jobs.
Others keep records, write [messages,] or serve as
guards.

The High Priest Finds The Lost Law
Of YHVH
14 In the process of doling out the silver
[which worshippers] bring into the temple of
Yahweh, high-priest HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance} finds a book of the law which
Yahweh gave [to the world] through Moses.
15 So HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance}[yells] to
[royal] scribe Shaphan {Secret-Keeper}, “I
found the book of [YAH's] law in Yahweh's
temple!” HilkiYah [runs down the temple hallway.
He hurdles over carpenters and tools. He] hands the
book to Shaphan. 16 So Shaphan {Secret-Keepcarries the law-book back to king [Josiah. Shaphan]
reports, “Your servants are doing everything you
er}

—[The priests] have gathered
together the silver they found in the
temple of Yahweh. They've delivered it
into the hand[s] of overseers, [who've
passed it] to the hand[s] of the workmen.”
18 Then [royal] scribe Shaphan {SecretKeeper} tells king [JosiYah], “[High-priest]
HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance} has given me
a book.” Then Shaphan reads [YAH's Law]
to the king's face.
Josiah Postpones Doom By National
Repentance
commanded. 17

*When king [Josiah] hears the
words of [YAH's] law, he rips his
clothes, ___!
19

It ought to tear your heart in two to realize how far
Judeo-Christians have strayed from honoring the
principles of YAH's Law.
2nd Chronicles 34:20 So king [Josiah] issues the [following] order to: HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance}, AhiKam {Rising-Brother} the son of Shaphan {Secret-Keeper}, Abdon
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the son of Micah {Who-Is-Like-Yah}, Shaphan
the scribe, and royal servant AsaiYah {YAH-Made}: 21
{Worker}

“[Gallop across the city to the prophetess.] Ask [her to
ask] Yahweh [to advise] me and the people
left in [north] Israel and in Judaea. [The
prophetess must tell us how to obey] the words of
this bible [which the high priest just] found.
Yahweh [is justified in] pouring massive
fire-rage out on us! Our forefathers refused to keep Yahweh's word. They didn't do one thing [Moses] wrote in this
scrolll [book]!” 22 So [high-priest] HilkiYah {YAH's-Inherand [the] king's appointed [repair-overseers ride] to
Jerusalem's newly-built section, to the house of
Huldah {Glider} the prophetess, the wife of Shallum
{Payback} the son of Tikvath {Obedient-Hope}, the son
of Hasrah {Want}, keeper of the [temple] wardrobe.
The [king's envoys] recount [King Josiah's] request [to the
prophetess]. 23 [The prophetess] answers the [royal envoys],
“Yahweh Elohim of Israel says this:
‘Tell that mortal [king Josiah] who sent you to me:
itance}

Sometimes men have to ask a woman for guidance.
24

Yahweh says, “Watch out! On this country, and on its inhabitants, I [soon] rain
calamity, including all the curses written in the book [which] the [scribe just] read
before [you,] king of Judah.
25

Judea [constantly] forsakes me. They keep
burning [bodies as] incense to [appease] retard-gods! They whip up my fury with
every [dirty] work of their paws. That's
why [I'll soon] pour out my fire-rage upon
this place. Yet [still my fury] won't be extinguished!”
Sending your Judeo-Christian boys to die and/or
kill in mercenary wars is the same sin as sacrificing
humans to Satan, the War-God.
26 The prophetess continues, “And as for the king
of Judah, who sent you to inquire of Yahweh, say
this to him: 27

‘Yahweh Elohim of Israel

says:
“Concerning the doom-prophecy you
just heard: your heart has become tender. You humbled yourself before Elohim when you heard [Moses'] prophecies
against this place, and against its inhabitants. You bent your knee before
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me. You ripped your [royal] clothes. You
wept before me. So I've heard your
[cry],”
says Yahweh. 28
“Watch me gather you [to heaven] with
your forefathers. Your sons [come to bury]
you in your grave in peace. Your eyes
never see the complete disaster I soon
hurl upon this place and its inhabitants.”
So the [envoys] bring the word [of the
prophetess] back to king [Josiah]. 29
Then king [Josiah] sends [envoys]. They gather together
all the elders of Judaea, including Jerusalem. 2nd

Then king [Josiah] hikes up
into the temple of Yahweh with all the
men [who represent] Judaea and the inhabitants of Jerusalem, including the
priests, the Levites, and all [manner of]
people, great and small. There [Josiah]
reads in their ears all the words of the
covenant-book [which the high-priest] found in
Yahweh's temple. 31 Then the king
stands by his [pillar]. He makes this
covenant before Yahweh: “[I promise] to
walk [through life] following Yahweh,
guarding his commandments, and [celebrating] his histories, and [promoting] his
principles, with all my heart. And with
all my soul [I promise] to perform the
words of the covenant written in this
book!”
Chronicles 34:30

Yah wants your good behavior, not your promises.

Then [king Josiah] gets everyone living
in Jerusalem and [in the territory of] Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} to stand [and repeat
that promise]. So, [for a while,] the inhabitants
of Jerusalem live according to the
covenant of [Yahweh], the Elohim of their
fore-fathers. 33 So JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH} rids all abominations from
the lands of the sons of Israel. He induces everyone present in Israel to
serve [and] worship Yahweh their Elohim. So, all [JosiYah's] days, the [Israelis]
never stray from following Yahweh, the
Elohim of their fore-fathers.
32
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2nd Chronicles
35
Josiah Celebrates History's Best
Passover!
1 So [king] JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH} celebrates [a history-making] Passover [feast] to
[honor] Yahweh in Jerusalem. [Right on time,]
on the 14th day of the [year's] 1st month
[~March], the [priests] slaughter [and cook
enough] passover [meat to feed over a million celebrants]! 2 [King JosiYah pays Judea's] priests to
assume their [various] duties. He encourages them to operate Yahweh's temple.
Good government funds Hebrew ministry.

addresses the Levites [he'd]
appointed to teach [YAH's Laws] to the
whole [nation] of Israel, the [men] who'd
separated [themselves from the world-system] to
[serve] Yahweh. [Josiah says,] “Install the
holy ark in the temple built by Solomon
{Peace-Man} the son of Israel's king
David. Never again will you have to
carry [the ark] on your shoulders, [moving it
from place to place]. [Here in this temple you'll] serve
Yahweh your Elohim and his people Israel. 4 Organize yourselves by ancestral-clan for your respective duty-shifts.
Follow the [instructions] written by king
David of Israel and his son Solomon
{Peace-Man}. 5 Stand in the holy place with a
3 [King Josiah]

group of ancestrally-related Levites. Assist each
subdivision of the families of your [fellow] countrymen, the ‘lay people.’ 6 Then barbecue the
passover [meat]. Purify [and consecrate] yourselves. Prepare your brothers to fulfill the word which Yahweh

Next, [king]
JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH} donates to the
people 30000 lambs and [goat] kids from
his royal wealth of flock[s]. [That's]
enough to [feed] passover [meat] to the
[millions of people] present! Then [Josiah donates]
3000 young bulls! 8 [Judaea's] leaders [also]
happily donate [food] to the populace, to
the priests, and to the Levites. [Highpriest] HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance} and
ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers} and JehiEl
{EL-Lives}, administrators of Elohim's
issued via the ‘hand’ of Moses. 7
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sanctuary, give the priests 2600 small
cattle and 300 oxen [to cook at the]
passover [barbecue]! 9 Levite-supervisors
ConaniYah {Yah-Sustains}, ShemaiYah
{YAH-Hears}, NathanEl {El-Gives} & his
brothers, HashabiYah {YAH-Thinks}, JeiEl
{Carried-Away-By-El} and JAHozabad {YAHEndows} give the Levites 5000 small cattle and 500 oxen to [cook as] passover
[steaks]! 2nd Chronicles 35:10 So, with the [food]
service organized, the priests stand at their workpost[s]. The Levites execute their [various] duty-schedules, obeying the king's instructions. 11

The [priests] slaughter the passover [meat].
Then the priests sprinkle the blood
from their hands [onto the cooking altars to symbolize the purging of sin]. Then the Levites skin
[the animals]. They cut up the meat. [They lay
it on the giant altar's cooking grill.] 12 The [cooks]
take the [meat for the] smoke-roast. They
distribute it to fathers of the clans of [Israel's] people. As written in the book of
Moses, [the fathers] approach Yahweh [to
pray for his blessings on the food and on the people who
eat it].

The [cooks] do the same with the
[donated] ox [meat]. 13 *So the [priests]

smoke-roast the passover [meat]
over fire, as [Moses] ordained.
And the [priests] stew the other
holy food-donations in pots,
caldrons and pans. Then they
immediately pass out [this yummy
food] to all the celebrants!
Again, the Hebrew festivals are feasts, not animal
sacrifices! Only the inedible remains of the animals
get burned. Here in this verse for once the bookstore translations get this right.

Then [the Levites] prepare [food plates] for
themselves, and for the priests. The
priests (the sons of Aaron) stay busy
smoke-roasting choice-cuts [of meat] from
dawn-to-dusk. That's why the Levites
prepare [plates of food] for themselves, and
for the priests (the sons of Aaron). 15
Meanwhile the singers (the sons of Asaph {Gatherer}) [dance, strum, and sing] on
their stages. They play [songs] written by
[king] David, Asaph, Heman {Faithful},
and Jeduthun {Applauded}, [David's] royal
14
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gatekeepers
[usher people in and out of] every gate. [The gatekeepers] stay too busy to abandon their
duties to [feast]. So their brothers the
Levites prepare [plates of food] for them. 16
So [the priests] serve [food to over a million of]
Yahweh's [people] on the same day! They
celebrate the passover by smoke-roasting ascension [gifts] on Yahweh's [cooking]
altar, as commanded by king JosiYah
{Founded-By-YAH}.
[Outside,]

the

[temple]

This is the real reason that Churchians want to declare the Old Testament feast-rules obsolete.
Church drones don't want to work that hard or
spend that much money to prepare gourmet
feasts. They'd rather feed you cancer-dogs at the
Ishtar Sunday picnic once a year.

For 7 [glorious singing, dancing, mouth-watering]
days, [millions] of Israel's descendants
celebrate the Passover ([aka] the Feast
of Unleavened Bread). 18 [JosiYah's passover]
blows away all the celebrations kept in
Israel since the days of the prophet
SamuEl {Heard-By-El}! No kings of Israel
ever celebrated such a passover as
JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH}. The priests,
the Levites, and all the Judaeans & [even
their enemy north] Israelis [jump up and down handin-hand] with the inhabitants of
Jerusalem! 19 JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH} celebrates
17

this passover in the 18th year of his reign.

Josiah Dies Defending Syria
Against Egypt
2nd Chronicles 35:20 Time passes, ___.
[King] JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH} finishes
organizing the temple. Then Pharaoh
Necho of Egypt marches [his armies] up
[~600km northeast] to attack Carchemish
{Syria}, [a Syrian city] on the Euphrates river. So JosiYah [foolishly gallops his chariots] out
[to fight Pharaoh]. 21 But [Necho] sends ambassadors to [Josiah], saying, “What do I
have against you, king of Judah? I'm
not attacking you today. I'm only making war against a [Syrian] dynasty. Elohim commanded me to rush [to kill them].
So stop meddling with Elohim. He's
with me. [Back off] or He'll destroy you!”
22 But [Judea's king] JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH} refuses to turn his [warmonger-
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face from [Pharaoh]! Instead, [JosiYah]
disguises himself. Then [he charges out to]
fight [Pharaoh. Josiah] ignores the prophecy
Necho echoes from the mouth of Elohim. [So Josiah rushes] to battle [the Egyptian
hordes] in the [north Israeli] valley of Megiddo
{Rendezvous}.
ing]

Meggido = The presumed site of the upcoming final
world-ending battle.

So [Pharaoh's] archers shoot king
JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH}. The king
[screams] to his servants, “Haul me away!
I'm mortally wounded!” 24 So [king
JosiYah's] servants haul him out of his [royal] chariot. They lay him in his backup
chariot. They rush him [~60km south] to
Jerusalem. But he dies. [His sons] bury
him in one of the tombs of his forefathers. All Judaea and Jerusalem mourn
for JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH}. 25 The
[prophet] JeremiYah {YAH-Rises} laments
for JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH}. Since that
day, by Israeli statute, all [Hebrew]
singing men and singing women [sing] of
Josiah in their elegies. ___, you can
find those [songs] inscribed in the [book of
Jeremiah's] Lamentations. 26 [Scribes] summarize
23

the rest of the acts of JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH}, including his good deeds which comport with what's
written in Yahweh's law. 27 ___, find [Josiah's actions]
described from beginning to end in the book of the
kings of [north] Israel and Judea.

2nd Chronicles
36
Judea's King JAHoahaz Reigns in
Wickedness

1 Then the people of [Judea's] land summon JosiYah's
brat-prince JAHoahaz {JAH-Siezed}. In Jerusalem,
they [crown] him king in his father's place. 2 23 yearold [king] JAHoAhaz {JAH-Siezed} begins his [evil] reign
in Jerusalem. He reigns for [a mere] 3 [sad] months.

Egypt's King Imprisons Evil King
JAHoahaz
3 Then the king of Egypt [invades]
Jerusalem. He deposes [JAHoahaz]. [Pharaoh]
imposes a yearly death-tax on the land
[of Judaea] of 100 talents [3.3 tons] of silver
and 1 talent [66 pounds] of gold!
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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About the price of 20 luxury mansions or 5000
working cars.

Then Pharaoh [Necho] of Egypt [crowns JAHoahaz's] brother (Eliakim) king over
Judea, including Jerusalem. [Pharaoh]
changes Eliakim's name to JAHoiakim
{YAH-Raises}. Then Necho siezes [ex-king]
JAHoahaz. [Necho] drags him [~250km southwest] to Egypt, ___! 5 So JAHoiakim
{YAH-Raises} takes reign at 25 years of
age. He reigns for 11 [bloody] years in
Jerusalem. He wreaks ruin under the
[watchful] eye of Yahweh (his Elohim).
Nebuchadnezzar Attacks & Chains
Jehoiakim
6 So Babylonian Emperor Nebuchadnezzar [invades Judea]. He attacks [evil king Jehoiakim]. He binds [Jehoiakim] in chains,
then drags him [~700km northeast] to Babylon! 7 Nebuchadnezzar also drags away
to Babylon the [priceless] utensils of Yahweh's temple. [Nebuchadnezzar] installs
these [treasures] in his [idolatrous] temple at
Babylon. 8 In the book of the kings of
[north] Israel and Judea, [scribes] summarize the rest of the acts of JAHoiakim
{YAH-Raises}, both the [public] abominations he committed, and the [sins which investigators] later exposed. [After JAHoiakim dies,]
his brat JeconYah [aka Jehoiachin] reigns in
[JAHoiakim's] place.
Evil Boy-King Jeconiah Fails To
Rule Judea
9 8-year old Jahoachin takes the throne
in Jerusalem. He reigns for a mere 3
months and 10 days, because he
wreaks ruin under Yahweh's [watchful]
eye.
4

JeconYah

At the next [Hebrew] new
year (in Spring) Emperor Nebuchadnezzar sends [his soldiers ~700km southwest to
Jerusalem]. They drag Jehoiachin, along
with the priceless utensils from Yahweh's temple, [back] to Babylon. Then [Nebuchadnezzar crowns Jehoiachin's evil] brother
ZedekYah {YAH's-Right} king over Judaea
(including Jerusalem).
2nd Chronicles 36:10
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Evil King Zedekiah Badly Reigns
Over Judea
11 [Wicked prince] ZedekYah {YAH's-Right} takes reign at
21 years-of-age. He reigns for 11 [sickening] years in

wreaks ruin under the [watchful] eye of Yahweh (his Elohim). [ZedekYah refuses to] humble himself
before JeremiYah {YAH-Rises} who
speaks prophecies from the mouth of
Yahweh. 13 *Emperor NebuchadJerusalem. 12

But

[ZedekYah]

nezzar makes

swear [allegiance under penalty of punishment] from
Elohim. Yet [ZedekYah] rebels
against [the Emperor]! [ZedekYah] stiffens his neck. He hardens his
heart. [He refuses to] turn to Yahweh (the Elohim of Israel). 14
[ZedekYah]

Even worse, all [Judea's] leading priests
and people massively violate [YAH's Laws,
___]. They copy all the abominations of
the beast-nations. They pollute
Jerusalem's temple, which Yahweh had
[so recently] hallowed. 15 Time after time,
Yahweh (the Elohim of [Judea's] fore-fathers) sends his messengers [to Israel].
He gives them advance warning, because He has compassion on his people, and on [Jerusalem,] his ‘dwelling
place.’ 16 But the [fake Judeo-Christians] mock
the messengers of Elohim. They despise [YAH's] words. They abuse his
prophets, until the fire-rage of Yahweh
rises against his people—till no remedy
remains.
The Chaldean (Babylonians)
Massacre Judea
17 So [Yahweh] brings the Chaldean {Babylonian} Emperor upon [Judaea]. [The Emperor]
slays [Judea's] young men with the sword,
[even] in [Jerusalem's] temple sanctuary. [The
Emperor] spares neither young man nor
maiden, [nor] old man, nor [woman]
stooped for age. [YAH] gives them all
into [the Emperor's] hand.
Chaldeans

raids all the utensils of every size from Elohim's sanctuary. He
[steals] the supplies from Yahweh's tem18 [The Emperor]
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ple. [He pillages] the treasures of [Judaea's]
king and leaders. [The Emperor] drags all
[that loot ~700km northeast] to Babylon. 19

*Then [Babylonian soldiers] burn Elohim's sanctuary, ___! They
break down the wall of
Jerusalem. They torch all [Judaea's] palaces with fire. They destroy all the [Jews'] valuables. 2nd
A [few Jews] escape the
sword. [Soldiers] carry them away to
Babylon. There the [Jews] slave for the
[Emperor] and his princes until the Persian
Empire [seizes] reign [over Babylon]. 21 This
[anti-Jewish oppression] fulfills the prophecy
Yahweh [spoke] through the mouth of
JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}. So the [promised]
land [finally] enjoys her sabbaths. It lies
desolate, resting, for a full 70 years.
Chronicles 36:20

70 years of lying fallow can under the right circumstances rebuild 490 years of topsoil abuse. Of
course, the desertification now spreading across
the globe destroys land forever.

Then, in the 1st year of [the reign of]
Emperor Cyrus {Sun} of Persia, Yahweh
fulfills the prophecy he spoke through
the mouth of JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}.
Yahweh stirs up the spirit of Persia's
Emperor Cyrus to issue an [emancipation]
proclamation throughout his entire Empire. [Cyrus] puts it in writing:
22

Cyrus is probably the son of Esther the Jew.

“Emperor Cyrus {Sun} of Persia announces: ‘Yahweh (the Elohim of heaven) has given me all the kingdoms of
the earth. He commands me to build
him a temple in Jerusalem, in Judea.
Whoever among [my Empire] is of [YAH's]
people, [I pray that] Yahweh, your Elohim,
stays with you. Travel up [home to
Jerusalem]!’”
23

Ezra 1
Emperor Cyrus Returns Judea's
Temple Treasure
1 In year 1 of [the reign of] Emperor Cyrus
{Sun} of Persia, the [repatriation] prophecy
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(which Yahweh spoke via JeremiYah
{YAH-Rises}) comes true. Yahweh stirs
up the spirit of Persia's Emperor Cyrus.
So [Cyrus] proclaims throughout all his
kingdom [the following] written [emancipation]
proclamation: 2 'Emperor Cyrus {Sun} of
Persia decrees the [following]: “Yahweh
[the] Elohim of heaven has given me
[stewardship over] all the kingdoms of the
earth. And He has appointed me to
build Him a temple at Jerusalem in
Judea.

treasurer, Mithredath {Sun-God's-Slave}, to hand-carry
the vessels out [of Mithra's temple]. [Mithredath] counts out
each vessel to Sheshbazzar, leader of [the tribe of] Judah {Celebrated}.
Sheshbazzar probably = Nehemiah. See Nehemiah
10:1.
9 The [following is an] inventory [of the treasures which Babylonians
stole from YAH's temple] : 30 gold dishes, 1000 silver pans,
29 knives; Ezra 1:10 —30 gold basins, 410 matching silver bowls, and 1000 miscellaneous articles.
11 In all, [Cyrus {Sun} returns] 5,400 gold or silver utensils. Sheshbazzar brings all of these treasures [to
Babylon's loading docks. Reliable men load the treasures onto camels] .
Then the exiles ride out [~700km southwest] from Babylon to Jerusalem.

Ezra 2

Cyrus = Koresh = Ab = #1 = Father.

—People [of] Elohim, travel up to
Jerusalem in Judea! Re-build the temple of Yahweh (Israel's Elohim, the
Eloah,) [in] Jerusalem. 4 —Anyone who
lives near any surviving [Israelite], you
men there help [the Hebrew migrate home. Give
him] silver, gold, goods, animals &
freewill offerings [to help rebuild and operate]
the temple of Elohim in Jerusalem.”
3

Whenever someone is willing to leave their home
to advance the cause of the Kingdom, the people
who stay behind in comfort should work very hard
to make sure the "missionary" has everything he
needs. Unfortunately, missionaries are often slack
in their work, and the people back home are even
slacker in their support.

Exiled Jewish Leaders Return To
Jerusalem
5 So the head fathers of [the tribes of] Judah {Celebrated} and Benjamin {RightHand-Son}, and the priests, the Levites,
and everyone whose spirit Elohim raises, mount up to travel [home from exile] to
rebuild the temple of Yahweh in
Jerusalem. 6 All the people around [these
missionaries] strengthen the [mission-workers']
hands with utensils of silver, with gold,
goods, animals, treasures and [other]
freewill offerings.
That's how you're supposed to support missionaries.

Emperor Cyrus {Sun}
haul out the utensils belonging to Yahweh's temple, (vessels Nebuchadnezzar
had carted out of Jerusalem, then
stashed in the temple of his demongod). 8 Emperor Cyrus {Sun} of Persia orders his
7 [The delegates of]
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List Of Judean Exiles Returning
From Babylon
1 What follows, ___, is a list of the [Israeli] exiles returning [home] from captivity
in the province [of Babylon]. The [ancestors of
these people] had been kidnapped and carried away to Babylon by [the soldiers of]
Babylon's Emperor Nebuchadnezzar.
[These people] come [streaming] back [south] to
Jerusalem and Judea, each to his [home]
city. 2 [The exiles are led by:] Zerubbabel {Born-FromBabylon},

JahShua {YAH-Saves}, NehemiYah {YAH's-ComSeraYah {YAH-Wins}, Reelaiah {YAH-Terrifies},
Mordecai {Pure-Myrrh}, Bilshan, Mispar {Number}, Bigvai {In-My-Body}, Rehum {Compassion}, and Baanah
{Force}.
Mordecai may mean: “servant of Marduk the War
God.”
3 The count of the [grownup] male Israeli exiles [begins
with]: 2172 descendants of Parosh {Flea}; 4 372 descendants of ShephatiYah {YAH-Judges}. 5 775 descendants of Arah {Traveler}. 6 2812 descendants of
Pahath-Moab {Pit-Of-Moab}, descendants of JahShua
{YAH-Saves} and Joab {JAH-Dad}. 7 1254 descendants
of Elam {Hidden}. 8 945 descendants of Zattu {OliveTree}. 9 760 descendants of Zaccai {Pure}. Ezra 2:10
642 descendants of Bani {Built}. 11 623 descendants of Bebai {Void}. 12 1222 descendants of Azgad {Fierce-Troop}. 13 666 descendants of Adonikam
{Rising-Lord}. 14 256 descendants of Bigvai {In-MyBody}. 15 454 descendants of Adin {Pleasure-Lover}.
16 98 descendants of Ater {Locked}, [son] of
HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}. 17 323 descendants
of Bezai {Trampler}. 18 112 descendants of Jorah
{Rain-Flow}. 19 223 descendants of Hashum
{Enriched}; Ezra 2:20 95 descendants of Gibbar
{Man}; 21 123 men from Bethlehem {Bread-House};
22 56 men from Netophah {Distiller}; 23 128 men
from Anathoth {Answer}. 24 42 descendants of Azmaveth {Strong-One-Of-Death}. 25 743 exiles [return home
fort},
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Kirjath-Arim {City-Of-Forests}, Chephirah {Covered-Viland Beeroth {Wells}. 26 621 exiles [return home] to
Ramah {Heights} and Geba {Hillock}. 27 122 men return home to Michmas {Hidden}. 28 223 exiles return [home to] Beth-El {House-Of-El} and Ai {Ruin-Heap}.
29 52 exiles [return home to] Nebo {Babyl-god}. Ezra 2:30
156 exiles return home to Magbish {Freeze}. 31
1254 exiles return home to the other Elam {Hidden}.
32 320 exiles return home to Harim {Secluded}; 33
725 exiles return to their homes in Lod {Lydda}, Hadid {Peak}, and Ono {Strong}; 34 345 exiles [return home
to] Jericho {Moon-Spirit}; 35 3630 exiles [return home to]
Senaah {Thorny}; 36 9073 priests, descendants of
JedaiYah {YAH-Knows}, of the family of JahShua {YAHSaves}, [return home]. 37 1052 descendants of Immer
{Yapper} [return home]. 38 1247 descendants of Pashur
{Liberation} [return home]. 39 1017 descendants of Harim
{Secluded} [return home]. Ezra 2:40 74 Levites, descendants of JahShua {YAH-Saves} and KadmiEl {Presence-Of-El}, in the line of HodaviYah {Majesty-of-Yah},
[return home]. 41 1028 singers, descendants of Asaph
{Gatherer}, [return home to Israel, singing songs of joy all the way]. 42
1038 total descendants of the [temple] gatekeepers
[return home]: descendants of Shallum {Payback}, of Ater
{Locked}, of Talmon {Smasher}, of Akkub {Heel-Grabber},
of Hatita {Digger}, [and] of Shobai {Captor}. 43 The
Nethinim {Gift-People} [come home]: descendants of Ziha
{Glow}, of Hasupha {Clean}, & of Tabbaoth {Rings}, 44
—[and] descendants of Keros {Ankle}, of Siaha {Congregation}, [and] of Padon {Ransom} [come home]; 45 —[and]
descendants of Lebanah {White-Moon}, of Hagabah
{Locust}, [and] of Akkub {Heel-Grabber} [come home]; 46 —
[and] descendants of Hagab {Locust}, of Shalmai {Appareled}, [and] of Hanan {Favor} [come home]; 47 —[and]
descendants of Giddel {Stout}, of Gahar {Lurker}, and
of ReaiYah {YAH-Sees} [come home]; 48 —[and] descendants of Rezin {Delight}, of Nekoda {Marked}, and of
Gazzam {Devourer} [come home]; 49 —[and] descendants
of Uzza {Strength}, of Paseah {Hopper}, [and] of Besai
{Trampler} [come home]; Ezra 2:50 —[and] descendants of
Asnah, of Mehunim {Homes}, [and] of Nephusim {Expanders} [come home]; 51 —[and] descendants of Bakbuk
{Bottle}, of Hakupha {Bender}, [and] of Harhur {Fever}
[come home]; 52 —descendants of Bazluth {Peeler}, of
Mehida {Junction}, [and] of Harsha {Magician} [come home];
53 —[and] descendants of Barkos {Painter}, of Sisera
{Servant-Of-Ra}, [and] of Thamah (Temach) [come home];
54 [and ending the list of the Nethinim,] descendants of Neziah
{Glittery}, [and] of Hatipha {Grabber} [come home]. 55 [With
the returning exiles come] descendants of Solomon's workers: Sotai {Rover}, Sophereth {Scribe}, [and] Peruda
{Spreader}, 56 —[and] descendants of Jaalah {Ascender},
of Darkon {Generator}, [and] of Giddel {Stout}. 57 [And]
descendants of ShephatiYah {YAH-Judges}, [and] of
Hattil {Wave}, [and] of Pochereth-Zebaim {Gazelle-Trap},
[and] of Ami {Skilled} [come home]. 58 All the [returning]
Nethinim {Gifted-Ones}, and the descendants of
Solomon's workers, total 392. 59 652 [other exiles return
home. They hail] from: Tel-Melach {Salt-Mound}, Tel-Harsa
{Mechanic's-Mound}, Cherub {Fairy}, Addan {Firm}, and
Immer {Talk}. But they fail to demonstrate [a genealogy]
showing that their father's families and seed-chilto]

lage},
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dren were genetically-descended from Israel. Ezra
2:60 [These possibly foreign-descended exiles include] descendants
of DelaiYah {Jah-Delivers}, of TobiYah {YAH's-Goodness},
and of Nekoda {Marked}. 61 [Into Israel stream the exiled] descendants of the [following] priests: HabaiYah {YAHHides} & Koz {Thorn}. 62 [Among the returning exiles ride the sons
of priest] Barzillai {Iron-Heart} who got that name when
he took a wife from the daughters of [a man named ‘IronHeart’] from Gilead). The [above] men seek to list themselves among the [priests] reckoned [as Aaron's sons] by
genealogy. But their ancestry doesn't match. So
they get excluded from the Cohanim {Priests}. 63

So the

governor instructs the
[questionable priests] not to eat any of [Israel's]
super-sacred [food donations] until a priest
stands [consulting the] Urim {Flame-Lights}
and the Thummim {Perfection-Stone(s)}.
[Persian]

64 The whole group [of returning Hebrew exiles] together total 42360 [men]. 65 [Plus the returning exiles bring home] 7337 of
their male and female workers, accompanied by
200 singing men and singing women. 66 The [exiles
bring home] 736 horses and 245 mules. 67 The [exiles
435 camels and 6720 donkeys. 68 Some
of [Israel's] head fathers, upon their arrival [home to] the temple of Yahweh at
Jerusalem, freely offer [wealth] to rebuild
Elohim's temple on its [rubble-strewn] foundations. 69 Each [father] gives whatever
treasure he can to [fund Israel's temple reconstruction] work. [Their gifts] total 61 thousand
drams [~ 2/3 ton] of gold, plus 5000 manim [3 tons+] of silver, plus 100 [expensive]
priestly garments.
bring home]

About the price of 50 high-end luxury mansions.

So [finally, Israel's] priests, Levites,
and some [temple] attendants, and the
singers, and the gate-keepers, and the
Nethinim {Gifted-Ones} dwell in their
cities, while [the other] Israelites [settle back]
into their cities.
Ezra 2:70

Ezra 3
Israel's Returned Exiles Celebrate
Tent-Fest
1 [Months pass, ___.] The people of Israel
[joyfully settle back] into [their Judaean] cities.
The 7th month [of the Hebrew year, ~September]
arrives. [It's time for the annual Tent Feast. So,] as
one man, the [Hebrew] people gather
themselves together at Jerusalem. 2
Then JahShua {YAH-Saves} the son of YAHozadak
{YAH-Righted}, and his brothers the priests, and
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Zerubbabel {Born-From-Babylon} the son of ShealtiEl
{I-Ask-El}, and [Zerubbabel's] brothers, rise up. They rebuild the altar of the Elohim of Israel, to smokeroast ascension-gifts on it, [following the instructions] written in the law of Moses, the man of Elohim.
Probably Zerubbabel = Sheshbazzar = Nehemiah.

So these [workmen] set the [food-cooking] altar on its [original] foundation, [amidst
Solomon's ruined temple]. [Despite] feeling suffocated by fear of [repercussions] from the
people of the [surrounding pagan] countries,
the [priests] roast ascension-gifts on [the altar], including [both] morning and evening
smoke-roasts. Thus they [provide food for
feasts honoring] Yahweh. 4 The [returned Hebrew
exiles] then celebrate the Tent-Feast.
[They follow the] written [commands of Moses].
They fire-up the daily ascension-roasts
in the quantities and by the procedures
[Moses] specified for each day [of the Feast].
5 After [the Tent-Feast, the priests continue]
smoke-roasting the recurring ascension-gifts, and the new moon [Feast-roasts], and all the [other food for] scheduled
sacred feasts [honoring] Yahweh. [The priests
also continue smoke-roasting] the gifts of everyone who volunteers a freewill donation
to [support] Yahweh's [sacred government work].
3

6 So, ___, even though the foundation of the temple remains [in ruins], on the 1st day of the 7th month
[of the Hebrew year] , the [priests] begin to smoke-roast ascension [gifts] to [provide food for] Yahweh's [Tent-Feast].
Celebrate the feasts in the midst of imperfection. If
you go to a Hebrew or Messianic festival, expect to
see some things being done wrong. You will hear
and see things you don't agree with, things you
know are biblically incorrect. Celebrate the feasts
anyway.

And [using the war-crimes reparation fund] authorized by Persia's Emperor Cyrus {Sun},
the [Hebrew leaders] pay silver to [Israel's]
stone-workers and carpenters. The [leaders also] pay food, beverages and [olive] oil
to the [loggers] of Sidon {Fish-City} and of
Tyre {Rock-Port}. These [loggers] haul
cedar trees from Lebanon {White-Forest}.
7

[They float the logs ~85km south along the coast of the
Mediterranean]

{Beauty}.

Sea to

[the Israeli port of]

Joppa

The rationale for using this pagan government
money was that the pagan empire who destroyed
the temple offered to pay to rebuild it, as voluntary
war-crimes reparation. This should not be read as
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a license for Christians to draw secular government
benefits. Joppa is modern Jaffa, a suburb of Tel-Aviv, in Israel.
8 [Months pass, ___. In] the 2nd month of the 2nd year [in
which] the [Hebrews] return [to feast] at the temple of Elohim at Jerusalem, ShealtiEl's son Zerubbabel {BornFrom-Babylon}, and YAHozadak's son JahShua {YAHSaves}, and the rest of their kinsmen, the Cohanim
{Priests} and the Levites, and everyone who had
repatriated up out of slavery to Jerusalem, begin
appointing the Levites (from 20 years old up) to
accelerate the work of [rebuilding] Yahweh's temple. 9
JahShua {YAH-Saves} teams with his sons and his
brothers (KadmiEl {Presence-Of-El} and his sons, descendants of Judah {Celebrated}). [Their feet dodge boulders]
in the [ruins of] Elohim's temple. [These leaders] direct the
working men: the sons and grandsons of Henadad
{Favor-Of-Hadad}, and their Levite relatives.
Leaders stand and direct in the messy workplace
with their people. Leaders don't sit in sterile offices, barking orders in memo's. Management =
walking around, talking to workers about the work.

The builders re-lay the foundation of Yahweh's temple. Then they array the priests in their robes. [Priest blow]
trumpets. Beside the [trumpeters], the
Levite sons of Asaph {Gatherer}[crash]
cymbals, praising Yahweh, obeying the
instructions [given long before] by Israel's
king David {Love}.
Ezra 3:10

Biblical music is generally LOUD, intense and celebratory. You need ear protection to attend a real
Hebrew music celebration.

The [priests and people] sing together antiphonally, [in call and response], praising [like
this]: “Throw [your hands high to thank] Yahweh!
He's awesome! Forever his mercy endures toward [we] who will rule with
Him!” All the people shout with [ear-rupturing] shout[s], ___! [They] praise Yahweh
for [enabling them to finally finish] laying the
foundation of the temple of Yahweh.
11

Israel = people who will rule with Yah.

many of the priests and
Levites and chief-fathers whose [eyes]
had seen [Solomon's] original temple.
When these ancient men see the foundation of [YAH's] temple re-laid, they
weep with a loud voice. [All around them,
crowds] shout out in earsplitting euphoria,
___. 13 So the people can't tell the
noise of the shriek[s] of joy from the
noise of the weeping of the [elders], ___!
The people belt out such deafening
12 [There stand]
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shout[s], the noise
away.

[makes people jump]

miles

Does your church or synagogue praise that loud?
So loud you need earplugs to keep from going deaf
from the un-amplified sound of the celebrants'
voices? Why not?

Ezra 4
Pagans Fail To Sabotage The Temple-Rebuild
1 Soon the adversaries of [the tribes of] Judah {Celebrated} and Benjamin {RightHand-Son} hear that the formerly-exiled
[Hebrew] slaves have re-built [Jerusalem's]
temple to [honor] Yahweh, Israel's Elohim.

Right after joyful praise comes the attack of enemy
demons. Joyful communal praise is a bomb
dropped on Satan's capitol city.

So [evil pagan leaders] approach Zerubbabel {Born-From-Babylon}, and [Judea's other]
chief fathers, with this [unholy and deceitful]
offer: “Let us re-build [Jerusalem] with
you. We seek your Elohim, just like
you. We've been donating [animals and
wealth] to [Yahweh's sacred government] since the
days of Esar-Haddon {Assur-Gives-A-Brother}, Emperor of Assur {Assyria}, who deported us up here [to Judaea].”
2

Hebrews and pagans don't mix. If worldlings mix
with Hebrew society, Hebrew society rots. One bad
apple ruins the whole bunch.

*But Zerubbabel {Born-FromBabylon}, and JahShua {YAHSaves}, and the rest of the chief
fathers of Israel, answer [the lying
politicians], “You [pagans] have nothing to do with our building a
temple to [honor] our Elohim. We
Hebrews ourselves [will work] together to build [buildings honoring]
Yahweh Elohim of Israel, as
Emperor Cyrus {Sun} the king of
Persia wrote [in his war-crimes reparation
decree].”
3

Perhaps the Jews could have been more diplomatic. But the answer had to be ‘no’. No church can
partner with pagans and remain holy.
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The Pagans Hassle And Terrify The
Hebrews

*So the [pagan] people [occupying]
the [nearby] land[s] weaken the
hands of the people of Judea.
[The pagans] trouble the [Judeans], [making them afraid] to [keep] building.
4

And that's what the worldlings are doing to you
now: weakening your hands. Making you afraid to
invest your time and talents in the kingdom of
Heaven. Keeping you busy building Satan's kingdom.

*[The pagans] bribe [Imperial] officials
[to work] against the [Hebrews], to
frustrate their plans [and actions. This
persecution continues] all the days of
Emperor Cyrus {Sun} of Persia,
all the way to the reign of Darius, [the next] Emperor of Persia.
5

Cyrus was probably the son of Astyages & Esther.
That's why he was kind to the Jews.

The Pagans Accuse The Jews Of
Tax Rebellion
6 For [instance, just after] the beginning of
the reign of Ahasuerus [the venerable Emperor
Cyrus {Sun}, son of Queen Esther], the [pagans]
write [the Emperor] a [lying] accusation
against the inhabitants of Judea and
Jerusalem. [The Emperor wisely ignores this lying
propaganda letter.]

Ahasuerus = the title (rather than name) of a Persian king/Emperor.

Time passes. Bishlam, Mithredath
TabeEl {Good-to-El},
and the rest of their [evil, Jew-hating] companions write to Persia's [new] Emperor
(Artaxerxes {Truthful-Ruler}[aka Cyrus {Sun}]).
The [scammers] re-engrave the [lying] letter.
This time they write and summarize the
letter in the Syrian tongue, [hoping that language will make a difference. But] Artaxerxes
{Truthful-Ruler}[ignores their lies].
7

{Sun-God's-Slave},

#783 'Artachshashta = Artaxerxes: a title (rather
than name) of several Persian kings/Emperors.
8 [Finally, evil] regional chancellor Rehum {Compassion}
and Shimshai {Sunny} (the law-secretary) write [another] anti-Jerusalem letter to Emperor Artaxerxes
{Truthful-Ruler}. 9 The [letter] says, "From Chancellor
Rehum {Compassion}, and Shimshai {Sunny} the
scribe, and the rest of [our] conspirator companions
[from the entire Empire] : the Dinaites, the Apharsathchites,
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the Tarpelites, the Apharsites, the Archevites, the
Babylonians, the Susanchites, the Dehavites and
the Elamites.
These are the names of Persian and Babylonian
provinces. These devils were falsely claiming to
have the support of the entire Empire in their crusade against the Jews.
Ezra 4:10 —[Also teaming up with us in our anti-Jew accusations are]
the other nations whom the great and noble [Assyrian
Emperor] Asnappar {Ashurbanipal} deported and settled
in the [north Israeli] cities of Samaria, plus the other
[people-groups] on this [West] side the [Euphrates] river, etc.
Osnappar was the only Assyrian king to ever capture & hold Shushan, the capitol city of Elam, the
center of the Persian Empire.
11 —To Emperor Artaxerxes {Truthful-Ruler}: [We,] the
men on this [west] side [of] the [Euphrates] river, and [our
allies], are your servants.
The original contains this parenthetical: (Now
comes the text of the letter that the pagans sent to
the Emperor.)

Be it known to [you,] Emperor, that
the Jews who emigrated [south] from you
to us have [invaded] Jerusalem. [They are]
re-building that rebellious, evil city.
They are erecting its fortifications, and
repairing its foundations.
12

Evil people brand the righteous as ‘wicked.’ The
more righteous you get, the more people label you
‘evil.’ It's emotional torture. At some point you
have to become content to be hated by people and
loved by your Creator.

Be it known now to [you,] Emperor,
that if [you let these Jews] re-build this [Jewish]
city and erect its [fortifying] walls, then
the [Jews] will never [again] pay taxes,
tributes nor duties. [Your] royal revenues
[will plummet].
13

The accusations against Hebrews always come
around to separation from the world's taxation systems. Bottom line: if people benefit from a system,
however evil the system may be, they want YOU to
pay into it. There's never a "Law" that says you
have to participate in ‘Social Security.’ You don't
have to live in a house and so pay property tax.
You can live in a camper or a van or an attic or an
office. You can live homeless and unemployed, like
Jesus. Your neighbors provide the social pressure
to make you live like they do. They want you to
share their materialism, and the oppression it loads
on them. They want to force you to pay every tax
that they opt to pay.

Now, since the “salt” [money] from the
Emperor's palace is the “salt” [money] we
[live on], far be it from us to [idly] watch
the Emperor [sink into] dishonor. So we've
14
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[this petition to you,]

Where salt is scarce, it's worth more than silver.
See Num 18:19.

*—[Please] order [your scribes to]
search the book of the records
of your fore-fathers. You'll find
convincing proof in the book of
[Imperial] records that this [Jewish]
city is a rebellious city, [always]
hurtful to kings and provinces.
Since ancient times, these [Jews]
have instigated sedition from
[Jerusalem]. That's why [your wise forefathers] destroyed this city. 16 —We
15

certify

Emperor, that, if [you let
rebuild [Jerusalem] city and
erect its [fortifications, the Jews] will [immediately]
end your control [and ownership of the entire region] on this [West] side of the [Euphrates]
river.”
Emperor Stops Rebuilding
Jerusalem & Temple
[to you,]

these dirty Jews]

17 So the Emperor sends the [following] answer to [his]
chancellor Rehum {Compassion}, and to Shimshai
{Sunny} the scribe, and to the rest of their conspirators living in Samaria, and to the other [politicians west
of] the [Euphrates] river: 18 "Peace [to all of you leaders of my
loyal subjects. Your messengers] have plainly read before me

—So I commanded [my scribes] to search [the historical archives].
The [scribes] found that [Jerusalem] city has
since ancient times [fomented] insurrection
against kings, and that rebellion and
sedition [have] repeatedly [brewed] there.
the letter you sent to us. 19

Lie.

—Jerusalem has been the
of mighty kings who ruled over
all countries on its [side of the Euphrates] river. [Previous generations of Jews] exacted taxes,
tributes and duties [from nations far and wide].
21 —So immediately publish [these, my]
commandment[s]: make those [Jewish]
strongmen stop [working]. [Jerusalem] city
can't be re-built until I give further orders. 22 —Watch out! Do not fail to [stop
the Jews] right now! Or [I'll have you beheaded]
for allowing this threat to grow and
Ezra 4:20
[throne]
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royal treasury!” 23 *Emperor Artaxerxes {Truthful-Ruler}'
damage

[my]

read [his] letter before
[chancellor] Rehum {Compassion} and
Shimshai {Sunny} (the scribe)
and their co-conspirators. So
the [persecutors] rush [their royal chariots]
up[hill] to Jerusalem. [They attack]
the Jews. Using using force
and [fire]power, [Imperial warriors]
make the [Jews] stop [construction].
[messengers]

Just like the nation around you has made you stop
working for YAH's Kingdom so they can get the
fruit of your labor. That's why you go to that pointless job every weekday, and why you spend the
weekend maintaining that useless house and those
pointless automobiles.

So, ___, the work of the temple of
the Êl h at Jerusalem stops
[cold] until the 2nd year of the reign of
Darius, Emperor of Persia.
24

[Yahweh]

Êl h = emphatic form of Eloah.

Ezra 5
Cops Bust The Hebrew Prophets For
Rebuilding
1 Then the prophets, the prophet Haggai {Dancer},
and ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers} (the son of Iddo
{Timely}), prophesy (in the name-authority of [Yahweh]
the El h of Israel) to the Jews in Judea and
Jerusalem.
El h = Eloah. ZechariYah Haggai

Then, [risking death to defy the Emperor's direct orup rise Zerubbabel {Born-FromBabylon} (the son of ShealtiEl {I-Ask-El}),
and JahShua {YAH-Saves} (the son of
YAHozadak {YAH-Righted}). These [brave
Hebrew leaders illegally] resume building the
temple of [Yahweh] the Êl h at
Jerusalem. The prophets of [Yahweh] the
Êl h [work right beside them,] helping them.
2

der,]

An unjust "law" is no law at all. Êl h = emphatic
form of Eloah, the Supreme Being.

Soon, up [to the Hebrews] storm [the chariots
Tatnai, [Babylonian] governor of the
[West] side the [Euphrates] river, and
Shethar-Boznai, and their conspirators.
[They bark], “Who commanded you [Jews] to
3

of]
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re-build this temple, and to complete
this wall?”
Tatnai was governor in Syria. Zerubabbel was governor in Judea.

The Hebrew Prophets Refuse Interrogation
4 [The fascists] interrogate [the Hebrews], “Give
us the names of the strongmen who
are making this building!”, [etc.]
Peterson & The Companion Bible render this like:
"Then we, the Hebrews, tell the [pagan officials]
the names of the men leading this construction
work."

But the eye of [Yahweh] their Eloah
stays [watching] the [brave] grey-haired
Jewish [elders]. So the [corrupt pagan government] can't make the [Hebrews] stop
[building,] pending the case reaching [Emperor] Darius, and him returning a decree
with his verdict.
5

Whose eye is watching over you? The loving eye of
YHVH, or the "all-seeing-eye" of the pagan world
"order"?

Fascists Try To Shut Down The
Temple Rebuild
6 [So] Tatnai, [the Persian fascist rat] governor
on this [West] side the [Euphrates] river, and
Shethar-boznai, and his conspirators
from the [Medo-Persian] Apharsachite [Tribe],
West of the [Euphrates] river, send the following [frame-up] letter to Emperor Darius: 7 “[All peace] to Emperor Darius.
The fascist rats trumpet peace while thumping the
drums of war.

—Be it known to [you,] Emperor, that
we traveled into the province of Judaea, to the temple of [Yahweh] the ‘great
Eloah.’ It's built with huge, [un-liftable]
stones. [The Jews have already] set its timber
in the walls. [Their seditious] work continues
to rapidly advance. [This evil project] prospers in the [criminal Jews’] hands. 9 —Then
we interrogated those [Hebrew] elders.
We probed [them with] questions like,
‘Who commanded you to build [Solomon's]
temple, and to repair [Jerusalem's city]
walls?’’ Ezra 5:10 —We also [demanded] the
[Hebrews'] names for you, so we could
write the true [Babylonian] names of the
8
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men who head this

[illegal building operation, so

you can chop off their heads].

Tattlers. Not recognizing the Hebrew names as
valid, the pagans demand a full pagan legal name,
just like the people around you.

—But [the Hebrews] answered us with
this [smart-alek] answer: They said, ‘We're
the servants of [Yahweh,] the El h of
heaven and earth. We're re-building
the temple [which our Hebrew ancestors] erected
[almost 500] years ago, which [the] great
king [Solomon] of Israel built and put into
operation.
11

ment

have been building [YAH's
temple]. Yet, [because of persecution], it's still
unfinished.’ 17 —So now, if it seems
good to [you,] Emperor, [order your scribes] to
search the royal treasure house there
at Babylon, to see whether it's true that
Emperor Cyrus {Sun} made a decree to
build this temple of [Yahweh] the Eloah at
Jerusalem. Then, [please,] send us your
[orders] concerning this matter.”
[we Hebrews]

These pagans are feigning ignorance of Cyrus' universally-famous decree.

Ezra 6

The Hebrews probably refused to give names to
these criminal "authorities". El h = Eloah.

—But after [Solomon's reign,] our forefathers whipped up the fire-rage of
[Yahweh] (the Eloah of heaven). [So YAH]
handed [the Israelites] into the power-fist of
Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon,
the Chaldean. He destroyed this temple. Then he carried the [Hebrew] people
away [~700KM northeast] into Babylon. 13 —
But in the 1st year of [the reign of]
Emperor Cyrus {Sun} of Babylon, that
same Emperor Cyrus {Sun} made a decree to rebuild this temple of [Yahweh] the
Eloah. 14 —And [Cyrus {Sun} gave back] the
vessels of gold and silver belonging to
the temple of [Yahweh] the Eloah. Nebuchadnezzar [long ago] stole [those treasures]
out of the temple in Jerusalem. He
stashed [that loot] in [Baal's] temple in
Babylon. Emperor Cyrus took [those treasures] out of the temple of Babylon. He
delivered them to [a Hebrew prince] named
Sheshbazzar, whom [Cyrus named] Governor [of Judaea].
12

Sheshbazzar = Babylonian name for Nenemiah the
prophet. Vessels: see 1:6-8, 6:5.

—[Cyrus {Sun}] said to [Sheshbazzar], “Take
these [sacred] items. Go. Haul them [to
Judea]. Deposit them in the temple [storehouses] in Jerusalem. Rebuild the temple
of [Yahweh] the Eloah on [its existing foundation].” 16 —Then that same Sheshbazzar
[Nehemiah] came to Jerusalem. He re-laid
the foundation of the temple of [Yahweh]
the Eloah. From that time to this mo15
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Emperor Makes Tattletales Pay Hebrew Expenses
1 So Emperor Darius [Hystaspis] orders [his
scribes] to [run to] search the scroll-house
in the treasure warehouses of Babylon.
Darius is a title meaning ‘Maintainer’.

In the palace at Ecbatana, in the
province of the Medes, [the scribes] find a
scroll on which the [following] record is inscribed:
2

Ecbatana = Achmetha, capitol of ancient Medea.

"In the 1st year of [the reign of] Emperor
Cyrus {Sun}, that very Emperor Cyrus
{Sun} made [the following] decree concerning the temple of [Yahweh] the El h at
Jerusalem: ‘Let the [Hebrews] re-build [and
use] the Temple [as] the [primary] place
where [they] slaughter animals [for sacred
feasts]. Let [them] lay its foundations
strong, with 60 cubit [90 feet] high [walls],
and 60 cubit-wide [foundations].
3

Cyrus = Koresh. This decree is an example of the
proper action of authority: ordering that something
be set right. "Authority" which does wrong is not
authority, but usurpation. This order makes sense
if you assume Cyrus is the descendant of Hebrew
Queen Esther.
4 —[Let the Hebrews build their temple's foundation us-

one layer of new timber atop [each of]
3 stories of huge stone [walls]. Let the
expenses be paid out of [my] royal treasury. 5 —And retrieve the gold and silver vessels [which belong] to the temple of
[Yahweh] the Eloah. (Nebuchadnezzar [raided] the temple at Jerusalem. His [soldiers]
ing]
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hauled [those articles] to Babylon.) Repatriate [these treasures to the Hebrews. They'll] haul
the [treasures] back to the temple at
Jerusalem. [Help the Hebrews restore] every
item to its proper place in the temple of
[Yahweh] the Eloah.’
The priests of Baal were quite upset to lose "their"
sacred treasures.

—[The decree of Darius continues,] “Tatnai (governor [of the regions West of] the [Euphrates]
river) [and] Shethar-boznai, and your
companions the Apharsachites beyond
the river: you right now get away from
[Jerusalem]. And stay [far away].
6

provisions]

out fail.

to the

810
[Hebrews]

day by day with-

Try to stop the work of a true Hebrew, and if you
live long enough, you'll end up paying the Hebrew's work expenses!

*—[Make sure the Hebrews can] approach [Yahweh] “the breath of existence” [in sacred feasts]. [I want Hebrews
to] send delightful aromas to
[Yahweh] the Eloah of heaven
while they pray for the lives of
[me] (the Emperor), and of [my]
sons, [Persia's princes].
Ezra 6:10

And you modern pagan officials, stay far away
from YAH's people, the Amish, etc. YAH's people
won't hurt you, but their Protector will.

True governmental authority consists in clearing
the path for YHVH's workers, not in banning bibles
from schools, not in erasing religious freedom.

7

11

—Leave the work (of this temple of
[Yahweh] the Eloah) alone. Let the Jewish
governor and the Jewish elders re-build
[their] temple of [Yahweh] the Eloah on its
[original] foundations.
All good government gives free reign to YHVH's
servants. The devil's government impedes the
work of YAH's servants. To find out which government you live under, drive a car down the street
with no license plate, without a driver's license.
When the cop stops you, present him with a notarized, doubly-witnessed statement identifying you
as an envoy of the kingdom of heaven. If the cop
hassles you, then you're living under bad government.

—I further decree that you will [supply]
the elders of these Jews [everything they
need] for re-building [their] temple of
[Yahweh] the Eloah. [Debit] the king's riches
gained by the tribute money [you exact] in
[your provinces] West of the [Euphrates River].
Immediately pay [all] expenses [incurred]
by the [Hebrew] strongmen [prophets,] to ensure that they [work] unhindered.
8

The governor who tried to bust the Hebrew
prophets instead has to pay their expenses! Reasonable, since Darius' predecessor destroyed the
temple.

—[Give the Hebrews] everything they need
(including young bull calves, rams and
lambs) for ascension [feasts] honoring
[Yahweh] the El h of heaven. [And supply the
Hebrews with] wheat, salt, strong red wine
and oil as scheduled by the priests at
Jerusalem. [Order your workers] to give [these
9
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*—Also I decree that if anyone alters this [Hebrew-Protection]
order, [you, governor, must] punish
him. Order [executioners] to pull
down a [central] timber from his
house. Then raise the [timber]
erect. Then hang him on it!
Then order [wrecking crews] to
smash his house into a
dunghill!
Compare Dan 3:29.

*—[I pray that Yahweh,] the Eloah
who makes his Name dwell [at
Jerusalem], destroys all kings and
people who would put their
hand to alter [or] destroy the
temple of [Yahweh] the Eloah in
[the] City-Of-Peace. I [Emperor] Darius have made this decree.
Rush to enact it!”
12

Judea's Prophets Rebuild
Solomon's Temple
13 Then Tatnai, [the previously antagonistic]
governor on this [West] side of the [Euphrates] river, [and] Shethar-boznai, and
their companions, obey the [decree] sent
by Emperor Darius. They rush to [give
money and supplies to the Hebrews].
In reparation for their Empire destroying YAH's
temple.
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So the Judaean elders rebuild
[Solomon's temple]. They prosper [by obeying]
the prophetic [messages] of the prophet
Haggai {Dancer} and ZechariYah {YAHRemembers} the son of Iddo {Timely}. The
[elders] build and finish [the temple] as commanded by [Yahweh] the Eloah of Israel,
and [in harmony with] the commandment[s]
of Cyrus {Sun}, Darius and Artaxerxes
{Truthful-Ruler}, Emperor[s] of Persia.
14

The title "Artaxerxes" here probably refers to
Astyages, father of Cyrus, husband of Esther.
15 [The prophets] finish [rebuilding YAH's] temple on the 3rd
day of the month of Adar {Fire}, in the 6th year of
the reign of Emperor Darius.
Adar = 12th Hebrew month, approx. March.

Jews Complete & Dedicate Israel's
Temple
16 The people of Israel, and the priests,
and the Levites, and the rest of the exiled [Hebrews] joyfully celebrate the dedication of [the] temple of [Yahweh] the
Eloah. 17 To [provide high-quality, delicious food for]
the dedication of [the] temple of [Yahweh]
the Eloah, the [Hebrews] present 100
young bulls, 200 rams, and 400 lambs.
Plus (as a guilt-gift for [the] whole [nation
of] Israel), [Israel's people donate] 12 studgoats [to the feast], one [buck] for each of
the tribes of Israel. 18 [There] at
Jerusalem the [Hebrews] restore each [clan
of] priests to their appointed tasks. The
Levites resume their scheduled [jobs].

811

ously captive descendants [of Israel], and
for their kinsmen (the priests), and for
themselves [to eat]. 21 *So, to seek

Yahweh Elohim of Israel, the
repatriated descendants of Israel eat [the Passover feast]. [They eat]
alongside all the [converted foreigners]
who had [expatriated from their previous nations]. ([These foreigners] separated
themselves [out as Hebrews]. They
left behind the filthy [practices] of
the [non-Hebrew] nations occupying
the [Promised] land.) 22 The [Hebrews]
celebrate the Feast of Unleavened
Bread [Passover] for 7 days. [The whole time,]
they beam with joy from Yahweh. For
Yahweh [again] turns the heart of the
Emperor over Assyria to [favor the Hebrews],
to strengthen their hands in the work of
[repairing] the temple of [Yahweh] the Eloah,
Israel's [sovereign] Elohim!

Ezra 7
Ezra Journeys ~700KM SW to
Jerusalem

All hospitals, clinics, schools, universities, courts,
restaurants, charities and religious institutions
should be run by Hebrews who follow the principles
underlying the Mosaic Law. Until this happens, society spirals down to Armageddon.

1 [Time passes, ___. Then, still] during the reign of Emperor
Artaxerxes {Truthful-Ruler} of Persia, Ezra {Aid} [travels
from Babylon to Jerusalem. To be clear, this Ezra is] the son of SeraYah {YAH-Wins}, the son of AzariYah {YAH-Helps}, the
son of HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance}—
The title "Artaxerxes" here probably refers to Darius Hystaspis.
2 —the son of Shallum {Payback}, the son of Zadok
{Righteous}, the son of Ahitub {Good-Brother}— 3 —the
son of AmariYah {YAH's-Promise}, the son of AzariYah
{YAH-Helps}, the son of Meraioth {Rebel}— 4 —the son
of ZerahiYah {YAH-Rises}, the son of Uzzi {Force}, the
son of Bukki {Spreader}— 5 —the son of AbiShua {Father-Freedom}, the son of Phinehas {Snake-Mouth}, the
son of ELeazar {El's-Aid}, the son of Aaron, the chief

19

priest

[They provide the health, education, welfare, nutrition and

service[s] which [Yahweh] the Eloah [demands]. [They follow the instructions] written in
the book[s] of Moses.
law]

The exiled [Hebrew] people celebrate
the Passover [Feast] on the 14th day of
the 1st month [of spring, (~March)].

Here, fittingly, the original text shifts into the Hebrew language.

The Cohanim {Priests} and the
Levites purify [themselves] together. All of
them get cleaned up. Then they butcher passover [lamb meat] for all the previEzra 6:20
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This Ezra {Aid} emigrates
from Babylon. Emperor
[Artaxerxes {Truthful-Ruler}] grants all Ezra's requests, [because the Emperor is looking for just such]
an expert scribe of the law which Yahweh Elohim of Israel gave to Moses,
and because the hand of Yahweh ([Ezra's]
Elohim) clearly [shines] on Ezra. 7 [Beside Ezra]
up

[of Moses].

6

[to Jerusalem]

ride up to Jerusalem some Israelis, including some
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priests, Levites, [temple] singers,
and Nethinim {Gifted-Ones}.

[temple]

gate-keepers

Ezra And Friends Arrive Safely In
Jerusalem
8

[Ezra]

arrives in Jerusalem in the 5th month of the

7th year of [reign]. 9 [Ezra] leaves
Babylon on the 1st day of the 1st
month of [that year of Hystaspis’ reign]. Ezra
{Aid} journeys for exactly 5 months. Finally, thanks to the kind hand of [Yahweh]
his Elohim upon him, [Ezra rounds the mountains. He sees] Jerusalem. [Ezra drops to his knees.
He kisses the ground.] Ezra 7:10 *Ezra {Aid}
[Emperor Hystaspis']

with his heart prepared to seek the law of Yahweh, and to live it, and to
teach [YAH's] Laws and rulings in
Israel.
[comes home]

Emperor Pays War-Crimes Reparations To Jews
11 [Upon arriving in the demolished city of Jerusalem,]

Ezra {Aid} (the priest) [reads the Jews] the
following letter which Emperor Artaxerxes {Truthful-Ruler} gave to him. ([In the
letter, the Emperor calls Ezra:] ‘the scribe who
perfectly transcribes the words of Yahweh's commandments…[Ezra is the perfect
man for] restoring YAH's statutes to Israel.’) 12 [The Emperor writes:] “Perfect peace.
[All blessings, from] Artaxerxes {Truthful-Ruler},
Emperor over [many] kings, to Ezra {Aid}
the priest, a scribe of the law of [Yahweh],
the Eloah of heaven.
Throughout this letter, the chaldean form Eloah
(El h) is used.

—I [hereby] decree that any Israeli
people, including any of [YAH's] priests
and Levites in my realm, who are inclined of their own free will to [caravan]
up to Jerusalem, can emigrate to Judaea with you, [Ezra]. 14 —I, together
with my 7 [imperial] counselors, am sending you to investigate [the conditions in]
Jerusalem and Judea. [I want] to see [if the
people are obeying] the Law [which] your Eloah
has placed in your hand.
13

A good leader wants to see YAH's Law being followed. Bad leaders try to abolish YAH's Laws.
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—[We're trusting you to] carry the silver
and gold [which I] the Emperor and [my]
counselors have freely offered to [Yahweh]
the Eloah of Israel, whose dwelling is in
[the] City-Of-Peace.
15

Good leaders want to support YAH's work. Bad
leaders want to destroy YAH's work.
16

—[Add this Imperial War-Crimes-Reparation Fund to]
all the silver and gold you can collect
throughout the province of Babylon.
Then combine [my Empire's money] with the
freewill offering[s][which] the [Israelite] people and the priests willingly donate for
[rebuilding and operating] the temple of their
Eloah in Jerusalem. 17 —With this money, [please] speedily buy young bulls,
rams and lambs, plus the requisite
side-dish donations and beverage gifts.
Bring this [food to] the altar of the temple
of your Eloah in Jerusalem. [There cook the
food for sacred Hebrew feasts.] 18 —With any remaining silver and gold, do whatever
seems good to you, and to your brothers, following the will of your Eloah.
The Emperor rightly states that money should be
used in accordance with YAH's will, not spent on
whatever makes us feel good.

—[I'm sending] articles that belong in the
operation of the temple of your Eloah.
So deliver them into the presence of
[Yahweh], El h {Supreme-Diety} of
Jerusalem. Ezra 7:20 —And buy whatever
other supplies you are responsible for
providing for the temple of your Eloah.
You can take [money] from [my] Imperial
treasury. 21 —And I, yes I, Emperor Artaxerxes {Truthful-Ruler}, make [this] decree to all the treasurers [West of] the [Euphrates] river, that whatever Ezra {Aid}
(the priest, the scribe of the law of
[Yahweh] the Eloah of heaven) asks you,
do it speedily. 22 —[Give the Hebrews] up to
100 talents [660 pounds] of silver, and up
to 100 cors [600 bushels] of wheat, and up
to 100 baths [600 gallons] of wine, and up
to 100 baths of oil, and salt without [limit].
19

This is war-crimes reparation, not a government
handout. Never take benefits from worldly government. However, if a "government" burns down
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your church building, you can let them pay to rebuild it.

—Whatsoever [Yahweh] the Eloah of
heaven commands, make it be quickly
& exactly executed [to restore] the temple
of the Eloah of heaven. For why should
[YAH] be angry against the realm of [me,]
the Emperor, and [my] sons, [for war-crimes
committed by my predecessor Nebuchadnezzar]? 24 *
23

—Also we [the royal court] certify [to]
you that it will never be lawful
to impose [any] tax, tribute, or
duty on any of the Cohanim
{Priests}, Levites, singers, gatekeepers, Nethinim {Gifted-Ones},
or workers of this temple of
El h h {The-Supreme-Being}.
A good government NEVER taxes bona-fide, nonprofit religious activity. This is why the 1st Amendment of the U.S. Constitution imposes strict scrutiny on any action against religion. Still, bad governments torment YAH's people. Witness the Russian
pogroms.

*—And you, Ezra {Aid}, (guided by the wisdom [which] your
Eloah [places] in your hand,) establish magistrates and judges
who know the laws of your
Eloah. [Appoint them to] judge all the
people West of the [Euphrates] river. And whoever who doesn't
know [YAH's Laws], you teach them.
25

—And whoever won't live the law of
your Eloah, and the law of [me], the Emperor, let [appropriate] judgment be executed speedily upon him. [Feel free to impose] death, or banishment [rooting out], or
confiscation of goods, or imprisonment.” 27 [Ezra says to the Hebrews crowding around
him,] “Kneel [and adore] Yahweh, [the] Elohim
of our fathers, who put such a [miracle] as
this in the Emperor's heart, to beautify
the temple of Yahweh in Jerusalem.” 28
[Thus YAH] extends mercy to me [Ezra], before Emperor [Artaxerxes {Truthful-Ruler}], and
his counselors, and before all [Persia's]
mighty royal princes. Then, as the hand
26
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of Yahweh my Elohim stays upon me, I
gain strength, ___. Out of Babylon, I
gather key [leading] men to venture up [to
restore Jerusalem] with me.
This verse is Ezra narrating the story in past tense.

Ezra 8
Freed Slaves Who Emigrated To
Judea w/ Ezra
1 [Ezra continues:] Here, ___, is a list of head-fathers
who represent the genetic-lineage of the [Israelis]
who emigrated [southwest ~700km] with me from Babylon during the reign of Emperor Artaxerxes {TruthfulRuler}: 2 [The following men emigrate to Israel:] Gershom
{Refugee}, a descendant of Phinehas {Snake-Mouth};
DaniEl, a descendant of Ithamar {Palm-Coast}; [and]
Hattush {Forsaking-Sin}, a descendant of [king] David.
We assume that these men brought their families.
However, it's possible they came alone, which
would explain why they shacked-up with witchwhores.
3 ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers}, a descendant of
Pharosh {Flea}, a descendant of ShechaniYah {YAHLives}, emigrates [to Israel] with 150 [of his certified] male
relatives [and their families]. 4 ElYAHoenai {My-Eyes-To-Yah},
the son of ZerahiYah {YAH-Rises}, a descendant of
Pahath-Moab {Pit-Of-Moab}, emigrates [to Israel] with
200 [of his] male relatives [and their families]. 5 The son of
Jahaziel {EL-Stomps}, a descendant of ShechaniYah
{YAH-Lives}, emigrates [to Israel] with 300 [of his] male
relatives [and their families]. 6 Ebed {Worker}, the son of
JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}, a descendant of Adin {Pleasure}, emigrates [to Israel] with 50 [of his] male [relatives and
their families]. 7 YeshaYah {YAH-Saves}, the son of
AthaliYah {YAH's-Discipline}, a descendant of Elam
{Hidden}, emigrates [to Judea] with 70 [of his] male [relatives
and their families].
Note the meaning of these names: YAH's discipline
births YAH's salvation.
8 ZebadiYah {YAH-Gives}, the son of MichaEl {El-IsIncomparable}, a descendant of ShephatiYah {YAHJudges}, emigrates [to Israel] with 80 [of his] male [relatives
and their families].
YAH judges, then he gives.
9 ObadiYah {Obey-YAH} the son of JehiEl {EL-Lives} (a
descendant of Joab {JAH-Dad}) emigrates [to Israel]
with 218 [of his] male [relatives and their families]. Ezra 8:10
The son of JosefYah {YAH-Adds}, a descendant of Shelomith {Peaceful}, emigrates [to Israel] with 160 [of his]
male [relatives and their families].
From the family of Bani.
11 [Representing] the descendants of Bebai {Void}, [the
prophet] ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers} (the son of Bebai
{Void}) emigrates [to Israel] with 28 [of his] male [relatives
and their families]. 12 JAHohanan {YAH-Favored} the son of
Hakkatan {Small}, a descendant of Azgad {FierceTroop}, emigrates with 110 males. 13 The younger
sons of Adonikam {Rising-Lord}: Eliphelet {Escape-ViaEl}, JeiEl {Carried-Away-By-El}, and ShemaiYah {YAH-
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Hears},

emigrate [to Israel] with 60 [of their] male [relatives].
14 And some sons of Bigvai {In-My-Body}: Uthai
{Rush-To-Help} and Zabbud {Thought-Giver} , emigrate [to
Israel] with 70 [of their] male [relatives].

Ezra Recruits Priests To Lead Sacred Gov'ment
15 So I

gather these [freed slaves] together at the
river that runs to Ahava. There we stay in
tents for 3 days. I inspect the people and the
priests. I find zero sons of Levi {Uniter}.
Most of the Levite (priests) were too lazy to get up
off their butts and leave Babylon.
16 So I send for [the following] chief leaders: Eliezer
{El's-Helper}, Ariel {Lion-Of-El}, ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears},
Elnathan {El-Gives}, Jarib {Contender}, Elnathan {ElGives}, Nathan {Gift}, ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers} ,
and for Meshullam {Allied}. [I] also [send] for these
men of discernment: Yahoyarib {YAH-Fights} and Elnathan {El-Gives}. 17 Then I send these [priests] with [a
letter] to Iddo {Timely} the leader in [Babylonian] Casiphia
{Silvery}. I let the priests know what to say to Iddo
and to his brothers (the Nethinim {Gifted-Ones}) in
Casiphia, asking them to bring us men to serve in
[Ezra]

[Babylonian]

As proof that the
gracious hand of our Elohim [protects] us,
the [priests] bring us SherebiYah {YAHBrings-The-Heat}, a man of understanding, one of the descendants of Mahli
{Sickly}, the son of Levi {Uniter}, the son
of [ancient] Israel. SherebiYah [brings] 18 of
his sons and relatives. 19 [The priests also bring]
the temple of our Elohim. 18

HashabiYah {YAH-Thinks}, and YeshaYah {YAH-Saves},
[both] descendants of Merari {Bitter}. [YeshaYah] brings
20 of his sons and relatives. Ezra 8:20 [And the priests
bring] 220 named Nethinim [Gifted-People, temple-workers] ,
whom David {Love} and his leaders long-ago appointed to help the Levites.

Ezra Refuses Imperial Military Protection
21 There at the Ahava river I [Ezra] immediately proclaim a fast, to give us
[Hebrews] an opportunity to humble ourselves before [Yahweh] our Elohim, to
seek his correct path for our [lives], for
our little ones, and [to show us what to do with]
all our possessions. 22 *I [refuse] to in-

cur the shame of petitioning
the Emperor for a band of soldiers and horsemen to help us
[Hebrews] fight our enemies on the
road[s]. [We go without military support because] we had [boasted about Yahweh's power] to the Emperor. We said,
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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“The hand of our Elohim is
upon all who seek Him, to do
[them] good; but [YAH's] power and
his fire-rage [fly] against everyone who forsakes Him.”
Ezra correctly turns down offers of worldly military
assistance, as we do, and as all Christians should.

*So we [traveling Hebrews] fast. We
beg our Elohim to [provide us with supernatural angelic-military protection]. And
[YAH] answers our prayer, ___!
23

Ezra Entrusts Massive Wealth To
The Priests
24 Then I [Ezra] set apart 12 of the best priests:
(SherebiYah {YAH-Brings-The-Heat}, HashabiYah {YAHand 10 of their brother-priests). 25 [Then] I
weigh out to the [priests] the silver, gold,
and [other] articles contributed (for the
temple of our Elohim) by the Emperor,
his counselors, his lords, and all of the
Israeli people [exiled] there [in Babylon]. 26 I
Thinks},

weigh and hand over to the [priests] 650 talents
of silver, plus [other] silver articles [weighing]
100 talents [3.3 tons], plus 100 talents [3.3 tons] of gold
—
About the value of 300 luxury mansions, or 10
thousand new cars. If you carried 1% of that money you'd want a police or military escort.
27 —plus 20 gold basins weighing 1000 drams [21
pounds], and 2 vessels of fine copper, precious as
gold.
About the price of 20 new cars, or one luxury mansion today.
[Ezra]

[21.5 tons]

Then I instruct these priests, “You
and these [treasures] are consecrated to
[serve only] Yahweh. The silver and the
gold are a freewill offering to Yahweh,
Elohim of your fathers. 29 —You guard
and keep these [treasures] until you weigh
them in Jerusalem before the chief Cohanim {Priests} and the Levites, and the
head fathers of Israel, in the chambers
of Yahweh's temple.” Ezra 8:30 So the Co28

hanim {Priests} and the Levites take the tons of silver, gold and [the precious] utensils, to bring them to
the [rebuilt] temple of our Elohim in Jerusalem.

Ezra & The Priests Haul Gold To
Jerusalem
31 Then, on the 12th day of the 1st
month [of the Hebrew year], we [exiles] journey
[southwest] from [Iraq's] Ahava River toward
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Jerusalem. The hand of our Elohim
stays upon us. Along the [~700KM] road,
[YAH] delivers us from the hand [s] of [our]
enemies, including all the robber-barons and [petty thieves who try to steal our
vast sacred wealth]. 32 [Finally] we [Hebrew travelers] arrive
at Jerusalem. We stay there for 3 days, [recuperating
from the long journey]. 33 Now on the 4th day [after our arrival,
Judea's priests] weigh out the silver, gold and utensils at
the [rebuilt] temple of our Elohim. The hand[s] of [the
following Levites count the treasures] : Priest Meremoth {Heights}
the son of UriYah {YAH's-Flame}, [assisted by] ELeazar
{El's-Aid} the descendant of Phinehas {Snake-Mouth};
accompanied by JAHozabad {YAH-Endows} the son of
JahShua {YAH-Saves}, and NoadiYah {Convened-by-YAH}

815

Jebusite {Threshers}, the [perverted] spawn
of Ammon, the [inbred] Moabites, the
Egyptians, and the Amorite {Mountaineers}! 2 —The [Israelites] have taken [pagan men's] daughters [as love-toys] for themselves, and for their sons! [Israel's] ‘holy’
[separatist] seed-children have assimilated
themselves into the [Satanic] peoples of
the [pagan] lands! Even [worse], the hand[s]
of [our] leaders and stewards led [the Israelites] into this defection!”
Just like the Judeo-Christian world of today.

35

Ezra Leads The Israeli Slut-Mongers To Repent
3 Upon hearing this, I rip my [shirt] and
my cloak. I tear out the hair of my
head and my beard. [The onlookers stare at
me,] stunned. [In shock,] I sit down [in the
dirt].

whom Nebuchadnezzar]

Have you ever repented like that?

{Built-Up}. 34 [These Levites] immediately numerically list and note the
weight of every item [the priests bring into the
temple].

the son of Binnui

Put it in writing! Good stewardship is organized.

Then the descendants of the [Israelites
had hauled [to Babylon],
([the people] who had emigrated [home]
from slavery), present (to [Yahweh] the
Elohim of Israel) [the following] ascension-gifts: 12 young bulls for all [the feastattenders from] Israel, [plus] 96 rams, 77
lambs, 12 stud-goats as confession-gift[s]. All this [provides food for] an ascension-feast [honoring] Yahweh. 36 The
[freed Jews] also deliver the Emperor's orders to the [furious, Jew-hating Persian] Imperial officials and governors on this [West]
side of the [Euphrates] river. So the [Persians
reluctantly] support the [Hebrew] people. [The
growling Persian officials pay war-crimes reparations to
help restore]

the temple of Elohim.

Ezra 9
Ezra Learns Israeli Men Shacked Up
w/ Witches
1 After accomplishing the above, the
leaders [of Israel] come to me, [Ezra]. They
say, “The people of Israel, and the
priests, and the Levites, have failed to
separate themselves from the peoples
of the [pagan] countries. [The Israelites] are
perpetrating the abominations of the
Canaanite {Mercenaries}, the Hittite {Sons-Of-Terror}, the Perizzite {Plainsmen}, the
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Around me pack all the people [in
who tremble at the words of
[Yahweh] the Elohim of Israel. [On their knees,
4

Jerusalem]

faces in the dust, they pray, begging YAH not to punish

the [treacherous] defection of
these [recently-freed slut-mongering] exiles. [We]
sit stunned until the [time we priests would normally eat our] evening [meal]. 5 And at the
evening [mealtime], I rise up from [lying on
the ground] in depression. My ripped
clothes and cloak [hang in rags from my dustcovered body]. I fall on my knees. I spread
out my hands to Yahweh my Elohim.
the nation for]

Minchah = portion, not sacrifice.

my Elohim, I'm
ashamed! I blush to lift up my face to
you, my Elohim. Our evils flood over
our head[s]. [Humiliation drowns us.] Our guiltshame grows up to the heavens. 7 —
From the days of our ancestors to this
very day, we [Israelites] keep wreaking
great treachery [against you]. As [punishment]
for our perversities, [you] hand us, our
kings and our priests into the powerfists of the kings of the [pagan] lands.
You [abandon] us to the sword, to captivity. [You leave us] plundered, shame-faced,
like we sit today.” 8 [Ezra turns his tear-streaked
face to the weeping crowd. He says,] “And now, for
6 [I cry,] “[Oh Yahweh]
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a short time, Yahweh our Elohim has
shown us unmerited-favor. He left [alive]
our little remnant-group. We escaped
[oppression in Persia. YAH punched us back] into His
holy place like a [tent] peg. [YAH is trying to]
lighten our eyes, to begin to revive us
from [the near-death experience] of slavery.
The Assyrian Kings had allowed Israel to have a
breather, and the Persian kings did the same. See
Ezra 6:22, Neh 9:32. Remnant = Neh 1:2,3.

—We were bound-slaves. Yet our Elohim hasn't abandoned us [to die in]
bondage. Instead, He extended mercy
to us in the sight of the kings of Persia.
Our Elohim gave us new life, so [we could]
raise-up His temple, and repair its desolation. [YAH has been] giving us a [fortified]
wall [of supernatural protection here] in Judea,
even in Jerusalem.” Ezra 9:10 [Ezra lifts his
eyes to heaven. He cries,] “So now, our Elohim,
we can say [nothing in our own defense. You blessed
us. Yet] we've [kept on] forsaking your commandments. 11 —Via your servants the
prophets, you commanded [us to stay away
from the pagans. You] said,
‘The land you're going to possess is an
unclean land, [polluted by] the filthiness of
the people of the [heathen] countries.
Their abominations fill [the promised land]
from one end to another with [moral, spiritual and criminal] filth.
12 —
So don't ever give your daughters to
[pagan men's] sons! Never accept their
daughters to [be wives of] your sons. Never
seek a peace [contract] with a worldly
government. Never seek [carnal] wealth.
Ever! [Avoid all pagan entanglement. Only] then
you can be strong, and eat the good of
the land, and leave it as an inheritance
to your children forever.’”
9

Peace accords are forbidden in Deut 23:6. Peace is
good. Binding peace agreements = bad. Staying
out of agreements, bank accounts, insurance, employment, contracts, etc. is what makes you
strong. Getting bound in worldly contracts makes
you weak, sick and destitute. Only separatist holy
people can grow healthy food. The curse of Cain
falls on every worldly government which uses force
to collect taxes and fight wars.
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“Even with all [the
punishment you rained] on us for our massively evil guilty deeds, still you (our Elohim) punished us less than our perversities deserve. You've given [our Hebrew
remnant] an amazing, [history-making] survival
story. 14 —[How] could we again break
your commandments?! We hooked-up
with the beast-peoples [who commit Satanic]
abominations! How could you fail to
breathe fire-rage [upon] us till you've
consumed us, leaving no remnant, no
escaping?
13 [Ezra continues his prayer,]

The Israelite whoremongers weren't married yet.
They were shacking up in gross sin, realizing that
they would have to break up with these whorewitches. Ezra is not advocating divorce. He's refusing to solemnize doomed relationships of naked occult fornication. This indicates that there are times
when you shouldn't marry a girl even if you've
bedded her.

—O Yahweh Elohim of Israel, you are
righteous. To this day [you've allowed us to]
live escaped [from our Persian oppressors. Please]
look [on us with compassion]. We're [on our faces]
before your [judgment throne. We admit] our
treachery. We can't stand before you.
[We've done too much evil.]”
15

Ezra is confessing sins he didn't even commit.
That's leadership.

Ezra 10
Ezra Banishes Judea's Unrepentant
Pagan Sluts
1 Ezra {Aid} prays. He confesses. Weeping, he casts himself down. [His face hits the
dirt] in front of the temple of Elohim.
[Streaming in] from [all the roads] of Israel, a
huge congregation of Israel's men,
women and children gather around
Ezra. All the people weep extremely
bitterly.
The problem with these women was NOT that they
were foreign, but that they wouldn't repent and
become Hebrews. They wanted to keep holding
seances and orgies and blood-sacrifices and shooting heroin and breeding pigs, etc. They were not
wives, they were problem girlfriends.

And ShechaniYah {YAH-Lives} the son
of JehiEl {EL-Lives}, one of the sons of
Elam {Hidden}, answers Ezra {Aid},
2
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“We've treacherously fought our Elohim. We've shacked-up [with] occultist
women from the [pagan hordes squatting in Israel's] land. But there's still hope in Israel
- we [can fix] this. 3 *So now let's

make a covenant with [Yahweh]
our Elohim. [Let's promise] to send
away all those sluts, and their
spawn. [Let's first offer them a chance to repent,] according to the instructions my Adonai [gave Moses]. Everyone who trembles at the
commandment of our Elohim
[knows that YAH's] law demands that
we [get rid of these pagan comfort-women unless they repent]. 4 *Rise up, because
this action belongs to you. And
we'll be [right] beside you. Be
courageous. Do it.’ 5 So Ezra {Aid}
gets up [off the ground]. He leads the chief
priests, the Levites, and all the [attending]
Israelites to seven [times indicate that they] intend to live according to [YAH's] word. So
the [penitents perform] seven [symbolic acts to indicate their repentance].
Not ‘swear an oath’.

Then Ezra {Aid} gets up from [lying facedown] before Elohim's temple. [Then Ezra
walks] into the chamber of JAHohanan
{YAH-Favored} (the son of EliYahhib {ElRestores}). After going there, [Ezra] eats
no food. He drinks [no] water. [He stays
deep] in mourning over the treachery the
[returning] exiles [committed by bedding down pagan
sluts]. 7 [Ezra and his companions] publish a proclamation
6

throughout Judea, including Jerusalem. [They summon]
all the ex-captive [Hebrews] to gather themselves together at Jerusalem. 8 [The proclamation decrees] that any
[Israelite] who fails to answer (the [call] of [Israel's] leaders and elders) by showing up [at the temple] within 3
days will forfeit all he owns and himself be banished from the community of the [returned] exiles. 9

So 3 days [later], on the 20th day of the
9th month [of that year], all the men of Judah {Celebrated} and Benjamin {RightHand-Son} gather themselves together in
Jerusalem. All the people sit in the
street of the temple of Elohim. They
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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[in terror of being punished for fornicating

with pagan sluts].

Their [teeth chatter in] the torrential rain. Ezra 10:10 *Then Ezra
{Aid} the priest stands up. He

to [the Israelis], “You've
treacherously grabbed [occultist]
sluts! [You've] multiplied the singuilt [already plaguing] Israel! 11 *So
now make [your] confession to
Yahweh, [the] Elohim of your fathers. Then do what will please
Him: Separate yourselves from
the [pagan] people [squatting in our
Promised] land. Leave [your unrepentant]
occultist sluts.”
[yells]

It is an act of extreme irresponsibility to translate
this as a discriminatory divorce decree. These men
were not married; they were fornicating. These
were not divorces; they were breakups of futureless sexual relationships between Hebrews and unrepentant pagan witches. ANY of the witches could
have repented and been accepted as Hebrews at
any time. The witches chose to leave Hebrew society rather than give up their demonic habits.
12 Then, [shouting] at the top of their voices, the
whole congregation answers [Ezra], “We have to [separate from the witch-whores]

like you

[just]

said! 13

—But

[thousands of us Israelis are shacked up with slut-witches].

And this is the heavy-rain season.
So we can't stand outside. The slut-situation can't be resolved in a day or
two. Too many of us have betrayed
[YAH] by [moving in with the pagan whores]. 14 So
[for now] let our congregation's [most mature]
leaders stay [here in Jerusalem]. And have all
the men who shacked up with profane,
[unrepentant] sluts in our cities come [here]
at prearranged times. [Have the fornicators]
bring the elders and judges of [their]
cities, [to help the women either convert to Hebraism,
or prepare to leave Hebrew society]. We'll keep
[counseling, and if necessary, splitting these couples],
until the fierce fury of our ELohim over
this debacle turns away from us.” 15
Only [2 fornicators openly] object to [getting rid of
the sluts]: JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}, (the son
of AsahEl {El-Made}), [and] JahaziYah
{Yah-Stomps} (the son of Tikvah {Rope-OfHope}.) Meshullam {Allied} and Shab-
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bethai {Restful} the Levite [secretly] support [these unrepentant fornicators]. 16 So the
exiled people [set up the ‘relationship & anti-occult
counseling ministry’ in spring,] on the 1st day of
the 10th month [of the Hebrew year]. Ezra
{Aid} the priest and select named chief
ancestral family-fathers separate [from
normal life] to hold hearings to examine [the
possibility of getting the pagan slut-girls to repent] . 17
By the 1st day of the 1st month [of
spring], [the elders] finish [counseling] all the
[horn-dogs] who had shacked up with occultist women. 18 [Ezra] even catches
some of the priests' sons shacked-up
with occultist women! That includes
some descendants of JahShua {YAHSaves}: the son[s] and [nephews] of YAHozadak {YAH-Righted}: MaaseiYah
{Work-Of-YAH}, and Eliezer {El's-Helper},
and Jarib {Contender}, and GedaliYah
{Great-YAH}. 19 The men [raise] their
hands, [indicating their intent] to send away
their sluts. The [men confess their] guilt. [They
express remorse for] their treachery. They
[each] donate a ram from [their] flocks [for a
community feast].
This is not talking about divorce of valid marriages.
This is about repenting of flagrant sexual and occult sins.

These Israelis Kick Out Their Pagan
Sluts

Ezra 10:20 So the sons of Immer {Yapper} (Hanani
{Gracious} and ZebadiYah {YAH-Gives}) [give up their sluts].
21 And these sons of Harim {Snub-Nosed} [give up their
sluts]: MaaseiYah {Work-Of-YAH}, EliJah {JAH-Is-El}, ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears}, JehiEl {EL-Lives}, and UzziYah
{YAH's-Strength}. 22 And these sons of Pashur
{Liberation} [give up their sluts]: El-Yahoenai {My-Eyes-ToYah}, MaaseiYah {Work-Of-YAH}, IshmaEl {El-Hears},
NathanEl {El-Gives}, JAHozabad {YAH-Endows}, and
ElAsah {El-Makes}. 23 And these [backslidden] Levite
[priests all give up their sluts] : JAHozabad {YAH-Endows},
Shimei {Famous}, KelaiYah {Call-OF-YAH} (aka Kelita
{Maim}), PethahiYah {YAH-Opens}, Judah {Celebrated}
and Eliezer {El's-Helper}. 24 [One] of the [temple] singers,
EliYahhib {El-Restores}, [gives up his slut]. So do [3] of the
[temple] gatekeepers: Shallum {Payback}, Telem
{Break}, and Uri {Strength}. 25 And these other [men]
of Israel [give up their sluts]: the sons of Parosh {Flea}:
RamiYah {YAH-Lifts}, JeziYah {YAH-Sprinkled},
MalchiYah {YAH's-King}, Miamin {Right-Hand}, ELeazar
{El's-Aid}, MalchiYah {YAH's-King}, and BenaYAH {YAHBuilt}. 26 And these sons of Elam {Hidden} [give up their
sluts]: MattanYah {Gift-Of-Yah}, ZechariYah {YAH-Remem-
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bers},

and JehiEl {EL-Lives}, and Abdi {Worker}, and
Jeremoth {Heights}, and EliJah {YAH-is-El}. 27 And
these sons of Zattu {Olive-Tree} [give up their sluts]: ElYahoenai {My-Eyes-To-Yah}, EliYahhib {El-Restores}, MattanYah {Gift-Of-Yah}, and Jeremoth {Heights}, and
Zabad {Giver}, and Aziza {Strong}. 28 And these sons
of Bebai {Void} [give up their sluts]: Yahohanan {YAH-Favored}, HananiYah {YAH-Favored}, Zabbai {Pure}, and
Athlai {Astringent}. 29 And these sons of Bani {Built}
[give up their sluts] : Meshullam {Allied}, Malluch {Remnant},
and AdaYah {YAH-Adorns}, Jashub {Restorer}, and
Sheal {Request}, and Ramoth {Heights}. Ezra 10:30
And these sons of Pahath-Moab {Pit-Of-Moab} [give up
their sluts]: Adna {Pleasure}, Chelal {Complete}, BenaYAH
{YAH-Built}, MaaseiYah {Work-Of-YAH}, MattanYah {GiftOf-Yah}, BezaleEl {Shadow-Of-El}, Binnui {Built-Up}, and
Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}. 31 And these sons of
Harim {Secluded} [give up their sluts]: Eliezer {El's-Helper},
IshiJah {JAH-Lends}, MalchiYah {YAH's-King}, ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears}, Shimeon {Hearing}. 32 [And] Benjamin {Son-Of-Strength}, Malluch {Remnant}, and ShemariYah {YAH Guards} [all give up their sluts]. 33 These sons
of Hashum {Enriched} [give up their sluts]: Mattenai {Generous}, Mattathah {Gift-Of-YAH}, Zabad {Giver}, Eliphelet
{Escape-Via-El}, Jeremai {High}, Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting} and Shimei {Renowned}. 34 These sons of Bani
{Built} [give up their sluts]: Maadai {Ornamental}, Amram
{High-People}, and UEl {Wish-Of-El}. 35 [And] BenaYAH
{YAH-Built}, BedeYah {YAH's-Servant}, and Chelluh {Completed} [give up their sluts]. 36 [And] VaniYah {YAH-Answers} ,
Meremoth {Heights}, [and] EliYahhib {El-Restores} [give up
their sluts]. 37 MattanYah {Gift-Of-Yah}, Mattenai {Generous}, and Jaasau {Doer} [give up their sluts]. 38 And Bani
{Built}, and Binnui {Built-Up}, [and] Shimei {Famous} [give
up their sluts]. 39 And ShelemiYah {Thank-You-Gift-To-YAH},
Nathan {Gift}, and AdaYah {YAH-Adorns} [give up their sluts].
Ezra 10:40 Machnadebai {Generous}, Shashai {White},
[and] Sharai {Fighter} [give up their sluts] . 41 AzareEl {El'sAid}, and ShelemiYah {Thank-You-Gift-To-YAH}, [and] ShemariYah {YAH Guards} [give up their sluts]. 42 Shallum {Payback}, AmariYah {YAH's-Promise}, and Joseph {Multiplier}
[give up their sluts] . 43 Finally, these sons of Nebo {Babylgod} [all give up their sluts]: JeiEl {Carried-Away-By-El}, MattithiYah {YAH's-Gift}, Zabad {Giver}, Zebina {Investment},
Yadau {Praised}, Joel {YAH-is-El}, [and] BenaYAH {YAH-

*All these [Israeli horn-dogs]
had shacked up with occultist
women. And some of them
even spawned offspring with
these [demonic] sluts!
Built}.

44

NehemiYAH 1
Memoirs of The Emperor's Israeli
Cup-Bearer
1 ___, the [following is the diary] of NehemYAH {Solace-Of-YAH} the son of
HachalYAH {Brilliance-Of-YAH}: “It's the
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month of Chisleu {~November}, in the
20th year [since Artaxerxes {Truthful-Ruler} became
Emperor of the Persian Empire]. I, [Nehemiah,] am in
[Artaxerxes {Truthful-Ruler}'] fortified palace complex at Susa, [serving as his] royal cupbearer.
Nehemiah Learns That Israel Is A
Wreck
2 Hanani {Gracious} (one of my relatives)
[rides up to Susa's Imperial palace] with some
men from Judea. I ask them about
Jerusalem and the Jews who'd escaped
[from imperial slave-gangs] to stay alive [in
Judea]. 3 These [Jews] answer me, “Back in
the province [of Judea] the remnant who
escaped captivity are suffering great affliction and contempt. [Jew-haters]
smashed down the wall of Jerusalem.
They've burned its gates with fire!”
Nehemiah Prays, Starves, Weeps
For Days
4 Hearing these words, I sit down,
weeping. I mourn for several days. I
fast. I pray before [Yahweh] the Elohim of
heaven. 5 —I cry, “I beg you, O Yahweh
Elohim of heaven, the great and terrifying El {Power} — you who keep [your]
covenant[s] and [show] mercy to all who
love [you] and guard [your] commandments: 6 —Please let your ear now attend [my cry]. Open your eyes [to me].
Hear the prayer which I, your servant,
pray to your face now, day and night,
for your obeyers, the people of Israel.
[We] confess [our] sins. We Israel-spawn
keep sinning against you. Both I and
my father's family keep missing [the
mark]. 7 We deal very corruptly against
You. We fail to guard [Your] commandments. [We ignore] the instructions and
judgments you commanded your servant Moses. 8 —I beg you to recall the
word You commanded your servant
Moses. You said:
‘If you [Israelites commit] treachery, I'll scatter you abroad among the nations.
9

819

But if you, ___, turn to me, and guard
my commandments, and live them —
even if [your enemies] cast some of you out
to the uttermost reaches of the heaven[s]— I'll gather [you] from there. I'll return [you] to the place I've chosen to set
my Name-Authority.’
NehemiYAH 1:10 Now the [repatriated Jews] are
your servants, your people who you
keep redeeming by your great power,
with your almighty hand. 11 So Adonai,
I beg you, turn your [listening] ear to the
prayer of [me,] your servant, and to the
prayer[s] of [all] your servants who desire to revere your Name-Authority.
Please advance [me] (your obeyer) today. Grant [me] mercy in the sight of
this man, [Emperor Artaxerxes {Truthful-Ruler}].”

NehemiYAH 2
Nehemiah Begs The Emperor to Let
Him Go Home
1 In the month of Nisan {~Mid-March}, in
the 20th year of Emperor Artaxerxes
{Truthful-Ruler}' [reign, I (Nehemiah) place] a
flagon of [the world's finest] wine before [Artaxerxes {Truthful-Ruler}]. I [pour] the wine. I
hand the [golden goblet] to him. It's the
first time I've ever [risked death] to show
[my] sadness to the Emperor's face. 2

*So the Emperor asks me,
“Why is your face sad? I can
see you're not sick. [You're daring to
show me] sorrow of heart!” I [shake,]
terrified.
It was a death-penalty offense to show negative
emotion in front of the King.

So I reply to the Emperor, “[I pray that
lets [you,] king, live for ever. [But]
why shouldn't my face be sad, when
[Jerusalem] city, the site of my fathers’
tombs, lies waste, its gates eaten by
fire?” 4 Then the Emperor asks me,
“What do you want [from me]?” [Immediately,
___,] I pray [in my heart] to the Elohim of
heaven. [I ask him to keep the Emperor from killing
3

ELohim]

me!]
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The man-king asks you what you want. Instead of
praying to the man-king, you pray to the real King:
Yah. Very good! You can use that strategy in court.
When the judge orders you to petition (pray to)
the court, pray to YAH instead.

Then I reply to Emperor [Artaxerxes {Truthful-Ruler}], “If it pleases the king, and if [I,]
your servant, have found favor in your
sight, [I ask] that you send me to Judea,
to the city of my fathers’ tombs, so I
can [help my fellow Hebrews] re-build it.”
5

Nehemiah knew what he wanted. So when the opportunity came, the words just came right out of
his mouth. What do you want to happen? Plan it,
prepare. Be ready to sieze the opportunity when
YAH sends it your way.

Artaxerxes Sends Nehemiah Back
To Jerusalem!
6 The Queen [sits down] beside the Emperor. [Her eyes show that she's amazed at my death-defying boldness.] The Emperor replies to me,
“How long will your journey take? When
will you return? I'm pleased to send
you.” So I estimate the length [of my journey]. 7 Then I say to the king, “If it
pleases [you,] Emperor, let [your scribes]
give me letters to [take] to [your] governors [west] of the [Euphrates] river, [so they'll
let] me pass [through their land] on [my] way
[southwest] into Judea.”
Nemehiah asks for a safe-conduct letter, or passport. However, he does not swear any oath of allegiance to obtain the passport, as Judeo-Christians
routinely do today.

[please send] a letter to Asaph {Gaththe supervisor of [your] royal
forest[s]. [Please] command him to give
me timber to build beams for the gates
of the citadel [containing YAH's] temple, and
for the wall of [Jerusalem] city, and for the
house I'll occupy.” [To my surprise, ___,] the
Emperor grants me [everything I ask,] because the good hand of my Elohim [rests]
upon me.

8

And

erer},

Nehemiah is not asking for a free government
handout. He's only asking for the Emperor to replace the stuff his Empire destroyed.

The Pagan Powers Rage Against
Nehemiah

9 Then I [ride south] with captains and horsemen of
the [Imperial] army. [We eventually reach] the [palaces of Babylon's]
governors [west] of the [Euphrates] river. I hand the Emperor's letters to [each of the governors]. NehemiYAH 2:10
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Sanballat {Bramble-Bush}
(from Beth-Horon {Cave-House}) and
Ammon-spawned servant TobiYah
[Evil Governor]

[his]

{YAH's-Goodness}[read that I'm about to rebuild
YAH's temple].

They [stomp, ___! They huff. They
because [I've come to] seek the
welfare of the descendants of Israel
[whom the Babylonians still lust to destroy].
Nehemiah Secretly Plans To Rebuild Jerusalem
11 But [no Jew-hating governor can stop an Imperial
order]. So I [gallop ~900km west across harsh desert]
to Jerusalem, ___! [To keep a low profile, I]
take no animals with me except the
[horse] I ride on. 12 I stay in Jerusalem
for 3 days. I tell no one what my Elohim has put in my heart to do at
Jerusalem. Then I get up in the night. I
gather a few [choice] men with me. 13 We
[Hebrew-rights activists] creep out by night
through [Jerusalem's] Valley-Gate. [We crawl]
past the dragon well-spring. We [sprint]
past the Garbage-Gate. We view the
walls of Jerusalem, broken down, its
gates eaten by fire. 14 Then, ___, [we]
ride on to the Fountain gate. We reach
the king's pool. But [the debris all around yields]
no place for the [horse] under me to
pass. 15 Then, still at night, [we Hebrew activists] ride up [the Kidron valley], by the
brook. From there, [in the garden of Gethsemane, we] view [more smashed city] wall [sections].
[Hearts fallen, we] turn [our horses] back. [Finally]
we enter [Jerusalem] by the Valley-gate.
We return [home to weep in our beds, ___]. 16
fume in rage]

*No officials see my nightjourney, ___. I keep them in
the dark about my actions and
plans [to rebuild Jerusalem]. I even
avoid telling the Jews, the
priests, the nobles, the governors, or even the other [men who
will] work [with me].
The Hebrews Risk Death To Start
Rebuilding
17 Then I say to [my fellow Hebrew leaders],
“You see the distress we're in, how
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Jerusalem lies waste? Its gates [rot on the
ground,] burned with fire. Come on. Let's
re-build the wall of [the] City-Of-Peace.
Then we [Jews] will cease being a disgrace. 18 *—The hand of my Elo-

him [continues to rest] graciously
upon me. [Babylon's] Emperor
backs [my plan to rebuild Jerusalem]!” So
[my fellow Jews shout], “Rise up! Let's
build!” So their powerful hands
[grab tools]. They start [hammering and
sawing] with joy! 19 But then [Governor]
Sanballat {Bramble-Bush} (from BethHoron {Cave-House}), and his [evil]
Ammonite servant TobiYah {YAH's-Goodness}, and Geshem {Shower} (the Arabian), hear [that we Hebrews are working]. They
laugh us to scorn. They jeer at us. They
scream, “What are you doing?! You're
rebelling against the Emperor!”

*Then, ___, I answer the [governor and his goons]. [I
shout], “The Elohim of heaven [is]
who will prosper us. So we his
servants will [continue to] arise and
build. You [pagans] have neither
share, nor right, nor history in
Jerusalem.”
NehemiYAH 2:20

NehemiYAH 3
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Meshullam {Allied} the son of BerechiYah {Blessing-Of-Yah}, the son of MeshezabeEl {Rescued-By-El}
[leads his family's repair crew] . And next to them Zadok
{Righteous} (the son of Baana {Humbler}) [fixes his section].

And next [down the wall], [the men] from
Tekoa {Trumpet-Town} make repairs. But
[Tekoa's] nobles [refuse to] put their necks to
the work of their Adonai. 6 And YAHoyada
5

(the son of Paseah {Hopper}) and
Meshullam {Allied} (the son of BesodeYah {YAH's-Counsel}) repair [Jerusalem's] Old [city] Gate. They install its
timber-beams and hang its doors, locks and bars. 7
And next [down the wall,] Gibeonite {Hillsman} MelatiYah
{YAH-Delivers}, and Jadon {Thankful} the Meronothite
[lead] the people from Gibeon {Flower-Hills} and from
Mizpah {WatchTower}. They repair [the wall] to the
{YAH-Knows}

Next
goldsmith UzziEl {El'sStrength} (the son of HarhaiYah {FearYah}) [leads his] repair [crew]. Next to [UzziEL's
crew,] HananiYah {YAH-Favored} (the son
of one of [Jerusalem's]
ointment/incense/spice-makers) [leads his
crew]. They fortify Jerusalem as far as
the Broad Wall. 9 Next [down the wall], RephaiYah
throne of the Trans-Euphrates governor. 8
[down the wall],

the son of Hur {White}, the leader of half
of the [district] of Jerusalem, repairs [his wall-section].
NehemiYAH 3:10 And next [down the wall,] JedaiYah
{YAH-Knows}, the son of Harumaph {Snub-Nose}, repairs [the part of the city wall] directly opposite his [own]
house. And next to him, Hattush {Forsaking-Sin} the
son of HashabniYah {Thought-Of-Yah} repairs [a section of
the wall]. 11 MalchiYah {YAH's-King} (the son of Harim
{Secluded} ), and Hashub {Smart} (the son of PahathMoab {Pit-Of-Moab}), repair another wall-section. And
{YAH-Cures}

Tower of [the] Furnaces. 12 Next [down
Shallum {Payback} the son of
Halohesh {Enchanter}, the leader of [the
other] half of Jerusalem, repairs [a wall-section] with his daughters.
they

[fix the]

the wall],

Nehemiah Lists The Workers &
Their Jobs

1 Then high-priest EliYahhib {El-Restores} rises up
with his relatives (the priests). They re-build
[Jerusalem's] Sheep-Gate. They consecrate it. They
hang its doors on it. They [continue the consecration ritual. They
bless the wall] all the way to the tower of Meah {the-100}
and on to the tower of HananeEl {El-Favors}. 2 The
[Hebrews] from Jericho {Moon-Spirit} build the next [section
of the wall]. And next [down the wall] from them, Zaccur

The daughters worked.

{Memory}

MalchiYah {YAH's-King} the son of Rechab {Rider}, the
ruler of part of Beth-Haccerem {Vineyard-House}, repairs and rebuilds the Garbage-Gate. He hangs its
doors, locks and bars. 15 Shallun {Reward} the son
of Col-Hozeh {All-Seeing}, the leader of part of Mizpah {WatchTower}, repairs the Fountain-Gate. He rebuilds it. [He] roofs it. [He] hangs its doors, locks and
bars. [He does the same at] the wall of the pool of Siloah

(the son of Imri {Talker}) [leads his crew]. 3 The
sons of Hassenaah {Thorn} rebuild the
Fish-Gate. [They] install its timber-beams. They hang its door, locks
and bars. 4 Next [down the wall], Meremoth {Heights}
the son of UriYah {Flame-Of-Yah}, the son of Koz
{Thorn} repairs [his family's section]. Next [down the wall],
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Hanun {Favored} repairs the valley
gate. The inhabitants of Zanoah {Remote} help [Hanun]. They build the [gate].
They hang its doors, locks and bars.
Plus [they rebuild] 1000 cubits [1500 feet] of
the wall, up to the Garbage-Gate. 14
13
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by the royal garden. [He rebuilds the city wall] all the
way to the stairs that descend from the citadel of
[king] David. 16 Next [down the wall], NehemiYah {YAH'sComfort} (the son of Azbuk {Stern-Depopulator}, the
ruler of half of Beth-Zur {Rock-House}), repairs
[Jerusalem's wall up] to the place opposite the tombs of
David {Love}, and to the man-made pool, and to the
“house of the mighty [heroes].” 17 Next [down the wall], a
Levite [named] Rehum {Compassion} (the son of Bani
{Built}) repairs [his section]. Next to [Rehum], HashabiYah
{YAH-Thinks}, the ruler of half of Keilah {Citadel}, repairs his wall-piece. 18 Next [down the wall], [Rehum's] relative Bavai the son of Henadad {Favor-Of-Hadad}, the
leader of half of Keilah {Citadel}, repairs [the wall]. 19
Next [down the wall], Ezer {Aid} the son of JahShua {YAHSaves}, the ruler of Mizpah {WatchTower}, repairs another wall-section opposite the ascent to the armory by the angle-buttress. NehemiYAH 3:20 Next
[down the wall], Baruch {Blessed} the son of Zabbai {Pure}
earnestly repairs the other wall-section, from the
angle-buttress to the door of the house of high
priest EliYahhib {El-Restores}. 21 Next [down the wall],
Meremoth {Heights} (the son of UriYah {Flame-Of-Yah},
the son of Koz {Thorn}) repairs another wall-section
from the door of the house of EliYahhib {El-Restores}
all the way to the end of the [same big] house. 22
Next [down the wall], the priests from the plains rebuild
[their section]. 23 Next [down the wall], Benjamin {Right-HandSon} and Hashub {Smart} repair [the wall] opposite their
house. Next [down the wall], AzariYah {YAH-Helps} (the
son of MaaseiYah {Work-Of-YAH} the son of AnaniYah
{YAH-Covers}), repairs [the wall] by his house. 24 Next
[down the wall], Binnui {Built-Up} the son of Henadad {Favor-Of-Hadad} repairs another wall-section, from the
house of AzariYah {YAH-Helps} to the angle-buttress,
all the way to the corner. 25 Palal {Judge} (the son
of Uzai {Strong}) [repairs the wall] opposite the angle-buttress and the tower that projects from the royal
palace by the courtyard of the Guard. Next [down the
wall], PedaYah {Ransomed-By-YAH} the son of Parosh
{Flea} [repairs his wall-section]. 26 Plus, the Nethinim {GiftedOnes} living in Ophel {Fortress-Hill} [repair the wall up] to the
wall-section opposite the East water gate, and the
outward-jutting tower. 27 Next [down the wall], [the men]
from Tekoa {Trumpet-Town} repair another piece, opposite the great projecting tower, all the way to the
wall of Ophel {Fortress-Hill}. 28 Above the horse-gate
the priests repair [the wall] opposite their own homes.
29 Next [down the wall], Zadok {Righteous} (the son of
Immer {Yapper}) repairs [the wall-section] opposite his
house. Next [down the wall], ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears} (the
son of ShechaniYah {YAH-Lives}, the keeper of the
east gate,) repairs [his wall-section]. NehemiYAH 3:30
Next [down the wall], HananiYah {YAH-Favored} the son of
ShelemiYah {Thank-You-Gift-To-YAH}, and Hanun
{Favored} the 6th son of Zalaph {Shadow}, repair another piece. Next [down the wall], Meshullam {Allied} the
son of BerechiYah {Blessing-Of-Yah} repairs [the wall] opposite his chamber. 31 Next [down the wall], MalchiYah
{YAH's-King} the goldsmith's son repairs [the wall up] to
the section of the Nethinim {Gifted-Ones}. Then [some]
traders, opposite the Mustering-Gate, repair [the wall
{Sent}
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to the upper-room at the corner. 32 And some
goldsmiths and some traders repair [the wall] from the
upper-room at the corner to the sheep gate.
up]

NehemiYAH 4
Evil Sanballat Plans His Multi-Army
Attack
1 Soon [evil regional Governor] Sanballat
{Bramble-Bush} hears that we [Jews] have
[already] re-built [much of Jerusalem's] wall. He
fumes with mighty fury, ___. He
mocks [us]. 2 Sanballat {Bramble-Bush}
addresses his conspirators, including
the army [Generals] of [pagan] Samaria
{North-Israel}. He [shouts], “What are these
feeble Jews doing? [Are you going to let them]
fortify themselves, and sacrifice [animals
to gain power from their god]? They can't finish
this [in one] day. [Don't let them] recycle
burned stones out of [Judea's] trashheaps. [Then they'll never finish rebuilding their city.]”
3 Meanwhile, [evil] TobiYah the Ammon-Spawn stands by Sanballat {Bramble-Bush}, hissing, “Those [dirty Jews] have
re-built [nothing]. If a fox jumps up on
[Jerusalem's] wall, he'll knock its stones [to
the ground]!”
Nehemiah Prays For Yah's Protection
4 [Meanwhile, I, Nehemiah, pray,] “Hear our [prayer],
Elohim. [The evil world] despises us [Hebrews].
Boomerang the insults [of our enemies] back
on their own head[s]. Make them [into]
prey [for predators] in the land of slavery. 5
—Never cover over their crimes. Never
let anyone blot out their sins from your
face. Let the [abuse and fear they've heaped on
your] builders whip up your fire-rage!”
The Judaeans Rock On Building The
Wall
6 So we [Hebrew activists] continue building
[Jerusalem's] wall. [Israel's] people resolve to
work. [So we quickly] join it together at
half-height! 7 Soon [evil regional Governor]
Sanballat {Bramble-Bush} and [his henchmen]
(TobiYah, and the Arabians, and the
Ammon-spawn, and the Ashdodite [Ravagers]) hear that we [Hebrews] are [building]
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up the walls of Jerusalem, stopping
breaches. They fume with rage, ___. 8
All those [pagans] conspire together to invade and attack Jerusalem, to stop [our
rebuilding].
The Builders Set Watch Against The
Invasion
9 But we [Hebrews kneel and] pray to our Elohim. And [we] set a watch to [spot] the [invaders] day and night.
Pray and watch.

But the Judaeans complain, “The workers' strength is giving
out. [We're tripping over tons] of rubble! We
can't build the wall [until all this debris gets
cleaned up]!” 11 *And our adversaries
NehemiYAH 4:10

mock, “The [Hebrews] will fail to
learn [about] or [even] see our invasion. We'll rush into their
midst! We'll murder them!
That'll make their work stop!”
Then Jews living near [our enemies]
swarm [Jerusalem]. 10 times they cry to
us, “[Pagan armies surround you]! Everywhere
you turn, they'll attack!” 13 So I [Nehemiah]
station [watchmen] in the low points behind [Jerusalem's] wall, and on the higher
[exposed] places. I schedule [watch-shifts] by
clan. [I arm Israel's watchmen with] swords,
spears and bows. 14 I look [over Jerusalem].
I rise up [in courage]. I say to [my fellow Hebrew] nobles and leaders and the rest of
[Judea's] people, “Never fear the [pagans].
Remember [our] great and terrifying
Adonai [Yahweh]. [He'll] fight for your relatives, your sons, your daughters, your
wives and your houses.”
12

So the Hebrews didn't need those weapons after
all.

The Invasion Delays. Work Continues With Fear
15 Soon our enemies hear that we [Hebrews] know about [their invasion plans], and
that Elohim has brought their schemes
to nothing. So we [Jews] all return to our
work-spots on the wall. 16 From then
on, half of my laborers work [building].
The other half hold spears, shields,
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bows and coats of armor. Meanwhile,
[Jerusalem's] leaders continue supporting
all Judaea's [suffering] clan[s].
Shows of military force are unnecessary and
wasteful if the Creator is on your side.

The wall-builders and the burdencarriers each work with one hand, and
wield a weapon with the other. 18 Each
builder works with his sword strapped
by his side. The trumpet-blower stands
by me.
17

Note that YHVH did not command this self-defense
preparation. This was the peoples' idea.

Then I say to [Judea's] nobles, leaders
and the rest of [Israel's] people, “This
project is huge and spread-out. We're
separate upon the wall, far from eachother. NehemiYAH 4:20 —So, from wherever you hear the sound of the trumpet
coming, run there! Our Elohim will fight
for us!”
19

If the Creator is going to fight for you then you
don't need weapons.
[Hebrews] labor on, [re-buildHalf our [labor force trembles,
terrified of attack]. They hold spears from
sunrise until the stars appear.

21

So, ___, we

ing Jerusalem's wall].

Understandable yet unwarranted fear.

So right then I say to the people, “All
you foremen and workers, stay in
Jerusalem. Help guard the city at night.
Work in the day.” 23 So neither I, nor
my brothers, nor my servants, nor the
men of the guard who follow me, none
of us take off our clothes [to sleep at night,
___].
22

NehemiYAH 5
Nehemiah Abolishes Debt, Especially Interest

*Meanwhile, a great cry rises,
___. [Israel's] men and their wives
[rage] against their [richer] Jewish
kinsmen. 2 Some [workers] cry, “We
1

our
many sons and daughters! [Provide a way]
for us to get grain for them, so we can
eat, and [stay] alive!” 3 *Other [workers]
[don't have enough land in this city to support]
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cry, “We've mortgaged our
lands, vineyards and houses
just to buy grain. The famine's
[killing us].” 4 Other [workers] cry, “We've
borrowed money against our lands and
vineyards to [pay the] Empire's taxes! 5 *

—Look: our flesh is no different
from the flesh of our [richer] kinsmen. Our children equal their
children. Yet look: we're bringing our [poor] sons and daughters into bondage, making
them slaves. [Rich people continue to]
drag some of our daughters
into slavery already! We don't
have any [money] to redeem [our
kids]! [Our creditors] hold our lands
and vineyards.”
Your national, regional, local and personal debt is
turning your family into slaves. But you're so distracted by your gadgets you don't see it.

Hearing these words, I fume in rage. I
[burst into] tears, ___. 7 *Then I de6

cide [what to do]. I rebuke the nobles and the rulers. I tell them,
“You all [illegally] charge interest
to your fellow Judeo-Christians!” Then I summon a great
assembly to confront these [money-lenders]. 8 —I say to the [lenders],
“We've done everything in our power to
redeem our fellow Jews who got sold to
the beast-nations[s]. Yet you're [already
back in business], selling your brothers [into
debt]! How are we gonna' buy them back
[this time]?” The [lenders] hold their peace,
___. They find no way to answer. [They
know that charging interest is wrong.] 9

*So I

say, “It's no good to [charge or pay
interest]. Why don't you walk in
the fear of our Elohim? Your [financial system is] giving our heathen
enemies grounds to despise us!
NehemiYAH 5:10 *—Like you [rich men], I
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and my brothers and my workers lend [the poor] silver and
grain. But please, abandon [your
evil, world-destroying practice of] charging
interest!
Commercial translations often try to wrangle this
verse to allow some interest charging. But the
through-line throughout all scripture is that not
one penny of interest can ever be charged to a fellow believer. Of course, religionists hate and ignore
this inescapable principle of Law.

*—Please, today, give back
the poor peoples' land, their
vineyards, their oliveyards and
their houses, plus the 1% [interest] you took of their silver,
grain, wine and oil.”
11

A low-interest loan is a little snort of cocaine. A
true Jew or Christian should be shocked at a 1%
interest charge. Incurring debt is losing your financial virginity. You can repent. But you're never the
same after you start. World financial destruction
begins with a micro-loan.

*The [lenders] answer, “We'll
give back the [borrowers'] collateral
and interest. We'll charge
nothing, exactly as you say.”
So I call the priests. I get [the
lenders] to declare 7 times that
they'll honor their word. 13
*Then I shake [corn out of] my lap.
I shout, “I pray the Eloah
shakes every man from his
house, and from his job, if he
fails to act on his word. [May heaven] toss you out like this [grain],
until you're empty-handed,
homeless, childless, [begging in the
street, if you ever charge interest again] !” The
whole congregation shouts,
“Amen! HalleluYahWeh!” And
[those] people live out their word
[to never charge interest again, ___].
12

Nehemiah Refuses All Government
Handouts
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*More importantly, from the
time [the Persian Emperor] appoints me
governor over the land of Judaea, from the 20th year to the
32nd year of [the reign of] Emperor
Artaxerxes {Truthful-Ruler}, (that
is, 12 years), [neither] I nor my
brothers ever eat [from] the food
[allowance due me,] the governor.
14

Nehemiah would not eat government cheese even
though he was entitled to it.

In contrast, the former [Imperial] governors [oppressed the Judaeans] before me.
The [jerks] taxed [our] people. They confiscated the [Jews'] food and juice. Plus
[the crooks extorted] 40 shekels of silver [per
Hebrew person]. Yes, even the [oppressors']
servants dominated the [Judaean] people,
___. But I [refuse to burden the Jews], because
[I] fear Elohim. 16 *Instead, I put
15

all my energy into rebuilding
[Jerusalem's] wall. I decline to acquire any property, [because owning
property distracts you from your real mission in
life, ___].

Everyone who works for
me joins in the rebuilding. 17
150 Jewish leaders and commoners sit
at my [worker's] table [every meal,] with others who defect to us from the beast-nations around us. 18 *Every day [He-

prepare one ox, 6
choice sheep and poultry, [all
kosher,] to [feed] our [work crew]. And
every 10 days [supporters] bring us
[Jewish workers] all kinds of juice.
Never during the [12 years of rebuilding] do I ever request food from
the [pagan regional] governor, because [I don't want to add to] the heavy
bondage [the Empire] lays on my
[Jewish people].
brew cooks]

Nehemiah wouldn't accept government benefits to
which he was entitled. He knew that his society
would get addicted to handouts. So he paid his
workers out of his own pocket. If you are a Chris-
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tian or Jew who takes worldly government ‘benefits’, you're cheating yourself out of real blessing.

So [I pray], “Elohim, [forget my sins]. Remember the good I do for [your] people.”
19

NehemiYAH 6
Evil Governor Sanballat Plots To
Stop Israel
1 [Time passes, ___. Evil regional Governor] Sanballat {Bramble-Bush}, TobiYah [Good-YAH],
Geshem {Shower} the Arabian (and the
rest of our enemies) hear that I've built
[Jerusalem's] wall, leaving not one breach
in it, (except for the un-installed gatedoors). 2 [So] Sanballat {Bramble-Bush}
and Geshem {Shower} send [messengers] to
me, saying, “Come, let's meet together
in one of the villages in the Ono
{Strong} Valley.” But [I realize that] they're
scheming to harm me. 3 So to the [betrayers] I send a message. It says, “I'm
[coordinating] a massive work [project]. I
can't come down [from the temple mount].
Why should the work stop for me to
leave [the job-site] to travel down to [meet
with] you?” 4 Yet 4 times the [traitors] send me the
same [fraudulent type of] message. So [4 times] I decline
their [tricky offer] in the same [polite yet firm] manner. 5

Then, similarly, Sanballat {Bramble-Bush}
sends his servant to me a 5th time with
an open letter in his hand. 6 [I] read the
[lying] script: “It is reported among the
beast-nations, and Gashmu {Shower}
testifies, that you and the Jews scheme
to rebel. That, allegedly, is why you're
building [Jerusalem's] wall, so you can be
[Judaea's] king. 7 And you've also appointed prophets to herald your [kingship] at
Jerusalem, shouting, ‘There's a king in
Judea!’ So [I'm] going to report you and
[your boasts] to the Emperor! So come
quick. Let's negotiate together. [Bribe me
to keep quiet.]” 8 So I immediately send [my
reply] to the [lying ‘Governor’]. I say, “Nothing
like you claim has happened. You're
making it all up out of your head.” 9

*All

[YAH's]
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ing us [Hebrews, ___]. [Our foes hiss],
“[Fear] will weaken the [Jews']
hands. So they'll never finish
their work.” So I pray, “Oh Elohim, strengthen my hands.”
Then I [gallop] to the house
of ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears}. [I find him locked
up in his house, hiding.] He says, “Let's hide
together in Elohim's sanctuary, within
the temple. We'll lock the sanctuary
doors. The [Babylonians are] coming to murder you. Yes; in the night they'll invade
[the city] to assassinate you.”
NehemiYAH 6:10

lit: the son of DelaiYAH [Jah-Delivers], the son of
MehetabeEl [El-Betters]

But I object, “Should such a man as
I, [Israel's leader,] flee [from danger]? What
man like me would go into the temple
to save his life? I won't go hide!” 12 *I
11

look [in my ‘friend's’ eyes]. I perceive
that Elohim didn't send him.
Rather, he pronounced this
prediction to [trap] me, because
[evil] TobiYah {YAH's-Goodness} and
Sanballat {Bramble-Bush} hired
him [to discourage me]! 13 My enemies
hired

[my ‘pal’]

to terrify me into

[running into

YAH's Most Holy Place, where only a priest can go],

so
they could spread the news of my sin,
thus discrediting me [throughout Israel]. 14
[So I pray, ] “My Elohim, remember TobiYah and Sanballat {Bramble-Bush}. [Pay
them] what their [evil] actions deserve.
And [punish] the [false] prophetess
NoadiYah {Convened-by-YAH}, and the
rest of the [false] prophets who tried to
trap me in fear.
Nehemiah & Friends Complete
Jerusalem's Wall
15 So we [Hebrews] finish the wall [rebuild]
on the 25th day of the month of Elul
{~August-September}, in [an amazingly quick]
52 days [of construction]. 16 Soon all our enemies hear of [our success]. All the beast-peoples surrounding us see the [completed construction]. They cower in terror. They
see themselves as small and inferior.
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They grasp that [our miraculous] work was
enabled by [Yahweh] our Elohim. 17 Meanwhile, Judea's nobles send many letters
to [evil Babylonian politico] TobiYah. And TobiYah keeps sending [back scheming replies to
our nobles]. 18 Many [people] in Judea swear [allegiance]
to [TobiYah], because he's the son-in-law of
ShechaniYah {YAH-Lives} the son of Ara {Lion}. His
son JAHohanan {YAH-Favored} had married the
daughter of Meshullam {Allied} the son of
BerechiYah {Blessing-Of-Yah}.
When believers mix and marry with unbelievers,
the devotion of the believers is compromised.
Stress and friction result.

To my face, [Judaea's nobles] brag about
TobiYah's ‘good deeds.’ And they
blab my words to him. So TobiYah
sends [threatening] letters to trap me in
fear.
19

[evil]

NehemiYAH 7
Nehemiah Counts The Returned Exiles
1 So finally [Jerusalem's city] wall stands
built. I [supervise the men who] hang its gates.
The [high priests] appoint the [temple's] gatekeepers, singers and Levites. 2 I delegate [the responsibility of] governing
Jerusalem to my relative (Hanani {Gracious}, along with HananiYah {YAH-Favored}, the commander of [Jerusalem's]
citadel), because [they're] faithful [men]
who fear Elohim more than most [people
do]. 3 *And I say to these [governors],

“Don't let the [gatekeepers]
open the gates of Jerusalem
until the sun [shines] hot. Then,
while the gatekeepers stand by
[waiting for travelers], have them shut
and bar the gates. And appoint
inhabitants of Jerusalem as
watchmen [round the clock] in duty
shifts at watch[towers] near their
homes.” 4 [I look over] the huge, [potentialpowerful city. [I see] Just a few people
living there, [because] the houses still [lie in
shambles]. 5 [Yahweh] my Elohim puts [it] into my
ly]

heart to gather together
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and people, to record their genealogy. So I find a
list of the family trees of the first [Israelis] to return
[from Babylon].
Genealogy lists. Not ‘registration.’

The list reads: “These are the people
of the province [of Judaea] who emigrated
up out of [Babylon's concentration camps] after
Emperor Nebuchadnezzar carried them
away. They've come back to Jerusalem
and to Judea, every one to his [home]
city. 7 [These men led the exiles home:] Zerubbabel {Born6

From-Babylon},

JahShua {YAH-Saves}, NehemiYah {YAH'sAzariYah {YAH-Helps}, RaamiYah [YAH-Shakes],
Nahamani [Sigh-Of-Consolation], Mordecai {Pure-Myrrh}, Bilshan, Mispereth [Enumeration], Bigvai {In-My-Body},
Nehum [Comfort] and Baanah {Force}. 8 The exiles include: 2172 descendants of Parosh {Flea}, 9 372
descendants of ShephatiYah {YAH-Judges},
NehemiYAH 7:10 652 descendants of Arah
{Traveler}, 11 2818 people from Pahath-Moab {Pit-OfMoab}, descendants of [ancient] JahShua {YAH-Saves}
and Joab {JAH-Dad}, 12 1254 [refugees] from Elam
{Hidden}, 13 845 descendants of Zattu {Olive-Tree},
14 760 descendants of Zaccai {Pure}, 15 648 descendants of Binnui {Built-Up}, 16 628 descendants
of Bebai {Void}, 17 2322 descendants of Azgad
{Fierce-Troop}, 18 667 descendants of Adonikam
{Rising-Lord}, 19 2067 descendants of Bigvai {In-MyBody}, NehemiYAH 7:20 655 descendants of Adin
{Pleasure-Lover}, 21 98 descendants of Ater {Locked}
([son] of HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}), 22 328 descendants of Hashum {Enriched}, 23 324 descendants of Bezai {Trampler}, 24 112 descendants of
Hariph {Autumn}, 25 95 descendants of Gibeon {Flower-Hills}, 26 188 men from Bethlehem {Bread-House}
and Netophah {Distiller}, 27 128 men from Anathoth
{Answer-Town}, 28 42 men from Beth-Azmaveth
{House-Of-The-Strong-One-Of-Death}, 29 743 men from
Kirjath-Yearim {City-Of-Forests}, Chephirah {Covered-Village}, and Beeroth {Wells}, NehemiYAH 7:30 621
men from Ramah {Heights} and Geba {Hillock}, 31
122 men from Michmas {Hidden}, 32 123 men from
Beth-El {House-Of-El} and Ai {Ruin-Heap}, 33 52 men
from the other Nebo {Babyl-god}, 34 1254 people
from the other Elam {Hidden}, 35 320 descendants
of Harim {Secluded}, 36 345 people from Jericho
{Moon-Spirit}, 37 721 descendants [or townspeople] of Lod
{Lydda}, Hadid {Peak}, and Ono {Strong}, 38 [and] 3930
[towns]people from Senaah {Thorny}.
Comfort},

A List Of The 1st Group Of Refugee
Priests

39 The [following section lists returning refugee] priests: 973 descendants of JedaiYah {YAH-Knows} through the family-line of JahShua {YAH-Saves}: NehemiYAH 7:40
1052 descendants of Immer {Yapper}, 41 1247 descendants of Pashur {Liberation}, 42 [and] 1017 descendants of Harim {Secluded}. 43 The [following section
lists the returning] Levites: 74 descendants of JahShua
{YAH-Saves}, KadmiEl {Presence-Of-El}, and HodeviYah
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{YAH's-Majesty}.

44 148 [full-time temple] singers, descendants of Asaph {Gatherer}, [sing and dance their way home
from Babylon to Jerusalem] . 45 138 gatekeepers
return. (They're descendants of Shallum {Payback},
Ater {Locked}, Talmon {Smasher}, Akkub {Heel-Grabber},
Hatita {Digger}, and Shobai {Captor}). 46 Returning
descendants of the Nethinim {Gifted-Ones} include
the families of: Ziha {Glow}, Hashupha {Uncoverer},
Tabbaoth {Rings},
Temple staff.
47 —Keros {Ankle}, Sia {Converse}, Padon {Ransom},
48 —Lebana {White-Moon}, Hagaba {Locust}, Shalmai
{Appareled}, 49 —Hanan {Favor}, Giddel {Stout}, Gahar
{Lurker}, NehemiYAH 7:50 —ReaiYah {YAH-Sees},
Rezin {Delight}, Nekoda {Marked}, 51 —Gazzam
{Devourer}, Uzza {Strength}, Phaseah {Hop}, 52 —Besai
{Trampler}, Meunim {Dwelling}, Nephishesim {Scatterer},
53 —Bakbuk {Bottle}, Hakupha {Bender}, Harhur
{Fever}, 54 —Bazlith {Peel}, Mehida {Junction}, Harsha
{Magician}, 55 —Barkos {Painter}, Sisera {Servant-Of-Ra},
Tamah {Smite-Out}, 56 —Neziah {Glittery}, and
Hatipha {Grabber}. 57 The following [refugees,] descendants of Solomon's workers, [return to Jerusalem]: descendants of Sotai {Rover}, Sophereth {Scribe},
Perida {Spread}, 58 —Jaala {Roe-Jump}, Darkon
{Generator}, Giddel {Stout}, 59 —ShephatiYah {YAHJudges}, Hattil {Wave}, Pochereth-Zebaim {Gazelle-Trap},
and Amon {Skill}. NehemiYAH 7:60 All the [returning]
Nethinim {Gifted-Ones}, and the descendants of
Solomon's workers, [together] total 392 [people]. 61 The
following people travel up [home] to [the towns of] TelMelah {Salt-Mound}, Tel-Haresha {Worker's-Mound},
Cherub {Fairy}, Addon {Powerful}, and Immer {Talker}.
But they fail to demonstrate that their ancestral
family-line or their seed-children flow from Israel:
62 —642 descendants of DelaiYah {Jah-Delivers}, of
TobiYah {YAH's-Goodness}, and of Nekoda {Marked}. 63
Priests [also bring additional un-traceable] descendants of
HabaiYah {YAH-Hides} and of Koz {Thorn}, descendants of Barzillai, who got his name by taking a
wife from of the daughters of Barzillai {Iron-Heart}
from Gilead {Monument-Mound}. 64 These [people] try
but fail to find their names among the [Israeli] genealogy. So the [leaders] consider them ineligible to
serve as priests.
Genetics are not important. What's important is
the process of being trained in a long ancestral
line, with knowledge, wisdom, process, and habits
passed from father to son over many generations.
This process is destroyed by public school, which is
designed to create the Greek “ideal” of “cities without parents.”
[~700km

southwest across deserts]

Governor instructs the
[wanna-be priests] to refrain from eating the
most-sacred [food donations] until [YAH] establishes a [high] priest [to read] the Urim
{Light-Emitting-Rock(s)} and Thummim
{Truth-Divulging-Stone(s)}. 66 The whole con65

So the

[Persian]

gregation [of refugees] together totals 42360 [people]. 67
Plus the [refugees bring] 7337 male and female workers
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and 245 [full-time] singing men and singing women.
68 The [refugees ride home to Jerusalem on] 736 horses and
245 mules. 69 The [returning exiles ride] 435 camels and

And some of
chief fathers give [money] to [empower] the work [of rebuilding Jerusalem]. The
[Persian] governor donates to the treasury
1000 drams [21 pounds] of gold, 50 [gold]
basins, and 530 priests’ garments, [as
war reparations]. 71 Other chief fathers of [Israel] donate to the treasury 20000
drams [420 pounds] of gold, plus 2200 minas [1.33 tons] of silver [to pay] for the [rebuilding] work.
6720 donkeys. NehemiYAH 7:70
[Israel's]

About 60 luxury mansions or 15000 working cars.
72 And the rest of the refugees [team up to] donate
another 20000 drams [420 pounds] of gold, 2700
pounds of silver, and 67 [expensive] priests’ garments.
Another 60 luxury mansions or 15000 working
cars.

So, ___, [after 70 years of slavery, Israel's]
Cohanim {Priests}, and Levites, and
gatekeepers, and singers, and some
[foreign] people, and the Nethinim {GiftedOnes}, and all [the other returning] Israelies,
dwell in their hometowns. By [September,]
the 7th month [of the year], the people of
Israel [sleep] back in their cities.
73

NehemiYAH 8
Ezra Reads the Law To Ex-Exiles in
Jerusalem
1 As one man, all [Jerusalem's] people assemble in the street facing the Water
Gate. [They] ask Ezra {Aid} (the scribe) to
bring the book of the Law (of Moses)
which Yahweh commanded Israel [to
obey]. 2 So on the 1st day of the [year's]
7th month [September], [high] priest Ezra
{Aid} presents [YAH's] Law before the
congregated men, women and [children old
enough] to hear with understanding. 3

*There, facing the street by
[Jerusalem's] Water Gate, Ezra {Aid}
loudly heralds the Torah from
the morning until midday. [He]
faces the men, women and [children who are] capable of compreThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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hending [the words]. The ears of all
the people listen attentively to
the book of [YAH's] Law.
This was not a sermon, but a special event in
which the people re-discovered their lost holy
books. Possibly the words were sung. The word is
not "read" or "preached" but cried, called out, heralded.
4 Ezra {Aid} the scribe stands on a wooden stage,
built for [heralding Law]. On Ezra's right hand stands
MattithiYah {YAH's-Gift}, Shema {Heard}, AnaiYah
{YAH-Answers} , UriYah {Flame-Of-Yah}, HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance} and MaaseiYah {Work-Of-YAH}. On Ezra's left
hand [stand] PedaYah {Ransomed-By-YAH}, MishaEl {WhoEL-Is}, MalchiYah {YAH's-King}, Hashum {Enriched},
Hashbadana {Considerate-Judge}, ZechariYah {YAH-Re-

Ezra {Aid}
stands above the whole throng. He
opens the book in the sight of the [countless people]. All the people stand up. 6
*Ezra {Aid} blesses Yahweh, the
members}

and Meshullam

{Allied}.

5

great Elohim. All the people
answer, “Amén, Amén,” lifting
up their hands. Then they bow
[down]. They worship Yahweh
with their faces to the ground.
7 The people stay in their places while YahShua
{YAH-Saves}, Bani {Built}, SherebiYah {YAH-Brings-TheHeat}, Jamin {Power-Fist}, Akkub {Heel-Grabber}, Shabbethai {Restful}, HodiYah {Majesty-Of-Yah}, MaaseiYah
{Work-Of-YAH}, Kelita {Maim}, AzariYah {YAH-Helps}, JAHozabad {YAH-Endows}, Hanan {Favor}, PelaiYah {Separated-By-YAH}, and the Levites help the people understand [YAH's] Law.
The singers put YAH's Word into song, dance and
hand motions so the people can remember and
comprehend the Word.

The [leaders] cry out distinctly from the
book of the Law of Elohim. Their [handmotions, dances, skits, visual aids and songs] convey
the logic and clarity behind what [Ezra]
reads.
8

Use hand motions, songs, etc. Scriptural education
should be passionate yet logical.

*All the people stand there
weeping when they hear the
words of [YAH's] Law. NehemiYah
{YAH's-Comfort} (the governor)
and Ezra {Aid} the priestly
scribe, and the Levites teaching the people, say to all the
9
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people, “This is the Holy-Day of
Yahweh your Elohim. So don't
mourn. Don't weep.” NehemiYAH 8:10
*[The leaders shout], “Stroll [around]! Eat
the rich food and sweet drinks.
Send [food] to invalids. For today
is our Adonai's HolyDay. Don't
grieve. For the joy of Yahweh
is your strength.” 11 So the Levites
quiet all the [weeping] people by saying,
“Be at peace! Today is a Holy-day.
Don't [wallow] in grief.” 12 *All the

people [run] to the feast to eat,
drink, share food [with the poor],
and joyously celebrate, because [Ezra] declares [YAH's] Word
to them [in a way] they understand [for the first time in their lives].
That's our job: to help bring joy to the earth by
helping people understand YAH's Word. YAH's Law
brings joy, not restriction.

On the 2nd day [of the feast], the chief
fathers of all the people, the priests,
and the Levites gather together with
Ezra {Aid} the scribe, to study the
words of [YAH's] law.
Nehemiah & Ezra Re-Institute TentFest
14 In the law [which] Yahweh commanded
via Moses, the assembly finds written
that the people of Israel should live in
[rough, makeshift] tents [for 7 days] during the
7th month [Tent] feast.
13

The tent festival regulations are in Lev 23:34-44. If
you don't celebrate the Tent Festival, you get a
drought... wherever you live, even in the end times
in the New Covenant.

that they should publish
and proclaim [the following declaration] in all
their cities, including Jerusalem: “[Run]
out to the hill[s]! Fetch branches of
olive, pine, myrtle, palms and thick
trees. Make [rough twig-n-stick] shelters, as
[Yahweh] prescribed.”
15 [The Jews read]

A critical step toward independence from oppressive power is knowing how to survive in the wild.

So the people [run] out [into the countryside].
They bring [home] branches. They make
16
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themselves ‘twig-tents’, every one on
the roof of his house, and in their
courtyards, and in the courts of [Yahweh]
the Eloah's sanctuary, and in the open
courtyard by [Jerusalem's] water gate, and
in the open area by the gate of Ephraim
{Double-Fruit}.
Make it your goal to build a makeshift shelter out
of scavenged deadfall.

The whole massive group of returned
slaves make rough-tents. They sit under these “shelters.” They celebrate
more [joyfully] than any Israelites since
the days of JAHshua {Jah-Saves} (son of
Nun {Eternity}) to that day. So the [nation
rings] with overwhelming glee.
17

A whole society goes into the country and makes
little forts like children, to relive the days of their
ancestors wandering in the desert. How fun, for
the children at least!

Day by day, from the 1st day to the
last day [of the Tent Festival], [Ezra] shouts,
[sings, reads and acts out dramatizations of] the book
of the law of [Yahweh] the Eloah. The
[Israelites] celebrate the Tent Festival for
7 days. Then [as, Moses instructed,] on the
8th day [they hold] a sacred assembly.
18

NehemiYAH 9
Repatriated Israelites Fast and Repent Of Sin
1 So, on the 24th day of the same [7th]
month, [the last day of TentFest], the ‘sons of
Israel’ assemble. They fast. They wear
sack-clothes. They [throw] dirt on their
bodies [to express humility, in remorse for their sins].

*The “seed-children” of Israel
separate themselves from all
non-Hebrews. The [Hebrews]
stand. They confess their sins
and the perversities of their
fore-fathers. 3 For 1/4 of the day [6
2

the [Hebrews] stand on their feet.
They read the book of the Law of Yahweh their Elohim. Then for another 1/4
day they confess [their sins]. [On their faces],
they worship Yahweh their Elohim. 4
hours]

Then the Levites: JahShua
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KadmiEl {Presence-Of-El}, ShebaniYah {YAH-Prospers},
Bunni {Built}, SherebiYah {YAH-Brings-The-Heat}, Bani
{Built}, and Chenani {Planted}, stand up on the [temple]
stairs. They cry with a loud voice to [ask mercy from]
Yahweh their Elohim. 5 Then these Levites:
JahShua {YAH-Saves}, KadmiEl {Presence-Of-El}, Bani
{Built}, HashabniYah {Thought-Of-Yah}, SherebiYah
{YAH-Brings-The-Heat}, HodiYah {Majesty-Of-Yah},
ShebaniYah {YAH-Prospers}, and PethahiYah {YAHOpens}, shout, “Stand up and salute Yahweh your
Elohim! [He lives] forever and ever! [Yahweh, we] adore
Your glorious Name. [Your authority is] higher than any

—You Yahweh
[alone] make heaven, the heaven beyond
the sky & outer-space, with all their array, the earth and everything in it, and
the seas and everything in them! You
preserve all [creation]. The host of heaven's [angels] worship you.
blessing or praise

[can reach].

6

YHVH is alone responsible for the creation. But he
had delegates / workers subordinate to him in the
universe's creation.

—You are Yahweh, the Elohim who
chose Abram {High-Father}. You brought
him up out of [the region of] Ur {Flame}[in
Babylon]. You re-named him Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}. 8 —You looked [over the
earth]. You found [Abraham's] heart faithful
to you. So [you] made a covenant with
him. [You promised] to give [him] the land of
the Canaanite {Mercenaries}, the Hittite
{Sons-Of-Terror}, the Amorite {Mountaineers}, the Perizzite {Plainsmen}, the
Jebusite {Threshers}, and the Girgashites
{Wanderers}. (That is, [you promised] to give
the [land] to [Abraham's] seed-children).
You've performed your promise, [not because we're righteous, but] because you're
righteous. 9 —You saw the affliction our
fore-fathers [suffered] in Egypt. [You] heard
their cry [for help when they stood trapped at] the
‘Red’ Sea. NehemiYAH 9:10 —You flashed
signs and wonders against Pharaoh,
and all his servants, and all the people
of his land, because you saw them arrogantly abuse our fore-fathers. So
your fame [grew to fill the earth], as it does
today. 11 —And you divided the sea before the [Israelites]. So they passed
through the middle of the sea on dry
land! Then you hurled their persecutors
7
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into the depths! Like stones, [the Egyptians
plunged down] through the mighty/turbulent waters. 12 *—Plus, you led the

during the day via a column of cloud, and during the
night by a pillar of fire. You
shone light on the way [you wanted
them] to travel. 13 *—Then, from
heaven, you came down onto
Mount Sinai {Bush-Mountain}. You
spoke with the [Israelites through your
angel]. You gave them right rulings, and true teachings: good
Laws and instructions. 14 —[First
[Israelites]

the principles, guidance and laws
you [gave] by the hand of your servant
Moses, you introduced the [Israelites] to
[the wondrous benefits of practicing] your holy
sabbath.
among]

The Sabbath is the first concrete positive behavioral commandment in the 10 commandments.
Global 7th day rest is the key to societal and ecological renewal and to justice for the working class.

—And [You] gave the [ancient Israelites]
bread from heaven [to quench] their
hunger. And to quench their thirst, [you]
brought forth water for them out of a
rock! And you invited them to go in to
possess the land you swore to give
them. 16 *—But they, our ances15

tors, arrogantly [sinned]. They
stiffened their necks. [They refused]
to listen to your commandments. 17 —[The ancient Israelis] refused to
obey. They paid no mind to your wonders that you performed among them.
Instead they hardened their necks. In
their rebellion, they appointed [sovereign
human] head[s] to return them to
bondage. Yet you are an Elohim [who
stands] ready to pardon [us]. [You're] gracious and merciful, slow to anger, infinitely kind. So you refused to forsake [our
ancestors]. 18 *—[Our ancestors] even

forged themselves a
calf. They lied: “This
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your Elohim who
brought you up out of Egypt.”
And they committed other
gross blasphemies. 19 *—Yet, in
your manifold mercies, you
stuck with the [Israelites] in the
wilderness. Your cloud-column
never strayed from them by
day. It led them down the [right]
path. You kept alive the pillar
of fire by night, to shine light
on the way [our ancestors] needed to
travel. NehemiYAH 9:20 —And You prosents Baal,]

vided your good spirit to instruct them.
You never withheld your manna from
their mouths. You gave them water to
[quench] their thirst. 21 *—Yes, for 40

years you [miraculously] sustained
the [Israelites] in the wilderness.
So they lacked nothing. Their
clothes never grew old. Their
feet never swelled. 22 —Plus, you
gave the [Israelites] kingdoms and nations. You allotted them land to the farthest frontiers. So they possessed the
land of [king] Sihon {Tornado}, and the
land of the king of Heshbon
{Intelligence}, and the land of [fat giant] Og,
king of Bashan {Fruitful}. 23 —You multiplied [ancient Israel's] children like the stars
of heaven. You brought them into the
land [You] promised their fore-fathers
[they would] enter to own. 24 —So [Israel's]
descendants came in. They possessed
the [Promised] land. You subdued the inhabitants of the land before them. You
dumped the Canaanite {Mercenaries},
their kings, and their countrymen into
the [Israelis'] hands, to do with as [Israel]
wished. 25 —So [we Israelites] acquired
strong cities, and a rich land. [We] possessed houses brimming full of goods,
with dug-wells, vineyards, and oliveyards, and countless fruit trees. So we
ate our fill. We grew strong. We de-
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lighted ourselves in your great goodness. 26 —Yet we grew disobedient. We
rebelled against you. We cast your law
behind our backs. We murdered your
prophets for warning us to turn to you
or [die]. And we committed more gross
provocations. 27 —So you delivered us
into the hand[s] of our enemies. They
oppressed us. Then, in [our] time of
trouble, we cried to you. From heaven,
you heard us. In your limitless mercies,
you gave us rescuers. They saved us
out of our enemies' fist[s]. 28 —But after
we enjoyed rest [from invasion], we again
perpetrated evil in your face. So you
left us dominated in [the] hand[s] of our
enemies. At last we repented. We cried
to you. Again you heard us from heaven. Many times you've mercifully delivered our [nation]. 29 —[You repeatedly] warned
us, trying to bring us back to your law.
Yet we continued acting arrogantly. We
refused to listen to your commandments. Instead we sinned against your
decrees (which are the [rules] men must
follow to live). We yanked our shoulder[s] away from your [control]. We stiffened our neck[s]. We refused to hear
[you]. NehemiYAH 9:30 *—Yet for many

years you kept tolerating us.
You warned us by your spirit,
[which you put] into [the hearts of] your
prophets. Yet we refused to
give ear. So you [again] handed
us into the power-fist[s] of the
[pagan] people of the [nearby] countries. 31 —Yet, in your great compassion, you refrained from utterly consuming or forsaking [us sinners], because
you're a gracious and merciful Elohim.
32 —So now, [You] our Elohim: the great,
the majestic, and the terrifying El {Power}, loyal in covenant and love, don't
view as trifling all this trouble that
keeps flooding on us [Hebrews]. Our
kings, leaders, priests, prophets, ancestors and all your people [have suffered]
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since the dawn of the Assyrian Emperors to this day. 33 —You're always totally right in all [the punishment you] bring upon
us. You've [always] done right. We've [continually wreaked] wickedness. 34 *—Our

kings, our leaders, our priests,
and our ancestors [all] failed to
obey your law. [We refused] to listen to your commandments
and your messages you kept
[sending to] warn us. 35 —[Our ancestors confailed to serve you in their kingdom[s], despite your great goodness
that you gave them. You spread before
them the huge, rich [Promised] land. They
[continually refused to] turn from their wicked
actions. 36 *—So here we are tosistently]

day. In the land you gave our
ancestors so they could eat its
[wonderful] produce and enjoy its
goodness, [we're] slaves [of money-lenders and fascist tyrants]! Look at us:
[we're] peons [in the Promised Land]! 37 *
—Because of our sins, the
[Promised Land] yields its mighty
bounty to the dominators
you've set over us. For their
pleasure, they wield dominion
over our bodies, and over our
cattle. Meanwhile, we [hebrews wallow] in massive distress. 38 —Because of all this, we [Israelis hereby] make a
written covenant [to obey You]. We're sealing our [promise] with the names of our
leaders, our Levites, and our priests.”
Yah doesn't need or want your pledge of allegiance. He wants your obedience.

NehemiYAH 10
Israelites Seal Their Renewal Of
The Covenant
1 The [men] sealing [the document] include: [Jerusalem's]
governor NehemiYah {YAH's-Comfort} (the son of HacaliYah [Brilliance-Of-Yah]), and ZedekiYah {YAH's-Right}—
2 [and] SeraYah {YAH-Wins}, AzariYah {YAH-Helps},
JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}, 3 Pashur {Liberation},
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AmariYah {YAH's-Promise}, MalchiYah {YAH's-King}, 4
Hattush {Forsaking-Sin}, ShebaniYah {YAH-Prospers},
Malluch {Remnant}, 5 Harim {Secluded}, Meremoth
{Heights}, ObadiYah {Obey-YAH}, 6 DaniEl {El-Judges},
Ginnethon {Gardener}, Baruch {Blessed}, 7 Meshullam
{Allied}, AbiYah {Father-YAH}, Mijamin {Right-Hand}, 8
MaaziYah {Rescued-By-YAH}, Bilgai, ShemaiYah {YAHHears}. (All [of the above names] are of priests.) 9 The [following] Levites [also pledge obedience to YAH]: JahShua {YAHSaves} (the son of AzaniYah {YAH-Hears}), Binnui
{Built-Up} (one of the sons of Henadad {Favor-OfHadad}), KadmiEl {Presence-Of-El}; NehemiYAH 10:10 —
plus their associates: ShebaniYah {YAH-Prospers},
HodiYah {Majesty-Of-Yah}, Kelita {Maim}, PelaiYah {Separated-By-YAH} , Hanan {Favor}, 11 Micha {Incomparable},
Rehob {Wide-Open}, HashabiYah {YAH-Thinks}, 12 Zaccur {Memory}, SherebiYah {YAH-Brings-The-Heat},
ShebaniYah {YAH-Prospers}, 13 HodiYah {Majesty-OfYah}, Bani {Built}, Beninu [Our-Son]. 14 The [following]
leaders of the people [also pledge obedience to YAH]: Parosh
{Flea}, Pahath-Moab {Pit-Of-Moab}, Elam {Hidden},
Zatthu, Bani {Built}, 15 Bunni {Built}, Azgad {FierceTroop}, Bebai {Void}, 16 AdoniYah {Yah-Is-Sovereign},
Bigvai {In-My-Body}, Adin {Pleasure-Lover}, 17 Ater
{Locked}, HezekiYah {Strength-From-Yah}, Azzur {Surround-Aid}, 18 HodiYah {Majesty-Of-Yah}, Hashum
{Enriched}, Bezai {Trampler}, 19 Hariph {Autumn},
Anathoth {Answer}, Nebai {Fruitful}, NehemiYAH
10:20 Magpiash {Moth-Killer}, Meshullam {Allied},
Hezir {Hedged}, 21 MeshezabeEl {Rescued-By-El},
Zadok {Righteous}, Jaddua {Knowing}, 22 PelatiYah
{YAH-Rescues}, Hanan {Favor}, AnaiYah {YAH-Answers},
23 Hoshea {Savior}, HananiYah {YAH-Favored}, Hashub
{Smart}, 24 Hallohesh {Enchanter}, Pileha {Slicer},
Shobek {Leaver}, 25 Rehum {Compassion}, Hashabnah
{Inventor}, MaaseiYah {Work-Of-YAH}, 26 —and AhiYah
{Kin-Of-Yah}, Hanan {Favor}, Anan {Cloud}, 27 Malluch
{Remnant}, Harim {Secluded}, [and] Baanah {Force}. 28
The [pledgers also include] the rest of the [Israelites], the
priests, the Levites, the gatekeepers, the singers,
the Nethinim {Gifted-Ones}, and everyone [else] who
separates themselves from the people of the [pagan]
countries to obey the law of Elohim, [including] their
wives, their sons, and their daughters [old] enough
to know and understand [the commitment]. 29 [We

join [our] kinsmen [and Judea's] nobles by entering into an [oath enforced by a]
curse. [We promise] to walk in Elohim's
law, (which [He] gave through Moses the
servant of Elohim), to observe and
obey all the commandments of Yahweh
our Adonai, plus his verdicts and his
counsel.
pledgers]

It's good that they were repenting. But they should
not have sworn this foolish oath, as we should not.
They knew they wouldn't observe and do every
commandment of YAH. To swear an oath is to pronounce a curse over yourself. Oath=debt=curse.
Don't do it!
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We [hebrews promise] never
to give our daughters to the people of
the [pagan] countries, nor take their
daughters for our sons. 31 *And [we
NehemiYAH 10:30

that if the people of the
land bring merchandise or any
food on the sabbath day to sell,
that we'll never buy it from
them on the sabbath, nor on
any [other] holy day. And [we promise
that] every 7th year we'll [let the
land] rest and we'll forgive every
debt. 32 Also we make ordinances for our [country],
promise]

to each pay a yearly 1/3rd shekel [1/7 ounce of silver] to
fund the operation of our Elohim's temple.
A tiny sum.

the holy bread, and
for the continual meat-donations, and
for [smoke-roasting] the continual ascension-gifts, and [for food for feasts on] the sabbaths, and each new [full] moon, for [Yahweh's 3 annual week-long] scheduled feasts,
and for other holy [events and articles], and
for the guilt-gifts [accompanying prayers for YAH]
to cover Israel, and for all the work of
our Elohim's temple. 34 And we cast lots
among the priests, the Levites, and the
people, to assign [annual shifts] to our ancestral clans to bring wood donations
into our Elohim's temple so [priests can]
cook [food] on the [smoke-roasing] altar of
Yahweh our Elohim, as [Moses] writes in
the Torah. 35 And [we assign similar shifts] to
bring the firstfruits of our soil, and the
first-fruits of all fruiting trees, year by
year, to the temple of Yahweh. 36 And, in
33 [This silver pays for]

compliance with [Moses'] written law, [we Hebrews arrange to
dedicate] our firstborn sons and cattle, and the
firstlings of our herds and of our flocks [to feed people].
[We promise] to bring [them] into our Elohim's temple, to
the priests who serve [food there]. 37 And we [hebrews arrange to] bring the firstfruits of our ground-wheat and
other grain-gifts, and the fruit of all kinds of trees,
of wine and of oil, to the priests, to the chambers
of our Elohim's temple, and [to give] 1/10 of our soil's
[produce] to the Levites who collect tithes in all the

And [we arrange for] a priest
(a son of Aaron) to accompany the
Levites when they take tithes, to [make
sure] they bring 1/10 of the tithes to the
towns we work. 38
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inner chambers (the treasuries) of our
Elohim's temple, [instead of skimming wealth off
for themselves]. 39 [We hebrews pledge that] the
descendants of Israel (including the
sons of Levi) will bring the donated
corn, new wine, and oil into the sanctuary's utensil-chambers, [to pay] the
priests who provide [food, health-care and educational] services, and the [temple's] gatekeepers, and [its] singers, so that we
never forsake [the maintenance of] our Elohim's sanctuary.
YAH's temple is the heart of health-care, education
and food-service. Churches have abandoned these
social duties, leaving the peoples' bodies and
minds to be abused by heartless, money-grubbing,
life-sucking corporations. Yet churches still grab for
10% of your income! What a joke!

NehemiYAH 11
Exiled Israelis Re-Settle in
Jerusalem
1 So [we] leaders of [Israel's returned exiles]
settle in at Jerusalem. The rest of the
[asylum seekers] cast lots. 1 in 10 of them
settle in Jerusalem (the sacred city).
The other 90% move on to live in
[Judea's] other towns. 2 The throng applaud all [us lionhearts] who, [despite terrible
death-threats from pagan enemies,] volunteer to
re-establish Jerusalem. 3 Most of [our returning]
Israelis re-inhabit the cities of Judaea. They move
back into their [ancestral] lands. That includes priests,
Levites, Nethinim {Gifted-Ones} and the descendants
of Solomon's workers. Meanwhile, the following
leaders live in the region of Jerusalem: 4 Some descendants of Judah and of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}
settle in Jerusalem. Of Judah's [descendants, these include]:
a descendant of Perez {Breakout} [named] AthaiYah
{Yah-Helps} (the son of UzziYah {YAH's-Strength}, the
son of ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers}, the son of
AmariYah {YAH's-Promise}, the son of ShephatiYah
{YAH-Judges}, the son of MahalaleEl {Praise-El}). 5 Another [Judaean leader settles in Jerusalem]: MaaseiYah {Work-OfYAH} (the son of Baruch {Blessed}, the son of ColHozeh {All-Seeing}, the son of HazaiYah {YAH-Sees},
the son of AdaYah {YAH-Adorns}, the son of Yahoyarib
{YAH-Fights}, the son of ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers},
the son of Shiloni {Tranquil}). 6 A total of 468 valiant
men descended from Perez {Breakout} settle in
Jerusalem. 7 And the following descendants of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} [settle in Jerusalem]: Sallu {Heavyweight} (the son of Meshullam {Allied}, the son of
Joed {Appointer}, the son of PedaYah {Ransomed-By-
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the son of KolaiYah {Voice-Of-Yah}, the son of
MaaseiYah {Work-Of-YAH}, the son of IthiEl {El-Is-WithMe}, the son of JesaiYah {YAH-Saves}). 8 Gabbai
{Collective} & Sallai {Weighed} follow [Sallu]. [In total, these 3
men settle] 928 [of their male relatives and workers in Jerusalem] . 9
Joel {YAH-is-El} (son of Zichri {Memorable}) oversees
Jerusalem's [New Quarter, assisted by his] 2nd in command,
Judah {Celebrated} (son of Senuah {Point}).
NehemiYAH 11:10 The [following] priests [settle in
Jerusalem]: JedaiYah {YAH-Knows} (the son of Yahoyarib
{YAH-Fights}), [and] Jachin {Establisher}. 11 SeraYah
{YAH-Wins} [serves as] overseer of ELohim's sanctuary.
([SeraYah is] the son of HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance}, the
son of Meshullam {Allied}, the son of Zadok {Righteous}, the son of Meraioth {Rebel}, the son of Ahitub
{Good-Brother}). 12 822 of these [priests'] relatives
serve as temple workers. They [include]: AdaYah {YAHAdorns} (the son of YAHroham {Compassion-Of-Yah}, the
son of PelaliYah {YAH-Judges}, the son of Amzi
{Strong}, the son of ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers}, the
son of Pashur {Liberation}, the son of MalchiYah
{YAH's-King})— 13 —and [AdaYAH's] relatives, chief fathers, [lead] 242 [other temple-workers, most notably] Amashai
{Load} (the son of AzareEl {El's-Aid}, the son of Ahasai {Siezer}, the son of Meshillemoth {Reconciliations},
the son of Immer {Yapper}). 14 [AdaYAH's] relatives [total] 128 mighty, valiant men, overseen by ZabdiEl
{El-Gives}, the son of Haggedolim {Great-Men}. 15 The
[following] Levites also [settle in Jerusalem]: ShemaiYah {YAHHears} the son of Hashub {Smart}, the son of Azrikam
{Enemy-Help}, the son of HashabiYah {YAH-Thinks}, the
son of Bunni {Built}. 16 Chief Levites Shabbethai
{Restful} and JAHozabad {YAH-Endows} oversee the external affairs of Elohim's sanctuary. 17 A leader
named MattanYah {Gift-Of-Yah}, (the son of Micha
{Incomparable}, the son of Zabdi {Giver}, the son of
Asaph {Gatherer},) [raises his hands every day to] begin the
[Sanctuary's] thanksgiving prayer-song, along with
BakbukYah {YAH's-Bottle} ([MattanYAH's] brother-assistant), and Abda {Worker} the son of Shammua {Stunner}, the son of Galal {Great}, the son of Jeduthun
{Applauded}. 18 All the Levites in the holy city number 284. 19 Plus, Akkub {Heel-Grabber}, Talmon
{Smasher}, and their 170 relatives serve as [temple]
gatekeepers. NehemiYAH 11:20 The rest of the Israelites, including priests and Levites, settle in all
the cities of Judaea, each in his own inherited [property]. 21 Meanwhile the Nethinim {Gifted-Ones} settle in
Ophel {Fortress-Hill}. Ziha {Glow} and Gispa oversee
these Nethinim. 22 Overseeing the Levites at
Jerusalem [stands] Uzzi {Force} (the son of Bani {Built},
the son of HashabiYah {YAH-Thinks}, the son of MattanYah {Gift-Of-Yah}, the son of Micha {Incomparable}).
Some descendants of Asaph {Gatherer}, the singers,
supervise the [musical] work of Elohim's sanctuary. 23

*The Emperor orders [Jerusalem's
governor to pay] each singer a fixed
honorarium [of silver] every day [in
exchange for bringing blessings to the country by
praising YAH].
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A smart society takes care of its singers and musicians.
24 PethahiYah {YAH-Opens} the son of MeshezabeEl
{Rescued-By-El}, a descendant of Zerah {Ray} the son
of Judah {Celebrated}, serves the Emperor's hand in
all matters concerning the [Judaean] people. 25 Out in
the villages and their fields, some descendants of
Judah {Celebrated} settle at Kirjath-Arba {City-Of-The-4Giants}, and in its villages, and at Dibon {Longing},
and in its villages, and at JekabzeeEl {El-Gathers},
and in its villages. 26 [Jews also settle] in [towns named]
JahShua {YAH-Saves}, Moladah {Birth}, and BethPhelet [House-Of-Escape]. 27 And [Jews settle] at Hazar-Shual {Jackal-Village}, and at Beer-Sheba {Well-OfSeven}, and in its villages; 28 —and [Jews settle] at Ziklag {Fortress}, and at Mekonah [Base], and in its villages; 29 —and [Jews settle] at Ein-Rimmon [PomegranateFountain], and at Zareah [Wasp-Sting], and at Jarmuth
{Heights}, NehemiYAH 11:30 —[and Jews settle at] Zanoah
{Remote}, Adullam, and their villages, & at Lachish
{Harvest}, and its fields, at Azekah {Farms}, and its
villages. And they settle from Beer-Sheba {Well-OfSeven} to the Hinnom Valley. 31 Descendants of
Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} from Geba {Hillock} settle in
Michmash {Hidden}, and Aija [Ai], and Beth-El {House-Of-El}, and surrounding villages; 32 — and at
Anathoth {Answer-Town}, Nob {Fruit}, AnaniYah {YAHCovers}, 33 — & Hazor {Hamlet}, Ramah {Heights}, Gittaim {Double-Wine-Press}, 34 — & Hadid {Peak}, Zeboim
{Splendid}, Neballat [Fool's-Secret], 35 — & Lod {Lydda},
and Ono {Strong} (the valley of craftsmen). 36
Some Levite groups move from [the land of the tribe of] Judah [to the land of the tribe of] Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}.

NehemiYAH 12
Names Of Priests Who Returned
W/ Zerub-Babbel

1 The following is a list of the Cohanim {Priests} and
the Levites who emigrate [back south] up [from Babylon to
Jerusalem] with Zerubbabel {Born-From-Babylon} (the son
of ShealtiEl {I-Ask-El}) and JahShua {YAH-Saves}: SeraYah {YAH-Wins}, JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}, Ezra {Aid}— 2
—AmariYah {YAH's-Promise}, Malluch {Remnant}, Hattush {Forsaking-Sin}, 3 —ShechaniYah {YAH-Lives},
Rehum {Compassion}, Meremoth {Heights}, 4 —Iddo
{Timely}, Ginnetho [Gardener], AbiYah {Father-YAH}, 5 —
Miamin {Right-Hand}, MaadiYah {Ornament-Of-YAH}, Bilgah {Breaker}, 6 —ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears}, Yahoyarib
{YAH-Fights}, JediYah {Jah-Knows}, 7 —Sallu {Heavyweight}, Amok {Deep}, HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance},
JedaiYah {YAH-Knows}. The [aforementioned men serve] as
chief-priests. They [manage] their relatives during the
days of JahShua {YAH-Saves}. 8 Plus, the Levites:
JahShua {YAH-Saves}, Binnui {Built-Up}, KadmiEl {Presence-Of-El}, SherebiYah {YAH-Brings-The-Heat}, Judah
{Celebrated}, and MattanYah {Gift-Of-Yah}, supervise all
[of Jerusalem's] thanksgiving [services] with [their] relatives.

The Levites' relatives [named] BakbukYah {YAH's-Bottle} and Unni {Humble}
9
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stand opposite the [Levites singing antiphonally]
during services.
High Priest Yahshua's Genealogy

NehemiYAH 12:10 [Here is the genetic lineage of High Priest]
JahShua {YAH-Saves}: [Jahshua] fathers YAHoyakim
{YAH-Raises}, who fathers EliYahhib {El-Restores}, who
fathers Yahoyada {YAH-Knows}.
Or Jeshua (He-saves), meaning "YAH saves."
11 Yahoyada {YAH-Knows} fathers JAHnathan {JAH'sGift}, who fathers Jaddua {Knowing}. 12 Here are the
names of the head fathers of the priests who serve
during the days of YAHoyakim {YAH-Raises}: Meraiah
[Rebellion] leads [the family of] SeraYah {YAH-Wins}.
HananiYah {YAH-Favored} leads [the family of] JeremiYah
{YAH-Rises}. 13 Meshullam {Allied} leads [the family] of
Ezra {Aid}. Yahohanan {YAH-Favored} leads [the family] of
AmariYah {YAH's-Promise}. 14 JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}
leads [the family] of Melicu [Remnant]. Joseph {Increaser}
leads [the family] of ShebaniYah {YAH-Prospers}. 15 Adna
{Pleasure} leads [the family] of Harim {Secluded}. Helkai
[Apportioned] leads [the family] of Meraioth {Rebel}. 16
ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers} leads [the family] of Iddo
{Timely}. Meshullam {Allied} leads [the family] of Ginnethon {Gardener}. 17 Zichri {Memorable} leads [the family] of AbiYah {Father-YAH}. Piltai [Delivered] leads [the family]
of MoadYah [and of] Miniamin {Right-Hand-Gift}. 18
Shammua {Stunner} leads [the family] of Bilgah {Breaker}.
YahoNathan {YAH's-Gift} leads [the family] of ShemaiYah
{YAH-Hears}. 19 Mattenai {Generous} leads [the family] of
Yahoyarib {YAH-Fights}. Uzzi {Force} leads [the family] of
JedaiYah {YAH-Knows}. NehemiYAH 12:20 Kallai leads
[the family] of Sallai {Weighed}. Ever {The-Other-Sider}
leads [the family] of Amok {Deep}. 21 HashabiYah {YAHThinks} leads [the family] of HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance}.
NathanEl {El-Gives} leads [the family] of JedaiYah {YAHKnows}. 22 [Scribes] record the names of [Jerusalem's]
chief Levite fathers and priests [who serve] during the
terms of EliYahhib {El-Restores}, Yahoyada {YAH-Knows},
JAHohanan {YAH-Favored}, and Jaddua {Knowing}, up
to the reign of Persian [Emperor] Darius [Hystaspis]. 23 In
[Israel's genealogical] scrolls, [scribes also] record the [names of]
the family heads descended from [ancient] Levi {Uniter},
up to the term of JAHohanan {YAH-Favored} (the son
{El-Restores}). 24 The following
head Levites lead their relatives in [clamorous celebrations of] praise, [throwing their hands in
the air to] give thanks: HashabiYah {YAHThinks}, SherebiYah {YAH-Brings-The-Heat},
and JahShua {YAH-Saves} (the son of
KadmiEl {Presence-Of-El}). As commanded by David {Love} the man of Elohim,
[the vocalists sing antiphonally,] choir opposite
choir.

of EliYahhib

The Hebrew words 'halal' and 'yadah' mean raving,
foolish, wild shows of praise, with hands thrown in
the air. It's a crime to translate these words as
merely "praise" and "thanksgiving".
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25 MattanYah {Gift-Of-Yah}, and BakbukYah {YAH's-Bottle}, ObadiYah {Obey-YAH}, Meshullam {Allied}, Talmon
{Smasher}, Akkub {Heel-Grabber}, serve as gatekeepers. They guard the supplies at the [temple] gates. 26
The [aforementioned men] serve during the days of YAHoyakim {YAH-Raises} the son of JahShua {YAH-Saves},
the son of YAHozadak {YAH-Righted}, and during the
days of governor NehemiYah {YAH's-Comfort}, and of
Ezra {Aid} the priest, [Israel's] scribe.

Jerusalem Rocks At The Wall-Dedication Party
27 And [to pump the noise at] the dedication of
Jerusalem's wall, [the city leaders] seek out
the Levites from [Israel's] settlements.
The [leaders] bring these [Levites] to
Jerusalem. The [Levites] light up the walldedication celebration with glee. [They]
throw their hands in the air [to give thanks
to YAH]. They sing while [they play] cymbals,
guitars and harps. 28 The descendants
of the [ancient] singers gather themselves
together, from both the plain country
surrounding Jerusalem, and from the
villages of [the] Netophathi [Distillers]. 29
Singers also come from the “house of Gilgal
{Wheel}”, and from the fields of Geba {Hillock} and
Azmaveth {Strong-One-Of-Death}, where the singers
had built themselves villages around Jerusalem.
The singers are to live separated and holy lives,
away from the maddening corrupting crowd of society. Separation protects the fount of the huge influence the singing has over people.
NehemiYAH 12:30 The Cohanim {Priests} and the
Levites [sing songs with wild dances]. [They] morally-cleanse
themselves. They brighten up the peoples' [spirits].

Then I
[Nehemiah] bring Judaea's leaders up onto
[Jerusalem's] wall. We arrange two huge
[choirs] to parade [around the city], hands
waving [in thanks]. One [choir dances] to the
right on the wall toward the Dung Gate.
[They bless]

the gates and the city wall. 31

32 Behind the [choirs] march HoshaYah {YAH-Saves}
and half of Judaea's leaders— 33 — and AzariYah
{YAH-Helps}, Ezra {Aid}, and Meshullam {Allied}— 34 —
[and] Judah {Celebrated}, and Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son},
and ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears}, and JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}. 35 Some of the priests’ sons [parade] with trumpets; namely, ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers} (the son
of JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}, the son of ShemaiYah
{YAH-Hears}, the son of MattanYah {Gift-Of-Yah}, the
son of MichaYah {Who-Is-Like-Yah}, the son of Zaccur
{Memory}, the son of Asaph {Gatherer}). 36 [ZechariYah's]
kinsmen [also parade]: ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears}, AzaraEl
{El's-Aid}, Milalai {Talker}, Gilalai {Poopy}, Maai {Sympathy}, NathanEl {El-Gives}, Judah {Celebrated}, [and]
Hanani {Gracious}. [They march] with the [ancient] musical
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instruments
Ezra

{Aid}

[made by]

David

{Love}

the man of Elohim.

the scribe leads them. 37

And at the

fountain gate, the [horde of musicians and
singers] parade up the stairs of the citadel
of David, where the wall rises above
David's palace. The [paraders march] east to
the water gate.
Parading around town as minstrels is a core function of worship. It's not some optional thing reserved for weirdos and salvation army bands.

Meanwhile, the other [horde of] handwaving [thanks-givers] parade [around the city in
the] opposite [direction]. I [Nehemiah] follow
this [choir]. Half of [the crowd of celebrants] follow me, atop the [city] wall. [We parade]
from beyond the Tower of the Furnaces
to the Broad-Wall. 39 [We parade on, shouting
and dancing] over the gate of Ephraim,
past the gate to the Old City, over the
fish gate, [then] over the tower of HananeEl {El-Favors}, [then over] the tower of
Meah [the 100], all the way to the SheepGate. Finally [we all] halt [the parade] at the
prison gate. NehemiYAH 12:40 So the [two hordes
38

hand-waving [thanks-praisers] stand at Elohim's sanctuary, flanked by me [Nehemiah], and [our] half of [Judaea's] rulers. 41 Then these priests [blow] trumpets:
Eliakim {EL-Raises}, MaaseiYah {Work-Of-YAH}, Miniamin {Right-Hand-Gift}, MichaYah {Who-Is-Like-Yah}, ElYahoenai {My-Eyes-To-Yah}, ZechariYah {YAHRemembers}, and HananiYah {YAH-Favored}, along [with]
MaaseiYah {Work-Of-YAH}, ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears},
ELeazar {El's-Aid}, Uzzi {Force}, Yahohanan {YAH-Favored}, MalchiYah {YAH's-King}, Elam {Hidden}, and
of]

JezrahiYah [YAHShines] leads the singers [to stomp so] LOUD
[the temple shakes, ___]!
Ezer

{Aid}.

42 [Choir director]

Your church music should be so earth-shaking that
people run outside fearing the building might collapse.

That day the [priests] slaughter and
cook huge [quantities of animals for the feast].
The [celebrants] light up [the] whole [city with
joy]. They [all spin around, delighted, singing and
dancing]. Elohim brightens the [feasters] up.
[He fills them with] overwhelming glee. [Jewish
men's] wives and children [dance and sing] so
[loud] that [people] far away hear
Jerusalem [ringing] with partying.
43

That's what a church picnic is supposed to be like.

The Nation Supports Its Singers
And Priests
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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Judaea rejoice to [see their]
priests and Levites serving [so wonderfully].
So [the high priests] immediately appoint [supervisors] over the [temple] treasure-chambers. The [supervisors] gather the [nation's]
offerings, first-fruits and tithes from the
fields around the [nation's] cities. [Managers]
divvy the [donations] up as the law requires to [pay] the priests and Levites.
44 [The people of]

A wise nation pays YAH's workers. Foolish nations,
like the nations around you, persecute YAH's workers.
45 [Judea's] singers and gatekeepers keep the duty-schedules [mandated by] their Elohim. They [honor] the
responsibility of [maintaining] purity, as commanded by
[ancient king] David {Love} and his son Solomon {Peace-

*For in the ancient days
of David {Love} and Asaph {Gatherer}, the head [strolling temple] minstrels [did more than just] sing. [They'd
make] clamorous [tumults of wild, showy
praise]. They'd thrust their hands
[high in thanks] to Elohim.
Man}.

46

Thilah = spontaneous, wild halah.
Halah = foolish, clamorous show.
Shiyr = parading singers, minstrels, mariachis.
Yadah = throw hands [in the air]
These words are translated dead wrong in all popular English bibles. The result is church services so
boring they could be prescribed as sleep-drugs.

*So in the days of Zerubbabel {Born-From-Babylon}, and in the
days of NehemiYah {YAH's-Comfort}, the [whole nation of] Israel pays
[generous daily] salaries to their
[praise] singers and [temple] gatekeepers. And the [nation] dedicates holy donations to [pay] the
Levites. And the Levites set
aside [silver] to [reward] Aaron's descendants [for running the temple as a base
for this wild, amazing music ministry].
47

A proper society takes excellent care of its musicians and singers. Musicians are the key to the
spiritual education of the community. Does your
community provide for all of the needs of its spiritual musical educators? No.

NehemiYAH 13
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Nehemiah Restores YAH's Laws
1 On that very day [of the wall-dedication,
Judea's leaders] read the book of Moses into
the peoples' ears. In the law-scroll they
find Moses' rule written that no [unconverted] Ammonite or Moabite could ever enter the congregation of Elohim, forever!
Not a racial segregation, but a spiritual embargo.
Anyone who would truly live according to the Hebrew Law could become an Israelite. Proof: Ruth,
King David's Great Grandmother, the ancestor of
Jesus, was a Moabite.

837

EliYahhib {El-Restores} did for TobiYah
(furnishing him a chamber in the courts
of Elohim's sanctuary). 8 My sadness
whips into fury. I hurl all TobiYah's
household goods out of the [temple]
chamber. 9 Then I command [workers to] clean the
chamber. Then I bring back the utensils of Elohim's
sanctuary, including food-donations and frankin-

2

*Then I realize
that the [politicians] have neglected
to give the salaries to the
Levites. So, instead of working
[for YAH], the Levites and the
singers fled to work their own
fields!

YAH makes lemonade out of the lemons people
throw at you.

Society neglects us musicians and educators. So
we're forced to get day jobs. Just like almost all
Christian musicians today are totally unappreciated
by the society. Pastors suck down massive salaries.
Yet they expect their church musicians to play and
sing 2nd-rate drivel for free, and like it!

(Rather than meeting the descendants
of Israel with bread and with water, the
[inbred, perverted spawn of Ammon and Moab] hired
Balaam {Loner} to fight them with
curse-witchcraft. But our Elohim turned
that curse into a blessing.)
The [Israelites] hear the [holiness] law. Immediately they cull all the [unrepentant
pagans] from Israel's population.
3

Religious tolerance is a fantasy. The world-system
is always at war against us Hebrews.

Nehemiah Restores The Abandoned
Temple Staff
4 This [purge] happens [just] after [high]
priest EliYahhib {El-Restores} (overseer
of the chamber of our Elohim's temple)
breaks his [unholy] alliance to [Jew-killer] TobiYah. 5 This [corrupt high] priest had furnished a great chamber [in the temple as a
bribe for evil] TobiYah. [This violated YAH's commandment to allot this chamber] to the Levites,
singers and gatekeepers [as a place] to
store meat-donations, frankincense,
utensils, [and] tithes of grain, juice and
oil, and [other] offerings for [hebrew] priests
[to eat].
A priest's political crony eats the food and squats
in the quarters where the singers and educators
were supposed to live. This same religio-political
corruption dirties today's Judeo-Christian sanctuaries.
6 [This apostasy] happens while I'm away from
Jerusalem on a trip back [north] to Babylon to see
Emperor Artaxerxes {Truthful-Ruler} during his 32nd
year of [reign]. [I stay in Babylon] a while. Then, [in consultation]
with the Emperor, I arrange to return [south to
Jerusalem].

7

As I arrive back in Jerusalem,
tell me the evil [favor]

[my helpers run up. They]
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So I confront [Judea's] leaders. I ask,
“Why is Elohim's sanctuary abandoned?”
Then I gather the Levites and singers
together. I restore them to their places.
12 Then all [the people of Judaea] bring 1/10
of their corn and juice and oil to the
[temple] treasuries.
11

To feed the musicians, singers & educators.
13 To manage [Jerusalem's temple] treasuries, I appoint
treasurers: priest ShelemiYah {Thank-You-Gift-To-YAH},
and Zadok {Righteous} ([a] scribe), and PedaYah {Ransomed-By-YAH} (a Levite). And to assist these [treasurers],
[I appoint] men proven faithful: Hanan {Favor} the son
of Zaccur {Memory}, the son of MattanYah {Gift-OfYah}. These [leaders] take up their duty to distribute
[food, clothes and money] to their relatives [who work the temple].
14 [And I pray,] “Oh my Elohim, remember [that] I [restored
Judea's temple workers] . Never wipe out the good deeds
I've done to [help your] servants [run your] santctuary,
my Elohim.”

Nehemiah Bans The Sabbath-Desecrators

*About that time, I'm [riding my
horse] in [the territory of] Judah. I see
some [Jews] treading wine-presses on the sabbath. [They're] harvesting heaps [of grain]. [Others] load
donkeys with wine, grapes,
figs and all kinds of burdens. I
follow these [sabbath-breakers] back
15
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into Jerusalem on the sabbath
day. I rail against them [all] that
day as they stand [arrogantly] selling food! 16 And I see [pagan] men
from Tyre {Rock-Port} shacked-up in
[Jerusalem], hauling fish and all kinds of
merchandise to market, selling on the
sabbath to the descendants of Judah,
right in Jerusalem! 17 *So I contend

with the nobles of Judaea. I
[yell] at them, “What kind of evil
are you perpetrating, profaning
the sabbath day? 18 *—Your
fore-fathers [ignored the Sabbath].
That's why [Yahweh] our Elohim
brought all this evil on us, and
upon this city! Yet you bring
more fire-rage upon Israel by
profaning the sabbath?!”
Go tell your local churchgoers to close their businesses Friday sundown to Saturday sundown. See
how quick you get unfriended. Yet businesses who
close during those hours make MORE money!

*[The next week, just] before the
sabbath, evening shadows fall
on the gates of Jerusalem. I
command the [gatekeepers to] lock
the gates. I forbid the gatekeepers to open the gates 'til
after the sabbath. I station
some of my workers at the
gates, so no one can haul in
loads on the sabbath day.
19

No buying and selling work on the Sabbath.

So the merchants and
sellers of all kinds of wares sleep outside Jerusalem for one or two nights. 21
Then I testify against the [merchants]. I
say to them, “Why are you camping out
[selling products on the Sabbath] around the [city]
wall? If you do that again, I'll [send the
guards to] man-handle you.” From that
time on the [merchants] stay away on the
sabbath. 22 Then I command the
Levites to cleanse themselves, then to
come guard the [city] gates, to [make sure
NehemiYAH 13:20
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sanctifies the sabbath day.
(Remember, O my Elohim, how [I risked
my life to guard your Sabbaths]. Spare me. [Give
me] all of your great mercy.)
Nehemiah Bans All Unrepentant
Pagans
that everyone]

*About that time I notice
Jews have shacked-up with [pagan slut] women from Ashdod
{Ravager-City}, [inbred] Ammon, and
[perverted] Moab.
23

Not a racial problem, but a cultural and religious
one. These wives were obviously maintaining the
ways of the accursed pagans.

So the [slutmongers'] children speak half
in the language of Ashdod {Ravager-City}.
They fail to speak the Jews’ language.
[Children run around in gaggles, babbling] the languages of [all kinds of] people-groups.
24

They refuse to adopt the ways of the Hebrews, so
they have to go.

*So I contend with the [Dads].
I shame them. I banish some
of them. I shave off their hair.
I get [the Jews to again] swear by Elohim that they won't give their
daughters to [pagan] sons, nor
take [pagan] daughters for their
[Hebrew] sons, nor for themselves.
26 *[I say,] “Didn't Israel's king
Solomon swerve [into insanity] by
[marrying pagan princesses]? Among [all]
nations, there never was a king
like Solomon. ELohim loved
him! Elohim made him king
over united Israel. Yet non-Hebrew women caused even
[Solomon] to fall [off the path to heaven]. 27
25

We can't let [Israel] follow your evil [example,] wreaking all this twisted ruin, transgressing against our Elohim by marrying perverse wives!” 28 [I spy] one of the
sons of Yahoyada {YAH-Knows}, the son
of high priest EliYahhib {El-Restores}. [I
know Yahoyada has just married the evil daughter of Persian Satrap]
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Cave-Town. So I chase
from me.

[Yahoyada away]

the king's palace, for all the people from the least

In the
garden hang white and blue linen [tapestries], fastened to marble pillars with
cords of white linen and purple-dyed
[hemp] on silver rings. [The rich nobles eat and
drink. They recline on] dining-couches of gold
and silver. [The floor shines:] a mosaic pavement of white [and black] marble, red
feldspar, brilliant mother-of-pearl, blue
turquoise, and other costly stones.
The Feasters & Emperor Get Slobbering Drunk
7 [Beautiful slaves] serve wine in goblets of
gold, each one unique. The royal wine
flows endlessly, showing the Emperor's
generous wealth. 8 There are no limits
on the drinks, ___. The Emperor orders the palace-servants to [pour] everyone as much [alcohol] as they want [to guzzle]!
to the greatest in the citadel of Susa. 6

Horon = Cave-Town.
29 [So I pray,] “My Elohim, remember [to judge] those [unholy Jews]. They defiled the priesthood. They [keep mocking] the covenants of the priests and Levites.”

Thus I clean all [pagans]
from the [priesthood]. [Next] I appoint the
Cohanim {Priests} and the Levites to duty-groups [in which] every man performs a
specific task. 31 And [I organize national schedule(s) for collecting and burning] donated wood [in
the temple], and [for preparing sacred meals using Israel's donated] ‘first-fruits’ [food]. [So I pray,]
“Remember me favorably, O my Elohim.”
NehemiYAH 13:30

Esther 1
Artaxerxes Rules The World's
Largest Empire
1 It's the days when Emperor Artaxerxes {Truthful-Ruler} reigns from India to Cush {Ethiopia}, over
127 [national] territories:
The scope of this story is huge: an obscure Jewish
orphan slave-girl becomes the Queen of the entire
Persian empire, influential wife to the most powerful man alive. His Empire spanned a population
many times larger than that of the United States.
Xerxes is an assumption. This is more probably Artaxerxes aka Ahasuerus/ Astyages, who bore the
title: Darius (the Maintainer). YHVH's name doesn't
appear whole in the book of Esther. But ‘Y-H-V-H’
is hidden inside of Esther's Hebrew text in easily-viewable acrostic patterns.
2 — the days when Artaxerxes {Truthful-Ruler} sits on
his kingdom's throne in Suza, the fortified Capitol
[city of the colossal Medo-Persian Empire].
Shushan the capital city of the Persian Empire, on
the river Shapur, east of the Persian gulf.

The Emperor Throws History's Biggest Feast

3 In the 3rd year of Artaxerxes' reign, he throws a
feast for his princes and officials; the military men
of Persia {Iran} and Media {Western-Asia}. The nobles
and governors of the [Empire's 127] provinces assemble
before Xerxes.
This verse suggests that this may have been king
Astyages, not Xerxes, based on the assumption
that this feast is in a peaceful year, not wartime.

For 180 days Artaxerxes {Truthfuldisplays the vast wealth of his
kingdom and the splendor and glory of
his majesty. 5 After 180 days, the Emperor
4

Ruler}

gives a 7-day banquet in the enclosed garden of
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This state-sponsored addiction is the source of the
problems that follow, just as in your country today.

Queen Vashti Holds A Competing
Feast

9 Queen Vashti {Thread} also gives a banquet for the
women in the royal palace of Emperor Artaxerxes.
Greek historian Herodotus states that after Persia's
invasion against Greece, Ahasuerus' (Xerxes') wife
was a cold, vindictive queen.

The Emperor Summons His Gorgeous Queen Vashti
Esther 1:10 On the 7th day, the Emperor's heart
gets giddy with wine. So he summons [his] 7 [top]
attending eunuchs: (Mehuman {Crowd-Roar}, Biztha,
Harbona {Destroying-Sword}, Bigtha, Abagtha {Father-Of-the-Wine-Press}, Zethar and Carcas {Lamb's-Covering}).
Chamberlains castrated to keep them from being
sexually attracted to the Queen or aggressive toward the Emperor.

The Emperor [barks to his officials]: "Bring
Queen Vashti before [me]! [Make her] wear
her royal crown!” Xerxes [shouts to] his
vassal-kings [who stand before] the [drunken]
crowd, “[Wait 'til] you see [my Queen. She's the
most] beautiful woman [in the world]!
11

Vashti might have appeared for the nobles. But she
didn't want the poor common people to even look
at her.

Persia's Queen Refuses To Model
For Drunk Men
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*The Emperor's chamberlains deliver [his commandment]. But
queen Vashti {Thread} refuses to
come [show off her beauty]. So the Emperor cracks off in fury. His
anger burns in his [heart], ___.
12

Royal Advisers Decree Divorce For
The Queen
13 Since it's customary for the Emperor
to consult experts in matters of law and
justice, he speaks with the wise men
who understand the times: 14 [The Emperor conclosest to him: Carshena {Sleeping-Lamb},
Shethar, Admatha {Cloud-Of-Death}, Tarshish {Gem},
Meres {OutFlow}, Marsena {Bitter-Bramble} and Memucan {Haman}, the 7 nobles of Persia and Media who
enjoy special royal access, the highest [rank] in the
sults the men]

“According to law, what must
be done to Queen Vashti?” asks the
Emperor. “She disobeys the command
that [I,] Emperor Xerxes sent via eunuchs to her!” 16 Memucan {Haman} answers, addressing the Emperor and [his]
princes: “Vashti the queen has done
wrong not only to the Emperor, but
also to all [his] princes, and to all the
people in all the provinces of Emperor
Xerxes.
Empire. 15

When a woman disobeys a reasonable command of
her husband or father, the fabric of society is in
danger. Memucan probably = evil Haman.

—The queen's defiance will echo
abroad to all women. So in their own
eyes the [women] will despise their husbands. They'll whine, ‘King Xerxes commanded Queen Vashti to be brought
before him. Yet she refused to come.
[So I don't have to obey you, hubby!]’ 18 —This
very day the Persian and Median women of the nobility who hear about the
queen's misconduct will contradict all
[your] Imperial nobles in the same way.
There'll be no end of disrespect and
discord. 19 *—So if it pleases [you,]
17

Emperor, issue a royal decree.
[Order the scribes] to write the dictum
into the unrepealable laws of
Persia and Media. [Proclaim] that
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Vashti is never again to enter
the presence of Emperor Xerxes. Also, Emperor, give Vashti's
royal position [and estate] to some
[other woman] better than her.
Possibly Haman is trying to snag Vashti for himself.

—[Make trumpeters] publish [your]
Imperial decree (which [you] will make)
throughout [your] whole colossal empire.
Then all the wives will give honor to
their husbands, both great and small!”
The Emperor Strips And Banishes
His Queen
21 The [drunk] Emperor and his [drunk] nobles smile, pleased with this [dumb, marriage-destroying] advice. So the Emperor executes Memucan's proposal. 22 *EmEsther 1:20

peror ArtaXerxes dispatches
[thousands of foot-messengers. They sprint from

bulletins to
every province of the Empire,
to each province in its own
script, to each people-group in
their own language. The [couriers
shout], “Publish this edict: Each
man is ruler of his own house!”
Persia's palace. They carry]

Women must obey their husbands and fathers.
There's no other way. Dad holds the steering
wheel. Grabbing it out of his hand will just kill everybody. Too bad that men are such incompetent
leaders. But that's the way it is. If you didn't want
to follow his leadership, you shouldn't have married him.

Esther 2
Esther Becomes Queen Of The
Uber-Empire
1 Soon the Emperor's anger cools down.
He keeps thinking about [ex-Queen] Vashti
{Thread}[embarrassing him]. He [questions] his
[rash] proclamation. [He wishes he hadn't dethroned and banished] her.
The Emperor misses his snuggle-bunny.

The Emperor's attendants [watch him stew,
say, ‘Let's begin a
search for beautiful young virgins for
[our] king [to marry].
2

sleeping solo. So they]
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If course, the officials are trying to score hot chicks
for themselves.

—Let the Emperor appoint [girl-hunting]
officers in all the provinces of his kingdom [from Romania to India]! [Commission the
hunters to] gather all the good-looking
young virgins to Shushan palace. [Enroll
the girls] in the house of the women. Put
them in the custody of royal chamberlain Hegai {Meditation}, keeper of the
[harem of] women. Order [the royal beauticians]
to give purification [supplies and beauty treatments] to [each virgin]. 4 *—Let the
3

maiden who pleases the Emperor be queen instead of
Vashti.” Emperor [Xerxes smiles] at
the idea of [bed-testing hundreds of the
hottest virgins on the planet]. So [he orders his
soldiers to round up the Empire's most eye-catching virgins and cage them in his harem] . 5 At that
time in Shushan Palace there works a Jewish [accountant] named Mordecai {Pure-Myrrh}, (the son of Jair
{Goldshine}, the son of Shimei {Famous}, the son of
Kish {Bow}, [from the tribe of] Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}).
JAHir = YAH's Gold. ‘Accountant’ is an assumption.

live in exile from
Jerusalem among the captive [slaves,] including Judea's king JeconiYah {JAHEstablishes}. [They've wallowed in bondage for
decades, since] Babylon's Emperor Nebuchadnezzar dragged the [Jews ~700km
northeast in chains].
6 [Mordecai and his tribe]

Babylonia became Medo-Persia, then later morphed into the Greek and Roman Empires, which today persist as the ‘New World Order.’

*Mordecai had raised
his uncle's daughter
Hadassah {Myrtle} (later
known as ‘Esther’). Esther [lost her] father and
mother [in infancy]. When
Esther's father and
mother died, Mordecai
adopted Esther as his
own daughter. She had
7
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been a fair and
beautiful girl.
[always]

To hide her Hebrew identity, Myrtle scandalously
poses as a Persian named after the goddess Ishtar
(Easter / Star).

So the [citizens] hear the Emperor's order ringing [across the Medo-Persian Empire].
[Thousands of soldiers] gather hundreds of
maidens to Shushan Palace. They [trap
the girls] in the custody of Hegai
{Meditation}, keeper of the [harem] women. [The soldiers search out] Esther. [They drag her
from her hiding place.] They bring her [with the
other beautiful virgins] to the royal palace.
[They place her] in Hegai's custody. 9 This
[Jewish] maiden [Esther] pleases [the haremmaster]. Esther wins his kindness. He
rushes to provide her with purification
[supplies and beauty treatments]. [The harem-master
also] gives [Esther] portions [of special food].
He assigns 7 girls from the royal palace
to attend her. He promotes Esther and
the girls attending her to the best place
in the harem’s quarters! Esther 2:10 *[But]
8

Esther [keeps secret] her [Jewish] identity. As Mordecai had commanded her, she [avoids all contact with
her] family. 11 But Mordecai walks every day before the court of the women's house, trying to learn how Esther
is doing, and what will become of her.
Esther may have been the mother of Cyrus.

Now every maiden takes her turn to
go into [the royal bedchamber] to [please] Emperor Xerxes. But first she has to graduate from her prescribed 12 month ‘female-preparation’ course. (For 6
months, [masseuses] treat her with oil of
myrrh. Then, for another 6 months,
[beauticians treat her] with perfumes and other cosmetics for women. [She trains in eti12

quette. She practices poise and regal presentation skills.
She diets and exercises like she's training for the Olympic
games!])

Xerxes = Achashverosh = Ahasuerus
13

Then, as each maiden

[leaves the harem-

house to enter the royal quarters to give her virginity]

the Emperor,
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whatever she asks. 14 *Each

evening,

[that night's virgin] tip-toes
[up the towering marble stairs to sleep with the addict-king]. Then, the next morning,
[the increasingly frustrated and dysfunctional king

kicks the crying girl out of bed]. [Royally-violated,]

she stumbles back down to the
house of the second-string
women, to the custody of royal
chamberlain Shaashgaz {Sheep-Shearer}, keeper of the concubines. [Though the Emperor has taken her virginity and her heart, she's] forever
banned from coming to him
again, except [in the highly unlikely event
that] he especially enjoys her,
and calls her [back] by name.
Sounds like a dream for the king. But it's actually a
nightmare for everyone. Addiction destroys the
mind. Sex brings down the world's greatest Empire.

shines from her innocent face like
sunlight from heaven. Her kindness
puts to shame the empty superficiality of the made-up material-girls.]
Soldiers escort Esther up the long palace stairway.
Girls stream one after another down past her. They
cry. They throw their jewels. Soldiers parade girl
after amazing, elegantly-dressed supermodel into
the bedchamber. They pose before the drunk king.
He lays on the bed drinking. He commands each
beautiful girl to take off her clothes. He rejects
them all: "Flat chest!", "big butt!", "too short!" ,
"Too tall!", "annoying voice!", "transvestite!",
"beanpole!", "fat cow!", "too black!", "Too white!",
"I'm fed up with blondes ... brunettes ...
redheads ... " Finally, into the bedroom door walks
Esther. She wears a plain slave-dress; no makeup,
no jewelry. The Emperor goes to reject Esther.
Then he looks closely. He gets up. He walks over,
burps, checks Esther out like a slave-trader: "teeth
good," … "no dandruff" … "toes free of fungus" …
"Boobs firm" … "Butt firm" … "breath—tolerable" …
overall, you appear marginally acceptable." And
the two play ping pong, chess, discuss world
events, and…

So, in the 10th month (Tebeth {Deof the 7th year of Xerxes’
reign, [Persian soldiers] escort [this humble Jewish
virgin orphan, alias-named] ‘Easter’, [into] Emperor Xerxes’ royal palace bedchamber.
16

*Soon the turn for AbiHail's daughter Esther
(who was adopted by
her cousin Mordecai)
comes to go in to [sleep
with] Emperor [Xerxes]. Esther [distinguishes herself from the

cember})

and gold and unspeakable riches.]

17

15

material-girls. They grab diamonds

Esther asks nothing except what Hegai
{Meditation}, the king's
chamberlain, the keeper
of the women, appoints.
[So, even though Esther walks
humbly and unadorned, without jew-

everyone who
looks at Esther falls in
love with her. [Inner beauty
elry and bling,]
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Esther's wildest dream and worst nightmare come
true at once. She gets a chance to become Queen
of the mightiest Empire in the world. And she loses
all hope of ever giving her virginity to a young man
who loves her. She forfeits her dream of a happy,
lifelong monogamous marriage. She's one in a line
of hundreds of women who sleep with this same
addict. And she has no choice. She's forced at the
point of a sword to bed the Emperor.

*The Emperor,

[the most

powerful man in the entire world]

loves [humble orphan] Esther
more than all the [incredible] women [he's ever kissed].
Esther obtains grace
and favor in the Emperor's sight more than all
the [beautiful] virgins [in the
royal harem]! So the Emper-
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or places the royal
crown upon Esther's
[humble] head. He makes
Esther Queen in place of
[the de-throned] Vashti
{Thread}!
There's no bigger rags-to-riches story than the story of Queen Esther. It's like the story of Moses and
Joseph and Daniel, but more touching. Like Ruth,
but WAY bigger. Perhaps the Emperor doesn't even
bed Esther. Maybe, when he proposes the coronation, Esther says, "Don't you even want to see if
we're ... compatible?" The Emperor replies, "I'm
not short on bed-mates. If you don't satisfy me,
some other girl will. I'm looking for a wife with
character." Esther replies, "Oh - I'll take that as a compliment..." The Emperor continues, "Pretty
girls are a dime a dozen. They all work the same drop your coin in the slot and --ArrrooooGah! Boring. Chicks love money. I'm looking for a wife who
doesn't care about my money and power. Someone who loves me for me. Do you love me,
Esther?" Esther replies, "Well, love takes time ...
we'll see." The king replies, "I like your honesty.
You know I could cut off your head for being so
honest."

So the Emperor throws a great feast.
[He calls it:] “Esther's feast.” He invites all
his princes and his servants. He decrees [‘Esther's Day’] a holiday in all [127]
provinces [of the Medo-Persian Empire]. He
shows off his royal generosity by giving
[mighty and overwhelming] gifts [to Esther and to Persia's nobles]. 19 [The emperor] transfers all the
other young ex-virgins to the second-string harem. There they get
pawned off as bed-partners for lower
officials (as those officials had
planned). So [Esther's rivals] pose no threat
to her throne. [Esther's cousin] Mordecai becomes a palace official. Esther 2:20 *Still
18

Esther keeps her [Hebrew] family
and identity a closely-guarded
secret, just as Mordecai commanded her. She doesn't even
tell her husband, the Emperor!
[Even after] Esther [becomes the most powerful woman in the world, she] obeys [her adoptive Father] Mordecai, just like she
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while he raised her
child.

[as

a pitiful orphan]

Mordecai Thwarts An Assassination
Conspiracy

*Time passes, ___. One day,
Mordecai [happens to be] sitting by
the royal gate. He [pricks up his ears].
He overhears two of the Emperor's chamberlains, (Bigthan
{Meat-Press} and Teresh, royal
door-keepers), [whispering] angrily,
plotting to assassinate Emperor Xerxes! 22 Mordecai [pieces together]
21

details of the assassination conspiracy.
He [runs upstairs]. He reveals [the diabolical regicide plans] to Queen Esther. Esther certifies [the report to] the Emperor. [She] gives
full credit to Mordecai. 23 [Royal detectives]
launch an inquisition into the murder
conspiracy. They confirm [Mordecai's statements. The Emperor makes his Imperial executioners]

torture the [traitorous] doormen. Still the
[doormen] refuse to reveal the identity [of
their ringleader]. So the Emperor makes his
soldiers [crucify] both doormen on a tree.
[Yet, to the death, the doormen keep their mouths shut.]

(All this is recorded in the book of the
chronicles of Emperor Xerxes.)

Esther 3
Evil Lord Haman Seeks Revenge on
the Jews
1 [5 years] pass, ___. Emperor Xerxes
awards a promotion to [evil] Haman (the
son of Hammedatha {Troubler-Of-Law},
the descendant of [fiery Amalekite king]Agag).
Xerxes [continues to] advance Haman.
Eventually [Xerxes] assigns Haman a seat
of authority higher than all the princes
[of his time].
Mordecai, of the tribe of Benjamin, crushes the
Amalekites, as predicted in 1 Sam 15:2-33.

*All the Emperor's servants at
the royal [Court] gate bow and
reverence [evil] Haman. [They obey]
2
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the Emperor's command

[that ev-

eryone revere the Empire's vice-regent].
[Queen Esther's uncle]

But

Mordecai {Pure-

Myrrh}, [out of honor to Yahweh, and perhaps
sensing Haman is a dirty traitor, refuses day after

bow or pay honor to
Haman.

day to]

[evil

Lord]
It's sin to bow to and reverence men. To place
yourself under the jurisdiction of any man is a sin.
Pledging allegiance is a sin. Raising your right hand
and swearing an oath is ALWAYS sin. All of these
idolatrous mistakes create or strengthen biblicallyforbidden master-servant relationships.
Bow = #3766 kara`:
to bend the knee; sink, prostrate, bring down
(low), cast down, couch, fall, feeble, smite (stoop)
down, subdue.

So the Emperor's servants at the Royal [Court] Gate ask Mordecai, “Why do
you keep violating the Emperor's commandment [to honor his second-in-command]?”
3

One devout Hebrew man refuses to bow in worship
to the Vice-President of the world-Empire. Thus a
world-war breaks out against the Hebrews. So the
Emperor of the largest empire in history arms the
Hebrews to fight against his own imperial troops.
Today the world is full of so-called ‘Christians’ who
live by sinfully swearing oaths of allegiance to the
corrupt Grandchild of the same pagan empire.

*Day after day the [court officials]
urge Mordecai to give in. [They
raise their fists and shout, ‘Hail Haman!’] Still
Mordecai refuses to obey the
[court officials]. “I'm a Jew,” Mordecai explains. [“As a Hebrew, I'm forbidden
4

to bow to any man, even to Haman, the 2nd most
powerful man in the world! Actions like bowing,
praying and raising your right-hand are reserved to

So the court officials tattle-tale to Haman
about [Mordecai's “weird anti-social religion”].
[Everyone] wonders if Haman will
tolerate Mordecai's [‘criminal’] conduct, [or if Haman will rule that the Empire has
Yahweh the Almighty!”]

a ‘compelling governmental interest’ in denying
Mordecai's ‘religious freedom].’
Hebrews refuse to hail Hitler.

5 *Haman sees that Mordecai
[refuses, even under torture and threat of death,
to]

bow or revere him. So
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Haman boils over with fury,
___! 6 Haman scorns [his advisers’] suggestion to grab

only Mordecai.
So I'll
destroy all the Jews living throughout
Xerxes' entire Empire! I'll exterminate
Mordecai's whole nation!”
[and kill]

[Haman shouts, “All Jews hate human laws.]

Haman = Hitler. The world decides to invent their
own 'laws' rather than follow the Creator's Laws.
So obviously, we Hebrews gum up the world's economic, social and political schemes. So the world
despises and destroys us. But at judgment day, we
Hebrews come out on top.

In the 12th year of Emperor Xerxes’
rule, in the 1st month, the month of
Nisan {~April}, [evil lord] Haman orders [his
sorcerers to] throw ‘lots’ (known as
“purim") [similar to rolling dice]. [Thus the satanists
ask the war-gods to reveal] the right month and
day to launch [evil Haman's genocidal holocaust
against the Hebrews]. The lot falls on the [13th
day of the] 12th month, the month of Adar
[~late February]. 8 [Lord] Haman lies to Emperor Xerxes, “There is a [pernicious] nation scattered across the world, dispersed among the [good] people in all the
provinces of your kingdom. Their laws
are incompatible with every other nation's laws. They refuse to obey your
royal laws. So it's harmful to you, king,
to allow the [Hebrews] to [infect the planet with
their rebellion and lawlessness].
7

Hebrew Law is incompatible with Roman Civil Law.
So history's Hitlers try to crush the seed of ‘Hebrew
rebellion’ before it grows into an Empire-destroying
weed. This same pattern is the dominating force
affecting your life today.

—If it pleases [you,] Emperor, let [me]
write a decree of destruction against
the [Hebrews]. I'll authorize the royal treasurer to disburse 10000 talents [375 tons]
of silver to fund the [genocide] “operation.’”
9

A mind-boggling sum, approximately the value of
500 luxury mansions. Or, "I will [plunder the dying
Jews]. Then I'll dump 375 tons of [Israel's] silver
into the hands of the accountants in charge of the
operation, to bring it into your royal treasuries."

Emperor [Xerxes, the most
takes his [signet] ring
off his hand. He gives [the ring] to the
Esther 3:10 [Drunk]

powerful man in the world,]
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Jews’ nemesis: Haman (the son of
Hammedatha {Troubler-Of-Law}, the descendant of [evil mutant king] Agag). 11 The
Emperor [mumbles] to [Lord] Haman, “I entrust the silver to you. Take my [imperial
troops. Quash the rebels.] Do with them whatever seems good in your eyes.” 12 [Lord
Haman] calls in the Imperial lawyers. He
dictates [his genocidal orders to them]. Scribes
engrave every word Haman commands.
On the 13th day of the 1st month [of
Xerxes’ 12th year of reign], [messengers on racing warhorses] speed these orders to the royal
commanders, and to the governors ruling over every province [in the Medo-Persian
Empire], and to the chiefs of every
[conquered] people of every province.
[Scribes write the order] in each [conquered nation's]
official script. [Translators make] separate
copies in each people-group's common
language. Every [page] is signed in the
name of Emperor [Xerxes,] and sealed [in
red candle-wax] with the Emperor's [signet]
ring [on Haman's fist]!

An extremely well-coordinated perfect storm of disaster for the Jews. 13 is the number which symbolically represents deception.

sends this message [by champion
sprinters] into [every last nook in] all the Emperor's [vast] provinces: [“All citizens and soldiers throughout the Empire must] overthrow, kill
and destroy all Jews, both young and
old, little children and women, in one
day: the 13th day of the 12th month,
(the month of Adar [~late February]). Seize
the goods of the Jews as plunder! 14 A
copy of this executive war-order must
be posted as a commandment in every
province. Publish [this mandate] to all people, so all citizens will be ready [to massacre the Jews] on the day of attack. [—Signed
and irrevocably sealed, Emperor Xerxes.]”
13 [Haman]

In the pre-electronic age, it would take months to
issue orders to billions of people across thousands
of miles. So to revoke this order would call into
question any future Imperial order. The confusion
would plunge the Empire into chaos.

posts out
The Imperial rush-order hastens the [runners] on.
15 [Sprinters]

race the

[attack-order]

[across Europe, Asia, Arabia and Africa].
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publishes the decree in the
citadel of Susa. Emperor [Xerxes] and
[Lord] Haman sit down to drink. [From the
royal balcony, they watch] the city of Susa descend into confusion. [The city is heavily popu[Haman]

lated with Jews intermarried with Persians.]

Esther 4
Mordecai Informs Esther of
Haman's Evil Plot
1 Soon Mordecai figures out [that his obedi-

ence to YAH's Laws has brought the entire Hebrew nation
into danger of imminent death].

So, [in a fit of terror
and grief,] Mordecai rips apart the clothes
he's wearing. He wraps [his body] in
sacks. [He dumps] ashes over his head. He
staggers out into the middle of the
[Capitol] city. He cries with a loud, bitter
wail! 2 [Mordecai staggers and crawls] all the way
to the gate of the Imperial [Palace. The
guards stick their spears in Mordecai's face. They shout,

can
enter the Emperor's gate clothed in
sacks!” 3 Meanwhile, in every province
“We know you're the Queen's favorite. But no one]

[of the Persian Empire, horsemen rush into cities. They

the decree [bearing] the royal kill-order. [All] Jews [everywhere] burst into
mourning. They fast. [Women] weep. [Men]
wail. Many [Jewish people repent]. They lay [on
the ground]. They don sacks. [They dump]
ashes [on their heads]. 4 [Back in the Capitol,] Esther's maids and chamberlains [rush into
her bed-chamber]. They yell, [“Mordecai lies in the
nail up]

street, wailing and rolling around wearing a sack!”]

Queen [Esther's] face [blanches,] overwhelmed by grief. She [runs around her room,
digs in her dressers. She shoves] clothes into her
servant's hands. She yells, “Take these
clothes to Mordecai. Get him to put on
normal clothes! Take off the sacks [before
the guards kill him]!” But [in the street,] Mordecai
refuses to take the normal clothes.
The meaning of “HaleluYah” is to make a foolish
public spectacle of yourself to bring attention to
YAH. Your protection comes not from people respecting you, but from a change in the power-balance in the unseen spirit-realm around you. Rolling
around got Mordecai attacked by men and protected from heaven.
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Then Esther calls for Hatach, one of
the royal chamberlains whom Xerxes
appointed to attend her. Esther commands Hatach to [run] to Mordecai {PureMyrrh}, to [find out] what's [upsetting him],
why [he's rolling around in the street crying like he's
dying]! 6 So Hatach [runs from the palace] to
Mordecai. [Hattach sees him writhing in the dirt, sobbing] in the city street in front of the royal [court] gate. 7 Mordecai tells Hatach
everything: “[I refused to worship Haman.] So
Haman took a [mind-boggling] sum of money from the royal treasuries to fund an
international world-war to destroy [us]
Jews!”
5

Again, Haman does not have enough silver in his
personal bank account to fund this world-war,
stretching across Europe, Africa, the Middle-East
and Asia. Haman is TAKING a huge sum of money
from the royal treasury, presumably with the
promise of paying it back [and then some] from
plundering the Jews in 127 countries.
#8254 shaqal =
to suspend or poise (especially in trade):--pay, receive, spend, weigh.

Mordecai hands [chamberlain] Hatach a
copy of the words in the [royal] decree
published at Suza, ordering every [citizen
and soldier in the Empire] to exterminate [all]
Jews. Mordecai begs, “Hatach, run!
Show this [page] to Esther. Explain it to
her. Command her to [risk her life to] enter
the Emperor's [throne-room]. [She must] beg
him, plead with him, to [abolish his genocide
order against] her people!” 9 Hatach runs
[back into the palace]. He repeats to Esther
every [word] Mordecai said. Esther 4:10
8

Again Esther speaks to Hatach. She gives him

[the

“All the [thousands of] Imperial officials, and [all] the [billions of] people in the Emperor's nations,
know, that anyone, man or woman,
who approaches the Emperor in his inner court, without being called, falls under the no-tolerance, first-offense law
ordering the executioners to put him to
death, unless the Emperor holds out
[his] golden scepter, sparing the uninvited guest's life. [I can't go into the throne-room.
following]

message for Mordecai: 11
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the Emperor hasn't
called me to come in to [see him] for [at
least] 30 days.” 12 [Immediately, Hatach runs from
Even though I'm the Queen,]

Esther's bedchamber. He bursts out of the palace doors.

There he repeats Esther's words to Mordecai. 13 Mordecai
commands [Hatach] to answer Esther,
“Don't imagine that you can escape [destruction because you're the Queen] in the royal
family-palace! [Lord Haman will assassinate you,
after he murders us other] Jews. 14 —If you
stay [frightened into] silence now, then
[Yahweh] will stand up for the Jews. [He'll
He runs into the street.]

miraculously send foreign troops or pestilence or fire from

But [as punishment for
and your father's family [will be destroyed]. Who knows?
Perhaps [risking your life to] save your [Hebrew]
people [from a genocidal attack] is the reason
[Yahweh] let you become Queen [of the largest
Empire in history]!” 15 Then Esther tells [Hatach] to run
the [following] answer back to Mordecai: 16 "Go.
Gather together all the Jews present in
Suza. Fast for me. Starve [yourself. Don't
eat] food or drink for 3 days, night or
day. I and my maidens will likewise
fast. Then I'll illegally walk into the Emperor's [throne-room]. If he kills me, I'll die
heaven to destroy the Persians.]
your acquiescence,]

you'll

[die]

[with a clean conscience, knowing I did my best to save
my Hebrew people].” 17

So Mordecai runs

down the road.

[He gathers all the Jews in the vast
Imperial Capitol city. They pray and fast from all food and
liquid for 72 hours,]

as Esther commanded

[Mordecai].

Esther 5
Esther Prepares a Banquet To Expose Hangman
1 Esther [wakes on the floor]. It's [her] 3rd day
[of intensely praying while abstaining from both food and
water]. [She feels so weak she can barely stand.]

She
puts on her royal apparel. [She staggers to
the throne room.] She stands in the inner
court of the Emperor's palace, opposite
the Imperial [throne] hall. [Through her blurry,
dizzy vision, she sees] the Emperor seated
upon his royal throne in the royal hall,
opposite the palace gate. 2 The Emperor sees Queen Esther standing in the
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court. [YAH] gives her favor in [the Emperor's] sight. The Emperor holds out the
golden scepter in his hand. Esther [pants
in fear]. She draws near. She touches the
top of his scepter. 3 The Emperor asks
Esther, “What's [troubling you], queen Esther? What's your request? [I'll] give it
to you, up to half of [my world]-Empire.” 4
Esther [trembles]. She answers, “If it
seems good to [you,] Emperor, [please, you]
and Haman come today to the banquet
that I've prepared for [you].” 5 The Emperor orders [his soldiers], “Get Haman [up
here] quick. [He must hear and] execute Esther's request.” So, [that afternoon], the
Emperor and Haman come to the banquet Esther has prepared. 6 At the
wine-banquet, the Emperor asks Esther, “What's your petition? [I'll] grant it
to you — whatever you request, even
up to half of [my] Empire. [I'll make my officials] perform [whatever you ask].” 7 Esther answers, [her voice shaking,] “My petition, and
my desire is: 8 —If I've found favor in
the sight of [you,] Emperor, and if it
pleases [you, my] king to grant my petition and to perform my request … [Esther
nearly blacks out from dehydration, hunger and terror]

… [you] Emperor, and Haman, come to
the banquet I'll prepare for [you] tomorrow. Then I will do as [you] have said,
Emperor.”
Esther chickens out, afraid that Haman is too powerful.

Then Haman struts out of the palace
into the sunshine. [He whistles] with a happy heart. Then he sees [his Jew enemy]
Mordecai in the king's gate. [Their eyes
meet.] Mordecai [again refuses to] rise. [Haman
9

screams, “RISE!” Mordecai stays kneeling, praying to Yahweh. A soldier scratches Mordecai's side with his spear.
Blood trickles through Mordecai's sack-clothes. The soldier
screams, “‘Rise to your Lord!” Hundreds of soldiers and officials and commoners crowd around Mordecai. They jeer.
They scream, ‘Cut off the Jew's head!’ A high-commander
screams, “Rise to honor the Second-In-Command of the

Mordecai's [muscles
tremble]. But he stays still [on the ground].
[Lord] Haman boils over with rage
against Mordecai. Esther 5:10 [The soldiers beg,
greatest Empire in the world!]”

“Let me kill him! One stroke, sir! You'll never have to wor-
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ry about these Jew rats again!” But Haman smiles, “Soon—

Haman restrains himself [from giving the order to kill Mordecai]. Haman goes home. He summons
together his ‘friends’, and his wife
Zeresh. 11 *Haman brags to his
one stroke—and they'll all be gone.”]

wife and ‘friends’, “[Look at] all my
glorious riches! [No one has such handsome and successful] sons as me. The
Emperor has promoted me [so
many times] that now I'm above
every other man [in the world]! I
look down on all the princes
and the Imperial officials!” 12
Haman brags on, “And get this — yes —
today Queen Esther allowed no man
but me to come in with the Emperor to
a private banquet she'd prepared. Then
she invited me to another private royal
meeting, just me, her, and [the]
Emperor!” [Haman's friends and wife applaud. They
toast their wine glasses. They cheer for Haman.] 13

*[Haman's smile turns to a frown…] “Yet all
my wealth, [my] connections,
and [my] power give me nothing,
so long as I see Mordecai the
Jew sitting at the Royal [Court]
Gate, [refusing to bow to me].” 14
*[Haman's] wife Zeresh and all
[Haman's] ‘friends’ answer him,
“Command [the royal carpenters] to
build an execution-stake, 50
cubits [75 feet] high. Tomorrow
get the Emperor to crucify
Mordecai on it. [Once you see Mordecai
hanging nailed to a stake,] you'll merrily
[walk] with the Emperor to the
banquet.” This [murder] plot
pleases Haman. So he gets [his
carpenters] to build the [giant] execution-stake overnight.
Zeresh computes via Gematria to 13 cubed * 3 =
The ultimate in deception. The word #6086 `ets,
(often translated "gallows") indicates not a ropehanging, but a crucifixion.
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Esther 6

most noble [Imperial] princes. [Have
them] array the man whom [you] the Emperor delight to honor. [Have them] parade
him on horseback through the [Capitol]
city streets. [Let your lords] proclaim before
him, ‘This is how [our nation] treats [the]
man whom the Emperor delights to
honor!’” Esther 6:10 So the Emperor orders Haman, “Hurry! Take the [royal] apparel and the [Imperial] horse, as you just
described. Do [the honors you just prescribed] to
Mordecai the Jew, who sits at [my] royal
gate. Let nothing fail. Execute all the
[honors] you've recommended.” 11 *So
[your]

The Emperor Honors Mordecai The
Separatist
1 That night the Emperor [tosses and turns on
his giant bed]. Sleep [evades him. Moved by YAH's
Spirit,] the Emperor commands [his attendants] to bring the [Imperial] book of daily
records. The historians recite the [Imperial] chronicles to the [Emperor]. 2 [The historians] find written that [Esther's cousin] Mordecai had [saved Emperor Xerxes’ life by] warning
[about] Bigthana {Meat-Press} and Teresh,
the two royal chamberlains, the doorkeepers, who'd attempted to lay [murderous] hands on the [Emperor]. 3 The Emperor
asks [the historians], “What honor and dignity has been done to Mordecai for [saving my life]?” The Emperor's young servants answer, “Nothing has been done
[to reward] Mordecai.” 4 So Emperor [Xerxes]
asks, “Who's in the courtyard?” Right
then, out in the court outside the royal
palace, [wicked] Haman walks in, [intending]
to convince the Emperor to [crucify]
Mordecai on the execution-stake [Haman]
has prepared for him. 5 The Imperial
servants reply to the Emperor, “Look!
Haman's standing in the court [yard].” So
the Emperor orders [his soldiers], “Get
Haman [to] come [here into my throne-room].” 6
So Haman struts in. The Emperor asks
Haman, “What [should I] do for the man
whom [I] the Emperor delight to honor?”
Haman thinks in his heart, “Who would
the Emperor delight to honor more than
me?” 7 So Haman answers the king,
“For the man whom the king delights to
honor, 8 —Have [the royal tailors bring] the
royal apparel [which you], Emperor, [yourself]
wear. Then [have the royal horse-trainers] bring
the [war] horse on which [you,] Emperor,
[customarily] ride. And [command the Queen to
bring] the royal crown [she normally] sets on
[your] Imperial head. 9 —[Command your royal
servants] to deliver this [royal] apparel and
[the priceless] stallion to the hand of one of
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Haman, [embarrassed and jealous,] takes
the [royal] apparel and the [Emperor's
own] horse. [Haman] arrays
Mordecai [dressed as the Emperor. Haman
leads] Mordecai on horseback
through the [Capitol] city street[s],
proclaiming before him [through
gritted teeth], “This [is how our nation rewards
the] man whom the Emperor delights to honor!”
Total humiliation for Haman the HangMan.

Mordecai returns to the royal
[castle] gate. Haman runs to his house,
crying. He covers his head [in shame. He
12 [Then]

mourns the total humiliation he's being forced to endure.]

Haman [sobs & screams] to his wife
Zeresh and all his friends. He tells them
how [Mordecai humiliated him]. Then Haman's
advisers and his wife Zeresh [mock]
Haman, “If Mordecai {Pure-Myrrh}, one
Jew-seed, can knock you down, then
[the entire Jew-tree] will fall on you and
smash you, while those big-nosed Jews
stand over you, laughing in your crying,
dying face.”
13

paraphrase

While [Haman's ‘friends’] talk with him, the
king's chamberlains [burst in]. They rush
Haman to the banquet Esther has prepared.
14
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Persia's Imperial Executioners
Hang Haman
1 So Emperor [Xerxes] and [evil Prime Minister]
Haman come to banquet with Queen
Esther. 2 There the Emperor again asks
Esther, on this 2nd wine-banquet-day,
“What's your petition, queen Esther? [I'll]
grant it to you! Name your desire. [My
servants] will perform it, even [if it costs me]
half of the [Persian] Empire!” 3 Queen Esther's [hands shake. Her lips tremble. She flashes a
terrified glance at Haman.] Then she answers,
“If I've found favor in your sight, O king
— if it pleases [you,] Emperor… grant me
my life—this is my petition. And spare
my people — this is my desire. 4 *—

We've been sold, I and my people. [Your armies now amass] to destroy,
kill, exterminate [us]. If we'd
[merely] been sold as contract-slaves and bondwomen, I'd
be holding my tongue. But this
distress can never be compensated for. [The killing of my people will irreparably] damage [your] royal [Empire].”
Killing the Jews will destroy any empire. No matter
how bad the Jews are, harming them is an affront
to YHVH himself.

*The Emperor growls to
queen Esther, “Who is the [villain]?
Where is the man who dared
presume in his heart to [kill you and
your people]?”
5

Prime Minister Haman immediately soils his royal
britches. He pees his Imperial underpants.

*Esther [points her finger], “The oppressive hater [of my Hebrew people] is
this wicked Haman.” Haman
trembles. [He wets his official undie's. He
6

spurts diarrhea. Terror makes his heart beat out of

He [hides his red] face [from]
the Emperor and the Queen.
his chest.]

Adversary = Tsar (‘Czar’, the global name for a
communist dictator).
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*The Emperor [jumps up] from
the wine banquet. Fire-rage [fills
his eyes]. He storms into the
palace garden. [He screams for his executioners.] [Meanwhile, the trembling] Haman
stands up. He begs Queen Esther to [spare] his life. Haman
sees [in the Emperor's rage-red eyes] that
the Emperor intends to [murder]
him. 8 *From the palace garden,
the Emperor storms [back] into
the wine-banquet. He sees
Haman fallen, [begging for his life] on
the couch where Esther sits!
The Emperor shouts, “Will
[Haman] rape my queen right before my face here in [my]
palace!?” As these words fly
out of the Emperor's mouth, [Imperial executioners] bag Haman's face!
7

Harbonah {Destroying-Sword}, one of
the chamberlains, [bows to address] the Emperor, “Look! There, in [front of] Haman's
house, stands a 50-cubit-high execution-stake. Haman built it [yesterday to crucify] Mordecai. Yet [Mordecai] spoke [only]
good for [you,] Emperor!” The Emperor
screams, “Hang Haman on that [stake]!”
9

The word ‘Cubit’ has fluctuated in definition over
the centuries. It may here translate to about 2
feet, making this grandiose crucifixion-stake about
100 feet high, to be seen for miles, within and outside the capitol city.

So [executioners] hang Haman on
the stake he'd prepared to [murder]
Mordecai. [Haman's death] quiets the Emperor's fire-rage.
Esther 7:10

Esther 8
Xerxes' Edict on Behalf of Esther
and Jews
1 On that day Emperor Xerxes awards
the estate of [evil] Haman (the Jews’ [now
deceased] enemy) to Queen Esther. And
Esther reveals [to the Emperor] that Morde-
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cai [is her cousin and her adoptive father]. So
Mordecai comes into the Emperor's
[throne-room to speak with the Emperor]. 2 The Emperor takes off his [signet] ring, which
he'd stripped from Haman's [dead hand].
He gives the ring to Mordecai. [Queen]
Esther appoints Mordecai [as owner] over
Haman's estate. [She awards Mordecai the office
of Imperial Prime Minister left vacant by] Haman's
[death]. 3 Esther yet again [risks her life to]
address the Emperor [without permission].
She falls down at his feet. She begs
him with tears, “Please abolish the evil
[genocide] decree [published by] Haman the
Agag-spawn! [Please] thwart the evil
massacre plot he devised against [us]
Jews!” 4 The Emperor holds out the
golden scepter toward Esther. So Esther rises. She stands facing the [throne].
5 [Through her tears], Esther begs, “If it
pleases [you] Emperor — if I've found favor in [your] sight — if my suggestion
seems right before [you, my] king — [if]
I'm pleasing in [your] eyes, let [your scribes]
write [a decree]. Revoke the decrees that
Haman the son of Hammedatha
{Troubler-Of-Law} the Agag-spawn devised and wrote, [ordering your armies] to destroy the Jews in all [127] countries of
[your] Empire. 6 How could I endure seeing such disaster overcome my people?
How could I bear watching the destruction of my [national] family?” 7 Emperor
Xerxes answers Queen Esther and
Mordecai the Jew, “Look, Esther. I've
awarded [you] Haman's estate [and his
Prime-Ministership]. [My executioners] hung [Haman]
upon the execution-stake. [That should stop
any Persian from] laying a hand upon [you]
Jews. 8 [But what Haman wrote in my name can never
be revoked.] No man, [not even I,] can revoke
any order written by the Emperor's Authority. [To rescind the order would throw the Empire
into chaos. No one would ever be sure if my orders were

So [use your Prime-Ministerial powers].
Write, as Haman did, anything you like
to help the Jews. Write your proclamation in the name of me, the Emperor.
in effect.]
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Seal your proclamation with my Imperial signet ring. 9 So, immediately, on
that 23rd day of the [year's] 3rd month
(Sivan {~May}), [Esther and Mordecai] summon the royal scribes. The scribes write
everything Mordecai commands. [Lawyers
tailor his order] to the Jews, [and] to the
[Persian] army commanders, and to the
governors and officials of the 127 [Imperial] countries from [2400km east] in India to
[1400km south] in Cush {Ethiopia}. [The letters
address] every province in its official
script, and every people-group in their
common dialect, including to the Jews
in both their official [ancient Hebrew] script
and common [Jewish] tongue. Esther 8:10
Mordecai writes in the name of Emperor
Xerxes. He seals [each decree] with the
Emperor's [signet] ring. He sends the letters by [hundreds of] couriers mounted on
[racing] stallions sired by the royal stud
horse. 11 [In Mordecai's decree,] the Emperor
grants the Jews in every city [the right] to
gather themselves together, to stand
for their lives, to destroy, to slay, and
to exterminate all forces of any people
or province that tries to attack the
Jews, or tries to harm the Jews’ little
children or their women, or tries to
seize the Jews’ possessions as plunder.
This is Mordecai's self-defense order, not YHVH's.
YAH says to love your enemies, not destroy, slay
and exterminate them.
12 [This self-defense order has only one day of validity:] the 13th day
of the 12th month (Adar {Fire}, [early March]). 13

to publish
a copy of his decree as a [royal] commandment in every province, to all
people. [He authorizes] the Jews to get
ready for the day [of attack,] to avenge
themselves on their enemies. [The Emperor
[Mordecai orders each regional governor]

thus authorizes the Jews to fight a civil war against his
own Persian people.]

Mordecai orders this vengeance. YAH doesn't order
the Jews to take vengeance.

So [thousands of] couriers ride the royal
race-horses [in every direction]. They speed
out, hastened, pressed on by the Emperor's order. [Meanwhile, heralds publish Mordecai's self-defense] decree [all over] Suza, the
14
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Capitol [of the Medo-Persian Empire]. 15 Then,
from the Emperor's face, Mordecai
strides out [of the palace] wearing royal
blue and white apparel. A huge golden
crown tops his head! [He wears an expensive]
purple cape woven of fine linen. [At the
sight of him,] all the people of the [Capitol]
city (Suza) spin around [dancing]. They
shout with overwhelming joy!
cape or headband

The Jews enjoy the light [of prosperity],
gladness, joy and honor. 17 The Emperor's [verbal] order and [written] decree arrive in every province, in every city.
There the Jews [celebrate in] bright-shining
glee. They [throw] a holiday feast. Many
people of the land become Jews. The
fear of the Jews falls upon the [entire Empire, from Greece to India to Arabia to Africa]!
16

Or "many people join cause with the Jews," or
"adopt some of their ways."

Esther 9
The Imperial Forces & Rabble Attack The Jews
1 [Spring-flowers bud throughout the Persian empire,

The 13th day of
12th month (Adar {~February})

from Greece to Africa to India.]

the [year's]
arrives. [The Jew-Haters put Haman's genocidal]
royal [verbal] command & [written] decree
into [military] action. The Jews’ enemies
hope to overpower them that day. (But
reality turns to the contrary: the Jews
gain rule over the enemies who hate
them.) 2 The Jews gather into [battle] array in [each of] their cities throughout all
the provinces of Emperor Xerxes. They
smack away every [attacker] who tries to
harm them. No man can withstand the
Jews. The fear of the Jews falls upon all
[the billions of] people [in the Empire].
Again, military defense is Mordecai's plan. YHVH
says to love your enemies, not fight them. However, it's possible that the Jews used praise-power
(Jericho-style) to repel the Persian attackers.

Persians Fight A Civil War To Defend The Jews
3 Terror of [Prime-Minister] Mordecai falls
upon the Imperial governors, officials
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and workers, and all the chiefs of the
[conquered] provinces. So [millions of imperial citizens] help the Jews. 4 Mordecai rises to
great [prominence] in the royal palace. His
fame spreads out [like wildfire] throughout
all [Persia's] provinces. Mordecai grows to
become a [global] power-wielder.
The Jews Defeat The Attacking
Armies & Mobs
5 Thus, with the stroke of the sword,
the Jews strike down all their enemies.
The Jews slaughter, destroy, and do as
they please to the [fascists] who hate
them.
Assuming this was not the “sword of the spirit”,
these Jews, like Churchians today, were not really
into that “Love your enemies” stuff.

Even in the [ultra-fortified] citadel of [the ImSuza, the Jews strike 500
[Persian attackers] into oblivion.
6

perial Capitol of]

Perhaps vaporizing their enemies using praisepower. The standard translation: "kill and destroy"
is redundant and weak.

The Jews Murder The Sons Of
Haman The Hangman
7 The [Jews capture 10 sons of Haman the Hammedatha-spawn, the enemy of the Jews)]. [One-by-one, the
Jews] strike them down: Parshandatha,
Dalphon {Drip}, Aspatha,

The Gemiatric sum of these names, and of Haman
and his wife, and their family put together, are all,
miraculously, divisible by 13, representing deception & rebellion. For more information on supernatural number patterns, see Bullinger's “Number in
Scripture.”
8 —Poratha, Adalia, Aridatha, 9 —Parmashta, Arisai, Aridai and Vajezatha.

Teary-Eyed Persian Killers Count
Their Dead
Esther 9:10 But the Jews refuse to lay a
hand on any plunder [left behind by their dead
attackers].
Thus the Jews avoid the mistake their ancestors
made by taking spoils in 1 Sam 15.
11 That same day, [Persia's chief General] brings before
the Emperor the body-count of [Jew-haters killed] in the

The Emperor [runs to
relay the] report to queen Esther, “[Your]
Jews struck down and destroyed 500
[attack warriors] in the Imperial fortified
capitol of Suza! And the Jews executed
Haman's 10 brats! [Imagine] the [damage]
fortified City of Suza. 12
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Jews have inflicted in the rest of the
Empire's provinces, [which lack the Capitol's military power]! Now what's your petition? [I'll]
grant it [to] you. State your [heart's] desire. [I'll] turn it to [reality before your eyes].”
Persian Mobs and Soldiers Mount A
2nd Attack
13 Esther replies, “If it pleases [you]
Emperor, [please] authorize the Jews in
Suza to [continue defending themselves against their
attackers] tomorrow, in the same manner
that your decree [authorized the Jews to defend
themselves today]. And [order executioners to] crucify Haman's 10 [dead] sons on [his] execution-stake. [Everyone should see what happens
to thugs who try to exterminate Jews.”]

As today, maniacal gene-splicing psychos are attempting to exterminate all true Hebrews through
mass forced-vaccination, war, and manipulated
frankenfood.

So, via a [royal] decree from the
palace at Suza, the Emperor authorizes
14

[Jews to continue defending themselves against the Empire's people].
corpses of]

Then [the executioners] impale
Haman's 10 sons.

[the

10 dead brothers nailed to the 100-foot pole, each
one above the next, presumably on the pole their
Dad Haman built.

Jews Win Again, Yet Refuse To
Take Plunder
15 So, on the 14th day of the [March]
month of Adar {Fire}, the Jews in Suza
again array themselves [in defense]. They
slay 300 more [attack warriors] at Suza. But
[again] the Jews refuse to lay a finger on
[their dead attackers'] possessions. 16 Meanwhile, the other Jews in the Imperial
provinces gather into [defensive battle] array. They stand for their lives. [They win]
rest from their enemies. They slay 75
thousand of their foes. Yet the [Jews again
show great integrity and self-control by refusing to] lay
their hands on the spoils [of victory].
It's possible that the mode of warfare was Jericholike praise, rather than military violence.

Jews Inaugurate ‘Purim’ Memorial
Holiday
17 [The Jews fight the Imperial forces] on the 13th
& 14th days of the [early-spring] month [of]
Adar {Ample}. Then, on the 14th day,
the [Jews] rest. So they proclaim that
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day [“Purim”], a day of feasting and gladness.
A non-religious, non-divinely-mandated feast,
Purim is the primary drinking festival of the Jews.
If you want to see drunk Rabbis falling down dancing, Purim's the time.
18 However, the Jews at Suza gathered to fight on
both on the 13th day [of the month] and on the entire
14th day. So on the 15th day they rest. They pro-

[that day] a holiday of joy-lit banqueting. 19 So
the Jews who live in villages (un-walled
towns) institute the 14th day of the
month of Adar {~March} as a holiday to
light up [the country with] food-filled parties.
[During Purim,] they send portions [of food] to
one-another. Esther 9:20 Mordecai records

claim

these [battles]. He sends letters to all the Jews in all
the provinces of Emperor Xerxes, both near and

the “Purim”
holiday. So all Jews [forever] observe the
14th & 15th days of the [March] month of
Adar {Fire}, as an annual [feast].
far. 21 [Thus Mordecai establishes]

You don't have to celebrate Purim. YHVH didn't
command it. But why not? It's fun!
22 [Purim commemorates]

the days when the

Jews rested from [defending themselves against
their] enemies — the month when [all hebrews'] sorrow morphed into joy. Their
mourning [time] became an extended
holiday of feasting and light. [So every generation, Jews] send [food baskets] to each other. [They give] gifts to poor [people]. 23 [To this
the Jews work to continue [this holiday which]
they began when Mordecai wrote, encouraging
them [to celebrate ‘Purim’]. 24 [Fathers tell their children
day, ___,]

Haman the son of Hammedatha {Troubler-Of-Law}, the Agag-spawn,
the enemy of all the Jews, devised
[genocide] against the Jews to destroy
them. [Haman] cast ‘Pur,’ that is, lots [like
dice, to set a day] to consume all Jews by
crushing [their dead bodies into the dust of Persia].
about how]

World war broke out because one ‘unpatriotic’ Jew
refused to show allegiance to the Imperial Prime
Minister. Do you pledge allegiance to a pagan government today? Do you teach your children to do
so? Pledging allegiance is a sin.
25 [Fathers tell their jaw-dropped children,]

“Esther
[defied death. She illegally] approached Emperor Xerxes. [But instead of killing her,] the Emperor commanded by [royal] decree that
[Imperial Prime-Minister] Haman's wicked at-
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tack-scheme, Haman's plot against the
Jews, should boomerang on Haman's
own head. [So hangmen] crucified Haman
and his sons on a [giant] execution-stake!” 26 That's why [Jews] name the
Purim [holidays] after the word ‘Pur,’ [meaning “lots” or “dice.” The Jews take to heart] all the
words of Mordecai's letter. [They revel in]
all [the drama: The vicious genocidal attacks! The surprise victory!] 27 The Jews ordain, and take
[the responsibility] upon themselves, and
upon their seed-children, and upon all
[non-Israelis] who join themselves to the
[Jews], that every year, without fail, they
must celebrate these 2 holidays at the
time and in the manner [Mordecai]
prescribed. 28 [The Jews promise] to commemorate and guard the [Purim] holidays
throughout every generation, every
family, every province and every city.
[They pledge] that these holidays of Purim
should never fail [to be celebrated] among
the Jews. [They pray] that the memory of
Purim never perishes from [the heart of any]
Jewish child.

The Jews' ordination of Purim was prophetic: their
ancestors have a blast celebrating Purim to this
day. Meanwhile the arrogant Christianites miss out,
considering themselves so spiritually evolved that
they don't even need to find out what ‘Purim’
means.

Queen Esther, (the daughter of AbiHail {Mighty-Father} and [of her cousin and adoptive father] Mordecai the Jew), writes a
second letter of confirmation. With
[supreme Imperial] authority, [this letter forever establishes the holiday of] Purim. Esther 9:30 [Mordecai]

Esther 10
Mordecai Thrives As Vice-Emperor
Of Persia

1 Soon Emperor Xerxes levies taxes throughout the
[Medo-Persian] empire, [both on] the mainland and the islands of the sea.
Esther may have been married to Xerxes 1 or his
son, Ahusuerus. Or, “from coast to coast.”

In the book of the Chronicles Of The
Kings of Media & Persia, all the [royal
scribes write down all the] acts of Xerxes’ power
and might. [Scribes] describe the great
position [of global power] to which the Emperor advances Mordecai. 3 *[All his life,]
2

Mordecai the Jew [continues to reign as
second-in-command] beside [the throne of]
Emperor Xerxes. Mordecai [enjoys
great honor] among the Jews. His
millions of [Jewish] brothers support his [rule]. [He stays continually]
seeking the good of his people.
He secures safety for all his
posterity.
It's quite possible that this book is not about Xerxes 1, as is often assumed, but about Astyages. If
so, Esther and the Emperor (Astyages) have a son,
Emperor Cyrus, who sets the Jews free. (See Ezra
1:1.)

Job 1

29

sends the [Queen's] letters, [full] of words of peace and
truth, to all the Jews in the 127 provinces of Xerxes' [vast world] Empire. 31 [The Queen's letters] establish the
Festival of Purim: a permanent [annual] celebration of
the days [of Esther's victory], as decreed by Mordecai the
Jewish [hero]. [Mordecai and Esther gained victory through fasting and
mourning.] ([That's why] the [Jewish] people choose for
themselves and their descendants to [prepare for Purim
by] fasting and mourning.)
Prior to the feast of Purim, there should be a fast
and mourning/repentance time, echoing Esther's
and the Jews' 3 days of fasting and repenting before they gained victory.
32 So the decree of Esther confirms these Purim
regulations. [The royal] scribes enshrine [Purim] in the [official record] books [of the Persian Empire] .
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Rich Job Has Everything A Man
Could Want

land of Uz [south of
Edom, west of Arabia], a man named
Job {Affliction} comes to exist. [Job
lives] inoffensively and righteously. He fears Elohim. He
shuns evil.
1

*In the

[ancient]

Job probably lived during the time when (Jacob's
son) Joseph ruled Egypt. Job was likely a son of Issachar. Job's name (#347) means “hated, persecuted enemy.”

“[Job is] the greatest poem, whether of
ancient or modern literature.
”—Tennyson
“I call [Job] one of the grandest
[works] ever written with pen.
”—Carlyle
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“[Job is] more magnificent and sublime
than any other book of Scripture.
”—Luther
2 Job's

[wife]

births him 7 sons and 3 daughters. 3

*Job's material wealth
[grows] to include 7000
sheep, 3000 camels,
500 yoke-pair of oxen,
500 she-donkeys, and a
massive household. This
makes [Job] the greatest
[rich] man of all the men
in the Eastern [hemisphere]!
That's the value of 40 luxury mansions or 1100
new cars in animals alone! Plus Job owned lands,
treasures, houses and enterprises.

Job's sons take turns traveling to
feast in their [respective] houses. They
send [messengers] to call for their 3 sisters
to eat and to drink with them. 5 After
each feast [period], Job sends [messengers to
summon] his children for a sanctification
[ritual]. Job rises up early in the morning.
He smoke-roasts ascension-gifts [to feed
needy people]. [He donates] one [animal to try to
make up for the sins] of each of his children.
Job reasons, “Maybe my sons have
sinned, and cursed Elohim in their
hearts.” Job continually performs such
kind acts.
Satan Begs YHVH For Rights To
Torture Job
6 Meanwhile, one day the [angelic] sons of
Elohim come to present themselves before Yahweh. But among them, Satan
also comes [to face YAH's throne].
4

Satan lives trapped on planet earth. But YHVH
sometimes allows Satan to leave prison to come to
a court hearing. This is one such occasion.

*So Yahweh asks Satan,
“Where are you coming from?”
Satan [hisses] his answer to Yahweh, “[I come] from [flying] back and
forth over the earth, from pacing up and down [across the hellish cage
7
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*So Yahweh asks Satan, “Have
you considered my servant Job? [Do you see] that
there's no one like him
on the earth—[an] undefiled, upright man, one
who fears Elohim, and
[always] turns [away] from
evil?” 9 *Satan [hisses] at
you've trapped me in].” 8

Yahweh, “Does Job fear Elohim
for nothing? Job 1:10 *—Haven't
you built a hedge around Job,
and around his house, surrounding all he has on every
side? You always bless the
work of his hands. So his
wealth piles up on the earth. 11
*—But stretch out your hand
now. Strike everything Job has.
Then he'll curse you to your
face.” 12 *Yahweh says to Satan, “Look: everything Job has
is in your power. Just don't lay
your hand on Job.” So Satan
[flies] out from the presence of
Yahweh.
The only way you can survive the devil's attacks is
to be protected by YHVH.

Sabeans Steal Oxen & Donkeys,
Murder Men
13 So one day Job's sons and his
daughters sit eating and drinking wine
in their oldest brother's house. 14 Then
a messenger [rides his race-horse] to Job. [The
messenger shouts], “[Your] oxen were plowing.
[Your] donkeys were feeding beside the
[oxen]. 15 *—Then the Sabeans fell

on [your] animals. They stole [your]
oxen and donkeys away.
Worse, the Sabeans murdered
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servants with the ‘bite’ of
the sword. I'm [the] only one
who escaped to tell you!”

In Unimaginable Suffering, Job
Praises YHVH

[your]

Sky-Fire Incinerates Job's Sheep &
Shepherds

*While that messenger [jumps
up and down screaming], another [messenger rides] up [to Job]. [This 2nd messenger
shouts], “The fire of elohim fell
from heaven. It burned up [your]
sheep and [your] servants. [Flames]
ate them! I'm the only [one left! I]
alone escaped to tell you!”
16

Babylonians Steal Camels, Murder
Workmen

*While that messenger [stands
screaming], yet another messenger
[storms] up [to Job. The messenger cries,]
“The Chaldeans formed 3 [raiding]
bands. They fell upon [your]
camels and carried them away!
Worse, they murdered [all your]
workers with the ‘bite’ of the
sword. I alone escaped to tell
you!”
17

A Tornado Crushes Job's Sons (&
Daughters)
18 While that messenger [writhes screaming, a
4th] messenger [crawls] up. [He moans], “[Job,
while] your sons and your daughters [sat]
eating and drinking wine in their oldest
brother's mansion… 19 *—sud-

denly [I] see a huge spirit [tornado] fly in from the
desert! It strikes the
four corners of the mansion! [The roof] falls on [your]
children. They're [all]
dead. I alone escaped to
tell you!”
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*Then Job [staggers to his feet].
He rips his cloak. He shaves his
head. He hurls [himself] down on
the ground. He prostrates [himself
before Yahweh]. 21 *[Job moans], ”I
Job 1:20

came out of my mother's belly naked. I'll return to [the dust] naked.
Yahweh gives, and Yahweh takes. I kneel to
Yahweh's authority.” 22
*Despite all this [suffering], Job
never sins. [He] never [unjustly]
blames Elohim.

Job 2
Satan Returns To Samayim To Seek
Power

*So another day, the sons of
Elohim advance [through heaven] to
present themselves before
Yahweh. And Satan again
comes among them to present
himself before Yahweh. 2
*Yahweh asks Satan, “Where
are you coming from?” Satan
[hisses] back to Yahweh, “From
[crawling] back and forth on the
earth [you trapped me on], pacing up
and down on [your prison-planet].”
1

YHVH Gives Satan Authority To
Harm Job's Body

*Yahweh asks Satan,
“Have you [given your] heart
[to learn from] my servant
Job? There's no one like
him on earth. [He's] a
3
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complete, upright man.
He fears Elohim. He
turns from evil. He still
holds fast [to] his integrity, even though you
keep inciting me swallow him up for no reason.”
*Satan [hisses] back to Yahweh,
“Skin for skin! Yes, a man will
give everything he has to [save]
his body-life. 5 *—But stretch
out your hand now. Strike
Job's bone and his flesh. Then
he'll curse you to your face.”
4

lit: touch Job's bones. This implies that some illness is sent to test and humble people.

*Yahweh replies to Satan,
“Watch [out]. Job's [body] is in
your hand. But spare his life.”
6

Satan Covers Job With Putrid Infected Boils

*So Satan [plummets down]
from the presence of
Yahweh. He strikes Job
with horrible [infected]
boils from the sole[s] of
[Job's] feet to the crown [of
his head]! 8 So Job grabs himself a
7

broken shard of a clay pot to scrape [the
dead infected flesh from] his [skin]. He sits down
in [a pile of] ashes.
Ashes are alkaline. They neutralize acid. They can
be used to fight infection.

Job Refuses His Wife's Advice To
Curse YAH

*Job's wife [nags] at him, “Are
you still clinging to your integrity? Curse Elohim and die.”

Presumably, cursing the creator is a way to commit
suicide. Perhaps referring to blasphemy against the
Holy Spirit, the unforgivable sin.

*But Job [rebukes] his wife,
“You're talking like a foolish
woman. What [do you expect]? Will
we take good from the hand of
[Yahweh] the Eloah, and not accept problems?” So even in all
this [trouble], Job [resists the temptation to]
sin with his lips.
Job 2:10

Job's 3 Friends Come And Mourn &
Wail For Him
11 Soon Job's 3 friends hear of all this
evil [Satan] sent upon him. So, each from
his [house], into [Job's region] they rush:
ELiphaz {Gold-god} from Teman

{Southland},
Bildad {Baal's-Love} from Shuach {Dell},
and Zophar {Skip} from Naamah {Pleasure}.
They all arrange to meet together [with
Job. They intend] to mourn with him, to
comfort him. 12 *Job's friends [approach his house].

From far away they
lift up their eyes. But Job [looks so
disfigured] that [his friends] can't recognize [him]. [Finally they see him up close.]
They lift up their voices. They
weep. Every one of them rips
his cloak. [They] sprinkle dust
upon their [own] heads. [They wail,
crying eyes stretched up] toward heaven. 13 *So, ___, for 7 days and
7 nights, the [3 men] sit down on
the [ashen] ground with Job. They
watch [him sob in] overwhelming
grief [that no words can heal]. So no one
speaks a word to Job.

Job 3

9
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Boil-Infested Job Curses His Own
Birthday
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Finally Job opens his mouth. He curses his [own birth]day.
1

Birthdays are only mentioned in scripture 3 times,
and every mention is a curse or a cursed event.
True Hebrews are focused on YAH, not on self.
Birthdays are occult witchcraft high-holy days.

*“Perish the day of
my birth, the night when [my
Mom's midwife] yelled, ‘It's a boy!’ 4
2 Job

[groans]:

3

Let [my] birthday [fade to] dark [nothingness]!
Elohim, dishonor [my birthday] from heaven. Don't let [sun] light shine on it. 5 Let
[the] black shadow of death stain [my birthdate]. Suffocate it with a dark, terrifying
cloud. 6 Let intense-darkness seize the
night [I was born]. Cut it out of the days of
the year. Don't let it [ruin] the [calendar].
lit: months

Banish the night [of my birth] to solitary
no joyful voice [rings through
the air]. 8 Stab my cursed birthday like an
expert [swordsman] startles [a] Leviathan
{Sea-Beast}. 9 [Roll back time.] Blacken the
stars of [my birthdate's] twilight. Let it look
for light, but find none. Never let [my
birthdate] see the dawning of the sun. Job
7

why [do you] give [sun]light to [people]
in misery? [Why give] life to embittered
spirits? 21 *[Depressed people] long for
[YAH,]

death that refuses to come.
They dig for [death deeper] than [they
dig] for hidden treasures. 22 [Sorspin with bright joy when they
find the grave. 23 Why [do you,] ELoah,
give light to a man you hedge in on a
hidden path? 24 I groan instead of eating. Moans roar out of me like flood-waters. 25 *[Every] terror I ever
rowed souls]

feared keeps rushing over me.
[Disasters from my childhood nightmares over-

me. 26 *I have no peace,
no quietness. I [enjoy] no rest.
Yet turmoil keeps coming.”
whelm]

Job 4

[quarantine, where]

*[Curse my birthday] for opening
up the doors of my mother's
womb to show sorrow to my
eyes. 11 [YAH,] why didn't [you] kill me in
3:10

the womb? Why didn't I give up the
ghost when I came out of [my mother's]
belly? 12 Why did [you give] me knees to
[bounce] on and breasts to suckle? 13 [If I
were dead,] I'd lay still and quiet, sleeping,
at rest. 14 [I'd lay beside] kings and counselors of the earth, who built now-destroyed [palaces and cities] for themselves. 15
[I'd lay in death] beside gold-rich princes
who filled their palaces with silver. 16 [I'd
lie in a box] — a buried stillborn baby, and
infant who never saw light. 17 [In death,] lawless-agitators stop troubling

[people].

Worn-out

[souls fi-

at rest. 18 [In death,] captives rest together, never again to hear the oppressor [scream at them]. 19 The small and great
[lie side-by-side] in the grave. There the servant [sleeps] free from his master. Job 3:20
nally lie]
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Eliphaz Confronts Job With Critical
'Advice'

1 Then Eliphaz {Gold-god} the Temanite {Southlander}
confronts [Job].
The human statements in Job are usually not facts
from the Almighty's own voice. Most of this book
consists of dialog between humans. Human dialog
lacks the accuracy of the divine point of view.
2 “If we, [your friends,] try to answer you, are you
gonna' get upset? No one [in his right mind] could keep
from [trying to] talk [some sense into your head, Job].
The worst vice is ADvice.
3 Look: you, the guy who chastised everybody,
who handcuffed weak hands, [have now stumbled into sin].
Or "strengthened weak hands."

Your words used to lift [up] tottering
people. Your [advice] strengthened [many]
feeble knees. 5 But now [pain] comes on
you, and you faint. [Correction] touches
you, and you're in shock. 6 Isn't your rever4

ence, your confidence, your hope, in your self-righteous ways? 7 Please refresh [my memory]. What innocent being ever wandered [astray]? What righteous
[from YAH's blessings] ? 8 I've seen
as it is: people who plow sin and
plant wickedness reap [what they sow]. 9 By
the blast of [Yahweh the] Eloha, the [wicked]
perish. The spirit-breath of [Yahweh's]
nostrils eats [sinners]. Job 4:10 [YAH silences]
the lion's roaring. He [squelches] the
screams of the fiercest cat. He breaks

person got cut off
[life]
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the teeth of the strongest tiger. 11 [YAH

prey. So the old [wicked] lion dies. The cubs of
the lioness scatter abroad. 12 Now an [angel] brings
me a secret. My ear receives a whisper of [your sins].
13 [I catch] vision in the night, when deep sleep falls
withholds]

on

[lesser]

ers

Fear falls upon me. Shivshake all my bones!

men. 14

[of horror]

Eliphaz the drama queen.

A spirit passes before my face. The
hair on my skin stands up! 16 [The spirit]
stands still. I can't make out its form.
An image [flashes] before my eyes. Silence [like dread covers the room]. Then I hear
a voice: 17 [The spirit whispers,] ‘Can [a] mortal man be
15

more righteous than Elohim? Can a strongman
prove purer than his Maker?’
Or "can men be seen as righteous/pure by their
creator?"
18 Watch [out, Job! YAH] puts no trust in his [heavenly]
servants. He convicts even his angels of folly. 19

How much less [will Yah trust humans] who
dwell in houses of clay? Your foundation is in the dust. [Yah can] crush [you more
easily] than [you can crush] a moth! Job 4:20
[YAH] destroys [people] day and night.
They perish forever without even knowing [what hit them]. 21 [YAH] plucks up [every
human's] ‘tent-cord.’ [So] they ignorantly
collapse into death.

Job 5

858

him. 9 [YAH] does great, unsearchable
[wonders]. Marvelous feats without number! Job 5:10 [YAH] sends rain upon the
earth. He sends waters upon the farthest-flung lands. 11 [YAH] sets lowly
people up on high. [YAH] exalts mourners to safety. 12 [YAH] disappoints the
devices of crafty [beings], so that their
hands can't achieve their scheme[s].
The mobile-phone ‘money’ system will crash just
when you need it most.

catches the wise-guys in their
own crafty [ploys]. [He] rolls the plans of
twisted [people] headlong [down the cliffs into
the raging sea]. 14 Darkness covers [schemers] in the
13 [Yah]

daytime. They grope in the noonday

[sun]

like it was

Yet [YAH] saves poor [people] from
the knife-words [of their enemies], from the
fist[s] of mighty [attackers]. 16 So the poor
[honest man lives in] hope. Injustice [eventually]
shuts its [gaping] mouth. 17 Watch. The
man [whom] El corrects grows happy.
Never despise chastening from the
Almighty.
night. 15

Almighty = Shaddai

*For [YAH] wounds [you]. But he
bandages you [if you repent]. He
strikes. But his hands [can] heal
[all your hurts]. 19 [YAH] rescues you from [the follow18

6 troubles —[all the trouble man can give]. [YAH] will completely keep evil from touching you, [if you repent].
6= the number of man. 7 = perfection, completeness. The 6 evils are named in the following verses.
Job 5:20 [Confession is your key to a future where everyone around you
starves from] famine, while [YAH] redeems you from
death. In war, [YAH snatches] you from the power of the
sword.
Eliphaz presents a simplistic view of morality: do
good and you will live free from trouble. In fact,
trouble comes upon all people, to test and purify
us all.
21 [YAH] hides you from the lash of the [serpent's]
tongue. So you [stand] fearless when destruction
ing]

Eliphaz Keeps Bragging About His
'Experience'
1 Call now, [Job]. [See] if anybody'll answer you. To
which of the sacred [angels or saints] will you turn?
The Roman Catholics changed this verse (in the
latin vulgate) into a command to pray to saints!

Fire-rage kills the fool. Envy slays silly
I've seen a fool taking root.
But right-away I knew what would [destroy] his home. 4 When [the fool's] children
[stray] far from safety, they get crushed
in a gate [or in court]. No one [comes] to rescue them. 5 Hungry [lootersbreak in through]
the fool's thorn-hedges. They eat his
harvest. The robber swallows up the
[fool's] material [wealth]. 6 Affliction doesn't
2

[people]. 3

come up from the dust. Nor does trouble spring out

Yet, as sparks fly upward,
man is born to trouble. 8 I'd seek EL, [if I
were you, Job]. I'd commit my cause to Eloof the ground. 7
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You laugh at violence and
hunger-pangs. You [walk] unafraid [among]
the beasts of the earth. 23 You [enjoy a non-agcomes. 22

treaty with the [soil-wrecking] stones of the field.
The beasts of the wilds live at peace with you. 24
You know that your [camping] house rests at peace.
You survey your [main] property. [You find] nothing
missing. 25 You know that your seed-children will
grow populous. Your offspring [spread] like the grass
gression]
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You come to your grave at
a full [120 years of] age, like a mound of
grain piles up in its season. 27 Look, [Job]:
of the earth. 26

we, [your friends,] have researched these indisputable
facts. Listen [well]. See [the truth] for yourself!”

Job 6
Job Rejects The Arrogance Of Eliphaz

1 Then Job answers [the arrogant advice of EliPhaz]: 2 “If all
my anguish and misery were weighed on scales, 3

would [stand] heavier than the
sand of the sea. That's why I'm [choking]
out complaints. 4 The arrows of the
Almighty poke through me. Their poison drinks up my spirit. The terrors of
[the] ELoah set themselves in array
against me. 5 [Don't I have a right to complain?] Doesn't
[— my pain]

the wild donkey bray for grass? Doesn't the ox moo

You [accusers] shirk from eating bland, spiceless [food]. [You gripe that]
there's no taste in the white of an egg!
7 [Meanwhile,] my body, [racked with] sorrow,
refuses to touch [any] food.
Job Again Prays To Die
8 Oh, I [pray] to have my request. [I want
Yahweh] the Eloah to grant me [death. That's]
the only thing I long for! 9 [I pray] that it
would please [Yahweh the] Eloah to crush
me. I wish he'd let fly his hand, and cut
me off [the earth]! Job 6:10 [At judgment day] I
might get [consolation]. Even in [unending]
pain, I steel myself [with the hope that Yahweh]
would spare [my life]. For I've never denied the Holy One's words. 11 What
strength do I have to go on hoping?
Why should I prolong my life waiting
for [an even worse] finish? 12 Is my [muscle] strong
as rocks? Is my flesh [made] of brass? 13 What
[power] do I have to save myself? I'm unstable. [The pain has] driven away my [hold
on] reality.
Job Rails At His 'Friends' For Accusing Him
14 A friend should show pity to the afflicted. Instead, [you rude ‘friends’] forsake
the fear of the Almighty. 15 [You,] my
‘brothers,’ keep betraying [me]. You're
for his feed? 6
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like a flash-flooding torrent [that drowns
swimmers] in a channel, [then runs dry, so the
river-dwellers die of thirst]. 16 [Yes, your ‘friendship’
dies,] choked with black ice. [Your hearts lie]
packed with snow. 17 When the hot [sun]
comes, [your support] vanishes [like mist],
leaving nothing [but thirst]. 18 [Camel trains]
wind through the [desert,] wasting to
nothing, dying [of dehydration. That's what it's like
to have friends like you.] 19 [I'm like] the caravans
of the south looking [for water]. Like traveling bands from Sheba, [I'm] hoping [for
a drop of compassion]. Job 6:20 But, [like me,] the
[travelers] arrive [at] empty [stream-beds only to
die] of disappointed hope. 21 For now [in
my time of need] you [‘friends’ give me] nothing
but [your] fear [that you might also get] knocked
to the ground. 22 Have I ever [to this day]
said [to anyone], “Bring me a gift?” or,
“Pass me a bribe; you've got the money?” 23 Did [I ever ask anyone], “Rescue me from the
enemy's hand?” or, “Redeem me from the fist of the

Teach me. Then I'll hold
my tongue. Get me to understand
where I erred. 25 Honest maxims carry
force! But what does your self-justification fix? 26 [Sitting pretty,] you arrogate
yourselves to be my corrections' [officers].
You treat [my wise] words like flatus. [You
scorn my] desperation. 27 Yes, you overwhelm fatherless [orphans]. You dig a pit
for your ‘friend.’
Job Begs His Frenemies To Be
Friendly
adversary?” [No!] 24

28 So now, if it pleases [your honors], look me in the
face. You can see I'm [not] lying. 29 Come back [to
friendship]. Stop judging me. Stop [impugning] my integrity. Job 6:30 [You know that no] wickedness [lies] on my
tongue. [I can't stand the] taste of evil!
or, “I can taste your betrayal, hatred...“

Job 7
Job Laments This Hard Mortal Life
Aren't [we] mortals [mere] draftees into
[spirit] war on earth? Aren't [our] days [laborious,] like those of hired hands? 2 [We're]
slaves dying for shade, hard-laborers
looking forward to finally getting paid
for [our] work. 3 So [YAH] allots me
1
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months of desolation, [filled] with my appointed nights of misery. 4 Lying down,
I groan, “When can I get up? When will
this [sleepless] night be over?!” I toss nonstop back and forth 'til morning dawns.
5 My flesh lies covered with worms and
clods of dust. My broken skin oozes disgusting [pus]. 6 My lifetime [rushes to its end]
swifter than a weaver's shuttle. My [final
days] empty [out] without hope. 7 Mark how
my life [passes like] wind-spirit. My eye will never again
see good. 8 The eye[s] of [all] who've seen me will
see me no more. Your eyes [are the last to fix] upon me.
I'm a goner. 9 Like the cloud vanishes away, consumed [by time], so he who goes down to the grave
comes up no more.
This is Job's depressed point of view, not a factual
denial of ressurection.

never again returns
to his house. His family no longer recognizes his [worm-eaten corpse]. 11 So I won't
restrain my mouth. I'll speak in my anguish of spirit. I'll complain in the bitterness of my soul.” 12 [Job looks to the sky. He wails,]
Job 7:10 [The dead man]

“Am I the

[raging]

ocean, or a sea-monster, that you

I say,
‘My bed will comfort me. [Sleeping on] my
couch will ease my misery.’ 14 Then
you, [YAH,] scare me with nightmares.
You terrify me with visions [of my demise].
15 So I'd rather be strangled to death
than to live!
post

[these traitorous prison]

guard[s] over me? 13
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Bildad Says, 'You Deserve Your
Pain'
1 Then Bildad

{Baal's-Love}

from Shuach

{Dell}

“How long will you bleat
How long must [we
breathe] the [hot] air blasting out of your
mouth!?” 3 Does El pervert justice? Does Shadconfronts Job: 2

these
ddai

[complaints]?

{Almighty}

twist

[people in torture]

for being right-

Your children [must have] sinned
against [God]. He hurled them away to
[punish] their violations [of Law].
eous? 4

This is the most painful, rude, hateful thing you
can say to a parent who grieves over the loss of
their child.
5 Just earnestly seek EL {God}. Plead to Shaddai
{Almighty}. 6 If you were pure and upright, surely
[YAH] would immediately awake to [help] you. He'd
make your righteous home prosperous, [instead of the
wreck it is].
Simplistic thinking.
7 [Repent.] You'll begin [again] with nothing. Yet your final outcome will tower [into the sky]!

Bildad Advises Job To Study History

8 Inspect the

[records]

of former generations. Discov-

(For
we [humans] were born yesterday. [We]
know nothing. Our days on earth [flit
away] like shadow[s].) Job 8:10 [Historical
records] will teach you. [They] tell you [the
truth]. [Ancient wise men] utter secrets from
the heart. 11 Can papyrus [rushes] grow
up without mud? Can swamp-grass
grow without water? [No. Similarly, you need
er the

[success]

secrets of our forefathers: 9

my bones broken by my own hands

historical education.] 12 [You're like a blossoming]

16

green [flower] that [looks great, until someone]
picks it and cuts it down. Without the
soil and water [of historical perspective, you]
wither faster than grass. 13 [Withering death
is] the life-path of all [beings] who forget
EL {God}. The hypocrite's hope [always]
perishes.
Bildad Labels Job A Hypocrite
14 [The faithless man's] hope gets cut off.
[Your] trust turns into a spider's web. 15
[The hypocrite] leans on his house. Then it
falls over [like a cobweb]. He holds onto it
fast. But it won't last. 16 [The fraudster shines]
green beneath the sun. His branch
shoots forth in his garden. 17 [The phony's]
roots spread everywhere, wrapping
firm footholds, overlooking wa-

I loathe [life]. I won't live forever.
Leave me alone. My days are futile. 17

What is mankind? Why do you, [Yahweh, put us under your]
magnifying [glass]? Why should you set your heart

[us mere mortals]? 18 Why do you examine
mankind all day [every day], and test [us]
at every moment? 19 Will you ever
loosen your [red-fire] gaze long enough
for me to swallow my [own] spit? Job 7:20
If I've sinned, what harm does that do
you, jail-guard of humanity? Why have
you appointed me target for your [sadistic
torture games]? How am I a burden to you?

upon

21 Why don't you pardon my violations, and take
away my guilt before I sleep in the dust? [At this rate]
you'll look for me in the morning. But I'll be [dead].”

Job 8
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ter-springs. 18 But when [Yahweh the gardener] rips the [hypocrite] from his place, the
[garden of humanity] denies ever seeing [the
liar]. 19 Watch. [Punishing fakers] is the joyful
termination of [YAH's] road. Out of the
earth other [more righteous people] grow [in the
charlatan's place]. Job 8:20 Watch: Elohim
won't throw away a blameless man.
[God] won't give a hand to evil doers [like
you].
Bildad Tells Job He'd Better Repent
21 [Repent] 'til [Yahweh] fills your mouth with
laughter. [Then] your [cracked] lips will
trumpet blasts [of joy]!” 22 [Bildad looks to the sky:]
“Everyone who hates you, [God,] gets clothed with
shame. The home of the lawless [man] comes to
nothing.”

Job 9
Job Answers Bildad's Blaming Accusations
1 Then Job replies: 2 “True. I see [all] that.
But how [could] that any [of us] mortals
justify [ourselves] before [the ultimate] El {Power}? 3 Only [a fool] would want to argue
[his case] with [El]. No mortal could answer
[even one] in 1000 challenges [from Elohim]. 4
[No one] who has ever hardened himself
against [YAH] has ever succeeded. [YAH] is
too wise in heart, too mighty in
strength. 5 [YAH] shifts mountains without their knowing it. In his fury, [YAH]
overturns [un-moveable] peaks. 6 [YAH]
shakes the earth out of her place. Her
pillars tremble. 7 [YAH can] command the
sun to stop rising. He seals up stars [in
black holes]. 8 [YAH] alone spreads out the
heavens. He treads upon tsunamis of
the sea. 9 [YAH] makes the ‘Great Bear’,
Orion, the Pleiades, and the hidden [constellations] of the south [sky].
Alpha Centauri, for instance, is a star only seen
from the southern hemisphere. Great Bear is actually "al naish", the Great Sheep-pen. Orion = the
coming prince. Pleiades = the congregation of the
judge.

does great things beyond
tracing out. Yes, [he] performs wonders
without number. 11 [I] look to [see YAH] passing
Job 9:10 [YAH]
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by me. But I don't see him. So he

Look:

[flies]

on without

takes away
[whatever he wants. No one] can stop him. Who
dares ask him, “What are you doing?” 13
my awareness. 12

[YAH]

Eloah won't avert the [blast of fire-fury from] his nostrils [for
anyone]. Down, the [whole human-beast] huddles under
[YAH's] blustering [shouts].
Or: ‘Dragon-bred sea monsters cringe before YAH.’

So I can never answer [YAH]. I can't
even choose words to reason with him.
15 Even if I were righteous, I still
wouldn't [dare to] answer [YAH]. I would
only beg my judge [for mercy]. 16 [Even] if I
call, and [YAH] answers me, I still won't
believe he listens to my bleating. 17 For
he's breaking me with a tempest-of-horrors! He multiplies my
wounds without cause! 18 He won't
even let me breathe. He's drowning me
with misery! 19 If it's a contest of
strength, He's the strong one. If [it's a
matter requiring] justice, who's going to
drag [YAH to court to face my charges]? Job 9:20 If
I seek to justify myself, my own mouth
incriminates me. If I claim to be perfect, that alone proves I'm twisted.
14

Peterson: Even though innocent, anything I say incriminates me; blameless as I am, my defense just
makes me sound worse.
21 Even if I [acknowledge that I'm relatively] blameless, I still

all in the same
That's why I keep saying, “[YAH]
kills blameless and wicked people
alike.” 23 When disaster instantly massacres
despise myself. 22 [We're]
[boat].

laughs at the testing of the innocent!
Job here makes a false accusation.
[millions, El]

handed the earth into the fist
of wicked [demons]! He covers the faces
of [the world's] judges. If [I'm] wrong, who
is [our Creator]? And where [is He]?
24 [YAH has]

A false but understandable accusation.

Now my [final] days [fly to the grave]
swifter than a royal-courier-horse! My
[days] flee away. They see no good. 26 [My
good days] speed away like the swiftest
ships, like an eagle rushing to [kill] prey.
25

27 I

[wish I]

could say, ‘I'll forget my complaints; I'll

drop the heavy-face; I'll comfort myself.’ 28 [But]

I'm terrified by all my suffering. And
[worst of all,] I know you, [my friends,] will
never stop blaming me! 29 [You've already]
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condemned me! So why should I struggle in vain [to convince you I'm innocent]!? Job
9:30 I [could] wash myself with snowwhite-water, and sterilize my hands
with soap. 31 You [prigs] will still plunge
me into the [sewage] ditch until my own
clothes [lie] ashamed of my [stink]. 32 For
[YAH] is not a man like me. I can't answer him when we meet together at
[the] judgment. 33 There is no arbitrator
between [YAH] and me, who can lay his
power-fist on us both. 34 [I beg YAH] to
take His [beating] rod away from me, to
stop [sending] His terrors to horrify me! 35
[If He'd relent,] I'd speak up to Him without
panic. But as it is, I [can't even pray, I'm so
afraid]!”

Job 10
Job Despairs Of Life
“My body has grown weary
of life. [So] I'll unleash the grief inside
me. I'll blurt out the bitterness of my
soul: 2 I'm begging, Eloah! Don't condemn me [to death! Show me why you're fighting
me!] 3 Do you get your jollies oppressing
and despising [me,] the work of your
hands, while you smile on the schemes
of wicked [criminals]? 4 Are your [divine]
eyes mere meat? Don't you see [more]
than man sees? 5 Is your lifetime [finite]
like the days of man? Are your years
[short those of] a [doomed] warrior? 6 [No. You live
in eternity.] So why are you seeking [to punish every last] guilty [moment of mine]? What
makes you dig around to find my [little]
sins? 7 You know I'm not wicked. Yet no one can
rescue [me] out of your fist. 8 Your hands made
me, shaped me in three dimensions.
Yet you destroy me. 9 I beg you: remember that you've made me [out of]
clay. Do you want to smash me back
into dust? Job 10:10 Didn't you pour me
out like milk [from my father]? [Didn't you] curdle me like cheese [in my mother's womb]? 11
You clothed me with skin and flesh. You
fenced me with bones and sinews. 12
1 [Job continues,]
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You granted me life and favor. Your attention has always preserved my spirit.
13 Yet now, [in my bitter end,] you hide in your heart. I
sense that you [always intended to wreck me]. 14 If I sin, you
mark me. [Why] won't you acquit me from my guilt?

When I'm wicked, woe [comes] to me.
But [even] when I'm righteous, I still
don't [dare] lift up my head. I'm stuffed
with shame, drowned in my misery! 16
My [sorrow] keeps increasing. You hunt
me like a howling lion. You work miracles to hurt me! 17 You keep producing
fresh witnesses against me, ramping up
your anger against me. Your forces assail me, wave after wave.
15

As Job points at his accusatory friends.

So why did you bring me forth out of
the womb? I wish I'd given up the
ghost, so no eye ever saw me! 19 I
should have [vanished at conception] as
though I never existed. I should have
been carried from the womb to the
grave. Job 10:20 Aren't my days almost over? So
18

stop

[the pain]!

Leave me alone, so I can take a mo-

before I go to the
place of no return, all the way to the
pitch-black land of shadowy death. 22
[I'll soon fall to] a land of gloom like the
darkest [cavern]: the death-shade, where
no order reigns, where the lightest [moment looms] black as [moonless] midnight.”
ment's comfort. 21 [Relent]

Job 11
Frenemy # 3 (Zophar) Confronts
Job

1 Then Zophar

{Skip}

from Naamah

{Pleasure}

“Does [Job's] torrent of
blather merit an answer?! [How long] will
we [allow] this blab-filled man to justify
his [sin]? 3 Should your lies make men
hold their peace? When you mock, will
no man shame you? [I will!] 4 You keep
bleating, ‘My doctrine is pure. I'm clean
in [YAH's] eyes.’ 5 But I wish Eloah would
speak. [He needs to] open his lips to fight
you! 6 I wish he'd show you the secrets
of wisdom. [Reality] is many-sided, unlike
[your narrow mortal vision]! So know that Eloconfronts
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him exacts of you less than your
wickedness deserves! 7 Can you go out
hunting and find Elohim? Can you probe the limits

is as high as heaven. What [experiment can you run to understand
Him]? [The mystery of YAH's being is] deeper than
Sheol {the-unseen-core-of-the-earth}. What
can you know [about YAH]?
of the Almighty? 8 [YAH]

All the physical science that man and his computers can devise can't tell scientists one thing about
the Creator of the universe, because the Creator of
the universe is supra-physical.
9 The measure [of YAH] is longer than the earth, and
broader than the sea. Job 11:10

If

[YAH]

cuts

off and locks you up [you awaiting]
judgment, who can block him? 11 [YAH]
knows vain men. He sees [your] wickedness. You think he won't ferret [out your
guilty secrets]? 12 Worthless people would
become wise if they hadn't born [dumb]
as jackasses, Job!
[you]

i.e. Hollow men & women will wise up when mules
learn to talk.
13 So you prepare your heart. Stretch out your
[YAH]. 14 If evil [hides] in your
hand, throw it far away. Don't let
wickedness dwell in your homes. 15
Then you'll lift up your spotless face.
Yes, [once you repent,] you'll [thrive,] steadfast
and fearless. 16 [Repent.] Then you'll forget your misery. You'll remember it [dimly,] like waters flown away. 17 Then your
life will beam clearer than noonday.
You'll shine forth, [bright] as the morning
[dawn]. 18 You'll [live] secure. Hope exists.
Yes, [repentance] will dig [hedges] around
you, so you'll take your rest in safety.
19 You'll lie down. No one will make you
afraid. Then many [people] will seek your
[favor]. Job 11:20 But the eyes of [all]
wicked [beings always] fail. They can't escape. Their hope vanishes like a dying
[man's] final gasp.”

hands toward

Job 12
Job Rebuts Zophar's Holier-ThanThou Spiel
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1 Then Job rebuts
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“No doubt
people. Wisdom will

[Zophar's cockiness] :

you [are the wisest of all]
die with you.

2

Sarcasm. "I'm sure you speak for all the experts.
When you die there'll be no one left to tell us peons how to live."

But I, like you, have an [understanding]
heart. I haven't fallen from your [intellectual heights]. Who doesn't know the facts
you [blather]? 4 *[You,] my ‘friends’,
3

game of mocking me:
‘[Job] says he calls to Elohim,
and this [disaster] is how [Elohim] answers him! Look! [Job lies covered with
festering sores!] Yet [he claims to be]
morally spotless! HA!’ 5 [People se[make a]

in tranquility glare with contempt
on [people going through] discipline. [My] foot
totters [over a chasm. And you, my ‘friends’, push me
over the edge!] 6 [Here on earth,] ravagers'
homes [often] prosper. [Criminals] stoke Elohim's fire-rage. Yet [for a while, sinners] rest
secure. [Yahweh] the ELoah dumps massive [riches] into their hands. 7 Ask the
animals. They'll teach you. Ask a skyflying [bird or angel]. He'll tell you: [Life's not
fair!] 8 Speak to the earth. It'll show you.
The fish of the sea will clear up [your concure]

fusion. It's not fair when a shark eats a minnow. But

Who doesn't know that the
hand of Yahweh created this [unfair world]?
Job 12:10 [YAH's] hand holds the life-breath
of every living thing, including the spirit[s][inhabiting] all human flesh. 11 [Your]
palate judges meat-quality by tastetesting. Can't [your] ears tell [that my]
words are true?
that's life.] 9

Isn't this all just common sense, as common as the
sense of taste?

Wisdom lives in the ncient [One].
Length of lifespan brings understanding. 13 [YAH alone] holds wisdom and mastery. He [possesses] counsel and comprehension. 14 Watch: [Whatever YAH hates,] he
demolishes [so completely] that no one can
ever rebuild it. [YAH] locks up man [in
cages] no one can ever open. 15 Watch:
[YAH] restrains the waters. So they dry
12
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up. Then he so forcefully gushes out
[rains that floods] overturn the earth! 16 YAH
owns all power and all reality. He owns
both the deceived and the deceiver. 17
[YAH] leads experts away looted. He exposes judges as raving [lunatics]. 18 [YAH]
disrobes Kings. Then [he] ropes them
loincloth-clad [into the slavery they imposed on
their subjects]. 19 [YAH] leads priests away
pilfered. He overthrows the establishment. Job 12:20 [YAH] strips away the talk
of cocksure [advisors]. He erases the
knowledge from old peoples' [minds]. 21
[YAH] pours-out contempt upon nobles.
He slackens the rope-hold by which
mighty [people control their lives]. 22 YAH exposes deep [secrets] from the darkness.
He brings the shadow of death out into
the light. 23 [YAH] mushrooms the [populations of the] beast-nations. Then [he] destroys them. He spreads the beast-peoples [over the earth]. Then he herds them
[into concentration camps]. 24 [YAH] removes the
[understanding] heart[s] of the chief people
of the earth. [He] banishes them to wander in pathless wildernesses. 25 [The
world's best and brightest people] grope in the
dark without light. [YAH] makes [world leaders] stagger like drunks.”

Job 13
Job Tries To Shut Up His Religionist
Ex-Pals

1

“Look, [friends]. My eye sees everything
My ear[s] hear and understand [truth as well as
yours do]. 2 What you know, I know too. I'm not inferior to you. 3 I [can] pray to the Almighty [without your
[Job continues:]

[you see].

help].

I long to reason with Elohim. 4

*But you

patch [on little bits of truth to
cover up your] lies. You're good-fornothing doctors. [Your empty ‘remedies’
can't heal anyone].
[religionists]

or: “you're witch-doctors, servants of demon-idols,
yet you masquerade as YAH's servants.”

is coming to silence you [judgmental
religionists]. When you learn to shut [your
mouths], then you'll be wise. 6 Please.
Hear me. [I'll] correct [your faulty paper-thin the5 [YAH]
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ology].

Listen to logic. [Read] my lips. 7 Do
your unfair [accusations] speak for El? [No.]
You [merely] blab deceit in his Name. 8
[Look at me.] Lift up [your] faces. You [think
your moral 'superiority' makes you fit] to defend
[your actions in court before] El {God}?
Hebrew transliteration: ?·faces-of·him you(p)-arerespecting or for·El you(p)-are-contending

finds you [bigots moralgood when he searches out [every nook
and cranny of your secret sins]? You [cheaters]
mock [YAH] when you criticize [suffering]
mortals.” Job 13:10 [Eliphaz growls, “You judge us?”
Job continues, “YAH] will convict and sentence
you. You're social climbers [acting] under
cover [of religion]. 11 Does [YAH's] majesty
not terrify you [preachers]? [Soon] dread of
him will fall on you. 12 Your maxims are
proverbs of ash [garbage]. Your highminded platitudes [crumble] like clay [under
the light of examination].” 13 [Bildad tries to stop Job from con9 [Do you really think YAH]
ly]

demning their 'superior' religion. Job continues,]

“Silence! Let me

[take] the consequences. 14 I'll take
my flesh in my teeth. I'll take my lifebreath into my own hand[s]. 15 [YAH] may
kill me. Yet I run for refuge in him. I
plead to his face, [not yours, for mercy]. 16
[YAH] will [eventually] save me. But he won't
let dirty [religious hypocrites like you] come near
his face. 17 Listen! Pay attention to
what I say. Let my revelations [sink down]
into your ears.” 18 [Bildad interrupts Job. Job whimpers,]

speak. I'll

“Please!

[Stop interrupting me!]

Watch: I've prepared my

Which
to argue with me?
[Bring it on!] I'll be silent as a dead breathless [dog].” Job 13:20 [Job turns his face to the sky:] “[YAH,]
case. I know

[YAH]

will prove me right. 19

[of you hypocrites is qualified]

I'll face you openly, if you stop doing two things:

Stop [smacking me] with your hand. Stop
tormenting me! I'm terrified [of you]! 22
[Stop beating me up.] Then I'll answer [for my
sins]. Or at least let me speak. Then you
tell me [why you're torturing me]! 23 Have I really committed that many perverse
crimes? Show me the [list] of my rebellions and offenses!
21

We are never fully aware of just how deeply we've
damaged ourselves and others by refusing to follow YAH's laws.
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Why [do you] hide your face [from me]?
Why do you hold me as your enemy? 25
You torment me like a leaf whipping [in
the wind]! You chase me like dry stubble
[in a fiery-tornado]! 26 You draw up bitter
charges against me. You force me reap
[penalties] for my youthful mistakes. 27
You lock my feet in stocks. You surveil
and trace every step I take. You inspect
my footprints [for evidence of crime]. 28 [I]
waste away like a rotten [corpse], like a
moth-eaten garment.”
24

Job 14
*[Job faces his accusers as he continues,] “[A]
mortal born of a woman [lasts]
only a few trouble-raged days.
2 *[Man] comes forth [from the womb]
like a flower. Then he dries up
[and blows away]. He flees like a [flickering] shadow. 3 You [deceivers] fix your
eyes on such [a poor creature]? You
bring [me] into judgment [court] to [face]
you? 4 Who can bring a pure [being] out
of an unclean [human spirit]? No one.
[beady]

Mortals' days lie numbered.” [Job looks to
the sky:] “You, [YAH,] long-ago decided how
long we [humans] will live. You [YAH] set
the boundary. No one can cross it. 6
Turn your [angry] stare from man. Let
him [work] in peace while he finishes his
‘day’ like a hired hand. 7 For [unlike doomed
man,] there's hope for a tree. If someone
cuts it down, it might sprout again. Its
tender branch[es] might keep growing. 8
[A tree might re-sprout] even if its root grows
old in the earth, and its stump dies in
the ground. 9 [The ‘dead’ tree might] sniff water, then bud, then shoot out [new]
branches like a sapling. Job 14:10 But
[even a] valiant-man dies. He wastes
away. Yes, [every] Adam gives up the
ghost, and goes [who knows] where. 11
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So

human lies down, never to rise
'Til the sky [and outer-space pass]
from existence, [dead humans won't] wake.
[Nothing] can raise [dead people] out of their
sleep.
[every]

[on earth].

Job's asserts that the Judgment Day follows the
complete wrap-up of the history of the universe.
This is probably chronologically correct. But outside
of time, our temporal point of view has little meaning.

*I pray that you hide me in
the grave, that you keep me
secret, until your fire-rage
passes. Appoint me a [resurrection]
day. Remember me [when I'm gone]!
13

1

5

*[Man dies] like waters evaporate
from a [once-full] lake, like a flooded-river shrinks and dries up. 12

Job Prays For Resurrection

Job Laments Hard Life & Black
Death

YAH can, if we let him.

865

If a valiant [hero] dies, will he live
again? All the days of my [hard] service I
wait for [resurrection] to come. 15 [Job lifts his
voice heavenward:] “You'll call, and I'll answer
you. You'll long to [see me,] the work of
your hands. 16 But today you number
my steps. [Like a hawk,] You watch my
sins. 17 [You] seal my every sin in [your]
bag [of evidence]. You patch [together records to
show my patterns of] criminal [activity]. 18 [You
smash me into] decayed [dirt] like a mountain
falling to nothing. [You kick me like] a pebble
from [your road]. 19 [You] wear me down
like flood-water reduces stones to powder. [You wash me away like a plant] who grew
out of [loose] soil. You kill the hope of all
mortals. Job 14:20 You prevail forever
against [man]. So [we] pass. You [rot] away
our faces. You drive us away [to nothingness]. 21 [The dead man's] sons come to honor
him. Yet he doesn't see [them]. Or [misfortune] lays [his children] low. But [either way, their
dead father] perceives nothing about them.
22 Pain wracks the flesh of [every] human. Wailing overcomes each [man's]
life-breath.”
14
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ELiphaz {Gold-God} Verbally Attacks Job
1 Then Eliphaz

{Gold-god}

the Temanite

{Southlander}

[against Job]: 2 “Would a wise man utter
hot-air arguments? [You] fill [your]
belly with the [pestilent] east wind!

argues
[such]

i.e. You're nothing but a windbag, Job.

Would [a wise man pawn off] unprofitable
yakking as reason? —With lectures that
can do no [one] any good?
3

No. A wise man would not give long sermons in
church or synagogue. Therefore: long-winded
preachers are not wise.
4 Yet you throw off fear. You hinder [peoples' devotion] to

Your sin [teaches] your mouth to talk. You choose the
tongue of the deceiver. 6 Your own
mouth condemns you, not I. Yes, your
own lips testify against you. 7 Are you
the first man ever born? Were you
formed before the hills [arose]? 8 Have
you heard the secret[s] of Elohim? Do
you limit wisdom to yourself? 9 What do
Elohim.

[You blame him for your troubles.]

5

you know that we [churchgoers] don't? What do you understand that's not [already] in our [hearts]? Job 15:10
[On our side against you],

we [religionists boast]
both [middle-aged] gray-headed and geriatric men, much older than your father.

11 Are the consolations of Elohim too tiny for you,
[Job]? [We preachers speak for him] with calm, [gentle] words. 12

Why does your heart carry you away
[from our fellowship]? Why do your eyes flash
with anger? 13 [Why] do you [keep] turning
your spirit against Elohim, letting [vile]
accusations [fly] out of your [diseased]
mouth? 14 What [claim] does [any] man
have to be clean? What [human] born of a
woman [can prove] he's righteous? 15
Watch: [YAH] refuses to place any trust
in his sacred [angels]. Yes, not [even] the
heavens lie clean in [YAH's] sight. 16 How
much more abominable and filthy is
man, who drinks evil like water? 17 I
show you

[the facts].

Hear me. I declare what I've

Wise men taught [me] their ancestral truths. [They] hid nothing [from me].
19 [I have wisdom from] the first people [YAH]
put [on] the earth, when no stranger
passed among [Eden's garden-dwellers]. Job
15:20 The wicked man travails [in pain] all
seen: 18
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his days. The tyrant hoards his numbered hours [in vain paranoia]. 21 Dreadful
sounds [ring] in [the evil man's] ears. [His]
prosperity [vanishes in a flash when] the destroyer comes upon him. 22 [The evil man]
loses all hope of escaping darkness. [All
his life,] the sword [hangs over his head,] watching him, waiting for the moment [to
strike]. 23 [The thug] wanders [seeking] bread,
moaning, “Where's [some food]?” The [crook]
knows [he lives] in the grip of the day of
darkness.
or: evil men are food for vultures. Eliphaz imagines
that righteous people stay prosperous and well-fed
while evil people stay poor and hungry. But Job
knows that the opposite is often the case.

Stressful tight-squeezes horrify [the vilThey overpower him, like a king
[charging] into battle.
24

lain].

However, sometimes evil people live easy.

stretches out his hand
against El {God}. The {Crook} tries to
master the Almighty. 26 [The lawbreaker]
charges at [YAH] with a thick-armored
[stubborn] neck and a reinforced shield
[made of money, fame and possessions]. 27 [The robber]
25 [The evil man]

bulks up his appearance with rich muscle-and-fat.
He pumps his torso full of [food].
Or: "He lets his face grow gross and fat, and the
rest of him bulges with blubber." 'Cheleb' can
mean disgusting fat, but it primarily implies rich
strength as the opposite of skinny weakness.

dwell in desolate cities,
in abandoned houses—collapsing heaps
[of rubble].
28 [Miscreants fall to]

Evil people capture cities and seize houses whose
owners flee. But war will destroy those cities and
houses.

loses his wealth. His estate crashes. His [crops and buildings and enterprises] cease to spread over the earth. Job
15:30 [The criminal dies in] an inescapable
dark [trap]. Flames turn his [leafy]
branches [to] dry [ash]. A [puff] of spirit-wind from [YAH's] mouth blows the
[thief] away. 31 [The cheater] builds [his life] on
[the illusory foundation of] vanity. As payback,
he [crashes to] nothingness. 32 [YAH] fully re29 [The evil man]

pays

[the evil man]

before his time. His green branch

33 [YAH] shakes off [the
unripe grape [dies on] the

[disintegrates to a grey skeleton] .

scoundrel like an]
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vine, like an olive [tree] sheds its flower.
34 [YAH] desolates the society of hypocrites. Fire consumes [every] lair of
bribery. 35 [Corrupters] conceive mischief.
They birth out vanity. Their bellies incubate deceit.”

Job 16
Job Defends Himself Against ELiphaz's Attack
1 So Job responds [to Eliphaz]: 2 “I've heard
many such [attacks]. You're all counterfeit
comforters. 3 Will your talk-tornado
never stop [spinning]? What gives you the
cockiness to contest [with me]? 4 I too
could speak [lies] like you. If your lifebreath were [hanging from a thread] like mine,
I could pile up [insults] against you. [I could]
shake my head [in scorn] at your [pain]. 5
[But] I'd strengthen you with my mouth.
[Instead of flapping my jaw in judgment,] I'd move
my lips to soothe [your grief]. 6 When I
speak, my grief charges on. When I
stay silent, the [pain] lingers. 7 [ELohim keeps]

867

open [for fun]. Every day he rips new
holes [in my body]. He thunders upon me
like a giant [warrior. He beats me into the dust]! 15
I sew sackcloth [patches] on my [diseased]
skin. My horn-of-power [lies] defiled in
dirt. 16 [Weeks of] weeping scar my face
with rashy-boils. The shadow of death
creeps down my eyelids. 17 Yet no violence-guilt [stains] my hands. My prayer[s
are] sincere. 18 [Job cries toward the ground:] “Oh
earth, don't cover-up my blood. Don't
[bury] my cries [for help]!“ 19 [Job cries to his accusers:] “[You] watch, [hypocrites]! My witness
[waits] in heaven. [The most] high will testify
[in my favor]. Job 16:20 My 'friends' scorn
me. But my eye[s] pour out tears to
[Yahweh] the Eloah. 21 Oh [I wish I] had a
valiant-master [of law] to plead [my case
against Yahweh the] Eloah, like [a father] argues
[with] his neighbor [in defense of his] son! 22
Any more years like this, and I'll tread
the path [of death,] from where I'll never
return.”

Job 17

wearing me out.” [Job lifts his head to the sky. He screams] “You

You've shriveled me
[head to toe], as a warning [that disaster can
strike a righteous man]. Yet [these hypocrites] see
emaciation eating my face as proof of
my guilt.” 9 [Job turns his face down to his accusers,]
“[YAH] tears me in his fire-rage. He hates
me. He gnashes on me with his teeth.
My enemy sharpens his eyes upon me.
Job 16:10 [Hypocrites] gape upon me with
their mouths [hanging open]. They hatefully
slap me in the face. They amass themselves to [attack] me! 11 Elohim surrenders me to the evil-one. He hurls me
into the fists of wicked [jerks]. 12 [One day]
I'm living at ease. Then [God] squashes
me to bits. He grabs me by the neck.
He shatters me. He sets me up for [heavenly] target [practice]! 13 [God's] armies of
archers surround me on every side. [He]
slices open my kidneys! He completely
destroys me. He pours my bile out onto
the ground. 14 [YAH keeps] smashing me
destroyed my family! 8
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Job's Lament Slides Into Deathly
Despair
1 [Job continues,] “My life-breath [lies] twisted
[and tortured]. My days [rush to] extinction.
[Earth's] graves [open their mouths to receive] me.”
2 [Job pleads to the sky:] “Watch: mockers surround me. Their taunting [faces] block
my eyes. 3 Throw me a rope [down from
heaven]! These [hypocrites] won't even shake
my hand.
Key words: put braid; slap hand. “Rope/braid/striking hands” may infer putting up security, i.e. bailing someone out of trouble, redemption.

You've shut their heart[s] to intelligent-feeling. Don't let these [ignorant pretenders]
triumph [over me]. 5 [These 'friends' present] a
false front of flattery. So, [as the ancient
proverb goes,] the [wealth they embezzle] will
blind their children's eyes. 6 [YAH] makes
my [name] the rabble's curse-word. They
use my face as their spittoon.
4

or: “they beat my face like it's a tom-tom.”
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My eye[s] dim from sorrow. All my
body-parts [wither] like shadow[s]. 8 Upright [people] would be shocked [and
ashamed] to [watch me suffer].“ [Job points at his accusers:] ”Innocent [people] would rise [to fight
you] fakes! 9 Just [people would] lock [arms with
me] on the [stony] road [of life]. Clean hands
would lend [me their] strength. Job 17:10
But all you [deceivers] turn your [tails. You]
run away [home to avoid easing my pain]. I can't
find one wise [man] among you. 11 My
days lie past. My plans yanked away.
The dreams of my heart—[dead and gone].”
12 [Job screams to the sky,] “These [hypocrites] call
day, ‘night’ and light, ‘the face of darkness.’
7

Or: “I'd hoped my night would yield to day, that
dawn would break.”

I await my [new] home: the [unseen]
grave. I strew my bed in the darkness.
14 I say to [the] grave, ‘You're my father;’
to the worm[s], ‘You're my mother;
you're my sister.’ 15 Where is my hope
now? Can anyone [of you] spy any hope
for me?! 16 [My hope] sinks down to the
gates of Sheol {The-Unseen-Grave}. We'll
[all] rest together in the dust.”
13

Or: “You fakers will see how my hope turns out
when you and I go down to the grave…”

Job 18
Bildad Attacks Job

1 Then Bildad

{Baal's-Love}

from Shuach

{Dell}

attacks

2 [Bildad blurts], “How long 'til you stop
blabbing, [Job]?! Mark [it down on the calendar].
Then we'll talk [sense into you]. 3 Why do
you view us, [your betters,] as [if we were] vile
beast-nationals?” 4 [Bildad {Baal's-Love} turns to
the crowd: “Look how Job] tears himself in his
snorting [fire-rage]! [Job,] do you want the
earth to move out of its [orbit] to [suit]
you? Do you want rocks to jog so you
won't have to [step around] them?
[Job]:

Peterson: “Do you want the planet redesigned to
suit you? Should reality be suspended to accommodate you?”

puts out the light[s] of wicked [beThe spark of their life-fire never
shines [again]. 6 Darkness [replaces] light in
5 [YAH]
ings].
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[lives of wicked men like you]. [YAH]

snuffs
[sinners'] ‘candle[s]’ [in the grave]. 7 [The villain's] strong stride shortens [to nothing].
His own schemes thrust him down [to
death]. 8 [The thief's] own feet hurl him into
a net. He treads on a snare. 9 The trap
seizes the [wicked man] by the heel. So
robbers [hang] him. Job 18:10 [Demons] lay a
noose for [sinners] on the ground. A ropetrap [hides] in the road [of the evil man]. 11
Terrors horrify the [miscreant] on every
side. [Horror] chases his heels [into the
grave]. 12 His strength hunger-bitten, oppression [breaks] his ribs. 13 *[Evil] eats

the toughest [sinner's] skin.
Death's firstborn devours his
limbs. 14 [Punishment] uproots trust from
the [criminal's] home. [The death angel] drags
him to the king of terrors. 15 [The devil]
squats in the [scoundrel's abandoned] home.
[Demons] scatter burning-sulphur over the
[sinner's] estate. 16 [Sin] dries up the [rogue's]
roots below. [Disaster] cuts off the [crook's]
high branches. 17 [The lawbreaker's] memory
perishes from the earth. His name is
never more [heard] on [any] street [in the
world]. 18 [Demons] drive the [sinner] from
light into darkness. [Righteous men] chase
him out of the [world]. 19 [Misfortune] bereaves [the fraud] of any [offspring] to propagate his lineage. [Early death] strips his
path of survivors. Job 18:20 [From the East to
the West,] dread dawns on the [offender's]
younger [relatives]. Panic seizes his elders. 21 Such [death wracks] the homes of [all] wicked
[people].

The [unmarked grave] is the [resting] place of whoever fails to know Elohim.”
Obviously Bildad oversimplifies the issue of human
suffering.

Job 19
Job Defends Himself Against Bildad's Attacks
1 Then Job answers

[Bildad's aggressive exaggerations] :

2 [Job]

says, “How long will you accusers vex
my soul? [You] crush my [heart] into
pieces! 3 10 times now you've [hurled] in-
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sults at me. Still you [feel] no shame at
alienating me, [your old ‘friend’]. 4 If I've actually erred, my sin is my concern, [not
yours].
How does my sin hurt you?

Do you really want to spiral yourselves [high] over me, to use my humiliation [as evidence] to condemn me? 6 [You]
5

know that [Yahweh the] Eloah has overthrown me. He's
trapped me in his net.
Not the full picture.

to my
ery day]

869

tendons. I escape
by the skin of my teeth.
[ragged]

[death ev-

basar=flesh

Take pity on me. [I'm begging you for]
mercy, friends! The power-fist of [Yahweh
the] Eloah keeps striking me [down]!
21

Just when you most need compassion, humans (including those in your 'fellowship') show you the
depth of their apathy and vindictive selfishness.

7

You [friends], like El, keep [chasing me
down,] persecuting me. Why?! Are you
not satisfied to [see] my body [destroyed]?

[one]

[Now you want to crush my spirit?] 23 Somebody

Watch: I cry ‘[bloody] murder.’ But no
hears me. I shout, begging, [praying
for days]. But no justice comes. 8 [YAH] has
barricaded my life-road. So I can't
pass. He spreads darkness over my
paths.
Job, like us, doesn't yet see the full picture.

He stripped me of my glory. [He's]
ripped the crown from my head. Job
19:10 [YAH] demolishes my [life] on every
side. I'm gone. He's chopped down [and
uprooted] my hope like a [logger kills] a tree.
11 [YAH] stokes up his fire-breathing rage
to [murder] me. He counts me as his [mortal] enemy.
9

Not true.

raiding parties converge.
They tower [their siege-works] over me. They
build war-camps around my [ragged] tent-body. 13 [YAH] hurls my relatives away
from me. I [sit alone,] estranged from [all]
my [former] companions. 14 My kin lie
dead. My friends forget me. 15 My [previous] house-mates, my [former] workers,
[reject] me as if I were stranger. They
evil-eye me, like I'm an alien. 16 I call
my [former] assistant. But he gives me no
answer. I [wear out] my mouth begging
him [for help]. 17 My wife recoils from my
[disease-reeking] breath. I beg [in vain for love
from the woman who birthed] my children from
her womb! 18 Toddlers even despise
me! They scream and run every time I
stand up. 19 My most intimate 'friends'
abhor me like the death-plague. My
loved-ones have [all] turned against me.
Job 19:20 My bone[s] cling to my skin and
12 [YAH's angelic]

22

needs to write down my words. Print them in a
book. [Everyone needs a warning that ‘friends’ kick you when you're down,

24 Permanently engrave [my warnings] in stone.
Use a chisel of iron and lead! 25 For I
know that my redeemer lives. At last
the [Messiah] will rise to stand on the dust
[of this earth].
no matter how good you've treated them and everyone else.]

He'll buy back my soul from the devil.

*Soon my skin-worms will
destroy this flesh-tomb. Yet, in
my [new, immortal, spirit] body, I will
see [Yahweh the] Eloah. 27 My kidneys
26

will soon give out. My heart will [stop beating]. Then I will see [YAH] myself. My own
eyes will view him directly, with no mediator [nor seer in between]. 28 Yet you [religionists] keep growling, ‘Let's torment [Job]
until he sees that [his troubles] are all his
own fault!’ 29 Shrink back [from torturing me].
[You too will] face [heaven's] terrifying sword.
[YAH's] fire-rage will knife through your
perverse [hearts]. At the coming judgment, you [too] will face [your] verdict[s].”

Job 20
Zophar Attacks Job
1 So Zophar

{Skip}

from Naamah

attacks

2 [Zophar growls], “[My personal honor] rushes
me, presses me, to rebut [your] schismatic [heresies]! 3 I've heard [all I can stand of
your] outrageous insinuations [against us
leaders]! The spirit of wisdom [gives me] answers [to all your lies]. 4 Don't you even know [the
[Job].

basics, how things have been]
[YAH]
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his crooked finger at Job. Then Zophar shouts to the

“Wicked [beings] only triumph for an
instant. The joy of the hypocrite lasts
for a [mere] eye-blink.
crowd:]

Yes, but that ‘eye-blink’ could span 120 years.

pride mounts
up to the heavens. His [swelled] head
reaches the clouds. 7 *Still [the wicked
6 [Like a bonfire, the scoundrel's]

perishes forever. Like his
own poop, [he degrades back into soil].
Everyone who ever saw him
asks, ‘Where'd [Mr. BigShot] go?’ 8
man]

flies away like a dream, never
again to be found. Yes, [death] chases
him away like a vision [disappears] in the
night. 9 The eyes who looked [with awe at
the robber] see him no more. His own
home rejects him. Job 20:10 To delight
and enrich the paupers he robbed, [the
greedy man's] children give back what he
[stole]. 11 His bones, full of sin since his
bratty youth, lie down with him in the
dust. 12 [For a moment,] wickedness [rolls]
sweet in [the infidel's] mouth. He hides [sin]
under his tongue. 13 [The miscreant's tongue]
savors [every drop of sin]. He never [spits] it
out. He sucks it in his mouth [all day long].
14 [Sin's] meat churns in the [sinner's] bowels, transmuting [his food] into the venom
of the devil-snake. 15 The [criminal] swallows down rich [estates]. Yet he vomits
them up again. El {God} hurls the [stolen
goods] out of the [sinner's] belly. 16 [The comical] sucks the poison of asps [and cobras].
The viper's tongue-fangs slay him [in the
end]. 17 [The evildoer dies,] never [again to] see
rivers [of oil], brooks flowing with honey
and butter. 18 [The criminal] gives back everything he worked to get. He won't
swallow it down [for keeps]. [The judge] remands every last line-item of the [convict's] substantial [wealth]. The [wrongdoer] gets
no joy from [his winnings]. 19 [There's no profit in]
oppressing and forsaking poor [people].
[Only death comes] from pillaging house [s]
you didn't build. Job 20:20 [The criminal's]
belly [churns,] constantly craving but never quiet. He covets everything but
[The sinner]
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keeps nothing. 21 [The malefactor] dies without
food. His hope of blessing dies [with him]. 22 The
[criminal lives] stuffed full of everything he
needs, yet squished in dire straits. Every wicked fist rushes to murder him. 23
The [offender] opens [his maw] to fill his belly
[one last time]. Fast [as lightning, Elohim] hurls
furious fire-rage upon [the convict]! [Torment]
rains upon the [gangster] while he chews
his dinner! 24 [The felon] flees the iron
weapon. So the bow of steel strikes him
through. 25 [YAH] yanks his [arrow] from
the [sinner's] body. See the glittering
blade slide up out of the [liar's liver], dripping bile. Terrors of [death] descend upon
the [dying thief]. 26 The [villain's] loot disappears down a bottomless black hole.
Wildfire devours him. [Death's fury] smashes all the survivors left in his [wicked]
house. 27 The heavens expose the [sinner's] depravity. The earth rises up to [kill]
him. 28 The [crook's wicked] income floods
away. His goods wash [downstream] in the
day [YAH's] fire-rage [falls from heaven]. 29 [Ugly
death] is the portion Elohim [gives] a
wicked man. [Painful shame is] the heritage
[that] El appoints to [terrorists].”

Job 21
Job Reveals: Some Wicked People
Live Easy

1 So

[agony-wracked]

Job answers

[Zophar's prideful attack].

2

says, “Listen closely to what I say.
Console me by [shutting your mouths]. 3 Let
up so I can speak. Then when I finish,
[you can] mock on. 4 My quarrel isn't with
[you mere] mortals. [I'm being attacked by supernatural forces!] How could I not feel shakento-bits? 5 Look at me, [fault-finders]! [Stand
there] stunned with your hand[s] over
your mouth[s]! 6 Whenever I recall [the
tortures I've suffered], tremors of terror seize
hold on my flesh.” 7 [Job looks to heaven:]
“Why do [you let] wicked [people] grow
mighty in power, and old as [the sun]? 8
[I've seen villains] watch their seed-children
become establishment [power-brokers].
[Job]
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Their offspring

before their eyes.
9 [I watch rich gangsters'] houses [thrive] safe
from fear. Elohim's [punishing] rod [never
strikes] down on them.
[flourish]

Job is voicing his feelings of torment.

bull[s] throw
[calves] without fail. Their cows birth,
never aborting their young. 11 [I've seen
robbers] spawn their little ones into
flock[s] of dancing children! 12 [Criminals'
kids] grab tambourine[s] and harp[s].
They [spin] with joy to the sound of
pipes. 13 [I've seen villains] spend their days
in wealth. [Then they pass in the sweet sleep of old
age.] They go down to the grave in
peace. 14 [Prosperity] is why [evildoers] say to
EL {God}, ‘Get away from us. We have
no need to know Your ways.
Job 21:10 [I've seen terrorists']

If the devil can't kill your spirit with squalor, he'll
try to drown it in prosperity.

—What's the Shadddai {Almighty}?
Why we should serve him? What profit
would we get by praying to him?’ 16 But
the [lawbreakers' temporary] prosperity [never
comes from] their hands, ___. [It comes from
demonic trickery. So] I stay far away from the
advice of scoundrels.
15

When you see talentless hacks succeeding where
anointed saints struggle, you're witnessing demonic manipulation.

snuffs out the candle of
damager! Destruction [smashes them
in the end]! One day Elohim gets angry. So
He deals out pain.
17 [YAH eventually]
[every]

or: ‘The wicked get away with it time and time
again. They rarely have trouble. Elohim skips them
when he distributes sorrows in his anger.’

stubble before
chaff the storm carries

18 [In the end, crooks vanish:]

the wind,
away.

[mere]

or: ‘too infrequently, wicked people vanish.’

Elohim stores up [punishment]. He [hurls it]
on [the criminals' evil] descendants. [YAH]
repays [the wicked man]. [At the judgment day,] he
realizes it. Job 21:20 [At judgment day, our]
eyes will see the [rogues] destroyed.
[They'll] drink fire-rage from [the]
Almighty's nostrils.
19

destruction = #3589 kiyd : strike: a crushing;
calamity:—destruction. Still wanna have ‘kids’? I'd
rather have children.
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For what joy does the [cheater] take [to
the grave]? [YAH] cuts off [the conniver's] allotted months. [The crime-boss] leaves his dynasty behind. 22 [None] of us [mortals] can
teach El {God} knowledge. He judges
[cases] way over [our heads]. 23 One [human]
dies in his full strength, completely at
ease and content — 24 — [the dead girl's]
breasts full of milk, [the dead boy's] bones
[rich] in moist marrow. 25 Simultaneously
another [human] dies in bitterness of
soul, never tasting happiness.” 26 [Job
points at his 'friends:'] “All [humans] lie down
alike in the dust. Worms cover us [all].”
27 [Job's friends scoff. Job continues,] “Watch [out,
false-friends]. I know what you're thinking.
I [see] the schemes you wrongfully invent to fight me. 28 You ask [me], ‘Where
is [your] house now, prince [of righteousness?
A tornado blew over the] tents of [your] wicked
[kids]!’
21

PETERSON: “Naively you claim that [all] tyrants'
castles fall to pieces, that evildoers' achievements
[always] collapse.”

Have you [religiots] failed to ask travelers [about the way of the world]? Do you spurn
eyewitness [testimony]? Job 21:30 [YAH often]
saves wicked [people as fuel] for the day of
[earthly] destruction. On the day of [YAH's]
fire-rage, [destroying angels] haul [convicts] out
29

[of life and into heaven's trash-fire. But on earth, hordes

Who [of you have the
expose an [evil man's] ways to his
face? Who repays [an assassin] for [the harm]
he does? [None of you jerks ever challenge tyrants!
of criminals live rich.] 31
courage to]

You pick on good people like me!]

You kick me when I'm down, because I have no
power to fight back. You don't attack the religio-political-military-industrial complex that destroys the earth!

carry his body to his
funeral. [Guards keep] watch over the
tombs of [genocidal maniacs]!
32 [The oppressor's sons]
[fancy]

Abraham Lincoln, for instance.

*The soil of the valley falls
sweet on [the despot's golden casket]. His
[cradle-to-grave prosperity] draws every
man to him. He enjoys countless followers. 34 *So why do
33
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you [religionites] keep offering me
your meaningless ‘comfort’?
[You're] full of false answers!”

Job 22
Gold-Lover Rails False Accusations
At Job

1 So Eliphaz {Gold-god} the Temanite {Southlander}
[shouts] back: 2 “Do [you think] a human can be of advantage to Elohim? Can even the wisest of men
benefit [his Maker]? 3 Do you, [Mr. Self] righteous, give
jollies to the Almighty? Does your self-invented
‘perfect way-of-life’ gain [anything] for [God]? 4 [Oh. I

God's afraid of you. Thats why
he's punishing you! [Ha!] Sue [God] in
court! [Subpoena the Almighty!] Maybe he'll
appear [to face your charges]! 5 [Job, Who can measure] your massive wickedness, your infinite perversity?! 6 For no reason, you
seize pledged [collateral] from your brother[s]. You strip [beggars] naked. You [steal
their last shreds] of clothing. 7 You [snatch] water from people passing out from thirst.
You [steal] food from hungry [children's
mouths]. [You got rich by a life of covert crime!] 8
Your power-arm owned the earth. You
lived [a lie]. You posed as a reputable
man. 9 You sent widows away empty-handed [and empty-bellied]. You crushed
the [skinny] arms of fatherless [orphans]. Job
22:10 So [now] snares surround you. Sudden terror grips your [heart]. 11 Darkness
kills your vision. Flood-waters [of punishment] bury you. 12 [Yahweh] the Eloah [looks down on
see, Job.]

you]

from

[the]

lofty heavens. The highest stars

[laugh at

Yet you say ‘How could El know
Can he judge through
the dark-murk [that prevents us humans from seeing him]? 14 —Thick clouds conceal [YAH].
He watches nothing [that happens down here on
earth]. He's [busy] strolling the circle of the
heavens.’
your fate].

13

[about my crimes]?

Not true.

You guard the ancient path where
lawless [men] tread, doomed to death. 16
[You criminals] get arrested. [YAH] cuts you
out of the [universe's] timeline. [Your] foundations [of greed] wash away in floods [of
15
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truth]. 17 [You crooks bark]

at El {God}, ‘Get
away from us.’ [You scoff,] ‘What can the
Almighty do for us?’ 18 [Villains] forget
that [YAH], who fills their houses with
good things, [can take it all away in an instant].
So I stay far away from even the talk of
[criminals]. 19 [We] righteous people brighten up at the sight of [criminals getting punished]. [We] innocent people laugh [you miscreants] to scorn.
NOT a good attitude.

never cuts off our [righteously-obtained] wealth. Our [net worth] keeps rising! Meanwhile, fire devours the rest [of
you cheaters]. 21 You [need to] get to know
‘God’. Make peace [with him]. Then good
will come to you. 22 Please! Receive the
law from [YAH's] mouth. Lay up his words
in your heart. 23 If you return to the
Almighty, [he] will build you up. Rid evil
far from your dwelling[s]. 24 [Repent.] Then
you'll store up gold like [it's cheap as] dust!
[You'll gather] the gold of Ophir {Gold-Land}
like [you gather] river-stones.
Job 22:20 [YAH]

This is known as the 'prosperity gospel', a fiction
based on a true story.

Then the Almighty will [serve]
as your defense. You'll faint from [carrying] your [piles] of silver. 26 [Repent.] Then
the Almighty will [fill your life with] delicious
joy. Lift up your face to [apologize to Yahweh
the] Eloah. 27 Pray to [YAH]. He'll hear you. Pay
25 [Repent.]

him back for all the promises [you've reneged on]. 28 [Pay
up.] Then you'll speak and reality will form [before your
face]. [Heaven's] light will shine on [all] your paths. 29
When you see [God] cast [men] to the ground, you'll
tell them [that their misfortune is punishment for their] pride. [YAH]
saves the humble [man].
This is a very narrow view.
Job 22:30 [YAH always] rescues his [stranded] innocent
[people]. You escape [disaster] through the purity of your
hands.”

Job 23
Job Answers ELiphaz' False Accusations
1 Then Job rebuts [Eliphaz' insults]: 2 [Job mutters,] “Groan!
[Yet another] day [of your] bitter babbling. [You're not supporting
me. You're] weighing down my hand[s].
The commercial translations evenly split on which
kind of nonsense they make this verse into. literal
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transliteration: moreover the·day rebellion meditation-of·me hand-of·me she-is-heavy on sighing-of·me
3 I wish I knew where I could find [YAH]! I'd [bypass you

up to [YAH's Judgment] throne. 4 I'd
set my case in order before his face. I'd
fill my mouth with arguments. 5 I'd
learn [YAH's] reasoning. He'd answer me.
He'd explain [why I'm suffering]. I'd [finally]
understand. 6 Would [YAH] rail against
me with his awesome power? No. He'd
fill me with [his] strength. 7 There [in heaven] righteous [beings] can reason with [their
Creator]. So [I know] that my Judge will permanently rescue me. 8 [But here on earth I]
look [in vain]. I go east. [YAH's] not there. I
go back. But I still can't sense Him. 9 I
[see Yahweh] working on [my] left. But I
can't see his [form]. On my right [hand],
he's [equally] shrouded from my sight. Job
23:10 Yet [YAH] knows [every] path that I
take. He's testing me. But I'll come out
[good] as gold. 11 My foot [walks] firmly in
[YAH's] footsteps. I keep his Way. I never
turn aside. 12 I never shrink back in
heart from any commandment from
[YAH's] lips. I guard the words of his
mouth more [tightly] than [I guard] my survival food. 13 [Yahweh] is sovereign. Who
can manipulate him? [YAH] does whatever his soul desires. 14 [YAH] accomplishes
[exactly] what he plans for me. And he
has countless such [plans]. 15 So I'm terrified to face [YAH]. Every time I think of
him, I [shudder] in fear. 16 El makes my
heart faint [in weakness]. The Almighty
[makes] me tremble. 17 Yet the face of
darkness waits to cut off [my life]. [YAH]
protects my face from the gloom of [the
grave].”
religionists. I'd rush right]

Job 24
Sinners Thrive While Innocent People Die
1 [Job continues,] “The Almighty knows his
schedule. So why doesn't he show [his
calendar] to we [beings] who know Him? 2 [I
see criminals] falsifying land boundaries.
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steal and eat [other people's] flocks.
3 [Scoundrels] drive away the orphan's
donkey. They seize a widow's [only] bull,
[her last work-animal,] as collateral for a loan.
[Pillagers]

[So she never can pay the money back. Bankers confis-

push needy people
off the path [of life]. [Loan sharks] force the
land's poor [people] into hiding. 5 Watch:
like wild donkeys in the desert, [oppressed
humans stagger] out before dawn to scavenge food for their children. 6 [Victims]
reap the [rich] man's grain fields. They
scavenge the wicked-man's [leftover]
grapes. 7 [Rich villains] make their naked
[workers] sleep without clothing. [Poor slaves]
shiver blanket-less in the freezing [night].
8 Mountain storms drench [the world's workers] with [freezing] water. Homeless [workers]
huddle on rocks [for want of shelter]. 9 The
[oppressor] snatches [a] fatherless [baby]
from its mother's breast. [Bankers] take
the poor [man's only coat] as collateral. Job
24:10 [Tyrants] make [their debtors] tramp
[fields] naked and shoeless. [Like pack mules,
sufferers] tote [heavy] grain-bundles. 11 Imprisoned [workers] press out [olive] oil they
[never taste]. They tread winepresses as
they [die of] thirst. 12 Men groan in the
city, their stabbed life-breath crying to
[Yahweh] the ELoah. Yet [no one] charges
the [oppressors] with wrongdoing! 13
[Oppressors] recoil from [the] light. They
recognize none of [Yahweh's] ways. They
run far from His tracks. 14 The murderer rises at dawn to kill poor and needy
people. He moonlights as a thief. 15
Meanwhile, the adulterer's eye waits for
twilight. [He] whispers, ‘No eye will see
me [sneak down the street to ravage my neighbor's
wife].’ He disguises his face, [then goes outside
to hunt his prey]. 16 [Criminals] stay out of sight
in the daytime, [like vampires] alien to the
light. Then, in the dark, they dig
through [their victims'] houses. 17 To a [criminal], morning [light] is the shadow of
death. They shudder to look at the [sun,
as if it were] the blackest-grave.
cate her farm.] 4 [Gangsters]
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Eventually, Not Immediately, Criminals Die
18 Yet, [one day], fast as scum [disappears]
from the face of [rushing] water, [criminals]
lose their earthly possessions. They
never return to face their vineyards. 19
As drought and heat snatch [away] watery snow, the grave [evaporates] sinners'
[corpses]. Job 24:20 The [criminal's] womb-bearing-mother forgets him. The
worm sucks the sweet sugar from [his
flesh]. Time forgets him. His wicked [little
life] snaps like a tree [in a hurricane]. 21 [Death
eventually devours the miscreant] who preys on
infertile, childless [women], and who
abuses widows. 22 [Oppressors] grow to
drag [even] mighty [men] into their [web of]
life-destroying power. 23 [YAH] gives [the
evildoers] safe places to rest. Yet [YAH]
eyes their ways. 24 [The devil] exalts [outlaws] for a while. Yet eventually they all
vanish into nothingness, shriveled up,
[chopped off] like grain-heads. 25 If I'm not
describing reality, then who can prove
I'm a liar? [I challenge you hypocrites] to invalidate my declarations.”

Job 25
1 Again Bildad {Baal's-Love} from Shuach {Dell} contradicts [Job]:
This is the bogus "righteousness is filthy rags" argument. False religionists like to say, “we can't be
good, so there's no use trying to perfect ourselves!”
In truth, we can, like Job, be righteous enough to
please YAH. Technically, we can even be perfect.
The Messiah's life proves it.
2 “Dominion and fear belong to [Elohim]. He establish[universal] order from his [celestial] heights. 3 Is
there any [way to] count [YAH's] armies?
Upon whom does [YAH's] light fail to
shine [from] above? 4 So how can man
justify himself before Elohim? How can
anyone born from a wombed-man be
pure? 5 Look up at the moon. It's not
bright [to YAH]. In his sight, even the
stars are [dirty]! 6 *How much less

[bright are we]

mortals, mere
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worms, [we] children of Adam,
the [original] worm?!”

Job 26
Job Answers Bildad's Sin-Excusing
Theology
1 Then Job answers [Bildad's half-truths]: 2 [Job] says,
“How have you helped powerless [people]?
When have you [ever] saved a strengthless arm [from drowning]? 3 You fantasize
that you're advising a witless [moron]!
You really think you're [handing me a map] to
reality's pot-of-gold! 4 To whom have
you ever revealed [heaven's] words?
Whose spirit puffs out of your [mouth]? 5
[The drowned] dead twist under the waters
where they dwell. 6 [The unseen depths of]
Sheol {Earth's-Core}[hangs] naked before
Yahweh. Abaddon {The-Place-OfDestruction} lies uncovered [in YAH's sight]. 7
[Yahweh] stretches out the north [skies]
over empty [air]. [YAH] hangs the globe
upon nothing!
The astounding and accurate remark that “the
earth lies suspended on nothing” is contradicted by
every ancient world model, but confirmed by modern science.

binds up [earth's] waters in his
thick clouds. [His ingenuity] stops the enormous weight [of atmospheric water] from ripping-apart thundercloud[s]! 9 YAH closes
fast the entrance to his throne. He
spreads clouds to [conceal] it. Job 26:10 [YAH]
draws the horizon out over the ocean's
face. [He] sets a boundary between light
and darkness. 11 The pillars of heaven
shake, astonished at [YAH's] rebuke. 12
[Yahweh] divides the sea with his power.
By his quintessential understanding, he
smacks pride [out of us all].
8 [Yahweh]

Bildad Denies That A Man Can
Please YHVH

es

874

By his power he stills sea storms; by his wisdom
he tames sea monsters.
13 By his spirit [YAH] garnishes the heavens [with stars].
His hand forms the crooked serpent.
or pierces

Look: these are but the fringes of
amazing ways. [We humans] have
only heard [tiny] buzzwords about [YAH's
capabilities]. Thunder is just a tiny [whisper]
14

[YAH's]
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of his unimaginable power: a [message to
help you] understand [that YAH does whatever he
pleases].”

Job 27
Many Greedy People Live Rich 'Til
They Die
1 Job proceeds to lift up poetic [visual] allegories to [illustrate spiritual realities]: 2 “As
Elohim lives, he's denying me justice.
The Almighty keeps making my life bitter. 3 Yet my breath still [heaves] in my
[lungs]. The spirit of [Yahweh the] Eloah [fills]
my nostrils. 4 Do [you think] my lips spit
wickedness? I'm not going to make a
false confession [just to please you hypocrites]. 5
Far be it from me to justify your [lying accusations]. I'll grip my integrity [to my heart]
until I die. 6 I hold fast to my [claims to]
innocence. I won't relax [my guard]. My
conscience will remain clear until my
[dying] day. 7 But [I pray that] my enemies
[soon die the death] of wicked [criminals]. That's
what should happen to [people] who rise
up against righteous [beings].
Not Job's shining moment.

What hope does the polluted [hypocrite]
have of [enjoying] all he's clipped [from other
people]? [Yahweh the] Eloah rips away the
[liar's] life-breath. 9 Will El {God} listen to
the [hypocrite] crying when distress descends to [press him flat]? Job 27:10 Do [fakers]
truly delight in the Almighty? [No. Frauds
only pretend] to constantly call on [Yahweh the]
Eloah. 11 I'm instructing you about the
hand of El {God}. I'm revealing the
truths [you religionists suppress] about the
Almighty. 12 Look! You've all seen [what
I'm saying]. What's the point of all this hot
air you [church-goons] keep spewing [at me]?
13 [You keep falsely claiming that] ELohim [rapidly]
sends [poverty to ruin] the possessions of
every wicked man. [You claim that quick death]
is the heritage the Almighty awards to
[all] oppressors. 14 [You naively claim] that
[criminals'] kids multiply only to be [killed]
with the sword. [You say] that the spawn
8
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starve for lack of food.
15 [You fantasize that evildoers'] survivors always perish in plagues. And that [a villain's] widow won't even weep [when he
dies]. 16 [In fact, wicked people can] heap up silver like [it was cheap as] dust. [Frauds] amass
[fine] clothes [as fast as poor people heap up] clay.
17 [Criminals] prepare [clothes]. Only in time
does the just [man] wear them. Eventually, innocent [people] divvy up the [rich
man's] silver. 18 [Wicked man] builds his
house like a moth, like a [garden] keeper
makes a [temporary] booth [to sleep in]. 19 [One
day] the rich man lies down [in death]. [YAH]
rejects him [from life]. In the blink-of-aneye, [YAH] erases [the bigwig from existence]. Job
27:20 Terrors grab hold on the [rich man]
like flood-waters. A sweeping-whirlwind
[death spirit] steals him away in the night.
21 The [evil] east wind carries [the greedster]
away to nothingness. A [horrifying] storm
hurls him out of his place. 22
[oppressors always]

*[Catastrophe] relentlessly hurls itself on the [dying world-wrecker]. He
[struggles in vain] to flee out of [death's]
grip. 23 [Heaven's executioner] eventually
claps hands on [the extortionist]. [The death-snake] hisses the [crook] out of his home [on
earth].”

Job 28
It's Easy To Find Wealth; Hard To
Find Wisdom

1 [Job continues, “You hypocrites wrongly compute that

material wealth equals spiritual blessing. But getting rich

silver veins.
[Every country has] mines and refineries for
gold. 2 [Every day men haul] iron out of the
earth. [They] melt copper [and brass] from
[metal] ore. 3 The [digger enters] the frontier
of darkness. He searches for rare [treasure]. Under the shadow of death, he
hunts [for precious] stones in the gloomy
[depths]. 4 Far [below] the oblivious feet of
earth's inhabitants, the [miner] sinks a
shaft. There, [diggers] bore dirt. They
proves nothing. Miners commonly find]
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pass away from

[sight]. [In loneliness, suspended
on ropes, they swing to and fro.]

Hebrew transliteration: he-breaches-forth watercourse from·with one-sojourning the·ones-beingforgotten from foot they-impoverish from·mortal
they-rove

Underneath the earth that gives
food, fire rages [so hot it melts iron].
5

[us]

The pagans invented the unbiblical nonsense-concept of 'hell' to explain the fiery lava they saw
gushing from volcanoes.
6 [Earth's outer core]

gold dust

houses sapphires and

[planted there by YAH's voice at the cre-

ation of the universe]. 7

Birds-of-prey never
fly the path [to the earth's core]. No vulture's
eye has ever spied [the subterranean source of
volcano lava]. 8 No lion's cub ever walked
[on subterranean molten lava. Men dig mines in abysses]

where even the black-lion [never] stalks.
9 [In search of riches,] the [miner's] hands attack the hardest flint. He uproots and
overturns [earth's] mountains! Job 28:10
[Explorerers] cut tunnel-channels through
earth's rocks. Their eyes spy out all its
treasures. 11 The [adventurer] dams up
streams at their flood-heads. Thus he
brings hidden [gems] to light. 12 But
where's a wisdom [mine]? Where does
understanding live? [You religionists certainly
haven't found it.] 13 Man can't count [discernment's] value. [Perception is rarely] found in the
land of the living. 14 The abyss says,
‘Wisdom's not in me.’ The sea says,
‘[Prudence] doesn't [live] with me.’ 15 [You]
can't buy insight with gold. All the silver ounces [on earth] won't buy you a
grain of sense. 16 [You can't buy wisdom] with
precious onyx [stones] nor sapphires [nor
any other gem] set in [the finest] gold from
Ophir {Gold-Land}. 17 Gold and gems
can't compare with [wisdom]. [Truth] won't
trade for [any fine] glittering gold jewelry.
18 Don't bother offering coral, [crystals,] or
pearls [in trade for comprehension]. The price of
awareness is above [that of all the world's]
rubies. 19 Ethiopian topaz [pales] next to
intelligence. The purest gold isn't worth
[an ounce of] common-sense. Job 28:20 So
where does insight come from? Give
me wisdom's address, [O ‘wise-ones’].
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#1 Suffering Street is wisdom's address.

Logic lies hidden from the eyes of
every breathing [creature]. [YAH] conceals
[high knowledge even] from heaven's flying
[super-angels]. 22 Destruction and death
say, ‘Our ears hear of [wisdom's] fame. [But
we never see it].’ 23 [Only] Elohim understands
the way of wisdom. He knows where
sanity lies. [You religionists have no insight. You just
21

think you're wise, because you still have money and I

looks to the ends of the
earth. He sees [everything] under every
heaven. 25 [YAH] calculates the weight of
the winds. He regulates the sizes of [all
earth's bodies of] water. 26 [YAH] decrees
[schedules] for [all earth's] rains. [He] computes paths for [every] thundering [bolt of]
lightning. 27 [We] see [mere glimpses of] what
[YAH] long ago [set in motion]. He [sings] this
don't.] 24 [YAH]

[universe into being. Our lives are notes in a song YAH
improvises].

His eyes search [out every micron of
matter]. 28 So to man [YAH] says, ‘Watch
[out]! [Reverential] fear of Adonai [Yahweh]
equals wisdom. Running from evil
equals understanding. [Material wealth is just a
big pile of nothing!]’”

Job 29
Job Remembers His Life Before Disaster Struck
1 Job keeps on dominating [the argument]
with [brilliant] maxims:
Job here displays his problem: he's impressed with
himself. He's got “I-itis”.

says, “Oh, in [my head I] time-travel
back to months past: the days when
[Yahweh the] Eloah guards me. 3 [YAH's] lamp
radiates [light] over my head. By his [brilliance,] I walk through [life's] darkness. 4
[Flash] back to my youthful days, when
[the] ELoah's intimate friendship shelters
my home. 5 … the Almighty sticks with
me… my children surround me. 6 …I
bathe my feet with [flowing] butter …
[even] rocky [dirt] pours me out rivers of
oil…
2 [Job]

eg: My cows and goats gave plenty of milk, and
my olive trees grew in the rockiest soil.
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I stride through the city-court gates
[like I own the town]. I take my chairman's-seat in the public square… 8
Young [men] see me and stand back. Elders get up to stand [at attention as I enter a
room]… 9 Princes stop talking [when I enter
the throne-room]. They lay their hands over
their mouth[s in awe of me]… Job 29:10 Governors hush in silence [before me]. Their
tongues stick to the roof[s] of their
mouths! 11 Every ear that hears me,
blesses me. Every eye that sees me
commends me. 12 I rescue crying helpless [people]. I [save] fatherless [orphans]. 13
Dying people spend their final breaths
blessing me. I make widows' hearts
sing for joy. 14 I wrap myself in righteousness. [Good] clothes me. Justice
flows [around] me [like] my robe and headdress. 15 I'm the blind man's eyes. I'm
the lame [child's] feet. 16 I'm the needy
[family's] father. I champion the causes of
people I've never met. 17 I break the
jaws of wicked [men]. I pluck their [human]
prey from their [evil] teeth. 18 I say, ‘I'll
die in my [beautiful nest]. I'll multiply my
days like sand [on the seashore].’ 19 My
root[s] fan out to [drink] lake-waters. Dew
sleeps all night upon my branch[es]. Job
29:20 [Every day] my splendor [shines] anew.
[Morning after morning,] my bow of [strength flexes] fresh in my power-fist. 21 Men turn
their ears to me. They wait in guarded
silence, listening to my counsel. 22 After
I speak, no one talks back. My declarations drop on them [like life-giving showers]. 23
[Men] wait for me like [farmers wait] for rain.
Their mouths gape open [before me] like
[parched fields drinking] in [fall] downpours.
7

4456 malqowsh (often rendered: spring rain) is
from #3953 laqash = gather. The acrostic point for
this verse is : l.

laughter restores [depressed
confidence. I [lift up and] light up
their downcast faces.
24

My

[friendly]

peoples']

I map out life-paths for [lost citizens]. I
sit as [their] chief. I live like a king at [the
25
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of [my social] army. I comfort
who mourn.”
center]

[all]

Job 30
Job Laments His Destroyed Life
“But now I'm
held in derision by kids, [brats] whose
Dads I wouldn't have put [in my pasture]
with my sheep dogs! 2 [I'm being mocked by
the spawn of] slugs so worthless I wouldn't
even [hire them to] do brute manual labor —
because they [work] like dead old men. 3
[I'm being looked down on by] lonely famished
[homeless bums] who fled [town to gnaw] the
ground in [gloomy] waste and desolation.
1 [Job points to the teenager (Elihu),]

4 [My vagabond critics are so poor, they shop for gro-

plucking up saltwort and [bitter]
leaves. They munch on broom-tree
roots! 5 [I'm being laughed at by drifters] whom
society drove out, screaming, ‘[Scram],
thieves!’ 6 [My mockers] dwell in gullies and
dry stream-beds, in holes in the
ground, in rock [enclaves]. 7 [My critics] bray
among the bushes [like jackasses]. They
huddle [for warmth] in [thorny] undergrowth.
8 [My attackers are the] spawn of fools,
tramps bred by base [brutes whom society]
banished from the land. 9 Today I'm the
mocking-song [for derelicts]. Yep, I'm the
[hobo's] cautionary-tale. Job 30:10 [Even beggars] abhor me. They flee far from me.
They [soak up saliva to] spit in my face. 11
[YAH] slit the cords of my tent-body. He
beat me down. That's why [brats now] let
loose of their bridles as they [gallop to trample] me. 12 Teenage [gangs] rise up and
[grab] my power-hand. They push me
head-over-heels out [of town]! They pile
up road [dirt] on me, burying me, pressing me into the [dirt]. 13 The [thugs] tearup my path. They rush upon me; mob
me. They rob and raze everything [I
have]. 14 [Attackers] flood upon me like the
breach of a giant dam. They roll themselves over me in waves of desolation.
15 Terrors whirl upon me. [Nightmares]
chase my soul like [evil east] wind. My salceries by]
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vation passes away like a cloud. 16 My
life-breath bleeds out on my [chin]. The
days of affliction seize my [dying] life. 17
[The angel of death] picks out my bones in
the night. [Tireless demons] gnaw on my
muscles. [My attackers] never lie down [to
rest]. 18 [The angel of death] wraps, twists me,
grips me by the collar of my shirt. 19
[YAH] cast[s] me into the mire. I [rot] like
dust and ashes. Job 30:20 I'm crying to
you [friends]. Yet you don't answer me.
You [sit there] and stare at me while I [rot].
21 You've turned cruel to me. You [band]
your mighty hand[s] to oppose yourselves against me. 22 You lift me up to
the [raging] hurricane. You make me ride
[alone] on a tornado [of tragedy]. Your [betrayal] dissolves and destroys my [last remaining] power [to live]. 23 So, [my ex-friends,] I
know that you'll bring me [down] to
death, to the [grave] house appointed for
all living [beings]. 24 [You] refuse to put
your hand down into the rubbish-heap
[to lift me up]. [You hypocrites] batter me for
begging [you] for help.
This verse may be more precisely rendered as Job
complaining to heaven about his jerk friends.

Don't I weep for people [going]
through hard times? Doesn't my soul
grieve for needy [sufferers]? 26 I look for
good. But evil comes. I wait for light [to
dawn]. Instead, darkness falls [on me]. 27
My insides endlessly churn. The days of
misery confront me. 28 I [stagger] around
in sunless gloom. I stand up and cry to
a [heartless] community. 29 I'm a brother
to jackals. I'm a companion to owls,
[awake howling all night]. Job 30:30 My crustyblack skin peels off of my [wasted muscles].
My bones burn with heat. 31 My harp
detunes to sad [keys]. My flute [mourns]
like the a weeping [widow's] wail.”
25

Job 31

*[Job continues his lament:] “[Decades ago] I
made a [lifelong] covenant with
my eyes, to never lust over any
female. 2 For what does Elohim above
1

pay out to wicked [beings]? Destruction,
right? 3 What inheritance does [the]
Almighty on high give wreakers of ruin?
Mysterious [horror]! 4 Does [YAH] fail to see
my [righteous] way [of life]? Doesn't he
count all my steps? 5 If I've gone along with
lies—if my foot

[ever]

rushed into treachery—[I'll take my

Let Elohim weigh me on an
even balance. He'll see my integrity.”
punishment].

6

Job got a 100% righteousness score, but only
graded on the curve.
7 [Job prays,] “If my step [ever] strayed off the [right] way,

If my
heart [ever] chased [the lust of] my eyes —
if any sin-stain sticks to my hand, [I'll]
let [you] root my offspring out [of the earth]!
then let other people devour what I plant. 8

Like most churchgoers, Job is more righteous than
the people around him. So Job can't see his own
sin.

If my heart has been deceived by a
woman, then let my wife grind [for] another [man]. Job 31:10 If I ever laid in ambush at my neighbor's door, let other
[men] lay down on [my wife]. 11 [If I ever committed]
9

such heinous crimes, yes,

[my]

evil

[should]

be pun-

For [sin] is a fire that
consumes to destruction. [Lawbreaking]
would [eventually] root out all my wealth.
13 If I'd rejected the pleas of my male
or female-workers when they confronted me, what would I do when Elohim
rises up [to judge me]? 14 When [YAH] confronts
[me], how could I [justify such sin]? 15 Didn't [YAH]
who made me in the womb [also] make
[my workers]? Did [he] not fashion us both
in [our mothers'] womb[s]?” 16 [Job prays,] “If
I've held back anything poor [people]
wanted, or made any widow's eyes dim
[with tears, punish me]. 17 If I've eaten a bite [of food]
ished by judges. 12

all for myself without letting any fatherless

[neighbor]

[food] too, [punish me]. 18 (From my youth [I]
raised [local orphans] beside my [natural
chidlren]. Like a father I've guided [widows
since] I came out of my mother's womb!)
19 If I've seen anyone perish for want

eat

Job Insists That He's Been Righteous
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of clothing, or [if I've left] any poor [people]
without covering, [punish me]. Job 31:20 If
[every needy person I've ever seen] didn't bless
me from the heart because I warmed
them with fleece from my sheep, [execute
me]. 21 Did I, seeing I controlled the
court[s], swing my power-hand [against]
any fatherless [orphan]? [No!] 22 Rip my
arm off at the shoulder-blade [if I've exploited poor people]. Break off my arm at the
elbow [if I ever harmed anyone]! 23 I've [always] lived
in terror of destruction from El

{God}.

I could never

[guilt] of [offending] his Highness. 24 Did I
place my hope in [my] gold-ore? Did I
say to [my heaps of] purified gold, ‘You are
my refuge [from disaster]’? [No!] 25 Did the
vast estate (which my hands acquired
[through honest work]) light up [my heart with joy]?
[No. I delighted in my family.] 26 Did I [worship] the
shining sun-god? Did I [pray] to the
bright moving moon? [No!] 27 Did [idolatry]
secretly entice my heart? Did my hand
blow one kiss to [any idol]? [No!] 28 [I'd let]
the judge punish me for all these evils.
But I've never denied [Yahweh, my] ‘higher
power.’

endure the

lit: El Above.

Did I [ever] rejoice over the destruction of anyone who hated me? Did [I
jump for joy] when evil found [my enemy]? [No!
I cried.] Job 31:30 I've never let my mouth
sin by wishing a curse on [my enemy's]
soul. 31 Did any mortal in my house
ever have to even ask for steak to fill
[his belly]? [No.]
29

Or: People in my house said, ‘We won't rest 'til we
skin our [enemies alive]!’ [But I forbade my household from doing violence.]

I never let a stranger sleep in the
street. I opened the doors [of my mansions]
to [every] traveler. 33 Did I cover my
transgressions like Adam, hiding my
evil in my heart? [No!] 34 Did I fear mob
[rule]? Did I let the threat of [retribution from
crime] families terrify me [into inaction]? Did
I keep silence, hiding behind my [palace]
door[s]? [No!] 35 Oh, I wish someone
would hear me! Look! All I want is for
the Almighty to answer me. Show me
32
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the ‘evidence’ my adversary [is using to slander me]! 36 I'll carry [my tome of exculpatory evidence] on my
back. I'll tie it as a crown on my [head]. 37 I'll list
every single step I've taken [in life]. I'll
approach [heaven's judge] as [I'd approach] an
[earthly] governor.
or: I'll show that I've been a righteous leader.

If my land cries against me, if its furrows weep [over blood I've spilt, then YAH can kill
me]. 39 If I've devoured the fruits of my
[country] without paying, or if I've caused
[my country's] landowners to die, [then YAH can
murder me]. Job 31:40 [As my punishment, YAH can]
let thistles grow [on my land] instead of
wheat, and cockleburs instead of barley, [until I starve to death in my ruined mansion].”
(With that, Job stops talking, ___.)
38

Job 32
Job's 3 Friends Stop Trying To Convict Him
1 Finally the 3 [elders] stop arguing with
Job. They [see] that he [stubbornly] views
himself as righteous, [that he's blind to his own
flaws].
Kid Elihu Rails At Job's “Self-Righteousness”
2 [Job] keeps justifying himself, rather
than [praising] Elohim. [Job's pride] enflames
the fire-rage of [college-boy] EliHu {His-El}
the son of BarachEl {El-Blesses} (the descendant of Buz {Shamed}), of Ram's
clan. [ELihu's juvenile] anger fires hot
against Job. 3 [Elihu's] anger also rages
against his 3 [elder] friends, because
they find no explanation [for Job's calamities],
yet they condemn Job! 4 Elihu, the youngest
[man]

present, sits waiting until Job

[finishes]

speaking.

ELiHu {His-El} sees there's no solution
in the mouth[s] of these 3 [elders]. So his
fire-rage fires up. 6 So EliHu answers,
“I'm young. You're very old. That's why
I was afraid. I didn't dare show you my
opinion.
5

lit named as in v.2: the son of Barachel (descendant of [Shamed] Buz)

I said, ‘Days should speak. Multitude
of years should teach wisdom.’ 8 But
7
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there [lives] a spirit in man. The inspiration of the Almighty gives [us] understanding. 9 Great men are not always
wise. Nor do all aged [people] understand
how to judge. [You, for instance.] Job 32:10 So I
say, ‘Listen to me. I too will present my opinion.’

Look. I waited for [you to speak] your
words. I gave [my] ear to your reasoning. You hunted and [finally] found the
[words you wanted] to say. 12 I came here
and paid attention to all of you [elders].
Look. None of you correctly rebutted
any of Job's [non]sense. 13 So don't tell
me, ‘We've decided to let El, not man,
thrust [Job] down [to humility].’ [I'll take care of
that!] 14 If Job had aimed his word-arrows at me, I wouldn't have answered
him with your [geriatric] yak-yak.” 15 [Elihu
lifts his head skyward:] “These [religious experts] sit
there baffled, speechless, tongue-tied,
[listening to vagabond Job's ranting]! 16 [For days,]
I've [patiently] waited [for these, my ‘elders’, to say
something useful]. Now they sit frozen, mute
as [rocks]. 17 So I'll answer [for you oldsters].
I'll do my duty. I'll disclose my knowledge. It's time [for some fresh ideas]. 18 I'm
[young]. [But I'm] full of [supernatural] insight.
The spirit in my gut compels me to
speak [truths which you elders can't see]. 19
Watch! My heart-wisdom [pushes] like
pent-up [aged] champagne bursting from
its brand-new bottle. Job 32:20 I must
speak to vent the tension. I have to
open my lips. [If I don't] confute [Job's errors
soon, I'll pop]! 21 I never flatter any man. I
won't name [you as ‘wise-men’ just because you're
old. I tell you each the truth to your] face. 22 I
don't know how to give people
trumped-up titles. If I did, my maker
would whisk me away [to where Job's going].”
11

The elders bristle with rage at this punk's arrogance.

Job 33
EliHu Sticks His Foot Further In His
Mouth

1 [Teen snob EliHu keeps bragging,] “So, Job, please, hear my
revelations. Give your ear to my every word. 2
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Please. Look. I open my mouth to speak [the]
wisdom [which heaven loads] onto the tip of my tongue. 3 I
give you [insightful] decrees from my honest heart. My
lips declare the purified knowledge [that you elders lack].

The Spirit of El {Power} advances me
The breath of the
Almighty enlivens [my young mind]. 5 Are
you [retirees] able to refute me? Then array your arguments. Battle me face-toface! Stand up [for yourselves]! 6 Look. My
4

[beyond you old men].

mouth is just like yours,

[but younger and less-wrinkled].

I too

So don't let fear of me
paralyze you. My power-fist will go light
on you. 8 You've spoken too [long] in my ears. I'm
am formed of clay. 7

[sick of]

hearing the noise of your

[windbag]

sermons. 9

‘I'm clean! I'm sinless! Innocent! There's no evil in moí!’ Job 33:10
[You lie,] ‘Look! [YAH] scrounges [to invent ways]
to betray me. He [wrongly] counts me as
his enemy; 11 —[YAH] puts my feet in
stocks. He traces my every step [like an
assassin].’ 12 Look, [Job]. You unfairly
blame YAH. [Your pain is your own fault.] I'll
correct you: [Yahweh the] Eloah is much
[more magnanimous] than [any] mortal. [The ter[You, Job, whine,]

rors you've suffered amount to a mere fraction of what

Why do you wrestle
He doesn't [have to] answer
[your false] accusations. 14 El {Power}
speaks again and again. Yet [you, man,]
perceive nothing. 15 In the dream, [in the]
night-vision, deep stupor falls upon
mortals asleep on [their] bed[s]. 16 Then
[YAH] unstops the ears of mortals. [He]
implants his revelations [in minds whose defenses lie paralyzed by slumber]. 17 [YAH] gives [you
prophetic nightmares] to divert [you] from [your
evil] schemes, to protect [you] from [your]
own arrogance. 18 [If you'd listen to YAH's spirit,
you'd] keep yourself out of the grave-pit.
You'd save your life from dying from
[heaven's] javelin-spike. 19 [But you don't listen.
So illness] disciplines you. [It] makes you
bedridden, wracked in pain. All your
bones [scream] in [constant] agony.
your sins deserve.] 13

against

[YAH]?

In odd cases, like Job's, illness may result from
heavenly intervention. But illness is usually caused
by bad diet, pollution, lack of exercise, stress, etc.

Your [sick] soul vomits at the
sight of bread. You hate even the finest
Job 33:20
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cuts of steak. 21 Your flesh rots away.
No [one can stand the] sight of you. Your
bones, once hidden [by skin, muscle and
healthy-fat], stick out [so far people fear you'll poke
out their horrified eyes]. 22 Yes, [your] soul
draws near to the grave. Your life [falls]
to the destroyers.
‘They hang on the cliff-edge of death’...

But then, if [you're lucky,] along comes
[me, god's] messenger, [heaven's] interpreter, one [prodigy] among a thousand
[fools], to remind [sinful] man of [YAH's]
righteousness. 24 Then [YAH] graciously
says to [us heavenly messengers,] ‘Rescue the
[sinner] from his fall to the grave-pit.
Here is the ransom [to buy back the sinner's life
from Satan].’ 25 Then the [diseased mortal's]
flesh springs back, healthy as a child's
[skin]. He returns to [his halcyon] days of
youth. 26 [The invalid] begs [Yahweh the] Eloah
[for forgiveness]. So [YAH grants] favor [to] the
[sinner]. [YAH] shouts-for-joy when he sees
the [evildoer's repentant] face. [YAH] restores
that mortal's righteousness. 27 [The penitent sicko] looks in the [faces of his fellow] mortals. He confesses, ‘I sinned. I perverted righteousness. [I've learned that crime]
doesn't pay. 28 —[YAH] rescued my lifebreath, my soul, from its descent into
the ruins [of death].’ [So the sinner's] precious
life sees the light [once more]. 29 Look, [Job]:
23

once, twice, three times: El
[wonders to redeem]

{God}

works all these

man. Job 33:30 [YAH does all he can]

to pull [sinners'] souls back from the
grave-pit, to irradiate [you evildoers] with
the light of life.” 31 [Job grunts in objection, turns
away from the teenage punk's accusations. Elihu points

“Mark my [words, Job]. Listen
to me. Keep quiet. I'm [delivering heaven's]
rebuke [to you]. 32 If you've got an excuse [for your sins], bring it on. I'd love to
absolve you [of your guilt]. 33 But you have
[no excuse]. So listen to me. Stay silent,
you [lawbreaker]. I'll mentor you. Learn the
secrets [of sacredness].”
his finger, growls,]

Job 34
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Elihu Won't Shut Up. He Keeps
Knocking Job
1 ELiHu {His-El} accelerates his rant: 2 “Listen to
my lessons, you [pea-brained] ‘wise men.’
Give [your] ear to me, O [ludicrous]
‘learned-ones.’ 3 Your mouths [can] taste
meat. So [let] your ears try my truths. 4
Let's choose justice [over fraud]. Let's all
find the beautiful [jewel in this muck]. 5 Job
keeps claiming, ‘I'm righteous! El robs
me of Justice! 6 —I'm right, but [they call
me] a liar. I'm sinless. Yet I'm mortally
wounded.’ 7 Job must be the most [arrogant] man [in history]. He drinks up blasphemy. Then [he spews it at us] like pee. 8
His way of life is to partner with scheming gangsters [for greedy gain]. He walks
with wicked men. 9 He bleats, ‘A man
reaps zero profit from pleasing Elohim
{God}.’ Job 34:10 So you listen to me, you
mortals who still have [working] brains.
Far be it from El {God} to commit ruinous acts. Far be it from the Almighty
to wreak evil. 11 [YAH] pays back every
man exactly what his work deserves.
Every man finds the [reward that lies at the end
of] his chosen life-path. 12 Indeed, truly,
El {Power} never does wrong. The
Almighty never perverts justice. 13 Who
gave [YAH] power over the earth? He
[alone] plopped [every human] onto the
globe. 14 Whenever [YAH] sets his heart
to [kill a] human, [YAH simply] reclaims [the
mortal's] spirit and life-breath. 15 [Whenever
YAH chooses,] all flesh perishes in a flash.
Humanity turns to [space] dust [before YAH's
eyes]. 16 So, if you [elders] can distinguish
[fact from fiction], hear this. Open your ear[s]
to the sound of my teachings. 17 Can a
hater of justice govern [our people]? [No true
leader can] condemn [Yahweh], our bountiful
[provider], the Righteous One. 18 [Yahweh]
declares to evil kings and nobles, ‘[Die],
you wicked [usurpers].’ 19 [YAH spits] in the
face of [a fake like Job] who flatters princes,
who pays rich [prigs] yet [starves] poor [orphans]. All [humans high and low] are the work
of [YAH's] hands. Job 34:20 [We all] die in an
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instant. Ripped [aloft] in the middle of
the night, we pass away. [YAH] takes
even the mightiest of us with his [unseen]
hand. 21 [YAH's] eyes oversee every human's paths. [YAH] sees every step [we
take]. 22 There is no darkness, not [even
the] shadow of death, where evildoers
can hide themselves [from YAH's eyes]. 23 El
{God} never lays upon man more judgment than the [man] deserves. 24 Without further investigation, [YAH] immediately dashes countless rebels into
pieces, while installing replacements in
the [rebels'] seats [of power]. 25 YAH sees
the crimes [which] tyrants commit. He
overthrows [emperors] in one night. [The sun
rises on] their crushed [skulls]. 26 In the
sight of all, [YAH] strikes [kings] as if they
were common thugs. 27 [World leaders] recoil from [YAH]. They don't even contemplate his [righteous] ways. 28 [Captains of commerce] cause poor peoples' cries to rise
[up to heaven]. YAH's ears [sting with] the
wails of the people wounded [by the worldsystem]. 29 When YAH stays quiet, who
can accuse him [of neglecting us]? When he
hides his face, who can spy [on] him?
[Nobody.] Yet he's [constantly] watching over
[every] nation and [every] human [being]. Job
34:30 So [YAH] keeps hypocrites out of
power, and the people out of traps.
The brat here makes a fallacious argument. In
truth, the world is run by jerks.

bear
I'm
done sinning. 32 —Show me what I'm
blind to. If I've done wrong, I'll stop.’ 33
Why should you [Job] get to define [God's]
methods of Justice? You rejected Him!
You're choosing [to be destroyed]. I'm [choosing the path of life]. You know [I'm right]! Admit
it! 34 Mortals with brains consult with me. Wise
masters listen to me. 35 Job speaks from
stupidity. His blather betrays his lack of
intelligence. 36 I motion that [we haul] Job
to trial. He must be killed, to answer
for the [yet to be revealed] atrocities committed by himself and his conspirators. 37
31

So just say to El {God}, ‘I

[can't]

[my crushing load of guilt anymore. I'm sorry.]
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adds rebellion to his sin. He slaps
[us sages in the face]. He multiplies his condemnations against El {God}.”
[Job]

Job 35
Elihu's Bragging Turns To Bitter
Condemnation
1 [Job tries] to answer. But [he can't, because]
EliHu {His-El} won't shut his [mouth]! 2 [Elihu yells,] “[Job,] how can you fantasize that
[you're] innocent? You brag, ‘My righteousness is greater than God's!’
Job didn't say that.

You ask [your
Creator], ‘What advantage are you getting
[out of torturing me]?!’ … ‘What profit have I
netted by [living] clean from sin [my whole
life]?!’ 4 I'll answer you, [Job,] and your
cronies with you. 5 Look to the heavens,
[Job]. See [how small you are]. Watch. [Mere]
clouds [float] higher than you. 6 When
you sin, you injure [yourself, not YAH]. When
you proliferate crime, that [doesn't] harm
[YAH. It harms you.] 7 If you perform righteous [deeds, don't imagine] you're giving [YAH]
a gift. He receives [nothing] from your
hand. 8 Your wickedness only hurts
people, you included. And your righteousness profits only [the] spawn of
Adam. 9 [You bigwigs] multiply oppression.
[The human race] begs [you] elite [powers] to
[stop pummeling the earth with your] mighty arms.
Job 35:10 Yet no one asks, ‘Where is [Yahweh the] Eloah, my Maker?’ He [can turn] our
[darkest] nights [into festivals of] song. 11 [YAH]
mentors us. He brings us up above [the
level of] earth-beasts. Wiser than skybirds, we [disciples] fly [to the heavens]. 12 [Below our soaring wings, sinners] cry. But [YAH]
gives [sinners] no answer. [He abhors] their
evil arrogant faces. 13 No way El {Power}
is gonna' listen to your futile bloviating.
The Almighty always ignores [self-justifying
criminals]. 14 Yeah, you keep complaining
that you can't see [YAH]. But your case
lies [before] his face. So turn [back from your
life of crime, Job. Then YAH will give you mercy.] 15 As
3

You

[challenge YAH to a duel]!
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you lie, you get no [mercy], only pounding fury. [And you ain't seen nothin' yet.] You're
clueless. [YAH's] fire-breathing-rage is
gonna explode you into powder [if you
don't repent].” 16 [Job opens his mouth to object, but no
words come out. Elihu continues,] “Look. Job
opens his mouth. But only an empty
puff [of stink] comes out. [What a fitting end to
his] avalanche of clueless rants.”

Job 36
ELihu's Still Still Yakking
1 [Bratty] ELiHu {His-El} just keeps on
yakking: 2 [The elders try to interrupt the conceited
teen. So he says,] “Stick with me a bit. I'll
disclose [to you] further revelations from
[Yahweh the] Eloah.
The elders smirk. But they go along with ELiHu, for
the entertainment value of watching the kid hang
himself with his pride.
3 I fetch my knowledge from the far [heavens]. I illustrate the justice of the [Creator] who made me.
The men scoff.

No, really! My words are never false.
One who is flawless in knowledge [stands]
before you. 5 Watch: El {God} is all-powerful.
4

Yet he never hates anyone. His strength and wis-

[the universe]. 6 [YAH] refuses to
keep violators alive. He [only] gives justice to humble people. [That's why Job is still

dom overflow

suffering and dying. He's wicked and proud.]

EliHu is barking up the wrong tree. He's reducing
broad generalities to specific conclusions. Yet the
elders concur with EliHu's line of thinking.
7 [YAH] never takes his [caring] eyes off of righteous
[people]. [YAH watches over] kings on their throne[s]. Thus,
age [after age, YAH] establishes and exalts [ethical leaders.
Job's suffering proves that he's a fraud.]

ELihu is again off-base. Most world leaders are
criminals.

If [you see a leader] bound in chains, tied
up in [humiliating] ropes of pain, [it's because
they committed atrocities, Job].
8

Again a false line of reasoning from ELiHu.
9 [Through sickness, humiliation, loss and death, YAH]

reveals to the [world] the sinful, criminal
acts of arrogant [oppressors].
Sometimes.
Job 36:10 [Punishment]

opens the
warns the

ear
to

[sinner's]

to discipline. [Pain]
[villain]
turn from evil. 11 When [sinners] listen, then
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serve [God], they live out their lifespans in prosperity, [Job]. All their years [fill] with pleasures.
This is known as the 'prosperity gospel', an overly
simplistic equation: Christianity = Wealth. The life
of Christ, Paul, ELiJah, Moses, etc. all disprove this
popular yet faulty logic. To purely live for YAH is to
enter a life of great suffering compensated for by
even greater spiritual reward.

But if the [culprit] fails to obey [suffering's
he dies by the sword.
[Transgressors] vanish in ignorance. 13
Soiled-heart hypocrites [like Job] heap up
[YAH's] fire-rage. Even when [YAH] handcuffs them, they refuse to pray. 14 So
the [tyrant] dies young, his life-breath
[snuffed out], like a male-shrine-prostitute
[dies of V.D.] 15 [ELohim] strips and humbles
[the criminal] through misery. [YAH] uses oppression to open the [tyrant's stuffed-up]
ears.
12

warning],

Sometimes.

constantly woos you, [Job,] out of
the jaws of distress into wide-open
safety. Instead of [torture, YAH] offers you
comfort. He [wants to] fill your table with
[life's] richest feast.
16 [YAH]

EliHu is again oversimplifying his case. The devil
woos people with lures of comfort, abundance and
pleasure. YAH often leads us into physical danger,
discomfort and hunger.

But today you lie laden with a miscreant's death-sentence. And [I] will execute that verdict [if you don't confess your
crimes]! 18 Beware [heaven's] fire-rage! It
comes to prick you [through]! In one
stroke it'll [send you the Unseen realm of the dead,
where] not even the richest ransom can
rescue you! 19 Will [heaven's judge] value
your rich [bribes]? No! Not gold, nor all
the armed forces [that money can buy will haul
you out of Sheol]. Job 36:20 Stop gasping [in lust] for
17

the snaky night, where the

[beast]

peoples rise

[to com-

Beware! Turn your
face from lawlessness. Let your humiliation reform your decisions. 22 Look to
El {God}, the impregnable [universal] power, the incomparable [Sovereign] director
[of our lives]. 23 Who can call [YAH] to account for his ways? Who can say he's
committed evil? [No one!] 24 Never forget
to spiral [YAH's reputation up to the heavens]. Join
mit crimes for which they soon die].
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mortals in singing [praise of YAH's] work.
25 Every human sees [YAH's wonders]. But
we mortals only glimpse [the universe's
grandeur] from afar. 26 See! El {God} is
great. But we don't [really] know him. [Our
greatest] researchers can't even guess [the
Creator's] age. 27 *[YAH] lifts micro[us]

scopic drops of water from
[earth's oceans and lakes]. He purifies
our rainwater by steam-distillation. 28 So sky-clouds drop rainfall
on us human masses. 29 [Only YAH] fathoms the [meteorological science that] spreads
clouds [across the galaxies]. [We can't explain] the
[big] bang [thundering] from his lair. Job 36:30
Watch [YAH] scatter light across the [constellations]. [See how he] bathes the ocean's
depths in darkness. 31 [Light and darkness]
symbolize [YAH's] justice. [Through rainfall],
he gives abundant food to [us] people [he
loves]. 32 [YAH's] hand-cloud covers the
light, forbidding, blocking the [sun].
Suffering is a warning.

thunder-shouts warn
‘cattle’ of the coming storm.”
33 [YAH's]

[us human]

A strike from heaven warns of coming destruction.

Job 37
Elihu Ends By Exposing The Limits
Of Science
1 [ELihu climaxes by showing off his college-boy erudi-

shakes my heart —
Makes it jump out of [my chest]! 2 Listen!
Hear the roar of YAH's voice. [Comprehend]
the rumbling coming from his mouth. 3
[YAH] directs [the weather] under all [the]
heavens. [He throws] his lightning-bolts to
the ends of the earth. 4 After [the flash], a
voice roars. [YAH] thunders his majestic
shout. Then, while [you're still shaking] from
hearing [YAH's] voice, [he throws more lightning]!
5 EL's marvelous voice booms, achieving overwhelming feats beyond our [mortal] comprehension. 6 YAH commands
the snow, [“Fall! Cover] the earth!” His
mighty [arm hurls] sprinkles [that turn to]
overwhelming rains [on our heads]. 7 [With one
tion:] “[YAH's power]
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stops the hand of every man
[from working]. Thus all people know who
[does the real] work [in the universe]. 8 [When YAH
sends a tempest, even] the beasts rush into
dens. They stay-put in their hideouts. 9
Out of the south [YAH] blows spinning
tornadoes [and hurricanes]. [Then he throws] cold
from the north. Job 37:10 The breath of
El {Power}[covers the earth with] frost. Even
wide oceans freeze! 11 [YAH] weighs
down the [thick] clouds with moisture.
Then he hurls lightning from the [mist like
fireworks]. 12 [Hurricanes] whirl around by
YAH's plans, doing whatever he commands them on the face of the whole
earth.
torrent, YAH]

Supra-physical phenomena make meteorology a
very inexact science.
13 [YAH]

cipline

sends

[deluges],

[us with disaster],

sometimes to disbut [mostly] to [give us

mercy. 14 Listen to this, Job. Stand
still. Consider the wondrous works of EL {Power}. 15
rain in his]

Do you know how Eloah controls
clouds, and makes lightning flash from
them?
No scientist fully understands the weather.

Do you know [how YAH] balances the
galaxies? [Do you grasp] the wondrous feats
of [YAH], the [only] being with perfect
knowledge? 17 When YAH kills the south
wind, you [helplessly] swelter in your
clothes. [Your sweat drips sizzle on] the still
earth.
16

Without our unsustainable trojan-horse gadgets,
we moderns don't even know how to keep cool on
a sweltering hot day.

Can you help [YAH] spread out the
sky, permanent [and beautiful] as a castmetal mirror? 19 [Job,] teach us what to say to
18

[YAH]. [You think]

we can't organize our arguments because we're so dimwitted. Job 37:20 [Do you think I'm
dumb enough] to demand that [YAH hear] me speak? If a

Men
can't [even] look at blinding [sun] light
when the winds pass to clean all clouds
[from the sky]. 22 Glowing-gold [aurora borealis]
stream from the [cold] north [to show]
Eloah's terrifying majesty. 23 We can't
man barks at YAH, YAH swallows him up! 21

search out [all] the [infinite] mysteries of the Almighty.
His power is immense. Yet he never oppresses anyone.

[All]His
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fear [Yahweh] because [he's both infinite and perfect]. [YAH] doesn't respect anyone who
thinks their [own] heart is wise.”

Job 38

it breaks forth [like a baby charging] from the
womb? 9 I make the cloud[s] as a blanket for the sea. I [baby] the waters with
a thick dark-fog swaddlingband. Job
38:10 I break the sea into
dam the oceans with

YHVH Corrects Job
Then a whirlwind [descends]. Out of it,
Yahweh answers Job: 2 *[YAH thunders,]
1

“Who is this who darkens [my]
counsel with [his] ignorant
words?
3*
Belt-up your pants! [Brace yourself]
like a man. I demand [answers]
from you. So you'll answer me.

*
Where were you when I
laid the foundations of
the earth? Explain [how I
make universes,] if you have
understanding.
4

5

Who lays the measures of earth, if you
know? Who stretches the [plumb] line
over it?
With the 60x6 (360 degree) geospatial positioning
system, mankind (the beast) has finally measured
the earth. The GPS system is a major triumph of
man. That's why the geospatial system is denominated by the number of man: 6. By this system,
man operates the worldwide financial transaction
system which requires the use of the mark of the
beast.
6

Upon what are the foundations of [your]
planet fastened? Who lays the corner
stone of the earth?
Gravity. YHVH.

*[Are you present back at the big bang,]
when the morning stars sing
together, and all the sons of
Elohim shout for joy? 8 Who shuts
7

up the sea with

[mountainous]
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doors, when

[areas]

[molten-rock]

of my design. I

bars and doors. 11

I

[shout],

‘You [waters] can come here, but
no further. [This mountain] stops your proud
waves.’ 12 ___, since your [mortal] days
[began], have you commanded the morning [sun to rise]? Do you make the [dayspring]
dawn know his place? 13 [Do you, ___, make
sunlight] seize the ends of the earth, to
shake wicked [people] out of hiding? 14
[Can you, ___,] form the earth like a [signet
ring] forms clay, like [a man] arranges his
clothes? 15 [Do you] withhold life-light
from history's infidels? When [tyrants] lift
their [fists to smash the earth, are] you the [power] who breaks their arms?
Implying that the wicked hide from the light.

Have you, ___, dived into the
springs of the sea? Have you
walked [the abyss], exploring its depths?
17 Have the gates of death been opened
to you, ___? Have you seen the doors
of the shadow of death? 18 Have you
perceived the breadth of the earth?
Speak, if you know [anything at] all, ___.
16

[subterranean]

19 Where is the highway [to] where light dwells?
Where lies the home of darkness? Job 38:20 [Can

place [light and darkness] in their
boundaries? Can you map the path to
the origin of [even one photon]? 21 You might
know [something] if you'd been born [before
Creation]. Or you'd lived for millions of
days. 22 Have you entered the treasuries [where I hold] snow, ___? Have you
seen [my] armory of hailstones? 23 I reserve [hail and snow to kill armies in] the time of
trouble, in the day of battle and war. 24
By what path do [I] distribute light[ning],
___? [How do I] scatter the east wind
across the earth? 25 Who carves channel[s in the sky] for floodwaters [to rush around
the globe]? [Who makes] a path for [all the universe's] shouting, flashing clouds? 26 [Who]
makes rain [fall] on the uninhabited
earth, on the wilderness deserted by
you, ___,]
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man? 27 Can [you, ___,] satisfy desolate
wasted ground? [Do you make] the bud of
the tender herb spring forth [to see the
sun]?
If you can make a viable seed from nothing, I'll be
impressed with your scientific abilities.

Who is the father of the rain? Who
begets dewdrops? 29 From whose womb
broke forth the [celestial] ice? Who gave
birth to the silvery frost of heaven? Job
38:30 [Who] congeals the waters, held
hard as stone? Who freezes the face of
the deep [ocean]? 31 Can you tie the [gravitational] bands that [hold together the constellation]
Pleiades? Can you let-fly Orion's bowstring?
28

Kimah & Kesil are the Hebrew names of these constellations. Bands may refer to gravitational attraction.

Do you lead out the constellations in
the exact milliseconds [of their appearances]
each year, ___? Can you guide the
Great Bear of heaven and his cubs [to
their den in the sky]? 33 *Do you know
32

the celestial ordinances, ___?
Can you establish [heaven's] dominion on the earth? 34 Can you
raise your voice to the clouds, to make
them cover you with a flood of rain?

No, in fact, if you don't do what the scripture says,
particularly keeping the tent festival, you won't get
the rain you need.

Can you, ___, send lightning [wherever
you wish]? Does [electricity say to you], ‘Here I
am, [master]’? 36 Who puts wisdom in
[man's] mind, ___? Who gives understanding to the heart? 37 Who has the
intelligence to count all [the universe's]
clouds? Who pours out heaven's ‘bottles’? 38 [Who] pours out [rivers of molten] mud, then
hardens it into mountains hard [as rocks]? 39 Can
you hunt prey for [earth's] lion[s], ___?
[Can you] fill the appetites of [millions of]
tiger cubs? Job 38:40 [Do you set the] schedules [by
35

which predators]

crouch in their dens,

[waiting to]

sneak out

Who provides meals for the raven, when his
hungry young ones cry to Elohim as
they flutter [starving in their nests]?”
to lie in ambush

[to catch their prey]?
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Job 39
YAH Illustrates His Superiority
Over Man
1 [YAH continues,] “Can you, ___, [accurately]
time the birth of one wild mountain
goat? Can you predict the moment
when a deer will calve? 2 ___, can you
count the number of months [wild animals]
will [live]? Can you predict the moment
[when two bears] will procreate? 3 [ ___, tell me]
when [one wild animal] will crouch down and
push out her young, banishing her
birth-pangs. 4 [Predict the moment when a wild animal's] toddler, built strong from grain,
runs free, never to return [to its mother]. 5
Do [you, ___,] send the wild donkey
sprinting free? Do [you] unshackle the
chains of the wild [Iranian] Onager?
Onager = Onos ‘ass’ + agrios ‘wild’.

I, [Yahweh,] give the wild-donkey its
home in the wilderness. [I] settle him
on the salt plains. 7 [I program the wild donkey
to] scorn city-crowds, to ignore the
shouts of [angry mule] drivers. 8 [I give the wild
donkey] mountain-ranges as his pasture.
There he hunts down every green [plant
in sight]. 9 Will wild buffalo consent to
serve you, ___? Will [he] stay by your
barn-stall? [No.]
6

Buffalo are very difficult to manage. The fencing
costs are prohibitive.

___, can you hitch your plow
to a buffalo? Will he plow the valleys
for you? 11 Do you have any hope of
exploiting the [bison's] great work-potential? Can you leave your labor to him?
12 Can you, ___, train [a buffalo] to bring
home your seed, and gather it into your
barn? 13 Do you, ___, give peacocks
their beautiful wings? Do you [stitch] the
wings and feathers on the ostrich? 14
[No. But you're like the ostrich.] She abandons
her eggs in the earth. They nearly fry
[in the sunlight] on the soil. 15 [The mama ostrich]
forgets that someone's foot may crush
her [eggs], or that a wild beast might
trample them. 16 [The female ostrich] cruelly
Job 39:10
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her babies. [She treats them] as if
they were someone else's young. She
cares nothing if her labor [to birth them]
was all in vain. 17 [I, the Eloah,] deprive the
[ostrich] of wisdom. I choose not to give
her understanding. [She's my cartoon parody of
[neglects]

you clueless humans.] 18 [Ostriches are as dumb as hu-

But [ostriches run faster]. The [ostrich]
rebels [against man]. She spreads her [wings]
aloft. She laughs [at mankind]. [She easily passes every] horse and rider [who chase her]. 19
Do you, ___, give the horse [his]
strength? Do you clothe his neck with
[his] thunderous, [shimmering mane]? Job 39:20
___, do you [give the stallion its power] to
prance like a locust and make [people jump
back just] by [proudly] snorting? 21 [I make] the
horse paw the valley [floor] as he shines
in power, charging to meet the
weapons [of armies of men]. 22 [My] horse[s]
laugh at fear. Nothing terrifies them.
Their [faces] rush straight at [your] swords.
23 [My horse laughs at your] rattling arrow-quiver, [your] glittering spear, [your
puny] shield. 24 [My horse] swallows the
earth. His [hooves] thunder like an earthquake. The trumpet blasts [and he races forward into danger]! 25 The horse laughs at
war-horns, ‘Ha, ha!’ He smells the battle far away. [He runs to face] the thunder of
captains, the shouting of [enemy soldiers].
26 ___, does the hawk fly by your wisdom, stretching her wings to the south?
27 ___, does the eagle mount up at
your command? [Do you] build her high
[mountain] nest[s]? 28 At night [my eagle]
lodges high on [mountain] cliffs. She [eyes
her prey from] her rocky-crag fortress. 29
From [the mountaintop, the eagle soars] to eat
her prey. Her eyes spot [wild animals miles]
away. Job 39:30 Where slain [bodies lie, my eagle] appears. [She carries corpses in pieces back to
her nest.] There [her] young [chicks] suck up
[the blood of mighty men].”

887

*[Yahweh]
says,
“Does the Almighty's critic
teach [the Almighty anything]? He who
corrects [the] ELoah, [speak up]!
Answer!”
1 Yahweh goes on to answer Job: 2

mans.]

Job 40
YHVH Continues Correcting Job

The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Atheists, can you teach your Maker anything?

Job Answers YHVH With Repentance
3 Then,

[lips trembling,]

Job answers Yahweh. 4 [Job]

says, “Look: I'm ashamed. How can I
answer you? I [can only] lay my hand over
my mouth. 5 I spoke before. But I can't
answer. Twice [I blabbed], but I won't go
any further.”
YHVH'S Angel Answers Job From A
Tornado

*Then, out of the whirlwind,
Yahweh answers Job. 7 [YAH says,]
6

“Belt up your pants now like a man. I
demand [answers] from you. Report to
me.
or "Stand up like a man; brace yourself".
8

Will you persist in impugning my justice? Does condemning me make you
right?
9

Do you have an arm like [my heavenly] Elpowers, ___? Can you thunder with a
voice like [my destroying angels]?
Job 40:10

Deck yourself now with celestial
majesty, ___. Array yourself with glorious splendor.
11

[I challenge you to] hurl your exploding firerage across [the universe], ___. Look down
all [the] proud [beings in heaven and earth].
Abase them, [if you can].

12

Humiliate all the arrogant [rebels in the universe] with one glance. Knock them
down. Tread [all] wicked [beings into powder]
where they stand.
13
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Hide [all the world's egotists] in the dust. Tangle their faceless [corpses] in a mass
grave.
14

Then I, [the Creator,] will admit to you,
___, that your own power-hand can
save you.
15

Look at

behemoth, [a hippopotamus-like
monstrosity]. I made him [when I made] you.
He eats grass like an ox.
[a]

16

Look, ___, at [the] strength in a [pachyderm's] core. [Imagine] the force in the muscles of his torso.
17

The [behemoth's] tail sticks up [and swings]
like a cedar [tree]. I intertwine his thighmuscles like [iron] cables.
18

bones strong as brass
posts, his ribs like bars of cast-iron.

[I make the elephant's]

19

is a masterpiece, ___. [He
the methods by which [I,] El,
create [lifeforms]. [Only I,] his maker, can
approach him with sword [drawn].

[The pachyderm]
illustrates]

Job 40:20

The grass-covered hills serve meals to
[a rhinoceros]. All the field-fauna frolic in
[his shadow].
21

[I]

rest

[the elephant]

under shady trees.
marsh reeds.

[I]

hide him in

[tall]

22
[I make]

shade.

lotus bushes cover the [mammoth] with their
[I make] brook-willows completely surround
him.

23

watches the river flood.
Nothing scares him into rushing [away].
He's confident he can draw up [the]
Jordan [river] into his mouth.
[The water-ox]

24

[If]

the

eyes see [you, he'll] seize
His nose pierces through [any]
trap [you set].”

[rhinoceros's]

[you, ___].

Job 41
YHVH Explains That Mortals Can't
Fight Satan
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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1 [YAH continues,]

“Can you, ___, fish out [a giant] seabeast with a hook? Can you drop down
a cord and rope its jaw?
“Beast of the sea” is symbolic. Sea = the untamable
population of the world-system. Leviathan = the
dragon-god (satan) who controls the ‘sea of people’
with legal agreements (oaths): #3882 livyathan
liv-yaw-thawn' (from 3867); leviathan, a wreathed
animal, i.e. a serpent (especially a large sea- monster); figuratively, the constellation of the dragon;
also Babylon, symbolic of mourning. #3867 lava =
to twine, i.e. to unite, to remain; also to borrow
(enter obligation) or to lend. Thus, YHVH is pointing out both mankind's inability to control seabeasts, as well as man's utter inability to fight the
devil and his hordes.
2

Can you, ___, put a hook through
[Leviathan's] nose? Can you bore through
the [devil's] jaw with a thorn?
3

Will [the great dragon] beg you [for mercy],
___ ? Will he speak soft words to [pacify]
your [fury]?
4

Will [Lucifer] make a deal [to serve] you,
___? Can you take him as your permanent slave?
5

Can you play with [Satan] like [he's] a
bird? Can you leash him for your girlies
[to parade around the park]?
6

Can you [and your] buddies put [the devil] on
display for merchants [to haggle over] and
cut up [to sell in pieces]?
7

___, Can you fill [Beelzebub's] skin with
barbed iron [harpoons], or [pierce] his head
with fish spears?
8

you lay your [own] hand on [the great
dragon], ___, [you'll] never forget the battle. [It'll be the] last thing you do.
[If]

Without YHVH's support, you have no power to
fight the devil.
9

Watch, ___: any [mortal] who hopes [to
control Satan hopes] in vain. One look from
him would hurl you down [to death].
Job 41:10
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No [mortal] is fierce enough to dare stir
up [the dragon]. Who then is able to stand
before Me, [Satan's Maker]?

*
Who has [ever] arrested me, [ordering] me to repay him? Everything under the whole heaven
is mine.
11

12

I designed [and fabricated the Evil-One's] parts,
his energies, his majestic frame.
13

Who can strip off [the devil's] armor? Who
[dares] approach his jaws with a bridle?

24

The [devil's] heart is denser than stone—
infinitely harder than a [miller's] bottom
grindstone.
25

When

rises, the mightiest [beings in
shrink back in terror, running
from his crashing [fists].

15
Interlocked scales of pride tightly seal
armor, [locking love out of his heart].

[Satan's]

26

Smash down any [physical] sword on the
[devil], and it won't hold. Missiles,
spears, coats-of-mail, [are all useless defenses
against the evil one].
27

sees iron as [soft as] straw, and
brass as [fragile as] rotten wood.

[Satan]

28

No [physical] arrow can make [Lucifer] flee.
He turns sling-shot stones to stubble.
29

The [Lord of the Flies] snorts, and light-fire
shoots out. His eyes [shine] like a [horrific]
red-dawn.
19

Flaming torches explode from the [devil's]
mouth. Darts of fire leap off [his tongue].
Job 41:20

Smoke snorts out of [Satan's] nostrils, like
[vapor] rushing from a seething caldron.
21

The [devil's] breath sets coals aflame.
Flashing-swords jet from his [horrid]
mouth.
22

views [a] bludgeon as a
grass. He laughs at [mortals] shaking spear[s].

[The great dragon]
[blade of]

Difficult translation.
16
[The devil's defenses] overlap so closely that no spirit can
come between them.
17
[Lucifer's defenses] cling together so tightly they become
as one. No human can pierce [the devil's ‘skin’].
18

The

[Lucifer]

the universe]

14

Who [is foolish enough to] open the [dragon's]
ferocious jaw-doors, ringed with terrifying fangs?

889

Job 41:30

His underside [lies covered with] dagger-like
shards. He digs a trail in the mud [of humanity] like a threshing sled.
31

[Beelzebub] makes the deep boil like a
cauldron. He [stirs up] the [human] sea like
[he's making] a pot of spiced-oil [salve].

Pharmaceuticals and the beast are inseparable.
32

cuts a glistening wake [of destruction
in the sea of humanity]. [He] makes the ‘[human]
sea’ [look old, disturbed and tangled like a dying hobo's]
beard.
[Satan]

33

Upon earth lies no power like
dragon]. [I] made him fearless.
34

[the great

*

looks [down] on every arrogant [being]. He's a king over all
the children of pride, ___.”

[Satan]
[Prince of Darkness carries his hordes of human

shoulders of inexhaustible
power. To face him is to dance with
death.
prey on his]

23

The [Adversary's] fallen-angel ‘body’ holds
stronger than [iron] cast [in the big-bang]. No
[human] can move [Satan] one millimeter.
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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Job 42
Job Answers YAH in Humility
says, “I
know [that] you, [Yahweh], can do anything
[you choose]. No [one] can thwart any of
your plan[s]. 3 [You asked,] ‘Who is this [worm
who] obscures [my] wisdom with his ignorance?’ I spoke [about] things I didn't understand, wonders [of the supernatural realm]
far beyond my comprehension. 4 [You told
1 Finally Job answers Yahweh: 2 [Job]

me,]

'Listen. [Let me] do the talking. I'll ask
the questions. You give [me] clear answers.'
5 I've heard rumors of you by ear, but
now my eye sees [a manifestation of] your
[power].

Humans can't physically look at YHVH. What Job
actually saw was a tornado-like phenomenon, from
inside of which spoke YAH's messenger angel. Similar to the supernatural cloud that led Moses out of
Egypt.

So I abhor myself. I repent in dust
and ashes.”
YHVH Rebukes Eliphaz For False
Teaching
7 Then, after Yahweh speaks these
words to Job, Yahweh says,
“Eliphaz {Gold-god}, you Temanite
{Southlander}, My fury flames against
you and against your two friends, because you, unlike my servant Job,
failed to speak right truths about Me.
6

YAH refuses to even address the know-it-all punk
Elihu.
8

So, right now, you round up 7 young
bulls and 7 rams. [Haul them] to my obeyer: Job. Prepare a smoke-roast [feast in my
honor]. Then my servant Job will pray for
you, because I accept him. Otherwise,
I'd pay you what your folly deserves,
because, unlike my loyalist Job, you've
spoken nonsense [in my name].”
The food feeds the crowd of people who've been
listening to this religious grudge-match.
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3 Friends Cook A Huge Feast In
YAH's Honor
9 So Eliphaz {Gold-god} the Temanite
{Southlander}, Bildad {Baal's-Love} from
Shuach {Dell}, and Zophar {Skip} from
Naamah {Pleasure}[rush home]. They [get the
feast-meat] as Yahweh commands them.
Yahweh lifts Job's face [out of the ‘mud’].
YHVH Releases Job From Satan,
Blesses Job 2x!

*[Job] prays for his [hypocritical, judgmental, back-stabbing] ‘friends.’
[So] Yahweh springs Job out of
[the devil's] trap of torture. Then
Yahweh gives Job twice as
much [wealth, health and popularity] as he
had before, ___!
Job 42:10

Pray in sincere love for your frenemies who persecute you. THEN YAH will restore what the evil
forces took from you. But don't trust the traitors
again!

Job's Extended Family Reunite With
Him

*All Job's brothers, sisters
and acquaintances flock to
him. They feast on food at his
house. They wail [with tears of joy].
They comfort [Job] over the distress Yahweh [allowed the devil] to inflict on him. And every man
gives [Job] a piece of silver and a
gold-ring.
11

Job Gains Twice As Many Animals
As Before

*So Yahweh blesses Job's
finish more than his start, ___!
[Job] acquires 14000 sheep, and
6000 camels, and 1000 yokepair of oxen, and 1000 femaledonkeys.
12

These animals are worth about 72 luxury mansions
or 20 thousand working cars.

Job's Wife Bears Him 10 New Children!

*Job fathers 7 more sons and
3 more daughters! 14 [Job] names his
13
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first [daughter] ‘Jemima {Warm},’ and the name of his
second, ‘Kezia {Scrape}’; and the name of his 3rd,
’Keren-Happuch {Painted-Horn}.’

Job Gives His Girls Equal Inheritance
15 The daughters of Job outshine all the
women on earth. [So] their father gives
them [equal] inheritance with their brothers!
Job Lives Extremely Long, Enjoying
His Family
16 After this [ordeal] Job lives 140 years!
He sees 4 whole generations [of] his
sons, and his grandsons! 17 So Job dies,
___, old and full of [wonderful sunny] days.

Psalms 1
Live Separated & Focused On YAH's
Law Or Die
1 Bless the man who [refuses to] walk in
the counsel of wicked [mouths], or stand
on the sinner's path, or sit [wasting time, or
in judgment] with mockers. 2 [A righteous man's]
delight is in the law of Yahweh. He
studies [and ponders YAH's] law day and
night, ___. 3 *[The separatist student of

thrives like a tree planted by rivers of [living] water. He
brings forth his ‘fruit’ in its
season. His ‘leaf’ won't wither,
___. Whatever he does [eventually]
prospers. 4 Wicked [beings] are chaff,
YAH's Law]

___. The [spirit] wind drives [them] away. 5
So, ___, on the [day of] judgment,
wicked [beings] end [up unable to] stand. Sinners [will not remain] in the society of righteous [people].
Don't let your church be a bastion of worldliness.
All disobedience to scripture should be considered
a serious offense.
6 For Yahweh guards the path of righteous [beings],
___. But the way of [all] wicked [beings] ends in death.

Psalms 2

891

*Why do the [beast] nations
rage, ___? The [world's] people[s]
plot in vain.
1

See Scripture song: Laugh At The Nations. (Psalms
#2-#145 were written around the same time.)

*The kings of the world
take their stand. Its
rulers conspire together
against Yahweh, and
against his Anointed
[leader(s)]. 3 Break their chains, ___!
2

Throw off their ropes!

This verse has a double meaning. We Hebrews are
to break off the legal bonds of national citizenship
& debt in the pagan nations. Meanwhile, the pagan
nations allow pagan people to throw off the Creator's commandments and still survive.

YAH Laughs At All Human Power We Are Comedy

*[YAH] sits in the heavens
laughing! Adonai ridicules the
[united nations].
4

Yahweh laughs at the kings, rulers, and nations of
the world. The same statement is made in Ps 59:8,
and similarly in PS 37:13. Nowhere else is YAH described as laughing. YAH created the human race
as his own 4D reality comedy show.
5

*Adonai

rage at [earth's
They shake [behis fire-breathing fury,
[shouts in]

nations/rulers/kings].
neath]

___.
YAH's Agents Tower Above All Human Authority

6 *[YAH says,
“You think your presidents and kings and bankerrobbers sit in control of the world.]

But I've set my delegate-King
upon my sacred mountain of
Zion, [high above all human power].”
The nations must respect the Kingdom of Heaven,
or they will be trampled under our feet.

I declare [heaven's] decree: Yahweh
says, [regarding me, David, and more specifically, the
7

Messiah,]

The United Nations Rage Against
The Creator
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8
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Ask me, and I'll give you the beastmasses as your inheritance. You'll own
the uttermost parts of the earth!

*
You'll break the [worldly nations]
with a rod of iron. You'll dash
[all worldly powers] to pieces like potters' cups.”

[beings]. 8 Salvation belongs to Yahweh.

ing

[rests]

Psalms 3
David Begs YAH 'Protect Me From
Persecutors!'
1 Yahweh, [my enemies] multiply [like rats]!
They squeeze [out] my [lifeblood]! Hordes
[of persecutors] rise up against me.

A Psalm by David, when he fled from his son Absalom.

curse my life-breath.
[They smirk,] “Elohim's not gonna help him.”
Selah {Pause/Interlude}.
2

Millions

[of enemies]

Selah apparently means to pause or hold the music
as a fermata, for dramatic effect.

Yet you, Yahweh, form a shield
around me. You honor me. You lift up
my head [in victory]. 4 I cry to Yahweh [at
the top] of my voice, ___. He answers
me from his sacred mountain. Selah
{Dramatic-Break}. 5 [Even in peril,] I lay down,
sleep and awake [to new life, ___,] because
Yahweh sustains my [life]. 6 *I stand
3

unafraid of 10 thousand [attackers]. They take their stand
against me. [They] surround me,
[pointing their spears in my face]. 7 Rise [up,]
Yahweh! Save me, O my Elohim! Strike
all my enemies on their cheek-bone[s].
[Keep] breaking the teeth of [all] wicked
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

on

[his]

people, ___. Selah

[His]

bless-

{Dramatic-Break}.

Psalms 4

9

All Human Powers Die Unless They
Obey Messiah
Psalms 2:10 So get wise now, you ‘kings!’
Get instructed, you judges of the world.
11 Serve Yahweh with fear [and] trembling. Spin around [with violent emotion as you
praise YAH]. 12 Kiss [YAH's] ‘son’, or his anger
[fires] into a raging blaze. You die on
your [wicked] path. Everyone who flees to
[YAH's ‘son’] for protection gets blessed.

892

David Cries For Help From YHVH
Faithful Elohim, answer me when I
call. I keep falling into distress. Yet you
keep giving me liberty. Keep having
mercy on me. Hear my prayer.
1

A song for the Chief sacred Musician to arrrange to
be accompanied by stringed instruments.

Sons of mortals, how long will you
turn my honor into shame? How long
will you lust after empty [lies]? You [can't]
crazy-chase after illusions [forever]. (Selah {Dramatic-Break}). 3 Remember, ___,
that Yahweh sets [all] righteous [beings]
apart for himself. Yahweh [always] hears
[me] when I call to him. [So He'll hear you too.]
4 Tremble in awe [of YAH], ___. Never
sin! On your bed, lie still and search
your own heart. [Confess your guilt. Quiet your
raging lusts.] Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 5 [Donate
2

and]

righteously butcher animals

[for Hebrew feasts],

___.

minions
whine, “Who's ever going to show us
anything good?” [All the while,] you, Yahweh, keep lifting up the light of your
‘face’, [shining glory] on us. 7 You keep
brightening my heart with more [joy than
my enemies get] from their biggest bumper
crop of grain and wine. 8 I keep lying
down and sleeping in peace, only because you, Yahweh, make me dwell in
safety.
Run for refuge in Yahweh. 6 [The world's]

Psalms 5
David Prays For YHVH's Help
Against His Enemy
1 Yahweh, turn [your] ear to my words. [Please] pay attention to my groaning [ramblings].
A song which David intended for the director of sacred music to arrange to be accompanied by flutes.
2 Listen to my crying voice, my King, my Elohim. I
pray to [no one but] you. 3 [Every] morning you hear my
voice, Yahweh. At dawn I'll [always] look up, directing

For you are an Elohim
who loathes wickedness. No evil will
[ever] dwell with you. 5 No foolish [nor arrogant bemy prayer to you. 4
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ing]

will stand in your sight. You hate all workers of

You [eventually] destroy [all beings] who
speak falsehood. (Yahweh always abhors the blood-[thirsty] and deceitful
man, ___.) 7 But [you, Yahweh, love] me. In
your infinite mercy, you adopted me
into your family. So in awe of you, I'll
keep prostrating myself to [you] in your
holy sanctuary. 8 [Please,] Yahweh, lead
me in your right [path]. [Defend me from] my
enemies. Make your way straight before my face. 9 For no faithfulness lies
in [my enemies'] mouth[s]. Their heart[s brim
full of] destruction. Their throat[s are] open
grave[s]. They [flick their snake]- tongues in
[treacherous] flattery. Psalms 5:10 [Judge my enemies] guilty, Elohim. Let them fall in their
own schemes. Cast them out [because of]
their endless offenses. Quash their constant rebellions against you. 11 Meanwhile, let everyone who flees for protection in you brighten up and forever
shout for joy. Defend them. Get everyone who loves your name jumping for
joy [in your spirit].
evil. 6

alats = JUMP for joy, not merely “be joyful”.

For you, Yahweh, always bless righteous [beings]. You [always] surround [righteous
people] with favor like a shield.
12

Psalms 6
David Begs For Help Against His
Enemies
1 [Please] Yahweh, don't convict me in
your anger. Never whip me in your firefury. 2 Please bend down to [help] me,
Yahweh. I'm weak. Oh Yahweh, heal
me. My bones are shaking. 3 My soul [cries,]
alarmed, like

[I'm]

being stuck

[all day]

by a hot poker.

Turn [back to me],
Yahweh! [Please] rescue my soul. Please
save me, to show [the world] how merciful
you [are]. 5 For in death nobody remembers you. In the grave who can throw
their hands [in the air to thank you]? 6 I'm exhausted from groaning, ___. All night I
make my bed [a] swimming [pool]. I water my mattress with my tears. 7 Grief
Oh Yahweh, how long? 4
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eats [away] my eye[s], ___. My many enemies make [my eye(s)] grow old. 8 Get
away from me, all you workers of evil! Yahweh

Yahweh listens to
my cry [for help], ___. Yahweh receives
my prayer(s). Psalms 6:10 [So YAH eventually
shames and terrifies] all my enemies. They
retreat in sudden disgrace!
hears my weeping voice. 9

Psalms 7
David Sings To YHVH re: Slanderous Enemy Cush
1 O Adonai [Yahweh] my Elohim, I fleefor-protection [only] in you. Save me
from all my persecutors. Rescue me! 2
[Don't let my adversary] tear my soul like a
lion. [Never let my foes] rip [my body] in pieces,
as if I had no one to save me. 3 O Yahweh
my Elohim, [punish me] if I've done the [following sins], if
evil stains my hands: 4 If I've paid evil to [any] man
who lived at peace with me, or [if] I've delivered my
enemy [to jail] without cause, [whip me]. 5 —[if I've
harmed innocent people],

then let [my] haters
chase me [to my] last breath, and take it.
Yes, let [my opponents] tread down my life
upon the earth, then lay my honor in
the dust. Selah {Dramatic-Break}.
An emotional, not literally logical, prayer.

Oh Yahweh, rise [up] in your fire-snorting-fury. Lift yourself high. [Confront] the
rage of my enemies. Awake for me. [Execute] the [death] sentence you've decreed
[against your rivals]. 7 Gather the beast-nations
around you. Tower in rule over them. 8 Yahweh,
judge [of all] people, vindicate me! Yahweh, [remember my moments of] righteousness
[and] integrity. 9 Oh, righteous Elohim who
6

judges hearts and minds, finally end the evil of [all]
wicked [beings]. Establish [all] just [beings]. Psalms 7:10

My defense is Elohim. He saves [everyone
who lives] upright in heart, ___. 11 Elohim
judges righteously. El {Power} foams [at
the mouth in rage against] evil every day, ___.
12 If [sinners repeatedly fail to] turn [away from sin],
[YAH] sharpens his sword, ___. [YAH keeps]
his “bow” bent, ready [for the strike]. 13 YAH
prepares the instruments of death to
[annihilate all unrepentant beings, ___]. YAH ordains his arrows [to strike all] persecutors.
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*[The sinner brims] pregnant with
unfairness, ___. [He] conceives
destructive schemes. He gives
birth to damaging lies. 15 [The crimi14

digs a hole, scoops it [out], then falls
into the ditch he made, ___. 16 *[The

Why would you visit [any] ‘son of
Adam’? 5 You [lift us worms] right [up to stabeneath [heaven's] angels! You crown
with glory and honor.
Mankind's Purpose Is To Care For
The Earth

tus]

[mankind]

nal]

mischief [eventually]
boomerangs on his own head,
___. His violence smacks down
on his [stolen] crown. 17 *I throw
[my hands in the air, ___, to thank] Yahweh
for his righteousness. [It reaches to
the sky.] I thwack [guitar strings] to [honor] the Name of Yahweh most
high.
villain's]

Yadah = "throw hands", not merely "give thanks".
Zamar = strike [strings while singing], not merely
"sing praise".

*[You created man] to steward the
works of your hands. You put
everything [on earth] under [our tiny]
feet. 7 [You put us humans here to care for] all
6

sheep, oxen and wild animals. 8
every
sky-bird, sea-fish and whatever passes
through the paths of the oceans. 9 *O
[earth's]

[We humans live here on earth to steward]

Yahweh our Adonai, your
Name-Authority dwarfs the
whole planet!

Psalms 9

Psalms 8
YAH's Name-Power Is So Big, TinyPraise Kills

*O Yahweh our Adonai, your
Name-Authority [towers so] majestically, [it fills] the entire earth!
You've [permanently] established
your glory above the heavens!
1

Instead of the biblically accurate and more beautiful: “Yahweh Adonai, how majestic towers your
name,” most translations say the utterly retarded:
“O LORD, our Lord, how excellent is your Name.” If
the name ‘YHVH’ is so excellent, why do churchians
cover it over with the placeholder:“LORD”?

Out of the mouth[s] of children and
babies you send praise-power [to destroy]
your enemies. [Praise-war] annihilates all
[the world's] hater[s] and grudge-holder [s].
2

Unless you become like a little child, you cannot
enter the Kingdom of Heaven.

YAH Lifts Us, Mere Worms, To Angelic Heights

*I watch your heavens, the
work of your fingers, the moon
and the stars you [spin in space]. 4
*Why would you, [the Creator of the
universe,] think about mortals?
3
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David Sings Of YAH's Protection
From Enemies
1 Yahweh, with my whole heart, I throw
[my hands in the air to thank] you. I'll never
stop heralding all your marvelous feats.
2 I'll [forever] brighten up and jump for
joy in you[r Spirit]. I'm [always] singing
praise to your Name, [Yahweh] SHaddai
{Most-High}. 3 My enemies turn-[tail] and
run! They fall and perish at [the blast of]
Your presence. 4 For you always maintain my right[s] and my cause[s]. On
[heaven's] throne, you sit equitably judging [the universe and beyond]. 5 You rebuke the
beast-nationals. You destroy evil [beings].
You blot out their name[s] forever and
ever. 6 [My] enemies lie dead, their destruction forever accomplished. You,
[YAH] uproot the [infidels'] cities. All memory of the [evil ones] dies as their [infrastructure
burns]. 7 Meanwhile, ___, yahweh endures for ever, judging from his immovable throne. 8 In righteousness,
[YAH] examines the world, ___. In integrity, He dispenses justice to [all] people[s]. 9 *Yahweh [always] remains a
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refuge for oppressed [beings, ___].
[He's our] stronghold in times of
trouble. Psalms 9:10 *Everyone who
recognizes Your Name-Authority puts their trust in You, Yahweh. You never forsake anyone
who seeks You.
We who trust YAH know His Name. We're not
afraid to say it.

Strike [strings, ___. Publicly sing songs] to [honYahweh. [He lives permanently] enthroned
on [heaven's mountain of all majesty]. Confront all
people-groups with [musical shows recounting
YAH's miraculous] feats.
11

or]

Lliterally: in Zion. ‘Zamar’ means not merely ‘sing
praises,’ but ‘strike up the band!’

*[YAH] avenges blood. He remembers [your pain], ___. He never forgets the cry of humble [beings]. 13 *Have mercy on me,
Yahweh. See the trouble I suffer from everyone who hates
me. Lift me up from the gates
of death. 14 Save me, so I can tally
12

up [wild, improvisatory praise] shows [honoring]
you at the gates of [Jerusalem,] the daughter-city [beneath] Zion-mountain. I whirl
around [dancing so hard my clothes fall off]!
Thillah:
laudatory, improvisational halal. Halal = wild,
clear, foolish praise.
Gheel = spin violently, not merely "rejoice".

*The beast-nations hide
trappers'-nets to [catch us Hebrews,
___]. Yet the [nations] sink down,
[drowned in] the pits they dig. Their
own feet snap in the [snares they set
to kill us saints].
15

Caught in the world-wide web.

*Yahweh reveals [his character] by
the judgment[s] he executes,
___. The wicked [man] gets
snared in the work of his own
hands. (Higgaion {Instrumental-Break}. Selah {Dramatic-Break}.)
16

YAH never cruelly treats anyone. People merely get
payback for what they do. Higgaion is a now-ob-
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scure musical notation which may be approximated
as ‘instrumental break’.

*Elohim recycles all wicked
[people] into Sheol {The-Grave},
___. He [turns jerks into worm-food]. All
the nations who forget [YAH, become fertilizer]. 18 *[YAH] remembers
[innocent] needy [people], ___. [He always eventually rescues them.] The hope
of afflicted depressed [saints]
never perishes into oblivion. 19
17

Arise, Yahweh. Don't let man prevail. Surveil the

Yahweh,
strike [evil mankind] with terror. Let the
beast-nationals know that they're nothing but [mortal] men. Selah {Dramatic-Break}.
beast-nations. Judge

[them].

Psalms 9:20

Psalms 10
King David Cries To YAH In Despair
Of Evil
1 Why do you

[seem to]

stand far off, Yahweh? Why

In
his pride, the wicked [man] persecutes
poor [orphans]. [I pray that you, Yahweh,] trap [evil
mankind] in [the] schemes they devise. 3
The evil [man] boasts of his heart's lusts,
___. He blesses [greedy] covetous [criminals
whom] Yahweh abhors.
do you

[appear to]

hide yourself in tight times? 2

False religion blesses greedy oppressors.

A wicked [being] with a prideful face
won't chase [a relationship with] Elohim, ___.
Elohim remains far from the [braggart's]
thoughts. 5 [The wicked man's] ways twist
ever [more] crooked, ___. Haughty, he
sneers at all his adversaries. [YAH's] laws
lie far from his sight. 6 [The villain] says in
his heart, “I'm immovable. I'll never [fall]
into adversity.” 7 [Wicked man's] mouth
brims full of cursing, deceit and fraud,
___. Under his tongue lurks mischief
and vanity. 8 [The criminal] crouches in the
lurking places of [earth's] villages. In secret hideaways, he murders innocent
[pawns]. His eyes [focus,] secretly set
against poor [people].
4
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Criminals murder with both physical violence, and
with societally-accepted sins like charging interest
on loans, and a societal architecture built on Babylonian, non-Hebrew ideas.

lies in covert ambush like
a lion in his den, ___. He crouches,
[salivating] to catch downcast [people]. He
traps lowly [mortals]. He draws them into
his net. Psalms 10:10 [The lawbreaker] crushes
helpless [saints], ___. They collapse.
They fall under the criminal's strength.
11 The villain says in his heart, “Elohim
has forgotten [planet earth]. [YAH] hides his
face. He'll never see [my sin].”
9 [The miscreant]

Deist philosophy.

rise-up, Yahweh! Oh Elohim,
lift up your hand. Don't forget [us]
humble [people]. 13 Why does the evil
[man] condemn Elohim, ___? [Because] he
[lies] in his heart, “[YAH] won't call me to
account [for my sins].”
12 [Please]

Salvation by grace is power to STOP sinning, not
freedom to sin. False religion lies to you. It tells
you that you won't be called to account for your
sins. Unrepentant sinners die in fire, no matter
what their preacher said.

David Remembers That YAH Will
Save Us
14 You, [YAH,] see [everything. Your eyes] scan
[the world of] abusive-toil and oppression.
[We know you'll] repay [our persecutors] with
your power-fist. [We] beaten-down [victims] commit [ourselves] to you, [the] helper
of fatherless [orphans]. 15 [YAH], break the arm
of [every] damaging wrongdoer. Root out their
wickedness 'til you find no [evil in the universe and beyond].

*Yahweh is King forever and
ever, ___. All beast-nations
eventually perish out of His
land. 17 Yahweh, you hear the longing[s] of [all]

I scramble-for-refuge in Yahweh. [So]
how can you [doubters] say to my soul,
“Flee like a bird to your mountain [hideaway]?”
1

A song king David wrote for Jerusalem's director of
sacred music to arrange and present at festivals.
We can walk through the valley of the shadow of
death.

*Wicked [beings] bend their
bows, ___. [They] ready their arrows on their string[s], [aiming] to
secretly shoot [saints who are] upright in heart. 3 [The] foundations [of
2

world society]

eous

[people].

with action that]

You prick up your ears. You

reaffirms

[our]

[respond

heart[s]. 18 [You, YAH,]

avenge [crimes against] fatherless [orphans]
and [all] oppressed [victims]. So [eventually]
no one on earth will strike terror again.

Psalms 11
David Sings Of YAH's Protection For
Good Men
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lie destroyed, ___. Right-

[people can't fix this broken world].

No remodeler should try to repair a structure with
a collapsed foundation.

Yahweh [reigns] in his holy temple,
___. Yahweh's throne stands in heaven. His eyes scan [the universe]. His eyelids
[widen to] examine the children of Adam. 5
Yahweh tests [all] righteous [people]. [YAH's]
soul hates [all] evil, ___. [YAH especially rejects beings who] love violence. 6 *YAH
4

rains snares on the wicked. [He
drowns them in] fire and brimstone.
[He fills their] cup[s] with horrible
tempest that sucks them in
[when they try to drink it] .
Burning sulphur.

Yahweh, [the personification of] Law, loves
righteousness, ___. His face watches
[over all] upright [beings].
7

Psalms 12

16

humble

896

David's Low-Pitched Song Of Desperation
1 Help, Yahweh! [Every] righteous man
lies dead! The faithful disappear from
among the children of Adam.
A psalm king David wrote to be arranged and presented by the leader [of Jerusalem's tent-sanctuary 24/7/365 music program]. Intended to be
played on sh’minit [low-pitched musical instruments].

*Everyone speaks lies to his
neighbor, ___. They talk with
flattering lips and double2
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minded-hearts. 3 Yahweh cuts off
all flattering lips, ___. [He eventually lacerates] every tongue that [continues] speaking
proud [boasts]. 4 Braggarts [hiss], ‘Our
[snake-]tongues will win! Our lips are our
own. Who is lord over us? [No one!]’ 5 But
Yahweh says, "[I hear my] needy [people]
gasping [for their last breaths]. So I now arise
to [stop] oppression from [squishing] the
poor [man]. I'll set [you] in safety, ___,
[far] from [the enemy] who puffs [fire] at
[you].” 6 *The words of Yahweh

are pure words, ___, like silver fire-tested in an earthen
furnace, purified 7 times. 7
Guard us, Yahweh. Forever preserve us
from this [evil] spawn. 8 ___, when the
vilest men get exalted, wicked [beings]
walk on every side.
Mobs commonly elect lying, corrupt fornicators to
even the highest public offices, such as ‘President’
and ‘Prime Minister’. Promotion of wicked leaders
encourages cancerous evil to spread throughout
society.

Psalms 13

A song which king David wrote to be arranged and
presented by the leader [of Jerusalem's musicfilled sanctuary].

How long must I wrestle with my [fears]?
Sorrow floods my heart every day! How
long will my enemy tower high above
me? 3 Look and listen [to] me, Yahweh
my Elohim. [Give] light to my eyes! I'm
[about to] sleep in death. 4 [Don't let] my enemy brag, “I've prevailed against ___!”
Don't let my my oppressors spin
around [with rapturous emotion, rejoicing] over
my downfall. 5 I scramble-for-refuge in
your mercy. My heart whirls [in expectation
of] you saving [me]. 6 [That's why, ___, even at
death's door,] I [never stop] walking [the town
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to Yahweh. He always
loads me [up with blessings]!
singing]

[eventually]

Shiyr = strolling minstrelsy, not mere singing.
Walking the streets and courts singing. It's fine to
go to church. But it's essential to walk the
streets singing.

Psalms 14
Real Atheists, No Matter How
Smart, Are Fools

*The fool says in his heart,
“There is no Elohim.” [Such atheists]
are corrupt, ___. They commit
abominable [crimes]. No [fool] does
good. 2 Yahweh looks down from
1

heaven on the children of Adam, to see
if there are any who understand, who
seek Elohim. 3 *All people turn

astray and get filthy together,
___. No one [consistently] does
good, not one [human being].
Except Yahshua.
4 Will evildoers never learn, ___? [They] eat up my
people like they eat bread. They [fail to] call upon

the [wicked will shake,] overwhelmed with terror, ___. For Elohim
[stands] present in the company of righteous [people]. 6 You [evil people] kill the hope
of the poor. Yahweh is [the poor man's only]
refuge. 7 Oh, ___, I [see the future when] Israel's [savior stands in triumph on mount] Zion!
Yahweh brings back his freed-slaves.
[Resurrected patriarch] Jacob spins [in overwhelming joy]! Israel shines [with happiness]!
Yahweh. 5 [But soon]

David, Feeling Abandoned, Begs
YHVH For Mercy
1 How long will you forget me, Yahweh?
For ever? How long will you hide your
face from me?

2

897

Psalms 15
Only Doers Of Good Actions Go To
Heaven

1 Yahweh, who can stay in your sacred-dwelling?
Who [is worthy to] live on your holy [heavenly] mountain?

Only [beings who] walk uprightly, who do
righteous deeds, who speak the truth
from the heart, [can live with YAH].
2

Belief = action.

Only [he] who [avoids] back-biting with
the tongue, who [avoids] doing evil to his
3
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neighbor, and who never says anything
bad against his neighbor, [can live with YAH].
Turn the other cheek when you're hit. Jump for joy
when you're persecuted.

eyes shun
vile people, if you honor everyone who
fears Yahweh, [and if you] keep your word,
even when it hurts you. 5 [You ___, can live
with YAH if you] never loan money with interest [charges], and if you never take
bribes against innocent [people]. He who
does these [good] things will never fall
[into annihilation].
4 [You, ___, can live with YAH if your]

Charging interest on a loan is evil, and is absolutely forbidden to Christians.

Psalms 16
YHVH Is The Only Reliable Protector
1 Preserve my [life], Elohim. You're the
[only one] I flee to for protection. 2 I admit, “Yahweh, precious Adonai, my
goodness doesn't [begin to] reach [anywhere
close] to yours. 3 [Your] Holy [saints] on
earth are [my] glorious delight. 4 Sorrows eventually multiply on everyone
who rushes after retard-gods. I'll never
pour out their offerings of blood, [their immoral wars]. I'll never take the [pagan gods']
names on my lips.
Avoid speaking the names of the evil political leaders and other pagan elohim of the nations around
us. Every time you say a day of the week, you say
the name of a pagan god. Offerings of blood = immoral wars.

Yahweh is my allotted inheritance,
___, my cup [of provision]. [YAH] maintains
my future. 6 [YAH] gives me a delightful [spiritual]
5

territory, ___. I enjoy a beautiful [heavenly]
inheritance.
Not an endorsement of materialistic estate-building.

I [always] kneel [and adore] Yahweh. He
keeps giving me counsel to guide my
heart through the night.
7

Good counsel is expensive. A good lawyer charges
3 days of a normal man's wages per hour! And that
lawyer can't give you the counsel you can get on
your knees for free.
8 I always set Yahweh before my [thoughts, ___]. He
[guides] my right hand [of choice]. So [the evil powers] can't
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So my heart brightens
up, ___! I [wildly] spin [around] in [YAH's]
splendor. Then my flesh rests in hope.
shake me

[to bits].

9

Respond to stress with vigorous physical praise.
Jump, spin, thrust your hands in the air in gratitude. This stimulates the flow of lymph through
your tense muscles. Respond to negative events
with positive physical praise. Then you may live in
health and joy to the biblical target lifespan of 120
years.

*For you, [YAH,] won't
leave my soul in Sheol {TheGrave}. You won't let your Holy
One undergo corruption.
Psalms 16:10

The KJV translators, complying with Wycliffe’s innovation, used dynamic equivalence by rendering
(Hebrew) sheol and (Greek) hades as ‘hell’. (The
NKJV leaves the original words untranslated.)
Here's the etymology of the word “hell” from Chambers’ Etymological Dictionary of the English Language (p. 226): “[Anglo-Saxon] Ger. hölle, old Ger.
helle, Ice. hel: death; orig. the goddess of death.”
The Online Etymology Dictionary says the word hell
was transferred from paganism into Christian usage. “O.E. hel, helle ‘nether world, abode of the
dead, infernal regions,’ from P.Gmc. *khaljo (cf.
O.Fris. helle, O.N. hel, Ger. Hölle, Goth. halja ‘hell’)
‘the underworld,’ lit. ‘concealed place,’ from PIE
*kel- ‘to cover, conceal, save’... The Eng. word
may stem from O.N. Hel (from P.Gmc. *khalija
‘one who covers up or hides something’), in Norse
mythology, Loki’s daughter, who rules over the evil
dead in Niflheim, the lowest of all worlds (nifl
‘mist’), a death aspect of the Triune goddess”.
11 [Yahweh],

you keep showing me the
path of life. Your presence holds absolute joy. [Being] on your right side yields
eternal delights.
Famously lampooned as a double entendre, this
verse means that following YHVH's direction,
choosing YAH's ways of discipline, results in pleasure.

Psalms 17
David Cries For Refuge From Deadly Forces

1 Hear [my] righteous [cause], Yahweh. Prick up your
ears at my cry. Give [your] ear to my prayer from my

My verdict issues from
you, [YAH. Only] Your eyes see correctly. 3
You keep testing my heart. You visit
me in the night. You've heated [me up to
melt out my sin]. I'm resolved that my
mouth won't disobey [you any more]. 4 By
[relatively]

honest lips. 2
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[following]

the word of your lips, I've kept
myself off the paths of the destroyer
[who makes] other Adam-spawn act [viciously].

David Sings To YAH, His Rescuer &
Stronghold
1 I love you, Yahweh. You're my
strength.

This means staying out of any unnecessary conflict.

A Psalm by king David, servant of YHVH, wrote for
Jerusalem's chief temple Musician to arrange and
present at sacred festivals. "On the day when
YHVH delivered David from the hand of all his enemies, especially from the hand of king Saul, David
sung to Adonai the words of this song ." This is an
edition of the same song in 2nd Samuel 22.

Hold my steps in your paths, so my
feet never slip [into evil and death]. 6 I keep
5

calling on you, EL {Higher-Power}. You always hear
me. Incline your ear to me. Hear my prayers. 7

Show your marvelous loving-kindness.
[Only] Your right hand saves us [believers].
[We keep] scrambling-for-refuge. Rebel
[forces from earth and heaven keep attacking us]! 8

*Protect me as you would the
pupil of your eye! Hide me under the shadow of your wings!
from the ruin-wreakers! They
oppress me! My deadly enemies completely surround me! Psalms 17:10 [My foes
live] in the prison of their own riches.
Their mouths blurt arrogant [boasts]. 11
[Attackers] totally surround us [believers]. We
can't take a step. They focus their [evil]
eyes to hurl [us] down into the dirt,
___. 12 [The rich oppressor stalks like a] lion
greedy for his prey — a ferocious human-munching-cat lurking in [his] secret
[strongholds]. 13 Arise, Yahweh. Disappoint [the evil
9 [Save me]

one's]

face. Hurl him down. Deliver my life-breath

Yahweh, [I'm tormentmen's hands, [brutes of the fleeting]
world, [bags of] flattering flesh, bellies full
of [the] excess treasure [they heap up to pass to
their] gaggle of [cursed] child-spawn.
from the wicked sword. 14
ed by]

All translations vary on this verse. Eugene Peterson
sees this as imprecatory: “I'd like to see their bellies swollen with famine food, The weeds they've
sown harvested and baked into famine bread, With
[bitter] second helpings for their children and [posion] crusts for their babies to chew on.”

I [reject riches. What] I want [is to] see your
righteous face. All it'll take to satisfy
me is to wake [from this earthly nightmare] to
see a vision of you.
15

The Messiah's behavior is a perfect image of the
Father's loving spirit.

Psalms 18
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Yahweh, [you're] my rock, [my] fortress,
deliverer. [You're] my Elohim, my
strength. I'll [always] flee-for-protection
[to you,] my shield, my horn of salvation,
2

[my]

___, I always call Yahweh. He's
[the saviour] worthy of
raves. [He] rescues me
from my enemies. 4 The sor[my]

high tower. 3 *

rows of death surround me, ___.
Floods of wicked men terrify me. 5 The
sorrows of Sheol {The-Grave} tighten
around me, ___. The snares of death
overtake me. 6 In my distress I call on
Yahweh. I cry to my Elohim. In his [heavenly] temple, he hears my voice, ___.
My cry comes before Him, into His ears.
7 Then the earth shakes and trembles,
___. The foundations of the hills move,
shaken by YAH's anger! 8 Smoke shoots
up out of YAH's nostrils, ___. Fire
shoots from his mouth, devouring [my
enemies] into flaming coals. 9 YAH spreads
the heavens, ___. He rushes down.
Darkness [covers the planet] under his feet.
Psalms 18:10 YAH's [power] flies, riding on
an angel, ___. He darts [and soars] on the
wings of the wind. 11 YAH shrouds himself in [mysterious] darkness, ___. Dark
waters and thick clouds in the skies
form a canopy around him. 12 Brilliant
[light flashes, ___]! Thick clouds cover the
[earth]. Hail stones [rain]. Fireballs [fly]! 13
Yahweh thunders in the heavens, ___.
Ha'Elyon {The-Highest-Power} blasts His
voice. Hail stones and fireballs [crack the
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earth]! 14

YAH shoots out his arrows. He
scatters [his enemies]. He shoots out lightning-bolts. [Heaven-fire] destroys [my persecutors]. 15 Yahweh, your rebuke lays bare
the foundations of the earth. Channels
of waters appear [on dry land]. The blast
breathing from your nostrils [blows away nations]. 16 YAH sends [angels] from above.
He catches me, ___. He draws me out
of overwhelming waters. 17 *YAH

rescues me from my unbeatable enemy, from the [persecutors]
who hate me. They're too
strong for me [to fight, ___]. 18 [Killers]
confront me in my day of disaster, [when
I'm at my weakest, ___]. But Yahweh [gives] me
support. 19 YAH brings me out into a
huge, open, amazing zone [of safety, ___].
YAH rescues me, because he delights in
me. Psalms 18:20 Yahweh rewards me for
my [sporadic] righteousness, ___. He repays [me for] every [time I keep] my hands
clean. 21 Yahweh [remembers that] I've [sometimes] guarded his ways. [He sees that] I
never [absolutely] abandoned my Elohim [to
wallow in] evil. 22 [I've always kept] all of YAH's
judgments before me, ___. I never put
his statutes far from me.
For a nation to be blessed, its leaders must pay attention to the word of YHVH. There is no other
way. Christianite churches teach that studying the
Mosaic Law is ‘legalism’. They call good deeds a sin
named: ‘works-righteousness’. Thus they teach billions of people to abandon the Creator's Law. Thats
why ChristenDumb is floating down history's poopchute with the rest of the pagan world.

I've [stayed relatively] upright before YAH,
___. I've [worked to] guard myself from
[my own] crookedness.
23

Maturity is to see that my own heart holds deep
desires to sin. I have to put up defenses against
my own inner crookedness.

So Yahweh repays my [efforts at] righteousness, ___. His eyes reward me [every time I keep] my 'hands' clean [in the face of
temptation]. 25 [Yahweh], you show your [limitless] mercy to merciful [beings]. [To] an upright man you show that you are [infinitely] blameless. 26 You show your [limitless]
purity to [people who maintain relative] purity.
24
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Likewise, you show your shrewdness to
perverse deceivers. 27 You [YAH] eventually save [all] afflicted [humble] people. But
you hurl [all] haughty eyes down [to the
dust]. 28 You [always] re-light my candle [of
life. You,] Yahweh my Elohim, [turn] my
darkness to light.
This is not, as ancient Mormons and other racist
religionists have imagined, a reference to skin color.

* ___, by [YAH's supernatural power], I
split armies apart. By [the power of]
my Elohim I leap over [city]
walls. Psalms 18:30 *Elohim's way
is perfect, ___. The Word of
Yahweh is proven. YAH is a
shield to all [beings] who flee-forprotection in Him. 31 For who is
29

Eloah except Yahweh? ___, who is a
rock but our Elohim?
See great scripture song: He Is The Rock.
32 Elohim arms/wraps/clothes me with strength,

makes
my feet [fast and strong] like deer-hooves,
___. [He] sets me standing on my highest-heights. 34 *YAH trains my
___. He makes my way perfect. 33 [YAH]

hands for [spiritual] battle. My [praising] arms break ‘bow[s] of steel’,
___.
Speaking of spiritual warfare. Not an endorsement
of carnal fighting.

You, [YAH,] give me the shield of your
salvation. Your right hand [always] holds
me up. Your gentleness make me
great. 36 You widen my path, [so] my
feet don't slip [into the chasm]. 37 I chase
my enemies. I overtake them. I never
turn back 'till [your power] consumes [them].
38 I crush [my enemies with praise-power]. So
they'll never rise again. They lie fallen
under my feet. 39 You, [YAH,] armor me
with strength for [spiritual] battle. Beneath me you subdue the [thugs] who
rise up against me.
35

The "Armor of God," not physical armor. Remember David & Goliath. David refused physical armor.

You give me the necks of my
enemies, so I can root out everyone
Psalms 18:40
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who hates me. 41 My enemies cry, ___.
But no one [comes] to save them. They
even [cry] to Yahweh. But He [refuses] to
answer them. 42 [With praise-power,] I beat
my enemies [to bits]. [They vaporize, ___,] like
dust [flying in] the wind. I toss them out
like dirt in the streets. 43 [YAH,] you keep
delivering me from popular attacks.
You've made me ruler over the beastnations. People[s] I've never known
serve me! 44 As soon as the [heathen]
hear of me, they obey me, ___. Foreigners cringe before me. 45 Non-Hebrew [pagans] shrink away, ___. Trembling, [they run from] their hiding holes. 46
Yahweh lives, ___! Kneel [before] my
Rock, [the] exalted Elohim who liberates
me! 47 Elohim avenges me, ___. He
subdues [rioting] people under my [hand].
48 YAH delivers me from my enemies.
Yes, you, [YAH,] lift me up above the
[fiends] who rise up against me. You keep
rescuing me from violent men. 49 *So

I throw [my hands in the air to thank] you,
Yahweh. [In the faces] of the beastnationals [who hate you], I'll [always]
keep striking [guitar strings, singing praises] to your Name-Authority. Psalms
gives great deliverance to his
king, ___. [YAH] shows mercy to
his Chosen-one ([me,] David {Love}), and
to his [other] seed-children for evermore.
18:50 [YAH]
[delegate]

Psalms 19

dialect and language hear the
voice of [the heavens], ___.
If you want to prove the existence of the Creator,
just point to the sky. A rich and vibrant story
stands written in the constellations. Astrologers
know a little about it, but not enough to make
sense of it.

The [atmosphere's] horizon extends
through all the earth. The sky's messages [speak] to the end[s] of [all] land[s].
In space YAH creates a [gravity-matrix]
‘home’ for [our] sun.
4

See song: < a href="http://YHVH.NAME/?s=94"
target="sing">Sacred Sky.

*The sun is a groom rushing
out of his chamber, glowing
[bright] like a mighty athlete [starting to] run a race. 6 [The sun] rushes out
5

from one end of earth's sky to [close] its
circuit on the [other] end [of our horizon, ___].
Nothing [on earth] hides from the [sun's]
heat.
YAH'S Laws Bring Life, Not Death!

*[Similarly,] Yahweh's law [sparkles,
a] perfect [priceless diamond]. It resurrects your life-breath, ___.
Yahweh's command[s hold] sure.
[Studying and obeying YAH's Law] makes [us]
foolish [beings] wise.
7

Without the Hebrew scriptures, education can't
create a well-rounded, fully-educated, productive
man or woman. People who ignore scripture fail
like glitchy robots. Church-folk invent religious excuses so they'll feel self-righteous for ignoring
YAH's Laws.

*The statutes of Yahweh [hit reality] right-on. They brighten
your heart, ___. [Every] commandment of Yahweh [gleams]
pure. [Every letter] enlightens [your]
eyes.
8

The Sky Clearly Shows YAH's Power
And Genius

*The heavens declare
the glory of Elohim. The
skies [put on a daily] display
[that only YAH's] ‘hands’ [could
have] created, ___. 2 Day af1

ter day [the heavens] pour out speech, ___.
Night after night they demonstrate [mysteries beyond] science. 3 *[People of] every
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To form a just government, “lawmakers” must create regulations based on the principles of Law in
the scriptures. For instance, “He who does not
work, does not eat.” Any government not led by
the principles of the Hebrew scriptures will fail.

The fear of Yahweh [shines] clean, ___.
endures for ever. Yahweh's judgments [stand] absolutely true and righteous.
9

[It]
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So why don't Christianites read and obey the Older
Testament? Because they've been brainwashed not
to. And because their bible translations are so bad
as to often do more harm than good.

more desirable than gold, [even tons] of fine gold,
___. [YAH's word smacks] sweeter than honey
[in a] honeycomb! 11 [YAH's statutes] warn
[his] servant[s of oncoming danger]. Infinite rewards come from guarding [YAH's words].
12 [We need the Law, ___.] Who can discern
his [own] errors? ([YAH,] forgive my hidden faults.)
Psalms 19:10 [YAH's thoughts are]

We are mirrors to each other.

hold [me,] your servant, back
from presumptuous sins. Never let [perversity] hold dominion over me. [Make] me
upright. [Keep] me innocent from [life-destroying] transgression. 14 I pray that the
words of my mouth and the thoughts of
my heart [rise] acceptably to your eyes,
Yahweh, my strength, my redeemer.
13 [YAH,]

Psalms 20

*Some [people trust] in
chariots, and some in
horses, ___. But we [disciples win by singing] the Name
of Yahweh our Elohim!
7

The devil wants to bury the name of YHVH, then to
get you sucked into the military-industrial complex.
YAH wants you singing his name, not building and
firing weapons systems. This is an anti-war verse.

*People [who trust in war-making equipget taken down, ___. They
fall while we [who sing Yahweh's Name]
get raised and stood upright.
8

ment]

Context is critical here. This is an extreme anti-war, anti-military, pro-spiritual-warfare statement.

Save [us], King Yahweh! Answer us
lievers] when we call [for help].

David wrote this psalm for [Jerusalem's] chief musician to arrange for presentation at sacred festivals.

sends you help
from [his heavenly] sanctuary, and [that he]
strengthens you [here on earth, beneath mount]
Zion. 3 [I pray that Yahweh] remembers all
your donations, ___, and [that he] accepts your ascension-gifts. (Selah {Dramatic-Break}.)
David Sings You A Victory Blessing!
4 ___, [I pray that Yahweh] grants you your
heart's [desires], and fulfills all your plans.
5 We [believers will] scream-for-joy over
your victory, ___! In the name of Elohim we'll fly [celebration] banners! [I pray]
Yahweh grants all your requests! 6 I
know Yahweh rescues his chosen [ones,
___]. From his holy heaven, [YAH] anThe Cinematic Bible 1.0

swers [us believers] with [the] saving
strength of His right hand.
Weapons Kill Their Users; YAH's
Name Saves

9

King David Blesses You With Deliverance
1 [I pray that] Yahweh answers you, ___,
in [your] day of trouble. [I hope] the authority of the Elohim of Jacob sets you
up on high.

2 [ ___, I pray that Yahweh]

902

[be-

Psalms 21
YAH's Strength Fuels Kingdoms
the king light up by your power,
Yahweh. [I] wildly spin [around to celebrate]
your saving [us believers]!
1 [I]

David wrote this psalm for [Jerusalem's] chief
sanctuary musician to arrange for presentation at
sacred festivals. #1523 Gheel = spin violently, not
merely “rejoice”.

You give [me my royal] heart's desire. You
never withhold [any reasonable] request
from [my] lips. (Selah {Dramatic-Break}.) 3
You precede [me] with rich blessings.
You set a crown of pure gold on [my]
head! 4 [I] ask life of you, and you give
it [to me]. [You] extend my lifespan into
eternity. 5 Your deliverance brings [me] great
2

honor. You give [me] majestic splendor. 6 You abundantly bless [me,] forever. Your ‘face’ overwhelms

the king, fleefor-protection in Yahweh. So, ___,
through the mercy of Ha-Elyon {TheMost-High}, [my] dynasty thrives, unshaken.
me with gladness. 7 [I,]
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The only way to preserve your nation is to flee to
YHVH and to obey His commands.

hand searches out all [his] enemies, ___. [His] right hand rousts out
everyone who hates [him]. 9 In the time
of [his] anger, [YAH bakes] the [enemy] like a
[frog in a] fiery oven, ___. Yahweh swallows up [all villains] in his hot-rage. Fire
[eventually] devours [all YAH's enemies]. Psalms
21:10 You, [YAH] destroy the enemy's
fruit from the earth. [You rip] their seedspawn from among the children of
Adam. 11 For the enemy intends to fight
you [with] evil. They devise wicked
schemes that can't succeed. 12 Upon
your strings, you, [YAH,] ready your arrows [pointed] at the enemy's faces. You
make [pagan assassins] turn their backs [and
run away]! 13 Rise high, Yahweh, on [the
winds of] your strength, [while] we [believers]
parade [around singing], thwacking [guitar]
strings, [proclaiming] your power.
8 [YAH's]

Shiyr = stroll around singing. Zamar = strike
strings. Praise-parades through your town are the
very essence of what church should be. Not locking
your congregation in the religious refrigerator
called a church building.

Psalms 22
David Cries, Feeling Abandoned By
His Creator

*El {Power}! EL, why
have you forsaken me?
[Why are you] so far from
helping me, from [hearing]
my roaring prayer?
1

David wrote this song for the overseer of music at
Jerusalem's temple to arrange and perform at sacred feasts. [It's a variation] on [an earlier song
called] `The Deer of the Morning.’

Elohim, I cry in the daytime. But you
don't answer. In the night, I find no
peace. 3 You, Sacred [King,] enthroned on the applause of Israel—[HELP ME]! 4 Our forefathers
ran-for-refuge in you. They trusted [you].
So you rescued them. 5 [Our ancestors]
cried to you. [You] salvaged [them. You] did2
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n't frustrate their trust. 6 *But I'm

a worm, not a man. A
disgrace of a man, despised by
the people. 7 Everyone who sees me
[dying like]

laughs me to scorn. They jut out their
lip[s in derision]. They shake their heads [to
shame me]. 8 They mock, ‘He trusted Yahweh to deliver him. Let [YAH] rescue
him, [if YAH really] delights in him.’ 9 You
took me out of the womb. You [lay] me
[full of] hope on my mother's breasts.
Psalms 22:10 From the womb, [my parents
dedicated] me to you. You've [been] my El
{Power}[ever since I came] from my mother's
belly. 11 Never stray far from me. Trouble nears. [I] have no one to help [me]!
A Prefiguration Of The Messiah's
Death
12 Crowds of bulls surround me. [They]
circle me [for the kill], like the stoutest
oxen in Bashan {Fruitful}. 13 The [bulls]
tear me [apart] with their mouths, like
ripping, roaring lions. 14 My [lifeblood]
pours out like water. All my bones [rip]
out of joint. My heart melts like wax in
the center of my inner being. 15 My
strength dries up like a broken shard of
a clay pot. My tongue clings to my
jaws. You drag me into the dust of
death. 16 *Dogs surround me.

The wicked mob enclose me.
They pierce my hands and my
feet.
Likely a prophecy of the crucifixion.

I can name all my bones: they look
and stare at me. 18 *[My enemies] part
17

my garments among them.
They cast lots, [gambling] for my
clothes.
Likely a prophecy of the crucifixion.
19 Stay close to me, Yahweh, my strength. Rush to

Rescue my soul from
the sword. Save my precious life from
the power of the dog. 21 Save me from
the lion's mouth. [Yet] again, [snatch] me
[up] from the horns of the wild-beast.
help me. Psalms 22:20
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David Risks Dethroning To Go Wild
In Praise
22 [Despite fierce opposition,] I'll keep declaring
your Name [Yahweh] to my brothers. I'll
keep [embarrassing myself by shouting] Halelu
[YAH to] you in the middle of public gatherings. 23 You, ___, who fear Yahweh,
go-wild [praising him]. All you ‘seed-children of Jacob’, glorify him. Revere him,
all you ‘seed[s] of Israel.’
Halal = ‘wild raving show of praise’, not merely
‘praise’.

YAH has never despised nor ignored
the affliction of humble [people]. He never
hides His face [from you, ___]. [Poor Hebrews]
cry, [and] YAH listens. [He responds with action.]
25 [YAH,] your [spirit] fills me with applause, right in the middle of [every] vast
public assembly. I fulfill my vows before everyone who fears you. 26 Lowly
[worshippers] eventually eat and [rest] satisfied. Everyone who seeks Yahweh
makes a foolish [hullaballoo when praising] him.
May their [humble] hearts live forever.
24

Proud posers petrify in their padded pews. Real
worshippers rush to lose their public dignity.

YAH's Kingdom Is Earth's Only
Government
27 The ends of the earth will mark [my
words], ___. They'll turn to Yahweh. All
families of the nations will [eventually]
worship before Him. 28 *The [global]

kingdom is Yahweh's. YAH is
the governor [over all] nations,
___.
No true government exists besides the kingdom of
YHVH. Everything outside of YAH's dominion is rebellion and crime.

eventually consumes and hurls
down all earth's rich [greedy people], ___.
Everyone who goes down to the dust
will kneel down before YAH. No one can
keep his own soul alive. Psalms 22:30
YAH's seed-children [of faith] always serve
him, ___. [They] tell [the next] generation
about the Adonai {Sovereign}. 31 To a peo29 [YAH]

ple yet to be born, [YAH's seed-child] will come and declare His righteousness. [The Messiah will recount] all [YAH's
mighty] acts.
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Or: ‘Evangelists will continue to recount Biblical
miracles to subsequent generations.’

Psalms 23
The Most Famous Psalm: The 23rd
Psalm

*Yahweh is my shepherd, ___. I won't
want.
1

That means stop wanting stuff. Stop looking at advertisements that stimulate your buying lust. YAH
gives you what you need. Materialism is the opposite of spirituality.

*YAH helps me lie
down in oases of [tender]
green [plants]. YAH leads
me beside waters of
rest, ___. 3 *YAH brings
2

back my life-breath. YAH leads
me in the paths of righteousness, to [honor] His Name-Authority. 4 *Even

though I
walk through the valley
of the shadow of death,
I'll never fear evil, because You're with me,
[Yahweh]. Your ‘rod’ [of discipline] and your ‘staff’ [of
support] comfort me. 5 *In

the face of my enemies, you
prepare a table [of power and provision]
before me. You royally-rub my
head with oil. [You fill] my cup [of
blessing to]

overflowing. 6 *Surely

goodness and mercy
will follow me all the
days of my life, ___. So
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I'll dwell in the family of
Yahweh forever.

Psalms 24

King David Sings Of YAH's Magnificence

* ___, all [the] earth (including
all who live in it) [belong to]
Yahweh.
1

See song: YAH rules The Earth.

YAH founds the [land so strongly that its peaks
rise to tower] over the seas, ___. [He]
builds [mountains higher than any] flood [can
touch].
2

YAH is owner of the earth and all in it, because
YAH created it all. Man's use-privileges are contingent on man's obedience to YAH's Word. Seas: see
ps136:6, 2pe3:5. Some interpretations posit this
verse as referring to underground aquifers.

Who can ascend onto Yahweh's [heavenmountain, ___? Who can stand in
YAH's holy dwelling? 4 *[Only beings]
3

ly]

with clean hands, and pure
heart[s], [saints] who never lift up
their soul[s] to vanity, and never swear deceitfully, [can live with
YAH], ___.
It's common practice to sign statements ‘under
penalty of perjury’ when you've never read them
and don't understand them. But it's swearing deceitfully.
5 [Pure beings] receive blessing[s] from Yahweh — vindication from the Elohim who saves them. 6 The [true]
descendants of Jacob are the holy people who seek
[YAH's] face.
A difficult verse to translate. Jesus and other
prophets confirm that the true Israelites are identified by holiness, not genetics.

A Cool Hebrew Dance, Lifting Heads
& Hands
7 Lift up your head[s], you [spirit] gates.
Raise up portals to eternity, so the glorious King can come in [to you].
Probably a set of dance motions in which the
dancers lift up their heads, then throw their hands
into the sky in thanks, inviting YAH to come into
their hearts. As normally quoted, this verse is religious gibberish. The Good News Translation starts
to hint toward a good translation but it drops
words: Fling wide the gates, open the ancient
doors, and the great king will come in.
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*Who [is the] King of glory, ___?
Yahweh strong and mighty!
Yahweh, master of [spiritual] battle! 9 Lift up your heads, you [spirit]
8

gates! Lift up [your hands as] portals to
eternity, ___, so the King of glory will
come in [to you].
Again, probably dance motions.

Who [is the] King of glory,
___?! Yahweh, [lord of angel] armies! [He's
the] glorious Emperor [over the universe]! Selah {Dramatic-Break}.
Psalms 24:10

Psalms 25
King David Begs For Yahweh's Help
1 I lift up my soul to you, Yahweh. 2 Elohim, I
rush-for-refuge in you. Never let me
[suffer] disgrace. Don't let my enemies
triumph over me. 3 Let none [of us believers] who
join with you [wallow] in shame. Instead, shame the
[beings] who commit wanton treachery.

King David Begs YAH To Teach Him
All Truth

*Show me your ways, Yahweh. Teach me your paths. 5 Lead
4

me in your truth[s]. Educate me. You are the Elohim
who saves me. I rely on you all day [long]. 6 Yahweh, Remember your tender mercies and your loving-kindnesses [that stretch] from antiquity into eterni-

Forget the sins of my youth. [Ignore]
my [grownup] rebellions. Wonderful Yahweh, remember mercy. 8 Yahweh is
honest and fair, ___. He teaches sinners the [right] way. 9 YAH guides humble [beings] into [what is] right, ___. YAH
teaches humble [people] His way. Psalms
25:10 All the paths of Yahweh yield mercy and truth to [we beings] who guard His
covenant and his history, ___. 11 To
[bring honor to] your Name, Yahweh, pardon my great perversity. 12 Man, fear
Yahweh! [YAH will] teach [you] the way to
[make] choices, ___.
ty. 7

or ‘What man respects YAH? The one who lets YAH
teach him to make better choices.’

your soul will
dwell at ease, ___. Your seed-children
will [one day] inherit the earth. 14 Yahweh
13 [If you let YAH teach you,]
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his secrets in the [beings] who respect him, ___. YAH reveals his
covenant to them.
David Begs YAH To Rescue Him
From Enemy Hate
15 My eyes always [stare] toward Yahweh. He frees my feet from [every] net.
[stores]

Including the world-wide-web of surveillance.

turn to me. Have mercy
on me. I'm desolate, [lonely] and afflicted. 17 The troubles of my heart swell [to
bursting]. Carry me out of my distresses!
18 Look upon my depression, [my] pain.
Forgive all my sins. 19 Watch [how] my
many enemies despise me with cruel
hatred.
16 [Yahweh, please]

Working for your Creator is a ticket to undeserved
abuse from the people who should be helping you.
They don't tell you that when they ask you to join
their church.

Yahweh, [please] guard my
life-breath. Rescue me. Never let me
[suffer] shame. I scramble-for-refuge in
you. 21 Preserve me with [your] integrity and goodness. I'm waiting for you. 22 Elohim, redeem
Israel from [all our] troubles.
Psalms 25:20

Psalms 26

Holiness creates political problems. The shrewd
politician beds down with religious hypocrites. They
use a decoy Judeo-Christianity to hand the planet
to Satan. David refuses to even sit down with
those fakers. So they torment him his entire life.

I hate the congregation of ruin-wreakers. I refuse to sit with wicked [people, no
matter how rich and respected they are]. 6 I wash
my hands in innocence, so I can [dance]
around your altar, Yahweh. 7 [I keep]
singing loud songs [of thanks], throwing
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recounting all your
wondrous feats! 8 Yahweh, I love your
sanctuary, where your life [glows], the
place where your honor dwells. 9 Never
bundle me with [the burn-pile of] sinners.
Don't mix my life with blood-[thirsty]
men. Psalms 26:10 The [thugs'] fists [conceal]
mischief. Their power-hand[s brim] full of
bribes.
[my hands in the air,]

Right-hand = location of the mark of the Beast.
11 So [help] me walk in integrity. Redeem me. Bend-

Yahweh plants my foot
on level ground, ___. [So] even in [public]
crowds, I kneel [and adore him].
low to

[save]

me. 12

Psalms 27
With YAH On Our Side, No One Can
Beat Us
1 Yahweh is my light and my salvation,
___. So who [else] is worth fearing? Yahweh is the strength of my life. So who
can make me afraid? [Nobody.] 2 Wicked
haters squeeze [out my lifeblood]. They rush
upon me to eat up my flesh. [But YAH
makes] them stumble and fall [to their deaths,

*Though the [world's]
armies erect war-camps
to fight me, my heart
[stands] unafraid, ___.
Even though [empires] rise
over me in battle, I fly
to triumph [in Yahweh].
___]. 3

David Prays To Keep From Sliding
To Death
1 Yahweh, rule that I've walked in integrity. I run-for-refuge in [you,] Yahweh. Stop my slide [into death]. 2 Examine
me, Yahweh. Prove my [morality]. Try my
mind and heart. 3 Your loving-kindness [stays]
before my eyes. I walk in your truth. 4 I never
sit with deceitful men. I won't consort
with hypocrites.

5

906

See awesome Psalm 27:3 Song.

I ask only one thing of Yahweh, the
thing I chase: that I can dwell in
the family of Yahweh all the days of my
life, to behold the beauty of Yahweh, to
go deeper into [worship with him in] his [heavenly] temple. 5 For in the time of trouble,
[YAH] hides me in his shelter, ___. He
hides me safe in his home. He sets me
up [high and dry] on a rock. 6 *Soon [YAH]
4

[only]

will lift my head up above my
enemies who surround me,
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___. In [YAH's] tent I'll keep preparing [meat-animals for feasts filled with
bands featuring] clanging trumpets.
And I, [the king, will continue] parading
around [the city as a strolling minstrel,]
striking [guitar strings, singing praises] to
Yahweh.
Zamar = strike strings. Shiyr = strolling while
singing.

Hear, Yahweh. My voice keeps crying,
“Have mercy on me. Answer me!” 8
7

[Yahweh],

I hear you say,
‘Seek my presence.’
My heart responds, ‘Yahweh, I'm searching

[in the

to [see] your face.’ 9 Don't hide your
face away from me. Don't throw [me,]
your servant, away in anger. You're my
[only] help. Don't leave me. Never forsake me, Oh Elohim my Savior. Psalms
dark, dying]

*[Even] if my father and my
mother forsake me, Yahweh
will adopt me, ___. 11 Teach me
27:10

your way, Yahweh. Guide me on a [safe]
level road [away from] my hostile [enemies].
12 Never surrender me to the schemes
of my haters. False witnesses keep rising up, breathing out violence against
me.

Follow YHVH, and even your friends and family will
make up horrible lies about you.

if I didn't believe I'd see the
goodness of Yahweh in the land of the
living, ___. 14 *Wait for Yahweh.
13 [I'd die]

Seize [courage, ___]. He'll strengthen your heart. I repeat: wait
for Yahweh.
YAH may keep you waiting. But He's never late.

Psalms 28
King David Begs YAH For Protection
& Revenge
1 Yahweh, my rock, I'm crying to you.
Don't be silent to me. If you turn a
deaf-ear to me, I'll be [just another corpse] in
the pit [of death].
If all I get from you is deafening silence, I'd be
better-off ripped to bits in a black hole.
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Hear my crying voice. I'm wailing to
you. [I'm] lifting up my hands [in desperation], facing your holy sanctuary. 3 Don't
draw me away with the wicked workers
of evil. They speak peace to their
neighbors while [holding] mischief in their
hearts. 4 Give the [traitors] all the payback their wicked deeds deserve. Repay them for their schemes they wreak
with [their evil] hands. Boomerang [their violence on their heads]! 5 YAH [eventually] destroys
[ruinous people] instead of building them up,
___. [Destroyers] pay no attention to Him.
[They ignore] the operation of His hands.
King David Recommends YAH's
Protection To You
6 ___, kneel [and adore] Yahweh. He [always] hears my pleading voice. [So he'll hear
yours, ___.] 7 Yahweh is my strength and
my shield, ___. My heart racesfor-refuge in him. So he helps me. [He
makes] my heart jump for joy. [That's why] I
walk the streets [wildly] singing, throwing
my hands in the air [to thank him].
2

Notice how active are these Hebrew words compared to the common English translations. Faith is
action, not mere ‘belief’. Belief and obedience form
a mutually-enhancing feedback loop.

Yahweh is the strength, the stronghold of salvation for his anointed [people],
___. 9 Save your people, [YAH]! Bless
your heritage [family]. Feed [us]. Lift [us]
up forever.
8

Psalms 29
Rave About YHVH's Majestic Creative Power
1 Give Yahweh [his due] acclaim, you offspring of El {The-Ultimate-Power}. Rave
about Yahweh's glory and strength.
These are the lyrics to an instrumentally-accompanied song written by David.

___, give Yahweh the prestige due
his Name-fame. Get down on your face
before Yahweh. Honor his unparalleled
[sacred perfection]. 3 The voice of Yahweh
[cascades] over [earth's] waters. The El {Power} of glory thunders. Yahweh [speaks]
2
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every [drop of] H2O [in the universe into existence].
4 The voice of Yahweh defines power,
___. Yahweh's song is majesty [itself]. 5
The voice of Yahweh breaks [the tallest]
cedars, ___. Yahweh's tiniest [whisper can]
fell every tree in Lebanon's [white mountains]! 6 [YAH's call] makes [the peaks of]
Lebanon and Sirion {Sheeted-With-Snow}
skip like calves, like wild oxen toddlers.

*Yahweh's yell hews [through]
blazes of fire, ___. 8 The voice of
7

Yahweh shakes [earth's] desert[s], ___.
[With one word,] Yahweh twists [mountain ranges
throughout] the wilderness of Kadesh
{Sanctuary}. 9 Yahweh's voice makes
deer calve [all over the earth], ___. [The sound
of his tongue] strips wildwood [forests] bare.

[Seeing these marvelous feats, all the trillions of beings in
YAH's heavenly]

temple shout

[in awe of YAH's]

Majesty. Psalms 29:10 [When Noah's] flood
[filled the earth,] Yahweh sat above [it], ___.
[YAH rules,] enthroned through all [the universe's] ages. 11 Yahweh gives power to
his people, ___. Yahweh blesses his
nation with [complete, holistic] peace.

Psalms 30

morning [dawn] comes to
with shouts of joy.
[your]

[rise]

“Joy comes in the morning.” Again, a strong indication that YAH would never eternally torment anyone.

When I'm prospering, I [boast], ‘Ages
before my [foot] slips [one inch].’ 7
Yahweh, your approval makes me
stand strong as a mountain. But when
you hide your face, I shatter [like a vase]. 8
[On my face] I cry to you, O' Yahweh: ‘Yahweh, bend down [to lift me up]!’ 9 What
profit [can you reap from] my blood [spilling] as
I plummet to the grave-pit? Will [my]
dust praise you? Can [my ashes] use your
[stabilizing] truth[s] to correct [the world's quaking]? [No!] Psalms 30:10 Hear [my dying cry],
Yahweh. Have mercy on me. Yahweh,
be my champion. 11 *You turn my
6

[will pass]

hair-tearing, chest-beating [sadness] into circle-dancing! You
strip off my sackcloth. You
wrap me in [the] light [of joy]!
Weak religionite translators turn the powerful and
active #5594 caphad (beating the breast, tearing
out the hair), into the abstract and soul-less word
‘mourn’.

That's why I strike [guitar strings as I shout
your splendor. I'll never be silenced! O Yahweh my Elohim, for eons
to come, I'll throw [my hands in the air to thank]
you!
12

King David's Song For His Palace
Dedication
1 Yahweh, I rocket [your praise into the sky].
You keep drawing me up [from the waters of
death]. You deny my foes the joy of [seeing] me [die]. 2 Yahweh my Elohim, I cry
to you, and you heal me. 3 O Yahweh,
you keep hauling up my life-breath up
from [its fall to] Sheol {The-Unseen-Grave}.
You keep me alive. You block [my enemies
when they rush to] hurl me down into the
abyss [of death]. 4 Kind-ones, strike [up the
band for] Yahweh. Throw [your hands in the air to
thank him, ___]. Commemorate his sacred
[perfection]. 5 *[YAH's] fire-beathing-

fury endures only a moment.
[Yet] his favor gives [us believers eternal] life. Weeping may inhabit
[your life] for a night, ___. But
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about]

The Hebrew words here mean much more than
merely ‘sing praise’ and ‘give thanks’. Translators
need to get their game on.

Psalms 31
David Begs YHVH To Rescue Him
Like A Fortress
1 Yahweh, I flee-for-protection in you.
Never abandon me to shame. Rescue
me, [not because I'm good, but] to [show] how
good you are.
A song written by David, “for·the·one-making-it-permanent“. This phrase may refer to a chief
music arranger, or to the Creator.

Stretch your ear down [from heaven] to
[hear] me. Rush! Rescue me! Be my cliffside-fortress, my impenetrable palace.
2
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Save me! 3 Be my craggy [mountain] lair.
[Protect] your name. [Don't just] guide me.
Transport me with your shiny [armored
warrior-angels] surrounding [me]. 4 Pull me
out of the net[s my enemies] secretly lay to
[trap] me. You're my [only] strength.
Obi-Wan is not your only hope. Obeying YAH is
your only hope.

Into your hand I commit my lifebreath, Yahweh. [You're the] El {Power}[who
gives the universe its] stability. Ransom me. 6
I always spurn [people] who cling to lying
vanities, ___. I [only] trust in Yahweh. 7
[YAH,] your kindnesses [make] me brighten
up and jump for joy. You experience
my miseries [with me]. You befriend my
soul [as I squeeze through] peril. 8 You [spring]
me out of my enemy's hand-lock. You
stand my feet in a wide-open zone [of
safety]. 9 So [again] show me your gracious
[favor]. I'm hard-pressed. Grief eats
away my [sobbing] eye[s]. My life-breath
[dries up. Stress-ulcers rot] my belly [away].
Psalms 31:10 Affliction [devours] my final
days. My years end in sighs [of anguish].
Depravity sucks the energy from my
[body]. [Osteoporosis] destroys my bones. 11
All my foes see me as a monster. My
neighbors hate me more than [death]. My
[demise strikes] terror in every [heart] that
meets me. [‘Friends’] who see me in the
street run from me.
5

True believers are as popular as an A.I.D.S. patient
at the office Christmas party.

I'm forgotten— a dead man—[perished]
from my loved ones' hearts like a lost
[broken] pot. 13 I hear hordes of whisperers slandering [me, spreading] fear on every
side, ___. They assemble to conspire
against me. [They scheme] to steal my lifebreath. 14 [So I] scream, ‘ELohim! [Help]!’,
I run to you for refuge, Yahweh. 15 My
lifespan lies in your hand, [Yahweh]. Rescue me from the fists of my enemies.
They're chasing me down [to murder me]! 16
Shine your face on [me,] your servant.
Save me, [a sinner]. [Show] your [extravagant]
kindness. 17 [Yahweh, please] end my
shame. I'm crying to you. [Humiliate] the
12
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infidels. Lay them pale and silent in the
grave. 18 Lock-shut the lying lips of [our
enemies]. They hiss arrogant, contemptuous accusations against righteous [people]. 19 Before the [watching world,] shelter us
(your seekers) in your overwhelming
goodness that you've built and reserved for we who fear you. Psalms 31:20
Conceal [us saints] in your mysterious
presence. [Hide us] from the snares of
man. Keep [us] secluded in a sanctum
far from warring tongues. 21 Blessed Yahweh, [thank you] for your marvelous acts of kindness
you've shown me by [rescuing me] from cities under

Nervous, hasty, I whine, ‘I'm
axed! I'm [dying] before your eyes!’ But I
pray to you. You hear my crying voice.
23 All you kind [humble people,] love Yahweh. For He preserves [all] faithful [humans], while he dumps [heaps] of payback
on the proud sinner. 24 Stand strong, all
you [believers] waiting for Yahweh [to fix the
world]. He'll give your heart strength [to
make it through your life, ___].
siege. 22

Psalms 32
Confess your Sin, Get Forgiveness,
Get Happy!
1 ___, happiness [fills your life] when [an authority] lifts the guilt of your rebellions [off
your back], when [a redeemer] pays your [unpayable] penalties.
A maskil [instructional song] by David.

When [your] spirit [shines] free of deceit,
when Yahweh counts no depravity
[against you], then [you're] a happy human,
___. 3 I used to [cloak my sins] in silence,
___. [Unconfessed guilt] rotted my bones. [Inside my heart, my anger] roared all day long. 4
Day and night [YAH's] hand [of discipline]
pressed heavy on me. My life-juice
evaporated like [water] in the heat of a
summer drought. Selah {Dramatic-Break}.
5 Then I [woke up and] said, ‘Yahweh, I'm
admitting my sin to you. I'm unveiling
my depravity. I'm confessing my rebellions.’ So you, [Yahweh], lifted away my
perverse, offensive [addictions]. [Pause music.]
2
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So every kind-hearted [human] should
immediately pray to meet you, [Yahweh,]
so that [you'll lift them] out of the reach of
[life's] rising flood-waters. 7 You, [Yahweh],
are my hiding place. You [always] preserve my [life] from tight-squeezes. You
[always] completely surround me with [angelic] anthems of victory. (Selah {Dramatic-Break}.) 8 [You say to me,] “I'll instruct you.
I'll show you the way to go. My all-seeing eye will [always] guide you.” 9 *[So,
6

don't [wander] senseless, like
a horse or mule whose mouth
[you] have to grab with bit and
bridle to get it to come near
you. Psalms 32:10 Many sorrows [rain] on
___,]

wicked [people], ___. But when [you] runfor-refuge in Yahweh, mercy completely
surrounds [you]. 11 Brighten up, ___.
[Wrap yourself in the luminous Spirit of] Yahweh.
Spin [in wild joy, delighted] to be on the right
path. Shriek for joy, all you uprighthearted [people].
Note the active, visual sparkle of properly-translated Hebrew, vs. the church-talk-mush found in the
usual suspect translations.

Psalms 33
*Shout for joy, ___. [Swim] in
Yahweh's [Spirit], you straight
[laced people]. It's beautiful when
righteous people [lose their pride.
Dance around in] wild [public praise-parties]!
1

“Thillah” is wild, embarrassing praise. If you're not
getting bruises and nearly passing out from exhaustion and dizzyness, you're not praising hard
enough. Proper praise is so athletically dangerous
that it would invalidate most church liability insurance contracts.

*Praise Yahweh with harp[s],
___. Thwack for him on [everything
from] a [simple] lyre to a 10
stringed [virtuoso guitar]. 3 *Walk [the
earth singing fresh] new songs to [YAH].
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Play skillfully and loud, like
diers whooping] a battle-cry.

[sol-

YHVH Is Perfect, Awesome, Active
For every word of Yahweh defines
perfection, ___. Every action he performs [rings] faithful. 5 [YAH] loves righteousness and justice, ___. The earth
brims full of Yahweh's kindness. 6 Yahweh makes the heavens by speaking
his word. All the [starry] host are [mere]
mist [flying] from [Yahweh's] mouth. 7 [YAH]
collects the waters of the sea like [a gardener fills his spout]. He stashes [h2O] as treasure in [earth's] deepest abysses. 8 All the
earth [will one day shake in] fear [of] Yahweh.
[At judgment day] all the inhabitants of the
world [come to] stand in awe of him. 9
4

*For [YAH] sings [one note, ___,] and
the [entire history of our universe] plays
out. One word, and [the cosmos]
stands fast. Psalms 33:10 *Yahweh
brings the plans of the beastnations to nothing, ___. He
makes [all] human schemes of
no effect.

Television, the global surveillance system, the military-industrial-political-religious-pharmaceutical
complex: YAH nullifies it all.

Real Praise Is A Full-Contact Body
Sport

2
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Yahweh's plans stand for ever, ___.
His heart-thoughts [outlast] all generations. 12 Electing Yahweh as your Elohim [makes] your nation happy, ___. He
[delights] the people he chooses as his
heritage. 13 Yahweh looks [down] from
heaven, ___. He watches every child
of Adam. 14 From his dwelling, [YAH]
surveils all the inhabitants of the earth,
___. 15 YAH sculpts each of our hearts,
___. He experiences every move we
make. 16 No king has ever been saved
by his army, no matter how massive,
___. No mighty man gets victory
through his superior strength. 17 A
horse gives you vain hope of salvation,
___. If you escape [death,] it's not because of your overwhelming [military]
strength. 18 Watch, ___. The eyes of
11
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Yahweh stay on everyone who fears
him, upon [we believers] who hope for his
[unfailing] love. 19 [YAH] delivers our souls
from death. He keeps [us] alive in
famine, ___. Psalms 33:20 Our life-breath
pants, [waiting] for Yahweh, our help, our
shield, [to rescue us believers, ___]. 21 [YAH]
lights our hearts with joy, ___, because we trust in his sacred Name. 22
Yahweh, rain your mercy on us. You're
our [only] hope.

Psalms 34
David Thanks YAH For Bread For
His Loyalists
1 I kneel [and adore] Yahweh anytime, [anywhere, ___]. [Spontaneous hullaballoos of praise]
keep [shooting from] my mouth.

David wrote this Psalm in relation to the time when
he fled from murderous king Saul to receive sacred
bread from a priest named Ahimelech. (1Sa 21)
Halal = a wild, clear, foolish praise show. Thillah =
spontaneous halal.

My life-breath boasts [about] Yahweh.
Humble [people] brighten up when they
hear [me shout praise]. 3 Publicize Yahweh
with me, ___. Let's skyrocket his
name-fame together. 4 I seek Yahweh,
and he hears me. He delivers me from
all my fears. 5 ___, look to YAH, and
he lights [your life. He lifts] the shame from
[your] face. 6 The poor man cries, and
Yahweh hears him, ___. [YAH] saves
him out of all his troubles. 7 The angel[s]
of Yahweh encamp around [us believers,
___]. [Heaven] rescues every [being] who
fears [YAH]. 8 *Taste and see that
2

Yahweh is good, ___. The man
who flees-for-refuge in [YAH]
gets blessed.
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YAH may let you go hungry for a while to purify
you. You may not like what you have, but it's what
you need.

Come, you children, listen to me. I'll
teach you [how to] fear Yahweh.
11

Communist schools teach children how to ignore
YHVH and become fornicating consumer-slaves.

desire life, ___? Do you love
many days, so [you] can
experience wonderful [delights]? 13 * ___,
12 [Do you]

[the thought of living]

keep your tongue from evil.
[Stop] your lips from speaking
deceit. 14 Rush from evil to do good,
___. Seek peace. Chase it [down]. 15 The
eyes of Yahweh [shine] on [all] righteous
[beings]. [YAH's] ears stay [always] open to
[saints'] cries. 16 The face of Yahweh [rails]
against all evil-doers, ___. [He] cuts all
memory of [criminals] off the earth.
You don't need to punish evil-doers. You need to
train young people to be righteous.

righteous [beings] cry, Yahweh
hears, ___. He delivers them out of all
their troubles. 18 Yahweh [stays] close to
every heart-broken being. [YAH] saves
[anyone] who has a crushed [repentant]
spirit. 19 [A] righteous being [suffers] many
tribulations, ___. But Yahweh [eventually]
delivers [all saints] from all [their problems].
Psalms 34:20 [YAH] guards [the righteous man's]
every bone, ___. [In the end,] not one of
them [will lie] broken.
17 [When]

Despite taking one of the worst beatings in history,
all the Messiah's bones stayed intact.

Evil [eventually] slays [all] wicked [beings],
___. [YAH] desolates everyone who
hates innocent [people]. 22 Yahweh ransoms the lives of his servants, ___. He
condemns no one who flees-for-protection in him.
21

Psalms 35

See great song:It's So Sweet!

Yahweh separates [from
fear him. Everyone who
fears [YAH eventually] gets all their needs
met. Psalms 34:10 Even young lions lack
[food]. [Tigers] suffer hunger, ___. But [believers] who seek Yahweh never lack any
good thing.
9

You

[people whom]

the world-system,]
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King David Begs YAH To Fight off
His Killers
1 Take [up] my cause, Yahweh. [Challenge]
everyone who grapples [with] me. Devour everyone who devastates me! 2
Grab [your supernatural] shield and armor.
Stand up in my defense! 3 Unsheathe
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javelin. Block the paths of the
[scum] who hunt me. [Turn] my [dying]
breath to a shout of victory! 4 *Dry[your]

up and shame the [pigs] who
chase me down like [I'm] a panting-animal. Flip back the [thugs].
Confuse [them] for scheming my
harm. 5 *Yahweh, [blow my enemies
away] like chaff before a tornado.
Unleash your [destroying] angel to
chase the [villains into oblivion]. 6 Make
paths dark and slippery.
Angel of Yahweh, persecute them. 7 For
no reason, [my enemies] hide net[s] over
pit[s] to snare me. Without cause, they
dig traps to [snatch away] my life-breath. 8
Without warning, rain down devastation
on [my enemy's head]. Catch him in the net
he buries [to kill me]. Drop him into destruction. 9 [Every time you destroy my attackers],
I spin my body around [in wild dancing emotion], lit up by your victory.
[my tormentors']

It's scary to see how weakly the bookstore translations render these visceral, cinematic Hebrew
words. For instance: #1523 Giyl = histrionic
whirling, not merely, 'rejoicing'.

My every limb shouts in [dancing body-language], ‘Who compares to you,
Yahweh? You rescue [us] humble [believers]
from unbeatable [foes]. [You snatch us] poor
victims from [the jaws of invincible] ravagers.’
11 Lying witnesses pop up like [a plague of
moles]. They accuse [me] of [crimes] I've
never even heard of. 12 They repay me
evil for good. They abort my life. 13
When [my enemies] fall ill, I [strip off my royal
robes]. I clothe my body in sacks. I humble myself. I go days, my chest [to the
floor], without food, praying [for the miscreants]. 14 I [run to help my sick foe,] like I'm
grieving for my friend or relative. I
bend [my body to the ground] like I'm mourning my [dead] mother. 15 Yet [my enemies]
brighten up [when they see] me limping.
They amass as one [anti-Hebrew army]. Yes,
the strikers join forces against me. Before I know it, they rip me [apart]. They
never stop! 16 Sin-soiled slanderers,
Psalms 35:10
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faces-stuffed [with shame], gnash their
teeth [at me everywhere I go]. 17 Yahweh (my
only hope,) how long will you watch
these lion-packs destroy me? Rebuild
my life!

‘Sopherim’ wrongly changed ‘YHVH’ to 'Adonai' here
and in over 100 other verses. This error persists in
most common translations.

I'm continuing
to throw my hands in the air to thank
you. [I dance] even in the middle of conspiratorial mobs. I throw wild-hullaballoos [of praise to you] amidst the most powerful assemblies [in the world]. 19 Muzzle
my enemies. They criminally light up
over my [suffering]. [Pluck] out the winking
eye[s] of the [liars] who hate me for no
reason. Psalms 35:20 *The [hypocrites]
18 [Despite crushing opposition,]

blather about peace while they
weave false-flag operations
that [ransack] the quiet [people] of
the land.
The Luisitania, 911, Pearl Harbor, the burning of
the Reichstag, Desert Storm, etc. See Sun Tsu's
‘The Art Of War’ and Machiavelli's ‘The Prince’ for
details.

open their mouth[s][like black
holes devouring] me. [They sneer], “Our own
eyes saw you [commit] your [crimes]!” 22
Yahweh, you see [the world-powers attack me].
[Please.] Don't keep silence. Adonai, stay
close to me! 23 Jump up, my Elohim!
Awake to vindicate me, Adonai. [Fight]
my [impossible] battle. 24 Avenge me, Yahweh. Execute [divine] justice, my Elohim.
Blacken [my enemies'] bright-lit [celebrations of
my looming death]. 25 Stop [my enemies] from
bragging, ‘Aha! We got what we wanted!’ When they boast, “We swallowed
up that [Hebrew]”, rip the words out of
their [mouths]. 26 Bleed and embarrass
everyone who lights up over my injuries. Clothe with shame and dishonor
the [beings] who spiral themselves [high]
against me. 27 Get us [persecuted believers]
shrieking for joy, aflame with [happiness],
delighting in my triumphant [winning]
case, shouting nonstop, “Yahweh [the
world] twister loves to protect his obey21 [Politicians]
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er[s]!” 28 Get my tongue singing about
your justice, improvising wild-praise
shows about you all day long [for the rest of
my life].

lawless hands from thrashing me. 12
Hurl the workers of evil [into the abyss].
Push them [down so hard that] they can never get up again.

Psalms 37

#8416 thillah = a wild improvised halleluyah hullaballoo.

Psalms 36
Criminally-Insane Beings Hate
Truth & Justice
1 Rebellion hisses [lies] inside the evildoer's heart. [The ruiner's] eyes hold no awe
for Elohim.
A song [written] by David (YHVH's obeyer) for
Jerusalem's temple music director to arrange and
present using instrumentally-accompanied voices
at sacred festivals.
2 [The miscreant] flatters himself in his own eyes. He

The
words of the [criminal's] mouth drip with
evil and deceit. He swerves away from
wisdom. Thinking about reforming [makes
him want to vomit]. 4 [The fraudster] hatches lawlessness on his bed. He stations himself
on the path of crime. He refuses to reject evil.
YAH Is 100% Different From The
Jerks You Know
5 Yahweh, your kindness [stretches to] the
[uttermost] heavens. Your faithfulness surpasses [our] skies. 6 Yahweh, your righteousness towers above the mightiest
mountains. Your justice runs deeper
[than the deepest oceans]. Your [breath keeps all]
humans and animals [alive]. 7 Elohim,
Your [forgiving] love is more [precious] than
the weightiest [gold]. That's why all us
children of Adam take refuge under the
shadow of your wings. 8 We feast on
the abundance of your [family] palace.
You give us [all we can] drink from the river of your [Edenic paradise of] delights. 9 You
hold the fountain of life. Only by your
illumination do we recognize light [from
darkness]. Psalms 36:10 Keep [pouring out] your unfailhates recognizing his own corruption. 3

ing-love to we [believers] who know you. Keep [flowing]
your righteousness into [we saints who are trying to] be

Stop the foot of pride
from stomping me [to death]. Block [all]
right-hearted. 11
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David Sings of Hope Of Your Salvation (1Ki 2)
1 ___, never get heated up [in worry]
over evil [deeds that people] commit. Never
be jealous of sinners.
A song by king David.

*In a flash, [YAH] mows down
[all evildoers] like a [blade] snips
grass. [Earth's worst tyrants] wither
like green herb[s]. 3 Run-for-refuge
2

in Yahweh, ___. Do good. Dwell [on]
the land. [YAH] faithfully feeds you. 4
___, enjoy Yahweh's deliciousness!
He'll give you everything your heart [truly] desires. 5 Roll [through life] on Yahweh's
road, ___. Run-for-refuge in him. He'll
make [your life] happen. 6 [YAH] draws
righteousness out of you like light,
___. [He makes] justice [shine through your life]
like the noonday [sun]. 7 *Rest in

Yahweh, ___. Wait [patiently] for
him [to judge the world]. Don't get
overheated when you see a human succeeding on the path of
wreaking wicked schemes. 8
Hold back your fury, ___. Abandon
[your] fire-rage. Simmer down. [Worry]
only leads to evil. 9 [YAH eventually] chops
down all villains. We who band-together [in hope] of Yahweh's [salvation eventually]
occupy the land. Psalms 37:10 In the blink
[of an eye] the criminal vanishes [from existence], ___. You look at the spot [where he
stood ready to kill you,] and he's gone! 11
Meek, [humble beings always] eventually inherit the earth. [After their struggle lies over,]
meek-people luxuriate in the sweet-savor of overflowing, holistic health. 12 [But
today,] the lawbreaker schemes to [destroy]
the good-guy. [The criminal] gnashes down
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his teeth on the [kind-hearted victim]. 13 My
Adonai laughs at [criminals], ___. [YAH]
sees [their judgment] day [fast] approaching.
14 The soundrels draw out [their] swords.
They bend their bow[s]. [Jerks] hurl humble, needy [people to their deaths]. [Human pigs]
slaughter [saints who are walking] the straight
[and narrow] road [to heaven]. 15 [In time,] the
[slimeball's] sword [boomerangs around to] pierce
his own heart, ___. [YAH] breaks the
[killer's] bows-and-arrows. 16 The little
[wealth] of the righteous man beats the
opulent [riches] of all the [world's] wicked
hordes, ___. 17 Yahweh breaks the
arms of every [unrepentant] lawbreaker.
But [YAH] supports the arms of [every]
righteous [believer]. 18 Yahweh watches
[over] every [moment of the] clean-hearted
[man's] days. [Live right, ___, and your] inheritance lasts for [all] ages. 19 When the [final] disaster arrives, [you, ___, rise above] the
[world's] shame. [You righteous-ones] get fully
[satisfied] in the days of [ultimate] famine.

Saints do not draw welfare handouts from worldly
governments.

Psalms 37:20

32

*[You come to] watch [all] violators perish, ___. [Vefore your
stunned eyes,] Yahweh's enemies
sizzle and smoke like lamb-fat
[on a grill]. Consuming [fire] eats [all
evil people] to nothing.
The wicked are burnt up, not trapped in eternal
conscious horror. The Torah's feast-cooking rituals
contain rich symbolism.

Deadbeats borrow; then they [refuse]
to pay back, ___. Meanwhile, a righteous [human] bends [backwards] to give. 22
[YAH] eventually awards the earth to [generous givers], ___. But he cuts stingy
frauds off the [planet]. 23 Yahweh orders
the steps of a valiant [believer], ___. [YAH]
bends down [to protect the good man's] path. 24
[We believers] might fall, ___. But YAH
never hurls us down [to eternal death]. YAH
holds [us] up with his hand. 25 I was
young, ___. Now I'm old. But I've never seen [YAH permanently] forsake champions-of-fairness. I never see the children of [saints] begging for food.
21
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is merciful, ___. He lends
[without asking for repayment or charging interest] . [YAH
and man alike] adore the children [of generous
parents]. 27 So flee from ruin, ___. Do
kind [deeds,] and [you'll] thrive forever.
26 [A just man]

Faith = Action.

For Yahweh loves justice, ___. He
never forsakes his kind-ones. [He]
guards them through [all] ages. Meanwhile, [YAH] whacks [down] the weedseed-children of wicked [crooks]. 29 Defenders-of-equity [eventually] inherit the
earth, ___. They dwell [safely] on it forever. Psalms 37:30 The mouth of the
right-maker broadcasts wisdom, ___.
His tongue orchestrates justice.
28

Speak to right wrongs, to fix problems, to stop suffering.

Elohim's law [of love lives] in the [righteous
being's] heart, ___. His footsteps [tread
sure], never sliding [into sin].
31

His heart pumps Elohim's Word like blood through
his veins.

Criminals surveil the justice-maker.
[They] scramble to murder him, ___. 33
Yahweh won't [permanently] abandon [you
saints] to the [lawbreaker's] hand, ___. [Heaven's] court [sees through all perjured evidence. The
real] judge [sees] your innocence. 34 Bindtogether. [Wait] for Yahweh. Guard his
path, ___. He [eventually] rockets you [to
success]. You inherit the earth. You come
to watch [YAH] slice [all] scumbags out of
[reality]. 35 I watch wicked [jerks wield] massive power, ___. [They] spread their
[sleaze] over the earth like flourishing native tree[s]. 36 But [every criminal] passes
away, ___. I look, and they're gone. I
search for [my evil enemy]. But no one can
find him. 37 Mark the blameless man,
___. Watch [his] upright [behavior]. The
[pure] man's [existence] winds up in shalom
[total peace]. 38 [YAH eventually] crushes all
dirtbags in one [blow], ___. [YAH] chops
their future off [reality's timeline]. 39 Yahweh
saves all right-makers, ___. He is [our]
strength to [get through] death-squeezes.
Psalms 37:40 [In the end,] Yahweh [always]
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helps and rescues justice-makers. He
delivers [us] from [all] evildoers. He
saves us [saints], ___, because we runfor-refuge in him.

Psalms 38
David Mourns His Sin-Induced
Physical Disease
1 Yahweh, please don't crack-off [into fury]
when you discipline me. Hold back.
Don't whip me [with] your raging-fire. 2
Your arrows stick fast in me. Your hand
smashes me ['til my blood spurts out like grape
juice]. 3 Your anger [squeezes] the health
from my body. My guilt robs all rest
from my bones.
A strong correlation links guilt to illness. Hebrew
Law addresses that link. Medical ‘science’ blurs that
link with knives, radiation and poisons.

My [history of] unfairness towers over my
head. [My sin-guilt builds into a] burden too
heavy for me [to carry]. 5 My wounds stink
and fester because of my foolish [errors].
6 I'm crooked, bent-over, crushed [to the
ground]. I mourn all the time, [everywhere] I
go. 7 My lower back [and hips] burn with
searing pain. My body is one big disease-bag. 8 I'm exhausted. [Crawling.]
Broken to the core. I roar in snarlinganguish from my [failing] heart. 9 My Adon4

ai, all my longings lie

[bare]

before you. I'm groaning

My heart
throbs. My strength forsakes me. The
light has vanished from my eyes. 11 My
loved-ones and my ‘friends’ stand aloof,
[terrified] of my contagion. Even my relatives stay far away.
Evil Schemers Attack David For Doing Good
12 My enemies hunt me like I'm an animal. They lay traps to [catch] me. They
race to injure me. They concoct lies
about me. They conspire [evil] plots all
day [long]. 13 I'm [clueless,] like a deaf man.
I don't hear [the gossip until it's too late]. I [shrink
back] like a mute man who can't open
his mouth. 14 Because I can't hear [my
accusers], my mouth can't correct [their lies].
in your plain-sight. Psalms 38:10
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So you're my [only] hope, Yahweh.
You contradict the [slanderers], Adonai Elohim. 16 I'm crying, ‘Never let [my attackers]
dance over my [grave]. Keep my foot
from slipping while they twist me [in
torture].’ 17 I'm limping, about to [fall to my
death]. Pain [screams] in my face night-andday. 18 I confess my depravity. I worry
myself sick over my sins. 19 My lying
enemies [radiate with] life. They're strong
[as hurricanes]. My haters multiply [like cockroaches]. Psalms 38:20 I seek [only] good [for
everyone]. Yet my adversaries pay back
evil for good. 21 Please don't abandon
me, Yahweh. My Elohim, stay close to
me. 22 Hurry! Help me, Adonai. [Only you
can] save me.
15

Psalms 39
David Repents & Suffers Torture In
Silence
1 Wicked [people keep spitting lies] in my face,
___. I keep telling [myself], “Watch your
path. Never let your tongue sin. Control
your mouth, like [you rule a horse with] a bridle.” 2 *I stay mute, in silence. I

hold my peace, ___. [I say nothing]
good [nor bad to my accusers, because they'll
use whatever I say against me]. Still my
anguish grows. 3 My heart burns
hot within me, ___. [My] fire-rage [skyrockets] while I think [about the persecution I'm
suffering]. So I let fly my tongue. [Then the
crooks recycle my every word into bullets they shoot back

Yahweh, let me know when my
end [will come]. Tell me the measure of
my days, so I can see how frail I am. 5
at me.] 4

*[I] see you've made my days
[short as] a handbreadth. My age
is nothing before you. Truly every man at his best is a mere
puff [of your breath]. Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 6 *Every last man
walks [through life] a phantom in a
commotion of emptiness. [Man]
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heaps up riches, ignorant of
who will gather them. 7 So now,
Adonai [Yahweh], I have [nothing] to wait
for. My [only] hope lies in you. 8 Rescue
me from all my rebellions. Don't make
me the laughing-stock of foolish [people].
9 [When people hurt me,] I stay mute. I don't
open my mouth [to fight them]. I know [their
attack is a test] you're allowing.

Arguing with your persecutors is like beating a dog
the day after he poops on your carpet. The persecutors are motivated my evil spirits. The cause of
the attack is supernatural. The persecutor is a spirit-tube. He doesn't know why he's attacking you.
He just feels strongly led to wreck you.

*Lift your blows from
my [back] before your scourging
[discipline] kills me. 11 When you rePsalms 39:10

buke [us] humans to correct our evils,
you shrivel up [our] beauty like we're
moths [eaten by flame]. Every man is a puff
[of nothing]. 12 Hear my prayer, Yahweh.
Turn [your] ear to my cry. Don't hide in
silence at [the sight of] my tears. I'm your
guest [in the universe,] a [lowly] sojourner,
like all my ancestors. 13 [Please] spare
me. Build back [my] strength, or I'll pass
on into non-existence.
Another indication that Hebrews do not believe in
conscious eternal torment, rather in annihilation.

Psalms 40
David Raves About YAH's Helping
Him

* ___, I'm twisting, [trying to]
hold [my life] together, [waiting] for
Yahweh [to rescue me]. He leans
[down] to me. He hears my cry. 2
*[Eventually YAH] lifts me up out of
horrible [slimy] pits, out of the
miry clay. [He] sets my feet up
on rock-ledge[s]. [He raises me tall &
strong enough to] walk [forward]. 3 [YAH]
1

puts [fresh] new songs in my mouth, wild
bursts of praise to [honor] our Elohim. [Millions of people] see [how YAH rescues me]. In awe,
they run-for-refuge in Yahweh. 4
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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*Happy, valiant humans make
Yahweh [their] refuge. [Saints] never look up to arrogant [or warlike
people]. [Innocents abhor any union with people]
who turn aside [from the right path]
into lies.
Blessed is the human who ignores propaganda,
warmongering and advertising.

Yahweh my Elohim, you perform
countless wonderful feats. Your plans
for us [saints tower] beyond our fathoming.
Were I to list in detail [the blessings and adventures you've planned for us], time itself would
be over before I finish merely counting
5

them. 6 *You've [finally]

opened my ears! [At last I
understand that] you never
wanted [anyone] to offer
slaughtered [animals] to
you! You never asked us
to burn up [animals and groceries] as offerings [to pay for
our] sins! [We misunderstood
what Moses said!]

All the standard translations agree on the basic
meaning of this verse, yet they refuse to correct
the hundreds of other verses which they so wrongly translate to espouse animal sacrifice.

So I'm raving, “Look, ___! I'm here,
the [Torah] scroll exactly predicts [my life]!
7

*My Elohim, I delight to do
your will. Wow! Your Law lives
in my heart! 9 I herald righteousness
8

in [million-man] assemblies. [You] see how I
never hold back my lips [from shouting cheers
about you]. You know [better than anyone how I
love you,] Yahweh.
David constantly breaks royal decorum to dance in
wild praise shouting parties.

I never hide your righteousness in my [private] heart. I always announce your faithfulness and your salvation. I never hush-up your lovPsalms 40:10
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ing-kindness and your [brutal] truth, not
even [before] the [national] congress!
Evangelism often consists in heralding YAH's word
where people hate it. Go where men with guns
want to kill you. Trumpet truths that embarrass
tyrants and thugs. Bring the sword of [YAH's] Word
into corporations, courthouses, police departments,
legislative assemblies, holiday celebrations, and of
course churches and synagogues. Then you'll know
David's suffering.

Don't withhold your tender mercies
from me, Yahweh. Let your loving-kindness and your truth continually preserve me. 12 Innumerable evils surround me on all sides. My unfairness
grabs hold on me. So I'm not able to
look up. [I have] more [sins] than hairs of
my head. That's why my heart fails me.
11

*Yahweh, please rescue me!
Hurry, Yahweh! Help me! 14
13

Shame and confound all the [enemies]
who chase [me]. [Stop] them from scraping my flesh [off the planet]. Boomerang
them backward. Ruin all these evil,
[scheming] manipulators. 15 They're gloating over me, [chortling], “Aha, aha.” Desolate them. Pay them [horror] for their
shameful [crimes]. 16 [We believers] love [it
when] you rescue [us]. Light up [us,] your
seekers, with [the] joy of [living] in your
[heart]; [get us] forever singing “Spiral Yahweh's [fame to the sacred sky]!” 17 I'm depressed. I'm needy. [Yet I know that you,] my
Adonai are ingenously [working out ways of]
helping and saving me. Elohim, please,
hurry!

Psalms 41
YAH Gives & Rewards Acts of Compassion
1 Happiness [fills] everyone who [performs]
compassionate [acts to help] poor, [weak people], ___. Yahweh rescues [kind people] in
[their] time of trouble.
Here begin what are called: “David Psalms of Deliverance.” (For context, see 2Sa 17, where David's
rebel son leads the nation to attempt to assassinate David.)
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Yahweh preserves [every compassionate human]. [YAH] keeps [us saints] alive [past death].
He [also] makes us happy on the earth.
[YAH] won't [permanently] surrender [loving people] to the whims of [their] enemies. 3
Yahweh strengthens [the empathetic man] on
his sick-bed. When [kind humans] lie ill,
[YAH] makes them recover, [either by healing
or resurrection]. 4 I [cry], “Yahweh, stoopdown to [help] me. Heal my body. I
[confess]. I sin against you.”
King David Laments Betrayal By His
Frenemies
5 My enemies maliciously [hiss] about
me, ‘When will he die? [We want] his
name [to] perish!’ 6 *When my [enemy]
2

‘friend’ comes to see me, he
speaks vain [flattery]. His [black]
heart reaps [my confessions] into his
memory. Then he travels
abroad, telling [everyone all the dirt he
can twist out of my secrets].
Anything you say can and will be used against you.
So let your words be few!

Everyone who hates me whispers together against me, scheming to harm
me. 8 My enemy [friends hiss], “Some demonic disease has bit him. He's down,
never to rise again.” 9 *Yes, my own
7

‘safe’ friend, to whom I ranfor-refuge, who ate my food,
lifts up his heel [to kick] me [down].
So you, Yahweh, [please]
stoop-down [in mercy] to me. Raise me
up. [Prove my attackers wrong.] Restore my
health [and safety]. 11 This is how I know
you favor me, [Yahweh]: my enemy never
[permanently] triumphs over me. 12 You
keep me standing upright and honest.
[You] establish me in your presence forever.
Psalms 41:10

If we have integrity, it's because YAH gives us the
power to be honest.

Kneel [and adore] Yahweh, Israel's Elohim, for all time and eternity, ___. [YAH
stands] sure and faithful.
13

lit: #543 'amen aw-man.
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er Valley [as I fled my murderous son Absalom's
rebellion]...

abyss after abyss [I fall]. My
face up toward you, I scream through
chasms. All your billows and breakers
[of torment] crash over me. 8 Yet [you,] Yahweh send your kindness [to me] every
day. Every night [I sing] your songs as
prayers for my life to [you], El {Power}. 9 I
ask El {God} my rock, “Why do you forget me? Why do I [have to] stagger [through
life] pressed into ashes by haters?” Psalms
42:10 My bone-smashing enemies insult
me every day. [They] whine, “Where's
your Elohim [now]?” 11 [The villains continue their
taunts:] “Why are you crouching down on
the ground like an animal? Why are you
roaring like [a stuck pig]?” [Still] I'm waiting
for ELohim, ___. I'm throwing my
hands [in the air to thank] ELohim [in advance for
my] salvation [yet to] dawn.
7 [Through]

David Thirsts For YAH Like A Deer
Hunts Water

*My life thirsts for you,
Elohim. I'm like a deer
panting, [hunting for] a [hidden] spring of [living] water.
1

An instructional song for the priestly descendants
of Korah to sing. This chapter begins the 2nd book
of psalms, related to the Exodus. To my knowledge, no English translation of Psalm 42 has ever
made sense from beginning to end.

___, my soul [is dying of] thirst for Elohim, [not for a religious decoy, but for the real] living El {Strength}. [I'm screaming,] ‘When can
I arrive [in heaven] and drink in Elohim's
presence?’ 3 My tears [dribble in my mouth,
___. They're my only] food day and night. My
[betrayers] continually mock me. They
ask, “Where is [this] Elohim of yours?
[Where's the ‘god’ who gets you out of jams?]” 4 As
my life bleeds out all over me, I keep
suffering memory flashes, ___: I'm
leading crowds through [Jerusalem] into
Yahweh's sanctuary. [I'm] calling, shouting, throwing my hands in the air in the
million-man holy-day circle-dance. 5
[Yahweh], why are [you] stomping [out] my
life-breath? You're raging [war] on me! [I
keep telling myself,] ‘Wait for Elohim. Hold
out your hand to His [majestic] face. [Keep
on begging] for salvation.’ 6 Elohim, why
are you pressing down my mind&body?
[Stop using my face to] mark the earth! It's
like [you're hurling me] down from the [highest]
secluded [mountain peaks to crash me onto the]
petty hills [below].
2

All translations vary wildly on this verse. Most
translations make no sense at all. Key root words
are: elohim life-breath depress mark land descender charams hill petty. The GNT takes a valiant
guess: “Here in exile my heart is breaking, and so I
turn my thoughts to YAH. He sends waves of sorrow over my soul. Chaos roars at me like a flood,
like waterfalls thundering down to the Jordan from
Mount Hermon and Mount Mizar.” Another guess:
It's like when [you drove me over] the Jordan Riv-
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Yet another verse that makes no sense in any
common translation. The religiots expect you to
believe that David can't figure out why he's sad after he just explained why he's sad.

Psalms 43
David Prays In Desperation, Encouraging Us
1 Vindicate me, Elohim. Champion my
cause against [this] cruel beast-nation.
Rescue me from deceitful and unjust
man. 2 You, Elohim are my stronghold.
[So] why do you cast me off? Why do
you [abandon] me to trudge in ashes [under]
my oppressive enemy? 3 [Please] send
your light to guide me. [Send] your truth
to carry me to your sacred [heavenly]
mountain home, to live [forever with] you.
Light and truth refer to the Urim and Thummim,
which David lay far from when he was exiled by his
rebel son Absalom.

Take me to the altar of Elohim. [There]
I'll spin around with [your] strength, lit
up [with joy], strumming a [celestial] harp,
throwing my hands [in the air to thank] you,
my Sovereign Elohim. 5 Why stay depressed, ___? Breathe in [new] life [from]
Elohim. Why rage? [What does anger help?]
4
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While you wait for Elohim to save you,
throw your hands [in the air to thank him in advance] for saving you, [for lifting up your] face.
Loose paraphrase.

Psalms 44
YAH Used To Make Israel Triumph
Elohim, [for centuries] we [Hebrews] have
heard our forefathers recount to us the
wonders you worked from their days
back to ancient times.
1

This song was written for “the·one-making-it-permanent”, which is a double-reference to
Jerusalem's temple music arranger and to the Creator. Originally intended for descendants of (ancient rebel leader) Korah to sing and play.

With your [mighty] hand, you evicted
the beast-nations. You planted us [Hebrews]. You smashed the beast-peoples.
You hurled their [fragmented survivors] out of
the [Promised land]. 3 [Our ancestors] didn't take
the [promised land] by [force of] their swords.
Their arms didn't save them. [They thrived
by the power of] your right hand, by your
[mighty] arm, by the light of your face
[shining] favor on them.
2

Again, the bible dispels the myth of Hebrew wars
of conquest.
4 You, my King, [my] Elohim, [repeatedly] order [your angels
to]

save

[us descendants of]

Jacob. 5 [When we sing to you,]

your power gores our enemies.
Through your name-authority we trample the [pigs] who rise up against us. 6 I
take no refuge in my bow. My sword isn't what brings me salvation. 7 You've
always saved us [Hebrews] from our enemies. You, [Yahweh], put our haters to
shame. 8 We [saints] boast [about] you all
day long, [Yahweh]. Age [after age] we throw
our hands [in the air to acclaim] your namefame. Selah {Dramatic-Break}.
Why Does YAH Cast Israel Into Exile & Slavery
9 So [why] do you cast us off, [Yahweh]?
[You] put us to shame! You refuse to
march out [before our] hordes [of praise-teams].
Psalms 44:10 You make us [run] in retreat
from the enemy. [Thugs] who hate us
steal [our treasures] for their selfish [jollies].
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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You give us [away] like [we're] sheep
meat. You scatter us among the beastnations. 12 You sell your people for no
[pay], free-of-charge! You don't even
turn a profit [on us]. 13 You make us the
butt of our neighbors' jokes. All the
people around us mock and scoff at our
[pain]. 14 You make us a cautionary-tale
among the beast-nations. The people [of
the world] shake their heads at our [shame].
15 All day long you [rub my nose] in confusion. Shame covers my face. 16 Revilers
and blasphemers [fill my ears with their shrieking] voices. Avengers and enemies stare
me down. 17 We didn't betray your
covenant. We never forgot you. So [why]
did all of this [disaster] rain on us?
11

David imagines he's innocent like Job.

Our hearts never revolted [from you].
We never turned our [feet] from walking
your path [of righteousness]. 19 Yet you [drag
us to] haunts of monsters to crush us.
You bury us in the shadow of death.
Psalms 44:20 Did we forget [Yahweh,] the
name of our El {Power}? Did we spread
our palms [in worshipful oaths] to alien [non-Hebrew] powers? 21 Surely you, Elohim, can
investigate to [prove we're innocent]. You see
every dark-secret of every heart. 22 All
day long, [demonic murderers] kill us [Hebrews]
because we [serve] you. They count us as
they slaughter us like sheep. [They sacrifice
us to their war-gods.] 23 Wake up, Adonai!
Why do you sleep [through our pain]? Rise
up! Don't cast us away forever. 24 Why
would you hide your face? [How can you]
ignore how [infidels] humiliate and oppress us, [your people]? 25 Our life-breath
bows to the dust. Our [starved] bellies
cling to the earth. 26 Rise! Storm [down to]
help us! [Show] your [unmerited] kindness.
Buy us back [from our slave-masters].
18

Psalms 45
A Princess Pledges Her Love To A
Hebrew King

1 [A foreign princess, before the wedding congregation,
looks into her Hebrew king's eyes. She sings,]
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streams up [from] my heart, forming artsongs, lyrical-paintings of [you, my] king.
[You make] my tongue the pen of a lightning-fast poet.
Psalm 45 is a poetic stage-play recounting the
wedding of a Jewish king, perhaps David, and a
foreign princess. A contemplative wedding song
originally intended for the music director to arrange and for descendants of [ancient rebel] Korah
to sing. To be sung by, or in the manner of, virgins
(Shoshannim). Many verses in this chapter, especially verses 1-7, double as references to the Messiah.

You shine, [more gorgeous than] all Adam's
sons. [YAH] pours grace into your [sculptured] lips. Elohim has forever blessed
you.
2

This verse, and the chapter in general, are often
creatively interpreted to refer to the Messiah. For
instance: “Thy beauty, O King Messiah, is greater
than the sons of men.”—Chaldean Targumim

Strap your sword upon your thigh,
mighty honored master, magnificent-one. 4 In your majesty, ride [out in] victory on [the wings of your] truth and humility
and righteousness. Let your right-hand
rain down the fear of [Elohim across the earth].
5 Your sharp arrows lodge in the hearts
of your royal enemies. So all [the world's]
peoples fall beneath you. 6 Your throne,
[my sovereign] elohim, endures for [all]
ages. Your royal scepter is the [world's]
great leveler, [bringing justice to all mankind].
3

Despite Catholic tradition, this verse is not an expression of the 'Trinity'. Rather, the princess-bride
is speaking to her royal groom using the title ‘elohim’ (#430) meaning ‘authority’, 'judge', 'exalted
leader'. The confusion exists because Paul creatively quotes similar language in a different context in
Hebrew 1:8-9.

You, [king,] love righteousness. You
hate wickedness. That's why [Yahweh, the
ultimate] Eloah, your Elohim, [lifted] you
above all your peers by anointing you
with the oil of elation.”
7

Authority comes from obedience to the Creator. In
his creative riff on this verse (Hebrew 1:8-9), Paul
uses the definite article 'THE' ELoah, to refer to
YHVH.

The Wedding Comes To A Rousing
Finish
8 The palatial ivory [hall shines with celestial perfection, ___]: the clothes, the myrrh, the
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aloes, the cassia [incense], the stringedinstruments, the lights [of joy]. 9 [In front of
the] nobles parade daughters of kings
from [allied countries]. At the [bride's] right
hand stands the Queen-mother, draped
in [the world's] rarest gold, from Ophir
{Gold-Land}. Psalms 45:10 [The Queen says,]
“Listen, [my] daughter. See. Stretch out
your ear [to me]. [Let the king's love make you]
drown your memories of your [native]
people, even your father's dynasty.

The Queen is letting the girl know that by marrying
a Hebrew king, she is changing teams. Her parents' jurisdiction over her is now void. This is an
essential element in becoming a Christian. There is
no dual citizenship for true Hebrews. The kingdom
of Heaven is an exclusive dominion.

—The king yearns for your beauty.
He is your [new] master. Bow to his [sole
authority].”
11

'Husband' means 'Master'. Sorry ladies. Perhaps
you should have considered celibacy.

The princess of Tyre {Rock-Port}
presents a gift. [Jealous] rich nobles cry
[as if mourning, watching the bride's] face [light up
with] delight.
12

The gift is most likely a symbolic wedding item, like
a modern wedding ring.

The royal princess shines, ___. [She's]
absolutely glorious in her wrought-gold
wedding gown and embroidered royal
robes. 14 [Soldiers] escort her to the king's
[embrace]. Behind her, her friends,
[trembling] virgin [bridesmaids], gather round.
15 Lit up with joy, [the couple] spin around
[dancing, like two stars spinning in mutual orbit]. [Finally] soldiers escort the [royal newlyweds from the
sanctuary] into the royal palace. 16 [The
princess sings to the king,] “Your forefathers will
[smile down on our] sons. You'll seat [our boys]
as princes throughout the earth.”
13

These last two verses likely describe a private conversation in the bedroom later that night, as the
king and his new bride consummate their union.

“I'll make your
name remembered through generation
[after] generation. People will applaud
you for eons into eternity.”
17 [The king sings to his bride,]

Psalms 46
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YAH Is Our Shelter And Security

*[Yahweh] Elohim is our refuge
and strength, ___. [He's] always
powerfully with us [saints], helping [us out of] tight-squeezes.
1

A song meant for Jerusalem's temple music director to arrange for the priestly descendants of (ancient rebel) Korah to sing. [To be played] on ‘alamot [high-pitched musical instruments?]. See the
Cool French / Spanish / Haitian song setting of Ps.
46:1. For context, see 2Ch 32. Martin Luther
penned the famous song, "A Mighty Fortress is our
God" based on this chapter.

*So, ___, we [true believers] never
fear, though the earth disappears, though the mountains
crumble into the heart of the
sea.

921

Recognize that I, Elohim, tower above all
beast-nations. [Everyone]
on earth will [eventually]
look up [in respect to] me.
#7503 raphah = 'be still, relax, stop, let go, rest'.

Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies [stays]
with us [saints all the time], ___. The Elohim
of Jacob is our stronghold. Selah {Dramatic-Break}.
11

Psalms 47

2

Clap & Strike Strings For The
World-Smasher

*All you people, clap
your hands! Shout to
Elohim with a [unified]
voice of triumph!

Seeds Family Worship set this passage to music on
their album, ‘Seeds Of Courage’.

1

oceanwaters roar and boil, [while earth's] hills
quake in [swelling] tsunamis. Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 4 River stream[s] light up
[the] city of Elohim, the holy [place] of joy
[where our eternal spirits] dwell [with] Ha-Elyon
{The-Most-High}. 5 [Elohim stabilizes] the center of [the heavenly city of peace]. Nothing can
shake her, ___. Elohim surrounds her,
his face [shining like an eternal] dawn. 6 *The

If your church services don't at least sometimes include shouts of triumph and all the people clapping
along to the beat, your church is in rebellion
against the biblical commands regarding worship.

3 [We believers stand strong, ___, while]

beast-nations rage, ___. [World]
kingdoms collapse. [YAH] utters
his voice. The earth melts. 7 [Yet]

*For Yahweh [the] most high
[power looms] terrifying, ___. [So his
2

music should shake the ground like an earth-

He's the great King over
all the earth, [not a sniveling religionite in
the sky]!
quake.]

Yahweh-Commander-Of-Angel-Armies
[stays] with us [believers], ___. Jacob's Elohim is our impregnable-retreat. Selah
{Dramatic-Break}. 8 Come, ___. Walk the
earth. Stare [jaw-dropped] at Yahweh's creations. See how he's made ruins [of previous civilizations]. 9 *[YAH] makes wars

If you don't need ear plugs to go to church, your
church is missing out.

cease to the end of the earth,
___. He breaks the [tyrant's] bow
[and arrows]. [YAH] cuts the [dictator's]
spear [in two]. [YAH] burns the
[world's] cars [and trucks and tanks] in the
fire [from his mouth]. Psalms 46:10 *Re-

cob. Selah

lax, ___.

[Stop fighting.]
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*[YAH] subdues [all] people under [us Hebrews], ___. He [smashes]
the nations under our feet. [So
3

when you praise him, stomp so loud you terrify the
pagans.] 4 For us [believers] to inherit, [YAH] selects [a
resting place], the glorious [abode he gave] his beloved Ja-

*Yahweh Elohim ascends [his throne] as [the angels]
shout and [fill heaven with] trumpetblasts. 6 *Pound [guitar strings] to
[praise] Elohim. Strike [up the band],
___! Thwack [those instruments as you
sing] for our King. Strum [harder]!
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The copycat commercial translations always avoid
the real meaning of the intense Hebrew word 'zamar': to strike [strings] in celebratory praise music. ‘Sing Praises’ doesn't cut it.

*[Yahweh] Elohim is the King of
all the earth. [So] strike [strings and
sing] with [musical] genius, ___, [as
you would perform for a head of state]. 8 Elohim
7

reigns over [all] beast-nations, ___.
Elohim sits upon the throne of his sacred [perfection]. 9 *Leaders of the

nations, gather together with
the people of the Elohim of
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}. For
every defense-shield on the
earth belongs to [Yahweh] Elohim.
He towers above [everything and everyone].

Psalms 48
Rave-Praise, Echoing YAH's Protective Powers

*Yahweh [towers,] colossal, ___!
So rave his [praise] with power!
[Rumble] the city of our Elohim!
[Shake] his holy mountain!
1

The bookstore translations of this verse are so
weak, lame, and inaccurate it breaks your heart.
Halal = shine wild raving praise.

The Great King beautifully situates his
city [of peace] beside lofty Mount Zion, the
joy of the whole planet. 3 ___, know
that Elohim is the [real] refuge who [protects] our fortified-city. 4 Watch, ___.
Kings join [forces]. They advance [their
armies to attack the city of peace]. 5 The [world's
kings] see [the city of peace]. They marvel [at
how YAH miraculously protects us]. Agitated [in
fear], the [aggressors] rush away.

protect [us Hebrews]. Our city is your city,
ELohim. ___, elohim will establish [the
city of peace] forever. Selah {DramaticBreak}. 9 Basking in your temple, we [worshipers continually]

Fear takes hold on [our pagan attackers, ___.
They groan in] pain, like women struggling
[to give birth]. 7 You, [YAH,] break the ships
of Tarshish {Gem} with an [eerie] east
wind. 8 Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies,
we [believers love] hearing [of how your protected
our ancestors]. And we see you [continuing to]
6
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commemorate your loving-kindness, Elohim.

Elohim, we'll [shout a wild]
cheer-show [so loud we shake] the ends of
the earth with the infinite [power of] your
Name! [Our praise is an echo of] your powerhand [which thunders] justice [throughout the universe]!
Psalms 48:10

Thillah = wild improvisatory cheering. The cruddy
bookstore translations reduce thillah to ‘praise’.

Mount Zion, shine [with joy]! Daughters
of Judah {Celebrated}, spin-rapturously
when you [hear YAH's] rulings [in your favor].
11

Gheel = spin wildly, not merely ‘be glad.’
12 Praise-march around [mount] Zion. Rush
Celebrate her fortress-peaks.
Or "count her peaks."

[around her].

Take note of [Jerusalem's] fortified walls,
___. Tour all her citadels, so you can
describe to future generations [how YAH
miraculously establishes and preserves the city of peace] .
13

YAH protects not the physical land of Jerusalem,
but the "city of peace", that is, his peaceful populace. If the people of Jerusalem are not people of
peace, they don't get protected by YAH. Warmongers have to fend for themselves.

For [Yahweh] Elohim is our Sovereign
forever and ever, ___. He'll be our
guide even through death.
14

YAH is our provider, not insurance companies.

Psalms 49

2

YAH, not the secular ‘government’, is our protector.

922

Rich People Die Like Animals.
Wealth=Nothing
1 Listen up, all you people-groups. Give

[me your]

Low and high,
rich and poor alike, [listen]! 3 [Watch] my
mouth announce wisdom, ___. This
moral from my heart will [make you]
savvy. 4 Incline [your] ear to proverb[s],
___. I'll [use] my harp to open [your mind, to
unlock] the enigma [of your material life].
ear[s], all you earth-dwellers! 2

The enigma is: Why pile up wealth to preserve
your life, when you're just going to die like a dog?
Music unlocks secrets.

___, why should I fear the days of
evil, when the wickedness of my ambushers completely surrounds me?
5
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Even if they kill you, they're sending you where
you're going anyway: to judgment day. Dying just
hastens the inevitable moment of truth.

*Everyone who runsfor-refuge in their wealth, who
foolishly [brags about, shows off or praises]
their massive riches [eventually dies],
___.
6

"Halal's" their riches, as in HalleluYah. Fallen people halleluMONEY.

*Not [even the richest man] can in any
way buy back [even one of] his relative[s] [from Satan's grasp, ___]. Nor [can
he] give Elohim a ransom to [save]
himself [from eternal death]. 8 *(For
the redemption of [a human] soul
is priceless, ___. [No payment] ever
suffices. 9 *[No one can pay] for eternal life, ___. [All the money in the world
buys you an eternity] rotting [in a casket,
eaten by worms]. Psalms 49:10 *[Everyone]
sees that [even the most] savvy men
die like fools and brutes, leaving their wealth to scavengers,
___. 11 *[Rich peoples'] hearts [nurse the
fantasy] that their dynasties will
continue forever, ___, that
their houses will [endure through] all
generations. So they name
their estate-lands after themselves. [But their only permanence will end in
a dusty grave.] 12 *Despite his riches,
man vanishes like a perishing
beast, ___. 13 *So the way of
[wealth-acquisition] is [ridiculous] folly,
___. Yet the [money-man's] posterity applaud his every [foolish]
word. Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 14
*[Pallbearers] lay [rich people like dead]
sheep in the grave. Death
feeds on [power-brokers' pampered skin].
On [resurrection] morning, upright
[people dance in] dominion over [financiers' corpses]. The [bigwigs'] beauty
7
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rots in the grave, [far from] their
[ruined] mansions. 15 *But Elohim
will redeem my soul from the
power of the grave, ___. He'll
receive me [into heaven]. Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 16 * ___, never be
awed [when you see] a [human] getting
rich, when the glory of his family-mansion mushrooms. 17

*For when [a human] dies,
he carries nothing
away, ___. His bling
can't follow him down
[into the grave]. 18 *Yes, ___,

while [rich] people live they
kneel to [every whim of] their bodies.
People praise you when you
enrich yourself, [because they want a
piece of your asset-pie]. 19 *But [even the
richest man] follows the family-tree
of his fore-fathers [down to the grave
where] they never see light [again,
___]. Psalms 49:20 *An honored
[wealthy] man without wisdom is
[worthless,] like a dying animal,
___.

Psalms 50
YAH Judges & Rectifies our Planet!
1 The mighty Elohim, Yahweh himself,
speaks, ___! He summons [all us] earth
[dwellers], from the rising to the setting of
the sun.

The ‘Psalms of Asaph’ begin here. Asaph may have
been a transcriber of David's psalms. Asaph's family were king David's leading group of temple musicians, arrangers and singers.
2 From [Mount] Zion, the perfection of beauty, Elohim
shines.
The greatest body of literature in world history has
been preserved by Hebrews in Jerusalem. YAH truly shines his light to the whole world from Mount
Zion. This does not endorse the modern militaristic
doctrine of Zionism.
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Our Elohim is coming, ___! He won't
stay silent. A fire devours before him.
Tempest surrounds him. 4 [YAH] summons the heavens above and the earth
[below] to the judgment of his people.
3

Judgment Day is the first thing you'll experience
after you die. Are you ready?
5

“ ___, gather to me my faithful [people]:
those who join in covenant with Me by
[donating their prized animals to be] slaughtered
[and eaten at my feasts].”
All the bookstore translations botch this one. Eugene Peterson invents the particularly ridiculous:
“Round up my saints who swore on the Bible their
loyalty to me.”

___, I know every bird on every mountain [in the universe]. Every
creature scampering through
every field [on earth] is already my
[friend].
12 *
If I were hungry, I wouldn't
tell you [earth-crawlers], for [your tiny]
planet is mine, along with everything in it.
13

I eat
the flesh of bulls, or
drink the blood of
goats?

The heavens forever declare [YAH's]
righteousness, ___: for Elohim Himself
is judge [of the universe]. Selah
YAH Has Always Hated Animal Sacrifice

7 [YAH says,]

“Listen, my people, and I, your Elohim,
will speak. Oh, Israel, I, Elohim, testify
against you.
8

I will never justify you on the basis of
your [wasteful] sacrifices and your [nasty]
burnt offerings that have been continually [stinking] before My face.
justify = yakach = decide your verdict. Usually
translated, "rebuke," however the context invalidates that translation. This verse is condemning
animal sacrifice.

*
I never accept [massacred] young
bulls from your families, nor
[murdered] stud-goats from your
flock-pens.
9

YAH NEVER wanted animal sacrifice. He wants sacred feasts.

*
For every beast of the forest is
[already] mine, ___. I own the
cattle on a [billion] hills.
11 *
Psalms 50:10
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*

[ ___, do you really think]

6

[Pause/Interlude.]

924

14

*

Elohim, [have no interest in animal
sacrifices]. Just offer me your gratitude, ___. And make good on
the promises you've made to
[Me, the] Elyon {Most-High}.
15 *
Call me every day [you get in] a
tight-squeeze, ___. I'll rescue
you. Then you'll glorify Me.”
[I, your]

But to the wicked, Elohim says,
“What right do you have to proclaim My
Laws, or to mouth my covenant?
16

17

You hate instruction! You
my words behind you.

[villains]

fling

*
When you see a thief, you consent with him. You throw in
your lot with adulterers!
18

Modern ‘government’ is organized theft. Taxes collected at gun-point pay to put innocent people in
jail, to commit state-sponsored mass-murder, to
brainwash billions of children, to pay able-bodied
people not to work, to split up marriages, etc. And
churchgoers run right in the middle of the pagan
pack.
19
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You surrender your mouth to evil. You
harness your tongue to deceit.
Psalms 50:20

You sit and speak against your relatives. You slander your own mother's
son.
21

In silence, I [watch] you commit these
[crimes]. So you fantasize that because [I
created] you evil people, I'm a [corrupt god].
But I refute your [nonsense arguments]. I set
[the charges] in order before your eyes.
22

Now get a clue, you [fools] who forget
Elohim, before I tear you in pieces, and
leave no one [alive] to rescue [you].
23

[Stop] sacrificing [animals]. The [people] who
glorify me are the people who slaughter
[their pride by publicly] throwing hands [in the air
to thank me]. Order [your] behavior correctly, ___, then I, Elohim, will show [you]
salvation.”

Psalms 51
David Regrets Killing A Man To Bed
His Wife
1 Have mercy on me, Elohim. [Dump]
your abundance of loving-kindness on
me. You overflow with compassion. So
wipe out my [record] of rebellion.
An instrumentally-accompanied song which king
David wrote to be arranged and conducted by
Jerusalem's sanctuary's music director. David
wrote this song when Nathan the Prophet busted
him for bedding a lady named BathSheba then
murdering her husband to cover-up the resulting
pregnancy. (See 2Sa 12).

Wash all the evil out of me! Clean out
my pervasive perversity. 3 I see that
I'm a rebellious [offender]. My crimes [haunt
me] day & night. 4 I sinned against you
more than [I sinned against the hero I murdered and
2

against his beloved wife whom I seduced and impregnated].

I wreaked atrocities beneath your
watching eyes. Whatever sentence you
give me is justified. You're in the clear
to condemn me [to death]. 5 I see [now]
that I was born guilty. My mother conceived me in error. 6 [I] see that you
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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bend down to [love your spiritual offspring] who
are clean inside, not just [to hypocrites who
look good on the outside]. So fix the knowledge
of wisdom inside my [cracked heart]. 7
Purge me. Disinfect me [like a priest cleans
rotten, moldy houses and lepers with bitter, antimicrobial]

plant-extracts. Wash my [heart] 'til I'm
[spiritually] whiter than snow.
lit: hyssop. The actual disinfecting plant is unidentified.

Keep me [alive to one day again] hear the
bright [sounds of your] joy-filled [feasts]. Uncrush my bones that you've [broken]. [Let
me someday] spin around in circle-dances
[in your honor]. 9 Hide your face from my
sins. Blot all my depraved [acts] out [of
history]. Psalms 51:10 *Elohim, [please]
8

create a clean heart inside me.
Make a new righteous [loyal, faithful] spirit within my [body].
See song: "Create In Me A Clean Heart".

*Don't hurl me away from
Your face! Never take Your sacred Spirit from me. 12 Give me
11

back the bright [joy] of being saved by
you. Prop me [up] with your generous
spirit.
By some interpretations: “make me willing to obey
you.”

I'll teach rebels to [follow] your paths.
turn sinners back to you. 14 Elohim,
snatch me [up]! [I'm drowning] in bloodguilt.
Elohim, be my savior. [Then] my tongue
will shout-sing so loud [that the whole world
will hear] about your righteousness. 15
Yahweh, open wide my lips. Let my
mouth confront [the world] with [wild, improvisatory] acclamations in your [honor].
13

[I'll]

#8416 thillah = extreme, wild, full-body, spiritfilled pentecostal euphorias of praise. Not merely
‘praise’. Sopherim changed 'YHVH' to 'Adonai' in
this and hundreds of other verses.

16 *[Crazy people are saying that my child of
adultery is dying to atone for my crimes. Crypto-satanists keep advising me to sacrifice animals

But you hate [animal
and human] sacrifice! If you liked
[dead animals,] I'd fill [the earth with animal
blood]! You can't stand the [smoke of
to cover my guilt.]
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burning animals]

ascending

[into the sky]!

*[Yahweh never wanted any animal sacrifices,
___!] The ‘sacrifices’ Elohim [wants]
are our hurt spirits [that the world
has] slaughtered. ELohim, [I know]
you will never despise a humbled, [crushed], repentant heart.
17

[You don't want blood. You love to forgive us!]
In short: The donations YAH wants are [our]
crushed spirits and humble hearts. This corrects
the pervasive myth that YHVH ever conditioned the
receipt of his forgiveness on any animal or human
dying and bleeding. The myth of ‘Hebrew animal
sacrifice’ is a pernicious and horrible lie from the
devil.
18 Heal [us Hebrews]. Make us your shining-mountain
of delight [once again]. Rebuild the walls of [the] City-OfPeace.
Lit. Zion, Jerusalem.

After [we repent,] you'll be pleased with
righteous donations — with [the] rising [aroma of meat roasting for community love-feasts].
[In place of pagan sacrifices, we'll serve] perfectly
[wholesome] ascension-gifts. [To feed needy people, your priests] will smoke-roast, [not
‘sacrifice’] young bulls on your [cooking] altar.
19

[our]

"Whole burnt offerings" would not bring joy to any
righteous Creator. Translators who think so ought
to have their heads examined. This song is to be
performed with great dancing [Mahaloth].

Psalms 52

A maskil [instructional song] written by king David.
This is an advanced piece for Jerusalem's head music arranger to direct. The lyrics are inspired by
David's rage when Doeg the murderous Edomite
slithered to king Saul and ratted out David's location, saying, 'David fled to Ahimelech's sanctuary.'
(See 1Sa 21.)

Your tongue weaves atrocities. Like a
sharp razor, it crafts treachery. 3 You
love evil more than good. [You'd] rather
lie than speak [what's] right. Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 4 You love all devouring
words, you flicking snake-tongue. 5 So
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El {Power} comes to tear you down forever. He [soon] cracks you [to bits] and
sweeps you away. He plucks you out of
your home. He roots you out of the
land of the living. Selah {Dramatic-Break}.
6 The right-walking people watch the
[liar fall], ___. Astonished, they laugh at
him: 7 “Look, ___! This [bloody piece of meat]
is the big-shot who refused to make
Elohim his stronghold. [The liar] ranfor-refuge in his overflowing [material]
wealth. He got strong by rushing in [to
pillage weak people].”
Today such liars pillage through the criminal industries called: insurance, medicine, 'law', religion,
atheistic education, ‘defense’, politics, etc.

Meanwhile, I flourish [spiritually] like a
green olive tree in Elohim's sanctuary,
___. I run-for-refuge by [hugging] Elohim's neck, [as I'll do] for ages into eternity. 9 [Yahweh], I'll keep on praising you
for eon[s], [thanking you] for everything you
do. I'll bind-together [with] your kindones, [awaiting] your wondrous honor.
8

Psalms 53
David Condemns Atheist Thugs
Who Hurt Saints

*The fool [hisses] in his heart,
“There is no Elohim.” [Faithless]
evildoers [stink,] corrupt and abhorrent. [They] do no one any
good.
1

YAH Rips Out Criminals' Lying,
Greedy Tongues
1 Why do you brag about your evil
[deeds], mighty man [of shame]? [You spit on]
El's kindness all day long!

2

926

This is another instructional song [maskil] by
David. The lyrics relate to state-sponsored murderer Doeg's priest-killing thugs. This song requires
arranging by a skilled music director. Based on, or
to performed by 'fluting'.

From [the highest] heaven, Elohim looks
down upon the children of Adam. [YAH
scans the earth] for anybody acting intelligently, seeking [his] authority. 3 *Ev2

erybody has fallen away! The
whole [human race] lies covered
with filth. Nobody [consistently]
does good. Not one [human].
The world is populated by two kinds of unbelievers:
religious hypocrites and irreligious atheists.
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Do the schemers of lawlessness know
nothing? They devour my people as if
[humans were pieces of] bread! The [scoundrels]
never call on Elohim, ___. 5 [Today,]
fearless evildoers [rule the world, ___]. But
[in our future,] sudden alarm terrifies [all criminals]. Elohim scatters the bones of everyone who encamps against you [believers]. You put the [miscreants] to shame.
Elohim spits the [pigs out of his universe]. 6 —
From his bright-shining-mountain, [YAH
rains] salvation [down] on Israel. Elohim
reverses the oppression of his people.
[Our] foes become [fertilizer]! [In heaven, our ancient Patriarch] Jacob spins around [so hard he
looks drunk]! Israel lights up with joy!
4

lit: Zion.

Psalms 54
David Prays For YAH To Kill His Oppressors
1 Elohim, save me, [to honor] your name.
Sail me straight [up] to victory.
This is a maskil [instructional song] which king
David wrote for Jerusalem's temple music director
to arrange and direct with stringed instruments.
David [wrote this] when the people of Zif ratted
him out to evil king Saul by saying, “David is hiding
with us”. ‘On Neginoth’, meaning, ‘to be performed
on slammed-drums’, or ‘relating to smitings.’ David
may have written this song at Keilah citadel. (See
1Sa 23.)

Hear my prayer, O Elohim. Lean [your]
ear to the whispers [falling from] my
mouth. 3 Non-Hebrews rise up against
me, ___. Terrifying [oppressors] chase me
down [like I'm] an animal. They totally ignore Elohim. Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 4
Yet watch, ___. Elohim surrounds me
[with aid]. Yahweh props up my [collapsing]
body.
2

This is one of 134 verses where arrogant Sopherim
translator/interpreters long ago substituted ‘Adonai’
in place of ‘YHVH’.

boomerangs evil back on my ambushers, ___. YAH, consume [my attackers] in your eternal [flames]. 6 In your [honor], I'll keep freely donating [animals for
priests to] slaughter [at sacred feasts]. I'll keep
throwing my hands [in the air to acclaim] your
5 [YAH]
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wonderful name-authority, Yahweh. 7
[YAH] rescues me out of every tightsqueeze, ___. My eye[s] watch [YAH obliterate] my enemies.

Psalms 55
David Begs YAH To Rescue Him
From Evil Liars
1 Lean [down] your ear to [hear] my
prayer, O Elohim. Never hide yourself
from my cries-for-help.
An instrumentally-accompanied song written by
king David for the music director to arrange and
conduct. See 2Sa 15-17 to understand David's
painful motivation for writing these lyrics: David's
prince Absalom led the country in murderous revolt
against David. In the latin vulgate, Jerome reinterprets this psalm as “the voice of Christ against the
chief of the Jews and the traitor Judas.” Psalm 55
has even been cross-interpreted as the voice of
king David's daughter, princess Tamar wailing after
her brother prince Amnon raped her.

Prick-up-your-ears. Eye me. I'm rambling [around], arguing [with myself and others],
in an uproar. 3 [I'm overwhelmed by] shouts
from my haters. Faces of evil press
[down on me]. I'm panting, [clawing,] slipping
into their fire-breathing ambushes. 4
2

*My hearts twists in my [tortured]
chest. Terrors of death fall [to
crush] me. 5 Shudders of fear attack my
[body].

Horror fills me,

[ripping me apart]. 6

*I'm begging [you]! Give me
wings like a dove. I'll fly away.
[Finally I'll] rest [in safety].
lit. roost.

I'll flitter far [away]. I'll roost in the
wilderness. Selah {Dramatic-Break}.
7

Selah could here mean, “Make the [pain] stop!”

Hurry! [Help] me escape from this spirit-tempest, this hurricane [of evil]. 9 Yahweh, swallow [the combatants] down! Cut
their evil tongues [in pieces and fling them to the
4 winds]. I'm [sick of] watching violence and
adversarial [conflict tear apart] my city!
8

'YHVH', not 'Adonai'. Tongues= metaphor for lying
words. Not an espousal of violence.

Day and night [thugs] prowl
on [my city's] walls, ___. [Firecrime and [tragic] toil [lurk] at the

Psalms 55:10
[for blood]
breathing]
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city's core. 11 Wickedness [seethes] at [my
city's] heart, ___. Threats and fraud
never leave her streets. 12 For it's not
[merely] an enemy who persecutes me.
That I could have borne. It's not [just]
someone who hates me who spirals
himself [high to drop bombs on] me. I would
have hid myself from [my known enemy].
The most tragic betrayal comes from the people
who owe you love and gratitude.

But it's you, someone like me, my
guide, and my friend, [who stabs me in the
back]! 14 We enjoyed each other's sweet
counsel. We paraded [arm-in-arm, leading the]
throng to Elohim's sanctuary. 15 *The

[death]. 23

*You, Elohim, throw
the liars down into the well of
ruin. [Cut] the bloodsucking mortals' lives in half. [They're] chasing
me into refuge in you.
The ‘modern’ human's typical healthy lifespan is
around half the biblical measure of a full life (120
years). The average medical Doctor dies at 55
years old.

Psalms 56

13

desolating [angel] of death lures
[my betrayers] down to the unseen
[grave], ___. They lodge in the
[black] heart of [the house] of the evil
[dead]. 16 [While my ‘friends’ fall to Satan,] I keep
calling, ‘Elohim!’ Eventually Yahweh
saves me, ___. 17 Evening, morning
and noon I [oscillate between] praying [quietly
like a humming bee or a mourning dove,] vs. shouting [in rage to YAH]. [Either way,] he hears my
call, ___. 18 *[YAH] rips my body

out of battle. [He sets me down]
whole, ___, even when hordes
[of assassins] assault me. 19 El {God},
the one who lives in the infinite past
[and future], sees and hears everything my
[enemies do and say to harm me]. Selah {DramaticBreak}. [My attackers] never repent, ___.
They have no fear of Elohim. Psalms 55:20
[My opponent] reaches out his hand to [kill
people who live] at peace with him, ___!
His promises dissolve [into poison]. 21 *[The

mouth [speaks] smoother
than butter, ___. He [hides] his
attack in his heart. His words
[slide] softer than oil. But every
[word] is a drawn sword [pointing at
my chest]. 22 * ___, hurl your burden[s] back onto Yahweh. He
keeps you going. He never lets
right-walkers slip [into] eternal
betrayer's]
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David Sings of Being Captured By
Palestinians
1 Stoop down [from heaven to help] me,
Elohim. Day [after day], human-animals [do
their best to] inhale me, [to] devour my
blood, [to] crush my [skull].
This song requires arranging by a skilled music director. To the tune of, or in the style of: ‘A Dove in
Distant Cashew-trees’, a reference to David fleeing
from persecutors, including from his demon-possessed rebel son Absalom. David wrote this song
after Palestinians captured him in winepress-town
(Gath). See 1Sa 21.

spies gulp me down
for breakfast. Arrogant hordes consume
me! 3 I'm terrified every day! I'm running to [take] shelter inside [your spirit],
Elohim. 4 So, ___, I clearly yet wildly
shout-sing YAH's word amidst the [hostile,
Satanic] public. [Praise puts] me securely ‘inside’ ELohim, [my living fortress]. [So] I refuse
to [live] in fear. What can [walking hunks of]
meat do to my [eternal spirit? Nothing.]
2 [Manipulative, hostile]

Halal = a clear, yet foolish, clamorous public praise
show.

All day [long] the [meatheads] twist my
words, ___. They spend all their [dubious] brainpower inventing schemes to
harm me. 6 [My persecutors] huddle in secret
haunts, ___. They mark my steps.
They lurk in ambush to [suck out] my [last]
breath of life. 7 ELohim, stop letting
lawless [criminals] escape [justice]! Hurl
them down in your fire-breathing-fury.
5

*You tally my every footstep.
You store my tears in your [bottomless] bottle [of dead-men's sob-drops].
8
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Do you not record [the criminals'
crimes] in your record-book[s]?
Mourners collect their tears and store them in the
caskets of their departed loved-ones.

Make my enemies rush backward in
retreat when I cry to you. That's how
I'll know Elohim is [fighting] for me. Psalms
56:10 [Encased] in ELohim's [spirit], I'll live to
clearly-shout-sing his words, ___.
[Guarded] in Elohim's heart, I'll keep on
crazy-raving his commandments amidst
the [murderous] hordes.
9

Paraphrased from the root words: Elohim halal
dabar YHVH halal dabar. dabar= word or commandments or plans. halal = foolish, wild, yet clear
public praise show. Halal-praise creates a spiritual
force-field, a barrier that evil forces can't pierce.
Through halal, you enter the Creator's being, a
spirit-zone infinitely larger and more durable than
our natural universe.

I flee-for-protection inside ELohim's
[heart], ___. I refuse to [live] in terror.
What can bags-of-walking-dirt do to
[harm] my [immortal spirit]? [Nothing!] 12 Your
promises shelter me, Elohim. [While my enemies rain down arrows at me,] I safely throw my
hands in the air [to thank you for protecting me].
13 You snatch my suffocating-lungs out
of [drowning] death. So [I trust you to] keep
[my enemies] from pushing my feet [off life's
cliffs]. I'll walk before your face [forever],
[basking] in the shining-dawn of [new] life.
11

Peterson: sunlit fields of life, i.e. resurrection life.

Psalms 57
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fathom],

___. 3 [YAH] deploys [angels] from
heaven. He saves me from getting [my
skin] stripped-off by all these [pigs] who
rush to swallow me up. Selah {DramaticBreak}. Elohim bows down to give me
stability, ___. 4 *I'm a pant-

ing-animal surrounded by giant-lions. I lie down on a [bed of]
fire, ___. Adam-spawn [gnash]
me with their spear-teeth and
arrow-fangs. [They stab me] with
their sharp sword-tongues. 5
Elohim, save me. [Show the world how you]
tower above the heavens. Dominate
the whole earth with your glory. 6 The
[thugs] set net[s] for my steps. [Their attack]
knocks my life-breath [to the ground], ___.
They dig pit[s] in front of my [paths]. But
[YAH makes my opponents] fall into their [own
traps]. Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 7 Elohim,
[you] stabilize my [failing] heart. [So I] dedicate my [every] heartbeat to stroll [the
earth, to] strike [up the band as I sing about You]. 8
[With music I] awaken splendor, ___. My
guitar and harp [jump to] life. [Praise] awakens the dawn [of new life]. 9 In the middle
of crowds, I keep on throwing my
hands [in the air to thank] you, Yahweh.
Among [all] nations I'll keep striking
[strings] to [honor] you.
YHVH. ‘Adonai’ was wrongly inserted by Sopherim
translator/interpreter/wise-guys.

For your mercy towers to
the heavens, [Yahweh]. Your truth reaches the [celestial] clouds. 11 Elohim, You
tower above the galaxies. Cover the
whole earth with your splendor.
Psalms 57:10

In A Cave, David Prays To Be Saved
From Saul
1 Bend low to me, O Elohim. Stoopdown [in mercy] to [help] me. My life-breath
scrambles for shelter inside your [spirit].
Yes, in the shadow of your wings, I
take refuge until [life's] calamities pass.
In response to the trials described in 1Sa 22, David
wrote this psalm to be arranged and conducted by
the skilled music director of Jerusalem's temple. To
the tune of, or in the style of an earlier piece called
“Do Not Destroy”.

I cry to [Yahweh] Elohim, the Supreme-one, the highest El {Power} in existence. He accomplishes [miracles I can't even
2
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Psalms 58
David Rails At False Judges, Leaders, Priests
1 How can you claim to decree justice,
you bunch of deaf-mute [false leaders]? Do
you Adam-spawn really [think you] judge
rightly?
David wrote this [miktam] song for a skilled music
director to arrange and conduct to the tune of, or
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in they style of, a previous song called ‘Do Not Destroy’.

to kill him. (See 1Sa20.) The song requires a
skilled music director to arrange and conduct it.

In your heart's core you brew wicked
[poison]. Your hands roll violence over the
[whole] earth. 3 In the womb, [you] miscreants stray [from righteousness]! You swerve
off [the path] as soon as your mother
squeezes you out into the light. You're
born speaking lies. 4 The [sin of a corrupt
leader] burns like a serpent's venom,
___. [A false authority-figure] is a cobra that
stops its ears, [refusing to calm to the snakecharmer's fluting]. 5 The wisest serpent-charmer couldn't get a [wicked leader] to
listen to one whisper [of reason], ___. 6
Elohim, smash the [wicked judges'] teeth in
their mouth[s]. Demolish the huge fangs
of the leaping lions, Yahweh. 7 Melt [the
abusive ‘authority’] like dripping water. When
he bends his bows to shoot his arrows
[at needy people], snip the [arrows] into
shards. 8 Melt the [scoundrel] away like a
snail-slug [in summer]. Dissolve them to
nothing like a stillborn child who [dies] in
its mother's [womb], never to see the
sun. 9 By the time [the tyrant's] cookingcauldron feels the heat of the thorns
[you use for kindling], drown the [villain] alive in
your whirlpool of fire-rage. Psalms 58:10
Light up the [faces of us] right-walker[s] as
we watch you [take] vengeance [on the
world's criminals]. [Let us] wash our [dancing]
feet in the blood of wicked [villains]. 11
Get every human singing, “Righteous
people really do get to [eat] the fruit [of
their good deeds]. There really is an Elohim
judging on earth!”

2

2

Psalms 59
David Prays For Rescue From Saul's
Assassins
1 My Elohim, snatch-me-away from my
haters. Lift me high above the [murderers
who keep] rising up [to kill] me.
David wrote this song (mikhtam) to the tune of, or
in the style of another song called, ‘Do Not Destroy’. The lyrics refer to David's pain when evil
king Saul sent assassins to spy on David’s house,
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Rescue me from the crafters of oppression. Teleport me far away from [all]
bloodsucking mortals. 3 Look, Yahweh:
[state-sponsored hit-men] lie in ambush to [snuffout] my life-breath. Mighty [power-wielders]
stir up to [rush] over me, to punish me
for refusing to participate in their criminal revolt[s against you]. 4 [Even when] I do
nothing wrong, [evildoers] run to amass
[ambushes to murder me]! Awake to help me,
[YAH]. Look! 5 You, Yahweh, Sovereign
over all armies, Elohim of Israel,
awake! Take-vengeance on all the
beast-nations. Stop bending down to
help oppressive lawbreakers. Selah
{Dramatic-Break}. 6 Every night, [government
assassins] prowl back [here, where I sleep], to
[spy me for the kill]. They bark like dirtydogs. They circle the city. 7 Look! The
[killers] belch out [bullets] from their
mouth[s]. Swords fly from their lips.
They say, “Who [in heaven] hears [about what
we do on earth]?” 8 But you, Yahweh, always
get the last laugh [on the world's assassins]. In
the end, You ridicule all the beast-nations.
See Psalm 2. The only time the bible describes the
Creator laughing, is when he laughs at mankind's
‘world powers’.

You guard me with your strength.
ELohim is my cliffside-fortress, ___.
Psalms 59:10 I hug ELohim's neck of mercy, ___. Elohim projects me high [above
the city, so I can] look [down] on my ambushers. 11 [Yahweh], don't kill [my attackers].
Keep them alive, degraded, roving
around [like blind] fugitive [beggars, living, moving examples] of your [destructive] power. All
the people must remember [how you demolish false ‘authorities’]. 12 While the arrogant,
cursing [usurpers] deceive [the masses],
snatch away their sinful mouths. [Rip off]
their lying lips. 13 *Consume the
9

in fire-rage. Devour
them into nothing. Let the [world]
know that Elohim's rule over
[usurpers]
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Jacob's [land] extends to the
ends of the earth. Selah {Dramatic-Break}.
The kingdom of heaven is the only authorized dominion on earth. The united beast-nations rage in
rebellion against the Creator.

Again tonight the [murderers] return.
They bark like dogs, circling the city,
[hunting my life]. 15 The [assassins] rove, scavenging for [human] meat, growling [because
you won't] satisfy them [with my flesh]. 16 [As my
assailants aim crossbows to murder me, every] morning I stroll around [in public]. I scream-sing in your strength. [I'm] safe as [an eagle] in a cliffside fortress. I hug your
merciful neck [as you get me out of] deathsqueezes day [after day]. 17 [As thugs aim their
guns to kill me,] I'm striking strings, singing
[praises to you, my source of supernatural] strength:
“Elohim is my high-tower, ___!” “Elohim bends his neck [down to pick me up]!”
14

Psalms 60
David Begs YHVH To Help Him Defeat Invaders
1 Elohim, you push-us-aside. You hurl
us in pieces in [the hurricane of] your furious
breath. [Please,] turn back [to us].
The miktam (instructional song) teaches about
David's feelings when his kingdom got sandwiched
between twin wars: against [SouthLander] rebels,
and against northern armies from the Syrian cities
of Naharaim and Zobah [Station]. Eventually
David's General Joab returned to Jerusalem after
striking down twelve thousand [southland]
Edomites in the Valley of Salt. (See 2Sa 8.) This
song requires arranging and conducting by an expert music director. David wrote this to the tune
of, or in the style of, a famous song called “The Lily
of the Covenant / Elation of Testimony”.

You make our earth quake.
You open fissures [beneath our houses].
[Please,] seal the cracks before [our country
completely] collapses! 3 You shove doom in
our faces. You make us drink [bitter]
‘wine’. [Punishment makes us] reel [in convulsions].
4 Still, [above the battle], you raise a banner
so [we] who fear you [can] escape to your
stable [protection]. 5 Rip [us,] your beloved
[obeyers, up from the war-zone]. Free [us] with
2 [Yahweh,]
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your power-hand. See us! Hear my [cry]!
6 [Long ago,] Elohim decreed this sacred
promise, ___:
“[I'm evicting the pagans from the region of]

Shechem {Neck} and the valley of

Sukkot {Tent-Town}. I'm measuring and
apportioning [these and other lands to house people
who serve me].
7
—Gilead {Monument-Mound} is my [land]. [The land of]
Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting} is mine. [The land of North-Israel,
aka] Ephraim {Double-Fruit} is my armored-helmet. [Israel's leading southern tribe,] Judah {Celebrated}, is my lawgiver.
8

—[The Arabian east-land belonging to incestuous]
Moab is my foot-washing pot! I fling my
sandals over Edom {the-Red-Man's-Southland}. I shout in triumph over [coastal]
Palestine.”
9 So, [since you, YAH, have abandoned us], who's
going to escort me into our enemy-occupied forts? Who's going to guide me
to [put down] the southland [Edomite rebellion]?
Psalms 60:10 Won't you help us, Elohim?
[Why did you] cast us away? Elohim, [why
have] you stopped marching out in front
of our praise-battalions? 11 [Yahweh], give
us help! Spring us out of the deathtrap! The help of man is futile. 12

*We'll valiantly [triumph] through
Elohim's [help], ___. He'll [eventually] trample down our enemies
for us.

Psalms 61
David Begs YAH's Help Against His
Rebel Son
1 Oh Elohim, hear my cry. Prick up your ears. [Listen
to] my prayer. 2 [Dread] overwhelms my heart! I'm at
the end of the earth, [stranded far from home]. Lead me to
the rock far above

[the flood]

I'm

[drowning in]!

3

You've

always been a shelter for me. [You're my]
“strong tower.” [You protect me] from [my every] enemy. 4 I'll live forever in your
home, [Yahweh]. I run for refuge in [my]
hiding-place, in your ‘wings.’ Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 5 Elohim, appreciate my gifts.
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together amount
to no more than an
empty [puff of hot air]. Psalms 62:10

Award me the heritage [you give to] beings who revere
your Name. 6 [Please] prolong the life of me, [Israel's]
king. [Extend my] years [through] many generations. 7

tals put]

your Name forever.
ery day.

Never run-for-refuge in oppression,
___. Don't waste [your life] in robbery.
Don't set your heart [on] flourishing
power.

Let [me] live facing [you,] Elohim, forever.
Appoint [angels of] kindness and stability
to guard [me]. 8 [Leave me alive] to strike [up the band to
praise]

[Help me]

keep my word ev-

Psalms 62
YAH Is Your Only Refuge And Hope
My life-breath stills, ___, [awaiting help
from] Elohim, my liberator.
1

David wrote this song in the style of Jeduthun
(Ethan), for Jerusalem's [skilled choir & orchestra]
director to arrange and conduct.

alone is my rock, my rescuer.
He's my defense, ___. So no [force in the
universe] can shake me [to bits]. 3 [Enemy,]
how long will you scheme to assault [me]?
I'm [YAH's] man! [YAH advances to] dash you
in pieces like a leaning wall, [you]
tottering fence! 4 [My haters] constantly
conspire to hurl me down from [my place
of] honor, ___. With their mouths they
bless [me]. But inside they're cursing
[me]. 5 ___, my soul waits in silence for
my Elohim, my only hope. 6 [YAH] alone
is my rock, ___. [He's] my freedomfighter. He's my cliffside-fortress. [So no
force] can shake me [to bits]. 7 My wideopen-safe-place of honor rests inside
Elohim's [heart], ___. ELohim's [spirit] is
my mountain stronghold, my shelter
[from war]. 8 You people, run-for-asylum in
[YAH] at all times. Pour out your heart
before him, ___. Elohim is our [only]
refuge. Selah {Dramatic-Break}.
Humans Amount To A Puff Of Hot
Air
2 [YAH]

*Lowborn men are just
a breath, ___. [And]
‘highborn’ [people] are just
a lie. Weigh them together on a balance, [you
get] nothing, ___. [All mor9
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Modern man, churchgoers and atheists alike, live in
pursuit of gain. Gain = gaigne = ill-gotten spoils of
illegal war. To be a normal economic participant in
today's world is to become a criminal in the Creator's eyes.

All power belongs to Elohim, ___.
Elohim tells me [so] again and again. 12
11

You, Adonai, own mercy. You pay every man exactly what his work deserves.

Psalms 63
David Cries To Re-Experience YAH's
Spirit
1 Elohim, my strength, I'm up at dawn
searching for you. My soul thirsts for
you. My flesh craves for you in [this] arid
[desert] land. [I] faint for lack of [living] ‘water.’
A psalm David [wrote] in the desert of Judah. EL =
the personification of ultimate strength. Customarily translated ridiculously as "O God you are my
God."

I'm [dying] to see your power and glory
again, as I've experienced you [before] in
[your] sacred-tent.
2

When you feel the rivers of living water rushing
within you, nothing else will ever satisfy you again.
Sex, food, cars, houses, drugs, entertainment, are
all mere trifles compared to YAH's spirit.

Your loving-kindness is better than
life. [That's why] my lips [constantly] shout
[praise] to you. 4 So I'll kneel to you [every
day] of my life. I'll [keep] lifting up my
palms [shouting] your Name, [wherever I go, no
3

matter what anyone thinks or says, even if they call me
‘weird’ or arrest me].

Raising your hands to praise YAH is a courageous
and subversive act. In pagan societies, they ask
you to raise your hands to swear oaths. YAH says
NOT to do that, but to raise your hands to praise
him in public places like parks, your workplace,
your front yard, your school, in airports, in courthouses, in front of the police station, as you walk
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down the street, not just in church. Are you brave
enough to do that? David was.

satisfy my soul with overflowing [living water, infinitely] richer [than the
finest foods]. So my mouth keeps raving
[about] you with shouts [of joy echoing] from
my lips. 6 Even lying on my bed I reminisce about you. I [study, ponder & sing]
about you during [my city's] night-watches. 7 You always [come] to help me. [So] in
the shadow of your wings I screech
[praise songs like a little bird].
5 [You always]

It doesn't matter what your singing sounds like.
[YAH] loves screeching as long as it's heartfelt.
8 I cling to you for my every life-breath. Your right
hand holds me up as I [struggle to] follow you.

YAH Will Soon Destroy The Enemies
Of The Just
9 [Evil ones] hunt me for the kill, like [I'm]
an animal. But [I know you'll hurl] them
down into the depths of the dirt! Psalms
63:10 A hand bearing a sword will flow
[my enemies' blood onto the earth]. The [jerks] will
be meal[s] for jackals. 11 [ ___, a real] king
[gets his] light from ELohim. Everyone
who is 100% [devoted to YAH] raves [in wild,
clear shows of praise]. But [YAH] eventually
stops [up] the mouths of everyone who
speaks lies.

___. They conspire to lay hidden
snares. They smirk, “Who'll see us?”
Some criminals knowingly plan out evil crimes
against relatively innocent people. The only way to
fight that kind of crime is to teach children YAH's
Law from the youngest age, so that the kids become law-abiding grownups. Punitive law enforcement cannot possibly cope with today's rampant
crime.

*[Criminals] ferret out perversities, ___. They perform diligent searches [for wicked ploys]. All
their hearts and minds are
deep [abysses of cunning malice]. 7 But Elo6

him fires [his] arrows at [malefactors]. He instantly [mortally] wounds them, ___. 8
[YAH] strikes [miscreants] down with their
own tongues. [Then] everyone who sees
them flees away. 9 [When YAH kills a criminal,]
all men fear, ___. The [witnesses] publicize Elohim's [punishments]. Then [men]
wisely consider their actions. Psalms 64:10
Yahweh brightens up [us] righteous [people] who run-for-refuge in him, ___. Everyone who is upright in heart [eventually
basks in YAH's] splendor.

Psalms 65

halal = a spectacle of clear, wild, raving, foolish
praise.

Psalms 64
King David Tells You, “Crime Doesn't Pay!”
1 Oh Elohim, hear my voice, my

[whispering]

prayer.

Hide
me from the secret conspiracies of
wicked [beings], and from the [open insurrection of] mobs of workers of disaster. 3
Preserve my life from fear of the enemy. 2

*[Villains] whet their tongue[s] like
sword[s]. They bend their bows
to shoot their poison-arrow
words. 4 *[Criminals] secretly shoot
at innocent [saints], ___. Suddenly fearless [murderers] fire on
the [blameless child]. 5 [Lawbreakers] encourage each other to hatch evil plot[s],
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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YAH Hears our Quiet Prayer; He
Buries Our Sin

1 Elohim, [I see now that] the stillness on [shining Mount]
Zion is [more majestic than humanity's] wildest, most inspired
praise-frenzies. [What you want is for us to quietly] make good
on our promises to you.
An instrumentally-accompanied strolling-song
which king David wrote to be presented by a skilled
conductor/arranger. thillah = wild, improvisatory
acclamation, not mere 'praise'. The standard translations settle for rendering this verse as gobbledygook.

All flesh-creatures eventually come to
you, the One [being] who hears [all]
prayers. 3 You eventually bury the campaigns which the [world's] perverts wage
to overpower me. You wipe away all
the rebellions [we humans wage against you]. 4
Happiness floods the human you
choose, [saints] you bring near to you,
whom you let dwell in your courts. We
[believers] eventually spring [out from the pover2

[face]
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into the abundance of all-things-wonderful in your sacred
home, your [heavenly] palace.
YAH Forms & Runs The Universe
Via Miracles
5 You answer us [believers] with awesome
righteous [miracles]. You are the ELohim
who frees us. You are the refuge for [all
beings] to the ends of the earth across
the faraway oceans. 6 Wrapped in [supernatural] force, [YAH raises and] establishes [all]
mountains by his power, ___. 7 *[YAH]
ty of death]

triumphs [over the] tumult of the
raging seas. He [quiets] tsunamis,
___. [He hushes] the noise of the
nations. 8 *[YAH,] to the ends of
the [universe, beings gasp in] terrified-awe of your miracles. You
hurl the morning [sun] and the
night [stars] screaming [in triumph over
all planets].
YAH Lovingly Manages Our Earth's
Ecosystems
9 You supervise [our] earth. You [daily] run
water over her. You grow her [lifeforms]
from the [nutrient] rich [heavenly] river of
Elohim. You prepare grain for [earth's people and animals]. You establish [the universe to
nurture our little lives].
Deists imagine an absent-minded clock-maker god.
But they're wrong. YAH is intimately involved in
our lives. YAH makes the planet work perfectly.
But we keep messing it up. The more technology
humans acquire, the faster they destroy our beautiful blue planet.

You soak our [mountain] ridges
[with rain]. You smooth our valleys. You
dissolve our [rocky ground] with showers.
You bless our sprouting [crops]. 11 *You
Psalms 65:10

crown [our] year with your marvelous [harvest]. You circle [earth,
scattering] fat [rich abundance in your every
path]. 12 You make [desert] oases drip [with
juicy fruit].

You dress [earth's] hills in joy.
Then you spin the [planet around the galaxy
dancing in your honor]. 13 [You] clothe [earth's]
pastures with flocks. You drape grain
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across [our] valleys. [Fruit] splits our ears
with [shouts of] joy. [Grain] strolls singing
[across our beautiful blue planet].

If you listen close when the soil is rich and well watered, you can hear food growing.

Psalms 66
King David Commands You To
Loudly Praise YAH!

* ___, split [the ears of] the whole
planet [with shouts of joy] to Elohim!
1

King David wrote this instrumentally-accompanied
strolling-song for presentation by a skilled conductor/arranger.

Strike [up the band to] honor [YAH's] nameauthority, ___. [Shake the ground with the]
weight of [your improvised] hullaballoos [of
praise to] him.
2

thillah = spontaneous clapping ‘halal’ (wild, foolish,
bright-shining praise-show).

Shout to Elohim, “How terrifying you
are when you act! Your enemies cringe
[before] you. Your overwhelming power
horrifies the [thugs]! 4 All the earth will
[eventually] prostrate [themselves to] you. [Even
your worst enemies] come to strike [strings] to
[honor] you. [All beings eventually] strike [up the
music] to [applaud] your Name-authority.”
Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 5 ___, come and
see the feats of Elohim, the breathtaking way[s] he works [among] the children
of Adam! 6 [YAH] turns the sea into dry
land, ___! [We Hebrews] pass through
[earth's waters on foot]. There [on the shore, as we
watch our enemies' bodies float to the surface,] we
shine, [praising] YAH. 7 [YAH] rules [the universe] by his eternal power. His eyes see
[everything everyone does] in [every] nation, ___.
He [slams down] all rebels who tower over
[downtrodden people]. Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 8
Kneel [to] our Elohim, you people. Yell
[out wild spontaneous] praise in [every] ear,
___.
YAH Purifies Us With Struggles
9 [YAH] holds our life-breath in [the palm(s) of
his hands, ___]. He never lets our feet slip
[into oblivion]. Psalms 66:10 Elohim, you keep
testing us. You [put us through] trials, like a
3
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assays silver. 11 [When we sin,]
you [let us fall] into [Satan's] net-trap. You
lay burdens on our backs.
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make your Way known over the
[entire] earth. [Spread] your saving-health
among all [earth's] cattle-people.

[metallurgist]

2 [YAH,]

The world-wide-web is a trap.

Saving health = Y'shua, a building block of the
name of YAHshua (Jesus). The bible does not mention a religion called 'Christianity'. It mentions 'The
Way' of Yahshua.

You let [mean] men ride over our [Hebrew] heads. We trudge through fire. We
[swim] through [raging] water. But [after we
learn our lesson,] you bring us out into a rich
home.
Share Your Food With The Poor At
Holy Feasts
13 So I keep [dancing] into your sanctuary, bringing ascension-gifts [to feed poor
people and priests]. I keep paying you [what] I
promise. 14 Every time I get in trouble,
my lips utter [promises. I bargain with you] using my mouth. 15 [So, to feed needy people at]
your [holy feasts,] I keep donating and
cooking ascension-gifts. [I keep giving you]
fat [animals] including young bulls, goats
and rams for smoke-roasting. Selah
{Dramatic-Break}.
Yah Answers The Prayers Of Righteous People
12

16 Come and hear, all you
I'll tell

[you]

how

[YAH sustains]

[people]

who fear Elohim.

my life-breath, ___. 17

I

cry to [YAH] with my mouth. I lift [his fame]
high with my tongue, ___. 18 Yet
sometimes, ___, I cherish perversity in
my heart. Then Adonai [Yahweh] turns his
listening ear away from me. 19 Still, in
reality, Elohim [always] hears me, ___.
He bends down [from heaven] to [hear] my
praying voice, [even when I've sinned]. Psalms
66:20 [So] kneel [and adore] Elohim, ___.
He never turns away my prayer[s]. He
never [takes] his mercy [away] from me. [So
he'll hear you too, no matter what you've done.]

Psalms 67
The Psalmist Begs YAH To Heal The
Whole World
1 Elohim, [please] stoop-down [in mercy] to [help] us [abused
believers]. Bless us. Make [your] face radiate [healing]
upon us. Selah {Dramatic-Break}.
An instrumentally-accompanied song requiring arrangement and leadership from a skilled music director.
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all societies will applaud you,
Elohim! [One day] all nations will lift their
[waving] hands [high to thank] you! 4 [After Armageddon,] all nations brighten-up. They
shriek for joy. For you come to fairly
judge [all history's] peoples. You eventually
govern every country on earth. Selah
{Dramatic-Break}. 5 All tribes come to acclaim you, Elohim! [One day] all nations
throw their hands [in the air to thank] you! 6
In the end, ___, the earth yields her
crops. [Yahweh, the] Sovereign [over all] ELohim, blesses [our battered planet].
3 [Soon]

Obedience to the hebrew Law produces ecological
renewal.
7 Soon, ___, all the ends of the earth come to fear
Elohim, our benefactor.

Psalms 68
Prayer For YAH To Smash His Enemies
1 Elohim, arise! Scatter your enemies!
[Make] everyone who hates you flee from
your [fire-breathing] face! 2 Elohim, force
[your enemies] away like smoke driven [by a
hurricane]! Make all wicked [beings] perish
before your face, like wax melts in a
[wild] fire!
Praise Loud, Mobile, In Public,
Jumping, Joy

*Righteous-ones, brighten-up! Jump for joy, [your heads to
the sky, your] faces up toward Elohim. Cheer with glee, ___!
3

Pews hinder you from obeying this verse. Most
churches would kick you out the door for obeying
it.

*Stroll [your town] singing to Elohim, thwacking strings [to honor
his] authority. Raise [people's awe of
YAH] who rides upon the heav4
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ens. [Sing] his name: ‘JAH!’ Jump
for joy beneath his [smiling] face,
___!
So, obviously, the bible commands us to sing
YHVH's name, not to merely sing “God”. Ps. 68:4 is
nearly a one-verse praise-recipe. Nothing in this
verse suggests the use of a church building, a
hymnal, pews, church-clothes or a pulpit.

YAH Defends Widows & Orphans;
So Should You
5 Elohim's family-home is sacred, ___.
He is the father of fatherless [orphans].
[He's] the judge who [defends] widows.
#4583 ma`own signifies home and those who
dwell in it.

Elohim sets solitary [abandoned people] in
families, ___. He jail-breaks [prisoners].
He [demolishes their] binding chains. Meanwhile, rebels [wallow] in [their] dry land.
Relive Exodus: The Great Slave
Emancipation
7 O Elohim, [I love how] you fly out [in victory]
before [the stunned, singing faces of us,] your
people. You march through the wilderness [to defend and guide us]. (Selah {DramaticBreak}.) 8 The earth shakes, ___! The
heavens fall before Elohim's face. The
Sinai {Bush}[desert mountain range] rocks at
the presence of [Yahweh] Elohim, Israel's
Sovereign. 9 You, O Elohim, keep wafting plentiful rain down [from the sky], to refresh [us,] your weary heritage [family].
6

You pour out rain in sky-buckets. You morph our
thorny cactus wilds into oases of delight.
Psalms 68:10 You give us [believers] stable life in the
[Promised Land]. You provide wonderful [bounty] for [our]

Yahweh announces
[victory], ___. Hordes of [Hebrew] women
[dance, singing] the triumphant news: 12
Kings of [pagan] armies sprint, [fleeing
humble

[poor]

people. 11

through the wastelands. They scream, terrified of Yahwe-

They wave in every direction,
while [old Hebrew] ladies [and toddler girls] stay
behind dividing the [kings' abandoned] loot!
13 [Slave-girls] who used to lie [asleep] between [rows of] dirty cattle-stalls now
[dress] in dove-wings covered in silver,
with feathers of yellow gold-dust, ___.
h's angel.]

The commercial translations have little clue of what
to do with this verse, and the chapter in general.
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They all differ, grasping at weak, clumsy, abortive
concepts.

“The Almighty scatters [our
enemy] kings like a [winter] storm [flings]
white [snow down from] Zalmon {Black-Phantom} Mountain!” 15 [The leaping, spinning women
14 [The girls sing:]

continue to sing: “YAH is giving us Hebrews the]

mountain of Elohim! The hill[s] of
Bashan {Fruitful}! The towering fruitfilled ranges [are ours to keep forever]! 16 —[All]
other mountains [on earth] look, jealous-eyed, at [Zion], the towering mountain Elohim takes as his dwelling. There
Yahweh lives enthroned forever. 17 —
Yahweh [thunders] from [the] Sinai [Bushdesert ~200km north] to [his] sanctuary [on shining Mount Zion]. [He flies, surrounded] by his chariots, [carrying] infinite thousands upon
thousands of angels, ___. 18 —You,
YAH, return us from slavery. [We] carry
priceless gifts from our hard [taskmasters].
You, [YAH], lead us from lowly-exile up
the highest [heights], to your sanctuary [in
the promised land].
JAH.

—Kneel [and adore] Yahweh, the power
frees [us], ___! Day after day he
carries our slave-loads.” Selah {DramaticBreak}. Psalms 68:20 [The women resume singing,]
“El, our power-savior, Yahweh Adonai,
extradites [us] from death. 21 —Yes, Elohim keeps smashing the heads of his
enemies. He [rips out] the hairy scalp[s] of
[the world's] crime-walkers. 22 Yahweh de19

[who]

crees,
“I'll haul my enemies back

[to face judgment] in
Bashan {Fruitful}. It [makes no difference] if the [villains escape to the depths of the sea-swamps.]

23

___, your feet [will dance] in the ‘blood’ of
your enemies. The tongue[s] of your
dogs [will lick up your persecutors' blood]!”
Metaphorically speaking. Hebrews do not actually
dance in human bodily fluids.
24 ___, see [hebrews hordes] parading, marching [in]

Singers in front,
then instrumental musicians, amidst
[singing, dancing] damsels [thwacking] drums
[and tambourines]!
Elohim's sacred strength! 25
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drums = toph.
26 The assembly kneels
[the]

fountain of Israel's

[to venerate]

[strength].

Yahweh Elohim,

litwith

27 [The tribe of]

tle Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}[parades]
their governor. The princes of [the tribe of]
Judah {Celebrated}[dance up the mountain behind]
their [council] of living-stone [leaders]. [Behind
them march] the princes of [the tribe of] Zebulun {House}, and the princes of [the tribe of]
Naphtali {Wrestler}.
YAH's true temple has always been constructed of
people (living-stones), not of literal building materials. The human-temple is an Old-Testament concept. That's why YAH's people generally meet outdoors and in tents. Church buildings are intrinsically repressive to spiritual expression. That's why Israel had a stone temple for only a few brief years
of its history. Real Christians are streetwalkers, not
pew-warmers.

strength endowed by
[Yahweh] ELohim. Elohim, train us to use
your power. 29 [Forevermore,] vassal-kings
will carry protection-payments to you
into your royal-courts in the city-ofpeace.
28 [Israel marches with]

lit: Jerusalem.

rebuke the strong
spearmen, the bull-herds, the calf-people, who trample [the world] for fragments
of silver. Scatter the beast-nations who
delight in war.
Psalms 68:30 [YAH,]

Referring to Egypt, the spirit-power that dominates
today's United-Nations.
31 Princes will [eventually] travel out of Egypt [to worship
Yahweh]. Cush {Ethiopia} will soon stretch out her

singing [praise]
to Elohim, you [people of the] kingdoms of
the earth. Strike [guitar strings] for Yahweh.
Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 33 *[Publicly, loudly
hands to Elohim. 32 [Walk around]

to [YAH] who rides upon
the heavens beyond the ancient sky & outer-space. Look,
___! [YAH] sends out his voice
[like] mighty thunder! 34 ___, acdance-sing]

claim Elohim's strength, his majestic
[reign] over Israel, his might that [towers
above] all heavens. 35 Elohim's terrifying [power

from His sacred home. [Yahweh], Israel's El {Powis who gives mighty strength to his people.
Kneel [and adore] Elohim, ___.
flashes]

er},

Psalms 69
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David Nearly Dies Of Cruel Oppressive Attacks
1 Free me, Elohim. The waters [of persecution flood] in to [choke out] my life-breath.
David wrote this instrumentally-accompanied song
to be arranged and conducted by a skilled music
director. It is set to the tune of (or in the style of)
a previous classic song called ‘Shoshannim
{Lilies/Elations}’.

I sink in deep swamp-mire, [way over my
I can't stand up. Deep deluges
sweep me away. Waves knock out my
[last breath]. 3 I'm worn out from crying,
___. My throat's on fire [from screaming desperate prayers like this one]. My eyes [fail,] exhausted from waiting for my ELohim [to
save me]. 4 I have more haters than I
have hairs [left] on my head! For no reason, [cabals of] powerful enemies stronger
than my bones plot to exterminate me.
They fraudulently [force] me to return
[treasures] I didn't steal! 5 O Elohim, you
know my foolishness. My guilty acts lie
exposed [before your eyes]. 6 Adonai
Yahweh, [commander of angel] armies, [we oppressed believers] hold together [only by grasping
our thin rope of hope] in you. Elohim of Israel,
don't let my [sins] put [my fellow believers] to
shame. Don't let your seekers get
wounded [to pay for my crimes]. 7 [I serve only you,
not the world powers. For this] I bear [public]
embarrassment, [like a naked bum]. Shame
covers my face. 8 *I've become a
2

head].

stranger to my brothers, an
alien to my mother's children. 9
Zeal to

your [holy] family [from worldconsumes me. Disgrace
from your antagonists falls [to crush] me.
[protect]

ly power-brokers]

David is not concerned about a temple. At this time
there was no temple. Jesus denigrated Herod's
temple. True believers need no church building.
David is concerned about the abuse that YAH's
family [bayith] is suffering. Charlatan preachers
use this verse to justify debt-funded building drives
to build their own little castles of control.

I wail [in lament]. I humble my
body by starving myself. [The tyrants point to
my sad skinny frame] as proof of my dishonor. 11 I wrap my body in sackcloth [to
show my humble repentance]. This makes me
Psalms 69:10
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the [city's most pathetic] joke. 12 Every [bigshot]
who sits [to judge cases] inside the [court]
gate decrees [verdicts] against me. And
[out in the street,] I'm the drunkards' ditty.
13 I keep praying to you, Yahweh. It's
time for me to be accepted, Elohim!
Show your infinite kindness. Answer
me! Stabilize me! Free me [from this mess of
rejection]. 14 Rescue me out of this sticky
[demon-mud]! Don't let me sink. Snatch
me out of [society's] bottomless, hater-infested waters. 15 Don't let the slimesurge engulf me. Don't let the [human]
swamp swallow me up! Never let the
[quicksand] pit clamp her mouth over me.
16 Answer me, Yahweh! [Show me] your
beautiful kind face, [full of] limitless compassion. 17 I'm your servant. Stop hiding your face from [me]. [I'm] getting
squeezed [to death]! Hurry! Answer me! 18
Draw my life-breath [to your healing arms].
Buy me [out of trouble]. Ransom me from
my enemies. 19 You keep seeing me
suffer embarrassment, shame and dishonor. My hordes of adversaries [humiliate] me right in front of your face! Psalms
69:20 The [prigs] strip [my dignity]. [They leave
me] heart-broken. I'm sick to death. I
hope for some [friend or loved] one to
shake-his-head [in pity]. But no one [cares].
I find no one to comfort [me]. 21 The
[monsters] feed me poison instead of
choice-food. To [worsen] my thirst, they
make me drink vinegar.
The ‘food‘ in your local grocery store is poison.

table into a trap, a
[spring-net that covers their shocked faces]. Morph
their ‘welfare’ into a noose [around their
neck]. 23 Darken the [demons'] eyes 'til they
go blind. Stretch their backs into permanent [paralysis]. 24 Spit fury-froth from
your mouth onto the [beasts]. [When they try
to run away, fry] them in the heat of your
fire-breathing rage. 25 Devastate the
[tyrants'] domiciles. Forever strip all life
from their [haunted] homes. 26 [Pigs] chase
down [and persecute people] you've already
punished. The [villains] gossip about the
22

Turn the

[bankers']
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grief of your wounded [saints]. 27 Repay
the [savages] calamity for their crimes.
Never let them enter your amnesty. 28
Wipe the [oppressors' names] out of the Book
Of Life. Never list them with [us] rightwalkers. 29 I'm depressed. I'm [suffering]
pain. Free me. [Lift me to] a high, impregnable [fortress overlooking a wide-open plain].
David Describes How & Why He
Praises Wildly
Psalms 69:30 I rave the name of Elohim as
I stroll [around singing and shouting]. [I] spiral
his [fame] by [throwing] my hands high [in
thanks].
halal = wild, clear, raving show of praise

delight Yahweh more
than [donating] oxen, or [cooking] muscular,
horned, hoofed bull[s at sacred feasts], ___.
32 Humble [poor people] see [me, the king, putting
on a foolish praise-show]. So they brighten-up.
Your heart springs back to life when
you tread [the streets chasing] Elohim's [spirit],
___. 33 For Yahweh hears the poor,
___. [YAH] never despises his imprisoned
[people]. 34 Heavens and earth rave [praise
31 [Wild public praises]

to YAH. So you should too, ___. Angels dance with the]

roaring-sea [filled with] gliding [creatures]. 35
For Elohim keeps saving Zion, ___. He
rebuilds the cities of Judea so [his people]
can live there in their own [land]. 36 The
seed-children of [YAH's] obeyers [always
eventually] inherit [Judea]. [Only] people who
love [YAH's] Name-authority can live [permanently] in the [promised land].

Psalms 70
King David Begs YAH To Fight Off
His Enemies
1 Fast, Elohim, rescue me! Please rush
to help me, Yahweh. 2 Shame and confuse the [evil beings] who chase down my
soul. Flip them backward. Throw into
confusion the [sickos] who crave my hurt.
3 They [cackle,] “Aha! Aha! [We've trapped him
now!]” Reward them by spinning them
back [into oblivion]. 4 [Send] your bright [lifeenergy to] light up everyone who seeks
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you. Let we (who love your salvation)
[live] to [shout], “Spiral Elohim's [fame to the
sacred sky]!” 5 I'm [drowning] in depression.
I'm destitute. So rush to [save] me, Elohim. Surround me [with your supernatural forcefield]. Help me escape [the jaws of death].
Yahweh, please don't [wait]!
King David, one of the richest men in history, realizes that he's destitute. Material wealth means
nothing. Real wealth is health, happiness, peace
and love.

Psalms 71
David Begs YAH To Save Him From
Attackers
1 Yahweh, I flee-for-protection in you.
[Guard me] forever. Keep [my enemies] from
shaming [me].
’Insurance‘ policies are the world's counterfeit of
the assurance that comes from true faith.

your justice, snatch me [away from my
Help me escape. Bend [down]
your ear to [hear] my [prayers]. Save me. 3
Be my cliffside stronghold, where I can
always retreat. Give [your angels the] command to save me. You're my rock, my
fortress. 4 [Please,] my Elohim, deliver me
out of the fist of all wicked [beings], out
of the hand of distorted, acid-hearted
[man]. 5 Adonai Yahweh, you're my rope
[of hope]. Since my youth, you've [remained]
my refuge. 6 From the womb, you've
been the [only] one propping me [up].
You're the one who popped me out of
my mother's belly. [That's why] I continually [bust out in wild improvised songs to] acclaim
your [greatness].
2 [In]

attackers].

Not mere ‘praise’ but: #8416 thillah teh-hil-law'.

You, my majestic shelter, [continually make
my life] a wonder. Billions [of people marvel at
the feats you do to keep me alive]. 8 All day, [every
day,] you fill my mouth with songs raving about your sparkling [glory]. 9 Don't
hurl me off in [my] time of old age. Don't
forsake me when my strength fails.
Psalms 71:10 My enemies hiss [threats]
against me. They conspire together.
They lie in ambush, [panting] to [snuff out]
my life-breath. 11 The [terrorists] whisper,
7
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‘ELohim has forsaken him. Chase him
down. Grab him. [Take him out into the desert.
Smash his head with a boulder.] No one's gonna'
rescue him.’ 12 Elohim, stay close to
me! Rush to help me, my Sovereign!
Hurry! 13 Shame and consume the
[demons] who attack my life-breath. Bury
them in ruin and dishonor for seeking
my hurt.
Praise Will Get You Through Life's
Nasty Pain
14 Waiting [for your help, I pass the time] by
continually applauding you with more
and more [wild spontaneous songs].
thillah = bursts of wild, clear, improvised clapping
praise-song.

All day my mouth proclaims your
justice, recounting [the limitless ways you] set
us [believers] free. 16 ___, I go [through life]
on the power of my Adonai Yahweh. I
commemorate his incomparable [moral]
integrity. 17 Elohim, since my youth
you've continued to teach me [the secrets
of life]. So since childhood I've told [everyone] about your marvelous [miracles]. 18
[Yahweh,] Never forsake me. [Sustain me]
through my gray-haired old age. I [want
to] reveal your power-arm to [every new]
generation, to [demonstrate] your mastery
to all [people] yet to rise [from earth's dust]. 19
Elohim, you worker of colossal [miracles],
your ethical [stature] towers above [all]
heavens. Who compares to you? [No one!]
King David Predicts The Resurrection
15

*You [repeatedly drag] me
through heavy, painful deathsqueezes. But you [always] revive
my [dead bones]. [So I know that after I die,]
you'll beam me up from the
depths of the earth. 21 You'll mulPsalms 71:20

tiply my majesty. You'll surround me
with your sighing [voice of comfort].
Throw Your Full Energy & Creativity
At Praise
22 So I keep on throwing my hands in
the air [to thank you], Israel's Holy One. I
[sing anthems celebrating] your faithfulness. I
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thwack percussion and drums and
twang harps [and guitars to draw attention to you].
23 My lips [always] jump for joy when I
strike [guitar strings, serenading] you. You redeem my life-breath. 24 My tongue
keeps talking about your righteousness
all day long. I [rave] about how you
shame and confuse the [jerks] who seek
my hurt.

Psalms 72
King David Sings A Prayer For His
Son Solomon
1 [David sings,] “Oh ELohim, give [me,] the
[aging] king, your [wise ability to] judge. [Pass]
your ethical-integrity to [my] son, [Israel's
future] king.

See 2Ch 1. This is David's prayer for Solomon. But
it ends up being fulfilled only by the Messiah in the
end-times.

He judges your people with [absolute] fairness. He vindicates
your oppressed [workers]. 3 The mountains yield prosperity for [earth's] people.
The hills [fill with] virtuous [kindness]. 4 [The
coming king] liberates the [world's] downtrodden [masses]. He frees needy [laborers'] children. He crushes all extortionists. 5 [All
people come to] fear you, [Yahweh], as long as
the sun and moon [shine] their faces [on
humanity], throughout all generations. 6
[The king] descends [to help people], like rain
[falls] on mown grass, like showers
drench the earth [with life]. 7 All the days
of the righteous [king], peace buds [and
flourishes. Ultimately, the Messiah's goodness] outlasts the moon. 8 [The Messiah] holds dominion from sea to sea, from the [Euphrates] river to the ends of the earth. 9
Desert-dwellers bow before [Christ's] face.
His enemies lick the dust. Psalms 72:10
2 [I see my son's future:]

The kings of Tarshish {Gem} and [other remote] coastlands bring presents [to Israel's end-times king]. The monarchs of [African] Sheba {Ethiopia} and Seba {Congo} offer him gifts.
Tarshish may = Spain.

Yes, all [the world's] rulers fall down before [heaven's king]. All beast-nations serve
him. 12 [History's ultimate human king] rescues
11
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crying, starving [people from the fists of criminals].
He surrounds the oppressed [worker with a
forcefield of power]. 13 [Christ] covers skinny,
panting [refugees who dangle by threads]. He lifts
the pauper's [dying] body [off the nasty street
and into a wide, open estate of safety]. 14 [The Messiah]
buys back the penniless [beggar's] life
from violent frauds. [Christ] treats the
[poor child's every drop of] blood as a priceless
[treasure]. 15 [YahShua] thrives. [The monarchs]
of Sheba {Ethiopia} give him [tons of] gold.
[People] pray about him nonstop. All day
long [they] kneel [before] him. 16 Grain fills
the earth's [hands from the valleys] to the
mountaintops. Fruit waves [in our orchards]
like [the sky-scraping] cedars of the white
mountains [of Lebanon]. Cities twinkle [with
light,] like grass blossoming over the
earth. 17 [Christ the king's] name endures
forever. His fame propagates, shooting
out to the face of the sun. Humanity
kneels [before] him. All beast-nations call
him [the provider of] happiness. 18 [Earth's billions] adore [you,] Yahweh Elohim, Israel's
Sovereign, [sole] performer of incomparable miracles. 19 [All beings] honor [Yahweh's] glorious name forever, ___. [YAH]
fills the whole earth with his everlasting
splendor [and] faithfulness.” Psalms 72:20
___, here end the [recorded] prayers of David
the son of Yashai (Jesse).

{Love},

Psalms 73
Asaph Laments The World's Oppressive Regimes

1 Wow, ___! ELohim awesomely [helps] the people
[he's grooming] to rule with him. [He loves us, earth's] few
pure-hearted mortals.
A psalm of Asaph. Israel = those who will rule with
EL.

my feet quickly slip off
___. My feet falter [and
scramble for footing on the cliff-ledge]. 3 ___, I get
jealous of [foolish] braggarts. I [hate] seeing wicked [criminals bask] in prosperity. 4 [I
never see] death slap handcuffs on the
[kingpins of crime]. They strut their plump
physiques [around the city like they'll reign forever],
___. 5 The [captains of corrupt industry kick back in
2 [Again and again,]
[the right path],
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normal people toil, plagued
[with problems]. 6 Pride wraps [bigwigs] like a
[gold] neckchain, ___. Violence shrouds
them like a robe. 7 The [frauds'] eyes
bulge out of their fat [faces]. Their [greedy]
hearts constantly dream up new stuff
to covet. 8 The [jerks] jeer, ___. They
blab blasphemy. They break [poor people's
bones] with their elitist schemes. 9 The
[bigshots] set their mouth[s] against the
heavens, ___. Their [snake] tongue[s]
wag [VD-infested spit] over the earth. Psalms
73:10 The [bigshots] twist subservient [poor]
masses right and left, wringing them
out [like sponges] full of water, ___.
luxury while]

Or, ‘The [bigshots] turn [the masses] this way and
that way, [because desert slaves] follow [the master as long as] he wrings a gulp of water [from a
dirty rag into their parched mouths].’
11

The

[crime-lords]

scoff, “How could El

{Power} know [we're oppressing people]? Ha-Elyon {The-Most-High}[is an impersonal force, not a
person who]

sees

[or knows]

anything.”

Hence the importance of Star Wars changing ‘YAH
be with you’, to ‘May the The Force be with you’.

Watch, ___. Wicked [jerks] prosper in
the world. They build huge estate[s for
themselves].
12

eon
13 [Who says, ‘Crime doesn't pay’, ___? While rogues

I cleanse my heart for zero
pay. I wash my hands in innocence. [It
roll in gold,]

costs me real money to repay the poor masses what the
robber-barons steal.] 14 [While tyrants lounge on the
beach, sipping pina coladas from golden goblets held to

I'm plagued
all day long [trying to save poor, sick peons]. I
[dread the] sunrise, ___, [because no good turn
goes] unpunished.
their mouths by bikini-clad beauties,]

True spirituality is give up your hard-earned honest
wealth to help ungrateful people who got in their
mess by doing evil.

But I shouldn't gripe, [YAH]. To complain is to spit in the face of your family-tree, [my ancestors who suffered intolerable tribulation to become] your children. 16 Still, waking up to see [life's unfairness] stings my
eyes like acid, ___. 17 So, ___, [through
prayer, praise and fasting] I [stagger] into the
[heavenly] sanctuary of El {Power}. Then I
understand the end-game [of world affairs].
15
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in slippery
spots [on life's road], ___. [He] casts them
down into destruction. 19 How [awesome],
___! [The bigshots] fall to ruin. In a flash,
terrors eat the [pigs] to nothing! Psalms
73:20 [YAH's justice] wakes us from [this]
nightmare [life], ___. Yahweh opens [his
vengeful eyes]. [He] blows the vile scum
away like phantoms [made of morning mist].
21 [I'm sorry for being] sour-hearted, [YAH]. [But
injustice hits me like] pins stabbing my kidneys. 22 I'm irrational. I'm ignorant. I
behave like a beast [growling] at the face
of [the zookeeper who feeds me]. 23 Yet you
keep sticking with me, [YAH]. You hold
my right hand [through life's trail of terrors]. 24
You keep guiding me with your counsel.
So after [I die, I know] you'll take me to
glory. 25 Who do I have in heaven but
you, [YAH]? Beside you, there's nobody
on earth whom I desire, either. 26 My
flesh [rots]. My [physical] heart fails. But
[you,] ELohim, my mountain-fortress,
[guard] my eternal heart [in heaven]. 27 I see
[now, YAH]. [Beings] who stay far from you
eventually perish. You destroy everyone who prostitutes themselves. [Fools
18 [YAH]

sets the

941
[greedsters]

chase idols of fleshly power right over death's cliff.] 28

My bounty comes not from [socio-economic
whoredom, but] by drawing near to Elohim.
I always flee-for-protection in you,
Adonai Yahweh. I'm racking up a tally
of [miraculous ways you help me] work [with you to
rescue oppressed people].

Psalms 74
Asaph Laments The Desolation Of
Judea
1 Elohim, [we know why] you hurled us
away [from your face]. But are you going to
reject us forever? We, your flock, in
your [burned-up] pasture, still lie smoldering in [the fumes of] your fire-rage.
A contemplative instructional song (Maskil) by Asaph. (Not David's collaborator Asaph, but his later
counterpart). See Jer. 52.
2 Remember [us]! [We're] your community. You purchased us [Hebrews from the world-system] long ago. [We're]
the trunk of your [human] family tree. You bought
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Get on
your feet. Survey the permanent obliteration the evil enemy has wreaked on
[your] sanctuary! 4 [Satanic] smashers roar
[against you] in the site [you built] for your
community [to worship] you. The [pigs] fly
[their beast-nations'] flags [over your sacred country].
Mount Zion to be your

[earthly]

home. 3

A national or state flag is a disgrace to a church
building. A church which ledges allegiance to the
state will end up owned by the state. For instance,
the Republic of China forcefully removed crosses
from its nominally Christian churches in 2020.
5 [Like loggers cutting trees in a forest, pagan brutes]

gain world-fame by swinging axes over
their heads as they chop down the
priceless woodwork [in your temple]! 6 [I'm
watching] crowbar and hatchet-wielding
[thugs] demolish [your temple's] gold-engraved panels! 7 [Soldiers] hurl flaming
molotov cocktails into your sanctuary!
They desecrate [your sacred artworks. They slam
your Ark onto the fiery floor.] They burn your
[holy] dwelling to the ground! 8 The [invaders] brag in their hearts, “Let's tyrannize all the [Hebrews]!” Soldiers burn up
all the worship-sites of Elohim throughout the [promised] land! 9 We never see
[miraculous] signs anymore. All the
prophets [lie dead]. None of us [saints] can
see how long [this invasion will last]. Psalms
74:10 How long will you [let] the adversary laugh [at you and us], Elohim? Will the
enemy blaspheme your name for ever?
11 Why [do you] withdraw your hand [from
planet earth]? [Let me see] your power-fist!
Take it out of your shirt! 12 Elohim, my
ancient king, resume lifting [us believers]
into the middle of earth's wide-open
zones [of safety]. 13 You divide the sea by
your strength. You smash the heads of
the [dragon who rules] the sea [of evil people]. [So
save us!]

Dragon = crocodile, symbolic of Egypt, Satan's
seat of power.

You crack the heads of the [great demon]
serpent. You give him as meat to desert-dwellers. 15 You cut channels for
springs and floods. You dry up perennial rivers. 16 You own the day. You own
the night. You establish all light, includ14
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ing our sun. 17 You set all the boundaries of the earth's [orbit around the sun]. You
sculpt summer and winter. 18 Remember that it's you the enemy insults,
Yahweh. Those decadent [murderers]
spurn your name! 19 Don't hand the life
of your dove to wild-beasts! Don't [waste]
the lives of your humble [children]. Psalms
74:20 Look back to the covenant [you made
with Abraham. Shine your light on us believers.] Cruel
[killers] haunt every dark corner of [your]
land. 21 Don't turn away your crushed,
confused [family]. Let your destitute, depressed [saints live to] sing [and dance in the
streets] to [honor] your name. 22 Rise up,
Elohim! Fight the cause of your [people].
Never forget how these sickening [invaders] strip [your dignity] day after day! 23
Stop ignoring the [taunting] shrieks of
your adversaries. Hear the noise of the
rebels rising against you. They'll never
stop ['til you stop them].

Psalms 75
Asaph Celebrates YAH's Justice And
Power

1 We [believers] thrust our hands [into the air to thank you],
Elohim. Thank you for bringing your authority into
our [lives]. We're telling [everyone about] your marvelous
[miracles].
Asaph wrote this instrumental-vocal song for a
skilled music director to arrange and conduct. It's
to the tune of, or in the style of an earlier ancient
classic song called ‘Do Not Destroy’. This psalm has
never before been translated coherently into English.
2 [Great] judge; [great] leveler, seize the moment! 3

The earth and all it's inhabitants totter,
[lost in space]. So hold [our gravity] pillars [in
place]. Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 4 Braggarts,
boast no more! Thugs, put down your
[goring] horns. 5 Stop sticking your tusks
up to [challenge] the heavens. Shut your
[sassy] mouth[s]. [Relax] your stiff neck[s]. 6
[No one on this material plane],

east, west,

[north]

nor south,

[you to the] mountain [of power], ___. 7 Elohim is the [universe's only] judge, ___. He
abases one [being], and exalts another. 8

can raise

*The hand of Yahweh holds a
cup, ___. The wine [swirls] red,
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undiluted, [full-strength]. [YAH] pours
it out [over the earth]. All the wicked
[people] of the world must drink
it, drain it to the dregs. 9 [So] I'll
never stop declaring [YAH's supremacy]. I'll
keep striking [guitar strings, singing praise] to
[ancient] Jacob's Elohim {Sovereign}. Psalms
75:10 I'll hack down the power-horns of
wicked [criminals], while [YAH] raises high
the trumpets of all right-walkers.

Psalms 76
Asaph Recounts David's Conquest
Of Jerusalem

1 [People of] Judea, publicize Elohim, Israel's omnipotent authority.
Asaph wrote (or transcribed) this song for
Jerusalem's temple's director of music to arrange
for stringed instruments [and voices].
2 [YAH] lives in [Jeru]salem. [Mount] Zion is his home [on

shatters the [pagans']
bows & arrows, their shield[s], their
sword[s]. All [their weapons of] war [lie broken in
the trash heaps of the city of peace]. Selah {Dramatic-Break}.
earth].

3 [In Jerusalem, YAH]

Referring to the fall of Jebus, which became
Jerusalem.

majestic radiance rips mountains [faster] than a [lion shreds] prey! 5
Bravehearted [soldiers] lie looted, sleeping
in death. Not one of [YAH's] mighty [enemies] finds the strength to lift his hand
[from the grave]. 6 Elohim {Sovereign} of Jacob, your rebuke stuns chariots and
horses. 7 You're terrifying, [YAH]! Who
can stand in your sight when you [jet out]
your fire-breathing-fury? 8 From heaven
You announce your verdicts, scaring
the whole earth into silence. 9 Elohim
rises to judgment, ___. He frees all
the meek [people] of the earth. Selah
{Dramatic-Break}. Psalms 76:10 Mankind's fire4 [YAH's]

rage [peters out], leaving [our] hands thrown [high in thanks]
to you, [YAH]. You strap the survivors of [man's] furious [wars onto yourself. You rocket us believers to safety.] 11 Yahweh
ELohim pays what he promises, ___. What goes
around, comes around with terrifying [force].
Pan-handling liar-preachers famously misquote this
verse to guilt you into pledging money to their
businesses they label “ministries”. The real bible
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never tells you to promise anything. It just tells
you to do what's right. By slavishly obeying fallible
masoretic markings, the CJB, NIV, NIRV, NLT,
NASB and KJV translate this verse to contradict
other verses. The Message and the GNT more reasonably say, ‘Pay what you owe.’

cuts off the wind of [bratty]
princes, ___. He terrifies worldly kings.
12 [YAH]

Psalms 77
Asaph Cries In Pain, Fearing That
God Is Dead
1 I cry, “Elohim! Elohim!” ['til I rag out] my
voice. He stretches his ear [down] to me.

Asaph wrote this song for a skilled music director
to arrange for the amazing musical-prophet Jeduthun to play on one or more of his many instruments. The psalms of Asaph need to be sung in
Hebrew to get the structure and to understand the
flow of thought. For instance this verse is a reggae
song like this: qul·i al - aleim u·atzoqe qul·i al aleim u·eazin al·i Which equates to the English: “I
cry out, ‘Elohim!’ I shout “Elohim!” He bends his ear
(to me).”

On death-squeeze day I beat-feet to
Yahweh. My [praying, begging] hands stretch
[up] to his [face. I twist in pain] in the night. I
can't sleep. I refuse all mortal comfort,
___. 3 I tally [up my torments to] Elohim. I
scream. I negotiate. My spirit-breath
swoons [in agony]. 4 [Horror] grabs my eyelids. [Fear holds them] awake. I'm so beat-up I can't think-straight. 5 My mind
flashes [histories] of ancient days, years,
ages ago. 6 My head hums with songs
[about YAH rescuing previous generations of Hebrews] .
All night long I talk to my heart. I
search my spirit [for hope]. 7 Will my
Adonai cast [us believers] off for eons? Will
he never smile again, ___? 8 Have [we
reached] the final limit of [YAH's] love, ___?
Have his promise[s] expired, [no longer available] to [our] generation and generations
[after us]? 9 Has Elohim lost his kindness,
___? Has his fire-breathing-fury shut
off his tender-mercies? Selah {DramaticBreak}. Psalms 77:10 I moan, worn-out,
longing for the years when the powerfist of Ha'Elyon {The-Most-High}[saved Israel].
Asaph Sings Of Miracles, Esp. The
Exodus
2
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11 [So] I settle for celebrating YAH's
recount his ancient miracles.
#3050 YAH, not ‘YHVH’.

[previous]

feats. I

I remind myself of how [YAH] makes
everything [exist], ___. I ponder his effect on [the universe, how he moves the planets, like
invisible wind shakes trees]. 13 Elohim, your
ways [of action define] sacred [perfection]. ___,
what El {Power} is great like our ELohim? 14 [YAH,] you [are] the wonder-working El {Power}. [In every sunrise, in every starry
night,] you show your strength to [all]
peoples' [stunned] eyes. 15 [Every nation on earth
recalls the day] your power-arm redeemed
your people (the children of Jacob and
Joseph) [from slavery in Egypt]. Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 16 The waters ‘see’ you,
Elohim. [Earth's oceans] twist at the sight of
your [power]. The [subterranean] depths
quiver [in terror]. 17 Your cloudfront gushes out water. [Celestial] vapors scream a
warning [of the coming flood]. Flashing [electrical] arrows traverse [our atmosphere]. 18 Your
thunder-shout [splits] the [sky]. The cyclone flashes with lightning. Earth quivers and quakes-in-waves [of seismic shock].
19 The sea becomes your trail. The
great-waters [recede to form] a path for [our]
soon-to-be-buried [Hebrew] heelprints.
Psalms 77:20 You guide your people [through
the sea-floor] like a flock, led by the ‘hand’
of Moses and Aaron.
12

Psalms 78

We must expose [the history of the kingdom of
heaven] to [our] children. Sing [wild, visual story-songs] to [all] future generations, ___.
Acclaim [YAH's] strength. [Detail] the marvelous miracles he's performed.
4

The one thing you have to talk about (YAH's power) is the one thing that's illegal to talk about in
government-funded schools!

has built [and preserved]
history of Jacob's [lineage].
[YAH] gave [a perfect body of] law to [the nation
of] Israel. [YAH] commanded our forefathers to expose that [law and history] to
their children. [We each inherit that educational
duty, ___.] 6 All future generations must
know [Hebrew law and history, ___]. Every child
born from here on must [not just read, but
mentally SEE the scriptures]. Then they'll grow
up to reveal [YAH's word-pictures] to their
own children. 7 ___, our [descendants] will
only put their muscle into [serving] Elohim
if they remember his mighty deeds,
and if they preserve his commandments.
State Schools Spawn Military Destruction
8 [Biblically-educated] children won't become
stiff-necked [fools] like their generations
of rebellious, evil-spirited ancestors,
___. [State-schooled] generations build their
hearts on [rotten foundations]. Their faith in
Elohim collapses. 9 *[Here's what secular ed5 [For millennia, YAH]

the

[amazing]

Ephraim's
brats, [apostate northern Israeli soldiers],
arm themselves with military
weapons [instead of praise-power].
Then, on the day of battle, the
[faithless brutes] turn tail and run
away!
ucation gets you, ___:]

Asaph Gives The Key To Education:
Bible Sagas
1 Cup [your hands around your ears], people.
[Soak up] my law, ___. Stretch out your
ears to [hear] the maxims from my
mouth. 2 I open my lips. [Boom!] Visual-allegories spring forth, ___. I gush
out [keys to] ancient enigmas. 3 [As children,]
we [elders] heard [sagas], ___. Our fathers
recounted [bible stories] to us. We experienced [hebrew history through our minds' eyes].
Dramatic, visual stories form the heart of education. Lectures waste everyone's valuable time.
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lit. bows and arrows

The [biblically-illiterate Israeli soldiers]
abandon Elohim's covenant, ___. They
refuse to walk out his law[s]. 11 [Faithless
warriors] forget [YAH's] miracles, his [incredible] wonders he's displayed [to us humans].
Asaph Recounts The Ungrateful Exodus
Psalms 78:10
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12 [Peer into history, ___. Watch YAH]

accomplish

amazing marvels before the [stunned]
eyes of [our] ancestors. [For instance], he
liberates millions [of us Hebrews] from
Egypt! [We dance out of slave-jail onto] the Zoan
{Eastern-Nile-Delta} plains.
Ex 1:10.

splits the sea, ___! He ushers
across its center. He makes waters stand up like heaps of spouting-liquid [bricks]. 14 In the daytime, [YAH] leads
us with [his spirit] cloud, ___. All night
long [we look up to see] a [supernatural pillar of]
fiery light [illuminating our footsteps through the
treacherous desert]. 15 [YAH] splits the rocks in
the wilderness, to give us drinks from
inexhaustible depths, ___. 16 [YAH]
draws floods out of [rocky] crags. He
makes [finger-width] streams cascade down
[to us] like rivers. 17 Yet we pile [on more]
sin, ___! We fight [YAH]. In our bonedry [wilderness], we rebel against Ha-Elyon
{The-Most-High}, [our only source of support]. 18
Our wicked heart[s] tempt El {Power}[to
destroy us], ___. We demand meat to
[sate] our lust.
13 [YAH]

[us saints]

Occasional consumption of kosher meat is healthy.
However, your body is being destroyed by the cruelty and poison that comes from the ‘modern’ meat
industry.

We blaspheme Elohim, ___. We
whine, “No El {Power}[in heaven or earth]
could furnish us a table [loaded with food] in
this desert!” Psalms 78:20 We watch [Moses]
strike the rock [cliff]. Immediately waters
gush out. [Life-giving] streams overflow [the
19

desert, ___. Yet, instead of marveling, we whine,]

“Where's the beef?! Can't Elohim roast
up some meat for his people?” 21 Yahweh hears [our nonstop complaining], ___. So
his [love] crosses-over [into sorrow]. His
rage blazes against [us,] Jacob's [bratty
family. YAH's] fire-breathing-fury overwhelms Israel. 22 ___, we fail to build
[our lives on] ELohim. We refuse to run-forrefuge in his wide-open [freeing salvation].
salvation = #3444 y'shua.

from above, [YAH] commands our
clouds [to rain]. He opens heaven's dou23 [Yet]
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ble-doors [to give us Hebrews everything we need,
___]. 24 [YAH] rains mystery-food down
upon us to eat. He gives us celestial
grains.
manna

We humans eat food [served by] angels,
___. [YAH] sends us all we can eat. 26
With his breath of driving power, YAH
turns our [evil, blighting] east [winter] wind
into a warming southern breeze, ___.
27 [YAH] rains meat on our [kitchens] like
dust, ___. [He] flies feathered fowls to
us like the sand of the sea. 28 [YAH] casts
[food] down in the middle of our camp [s],
___, all around our houses. 29 So we
eat, ___. We stuff our [bellies]. [YAH]
gives us what we beg for. [His angels] deliver [it] to our [doors]. Psalms 78:30 Yet we
never let go of our greed [for more material
junk], ___. So while the meat [swirls] in
our mouth[s, judgment strikes]. 31 The firerage of Elohim falls upon us, ___. It
slaughters our greasy gluttons. It
strikes down Israel's [studly young] bucks.
32 Yet, after all this, we keep straying
[from YAH], ___. We fail to build [lives of
faith] on [the foundation of] his wondrous
deeds.
25

#539 aman = build, not merely 'believe'. Belief =
action.

So [YAH] terminates the vanity of our
days [of life], ___. He [lets us] end our
years in trembling [panic]. 34 [YAH] slays
[most of] us [so-called ‘believers’], ___. Finally
[we survivors] seek him. We turn back [from
sin] to seek [heaven's] El {Power}. 35 We remember that ELohim is our ‘rock.’ The
supreme El {Power} is the only [being]
who buys us back from [slavery], ___. 36
33

*Yet we [‘believers’] flatter [YAH]
with our mouths. [We fake-praise him.]
We flick our lying tongues at
[heaven], ___. 37 We erect our hearts
[in opposition to YAH],

___. We [refuse to] build
[our lives] on his covenant [promises]. 38 Yet
instead of disintegrating us, [YAH] covers
our perversity with his hands-of-compassion, ___. Again and again he turns
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his fire-snorting-fury away from us. He
lets his hot-anger close-its-eyes. 39 For
[YAH] sees that [without his spirit,] we're [dead]
meat, ___. [We're] wind that passes
away, never to return.
‘All we are is dust in the wind.’

So how [do we repay YAH's kindness,
We defy him in [life's] desert. We
[stagger through earth's] wastelands, [stabbing
knives into our Creator's heart]! 41 We turn our
backs to [the] El {Power}. We scrape [our
filthy fingernails against the eyes of] the holy-one
of Israel, ___. We waste [our lives in the
desert of sin]. 42 We forget [how YAH saves us
with] his power-hand, ___. We [purge our
histories of every mention of] the many times
he's ransomed us from our enemy.
Psalms 78:40
___]?

Communist schools criminalize the teaching of biblical history.

how YAH wrought [miraculous]
signs in Egypt, ___. How he [morphed]
the [Egyptian slaveland] plains of Zoan {Eastern-Nile-Delta}[into heaven's theatre of power]. 44
[We ignore] how [YAH] turns rivers to blood,
making [infidels'] flowing [water] undrinkable. 45 [We forget] how [YAH] sends swarms
of flies to devour [heathens] in their [luxurious homes], how [YAH's] frogs rotted [Egypt].
46 [We overlook] how YAH dumps beetles on
[oppressors'] crops, ___, how he feeds the
[fruit of] the [pagans'] labor to locusts.
43 [We forget]

The curse of Cain destroys the food-base of every
military-industrial nation. Only peaceful people can
grow crops. Participation in the world economy
turns your ‘green-thumb’ brown. lit. corn-locust.
47 [YAH]

He

kills [tyrants'] vines with hail, ___.
their berry-trees in sleet.

[freezes]

Oppressive activity destroys earth's ecosystem.

surrenders [pagans'] cattle to [burning] hailstones. [He hits] their flocks with
thunderbolts of fire. 49 [YAH's] mouthfrothing, fire-snorting rage hurls down
his angels of affliction on a mission [to]
squeeze [all oppressors 'til they pop in a bloody spray
of screaming death]. Psalms 78:50 [YAH] rolls out
a beaten [highway] for his fire-spitting inferno, ___. He lets loose his death [angel] over every panting [piece of] paganflesh. [YAH] surrenders the [liars'] lives to
pestilence. 51 [YAH] strikes every first48 [YAH]
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in Egypt, stripping [northeast
Africa's] homes of the most brawny, lusty
sons of [Noah's perverted brat]: Ham {HotHead}. 52 Meanwhile, [YAH] takes his people on a journey, like a shepherd leads
a flock of sheep through a wilderness.
53 [YAH] carries us [believers] onward, to a
refuge free of fear. Meanwhile, [behind us,]
the sea overwhelms our enemies, ___.
54 [YAH] ushers us [Hebrews] to the border
of his sanctuary [built around] mount [Zion],
the [government headquarters which] his powerhand won [for us, ___]. 55 [YAH] drives out
the beast-nations before our [stunned,
singing] faces, ___. He apportions the
land to us in surveyed [lots]. He lets us,
Israel's tribes, dwell safely in our [own]
homes. 56 Still, ___, we [hypocrites] test
and provoke the one Supreme ELohim!
We trash his histories. 57 We turn our
backs to [our Creator], ___. We betray
[him], as did our [foolish] ancestors. [We're]
crooked, like a[bad] bow that [breaks the
hand of its shooter]. 58 We grieve [YAH] by [allowing] sites of high [occult witchcraft to continue
operating], ___. We [stoke YAH's] jealousy by
[allowing] carved [idols and phallic steeples to dominate our country].
[child]

Check out any state or national capitol. They're
covered with the most blatant (and expensive) pagan art ever created. For instance: the statue of
liberty [Ishtar], the Washington Monument [phallus].

Elohim hears [our rebellion], ___. His
turns to fire-stoking rejection of
rogue-Israel. Psalms 78:60 So [YAH] abandons the sanctuary at Shiloh {Tranquil}.
He [tears apart] the meeting-tent he placed
[to serve us] humans. 61 [YAH] delivers [us, his]
once-strong [nation], into exile, ___. [He
dumps Israel, his] once-beautiful [masterpiece],
into the enemy's fist. 62 Enraged at his
[squandered] heritage, [YAH] surrenders [us,]
his people, to the sword. 63 [Enemy] fire
consumes our [fine] young men, ___.
Our virgins never get a chance to shine
[in triumphant dancing song on their wedding days]. 64
Our priests fall under slashing-swords,
___. [Soldiers steal our] wives. [Pagan rapists vio59

[sadness]
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forbid [our
brides from] weeping. 65 Finally Yahweh's
[rage] wakes, like a [dreamer] rising from
sleep. [He] screams [against our oppressors,]
like a mighty man [drunk] on wine.
late Hebrew wombs, while torturer-chiefs]

'YHVH', not 'adonai'.

strikes our tormentors backward, ___. He throws the [pigs] into
eternal shame. 67 Still [YAH] rejects the
[syncretistic] shrines of [the brats spawned by]
Joseph {Increaser}. [YAH] spurns [Israel's
northern tribes led by] Ephraim's [idolatrous]
clans. 68 [Instead, YAH] chooses the tribe of
Judah {Celebrated}[to govern] his beloved
mount Zion {Shining-Beacon}. 69 [In Jerusalem,
66 [YAH]

builds his sanctuary high, to tower over the
earth he established for eons, ___. Psalms 78:70
YAH]

chooses his servant
David {Love}. [YAH] takes [this boy king] from
his [family's] sheep pens. 71 [YAH] lifts [David]
from chasing mama-sheep and their
lambs. [YAH appoints David] to feed [us,] his
people, [the spawn of] Jacob {Heel-Grabber}.
A few of us [saints] become [YAH's] heritage-people. We rise to rule [future universes] with [YAH].
[From Judah's tribe, YAH]

Israel = people who will rule with El.

So, with [his] tender, honest heart,
[YAH] shepherds his [human flock], ___. He
guides us with His understanding
hands.
72

Psalms 79

have devolved to disgrace our
neighbors. [We're objects of] scorn and derision to the [nations] surrounding us. 5
How long will your zeal burn like fire,
Yahweh? Will you fume [in rage] for ever?
6 Pour out your fire-rage on the beastnations who never acknowledge you,
upon the kingdoms who never call on
your name. 7 The [united-nations] devour
Jacob's [descendants]. They lay waste his
[ancient] dwelling place. 8 [Please] don't recall our
brews]

former perversities [as evidence] against us. Let your
tender mercies rush to stop our [fall] into [the] abyss.

Help us [believers]. [Preserve] the glory of
your reputation. [You're the only] Elohim
{Sovereign}[who can] free [us]. Deliver us.
Purge away our sins, to [protect] your
name-fame. Psalms 79:10 Why should the
beast-nations taunt, “Where is the Elohim of the [Hebrews']?” Let us see you reveal your [power] among the beast-nations. Avenge the blood they keep
spilling [from] your servants' [veins]. 11
[We're slaves] condemned to die. Let the
sighing of [us] prisoner[s] rise to your
[throne]. Show the greatness of your
power. Preserve [us].
9

lit. we're sons of death.

Seven times, boomerang into our
neighbors' chests the naked disgrace they've [inflicted] on you, Yahweh.
12

[evil]

YHVH, not ‘Adonai’.

Let us, your people, [the] sheep of
your pasture, throw our hands [high in
thanks] forever. [Let us survive to] mount [wild
shows of] raving [praise to honor you] through
all generations.
13

Asaph Laments Jerusalem's Desolation
1 Oh Elohim, the beast-nations invade
your inheritance. They defile Your sacred temple. They lay Jerusalem in
heaps [of rubble].

Psalms 80

See Jer. 52.

The [evil ones] sacrifice the dead bodies
of your servants as meat to sky-birds.
[The killers feed] the flesh of your kind-ones
to the beasts of the earth. 3 The [villains]
shed [righteous] blood like water surrounding the City-Of-Peace. The [invaders]
leave no one [alive] to bury [us]. 4 We [He2
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1

Asaph Begs Yah To Restore Israel
From Defeat

Shepherd of Israel, you who lead [us
Joseph {Increaser} like a flock, you who dwell
between [myriad] cherubim, stretch [down] your ear [to
hear us praying Hebrews] . Shine [down] your love [on us].
Asaph wrote (or transcribed) this instrumentally-accompanied song to be arranged and conducted by a master director of music at Jerusalem's
temple. It's to the tune of, or in the style of an ear[Yahweh, you sole]

children of]
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lier ancient classic song called ‘Lilies of the
Covenant’.
2 [The north Israeli tribes and clans led by] Ephraim {Double-Fruit}
and Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} and Manasseh {SweetForgetting} [suffer under attack]! Awaken your [angelic] force[s].
Storm [down from heaven]. Free us [Hebrews]! 3 Turn back
[to] us, Elohim. Shine your face [on us. Make us] safe. 4

Yahweh, Elohim over [all] armies, how
long will your [anger] smolder against
your peoples' prayer[s]? 5 You feed [us]
the bread of tears. You [make us] drink
bowlful[s] of sob-water. 6 Your [law] puts
us into controversy with our neighbors.
Our enemies [amass to] laugh [us to scorn].

There's no escaping it: adherence to Biblical law
puts you into conflict with your neighbors. The
scriptures forbid major aspects of almost everything in modern society: public secular schools,
wars of conquest, insurance, man-made ‘law’, travel-control, biometric identification, the welfare-state, the medical-pharmaceutical complex, syncretistic religion, national I.D. numbers, etc.

Turn us back [to you], Elohim [over all]
armies. Light up your face [in a smile]. [Lift
us out of war into your] wide-open [place of safety].
8 You journeyed [with] us, [your human]
vine, out of Egypt. You drove out the
beast-nationals [before our stunned, singing faces].
You planted [us Hebrews in the holy land]. 9 You
cleared the ground for [us]. [You] deepened our roots. Soon we filled the [whole]
country. Psalms 80:10 [We] used to cover
the mountains with our shadow. The
branches [of our family-trees outstretched Lebanon's]
mighty cedars. 11 [We] sent our roots out
into the [Mediterranean] sea. Our branches
stretched [northeast 700km] to the [Euphrates]
river. 12 So why do you break down our
protective walls? Every [rogue] passerby
plucks off our [last pieces of fruit]. 13 The forest boar gorges on [us]. Wild field-beasts scavenge what the [wild pigs]
leave.
7

Boar is the symbol of Rome. Pigs = pagans.

Come back, we beg you, Elohim over
armies. Look down from heaven. See
[our devastation]. Come tend [your] vine. 15
[Save] the vineyard your power-hand
planted, the branch you made strong [to
bring honor to] yourself. 16 [We lie] burned
with fire, chopped down, dying of the
death-sentence from your face [of judg14
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ment]. 17 Drop your hand to shelter-over

[Israel,] the
‘man’ [built by] your power-hand, your [best and] brightest ‘child of Adam.’
Asaph's assumption that Israel represents the best
of humanity is highly dubious. Israel is sometimes
pictured as the bratty runt that nobody else wanted.
18 Don't let us fall away from you. Revive us so we
can proclaim your name-authority [to the world]. 19

Yahweh Elohim over armies,
boomerang us back [to life]. Let your
face-light beam us into [your] wide-open
[zone of safety].

Psalms 81
Rock Ear-Splitting Loud Praise w/
Instruments
1 ___, shout-sing to Elohim. [He's] our
[only source of] strength. Split the crowd's
ears with [loud, earth-shaking music]. [Rock to honor] the Elohim of Jacob. 2 *Lift up a

song-with-instruments, ___.
Bang that tambourine. Twang
beautiful music on guitar[s].
Full Moon Festival Instructions &
Explanation

* ___, every full moon, blast
trumpet[s] [to call people to a fun] day of
feasting!
3

#3677 kece = “full”, not “appointed.” The full moon
is the time for the new moon festival, contrary to
tradition which celebrates the new moon at the
darkest phase of the moon. Why would a pre-industrial nation hold a monthly feast on the darkest
night of the month? People couldn't see to get
home from the party. The new moon is yet another
area where ignorant tradition drowns out common
sense. Clear Hebrew translation solves the problem: Transliterated Hebrew: “blow-you in·the·newmoon trumpet in·the·full-moon to·day-of celebration-of·us”

decrees that Israel [must hold a full
___. That's a law
from the Elohim of Jacob.
4 [YAH]

moon feast every month],

So if you're a Christian engrafted into Israel, why
wouldn't you hold a monthly feast? It'd be fun.

ordained [the full moon feast] to commemorate Joseph's journey through the
land of Egypt, where [Joseph] heard a
language [he] couldn't [yet] understand.
5 [YAH]
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The full-moon celebration pre-dates the Sinai
covenant. Christians have no reason to avoid celebrating it.

removes [the] burden[s]
from the shoulder[s] of [Israel's] poor. [The
monthly holiday] liberates [their] hand[s] from
[carrying] containers [full of oppressive weight].

lit: finest wheat. Satanic idiot agricultural-engineers want to feed you poisonous, DNA-destroying
GMO wheat.

Psalms 82

6 [The full moon feast]

One purpose of the feasts is to relieve poor peoples' workloads. If you care about poor people, you
care about Hebrew feasts.

YAH Laments Israel's Falling Away

7 [YAH says,]
“You call in trouble, and I rescue you, ___. I answer you from where I hide thunder. I test you in
the waters of Meribah {Wrestling}.
Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 8

Hear

[me],

my people Israel. I warn you
[of oncoming disaster, ___]. So listen to me.
9

no misleading leader
[nor god] will remain in your [country], ___.
You'll never bow-down to any alien
power.
[If you listen to reason,]

Psalms 81:10

I am Yahweh your Elohim. I bring you
out of Egyptian territory. Open your
mouth wide, ___. I fill [you with delicious
bounty].
11

Yet my people refuse to listen to my
voice, ___! Israel [still] wants nothing
do] with me, ___!

[to

12

So I surrender [you Judeo-Christians] up to
[your] own heart-lust[s]. So [you] trudge
[around] in [the quicksand of your] own [bad] lifedesigns, ___.
13

Oh [I wish] my people listened to me,
___! [I wish] Israel walked on my [good]
path [instead of taking the highway to harm]!
14

I want to rush [down to] subdue [your] enemies, ___. I'll turn my hand against
[your] adversaries, [if you repent].”
15 [So, ___,] all [beings who] hate Yahweh
should submit themselves to him. Their
days could endure forever. 16 [YAH]
wants to feed you with the finest [food],
___. [He] wants to satisfy you with honey out of [your hard, infertile] rock! [So let him!]
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YAH Condemns Corrupt Judges,
Leaders, Pastors
1 [Yahweh] Elohim stands in the assembly
of the [world] powers. He judges among
[his subordinate] elohim [leaders].
A psalm by Asaph.
2 [YAH shouts,]

“How long will you [false-authorities] judge
unjustly?! Stop lifting up the [condemned]
face[s] of wicked [people]!”
(Selah {Dramatic-Break}). 3 *

“Vindicate poor and fatherless
[people], ___. Execute justice for
afflicted, needy [sufferers].
Get involved in controversies. Defend defenseless
[people] from the overwhelming powers that seek
to crush them. For instance, free the millions of
poor black boys who are on jail on meritless marijuana convictions. Help undocumented immigrants
in your country find land where they can raise their
families' food.
4

Rescue lonely [outcasts who] dangle [by a
thread], ___. Snatch them out of the fist
of evil.
5

*

know nothing. They
refuse to understand. They
[trudge] on [through life] in darkness.
That's [why] the foundations of
world [power continually crash] off
course.
6*
I [used to] call you [Judeo-Christian leaders]
‘elohim — all children of Ha-Elyon {The-Most-High}.’
[Wicked leaders]

elohim = a generic word referring to any authority
figure.

*
But you [devil-puppets] eventually
perish like [mere] Adam-spawn.
7
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You fall

beside
bosses.”

[to annihilation]

corrupt political]

[your

“Rise, Elohim! Judge the
earth. Occupy the beast-nations! [You own
them all.]”
8 [Asaph answers,]

Psalms 83
Asaph Cries Out For Salvation From
World War
1 Break your silence, Elohim. Stop hiding [from me].
Don't be quiet, El {Power}.
A priest named Asaph (probably working in
Jerusalem during Jahaziel's reign) writes this psalm
for the autumn Tent-Fest, referencing a 'winepress'
used in that celebration to make grape juice. The
psalm records a prayer which YHVH answered in 2
Chr 20:14, 19-21, where, in response to the Jews'
heartfelt praise, YAH supernaturally destroys a
multinational coalition of armies similar to the
armies currently attacking modern Israel.

Your enemies rage [like
the waves of the sea]. Your haters keep rearing up [to murder us Hebrews]. 3 [Your foes] plot
crafty, coordinated [assaults] against your
people. The [infidels] conspire to [annihilate]
your treasured [saints]. 4 The [power-brokers]
say, “Come, let's cut off the [Hebrews'
hopes] of being a nation. Slice the name
of Israel forever out of history.
2

Look,

[Yahweh]!

When someone asks you, “What's your nationality?”,
tell them you're not a member of any United Nations' member state; rather, you're a citizen of the
Kingdom of Heaven. Watch them laugh and/or run
away, especially in church.

The [united nations] gather together with
one heart to confederate [against you, YAH].
5
6

the [red-hot] citizens of Edom
the [Arabian] spawn of Ishmael {El-Hears}
and [his mom] Hagar {Flight}, and the [perverted]
Moabites; 7 —[the warriors of] Gebal {Chain-Mountains} and
[the inbred spawn of] Ammon and Amalek {Blood-Licker},
and the Palestinians, and the inhabitants of Tyre
{Rock-Port} [all also rise up against us Hebrews] ; 8 —[Even
[The evil conspiracy includes]

{Southland},

Assyria joins with our [attackers].
[They've even] armed the [perverted] spawn of
[daughter-bedding] Lot [to fight us]! Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 9 [Destroy the evil empires] as you
[destroyed] the Midianite {Brawlers}, as you
[impaled the brain of genocidal General] Sisera
{Servant-Of-Ra}, as you [killed his tyrant-king]
Jabin {Smarty} at the Kishon {HardGround} River.
worse,]
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See Judges 4:15, 4:23.

perished near
Endor {Forever-Fountain}, [smash our foes] like
poop that [falls to fertilize] the earth. 11
Make the [conspiratorial] nobles [into headless
corpses] like [the bloodthirsty princes of Midian]:
Oreb {Raven} and Zeeb {Wolf}. Yes, [kill]
all their princes [dead as Gideon killed cold-blooded butcher-lords] Zebah {Slaughter} and
Zalmunna {Cold-Heart}.
Psalms 83:10 [As Sisera and Jabin]

Judg. 7:25, Judg 8:5,21.

said, “Let's seize
ownership of Elohim's oases.” 13 Elohim,
make the [thugs into] tumbleweeds, [like]
chaff flying in the face of the wind. 14
[Torch the tyrants] like fire burns wood, like
flame sets mountains ablaze. 15 Chase
the [terrorists down] with your tempest.
Shake them [to bits] in the sweeping-whirlwind [from] your [nostrils]. 16 Fill
the [killers'] faces with shame, 'til they
grovel to your name-authority, Yahweh. 17 [Bleed] the [satan-nations] pale, in
terrors [so torturous] they vanish forever.
Make them perish in disgrace.
12 [All those dead assassins]

That's exactly what happens in 2 Chr. 20.

*Finally men will acknowledge that you, the only [being]
named Yahweh, are the Elyon
{Most High}, [supreme ruler] over all
the earth.
18

Here the KJV says, "Your name is JEHOVAH." It's a
mystery why translators stubbornly refuse to correctly render the name "YHVH" the other 7200
times it appears. Perhaps a truth-teller slipped this
verse past the typesetters.

Psalms 84
A Vision Of YAH's Happy Heavenly
Home
1 I'm boiling [over] in [spiritual] ecstasy, [experiencing the heavenly utopia] where you live,
Yahweh [commander of angel] armies.

An instrumentally-accompanied song written for a
skilled music director to arrange and conduct, and
for priestly descendants of [ancient rebel] Korah to
sing. To the tune of, or in the style of, or related to
‘the winetrough’. This is not a song praising a temple nor any other religious building. The psalmwriter is experiencing an epiphany of pentecostal
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bliss, being transported into heaven's [temple] via
YAH's spirit. You can have this same experience by
properly praising and/or fasting.

My life-breath is dying to [stay] in your
courts, Yahweh. My heart and
flesh cry out to [stay connected to the] living
El {Power}. 3 [ ___, whereas on earth we roast food on the temple's
2

from

[us if we] walk uprightly. 12 O YahwehCommander-Of-Armies, it makes us Adam-spawn
so happy to run for refuge in your [spirit]!

Psalms 85

[heavenly]

‘altars’ provide homes for [angelic creatures]
resembling skipper-birds [sparrows]. Swift [sparrow-like
creatures] nest and lay their young in [heaven's altar], under the smiling face of Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies, my King, my Elohim.
This is speaking of heaven. It's impossible for birds
to live in functioning cooking altars (ovens/stoves)
on earth.
altars, heavenly]

happiness fills [the beings]
who dwell in [YAH's heavenly] home, ___.
They continuously [light up in wild yet clear hullaballoos of singing, dancing praise] celebration.
4 [Indescribable]

[Pause/Interlude.]

#1984 halal, not mere 'praise'.
5

The highway to human happiness is to

[praise, pray and fast so intensely that we, ___, spiritual-

our hearts with
his strength. 6 [We] pass through the
valley of Baca {Weeping-And-Moaning} to
acquire [a paradise] of [eternal] wellsprings,
___. There [our] blessings sprinkle [down]
to fill pools [of delight]. 7 [We believers] go
from strong to stronger, ___. [Every one of
us eventually] appears before ELohim on
the [heavenly] shining mountain. 8 [Please,]
ly enter heaven. There YAH fills]

Yahweh Elohim [over] armies, hear my prayer. Elohim of Jacob {Heel-Grabber}, stretch [down] your ear [to
me]. Selah {Dramatic-Break}.
YAH blessed Jacob when Jacob was a mess. So
YAH can bless us messes.

See [Yahweh] Elohim, our shield! Gaze at the face of [his]
Messiah! Psalms 84:10 A single day [of celebrating] in [YAH's heavenly] ‘courtyards’ is better than 1000 [days doing anything anywhere in
our universe]. I'd rather stand at the
threshold of the [celestial] home of my
Elohim, than to dwell in the [palatial]
mansions of lawless [celebrities].
9 [ ___, catch a vision of heaven!]

Religionists use this verse to entice you to pay to
build their whitewashed tombs. This verse is not
about going to an earthly temple, synagogue nor
church building. No one considers one day in a
church better than 1000 days anywhere else.

Yahweh Elohim is [our] sun and shield,
___. Yahweh gives [us] grace and glory.
He never withholds any good thing
11
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A King Prays For Yah To Forgive His
Nation
1 Yahweh, you used to smile [on] your country.
Many times you've released Jacob's [descendants] from
slavery.
A psalm written for the sons of Korah to sing and
play on instruments, as led by the [temple] music
director. This psalm is likely in reference to David
struggling to rebuild his kingdom after his rebel
son (Absalom) tore it apart.
2 You [used to] lift the depravity of your people. You
covered all [our] sin[s]. Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 3 [You

stop before you crossed over [into
You'd dial-down the heat of
your fire-breathing-fury. 4 Elohim, our
liberator, [please] turn [back to us]. Quench
your anger. 5 Are you going to snort
[destruction] at us forever? Are you going
to draw-out your fire-rage generation
after generation? 6 [Why] don't you revive us
used to]

annihilating us].

again? Brighten us up! Let your people [dance] in
your [Spirit]. 7 [Please,] Yahweh, bow down your neck
[to hug us Hebews]. Grant us your wide-open [place of free-

8 ___, I'm [confident of] the verdict
Yahweh the El {Power} will [deliver] to [our]
ears. He'll decree peace for his people,
his kind-ones. But let's never flip back
again into folly. 9 [YAH's] salvation stands
infinitely near [to] all [beings] who [live in]
awe [of] him, ___. Glory can [again] dwell
in our land. Psalms 85:10 Mercy and truth
magnetically-connect, ___. Rightwalking and total-peace kiss each other.
dom].

Tell the truth and do kind acts, and you get divinefavor and complete well-being.

Truth sprouts from the
earth, ___. Justice [smiles down]. [Fairness]
leans out from heaven's [windows]. 12 Yes,
Yahweh gives [us] the best [of all we need],
___. Finally our land yields her harvest.
13 [Our] right-walk ushers [YAH's] face [to
us], ___. He places our feet in his footsteps.
11 [I see the future:]

Psalms 86
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David Begs YHVH's Protection &
Forgiveness
1 Yahweh, [please] stretch your ear [down
here]. Answer me! I'm oppressed. I'm
broke!

A prayer by [or about king] David, lamenting his
troubles, probably Absalom's rebellion. Sopherim
wrongly changed 'YHVH' to 'Adonai' in verses 3, 4,
5, 8, 9, 12 & 15, as in 127 other verses. These errors persist in all the commercial-political translations.

Guard my life-breath! I've [been] good!
Free me, Elohim! I'm your servant. Let
me run-for-refuge into your [invincible spiritfortress]. 3 Yahweh, [please] bend down to
me. I'm crying to you every day, all
[day]. 4 Brighten-up [my] dying-life. I'm
your servant. Yahweh, I lift up my [last]
breath to you. 5 You, Yahweh, define
goodness. [You're] eager to forgive. [You]
richly [pour] mercy on everyone who
calls to you. 6 Yahweh, [please] cup [your hand around
2

your ear to]

hear my prayer. Prick up your ears.

[Stop ig-

In the [dark] day of
my death-squeeze I [always] call on you.
[I know] You eventually [always] answer
me. 8 Among the [ranks of] elohim [in existence: leaders, judges, rulers, demons,] no one resembling you exists, Yahweh. All the
works of [every other being who ever lived] fail to
even compare to your feats. 9 You
made all [people in every] beast-nation.
They'll all [eventually] come and worship
before you, Yahweh. They'll glorify your
name-authority. Psalms 86:10 You're [so
massive you can] twist [the universe between your
spirit-fingers]. You're the unique [source of all]
miracle-power. You define [the word]:
ELohim {Sovereign}. 11 Yahweh, flow me
down your [living-water] way. Put stability
in my walk. Unify my heart to [live 100%]
in awe of your name-authority. 12 Yahnoring]

my crying screams. 7

weh my Elohim, I [intend to] keep throwing [my hands in the
air to thank] you with all my heart. I'll glorify your

for your infinite kindness! You keep snatching my
life-breath [up] from the depths of Sheol
{The-Unseen-Grave}.
name for evermore. 13 [Thank you]

‘Sheol’ means death, buria, forgottenness and
biodegradation, not eternal conscious torment.
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Oh Elohim, [stop these] arrogant [men from
constantly] rising to [fight] me. Assemblies
of violent men chase down my lifebreath. They totally ignore you. 15 You,
14

Yahweh, [help]! [You're the] El {Power}, full of compassion. Bend down [to save me]! [Stop being so eternally] patient
[with my attackers]! [I need your] kindness and stability, and

turn to me. Have mercy
on me. Give your strength to your servant. [My mother,] your handmaid, [prayed for
me every day. Answer her prayer!] Save her child!
17 Yahweh, show me a sign of [your] favor. Make my haters see [your power].
Shame them [for fighting someone whom you]
help. Comfort me.
lots

[of it]!

16 [Please]

Psalms 87
Korah's Clan Extol The Beloved City
Of Peace
1

on the sacred mountains [of Judaea, YAH
the foundation [of his City of Peace].
A psalm by a writer named Korah, or more probably, a song written for Korah's descendants to perform. This piece of dancing, shouting instrumentalvocal music commemorates the bringing of the Ark
of the covenant into Jerusalem.
2 Yahweh loves the gates of [shining mount] Zion, the
home of Jacob's [descendants]. 3 City of the Eloah, [the
world's bards] sing [hymns to] your splendor. Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 4 Mark [my words, ___]: Egypt and Babylon
[eventually] acknowledge [Jerusalem as YAH's throne on earth. In
time,] Palestine, Tyre {Rock-Port}, and Cush {Ethiopia}
become [Jerusalem's] baby-states.
The commercial copycat translations always translate this whole chapter and especially this verse as
gobbledegook nonsense.
5 Man after man will brag of being born [beneath Mount]
Zion, ___. The Most High [ELohim] himself establishes [the City Of Peace]. 6 Yahweh marks, written [in stone],
that [Israel] is the birth [place] of His people. Selah
{Dramatic-Break}.
YAH sends his messages to the world through Hebrew prophets, because of Jerusalem's unique location as the crossroads of the entire planet. Judea
bridges Africa, Asia and Europe. Palestine even offers a direct sea path to the Americas.
7 Dancers, singers, shout, “All the fountains of my
delight [flow from the City Of Peace]!”
[ ___, long ago,]

established]

Psalms 88
Korah Wails To YAH In Desperate
Anguish
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Yahweh Elohim, my liberator, I'm
howling to you day and night. [Can't you
1

hear me shrieking in pain?]

An instrumentally-accompanied instructional song
written by Heman (the extremely wise songmaster
descended from ancient Kohath). (Heman was
probably from a district named Zerah.) Heman
wrote this psalm for the priestly descendants of
[ancient rebel] Korah to sing, using an arrangement prepared and conducted by a skilled temple
music director. Set to the tune of, or in the style
of, "Sickness that Causes Suffering". Featuring
flutes.

Let my prayer reach your face.
Stretch down your ear. [Hear] my
scream[s]. 3 I'm panting, [choking], drowning in distress. My life [blood] drains [into]
Sheol {The-Unseen-Grave}. 4 [People] count
me among the [stiffs] whom [trash-haulers
hurl] down into mass-cemeteries. I'm a
valiant-man bled of strength. 5 I lie
abandoned among the dead. [I'm] one
[faceless] cadaver buried in a [tangle] of
corpses you've forgotten. [We Hebrews lie]
cut off from your [caring] hand. 6 You've
dumped me into the pauper's pit. [I rot]
in [crushing] depths of darkness. 7 Your
scalding [rage] crushes me. You keep
beating me down with your every
breaking [wave]. Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 8
You keep ripping my friends away from
me. You make them abhor me. I'm
locked up. I can't escape.
2

All humans will eventually reject you if you say and
do the things the Messiah said and did.

My [bloodshot, black] eye(s) mourn in depression. All day long I call to you as I
stretch my palms up [to heaven]. Psalms
88:10 How can phantoms watch you
work miracles? Can cadavers jump up
and throw their hands [in the air to thank you]?
Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 11 What entombed carcass can publicize your loving-kindness? Your fidelity [is wasted] on
grave-dwellers. 12 Who in the dark
depths [of death] can experience your
wonders? Your justice [is irrelevant] in the
land of the forgotten [perished]. 13 So I
keep hollering for your [help], Yahweh. I
accost you with prayer morning [through
night]: 14 “Yahweh, why are you hurling
9
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away my life-breath [like I'm a piece of trash]?
Why do you keep concealing your face
from me?! 15 *I'm beaten down,

breathing-out, shaken [like a rabbit]
swept-up [in a roaring] lion's [fangs].
My eyes-terrified, I spin
around in terror.
"Since my youth" is both improbable and a non-sequitur. “Lion” references ‘youth's’ root word: #5287
naw-ar', depicting a rustling mane.

Your laser-rage slices over me. Your
terrors devour me. 17 [Horrors] surround
me daily like water-floods sucking me
all the way under. 18 You've robbed me
of all my loved ones, my colleagues,
my mates. Darkness is my only friend.”
16

Following YAH will, at extreme times, rob you of
every last bit of human comfort. Everyone will
avoid you, at least to save their skins. But the
abandonment usually passes.

Psalms 89
Solomon's Priest Ethan Celebrates
YAH's Love

*[While all the rest of you exiled Jews sit cursing
YAH for deporting us here to Babylon,] I'm
strolling [the universe, spinning around,
singing anthems celebrating] Yahweh's
kindness for age[s]. Generation
after generation, my [loud]
mouth will give [the world] an experience [of YAH's love that they'll never forget].
1

A maskil (instructional song) written by Solomon's
master musician and wise-man Ethan (likely aka
Jeduthun). In this psalm, Ethan is starving, deported from his status as a music-star in Jerusalem's
palatial temple to dung-munching as a slave in jail
in Babylon. So Ethan laments the fall of Solomon's
kingdom. (All of Ethan's other songs, besides possibly those attributed to 'Jeduthun', lie lost in the
sands of time.) Ethan apparently came from Zerah,
the same region as the writer of Psalm 88. The
word ‘sing’ (#7891: shiyr) means to stroll and circle-dance around town & country while singing. It
doesn't mean to sit in a pew clutching a hymnal in
your cadaver-hands.
2 [Here in exile, celebrating our faith is a death-penalty
crime, ___. Yet]
diers' faces and]
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up to infinity [and beyond]. [His] stability
erects the [highest] heavens!” 3 [I'll recount when
YAH]

cut a covenant with his chosen

[king]:

4 [YAH]

swore to his obeyer David {Love}, “I'll
establish your seed-child [the Messiah] for
ever. I'll build up [his] throne to [rule]
generation [after] generation [to the end of
time].” Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 5 The heavenly [angels] throw [their hands in the air to thank
you for] your miracles, Yahweh. So [I know]
you can stabilize this [shaky] gaggle of
your [oppressed] holy-ones. 6 * ___,

who in the skies can [you] compare to Yahweh? Who among
the sons of Elím {hero-angels} can
compete with Yahweh? [Nobody!] 7
We in this secret [‘illegal’] conclave of sacred [believers stand in] awe of El {Strength},
[our] infinitely [strong protector]. [The holy angels
encircling him hold him in even greater awe.] But we
also need to [instill] fear of [YAH] in every
[unbeliever] in [societal] circle[s], [including the soldiers who threaten to kill us Hebrews on sight for worshipping in public]. 8

Yahweh, you tower sovereign over all armies, [even those of our
‘invincible’ imperial captors]. [The] stability [that
holds our universe together] radiates from you.
Who stands all-powerfully eternal like
you, YAH? [Nobody!]

“Who is YAH” means, “Who is present at every point
in every universe's timeline?” i.e., “Who controls
time and space like a wealthy, skilled film-maker
controls the timeline and events in his movie?”

You rule the swelling [raging] sea [of evil
You triumph over [humanity's] surging waves [of rebellion]. Psalms 89:10 *You
9

people].

shatter Egypt, [the mother of all monsterstates,] like a slasher murders [a
hobo]. You scatter your haters
with your almighty arm-guns.
Rahab, the sea-monster, signifies Egypt, the symbol of today's New World Order. Egypt, Babylon,
Greece, Persia, Rome, and the N.W.O. are all manifestations of the same abomination. In Revelation,
John uses the terms 'Egypt' and 'Babylon' to describe the mass of fallen humanity as a ‘sea’ from
which rises the great dragon, Satan, overlord of
the damned.

The heavens are your [playtoys]. You
own the earth and everyone living on
11
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[including the heads of the devil's puppet-states who

kill us Hebrews like pigs].

You founded [everything.
You created [everything from] the hidden [north pole] to [Antarctica.
So even though the Babylonians] shattered [our
nation] in an instant, [I'm] still shrieking
about your name-authority [in the face of our
So you'll fix everything.] 12

captors. I'm warning them that payback's a killer.]

Tabor means ‘crushed, shattered, fragile’. Hermon
means ‘sudden’. Peterson renders this: “the mountains Tabor and Hermon sing duets to you.” No
word signifying "mountain" appears in this verse.
However, Tabor and Hermon are mountains to the
east and west of Jerusalem, so the word-play is
rich, completing the quadrant with north and
south.

your forceful arm,
your diamond-hard fist, your sky-high
power-hand. 14 Fairness and rightness
form the foundation of your [heavenly]
throne. From your face flow mercy and
stability. [So punish our oppressors!] 15 *Yah13 [Smash our captors with]

weh, make your people happy
[again]. Show them [how to raise]
Truwah {Battle-Cries}: [shouts, clanging
blasts of ecstatic praise], walking [through
enemy battalions, safe] in the [force-field of]
light from your face.
Real praise music is how you defeat invincible
armies without borrowing your nation into slavery
to pay for military weapons. Fake praise music is
how you put the world to sleep. #8643 truwah
7321; clamor, i.e. acclamation of joy or a battle-cry; especially clangor of blowing trumpets,
--alarm blast, joy, jubile, loud noise, rejoicing,
shout(-ing), (high, joyful) sound(-ing).

*Get us [believers] spinning [wildly]
all day, [celebrating] your name-authority, 'til your justice skyrockets [us out of jail, YAH]. 17 You, [not
16

are [our] shining force. Your
smile [eventually] lifts our power-horns
high [in triumph] over [all evil empires]. 18 Yahweh is our defense, ___. The sacred
Sovereign of Israel is our king. [We will
weapons,]

overcome.]

Ethan Recounts Yah's Promise To
Exalt David
19 [Yahweh, long] ago you spoke in a vision
to your holy [prophets]. You [swore],
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“I'm leveling [the playing field]. I'm surrounding [Israel's] hero [with my power]. I'm
lifting him out above all people.
Psalms 89:20

I've found my [chosen] assistant: David
{Love}. I've anointed him with my sacred ‘oil.’
21
My hand establishes
ens him.
22

[David].

My arm

[forever]

strength-

No enemy will tax [king David]. No wicked
brat will ever beat him down.
23

I'll pound [David's] foes before his [stunned,
singing] face. I'll plague every [being] who
hates him.
24

My faithfulness and my mercy will stay
with [David]. [In wave after wave of triumph,] he'll
lift up his horn [to blow praise] to my nameauthority.
25

I'll rest [David's left] hand on the sea, and
his right hand on [earth's] rivers.
From the Mediterranean to the Euphrates River.
26

will cry to me, ‘You're my
father, my El {Power}, my rock-fortress
[in a zone of] wide-open [safety].’

[All his life, David]

Salvation = Y'shua.
27

I'm appointing [David as the] ‘firstborn’ [of]
my [royal-line], higher than [all mortal] kings
of the earth.
28
My mercy will guard [David] through infinity [and beyond].
My covenant will build [him an everlasting empire of kindness].
29

I'll make [David's] seed-child [the Messiah]
endure for ever. His throne [will last through
all] the days of [all] heavens.
Psalms 89:30

But eventually [David's] brats will forsake
my law. They'll [refuse] to walk out my
verdicts.
31

The [Jews] will profane my statutes.
They'll fail to guard my commandments.
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32

So I'll discipline the rebels with the rod
[of correction]. [I'll punish] the perverts with a
‘touch’ [of whiplash].
33

But I'll never annul my [promise of] lovingkindness to [David]. My faithfulness will
never fail.
34

I'll never break My covenant. [I] never
alter any word that goes out of my lips.
35

I swore a sacred [oath] once [and for all]. I
never lie to David {Love} [nor to anyone else].
YAH can swear oaths, because he can't break his
word. We can't swear oaths, because we are ignorant of and powerless over the future.
36

seed [the Messiah] will endure forever. His throne [will shine] like the sun before my face.

[David's]

37

I'll establish [the Messiah's] throne [to endure]
for eon[s], like the moon. [YahShua will be
my] faithful [stable] witness, like [the north
star] in [your] sky.”
Selah {Dramatic-Break}.
Ethan Laments The Fall Of Addict
King Solomon
38 So [why] do you push [us] aside,
[Yahweh]?! You spurn us, your [chosen] authorities! You've crossed-over [to our enemies' side]. 39 You disown your servant's
[broken] covenant. You profane the earth
with his [fallen] crown. Psalms 89:40 You [let
the enemy] breach all [king David's] stonedams [and corrals]. You crack all his
fortresses [to bits]. 41 Everyone who passes on the roads robs [us Israelis]. [We're] our
neighbors' dirty-joke. 42 You exalt the
power-hand of [our] tormentors. You
light up all [David's] haters with joy. 43
You blunt the edge of [David's] sword.
You [refuse] to raise him up in battle. 44
You've blackened [David's] brightness.
You've toppled his throne down to the
ground. 45 You've hacked [David's dynasty]
down in its prime. You cover [his bones]
with shame. Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 46
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Yahweh, how long will you hide yourself? Will the [raging] inferno of your firefury consume [us] forever? 47 Remember
the transcience of [a human life]. Do you
create all of [us] children of Adam just to
[watch us burn to death]? 48 What valiant-man
is so alive that he won't suffer death?
Can [anyone] snatch his breath from the
hand of Sheol {The-Unseen-Grave}? Selah
{Dramatic-Break}. 49 Yahweh, where are
your former loving-kindnesses, the once-stable promises you swore to David
{Lover}?
'YHVH', not 'Adonai'.

Yahweh, never forget [how the
world's] powerful nations insult your servants. See how I carry their blasphemy
like [an anvil] on my chest. 51 Your haters
strip [your dignity], Yahweh. They [trip] the
footsteps of [us,] your anointed [people]. 52
Psalms 89:50

kneel [and adore you,] Yahweh,
foundation, for eons [into eternity].
[Save us, and we'll]

[our]

sure

Psalms 90
Moses Sings To YAH, Begging For
Help To Live
1 [The following is] a Tehillah {Spontaneous-Inspired-Shouting-Dancing-Singing-Outburst}

from Moses (the man of [Yahweh] the
Eloah): “[Yahweh] Adonai, in every generation [of Israel's history] you remain our
home.
We true believers are migrants on the earth, like
Abraham, Jacob, EliJah, Moses, Jesus, Paul, etc.
Our home is heaven. The earth is our mission field.
We have no permanent residence. We are not citizens of any United-Nations member state. The
world-system is our enemy. When we do what's
right, the worldlings chase us from place to place,
hunting our lives like mangy dogs. Yet we live to
love the people of the evil world.

El {Power}, pre-exist the
[time when you] brought forth the mountains, before you formed the earth and
the universe [that cradles it like a shiny blue baby].
[Your existence exceeds] eternity past to eternity future. 3 *You morph [us frail]
2

You,

[Yahweh]

mortals back into crushed-
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dust. Then [you] say, "Come
back [to life], brats of Adam!"
Or, 'Repent!' Atheists question the point of the resurrection: “Why would ‘God’ resurrect everyone to
a judgment in which most of the ‘resurrectees’ just
die again?” Answer: because universal resurrection
is the ultimate jaw-dropping magic trick. Everyone
is connected. So the great judgment would be less
interesting if even one person were left out.

*In your sight, 1000 years
pass like yesterday, like one
night's watch.
4

See song based on Psalm 90:4: 1000 Years.

*You carry [time] away like a
flood. [To you, eons] fade like naps.
5

Time's malleability renders useless the 6-day-creation debate.

like morning sprouts
that flourish and bud only to wither, cut
down [by the drying sun] before evening. 7
We [humans] wilt under your overwhelming fire-breathing fury. 8 *You
6 [Millennia bloom to you]

spread out our perversities before your [judgment throne]. Our secret sins [cower] in the light of
your face. 9 All our days [ebb away when]
your

face crosses-over into [frowning rage]. We [humans] waste our years like
a [dying] sigh, [a whisper]. Psalms 90:10 *Our
[smiling]

days add up to 60+10 years, or
if we're forceful, maybe 80 [or
so]. Yet at our strongest, [we live in
futile] toil, panting [in sorrow]. Soon
[you] shear us off, and we fly
away [like ashes]. 11 [In death we] experience the terrifying power of your [firebreathing] face as you transport us [to the
great beyond].
lit. nostrils.

Show us a budget of the days we
have [to work with], to motivate us to bring
a heart of wisdom home [to heaven when we
come]. 13 Turn back [to us], Yahweh. How
long [must we believers suffer]? Sigh [in compassion] to your servants. 14 Satisfy us with
the [daily] dawn of your kindness. [Fill] us
with shouts of bright [joy] all our days.
15 Light up our days with [jubilation] to
12
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counter-balance the affliction you've
[made us] suffer all our years of disaster.
16 Show your [miracle] action to [us], your
obeyers. [Let] our children [see] your [infinite] magnificence. 17 Yahweh, my
Elohim, [shine] your delight over us. Build
up the works of our hands, [instead of knocking us down]. Direct and stabilize everything we do.”

Psalms 91
* ___, he who dwells in the
secret [heart] of Ha-Elyon {TheMost-High} lives [forever] in the [protective] shadow of Almighty [power].
1

This may be another song by Moses.

___, I boast [not in my power, but] that
Yahweh is my refuge, my [invincible] castle. I run-for-refuge in my Elohim. 3
___, [YAH] will rescue you from the
snare of the trapper, and from every
[rushing] plague.
2

In the 21st century, antibiotic-resistant bacteria
will kill most everyone who doesn't have supernatural protection. Medical science cannot keep pace
with the rising plagues the pharmaceutical complex
keeps breeding.

will cover you with his [soaring]
arms, ___. Under his wings you'll [find]
refuge. His truth will be your shield and
tower. 5 * ___, never fear terror
4 [Yahweh]

by night; nor any missile that
flies by day. 6 Never fear the
plague[s] that roam in darkness, ___.
Never [fear] the destruction that wastes
[cities] at noonday.
lit. Never fear word-plagues, i.e. propaganda.

A thousand [people] will fall at your side,
___. 10 thousand [sinners will die] at your
right hand. But [eternal death] won't come
near you. 8 Just keep your eyes [open,
___]. Watch and [you'll] see [all history's]
wicked [people] get their [terrible] payback.
9 [You'll live forever, ___,] because you've
made my refuge, Yahweh Ha-Elyon
{The-Most-High}[Creator], your refuge. Psalms
91:10 No evil will conquer you, ___. No
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

strike will come near your [eternal]
dwelling. 11 *For [Yahweh] keeps or-

dering his angels to [watch] over
you, ___, to guard you wherever you go. 12 [YAH's angels] will [always]
bear you up in their hands, ___. So
you won't dash your ‘foot’ against a
‘stone.’
Best understood metaphorically.

You'll tread down lion[s] and serpent[s], ___. Your feet will stomp down
youthful lions and cobras. 14 *[Yahweh
13

YAH Protects We Who Trust Him

7

957

promises you, ___,]

“Because [you] cling to me, I'll
keep [enabling you to] escape
[destruction]. I'll lift [you] high [like an
impregnable fortress], because you recognize my Name-authority.
lit. ”because you know my name.” The Creator's
name is not "God" and it's not "The Lord". It's
YHVH.
15

*

—[You] call me. I see [and answer]
you, ___. I glorify [you]. I rip
[you] out of [death's suffocating] grip.
lift you to glorious] honor.

[I

16

I satisfy you with [infinitely] long,
[indestructible] life. You [survive to] enjoy [exploring] the wide-open [endless eternity of salvation].”

Psalms 92
Fall In Love With Physically Active
Praising

*It [feels] awesome to throw
my hands in the air, thanking
[you,] Yahweh. It's [a great privilege to]
strike [guitar strings to praise] your
name, Most High [Elohim]. 2 [I love to]
1

proclaim your loving-kindness in the morning, and

play to
a [priceless] 10-stringed
[guitar], an orchestral harp, or a [simple minstrel's] lyre. 4 [I sing because] you, Yahweh,
your faithfulness every night. 3 [I love to]

you

[on anything from]
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brighten me [up] by your actions. I keep
triumphing because of the operations
your hands perform. 5 Yahweh, your
feats tower beyond awesome! Your designs delve infinitely deep.
Like never-ending fractals of awesomeness.

Wicked Beings Flourish Only To Be
Destroyed
6 Irrational brutes stay blind to your [creative genius]. Fathead [fools] fail to grasp
[your magnificence]. 7 Wicked [beings] spring
[up] like grass. Workers of evil [sometimes]
flourish. But [you, YAH] destroy them forever.
Hell is eternal destruction, not eternal conscious
torment.

You, Yahweh, tower [above everyone] forever. 9 One look from your eyes, Yahweh, and your enemies perish. All the
hate-filled workers of evil [in the universe]
scatter [like] dying [cockroaches]. Psalms 92:10
You lift up my 'horn' [of triumph] like [I'm] a
wild-ox [charging through your fields]. You pour
[fresh] green oil over my [head, to show that
8

you're purifying me, enriching me, and giving me your authority]. 11

You [help] my eyes spy my ambushers. You [help] my ears hear the
[whispers of] evildoers rising up to fight
me.

Or, ‘My eyes eventually watch you [attack] my ambushers. My ears eventually hear you [destroy] the
evildoers who rise up [to attack] me.’ Nothing resembling 'my desire' appears in the Hebrew for this
verse.

Right-walkers shoot-out-buds like
palm trees, ___. They grow great like
cedars on the white-mountain[s of
Lebanon]. 13 Yahweh transplants [right-walkers] into his family home, ___. [Do-gooders] flourish in Elohim's courtyards. 14
Past grey-haired [old-age], [right-walkers]
keep shooting out seed-bearing fruit,
___. [Kind people] grow strong and fresh
[and fertile]. 15 Right-walkers shout [to the
world], “Yahweh is my rock, ___! There's
no evil in the [Creator]! [He's more than fair all the
time.]”
12
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A Vision Of Heaven & The Universal
Eons
1 Yahweh ascends his throne, wrapped
in majesty. Force radiates all around
him, like the [Van Allen belts surround the earth].
[These forces] stabilize [our] globe, ___.
Yahweh's [power] keeps [us] from slipping
[out of the universe].
Every bookstore translation of this chapter sounds
dumb. So I conclude that the 7th century AD Masoretic markings are in error. They make a certain
kind of sense, but they all come out sounding like
‘knowers telling knowers’... in a very boring
church. The Jehovah's Witnesses pull an overly literal and wrong interpretation from this verse, surmising that the earth is eternally permanent. However, the earth is just a piece of dust. It won't last
forever.

establishes his throne long before
___. [YAH] predates
time. 3 The floods of [time] rise [for] Yahweh, like streams [of water] levitating at
[his] command. [He] lifts waves in [spacetime like earthquakes raise tsunamis in our seas, ___].
2 [YAH]

[he makes our earth],

Traditionally translated as anthropomorphic water
praising the creator.

Yahweh, [the most] high [Sovereign], rules
from heaven, ___. [He's] mightier than
the roaring of the myriad waters [in the
universe]. [He looks down with pity on] the worldwide waves of the sea [of evil people]. 5 So
Yahweh's word is [your] sure-foundation,
___. [Build your life on it. Come] home to [Yahweh's] sacred family. [Live] for days withoutend.
4

Psalms 94
Pray For YAH To Erase Evil From
Existence
1 Oh Yahweh, El {Power}[who owns]
vengeance, El [who owns all jurisdiction to] punish [evil], shine! 2 Rise up, judge of the
earth! Pay back [all] arrogant [beings]. 3
Yahweh, how long [until you kill] the lawless-ones? How long will [you let] wicked
[people] jump for joy? 4 How long will [you
let] the [evil-ones] gush out impudent blab?
[When will you stop] all the ruin-wreakers
from bragging [about] themselves? 5 The
[villains] break your people in pieces, Yah-
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weh. They oppress your heritage [family].
6 [Hypocrites] kill widows and foreigners.
[Criminals] murder fatherless [orphans]. 7 Yet
[the culprits] say, “YAH can't see [our crimes].
The Elohim of Jacob never even notices
[human affairs].” 8 Understand, you consumer-people. You fools, when will you
wise-up?
#1197 Baw-ar means to consume, not merely to
be "brutish". The bible constantly rails against consumer-culture. People who consume more than
they produce are worse than plagues of locusts.

*[YAH] implanted [your] ears,
___. Do you [think] He can't
hear? [YAH] formed [your] eye[s].
Do you [think] He can't see?
9

The ear grows like a plant.

whips the beast-nations. Do you [think] He won't punish [you,
___]? [YAH] teaches man knowledge. [Do
Psalms 94:10 [YAH]

you think He doesn't know what you're doing?] 11

*Yahweh knows the thoughts
of man. [He sees] that we're all
vain [puffs of wind]. 12 YAH [makes us] human[s] happy by whipping us.
teaches us his Law, ___.

[Pain]

A very important lesson in child-rearing. Discipline
makes a child happy. Lack of discipline makes a
very sad child.

YAH [will] give [us believers] rest from
days of destruction, ___. [Soon]
he'll dig a pit to [burn up all] wicked [beings].
14 Yahweh won't cast off his [humble] people. He'll never forsake his family-heritage, ___. 15 Justice [one day] returns [to
earth. Time vindicates us] right-walkers. [So] everyone with upstanding heart[s] must
follow [the] right [path].
13 [Yet]
[these]

The "Justice departments" of the world's governments are money-driven businesses.
16 Who will rise up for me [against] the smashers,
___? Who will stand up for me [against] the workers
of evil?
Workers = practicers. Practicers of medicine = sorcerers. Practicers of Law = law-twisters.

If Yahweh didn't surround me [like a
my life-breath would lie [dead] in
silence, ___. 18 I [scream], “My foot's
slipping!” [Instantly] YAH's mercy holds me
up, ___. 19 Perplexities crowd within
me, [Yahweh]. [But] your consolation de17

forcefield],
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lights my soul. Psalms 94:20 *[False authori-

frame mischief as ‘law.’ [But]
you, [Yahweh, never] ally [yourself] with
any throne that administers injustice [in its materialistic lust].
ties]

This is the context for understanding Romans
chapter 13. Authority is not a title or office. Authority equals doing and promoting what the Creator commands.

The [evil world powers] gather themselves
together to [snuff out] the life-breath of us
right-walkers, to condemn innocent [people] to bloody-deaths, ___. 22 But Yahweh is my defense. My Elohim is the
rock [fortress where] I [run for] refuge, ___.
23 [YAH] eventually boomerangs the [criminals'] own evil on them, ___. [YAH] uses
their own wickedness to cut them off
[from life]. Yes, sooner or later, Yahweh
our Elohim cuts [all wicked beings] out [of existence].
21

Psalms 95
Shake The Earth With Mad Praise
To Mighty YAH
1 Come on, ___. Let's screech to Yahweh! Let's split the [crowd's] ears with
[songs] to [honor] the rock of our salvation.
#7442 raw-nan = loud and harsh sound, not merely ‘sing’. #7321 roowah = ear-splitting noise.

___, let's get in YAH's face with
hands-raised [high in thanks]. Let's shake
the ground with instruments [and singing]
to [honor YAH].
2

#7321 rooah = damaging noise levels, not mere
"hymns, songs, psalms, praise, joyful noise". Ru'ah
fits the Spanish word: "ruidoso" (noisy). In order
to properly obey this verse, wear earplugs.

For Yahweh is the universe-twisting
EL {Power}—the great King above all
elohim {authorities}. 4 YAH's hand [holds]
the deepest recesses of the earth. He
owns all mountain peaks, ___. 5 The
sea is [YAH's]. He made it, ___. And His
hands formed the dry land. 6 Come on,
let's bow down, faces [to the ground, ___].
Let's kneel before Yahweh who made
us. 7 For [YAH] is our Elohim. We're the
3
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people of his pasture, sheep in his
hand, ___.
Repent Or Die Like Israelites In The
Desert
8 [YAH says,]

“Hear my voice today, ___. Don't harden your heart like [your Moses-following ancestors did] at Meribah {Quarrel-Site},
in the day[s] of temptation in the
wilderness.
9

Your fore-fathers tested me, tried me.
They saw me [respond with] action, ___.
Psalms 95:10

For 40 long years I grieved over your
[ancestor] spawn, ___. I concluded, ‘This
is a populace who errs from the heart.
They refuse to know my ways.’
11
In my fire-rage, I swore to [your ancestors] that they
would never enter into my [place of] rest, ___.”

Psalms 96
Shake The World With PowerPraise, Like Nature

* ___, stroll [the land] singing
fresh [new] song[s] to Yahweh.
Walk the earth [concertizing] for
Yahweh.
1

This is David's Psalm for the ark's placement in
Jerusalem. It commands not mere “singing”, but:
#7891 shier / sheer / shuwr
strolling minstrelsy, singing while traveling about
like a harlot or a merchant, like mariachis or a Salvation Army Band.
Thus you don't need a church building, an organ, a
piano, pews, pulpit or hymnbook. They only get in
the way. For an example of how to actually praise
(shuwr), see: 1 Sam. 18:6.

Parade [the streets singing] for Yahweh.
Kneel [to] his name-authority. Proclaim
his salvation day after day, ___.
2

You can't parade in pews. The devil put the pews in
your church to physically block you from praising
as the bible commands. Wake up!

* ___, celebrate [YAH's] glory
among the beast-nations.
[Proclaim] his wonders among all
people. 4 *For Yahweh is infinite. [So His praise] should be an
3
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awesome rave-show that inspires more terror than any
other leader [or god can elicit].
The churchy nonsense ‘greatly to be praised’ doesn't begin to express the power of this verse. YHVH
is heavy [Gadol]. So his praise should be heavy, as
in 'heavy metal'.

For all the gods [and leaders] of the
beast-nations are mere idols, nothings.
But Yahweh made the heavens. 6
5

Grandeur and majesty

[bow]

before

[YAH].

Strength

Honor Yahweh, you families of [the human] race.
Recognize Yahweh's splendor and
strength, ___. 8 Give Yahweh the glory
due his name-fame. Bring a gift [of your
presence], ___. Rush into his [royal] courts.
and beauty fill his holy-home. 7

Not a plea for money. Bring your talent. Give yourself completely to YAH.

___, prostrate [your body on the ground beYahweh's sacred beauty. Whirl [like
the] whole earth twirls [in awe] of [YAH's]
face.
9

fore]

2342 chuwl khool or chiyl {kheel}; to twist or whirl
(in a circular or spiral manner), i.e. (specifically) to
dance in awe. Again, ancient Hebrews knew the
earth spins. And they knew that people should spin
in worship, not sit petrified in pews.

___, among the beast-nations, [shout,] “Yahweh reigns! [YAH spins]
the globe in its permanent [orbit]. [So it's
easy for him to] precisely direct [us tiny]
humans. 11 The heavens shine-bright.
The earth spins [around wildly]. The sea and
everything in it roar [praise to YAH. So should
Psalms 96:10

we, ___.]

Here (in approximately 1000BC) the Bible clearly
states that the earth spins:
#1523 giyl / gheel / gull
to spin round.
2700 years later, Newtonian physics arrived at the
same conclusion.

“Whales sing intricate, stylized compositions — some longer than symphonic
movements — performed in medleys that
last up to 22 hours. The songs of
humpback whales can change dramatically from year to year, yet each whale
in an oceanwide population always
sings the same song as the others.
How, with the form changing so fast,
does every whale keep the verses
straight? Biologists … show that humpbacks, like humans, use rhyme.
”—NewsWeek The 4 hebrew words in this sentence
produce an acrostic spelling out the name of YHVH.
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The fields and everything in them
jump for joy, ___. All the trees of the
forests creak-for-joy. [So should we.] 13 [All
creation] faces Yahweh as he comes advancing to judge the earth. He [alone]
judges the world correctly, ___. [He sentences all] people using unshakeable [facts].”
12

Psalms 97
Praise YAH, The Universe-Shaker
1 Yahweh reigns [over] the [joyfully] spinning earth. [YAH's power makes earth's waves]
gleefully [crash] on its farthest shores.

Again and again, sccipture reveals that the earth is
spinning. (#1523 giyl = spin with strong emotion.)
Because all the bookstore translations are just rehashes of the very flawed 1611 King James Bible,
they miss this powerful visual revelation of science
in the scriptures.
2 Clouds and darkness surround [YAH]. Righteousness and justice form the foundation of his throne.

Fire [shoots from YAH's] face. It burns up
his enemies on every side [of us, ___]. 4
[YAH's flashes of] lightning light [up] the
globe, ___. [The] Earth sees [YAH's power,]
and trembles. 5 The hills melt like wax
before the face of Yahweh – at the
presence of the Adon {Sovereign} over
the whole earth. 6 ___, the heavens
declare [that everything YAH does] is right. [Thus]
all [earth's] people see [YAH's] glory. 7 All
who serve crafted images or rave about
idol-nothings are shameful [and confused].
All you leaders [and ‘gods’] must bow to
[Yahweh]. 8 [Mount] Zion brightens to hear
your judgments, [YAH]. [Your law makes]
Judea's daughter [cities] spin around [for
joy]. 9 For you, [most] high Yahweh, [hover
infinitely far] above all the earth. You [reign]
exalted far above all elohim {authorities}.
Psalms 97:10 ___, you lovers of Yahweh
[must] spurn evil. [YAH] preserves the lifebreath of his gracious [children]. He rescues them out of the fist[s] of lawless
[beings]. 11 [YAH] plants Light for right-walkers. [YAH
3

eventually gives]

glee to people with upstanding hearts.

Shine in Yahweh's [Spirit], you righteous [people]! ___, throw your hands in
12
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the air to commemorate
ness.

[YAH's]

sacred-

Psalms 98
Join All Creation In Wildly Praising
YAH
1 ___, walk [the earth] singing Yahweh
[fresh] new songs. [Honor] the marvelous
feats he accomplishes. His power-hand,
his sacred arm, [always] eventually gets
the victory. 2 [ ___, join] Yahweh in broadcasting [the news of how] he saves [his people].
He openly displays his [just] payback before the [gaping] eyes of the beast-nations. 3 [Elohim] never forgets [to show] his
kindness and his reliability to [his] family
who will rule with him, ___. All the
ends of the earth watch our Elohim free
us.
Israel = those who will rule with El.

*So split the crowd's ears
with [earth-shaking music] to [honor]
Yahweh, ___. All you countries, break out [in earth-shattering
noise]. Scream [along to the beat].
Strike [up the band]!
4

7442 raw-nan' = screech/scream, not merely "rejoice". #2167 zamar = strike [strings in song].

Thwack [that guitar, ___! Honor] Yahweh
with twanging harps and loud-calling
instrumental-songs.
5

zamar = strike [instruments], not merely "sing
praises".

*[Blast] trumpets, ___. Sound
ram's-horns! Split the [crowd's]
ears. [Blare loud, earth-shaking music up to
the] face of Yahweh, the King [of
the Universe].
6

#7321 ruwa` roo-ah'
split the ears. Shatter, break, mar with sound.
You need earplugs at a real gospel music celebration.

sea and everything in it roar [praise
the globe and all [us] who
live in it, ___. 8 [Earth's] water-rapids
clap their ”hands” while the hills screech
[in joy beneath] Yahweh's face. [So we believers
should screech and clap too, ___.] 9 [YAH] ad7 [The]

to YAH. So should]
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vances to judge the earth. He correctly
sentences the world. [He] equitably [rewards all] people, ___.

Psalms 99
YAH's Heavenly Dominion Rules
The Earth
1 Yahweh's reign quakes [all] nations. He
sits [enthroned] among [heavenly] cherubim,
shaking [our] earth, ___. 2 [From his] great
Zion, Yahweh [towers] high above all
populations, ___.
Not an endorsement of modern Zionism, but an
awareness that the Creator spoke uniquely through
the Hebrew prophets, and then the priests in
Jerusalem safeguarded the Creator's prophetic
messages.
[stronghold on mount]

*Throw [your] hands [high to praise
YAH's] great and terrifying sacred
Name, ___. 4 Mighty King [Yahweh],
3

lover of [good] government, you establish equity. You [continually] execute righteous justice [among] Jacob's [descendants]. 5
___, exalt Yahweh our Elohim. Bow [your
face to the ground] at His footstool, because
He stays separate [from the evil world]. 6
Moses and Aaron [served] among [YAH's] priests.
SamuEl {Heard-By-El} [led ancient luminaries] who call[ed]
upon [YAH's] Name. They cried to Yahweh. He answered them. [So let's call YAH too, ___.] 7 From the pillarof-cloud, [YAH] spoke to the [ancient prophets]. They
guarded his histories, ___. [They honored] the Law[s]
[YAH] gave them. 8 You, Yahweh our Elohim, answered the [ancient prophets]. You were [the] El {Power}
who forgave them. Still you took vengeance on
their evil-schemes. 9 Exalt Yahweh our Elohim,
___. Prostrate [your body to the ground] facing his holy
mountain. For Yahweh our Elohim is sacred.

Psalms 100
Shake The Nations With Praise To
YAH

*Split people's ears with loud
[triumphant, joyous worship] of Yahweh,
all you countries!
1

This is a psalm for throwing hands in the air to give
thanks. It commands all believers, including you,
to: #7321 ruwa` roo-ah' : to mar (especially by
breaking); to split the ears (with sound), i.e. shout
(for alarm or joy):--blow/sound an alarm, cry
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(aloud, out), destroy, make a joyful noise, triumph.

*Serve Yahweh with glee,
___! Run, shouting joy-song[s]
toward his [smiling] face. 3 Acknowl2

edge that Yahweh is Elohim {Sovereign}.
It's he who made us, ___. We didn't
[make] ourselves. We are [YAH's] people,
the sheep of his pasture. 4 Enter the
gates [of] YAH's [heavenly sanctuary] with
hands thrust high in thanks, ___. [Run]
into his [heavenly] courts with spontaneous outbursts of embarrassingly-loud
praise. Stick your hands [in the air]. Kneel
to YAH's authority.
#8416 thillah = improvisatory halal. Halal = embarrassingly wild praise. Praise is a full-contact
body sport. Pews exist to prevent praise, to make
the meaning of “hallelujah” irrelevant.

For Yahweh is wonderful! His mercy
lasts forever, ___. His stability endures
past all generations.
5

Or, ‘his truth endures’.

Psalms 101
Commit Yourself To Radical Sacred
Obedience
1 I'll keep walking [the earth] striking [guitar
strings], singing [praise] to your loving-kindness and justice, Yahweh.
An instrumentally-accompanied song written by
David (or about David, or his ultimate-type, the
Messiah.)
2 I'll watch my [behavior] all the way down [life's winding]
road until I reach [perfection]. I'll walk wholeheartedly

I'll never set any wicked
thing before my eyes, ___. I hate the
actions of people who turn astray [from
righteousness]. [I] won't [let their stink] cling to
me.
with my family. 3

That means get rid of your TV, and stay off the internet as much as possible. Obviously, pornography is totally out of the question for any believer.

I'll make pervert-hearted [people] get
away from me. I won't [even] acknowledge a crook, ___. 5 I'll cut off [my connection to] anyone who slanders his neighbor behind [his back], ___. I won't tolerate anyone with prideful eyes or an arrogant heart. 6 My eyes will watch over the
4
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faithful [people] of the land, so they can live with me.
Only [people] who walk [through life] in a perfect way can

No one who practices deceit can live with my family, ___. No
one who tells lies can stay in my sight.
8 [Every] morning I'll banish all the
wicked [beings] from [our] land. I'll cut all
evil-doers [out] of the city of Yahweh.
work

[with]

me. 7

If you sweep the land of evildoers every day, you
need no prisons. Delayed justice makes a mess of
society.

Psalms 102
A Beaten Sufferer Pours Out His
Lament To YAH
1 [Please] hear my prayer, Yahweh. Let
my cry reach you.
The following is the prayer of a sufferer, faint,
weak, pouring out his lament to YHVH.

Don't hide your face from me in the
day of [my] death-squeeze! Bend [down]
your ear to me. I'm screaming! Answer
me fast! Today! 3 My days vanish in
smoke. My bones burn hot [as] glowingembers! 4 My heart [lies] struck-down by
[despair], ___, dried-up like [dead] grass.
[I'm so depressed] I forget to eat my food. 5 I
groan and croak [in mourning]. My bones
cling to my skin. 6 I'm [skinny] like a pelican [lost in the] desert, ___. [I'm isolated] like
a [lonely] owl [haunting] abandoned ruins. 7
I'm sleepless, [paranoid, watching for danger]
like an abandoned sparrow on a housetop. 8 My haters strip [my dignity] all day
long, ___. They rave sworn-oaths [to
destroy me]. 9 I eat ashes like bread. I
blend my drink with tears.
2

Or, ‘I smear ashes on my body to indicate repentance and desperation. I use so much ash, it mixes
with my food.’
Psalms 102:10 [YAH],

your indignation and
your fire-rage [consume me]. You lift me up
to hurl me down. 11 My days [flit] like
falling shadow[s]. I wither [away] like [an]
herb. 12 Meanwhile, you, Yahweh, endure forever. [People] remember you,
generation after generation. 13 [One day]
you'll arise. [You'll] have mercy on [Israel, the land capped by
mount] Zion. The time to favor her is now. In fact, it's
[way past]

time! 14 [We,]

your servants, trea-
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sure every stone [in Israel's rubble]. We
stoop to protect [Zion's] very dust. 15 [We
know that eventually] the beast-nations come
to fear the name of Yahweh. All the
kings of the earth [one day cower beneath]
your glory. 16 [See the future, ___:] Yahweh
builds up [the land of] Zion. He appears in
his splendor [over his bright shining mountain]. 17
YAH always regards the prayer of [people]
stripped [down to nothing], ___. He never
despises their [humble] prayer[s]. 18
Record [this song] for future generation[s],
___. Population[s] yet to be created one
day rise to go wild [praising] Yahweh,
[shouting these lyrics]. 19 For [YAH] looks down
from the height of his sanctuary. From
heaven, Yahweh's [eyes] survey the [entire] earth [in a microsecond]. Psalms 102:20 [YAH]
hears [all] groaning prisoner[s]. [YAH] releases death-row [inmates] scheduled for
execution. 21 Yahweh [redeems sinners, so they'll] con-

spicuously declare his name, [filling] the city-of-peace
with [wild, improvisational] applause.
or: “declare the name of YHVH beneath Mount
Zion.”

Soon, ___, [redeemed sinners from] all nations and [all] dominions gather together
to serve Yahweh. 23 [But right now Yahweh]
weakens my strength in mid-course,
___. He cuts-short my days. 24 I beg,
“Oh my El {Power}, don't take me away
in the middle of my lifespan. [Let my]
years [continue] throughout all generations, [like] yours! 25 —Long ago you [YAH]
laid the foundation of the earth. The
heavens are the work of your hands. [So
22

preserve my life like you preserve the universe.]

Paul seems to attribute this to Yahshua (YAH's
Word) in Hebrews 1:10.

*—[Better yet, make me eternal like you.
Even] the [universe] comes to perish,
but you [YAH] always endure.
Yes, all [matter] grows old like
clothing. You remake [universes]
like a [man] puts on a new [set of
clothes]. 27 —Meanwhile, you [YAH] remain
26

unchangeable. Your years never
end. 28 —[Likewise,] the progeny of your
servants live-on [in heaven]. [You] establish
[eternally]
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their seed [to live perpetually] before your
[smiling face].”
By telling people YAH's Word, you can ‘father’ spiritual children who will live forever. That's why Paul
claimed Timothy and others as his 'sons'.

Psalms 103
Praise YAH, The Eternal Father Who
Saves Us
1 Kneel [and adore] Yahweh, breathing-creature[s].
From [your] deepest heart, kneel to his sacred
Name-authority, ___.
An instrumentally-accompanied song of acclamation by, or pertaining to, king David.

Kneel [and adore] Yahweh, breathing-creature. Never forget all [the] benefits he [gives you, ___]. 3 [YAH] forgives all
your perversities, ___. [YAH] heals all
your diseases. 4 [YAH] redeems your life
from destruction, ___. [He] crowns you
with loving-kindness and tender mercies. 5 [YAH] satisfies your mouth with
good things, ___. So your youth renews like [an] eagle [takes flight]. 6 Yahweh
executes vindication and justice for all
oppressed [beings]. 7 [YAH will guide you, ___, as
he] made known his ways to Moses [by
performing] feats to [rescue] the children of
Israel. 8 Yahweh is merciful and gracious, ___. [He's] slow to anger, rich in
mercy. 9 [YAH] won't perpetually accuse
[anyone], ___. He won't harbor his anger
forever.
2

A clear denial of the doctrine of conscious eternal
torment. Not even Hitler will writhe awake in agony
forever.

stops short of [pounding]
us [with the punishment] our sins deserve,
___. He's [too kind to fully] pay back our
perversities. 11 Toward all who fear
him, YAH's infinite mercy towers as
high as heaven [soars] above the earth,
___. 12 [YAH] flings our offenses as [infinitely] far from us as East is from West,
___. 13 Like a father pities his children,
Yahweh pities everyone who fears him,
___. 14 For [YAH] knows [how he] formed
us, ___. He remembers that we're
dust. 15 Man's days [die] like grass, ___.
Man flourishes [briefly] like a flower in a
Psalms 103:10 [YAH]
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field. 16 The wind passes over [mankind].
[Then our lives] vanish, ___. [Our stomping
grounds] recognize us no more. 17 But the
mercy of Yahweh lasts from eternity
past to eternity future, ___. [He saves] all
[beings] who fear him. [A man's] right-walking [blesses even his] children's children. 18
[YAH rescues everyone who] keeps his
covenant, ___. [He saves us do-gooders who]
remember and execute his commandments. 19 Yahweh [has eternally] established his throne in the heavens. His
kingdom rules over all [universes], ___.
Psalms 103:20 Kneel [and adore] Yahweh,
you, his messenger-angels, you overwhelmingly powerful [spirit-warriors] who
execute his commandments, who listen
to the voice of his word. 21 Kneel [and adore]
Yahweh, all you hosts of his worshippers who do
[the kind] acts that put a smile [on his heavenly face] . 22 [I
command] all Yahweh's creations everywhere throughout his dominion to kneel [and adore] Yahweh. Kneel
[to] Yahweh, breathing-creature[s]!

Psalms 104
YAH Creates Everything With His
Spirit-Breath
1 Kneel [and adore] Yahweh, breathing-creature[s]. Oh,
Yahweh my Elohim, you [tower] beyond great. You
[stand]

clothed with honor and majesty. 2 [You, YAH]

cover yourself with light like a robe.
[You] stretch out the heavens like curtain[s]. 3 [YAH] lays the beams of his
palace on the waters, ___. [YAH] makes
the clouds his chariot[s]. [YAH] walks on
the wings of the wind. 4 [YAH] makes
spirit-winds his messengers, ___. His
servants [are] blazing [supernatural] firecreatures. 5 [YAH] laid the [gravity-matrix]
foundations of [our] earth, so that
through all [time's] ages it can't be
moved, ___.
But YAH does eventually destroy and rebuild our
entire universe, including this polluted earth.

blankets [earth] with the deep [waters], ___. Like clothing, the [misty] vapors stand above the mountains. 7 [YAH,]
at your rebuke, [oceans] flee. At the voice
of your thunder [waters] rush away. 8
6 [YAH]
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Mountains rise and valleys drop to the
levels you've assigned them.

the beasts of the forest creep out [to hunt
for dinner]. 21 Young lions roar, chasing their prey,

Or: waters evaporate to the mountaintops and fall
down into the [lakes and ponds] you've designed
for them.

seeking their meat from Elohim. 22 [When the] sun rises, the [lions] gather together to lie down in their
dens.
Circadian rythyms govern all life.

you, [YAH] set a boundary which [earth's waters] may never pass
over. So never again will oceans return
to cover [all] the earth.
9 [After Noah's flood,]

or, ‘...cover all the [promised] land.’

sends [earth's] springs
valleys, flowing [life] between
[our] hills, ___. 11 [Earth's springs] give [a]
drink to every beast of the field, ___.
[YAH even lets dangerous, kicking, un-tame-able] wild
donkeys [like us] quench [our] thirst! 12 Beside [the waters, we] sky-birds build [our]
nests, singing among [earth's] branches,
___. 13 [YAH] waters the hills from his
chambers, ___. The earth gets satisfied by the fruit of [YAH's] actions, [not by
random chance]. 14 [YAH] makes grass grow
to [feed our] cattle, ___. [YAH creates] herbs
to serve man's [need] to bring food [and
healing products] out of the earth.
Psalms 104:10 [YAH]

into

[our]

No scientist can create even a single blade of living
grass. Scientists don't even know what makes
grass grow!

wine that brightens the
heart of man. [His] oil makes [our] faces
radiate. [His] food strengthens man's
heart.
15 [YAH gives]

The food YAH sends strengthens your heart. The
food the world-system gives you ruins your heart.
Wine = yayin (the effervescing, intoxicating vinous
beverages). That doesn't mean that you should get
drunk. If you want to have beautiful skin, eat and
apply more natural oils. If you want to die a
clogged mess, eat and use the world-system's fake
oils. 'Man', as in 'mankind', includes both men and
women.

Yahweh's trees brim full of sap. He
plants [and waters] the cedars of [the mountains of] Lebanon {White-Forest}. 17 [YAH gives]
cedar-tree homes to birds. He gives
storks fir-trees as houses. 18 [YAH provides] the
16

high mountains as refuge[s] for the wild goats. [He
gives] the rocks-cliffs to house coneys. [So he can house

19 [YAH] appoints the moon to [mark
seasons, ___. [Like clockwork, YAH programs
our] sun [to] set [every evening]. Psalms 104:20
You, [YAH,] bring on dark night. [So] all
you, ___.]

our]
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man goes out to his
work, laboring until evening.
23 [While lions sleep,]

Harmonize your inner body clock with the sun, and
you'll live longer and feel better.
24 Wow, Yahweh! You perform myriad feats. You
accomplish everything in [perfect] wisdom. The earth

the huge,
wide sea. [You] fill it with innumerable
creatures. [It teems with] small and great
[aquatic] animals. 26 Ships [sail over your oceans.
Sailors quake, terrified by] sea-giants you made
to play in the [deeps]. 27 All [us living creatures]
wait for you to give us our food just in
time.
bursts with your riches. 25 [You make]

Eat food right off of your garden plants, while it's
still alive. Don't eat processed, packaged pseudofood.

Whatever you give, [we earth creatures
You open your hand, and fill [us]
with good [things]. 29 *You hide your
28

gather].

face, and [we] vanish. You take
away [our] breath, [and we] die,
falling back to [our physical source:]
dust. Psalms 104:30 You send out your
spirit, [and we] are created, [as] you renew
the face of the earth. 31 The glory of
Yahweh endures forever, ___. Yahweh
shines through his actions. 32 [YAH] looks
over the earth, and it trembles, ___.
He touches the hills, and they smoke.
33 I'll walk [the town singing] to Yahweh as
long as I live, ___. I'll strike [guitar strings
while shouting prayers] to my Elohim until [my
relatives bury me in a box]!

"Shiyr" = not just sing, but stroll up and down the
streets around you singing like a salvation-army
band or a mariachi troupe. Real praisers are streetwalkers, not pew-snoozers. Are you a streetwalker
for Jesus? If not, then you're not obeying the Bible.
Real praise is a mission outreach, not a frozen-chosen sermon service. Aleluia is a verb. It means to
make a fool of yourself in public for your Creator.
34 [I pray that YAH] finds my thoughts sweet, ___. I
brighten-up [when I get] into Yahweh's [spirit]. 35 [ ___,
pray that YAH]

burns

the earth,

[and that he]
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deletes [all] wicked [beings] from existence. Kneel [to] Yahweh, breathing-creature[s]. [Make wild, shiny, loud, embarrassing, yet clear] shows [of praise to] YAH!

{Father-Of-Billions}. [YAH similarly keeps]

HalleluYAH.

11 [ ___, flash back to YAH] promising [Abraham],
“I'm gifting you the land of Canaan {LowLand} as
your allotted inheritance.”

Psalms 105

his oath to Isaac
Psalms 105:10 [YAH] confirmed [his covenant]
to Jacob as [binding] law, an everlasting covenant to
[protect and provide for] Israel [and for Israel's spiritual descendants] .
{Laughter}.

A History Of The Israelites In Song

few in number, a
tiny gaggle of strangers. [They caravan]
through [vast pagan lands]. 13 [Our fore-fathers] wan12 [ ___, see our ancestors,]

Wildly Praise YAH In Public
___, throw your hands [in the air to thank]
Yahweh. Call on his Name! Make his
deeds famous among [all] peoplegroups.
1

Another song David probably wrote for the Ark installation. 1Ch 16.

*Stroll [around the earth singing] to [YAH].
Strike [strings and drums] to [draw attention] to him. Declare all His wondrous feats, ___!
2

Not just ‘sing’, but parade the streets like a mariachi band. Churchians have been so robbed of adequate translations of the scriptures that they have
no idea what the bible commands. That's why
they're living in invisible cages.

Shine [glorious sound & light] on [YAH's] sacred
Name. Brighten up, you hearts who
seek Yahweh! 4 Seek Yahweh. [Find] his
strength, ___. Search forever [deeper into]
His presence!
3

lit. 'his face.'

remember the marvelous
feats [YAH] performs, ___. [Publicize] his
wonders. [Trumpet] the [lie-splitting] verdicts
[that thunder from] his mouth. 6 [Sing,] you [spiritual]
5 [Help everyone]

seed-children of [YAH's] servant Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, you [spiritual] descendants of Jacob {Cheater},
[YAH's] chosen-one.
Genetics have nothing crucial to do with salvation.

YAH's Laws Bind All Humans All
The Time

7 Yahweh is our Elohim, ___! His judgments cover
the entire earth!
The ‘laws’ of the nations are mostly insults to YAH's
Law. Democracy is rebellion against the king of the
universe. The only true government is monarchy
from heaven. The nations and states around you
make up fantasies they label ‘Laws’.

YAH Keeps His Promises
YAH eternally remembers his
covenant[s], ___. [He keeps every] word he
utters, for 100 generations [and beyond]. 9
8

[YAH always keeps]

the covenant he made with Abraham
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der from one nation to another, from this kingdom
to that people-group, ___. 14 [Yet YAH]

allows

no man to oppress [our Red-Sea-pedestrian ancestors]. To help the [Israelites, YAH] rebukes
kings. 15 [YAH] says,
“Don't lay one finger on my chosen [people]. Do my prophets no harm.”
If pagans harm you believers, they'll be sorry!

calls down famine on the
[Promised] land. He shatters the whole region's food supply. 17 [Then YAH] sends a
man to lead the [Hebrews]: Joseph {Increaser}. [But Joseph's jealous brothers] sell him
into slavery! 18 [The slave-masters] shackle
[Joseph's] feet with chains, ___. They
bind him in iron. 19 But one day [Joseph's]
predictions come true, ___! YAH's
word proves [Joseph] right! Psalms 105:20
Pharaoh sends [captains to] unshackle
[Joseph]. The ruler of the [Egyptian] nation
[personally] sets [Joseph] free [from the dungeon]!
16

Then

[YAH]

*Then [Pharaoh] makes [Joseph]
lord of his palace, and ruler
over all his wealth! 22 [Joseph lovingly]
21

controls [all Egypt's] leaders. [He teaches supernatural] wisdom to [even Pharaoh's] elder
[sages]! 23 [Soon old-man] Israel [aka] Jacob {Cheater} follows

[Joseph]

into Egypt.

[Israel's family]

sojourns in the

mushrooms his [Hebrew] population, ___. [YAH]
makes the [Israelites] stronger than their
enemies. 25 Then [the Egyptians'] hearts flip
back to hating [YAH's] people. [The leaders of
Egypt] conspire to deceive [YAH's] servants. 26 [So YAH] sends his servant Moses, and [his]
land of Ham

{Hot-Head}.

24 [There YAH]

chosen [high-priest] Aaron [to Pharoah's throne-room]. 27 [Moses &
Aaron] show [YAH's] miracle-signs among the [Egyptians.
The two prophets work] wonders in the land of Ham {Hot-
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sends darkness to blacken
[Egypt's land]. Still the [Egyptians] refuse to
obey [YAH's] word, ___. 29 [So YAH] turns
[Egypt's] waters into blood. [This plague] kills
[Egypt's] fish, ___. Psalms 105:30 Then [YAH
makes Egypt's] land burp out [billions] of
frogs. [Frogs hop around] even Pharaoh's
bedchambers, ___! 31 [Then YAH] speaks.
[His voice sends out] swarms of lice and flying
insects coast to coast [over Egypt]. 32 Instead of rain, [YAH] sends [Egypt] hail and
fire. Their land goes up in flames, ___.
33 Then [YAH] strikes [Egypt's] vines and fig
bushes. Border to border, [YAH] snaps
their trees. 34 [Again YAH] speaks. Countless locusts and caterpillars descend [on
Egypt]. 35 [These consumers] eat up all the
herbs in [Egypt's] country, ___. ‘Consumers’ devour the fruit of the [pagans']
soil. 36 [Finally YAH] strikes all the firstborn
[children and animals] in [Egypt's] land. [YAH kills]
the pinnacles of [Egypt's national] strength.
Head}.

28 [YAH]

Presumably these children [and perhaps animals]
bounced from death into an afterlife of far superior
joy and fun.

*[So YAH] brings [the Hebrews] out of
Egypt laden with silver and
gold, ___. Every [last] tribe
brims with [strong, healthy freed-slaves]!
37

lit. Not one feeble person among Israel's tribes.

falls on [the Egyptians, ___.
Then] Egypt brightens-up, [seeing] the
[dreaded Hebrews dance] out [of their country]. 39
38 [Anti-Hebrew terror]

*[Then YAH] spreads a cloud to
cover [the Hebrews]. [He sends a column of
supernatural] fire to give [them] light
in the night. Psalms 105:40 Then the

beg [for more meat than they need, ___.
sends [millions of] quail. [YAH]
satisfies [his gripy people] with food from
heaven.
[Israelites]
So YAH]

YAH satisfies you with food from heaven. The world
poisons you with ‘Frankenfood’ from h*ll.

*[Then YAH] opens a rock. Waters gush out. [Streams] run like
river[s] through dry [desert gullies]! 42
41

For [YAH] remembers his holy promise[s]
to his servant Abraham {Father-Of-BilThe Cinematic Bible 1.0

lions}. 43

So

967

brings his chosen people out [of slavery]. [They] shine [with joy]. [The
freed-slaves] shriek [with euphoria]. 44 Then
[YAH] gives the [Hebrews] the lands of the
beast-nations. The [Israelis] inherit [infrastructures which] many people-groups labored [to build, ___]. 45 [YAH does all these wonders
to create a holy nation] who observes his
teaching[s] and follows his laws, ___.
HalleluYAH!
[YAH]

Psalms 106
King David Commands You To Wildly Praise YAH
1 HalleluYAH, ___! Throw your hands
[in the air to thank] Yahweh for being so
wonderful! His mercy [endures] forever.
Another song David probably wrote for the Ark installation. 1Ch 16. HalleluYAH is a verb, not a mere
exclamation. It means: put on a beautiful, wild,
embarrassing public show of praise for YAH.
2 ___, who can recount [all of] Yahweh's mighty
acts? Who can broadcast songs of acclamation [wild
enough to match YAH's greatness]?
Thillah = wild applause-filled bursts of spontaneous
song.
3 [YAH] blesses everyone who guards justice and
[who] continually performs [acts of] righteousness,
___.

David Prays For Resurrection To
Dance Forever
4 Yahweh, please remember me when
you show favor to your [chosen] people.
Please visit my [grave]. Free [me from death].

5 [Let me live] to see your chosen [people experience] abundant [life,] so I can brighten-up your nation with
glee. [Let me live] to [jump and shout] “HalleluYah” with your
heritage-people.

The Sinful History Of The Israelites
In Song
6 We [repenters admit] we keep sinning, [just]
like our fore-fathers. We commit evil.
We spread wickedness. 7 [Back in the past,]
our fathers [likewise] fail to comprehend
the wonders you [perform] in Egypt. They
forget your countless mercies. [By the time
you get them to] the sea (the Red Sea)
they're [already] provoking you. 8 Yet,
___, [YAH] saves [our ancestors] to protect
his own reputation, to make known his
mighty power. 9 So [YAH] rebukes the
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Red Sea. Its [center] immediately dries
up, ___! [YAH] leads the [Israelites]
through the deep's floor like [it's] a
desert. Psalms 106:10 So [YAH] frees [his people] from the fists of their haters, ___.
[YAH] redeems the [the Israelites] from the
enemy's power-hand. 11 Waters cover
the [Israelites'] adversaries, ___. [YAH]
leaves not one [Egyptian soldier] alive. 12
The [Israelites momentarily] believe [YAH's]
words, ___. They song-parade around,
applauding [Him].
#7891Shiyr means ‘song-parade’, not just ‘sing’.

soon the [Israelites] forget [YAH's]
feats. They [refuse] to wait for his counsel, ___. 14 In the wilderness, [the Israelites] plunge into greed, ___. In [middleeastern] wastelands, they test Elohim's
[patience]. 15 So [YAH] gives the [Israelites] the
[material stuff] they demand. But [he] sends
[them] empty hearts [and wasting diseases].
13 [But]

Like the people around you.

camp, the jealous [Israelites try to oust] Moses and Aaron, the
[priest whom] Yahweh separated [from the pack
to lead the way to the promised land]! 17 [So] the
earth opens [up its ‘mouth’]. It swallows up
[rebel rogue] Dathan. [Dirt] covers the [democracy-pushing political] party [led] by AbiRam
{High-Father}. 18 [YAH] engulfs the [whole voting-rights] party with fire, ___. The flame
burns up those wicked [politicos].
16

In the

[desert]

YAH is not a fan of democracy. Our job is to obey
YAH's Laws, not to amend, replace or abolish
them.

*[Beneath Mount] Horeb {Dry}, the
[Israelites] forge a molten calf-idol.
Then [they] worship it, ___! Psalms
106:20 *The [Israelis] exchange their
glorious [Yahweh] for a statue of a
grass-munching bull, ___!
19

Just like the bull outside the New York Stock Exchange.

The [Jews] forget Elohim their savior,
who performed great miracles [to save
them from slavery in] Egypt. 22 [The Israelites forget
the] wondrous works [YAH performed] in the
land of Ham {Hot-Head}. [They overlook the]
terrifying feats [YAH achieved] on [the shore of]
21
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the Red Sea. 23 So [YAH] proposes to destroy the [Israelis]. But Moses, [YAH's] chosen [prophet,] steps between [the Israelites and
YAH's angry] face. [Moses] pacifies [YAH's] firerage. [So YAH relents] from destroying [Israel]. 24 Still the [Israelites] despise the
pleasant land, ___. They fail to build
[their lives on YAH's] word.
Belief = building (#539 ‘aman’), not mere intellectual or emotional assent. The Hebrew language offers no concept of abstract belief. As the Apostle
James points out: “faith without works is dead.” A
true believer builds his life on his theological principles. Actionless faith saves no one.

The [hypocrites] murmur [blasphemy] in
their tents. They refuse to listen to the
voice of Yahweh. 26 So [YAH again] lifts up
his hand against the [Israelites], ___. [He
offers to] overthrow them in the wilderness. 27 [YAH aims his spirit-weapons to] strikedown even the [Israelite] seed-children
living in the beast-nations, to scatter
their [dead bodies] across the earth. 28 [YAH
sees] the [Israelites] join themselves to
Baal-Peor {Lord-Of-The-Slit}. They gobble
[meat] sacrificed to dead [non-gods]. 29 The
[Israelites] keep on plaguing [YAH] with
their schemes. So plague breaks out
over them, ___. Psalms 106:30 Then
Phinehas {Snake-Mouth}stands up. He
executes justice. [He sees two junkie witches for25

nicating in front of children, right in front of Moses at the
sanctuary-tent! So Phinehas spikes the witches to the
ground through their privates.]

So

[YAH]

stops the

plague.

Under Hebrew Law, if two bona-fide eyewitnesses
see criminals commit a death-penalty crime, anyone can kill the criminals with impunity. Phinehas
saw two occult-sex-god worshippers putting on an
all-ages smut-show in a public phallic shrine they
stubbornly erected right in front of Moses' holy
sanctuary. Under 'modern law', such pornography
is ‘freedom of expression’. Under Hebrew Law,
that's at least 3 death-penalty crimes. Under ‘modern law’, you can worship the devil, but you can't
personally punish criminals.

counts the zeal of [Phinehas] as [a
righteousness [worthy of remembrance]
for all generations throughout time.
31 [YAH]

symbol of]

The zeal, not the killing, is what's righteous.

But the [Israelites go on to] anger [YAH again]
at the ‘waters of Meribah {Strife}.’ So
Moses [again] suffers because of the [in32
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grates]. 33

The [Israelites] provoke Moses'
spirit. They goad him to speak rash
words with his [aged] lips. 34 [Time passes,
___. Again and again] the Israelites fail to
[obey] YAH's command to banish [all unrepentant] beast-nationals [from Hebrew society].
#8045 (shaman) should be interpreted here as a
holiness command, not a command to kill. If people die via supernatural power when you praise-sing, you didn't murder them, heaven executed
them.

*Instead the [Israelites] mingle
among the beast-nations. [The
‘believers’] learn the [pagans' sinful]
actions.
35

Just like the Judeo-Christians around you.

So the [Israelites] serve the [pagans'] idolgods. [So demons] ensnare the [pagans and the
Hebrews alike]. 37 Yes, [some Israelites even]
slaughter their sons and their daughters to [appease] demons!
36

Just like modern parents sacrifice their children to
the god of war.

shed innocent blood!
They [spill] the red [life-wine] of their sons
and daughters. The [rebels] sacrifice [everything] to [appease] the demon-idols of
Canaan {Lowland}. So, ___, the [promised]
land [fills] with blood-pollution.
38 [Some Israelites]

Human sacrifice = sending your boy to kill and die
in rich peoples' wars.

The [Israelites'] own actions defile them,
___. Still they rush on whoring and
running their scam-schemes. Psalms
106:40 [So] Yahweh's fire-rage flares up
[hot] against his [corrupted] people. [YAH]
abhors his [fallen] ‘heritage-family.’ 41 So
[YAH] hands the [Israelite sinners] into the
fist[s] of the beast-nationals. [Heathen jerks]
who hate [YAH's people] rule over the
[Israelis]. 42 The [Israelites'] enemies [rise to]
oppress them. [Soldiers] drag the [rogue
Israelis] into subjection under their [wicked
rulers'] fists. 43 Many times [YAH] rescues
the [Israelites]. Yet they keep scheming
rebellion, ___. So their evil drags them
down. 44 Still, [YAH] hears the [Israelites]
crying, ___. [He looks on them with pity.] He
sees them [bleeeding] in a death-squeeze.
45 So, ___, to [renew] his covenant, [YAH]
39
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remembers the [Israelites]. [YAH] relents
because he's infinitely merciful. 46 So
YAH makes the [Israelites] pitied by all the
[oppressors] who'd carted them [off] as
captives.
A Prayer For Freedom To Wildly
Dance & Sing
47 Yahweh our Elohim, please free us.
Gather us [exiled believers] from among the
beast-nations, [so we can] throw [our unchained hands in the air to thank] your sacred
name. [Get us dancing in] triumph, shouting
[wild spontaneous clapping songs to honor you].
thillah = wild improvisational-applause-praise. Get
free from your fear of wildly praising in public.

___, kneel [and adore] the Adonai
Elohim of Israel from eternity past to eternity future. All [you] people [shout] ‘Amén.’ HalleluYAH [is a verb]!
48

{Sovereign}

Psalms 107
YAH Saves Wanderers In Dry
Deserts Of Doom
1 ___, throw your hands [in the air to thank]
Yahweh. He's the best! His mercy
[stretches past] forever!
This song is structured as 5 short stories of how
YAH saves us humans in desperate situations, even
in disasters which we create because of our own
perversity. Bracketing each short-story, the songwriter urges you to throw your hands in the air to
acclaim YAH's above-and-beyond love.

All of [you whom] Yahweh sets free, tell
the [world] how he redeemed [you] from
the [enemy's] vice-grip. 3 [ ___, broadcast how
YAH] gathers [his oppressed people] from [all]
countries: from the east, west, north
and south. 4 [We believers] wander lonely in
the wilderness, ___. We find no [authentic
hebrew] populace to settle within. 5 [We pass
through life] hungry and thirsty, ___. [Sorrow] shrouds [our] life-breath. 6 Then, in
[our] tightest [squeeze], [we] shriek to Yahweh. [Wham!] He snatches [us] out of [our]
anguish, ___. 7 YAH leads [us] in the
right way, ___. [He] directs us to a [heavenly] city [where we can] live [in peace forever]. 8
Oh, ___, I wish [you] would [join me in]
throwing [our hands to the sky to thank] Yahweh
2
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for his goodness, for the marvelous
deeds he does for [us] children of Adam!
YAH Saves Prisoners Trapped In
Slave Toil
9 For [YAH] satisfies the searching soul,
___. [YAH] fills the hungry life with goodness. Psalms 107:10 [Unbelievers] sit in darkness, ___. [They huddle] beneath the
shadow of death. [They live and die as] prisoners chained up in misery. 11 [Slaves of
Satan] rebel against the words of El {Power}. [They] condemn the counsel of Ha-Elyon {The-Most-High}. 12 So [YAH uses] toil to
bend-the-knees of [stubborn] hearted [people]. They fall down. No one comes to
help [them, ___]. 13 Then, in their deathsqueeze, the [penitents] cry to Yahweh. So
he saves them out of the [devil's] trap[s].
14 [YAH] ushers [us repenters] out of darkness. [He lifts us above] the shadow of
death, ___. He rips away [our] chains.
15 Oh, ___, [I] wish [people] would throw
[their hands in the air to thank] Yahweh for his
kindness, for the marvelous feats [he performs to help us] brats of Adam! 16 [YAH]
breaks gates of brass [to let us out of jail, ___].
He slices [the] iron bars [that hold us down].
YAH Saves Depressed Repentant
Rebel Perverts
17 Fools [walk] the road of rebellion, ___.
Their perversities beat them down. 18
[Sinners get so depressed,] they hate [the sight of]
food. They touch the gates of death,
___. 19 Then, [twisting] in [Satan's] vice-grip,
the [sinners] cry-out to Yahweh. [YAH]
saves them out of their jail-cells. Psalms
107:20 [YAH] sends his word. [It] heals the
[the sinner]. [YAH] provides-an-escape from
[Satan's] pit of destruction. 21 ___, I wish humans would throw [their hands in the air to thank] Yahweh for
his goodness, for the amazing feats [he does to help us,]

cook [up some]
thanksgiving-feast gifts! Recount [YAH's]
feats with squeals [of joy]!
YAH Saves Sailors On Suicidal
Ocean Sprees
23 [We humans] traipse down to the sea.
[We sail] ships out to do business on the
Adam's children! 22 [So people,]
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great oceans, ___. 24 [On the sea, we] see
Yahweh's [power] in action. His wonders
[fill] the shadowy-deeps, ___. 25 [YAH]
speaks. Then, [like a dutiful soldier,] up rises
the stormy wind. It lifts the ocean
waves [vertical. Like mountains, tsunamis tower over
our tiny boats, ___]. 26 [Tides] ascend the
heavens; [then the waters] crash back into
the depths. Disasters melt [sailors'] souls.
27 [Shipmen] reel in circles, ___. They
stagger like drunken [hobos]. The [sea]
swallows up all their skill[s]. 28 Then, in
the clutch of [catastrophe], the [sailors] cry to
Yahweh. He lifts them out of the [watery]
death-press. 29 [YAH] hurls the hurricane
up [to heaven], ___. Stillness silences the
[rolling] tsunami. Psalms 107:30 The sailors
light up [in joy], [seeing] the calm [sea]. [YAH]
guides them to their pleasure-harbor.
31 ___, [see] the [mariners] throw their
hands [in the air to thank] Yahweh for his
goodness, for the miracles he [performs]
to help [us,] Adam's offspring! 32

*Raise [the roof, ___! Celebrate] YAH
wherever crowds gather. [Wildly,
foolishly] rave [about] YAH in [your nation's] leadership councils.
Go down to city hall and get your praise on!

YAH Provides Our Families With
Fertile Fields
33 YAH turns rivers into deserts. [He
morphs] water-springs into dry ground,
___.

You' better keep YAH happy. You can't live without
H20.

turns fruitful land into barren
because of the wickedness of the
miscreants who live there, ___.
34 [YAH]
[dust],

Sin is the root cause of ecological devastation.

*But YAH also turns deserts
into lakes. [He morphs] dry ground
into watersprings, ___. 36 YAH
35

gives hungry people homes in deserts,
___. [YAH's people] build [wastelands] into inhabited cities.
By properly maintaining the earth, you can terraform badlands into good lands. See the book series: Rainwater Harvesting.
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sow fields, ___. [We] plant
vineyards. [YAH] yields us a fruitful harvest.
37 [We believers]

We true Hebrews grow food. We never waste our
time in cursed industries like illicit 'insurance', phony 'medicine', unlawful 'law', brain-draining 'education', defenseless 'defense', and repugnant 'religion'.

YAH blesses [us believers], ___. So we
multiply [like rabbits]! [YAH] keeps our herds
from dwindling. 39 But [eventually the death-cycle] returns, ___: [our herds and families]
shrink, [beaten down] by oppression, disaster and depression. Psalms 107:40 [Yet YAH
comes to our defense, ___.] He pours contempt
upon the [trojan-horse] ‘benefactor’ [class].
[He] makes [predatory bankers] wander in
roadless chaos.
38

“The great destroyer of the people is he who
spreads gifts and benefits among them.”—Plutarch

lifts [us] needy [people up] onto
high, impregnable wide-open [spaces].
[YAH] makes [poor peoples'] families [bloom]
like flocks [of sheep]. 42 Right-walkers light
up [with joy], seeing [YAH save needy saints],
___. So all evil shuts her mouth. 43
___, all wise beings guard these insights. [So remember how] Yahweh [repeatedly]
bows-his-neck to [show us mud-men unmerited
love].
41 [YAH]

Psalms 108
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For your mercy towers higher than
the heavens, [YAH]. Your truth reaches
the [celestial] vapors.
David Prays For YAH To Defeat his
Enemies
4

5 Elohim, [forever] soar high above the heavens. [Make]
your glory over[shadow] the whole earth. 6 Rescue
your beloved [people, YAH]. Save [us] with your strong
hand. Answer my [cry].

YAH Declares Ownership Of The
Promised Land

7 Elohim replies in his splendor,
“I, brim over with joy as I make you a present of
[enemy-occupied] Shechem {Neck}. Then I hand you the
valley of Sukkot {Tent-Town} as a gift.
8
[I, Yahweh, own the tribes of Israel.] Gilead {Monument-Mound} is
mine. Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting} is mine. Ephraim
{Double-Fruit} is the [helmet] on my head. Judah {Celebrated} is my lawgiver.
9
[Incestuous] Moab {Her-Dad-Made-Her-A-Mom} is my washpot. I throw my sandals on Edom {Southland}, [to show
that I own it]. I'll [continue to] triumph [over coastal] Palestine.”

David Begs YAH To Defend His
Praise-Warriors
Psalms 108:10 [King David replies,] “[I know you own everything.
But] who [will] usher me into fortified cities? Who's
[gonna] lead me [south] into [the war-zone of] Edom? 11
Please, Elohim. You cast us off [for good reason], Elohim.
Please march out with our [praise-war] masses. 12

*Help us [escape] from the vicegrip of the worthless security
[provided] by man.”
Help us get out of the trap of the Social insurance
(social security) system.

King David Praises Wildly Before All
Nations
1 Oh Elohim, my heart stands fixed. [No
matter what scoffers say,] I'll keep walking [the
earth] thwacking [my praise-guitar to echo your]
splendor.

*Through Elohim, we'll perform valiant feats, ___. For it's
13

[YAH, not us, nor any worldly ‘government’,]

who treads down our enemies.

Psalms 109

See 2Sam. 23.

*Wake up, harp & lyre! [Let's
praise so loud we] open the eyes of
the sun! 3 Among all [the earth's] people,
2

I'll keep throwing my hands [in the air to
praise] you, Yahweh. I'll keep thwacking
[my guitar strings] to [honor] you, [even in front of
visiting pagan] nationals [who hate you]!
If you're not embarrassed by your exaggerated
praise-actions, you're probably not praising.
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David Begs Yah To Exterminate His
Enemies
1 Elohim, I [continually publicly, loudly] acclaim
you. [So why are] you hiding in silence?
acclaim= thillah

The mouth[s] of wicked, deceitful [people
open [to] attack me. They keep
railing against me [with] lying tongue[s]. 3
They surround me 360° with hateful insults. They devour me for no [reason]. 4 I
2

keep flying]
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love them. [Yet they hate me like] Satan [himself]. [So my only refuge is] prayer. 5 [Traitors]
keep rewarding me evil for good. [They
sling] hatred [in exchange] for my love. 6 Set a
wicked man over
right hand,

[my enemy].

[prosecuting him].

7

Let Satan stand at his

When

[my opponent]

goes to trial, make [the judge] condemn
him. [See how] offensiveness [stains] my enemy's [every thought, even his] prayers! 8
Make [my hater's] days few. Give his office
[of authority] to someone [better]. 9 Make [my
enemy's] children fatherless. [Make] his wife
a widow. Psalms 109:10 Make [the jerk's]
brats rove [the desert] as begging
vagabonds. Drive them from their ruined homes. [Make them] scavenge [scraps of
food]. 11 Let the extortionist [banker] confiscate every [asset my enemy] clutches. Let
strangers spoil [the fruits of] his labor. 12
Never let anyone indulge [my attacker] with
kindness. Don't even let anyone be gracious to [the pig's dirty squealing] orphan
[piglets]. 13 Cut off the [traitor's] posterity.
Wipe out his family name in a single
generation. 14 Yahweh, never forget the
evil wreaked by [that slimebag and] his ancestors. Never blot out the sins of his
[slut] mother. 15 Yahweh, splay out the
[louse's] sins before your [angry] face. Never stop [judging him]. Cut all memory of
him from [the face of] the earth. 16 *That

has never remembered
to show mercy [to anyone]. He
hunts [down] humble, needy people. He slays broken-hearted
[sufferers]. 17 [The snake] loves cursing. So
[sleazeball]

dump [curses] on his [head]. He hates
blessing. So [rip everything good] away from
him. 18 [The swindler] clothes himself with
cheating. [He hides his corpulent flesh] in a suit
of corruption. So [boomerang his] graft [to]
pervade his bowels like acid, like [toxic]
oil seeping into his bones.
lit. like water. Cursing = slighting, grabbing the
long end of the stick.

*Make grift cover the [scammer]
like a cloak, like a straitjacket
19
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he can never unstrap. Psalms 109:20
Yahweh, repay my adversaries. They
conspire to suck out my [last] life-breath.
21 Accomplish [miracles] for me, Adonai
Yahweh. [Protect] your reputation. [Show]
your wonderful mercy. Rescue me. 22
I'm down and begging. [My enemies] drill
[right] through me. [They bore] into my
heart. 23 I go [to the grave] like a declining
shadow. [Life] tosses me away like a locust [from a horses' mane]. 24 My knees [bow,]
weak from fasting. My [once] rich muscles cringe in [weakness]. 25 I've become
the [object of society's] mockery. The [world]
stares at me. [They] shake their head[s][in
scorn]. 26 Yahweh my Elohim, please help
me! Save me in your infinite mercy. 27
[Make my enemies] see your hand [saving me],
so they know that you alone, Yahweh,
achieve [salvation]. 28 [As long] as you bless
me, [I don't care if my enemies] curse me.
When they mount up [against me, please]
pale [their faces in dread,] as you brighten-up
[the face of me,] your servant. 29 *Clothe

my adversaries with shame.
Cover them with their own
confusion. Like a cloak, [blind and
suffocate them]. Psalms 109:30 * ___, I
lunge my hands [into the air as I thank]
Yahweh with screams! I [make halleluYah] hullaballoos right in the
middle of [any] crowd.
Church people delude themselves into thinking
they do what the bible says, when they've never
done so in their lives and wouldn't dare to. Lifelong
pew-warmers go to their graves never once having
done anything the bible commands regarding
praise.

For [YAH] always stands at the right
hand of [humble] poor [people], ___. [Sooner
or later, YAH] saves [us worshippers] from [the attackers] who condemn our life-breath.
31

Psalms 110
David Sees A Vision Of The Future
Messiah
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1 *[In Jerusalem's market square, king David
dances in ecstatic worship. He whirls around so
hard people laugh at his royal robes flying off. The
jeering mob fade from David's vision. He sees a vision of heaven. Here, ___, is how David describes

“Yahweh says to my
Master, [the coming Messiah],
“Sit at my right hand. [Watch] me
make your enemies into a platform for your feet.”
what he sees:]

Master (Hebrew 'Adon') refers to Yahshua the Messiah, David's 14th generation Grandson. “Footstool”
is a goofy, wooden translational mistake. The Messiah isn't some old Grandpa who needs to rest his
swollen feet. Loving enemies is the Messiah's political platform.
2

From

Zion, Yahweh deploys [the
overpowering [royal] scepter,
to rule [our] enemies all around [the universe], ___:
[Mount]

Messiah, our]

*[YAH continues speaking to the Messiah,]
“On the day of your power,
your people mobilize [to support you.
You, arrayed in sacred majesty, descend] from
the morning's womb [to rule
the cosmos]. [You shine] in the dew
of your [eternal] youth.”
3

Yahweh swears this irrevocable [oath],
“You, [Messiah,] are [the] eternal priest, the
[ultimate] prototype of Melchizedek {KingOf-Right}.”
5 Yahweh [stands] at your right hand,
___. On the day of His fire-rage, [you
watch him] strike through [and shatter] kings.
4

YHVH, not 'Adonai'.

judge among
the beast-nations, ___. [The Messiah] fills
[earth's valleys] with dead [criminals'] bodies.
He wounds the heads of myriad planets.
6 [Yahweh empowers the Messiah to]

Planets = erets (earths.)

drinks from the brook of [livon the Way [of righteousness]. So
lifts [the Messiah's] head [above all powers].

7 [The Messiah]
ing water]
[YAH]

Psalms 111
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YAH Is Amazing; Praise Him Like
An Earthquake
1 [Shout] Hallelujah, ___! [Rave! Shake the
ground! Don't rot in a pew!] I throw [my hands in the
air to thank] Yahweh with my whole heart,
both in the assembly of straight-[laced]
[elites], and [out] among [all] congregated
[crowds].
David again trumpets a challenge to pew-sitters
everywhere. Praise is a full-contact body sport. The
devil installs pews in churches to prevent biblicallyrelevant praise from ever happening. Praise should
frequently be so loud and powerful that it terrifies
bystanders.
2 Yahweh's actions tower, awesome, ___. Everyone who takes pleasure in [miracles] seeks out [a relation-

works grand, magnificent
___. His perfection
stands forever. 4 YAH performs unforgettable miracles [for us active believers], ___.
Yahweh bends down to hug us [with compassion]. 5 [YAH] keeps giving food to everyone who fears him, ___. He continually remembers every promise [he
makes].
ship with YAH].

3 [YAH]

[impossible feats],

lit. covenant

YAH continually shows his people the
power of his actions, ___. He proves
that he'll give [us believers the land and wealth of]
the beast-nations as our heritage. 7
YAH's hands sculpt Truth and Justice.
He builds all his commandments [to withstand eternity].
6

So the Hebrew law has never been abolished. As
long as sinful people live on earth, the principles of
the Mosaic Law apply to them.

stand fast forever and
ever. Enact them [and you, ___, live] in stability and integrity. 9 YAH keeps sending
redemption to his people. He decrees
[that] his covenant [stands] for ever. His
name-authority [soars], sacred and terrifyingly-awesome. Psalms 111:10 Awe of
Yahweh is the beginning of wisdom,
___. Everyone who actively-lives [YAH's]
commandments gains beneficial understanding [of reality]. [The host of heaven wildly,
skillfully] acclaim [Yahweh] beyond forever.
8 [YAH's principles]

You don't even start being wise until you're terrified of YHVH. Everyone who disobeys YAH's commandments is a mind-control drone owned by the
devil.
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Psalms 112
Righteous People Always Win In
The End
1 [Shout] HalleluYAH, ___! Awe of Yahweh makes a human happy. [True believers]
overflow in delight [when they obey YAH's]
commandments. 2 [The Law-keeper's] seedchildren grow mighty on [the] earth. [YAH]
blesses the family-tree of upright [people]. 3 Power and riches [eventually] come
to rest in [the law-keeper's] family. His virtue
stands forever. 4 For the upright [human,
YAH] radiates [beams of] light in the darkness. [YAH] bends down to hug lawabiders.
This verse shows the poverty of the churchy, abstract, Greco-Roman translation style that has destroyed biblical literacy. The active ‘bends down to
hug’ becomes the wooden, adjective-laden, passive
‘is gracious and compassionate’.

A good man shows favor [to others]. He
lends [without asking for payback]. [The law-abider]
guides his affairs with discretion.
5

A bad man lends then demands payback.

survives the shaking [of the
world]. Stay on the right path, ___.
Then your history will stretch into forever. 7 [A good man] faces [all] bad news
with courage. His heart stays fixed. He
runs for refuge in Yahweh.
6 [The good man]

Turn off that ‘News’ network. It's just lying to you.
It makes you afraid so you'll be susceptible to advertising.

establishes [the good man's] heart.
Nothing can terrify the [law-keeper]. He
[eventually lives to] see his enemies [turn or
burn]. 9 [A good man] continually disperses
[riches] to poor [people]. [Our] righteous [acts]
stand forever, ___. [YAH eventually] lifts up
[our] horns-of-power, [giving us influence] and
honor. Psalms 112:10 Wicked [beings] watch
[YAH exalt righteous people]. Law-breakers
grieve [at our success], ___. They gnash
their teeth [in jealousy]. [Finally] they melt
away. The greed of sinners [always] perishes [in the end].
8 [YAH]

Psalms 113
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Rave-Praise Wildly Yet Clearly (In
Public)
1 ___, shine [a light on] YAH! Go-wild [in
praise], you obeyers of Yahweh. Rave acclaim to the name of Yahweh!
lit: HalleluYAH! Halal = shine, rave, go nuts in
praise. How can you praise the name of ‘the Lord’
unless you know his Name?

Kneel [and adore] the name of Yahweh,
___, from this time forward, for evermore. 3 From the rising to the setting of
the sun, [wildly, publicly] rave Yahweh's
name, ___.
2

Halal = crazy praise. Not just 2 hours a week. All
day long, every day.

*Yahweh [towers] high above all
beast-nations , ___. His glory
[flies] above the [3] heavens. 5 Yah4

weh our Elohim sits enthroned on highest [planes of existence]. Who compares to
him, ___? [No one.] 6 YAH stoops to see
[angels] in heaven. [He laughs at us microscopic
creatures who crawl] on earth, ___!
Human history is heaven's comedy show. Humanity is entertainment for higher beings.

YAH Makes Dreams From Your
Worst Nightmares
7 [YAH] raises the poor [man] up out of the
dust, ___. [YAH] lifts needy [people] out of
the poop-pile. 8 [YAH] enthrones [paupers]
beside princes, ___. [YAH makes humble workers into] governors of his [holy] nation. 9

*[YAH] makes the infertile woman a guardian of a family, the
joyful mother of children, ___.
[Shout] HalleluYAH!
The barren saint gets children through adoption,
evangelism or miraculous healing of her reproductive organs.

Psalms 114
YAH's Miracle-Spirit Controls Natural Reality
1 [See history from YAH's perspective, ___:] Israel
breaks out of Egypt. Jacob's family
leaves the strange-tongued pagans [behind]. 2 [The land of] Judah {Celebrated} becomes [YAH's] sanctuary, Israel his [exclu-
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dominion. 3 The sea sees [YAH's power],
and flees, ___! [YAH's spirit] drives back
the Jordan river. 4 [When YAH talks,] mountains skip like rams, ___. Little hills
[dance] like lambs. 5 What ails you, sea,
to make you flee? Hey Jordan [river],
who pushes you back? 6 Hey mountains, what [power] makes you bounce
like rams? Hey, hills, [whose skills make you
dance] like lambs? [YAH's power; YAH's skill!]
sive]

This is an ancient hip-hop chant. [YAH brings the
power! YAH's got the skills!]

Earth, you tremble at the presence of
Adonai [Yahweh], at the face of Jacob's
Eloah. 8 [YAH] turns rock [deserts] into
pools of water, ___. [YAH morphs dry] flint
into liquid fountains!
7

Psalms 115
David Begs YAH To Save Us To
Show His Majesty
1 Yahweh, we're not [praying for you to give] us glory.
Rather, give your Name glory by [showering us saints]

Why should
the beast-nations taunt, “Where's their
Elohim now?” 3 *Our Elohim [rules] in
with your kindness and stability. 2

the heavens, ___. He does
whatever he pleases.
Idols Are Mute, Dumb, Impotent,
Useless Junk
4 The [beast-nations'] idols are [mere] silver
and gold, [gadgets] made by men's hands.
5 [Idols] have mouths, ___. But they
can't speak. Their [painted-on] eyes see
nothing. 6 [Idols] have ears that never
hear, noses that never smell, ___. 7
[Idols] have hands that can't feel anything. They have feet that will never
walk. [Idols'] throats never speak [one
word], ___. 8 All [people] who make [idols]
are [dumb] like [idols], ___. Everyone who
trusts in [idols is impotent].
Run For Refuge in YAH
9 Oh Israel, run to Yahweh! He's [our]
help, ___. [YAH's our] shield. Psalms 115:10
Oh family of Aaron, hide in Yahweh! He
surrounds you with [his supernatural] spirit-shield. 11 You who fear Yahweh,
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spring-for-refuge in Yahweh! He's your
spherical [ 360 ] forcefield, ___.
YAH Always Blesses Everyone Who
Fears Him
12 Yahweh constantly thinks of us [hebrews, ___]. He'll
always bless the [spiritual] family of Israel. He [bends
down to help] the [righteous] family of [ancient high-priest] Aaron.

Yahweh always blesses everyone
who fears him, both small and great. 14
[Over time,] Yahweh will increase your
[wealth and virtues] more and more, ___,
you and your children.
YAH Gave Mankind The Earth To
Safeguard
15 You, ___, are blessed by Yahweh,
the maker of heaven and earth. 16 The
highest heavens are Yahweh's [property],
___. He's entrusted the earth to [us,]
Adam's children.
Praise YAH Before Death Drags You
To Silence
17 Dead [people] can't [make praise]
hullaballoos [for] Yahweh. Cadavers sink
down into silence, ___.
13

Halal = wild public praise party.

we [believers live on to] kneel [and
Yahweh from this moment out
through eternity, ___. Hallelu-Yahweh!
18 [In contrast,]
adore]

Halal = make a hullaballoo!

Psalms 116
YAH Lifts Humble People High
I love Yahweh, ___. [He] hears my
begging voice. 2 [YAH] bends his ear to
[hear] me [crying], ___. So I call on him
as long as I live. 3 The sorrow-ropes of
death surround me, ___. The painclamps of Sheol {The-Grave} grab hold
on me. I face vice-grips of grief [wherever
I go]. 4 Then I call on the name of Yahweh: “[Please] Yahweh, I beg you, rescue
my life-breath.” 5 Yahweh stoops [to] fix
[our lives, ___]. Yes, our Elohim caresses
us [with mercy].
1

The bookstore translations of this verse offer
apalling examples of Greco-Roman abstract
thought replacing concrete Hebrew words.
"Stoops" becomes "graciousness". "Caress" becomes "mercy". "Fix" becomes "righteousness".
The biggest problem with all the usual-suspect
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translations is their refusal to translate the Hebrew
words using literal, visual meanings. That's why
people use the bible principally as a sleep-aid.
6

Yahweh preserves

[all]

open, [sincere,
presses me

childlike hearts, ___]. [The world]

down. But

[YAH]

lifts me

[into wide-open safe-

*Return to your
rest, breathing-creature[s].
Yahweh takes total care of you,
___.
havens of freedom]. 7

Yah gives you everything you need. So stop hustling to pay mortgages, taxes, insurance and maintenance on your bling. Sell your possessions. Simplify your life so you can rest. It's a pity to live and
die for PITI. (PITI = Principal, Interest, Taxes and
Insurance.)

you rescue my life-breath from
death, my eyes from tears, my feet
from falling. 9 [So, ___, dodging assassins'
weapons,] I keep walking [before] Yahweh's
face in the land of the living. Psalms
116:10 I build [my life on YAH's firm foundation,
___]. So I [boldly] speak [YAH's word, even if the
world] rakes [me] over [hot] coals of torture.

976

Oh Yahweh, I'm your servant now,
your slave, the son of your maid-servant. You explode my shackles. 17 [So] I
donate [animals] to cook at [thanksgiving feasts
where we believers all dance with our] hands
thrown [in the air], calling on [your] name,
Yahweh.
16

Not the nonsense phrase, “sacrifice of thanksgiving.” Except in the sense that we have to slaughter
our pride, laziness and fear in order to throw our
hands in the air in public praise.
18 In the presence of all [YAH's] people, I immediately fulfill my promises to Yahweh, ___. 19 [I love to celebrate] in Yahweh's family courts, surrounded by you,
[sweet] People-Of-Peace. HalleluYAH!
lit. Jerusalem.

Psalms 117

8 [YAH,]

Crazy-Praise YHVH Wherever &
Whoever You Are
1 Rave-praise [to] Yahweh, all you
beast-nations. All you people, [shout]
loud triumphant [songs honoring YAH's victories]!

Believe = build. Belief without action is pretense, a
religious fantasy.

#7623 shabach
i.e. (specifically) loud; figuratively, to pacify; commend, glory, praise, triumph.
Halal = wild, clear praise.

11

2

*Rushing [away from the evil world, I]
declare, “All men are liars.”

Everything human is deceptive. No mortal can be
trusted.

How can I repay Yahweh for all
rewards he [showers on] me, ___?
12

[the]

YAH, not an insurance company, a 'government'
nor an employer, should be your provider.

I accept the cup of
salvation. I call [in thanks] to the name of
Yahweh.
13 [I can't repay YAH. So]

You give your whole life and everything you have
to YAH. But this doesn't begin to repay him for giving you, an undeserving being, eternal life with virtually unlimited power.

I [speedily] complete my promises to
Yahweh in the face of all his people,
___.
14

But you shouldn't promise. Just do right.

*Yahweh views his kind-ones
as his precious, [priceless children]. [So
pity the fools who] kill [believers].
15

#2623 chaciyd implies both kindness and separation from the evil world-system.
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For

merciful kindness mightily
for us [believers], ___. Yahweh's
faithfulness [endures] forever. HalleluYAH!
[YAH's]

[prevails]

HallelYah is a verb.

Psalms 118
Throw Your Hands To YAH: His
Love Never Quits
1 ___, thrust your hands [high in the air to
thank] Yahweh. He's [the] BEST! His mercy
[lasts] forever. 2 Israel, herald [to the world],
‘[YAH's] love never quits!’ 3 Brotherhood of
[Priests],

proclaim, “YAH's kindness [goes on] forever!”
lit: Family of Aaron.
4 [You] who fear Yahweh, proclaim, “His mercy [lasts]
forever!”

YAH Gets You Out Of The DeathSqueeze
5 In my death-squeeze, I call on Yah.
Yah answers me by [setting] me [high and
dry] in a huge [safe-zone].
#3050 “YAH” appears here as a contraction for
“YaHWeH”. Uses the unusual construction: Bammerchab Yah.
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*Yahweh is on my side, ___.
I'm done with fear. What can
mud-men do to [harm] my [eternal
spirit]? [Nothing!] 7 Yes, ___. Yahweh [com6

to surround me. So
I [eventually] look in triumph on the [beings]
who hate me.
The Center Of The Bible: Trust
YHVH, Not Man!
mands a battalion of angels]

* ___, it's safer to fleefor-protection in Yahweh's [spirit]
than to run-for-refuge in [the
schemes of] mud-men.
8

This supremely important verse is the Bible's midpoint. man = #120 Adam, clay-creature.

*You're more secure trusting
in Yahweh than putting [your]
confidence in [political] leaders,
___.
9

Cut The Pagans Out Of Your Life

*All the beast-nations
[attack us believers, ___]. [The pigs] surround me [for the kill]. But in the
name-authority of Yahweh, I
cut them away [from me].
Psalms 118:10

#4135 muwl [circumcise], used figuratively, as it
should be. Cut off your connection to evil. Don't
cut your penis!

*Swarming [pagans] envelop
me, ___. But in the name of
Yahweh I cut myself out [of their
killing cliques].
11

The real meaning of the word ‘circumcise’ is separation from evil, not separation of foreskins.

mob me. [Thugs] circle [me]
like [killer] bees. [But in a flash, YAH] extinguishes [my enemies]. They flame [into fly-ash]
like [dry] thorn-bushes. l cut them [away
from me, using] the name-authority of Yahweh.
YAH Saves Us From Deadly Attacks
13 You, [enemy,] push me [over the cliff] to
make me fall [dead]. But Yahweh wraps
his forcefield around me. 14 Yahweh is
my strength and striking [song], ___.
He's my deliverer.
12 [Demon-hosts]

Zimrath = music made by striking instruments.
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Right-walkers' dwellings [echo] with
squawking calls [extolling YAH's] salvation:
“Yahweh's right hand performs valiant
[feats]!”
15

Righteous people make noise in praise and prayer.
The ‘frozen-chosen’ aren't chosen at all. Just
frozen.

Yahweh's strong hand towers high
___. Yahweh's powerfist flings mighty [miracles]! 17 Yahweh
[won't let] me die [eternally], ___. [He'll keep]
me alive to proclaim his miracles. 18
Yahweh punishes me severely, ___.
But he never gives me over to death.
Throw Your Hands Up To YAH Your
Savior
19 Throw open the [sanctuary's] gates,
right-walkers. I'll race through them as
I throw [my hands into the air to thank] Yahweh.
16

[above our universe],

In this praise-dance, rows of people raise their
hands in contagion for king David to run through.
If the preacher would race into the sanctuary, the
pew-sitters might listen to at least the first couple
of minutes of his blah-blah.

This [temple] gate belongs to
Yahweh, ___. Only right-walkers can
enter it. 21 [YAH], I throw [my hands in the air
to thank] you for hearing me. You lift me
into wide-open spaces [of freedom]. 22
Psalms 118:20

*[ ___, never fear rejection.] The stone
the builders refuse becomes
the head cornerstone!
You should want to be rejected by the world. The
Creator loves us saints whom the world hates.

Yahweh slings these marvelous miracle[s][before] our [stunned] eyes, ___! 24
23

*Yahweh makes [every] day [shine],
___. So [every day,] we [saints] are
gonna' brighten up and spin
around in unbridled emotion!
rejoice = spin wildly; glad = brighten up. The commercial translations of this verse are energy-starved abominations.
25 Save [us] now, I beg you, Yahweh. Yahweh,

___,
blessed [saint] who comes in the nameauthority of Yahweh, we [believers] welcome you into Yahweh's family-home.
please, finally send us success! 26

This verse continues the theme of the chapter:
inviting and inciting you to join a praise celebration. This verse is, in most translations, a most aw-
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ful piece of tortured, nonsensical english. Hebrew
transliteration: being-blessed the·one-coming
in·name-of Yahweh we-bless·you from·house-of
Yahweh

Yahweh is El {The-Ultimate-Superpower}!
He shines [up our dark lives. Grab] some
branches in your hands, ___. [Wave 'em
high!] Join in the festal procession. [Dance
and shout] up to the horns of [YAH's heavenly]
altar.
27

2282 chag = a festival featuring circle-dancing.
True Hebraism has nothing to do with ‘animal
sacrifice’. However, our festivals often involve
cooking donated animals for feasters to eat. Eugene Peterson envisions: “Festoon the shrine with
garlands; hang colored banners above the altar!”
28 [YAH,] my Elohim, I [keep] throwing [my hands in the air to
praise] you. You're my El {Strength}. I'll exalt you [forev29 ___, throw [high your hands to thank]
Yahweh. He's [the] BEST! His kindness
lasts forever.
er].

Psalms 119

[to noth-

We're supposed to ‘jab’ our fellow believers when
they try to break YAH's commandments. Almost
every time the scripture uses the word "keep", as
in "keep commandments", the hebrew word is:
#8104 shamar, to guard with a protective hedge of
thorns. #181 uwd = to rake, firebrand, etc. As
usual, properly-translated hebrew words are unforgettable visual metaphors, not cold religious abstractions.

How can a brat [like me] keep his lifepath clear of [evil obstructions and criminality]?
By fencing his life-road with your spiky
cactus-words. Psalms 119:10 My heart
chugs [down life's winding road in search of] you,
[YAH]. Please keep me from straying off
your map. 11 *I store your direc9

tions in my heart. [You] keep me
on-target [and on time]. 12 [I] kneel [beyou, Yahweh. Spur me on. Carve
My lips tally up the
verdicts from your mouth. 14 Your histories [and ethical principles] light me up
brighter than all the riches [in the world].
[your law into my flesh]. 13

The longest chapter in the Bible, probably written
by good king Hezekiah. The conflict is that Hezekiah gets messages from heaven. Yet his millions of
unruly, worldly citizens insist on copying the evil
satan-nations around them. Being a real ruler =
signing up for nonstop torture. That's why today's
'rulers' default to hooking as highly paid bankowned prostitutes for their uber-master, the devil.

Happy people preserve [YAH's] histories. They seek [YAH] with their whole
heart. 3 [Contented people] avoid distorting
morality, ___. They walk in [YAH's]
ways.
2

Greedy ingrates wreak evil.

you command us [humans] to
guard your [moral] principles with all our
might. 5 [Please] give me overwhelming
[power] to [walk] the road [of life as a] guard
[for] your [precious] laws. 6 By respecting
your every command, [I] banish shame
[from] my [dominion]. 7 [YAH,] with all my
heart, I throw my hands [in the air to thank
you] for teaching me your principles of
justice. 8 I'm a thorny [protective] hedge
around your commandments. So [please]
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

never rake me up and burn me
ing].

neath]

The King Boldly Defends His Love
Of YAH's Law
1 ___, it makes [you] happy to walk the
flawless path. [So live] Yahweh's law.

4 [YAH,]

978

This spoken by an incredibly wealthy, powerful
man.

Nonstop, I investigate [ways to fulfill] the
responsibilities [you entrust to me]. I never
stop looking up the road [you map out for me
to run].
15

The bookstore translations wallow in abject linguistic poverty, dwelling on cold, blind, lecture-hall abstractions like 'meditate' and 'precepts'.

I revel in exploring the science of
your indelible, [unforgettable] life-laws. 17
Ripen [me, YAH]. [I'm] your [budding] servant.
Keep me alive to guard your framework
[for human existence]. 18 Unveil my eyes, so I
can scan the [infinite] marvels of your [living water] law.
16

‘Torah’ comes from “Yarah”, meaning to flow like
water. The Messiah is the living-water Torah.

I'm a foreign earth-wanderer. Please
show me your map!
19

i.e. teach me the laws of the land.

My life-breath lies crushed,
constantly gasping, longing for your solutions [to my life-and-death] controversies. 21
Repudiate those arrogant hellions who
stray from your system [of law and order]. 22
Psalms 119:20
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Roll away the naked shame [people heap on
me] because I guard every word [that
comes from] your mouth.
Wrap my stripped, beaten skin with [honor].

Enthroned [in their ivory-mountain-towers, the
top bosses condemn me [to
death] for telling [the world] your orders. 24
[No] mortal [gives me] good counsel, [YAH].
Your words are the only advisors I can
look to [for reliable wisdom].
23

world-system's]

This spoken by a king with an unlimited budget to
pay the world's foremost consultants on any matter.

My life-breath clings to the dust. Revive me. [Keep] your promise[s]! 26 You
see me walking [life's] road. I confess
[where I stray]. Goad me [back onto] your
marked [path]. 27 Help me discern your
lawful path, so I can announce your
unique life-layouts [to the lost world]. 28 My
life-breath drains [from my] heavy [heart].
Raise me up. [Keep your] promise[s]. 29
Suck out every false circuit in my [neural
network]. Bend down to [power-wash my inner-piping with your] living-water-law. Psalms
119:30 I choose the [dangerous] path of integrity. I [boldly] lay out your survivalplans in the face [of murderous man]. 31 I
cling to your published-societal-frameworks [against the pressure of the atheistic world],
Yahweh. Please stop [the pigs from] draining-my-life-blood. 32 I'm running the
road you map out, [YAH]. So make room
in my heart [to bear the strain]. 33 Make my
life a perfectly-designed and guarded
aqueduct flowing into eternity. 34 Give
me the wisdom to maintain your lifeflowing-law, to guard her with my
whole heart. 35 Walk me down the
beaten-track you've laid out, the [road to
eternal] happiness. 36 Bend my heart to
your design[s]. [Drag me] away from [the
25

world's income-schemes which amount to legalized]

plunder.
According to the legal dictionaries used in tax
courts, the following words mean the same thing:
gain, income, gagne, plunder, booty. Now you
know why you pay income tax. Income is the loot
seized via illegal wars.
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Turn my eyes from the sight of ruinous [temptations]. Usher me down the
road to [true] life. 38 Raise up answers in
the terrified [voice of me, your shaking] servant. 39 Drive away my dignity-stripping fear [of trumpeting] your awesome
judgements [to the nations who unite to fight you].
37

*Look! I beg you. Redesign my [broken] life. Fix me!
Psalms 119:40

See awesome song, Fix You.

Bend down your neck to [lift] me [out of
Yahweh. Order [your
archangel] to rescue me. 42 Give me words
to answer to the [thugs] who strip [my dignity]. I rush-for-refuge in your ruling [s]. 43
Stop [evil from] snatching [your] words of
integrity from my tongue. Your mandates are my [only] hope. 44 Stretch my
guardianship of your law past all future
eons. 45 Let me tread [forever] in every
direction, searching [all dimensions] of the
wide-open spaces of your designs [for
life]. 46 I'll keep fearlessly laying-out
your blueprints [for human life] in the face
of [genocidal] heads-of-state [who shame me for
telling them the truth]. 47 [The world-system's hog41

human quicksand],

bosses see your law as a worthless piece of outdated
junk.]

I see your commands as love.

YAH's Law is a delight, not a burden. Law = riverbanks that make a festering swamp into a productive canal.

lifting up my hands [in
your beloved [awesome,
simple, freeing] commandments. I declare
your life-designs [to the world who hates you].
49 Remember the promise[s you've made] to
[me,] your servant. [You're] my [only] hope.
Psalms 119:50 Your word[s] bring me back
to life. They [give me a] sigh-of-relief. [Your
reassurance eases my] oppressive [suffering]. 51
Arrogant [bigots] destroy my reputation
because I refuse to turn away from
your [unpopular] law.
48 [So]

I

[keep on]

public to praise you for]

People who actually follow the bible are as unpopular as lepers at an orgy. Even in church.

I sigh [in sorrow, yet again] recounting your
ancient judgments [to your fury-faced political
enemies]. 53 Horror takes hold on me
when I [see] wicked [people] forsaking your
52
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law. 54 *[Every day] I strike up

[scripture

your law in this
palace I'm passing through.
songs to teach]

Good King Hezekiah wrote and sang scripture
songs throughout his life. So should you.

At night I [host praise dance concerts] to
commemorate and guard your law,
Yahweh. 56 Guarding your principles
makes my life this [strange mixture of horrible
rejection punctuated by celebratory dancing]. 57 [Pagans
steal all my wealth.] Yet I inherit [a relationship
with] you, Yahweh. So I keep issuing
[decrees] that form a thorny-hedge
around your principles. 58 I'm chafed [to
the bone by criticism. I'm begging] with my whole
heart. Stoop-down [from heaven]. [Show mercy] to me, like you promised. [Show me]
your [loving] face. 59 I'm mending my
ways. I'm turning my feet back to your
roadmap [for life]. Psalms 119:60 I'm not
dallying. I'm hurrying, [running] to protect
your commandments. 61 Bands of criminals rope me [and rob me]. But [instead of taking revenge,] I keep recalling [that] your law
[commands me to love my enemies].
55

YAH punishes the people who rob us. It's tempting
to sue them. But vengeance belongs to YAH.

Twisting in my dark night, I rise to
throw [my hands in the air to] thank you for
[giving me] moral judgment.
62

...to fend off the temptation to use my powers to
destroy my evil foes.

I join [with] all [the other outcasts] who revere you and [who] guard your mandates. 64 Yahweh, bow down. Fill the
earth with [your] love. Prod me [back onto
the right path]. Engrave [your living-water-laws into
my heart-mind]. 65 As you promise, you always make [life] good for your obeyer[s],
Yahweh, [even when discipline feels bad]. 66
Teach me to [sense] the delicious taste of
[true] wisdom, so I can build [my life] on
your commandments.
63

Believing = building.

beat me down, I strayed
[off the correct path]. But now I guard your
word. 68 Goad me to [walk out] your
statutes so I'll be good and do good,
like you. 69 Arrogant [power-brokers] smear
67

Before

[life]
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me [with slander]. Still I guard your mandates with my whole heart. Psalms 119:70
[Slimebags with] fat, grease-clogged hearts
[fling feces on my reputation]. Still I [dance, reveling
in the] light of your [power-washing] Law. 71 I
improve when [the world] beats me down.
[Opposition] goads me to learn Your mandates.
Nothing educates like dramatic controversy.

The law from your mouth is better to
me than thousands of gold and silver
[coins]. 73 Your hands create and stabilize
me. [So] give me [some] brains. Goad me
to [heed] your owners-manual [scriptures].
74 Everyone who fears you brightens up
when they see me waiting [in hope for you to
fulfill] your word.
72

Instead of wielding my power to plunge into blackhole revenge killings like my predecessor, rebel-prince Absalom.

Yahweh, I know your judgments are
right, even though your firm [discipline]
presses me down. 76 Please, bend down
to give [me] (your obeyer) a sigh-of-relief, like you promise. 77 Wrap me in [the
womb of] your compassion. Flow me
through life, enveloped in your guidingspirit. 78 Drain [the blood from the faces of] the
snobs who torture me because I refuse
to stop publishing your revelations. 79
Bring back [into my life people] who fear you,
[companions who] see the logic in your instructions. Psalms 119:80 Make my heart a
completely-pure [reflection of] your
statutes, not a pale, [shameful, hypocritical religious imitation]. 81 I'm dying! My life-breath
[hangs on the] hope of your promise to free
me [from this nightmare-life]! 82 My [exhausted]
eyes fail, waiting for you to [keep] your
promises. [Let me breathe a] sigh [of comfort]
already! 83 I'm [drying up] like a wineskin
in smoke. [Pain is what I get for] commemorating your statutes. 84 How many more
days [can I,] your servant, [live under this torture]? When will you execute judgment
on the [thugs] who hunt me down? 85
Arrogant [men] dig pit-latrines to dump
my [corpse,] like they trash your law. 86
These liars chase me down for [speaking]
75
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your true words. Put your forcefield
around me! 87 My [arrogant attackers keep]
nearly wiping me off the [face of] the
earth [to punish me] for clinging to your
standards.

Some controversial standards include: avoiding
disease-vector animals (pigs, shrimp, catfish),
avoiding debased money, avoiding debt. Try pushing your society to adhere to such standards. Then
duck the firestorm.

Bend down to revive me. Let me [live
guard the warnings your mouth [gives
the world]. 89 Yahweh, [make me stable, like]
your word [that] lives forever enthroned
in heaven. Psalms 119:90 [Give me] your
multi-generation-spanning integrity.
Establish [me like] the earth that withstands [the ravages of time]. 91 [Make me last] like
your ever-living laws, like [the planets and]
stars [that run in their orbits as your dutiful] servants. 92 Without the comfort of your
living-water-guidance, humiliation [and
depression] would kill me. 93 I'll commemorate your life-giving revelations through
[all] age[s]. [Your guidance] gives me life. 94
I'm your [child]. Free me [from the bandit-infested gully of humanity's evil]. I'm scrambling to
get on your roadmap. 95 Violators conspire to ambush me, to hurl me off the
straight-and-narrow [cliffside] path, because I venerate your blueprints [for life].
96 I see the extreme [never-ending] perfection of your all-encompassing law-oflove. ( מMem) 97 I adore your living-water-words. I think [and talk your
thoughts] all day, [every day]. 98 By following
your instructions, I outsmart my enemies. So I'll treasure [your words to my heart]
forever. 99 I [constantly] study your instruction, until I gain superior insight to
rebut my [fault-finding, critical] ‘expert’ [advisers]. Psalms 119:100 Guarding your precepts gives me more discernment than
my elders. 101 I keep my feet off every
evil path. I fence your decree[s][with metal
spikes]. 102 You shoot my [life like an arrow] in
the [perfect] trajectory of your verdicts.
103 [Your laws taste sweeter] than honey in my
mouth! My tongue loves your words
88

to]
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more than [sugar candy]. 104 Your rules
give me [the] discernment to hate every
false path.
Hate propaganda. Hate caravans of evil.

*Your word is [the] lamp for
my feet — [the] light on my path.
105

I'm 100% [dedicated] to rise [to the chalguarding your righteous rulings.
107 [The world] beats me down to dust. Revive me, Yahweh, as you promised. 108
I beg you: accept the [prayers] my mouth
blurts. Yahweh, goad me [to enact] your
rulings [despite overpowering politico-religious-military-industrial opposition]. 109 I'm constantly
[taking] my life into my hands by bringing
up your Law [to a world that hates you and your
rules]. Psalms 119:110 Criminals lay snare[s]
to [trap] me, because I refuse to stray
from your [legal] principles. 111 Your [scriptural] education is my eternal inheritance, the light of my heart. 112 I
stretch out my heart to execute your
enactments to the end, forever. 113 I
hate double-minded [two-faced hypocrites and
divisive skeptics]. I love your [clear, simple]
instructions [that flow straight like a waterfall from
heaven]. 114 You're my cover, my shield.
Your word is my [only rope of] hope. 115 Get
away from me, [double-agents of] destruction! I'm guarding Elohim's [war] strategy! 116 [YAH,] prop me up like you
promised, so I can live. Don't bleed my
hope [dry]. 117 Brace me. Lift me out [of
the danger I incur by] constantly honoring
your orders. 118 Tread down [or hang up]
all those lying deceivers who [live by]
veering away from your statutes. 119
Eradicate earth's lawless [criminals] like
[the] slag-trash [they are]. [But keep me around
because] I love every word that comes out
of your [mouth]. Psalms 119:120 My flesh
trembles in awe of you. Your [wise] verdicts [leave me speechless] with reverence.
106

lenge of]

‘( עAyin)

I work for law and justice. So don't
abandon me to my oppressors. 122 I'm
your servant. Pay my ransom. Don't let
those braggarts squeeze out my [life121
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blood]. 123 My eyes

[fail,] exhausted from [watching the
your deliverance, for a sign of your fairness.
124 Treat [me,] your servant, with your infinite mersky for]

cy. Goad me

[back]

onto your mission-plan. 125 [I'm]

your obeyer. Give me the brainpower
to comprehend [the significance of] your
communications. 126 It's action-season,
Yahweh. The [pigs keep] trampling your
law. 127 I love your commandments
more than gold-ore, even more than
glittering [purified] golden [jewelry]. 128 I uphold your principles as the right [standards] for every [human decision]. I hate every false path.
( פPeh)

Your revelations are [written] miracles.
So I [give] my [every] life-breath to preserve them. Psalms 119:130 Your words
form the doorway to enlightenment.
[Scripture] gives understanding [even] to
simple-minded [people]. 131 My gaping
mouth pants in longing for your directives.
129

mitzvot

turn to face me. Stoopdown [in mercy] to [hug] me. You're famous
for [rescuing beings] who love your nameauthority. 133 Order my steps by your
word. Never let any evil hold dominion
over me. 134 Redeem me from the oppression of man, so I can form a livinghedge to guard your prescriptions [for a
healthy society].
132 [Please, YAH,]

Freedom in Christ is the power to do right, not leniency to do wrong.

Let your face shine on [me,] your servant. Prod me [onto] your lawful [path]. 136
Rivers of tears run down my eyes, seeing [humans] ruin [the pleasure-garden of] your
law. 137 [The pigs trash] you, [YAH,] the
[pinnacle] of righteousness, along with
your [perfectly] fair judgments. 138 [The criminals wreck] your perfectly truthful and just
revelations. 139 Zealous [fury] eats me
alive, seeing my tormentors junk your
commandments. Psalms 119:140 [The idiots
poison] your perfectly pure word, the [one
thing that I,] your servant, cherish. 141 The
[bigwigs] belittle me and despise me be135
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cause I refuse to abandon your tenets
[of law]. 142 [The greed-kings hurl their weight at me,
trying to make me swerve away from] your arrow-straight, everlasting correct-path.
The [lying hypocrites who claim to be Judeo-Christians]
topple the [perfect] stability of your law.
143 [Assassins] rush to grab me in deathsqueezes, [simply because] I adore your instructions. 144 Give me insight, so I can
live forever, like your perfect everlasting revelations. 145 I'm crying with my whole
heart, “Hear me, Yahweh! I'm racing

[to obey]

your

I'm crying [to] you. Free
me, so I can [live] to guard your warnings [for mankind]. 147 I beat the sun to the
dawn, crying for your [direction], hoping
for [the fulfillment of] your promise [to help me].
148 By the time the night-watchmen
[make their rounds], I'm out there [on the palace
walls], wide-eyed, publishing your promises [to my unbelieving city]. 149 Yahweh, bend
down [in compassion] to hear my voice.
Give me life, not condemnation. Psalms
119:150 [Assassins] chase me! [They're] hot on
[my heels], scheming to rid [my nation] of
your law. 151 But you're nearer [than my persecutors].
mandates.” 146

Your trustworthy directions

[sustain me through danger] .

152

everything about you,
Yahweh, especially the ancient, eternal
principles on which you founded [the human race]. 153 See [how the lawbreakers kill me]!
Rip me out from the crushing I suffer
for [pushing society to] flow in the living water-channels [of] your [law].
[The perpetrators hate]

Walk into your average Christian church (or Jewish
synagogue) and tell them that modern Christians
and Jews need to obey the law of Moses. You'll get
a little taste of the abuse king Hezekiah suffered.

Defend my cause. Buy me out [of
Bring back my life, like you [so often] promise. 155 Lift [me] far from these
ungovernable [mutineers] who run the other way from your carved-in-stone
[edicts]. 156 [Rain down] your whole arsenal
of compassionate [actions], Yahweh. Give
me the [good] life you prophesied [that your
followers would live]! 157 Millions of malefactors chase me down because I refuse to
turn aside from your [extra-terrestrial]
154

trouble].
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communiqués. 158 I see offenders [spawning like cockroaches]. It disgusts me how they
desecrate your revelations.
Heathen ignore the church. Hypocrites infest it.

See how I love your messages [from
Yahweh. Bend down to hug life
into my [dead bones]. Psalms 119:160 [I stand in
defense of] your word: its every perfect,
eternal verdict, its infinitely stable
whole. 161 [The world's] dominators attack
me just because my heart thumps to
your [national] anthem, [not theirs]. 162 I light
up brighter over your words than [the imperialists light up] over seizing mountains of
plunder. 163 I hate lies. [I] loathe [cheats].
[That's why] I love your [arrow-straight] law. 164
That's why, 7 times every day, I stage
a wild yet skilled show of public acclaim
trumpeting your clean, clear, [perfect] executive-orders, YAH.
159

heaven],

To “Hallelu-Yah” is to stage a shiny, clear, embarrassing public praise hullabaloo in YAH's honor. 7
times every day, King Hezekiah spent his nation's
money and manpower to stage extravagant, expensive “aleluia” shows. Hezekiah's neighbors and
officials felt this was an extreme, annoying waste
of time, as would your neighbors and co-workers.

the overwhelming peace that comes to people
who love your law, to keep [foreign attackers] from breaking our [national] legs. 166
Yahweh, I scan [the horizon for] hope of you
saving [me out of the battle I wage] to advance
your commands [into my society]. 167 I
guard your heavenly-messages with [all]
my heart-and-soul. I love them more
than [life]. 168 [My fingers bleed from building]
barbed-wire fences to fend off violations of your ethical [standards]. I'm [beatendown from battling distortions of] your supernatural-revelations. [Yet I'm still] slogging [down
life's] road in your footsteps. 169 I'm
screaming [for help]. Let my appeal[s]
reach your face, Yahweh. Help me figure out [the actions I should take in response to your]
message[s]. Psalms 119:170 Look. Listen to
me begging! Rescue me, like you
promised! 171 Unleash my lips to [burst]
out hullaballoos celebrating the law insights you've spiked into my brain. 172
165 [I'm trying to give my nation]
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Make my tongue keep on wagging your
word, your every arrow-line directive,
[in the] eyes [of the crooked, lost world]. 173 Lean
your hand [down] to surround me [with protection in return for my] choosing [to institute]
your [universally-hated] rules. 174 Yahweh, I
long for you to save me from the [bitter
pain I endure for ordering sinners to obey] your delicious law. 175 Keep my breath alive to
[rave] hallaluYAH! Rule for me! Help me!
176 Search [and find] me when I stray like
a lost lamb. I'm still your servant, [though
I sometimes lie] oblivious to [how to obey] your
commands [in this evil world].

Psalms 120
YAH Gets You Out Of Your DeathSqueezes
1 In my death-squeeze I cry to Yahweh,
and he hears me, ___.
Written in lament of Sennacherib's siege of
Jerusalem. See 2Ki 19:3.

YAH Will Burn Off Every Lying
Mouth
2 [Please] Yahweh, pluck my life [out from the
devouring grip] of lying lips [and] deceitful
tongue[s]. 3 [Enemy, foresee the drubbing YAH's about to] give
you.

[Just think]

what

tongue[d devils]! 4

mighty

[YAH]

will do to you, you false

*Sharp arrows of a

[warrior come to pierce your lying

tongue, enemy]. [Red]-hot

coals from
desert-broom-tree [soon burn off
your lying lips].
[the]

David Despises Warmongers, Loves
Peace

5 Ay, ___! I'm

on a detour [with people as cruel and
occupiers of Meshech {Turkey} and Kedar {Dark-Arabia}.
Meshech & Kedar, synonymous with thuggery, as
we use the terms: 'vandals', 'goths', 'barbarians'.
Today these same geographic groups persecute
modern Israel.
[trapped]

heartless as the legendary, barbaric]

* ___, my soul has lived [too]
long with [people] who hate
peace. 7 *I'm for peace, ___.
But [no matter what] I say, the [warmongers around me bang the drums] of war.
6
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That's a description of the SataNation around you.
They may claim to be Christian. But their actions
(lawsuits, politics, economics, competition, divorces, war) show that they worship the god of
war.

Psalms 121
YAH Guards You From Now To Eternity
1 [ ___, instead of looking at the mess of human evil
around me,]

I lift up my eyes

[past]

the

hills…
A song of ascension.

*From where does my help
come, ___? My help comes
from Yahweh, [the eternal Creator]
who made heaven and earth. 3
2

won't let your foot slip [into the chasm
___. He who guards you
never gets drowsy, ever. 4 *Watch,
[YAH]

of eternal death],

___. [YAH secures] the [people] who
will rule with him. He never
[gets] lazy, never sleeps, [never gets
old].
Israel = those who will rule with El.

Yahweh is your bodyguard, ___. Yahweh is your defense-shield, your right
hand [hero].
5

#6751 shade

6 [The sun will never watch anyone permanently]

strike you [down] by day, ___. The
moon at night [won't see you suffer any lasting
harm]. 7 *Yahweh protects you

from [the ultimate effects of] all evil,
___. He'll [always] safeguard your
life-breath, [even when you die]. 8
*Yahweh defends you coming
and going from now to eternity, ___.

Psalms 122
David Blesses The People of Peace
With Shalom
1 ___, I light-up [with joy] when people
say to me, “Let's parade to the house of
Yahweh.” 2 Our feet stand [established] within the
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

gates of

[the]
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City Of Peace. 3 Jerusalem: the city

[brotherhood]. 4 Here Israel's
tribes, the tribes belonging to Yahweh,
ascend [to the temple] to witness to [the world]
by throwing hands [in the air in thanks] to the
name of Yahweh. 5 Here [Yahweh] established [earth's] thrones of judgment, the
dominion of the dynasty of David
{Love}. 6 ___, pray for the peace of
Jerusalem, [the so-called “City Of Peace”]. Those
who love [the people of peace] come to
prosper.

joined-as-one by

Physical Jerusalem is just real estate. The true
Jerusalem is the population of peacemakers.

Shalom fills your walls, and
prosperity floods your palaces. 8 Brothers and friends, I cry, “SHALOM!” 9
Family of Adonai Yahweh ELohim, I live
to do you good.
7 [I pray that]

Psalms 123
YHVH, Rescue Us From Arrogant
Attackers
1 [Yahweh], I lift up my eyes to you who
dwell in the [highest] heavens.
A song of ascents

As [a] servant eyes [his] masters’ hand,
as a maiden eyes her mistress’ hand,
our eyes beg Yahweh Elohim, “Benddown to [rescue] us [persecuted saints]. 3 Have
mercy on us [believers], Yahweh. Stoop to
help us. We're filled to [overflowing] with
[other peoples'] contempt. 4 Our souls gush
over with scorn from [lawbreakers who live] at
ease. Arrogant, violent big-shots [vomit]
their shameful-spite into our [humble
faces].
2

Psalms 124
YAH Is On Your Side, Snatching
You From Death
1 Israel, shout, [right] now, “If Yahweh
wasn't [the leader of] our team, [we'd be dead]!”
A "song of ascents."

If Yahweh wasn't on our side when
men rise up against us, [we'd die, ___]. 3 In
a flash, the [evil-ones] swallow us up when
2
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their fire-rage flares against us. 4 [Life's]
waters overwhelm us. River[s of persecution]
rush [to crush] our life-breath. 5 Raging
floods [of arrogance] drown our lives. 6
___, kneel [and adore] Yahweh, who refuses to [permanently] surrender us [believers] as
prey to [be ripped by our enemies'] teeth. 7

*Our souls escape like bird[s]
out of hunters' snares. [YAH]
breaks the trap[s], and we
[repenters] fly free, ___. 8 *The
name-authority of Yahweh (the
maker of heaven and earth)
surrounds us [saints with help, ___].
Say his name! Don't cover it up with "THE LORD."

Psalms 125
Trust YAH, Do Good, Live Forever,
Protected
1 Everyone who runs-for-refuge in Yahweh [eventually] towers like mount Zion,
which no [human] can move, ___. [True believers] endure the ages. 2 *As the

mountains surround
Jerusalem, Yahweh surrounds
his people from now on into
eternity, ___. 3 Righteous [beings]
never set their hands to [commit] unfair
[acts], ___. So the rod [that beats] lawbreakers won't [long] rule over righteous
[beings nor over] their inheritance[s].

985

Yahweh reverses the slavery of Zion's
[people], ___. [YAH] makes us [ex-captives soar
into freedom] like dream-walkers. 2 [YAH] fills
our mouth[s] with laughter. [He fills] our
tongue[s] with songs, ___. The beastnations [rave], “Yahweh achieves awesome feats for [his people]!” 3 Yahweh
keeps doing great things for us [believers],
___. [After he purges us with suffering,] he lights
up [our hearts with joy]. 4 Please, Yahweh,
spring us out of slave-jail, like streams
[burst out of the] southland [mountains]. 5 *
1

___, everyone who plants in
tears eventually reaps in joy. 6
stagger out [into earth's frozen fields],
weeping, carrying precious seed. [In the
end] you come running home, screeching [with joy], lifting [huge] bundles of produce!
[You, ___,]

seed = YAH's Word. produce = converts

Psalms 127
Only YAH's Protection Can Keep
You Safe

* ___, unless Yahweh builds
the [family] house, the [workers]
building it labor in vain. Unless
Yahweh guards the city, its
watchmen stay awake for
nothing.
1

Are you concerned about inheritance taxes? Put
your money into serving needy people and spreading the gospel.

Solomon is saying that ‘Social Security’, insurance
policies, debt-funded militaries, and secular "justice" systems are all worthless frayed ropes that
break and send you and your nation tumbling
down the mountains of doom.

4

2

Yahweh benefits beings who are good,
___. [He helps] everyone who is "upright"
at heart. 5 But as for [beings] who swerve
off to their crooked ways, Yahweh leads
them out [to death] with the destroyers.
Meanwhile, ___, peace rests on [we]
who will rule with El {Power}.
True IsraEl = those who will rule with El.

Psalms 126
YAH Will Free You, And Give You
New Life
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

* ___, it's useless for you to
rise up early, to sit up late, to
eat the bread of sorrows. [YAH]
gives sleep to his beloved [people].
Workaholism is an addiction.

Children Are Blessings From YHVH,
Not Curses
3 Look, ___: children, [not bank accounts],
are the inheritance Yahweh [gives his people]. The fruit of the womb is [YAH's] reward. 4 * ___, children born in
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your youth are like arrows in
the hand of a mighty man.
But you have to raise them diligently, not send
them to the satan-state to be turned into fornicating consumers.

*The man whose quiver brims
full of [well-raised children] lives happy
[and blessed, ___]. [His] enemies can't
put him to shame when they
fight him at the [city] gate [courts].
5

Children and their friends testify to the character
and habits of parents.

Psalms 128
YAH Rewards Everyone Who Obeys
Him
1 Yahweh blesses everyone who reveres
him and walks in his ways, ___. 2 [Follow
YAH and] you'll eat the [food] your hands
labor [to grow]. You'll be happy, ___. Everything [eventually] works out for your
good.
A "green-thumb" comes from obeying YAH. More
importantly, treasure in heaven comes from obeying YAH. If you want your church to make real converts, you first have to conform to the scriptures.

*Your spouse comes to thrive
like the fruitful vine[s] surrounding your house. Your
children [multiply] like olive plants
surrounding your table.
3

lit. woman.

Watch how much Yahweh blesses the
valiant-human who fears him, ___. 5
Yahweh blesses you up to the [shining]
mountaintop[s], ___! You come to see
the good of the City-of-Peace all the
days of your life.
4

Or, "YAH blesses you from/through Zion."

Yes, you [survive to] see your children's
children, ___. [You watch] peace [descend]
upon [the people who come to] rule with EL
{God}.
6

Spiritual or physical children. Disciples of the Messiah often live celibate.

Psalms 129

A Song About The People Who Annoy You
1 [A song of ascents:] '[Jerks] have been kicking
me around ever since I was young,
___.’ (Shout it out, Israel!) 2 Many
times my enemies have beaten me
down ever since my childhood, ___.
But they haven't won the battle! 3 [Pagan]
‘plowmen’ plow on my back, ___. [They
stab me] with long [deep] furrows. 4 Destroyers [tie me up], ___. [But] Yahweh the
builder cuts apart the cords!
evil/wickedness = soiling by breaking to pieces
(ra).
5 [Yahweh], throw back into confusion everyone who
hates Zion.
Not a 'Zionist' verse in the modern sense.

Let [our persecutors] wither [to death] like
house-top weeds that never grow up. 7
[Shred the bad-guys] like dead short grass
that never fills the reaper's hands, like
[chaff] that [slips through] the arms of the
sheaf-binder. 8 Yahweh, never let passersby
6

congratulate [our persecutors,] saying, “We bless you
[thugs] in the name of Yahweh.”

Psalms 130
King David's Song Tells You To
Hope In YAH
1 Out of the depths [of suffering], I cry to
you, Yahweh.
A “song of ascents,” by [king] David.

Yahweh, hear my voice. Prick up your
ears. [Listen] to my prayer-cry.
2

YHVH, not 'Adonai', same as v.6.

Adonai Yahweh, if you record [all our]
perversities, who can stand? 4 But [unlike
idol-gods who demand blood-sacrifices,] you offer
forgiveness. That's why [we believers] revere you. 5 ___, I expect Yahweh's
[help]. [I hold] my breath. I wait, hoping
[he'll honor] his word. 6 My spirit awaits
Yahweh's [intervention] more [expectantly]
than [night] watchmen wait for the morning [light]. [Sing after me, people:] more [fervently]
than [night] watchmen wait for dawn! 7 Is3

rael, hope in Yahweh. Yahweh eventually bends
down his neck to [give his people] never-ending redemption. 8
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us [saints out] of all [the death-penalties which] our
perversities [brought upon us], ___. [We
penitents] come to rule with [YAH].
Israel = those who will rule with EL.

your strength. 9 Clothe your
priests with righteousness. [Inspire] your
kind-ones to screech [shouts of joy]. Psalms

David's Song Tells You To Be Calm
and Humble
1 Yahweh, my heart avoids [seeking] status. I don't [have my] eye [on being a] big
[shot]. I'm not chasing the big-time. [I
leave society's] high [honors to others].
[A song of ascents. By David:] Peterson: “YHVH,
I'm not trying to rule the roost. I don't want to be
king of the mountain. I don't meddle where I have
no business. I don't fantasize grandiose plans.”

calm me and balance me. I'm like
a baby comforted into [cooing] quiet by
its gracious mother. My soul [thrives] like
a [happily-growing] child. 3 [ ___, you who will] rule with
2 [You]

[put your]

hope in Yahweh from now on to

Psalms 132
David's Struggle To Take The Ark
To Jerusalem
1 Yahweh, remember [the promises you made to bless the dynasty
of] David {Love}. [Reward] all the hardships [he suffered].
This appears to be good king Hezekiah praying for
YAH's protection and for a son to be born to
Hezekiah's childless Queen.
2 [David] seven [times, i.e. completely, declared his intentions of fidelity]
to [you,] Yahweh.
Not a recommendation of oath-swearing. Yahshua
only wants you to obey him, not to make promises
to him.

promised the mighty [Elohim] of
Jacob {Heel-Grabber}, “I won't enter the
refuge of my palace, nor go up[stairs]
and [crawl] into my bed [while your commands lie
unfilled]. 4 I'll deny sleep to my eyes, and
rest to my eyelids, [until I obey you]. 5 Before
3 [David]

I'll find a place to [house the ark of] Yahweh, a
“dwelling” for the mighty Elohim of Jacob. 6 Our [hebrew ancestors heard reports] from Ephratah {Fruitful}, [near Bethlehem]. So we [searched and] found [the ark] in the fields of
the Jaar Woods.
Kirjath Yearim.
[I sleep]

“Let's rush into YAH's
tents. Let's prostrate [our bodies] at
his footstool!”
7 [My ancestors shouted,]
[festival]
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People say they go to worship, but they never get
down on their faces. #7812 shachah means to get
your face on the ground.
8 Yahweh, rise. Inhabit your resting [place, at] the ark
[through which you display]

Psalms 131

El {Power},
forever.

987

132:10 [Fulfill] your [promises to] your servant (David
{Love}). Never turn away the face[s] of your anointed [people].

YAH's Promise To Send David's Son
The Messiah
11 ___, yahweh swore his rock-solid,
irrevocable [oath] to David {Love},
“From the fruit of your body I come to
establish [a man] upon your throne.
Childless Hezekiah is asking YAH to give him a son.
12

If your children keep my covenant and
my instruction that I teach them, their
children will also sit upon your throne
for evermore.”
Yahshua did guard YHVH's instruction. So he rules
permanently over David's kingdom, in power far
beyond anything David ever dreamed.
13 For Yahweh chooses [Mount] Zion, ___. He picks
it as his home.
The Hebrew and Christian scriptures are the light
for the entire world, more important than the sun
and the moon. No land but Israel has ever produced a body of literature comparable to the
Torah. No Babylonian, Greek, Roman, Hindu nor
Buddhist sacred writings come anywhere close to
the factual, artistic and spiritual power of the original texts of the Bible. This fact is generally recognized by authorities on textual analysis.
14 [YAH decrees,]
“[Jerusalem] is my hand-picked global seat [of-authority] for
[all earth's] ages.
15

I abundantly bless the [food] supplies [of
the City-of-Peace]. I satisfy her poor [people]
with bread.

16
I clothe the priests [of the City-Of-Peace] with salvation.
Her kind-ones come to screech shouts [of ecstasy].
17
[In the City-of-Peace] I sprout the power-horn of David
{Love}. I set-up [Jerusalem as] a lamp [to lead] my anointed [people].
18

I clothe [true Israel's] enemies with shame.
[My] crown [eternally] shines from [the head]
of [the Messiah].
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Psalms 133

vants of Yahweh, Celebrate Him!

[Right

now!]

David's Song Encourages Brotherhood & Unity

*[A song of ascents. By David:] Wow,
___! How beautiful and awesome [life is] when brothers dwell
together in unity!
1

‘Songs of ascents’ probably means a song to sing
while parading uphill to a temple feast.

is like priceless ointment that
runs down your head onto your beard,
[like sacred oil ran down ancient] Aaron's beard
and onto the collar of his robes [when
Moses anointed him High Priest]! 3 [Unity gives life like] the
2 [Unity]

dew [falling on steep, snowy Mount] Hermon, like the dew [YAH]
sends down the [shining] mountains of Zion, [from]
where Yahweh bestows the blessing of everlasting
life [on us earthlings].

Psalms 134
Praise W/ Radical, High Energy
(Praisercise)
1 Look, ___! Kneel [and pray to] Yahweh,
all you servants of Yahweh. [In this dark and
scary world,] you're night-watchmen in the
house of Yahweh. 2 [Stop thinking about what
other people think about you, ___. Get bold!] Lift up
your hands, sacred-ones! [Get your body into
praise and prayer!] Drop to your knees [before]
Yahweh.
OK, guys. When you go to a worship service, stop
being so timid and proud. Lift your hands in the
air! Drop to your knees! It's a commandment!
Change your bodily position, not just once, but
again and again. Praisercise is great for your
health. And it's essential to your spiritual life. You'd
[sinfully] raise your hand to worship a judge in
secular court. Exercise or die!

on [YAH's] “holy-mountain",
___! Kneel [and praise] Yahweh, the Maker
of heaven and earth!
3 [Stand up tall]

Psalms 135
Solomon Commands You To Wildly
Praise YAH
1 You, ___! Rave [for] Yahweh! You!
Shout the Name of Yahweh! You serThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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For context see 2Ch 7. Halal = crazy, wild, foolish
clamor, not merely ‘praise’.
2

You, ___,

[don't just]

stand there

[like

in
the house of Yahweh. In the courts of
our Elohim's temple, [lift up your hands]! 3
___, rave [about] Yahweh. Yahweh is
awesome! Strike [guitar strings while you sing &
dance] to [spread] his Name-Fame. [Praisercise] is fun! 4 [Celebrate how] Yahweh chooses [our wacky
frozen-chosen with your hands pegged to your side]

family of]

Jacob for himself. Israel is his own

[special]

treasure. 5 [ ___, use your whole range of motion to]

acknowledge that Yahweh is great. Our
Adonim {Ultimate-Sovereign}[towers] above
all elohim. [So raise the roof!]
Adonim is the emphatic form of Adonai.

Yahweh does whatever he pleases in
heaven, on earth, in the seas, and all
their expanses, ___. [So show similar freedom
in the way you praise him.] 7 [YAH] causes vapors
to ascend from the ends of the earth,
___. He makes lightning [flash in] the
rain. He brings the wind out of his treasuries. [Shiny thunder is what our praise should re6

semble.]

YAH Strikes Down The Enemies Of
His Children
8 [YAH] strikes the firstborn of Egypt,
both man and beast.
So you strike musical instruments.

sends signs and wonders into the
midst of you, [wicked] Egypt: [plagues] on
Pharaoh, and on all his servants.
9 [YAH]

So we should make people's mouths drop open at
the wild, clear enthusiasm of our praise.

strikes great nations,
___. [He] slaughters mighty kings. 11 [YAH
destroyed] Sihon king of the Amorite
{Mountaineers}, and [fat giant] Og, king of
Bashan {Fruitful}, and all the kingdoms
of Canaan {LowLand}. 12 [YAH] gives the
[pagans'] lands [to us believers] as an inheritance, ___, a heritage for his people
who will rule [universes] with him.
Psalms 135:10 [YAH]

Israel = those “who will rule with El”, not necessarily any one geographic, national or genetic group.

Your name, Yahweh, endures for
ever. Your memory, Yahweh, [extends ]
throughout all generations. 14 Yahweh
13
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judges his people. But he holds himself
back [from destroying] his servants, ___.
Idols Are Idle Nothings
15 The idols of the beast-nations are
[mere] silver and gold, the work of men's
hands, ___. 16 [Idols] have mouths. But
they say nothing. They have eyes. But
they see nothing. 17 [Idols] have ears;
but they hear nothing, ___. No [spirit]
breath inhabits their mouths.
This applies to human idols, politicians, celebrities,
stars.

are [deaf, dumb,
blind and spirit-less] like their [creations].
[Equally dumb are] all the [dummies] who
trust in [idols], ___.
18

*All

[idol]-makers

This applies to all media idols, the developers of
worldly shows and games, and all the people who
stare at those screens.

Who & Where You Are, Kneel To
Adore YHVH

19 Kneel [and adore] Yahweh, family of Israel. Kneel
[and adore] Yahweh, family of Aaron.
i.e. brotherhood of priests.
Psalms 135:20 Kneel [to] Yahweh, house of Levi
{Uniter}. You, ___, who fear Yahweh, adore Yah-

___, conspicuously kneel [and
adore] Yahweh. [Shout from the top of shiny Mount]
Zion. [Honor YAH, the Universal Sovereign] who
dwells in the City-of-Peace. HalleluYAH!
weh. 21

lit: Zion, jerusalem. HalleluYAH = rave, shout, celebrate the name of YAH.

Psalms 136
Solomon Commands You To Wave
Your Hands High
1 ___, throw your hands [in the air to acclaim] Yahweh! He's superb! His mercy
[lasts] forever.
For context see 2Chr 7. "Yadad" means throw your
hands in the air, not merely 'give thanks'. What
lasts forever is: #2617 checed: [bending the neck
down to show] loving-kindness; piety: beauty, favor, good deeds, mercy, pity. YAH is: #2896 tob:
good, beautiful, best, better, bountiful, cheerful,
fair, fine, glad, gracious, joyful, kind, loving, merry, pleasant, precious, sweet, wealth-endowing.

___, throw your hands [in the air to thank
the Elohim {Authority}[above all] gods.
His kindness [stretches past] forever! 3
Throw your hands [in the air to thank YAH,] the
2

YAH,]
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Adonai {Sovereign}[above all chief] lords! His
love [goes on] forever!
Hebrew: Adonim of the Adonim (ultimate chief of
all sovereigns).

___, throw your hands [in the air to thank
He alone does great wonders! His
goodness [goes on] forever.
4

YAH].

Everything anyone does, they do by the power of
YAH.

YAH Makes Everything Exist
5 [ ___, acclaim YAH] whose intelligence creates the [3] heavens. His mercy endures
forever. 6 [ ___, applaud YAH] who stretches
out the earth to crown the [sea] waters.
His graciousness outstretches eternity.
or: stretches the earth over dark matter

who made [the universe's]
great lights, ___. [YAH's] mercy [shines]
forever! 8 [ ___, cheer for YAH who creates] the
sun to rule [our solar system] by day. His
kindness [lasts] forever! 9 [YAH makes] the
moon and stars to rule by night. His
mercy [stretches past] eternity!
Solomon Recounts The Miracles Of
The Exodus
7 [Cheer for YAH]

Psalms 136:10
t's firstborn.

[ ___, thank YAH]

[YAH's]

who struck

[down]

Egyp-

mercy endures forever. 11 [YAH]

brings Israel out from among the [pagans].
His good [deeds go on] forever! 12 With [His]
strong hand, with [His] outstretched
arm, [YAH] saves [us] forever, ___! 13
[YAH] divides the Red Sea in two, ___.
He stoops [down to save us] forever! 14 [YAH]
lets Israel escape through the middle of
the [sea floor]. His kindness [overflows,]
boundless, ___! 15 [YAH] overthrows
Pharaoh and his massive-forces in the
Red Sea, because [YAH’s] compassion [for
his people] lasts forever. 16 [YAH] leads his
people through the wilderness. For his
mercy [springs] eternal, ___. 17 [YAH]
strikes [the] great sovereigns [who fight us
Hebrews], ___. [YAH's] grace [outlasts]
eternity. 18 [YAH] slaughters famous
kings [for us believers, ___]. His mercy [rolls on]
forever. 19 [YAH killed evil] Sihon {Tornado},
king of the Amorite {Mountaineers}. [YAH's]
compassion [for us] never dies, ___.
Psalms 136:20 [YAH annihilated fat giant] Og, the
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king of Bashan {Fruitful}.
[YAH's] pity [for us] never dies, ___. 21 [YAH]
gives the [perverts'] land as an inheritance
[to us saints, ___]. [YAH’s] kindness outlives
[the universe].
El Gives Us Everything We Need, So
Praise Him
22 El {Power}[gives the earth as] a heritage to
his servants who will rule with him. His
[love lasts] forever, ___.

990

Yahweh, remember those [red, hairy]
brats of Edom. [Punish them for] the day [they
attacked] Jerusalem, screaming, “Rase [the
City-Of-Peace]! Tear it down! [Strip it] to its
foundation [stones]!” 8 Daughter of Babylon, [YAH] advances to ruin you! [Your destroyers come to] spin [with delight] when they
[smash] you like you've [smashed] us [Hebrews]!

[child-sacrificing]

7

Israel = those who will rule with El, not any one
genetic group.

This supernatural destruction is the future fate of
all the United Nations member-states, which are in
fact great-great-grandaughter states spawned by
the ancient Mother whore: Babylon.

remembers us [believers even] at our
lowest [beaten-down] state, ___. He bends
[past] eternity [to help us]. 24 [YAH keeps smashing
our chains,] breaking us away from our enemy-captors. He stoops down to permanently [rescue us], ___.
23 [YAH]

lit. adversaries.

gives food to all flesh-creatures.
His favor [flows] forever. 26 ___, throw
your hands [in the air to thank] the El {Power}
of heaven. His mercy [lasts] beyond
time's vanishing-point.
25 [YAH]

come to laugh for
joy when they grab and smash your little [Babylonian] babies against rocks.
9 [Medo-Persian destroyers]

This is a prediction. See Isaiah 13:16-18. Ignorant
people unfairly accuse David of blessing babykillers. No psalmist advocates infanticide by this or
any other verse. The writers of the Message, the
NASB and the CJB need their heads examined for
perpetuating that accusation. The word often MIStranslated 'blessed' or 'reward' is: #835 'esher eh'sher from #833: happiness.

Psalms 138

Psalms 137
Babylonian Exiles Lament
Jerusalem's Demise

1 ___, we [Israelite slaves] sit down by the rivers of
Babylon. We weep [our eyes out], remembering the
mountain [above our beloved, destroyed City Of Peace].
Anonymous psalm, perhaps by good king Hezekiah.

We [Hebrew captives] hang up our harps on
the willow [trees] by the [Babylonian] river,
___. 3 [We refuse to sing. So our] slave-masters
[taunt us]. They demand that we sing
them songs as they drag us away [from
our homeland]! The [drunk, rapist] soldiers who
waste us ridicule us. They mock, “Cheer
us up, [slaves]! Sing us one of your Zionist ditties!” 4 How can we sing Yahweh's
song [as prisoners] in a pagan land, ___? 5
2

If I forget you, City Of Peace, let my right hand forget her training [in music]. 6 If I fail to remember you,
[holy city of peace,] let my tongue glue [itself] to the roof of
my mouth. [I'd rather die] than fail to exalt [you,] City Of
Peace. [You're] above my greatest joy.

YAH Will Smash The Babylon-System Forever
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Throw Your Hands In The Air To
Thank YAH!

*[Yahweh], I throw [my hands in the air
to thank] you with my whole
heart! Right in the face of [every
1

I
rave-

judge, lawmaker, king or power in the universe,]

thwack [guitar strings while I shout]
songs about you.

Halal = make a fool of yourself when you praise.
That's a divine command, not a suggestion.

I keep prostrating [my body] toward your
holy temple. I throw my hands [high to glorify] your name-fame. [I honor] your loving-kindness, your truth, your overwhelming command-authority. 3 [Every]
day I cry to you, [YAH]. [You] answer me.
[You] embolden my life-breath [with an infusion of your] power. 4 Yahweh, [I look forward to
the day when] all the kings of the earth
throw their hands [in the air to praise] you.
They [finally] come to listen [to] the words
of your mouth. 5 *Yes, ___. [All kings]
2

eventually stroll
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Yahweh's direction. [They
Yahweh's grandiose splen-

praise to]
extol]

dor. 6 Yahweh

high, ___. He
eyes arrogant [beings] from far away. Yet
he respects [us] lowly [penitents]. 7 [YAH,] I
walk in the middle of [a] vice-grip [every
day]. Yet you revive me. You stretch
forth your hand [to extinguish] fire-rage
from my haters. Your power-hand [lifts
me up out of danger and sets me] high-and-dry. 8
[towers]

* ___, yahweh continually perfectly [achieves] the purpose[s] for
[which he made] me [and you]. Yahweh,
your mercy endures for ever.
[You] never forsake [us repentant believers. We're] the works of your own
hands.

Psalms 139
YAH Knows You Better Than You
Know Yourself
1 Yahweh, you search me [for buried treasure].
You know [everything about] me.
A song King David prepared for the temple Music
Director. See Psalm 139 song.

You see me sit. You see me rise. You
read my mind from [heaven]. 3 You envelop my path. [You shield] my [bed when I] lie
down. You know all my life-roads. 4
Yahweh, [I] see that you completely
know every word on my tongue [before I
say it]! 5 You [guard] in front of me and behind me [all around]. You hold me in your
[protective] power.
YAH Is Everywhere At Once
2

*Understanding [your] wonderworking [genius] lies beyond me.
My [mind] can't reach [that high]. 7
6

Where could I go to [escape] your Spirit?
Where could [anyone] flee to [evade] your
face? 8 If I ascend up into heaven,
you're there. If I make my bed in Sheol
{The-Grave}, look, you're there.
The grave [aka hell] is not Satan's domain. Everything everywhere is the domain of YHVH.
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If I ride the wings of the morning to
dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea,
[you're there]. Psalms 139:10 Your hand leads
me [every] where. Your power-fist holds
me [tight].
Nothing Hides From YAH. Nothing
Scares Him
11 Sometimes [in desperation] I [cry], “I know
the [world's] darkness descends to smother me.” But [you, YAH, make] even the [darkest] night into a forcefield of light [surrounding] me. 12 Yes, the blackness can't
hide [anything] from you, [YAH]. [To your eyes],
night shines like day. Darkness and
light shine equally transparent to you.
Your Body Is Made By A Being Of
Scary Power
9

*You [architected and]
erected my inner [physical
and mental] systems, [YAH].
You knit me together in
my mother's womb! 14 *I
13

throw my hands [in the air to thank]
you for so awesomely making
me! Everything you do [radiates,]
marvelous! Knowing [about you]
takes my breath [away]. 15 *[My body
begins as disconnected atoms,] hidden
from [everyone] but you in the secret depths of the earth. Then
you intricately weave together
the [mineral] substances that [my
mother eats to frame my tiny skeleton] .
David correctly notes that human bodies are made
from elements in the earth's crust.

*Your eyes watch over my
forming embryo. Before I grow
one body part, you write my
entire [physical, mental, spiritual] architectural-plans in your [DNA]
book. Then [you] shape my lifetime.
16

YAH's Insights Dwarf All Human
Science
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El {Strength}, your thoughts are priceless to me! [Your words] sum into an infinite [5D panorama of awareness]. 18 I [can't]
count [your insights]. They [tower,] more numerous than sand-grains. [I fall asleep counting your wonders.] I awake to find you
adding more [miracles to your infinite stack of marvels]!
YAH Will Kill All Blood-Thirsty Men
& Women
19 Eloah, I know you'll slay [all] wicked
[beings]. Men of blood[shed], get away
from me! Psalms 139:20 [YAH, bloodthirsty men]
decree evil-schemes [against you]. Your
enemies raise [a world-destroying tornado of]
destruction.
17

"Name" doesn't appear in this verse.

Reject Everyone Who Rejects YAH's
Words
21 I spurn everyone who hates you,
Yahweh. I cut off [the people who] rise up [in
rebellion against you]. 22 With absolute aversion, I reject [your enemies, YAH]. I count
them my enemies.
Allow YAH To Laser-Clean Your Inner Being
23 ELohim, penetrate [my soul with your laservision]. Diagnose my heart. Test me [in
your refiner's fire]. Expose my thoughts. 24
Expose any idolatrous habits in me,
[YAH]. Lead me up the road to forever.

Psalms 140

A song which king David prepared for the Music Director at Jerusalem's tent sanctuary to arrange and
perform at sacred festivals.

scheme disastrous-plans in
their [black] hearts. They never stop
amassing for war.
2 [My enemies]

King David, far from being a warmonger, was an
anti-war activist, constantly hounded by his people
and their leaders to fight wars.

keep their tongues sharpened like serpents' [fangs]. The poison of
vipers [drips from militarists'] lips. Selah {DraThe Cinematic Bible 1.0

matic-Break}. 4

Yahweh, [please] keep me
from the hands of wicked [beings]. Protect me from violent men. They constantly conspire to trip my feet. 5
Arrogant [brutes] hide snare[s][to slay] me.
They spread rope-net[s] by the roadside. They set traps to [catch] me. Selah
{Dramatic-Break}. 6 I pray to Yahweh,
“You are my Elohim: hear my crying
voice, Yahweh. 7 Oh Yahweh Adonai,
my strong savior, [thank you] for [always]
shielding my head in the hot [day] of
battle. 8 Yahweh, [please] don't grant the
desires of wicked [beings]. Never advance
their evil schemes. Stop their [plans] to
tower over [the earth]. Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 9 Enemy alpha-dogs surround
me on every side. Bury them in the
miserable [death which] their own lips [propose for me]. Psalms 140:10 Rain burning
coals on [my enemies]. Cast them into the
fire, into deep pits, [from which] they'll
never rise up again. 11 Don't let any
slanderer establish [his dominion] on the
earth. [Send] evil [to] hunt and overthrow
[every] violent man. 12 ___, I know that
Yahweh [always] maintains the cause of
beaten-down [people]. [YAH upholds] the
right[s] of [righteous] poor [people]. 13 [YAH, we]
right-walkers throw our hands [in the air to] thank your
name-authority. Upright [beings eternally] dwell in [the light
of] your face.

Psalms 141

David Begs YAH To Rescue Him
From Evil People
1 Yahweh, [please] rescue me from evil
men. Protect me from violent humans.

3 [Warmongers]

992

David Begs YHVH For Help Against
Bad Bigwigs
1 Yahweh, I keep crying to you. Rush to
me. Bend your ear to my voice. I'm
crying to you! 2 [Allow] my prayer to rise
to your face like incense. [Accept] my uplifted palms like [priests accept my] evening
[meal] donations.
Minchah = food allotment, not "sacrifice".

*Yahweh, set a watch over
my mouth. Guard the door of
my lips. 4 Stop my heart from sliding
3

toward any evil action. [Keep me] from effecting wicked exploits. [My fellow] men
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commit vain [offenses]. Hold me back
from eating their [treacherous] delicacies. 5
Allow righteous [people] to hammer me
with compassionate correction, like oil
[smooths and conditions] my hair. Let my head
never reject [counsel nor] prayer [to get me
through life's] calamities. 6 [Send your] hand [to] fling

the establishment [villains] down from rocky crags, so
[the common people can] hear [your] sweet life-plans. 7

Scatter [bad bigwigs'] bones at the mouth
of Sheol {The-Grave}, like a [woodchopper]
cuts and cracks wood on the earth. 8
My eyes [focus] on you, Yahweh Adonai. I
run-for-refuge in you. Don't pour out
my life. 9 Keep me out [of] the snares
[which your enemies] keep laying for me, the
traps [set by] the workers of evil. Psalms
141:10 Let [all] criminals fall into their
own noose-nets, while I escape [to safety].

Psalms 142
David Sings As He Hides In A Cave
(1Sa 22)
1 ___, I cry loud [prayers] to Yahweh. [I]
thunder to Yahweh when I pray. 2 I
pour out my complaint to [YAH's] face. I
show him all my troubles: 3 “[YAH,] my
spirit drowns [in despair]. But you see my
path. [Betrayers] secretly lay snares for
me. Yet [you light] the road I walk. 4 *I

look to my right hand [side]. I
see [that] no man acknowledges
me. [All] my refuge[s] fail me. No
man cares if I breathe [another
breath].
Abandonment is the frequent life-experience of
true disciples. If you've never been left high and
dry for doing good, you haven't lived long as a true
disciple of Christ.

I cry to you, Yahweh. [I wail], ‘You're
my [only] refuge, my only asset in the
land of the living. 6 Prick up your ears,
[Yahweh]! [Hear] my cry. My persecutors
keep draining [my lifeblood]! Rescue me
from [earth's thugs]. They're stronger than
me! 7 Bring my soul out of prison. [Give]
me [a reason to] throw my hands [in the air to
5
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your name. [Send] righteous [partners
completely surround me. Help!”

praise]
to]

Psalms 143
David Begs YAH To Protect His Life
From Evil
1 Hear my prayer, Yahweh. Give [your]
ear to my pleas. Show your stability
and moral-integrity by the way you answer my [prayers]. 2 *Please don't

enter a verdict against [me]. [I'm]
your servant. You see the flaws
in every man who ever lived. 3
*The enemy chases [down] my
life-breath. He strikes my life
down to the ground. He makes
me [rot] in darkness, like a [corpse]
long dead. 4 So my spirit drowns
within me. My heart [hangs] desolate in
my [chest]. 5 I commemorate [Israel's] ancient

times. I publicize all your [supernatural] feats. I'm always talking [and thinking] about the work of your

*I stretch up my palms to
you, [YAH]. My soul thirsts for
you, like [a deer chases water in] a dry
land. Selah {Dramatic-Break}. 7 Oh
hands. 6

Yahweh, rush to hear my [prayer]! My
spirit fails. Don't hide your face from
me. Don't [reduce] me to [prey] falling into
a pit-trap. 8 Let me hear your kind [encouragement every] morning. I run-for-refuge
in you. Let me know the way I should
walk. I lift up my life-breath to you. 9
Yahweh, [please] rescue me from my enemies. I flee to you! Hide me. Psalms
143:10 Teach me to do your will. You're
my Elohim. Your spirit is [the source of all]
good. Lead me onto the level earth. 11
revive me, Yahweh, to [protect] your name. In
your righteousness, bring my life out of [this] vice[Please]

And in your mercy, cut off my
enemies. Destroy everyone who
squeezes [out] my life-breath. I'm your
servant.
grip. 12

Psalms 144
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Kneel To YHVH Who Alone Rescues
Kings
1 ___, kneel [and adore] Yahweh my rock.
[YAH] teaches my hands to [make praise]
war. [He trains] my fingers to fight [spiritual
battles].
Wave your hands in the air in wild, foolish praise.
This fights off demons. Thwack guitar strings in
praise. Despite pervasive warmongering historical
revisionism perpetuated by bad bible translations,
praise-war music is the usual method by which the
great Biblical heroes vanquished armies. This is not
a military verse.

my goodness, my fortress, my
high tower, my deliverer, my shield,
___. [YAH is] the [only] one to whom I runfor-refuge. He subdues people-groups
under me. 3 *Yahweh, what is
2 [YAH is]

man? Why would you take notice of [us worms]?! Why would you
even think about any of Adam's
brats?’ 4 *Man [lives and dies] like an
air-puff. His days [flit] like a vanishing shadow. 5 Part your heavens,
Yahweh. Rush down. Touch the [proud]
mountains, and they'll smoke. 6 Hurl
out lightning. Scatter [all arrogant highbrows].
Shoot out your arrows. [Throw humanity's pigs
into] confusion. 7 Reach [down] your hand
from above. Open [the monster's maw].
Snatch me out of the overwhelming
flood of fists the hebrew-haters [rain on
me]. 8 [The] mouth[s] of [lawless twirps] blurt
tornadoes [of emptiness]. Their powerhand[s][always choose to use their powers to advance]
falsehood. 9 *[If you let me live,] I'll

keep walking [the earth singing] new
songs to you, Elohim. l'll keep
thwacking [every instrument from] a [simple] lyre to a 10 stringed [virtuoso
guitar] to [praise] you. Psalms 144:10 Only
rescue kings. [Only you] snatch
your servant, David {Love}, from
the stabbing sword. 11 Grab me, [YAH]!
Rescue me from the grip of alien [scum].
Their mouth[s] blast hurricanes [of lies].
They [raise] their right hands to [swear]
false [oaths].
[you, YAH,]
[me,]
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The false oath is the basis for modern economic
survival. Do you have any idea what you've signed
under penalty of perjury? No, you just sign whatever paper your benefactors shove in front of your
face.

*Plant our sons so they grow
in youthful [strength]. [Establish] our
daughters like corner-stones,
polished [clean] like palace [walls].
12

Fill our barns with all kinds of food-stocks. Make our sheep birth thousands,
then tens of thousands [of offspring]. Fill
our streets [with food]. 14 Make our oxen
strong for work. Don't let [any attacker]
break into [our walls, nor] drag away [our people]. [Take away all cause for] protest in our
streets. 15 [We believers want to be your] blessed
[nation]. The people who [make] Yahweh
their Elohim are the only happy people
[on earth], ___.
13

Psalms 145
Kneel To YHVH's Eternal Authority
1 I'll never stop exalting you

[Yahweh],

my Elohim, O

I'll
kneel to you every day [of my life]. As long
as [you let] me live, I'll go wild [praising]
your name-authority.
king. I kneel to your everlasting authority. 2

halal = crazy yet clear praise.

Yahweh is great, ___! Go bonkers [in
yelling [praise to him]! His greatness is
unsearchable.
3

public]

halal = crazy praise
4 [Yahweh], each generation blares [the legends of] your
deeds. [All wise people] declare your mighty acts to the

[generation]. 5 I'll [never stop] telling [everyone]
about the glorious honor of your
majesty, about your wondrous feats. 6

next

News of the might of your terrifying acts [circles the
globe]. I [can't stop] declaring your greatness. 7

gush tales memorializing your
great goodness. [We] sing [odes] about
your righteousness. 8 ___, yahweh
stoops down [from heaven] to hug us. His
amazing mercy puts a long-fuse on his
fire-breathing fury. 9 Yahweh is good to
everyone, ___. His tender mercies rest
over all his creations. Psalms 145:10 Yah[Humans]

weh, every [creature] you've made lifts paws [to praise]
you. [We,] your kind-ones, kneel to you. 11 [Every being]
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will

[eventually]

boast of the glory of your kingdom.

They'll rave about your power. 12 [ ___, our job is]

to let

Adam's brats know about
[YAH's] mighty acts. [We must proclaim the] glorious majesty of [YAH's] kingdom. 13 [YAH,]
your kingdom is [the only] everlasting dominion. Your reign endures throughout
all generations. 14 Yahweh upholds everyone who falls, ___. [He] raises up all
people who [crouch,] bowed down [by suffering]. 15 [Yahweh], everyone's eyes look [up
with hope to] you. You give every [living being]
their food right when [they need it].
[all]

YAH gives food. The world gives chemical-laden
nutrition-less junk that resembles food.

You open your hand to satisfy the
desire[s] of every living thing. 17 *Yah16

weh is righteous in all his
ways, ___. His every act is
perfectly sacred. 18 Yahweh stays
close to everyone who calls upon him,
[near] to all [us beings] who cry to him in
truth, ___.

The Creator stays near to people who live in truth,
as opposed to fakes who live in religious shamshows.

YAH fulfills the [true inner heart] desire[s]
of all [beings] who fear him, ___. He
hears [every penitent's] cry. He frees [us believers]. Psalms 145:20 *Yahweh
19

preserves [and protects] everyone
who loves Him, ___. But [He]
destroys all wicked [beings].
Universal salvation is a lie.

My mouth will [forever] trumpet acclaim
to Yahweh. All you meat-creatures,
kneel to his sacred Name-Authority, for
[all] ages into eternity.
21

Psalms 146
Rave Your Praise Like A Madman

*HalleluYAH! [Roar bright loud shouts of
public praise to] Yahweh, meat-creature ___!
1

#1984 HALAL : to be CLEAR, to shine; make a
show, boast; be (clamorously) foolish; rave madly;
celebrate; commend, glory, give (light), praise,
rage, [spread] renown. Scientology uses mind-con-
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trol to bring falsely-called “CLARITY” to people. We
Hebrews praise YHVH to get truly CLEAR so we can
bring real CLARITY to the world.

While I live, I'll [brightly shout loud, embarrasspraise to Yahweh. While I have
any being, I'll thwack [guitar strings, singing
praise] to my Elohim.
Worldly Rulers Are Madmen Who
Can't Save You
2

ing public]

* ___, never put your trust in
[the largesse of] rulers. No descendant of Adam can help [you]! 4
*[Your human hero's] breath runs out,
___. He returns to [the] soil.
That very day, his [big benefit]
schemes perish.
3

Your favorite politicians all die, leaving debt in their
wake.

The Creator Will Save You If You
Serve Him
5 [ ___, you'll only get] blessed [if you] have the
Elohim of Jacob helping [you. So put your]
hope in Yahweh [your] Elohim, [not in politics]. 6 *[YAH] made heaven and

earth [and] the sea and everything in them, ___. [YAH] stays
stable forever. 7 YAH executes justice for oppressed [people]. YAH gives
food to hungry [saints]. Yahweh unties
the [world's] prisoners, ___.
YAH wants you to help get millions of poor young
brown-skinned men out of prison, because smoking pot, however unwise it may be, is not a crime.

Yahweh opens the eyes of blind [beings].
bows [us Hebrews] down. But Yahweh lifts [people], ___. Yahweh loves
[saints who stay on the] correct path. 9 Yahweh
preserves [not just Hebrews but] strangers [&
foreigners]. He relieves fatherless [orphans]
and widow[s]. But He turns the lifepath[s] of wicked [lawbreakers] upside
down, ___. Psalms 146:10 [Shining mount] Zion,
8

[The world]

Yahweh your Elohim reigns forever over all generations. [Shout] HalleluYAH!

Psalms 147
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*[ ___, make a sacred scene! Shout] HalleluYAH. It's awesome to strike
[guitar] strings to [praise] our Elohim! It's a delight! [Spontaneous exuberant public outbursts of] praise are
beautiful!
1

8416 thillah teh-hil-law' = laudation (shocking, attention-getting, wild, foolish praise
improvisations). HalleluYAH is a verb, a command
to engage daily in sustained, extreme praise sessions in public.

*Yahweh keeps building up
[His] City-Of-Peace. He's gathering together [his] outcasts who
will rule with Him, ___. 3 *YAH
heals broken-hearted [people, ___].
[He] binds up their wounds. 4
*YAH decides how many stars
2

[to create. He births them with his voice. He]

calls them all by the names [he
gives them], ___. 5 *[Yahweh] our
Adonai is great! His power is
vast, ___! His understanding
spans infinity. 6 Yahweh lifts up
meek [beings]. He casts violators down to
the ground, ___. 7 *[ ___, sing as your]

eyes [look up] to Yahweh. Throw
your hands in the air [to thank him].
Thwack on a harp for our Elohim!
YAH Runs Every System Science
Can Analyze
8 [YAH] covers the sky with clouds, ___.
He provides rain for the earth. He
makes grass grow on [rocky] mountains.
9 YAH gives [every] beast his food. [YAH
nourishes] crying raven-chicks.
The Creator Delights In Humble
People
Psalms 147:10 YAH never bends [down to gawk
at] the strength of any horse, ___. He
takes no pleasure in the legs of any
man.
Yah towers infinitely higher over us that we tower
over worms.
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Yahweh takes pleasure in all [beings]
who fear him, in [people] who hope for his
mercy. 12 Blare [praise to] Yahweh, people
of peace! [From earth's] shining [mountaintops],
go wild [praising] your Elohim, ___.
11

shabach = loudness. halal = crazy-praise.
Jerusalem = (populace/city) founded on peace.
Zion = conspicuous shining mountain.

For YAH keeps strengthening the
bars of your gates, ___. He keeps
blessing your children within your [zone of
peace]. 14 [YAH] makes peace within your
borders. He fills you with the finest
grain-foods, ___. 15 [YAH] sends forth
his commandment[s] upon earth. His
word sprints faster [than a leopard, ___].
YAH Manages All Global Water-Systems
16 [YAH] gives snow like wool, ___. He
scatters frost like ashes. 17 [YAH] hurls
down hail like bread-crumbs, ___. Who
can stand before his icy [blast]? 18 [YAH]
sends out his command. [It] melts
[glaciers]. [YAH] makes his winds blow. He
[makes all] waters flow, ___. 19 [YAH] reveals
13

his word to Jacob's [spiritual descendants]. El
vides] his [wise] laws and verdicts to help
who will rule with him, ___.
Israel = people who will rule with El.

{Power} [pro[us]

people

has never dealt so [genwith any nation [but us Hebrews]. The
[pagans] have never known [YAH's] rulings.
___, go nuts praising YAH!
Psalms 147:20 [YAH]
erously]

HalleluYAH!

Psalms 148
The Universe & Beyond Praise YAH
___, go hysterical praising YAH! [HalleluYAH!] Heavens [explode in celebration] of
YAH. Cheer [for YAH] from [earth's mountain]
tops!
1

Halal = crazy but clear praise.

All [YAH's] angels — all his heavenly
masses [of deputies] — go wild [dancing from
2

universe to universe across time and space in YAH's service]. 3 [The]

sun and moon shine [in] tribAll the stars of light [flash to
reflect his glory]. 4 ___, the heavens [above]
outer-space [venerate YAH]. The waters of
ute to
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our sky [flow to glorify him]. 5 [Galaxies] acclaim
the name of Yahweh. For he speaks,
and they come to exist. 6 By [his] neverdying decree, [YAH] stabilizes the [heavens]
for ages and ages, ___. 7 Wild-raves [flow to]
Yahweh from the earth, from sea ‘monsters’ [deep in]

Fire, and hail; snow
and vapor; stormy wind fulfill [YAH's]
word, ___. 9 Mountains, and every hill; fruitful
watery-depths, ___. 8

trees, and all cedars [sing to honor YAH]. Psalms 148:10
Beasts and all cattle; creeping [reptiles] and flying
[show YAH's glory], ___. 11 Kings of the
earth, and all people; princes, and all
judges of the earth, [bow to YAH]. 12 Young
men and maidens, old men and children, [throw daily praise parties honoring YAH]. 13
[Everyone,] go nuts [praising] the name of
Yahweh. For his Name is uniquely,
[supremely] excellent. His glory [soars]
above the earth and heaven, ___. 14
[YAH] lifts up the power-horn of his people. [He eventually] brings adoration [to] all
his compassionate-ones, the [spiritual]
‘sons of Israel,’ [the] populace near his
[heart]. ___, go crazy praising YAH! [Hal-

birds

leluYAH!]

Halal = wild, mad, foolish-looking praise that clearly shines. Proper praise is exciting and provocative,
yet coherent and law-abiding.

Psalms 149
Dance, Jump, Screech, Go Nuts
Praising Yah
1 HalleluYAH, ___! [Raise the roof!] Sing
new song[s] to Yahweh. [Shout] his crazywild [praise] amidst a flash-mob of [other]
kind-hearted-people.
The modern “flash mob” is one of the most accurate
depictions of what the Bible means by the word:
praise = #1984 halal:
be clear; shine; make a show, boast; be (clamorously) foolish; rave; celebrate; exhaust yourself
in absurd motion, commend, glory, give (light), go
mad, rage, spread fame.
The ideal flash mob is brisk, time-sensitive, energetic, participative, organized, coordinated, communal, clear, lawful, exuberant, eye-catching,
head-turning, loud, musical, physical, expressive,
public, spectacular, life-changing, unforgettable.
Pretty much everything a church praise service is
NOT.
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*Israel, shine-with-joy because of your Maker. Children
of Zion, spin [around in wild glee. Joyously
celebrate the reign of] your King.
2

1523 giyl = to spin round (under the influence of
violent emotion). You can't obey this command in a
pew.

* ___, go nuts [shouting YAH's]
name while you dance! Stroll
[through your town] singing to YAH as
you play tambourines and guitars.
3

Or ‘harps.’ Praise = halal = show foolish exuberance, not merely ‘praise’.

For Yahweh takes pleasure in his people, ___. He shines [through us] humble
[repenters]. He [lifts us up into cliff-top fortresses surrounded by] wide-open [plains of safety]. 5
4

*Kind-saints, jump for joy. [Bask
in heavenly] splendor. Screech for
joy [even when you go to] bed, ___.
It's not necessary to sing well to praise. YAH more
than tolerates your screeching: he commands you
to screech!

Exalt Elohim with your mouth[s]. Put
the two-edged sword [of YAH's Spirit-word] in
your hands, ___. 7 [Praise-power] executes
vengeance on the beast-nations. [Biblical
street-raves trigger spirit-forces that rain] punishments on [bad] people.
6

Praise is your weapon.

bind [pagan] kings
with chains. [When we hail Yahweh, arch-angels
lock evil] ‘nobles’ in fetters of iron, ___. 9
[By praise-power, we] execute the judgments
[Moses] wrote [to condemn] the [heathen]. All
YAH's kind-ones hold the honor [of chang8 [With songs, we believers]

ing history through engaging in public worship spectacles].

So, ___, go wild

[acclaiming]

the streets]!

YAH

[in

HalleluYAH = crazy-praise for YAH.

Psalms 150
Praise YAH With Every Kind Of Music, Esp LOUD
1 [Throw a] HalleluYAH [hullaballoo every day],
___! Embarrass yourself [by ecstatically praising] Elohim on the [earth], his [global] sanc-
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tuary. [Praise him so loud you] light up the Sacred-Sky of his power.
No need to enter a building to praise. Praise everywhere you go.
praise = #1984 halal:
be clear; shine; make a show, boast; be (clamorously) foolish; rave; celebrate; exhaust yourself
in absurd motion, commend, glory, give (light), go
mad, give in marriage, rage, spread fame.

*Wildly-acclaim Yahweh for
his mighty acts, ___. Rave [over]
him with [bright energy that] reflects
his overwhelming grandiosity. 3
*Celebrate YAH with blasting
trumpets, ___! [Dance] crazy for
him [while you] strum guitars and
harps.
2

Church is the only institution in the world that uses
seats so hard, long and inflexible that you risk lifethreatening injury to dance among them. Try dancing through rows of pews while playing a musical
instrument! Pews were designed by the evil,
praise-hating Michal-spirit, not the David-spirit.

*Go nuts [praising] YAH with
tambourines and dances, ___!
[Spread] his [fame by] playing strings
and flutes [in the streets].
4

Pews are perfectly designed to injure or kill you if
you dance as the bible commands. Church buildings are traps designed to delay you from forming
a Salvation Army band that roves the streets and
bars actually making converts. William Booth didn't
start the Salvation Army until the Methodist church
fired him from his preaching job. Ralph Carmichael
changed the world only after his father's church
and demonization kicked him out.

* ___, thunder to YAH on loud
cymbals. Light up [your city by smacking] ear-splitting percussion.
5

#6767/6750 tslatsal tsel-aw-tsal'
a clatter, i.e. (abstractly) whirring (of wings); (concretely) a cricket/locust; also a harpoon (as rattling), a cymbal or spear clanging.
#6750 tsalal tsaw-lal'
vibration; tinkles, i.e. rattle together (as the ears
in reddening with shame, or the teeth in chattering
with fear):--quiver, tingle.
Obeying the bible will get you arrested for disturbing the peace.

*Every [creature] who draws
breath, [make a fool out of yourself by pub6
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acclaiming Yahweh! HalleluYAH [is a verb]! [Let's do it!]
licly]

Proverbs 1

Study Maxims Of Wisdom
1 [The following are] Proverbs [collected and/or written by]
Solomon {Peace-Man} son of David {Love}, king of Israel. 2 [ ___, proverbs help you]

see wisdom and

instruction. [Memorize adages. Then you'll]
comprehend the words [that bring] understanding.
[grasp]

Solomon recommends not only the biblical
proverbs, but studying maxims outside of the
bible. Maxims of law are, for instance, very useful
in court cases. All solid maxims echo the bible's
wisdom.

receive the [priceless] teachings of wisdom, justice, Law
and equity. 4 [Wise men's mottos] give discretion to gullible [people. They give] a young
man awareness and long-range-planning. 5 *A wise man grows edu3 [Sages' sayings help you, ___]

cated by hearing [proverbs]. A man
of understanding [seeks and] obtains wise counsel. 6 [Savvy people
to understand axiom[s] and [their]
interpretation[s]. [Thinkers solve] maxims
work]

of Yahweh is the beginning of
knowledge, ___. Fools
despise [YAH's] wisdom
and instruction.
[that puzzle]

sages. 7 *Awe

Treasure Instruction From Your
Parents

* ___, my child, hear the instruction of your father. Never
forsake the law of your mother. 9 [Your parents’ commands] are [permanent]
8

ornament[s] of grace on your head, [more
valuable than priceless jewelry] chains around
your neck.
Avoid Binding Relationships With
Sinners
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* ___, my child, when
sinners entice you, never consent.

999

precious treasure. We'll
fill our houses with loot! 14 *—
Cast in your lot among us. Let's
all have one central-bank.”

mocking [righteousness]? You fools hate
knowledge. 23 Turn when I correct [your
course, ___]. I pour out my spirit to you. I
get you to see my logic. 24 I keep calling. Yet you [mortals] keep refusing. I
keep stretching out my hand. But no
human notices. 25 You continually throw
my counsel [away] like it's nothing. You
never want any correction from me. 26
So I laugh at your calamity. I mock
when your terror attacks [you]. 27 [I laugh]
when horror overwhelms you, [when]
destruction [descends] on you like a rushing tempest, when [the] tight-squeeze
falls [to] crush you. 28 Then [you fools] call
on me. But I answer nothing. [After the
crash, you] seek me nonstop. But you fail
to find me.” 29 For [the devils' dupes] hate
knowledge, ___. They [never] choose [to
live in] awe of Yahweh. Proverbs 1:30 [Meatheads] want none of my counsel, ___.
They despise all my correction. 31 So
[pawns] eat the [poison] fruit of their self-serving way [of life]. They [die] full of the
[rot that comes] from their [evil] schemes.

Central banking is totally forbidden throughout the
scriptures, because it brings slavery as sure as
morning brings the sun.

32

Proverbs 1:10

Never enter into any agreement with sinners. Since
everybody is a sinner, that means no agreements.
Consent is binding agreement. If you are buying
and selling in the modern world through bank-accounts and debt-based currency, you are doing so
by breaking this commandment. Your consent to
agreements with sinners is evident in the contracts
that bring you your water, power, funds and everything you purchase with those funds.
11 [Criminals hiss],

“Come with us, ___.
Let's lay in ambush for blood… let's secretly lurk [to harm] innocent [people] without cause…

As in, let's borrow-up a national debt to go and
take the wealth of weaker nations, as did the Empires of Greece, Rome, Spain, France, England and
the United States.

—Let's swallow-up [innocent people] alive
like the grave — whole, like [prey] falling
into [our] pit! 13 *—We'll score all
12

[kinds of]

* ___, my child, never walk
down [any] road with [lawbreakers].
Keep your foot off their path[s].
15

feet run to evil. [They] rush to
shed blood. 17 [Villains' traps lie hidden, hard to
spot.] You don't trap a bird while it's
watching you, ___. 18 [Oppressors] lie in
ambush for their own blood. They secretly lurk to [take] their own lives. 19
16 [Sinners']

*Everyone greedy of gain gets
robbed of his [own] life, ___.
Wisdom Is Calling For You. Are You
Listening?
Proverbs 1:20 Wisdom cries outside, ___.
She lifts up her voice in [your] streets. 21
Wisdom cries in the main traffic crossings, ___. In the city gate-entrances
she proclaims her decrees: 22 “You silly
[people]! How long will you adore foolishness? [How long will you] scorners delight in
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

This is true both metaphorically and in reference to
poisoning your food supply with chemicals.

Silly [imbeciles] backslide into their own
murders. The chumps' [complacent] ‘prosperity’ destroys them, ___.
Your house, car, insurance policies and bling aren't
wealth. They're death-traps.

But whoever listens to me [wisdom]
eventually dwells safely, ___. [My disciples] live quiet from fear of evil.”
33

Proverbs 2
Seek Wisdom. Hunt Understanding
Like Treasure
1 [My] child, receive my words. Hide my
commandments in your [heart, ___]. 2

*Bend your ear to wisdom,
___. Apply your heart to understanding. 3 * ___, cry for
knowledge! Lift up your voice.
[Call heaven] for insight. 4 ___, seek
[wisdom]
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hidden treasures. 5 Understand [how to live
in] awe of Yahweh. Find the knowledge
of Elohim. 6 Yahweh gives wisdom, ___.
YAH's mouth flows knowledge and understanding [to you]. 7 YAH lays up sound
intelligence for righteous [people]. [He's] a
shield to [people] who walk uprightly. 8
guards the courses of justice. He protects the
paths his kind-ones [walk]. 9 [ ___, live seeking (total) awareness.] Then you'll understand righteousness, and
judgment, and fairness, and every good path.
[YAH]

Wisdom Protects You Better Than
Guns
Proverbs 2:10 ___, when [deep] perception
enters your heart, discretion preserves
your [life]. 11 [ ___, when] knowledge [feels]
pleasant to your soul, understanding
guards you.
Knowing how to deal with dangerous situations
protects you better than any weapon. So it's utter
madness for the nations to bankrupt themselves to
buy weapons.

rescues you, ___, from
the path of the ruinous man who
speaks perverted [lies]. 13 [The world is full of
evil people.] They swerve off the correct
paths to tromp down the ways of darkness. 14 [Worldlings] light up [with joy] when
they wreak evil. They delight in the
perversity of [their] wicked [conspirators]. 15
[Worldlings'] paths are crooked, kinky
roads [of foul habit].
Get Smart! Stay Away From Sluts!
16 [Wisdom] rescues you, ___, from the
adulterous woman, from the strange
[slut] who flatters [men] with her words. 17
[A hussy] forsakes the companion of her
youth. She forgets the covenant of her
Elohim. 18 *[The floozy's] house slopes
12 [Mental acuity]

down to death. Her paths
to the dead.

[lead]

Whether the death comes from A.I.D.S., V.D., etc.,
real or fantasized sex with sluts always produces
death.

*No one who goes to [the slut]
comes back [spiritually-intact], ___.
[Promiscuous people] never take hold
on the paths of life.
19

If you fall into sexual sin, you must be spiritually
born again in order to gain eternal life. Sexual sin
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permanently destroys human souls. Sex literally
remakes the human neural network into a sexseeking monster-machine of addiction. The current
world-glut of pornography will produce an Armageddon-generation within your lifetime.
Proverbs 2:20 [Stay away from sluts, ___.] Walk in the way
of good men. Guard the paths of righteous [people].

Righteous People Dance On Slutmongers' Graves

*For [only] upright [people] end
up dwelling [safely] on the land,
___. Perfected [people] remain in
[life forever]. 22 But [YAH] always [eventually]
21

cuts wicked [people] off the earth. [YAH]
roots unfaithful [people] out of [existence],
___.

Proverbs 3
Obeying YAH's Commands Gives
You Life & Peace
1 ___, my child, never forget my law.
Let your heart guard my commandments [like treasure]. 2 ___, my mandates
add to you many days: [a] long life [full
of] shalom {Peace}. 3 Never let mercy
and truth leave you, ___. Bind [my commands] around your neck. Write [my laws]
on the tablet of your heart. 4 [ ___, guard my
commands.]

Then you'll find favor and true success in

* ___,
with all your heart, runfor-refuge in Yahweh.
Never lean on your own
[human] brainpower.
the sight of Elohim and man. 5

See great proverbs 3:5-6 song.

* ___, on all your life-roads,
know Yahweh [and obey his will].
Then He makes your life-path
[lead] straight [to heaven]. 7 * ___,
never get wise in your own
[conceited] eyes. Fear Yahweh.
Race away from evil. 8 [ ___, righteous6

health to your belly,
refreshment/marrow to your bones.
ness is]
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Pay YHVH Off The Top Of All You
Get

* ___, honor Yahweh with
your treasure, with the first
[‘fruits’] of all your inflows.
9

Pay YHVH off the top. That means have no personal income, because the taxman takes the first
chunk of all personal income. Instead, put all your
resources into bona-fide ministry.

*[ ___, giving to Yahweh first will]
fill your ‘barns’ with plenty.
[Generosity] makes your winepresses burst out with self-renewing ‘juice.’
Proverbs 3:10

Be Happy To Accept Scriptural Correction

* ___, my child, never despise the discipline of Yahweh.
Never grow tired of His correction. 12 *For Yahweh corrects
whoever He loves, ___, just
like any [good] father [corrects] his
child in whom he delights.
11

Wisdom, Not Wealth, Makes You
Happy

* ___, the [truly] happy [people]
are:
the man who finds wisdom,
followed by the man who gains
intelligence.
14 *The payoff from wisdom is
richer than the profit from [selling] silver, ___. Gaining [wisdom
pays better than discovering] fine gold. 15
*Wisdom is more precious than
rubies, ___. All the things you
can desire can never compare
with wisdom. 16 * ___, long
lifespan lies in Wisdom's right
hand. Wisdom's left hand holds
riches and honor.
13

Long lifespan is more important than riches and
honor.

* ___, wisdom's [narrow, bumpy]
roads are highways to delight.
17
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All wisdom's paths [end in total]
peace. 18 * ___, wisdom is a
tree of life to all who grasp
her. Everyone who retains insight gets happy.
The Universe Is Proof Of YAH's
Wisdom

* ___, yahweh founded the
earth through wisdom. [YAH] establishes the heavens through
[his] intelligence. Proverbs 3:20 * ___,
[YAH's] brilliance [creates the system by
which] the deep [oceans] break up
[into vapor particles that rise to form] clouds
[that] drop down dew [to hydrate you in
the desert].
19

Take The Straight & Narrow LifeRoad Of Wisdom
21 ___, my child, never let wisdom and
knowledge depart from your eyes. Preserve sound insight and discretion. 22
[Wisdom and knowledge] are life to your soul,
___. [They're a diamond neck-chain] gracing
your [humble] neck.
Perhaps a reference to a diamond necklace, a protective coat of mail, or to food 'going down easy',
as opposed to creating heartburn and indigestion.

you walk [down] your
life-road safely. Your foot avoids stumbling [into sin].
23 [ ___, with wisdom]

You still get beaten up for doing right. But your final outcome is secure.

Wisdom Keeps You From The Terror Of The World
24 When you lie down, ___, [wisdom keeps
you from drowning in] fear. Yes, [unlike the worried
world,] you bed down to [enjoy] sweet
sleep. 25 ___, never [feel] afraid of sudden terror, nor of coming destruction
[caused by] wicked [people].
Never fear ‘terrorists’.

*For Yahweh is your ‘muscle’,
___. He keeps your feet from
being caught [in the world's traps].
26

Always Generously Love Your
Neighbors
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___, never withhold good from anyone to whom good is due, when it's in
the power of your hand to act. 28 ___,
never say to your neighbor, “Leave.
Come back tomorrow. Then I'll give [you
what you ask]”, when you have [what your neighbor wants right there] with you. 29 ___, never
devise evil against your neighbor who
lives trustingly beside you.
Don't Fight People. Love Them,
Even The Bad
27

* ___, never argue
with a man without cause,
when he's done you no harm.
Proverbs 3:30

Including, don't argue with your parents.

YAH Destroys Evil People & Lifts
The Humble
31 ___, never envy the oppressor.
Choose none of his ways. 32 Perverse [men]
are abominations to Yahweh. YAH joins with right-

33 Yahweh [sends a] curse [to
the house of [all] wicked [beings].
But YAH blesses the dwelling[s] of just
[people, ___]. 34 [In the end, ___,] YAH always
scorns scorners, while he gives grace to
downtrodden humble [people]. 35 Wise [beings] inherit glory, ___, while fools win
shame.
eous

[beings, ___].

destroy]

Proverbs 4
Pay Attention To Good Fatherly
Guidance
1 Listen, you children, to a father's instruction! ___, pay attention. See reality. 2 I'm giving you valuable education,
___. Stop trashing my law. 3 I was my
[royal] father's boy, tender and uniquely
beloved in my [Queen] mother's eyes. [My
parents trained me, ___.] 4 [My father] taught me.
He said, “Store my maxims in your
heart. Guard my commandments. Then
[you'll] live.”
Wisdom Is The Ultimate Life-Giving
Possession
5 ___, get wisdom; get understanding.
Never forget nor slip-away from the axioms [of] my mouth. 6 Never abandon
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wisdom, ___. She preserves you. Love
her, and she keeps you [safe]. 7 Wisdom
is the pinnacle [of all human possessions]. So
get awareness, ___. [Pay] all you [have to]
gain insight. 8 Highly [prize spiritual] vision,
___. She promotes you. She brings you
to honor when you embrace her. 9 Wisdom gives your head a garland of
grace. She bestows a crown of glory
upon your [head], ___. Proverbs 4:10 Oh
my child, ___, hear and receive my
[wise] sayings. They multiply the years of
your life. 11 I teach you, ___, [to walk] in the way
of

[holistic]

perception. I lead you in right paths. 12

When you walk [astutely, sin] can't hinder
your footsteps, ___. When you run [with
integrity, you] won't stumble. 13 Grab
strong hold on [disciplined] instruction.
Never let her go. Protect her. She is
your life, ___.
Run Away From All Evil Ideas,
Plans & Habits
14 Never enter the path of wicked [people,
___]. Avoid walking on ‘roads’ [where] evil
men [tread].
Modern politics is unspeakably evil.

Avoid the [highway to Hades]. Don't go
near it, ___. Turn from it. Then rush
away.
Evil People Live, Eat, Sleep &
Breathe Evil!
16 For evil people don't sleep until
they've harmed [themselves or others]. [Demonic
power] robs them of sleep until they
cause someone's downfall. 17 *Per15

verted people gobble evil [like]
food. [Criminals] suck down violence like wine.
In your lifetime the world will become so evil you'll
put bars on your windows. You'll trust no one at
all. The glut of pornography, all by itself will destroy the world. But porn is just one of many
world-destroying forces in today's perfect storm of
evil: the Armageddon Generation.

But the path of righteous [beings] is
like a shining dawn that beams brighter
and warmer until [heaven's] day [glows] in
perfection, ___. 19 The path of wicked
[people lies shrouded in] dark [confusion, ___]. [Law18
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stay ignorant of what makes
them stumble.
Pay Attention To Wise Instruction;
It's Life!
Proverbs 4:20 ___, my child, [pay] attention to my quotations. Bend your ear to
[hear] my proverbs. 21 ___, never let my
sayings depart from your eyes. Guard
them in the center of your heart. 22 For
[my proverbs] are life to [you] who find
them, ___. [Maxims of truth] give health to
the flesh [of everyone who learns them]. 23
Guard your heart-mind with total vigilance, ___. For out of [your inner-thoughts]
flows your life.
Stay Right on The Center Of The
Correct Path
24 ___, divorce yourself from [every]
perverse mouth. Get sick lips far [away]
from you.
breakers]

Keep your own mouth clean. Avoid entertainment
and company that spew profanity and lewdness.
Avoid gossip.

___, let your eyes look straight
ahead [to the goal of righteousness]. Point your
eyelids to look straight in front of you.
[Avoid all distractions.] 26 [ ___, mark out a] level
path for your feet. Only take [life's morally]
stable roads. 27 ___, never turn [from integrity] to the right hand nor to the left.
Remove your foot from evil.
25

Right hand: harshness. Left Hand: being tolerant
of evil. For instance, the political ‘right’ borrows
money to fight wars. The political ‘left’ pays
moochers to fake being disabled so they can sit at
home watching TV, munching free junk food. Both
‘right’ and ‘left’ drag society off the road into history's death-ditch.

Proverbs 5
Guard The WellSpring Of Your Life:
Wisdom
1 ___, my child, [pay] attention to my wisdom. Bow
your ear to my understanding. 2 ___, maintain
[your] discretion. Guard knowledge with your lips.

Solomon Warns You To Stay Away
From Sluts
3 Yes, ___, the lips of a [seductive] woman drip [sweetness] like a honeycomb. Her
mouth runs smoother than oil. 4 But in
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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the end [a bad woman] is bitter as [poison]
wormwood. [She's] sharp as a two-edged
sword, ___. 5 [A slut's] feet [run] down to
death, ___. Her steps lead straight to
Sheol {The-Grave}. 6 [The hussy] leads you
off the paved-road to life, ___. She
[walks] jagged paths. You can't know
[when or how she'll betray you].
Or, "The slut wanders aimlessly, not seeing that
she's crooked and lost.”
7 So hear me now, you children. Never wander
from the commandments [you hear from] my mouth,

Move your path far from the
floozy, ___. Never go near the door of
her house.
___. 8

Or, “don't go near any questionable woman.”

you'll yield
your honor [& strength] to others. [You'll forfeit] your years to the cruel [whore and her secret lovers]. Proverbs 5:10 [If you, ___, fraternize with
a tramp,] strangers will enjoy [spending] your
wealth. Everything you worked for will
get [locked away from you] in the house of a
Hebrew-hater. 11 [Sleep with a hustler] and
you'll mourn in the end, ___, when [sorrow and sickness] eat your blood and body.
9 [If you, ___, hang with a bad woman,]

STD's are more serious, pervasive and easy to
catch than you think. Herpes, a virus caught from
mere kissing or intimate touching, leads to cancer
of the mouth, tongue, genitals and anus. Same for
Mononucleosis. Guard your daughters! Antibiotics
cannot keep pace with the aggressive mutation of
pathogens such as syphilis and gonorrhea.

‘How I hated discipline! My heart despised [anyone who tried to]
correct [me].
12 [ ___, you'll whine,]

“Can't nobody tell me nothin'.”

—I [wish I'd] obeyed the voice[s] of my
teachers. [Why didn't] I turn my ear to the
[wise ones] who [tried to] warn me?! 14 —
Now I'm at the point of utter ruin. [Everybody hates me,] churchgoers and the general population [alike].”
Stick With Your One Wife For life
15 ___, drink waters out of your own
cistern. [Draw] running waters out of
your own well.
13

Stay faithfully married. Don't contract with others
for your water rights.

*[ ___, why] let your fountains
spray [the whole town? Why pollute and waste
16
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rivers of waters
run in the mucky] streets?
your]

[by letting them

And don't let the water that falls onto your property run off into a sewer where it'll get contaminated
and wasted.

* ___, let [your waters, as well as your
spouse,] be your private [domain].
Don't share them with
strangers.
17

Of course be generous to the needy, but never
contractually share a water source with anyone
else. Provide your own water, and use it productively. And of course, keep sex an entirely private
matter between you and your lifelong spouse.

*Kneel [before] your [own] fountain, ___. Light-up [the night] with
the spouse [you married] in your
youth.
18

lit. woman. The only way you can enjoy an aging
spouse is to avoid looking at younger, prettier
women. So turn off the media.

*[Your wife is] a lovely deer, a
graceful fawn. Let her breasts
satisfy you at all times. Always
stay ravished with her love.
19

No matter how old and nasty her body becomes,
don't trade her in on a new model.

My son, why get ravished
by a strange woman? Why embrace the
bosom of a loose [bedmate, ___]? 21 For the
roads a man [takes] lie [open] before the
eyes of Yahweh. [YAH] examines all
man's paths, ___.
Proverbs 5:20

He sees where you've been sleeping.

The wicked man's own perversities
snare him, ___. He gets chained with
the ropes of his sins. 23 [The wicked human]
dies without instruction, ___. The
magnitude of his folly leads him over
the cliff.
22

Proverbs 6
Never Incur ANY Debt! Never
Promise! Shut up!
1 My child, ___, never [intermix with evil people]. Never become an Arab {loan-guarantor-surety} for your ‘friend.’ Never shake
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hands [to put yourself under contractual obligation]
to an apostate.
Striking hands is an idiom for making a contract.
True Hebrews never go into debt, and never shake
hands. Contractual obligations and hand-shaking
are PAGAN CUSTOMS forbidden from cover to cover in the bible.

*You get snared by the words
of your lips, ___! You get kidnapped by the words of your
mouth!
2

The entire world is chained on Satan's leash because they have pledged allegiance (absolute and
unqualified obedience) to Satan's corporations
called governments, and ratified these pledges by
receiving plunder, privilege and power through
their membership benefits.

Do this now, ___, my child: deliver
yourself [from debt]! When you realize
your neighbor has [trapped you] in his hand
[by getting you to agree to an obligation,] go, humble yourself. Beg for [a release from the agreement].
3

Get out of debt. Never again pledge, promise nor
contract ANYTHING that puts you under a future
obligation.

Give no sleep to your eyes—no rest to
your eyelids, ___. 5 Deliver yourself
like a deer from the hunter's hand. [Fly]
like a bird from the trapper's grip, ___.
Work Hard. Never Be Lazy.
Laziness Kills
4

* ___, go [watch] the ant, you
sluggard. Consider her ways,
and be wise. 7 Ants have no guide,
6

overseer, nor ruler, ___. 8 In summertime, the ant provides her [own]
meals. At harvest-time, she gathers her
food [for the winter]. 9 *How long will
[no]

you sleep, sluggard? When will
you rise out of your [lifelong] nap?
Proverbs 6:10 *[ ___, you groan,] “Just a
little sleep, a little slumber, a
little folding of the hands to
snooze…” 11 *[When you stay asleep,
___,] your poverty comes [and robs
you] like a traveling [bandit]! Like
an armed man, your scarcity
[stalks to bludgeon you to death]!
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Avoid Twisted-Tongue Devils: They
LOVE Sin.
12 A worthless person, a wicked man, walks [around]
with a perverse mouth, ___.
Profanity is a sign of inner worthlessness and
wickedness.

winks with
his eyes. He signals with his feet and
finger motions.
13 [A profane, worthless, wicked man]

This condemns gangland hand symbols as well as
secret-society code-communication.
14 ___, perversity lives in [the scoundrel's] heart. He
continually devises mischief. He [loves to] plant

So [the scoundrel's] calamity comes
suddenly, ___. [In the blink of an eye, YAH] incurably breaks the [jerk].
YAH Hates Gossips, Trouble-Makers
& Liars
discord. 15

16 ___, Yahweh hates the following 6 [horrors]. [And I'll
cap the list with a] 7th [abomination which YAH despises]. 17 [YAH

a proud look, a lying tongue, and
hands that shed innocent blood, ___.

1005

heart, ___. Never let her take
you with her eyelids.
Don't fantasize about females ... or males.

*A slutty woman reduces a
man to a piece of bread, ___.
The adulteress hunts [and devours]
the precious life.
26

To avoid disease, sluts and perverts seek out and
consume relatively innocent victims.

Can a man scoop fire into his lap
without his clothes getting burned,
___? 28 Can [you walk] on hot coals without burning your feet, ___? 29 * ___,
27

anyone who goes in to his
neighbor's woman gets burned
[to death]. Whoever touches her
[never] becomes innocent [again].

hates]

Every girl is someone else's future wife. Don't commit preemptive adultery strikes.

18 [And YAH hates] a heart that devises wicked imaginations, [and] feet that run swiftly to [make] trouble,
___. 19 [And YAH hates] a false witness who speaks lies,
and [anyone] who plants discord among brothers,
___.

Proverbs 6:30

Parental Commandments Give Light
To Your Life
Proverbs 6:20 My child, ___, keep your
father's commandment[s]. Never forsake the law of your mother. 21 ___,
continually bind [your parent's commandments]
on your heart. Tie them around your
neck. 22 Wherever you go, [your parent's
commandments] lead you, ___. When you
sleep, [they] guard you. When you wake,
[they] talk with you.
Compare Deuteronomy 11:18, the home-education
theme verse/song.

For [parental] guidance is a lamp. [YAH's]
law is light, ___. Corrective
instructions [mark your] way [through this confusing] life.
23

Loving, bible-quoting parents and grandparents
constitute earth's true government. Corrupt politicians are mockeries of governmental power.

Stay Away From Sluts!
keeps you, ___, from
the evil woman, from the flattering
tongue of a non-Hebrew [slut]. 25 *Nev24 [Good guidance]

er lust after her beauty in your
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Men don't despise a thief
who [only] steals to fill his starving body,
___. 31 But if [the cops] catch the thief, he
pay back seven [times what he stole, even if it
means] he [has to] surrender all the valuables in his house, ___.
The proper punishment for theft is restitution. It
does no good to throw thieves in prison, aka ‘Crime
College’.

Adultery & Lust Are Far Worse Than
Theft

*But whoever commits adultery with a woman is so ignorant that he destroys his own
soul, ___.
32

Including men who fantasize about women they're
not married to.

The lustmonger gets wounds and
dishonor, ___. Nothing [but complete spiritual
rebirth] can wipe away his disgrace.
Jealousy Knows No Mercy Nor Forgiveness
33

*Jealousy [drives] a man [into]
rage, ___. On the hot-day of
vengeance, no [cheated spouse shows]
mercy. 35 [A cheated-on man] won't value
34

any ransom, ___. He won't rest content, even if [the adulterer] gives him gift
upon gift.
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Proverbs 7

him. 14 With an impudent face
brags to

Guard Wise Maxims Like The Pupil
Of Your Eye

1 ___, my child, guard my maxims. Lay up my
commandments [as treasure you always keep] with you. 2

Keep my orders, ___, and live. [Guard]
my law like [you guard] the pupil of your
eye.
You don't let anything risk poking out your eye; so
why risk losing your spiritual sight by letting go of
the Word of Life? Study the Scriptures!

* ___, tie [my maxims] on your
fingers. Write them on the
tablet of your heart.
3

An important part of being a Hebrew is publicly displaying YAH's commandments, for instance: on the
doorposts of your house and your gates, tied or
written on your fingers, wearing tassels (tzitzit).
You can be creative. But the point is that you are
physically demonstrating your love for the Hebrew
Law, unlike the people around you.

___, say to wisdom, “You're my sister.” Call understanding your close family friend. 5 [My commands] keep you, ___,
from the non-Hebrew woman, from the
stranger who flatters [her prey] with her
words.
The Foolish Boy Gets Snared By The
Slut!
6 For from my palace, I, [the king,] look
[out] through my window-casement,
___… 7 I look among the simpletons.
Among the youths, I spot a young man
void of understanding. 8 He passes
through the street near her corner. He
goes down the [alley] to her house, ___.
9 In the twilight, in the evening, in the
black and dark night, [I] watch, ___:
4

*There the boy meets
a woman dressed like a harlot.
[Her hexagram pendant hangs over her] slicksnaky heart. 11 ([The bad girl talks] loud
Proverbs 7:10

and stubborn, ___. Her feet refuse to
stay in her house. 12 Now she's outside,
now in the streets… She lies in ambush
at every corner, ___.) 13 *So she

catches

[the young fool].
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She kisses

[the slut]

[the fool],

"[What you're smelling] in [this
basket is leftover food from my] peace offerings.
Today I paid my vows [to cleanse away my
past sins].
Perhaps some sort of indulgence paid to a priest to
declare her “pure”. “I just got back from prayer
meeting,” says the slut in the miniskirt, who's been
praying with her head at the preacher's crotch.

—So I came out to meet you. I've
looked everywhere for your [handsome]
face. And now I found you.
15

Sweet-talking strumpet.

—I've decked my bed with coverings
of tapestry, with carved sculptures,
with fine linen from Egypt. 17 —I've
perfumed my [pillows] with myrrh, aloes
and cinnamon.
16

Aloes for lubrication.

*—Come. Let's take
our fill of [boiling] love until the morning. Let's solace ourselves with
amour. 19 —[My “old] man” is far from
18

home. He's gone a long journey. Proverbs
7:20 —My man took a bag of silver [money] with him. He's not due to come
home until the day of the full moon.”
We Hebrews are supposed to celebrate a feast every full moon. Modern Jews flipped it around to the
fully DARK moon.

*With her blabbing sweet-talk, the [floozy] makes the [fool]
yield, ___. With the flattering
of her lips she forces him [to bed
her]. 22 *[The fool] immediately
chases [the slut], like an ox going
to get slaughtered, like a deer
stepping into a noose, ___.
21

Like a pervert getting ‘corrected’ by ankle-chains.

like a dart striking
through his liver, ___. Like a bird, he
rushes into a snare, not knowing it's his
life.
Sluts Kill More Men Than Do Wars
And Disease
23 [Adultery kills the fool]
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24 So listen to me now, you children. Pay attention

Never let
your heart fall to [the slut's] ways, ___.
Avoid straying down her paths. 26 *[The
to the words of my mouth, ___. 25

strikes down [billions of history's]
wounded [men]. Yes, ___, thousands of strong men get slain
floozy]

*[ ___, the
slut's] house is the highway to Sheol {The-Grave}.
Her [bed is a booby trap that
dumps you] down into the
chambers of death.
by

[sluts every day]. 27

Proverbs 8
Wisdom Is Calling You
Wisdom cries for you, ___! Understanding shouts her voice! 2 [Insight]
stands [shouting for you, ___,] on [earth's] hilltops, and at [all her] crossroads. 3 [Common
sense] cries at the gates, ___, at the city
entrance, at the [city square]: 4 “Oh people,
I'm calling to you. My voice [rings out] to
you brats of Adam. 5 —Oh you simpletons,
1

comprehend wisdom. You fools,

[grow]

discerning

—Hear [me, ___]. I speak winning
[thoughts]. I open my lips, [and out come blueprints for your] prosperity. 7 —My mouth always speaks truth, ___. Wrong [ideas]
are abomination[s] to my lips.”
Wise Principles Are Not Difficult To
Grasp
8 All the words of [wisdom's] mouth [shine]
righteous, ___. Nothing twisted nor
false lies in [true rationality]. 9 To [a man] of
understanding, all [of wisdom's words radiate]
plain [common sense]. People who find
knowledge see [wise maxims] as straightforward.
Wisdom Is More Precious Than Any
Wealth
hearts. 6

*Receive my instruction, ___. Then [you] won't [need]
silver. [Accept] knowledge over
Proverbs 8:10
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pure gold. 11 *For wisdom [pays]
better than rubies, ___. All the
things [anyone] can desire pale in
comparison to [awareness].
Wisdom Is The Fountain Of All
Good
12 I, wisdom, live with prudence. I produce perception of [YAH's ingenious] plans
[for your life, ___]. 13 Awe of Yahweh [makes
you] hate evil, ___. I, [wisdom,] hate
haughtiness, arrogance, all evil paths,
and [all] perverse mouth[s].
All Good Decisions on Earth Come
From Wisdom
14 [I wisdom, own both high] counsel and [streetwise] levelheadedness. I own understanding and power, ___. 15 *By me

kings reign, and princes decree
justice. 16 By me leaders govern, nobles rule, and all the [valid] judges of the
earth [give their verdicts]. 17 *I love ev-

eryone who loves me, ___. Everyone who seeks me in a
timely [manner eventually] finds me.
Wisdom Gives True Riches
18 Riches and honor live with me. Yes,
___, [I give you] durable wealth and righteousness. 19 *My fruit is better

than gold [nuggets,] yes, ___,
[richer] than fine gold. My yield
[surpasses] sterling silver. Proverbs 8:20 I
lead

on the road of flawless [beright up the middle of
the paths of justice. 21 I endow those
who love me with [true] wealth, ___. I
fill their treasuries [to overflowing].
[you, ___,]

havior and thought,]

Treasure in heaven.

By Wisdom, Yah Formed The Universe
22 [Flash back to the beginning of Creation, ___:]

Yahweh forms me, [wisdom,] at the beginning of his plan, first of all his [ancient]
works. 23 [YAH] forges me in the everlasting pre-existence, [before he makes] the
earth [and flings it into orbit]. 24 [YAH] twirls me
[into existence] before the deepest [seas. He
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before any fountain
spurts [a drop of] water, ___. 25 [YAH] spins
me [into reality] before [he] sets the mountains and hills in place. 26 [I dance with YAH]
before He makes the earth, the fields,
or [even] the first particle of earth-dust,
___. 27 I'm there as [YAH] prepares the
heavens, when he draws the [horizon's]
circle on the face of the deep [blue sea]. 28
[I keep YAH's company] as he establishes the
clouds above, as he fastens the fountains of the deepest [oceans], ___. 29 [I accompany YAH] as He issues the sea the decree forbidding the waters to pass his
commanded [boundary,] as He marks [out]
the foundations of the earth. Proverbs
8:30 [Throughout the creation of the universe] I accompany YAH. [I'm] his skilled [apprentice]
at his [side,] his delight every day. [I]
constantly laugh [and play before his smiling]
face, ___. 31 Laughing, skipping over
earth's fields, I [whirl over YAH's] earth, delighting in [you] spawn of Adam.
Happiness Comes From Seeking
Good Instruction
pulls me out of his mind]

32 So listen, children! [You live] happy&blessed
you] guard [your] life-path, ___.
Or ‘if wisdom guards your path.’

[when

*Listen [to] instruction, and
[you'll] get wise, ___. Never
refuse [good teaching]. 34 The human
33

who listens to me, watching daily at my
gates, waiting at my door-posts, [comes to
overflow with] happiness. 35 For whoever
finds me finds life. [Wisdom-seekers] obtain
Yahweh's favor, ___. 36 But whoever
sins against me wrongs his own lifebreath, ___. All the [beings] who hate
me love death.

Proverbs 9

slaughters her feast-animals.
She mixes her [spiced] wine. She furnishes her table for you, ___.
2 [Wisdom]

You can set the fool's table with wisdom. But you
can't make the fool eat it.
3 [Wisdom] sends out her maidens [to summon heaven's

4 Upon the highest places of the
city, [Wisdom] cries, “Hey air-heads! Turn
in to [feast at my house]! 5 To whoever lacks
understanding, [wisdom] says,"Come, eat
my banquet, ___. Drink my ‘wine.’ I
mix [it with delicious spices]. 6 Abandon [your]
foolish [ideas, habits and relationships], ___.
Then [you'll] live. Walk the highway of
understanding.”
Only Give Advice To Wise People,
Never Fools
7 [But the fools refuse advice, ___.] Whoever corrects a scorner scores himself shame.
He who rebukes a wicked man nets
himself a wound. 8 Never counsel a
[conceited] scoffer, ___. He'll hate you [for
telling him the truth]. [Instead,] rebuke a wise
man. He'll love you [for it]. 9 Give instruction to a wise man. Then he'll grow
even wiser, ___. Teach a just man.
He'll add [your insight] to his [own] learning.
You Know Nothing Until You Know
& Fear YAH
guests].

*Awe of Yahweh
is the beginning of wisdom, ___. Knowing the
holy [One] equals understanding.
Proverbs 9:10

No matter how many letters you have after your
name, you haven't begun to learn anything (in its
proper context) until you live in awe of your Creator.

For only I, [Yahweh,] can multiply your
days, and add years to your life, ___.
11

Wisdom Invites You To The Feast
Of Your Life!
1 Wisdom builds her house. She hews out her [complete set of] 7 pillars, ___.
In architecture, 7 pillars may indicate asymetrical
construction, or one center pillar with 6 wall pillars,
like a hexagonal gazebo. 7 indicates completeness.
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12 If you [live] wisely, your wisdom benefits you,
___. If you scoff [at me,] you [punish] your own self.

Folly Personified As A Loud SlutWhore Thief

*Madame Folly [blurts] boisterous, [loud], impulsive, [ignorant,]
thoughtless [trash-talk], ___. 14 [Folly]
13
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sits at the door of her house, on a seat
in the high-shrines of the city. 15 [Folly]
calls travelers off their straight [and narrow] paths, ___. 16 [Folly yells,] “Hey wobbly-willed [boys], turn in to [my house].” 17

*[Folly winks as she] whispers
to the clueless [boy],
"Stolen drinks are
sweeter [than drinks you buy].
Shoplifted food [tastes]
scrumptious!” 18 *But [the fool]
fails to realize that dead [dogs live
with folly], ___. [Folly's] guests [rot] in
the depths of Sheol {The-Grave}.

Proverbs 10

Righteousness Lives On, Wickedness Dies Bad

proverbs
[collected and/or written] by Solomon
[Peace-Man for you, ___]: A wise son
brightens his father's [life].
Meanwwhile, a foolish son [hangs
like a dead weight]. [He] drags his
mother [down to the grave]. 2 * ___,
treasures of wickedness [yield]
no profit. Righteousness rescues [you] from death. 3 Yahweh
1

*The

[following are more]

never starves the life-breath of righteous-beings, ___. But [Yahweh] hurls
away the coveted [treasures] of evil [people].
Enjoy Your Work. Never Be Lazy
4 He who works with a lazy hand grows
poor, ___. The hand of the diligent
[worker] makes wealth.
The Hebrew word for Belief(Aman) means to
BUILD. Heaven laughs at a “believer” who thinks
he'll be saved by mere actionless internal “belief”.
Biblical belief = right thoughts that motivate right
deeds.

*A wise son gathers [crops & weeds
all] summer, ___. A son who
5
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sleeps through harvest is a
spawner of shame.
YAH Blesses All Good Beings & Kills
Bad Ones
6 ___, blessings [crown] the head of the
just [being]. Violence chokes the mouth
of the criminal. 7 [YAH] blesses the memory of the law-abiding [man, ___]. But
[YAH] lets the name of the lawless [man]
rot. 8 *[People] who are wise at

heart accept commandments,
while [every] chattering fool [eventually] falls, ___. 9 He who walks uprightly walks safely, ___. [YAH] exposes
everyone's perverted habits. Proverbs
10:10 He who [sarcastically or deceitfully] winks
[his] eye stabs [people, ___]. A babbling
fool [always] falls [in the end]. 11 ___, the
righteous man's mouth is a well of life.
Conversely, the law-hater's blab hides
violence. 12 *Hatred stirs up

strife, ___. But love covers all
sins. 13 [ ___, you] find wisdom on the
lips of [people] who hold understanding. A
rod [finds] the back of [a man] void of insight. 14 Wise men store up knowledge,
___. The mouth of the foolish [man]
heaps up destruction [and divorce]. 15 ___,
the rich man [sits in] his mansion-fort,
[watching] poverty smash [to bits] the poor
[people below who dangle by a thread]. 16 The labor
of righteous [people] brings life, ___.
Lawless income is sinful-gain.
Work by the sweat of your brow to get life-giving
food from a garden. Meanwhile, your neighbors
contract with the war-state to get taxed gagne
(war-loot) to buy poisoned food that gives them
cancer.

Whoever guards discipline stays on
the road to life, ___. But whoever who
refuses correction wanders astray [to his
death].
Control Your Tongue — It's A Deadly Snake!
18 A fathead hides hatred. [His] lying lips
barf out slander, ___. 19 *Wordy
17

[talk]

conceals a sin-ambush,
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___. The wise man reins
his lips.

[back]

Any time a preacher lectures too long, he purveys
sin. Sin lies [in ambush inside every] wordy communication.

The fair-dealing [man's]
tongue [pays wealth like] valuable silver,
___. The heart of an unethical [man]
lacks worth. 21 The [wise] lips of righteous [people] feed many [starving people, ___].
Yet fools [still] die for lack of wisdom.
Proverbs 10:20

Fools live full of talk, yet starving for truth, like bulimics who vomit up the nutrition they ingest.

Be Righteous & Live; Evil Brings
Only Death

*Yahweh's blessing makes
[you] rich, ___. And [unlike worldly economic powers, YAH] adds no [troublesome]
sorrow to [his pay]. 23 While the man

___. [YAH] cuts out [every] perverse
tongue. 32 Wicked mouth[s] blurt perversion. The lips of righteous [beings
spread] knowledge [about] what [YAH] accepts, ___.

Proverbs 11
The World's Financial Systems All
Lie Cursed
1 A false balance disgusts Yahweh. An
honest weight-scale is his delight.
Modern ‘money’ is the very definition of a false
scale of value. All unbacked world currencies are titanic abominations.

Pride Spawns Shame. Humility
Brings Wisdom

22

of understanding [delights] in wisdom, [the]
fool makes sport out of crime, ___. 24
The smasher's fear attacks him, ___.
Meanwhile, [YAH] grants the do-gooders'
desires. 25 *[As life's] whirlwind

whips by [us saints], it wipes evildoers from existence. Yet [the]
righteous [man] stands forever,
___. 26 * ___, a sluggard [infuriates] his sender like sour [vinegar irritates your] teeth, like smoke [burns
your] eyes.
This verse sits in the middle of the righteousness
commands, linking righteous work to righteous being. Lazy believers are not believers at all. Works-righteousness IS righteousness.

*[Living in] awe of Yahweh prolongs [your] days, ___. [YAH]
shortens the years of wrongdoers. 28 ___, the righteous [man's] hope
27

glee, while the wicked [man's]
rope [of life] frays [to nothing]. 29 [Walking]
Yahweh's road brings strength to the
upright [being, ___]. Destruction [avalanches
ruin on] the workers of evil. Proverbs 10:30
Nothing ever shakes a righteous [being
from existence, ___]. Delinquents can't [long]
inhabit the earth. 31 The mouth of the
righteous [being] brings forth awareness,
[ends in]
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*When pride comes, shame
follows. Meanwhile, wisdom
[lives] with humble [people].
2

Live In Integrity or Die In Your
Perversion
3 The integrity of upright [beings] guides
them, ___. Meanwhile, law-breakers
rip [themselves] apart with their own perversion. 4 *Riches [return] zero

profit in the day of fire-rage,
___. Righteousness rescues
[you] from death. 5 The morality of
the innocent [man] directs his life-path,
___. The miscreant's own sins [push him
over the cliff]. 6 The virtues of honorable
[people] eventually snatch them [out of danger], ___. Transgressors eventually get
captured by their own naughtiness. 7

*When an evil man dies, his
hope dies with him. He loses
everything he expected to gain
[from his power], ___. 8 [YAH] rescues the
righteous [man]. Meanwhile, death's
squeeze [pops] the lawbreaker [like a pimple]. 9 A hypocrite uses his mouth to destroy his neighbor. But insight rips the
lawful man from [the liar's] lip-grip. Proverbs
11:10 When righteous people fare well,
the city rejoices. When criminals perish,
[people] shout [for joy], ___. 11 Upright [peo-
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build their cities high with blessing,
___. Lawless [people] tear down [their cities]
with their [cursing] mouths.

1011

ple]

Hand-hand may alternatively mean "certainly".
Shaking hands is a pagan custom. Hebrews hug instead of handshaking.

Economic well-being depends on political righteousness.

22

An empty-hearted [man] scorns his
neighbor, ___. A smart man holds his
peace. 13 *A scandal-mongerer
12

gossips secrets. Constructive-spirited [people] conceal
controversies.

*A beautiful woman
lacking discretion is a
gold jewel in a pig's
snout, ___. 23 Innocent [peoples']

14

goals end up [making life] good [for everyone,
___]. Guilty [peoples'] hopes end in furious
[punishment]. 24 [The generous man] scatters [his
wealth like seeds]. So [his wealth] grows, ___.
[A stingy man] withholds fair [pay] on his [slide
down] to poverty. 25 *[YAH] strength-

Do not be a legal part of any nation which has a
national debt, nor a church with debt, or you are a
‘surety’.

curse the grain-hoarder, ___. Blessing
comes to rest on the head of the [fairpriced] seller. 27 [Get up] at dawn [to chase]
good, and you'll get delight, ___. Evil
comes to whoever follows it. 28 Run-forrefuge in riches, and [you] fall, ___.
Moral people flourish like trees-inspring. 29 *He who upsets his

A relationship-builder lays a wet cloth over every
smoldering coal [of shame]. A ravaging destroyer
fans the flames of gossip.

*Where counsel is absent,
the people fall. Abundant counselors lift [you, ___, to an impregnable
fortress towering over wide-open plains of safety].
15 *He who [agrees to] be a [guarantor
of debts] for a stranger suffers for
it. ___, the only sure path is to
hate the very idea of becoming
a surety.
A gracious woman keeps her honor.
Oppressive men gain [only fleeting] riches,
___.
16

Honor is more valuable than riches. So a gracious
woman is richer than a wealthy man.

*The man [who bends down] in
mercy benefits his own lifebreath, ___. The cruel [man]
boils his own flesh. 18 The law17

breaker earns illusory profits. But the
planter of righteousness eventually
reaps a reward guaranteed [by heaven].
All worldly economics = lawbreaking = illusory
gains.

Righteousness [is] life, ___. The [fool]
chases evil [to his own] death. Proverbs 11:20
Perverse hearts disgust Yahweh. You
delight [YAH when you walk] life-roads of integrity, ___. 21 Fools join hand-inhand. [They conspire to] draw punishment [on
themselves]. Yet the seed-children [of] lawabiders escape [the conspirators' schemes].
19
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ens the generous soul, ___. He
who waters [others] gets [living]
water [from heaven]. 26 The people

own family [home] inherits the
wind. Fools end up serving
wise-hearted [people]. Proverbs 11:30
*Righteous [people produce spiritual]
fruit [that holds the seeds of the] tree of
life. Wise [people] win souls, [not
money]. 31 Watch, ___. [Right here] on
earth,

rewards ethical people while
immoral sinners.

[YAH]

[he punishes]

Proverbs 12
Love Righteous Wisdom; Then
You'll Live
1 Whoever loves instruction loves
knowledge, ___. [Only] brutes hate correction. 2 A good man obtains favor
from Yahweh, ___. YAH condemns a
man [who invents] wicked schemes. 3 Lawbreaking establishes no one, ___. But
the righteous man's roots[s] can't be
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shaken. 4 *A virtuous woman

a crown to her husband,
___. But [a wife who makes him]
ashamed [stinks]. [She's] rot infecting his bones. 5 The plans of the al[shines,]

1012

million people before it was over. You heard about
Hitler's reported 6, but the media forgot to tell you
about Stalin's 55!

Seek counsel from people who live correctly.

YAH Overthrows Wicked Perverted
People
6 Crooks conspire to lie in ambush for
blood, ___. But the mouth [speech] of
upright [people] rescues them.

Your Mouth: Your Death-Trap or
Life-Spring
13 ___, the smasher gets snared by his
sinning lips. Meanwhile, the innocent
[human] escapes from calamity. 14 ___,
the word-fruit [that comes out] of [your]
mouth [returns] to satisfy you with [life's]
wonderful [blessings]. The deed[s] of [a]
man's hands come to [repay] him.
Seek Counsel, Don't Fight, Never
Lie

A kind word turns away wrath.

15

truist [gleam with] fairness, ___. The villain's advice [reeks of] deceit.

*[YAH] overthrows outlaws. So
they cease to exist. Meanwhile,
[YAH's] righteous family stands
[forever, ___].
7

The bible teaches annihilation for the wicked, not
eternal conscious torment.

A man's wisdom [brings] him commendation, ___. Pervert-hearted [people] attract spite.
Work Hard, Humble, and Honest
and You'll Live
9 [ ___, you're] better off anonymous with a
helper, than self-promoted and starving. Proverbs 12:10 * ___, a righteous
8

man respects the life of his animal. The criminal's tenderest
mercies are cruel. 11 *Work [your]
soil and [you] fill with food, ___.
[You watch] empty-headed fools
[starve to death] chasing tornadoes
[of vanity].
Recycle your human ‘waste' into soil by combining
it with wood ash. Add dirt or clay or sand and organic matter. Then grow food with the mixture.
You'll have health, which is a wealth that no rich
man can buy. This verse is not a recommendation
of using soil-eroding plows.

Violators covet the net [plunder/munition]
of destroyers, ___. But the root of the
altruist yields fruit.
12

Cain was a murderer who couldn't grow crops. The
modern commercial nations descend from Cain.
Satan-nations get their bounty by robbing peaceful
gardeners. That's why Stalin seized the land of the
Amish, Mennonites and Jews in Russia, killing 55
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*The way of a fool seems
right in his own eyes, ___, [so he
ignores advice]. Wise people listen to
counsel. 16 * ___, a prudent
man overlooks insults. A pervert shows his anger the same
day. 17 ___, the truth-teller presents
unswerving testimony, while a false
witness proliferates deceit.
The liar is the guy whose story changes.

The tongue of the sage [brings] healing, ___. Babblers wound like swords.
19 [YAH] establishes the truthful ‘lip’ forever, ___. A lying tongue lasts only a
moment. Proverbs 12:20 Deceit lurks in
the heart of [all] who scheme devastation, ___. But joy comes to the promoters of peace. 21 No evil [eternally] ruins the righteous [man, ___]. [YAH] overwhelms [all] devastators with disaster.
18

We experience evil. But evil will not ultimately destroy us.

Lying lips outrage Yahweh, ___. [People] who deal truthfully are YAH's delight. 23 ___, a prudent man guards
knowledge [inside himself]. The heart of [every] fool broadcasts folly. 24 *The
22

hand of the diligent [man eventually]
rules, ___. [Oppressors] tax lazy
[people].
Income tax targets personal largesse. If you re-invest the money you make in ministry, or even
business, it's usually not taxed.
25

Heaviness in the heart of man makes
stoop, ___. A good [kind] word

[him]
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lights up

[your heart]. 26 ___, the righteous

searches out

[good]

[man]

companions, while wrongdoers

The diligent man appreciates his possessions,
___. The lazy man's hunting-catch [rots
before he] remembers to roast it. 28 Life
lies in the path of righteousness, ___.
No [eternal] death [lies] in the pathway of
[good actions].
get seduced by the road

[they stray down].

27

Proverbs 13
Obey Wise Teaching, Or Eat A
Knuckle Sandwich
1 A wise son hears his father's instruction, ___. A scorner never listens to
warnings. 2 ___, a man enjoys good
[payback] from the word-fruit [that pours]
from his mouth [to nourish other peoples' spirits].
[In] contrast, animal-hearted sinners
end up eating [mouthfuls] of violence. 3

*Guard [your] mouth, keep [your]
life, ___. Fling open [your] lips
and you [eat] destruction.

Work Consistently 6 Days A Week

*Sluggish beasts crave [everyyet have nothing, ___.
Meanwhile, the diligent worker
grows strong. 5 A constructive [per4

thing,]

hates lying, ___. A corrupter reeks
of confusion. 6 ___, right-walking
guards the honest [human]. Sabotage
wrecks the sinner. 7 *A [fool] who
son]

makes himself rich gains nothing, ___. A [sage who] engages in
voluntary poverty owns great
riches.
You make yourself eternally rich by responsibly
giving all your possessions away. You make yourself eternally poor by heaping up wealth for yourself on earth. Some rich people pretend to be poor
for their own protection and peace of mind. Some
poor people pretend to be rich, and net fake
friends for their effort.

*[A rich man has to use his] wealth to
ransom his life, ___. Poor [people] hear no [kidnapping] threats.
8
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Worldly wealth makes you MORE insecure than a
poor person. Rich people routinely get sued for everything they have. Poor people live free of such
lawsuits. Rich people end up spending their money
to save their lives. Only rich people can pay a ransom. So nobody kidnaps a pauper.

The light of do-gooders [grows ever]
brighter, ___. [YAH] snuffs out the
wrecker's life-lamp. Proverbs 13:10 Pride
only breeds fights, ___. Insight [lives]
with [people] who [gracefully] take advice. 11
[ ___, the worker] who gathers [substance] by
[consistent] labor grows [wealthy]. Wealth acquired by vanity vanishes.
9

The world-system's income-schemes are trojan-horses.

Hope deferred makes [your] heart sick,
___. But when [your] longed-awaited
[blessing] comes, [you find] a tree of life. 13
[YAH] destroys whoever despises [His]
word, ___. [YAH] rewards [only people] who
fear [His] commandment[s].
12

Christianites who ignore the Old Testament, thinking they're saved by what they so mockingly call
“grace,” are doomed. Grace is the miraculous ability
to obey the principles of the Old Testament, not
freedom to violate those principles.

The law [taught] by wise [experts] is a
fountain of life that rescues [you] from
the snares of death, ___. 15 Quality in14

sight yields favor, ___. The stray sinner

[trudges]

a

Every prudent man presents
knowledge, ___. Fool[s] lay open their
folly. 17 A wicked messenger stumbles
into disaster. A faithful ambassador
[brings] healing, ___. 18 Poverty and
shame [rain] on [you when you] refuse
instruction, ___. Honor [crowns you] when
you heed correction. 19 [ ___, immediate]
gratification is [so] sweet to [your] animalnature, that [in your] foolish [moments, you]
detest the [very thought] of turning away
from ruin. Proverbs 13:20 *Walk with
hard road. 16

wise men, and you'll get wise,
___. [Life] smashes a fool's companion[s] to bits. 21 Devastation
chases sinners, ___. [YAH] repays innocents with awesome [blessings]. 22 *A

good man leaves a [spiritual] inheritance to his children's chil-
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dren, ___. [YAH] stores up the
wealth of [every] sinner to [give to]
right-walkers.
Greedy Judeo-Christians pervert this verse into a
justification for storing up wealth on earth. The
best inheritance is a legacy of having given your
wealth to needy people. Give your child a good
name-reputation and lots of treasure in heaven,
not a material estate. You can't be a disciple of
Christ unless you give up everything you have.
Leaving your accumulated pile of loot to your children is just a cheat.

The soil the poor man works yields
abundant food, ___. But injustice
scrapes it all [away].
23

Or equally true: Unused fields could yield plenty of
food for the poor, but unjust people keep them
from being farmed.

*If [you, ___,] fail to [guide]
your child with the correcting-rod [of discipline, you]
hate [your child]. If you love
your child, you diligently disciple him.
24

Not a justification of beating children with sticks.
However, a little harmless tap with a switch on a
pre-linguistic child's leg can be a superb communication device.

The righteous [human] eats [just]
enough to satisfy his life-needs, ___.
The bad-man's belly [gurgles in constant gluttonous] craving.
25

Proverbs 14

preserve their lives
lips.

[people]
own]

1014
[by policing their

The path to national and personal safety and
sovereignty is not in how you fight, but in how you
speak. Loose lips kindle conflict.

Where no oxen [work], the food-stores
empty, ___. The strength of the ox
brings abundant increase [in wealth].
4

[lie]

In contrast, mechanized agriculture destroys the
land and impoverishes the farmer. Bulldozers and
tractors make their manufacturers rich and their
users poor.

A faithful witness won't lie, ___. A
false witness blurts fiction.
5

The witness whose story changes is the liar.

A scorner seeks wisdom, but never
finds it, ___. Knowledge comes easy to
perceptive [people]. 7 ___, flee from the
face of a fool the moment you perceive
he [or she] lacks lips [that speak] knowledge.
8 The prudent [human's] wisdom maps his
life-road, ___. The dimwit's twisted
[reasoning] hurls him off-course. 9 Guilty
morons mock at upright [people who] delight [YAH]. Proverbs 14:10 [ ___, only your]
heart knows its own bitterness. No
stranger shares its joy. 11 [YAH eventually]
overthrows the house of [every] violator.
[YAH] makes upright [peoples'] tent[s] flour6

ish. 12 *A

road can seem
right to a man, yet end
up being a highway to
death, ___. 13 [When you're on the

* ___, every wise woman
builds her family. Meanwhile,
the foolish [woman] tears [her home]
down with her [own] hands.

even while you're laughing [out
heart wallows in pain, ___. A
[misguided] joyride ends in depression. 14
___, the backslider's life-paths dump
[trash] in his heart. The good [man repays]
himself. 15 The seducible [fool] believes
every word [he hears], ___. The prudent
[human] diligently eyes his steps.

Witness the flood of modern women, even churchgoing “Christian” women, divorcing their lawfully-wedded husbands!

16

wrong road,]

Wisdom Builds Your Life; Folly
Tears it Down
1

The right-walker fears Yahweh, ___.
The stumbling strayer despises YAH. 3
The fool's mouth summons a beatingstick to [knock out] his pride, ___. Wise
2
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loud, your]

Fraud is easy to perpetrate because there are more
fools than there are wise people.

A sage fears, and departs from evil,
___. The fool rages in confident [arrogance]. 17 [A] short temper breeds perversion, ___. Hatred chases the schemer.
A man who throws angry outbursts in public is a
porn addict in private.
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Seducible [people] inherit folly, ___.
[YAH] crowns prudent [beings] with knowledge. 19 Evil [people eventually] bow before
loving [people, ___]. Criminals eventually
[lie] prostrate, [licking dust] at the gates of
do-gooders. Proverbs 14:20 The poor [man
suffers] hate even from his own neighbor,
___. The rich [man lives flocked] by [fair-weather] “friends.” 21 He who despises his
neighbor swerves [off the path to heaven],
___. He who bends down to help poor
[people] becomes happy. 22 Isn't it [obvious,
___]? Evil schemers topple [into depressing
death]. Kindness and stability [crown beings]
who [execute] good [plans]. 23 *All labor
18

pays off, ___. Talking lips tend
only to [produce] deficiency. 24 Riches crown wise [people], ___. Fools' silliness deforms [their] lives. 25 *A true

witness snatches lives from the
liar's fire-breathing fraud. 26
Awe of Yahweh [gives you] unbeatable security. YAH shelters his children.
True faith eliminates the need for insurance, security systems, bodyguards, ‘Social Security’, etc.

The fear of Yahweh is a fountain of
life, ___. [Faith] flows [you] away from
the snares of death. 28 The king's
splendor is [not in his riches, genetics, power or personal greatness, but in his] mass of people.
Without consensus, [every] leader lies
doomed, ___. 29 A slow anger-fuse
shows great understanding. A hasty
fire-breathing [fighter] spins-up ruin.
27

*A placid [sound] heart
is the life of the body, ___.
Envy rots [your] bones. 31 The poor
Proverbs 14:30

oppressor reproaches his Maker.
You, ___, [must] honor [YAH] by bending
down [to help] humble [sufferers]. 32 The
spoiler's depravity drives him [into oblivion].
The upstanding [human enjoys] hope, [even]
in his death. 33 Wisdom rests [quiet] in
the heart of [you] who possess judgment, ___. Fools [blab everything they think
they] know. 34 Righteousness exalts a
nation, ___. Sin degrades any popula[peoples']
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tion. 35 The king's favor [turns] toward a
wise servant, ___. Royal fire rages
against [all] purveyors of shame.

Proverbs 15
Use Your Tongue To Heal, Not Hurt
People

*A soft answer turns
away fire-rage, ___.
Grievous words whip up
anger. 2 ___, the tongue[s] of wise
1

use knowledge to heal. The
mouth[s] of fools spew [acidic] idiocy. 3 *
[people]

___, the eyes of Yahweh [shine]
everywhere, watching both evil
and good [beings].
YAH is not a clockmaker-god who wound up the
universe and went on vacation, as deists posit.
YAH put us here to experience a time-limited-demo
of evil. Those of us who reject evil and choose to
do the actions which (by YAH's power) give eternal
life, will be rescued and cleansed and given eternal
life.

A wholesome tongue is a tree of life,
___. Forked [tongues] break the spirit.
Seek Wisdom, Shun Foolishness
5 A fool despises his father's instruction, ___. Whoever heeds correction
shows wisdom. 6 The righteous family's
[home] holds abundant [spiritual] treasure,
___. Trouble hides in the revenue of
wicked [people].
4

Not a justification for storing up wealth on earth...
True wealth is the good you do by giving to others.
True wealth (the fruit of the Spirit) is stored in
your heavenly "mansion" where YAH keeps it
100% safe.

Unlike the [empty] hearts of foolish [peothe lips of wise [people] disperse [rich]
knowledge, ___. 8 ___, the slaughtered-sacrifice[s] of wicked [people are]
abomination[s] to Yahweh. The prayer
of the upright [man] is [YAH's] delight.
7

ple],

Again, YAH never wanted animal sacrifices.

The lawbreaker's life-way stinks in
Yahweh's [nostrils], ___. [YAH] loves everyone who chases righteousness.
Proverbs 15:10 Discipline grieves the [man]
9
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who forsakes the Way, ___. Whoever
hates correction eventually dies. 11
Sheol {the-unseen-realm-of-the-dead} and
Abbadon {the-bottomless-pit-of-destruction}
[lie] open before Yahweh's [face]. How
much more [YAH sees the scandals in] the [shallow] hearts of Adam's brats, ___!
You can't hide anything from YAH.

Every scorner hates [any adviser] who
corrects him, ___. [Scoffers run to] avoid
consulting wise [people]. 13 [A] bright
heart [creates a] healthy face, ___. A broken heart slays [your] spirit. 14 The heart
of a discerning [being] seeks knowledge,
___. Fools' mouths feed on idiocy. 15
Oppressed people [live out] their days [getting] broken-to-pieces, ___. Yet [their]
precious heart[s give them] perpetual
banquet[s of love]. 16 [ ___, you're] better-off
[owning] little except the fear of Yahweh,
than [owning] great treasure with confusion. 17 *Better [to eat] a dinner of
12

green herbs where love lives,
than [to eat] a fattened ox [in an atmosphere of] hatred, ___.
To be healthy, meat must be raised, slaughtered,
processed, cooked and eaten in a righteous spiritual environment. Today's modern meat industry is
an abomination. De-facto slaves raise animals in
squalor and filth. Machines feed the animals feces
mixed with epidemic-spawning antibiotics. Drones
slaughter the animals. Consumers eat the meat
without any spiritual attention whatsoever. No
wonder the world is drowning in disease. Better to
eat whatever you can get out of your own garden
than to eat factory-farmed mystery ‘meat’.

*A hot-headed man stirs up
strife, ___. [People] who are slow
to anger quiet wars. 19 Thorns

visers. 23 A man brightens up

plans fail, ___. Stable plans
come from [consulting] lots of adThe Cinematic Bible 1.0

[when he

answer he's open [to receive, ___].
It's wonderful to [hear] a message spoken in its proper occasion. 24 ___,
[YAH's] Way of life is a highway that
keeps wise [people] from going downward
to Sheol {The-Grave}. 25 Yahweh destroys the house[s] of [all] arrogant [egotists, ___]. But YAH establishes the territory of [humble] widow[s]. 26 ___, yahweh
hates the schemes of wicked [people].
YAH delights in the words of pure [people]. 27 ___, everyone who craves gain
boils his own family [home]. Whoever
hates bribes lives [on].
hears the]

The world's money system is built on the principle
of gagne (gain, booty, plunder, aka ‘income’). Nations indebt themselves to banker-masters who
send the nation's boys out to steal the resources of
poorer countries.

The righteous [man's] heart studies [to
answer, ___. Meanwhile, the
miscreant's mouth spouts out evil [trash].
29 Yahweh [stays] far from villains, ___.
But he hears [the] altruist's [every whispered]
prayer. Proverbs 15:30 Bright eyes brighten [your] heart, ___. Good news builds
beefy bones. 31 The ear that [listens to]
life-giving correction [finds a] home
among wise [people, ___]. 32 Everyone
who refuses instruction despises his
own life-breath, ___. Everyone who
heeds correction grows [in] understanding. 33 Awe of Yahweh teaches [you] wisdom, ___. Humility precedes honor.
28

find the right]

Proverbs 16

18

block the lazy man's path, ___. [YAH]
makes the righteous [man's] road [a] level
[highway]. Proverbs 15:20 ___, a wise child
brightens his father's [life]. A foolish
man demeans his mother. 21 Lunacy
delights [jerks who lie] destitute of wisdom,
___. A man of understanding walks uprightly. 22 *Without counsel,

1016

YAH Decides Your Fate; So Live For
Him
1 Mortals make plans [in their] hearts,
___. But Yahweh's tongue speaks the
[final] answer.
Yah decides what's going to happen to you. Life is
an adventure. In everything, YAH has the last
word.

In his own eyes, all a man's ways [look]
clean, ___. But Yahweh [objectively]
weighs [our] spirits. 3 Roll your actions
into Yahweh's [direction]. Then [he'll] rocket
2
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your strategies [to sky-high success], ___. 4
Yahweh makes [us] all for a reason, ___.
[It's fun to watch] the world-smashers get
trashed on their day of [destruction]. 5
Proud heart[s] disgust Yahweh, ___.
Their hand-shaking [deal-making] won't lift
them out of punishment. 6 Mercy and
truth purge evil. Awe of Yahweh drives
human[s][away] from destruction. 7

*When a man's ways
please Yahweh, [Yahweh]
makes even the [man's]
enemies [live] at peace
with him, ___.
Pleasing YHVH is the national defense strategy
which nations rarely use. Instead, nations bankrupt
themselves to buy military weapons.

Better a little [wealth] with integrity
than great revenues with injustice,
___. 9 A man's heart devises his way.
But Yahweh directs his steps, ___.
Proverbs 16:10 The divine verdict [should flow
from] the lips of the king. [The royal] mouth
must never betray justice.
8

Yet political authorities predictably botch their responsibilities. Democracy subverts the political
process by subjecting important decisions to mobrule majority vote. King James mistranslated this
to say, “the king is never wrong.“

*Yahweh demands that every weight and balance be [accurate], ___. [YAH] determines every
store of value.
11

Fiat money is the devil's work. When the United
States abnegated the gold and silver standards,
they doomed the nation and the world that followed in its wake. JFK's attempted to preserve the
silver standard (and to extract the US military from
Viet Nam). He was soon rewarded with a statesponsored assassination.

*It is an abomination for [a]
king to commit wickedness,
___. The throne gets established via righteousness. 13
12

Righteous lips are the delight of rulers.
[Kings] love [people] who speak right, ___.

If a leader rewards liars, and punishes and/or
marginalizes truth-tellers, he's not an authority but
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an impostor. And that's what today's world rulers
are: usurpers.

The Sovereign's fire-rage is a messenger of death, ___. A wise man
pacifies [authority]. 15 The light of the
king's face [brings] life, ___. His favor is
a cloud of spring rain.
14

Monarchy is a better form of government than
democracy.

How much better to get wisdom than
gold, ___. Acquiring understanding
pays far better than [acquiring] silver. 17
The highway of the upright leads [you
away] from evil, ___. He who guards his
life-path preserves his life-breath. 18
16

*Pride precedes destruction, ___. An arrogant spirit triggers a
fall.
A priceless storytelling technique: the character
acts arrogantly, then they trip and fall. Works every time.

* ___, you're better off as a
humble spirit [who fellowships] with
lowly [poor people], than [a crook who]
divides the spoil [plunder] with arrogant [warlords].
19

Today's world economic system is based on plunder [aka gain / income]. Disconnect from the
beast-system. Grow food in a humble community.

Whoever wisely handles
[his] affairs [eventually] comes into [a] wonderful [situation], ___. Whoever runs-forrefuge in Yahweh [eventually] becomes
happy. 21 Wise-hearted [people] eventually [earn] acclaim as distinguished, [intelligent, prudent leaders], ___. Sweet lips promote instruction.
Proverbs 16:20

Talk nice to your teachers and they'll teach you
deep secrets.

Education forms a wellspring of life
for its possessor. It's futile to instruct a
fool, ___.
22

Or: “Folly beats stupidity out of fools.”

The wise heart disciplines the [dumb]
mouth. [Study] stacks learning on the
lips. 24 *Pleasant words are
23

drips
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___. [Encouragement gives] sweetness
to the soul, health to the
bones. 25 *Sometimes a way
looks straight to a man, ___.
But it ends up being the road
to death. 26 The [worker] beast toils in
sorrow, bent to
face.

[the ground]

to feed his

His hunger drives him on.

A worthless man digs up evil, ___.
His lips [throw] scorching fire. 28 A
perverse man sows strife, ___. A gossip separates best friends. 29 A violent
man entices his neighbor, ___. [Fools]
lead [friends] down the path of ruin.
Proverbs 16:30 [A sadist] devises perverse
schemes in the wink of an eye, ___.
[He] executes evil with a twitch of his
lips.
27

A shifty eye betrays an evil intention. Watch out
for people who grin and wink at you.

The grey head is a crown of glory,
___. Find [long life] on the straight [and narrow] road [to heaven]. 32 He who is slow to
anger beats the mightiest [warrior], ___.
He who rules his spirit eclipses [the warlord] who seizes cities. 33 [You toss] your
[dice] into your lap, ___. But Yahweh
[decides] the verdict.
31

Proverbs 17
Peace & Wisdom Beat Riches & Folly
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An evildoer heeds false lips. A liar
gives [his] ear to a greedy tongue. 5
Whoever mocks poor [people] reproaches
his Maker. [YAH] punishes [gloaters] who
take glee in [other people's] calamities.
4

See Happy It Didn't Happen To Me, a song about
Schadenfrude: taking joy in other peoples'
tragedies.

Children's children are the old man's
crown, ___. Fathers [are] the glory of
children. 7 Eloquent speech ill-fits a
fool. Lying lips deform a prince.
6

See Twister, a romantic comedy fairy-tale based
on Proverbs 17:7.

*A gift is a precious gemstone. [It works its magic before] the
eyes of its giver, ___. Wherever [your gifts] turn, [they bring you]
prosperity.
8

Money buys favors and friends for itself.

*He who covers a transgression seeks love, ___. He who
repeats a matter separates
close friends.
9

When people betray you, remember the scar. But
don't gossip about it.

*A rebuke penetrates
deeper into a wise man than
100 whipstripes into [the back of] a
fool.
Proverbs 17:10

Don't counsel fools.
11 An evil man seeks only rebellion. [YAH eventually]
sends an ambassador of cruelty to fight [every lawbreak-

1

meeting a [mama] bear
robbed of her cubs, than [meeting] a fool
[perpetrating] his idiocy. 13 Ruin never
leaves the house of anyone who repays
evil for good. 14 *Starting a quar-

You don't need a lot of food. You need peace at
home.

rel fractures a dam [of destruction],
___. Avoid contention before
the dispute breaks out.

*Better a bit of dry [survival]
food with quiet [peace] than a
house full of feast-food with
strife, ___.
*A wise servant eventually
rules [over] a son who causes [his
family] shame. [The good worker] shares
inheritance with the brothers. 3
2

Refining pots [test] silver. Furnace[s][test]
gold. Yahweh tests hearts.
You go through life's fire to remove impurities from
your heart.
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er].

12 [You're better off]

Once you trigger your opponent's fight-or-flight response, their brain shuts off. Arguing is like winning the Special Olympics: even if you win, you're
still retarded.

People who justify violators, and [peowho condemn just [do-gooders], are
both abomination[s] to Yahweh. 16 *[Of
15

ple]

what use is]
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fool, ___? [He won't use it] to get
wisdom. [Fools lack the] heart [for education].
Don't pay to educate a fool. It's a waste of money.
The only thing that makes anyone learn is the desire to learn. Most college is a waste of money. A
motivated student will learn more in an internship
[practical work apprenticeship] than in a University.

A friend loves at all times, ___. A
brother is born [to help you weather] adversity. 18 A man void of understanding
strikes hands [in pledges]. [Fools] become
sureties for their buddies.

fool, when he holds his
[tongue], gets counted
wise, ___. [People] deem
the shut-lipped man to
possess understanding.

Proverbs 18

17

This goes for national debt and church pledge
drives. (Church members are surety for church
debt, a clear double-violation of scripture.)

He who loves arguing loves sin. He
who exalts his [proud] gate seeks destruction. Proverbs 17:20 Crooked heart[s]
find no [true] prosperity, ___. Perverse
tongue[s] fall into disaster. 21 *The
19

fool's parents grieve. The father of a wicked [child] feels no
joy. 22 *A cheerful heart is

the best cure, ___. A
crushed [broken] spirit
dries the bones.
Psychosomatic illness is real illness.

A wicked man takes a gift out of his
cloak, [a bribe] to pervert the course of
justice. 24 *The face of the intelli23

gent [man focuses on] wisdom, ___.
The eyes of the fool [wander] to
the ends of the earth.
The modern information-superhighway is an endless trash-heap of distraction to keep you from the
treasures of the ancient scriptures.

*A foolish son is grief to his
father. [A brat is] bitter [sadness] to
the [woman] who birthed him. 26
25

___, it's horrid to punish righteous [people]. Never strike a leader for being fair.
27 He who holds knowledge spares his
words, ___. A man of understanding
cools his temper. 28 *Even
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Wisdom & Law Bring You Joy
1 Lust isolates a man. [Selfishness] pushes
away [your] life-support, ___.
Alternate translation: Through his deep desire [of
wisdom], a man separates/distinguishes himself,
and enters into all wisdom.

A fool gets no delight from understanding. His only [joy lies] in revealing
his own opinions. 3 [ ___, when] lawless
[people] invade [your life, they] bring contempt and naked shame. 4 The words of
a man's mouth are deep [treacherous] waters. The wellspring of wisdom is a
flowing stream [of life]. 5 No good [comes
from] a verdict that lifts up a criminal's
face by overthrowing a do-gooder. 6
2

*Fatheads' lips chase fights. A
fool's mouth begs, “punch me!”
A moron's mouth is [his] destruction,
___. His lips are soul-snare[s]. 8 Gossip
words wound, stabbing [their victim] to the
innermost heart. 9 A lazy worker is kin
to [Satan, the] lord [of] destruction, ___.
7

Like a conquering army, lazy workers destroy their
masters; the destruction just happens over time.

* ___, the Name
“Yahweh” is a strong
tower. Righteous [beings]
run to it and [enter] safety. 11 The rich man's wealth is his [ficProverbs 18:10

fortress, a high [unscalable city] wall
[that exists only] in his own imagination. 12
[A] man's heart grows haughty. Then
destruction [smashes him to bits], ___. Humility precedes honor.
tional]

Humility comes before Happily-Ever-After.
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___, whoever answers a statement
before he listens intelligently [exposes his
own shameful] foolishness and confusion. 14
The spirit of a man can sustain him
through [physical] sickness, ___. But who
can bear a wounded spirit?

Proverbs 19

13

So it's foolish to quarantine healthy people.

The discriminating [human] builds [a liknowledge [in his] heart. The ear
of the wise [man] seeks insight [from elders'
experiences]. 16 *A man's gift makes
15

brary of]

room for him. [Generosity] brings
[you] face-to-face with greatness, ___. 17 *He who initially
pleads his own cause seems
just, ___, [until] his neighbor
comes and [cross-examines] him. 18
the ‘lot’ stops controversy. [Cointosses] break up [fights between] mighty [opponents]. 19 An offended brother is harder
to win [back] than a strong city, ___.
[Family] feuds [build walls as impenetrable as iron]
castle bars. Proverbs 18:20 *The ‘fruit’
[Throwing]

of [your] mouth [comes back] to stock
your belly, ___. You eventually get your fill of the harvest
[that grows] from the [seeds you plant with
your] lips.
Speak outgoing, encouraging, truthful and helpful
words.

*Death and life lie in the
power of [your] tongue, ___. [People] who love [life eventually] eat the
fruit [that grows from their own good wordseeds]. 22 *Whoever finds [one] wife
[for life] finds good, ___. [A faithful
spouse] is a gift of favor from
Yahweh. 23 Poor [people] humbly beg.
21

Rich

[people]

answer fiercely.

The poor man begs on his face. The rich man answers him by kicking out his teeth.

*A man's ‘friends’ can do him
harm. [Yet, in heaven, you, ___,]
have a [loving] friend who sticks
closer than any brother.
24

[great]
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Be Honest, Kind, Wise & Humble:
That's Wealth

*[ ___, you're] better [off being] a
poor [man] who walks in his integrity than [being] a snakelipped [rich] fool. 2 *Life-breath
and knowledge [mix] well, ___.
Hasty feet [stampede] off [life's track]. 3 A
1

human's foolishness ruins his life-path,
___. Then his heart boils up, blaming
Yahweh. 4 Wealth brings [you] many [fairweather] ‘friends’, ___. The poor [man gets]
shunned [even] by his neighbor[s]! 5

*[YAH] punishes [all] false witnesses, ___. The liar never escapes [judgment]. 6 Everybody courts
the favor of bigshot[s], ___. Every human [pretends to be] a friend of a gift-giver.
7 [A] poor man's brothers hate him, ___.
His friends withdraw. He pursues them
with [life's] answers. But they're gone. 8
Love your soul, ___. Get wisdom. Find
[what's] good. Treasure discernment. 9

*[YAH] punishes [every] false witness, ___. Start a fire with
lies, and you die. Proverbs 19:10 Luxury ill-befits a fool, ___. Even worse is
a slave ruling over leaders.
The world's national leaders are slaves of demonic
money-lenders.

*A [good] man's discretion defers his anger, ___. It's his
glory to overlook offense[s]. 12 [A]
11

king's fire-rage is a roaring lion, ___.

[His]

favor is

*A foolish son is the
ruin of his father, ___. A nagging wife is water [torture, a] never-ending [leak] dripping [on your face
while you try to sleep]. 14 [Men] inherit houses
dew on grass. 13

and riches from [their] Dads, ___. [But] a
prudent wife comes [miraculously] from
Yahweh.
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Houses and riches become curses unless you use
them to help needy people. A good wife is rare,
priceless true wealth.

*Laziness casts [you] into a
deep coma, ___. Idle souls
suffer starvation. 16 Keep [YAH's]
15

commandments, ___. Guard your soul.
[If you] despise [YAH's] Way, you die. 17

*Pity the poor: lend to Yahweh, ___. Give. YAH eventually pays you back [multiples of what you
invest in generosity]. 18 Chasten your child

while there's hope [for him, ___]. Never let
your soul deny him discipline [just because
he's] crying!
A variety of interpretations are possible: Mild pain
(dished out in calm love) is a great teacher, necessary for communicating with children. To forgo discipline is to be a willing party to your child's death.

A person whose fire-rage overflows
must suffer punishment. When you rescue him [from judgment, he erupts] again,
___.
19

Sometimes you've got to let your children learn the
hard way. Tough love is real love. Co-dependence
is addiction. Co-dependent parents destroy their
children.

___, listen to counsel. Receive instruction [and you] end up wise. 21
[Every] man's heart devises endless
[schemes]. But [only] Yahweh's counsel
stands [the test of time, ___]. 22 [Every] human
longs for kind [loyalty, ___]. A [faithful] pauper winds up better [off] than a [funded]
liar. 23 ___, fear [only] Yahweh [and you
come to] live in contented rest, untouched
by evil. 24 *[A] sluggard buries his
Proverbs 19:20

hand in his dish, [too lazy to] bring
his [food-filled] fist back to his
mouth, ___. 25 Banish a scorner,
___. Then simpletons beware. Correct
the understanding man, and he grows
[more] knowledge.
Some people need beatings. Others only need to
be corrected.

___, a [son] who wastes his father
and chases away his mother is a
shame-spawner, a disgrace-magnet. 27
My child, ___, stop listening to the
26
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misinformation that makes [you] stray
from the principles of knowledge.
Unplug your connection to the world's “information”
systems. Plug into the scriptures.

A worthless witness mocks justice,
___. The criminal's mouth gulps [down]
evil [like candy]. 29 ___, [YAH holds] judgments in store for scorners. [YAH saves]
whip-stripes for fools' back[s].
28

Proverbs 20
Control Yourself, Or You Will be
Controlled

*Wine is a mouth-off. Hard
liquor is an [uncontrollable] raging
bull. No wise man gets deceived by [addiction], ___. 2 Fear a
1

sovereign like [you fear] a roaring lion,
___. Whoever provokes a [ruler's] anger
betrays his own life-breath. 3 Fools
quarrel [and meddle]. Men of honor quit
fighting, ___. 4 *Sluggard[s] who

refuse to plow in cold [weather]
end up as empty-handed beggar[s] in [the summer] harvest, ___.
5 *Counsel is deep water in an
[advisor's] heart-well. Yet a man of
understanding draws out [advice],
___. 6 Almost every man proclaims his
own goodness, ___. But who can find
a faithful man? 7 The just man walks in
his integrity, ___. His [goodness] blesses
his children after he's [gone]. 8 A king
who sits on the throne of judgment
scatters away all evil with [a flash of] his
eyes, ___. 9 ___, who can say, “I've
cleaned-up my heart. I'm pure from my
sin?” Proverbs 20:10 Differing weights, deceitful measures, both alike are abominations to Yahweh.
By the 20th century, the currencies of every nation
on earth became un-backed fiat paper, a curse to
every economic participant.

scrutinize your child's actions, ___. If [the child is] pure and right,
[his deeds will show it].
11 [Intensely]
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Children are naturally adorable, like puppies. But
their little bad actions, like nipping at your heels,
grow up into major crimes.

Yahweh gives you eyes and ears,
___. So see and hear [what's going on around
you]. 13 *If you love sleep, you
12

fall into poverty. Open your
eyes. [Work], ___. Then you'll fill
up with food. 14 *"Worthless,
lousy,” says the buyer. Then he
leaves [to] brag [about his purchase]! 15
* ___, you can find gold and
rubies galore. But lips [that speak]
knowledge are [rare] priceless
armor [to protect you in life's battles].
Usually translated "jewels".

from whoever
[pledges his funds as] surety for a nonHebrew's [debt to you], ___. Take
tangible-property [in case] a
strange woman [fails to pay back what
you loan her]. 17 *Fraud-got food
[tastes] sweet to a man, 'til it
turns to a mouthful of gravel. 18
*Establish [your] plans on [the
bedrock of good] counsel, ___. Wage
the battle [of life] on good advice.
19 *A wandering gossip eventually exposes [your] secrets [to the
public eye], ___. Never get mixed
up with a lip-flapper. Proverbs 20:20
*[YAH] snuffs out the life-lamp of
anyone who curses [or short-changes]
his Dad or Mom. [Ungrateful children
die] blind in the blackest darkness, ___. 21 *Fast cash vanishes in a cursed flash, ___.
16

*Take

[collateral]

disgust Yahweh. No good
comes from a false balance, ___.
thing else]

A dollar is supposed to equal a fixed weight of gold
or silver. In the 20th century, the United States
changed the definition of a dollar to equal nothing.
This one act doomed the entire world financial system.

the strongest of [us] Adam-smap-out our life-roads by
[walking in] Yahweh's footsteps, ___. 25
24 [Even]

pawn

* ___, don't say, “I'm paying
[them] back for the evil [they did to
me].” Instead [of taking revenge], wait
for Yahweh. He'll avenge you.
23

Double-standards in weights
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[only]

*A blurted sacred promise is a
noose [you] end up screaming to
get loose from, ___.
Religion traps you by getting you to pledge your
life to Christ, then training you to live just like the
world around you. Oaths are omnipresent in modern commerce. Oaths are sacred vows. Note that
there are no wedding vows in the Bible, just the
law that a man who beds a woman has to take
care of her for life.

A wise ruler sifts lawbreakers [out of society]. He threshes them under the cartwheel [of justice], ___.
26

A bad leader takes bribes from criminals. Base
your plans on the likelihood that all of the heads of
the U.N. member states are criminals.

*Yahweh's searchlight examines [your] human spirit. [Judgment]
exposes every [secret] hidden in
[your] heart, ___. 28 *Mercy and
truth preserve the ruler's [reign].
To uphold [your] ‘throne’ [of power],
[you, ___, must bend down in] kindness. 29
*A strong young man is a
proud [peacock], ___. A grayheaded old man is a magnificent [miracle]. Proverbs 20:30 Bruises &
27

wounds cleanse away evil, ___.
stripes [clean] the inner heart.

[Whip]-

Proverbs 21

Easy come, easy go.
22

1022

YAH Controls World Politics

irrigation hose [in
the farmer's hand], the king's heart
[flows] in Yahweh's palm, ___.
YAH turns [the ruler's mind] wherever
YAH wants.
1

*Like a
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Clean Your Heart, Work Hard, Be
Humble, Give
2 Every way of a man seems right in his
own eyes, ___. But Yahweh examines
[all] hearts.
Check your motives.

Actions [of] righteousness and justice
please Yahweh more than [merely donating
your valuable animals to be] slaughtered [and
3

cooked to feed priests and congregants at religious
feasts].

YAH never wanted animal sacrifice. He commands
you to donate food to noble causes.

High looks, proud hearts, and wicked
plowing: all sin, ___.
4

"Plowing" flexibly refers to destructive, erosion-prone agricultural and living methods.

*Diligent thoughts create
abundance, ___. Hasty
thoughts make poverty. 6 Gaining
5

treasures with a lying tongue equals
begging to die, ___. [Dishonest wealth] is a
vapor. It vanishes away. 7 [YAH] destroys
wicked people [with] violent retribution,
___, because they refuse to perform
just actions. 8 Perverted motives twist
[your] life-path into tangles, ___. Pure
[thoughts] conduct you up the straight [and
narrow] road [to heaven]. 9 *Better to

dwell in a roof-corner,

[a little room

in an attic, or a shack built on a rooftop, ___],

than with a fighting, arguing
woman in a mansion. Proverbs 21:10
The soul of a wicked [man] lusts [to] harm [people],
___. He [looks across the fence with an evil] eye, [scheming to damage] his [next-door] neighbor. 11 When the [law] punishes
a scorner, the simpleton grows wise, ___. When
[you] instruct a wise man, he receives knowledge. 12

The righteous man deals wisely with
crime families, ___. He overthrows
guilty [people] to [eradicate] their evil. 13

*Whoever stops his ears at the
cry of poor [people] ends up crying himself. But no [one] hears
him, ___. 14 *Secret gifts

pacify anger, ___. A do-
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nation in the cloak
strong fire-rage.

[quiets]

Bribes make the world go 'round. And more positively, gifts buy [temporary] allies.
15 ___, doing justice [brings] joy to righteous [people],
and ruin to workers of evil.
Or: Acting justly is a joy for the righteous, but justice terrifies evildoers.

The man who wanders out of the
way of understanding ends up stuck in
the congregation of the dead, ___.
16

The church of the frozen chosen. "Christianite"
churches are congregations of the dead, because
they ignore the scriptures they claim to believe.

*He who loves pleasure
eventually becomes a poor
man, ___. He who loves wine
and oil loses his riches.
17

Pleasure-bursts cause depression. Dopamine decreases overall productivity. Pleasure-inducing
neurotransmitters actually depress the nervous
system, causing long-term synaptic contraction.
Even small overdoses cause neural death (irreversible brain damage). No one is poorer and sadder than a heroin or crack addict, or a sex addict.
Or a nation addicted to fossil fuel.
18 ___, criminals who pillage do-gooders end [up]

*Better to camp in the wilderness,
___, than [to live in a palace] with a
brawling, quarrelsome, angry
woman. Proverbs 21:20 Desirable treapaying

[the price to set]

righteous

[people free].

19

sure and oil [fill] the home of the wise
[man, ___]. Meanwhile, a foolish man
squanders [everything].
Not an endorsement of piling up literal physical
treasure in your personal residence. Instead, fill
wherever you live with the treasures of love, wisdom and Sacred Spirit.

He who pursues righteousness and
mercy finds life, moral-clarity and honor, ___. 22 A wise man scales the city
of mighty [fools]. [Intelligence] casts down
the [idiots'] impregnable refuge, ___. 23
Whoever guards his mouth and his
tongue keeps his life-breath from being
21

* ___,
whoever acts in proud
fire-rage [should be]
squeezed
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named: “Frothing Volcano Mouth.”
These stunning concrete Hebrew words often get
sadly translated into the abstract: “Arrogant
haughty scorner.”

The desire of the lazy [being] kills him,
___, because his hands refuse to labor.
26 [Mr. Lazy] lusts for greed-gain all day
long, ___. Meanwhile, the righteous
[man] gives without holding back. 27
When a bad man with wicked motives
[donates an animal to be] slaughtered [for a community feast, it's not a gift, it's] an abomination,
___.
25

"When helping hurts" describes the nightmarish
harm that most so-called "charity" does to the 3rd
world poor. Ministries should reduce their dependence on donations, because taking money from
wicked donors brings a course-thwarting curse on
your ministry. For instance, churches commonly
reward their big-tithers with spotlight-stage-time,
reducing the quality of the church's music program. Churches suck their lifeblood from congregants who live chasing personal income in rebellion
against the Messiah's command to sell all their
possessions.

A false witness perishes, ___. The
man who intelligently listens speaks for
eternity.
28

A true statement never changes. It stays true forever. Liars change their stories.

A [stubborn] wicked man hardens his
face [as he plows on into destruction, ___]. Meanwhile, the upright [man seeks counsel to] direct his way.

* ___, choose name-reputation over mountains of riches.
[Give] loving favor [and you won't need]
silver and gold. 2 [In death,] rich and
1

poor [people alike] meet together [to face]
Yahweh, the maker of all [beings], ___. 3 A
prudent man foresees disaster. So he
hides himself, ___. Silly [people] pass on
into penalty. 4 Humility and the fear of
Yahweh bring riches, and honor and
life, ___.
Train Your Family-Sheep-People In
Good Paths
5 Thorns and snares [plague] the lifecourse[s] of crooks. ___, hedge your

*
___, hedge a child in the
life-path he should
walk, like [a border-collie guides
a goat]. When [your child] matures, he'll boomerang
back [to the right Way].
soul far away

*There is no wisdom,
no understanding, no counsel
[that works] against Yahweh, ___.
Proverbs 21:30

Every statute and every plan must weigh itself
against YHVH's law. But society never honors
YAH's law. Jews malign the New Testament. Christianites trash the Old Testament.

train horses for the heat of battle, ___. But safety [comes not from military
might, but] from Yahweh.
31 [Men]

Proverbs 22

The Borrower Slaves For The
Lender

*Rich [tyrants] rule over
poor [sufferers]. The borrower is slave to the
lender, ___.
7

Thou shalt not borrow. Owe no man anything! See
Prov 22:7 Song.

Whoever plants evil reaps sorrow.
smashes the hothead's weapon[s].
Quietly Produce Benefit For Others
9 ___, be a bountiful fountain, [not a lifesucking parasite]. Give food [to weak poor people
who] dangle [by a thread]. [Then YAH will] bless
[you].
8

[YAH]

That doesn't mean to pay people to sit at home
watching screens.

Your Record Of Good Deeds Beats
Any Money
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

[from perverse people]. 6

See scripture song: Train Up A Child In The Way
That He Should Go.

29

The smart man stops, asks for directions, then adjusts his course.

1024

Drive out the mouth-off;
then strife disappears. Fights and insults [magically] die out [when you kick out the
Proverbs 22:10
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chatterbox mocker],

___. 11 The king befriends [the innocent] whose gracious lips
[stream] pure-hearted love. 12 Yahweh's
eyes preserve knowledge-bearers. YAH
overthrows the deceiver's schemes.
Avoid Sloth & Lust

*The sluggard whines,
“There's a lion outside, ___! [I
can't go to work.] I'll be slain in the
streets!” 14 *The mouth of the
adulteress is a bottomless
abyss, ___. [Slutmongers whom] Yahweh hates fall into [adultery]. 15
*Foolishness lies bound inside
[every] child's heart. The rod of
correction drives folly far
away.
13

The ‘rod’ is primarily a metaphor for loving guidance. However, verbal correction is insufficient.
Swift, light, harmless pain is a necessary childtraining tool.

*Whoever gains by oppressing poor [people], and whoever
bribes rich [people], [both] end up in
poverty.
16

Humbly Seek Wisdom
Bow down your ear, ___. Hear wisdom words. Apply your heart to knowledge. 18 Keep sweet [wisdom] within you,
bundled on the tip of [your tongue].
17

The only way to memorize wisdom in large quantity is to learn lots of scripture songs.
19 Today, [do as I] teach you. Run-for-refuge in Yah-

Do
you see how my scriptural advice harmonizes your plans, ___? 21 My [proverbs]
show you how to verify the truth of any
statement, so you can give accurate reports to any [leader] who appoints you [to
investigate important matters].
Help Poor People
22 Avoid exploiting any poor dangling
[human]! Never use economics nor law to
oppress afflicted [people]. 23 Yahweh [always] defends the cause of [oppressed people],
___. Yahweh spoils the life-breath of
[anyone] who betrays [weak people].
weh's

[spirit].

Steer Clear Of Rage-Fights
24 ___, make no friendship with [the]
lord of fire-breathing [rage]. Don't go [anywhere] with a furious man.
Obviously, never marry a hot-tempered man or
woman, no matter how attractive they may be.

learn [adversarial] ways, [or you'll]
strap your life-breath in a noose, ___.
Never Take On Obligations
25 [Never]

*Never shake hands, ___.
Never be a surety for [anyone else's]
debts.
26

True Hebrews hug. They don't shake hands. Handshakes breed disease, both spiritual and physical.
True Hebrews neither take out debt, nor guarantee
debts for others.

If you have nothing to pay [your obligatake away your bed,
___!
Conserve Ancient Laws & Guidelines
28 Never move an ancient landmark
which by your fore-fathers established,
___.
27

tions, the lender will]

Never steal land by moving survey markers. Never
allow moral boundaries to loosen. Due Process,
freedom of religion, freedom of speech SHALL NOT
BE ABRIDGED.

*You see a man diligent in his work, ___?
He'll stand before kings.
He won't serve before
obscure men.
29

Proverbs 23

Yes, you, ___! Proverbs 22:20
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Never Take Trojan-Horse Benefits;
Serve YAH

* ___, when you sit to
eat with a ruler, diligently examine the [trap
he] lays before you:
1

Handouts are traps.

*If you're a man given to appetite, ___, put a knife to your
throat. [Never eat ‘free’ food with strings at2
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*Never desire [the
benefactor's] delicacies,
___. The [‘free] food’ is a
deceiving [distraction].
tached.] 3

Welfare, bank accounts, driver's licenses, passports, paper money, positions of honor, Social Security numbers: reject them all.

*Never exhaust [your relationships nor
your body] to get rich, ___. Let
your wisdom restrain [your work-aholism]. 5 *Why set your sights on
non-realities, ___? Riches always make themselves wings.
They fly away like an eagle [soaring] toward outer-space.
4

See scripture song: The Love Of Money.

Never eat food provided by anyone
who has an evil eye, ___. Never even
want his delicacies.
6

Don't eat food derived from the commercial system
of Babylon, represented by the all-seeing-eye atop
the pyramid. Look at the back of that Dollar bill.
That's the evil eye. Evil-eye also signifies 'stingy'.

*[Your worldly ‘provider’ isn't what he claims to
be.] His real thoughts lie hidden
in his heart, ___. “Eat and
drink,” he says to you. But his
heart is not with you, ___. 8
7

You'll vomit up [every] morsel [of unholy benefits] you eat, ___. Your sweetheart
deals will [crumble into] ruins. 9 Never
speak in the ears of a fool, ___. He'll
just despise the wisdom of your words.
Proverbs 23:10 Never move old boundary
markers, ___. Never besiege orphans'
fields. 11 The orphans' redeemer [towers]
mighty, ___. He always defends their
cause. 12 *Apply your heart to in-

struction, ___. [Give] your ears
to the words of knowledge.
Discipline Your Children By Any
Good Means

*Never deprive a child of correction, ___. Tap him with the
switch; he won't die!
13
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In no way does this verse recommend violence.
This verse can be interpreted, “guide your child like
a shepherd uses his guiding rod to lead sheep.” A
child sometimes needs a light, momentary, harmless sting on his leg or buttock to understand the
difference between right and wrong. Verbal communication is not an effective corrective method
for disciplining young children, because their cognition is pre-linguistic. All correction should be done
in complete calm, with no anger, and followed by
love.

Tap the [misbehaving] child with the
switch, ___. Deliver his soul from the
grave.
14

A switch is a small smooth green tree-twig, perfect
for giving a brief, harmless sting to a misbehaving
child's leg or buttock. This verse can also be interpreted to mean use firm parental guidance like a
shepherd's guiding rod.

___ my child, when your heart
wise, [it] brightens my heart. 16
___ my child, my mind jumps-for-joy
when your lips speak good-sense. 17
15

[shines]

Never let your heart envy sinners, ___.

[Live in]

awe

[every day]. 18 For [YAH provides] a
secure future for you, ___. [Unlike the
world-system, YAH] will never cut off your
rope-of-hope. 19 Hear, ___ my child. Be wise.

of Yahweh all day

Guide your heart in the

[straight-and-narrow]

way.

Don't company with drunks
nor riotous meat-eaters, ___. 21 Addicts and gluttons come to poverty,
___. Sleepiness dresses [lazy drunks] in
rags.
Pay Attention To Your Parents'
Wisdom
22 Intelligently listen to your father who
[gives you life, ___]. Never despise your
mother [even] when she's old. 23 Buy the
truth. Never surrender it, ___. [Get]
wisdom, instruction [and] understanding.
24 The father of the righteous [child]
spins around rejoicing, ___. The wise
[child] brightens up the parent [s] who
raise him.
Proverbs 23:20

The child's job is to bring joy to his family's life.

___, light up your father's and
mother's [hearts]. [Make the] woman who
birthed you spin [around in uncontrollable delight]. 26 ___, my child, give me your
heart. Let your eyes observe my wayof-life.
25
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Stay Away From Bad GIrls
27 A whore is a deep ditch [of destruction],
___. An adulterous woman is a narrow
pit. [Her walls loom too steep to climb out of.]
Pun intended.

lies in wait for prey, ___.
[She] multiplies [earth's population of] treacherous men.
Stay Away From Drug And Alcohol
Addiction
28 [The bad girl]

1027

The heart [of a ruiner] studies
destruction, ___. Their lips vomit trouble [and toil]. 3 Wisdom builds [your] family
[house, ___]. Discernment establishes [your
dynasty]. 4 ___, knowledge fills [your]
chambers with all [YAH's] precious and
pleasant riches. 5 *A wise man [tow2

29

strong, ___. A man of
knowledge grows mightier [every
day]. 6 * ___, you must wage
your [life's] battle[s] by [following]
wise counsel. [Consulting] many
counselors = safety.

Red eyes may refer to a subconjunctival hemorrage, a nasty, scary blood-bruise in the eye-white.

Spiritual war. True believers don't fight in any
worldly wars. See the film ‘Hacksaw Ridge’ for a
portrayal of how true believers approach war.

*[ ___, druggies and lust-hounds get] woe!
Sorrow! Fights! Babbling!
Wounds for nothing! Red [bloodshot] eyes!
Proverbs 23:30 [Drunks]

___. They roam
mixed drinks.

loiter

wine,
hunting

[drinking]

[the streets]

As do prescription and non-prescription drug addicts.

* ___, don't stare at red
wine. Ignore its sweet swirling
shining color in the cup. 32 *In
the end, wine bites you like a
serpent, stings like an adder,
___.
31

All alcohol.

eyes approve slutty women,
___. [Stoned] hearts utter perverse
frauds.
33 [Drunk]

She's a '10' at 3 (am) and a '3' at 10 (am).

lie down in the middle of
the sea. [They] lie atop ship's masts. 35
34 [ ___, addicts]

*[Junkies moan,] “[My enemies] beat me,
___. But nothing hurts! They
hammered me, but I didn't feel
[their fists]! When I wake up, I'm
gettin' more booze [to kill the pain]!”

Proverbs 24
Stay On The Good Side. Flee The
Gleam Of Evil
1 Never envy evil men, ___. Never
[even] want [to be with them].
Or: ‘never covet.’
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Wisdom [rises] too high for a fool, ___.
He isn't [fit to] open his mouth in the
[court] gate.
7

By hiring an attorney, you declare yourself incompetent to stand for yourself in a legal or official setting. That's why fools hire lawyers.

Whoever plots evil gets a reputation
as a scam-master, ___. 9 It's a [deadly]
mistake to scheme foolishness, ___.
The scorner is an abomination to [all]
men. Proverbs 24:10 ___, the day of crisis
is a [test of] your strength. If you faint [under adversity, you need to] bulk up.
8

Life is a test of your spiritual strength.

___, never delay in rescuing [innocent
people] from death's door. [Spring to help righteous saints whom oppressors] drag off to murder.
11

Rescue people unjustly sentenced to death; never
stand back and let them die. Help poor minorities
who rot in jail for possessing a harmless weed.
12

YAH, the owner of your soul, knows

[you sit around while innocent people suffer and die,
___]. [Don't]

say, “We didn't know.” YAH
skillfully weighs your heart. [YAH] repays
[every] human what his deeds deserve. 13
___, child, eat [wisdom] honey. [Insight is]
good! The honeycomb [of learning gives you a]
sweet taste! 14 [Like honey], the knowledge
of wisdom [sweetens] your soul, ___.
When you find [perception], you net a reward. Then [nothing can] cut off your ropeof-hope. 15 ___, never lay an ambush
[with a] wicked man [at] the dwelling of
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righteous [people]. [Never] spoil [an innocent's]
resting place. 16 For a just man falls 7
times, then springs up again, ___. But
all wicked [people eventually] fall into
calamity, [never to rise]. 17 Fight [the urge to]
brighten up when your enemy falls,
___. Never let your heart spin [for joy]
when he stumbles. 18 If Yahweh's eyes
see you [gloating], it'll break [his heart]. Then
he'll turn his fire-rage away from [your
enemy and onto you, ___]! 19 ___, never worry
yourself over evil men. Never be envious of wicked
Proverbs 24:20 For no reward [stays
any evil man, ___. [YAH] snuffs out
the life-candle of [every] wicked [sinner]. 21
___, my child, fear [only] King Yahweh.
Never intermix with rebels.
[beings].

with]

All rebellion is sin. That includes the American,
French and Russian revolutions. They were all paid
for with debts that continue to reduce their nations
to slavery.

For [rebels'] calamity rises suddenly,
___. [Only YAH] knows the [depth of] the ruin
that [buries] both [sides in a war]. 23 [ ___, be a]
wise [man]. No good [comes] from showing
partiality to people when deciding [how to
handle conflict]. 24 ___, whoever [flatters]
wicked [people by] saying, “You're righteous”, becomes cursed by people and
abhorred by nations.

never say, “I'll do him like he did me.
I'll pay that guy back for what he did.”
Poverty Brings Destruction! Work
Hard!
Proverbs 24:30 ___, I walk by the field of
Mr. Lazy. [I spy] the vineyard of the
empty-brained man. 31 [Mr. Lazy's field lies]
overgrown with thorns. Nettles cover
the [ground's] face. [The farm's] stone wall
falls to bits, ___. 32 I see [lazy people come
to ruin]. So I give it good thought, ___. I
get a message from looking [at sluggards'
messes]. 33 *[ ___, lazy people moan,] “A lit-

tle sleep, a little slumber, a little folding of the hands to
rest.” 34 *Poverty stalks [the sluggard] like a robber, ___. Want
[strips the lazy man] like an armed [bandit].

Proverbs 25

22

‘Hail Hitler’, for example. In politics, countries divide: one party hails one criminal, the other party
worships another criminal. Accurately told, history
consists of the exploits of international crime-rings.

But delight comes to [people] who rebuke [lawlessness, ___]. [YAH] sends wonderful blessing[s][upon whistle-blowers]. 26 [Women]
kiss the lips of [a wise man] who gives right
answer[s, ___]. 27 *Prepare your
25

outside work [first, ___]. Make
your fields ready. Then build
your house.
Young Amish people live in their workshops until
they can build living quarters. Build the barn first,
then the house. The people of the world will soon
learn that their McMansions are traps without food.

Never be a witness against your
neighbor without cause, ___. Never
deceive [anyone] with your lips. 29 ___,
28
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More Of Solomon's Wisdom
Proverbs

1 [ ___, the following are] Proverbs by Solomon {Peace-Man},
copied by the [scribes] of Judea's king HezekiYah

2 [Mysteries lie] concealed in
ELohim's glory, ___. Kings [show] their
honor by searching out these [mysteries]. 3
High [as] heaven, deep as earth's [rock],
[a good] ruler's heart spans unfathomably
[broad-minded concepts], ___.
{Strength-From-YAH}.

So never stop learning. The tragedy of most
'schooling' is it teaches people to hate learning. So
by the time a child graduates, he never wants to
study anything again.

Purge scum from [your inner] ‘silver’,
___, so the ‘smith’ has material to
make a [useful] vessel [out of you].
4

Purge scum from your life, so YAH can do something useful with you.

Get wicked [courtesans] out of the ruler's
face. Then his throne will rest on [a]
foundation [of] righteousness.
Never Engage In Self-Promotion;
Work Humbly
6 ___, avoid putting yourself forward in
a ruler's presence. Don't stick [yourself] in
the place of big-shots. 7 ___, it's better
5
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if

say to you, “Come up here.”
[Don't risk] being demoted [from your usurped
position] in the presence of nobles.
Handle Conflict Privately
8 Your eyes [can fool you, ___. Eyewitness testimony is mistaken 25% of the time. So] don't rush to
argue [your point. Get the facts.] Or you might
end up ashamed when your neighbor
[reveals what you didn't know]. 9 Discuss your
controversy with your neighbor himself,
___, [in private]. Avoid revealing other
peoples' secrets. Proverbs 25:10 [If you blab
secrets,] your hearers [eventually] shame you
with disgrace that never goes away,
___.
Give Advice When It's Timely And
Requested
[rulers]

*An insight spoken [with perfect
timing] is [worth a fortune]. [Timely, soughtafter advice or encouragement] is like [giving
your hearer] solid-gold apple [sculptures] set in silver [bases]. 12 *It's
like [giving] a gold earring or a
fine-gold sculpture when a
wise corrector's [words fall] on an
obedient ear, ___.
11

Be A Humble, Helpful Giver

*Like snow-flurries cool [hot
workers at the end of] harvest season,
a faithful helper refreshes the
life-breath of the boss who
sends him, ___. 14 Whoever brags
13

about gifts he never gives is like [empty]
clouds and wind [that starve the land of] rain,
___.
Control Yourself

*Patience persuades princes,
___. A soft tongue breaks
bone.
15

Bone = obstinate resistance.

* ___, if you find honey, eat just enough.
Don't gorge and vomit.
16

Honey is a metaphor for other addictive excesses,
like sex, drugs, power, money, pleasure. Sugar de-
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stroys phosphatase (as does boiling milk). You
need enzymes to digest essential nutrients such as
calcium. Too much sugar, especially processed
sugar (a drug for kids), makes you sick. Sugar is
8x more addictive than cocaine.

___, get your foot out of your
neighbor's house, or he'll tire of you,
and hate you. 18 *A maul, a sword,
17

a sharp arrow, is a man who
bears false witness against his
neighbor. 19 *Confidence in an
unfaithful man in time of trouble [hurts] like a broken tooth, a
foot out of joint, ___. Proverbs
When you sing ditties to a heavyhearted [mourner, it agitates them] like pouring
[acid] vinegar on soda, like stripping off
the [sad one's] clothes in the cold [night].
25:20

NRSV adds: Like a moth in clothing or a worm in
wood, sorrow gnaws at the human heart. Soda effervesces when it contacts acid.

Feed Your Enemies

* ___, if your enemy
grows hungry, give him
food to eat. If your enemy gets thirsty, give
him water to drink:
21

See Feed Your Enemy song. This destroys the foolish notion that the Old Testament is about law,
while the New Testament is about grace. The
whole bible is about both law and grace.

*[Helping your enemy gives you more victory
than] heaping coals of fire on his
head. Yahweh rewards you,
___, [for choosing kindness over revenge].
22

Alternate translation: Invite your enemy captain to
share your warm fire while you talk of peace.

Avoid Conflict-Oriented People
north wind drives in rain, a
backbiting [gossiping] tongue summons a
mouth-frothing face [of fury], ___. 24
23 [Like the]

*Better to live on the corner of
a rooftop [or attic] than with a
brawling woman in a sprawling
mansion, ___. 25 Good news from a
far country [refreshes you, ___,] like cool waters [give life to] a thirsty animal. 26 An
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immoral [man] demolishes a law-abider
like [a dead animal] poisons a fountain and
corrupts a spring.
One bad apple spoils the whole bunch.

Avoid Pleasure-Rushes; Control
Your Spirit

*No good comes from eating
a lot of honey, ___. [Likewise,] it's
dishonorable [for people] to seek
their own honor.
27

You learn more from rejection than you learn from
approval, just like you get healthier if you eat only
the amount of calories you need to do your work.

He who lacks rule over his own spirit
like a city broken
down, bereft of walls, ___.
28

[lies defenseless and useless,]

Proverbs 26
Fools, Slugs, Liars & Haters Are Anti-Human
1 Like snow in summer, [like] rain during
harvest, honor ill-befits an imbecile,
___. 2 Like a wandering sparrow or a
darting swallow, an undeserved curse
comes [home to roost, ___].
Don't sweat what people say about you. And don't
say anything bad about someone else, especially if
it's not true.

a whip for the horse, a bridle for
the donkey, and a rod for the fool's
back, ___.
3 [Use]

Whippings are a much more cost-effective correctional tool than are jails. Your nation is burying itself in debt to fund prison systems, when all they
need to do is get plowmen to publicly whip convicted criminals.

*Never answer a lamebrain.
If you respond to his folly, you
become [foolish] like him, ___.
4

[Never descend to a mocker's level.]
Arguing is like competing in the special Olympics:
even if you win, you're still brain-damaged.

a fathead's madness, he [still remains] wise in
his own eyes, ___. 6 He who sends a
message by the hand of an airhead
cuts off [his own] feet. [Employing dunces equals]
drinking damage, ___. 7 Like a lame
[man's] mismatched legs, a wisdom-story
[hangs awkward] in the mouth of [a] fool,
5 [Even if you waste your time answering]
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___. 8 Whoever gives honor to a dupe
is [culpable for the dupe's evil, ___,] like a man
who binds a [man-killing] stone in a slingshot [then hands it to a murderer].
Never promote people until they're proven their
wisdom. If you vote for a politician, you're liable
for the evil he does with the power you give him.

An idiot's mouth [distorts] wisdom-stories, ___. Foolishness mauls [people,] like
a drunk waving a thorn-bush [in a crowd].
9

For instance, idiots tell sinners that they'll live forever in hell with all their rowdy friends.

Managers twist [a job into
when they hire morons or pay
sinners, ___.
Proverbs 26:10
wreckage]

Your nation perverts itself by paying its poor people to pretend to be disabled, and paying its politicians to lie and borrow money the nation can never
pay back. That's public policy in the United SataNations.

*Like a dog returns to
[gobble] his vomit, a fool
springs back to [gorge himself on] his folly, ___. 12 You
11

see a man who sees himself as wise,
___? There's more hope for a peabrain
than for him.
Lazy People Invent Excuses To Get
Out Of Work

*The lazy man whines, “[I can't
go to work, ___. There's] a lion [roaring] in
the road. A man-eater [stalks] the
streets!”
13

So give me a welfare payment!

*Like a door turns on its
hinges, “[Mr.] Lazy” turns on his
bed, ___. 15 *"[Mr.] Lazy” buries
his hand in [his] dish, ___. [He's
too] weary to lift his [food-filled] fist
back to his mouth. 16 In his own
14

view, the sluggard looms wiser than 7
men who give [expert] consultation.
Flee Liars, Haters & Fighters

*He who passes by and meddles with strife he doesn't belong in [dies] like a [fool] who
grabs a [wild] dog by the ears,
17
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___. 18 ___, a

[liar is a] mad man who
hurls torches, arrows and death. 19 [A
terrorist] deceives his neighbor. Then [when
he gets caught, he] says, “I was only joking!”

*No wood, fire dies.
No gossip: fighting stops, ___.
21 *Coals, hot embers and wood
[ignite a] fire, ___. Likewise, a
quarrelsome human ignites
fight[s].
Proverbs 26:20

[Like] Coals fuel hot embers, [like] wood fuels fire;
a contentious man lights a fight.

*Gossips’ words wound [people].
jabs down into the innermost parts of [your] belly,
___. 23 ___, an evil heart's warm
22

[Loose talk]

words shine, [like metal] paint [disguising] a
[fragile] clay pot. 24 * ___, a hater's

confusing lips conceal
deceit inside [his heart].

[poison]

The devil's henchmen use moral platitudes to
breed wars and fights.

When the hater speaks pleasantly,
don't believe him, ___. Abominations
completely fill his heart.
25

Literally: 7 abominations.

Shrouded in [dark] deceit, [the liar's] hatred lurks [for blood], ___. [But YAH] eventually exposes [the schemer's] wickedness
before the whole assembly [of humanity].
26

*Dig a pit, [you] fall into it,
___. The stone you roll, rolls
over you. 28 [The] lying tongue hates
27

victims, ___.
ruins [people].
[its]

[A]

flattering mouth

Proverbs 27
Be Humble
Never brag about tomorrow, ___.
You don't even know what today might
1

bring. 2 *

___, let other human[s] praise you. Stop
your own mouth [from bragging]. 3rd-party [testimonials
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beat anything you can say]

with

your own lips.
Your ‘self’ promotion should come 100% from unbiased 3rd party testimonials.

A stone [feels] heavy. Sand burdens [you
down], ___. But a fool's fire-rage outweighs both [stone and sand]. 4 *Wrath
3

cruel. Anger rages [beyond
control], ___. But who can stand
before [the fire of] jealousy?
[looms]

Anger and rage quickly subside. But envy is a lifelong, soul-killing, relationship-destroying poison.
The religionites murdered Jesus because they were
jealous of him.

better [off] honestly correcting [someone] than hiding [your] affection
[because you're upset with them].
5 [ ___, you're]

Or, 'You'd rather have someone openly argue with
you than give you the cold shoulder'. This verse
prohibits passive-aggression.

The enemy deceives [you] with kisses,
___. Friends puncture [your pride-bubbles] to
build your [character]. 7 The satisfied appetite loathes [even] a honeycomb, ___.
But to the hungry animal, every bitter
thing [tastes] sweet.
6

Addicts are the world's saddest people. Poor people
live happier than rich people. Health nuts who
don't eat sweets enjoy garlic and onions. When you
deprive yourself of dopamine, your brain's pleasure
neuro-receptors open wide, (like the pupil of your
eye dilates in the dark). So you experience more
pleasure in deprivation than in plenty. Abstinence
is the secret to smiling in any circumstance. Be a
pleasure-delayer, and you get more pleasure out of
life.

man wanders from his place
like a [silly] bird wanders from her nest, ___. 9
Sweet hearty counsel from a friend [is]
perfume and incense wafting joy to
your heart, ___. Proverbs 27:10 ___, on
the day[s] when [life] rakes you [over the
coals], don't pass up your friend, nor
your father's friend, to voyage to your
relative's house. A nearby neighbor
helps [you] more than a faraway brother.
11 My child, [live] wisely. Brighten [up] my
heart. [Give me] defenses to repel [liars]
who strip [our family's dignity by accusing you of
crimes]. 12 *A prudent man fore8

A

[foolish]

[of responsibility into the jaws of predators,]
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sees ruin. So he hides himself,
___. Meanwhile, simpletons
[stumble] on to [their] punishment. 13
*Take [valuable] clothes from anyone who promises surety [payments to guarantee any] stranger's [debt],
___. Hold collateral [when someone
borrows] on behalf of a questionable woman.
Never trust people. Assume they'll never pay you
back. If you loan anything, consider it a gift. Expect nothing in return. Jesus forbids us from even
asking for payback. But you can take collateral up
front. In essence you buy the collateral. Don't expect deadbeats to pay you back. Loans destroy
friendships.

When you rise up early in the morning and bless your friend with a loud
voice, he curses you for it, ___.
14

paraphrase

Never Mess With An Argumentative
Woman!

*A griping woman is [water torture. She's] nonstop dripping [on your
face] on a torrential day, ___. 16
*Restraining a quarrelsome
woman is wrangling the wind:
[she's] treacherous, like slippery
oil [gooping up] your working hand,
___.
15

Get Wise Counsel

*Iron sharpens iron,
___. So a man sharpens
his friend's character. 18
17

*Whoever tends the fig tree
eats its fruit, ___. Likewise, he
who guards his master eventually [receives] honor. 19 Like water
mirrors [your] face, an [advisor's] heart
gives [you a priceless view into yourself], ___.

Seek wise counsel, even from imperfect people.
Even a cracked mirror reveals the booger hanging
out of your nose.

Sheol {The-Grave} and
Abaddon {Destruction} are bottomless
Proverbs 27:20
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pits, ___. Likewise, the eyes of man
never sate their [lust].
See Rev 9:11. Earthly burial is a temporary, prejudgment form of death. Abaddon is final, eternal
annihilation following the final judgment.

A refining pot [tests] silver. A furnace
gold. [Fame and] praise test a human, ___.
21

[proves]

When people speak well of you, they're treating
you like they treat false prophets. Fame and approval are great temptations. People-praise and
flattery lead to pride. Pride precipitates your downfall.

*[You can] crush a fool in a mortar with a pestle like [he's]
wheat. [But you] can't drive his
foolishness away, ___.
22

Work Hard On Your Land To Grow
Your Own Food

* ___, be diligent.
Know the condition of
your ‘flocks.’ Responsibly supervise your
‘herds.’
23

Management = walking around talking among your
workers and family-members, asking how you can
enable them to do their jobs.

Riches don't last forever, ___. Nor
does [a mortal] crown endure to every
generation. 25 Harvest [your] hay, ___.
[Then, while the] grass sprouts, gather
mountain herbs.
24

A possible interpretation: Life is fleeting; but life
goes on.

*Lambs put clothes [on your back],
___. Assess the value of a [plot
of] land [by how many] goats [you can
26

raise on it, not by its location, popularity nor beau-

ty].
Animals are a good independent source of clothing.
The value of a farm is not in the land itself (real
estate) but in the value of the harvest you're likely
to reap from the land. Unproductive real estate and
useless animals drag you down like chains around
your neck. Residential homes are worthless status
symbols. Are you allowed to raise goats where you
live? if not, your property is worthless according to
Provv: 27:26.
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*[Raise milk animals, ___. Then] you'll
have plenty of goats’ milk to
feed you and your household.
[Watch how cheese] enlivens your
workers [and their children]!
27

lit: servant girls. Goat milk is a lifesaver.

Proverbs 28
Righteous People Live On While Violators Die

*Violators flee even when no
one chases [them]. [Meanwhile,] rightwalkers [stand] bold as lion[s],
___.
1

Wicked people borrow their nations into bankruptcy to fight wars against people who aren't even
their enemies. Witness the U.S.A.'s illegal wars
against North Viet Nam & Iraq.

*Rebellion [fragments] a country,
___. [One] discerning man of vision upholds [a nation's] sovereignty.
2

The American, French and Russian revolutions
were sins: grievous, world-destroying errors. Decentralized theocracy is the ideal form of government. Monarchy is a workable compromise.
Democracy is insanity.

A poor-quality strongman who oppresses weak [people] is like a torrential
rain that [strips the land of] all food, ___.
3

The globe is now experiencing the flood/drought
cycle that cursed all evil civilizations in history. You
get no rain for months. Then a torrential rain
washes away your soil and your crops. That's a
consequence of forsaking the scriptures. Church
people are as guilty as atheists, because they elect
clueless, corrupt puppets to the nation's highest offices.

People who forsake [YAH's] law praise
wicked [criminals]. Law-keepers struggle
[for what's right], ___.
4

If you fight for what's right, don't expect people to
applaud you. Expect to meet resistance so tough
that you need help from heaven to fight it.

World-wreckers lie clueless about justice. [Only people] who seek Yahweh see
the big [picture], ___. 6 [You're] better [off]
dangling [by a thread of poverty] than walking
a crooked path [loaded down by] riches,
___. 7 A wise heir is a Law-keeper, ___.
5
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A chum of rioting [gluttons] shames his father. 8 *Whoever increases his

possessions (by charging interest) gathers [money that YAH ends up giving to] someone who pities poor
[people], ___.
Commercial translators add the word “excess” interest to imply that charging a moderate, reasonable rate of interest is OK. It's not. Charging ANY
interest either means you're greedy or you're participating in a debased money system forbidden by
YHVH. The NLT gets this right: “A person who
makes money by charging interest loses it. It ends
up in the hands of someone who is kind to the
poor.”

*[ ___, if you] turn [your] ear away
from hearing [YAH's] Law, even
[your] prayer[s] become abomination[s].
9

Ever wonder why your prayers are not getting answered? Consider whether you've been ignoring
YHVH's Laws. Stop praying for something disgusting, like: a spouse who's going to divorce you, or a
cursed mortgage on a home or business, or a
meaningless job that's going to waste your life.

Anyone who makes [a]
right-walker stray onto a ruinous liferoad [eventually] falls into his own trap.
Upright [people] eventually inherit [everything] wonderful, ___. 11 The greedmonger sees himself as wise. But the
[poor] dangling discerner sees through
the rich man's [facade], ___. 12 *When
Proverbs 28:10

right-walkers triumph, [society
basks in] great glory. But when violators rise, men hide. 13 *Whoever masks his sins eventually
falls back [into destruction]. Whoever
confesses and forsakes sin
gets mercy, ___.
Admit your faults if people already see them. It's
healthy to say, ‘I'm sorry; you're right; my bad.’
But beware of confessing your private sins to people. It's not advisable to say, 'Hey everybody; I'm
attracted to female donkeys.' Save confessions like
that for your ‘Psychiatrist In Heaven’.

who [lives in] constant awe of
stays happy, ___. Whoever
hardens his heart falls into ruin. 15
14

The

[saint]

[Yahweh]

*Like a roaring lion, or a
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prowling bear, an immoral
tyrant [rages] over poor [weak people
who] dangle [by a thread]. 16 *The
clueless prince [morphs into] a [greedy,
doomed,] fascist oppressor, ___.
[You] extend your lifespan [and your
reign] by hating [the very idea] of
wanting [other peoples' stuff]. 17 A man
who does violence to anyone's blood
eventually flees to the pit [of death]. ___,
never protect [murderers from punishment]! 18
[YAH] saves everyone who walks uprightly, ___. [Criminals walk] the perverted-path
only to suddenly fall [to eternal death]. 19

*Whoever works his land gets
plenty of food, ___. But whoever follows futile [plans or leaders]
reaps overwhelming poverty.
A faithful man [eventually]
abounds with blessings, ___. But [YAH]
punishes everyone who rushes to [score]
riches. 21 No good [comes from playing]
favorites, ___. A [partial judge] breaks [the
law] for a piece of bread.
Proverbs 28:20

For political benefits, men sin. This applies to business, politics, social services, church hierarchy,
etc.

*Whoever rushes to get rich
has an evil [stingy, occult] eye, ___.
He's oblivious to [the] poverty
[rushing to] overtake him. 23 *The
[advisor] who warns a [sinner] eventually find more favor than the
[sycophant] who flatters with the
tongue, ___. 24 *Whoever robs
his father or his mother, then
says, “That's not treachery,” is
the companion of [Satan, the] destroyer [of the world].
22

Not giving your wages to your parents is robbing
your parents.

big-headed [bigshots]. [They]
whip-up strife. Run-for-refuge in Yahweh, ___. Eventually he'll fatten up
[your assets]. 26 *He who trusts in his
25 [Stay away from]

own heart is a fool.
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ers [people] who walk [though life]
wisely, ___. 27 *Whoever gives
to penniless [people] lacks nothing, ___. Conversely, whoever
hides his eyes [from suffering] eventually [suffers] overwhelming
bankruptcy.
This is not an endorsement of central-government
welfare handouts. It's an endorsement of local, responsible, personal charity. Give to needy people
whom you know won't spend the money on drugs
and other worthless, life-destroying junk. There
are saints around you right now who live in voluntary poverty in order to spend all their time helping
other people. Help the helpers.

When lawbreakers rise [to power], humans hide themselves, ___. When
criminals perish, saints flourish.
28

Proverbs 29
Saints Triumph Over Sinners In The
End
1 [YAH] will suddenly irreparably destroy
[you, ___,] if [you] ‘stiffen [your] neck’ despite repeated correction. 2 When righteous [leaders] hold authority, the people
shine with joy, ___. But when wicked
[leaders] dominate, the people groan [in
mourning]. 3 Whoever loves wisdom
brightens-up his father. But [a son] who
huddles with sluts bleeds-away his [family's] wealth. 4 The king establishes the
country through justice, ___. [A leader]
who takes bribes overthrows [his country].
"Takes bribes" may also be rendered "charges taxes".

A man who flatters his neighbor
spreads a net to [trap] his [neighbor's] feet.
5

Peterson: “A flattering neighbor is up to no good;
he's planning to take advantage of you.”

While the smasher [hangs himself] in the
noose of rebellion, the right-walker
shouts-sings bright [songs of freedom]. 7 The
righteous [man] considers the cause of
dangling [weak poor people], ___. The
wicked [man] doesn't even want to know
[about the poor]. 8 Scornful men draw a city
into a trap. Wise men turn away firerage. 9 When [you,] a wise person, sue [or
6
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a creep, [you] net rage and ridicule
without relief, ___. Proverbs 29:10 All
bloodthirsty [people] hate [all] upright [people], ___. [Murderers] seek [to end] the live[s]
of [all] just [people]. 11 *A bonehead
fight]

blurts everything [on] his mind,
___, while a sage holds back
his [words]. 12 If a ruler listens to lies,
all his servants morph into criminals. 13
The poor [man] and the oppressor have
this in common, ___: Yahweh gives
sight to the eyes of [them] both. 14 *[YAH]

forever establishes the throne
of the ruler who faithfully [gives]
justice to helpless [people], ___.
15 *The [twig] ‘switch’ and correction give wisdom, ___. The
child left to himself drags his
mother to shame.
A little tap with a twig helps a child understand
that rebellion causes pain. However, physical
abuse breeds rebellion.

When lawbreakers multiply, crime
overflows, ___. Yet right-walkers
eventually watch the criminals fall. 17
16

*Correct your child, and he'll
give you rest, ___. Eventually
he'll be your life's delight. 18

*Where [society] lacks vision, the people perish
[in disorder, ___]. Whoever
guards [YAH's] Law-map
[enjoys blessed] happiness. 19 A
slave [mentality] can't be corrected by words, ___. Even if he understands, he won't respond [properly].
[person with the]

When people are bound in contracts with the
beast-system, they won't hear talk of freedom, due
process, inalienable rights, etc. Good advice goes
in one ear and out the other.

*Do you see a
tongue-flapping man,
___? There's more hope
Proverbs 29:20
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for a donkey than for
him.
lit: a man hasty to speak words.

*He who delicately raises his
servant from childhood has his
servant become his son in the
end, ___. 22 A fire-breathing [brawler]
21

sparks up war, ___. A hotheaded boss
explodes in rebellion. 23 A man's pride
eventually drags him down, ___. Honor upholds humble-spirited [saints]. 24
Whoever partners with a thief hates his
own life-breath, ___. [You become an accomplice when] you hear the fraud-scheme but
refuse to report it.
#423 Alah may here signify a pact to keep fraud a
secret.

*Awe of man slips [your neck into]
a noose. Run-for-refuge in
Yahweh. He'll lift [you to safety],
___. 26 The masses chase the domina25

tor's face, [vainly seeking help]. But Yahweh
is man's [only provider of] justice, ___. 27
The just man loathes the pervert. Likewise, ___, as [you walk the] straight [and
narrow] way [to heaven], the crook [eyes you
with] disgust.

Proverbs 30
1

The Maxims Of Agur The Gatherer

maxims of Agur {Gatherer}. [Agur deoracles [to] IthiEl {El-Is-With-Me}. IthiEl [transcribed the oracles] with [help from] Ucal {Devourer}.
A difficult verse. Translations vary wildly.
[ ___, the following are]

livered these]

___, I'm [a] brute of [a] man, a clueless [spawn of] Adam. 3 I've never learned wis2

dom, ___. I lack all knowledge of the holy

[One].

4

Who ascends up into heaven, or descends [from there], ___? Who gathers
the wind in his fists? Who wraps the
waters in [his] cloak? Who establishes all
the ends of the earth? What's his
name? What's his son's name? Can you
tell?
YHVH. Son = YAHshua.

* ___, every word of Elohim
[shines] pure. [YAH's Law is your] shield.
5
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Flee-for-protection

[in]

Him. 6

*Never add to Elohim's
words, ___, or he [might]
rebuke you, and expose
you as a liar.
Bible translators add lots of extra words, particularly to Hebrew verses, with no indication of the
subterfuge. Insertions change meaning. Wordy
rendering makes verses impossible to sing using
oral tradition, which is the way the scriptures were
meant to be transmitted. Verbosity gives rise to a
written scriptural pedagogy, dependent on books,
schools, projectors, and lecturers (preachers, seminary professors, sunday-school teachers) who
[wrongly] explain the scriptures. Strip away the
added words. Get back to singing the scriptures in
their pure, brief, hit-song rhyming, dancing, shouting, singing style, as they were composed and intended to be passed down the generations.

Pray For What You Need With No
Fluff Added
7

[YAH,]

two things I pray to you; please don't deny

*[1] Remove
vanity and lies far from me. [2]
Give me neither poverty nor
riches. ([Just] feed me healthy
food.) 9 Don't overflow me [with material
them to me before I die: 8

prosperity].

Or I might deny you by saying, “Who is Yahweh?” Yet don't [make]
me poor, or I might steal, and abuse
the name of [you,] my Elohim.
Control Your Tongue; Keep It Positive
Proverbs 30:10 ___, never slander a
worker to his boss. He [could] curse you,
and get you held guilty.

Just mind your own business. Don't rat out bad
workers. And especially don't rat out good workers.

*Some [evil] human-spawn
curse their father and fail to
bless their mother, ___.
11

Literally: short-change their father, and abandon
their mother.

We're Evil, But We Think We're
Awesome
12 Human-spawn need to be scrubbed
of their filthiness, ___. Yet they eye
themselves as pure! 13 [This] haughtyeyed generation [disdainfully] raise their
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[to mock their elders],

___. 14 [ ___, we
live surrounded by] a generation [of vipers,]
teeth like swords, fangs [sharpened] like
knives. [They] devour the poor off the
earth. They [annihilate] needy [people] from
humanity.
Fascinating Analogies
15 ___, the [bloodsucking] leech has two
[sucker] daughters, named: “Yahab
{Gimme'}”, and “Gimme more!”
Parasitic people kill their hosts, and kill themselves
in the process.

___, 3 things never get satisfied,
yes, 4 things won't say, “[I've had]
enough”: the grave; the barren womb;
the earth thirsty for water; and the fire
that eats [fuel] forever. 17 *[See] the
16

eye that mocks his father, and
despises obeying his mother,
___? The ravens of the valley
come to pick out that eye.
Young eagles eat the [rebel's]
retina. 18 The following 3 things [tower] too marvelous for me

[to grasp, ___]

— actually I fail to com-

The way an eagle
in the air, [2][the way] a serpent
[slides] on a rock, [3][the way] a ship [traverses]
the middle of the sea; and [4] the way a
stud [seduces] a virgin [girl]. Proverbs 30:20
prehend 4 things: 19 [1]
[navigates]

*Here is the way of an adulterous woman, ___: she eats,
wipes her mouth, then hisses,
“I've done no wickedness.” 21 3
things disquiet the earth, ___: 22 [The world]

can't bear [the following] 4 [horrors, ___]: A
servant reigning; a fool filled with
food… 23 *…[and the earth can't bear] a

woman who [shows her] hateful
[heart only] after getting married;
and a worker-girl who usurps
the place of her boss's wife,
___. 24 On earth there are 4 [physically]
small [animals] that tower huge in wisdom, ___: 25 *[Compared to humans,] the

ant population is no superpower. Yet they [do a better job of] stor-
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ing up their
mer, ___.

[food]

in the sum-

Do you have an emergency food bank? If you buy
your food at retail, with only a few days' provisions
in your fridge, the ants have you beat.

The conies are soft [footed] animals,
___. Yet they make their houses in rock
[cliffs].
26

Rabbits, unlike conies, sport tough feet for digging.
We, like conies, are weak creatures who must
make our home in the Rock of Ages.

The locusts have no king, ___. Yet
they all march out in ranks. 28 ___, the
spider's hands seize hold in kings’
palaces.
27

Or lizard.
29 3 [animals] travel marvelously, ___: Proverbs
30:30 [The following] four [animals] march beautifully, ___:
A mature lion, mighty among beasts, retreats from
nothing — 31 — [other marvels include] a greyhound, a
stud goat, and a king against whom no [mortal] can

*If you've acted foolishly by lifting yourself up, ___,
or if you've thought evil, lay
your hand upon your mouth [in
repentance]. 33 *Churning milk always produces butter, ___.
Wringing a nose brings out
blood. Likewise, the force of [angry] nostrils unleashes war.
rise up. 32

Proverbs 31
Proverbs Of King 'LemuEl' aka
Solomon
1 The [following are more] words of king [Solomon, aka]
LemuEl {Belonging-To-El}. [These are] prophecies [which
Solomon's] Queen mother [BathSheba] taught him.
'Lemuel' is one of king Solomon's 6 aliases.

Stay Away From Sluts, Drugs & Alcohol
2 “Son! Son of my womb! Son of my

* ___, never give your strength to
women! Avoid giving
your life-paths to [sex].
[Lust] destroys kings!
vows!

[Beware of girls!] 3
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Solomon blew off this good advice. Pagan sex is
why you won't see Solomon in eternity.

* ___, it's not [wise] for kings
belonging to ELohim, nor for
[even worldly] kings, to drink wine.
Leaders [should avoid] strong liquor.
4

Drinking alcohol is not a crime. But it's usually unwise. The more responsibility you have, the more
dangerous it is to be intoxicated or addicted in any
way.

*When [leaders] ingest [intoxicants,
they] forget [YAH's] law, ___. They
pervert the justice due to oppressed children.
5

Alcohol & Drugs Are For The Terminally Ill
6 ___, leave hard liquor to dying [patients]. Save wine for [people suffering from]
body-trauma.
The bible commands you to give people alcohol to
drink, but only in certain emergency situations.
This is not, as often mistranslated, a suggestion to
give alcohol to depressed people.

Let the [dying and wounded man] drink, and
forget his need, ___, and become
[temporarily] oblivious to his misery.
7

Intoxicants are only an emergency band-aid, not a
routine medication. Opioid overuse is a world-destroying pandemic.

Defend The Rights Of Poor Convicts
& Orphans
8 ___, open your mouth for mute [people
who can't speak up for themselves]. [Plead] the case
of all orphans [and destitute, dying and wrongly
convicted people]. 9 Open your mouth, ___.
Judge righteously. Advance the cause
of needy [people who] dangle [by a thread].
A Virtuous Wife Towers Above All
Riches

*Who can find a
virtuous woman, ___?
Her value [soars] far
above rubies.
Proverbs 31:10

Only your Creator can find you a good wife among
the herd of sluts that make planet earth a disease-filled garbage pit.

*[The good woman's] husband's
heart safely trusts in her, ___.
11
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He never needs to plunder [anyone]. [The couple work together to get what they
___, the [good wife] does her
husband good, not evil, all the days of
her life. 13 *The virtuous wife
need.] 12

seeks wool and flax, ___. [She]
willingly works with her hands.
14 *The virtuous wife [forages for supplies] like merchants’ [sail] ships,
___. She brings her food from
afar. 15 * ___, the virtuous wife
rises while it's still night to
give food to her household.
She [even brings] portions[s] to her
worker girls.
Harness the power of your circadian rhythms by
rising to see the sunrise every day.

*The virtuous wife evaluates
a field, then buys it, ___. With
the fruit of her hands she
plants a vineyard.
16

Women can rule many macho domains, including
farming.

* ___, the virtuous wife
wears strong [stout] loins [waist,
back, buttocks]. She strengthens her
arms.
17

Virtuous women may be any size or shape, except
out-of-shape.

The virtuous wife checks to make
sure what she offers is good, ___. Her
candle doesn't go out at night.
18

Double meanings: She counts/tastes her profit,
and/or tends to her products, even late at night.
OR the more fun interpretation, flowing from the
previous verse: She keeps her body fit. She keeps
her husband on fire in the night.

The virtuous wife lays her hands to
the spindle. Her fists grip the spinning-rod, ___.
19

Sewing.

*The virtuous wife
opens her supplies to downtrodden [sufferers]. She reaches
out her hands to [paupers who] pant
[for water and food], ___. 21 *The virtuous wife never fears that her
Proverbs 31:20
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family [will freeze] in snow, ___.
Every person [in] her household
[shines,] clothed with [royal-quality]
scarlet [coats]! 22 The virtuous wife
makes coverings of tapestry, ___. Her
[humble] clothing [radiates more riches than royal]
silk and purple [robes]. 23 ___, the husband of [the virtuous woman] enjoys renown
in the city-court-gates, where he sits
among the elders of the land. 24 The
virtuous wife makes fine linen, ___.
Then she sells it. She barters sashes to
the merchant [in exchange for what her family
needs].
The virtuous provider operates in barter, not in
commerce. You come up with something of value,
then trade it for what you need.

*Strength and honor are the
virtuous wife's clothing, ___.
She laughs through the coming
days. 26 *The virtuous wife
opens her mouth with wisdom,
___. Her tongue streams the
law of kindness. 27 *The virtuous wife diligently analyzes the
habits of her household, ___.
She never eats the ‘bread of
idleness.’
25

A good wife will not willingly take free handouts,
socialist welfare (the bread of idleness). "Feed me;
I'm not working" is not a phrase that comes out of
the mouth of the virtuous woman.

The virtuous wife's children rise up.
They call her blessed, ___. 29 The husband [of the virtuous wife] praises her. [He
sings:] "Many [men's] daughters have performed virtuous [acts]. But you excel
them all.”  שProverbs 31:30 *Favour
28

lies, ___. Beauty is nothing.
But [heaven] celebrates a woman
who fears Yahweh. 31 *Give [your
wife] the ‘fruit’ of her hands, ___.
Let her achievements [bring] her
praise in [your] city-gathering
[gates].
Don't take credit for your wife's work.
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Ecclesiastes 1

The sun rises. The sun goes down,
___. Then [it] hurries back to where it
rises. 6 The wind [of human chaos] blows
south, spins north, whirling around
continually, returning circuitously.
5

Human Thoughts And Actions Are
Farcical

1 The [following are corrective] maxims of [Wisdom], the Koholeth {Caller}, as [presented by Solomon], the son of David
{Love}, king in Jerusalem.
The Hebrew name of this book is "Koholeth" (female "Caller"), roughly meaning: “Wisdom, who
calls the assembly to gather.” This word occurs 7
times: 3 times in the beginning, once in the middle, and 3x at the end. See Prov 1:20 and 8:1.
Solomon did convene the assembly: See 1KINGS
8:1,2,5. People wrongly assume that Solomon was
a nihilist and a borderline-agnostic. In reality,
Solomon echoes the exact theology of the rest of
the bible. Sloppy translations of Solomon paint him
as a depressed cynic hating life and unsure of what
to believe. Solomon consistently points out the futility of worldly affairs, and the sublime importance
of heavenly action: building treasure-in-heaven
through acts of charity. Solomon is the paragon of
intellect applied to matters of spirituality. So it's no
wonder that religionists fail to understand what
he's saying. Religionists want to keep you in confusion so you'll support their demon-lord's wars. The
last thing they want is pew-snoozers waking up
and using their brains.

*"Emptiness! Vanity!,” cries
[Wisdom,] the ‘Caller.’ “Utterly
meaningless! All [human business is]
pointless!”
2

Vanity = Habal = that which quickly vanishes. Not
one element of human activity is what it claims to
be. "Health care" poisons and impoverishes people.
“Government” robs rights from the poor to
strengthen the rich. “Law-enforcement” is a commercial perversion of the law. The communicationmedia thrives on disinformation. The ‘educational’
system pumps out stupid, useless drones.

What profit does Meat-Man gain from
all his labor and toil under the sun,
___? [Nothing.]
3

Adam = natural, fleshly meat-man, not a regenerated man filled by YAH's sacred Spirit. Under the
sun = on the earth, referring to mundane, unspiritual pursuits.

One generation passes away, ___.
Another generation comes. Yet the
earth stands for ages.
4

Ages = loam, not forever. The earth does not actually last forever, despite the Jehovah's Witnesses'
claim. YAH will soon melt and remake this entire
universe.
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Wind = ruach, which can also mean "spirit."

All rivers run to the sea, ___. Yet the
sea never fills. All waters [evaporate to] run
back to the [mountain heights] from where
rivers originate.
7

Solomon uses the exact language and worldview of
John the Relevator. Humanity in its natural state is
a "sea" of animals: The Beast-Nations, aka "Gentiles". Sea = sea of people. See Jude 1:13 (worldly
people are raging waves of the sea). See Rev 17:5
(the beast comes out of the sea of populations who
have the mentality of a beast-pack). Evaporation =
dying.

is wearisome.
beyond any words man
can express, ___. What we see with
our eyes fails to give us what we're
looking for. What we hear never gives
us what our ears listen for.
8

Everything

[meat-men do]

[Man's futility sinks]

Paraphrase

Man Is Devolving; All Technology Is
Barbaric

*Whatever previously existed
will come again, ___. What
has been done [before] will be
done [in the future]. There's nothing
new under the sun.
9

Hundreds of pre-flood technical marvels exceeded
today's technology. Read the details in the book:
‘Dead Men's Secrets’. Man is devolving, not evolving. Computers, mobile-phones, genetic-modification, hi-tech chemicals, the internet, robotics and
super-weapons are not new. Sentient beings used
those technologies (and more) thousands of years
ago. Those gadgets helped man bring about the
near-destruction of the planet of that time, just as
they're helping man wreck the planet this time.

___, is there anything of
which [anyone] can say, “See, this is
new?” [No.] It existed already in the ages
before us, ___.
Ecclesiastes 1:10

For instance, giant lead-acid batteries in ancient
Babylon. Ancient perfectly-lasered cliffs, cut for a
mile with 1/4" accuracy, in Central America.

Nobody remembers any [accurate] facts
about [antiquity], ___. And neither will future generations really understand any11
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thing about the generations preceding
them.
There is No Meaning In Human Affairs
12 I, the Presenter

[of Wisdom],

came to be king over

I've [always] given my
heart to use wisdom to seek and expose [all the facts] about everything everybody does under heaven. [I comprehend]
the distressing work Elohim has given
to [us] brats of Adam. [Adversity]
disciplines [us, ___].
Israel in Jerusalem. 13

Your character develops and shows itself by the
way you react to bad situations. YAH has to make
your life difficult at times, to train you to react in
love and kindness to things not going your way.
You are what you DO under pressure.

I've watched all the activities [which humans and devils] do under the
sun. Look, ___. All human busy-ness is
meaningless feeding on wind. 15 That
which is crooked [in human affairs] can't be
straightened, ___. We [humans] can't
even count the things we need [to fix]!
14 [For decades,]

YAH calls us to be activists to challenge systems
which will not change.

I speak to my own heart, saying,
“Look: my insight has spiraled to the
sky. I surpass anyone who [ruled] before
me in Jerusalem!” Yes, my heart has
seen great experience of wisdom and
knowledge. 17 So, ___, I've dedicated
my heart to systematize and classify
wisdom vs. madness & infatuation. But
I've discovered that [studying human activity to
juice it for meaning] is chasing the wind.
16

Lit: feeding on wind, sucking down wind, devouring
wind. Madness = raving with self-conceit.

*For great wisdom carries
great mortification, ___. He
who increases knowledge [about
human sin] increases pain.
18

Prometheus brings fire to man and is punished by
being chained to the rock. Not that learning more
about your Creator or His works causes pain.
Studying mankind causes pain, because man is a
pain.

Ecclesiastes 2
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Solomon Tries Partying, And Finds
It Stupid
1 I say, “Heart, come on. Adventure
with fun. [Investigate and] enjoy vain pleasures.” 2 I conclude, “Laughter shines
[like gold].” [But] what does pleasure accomplish, ___? [Nothing.]
The human body is just a fine-tuned pleasure-seeking machine. Like a bird's body, your
body isn't evil in itself. Yet there is nothing of eternal value in a human body nor its desires. Getting
pleasure addicts you to dopamine, which drags you
down into bored, diseased hedonism.

I resolve in my heart to see if I
can [drink intoxicating] wine while retaining
wisdom [in] my heart. I grab hold of folly, to see if [silliness] is good for [us] ‘sons
of Adam.’ [I ask myself,] “Have I been wasting my numbered days of life under
heaven [by being so serious]?” [But goofing off bores
3 [Then]

me to tears, ___.]

Solomon Builds Unmatched, Yet Futile Works
4 [So] I erect myself sky-high works [of industry and state-craft]. I build myself mansions, ___. I plant vineyards for myself.
great works = multiplied possessions.

I grow myself pleasure-garden-paradises and [botanical and zoological] parks. I
[pay thousands of arborists to] plant trees that
bear all kind of fruits. 6 I make myself
lakes [and aqueducts] to water [my Empire's]
forests. [I] produce [and export fortunes in]
trees, ___. 7 I hire myself laborers and
maids. I get [women to] birth me [natural and
adoptive] sons [to populate] my dynasty. I
amass huger herds of (big and small)
livestock than anyone's in Jerusalem
before me, ___.
5

Solomon did nor participate in oppressive slavery.
Ebed = laborer/obeyer, not slave. Hebrew servitude is far more just than Greco-Roman Americanstyle slavery.

I heap up [mountains] of silver and gold,
including rare treasures from kings and
provincial [governors], [all] for me. I hire
myself male singers and female
singers. [I acquire everything that] delights [us]
sons of Adam, ___, [including hundreds of
beautiful, compliant women. I play] my [limitless]
8
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harem like [I play my] endless orchestras
of musical instruments. 9 So, ___, my
majesty spirals [to the mountaintops]. I grow
[richer and] greater than all [kings who ever
ruled] before me in Jerusalem. Meanwhile, my intelligence remains in me.
Ecclesiastes 2:10 Whatever my eyes desire,
I [get], ___. I withhold no joy from my
heart. [My chest] thumps to see my works
shine [brighter than the sun]. But that [momentary thrill] is all I get from all my toil. 11

*Then, ___, I look [down] on all
the works my hands have
wrought. I [survey] the labor I
struggled to perform. And I see
that it's all meaningless, [vain]
feeding on wind. There's zero
profit [in non-charitable activity] under
the sun.
meaningless = vanishing. Later Solomon makes it
clear that doing good for the needy is the only
work worth doing in life.

So I turn my [attention] to investigate
wisdom, and madness, and folly. For
what can the [prince] who succeeds the
king do, ___? [He'll] just make [the same old
mistakes kings] have been making [for millennia].
12
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vanishing, spiritual chaos. 18 So, ___, I
abandon all the labor I'd started under
the sun. Because I [know I'll] leave it to
the man who comes after me. 19 And
who knows, ___, whether my successor will be a savant or a numbskull? [Either way,] he'll rule over all my labor, everything I worked for, all [the] meaningless projects and possessions that
prove that I wasn't [spiritually] wise [while I
lived] under the sun. Ecclesiastes 2:20 So,
___, I wander about, my heart hopeless, despairing of all my labor and toil
under the sun. 21 A man labors wisely,
fairly, [and] with knowledge, ___. Yet [ultimately] he leaves his inheritance to a
man who [traffics in foolishness, ignorance and unfairness]. [So secular work is] pointless. [All human
schemes end in] massive ruin. 22 For what
does a man keep from all his work,
___, [to repay him for] the chaos his heart
[suffers during his] labor under the sun? 23
For all [meat-man's] days are sorrows, ___.
His struggles [bring him] grief. His heart
takes no rest in the night. [Meat-Man lives in]
vain.

Jeroboam fought Rehoboam.

Solomon next explains that you can only find
meaning in bona-fide, non-commercial, spirituallymotivated charity work, empowered and inspired
by YAH.

13

24

*I see, ___, that wisdom excels folly, as much as light excels darkness. 14 The wise-man has
eyes in his head. The fathead walks in
darkness. Yet my mind deduces that [the
same crucial] event [death] happens to [us]
all.
fool = fat / inert. Event = Mikreh.

Then my heart says, “What happens
to the fool, also happens to me, [even
though I'm] wiser.” So, ___, my heart concludes [that all my worldly labor adds up to empty]
vanity. 16 History equally forgets both
the sage and the idiot, ___. In future
days, [the sands of time] erase all that now
exists. And how dies the expert, ___?
Just like the imbecile [dies]. 17 So, ___, I
[come to] hate life. The work [humans] do
under the sun grieves me. It's all [vain,]
15
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*There's nothing better for a
man than to eat and drink, and
to make his soul enjoy [what's
morally] good in his labor, ___.
So I [begin] to see that [food, drink and
righteous charity work] come from the
hand of [Yahweh] the Eloah. 25 [Even if
you can't
pay people to eat and enjoy [your life work]
for you, ___ — you have to do that for
yourself.
you're the richest man on earth, like me,]

Paraphrase. This verse is of disputed translation.

To a man who [behaves] well in the
sight of [Yahweh] the Eloah, [YAH] gives
wisdom, knowledge and [the] light [of joy].
But to the sinner, [YAH] gives the [lousy
job] of gathering and heaping up [wealth]
to pass to someone whom [YAH] sees [do26
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good. [So living in sin, even if you have money,
equals] chasing the tornado of vanity,
___.
ing]

Ecclesiastes 3
Everything Has Its Time
There's a season for everything, ___.
[There's] a time for every activity under
the heaven:
1

See Ecclesiastes 3 song: When All The Light Has
Gone.

*A time to be born; a time to
die. A time to plant; a time to
uproot [and harvest] plants. 3 *A
time to kill; a time to heal. A
time to break down, and a time
to build up;
2

There is such a thing as allowing someone to die.
It is not merciful to keep people on life-support
machines absent reasonable hope of recovery into
a worthwhile life.

A time to weep; a time to laugh. A
time to mourn; a time to dance. 5 A
time to cast away stones [bury children],
and a time to gather stones together
[make babies]. A time to embrace, and a
time to refrain from embracing [& holding
hands]. 6 A time to get; a time to lose. A
time to keep, and a time to throw
away. 7 *A time to tear; a time to
4

mend. A time to keep silence,
and a time to speak. 8 *A time
to love, and a time to hate. A
time to [endure] war, and a time
to [enjoy] peace.
This is not suggesting that there is a good time for
holy people to hate people or to make war. War is
always confusion and sin. But there are times
when YAH sends war to the earth, for evil people
to kill each other.

Human Work Is Futile; Enjoy Life
And Do Good
9 What [profit] does the worker gain from
his [mundane] labors, ___? Ecclesiastes 3:10
I've seen that Elohim gives us sons of
Adam work to discipline us. 11 [YAH]
makes every thing beautiful in its time,
___. And [YAH] sets eternity in [man's]
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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heart. Yet no man can fully trace the
work that [Yahweh] the Eloah weaves
from the beginning to the end. 12 So I
know there's nothing better for a man
to do than to lighten up and do good
[works] during his [short] life.
Joy and righteous acts are NOT meaningless; they
are meaningFULL.

So every man should eat and drink,
and enjoy whatever [moral] good comes
from all his labor. [Those are] the gifts Elohim [gives you, ___]. 14 I know that whatever [Yahweh] the Eloah does, it [lasts] forever, ___. Nothing can be added to
[YAH's decisions]. Nor can anything be taken
from [them]. [Yahweh] the Eloah [creates reality
like a sculptor shapes clay]. So men should fear
[and fall down in reverence] before [YAH's face]. 15
13

*Everything that ever existed
exists now, ___. And everything in the future already existed. [Yahweh] the Eloah recycles
the past [in waves].
Man is devolving, not evolving. Pre-flood technology was more advanced than our coolest modern
gadgets.

Unredeemed Man Is No Better Than
An Animal

*What's more, ___, I see
that under the sun, wickedness
creeps into the palace of “justice," and unfairness infests
the [“temple”] of righteousness. 17 I
16

conclude in my heart [to wait for Yahweh] the
Eloah to judge [us] saints and criminals.
[Our] time [on earth is a probationary] period
where [men get to try out] every activity and
every deed, ___.
Paraphrase.

*I conclude in my heart, concerning the state of [us] brats of
Adam, that [Yahweh] the Eloah is
‘outing’ us, ___, so [we] can see
that our [meat-bodies] are [just advanced]
animals. 19 For what befalls us Adam18

spawn [also] befalls animals, ___. The
same [fate] ravages [man & beast alike]. As
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the one dies, so dies the other. Yes, all
[meat-creatures] share one common breath.
So an [unregenerate] man has no preeminence above an animal. All [mortal life] is
vanity. Ecclesiastes 3:20 *All [meat-

go to one place,
___. [We're] all of the
dust. So to dust [we] all
return. 21 Who knows [if] the spirit
bodies]

of [any particular dead] man rises up [to heaven]
while the “spirit” of the beast goes
downward into the earth, ___?
Solomon knew there would be a resurrection. He
didn't know who would get resurrected to eternal
life. And we don't know either.

So I perceive that there's nothing
better for a human than to [bring] light [to
others] by his [productive] actions. [Generosity is]
man's share [of life's bounty]. For who
brings [a man back from the dead] to see what
happens after he [dies], ___? [Only YAH can
22

do that.]

Most translations write Solomon contradicting himself: praising work, then declaring work meaningless. In fact, Solomon demeans only carnal work as
meaningless. He says that bringing light and joy to
others through spiritual work is important.

Ecclesiastes 4
Life Is Unfair; The Rich Rob The
Poor

*So, ___, I turn to consider
all the oppression [humans suffer]
under the sun. I see tears [stream
from the faces] of crushed [workers]. Yet
[no one comes] to comfort the [sufferers].
Power lives on the side of the
persecutors. [Poor people] get no
help.
1

Death Beats Life
So I conclude that dead carcasses are
happier than living people yet enduring
[this grinding] ‘life.’ 3 *But the happiest
2

of all are those [babies] who
never get [born], ___. The [unborn]
[people]
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skip seeing evil ravage everything under the sun. 4 *Then I
realize that all [human] struggle
and achievement, [even so-called righteous ministry,] is motivated by
man's envy of his neighbor. [So
all man's work] equals vanity and
spiritual chaos, ___.
If you ever want a wake-up call as to the real motivation for religion, push church members further
into the Bible than the verses that make them
wealthy and respected in their local chamber of
commerce. Ouch! You'll feel the pain!

*[I see a] fathead fold his hands
together [in sleep], until his body
eats itself. 6 *Better is one
handful with quiet [peace], than
both hands full with travail and
chaos [in your] spirit, ___.
5

You Need Some Companionship
7 I turn

[my head]

to see

[yet another human obsession, a vain wisp

*See
the solitary man, completely
alone—no child, no family, [no
friends]. Yet there's no end to all
his labor. [His growing piles of] riches
fail to satisfy his eye. He never
[wakes up to reality to] ask, “Who am I
slaving for? Why [am I] bereaving my soul of [all that's] good [in
life]?” [So the workaholic loner‘s life] is
meaningless, painful travail,
___. 9 *Two [people cooperating fare]
better than one [loner]. Their [teamwork] nets a good reward for
their labor, ___. Ecclesiastes 4:10 For
of smoke vaporizing]

under the sun, ___: 8

if [one companion] falls, the other lifts up his
fellow. But woe to whoever lies alone
when he falls, ___. He's got no one to
help him up. 11 Likewise, ___, if two
[people] lie [down] together, they enjoy
heat. But how can one loner [keep himself]
warm? 12 One [guy who stands alone] gets
beaten up by [an attacker]. But two men
can overcome [most one-man] attacks. [Three
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A triple-braided cord is tough to break.
Politics = Futility
companions fare even better, ___.]

*A poor, wise child [lives] better than an old foolish king
who no longer heeds warnings.
14 *[Like Joseph, a good] king can come
to the throne from [the humblest
places, ___, even a slave] prison. In [contrast, my sons will prove] that [princes] born
on the kingdom [throne often] wind
up destitute [of true authority]. 15 I
13

watch the whole gaggle of [humans] living
under the sun flock to the [hot] new kid
who rises up to unseat [the reigning king]. 16

*Limitless [millions of] people [bow
down,] faces to the ground, before [the hot new popular] leader. Then
the next population-wave demeans [and ignores him]. Politics is
all vanity and evil-spirited
chaos, ___.
Christians, listen to Solomon: get out of worldly
politics and into the Kingdom of Heaven.

Ecclesiastes 5
Solomon Warns Against Oaths &
Promises
1 ___, guard your ‘walk’ when you go
to the house of [Yahweh] The Eloah. Be
ready to [hear and] obey. [Never] offer the
“silly sacrifices” [spouted out by clueless religious
blabbers] who don't even know they're
evil. 2 Never [speak] rashly, ___. [Guard]
your mouth. Stop your gut from blurting out words in the face of [Yahweh] the
Eloah. The ELoah [reigns] in heaven. You
[wallow] on earth. So let your words stay
few.
YAH enforces the promises you make.

*For nightmares spring from
worrying [and promising] too much,
___. You spot a fool by looking
for the guy blabbing [or writing]
the most words. 4 *When you
3
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promise a vow to Elohim, pay it
fast, ___. For [YAH] takes no
pleasure in jesters. Pay what
you've vowed. [Then stop making vows.]

*Far better to make no
promise at all, ___,
than to make a promise
and fail to keep it.
5

Far better not to vow in the first place than to vow
then fail to pay up.

*Never allow your mouth to
drag your body into sin, ___.
You leave soon to face [YAH's]
messenger [angels]. You don't [want
to have to] plead guilty. Why make
[Yahweh] the Eloah crack off [in fury
at the sound] of your bleating [excuses]? [If you fail to keep your promises, you beg
YAH to] confiscate [and destroy] the
work of your hands. 7 *Fantasies and wordy [pie-in-the-sky promises] spawn [endless] vanities, ___.
So [live in] awe [of Yahweh] the
ELoah.
6

The World-System is A Wealth-Extortion Racket

*You'll see [extortionists] oppressing poor [people]. [You'll see] thugs
pervert judgment and deny
[rights] in [every] region. Don't be
surprised at [human] problems,
___. High officials guard their
subordinate officials [from prosecution]. But [YAH reigns in] the higher [au8

thority than all of them put together. YAH guards
the poor.]
Heaven calls every Christian to be an inalienable-rights activist. One of the first and hardest
lessons for an activist to learn is that human evil is
systemic, worldwide and incurable. Even if we restore the right to travel, or get prayer back into
schools, or outlaw abortion, corruption will still infest the fabric of all human affairs, even the
churches, institutions and political parties we
naively consider righteous.
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The profits of all [activity] on earth get
[sucked up] by all [so-called public-servants, ___].
The king himself confiscates [food] from
the field [of the poor dirt-farmer].
Greed Is Suicide
9

*Whoever loves
money never gets satisfied
with money, ___. Whoever
loves abundance [never gets enough]
income. [Wealth] is [yet] another
meaningless [vanity].
Ecclesiastes 5:10

Money = Silver. See great song: The Love Of Money.

*The more stuff you get, the
more parasites creep in to eat
[your winnings, ___]. You get no good
out of your asset pool. You just
watch it [get devoured by robbers, including
your ‘government’ and ‘friends’ and ‘loved-ones’].
12 *The laboring man sleeps
sweet, whether he eats little or
much, ___. But the abundance
of the rich [man] never lets him
sleep.
11

Wealthy peoples' sleep gets disturbed:
mentally, emotionally and spiritually by the futile
obsession with keeping piles of wealth, and
physically, by the excessive amount of food they
eat before bedtime.

Hoarding Wealth Is A Fool's Game

*I've seen another sickening
evil under the sun, ___: an
owner [spends his life] guarding [his
hoard] of riches. [Yet his riches end up]
harming him. 14 Some evil misfor13

tune steals away all those riches the
man [planned] to hand to his newborn
son, ___. 15 *You

pop out
naked from your mother's womb, ___. You
boomerang back [to the
grave] naked like you
came. You take nothing
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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from your labor. Your
[dead] hands carry nothing at all from [this life]. 16

*So [storing up wealth] is just scraping [yourself] into ruins, ___. You
leave [this world] in every way [just as
destitute and helpless] as when you
came in. So what profit do you
get by slaving for [riches that blow way
like dust in] the wind? 17 *All your
days [spent acquiring wealth,] you eat
[dust-devils] in darkness, ___. [You
drown in] sorrow & anger, [tormented
by many] sicknesses [of the mind, spirit,
emotions and body].
Life's Only Meaning Is Helping The
Needy

*[So, ___,] see [the path into the light]
that I [finally] see: the [only way to have
a] beautiful and pleasant [life] is
[for you to enjoy simply] eating and
drinking [healthy food and juice], and to
see good [benefit to the needy] coming
from all your toilsome labor
under the sun all the days of
your life that ELohim gives
you. [Charitable accomplishment is] all you
can take away [from this life. When you
18

help oppressed people, you build treasure in heaven for yourself.]
As normally translated, this verse contradicts the
other verses. Solomon has just taught us that work
itself is meaningless, wretched vanity. So why
would he then tell you to absorb yourself in your
work? The point is that you will be most happy if
you live a simple life centered around righteous
work that helps needy people.

*[Yahweh] the Eloah gives all [of
“Adam-spawn” riches and
substances. [YAH] empowers us
to eat, and to rejoice in our
labors to [do good for needy people. A legacy
of generosity is all we can] really take [out
19

us]
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of this life, ___]. [The power to do benevolent
work] is the gift Elohim [gives us].
Normally translated, this verse ends up being an
excuse to be a materialist and/or a workaholic. In
truth, this verse is expanding on the point of the
previous verse: that doing good is the only thing
you really get out of this life. Think of your
deathbed. What will be important to you on your
death bed? Only whatever good you did for needy
people.

you won't
remember much from the days of your
life, ___. Only the humble [altruistic services] ELohim gives you [to do] will bring
joy to your heart.
Ecclesiastes 5:20 [On your deathbed,]

Ecclesiastes 6
[another]

evil I've seen under the sun.

*[Yahweh] the
ELoah gives a man riches,
wealth and honor. His body
lacks not [one] thing of all he desires. Yet the Eloah gives [the
man] no power to [enjoy his wealth].
Instead, a stranger eats it [all up],
___. [Both hoarding and consuming] are
vain, totally meaningless evil
[mental and spiritual] diseases.
It's common among humanity: 2

A Selfish Human = An Abortion Of
Life
3 [Even] if a man spawns 100 children,
and lives many years, multiplying his
[earthly] days, constantly avoiding burial,
if his soul isn't satisfied by [doing] good
[for the needy], I say that an aborted baby
is better than him.

Most translations make the insipid assertion that a
decent burial makes a man's life better. If Solomon
doesn't even reckon life as meaningful; why would
he think a burial gives life happiness and meaning?
Praising burial is copycat translational error. The
CJB understands the "burial" clause correctly. The
point is that even if you live forever, your life lies
meaningless unless you do good for the needy.
This verse is an expansion of the point Solomon
made at the end of the preceding chapter.
4 [A man who fails to do righteous acts is a life-abortion,
___:]

he enters

[life]

in vanity. He departs
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in darkness. Black [shadow] covers his
name. 5 [The stillborn baby] never sees the
[evil under the] sun. [He] experiences no [vile]
thing. So [he enjoys] more rest than the
living [human]. 6 Yes, ___, though [a man]
lives 1000 years twice, if he fails to
give generously [to needy sufferers], he ends
up [rotting] in the [dirt] with all the other
[beasts]. 7 *All man's labor goes to

feed his “mouth”, ___. Yet his
soul's [hunger] never fills.
Man's Talents & Accomplishments
Mean Nothing

*What [eternal] profit does the
smart, [skilful or artful] man reap [that
makes his grave any brighter] than that of
a stupid man, ___? Only humble people have any idea of
how to behave around other
people.
8

Wealth You Hoard Gets Eaten By
Consumers
1 ___, here's

1046

Only humility matters.

Better what you can see [and achieve, ___]
than dreaming of [future acquisitions and accomplishments]. But both humanity's fantasies
and its worldly realities add up to nothing but feeding on wind, [swimming, drowning
in] evil-spirited chaos.
9

A bird in the hand beats two in the bush. But
they're still mere birds and bushes, burning in the
fires of eternity.

long ago named,
called and experienced all that is, was
[or will be]. [You, ___,] are ‘Adam’, [a clump of
animated dirt]. A vegetable mould can't
judge the all-powerful Mighty-One.
Ecclesiastes 6:10 [Yahweh]

Adam connotes "vegetable mould".

*Add [human] words and you
multiply emptiness, ___. [Blab
makes the situation] worse than when
you started.
11

Longer argument = bigger problem. More words =
less meaning. Universal access to communication
media makes the world noisier, not better.

*[Carnal] humans lack any idea
of what's good for man [to do and
think during] the numbered days of
his vain life as a shadow under
12
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the sun, ___. Likewise, [no human]
can tell a man what will exist
after he's [dead and gone].

Ecclesiastes 7

*A good name [pays] better
than the most expensive [oil],
___. [Your] day of death [shines
brighter] than the day of [your]
birth.
1

Scripture mentions birthdays only 3 times, each
mention a curse. True hebrews don't celebrate
birthdays. Birthdays are high-holidays for witches.
Nations lose big when they trash their reputations
fighting wars to steal other nations' oil reserves.

It's better to go to the house of
mourning, than to go to the house of
feasting, ___. For [death] is the final [resting place] of all man-flesh. [While you're]
alive, [keep awareness of your mortality in your]
heart.
2

Visit funeral parlors.

*Sorrow [shines brighter] than
laughter, ___. [Crying blotches your
face.] But it cleans your heart.
3

A point in favor of sad songs and sad movies.

*The heart of the wise [man lives]
in the house of mourning, ___.
The fool's heart [parties] in the
fun-house.
4

Seek Wisdom; Shun Fools

* ___, it's better for [you] to
heed sages' warning[s] than to
listen to the song[s] of stupidheads.
5

Change your music selections from insipid nonsense to scriptual wisdom. Go beyond commercial
Christianese babble into true scripture songs.

The chump's laughter crackles like
thorns [burning] under a pot, gone in a
puff of smoke, ___. 7 But [smart men like me
sometimes go up in smoke too, ___]. Oppressing
[other people] drives an authority crazy.
One bribe destroys [even a strong, caring]
heart. 8 [It's cheap and easy to] start things,
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

the end.
patient spirit than

[But what counts is persevering to]

better [off being a]
a proud windbag.
[You're]

Finishing beats starting. Patience beats pride.

___, slow the boil of your angry spirit. Rage [roars] in the chest[s] of fools.
Ecclesiastes 7:10 ___, never ask, “Why
where the old days better than today?”
Wise [people] don't ask silly questions like
that.
9

Don't Seek Fun & Wealth; Visit Dying People

6

___.

1047

It's not an intelligent question. You don't know
whether old times were any better than today.

Wisdom's Value Towers High Above
Money
11 [Getting] wisdom is [infinitely] more valuable than inheriting [an estate full of riches, ___.
Insight] gives overflowing [rewards] to anyone [under] the sun [who reaches out his hand to
get it]. 12 *For perception [forms] a

defense, like money is a defense. But the superiority of
knowledge is this: awareness
gives life to those who hold it,
___.
Wealth takes away its owners' lives, through worry
and murder.

Joyfully Accept Challenge And Pain
13 ___, study the work of [Yahweh] the
Eloah. Who can straighten what [YAH]
bends?
Who could reduce Creation's beautiful curves to
stark straight lines?

Make the best of your good days.
Then, in [your] day of adversity, consider
[this]: Elohim purposely sends both [happiness to delight you] and [trouble to test and improve
you]. So you never know what's going to
happen next, ___! 15 I've seen everything [a
14

in all the days of my vain [life], ___. I've
seen a just man perish [while he] walked the right
road. [I've seen] a criminal prolong his life while committing wicked [sins].
man can see]

Only Humble Beings Are Truly Wise
___, never get [self]-righteous. Never
[publicize] your superior wisdom. [People hate
a wise-guy. So they might kill you for blurting arrogance] .
Why destroy yourself [by making other people
feel stupid]?
16

This verse is certainly NOT an admonition to limit
your quest for wisdom. It's warning you not to be a
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prideful, know-it-all smarty-pants. The wisest man
is usually the man with his mouth shut, even
though he has more wisdom to voice than anyone
at the meeting.

Don't pile up wickedness, ___. Never be reckless. Why should you die before your time? 18 Grasp the line of humility with one hand, and the line of
wisdom with your other hand. Never let
go [of either line], ___. For he who fears
Elohim gets across [the tightrope of life] by
holding on to both [modesty and discernment].
17

Disgusting vanilla white-bread translators reduce
this pithy wisdom to the ridiculous, "The man who
fears God will avoid all extremes." Hello!? What
man of faith in the bible avoided extremes? All of
the men of faith were hyper-extreme: David,
Solomon, Elijah, Jesus, John The Baptist, Peter,
Paul, James, Moses, Elisha, etc. All of these men
went to the max. Most of them were murdered for
it! The man who fears YAH jumps head-first into
extremes!

*Wisdom makes one wise
man more powerful than 10
rulers in a city, ___.
19

Therefore, the nations of the earth should be
spending their money on conflict-resolution consultants, rather than on bombs.

*For on [the whole]
earth there is not one [perfectly]
righteous man who does good
and never sins, ___.
Ecclesiastes 7:20

The Messiah changed that. There has been exactly
one perfect human in all of history.

Ignore Petty Criticism
Also, ___, pay no attention to all the
blab that spews out of peoples' mouths.
[For instance,] you might hear your worker
curse you. [Never take rejection personally.] 22
For your own heart knows that you
yourself have also often short-changed
others just like [people curse you, ___].
Seeking Wisdom Is A Never-Ending
Journey
23 I've tested all [these maxims] by [using]
logic, ___. I said, “I'll get smart.” Still
[wisdom remained] far from me.
21

Using wisdom one time is easy. Staying wise is
much harder.

What [man] can draw out [YAH's] faraway [insight]? Who can search out [realities] far beyond our depth?
24
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Paraphrase. Yahshua can.

I concentrate with all my might,
studying and exploring in search of vision. [I want to know] the reasons behind
everything, [the meaning of life]. I also want
to analyze [and eradicate] evil and stupidity,
foolishness and insanity, [and to understand
the links between these phenomena].
Women Are Pretty But Treacherous. Watch Out!
25

*[But I never figure it all out, ___.] But I
do find more bitter than death
the woman whose heart lies [riddled with] snares and death-nets,
her hands [prison] chains. Whoever pleases Elohim escapes from
her. She captures the sinner
with her [fish-hook lips]. 27 ___, I'm
26

qualified to teach you about women. I
piled one super-woman on top of another, from every nation on earth. I've
got a 600-wife harem rotating in and
out of my royal bed. I get the supposed
‘creme de la creme.’ Yet I conclude that
every woman [I know] is a noose [around my
neck].
Paraphrase. Most translations of this verse ignore
the context. Solomon is talking about his experience of never finding an honorable woman, despite
his limitless resources and his sincere effort. A truly righteous woman would not want to be
Solomon's 601st wife. So all Solomon got was
gold-digging high-class whores. That's the real story told in the Song Of Solomon.

*My soul seeks [a decent woman],
___. But I never find one. I
find 1 [relatively righteous] man in
1000. But I've never found one
[decent] woman. [And I've married nearly
28

1000 of them!]
Women are hormonally predisposed to higher-highs and lower-lows than men. A woman who
would give you the world on the first of the month
might stab you in the back on the 15th day of the
month.

See what I've consistently found,
___: Elohim made Adam upright. But
humans [always] twist [righteousness] into devious schemes.
29
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Literally "the Adam". This verse may be a continued criticism of deceitful women.

Ecclesiastes 8

This section is usually translated as an insipid command to slavishly obey human rulers. Not only is
that absurd, it's disconnected from the rest of the
text.

Never get hustled to leave [king Yahweh's]
presence, ___. Never stay in any evil
association [or endeavor]. [Yahweh the king of the
universe] does whatever pleases him. [It
pleases him to destroy sin.] 4 The Word of king
[Yahweh] contains [universe-shattering] power,
___. Who can ask [a Sovereign], “What are
you doing?”
Your Judgment Day Approaches
5 Whoever keeps [YAH's] commandment[s] stays out of bed with all evil affairs, ___. A visionary's heart sees
Judgment Day rushing at us [all].
3

The last clause of this verse is probably a hendiadys, solemnizing judgement day. However, as often interpreted, it reads: "a wise man knows both
[how to] judge [what to do, and the right] time [to
do it]."

Humanity's evil [weighs] heavy on [the
A judgment season [approaches].
[YAH comes soon to expose] all [our] schemes,
___.
6

prophet].

Like the previous verse, most translations render
little sense and less impact. More reasonable to interpret "time and judgement" as an idiomatic Hebrew reference to Judgment Day.

clueless to
what the future holds. [Only YAH] can tell
[us] what will happen [even one minute from
now], ___.
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Scientists who can't predict events 24 hours into
the future cannot tell you what happened "millions"
of years in the past.

*No human authority holds
power over spirit, ___. [No man
can control nor] arrest [spirits]. Nor
does [any] man wield power over
the day of [his] death. There is
no discharge [or furlough] from the
battle [of life]. Wickedness never
rescues its own slaves.
8

Get Wise; Obey YHVH
1 Who compares with the wise man,
___? Who [is worth more] than [a being] who
knows the meaning of [seemingly random and
incomprehensible] events [and phenomena]? A
man's wisdom makes his face radiate
strength. [Insight] transforms his appearance, giving him [majesty]. 2 [So] I counsel
you, ___, to keep king [Yahweh's] commandment[s]. Respect the fact that
ELohim [can] curse [you].

7 [We Adam-spawn stumble around,]

1049

Spirit can be rendered "wind" as in 11:5 / Prov
30:4. Wickedness = cunning.

Politics Usually Devolves Into Oppression
9 I witness everything [I describe], ___. I
apply my heart to [analyze] every action
[people] take under the sun. [I often see a
man] use authority to [manipulate] others,
but end up harming himself. Ecclesiastes
8:10

*I watch lawless

[leaders abuse

their authority. They even dare to violate society's]

holiest place[s]. Then the [abuser]
receives a funeral [ceremony befitting
the Messiah]! Meanwhile, the [whole]
city forgets the [righteous people whose
blood the oppressor spilled! So, ___, praise from
humans]

is just

[flatus blowing around in the]

winds

[of chaos].
This verse is an expansion on the previous verse.
Most translators ignore context and thus write gobbledegook. Lawless people = people who claim that
the law of Moses has been abolished or no longer
applies.

*[Human “law systems” predictably] fail to
execute sentences that punish
the ruinous crimes [of powerful, rich
people]. So the heart[s] of Adam's
brats gear completely toward
wreaking evil.
11

Connect this verse with the previous verse. Human
justice systems punish poor people for acts that
aren't even crimes, like growing hemp plants.
Meanwhile, rich jerks make millions by committing
mass murder.

Judgment Day Yields Victory For
The Righteous
12 [The] sinner wrecks [his world] 100 times,
___. Yet his lifespan goes on and on.
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Still I know for certain that [in the end, life]
goes better for everyone who fears
[Yahweh] the Eloah. So [live] reverently [beneath YAH's watching] face. 13 [Life] eventually
turns to tragedy for the lawless [human]
who fails to [live in] awe of Elohim. [The
wicked man's] lifespan [vanishes], ___. For
[mortality] is a mere shadow [of real eternal
life].
Lawless = liars who claim they don't have to obey
YAH's law because they're ‘saved by grace’.

Human Justice Systems = Tornados
Of Insanity
14 Here's another sickness infecting the
planet, ___: right-walkers get [beaten
down] as if they'd committed crimes.
Meanwhile, society exalts criminals,
pretending they'd acted righteously [from
the womb]. So I see that [human justice systems]
amount to chaotic [tornados of insanity].
People wrongly claim that Solomon says that ‘everything’ is meaningless. Solomon actually says
that everything is meaningless that HUMANS do on
their own, without YAH. What humans do under
YAH's direction is sublimely rich in meaning. A rich
man and a poor man both walk down the street,
each holding a "forbidden weed" in their hand. A
cop sees them both. Which man goes to jail? The
poor man!

Joy Gets You Through This Crazy
Life

*So, ___, I call [you] to
brighten up. The best thing under the sun for the human is to
eat, drink, and shine [with joy].
[Simple heathy pleasures] hold [you] together as [you] toil during the
days of the life [Yahweh] the Eloah
gives [you] under the sun.
15

Elsewhere, Solomon defines joy not as partying,
but as doing good acts of charity.

Humans Live Clueless; But YAH Is
In Control

*I apply my mind to master
wisdom. I hunt for [meaning in the]
business [humans] wreak on the
earth. [But meat-bodies have no meaning. Just
busy-ness.] Whether in the day or
night, no [real] vision [lights] any
16
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human's meat-eyes.

[They see nothing. They dream nothing.]
The business-as-usual translators make nonsense
out of this verse. People close their eyes at night!
Who's paying for all of those rotten translations?

*The human grasps at most a
tiny fraction of everything
[Yahweh] the Eloah is doing, ___.
We humans toil under the sun
in [YAH's] grand symphony of interlocking actions. We seek,
but fail, to comprehend [what YAH
does in the universe and beyond] . Even if a
wise guy says he's got [life] all
figured out, he can't fathom [reality].
17

This verse is usually irresponsibly translated in
such a way as to discourage study as hopeless.
Nothing could be further from the truth. YAH's actions are limitless. So it's infinitely rewarding to
study them.

Ecclesiastes 9
Death Devours All Human Success
& Beauty
1 So I digest all the [foregoing truths] in my
heart. I distill this bit of clarity, ___:
righteous people, and wise [people], and
their deeds, sit [safe only] in the hand of
[Yahweh] the Eloah. No man knows
whether [people] love or hate him. [Human]
faces are [masks. Man holds only pitch-black vision of
his own future.] 2 Everyone's [meat-life] ends
the same, ___: [in death]. Saints and
criminals, the better [and the worse,] the
clean and the unclean, the slaughterer
and the pacifist, [the meat-muncher and the vegetarian], [the donor and the hoarder,] the goodguy and the sinner, the oath-swearer
and the [man] who [rightly] dreads [being
bound in an] oath: [We all die.]
lawful & lawless.

*This [horrible] tragedy consumes all [human] accomplishment under the sun. The same
[dirt and worms eventually eat] every
meat-body. The heart[s] of [us]
3
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brats of Adam [writhe] full of evil.
Madness [wreaks havoc] in [all human]
heart[s] while [we] live, ___.
Then [we all] descend to the dead.
4 *The only people who hold
hope are the [humble disciples whom Yahweh] selects to be joined to the
living [vine of the Messiah and his followers.
Yahweh's disciples live poor and detested by the

But a living dog beats a
dead lion, ___.
world.]

Dog = nastiest creature, beast-person, Gentile.
Lion= most noble creature. YAH's people are the
only people who are truly alive.

For living [people] know that they'll die.
But dead [beings] know nothing, ___.
[Stiffs] never net any further reward [nor
advantage]. [Time] eventually erases all
memory of [us mortals].
5

As in Ps 77:9, “ceases to exist” disproves the theology of conscious eternal torment.

The [carcasses'] loves, and their hatred[s],
and their envy die forever. Eons pass
while corpses miss all share of any
thing done under the sun.
6

Solomon's wording leaves room for the resurrection of the righteous and their future life on earth.

Embark on your [life's] journey, ___.
Eat your food with joy. Drink your
wine/juice with a kind, gracious heart.
For now, [not death,] is the time when Elohim favors [& empowers] your actions.
7

The word for intoxicating wine is used here, to permit the use of alcohol. But it's still better to stick
with juice.

Continually keep your clothes [and your
attitude] bright [and clean, not funeral-black], ___.
[Shine up] your face [and head] with plenty of
[healing, appearance-brightening] oil [lotion].
8

Various interpretations: stay pure, and/or stay joyous, as opposed to having a funeral-black attitude.
Not a literal condemnation of black clothing.

*Live in delight with [the one]
spouse you love, ___. [Together enjoy] the whole span of your
dead-end body-life which [YAH]
gives you under the sun, all
your fleeting days [YAH] allots
you in your lives. [Let your spouse com9
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in your labor [in] which
you toil [together] under the sun.
fort you]

lit. ‘woman’ Living in your meat-body is a vain pursuit, because you will die. However, if you do
bona-fide acts of unselfish charity, doing good for
others, your life will pile up eternal value (treasure
in heaven). Solomon here rejects polygamy. He
tried it (with 600+ wives) and found it to be a trap.
One wife for life. Or better, no wife at all.

*Whatever your
hand finds to do, do it with [all]
your might, ___. For there is
no work, nor intelligence [planning/design], nor knowledge, nor
wisdom, in the unseen [grave]
where you're going. 11 *I look
back [at my past, ___. I see] that under
the sun,
the fastest [runner] can lose the
race;
the strongest [warrior often] forfeits
the battle;
food fails to [automatically come to]
wise people;
the guy with the most understanding doesn't automatically
get rich;
and [people often] fail to give favor to the
Ecclesiastes 9:10

guy with the most skill.
[Time waits for no man.]

Season[s

move on]. Accidents

happen to

[us]

all.

‘Stuff’ happens.

*For man has no clue
[when] his time [will come up],
___. Humans [die] like
fish snatched-up in an
evil net, like the birds
caught in a snare. In a
moment [we] fall without
12
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warning into the tragic
trap [of death].
Humans Ignore Wise-Men. They
Crown Fools King
13 Here's another [treasure of] wisdom I've experienced under the sun — this is huge to me, ___: 14

little city. A small population
lives in her. [Suddenly] a great king rushes
against her. He surrounds her [with attack-troops]. He builds great siege-works
against her. 15 *Now [the mayor of] the

1052

ples: Curtis LeMay, Adolf Hitler, Joseph Stalin. The
worst thing a nation can do is borrow money to
buy military weapons. It's a sure path to destruction. Borrowing money is the proof that the leadership has no wisdom with which to manage
weapons. Love your enemies.

Ecclesiastes 10

[Envision a]

finds an abandoned
wise man, who uses his wisdom to save the city [from the overwhelming army]. Then [the people of the town
[besieged town]

build a monument honoring some rich traitor who
did nothing but collude with the attacking king]!

The whole population [completely ignore, marginalize and] forget the poor
man [who rescued them from certain death,
___]! 16 *Still I conclude, “Wisdom beats strength”, even
though the poor man's wisdom
lies despised because humanity ignores his advice. 17 *Listen
to the words which wise men
whisper, ___. Ignore the ranting of the rulers of fools.
Rulers of fools say,
"Let's vote to borrow money to buy weapons to
fight wars to preserve Democracy!"
and "Let's vote to borrow money to pay people not
to work!"
and, "Let's borrow money to put our children in
public school!"
and, "There's a pandemic! Everybody hide in fear!"

*Wisdom beats weapons of
war, ___. Yet one little sinner
[quickly] destroys heaps of good
[things and innocent people].
18

Your worldly nation spends all its debt-money on
weapons of war, while ignoring wisdom. Wisdom is
constructive. War is destruction and confusion. A
fool working at a factory can produce something. A
fool with a machine gun or a missile can blow up
millions of innocent people. A fool with military
power is a dead rat in your water-supply. Exam-
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Bad Leaders Replace YAH's Men
With Warmongers

*One death-bringing fly can
cause even a perfumer's precious oil to belch forth a stinking, [fermenting, accumulating] reek. So
a little stupidity [can] putrefy
[your] wisdom and honor, ___.
1

Hebrew: flies of death = death-bringing flies. This
is a continuation of the condemnation of war and
political evil from the previous section. Literally: if
you arm a sinful military leader, he'll destroy your
nation like a deadly-plague-carrying fly ruins priceless healing-salve.

A wise man's heart lies at his right
hand. A fool's heart lies at his left [hand].
2

[A wise man chooses and acts rightly and strongly. A lazy
fool chooses wrong.]

Fool = dullard/ stupid, fat, lazy. "Right hand" signifies righteous choice, work, action. "Left hand" signifies the opposite: laziness, inaction, lack of freedom to choose, subservience. When the "beast"
puts its mark on your right hand, the beast takes
away your power to choose and act, rendering you
inactive and subservient. This is why the beast has
you pledge allegiance and hail your ‘Hitlers’ with
your right hand.

[silly] man stumbles down the road [of
like a drunk. His brain fails him. His
[actions] shout to everyone, “Hey, ___,
I'm a fool!” 4 *If the spirit of the

3

A

life]

dominator rises up against
you, ___, stay calm, [centered and
silent]. Placidity lays to rest great
offenses.
Gentleness prevents great outrages. When the
cops try to arrest you, pray and stay silent. Don't
assist; don't resist.
5 Here's a [perfect example] of the evil I've seen under
the sun, the kind of ignorant rulings [which bogus] “authorities” barf out, ___: 6 [Bad]

“rulers” [often]
exalt idiotic fatheads to [stations of] high
dignity, while abandoning people of
worth to [crawl around] down in humble
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[marginalization]. 7

___, I've seen [authorityless] oath-bound servants mounted on
[royal] horses, [looking down on] top-notch
leaders who trudge like slaves on the
dirt. 8 He who digs a pit-trap eventually
falls into it, ___. Whoever breaks
through a [lawful] ‘hedge’ gets bitten by a
‘snake.’
Whoever disobeys YAH's commands gets stung by
the serpent (Satan). The trap you set for your enemy eventually catches you. Your accomplice in
crime eventually double-crosses you. Hedge is the
same word used in "keep" or "guard" the commandments. Solomon is warning that when you fail
to keep YAH's commandments, the snake, Satan,
stings you. The type of hedge mentioned here is a
garden or sheep-pen built of un-mortared stones,
an image of the living temple comprised of all true
believers. The cracks between the stones represent
divisions in the body of Christ. Snakes hide in the
cracks between the stones. Demons hide in the divisions between believers.

*Whoever removes "stones,"
[that is, YAH's Laws and his people,] comes
to grieve [at Judgment day]. He who
rips down "trees" gets
chopped [down by YAH].
9

Cutting trees = Removing stones = marginalizing
YAH's commandments, and demoting his true believers who should be honored as the authorities
they are. That's the context. No commercial translation gets that, because the commercial translations are paid for by the very usurpers (Masons,
Skull & Bones, etc.) that this scripture decries. The
head cornerSTONE is Yahshua the Messiah, whom
the Jews and Romans murdered, fulfilling this
verse. Scripture often refers to humans as trees.
This verse also condemns irresponsible mining and
deforestation.

*If the iron [military
leader] is blunt [stupid & crooked], and
he fails to sharpen the edge, [to
Ecclesiastes 10:10

study YAH's Law & seek counsel from Hebrew
prophets to learn how to resolve conflicts,]
[ruler]

will have to use force

trol his people and to fight his enemies],

Wisdom succeeds where
power fails] to direct [a society].

the

[to con-

___.
[military

Iron sharpens iron. Context, people! This chapter
began as a condemnation of military evil, and continues before and after this verse to condemn
usurpers of authority and their stooges in highplaces. The commercial translations make sense-
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less irrelevant soup out of this amazing worldchanging verse.

*The Serpent [Satan] always
bites you before you can charm
him, ___. Snake-charmer [occultists] can't improve [the situation of
anyone, especially a government].
11

Nobody who tries to use occult power to govern
nations succeeds. For a living example of the folly
of leveraging occult powers to fight your enemies,
see the history of Haiti. Many U.S. Presidents consulted psychics. Even the Lincolns held seances in
the White House, as they were prosecuting their
genocidal war against the American south. This
verse also warns against people who talk too
much. The overall context of this verse is warning
against allowing a standing military. A permanent
military always ends up destroying the nation it
pretends to protect. Witness the United States borrowing trillions of dollars, bankrupting itself to pay
for the standing armies which Moses forbade 5000
years ago. This proves that mankind is a dog-pack
returning to its vomit.

The words of a wise man's mouth
kindness [and graciousness]. A
stupid [advisor] gets swallowed [up by the
world-destroying nonsense shooting from] his [own]
lips.
12

[brim with priceless]

A wise man speaks the opposite of the propaganda
spewed by warmongers.

*The stupid [warmongering advisor's]
mouth starts out blurting silly
[nonsense]. [If no one stops him,] he ends
up screaming insane evil.
13

Solomon fought no wars. He loved his enemies and
became the most prosperous leader of the most
prosperous nation of all time. Solomon was the exact opposite of Adolf Hitler. Public policies of the
worldly nations, including the United States, and
modern "Israel", resemble Hitler's policies and bear
no resemblance to Solomon's policies.

multiply words, [try___.
The human is clueless to what's coming
in his future. Can any [mortal] tell anyone
what will happen after he's [dead and gone?
14

Stupid

[warmongers]

ing to dupe you to fund their insane schemes],

No.]

The warmonger lies, "Unless we borrow money to
fight this war, the Muslims/ Germans/Japs/Chinese/enemy will rape our children!"

The toil caused by stupid [leaders] wearies [everyone, ___]. [The bad leader] has no
idea of how to [direct] a population.
15
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Most translations ignore the context. We're talking
about bad governance, particularly bull-headed
warmongering leaders. This verse continues the
theme of verse 10.

*Woe to you, land, when
your king is a brat, and your
leaders feast [constantly, even] in the
morning!
16

The leaders of today's world are chumps, posterboys for their super-evil puppet-master, Satan.

blesses you, land, when your
the son of [truly] noble
[forefathers], when your leaders eat at
proper times, with self-control, [for
strength], and not to get drunk!
17 [YAH]

king

[grows up as]

Happy = blessed = ‘ashrey’, which appears only
this once in Ecclesiastes.

*Laziness crumbles the [building's] framework [to the ground, ___].
Idle hands cause the ‘house’ to
leak [and rot].
18

House = family / tribe / government / nation. He
who refuses to work must not eat. A nation that
pays people NOT to work is a nation about to completely collapse. Literally: the roof falls in.

*Food-parties serve only for
laughing [it up], ___. Wine
manufactures [counterfeit] joy. [When19

ever you're scratching your head, asking why people are doing what they're doing,]

silver

[mon-

ey] is the answer.
Money buys sycophants anything they want. So if
you have money, parasitic people pack on you like
stink on poop. Merry wine. If you ever wonder why
people act bizarre, not doing things they should,
money is the answer. ‘Follow the Dollar.’ Investigate the money trail.
Why do anti-smoking activists invest in tobacco
corporations? To get MONEY.
Why do people who claim to live by the bible violate it? For MONEY.
Why are most bible translations corrupt? Because
selling corrupted bibles makes MONEY.
Why do nations bankrupt themselves by borrowing
money to fight evil wars? Because wars make warmongers MONEY!
Sycophant | sik f nt, - fant| (noun) : a person who
acts obsequiously toward someone important in order to gain advantage.
Ecclesiastes 10:20 [But even though politics and the
military and the judiciary lie hopelessly corrupt, ___,]

never curse the king, not even in your
thought[s]. And never curse rich [people
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in your bedroom. For
winged-heaven-flyer[s] spread [the words
you] voice. The master of the army [BaalWing] reports [your free-speech] as ‘scandalous treason’. [Spies lurk everywhere. You are
nor nobles, not even]

in danger if you serve YAH.]

This verse is normally mistranslated as disconnected from and antithetical to the preceding verses.
The point is that rich and powerful warmongers of
the world have surveillance-systems in place to
neutralize direct threats. So it's wise to keep your
criticism of them abstract and non-personal. This is
why Yahshua spoke in parables. This is part of why
scripture repeatedly commands you to never let
the names of pagan leaders cross your lips. In addition, spirit-beings hear and observe what you do
and say in (what you mistakenly consider) ‘private’.
And they use this information against you.

Ecclesiastes 11
Generosity = Your Ticket Out Of
Life's Pain

*[So, ___,] send your food [and
seeds] out upon the surface of
the waters [of the sea of people around
1

you. Give food and aid to your neighbors and ene-

Many days later, [your generosity] will come back to [bless and protect] you.
mies.]

Some forgotten seed of generosity you plant might
be the one thing that stops some gang-leader or
warmonger from murdering you. Interface with the
‘surface’ of the sea of people. But avoid swimming
inside the evil society around you. Take your pagan
neighbor a delicious home-baked pie. But never
enter into a business partnership nor sign contracts
with your neighbors.

Give part of your
to “seven,” [that is, everyone you

2 [Constantly do charity, ___.]
[wealth and food]
know].

Then

[keep on giving. Pass around sec-

For you never know
what calamity comes to [ravage] the
earth [next. You want your neighbors and your Creator
ond-helpings of generosity.]

to owe you favors.]

This is a pre-echo of Christ's generosity commands. "7", the number of completion, signifies
giving to everyone you can think of, including your
enemies. "8" means to cycle back around your
stack of relationships, giving second-helpings of
love. Not just ‘give to those who you think will pay
you back’.
3 [Natural and political storms never stop brewing, ___.]

Thunder-clouds fill with rain. They pour
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their [floods] down on the earth. Disaster
drags down [the tallest]“trees”. [World leaders]
fall to the south, north or whatever direction the winds [of life] toss them. They
lie there until [a more powerful disaster moves
them].

There's nothing you can do to change macro-history. Catastrophes hurl at all humans. Assassins
murder political leaders. Death shifts the balance
of power. You have no idea in which direction world
events will turn. Catastrophes don't ask your permission to strike you. You can't avoid force majeure (acts of "god").

Plant Your Seeds Of Generosity Every Day

*Whoever [sits around] watching
the wind [forgets to] plant [seeds of food
and charity]. Whoever [constantly]
watches the thick-clouds, [waiting
for the perfect time to work,] never reaps
[a harvest], ___.
4

Seize the day! Build soil. Plant and weed every
day, no matter where you are, how long you think
you'll be there, or how rich you are. Even more importantly, plant the seeds of human-kindness every day. Storms may ruin your harvest. But you'll
get no harvest at all if you don't plant quickly after
the early spring rains. Humans = living soil. Plants
seeds of kindness and truth in people.

*You have no map for the
paths of the spirit-wind, ___.
You don't [truly] understand how
bones [grow] in the womb of a
pregnant woman. Likewise,
you don't [yet] comprehend the
work of [Yahweh] the Eloah, maker
of everything.
5

Don't lay around in bed. Don't sit around indoors
staring at screens. Get outside. Plant. Pull weeds.
Build your soil. Plant seeds of charity in the soil of
human society.

Live With Gusto, Youth, But Don't
Sin

*[Little] “Adam”, if [you] live many
years, rejoice in them all. Remember: the days of darkness
[approach]. They will be many. All
that [life] brings you flashes by
[in a puff of smoke, ___].
8

Adam = human.

*You [choice] young human! Rejoice in your childhood. [YAH's joy]
can make your heart happy all
the days of your beautiful
youth. Charge into life! Follow
your heart. Chase what catches
your eyes, ___. But remember
that [Yahweh] the Eloah brings you
into judgment over each [choice
you make].
9

We are all children.

*So banish anxiety
[and anger] from your heart, ___.
Divorce evil from your meatbody. Childhood and youth fly
away. [So don't waste your best days in worry,
Ecclesiastes 11:10

anger and evil.]
This is the real meaning of circumcision: to cut out
the wicked parts of your spirit. Evil here = sadness.

Ecclesiastes 12

Scientist, do you really understand dark matter?
Can you create life?

Plant your “seed[s]” in the morning,
___. Keep your hand[s] working through
the evening. You have zero knowledge
as to which [actions of yours] will prosper,
this [project] or that. Maybe both will succeed.

Age Comes to Cripple You, So Act
Now

6

Plant both food-seeds and seeds of human kindness.

*[Get outdoors, ___.] Suck in [nature's]
sweet light. [Let your] eyes [taste]
the pleasure of seeing the sun.
7
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*Remember your Supreme-Creator now, ___, in the
[prime] dawning days of your life.
The evil days [of misfortune & death]
approach. The years stalk you
when you'll say, “I get no pleasure from [living].”
1

Literally: your creatorS, plural, which in Hebrew indicates greatness. NOT a reference to the Trinity.
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*[Love and serve Yah now, ___,] before
the sun, moon, stars and all [other] lights grow dark, before the
[days when] clouds return after the
rain.
2

See song: When All The Light Has Gone.

*One day [soon your] ‘estateguards’, [your arms, begin to involuntarily]
tremble, ___. [Your] ‘strong men’
[your legs] crouch down, distorted.
[Your] few remaining ‘grinders’
[your teeth] quit [working]. The
‘peepers’ [your eyes] looking out of
[your] ‘windows’ [your eyelids] fade to
darkness.
3

Scripture often compares the human body to a
house. See Isa 38:12, Job 4:19, 2 Cor 5:1,2, 2Pe
1:13.

*—[Age descends to shut] the
double-gates in [your]
life-road [behind you], ___.
[You come to strain to hear] the
roar of a grinding [mill].
Yet [as you lie plagued by insomnia,] the voice of a bird
startles you. All the
‘daughters of [your] lifesong’ [fall to lie] flat.
4

Metaphorically: your jaw and lips stay shut, your
teeth gone, your perception faulty, your wife dead,
your songs of joy muffled to a dull hum.

*[Age comes to make you] afraid of ascending heights, ___. [You shrink
back in] terror from risking a journey. [Your grey hair] sprouts and
drops [like] [leaves from] an almond
tree. [You] strain [to lift] a [dead]
grasshopper. Even [eating] caper
berries fails to [stimulate your] desire [for “love”]. [All us] meat-bodies
journey to our home [to spend eons
5
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in the grave].

Mourners gather right
now in the streets, wailing [at a
funeral like the one you have coming] . 6 *[Your]
silver [spinal] cord rips apart,
___. [Death soon] shatters your
golden lamp-bowl, [your skull].
Your pitcher, [your lungs, soon] burst,
[spewing water and blood like a] fountain.
[Your] wheel, [your body's heart-pump, falls
to lie] broken, [unable to pull water up from]
the well [of life].
‘Wheel’ can signify locomotive drive.

*The dust [of your body] is returning to the earth, to its original
home, ___. [Your] breath [of life]
returns to [Yahweh] the Eloah who
loaned her [to you].
7

‘Spirit’ is feminine.

is the most fleeting of all the
flashes [of light in the universe,] decrees [Wisdom,] the Caller. Everything [meat-people do]
equals [chasing] wind, ___.
8 [Your life]

Herald = caller, convener of the assembly. NOT the
‘preacher’. This verse is always translated wrong,
falsely branding Solomon as a burnt-out nihilist.
Solomon goes to great lengths in this and his other
writings to show that a life filled with joy and charity is meaningFULL, NOT meaningless.

Teach Like Solomon, Not A Cemetery-Seminarian
9 A Wisdom-Caller [overwlows with] wisdom.
He goads [people into] awareness. [He refuses
to hide in the dark chambers of secret societies.] He
listens to [insightful] people. He investigates [their claims]. He organizes thousands of maxims [into small, powerful booklets].
This section is usually presented in past-tense,
probably as a praise of Solomon's diligent and insightful gathering of Proverbs. The point is: a true
sage can change your life with a few words. A true
prophet never bores people with sermons.

seeks to
discover delightful, [valuable] phrases,
words that stably communicate truth.
Ecclesiastes 12:10 [The Wisdom-Caller]

Unlike sermonizers who bore you to eternal death.

The axioms of sages [poke] sharp as
goads, ___. [They prod ‘sheeple’ to take action in
the right direction.] Mottos [hold] like bolts fastened [through walls] by assembly-masters.
11
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[Truth holds society together.][Scriptural proverbs are]

word-gifts from
[Yahweh].

[our]

one shepherd

There are no contradictions in the original texts of
the Bible. If you find a contradiction in the bible,
it's a scribal addition or a mistranslation. The entire
Bible is the product of one perfectly organized
mind. All other known books are written by one or
more men with disorganized minds. That's why
even an atheistic scholar will admit that the bible is
the incomparable pinnacle of all literature.

Beware of [reading or taking in information]
outside of the [flawless maxims of supremely wise
leaders], ___. There is no end to the
number of books, [music and media humans
pump out]. Too much intense study wears
out your body.
12

Sort your media into piles: a, b and c. Throw out
the c pile. Shelve the b pile. View the A pile, which
should be 20% or less of the total. Start from most
important. Do this media priority-sorting exercise
several times. Throw away the television. Throw
out all those pop-culture books and magazines.
Get rid of all but the best movies. Turn off your internet connection.

All Wisdom Summed: Guard YAH's
Commandments

*Intelligently hear the
endpoint of all [wisdom],
___: [Live in] awe of [Yahweh]
the Eloah. Guard His
commandments. This is
the whole [duty] of man.
13

This pre-states the Great Commission. Not merely,
“Say a sinner's prayer and get baptized”. Fear =
#3372 yare' yaw-ray' = respect + terror. Guard =
#8104 shamar = to hedge about (as with thorns),
i.e. protect, attend to. Obey, teach and actively defend against any attempt to marginalize or change
ANY biblical commands. The true disciple stirs up
conflict simply by entering any arena of politics or
religion.
Guarding YAH's sabbath puts you at odds with
Protestants and Catholics.
Guarding YAH's food laws puts you at odds with
pig-eating Christians.
Guarding YAH's anti-divorce laws puts you at odds
with backslidden churches.
Guarding YAH's anti-cutting laws puts you at odds
with circumcisers.
Guarding YAH's nonresistance laws puts you at
odds with warmongers.
And on and on. Holy life = conflict.
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*For [Yahweh], the true and only
Eloah, brings [your] every action
into judgment, ___. [YAH exposes]
every secret [you have], good or
evil.
14

Eth ha Elohim = YHVH = The Supreme Creator,
whom Solomon consistently contrasts with “MeatMan” (Adam).

Song of
Solomon 1
Solomon's Guards Take The Shepherdess
1 [The] Song [above all] Songs, about [the fall
of king] Solomon {Peace-Man}: [A royal chariot
races down a north pastureland road. It charges south toward the walls of Jerusalem city. A frantic Shepherd-Girl
jumps off the chariot. Her body rolls in the gravel road.
She hits her head on a rock. She loses consciousness. Her
blurry eyes see the terrified Captain Jeroboam jump off
the chariot. He grabs her lifeless form. He lifts her back
into the chariot. He speeds her on toward Jerusalem's
towering city walls.]

The Song Of Solomon consists of lyrics to a lost
Hebrew opera. It portrays history's shrewdest mortal, the richest king imaginable, sinking into dark
witchcraft, sex and drug addiction. At last he attempts to seduce a dark-skinned slave girl. But she
refuses, her love already promised to a poor young
shepherd. It's an intense fine-art cinematic romance. It opens a time-window for you to see the
kingdom of Israel about to crumble under the sinweight of the religio-political-commercial-military
establishment. It shows King Solomon as a solidgold train going off life's tracks and over a cliff. The
typical interpretations all fall short. If this were just
a song of:
Christ's love for the church,
Solomon's love for his bride,
YHVH's love for Israel, etc.,
then it would not be the “song above all songs.” It
would be mindlessly repetitious and uselessly
pornographic. The epic poem makes sense as a romantic thriller in which Solomon is the corrupt king
whom true love conquers.

The Shepherdess Coma-Dreams
Her Wedding Night

2 *[In her coma-dream, the shepherdess speaks,
visualizing her future wedding to her shep-

“He strikes my lips with
love's kiss. He bubbles
me over better [than] wine.”
herd-boy:]

[the sting of]

The Song of Songs is a book of white-hot Hebrew
fire, not a white-bread church wedding. The text
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must be understood as an opera for which the dialog-attributions and action-descriptions have been
removed, leaving you with only the dialogue. It's a
construction kit for drama. Use your own creativity
to reconstruct the situations, who's talking, what
they're doing, and why. There are at least 7 speaking parts:
Shepherd-Boy,
Shepherdess,
Harem-Girls,
Solomon,
The Shepherd Girl's Brothers,
The Shepherd's companions,
and the people of Jerusalem.
The basic conflict is this: every girl in the middle-East is dying to be the next high-class whore to
exploit Solomon's sex-addiction so she can get her
greedy hands on the ultimate sugar-Daddy's gold,
diamonds, houses and lands. But one girl won't
take the bait, because “money can't buy you love.”
This basic truth spawned the movie, 'Indecent Proposal.'

SHEPHERD-BOY: Yours is the breath
of heaven. [He kisses her cheek.] Your name
is [fragrant royal] rose-petal-oil pouring [all
over my skin]. SHEPHERDESS: That's why
all the girls love you. [You're sweet.]
3

The hebrew words carry these connotations: blow
smell beautiful pleasant pleasure sweet lavish perfumed olive oil authority oil richness pour out,
empty out feminine lass damsel maid virgin sexual
affection, love attar = a fragrant essential oil, typically made from rose petals.

The Dream Becomes A Demon-Concubine Nightmare
4 [The shepherd-boy spins Shepherdess round and round.
Her head swings back in rapture. Her eyes light up; her
cheeks flush red. They kiss, suffused in effervescing mist,
their hair lit-up by rays of sunset shining through the
cave-entrance. But some nightmarish force pulls the boy
from her hand.][SHEPHERDESS: Pull me with you!][In her
concussion-trance, Shepherdess sees herself locked be-
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some in sarcasm, others in delight.] 5 [The Jailtrance-nightmare continues. Shepherdess screams:]

I'm

black!

[Shepherdess sees her skin covered in blacktar-goo. Terrified, she fights to shake it off. The city girl

You're
as the
[Bedoin desert] tents of dark Kedar. [CITYGIRL:][Sunburned as] Solomon's [purple-red]
sheets! [Ha ha ha! The city girls laugh.] 6 [In the conpaws the shepherdess' skin.][CITY-GIRL:]

beautiful!

[RUDE-CITY-GIRL:][Black]

cubines' hall, Shepherdess blinks her eyes awake, finds
herself lying on a couch. She sees a sea of supermodellike beauty queens above her. Their painted eyes stare
down at her. The harem-girls can't take their eyes off this
tall, ravishing dark-skinned beauty. Shepherdess looks
down, sees she's naked, struggles to grab clothes to cover
her skin.][SHEPHERDESS:]

dark sunburned

Stop staring at my

[skin]. [CITY-GIRL: How'd you

My
mother's sons hate me. They make me
work strangers' vineyards. They stole
my share of the family farm. [CITY-GIRL:
get so black?!][SHEPHERDESS: I'm adopted.]

Oh, so you're the ranch boys' play-toy.][SHEPHERDESS

No. [I'm a virgin.] My ‘garden’ has
never had a ‘keeper.’” [CITY-GIRL: That's what
(offended):]

they all say! The girls bust up laughing. “We're all virgins
too!”] 7 [The Shepherdess struggles to her feet. She pushes away the girls.

SHEPHERDESS: Tell me, where is [the man] I love [with all my]
soul? [GUARDS: Silence! You'll wake king Solomon!] [She yells out the window, as if calling her shepherd boy:] Where are you grazing?
Where [will] you rest [your flocks] at noon? [Solomon's trying
to] convert me into one of his harem playmates!
lit: I-am-becoming as·one-being-muffled on
droves-of partners-of·you
8 [CITY-GIRL: Why would any girl NOT want to be King Solomon's plaything?]
SHEPHERDESS: If you don't know, you most beautiful of all women, run out [of this castle]. Follow the
flocks' hoof-prints. Graze your kids [by] the shepherd's tents. [That's where you'll find a man worth marrying.] [CityShe staggers to the window. She yells to the guards below:]

Girls scoff. CITY-GIRLS: We're marrying Solomon!]

The Harem-Girls Mock The Shepherdess

hind bars:][CITY-GIRL:] We'll chase after you!
[The harem-girls surround the shepherd girl in the jailcell. Like dream-demons, they claw at her.][SHEP-

9 [The City-Girl traces her hand over the shepherdess'

HERDESS screams to the vanishing shepherd-boy:]

back thigh. The shepherdess recoils in disgust.][CITY-

King [Solomon] has taken me into his
chambers! CITY-GIRL: We'll spin
around [with you, lucky farm girl]. [The laughing de-

GIRL:][You]

mon-dream-girls spin the disoriented shepherdess.]

Not "my love." The word "yarah" means "associate."
Song of Solomon 1:10 [CITY-GIRL:] [Well at least] your
cheeks are ok. [We'll cover those awful ears with] bead-rows.
[Icck. We'll hide] your neck [with] a string of [gem-chains].
literally: they-are-comely cheeks-of·you
in·the·bead-rows neck-of·you in·the·threaded-gems
11 NICE-CITY-GIRL: We'll [order the royal jewelers] to wrap
your head in rows of silver-studded golden beads.

CITY-GIRL: We'll cheer you up! CITYGIRL: We'll celebrate [the king's] love for
you! CITY-GIRL: We'll get you drunk!
[The demon-girls force champagne down the throat of the
shepherdess.][The demon-girls rip off the shepherd girl's
skirt. They ogle her. She fights to cover her skin with her

CITY-GIRL: No wonder the [men]
love you! [The demon-dream-girls woo-hoo and clap,
hands.]
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my shepherdess, are [strong] Like a mare [pulling] Pharaoh's

[RUDE-GIRL:]

chariot!

[Other girls bust out laughing: Man-thighs! …
Musclebound!]

12

CITY-GIRL: Here's how it works: The
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king [lays] on his divan. Then I pour
spikenard [ointment all over him, to delight] his
[senses]. [City-Girl makes vulgar motions, waves the

ointment under the nose of the Shepherdess. The shepherdess swoons, sees visions of her Shepherd-Boy.]

Literally: still which·the·king in·divan-of·him spikenard-of·me he-gave scent-of·him Nard is the nearpriceless perfume Mary Magdalene later pours on
Yahshua's feet.

Shepherdess Fantasizes About The
Shepherd
13 [SHEPHERDESS:] My beloved is my pouch
of myrrh lying between my breasts.x
[The city-girls laugh, mock. “My beloved!”]

She's saying, “I don't need Solomon' oil, nor anything else.”

My beloved is my cluster
of henna-blossoms [spraying over] the vineyards of Goat-Kid Fountain. 15 [SHEPHERDBOY (in flashback):] Look at you, my beautiful shepherdess. Look at your eyes,
[more] lovely than doves.
14 [SHEPHERDESS:]

She [flashes her] beautiful, innocent dove's eyes
[at him].
16 [SHEPHERDESS (to Shepherd-Boy):]

Look at

you, my love. [She] arches [back into his arms].
Together they fall into the bed of green
[flourishing pasture. Looking up at the sky behind her
lover's face, she draws in a deep breath of the]

sweet

[air].

Boiling in beautiful delight, stretched out, arched
[over the] bed of fertility.
17 [The disembodied voice of the shepherdess floats

Our roof [is
cedar-trees. Our [wall]
cypresses. [She looks up past

through her vision:][SHEPHERDESS:]
built of living branches of]

panels

[are live]
the shepherd-boy kissing her cheek. She sees cedar and
fir branches swaying in the breeze.]

panels = gutters.

Song of
Solomon 2
The Shepherdess Sees Visions Of
Her Beloved

1 [SHEPHERDESS (still swooning in the foerest-field-vi-

I'm [a] meadow-saffron on the
plains, a lily of the valley. [CITY-GIRL (in
sion):]

palace): What are we? Painted up street-whores?] 2 [The
Shepherdess remembers privileged girls in the village
laughing at her. SHEPHERD-BOY (defending
Shepherdess):]

My shepherdess is a [white
lily compared [to you]

arching trumpet]
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bramble-thorn pigs! 3 [SHEPHERDESS:] My
beloved is an apricot-tree [towering]
above earth's thickets of cowards [who
wallow in his] shadow. I sit [beneath] his
beauty. My mouth [savors] his sweet
fruit. 4 [The shepherdess envisions herself in flashback
with her Shepherd-Boy:][SHEPHERDESS:] He carries
me into [our tree] house. We bubble over
[like champagne. He spreads] his love over me
[like] a banner. 5 [The vision continues: SHEPHERDESS (to Shepherd-Boy):] Press me [to your
heart] like we're [a pair of] raisin cakes.
Spread me out like apple [sauce]. [CITY-GIRL
(in palace):] Ugh, this girl's lovesick. 6 [SHEPHERDESS (enrapt by her vision):] His left hand
slides under my head. His right hand
hugs me tight. [CITY-GIRL (in palace): Forget your
boy-toy. You' got a crack at king Solomon!]

The Shepherdess Warns Solomon's
Concubines

7 [In the palace, the now-awake shepherdess barks to

7 times I
warn you, sluts of Jerusalem, you
gazelles and does of [Solomon's] field, never agitate nor awaken passion, 'til [true]
love [dawns on you].
Solomon's concubines, the city girls:]

This discourages the use of pornography, lust and
aphrodisiacs.

Shepherd-Boy Tries To Rescue Her
From Castle
8 The shepherdess startles to the sound
of a male voice wafting in through the
palace window. [SHEPHERDESS (to city-girls):]
The voice of my beloved! She runs to
the window. She looks to the hills surrounding Jerusalem. She sees her
shepherd boy bounding away from soldiers chasing him. SHEPHERDESS (to
city-girls): Look! He comes leaping on
the mountains, skipping on the hills! 9
[The city-girls roll their eyes in sarcasm. SHEPHERDESS:]

My beloved [runs fast] as a roe or a young
hart. Look! He stands behind [Jerusalem's]
wall. He's looking at us in the window,
showing his [eyes] through the lattice!
[The city-girls run to the window. They look out. They
scoff. They see a milk-man dawdle out from where the
Shepherd-boy was standing behind a lattice. RUDE-CITYGIRL: What a catch!] Song of Solomon 2:10 [SHEPHERD-BOY (far-off):]
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shepherdess, my lovely one! Come [away
from that palace with me]! 11 [SHEPHERD-BOY:] Look: the
winter lies past. The rain is over and gone! 12

Flowers appear on the
earth. The time has come for [birds to]
sing! Hear the voice of the dove echo
over our land. [SHEPHERD GIRL (to city girls): He's
[SHEPHERD-BOY:]

singing the song he wrote for our wedding! The City-Girls
look closer, eyeing the boy with envious eyes.] 13

The fig tree shoots out
her green figs. The grapevines in bloom
spray out their [tender] perfume! Arise!
Run [from that palace]! Shepherdess of my
[heart,] my secret-keeper, come away
[with me]! 14 [SHEPHERDESS shouts out the window:]
Oh my dove, hiding in the clefts of the
rock, in the secret nooks of [Jerusalem's]
stairway[s], let me see your face. Let
me hear your voice. Your voice is honey. Your face is art!
Solomon Sends His Guards To Arrest The Boy
[SHEPHERD-BOY:]

15 [SOLOMON's voice thunders from his palace window to

Capture [that dirty] jackal! These
puny foxes keep perverting [my] vineyards! [SOLOMON (To Shepherd-Boy:)][This nation's]
grapevine blossoms [are mine to eat, shepherdscum]!
his guards:]

Solomon is upset because men keep breaking in
and deflowering his virgins before he can bed
them.
16 [The Shepherdess points at her shepherd-boy. She
screams out the window to Solomon:]

My beloved

is mine! And I am his!

[Solomon scowls, then
slams his window.][CITY-GIRL: Hmmpf! You'd abandon

feeds [his flock]
among lilies!? 17 [Shepherdess sees Captain JerSolomon for some chump who]

oboam and his soldiers chase her shepherd-boy down
Jerusalem's stairways, then on through brambles toward
the dusky Kidron Brook. She shouts out the window to

Before the daytime breeze rises and the shadows flee!
Return, my love, like a stag or gazelle
on mountain crags! [The soldiers chase shepwarn him: SHEPHERDESS: Hurry!]

herd-boy. He hurdles over bushes. The soldiers' hands
nearly catch him. He sprints away into the brook's shadows.]

Song of
Solomon 3
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The Shepherdess Dreams Of Her
Shepherd-Boy
1 [Back in the palace, Shepherdess tries to jump out of

the window. The City-Girls grab her. They pull her back in.
She struggles against their hands. She kicks and screams.
They thrust her back inside the concubines' chamber. Her
head thwacks the marble floor. The City-Girls haul her
delirious to her bed. They strap her down on it. In flashes,
she passes nights of tossing, turning in angst while the

SHEPHERDESS: Night
[after night] on my bed [in Solomon's palace], my
[eyes] search [through my window-bars] for the
one my soul loves. I seek him [in tortured
dreams]. But I never find him.
Shepherdess Escapes & Searches
The City
City-Girls laugh at her.]

2 [The shepherdess pries her hands free from her bed-

belts. She jumps up. She wrenches the bars out from her

She wanders the city streets in her
nightgown. She [evades guards]. She
searches the city squares. [She asks commoners if they've seen her] soul-beloved. [They
laugh at her.] She never finds the shepherd-boy. 3 Watchmen circling the city
find the Shepherdess. [They shove their swords
wall.]

at her face. She pulls a small golden treasure from her
bra, holds it out to bribe the guards. Their eyes light up.]

She asks them, “Have you seen my
shepherd-boy? I love him with all my
life-breath.” [The guards snatch the golden treasure.
They knock her down into the mud. They stomp on,
laughing.]

Shepherdess Finds Her Lover,
Takes Him Home
4 Shepherdess crawls on past the [guards].
She finds her soul-beloved, [the shepherd-boy]. She holds him. [He sees guards approaching. So he tries to wiggle out of her grasp.] She
refuses to let him go. She grabs his
hand. They run hand-in-hand away
from the soldiers. She sneaks him
[through fields … through forests. He whispers to her,
“Where are you taking me?”]

She answers, “My

mother's house.” [He whispers, “We can't outrun
Solomon's spies!”] She answers, “Then I'll die
in your arms in the [bed] chamber [where]
my mother conceived me.” [They run into the
overgrown ruins of a house. She leans in to kiss her shepherd-boy. In rush Solomon's guards. They handcuff the
shepherd-boy, shackle him to a post. They drag Shepherd-girl back to Jerusalem.]

Guards Throw The Shepherdess
Back Into Palace
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Song of
Solomon 4

5 [Guards haul Shepherdess into the palace. They throw

her into the concubines' hall. She looks up from the marble floor at the City-Girls laughing at her. Nice City-Girl
leans down. With her nightgown, she wipes the blood and

Seven times I warn you, you sluts of
Jerusalem, you gazelles and does [romping] in [Solomon's] fields — never agitate
nor awaken passion until [true love] smiles
[on you].
City-Girls Try To Tempt Shepherdess
mud off of Shepherd-Girl's face.][SHEPHERDESS:]

6 [City-Girl looks out the window. She sees Solomon riding into the city, flanked by thousands of his screaming

Who is this [man-god storming]
out of the wilderness? [City-Girl:] He's like
pillars of smoke perfumed with myrrh
and frankincense. [Shepherdess sees a train of
fans. CITY-GIRL:]

camels and carts trailing into the distance behind
Solomon. CITY-GIRL: He packs]

pusher

all the powders a

[can push]! [SHEPHERDESS: I don't care.] 7

see Solomon's bed
60 valiant men, the [most] courageous [warriors] in Israel, surround it!
[CITY-GIRL: Wait 'til you]
[room]!

[You've never felt safe 'til you're in the Emperor's bed,
with his huge royal … arms holding you.] 8 [CITY-GIRL:]

All [Solomon's boudoir guards] wield swords.
They're experts in war. Every man has
his sword [strapped] on his thigh to [respond
to any] alarm in the night. 9 [CITY-GIRL:
Inside,] King Solomon {Peace-Man} made
himself a [bed shaped like a] chariot, [built from]
the white-forest woods of [the mountains of]
Lebanon. [CITY-GIRL: And we get that chariot
ROLLING'!] Song of Solomon 3:10 [CITY-GIRL:] He
made [the bed's] pillars of silver, with bottom-rails of gold, covered in [royal] purple [silk]. And the middle is studded with
[us, the hottest] girls in Jerusalem, loving on
him. 11 [CITY-GIRL:] Come outside, Ziongirls! Look at king Solomon. [BAD CITYGIRL: First one of us he calls gets to bed him!][CITYGIRL: I'm gettin' a royal baby tonight!][The concubines
rush out of the chamber, down the stairs, to the patio.
They gaze at Solomon. He gloriously parades into the
palace grounds. Shepherdess peeks over the concubines'
shoulders. Even she's impressed. NICE CITY-GIRL:]

His

mother [Bathsheba] set that crown [on his
head] on the day of his [first] wedding,
back when his heart was happy.
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Solomon Puts His Moves On The
Shepherdess

1 [Solomon rides into the courtyard. He jumps down from
his chariot. He stalks straight toward the Shepherdess. In
his view, everyone else disappears. He's alone with her.
SOLOMON: No one has ever rejected me. (He appears

Look at you,
my beautiful shepherdess. Lovely
dove's eyes [glisten from your] face through
your veil. Your hair shimmers like a
flock of goats [prancing across] the mountains of Gilead {Witness}. 2 [Solomon inspects
aroused by the challenge.) SOLOMON:]

Shepherdess' teeth like he's buying a slave. SOLOMON:]

Your teeth are a flock of perfectly
trimmed sheep [running] up from swimming [in a river]. Every [tooth] has [its] twin.
Not one barren [baby] among them… [He
turns to the city girls. SOLOMON: “Unlike you rot-mouthed
sugar-hounds.” Wounded, scared, jealous looks resonate
from the City-Girls' faces. Solomon traces Shepherdess'
chin. Shepherdess snaps her jaws at his finger. Solomon
whips his hand back from her mouth, to keep his fingers
attached. The crowd gasps. Solomon ‘disappears’ the
crowd with a snap of his fingers.] 3 [Shepherdess' eyes
fly wide. But she's immobilized by Solomon's power.
Solomon runs his fingers across her lips. SOLOMON:]

“Your lips are threads of [double-dipped]
scarlet [silk]. Your open [mouth] is [my]
home. [He sticks his hand up inside her veil, rubs her
temples.] Your temples [glisten] like peeled
pomegranates [behind] your veil. [Delicious.”
With great force, she jerks her head away from his grip.
His eyes widen in surprise at her power to resist his
trance-hold.] 4 [Solomon traces his finger along her neck.
She gasps, unprepared for the pleasure. Her neck and

Your neck is the
tower [my father] David built for [my] armory, where hang 1000 shields, protectors of [my] mightiest [warriors.” Stunned,
cheeks flush red. SOLOMON:]

she enters a vision of Solomon walking her through a
palatial armory. On the walls hang 1000 sparkling golden
shields. Back in the empty courtyard, Solomon tickles the
pearls on her necklace.] 5 [His finger slithers down to-

Your two breasts
like young twin gazelles feeding
among the lilies. [She jerks back. His eye-power
ward her breasts. SOLOMON:]
[bounce]

immobilizes her.] 6 [Solomon whispers in her ear.

until morning breeze
blows, I'll [climb] up on [your] mountain of
myrrh. I'll mount your hill of frankinSOLOMON: Tonight,]
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cense 'til my sun blows your shadows
away. [He grabs her haunch. She pushes him back.
The crowd reappears. They gasp. Solomon grimaces at
the crowd. He growls like a beaten animal. He touches the
six-star pendant on his neck. Mysterious power whisks
him and the Shepherdess into an art-gallery. She gasps.
She and Solomon stand alone before an overwhelming
wall-mural. It depicts the [white-forested mountains] of Lebanon.
She rubs her eyes, seeing the snow, the birds, the trees
moving, as if the painting is alive.]

Solomon Uses Sorcery, Trying To
Seduce Her

7 [Solomon ignores the awesome paintings. His eyes lock

You're
perfect in beauty, my shepherdess. Not
[one] blemish [mars] you. 8 [Instantly she's inside
on her, enrapt by her beauty. SOLOMON:]

1062

SOLOMON (in her
trance, as Shepherd-boy): Your lips,
my bride, drop [sweetness] like a honeycomb. [Let me taste that] honey and milk under your tongue. [He licks her tongue. He sniffs
her dress.] Your dress smells [clean,] like the
cedars of [the] Lebanon [forest]. 12
SOLOMON (in the trance, as Shepherdboy): Sister, my bride, my walled garden … my covered spring [of pleasure] …
my fountain of [love... Now I] unseal you. 13
tree beside the sheep pasture.]

[Solomon hugs the Shepherdess around her shoulders.

the shepherdess. Solomon shoots it with an arrow. It
lands at Shepherdess' feet. Back in the art-gallery, she
jumps back, seeing the leopard bleeding on her feet.
Solomon holds her. SOLOMON: Shalom, my love. I create
your fears. I vanish your tears. She looks down, shocked
to see the leopard gone, her slippers clean!] 9 [The shep-

You're shooting out buds [of love
like] a park of pomegranates… [his hands
squeeze her back. SOLOMON: I'll taste your] fine
fruits… [His hands squeeze her lower back. SOLOMON:
Your] henna blossoms… [His hands squeeze even
lower. SOLOMON: Your] nard… 14 [SOLOMON (in
trance, as Shepherd-Boy):] …My spikenard and
saffron… My aromatic-cane and cinnamon. [He spreads increasingly ferocious kisses over her
entranced face. SOLOMON:] …covered in frankincense trees, myrrh and aloes, with all
my finest spices. 15 [SOLOMON (kissing her, as
Shepherd-Boy): …My] fountain of gardens…
[my] well of living waters… [my] whitemountain streams… 16 [In the trance, Solomon

herdess swoons into Solomon's arms. SOLOMON:]

and Shepherdess begin to levitate, carried on hot fire-

You've ravished my soul, my sister, my
spouse. You steal my heart with one
[look] of your eyes, with one [glint of my]
chain [hanging on] your neck. [With a blink of his

waves of passion. SOLOMON (as Shepherd Boy):]

lit: "put heart into me." i.e. Solomon's saying, “No
girl has ever turned me down before. This contest
is invigorating. It gives me hope for the human
race. I will have you.”
Song of Solomon 4:10 [SOLOMON (as Shepherd-

hang around Solomon's neck.)]

the painting, atop a winter mountain. Snow blows in her
hair. She stands on a cliff-ledge, protected from falling by

Come
me [at my] white forest [palace], my
bride. From Lebanon you'll [ride] with me
to look out from the heights of Amana,
from the top of Shenir {Pointy-Peak}, [to
steep, snowy Mount] Hermon, atop the lions’
dens. [Together we'll crest] the leopard-haunted mountains. [A leopard leaps at
young Solomon's brawny arms. SOLOMON:]
[marry]

eye, Solomon's hexagram pendant hangs around the
Shepherdess' neck. Her eyes glaze. Her pupils dilate into
hexagrams. In her trance-vision, Solomon morphs into
her Shepherd-boy.]

Ooph - you make my [blood] boil,
my sister, my bride! You heat me up
hotter than bubbly! [He sticks a finger between
Boy):]

her breasts, pulls it back to his nose, sniffs it like an ani-

Your sweat smells [richer]
than all [my priceless] spices!
Solomon Shape-Shifts Into The
Shepherd-Boy
mal. SOLOMON:]

11 [In the art gallery, Solomon kisses Shepherdess' blue
lips. She lies lifeless in his arms.][In her trance-vision,
she sees herself and the shepherd-boy kissing under the
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SOLOMON:]

Awake, north wind. Come, south [breeze].
Blow upon my garden. Make her spices
flow out. [Shepherdess SLAPS Solomon's face. Flash!

They're back in the concubine's court. City-Girls are rubbing their hands over both Solomon and the Shepherdess.
The city-girls' jaws drop. Solomon grabs the Shepherdess'
hand. (From her neck, the hexagram pendant flies back to

SHEPHERDESS:
my beloved [shepherd-boy
can] come into HIS garden and eat HIS
pleasant fruits! [The City-Girls gasp at ShepLet

[me out of here so]

herdess' death-defying insolence.]

Song of
Solomon 5
Solomon Dominates Her, Rents Out
His Harem
1 [Solomon grabs Shepherdess. He growls:] You're
MY bride, sister! I come into my garden
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[whenever I want].

I nip-off my myrrh with
my spice. I eat my honeycomb with my
honey. I drink my wine with my milk!

[In the background, Persian princes stream into the Concubines' Hall. PRINCE REHOBOAM: Abba, can we princes
play with your girl-toys tonight? My boys brought the silver. Princes drop boxes of silver in the arms of the concubines. The elated concubines struggle to carry the heavy

SOLOMON: Eat, allies! Drink! Get
drunk [on princess-flesh], friends! [The princes
silver.]

rush the concubines. The princes begin making out with
the girls, pulling off their clothes. Solomon slams his kiss
on the Shepherdess. Shepherdess pulls away from
Solomon. She runs out of the chamber. She looks back.
She sees ‘red’ concubine grab Solomon, kiss him. Reddressed-concubine and Solomon laugh at the fleeing
princess. Shepherdess runs to get away. Guards chase
her. She runs the other way. Guards chase her down the
hallway. They force her into her bedroom. She bolts her
door. She flails on her bed, crying.]

Her Love Knocks On Her Palace
Bedroom Door
2 [There, in her giant bed in Solomon's palace], Shepherdess finally sleeps. Later her heart
jolts to [the sound of knocking]. Outside the
door the Shepherd-Boy whispers into
the keyhole: “Open [your door] to me, my
bride, my love, my dove, my undefiled.
My head is sopping in fog. My locks are
raining might-mist [into the palace hallway]!” 3
[Shepherd-Boy continues:] “[Soldiers] ripped off
my coat. I [need some clothes] to put on! My
feet are [drenched] and muddy. [Help me]
wash them [before the guards catch me]!” 4 The
Shepherd-boy's hand reaches out to
Shepherdess through the [letter-drop] hole
by the door-latch. Her heart races. She
jumps [out of bed toward the door. She runs] to
[touch] his [hand]. 5 [Deaf to the sound of soldiers racing to capture Shepherd-Boy,] Shepherdess
opens [the door to let her] beloved [in]. Her
hands drop [onto] myrrh [on the doorknob].
Her fingers drip the sweet-smelling
myrrh [he's left] on the handle of the boltlock. [She sniffs her fingers in ecstasy. The smell brings

answer. 7 [Meanwhile, Solomon's] watchmen
circle, patrolling the city. They find [the
shepherd-boy dressed like a harem-girl] . They [jump
off the] city-wall. They rip the veil off [his]
face. They beat [him]. They wound [him].
Shepherdess Rails At The Jealous
City-Girls

8 [Back at the castle, Shepherdess screams at Solomon's
harem],

“If you Jerusalem girls find my
beloved, you have to tell him [to get me out
of here]! I'm dying of longing [for him].” 9
[Solomon's sluts strut around the shepherdess, looking

“What's your
lover more than another lover, O you
‘fairest among women’? What is your
beloved more than another beloved?
[What right do] you have to boss us around?
down on her crying face. They taunt,]

[Don't you know we've all got beautiful boys back
home?]” Song of Solomon 5:10 [Shepherdess

“My beloved shines, dazzling,
ruddy. He's the chief among 10 thousand [of your ‘men’]. 11 His head shines like
the finest gold. His locks flow [like priceless
oil], black as a raven. 12 His eyes [shimmer]
like doves by running water-gorges,
washed with milk, perfectly set [like gems
in rings]. 13 His cheeks are a bed of [aromatic] spices, like [banks of] sweet flowers. His
lips are lilies, dripping sweet-fragrant
myrrh. 14 His hands [and arms shine like] gold
cylinders set with beryl [stones]. His belly
[ripples like] bright ivory decked with sapphires. 15 His legs are pillars of marble
set on bases of fine [glittering] gold. His
face towers like [the white mountain of]
Lebanon, its rich cedar [forest covered in
snow]. 16 His mouth redefines ‘sweet.’
Yes, he's 100% what you crave. But
he's MY beloved. And he's my friend.
You Jerusalem-girls [will never kiss his equal].”
answers,]

Song of
Solomon 6

back the memory of his face kissing her in their forest

She opens the door, puckered
to kiss her beloved. [She hears his running,
sloshy feet, hears him trip and fall.] She races,
panting, speaking to him [under her breath].
She seeks him down palace corridors,
out in the gardens. But she can't find
him. She calls him. But he gives her no
hideaway.] 6
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Castle-Concubines Ridicule The
Shepherdess

*[The sluts taunt,] “Where'd your
loverboy go, O you ‘fairest
1
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among women’? [Tell us] where
your sugar turned aside, so we
can hunt him with you!”
The sluts' sarcasm masks their desire to catch this
fine hunk-a-man for themselves.

“My beloved [ran]
down to his garden, to our beds of
spices, to feed [our flocks] in our fields, to
gather lilies [for me, like every morning]. [Shep2 [The shepherdess answers,]

herdess grins, seeing the concubines eye her with jealousy.]

Proper food comes from gardens, not grocery
stores. If it comes with a label, it's bad for you.

I am my beloved's.
And my beloved is mine. [You city-girls can
never have him.] He feeds [his flock] among the
trumpet-flowers.” [He wouldn't suck down palace
3 [Shepherdess continues:]

swill in exchange for bed-favors.][Shepherdess stomps
out of the Concubines' hall.]

The Shepherd-Girl Imagines Her
Beloved

4 [As Shepherdess stomps down into the hallway, she

closes her eyes. She imagines herself in the pasture with

“Oh
my love, you're beautiful as Tirzah {Delight}, lovely as [the heavenly] City-OfPeace. [You're] overpowering, like a banner-flashing army.” [The Shepherd-Boy's hands
her beloved: SHEPHERD-BOY (to Shepherdess):]

reach out to caress Shepherdess' hair as it flows in the
breeze, more gorgeous than pennants in a royal parade.]

“Turn away
your eyes from me. They overwhelm
me.” [SHEPHERD-BOY (fingers in her hair):] “Your
hair [sparkles] like a flock of goats streaming [over the wind-blown hills of] Gilead
{Witness}. 6 [SHEPHERD-BOY (traces Shepherdess'
teeth with his fingers):] Your teeth [beam like] a
flock of sheep ascending from bathing,
each bearing twins, none of them barren. 7 [SHEPHERD-BOY (lifts up her veil): Lift up]
your veil. [SHEPHERD-BOY (Pulls a pomegranate
from a tree):] Your cheeks radiate like
halves of a pomegranate. [He bursts open the
5 [SHEPHERDESS (To Shepherd-Boy):]

pomegranate with his muscular hands. The red fruit
sparkles in the sun. He feeds the juicy seeds to her

60
count-

mouth.] 8 [SHEPHERD-BOY:][Solomon can keep his]

queens, [his] 80 concubines, [his]
less virgins [in waiting].
Solomon Mysteriously Appears,
Woos Her

1064

undefiled: You're [the only] one [I want]. [You,
your] mother's only daughter. [You, the]
choicest [fruit] of the [woman] who bore
[you]. [You're the only girl who's ever said ‘no’ to me.]
[Solomon pushes the concubines to their knees with his

Every time [my] harem see you [they'll] kneel
to you. Yes, you [make my] queens and
concubines look like fools, [my lovely black
shepherd-girl]. [SHEPHERDESS (rebukes Solomon): If
mind-control-hand.][SOLOMON (to Shepherdess):]

you fantasize I'll live in your harem, you, history's
shrewdest king, are a fool!] Song of Solomon 6:10

*[Solomon strokes Shepherd-girl's dark face. She
stands, resolute, resisting his seduction.

“Who is this [goddess] who
stares out like the morningdawn, fair as the white shining-moon, clear as sunshine,
terrifying as an army carrying
banners? [Shepherdess' knees buckle; her
SOLOMON:]

cheeks flush at king Solomon's whisper moving
past her ear.] 11 [Solomon continues: “Do you know
why I sent my soldiers to fetch you, my forest-princess?]

I rode

down into the walnut
[orchard] to see the fruits of [my] valley, to
watch my flourishing vines twist [up my
trees], to see my [millions] of flowering
pomegranates. [But I never expected to see fruit
[my race-horse]

as beautiful as you. And I've seen everything.] 12

SHEPHERDESS: Before I knew what
was happening, you grabbed my body.
You threw me into your grand national
chariot!
A Queen Tries To Evict The Shepherdess
13 [The Queen barges in with her harem.][QUEEN (to

Get out, dirt-girl. Go home
to Shulam. Go back! We don't want you
here [in our palace]! [Shepherdess darts for the door.
Shepherdess):]

Solomon grips Shepherdess with his forcefield-eyes. She
struggles, unable to move.][QUEEN (to Solomon):]

What do you see in that [shepherd-girl]
from Shulam? She's nothing more to
you than just another [slut] from your
dancing troupes. [Can't you see she's been

plowed by farmer-boys?][Solomon waves his hexagramhand. The Queen lapses into a trance.][SOLOMON: See
‘dirt-girl’ as I see her:]

9 [In The Concubine's Hall:][SOLOMON (speaks with
Shepherd-Boy's voice):][But you,]
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Song of
Solomon 7

6 [SOLOMON: Silence!][The king flicks his fingers on the
hexagram pendant on his neck. The Queen freezes, immobilized.][SOLOMON (in Queen's voice to

How you shine. What a delight you are, my delicious love. [ShepShepherdess):]

Entranced Queen Fawns Over The
Shepherdess

1 [The hypnotized Queen gets down on her hands and
knees. Like a scullery maid, she dusts the feet of the

How beautiful
shoes, you prince's

Shepherdess. QUEEN (entranced):]

are your feet [in my]
daughter! [The Queen rubs her hands up Shepherdess' thighs. QUEEN (continued):] The curves of
your thighs flow like jewels, the work of
the hands of a skilled artisan. [Shepherdess
struggles to evade the Queen's grabby hands. But
Solomon holds the Shepherdess in his magic eye grip.] 2

QUEEN (rubs her finger in Shepherdess'
bellybutton): Your navel is a round
goblet, full of [intoxicating] liquor. [The hypnotized Queen licks her finger. Solomon grins, relishing in
his domination over the Queen and the Shepherdess. The
Queen rubs Shepherdess' belly in circles.][QUEEN:]

Your belly is [a field of] threshed wheatgrains encircled by lilies. [The Queen flicks the
tziziot on Shepherdess' skirt-hips]. 3 [QUEEN (squeezes
Shepherdess' breasts, speaking in Solomon's voice):]

Your two breasts are like two [bouncy]
twin gazelle fawns. Shepherdess glares
with murderous rage at Solomon. 4 [The
Queen trickles her fingers up Shepherdess' neck toward

Your neck is an ivory
spire. [Queen kisses Shepherdess' eyelid.][QUEEN:]
Your eyes [twinkle] like [the] pools in Heshbon {Intelligence}, by the gate of BathRabbim {Daughter-Of-Wealth}. [QUEEN (twinks
Shepherdess' nose):] Your nose towers like
the white-mountain [of Lebanon] facing
Damascus. Shepherdess snaps her jaws
to bite the Queen's finger. Solomon
tightens his magic-eye grip. Shepherdess jolts, freezes as if hit by a tazer. 5 [QUEEN (rubs Princess' hair):] Your head
crowns your [body] like [the] fruiting-gardens [atop Mount] Carmel. Your tresses of
hair [cascade like royal] purple [velvet]. [QUEEN
(ferocious eyes at Solomon): You] hold [my] king in
the strands [of your locks].
The King Keeps Wooing The Shepherdess
her ears.][QUEEN:]
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herdess' eyes flash in terror at this unsettling androgynous display.] 7 [SOLOMON (continues in Queen's

You stand [tall] like a palm tree.
Like clusters [of grapes], your breasts [draw
all eyes] . 8 [SOLOMON (Shepherd-Boy's voice): I saw
you in the field.] I said, ‘I'll climb that ‘tallpalm.’ [The Shepherdess breaks Solomon's eye-forcevoice):]

field enough to flick her fingernail claws in warning.
Solomon grabs her hand, rips off the end of her fingernail
with his teeth.][SOLOMON:]

I'll take hold of her

thorny boughs. [He grabs her arms.][SOLOMON:
I'll grab] her breasts like clusters from the
vine. I'll smell the apricot breath [wafting]
from her nose. [He sniffs her nostrils, smacks a
kiss at her mouth. She head-butts him, draws blood from
his lip! The pain shatters his eye-grip. She breaks free.
The concubines ooh-ahh, impressed with Shepherdess'
force of will.]

The Shepherdess Resists Solomon's
Advances
9 [SOLOMON (licks blood from his lip): Mmmm…] Your
mouth [satisfies] like the finest wine. [SHEPHERDESS:] For my beloved, that [wine] goes
down sweet. It makes him [so love-drunk he]
talks in his sleep. [SOLOMON (grits teeth,
growls): I'M your beloved.] Song of Solomon 7:10

I belong to my
beloved. I'm pulled to him [by a force your
magic can't match]. [Solomon's face grows red with
rage.] 11 SHEPHERDESS: My beloved and
I will [live] out [our lives] in the fields. [We'd
rather die than rot in your gold-plated jail.] We'll
thrive in [our humble] village, [far away from
your palace of madness]. 12 [SOLOMON:] No. I'll
rush you up into my vineyards [of love].
I'll watch [your] vine bud [out my babies]. [I'll]
open your vine-blossom. [I'll rub you til]
your tender grape[s] pop up and your
pomegranates flower. I'll boil you up [in
ecstasy your boyfriend can't fathom]. [SHEPHERDESS
[SHEPHERDESS (unfazed):]

(laughs): Dream on, fallen king.][Solomon smiles, confident of his power. He lifts his hand. Immediately it holds a
golden goblet filled with beautiful red liquid. It shines, entrancing the eyes of the Shepherdess. She moves toward
it, hypnotized.]

Solomon Drugs The Shepherdess

13 [Solomon's magic eyes force the shepherdess' shaking
hand to involuntarily take the potion-filled golden cup
from Solomon's hand. She raises it to her lips. Her throat
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expands in a gulp. The red juice stains her lips. She goes

mandrakes yield potion that [opens] the gates
to all kinds of pleasure [fruits], new and
old. On the word ‘old’, Solomon kicks
the Queen away from the Shepherdess.
bug-eyed, smiles lustfully.][SOLOMON: Yes. My]

[Solomon strokes her hair. She falls into his embrace. She
lays her willing head on his shoulder, yields herself to his
arms.][SOLOMON:]
my]

secret

I've

[stored endless surprises in

[hiding place]

for you, my lover.

Song of
Solomon 8
Rapt Shepherdess Yields In
Solomon's Arms

1 [The golden goblet drops from Shepherdess' hand. It
spills red liquid all over her feet and Solomon's feet. The
concubines surrounding Solomon jump back to avoid the
liquid staining their dresses and shoes. Meanwhile, the
Shepherdess' eyes bore through Solomon's eyes in an apparent hallucinogenic trance. In her distorted view,
Solomon is her Shepherd-Boy. She cries, glassy-eyed,
looking right through Solomon. She fondles his neck and

“Oh I wish you were [known] as my
brother, who suckled the breasts of my
mother! I'd find you outside [in public]. I'd
kiss you. Then no [one] would despise
me. 2 [The glassy-eyed Shepherdess leads Solomon by
the hand toward the window.][SHEPHERDESS:] I'd
lead you. I'd bring you into my mother's house. As she taught me, I'd let
you drink [my] spiced pomegrante-juice
wine. 3 [Nearing the window, the Shepherdess guides
collar.]

Solomon's left hand to cradle her head:][SHEPHERDESS:]

Your left hand under my head… [She
wraps his right arm around her torso. He hugs her tight.]
[SHEPHERDESS:][Your]

leaning on the arm
of your loverboy? I [paid to] raise
you, ever since your mother
writhed [in pain], giving birth to
you under that apple tree. I
brought you out of the wilderness [to my palace when you were a baby.
my men saw you]

You've been pledged to marry me since before you
were born! The Shepherdess envisions herself as a
baby enrolled in an occult ritual in a dark room
filled with black-hooded concubines. There, in the
middle of a hexagram on the floor, Solomon slits
his palm, drops a drop of blood into the baby's
mouth.]

Solomon Threatens To Murder Her
Beloved

6 *[Back in the concubines' hall, Solomon lays his
hexagram pendant over Shepherdess' neck. She
relaxes as if infilled by occult power. The hexagram, now inexplicably large and glowing, settles
over her heart. The air darkens as Solomon intones

“Set me
as a seal upon your heart.
his occult wedding oath: SOLOMON:]

[Solomon slides his signet-band up her now bare
bicep. She gasps in pleasure. Wear my]

signet-band upon your arm.
For [my] love is strong as death;
[my] jealousy cruel as the grave.
My arrows are lightning fire,
[fierce as] bomb-flares from [heaven.”
The Shepherdess envisions Solomon commanding
his soldiers to fire a bomb that blows up her Shepherd-Boy as she runs to him in vain.]
Solomon thus threatens to kill her if she doesn't
marry him.

The Shepherd-Girl Rejects
Solomon, Runs Away

right hand hugging my

[chest to yours]. 4 [SHEPHERDESS: (to frozen city-
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*[SHEPHERDESS (entranced, tender):] All
the water [in the world] can't extinguish [my] love. [She strokes Solomon's
cheek.] No flood can ever drown
it. [Her fingers trace his regal lips. He relaxes,

I warn you, Jerusalem girls! Never
agitate nor awaken passion until [true
love] smiles [on you, as it smiles on my king and I today].
Solomon Reveals That He's
Groomed Her

7

5 *[By the window, Shepherdess tenderly, passionately kisses Solomon's lips. Solomon smiles, finally relaxing in satisfaction. He's won the only girl

Though a man give [me] all the
wealth of [his] dynasty to [buy my]
love… [She steps toward the window, holding

girls):]

who ever turned him down.] [SOLOMON: Now I'll
tell you] who you [really] are, [my
Shepherdess]… [You know that apple-tree where
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closes his eyes, basks in his conquest.]

his hand. Suddenly her eyes shine clear. She whips
around, slaps Solomon's face with stunning force!
He reels back, hits the floor on his royally-robed
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I'll throw it
away like trash! [The Shepherdess
butt.] [SHEPHERDESS:]

throws Solomon's arm-band and hexagram-chain
into his stunned face. She leaps to the window.
She jumps out. She sails through the air. She falls
into a tree. Her dress rips as she tumbles to the
ground. She struggles to her feet. She races across
the courtyard past the gawking queens, the concubines, the nobles, the soldiers. Out the palace
gates she careens. Concubines scream out the
palace window: Kill her! She assaulted King
Solomon! Solomon's marksmen aim arrows at her
head. Solomon swats the bow away. The arrow
glances past Shepherdess' temple. It kills
Solomon's black war horse.]
She runs to her home village of Shulem/Shunem
(present-day Sólam), presumably 3.5 miles from
Zerin, north of Jezreel.

Brothers Try To Make Her Go Back
To Solomon

8 [Through his palace-rooftop telescope, Solomon watches the tattered-dressed Shepherdess sprint to leave
Jerusalem. She careens out through the city gates. Back
through the fields. Over the mountains. Through the
desert. North toward her home. She bathes in a night
stream. Finally she runs into her garden, hands outstretched to hug her lover. Into the garden burst her
brothers! They stand like a wall of soldiers between her
and her beloved Shepherd-Boy. Her eyes well up with

“You're our
baby sister! You don't even have
breasts yet! [And now you, little] sister, [are
telling us that a shepherd-boy] has spoken for
you? What do you want us to do with
that insanity? [Our hands are tied! You can't marry
tears. Trapped again!][BROTHERS:]

some farm punk! Go back to Solomon's castle! You're our
ticket out of poverty!] 9 [The brothers tie up their sister,
the Shepherdess. She madly fights against their muscular
hands. She scratches their faces with her blood-red nails.

Since she's [still] a wall [a virgin,]
we'll cage her in a turret of silver. We'll
lock her up in cedar boards [so no man but
Solomon gets in her] ‘door.’” [She struggles, apparentBROTHERS:]

ly immobilized by the ropes.]

The boys are essentially selling their sister to
Solomon, the richest king in the world. But she'd
rather die than live as a high-class whore.
Song of Solomon 8:10 [SHEPHERDESS (tied, yells,

I am a wall [a virgin]. But my
breasts are towers! [At the palace, Solomon's]
eyes found me [a] healthy [grown-up woman.
cries):]

I'm ready to marry!][BROTHERS: Marry SOLOMON!]

She Refuses To Go Back To
Solomon
11 [SHEPHERDESS (yells):] Solomon's [harem overflows like the countless grapes in his] vineyard. He
owns a crowd [of beautiful women]. He lets
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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rent his [girls]. To [eat] one ‘fruit’
each [prince] pays 1000 pieces of silver.
12 [SHEPHERDESS (yells to crowd):] My vineyard
is mine! I alone tend it! [She sees Solomon
[princes]

ride up on a white horse.][SHEPHERDESS (yells):]

Solomon, you can keep your 1000 [pieces
of silver a night]! And your royal pimps can
keep their 200 [shekel] kickback!
The Crowd Holds Back The Brothers
13 [She yells over the crowd to her beloved, who stands

You, [my
who live in the gardens! [My]
companions here are listening for your
voice.” [A crowd of gawkers stand up from the bushes.
on a far hill facing Solomon. SHEPHERDESS:]
beloved]

Among them is Nice-Concubine. Palace soldiers rush up,
crossbows drawn.][SHEPHERDESS (cries, desperate for

“Let me hear your voice, my
love!” [The onlookers surround the girl's fuming brothher lover):]
ers.]

The Girl Runs Away With Her Shepherd-Boy
14 [SHEPHERD-BOY (yells from the hillside):] Rush
away [with me], my beloved! [The onlookers
grab and hold the screaming brothers and soldiers.
CROWD: Run! Hurry!][The Shepherdess runs through the
parting crowd. She grabs the hand of her Shepherd-Boy.

Like a gazelle [and] a
deer-fawn, they race over hills of aromatic [spices]. [Into the mountains they sprint. FinalOff the two lovers run.]

ly, on a cliffside above a lake, they strip off their clothes.
They dive naked into the effervescent mountain lake.
They swim into each other's arms beneath a waterfall.
They hug. They kiss. THE END.]

It's tempting to tell the story like Prince GrizzlyBeard, where Solomon turns out to be the Shepherd-Boy in disguise. However, the fact is that
Solomon fell into sorcery and sex-addiction that
destroyed his great Empire. Marrying Solomon
would not be a happy ending. No amount of money
and power would cover up the sadness of being
one of your husband's 1000 bed-mates.

IsaiYAH 1
Isaiah Complains of Zion's Corruption
1 [ ___, the following describes] the vision(s) [concerning] Judea
& Jerusalem [which] IsaiYah son of Amoz {Strong} saw
during the days of 4 of Judea's kings:
UzziYah {YAH's-Strength},
JAHtham {JAH-Is-Perfect},
Ahaz {Possessor},
and HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}.
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Isaiah is literally spelled Yshayahuw. Isaiah means
"YAH saves". The name ‘Isaiah’ means the same
thing as "Yahshua", aka “Jesus”.

Hear, heavens! Listen, earth! Yahweh
says,
“I [keep] nourishing and raising rebellious
children!
2

The human race, including Israel, are children who
break off from YAH's authority. They quarrel, revolt, and violate YAH's principles.
3

Oxen know their owner. Donkeys know
[where to find] their master’s feeding
trough. But (the people who are supposed to rule with Me) don't [even] know
Me, ___. They segregate Me from their
minds.
4

Woe sinful nation, people weighed
down under perversity, seed of evildoers, ruined children who forsake [Me,]
Yahweh. [You] whip up the hatred of [Me,]
the Holy One of Israel. You turn [your]
backs to [Me, ___].
5

Struck down, [you still] revolt over and
over! Sickheads! Diseased hearts!

*
From foot-sole to head-scalp
nothing healthy [nor sound lives in you
6

1068

the word of Yahweh, you rulers of
“Sodom". Give your ear to the law of
Elohim, you people of “Gomorrah.” 11

*Yahweh asks,
“Why [are you] sacrificing all [these
animals]? I'm fed up. [I'm] sick of
burnt-offerings of ram's [flesh]. [I
hate] the grease of fattened
beasts! I never delighted, [and do
not delight, and never will delight] in the
blood of bulls, or lambs, or
goats, ___!
This clears up the world-destroying misunderstanding regarding animal sacrifices: Yahweh never
wanted anyone to burn up animals. Rather, certain
inedible parts of the animals are burned for sanitary reasons and to create alkaline compost ash to
revitalize soil. The rest of the "sacrificed" animal
(that is, an animal freely given to the temple by its
owner) provides food for the priests and the poor
and celebrants at Hebrew feasts. This "food donation" and sensible processing is the opposite of pagan animal sacrifices, which are satanic, no matter
where or when they get performed.
12

Who asked you [to kill all of those animals]
when you come to worship me? [Stop]
trampling [blood and guts] all over my
courtyards!

bodies,

Again, animal sacrifices were never desired by
YAHWEH. Animal sacrifice is Satan's addiction, not
YAH's.
13

7

Bring [me] no more desolating [wasteful]
offerings! Your [fake-cheapo] incense disgusts me. I can't stand the [way you pervert
the] new moons and Sabbaths and
Ekklesia [assemblies. Even your] solemn meetings [reek with ruinous] vanity.

nor your political, economic, military and religious

___,] just wounds, bruises, putrefying, open un-bandaged sores starved of healing
oils.
Your country desolate, ___, your cities
burned with fire: strangers devour your
land before your face. [Your homeland is a]
wasteland overthrown by foreigners.”
8 [Jerusalem,] Zion's daughter lies abandoned like a cottage in a vineyard, a
hut in a garden of cucumbers, like a
city under siege. 9 If Yahweh-commander-of-angel-armies had not left [alive] a
very small remnant [of people], we would
have been [all dead, vaporized] like Sodom
and Gomorrah, ___. IsaiYAH 1:10 Hear
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Empty religious ceremonies are offensive to YAH,
especially when they describe YAH as a bloodthirsty war-god who can't forgive until you appease
him with blood.
14

My soul hates your [corrupted] new moon
[festivals!] With my life, I hate your [perverted] holiday feasts! They burden me. I'm
tired of bearing with [your corruption]!
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This is not at all a rejection of the feasts outlined in
the Mosaic Law, but a rejection of the corruption of
YAH's instructions on how to have beautiful lovefeasts.
15

*

spread your hands [to praise
‘God’]. I hide my eyes. [You pray wordy
boring] interminable prayers I
[don't] hear [because] your hands
[drip] full of blood.
[You]

War-state Christianites, drop your fantasy that
your Creator listens to your prayers. Bloody hands
come from giving money to the war state. On the
coming judgment day, millions of handsome
churchgoing families faint in shock when they see
how many innocent people their tax-dollars murdered for ‘god and country’. They watch the red
blood of innocent brown children dripping from
their christian-ish hands.
16

Wash clean, ___! Get your evil deeds
out of my sight! Stop doing evil!
Stop funding massacres in the name of patriotism.

*
Learn to do right, ___! Seek
justice. Relieve oppressed [people]. Defend fatherless [orphans].
Plead for widow[s].
17

Not bomb them.

*
“Come on, ___! [Let's] reason [together]”,
pleads Yahweh.
“[I can turn] scarlet-sins snowwhite; crimson-red [stains]
wooly-white.”
19 *
Willing, obedient [people] eat the
best from the land, ___.
IsaiYAH 1:20 *
The sword devours rebels who
refuse [to obey YAH], ___. The
mouth of Yahweh has spoken.
18

21

The “faithful city” has devolved into a
harlot! [Once] full of justice, a

1069

home for saints, [Jerusalem serves now as a den
of] murderers, ___! 22 Your silver degrades to worthless dross/slag. Water
dilutes your [once fine] wine. 23 *Your

rebel princes fraternize with
thieves, ___. They all love
bribes. They chase rewards.
[Your politicians, lawyers and judges] deny all
justice to orphans. The widow’s
complaint fails to catch [your leaders'] attention. 24 Adonai Yahweh,
commander-of-all-angel-armies, the
Mighty One of Israel, declares,
“Ah! [Finally, I get sweet] revenge [on my] adversaries, ___! Punishment [for my] enemies!”
25 [Yahweh's] hand [takes violent] action, ___.
He perfectly cleanses [humanity's] dross.
He removes [our] base ‘metals.’ 26 [YAH
promises,]

“I come to restore your judges. [They'll
govern] like [Israel's best] ancient [heroes], ___.
I'll [give] you counselors like [you had in Israel's] infancy. Then [people] will [again] call
you, ‘The city of righteousness, the
faithful city.’
27

Zion can
only get redeemed by [doing] justice.
[Zion's] repentant people [must prime the pump
of salvation by performing] righteous acts, ___.
[The country surrounding shining Mount]

Zion gets saved when [she] treats others fairly.
Those who are sorry for their sins get saved when
they do right. Zion cannot be redeemed by military
might.
28

descend to break [the world's]
rebels & sinners in one [swat], ___. [I]
devour whoever abandons [me].
[I, Yahweh,]

Rebelling against the Roman empire caused the utter destruction of the state of Israel in 70AD.
29

*

get shamed by the strong
[men, leaders, weapons] they trust. [Infidels get] confused, laughed at,

[Rebels]

[mother]

The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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disappointed [by the “protectors” they pay
to] hedge [them in like a walled garden].
Most translations say something like: "Shame will
cover you when you think of the times you offered
sacrifices to idols in your groves of sacred oaks.
You will blush when you think of all the sins you
committed in your sacred gardens."
IsaiYAH 1:30 [The mighty]

“oaks,” [Israel's worldly
protectors,] fall, [leaving Israel trapped without] water [inside her protective] walled [city] ‘garden’.

*[Your] powerful [idol god-men] decay to [fragments of] tinder-wood.
Their actions shoot sparks [of destruction]. Their [great] works [bridges,
highways, cities] burn with fire no
[mortal] can put out.
31

IsaiYAH 2
YAH At Last Institutes Permanent
World Peace
1 IsaiYah (son of) Amoz sees Yahweh's Word-pictures concerning Judea, including Jerusalem: 2

the last days, ___: Yahweh establishes his exalted mountain ‘home’ on
[earth's] chief pinnacle: [Mount Zion {ShiningSplendor}]. All the beast-nations stream to
[honor YAH's family, high] above [all] hills. 3 Billions of people journey, singing, “Come,
___! Let's travel up to the mountain of
Yahweh, to the house of [ancient] Jacob's
Elohim. [Let's let] YAH direct our liferoads. Let's [finally] walk in YAH's paths,
[instead of stumbling in circles in our own dark deserts] !”
[YAH's] law streams out from Zion. From
Jerusalem, Yahweh's word [flows to enlighten
all the earth]. 4 *[In the end,] YAH judges
[See]

among the beast-nations, ___.
He corrects [trillions] of people. So
they beat their swords into
plowshares. [They melt] their
spears into pruning hooks. No
nation lifts up [a] sword against
[any other] nation. They never
again learn [the art of] war.
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Judeo-Christianity Has Fallen Into
Idolatry
5 Oh, family of Jacob, come on. Let's
walk in Yahweh's light, ___. 6 You [sinners] have forsaken your people, Jacob's
family. [Israel] brims full of Easter [worshippers], ___. [Today's Jews] are [occultists who]
consult-clouds like the Philistines.
[Judeans] clap-their-hands [in joy when they
birth] children to [and forge contracts with non-Hebrew] alien-freaks.
Modern Jews commonly consult psychics and other
occultists.

Sure, ___, [for the moment, Judeo-Christian]
countries brim with silver and gold and
endless treasures. The land shimmers
with horses and endless [lines of] cars. 8
But [earth's Judeo-Christian] land[s] also overflow with forbidden-idols, ___. [Israelis
and Christianites] worship the work of their
own hands. They bow down to [trinkets]
crafted by their [wimpy] fingers. 9 Adam's
[children] sink [into the mud of sin and oppression],
___. Man falls beyond the point of noreturn.
Judgment Day Comes To Smash All
Rebels
7

*Hide in [earth's] rockcaves, [puny humans]! Bury yourselves in dust for fear of Yahweh's [furious] face. [Cower in terror] of
his overwhelming power. 11 [YahIsaiYAH 2:10

to smack down man's lofty
looks, ___. [YAH] bows down [all] high-and-mighty mortal [necks]. The day [fast]
approaches when Yahweh alone towers
weh comes]

[over humanity, every face licking the ground at His
‘feet’]. 12

The [day approaches] when Yahweh
Commander-of-angel-armies [tramples] on
all [earth's] arrogant, haughty [oppressors],
___. [YAH eventually beats] down every
[pompous,] nose-in-the-air [prig]. 13 [Judgment
day dawns to smash down] all the lofty ‘cedars
of Lebanon {White-Forest}.’ [YAH advances to
crush] all [earth's ivory-tower tyrants, including] all
the [Jewish] ‘oaks’ of Bashan {Fruitful}. 14
[YAH crushes] even the tallest ‘mountains’
[of human power], ___. [He topples humanity's]
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high hills [with a flick of his eyelid]. 15 [YAH squashes] every towering skyscraper, ___. [He
crushes] every fortress wall. 16 [YAH
submerges] every mercenary ship, ___.
[He drowns] all their precious treasures [in
the heart of the sea].
lit. Tarshish

YAH depresses all ‘Adam's’
arrogance. [YAH] cuts man down from
his lofty heights. On [Judgment] day, [YAH]
alone towers, ___. [He overshadows everything
17

and everyone.]

Judgment Drives Idolaters To
Caves & Holes
18 [YAH] completely abolishes all idols,
___. 19 *[Idolaters] scramble into

holes in rock [cliffs], ___. They
tunnel into the soil, fleeing
Yahweh's terrifying face. His
blinding majesty shakes the
earth [to bits]. IsaiYAH 2:20 *On [judgment] day, [every] Adam-spawn
flings away his illegal-idols of
silver, his outlawed-totems of
gold, ___. The treasures [man]
makes to bow-down-to, he
abandons to the moles and the
bats. 21 [Idols and their worshippers fall] into fissures in rocks, ___. [They snag] in forks
of crags. They [fly] in fear of Yahweh's
face, from his overwhelming radiation.
[His] rising convulses the earth. 22

*Stop [relying] on Adam-spawn,
___. [Man] adds up to [zero]. Man
is a puff of air from a [snotty]
nostril.

Or, equally true: “Flabby, [flimsy] Adam-spawn,
puffing your [little] nostrils [in pride], what do you
matter [to the Creator of all universes]?”

IsaiYAH 3
YAH Promises to Humble & Purge
Judea Of Sin
1 Watch, ___! Yahweh Commander-OfArmies is taking [all] supply and support
away from [evil] Judea. Even [wealthy]
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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Jerusalem's food supplies and water reserves [are drying up]. 2 [See YAH exterminate
Judea's] heroes, warriors, judges and
prophets, soothsayers and elder [statesmen], ___. 3 50-man [squadron] captains,
[handsome]-faced nobles, advisors, skilledcraftsmen, and eloquent enchanters, [all
die in the coming rage, ___]. 4 I, [YAH], come to
gift leadership to [the idolaters'] children.
Babies [grow to] rule over [Judea]. 5 Watch
oppressors [smash] the [wicked] populace
[into the dust, ___]. Every man fights his
neighbor. Children spit in the faces of
the ancients. Base thugs [attack] nobles.
6 A man grabs his brother. He screams,
“You're [the only one of us with so much as] a
coat! So assume your responsibility.
Take charge of [rebuilding] our ruined family home!” 7 The coated-man protests.
His [hands wave] in the air, “I can't fix [this
disaster]! I don't even have food or
clothes in my [shattered] home. You can't
make me the benefactor for our [doomed]
people.” 8 Jerusalem is ruined, ___.
Judea is fallen. Her tongue-wagging
and criminal-actions against Yahweh
fling like acid in his majestic eyes. 9
Impudent expressions on [sinners'] faces
testify against them, ___. They flaunt
their crimes like Sodomites. They call
discretion, ‘repression’. They suck in
evil like it's their life-breath. IsaiYAH 3:10
___, remind right-walkers that they'll
eventually eat the wonderful fruit of
their good-actions. 11 Woe to the lawless [man]! Ruin boomerangs from his
hands back to his [face]. 12 Brats tyrannize my people, ___. Sluts reign over
them. Oh my countrymen. Your ‘leaders’ drag you off the path [of life]. They
obliterate the roads you [ought to travel]. 13
Yahweh rises to accuse [us], ___. He
stands to judge the people. 14 *Yah-

weh enters his verdict against
the elders and leaders of the
[Judeo-Christian] people:
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“You [usurpers] devour [my] vineyard[s]. Your houses [overflow]
with plunder you've [pillaged]
from helpless [paupers].”
15 *Yahweh commander-of-angel-armies screams,
“What [are you bigshots thinking]!? What
[are you doing]!? You beat my people to shreds. You grind downtrodden [saints'] faces [into the dust]!”
Yahweh continues screaming,
“[Even] the daughters of Zion are arrogant-faced [jerks]. They walk with
stretched-out necks and seductive
eyes, waving [their butts,] mincing as they
go, jingling their [beloved] anklets.”

ing].

Instead of a rich
robe, [you sport] a sack-skirt. Slave-brand[s] [scar
your] beauty. 25 *Your men

fall by the sword. Your mighty
[sons die] in war. 26 [Jerusalem's] gate [courtweeping, lamenting
[the dead]. A desolate [widow, Judea] falls to
her knees to sit on the ground, [wailing].
yards clog with survivors]

IsaiYAH 4

16

*So, ___, watch Yahweh
strike the crowns of the head[s]
of the [mount] Zion's daughters
with scabs! See Yahweh uncover their private parts!
17

‘daughters’ can mean ‘cities’

day comes, ___. [Watch]
Adonai rip off the [sluts'] gorgeous anklets, their medallions, their crescentnecklaces. 19 [Watch YAH throw the tramps'] pendants, bracelets, scarves [into the fire],
___. IsaiYAH 3:20 [Invaders rip away the bad girls']
headdresses, leg-bands, belts, magic-charms and perfumes. 21 [Marauders rip
out the hustlers' finger]-rings and nose-jewels.
22 [Thieves steal] the clothes [the hussies love] to
tear off: their [beloved] cloaks, capes,
purses. 23 [Soldiers steal the whores'] mirrors,
[their] fine linen [lingerie], tiaras and
18 [Judgment]

shawls. 24 *Soon,

instead of
smelling sweet, [you arrogant ladies] stink [like pigs]. Instead of a sash, [you wear]
a rope. Instead of beautifully-coifed hair, [you
scratch your] bald head[s bleedThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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War Makes Millions Of Widows
Need A Man

*[See] the [coming] day, ___: 7
women grab hold of one man.
They beg, “We'll eat our own
food. [We'll] wear our own
clothes. Just let us be called by
your name, so [society] won't
shun [our children] as [fatherless orphans].
1

Pregnant girls beg men to adopt their children of
rape, fathered by invading soldiers. Childless girls
plead for a man to impregnate them, so they can
rebuild the male population after all war slaughters
nearly all Israelis.

YAH Redeems & Protects His People Of Peace
2 But in that [destruction] Yahweh plants a
beautiful, glorious “tree” [of people]. In
time, the earth yields amazing, lovely
fruit, ___: survivors who come to rule
with El {Power}.
Israel = people who will rule with ELohim.
3 Soon anyone left in Zion or in Jerusalem will be
called ‘sacred’ [just because] they're recorded among
[souls] in the City-Of-Peace. 4 Yahweh
washes away the filth of the [sluts] of
Zion, ___. He purges the blood-guilt
from the heart of Jerusalem with the
fiery blast of his spirit of justice! 5

the living

*And over every dwelling place
on [or under] mount Zion, and over
her assemblies, Yahweh creates a [supernatural], smoking cloud
by day, and a shining flaming
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fire by night, ___. [YAH's] glory
comes to rest over [Jerusalem] like
a canopy. 6 This [paranormal umbrella]
forms a tent-shadow to [protect us believers]
from the daytime heat, ___: a place of
refuge, a cover [that shields you] from storm
and rain.
chuppah = marriage canopy

Isaiah Sings The Ballad Of The
Vineyard
1 Now, ___, let me sing for my adored,
beloved [father in heaven] a song about his
[human] ‘vineyard.’ My dear [father] owns a
‘vineyard’ on a hill. This [land] births
[shiploads of] olive-oil. [Father's vineyard is a]
horn-of-plenty! 2 *[Father]

fences
the [vineyard]. He gathers
and hauls out all its
stones. He plants it with
the choicest [most expensive]
vines. At [the vineyard's] center, [father] builds a tower.
Inside [the tower], he engineers a winepress. He
watches the vines [grow],
hoping for a yield of [topnotch] grapes. But instead, the [vines] spit out
[diarrhea-inducing,] toilet-reeking poison-berries, ___! 3 So [YAH asks] you, inhabitants of Jerusalem, and men of
Judea,
“Please judge [who's wrong and who's right]:
me, or my [human] ‘vineyard.’

*
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What could [I] have done more
to my vineyard, ___? [Didn't I]
work it with [the ultimate loving skill]?
So when I looked for [my ‘land’] to
bring forth [high-class] grapes, why
did it vomit out stinking poison-berries?
Now come, ___. I'll show you what
I'm doing to my ‘vineyard.’ I'm ripping
out it's [protective thorny] hedge so [wild beasts]
devour it. [I'm] demolishing it's [defensive]
wall[s] so [thugs] trample it down. 6
I'm laying waste [to my human ‘garden’, ___].
Nobody prunes it. Nobody hoes it.
[Watch] briers and thorns overtake it. I
command the stormclouds to avoid
dropping rain on it.”
5

IsaiYAH 5

4

1073

*[ ___, in this allegory,] the vineyard
of Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies is the lineage of
Israel. The [people] of Judea are
[YAH's] garden of delight. [YAH]
looks [to them] for justice. But [instead,] he sees bloody [oppression].
He looks for right-actions. Instead, he sees [sufferers] crying [in
distress]. 8 *Woe to you [real-estate speculators]. You join houses together
7

[into apartment buildings, stores, office-complexes.
Your tenants own zero land]!

You conglomerate fields into agricultural [holding corporations]. Now [poor
people] have no place [to lay their
heads]! All to enthrone yourselves alone on top of the
world! 9 Yahweh-Commander-Of-

Armies speaks [the land-barons' future] in my
ears:
“Watch your mega mansions crumble to
desolation — your gorgeous palaces
empty of [living people].

*[You greedsters] are 10
acre vineyards that produce
only enough juice to fill one
IsaiYAH 5:10
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bathtub! [You're like] 10 bushel
[loads] of seed [so dead] that [you]
produce [a mere] 1 bushel of
crops! 11 * ___, woe [devours]

the [addicts] who rise early
in the morning to get
‘high’, who chase down
hard liquor through
nights of wine-enflamed
[lust]. 12 [Drunks play] the guitar, strings,
drums, pipes. They [drink] wine in their
feasts, [like we Hebrews do, ___]. Yet [addicts]
disregard the work of Yahweh. They fail
to consider the operation of his hands.
Pagan music and Hebrew music use the same instruments and styles, but a different spirit. Drinking a bit of wine differs from drinking a gallon of
hard liquor. But wise men avoid both.

*So my peoples' ignorance
drives them into captivity,
___. Their macho men starve
to death. [So-called Judeo-Christian]
crowds dry up from thirst. 14
*So Sheol {The-Unseen-Grave}
opens herself, ___. She gapes
her mouth beyond measure.
She swallows [humanity's] heroes
along with the crowds [who worship
them]. All [mankind's] pompous
partiers drop [screaming] into the
[bottomless pit of eternal death] ! 15 [YAH] slams
13

the meat-man down [to the ground]. [YAH]
abases the mighty [giant]. [YAH] lowers
the lofty eyes of the [lovers-of-self]. 16
Through his just [actions], Yahweh commander-of angel-armies towers [above the
world], ___. El [uses his] holy power [to]
perform righteous acts. [This] proves his
[heart shines perfectly] clean.
YAH demonstrates his goodness through good
deeds. So should we.

lambs graze in pens [made of] dilapidated [mansions previously] owned by fatcats [now] devoured by non-Hebrew
17 [See]
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[raiders],

___. 18 Disaster [smashes the mastersinners] who, yanking chains of vanity,
[drag truckloads of] ruin [into society like bulls pulling
on] cart-rope[s], ___. 19 The [sin-lovers]
brag, “Hurry up, [God]! Get to work! Let
us see your [power]. Get your masterplan going here, now, ‘holy-one of Israel!’ We'll [believe it] when we see it!”
IsaiYAH 5:20 Catastrophe [crushes] the [fools]
who call evil ‘good’ and good ‘evil’, ___.
[Destroyers] frame darkness as light, and
light as darkness. They confuse bitter
for sweet, and sweet for bitter.
Modern slang-talkers say ‘bad’ and ‘sick’ to mean
‘cool/awesome’.

Tragedy [tramples] the [dupes] who eye
themselves as wise, who look in the
[mirror] and see smart faces [staring back]. 22
Failure [foils earth's] champion wine-chuggers, the [world's] superman spiritsmixers. 23 [Addicts, hypocrites and unbelievers] exonerate criminals for bribes, ___. [Society] steals justice from right-walkers. 24
21

*So, ___, tongues-of-fire devour [earth's human] stubble. Blaze
consumes all [worldly] chaff. The
[jerks'] rotten root[s] crumble to
dust. Their blossoms dry up,
flying [to bits in the wind]. All because
the [hypocrites] hurl away the law
of Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies. They spurn the
life-maps [spoken] by Israel's
Holy One. 25 *So Yahweh's firebreathing rage flames against
his [rebel] people. He stretches
out his hand to [smack] them. He
strikes. The hills quake.
[Carnivores] tear the [fakes'] carcasses in the middle of their [once-lovely] streets. [Still their survivors persist in
sin.] So [YAH's] fire-face stays focused on [us hypocrites]. He holds
his power-fist [in the air above our
heads,] poised to strike! 26 *[YAH]
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lifts up his war-banner. [He summons] faraway beast-nations. He
hiss-whistles, calling [swarming invaders] from the ends of the
earth. Watch, ___! Like lightning, [pagan armies] sprint in [to demolish all false believers]!
Whistle-hiss = calling for bees.

*No weary stumbler slows
down the [invading destroyers], ___.
None of them daydream nor
sleep. Their weapon-belts all
hug tight to [their hips]. Every [soldier] sports [brand-new], tight-laced
combat shoes.
27

War is coming to your nation. Are you ready?

Sharp arrows [shine] in the [soldiers']
bent bows. Their war-horses [strike fire on
the rocks under] their hard-as-flint hooves.
Their war-machine-wheels whirl like
hurricanes, ___. 29 *[Marauding armies]
28

roar like lions, scream like
tigers. They howl. They growl.
They bite-hold on their prey.
They rush [the sinners away to death and
exile]. No one comes to rescue
the [false ‘believers’], ___. IsaiYAH 5:30
*On doomsday, attackers snarl
over [counterfeit Judeo-Christians] like the
raging sea. [You] look to the
land. [In horror, you] watch darkness
crush [all rebels]. [Death's] black rain
blots out all [heaven's] light, ___.

IsaiYAH 6
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wings: 2 wings cover its face. 2 wings
cover its feet. They fly with their middle
pair of wings.
Perhaps related to the Islamic concept of the Jinns,
smokeless fire-spirits. Generally, angels do not
have wings.

shout, proclaiming [in awe“Yahweh-commander-of-angel-armies defines sanctity, purity and
morality, ___! [The] earth is a [tiny]
spillover from [YAH's infinite] splendor.” 4 At
the sound of these [angel] voices, the [celestial] doorposts [and thresholds] shake, ___.
[Heaven's] ‘temple’ fills with smoke. 5 So I
cry, “Help me! Don't kill me! [I admit] I'm
a filthy-lipped mortal! I live shacked-up
with foul-mouthed brats. My eyes see
[heaven's] King, Yahweh-Commander-OfArmies. [How am I still alive?!]” 6 *Then one
3

The

[seraphim]

some chorus],

of the seraphim grabs the
tongs off the altar. He drops a
live coal into his hand, ___. He
flies at me! 7 *[The seraphim] lays [the
live coal] on my mouth. He says,
“Look, [Isaiah]. [As] this [coal] touches your lips, [YAH] strips away
your evil. He covers your sin.”
Covering sin is like burying poop. Soil-microbes destroy fecal pathogens. As long as your sin is 'covered', you're ok. But sin left out in the air to fester
draws fly-like demons who spread the sin around,
causing disease and death.

Then, ___, I hear the voice of Yahweh ask,
“Who should I send [to earth]? Who wants
to go [warn humanity] for us?”
I answer, “Me. [Down] here. Send me.”
8

9 *So

Isaiah's Vision and Commission
1 [Around 739 B.C., Judea's arrogant, leprous] king
UzziYah {YAH's-Strength}dies, ___. That
year I see [the] apparition of Yahweh
seated upon a high throne. The [throne]
keeps on rising [high over my head]. The
train of [YAH's] robe fills [his heavenly]
temple. 2 Above [Yahweh] hover [mighty ‘angel’] seraphim. Each seraph [flaps] 6

1075

says,
“Go, [Isaiah]. Tell [earth's]
population, ‘You hear [sounds].
But [you] understand nothing.
You see [physical objects]. But you're
blind to [spiritual reality].’
IsaiYAH 6:10 *
Expose [earth's] people as fatheads with heavy [stopped-up] ears
and glued-shut eyes. If their
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eyes saw, and their ears heard,
or their hearts understood anything, they'd turn [from their evil].
Then I'd heal them.”
All the usual-suspect translations botch this verse,
and others like it. Example: ‘God hardened Pharaoh's heart’. Bad translators woodenly render this
verse as a command for the prophet to 'Make people stupid.” The proper, and sensible rendering of
this common Hebrew idiom is, 'Declare the people
to be fatheads.” The tragedy of all this poor translation is that this verse is massively important. It's
repeated 6 times in the New Testament!

Then I ask, “Yahweh, how long [will humanity stay blind, deaf and dumb]?” [YAH] answers,
“Until their cities lie wasted without inhabitant, their houses [wrecked] for want
of Adam-spawn [to maintain the buildings],
their land utterly desolate…
11

12

—[I,] Yahweh keep hurling [evil] men far
from [life on earth]. [I have to] completely
strip [sinners] out [to preserve my] land.

*
—I can't leave 1 in 10 people
[alive on earth]. The [survivors] just run
back to burn [the planet] again! But
like a pistachio-tree or an oak,
whose trunk remains alive after its leaves fall off, holy-seed
[people always] sprout from [society's]
ashes, like [twigs sprout from a sawed-off]
tree-trunk.”
13

IsaiYAH 7
Syria & North Israel March South,
Fight Judea
1 [Fast forward] to the days of Judea's [evil]
king, JAHtham's brat Ahaz {Possessor},
grandson of UzziYah {YAH's-Strength}).
Syria's [cruel] king Rezin {Delight}[forms an
evil alliance with] north-Israel's rogue-king
Pekah {Watch} (son of RemaliYah {YAHDecks}). The [two demon-infested dictators march
their unified armies] uphill [hundreds of miles south]
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to Jerusalem, intending in vain to take
the [holy city] in war.
See 2Kings 15 & 16.

snitches
to the dynasty of David {Love}: “[Highland]
Syria lies in league with Ephraim {RebelNorthern-Israel}.” [Judea's King Ahaz's] heart
shakes, along with the hearts of his
people. [They] quake like wildwood trees
in the face of a tornado. 3 So Yahweh
says to [me, the prophet] IsaiYah,
“Go outside now. Meet [evil king] Ahaz
{Possessor}. [Take] your son Shear-Jashub
{Returning-Remnant} with you. [Meet evil king
Ahaz] at the end of the aqueduct of
[Jerusalem's] Upper Pool, on the road to
the Launderer's Field.
Yah Foretells The Fall Of Syria & N.
Israel
2 [The attackers approach Jerusalem. A spy]

4

—Tell [king Ahaz], ‘Guard your [thumping]
heart. Calm down. Never fear. Stop
fainting [in terror] over these two smoking
torch-tails. [Ignore] the burning nostrils of
Aram's [king] Rezin {Delight} and (RemalYah's brat), [king Pekah].
5

Syria [and North Israel aka]
Ephraim, [led by] RemaliYah's scamp
[Pekah], conspire to ruin you [Judeans].
[Yes, highland]

6

‘Let's march up [and
against Judea. Let's cut-off [their
heads]! Let's puncture their [walls]. We'll
install the son of Tab-El {El-Pleaser} as
our puppet-king at [Jerusalem's] core!’”
7 [Isaiah continues,] “[But] Adonai Yahweh predicts,
‘[The conspiracy against you] will topple. [The
attack] won't happen.
[Your enemies scream,]
fight]

8

—[A chain is only as strong as its weakest link. Highland]
Syria is [as flimsy as] Damascus, its capital
[city]. And Damascus [wobbles like its girl-hearted
king] Rezin {Delight}. Look 65 years into
the future: [Syria's ally,] Ephraim {Northern-Israel}, lies smashed-to-bits, [forever]
lost as a [distinct] population [group].
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Fulfilled in 567BC.
9

verse and hundreds of others, perpetuating the
forgeries of presumptous Sopherim (wise-guys).

Ephraim {Northern-Israel} [rots like] its
[corrupt] capitol, Samaria. [Fragile] Samaria
[fails like its chump king Pekah,] Remaliah's imp.
If you won't build [your faith in my protection],
[I can't] build you up.”
King Ahaz Chooses Traitorous Assyria Over YAH

15

IsaiYAH 7:10

[Later]

Yahweh speaks again to

[Judea's evil

says,
“Ask [Me,] Yahweh your Elohim, to
[show you] a sign [of my miracle-power]. [Ask
for any wonder you can imagine,] from [earth's]
deepest depths to [heaven's] highest
heights.”
12 But [king] Ahaz {Possessor}[schemes to bribe
king]

Ahaz

{Possessor}.

11 [Yahweh]

the satanic Assyrian (Iraqi) Empire to fight Syria and
North Israel for him]. [Ahaz]

smirks, “I refuse to
ask Yahweh [for anything]. I'm [too smart to risk
death by] testing [my Creator].”
Ahaz cloaks his wickedness in religionite language.
Typical of hypocritical leaders.

YAH Predicts Assyria's Demolition
Of Judea
13 So [I, Isaiah] reply, “Please, listen up,
dynasty of David {Love}. Is wearing-out
humans so trivial for you, that you
must disgust Elohim as well? 14 *Yah-

weh Himself is giving you a
sign [right now]. Watch: a girl [you
know] is pregnant. She's about to
pop. As she births her son,
she'll cry, ‘His name is
“ImmanuEl {EL-With-Us}!”’
El means ‘leader/power.’ El is a title of rulership,
not as high-level as ‘Eloah’. The mother described
here is a: #5959 ` מ הalmah
ע ל
al-maw' : a lass
(veiled, private, out of sight, secret):--damsel,
maid, virgin, young woman. She may have been
Abi (2 18:2, 2 chr 29:1). The child may have been
the future king Hezekiah. Matthew, writing in
Greek about the virgin birth of Jesus, quotes the
Septuagint Isaiah 7:14-16, which uses the Greek
word "
" (parthenos, virgin). Jews correctly state that this verse is about a birth 2 years before the Assyrian invasion of 732BC. The verse
contains no direct reference to the birth of Jesus
734 years later. However, the birth of Jesus
'echoes' this verse. Mary was a parthenos (virgin),
not a mere guné (young woman). All bookstore
translations substitute "Adonai" for YHVH in this
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While the tot [nicknamed ImmanuEl] is still
eating butter and honey [baby-food], about
the time he learns to refuse evil, and
choose good, [Syria and Northern Israel collapse].
Not a direct reference to the Messiah. Jesus presumably knew good from evil at birth.

For before the [“Immanuel”] boy learns
to spurn evil, and select what's right,
[YAH] strips the countries you dread [Syria
and northern Israel] of both their kings. 17
Then Yahweh hurls [your sugar-daddy, the]
Assyrian Emperor down on [top of] you.
[Your ‘ally’] smashes your people. He
trashes your ancestral dynasty. Destruction [pummels you with a blood-feast] unseen since the day Ephraim {Northern-Israel} broke loose from Judea. 18 *See
16

your [judgment] day, [Ahaz]: Yahweh
whistles [from heaven. He calls hordes of]
‘soldier-flies’ [to attack Jerusalem]. [YAH's
hiss echoes ~300km south] to the farthest streams of Egypt's rivers.
And he summons [millions of]
‘stinging-bees‘ from Assyria's
northlands. 19 [These armies of ‘bees and flies’]
rush in. They land in [Judea's] desolate
valleys, and in the holes in the rocks,
on all [Israel's] thorn-bushes. They infest
your ‘brambles.’
Attackers exploit the nation's weak people, thugs,
criminals.

*[See your future] dawning,
[Ahaz]. From northeast of the Euphrates river, Yahweh hires
[your boyfriend, the] Assyrian Emperor
and his [armies]. They rush [here to
punish you]. They shave [you and your nation] like a razor. [Assyria] fleeces
you from your toe-hair to the
tip of your head. [YAH's barber]
slashes off your pubes between your legs. [He strips your prized
manly] beard. [He makes you his pretty little
IsaiYAH 7:20

In the [dark] dawn following [the
Assyrian invasion, the previously wealthy Judean farmer
girl-toy.] 21
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keep alive one little cow and a
couple of sheep. 22 [Instead of grains, wine and
oil, the defeated Judeans] subsist on curdled
milk and [wild-bee] honey. That's all the
bounty the survivors in the [promised]
land [can scrounge to eat]. 23 The [sad] day[s]
arrive when briers and thorns pack every farm where previously thrived 1000
vines renting for 1000 silver [shekels]!
struggles to]

That's the world around you today: dead, infertile
‘soil’. Your frankenfood flies in at unsustainable expense from the far reaches of the globe. Humanity
scrounges over an ever-shrinking pool of fruitful
land. Countries tear each other apart in water
wars. Buckle up for the rocky slide into Armageddon!

men tromp the
spiky scrub-filled country shooting
bows and arrows [at rabbits and squirrels, grub24 [Because they can't farm,]

1078

bears [me] a son. Then Yahweh says to
me,
“Shout, ‘[My boy's] name is: ‘Maher-Shalal-Hash-Baz {Quick-Loot-Fast-Plunder}.’
4

—For [in 21 months from the day you made the carving,] before [your] suckling-tot learns how
to cry ‘My father…my mother’, the Assyrian Emperor comes to haul away the
riches of Damascus [Syria], along with [all
the] loot in Samaria [north Israel].”
In Ahaz' 3rd year of reign, Assyria sacks Damascus
and murders king Rezin.
5

[Later,]

Yahweh speaks to me again, ___: 6 [YAH]

says,
“This [militaristic] mob shuns my ‘soft-

bing unclean meat to feed their starving wives and chil-

-running waters of Shiloah {Call-

dren]. 25

ing}.’ Instead, they light up in [fantasies

up their]

of sharing fireworks from Syria's evil king]

Loosed oxen and flocklings [tear
trudging [feet] as they scavenge
the once-plowed mountain [plateaus].
Humans refuse to hoe [the hills] for fear of
[being ripped apart] by spear-like bush-spurs.

IsaiYAH 8
Isaiah Predicts Assyria's Conquest
Of Israel
1 Later Yahweh says to me,
“[Isaiah,] take a giant [expensive] tablet. On
it, with an engraving-tool, inscribe
these words in the commoners' [script]:
‘[I] predict Maher-Shalal-Hash-Baz
{Quick-Loot-Fast-Plunder}.’”
“He hastens to raid the spoil; he speeds to seize
the prey.” (Predicting the Assyrian Emperor's unexpected yet imment conquest of the Middle-East.)
2

So,

[to prove that I sculpted this prophetic document

before my child's conception],

I take with me
two honest witnesses: UriYah {YAH'sFlame} (the priest), and ZechariYah
{YAH-Remembers} (the son of JeberechYah {Blessed-By-Yah}).

UriJah: 2Ki 16:10. Zechariah probably = the father-in-law of Judea's evil king Ahaz, to whom this
prophecy is addressed. See 2Ki 18:2.

I go to [bed with my wife] the
prophetess. So she conceives. She
3 [Soon,]
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and [north Israel's punk-king,]
of RemaliYah {YAH-Decks}.”
light}

Rezin {Dethe spawn

Shiloah is a hidden stream running beneath mount
Zion, from Gihon to Siloam. Refuse YAH's waters of
peace, you drown in a pagan blood-flood.
7

So now watch, ___: Yahweh overspills
the waters of the [Euphrates] river. [A]
strong and boundless [flood] rushes
south. The [dread] Assyrian Emperor, in
all his majesty, rises up over his channels. He overflows all his banks!
YHVH, not 'Adonai'.

*
The [flood-king] inundates Judea.
He flows over her [like a monster-rapist]. [He rolls] on south [to Egypt].
[Armies like eagles'] wings drown your
entire land in blood reaching
up to your [squirming] necks. [Then
you wish you'd paid attention to] ‘Immanuel
{El-With-Us}.’
9*
[When you] band-together with [nonHebrew] nations, you reap the
8
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[devastation] you fear, ___. Stop
giving your ears to [war-propaganda]
from far-flung beast-nations.
You strap on [your weapons,] only
for [YAH] to smash you into
pieces. [When you] tie yourselves
in [pagan alliances, your new ‘friends’] stomp
you [into the ground]!
Commercial translations scatter in every direction,
missing the contextual bullseye of this verse:
Judean prophet Isaiah begs his king (Ahaz) to
avoid paying the Assyrian Emperor to defeat
Judea's enemies, Syria & north Israel. This would
be akin to refusing help from the governor of California if San Diego attacked Los Angeles. Isaiah
says exactly what Christians should say today:
keep your country out of doomed political-economic alliances. Stop borrowing money to fund wars.
Stop subjecting your sovereign territory to international bankers and their puppet organizations like
the United Nations, the World Bank, and the International Monetary Fund. Stop allowing federal encroachment into states' rights. Stop sending your
children to federal schools. Abolish the central
bank with its monopoly money. Put control of
health care and the food supply back where it belongs: in local economies. Of course, today's
prophet gets the same rejection Isaiah got when
he brought these same ideas to his nation.

*Your international
contract-schemes crumble to
nothing. You pronounce your
[Communist] declarations. But they
topple to the ground. Because
El {Power} is with us [separatist Hebrews, not with you federal sycophants]. 11
*Yahweh challenges me, ___.
[He ‘beats’ the warning into me with] his
overwhelming power-fist. He
chastises me [for my worldly dalliances.
IsaiYAH 8:10

He shouts,]

“Never walk down the road of
these [federalist] socializers.”
12 *[YAH] says,
"Don't call ‘conspiracy’ everything these fascists call ‘conspiracy’, ___. Never fear what
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fear. Stop being

afraid.”
Don't believe the lies told to you by the newscasters.

*Place Yahweh-CommanderOf-Armies [in a] separate [category
all by] himself, ___. Let Him be
[all] you fear. Let Him be your
[only] dread. 14 *[The One-World government pretends] to be a sanctuary [for
us believers, ___]. But [it's] a deathblow boulder, a stumbling-stone to both [north and south] dynasties of Israel, an ingenious [trap]
to ensnare us dwellers of the
City-of-Peace.
13

The Assyrian, Babylonian, Persian, Greek, Roman,
and New-World-Order empires are all Goliaths to
be struck down by little Hebrew Davids. North and
South Israel symbolize today's Christians and
Jews.

trillions of world-citizens fall,
___, tripped up by the [network of chains
around their ankles]. [They lie] broken, trapped,
seized by the [lie that ‘bigger-is-better’].
15 [Watch]

Prefer local action over centralized control.

Bind my disciples together, ___.
Seal them with this canon [of radical separatism].
16

Our separation from the evil world is what brings
us believers together. The words 'sacred' and 'holy'
mean ‘segregated’ from alliances with filthy, sinning unbelievers.

Jacob's descendants keep hiding
their faces from Yahweh. So, ___, join
with me in looking for [YAH to shelter us from
the coming world wars]. 18 Watch, ___: I and
the [natural and spiritual] children Yahweh
gives me are signs in Israel. [My prophecies
are] miracles from Yahweh-CommanderOf-Armies, the landlord of mount Zion.
17

*[ ___, idiots whine] to you, “Seek
clairvoyants possessed with
the ‘spirits [of our] ancestors.’
Consult chirping, cooing wizards.” Why should a nation fail
to seek their Elohim, ___?
19
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Why should living people ask
dead [phantoms for advice]?
Avoid squeaking, squawking witches. Shun whispering, muttering mediums, psychics, spiritists and
necromancers.

*[Check everything anyone says
against the Mosaic] Law and the [Sacred
Hebrew scriptural] records, ___. If
[anyone] fails to speak according
to [YAH’s] word, it's because their
[hearts and minds are black holes] devoid of
light.
IsaiYAH 8:20

It's ridiculous for 'Christianites' to assert that Christ
in any way overturned anything Moses said. If he
had, he wouldn't be the Messiah.

*[Occultists and socialists eventually] pass
through [disaster]. [Idolaters die]
pressed down and famished,
hungry and anxious, cursing
[both] their Emperor and their
Elohim, [spitting vitriol] up [into the blood-red sky above their bleeding heads]. 22 *In
the end, ___, [the collectivist witches]
look over their [scorched] earth.
They see distress and darkness, anguish [and] gloom, as
their oppressors push them
into black [death].
21

IsaiYAH 9

Isaiah Prophesies The Birth Of The
Messiah

*Yet [Israel's] years of darkness
and despair eventually pass,
___. Yes, the [north Israeli] lands of
Zebulun {House} and Naphtali
{Wrestler} have suffered [pagan]
beatings since birth. Yet the
era approaches when Galilee,
the pagan-infested [wasteland] lying along the road between the
Jordan river and the [Mediterranean]
sea, fills with [the Messiah's] glory.
1
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Early on, north Israel was attacked by Ben-Hadad,
Syria's demon-possessed dictator.

*[Our] people stumble in darkness. But [in the future, they] see a
great light, ___. On the survivors in the land of the shadow of death, [YAH's son] shines
bright. 3 [YAH] multiplies [Israel's]
2

population.

spirals their joy from [the
grave to the sky]. The [Messiah reaps his] harvest
[of souls. His disciples] radiate elation before
[YAH's] face, ___, like men light-up [in triumph] as they divide their [enemy's] spoil. 4
[YAH] breaks the slave-yoke that burdens [us believers, ___]. [He smashes] the sticks
that [Satan's servants use to beat our] shoulders[s]. [YAH] snaps the oppressor's
scepter, as he did on the day [Gideon destroyed the army of] Midian {Brawler}. 5
[He]

*Eventually [we peaceful survivors hurl]
every warrior's mud-stained
combat boot and every blood-rolled battle-fatigue into our
fires [as fuel], ___. 6 *[YAH] bears a
child to [help] us, ___. [YAH] gives
us [his] ‘son.’ The government [of
the universe] comes to rest upon
[YahShua's] shoulder[s]. [YAH] calls
[YahShua] by the titles: Marvellous-one, Counselor, masterful
El {Power}, chief of [the] future,
Prince of Peace.

Nothing in this verse indicates that Jesus is co-equal with, nor a member of a trinity with YHVH.
"Masterful Power (Gibbor El)" does not necessarily
mean "mighty god". El is a title used to denote superlative strength. ‘El’ does not uniquely identify
the supreme being. "Ab" can mean "father" or
"chief".

*The zeal of YahwehCommander-Of-Armies [installs and
establishes the Messiah]. [The Messiah's] government increases endlessly.
From the throne of David {Love},
eternal peace [flows to fill the universe].
[Messiah] orders [the heavens].
7
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Through righteous-actions, [Messiah] establishes [YAH's] kingdom.
[Thus YAH eventually] secures justice
[for all beings] from now on into forever, ___.
Isaiah Prophesies Judgments On
Israel
8 [Through me,] Yahweh sends a verdict
into Jacob's [snake-nest]. The [decree] falls
[like a bomb] on [the rogue nation of north] Israel.
YHVH, not 'Adonai'.

*[Israel's] whole population
knows [the doom I'm prophesying]. Even
[the ruling cabal of the tribe of] Ephraim
{Double-Fruit}, and the [capitol city bosses of] Samaria {Watch-Station} [know
I've pronounced their death-sentence]. Yet, in
their haughty, twisted hearts,
they [still] scoff. IsaiYAH 9:10 [The rebels
9

“Yes, [invaders] toppled all our [shoddy
bricks. But we'll rebuild [our homes,
barns and businesses] with [debt-funded, expensive]
granite blocks. [Armies] chopped down all
our [cheap] sycamore [trees]. But we'll reforest [our country] with [elite] cedars [bought
on credit from our beloved allies]!”
sneer,]
clay]

Borrowing and pride go hand in hand. Until the
loan comes due. Then shame and panic replace
pride.
11 [North Israel trusts in their dopey boyfriend, Syria's

Rezin {Delight}. So Yahweh raises
adversary [to the north, to come]
fight [Syria and north Israel]. [YAH] joins [Syria's
and Israel's] enemies into a [mighty] alliance.
king]

[Assyria, Rezin's]

Assyria = northern Iraq.

Syrians in front [to Judea's northand [western coastal] Palestinians behind, open their mouth[s]. They devour
[north] Israel, ___. Yet after all this [carnage, Assyria's] fury stalks [southwest from Iraq].
His power-fist stretches out [to strike
Judea]. 13 No matter who smashes [Israel,
they almost] never repent, ___. They [habitually] refuse to seek Yahweh-Commander-Of-All-Armies. 14 So Yahweh cuts-off Israel head and tail, branch and
grass, in one day, ___. 15 *[Society's]
12 [Inland]
east],
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elders and nobles are the
[chopped-off] ‘head.’ [Their] lie-teaching [paid] ‘prophet’ is the [chopped-

nations'
‘guides’ hurl [us] reeling
[off of the cliffs of life]. [Bad bosses]
lead [‘we the sheeple’] to [our]
slaughter. 17 *[Society has gotten so
off]

‘tail.’ 16 *[Our]

that Yahweh sees no light
in even the best young people.
He [sees no reason to even] give a hug
to orphans and widows. Everyone is a polluted [hypocrite], ___.
Everyone wreaks damage. Every mouth blurts ruinous [nonsense]. Because of all this [incurable
social-disease, YAH's] fire-breathingfury stalks on. His power-hand
rises [to strike].
bad]

Decentralized social media multiples the insanity of
tyrannical broadcast media.

Violation burns [society] like fire. [So
devour [humanity's] ‘briers’
and ‘thorns.’ [Vengeance] ravages the
[world's] ‘wildwood thickets.’ [Evildoers] go
up in puffs of smoke. 19 The fire-rage of
Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies incinerates the land. [Our] people devolve into
fuel for [judgment's] fire. No man spares
his brother. IsaiYAH 9:20 [Sinners] rip-off
[wealth] from the ‘right-hand’ [of military fascism]. Yet the [pig-people] hunger [for more].
So they eat from [Socialism's] ‘left-hand’ [of
Trojan-horse welfare-benefits]. Yet [handouts] bring
no [lasting] satisfaction. [In the end, Satan's political games leave people so starved] they eat the
flesh of their own arms. [They eat their own
dead children].
18

flames of justice]

War is coming to ravage your country because
your leaders and their people hate the bible. See
visual illustration of the Hegelian Dialectic that
constrains worldly political discussion.

Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting}[feeds on its
Ephraim {Double-Fruit}. In revenge, Ephraim [consumes] Manasseh. [Both
21

brother-tribe,]
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they turn [south] together
to [devour] Judea. Even after all this [destruction, their senseless] fire-rage [stalks on],
___. [Their] fist[s] rise higher [to strike].
famished from war,]

Or, per tradition, “YAH's rage, fist...”

IsaiYAH 10
Isaiah Prophesies Doom For Greedy
Politicians

*
I'm sending [the evil Empire] to [smash]
your soiled nation. I'm commissioning [the Emperor] to seize
the spoil of my outrageous exminions, to take [them as] prey [in
his jaws], to tread them down like
mire in the streets.
6

YAH Promises To Destroy Assyria
Next

1 [YAH continues,]

“Disaster [falls] because [your country's leaders]
decree unjust statutes, ___. [Doomed
politicians] draft legislation designed to oppress.
2

*

push impoverished
[people] off [the path to] justice, ___.
[Ignoble ‘nobles’] pillage the rights of
my people [who] dangle [by a thread].
[Politicians] prey on widows. [Governors] plunder orphans.
3*
What will you [politicos] do on
Judgment day, when devastation swoops in from afar? To
whom will you flee for help?
Where will you hide your [ill-gotten] riches?
4*
You [greedy pigs] end up bowing
down as prisoners. Or hiding
[from soldiers] underneath [stinking]
dead bodies. Or falling [to the infidel's sword]. Still, after all this, [your
destroyer] rages on. His power-fist
stretches to the sky [to smash you].
[False authorities]

Isaiah Predicts Assyria's Conquest
Of Judea

5

Watch out, [Jerusalem]! [Sargon the] Assyrian
{Iraqi} is the club of my [holy] anger. I'm
foaming at the mouth. I [put] the [military]
beating-stick in the [Emperor's] hand [to
teach you hypocrites a lesson the whole world will never
forget].
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7

doesn't realize that I'm [deHe sets his
heart on [wreaking a world-]destroying [tsunami] of multi-national head-chopping.”
8 [The tyrant] brags, “My princes [outweigh other nations'] kings! 9 —[I destroy every city alike: I
crushed] Calno like [I collapsed] Carchemish
{Syria}. [I squashed] Hamath {Joined-Walls}
like [I trampled] like Arpad {Land-Spread}. [I
shattered] Samaria {Watch-Tower} like [I splintered Syrian] Damascus. IsaiYAH 10:10 —My
fists routinely grab kingdoms [watched over
by] statuesque idol-gods far greater
than the [invisible God] of Jerusalem and
Samaria! 11 How can I fail to smash
Jerusalem and her idols like I smashed
Samaria and her gods?!” 12 *So, ___,
[But the Emperor]

ploying him specifically to punish Israel].

as soon as Yahweh performs
his massive overhaul on mount
Zion and on Jerusalem, [he]
swoops in to squash Assyria's
[most rotten] fruit, the rock-hard
heart of Emperor [Sargon II]. [Watch
YAH punch out Sargon's] beautiful
haughty eyes!
YHVH appears in the primitive texts, not the scribal
substitute: 'Adonai'.
Sargon II
(died 705 BC), Emperor of Assyria 721–705 BC.
Probably a son of Tiglath-pileser III. Historians
note Sargon for his conquest of cities in Syria and
Palestine.

*The [braggart] spouts, “I [conquer
the world] by the power of my own
fist! By my ingenious schemes
13
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I erase national boundaries. I
rob [dynasties of] their treasure. I
sit my giant [rear-end down on their
cities]. I squash their citizens [under my weight]. 14 *—My hand finds
[a] country's riches like a [hunter
finds a bird's] nest. I gather the
whole earth like a [boy] gathers
[neglected] eggs. [My enemy kings] don't
[dare] rustle their wings, nor
open their beaks [to shout in protest].
They're [too scared to make] a peep!”
15 *[Isaiah continues,] “ ___, I ask
you, can an axe insult the axeman who wields it to chop?
Can a saw spiral itself [in power]
over the sawman who rocks it?
Can a bludgeon-stick swing itself against the [cop] who lifts it
high? [No! A weapon] is just an [inert]
chunk of wood, [like the world's blockhead politicians]! 16 So [Yahweh] Adon {Lord},
the Sovereign-over-all-armies, strips
[the world's] musclebound [brutes] down to
skin-n-bones, ___. [Watch YAH] kindle a
burning fire under his ‘Majesty’ [the Emperor]. [Watch the Emperor, chained to his throne, writhe
screaming as judgment's inferno licks off his skin.]

YAH Promises To Revive Israel After The War

*[In time,] Israel's dying light
bursts into a [wild] fire. [Israel's]
Holy-One [jets down] like flame. [He]
burns [the evil world]. He devours [humanity's] ‘buckthorns’ and ‘briers’
in a single day, ___. 18 *[YAH's fire]
consumes the [Emperor's] majestic
forest. [Blaze banishes the king's] fruitful
fields [of slavery. Demons eat the Emperor's]
spirit. [Dogs chew] his flesh. [The proud
king] falls like a fainting bannerbearer [shot in battle]. 19 *The [brat-king's] surviving ‘trees’ in his
17
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‘forest’ of [concubined-spawned princes]
end up numbering so few that
a toddler can list them, ___.
IsaiYAH 10:20 *The day dawns when
Israel's survivors, the escaped
[remnant] of Jacob's descendants,
forever stop clinging to their
[bad ‘boyfriends’, the world leaders] who
beat them. You [finally] stick with
Yahweh, the Holy-One of Israel, for real [this time], ___. [No
The ‘remnant’
[saints] return [from slavery], ___. Jacob's
stragglers [flock] back to [Yahweh], the
mighty El {Power}.
more religious games.] 21

Remnant returning = Isaiah's son's name: ‘ShearJashub’.

*Your people (Israel) come
to again number like the sand
of the sea, ___. But [in the end,]
only a [statistical] few of you escape [judgment] to repent. [YAH's]
verdict stands. [Watch] the fully-deserved flood of destructive justice [drop from heaven to purge
Judeo-Christianity of its hypocritical masses].
22

Rise above the religious crowd. Don't get caught
beneath the flood of justice. Every judgment pronounced on Israel falls on Christianity as well.

Yahweh-Adonai-over-armies is
putting a decisive, [devouring] end to [the
corruption] at the heart of the whole world,
___. 24 *So Adonai Yahweh23

commander-of-armies decrees:
“Oh my people who dwell in [the
shadow of bright-shining mount] Zion! Stop
[shaking in] reverence before the
Assyrian [Emperor]. [Yes,] he beats
you with the club [of military force].
He lifts up his switch to whip
you [again and again]. But [he comes to die
like Pharaoh] of Egypt.
25 *
—Just wait a moment, ___.
[Your enemy's] mouth-frothing [fury]
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eventually dies-out. Watch my
fire-breathing-rage consume
[your foes].”
26 * ___, yahweh-CommanderOf-Armies stirs up a scourge to
[scorpion-whip your enemies] just like
[Gideon's band] slaughtered [the armies
of] Midian {Brawler} at Oreb
{Raven} Rock. [YAH is about to kill your attackers. They soon fall] like [when Moses lifted]
his rod over the [‘Red’] Sea, when
[YAH] hurled [Pharaoh and his army to death's
depths].
Midian: Judg 7:25.

*See the day dawn when [YAH]
takes [your slave-master's] burden
from your shoulders, ___. [The
world-system's] yoke lifts off your
neck. Your shackles fly apart in
the face of your strength.
27

Isaiah Warns King Ahaz: Assyria
Invades!
28 [But as for you, evil] king Ahaz {Possessor},
your future holds only doomsday. [Your
darling Emperor Sargon's army] reaches Ai
{Ruins}. He pushes south of Migron
{Cliff}. He lines up his war-machines at
Michmash {Hidden}. 29 The [Assyrians come
to] cross the [Michmash] Pass, [7 miles north of
Jerusalem]. They lodge [unchallenged 5 miles north
of Jerusalem] at Geba {Hillock}. The Ramah
{Heights}, [2.5 miles north of Jerusalem] shake [in
terror. Little Israeli girls feel millions of Assyrian combat
boots quake the earth underfoot. All the Israelis]

run
of

Saul's [homeland]
Gibeah {Milk-Hill}. IsaiYAH 10:30 [Near Bethlehem, the women of] Bat-Gallim {Daughter-Of-The-Rolling-Springs} shriek so loud
[that lions] prick up their ears [50 miles north]
in Laish {Lion-Land}! [3 miles north-east of
Jerusalem,] Anathoth {Answer-Town}[lies silent,]
smashed. 31 [West, in Palestine,] Madmenah
{Dunghill} flushes away, ___. The settlers of Gebim {Cisterns} circle their [wagons]. They flee [south toward Egypt]. 32 Now
[Sargon] stands [10-hours-march away] at Nob
[screaming from old king]
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{Fruit},

___. He shakes his [iron] fist
toward Mount Zion's daughter-hill:
Jerusalem, [the ‘City-Of-Peace’].

[east]

Exactly the same war broils today: Iraqi terrorists
attack Judea from Palestine. Isaiah prophesies
about your own life.

Watch, ___: [through Sargon's military arm],
the Adonai, Yahweh-Commander-Of-All-Armies, slashes off [Judean society's] rotten
‘branches.’ [Jewish] high-rollers scream in
terror, hewn down [by Assyrian swords].
Stuck-up [noses] dig down [dead] in [Israel's]
dirt. 34 With [his] iron-fist, [YAH's avenger]
hacks down [Judea's] ‘forest thickets’ [of corruption], ___. Lebanon {White-Mountain}
tumbles with one mighty blow [of Assyria's
ax]!
33

On Aug. 4 2020, amidst Syrian oppression and
multi-directional Middleast war, one of history's
most massive explosions blew the prime part of
Lebanon's capitol city (Beirut) into the ocean.

IsaiYAH 11
Isaiah Predicts The Birth Of The
Messiah

*[But 732 years after Assyria destroys the Middle-east,] a ‘rod’, [the Messiah,] shoots
forth from that old stump, [king
David's Father,] Yashai (Jesse). A
‘Branch’ grows up from [Jesse's]
roots:
1

Yahshua.

*The spirit of Yahweh comes
to rest upon [the Messiah. YahShua walks
in] the spirit of wisdom and understanding, the spirit of counsel and might, the spirit of [the]
knowledge and awe of Yahweh.
2

Fulfilled in Luke 4:16-21. The Messiah lives in awe
of YHVH, not the other way around.

lives-and-breathes reverent
to Yahweh. [The Messiah] never
judges by [merely] what his meat-eyes
see. He never convicts [people] based on
aural hearsay.
3 [The Messiah]
[obedience]

Jesus fears YHVH. YHVH does not fear Jesus.
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*Rather, [the Messiah] adjudicates
with laser-straight [justice]. [He pulls
poor people up from] dangling [by their fingernails from the cliffs of injustice]. He [provides
long-awaited] fairness for earth's
meek [saints]. [The Messiah] strikes
the [evil] world with the ‘rod’ of
his mouth. [YahShua] slays wicked
[criminals] with the breath of his
lips!
4

That's true law enforcement. If you want to prevent crime, teach the Messiah's parables to children. You'll stop more criminals than does the Police Department.

ties Justice [like] a belt
around his waist. Faithfulness [hangs like]
a sash around his hips.
Isaiah Predicts Messiah's Perfect
Global Rule
5 [The Messiah]

*So, ___, [when the Messiah rules the
whole world,] the wolf dwells with
the lamb. The leopard lies
down with the [goat] kid. The calf
and the young lion [sleep] beside
the meaty-sheepling. A little
child leads [a zooful of wild and tame animals]!
6

Christians have to explain to the Jews how the
Messiah came, and yet wild animals still eat tame
animals.

*Eventually the cow and the
bear feed [side-by-side]. Their
young ones lie down together.
The lion eats straw like the ox,
___!
7

The return of global vegetarianism.

*[When the world finally accepts YahShua as
their king,] the suckling child [safely]
plays over the hole of the asp.
The weaned child sticks his
hand into the den of [then-harmless]
viper[s].
8

In the beginning, there were no poisonous animals
on earth. Man bred the black-widow and the cobra
as biological weapons. Witness the lack of poisonous animals on islands.
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*[The world finally accepts YAH's Messiah. Then]
no one hurts nor destroys [anything or anyone] on all my [war-torn] sacred [hills surrounding Jerusalem]. The
earth comes to overflow with
the knowledge of Yahweh, like
waters cover the sea [floor]. IsaiYAH
9

Then [YahShua,]
the “root” from [the stump of old dead] Yashai
(Jesse), stands as a banner for [all] people. The beast-nations seek [YahShua. He
gives] glorious rest [to mankind].
11:10 [Armageddon passes, ___.]

Yahshua's ‘yoke’ is easy. His burden is light. Come
to Yahshua, all you heavy burdened people, and he
will give you rest. Alternate translation: "the place
of Yahshua's rest (New Jerusalem) will shine glorious."
11

*Then, in the era

[just before the

Yahweh
sets his hand yet again to recover the surviving remnant of
His people. [YAH brings his believers to
Jerusalem] from Assyria {North-Iraq},
and from Egypt, and from
Pathros {Upper-Egypt}, and from
Cush {Africa}, and from Elam
{Hidden}, and from Shinar {Babylon}, and from [Syrian] Hamath
{Joined-Walls}, and from the islands [and habitable lands across] the
sea.
whole world bows to the Messiah,]

This is happening now. The re-establishment of the
nation of Israel is a marker for the end of the
world.

*[YahShua] hoists a banner for
the nations [to flock to]. He assembles Israel's outcasts. He gathers together dispersed Judean
[refugees] from the four corners of
the earth. 13 [YAH] purges Ephraim
12

of jealousy. [YAH] cuts off
Judea's adversaries [from life]. Ephraim
{Double-Fruit} no [longer] envies [the tribe of]
Judah {Celebrated}. So Judah stops vexing Ephraim.
{North-Israel}

Ephraim = the leading tribe of the northern tribes
of Israel.
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*[Prior to Armageddon, united Israel]
swoops down onto the backs of
the Philistines west of [Jerusalem].
[Zionist rogues] pillage Eastern [muslims]. [Israelis] lay their hand [of government] upon Edom {Southland}
and [Arabian] Moab. The [inbred]
spawn of Ammon obey [Israel].
14

Israel's military dominance is a fact on your newsscreen today. That doesn't excuse any of Israeli's
agggressive conquests.

*Yahweh dries up the
“tongue” of the Gulf of Suez
{The-Red-Sea}. He hurls a hot
wind to evaporate [Syrian-Iraqi Euphrates] river. [YAH] strikes it into 7
tiny streams. [Chinese soldiers marching
west to Armageddon] walk across it
with dry feet, ___! 16 *[YAH] creates a ‘highway’ [through the water]
for the surviving remnant of
his people [returning west] from Assyria {Iraq}, just like [He] did for
Israel in the era when [they] emigrated up [north] out of the land
of Egypt.
15

IsaiYAH 12
End-Times Song Thanking YAH For
Saving You
1 ___, on the day [the Messiah rules the world,]
you'll sing, “Wow, Yahweh! I [can't stop]
throwing my hands [in the air to thank] you!
You were panting-in-fury over my [sins].
But you've turned away your fire
breathing rage. Now you [look at me and]
sigh [like I'm your baby]. 2 —[Everybody,] look
how El {Higher-Power} lifts me [out of danger
when I] run [to him] for refuge. I'm done
with fear! YAH is my strength. [He's my]
striking-song. Yahweh sets me [in the wide
open plains of safety]!”
YHVH is my y'shua. This is one of 4 passages
where the KJV correctly used "Jehovah" instead of
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the placeholder, "THE LORD", which they used over
7000 times to smother Yahweh's name.

___, you shine [as you] draw water out
of the wells of salvation. 4 On the day
[the whole world finally serves YahShua,] you come
to sing, “Thrust-your-hands [in the air to
honor] Yahweh! Shout his Name [in the
world's busy streets]. Publicize [YAH's] actions
among [all] people. Alert [everyone] that
YAH's Name towers above [all authorities]. 5
—Thwack [instruments] to [honor] Yahweh.
[Celebrate] his soaring-achievements.
[Spread] awareness of [his miracles] throughout the earth. 6 —Shine & shout, you
[believers] who dwell [beneath mount] Zion.
[Publicize] the sky-high-greatness of
[Yahweh], Israel's sacred sovereign [who
lives] in your heart.”
3

IsaiYAH 13
Isaiah Prophesies The Babylon Empire's Fall

1 [150 years before Babylon enslaves Israel,] IsaiYah (the son of
Amoz {Strong}) foresees the [following prophetic] “burden”,
[a mind-movie depicting Cyrus' conquest of] Babylon:
Babylon rises from obscurity to unprecedented
heights under Nabopolassar's son Nebuchadnezzar,
only to fall to Persian Emperor Cyrus a generation
later. The bigger they are, the harder they fall.
This chapter also describes the final fall of "Mystery
Babylon", the global socioeconomic system you're
drowning in today. Get on the winning side of this
war. It's about to ravage your town. Don't be a
Belshazzar, oblivious to your own destruction.
2 [YAH's destroying angel hovers above the river-city:
Babylon, capitol of world-history's richest Empire. The angel shouts YAH's commands to his errand-boys, the Generals of Persia's armies],

“Lift up [Persia's] banner
high mountain. Shout [warcries] to the skies. Shake your fist! Drive
[Cyrus' attack troops] through [drunk Emperor Belshazzar's] Nobles' Gate!” 3
—I command you lightning-pure [angels]:
call [Persia's] mighty [warriors] to mount [the
skies] to [smash Babylon] with my fire-breathing-fury.”
4 Thundering hordes of [attackers] shake
[Babylon's] great mountains, ___. A
screaming hurricane of beast-national
kingdoms gathers as one. YahwehCommander-Of-Armies musters the
on

[Babylon's]
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host for the battle. 5 From faraway
lands, [soldiers] stream [to the middle-east],
___. From the ends of the heavens
Yahweh [summons] the [angelic] weapons of
his fury. [They] tie the whole country [of
Babylon in iron chains]. 6 [YAH's angel screams,]
“Howl [in terror, Babylonian tyrants]!, Yahweh's
[Judgment] Day dawns. [Today] the Almighty
[Creator of the universe] radiates violence on
your [arrogant heads]!” 7 All hands faint,
___. Every man's heart melts. 8 *[Every-

in terror, ___. Pangs
and sorrows seize [Babylon's minions].
The [pagans] writhe like women in
labor. They [stare] aghast at [each]
other's [pale skin, drained of blood]. Their
faces [melt in] flames.
one shakes]

Are you one of Mystery Babylon's people? If so,
that melting face is yours.

*Watch, ___. Yahweh's
[Payback] Day advances: a cruel
[day filled] with boundary-bursting,
fire-breathing, flame-throwing
[angelic and human attacks]! [Soldiers] lay
the land desolate. [YAH] purges
the world of sinners. IsaiYAH 13:10
*The stars of heaven and the
constellations stop giving their
light, ___. The sun darkens at
sunrise. The moon refuses to
shine her light. 11 *[YAH warns you,
9

___:]

“I thrash evil [out of] the world. I
[smash] criminals for [wreaking] ruin.
I end the arrogance of the egotists. I dash [all] high-rolling
terrorists [into death's abyss].
. 12
—My [angel-armies] make mortals rarer
than fine [glittering] gold, ___. [After Judgment day, it's harder to find] a human than [to
grab a priceless] golden statue from Ophir
{Gold-Land}.
13
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—I shake the heavens [so hard] that the
earth moves off its gravity-foundation.”
Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies snorts
fire [onto the earth] on the day his fury explodes, ___. 14 [Imperial slaves] race like
chased deer, ___. [They dodge their captors'
grasp] like sheep escaping handlers'
hands. All [Babylon's] exiles sprint for their
homelands, faces-set to reunite with
their country [and] kin.
Freedom is the beautiful fruit of this horrible war.

*[But Babylonian slave-drivers] impale
every runaway they catch, ___.
[Imperial soldiers] slay every abolitionist with the sword. 16 *[Persian
rogues] ransack [Babylon's] houses,
___. [Marauding Medes] dash [Babylonian]
babies to pieces before the [parents' crying] eyes. [Soldiers] throw [Babylonians'] wives to the ground.
Then the [soldiers] rape the [screaming
15

women while the [victims'] fathers, brothers, husbands and children writhe, chained in helpless ter-

ror].
The lack of proper nouns leaves open the possibility that this verse describes the evils perpetrated
by Belshazzar's Babylon.

eyes fly wide [at the
Medes [rush]
past [piles of] silver and gold [in their race to
wreak] my [divine vengeance]! 18
17

Watch

[the attackers']

opportunity to kill oppressors, ___].

*Catapults dash [Babylon's]
young men to pieces,
___. The [attackers] take no
pity on the ‘fruit’ of [women's] womb[s]. [Snipers']
eye[s] target even [helpless]
children.
Alternatively, this may be a description of the evils
perpetrated by Belshazzar's Babylon.

*Babylon, the glory of [world]
kingdoms, the [shining] pinnacle
of Chaldean arrogance, explodes, ___, like when [Yahweh]
19
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Elohim overthrew Sodom and
Gomorrah [in nuclear fire]. IsaiYAH 13:20
*[Babylon comes to] lie uninhabited,
permanently unoccupied from
generation to generation, ___.
Arabian [nomads] refuse to even
pitch their tents there. [Curses drive
away] even shepherds [desperate for]
a place to rest their sheep.
Still true today after nearly 3000 years!

*Instead, wild desert beasts
rest in [Babylon]. Howling [hyenas]
infest its [abandoned] mansions.
Hoot-owls' daughters nest in
[high-rollers' broken] window-frames.
Demon-goat-spirits dance [over
Babylon's dead men].
21

Satyr relates to se'ir, a rough mountain in Edom
(Judea's southland) infested by goat-god worshippers.

Coyotes howl in Babylon's desolate
fortresses, ___. [Lizards poop] in [Belshazzar's]
luxurious palaces. [Babylon's] judgment
hour rushes [to completion]. YAH cuts short
her [pampered] days.
22

IsaiYAH 14
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*The day dawns when Yahweh gives you, ___, rest from
your [senseless] suffering and turmoil, from the hard bondage
[the world-system] makes you serve.
3

Every Sabbath and hebrew feast is designed to
give you a foretaste of eternal rest.

A Taunt Against All Evil UsurperDictators
4 Then you, ___, lift up this song [of triumph over] the Babylonian Emperor. [You]
sing: “[Our] slave-driver [lies] dead! His
golden city fallen!
Or “arrogance collapsed.”

Yahweh snaps the evildoer's staff. [He
shatters] the sceptre[s] of [our] taskmasters, ___. 6 [The dead Emperor] struck the
nations with fire-rage. [He] pummeled
the world in unending waves of crime,
___. No [man] held back [the tyrant's] chase
[for global domination]. 7 [Yet now] the whole
earth lies kicked-back in rest, ___. We
[survivors] burst out in shouts [of joy]! 8
Even fir-trees shine [in joy, looking down] on
[the dead tyrant]. The Lebanon {White-Mountain} cedars sing, ‘[YAH] chopped down
[the dictator]! The logger can't get up,
___!’
5

Trees = people.

Isaiah Foresees Israel's Rebirth
From Slavery
1 —[After Babylon falls,] Yahweh again showers mercy on Jacob's [line], ___. [YAH]
still chooses Israel. He sets them [back]
in their own land. [Many] non-Hebrew
[Christians] engraft [into Israel]. They cling to
Jacob's family. 2 [World] nations usher [Israel] back to their homeland. Israel's descendants re-inherit their soil. Israel's
previous captors serve as male and female workers. Israel bosses around
their previous slave-masters, ___.
[YAH's] people rule over their [previous] oppressors.
Israel's adherence to the Biblical monetary law
gives Jews an advantage in global business. Jews
sometimes misuse this advantage.
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Sheol {The-Grave} below rouses to
meet you, [tyrant,] as you arrive [in death].
[Your fall] wakes the ghosts of earth's [Satanic] he-goats: the kings of [time's] beastnations rise to [devour you].”
9

The previous verse describes ‘trees’ singing a song.
Similarly, this verse is not a literal description of
‘hell’, but a poetic metaphor for death. The true
scriptures describe no literal place of conscious
eternal torment for humans.

The chorus [of dead world conquerors] shriek your greeting, “Ha! [The
bigshot lies] powerless like us! You're [nothing but a phantom] now, [your mortal majesty]! 11 *
IsaiYAH 14:10

—[YAH] smashed your pride
down to the grave. Your raucous [royal] instruments [lie dead,
soundless]. [A mattress] of maggots
writhes underneath your [corpse].
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Worms cover you [like moving blankets]. 12 *Wow! [YAH] smacked you
out of the sky, bright-guy, ‘son
of the sunrise.’ [YAH] hacked you
down to the ground, because
you defeated the nations [you
were supposed to protect].
Isaiah 14:12 is not specifically referring to 'Lucifer'
aka Satan. However, the Assyrians worshipped the
morning star as a gender-bender god, male at sunrise and female at sunset.

*You bragged in your [evil]
heart, ‘I'm ascending past the
skies. I'm exalting my throne
above the stars of [Yahweh] El. I'll
sit [enthroned] on the utmost
heights of [heaven's] sacred mountain, [leading the angelic] assembly. 14
*—I tower above the heights of
[storm] clouds. I rival Ha-Elyon
{The-Most-High}.’ 15 No. [YAH] hurls you
13

down to Sheol {The-Grave}, to the recesses of the [infernal] pit. 16 Everyone
who sees you narrows his eyes in [pain],
pondering your [demise,] asking, ‘Is this
the man who made the earth tremble,
who shook kingdoms? 17 [How could this ‘stiff’]
have desertified the world by [destroying
its] cities? [Is this the] guy who [locked up millions of his enemies] in the prison-house, never opening the doors [so they could] return
[to their] homes?
By extension, a condemnation of the U.S. penal
system.

Even beast-nations always lay their
[dead] kings in their own private [burial]
tombs. 19 But [YAH] barfed you out of
your tomb like a disowned heir, like
rags hanging off murder [victims] impaled
by swords, like [a carcass] falling to the
stones of a [mass grave] pit, like a dead
body trodden under feet. IsaiYAH 14:20
[YAH] forbids you to join [your fellow mortals]
in burial, because you destroyed your
country. You murdered your people.
[YAH] eventually forever strips all renown
from the seed of evildoers. 21

“[Angels,] prepare

slaughter-house to
[butcher the usurpers'] spawn [who persist] in
their father's depravity. They must never rise to monopolize the earth, or
they'll fill the globe with their slave-cities.
[the]

22

—For I rise up on the [tyrants],”
declares Yahweh-Commander-OfArmies.
“I cut off from Babylon all name-fame,
all remnant. [I exterminate the oppressor's]
son[s], grandchildren — their whole lineage,”
warns Yahweh.
...renown and remnant, scion and seed.
23

“I make [Babylon] a porcupines' playground, a swampy waste. I sweep it
with the broom of destruction,”
declares Yahweh-Commander-OfArmies. 24 Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies swears [this] promise:
“Just as I design, the future happens. I
[set my] purpose, and [history] stands established.
25

Likewise, I break the Assyrian [king for
trampling] my land. [My] feet smash him
upon my mountains. Then his yoke flies
off [my people]. His burden [falls] off their
shoulders.”
Assyrian = antichrist
26
[My] thoughts plan the [future] of the
whole earth. [My] hand stretches out
over all nations.”

18
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*Yahweh-Commander-OfArmies decides [earth's fate]. Who
can annul [YAH's judgments, ___]? [YAH's]
hand stretches out [into eternity].
Who can arm-wrestle [the
Almighty]?!
27

Isaiah Fore-Sees The Demise Of
Evil Palestine
28 [Later,] in the year [Judea's] king Ahaz
{Possessor} dies, [Isaiah receives another prophet-
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burden [of bad news for the Middle-East]: 29 All
you Palestinians, wipe that bright [smile
from your gloating, feasting faces]. [Stop imagining that]
the club of [the king who] strikes you lies
broken. For out of the serpent's root
crawls a ‘viper’ from whom blossoms a
fire-flinging, flying dragon-snake.
ic]

Locally, “serpent's root” = Ahaz. The Palestianians
see Ahaz' son (Good King Hezekiah) as a viper. Ultimately, the Babylon Empire morphs into the Persian, then Greek, then Roman Empire, and into today's “New World Order”, built on the same retarded, short-sighted, man-made principle of “mightmakes-right”.

From Palestine's branches,
flocks of abject [poor people] dangle, [exposed
to life's brutal elements]. I'll feed those [sufferers]. But I'll kill your [society's wealthy] root
with famine. [I'll] slaughter [your arrogant ruling class's every] survivor. 31 Howl, gate
[guards]! Cry, [mean] city. Melt away, all
[you] Palestinian [thugs]. For from the
north comes a smoking [army]. Not one
straggler [slows] its ranks, ___. 32 When
any nation [attacks YAH's people,] the [invaders']
messengers end up fleeing home,
[screaming] this warning: “Yahweh has [permanently] established [mount] Zion. There
his oppressed people run [to hide in] his
[invincible] protective [fortress-arms].”
IsaiYAH 14:30

Don't mess with true Israel.

IsaiYAH 15

Cutting off a man's beard is a sign of disgrace and
mourning.

In their streets, the [ransacked Moabites]
wrap their [bodies] with sackcloth, ___.
On the tops of their houses, and in
their squares, everyone howls. They
flood [their land] with tears. 4 [The city of]
Heshbon {Intelligence} cries. EL'ealeh
{EL-Ascends}[shrieks to high heaven]. The [survivor's] voices carry to the ears of [the people in] Jahaz {Stomp}. Even the armed
soldiers of Moab cry out, despairing of
life, ___. 5 My heart cries out for Moab,
___. Its fugitives flee to Zoar {TinyTown}, and [the town called] “3-year calf.”
[Moab-spawn stumble] up the ascent to Luhith
{Floored}, weeping as they go. On the
way to Horonaim {Double-Cave-Town},
they raise up heart-rending wails. 6 The
waters of Nimrim {Clear}[lie] desolate.
[Moab's] hay-grass withers away. [Their]
vegetation fails. Not one green thing [remains in sight, ___].
3

Sin produces ecological destruction.

carry their wealth, their
life-savings, across Nachal-Arab {BrookOf-The-Willows}, [in search of safety].
7 [The Moabites]

Portable wealth is the only wealth. Treasure in
heaven is the ultimate portable wealth.
8 Death-cries circle Moab's borders. The [sufferers']
howling reaches Eglaim {Twin-Ponds}. [Sobs] howl on to
{Well-Of-Heroes}. 9 The waters of Dimon [reek], full of [dead men's] blood.
Yet I [Yahweh] bring more [punishment] upon
Dimon. Lions [pounce] on everyone who
escapes from Moab, and upon the remnant [survivors] in their land.

Beer-Elim

Isaiah Foretells The Destruction Of
Moab
1 [Time passes, ___. Then YAH gives me (Isaiah)] the
[following prophetic] “burden”, [a vision of the future
of] Moab: In [one] night [YAH] lays waste
to [the city of] Ar {Watchpost} in Moab. [Assyria] brings [Ar's raucous rage] to silence. That
[same] night, [YAH] lays waste to Kir
{Fortress} in Moab. [War] silences [the city's
sin]. 2 [The Moabites stream] up to Bajith [House],
and to Dibon {Longing}, to weep in their
high-shrines. Moab howls over [the
wrecked cities of] Nebo {Babyl-god}, and over
Medeba {Quiet-Waters}. All [Moab's spawn]
shave their heads bald [in mourning]. Every
beard [lies] cut off [on the blood-soaked ground].
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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IsaiYAH 16
1

Isaiah Foresees Moab's Desperate
Survivors

the country [of Judah,
wilderness send
lambs to [Jerusalem. These Moabites respectfully address Jerusalem as]:
“the mountain of Zion's daughter.”
Feed your enemies. Or they might eat you.
[As a token of alliance with]

Moab's refugees at the]

Sela

the king

[of]

{Crag-Mount}

Like wandering bird[s] hurled out of
the nest, ___, the daughters of [perverted] Moab [languish] at the fords of [the]
Arnon {Shout}[river]. 3 [The Moabites beg the
2
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advice. Resolve
[to help us. Cloak us] with your shadow. Make
the middle of noonday as dark as night.
Hide [our] outcasts. [Please] don't betray
[our] fugitives [to the enemy]. 4 —[Please] let [our]
Judeans,]

“Give

[us strategic]

Moabite outcasts live with you [Jews]. Be [our] cover.
[Hide us] from the face of the spoiler [Emperor Sennacherib] ,
until the extortioners die, the plunderers quit, and
[YAH] devours the [trampling] oppressors off the [promised]

—In [His] mercy, [YAH eventually]
comes to establish a throne [to rule the
world], ___. [In the future,] an honest judge
at last sits in David's tent. [The Messiah]
seeks justice. He speeds righteous [action
against our common oppressor].”
land. 5

I read this as the Moabites quoting hebrew scripture to the Jews, in an attempt to gain shelter from
the Assyrian invaders.
6 [The people of Judah respond,]

“We've heard

of the pride of Moab {Spawn-Of-Incest},
his overweening arrogance, his insolence, his bravado, and his fire-rage.
But his boasts [have vanished like] hot air.” 7
So [the people of] Moab howl for [their country]. Everyone
howls. Struck down by grief, [they] mourn over the
[smashed] foundations of Kir-Hareseth {Pottery-Fortress}.

The fields of Heshbon {Intelligence}
weep. The vine[s] of Sibmah {Spice}[die].
The lords of the beast-nations smash
down those [awesome] branches that
stretched all the way to Jazer {Helpful},
winding from the desert to the sea. 9
So, ___, I, [Isaiah] wail [with] weeping
Jazer {Helpful}[and] the Sibmah {Spice}
vines. I water you with my tears, Heshbon {Intelligence}, and EL'ealeh {EL-Ascends}. The shouts[s][of battle] topple your
summer fruits. [Soldiers destroy] your harvest. IsaiYAH 16:10 [Marauders] rob [all]
brightness and spinning [joy] from [Moab's]
plentiful field, ___. Gone fly the songsof-happiness [that delighted] the vineyards.
[Silenced lie the] shouts-of-triumph [that filled
the skies]. [Dead lie] the treaders in their dry
wine-presses. [War] quiets the [pagans']
acclamation. 11 So my heart throbs for Moab
8

[wrench, seeing the destruction of]

Watch and see,
___: Moab wears [itself out praying] at highshrine[s]. [Moabites] stream to [their demonKir-Haresh

{Pottery-Fortress}.

12
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sanctuary to pray, to no avail. 13
___, this [decree matches everything] Yahweh
ever spoke concerning Moab in the
past.
gods']

YAH is consistent. His views don't change with societal fads.

Now Yahweh speaks, ___, clarifying
that within 3 years [from the death of Judea's
king Ahaz], [counting] exactly (as would an
indentured servant [marking off his days to freedom), YAH] condemns the glory of [the spawn
of incestuous] Moab. [Assyria {North-Iraq} demolishes
Moab's] massive populace. [Ravagers] leave
only a tiny, weak remnant [of Moabite survivors].
14

IsaiYAH 17

[our

fill]

like a harp, ___. My guts

1091

Isaiah Foretells The Ruin Of Damascus, Syria
1 [I (Isaiah) see] a [prophetic] “burden,” [a vision of
the future of Syria's capitol,] Damascus. Watch,
___: invaders strip away the city of
Damascus. In its place they leave a
heap of trashed wreckage.
Tiglath Pileser, Emperor of Assyria, destroys Damascus in 632BC.

The cities of Aroer {Juniper} lie abandoned, surrendered to flocks, ___.
[Throughout the region, deer] lie down with no
[human] to make them tremble [for fear of becoming man's dinner].
Israel Shares Syria's Bitter, Total
Defeat
2

3

“As Damascus' kingdom disappears, the
fortresses of Ephraim {North-Israel} [also]
evaporate, ___. All across [Highland]
Syria, survivors [straggle], sharing the inglorious [fate] of the [defeated] brats of Israel”
, warns Yahweh-Commander-OfArmies. 4 The day dawns when Jacob's
glory thins, ___. His muscular [nation]
shrivels to skin-n-bone. 5 [Israel] lies
empty, like a grain-field picked clean by
[thousands of] harvesters' hands. [Soldiers take
lives like workers'] arms strip corn-ears from
the valley of Rephaim {Giants}. 6 [The
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leaves only a few [human] "gleaning
grapes" in Israel, like [leftovers which paupers]
shake from an olive tree. [Invaders leave a
mere] two or 3 [human] "berries" in the top
of the uppermost “bough” [of Judea], four
or five [fruits] in [Israel's] outer branches,”
warns Yahweh, Israel's sovereign [Elohim]. 7 In the [coming judgment] day, man [finally] looks to his Maker. [Humanity's] eyes
show respect to [Yahweh,] the Holy One of
Israel.
Idolatry Produces Devastation
8 [In the end,] man stops looking to [occult]
altars, ___. [He stops worshipping] the work
of his hands. Man stops idolizing things
his fingers make, including Easter-Steeples and sun-god-images. 9 [Payback]
day leaves [Israel's] strong cities abandoned like impassable mountain-top
thickets, forsaken by the [terrrified] faces
of Jacob's [fleeing] descendants. IsaiYAH
17:10 [Death comes] because you forget
[Yahweh], the Elohim [who] saves you,
___. You marginalize the ‘rock of your
strength.’ You [die because you] plant only
plants [that give you] pleasure. You sow
your life's [gardens] with non-Hebrew
‘vines’ [entanglements].
tyrant]

For instance, pharmaceutical companies and street
drug pushers market cocaine, opioids (morphine,
heroin, etc.) and buds from hemp manipulated to
output psychoactive THC instead of healthy CBD's.
The plant biome is supposed to give us natural
health, not artificial highs. The food companies
produce nutritionless junk that tastes good to addicts' tongues, but provides no health. Most
preachers disseminate mere pseudo-gospel drivel,
because that's all their materialistic flocks want to
hear.

Your [pagan] sun [gods] may make your
seed grow fast in the ‘morning.’ But
planting [evil] buds [you] trouble, ___.
You harvest a ruined future. You chafe
in mortal pain.
YAH Eventually Saves All Believers
From Evil
12 Woe [overwhelms] the mingled millions
who rage like the roar of the mighty
seas. [Death consumes] the proliferating
beast-nations who smash [down] like
11
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tsunamis [to drown YAH's people]. 13 Empires
crash [down on us believers] like a flood of all
[earth's] waters, ___. But Elohim shouts
the [oppressors] down. They flee to the [4
winds]. [YAH's breath] chases [our persecutors away]
like trash [flies] from the face of a mountain wind, like a [tumbleweed] rolls before a
tornado. 14 We [believers] experience
wreckage in [life's] ‘evening’, ___. But in
[life's] new-dawn, [our attackers] vanish. Our
spoilers inherit [eternal death]. [Annihilation] is
the lot of everyone who robs [saints].

IsaiYAH 18
Isaiah Foresees The Destruction of
Ethiopia
1 Woe [darkens] the [African] land shadowed
by [whirring] ‘wings’. [Boats cease to] traverse
the rivers of Cush {Ethiopia}.
Ethiopia = Cush. Wings may refer to cicadas, mosquitos, flies, winged-boats, or rushing armies.
Ethiopia (home to around 100 million people) is a
big deal in world history.

send their [war-coordinating] ambassadors rushing up and down the
"sea" and rivers in boats made of ambach [bulrushes]. [YAH shouts,]
“Likewise, go, you speeding [destroying]
angels. [Punish] the nation tall, spread
out, peeled by the stubborn [African sun], a
people from whom history [cowers in] terror, a beast-nation who measures out
and tramples down the [north-African] land
of the swampy streams.
2 [Ethiopians]

Sea = Nile. Swamp = Sudd, as in Sudan, mudlands.

All you worldlings and earth dwellers,
Watch [YAH's destroying
angel] lift up a banner on the mountains,
___. Hear [the archangel] blow the trumpet
[of war]. 4 Yahweh [whispers his strategy] to me
(Isaiah):
“Quietly, silently, from my lookout, like
shimmering heat on herbs, like [unseen]
summer night-mist, I watch [man gather his
armies].”
3

[crawl out of your homes].
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Then, ___, just before [Ethiopia's war-plans
reach] "harvest", as the bud[s][of violence]
mature, as the "sour grape[s]" [of hatred]
ripen and shine, [YAH] cuts off [north Africa's
warring] sprigs with pruning-shears. [YAH]
cuts down and hauls away [Ethiopia's]
branches. 6 [Soldiers fall to] lie in jumbled
abandoned heaps, feeding the mountain fowls and the land-beasts. Summer-birds pick [apart warriors' corpses]. Winter-animals eat what's left.
Ethiopia's 2600 Years of JudeoChristianity
7 Finally those [previously hateful Ethiopians]
bring present[s ~250km north] to Mount
Zion. [Africans honor] the name of YahwehCommander-Of-Armies. [YAH makes Hebrews
of] those tall, stretched-out [warriors],
peeled [in the stubborn sun], historical terrorists who compass and trample [north
Africa's] river swamps.
5

From roughly the time of this prophecy until crazy
general Haile Selassie pretended to be Christ in the
20th century, Ethiopia was home to the longest
running continuous Judeo-Christian society in history. Even today's pot-smoking Rastafarians retain
some Judeo-Christian traits, such as open worship
of Yahweh, kosher diet, natural medicine, distinctive dress, and rejection of the NWO "Babylon System".

IsaiYAH 19
Isaiah Foretells Sargon Destroying
Egypt
1 [YAH gives me (Isaiah)] the [following prophetic]
“burden,” [a vision of the future of] Egypt.
Watch, ___: Yahweh rides upon a swift
cloud, advancing into Egypt. The idols
of Egypt quake at [YAH's] presence. The
heart of Egypt's [populace] melts within
them. 2 [YAH warns,]
“[Watch] me set the Egyptians against the
Egyptians. Every one fights his brother.
Every one [harms] his neighbor. City demolishes city. Kingdom slays kingdom.
Referring to the anarchy resulting from Assyria's
conquest of Egypt in 688BC. YAH uses everything
from wars to barfights to limit the population of violent thugs.
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3

The spirit of Egypt empties out of her
core. I swallow up the [pagans' world-domination] strategies. So the [invaded idolaters]
beat-feet to their idols, to their demonic-ventriloquists, to their spirit-mediums, to their wizards.
As do world leaders in your nation today.
4

—I hand the Egyptians' leash into the
fist of a cruel lord. A brutal dictator
comes to rule over them,”
warns the Adonai {Sovereign}: Yahweh,
Commander-Of-Angel-Armies.

The emperors of Assyria referred to themselves
collectively as "the lord of the nations". People who
won't control themselves have to be controlled.

Isaiah Foresees Egypt's Historic
Drought
5 The waters of the Nile [river] evaporate
[to the blue sky. Not a drop] trickles into the
sea, ___. [Egypt's] wasted streams go
bone-dry.
Sin destroys the earth.

rivers belch forth stink, ___.
her strategic
canals drain to death. Her [rich] reeds
wither beside her [useless] weeds. 7
[Drought] strips the Nile naked from its
mouth [at the sea, up to the mountains]. Everything planted near the Nile dries up and
blows away to nothingness, ___. 8
Fishermen wail. Everyone who casts
fish-hooks into the brooks mourns,
___. Everyone who [lived by] spreading
nets upon the waters wastes away. 9
The people who comb flax [for a living] despair, ___. The linen-weavers lose
hope. IsaiYAH 19:10 [Environmental collapse]
crushes all [the land's] settlers. Everybody
[finally realizes] that their work-pay depends
on water.
6 [Egypt's]

[Like bleeding corpses in the sun,]

That realization is coming your way.

YAH Condemns Egypt's Foolish
'Wise Men'
11 The princes of Zoan {Eastern-Nile-Delta}
are a pack of idiots, ___. Pharaoh's
‘sage counselors’ have gone psycho.
How dare they brag to Pharaoh, "I'm
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the son of wisdom, the offspring of ancient kings?" 12 [Pharaoh,] show me [your
real] wise men. Where'd they all go? If
your [advisers] knew anything, they'd
warn you that Yahweh-Commander-OfArmies plans to [smash] Egypt. 13 The
leaders of Zoan {Eastern-Nile-Delta} leaders are fools, ___. The princes of Noph
{Memphis} are dupes. They, the cornerstones of Egypt's tribes, seduce her
into [destruction].
As Washington D.C.'s leaders are dupes.

Yahweh [allows a] perverse spirit to mix
into [Egypt's] core. [Demonically-oppressed bigwigs]
cause Egypt to stray in every act they
[perform], ___. [The nation careens off course,] like
a drunk man [crawls] in his [own] vomit.
14

This describes the political process of the nation
that surrounds you today.

All jobs flee Egypt, ___. There's
nothing for the head, tail, branch nor
rush to do [but flee or starve to death]. 16 The
[dark] day dawns when Egypt's [men]
tremble like women, ___, terrified by
the shaking fist [which] Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies brandishes over her
[nation].
Egypt Turns To The God Of The Hebrews
17 The land of Judaea becomes a terror
to Egypt. Everyone who mentions [Judea]
quakes to the [bone], facing the warning
which Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies
proclaims [of Assyria's imminent invasion of Egypt
via Judea]. 18 The day comes when five
[previously pagan] cities in the land of Egypt
speak the [Hebrew] language of Canaan.
The [Egyptians] swear [oaths] to [obey]
Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies! One
[city, Heliopolis,] comes to be called, "The
City Of Righteousness".
15

The original "city of righteousness" (ha-zedek) was
changed by scribes to "cheres" (sun), then to
"heres" (destruction). Hence the nonsensical reading in the bookstore translations. 5 cities Leontopolis, Daphne, Migdol, Memphis, Heliopolis.

In that day Egyptians erect an altar
Yahweh in the middle of their
territory. Even at their border[s] they
stand monument[s] to honor Yahweh.
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These [monuments] symbolize
and witness that Yahweh-CommanderOf-Armies inhabits the land of Egypt.
So [eventually] the [Egyptians] cry for Yahweh
[to evict the Assyrian] oppressors. So, ___,
[YAH] sends [Egypt] a savior, a mighty defender. He rescues them. 21 *The day
IsaiYAH 19:20

when Egypt comes to
know Yahweh. The Egyptians
recognize Yahweh's [universal
sovereignty]. [So] they donate animals and wealth [to equip, feed, clothe,
[dawns]

house and care for Hebrew priests and poor people].

The [Egyptians] keep the promises they make to Yahweh.
#4503 Minchah (portion/donation) is scandalously
mistranslated by the NRSV and the Message as
"burnt offering".

Isaiah Foresees YHVH Healing &
Blessing Egypt
22 So Yahweh's strike on Egypt turns
out to be a healing blow, ___, [like a
spanking]. [Egyptians] return to Yahweh. So
he honors their prayers. He fixes them.
23 Eventually the [middle-east sees a new]
dawn [of international peace], ___. A highway
stretches from Egypt to Assyria. Assyrians migrate to Egypt, and vice-versa.
Egyptians and Assyrians, [history's mortal enemies, come to] work together. 24 The day
arrives when Israel forms a 3-way [cooperative-group] with Egypt and Assyria. [Their
friendship] blesses the entire earth.
Still unfulfilled, despite repeated attempts at Middle-East peace.

Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies
blesses [international cooperation, ___]. He
[sings],
“[I] bless Egypt my people, and Assyria,
the work of my hands, and Israel, my
heritage-nation.”
25

This prophecy ruffles the Jews' feathers.

IsaiYAH 20

19

[honoring]
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Isaiah Walks Naked, Warning
Palestine's Doom
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Sargon of Assyria orders his
commander-in-chief to [march his armies
[~450km] southwest to seize coastal Palestine] . [So the Assyrian General] attacks the [Philistine] city of
Ashdod {Ravager-City}. 2 *Simultane1 [Emperor]

ously, Yahweh speaks through
IsaiYah (the son of Amoz):
“Go. Unwrap the sackcloth
from your waist. Take your
shoes off your feet.”
So, ___, [Isaiah strips. For 3 years, he]
walks [through Judea] stripped and
barefoot!
Isaiah was either naked or wearing underwear.

*Then Yahweh foretells,
“My servant IsaiYah has
walked undressed and barefoot
for 3 years as a symbol and a
warning of the [doom coming] upon
Egypt and upon Cush {Ethiopia}.
4*
—[See the Nile land's future:] the Assyrian Emperor hauls away the
Egyptians as prisoners, the
Ethiopians as [his] captives,
young and old, naked and
barefoot, with their butts exposed, to shame Egypt.
3

5

—The [Palestinians shake] in terror, ___,
ashamed of [their reliance on] Cush {Ethiopia}
(their [false] hope), [and] on Egypt (their
[vain] glory).”
6 On the day Assyria [enslaves Egypt & Cush
{Ethiopia}], the [Palestinian] coast-dwellers cry,
“Look! Our hope[s] lie [dashed]! Where can
we turn to be rescued from [Assyria's] Emperor? How can we escape, ___?”

IsaiYAH 21
Isaiah Time-Travels To The Fall Of
Babylon
1 [Next, ___, YAH gives me (Isaiah)] the [following 6th
prophetic] “burden,” [a vision of the future of Baby-
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the ‘desert sea’. Like a southland
whirlwind, the [Persian invader] advances [on
Iraq] from [Iran,] the desert land of terror.
lon,]

The Euphrates and the Nile rivers each received
the nickname, "Sea" because of their massive annual flooding. Compare the lake called “the Sea Of
Galilee”.

shows me a vision of dense [car___. Traitors backstab [their "friends"].
Ravagers pillage [Babylon]. [Persian commanders
shout,] “Mount [the castle walls, soldiers of] Elam
{Hidden}. Besiege [Babylon, marauders of] Media! Today I, [Emperor Cyrus {Sun} of Persia,] silence the groans of every [nation whom Babylon holds in slavery]!” 3 The vision racks my
body with pain, ___. Cramps grip me.
I writhe like a woman in labor. My
eardrums [ring with shrieks from the bleeding
mouths of Babylon's dying tyrants]. I twist [on the
ground in helpless sympathy]. [Sights of war-horror]
shake me to the core. 4 My heart lurches [in my chest], ___. I quake in terror.
[YAH] turns my pleasant night into my
[worst] nightmare: 5 [As the invaders creep into
Babylon city, [clueless] chamberlains shout,] “Prepare
the royal tables! Light the lamps!
[Prepare] food and drink for [our Empire's]
leaders. Oil the [golden] shields [to show off
the wealth we stole from king Solomon's brat] .
2 [YAH]
nage],

Preparing Belshazzar's feast, detailed in Daniel.

Yahweh tells me,
“[Isaiah,] walk [across time and space
to future Babylon]. Stand [as my]
watchman [on the castle wall]. Lean forward.
[Peer into the night of Persia's invasion.] Shout what
[you] see.”
6

Due to robotic reliance on faulty Masoretic pointing, this section makes no sense in bookstore
translations.

see [what Babylon's sleeping
troops [of chariots] flanked
by [endless] pairs of horsemen. [Warriors]
ride donkeys. [Assassins] straddle camels,
___. [My eyes] widen. [I] prick up my ears.
[I] listen [for the sound of rushing hooves]. 8 I cry,
"Yahweh, [help]! [Cyrus {Sun}, the] Lion [of Persia
approaches Babylon]!" [In the spirit,] I stand all
day upon the watchtower [as Persia's army
7 [In the far distance, I]
watchmen ignore]:
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creeps toward unsuspecting Babylon],

___. I stay
on my duty-post every night [until the invasion reaches the capitol]. 9 Look, ___! Troops
[of chariots] advance [across Iraq], flanked by
[endless] pairs of horsemen. [I] shout back
[to Israel], “Babylon is fallen! Fallen!” [In the
days that follow, Cyrus {Sun}] breaks all [Belshazzar's] sculptured idol-gods to the ground.
IsaiYAH 21:10 [Rejoice,] my beaten-people
[Israel], [you] smashed grains [with whom] I
[share this earthly] "threshing floor". I announce to you, ___, this [vision of freedom]
I've heard from Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies, Israel's [sovereign] Elohim.
Isaiah Begs Edomites To Pray,
Listen & Repent
11

the [following prophetic] word-load
Dumah {Silence}, [aka Edom, the rebellious country
south of Judea]. From Seir {Rough}, [the southland king] calls to
me, “Watchman, how long [will our society endure this dark]
night? Watchman, when will night [end]?” 12 [I] the
watchman reply, “Morning comes. But night [will return]. If you're asking [for YAH's word], then pray [to him].
Repent. Come [into YAH's kingdom].”
This is a paraphrase of the literal hebrew as traditionally pointed: He-says one-guarding he-arrived
morning and·moreover night. If you-are-petitioning
petition-you! Turn-back-you! come-hither-you! The
traditional reading implies that Isaiah gives no answer, i.e. that he answers "Dumah" (silence) with
what amounts to silence, as if to say that the
Edomites are too spiritually "deaf" to merit an answer from a prophet.
[Next, YAH gives me (Isaiah)]

[to enlighten]

Isaiah Speaks The Arabians' Future

13 [Next, ___, YAH gives me (Isaiah)] the [following prophetic] ‘burden’ to deliver to Arabia: [In the] darkness of [your near
future, the Assyrian war against Egypt & Ethiopia forces] you nomadic
spawn of Dedan to park your caravans in the Arabian wildwoods. [Egypt becomes a death-trap.]
This set of 5 verses relates to the generally cursed
descendants of the boys whom Abraham unwisely
spawned with his concubines.

Temanite {Southlanders} haul water to
thirsty [north African] refugees. [Teman's spawn]
meet the fleeing [Egyptian survivors] with
food. 15 [Refugees] scramble [north from Africa
into Edom]. [They] flee drought. They run
from smashing swords. They [evade] bent
bows. They [escape the] horrors of war. 16
14

For Yahweh promises me,
“Within a year, counted [to the day], like an indentured-servant counts [his days to freedom], all the glory
vanishes from Kedar {Dusk-Land}.
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Kedar = land of Bedoin arabs. Kedar = a descendant of Abraham through cursed Ishmael.

leaves alive only a tiny handful
of those masterful archers descended
from Kedar {Dusk-Land}. Yahweh, Israel's [sovereign] Elohim, speaks [Arabia's future, ___].
17 [War]

IsaiYAH 22
Isaiah Foresees Doom For The Valley of Vision
1 [Next, ___, YAH gives me (Isaiah)] the [following
prophetic] “burden,” [a vision of the future of the area
surrounding Jerusalem, aka] the “Valley Of Vision”. [Foreseeing Judea's destruction, I scream,]
“What?! Here?! Why are you [Jerusalem-dwellers] all mounting up [and fleeing to the mountain] tops?"
Some traditions render this as past-tense partying
on rooftops, contrasted with the destruction of the
subsequent verses.

Crashing, crying [tumult] overwhelms
the city who [used to] jump for
joy, ___. [But the] dead [people strewing the
ground] die [not] from sword-wounds. They
[fail to live to fight] in battle. [They] die [of starva2

[Jerusalem],

tion and disease before the invaders breach the citywalls]. 3

All

leaders flee en masse
___. [They run] into the fetters
of archers. [Soldiers] catch all [Judea's] farflung [refugees]. [Pagans lock the survivors] in
concentration [camps]. 4 [People stand around
me. They await my prophetic guidance.] I scream [to
them], “Look away from me! [Stop watching
me] sob.” It's useless to rush to comfort
me, ___. [Every time I close my eyes, I see marauders] pillaging my ‘daughter-population’. 5 Yahweh-Adonai-over-armies
[sends] the day of uproar, of tramplingdown, of rampant-confusion, ___. [War
violates] the Valley of Vision. [Soldiers] break
down [Jerusalem's] walls. Cries of desperation echo over [Judea's] mountains. 6 The
archers of Elam {Hidden} lift [their arrows
from] their quivers. [Soldiers storm] chariots
and war-horses [toward Jerusalem]. [Chaldeans
from] Kir {Fortress} uncover their [shiny]
shields.
[Judea's]

[to the hills],
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Elam and Kir mark the south and north limits of
the Chaldean forces. The NLT lists the Chariotdrivers as Syrians.

choicest valleys fill with chariots, ___. War-Horsemen array [to bash
through Jerusalem's main] gate. 8 [The invaders]
strip Judea naked, ___. [Their] eyes
gleam with [greedy] pleasure on the day
they raid [armor, weapons and shields from] the
armory in [Solomon's] cedar palace. 9 [Surviving Judeans] survey hundreds of breaches in the citadel of David {Love}. [To keep
the refugees alive, King Hezekiah's men] channel
[Jerusalem's damaged] springs into [the] low
reservoir [the Pool of Siloam].
7 [Judea's]

II Chron 32:3,30. With the upper pool damaged,
hordes of survivors have to manually haul water
from the lower pool up to their houses and workplaces.

count the houses
[still standing] in Jerusalem. [Wrecking crews]
demolish the damaged buildings. [In the
IsaiYAH 22:10 [Foremen]

rubble, musclemen wrench their backs, recovering stone.
One by one, builders cement these stones into holes] ,

re-fortifying the city-wall. 11 [Judeans] dig
a channel between the [city's north and south]
walls to [drain] the water from the [wardamaged] "Old Pool". Still [they] fail to look
to their maker. They ignore [Yahweh] who
formed [Jerusalem] long [ago]. 12 The day
[before Jerusalem's destruction], Yahweh-Adonaiover-armies calls [the Jews] to [repent]: to
weep, to mourn, to [shave their heads and
beards] bald, to wear sacks [instead of clothes].

*Instead [YAH] sees [the doomed
Jews] light up [Jerusalem] with parties, ___! [They] butcher cattle.
They kill sheep. [They] eat meat.
They suck [down] wine. [They yell,]
“Let's eat and drink! For tomorrow we die!”
13

Everywhere around you, people drown their guilt in
addictive ‘pleasures’.

Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies reveals to my ears:
“Only death can cover these [peoples']
evil.”
That's a death-sentence from Yahweh,
Adonai-over-armies.
14
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Isaiah Condemns Judea's Corrupt
Palace Admin
15 Yahweh-Adonai-over-armies says,
“Go, [Isaiah]. Confront [Jerusalem's corrupt]
treasurer, Shebna {Grower}, the palace
administrator. 16 [Say,] “What have you
[built]? Who do you [think] you are? You've
hewn yourself a rock-cliff tomb, a highand-mighty carved sepulchre, your private mountaintop mansion built of cut
granite! 17 See [your future, bigwig]! Yahweh
hurls you away. [Your] master throws
you into slavery. [Tyrants work] you into
the grave. 18 [YAH] whips and spins you.
He tosses you like a curveball into a
vast wasteland. There you die. Your
glorious cars [and war-machines rot]; you
shame your master's house. 19 [YAH
warns,]

“[Eventually] I drive [all] you [corrupt politicos]
from your [usurped] office[s].”
[YAH] snatches you [creeps] down [from your
exalted government] post[s].
YAH Replaces The Corrupt Boss
With A Good Man
IsaiYAH 22:20 [YAH foretells,]
“The day [dawns when] I summon my servant Eliakim
{EL-Raises} the son of HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance}.
Eliakim apparently takes evil Shebna's place as
palace administrator under good king Hezekiah
during the days of evil Manasseh. See Isaiah
36:3&22, 37:2.
21

—I clothe [Eliakim] with [your usurped] robe,
[Shebna]. I strengthen [Eliakim] with your
[stolen priestly] sash. I commit your government into his hand. He becomes a father to the inhabitants of Jerusalem,
and to the tribe of Judah {Celebrated}.
22

—I lay the key of [ancient king] David's dynasty upon the shoulder of [my servant Eliakim]. He opens [boxes of blessing that] no [man
can] shut. He shuts [dens of evil so tightly that no
man can] open [them again].
23

—I fasten [my servant] like a nail in a solid
[wall]. He shines, an immovable seat of
[authority] for his father [David's] dynasty.
24
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Like cups, goblets and iron crockpots,
the dynasty of [your] forefather [David]
ends up hanging off [my obeyer]. [He] supports the weight of [David's] direct-offspring plus [an endless stream of] hangers-on.
25

“Finally the day [dawns],”
predicts Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies,
“when [I] rip the [corrupt] ‘peg’ from [society's] mighty ‘wall.’ I hurl [the corrupt governor]
down. [He] falls. So [I] cut off the [diseased
culture that] hangs off [every corrupt politician].”
Yahweh speaks [earth's future, ___].

IsaiYAH 23
Isaiah Sees A Vision Of Tyre's Destruction
1 [Next, YAH gives me (Isaiah)] the [following prophetic] “burden”, [a vision of the future of] Tyre
{Rock-Coast}. [I scream,] “Howl, you ship[men] from Tarshish {Gem}. [Your] harborport lies waste. Not [one] house [remains].
You'll see when you [sail] back [east] from
Cyprus.”
Go to Tyre now and you'll see what Isaiah here describes.

silences all life on the coast [of
will [Rock-Port] enrich the
seafaring merchants of Sidon {Fish-City}.
3 [No more will Tyre] get [filthy] rich as the
multinational broker of seeds harvested
from the river-lands of [dark Egyptian] Sihor. 4 Sidon {Fish-City}[languishes] in
shame, ___. The tsunami roars [over
her]. The powerhouse ocean [disowns her].
[She cries,] “[I can't die yet!] I've never endured
labor pains, never had a baby, never
reared children to manhood, never
raised virgin-daughters.’ 5 The bad-news
2 [War]

Tyre, ___. No more]

about Rock-Port reaches Egypt.

[The Middle-east moans in]

The Phoenicians howl with
grief, struggling to escape to Tarshish
{Gem}! 7 Can this [rocky wreck] be the joyjumping city of Tyre, founded in antiquity, who [sent her] settlers' feet across
the sea to [establish] colonies? 8 ___, who
planned this [destruction] against Tyre
anguish, ___. 6
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{Rock-Port}? [She shone as]

the crowning city
of prince-merchants! Traders celebrated [her] throughout the earth! 9

*Yahweh-Commander-OfArmies plans [the nations' destruction],
___. [He] stains the pride of all
[mundane] splendor. He brings all
the world's celebrities into
contempt. IsaiYAH 23:10 [Tyre,] the daughter-

city of Tarshish {Gem}, sweeps across the earth like
a river [in the tsunami]. The powerful [harbor] vanishes. 11

Yahweh, the kingdom-shaker, decrees
a death-sentence against the merchant
city. [YAH] stretches out his hand over
the sea. [Storms] annihilate [Tyre's]
strongholds. 12 [YAH] declares,
“Never again [will you] jump-for-joy, [RockPort,] you crushed virgin daughter of
Sidon {Fish-City}. [Your refugees] mount
[ships]. They cross [the sea] to Cyprus [island].
But even there they never find rest.”
13 Look at the land of the Chaldean
[Babylonians, overrun by] a previously non-existent population. The Assyrian [Emperor
handed Babylon] to the wild beasts. [The Babylonians] set up [siege] towers. They raised
up [amazing] palaces. Yet [war] brought
[Babylon] to ruin.
Bible translations, all claiming to be accurate, vary
wildly on this verse.
14 Howl, you shipmen of Tarshish {Gem}. Your

In 70 years,
dynasty's reign,
Tyre {Rock-Port}[falls to] lie forgotten. 70
years [pass. The few tent-refugees in] Tyre sing
like [busking beggar] whores.
strength,

[your fortress,]

lies waste. 15

[counted to the day, like a]

A commentator's note reads: 70 years from Nebuchadnezzar's 1st year of reign (496BC) to the
conquest of Babylon by Cyrus (426BC). Some interpretations list this as 70 years from the date of
this prophecy.

Take a harp. [Stroll] about the [ruined]
city, [the] abandoned hooker. Make
sweet melody. Sing [countless] songs. [Try
to preserve] your legacy.” 17 Then, after the
end of 70 years [of abandonment], Yahweh
visits Tyre {Rock-Port}[with a 2nd chance],
___. Yet she turns back to her hired
[whoring]. She commits fornication with
16
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all the worldly kingdoms on the face of
the earth. 18 So Yahweh confiscates
[Tyre's] merchandise and her [ill-gotten]
gains. She fails to hoard or protect [her
wealth]. Her profits go to [saints] who live
facing [up to] Yahweh. [Thus YAH] gives [his
followers] adequate food and quality clothing.

IsaiYAH 24
Isaiah Foresees Today's Global
Devastation
1 Watch Yahweh empty the earth, ___.
[He allows wars to] lay it waste, to turn it upside down, to scatter its inhabitants
abroad.
YHVH allows humans to trash the earth, because
when our human experiment finally collapses, YAH
is going to remake the universe.

*The same [death] overtakes the
people and the priest, the servant and his master, the maid
and her mistress, the buyer
and the seller, the lender and
the borrower, the charger of
interest and the payer-of interest. 3 In the end, [man] leaves the earth
2

stripped-bare, wasted, ___. Yahweh
speaks [our future].
Mankind is on an unstoppable slide to total ecological destruction. No legislation will reverse the
trend, now that billions of humans wield earth-destroying technologies and weapons.

The land mourns. She fades away,
___. The world wilts and withers.
Earth's proud people perish. 5 *The
4

planet lies defiled under its inhabitants, ___. They continually transgress [YAH's] laws. [They]
change [his] ordinances. [They]
shatter [His] everlasting
covenant.
Democracy = humans inventing their own rules to
replace YAH's rules. Voting is formalized rebellion.

So, ___, [Cain's] curse devours the
earth. Everyone who lives in it [lies]
desolate. [Sin] burns the inhabitants of
6
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the earth, leaving only a few humans
[alive]. 7 The new wine dries up, ___.
The vine languishes. All [earth's previously]
merry-hearted [celebrants] sigh [in despair]. 8
[Drought and famine] stop the mirth of [the
world's] tambourines. The noise of the
celebrants dies, ___. The joy-jumping
harp [twangs] its final [notes]. 9 The [refugees]
stop drinking wines. [They quit] singing.
[The poor-quality] strong drinks taste bitter
even to drunks.
Presumably near the world's end, the only alcohol
available is cheap rubbing alcohol.

city-buildings lie
waste, exploded. The [few remaining] houses stand boarded-up to keep out squatters.
IsaiYAH 24:10 [Earth's]

Anarchy reigns. Fulfilled in 2020's riots.

yell, [fighting] in the streets for [a
alcohol. All brightness darkens.
All happy-shine flees the land. 12 The
metropolis lies in ruins, ___. [See] the
city gates smashed to bits.
Remnant Survivors Spread YAH's
Fame Worldwide
11 [Drunks]
drop of]

*All around the globe, catastrophe reduces [earth's]
population, ___. [Death strips sinners]
like [a harvester] leaves only a few
olives for [paupers] to shake from
a tree. [Guns, germs and disasters reduce humanity to a mere] couple of ‘grapes’
left after pickers wipe the vineyard clean. 14 These few survivors
13

lift up their voice[s][in ear-splitting songs of
praise]. They celebrate Yahweh's
majesty. Their shining [shouts of joy] roar
[over the seas].

Generally interpreted as Christianity thriving in the
west.

Yahweh's glory [beams] from the fires
[of the eastern sunrise]. The name-fame of
Yahweh (Israel's [sovereign] Elohim) [spreads
to][all] seacoasts. 16 ___, from the wings
of the earth, hear [future saints] strikestrings, [singing to] glorify [Yahweh], the
Righteous-One. Yet today, I cry, "Ema15
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ciation! Starvation! Deceit! Extortion!
Two-faced traitors [infest the world]!
Glory = weight. Emaciation = skin-n-bones.

Isaiah Foresees The End Of The
World
17 The scare, the snare, the lair spring
[on] you, earth-dwellers.
The Hebrew here is highly alliterative.

The [time] comes, ___, when anyone
who runs away from the terror falls into
the pit. They climb out of the pit to be
caught in the trap. The windows of the
high-powers open. [Demonic destruction]
floods the land. Earth's foundations
shake. 19 The earth breaks into pieces.
The land [lies] wasted, defeated. [Our]
planet shakes off-course, ___. IsaiYAH
18

*The earth reels back and
forth like a drunk, ___. She
shakes like a cottage [in an earthquake]. [Humanity's] rebellion[s] fall
heavy on her. The [world-system]
falls, never to rise again.
24:20

YAH will remake the earth from scratch.

Isaiah Foresees Our Judgment Day

*[Judgment] day dawns, ___.
Yahweh punishes the armies
[controlled] by high [celestial tyrant-powers].
[YAH throws] the world's kings to
the dirt. 22 *[YAH] rounds up [all]
the [criminals in the universe]. He imprisons them in the dungeon [of
death]. Then, ___, after millions
of days, [YAH] judges them. 23
*The moon blushes, ___. The
sun dims. Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies ascends [his throne]
on mount Zion. Jerusalem fills
with [YAH's] ancient-saints. [They
bask, facing YAH's] splendor.
21

IsaiYAH 25
Isaiah Sings Of YAH's Nation-Smashing Power
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Yahweh, my [sovereign] Elohim, I [live to]
boost your [maligned] reputation. [Against bitter opposition,] I lift-my-hands [in the streets] to
thank you for your constant amazing
marvels. Your ancient counsels undergird all reality. 2 You turn [evil] cities into
heaps. You ruin fortresses. [At one blast of
your breath,] pagan citadels fall to nothing,
never to be rebuilt. 3 So eventually [even]
superpowers come to glorify you. The
cities of the mighty beast-nations come
to revere you. 4 *You're the
1

stronghold for [we saints who] dangle [by a thread]. [You're] the fortress
for [us] crushed, needy [refugees].
[You're our] shelter from floods [of
evil]. You're [our] shadow from
[life's] heat. [You preserve us, though]
tyrants' blast[s crash] like hurricane[s] against [our] wall[s]. 5 Nonhebrews [burn] us [believers] like desert
heat. But you, [YAH,] quell their roaring
[wars]. You send in a cloud to [cool our]
scorching dryland. You silence the terrrorists' taunting-songs. 6 Here, [where I
speak] on mount [Zion], Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies prepares a feast for all
peoples. [Come devour] rich juicy meats,
___. Feast on the finest juices, vintage
wines, cold-pressed olive oil and [scrumptious] gourmet [desserts]. 7 *From here,

mount [Zion], [YAH] eventually destroys the heavy veil [Satan] has
cast over all peoples, the blindfold [of brain-fog] that smothers all
beast-nations. 8 [YAH] swallows up
death in eternal [victory]. The Adonai
Yahweh wipes away the tears from all
[our] faces. [He] lifts the disgrace from his
people all [over] the earth. Yahweh
speaks [your future, ___]. 9 [Our redemption]
dawns [at last], ___. [We] shout, “Look,
[everybody]! Our Elohim [appears]! Our ordeal is over! Finally [YAH] saves us! This
is Yahweh, our long-awaited [redeemer]!”
Shining, we spin-around, [jumping for joy]
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as

[YAH]

lifts

[us up to unassailable safety]. IsaiYAH

*The hand of Yahweh
comes to rest here on mount
[Zion]. [YAH] treads [incestuous] Moab
beneath his [feet], just as [soil-workers] tread down straw on a hill
of manure and urine [to make fertilizer].
25:10

Bad translations (NASB) mistranslate "urine" as
water, giving the image of flushed sewage. Most
other bookstore translations just chicken-out by
omitting the reference to urine. But intelligent cultures, such as the ancient Hebrews, never flush
sewage. Water and feces should never mix. Instead, you dry the feces to make fertilizer. Water is
too precious to use to flush poo. And water provides the perfect medium for sepsis. Hence the
modern prevalence of the abhorrent "Septic tank".
Sepsis = pestilence = death. Sepsis is not a normal
part of human life in any reasonable culture.

*[Earth's perverts] spread out their
hands in the poop-pile, ___.
They thrash like swimmers
struggling to stay afloat. But
their pride sinks them into the
sewage. They and their stolen
loot [drown in feces]. 12 [YAH] brings down
11

the [perverts'] impregnably high fortress
walls. [YAH] lays [the jerks] low. [He smashes
them] to the ground, crushes them into
the soil.

IsaiYAH 26
Isaiah Foresees YAH Restoring The
Earth
1 The day [of restoration finally] dawns, ___.
The land of Judaea rings with this song:
“We [finally] have a strong city, placed,
built and fortified by [YAH's] salvation. 2
Throw [open] the gates [of the city of peace,
___]! Let [YAH's] truly righteous populace
come [home]! 3 *[YAH] keeps us in
complete shalom {Peace} when

we rest our thoughts on him.
So run-for-refuge in his [spirit],
___. 4 *Perpetually race [into]
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Yahweh's [arms], ___. Yah-Yahweh's strength lasts forever.
The KJV says “Jehovah” in this verse. #3050 YAH +
#3068 YHVH.

For YAH brings down the [tyrants] who
dwell on high, ___. He lays low lofty
populations. He throws [world Empires]
down, all the way to the ground. He
brings [human grandeur] to the dust. 6 [Dirty,
scarred] feet, the feet of [earth's] oppressed
needy [people,] stomp down the [grandeur of
world Empires, ___]. 7 [YAH] smooths out the
path[s] of righteous [people]. [YAH,] the
most upright [being] of all, levels the
road for just [beings to walk]. 8 Yahweh's
commandments are our well-trodden
road, ___. [Let's] bind together. [Let's]
draw our life-breath from celebrating
[YAH's] Name-Fame.
Isaiah Prays For YHVH To Help Him
Help Man
9 [Yahweh], every night my soul longs for
you. At dawn my spirit reaches out to
[seek] you. [I want to help you spread] your decrees throughout [all] lands, so earth's
inhabitants learn how to walk straight
[to heaven].
Some People Never Learn
IsaiYAH 26:10 But [no matter how much] favor
you show wicked [beings,] they still fail to
learn to be righteous, [YAH]. [Here,] in “the
land of right-living”, [wicked people] deal
crookedly. They refuse to see your
majesty, Yahweh. 11 Yahweh, no matter
how high you raise your fist, [wicked people]
fail to see it. Then [one day,] with shame,
they see your zeal for your people.
Your fire devours your enemies.
Reject All Kings, Judges, Lawmakers, but YHVH
12 Yahweh, you completely establish us
[saints] in peace. Everything we've ever
accomplished, you did for us.
5

It is YAH's power working through you that enables
you to be more than a snake.

*O Yahweh our Elohim, other
‘lords’ beside you keep seizing
dominion over us. But we [true be13
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acknowledge only your
Name-Authority. 14 *All [oppressors]
die, never to live-again, perished, never to rise [to power]. You
[swoop down]. [You] destroy the [pigs].
You kill all memory of [every]
tormentor.
lievers]

YAH Will Revive his Holy Nation
Keep increasing [our holy] nation,
Yahweh. [Keep] growing our [saintly] population. Show your ‘weight.’ Stretch [your
kingdom] to the ends of the earth. 16
Yahweh, [we believers] keep seeking you in
our troubles. Bowed beneath your discipline, we pour out our pleas. 17 *Like
15

a woman about to deliver, crying out in anguish from [birth]
pangs, we [believers cry before] your
eyes, Yahweh. 18 Our [nation] constantly writhes in labor-pangs. Yet we
birth only wind. We keep failing to
bring deliverance to earth's [oppressed people]. We give no life to the world's [sufferers]. 19 *Yet eventually [our nation's]

corpses gain new life! Our bodies rise together! Awake and
sing, you who dwell in the
dust! The [morning] dew comes to
water [earth's] greens. The planet
casts out her dead!
YAH Punishes All The World's Murderers
IsaiYAH 26:20 [Your lifetime is like the first Passover,

Go home, my people. Get inside.
Lock your doors! Hide until Yahweh's
fury [against your enemies] passes. 21 See,
___: Yahweh emerges from his [throneroom]. [He descends] to punish the worldlings
for their evil. The earth reveals the
blood [spilt on] her. She refuses to keep
covering her slain. [YAH punishes all murderers.]
___.]

IsaiYAH 27
Isaiah Foresees YAH Destroying
Satan
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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*[See the future, ___: Judgment] day
dawns. Yahweh [lifts] his huge,
terrifying mighty sword to punish [Satan aka] ‘Leviathan’ the
piercing serpent, the crooked
snake-monster of [earth's] sea [of
people]. [YAH] slays the ‘dragon’ in
the ‘sea.’
1

YAH Protects His People Like A
Walled Garden
2 On [Judgment] day [YAH] sings to [his people],
“[I love my] ‘vineyard’ of red wine [‘grapes’].
3

I (Yahweh) guard [my ‘garden’], ___. I water it every moment. I prevent anyone
from damaging [my garden]. I protect [my
people] night and day.
4

I

no fury [permanently rage against my
___. [Enemies] array thorns and
briers against me. [They] war [to destroy my
garden. Yet in the end] I burn the [attackers] up
in a flash!
[let]

‘garden’],

5

take hold of my strength. Make
peace with me, ___. Then [I'll] make
peace [completely envelop you].

[My vines]

6

[In time I] make Jacob's [spiritual descendants]
take root. Those-who-will-rule-with-El
shoot ‘buds’ and ‘blossoms.’ They fill the
world with [the] fruit [of My spirit].”

See Isaiah 27:6 (Fruit Of The Spirit) set to music.
Israel= not a literal place nor genetic line, rather
“the people who will rule with Elohim.”

YAH Punishes His People Just
Enough To Fix Us
7 ___, does [Yahweh] strike [us believers] like
he strikes [unbelievers] who strike him?
[No!][YAH doesn't] kill [us saints] like he slaughters [pagans]. 8 [Yahweh] shoots out measured doses of war for us [believers] to
contend with, ___. He brings the day
of the [evil] East wind against us. But he
holds back the roughest hurricane[s][of
persecution]. 9 [The winds of punishment] purge [us
spiritual descendants] of Jacob. The [bitter] fruit
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takes away [our] sin, ___.
[YAH] crushes all [pagan] altar stones to
pieces of dust. [He] knocks down all
Easter-steeples and idol-images.
YAH Utterly Destroys The Unrepentant Pagans
IsaiYAH 27:10 [Meanwhile, YAH] desolates [criminals'] fortified cities, ___. All their
homes fall to lie abandoned, left like
[sticks in] the wilderness. Cattle feed in
[the rubble of buildings. Wild animals] lie down [on
broken mattresses. Goats] strip the branches
off [the infidels' few remaining trees]. 11 [Pagans are
useless, like] dead branches of [war-torn]
tree[s] that women break off and use
for kindling [beneath cooking pots. YAH destroys every incorrigibly] clueless nation, ___. The
Sovereign who formed the [pagans]
shows them no favor. They [render themselves] ineligible for [YAH's] mercy.
YAH Finally Restores His Purged
Exile People
12 [Eventually the] day dawns when Yahweh
threshes out his ‘grain’ [people]. From the
[north head of the Euphrates] river [ ~700km south]
to the Vadi of Egypt, [YAH] gathers you
[refugees] one-by-one. [YAH rescues every true
spiritual] child of Israel. 13 On that [great]
day [of redemption, Gabriel's] trumpet blasts,
[calling us believers home, ___. We exiles] on the
verge of death in ‘Assyria’, and [we] outcast [believers wallowing] in ‘Egyptian territory’, all stream to [the City Of Peace]. [We]
prostrate [our bodies in worship on Yahweh's] holy
mountain.
[discipline]

Assyria = the land of "Success", i.e. the commercial world that worships fame and money. Egypt =
the world economic system, as represented by the
pyramid on the back of the US $1 bill.

IsaiYAH 28

[oblivious to their approaching doom]. 2

Watch,
___: Yahweh [summons Assyria,] his invincible force. Like a tempest of hail in a
hurricane, [like] a flood of overflowing
torrential waters, [Emperor Sennacherib's] fist
smashes [Israel] down into the dirt.
By extension, this prophecy predicts the imminent
fall of modern "Judeo-Christian" empires such as
the U.S. and the U.K.

feet trample down the crown
pride. The drunkards of [the ruling tribe of] Ephraim [fall]. 4 [Israel's] glorious
beauty, the capitol [city atop Samaria's]
fertile valley[s], fades like a [dead] flower,
like first-ripe summer fruit which [beggars] grab and eat on sight. 5 But on [judgment] day, Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies shines as [our] crown of
glory, a brilliant diadem [over] his remnant-people. 6 [YAH] gives a spirit of justice to whoever sits in judgment. [YAH]
gives strength to we [praisers. So] we turn
back enemy-attacks at our [society's]
gate[s].
Addicts Who Hate YAH's Law End
Up As Slaves
3 [Assyria's]

of

[Israel's]

*Meanwhile, alcohol leads
[drunkards] astray. Intoxicants [knock
their victims] off the road [to heaven].
Liquor turns priests & prophets
into deviants. Wine swallows
them up. ‘Spirits’ push [addicts]
off the [cliff]. Stoners' vision
fails. Their [sense of] justice stumbles.
7

All addiction whatsoever is forbidden to all believers all the time, except on the terminal patient's final deathbed, when painkillers are OK, according
to Solomon. This is because the end-stage patient
will not live to experience the pit of addiction.

*[Look at] the [addicts'] tables
clogged with vomit, ___. Filth
everywhere!
8

Isaiah Foretells The Fall Of Northern Israel
1 Woe [falls on tower-encircled Samaria city], the
arrogant crown [on the head] of [north Israel's]
alcoholic [tribe:] Ephraim. The [rebels'] glorious beauty is a rotting flower. They sit
atop their fat valleys, battered by wine,
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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Tables intended to serve holy feasts to poor saints.

*[The drunks blubber to the prophet:] “Who
is this [jerk] trying to teach us
the facts [of life]? Who gets anything from his doctrinal disser9
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tations? [He preaches at us like] we're
babies just weaned from milk,
just taken off [Momma's] teats!”
IsaiYAH 28:10 [The drunks gripe louder,]

“Rule
upon rule! Code upon code! Verse after
verse! Here a law, there a law! [We're up
to our necks with your religious rules!]”
Drunks taunt prophets with nursery rhymes: “Tzav
la-tzav, tzav la-tzav; kav la-kav, kav la-kav; z‘eir
sham, z‘eir sham.” Well-meaning preachers often
misinterpret this verse as a outlining a didactic
teaching methodology. The message is: you can
follow YAH's 613 simple, fair instructions, or you
can follow the 11 Million+ snake-code ‘laws’ of your
pagan state and its treaty-allies. For instance, the
United States Code and the resolutions of the United Nations.

So [YAH] teaches his [reprobate] people
with the jabbering lips and tongues of
foreign [oppressors]. 12 [YAH] keeps saying,
“Give [your] worn-out [workers] a Sabbath [day off. Honor my law. My commands] revive
your [society].”
But the [fools] never listen, ___. 13
11

*The

YAH's law as [imposing] “too many rules.” So [the
fools' taskmasters] lay upon them rule
upon rule, code upon code, line
upon line of endless regulation: here a little [law], there a
little [law], until the [slaves] stumble [under the strain]. They fall backward, broken, snared, captured
[by oppressive statutes], ___.
[fools mock]

Your slave-masters bark: “Get a driver's license to
use public roads. Register your car. Pay your
mandatory health-insurance premiums. Pay your
property tax. Get your building permit. Get a national I.D. number to regulate every activity you
can imagine. Get a license to hunt, to fish, to ride
a bicycle, to work as a plumber, doctor, lawyer,
teacher, nanny, therapist...put on a mask, get your
vaccine stamp, don't gather for worship,” etc. ad
nauseum. That's the Communist world YOU live in
today. And it's getting WAY worse.

Isaiah Foresees The Fall Of Judea
So hear the word of Yahweh, you
scornful mortals who rule this populace
in Jerusalem. 15 You brag, “We've
forged a treaty with death! [We've got] a
contract with Sheol {The-Grave}. When
14
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the overflowing scourge passes
through, it'll evade us. We lie in a [protective] a nest of lies. We hide our [crimes] in
[mazes of] plausible-deniability.” 16 So
Adonai Yahweh decrees,
“Watch, ___! On [bright, shining mount] Zion,
I lay a structural stone [to support

all humanity. The Hebrew bible is]
a tested, [proven] rock-base, a valuable
cornerstone [for the world to build on]. So construct [your life on my] sure foundation,
___. Then you won't [have to] flee [from your
enemies].
Ultimately a reference to the Messiah YahShua (Jesus). From Israel, the tiny sliver of land smaller
than southern California, YAH spreads his unique
blueprint for human life to the ends of the earth.
17

—I lay [down] the measuring-line of justice. I hang the plumb-line of righteousness. [My] hailstorms sweep away
liars' hiding places. [My] waters overflow
frauds' fortresses.
18

*

—[Criminals, I] annul your covenant
with death. Your treaty with
Sheol {The-Grave} topples. [Heaven's] overflowing scourge inundates [you]. [Slaughter] treads you
[evildoers] down.
19

Every time [disaster] passes through, it
takes you [liars]. Morning by morning
[death] sweeps [you away]. By day and by
night [you take flight]. [If] you [criminals] understood this message, you'd be [screaming] in agony.”
IsaiYAH 28:20 The bed [of lies] is too short
for [the villains] to stretch themselves out
on, ___. Their scant covering fails to
wrap their [snake] bodies. 21 Yahweh rises
up, ___. [He sends in angel armies] as he did
[to rescue David's hordes of praise-warriors] at
mount Perazim {Breakthrough}. [YAH's] fury
[rages], like when his [praise-power crushed the 5
armies who attacked Joshua at] the valley of
Gibeon {Flower-Hills}. [YAH] takes mysteri-
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ous action. He brings a foreign
enslave [his criminal people].

[army to]

Perazim: 2 Sam 5:20. Gibeon: Josh 10:10.

So stop mocking, before [YAH] ratchets your slave-chains [even] tighter. I
hear Yahweh-Adonai-over-armies announcing the end of the entire world:
Isaiah Explains How Suffering Purifies You
23 Unstop your ears, ___. Hear my
call. Prick up your ears. Understand
[YAH's] plan [for humbling and purifying mankind]: 24
___, does a farmer plow [ground every]
day, [when all he really wants to do] is plant?
Does he [spend his whole life] opening his
soil, breaking dirt-clods? [No. So YAH's not
going to plow you down forever, ___.] 25 After a
[farmer] smooths out [his] ground, doesn't
he then scatter and bury seeds, and
plant wheat in rows, and [arrange] barley
and spelt in their sections? [Similarly, YAH is
22

turning your mess into a harvest, ___.] 26 [ ___, your]

Elohim sentences [you] to whippings to
teach [you to avoid death, not because he likes beating
you]. 27 [You're like a tiny seed, ___.] YAH avoids
threshing [light seeds] with a [heavy, spiked]
threshing-machine. YAH doesn't roll
cart-wheels over [fragile human] cumin. Instead, [YAH] beats his [human] seeds with
the staff [of discipline]. [He whacks human]
‘cumin’ with [mere] twigs. 28 [YAH gently prepares] us [believers] like [a loving cook prepares]
bread-corn, ___. [YAH] doesn't thresh
us into eternal dust. He won't rumble
the cart of [annihilation] over us. He won't
let the horsemen [of the Apocalypse] pulverize us. 29 Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies sends this marvelous encouragement to you, ___. [Your discipline is
part of YAH's] big, wonderful plan [to fill eternity
with happy, purified people].

IsaiYAH 29
Isaiah Foresees The Doom Of The
City Of David
1 Woe [falls on you, Jerusalem, aka] Ariel {Lion-Of-El}. Year upon year, you savage
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your victims [in the] city where David
{Love} pitched [his worship tent]!
Jerusalem is called "Har-El" (Mountain Of Power)
on old Egyptian monuments.
2 [YAH speaks your future:]

“I come to distress Ariel {Lion-Of-El} with
heaviness and sorrow. I [attack it as] El the
Lion [power].
3

war-camp surrounds you,
[Jerusalem]. I lay [my] siege-towers against
your [walls]. I raise ramparts to [overwhelm]
you.
—My

[angelic]

4

—I bring you down, [Jerusalem]. You
speak out of the ground. Your words
mumble from the dust, like a [medium]
summoning a familiar spirit. Out of the
earth, your voices whisper from the
mud.

*
—Millions of foreign [enemies] envelop you [infidels] in an instant.
Suddenly, like swarms of fine
dust, [innumerable] terrible [tormentors
assail you] like chaff blowing [in your
eyes].
6 *Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies attacks you, [evil
Jerusalem,] with thunder, with
earthquake, with earth-shattering noise, with storm[s] and
tempest, with an inferno of devouring fire. 7 Crowds of nations
5

fight against Ariel {Lion-Of-El}. They war
against [Jerusalem's] walls, ___. Then all
her distressors [fade] like a dream, a
night-vision. 8 *A hungry man

dreams [he's] eating. Yet [he wakes
up] starving, ___. A thirsty man
dreams he's drinking. But at
dawn's light, [he] faints,
parched. In the same way,
swarms of enemy nations
dream [of a victorious] conquest over
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Zion. But

[after they punish Jerusalem, they

wake to their own deaths].

YAH Condemns Fake Religious Superficiality

*[Social Judeo-ChristenDumb,] you're
stuck, stupefied, staring,
drugged [numb]. You're drunker
[on deception than you are on] wine. You
stagger from stupidity [more than
you wobble from] whiskey. IsaiYAH 29:10
*So Yahweh pours out upon
you [infidels] the spirit of deep
sleep [which you crave. YAH allows] your
eyes to close. He covers your
“heads.” (Your prophets, seers
[and rulers grow ever more blind].) 11 *All
[prophetic] vision [blurs in the eyes] of
you [hypocrites. Scripture is as unintelligible to
you] as the cipher in an encrypted document. You hand [the bible]
to literate people, saying,
"Read this." They reply, "We
can't [interpret the bible]. It's too
cryptic."

1106

amounts to mere [rotelearned] political rules and
traditions.

9

People who hate bible-study say, "God doesn't call
us to understand the Bible. He just calls us to believe it." You hear that lie in church and out of
church. In truth, your Creator calls you to build
your life on what you believe.

*So you give the bible to an
uneducated person. You say,
“Read this please.” He replies,
12

“[I can't.] I'm illiterate.” 13 *So

Yahweh concludes,
“This populace draws
near to me with their
mouths. They honor me
with their lips. But they
move their heart[s] far
from me, ___. Their
reverence of me
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Sopherim (wise-guys) here changed "YHVH" to
"Adonai".
14

So watch, ___! I have to keep shocking these [ingrates] with amazing, jawdropping supernatural [punishments]. Because the wisdom of their wise men
keeps dying. [Generation after generation, confusion] buries the understanding of their
'discerning leaders'.”
15 Woe [falls] on [liars] who burrow [down]
deep to hide their schemes from Yahweh. [Religious scammers] perpetrate [frauds] in
the dark, ___. They whisper, “Nobody
sees us. Nobody recognizes us.” 16

*You [frauds] turn [world order] upside
down. But [YAH crumples you up] like
[what you are:] potter's clay. Can [art]
work say to its author, “You
didn't make me!”? Can a builtobject scream to its builder,
“You don't know what you're
doing!”? 17 In a flash [of geological time,
turns the [impassable] white-mountains-of-Lebanon into fruitful fields, ___.
And [YAH] can [just as quickly] weave [dead sinners'] cropland into wildwood [tangles].
YAH]

You can't tend your fields if you're dead.
18 [After YAH exterminates Judeo-Christian hypocrites,]

the day dawns when deaf people hear
the words of the [Bible], ___. The eyes
of blind people emerge from darkness
to focus on [YAH's light]. 19 Meek [saints come
to] overflow with shining-joy, ___.
Needy children-of-Adam spin around
[wildly dancing], immersed in the [spirit] of Israel's sacred sovereign. IsaiYAH 29:20 [YAH]
drops the terrorcrat[s] to zero. [YAH] consumes the [world's] mocker[s]. [YAH] hacks
out every perverse eye, ___.
YAH cuts out those smut-scanning eyes.
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*[YAH kills] everyone who condemns humans on hearsay,
___. [YAH smashes] everyone who
lays snare[s] against truthtellers who challenge [false-witnesses] in court. [YAH] obliterates [scammers] who derail justice for [ultimately] worthless [bribes]. 22 Yahweh,
21

who redeemed Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, decrees [a celestial cleanup] of [ancient]
Jacob's dynasty. [YAH] wipes away “Jacob's” shameful [descendants. YAH] puts
[healthy blood] back in ‘Jacob's’ pale, [dying]
face. 23 [YAH predicts],
“After the [purge, the ancient patriarch Jacob looks
down from heaven]. He sees his children, the
work of my hands. They come to flock
all around [Jacob as far as the eye can see]. [They]
honor my name-authority. They extol
[me,] Jacob's sacred sovereign. [Judeo-Christianity at last] reveres Israel's ELohim
{Sovereign}.
24

—[After I cleanse my people, millions of] stray-spirits find [my] life-map. The [surviving]
grumblers [finally] get a clue [of how to live,
___].”

IsaiYAH 30
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the [illusory] strength of Pharaoh.
They run-for-refuge in the
phantom [called] Egypt!
Most of the original U.S. coins were engraved idols
of Roman and Greek gods. The god in "In god we
trust" (as printed on U.S. marks of the beast) is
actually the devil.

So the ‘strength’ of Pharaoh becomes
your shame, [hypocrites]. Your race to
[refuge in] Egypt's shadow ends in confused [disgrace]. 4 [Israel's] chiefs [caravan back
down to beg help from] Zoan {Eastern-Nile-Delta},
3

[Pharoah's city, from where Moses led Israel out of
bondage, ___]! [Judea's]

ambassadors [even]
trudge [on to Egypt's southern power-center:]
Hanes [Tahapanes].

This equates to today signing up for a biblicallyforbidden Social inSecurity Number, then using
that number to procure every item that supports
your life.

*Everybody gets shamed by
[Egypt]. She's a mob that can't
and won't lift anyone [to safety].
[‘Egypt’] sucks your profit, drains
your blood, and strips your dignity, ___.
5

‘Egypt’ is not just a populated country. ‘Spiritual-Egypt’ is a world-infecting demonic force that embarrasses and enslaves its duped allies. See the
back of the U.S. $1 bill for a clear warning of Egyptian-style slavery coming to everyone who participates in evil world economics.

Yet [Israel] drives their cart-beasts
south through [the Negev], back to the
land of trouble and anguish, from
where spring the young and old lion,
the viper and fiery flying serpent. [Duped
Jews] carry their riches upon the shoulders of young donkeys, ___. From the
humps of camels, [suckered Israelis lift] their
treasures into the [hands of] the [scum] who
always dash their [hopes].
6

Running To 'Egypt' For Help Destroys Us

*Woe to [you] rebellious [Israeli]
brats. Yahweh says, “You act
on advice [from liar-lawyers], but not
from me. You [buy forbidden] “coverage” from “insurance” [companies
and "governments"]. But you reject [the
covering] of my Spirit. You pile error upon sin.
1

Coverage = "pour out a libation" to make an alliance.

*[Judeo-Christian fools] trot [back] down
into “Egypt”, ___. [They] never
ask for [guidance] from my mouth.
They “fortify” themselves with
2

The Cinematic Bible 1.0

This describes today's income tax and related obligations.

Egypt [is] a worthless nothing, ___.
She aids no one. That's why I keep crying, “[Arrogant] Rahab [Egypt] sits still [while
her allies die].”
7

Rahab = pride.

Most Judeo-Christians Hate YAH &
His Bible
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So go, ___. Engrave this [prophecy] on
a tablet. Copy it into the [permanent royal]
registry, so all future generations [can see
these predictions come true,] to the end of forever: 9 [Document] that [the majority of JudeoChristians] constitute a rebellious populace: lying brats, children who refuse
[to] hear the law of Yahweh. IsaiYAH 30:10
8

*[Religionites] say to the seers,
“Stop seeing!” To the [visionary]
prophets, [hypocrites scream,] “Stop
issuing corrective [predictions] to
us, ___. Speak [slick], smooth
[lies]. Prophesy [trifling] deceits…”
Popular demand for lies is the essence of the false
religion business, the foundational enterprise in
world commerce. People pay you big money to
make them feel good about doing wrong.

“Get out of our
way, [bible-thumper]. Stop blocking our
traffic, ___. Quit confronting us with
your [beloved] sacred Sovereign of Israel.”
12 So [Yahweh], Israel's holy Emperor decrees,
“[You rebels die] because you despise my
warning[s]. You run-for-refuge in oppression. You support your [lives by]
perversity.”
13 [Trusting mankind] is a sin that breaks you
suddenly, ___, like a high, fracturing
wall crashes down in a flash without
warning. 14 *[YAH] breaks [rogue Israel]
11 [The hypocrites scream,]

like [a cement-mixer] smashes a potters’ [crock] in pieces. [YAH] bashes
[hypocrites] into [powder]. You, ___,
can't find in the [infidenls'] wreckage a fragment to rake fire[coals] from a glowing [hearth], or to
scoop water out of a pool.
Cement-makers in the valley of hinnom pulverize
pottery shards into powder. See Jer 19:1-2.

Adonai Yahweh, Israel's sacred
says,
“Repentance and rest [lift you to] wideopen [heights of safety], ___. Quietness and
faith are your strength.” Still you pant,
[slobbering over pagan bling].
15

[sovereign]
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You argue, “No! We'll flee [from our enemies on Egyptian] war-horses.” So you end
up fleeing. You reason, “We'll gallop to
[safety] on the swiftest [rides].” Yet your
pursuers outrace you. 17 1000 [of you cowards] cower at the rebuke of one [soldier].
5 invaders send your [nation] sprinting [for
hiding]. You end up abandoned like a lone
mountain beacon, a banner on a hilltop.
YHVH Ultimately Redeems His
Remnant People
18 Yet Yahweh waits, ready to benddown to lift you [out of the pit, ___. YAH wants
to] caress you [with love]. Yahweh is the
Elohim of justice. He delights everyone
who waits [for his salvation. So stop running to mortals for trojan-horse protection.] 19 Eventually [redeemed] people resettle mount Zion, at
Jerusalem. You [believers] finally stop
weeping. [YAH] stoops down to [comfort]
your shrieking cry. He hears you. He
answers you, ___. IsaiYAH 30:20 Yes,
Yahweh gives you the ‘bread of adversity’, and ‘the water of affliction’, ___.
But guidance no longer hides from you.
Your eyes see [YAH's] living-water-word.
16

*[After you go through trials,] your ears
[begin to] hear [YAH's] voice behind
you saying:
“The path lies over here. Walk
in it. [Stop] swerving right and
left, ___.”
21

You trash your silver-plated idols and
gold-plated images. You throw them
away like used menstrual rags. You
shout, “Get out of here, [idols]!”
22

Today's most common idols are monetary instruments. This verse is a call to remove yourself from
the evil world economic system.

Finally [your] day dawns, ___. [YAH]
gives you rain to [water] the seed you
plant in your soil. [YAH] makes [your]
earth produce bread. Your cattle feed in
[your] rich, plentiful, spacious pastures.
24 The oxen and donkeys who till your
ground come to eat clean food, winnowed [free of chaff. You dump feed in your animals'
troughs] by the pitchfork and shovel-load.
23
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*[YAH's] day of crushing
slaughter [arrives]. [YAH] knocks
down [all your enemies'] towers. [Then]
every high mountain and lofty
hill runs with rivers of water [to
refresh you and your families and your herds]. 26
*In your future, ___, the
moon shines brighter than [today's] sun. The sun puts out 7
times more light, like the light
of 7 days. The day comes when
Yahweh binds together his
shattered people. He heals [our]
stab-wounds.
25

YHVH Finally Destroys The Evil
World
27 Watch, ___: Yahweh's ambassador
[swoops] in from afar. His nostrils breathe
glorious burning smoke-clouds. His lips
spit fire-froth. His tongue whips the
[world] with devouring flame.
lit: the name of YHVH.

The blast of [YAH's breath drowns wicked people] like a flooding river. [Sinners float] up to
their necks in [disaster]. [YAH] sifts the
beast-nations in the sieve of destruction. [YAH sticks] a bridle in the jaws of
populations. So [they] reel [back from their suicide-courses]. 29 Your song of sacred celebration comes to light up the night.
Your heart [dances] with flutes up the
mountain of Yahweh, the rock of Israel.
IsaiYAH 30:30 Yahweh's crushing voice
thunders in [humanity's] ears. His arm
smashes the earth [like lightning, ___]. His
fire-breathing fury boils [the evil world] in
flames. His hurricane [spirit] whips hailstones into a flood [of disaster]. 31 Yahweh's shout smacks the success-worshippers to the ground, like a [cop beats criminals
with] a club.
28

Assyria = success.

Wham! In [undulating] waves of battle,
Yahweh's swinging scepter strikes the
[greedsters] down. [Meanwhile, YAH's] saints celebrate [to YAH's beat, thwacking] harp-strings
and tambourines.
32
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Our music is an echo of YAH's actions.

The ancient [cremation] site of Tophet
stands ready to burn Moloch [the War-King].
YAH blesses the site. He digs it deep
and wide, like a drum. He lights the
fire. He piles on reams of wood. YAH's
blast of brimstone-breath kindles the
[inferno].
33

Tophet = a cremation site in the valley of Hinnom,
Jerusalem's continually-burning trash dump.

IsaiYAH 31
Avoid Reliance On Symbolic Or Actual Egypt

*Woe [falls] on everyone who
goes down to ‘Egypt’ for help,
who rely on horsepower, who
trust in proliferating chariots
and violent riders, while refusing to look to Israel's sacred
Sovereign. [Militarists] fail to consult Yahweh, ___.
1

This condemns today's military-industrial complex.

holds [all] intelligence. He sends
disaster [on warmongers]. He never retracts
his verdicts. He rises over dynasties of
evildoers. [He] attacks the criminals'
conspirators. 3 Egyptians are mere
men, not El {Powers}, ___. Their horses
[are] flesh, not spirit. Yahweh stretches
out his power-fist. The conspirators
stumble. The [criminals] fall. [Frauds] all fail
together. 4 Yahweh says to me,
“[I'm] a snarling violent lion roaring over
its live-prey. Crowds of 'shepherds'
rush screaming to attack [Me]. But [I
stand] unfazed by their voice[s]. No matter how much noise the [false pastors]
make, I charge at them [in triumph].” So,
___, Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies
[swoops] his angel-masses [to earth. They fight]
for mount Zion, and its foothill,
[Jerusalem].
5 Just as a bird hovers [over its nest to protect
its young], so Yahweh (commander-of-angel-armies) shields, spares, patrols-over and rescues the-city-of-peace.
2 [YAH]
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Lit: Jerusalem. Patrols/passes refers to the
PassOver.

Return to [Yahweh], you scandalously
rebellious brats of Israel. 7 [ ___, make today] the day when you all cast away
your forbidden silver idols and gold
nothings, [including your] criminal [monetary instruments], forged by your own [society's]
hands.
6

Money is society's #1 most prevalent form of idolatry.

success-mongering [enemies] fall by [YAH's spirit]-sword, not
by [a blow from a mere] man. A blade beyond
Adam's [forging] devours [YAH's enemies]. [The
oppressor] flees from [YAH's] blade. [Angelic
hordes] crush [your foe's] choice warriors,
___.
8 [After your repentance, your]

Success = Ashur (Assyria), from where we derive
the modern word "Insurance". Assyria's Empire
once controlled the Middle East. Now the INsurance
Empire controls the globe.

Yahweh predicts,
“[The war-mongers' high] rock-fortress falls
over, shaken-by-fear. [The attacking captains]
quake in terror of [heaven's] ‘flag.’ [The marauders realize] that [my crematorial] fire [burns beneath Mount] Zion. [My testing] furnace [lies] in
Jerusalem.”
9

IsaiYAH 32
Isaiah Foretells The Messiah's Noble Reign
1 See [the future], ___: a king, [the Messiah,
reigns in righteousness. His] princes rule with
justice. 2 This man [the Messiah] is [your]
hiding place from wind[s of torment], ___.
[He's humanity's] storm-shelter in [life's] hurricane. [He's your] irrigation channel in this
desert-world. [He's your] massive overshadowing crag in the [thirsty] land of
heat-exhaustion.
The Messiah's true disciples copy Christ by providing refuge and refreshment to the weary lives they
touch.

The eyes of the [Messiah's] seers shine
___. Hearing ears prick up [at
the sound of the Messiah's voice]. 4 [Through the Messiah's guidance,] hasty hearts [finally] grasp
prudence, ___. Stammerers' tongues
3

[with vision],
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learn to speak dazzling [insight]. 5 People
[eventually] stop calling fools "benevolent",
and stingy [jerks] "noble".
Isaiah Condemns Greedy Societal
Leaders
6 But today's decadent [leaders] blurt foolish [insanity], ___. [Their] hearts wreak
criminality. [Pastors] master hypocrisy.
They speak lies against Yahweh. [Politicians] deflate hungry [sufferers'] life-breath.
[Bigwigs] stop up water-supplies. So
saints die of thirst. 7 *The miser

schemes [to] destroy, ___. He
devises plans to bind downtrodden victims with lying
words. He derails the needy
man's pleas for justice. 8 Meanwhile, the generous [man] plans his generosity, ___. He lifts [himself and others]
through benefaction.
YAH Condemns Lazy, Effeminate,
Arrogant Jerks

*Get off [the couch, you nation of]
‘ladies.’ Listen to reason's call,
careless ‘daughters.’ Unstop
your [pretty] ear[s]. I'm talking [to
you].
9

This verse condemns men who suck down government benefits instead of working productively and
independently. Slave-masters feminize men by
symbolic or literal castration. In modern Roman
world culture, clean-shaven male faces signify
mens' subservience to the banker class.

In the coming days & years,
shakes you arrogant [‘girlies’ awake].
You [pansy-leaders watch your wine]-vintage
vanish. Harvest[s] flee [from your grasping
hands]. 11 You cocky ‘chicks’ come to
shudder-in-horror! [You] quake-in-fear.
You strip off [your fancy clothes]. You strap
sack-cloth over your bare bodies. [You
beg for mercy.] 12 [You] tear [out your hair. You beat]
your breasts. You wail [prayers for YAH to restore] your delightful fields and fruitful
vines. 13 Thorns advance to [choke] my
peoples' land, ___. Briers smother the
[once] bright houses in the city whose
[feasters once] jumped for joy. 14 *[Rogue
IsaiYAH 32:10
[famine]
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citadels [come to] lie abandoned, ___. Its [once] busy
towns [decay,] deserted. Its forts
and towers turn to eternal caverns. [Judea] devolves into a wild
donkeys' playground, a pasture
for flocks [of deer].
Judea's]

YAH Foretells Judea's Redemption
& Regrowth
15 [Centuries pass, ___.] Then, from on high,
[YAH's] spirit pours upon us [believers]. [Our]
wildernesses morph into fertile farms.
Our pastures grow crops thick as
forests! 16 Justice [returns] to inhabit [our]
wastelands, ___. Righteousness makes
a home among [our] fruitful fields. 17
Right actions produce shalom {Peace},
___. Moral service [yields] eternal quiet
and safety. 18 My people come to dwell
in peaceful homestead[s], in quiet resting places, in safe [rural] communities,
___. 19 [Meanwhile,] hail pounds [wicked peoples'] forests, ___. [Their] cities sink down
[into the grave]. IsaiYAH 32:20 *[Yet YAH]

makes [your life a] delight, ___.
You plant [crops] beside never-ending waters. Your [land
sprawls out, so huge and protected that] you
let the feet of your oxen and
donkeys [roam] free.

IsaiYAH 33

shout [your war cry]! Send [the enemy]
masses fleeing from the tumult [of angel
3 [YAH,]

armies swooping down from heaven to defend us innocents].

Rise up. Demolish the beast-nations. 4 [Spoilers] pillage [our treasure] like
beetles devour [crops]. Swarming [looter]
locusts ransack [our humble homes].
Traditionally rendered as a pronouncement of
boomerang revenge on Assyria.
5 [But see the future, ___:] Yahweh, [our] impregnable
[‘fortress’] who lives on high, again fills Zion with jus-

Wisdom comes to
stabilize our [nation for] centuries, ___.
Insight safeguards our salvation. Awe
of Yahweh becomes [our national] treasure.
7 [But today,] see [our] brave lion [warriors]
wail, ___. [Our] peace-envoys break
down in sobs [like babies]. 8 [Our] highways
lie waste. Travelers refuse to come
near [our country. Our ally] breaks [our peace]
pact. He despises our cities. He respects no mortal.
tice and righteousness. 6

Referring initially to Assyria, but indicative of any
contract which believers make with unbelievers.

The earth mourns, ___. It wilts
away. [The cedar-rich] Lebanon {White-Mountains} lie shamed and hewn down.
Sharon {Plains} morphs into a wilderness-gorge. Bashan {Fruit-Land} and
Carmel {Fruiting-Garden} shake [off their
fruits]. IsaiYAH 33:10 Finally [war serves its terrifying purpose]. Then YAH says,
“I'm rising up. It's [time to] tower over
[earth's puny tyrants].
9

11

Isaiah Declares The Doom Of Violent Warriors
1 [Isaiah rails against warmongers:] “Woe [to you militarists]. You ravage [saints who] never
threatened you. You betray [innocents]
who treat you well. [YAH comes soon to] stop
your pillaging. [Wimps flock to] loot you.
[YAH] ends your subterfuge. Your [victims]
cover you [with dirt].” 2 [Isaiah continues praying,]
“Oh Yahweh, bend-down to [help] us
[saints]. We twist [in agony, waiting for your]
power-arm to [hurl in] the dawn of our
salvation. [End] our long, crushing [night].
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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—You [war-mongers] conceive chaff. You
birth stubble. Your fire-breathing rage
[whips back to] devour you.
12

—[You oppressive] hordes soon vaporize like
fuel for limekilns. Blaze incinerates you
like chopped-up thorns [pop in a bonfire].
13

far from [Jerusalem], listen [to
of my miracles. You [people] near [Jerusalem], recognize my mastery [over the universe].”
—You

[people]

the Bible's records]

YAH's not bragging. He's calling you to grasp the
fundamental principles on which your continued
existence depends. Specifically, this verse calls for
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awe over YAH's destruction of the Assyrian Empire
which was a precursor to today's world-government ruled by the owners of insurance companies.

Only Righteous People Get To Live
Forever
14 [See] Zion's sinners startle, ___.
Shuddering seizes the [hypocrites]. They
soil [their pants]. [They shout,] “Who can survive [YAH's] devouring fire!? Who can
hide from eternity's inferno!?” 15 [The only
human who lives forever is] the one who walks
in righteousness, who speaks fairly,
who despises gain gotten by oppression, who throws his hand away from
taking any bribe, who stops his ears
from [considering] any [schemes to shed] blood,
and who seals down his eyes [to block out]
the sight of ruinous [temptation].
So: avoid porn. Detach from the evil world economic system which lives on war and ruinous policies such as national debt and debased currency.

lifts [you] to
dwell in an impregnable rock fortress,
___. [YAH] gives [you nutritious] food and a
steady [healthy] water supply. 17 Your
[righteous] eyes come to behold the
majesty of [Yahweh], the king [of the universe].
You see [heaven,] the homeland of our
ancient [ancestors].
Saints Finally Triumph Over Their
Oppressors
18 Your [righteous] heart [sings ditties mocking the
dead] terrorists: “Where'd [you] go, taxassessor? Where [are you] hiding, enemyspies? Where'd [you] flee, siege-tower
commander?” 19 The fierce [invading]
hordes disappear. Their jabbering
tongues [hang out of their dead mouths. Birds chirp in
the air that rang] with cryptic, unintelligible
screams [of soldiers barking] confusing [orders,
then whipping you for] failing to understand.
Isaiah Describes New Jerusalem,
Our Home
IsaiYAH 33:20 Look upon [future] Zion {Shining-Peak}, the city [we believers will fill with] sacred-feasts, ___. Your eyes [come to] see
[New] Jerusalem, [your] quiet home, your
indestructible dwelling. [YAH] permanently places her tent-pegs. [He] se16 [If you're righteous, YAH eventually]
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cures her with [eternally] unbreakable [stabilizing] ropes. 21 [Surrounding New Jerusalem,]
Yahweh [provides] our homeland, ___.
[YAH fills our country with] broad rivers and
[sparkling] streams. No warship nor tyrant's yacht ever again sails [our waters]. 22

*For Yahweh [is] our judge.
Yahweh [is] our lawgiver. Yahweh [is] our king. HE —[and only]
He— ever saves us, ___.
This is the foundation of all enlightened political
thought.

Your ‘ropes’ [fly loose], pounding [the sides
Your mast totters [in the
storm], ___. You can't even spread your
sails [to flee the hurricane of invasion]. Then, [suddenly] you're dividing massive plunder.
Even cripples grab their share of loot
[left behind by your dead attackers]. 24 [After disaster
purges us of sinners], none of our citizens
ever says, ‘I'm sick, ___.’ [YAH] lifts
away the depravity of all people living
in [our land].
23

of your society's ‘boat’].

IsaiYAH 34
Isaiah Forewarns Destruction Of
Beast-Nations
1 Gather-in-close, you beast-nations.
Listen, people. Pay attention, all you
earth-crawlers. Prick-up-your-ears,
blue-planet! [Summon] all your offspring
[to witness heaven's warning].

Tebel = “blue planet”, that is, the inhabited, moist
earth, as opposed to dry deserted lands.

Yahweh burst [into fury], ___. [See]
His fire-rage fall on all beast nations.
[He incinerates] all their armies. He utterly
bans them. He condemns the [‘pigs’] to
slaughter.
2 [Watch]

2763 charam khaw-ram’:
to seclude, ban, forfeit; often rendered "destroy".

*[Survivors] sling out [their] slain.
Stink rises from the [worldlings']
carcasses. [Earth's] mountains
flow with blood, ___. 4 *[In the
end, YAH's fury] dissolves the starry3
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host of every [galaxy in the universe],
___. [YAH] rolls up the heavens
like a [man rolls up a] scroll. All [our]
trillions of [stars and planets and asteroids]
fall down like leaves from [life's]
vine, like fig[s] drop from a figtree [to rot on the ground].
nabel = wilt, faint, fall into rejection, meaninglessness & dishonor.

YAH Promises To Cleanse Edom Of
Wicked People
5 [YAH shouts,
“Watch]

my sword bathe in heaven's [star-fields],
___. See [my blade] slam down on Edom,
[the rebel southland], upon the troop [s] I
doom to judgment.”
Idumea (Greek:
, Idoumaía; Latin: Id maea) was a Semite-inhabited historical region of
the Southern Levant located south of Judea and
the Dead Sea. Jews often use ‘Edom’ as a nickname for Rome. The word ‘Edom’ connotes sin, war
and rebellion. Edom is forever linked to its early
ruler, Esau, Israel's selfish, short-sighted hothead
rebel brother.

Yahweh's sword drinks-its-fill of
blood, ___. It lubricates itself with [sinners'] fat. [It liberates] the life-juices of
obese goat-leaders. [It slices] the kidney
meat of [human] “rams.” Yahweh slaughters Bosrah {Sheep-Fort}. He heavily
butchers the [criminal] country[men] of
Edom {Southland}. 7 Down fall the
rhinoceros-rulers. Bullish [men die beside]
their bullheaded [brats]. Blood soaks the
[rebels'] soil. [Human] fat fertilizes the
[evildoers'] dust. 8 The day of Yahweh's
vengeance dawns. Payback-year [rushes
on] Zion's nemesis. 9 [The terrorists' water]
streams congeal into tar, ___. [Their]
dust [acidifies] to sulfur. The [sun bakes] their
land into a burning [trashy] blacktop.
6

Militant, sinful populations turn even their own
beautiful countries into polluted, sterile trash land.
Witness the ongoing desertification of the United
States.

Night and day, [the rebels' land]
lies parched. Its smoke rises to the
vanishing-point of time. [Rough-red Esau's
reprobate country] rots from generation to
generation. No one passes through
IsaiYAH 34:10
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goal [of rehabilitating the Middle-East]. 11 *Owls
[Edom]

until
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[YAH achieves]

and hedgehogs take possession of [robbers'] farms. Eagles
and ravens roost in [criminals' dilapidated mansions]. [YAH] stretches out
the measuring-tape of chaos
over [bad peoples' badlands]. The
plumb-line of barrenness [guides
the ground's rocky decay].
lit: plumb stones, signifying rocks that prevent
growth of useful crops.

nobles [disappear]. People
label her, “[Country] without a Kingdom.”
All her princes dissolve to nothing. 13
Thorns rise to [take over] her palaces. Nettles and brambles infest her fortresses.
[The land] becomes a haunt of jackals.
Birthing ostriches [control] the [king's]
court[s]. 14 There wild-beasts confront
desert-howlers. Hairy-goat [demons] cry
to their [evil] allies. Screech-owls nest,
resting in [humans'] abandoned beds.
12 [The cursed land's]

Goat-demon = satyr, sometimes rendered 'Lilith'
(Jewish folklore's female demon who murders newborn children).

Great scavenging birds build their
nests in [babies' abandoned bassinets]. The [birds]
lay eggs. [The chicks] hatch under the [mama-bird's] shadow. In nearby [kitchens], vultures gather, each one with her mate.
16 ___, seek out Yahweh's bible. Read
it. Not one of these [predictions] fail [to come
true]. Every [bird and animal] I've mentioned
[infests the destroyed land] with her mate. [Yahweh's] mouth commands [our future]. His
spirit brings everything together. 17
[Yahweh] ‘casts [his] lot.’ [He grants deceased peoples' estates] to [wild animals]. [YAH's] hand divides [the territory] between the [beasts as if by
celestial] measuring-tape. [Creatures] possess [the land] as far into time as [we] can
see. From generation to generation,
critters roost over [dead rebels' graves].
15

IsaiYAH 35
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Isaiah Predicts Zion's Coming
Flourishing Joy
1 [Meanwhile, Judea's] parched wilderness
brightens up, ___. Her [dead] desert
spins around [in joy]. [Repentant Israel] blossoms like a rose. 2 [Israel] shoots out
buds, ___. She spreads her wings. She
dances in circles, shout-singing. [YAH]
gives [Israel] the glory of Lebanon's [cedarfilled white mountains], the excellency of
Carmel {Fruiting-Garden} and Sharon
{Plains}. [Israel] again sees the glory of
Yahweh, the excellency of our Elohim. 3
[So] strengthen [society's] weak ‘hands’,
___. Stabilize [our] feeble ‘kneed’ [stragglers].
Quoted in Heb 12:11,12.

___, tell [Judeo-Christianity's] hasty-hearted [cowards], “Be strong. Never fear.
Watch: Your Elohim comes with
vengeance. Elohim brings payback.
He's coming to lift you to safety.” 5 [YAH]
opens blind [peoples'] eyes, ___. He unstops the ears of deaf [people]! 6 *Lame
4

leap like deer, ___.
Tongues of mute [people] sing.
Waters burst forth in [our]
wasteland. Streams [gush]
through [our] desert[s].
[people]

See lovely Streams in The Desert song. Briefly fulfilled in Christ's visual appearance.

Glassy [parched mirage] ground morphs
into a pool. Thirsty [rocks] spout water-springs. In dens [where only] longhideous-snakelike-monsters lay, grass,
reeds and rushes shoot [toward the sky].
7

#8577 Taneen = long monster-like ugly animal, often rendered 'jackal'.

Roads [wind through our brush-tangles]. A highway emerges, named “The Sacred
Way.” [Angels] bar unclean [sinners] from
traveling on it. Wandering perverts'
feet stay far from it.
8

The Messiah did not institute "Christendumb". His
own feet mapped out "The Way" to live.

___. [We
walk up and down our country] free of violent
creatures. We never see any [tyrants]
9

Lions vanish from

[our land],
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there. Only redeemed
us].

[people]

walk

[among

This prophecy is yet to be fulfilled.

Yahweh's ransomed [prisoners]
return [from captivity]. [YAH] crowns [us saints]
with shining eternal joy. [We] brighten
Zion with gleeful shout-songs. Sorrow
and sighing flee away, ___!
IsaiYAH 35:10

IsaiYAH 36
Emperor Sennacherib Threatens
Jerusalem
1 In the 14th year of [the reign of good] king
HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}, Emperor
Sennacherib of Assyria [marches his armies
~700km Southwest to] scale [the hills of north Israel].
He [then] attacks all the fortified cities in
Judea. He captures them, ___. 2 Then,
from Lachish {Harvest-Town}, Assyria's
Emperor sends a giant army [led by his]
Rabshakeh {Field-Commander}. [These marauders march 26km northeast, uphill] to
Jerusalem, to [confront] king HezekiYah
{Strength-From-YAH}. [The Rabshakeh]
amasses [his army] by the Upper Pool's
aqueduct on the road to the Washerman's field. 3 So the following [Judean officials ride] out to [negotiate with] the [attackers]:
palace administrator Eliakim {EL-Raises}
(the son of HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance}),
[royal] secretary Shebna {Grower}, and
royal record-keeper Joah {YAH-Brother},
and the son of Asaph {Gatherer}. 4 So
[the] Rabshakeh [growls] at the [Jewish ambassadors], “[Slither back to your palace right] now. Tell
[king] HezekiYah that the uber-king, the
Assyrian Emperor, says, ‘On what are
you basing this confidence of [yours]? 5 —I
say, does mere empty talk constitute
strategy and strength for war? To
whom are you running-for-refuge? [How
dare you] rebel against me? 6 *—Look:

you trust in the broken-reed
staff [called] Egypt. If a man
leans [on that stick], it jabs into his
hand, piercing it. That's what
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Pharaoh (king of Egypt) is to
everyone who runs-for-refuge
in him.
The nation around you is spiritual Egypt. If you rely
on the nation around you, it pokes you. You bleed,
perhaps to death. That describes the fate of subjects of even "free" countries like the U.S. and/or
the U.K.

But if you say to me, ‘We trust in Yahweh our Elohim’, isn't that the [god]
whose high [occult shrines] and whose altars HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} recently removed? [Didn't your king] command
Judea, including Jerusalem, to prostrate
[themselves] solely before [his personal] altar?
7

The Assyrians are mistaken. Hezekiah removed the
PAGAN altars, not YAH's altar.

—So come on, [puny ‘king’]. Make a wager with my master the Assyrian Emperor. I'll give you 2000 [war] horses, if
you're [king] enough to set riders on
them. 9 —[But you Jews lack 2000 soldiers willing to
fight us, even if we provide the horses!] You can't
about-face one captain, the least of my
master's officers. You're running to
Egypt's chariots and horsemen for shelter [they can't provide]! IsaiYAH 36:10 Do you
think I march up to attack [your] country
without Yahweh's approval? Yahweh ordered me, ‘[March your armies] up to conquer
and destroy the land [of Israel].’” 11 So Eliakim {EL-Raises} and Shebna {Grower}
and Joah {YAH-Brother}[whisper] to [the]
Rabshakeh, “Please. Speak to [us] (your
servants) in [your] Syrian tongue. We
understand [your dialect]. Don't speak to us
in [our] Jewish language. [Our] countrymen [are standing here] on [Jerusalem's] wall, [listening to you. You're terrifying them.]” 12 *But
the Rabshakeh {Field-Commander}
8

[shouts],

“My Emperor sent me to
speak this challenge to your
king and to you [Hebrew peons]! He
sent me to [warn] the [Jewish] men
sitting on that wall that they're
about to [become so desperate for food that
they'll] eat their own poop and
drink their own urine with you
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[‘officials’]! 13

The Rabshakeh stands [firm].
He screams at the top of his lungs in
the Jewish dialect, “You! [Jews on the city
wall!] Hear the words of the great Emperor, the king of Assyria! 14 —The Emperor warns, ‘Don't let HezekiYah
{Strength-From-YAH} deceive you. He
won't be able to deliver you! 15 —Never
let HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} make
you trust in Yahweh. [He'll whine,] ‘Yahweh
will definitely deliver us. [YAH] won't bat
[our] city into the fist of the Assyrian
Emperor!’ 16 *—Stop listening to
[your king] HezekiYah {Strength-FromYAH}. The Assyrian Emperor of-

fers, ‘Make an agreement with
me. Bring me a tribute-gift.
Come out [of Jerusalem. Surrender] to
me. [Then] you'll each eat of your
private vine[s] and fig tree[s].
You'll each drink the waters of
your private cistern. 17 —Then,
later, I'll come back. [I'll] take you away
to a land like your own land: a land of
grain and wine, a land of bread and
vineyards. 18 —Beware, [Jews]. Don't let
[your king] HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}
delude you, saying, ‘Yahweh will rescue
us.’ Has any national god [ever] rescued
his land out of the power-fist of the Assyrian Emperor? 19 —Where are the
gods of Hamath {Joined-Walls} and
Arphad {Spread-Land}? Where are the
gods of Sepharvaim {Twin}? Have they
delivered Samaria {North-Israel} out of
my fist? IsaiYAH 36:20 —[No. You can't] name
one god out of all these countries who
ever rescued their land from my fist. So
how is Yahweh gonna' deliver
Jerusalem from my grip?’” 21

*[Jerusalem's envoys] hold their [tongues].
They refuse to answer [the enemy
commander one] word, because king
[Hezekiah had] commanded them,
“Don't answer [the attacker].”
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Never answer your accuser. Anything you say can
and will be held against you.
22 So, ripping their clothes, palace administrator
Eliakim {EL-Raises} (the son of HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance},) [royal] secretary Shebna {Grower}, and recordkeeper Joah {YAH-Brother} (the son of Asaph
{Gatherer} return to [king] HezekiYah {Strength-FromYAH}. They repeat to him the threats [the] Rabshakeh
[screamed].

IsaiYAH 37
Hezekiah Prays For YAH To Defeat
Assyria
1 King HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}
hears [his ambassador's report]. He immediately rips his clothes. He covers his body
with sack-cloth. He [runs] into Yahweh's
temple. 2 Then [HezekiYah] sends [his]
palace administrator Eliakim {EL-Raises},
and [his royal] secretary Shebna {Grower},
and [Jerusalem's] elder-priests, [all] clothed
in sackcloth, to [consult] the prophet
IsaiYah (son of Amoz). 3 The [ambassadors]
groan to [the prophet,] “[King] HezekiYah
[moans], ‘Today is a day of disaster, of
punishment, of disgrace, like when a
baby crowns to be born, but [the mother]
has no strength to push it out.’ 4 —The
Assyrian Emperor sent his servant the
Rabshakeh to taunt the living Elohim.
Maybe Yahweh your Elohim will hear
and overturn the [commander's] boasts.
Yahweh your Elohim hears [the Assyrian's
challenge]. So lift up your prayer for [our
small] remnant [of Jews] left [in Judea].” 5 The
envoys of king HezekiYah

{Strength-From-YAH} [lean for-

IsaiYah answers
the [royal envoys], “Say this to your master: Yahweh says,
‘Never fear the words you've heard. [Ignore] the blasphemy of the servants of
the Assyrian Emperor.
ward to hear]

IsaiYah's

[response].

6

7

—Watch me send a blast [of spirit-power]
upon [the Emperor]. He soon hears [troubling]
news. He [rushes] back to his home country. I [then] cause him to fall by the
sword in his own land.’”
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Rabshakeh leaves [Jerusalem
for] Lachish {Harvest}. On the way, the
[Rabshakeh] hears that the Assyrian Emperor has left [Lachish] to war against Libnah {White-Tree}. 9 [There Sennacherib] hears
a spy say, “Tirhakah, the Ethiopian king
of Egypt, is marching his armies up
[here] to war against you.” Hearing this,
[Sennacherib] sends messengers [back] to
[Judea's king] HezekiYah {Strength-FromYAH}. IsaiYAH 37:10 [Sennacherib says,] “Say the
following to Judea's king HezekiYah
{Strength-From-YAH}: “Don't let your Elohim in whom you trust deceive you by
saying, ‘[I] won't give Jerusalem into
the hand of the Assyrian Emperor.’ 11 —
Watch [out]. You've heard what the
kings of Assyria always do to all countries. We utterly destroy [all our enemies].
And you [think Yahweh] will deliver you?
[Ha!] 12 —Did the gods of the beast-nations rescue the [countries] my fathers destroyed, like Gozan {Stone-Quarry},
Haran {Scorch}, Rezeph {Red-Hot-Stone},
and the spawn of Eden {Pleasure} in
Telassar {Success-Hill}? 13 —Where is the
king of Hamath {Joined-Walls}, and the
king of Arphad {Spread-Out}, and the
king of the city of Sepharvaim {Twin},
[or] Hena, or Ivah {Crook}?’” 14 HezekiYah
{Strength-From-YAH} receives the letter
from the hand of [Sennacherib's] messengers. He reads it. [Immediately] HezekiYah
[runs] up to the temple of Yahweh. He
spreads [out the letter] before Yahweh. 15
Then HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}
prays to Yahweh. 16 [Hezekiah prays,] “Oh
Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies, Elohim
of Israel, [you] who dwell amidst cherubim: you are the sole Elohim {Sovereign}
over all the kingdoms of the globe. You
make heaven and earth. 17 —Please
bend [down] your ear, Yahweh. Hear [my
prayer]. Please open your eyes, Yahweh.
See [our disaster looming]. Hear all the boasts
[Emperor] Sennacherib sends to taunt [you,]
the living Elohim. 18 —Truly, Yahweh,
the Assyrian Emperors have laid waste
8 [Meanwhile, the]
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all [nearby] nations' lands. 19 The [Assyrians]
hurl [all] nations' idol-gods into the fire.
[But] the [icons] aren't [real] Elohim
{Powers}. They're just the work of men's
hands: wood and stone. So it's [trivial for]
the [Assyrians to] utterly destroy [those idols].
IsaiYAH 37:20 So now, Yahweh our Elohim, please save us [Hebrews] from
[Sennacherib's] hand, so all the kingdoms of
the earth will know that you alone are
Yahweh, [the eternally-existent Almighty Creator].”
A good prayer focuses not on your needs, but
what's more important: YAH's reputation.

YAH Promises To Save Judea From
Assyria
21 Then IsaiYah (the son of Amoz)
sends [messengers] to HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}. The [messengers] say, “Yahweh
(Israel's Elohim) says,
‘[I hear] you praying, [asking] me to fight
Assyria's Emperor Sennacherib.’
22 —This is the decree Yahweh speaks
concerning [Sennacherib]:
‘The virgin, Zion's daughter, despises
you. [Judea] laughs you to scorn. [YAH's little] daughter-population (Jerusalem)
shakes her head at your [shameful arrogance].
23 —
Who do you keep insulting and blaspheming? Against whom do you exalt
your voice, and lift up your haughty
eyes? [You] fight the Sacred Sovereign of
Israel!’

*—Via your envoys, you reproach Yahweh. You brag,
‘With my countless chariots I
ascend the heights of [earth's]
pinnacles. [I scale] the sides of
[the] Lebanon {White-Mountains}. I
cut down its tallest cedars and
finest fir trees. I penetrate the
remotest peaks. I chop the
most fruitful forest [like I'm weeding
my backyard garden].
24

The primitive texts say ‘YHVH’, not ‘Adonai’ (Lord)
in this and thousands of other verses.
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—I dig [wells]. I suck [out earth's] water.
With the sole[s] of my [soldiers'] feet, I dry
up all the rivers of any [country] I
besiege.’ 26 —[But I, Yahweh, say,]
‘Have you not heard that long ago I accomplished [your feats just by imagining them]? I
formed [your life-story] in antiquity. Today I
bring to pass [my plan]. [I brought you into] existence to [smash] fortified cities into ruinous heaps.
25

27

—[It's because of Me that your target] populations
[cower,] powerless, confused, depressed.
I make your enemy nations [helpless] as
sod, as [easily trampled] as tender green
shoots, [trivial to scorch,] like grass seeds
sprouting on a housetop.
28

—But I know where you live. I [see] you
leave and enter, [always] raging against
me.
29

—Your fury and insolence against Me
keep coming up into my ears. So I'm
putting my hook in your nose. [Watch] My
bridle [pierce] your lips. I'm turning you
back by the way you came, [bigshot].”
IsaiYAH 37:30 [Isaiah says to Hezekiah,] 'Here's
the proof [that Yahweh will protect this (Jerusalem)
city from Assyria]. This year you [Israelites] get
to eat only what grows up by itself.
Then next year you eat what springs up
from that. But 3 years [from now] you
plant crops and harvest them. You [finally] tend vineyards and eat their fruit. 31
—The surviving remnant population of
Judea once again shoot down roots.
They raise fruit. 32 —The zeal of Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies sends a remnant [nation streaming across the earth] from
Jerusalem. Survivors [of the Assyrian siege
flow] from mount Zion [to bring the Hebrew
scriptures to the globe]. 33 So Yahweh promises,
“This Assyrian Emperor [never] enters
[Jerusalem] city. He never shoots [one] arrow there. He fails to [attack] it with
shields. He [neglects to] erect a siege-ramp
against it.
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34

—[The enemy] returns by the way he
came. He never [darkens your] city [gate],”
promises Yahweh. 35
—“For my own reputation, and to [honor
my promises to] David {Love}, I defend and
save the City-of-Peace.”
If you advertise yourself as YAH's servant, he
might just save you to protect his own reputation.

Yah Supernaturally Kills 185000
Soldiers!

*Immediately [that night,]
the angel of Yahweh
[flies] out into the Assyrian war-camp. [He] strikes
[down] 185000 [invaders].
The [Israelis] rise early in
the morning. They look
out [from Jerusalem's walls].
They see dead [pagan]
corpses [stretched to the horizon, ___]! 37 So Assyria's Emperor
36

Sennacherib retreats. He leaves [Israel].
He returns [~700km northeast] to live at Nineveh {Mosul-Iraq}. 38 One day, [Emperor
Sennacherib lies] worshipping in the house
of his [false] god Nisroch {Defender}.
[Sennacherib's] two sons Adrammelech {Glorious-King-God} and Sharezer strike [their
father-king] with the sword. They escape
[240km north through the Iraqi desert] into the
[beautiful] land of Armenia. So [Sennacherib's]
son Esar-Haddon {Assur-Gives-A-Brother}
reigns in [Sennacherib's] place.
Esar-Haddon goes on to rebuild the tower of Babel
and to conquer nations from Iraq to Sidon to
Egypt.

IsaiYAH 38
King HezekiYAH Develops A Deathly Illness
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During the days [of the Assyrian siege, In
603BC, king] HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}
[gets] deathly ill. So IsaiYah the prophet
(the son of Amoz) comes to [the king's bedside]. [Isaiah] gives the [king the bad news]:
“Yahweh says,
‘Issue your final orders to your dynasty.
For you will die. You won't survive.’”
2 So [king] HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}
turns his face toward [his palace bedroom]
wall. He prays to Yahweh: 3 [The king
croaks], “Yahweh, I beg you, remember
now how I've walked before you in
truth, wholeheartedly. I've done what's
good in your sight.” Then HezekiYah
{Strength-From-YAH} sobs, wailing. 4 Then
1

the word of Yahweh comes to

[me, the prophet]

IsaiYah.

YAH Reverses The Sun To Show His
Love
5 [YAH] says,
“[Isaiah,] go [to Jerusalem's palace]. Tell [king]
HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}, ‘Yahweh,
the Elohim of your fore-father [king]
David, says, “I hear your prayer. I see
your tears. Watch: I'll add 15 years to
your lifespan.
6

And I'll rescue you and this city out of
the hand of the Assyrian Emperor. I'll
defend this city.’
7 [Isaiah continues:] The following sign to
you from Yahweh will [prove to you] that
Yahweh will [extend your life] as He
promised: 8 *

Watch me reverse the shadow
that's fallen on the sun dial of
Ahaz {Possessor}. [I'll] bring it 10
degrees backward.’”
So, ___, the sun reverses by
10 degrees! It re-traces the
path it had shadowed [on the
palace's sundial]!
King Hezekiah Sings A Song
Lamenting His Pain
9 Judea's king HezekiYah {Strength-FromYAH} recovers from his terrible illness,
___. He immediately writes the follow-
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ing [song]: IsaiYAH 38:10 "I've been moaning, ‘[YAH] cuts off my days! [YAH hurls] me
through the gates of Sheol {The-Unseen-Realm-of-the-Dead}. [He's] depriving
me of the rest of my lifespan.’ 11 —I've
been crying, ‘JAH! JAH! I won't [ever] experience you [again] in the land of the
living. I'll never again see any mortal.
I'll [lie] entrenched in the dead-zone.
#3050: JAH.

*—My years blow away from
me like a shepherd's tent [in a
tornado]. Like a weaver rolls up
and cuts a piece of cloth from
the loom, night kills [my] day,
___. [YAH] finishes me [like a seamstress] cuts off a dangling thread.
12

—I struggle through [the night] to
morning. Then, like a lion, [YAH] breaks
all my bones, ___. Day fades to night.
I'm finished. 14 —I chatter like a twittering swallow. I mourn like a dove,
___. My eyes fail from looking upward.
Oh Yahweh, I'm overwhelmed! Braid [a
rope to lift] me [up from the pit of death]!
13

Or “a crane or swallow”.

—What [more] can I say, ___? YAH
has sentenced and executed [my death]. I
wheeze my terminal gasp of life-breath.
YAH Uses Sickness To Purify
Hezekiah
16 —Yahweh, such [near-death experiences
sometimes give] mortals new life. [Your discipline] is the life of my spirit. [I pray] you'll
restore my [health]. [Please] bring me back
to life. 17 —[I] see that [you're] using [this]
great suffering to produce [my complete]
healing, [Yahweh]. In love, you rescue my
life-breath from the pit of corruption.
You hurl all my sins behind your back.
18 *—For Sheol {The-Grave} can't
15

praise you, [Yahweh]. Death can't
celebrate you. [Beings] who go
down into the pit can't hope for
you to [prevent their] decay. 19 —[Only]
living [beings] can praise you, as I do today. [Only] living parents make your
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children. IsaiYAH
38:20 [Hezekiah continues:] Yahweh stands
ready to save [us believers], ___! So let's
thwack stringed instruments! [Let's] sing
[and strum and drum] in Yahweh's temple all
the days of our lives!”
YAH Extends The Life Of Humble
King HezekiYAH
21 Then IsaiYah commands [king Hezekiah],
‘Let the [divine healers] take a lump of figs,
and lay it as a [poultice] plaster over your
[royal] boil. Then [you'll] recover.’ 22 [So, via
the sun-reversing miracle,] HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}[gets the answer to] his question,
“What's the sign that I'll [live to walk] up to
[praise in] Yahweh's temple?”
[earth's]

Ask YHVH to keep you healthy so you can live to
praise him publicly. He might heal you, if he thinks
you mean it.

IsaiYAH 39
King Hezekiah Shows Off
Jerusalem's Treasures
1 Soon [prince] Merodach-Baladan (son of
Babylon's Emperor Baladan {Baal-IsLord}) hears that [Judea's king] HezekiYah
{Strength-From-YAH} has been sick, and
has recovered. So [Merodach-Baladan feigns
sympathy]. He sends [deceitful] letters and a
present [to secure king Hezekiah's trust, ___].
Your enemy's false ‘love’ defeats you faster than
his army.

*King HezekiYah {Strength-FromYAH} loves [these gifts. So he] shows
[Babylon's envoys] his treasurehouse, [his] silver, gold, spices,
precious oils, and his armory,
and every other treasure he
can find. Hezekiah shows off
every last [valuable item] in not just
his palace but his [whole]
dominion.
2

If you have wealth, NEVER let people know it. And
definitely never pretend to be richer than you are.
Showing-off brings only swarms of blood-sucking,
disease-carrying money-mosquitos.

So the prophet IsaiYah travels to [see]
king HezekiYah. [Isaiah] asks [him], “What
3
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did those [ambassadors] say? From where
did they travel to meet you?” [king]
HezekiYah responds, “They've come
from a far country—all the way [~700km
southwest] from Babylon—to [wish] me
[well].” 4 *[Isaiah] responds, “What

did the [Babylonians] see in your
palace?” HezekiYah answers, “
They saw everything in my
palace. I showed them every
last treasure [in Judea]!”
The only wealth thieves can't steal from you is the
wealth they can't find. In a crisis, your wealth becomes a murder-magnet.

Isaiah Predicts Babylon's Rape Of
Judea
5 Then IsaiYah says to [king] HezekiYah {Strength-FromYAH}, “Hear the word of Yahweh-Comman-

*
‘Watch: the days come when
Babylonian [soldiers] cart away
everything in your palace, including [the treasures] your [royal] fathers laid up in store [from antiquity]
to this day. They leave nothing!’
predicts Yahweh. 7
der-Of-Armies: 6

‘The [Babylonians] haul away even your
princes who sprang forth from your
[body]. [The Emperor] cuts off their testicles.
He [forces them to slave] in his palace.’”
For instance: Daniel, Shadrach, Meshach and
Abed-Nego.

HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH} responds to IsaiYah, “[We] deserve Yahweh's judgment. But at least there'll be
peace and security during my days.”
8 [King]

Hezekiah looks on the bright side of life. If you crucify him, he comments on the lovely view from
atop his cross.

IsaiYAH 40

“Comfort my people. [Help them] breathe
[free].”
2 Speak comforting [words] to the CityOf-Peace, ___. Proclaim to her that
her warfare is over. Her evil is pardoned. Yahweh's hand has paid her full
[retribution] for all her sins. 3 *A [prophet's]

voice cries [out] in the wilderness, “You, ___! Prepare Yahweh's road. Make a straight
highway through the wilderness for our Sovereign! 4 [YAH]
builds up every [humble] valley. He
smashes down every [proud] hill and
mountain, ___. [YAH] straightens everything that's crooked. He makes [our]
rough [patches] smooth. 5 Yahweh eventually reveals his splendor, ___. [In the
end,] all meat-men see [YAH's power]. Yahweh's mouth foretells [Earth's future].
We're Grass-Flowers. YAH's Word
Is Eternal
6 A voice says, “Cry!” I answer, “What
should I cry?” [The voice responds:] “All meatcreatures are [mere] grass, ___. Their
glory [falls] like flowers in a field. 7

*Yahweh's spirit-wind
blows on [us humans. We]
shrivel [like] slumping
lawn flowers, ___. [We]
mortals are just [walking]
vegetable-moulds. 8
*The grass withers; the
flower fades, ___. But
the Word of our Elohim
stands forever.
See great Isaiah 40:8 song.

Isaiah Depicts The Messiah Restoring Israel
1 ___, your ELohim commands you,
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YAH Takes Great Care Of You All
The Time

* ___, climb up onto high
mount Zion. Shout the awesome news! Lift up your voice
9
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with [all your] strength! Raise the
[sky]! Don't be afraid [to shout]! Tell
the cities of Judea, “See your
Elohim!” IsaiYAH 40:10 Watch, ___!
Adonai Yahweh advances [toward earth]. [He
raises his] powerful hand. His arm rules [all
universes]. Look, ___: [YAH carries] his reward [for righteous people]. And [he carries] his
payback [for sinners]. 11 *Like a shep-

herd, [YAH] feeds his flock, ___.
He gathers [his] lambs in his
arms. He carries them [close] to
his chest. He gently leads [our
mothers] and their young [to safety].
YAH Is Incomparable; He Knows
Everything

*[YAH alone] measures [all the earth's]
waters in the hollow of his
palm, ___. He marks off the
breadth of heaven with the
span [of his hand]. He weighs the
dust of the earth like [you weigh
grain] on a scale. He [ascertains the mass
of all earth's] mountains [faster than a doctor can weigh your body] on a balance. 13
12

Who has [ever] directed the Spirit of Yahweh, ___? [Who] has ever served as
[YAH's] counselor? [Who] teaches [YAH anything]? [No one!] 14 Whom has [YAH] ever
consulted, ___? Who instructed him?
[Who] taught him the road of justice?
Who reveals knowledge to [YAH]? Who
shows [YAH] the way to understanding?
[No one!]

All Human Nations Are Less Than
Worthless

*Look, ___: the beast-nations are drops in a bucket. [YAH]
counts the [united nations] as [worthless,
like] the tiny dust left over in a
[grain] scale. [Earth's] continents are
specks of lint!
15

The U.S. and The U.K. and the P.R.O.C. and the
entire U.N. = less than nothing.
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*The [giant white mountain-range of]
Lebanon [with its billions of trees] isn't
even worth burning [to light YAH's altar-fire, ___]. If you smoke-roasted
all the animals [on all earth's mountains,
their meat wouldn't provide one meal for YAH] . 17
*Before [Yahweh], all nations [dwindle,] like nothing, ___. To him
the [united nations] amount to less
than zero, [pure] vanity.
16

No Image or Statue Begins To Represent YHVH!

*To whom can you compare
Elohim, ___? [No one.] What image could you [use to] portray [YAH]?
18

The workman melts a carved
idol-image, ___. The goldsmith
spreads it over with gold. He drapes it
with silver filigree. IsaiYAH 40:20 Poor
idolaters, lacking [gold and silver,] merely
select a rot-resistant tree, ___. Then
they search out a skilled workman. He
chops and whittles [the tree trunk] into a
wobble-free idol.
[Nothing.] 19

For instance, totem poles.

YAH Created The Universe By
Speaking One Word
21 ___, have you never learned or
heard [about YAH]? Has no one told you
from [your] infancy? Do you not know
how [YAH] established the earth [and its universe by singing one note]? 22 *It's YAH

who sits above [our] circular
globe, ___. [To him earth's] inhabitants are mere grasshoppers.
[YAH] stretches out the heavens
like a curtain. [He] spreads out
the [atmosphere] as a tent [for us humans] to dwell in.
3000 years ago Isaiah knew what modern science
only recently learned: the earth is not flat; it's
roughly spherical.

YAH Spits On The World's Bigshots

*[YAH] brings the [world's] bigshots to nothing, ___. He exposes the world's judges [and
23
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rulers]

as

[the]

waste-product[s]

[they

are].
Including your favorite "Christian" politicians.

*[Rulers and judges are like] scattered
[seeds,] just sprouted, lacking
roots, ___. [Overlords] shrivel
when [Elohim] blows on them.
They wither. [Life's] whirlwind
blows [bigshots] away like stubble.
24

YAH's Power Schedules Your Night
Stars

*So [Yahweh] the Holy One asks,
“To whom can you compare
me, ___? Who is my equal?”
25

No one is YHVH's equal. Not even Jesus is YHVH's
equal. “Co-equal” is Catholic nonsense swallowed
and vomited up by unsuspecting Protestants.
Christ depends on YHVH. YHVH does not depend
on Christ.

*Lift up your eyes on high,
___. Behold [the evidence of Yahweh].
He creates everything [you see].
By the greatness of [YAH's]
might, he brings out the trillions of [celestial bodies] one-by-one.
He summons each [planet] by
name. By the might of YAH's
power, not one [star] fails [to reappear on schedule in your night sky] .

*[YAH] gives power to exhausted [people, ___]. He multiplies the
strength of powerless [sufferers].
29

___, even youths [collapse,]
tired, exhausted. Young [athletes] stumble
IsaiYAH 40:30

and fall. 31 *But [we]

who
hope in Yahweh get new
strength [everyday, ___]. [We]
mount up [like] eagles on
[heaven's] wings. [We] run
[the race of faith] without
growing weary. Never
fainting, we walk [the narrow road to heaven].
See great Isaiah 40:31 song.

IsaiYAH 41

26

YAH Never Loses Track Of Your
Life-Path
27 [Descendants of] Jacob, why do you complain, “Yahweh has lost track of me!”?
[People of] Israel, why do you moan, “Our
Elohim neglects to judge [in our favor]!”? 28

*Have you not learned, ___?
Have you never heard that the
everlasting Elohim, Yahweh,
the Creator of the ends of the
earth, never faints? He never
even gets tired! No one can
fathom [YAH's] knowledge.
YAH Gives You New Supernatural
Strength!

The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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YAH Challenges The World To A
Court Battle

1 [YAH says,]

“Quiet before my face, countries [of earth].
Summon your strength, [world] populations. Approach [my judgment throne]. State
[your case, ___]. Let's face off in court.
YAH Recounts Abraham's Supernatural Conquest

*
Who raised the righteous man
[Abraham] from the East, ___?
Who called him to his feet? [Who]
gave the beast-nations into his
[dominion, ___]? Who handed him
rule over kings? [I] gave [Abraham
power to crush beast-nations] to dust with
his word-sword, to [pulverize them
like] tornado-driven stubble with
his [spiritual] strength.
2

People generally forget that Abraham used spirit-power to conquer a 5-nation coalition of armies
in one night with only 318 men trained for singing,
not fighting. Depending on your interpretation, this
verse could also refer to Persian Emperor Cyrus.
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chased [down his millions of enemies].
He passed by [them] unscathed. His feet
barely touched the road [as he flew, ___].
Only YAH Tells The Future & Explains The Past
[Abraham]

*
Who designs and executes [world
events, ___]? Who calls [all] generations into existence [with one word]
at the beginning [of time]? I, Yahweh, the prime-mover, am the
[only] being simultaneously at
the [beginning] and end of existence.
4

or: “as I was with Abraham, I will aid the Messiah.”
5

Far-flung lands see [my actions]. They panic, ___. To the ends of the earth, [people] huddle together in fear [of my wrath].
6

[Earth's terrified pagans]

7

hug each other, crying, ‘Brother,
be strong.’

The carpenter hurries [his] goldsmith, polisher
and anvil-pounder, saying, “Good
enough! Join the idol together! Fasten
it with nails so it can't move!”
YAH Promises To Destroy All Your
Enemies
[In desperation, pagans build idols, ___.]

8

But you, Israel, are my servant: Jacob
my choice, the seed-child of my friend
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}.
9

I recover you from the ends of the
earth, ___. [I] summon you from its
farthest corners. [I] say to you, ‘You are
my servant.’ I keep choosing you, instead of casting you away.

*
Never fear, ___. For I stay
with you. Never get brokendown. For I am your Elohim. I
strengthen you. Yes, I [always]
help you. Yes, with my victoriIsaiYAH 41:10
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ous right hand, I hold you up
[safe from eternity's fire].
11 *
Watch, ___: [I] eventually
shame and disgrace everyone
who fumes against you. [I] reduce [your foes] to nothing. Everyone who fights you eventually
perishes.
12 *
You'll look for [your persecutors, ___].
But you won't find one being
who combatted you. The [aggressors] who war against you end
up as nothing, nothing at all.
Again, the scripture teaches Annihilation, not Conscious Eternal Torment, for the wicked.

*
For I, Yahweh your Elohim,
hold your right hand as I say to
you, “Never fear, ___. I'm
helping you.”
13

14

Never fear, ___, you worm-like [child of]
Jacob. I [always] help you you mortals
who will rule with me,”
promises Yahweh, your redeemer, the
Holy Sovereign of Israel.
Christians are engrafted into Israel. True Israel =
those who will rule with El.
15

Watch, ___: I morph you [from a worm]
into a new, sharp-toothed threshing
sledge. You end up grinding down [enemy] mountains. You crush them to soilpowder. You reduce [obstacle] hills to
chaff-dust.
16

You fan the [world's dust, ___]. The wind
carries the [proud pigs] away. [YAH's] whirlwind scatters the [high & mighty]. You spin
around in the glorious [spirit] of Yahweh.
You shout wild-praise to Israel's Sacred
[monarch].
YAH Provides For His Humble Poor
People
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When poor and needy [people] seek water, and find none, and their tongues
fail for thirst, I Yahweh answer their
[gasping prayers]. I, the Elohim of Israel,
never abandon [humble people, ___].

*
I open rivers in [barren] hills. [I drill]
wells in broad valleys, ___. I
make the wilderness a pool of
water. [I morph] dry ground into
flooding springs.
18

YAH Re-Forests The Earth That Man
Destroys
19

I plant wildernesses with cedars, acacias, myrtles and oil trees, ___. I plant
deserts with fir trees, pines and cypresses.
IsaiYAH 41:20
[I]

Yahweh

[miraculously re-forest wastelands]. [Fi-

see, know, consider and
commonly understand that my hand restores [the earth] that [I,] the holy One of
Israel, created, ___.”
The World Crawls With False
Prophets & Idols
21 Yahweh, Jacob's King, challenges [you
nally people come to]

priests of the beast-nations:]

“Produce evidence [of your power]. Bring out
your strongest proof.
22

bring in your idols
[for a test]. [Let them] show us what will happen. Have them show us past events.
[Explain history,] so we can understand
where [the world has] been and where it's
headed. Declare the future [of the universe].
[Bigsots, I challenge you to]

25

I'm raising up [Emperor Cyrus {Sun},]
a [conquerer] from north [of Israel]. He advances [~700km south toward Jerusalem] from
the rising of the [Eastern] sun [Arabia]. [Cyrus]
calls upon my name-authority. He
tramples on princes like they're mud,
like a potter treads clay.
[So, ___,]

Isaiah foretold Cyrus' reign 137 years in advance.
Cyrus was a believer, likely the son of Hebrew
Queen Esther and the Emperor of Persia.

*
Who else has ever detailed [future events] in advance so [people]
could verify [their claims,] and say,
‘Wow, you were right!’? Nobody [but YAH] shows [the distant future,
___]. Nobody foretells anything.
No one hears [idols] say anything!
26

27

first, ___. Watch,
Zion. See [your future]. I give Jerusalem a
[prophet]. He heralds good news.
[You heard it from me]

28

I keep looking, ___. But I never see
one man [of vision] among [the world's people,]
not one counselor who, when I test
him, can answer one [prophetic] word.
29

Look at all [the world's religious] leaders,
___. Their [self-promoted] works amount to
nothing. Their molten-idols are fart-tornadoes.”

IsaiYAH 42
YHVH Shows Isaiah The Coming
Gentle Messiah

23

Foretell our tomorrows, so we'll verify
that you're really gods. Perform some
good or evil act for us to see and shake
in terror.
24

Look, [idolaters]. You idol-gods are nothing. You achieve nothing except to putrefy anyone who approves [of] you.
Isaiah Predicts Emperor Cyrus's
Dominion
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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1 [YAH continues,]

“Look [forward through time], ___. See [the Messiah,] my servant. [I] hold [him in the palm of
my hand]. [He's] my elect, my life's delight.
I put my spirit upon him. He brings justice out to [all] beast-nations.
2
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—[The Messiah] never shrieks. He never
raises [a rebellion], ___. He never bleats
[like a preacher or a peddler] in the street.
3

—[The Messiah] never snaps a bruised [human] ‘reed’, ___. He never snuffs out
anyone's smoldering ‘wick’ [of hope]. He
brings [all] facts into [the stabilizing light of]
justice.

*
—[The Messiah] never fails. He never cracks up [into despair]. He establishes Justice on earth. The
furthest-flung coastlands: [the
Americas and China, come to] trust in
[YahShua's] Torah [Instruction].”
4

A very impressive prediction. No historical figure
can boast anything like Christ's scope of modern
global influence. Christ's (estimated) birth year
marks time on virtually every clock in the world! In
contrast, Julius Caesar, Alexander, Napoleon,
Muhammad, Socrates, Nebuchadnezzar, etc. are
mere blips on history's radar.

YAH Calls You To Share The Messiah's Mission
5 [This is a] message from the El {Power},
Yahweh who creates [all] heavens —
who stretches them out — he who
spreads forth [our] planet and brings all
[life] out of it — he who gives breath to
[us] people on [the globe] — [he who] gives
his spirit to [us] earth-crawlers, ___: 6
“I (Yahweh) call you, ___, to [set the
world] right. I hold your hand. I guard
you. I give you to [earth's] people as a
covenantal-bridge [back to me]. [I shine you as
a] light to [illuminate reality for] the beast-nations.
Luke 2:32 quotes this verse. ‘Light to the nations’
especially refers to Christ. This verse also applies
to all believers, as agents of the Messiah.

*
—[I call you, ___,] to open [all] blind
eyes, to bring [all] prisoners out
from the [devil's] lockup, to [lead]
7
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all trapped dungeon-dwellers
out of the house-of-darkness.
8*
—I am Yahweh [the eternally-existent
one]. My name is [‘Yahweh’, not

‘God’, not ‘the Lord’, not
‘Buddha’, not ‘Krishna’, not even
‘Jesus’]. I never share my glory
with [the name of] any other [‘god’],
___. I never [yield] my acclaim to
carved images.
YHVH is unique. "YHVH" is not an alias for any other entity. "Acclaim" = halal, as in HaleluYAH.

*
Watch, ___. All my former
predictions come true. I'm
telling you new revelations.
Before [your future] springs forth, I
unveil [your fate] to you, [if you have the
spiritual vision to see it].”
IsaiYAH 42:10 *[Isaiah continues,] “Walk to
the ends of the earth, ___. [Be9

come heaven's minstrel-mariachi herald. Every

sing new song[s] to [honor]
Yahweh. Spread [improvised] “HalleluYAHs” down to [all] coasts
and [out] through the entire [sea of
people]. [Acclaim YAH] to every inhabitant of every island.
day,]

Evangelize on foot, like Jesus and John the Baptist,
not by means of biblically-forbidden passport and
license agreements. Do not trap the gospel in
church buildings.
11 [Seed the future, ___. In the end, all earth's]

deserts and cities lift up [their voices. Singing
rings out] from the villages of Kedar
{Darkness}, to [earth's remotest] cragdwellers. [Eventually, believers] shout [praise to
YAH] from the tops of every mountain [in
the universe]. 12 [All surviving worldlings eventually]
glorify Yahweh, ___. [So] trumpet HalleluYAHs to every coast.
Isaiah Predicts Global Punishment
For Sinners
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Yahweh the champion rushes out [from heaven]. He awakens
his warrior-zeal. He shouts the battle-roar. He triumphs over his enemies.
14 [YAH] screams louder than a woman
pushing [out a baby],
“I've held back in silence long [enough],
___! Today, in one breath, I stun and
blow-away all [evildoers]!
13 [See the future, ___:]

15

—I smash mountains and hills [of oppression]. I wither the shoots [of tyranny]. I
morph [impassable] rivers into islands [for
poor people] to live on, ___. I dry up the
[world's] cesspools [of violence].
YHVH does not wantonly destroy anything of value,
certainly not the earth's environment. This verse is
a metaphor.
16

—I bring blind [people] out by a way that
they never knew. I lead them in paths
they've never experienced. I make
darkness light before their faces. I
straighten everything that's crooked,
___. I secure [my peoples'] orderly [future forever].
17

—Shame drains the [blood] from everyone who trusts in carved images, who
[cry] to their molten images, “You are
our gods!” [Terror] thrusts the [idolaters]
backwards.
YAH Condemns His Unfaithful, Blind
'Servants'
18

—Hear, you deaf [people]! Look, you blind
[people]. See [reality], ___!

1126

open your ears, but you hear nothing [of
significance].”
21 Yahweh, in his righteousness, bends
down to [give us] his glorious and honorable maps [for our lives], ___.
Torah = lifemap.

Yet [YAH's reprobate] people [wind up]
robbed and plundered, all snared in
holes, trapped in prison-houses. [They die
as] prey snatched-away [in lions' teeth]. [They
perish as] stolen [slaves]. No one commands
redemption [for infidels].
22

Worldlings lie trapped in the precursors to total
slavery: licensure, regulation, jurisdiction, insurance, human serial numbers.

*Who among you ever gives
[their] ear to this [biblical warning], ___?
Who pricks-up-their-ear to
hear [YAH speak earth's] future? 24
*Who surrenders Jacob's [brats]
as booty, ___? [Who lets] robbers
[enslave rogue] Israel? Yahweh, [our
father] whom we betray. Right?
[Apostate Judeo-Christians] refuse to
walk in [YAH's] ways. They hate
to listen to [YAH's] Law. 25 So [YAH]
23

pours his fire-breathing rage upon [the
false religionists]. [YAH] crushes them in the
[crucible] of battle. [Oppressors] encircle [the
rogues. Flames] lick them on every side. Yet
[they] learn nothing. [Punishment] sears their
[flesh]. Yet they never take [heaven's lesson]
to heart, ___.

IsaiYAH 43

19

*
—Who is blind like my [so-called]
servant[s], ___? Who's as deaf
as the messenger[s] I send [to
evangelize earth]? Who is sightless
like my [so-called] allies, my mindless “disciples”?

YAH Promises To Stay Beside You &
Protect You
1 But now Yahweh who creates you and
forms you says,
“Jacob [a.k.a.] Israel, never fear. I redeem you. I call you by your name.
You are my [beloved child], ___.

IsaiYAH 42:20

The name “Jacob” signifies rebel north Israel, and
deception. The name “Israel” signifies our redeemed future. The two names characterize the
double-nature of every mortal spirit.

—Your eyes see gross [material things]. But
you perceive nothing. [Even when] you

The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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*
When you pass through
[tormentous] waters, I always stay
with you, ___. [Charge] through
[life's] rivers. They won't overwhelm you. Walk through [time's]
fire, ___. [I won't let] it burn you [to
death]. The flames won't set you
[forever] ablaze.
2

Physically, you die for your faith. But death is your
portal to eternal life.
3

For I am Yahweh your Elohim, Israel's
sacred Sovereign, your Savior. [In the future,] I give Egypt as your ransom. [I
trade] Cush {Ethiopia} and Seba {Nubia} [to
buy] you [back from Babylonian slavery].
The Persian successors of Emperor Cyrus received
Egypt, Ethiopia, and Nubia in exchange for Israel's
freedom.
4

You're precious in my sight, ___. I
honor you because I love you. So I give
men to [buy] you [out of servitude]. I barter
[other] nations for your life.
5

Never fear, ___. I stay with you. I
bring your seed-children from the east
[China]. I gather you from the west
[California].
6

I command the north [countries],
‘Surrender [my people].’ [I command] the
south [countries], ‘Hold no [Hebrew] back.
Bring my sons from afar. [Repatriate] my
daughters from the ends of the earth.
7

—[Return] everyone who is called by my
name.’ I create [Israel] for my glory. I
form him. Yes, I [repeatedly] make him.
In 1948 Israel again became a recognized nation,
after 1900 years of persecuted wandering.
8

Come [face me,] you blind-eyed
deaf-eared [‘prophets’].
9
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Convene all the beast-nations together,
___. Assemble all [earth's] peoples. Who
among them can declare the [future]?
[Idolaters, I ask you:] what [god or human] can
show the past [as it actually occurred]? Announce [reality] to us [immortals]. Give us
your eyewitness testimonies [of the universe's creation and its fate]. Let's hear you
prove your accuracy.”

*Yahweh declares,
“You [believers] are my witnesses.
You, ___, are my servant
whom I have chosen. So experience [me]. Build [your life on] me.
Understand that I am ‘He.’ No
El {Power} was ever formed before me. And no [independent power]
will ever be [formed] after me.
IsaiYAH 43:10

Strict monotheism. Every power, including the
Messiah, gets authority only through connection to
YHVH. A lamp is useless without its power source.

*
I'm
11

[it].

I'm Yahweh, [the eternally existent singularity]. Apart from me, no
one can save [you], ___.
Again, the Messiah's connection to YHVH is what
gives the Messiah the power to save us.
12

I repeatedly map [your life-paths], ___. I
save you. I show [you the future]. No alien
god [lives in love] among you. So you [believers] are my witnesses. I am El {AllPower},”
declares Yahweh. 13
“Yes, ___. Before ‘Day 1’, I stand as
the [universal prime-mover]. No one can
snatch [you] out of my hand. I work [unchallenged]. Who can reverse [my actions]? [No
one.]”
14 Yahweh, your redeemer, Israel's Sacred Sovereign, predicts:
“To save you, ___, I send [angel armies] to
hurl Babylon down [to the dust.

Babylon's partying nobles flee as]
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fugitives. Chaldean
their [burning] ships.

[conquerors]

wail in

YAH destroys Babylon past, present and future.
The world-system you live among today = Mystery
Babylon. It will soon burn.
15

—I am Yahweh, your Holy Potentate,
Israel's creator, your King, ___.”
16 ___, that's [your] promise [and demand]
from Yahweh. [He] makes a way through
[your] sea [of persecution. He] carves a path
through [your life's] thrashing waters. 17
[Yahweh] lures [out your enemy] chariots and
horsemen, their armies and [spirit]
forces. [YAH] hurls [them down, ___]. They lie
extinct at the [bottom of the ocean,] never
again to rise. [YAH] snuffs out [the pagans]
like [a priest douses] a candle-wick. 18
“Extrapolate from the past to the [future],
___. Never consider [me, Yahweh,] a mere
Old [Testament god].
19

—Watch, ___: I'm [constantly] doing new
[miracles]. [My actions] spring forth [before you
every day]. Do you have [vision] to see
what's [happening]? I make paths through
[your life's] wilderness. [I give you] rivers in
the desert.
IsaiYAH 43:20

—Honor me, [you] wildlife, you monsters
and mama-ostriches [with your heads in the
sand]. I give [you] water in [your] wilderness, ___. I give my chosen people
streams in the desert.

*
—I'm squeezing you, my people, into shape, ___. So recount [my wonders] in [improvisational
halleluJah] hullaballoos.

honor. I'm not the [oppressor] who taxes
you, who wears you out [demanding ever increasing tallies of] frankincense [and other treasures].
You vote out YAH's voluntarily-supported sacred
government and replace it with oppressors who tax
you to death at the point of the guns you buy
them.
24

—You don't buy me sweet-cane with
your silver. You don't satisfy me with
your fat sacrifices. Instead, you belabor
me with your sins. You exhaust my [patience] with your perversities.
25

—[Unlike your corrupt legal system,] I wipe away
your criminal-record to protect my reputation. I pardon your sins, ___.
26

—Recall your evidence, ___. Let's
compare our records [in court]. State your
case. Justify your [rebellion].
27

—Your prime fore-father [Jacob] sinned,
___. So your ‘leaders’ continue [committing] treason against me [to this day].
28

—So I dissolve your sanctuary's bosses.
I surrender Jacob's [fallen descendants] to
doom. [Enemies] hack [rogue] Israel [to
pieces].”

IsaiYAH 44
YAH Predicts Hebraism's Global
Resurgence

21

—[Stop] refusing to call on me, [descendants
of] Jacob. [Stop] being tired of me, Israel.
—You never bring me flock-animals.
[You starve my priests and my poor people.] You
slaughter feast-animals, but not in my
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1 [Yahweh says,]
“Now listen, [spiritual offspring of] my obedient

[son
(ancient Hebrew Patriarch)] Jacob. [Hear me,]
my choice

[children]

who will rule with me:

Israel = not the United Nations' Member-State,
rather, “those who will rule with EL”.

thillah = wild acclaim.
22

23

1128

Yahweh who made you, who formed
you in [your mother's] womb, always helps
you, ___.
“Never fear, [descendants of] Jacob, my obedient Yeshurun {Upstanding-One}, my select [child].
2

3
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I eventually pour water over [you] thirsty
[believers]. [In time,] I [flood] your dry ground,
___. I pour my spirit on your seed-children. [I shower] my blessing upon your
offspring.
4

spring up like [flowers]
among the [world's] grass, ___. [They grow
to tower] like willows on water courses.

[Your youngsters come to]

This may refer to either spiritual or physical offspring. For instance, the Messiah has no physical
offspring. But he has billions of devoted followers.
5

One [convert] will say, “I belong to Yahweh.” Another will call himself by the
name of “Jacob.” Another will mark
“Yahweh” on his hand. Another will append the [word] “Israel” to his name.
This prophecy is constantly fulfilled every day on
earth. In every country, biblical names are wildly
popular. How many people are named after 4000
year old Grecians, or Chinamen, or Africans, or Native Americans, or Europeans? Almost no one.
Writing ‘YHVH’ on your hand is the opposite of placing the "mark of the beast" on or in your hand.

Yahweh, Israel's king and redeemer,
Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies, decrees:
I am the first [cause], ___. And I am the
last [result]. Apart from me, there is no
Elohim {Authority}.
6

7

—Beside me, who can accurately and
completely recall the past of my eternal
people, ___? And who can show you
future events just as they will happen?
YAH Satirizes Idolaters Who Worship Statues
8

—Never fear, ___. Never be afraid.
Long ago I announced your prophetic
future. You are my witnesses. Is there
an Eloah beside me? No. I recognize no
other 'rock' [on whom you can build your life, ___].

*
—All [people] who forge idols are
human-chaos. Their coveted
[treasures] benefit no one. People
9
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who defend [idol-worship] see nothing. They know nothing. Shame
eventually [covers all unrepentant idol-mongers].
This condemns celebrity worship, reverence of political figures, and prayer to Catholic 'saints,' including the no-longer-virgin Mary.
IsaiYAH 44:10

What

forge an El
{Authority} out of a useless carved image, ___?
[kind of lunatic attempts to]

*
Watch, ___: shame eventually
[floods] the idolater and all his associates. Idol-builders are
mere meat-men. At the final
[judgment day, angels] gather all [history's
fetishists] into one big [herd]. The [pagans] stand quaking [in terror before
YAH's throne]. All [blood] drains from
their pale-faces.
12 *
The iron-smith works the firecoals with his tongs. He fashions [his god-product] with [picks and]
hammers. He bends [his ‘god’] with
the strength of his arms. [By
lunchtime, the metalsmith's] stomach
growls, ___. His strength fails.
He forgets to drink water. So
he faints over [like he's dead]! [PLOP!]
13 *
The wood-artist stretches out
his measuring-tape, ___. He
pencils red cut-lines onto [his godlog]. He sculpts it with a planing-tool. He [rounds its shape] using a
compass. He sculpts it into a
man-shape, an idyllic humanoid-figure. [Upon sale, it goes to]
inhabit [an unsuspecting idolater's] home.
11

Or, “checks its accuracy with calipers.”
14
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chops down cedar-trees,
___. He grows cypress and oak trees in
the forest. He plants ash-trees. Subsequent downpour[s] stretch the trees to
the [sky].
[The idol-logger]

*
Most of the wood goes to people to burn, ___. They [each]
grab a log to warm their [bones].
They light it to bake bread.
Then they take an identical log.
[With it,] they forge an “El {Power}.”
They bow down to it. They fall
on their faces before images
they whittle [from wood]!
15

16

So the [idolater] burns half of [the log] in the
fire, ___. With that half he roasts
meat. He eats his fill. He moans, “Ah! I
[love] getting warm, staring at fire-light!”

*
From his remaining wood, the
[idolater] forms a carved statue. [He
calls it] an ‘El {Power}.’ He falls
down on his knees [before his statue].
17

[But that achieves nothing. So the idolater falls]

on his face. He worships [the log].
He prays to it, ___. He moans,
‘Rescue me, my [beloved] El
{Power}!’
18 *
[Idolaters] fail to experience or understand [reality], ___. They shut
their eyes [to truth]. They can't
see [plain facts]. Their hearts can't
grasp [basic information].
19 *
The [idolater neglects to] consider [truth]
in his heart. [He fails to attain] information. [He lacks the] learning to
conclude, ‘I burn part of the [log]
in the fire. Then I bake bread
on its coals. I [use wood to] roast
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meat to eat. So why would I
carve the remaining [lumber] into
an abomination? Why do I fall
down on my knees to face a
tree trunk?’
IsaiYAH 44:20

The [fetishist] feeds on ashes, ___. His
deceived heart leads him astray. [His idolatry] never rescues his soul. He never
asks [himself], ‘Why is this lie in my right
hand?’
YAH Promises To Restore Israel To
Greatness
21

Remember [these facts, descendants of] Jacob.
Israel, you are my servant. I form you.
You are my obeyers. [So I invite you to] rule
with me. [So] stop being oblivious to
me.
Or, "I never forget you".
22

—Like a dense haze [gives way to sunlight], I
blow away your rebellions. I [vaporize]
your errors [like wind blows away clouds]. Return to me, ___. I redeem you.”
YAH only requires your repentance. YAH never demands that his believers commit blood sacrifices.

Join the heavenly [party], ___! Shoutfor-joy over Yahweh's feats! Split-thecrowd's-ears, you lowly earth[lings].
Break out in hullabulloos, you mountains and forest[s]. [Get] every tree [rocking]! For Yahweh keeps redeeming Jacob's [spiritual family]. [YAH] glorifies himself
[by saving true] Israel. 24 Yahweh your redeemer, he who formed you from the
womb, says,
“I am Yahweh. I'm the one who makes
everything. I stretch forth the heavens,
___. I [alone] spread out [your] earth.”
23

YAH sometimes achieves things, including Creation, by delegation. But he is alone responsible for
the accomplishment, whether delegated or not.

demolishes the omens of the
liar-prophets. [YAH] demonstrates the diviners' madness. [YAH] flips wise-guys
25 [YAH]
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backward, ___. He exposes their
‘knowledge’ as idiocy. 26 [YAH] confirms
his servants' decree[s], ___. [YAH] fulfills
his messengers' predictions. [YAH] promises Jerusalem,
“[I'll] repopulate you.”
[YAH tells] the cities of Judea,
“[I'll] rebuild you. I'll raise up your decayed ruins.”
27 [YAH] says to the sinkhole [of tyranny],
“Drain! I'm drying up your rivers.”
Persian Emperor Cyrus' General Gobryas literally
dried up the Euphrates river to defeat the Babylonians, which conquest led to the repatriation of the
Jews.
28 [YAH]

{Sun},

says of

[Persian Emperor]

Cyrus

“He is my shepherd. He comes to perform everything I want [him to do].”
[YAH] says to the City-Of-Peace,
“[I'm] rebuilding you.”
[YAH says] to [Jerusalem's] temple,
“[My workers soon] re-lay your [destroyed]
foundation.”
Cyrus/Koresh means "father". The temple here
refers not primarily to any building, but to the body
of believers. Jerusalem refers not primarily to a
piece of Mediterranean real estate, but to the global population of peacemakers.

IsaiYAH 45
Isaiah Predicts The World-Dominion Of Cyrus

*Yahweh says of his anointed
Cyrus {Sun},
“I uphold your right hand. I
subdue nations before [you]. I
strip the privates of kings. [Ru1

[Emperor]

ined royals stream to cower naked before your

Before you I open double
doors: gates that will never be
shut.
2*
I go before you. I level [your
crooked, hilly] road. I break in
pieces the gates of brass [that
face.]
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block your advance]. [I]

cut in two the
bars of iron [that hold you back, ___].
3*
I give you, ___, the treasures
of darkness, including hidden
riches [stored] in secret places, so
you can know that I, Yahweh,
who call you by your name, am
Israel's Sovereign.
4

___, I call you by name for one reason: to help [the children of] my obedient
[son] Jacob: [spiritual] Israel, my elect [people]. I gave you [a great] name [before] you
ever knew Me.

*
I am Yahweh, [which means,] ‘the
[only] being who self-exists’. No
Elohim {Authority} exists apart
from me. ___, I equipped you
[to rule long before] you knew me.
6*
[I chose you, ___,] so [all the world,] from
the rising to the setting of the
sun, will see that separate
from me, no power exists. I am
Yahweh. No one else creates-himself.
5

Jesus did not beget himself. YHVH begat Jesus. Jesus is an electric lamp. YHVH is the electricity in
the wall-socket.

YHVH Is The Only Self-Existent Being

*
I form the light. I create darkness, ___. I make peace. And
I dispatch adversity [to improve you].
I, Yahweh, [ultimately] cause everything [that ever happens anywhere].
8*
I, Yahweh, pour justice down
from heaven like rain. [Earth's]
skies fly open. The [earth]
7
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sprouts salvation. [It] buds
righteousness, ___.
YHVH is not a clockmaker set-and-forget god as
Deists imagine. YHVH is constantly intimately involved in our lives, working for our good.

Your Arms Are Too Short To Box
With God

*
Woe [comes] to anyone who
fights his Maker! [A human being is] a
broken shard of a clay pot [lying
in a] wreckage of [other] shards of
clay pots on the earth, ___.
Can clay say to the [potter] who
fashions it, “What are you
making?” Can a [piece of] artwork
[claim that its painter] has no hands?”
IsaiYAH 45:10 *
Woe to whoever challenges his
father, “What [makes you think you're] a
[good] father?” Or [who] asks [his
mother], “What [right] do you have
to birth [babies]?”
11 *Yahweh, Israel's Sacred
Sovereign, [your] Maker, asks,
“Do you [think you have the right to] interrogate Me about how I'm
going to [raise] my sons, ___?
[Do] you [think you can] order Me [what
to do with] the work of My hands?
9

That's what you need to tell the atheistic state that
wants to dictate rules for the education and healthcare of your children.
12

*

I [Yahweh] make the earth, ___.
Me. I create man upon it. My
hands stretch out the heavens.
I command [heaven's entire] army [of
stars].
YHVH Predicts Emperor Cyrus'
Coming Reign
13

*
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I rightly raise up [emperor Cyrus {Sun}].
I direct all his paths. He comes
to build my city. He sets my
captives free, without price or
reward,"
foretells Yahweh-CommanderOf-Armies.
If you work for YAH, you work without regard to
payment. Your every move is a labor of love. From
the homeless street-evangelist to World-Emperor.

*Yahweh predicts,
“The workforce of Egypt, and
the markets of Cush {Ethiopia},
and the giant [Nubian] Sabeans,
migrate over to you, [Cyrus {Sun} of
Persia]. [Africans] become your [slaves].
They stream walking in chains
after you. [They trudge] across [the
earth]. They fall down on their
faces pleading to you: ‘Elohim
lives in you. There is no other
power [in the universe].’”
14

Isaiah Extols YAH and Denounces
Idolatry
15 [Isaiah continues,] “Truly you, Elohim of
Israel, [our] Savior, are the hidden power [behind the universe]. 16 The [pagans die]
ashamed and confounded. All makers
of idols eventually [fall] together into
confusion. 17 But Yahweh always and
eternally saves the [people] who will rule
with [Him]. Throughout [all] ages, [YAH]
rescues us [saints] from shame and confusion, ___.
Israel = “those who will rule with El”. Spiritually-speaking, true Israel is only loosely associated with
the U.N. member-state that calls itself 'Israel'.

*For Yahweh creates the
heavens, ___. [Yahweh] Elohim
himself makes and forms the
earth. He establishes [the universe].
He's not fabricating [reality] in
vain. He forms [creation to be]
inhabited [by us, his holy beings]. [YAH]
declares,
18
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“I am Yahweh. No one else
self-exists.
The universe outside of earth lies empty, waiting
for us redeemed humans to colonize its planets.
But first we have to get free from the prison of our
ruinous sins.
19

—I never speak [my messages to humans] in
secret, in dark, [occult] place[s] of the
earth. I don't say to Jacob's seed-children, “Seek me in vain.” I Yahweh
speak straight-up [facts], ___. I [only] declare things that are true.

*
—Come join the [Hebrew] family-hug, ___. Unite, you [believers].
Escape the beast-nations. [Flee]
those ignorant populations
who erect wooden carved images. [Never associate with fools] who
pray to ‘gods’ who can't save
anyone.
IsaiYAH 45:20

21

Challenge [all beast-nationals, ___]. Bring
them into your gatherings. Advise them
in groups. Declare to them the ancient
reality that only I, Yahweh, [accurately foretell futures]. I'm the one righteous El {Power}. I'm your only savior.
22

*

—[Everyone,] to all the ends of the
earth, look to me, and be
saved. For I [alone] am El {Power}.
Everyone else is [just a figment of my
imagination].
23 *
I swear by Myself. [This] decree
flows straight from my flawless lips. I never take back [my
words], ___: [In time,] to me every
knee bows, every tongue fully
[submits].”
Shaba = to signify full intent to honor. Often rendered by the misleading oath-word, ‘swear’. Jesus
bows to YHVH.
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people eventually
confess, “Yahweh gives me righteousness and strength.” [All] humans eventually stream to [YAH], ___. Everyone who
rages against [YAH] ends up suffering
shame. 25 Yahweh eventually fixes all
Israel's [true] seed-children, ___. They
rave [HalleluYahs]! [They sing crazy-praise!]
24 [History's trillions of]

IsaiYAH 46
Isaiah Predicts The Demise Of
Babylon's Gods

1 [Here's a prophetic window into history, ___: Cyrus

Bel {Master}
Nebo {Babyl-god} stoops
[in shame. Persian soldiers] load [doomed Babylonian]
idols on mules, and upon cattle. [Persia's]
heavily-laden carriages weigh down the
[soldiers'] weary beasts.
{Sun}

defeats Babylon. Pagan idol-god]

bows

[to Yahweh].

Bel = Baal, a reference to Rome's Zeus/Jupiter.
Nebo = Egyptian Anubis / Greek Hermes / Roman
Mercury. These same idols appear in priceless
sculpture and artwork in the capitol buildings of
U.S. and European governments. YAH destroys any
nation who venerates these ‘gods’. So get ready for
Yah to destroy the nation among whom you live.

The [pantheon of false-gods] stoop. As one,
they bow [to the Almighty]. The [burdensome
‘gods’] can't even save their own [idols']
lives. [Babylon's ‘gods’] disappear into captivity.
2

The ‘gods’ cannot protect the people, and the people cannot protect the ‘gods’. They go off into captivity together.
3

Listen to me, family of Jacob, everyone
who's left from the family of Israel. I've
borne you since you emerged from [the
earth's] belly. I've hauled you [since you left
history's] ‘womb.’
4

I'm your [only protector, ___]. Even to your
grey-haired old-age, I carry you. I
make [you]. [So] I lift [you, my] burden, to
wide-open-safety.
5

To whom can you compare me, ___?
Who's my equal? Identify my rival. I
challenge you to draw an analogy between me [and any other being].
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dump gold from a money-bag.
They weigh silver in a balance. They
hire a goldsmith. He melts the [metal]
into a [bogus] ‘El {Power}.’ Then, incredibly, the [fools] fall down on their knees
[and faces]. They worship [metal]!

[Idolaters]

7

lift [their stupid ‘god’] onto their
shoulder[s]. They tote him [home]. They
set him in his place. There he stands,
never to move from his perch. Amazingly, [idiots] cry to him. But [of course] he
never answers. He can't save [his worshippers] from trouble.
YHVH Alone Can Save Us
[The heathens]

8

Remember this, men. Burn
your hearts, you rebels.

[my word]

into

safety, for my glorious people
who will rule [the universe] with me.”
[wide-open]

Israel = those who rule with El.

IsaiYAH 47
Isaiah Predicts Babylon's Fall Into
Slavery
1 [YAH shouts,]

“Drop down, [pagan nation]. Wallow in the
dust, ‘virgin’ daughter [city] of [ancient]
Babylon. Sit on the ground. [Your] throne
is gone, Chaldean daughter [populace].
[People] are done calling you ‘tender’ and
‘delicate.’
2

rip off your veils,
[Babylon]. [They] strip your skirts.
[They] bare your legs. [They drag]
you across rivers. [Far away from
home, you] staff millstones. You
grind meal [in slave-land].

Remember the ancient [miracles] of old,
___. I [Yahweh] am El {Power}. No one
else self-exists! I am Elohim. There is
no one like Me.
IsaiYAH 46:10

11

*

call a bird-of-prey from the
eastern [sunrise]. From a far-off
land, [my] man [comes] to execute
my strategy. Yes, ___, I speak
[your] future. Yes, I bring her [to
be]. I form [history]. Then I execute it.
[I]

This initially refers to Cyrus, and ultimately to
Yahshua.

*
Listen to me, you bull-hearted
[rebels, beings] furthest from righteousness:
12

13

I bring my Justice right [to you], ___.
[Judgment day] looms very close. My salvation never delays. Soon, I lift Zion to
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

*
[The oppressors]

9

From the beginning, I declare the end.
From ancient times, I announce future
events. My counsel stands, ___. I do
everything I choose.

1134

A woman's head-covering is a precious treasure.
Her flowing locks are attractive treats best reserved for her husband. For a woman to walk
around in public flaunting her hair is immodest, like
her walking around with her thighs exposed.
3

bare your naked bodies.
expose your shame to [pagan] eyes.
I avenge [your evil] as a [god], not a man.”
4 Our redeemer [arrives], ___! YahwehCommander-Of-Armies is his name. [He
is] Israel's Sacred Sovereign. 5 [YAH shouts,]
“Sit silent, [Babylon]. Flee into darkness,
[dungeon] daughter of the [ancient]
Chaldeans. [People] are done calling you,
‘The [first] lady of [all] kingdoms.’
[The oppressors]

[They]

6

I burst into [anger] over my peoples'
[crimes]. [So] I rip the pollution out of my
heritage [people]. I throw them into your
[Babylonian] power-fist. [But] you brutally
[abuse my people]. You lay your crushing
‘yoke’ on [even] their elders!
7
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You boast, ‘I'll be [earth's first] lady forever.’ You never lay [scriptural warnings] to
your heart. You ignore your ultimate
outcome.
Occultists & Their Demons Die In
Eternal Fire
8

Now listen, pampered [egoist]! You live
carelessly. You brag in your heart, ‘I
self-exist. No one compares to me. I
won't sit as a widow. I'll never know
[how it feels to be] bereaved [of my children].’
9

But those two tragedies befall you in a
moment, [Babylon]. In one day, [you] lose
your children, and you become a widow. The perfect [storm] of disaster
smashes you, as the [result of] your proliferating sorceries, your limitless occult
[crimes].

1135

power-fist. [Annihilation vaporizes the sorcerers.
Death] leaves not one glowing ember to
warm [a body] by, not one fire to sit and
face.
The fire completely destroys the sinner. The sinner
does not writhe in conscious eternal agony.

*
Every [demon] who worked you,
the spirit-merchants who [sold
you] from your youth, run to escape your [fate]. No one saves
you [pagans].”
15

IsaiYAH 48
YAH Condemns Phony JudeoChristian 'Believers'
1

You run for refuge in your wickedness.
You brag, ‘No one sees me [sin].’ Your
crafty expertise perverts you. You
boast in your heart, ‘I self-exist. No one
else equals me.’

Listen, descendants of Jacob. You're
called by the name ‘Israel.’ You spring
forth from the ‘waters’ of Judea. You
swear [using my] name (Yahweh). You talk
about ‘the Elohim of Israel.’ But [you
speak] in untruth, in unrighteousness.

The modern occultist concludes that since ‘everyone is god’, the occultist himself is a god.
11

Or “from the procreative-fluid of Judah”. This verse
condems, not condones, oath-swearing.
2

IsaiYAH 47:10

So evil attacks you. You never see from
where it rises. Ruin falls upon you. You
run for shelter. But you find none. Unforeseen desolation flashes down on
you [infidels].
12

Stand now with your [demons] you've
charmed since your youth. [Brandish] your
multitude of tiresome sorceries. See if
they'll help you. Try to terrify [me]!

selves ‘the city of holiness.’ [You] prop up [your crooked lives] on
the reputation of the Elohim of Israel:
‘Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies.’

[You fakers]

call

[your]

3

I reveal history to you from the beginning, ___. As [predictions] issue from my
mouth, I unveil them [to you]. I fulfill [my
prophecies] right on time. [Everything I warn you
about] comes to pass.

13

4

You're worn-out by [following decades] of [demonic] ‘advice.’ Let the astrologers, the
stargazers, the moon-prophets stand
up and save you from these [disasters]
coming to [rain] upon you.

[I baby you pseudo-believers.]

14

Watch

burn like straw in
fire. Their dark [arts] fail to rescue their life-breath from the flame's
[your occult advisors]

[judgment's]
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I know you're obstinate, ___. Your neck-sinews are
iron. Your brow is brass.

5

I foretell your future long before it arrives, ___. I show you [disasters] before
they happen. So you can never say, ‘My
idol makes events [happen]. My carved
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totem, my molten image, commands
the [future].’
6

You hear and see all [my predictions], ___.
Yet you tell no [one]! I show you new
[revelations] to this [day. I hand you the keys to]
treasured, [priceless mysteries]. Yet you fail
to recognize [my prophecies]!
7
I perform unprecedented [miracles every] day, feats
you've never before heard of. So you can't brag,
‘Look. I know all about [YAH's power].’
8

Yet you won't listen, [Israel]. You won't
learn. Long ago you shut your ear[s]. I
see your treachery. I called you
‘Cheater’ when [you sprang from your mama's]
womb.
Jacob = Cheater.
9

I hold-back my fire-breathing-fury to
protect my reputation. I resist cutting
you [Judeo-Christians] out of the [universe] because [that would reduce my own] acclaim.
Your Loving Creator Calls You
Home

*
Look, ___. I refine you. But instead of melting you like silver,
I try you in the furnace of oppression.
IsaiYAH 48:10

In the crucible of humiliation.
11
[To protect my own reputation],

I [refine you], ___.
I [drill out your] pollution. I refuse to surrender my glorious [children] to alien [demon-gods].

The bookstore translations of this verse make no
sense. They make the Almighty seem stupid and
vain.
12

Listen to me, [sons of] Jacob {Heel-Catcher},
aka ‘Israel’, my called-out [people]. I [am]
‘He.’ I [am] the first [cause]. And I [am] the
end [result].
13

Yes, my power-hand [lays your] earth's
foundation, ___. My right hand spans
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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the heavens. I call to them. They rise
as one.”
14 Gather [round], all you [earthlings. Hear] the
[future] to which you're all blind: [Watch]
Yahweh's beloved [servant-king smash evil]
Babylon like a smiling [child plays with a toy.
Watch Emperor Cyrus'] power-arm crush down
the Chaldean [menace]. 15
“I — I [Yahweh] speak [your future, ___]. Yes, I
call [my avenger]. I bring him. I straighten
the road [before] him.”
16 [Isaiah continues:] Come close to me, ___.
Hear this [message]. From the beginning,
I openly speak [your future]. The moment
Adonai Yahweh sends me, I appear to
[convey] His Spirit [to you]. 17 Yahweh, your
Redeemer, Israel's Sacred Sovereign,
says,
“I am Yahweh your Elohim. [I] alone
teach you to prosper, ___. I lead you
up the path that you must hike [to get to
heaven].
18

Oh, if only you'd [pay] attention to my
instructions, ___! Then your peace
would [flow] like a river. Your righteousness would [flood the earth like] the waves of
the [mighty] sea.
19

Your seed-children [would fill the earth] like
sand-grains. Offspring [would] leap from
your hearts and bellies. No one would
ever cut off nor destroy [your dynasty's]
name-fame. My [loving] face [would watch over
you and your descendants forever].
IsaiYAH 48:20

forth from Babylon, ___. Flee the
Chaldean [oppressor]. Call, shriek, sing!
Declare [freedom] to the ends of the
earth. Shout, ‘Yahweh redeems his
cheating servant!’”

[Run]

Cheating = Lit: Jacob.

didn't [die] of thirst in
the desert, ___. [YAH] makes waters
gush out of rocks [for us Hebrews to drink]. He
splits cliffs. So rivers [of blessing] pour out
[on us believers]. 22 *Yahweh declares,
21 [YAH's ancient people]
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“No shalom [peace, health or safety]
comes to wicked [beings].”

IsaiYAH 49
YAH Promises To Lift You Up To
Rule With Him
1 Listen to me, [inhabitants of earth's] coastlands. [Pay attention,] people [near and] far.
From [my mother's] womb, Yahweh calls
me. He speaks my name [Isaiah] into my
mother's heart.
Isaiah, Joshua, and Jesus are the same name pronounced differently. Isaiah = YesheYahu =
YAHshua = YAH saves = Joshua = Jesus. This
verse is a prophecy of the incomparable modern
reach of Isaiah's nearly 3000 year-old writings.
Through the mouth of the Messiah, Isaiah's writings have touched more hearts than have any extra-biblical ancient documents.

makes my mouth a sharp sword,
___. He hides me in the shadow of his
hand. He makes me a [pointy] polished
shaft [to cut through the world's nonsense]. He
conceals me in his arrow-quiver. 3 [YAH]
tells me,
“You are my obedient one. [You'll] rulewith-me. Through [you] I [show] my splendor [to the universe].”
2 [YAH]

#6286 pa'ar normally translated ‘glory’ = shining
(beauty) = splendor

*But then I [get discouraged, ___. I
moan], ‘I keep laboring in vain.
[Day after day I slog] through [the world's]
chaos. I exhaust my strength
for nothing.’ Still I know [that]
Yahweh holds justice [in store for]
me and you. Elohim [guards] my
reward [in heaven]. 5 Yahweh formed
4

me from the womb to be his servant, to
bring [ancient] Jacob's [brats] back to him.
[YAH] announces, “Whether Israel regroups [or not, you (Isaiah)] stand glorious in
[my divine] eyes.” So Yahweh Elohim [fills]
me with his strength-spirit, ___.
Our self-esteem comes from YAH's love for us, not
from our success nor failure. We are responsible
only for bringing YAH's message to the world. The
world is responsible for their reaction.
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*YAH continues,
“You, my servant, raise up the
tribes [spawned] by [ancient] Jacob
{Cheater}. You restore those [rare]
Israelites whom I guard and
preserve [to rule with me]. But that's
just your lightweight duty. I
also give you as a light to
[illuminate] the beast-nations. You
eventually [bring] my salvation to
the end[s] of the earth.”
6

This prophecy has come splendidly true. Isaiah's
writings are quoted in every country on earth to
this day.

*Yahweh, Israel's Redeemer,
Sacred Sovereign,
[encourages you, ___]. [Today] man
despises [you]. The beast-nation[s] abhor [you]. [You] slave for
tyrants. But [see your future]: Kings
see [you] and rise [to their feet].
Princes [fall on their faces] to worship
[you]. Yahweh, the faithful Holy
[King] of Israel, anoints you [to rule
the universe with him]. 8 Yahweh promises,
7

[the omnipresent]

“I answer your [prayers] with perfect timing, ___. In your day [of greatest] desperation, I surround you. I rescue you. [I lift
you to my fortress of safety in the wide-open plains of

I preserve you. Through you, I
give [my] covenant to [earth's] people. [Together we] stabilize the earth. [We] restore
disintegrated ancestries to their [reforested] heritage [lands].
heaven.]

9

You, ___, announce to [the world's]
bound-slaves, ‘Break out [of the devil's
prison]!’ [You] command refugees crouching in darkness, ‘Come out into the
[light]!’ [The starving fugitives] feed along [pastoral] paths. They [graze] on all [earth's] high
[mountain] plateaus.
IsaiYAH 49:10

never [again] hunger nor
thirst, ___. The searing-wind and sun

[My redeemed people]
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strike them. Their merciful
[Messiah] leads them. He guides them by
springs of [eternal] water.
YAH Promises To Bring Your Real
Family To You
[again]

11

I eventually make roadways [through] all
my mountains, ___. I build up [wide]
‘highways’ [for you, my people, to travel through the
universe and beyond].
12

Watch, ___: streams [of believers] flock [to
New Jerusalem] from the [four winds]. Look [into
the future]. One [flock migrate] from the north,
[another] from the western [sea]; others
from the land of China [or Africa].
Lit. ‘Sinim’. Occurs in scripture only here.
13
[The believers sing,] ‘Shout-for-joy, heavens!
Spin-in-ecstasy, earth. Break forth into
screeches of joy, [everyone on all] mountains! Yahweh comforts his people. [He]
keeps showing mercy to his afflicted [believers].’

14

Yet [the ingrates huddled in Jerusalem beneath mount]
Zion [whine], “Yahweh has forsaken me.
My Adonai has forgotten me.”

*
Can a woman forget her nursing baby, ___? Can she lose
compassion for the child of her
womb? Well even if [some psycho]moms forget [their kids], I'll never
forget you [believers].
15

16

Look, ___. I have engraved your [name]
into the palms of my hands. Jerusalem,
I [watch over] your [city] walls nonstop.
You Have Countless Spiritual Children
17

your children rush home [to
you], ___. [Today] destroyers turn your
[life] into a desert. But in time, the
[ravagers] flee far from you.
[Eventually]

18
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Lift up your eyes all around you, ___.
See [your future]. All these [believers (your offspring)] gather themselves together. They
flock to you. As I live,”
Yahweh says,
“your [spiritual and physical progeny eventually shine
up your life] like a bridal dress made of
millions of tied-together jewels.”
19

Your [current] wastelands, your desolate
places, your demolished earth, come to
overflow with [happy, well-fed] inhabitants.
The [consumers] who swallowed you down
end up far away.

*
You've lost [many] children, ___.
But you have many more.
They'll [cry] in your ears, “The
[earth] is too small for all of us to
fit in. Get us [more planets] to live
on with you!”
IsaiYAH 49:20

21

Eventually, ___, you [come to] exclaim in
your heart, ‘Who bore me all these
[descendants]? I've lost [so many] children. I
[lived] desolate, deported, a migrant
slave. Who raised these [followers]? I [struggled through life] alone, abandoned. Where
was [my family] hiding?’”
22 Adonai Yahweh promises,
“Watch, ___! I lift up my hand to the
beast-nations. I raise my flag over [all]
people[s]. They haul your sons [home to
you] in their arms. Upon their shoulders,
they carry your daughters [to your smiling
face].
23

*

kings serve as your
[children's] foster-fathers. Queens
[work unknowingly as] your wet-nurses.
[Eventually these] rulers [come to] bow
down to you, ___. Their faces
[touch] the earth. They lick up the
dust at your feet. Finally you
realize that I am Yahweh {theOmniPresent-Sovereign}. No one
[Today, enemy]
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who waits for Me ends up
ashamed.”
YAH Promises To Kill Your Oppressors
24

can snatch prey from invincible
[predators], ___? [Who] can [snatch] slaves
[from an] exalted [ruler]?”
[Who]

*Yahweh decrees:
“I snatch captives from bulletproof [rulers]. I rescue prey from
[the mouths of] predators. I fight
whoever fights with you, ___.
I save your children.
25

26

I feed your oppressors with their own
flesh, ___. I get them drunk on their
own blood, like it's sweet-wine. Eventually all meat-people realize that I, Yahweh, Jacob's mighty [deliverer], am your
Savior and your Redeemer.”

IsaiYAH 50
YAh Begs Us To Abandon War & Return To Him
1 Yahweh asks,
“ ___, where is your ‘mother’ [Israel's] divorce decree? Did I kick her out [of my
family]? Did I sell your [nation] to [pay back]
my creditors? [No.] Look: in your perversities, you [Judeo-Christians] sell yourselves.
Your mother [ancient Israel] got deported [as
a result of her] revolting [against me], just like
you [do].
2

Why is it, ___, that when I come [knocking on your heart], nobody's home? When I
call [humanity], why does no one answer?
Is my power-arm too short to rescue
[you earthlings]? Do I lack the strength to
ransom [you]? Look, ___. I shout, and
the sea drains to dry [land]. I [blink] and
[the] great [Jordan] river turns to a desert
full of stinking fish dying of thirst for
water.
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Not a reference to ecological destruction. YAH is
reminding you of how he parted the Red Sea and
the Jordan river during the Exodus.
3

I clothe the galaxies
with blackness. [I] drape [stars] in ‘sackcloth’ [to mourn earth's wickedness].”

[With one thought, ___,]

At will, YAH occasionally hides the sun, moon and
stars from our view, to get humanity's attention.

*[Isaiah continues,] “Adonai Yahweh
gives me the tongue of [an] educated [man]. So I know how to
speak timely message[s] to
world-weary [people]. [YAH] wakes
me morning after morning,
___. He unplugs my ear[s]. I
hear [him speak supernatural wisdom envied
by] sages. 5 *The Adonai Yahweh
opens my ear[s] [to his commands]. I
never rebel. I never turn back,
___. 6 *I give my back to the
whippers, ___. I [turn] my
cheeks to [terrorists] who rip out
[my] hair. I expose my face to
shame and spitting. 7 [Yet] the
4

Adonai Yahweh always helps me, ___.
So I don't get depressed [or confused]. I
set my face like flint. I know [YAH always
eventually] rescues me from shame. 8

*My Vindicator, Yahweh, sticks
close to me. Who dares fight
me, ___? I dare my adversaries to show [their faces] and attack me. 9 Watch, ___! The Adonai
Yahweh helps me. If [you] dare condemn
me [as lawless], look out! [My accusers] fall
apart like clothes. The moth eats them
up.
You don't have to retaliate against your enemies.
Just please YAH. He'll get rid of your enemies.

___, who among you who
awe [of] Yahweh? Who obeys the
voice of [YAH's] servant? [You worldlings]
stumble in darkness. [You] lack brilliance. So run-for-refuge in Yahweh's
IsaiYAH 50:10
[lives in]
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Name-Authority. Lean on

[your]

Elohim.

*[YAH warns,]
“Watch [out], all you fire-starters, you [militarists] who surround yourselves with incendiary-missiles. [You] walk [to your
deaths] in the light of your [war]
fire. [You burn] in the sparks you
kindle. With [one strike of] my
[omnipotent] hand, you [warmongers]
collapse in agony.”
11

War solves nothing. It destroys the loser and
bankrupts the victor. The only way to stop warcrime is to teach children stories and songs that
reflect biblical morality.

IsaiYAH 51
YAH Offers To Redeem Us From
Slavery
1 Listen to me, you [saints] who pursue
righteousness, you who seek Yahweh.
Look to the ‘rock’ from where you are
‘hewn’, ___. [Consider] the [eternal] ‘quarry
pit’ from which you were mined. 2 [YAH
says,]

“ ___, look to your forefather Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions}. [Emulate] Sarah
{Monarch} who [spiritually] ‘birthed’ you. I
called and blessed [Abraham and Sarah when
they lay] solitary [and childless]. I multiplied
[their family and their wealth].”
3 Similarly, Yahweh comforts [the land of]
Zion, ___. He breathes-new-life into all
her deserts. He morphs her wildernesses into Edens [of pleasure]. Her wastelands
[bloom] like Yahweh's [heavenly] gardens.
Bright glee shoots forth. Voices, music
[and] acclamation [return to fill her air]. 4 [YAH
continues,]

“Listen to me, my people. Lend me [your]
ear[s], my [stubborn] nation. [Universal] Law
springs from my [voice], ___. My judgments bring light and stability to [all]
people.
5
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—In a flash, I [hurl] my justice [to earth].
My saving [power] shoots [down to free you from
tyranny, ___]. My ‘arms’ thunder my verdicts [across your tiny universe]. From coastland to [coastland,] my faithful people [see]
my long-awaited power-arm [rush in to the
rescue].
YAH Says Look UP To Him, Not
Sideways To Man

*
—Lift up your eyes to the heavens, ___. Look upon the earth
beneath. For the heavens are
vanishing away like smoke.
The earth is dissolving to [dust]
like [an] old-cloak. All who live
in it die like flies. But my salvation lasts forever. My justice
can't be abolished.
6

7

—Listen to me, you who recognize
righteousness, [you] people who [guard]
my law in [your] heart[s]. Never fear the
reproach of mortals, ___. Never let
their insults depress you.
8

—Moths eat [mortals] like clothing, ___.
Worms devour [humans] like wool. Yet my
righteousness lasts for [all] eon[s]. My
salvation endures through all generations.”
Isaiah Prays For YAH To Rescue Us,
His People
9 [Isaiah continues,] “Awake! Awake, power-arm of Yahweh! Clothe yourself with
strength! Rise [to] slay [arrogant] Rahab
{Egypt-The-Whore-Monster}. Pierce the
dragon, as in the ancient days, in the
generations of ages-past. IsaiYAH 51:10 —
You, [Yahweh], are the One who drains
the sea waters [down to the] abyss. You
[erase] vast ocean depths to make a road
for [us] redeemed [saints] to pass.
The 'sea' and 'Egypt' refer to the sinful worldly nations who surround you today. Without YAH's supernatural protection, there is no way to pass
through life while obeying the bible. You will either
disobey the bible or live by miracle-power.
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—So eventually Yahweh's ransomed
[saints] come back [home]. Shout-singing,
[we] flock to Zion. Ever-shining [joy] rests
upon [our] head[s]. [YAH] makes us
sparkle [with] radiance. Sorrow and
mourning flee away.
YAH Again Promises To Comfort His
Obeyers
11

*[YAH promises,]
“I, [only] I, am he who comforts
you, ___. [Remember] who you
are, [my child]. Why should you
live in fear of any dying mortal,
a ‘brat of Adam’ whom [I] will
compost into grass?
12

13

forget Yahweh your maker,
who stretches forth the heavens, who
lays the foundations of the earth. [You]
live in constant daily terror of the oppressors' fire-fury. Yet [all worldly powers lie]
impotent. [They] can't destroy [your eternal
essence]. Where is the rage of the oppressor? [Constrained to a tiny blue dot in a vast, dying uni[ ___, you]

verse.]

*
In a flash, [I] release [you] exiled
slave[s]. [You] escape from dying
in the pit [of ruin]. [I] won't [let you]
starve to death.
14

15

I am Yahweh your Elohim, ___. [I'm the
power] who cleaves the sea into clamoring billows. [My] Name is YahwehCommander-Of-All-Armies. [Saving you is
easy for me.]

16

I put my words in your mouth, ___. I
cover you in the shadow of my hand. I
plant the heavens. I lay the foundations
of the earth. I say to [you] shining, towering [saints], ‘You are my people.’”
Lit: Zion, the bright shining mountain. Our job is to
shine YAH's love to the world, like a bright, towering mountain gleaming in the sun. That's what
'HalleluJah' means.

YAH Eventually Punishes Your Oppressors
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Wake-up! Open-your-eyes! Stand
up, Jerusalem. You've drunk the cup of
Yahweh's fire-fury [straight] from his
hand. You drained the goblet of quaking [terror] to the dregs. You've sucked
[out its very last drop of punishment]. 18 ___,
among all the sons [Jerusalem] has
brought forth, no [leader stands] to guide
her. Of all the children she's raised, no
one takes her by the hand. 19 [YAH says,]
“Your double-dose of [punishment] slams
down on you. Does anyone feel sorry
for you? Desolation, destruction,
famine, the sword. Who's [willing] to
comfort you? [No one but] me.”
IsaiYAH 51:20 Your sons lie fainted, collapsed at the head[s] of all the [region's]
streets. [Soldiers catch them] like wild antelopes[s] in nooses. They [bleed] out,
overflowing with Yahweh's fire-fury,
[killed by] your Elohim's verdict. 21 So listen up, you humiliated [nation], you [people
more] drunk on [blood] than on wine. 22
Your Adonai, Yahweh, your Elohim who
fights for his people, says,
“Watch, ___: I'm taking the cup of terror out of your hand. You've drained
the chalice of my fury to the dregs. You
[need] never drink it again.
17

*
I'm dropping my [cup of punishment]
into the hands of your [oppressors].
[No more will those jerks] command your
life-breath: ‘Bow down, ___,
so we can [roll] over you.’ [For too
long] you [Jews] have laid your
bodies on the ground to make
road[s] for [tyrants] to drive
across.”
23

IsaiYAH 52
Wake Up! Shake Off Your Dust!
Free Yourself!

*Awake! Wake up, ___!
Clothe yourself with [YAH's]
1
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strength, [people of shining mount] Zion.
Put on your beautiful garments, [you] sacred City-OfPeace. Never again [let] unclean,
unrefined [heathens] infiltrate your
[holy] populace.
Literally: ‘un-trimmed’, not referring to penile circumcision, but to spiritual ‘heart-surgery’.

* ___, shake yourself from
the dust! Rise up and take your
throne, City-Of-Peace! Captive
daughter-population of [mount]
Zion, free yourself from the
chains around your neck!
2

Great Isaiah 52:2 song: Shake Off Your Dust!

Yahweh says,
“ ___, you sold yourselves for nothing!
So [I'm] buying you back without money.”
4 Adonai Yahweh reminds you, ___,
“[As in] antiquity, my [‘modern’] people [repeatedly] choose to descend into ‘Egypt’ to
squat there [as aliens]. [Then,] the Assyrian
[Pharaoh] oppresses [my people] for no reason.
3

Gen 46:6, Ex 1:8. You go to the world-system for
benefits, then you end up getting oppressed. Listen
up, Social Security / Social Insurance participants!
Avoid the S.I.N. number like the plague it is.
5

“So now look, ___,”
warns Yahweh.
“Over and over my people get kidnapped for nothing. [Worldly] dominators
[press] howls [from Judeo-Christians' tortured]
mouths,”
laments Yahweh.
“[The oppressors] blaspheme my Name
24/7/365.”

This oppression jumped into the nominally Christian countries in 2020, in the form of congregational-worship bans in the U.S., Spain, the U.K, Australia, etc.
6

Finally [you], my people, acknowledge
my Name-Authority, ___. [I save you.]
The day [dawns when you] realize that I am
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the only [being] who foretells [the future. At
last you] see that I'm [your only hope].”

*How beautiful, ___! Upon
the mountains [spring] the feet of
the bringer of good news, [the
prophet] who announces peace,
who brings joyful tidings of
blessing, who proclaims salvation; who trumpets to [the people of
Mount] Zion, “Your Elohim
reigns!” 8 [Envision the coming day] when
7

Yahweh restores Zion, ___. Your
watchmen raise the call! With one voice
they scream-for-joy! They see [heaven's
messengers] face to face! 9 Burst into
shrieks-of-joy together, you decayed
[neighborhoods] of Jerusalem. Yahweh again
comforts his people, ___. He keeps redeeming [the] City-Of-Peace. IsaiYAH 52:10
Yahweh bares his holy arm in the sight
of all the beast-nations. All the ends of
the earth [finally] watch our Elohim save
[us, ___]. 11 *Leave! Leave, ___!

Get out of [Babylon]! Never touch
corruption. Flee from the
cesspool of [spiritual pollution]. You
who bear the [bodily] vessels of
Yahweh, get clean [and stay clean]!
Your human body is a vessel for spirits.

Leave [Babylon in confidence, ___], not in
terror. [For] Yahweh advances before
you. The Elohim of Israel [marches as] your
rear-guard. 13 [YAH foretells,]
“[The world] watches my obeyer prosper,
___. I lift him high, soaring above [the
evil world].
12

14

dumbstruck [as soldiers beat my servant's body until he's] more disfigured than any man, [looking more like a monster than] a son of Adam, ___.
[Thousands of people stare]

Simultaneously a prediction of the Messiah's crucifixion, and the repeated history of YAH's people
getting beat up by the world-system.
15
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Yet [the Messiah] makes thousands of
beast-nations jump for joy, ___. Kings
shut their mouths in awe of the untold
visions and unheard-of thoughts [the Messiah reveals].”
jump = nazah, not zarak (sprinkle). This also
refers to how YHVH's people bless the world.

IsaiYAH 53

___. Our depravities crush him.
The [devil's] punishment [illegally]
falls on [the Messiah. Yet by providing lawful
justification for dethroning Satan, this unjustifiable
murder of the Innocent-One brings]

up before [Yahweh] as a tender
plant, a root springing from dry
ground, ___. [The Messiah] is neither well-formed nor especially
handsome. When we see [the Messiah], no beauty makes us desire
him.

peace &

well-being

[to us believers. By allowing the
devil's servants to paint the Messiah's body in razor-whip-stripes, welts, black-and-blue bruises &]

wounds,

Isaiah Predicts Messiah's Suffering
& Death
1 Who believes our [eyewitness] report[s,
___]? Who foresees the [shocking, unexpected,
surprising] revelation of Yahweh's [powerful]
arm? 2 *[The Messiah] comes to grow

1143

healing [for
*All we [members of the
human flock] keep going astray like
lost sheep, ___. We all [break
ranks. We go AWOL.] We ‘turn-aboutface’, [seeking] our own paths.
Yahweh places [the Messiah like a de[the Messiah buys]

us, his disciples]. 6

fense advocate or arbitrator between Himself and]

the evil/perversity/depravity
of all of us.

No movie has ever had the guts to portray Jesus as
he was: at best average-looking.

Sick translations imply that YHVH needs to punish
people in order to love them. YHVH did not lay
upon Yahshua all of our sins. The Hebrew word
'Paga' does not primary mean 'lay'. Paga means
'intercession:' #6293 page : to impinge, by accident or violence, or importunity:--come between,
entreat, fall (upon), make intercession, lay, light
(upon), meet (together), pray, reach, run.

3

7

Mega-preachers get famous and rich pushing the
parts of the bible that make people wealthy.
Preach the Creator's full message, and everybody
hates you, in and out of the church.

ture not like a screaming he-goat but]

*[YAH's Messiah] lives despised and
rejected by men, ___. [The Messiah
is] a man of sorrows. He knows
all about grief. [People] hide their
faces from [YahShua]. He [endures life]
hated, [marginalized, ignored]. We humans fail to value [Christ].

*[The Messiah] bears our diseases.
He carries our sorrows, ___.
Yet we [mortals mistakenly] look at [the
Messiah] as someone punished,
struck by Elohim, afflicted,
[cursed].
4

Jesus did not bear the wrath of YHVH. Jesus bore
the wrath of the devil and of the devil's subjects.

*[The Messiah] gets wounded,
[pierced] by our transgressions,
5
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*[The Messiah lives] oppressed and afflicted.
Yet he keeps his mouth
shut, ___. [Soldiers] drag
[Christ] like a lamb to the
slaughter. [He submits to torlike a silent ewe-sheep
facing her shearers. [The
Messiah] refuses to open
his mouth [to condemn and annihilate his murderers]. 8 *[Soldiers drag
from prison. [Religious hypocrites deny him] justice [in trial]. No
one in [the Messiah's] generation
protests when [Satan's servants] sevthe Messiah]
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er him from the land of the living. [Soldiers] beat [him] bloody for
[and by] the sins of my people.
Or, "No one can list the Messiah as having any
physical offspring; he died childless."

*[The Messiah] makes his grave
with rich dead criminals. [Yet the
Messiah] never once does violence
[or wrong], ___. Never is there [a
word of] deceit in his mouth.
9

In a rich man's tomb [the tomb of Joseph of
Arimethea].

*Yet Yahweh bends.
[He allows Satan to] crumble [the Messiah's
body] with suffering, to commit
[Christ's] flesh to guilty [butchers] like
[a sin-offering to be flayed and devoured]. Yet
[the Messiah rises from death. He] sees his
spirit-seed-children. [Yahweh eternally] extends [the Messiah's] days. The
will of Yahweh prospers in
[YahShua's] hand.
IsaiYAH 53:10

Wrong translations of Isaiah 53:10 beget the scripture-ripping theology that ‘god finds it good and
pleasing to punish innocent people’. This sick doctrine leads to a church that imitates its false god
by supporting evil wars (Iraq, Vietnam, Crusades)
and evil policies that punish innocent people (the
war on drugs, the war on ‘terror,’ war on ‘illegal immigration’).

My righteous servant [the Messiah] experiences misery that snuffs out his lifebreath. Yet his cunning [defeat of Satan] repairs [the doomed lives of] many [people. The Messiah] bears humanity's perversities. 12
[Christ] pours out his soul to death. So to
[the Messiah, Yahweh] allots [history's] greatest
reward. [To his followers, the Messiah] divvies
out the plunder [of all of history's dead] mighty
[rulers. The evil world] counts [YahShua] among
sinners. [Yet in fact] he bears the sin of
many [people. The Messiah] comes between
[sinners and their punishment].
11

Traditional Judaism counts Jesus as the father of
all holocausts, much worse than Hitler.

IsaiYAH 54
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YAH Promises To Redeem & Protect
Us Saints
1 ___, yahweh says,
“Scream-for-joy, you sterile, childless
[abandoned believer(s)]. Burst out into shrieks-of-glee! Shine-your-cry [of happiness].
Spin-dance! The [believing] barren woman
[eventually winds up] with more descendants
than the married wife!
2

Expand your tent-site, ___! Spread out
the curtain-walls of your dwelling.
Lengthen your cords. Strengthen your
stakes.
3

your population breaks out
to the right and left, ___. Your seedchildren end up possessing the beastnations. Your [descendants] inhabit the
[world's] deserted cities!

[In the future,]

*
Never fear. Don't [succumb] to
shame. Ban discouragement
from your [heart], ___. [I won't let]
you [live] in disgrace. You [soon
come to] forget the shame of your
youth. [Time] forever erases [your]
desperate widow-like [loneliness].
5 *For your Maker owns [and cares
for] you, ___. Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies is his name.
Your Redeemer is Israel's Sacred-Sovereign. Everyone on
earth [eventually comes to] call him
‘Elohim {OverLord}’. 6 Your Elohim
4

like a brokenhearted
woman, forsaken, dumped by the [husband she married in] youth. So Yahweh calls
you [back to himself]. 7 [YAH says,]
“I let you [run] loose for a tiny wink [of
time], ___. But [then] I hug you with limitless compassions.
[sees you, ___, crying]

8

—In effervescent fire-rage, I hide my
face from you for a moment, ___.
Then, with everlasting kindness, I [lavish]
mercy on you,”
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says Yahweh, your Redeemer. 9
“I [make your punishment fade] like the waters
of Noah {Rest}. Just as I swear that
floods like Noah's will never again
drown the earth, so I swear that I will
not remain angry with you, nor rebuke
you [forever], ___.
IsaiYAH 54:10

the mountains. I erase [earth's]
hills. But my kindness never leaves
you, ___. Nothing can abolish my
covenant of peace,”
promises Yahweh, your merciful [father].
[I crumble]

11
“Oh, [you] beaten-down [city], tempesttossed, sighing [in pain]! [Soon] I [rebuild you
on a] foundation of glittering [sapphires]. I
make the [walls of your houses] from precious
jewels.

But you, saint, don't want to be the waster. The
waster fails to reach heaven.

*
“ ___, no weapon [anyone]
forges to fight you prevails [in the end]. You [eventually] refute every tongue
that rises against you in
judgment. [Victory] is the
heritage of Yahweh's
obedient-ones. I give
[you perfect] justice,”
promises Yahweh.
17

IsaiYAH 55

New Jerusalem.
12

I craft your [future] sun-windows of firestones, and your gates of sparkling
jewels, and all your [outer] walls of precious gems.
jewels = garnets / turquoises
13
[I] Yahweh, [ultimately] disciple all your
‘children.’ So your [spiritual] progeny [bask]
in limitless peace, [prosperity, safety & health].

14

—[I] set you straight-up on an [everlasting]
foundation. Tyranny stays far from you.
You live in courage. Terror never [again]
comes near you, ___.
15

You watch your [enemies] amass [around you,
___]. But I don't [send them]. Everyone who
gathers against you [eventually] falls. [I bash
your foes down to protect] you.

*
Look [at history, ___]: I create the
[metal]smith who blows the coals
in the fire to make weapons for
[killing tyrants]. I create the waster
to destroy [evil people].
16
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Come To YAH For The Free Gift Of
Salvation

1 [YAH continues,]

“Oh, all you thirsty [people], walk to [My living] waters. You have no silver. Yet
come, buy and eat! [I'll] get [you] ‘wine’
and ‘milk’ without money, for free,
___!

*
Why do you blow money
on counterfeit food,
___? Why do waste
your labor for [junk] that
satisfies no one? Listen
diligently to me. Eat
what's good. Let your
life-breath luxuriate in
[strength-giving healthy] ‘fats.’
2

Food = metaphor for satisfying spiritual sustenance. Synthetic fats are poison. Fats from pigs,
catfish and shellfish are laced with poison. Yet
healthy fats are totally essential to your well-being.
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Eat cream from cows and goats. Eat whole-milk
yogurt and kefir. Eat lots of actual (not fake) olive
oil, nuts, avocados, etc. Exercise to move the fats
through your bloodstream. Avoid denatured, fatfree foods — they're made to rob you, not enrich
you. Fat (deshen) can also mean ‘high-grade
steak’.
3

Spread-open your ear[s], ___. Walk to
me. Listen close. Then your life-breath
will thrive [forever]. I'll make an everlasting covenant to build your [eternity on] the
loving-kindness [I give] to [King] David.
Follow David's Lead: Draw All Nations To YAH
4

Look

I gave [David
as a witness, a national commander to lead your people.”
{Love}

[at king David's example, ___].

to you believers]

David made mistakes. But he did many excellent
things. His example as a worshipper is absolutely
essential. The Messiah, the uber-David, never
made one mistake.

*See [your future]. You, ___,
summon nation[s] you've never
[even heard] of. Beast-nations who
never knew anything about [Israel] run to you because of Yahweh your Elohim. [People flock to you]
to [encounter] the Holy One of Israel, because he keeps glorifying you.
5

All over the earth, Hebrew-Roots movements are
springing up to learn the ancient ways of Israel, a
nation that did not even formally exist from 70AD
to 1949AD!

Seek Your Creator Now, Before It's
Too Late
6 Seek Yahweh while it's possible to
find him, ___. Call on him [now], while
he's nearby. 7 [Help] wicked [people] abandon their [dark] path[s, ___. Help them] return
to Yahweh. [YAH] always overflows with
pardon. [He showers] mercy on [repentant sinners]. 8 *YAH explains,

“My thoughts differ from your
thoughts, ___. Your ways detour from my ways.
9*
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Like the galaxies [soar] over the
earth, my ways [soar] higher
than your ways, and my
thoughts [tower] over your
thoughts, ___.
YAH's Word-Water Gives Life To All
Reality

*
[My] rain [showers] down, ___.
Snow [falls] from heaven.
[Precipitation] waters the earth. [Water] makes [land] shoot out buds
that give seed to the planter
and bread to the eater. Then
[the excess water] evaporates [to repeat
the global hydration process] .
11 *
My word [works] just like [life-giving]
water. [It] shoots out of my
mouth [like rain], ___. It never returns to me fruitless. It always
accomplishes what I intend. [My
word] succeeds in whatever I
send it [to do].
IsaiYAH 55:10

You Will Dance out Of Bondage
Into Freedom!
12

*

in glee you [repentant sinners dance]
out of [the dry, evil world]. You flow in
peace. Mountains and hills
burst out shouting-for-joy before you, ___! All the trees of
[earth's] wildlands clap their
hands [to celebrate your freedom]!”
[So,]

a [beautiful, valuable] ‘fir-tree’,
grow out of the [world's] ‘thorn-patch.’
The [evil] ‘brier-hill’ sprouts [flowerful]
‘myrtle-tree’ [believers]. [This] everlasting
sign [of your] unbreakable [redemption]
brings fame to Yahweh!
13 [You, ___,]

IsaiYAH 56
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Everyone Is Equal In YAH's Kingdom
1 Yahweh says,
“ ___, guard justice. Do what's right,
because [I'm] coming to save [the oppressed]. You're about to see me set everything straight.
2

man who actively [rescues
oppressed people. Be that rare] ‘child of Adam’
who seizes hold on [righteousness]. Guard
the Sabbath from [anyone] poking [holes of
work into] it. Keep [your] hand from doing
any evil, ___.
3 And ___, when a foreigner joins himself to Yahweh, don't let him talk himself down, saying, “Yahweh has permanently separated me from his people.”
And never let any [innocent victim] of castration say, “Look: I'm just a dry-tree.”
4 For Yahweh says,
[“I welcome victims of] castration who keep
my sabbaths, who choose [to perform actions] that please me, who take hold of
my covenant, ___.
[I]

bless

[every]

5

Within my family, within my walls, I'll
give [innocent victims of genital mutilation] power
and a name better than any sons and
daughters [could offer them]. I'll give them
an everlasting fame that will never be
‘cut off.’
Christians should treat transsexuals with love and
compassion. However, we should warn people of
the reasons they might later regret an irreversible
sex-change.
6

foreign people to join
themselves to [me] (Yahweh) to serve
me, to love my name (Yahweh), to
obey me, to guard the sabbath from
commercial-pollution, to grab hold of
my covenant.
[ ___, encourage]

trumpeted as ‘a house of prayer for ALL
people.’”
8 Adonai Yahweh, who gathers Israel's
outcasts says,
“I'll keep gathering more [Gentiles] into [Israel,] in addition to the [foreigners I've] already engrafted [into Israel, ___].
Referring to Christians.
9

All you ‘beasts’ far and near, come eat.
Yes, all you [beast-nationals] living in the
world-jungle, [flock to me, Yahweh]!”
This is continuing the previous thought: that YAH is
inviting people of all nations to engraft into Israel.

Judeo-Christianity's Leaders Are
Blind & Dumb

*[Israel's] watchmen are
blind, ___. They're all ignorant. They're all dumb dogs
who can't bark because they
lie around sleeping, dreaming,
infatuated with slumber. 11 Yes,
IsaiYAH 56:10

are greedy dogs. They
can never get enough, ___. They're
pastors who can't understand [reality].
They all face their own direction, every
one [out] for personal gain [to sock away in his
private] estate. 12 *[Judeo-Christianity's false
[Israel's watchmen]

lie to you, ___, “Come!
I'll grab some wine. We'll fill
up on hard liquor. [Don't worry about
righteousness.] Tomorrow will [shine]
just like today, only more prosperous!”
leaders]

Alcohol is a metaphor for propaganda. It also
refers to humanity's obsession with legal and illegal drugs, which are tools of sorcery (GREEK:
Pharmakeia).

IsaiYAH 57

7

I bring [people from all nations] to my holy
mountain. I brighten them up in my
house of prayer, ___. I delight [all repentant people] with cut-meat smoke-roasts
[cooking] on my altar. My house must be
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YAH Uses Death To Rescue Righteous People

*The righteous [man]
perishes, and no man
1
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lays it to heart, ___.
[YAH] takes merciful men
away [from this world]. Yet no
one grasps that [YAH mercifully] takes law-abiding
[people in death] to [rescue them]
from [earth's] evil future.
Thus answers, "Why do good men die?"

*The [righteous dead] enter into
peace, ___. They rest on their
beds. [Then they rise] to walk
straight up [to heaven].
2

Occult Practitioners War Against
YAH
3 *But
shouts,]

to the witch-spawn,

[YAH

“Come here to [judgment], you
seed of adulterers and
whore[s].
4

You children of rebellion! You fruit of
falsehood. [When you mock righteous people,]
against whom do you flick your [delicious]
insults? [When] your long snake-tongues
[flap from] your fat mouths, [you mock your
Maker]!
5

You [occultists] enflame your lusts with
idol-gods under any green tree. You
slay children in the river-valleys, under
rocky crags!
Today's evil world leaders still commit child sacrifice.
6

Instead, you
choose [to sculpt gods from] smooth river
boulders. So that's what you get: an inheritance [worthless as stones]. You pour out
drink-offerings and donate presents to
[dumb rocks]! Yet you fantasize [that idolatry]
delights Me?
[You reject me, your Maker.]

*
You set up your [fornication] beds
on high mountain shrines. You
7
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orgies in the [light of] your
smoking slaughtered sacrifices.
[revel in]

8

Behind [your] doors and your [fences], you
erect [idolatrous] memorial-shrines. You
expose yourself to my rivals. You climb
up into bed [with pagan powers]. Then you
make your bed even bigger, to [hold more
partners]. You forge contracts with [demons].
Your eyes light up at the sight of their
[prostitution] beds.

*
You haul your oil to the wargod [Molech]. You proliferate your
[chemical] compounds. You send
your [evil] agents to the [4]
winds. You even make [occult] descent into Sheol {The-Grave}, [using
sorcery].
9

IsaiYAH 57:10

Your vast [occult] traffic wearies you. Yet
you refuse to admit that there is no
hope [in evil]. Your hand reaches out. It
grabs [dark] power to keep you from collapsing.
11

Whom do you fear and awe? [Why do] you
[worship] lie[s]? [Why] do you forget me [your
Creator]? What [keeps you from] taking [truth] to
heart? For eons, I've spoken [my love to
you]. Still you refuse to revere me.
12

I expose your [pretended] righteousness as
the [dirty] work [it is]. Your sham [religions
and charities] will not profit you.
Example: the Bill Gates Foundation, the Mormon
Church. Many of the world's most prominent charities are fronts for satanic destruction of the human
race.
13

When you cry-out, do your gaggles [of
idols] rescue you? [No.] The wind carries
them all away. Vanity swallows them.
Meanwhile, he who puts his trust in Me
possesses the land. Joyful [saints] inherit
my holy mountain.
14
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shout, ‘Rebuild! Lift up [my holy city]!
Prepare the way. Take the stumbling-block out of the path of my people.’”
YAH Saves All Humble People
[I]

*The high and lofty One who
inhabits eternity, [Yahweh] whose
name is sacred, decrees,
“ ___, I [simultaneously] dwell in [both]
the high [most] holy place, and
[down] with everyone who has a
broken, humble spirit. I revive
the life-breath of all meek [people]. I restart the heart[s] of all
repentant [beings].
15

16

I won't challenge [you] forever, ___. I
won't always be angry, or [your] spirit
would fail before me, along with all the
other living creatures I've made.
17

I get angry at [your] ruinous greed for
other peoples' things, ___. So I strike
[you]. I hide myself. I [cloak] my anger
while [you] go on perversely following
your [covetous] heart.
18

I see [your] ways, ___. I heal [you]. [I]
lead you. [I] restore comfort to [you] and
[to all other penitent] mourners.
19
I [eventually] draw praise-fruit from [your] lips. Shalom,
___! Peace to everyone far away, and everyone
near,”
[shouts] Yahweh.
“I soon heal [you].”

Meanwhile, [all] wicked [beings
like the restless troubled sea
whose waters cast up [useless, troublesome]
mire and dirt, ___. 21 My ELohim decrees,
“No villain ever [lives] in peace, ___.”
IsaiYAH 57:20
writhe]

IsaiYAH 58
Call The Israelis To Obey Their Own
Scripture
1
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Cry aloud, ___! Hold nothing back. Lift
up your voice like a trumpet. Show my
people their treachery. [Explain] to the
ancestral-family of Jacob [how they've been]
sinning.
2

to seek me day
day, to delight in my road-map [for
their lives], to [become] a nation that executes righteous [actions,] to never abandon the judicial-rulings of [me] (their
Elohim,) to ask me for just decrees, to
bend [their flesh] to approach [My] Authority.
[ ___, tell the Judeo-Christians]

[after]

The thankless task of the true Christian is to call
Israel to repentance. Have you witnessed to a Jew
this week?

Fasting= Sharing Your Wealth With
Poor People
3 [Jews whine to YAH,] "Why should we go on
fasting when You don't even notice?
Why should we torture our bodies,
when You don't even recognize [our
pain]?” [YAH responds:]
“Look, ___. On the day you fast, you
[lie around] doing whatever you want,
while you force [your workers to] slave [for
you].

*
Look: you fast [to give you more time]
to quarrel and debate, and to
beat [each other] up with your
wicked power-fists. Fasting
like you do today won't get
your voice heard on high, ___.
4

5

Did I ever appoint such [phony] fastdays, ___? [I call you to] beat down your
animal-nature, to bow your head like a
[beaten] reed, to spread sack-cloth and
ashes [over your flesh. Repentance defines] what
[I,] Yahweh, call an acceptable [fast] day.
Or “merely languishing on ashy sackcloth beds isn't
gonna cut it.”
6

*
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___, I appoint fast-days to untie fetters of wickedness, to lift
heavy burdens, to let oppressed [sufferers] go free, to
break every yoke [of evil, to cancel paupers' debts].
Sacrifice your wealth to help poor saints. If you
fast, give (the food you would have eaten) to victims of injustice. Deny yourself luxuries so you can
give invalids their necessities.
7

*

means distributing
your food to hungry [people], and
bringing poor outcasts into
your house, ___. When you
see someone naked, cover him
[with clothing and shelter. Stop] hiding
yourself from your own flesh
[and blood]!”
8 *[ ___, after you give your wealth to rescue
poor people,] your light breaks forth
like morning [dawn]. In a flash
you sprout healthy [cells, muscles,
neurons, bones]. Your justice walks
before you. The glory of Yahweh guards your back. 9 ___, rid
[True fasting]

your [society] of the yoke [of oppression. Stop
your] finger-pointing. Stop concocting
exhausting [nonsense]. Then you'll call,
and Yahweh will answer. You'll cry, and
YAH will respond,
“Here I am.”

* ___, spend your
life-breath to [help] hungry [people.
Live to] satisfy beaten-down
soul[s]. Then your light will rise
[out of] obscurity. Your darkest
[moment will] brighten [into] noonday
[shine]! 11 [When you consistently live and breathe
IsaiYAH 58:10

then Yahweh continually
guides you. He satisfies your life-breath
[even] in drought. He fattens up your
bones. You [thrive] like an irrigated garden. You [shoot up] like a flooding spring
compassion, ___,]
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whose waters never fail. 12 The [seed-children] who spring from you, ___, come
to build ancient ruins. You raise up the
foundations of many generations. People call you, “The Repairer of Fractured
[Walls], The Restorer of Living Paths.”
Honor The Sabbath & You Get Limitless Riches
13

Turn your foot from [stomping down] the
sabbath. [Stop] frivolously [abusing] my
holy day. Call the 7th-day “a delight,
the sacred and honored [rest day] of
Yahweh.” Honor Me, ___. Stop rolling
your own life-roads. Stop seeking your
own [petty] pleasures. Stop speaking
your own blather.
Christians and Muslims need to recognize the Hebrew Sabbath as a global weekly rest-day, spanning 24 hours from ‘Friday’ sundown to ‘Saturday’
sundown.
14

Then you [sabbath-keepers] will find your
delight in [me,] Yahweh. I'll cause you,
___, to ride on the heights of the earth.
I'll feast you on the inheritance of Jacob
your fore-father.”
The mouth of Yahweh decrees [your future,
___].

IsaiYAH 59
Humanity Is Desperately Wicked,
Bottom To Top

*Look, ___! Nobody ever amputated Yahweh's arm. He can
still save [you]. Yahweh's ears
are not stopped up. He still
hears [you when you call]. 2 It's your per1

versities that separate you from your
Elohim. Your sins hide YAH's face from
you, ___. So he chooses not to listen.
3 For your hands are defiled with blood.
Your fingers [drip] evil. Your lips have
spoken lies, ___. Your tongue mutters
perverse [nonsense].
Even if you never directly kill anyone, you pay voluntary taxes to support a murderous empire.
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No one calls for justice, ___. No one
pleads for truth. [All mortals] trust in
vanity. [They] speak lies. They conceive
mischief and birth out evil. 5 [Humans]
hatch viper's eggs, ___. They weave
spider's webs. Whoever eats their eggs
dies. Crush the egg; [then] out pops a
[growing] viper! 6 [The world's] webs won't
clothe [anyone, ___]. [Humanity's] works shelter no one. Their actions produce more
evil [than good]. Violent exploits [occupy
mankind's massive] hands.
4

The world-wide-web is a net producer of evil, destruction, war, lies and greed. Mankind always
uses all technology more for evil than for good. So
the more technology the world has, the faster we
race to Armageddon.

feet run to evil, ___.
They race to shed innocent blood. Their
every thought contrives evil. [They walk]
the roads of violence and destruction. 8
[Humans] live in ignorance of the way of
shalom, ___. There's no justice on the
[worldly] treadmill. [Adam-spawn] invent
crooked paths that deny peace to everyone who walks on them. 9 So justice
[stays] far from us, ___. Morality never
reaches us. We wait for light. But we
see [only] obscurity. [We seek] brightness.
Yet we walk in darkness. IsaiYAH 59:10 We
feel for the wall like blind [men]. We
grope like [monsters] with no eyes. We
stumble at noonday like it's night, ___.
We [subsist] like dead men [rotting] in dark
[holes]. 11 We all growl like bears. We
mourn like wailing doves, ___. We look
for fairness [in world affairs]. But no [equity]
exists [in man's dominion]. [We hunt] for salvation. But it stays far away from us. 12
Our crimes multiply [beneath] your face,
[YAH]. Our sins testify against us. Our
treacheries stick with us. We acknowledge our perversities. 13 [We keep on]
transgressing and lying against Yahweh, fleeing from our Elohim, fomenting oppression and revolt, conceiving
and uttering words of falsehood from
[our] heart[s, ___]. 14 [Our wickedness] drives
away [all] morality. Justice stands far
7 [Fallen humanity's]
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away [from us, ___]. Truth falls [dead] in the
street. Fairness can't penetrate [our public
sphere].
In corrupt countries, it's impossible to run an honest business. Even the most honest people keep
two sets of books, or they leave business altogether.

Yes, honesty [has] fallen [dead], ___. If
depart from evil you make yourself
prey [for the beast-nations to devour]. Heart-broken, Yahweh watches, eyeing [our world
drowning] in injustice.
YAH Straps On Armor To Fight EvilDoers
16 YAH sees no man [able to fight the global tide
of evil], ___. [He feels emotionally] devastated
that no [human] steps between [the warmongers and their innocent victims]. So [YAH lifts] his
power-arm. [He] brings salvation to [the
poor]. [YAH's] righteousness props up [us faltering saints]. 17 *[YAH] straps on the
15

[you]

breastplate of righteousness,
___. [He dons the] helmet of salvation on his head. For clothing,
[YAH] straps on the avenger's armor. He wraps himself with the
cloak of zeal.
Great Armor Of God SONG. This is the foundation
of The Armor Of God concept from Ephesians 6.

YAH always pays his adversaries exactly what their deeds deserve, ___.
He boomerangs payback on his enemies in every land on earth. Boom!
18

The only way you can avoid punishment is to make
nice with YHVH. YAH's enemies always die.

So [all humanity] eventually fears the
name and glory of Yahweh, from the
west-setting to the east-rising of the
sun, ___. [Though] enemies rush in like a
flood, the Spirit of Yahweh chases [the
enemy] to nothingness.
YAH Promises To Redeem & Use Israel Forever
IsaiYAH 59:20 Yahweh promises,
“The Redeemer comes soon to Zion,
___, to [save] the [people] in Jacob's [family
line] who turn from treachery.”
21 Yahweh says,
19
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“This, ___, is my covenant with [you Israelites]: My spirit that [I've laid] upon you,
and my words I've put in your mouth,
will never leave your mouth[s], nor
leave the mouth[s] of your seed-children, nor leave the mouth[s] of your
seed-children's seed-children, from now
on, forever.”
[That's a] promise from Yahweh.
Israel still preserves the holy Hebrew scriptures.
However, few Israelis obey those scriptures.

IsaiYAH 60
*Arise, ___! Shine! Your light
has arrived. The glory of Yahweh rises upon you. 2 Watch dark1

ness cover the earth. Absolute gloom
[shrouds the world's] people. Meanwhile, Yahweh ascends above you. [Heaven] sees
[YAH's] glory [radiate] upon you, ___. 3 So
future beast-nations flock to your light,
___. Kings [run] to the brightness of
your climb [to success]. 4 Lift up your eyes
all around [you, ___]. Watch the whole
[world] gather themselves together to
come to you, [Israel]. Your sons stream
[home] from far. [See] your daughters carried [home] on their nanny-nurses' hips.
In 1949 Israel became a recognized nation again
after nearly 2000 years of exile.

Your eyes come to sparkle with reverence, ___. Your heart startles [to life]. It
grows. [Pagans] haul the riches of the sea
to you. Beast-national forces [march] to
[aid] you. 6 Crowds of camels cover your
[land, ___]. Dromedaries from Midian
{Brawler} and Ephah {Darkie}, and everyone from Sheba {South-Arabia} flocks [to
Israel]. They bring you gold and incense.
[Their] rosy-cheeks flush [with joy as they]
applaud Yahweh. 7 [Yahweh predicts,]
“[The people] of Kedar {Darkness} drive all
their flocks to you, ___. The strong
[rams] of Nebaioth {Fruitless} serve [as] delightful [food for] your feasts. [Arabian and
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smoke-roast on my altar as I
glorify my splendid temple.”
8 [Isaiah asks Yahweh,] “Who are these [ships I
see] flying like a cloud, [rushing] like a [flock
of] doves to their nests?” 9 [YAH answers,]
“[In the future,] all the continents [and islands]
band together, led by the ships of
Tarshish {Gem}. They bring your sons
from afar, laden with silver and their
gold, to the [place of] authority of [me,]
Yahweh your Elohim, the Holy One of
Israel, who glorifies you, ___.
African meats]

IsaiYAH 60:10

Spiritual Israel Will Inherit All The
Earth

5

1152

Foreigners' sons build up your walls.
Their kings serve you, ___. For in my
fire-rage I spank you. But then I delight
to embrace you [with mercy].
11

So your gates stay forever open. They
never shut day nor night. Constantly
men haul to you, ___, the resources of
the beast-nations, delivered by their
kings!
12

Every nation and kingdom that fails to
serve you, ___, eventually perishes.
Yes, [I] totally waste every populace [who
fails to help My people].
13

The glorious

of Lebanon's [snowwhite mountains] flow to you by truckloads,
___. Their fir, pine and cypress [trees]
come to beautify my sanctuary site, my
glorious [platform].
[riches]

14

the sons of your persecutors come
bowing to you, [New Jerusalem]. Everyone
who despised you falls down at the
soles of your feet, calling you, ‘The city
of Yahweh, the Zion {Shining-Peak} of the
Holy One of Israel.’
[See]

15

You [Israel] have been forsaken and hated to the point that no human passed
through you. Yet I make you, ___, an
eternal excellency, the joy of many
generations.
16

You [eventually] suck the milk of the
beast-nations, ___. You nurse at royal
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breasts. Then you realize that I, Yahweh, am your Savior and your Redeemer, Jacob's mighty Sovereign.

*
I come and trade you gold for
your brass, silver for your iron,
brass for your wood, and iron
for your rocks, ___. I make
peace your governor and righteousness your ruler.
17

18

Violence ceases to be heard in your
land, ___. Wasting and destruction
vanish from your territory. You [come to]
name your walls: “YeShua {Wide-OpenSafe-Zone-Of-Freedom}”, and your gates:
“Tehillah {Acclamation} [to YAH].”
19

no sun to light your
days, ___. The moon's brightness [pales]
to [heaven's] glow. [I,] Yahweh shine as
your everlasting light, your radiant
power-source.
[In the end, you need]

IsaiYAH 60:20

Your sun never again goes down, ___.
Your moon never withdraws itself [from
your sky]. For [I,] Yahweh [beam] your everlasting light. The days of your mourning
finally end.
21

All your people become righteous, ___.
They permanently inherit the earth.
[Spiritual Israel] flourishes. [She's] the branch
I plant, the splendid work of my hands.
22

The tiniest [Israeli family] grows to 1000strong. One weak [Hebrew spawns] a strong
nation. At the right time, I Yahweh hasten [your recovery, ___].”

IsaiYAH 61
YAH Sends Us To Announce Global
Emancipation

*The Spirit of the Adonai Yahweh [rests] upon me, ___! Yahweh anoints me [to herald] rosy
[news] to meek, [depressed, needy] peo1
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ple. [YAH] sends me to bandage
up brokenhearted [saints,] to proclaim independence for captives, to open the dungeons
where [victims lie] shackled. 2 [YAH]
sends me and you, ___, to announce
[that this is] the year when Yahweh [shows us
his] favor. [YAH sends me] to comfort all [people] who mourn, [and to warn ruiners of] the
[coming] day when our ELohim wreaks
vengeance [on all oppressors]. 3 ___, [YAH]
glorifies [himself] by providing for [us saints,]
Zion's mourners. [YAH] trades [us a crown of]
beauty for [our] ashes, the oil of shining
[joy] for [our] wails-of-pain, a covering-shawl of applause [in exchange for our]
dragging spirit[s]. So [once again angels] call
[us]: trees of righteousness, [a population]
planted by Yahweh. 4 [I see the future, ___:
YAH's people] rebuild [earth's] ancient ruins.
They raise up long-destroyed [towns].
They repair wasted cities [that have lain]
desolate for many generations. 5 Foreigners come to stand and feed your
flocks, ___. Sons of [non-Hebrew] alien[s]
enroll as your plowmen and your vinedressers. 6 You [Israelites] come to be
named “the Priests of Yahweh.” Men call
you “the Ministers of our Elohim
{Sovereign}.” You, ___, finally eat the
riches of the beast-nations. You revel in
their splendid [luxuries]. 7 You get double
[restitution] for the shame you've [endured,
___]. The compensation [YAH] pays to
ease your disgrace makes you screamfor-joy. You possess twice the land [you
lost]. You brighten up with a shine that
never dies! 8
“For I Yahweh love justice, ___. I hate
when humans rob [the food that should be
cooked to feed poor people at my sacred] smoke
roasts. I faithfully reward [good]
deeds. I make an everlasting covenant
with [do-gooders].”
9 The seed-children of [do-gooders] end up
world-famous, ___. [Our] offspring mix
with all peoples. Everyone who sees [us]
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acknowledges that [we saints are] the seedpeople whom Yahweh blesses. IsaiYAH
61:10 ___, I jump for joy inside Yahweh's [spirit]. My life-breath spins in [the
breath of] my Elohim. He wraps me in the
clothes of salvation. He covers me with
the robe of righteousness, like a groom
decks himself with ornaments, like a
bride adorns herself with her jewels. 11
The earth shoots out her buds, ___.
The garden [soil] makes the [seeds you]
plant spring up. Just like that, the
Adonai Yahweh makes justice bloom.
[We believers break] out [of tragedy]. [We] shout
for all beast-nations [to come join the celebration]!

IsaiYAH 62

never shut their mouths. [Join them!] You,
___, who call on Yahweh, never stay
silent. [Never stop publicly praying to and praising
YAH.] 7 ___, give [YAH] no rest until he
restores Jerusalem and makes it the
applause of the [whole] earth. 8 Yahweh
swears by his power-hand, by his
mighty arm,
“[After Armageddon,] never, ever again do I
give your grain as food for your enemies, ___. Foreign brats never [again]
suck the wine for which you labor.”
9

gather [and keep all your crops]. [You]
feast and rave [praise to] Yahweh. [You]
who manufacture [juice] drink it in my
sacred courts. [No more do you give all your nour[ ___, you]

ishment to your oppressors.]

Isaiah Foresees End-Times 'New
Jerusalem'
1 I won't hold my tongue, ___! [I'll keep
on] helping [the people of Mount] Zion, [encouraging] Jerusalem. I'll never rest until her
justice shines out [worldwide], 'til she [radiates] like a blazing torch [from her fortress on
the wide-open plains of] safety! 2 [In the end,] the
beast-nations see your righteousness,
___. All kings [gawk in awe at] your glory.
They call you by a new name, given [to
you] by the mouth of Yahweh. 3 *You,

___, become a crown of glory
in the hand of Yahweh, a royal
diadem in the grip of your Elohim. 4 ___, you're never again called,
“Abandoned.” Never again is your land
termed, “Desolate.” Rather, you come
to be called Hephzi-Vah {She's-My-Delight}. [People rename] your land ‘Beulah
{Married}.’ For Yahweh delights in you.
So your land [shines like a fertile young] bride. 5
With [the joy of] a young man marrying a
virgin, your [lost] children re-join [your family]. Like the groom brightens up over
[his] bride, your Elohim shines over you,
___. 6 City-of-Peace, I set watchmen
upon your walls. Day nor night, they
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Your local grocery store carries almost no true
food. It's mostly nutritionless poison.

Go on, ___! Rush out
through [your] gates. Prepare the way for
[earth's] people [to come to YAH]. Build up!
Construct [heaven's] highway! Clear out [all
stumbling] stones. Raise high [YAH's] banner
for [all] peoples [to flock to]! 11 Watch, ___:
Yahweh proclaims to the ends of the
earth,
“Tell the daughter[s] of [mount] Zion,
‘Watch: your salvation comes.’”
Look, ___: [YAH] carries [a] reward [for
your] labor. [His rescued exiles dance] before
him. 12 [ ___, people] come to call you, “The
holy people, the redeemed [nation of]
Yahweh.” You're renamed: “Sought out
—a city no [longer] forsaken.”
IsaiYAH 62:10

IsaiYAH 63
Isaiah Foresees YAH Fighting Israel's Enemies
1 [Watchmen shout:] “Who is that [colossus]
stalking [north] from the city of Bozrah
{Fort} in Edom {Southladnd}? Who is this
[supernatural warrior] so splendidly dressed in
red, marching, [shaking the earth] with his
power and strength?” [Answer:] It's
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[Yahweh]! [He]

shouts victoriously,
with power to save [us Hebrews].

[armed]

Either a metaphorical description of YHVH's power,
or a literal image of YHVH's angel.
2 [Yahweh],

why are your robes so red,
your clothes dyed crimson like a grapetreader's [pants]? 3 *[YAH replies],

“I tread the wine-press alone,
___. No mortal helps me. I
stomp [ruinous humanity] in my
anger. I trample them in my
fury. Their grape-juice [blood]
splatters up on my garments.
I'll blood-stain all my clothing
[before I'm done destroying the enemies of my
saints].
4

—I keep the day of vengeance [cloaked] in
my heart, ___. The year of my redeemed-family comes.

*
___, I look [to earth]. I see no
one to help [my people. I feel] devastated [to see] no one to prop [them]
up. So, fueled by rage, [I swing
down] my own arm to achieve
salvation [for my humble children].
5

6

—So I tread down [hurtful] peoples in my
anger, ___. I make them drunk on my
fury. I hurl their [murderous] blood-strength down to the earth.”
7 ___, memorialize Yahweh's loving-kindnesses! Shine-with-applause to
Yahweh. [Sing with enthusiasm that] matches
[the brilliance of] every [blessing] Yahweh ever
showered on us. [Rave] about the great
goodness he [lavishes on] the family of Israel. He keeps flooding his compassions
on us [saints. He] endlessly stoops-down
[from heaven] to [nurture and protect us]. 8 YAH
decrees,
“You [do-gooders] are my [eternal] people,
my children who refuse to deal-falsely.”
So [YAH], our [only] Savior, comes [to
help us]. 9 [YAH] is never the oppressor
who [causes] our affliction, ___. The anThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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gel of [YAH's] presence saves us innocents. In his love and in his pity he redeems [us]. He lifts us. He's carried [us
through] all the ancient days [to this moment.
And he's carrying us into the eternal future.]

‘Innocent’ means ‘harmless’.

Yet [we] rebel, ___. [We] vex
Sacred Spirit. So he turns [to confront us like our] enemy. He fights against
[our wicked schemes]. 11 Then [we] remember
the ancient days [of] Moses and his people. [We] ask, “Where is the [power] who
brought [us] up out of the sea, [led] by
the [angelic] shepherds of [YAH's] flock?
Where is [YAH], who put his holy Spirit
within [Moses]?”
IsaiYAH 63:10
[YAH's]

“Shepherds” symbolizes Moses, Aaron & Joshua,
and/or perhaps the fire-pillar and the supernatural
cloud of the Exodus.

leads [us] by the right hand of
Moses. With his glorious arm, [YAH] divides the water before us, to build his
everlasting Name! 13 *[YAH] leads [us]
12 [YAH]

through the deep [sea] like a [surefooted] horse [races across] opencountry, ___. [We] never trip [and
fall as long as we follow YAH] . 14 [We're] like
cattle ambling down into the valley,
___. The Spirit of Yahweh gives [us]
rest. You, [YAH, perfectly] lead your people.
[That's how] you build your beautiful reputation. 15 Look down from [highest] heaven, [YAH]. See from your glorious, sacred
home. Where is your zeal and your
strength, the sounding of your heart?
Bend down [to help us believers. Show your limitless
compassion]. Don't hold back [your mercy]. 16
You, [YAH,] are our [only] father. Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions}[may] be ignorant of us.
Israel may fail to acknowledge us. You,
Yahweh, are our father, our ageless
renowned redeemer. 17 O Yahweh, why
do you [let] us stray off your path[s]?
Why do you let our hearts grow so hard
that we fail to fear you? Turn back to
us. Keep the promises you made to
your [ancient] obeyers, the [holy people] of
your heritage-tribes. 18 [We,] your sacred
people, have occupied [Jerusalem] for
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mere brief [flashes of time]. Our adversaries
keep trampling down your sanctuary. 19
[Yet] age [after age,] we [Hebrews] remain [your
people]. [In contrast, our enemies] never [accept]
your rule. They never call your nameauthority [to preside] over themselves.

IsaiYAH 64
Isaiah Begs Yah To Miraculously Fix
The World
1 Oh, [Yahweh,] I wish you would tear the
heavens. Rush down [to earth]! Melt the
mountains before your face. 2 Like
crackling flames burn [twigs], like fire
makes waters boil-over, make your authority known to your adversaries.
Make the beast-nations tremble at your
presence! 3 Wreak more unimaginable,
terrifying, [history-making miracles]. Charge
down again. Make [earth's] hills quake before your face! 4 For [ageless] eons, no ear
has heard, nor eye seen any Elohim
apart from you, [Yahweh]. You prepare [inconceivable blessings] for whoever clings to
you. 5 You rush to [help] do-gooders who
brighten up [the world], who remember [to
walk] your ‘paths.’ [But then, age after age, even
we Judeo-Christians rebel. We] stray [off your lifemap. We wander into ruinous evil.] So we see you
crack-off [in fury. We forfeit] salvation.
Mistranslations of this verse abound.

*We all [wallow in sin] like dirty
___. Even our [pretended]
‘righteous-acts’ are [toxic biohazards,]
like filthy [menstrual] rags! We all
rot like [dead] leaves. Our perversities sweep us away like
hurricane[s].
6

[pigs],

False preachers misconstrue this verse to mean
that doing good deeds is futile. The religiots claim
that our human standard of righteousness is so low
that, to 'God', taking care of sick people is as valueless as playing church bingo or watching TV. In
fact, our Creator values and rewards good deeds.
Faith without action is a rotting corpse.

no one calls upon your name.
stirs up himself to hold fast to
you. So you hide your face from us
7 [Yahweh,]
[No one]
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[Judeo-Christians].

You dissolve us, [using] the
‘hand’ of our depravities. 8 *But yet,

Yahweh, you remain our [heavenly]
father. We are clay. You [are]
our potter. We are all the work
of your hand. 9 Yahweh, please
don't incinerate us with your red-hotpoker [of rage]. Drop our evil into [your eternal sea of] forgetfulness. Please look down
and see all us [repenters] as your people.
[We] beg you! IsaiYAH 64:10 Wilderness
consumes your holy cities. [Mount] Zion
[dries up like] a desert. Jerusalem [lies in] ruins. 11 *Our holy [sanctuary], our

beautiful temple, where our fathers [shook the earth, dancing and shouting in
wild, public] praise to you, lies
burned up with fire. [Invaders] lay
waste to all our coveted [treasures]. 12 So Yahweh, please let loose
your [compassion]. Break your silence. [Stop]
raking us [fallen Judeo-Christians] into [war's]
coal-ashes.

IsaiYAH 65
YAH Loves All People & Calls Them
To Live
1 [YAh replies,]

“ ___, I reveal myself to people before
they ask for me. I let people find me,
even when they fail to seek me. I say,
“Look at me! Pay attention to [your Creator]!” [I love] beast-nations who have
never [even once] called [out] my Name.

*
___, all day I spread out my
[loving] hands to rebellious people who walk in worthless
way[s]. [They waste their lives chasing]
their selfish fantasies.
2

3

Nonstop, [occultist jerks] whip up my [fury],
___. In my face, they sacrifice [animals]
in gardens. They [turn flesh to] smoke upon
[whatever] brick ‘altars’ [they can scrounge up].
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*[Pagans] sit among graves, [communing with demon-dead]. They lodge in
[cryptic] monuments [or mausoleums or
caverns]. They gobble swine's
flesh, ___! They stew up pots
of Pigool {Stinking-Fetid-Unclean-Abomination} soup.
4

#6292 pigguwl pig-gool' or piggul:

inherit [Zion]. My servants eventually dwell there.
[people]

IsaiYAH 65:10

Sharon {Plains} eventually [reverts into] a
homestead for flocks. The valley of
Achor {Trouble} [blooms into] a place for
herds to lie down in, [a resting home] for my
people who [continually] seek me.”

*[But to beings who] forsake
Yahweh, [Yahweh decrees]:
“[You] forget my holy
‘mountain.’ You prepare
a [sacrificial] table for
‘GOD’ [Gad/Gawd, the god of
troops/war aka Mars / fortune].
You fill bowls of mixed
wine offerings to Meni
{God-of-fate-destiny-chance}.
11

stinking, fetid, unclean, abominable.

say, “Stand by yourself, ___.
Don't come near me. I'm too clean to
[be defiled by] you.” Such [Pharisees] are
smoke in my nose, a [wild] fire that
rages [in my face] all day, [every day].
5 [Jerks]

To holy, righteous, helpful, healthy saints, the
jerks say, “Wear a mask! Stay 6 feet from me! Social-distance! You might infect me! Get out of my
church building!”
6

Watch, ___: the [hypocrites' verdict] lies
written [before my face]. I don't stay silent.
I repay. I boomerang [death] into [each miscreant's] bosom.
7 Yahweh says,
“Your perversities merge with the depravities of your forefathers who
smoked [flesh] upon [earth's] mountains.
They blasphemed me upon [Israel's] hills.
I dump full payment into the laps of [unrepentant idolaters].
Modern idolatry = obesiance to political and economic leaders.

*Yet Yahweh adds,
“[I'm] like a [grape-farmer] who finds
[good] juice-grapes among [bad]
cluster[s]. I conclude, ‘Let's not
trash this whole [crop,] or [we'll lose
a] blessing.’ Similarly, I annihilate most [humans]. [But I save] my
obeyers.
8

9

I always bring forth seed-children from
Jacob's line, ___. [Saints descended] from
[ancient whoremonger] Judah {Celebrated} become heirs of my mountains. My elect
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Wow! YHVH condemns people for leaving Him to
support a god of war (troops) whose name is pronounced in Hebrew: ‘GOD!’ That gives a whole new
meaning to, ‘In God We Trust’. In which ‘god’ do
you trust YHVH, or ‘GAWD’? The false god of Destiny/Fate appears constantly in popular culture, for
instance in the Disney song: ‘When you wish upon
a star’.

*
—So I ‘destine’ you [villains] to the
sword. You'll all bow down to
the slaughter. Because when I
call, you refuse to answer.
When I speak, you refuse to
hear. Rather, you commit
atrocities before my eyes. You
choose [evils] that disgust me.”
12

'Destine' here = manithi, a play on ‘Mani’
['number'], the god's name in the previous verse.

So Adonai Yahweh says,
“See [your future, criminals]: my servants eat
while you [jerks] stay hungry. Look: my
servants drink, while you [lawbreakers die]
thirsty. Watch my obeyers shine while
you pale [with shame].
13
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14

Watch my servants shout songs of
heartfelt joy while you [reprobates] cry in
heartbreak, howling in painful chaos of
spirit.
15

You [jerks die. You] leave your name [behind]
as a curse [word] on my chosen [peoples'
lips].”
Adonai Yahweh slays you [rogues]. Then
[he] calls his servants by a new name.
In many circles, ‘Jew’ is a metaphor for ‘greedy’.
For most of the last 2000 years, Jews and Israelis
suffered global marginalization, largely because so
many evil people pretend to be Jews. To most of
the world, YAH's servants have been known as
‘Christians’. Now, thanks to millennia of false ChristenDumb, this prophecy finds new fulfillment. In
most modern circles, ‘Christian’ is a dirty word.

whoever blesses himself
on earth blesses himself in the [name-authority of me: the] Elohim of truth. Whoever
perfects [himself] on earth [does so through obedience to me,] the unshakeable Power. [Everyone ends up] forgetting history's oppressions. I hide [humanity's criminal record] from
my eyes.
16 [In the future,]

Poor translations make the common mistake of using the word "Shaba" (seven / swear / complete)
to indicate that the Creator wants us to swear
oaths. In fact, the Creator commands believers to
avoid all oaths.

*
___, watch me create new
heavens and a new earth [so
amazing that] nobody even remembers the old [earth and heavens. Thoughts
of the current universe] never pass
through any future [dweller's]
mind!
18 *So brighten up, ___! Spin
around! [Celebrate] the future-offutures I'm creating [for you].
Watch me create a populated
city of peace that whirls [like a galaxy], shining up [the universe with joy]!
17

Whirl/spin = praise-dance in circles so hard you fall
down dizzy. See song: You Shine Me Up!
19

*
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I spin [in spirit] through [new]
Jerusalem, shining up my people. No one ever hears a weeping voice in her. The sound of
crying fades [from memory].
IsaiYAH 65:20

never again does an
infant live [only a few] days, ___. Every
human lasts his full lifespan. Every
child lives [at least] 100 years. Only accursed sinners die at 100 years of age.
[In the new Jerusalem,]

21

My future [people] thrive in the houses
they build, [instead of building mansions for humanpigs]. They eat the fruit of the vineyards
they plant, instead of [farming to feed tyrants].

*
No more do [my people] build what
other people inhabit. No more
do they plant what other people eat. [My redeemed ones] live lifespans long as [ancient redwood]
trees, ___! My elect [people] finally and permanently enjoy
the work of their hands.
22

23

Never again do my [saints] labor to build
[man's infrastructure of] chaos. [Humanity] never
again spawns seed-children-of-terror.
[I,] Yahweh, [eternally] bless [you] and [your]
offspring, ___.
24

Watch, ___: before [my people] call, I answer. While they're still speaking, I understand [what they're praying for].
25

*

the wolf
and the lamb feed together. The lion eats
straw like the young
bull. The serpent [Satan]
eats dust. No one ever
again harms [anyone]. No
[In the end, ___,]
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decay [consumes anyone] on
my [future] sacred mountain,”
promises Yahweh.

IsaiYAH 66
You, Not Church Buildings, Are
YHVH's Temple

*Yahweh declares,
“Heaven is my throne, ___.
Earth is my footstool. Where
can you build a house for me,
___? Where [can you] put me to
rest?
1

Scripture never commands anyone to build a Christian church building. The believers ARE the building. ChristenDOM works on the streets to meet
sufferers' needs. ChristenDUMB cowers in Communist-controlled church-buildings where they sing
stupid songs and preach boring lectures to cushion-addicted pew-sitters' butts.

*
My hand makes everything that ever was, is,
or will be [in the universe],
” declares Yahweh.
“I only focus on one [type
of] man, ___: people
with humble, repentant
spirits, who tremble at
my word.
2

YAH Absolutely Forbids Animal Sacrifice!

*
Anyone who sacrifices
an ox is a murderer,
___. He who sacrifices a
lamb, it's like he cut off
3
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a dog's neck. He who
burns a sacrificial-animal [might as well] be a [satan
worshipper drinking] pig blood.
[You burn] memorial frankincense [not to me but] to
idol-demons. Yes, [anyone
who sacrifices an animal] has invented his own [religion].
Their soul, [not mine], delights in their abominations.
YAH has always wanted food cooked for poor people to eat at feasts. But he never wanted food
burned up to appease him. The commercial translations gyrate themselves into the floor adding
words in vain effort to harmonize this verse with
their pro-animal-sacrifice bias: CJB/NIRV: "those
others", NLT: "such people", MSG: "Your", and the
king of added-words, the GNT: "The people do as
they please. It's all the same to them whether
they..." These corrupt translations add these words
to get around the clear message of scripture: our
Creator has ALWAYS hated animal-sacrifice, as he
hates human-sacrifice. The slaughter of animals is,
was and always will be a means of feeding people,
not appeasing the Creator.

*
So I expose the religiots' delusions. I rain their fears on
them. Because when I call,
none of them answers, ___.
When I speak, they don't listen. They keep on committing
atrocities before my eyes. They
choose [to commit debauchery that] disgusts me.”
4

Hear the word of Yahweh, you [saints]
who tremble at his command[s]. Your
brothers hate you, ___. They cast you
out because [you follow] my name-authority. They [mock you and beat you]. They taunt,
“Let's see Yahweh [show his] glory [by saving
5
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this jerk from our torture]!”

Yet

[in time]

your

[life]

brightens up, ___. [Soon your persecutors die]
in shame.
YAH Foretells The Restoration Of
Jerusalem
6 [ ___, see earth's future:] Uproar! Noise in
the city! From the temple, a voice [thunders] — the sound of Yahweh paying
back his enemies! 7 [Israel gets reborn. She's
like a] woman going into sudden labor.
[She] births before her pains come. Out
pops her boy!
For instance, the modern State of Israel was unexpectedly birthed in 1949.

Who has heard of such a wonder,
___? Who has seen such [miracles]? Can
the earth be made to bring forth [a populace] in one day? Can a nation instantly
be born? [Yes. Shining Mount] Zion [does] go
into labor. Then immediately she brings
forth her children. 9 Yahweh asks you,
___,
“Do I bring [my projects] to birth-time without making [what I planned] come forth?”
Your Elohim asks, “Would I start a birth
just to shut the womb?” IsaiYAH 66:10
Brighten up with Jerusalem, ___. Spin
around [dancing] with her, all you who
love her. Cheer up! Delight in her, all
you [people who have lived in] mourning for
her. 11 Drink [Jerusalem's] milk, ___! Sate yourself
8

on her compassionate “teats.” Luxuriate in her

Yahweh promises,
“Watch, ___: I [eventually] extend peace
to [Jerusalem] like a river. The beast-nations' wealth floods [to her] like a stream.
You nurse, carried on her hips. You
play on her ‘lap!’
overflowing splendor. 12

13

I sigh, [hugging] you, ___, like a mother
consoles her [baby]. You eventually find
comfort in the City-Of-Peace.”
14 ___, when you see [YAH restore Jerusalem],
your heart brightens up, ___! Your
bones flourish like herbs. Yahweh [opens]
his hand to [help] his obeyers. But he
[closes his fist to pound] his fury on his enemies.
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YAH Comes To Annihilate Billions
Of Sinners
15 Watch, ___! Yahweh [descends] with
fire. His chariots [rush] like hurricane[s].
[He] rains his fire-breathing fury! [He enforces] his verdict with flashing flames! 16
Yahweh judges all humanity with fire
and sword, ___. Yahweh annihilates
billions [of sinners].
Occultist Pig-Eaters Are About To
Die!
17 Yahweh warns,
“[Pagans and posers] pronounce themselves
pure because they sequester themselves, hidden together in [occult] gardens, feasting on pig's flesh, rats and
other filth. [I] consume all [unrepentant scum]
in one mass, ___.
18

I know the works and thoughts [of occultists and pig-eaters. Judgment Day] fast approaches, ___. I [soon] gather all nations and language-groups. They flock
[to my throne]. They witness my [terrifying]
magnificence.
YAH Foretells Global Christian Missions
19

I set

sign among the [whole world, ___.
My redeemed saints] eventually escape [annihilation]. I keep sending [missionaries] to the
Beast-Nations: to Tarshish {Gem}, [to]
Pul {Assyria}, to archer-filled Lud {Lydia},
to Tubal {Iberia}, to Javan {Effervescing},
to faraway lands who've never yet
heard [of] my fame nor seen my glory.
[My missionaries] eventually declare my
splendor among [all] nations, ___.
[my]

IsaiYAH 66:20

So, ___, from all nations, the [heathen]
finally bring all your brothers as offerings to Yahweh. [Hebrews ride] on horses,
in chariots, in wagons, on mules, and
on swift-dancing [cars], to my holy
mountain [above] Jerusalem,”
promises Yahweh. [Simultaneously,] the
‘sons of Israel’ bring offerings in clean
vessel[s] into Yahweh's temple.
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‘Kirkaroth’ means wheeled-cars, not animals. This
predicts the aliyah (repatriation of Israel) which
has been in progress since 1949.
21

—I select some of

[these redeemed Hebrews to
fulfill the health, education, law and welfare services per-

priests and Levites,”
foretells Yahweh.
We Will Live Forever While Pagans
Die Forever
22 Yahweh promises,
“Just as the new heavens and the new
earth I'm making endure [forever] before
my [loving face], your seed-children and
your name come to abide [forever, ___].
formed by ancient]

23
It's happening, ___! From one new moon to another, and from one Sabbath to another, all fleshcreatures eventually come to [worship] prostrate before me,”
foretells Yahweh. 24

“And [as people] go out [of the end-times feasts],
they see the constant fire of corpses of
mortals who rebel against Me. Undying
worm [colonies eat wicked people], ___. [The
worms endure] to repel all flesh [from sin].”
Deluded preachers twist this verse to imply that
sinners writhe eternally in conscious agony. However, the verse merely describes smoke from DEAD
worm-infested bodies. The verse specifically excludes the possibility that these doomed people are
alive and in pain. Rather, death reduces unrepentant sinners to non-living corpses, because unrepentant people are unsuitable for eternal life.

JeremiYAH 1
YAH Calls Us To Stand Strong vs.
The World
1 [These, ___, are] the words of JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}
the son of HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance}, [one] of the
priests living in Anathoth {Answer-Town} in the land of
Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}. 2 The word of Yahweh
comes [alive in JeremiYah] during the 13th year of the
reign of [king] JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH} the son of
Judea's [evil] king Amon {Skill}. 3 YAH's Word also
comes [alive in JeremiYah] during the [reign] of Judea's [evil]
king JAHoiakim {YAH-Raises} (the son of JosiYah
{Founded-By-YAH}). [YAH keeps speaking to Jeremiah] until the
5th month of the 11th year of [the reign of] Judah's
king (Josiah's son) ZedekYah {YAH's-Right}. [Then] the
[Babylonians] capture and carry away Jerusalem's [people
and wealth]. 4 [Jeremiah recounts,] “The word of Yahweh
comes

[alive]

in me, ___: 5

*[YAH says,]
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"Before I formed you in
the belly, I knew you,
___. Before you burst
forth from [your mother's]
womb, I sanctified you.
I fore-ordained you [to be]
a prophet to the beastnations.”
Then I object, “Ah, Adonai Yahweh!
Look; I can't speak [for you]: I'm just a
boy!” 7 *But Yahweh answers
6

me,
“ ___, never [whine], ‘I'm a [mere]
child.’ For you will go to [everyone
and everywhere] I send you. Whatever I command you, you will
speak.
8*
Never fear their [evil] faces, ___.
For I stay with you. I [always] rescue you,”
promises Yahweh. 9 *Then Yahweh reaches out his hand. He
touches my mouth, ___. Then
Yahweh says to me,
“See. I've put my words in your
mouth.
JeremiYAH 1:10

Look, ___. Today I set you over the
beast-nations and over [earth's] kingdoms, to root out, to demolish, to destroy, to throw down [evil], to build and
plant [righteousness, ___].”
Beast-nations = countries ruled by human
thoughts and laws. Kingdoms = countries ruled by
YAH's laws and thoughts. All the member-states of
the United Nations are beast-nations. We destroy
the beast-nations through spiritual war (praying,
marching, singing, shouting like Jericho) not
through the use of violence.

The word of Yahweh [later] comes
in me. [He] says,
“JeremiYah, what do you see?”
11
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I answer, “I see a
an almond tree.”

[whipping]

rod

[cut]

from

Rod = correction and/or whipping.

Then Yahweh answers me,
“You see correctly. I [always] rush to execute my decree[s].”
13 Again, ___, Yahweh's word comes
[alive] in me. [YAH] asks [me],
“What do you see?”
I answer, “I see a boiling cauldron in
[earth's] north. It tilts [south toward Israel].”
12

CJB adds: "over a fire fanned by the wind."

Yahweh explains to me,
“Out of the north an evil [disaster] soon
breaks out upon all the inhabitants of
[this Israeli] land.
14

15

Watch me summon all the dynasties of
the kingdoms of the north,”
warns Yahweh.
“Their [armies] invade [Israel. Foreign powers]
set their throne[s] at Jerusalem's entrance-gates, ___. They [erect siege works]
against all [her] encircling walls. [Marauders]
attack all Judea's cities.
A long-fulfilled and ongoing prophecy.
16

So I pronounce my verdict against [backsliders]. [I punish] all their wickedness. [Because they] forsake me: They smoke [flesh
and drugs] to [worship and connect with] low ‘gods.’
The [idiots] worship the works of their
own hands, ___.
17

So you strap up your waist-belt [for action,
___]. Rise [up]. Declare everything I command you to [tell] the [sinners]. Never
have a breakdown over their [menacing]
faces, or I [might let you wallow in] terror before them.
18

For look, ___: today I make you a fortified city, an iron pillar, with bronze
walls [strong enough to fight] off the whole
country. [So stand] against the kings and
leaders of Judah, against its priests,
and against the people of the land.
19

*
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They'll fight against you, ___.
But they won't prevail against
you. For I stick with you,”
says Yahweh.
“[I always] rescue you, ___.”

JeremiYAH 2
Jeremiah Declares That Judah Forsakes YAH

1

[Later, ___,]

the word of Yahweh

[again]

comes

[alive in]

says,
“Go and cry in the ears of Jerusalem,
___. Say, ‘Yahweh decrees this: ‘I remember you. In youth you were kind.
[Like] a young bride, [you showed me] love.
You traveled following me through the
wilderness, [through] land[s] [too rocky and
rough to] plant.”
3 [Briefly] Israel stayed separated [from the
world, sacred] to Yahweh. [They were] the
‘first-fruits’ of [YAH's] harvest [of redeemed humans]. [So] Yahweh [kept his] promise:
“Everyone who tries to devour [my holy
ones] offends [me]. [I] rain ruin upon [Israel's
oppressors].”
me. 2 [YAH]

4 Family of Jacob, and all the families of the clan[s]
of Israel, hear the word of Yahweh: 5

Yahweh

says,
‘ ___, what unfairness did your ancestors find in me, to [make] them stray far
from me, [bumbling,] following vanity, becoming worthless?
6

failed to ask, ‘How [can
we rediscover] Yahweh, who brought us up
out of the land of Egypt, who led us
through the wilderness, through a land
of deserts and of ravines, through a
land of drought, [dominated by] the shadow
of death — through a land that no man
passed through, and where no man
lived?’
[ ___, your ancestors]

7

I bring you [Judeo-Christians] into a [fertile]
land of plenty, to eat its fruit and [enjoy]
its wonders, ___. But as soon as you
get in, you defile my land. I give you a
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inheritance. You morph it into
an abomination.
[limitless]

8

The priests fail to inquire, ‘Where is
Yahweh?’ The [theologians, lawyers, judges and police] who handle the law never [get to]
know Me. The pastors keep revolting
against me. The prophets keep prophesying through [their occult links to] Baal {Demon-Master}. [You all waste your lives] chasing
[lies] that profit no [one, ___].’
9 So Yahweh says,
‘I'll plead with you [one] more time, ___.
And I'll beg your children's children [to
repent].
JeremiYAH 2:10 Cross [the ocean] to the
Western lands, ___. See. Send [spies
east] to [Bedouin] Kedar. Diligently consider
[what you're doing]. See if there exists [a people
who abandon their gods], ___. 11
[The] beast-nations keep [steadily] serving
the same demon-gods [century after century,]
even though those ‘gods’ are [illusions, ___]!
Meanwhile, my [Israeli] people keep exchanging [me,] their glory, for valueless
[nonsense].”
12 Yahweh warns,
“Be astonished, you [angels of the] heavens, at [Judeo-Christianity's betrayal of me]! ___,
shudder in absolute horror of the desolation [the fake Jews & Christians have coming]!
13

For my people keep committing double
evils, ___: they forsake me, the fountain of living waters. [They] dig themselves cisterns, broken pots that can't
hold water.
Cracked pots: democracy, national debt, Social Insurance, fiat money, biometric identification,
standing armies, perverted theology, hospitals,
pharmaceuticals, war, public school, vaccination,
antibiotics, industrialized agriculture, etc. Every
sphere of human activity is hopelessly unstable.
14

Is Israel a slave, born into serfdom,
___? [No.] So why does ‘he’ [allow himself to]
become plunder?
15
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Young [Babylonian] ‘lions’ scream upon [Israel]: ROAR! They lay [Israel's] land waste.
They burn every last inhabitant out of
[Israel's] cities.
16

The ‘child-populations’ of [ancient Egyptian]
Noph {Memphis} and Tahapanes
{Daphnae} break the crown of your
head; [they crack your Christian skull, ___].”
Egypt -> Babylon -> Persia -> Greece -> Rome ->
Today's New World Order. All the same system.
17

Have you not lured this [destruction] to
yourself by abandoning Yahweh your
Elohim after he led you along the [narrow]
Way, ___?
18

___, what do you gain by going the
way of Egypt, drinking the [poison southern]
‘waters’ of the Nile/Sihor? What do you
gain by going the way [of] Assyria,
drinking the [polluted northern] ‘waters’ of
the Euphrates?
19

Your own wickedness boomerangs to
correct you, ___. [The fall] you're sliding
back [into ends up] convicting you. So see
and know that it's a ruinous, bitter
[crime] that you keep forsaking [me,] Yahweh your Elohim.
The fear of me is not in you. [But it will
be!]

”,

warns Yahweh-Adonai-over-armies.
JeremiYAH 2:20

“For long ago I broke the yoke [of slavery
off] your [back, ___]. I burst your slavechains, [Israel]. So you promised, ‘I'll
stop violating [your Law].’ Yet up on every
high hill and under every green tree
you [rogue Jews] wander, playing the [role of
a] harlot.
21

I planted you [Judeo-Christians as] a noble
vine, a perfect seed. So why have you,
___, morphed into a degenerate plant
from a vine foreign to me?
GMO experimentation tends to curse the earth.
DNA-tweaking vaccines and Trojan-Horse Franken-
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stein plants strip the earth and its people barren.
Just like perverted religion. The next verse which
connects this dna-shift with the mark of the Beast,
currently implemented in quantum-dot vaccine-record tattoos.
22

For though you, ___, wash yourself
with strong effervescing acid, and [you
scrub] your [sins with tons of alkali] soap, still
your evil lies marked before me,”
declares Adonai Yahweh.
This verse # (2:22) is code for 6 (2+2+2=6.) This
is a reference to the MARK of the beast. The word
is MARK, not stain. #3799 katham kaw-tham' = to
carve or engrave, i.e. to inscribe indelibly: mark.
23

“ ___, how can you say, ‘I'm not polluted; I haven't gone chasing [fake] Baalim
{Sovereigns}?’ Look [at] you [swaggering your]
way through the valley. Realize what
you do: you're a fast she-camel racing
to-and-fro [through the desert in search of spiritual
and economic adultery-partners].
24

*

a wild
donkey, a used [up] desert [whore],
sniffing up the wind in lust, so
in-heat [that] no one can control
you. Any [false-god] who seeks you
won't weary themselves. [You run]
to [mount] them whenever your
[ovulation] cycle comes around.
[You (Judeo-ChristenDUMB) are]

Ovulation-cycle: monthly payments.
25

*

‘Stop, ___! You're running your shoes off! Your
throat is [closing up] from thirst.’
But you bleat, ‘No! There's no
hope! I can't stop loving foreign [non-Hebrew powers]. So I'll keep
chasing after them.’
[I shout,]

26

Just like a thief's [face bleeds] pale when
[cops] catch him, the nation of Israel lies
shamed, ___. They, their kings, their
princes, their priests, and their
prophets [are caught with their pants down].
27
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say to a log [idol]: ‘You're my father,’ and to a stone: ‘You birth[ed] me
[into the world].’ So [Israel] keeps turning
their back[s] to me. They hide their
[guilty] face[s]. But their time of trouble
approaches. They end up begging [me],
‘Arise! Save us!’
[Fools]

Wood and stone signify both idols and churchbuildings.
28

So where are your idol-gods which you
Judeans made [to rule] you? Let them rise
[up], if they can save you in your time of
trouble, ___. You [Judeo-Christians] have as
many Overlords as you have cities.
Idols refers not only to statues but to celebrities,
politicians, economic leaders, possessions and
wealth.
29
Why do you keep arguing [your case against] me, ___?
All you [humans] keep breaking away from me,’”
decrees Yahweh. JeremiYAH 2:30

“[Jews & Christians,] I keep whipping your
[bad] children, to no avail. They never
receive correction. Like a destroying
lion, your own sword keeps devouring
[the Hebrew] prophets [I send] you, ___.

The military-industrial-political-religious complex
(MiPerc) kills every saint YAH sends near it, including the Messiah.
31

Oh, you [viper] spawn. Look at My Word,
___. Have I been a desert to Israel? a
land of darkness? My people keep bragging, ‘We're [our own] lords. We won't
come to you anymore, [Yahweh]!’ Why?
Separation of church and state = separation of
YHVH from everything. Democracy = human rulership in opposition to YAH.
32

Does a virgin [bridesmaid] forget [to bring]
the [wedding] ring, ___? Does a bride
[show up to get married without] her [wedding]
gown? Yet, days without number, my
people keep forgetting me!
33

You [fake 'believers'] are so-skilled in taking
short cuts chasing [dirty] ‘love’, that you
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teach tricks to the wickedest women
the world]!

[in

34

So in your [dirty] skirts I find the blood of
[earth's] poor innocent souls. Yet you [persecutors] never caught [one saint] breaking
in [to steal a crumb of your bread].
Anti-Christian persecution has long plagued nonChristian countries. Now it's flooding America and
the U.K.
35

Yet in spite of all this [guilt], you say,
‘I'm innocent. So surely [YAH's] anger will
turn from me.’ Watch: I'm [passing] sentence on you, ___, because you [falsely]
claim, ‘I haven't sinned.’
36

why do you flit around [from power to
You [end up]
ashamed of [trusting in] Egypt, as you got
bled-pale by [your northern bed-buddy,] Assyria.”

[Israel,]

power, like a moth seeking flames]?

Egypt = the modern world system. Assyria (Assur)
is a metaphor for the ‘commanding heights’ of the
modern socialist economy: private finance, inSURance, mine-ownership.

from your
your hands on your
head, [under shameful arrest]. For Yahweh has
rejected [the whore-powers you] confide [in].
You never gain anything from them,
___.
37

Yes, you

[soon stagger away]

[failed ‘lovers’]. [You weep,]

Your reliance on worldly banking and commerce
looms to crush you.

JeremiYAH 3
YAH Offers To Take Our Slutty
Selves Back
1 ___, people say, “If a man divorces
his wife, and she leaves him, and becomes another man's [lover], should her
husband come back to her? Wouldn't
[wife-swapping] horribly pollute the country?”
But Yahweh says,
“Even though you've played the [role of a]
harlot with many lovers, come back to
me, ___.
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YHVH never said that a man can't take his wife
back if she cheats on him. Some people tried to
make a rule that if you leave your husband you
can't come back. YHVH always favors the prompt
reconciliation of families and marriages.
2

Lift up your eyes to the [occult] high-shrines. See [if you rogue Judeo-Christians can
find one shrine] where [your lovers] haven't lain
with you. You keep sitting by the roadsides waiting for [love-customers,] like a nomad desert [whore]. You keep polluting
the [Promised] land with your sick [addiction]
to [socio-economic and literal] adultery.
In secularized cultures today, ‘high-shrines’ are
called 'courthouses', the Department of Motor Vehicles, The Social Security Administration, etc.
3

That's why [I] withhold the [spring] showers and the fall rains. [To wake you ‘believers’
up!] Still you've got "whore" [stamped on]
your forehead. You refuse to feel embarrassed [by your lewdness].
Modern "Judeo-Christians" are socio-eonomic
whores to the evil world system. Just look at the
occult Egyptian pyramid on the back of any dollarbill in any pastor's pocket.
4

Cry to me, ‘My father, guide me
child [I am]!’

[like the]

5
[You religionists say,] ‘[YAH] won't hold a
grudge forever. He'll drop his anger in
the end.’ Look: you [phonies] speak and
commit as [much] evil as you can.”
Jeremiah Begs Israel To Return To
YAH
6 [Time passes.] Later, ___, in the days of
king JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH}, Yahweh
again asks me:
“[Jeremiah,] have you seen what backsliding Israel is doing? She marches up
onto any [old] high mountain. [She lays
down] under any [old] green tree. [There]
she plays whore [to her idol gods].

7

Even after [north] Israel commits all
these sins, I say, ‘Turn [back] to me.’ But
she fails to return. Then [north] Israel's
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treacherous

[southern]

[north Israel's debauchery].

sister Judea eyes

8

I see backsliding [north Israel] commit so
much adultery that ([for good] cause) I
send her away. I give her a ‘bill of divorce’, ___. Still [north Israel's] treacherous [southern] sister Judea [refuses to] fear.
[Judea] goes and plays at whoredom as
well!
This verse can't be stretched to authorize divorce.
YAH constantly stays faithful to Israel. He always
welcomes Israel back when she repents.
9

her whoredom so lightly that
she defiles the earth, ___. She commits [spiritual] adultery with stone and
rock [idols].

[Israel takes]

JeremiYAH 3:10

treacherous Judea [sees me punher sister [north Israel, Judea] turns to me
only in pretense, not with her whole
heart,”

[Even when]
ish]

decrees Yahweh. 11 And Yahweh says to me,
“Backsliding [north] Israel fixes her [mistakes] more
than does forked-tongue Judea.
12

[often]

Travel north [from Jerusalem]. Proclaim
these words: “Return, backsliding Israel. Yahweh promises, ‘[If you repent,] I'll
hold back from [raining] my anger down
on you. I'm merciful.’ Yahweh pledges, ‘I
don't hold [on to my] anger forever, ___.’”
13 Just acknowledge your evil, ___. [Admit] that you keep [committing] treason
against Yahweh your Elohim. Yahweh
decrees,
“You keep scattering your life-path. [You
give yourself] to pagans under whatever
green tree [they want]. You [keep refusing] to
obey my voice.
14

Turn [to me], backsliding brats,’
begs Yahweh.
‘I'm your Master, ___. I come to retrieve you, 1 from a [doomed] city, 2 from
a [dying] clan. I bring you to [bright shining
mount] Zion.
15

*
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I finally give you pastors who
[share] My heart. They feed you
with knowledge and understanding.”
Yahweh promises,
“You [Hebrews] come to multiply. You fill
the earth, ___. In the days [of redemption,
you] no longer whine, ‘[We need] the ark of
the covenant of Yahweh.’ [You end up so
blessed that] you forget about commemorating [the ark]. You don't miss it. You
never visit [its replicas]. You [ignore all that
meaningless babble about] building another
ark.”
16

Only fools and shysters go around trying to raise
money to rebuild Solomon's temple on the Dome
Of The Rock in Jerusalem. The believers = the
temple.

At last the [nations come to] call
Jerusalem ‘the throne of Yahweh.’ All
beast-nations gather to the City-OfPeace to [honor] Yahweh's name-authority. Never again do [humans] walk chasing
the schemes of their evil hearts. 18
“In the [final] days, ___, the house of
Judah {Celebrated} walks [hand-in-hand] with
the house of [rebel north] Israel. Together
they stream out of the north-lands [Russia, north-America, Europe, China, etc.] to the land
I gave as an inheritance to your [Hebrew]
fore-fathers.
17

Fulfilled in 1949.
19

I've [always] said, ‘How I [long to] place you
among [my] children, ___, to give you a
pleasant land, the best heritage of [all
the] nations!’ I [keep] saying, ‘Call me
“Daddy.” Stop turning away from me.’”
JeremiYAH 3:20 Yahweh says,
“Just like a wife sneaks off and abandons her husband, you deceitfully
abuse me, house of Israel.”
21 Cries echo on [earth's] high [occult]
shrines, ___. Israel's imps weep and
beg [for help,] because they pervert their
life-paths. They keep forgetting Yahweh
their Elohim. 22
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“Return, you backsliding kids. I'll cure
you of recidivism, ___.”
[So you should respond,] “Look, [YAH]! We're
coming [back] to you. You're Yahweh,
our [sole] Sovereign. 23 [Occult] hilltop
[witchcraft] is mere delusion, ___. [Orgiastic]
mountain [festivals are vanity]. The only true
salvation is in Yahweh our Elohim. 24
Since our childhood, shame devours
the labor of our fathers, their flocks and
their herds, their sons and their daughters, ___. 25 *We lie down bled-

pale [by embarrassment], covered in
our confusion, because we
keep sinning against Yahweh
our Elohim, ___. We and our
fathers, from our youth right to
this day, keep [refusing] to obey
the voice of Yahweh our Elohim.”

JeremiYAH 4
YAH Foretells The Destruction Of
Judea
1 Yahweh pleads,
“Oh Israel, choose to turn back [from the
brink of disaster]. Come back to me, ___.
Rid your abominations from my sight.
Stop wandering [away from me].”
2 Wholeheartedly, [consistently proclaim],
“Yahweh lives!” [Be] stable, just, and
righteous, ___. [Then] the nations [will]
kneel and shout raves [of praise to YAH].
This is NOT telling you to swear oaths. ‘Shaba’ =
(7, i.e. complete), normally rendered "swear."
"YHVH lives" is the positive form of the popular
phrase "God's not dead."

Yahweh commands [you] men of Judea,
including Jerusalem,
“Break up your fallow ground, ___.
Stop planting [your crops] among thorn
[bushes].
3

4

* ___, chop

[off anything that's keeping

you from being wholly devoted to]

Yahweh!
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Cut away the [dead meat] on your
hearts, you mortals of Judea,
including [you] inhabitants of
Jerusalem. Or my fury [will]
shoot out like fire. Your ruinous actions draw unquenchable flames.
This verse shows the real meaning of the word
"circumcise" (#4135 muwl): to cut off the weedy,
thorny tentacles that bind you to sin, not to chop
off your foreskin. “Circumcise yourself” means: “be
holy!”, “Cut yourself loose from crime!” #6189 `arel
means anything loose or projecting out of place.
Bad translators frequently misinterpret “Arel” and
“orlah” as ‘foreskin’. In truth, the baby's foreskin is
no looser than his eyelid! The foreskin is attached
to the glans by a frenulum. The circumciser has to
painfully pry it off and cut it in two directions! The
foreskin and glans share an epithelium (mucous
layer) that tightly fuses the two together until the
boy approaches puberty, when the foreskin usually
separates from the glans. Christian society rejected
circumcision from the time of the Apostle Paul until
the 18th century. The pharmaceutical industry resurrected the practice to profit from converting foreskins into incredibly expensive anti-wrinkle creams,
burn bandages, b-interferon drugs, etc.
5

Declare [repentance] throughout Judaea,
___. Publish [scripture] in Jerusalem.
[Shout,] ‘Blow the trumpet throughout the
land!’ Cry, ‘Gather together!’ Say, ‘Assemble, people! Let's go into the fortified cities [and evangelize]!’
6

Raise a signal [flare] toward [mount] Zion.
Run [for safety, ___]! Don't wait! I bring [attackers] from the north[lands]. [They come to
wreak] great destruction.
7

The lion rushes up from his thicket,
___. The destroyer of the beast-nations
[charges] on his way. He [rages] forth from
his lair to desolate your land. [He soon
leaves] your cities wasted, without 1 inhabitant.”
8 So wrap yourselves in sackcloth.
Lament and howl for Yahweh's fierce
anger to turn away from us, ___. 9
Yahweh foretells,
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“On the coming day [of wrath,] the king's
heart dies. The princes' hearts [stop beating]. The priests reel, stunned. The
prophets [stand] shocked, ___.”
JeremiYAH 4:10 I reply, “Oh, Adonai
Yahweh! [The false prophets] totally trick the
people of [Judea], including Jerusalem.
[Religionists] lie, ‘You'll [enjoy] peace,’ while a
sword stabs at our life-breath!” 11
“It's [judgment] time. [I] decree against the
[Judean] people, including Jerusalem: ‘A
scorching wind rushes from the wilderness high-occult-shrines to [burn] this
branch of my people, not to fan them
nor clean them.
Messing with "New Age" spiritual ‘arts’ brings severe personal and societal destruction.
12

This roaring blast comes from me
[Yahweh]. I'm passing a death sentence
[on the world-wreckers] !”

*Watch, ___: [YAH] rushes up
like storm-clouds. His chariots
[race] like a whirlwind. [YAH's]
horses [sprint] swifter than eagles. [Victims cry,] “Woe to us!
We're doomed!” 14 Oh Jerusalem,
13

wash all ciminality out of your heart[s],
so you can be saved. How long will you
harbor vain schemes inside your [mind,
___]? 15 A voice announces [the] Judge's [sentence,
___]. [Couriers]

publish news [of imminent destruction] on the
Ephraim {Double-Fruit} hills.
Dan = Judge.

Report [the news] to the beast-nations,
___. Publish [YAH's decree] against
Jerusalem: [Attackers dash in] from a far
country. They blast war-shouts against
Judea's cities! 17 Yahweh [shouts],
“[Attackers,] surround [Judea] like watchmen
[guard] a field, because she keeps rebelling against me, ___.”
18 Your [chosen] life-paths, your actions,
bring this [attack] on you, ___. This bitter pain that seizes your heart is the
[sting] of your own wickedness! 19 *My
16
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in agony, ___! My heart
thumps inside me. I can't hold
my tongue. Hear, breathing-creature[s], the sound of
the trumpet, the alarm of war!
Nonstop disaster, destruction, wailing! The whole land wrecked,
___! My home disappears in an instant.
My walls go up [in flames]! 21 How long
must I see the [enemy's] flag, and hear
the blast of their trumpets, ___? 22
JeremiYAH 4:20

*My people are so foolish! They
don't recognize me, ___!
They're senseless brats, devoid
of understanding, cunning in
evil crimes, but ignorant of
how to do good. 23 *I look at
the [promised] land. Look, ___!
She lies wasted, ruined. Her
[black] heavens shine no light. 24 I
look at the mountains. See them tremble, ___. All the hills sway. 25 I peer
[out over the wreckage]. No human in sight.
All sky-birds flown away, ___. 26 I
look, ___. See the fruitful [fields] turned
into a wilderness, all their towns broken
down [under] the face of Yahweh, [ruined by
the blast from his] nostrils. 27 Yahweh decrees,
‘The whole land comes to lie desolate,
___. (But I won't [yet] completely destroy the earth.)
28

—When I say so, ___, the earth
mourns. The skies turn black. I never
regret, nor turn back, from what I design.

*
Entire cities flee from the noise
of horsemen and bowmen, ___.
[Hordes careen] into thickets. [They]
climb up on [desert] rocks. Every
city [lies] forsaken, devoid of every living man.
JeremiYAH 4:30 *
29

gut, my chest! My insides

[writhe]
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When the [enemy] plunders you,
what will you do, ___? Even if
you clothe yourself with [royal]
crimson, or deck yourself with
ornaments of gold, or you paint
your eyes large [with makeup], or
you make yourself look gorgeous, it's all for nothing. Your
lovers despise you. They chase
down your life-breath [and snuff it
out].”
31 *I hear screaming, like a
woman in labor, anguish like [a
mother] forcing out her first child,
___. It's the wail of the girl[s]
of Zion, screeching, spreading
out [their] hands, moaning, ‘Terror! My life-breath falls to murderers!’

JeremiYAH 5
YAH Condemns Jerusalem's & Our
Pervasive Sin

1 [YAH says,]

“[Jeremiah,] run back and forth through
the streets of Jerusalem. Look. Please
investigate. Search in the [public]
squares. Find one human who executes
justice, who seeks truth. [Then] I'll pardon [the city].
2

—Yes, these [Judeo-Christians] say, ‘Yahweh
lives.’ But they swear falsely.”
These ‘Christians’ bleat, ‘God's not dead.’ Yet they
swear falsely.

Yahweh, you see
the truth without [my help]. You strike the
[wreckers]. Yet they never [feel] remorse.
You consume them. Yet they keep refusing to receive correction. They set
their faces harder than flint. They reject
every [chance you give them to] repent. 4 So I
[naively] say, ‘[The people sin] because they're
poor and uneducated, ___. [They'll im3 [Jeremiah replies,] “[Oh,]
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if [I teach them] the way of Yahweh,
the law-principles of their Elohim. 5 *—
prove]

I'll travel to the society's great
men. I'll speak to the [rulers].
Surely they know the way of
Yahweh. [They studied] the judgment[s] of their Elohim.’ Yet
even the [bigshots] have all broken
[YAH's] yoke, ___. They burst every harness-of-law. 6 So a ‘lion’
jumps out of the wildwood to slay the
[entire corrupt society], ___. A ‘night-wolf’
from [the world's dark] gorges [springs to] devastate the [miscreants]. A leopard spy-eyes
their cities. Everyone who travels out
gets torn in pieces. So ends their litany
of treacheries, their multiplying recidivism.”
In 2020, even the U.S. Supreme Court failed to
recognize that unwarranted mass virus hysteria
cannot overrule fundamental inalienable rights.
7 [YAH continues,]

“How could I pardon your [nation] for
these [crimes], ___? Your brats keep forsaking me. They swear [allegiance to false
leaders and] non-gods. I complete [your countrymen]. [I fill their deepest needs.] Then they
commit adultery. They [trample each other to
death as they] crowd into [spiritual and literal]
whore-houses.
8

Like horses rutting in the morning, every [man] neighs after his neighbor's
woman, ___!
9

___, why should I hold back from punishing these crimes?”,
asks Yahweh.
“How can I breathe until I avenge such
a beastly-nation?
JeremiYAH 5:10

advance through [my people's] vineyard-walls. Selectively strip away and
destroy every branch that doesn't belong to [me] Yahweh.

[Armies,]

11

—[Stop] the house of [north] Israel and the
house of Judah {Celebrated} from com-
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mitting
me,”

[any more]

treacheries against

orders Yahweh. 12 [Jeremiah

tinues,] “The

con-

keep denying
Yahweh, ___. They whine, ‘Yahweh
does nothing. Evil won't come upon us.
We'll never see sword nor famine.’ 13 —
The [so-called] ‘prophets’ are mere flatuswind. [YAH's] word isn't in them. All boring windbag [hot-air sermon preachers] crumble
to dust. They blow away in the storm [of
life]. 14 *So Yahweh, commander[ingrates]

in-chief-of-all-armies, decrees:
“Because the [unbelievers] declare
[war on my prophets], watch, ___! I
make My words into fire. It
spews from your mouth, ___.
[I morph the fools] into human firewood. [My Word from your mouth] devours the [villains]!
15

See [the future], house of Israel. Yahweh
warns, ‘I bring a nation upon you from
far, a mighty [empire]. Their language
mystifies you. You can't even parse
what they're saying, ___.
In modern times, this predicts the world dominance of Asian powers.
16

The [invader's] arrow-quiver is an open
tomb, ___. Every soldier is a master of
[war].

*
The
17

devours your harvest.
[Soldiers eat] your bread. [Troops consume] your sons and your daughters. [Attackers] chew up your
flocks and your herds. [Like locusts,
destroyers munch] your vines and
your fig trees. [Marauders'] swords
impoverish your fortified cities
in which you trusted.
[army]

,
18
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Yet even in the [worst] days [of war],”
says Yahweh,
“I hold back from completely destroying
you, ___.
19

___, you'll rhetorically ask [the people],
‘Why does Yahweh our Elohim [punish] us
so [severely]?’ [Then] you'll answer [your own
question], ‘You [fakers] abandon [YAH]. You
serve foreign elohim in your [Judeo-Christian] land. So you go to serve aliens in a
land that's not yours.
JeremiYAH 5:20
Declare [heaven's verdict] in [north Israel's] ‘house of Jacob’,
___. [Then go south and] publish [my word] in Judea:
21

‘Now hear this, you silly, heartless people. Your [heads] hold eyes that don't
see, and ears that fail to hear.
22

Yahweh asks, ‘Don't you fear me, ___?
Won't you tremble at my presence? I
placed the sand as the boundary of the
sea. By perpetual decree, that water
can't conquer the coastline. Though
ocean waves reel [across the beachhead], they
can't prevail. [Tides of chaos may] roar. But
no tsunami [long] covers [any large landmass].’
.
23

Still this populace [beats its] revolting, defiant heart [against me], ___. They rebel
[against reason]. They sprint away [from truth].
24

[Hypocrites] refuse to say in their heart [s],
‘Let's start fearing Yahweh our Elohim.
[YAH] gives rain right when [we need it] in
the fall and spring, ___. YAH guards
our harvest. [Repent. Then we'll reap food] for
weeks at the same time [every year].’

*
Your perversities turn away [rain
and harvest], ___. Your sins withhold good things from you.
25

Sin has morphed the earth into a dust-bowl. The
food in grocery stores isn't even food anymore. No
government nor corporate intervention can ever fix
the problem. The only solution is to teach the
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world's children to obey the Hebrew bible. Yet in
secular public schools, Biblical education is considered a crime.
26

find wicked [men] infiltrating my people, ___. [Demonic double-agents] lay wait [in
churches, schools, courthouses]. Like trappers,
[hypocrites] set snare[s]. They catch men
[instead of bears].
[I]

27

Like a cage fills with birds, [hypocrites']
houses brim with deceit, ___. Slyly
they spiral-twist [their way up] into rich,
gaudy prominence.
28

*

grow strong,
___. They shine. They blast
past the crimes of normal criminals. They ignore the orphan's
just cause. They violate the
rights of sufferers. Still the
[scum] prosper.”
[Judeo-Christian con-artists]

Yahweh asks,
“ ___, how can I stop from swooping
down [to punish such crimes]? Can a living [Creator] justify failing to avenge a beast-nation who [savages poor people] like this?
29

JeremiYAH 5:30
[Scammers]

atrocities

wreak shocking, horrible
[even] in the [promised] land,
___!

*
The ‘prophets’ prophesy
lies, ___! The priests
rule by their own [invented]
authority! My people
LOVE [false religion]. But
what will your [sick society]
do in the end?”
31

This verse and others from this chapter are featured in the song: Trojan Horses.

JeremiYAH 6
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Jeremiah Predicts Unrepentant
Judea's Fall
1 [YAH warns,]

“Gather your [families,] you brats from [the
tribe of] Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}. Flee
from the bowels of Jerusalem. Blow the
trumpet in Tekoa {Trumpet-Town}. Set up
a fire-signal in Beth-Haccerem {VineyardHouse}. For disaster threatens from the
north. Great destruction [looms, ___]!
2

[Mount] Zion's daughter-city, [Jerusalem,]
was a lovely and delicate woman, ___.
But I'm cutting her off.

3

shepherds bring their flocks
munch [wild grass overgrowing her streets, ___]. [Ranchers] pitch their
tents everywhere. Random [shepherds]
carve pastures [out of your high-priced real-estate].

[Future nomad]

[into your city]. [Sheep]

4

‘Prepare to battle YAH's
Let's attack at noon!’”
Woe [descends on] us, ___! The day
wanes. Night shadows stretch over [our
empire of lust]. 5 [The enemy shouts,] "Get up, [soldiers]! Let’s attack at night! Let’s destroy
[Judea's] palaces!” 6 For Yahweh-commander-of-armies says,
“[Marauders,] cut down Jerusalem's trees to
raise a siege-ramp against her. This is
the city to be punished, ___. She's
bursting with violence, totally filled with
oppression.
[The enemy shouts,]
[fallen people].

7

*

pumps out wickedness like a fountain hurls out
her waters. Violence and destruction resound in [ChristenDumb].
The grief and wounds [she] causes continually [poke] in my face,
___!
[False Judaism]

Wicked people misuse the Bible to consolidate their
evil power.
8
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Accept correction, Jerusalem, before I
turn away from you. I can morph your
[proud glory] into a desolate waste, a land
without inhabitants.”
9 Yahweh-commander-of-armies predicts:
“[Attackers] thoroughly glean Israel's
stragglers like [starving paupers strip] a vine.”
[Yahweh says, “Pagan general,] keep returning
your hand [to capture Israelis], like a harvester [piles] grapes into [his] baskets.”

*I give warnings to
everyone I speak to. But do
they hear? Look, ___: [humanity's]
ear[s] lie dull. They won't listen!
[Look!] Yahweh's word insults the
[hypocrites]. They bend [over backwards to
evade] it. 11 So I fill with Yahweh's fury.
JeremiYAH 6:10

I'm tired of holding

[it]

in, ___.

[YAH

warns,]

“I come to pour out [my fury] on brats everywhere, including on the [religiots' phony]
youth-group gathering[s]. [Invaders] kidnap [every] husband and wife, up to the
old [people] full of days.”
12 [Enemy generals] come to give [the Israelis']
houses, fields and wives to [pagans, ___].
Yahweh foretells,
“I stretch out my hand [to strike] the [criminal] inhabitants of the [promised] land.”

*
For from the least up to the
greatest, everyone is devoted
to greed, ___. Everyone deals
falsely, from the prophet to the
priest.
14 *
The [religionists] merely superficially heal the [infected, festering sore plauguing] my daughter-populace.
[Preachers whine], ‘Peace, peace,’
where no peace exists, ___.
15 *
Are [humans] embarrassed when
they commit abomination,
13
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___? No, they're not at all
ashamed. They can't even
blush. So they careen [down] with
the fallen [dead]. Their time
comes up. So I visit them. I
hurl them down [into eternal death],”
warns Yahweh. 16 *Yahweh
says,
“Stand at [life's] crossroads, ___.
Look! Ask, ‘Where are the old
paths?’ Walk in the good way.
Then you'll find rest for your
souls.” But [humanity] says, ‘We
won't walk in [the old ways]!’
Fools fantasize that the newest gadget is far more
important that the ancient law of YHVH. Idiots
think iPhones are more important than Amish wisdom.
17

—So I set watchmen over you, ___. [I]
say, ‘Listen to the sound of [the prophet's]
trumpet.’ But [humanity] answers, ‘We
won't listen!’
18

—So hear, you beast-nations. See,
multitude[s], what's [coming] to you.

*
Listen [up], earth[lings]. Watch,
___! I'm bringing upon [my rebel]
people the disastrous fruit of
their schemes, because they
never listen to my words nor
my law. They [constantly] reject [the
instruction of their Creator].
19

YAH's Word is Life. To ignore YAH's Word is to
choose to die. If you reject YAH's Word, you cut off
the branch you're sitting on.
JeremiYAH 6:20

haul me incense from Sheba
and sweet cane from distant
land[s]. For what? Your burnt offerings
disgust [me]. Your putrid sacrifices [sicken]
me.”
[You]

{Seven},
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The Levitical system functioned so that people
could learn to give up their food to feed needy people, not so people could burn up stuff in a vain effort to treat YHVH like a hungry pagan demon god.

Yahweh continues,
“Look, ___! I lay stumbling-blocks before this populace. Fathers & sons together fall upon the [‘rocks’]. Neighbors &
friends perish.”
22 Yahweh says,
“See, ___! A population streams from
the north country. [I] rouse a massive
beast-nation from the ends of the
earth.

call humans:
‘silver-dross-scrap’, because Yahweh
rejects [unrepentant humanity].
JeremiYAH 6:30 [ ___, the angels]

JeremiYAH 7

21

23

The invaders grab hold on bow and
spear. They're cruel, without mercy,
___. The [attackers' unified] voice roars like
ocean [waves]. They ride upon horses.
They set their men of war in array to
fight you, [mount] Zion's daughter-population.”
24 We've [all] heard our assailants' fame.
Our hands fall limp, ___. Anguish
seizes us. [We cry in] pain, like a woman
in labor. 25 Don't go out into the field.
Don't walk on the road. For the sword
of the enemy [spreads] terror on every
side, ___. 26 Oh my daughter-populace, wrap your body in sackcloth. Wallow in ashes, ___. Mourn in terribly
bitter lamentation, like [you would if] your
only son [died]. The spoiler rushes to
[pounce] on us! 27 [YAH continues,]
“I set you, ___, as a tower and a
fortress among my people, to see and
test their way [of life].
28

All

are grievous rebels.
walk [around spreading] slander.
They're [not gold. They're] brass and iron,
___. They corrupt, [not enhance, the universe].
[unregenerate mortals]

[They]

29

[War's] bellows blast hot. Fire vaporizes
lead. But the smelter melts [humanity] in
vain, ___. No [natural process] ever removes [humanity's] wickedness.”

YAH Warns That He'll Smash
Jerusalem's Temple

1 Yahweh's Word [again] comes alive in JeremiYah
{YAH-Rises}: 2 Yahweh says,
“Stand in the gate of [My] temple. There proclaim
the [following] message. Say, ‘Hear the word of Yahweh, all you Judeans who enter these gates to worship Yahweh.
3

Yahweh-commander-of-armies (Israel's
Elohim) commands [you, ___]: ‘Amend
your ways-of-life. [Fix] your actions.
Then I'll let you keep living in this
place.’
4

Stop trusting in lying slogans. [Stop] saying, ‘The temple of Yahweh, the temple
of Yahweh, the temple of Yahweh [will
protect us].’
Or, “We've saved by grace, so we can sin." Or, "I
confessed my sin to the priest, and he forgave
me!"
5

Thoroughly amend your life-plans and
your behavior, ___. Completely execute justice in [disputes] between each
man and his neighbor.
6

Stop oppressing foreigner[s], fatherless
[orphans] and widow[s]. Stop shedding innocent blood in this place. Never walk
[through life] following retard-gods. They'll
only hurt you, ___.
“Christian” citizens unwittingly pay ‘law-enforcement’ and ‘defense’ industries to shed innocent
blood every day. ‘Civilized’ countries commonly
steal the lives of brown-skinned boys by unlawfully
incarcerating the poor kids for non-crimes like possession of marijuana. Your taxes pay for this loss
of life.
7

Then I'll let you live in this
place, in the land I gave your fathers,
forever and ever.

[Behave, ___.]

8
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Look. You trust in lying words that can
never help [you].
9

Why do you [deluded Israelis] steal, murder,
commit adultery, swear falsely, and
smoke [offerings] to [appease] Baal {DemonMaster}? [Why] walk [through life] following
retard-gods [and leaders] whom you know
nothing [about]?
Stealing: modern debased "money." Murder: supporting wars of aggression. Adultery: lust and
worldly-entanglement. Retard-gods: worldly leaders and their demon-masters.
JeremiYAH 7:10

Then you come and stand before me in
this temple (which [people] call by my
Name). You [brag], ‘[Grace gives] us the
freedom to commit these abominations.’?
Grace is the power to stop sinning, not the freedom to sin.
11

Have you come to eye this temple,
which bears my name, as [your private]
robbers' den? Look [out, church-crowd]! I see
everything [you're doing!],”
warns Yahweh. 12
“Travel right now to my [old temple] site in
Shiloh {Tranquil}, where I initially stationed my Name-Authority. See, ___,
how I [destroyed Shiloh] to [punish] the
wickedness of my people Israel.”
13 Yahweh laments,
“I talk to you [Judeo-Christians]. I rise up
early. I sing [to you every day]. But you hear
nothing. I [constantly] call you. But you fail
to answer, ___. Your repeated actions
cause [your punishment].
14

You [Israelites foolishly] trust in this land I
gave to you and your forefathers, and
[in] this temple, which [people] call by my
Name. I [come to smash this temple] like I
[smashed the sanctuary at] Shiloh {Tranquil}. Because you commit the [same] atrocities
[its felons committed].
15
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I come to cast you [false 'believers'] out of
my sight, like I hurled out all your
brothers, including all the seed-children
of [ancient Patriarch] Ephraim {Double-Fruit}.’
16

So,

don't pray for this mob [anymore]. Don't lift up cries or prayer[s] for
them. Don't get between me and them,
___. I won't listen [to] your [prayers on their
behalf].
[Jeremiah,]

17
Don't you see what the [criminals] do in the cities of
Judaea, including in the streets of Jerusalem, ___?

*
Children gather wood. Fathers
kindle fire. Women knead their
dough, to make cakes to [honor]
the [demon Easter who masquerades as the]
‘queen of heaven.’ The [fake-Jews]
pour out drink offerings to [appease] retard-gods. Thus they
whip up my grieving-fury.”
18

Catholics to this day bake hot-cross buns for Mary,
the so-called ‘Queen Of Heaven’. There is no
‘queen of heaven.’ YHVH (our Creator) has no
body, thus no sex, thus no wife. He is spirit. The
paganized Judeo-Christian world worships the
arch-demon Ishtar as Easter, Liberty, Fate, etc.

Yahweh laments,
“By stoking my anguished-rage, [fake-believers shovel] shame into their own faces.”
JeremiYAH 7:20 Adonai Yahweh warns,
“ ___, watch me pour out my firebreathing fury on this place, upon man,
and upon beast, and upon the trees of
the field, and upon the fruit of the
ground. [The hypocrites' world soon] burns with
[a fire] no [man] can quench.”
19

*The Elohim of Israel,
Yahweh-master-of-all-armies, commands:
“Abolish your [disgusting]
burnt offerings! [Instead,]
butcher [your donated animals]
to feast [paupers and priests on
21
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kosher]

meat

[at sacred celebra-

tions]!
This key verse clinches the crucial truth that YHVH
NEVER wanted any animals burned in his honor.
"Abolish" = #5595 caphah : properly, to scrape,
shave, scatter, remove, or ruin, perish

*
—I NEVER told your
fore-fathers, nor did I
command them in the
period when I brought
them out of the land of
Egypt, [anything] about [My
wanting] burnt offerings or
[ritual] sacrifices, ___.
22

There it is, in plain black-and-white even a baby
could understand: YAH never, ever wanted animals
killed, except to EAT in sacred feast celebrations.

*
Rather, this is what I commanded the [ancient Israelites, ___]: I
said, ‘Obey my voice. Then I
will be your Elohim. And you
will be my people. So walk in
all the ways I command you,
so [life] can go well for you.’
24 *
But the [Israelites] refuse to listen.
They never even lend an ear,
___. Instead they walk out the
plans and schemes[s] of their
evil heart[s]. They rush backward [into pagan blood sacrifice,] not forward [into love-feasting].
23

Even today many deluded Judeo-Christians push to
re-institute blood sacrifices and burnt-offerings in
Jerusalem!

*
Since the day that your fore-fathers rushed to emigrate out of
25
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the land of Egypt, to this day,
I've sent my obeyers (the
prophets) to you [Judeo-Christians. Every] day I rise up early and send
[messengers to you, ___].
26 *
Yet [your culture has] never listened
to me, ___. They never even
turn their ears [in my direction]. They
stiffen up their neck[s]. They
commit [even] worse sins than
[did] their fore-fathers!
27 *
So you'll speak all these [prophetic]
words to the [people around you, ___].
But they won't listen to you.
And you'll call to them. But
they won't answer you.
Most of the time, the function of the prophet is to
prove that the people around him hate YAH. Only
very occasionally does the speaker of important
truths receive honor. Most of the time, the star
politicians, preachers and celebrities are either lying and/or distracting you from YAH's word. The
true prophet's path is lonely.

*
So, ___, say to the [people around
you], ‘This is a nation that never
obeys the voice of Yahweh
their Elohim. [They] never receive
correction. Faithfulness lies extinct [in this culture]. [All] truth has
vanished from their mouth[s].
29 *
Shave off your [pretty] hair.
Throw it away [in mourning, you socalled] ‘People Of Peace.’ Then
start wailing a lamentation on
[your land's] high places. For Yahweh rejects and forsakes this
generation of [ingrates. They soon burn
in] his fire-rage, ___.
28
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Jerusalem = City Of Peace, although it has almost
always been a battleground of war and division.
JeremiYAH 7:30

*For Yahweh de-

crees,
“Judah's spawn keep committing evil in My sight. They establish their abominations in
the sanctuary [people] call by My
Name. They keep ruining [my temple, ___].
31 *
The [sinners keep] erecting the high
[ceremonial] places of Tophet {DrumSmack}, in the valley of the son
of Hinnom, to burn their sons
and their daughters in fire. I
NEVER commanded them [to kill
people, ___]! The [ridiculous desire for burnt
offerings and military drafts] never once
entered my heart.
Tophet = striking. This refers to beating drums in
honor of the god of war, for instance, in marching
military bands. This may refer not to actual childsacrifice, but to drafting men and women into the
military, where they use fire-power, and get fired
at.

*So watch, ___:
The days come,”
warns Yahweh,
“when no one calls [Tophet]
‘drum-dance valley’, nor ‘the
valley of the son of Hinnom’,
but the ‘valley of slaughter.’
[Future sinners] fill [your ceremonial parks]
with burial-graves, until
there's not a [square-inch to walk on without a dead body underneath].
33 *
The carcasses of the people [of
this nation] become meat for skybirds and earth-beasts. No [human] remains to frighten [the predators] away, ___.
34 *
32
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smother the [sinners'
voices of joy, their songs
of [festal] gladness, the call of the
groom, the answer of the
bride, ___. [Silence haunts] the
cities of Judea and the streets
of Jerusalem. The [promised] land
[falls to] lie desolate.”
[Death comes to]

bright]

JeremiYAH 8
YAH Begs The Doomed Judeans To
Repent
1 Yahweh warns,
“The day [of reckoning] comes, when [enemy
slaves] dig up [Judea's] graves. They pull
out the bones of the kings of Judea,
and the bones of his princes, and the
bones of the priests, and the bones of
the prophets, and the bones of the [other] inhabitants of Jerusalem.
2

*

spread [your Israeli bones]
out before the sun, and the
moon, and all the [demonic] host
of heaven, whom you love,
whom you serve, whom you
follow, whom you seek, to
whom you bow down. [Your bones]
stay un-gathered, un-buried.
They rot like [dog] dung on the
face of the earth.
[Pagan slaves]

3

All the [surviving] residue of this evil
[Judean]-spawn wallow in the [hell-holes]
where I drive them, wishing for death
to end their lives,”
predicts Yahweh-Commander-OfArmies. 4 Yahweh says,
“Pose this question to the [Judeans]:
‘When someone falls down, doesn't he
get back up, ___? If someone misses
the road, doesn't he turn back?’
5

So why do these people perpetually
slide back into [sin, ___]? [Why] do they
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cling tight to deceit, refusing to return
[to sanity]?
initially referring to Jerusalem
6

I listen. I hear the [religionites] talk [nonstop]
trash. No man repents of his wickedness, ___. [They never] ask, ‘What have I
done?!’ Every one turns to his habitual
[way], like a horse rushing into battle.”

* ___, the stork in the sky
knows her appointment-times
[to fly south and north]. The turtle and
the crane and the swallow observe their migration schedules. Yet my people remain ignorant of Yahweh's rulings.
7

Referring largely to people who ignore the Hebrew
feasts.

*How can you brag, ‘We're
wise. The law of Yahweh lives
with us.’? Look, ___. The truth
is, the lying pen[s] of the religious-writers keep turning [YAH's
Law] into falsehood! 9 Your wise
8

guys are [soon to be] unmasked, dismayed, trapped. Look, ___. [Religionists]
continually reject Yahweh's word. So
what wisdom could possibly be in
them? JeremiYAH 8:10 *[YAH continues,]

“Soon I pass the [wise-guys'] wives
to other [men, ___]. I deed their
fields to [attackers]. Because everyone from the least all the
way to the greatest lies addicted to greed, ___. From
prophet to priest, everyone
practices fraud.
11

The [false leaders] merely superficially heal
the hurt of my daughter-populace,
___. [They] say, “Peace, peace”, when no
peace exists.
Peace: Shalom (health, safety, abundance, complete well-being).
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*
Are [hypocrites] ashamed when
they commit abominations,
___? No, [lawbreakers rarely] pale-inshame. They don't even blush.
So they fall among the buried
[dead]. I swoop in. [I] hurl them
down [to eternal death],”
reveals Yahweh. 13 Yahweh
warns,
12

“I absolutely consume the [proud sinners,
___]. [I] leave no grapes on their vine,
no figs on their fig tree. [All their] leaves
fade. The bounties I lavish [on] them
pass away from them.”
14 [So] why do we sit still [while attackers race
toward us, ___]? Let's race together into
[our] fortified cities. Let's [sit] in hushed
[repentance]. Or Yahweh our Elohim [may]
astonish us [with his severe punishment]. Yahweh will give us a drink of [our own] poison if we keep sinning against him. 15
We keep looking for peace, ___. But
no good comes. [We hope for] a season of
healing. But [we] see [only] trouble! 16 [The
ears of the people of Israel's murderous northern tribe of]

Dan shake with the snorting of [Assyrian
battle]-horses. The whole land trembles
at the fierce roaring [war-horses]. [Attackers]
race in. [They] devour the land and everything in it, ___. The city and everyone living in it [die]. 17 Yahweh warns,
“Watch out, ___! I'm sending serpents:
uncharmable cockatrices among you.
They'll bite you [if you don't repent].”
18 I keep longing to comfort myself,
___, to fight the sorrow. But my heart
falters in my [chest]. 19 Look, ___! Foreign invaders raise strangled-cries from
my daughter-populace's [throat]! Has
Yahweh left Zion? Has her king abandoned her? Why do [my people] keep
whipping up [YAH's] grieving-fury with
their carved images and pagan vanities? JeremiYAH 8:20 Harvest flees. Summer dies. We're doomed, ___. 21 The
wounds of my daughter-populace tear
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me [in pieces, ___]. I'm black [with ashes].
Ruin seizes me. 22
“All the [hills] of Gilead hold no plant-balm, no physician, that can heal the
[sickness] of my daughter-populace, ___.”

*
All of you [humans], watch your
neighbor[s]. Don't trust any
brother. Your every relative
grabs your heels to trip you up,
___. All [your] friends slink
around gossiping [behind your back].
4

Don't even trust your grandmother!

*
Each [human] deceives his associate, ___. They refuse to tell
the truth. They keep teaching
their tongues to speak lies.
They wear themselves out
committing evil.
6*
___, you dwell in the midst of
deceit. [You swim in a sea of] liars who
refuse to know me,”
reveals Yahweh. 7 So Yahweh
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*
Every talking tongue is a deceit-tipped arrow shot-to-kill.
With his mouth, [‘friend’] speaks
peace to his neighbor. But inside his heart, [‘friend’] lays his
ambush.”
8

Jeremiah Begs To Escape Hypocritical Society
1 Oh! [Evil deeds] turn my head [into] a water[fall], ___. [Crime morphs] my eyes [into]
fountain[s] of tears! I weep day and
night for my daughter-population's
slain [people]! 2 Who in the wilderness [can
provide me] a nomad's lodge, so I can
abandon my [evil] people, and get away
from them?! For they're all adulterers,
a confederacy of traitors. 3 Yahweh
[laments],
“[My people] bend their tongues like bow[s]
to [shoot] lies. They never champion
truth on earth. They rush from evil to
ruin. They don't know me [at all].”

Commander-Of-Armies decrees,

“Watch me melt [society]. I refine [out their
impurities]. What else can I do with this
[rude] faced mob of [criminal] brat-sluts,
___?
I'll melt them down and see what they're made of.

JeremiYAH 9

5

1178

Yahweh asks,
“How could I refrain from [swooping down to]
punish the [criminals] for these crimes,
___? Shouldn't my life-breath avenge
[the atrocities] of such a [brutal] nation?
9

JeremiYAH 9:10

I lift up lamentation[s] over [earth's]
mountains, ___. I wail over [earth's]
burned-up desert oases. No man passes through the [land]. No one hears the
voice of cattle. The flyers of the heavens flee. All animals wander away.
11

reduce Jerusalem [to]
a heap [of ruins: a] den of jackals, ___.
[Crime] makes the cities of Judea desolate, without one inhabitant.’
12 Who is the wise man who can understand this [world's predicament], ___? [Where is
the prophet] to whom Yahweh's mouth
speaks? [Find him. Ask him] to explain why
the land perishes, [why] she [lies] burned
up, [reduced to] a wilderness that no human [can even] cross!
[Atrocities compel me to]

The land perishes because humans, both in church
and out, despise the Law of Moses, the operationsmanual for planet earth.

Yahweh says,
“I set [the owner's-manual for life] right in front
of [humanity's] face[s]. Yet they keep trashing it. They refuse to obey my voice.
They [never] walk out my [laws], ___.
13

14

Instead, [humans] hunt down their own
gut-fantasies. They chase [occult and politi-
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Baalim {Sovereigns}, just [like] their fathers taught them, ___.”
15 So Yahweh Commander-Of-Armies,
the Elohim of Israel, warns:
“Watch me feed wormwood [to] this [rotten] populace, ___. [I'm] letting them
drink [the] poison juice [they've chosen].
cal]

#3939 la`anah lah-an-aw' wormwood (poisonous,
accursed):--hemlock. Same as Russian
"Chernobyl," the site of the world's first nuclear reactor meltdown. Man's powers poison him.
16

So, ___, I scatter the [reprobates] among
beast-nations. [They slave for pagans] foreign
to them, [enemies of] their ancestors. I
send a sword after the [criminals]. It [never
rests] 'til [it] consumes them.”
17 Yahweh-commander-of-armies decrees:
“Think, people! Call for the mourning
women. They'll come [sing dirges of repentant
lament on behalf of your nasty nation]. Send for
[your] wise women. They'll come [advise
you on how to clean up your national and personal messes].”

are [dying] to rush into [our public
spheres,] to lift up wailing [songs of repentance]
over our [nation], until finally our eyes
run down with tears, 'til our eyelids
gush out waters [of remorse for our crimes]. 19
Wailing echoes [across the land] around
[Mount] Zion. How we lie utterly devastated, ashamed, forced to forsake our
land. Our homes fling us out [into exile].
JeremiYAH 9:20 So hear the word of Yahweh, you women. Let your ear receive
the word of his mouth. Teach your
daughters to wail [in repentance]. Every
woman, [gather] your neighbor[s]. [Together]
sing laments [for your nation's sins]. 21 For
death ascends into our windows, ___.
[He] invades our [citadels, ravages our]
palaces. [He] cuts off our babies [in] the
street. [He butchers choice] young men in [our
public] squares. 22
“Tell [the future],”
Yahweh [pleads].
18 [Saints]
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“[Soon] the carcasses of men fall like feces on the open field, like sheaves
dropped by harvesters' hand[s]. No one
gathers [the miscreants' corpses].”
23 Yahweh says,
“Smart-guy, don't brag about your wisdom. Strong man, don't brag about
your might. Rich man, don't brag about
your riches.
24

Whoever brags should boast in this,
___: that he understands and knows
me, Yahweh [the Creator]. I exercise loving-kindness, justice and righteous-actions on earth. Those are the things
that delight me,”
says Yahweh. 25 *

“Watch out, ___! The days
come,”
warns Yahweh,
”when I punish all [you] people
who have cut-foreskins [and ‘untrimmed’ hearts].
26

You

[north]

Israelis

[pride yourself for sporting

chopped foreskins. But your whole nation is just like]

the people of Egypt, Judea, Edom and
the descendants of Ammon and Moab,
and everyone in the utmost corners [of
the earth], who dwell in the wilderness.
You all have gangrenous hearts.”
Penile circumcision is not a uniquely Jewish custom. The insanely wicked and demonic nations of
Egypt, Edom, inbred Ammon and incestuous Moab
all practice the horror of genital circumcision.

JeremiYAH 10
Never Be Involved In Astrology

1 Hear the word Yahweh speaks to you, house of

Yahweh says,
“Never learn the way[s] of the beast-nations, ___. Never have a breakdown
over the [astrological and physical] signs in [the]
heavens. [Only] beast-nationals get terrified by stuff [like that].
Condemnation of Christmas TreeLike Idols
Israel: 2
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3

King. At his fire-rage the earth
trembles, ___. No beast-nation can survive [YAH's] fury.

*
The [pagans] deck [the tree] with silver and with gold, ___. They
fasten it with nails and with
hammers, so it won't totter.

11

For the customs of the people are empty [detours, ___]. Some guy chops a tree
out of the forest. A craftsman [lifts] his
hands to shape the tree with his tool[s].
4

This tradition survives today, disguised as the
Christmas tree.
5

Hammered-idols stand upright like
palm tree[s], ___. But they can't talk.
Somebody has to carry them around. [A
statue] lacks the motile power [of a cockroach].
Never fear idols. They can't do evil.
Likewise, there's no power in [idols] to do
good.”

YAH Alone Created Everything
Say this to the [pagans, ___], “The ‘gods’
didn't create the heavens and the
earth. All [idols] quickly perish from the
earth, [when YAH burns everything] under the
[highest] heaven.’ 12 [YAH] makes the earth
by his power, ___. [YAH] establishes the
globe by his wisdom. [YAH] stretches out
the heavens by his understanding. 13 *

___, when [YAH] utters his voice,
the water-crowds in the heavens [roar]. [YAH] makes [water] vapors ascend from the ends of
the earth. He sends lightning
with rain. [YAH] brings forth the
wind out of His treasures. 14 Ev-

Jeremiah Declares YHVH
‘Incomparable’
6 [Jeremiah continues:] “Yahweh, no one [else]
like you exists! You spiral [infinitely in every
dimension]. Your Name-authority towers
[above all] powers.

ery human is an ignorant brute, ___.
Every idol-maker gets bled-pale [in shame]
by his own sculpture[s]. For his [every]
molten idol-image is falsehood devoid
of spirit-breath. 15 [Idols] are vanity,
ridiculous laughingstocks, ___. [See the
future:] The coming fires of judgment [reduce all idols] to ashes.

Hebrew words wield power. Bookstore translations
suck it away.

16

Like a scarecrow in a melon patch...

Who wouldn't fear you, O King of [all]
nations? Respect belongs only to you.
All the wise men of [all] the kingdoms in
all the nations of the world [put together]
don't [begin to] compare with you. 8 ___,
all [the] United [nations] are brutish and
foolish. They chase idiotic idolatries
[bereft of wisdom].
7

This is a condemnation of idols and their grandson,
the Christmas tree.

bring beaten-silver plates [to
from Tarshish {Gem}. Goldsmiths
(clothed in [royal] blue & purple silk)
hand-sculpt gold from Uphaz {Ophir}.
The [idol-builders] are master craftsmen,
___. JeremiYAH 10:10 *Yet Yahweh is
9 [Sailors]
Israel]

the true Elohim, the living
Eloah, the [only] everlasting
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Paraphrase.

*Jacob's Grantor is nothing
like [any pagan god]. [YAH] is the [self-existent spirit] who forms everything,
including you, ___. [True] Israel
is the [only human] branch of YAH's
family-tree. Yahweh Sabaoth
{Commander-Of-All-Armies} is [the universal Creator's] Name.
YAH Sends Armies To Devour Hypocrites
17 Refugees in the [besieged] fortress,
grab your survival-kits! Scramble out of
[your] country! 18 For Yahweh forewarns,
“Watch me sling the inhabitants of this
land into the [hands] of their attacker[s] in
one [stroke], ___!”
19 Agggh! Boom! [Bones] crack! Carnage,
___! Epidemics! Terrible sickness!
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rises [to heaven]! JeremiYAH 10:20 Ruined tents! Cords snap, ___! Children
run [away from catapult-fire! My family blows up] into
nothingness! My home collapses. The
walls blow up [and out]. 21 *Our brute
[Smoke]

“pastors” never seek Yahweh,
___. So they plummet [the nation
into war]. All their flocks scatter.
shepherd-leaders

Watch, ___. Ears prick up at [soldiers']
advancing shouts. A great commotion
[rages] out of the north country. [Assyria's]
army comes to [smash] the cities of Judea
into desolate den[s] of jackals. 23 Oh,
Yahweh, I see [now] that no [child of] Adam
[controls] his [own] steps. Man walks [wherever you] direct his feet. 24 [Please] Yahweh,
correct me. But only as gently as possible. Don't [punish me] in your fire-breathing [fury]. Or you'll [burn] me into nonexistence. 25 Pour out your fury on the
beast-nations who [refuse to] acknowledge
you. [Burn] the broods who [refuse to] call
on your Name [Yahweh]. For [pagans] eat [the
lineage of] ‘Jacob’ [Israel]. They devour [us].
They consume [us]. They devastate [our]
home[land].
22

JeremiYAH 11
Jeremiah Proclaims YAH's
Covenant

1 The following Word comes [alive in] JeremiYah {YAHRises}: 2 [YAH says,]
“You, ___! Hear the words of the [Mosaic] covenant.
Speak [my laws] to the people of Judea, including the
inhabitants of Jerusalem;
3 Say to them, “Yahweh Elohim of Israel declares:
‘[Every] man who fails to obey the principles of this
covenant curses [himself].
4

___, look back to antiquity: I bring
your [Israeli] fore-fathers up out of the
land of Egypt, from the ‘iron-smelter.’ I
decree [the Mosaic Law]. I say, ‘Obey my
voice. Execute my pronouncements.
Obey every principle of [my law]. You become my people when [you choose me as]
your Sovereign.
5
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I go on to fulfill the oath I swore to
your ancestors: I give them a land that
gushes milk and honey — the [land you
own] today.”
I [Jeremiah] answer, “True, Yahweh.” 6
Yahweh replies to me,
“Proclaim all these words in the cities of
Judea, [especially] in the streets of
Jerusalem. Say, ‘You, ___! Hear and
obey the intentions [expressed] in this
covenant!’
7

From the day I brought your forefathers up out of the land of Egypt, right
to this very day, I continue to rise up
early, protesting, testifying, calling,
“Obey my voice, ___.”
8

Yet [your ancestors and your peers] consistently
disobey, ___. They refuse to even
bend their ears [toward me]. They stumble
down the fantasy-roads of their evil
hearts. So I rain upon them the verdicts specified in the [Mosaic] covenant. I
warn them to execute [justice]. But they
willfully fail.”
9 Then Yahweh says to me,
“I spy a conspiracy among the men of
Judea, specifically among Jerusalem's
populace.
JeremiYAH 11:10

The [Jews keep] turning back to the perversities of their forefathers who refused to hear my words. They keep
chasing retard-gods, to serve [demons],
___. The house of [north] Israel and the
house of Judah {Celebrated} keep breaking my covenant, the [sweetheart-deal] I
made with their ancestors.”
11 So Yahweh decrees,
“Look, ___! [Watch] me [rain] disaster on
the [ingrates]. They [hang] powerless to escape [their punishment]. They shriek to me.
But I refuse to listen to them.
12

Then the cities of Judea, including [the]
inhabitants of Jerusalem, run shrieking
[for help from] the ‘gods’ to whom they
smoke [sacrificed animals]. But [false gods] nev-
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er save
___.

[anyone]

from their era of ruin,

13

You, Judea, [boast] as many [false] gods as
you have towns. On every Jerusalem
street you set up altars to the [god] of
shame, altars to burn [bodies as] incense
to [appease] Baal {Demon-Master}.
14

So stop praying for these [jerks, Jeremiah].
Raise no more shouts of praise-warfare
for them. I [turn my] ear away on the day
they cry. [I ignore their begging me to lift] them
from their [self-inflicted] trouble.
As the Messiah confirms, there is no forgiveness
for blasphemy against the Holy Spirit.
15

What have [you,] my [once] beloved [people],
to do with my temple? [You] keep concocting and propagating evil [schemes] to
turn sacred meat [offerings into a cash-for-sacrifice business]. [The more] ruin you wreak, [the
more] you jump for joy!”

*Yahweh [once] called you [by
the] name,
“Beautiful green olive tree, full
of delicious fruit.”
Now with the roar of a violent
[war] storm, [YAH] snaps your
[corupt] branches. He sets [you hypocrites] on fire! 17 *For YahwehCommander-Of-Armies, who
planted you [scum], decrees,
“Disaster [comes to rain] against you
[pigs]. [I'm] ending the damage [inflicted] by the house of [north] Israel and by the house of Judah
{Celebrated}. You keep acting
against yourselves. You whip
up my fury by smoking [animals]
to [appease] Baal {Demon-Master}.”
16

#6999 qatar means ‘smoke/fumigation’, not necessarily ‘incense’. Again, whenever anyone anywhere
sacrifices an animal, they sacrifice it to a demon,
even if they burn the animal in the temple of YHVH
in Jerusalem, with the best of intentions. YHVH
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never asked anyone to burn an edible animal. Impostor-priests ran two scams out of the Jerusalem
temple: 1) selling animals which they then burned,
and 2) selling overpriced diseased animals which
they then slaughtered to feed people at "Hebrew"
feasts. Burning animals decreased supply and
therefore raised price, to line the pockets of the
demon-infested religionite scammers.
18

Yahweh gives me awareness

[that the

animal-sacrificer-cult is plotting to murder me] ,

___.

I know what they're doing and [what
they're] about to do. [YAH] shows me [the future]. 19 *I've lived like a lamb or

an ox whom [butchers] haul to the
slaughter, ___. I've stayed
clueless to the devices the [religionists] scheme against me. They
[whisper], “Let's destroy the tree
with its fruit. Let's cut off the
[true prophet] from the land of the
living, so his name never again
comes to [darken humanity's] mind.”
So, Yahweh-CommanderOf-Armies, [earth's] sole righteous judge,
[you] who test [humanity's deepest] heart and
[mind], let me see your vengeance
[descend] on my [persecutors]. [I can't trust the
courts nor the government.] So I reveal my
cause to you. 21 *Then Yahweh reJeremiYAH 11:20

sponds [to me]:
“[Never fear] those [mere] mortals
from Anathoth {Back-Talk-Town}.
They seek your life. [They growl],
‘Stop prophesying in the name
of Yahweh, or you'll die by our
hand[s].’”
Yahweh Commander-Of-Armies
decrees,
‘Watch me punish the [persecutors]: their
choice [warriors] die by the sword. Their
sons and their daughters die in famine.
22

23

I [soon] destroy [your attackers'] every last
remnant. The year of their recompense
[dawns. I come to stop the back-talking mouths] of the
mortals of Anathoth {Answer-Town}.”

JeremiYAH 12
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Jeremiah Questions YAH's Sense Of
Justice

*[Jeremiah prays,] “Yahweh, [I know]
you're fair. But I'm wrestling
to piece-together [an understanding of]
your [sense of] justice. Why do [you
let] wicked beings [ride] the highway to prosperity? Why do you
[grant] success to treacherous
hypocrites? 2 *You keep planting [wicked people on earth]. They set
[down] roots. [They] grow. [They]
shoot out [their evil] fruit! You're
on their lips. But [you're] far from
their minds [and hearts]. 3 But you,
1

Yahweh, know me. You always see me.
You refine my heart. Cull the [criminals]
out [of life] like sheep for the slaughter.
Set them [in the queue] for the day of
butchery. 4 How long will [you let] the
land mourn? The wickedness of her inhabitants withers the plants of every
field! The beasts and the birds all lie
eaten, because [the pagans] brag, “[YAH is]
blind. [We create our own] future.”
Sin produces ecological devastation.

YAH Says, “Buckle Up For Life's
Rough Ride!”

5 [YAH replies,]

“You get worn out running against footracers. So how can you keep up with
race-horses, ___? You stumble and fall
on the peaceful ground where you runfor-refuge. So how will you [keep from
drowning] in the thick-marshes of the Jordan [river]?

*
For even your brothers, your
dad's entire family, keep betraying you [saints]. Yep. They're
calling a huge [conspiracy] against
you. Never believe them, even
if they speak [the most] beautiful
words to you.
6

YAH Announces He'll Decimate His
Rogue People
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7

I'm abandoning [most of] my [earthly] family, ___. I'm leaving my ‘heritage [people].’ I'm handing my [previously] dearlybeloved [nation], my life's-breath, into
the fist of her enemies.

*
My child-heir [Israel] roars [hatred]
against me like a lion in the
forest. She [leaves] me [no choice but]
to turn away from her, ___.
9*
My ‘heir’ keeps devolving into a
bird of prey. [She's] no different
from the vultures around her,
___! So come, [attackers]! Swarm,
all [you] wild-beasts. Devour [the
hypocrites]!
JeremiYAH 12:10 *
Generations of [bad] pastors
continue to destroy my vineyard, ___! They stomp my plot
[of land] under their feet. They
[smash] my pleasant homestead
into a deserted waste!
11 *
[Sick shepherds] devastate my land.
It lies stunned, wailing to me.
The whole earth mourns because no human lays [the truth] to
heart.”
8

Jeremiah Foresees The Collapse Of
Israel
12 Ravagers attack! [They stream] over all
the desert hills. The sword of Yahweh
devours [everyone] from one end of the
land all the way to the other end of the
land, ___. No flesh is safe.
Sword of YHVH = YAH's word, or his Avengers.

The [hypocrites] plant wheat, ___. But
reap thorns. They wear themselves down for zero profit. They [cry,]
bled-pale by their harvest [of shame. Their
crops lie blighted] by Yahweh's fiery nostrils.
13

[they]

lit: ashamed by their income/revenue.
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All my evil neighbors encroach on
the heritage [land] Yahweh gave my people Israel to inherit, ___. So Yahweh
pronounces judgment against the
[worldlings]:
“Watch me pluck the [pagans] out of [north
Israel's] land. Similarly, I uproot the [southern] tribe of Judah {Celebrated} from
among the [pagans].
YAH Always Redeems Repentant
Believers
14

15

But then, after I pluck [Israel] from [her
land,] I turn back. [I] show [my] compassion to the [Judeo-Christians], ___. I bring
them home, every man to his homestead, every man to his [own] land.
16

Look, [pagans and backsliders]. Diligently learn
the ways of My [true] people. Completely
fill yourselves with My Authority. [Say,]
“Yahweh lives.” (Stop goading my people to swear by Baal {Demon-Master}.)
Then I'll build [and establish] you [repentant
pagans] right into the midst of My people.
To "seven" in the name of Jehovah means to completely submit into the authority of Jehovah. "Sevening" does not necessarily mean to swear an
oath. Christ corrected this global world-destroying
misunderstanding in Matthew 33-37 (and James
5:12). But the oath-swearing Judeo-Christian world
still doesn't get it. See Strongs #7650 shaba`
shaw-bah': to be complete, from 7651; to seven
oneself, i.e. repeat a declaration seven times.
17

But, ___, I utterly uproot and destroy
any nation who [refuses] to obey [me],”
promises Yahweh.

JeremiYAH 13
Bad Religio-Politics Festers Like
Leather-Rot
1 ___, yahweh orders me, “Go buy
yourself a linen belt, [Jeremiah]. Wrap it
around your girth. Don't get it wet.” 2
So I obey the word of Yahweh. I buy a
belt. I [cinch] it around my waist. 3 Then
the word of Yahweh comes
time: 4 [YAH]

says,
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“Take that belt you bought that's [wrapped
around] your middle. Get up. [Run] to [the]
Euphrates [river]. Hide [the belt] there in a
hole in the rocks.”
5 So I [hike ~750km northeast from Jerusalem to
Iraq], ___. I hide [the belt] by [the] Euphrates [river], as Yahweh commanded
me. 6 Many days pass, ___. Then Yahweh says to me,
“Get up. [Hike back] to [the] Euphrates [river].
Fetch that belt I told you to hide there.”
7 So, ___, I [run back] to [the] Euphrates
[river area]. I dig up the belt from the hole
where I'd buried it. And I see that [my
lovely] belt is now a rotting, goodfor-nothing rag! 8 Then, ___, the word of
Yahweh comes [alive in] me.
AFTER you obey, YAH's word comes alive in your
heart.

Yahweh says,
“I'm ruining the pride of Judea, [including]
the great arrogance of Jerusalem, just
like [I rotted your belt].
Jeremiah Warns His Arrogant Nation Of Demise
9

JeremiYAH 13:10

This evil population refuses to hear my
advice. They walk out the schemes of
their [evil] heart[s]. They trail behind retard ‘gods.’ [They] serve [demons]. [They]
bow down to [junk that's] as worthless as
this [rotten] belt.
Belt is a metaphor for an accord, or agreement:
the binding obligation of contract, such as a treaty,
an insurance contract or a Driver's Licence Application, all executed under penalty of perjury.
11

—Just like a belt hugs a man's mid-section, I had the whole dynasties of [north]
Israel and [southern] Judah clinging to
me,”
says Yahweh.
“They could have been my famous people, applauded, glorious. But they [constantly] choose to ignore [me].
12

So you, ___ must speak to the [JudeoChristians] this analogy: Yahweh Elohim of
Israel says, ‘[Wine] bottles get filled with
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wine.’ Then they'll [mock] at you, ‘Don't
we already know that [wine] bottles get
filled with wine?’

*
Then you'll answer the [brats],
‘Yahweh says, “See [your future!
Watch] me fill all the inhabitants
of this land, even the kings
who sit on David's throne, and
the priests, and the prophets,
and all the inhabitants of
Jerusalem, with drunken [stupor].
13

The brain fog.
14

I [come to] dash the [jerks] against each
other. [I bash] the fathers and the sons
together [in mass graves]’, warns Yahweh. ‘I
refuse to pity, or spare, or have mercy,
___. I destroy the [liars].’”
15 Expand [your ears], ___. Hear! Stop
[suffocating in] arrogance! Yahweh speaks
[your future]. 16 Give glory to Yahweh your
Elohim, before he [shrouds you in your own]
darkness, before your feet stumble on
the dark mountains. [Repent, ___.] Or soon
he turns the light you seek into the
shadow of death. [He] smothers [villains] in
gloom. 17 If you [continue to refuse] to hear
[YAH's voice], I [the prophet] will [hide in] a secret place while my life-breath moans
over your arrogance. My eye[s] will
weep until [my eyelids bleed. My blood will] run
down [my face] with tears, when [attackers]
carry away Yahweh's [fallen] flock as
slaves. 18 *[YAH adds,]

“Say to the [evil] king and queen,
‘Humble yourselves. Come
down off your thrones. [Sit in ashes
with the beggars you despise. Look!] Your
dominion crashes down like
the crown falling from your [severed] head.
19 *
[See the future! Armies] besiege the
cities of the Negev desert,
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___. No one can [break through the arto open the [cities to bring
in food and water]. [Attackers] drag all of
Judea into exile. They sweep
the entire country into slavery,
___.

rays of soldiers]

JeremiYAH 13:20

Lift up your eyes! See [invaders] stream
from the north to [annihilate] the flock [of
people YAH] gave you [to protect], your beautiful nation.’”

*You trained the [pagan leaders] to
be your heads, to be rulers
over you, ___. What will you
say when [YAH] punishes you?
Won't sorrows seize you, like a
woman suffering [birth] pangs?
21

You voted in their bogus elections. You took their
government handouts and grants. You paid into
their insurance plans and voluntary taxation
schemes. Now they're dragging you into slavery.

You come to cry in your heart, “Why
is this happening to me?!” Your overflowing evil [brings soldiers to] rip off your
skirts. They strip you naked. They violate your rear-end[s].
22

Or "strip your heels bare." #6119 `aqeb aw-kabe'
from 6117; a heel (as protuberant); hence, a
track; figuratively, the rear (of an army): heel,
hoof, last, step.

*Can the Ethiopian morph his
skin [white]? Can a leopard [change]
his spots? [No.] Just like you
evil-addicts can't do good [without
miraculous help].
23

All things are possible with YAH. This is one of the
Bible's very few comments on skin shade (misnomered ‘race’).

*[YAH continues,]
“So I scatter the [infidels], ___.
Like [hay] stubble, [they] fly away
in the desert wind.
24

25
[The hurricane of death] is your [hypocrite's] inheritance, your allowance from my [heavenly] treasures,”
decrees Yahweh,
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“because you keep forgetting me. You
trust in lies.
26

So I lift your skirts over your faces. I
expose your shame [to the universe].
27

I'm sick of watching your adultery, your
lustful-neighing, your lewd whoredom,
your abominations on the hills [and] in
the fields. Oh, Jerusalem! Woe [descends
upon] you! How long until you let me
clean you up?”

JeremiYAH 14

[us victims]?

Please, Yahweh, [come back to]
live at the center of our [society]. We're
[the nation] called by your name. Please
don't abandon us!“ JeremiYAH 14:10 Yahweh answers this [Judean] populace,
“You love to wander [into atrocities]. You
hate controlling your feet.”
Thats why Yahweh rejects the [frauds],
___. He recalls their evil. He punishes
their crimes. 11 Then Yahweh says to
me,
“Stop praying for [me] to reward this [perverted] populace.
12

Sin And Crime Dry Up Even The
Promised Land

1 Yahweh's message (concerning the drought)
comes [alive] to JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}: 2

“Judaea mourns. Its [city-court] gates languish. Black-burned, they fall to the
ground. Jerusalem's crying-scream[s]
echo up [to the heavens].
3 [Jerusalem's] nobles send their servantworkers to [fetch] waters, ___. The [laborers] reach the pools. They find no water.
Ashamed and confounded, they return,
their vessels empty. They cover their
heads [in despair]. 4 The ground lies
cracked [like chapped lips on a dead man]. No
rain falls on the earth. The plowmen
hood their heads in shame. 5 The doe
calves in the field. Then she abandons
her baby [to die], because no grass remains [for them to eat]. 6 Wild [skin-n-bones]
donkeys [stagger up to] stand on rock-ridges. They snuff up the wind like
dragons. Their eyes die, failing to spy
herbage [to the distant horizon]. 7 O Yahweh,
our crimes testify against us [hypocrites].
Still, [save us] to protect your reputation.
[Pardon] our incessant backsliding. [We admit] that we [constantly] sin against you. 8
Oh, [Yahweh], hope of Israel, [our] savior in
times of trouble, why should you be a
[mere] visitor in [our] land, a wayfaring
stranger who turns aside to stay [only]
for a night? 9 Why [stand back] like a man
in shock, a warrior powerless to rescue
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Though the [hypocrites] fast, I turn my ear
from their cry. They smoke-up [animal
sacrifices] and [grain] donations. But I spurn
their [dirty bribes]. Instead, I consume the
[jerks] by the sword, by famine and by
plague.”
13 So I reply, “Oh, Adonai Yahweh!
Look! The [false] prophets preach to the
[people], ‘You'll never see the sword.
You'll never suffer famine. [Our world order]
insures you peace in this [land].’” 14

*Then Yahweh answers me,
“These prophets preach lies in
my name. I never sent them. I
never instructed them. I never
even talk to them. They prophesy false vision and divination
to you. Idolatrous nonsense
spews from their delusional
minds.”
So Yahweh decrees,
“These [phony Judeo-Christian] preachers
prophesy in my Name. Yet I never sent
them. They say, ‘Sword and famine will
never reach this land.’ So sword and
famine descend to consume those [pretender] prophets.
15

16

the sheeple [listen to the religionites' false]
prophesies. But look into the future:
Watch the faces of sword and famine
cast [the liars and their listeners] out into the
streets of Jerusalem. No one remains

[Today]
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to bury the [dead liars], nor their
wives, sons and daughters. I pour the
[hypocrites'] own wickedness back down on
their [heads].
[alive]

17

So tell the [pagans] my message: ‘My
eyes eternally run down with tears
night and day, ___. Because my oncevirgin daughter-populace lies fatally
broken, [killed] with the crushing blow [of
her own crimes].’”
18 [Jeremiah continues,] “I [hike] out into the
field[s], ___. I see [corpses] slain by
swords. I [stagger back] into the city. I see
[children] diseased and famine-stricken.
Still the [bogus] prophet[s] and the
priest[s] ignorantly flit around the land
selling [their nonsense]. 19 [YAH,] have you utterly rejected Judea? Does your soul
detest [mount] Zion? Why do you keep
fatally beating us [beyond cure]? We look
for peace, but [we] find no good. [We await]
the time of healing. Yet [we] see only
terror! JeremiYAH 14:20 Oh Yahweh, we
acknowledge our wrongs, and the unfairness of our fore-fathers. We [JudeoChristians] have committed treason
against You [for centuries]. 21 [Protect] your
reputation. Don't spurn us. Avoid disgracing your glorious throne. Remember your covenant with us [Hebrews].
Don't break [it].
Pray for YAH to honor his own priorities. Look at
things from his point of view. YAH, like everyone
else, likes that.

Among the vain [leaders & gods] of the
beast-nations, can anyone give rain?
Can the skies shower [the earth] without
[help from you,] Yahweh our Elohim? [No!] So
we wait for you [to forgive us. We hang powerless]
while you make [the] universe [work].”
22

JeremiYAH 15
YAH Explains Why He Destroys 'His'
People
1 Then Yahweh says to me,
“Even if [the ancient prophets] Moses and
SamuEl stood facing me, they couldn't
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turn my heart toward this [insincere JudeChristian] rabble. Cast the [scum] out of my
sight. They're going [down].

*
The [jerks] will ask you, ‘Where
are we going?’ You answer
them, ‘Yahweh decrees: “Those
destined for death go to die.
Those who [merit] the sword, go
to [be impaled by] the sword. Those
who [earn] famine, go to [be eaten by]
famine. Those [born] for slavery
go to [rot in] captivity.
3*
And I appoint over the [infidels]
four kinds [of terrors],”
warns Yahweh:
“the sword to slay, the dogs to
tear, the sky-birds [to pick apart
corpses], and the [wild] land-beasts,
to devour and destroy.
2

4

I bring

to drag the horrifyingly
into all earth's dominions, because of the atrocities which
Manasseh {Sweet-Forgetting} the son of
Judea's king HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}, planted in Jerusalem.
[empires]

[disfigured Judeans]

Certainly and obviously fulfilled, even in modern
times.
5

Who will take pity upon you, [foul]
Jerusalem? Who will moan-in-grief over
you[r downfall]? Who will even go out of
their way to ask how you're doing?
6

You

keep forsaking me,”
Yahweh.
“You [roll ever] backward [into crime]. So I
stretch out my hand against you. I destroy you. I'm sick of relenting.
[Jews]

[laments]

7

I keep winnowing [my people] in my
thresher, from the [Israel's outlying] lands
right up to their city [court] gates. They
refuse to turn back from their [devastating]
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ways. [So] I [reluctantly] bereave them of
children. I destroy my people.
8

Their widows stack up to me, [higher]
than the sands of the seas. [Under] noonday [sun], I bring the devastator down
on the young [infidel's evil] mother. I hurl
sudden destruction down on her. Her
eyes fly open to terrors flurrying [upon
her].
9

The mother (who birthed seven [sons])
crumbles. She gives up the ghost. Her
sun goes down before day expires. She
lies [rightfully] shamed and confounded. I
deliver the straggling survivors to the
sword before their enemies' [angry faces],”
warns Yahweh. JeremiYAH 15:10 *[Jeremiah

“Woe, my mother. You
birthed me, a man [whom YAH calls to
stir societal] controversy, a man
[whose beliefs bring] contention to the
whole earth! I've never been a
[greedy interest-taking] lender. I never
even borrow. Yet every [human]
short-changes [and curses] me.
laments,]

YAH Foretells Evil Judea's Destruction
11 Yahweh replies,
“Don't worry, ___. I'll [set you] free. I'll stand between you and your enemy in the [coming] evil times,
[your] tight-spot days.
Translations differ wildly on this verse.
12

Can [Judea's puny] iron smash [the far superior]
northern iron and steel [wielded by the coming
Babylonian invaders]?
13

I'm handing your estates and
your treasures as priceless plunder [to
your invaders]. For wrong permeates all
your borders.
[Judea,]

14

I come to make you [hypocrites march behind]
your enemies into a land you know
nothing [of]. Flames [rage] in my firebreathing fury. [Your evil] keeps [my anger]
constantly aglow.”
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Jeremiah Prays in Doubt And Desperation
15 [Jeremiah replies,] “Oh, Yahweh, you know
[the abuse I'm suffering]. Remember me. Visit
me. Fire lightning-fast furious revenge
on my persecutors. Stop ripping my [life]
away. See that for your sake I [constantly]
bear shame. 16 I gobble up your words
[wherever I] find them. Your word is my
elation, [my light,] the energy in my heartbeat. [For better or worse, people] call [me] by
your name, oh Yahweh, Elohim over
armies. 17 I never sit with the [world's]
mobs of mockers. I refuse to [join with them
in] jumping for joy over [harmful behavior]. I
sit alone because your hand [is on my life].
You fill me with indignation [at sin]. 18
Why is my pain perpetual, my mortal
wound [incurable], a [blow that] refuses to
heal? Will you end up [disappointing] me,
like a liar, like [a] failing water [supply]?”
YAH Promises To Rescue His Pure
Spokesmen
19 Yahweh replies,
“If you repent [of your unbelief], I bring you
back [to me]. You come to stand before
my [face]. Draw forth what's precious
from what's vile, ___. Then you become my mouthpiece. [Wait for] the [sinners
to] return to you. Never go back to [sinning with] them.
JeremiYAH 15:20

To this populace, I make you a copper
fortress wall, ___. They fight against
you. But they never [ultimately] prevail
against you. For I stay with you, to
save you, to rescue you,”
promises Yahweh.
The world-system may kill you, but your mortal
martyrdom is your crowning victory.

*
“I rescue you from the evilones' power-hand[s]. I redeem
you out of [all] terrorists' fists.”
21

JeremiYAH 16
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YAH Tells Jeremiah: Avoid Marriage; War Comes
1 The word of Yahweh comes

[again]

to me

[Jeremiah]:

every groom's voice, every bride's
swer].”
2

says,
“[Jeremiah,] you shall not take yourself a
wife [here]. You will yield no sons or
daughters in this place.”
3 For Yahweh decrees [doom] concerning
the sons and the daughters born in this
place, and concerning their mothers
who bear them, and concerning their
fathers who spawn [children] in this land:
4 The [hypocrites] soon die grievous
deaths. No one [survives] to lament them.
No one buries their [bodies]. They [fester]
like poop on the face of the earth. They
[die] consumed by sword, [shrunken] by
famine. Their carcasses end as meat for
sky-flyer[s], and for earth-beasts. 5 So
Yahweh says,
“Avoid entering the house of mourning.
Stop going to lament and bemoan the
[hypocrites]. I've taken away my peace
from this populace.”
Yahweh continues,
“My loving-kindness and mercies [for them
have died].
[YAH]

6

Soon both the great and the small die
in this land. No one [survives] to entomb
the [liars]. No human wails for them. Nobody slashes their skin nor shaves their
[hair in mourning] for the [ingrates].
7

No one shares [food or drink] to comfort the
mourners [who sob] over [their] dead [family
and friends]. No one offers a cup of consoling [wine] to the [son or daughter lamenting] their
[dead] father or mother.
8

So stop entering feasting houses. Don't
sit to eat and drink with [these doomed miscreants].’
9 For Yahweh Commander-Of-All, the
Elohim of Israel, forewarns,
“Watch. Before your eyes, in your days,
in this place, I come to silence every
joyful sound, every bright [glad] song,
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[an-

JeremiYAH 16:10 [YAH continues,]

“Watch: show this populace all these
messages [from me]. Immediately they
[spit] back at you, ‘So Yahweh pronounces all this great ruin against us,
[huh]? Name our depravity! What sin
have we committed against Yahweh our
Elohim?!’
11

Reply to the [fakers], ‘Yahweh answers,
‘Your fore-fathers forsook me. They
stumbled after retard-gods. They
served nothings. They worshiped sham
[leaders]. Likewise, you [frauds] keep forsaking me. You never guard my law.
12

You commit worse [evil] than your forefathers. Look: each of you walk chasing
the twisted [schemes] of your ruined
hearts. You never listen to me.
13

So I come to cast you [liars] out of this
([your] country) into a land completely
mysterious to both you and your ancestors. There you fall to serve strange [rotten] gods [and leaders] day and night. I never show you [any more] favor.’
14 So watch:
‘The days come’
, foretells Yahweh,
‘when [Israelis] update their slogan, ‘As
Yahweh (who brought the ‘sons of Israel’ up out of the land of Egypt)
lives…’
15

[Israelis come to] say, ‘Yahweh lives. He
repatriated the ‘sons of Israel’ from the
land of the [Babylonian] north, and from all
the [other] lands where he drove them.’
[Yes, eventually] I [Yahweh] come to bring my
[repentant remnant-people] back into their land
I gave their fore-fathers.

16

Watch me, ___. I'm sending for countless ‘fishermen’,”
foretells Yahweh.
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“They come to fish the [infidels out of Israel].
Then I send for many hunters. They
hunt the [hypocrites] out of every mountain, out of every hill, and out of every
hole in [every] rocky [crag].
17

My eyes [look] upon all the [criminals']
ways. They hide nothing from my face.
Their evil blazes before my [angry] gaze.
18

At once I make the [pigs] pay twice: for
their ruin and their perversion. Because
they continue to defile my land. They
fill my heritage-country with the carcasses of their filthy abhorrences.”
Filthy abhorrences could refer to: idols, animal sacrifices, human sacrifices, victims of war, rape,
drug-addiction or murder, etc.

“Oh Yahweh, my
strength, my fortress, the refuge-Iflee-to in my tight-squeeze day[s]!
[Repentant] beast-nationals stream to you
from the ends of the earth. [They] cry,
“Our [non-Hebrew] fore-fathers inherited
absolute lies, vanity, profitless [traditions
and customs]. JeremiYAH 16:20 —How can a
human make a leader-or-god for himself? A [man-made leader] is no leader at all!”
19 [Jeremiah replies,]

This equally condemns democracy and idolatry,
two phases of the same error. Real leadership is
evident. It's a born gift. You don't need to sculpt or
elect a leader. Real leaders are already leading. A
real God is already in charge of everything.
21 [YAH replies,]

“So watch. At last I get the [worldlings] to
understand [reality]. They experience my
mighty power-hand. They recognize the
name-authority of me: Yahweh {The-only-self-existent-being}.”

JeremiYAH 17
YAH Condemns Judea's Invasion-Spawning Sin
1 Judea's sin lies engraved with a diamond-tipped iron pen. [Wrong] sits
carved upon the tablets of the [fakers']
hearts, inscribed upon the [most holy]
horns of [Jerusalem's misused] altars.
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Jewish rogues replaced Moses' beneficial feast-system with a parasitic, Satanic animal-sacrifice cult.
Priests wiped dabs of murdered animals' blood on
the cooking altar's golden horns.

children revere their [pagan]
altars and their Easter-Steeples [under
whatever] green tree, on [all the land's] high
hills. 3
I'm giving away as plunder my mount
[Zion and its] surrounding fields, with all
your [Jewish] estates and treasures, [along
with] your high-occult-shrines. [I must punish] the criminal-guilt that runs-rampant
throughout all your borders.
2 [Even Jewish]

4

You [Judeo-Christian rogues] willfully divorce
yourself from the heritage-home I gave
you. I bring you to serve your enemies
in a country bewildering to you. The
fury-fire you keep stoking in me stays
burning to the end [of time].
Never Trust People; Only Trust
Your Maker

* ___, yahweh decrees:
“Cursed is the human who runs-for-refuge in [the spawn of] Adam,
who makes flesh his ‘strongarm,’ whose heart withdraws
from Yahweh.
5

6
[Man-trusters] end up [shrunk] like desert-shrubs. When good comes, they
don't see it. They infest [earth's] parched
wilderness hot-spots. [They waste their lives]
in salt-poisoned uninhabited land.

*
Blessed [is] the [masterful] human
who runs-for-refuge in Yahweh
— whose security [comes not from mortal society, but from] Yahweh {The-Eternal-One}.
7

man=master
8
[The heroic human who trusts YAH and distrusts man]

thrives like a tree planted by [flowing] waters. He spreads out his roots by the
river. [He] never suffers the heat that
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comes [to ravage the dry-land]. His [every] leaf
stays green. [He] never worries in the
year of drought. [He] never stops yielding fruit.
We saints go through intense physical struggle
without losing our spiritual virtues.

*
The [human] heart is more
crooked than anything! The
depth of [deadly human spiritual] sickness is unfathomable!
9

JeremiYAH 17:10

I Yahweh search every heart, ___. I
test every mind, to give every man exactly what his ways [deserve], to [make him
eat] the fruit of his actions.

*
Partridges sit on eggs that other [birds] lay. Similarly, the man
who wrongly acquires riches
loses the [money] in mid-life. He
dies a fool's [death].”
11

Even if the greedster keeps the money and lives
long, he doesn't enjoy it.

our glorious exalted [Sovereign. Your] throne predates [the universe]. [You are] our [only] safe
sanctuary.
12 [Jeremiah responds,] “[Yahweh, you are]

All bookstore translations miss the point of this
verse.

O Yahweh, Israel's [only] hope, all who
forsake you end up ashamed. Whoever
abandons me, [your prophet,] ends up written into the earth, because [by forsaking me]
they forsake Yahweh, the fountain of
living waters. 14 [Please] heal me, Yahweh. [Only]
13

you can fix me. Save me.

[Only you]

can rescue me.
praise-

[Even amidst this torture, you fill my heart with wild improvised]

song[s].
Again, bookstore translations render this golden
truth as embarrassing Christianese mush.

Watch, [Yahweh]. The [pigs] question
me: “Where is the [proof that] Yahweh
speaks [to you]? Let [your predicted disasters fall
out of the sky on our heads] right now.” 16 Still I
[stick with you, Yahweh]. I never flee from following you. [I serve as] your [disrespected]
15
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[to murderous sheep].

I reluctantly
[prophesy your] days of disaster. You see
every word that vents from my lips. [All
reality lies open] before your face. 17 Never
become a terror to me, [Yahweh]. You're
my [only] hope [of surviving] the day of evil.
18 Shame the [beings who] persecute me.
Never let [them] dry me up. Discourage
them. Encourage me. Rain the day of
evil on them. Destroy them with double
annihilation!” 19 Yahweh replies to me,
“Go, [Jeremiah]. Stand in the People's
Gate, where the kings of Judea come in
and go out. [Sing in] all Jerusalem's [courts
and city] gates.
JeremiYAH 17:20

Say to the [hypocrites], ‘Hear the word of
Yahweh, you kings of Judea, and all
[you] Judeans, including all the inhabitants of Jerusalem, who enter this [city]
by these gates:
Working On The Sabbath Destroys
Cities
21 Yahweh decrees:
“Watch out for yourselves. Bear no burden on any Sabbath day, ___. Avoid
bringing anything [work-related] into the
gates of Jerusalem [on Sabbaths].
22

And stop carrying burdens out of your
houses on any sabbath day, ___. Do
zero work. Consecrate the sabbath day,
as I commanded your forefathers.
23

Your forefathers [consistently failed] to obey
me, ___. They refused to even bend
an ear [to me]. They stiffened their
necks. [They] resolved never to hear nor
receive [my] instruction.
24

But,”
Yahweh says,

[“your future can be happy, ___,] if you diligently
listen to me. So [refuse] to bring any load
through the gates of this city on the
sabbath day. Consecrate the sabbath
day. Avoid doing any work [that day].

25
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then [good Hebrew]
kings and princes come to enter into
the gates of this city riding in chariots
and on horse[s]. They sit [established] on
the throne of David {Love}. They, their
officials, the men of Judaea, the inhabitants of Jerusalem, and this city, remain [in] continuous [righteous power].
[If you honor the sabbath,]

26

Then [holy people] will flock from the cities
of Judaea, from everywhere around
Jerusalem, including the [once enemy tribal]
land of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}. [Friends
will rush] from the plains, and from the
mountains, and from the south. [They'll]
bring ascension-gifts, including meat
and other food-donations, and incense.
[They'll] stream into Yahweh's temple
[with] hands thrown [high in thanks].
The phony-translated phrase “sacrifices of praise”
means nothing and doesn't appear in Hebrew.
27

But when you keep [harming your workers by]
ignoring my [command] to consecrate the
sabbath day, when you keep [them]
bearing burdens through Jerusalem's
gates under the sabbath sun, eventually [war] comes to kindle an unquenchable fire in [the city] gates. [The flames spread
to] devour Jerusalem's palaces.”
Oppression breeds war. A good society provides
rest for its workers.

JeremiYAH 18
We Earthlings Are Clay In YHVH's
Hands

1 The word from Yahweh again comes [alive] in
JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}: 2 [YAH] says,
“Get up, [Jeremiah]. [Walk] down to the potter's house.
There I'll cause you to hear my words.”
Action precedes prophecy.

So, ___, I [walk] down to the potter's
house. [There] I see the [potter] crafting [a]
sculpture on a [turning] wheel. 4 But [the
potter's] hand messes up this clay [sculpture]. So he [throws away the clay]. He remakes it, because he's the expert. He
3
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decides how to best to make
So the word of Yahweh comes

[alive in]

[pottery]. 5

me: 6

*Yahweh says,
“Oh house of Israel, can't I do
with you what this potter does
[with clay]? The clay [rests] in the
potter's hand. Similarly, you,
House of Israel, [lie helpless] in my
hand.
7

YAH Controls The Fate Of Nations

At whatever instant I speak concerning
a nation or a kingdom, to pluck [it] up,
to pull [it] down, [or] to destroy it, [it's
doomed].
8

if that nation against whom
I've pronounced [a death sentence] turns
from their evil, I relent from the disaster I planned to wreak on them.
[But, ___,]

9

And at whatever instant I speak concerning a nation [or] a kingdom, to build
and to plant it, [it becomes blessed].
JeremiYAH 18:10

If a [populace keeps] wreaking damage in
my sight, [continually] disobeying my
voice, then I revoke my declaration of
benefits over them.
Fake Believers Reject The True
Prophet's Word
11

So now go, [Jeremiah]. Speak to the men
of Judea, including the inhabitants of
Jerusalem. Say, Yahweh decrees:
‘Watch me architect your coming catastrophe. I devise devices to fight your
[evil]. Every one of you must rush to return from your ruinous way[s]. Fix all
your life-paths. Correct your actions.’”

*Yet the [hypocrites] reply,
“There's no hope. We must follow our own strategies. Each
one of us must obey the commands of his own hurtful
heart.” 13 So Yahweh decrees,
12
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“Run. Ask among the beast-nations,
who has heard [of] such crimes? [Ancient]
Israel's maiden [grand-daughter population]
commits horrible [atrocities].
14

Would any [sane human] abandon [pure, lifegiving] white-mountain snow-melted-water for a [dry] rocky [desert] field, ___?
Would [intelligent people] abandon cool flowing streams for polluted [puddles]?
Here all the bookstore translations miss the boat,
failing to understand the analogy.
15

*

my people forget me. They
cremate [animals] to [worship] vanity.
The [fakers] make their [children]
stumble [down] their [wicked] roads.
They [leave] the ancient paths, to
walk in [dead-end] side-trails [down to
the fire-pit].
[Yet]

This is true of modern churches and synagogues.

YAH Destroys People Who Destroy
The Earth
16

The

destroy their own land, ___.
becomes a [provoker of]
perpetual hisses [and shrieks of disgust]. Everyone who passes by [reels,] stunned.
[Onlookers] wag their heads [at the ruins of my
once great nation].
[infidels]

[‘God's country’]

17

I scatter the [earth-destroyers] like an
east wind faces an enemy. I show
them [my] back, not [my] face, in the day
of their calamity.”
Jeremiah Prays To Be Saved From
Evil Religion
[So]

[evil]

*The [crooks] respond, “Come
on. Let's craft a strategy to
beat JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}. [We]
priests never lose [control of] the
law. [Our] wise counsel lives forever. [Our] prophetic pronouncements never die. [So] come, let's
strike [the prophet] with [our powerful, in18
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tongues, so
no one pays attention to any of
his blather.”
fluential, propaganda-spewing]

Or, ‘Let's strike his tongue.’ Everyone who raises
YAH's reputation gets battered by false religion.

“Help me, Yahweh. Hear the
voices of these [religionite snakes] who
fight me. JeremiYAH 18:20 Do [you want these
criminals] to pay me evil for good? They
dig pit[s to kill] my life-breath. Remember
that I stood before you to speak good
for them, to turn your fire-rage away
from them.
19 [So I pray,]
[lying]

It is our earthly destiny to receive evil for the good
we do. Get used to pain, saints!

So deliver up the [persecutors'] kids to
famine, [Yahweh]! Pour out the [rogues']
blood by the force of [deadly] weapon[s]!
Let [plague] bereave the [pigs'] women of
children. Make their [slut-wives into] widows. Let [soldiers dump the villians] into [mass]
graves. Let [assassins] slay their young
men by the sword in battle!
21

Not Jeremiah's most spiritually-enlightened moment. But he voices anger to which we ordinary
people can relate.

hear cries [of terror] echo
from the [criminals'] houses. Bring raidingparties to smash down on the [snakes].
For they dig trap-pit[s] to catch me.
They hide snares for my feet. 23 Yahweh, you know all the [hypocrites'] deathplans against me, [their schemes to] murder
me. Never forgive their evil[s]. Never
shelter [your eyes] from their depravity.
Never wipe their criminal-record from
before your furious face. Knock them
over with [your] fire-breathing-fury. [It's]
time! Execute the [crooks]!”
22 [Let the world]

JeremiYAH 19
Jeremiah Smashes A Clay Bottle To
Warn Judea
1 So Yahweh replies,
“Go, [Jeremiah]. Buy a potter's clay bottle.
Take some community elders, and
some old priests.
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The following is a prime example of creative communication.
2

Hike out to the Ben-Hinnom valley [trashfire-pit], past Jerusalem's Heres {Pottery}
city-entry gate. There proclaim the
words I dictate to you.
Not haras (East) Gate but Heres (Pottery) gate
where people typically threw away broken pieces of
pottery.
3

Say, ‘Hear the word of Yahweh, [you]
kings of Judea, you denizens of
Jerusalem. Yahweh-commander-of-armies (Israel's Elohim) warns:
‘Watch me rain such calamity on this
country that whoever hears [of it], his
ears will tingle.
4

These [false Judeo-Christians] keep forsaking
me. They turn this [holy] place into a
non-Hebrew [country]. They smoke
[sacrifices] to [appease] retard-gods [and dumb
leaders] whom no [Hebrew] past nor
present, nor any kings of Judea ever
recognized. The [villains] fill this place
with the blood of innocent [people].

*
The [nutballs] keep building high-shrines to [honor] Baal {DemonMaster}. [There they] burn their children with fire as ascent-offerings to [appease] Baal! I never
commanded [animal nor human sacrifice],
___! I never even mentioned
[wanting] sacrifices. The desire [for
burnt-offerings] never [even] enters my
mind!
5

Your Creator demands food donations to feed poor
people, not animal massacres!
6

So watch. Yahweh warns: The days
come when this place ceases to be
called ‘Tophet {Drum-Smack},’ nor ‘The
Valley Of Hinnom's Son,’ but ‘The
Ravine Of Killing.’
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Gay Hagerah = Slaughter Gully.
7

Here in [this trash dump,] watch me nullify
the evil stratagems of Judea's and
Jerusalem's [criminal leaders]. I make them
fall by the sword before their enemies'
[angry faces. The fakers die, slain] by the hands of
[ravagers] who seek their lives. I give [hypocrites'] carcasses as [tasty] meat for skybirds and earth-beasts.
8

I come to render this city desolate, a
[provoker of scandalous] hissing. Everyone who
passes by gawks, astonished. [They]
shriek [in terror] of all the plagues that
strike [her down].
9

I feed the [criminals] the flesh of their
sons. They [gobble] the skin-n-bones of
their daughters. In the coming siege,
each [murderer] eats the muscle of his
[dead friend]. The [villains'] enemies, who
seek their lives, pinch them [to death in the
diseased city].”
JeremiYAH 19:10
[Finish speaking,] then smash the bottle in
the sight of the men who go with you
[to the trash-dump].

Artistic, active communication is the heart of evangelism. Sermons are death.

*
Then say to the [Judeo-Christian elders],
‘Yahweh-Commander-OfArmies warns: ‘This is exactly
how I come to break this [evil]
populace and their [criminal] city,
like a [man so violently] shatters a
potter's vessel that nothing
can make it whole again. [Soldiers]
come to bury your corpses in
Tophet {drum-Smack} [valley]. They
fill it to the [hilltops, leaving] no more
space to bury [one more dead body].
11

12

Yahweh warns: ‘I come to make this
country and its inhabitants, including
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this

city, a [huge stinking, burning
like Tophet {Drum-Smack} [valley].

[warmongering]

corpse pile]

13

Jerusalem's houses, including the
palaces of Judea's kings, come to lie
defiled like the Tophet [trash-fire]. [I smash]
all these houses upon whose roofs the
[criminals] burn [bodies as] incense to [appease]
the whole army of star-demons. [Never
again do these jerks] pour out drink offerings
to [mollify] retard-gods.’”
14 JeremiYah {YAH-Rises} returns from
Tophet {Drum-Smack}, where Yahweh
sent him to prophesy. He stands in the
court of Yahweh's temple. He addresses
all the people: 15 “Yahweh-commanderof-armies (Israel's Elohim) decrees:
‘Watch me rain upon this [corrupt] city
and upon all her towns all the ruin that
I have sentenced against it, because
the [fakes] incorrigibly harden their
necks. They refuse to hear My counsel.’”

JeremiYAH 20
The Evil Religionite Attacks The
True Prophet
1 The [Jerusalem] temple's [corrupt] chief
governor (Pashur {Liberation} the son of
[elder] priest Immer {Yapper}) hears
JeremiYah {YAH-Rises} prophesying [doom
on unrepentant Judea].
Not the Pashur of 19 years later in Ch. 21.

So [evil priest] Pashur {Liberation} strikes
the prophet JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}.
[Pashur] jails [Jeremiah] in the stocks at
[Jerusalem's] upper (Benjamin) gate, by
Yahweh's temple.
Prophet Pronounces Doom On The
Church Stooge
3 Then the next day, Pashur {Liberated}
brings JeremiYah {YAH-Rises} out of the
stocks. Then JeremiYah warns [Pashur],
“Yahweh no longer calls your name
Pashur {Staying-Free}, but Magor-Missabib {Wandering-All-Around-In-ShrinkingFear}. 4 For Yahweh decrees,
2
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‘Watch, [Religionist-Jerk]: I'm making you a
terror to yourself, and to all your
friends. Your own eyes come to watch
[your cronies] fall by their enemies'
weapons. I hand Judea into the fist of
the Babylonian Emperor. He carries the
[corrupt Judeans] captive into Babylon. He
slays them with the sword.
5

Plus, I come to transplant all the
strength of this city, and all the [products
of its] laborers, and all its precious [wealth],
including all the treasures of the kings
of Judea. I dump it [all] into the powerfist of [Judea's] enemies. [Soldiers] plunder
[your riches,] load them, and cart them
[~650km northeast] to Babylon.
6

And you, Pashur {Liberation} (and everyone living in your house) soon pass into
slavery. You [stagger in chains] to Babylon.
There you die. [You] end-up buried [in foreign dirt,] you, and all your loved-ones to
whom you keep prophesying lies.’”
Jeremiah Cries to YAH In Desperate
Trouble
7 [Jeremiah lifts his beaten head to the sky. He cries,]

“Oh Yahweh, you persuaded me. And I
acquiesced. You hold me fast. You win.
I'm [the city's] daily blood-sport. Everyone
mocks me.
Not ‘deceived.’

Every time I speak, I shriek out warnings of violence and devastation. Because [I deliver] the word of Yahweh, everybody laughs at me. They strip [my dignity] every day, ___. 9 *So I say, ‘I'll
8

stop thinking about Yahweh.
I'll avoid speaking in his
Name.’ But his word burns in
my heart like a fire caged in
my bones, ___. Holding [YAH's
word back] exhausts me. I can't
stop [prophesying]. JeremiYAH 20:10 I keep
hearing countless voices defaming [me].
Fear [stalks me] on every side. The [infidels]
whisper, “Tell the [police] everything the
[prophet] says!” All my ‘friends and loved-
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ones’ watch me limp. They hiss, “Maybe
he'll trap himself. Then we'll overwhelm
him. We'll take our [long-awaited] revenge
on the [liar].” 11 *But Yahweh, the

mighty, terrifying [champisticks with me, ___. So my
persecutors eventually stumble
into defeat. [Floods] of shame
overwhelm them. Prosperity
evades them. [History] never forgets their everlasting confusion. 12 [The rogue priest leads the crowd to shout
[ultimate]
on],

shrieks at Jeremiah. Jeremiah lifts his head and sings:]

“Help, Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies.
You test [all] righteous [beings]. You see
the mind and heart. Let me see your
vengeance on these [pigs]. To you I open
my case!” 13 [Jeremiah leaps, singing in the faces of
the jeering crowd:] “Sing to Yahweh! HalleluYah! He [always eventually] delivers the
helpless [saint's] life-breath from the ruiner's fist!” [Jeremiah's accusing finger points at the
governing priest's furious face.]

Tortured Jeremiah Wishes He'd
Never Been Born

14 [The priest goads the crowd to pick up stones. Rocks
fly at Jeremiah's head. He goes down, inviting death, cry-

“Curse the day I was born. Un-bless
the day my mother bore me. [Wipe it from
ing:]

history!]

Transitional action supplied from textual inference.

Curse the man who brought [the]
news to my father, saying, “Your [wife]
just birthed you a son!” [Ban him for] lighting up [my Dad's face] with [deceptive] joy. 16 [I
want] that [news-bringer to die violently,] like [the]
cities Yahweh relentlessly overthrows. [I
hope] he hears [victims'] shrieks in the
morning, and [triumphant invaders'] shouts at
noon!
15

Cities: Gen 19:24.

*[I wish YAH] had murdered me
in the womb, that my mother's
body had been my grave. I
wish she'd stayed pregnant [with
me] forever. 18 Why did I gush out of
17

the womb? To experience toil and sor-
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row? So my days would be consumed
with shame?”

JeremiYAH 21
Wicked Priests and King Beg
Jeremiah For Help
1 [19 years pass.] Yahweh's word [again]
comes to JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}. [Judea's
evil] King ZedekYah {YAH's-Right} sends
[his stooges:] Pashur {Liberation} (the son of
Melchiah {YAH's-King}), and ZephaniYah
{Hidden-By-YAH} (the son of Priest MaaseiYah {Work-Of-YAH}), [to beg for Jeremiah's
help].
Not the same Pashur of ch. 20.

“Please ask
Yahweh to help us! Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon wages war against
us. Get Yahweh to work his historic
wonders for us. [Make] the [Emperor and his
armies] run away.”
YAH Warns He'll Feed Evil Judea To
Babylon
2 [The wicked religionists beg Jeremiah,]

3 Then JeremiYah answers the
to

[evil king]

ZedekYah

[religionists],

{YAH's-Right}:

4

“Say this

Yahweh Elo-

him of Israel says:
“[Judean hypocrites,] watch me flip-back the
weapons of war in your hands, with
which you fight against the Babylonian
Emperor, and [his] Chaldean [killers] who
besiege you outside [your fortress] walls.
I'm assembling [your foes] in the midst of
this, [your bloodthirsty] city.
5

I myself fight against you [rebels] with
[my] outstretched hand [powered by my]
mighty arm. [My] nostrils [flare over you] in
overwhelming burning fire-rage.
6

I'm striking the inhabitants of this [cruel]
city, both man and beast. They soon
die of a ferocious pestilence.”
The animals didn't sin. But they may have been infected with STD's because of the perversion of the
people.

Later Yahweh adds,
“I come to deliver Judea's [evil] king
ZedekYah {YAH's-Right} (and his obey7
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ers, and [his] people, and every other
survivor left in this city) from the pestilence, from the sword, and from the
famine. [I drop them] into the hand of Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon, into
the fist of their enemies, into the
clutches of [pagans] who seek their lives.
[The Emperor] strikes them with the ‘bite’ of
the sword. He refuses to spare them, or
take pity, or show mercy.”
8 So say to this populace, “Yahweh
decrees:
‘Watch: I set before you the way of life,
and the way of death.
9

Everyone who stays in this [evil] city [falls
to] die by sword, famine and pestilence.
But those who go out (who risk [surrendering] to the Chaldeans who besiege you)
survive. The [humble losers] trade their
lives as plundered ransom.
JeremiYAH 21:10

For I've set my face against this [brutal]
city. I [come to bring it] adversity, not pleasantry,’
warns Yahweh.
‘[I soon] drop it into the hand of the
Babylonian Emperor. Then he burns it
with fire.’
11
And to the Judean king's dynasty, say, “Hear the
word of Yahweh:
12

‘Oh dynasty of [King] David, Yahweh decrees: ‘Execute justice [every] morning.
Rescue all plundered [people] from the
fist of the oppressor. Or [watch] my fury
rush out [upon you] like fire that burns so
[hot] that no one can quench it, because
of your ruinous atrocities.
13

Watch me fight you, Valley-Dweller,
[self-styled] rock of the plain,’
warns Yahweh.
‘You brag, ‘Who could come down
against our [mountain fortress]? Who can
penetrate our cities?’
14

I come to punish you.
of your [evil] actions,’
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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decrees Yahweh.
‘I ravage a fire through [your] wildwood.
It devours everything around [you].’”

JeremiYAH 22
YAH Condemns Evil Politics
1 [Then] Yahweh says,
“[Jeremiah, hike back] down to Judea's royal
family-palace. There speak the following decree:
2

Say, ‘Hear the word of Yahweh, [you]
king of Judea, [you sinner] squatting on
the throne of David {Love}, you, and
your servants, and your minions who
enter [the palace] via these [royal] gates:
3

Yahweh decrees: ‘Execute justice and
righteousness. Rescue pillaged [people]
out of the oppressor's fist. Stop doing
wrong. Quit tyrannizing foreigner[s],
orphan[s] and widow[s]. Stop shedding
innocent blood in this [country].
4

If you execute these instructions, [good
Hebrew] kings come to stride through the
gates of this palace to sit on the throne
of David {Love}. Not just the king, but
his laborers [and] servants and [common]
people come to ride upon chariots and
horses.
5

—But if you won't hear these warnings,
I swear by myself,’
Yahweh says,
‘that [soldiers] soon [reduce] this palace to
[deserted] ruins.’”
6 Yahweh foretells Judea's royal palace:
“You're my [favorite place, like the lovely hills of]

Gilead {Monument-Mound}.
You're [like] the [soaring] summit of the
Lebanon {White-Forest} [mountains]. Yet I
come to reduce your [realm] to a wilderness of uninhabited cities.
7

I come to anoint destroyers to fight
you. Every [killer rushes in, armed] with his
weapons. They cut down your choice
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cedars. [Soldiers] cast your
into [devouring] fire.

[palace furnishings]

1198

He executed justice. He [ruled] in [relative]
fairness. So life went well with him.
16

Cedars can be a metaphor for strong men.
8

adjudicates the case[s]
of wretched, needy [people], then good
[floods his reign]. [A leader's fairness proves that he]
knows me”,
says Yahweh. 17
“But your eyes and your heart [serve]
only your greedy-gain. [You corrupt rulers live]
to shed innocent blood, to oppress [people], to wreak violence.”
18 So Yahweh decrees against Josiah's
son, Judea's [evil] king JAHoiakim {YAHRaises},
“No one comes to lament his [death. No one
cries], ‘Oh, my [poor dead] brother!’ or, ‘Oh,
[my] sister [the Queen lies dead]!’ No one
mourns, [wailing], ‘Oh, [my] lord the king [is
gone]!’ or, ‘Oh—his glory [has passed]!’
[When the king fairly]

Soon many nations pass by this city.
Every man [cries] to his neighbor, ‘Why
did Yahweh [smash] this great
metropolis!?’
9

The

[survivors] answer, ‘[Judeo-Christians die horbecause they [habitually] forsake the
covenant[s they make with] Yahweh their
Elohim. They worship and slave for retard-gods [and regressive leaders].’
ribly]

JeremiYAH 22:10

Don't weep for the dead [fakers]. Never
bemoan [righteous executions]. But bitterly
sob for every exile. They never return
to see their native country.’

*

Dead = king Josiah. Exile = King Jehoahaz.

19

11

receives a [dead] donkey's funeral. [Lackeys] drag [his broken corpse] out beyond Jerusalem's
gates. [Thugs] fling ‘his [majesty’ onto a

For Yahweh decrees the following
sentence [against] Shallum {Payback} (son
of Judea's king JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH},
who succeeded his father JosiYah as
king):
“[Shallum] goes to exit this place, never
again to return.
12

dies in [Egypt] where the [slavelead him captive. [He] never again
sees this, [his home] land.

[King Shallum]
drivers]

13

Woe [descends to devour] everyone who
builds his house by unrighteousness,
[who furnishes] his chambers by [doing]
wrong, who uses his neighbor's service
without wages, who gives [his laborer]
nothing for his work.
14

[The criminal brags],

‘I'm building myself a
spacious multi-story mansion with huge
chambers.’ He cuts out [big] windows.
He panels his ceilings with cedar. He
paints [the rooms] in [royal] red.

15

Do you think winning the red [cedar bedroom contest makes] you a king? Your father
[Josiah] ate and drank [all through his long reign].
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

[The evil king]

stinking trash dump. There he rots for all time.]
JeremiYAH 22:20

Hike up the Lebanon {White-Forest}
[peaks]. Cry [from the summit]. Lift up your
voice in Bashan {Fruitful}. Cry from the
Abarim {Mountain-Passages}. All your [pagan
commercial and political] lover-allies [lie]
smashed [to bits].
21

I spoke to you [all] during your [years of]
prosperity. But you said, ‘I won't hear.’
Since your youth, you habitually disobey my voice.
22

wind rushes in to eat up all your
pastor [leaders]. Your lover-allies
[trudge] into slavery. At last you [hypocrites
wail,] shamed and confused by all your
crimes.
[Evil]

[windbag]

23

You [palace rat. You fluff your] cozy nest with
cedar [planks harvested from] Lebanon's [white
mountains]. But how comfortable will you
feel when [the] pangs [of war] attack you?
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[You'll scream like]

pains!

a woman

[suffering]

labor-

24

As I live”,
decrees Yahweh,
“even if [you,] 'Coniah, son of JAHoiakim
{YAH-Raises} king of Judea, [sat] as the
signet [ring] upon my right hand, I would
still pluck you [off and throw you into history's
trash-fire]!
'Coniah is short for Jeconiah, as Jehoiachin is called
in 1 Chron 3:16. JAH-Conian means “Yah-establishes.” Dropping the "JAH" signifies that YAH (the Creator) is dropping Coniah from his royal establishment position.
25

I come to hurl you into the hand of
[thugs] who seek your life, into the fist[s]
of [pagan kings] from whose face[s] you
shrink [in fear. I hurl you] all [the way] into the
grip of Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of
Babylon, into the clutches of [his savage]
Chaldean [torturers].

*
I cast you out, [you] and your
[witch] Queen-mother who squirted you [out]. [I fling you] into a
strange country, far from your
birthland. There you die [like a
dog].
26

27
[Lost in pagan]

lands, [you] lift your soul [in
to return [home]. Yet [you]
never return.”

mourning. You ache]

28 [Palace courtesans and generals scream in Jeremiah's

“Is this man 'Coniah a trashed idol?
Is he a [broken] pot that delights no one?
Why would [God] evict [our royal family]? [Our
sovereign] and his seed-children [tower like
gods]! [God's not gonna' cast Judea's king] into a
[mysterious] foreign land!” 29 [Jeremiah replies,]
“O earth, earth, earth, hear the word of
Yahweh: JeremiYAH 22:30 Yahweh decrees,
‘Write: JeconYah [dies] childless, a man
[stripped of] prosperity. [JeconYAH's] days
pass without any [of his] man-seed advancing to sit ruling Judea [upon the]
throne [of] David {Love}.’”
face:]
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Jews misuse this verse to disqualify Jesus [aka
'Yeshu'] as the Messiah, since Jesus descended
from Jeconiah. However, that anti-Christian mistake rests on two misunderstandings:
‘in his days’ limits the time-frame of Jeconiah's
curse to Jeconiah's lifetime,
Jeconiah's repentance gained him a full pardon, as
attested in many authoritative Jewish sources and
explicitly stated in Haggai 2:23, where Jehoachin's
grandson Zerubbabel prospers and rules.
The same phrases Jeremiah used to reject Jeconiah
are used by Haggai to accept Jeconiah's son Zerubbabel. The Jewish Encyclopedia says: “Jeconiah's
sad experiences changed his nature entirely: he
repented of the sins he committed as king. He was
pardoned by God. God revoked the decree which
had indicated that none of Jeconiah's descendants
should ever become king (Jer. xxii.30; Pesik., ed.
Buber, xxv. 163a, b). Jeconiah even became the
ancestor of the Messiah (Tan., Toledot, 20 [ed. Buber, i. 140]).”

JeremiYAH 23
YAH Denounces Phony Pastors &
Politicians

*Yahweh cries,
“Disaster [smashes] the ‘pastors’
who destroy and scatter the
sheep of my pasture!”
1

Yahweh Elohim of Israel decrees
against the “pastors” who feed my people,
“You [phonies] keep scattering my flock.
You drive them away. You fail to visit
them. Watch [out]. I come punish you
[for] your evil actions,”
says Yahweh. 3
“But eventually I gather the remnant of
my flock out of all countries where I've
driven them. I bring them back to their
folds. They [grow] fruitful. They multiply.
2

4

I eventually set up shepherds over [my
flock]. The [shepherds] feed [my sheep]. [My people] fear no more. They never get depressed. They never lack anything
[again],”
promises Yahweh. 5
Watch, ___: the days come,”
Yahweh foretells,
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“when I raise for David {Love} a righteous Branch, a King who reigns using
intelligence. [The Messiah comes to] execute
justice and fairness [throughout] the earth.

1200

adulterers, ___. [Rampant] oath-swearing
makes the land mourn. The pleasant
wilderness pastures lie dried up. [Our nation's religionists sail an] evil course. They
abuse force.

#6780 Branch = Zemach = the brightest star in
the constellation called ‘Virgo.‘ ‘Branch’ here means
a core sprout from the root, not a minor branch.
The Messiah's government is the only lawful power
on earth right now. However, mankind rejects
Christ's government in favor of democracy.
6

In every nation and every era, false religion blesses the devil's war-state.

In

12

days, [I] save [the
tribe of] Judah {Celebrated}. Finally Israel
comes to dwell in safety. So [Israelis] call
[the Messiah], ‘Yhovah-Tsidqenuw {Yahweh-is-our-righteousness}.’
[the Messiah's ultimate]

#3072 (Ye-Ho-VaW' tsid-kay'-noo) is a pseudonym
for Jerusalem, and for the Messiah. It is based on
the name of YHVH. This name is not, contrary to
Catholic dogma, an indication that Jesus and YHVH
are the same being. This verse is used by Jews to
discredit the Messiah, because from Christ's birth
to this day, Israel has remained a hotbed of violence. However, the Jews do not recognize that the
Messiah is still alive. His lifespan is not over.
Therefore, this is a valid prophecy yet to be fulfilled
in Christ's ongoing life.
7

So watch, ___: the days approach,”
Yahweh foretells,
“When [Jews] upgrade the [old] motto:
‘Yahweh lives! He brought the sons of
Israel up out of the land of Egypt.’
8

Instead, [people come to exclaim,] ‘Yahweh
lives! He brought [the Jews] up [out of
bondage]. He led the seed-children of the
house of Israel out of the north
[Babylonian empire], and from every [other]
country where [he] drove them. At last
they dwell on their own ground!’”
Fulfilled since 1948.

prophets keep
breaking the heart inside my [chest]. All
my bones shake, ___. I [reel] like a
drunken man, a mighty [alcoholic] overcome by wine, because Yahweh's face
9 [Jeremiah continues,] “[False]

[rages over my evil nation, a populace YAH]

commands

[me]

to

JeremiYAH 23:10 [My]

avoid.
land brims full of
[scrupulously]
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Both prophet and priest lie polluted,
___. Yahweh says,
“I keep catching the [fakes wreaking] evil in
my own temple!
11

So the [hypocrites'] way [of life] turns to slippery [traps] in dark [blindness. Slime] drives
the [pigs] down to fall into [blackness]. I
bring ruin upon them. The year of the
[Judge's] visit [looms],”
warns Yahweh. 13
I see [the same] slimy [folly] in the prophets
of [north Israel's capitol,] Samaria. They
prophesy by [channeling] Baal {Demon-Master}. They lead my people (Israel) to
stray [into death].
14

I keep watching Jerusalem's prophets
[wreak escalating] atrocities, ___: They
commit adultery. [They] walk in lies.
They strengthen the hands of evildoers.
So no one turns back from his wickedness. All of them [present] to me like [the
arrogant perverts of] Sodom. [Jerusalem's]
inhabitants [sicken me as did those of]
Gomorrah.”
This applies to most preachers and Rabbis today.

So Yahweh Commander-Of-Armies
decrees this [death sentence on] the [false]
preachers:
“Watch me feed them wormwood. I
make them drink poison juice. For from
the prophets of Jerusalem, profaneness
spreads out to [infect] the entire earth.”
15

Wormwood today = Chernobyl, the name synonymous with nuclear radiation.

Yahweh-commander-of-armies commands,
“ ___, never listen to the words [false]
preachers prophesy to you. They give
you vain-hope. They vomit visions from
16
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their [diseased] hearts, not
mouth of Yahweh.

[light]

from the

17

lie to the [people] who despise
Me, ‘Yahweh foretells peace for you.’
The [liars] say to every one who walks
chasing the fantasies of his [black] heart,
‘No evil will come upon you.’”
18 For who stands in the counsel of
Yahweh? Who sees and hears [YAH's]
word? Who pays attention [to YAH]? Who
listens to [him], ___? [I do!] 19 Watch,
___: a whirlwind from Yahweh flies in
fury. A slicing tornado comes to fatally
twist [off] the head[s] of all wicked [beings].
JeremiYAH 23:20 [Yahweh] won't turn back
his anger until he executes [justice], 'til
he carries out the plans in his heart. In
the end-times you come to understand
[his] wisdom, ___. 21 [YAH continues,]
“I never sent these preachers. They run
[out without my authority]. I never speak to
them. They prophesy out of [their own
butts].
[False prophets]

22

But if these [religiots] stood in my counsel, if they announced my words in my
[people's] ears, they would have brought
the [nation] back from their evil way[s],
[saved the dupes] from their ruinous exploits.”
23 Yahweh asks,
“Am I only [your] sovereign when [you're]
here at hand [at the temple]? [Am I] not in
charge when you're far away [from
church]?
24

Can any [being] hide [himself] in secret
places where I can't see him?”
asks Yahweh.
“Do I not fill heaven and earth?”
asks Yahweh. 25 *

“I keep hearing the [trash] these
pulpit-parrots squawk. They
prophesy lies in my Name, saying, ‘I dreamed [this]; I dreamed
[that].’
26
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How long will this [falsehood] infest the
hearts of the preachers who prophesy
lies? They're mere prophets of the deceit in their own mind[s], ___.

*
The [religionists] scheme to make
my people forget my Name
[Yahweh]. [That's the function of] their
dreams which every one of
them blabs to his neighbor. So,
like their fathers, they forget
my Name [Yahweh]. [They replace it with
‘THE LORD’, an epithet] for Baal {DemonMaster}.”
27

That's why you rarely hear the name ‘Yahweh’ spoken in churches. You only hear ‘THE LORD.’ That's
a clever way of secretly worshipping Satan. Religionists hide their Satanism in broad daylight.

Yahweh declares,
“The preacher who has a dream should
disclose that it's a [mere] dream. He who
has my word should faithfully speak my
message[s]. Crushed-straw [has no nutrition
compared] to wheat!
28

*
My word is fire,”
warns Yahweh.
“It's a sledgehammer that
shatters rocky-crags.
JeremiYAH 23:30 *
So watch me [pounce] on the
preacher-prophets,”
Yahweh warns.
“Every one of them plagiarizes
[lies] from his church-buddies.
[Then they claim that those lies are] my
words.
29

False preachers get all their boring, error-filled sermons and bible translations secondhand from each
other. Then they claim that they're speaking
YHVH's word. Then their sheeple run out and condemn everyone who speaks the truth.
31

Watch me
pastors,”
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Yahweh warns.
“They abuse their [own] tongues.
claim, ‘[YAH] says [whatever we say].’

Sovereign. 37 *Say this to
[They]

*
Watch me rail on the [liars] who
prophesy false dreams, and the
[publishers] who promote them,
___,”
Yahweh warns.
“They broadcast reckless lies
that make my people wander
[into destruction]. I never sent those
[preachers]. I didn't command
them [to run their religious businesses].
They never profit this population at all,” says Yahweh.
32

This condemns today's religious publishing houses
and broadcasters.

*
“When these rabble, or a
‘prophet,’ or a priest, challenges you by asking, ‘What
[prophecy has] Yahweh burdened
you [with this time]?’ You respond to
them, ‘[You're] the burden! Yahweh says he's gonna' drop you
[like a sack of rocks]!’
33

34

I come to punish the family of every
‘prophet,’ and every priest, and every
layman, who demeans [my word as] a ‘burden.’
35

Every one mocks [my word] to his neighbor, and to his relative, ‘When did Yahweh ever answer [prayer]? When did Yahweh speak to [mankind]?’”
Thomas Jefferson's fallacious Deist argument.
36 [Jeremiah turns to the angry crowd. He shouts,]

“Stop blabbing about Yahweh's ‘burdensome’ [messages]. Every man [carries] his
own burden of [blab]. You keep overturning the words of the living Elohim, of
Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies, our
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[your]

pulpit-parrot[s]: ‘When did Yahweh [ever] answer you? What
has Yahweh spoken [to you]? [Nothing!]’ 38 You [hypocrites] keep saying, ‘Yahweh's [word is] a burden.’ So Yahweh
responds;
‘You demean my word as burdensome,
even after I forbid you from [hurling such insults at me]. So I send [my true prophet] to [condemn you]:
39

So watch

[out, fakers].

I [come to hurl] you [burinto oblivion. I abandon
you, along with the city I gave to you
and your fore-fathers. I [cast] you [jerks]
from my face.
densome religionists]

JeremiYAH 23:40

I bring everlasting reproach [down] on
you [religiots]. For ages, unforgettable
shame stains your [evil] memory.”

JeremiYAH 24
YAH Sees Humans Like Fruit: Tasty
Or Spoiled
1 Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon
carries away his [slaves]: Judean king
JeconiYah {JAH-Establishes} (the son of
JAHoiakim {YAH-Raises}) plus the princes
of [the tribe of] Judah, plus Jerusalem's
carpenters and [metal] smiths. The [Invaders] haul these [Jews ~650km NorthEast] to
Babylon. Then Yahweh shows me [a vision]: I see [angels] set two baskets of figs
before Yahweh's temple. 2 One basket
holds very good figs, first-ripe fruit,
___. The other basket holds [moldy,]
nasty figs. They're so bad, no one can
[survive] eating them. 3 Then Yahweh
asks me,
“What do you see, Jeremiah?”
I reply, “Figs. The good figs [look delicious].
The destructive figs are so dreadfully
toxic that no one can eat them.” 4 Again,
___, the word of Yahweh comes

[alive in]

me: 5 [YAH]

says,
“Yahweh (Israel's ELohim) decrees,
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‘These good figs symbolize the exiled
Judean slaves. I deported them from
this place into the land of the
Chaldeans for [their own] good.
6

I continue to set my eyes upon the [exiles,] to help them. I eventually bring
them back to this land. I'm building
them up, not pulling them down. I'm
planting them, not plucking them up.
Testing produces patience.
7

I'm giving the [Jewish slaves] a heart to
know me, [to realize] that I [am] Yahweh
{The-Only-Self-Existent-Being}. They eventually become my people, and I become their [acknowledged] Elohim
{Sovereign}. They return to me with their
whole heart.”
8 But Yahweh absolutely decrees,
”The deadly figs (so destructive they
can't be eaten) symbolize Judea's [current
evil] king ZedekYah {YAH's-Right}, and his
officials, and the residue of Jerusalem's
[ingrates] who remain in this land, plus
the [Jewish refugees] living in the land of
Egypt.
9

I scatter those [Judeo-Christian destroyers]. I
hurl them into all the kingdoms of the
world to be damaged, to become cautionary tales-of woe. [They die as] taunt[ed]
curse[d outcasts] everywhere I drive them.
JeremiYAH 24:10

I send the sword, the famine, and the
plague among the [liars], till they lie [finished,] consumed off the land I gave to
them and their forefathers.”

JeremiYAH 25
1 It's the 4th year of [the reign of] Josiah's brat
(Judea's [evil] king JAHoiakim). This is simultaneously the 1st year of Babylonian Emperor Nebuchadnezzar's [reign]. [Yahweh's] word comes [alive] inside [the
prophet] JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}. [This word condemns] the
[wicked]

populace of Judea: 2
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prophet JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}
confronts all the [murderous leaders] of
Judea, including the [tyrants'] minions in
Jerusalem: 3 [JeremiYah says:] “From the
13th year of [the reign of] JosiYah {FoundedBy-YAH} (the son of Judea's [evil] king
Amon {Skill}) to this day 23 years [later],
the word of Yahweh has [repeatedly] come
[alive] in me. So I keep speaking to you
[rogue religiots]. I rise [up] early [every day. I constantly beg you Jews to repent]. Yet you never
listen. 4 Yahweh has [always] sent all his
servants the prophets to [guide] you
[Israelis]. [YAH] rises early [every day] to send
[warning to you]. But you've never listened.
You don't [even] tilt your ear to hear [YAH's
Word]. 5 [True prophets] keep quoting [YAH's
warnings]:
“Every one of you turn back from your
evil way[s]. [Abandon] your ruinous actions. Then [you'll] live in the land that
Yahweh awards to you and to your fathers for eons and ages.
rejected]

6

Stop chasing after retard-gods [and idiotic
leaders], ___. Avoid serving them. Stop
worshiping them. Stop whipping up my
grieving fury with the works of your
hands. Then I'll do you no harm.
7

Yet you never listen to me,”
laments Yahweh.
“To your own hurt, you willfully stoke
up my fury with your own meddling
hands.”
8 So Yahweh Commander-Of-Armies
decrees,
“You [Judeo-Christians die] because you continually ignore my [life-giving] words.
9

Jeremiah The Prophet Foretells
Global War

whole

1203

So this

[poor,

Watch me send my servant, Babylonian
Emperor Nebuchadnezzar. He comes
[leading] all the warrior-clans of the [pagan]
lands north [of Israel],”
warns Yahweh.
“I bring [attackers] against this land, and
against its [evil] inhabitants, and against
all [your] surrounding neighbor-nations.
[Nebuchadnezzar] utterly bans [you all from the
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promised land].

He makes [you infidels] the
[source] of stunned hissing, [where you lie rotting, crushed by] perpetual ruins.
2763 charam = seclude, ban, consecrate, eliminate, or destroy.
JeremiYAH 25:10

I come to take from [you Jews] the voice
of bright-cheer, the call of glee, the
voice of the groom, the voice of the
bride, the sound of millstones [grinding
grain], the light of the candle.
11

This whole land fills [with] stunning desolation. [Judea and its surrounding] nations serve
the Babylonian Emperor for 70 years.”
12 Yahweh continues,
“[You Israelites come to] pass 70 years in slavery. But in time I punish the Babylonian
Emperor and his nation for their evil. [I
strike] the land of the Chaldeans. I make
it a perpetual desolation.
The 70 year periods mentioned in v. 11 and 12 are
not necessary synonymous.
13

I soon bring upon [Babylonian] territory all
the verdicts I've pronounced against it,
including every [disaster] written [of] in
this book, which JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}
has prophesied against all the nations.
14

slave for
many nations and great kings. I repay
the [Babylonians] exactly what their deeds
deserve. [Into their own faces] I boomerang
the actions of their own hands.”
15 Yahweh Elohim of Israel orders me
[Jeremiah],
“Take the wine-cup of [my] fury from my
hand. Make all the nations, to whom I
send you, drink it.
[The Babylonians too eventually devolve to]

16

them drink, and reel, and rave
[like madmen] in the face of the sword I
[keep] sending among them.”
17 So, ___, [in the vision,] I take the cup
from Yahweh's hand. Then [I] make all
the nations drink [it dry]. [I pour it down the
throats of every populace] to whom YAH sends
[Watch]
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me. 18 Soon Jerusalem, and the [other]
cities of Judea, and [Judea's] kings and
leaders, morph into a desolate, astonishing [heap. Its passersby shriek] hissing
curse[s]. (So [Judea lies] today, [as I complete
this account many years after my original pronounce-

ment].) 19 [From Judea, this desolation spreads out to

Pharaoh king of Egypt, and his
servants, and his leaders, and all his
people; JeremiYAH 25:20 [YAH eventually destroys] all
consume:]

foreigners [in Egypt], and all the kings of the land of
Uz {Advisor}, and all the kings of the Palestinian
[coast] land, and Ashkelon {Market-Town}, and Azzah
{Fort}, and Ekron {Uprooter}, and the survivors in
Ashdod

{Ravager-City}…

21 [This destruction consumes]

Edom, and Moab, and the [inbred] spawn
of Ammon; 22 [War-flames engulf] all the kings of
Tyre {Rock-Port}, and all the kings of Sidon {Fish-City},
and the kings of the isles/coastlands beyond the
[Mediterranean] sea; 23 [Disaster engulfs] Dedan, and Tema,
and Buz {Shame}, and all the [desert] fringe [nomads].
“all-of ones-cutting-away-of edge (-of-their-hair)”
can be rendered:
with their hair clipped at the corners,
who cut the corners of their beards (gotees),
far away places in the east,
people who shave their temples,
nomads on the fringe of the desert, etc...

all the kings of Arabia,
and all the kings of the miscellaneous
[foreigners] tenting in [Middle-Eastern]
wilderness[es]; 25 [Catastrophe topples] all the kings of
24 [Calamity storms]

Zimri {Plucker}, and all the kings of Elam {Hidden},
and all the kings of Media [Persia]. 26 [Cataclysm

all the kings of the north, far and
near, one with another, ___. Ultimately [tragedy smashes] all world-kingdoms
upon the face of [earth's] soil. Then, after
them, the king of Sheshach {Babylon}
drinks [his doom]. 27 Yahweh-commanderof-armies, the Elohim of Israel [commands
wracks]

me,]

“Tell the world that I say, ‘Drink your
[death-potion]. Get drunk [on your own poison].
Vomit. Fall, never again to rise. I'm
sending the sword into the center [of your
society].’
28

If the [nations] refuse to take the cup
from your hand to drink, then you say
to them, ‘Yahweh-Commander-Of-
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Armies warns, ‘You will drink [the cup of
my] fury — guaranteed!’
YAH Happily Trashes Criminal
Judeo-Christians
29 Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies
warns,
“Watch me commence dumping ruin on
[Jerusalem,] the city [which people] call by my
Name. Why should your [crimes] remain
unpunished? You [Judeo-Christians] get your
due, [just like everybody else]. I call for a
sword upon all [criminal] earth-crawlers.”

The cry of

‘shepherds’ echoes [over
the land. Faraway ears] hear the evil flocks'
leaders [shrieking]. Yahweh's [envoys] ravage the [bad pastors'] pasture[s]. 37 Yahweh's fire-breathing fury lays waste to the
[evil leaders'] peaceful grazing-oases. 38
Like a lion [races] from his den, [YAH's]
burning anger sends the fiery oppressor
to desolate [our evil leaders'] land.

31

battle-tumult floods all the way to
the ends of the earth. Yahweh prosecutes his case against all beast-nations.
He judges all flesh. He gives [every]
wicked [being] to the sword.”
Yahweh speaks [your future, ___]. 32 Yahweh-commander-of-armies adds:
‘Watch, ___. Evil radiates from nation
to nation. A mighty whirlwind rises up
from the ends of the earth.’
[YAH's]

*On [judgment] day, [bodies] slain
by Yahweh come to stretch
from one end of the earth all
the way to the other end of the
earth, ___. No mortal survives
[on earth] to lament, or gather, or
bury [the dead]. [Ruin-wreakers rot like]
poop upon the ground. 34 Howl,
33

you shepherds. Cry. Wallow [in ashes,]
you lords of flock[s of infidels]. Your days of
slaughter are over. You fall, smashed
completely to bits like a prize vase. 35
The [hurtful] shepherd-leaders die in midflight. The self-appointed lords of the
[human] flock [perish for lack of an] escape. 36
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

[dying]

JeremiYAH 26
Phony Priests Attack Jeremiah In
The Temple

JeremiYAH 25:30

So, ___, prophesy all these words
against the [ingrates]. Warn them, ‘Yahweh comes roaring from on high. His
voice blasts out from his sacred [heavenly]
home. His ear-splitting roar [echoes] over
[Israel,] his [earthly] homestead. He shouts
like a [jubilant] grape-treader [smashing blood
out of] all [evil] earth-crawlers.

1205

1 JosiYah's brat, Judea's king JAHoiakim {YAH-Raises}
begins his reign [of terror in 608BC]. [3 years later] the following decree from Yahweh comes [alive] in [Jeremiah]: 2

Yahweh commands [Jeremiah],
“Stand in [my] temple court. Speak to all
[people] (from the cities of Judea) who
come to worship in [my] house. [Tell them]
every word I command you to speak to
them. Diminish not one word.
Lecture-Preaching is the art of speaking God's
word while diminishing its impact. Preachers dilute
the bible by using archaic language, by recycling
sermons, and by avoiding the Bible's primary message: that you must secede from man's evil government and religion to enter heaven's literal dominion.
3

If the [worshipers] listen, so that every
man turns back from his damaging
path[s], then I'll revert the ruin I intend
to send on them. [I must] stop the [religionists'] catastrophic actions [by any means necessary].
4

So command the [churchgoers], ‘Yahweh
decrees: “Listen to me. Walk in my law.
I've set [right] before your face[s].
5

Listen to the words of my servants the
prophets. I rise up early and send them
to you [congregations] over and over again,
even though you never listen.
6

If you [religionites yet] fail to listen, I'll [devastate] this temple like [the ancient temple site of]
Shiloh {Tranquil}. I'll make this city a
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curse-word [in the mouths] of all the nations
of the earth.’”
7 So [Judea's] priests, prophets, and
amassed populace hear JeremiYah
{YAH-Rises} speaking these [challenging]
words in Yahweh's temple. 8
*JeremiYah {YAH-Rises} finishes

speaking every [word] that Yahweh commanded him to speak
to all the people. Immediately
the priests and the prophets
and all the congregants seize
[JeremiYah. They scream], “You're
gonna' die! Kill [him]!
Did you expect a standing ovation? Roses and a
banquet? No. You get paid evil for doing good. Embrace reality.

*—How dare you prophesy in
the name of Yahweh? [You can't]
say, ‘This temple will [collapse]
like Shiloh [fell]!’ [You can't claim,] ‘This
[sacred] city is to become desolate, devoid of inhabitants!’”
There, in Yahweh's temple,
fighting mob[s] surround
JeremiYah. JeremiYAH 26:10 [Messengers
9

Judea's [secular] leaders about
this [temple riot], ___. So the [officials storm]
up from the royal palace to Yahweh's
temple. They sit [in judgment] at the portal
to the new court of Yahweh's sanctuary. 11 *The [rogue] priests and the
rush to warn]

prophets immediately [scream] to
the officials and to all the people, “[The Mosaic Law] decrees a
death sentence on this man!
He prophesies against this
[sacred] city. You heard his
[blasphemy] with your [own] ears!
Warning a city of its imminent destruction is not
blasphemy, it's an act of kindness.

JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}[shouts] to all the
officials and to the mob, “Yahweh sends
me to prophesy all the predictions that
you have heard against this temple and
against this city. 13 —So hurry! Fix your
12
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ways-of life! Amend your actions. Obey
the voice of Yahweh your Elohim. Then
Yahweh will relent from the cataclysm[s]
he foretells you [will suffer]. 14 —Look, I'm
[caught] in your grip. Do with me what
you see as good and fair. 15 —But know
for certain, that if you put me to death,
you will irrevocably bring innocent
blood upon yourselves, and upon this
city, and on its inhabitants. For Yahweh
really has sent me to you to speak all
these words into your ears.” 16 Then
[Jerusalem's] officials and congregated people say to the priests and to the
prophets, “This man [Jeremiah] doesn't deserve the death [penalty]. He speaks to us
in the name-authority of Yahweh our
Elohim.” 17 Then some the elders of the land
stand up. They address the whole assembly of

in the days of
Judea's king HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}, [the] prophet Micah {Who-IsLike-Yah} from Morasheth {Captured-Town}
spoke to all the people of Judea. [Micah]
warned, “Yahweh-Commander-OfArmies forewarns,
‘[Soldiers] advance to plow Zion like a
field. Jerusalem [is soon to collapse into] heaps
[of rubble]. The temple-hill ends up a mere
shrine in a thicket [of thorn bushes]!’
19 —Did Judea's king HezekiYah
{Strength-From-YAH} or any of Judaea's
[people] ever put [Micah] to death? Didn't
[Micah] fear Yahweh? [Micah] begged Yahweh until Yahweh reversed his decree
to smash [Judea]! [Every time we kill a true
prophet,] we draw massive destruction on
our own lives! JeremiYAH 26:20 —And
there was another man who prophesied
in the name of Yahweh: UriYah {FlameOf-Yah} the son of ShemaiYah {YAHHears} from Kirjath-Yearim {City-OfForests}. [UriYah] prophesied against this
city and against this land exactly the
[same] words as JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}[utters today]! 21 —[Ancient] king JAHoiakim
{YAH-Raises} and all his mighty men, and
all [Judea's] leaders heard [UriYah's] words.
[Jerusalem's]
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The king immediately tried to murder
UriYah. UriYah heard [about the assassination
plot]. So [he] fled in terror [~200km southwest]
to Egypt. 22 —So king JAHoiakim {YAHRaises} sent [assassins] into Egypt. ([Warlord]
Elnathan {El-Gives} the son of Achbor
{Biter} led a [band of prophet-killers] into
Egypt.) 23 *—These [mercenaries]
dragged UriYah {Flame-Of-Yah}

out of Egypt. They brought him
[back north] to king JAHoiakim {YAHRaises}. [The king] murdered [the
prophet] with the sword. [Then the
king] threw [the prophet's] dead body
into the graves of the common
rabble! [Then Judea got attacked!]” 24 The
hand of

[government official] AhiKam {Rising-Brother} (the son of Shaphan {SecretKeeper}) stays with JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}. [AhiKam] refuses to hand [Jeremiah] into

the fist of the mob who seek to put him
to death.
Babylonian Emperor Nebuchadnezzar later appoints AhiKam as Judea's governor. The function of
government is not to dictate demands, but to reward right behavior.

JeremiYAH 27
YAH Foretells Babylon's Middle-East Conquest

1 In the beginning of the reign of JAHoiakim {YAHRaises} (the son of Judea's king JosiYah), Yahweh
transmits the [following] word to JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}:

*[YAH's angel] says,
“Make yourself a yoke of straps
and crossbars. [Strap] them upon
your neck.
2

Performance art missions.
3

Send [similar human-yokes] to the king of
Edom, and to the king of Moab, and to
the king of the Ammon-spawn, and to
the king of Tyre {Rock-Port}, and to the
king of Sidon {Fish-City}. [Send the yokes to
those lands via] the hand[s] of the messengers who come to Jerusalem to [make un-
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Judea's king ZedekYah

4

Instruct the [foreign envoys] to say to their
[kings], “Yahweh-commander-of-armies
(Israel's Elohim) says, ‘Inform your
masters [of their coming doom].
5

My [voice] creates the earth, the man,
and the beast upon the ground. I
stretch out my power-arm to [fling] reality-twisting energy. I give the [universe] to
whoever [walks] upright in my sight.
6

So now I throw all these [middle-eastern]
lands into the fist of Babylon's Emperor
Nebuchadnezzar, my obeyer. I even
award [him] the beasts of [your] field[s] as
his servants.
7

All nations come to serve the [Babylonian
Emperor], and his son, and his son's son,
until [Judgment] time arrives for his land
[Babylon]. Then many nations and great
kings [make Babylon their] slave [nation].
Nebuchadnezzar reigns for 43 years. Evil Merodach
(Awil-Marduk) then reigns for 2 years. In 560 BC,
Amel-Marduk gets assassinated by his brother-in-law, Nergal-shar-usur. This Neriglissar reigns
for 4 years. Then Nabonidus and Belshazzar reign
jointly until Cyrus of Persia overthrows Babylon
(see Dan. 5). The Babylonian empire oppresses Israel from 616 B.C. to 546 B.C.

*
I come to punish any nation or
kingdom who refuses to serve
Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of
Babylon. I consume the [rebels] in
his fist. With the sword, and
with famine, and with pestilence, I punish all [revolutionaries]
who fail to place their neck[s]
under the Babylonian Emperor's yoke,”
decrees Yahweh. 9 *
So stop listening to your [false]
prophets, to your diviners, to
your dreamers, to your en8
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chanters, to your sorcerers.
They [all deceive] you by saying,
“Don't serve the Babylonian
Emperor.”
JeremiYAH 27:10

These [spiritualists] prophesy lies to you,
___. [They work] to remove you far from
your land. [If you listen to the occultists,] I'll
drive you out, and you'll perish.
11

But the nations who bring their neck[s]
under the yoke of the Babylonian Emperor, and serve him, I let remain tranquil in their own land,”
says Yahweh.
“[Peacemakers] till the [soil]. They live [safely]
at [home].
12

I told these exact commands to Judea's
[evil exiled] king ZedekYah {YAH's-Right}. I
said, ‘Bring your necks under the yoke
of the Babylonian Emperor. Serve him
and his people. Then [you'll] live.
13

Why should you die, you and your people, by the sword, by the famine, and
by the pestilence, that [I,] Yahweh, sentence against every nation that refuses
to obey the Babylonian Emperor?
14

So ignore the blather of the preachers
who [deceive] you, saying, ‘Never serve
the Babylonian Emperor.’ They prophesy lie[s] to you.
15

I never sent those [phony preachers],’
warns Yahweh.
‘Still the [jerks] prophesy lie[s] in my
name. [You who listen to lies,] I come to drive
you out [of your homeland. You] dupes die
with the prophets who prophesy [fiction]
to you.”
16 I [Jeremiah] keep echoing these [commands] to [Israel's bogus] priests and [to] the
whole populace [they lead astray]. I say,
‘Yahweh decrees: Stop listening to the
words of your [phony] pulpit-parrots who
predict your [false] future. They whine,
‘Watch: [our soldiers] will soon haul the
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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artifacts [stolen] from Yahweh's
temple back from Babylon.’ They
prophesy lie[s] to you. 17 Disregard the
[clueless clergy]! Serve the Babylonian Emperor, and live. Why [bait the marauders] to
trash this city? 18 If those [preachers] were
prophets, if the word of Yahweh was
with them, then they'd immediately beg
Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies to prevent Babylon from confiscating the remaining treasures in Yahweh's temple,
and in Judea's royal palace and
throughout Jerusalem. 19 Instead Yahweh Commander-Of-Armies warns [that
Babylon advances to plunder] the [temple's] columns and pedestals, the [baptismal] ‘sea,’
and [all the] other riches remaining in this
city. JeremiYAH 27:20 Babylon's Emperor
Nebuchadnezzar [comes to grab the wealth] he
left in Jerusalem when he deported his
current [Babylonian] slaves: JAHoiakim's
son: Judea's king JeconiYah, and all [his
corrupt] Judean nobles and Jerusalem [aristocrats]. 21 Yes, Yahweh Commander-Of-Armies, the Elohim of Israel
foretells the [imminent] capture of every
[priceless] vessel remaining in the temple
of Yahweh, and in the house of the king
of Judea, and in Jerusalem. 22
“[Armies advance to] carry [your valuables
northeast ~650km] to Babylon.
There [your riches] remain [for 70 years] until
the day I [use Cyrus to] punish [Babylon],”
Yahweh warns.
“Then I haul [your riches back] uphill, and restore them to this [temple].”
[priceless]

JeremiYAH 28
A False Prophet Fights Jeremiah
Over 'Yokes'
1 [Months pass] in the same year [as the previous confrontation], (the fourth year of the
reign of Judea's [evil] king ZedekYah
{YAH's-Right}). Late summer [swelters] in
Yahweh's temple, ___. [There false]
prophet HananiYah {YAH-Favored} (the
son of Gibeon {Flower-Hills} prophet Azur
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{Helpful}),

challenges me [Jeremiah]. The
[gawking] faces of the priests and all
[Jerusalem's] people stare [at me and HananiYah
facing off for a fight]. 2 [Evil HananiYah] blurts [to the
congregation], “Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies (Israel's Sovereign) declares: ‘I've broken the yoke [which] the
Babylonian Emperor [strapped on your neck].
Like most religious pronouncements, this prophecy
mixes truth with falsehood.
3 —Within 2 full years I'll bring back into this place
all the [countless] articles which Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon stole away from Yahweh's tem-

—Yahweh further promises, ‘I'll bring home Judea's
king JeconiYah {JAH-Establishes} (the son
of JAHoiakim {YAH-Raises}) with all the
Judaean captives [whom soldiers dragged north]
into Babylon. I'll break the yoke the
Babylonian Emperor [strapped to your
neck(s)]!’ 5 Then, facing the [rogue] priests,
in the presence of all the people standing in the temple of Yahweh, the [poor,
despised] prophet JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}
confronts [rich, powerful false] prophet
HananiYah {YAH-Favored}: 6 [True] prophet
JeremiYah prays, “[May that prophecy] come
true. Yahweh, perform [what you promised].
Yahweh, execute your words you've
prophesied. Bring [back] the utensils of
[your] temple, and everyone [whom evil soldiers] carried away captive. Return [them
~650km southwest] from Babylon to [Judaea]. 7
ple and carried to Babylon.’ 4

But, [HannaniYah,] hear this message [that] I speak in
your ears, and in the ears of all these people: 8

The ancient prophets [who lived] before
me and before you prophesied against
many countries, and against great empires. [Hebrew prophets have long] predicted
war, disaster and pestilence [for sinners]. 9
The prophet who predicts peace can
only be trusted to be sent from Yahweh
when that prophet's prediction becomes
reality.” JeremiYAH 28:10 *Then [false]
prophet HananiYah {YAH-Favored}

grabs the yoke-crossbeam
from the prophet JeremiYah's
neck, and smashes it [on the marble
temple floor], ___! 11 HananiYah {YAHThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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shouts [lies] in the faces of all
the [temple] attenders. He [whines], “Yahweh proclaims: ‘Just like this, within
two full years, I'll break the yoke of
Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon
off the neck[s] of all nations.’” [Disgusted
with this lie,] the prophet JeremiYah {YAHRises}[storms] out [of the temple]. 12 Then, after [false] prophet HananiYah {YAH-Favored} breaks the yoke off the neck of
[true] prophet JeremiYah {YAH-Rises},
Yahweh's Word [again] comes [alive] in
JeremiYah:
Favored}

First you get publicly humiliated and rejected.
THEN you hear YAH's word.
13

“Go [back to the temple]. Confront [phony priest]
HananiYah {YAH-Favored}. Say: “Yahweh
decrees: ‘You broke [Jeremiah's] wooden
crossbars. But your [insolence] comes to
shackle [your nation] with yokes of iron.
14 —For Yahweh Commander-Of-Armies
(the Elohim of Israel) decrees:
‘I put the yoke of iron on the neck of all
these beast-nations. So they fall to
serve Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of
Babylon, ___. They slave for him. I've
given him [everything] alive across the
land.’”
15 So [in the temple, true] prophet JeremiYah
{YAH-Rises} says to [false] prophet
HananiYah {YAH-Favored}, “Now listen,
HananiYah: Yahweh never sent you.
You [brainwash] this populace into running-for-refuge in sham[s].
This is the message the true Christian must
present to sham Christians.

So Yahweh warns:
‘Watch: I come to hurl you off the face
of the earth.’
This year you die, because you keep
teaching rebellion against Yahweh.” 17
So [false] prophet HananiYah {YAH-Favored} dies the in the 7th month of that
same year!
16

JeremiYAH 29
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Jeremiah Says, 'Love Your SlaveDrivers!'
1 [In] Jerusalem, Jeremiah writes [YAH's] messages in
a letter to the surviving old people whom [Babylonian
soldiers] dragged away as slaves [~650km northeast] from
Jerusalem to Babylon, including [the] priests,
prophets and the whole populace whom Nebuchadnezzar carried [away] captive. 2 [Jeremiah waits to] send
[the letter] until [deposed] king JeconiYah and his slutQueen, [the royal] officers, the leaders of Judaea and
Jerusalem, and the carpenters and the skilledworkers leave Jerusalem. 3 Judea's [evil] replacement-king ZedekYah {YAH's-Right} orders [two men to travel] to Babylon [as Judea's ambassadors to] Babylonian Emperor Nebuchadnezzar. So [Jeremiah sends his letter] by the
hand of those [two ambassadors]: ElAsah {El-Makes} (the
son of Shaphan {Secret-Keeper}), and GemariYah
{YAH-Perfects} (the son of HilkiYah {YAH's-Inheritance}).
4 [Jeremiah's letter says:]

“Yahweh-commander-of-armies (Israel's Elohim) says,
‘[Greetings] to all [you Israeli] exiles. [Don't blame
the Babylonian soldiers.] I made them haul you
away from Jerusalem to Babylon.
5

Build yourselves houses. Live in them.
Plant gardens, ___. Eat their ‘fruit.’

1210

ing to the fantasies you [pay]
them to dream up.”
9 *Yahweh reveals,
“The [religionists] prophesy falsely
to you in my name, ___. I never sent them.”
Yahweh promises:
“Finish your 70 years [of slavery] in Babylon. Then I'll come to you. I'll perform
my awesome promises to you. I'll bring
you back to [Jerusalem].
JeremiYAH 29:10

*Yahweh says,
“I know the plans I have
for you, ___: plans for
[perfect] shalom, not adversity. [I] give you a future [beyond your wildest]
hopes, ___.
11

6

Pick wives. Birth sons and daughters.
Choose wives for your sons. Give your
daughters to husbands, so they can
bear sons and daughters. Increase your
population count there [in slavery]. Don't
dwindle [away, ___].
All today's believers live as exiles in enemy-occupied land.
7

Seek the peace of the city where I've
allowed you to be carried away [as]
captives, ___.’
Pray to Yahweh for it. In the peace [of
your neighbors,]

ing.

you find your heal-

Help your evil neighbors live in peace.

*For Yahweh Commander-OfArmies, the Elohim of Israel,
says:
“[False] prophets and diviners infest your [society], ___. Never let
them deceive you. Stop listen8
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See awesome Jeremiah 29:11 song: I Know The
Plans I Have For You.
12

Call on me, ___. Go [around town] praying
to me. I listen to you.

*
You seek me, and find me,
when you search for me with
all your heart, ___.”
13

Yahweh says,
“I want you to find me, ___. I come to
reverse your slavery. I eventually gather you [repenters] from all the beast-nations, from all the [4 winds] where I've
driven you,”
promises Yahweh.
“I bring you back into the country from
where I let [soldiers] drag you away as
slaves.
14

15

[Stop]

claiming, ‘Yahweh has raised us up
prophets in Babylon.’”

Stop claiming that your contemporary churches
and religious publishing houses actually speak for
your Creator. In most cases, those religous institu-
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tions are money-grubbing businesses in the employ of the devil.

YHVH Denounces False Religionists
16 Know that Yahweh denounces the
‘king’ who sits [usurping] the throne of
David {Love}, and all the people in
[Jerusalem,] and all your [Judean] brothers
who didn't go into slave-exile with you.
17 Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies
warns,
“Watch me send the sword upon these
[apostate Jews]. Famine and pestilence
come to rot the [rogues] like vile figs that
can't be eaten, [because] they're too horrendous [to live].
18

I persecute the [hypocrites] with sword,
famine and plague, ___. I give them
as torture-toys to every far-flung dominion on earth. [They] become a curseword, a jaw-dropping, hissing insult to
every beast-nation where I drive them.”
19 Yahweh continues,
“The [hypocrites] never listen to my words,
___. I keep sending them [messages] via
my servants the [Hebrew] prophets. I rise
up early [every day] to send [truth to you humans. But] you always [refuse] to hear it,”
laments Yahweh. JeremiYAH 29:20
So hear Yahweh's word, all you slaves whom I sent
from Jerusalem to Babylon:
21

Yahweh-commander-of-armies (Israel's
Elohim) pronounces the following decree [against] Ahab {Father-Friend} (the son
of KolaiYah {Voice-Of-Yah},) and [against]
ZedekYah {YAH's-Right} (the son of MaaseiYah {Work-Of-YAH}). Those [snakes]
prophesy lie[s] to you in my name.
Watch me deliver those [religionists] into
the hand of Emperor Nebuchadnezzar
of Babylon. He soon murders the [hypocrites] before your eyes!
22

The [death of those hypocrites] comes to popularize a curse throughout the exiled
Judean [populace] in Babylon. They [shout to
their enemies,] ‘[I pray that] Yahweh cooks you
like [he torched] ZedekYah {YAH's-Right} and
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Ahab {Father-Friend}. The Babylonian
Emperor roasted [them] in fire!’

*
These [false preachers] keep perpetrating villainy in Israel! They
commit adultery with their
neighbors’ wives. Then they
[stand up in church and] blurt lying sermons in my name [that] I never
commanded them [to preach]! I
know [every damage they wreak]! I see [it
all],”
reveals Yahweh. 24
23

“And give the following message to ShemaiYah
{YAH-Hears} from Nehelam {Dream-Town}:
25 —Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies, the Elohim of
Israel, speaks your [death] sentence:
‘You sent [murderous] letters in your name to all the
people at Jerusalem, including [high] priest
ZephaniYah {Hidden-By-YAH} the son of MaaseiYah
{Work-Of-YAH}, and all the [other] priests.

Yahweh
promoted you to [high] priest in place of
[high] priest YAHoyada {YAH-Knows}. So
[execute] your duties in the temple of
Yahweh: imprison and chain in stocks
every lunatic who claims to be a
prophet. 27 —So now why haven't you
stopped JeremiYah {YAH-Rises} from
Anathoth {Answer-Town}, who pretends
to be your prophet? 28 —[Jeremiah] sends
us [disturbing letters] in Babylon. He predicts
that this exile will last for decades, so
we have to build houses to live in and
plant gardens to eat their produce!” 29
[Jerusalem's high] priest ZephaniYah {HiddenBy-YAH} reads [Shemaiah's] letter in public.
Its [murderous lies sting] the ears of [true]
prophet JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}. JeremiYAH
26 [Your lying letter said,] “[ZephaniYah,]

29:30 Then Yahweh's Word comes

[alive]

in

{YAH-Rises}. 31 [YAH] says,
“[Jeremiah,] send [this message] to all the
[Israelite] exiles in captivity. Say: Yahweh
pronounces this [death sentence] against
ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears} from Nehelam
{Dream-Town}: ‘ShemaiYah prophesies
[lies] to you. I never sent him. He's

JeremiYah
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brainwashing you into runningfor-refuge in shams.’”
32 So Yahweh warns:
“Watch me punish ShemaiYah {YAHHears} from Nehelam {Dream-Town}, and
his seed-children. Not one of his manchildren survive to infect this population. He [dies,] never to see the good I
come to do for my people.”
[Jeremiah explains,] “The [religionist continually]
teaches [people] to rebel against Yahweh.
So Yahweh sentences the [religionist] to
death, ___.”

JeremiYAH 30
1

YAH Foretells The Repatriation Of
Israel
[Again]

Yahweh's Word comes

{YAH-Rises}:

2

[alive]

in JeremiYah

“Yahweh (Israel's ELohim)

decrees,
‘Write in a book all the words I've spoken to you.
3

Look, ___: the days approach,”
promises Yahweh,
“when I return my exiled people to
[north] Israel and Judea!”
Yahweh foretells,
“I [eventually] move the [Israelites ~650km]
back to possess the land I gave their
fore-fathers.”
Fulfilled in 1948.
4 Yahweh goes on to speak the

[following]

predictions

[north] Israel and Judea: 5 Yahweh says,
“[I] keep hearing [people] crying in terror,
bereft of peace, ___.

about

6

Ask yourselves if you ever see a pregnant man suffering labor pains, ___.
So why do I see every man pale-faced,
his hands grabbing his bladder like a
woman wracked in [birth] pangs?
7
Wow, ___! What a massive, unprecedented
day looms: the season of turmoil for Jacob's
[descendants]. But [I eventually] save [them] out of it.
8
[Judgment]

[invasion]

day rapidly approaches,’
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promises Yahweh-Commander-OfArmies.
‘Then I break [Babylon's] yoke off your
neck, ___. I rip [apart] your slavechains. Strangers never again serve
themselves with [your labor].
9

Rather, [redeemed Hebrews come to] serve Yahweh their Elohim, and David {Love}
their king, the [Messiah] I raise up to [lead]
them, ___.
“David” here = David's 14th-generation Grandson,
YahShua the Messiah.
JeremiYAH 30:10

So never fear, ___, my dear obedient
[descendants of] Jacob,”
says Yahweh.
“Never get depressed, Israel. See [your
future]: I come to save you from [your]
distant [exile]. I repatriate your seedchildren from their land of slavery. Jacob's [family] return. They rest in quiet
peace. No one makes [them] afraid.

*
For I stick with you, ___,”
says Yahweh.
“I save you. Even when I completely terminate all [the] beastnations where I scatter you, I
still avoid completely terminating you. I correct you in a measured [way]. I can't leave you
completely undisciplined.”
11

YAH Diagnoses The Israelites' SinCancer
12 Yahweh delivers your prognosis:
“Your wound is incurable, your injury
fatal.
13

There is no [human] to plead your cause
or bind up your injury. You have no
healing medicines.
14

All your lover-allies have forgotten you,
[rogue Israel]. They don't even look for you
anymore. Your millions of sins, your
cancerous unfairness, [return to] maul [you]
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like a cruel punisher, a stabbing enemy
[assassin].

pable tornado. It falls, [raining] pain on
the head[s] of [all] wicked [beings]. 24

15

*The fierce anger of Yahweh
fires forward until he finishes
performing the intentions of
his heart, ___. In the endtimes you come to understand
[everything He's predicted].

Why cry [for healing]? Your wounds are [terminal]. Your anguish is the incurable result of your nonstop evil. I have to [curtail] you to [stop] your sin from spreading
[through the universe].
YAH Promises To Restore Israel After The Pain

JeremiYAH 31

16

Yet [despite your sin, ___, I] eventually devour everyone who devours you. All
your adversaries, every one of them,
pass into slavery. Whoever spoils you
becomes plunder. I make prey of everyone who preys on you, ___.
17

I restore health to you, ___. I
heal you of your wounds,’
promises Yahweh.
‘They called you ‘Outcast, Zion, whom
no man [even] looks for.’
18 Yahweh decrees,
“Watch: I eventually bring Jacob's captive [descendants] back to [their] tents. I
take mercy on [their] homes. [They] rebuild [Jerusalem] city on her [rubble] heap.
[They] restore the palace[s] where they
belong.
[Eventually]

19

parade with hands thrown high
in thanks, shouting playfully. I multiply
them into a huge glorious population!

[Israelites]

JeremiYAH 30:20

[Your] children [dance, happy] like before,
___. I establish their communities [under
my watchful] gaze. I punish everyone who
oppresses [you].

21

Your nobles become your [family, ___].
Your governors come from your own
[people]. I bring your [leaders] near. I entwine our hearts close together,”
promises Yahweh. 22
“You become my people, ___, when
[you elect me as] your ELohim {Sovereign}.”
23 Watch, ___: the whirlwind of Yahweh shoots out with fury, an unstop-
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Jeremiah Foresees Israel's Repatriation

1

“At the [End] time[s],”
Yahweh reveals,
“I become the [chosen] Sovereign over all
the families [who will] rule with [me]. They
remain my people [forever].”
Israel = those who will rule with El. Not necessarily
the “State Of Israel.”

Yahweh continues,
“The people who survive the sword [of
war] find grace in the wilderness. I [finally]
bring Israel to rest, ___.”
3 Since far in the distant [past,] Yahweh
appears to [us believers], saying,
“Yes, I've always loved you, ___. My
mercy [to you] endures eons. In loving-kindness I eternally draw you [to my
heart].
2

4

Again I build your [society], ___. You
come to stand finished, O virgin [daughterpopulace] of [ancient] Israel. You [rise] to
shine [once more]. Adorned with your tambourines, you venture out dancing circles around laughing [musicians].
5

You come to re-array vines on the
mountains of Samaria, ___. [Your] farmers plant, and eat fruit plentiful [as rocks]!
Samaria = occult rebel north Israel.
6

The day dawns when watchmen on
[rebel] mount Ephraim cry, “Mount up,
___! Let's [ride south] to ascend [Mount]
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Zion.

[We'll reunite with our war-torn Judean brothers.

we'll [worship] Yahweh our Elohim.”
7 Yahweh commands you, ___,
“Shriek with glee over [the coming redemption
of] Jacob's [descendants]! Shout-brightly
among [Israel,] the head [over all] beast-nations! Rave [wild praise] for [all the earth] to
hear! Say, ‘Oh Yahweh, [thank you for] saving your people, the survivors of Israel.’
Together]

8

Watch me bring [Israeli refugees] from [all]
countries north [of Israel], ___. I gather
them from [all] earth's coasts. With
them [I repatriate] the blind and the lame,
the pregnant [woman] and other women
carrying children. A great assembly returns to the [promised land].
Fulfilled since 1948.
9

stream [home]. They
weep and pray as I lead them. I make
them walk by straight river paths, to
keep [their feet] from stumbling. For I am
a father to Israel. Ephraim {North-Israel}
is my firstborn [nation].”
JeremiYAH 31:10 Hear the word of Yahweh,
beast-nations. Declare [YAH's law] in all
far-flung continents, ___. [Sing], ‘[YAH]
scatters [rogue] Israel. But he eventually
gathers [us repenters]. [YAH] keeps [us safe],
like a shepherd [guards] his flock.’ 11 Yahweh always [eventually] redeems Jacob's
[spiritual descendants]. [YAH] ransoms [us believers] from the grip of all [our] overwhelming [opponents], ___. 12 [We Hebrews eventually]
run home to shout [songs of joy] on the
height[s] of [Mount] Zion. We flow together to the goodness of Yahweh. [We]
beam over our wheat, our wine, our oil,
our sprouting flock[s] and herd[s]. Our
life-breath [comes to thrive] like a water-rich
garden. Our [bitter dry] pining comes to an
end. 13
”[Hebrew] dancing virgins come to shine.
Choice-young-men and elders [work] together. I turn their mourning into ela[Hebrew refugees eventually]
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tion. I comfort them. I brighten them
up in their sorrow.
14

I satisfy [My] priests' life-needs with
choice-nutrition. My people [glow,] rich in
my goodness,”
promises Yahweh. 15 Yahweh laments:
“Over Ramah {Heights} [I] hear the voice
of bitter mourning. Rachel {Ewe} weeps
for her children. She refuses to be comforted over her young, now passed
away.”

*Yahweh decrees,
“Restrain your voice from
weeping. [Keep] your eyes from
[streaming] tears. Your work will
be rewarded, ___,”
promises Yahweh.
“You'll come back home from
the land of the enemy.
16

17

I fill your future with [everything you could]
hope [for],”
promises Yahweh.
“Your children [eventually] return to their
homeland.
18

I constantly hear Ephraim {North-Israel}
bemoaning his [plight]:
‘You chastise me. So I repent! You [train
me] like [I'm] a young bull bucking his
[farmer's] yoke. Turn back to me. I'll turn
back to you. You, Yahweh, are my Sovereign. 19 *—I repent of aban-

doning you, [my Creator]. You've [finally] taught me [how I should have lived].
So I beat my breast [in sorrow].
Ashamed, confused, I carry the
disgrace of my [wasted] youth.’
JeremiYAH 31:20 [YAH continues],

“Ephraim {North-Israel}, [you are] my precious son, [my] delight, my child. Yes, I
pass sentence [against your crimes]. But I
earnestly remember [you] every day. My
heart stirs for you. I always eventually
bend down to lavish mercy on you,’”
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promises Yahweh. 21
“Set up roadsigns. Erect guideposts.
Keep your mind on the highway that
[leads you] back [home]. Turn [from destruction],
virgin Israeli [daughter-populace]. Return to
these, your [abandoned] cities.
Biblical laws are signposts marking the path to life.
22

For too long you've flitted around hiding [in sin], you backsliding daughter!”
[Jeremiah continues:] Yahweh comes to create
a new [pattern] on earth, [as fresh and striking
as] a woman guarding a warrior.
All translations struggle to make sense of this
verse. Hebrew transliteration: ‘...that he-created
Yahweh new-thing in·the·earth female she-shallsurround master.’

Yahweh-commander-of-armies (Israel's Elohim) foretells,
“[Soon] I come to reverse [Israel's] slavery.
Then, in the land of Judaea and in its
cities, people coin the following saying:
‘[I pray that] Yahweh [keeps on] blessing you,
Oh home of justice, sacred mountain.’
23

24

farmers and traveling sheep-herders come to dwell [happily] together
in all the [lands] and cities of Judea.
[City-folk,]

25

For I refill failing life, ___. I replenish
every sighing [pining] breath.”
26 The moment [YAH says] this, I awake,
___. As my eyes fly open, I [long to return]
to the sweet dream [of peace]. 27 [Then]
Yahweh says,
“Watch: in coming days, I ‘plant’ the
House of [north] Israel and the House of
Judea with ‘human-seed’, and animal-‘seed.’
28

I spied on [Israel], [eager] to pluck up [their
evil], to break down [their organized-crime], to
throw down [their wicked establishment], to destroy [their conspiracies], to afflict [their villains].
Correspondingly, I come soon to watch
over them, to build [their society], to plant
[them in their homeland],”
promises Yahweh. 29 In the coming
days, [Israeli-haters] stop joking,
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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ancestors ate a sour grape
[that continues to] blunt their descendants'
teeth!’ JeremiYAH 31:30 [In the coming times of justice,] every one dies for his own evil. The
[hard] sour grapes one man eats will
pucker his own mouth [and no one else's]. 31
Yahweh foretells,
“Watch, ___: the days approach when
I cut a new covenant with the ‘house’ of
[north] Israel, and with the [southern] ‘house’
of Judah {Celebrated}.
32 Yahweh reveals,
“[This New Covenant] will differ from the
covenant I made with [your] forefathers
in the day I grabbed them by the hand
to bring them out of the land of Egypt,
___. I was a husband to [Israel]. But they
voided my [Mosaic] covenant.
‘The

[Jews']

33

I come to make [a] covenant [of love] with
the house of Israel,”
Yahweh promises.
“Their days [of punishment] end. Then I install my law in their inmost parts. I
write [my thoughts] on their hearts, ___. I
become their Sovereign. They [live in] my
family.
34

No longer will any man [need to] teach
any of his neighbors or any of his relatives, saying, ‘Know Yahweh.’ For all
[true Israelis] come to know me, from the
least to the greatest,”
predicts Yahweh.
“I come to forgive their depravity. I
never again recall their mistakes.”
35 [Jeremiah continues,] “Yahweh gives the
sun to light [our] day[s, ___]. His Laws [provide our] moon and stars that light [our]
night[s]. [Yahweh's rules] stir up the sea. [He
makes] its waves roar. Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies is [the Creator's] name.” 36
Yahweh promises,
“Only after the laws [of nature] flee from
my face, will the seed-children of Israel
cease forever to be an [earthly] flock under my gaze.”
37 Yahweh decrees,
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“[You] can't measure the heavens above,
___. Nor can [you] explore the earth's
foundations below. Similarly, I [never]
hurl away the [true spiritual] seed-children
of Israel, even though they keep committing [unspeakable sins],”
promises Yahweh. 38 Yahweh foretells,
“Watch, ___: the days approach when
[Jews] rebuild the metropolis [of Jerusalem]
in [my] honor. [Buildings rise to stretch west] from
the tower of HananeEl {El-Favors} to the
[city's] Corner-gate.
39

eventually stretch measuring line[s] from
[Jerusalem] to Gareb {Scratchy} Hill, ___. Then they
turn and stretch [boundary lines] to Goath {Mooing}.

[Engineers]

Gibeat Gareb = Leper's hill, near Jerusalem. Gibeat
Goath = Hill of Death (Roaring, Moaning, Mooing),
probably Golgotha, where Christ was impaled. Sister-bedding king Herod Agrippa II enclosed both of
these ‘unclean’ hills inside the 3rd wall of his ‘New
Jerusalem City’.
JeremiYAH 31:40

The whole [south] valley of dead bodies
and ashes, and all the fields to the
Kidron {Ash} brook, to the corner of the
eastern horse gate, become Yahweh's
sacred [inviolable possession, ___]. In the end,
no one ever again uproots [Jerusalem] nor
throws it down, forever.”

JeremiYAH 32
Judea's Evil Warring King Imprisons Jeremiah
1 In the 10th year of [the reign of] Judea's [evil puppet]
king ZedekYah {YAH's-Right}, that is, the 18th year of
[Emperor] Nebuchadnezzar's [reign], Yahweh's word

The
prophet JeremiYah [paces,] caged in the
prison courtyard of Judea's royal
palace, ___. Outside, the Babylonian
Emperor's army besieges Jerusalem. 3
[Jeremiah stands] shackled before Judea's
[criminal] king ZedekYah. [The king]
screams, “How dare you prophesy
[against me]?! You say, ‘Yahweh decrees,
“Watch me drop this city into the hand
of the Babylonian Emperor. He comes
to capture it!’
again comes

[alive]

in JeremiYah
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—[You say that I,] Judea's king ZedekYah,
can't escape out of the Chaldean fist.
[You claim] that [YAH comes to] brutally bat [me]
into the hand of the Babylonian Emperor, so that [I'll] speak with [Nebuchadnezzar]
mouth to mouth, and his eyes will stare
[like fire] into [my] eyes! 5 —[You say] that
Yahweh foretells that [the Emperor] will
lead [me,] ZedekYah, [~650km northeast] to
Babylon, where [I'll] stay until [YAH]
judges [me]. [You claim that] even if [I] fight
the Chaldeans, [I] can't win.”
4

Jeremiah's truth demoralizes the troops.

Jeremiah Shows You How To Cleanly Buy Land
6 JeremiYah reponds, “A prediction from Yahweh
coming [alive] in me: 7 [YAH says,]

“Watch,

[Jeremiah]

[is]

: HanameEl {El-Fa-

vors} (the son of your uncle Shallum {Payback})

rides today to [Jerusalem to visit] you [in jail].
He comes to say, ‘[Ignore the war destroying our
country.] Buy my field in Anathoth {Answer-Town}. You own the right of redemption. [You're first in line] to buy the
[field].’”
8 So, as Yahweh predicted, my uncle's
son HanameEl {El-Favors} travels to [visit]
me in the prison courtyard, ___.
[HanameEl] says to me, “Please buy my
field in Anathoth {Answer-Town}, in the
territory of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}.
You hold both the [long-term] right of inheritance and the [next-of-kin's] right to
buy [out the current land-lease]. So buy it for
yourself.” I immediately see that this
[ridiculous offer to buy war-torn real-estate fulfills]

Yahweh's prediction.

YAH helps you buy land if you need land to do his
will. But he doesn't want you shackled with PITI:
principal, interest, taxes and insurance. YAH may
tell you to buy land when no one else is buying, in
the middle of a war zone.
9

So, ___, I buy the field in Anathoth

{Answer-Town} from my nephew
HanameEl {El-Favors}. I weigh him

the
money: exactly 17 shekels of silver.
Silver is money. Debt-paper is trash. Perhaps YAH
supernaturally gave Jeremiah the silver in prison.

I bring witnesses. Before
I sign and seal the bill of

JeremiYAH 32:10

their

[faces,]
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sale. On [accurate] balances, I weigh the
silver [out to the seller].
Jeremiah's land purchase describes a proper Hebrew transaction: cash & carry, witnessed, with excellent documentation. No loans, no promises, no
commitments, no insurance payments.

1217

inous [actions]. [You hit bad dads so hard it smacks]
their sons in the chest. [You are] the
Great [One], the Mighty Elohim. [Your]
Name is Yahweh-Commander-OfArmies.

Always keep good records. Buy in cash in front of
witnesses.

Peterson: “You let children live with the fallout from
their parents' sins.” But not NIV: “you punish children for their parents' sins.” The NIV mistranslation
contradicts other biblical verses. Bad translations
give atheists ammunition to fire against the sacred
scripture.

12

19

Adhering to law and custom, I take
two copies of the bill of sale, one sealed
and one open.
11

Then I entrust the bill of sale to
Baruch {Blessed} the son of NeriYah
{YAH's-Light}, the son of MaaseiYah
{Work-Of-YAH}. [I do this] in the sight of [the
seller,] my uncle's son HanameEl {El-Favors}, and in the presence of the witnesses who subscribed the bill of sale
before all the Jews sitting in the prison
courtyard.
Witnesses and documents verify the details of cash
transactions. Good records prevent later lawsuits
and arguments.

All of the
me.
13

[witnesses and spectators]

look at

Always transact negotiations in cash and before
multiple unbiased witnesses. Never engage in contracts that bind you over time.

I [Jeremiah] tell Baruch {Blessed}, “Yahweh-commander-of-armies (Israel's
Elohim) says this:
‘Take these bills of sale, the sealed and
the unsealed copies. Put them in a clay
jar so they'll last for a long time.’
15 For Yahweh Commander-Of-Armies,
the Elohim of Israel, predicts:
‘[Jews] will one day own houses and
fields and vineyards in this [war-blighted noman's] land.’”
16 So, ___, I give the sale papers to
Baruch {Blessed} the son of NeriYah
{YAH's-Light}, [to guard the documents until I'm released from prison]. Then I pray to Yahweh:
Jeremiah Prays In Thanks For Future Rescue
17 I say, “Oh Adonai Yahweh! Wow! You
create heaven and earth by the massive force of your outstretched arm.
Nothing is too hard for you. 18 —You
show loving-kindness to thousands [of
nations]. You punish fathers for their ru14
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—Great in counsel, and grand in action, Your eyes stay open over all the
ways of [us] human brats. You give every being exactly what his ways deserve. You make everyone [eat] the fruit
of his actions. JeremiYAH 32:20 —Right to
this day, you keep placing signs and
miracles in the land of Egypt, and in Israel, and among other populations. To
this moment you keep building your
Name-fame. 21 —You keep bringing
your people Israel up out of the ‘land of
Egypt.’ Your invincible hand flings supernatural phenomena. [Your] outstretched arm twists [pagans] in terror.
You live in exile in ‘spiritual Egypt’ today.

—You keep giving [us] this land,
which you swore to [our] fore-fathers
you'd give us: a land gushing milk and
honey. 23 —So [our forefathers] emigrated
into [‘heaven on earth’]. They possessed the
[promised land]. Yet they disobeyed your
Voice. They refused to walk in your law.
They fulfilled not one [instruction] of all
that you commanded them to do.
That's why you keep letting all this ruin
fall upon [us Israelites].”
Jeremiah Warns Judea's Evil King
Of Invasion
24 [Jeremiah turns to shout to Judea's evil king,] “See
[your future]! [Babylon's battalions] mount [siegeworks]. They stream to take [Jerusalem] city.
This metropolis falls into the Chaldean
hand. [They] vanquish it with sword,
famine and plague. Everything [YAH]
speaks becomes reality. Look: see for
yourself!” 25 [Jeremiah lifts his head to heaven. He
22
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“Adonai Yahweh, [thank you] for
telling me,
‘Buy yourself that [war-ravaged] field for
silver. Take witnesses to testify to [the
transaction. Judea's foolishness has] handed
[Jerusalem] city into the Chaldean powerfist. [Babylon comes soon to restore peace.]’”
YAH Explains Why Babylon Has To
Seize Israel
cries,]

26 Again the word of Yahweh comes to JeremiYah
27 [YAH] says,
“Watch: I am Yahweh, Sovereign over
all flesh. Is any challenge too difficult
for me?”
28 Accordingly, Yahweh announces,
“Watch me [hurl] this city into the hand
of the Chaldeans, into the fist of Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon. He
comes to seize her.
{YAH-Rises}:

*
The [Babylonian] Chaldeans now attacking this city rise to set this
city on fire. They burn it, including the houses upon whose
roofs the [Judaeans] cremate
[sacrifices] to [appease] Baal {DemonMaster}. These [Judeans] whip up
My rage by pouring out [blood] as
a drink offering to [appease] retard-gods.
29

Today's leaders also sacrifice animals and humans.
JeremiYAH 32:30

The brats of [north] Israel and the brats
of Judea have thrown nothing but damage in my face from their youth. The
work of Israeli hands only whips up my
grieving-fury,”
decrees Yahweh. 31
“This city's [stink] has burned in my nose
from the day the [Jews] built it to this
very day. [Their actions beg me to] wipe them
away from my face [like an infected bloodstain].
32

The damage-stacking ‘sons of [north] Israel’ and the brats of Judea keep churning up my grieving-fury. They, their
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kings, their princes, their priests, and
their prophets, and the Judean people,
including the inhabitants of Jerusalem,
[all need to die].
33

The [ingrates] keep turning their backs to
me. They [hide] their faces, ___. I constantly show them [how to prosper]. I rise
up early to advise the [fools]. Yet they
never listen. They [won't] receive instruction.
34

The

[shysters] erect their abominations in
Sanctuary, my Namesake. [They] defile [my temple]!
[my]

Today's examples: penis-steeples and Tammuz-T's
over churches. Hexagrams in Synagogues and on
Amish barns. Catholic hot cross buns for Mary,
Queen of Heaven. Dagon-fish hats on the pope's
head, etc.
35

The [scammers] keep building high-shrines
to [honor] Baal {Demon-Master}. [Occult monuments fill] the Ben-Hinnom valley. The [idiots] make their sons and their daughters defect [from Hebraism] to [kill for] Molech
{War-God-King}! I never commanded any
[such criminal psychosis]! It never came into
my mind to [tell people] to commit the
abomination of [animal or human sacrifice]! [False
religion] leads Judea straying [off the cliffs of
insanity].”
Today's worldlings pass their children to the WarGod by signing the kids up for birth certificates,
national ID numbers, bank accounts, driver's licenses, passports, welfare-programs, etc. And behind closed doors, world-masters rape children and
drink the kids' blood.

You [occultists] whine, ‘[YAH] keeps [batting]
us into the fist of the Babylonian Emperor. [YAH brutally whacks us] with the war-sword, with famine, and with pestilence!’
YAH Promises To Restore Israel
37 Yet Yahweh (Israel's ELohim) predicts [restoration] for this city:
“Watch me gather [suffering Israelis] out of
all the lands where I drove them in my
spiraling, fire-breathing, shrapnel-crackling fury, ___. I come to
36
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bring [my people] back to this [amazing]
country. I restore [believers]. [Repenters]
eventually dwell in safety.

promises Yahweh.

Commercial translations replace active, cinematic
nouns and verbs (twist, crack, snort, fire) with
repetitive abstractions: “and my anger, and my
fury, and my rage.” Badly translated bookstore
bibles put you to sleep.
38

Yah Previsualizes Israel's Fall To
Babylon
1 Time passes, ___. [Then] the word of
Yahweh comes to JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}
a second time during his lock-up in the
prison-yard: 2 [This is a] message from Yahweh,

Finally the [Israelis] become my [loyal] people, ___. I become their [only]
Sovereign.
39

I give [my people] one heart, a unified Way
[of life], so they can [live in] awe of me for
ever, for their good, and [the good] of
their children after them.
JeremiYAH 32:40

I make a [new] eon-enduring covenant
with [my people]. I never turn away from
them. [I keep] doing them good. I put
awe of me in their hearts. So they never again run away from me.
41

Yes, I shine benefits [down] on [my repentant
nation]. I plant [true believers] firmly in this
land with all my heart and all my soul.”
42 For Yahweh says,
“I brought all this great punishment
upon this populace [for their good]. Similarly, I come to bring upon them all the
blessings I've [ever] promised them.
43

Once again [farmers] come to buy fields in
this land that you [rightly] denounce as
‘desolate, devoid of man and animal,
[crushed] in the Chaldean power-fist.’

JeremiYAH 33

the maker, former and establisher [of the universe,] the
[only being] named Yahweh {the-eternally-existent-One}: 3

*
“Call to me, ___. I'll answer
you. I'll show you great and
mighty wonders beyond your
imagination!”
Seeds Family Worship (Seeds Of Courage 2004) includes a good scripture-memory song built on this
verse.

For Yahweh (Israel's ELohim) decrees
on the houses of this city, including the palaces of Judea's kings. [All your
buildings] are about to be thrown down by
[soldiers mounting] siege-ramps, [slinging] warsword[s]. [See what's coming]: 5
“[Jews] rush to fight [back] Chaldean [soldiers]. [But it's no use. Invaders] fill [Judea's homes]
with the corpses of [criminals] I slay in my
fire-snorting fury. [Judea's] comprehensive and catastrophic [evil] makes me
hide my face from this city.
4

[doom]

The same carnage looms to destroy today's ‘JudeoChristian’ nations.

YAH Predicts Israel's Complete
Restoration

44

Men come to buy [war-ravaged] fields for
silver, ___. They sign and seal saledocuments. [Notaries] take witness-statements [to confirm sales]. [Life blooms,] from
Benjamin's [north] land, to the regions
around Jerusalem, throughout the cities
of Judea, up into all [your] mountain
towns, down in the cities of the [Jordan river] valley, and on into the [Edomite] cities
south [of Judea]. [Watch:] I eventually repatriate [your] exiled slaves,”
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6

Yet [in time,] watch me bring [Israel] longlasting health, ___. I eventually cure
[my people]. I unveil their future filled with
peace and stability.
7

I come to reverse the slavery of Judea
and the bondage of [north] Israel. I rebuild them [better than] they were before,
___.
8
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Eventually I cleanse [my people] from all
their destructive [psychoses] which [led]
them to stray from me. I come to pardon all their [past] perversities that derailed their [lives] into constant treason
against me.
YAH won't punish you for past sins which you've
left behind.
9

becomes my name of joy, applause and honor before all the nations
of the earth, ___. [Humanity] eventually
hears [about] all the good I do for [my people]. The [world stands] in awe. [They] tremble
at all the awesome peace [and prosperity] I
procure for my [beloved nation].”
JeremiYAH 33:10 Yahweh predicts:
“Voices of joy eventually [return] to ring
in the ears of [millions] in this [war-torn]
country that you now denounce as ‘desolate, devoid of man, robbed of animals.’ [Only for a while will I leave] the cities of
Judea (including the streets of
Jerusalem) abandoned, without man,
without inhabitant, without beast.
[Israel]

11

[Your land comes to resound with] bright calls,
grooms' whispers, brides' shouts, choruses of worshipers yelling, ‘Thrust your
hands [in the air to thank] Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies! Yahweh is amazing! His
mercy endures for ever.’ [Envision Israel]
dancing, hands held high, [running] into
Yahweh's temple. I [always eventually] restore this country from slavery. They
wind up [blessed] as [ever] before,”
promises Yahweh.

#08426 Todah means to thrust your hands in the
air in adoration. “Todah” is often translated ‘sacrifice of praise’, a ridiculous KJV church-speak botch
that means nothing and just makes the religionites
who say it sound stupid.

Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies
foretells,
“In this ruined country, bereft of man,
robbed of livestock, I restore [green pastures] in all [your] towns. There shepherds
come to homestead. They let their
flocks lie down [in peace].
12
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13

From the towns of the hill-country, to
the cities of the Shefelah {Valley}, to the
cities of the south, to the north-land of
Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}, and everywhere around Jerusalem, in every city
in Judea, flocks again rise to pass under the hands of [shepherds] counting
[sheep],”
reveals Yahweh. 14
“Watch, ___: the days come,”
Yahweh says,
“when I perform [all] the beautiful [wonders] I've promised to the house of [north]
Israel and to the house of Judea.
YAH Predicts The Rise Of YahShua
The Messiah
15

In the [coming] days, in [earth's final] era,
from David's [descendants], I raise [YahShua]
the [Messiah, the] ‘Root-Branch of
righteousness’. [YahShua comes to] execute
justice, to fix the world.
The Messiah's earthly government has been in
place for 2000 years. But the world's political systems continually rage in rebellion against him.
16

In [the Messiah's final] days, I save Judea.
The peace-people dwell in safety. [The
world] comes to call Jerusalem: ‘YhovahTsidqenuw {Yahweh-is-Our-Righteousness}.’
Non-Messianic Jews rightly note that Jesus has
never brought total peace to Judea. However,
those Jews don't realize that Jesus is still alive, and
the era (spoken of in verse 15) is still progressing.

For Yahweh foretells:
“[From the time the Messiah is born,] David will always [have] a man-king [descended from him]
seated upon the throne of the house of
Israel, ___.
17

The Messiah has been alive and installed as Earth's
king for 2000 years. Even most churchgoers fail to
recognize this fact.
18

[And] the Levite [priests] will [always have] a
man before me to smoke-roast ascension [gifts], to cook meat-donations, and
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to prepare daily

[charitable]

___].”

food

[feasts,

We Christians are supposed to be celebrating Hebrew feasts right now, every Sabbath, every new
moon, and 3 full weeks of the year. The bankermasters triggered the Armageddon-countdownclock when they issued their world-wide illegal
stay-at-home orders, thus shutting-down the 3
most important Hebrew feasts in March, June, and
September 2020. Of course, clueless Christianites
barely noticed.

Messiah's Reign & Hebrew Feasts
Are Forever

19 Later, Yahweh's word

[again]

comes

[alive]

in

{YAH-Rises}: JeremiYAH 33:20 Yahweh
decrees,
“[No one] can break my deal with the dayhours, and my deal with the nighthours. [No one can] prevent day and night
from [keeping] their schedules.

JeremiYah

Circadian rhythm is the most important health
principle you're probably ignoring. Early to bed,
early to rise, makes a man healthy, wealthy and
wise.
21

Similarly, no one can break my
covenant with my servant David. He'll
always have a son reigning on his
throne, ___. And Levite priests [will always be] my ministers.
The world's sham-industries (law, health, education, welfare, etc.) are decoy impostors usurping
the roles of the Levitical priesthood.
22

___, I'm multiplying the seed-children
of David my obeyer. And [I'm multiplying]
the Levites who serve me. [I make them]
innumerable, like the host of heaven's
[angels], like the measureless sand of the
sea.”
A true Christian learns and implements the principles of the mosaic Law.
23 Again the word of Yahweh comes [alive] in
{YAH-Rises}: 24 [YAH] asks,
“Have you considered what this populace keeps blabbing? They blurt, ‘Yahweh chose our two [national] families [North
Israel & Judea]—then [he] hurled us away!’
Those [faithless yakkers] despise my People.

JeremiYah
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fail to recognize that [my remnant]
Nation exists, [right in] the face of their
[sinful population].”
[Mockers]

YAH's true Hebrew people exist as enclaves surrounded by pagan nations. One of those pagan nations is called ‘the state of Israel.’

Yahweh decrees:
“My covenant with day and night stands
[firm]. I've fixed the Laws of heaven and
earth.
25

26

Similarly, ___, I [never] cast away the
[spiritual] seed-children of Jacob, and of
David {Love} my obeyer. I always select
[David's spiritual] seed-children to govern
the [spiritual] seed-children of Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions}, Isaac {Laughter} and
Jacob {Heel-Grabber}. I always [eventually]
reverse [my peoples'] slavery. I always
have mercy on them.”

JeremiYAH 34
Jeremiah Prophesies Judgment on
Judea
1 [Soon] Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of
Babylon, and all his army, and all the
kingdoms of the lands within his dominion, and all [his] people, fight against
Jerusalem. [They tear down] all the cities in
[Judea]. Meanwhile, the [following] word
from Yahweh comes to JeremiYah {YAHRises}: 2 [YAH's angel] says, “Yahweh (Israel's ELohim) says,
‘Go [to the palace bunker]. Speak to Judea's
[phony] king ZedekYah {YAH's-Right}. Tell
him, ‘Yahweh decrees, “Watch me give
this city into the hand of the Babylonian
Emperor. He comes to burn it with fire!
3

You try, but fail, to escape from the fist
of the Babylonian Emperor. He easily
captures you. [I] drop you into his hand.
Your eyes [come to] stare [into] his eyes.
He speaks with you, mouth to mouth.
You migrate to Babylon.”
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Yet hear the word of Yahweh, king
ZedekYah of Judea. Yahweh predicts
your [future]:
“You don't die by war-sword.
4

5

Instead, you end up dying in peace. As
[Jews] burned [incense] at the [funerals of]
your forefathers, who [died] before you,
[Jews] come to burn perfumes for you.
They lament your [death]. They cry, ‘Oh,
[our] lord [is dead]!’ I speak your [future],”
declares Yahweh. 6 The prophet
JeremiYah {YAH-Rises} speaks all these
words to Judea's king ZedekYah

{YAH's-Right}

in

Meanwhile, the Babylonian
Emperor's army fights against
Jerusalem, and against all the remaining cities of Judea, against Lachish {Harvest}, and against Azekah {Farms}, the
[only] fortified cities left [standing] in Judea.
Yahweh Forbids Hebrew Slavery
8 King ZedekYah {YAH's-Right} goes on to
forge a [phony] covenant with all the people at Jerusalem, to proclaim their independence. Then the following prophesy comes from Yahweh to JeremiYah
{YAH-Rises}: 9
“Every man and [woman] must set free
their Hebrew male-worker[s] and their
Hebrew female-worker[s]. No one
should serve himself by [working] his
brother Jew.”
JeremiYAH 34:10 All [Judea's] leaders and
commoners (who agree to the [king's]
covenant) hear [this order] that everyone
must let his male and female employees become independent [service providers],
thus preventing [Hebrews] from indenturing [Hebrews] any more. The [Jews] all immediately obey. They set their [workers]
free.
Jerusalem. 7

Indenture = bind, contract, employ. An indentured
servant is a contract-slave, known today as an employee. The modern employee-employer relationship is today's twist on the ancient vassal-suzerain
system. All employees are actually employed by
the federal government. Scripture forbids all such
master-servant relationships. No man can serve
two masters.
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But soon the [masters] revert to making
their formerly-freed male and female
workers come back [to work], ___. The
[bigwigs] bring their [fellow Hebrews] into subjection as male and female employees.
11

Employment = bondage.
12 So Yahweh sends his thoughts [to earth]. Yahweh's
word comes [alive] in JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}:
‘YHVH's word’ appears twice in this verse.

Yahweh (Israel's ELohim) says,
“I sealed an [anti-slavery] covenant with
your forefathers in the day[s] when I
brought them up out of the land of
Egypt, out of the house of contract-slaves.
13

Employee = contract-slave.
14

‘At the end of 7 years, every one of you has to free his Hebrew
brother. [Your worker] sold his labor [rights]
to you for 6 years, [not for life]. So let him
go free from you.’ But your forefathers
continually refused to listen to me.
They didn't even stretch their ears [in my
direction].
[I commanded,]

Anti-slavery statute.
15

Likewise, [for a while,] you repent. You do
right in my sight. Everyone of you professes his neighbor's independence.
You make a covenant [before] my face in
the sanctuary [people] call by my name.
16

Then, after you give your male and female workers the pleasure of independence, you reverse [course]. You pollute
my Name-reputation. Every one of you
drags his independent [workers], male and
female, back into the subjection of [master-servant / employer-employee relationships] .’
Employer = Master.

*So Yahweh decrees:
‘You [bosses] consistently ignore
my [command] that every one of
you must proclaim independence to his every brother and
17
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every neighbor. So watch me
proclaim independence from
you,’
Yahweh says.
“[I liberate you employers] to the sword,
to pestilence, to famine. I scatter you away. All the kingdoms
of the earth come to shudder [in
horror at your downfall].
18

I surrender the mortals who [continually]
transgress My covenant, who refuse to
perform the terms of the agreement [s]
they make before me. They [fraudulently]
cut the calf in two, and pass between
its parts.
19

Judea's leaders and Jerusalem's
princes, its officials, its priests, and all
the people of the land, [deceitfully agree to
obey me when they] pass between those
sides of beef.
JeremiYAH 34:20

So I drop the [contract-breakers] into their
enemies' fists, into the hands of the
[armies] who seek their lives. Their dead
bodies give meat to the sky-birds, and
to the earth-beasts.
Contract breaking is a big deal.
21

I come to hand Judea's king ZedekYah
{YAH's-Right} and his princes into the
fists of their enemies, into the grip of
[tyrants] who seek their lives, into the
clutches of the Babylonian Emperor's
army, who just [retreated] from you.”
22 Yahweh says,
“[Tyrants,] see [your future]: I order [foreign marauders] to return to this city. I draw [them
here]. They attack this [crime-zone]. They
seize it. They burn it with fire. I [bomb]
the cities of Judea [into] wastelands
stripped of inhabitants!”

JeremiYAH 35
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Avoid Addiction. Live Simply & Obediently
1 During the reign of JosiYah's brat (Judea's [evil]
king JAHoiakim {YAH-Raises}) the [following] message
from Yahweh comes to [the prophet] JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}: 2

“[Walk across Jerusalem] to the Rechabite
{Riders} clan. Talk to them. Then escort
them into the temple of Yahweh, into
one of its chambers. Offer them intoxicating-wine to drink.”
3 So I, [Jeremiah,] round up the whole family of the
Rechabite {Riders}, including JaazaniYah {Heard-ByYAH} (son of Habaziniah's boy JeremiYah) and his
brothers, and all his sons. 4 I escort these [nondrinkers] into Yahweh's temple, into the chamber of
the sons of Hanan {Favor} (the son of IgdaliYah
{Magnified-By-YAH}, [a] man of Elohim). ([This chamber lies]
near the officials' chamber, above the chamber of
door-guard MaaseiYah {Work-Of-YAH} (son of Shallum

I set cups and pots full of
wine before the sons of the clans of the
[sober] Rechabite {Riders}. Then I say to
them, “Drink some wine!” 6 But [of course]
the [Riders] object, “We'll never drink
wine, because our fore-father, Rider's
son Jonadab {JAH's-Big-Man}, expressly
commanded us: ‘You'll never drink
wine, not you, nor your children, forever. 7 *—And never build houses,
{Payback}).)

5

nor plant seeds in, nor establish your own [farms or] vineyards.
Rather, live in tents all your
days. You'll have long[er] lifespan[s] as sojourners [who can move
between] land[s] [when necessary].’
Jesus himself lived like a rider: he owned no real
estate, he wandered as a migrant, he never
abused alcohol. Same for most Biblical prophets
and apostles. True disciples are almost always
homeless nomads. Paid preachers who juggle private homes and permanent sanctuaries are almost
always fakers. You can't even be Christ's student
unless you give up all your possessions.

*—We keep obeying the voice
of our forefather (Rider's son
Jonadab {JAH's-Big-Man}) in all he
ever charged us [to do]. All our
days we avoid drinking wine:
we, our wives, our sons and
our daughters. 9 *—Nor do we
8
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ever build houses for our [families]
to dwell in. We own no vineyards, no fields, no crops.
—Rather, we keep living
in [wilderness] tents, because we actively
obey exactly everything our fore-father
Jonadab {JAH's-Big-Man} commanded us.
11 —But then Babylonian Emperor Nebuchadnezzar invaded the [promised] land.
So we said, “Come on! Let's go to
Jerusalem to escape the attacking
Chaldean and Syrian armies! That's
why we're staying in [rented houses] in
Jerusalem.” 12 Then the word of Yahweh comes
to JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}: 13 [Jeremiah says,] “Yahweh-commander-of-armies (Israel's
Elohim) says:
‘Go and ask the men of Judea (including the inhabitants of Jerusalem), ‘Will
you never receive instruction? [Will you
never] listen to my words?,’
asks Yahweh. 14
‘Rider's son Jonadab {JAH's-Big-Man}
spoke, commanding his sons to avoid
drinking wine. They obeyed. To this day
[Rechab's descendants] drink no [alcohol]. They
obey their forefather's commandment[s]. Meanwhile, I keep advising you
[Judeans]. I rise early [every day] to voice [the
guidance you need]. Yet you never listen to
me.
JeremiYAH 35:10

So Yahweh Elohim over armies, Israel's Sovereign, decrees:
‘Watch me bring upon Judea (including
all the inhabitants of Jerusalem) all the
disaster I've foretold against them. Because I keep speaking to them, but
they never hear. I always call to them.
But they never answer.’”
18 Then JeremiYah {YAH-Rises} says to
the clans of the Rechabite {Riders},
“Yahweh-commander-of-armies (Israel's Elohim) declares:
‘[I love that] you keep obeying the commandment[s] and guarding the precepts
of your ancestor Jonadab {JAH's-BigMan}. [Keep] doing exactly everything he
commanded you.’
17

YAH likes it when you avoid addiction, live simply,
and honor your parents. YAH here expresses approval of the migratory, non-landowner lifestyle
expressed and lived by the Messiah: ‘Sell all your
possessions, give to the poor, then come follow
me.’

Yahweh Commander-Of-Armies (Israel's Elohim) foretells,
‘Rider's [sober] son Jonadab {JAH's-BigMan} will always have a male [descendant]
standing before me, forever.’”
19

JeremiYAH 36
Jeremiah Sends YAH's Prophecies
To The King

15

I keep sending you all my servants the
prophets. I rise up before [you every day]
and send them, saying, ‘All you humans, turn back from your evil way. Do
it now, ___! Fix your habits! Stop
chasing retard-leaders. Stop serving
[foreign gods]. Then you'll live in the land
I've given to you and to your fore-fathers.’ But you never even bend your
ear to listen to me.
16

The progeny of Rider's son Jonadab
{JAH's-Big-Man} keep performing the
[sobriety] commandment[s] legislated by
their ancestor, while "my" populace ignores me, ___.’
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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1 In the 4th year of [the reign of] JosiYah's brat
(Judea's king JAHoiakim {YAH-Raises}) the [following]
message comes from Yahweh to JeremiYah {YAH-Ris-

says,
“Grab a book-scroll. Write in it all the
messages I've spoken to you confronting [north] Israel, confronting Judea,
and confronting all the beast-nations,
from the day (during JosiYah's reign)
when I [started] speaking to you, to this
day.
es}:

2 [YAH]

3

Maybe the house of Judah {Celebrated}
will hear about all the disaster I'm planning to [rain] on them. Maybe [some] of
them will turn back from their wicked
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way[s], so I can forgive their evil and
[straighten-out] their sin.”
4 So JeremiYah summons Baruch
{Blessed} (the son of NeriYah {YAH'sLight}). Baruch [opens up] a scroll-book.
Right from [Jeremiah's] mouth, [Baruch] transcribes all the words Yahweh [ever]
spoke to Jeremiah. 5 JeremiYah tells
Baruch {Blessed}, “I'm locked up [here in
prison. So obviously] I can't go to Yahweh's
temple. 6 —So, on fast day, you go [into
Jerusalem's temple]. Within earshot of the
people in Yahweh's temple, read from
this scroll. [Repeat] Yahweh's words which
you've transcribed [straight] from my
mouth. Then read those [same prophecies] in
the hearing of all Judeans as they leave
their city [gates]. 7 —Maybe they'll fall on
their [knees] to beg before Yahweh's
face. [Maybe] they'll each turn from their
catastrophic path[s], to avoid the worldtwisting, fire-snorting [purge] Yahweh has
decreed against this horde [of criminals].” 8
So Baruch {Blessed} (the son of NeriYah
{YAH's-Light}) precisely executes every
instruction from the prophet JeremiYah
{YAH-Rises}. In Yahweh's temple, [Baruch]
reads the scroll [containing] the messages
Yahweh sent to Jeremiah. 9 In the 9th
month of the 5th year of [the reign of] Josiah's brat (Judea's king JAHoiakim)
[Judea's leaders] proclaim that all the people
in Jerusalem, and all the people traveling from the cities of Judea to
Jerusalem, must fast [before] Yahweh's
face.
This fast is not specified in the Mosiac code. It may
have been a response to rumors of war.
JeremiYAH 36:10

So,

[before the food-starved assem-

Baruch {Blessed}[stands] in the higher
court, at the entry of the new gate of
Yahweh's temple, (in the chamber of
GemariYah {YAH-Perfects} the son of [royal] scribe Shaphan {Secret-Keeper}).
[There,] in the ears of all the people at
Yahweh's temple, [Baruch] reads the
scroll containing JeremiYah's [war]
forecasts. 11 From this scroll, [little snitch] MichaYah
bly,]

{Who-Is-Like-Yah}

(the son of GemariYah
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the son of Shaphan {Secret-Keeper}) hears all these
prophecies from Yahweh. 12 So Michaiah runs
down [from temple square] into the royal palace, into the
secretary's chamber. He sees all the [royal] officials
sitting there, including attorney Elishama {El-Hears}, and DelaiYah
the son of ShemaiYah {YAH-Hears}, and Elnathan {El-Gives}
the son of Achbor {Biter}, and GemariYah {YAH-Perfects} the son of
Shaphan {Secret-Keeper}, and ZedekYah {YAH's-Right} the son of
{Jah-Delivers}

HananiYah {YAH-Favored},

among other bigwigs. 13
MichaYah {Who-Is-Like-Yah} tattles to these [corrupt officials]. He repeats all the war-predictions he'd heard
Baruch {Blessed} read from [Jeremiah's] scroll into the

So all [Jerusalem's] princes
send Jehudi {Jew} (the son of
NethaniYah {Given-By-YAH}, the son of
ShelemiYah {Thank-You-Gift-To-YAH}, the
son of Cushi {Ethiopian}) to [the temple to
summon] Baruch {Blessed}. [Jehudi] says,
“Take in your hand the scroll from
which you just read into the peoples'
ears. Come [to the palace].” So Baruch BenNeriYah {Blessed-Son-Of-The-Lamplight-Of-Yah} takes the scroll in his [shaking]
hand. He walks [downhill] to [face] the [evil
leaders]. 15 The [palace officials] say to [Baruch],
“Sit down now. Read [Jeremiah's scroll] in
our hearing.” So Baruch {Blessed} reads
it into their [listening] ears. 16 As soon as
the [leaders] hear all [Jeremiah's] warprophecies, they all [shake] in terror.
They say to Baruch {Blessed}, “We absolutely have to tell the king about all
these predictions.” 17 The [leaders] ask
Baruch {Blessed}, “Tell us now, how did
you transcribe all these prophecies
from [Jeremiah's] mouth?” 18 Baruch
{Blessed} answers the [leaders], “[Jeremiah]
dictated all these [invasion] predictions to
me [straight] from his mouth. So I inscribed them with ink into this scroll.”
peoples' ears. 14

*So the bigshots tell Baruch
{Blessed}, “Go! Hide! Nobody can
know how to find you and
JeremiYah.”
19

Privacy and secrecy are integral to being a servant
of the Creator. In the age of surveillance, nothing
stays private. The internet's power (to damage Hebraism) exceeds Hitler's wildest dreams. The first
I.B.M. computers (crunching census data) powered
the holocaust.

Evil King Burns The Original Book
of Jeremiah
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So the [leaders] lay up
[Jeremiah's] scroll in the chamber of the
scribe Elishama {El-Hears}. Then the
[leaders] slink into the [royal] court to [face]
the [tyrant] king. They repeat all [Jeremiah's]
predictions to the king's [listening] ears. 21
So the king sends Jehudi to fetch [Jeremiah's] scroll. [Jehudi] snatches it out of the
chamber of Elishama {El-Hears} the
scribe. Then Jehudi reads it into the
king's ears, and into the ears of all the
officials standing beside the king. 22
Now the [evil] king sits in his winterhouse, because it's November. A fire on
the hearth burns before him.
JeremiYAH 36:20

9th month = November. The modern world's
Catholic calendars are 2 months off.

*Jehudi goes on to read 3 or
4 columns. Each time, he cuts
[the scroll] with a penknife! He
hurls each [fragment] into the fire
on the hearth. Eventually the
hearth-flames consume the
whole scroll, ___!
23

Today's evil scribes tear up the scriptures with
their critical pens.

The king, and all his servants who
hear [Jeremiah's prophecies, sit] arrogantly
[laughing]. They don't [even think about] tearing their garments [in repentance]. 25 *Elnathan {El-Gives} and DelaiYah
{Jah-Delivers} and GemariYah
{YAH-Perfects} beg the king not to
24

burn [Jeremiah's] scroll. But the
[king] refuses to hear them, ___.
Instead, the king commands [his
thugs:]JerahmeEl {El's-Compassion} the son of Hamm26

elech {The-King}, and SeraYah {YAH-Wins} the son of
AzriEl {El's-Aid}, and ShelemiYah {Thank-You-Gift-To-YAH}

to seize Baruch
{Blessed} (the scribe) and the prophet
JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}. But Yahweh
hides [Baruch and Jeremiah].
YAH Tells Jeremiah To Write His
Book Again!
27 After the [evil] king burns the scroll
bearing the words Baruch {Blessed}
the son of AbdeEl

{El's-Servant}
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wrote from Jeremiah's mouth, Yahweh's word returns to Jeremiah:
Persecution precedes prophetic insight.
28 [YAH says,]

“Grab another scroll. On it, write the
words from the 1st scroll, which [evil]
Judean king JAHoiakim burned.
29

Then say to [criminal] Judean king JAHoiakim, ‘Yahweh declares: ‘You burned
this scroll. You screamed at [Jeremiah &
Baruch], “Why did you write that the Emperor of Babylon will certainly come
and destroy this land, and annihilate its
every man and animal?!”’
JeremiYAH 36:30 So Yahweh decrees:
“Judea's [rogue] king JAHoiakim {YAHRaises} will never again have [his descendant] sit on the throne of David {Love}.
[Soldiers] eventually throw [JAHoiakim's] dead
body out to [rot] in the day's heat, and
to freeze in the night!
31

I come to punish [the king] and his seedchildren and his servants for their destructive [actions]. I bring upon them, and
upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem, and
upon the men of Judea, all the disaster
I've announced against them, because
they never listen!”
32 So Jeremiah takes a fresh scroll. He
hands it to Baruch {Blessed} the scribe,
the son of NeriYah {YAH's-Light}. From
the mouth of JeremiYah, [Baruch] again
writes all the words of the book which
Judea's [evil] king JAHoiakim burned in
the fire. And [Jeremiah] includes many
[new] prophecies, ___!

JeremiYAH 37
Jeremiah Predicts Egypt's Betrayal
Of Judea
1 [Flash back to when] King Josiah's brat
(ZedekYah {YAH's-Right}) takes reign in
place of JAHoiakim's [dead] brat 'Coniah,
whom Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of
Babylon had installed as king over the
land of Judea. 2 Yet neither [king ZedekYah],
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nor his servants, nor the people of the
land, listen to the words that Yahweh
speaks via the prophet JeremiYah {YAHRises}. 3 [Evil] king ZedekYah {YAH's-Right}
sends Jehucal {Potent} the son of
ShelemiYah {Thank-You-Gift-To-YAH} and
ZephaniYah {Hidden-By-YAH} (son of
priest MaaseiYah {Work-Of-YAH}) to the
prophet JeremiYah. They say, “Pray to
Yahweh our Elohim for us. Now!” 4 (At
this time JeremiYah {YAH-Rises} comes
and goes freely among the people, because the [king] is yet to throw him into
prison.) 5 Meanwhile, Pharaoh's army
storms north from Egypt. Soon the
Chaldean [forces] besieging Jerusalem
hear news of [the impending Egyptian attack]. So
the [Chaldeans] retreat [north] from
Jerusalem. 6 Then the word of Yahweh comes
[alive]

in the prophet JeremiYah

{YAH-Rises}:

7 [YAH's

says, “Yahweh (the Elohim of Israel) warns,
“Say the following to the king of Judea
who sent you to me to beg for my [guidance]. Watch: Pharaoh's army storms
north to help you. But they soon turn
tail to retreat [south] to Egypt, into their
own land.
angel]

8

Then the Chaldeans double back [south].
They fight against this city. They seize
it. They burn it with fire.’
9 Yahweh decrees:
‘Don't deceive yourselves. Stop saying,
‘The Chaldean [army] will keep retreating
from us.’ They never leave [Judea].
JeremiYAH 37:10

Even if you were to smite the whole
Chaldean army that fights against you,
leaving only their stabbed [victims], every
one of them would rise up from his [medical] tent and burn this city with fire.”
11 Time passes, ___. The Chaldean
army disbands from Jerusalem for fear
of facing Pharaoh's army.
A Bad Military Cop Throws Jeremiah In Jail

1227

*Then JeremiYah [attempts to]
escape [besieged] Jerusalem. He
[hikes north through the city] toward [his]
land in [the territory of] Benjamin
{Right-Hand-Son}. [JeremiYah plans] to
separate himself [from Jerusalem's
crime-scene,] to [disappear] into the [common] rabble. 13 The prophet [Jeremiah
12

Benjamin Gate.
guard captain named
IriJah {Fearful-Of-Jah}, the son of
ShelemiYah {Thank-You-Gift-To-YAH}, the
son of HananiYah {YAH-Favored}. The
[captain] seizes JeremiYah, shouting,
“[Traitor!] You're defecting to [help] the
Chaldean [army conquer us]!” 14 JeremiYah
answers, “Not true! I'm not falling away
to the Chaldeans.” But [captain] IriJah
ignores [Jeremiah]. [IriJah] arrests
JeremiYah, then hauls him to the [corrupt
royal] officials.
hikes out through Jerusalem's]
[Jeremiah waves to a]

Never answer a policeman's accusation. They won't
believe you. They'll use every word you say against
you.

leaders rage at JeremiYah
They beat him. They imprison him in state-secretary JAHnathan's house, which they'd converted
into a jail. 16 *JeremiYah {YAH-Rises} descends into a dungeon
15

The

[evil]

{YAH-Rises}.

cell. [The corrupt cops] leave him
ting] there for many days.

[rot-

The Evil King Asks For Jeremiah's
Advice
17 *Then King ZedekYah {YAH'sRight} sends soldiers [to the jail].

They

Jeremiah from his
[dungeon-cell] to the palace. The
king privately asks Jeremiah,
“Has Yahweh sent you any [new]
prophecies?” JeremiYah answers, “Yes. [Yahweh] promises to
bat you into the fist of the
Babylonian Emperor.” 18 Then
[drag]

JeremiYah asks [evil] king ZedekYah
{YAH's-Right}, “What have I ever done to
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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offend you, or your servants, or this
population? Why did you [pay] your
[goons] to throw me into prison? 19 Where
are your [false] prophets now? They
prophesied [lies] to you. They [whined],
‘The Emperor of Babylon won't come
against you. [Invaders] won't attack this
land!’ JeremiYAH 37:20 —So hear now,
please, my ruler, the king: let my petition fall before your face. Don't send
me back to secretary Jonathan's [torture]
house. I could die there.” 21 *So king
ZedekYah {YAH's-Right}

commands [his brutes] to cage
JeremiYah {YAH-Rises} in [the palace]
prison-yard, and to give
[JeremiYah] a daily bread-cake
from the bakers’ street, until
the siege comes to exhaust all
the food in the city. So
JeremiYah stays in the prisonyard.

JeremiYAH 38
Bad Bigwigs Throw Jeremiah Into A
Mud Pit
1 Jeremiah [stands to] speak to a huge crowd of
[combative] people, including [the officials named]: ShephatiYah {YAH-Judges} (the son of Mattan {Gift}), and
GedaliYah {Great-YAH} (the son of Pashur {Liberation}),
and Jucal {Potent} (the son of ShelemiYah {Thank-YouGift-To-YAH}), and Pashur {Liberation} (the son of
MalchiYah

{YAH's-King}).

2

*[Jeremiah shouts,]

“Yahweh says,
‘Whoever remains in this city
ends up dying by the sword, by
famine, and by [plague predicted in
YAH's] word. But whoever goes
out to [surrender] to the Chaldeans
ends up alive. The [smart Hebrew]
gives his physical-body as
plunder. But he stays breathing.’
3

Yahweh says,
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‘[I'm] passing this city as a gift into the
fist of the Babylonian Emperor's army.
They come to grab it.’”
4 So [Jerusalem's] leaders say to their king,
“We beg you, let [us] put this man [Jeremiah] to death. His blab-blab predictions
keep weakening the [powerful] hands of
the [few] men-of-war who remain in this
city. All the hands of the people who
hear [Jeremiah] go slack. This man doesn't
seek the welfare of our populace. He's
[trying] to harm us.”
Warmongering sinners reject the advice of peaceloving prophets.

king ZedekYah {YAH's-Right} responds, “[Officials,] look: [Jeremiah lies] in
your hand[s]. The king is not someone
who can do anything against you, [his nobles].”
5 [Evil]

Wrong. Government's job is to defend innocent
people against rich persecutors.

*So the [palace administrators] seize
JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}. [They haul
him] to the prison-yard. They
cast him into the dungeon of
the king's [evil] son (MalchiYah
{YAH's-King}). They lower
JeremiYah with ropes into a
waterless, muddy cistern, ___!
He sinks into the mud.
6

Spread false religion, you get applauded. Spread
YAH's true Word, and you eat mud.

Meanwhile, over in the royal palace, a
Cushite {Ethiopian} eunuch named EbedMelech {Worker-King} hears that the [nobles] have thrown JeremiYah into the
dungeon. [Ebed-melech looks out a palace window.
He sees Judea's evil] king sitting in the gate
of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}. 8 Ebed-Melech {Worker-King}[runs] out of the royal
palace. He [risks death to] speak to the
[tyrant] king: 9 “My lord [and] king, the [nobles] keep wreaking ruin by everything
they do. They're [torturing] the prophet
JeremiYah! They've hurled him into a
[muddy] dungeon cistern! He's about to
die from hunger down there. There's
[virtually] not a [scrap] of bread left in the
7
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city.” JeremiYAH 38:10 So the king commands Ebed-Melech {Worker-King} the
Ethiopian, “Take 30 men from here with
you. Lift up the prophet JeremiYah
{YAH-Rises}. Get him out of the dungeon
before he dies.” 11 *So EbedMelech {Worker-King} grabs 30
[soldiers].

He leads them down
into a storeroom under the
treasury in the king’s palace.
They gather up old trashed
salt-sacks and old rotten rags.
[They run to the dungeon.] They let the
[rags] down on ropes into the
cistern where JeremiYah [lies
starving, drowning in mud]. 12 Ebed-Melech
{Worker-King} (the Ethiopian) says to
JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}, “Hurry! Put these

salt-sacks and rotten rags under
your armpits under the ropes!” So
JeremiYah does so. 13 The [men] draw up
JeremiYah {YAH-Rises} with [the] ropes.
They [carry] him up out of the dungeoncistern. JeremiYah stays in the prisonyard. 14 Then [evil] king ZedekYah {YAH'sRight} sends [soldiers to the prison-yard]. They
haul the prophet JeremiYah [out of jail, uphill
through Jerusalem, to] Yahweh's temple. [They
pass] through the [temple's] 3rd entry [gate].
[Inside,] the king says to JeremiYah {YAHRises}, “I'll ask you a question. Hide
nothing from me.” 15 JeremiYah answers [king] ZedekYah {YAH's-Right}, “If I
answer your question, will you agree
not to condemn me to death? If I give
you counsel, will you listen to me?” 16
King ZedekYah {YAH's-Right} secretly
swears an oath to JeremiYah, “As Yahweh (the creator of our souls) lives, I
won't put you to death. Nor will I surrender you into the hand of [my nobles]
who seek your life.” 17 So JeremiYah
{YAH-Rises} answers ZedekYah {YAH'sRight}, “Yahweh, the Elohim over
armies, the Elohim of Israel, decrees,
[trashed]
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‘Walk straight out [of Jerusalem. Surrender to]
the Babylonian Emperor's princes. Then
your life-breath will thrive. Then this
city will escape being burned by fire.
You and [everyone in your] household will
live.
18

—But if you fail to go out to [surrender to]
Babylon's chiefs, then [I] drop this city
into the Chaldean fist. They burn it with
fire. You can't escape out of their
hand.”
19 King ZedekYah {YAH's-Right} answers
JeremiYah, “I'm afraid of the Jews
who've defected to the Chaldean [army].
If [Babylon] surrenders me into the fists of
[the people I oppressed], they'll torture me.”
JeremiYAH 38:20 JeremiYah answers, “The
[Babylonians] won't deliver you [to the victims of
your former tyranny]. I urge you, obey the
voice of Yahweh. I speak [YAH's advice] to
you so [that life] will go well with you, so
your soul will thrive. 21 —But if you
refuse to go out of the [city to surrender],
this is the word-vision Yahweh has
shown me: 22 —Look: See all the women who remain [alive] in Judea's royal
palace. Soldiers haul them to the Babylonian Emperor's princes. Those women
come to mock you: ‘Your trusted
friends seduced you! They beat you.
Now your feet lie stuck in mud. All [your
allies] deserted you.’ 23 Soldiers end up
hauling out all your wives and your
children to [serve] Chaldean [taskmasters].
You fail to escape out of their hand.
The Babylonian Emperor snatches you
[up] in his fist. Your [stupidity] causes this
city to be burned with fire.” 24 [Evil king]
ZedekYah {YAH's-Right} responds to
JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}, “Let no man
know of these words. Then [I] won't kill
you.
The king orders Jeremiah to keep YAH's prophecies
secret.

hear that I've
talked with you. When they come to
you, they'll say, ‘Immediately tell us
25 [Jerusalem's nobles will]
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what you said to the king. Don't hide it
from us, or we'll kill you. And tell us
what the king replied to you.’ 26 Just tell
the [nobles the partial truth] that you begged
the king not to send you back to
Jonathan's dungeon to die.” 27 *Soon

all the [evil] bigwigs come to
JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}. They ask
him [to recount the king's private statements].
But, as the king commanded,
Jeremiah discloses only [the fact
that he asked the king not to kill him] . So the
[nobles] turn in silence from [Jeremiah]. They fail to perceive the
whole story.
You are under no obligation to reveal truths to your
accusers. Stay silent under police interrogation or
prosecution. Make your persecutors prove their
own case against you.

So JeremiYah {YAH-Rises} stays in the
prison-yard until the day the [Babylonians]
seize Jerusalem, ___. Jeremiah [watches
the brutes] capture [his beloved] City-OfPeace.
28

JeremiYAH 39
Emperor Nebuchadnezzar Seizes
Jerusalem
1 In the 10th month of the 9th year of
[the reign of] Judea's king ZedekYah {YAH'sRight}, Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of
Babylon and his entire army attack
Jerusalem. They besiege it. 2 Finally, on
the 9th day of the 4th month of the
11th year of ZedekYah's [evil reign], the
[Babylonians] rip the city apart. 3 Then all
the Babylonian Emperor's officials invade [Jerusalem]. At the middle gatecourt, they sit: Nergal {War-Rooster}Sharezer (I and II), Samgar-Nebo, Sarsechim, Rab-Saris, Rabmag and all the
rest of Babylon's imperial bigshots [assemble to judge rebel Israel].
Judea's Evil King ZedekYah Flees to
Jericho
4 [From his spider-hole,] Judea's [evil] king
ZedekYah {YAH's-Right} sees [Babylon's] ofThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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ficials, and all their men of war [looting the
city]. So [Jerusalem's royal class] flee. [They race]
out of the city by night, by the king's
garden path, by the gate between the
two walls. They escape on the plainsgorge road. 5 But the Chaldean army
chases the [Judean royals ~20km east]. [The invading soldiers] overtake [king] ZedekYah on
the plains of Jericho {Moon-Spirit}. They
arrest him. They haul him up [100km north]
to Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon
in Riblah {Fruitful} in the land of Hamath
{Joined-Walls}. There Nebuchadnezzar
passes judgment on [ZedekYah].
Emperor Kills ZedekYah's Sons,
Stabs His Eyes
6 *There in Riblah {Fruitful} the

Babylonian Emperor butchers
the sons of ZedekYah before
his eyes, ___! The Babylonian
Emperor launches [into a murder
spree]. He assassinates all
Judea's nobles! 7 *Then
[Nebuchadnezzar] stabs out
ZedekYah's eyes! [Soldiers] bind
the [screaming ex-puppet-king] with
chains. [They] haul him [600km east]
to Babylon. 8 *Meanwhile,
Chaldean [soldiers] burn [Judea's]
royal palace (and the houses of
[Judea's] people) with fire! Then
the [marauders] break down
Jerusalem's [massive city] walls! 9
Then NebuzarAdan, captain of [Babylon's]
executioners, gathers [Jerusalem's] remaining survivors, plus the [Jewish] defectors
who fell to him, plus all [surrounding]
stragglers [of any wealth]. [The captain] hauls
these [Jews] away [~650km northeast] to
Babylon [to work them] as slaves. JeremiYAH
39:10 But guard-captain NebuzarAdan
leaves [Judea's] poorest penniless paupers
in the land of Judea. He simultaneously
awards them vineyards and cultivatedfarms!
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Seek peace in minimalism. Then invaders will have
less reason to oppress you.

Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon
instructs attack-captain NebuzarAdan
to [help the prophet] JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}:
11

This shows the proper uses of authority: to help
worthy people, and to punish bad people.
12

“Find

[the Hebrew prophet among the Judean cap-

{Heights}]. Diligently watch over
Do him no harm. Do for him
whatever he asks.” 13 So Secret-Service
czar NebuzarAdan sends [Babylon's] chief
official Nebushasban, and head-magician Nergal {War-Rooster}-sharezer, and
all the [other] Babylonian Emperor's
chiefs of staff, [to assist Jeremiah in Ramah].

tives in Ramah
[Jeremiah].

First the cross, now the crown.

These officials bring [soldiers] to extract
JeremiYah from the guards' quarters.
Then the [officials] commit [Jeremiah] to [Israeli leader] GedaliYah {Great-YAH} the son
of AhiKam {Rising-Brother} the son of
Shaphan {Secret-Keeper}. GedaliYah
takes [Jeremiah] home [to Mizpah {Watch-Tower}].
So [Jeremiah] comes [back] to live among
[his Hebrew] people. 15 [Flash back to before the invasion:]
14

the word of Yahweh comes to JeremiYah {YAH-Rises},
while he [starves], shackled up in [Jerusalem's] prison-

says,
“Go speak to Ebed-Melech {Worker-King}
the Ethiopian. Say, ‘Yahweh-commander-of-armies (Israel's Elohim) says
this: “Watch me bring my words upon
this city to crush it, not to beautify it.
Soon, before your face, [judgment] day
comes to fulfill my predictions.
yard: 16 [YAH]

17

Yet I save you from the day [of wrath],”
promises Yahweh.
“I never surrender you into the fist[s] of
the mortals from whose faces you
shrink [in fear].
18

I lift you to absolute safety. You never
fall by the sword. Your life escapes
[destruction] like treasure-rescued [from war],
because you run for refuge in me,”
promises Yahweh.

JeremiYAH 40
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Babylon's Execution-Captain Frees
Jeremiah
1 Flash back to when Nebuzaradan
hauls JeremiYah in chains, alongside all
the other exiled captives (from
Jerusalem and Judea) bound for Babylon. In Ramah {Heights}, NebuzarAdan
lets JeremiYah go free. Then a prophecy from Yahweh comes to JeremiYah. 2
The captain of [Babylon's Imperial] guard
summons JeremiYah. The [captain] says,
“[Jeremiah,] Yahweh your Elohim ordered
[us Babylonians] to destroy [your] country. 3
—Now Yahweh has brought the very
[destruction] he promised, because you
[Jews] keep sinning against Yahweh. You
[continually] refuse to obey his voice.
That's why this [disaster] keeps falling on
you. 4 So now, look: I loose you today
from the chains I laid upon your
hand[s]. If you see it as good to come
with me into Babylon, come. I'll diligently watch over you. But if it seems
bad to you to come with me into Babylon, stay [here]. Look: [your] whole land
lies [before] your face. Wherever you eye
as good and right for you to go, go
there.” 5 Before [Jeremiah] turns to go, Imperial-guard-captain [NebuzarAdan] adds, “[I
suggest that you] go back [south] to GedaliYah
{Great-YAH}, whom the Babylonian Emperor has appointed governor over the
cities of Judea. Live with the [governor],
among [your] people. But go wherever it
seems right for you to go.” [NebuzarAdan]
gives [Jeremiah] food and a load [of silver],
then lets him go!
Here and in v.6,7,9,11,14,16: Gedaliah (the son of
AhiKam [Rising-Brother] the son of Shaphan [Secret-Keeper]).

So JeremiYah {YAH-Rises} travels [30km
to Mizpah {WatchTower} to live
with [Gov.] GedaliYah {Great-YAH}, and
the other [Israeli] people [whom the Babylonians]
left in the [promised] land. 7 Soon all the
[Israeli] field [labor] force leaders and their
men hear that the Babylonian Emperor
has appointed GedaliYah {Great-YAH} as
governor of the [promised] land, and has
6

southwest]
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committed to him men, women and
children, including the land's poor people whom [the Emperor] chose not to drag
away captive to Babylon. 8 So the [following
flock to Mizpah {WatchTower} to [meet with governor]
GedaliYah {Great-YAH}: IshmaEl {El-Hears} (son of
NethaniYah {Given-By-YAH}), JAHohanan {YAH-Favored}
and JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift} (sons of Kareah), and
SeraYah {YAH-Wins} (son of Tanhumeth {Compassion}),
and the sons of Ephai from Netophath {DistilleryTown}, and JezaniYah {Heard-By-YAH} (son of a
Maachathite {Presser}). [Israel's] workers accompany
leaders]

There [governor] GedaliYah
{Great-YAH} swears [a peace-oath] to the
[Israeli commanders] and to their men. He
says, “Don't be afraid to serve the
Chaldeans. Stay [here] in the [promised]
land. Serve the Babylonian Emperor.
Then all will go well with you. JeremiYAH
40:10 —Watch: I'll stay here at Mizpah
{WatchTower}, serving the Chaldean
[conquerors] who come to [rule over] us.
Meanwhile, you gather wine and summer fruits and oil. Store them in your
vessels. Dwell in your cities which you
have occupied.” 11 Soon all the Jews [exiled] in Moab, and [those hiding] among the
spawn of Ammon, and in [southland]
Edom, and in all the [other] countries [near
Israel], hear that the Babylonian Emperor
has left a [native] remnant [population] in
Judea, and that he has set [governor]
GedaliYah {Great-YAH} over these [Jews].
12 So all the Jews [in hiding] return [to
Israel]. They [stream] out of all the places
[where Babylon's invasion forces] chased them.
The [Jewish refugees] re-emigrate to the
land of Judaea, to [governor] GedaliYah
{Great-YAH} in Mizpah {WatchTower}. They
soon gather tons of wine and summer
fruits, ___. 13 Soon JAHohanan and all
the [other] heads of [Judea's] farm-labor
forces travel to Mizpah {WatchTower} to
address [governor] GedaliYah {Great-YAH}.
these leaders. 9

JAHohanan the son of Kareah.

These [leaders] say to [Governor Gedaliah],
“Don't you see [what's happening]? Don't you
know that Ammonite king Baalis
{Jumper} has sent NethaniYah's brat
IshmaEl {El-Hears} to assassinate you?”
14
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But GedaliYah {Great-YAH} fails to verify
[this claim], ___. 15 Then, in Mizpah
{WatchTower}, [young warrior] JAHohanan
{YAH-Favored} (the son of Kareah) secretly speaks to GedaliYah {Great-YAH}.
[JAHohanan] says, “Please dispatch me. I'll
kill IshmaEl {El-Hears} (the spawn of
NethaniYah {Given-By-YAH}). No one will
learn [about] it. Why should [a foreign assassin]
slay you? All the Jews amassed around
you will scatter [if you die]. The surviving
[people] in Judea will perish!” 16 But
GedaliYah {Great-YAH} replies to (Kareh's [hot-blooded] son) JAHohanan {YAH-Favored}, “Don't commit this [murder]. You
falsely [accuse] IshmaEl {El-Hears}.”

JeremiYAH 41
IshmaEl Murders Governor Gedaliah & His Men
1 Then in September, it happens, ___:
royal-blooded IshmaEl, a regal leader,
brings 10 [assassins west] with him to Mizpah {WatchTower}. There [governor]
GedaliYah {Great-YAH} feeds these [thugs]
a communal [peace] feast.

Love your enemies, and watch your back. Doing
the right thing can get you killed. original text here
and in v2 includes: (the son of NethaniYah [GivenBy-YAH] the son of ELishama [El-Hears]), and the
son of AhiKam [Rising-Brother]

Then IshmaEl {El-Hears} and the 10
[killers] with him jump up, ___! They
strike GedaliYah {Great-YAH} with the
sword. They murder him, the [man] the
Babylonian Emperor appointed governor over the [promised] land!
2

Gedaliah was right in loving his enemy, but
wrong in trusting him.

Then IshmaEl {El-Hears} murders all
the Jews who'd [lived] with GedaliYah
{Great-YAH} at Mizpah {WatchTower}. [Ishmael also murders] the Chaldean men of war
he finds there. 4 [IshmaEl gets up early] the
next day, before anybody [outside MizPah]
learns he's murdered [governor] Gedaliah.
5 [IshmaEl sees] 80 [Israeli] men arriving
(from Shechem {Neck}, Shiloh {Tranquil}
3
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and Samaria) with their beards shaved
[in mourning], their clothing ripped. Gashes
mar their bodies. These [believers] carry
grain-offerings and incense [south] on
their way to worship at the Jerusalem
Temple. 6 So IshmaEl {El-Hears}[rides] out
from Mizpah {WatchTower}. [He] drips [fake]
tears all along the road. He meets the
[mourners]. He lies to them, “Come visit
[the grave of Governor] GedaliYah {Great-YAH}.”
text includes: ‘the son of NethaniYah’ and ‘the son
of AhiKam.’ As in v10.

But as the [mourners] enter the city-center, IshmaEl murders them, ___! He
hurls them and their companions into a
[water] cistern!
7

Text incl. Ishmael [El-Hears] the son of NethaniYah
[Given-By-YAH], as in v9, 11, 12, 15

*Then IshmaEl finds 10 [rich]
men. They beg him, “Don't kill
us! We have treasures hidden
in [our] fields: wheat, barley, oil
and honey.” So [IshmaEl] holds
back from killing the [foodproviders]. But he murders their
relatives. 9 Now the cistern (where
8

IshmaEl {El-Hears} throws all the dead
bodies of the men he murders to [seal his
overthrow of] GedaliYah) is the same [cistern
which ancient] king Asa [dug] in fear [of running
out of water during the attack] by [north] Israel's
king Baasha {Stink}. IshmaEl [and his thugs]
fill this cistern with murdered corpses,
___. JeremiYAH 41:10 Then IshmaEl drags
away all the rest of the people of Mizpah {WatchTower} as slaves. [He] even
[chains up] the [dethroned] king's daughters!
All the people who'd stayed in Mizpah,
([people] whom NebuzarAdan (the captain
of the [Babylonian] guard) had committed
to [governor] GedaliYah), IshmaEl carts
them away as captives. [IshmaEl] leaves
[Watchtower]. [He] journeys [~100km east] over
[the Jordan river] to [sell the slaves to] the Ammon-spawn.
JAHohanan Rescues IshmaEl's Prisoners Of War
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But soon JAHohanan {YAH-Favored},
and all the heads of the [farm labor] forces
with him, hear of all the evil wreaked
by IshmaEl. 12 So [Jahohannon] takes all
the [Judean] men [he can round up]. They rush
[east] to fight IshmaEl. They find the
[assassin] by the great waters in Gibeon
{Flower-Hills}. 13 IshmaEl's captives
brighten-up when they see JAHohanan
and the labor-force leaders with him
[streaming over the hills to rescue them]. 14 So all
the people (whom IshmaEl dragged
away captive from Mizpah {WatchTower})
turn. [They] race [west] to JAHohanan
{YAH-Favored}.
11

Note that there is zero indication that Johanon
fought Ishmael at all. No descriptions of violence
occur in this account. Text incl. “the son of Kareah.”

Meanwhile, IshmaEl and 8 of his assassins escape from JAHohanan {YAHFavored}. They run [east across the river] to
[conspire with] the Ammon-spawn. 16 Then
JAHohanan {YAH-Favored} (and all the
heads of the work-forces with him)
take all the remaining people they recover from IshmaEl (the murderer of
GedaliYah {Great-YAH}). [JAHohanan] leads
this [group of Babylonian] mighty men of war,
[plus Israeli] women, children and officials.
[They stream] back [southwest] from the flower-hills to MizPah.
15

Here and in v18: the son of Kareah, the son of
NethaniYah [Given-By-YAH], the son of AhiKam
[Rising-Brother]

stay at Chimham
{Longing} Lodge, near Bethlehem {BreadHouse}. [The refugees] plan to emigrate
[south] to Egypt. 18 [The Israeli ex-captives shake
in] fear of Chaldean retribution for IshmaEl's assassination of GedaliYah
{Great-YAH}, whom the Babylonian Emperor made governor of the [promised]
land.
17

The

[freed captives]

JeremiYAH 42
The Judean Remnant Falsely Repents
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Then all the heads of [Judea's] laborforces, including JAHohanan {YAH-Favored} and JezaniYah {Heard-By-YAH},
and all the [Israeli remnant] people from the
least all the way to the greatest, approach the prophet Jeremiah.
1

11

Here and v8, lit. text incl.: the son of Kareah, and
the son of HoshaYah [YAH-Saves]

12

They say, “We beg you, accept our request. Pray for us. Ask Yahweh your
Elohim to save our tiny remnant [population whom the invaders] pared down from millions to this ragtag few your eyes are
looking at. 3 —Ask Yahweh your Elohim
to show us the path we need to walk,
and the things he [wants] us to do.” 4 So,
___, the prophet JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}
answers the [penitents], “I hear you.
Watch: I'll pray to Yahweh your Elohim.
I'll echo your words. Then whatever answer Yahweh gives, I'll declare it to
you. I'll keep nothing back from you.”
2

True prophets don't charge. And they don't add
pay-only premium spiritual services.

answer JeremiYah
“Yahweh is our true and
faithful witness between us: We'll do
exactly everything Yahweh your Elohim
sends you to [command] us.
5

The

1234

You're afraid [of people, ___]. Stop fearing
the Babylonian Emperor. Fear [me,] not
him,”
says Yahweh.
“I'm with you, to save you, to snatch
you out of his fist.
I show amazing mercies to you, ___.
[The tyrant] comes to take compassion on
you. He eventually helps you migrate
back to your homeland.
YAH Sentences Worldly Judeans To
Die In Egypt
13

But you, ___, may say, ‘We won't stay
in this land. And we won't obey the
voice of Yahweh your Elohim!’
14

whine, ‘No! We'll emigrate
into the land of Egypt.
There we'll see no war. We'll hear no
trumpet alarms. We'll never hunger for
bread. There we'll live [safe].’
[You might]

[~200km south]

[‘penitents’ falsely]

{YAH-Rises},

It's always rash to make promises. Real truthtellers don't need to swear oaths.

—Whether [we see YAH's answer] as good or
disastrous, we'll obey the voice of Yahweh our Elohim. We're sending you to
Him because all can go well with us
[only] if we obey the voice of Yahweh our
Elohim.”
6

False obedience in this case.
7 10 days pass. Then the word of Yahweh comes
[alive] in JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}.
Sometimes you have to wait for YAH's word.
8 So [JeremiYah] calls JAHohanan {YAH-Favored}, and all
the heads of the labor-forces with him, and all
[Judea's remnant] people from the least all the way to
the greatest. 9 [JeremiYah] says, “Yahweh, the Elohim
of Israel, to whom you sent me to present your
prayer to his face, [has] answered [you fakers].
JeremiYAH 42:10 [YAH says,]

“Stay in this land. Then I'll build you,
and [I'll] never pull you down. I'll plant
you, and never pluck you up. I'll relent
from the disaster I've rained on you.
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

The United Nations = spiritual Egypt. They cannot
protect you.

So now hear the prediction of Yahweh, you Judean remnant: Yahwehcommander-of-armies (Israel's Elohim)
forewarns [you],
“Stop stubbornly setting your faces
[south] to emigrate into Egypt.
15

16

When you live in the foreign land of
Egypt, the sword you feared overtakes
you there. And the famine you dread
stalks close at your [back]. There in
Egypt you die.
17

All you expats who set your faces to
emigrate [south] die in Egypt by the
sword, by famine, and by pestilence.
No [rebel] remains or escapes from the
adversity I [rain] upon them.”
The nation around you IS spiritual Egypt.

Yahweh Commander-Of-Armies, the
Elohim of Israel, foretells:
18
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“My fire-snorting fury has just poured
out over the denizens of Jerusalem.
Likewise [I] pour out my fury upon you
who emigrate into Egypt. You become
an execration, an astonishment, a
curse, an insult. You never see this
[promised land] again.”
19 Yahweh repeats [this word] to you:
“You Judean remnant, don't emigrate
into Egypt. See with clarity the warning
I've given you today.”
JeremiYAH 42:20 For in your hearts you
vacillated when you sent me to Yahweh
your Elohim. You begged [me], “Pray for
us. [Petition] Yahweh our Elohim. We'll do
everything and anything Yahweh our
Elohim says. Just tell us, and we'll do
it.”
Such prayers are almost always scams. Every century, billions of ‘Christians’ pledge their lives to
Christ. Then they live and die just like their pagan
neighbors.

This very day I declared [YAH's terms] to
you. Yet you've already disobeyed the
voice of Yahweh your Elohim. You
haven't accomplished one [instruction] he
sent me to give you. 22 So see your
certain [future]: you soon die by the
sword, by famine, and by plague, in the
place you're dying to go vacation.”
21

JeremiYAH 43
Worldly Hypocrites Reject Prophet
Jeremiah
1 JeremiYah finishes telling all the [Jewish
‘repenters’] every word from Yahweh their
Elohim. [Jeremiah] echoes the verbatim
message Yahweh their Elohim sent [him]
to [tell] them. 2 Then AzariYah {YAHHelps} and JAHohanan {YAH-Favored} and
all their arrogant men, [scream] at
JeremiYah, “You're lying! Yahweh our
Elohim didn't send you to say,
‘Don't go into Egypt to live there!’
The nation around you rejects you when you tell
them YAH's word. lit: the son of HoshaYah [YAHSaves] & the son of Kareah
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—Baruch {Blessed} is pitting you
against us [Jews], to betray us into the
fist[s] of the Chaldeans, so they can put
us to death and carry [our women and children]
away to Babylon as slaves!” 4 So, ___,
JAHohanan {YAH-Favored}, and all the
heads of the [Israelite labor] forces, and all
the [refugees], disobey Yahweh's voice
[when he tells them] to stay in the land of Judaea. 5 Instead, JAHohanan {YAH-Favored} and all the [labor] force leaders
gather the whole Judean remnant, including [many refugees] recently returned to
dwell in Judean territory after the [Babylonians] drove them to various nations.
3

lit: the son of Kareah

all the [Israelite] men,
women, children, including the king's
daughters and everyone whom NebuzarAdan the captain of [Babylon's] guard
had left with GedaliYah {Great-YAH}, including the prophet JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}, and Baruch {Blessed}.
6 [The bad leaders take]

lit: the son of AhiKam the son of Shaphan, and ‘the
son of NeriYAH’

So the [Israelites again] disobey the voice
of Yahweh [by] journeying [~200km south]
into the land of Egypt, ___. They
[caravan] all the way to Tahpanhes {SuezCanal}.
7

Modern Jews and Christians matriculate into spiritual Egypt, as symbolized by the pyramid on the
back of the U.S. $1 bill.
8 There in Tahpanhes {Suez-Canal} the word of Yahweh comes [alive] in JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}: 9 [YAH
says,]

“In the sight of the men from Judea,
take large, [beautiful] masonry-stones in
your hands. Set them in mortar [to improve] the beaten-clay entryway to
Pharaoh's palace in Tahpanhes {SuezCanal}.
Pharaoh would welcome this as stone-work as an
act of honor.

Then say to the [watching
crowd], ‘Yahweh-commander-of-armies
(Israel's Elohim) foretells:
“Watch me summon and bring my servant Nebuchadnezzar, the Babylonian
JeremiYAH 43:10
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Emperor. I come to set his throne on
these stones I've set here. He comes to
spread his royal pavilion over them.
11

*

swoops [in]. He strikes
the land of Egypt. He delivers
you dead [men] to death. [He sends
you] slaves to captivity. You
sword-fodder [get eaten] by his
sword.
12 *
I come to light [wild] fire in the
sanctuaries of Egypt's idolgods. [Nebuchadnezzar] burns the
[temples]. He carries the [idols] away
[as his] captives. He wraps the
land of Egypt [around himself] like a
shepherd puts on his cloak.
Then he exits Egypt [rich, happy and]
safe.
[The Emperor]

13

blows up the steeples of
Beth-Shemesh {House-Of-The-Sun} [all over]
the land of Egypt. He burns the temples
of the idol-gods of the Egyptians to
ashes.”
[The Emperor]

These sun-worship obelisks are today stationed at
the Vatican, the Washington Monument, and atop
millions of 'Christian' church buildings.

JeremiYAH 44
YHVH Condemns The Judeans Living In Egypt

1 Then [Yahweh] sends a message to JeremiYah concerning all [his fellow] Judeans living in the land of
Egypt, [including the refugees] staying at Migdol {Tower}, at
Tahpanhes {Suez-Canal}, at Noph {Memphis}, and in
the land of Pathros {Upper-Egypt}.
Tahpanhes, including the Jews' brickwork, was discovered by Sir William Matthew Flinders Petrie in
1886; it was known by natives as the "Castle of
the Jew's Daughter".

Yahweh-commander-of-armies (Israel's Elohim) says,
“You [Israelis] have seen all the destruction I [let] rain upon Jerusalem and all
the other cities of Judea. Look: today
2
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they're wastelands where no human
lives!
3

The [Jews constantly] wreak wickedness.
They whip up my grieving-fury, ___.
They run to cremate [bodies] to serve retard-gods that neither they, you, nor
your fore-fathers knew anything about.
4

So I send you all my servants the
prophets. I rise early [every day] to send
them. [The prophets] say, ‘Oh, stop committing these horrible [crimes] that [make
me your] enemy!’
5

Yet the [Jews refuse to] listen or even incline their ear to turn from their sabotage. [They never] stop smoking [sacrifices] to
[appease] retard-gods.
6

So, ___, my fire-breathing fury pours
forth. It enflames the cities of Judea. It
leaves the streets of Jerusalem wasted
and desolate, as they [lie] today.”
7 So now Yahweh-Elohim-over-armies,
Israel's Sovereign, says,
“Why do you [Rogue Jews] keep waging this
great suicidal ruin? You're amputating
your every man and woman, child and
suckling from Judaea! [War] chases [you]!
It leaves none of you [alive] here [in Egypt]!
8

you keep provoking my fire-rage
with the works of your hands, smoking
[stuff] to [appease] retard-gods in the territory of Egypt where you've run to live?
You're cutting off your own lives! You're
turning [your names] into curse-words and
insults among all the nations of the
earth!
[Why do]

9

Have you forgotten [the destruction caused by]
the wickedness of your forefathers, including the ruin-wreaking kings of
Judea, and their vile wives? You and
your disastrous wenches [commit] the
same damages! [You've defiled] the land of
Judea, even in the streets of Jerusalem!
JeremiYAH 44:10
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To this very day, [you fakers] refuse to
humble yourselves, to fear Me, to walk
in my laws and instructions which I set
before the faces of you and your forefathers.”
11 So Yahweh Commander-Of-Armies,
Israel's Elohim, decrees:
“Watch me set my face against you [infidels,] to destroy you, to amputate [you
treasonous] Judeans [from the planet].
12

I come to seize [all] Judean stragglers
who set their [stubborn] faces to emigrate
into the land of Egypt to live [as aliens].
[Death] comes to consume them all. They
fall in the land of Egypt. Sword and
famine consume them. They die, from
the least all the way to the greatest.
War and hunger [rob their lives]. They end
up a curse-word, a stunning disgusting
insult [to humanity].
13

I punish the [Judeans] living in the land of
Egypt as I punished Jerusalem: by
sword, by famine, and by plague.
Jews Insist On Celebrating Christmas & Easter
14

Judea's survivors (who fled to live in
the land of Egypt) fail to escape or
even remain alive to return [north]. Even
if they lift up their life-breath, [praying] to
return home to live in Judean territory,
[only a few fugitives] come to escape [disaster]
to return [to Judea].”
15 Then all the men, aware that their
wives smoke [sacrifices] to [appease] retardgods, and all the women standing by, a
great multitude, including all the people
living in the land of Egypt, in Pathros
{Upper-Egypt}, repudiate JeremiYah {YAHRises}: 16 *[The hypocrites scream,] “[We re-

the word you've spoken to
us in the name of Yahweh!
None of us will [ever] listen to
you. 17 —We're gonna' keep on doing
ject]

whatever [plan] shoots out of our own
mouth[s]. We'll smoke [whatever we want] to
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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the Queen of heaven. We'll
pour out drink offerings to her, as we
always do, we, and our fore-fathers,
our kings, our leaders throughout the
cities of Judea, including in the streets
of Jerusalem. [Easter-worship is how we get]
plenty of food, and stay well, and avoid
seeing disaster.
[appease Easter,]

Even today, Catholic women make hot-cross buns
explicitly devoted to the ‘Queen Of Heaven.’

“There is no indication of the observance of the Easter festival in the
New Testament, nor in the writings of
the apostolic Fathers.
”—Encyclopedia Britannica

Ever since we stopped smoking
[sacrifices] to [appease] the queen of heaven,
and pouring out drink offerings to her,
we've lacked everything. We've been
consumed by the sword and by the
famine.
18

“Easter is ‘Astarte’, one of the titles
of Beltis, the [misnamed] ‘queen of
heaven,’ whose name is found on Assyrian
monuments as ‘Ishtar’. ‘Easter’ is not a
Christian name. The hot cross buns of
Good Friday (and the dyed eggs of
Easter Sunday) figured in the Chaldean
rites just as they do now.
”—(The Two Babylons, by Alexander Hislop, pp.
103,107,108.)

“The cross was a pagan symbol long before [Christ]. Bread and cakes were
marked with [the cross] in pre-Christian times.
”—Easter and Its Customs

*Yes, we smoke [bodies] to [appease] the queen of heaven. We
pour out drink offerings to her.
We make cakes to worship her,
and [we] pour molten-idols to
[honor] her, all with our men's [participation and authority].”
19

Julius Caesar's Rome celebrated the Saturnalia
(named after their god Saturn), on the Winter Solstice (December 25), marking the ‘birth of the sungod's son’. Romans called Christmas: Saturnalia
(Dies Natalis Solis Invicti), celebrated by exchanging gifts, placing lights on trees cut from the
woods, hanging circular wreaths, and burning Yule
logs. Romans taught that 9 months earlier, the
Mother of God (aka Queen of Heaven, Madonna,
Mother Earth, Astarte) was impregnated by the
sun-god on Easter (the Sunday nearest the Spring
Equinox). This pagan Easter holiday featured (then
as now) a bunny laying colorful eggs, ham feasts
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and hot cross buns. Try to get churchgoers to trade
Easter for Passover, and Christmas for Sukkot
{Tent-Fest}, and you'll feel what Jeremiah felt.

Jeremiah Condemns Believers
Mixed Up W/ Egypt
JeremiYAH 44:20 Then JeremiYah answers
the whole group: the men, women and
all the [sinners] attacking him: 21 “You
[heretics have always] burned sacrifice-smoke
in Judea's cities, even in the streets of
Jerusalem! You, your ancestors, your
kings, your leaders, and the people of
the land [all continue to team up to commit atrocities].
Do you think Yahweh forgets [your crimes]?
[Does your cloaked-satanism] fail to enter his
mind? 22 Yahweh can no longer support
your ruinous actions. The abominations
you commit make your land a stunning
desolation, a cursed [waste] devoid of inhabitants, as it [lies] today.
Sin destroys the planet. Ecological-conservation
programs are just bandaids. The human race will
die unless we repent of ignoring the Hebrew scriptures.

You smoke [sacrifices] in Yahweh's face.
You keep sinning against Yahweh. You
refuse to obey his voice. You never
walk in his law[s]. You ignore his
statutes and his histories. That's why
destruction falls on you to this day.” 24
Then JeremiYah {YAH-Rises} says to all
the people, especially to all the women,
“Hear the word of Yahweh, all [you]
Judeans [shacked up] in Egyptian territory:
25 Yahweh-commander-of-armies (Israel's Elohim) decrees the following order:
‘You and your wives have spoken [your
death-sentences] with your [own] mouths. [You]
wreak [your doom] with your own hand[s].
You brag, ‘We will completely perform
the [disastrous] vows we've pledged. We'll
keep smoking [food] to [honor] the queen
of heaven. We'll keep pouring out drink
offerings to her.’ So you definitely will
accomplish your vows. You'll surely execute the actions [you pledged].’
26 So hear the word of Yahweh, all [you]
Judeans squatting in the land of Egypt:
23
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‘Watch. I swear by my great Name,’
Yahweh foretells,
‘My Name will never again [pass] from
the mouth of any [now living] Judean man
in the whole land of Egypt. No longer
will the [hypocrites] swear, ‘The Adonai
Yahweh lives.’
Despite traditionally wrong interpretations, this
verse does not at all imply that we should avoid
using YHVH's name.
27

Watch me surveil [you hypocrites. I come to rain
on you] ruin, not help. All the Judean men
in the land of Egypt end up consumed
by sword and by famine, completely
annihilated.
28

Yet, ___, a small number [of fugitives]
who escape the sword eventually return
[north] from the land of Egypt into the
land of Judea. Then the whole [dead]
Judean remnant (who've emigrated to
sojourn in the land of Egypt) come to
know whose words stand: mine, or
theirs.
29

I give you the following sign,”
Yahweh warns,
“to convince you that I'm coming to
punish you in this place. [Imminent assassination will] confirm that my order of destruction irrevocably stands against
you:”
JeremiYAH 44:30 Yahweh decrees:
‘Watch me hand Egypt's king (Pharaoh
Hophra {Ra-Lives-Forever}) into the hand
of his enemies, into the power-fists of
[tyrants] who seek his life; as I gave
Judea's [evil] king ZedekYah {YAH's-Right}
into the hand of Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon, his enemy, who hunted
his life-breath.’”

JeremiYAH 45
YAH Warns You: Stay Humble &
Value Your Life
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In the 4th year of [the reign of] Judea's
king JAHoiakim {YAH-Raises}, the
prophet JeremiYah {YAH-Rises} speaks
the [following] message to Baruch {Blessed}.
[Baruch] writes these prophecies in a
book [dictated from] Jeremiah's mouth:
1

lit: Baruch the son of NeriYAH / Jehoiakim the son
of JosiYah.

“Yahweh, Israel's Elohim, speaks to
you, Baruch {Blessed-One}. 3
“You keep crying, ‘Aaagghhh! Yahweh
keeps piling grief on top of my sorrow!
I faint from groaning. I find no rest!’
2

4

Tell [the crybaby], ‘Yahweh says, “Watch:
I'm breaking down the [establishment] I
built. I'm uprooting the [political structure] I
planted, ___. The whole country's
[trashed]!”

*
Are you seeking great things
for yourself, ___? Don't do it!
Watch: I'm bringing disaster
on all flesh,’
warns Yahweh.
“I'll give your life to you. You'll
take [your breath like] plundered [treasure] everywhere you go.”
5

JeremiYAH 46
Jeremiah Foretells Egypt's Destruction
1 The word of Yahweh comes [alive in] the
prophet JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}. [YAH
condemns] the beast-nations, [starting with]
Egypt: 2 [Jeremiah sees the future:] in the 4th
year of [the reign of] Judea's [evil] king JAHoiakim {YAH-Raises}, Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon strikes the
army of Egypt's king (Pharaoh Necho
{Nike}) at the Euphrates river in Carchemish {Syria}:
lit: the son of JosiYah

"Prepare [the
and shield[s]! Ad-

3 [Egyptian commanders shout,]

breastplate[s]
vance to battle!” 4 [The Egyptian general shouts:]
“Harness your war-horses. Riders,
army's]
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mount! Battle formation! Strap on your
helmets! Sharpen your spears. [Fasten]
on your coats of armor!” 5 But Yahweh
reveals [it's all for nothing]:
“Soldiers panic! Retreating in omnipresent terror, they flee headlong,
never looking back! [Egypt's] mightiest
warriors [lie] beaten, face-down [in pools of
their own blood]!”
6 No sprinter outruns [the punishers]. No
hero escapes. In the north, by the [Syrian] Euphrates river, [Egypt's finest warriors]
stumble. They fall [to their deaths]. 7 [Today
Egypt] rises like a flood, like the surging
Nile. 8 *Egypt brags, “I'm climb-

ing to cover the globe! Like the
Nile's rushing flood-waters, I
rise to destroy [all] cities. I [consume] their populations!” 9 [Pharaoh
“Charge up, war-horses! Rage,
charioteers! Warriors, attack! [Array my
mercenary armies, the] shield-wielding Ethiopians and Libyans {Dry-Landers}. [Deploy my]
Lydian [archer-assassins]!” JeremiYAH 46:10
shouts,]

*But this

day belongs
[not to Pharaoh but] to Yahweh, the
Adonai-over-armies. It's a day
of vengeance for paying-back
[YAH's] adversaries, ___. So the
sword devours. It sucks [pagan]
blood 'til it's [swinging-wild] drunk.
For Yahweh, the Adonai-over-armies [demands] slaughter in [Syria's] north-land, by the
Euphrates river. 11 [Wounded] virgin
[judgment]

daughter[s] of Egypt stream [north] to
Gilead {Witness-Mound}. [They] desperately
hunt [for] healing resin. [But they find none.]
They take every kind of medicine. But
nothing cures them, ___.
Likely meaning that Egypt's Israeli allies betray
them.

The nations hear of [Egypt's] shame.
cries fill the earth. Warrior trips
over hero. They fall to [bleed to death in]
each other's [failing arms].”
12

[Her]
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Jeremiah Again Predicts Egypt's
Destruction
13 Yahweh presents another mindmovie inside the prophet JeremiYah.
[This prophecy] pre-visualizes Babylonian
Emperor Nebuchadnezzar's invasion
and attack of Egypt: 14 [YAH says,]
“Shout [the warning] in Egypt! Publish [the
emergency beacon] at Migdol {Tower}. Announce [the news] in Noph {Memphis} and
in Tahpanhes {Suez-Canal}. [Scream], “Take
your stand! Get ready! The sword
comes to devour everything around
you, ___!”
Egypt is all around you today. The United Nations
= spiritual Egypt. And it's all gonna burn.

“Why are your valiant
men swept away? They can't stand up
in the driving [wind] of Yahweh's [spirit-breath]. It crushes [the pagans] flat, ___!
16 [YAH's soldiers] topple [pagan] crowds.
They all fall, stumbling over each other.
So the [rogue Jews scream], “Arise! Let's retreat back to our own people, to the
land of our nativity! [Flee] from the face
of the tyrannizing sword!” 17 The [Jews] in
[Egypt] cry, “Pharaoh king of Egypt is just
a loudmouth! He's missed the opportunity [to defend his nation]!”
15 [Jeremiah says,]

The U.S. and the U.N. will fail you in your day of
disaster.
18

“As I live,”
swears [earth's true] King, whose name is
Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies,
“[Egypt's conqueror] comes. [He's strong] like
[Mount] Tabor {Jagged}, towering above
[earth's] mountains, [invincible,] like mount
Carmel {Fruiting-Garden} jutting up from
the [Mediterranean] sea!
19

Oh, my [Jewish] daughter-populace
dwelling in Egypt, pack your bags for
deportation. For Noph {Memphis} soon
devolves into a waste[land] ravaged of
inhabitants.

1240

Egypt is a lovely, beautiful heifer. But
[the] ‘piercing-twitching-insect [plague]’
comes. It [flies] out of the north.
North of Israel: Babylon.
21

Yes, Egypt's mercenary [warriors] parade
through [Egypt's cities] like fat young bulls,
___. But [war] pushes them back [out of
Egypt]. They flee away en masse. They
can't stand the day of calamity falling
on them. It's judgment time.
22

hisses like a [scared] snake. Yet [her]
enemy’s army marches ahead. They attack her with their axes like lumbermen
chop trees.
[Egypt]

23

[Babylon comes to]

cut down
forest,’

[Egypt's human]

Yahweh warns,
‘though today [Egypt's population] can't be
numbered, because [Egypt] has more
people than its countless grasshoppers.
24

daughter-population in Egypt
[lies shamed], bled-pale. [I] bat her into the
fist[s] of northland [tyrants].’
25 Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies, the
Elohim of Israel, warns;
“Watch me punish Amon [god] of [Thebes],
and Pharaoh, and Egypt, and all their
gods and kings. Pharaoh [comes to die] with
all the [fools] who flee-for-protection in
him.
[My Jewish]

or: ‘punish the multitude of No’

YAH Predicts Israel's Ultimate
Restoration
26

me deliver [the pagans] into the fists
of [tyrants] who seek their lives, into the
palm of Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of
Babylon, and into the clutches of his
servants. Yet one day I [return] to repopulate [Egypt with homes], as in ancient
times,”
reveals Yahweh. 27
[Watch]

Same goes for everyone trusting in the U.S. dollar.
JeremiYAH 46:20
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So never fear, [dear followers of] my [ancient]
obeyer Jacob {Heel-Grabber}. Never be
broken-down [in depression], Israel. For
watch: [Instantly] I dash from far away to
save you. [I redeem] your seed-children
from the land [where] they [slave] in captivity. Jacob's [progeny] eventually return
[to the promised land]. They come to live in
[quiet] rest, at ease. [In the end,] no one
ever terrorizes [Israel] again.
Partially fulfilled in 1948, minus the ease.
28

Always [take] courage, [followers of] Jacob
my obeyer,”
says Yahweh.
“I'm [always] with you, ___. I eventually
completely terminate all the beast-nations where I drive you. But I never
completely terminate you, ___. I [give]
you measured correction. I just can't
leave you totally undisciplined!”

JeremiYAH 47

*

from the deafening
stamping hoofs of [the attacker's]
strong horses, his rushing
chariots, his rumbling wheels.
[Attacked] fathers have no [time] to
[Victims run]
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look back to [grab] their trampled
children's dying hands, ___!
day of plunder comes to [ravage]
all Philistines. [YAH] cuts off every last
survivor, [leaving no one to] help Tyre {RockPort} and Sidon {Fish-City}. Yahweh destroys the Palestinians, the last remaining colonists from [the wreath-shaped island of]
Caphtor. 5
[Soldiers] shave Gaza {Strength} bald. [Knifeslashes] silence [scream-throated merchants] in
Ashkelon {Market-Town}. Hordes [of troops]
gash the survivors [in Palestine's] valley[s].”
6 [Jeremiah cries,] “Oh sword of Yahweh,
how long 'til you stop [slashing]? Put yourself back in your scabbard! Rest; be
still.” 7 [The destroying angel responds,] “How can
[the sword] rest, seeing Yahweh commands it to battle Ashkelon {MarketTown} all the way to the sea shore? YAH
demands [this bloodbath].”
4 [YAH's]

Yet even when YAH wants people dead, he doesn't
want his holy people killing them.

JeremiYAH 48

Jeremiah Predicts Palestine's Fall
To Egypt
1 The word of Yahweh comes [alive] in
the prophet JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}. [This
prophecy] condemns the Philistines
{Palestinians}. [It] foretells Pharaoh's
strike on Gaza {Strength}: 2 Yahweh
decrees:
“Watch, ___. Waters rise up from the
north. [The torrent] builds into an overflowing flood. It [comes to] inundate
the [Promised] land and everything in it,
[including every] city, and all their inhabitants. Men cry [like babies]. All the earth-dwellers howl!
3

1241

Jeremiah Prophesies Doom On Incestuous Moab
1 Against Moab, Yahweh Commander-Of-Armies, the Elohim of Israel, decrees:
“Woe [falls] on Nebo {Babyl-God-Mountain}!
[Moab] falls to lie devastated. Kiriathaim
{Double-City} lies shamed, raped. Misgab
{Impregnable-Fortress} lies confused and
depressed.
2

Eventually nothing remains to praise in
Moab. [Marauders] in [nearby] Heshbon
{Intelligence} plot [Moab's] ruin. [They shout,]
“Come! Let's slice the nation of [Moab off
the earth]! You, [nation of incest-spawned] madmen die, chased down by the sword.
3

A crying voice echoes from Horonaim
{Double-Cave-Town}: “Destruction! Overwhelming damage!”
4
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Moab lies shattered. Her little children
belt out ear-splitting shrieks.
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empty [Moab's] vessels. They break
bottles.

[Moab's]

5

Nonstop weeping rises up from the ascent to Luhith {Plateau}. In the descent
to Horonaim {Double-Cave-Town}, [refugees]
hear the distressed cries of [countless]
broken [people].
6

Flee, [refugees]! Save your lives. Subsist
like desert bushes.
7

You [foolishly] trusted in your works and
in your treasures. [So soldiers] snatch you
up with your [plunder]. [Your demon-god]
Chemosh {Crusher} goes out into captivity with his priests and his politicians
bound [in chains].
8

The spoiler comes to descend on [your]
every town. No city escapes. [Your]
valley[s] alike perish. The plains come
to [lie] destroyed.”
Yahweh speaks [your] future, [perverts]! 9 [Women shout,] “Give wings to
Moab, so she can flee and get away,
before her cities fall to ruins, with no
one left to dwell in them.” JeremiYAH 48:10
[Invaders scream,] “Cursed is he who does
the work of Yahweh deceitfully! Cursed
is [the soldier] who withholds his sword
from blood!”
Warmongering interpreters misconstrue this verse
to be a call from heaven for Judeo-Christians to go
to war. However, this verse is in reality just one of
many quotations of things people said during
Babylon's conquest of Moab. The Creator calls his
followers to love their enemies.

Moab has lain at ease from her
youth. She's a [vat of neglected wine,] settled
on its dregs, never decanted from jar to
jar. She's never been dragged into
slavery. So she retains her [bad] taste.
Her stink never improves.
11

Adversity improves people. Ease rots a nation.

So watch:
“The days [of Judgment] come,”
warns Yahweh.
“Soon I send [soldier-decanters] to Moab.
They tilt [her back] and forth [like wine]. They
12
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Vessels = bodies. Wine = blood.

Moab [comes to shake,] ashamed of [their
Chemosh {Crusher}, like the
house of Israel was ashamed of [the gods
they] confided in [at their pagan shrine in] BethEl {House-Of-El}. 14 How can you [perverts]
say, ‘We're heroes, warriors valiant in
battle!?’ 15
“[Soldiers] ravage Moab. They attack her
cities. Her chosen young men lie
downed by [rampant] slaughter,”
warns [earth's] King, whose name is
13

false-god]

Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies.

16 Moab's calamity approaches

[like light-

ning].

Her ruin hastens fast. 17 All you [nasurrounding [Moab,] bemoan him. All
you who know his name, say, “How
shattered lies the mighty scepter. The
splendid staff [falls, broken to bits]!” 18 Come
down from your glorious [throne, you pampered] princess-people of Dibon {Longing}.
Sit in thirst. See! Moab's spoiler rushes
up to [invade] you. He comes to ruin your
fortresses. 19 Inhabitants of Aroer {Exposed},
tions]

stand by the road [to Moab]. Watch [war-smoke rise in the distance]. Ask the fleeing escapees, “What happened?!”

Moab lies
shamed, [bled-dry,] broken down. Howl
and cry. Proclaim the [news] in [the] Arnon
{Rushing}[river valley]: Moab lies spoiled! 21
JeremiYAH 48:20 [Incestuous]

Judgment rains upon the plain country, upon Holon
{Sandy}, and upon Jahazah {Stomp}, and upon
Mephaath {Luminescent}. 22 [Payback falls] on Dibon
{Longing}, and upon Nebo {Babyl-god}, and upon BethDiblathaim {House-Of-Two-Figcakes}; 23 [Doom descends]
upon Kiriathaim {Double-City}, and upon Beth-Gamul
{House-Of-Weaned-Children}, and upon Beth-Meon
24 [Bombs fall] upon Keriot {Cityand upon Bozrah {Fort}, and
upon all the [other] cities of the land of
[incestuous] Moab, far or near. 25
Moab's ‘horn’ gets cut off. His arm [lies]
broken,”
{House-Of-Baal};

Buildings},

predicts Yahweh. 26 [War] makes
[Moab] drunk [on his own blood], because he
magnified himself against Yahweh.
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“Moab comes to stagger in his [own]
vomit. [The world] makes him the object of
blood-sport.
27

Did you [Moabites] not make Israel the object of your sport? [I] placed [Israel in the
promised land]. I surrounded [her] with [you]
thieves. Every time you badmouth [Israel], your [heart] leaps for joy.
or: “You shake yourself in excitement; you wag
your head in scorn.”
28

Oh, you Moab-dwellers, leave [your]
cities. Dwell in [desert] crags. [Fly away] like
doves[s fleeing the coming invasion]. Make [your]
nest[s] in rocky-holes, in the mouths of
caves.”
29 [Heaven] hears Moab's arrogance, his
outrageous bragging, his pomp, the
[sickening] pride [that vomits from] his high-and-mighty heart. JeremiYAH 48:30
“I see [Moab's] fire-rage,”
says Yahweh.
“But time proves [the braggart] wrong. His
lies achieve nothing.
31

So I

cry out over Moab. I howl
[in pain] for all of Moab's people. My [heart]
moans for the [doomed] mortals of KirHareseth {Clay-Fortress}.
[Jeremiah]

32

You vine-people of Sibmah {Spice}, I
weep for you even [more than I wept] when
[when armies destroyed] Jazer {Helpful}. Your
spreading vines once reached as far as
Jazer's [Dead] Sea. But now the destroyer comes to [strip you bare]! [Attackers]
descend [to harvest] your grapes and summer fruits.
33

rob [your country's] shining-joy.
Circle-dancing [dies] in [your] plentiful
field[s]. [Attackers ravage] the land of [incest-spawned] Moab. My [judgment] stops [your]
flowing wine-presses. [War] stills [your]
grape-treading singers. Their shouts die
to silence.
[Marauders]

34
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cries echo from Heshbon {Intelligence} all the
way to EL'ealeh {EL-Ascends}. [Childrens'] screams resound from Jahaz {Stomp}, to Zoar {Tiny-Town} out to
Horonaim {Double-Cave-Town}, then on to Eglath-Shlishiyah {3-year-Old-Heifer-Town}. Even the Nimrim
{Clearwater} brook goes bone-dry.”
[Victims']

Yahweh decrees,
“I finally put an end to anyone in Moab
who immolates [flesh] in [occult] high-shrines, anyone who smokes-sacrifices
to [appease] his gods.
35

YAH always condemns all animal sacrifice.
36

So my heart sounds for Moab like funeral-pipes. My insides cry like [mourning]
flutes for the [doomed] mortals of KirHeres {Clay-Fortress}. All their hard-won
riches perish.
37

Every head goes bald. [Soldiers] clip every
beard. Gashes mar every hand. Sackcloth girds every waist.
38

Sobbing [faces] fill all Moab's housetops.
Mourners fill her streets. I break Moab
like a worthless [broken] pot,”
laments Yahweh. 39 [Bystanders]

howl, ‘How

lies shattered!
Shamed-pale, the [inbred nation] turns &
flees [from Babylon's army]!’ Moab becomes a
depressing, [horrifying] joke to every nation around [them]. JeremiYAH 48:40 Yahweh
predicts:
“Watch, ___: [Down the attacking] eagle
flies. He spreads his wings over Moab.
41

In

seize Keriot {Cityoccupy her strongholds. The hearts of Moab's mighty
men [quake] like the innards of women
[suffering] birth pangs.”
42 Yahweh destroys Moab's nation [forever,] because [Moab continually] puffs itself up
to fight him. 43 Yahweh decrees:
“Terror, the death-pit, and the snare
come to [soon] overtake you, [inbred] infesters of Moab.
[one]

day,

[Moab]

[soldiers]

Structure}. [Armies]

44
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He who flees the horror[s of war] falls into
the pit. He who climbs up to escape the
pit gets taken in [soldiers'] snare[s]. I bring
upon Moab, the [dirty whore nation,] the year
of her payback,”
foretells Yahweh. 45
“Refugees flee to stand helpless [and exhausted] under the shadow of Heshbon
[Intelligence-City]. From [there] a fire rushes
forth. A flame jets [from the middle] of Sihon
{Tornado}. It devours Moab from side to
side. [The blast melts] the crowned-heads of
[Moab's] noisy braggarts.
lit. sons of tumult
46

minions of [the dark-power god]
Chemosh {Crusher} perish. [Soldiers] seize
your sons as captives, your daughters
as [breeders].
[You]

47

Yet in the last days, I restore Moab's
pentant, redeemed] captives,”
promises Yahweh. (Here ends this
judgment [against] Moab.)

[re-

JeremiYAH 49
Jeremiah Prophesies Against Inbred Ammon
1 Concerning the [inbred] spawn of Ammon, Yahweh asks,
“Has [time robbed ancient patriarch] Israel of descendants? Has [Israel] no heir? How
then does [Ammon's pedophile] king inherit
[the territory of the tribe of] Gad {Troop}? [Why do
Ammonite perverts] infest [Gad's] cities?
In 2Kings 15:29, Tiglath Pileser of Assyria deports
Israel's northern tribes, including the tribe of Gad.
Ammonites then squat on the Israeli exiles' land.
2

Watch, ___: the days come,”
Yahweh foretells,
“when I echo the war-alarm in the ears
of [the scum of] Rabbah {Plenty}, [the] Ammon-spawns' [nest]. [Soldiers advance to reduce
Rabbah] to a desolate [heap] of ruins. Ravaging [marauders] burn [Ammon's] daugh-
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ter-populations with fire. Finally Israel
comes to evict [the brutes] who evicted [the
Israelis],” decrees Yahweh.
Rabbah is now Amman, in the highlands of Gilead.
Romans built a large city there (Philadelphia),
which now lies in ruins.
3

“Howl, [people of] Heshbon {Intelligence}.
For [your protector,] Ai {Ruin-Heap} lies devastated. Sob, you daughter-towns of
Rabbah {Plenty}. Wrap your bodies in
sackcloth. Wail. Run back and forth
around your [crushed] fences. [Watch Ammon's
murderous] war-king trudge into slavery.
Molech's priests and his princes [die] together.
4

Why do you boast in your valleys? Your
river-canyons [are about to] flow [with your
blood, you] backsliding slut-nation! [You]
trust in [your] treasures. [You] brag, ‘Who
can advance on me?!’
5

Watch me rain terror upon you,”
warns Yahweh-Adonai-over-armies.
“Every nation around you comes to [terrorize you]. The [furious] faces of [your terrorized
neighbors] expel you from [your homes]. No
[rescuer] comes to gather up your [panting]
stragglers.
6

Yet in the end I bring [some redeemed, reformed] sons of Ammon back from slavery,”
promises Yahweh.
YAH Warns Of Doom For Edom,
Judea's Southland
7 Concerning Edom, Yahweh
Commander-Of-Armies asks,
“Has wisdom perished from Teman
{Southland}? Have their wise-men lost [all
grasp on] reality? Has their foresight vanished?
8

Flee, Dedan-dwellers! About-face! Dig
deep [hiding places]. I'm bringing [long-deserved] calamity [upon] Esau's brood. I
[soon] bring [Esau's] day of punishment
[down] on his [evil descendants].
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9

When grape-pickers invade your [farms,]
do they not leave a few grapes for [poor
gleaners] to scavenge? When thieves [attack
you] by night, they only ravage you 'til
they get their fill.
JeremiYAH 49:10

But I strip Esau's [genealogy] bare. I uncover his secret places. So he can't
hide himself. His seed-progeny come to
lie spoiled. His brothers and his neighbors [perish]. [Esau's line] vanishes to nothing.
11

Leave your fatherless [orphan children]. I
will preserve them alive. Let your widows run-for-refuge in me.”
12 For Yahweh decrees:
“Look: even people not guilty of [deathpenalty crimes] still have to drink the cup [of
death]. So how do you [murderers imagine]
you'll get off without punishment?
You'll get double retribution! Drink your
fill [of death]!
13

For I swear by myself,”
Yahweh decrees,
“that Bozrah {Fort} [soon] comes to fall
into desolation, a reproach, a [droughtstricken] wasteland, a curse-word. All its
cities end up as deserts for age[s].”
This Bozrah = El Buseirah, southeast of the Dead
sea. Different from the Bozrah [Fort] of 48:24.

[Jeremiah] hear a report from Yahweh:
sends [his angelic] ambassador to the
beast-nations, [trumpeting],
“Gather your [armies] together! Advance
against [Edom]. Rise up to the battle.”

14

I

[He]

15 [YAH continues,]

“See [your future, Edom]! I come to make
you small among the beast-nations, despised among men.
16

Your tremor-inducing idol-god lures you
[to your death]. The pride of your heart [sucks
you in,] you [snob who] dwells in rock-cliff
clefts. [Today] you hold the height of the
hill. [Yet even] if you make your nest as
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high as the eagle, I still bring you down
[to death],”
warns Yahweh.
Rock-cliffs probably = Sela.
17

“So Edom becomes a desolation. Everyone who passes through [Judea's] southland [gapes,] stunned. [Spectators] hiss [in
shock] at the [self-inflicted] wounds Edom
comes to [suffer].
18

[I come to] overthrow [Edom] like [I nuked]
Sodom and Gomorrah and their [perverted] neighbor cities,”
Yahweh warns.
“[Eventually] no man lives there. No ‘child
of Adam’ [suvives] to infest [post-cataclysmic
Edom].

19

Watch, ___: [Nebuchadnezzar] rises up like
a lion from the swelling Jordan [river]. [He
floods] the [perverts'] perennial homestead.
In a moment, I make [scared flockling Edom]
race away from [Babylon's army. Nebuchadnezzar]
is my chosen man. I appoint [him Emperor]
over [Edom]. Who is like Me? Who schedules Me? What [nation's] shepherd-leader
can stand before Me?”
JeremiYAH 49:20 So, ___, hear the warplan Yahweh has taken against Edom.
[Understand YAH's] goals. [YAH] has established [an evacuation order] against the inhabitants of Teman {Southland}: [Babylon
comes to] drag every last little piece of
Edom's [human] flock [into northland slavery. The
Emperor] leaves [Edom's] homes completely
abandoned. 21 The earth rocks at the
noise of [Edom's] fall. The cry of their [national] crash echoes [south] to the Red Sea.
22 Watch, ___. [Nebuchadnezzar] advances.
He swoops down like a [giant attacking] eagle. He spreads his wings over Bozrah
{Fort}. On [judgment] day, the heart[s] of
Edom's mightiest men [flutter] like the
heart[s] of women [suffering labor] pangs.
Jeremiah Foresees Babylon's Conquest Of Syria
23 [YAH then gives Jeremiah the following vision] of
the fall of Damascus: Hamath {Joined-
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Walls} lies wrecked. As does Arpad
{Land-Spread}. [Syrians] hear [the] evil

news. They [swoon,] fainthearted. Unquietable sorrow [ravages] the [human] sea. 24
[Syrian capitol-city] Damascus grows feeble,
___. She turns herself to flee. Fear
seizes on her. Anguish and cramps grip
her. [She faints] like a woman suffering
[birth] pangs. 25 How deserted lies the
applauded metropolis, the city that [used
to] brighten me up [with joy]. 26
“[Syria's] young men fall in her streets.
On the day [of reckoning, I] cut-off all [your]
men of war,”
decrees Yahweh-Commander-OfArmies. 27
“Inside the wall of Damascus I kindle a
fire. It consumes the palaces of BenHadad {Son-Of-Ferocity}.”
Jeremiah Foresees Babylon's Arabian Conquest
28 Concerning Kedar {Darky}, and concerning the kingdoms of Hazor {Hamlet},
which Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of
Babylon comes to smite, Yahweh commands:
“Rise up, [Babylon]. [March south] up to
Kedar. Spoil the [wicked] sons of the
east.”
29 [Babylon] comes to steal the [Arabs']
tents and flocks. [Soldiers] nab the [Arabs']
curtains, their containers, their camels.
The [Arabs] cry, “Shrinking-fear surrounds us!” JeremiYAH 49:30
“Flee, you Hazor {Hamlet} dwellers! Get
far away! Dwell deep [in hiding,]”
warns Yahweh.
“Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon
now executes war-plans against you.
His strategy [ends in your complete destruction].”
31 Yahweh orders,
“Rise up, [Armies of Babylon]! March on that
rich-pig nation. They live so free of care
that they have neither city-gates nor
window-bars. They live in their own [little
fantasy world].
Like the United States, ripe for takeover.
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32

The [bigshots'] camels become [Babylon's]
booty. [Armies] come to plunder all the
[ranchers'] cattle-herds. I scatter [Hazor's arrogant] people out to the farthest corners
[of her land]. I rain calamity on [her] from
every side,”
warns Yahweh.
or: “who poll the corners of their beards.”
33

“Hazor {Hamlet} becomes a haunt of
jackals, a desolation for ages. No man
lives there. No ‘son of Adam’ [survives to]
dwell in [Hazor].”
Jeremiah Foretells Babylon's Conquest Of Elam

34 In the beginning of the reign of Judea's [evil] king
ZedekYah {YAH's-Right}, another prophecy from Yahweh comes [alive] in the prophet JeremiYah. [It warns of
the doom on] Elam {Hidden}, [the now Iranian country east of the Tigris
35 Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies
says;
“Watch me break the bow of Elam
{Hidden}, [the country whose] biggest [boast is
their] mighty master [archery-force].
river]:

36

I slam the four winds (from the four
quarters of heaven) down on Elam
{Hidden}. I scatter the [ingrates] to all
those winds. Elam's outcasts fly into
every nation on [earth].
37

I break Elam {Hidden-Country} before
their foes' faces. [They cower] before
[marauders] who seek their lives. My firebreathing fury rains ruin upon them,”
says Yahweh.
“I send the sword [chasing] after them. It
eats the [Elam-Spawn off the face of the planet].
38

So I set my throne in Elam {Hidden-Country}. I wipe their land of its [murderous]
king and his war-lords,”
predicts Yahweh.
YHVH conquers evil nations to reassert his rule
over humanity.
39

“Yet eventually, in [earth's] end days, I
repatriate [some redeemed, repentant] captive
slaves to Elam {Hidden-Country},”
promises Yahweh.
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ted crimes against him, their palace of
justice, the hope of their forefathers.’
8

Jeremiah Prophesies Doom On
Babylon
1 Via the prophet JeremiYah {YAH-Rises},
Yahweh speaks the [following] prophecy of
doom against Babylon and against the
whole Chaldean land: 2
“You, ___, declare [YAH's verdict] among
[all] nations. Publish [YAH's word]. Lift up
the banner [of YAH's kingdom]. Broadcast!
Don't suppress the [truth]. [Shout],
‘Babylon lies seized. [Demon-god] Bel
bleeds-pale, [shamed]. Merodach lies broken in pieces. [Babylon's] grievous-idols
dry [to dust in the wind]. Her odious-images
lie shattered in pieces.’
3

For out of the north an empire swoops
up to fight her. [Persia] desolates [Babylon's]
land until no one lives there [again]. [Everyone] uproots and flees, both man and
beast.”
4 Yahweh warns,
“In the [coming] days, when [I judge Babylon],
the [enslaved] ‘sons of Israel’ stream [home].
The [north Israelis] and the descendants of
Judea's [southern tribes walk] together.
Parading, weeping [in joyous repentance],
they go to seek Yahweh their Elohim.
5

Facing [south], the [redeemed Israelites] ask
the way to Zion. [They] say, ‘Come, let's
join ourselves to Yahweh in a perpetual
covenant that can never be forgotten.’
6

my nation roams, [a pack of] lost
sheep. Their shepherds keep leading
them astray. [Politicians and preachers] swerve
my [flock off of flat land] up into [treacherous]
mountain [crags]. [So my people] wander
from peak to hill. They forget [that I'm]
their resting-place.
[Yet today]

7

Every [beast] that finds [my people] devours
them. Their adversaries say, ‘We're not
guilty, ___! Yahweh's people commit-
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Get out of Babylonian territory, ___!
Rush from Chaldean land. Race like a
stud-goat leading his flocks.
9

For watch, ___: I raise up an empire
of great nations from the north country. I hurl them up to fight Babylon.
They set their [armies] in battle-array
against her. They take her in her [bed].
[Persia's] arrows fly like [swords flung] by a
mighty expert assassin. Not one soldier
returns [to Persia] empty-handed.
JeremiYAH 50:10

Chaldea becomes plunder. Every
[marauder] who loots her [shouts for joy,] delighted with [his take],”
predicts Yahweh. 11
“Every time you [Babylonians] destroy my
heritage-family, you brighten-up. You
jump for joy. [By devouring my people,] you
grow strong like fat, frolicking grassmunching heifers. You bellow like bulls.
[All of]

12

So your mother-land ends up completely bled-pale-dry. She who birthed you
[lies] in shame. Watch [earth's] most modern nation morph into a wilderness, a
dry deserted wasteland.”
13 Yahweh's fire-rage leaves [Babylon] uninhabited, wholly desolate. Everyone
who passes near Babylon drops their
jaws. They whistle [in shock] over all her
plagues. 14 [Soldiers,] surround Babylon
with your [battle] arrays! All you [archers,]
bend [back] your bows! Shoot her! Spare
no arrows! For she [leads the world] away
from Yahweh.
Not a command for holy people to engage in carnal
warfare.

*[Soldiers] on every side raise
against [Babylon]! She [raises] her hand [in surrender]. [Attackers]
smash down her buttresses.
[Brutes] throw down her walls.
[They] repay her with the
15

[the war-cry]
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vengeance of Yahweh for all
the [war-crimes] she committed
against [weaker nations]. 16

Babylon the earth-hammer [lies] hacked
apart, shattered, a desolation among
the beast-nations!

“[Persia] comes to amputate all farmers
from Babylon's [land]. All [reapers] who
handle the sickle at harvest-time [flee for
their lives]. In fear of [Cyrus'] oppressing
sword, each of [Babylon's slaves] turn home
to his people. [All migrant laborers] race
home to their own countries.

I, Yahweh, lay the snare that traps you,
clueless Babylon. I'm tracking you and
capturing you, because you keep on
grating [against me].”
25 Yahweh opens his armory. He hauls
out the weapons of his fury. Yahweh-Adonai-over-armies works [his wonders]
in the land of the Chaldeans. 26 [YAH orders

17

Israel [cowers,] a scattered sheep. Lions
keep driving him away [from home]. First
the king of Assyria devours [Israel's meat].
Now finally this Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon picks [Israel's] bones.”
18 So Yahweh Commander-Of-Armies,
the Elohim of Israel, decrees:
“Watch me punish the Babylonian Emperor and his land, as I punished the
Emperor of Assyria.
19

Eventually I bring Israel back to his
homestead. He returns to feed on
Carmel {Fruiting-Garden}, and the Bashan
{Fruitful} [pastures]. His life-breath fills
with [health and joy] on mount Ephraim
{Double-Fruit} and [the hills of] Gilead {Witness}.”
JeremiYAH 50:20 Yahweh promises,
“In the [end] days, a time comes when
[people] look for Israel's guilt, but find
none. [Investigators] come to find no error
in Judea. For I pardon the [people] I preserve [alive].”
21 Yahweh shouts,
“[Persian attackers,] rise up against the land
of Merathaim [rebels]. Mount her. Put the
infesters of Pekod {Punisher} to the
sword! Chase them to their doom! Do
everything I command you.
YAH wants some people to kill certain other people.
Yet he wants his holy people to stay free of bloodshed.
22

Sound[s] of battle fill the land, ___.
Great destruction [reigns]!
23
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24

the destroyers:]

“Attack Babylon from [every] border.
[Break] open her storehouses. Pile her
[buildings] into heaps. Ban [Babylon from life].
Leave no [Babylonian in power].”
Not an order for believers to do violence.

slay all [Babylon's] young
‘bulls.’ [Cyrus {Sun}] drives [Belshazzar's minions]
down to the slaughter in terror! [Babylon's
judgment] day comes, ___. It's payback
time. 28 [Hear] the voices of [Jewish]
refugees fleeing, escaping from the
[slave] land of Babylon to Zion, ___.
They shout, ‘Vengeance! Yahweh our
Elohim [finally] pays back the [Babylonians for
destroying] his temple!’ 29 [The Persian Emperor]
calls together [his] archers to fight Babylon. “All you [soldiers] who can bend a
bow, besiege [Babylon] from every side!
Let none of [its citizens] escape! Pay her
back for her [genocidal] deeds! Match all
her crimes! She arrogantly [fought]
against Yahweh, against the Holy One
of Israel!” JeremiYAH 50:30
“So, ___, [Babylon's] young men fall in
the streets. In one day, I cut off all her
men of war,”
foretells Yahweh. 31
Watch me fight you, you arrogant [beastnation],”
warns Yahweh-Adonai-over-armies.
“Your day comes. It's payback time.
27 [Persian soldiers]

32

The [world's] proudest [lion] stumbles and
falls. No one lifts him up. I set all his
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cities ablaze with fire. It devours everything around him, ___.”
33 Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies
decrees,
“[Babylon] [has long] oppressed both the children of [north] Israel and the children of
Judea, ___. [Babylon's soldiers] grabbed
them, trapped them, and refused to let
them go.”
34 [Israel's] Redeemer is [infinitely] strong,
___! Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies is
his name! He completely [perfectly] defends the cause of [his saints]. He gives
rest to the [promised] land. But [he gives]
unrest [to] the denizens of Babylon. 35
Yahweh predicts,
“[My] sword [falls] upon the Chaldeans,
upon [all] who domicile in Babylon, upon
her princes, and on her sages, ___.
36

sword [slashes down] on [Babylon's] liarprophets, [exposing them as] fools! [My]
sword [smacks down] on [Babylon's] mighty
men. [See] their [eyes fill with] terror, ___!
[My]

37

sword falls on [Babylon's] war-horses,
and on their chariots, and on the whole
melting-pot population packed into her.
Her [warriors scream] like women. The
sword[s] of [Persian] robber [soldiers swipe
down] to steal [Babylon's] treasures.
[My]

38

A drought [falls] on [Babylon's] waters. [Thirst]
dries up the land of carved-idol-images
that [drive] their [worshippers] mad.
Again, long-term spiritual error causes environmental disaster.
39

So wild wilderness beasts and desert-howling jackals come to infest
[Babylon], ___. Female ostriches nest
where [humans] never again dwell. No
[man] makes a home there, generation
upon generation.”
JeremiYAH 50:40 Yahweh warns,
“As Elohim overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah and their neighbor cities, so no
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man lives in [Babylon]. No ‘son of Adam’
[travels back to] dwell there.
41

Watch, ___: a population rushes in
from the north, a great empire. Many
kings rise up [together] from the ends of
the earth.
42

[Persia's Imperial soldiers] wield the bow and
the lance. Cruel-faced, they never show
mercy. Their [unified] voice roars like
ocean [waves]. They stampede on warhorses, every one locked in array. As
one man [they rush] to the battle, against
you, daughter-empire of [once-great]
Babylon.

*
Emperor [BelShazzar] of Babylon
hears reports of the [Persian invasion].
His hands drop, helpless, ___.
Anguish grabs him, like pangs
of a woman in labor.
43

44

Watch, ___: [Babylon] jumps up like a
lion in the Jordan [river's] thickets. [Babylon
attacks the world's] mightiest palace[s]. But I
come to make [Babylon] suddenly run
away from [Persia]. I appoint whatever
man I choose to rule [Babylon]. Who compares with me? Who tells me when to
[work]? What shepherd-leader [on earth]
dares stand and face me?”
45 So, ___, hear the war-plan Yahweh
is executing against Babylon. He's accomplishing his goal. He's punishing
the Chaldean country. [Persian soldiers come
to] drag away [Babylon's] littlest sheep-children, leaving their homeland shellshocked. 46 The earth quakes at the
sound of Babel’s capture. The cry of [dying Babylonians] resounds in [peoples'] ears
throughout [all] nations.
This prophecy is being fulfilled in you right as you
read this.

JeremiYAH 51
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YHVH Warns Babylon Of The Persian Conquest
1 Yahweh decrees:
‘Watch me raise up a Destroyer-Spirit
to fight Babylon, to attack the [people]
who live in league with [rebels] who rise
up to fight Me.

1250

tions keep going [stark-raving] insane, ___. 8 [See the future:] Babylon
suddenly falls, destroyed. Howl [in prayer]
for her [redemption, ___]. Bring balm to
[soothe] her pain. Perhaps [some of her people]
may be healed.
Balm = holy spirit and scripture.

We [believers] try to cure Babylon. But
she never heals. So abandon her. Let's
all return to our homelands. For [Babylon's] death-sentence reaches to heaven.
[Her execution-smoke] lofts all the way up to
the skies, ___. JeremiYAH 51:10 Yahweh
charges out [to] vindicate us [saints], ___!
Come on! Shout from [Mount] Zion, “Yahweh our Elohim wins [again]!”
9

“In league” = “mixing in,” the way modern Christians and Jews mix in with the world's pagan cultures.

*
I'm driving [foreign armies] to Babylon, ___, to winnow her, [to blow
2

her away like the chaff which workers thrash away

to empty her land, to
surround and attack her in [her]
day of disaster.”
from wheat,]

archers lack [a moment to] draw
their bows or pick up their coats of armor! [Persia's soldiers] show no compassion.
They destroy [even Babylon's] boys. 4 Slain
[children] fall in the land of the Chaldean
[Babylonians], thrust through in her streets.
3 [Babylon's]

*For [neither north] Israel nor Judaea have been forsaken by
their Elohim, Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies, though [they]
filled their land with sin
against [Him,] the Holy One of Israel. 6 *Flee from the middle of
Babylon, ___! Every one of
you, save your souls. Avoid
getting chopped off [from life] by
[wallowing in] Babylon's guilt, ___.
This is the time of Yahweh's
vengeance. [YAH] boomerangs
payback on Babylon.
5

Get spiritually and legally separated from the nation surrounding you. It's going to fall.

*In Yahweh's hand, Babylon
has [long] been a golden cup that
makes the whole world drunk,
___. The beast-nations keep
drinking her wine [of war-profiteering
and drug-pushing]. That's why the na7
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History's Scorecard: YHVH: ; Mankind: 0. YAH is
the undefeated champion of the universe and beyond.

sharpen arrows, ___. They
gather shields. Yahweh rouses the [fighting] spirit of the kings of the Medes, to
[execute] his war-strategy against Babylon, to destroy it. Thus Yahweh pays
back [Babylon], avenging their destruction
of his temple.
11 [Soldiers]

Again, YAH uses pagan people, not his own holy
people, to kill whoever needs to be killed.

raise their [victory] flag on
Babylon's walls, ___! [Conquerors]
strengthen their guard. They set men
on [watchtowers.] They mount ambushes.
They execute every plan Yahweh devises and decrees against the [corrupt]
Babylonian establishment. 13 You, [the
Empire] rooted [beside] countless [bodies of]
water, rich in treasures, your end
comes. [YAH] has had enough of your
greed. 14 Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies swears by himself to
warn you, [Babylon]:
“I soon fill you to the brim with [fighting]
men [numerous] as a plague of locusts. They lift up a victory shout [as their
feet stamp the air out of your bleeding chest(s).] ”
12 [Persians]

*[YAH] makes the earth by his
power. He establishes the
globe by his wisdom. He
15
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stretches out the heaven[s] by
his understanding. 16 YAH thunders his voice, and the sky-waters roar.
He raises cloud-vapors from the ends of
the earth. He makes lightning flash in
the rain. [He] hauls out the wind from
his treasures. 17 Every man is an ignorant brute, ___. Every goldsmith gets
shamed by the idols he carves. All
molten idol-images are frauds, devoid
of any spirit [of life]. 18 [Idols] are empty
[nothings,] works of deceit, ___. In the
day of reckoning, they perish. 19 Jacob's Grantor differs from idol-gods [in
every way, ___]. [YAH] forms everything. [He
is history's] whipping-stick and inheritancegiver. Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies
is [the Creator's] Name.
or: Israel is the rod-tribe of YAH's heritage.

*
“[Babylon,] you are my battle-axe,
my [arsenal of] weapons of war.
[When] I [fling] you, [the impact] breaks
the beast-nations into pieces. I
[wield] you to wipe-out [evil] kingdoms.
JeremiYAH 51:20

YAH uses evil people to kill other evil people.
21

With you, [Babylon,] I break in pieces the
horse and its rider. With you I shatter
the chariot and its driver.
22

With you, [Babylon,] I break in pieces [destructive] man and [ruinous] woman; I rip-apart old and young [criminals]; I beat to
pulp the young [whoremonger] and his [VDspreading] slut-girl.
23

With you, [Babylon,] I break in pieces the
[corrupt] pastor-leader and his [brainwashed]
flock; I pulverize the [soil-eroding] farmer
and his yoke-pair of oxen; I dashto-bits [warmongering] captains and rulers.
24

But

I'm paying back Babylon
{Iraq} and all the denizens of Chaldea
[now, Israel,]

for all the wreckage they wreaked before your [crying] eyes in Zion,”
promises Yahweh. 25 Yahweh continues,
“Watch me fight you, O destroying [Empire] ‘mountain’. You ruin the whole
earth. But I stretch out my hand upon
you. I roll you down from [your] craggy
[range]. I morph you into a heap of burnt
waste.
26

From your [rubble], no one [ever] recovers
one [useful] cornerstone, nor even a
main-foundation rock, [Babylon]. You lie
desolate for eons,”
warns Yahweh. 27
“Erect a flag over the [conquered] country.
Blow the trumpet among [all] nations.
Marshall the beast-nations to [march]
against her. Call together the kingdoms
of Ararat {Armenia}, Minni {Iran} and
Ashchenaz {Asia-Minor} to fight her. Appoint a head-general [to lead the siege]
against her. Make war-horses rise up
[over her] like [a plague of] spiked vermin.
28

Consecrate [humanity's] mass-animals for
war against Babylonia. Send for the
kings of Media {Northwest-Iran}, their
leaders and officials, and the armies of
all the countries they control.”
This is not a call for holy hebrews to participate in
war. It's a call for doomed people to annihilate
each other.

The earth comes to quake, ___. It
writhes as [men, angels and beasts] execute
every purpose Yahweh intends against
Babylon. [YAH's workers] turn Babylon's
lands into wastes devoid of inhabitants.
29

*Babylon's mightiest warriors give up the fight,
___. They huddle in their
strongholds. Their strength
fails. They [quake] like [scared little]
girls. [Attackers] burn [Babylon's]
homes. They break all her bars.
JeremiYAH 51:30

31
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One runner runs to overtake anoth-
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er, ___. Messenger follows messenger.
They report to Babylon's Emperor that
his city is taken end-to-end. 32 [Enemy soldiers] capture [Babylon's] river crossings.
They set its swamp-grasses on fire. The
Babylonian soldiers [flee in] panic, ___.
33 For Yahweh Commander-Of-Armies,
the Elohim of Israel, decrees:
“[Ancient] Babylon's [evil] daughter-population [brims] like a threshing-floor [full of
wheat] ready to be stomped [to bits], ___.
In a moment, her time of harvest falls.”
34 [The country of Israel cries,] “Babylonian Emperor Nebuchadnezzar devoured me,
crushed me, made me an empty plate.
He swallowed me up like a dragon. He's
filled his belly with my delicates. He
cast me out [like trash from my land].” 35 Zion's
refugee[s] pray, “Hurl back upon
Babylon her violence that ripped my
flesh!” Jerusalem's homeless [vagabonds]
wail, “Dump my spilled blood back on
Chaldea's earth-crawlers!” 36 So
Yahweh responds,
“Watch me defend your cause, ___. I
soon vent vengeance for you. I come to
drain [Babylon's] sea. I dry up her springs.

The pig-people eventually wake for judgment day,
after which they eternally die.

Sea of people. See Revelation.
37

43

So [mighty] Babylon morphs into sanddunes, ___, a haunt of jackals, a stunning, hissing [wasteland] stripped of inhabitants.
As it lies today.
38

come to roar [in
hunger] like [orphaned] lions, like cubs
growling, [their stomachs quaking] for [want of
their dead] lion-parents.
[Babylon's beaten criminals]

39

In the [peak] of [my enemies' lustful] heat, I set
out a feast [of destruction]. I get the [murderous pigs] so drunk they convulse, ___.
They sleep the un-waking slumber of
eons,”
warns Yahweh.
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*
“I bring the [criminals] down like
lambs to the slaughter, like
[butchered] rams and stud-goats,
___.
JeremiYAH 51:40

41

Sheshach {Babel-city} (praised by the
whole planet) comes to lie taken, destroyed! [Earth's] nations [eye] Babylon in
stunned, jaw-gaping [shock]!
Easton's Bible Dictionary (New and revised editions) indicate: Sheshach is equivalent to Babel
(Babylon), according to a Hebrew cryptographic
code (the Atbash decryption Cipher) used by Jews
of unknown antiquity. This code consisted in substituting the last letter of the Hebrew alphabet for
the first, the next to last one for the second, and
so on. Thus the letters sh, sh, ch become b, b, l,
i.e., Babel. The name ‘Sheshach’ does not appear
on any map nor in any other documents beside
Jeremiah. Here in Jer. 51:41, Sheshach and Babylon occur in parallel clauses. (See Streane's
Jeremiah, l.c.) A similar instance of this code occurs in Jer. 51:1, where Leb Kamai is code for
Chaldea.
42

The

sea rises to [flood] Babylon
[with warriors]. She [sinks,] innundated with
[the nations'] raging waves [of armies].
[human]

Her [criminal] cities lie pummeled into dry
deserts, gorge-land[s] where no man
dwells. No ‘son of Adam’ even passes
by, ___.
44

I swoop [down to] Babylon [to punish its idolgod] Bel {Demon-Master}. I bring forth out
of [Bel's] ‘mouth’ the [people and loot] he
swallowed up. The nations stop streaming as one to [Babel]. Even Babylon's
[mighty] wall falls, ___!”
45 My people, come out of the [Babylon]
network! Every one of [you] humans, deliver your life-breath from Yahweh's
fire-breathing fury!
Babylon today = not merely Iraq, but the NWO
(New World Order).
46

*
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“Don't let your heart faint, ___.
Stop fearing the propaganda
echoing [in ears] through your
country. One year a rumor
floats in, next year another,
[news of] violence in the land,
ruler fighting ruler.
47

So watch, ___: the days approach
when I execute judgment on Babylon's
carved images [and their worshippers]. Her
whole land comes to lie ashamed [and
confused]. All her [miscreants] fall slain in her
midst.
48

The heaven and the earth, and everything in them, come shout-singing
[cheers] at [evil] Babylon's [fall. See Persian]
ravagers race upon her from the north,”
warns Yahweh. 49 As Babylon caused
the slain of Israel to fall, so Babylon's
fall [becomes] the [greatest] slaying the
whole world [has ever seen, ___]!
Yet to be completely fulfilled.

You who escape the
sword, rush away [from Babylon]. Don't
stand still, ___. Remember Yahweh in
your long and distant [exile]. Keep
Jerusalem alive in your memory. 51 [Yes,
___,] we [Hebrews] pale at the insults [the
world flings at us]. [Confused] shame covers our
faces. Strange [pagans] invade the sanctuaries of Yahweh's temple. 52 So
Yahweh reiterates,
“Watch, ___! The days approach when
I pass sentence on [Babylon's] carved idolimages [and their worshippers]. Throughout all
her land, wounded [criminals] come to
groan.
JeremiYAH 51:50

53

Even if Babylon could mount up to
heaven, even if she could fortify her
strength to the skies, yet from me, ravagers reach her, ___,”
warns Yahweh. 54 Sounds of crying-screams echo from Babylon, ___.
Massive smashing echoes [through] all
Chaldean land[s]. 55 Yahweh devastates
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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Babylon. His spectacular voice [booms
down] to destroy her. Waves [of destruction]
roar [from her] like ocean-wide waters.
[Horrible] uproar thunders and screams. 56
The spoiler rushes upon her: mighty
Babylon. [Assassins] take her strongmen.
Tyrants break every one of [Babylon's]
bows. Yahweh, [the] El {Power} of retribution, always eventually repays [crime],
___. 57
“I make [Babylon's evil] princes drunk [on their
own blood]. Beside her wise men, her captains, her rulers, and her mighty warriors, the [tyrants] sleep the un-waking
sleep of eons,”
decrees the [universal] King, whose

name is Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies. 58 Yahweh-

Commander-Of-Armies decrees,
“The broad walls of Babylon fall naked,
utterly broken, ___. Her lofty gates
turn to [smoke,] burned with fire. Her [evil]
minions labor in vain to fight the
flames. Weary warrior-clans [fall to die] in
[Babylon's conflagration].”
Jeremiah Tells Judeans Babylon
Will Soon Fall
59 In the 4th year of the reign of Judea's king
ZedekYah {YAH's-Right}, the prophet JeremiYah sends
the [following] message [~650 desert kilometers northeast] (to
[Judea's ex-king] in Babylon) via [Judea's royal travel-coordinator]
SeraYah {YAH-Wins}.
lit: [Baruch's brother] SeraYah son of NeriYAH son
of MaaseiYAH.

In a book, JeremiYah
{YAH-Rises} describes all the disaster
about to [rain] on Babylon, including the
[above] prophecies written against Babylon. 61 Then JeremiYah {YAH-Rises} says
to SeraYah {YAH-Wins}, “Go into Babylon. [Help the people] see [what's coming]. Read
aloud all these prophecies. 62 Then
pray, ‘Yahweh, you've promised to destroy this place until no human remains
in it, neither man nor animal, and that
it will stay desolate forever.’ 63 Then,
when you finish reading this scroll [to the
crowd], tie a stone to it. Then throw the
[bundle] into the middle of the Euphrates
JeremiYAH 51:60
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[river]. 64

Then say [to the crowd], ‘Babylon
comes to sink like [that stone]. She never
rises from the disaster I bring on her.
[All] her people expire.’” Here end the
prophecies of JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}.

JeremiYAH 52
Jerusalem Falls to Babylon
JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}
(from Libnah {White-Tree}) [fathers] a
daughter named Hamutal {Wall-Of-Dew}.
1 [Another man named]

[Hamutal sleeps with Judea's king. So Hamutal bears a

ZedekYah {YAH's-Right}.
takes Jerusalem's throne at 21
years of age, [in 489BC]. He reigns for 11
[evil] years, ___.
prince named]
[ZedekYah]

This final chapter summarizes and elaborates on
the entire book of Jeremiah.

JAHoiakim
ZedekYah {YAH's-Right}
wreaks ruin in the eyes of Yahweh. 3 To
Yahweh's fury, Jerusalem and Judea
grow [unspeakably evil]. ZedekYah {YAH'sRight} rebels against the [lawful] Babylonian Emperor. [Yahweh] flings [the rogue Judeans]
from his face. 4 On the 10th day of the
10th month of the 9th year of [ZedekYah's
bloody] reign, Emperor Nebuchadnezzar
of Babylon comes (flanked by his whole
army) against Jerusalem. He pitches
[war-camp] against it, ___. He builds
siege-forts all the way around it! 5 [Babylon] beseiges [Jerusalem] city until the 11th
year of king ZedekYah's [evil reign], ___.
6 Then on the 9th day of the [year's] 4th
month, famine ravages [Jerusalem] city.
The people of the land completely run
out of food, ___. 7 Then the [Babylonians]
crack the city [walls], ___. All [Judea's]
men of war flee. [They race] from the city
by night by the way of the gate between [Jerusalem's] two walls, by the king's
garden. They evade the Chaldeans surrounding [the city]. The [Judeans] flee [east]
by the road to the [Jordan river] plain[s]. 8
So the Chaldean army chases the [runaway Judean] king [~20km northeast]. They
overtake ZedekYah {YAH's-Right} on the
2

Like

[his vile predecessor (king]

{YAH-Raises}),
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plains of Jericho {Moon-Spirit}. The whole
[Judean] army scatters [away] from [their
pants-peeing pervert king]. 9 [Imperial] soldiers
grab [Judea's evil] king. They carry him up
[~160km north] to the Babylonian Emperor
in Riblah {Fruitful} in the [near-Syrian] land
of Hamath {Joined-Walls}. There the [Emperor] issues judgment on [Zedekyah].
JeremiYAH 52:10 The Babylonian Emperor
murders the sons of ZedekYah {YAH'sRight} before his eyes, ___!
[Nebuchadnezzar] stomps on to murder all
Judea's leaders in Riblah {Fruitful}! 11
Then the Babylonian Emperor stabs out
the eyes of ZedekYah {YAH's-Right},
binds him in chains, carries him to
Babylon, and puts him in prison till the
day of his death. 12 Now on the 10th
day of the 5th month of the 19th year
of [the reign of] Emperor Nebuchadnezzar
of Babylon, NebuzarAdan, captain of
the guard and [personal] aide to the Babylonian Emperor, invades Jerusalem. 13
[Nebuzaradan] burns the temple of Yahweh,
and the royal palace, and all the houses
of Jerusalem, and all the big-shots'
mansions, ___. He torches the [whole
city] to ashes! 14 Then the whole
Chaldean army, [led] by the captain of
[Babylon's royal] guard, break down all the
walls surrounding Jerusalem. 15 Then
NebuzarAdan, the captain of [Babylon's]
guard, carries away [his] prisoners: poor
[Jewish] people, Jerusalem's survivors,
crowds of [roaming homeless people]. Many of
[these refugees] fall away from [Hebrew solidarity].
They defect to [pledge allegiance to the] Babylonian Emperor. 16 But guard-captain
NebuzarAdan leaves some of the [Judean]
country's poor people to [work as] vinedressers and farmers.
YAH destroys the evil establishment. Then he
awards the country to the paupers the bigwigs oppressed!

In the temple of Yahweh, Chaldean
smash the brass pillars, the
[water] trolleys, and the [giant priceless] brass
‘sea.’ They carry all the brass from
these articles from Yahweh's temple
17

[marauders]
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to Babylon. 18 The [invaders] steal away the [temple's sacred] pots,
snuffers, basins, pans and every other
bronze article [the priests] had used to
serve [food at feasts]. 19 The captain of
Babylon's guard also steals away [the
temple's priceless] basins, and its fire-pans,
and bowls, and cauldrons, and candlesticks, and the spoons, and the cups,
and everything else made of pure gold
or pure silver. JeremiYAH 52:20 [Soldiers confiscate] Yahweh's temple's countless tons
of brass from king Solomon's sculptures: the [temple's] two [main] pillars, the
[giant baptismal] sea, the 12 brass bulls under the [sea's] bases, etc. 21 To get an idea
[~650km northeast]

of the size of these pillars, ___: each pillar stands
18 cubits [31.5 feet] high. A 12-cubit [21 foot] measuring
line barely encircles one [pillar]. They're hollow, with

smash
down the 5-cubit [8.75 foot] high brass
capitals atop [the first pillar]. Down crash
the artistic-network of solid brass
pomegranates surrounding the capitals.
Then the [attackers] smash the 2nd pillar.
Its pomegranates [fall to smash the heads of onlookers, ___]!
4-finger

[3 inch]

thick

[walls]!

22 [Soldiers]

Art elevates society. War kills art.

96 [brass] pomegranate [sculptures] fall
from each side of the [two pillars]. Then
[from each pillar] another 100 pomegranates
chained-together fall [to the temple's gilded
marble floor]. 24 Then [Babylon's] captain of
the guard seizes [many Jewish prisoners including] chief-priest SeraYah {YAH-Wins} and
his deputy-priest ZephaniYah {HiddenBy-YAH}, and the [temple's] 3 [chief] doorkeepers. 25 From [Jerusalem] city, [Nebuzaradan] seizes an officer [previously] in
charge of [Judea's] men of war, plus 7 of
Judea's king's personal advisors who
failed to escape the city; the army's
chief lawyer, who mustered the people
of the land [to rebel]; and 60 other of
Judea's countrymen [whom invaders] find
hiding in the city. 26 Execution-captain
NebuzarAdan hauls these [kicking and
screaming Judeans ~160km north] to the Babylonian Emperor in Riblah {Fruitful}. 27
23
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Babylon's Emperor strikes these [Judeans],
___. He puts them to death in Riblah
{Fruitful} in the land of Hamath {JoinedWalls}. [Babylon] goes on to drag Judah's
[progeny] captive from [ancient Judah's] homeland. 28 Here's [a list of] the people whom Nebuchadnezzar carries away captive: in the 7th year
[of his rule], he [deports] 3320 Jews. 29 In the 18th year
of Nebuchadnezzar's [rule], he carries 832 more people away captive from Jerusalem. JeremiYAH 52:30

In Nebuchadnezzar's 23rd year [of rule],
guard-captain NebuzarAdan carries 745
Judeans [northeast] as slaves. The total
number of deported [Jews] comes to
4600.
Babylon deports only the leaders of the rebellion.
The [marauders] leave millions of of poor Judeans
in their homes.

Judea's ex-king JeconYah [rots in
prison for 37 years, ___! Finally, on the 25th day of [~February, the]
12th month [of the year], Babylon’s Emperor Evil-Merodach {Man-Of-Marduk}[celebrates] the first year of his reign by ‘lifting up the head’ of JeconYah, ex-king of
Judea. The [Emperor] brings [JeconYah] up
out the dungeon! 32 [The Emperor] speaks
kindly to [the repentant Israeli king]. The [Emperor] sets [Judea's king's] throne above the
neighboring thrones of the [other vassal]
kings in Babylon. 33 [The Emperor gives ex-king
JeconYah fine clothes] instead of prison garments. So JeconYAH eats royal food
before [the Emperor] all the days of his life.
34 For his diet, the Babylonian Emperor
supplies [ex-king Jeconiah] with a nonstop
ration of [scrumptious] food. Every day
[porters bring Jeconiah] groceries until the day
of his death, all the days of his life!
31

Babylonian]

Lamentations 1
Jeremiah Laments The Destruction
Of Jerusalem

1 *[The prophet Jeremiah sits weeping over the
smoking rubble of Jerusalem. He writes as he
cries,]
[once]

“Lonely sits [Jerusalem] city,
full of people. A widow, [for-
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a great nation, princess of
provinces, now a slave.
merly]

In Hebrew, this book is named after its first word,
'Alas!' The book is a series of acrostic dirges or elegies. Generally, each verse starts with a successive
letter of the 22-character Hebrew alphabet. This
destruction is coming soon to your town.

*She weeps bitterly [all] night.
Tears [stream down her] cheeks, ___.
Her ‘lover-allies’ and ‘comforters’ [have vanished]. All her
‘friends’ secretly-betrayed her,
[proving to be her] enemies.
2

Jer 12:14.

After affliction/pain and harsh/forced
labor, Judaea has gone into exile. She
camps [dispersed] among the beast-nations. She finds no rest, ___. All her
persecutors overtake her in her deepest
distress. 4 The roads of Zion mourn, because no one comes to [attend Hebrew] festivals, ___. All [Jerusalem's] gates hang
desolate. Her priests groan. Her virgins
grieve. She lies in bitterness. 5
3

*[Jerusalem's] adversaries become
her master[s], ___. Her enemies prosper, because Yahweh
punishes her for her [millions] of
treacheries. Her [evil-]faced foes
[have] kidnapped her [little] children into slavery. 6 *All beauty
drains from Zion's daughter-populace, ___. Her leaders
[pant] like deer unable to find
pasture. They run on and on
without strength as the [hatefaced] hunter closes in [for the kill]. 7
in the days of her affliction and
her miseries, [suddenly] Jerusalem remembers all her pleasant [blessings] she
enjoyed in the good-old days, ___. Her
people fall into the enemy's power-fist.
So no one helps her. Her adversaries
eye her. They mock at her [desire to rest on
her] sabbaths. 8 *Jerusalem griev[Now,]

ously sinned. So
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her. Everyone who used to
honor her now despises her,
___. The [world] sees her nakedness. So she moans. She turns
backward [to hide her shame].
banished = literally: quarantined.

Her filthiness clings to her skirt. She
failed to foresee the ultimate consequences [of ignoring the Bible]. So she
crashed down stunningly, ___, without
anyone to comfort her. Yahweh, see my
affliction. The enemy has triumphed.
Lamentations 1:10 The adversary spreads
out his hand to seize all [Judea's] treasures. [Jerusalem] sees the beast-nations
rape her [holiest] sanctuary, where you
[Yahweh] commanded that the [unrepentant
pagans] could not [even] enter into your
[public] congregation. 11 *All [Jerusalem's]
9

people groan, hunting [in dumpsters
for bits of moldy old] bread. They
barter their treasures for [a bite
of] food to soften the [sting of hunger
wracking] their bodies.”
Jerusalem Personified Laments Her
Rape
12 [Jeremiah wails as the voice of Jerusalem:] “Look,
Yahweh! See how vile I've become. Is
[my pain] nothing to you, all you who pass
by [laughing and sneering]? Look, ___! See if
there's any sorrow rivaling the pain
Yahweh inflicted on me in the day of
His fire-breathing fury. 13 From above,
[YAH] shoots fire into my bones. [Flames]
conquer [me], ___. [YAH] spreads a net
for my feet. He pushes me back. He
leaves me desolate, [wallowing] in misery
all day long. 14 *The yoke woven

by my treacheries grabs my
neck. [My sin] grips [me] in the [oppressor's] power-fist. Yahweh delivers me into their chokeholds. [Thugs] pin me down. [They]
drain my strength. I can't get
up, ___. 15 *Adonai [Yahweh]
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stomped under foot all my
valiant men in my [nation's] core.
[YAH] invited a ‘congregation’ [of
attack-troops to a fight-feast] against me.
[They've] crushed my young men
[like grains of wheat, ___]. The Adonai
stomps [Jerusalem,] Judea's [prized]
virgin daughter. [She bursts like a
grape] in a wine-press. 16 [Smashed by]
these [tragedies,] my eyes weep, ___. My
eye[s] flood down water. Because the
comforter (who should revive my life)
stays far from me. My sons [lie] wasted,
[face down in pools of their own blood]. The enemy
[has] won.” 17 Zion spreads out her
hands [begging for help]. But no one comforts her, ___. Yahweh predetermined
that Jacob's adversaries would surround [Israel]. Among these [pagan attack-legions,] Jerusalem lies [weak and pitiful as] a
menstruating woman. 18 “Yahweh is in
the right. I confess, ___. I rebelled
against his commandment[s]. Hear [my
cry], please, all you people. Look [with compassion on] my sorrow. [The pagans] haul my
virgin [girls] and my young men into
slavery! 19 I called for my [pagan “ally”]
lovers. But they deceived me, ___. My
priests and my elders crawl the city
scrounging for food to quiet their
hunger. [Finding nothing but rot and disease,] they
breathe their last. Lamentations 1:20 Look,
Yahweh! I'm being tortured! My guts
churn! My heart turns over in my [chest].
I [admit] I grievously rebelled. Abroad
the sword bereaves [us]. Home [fills with]
death. 21 [My torturers] hear me moan. But
no one comforts me. When my enemies
hear of my trouble they all cheer, glad
[to see] you [punish me, Yahweh]. [But] you'll
bring [on them] the [Judgment] day you
promised. [My attackers come to lie destroyed] like
me.
Jer 25:17-26.

Let all the [oppressors'] wickedness
come before your [judgment throne, Yahweh].
[Punish] them like you [punish] me for all
22
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my treacheries. Countless times I
groan [to you for relief]. My heartbeat fades
to [silence].”

Lamentations 2
JeremiYah Describes Jerusalem's
Destruction
1 Yahweh's fire-breathing furor has
drowned Zion's daughter [Jerusalem] in a
dark cloud, ___. [YAH] dashed the beauty of Israel down from heaven [to the dust].
In his day of [hurricane] fury, [YAH] abandoned His [Temple, his royal] “footstool.” 2
[Like an earthquake, Yahweh] the Adonai pitilessly swallowed up all the villages of
Jacob. His fire-rage threw down the
strongholds of [Jerusalem,] the daughter-population of [ancient] Judah {Celebrated}. [YAH] smashed [our fortresses] down to
the ground to condemn [Israel's corrupt]
kingdom and its [criminal religio-political] leaders, ___. 3 [YAH] cut off the whole power-horn of Israel, ___. He's drawn
back his right hand [of protection, allowing our]
enemy's [advance]. He burns against Jacob like a flaming fire, devouring everything around [us]. 4 [YAH] bends his bow
like an enemy, ___. He stands with his
right hand [clenched] as [our] adversary.
[He] executes everyone [our] eyes prize in
the ‘tent’ of Zion's daughter-city,
[Jerusalem]. [YAH] pours out his fury like
fire. 5 The Adonai [Yahweh attacks us hypocrites]
like an enemy [army]. He swallows up Israel. He devours all her palaces, ___.
He destroys his [people's] fortresses. He
multiplies mourning and lamentation in
the [population called the] ‘daughter of Judah
{Celebrity}.’
mourning & lamentation = "tanya vanya"

wrecked and ripped out his [Temple
like a] gardener [pulls weeds, ___]. He destroyed [Israel's corrupt religio-political] assembly sites. Yahweh made the holiday festivals and sabbaths forgotten in Zion.
In fiery anger YAH rejected [Israel's killer]
king[s] and [pervert] priest[s].
6 [YAH]
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major Moses-ordained festival.

The Adonai has thrown away his [earthaltar, ___. He abhors his sanctuary.
He's abandoned [Israel's] palace walls to
the enemy's clutches. They shout [their
curses] in the temple of Yahweh. [They revel]
in a [drunken orgy to] celebrate [the massacre of
Judaea]. 8 Yahweh resolved to swallow up
the [proud] wall[s] of [Jerusalem,] Zion's
daughter [city]. [YAH] stretched out a [measuring] line [to survey the zone of demolition]. He
wouldn't let his hand rest until he devoured [Israel]. YAH made [Judah's] tower[s]
and wall[s] sing [an awful] song of destruction. They lie together [in death]. 9
[Jerusalem's] gates sink into the ground,
___. [Yahweh] destroyed and broke her
bars. Her king and her princes [suffer
abuse] among the beast-nations. The law
is no longer [obeyed nor taught]. Nor do
[Judeo-Christianity's] prophets find any vision
from Yahweh.
7

ly]

It's a tragedy leading to disaster when YAH's Law
is no longer taught nor obeyed. 'Christianites' are
culpable for demeaning YAH's Law, misrepresenting the doctrine of ‘salvation by grace’ as a license
for immorality. See Deut 28:36.

The elders of [Mount]
Zion's daughter-city sit on the ground
in [abject] silence, ___. They throw dust
over their [aging] heads. They wrap their
[flesh] with sackcloth. The virgins of
Jerusalem hang their heads down to
the ground. 11 *My eyes fail from
Lamentations 2:10

crying, ___. My bowels
churn. My heart pours out on
the earth, over the destruction
of my daughter-populace. [I see]
children and sucklings swoon
in the streets of the [once holy]
city. 12 *[Malnourished children] beg,
“Mommy, where's [our] grain
and juice?” [Tots] swoon like shot
[soldiers] in the streets of the city,
___! [The angel of death] sucks out [our
[nonstop]
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souls. They lay [dead] on
their [shrieking] mothers’ [shriveled]
breasts. 13 Jerusalem's wounds go
babies’]

beyond words, ___, beyond compare,
beyond comfort, incurable, without
equal [in all of history]. Zion's virgin daughter-populace hemorrhages [blood] like
the [waves of the] sea. 14 *The ‘fore-

sight’ of your [false] prophets
proves impotent and foolish.
[Your money-driven religionists] cover up
your crimes, drawing you into
slavery. They see [only] false visions that cause your banishment.
That's your reality, Christianites. Oracles coming
out of the wrong orifice.

*Everyone who passes by
claps their hands [laughing] at you
[infidels]. They hiss and wag their
heads at [Mount Zion's] daughter-city, Jerusalem. [Mockers] taunt, “Is
this [mess] the city men call, ‘The
perfection of beauty’, ‘The joy
of the whole earth?!’” 16 All your
15

enemies open their mouth[s] to jeer at
you [hypocrites]. They hiss and gnash [their]
teeth. They brag, ‘We swallowed up
[Jerusalem]! This is the day we've been
waiting for. Finally we've lived to see
it!” 17 [Yet the attacking nations are just bit-players on
YAH's stage.] Yahweh does what He warns.
He fulfills the prophecies he decreed in
ancient days. He throws [the fakers] down
without pity. He makes your enemy rejoice over you, [evil Judea]. [YAH] erects the
horn of your adversaries. 18 Cry [from
your] heart to [Yahweh] the Adonai, [you survivors left alive inside the] wall of [mount] Zion's
daughter-city. Let tears run down [your
faces] like river[s] day and night! Give
yourself no rest! Deny slumber to the
pupils of your eyes! 19 *Wake up,

___! Cry out all night as you
watch [for rapists and robbers]. Pour out
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your heart like water before
the face of [Yahweh] the Adonai.
Lift up your hands to him. [Beg]
for the lives of your young children who collapse, comatose
from starvation, at every
street-corner. Lamentations 2:20 [Cry,]
“[Please] look [down,] Yahweh. Consider
whom you have [destroyed]. Should [our
Judeo-Christian] women eat the fruit [of their
wombs] — babies a mere hand-span
long?! Will [you let your] priest[s] and [your]
prophet[s][die,] slain in [your] sanctuary,
Adonai? 21 [Our] young and old [rebels] lie
[lifeless, bleeding] on the street pavement.
My virgins and my young men [lie] fallen
by the sword. You [Yahweh] terminated
them on the day [you vented] your anger.
Without pity, you executed [our criminal
nation]. 22 You, Yahweh, invite terrors to
surround me [like I'm a goat slaughtered for a communal] feast. In the day of your fire-snorting-fury, no one escapes nor remains [alive]. My enemy consumes the
[children] I swaddled and raised.”

Lamentations 3
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so I can't get out, ___. He weighs
down my chain. [I lie pinned, motionless in the
mud.] 8 And when I cry and shout, [YAH]
shuts out my prayer. 9 [YAH] encloses my
way with blocks of stone, ___. He
twists my paths. Lamentations 3:10 [YAH attacks] me like a bear lying in wait. Like a
lion, [he pounces from his] secret [hiding] place.
11 [YAH] drags me off my path. He tears
me to pieces, ___. He [leaves] me
desolate [& helpless]. 12 [YAH] bends his
bow. He sets me as a mark for [his] arrow. 13 [YAH] pierces my heart with the
arrows from His quiver, ___. 14 I become a laughingstock to my whole nation, ___. I'm derided by their [taunting]
song[s] all day. 15 [YAH] stuffs me with
bitterness, ___. He fills me up with
[poison] wormwood. 16 [YAH] breaks my
teeth with gravel-stones, ___. He covers me with ashes. 17 You, [YAH] banish
my soul far away from peace. I forget
[all hope of] prosperity. 18 ___, I [begin to]
think, “My strength lies dead, [along with]
my hope in Yahweh.” 19 [I never] forget
my affliction and my misery, the [poison]
wormwood and the bitter-gall.
Wormwood signifies nuclear radiation.

___, my soul [feels] the
memory [of pain, like a block of] depression [on
my chest].
Depressed Jeremiah Grabs YAH's
Rope Of Hope
21 [But] I call to my mind [YAH's mercy, ___.
So I grab hold of the rope of] hope. 22 It's because of Yahweh's mercies that we
[repenters] don't get consumed, ___, because [YAH's] compassion never fails. 23
[YAH's mercies] rise anew every morning,
___. [YAH,] your faithfulness [spans]
infinity! 24 I finally realize that [my relationship to] Yahweh is all I have, [and all I'll ever
get, ___]. So [all I can do] is hope in Him.
Lamentations 3:20

Jerusalem Wails Over Her Divine
Punishment

* ___, i, [Jerusalem, cry] as a human who has experienced affliction under the rod of [YAH's]
fire-rage.
1

Jeremiah's experience is a foreshadowing of that of
the Messiah.

led me, ___. He brought me into
darkness, but not into light. 3 [YAH's]
power-fist turned against me, ___. He
turns his fist against me [again and again,]
all day long. 4 [YAH] wears away my
muscle and my skin, ___. He breaks
my bones. 5 [YAH] built [siege-works] against
me, ___. He surrounds me with bittergall and hardship. 6 [YAH] drops me into
dark [holes], like [where men] drop old [rotten]
corpse[s]. 7 [YAH] hedges me all around,
2 [YAH]
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You don't really possess anything. All your wealth,
health and support could vanish overnight. The
only thing you have is a lifeline to your Creator.

*Yahweh is good to everyone
who waits for him, to anybody
25
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who seeks him, ___. 26 It's good
for a human to hope while quietly waiting for Yahweh to rescue [him, ___]. 27 It
benefits a human to bear the yoke [of
discipline] in his youth, ___. 28 [The humble
man] sits alone and keeps silence, [enduring the discipline YAH] lays on him, ___. 29 If
[a naive] human puts his mouth in the
dust [in humility], then there may be hope
[for him], ___. Lamentations 3:30 *The

offers his cheek to [the
who smites him, ___.

[humble man]

oppressor]
[The man who hopes for eternal life endures a

filled to the brim with
insults.
mortality]

‘Turn the other cheek’ IS in the Old Testament.

the Adonai won't cast [you] off
forever, ___. 32 Even though YAH
causes [you] grief, ___, he still has
compassion, an infinite supply of mercy
[for you]. 33 For YAH never wants to afflict
or grieve any children of Adam, including you, ___. 34 [Yahweh hates seeing evil powers] crush all earth's prisoners underfoot. 35 *Right before the face of
31 [Yahweh]

the Most-High, oppressors derail human-rights. [YAH] hates
that!
To be a true Christian, you must be a human-rights
activist.

Adonai condemns anyone who subverts the [rightful] causes of any man,
___. 37 Whenever anyone says anything, or does anything, it's in Adonai
[Yahweh's] plan, ___.
36

paraphrase

Both calamity and prosperity flow
from the mouth of [Yahweh], the Most
High. 39 Why should any human drawing breath complain about [being] penalized for their villainy, ___? Lamentations
38

*Let's search and examine
our ways, ___. [Let's] turn back
to Yahweh. 41 * ___, let's lift up
our heart[s], and our hands, to
[thank Yahweh] Elohim in the heavens.
3:40
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Raising your hands in worship is a COMMANDMENT
from the bible. It's not just an option. Just standing there pretending to be the chosen-frozen paralyzes your lymphatic system. Sedentary behavior is
a major cause of spiritual and physical cancer in
ChristenDUMB.

Jeremiah Prays Voicing Jerusalem's
Repentance
42 We [deceivers] betray and rebel. You,
[YAH, refuse to pamper us fakes. You don't] spare us
[the consequences of our destructive actions].
A wise, loving parent lets their children suffer necessary consequences.

You, [YAH,] cover [us violaters] with firebreathing [rage]. You chase us down. You
kill us [by the thousands,] without looking
back. 44 You, [YAH sometimes] cover yourself in a cloud [so thick] that our prayers
can't pass through. 45 You've reduced
us [hypocrites] to sewage and trash in the
midst of the [world's] people. 46 All our
enemies open their mouths [to rail]
against us [liars]. 47 Fear and trap[s] rush
over us [frauds], [bringing] desolation and
destruction. 48 My eye[s] flood down
rivers of water, ___, [seeing] the destruction of [ancient Israel's] daughter-populace, my [people]. 49 *My eye trickles
43

down [tears] nonstop, never resting, ___. Lamentations 3:50 [Nothing will be
until Yahweh looks down, and
eyes [me with compassion] from heaven. 51
___, my eye wounds my heart, seeing
[the destruction] of all the daughter-towns of
my [capitol] city. 52 *Without cause,
fixed, ___,]

my enemies viciously chase
me, ___, like [I'm] a bird [they crave
to devour]. 53 My enemies cut off my life
in the dungeon. They throw rocks over
me, ___. 54 Waters flow over my head,
___. I [wail], “I'm cut off [from life].” 55 Yahweh, from this deep dungeon, I'm calling your Name. 56 You heard my voice
[before]. Don't close your ear to my sighs,
my cries. 57 You came [and held me] close
when I called to you. You said, “Never
fear!” 58 Adonai, [in the past] you defended
the causes of my soul. You bought back
my life.
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Jerusalem Prays YAH Kills Judea's
Oppressors
59 Yahweh, you've seen [the] wrongs [my
enemies do to me]. [Please] judge my case!
Lamentations 3:60 You've seen all their
vengeful [crimes] and all their schemes
[they've run] against me. 61 [Yahweh], you
heard all the insults [the infidels hurl] at me,
and all the [lies] they keep making up [to
harm] me. 62 [You see] the lips [of my attackers]
rise up against me. All day [and night they
spit out] their plots to destroy me. 63
Watch the [persecutors]. [Whether] they're sitting down or standing up, [cursing] me is
the music [score of their lives]. 64 Boomerang
[revenge on my attackers]! Pay them back what
they paid me, Yahweh! [Give them] all [the
pain] their power-fists [dished out to me]! 65
Give [my attackers] broken hearts. [Put] your
curse [on] them. 66 Chase [my attackers]
with [your] fire-breathing-fury! Wipe
them from under [your] heavens, Yahweh!

breaks them off one bite. 5
*[Socialites,] former munchers of
delicacies, lie wasted in the
streets, ___. [Nobles] (raised in
royal purple-cloth) [crawl on their bellies]. They claw garbage [and manure] piles, [hunting scraps of food]. 6 The

Lamentations 4

with the sword fare better than
sufferers who starve to death,
___. [Starving famine-casualties] pine
away, pierced [with pain] for want
of the fruits of the field.
Lamentations 4:10 *The hands of [formerly] compassionate women
boil their own children, their
last meal in the destroyed
home of my people, ___.

Jeremiah is keeping it real here, voicing the feelings of Jerusalem's suffering people. These are real
emotions holy people are allowed to temporarily
feel and voice. But in our calmer moments, we
have only love. Forgiving brings healing to us.

Destruction Comes From Disobeying YAH's Laws
1 How the gold dims, ___! [Ashes] dull
[our] finest treasures! [See] the stones of
[our] sanctuary lying dumped at every
street-corner! 2 The precious sons of
Zion, [once] worth their weight in fine
gold, become cheap as earthen pitchers, product[s] of a potter's hands! 3
Even mother jackals bare their breasts
to let their young ones suck [milk, ___].
[But] my peoples' daughters have turned
cruel as ostriches in the wilderness.

*The
tongue of the suckling baby
clings to the roof of his mouth
in thirst, ___. Young children
beg for bread. But no one
[They ignore their own babies’ cries.] 4
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punishment [YAH inflicts] for the offenses
committed by my countrymen is
greater than the punishment [he inflicted
for] the sin[s] of Sodom, ___. [YAH] destroyed [Sodom] in a [nuclear] flash. No [pagan] hands tortured her [on and on]. 7 [Our]
holy [separatist saints once] shone purer than
snow, whiter [in spirit] than milk, ___,
more ruddy in body than rubies, polished like sapphire[s].
Holy ones = Nazirites. Racists, notably old Mormons, twist this verse to glorify white skin. However, the verse itself goes on to define a desirable
body as ‘ruddy,’ which means red, i.e. colored, not
white.

Now the faces [of our holy ones] lie
smeared black [with] coal-soot, ___.
They're unrecognizable in the streets.
Their skin clings to their bones, withered, [dry] as sticks. 9 *Victims slain
8

That's what war brings.

Yahweh empties his fury, ___. He
pours out His fierce anger. He kindles a
fire in Zion [so hot] it devours [Jerusalem's]
foundations. 12 The kings of the earth,
and all the inhabitants of the world,
couldn't believe that [Israel's] enemy invaders would [bash-down] the gates of
Jerusalem. 13 *[The pagans destroy
11

Jerusalem]
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her prophets, and the wrongs
of her priests. They shed the
blood of righteous [people] in the
middle of [the “City-Of-Peace”].
Religion blesses immoral wars and unjust judicial
systems, empowering them with spiritual force.
Bad religion is the root-cause of the evils of the
world.

wander like blind men in
the streets, ___. They pollute themselves with blood-guilt. People [get defiled
just by] touching [religionists'] clothing. 15
14 [Religionists]

*Now people scream at the [unemployed, defrocked preachers,] “Get out!
You're filthy! Get away! Go!
Don't touch [us]!” So the [deposed religionists] flee. They wander
among the beast-nations, ___.
But no nation allows the [religionists] to stay.
An accurate description of the diaspora of Israel.
Starting in 2020, worldwide, media-spread virushype caused the masses to boycott and even forbid
attendance at preachers' services, even in the U.S.
and Israel.

Yahweh's fury-face scatters [the religionHe never again watches over them,
___. [Now] no one respects the [corrupt]
priests. No one gives favor to [Judeo-Christianism's exposed] elders.
16

ists].
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Our persecutors [fly] swifter than the
eagles of the heaven[s, ___]. The [pigs]
chase us on the mountains. They lay in
ambush [to kill] us in the wilderness.
19

*In their pits the
[enemy] trapped our [king], whom
Yahweh anointed, our lifebreath, because we boasted,
“Under our leader's [protective]
shadow we'll live safely among
the beast-nations.”
Lamentations 4:20

Your Presidents and Prime-Ministers are the devil's
pawns.

Rejoice, daughter-cities of [southland]
Edom, dwelling in the land of Uz {Counsel}. Be glad that this cup [of destruction]
has yet to pass through to you. [But soon]
you [fall to] lie [in the dirt,] drunk [on your nation's blood]. [Soon] you strip yourself naked
[when the Babylonians enslave you]! 22 [Jerusalem,]
daughter-city of Zion, [YAH] has finished
punishing you for your [past] crimes.
[Babylon] will no longer carry you away
into bondage. But, daughter-cities of
Edom {Red-Man's-Southland}, [YAH descends to]
punish your crimes. He comes to uncover your sins.
21

Lamentations 5

Translation has numerous alternates.

We [lay-people] look in vain for help.
Our eyes fail, ___. We watch and hunt,
expecting help from a nation that could
not save us. 18 *The [foreigners we fanta17

hunt our steps. So
we can't venture into our
streets, ___. Our demise lies
near, our days terminated. Our
end has come.
sized would help us]

You can't use the public roads of your own country
without a driver's license obtained on oath, a binding registration agreement, and an insurance contract in admiralty jurisdiction, all forbidden by the
scriptures from end to end. Police, officials and
your fellow citizens hassle you for hundreds of bogus infractions if you walk on your streets. When
your right to travel on your own streets is taken
from you, the end of your nation is very near.

The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Jeremiah Begs YAH's Mercy For Ruined Israel
1 Please, Yahweh. Remember the [disasters] that [have] buried us [Jews]. Reconsider. Look at the abuse we're suffering. 2
[We] handed-over our inheritance to
strangers. Aliens haunt our houses.
Your house and land belong to foreign oppressors.
You are a ‘tenant,’ not an owner in freehold. Look
on your deed. If you fail to pay whatever taxes
your government's creditors demand, they seize
your house and sell it.

We're orphans, fatherless [babies]. Our
mothers are widows. 4 *We drink
3

our water [only if we pay] money,
___. We have to buy our wood
[from fuel-dealers].
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That's your reality now. Water wars are coming to
a city near you. Energy wars are sucking away
your nation's wealth.

Our necks [ache] under persecution. We
labor without rest.
5

The oppressive 7-day workweek that now crushes
the world's poor is a natural outflow of ChristenDumb's abolition of the Hebrew Sabbath.

We gave the [upper] hand to the Egyptians, and to the Assyrians, [because they]
satisfied [us] with [subsidized] food. 7 Our
fore-fathers sinned, then vanished [into
the grave]. We bear the [repercussions] of their
unfairness, ___. 8 Servants [of rich tyrants]
rule over us, ___. No one delivers us
out of their fist[s]. 9 We get our food at
peril of our lives. Swords [of robbers attack
us] in the wilderness, ___. Lamentations
5:10 Our skin [burns] black like an oven
because of the terrible famine, ___. 11
6

*[Oppressors] ravish the women in
Zion, [impregnating] virgins in the
cities of Judea! 12 [The torturer] hangs
up

[our]

leaders by their hands

[until they die

excruciating deaths, ___]. [Teenage conquerors spit]

dishonor in the faces of

[our]

elders. 13

*[Pagans] abduct [our] young men
to [make the boys slave] grinding [gravel].
[Our] children stagger under [loads
of] wood. 14 [Our] elders vacate their
gate.
their music.

[places of leadership at the city courthouse]
[Our]

young men

[abandon]

As of 2020, the global Communist world order has
forced music, sports and the arts to be abandoned
as ‘non-essential’ professions.

The joy of our heart[s][grinds to a] halt.
Our dance decays into mourning. 16 The
crown falls from our head, ___. [The consequences of] our errors [engulf] us in woe. 17
So our heartbeats [grow] faint. Our eyesight dims. 18 [We Jews die,] because the
mountain of Zion is now a desolate foxrun. 19 You, O Yahweh, remain for ever.
Your throne [endures] from generation to
generation. Lamentations 5:20 Are you [going] to forget us forever, [Yahweh]? Why
abandon us for so long? 21 Turn us back
to you, Yahweh. [This time] we'll [stay]
turned. Renew our lifespans, like [you
15
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ancient [Hebrews]. 22 [Please save us,
even though] you completely rejected us
and you're bursting in rage against us.
saved the]

Ezekiel 1
Zeke Sees The 4-Faced Flying Spirit-Creatures
1 It's the 5th day of the 4th month of
[513B.C.], the 30th year [since king Josiah found
Judea's lost Law books]. I, [Ezekiel (the exiled priest)
sweat, breaking rocks] with the [other] slaves by
[Iraq's] river of Chebar, [45 miles north of Babylon]. [Suddenly, ___,] the heavens open. I
see visions of Elohim. [The following is my
record of those visions:] 2

[It's] the 5th day of the [4th]
month of the 5th year since [Babylonian soldiers dragged
Judea's evil] king JeconYah [into] captivity. 3 The word of
Yahweh rushes to [me,] Ezekiel the priest, the son of
Buzi {Shamed}, in the land of the Chaldeans by the
Chebar river. There, ___, the hand of Yahweh
[me]. 4 I look [into the darkening sky,
I see a whirlwind fly [toward me] from
the north: a colossal [twisting] cloud. It
flashes lighting. Bright light encircles
the [cloud]. Amber [light] beams from its
inner fire. 5 *Out of the middle [of

comes upon
___].

fly 4 [beings! They resemliving creatures, with some
humanoid features. 6 *Each of
the 4 creatures have 4 faces,
and 4 wings, ___! 7 The creatures'
the fiery whirlwind]
ble]

legs stand straight, ___, [like human legs].
But their feet look like calves' hooves
that sparkle like burnished bronze. 8 On
their four extremities, the [creatures] have
human-like hands. [Now I'll describe] their 4
faces and their wings, ___: 9 Each of
the creatures' wings touch the wings of
the next creature. They fly straight forward, ___, never turning. Ezekiel 1:10
The creatures' faces blow my mind,
___: look at them from the front, you
see a human face. But from the left,
you see a lion's face. From the right,
you see a bull's face. And from the
rear, you see an eagle's face!
paraphrase
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The creatures' [upper] two wings
stretch high and out to touch the wings
of their companions. And each [creature]
covers his body with his two lower
wings. 12 Each of the creatures move
straight forward together, ___. They
go wherever [YAH's] spirit leads, never
turning away. 13 *The living-crea11

tures look like burning coals of
fire. Between the creatures,
lamp-like light (brilliant as
fire) shoots back and forth,
then bursts out like lightning,
___!
or "up and down on the creatures". Imagine a Tesla-coil.

The living creatures speed to-and-fro
like flashes of lightning, ___. 15 *Now
14

as I look at these four-faced
living creatures, ___, I see
wheels [spinning] on the ground
under the creatures. 16 *All four
wheels look the same, ___:
their inner parts sparkle like
diamonds [in the sun], each beautifully structured as a wheel
within a wheel, [i.e. gyroscopes]. 17
This four-creature [coalition] jets straight
ahead, never swerving, just moving
[fast].

Most translations of this verse imply that the
wheels never turn. To be specific, they turn only
when the Spirit leading them turns. As we should.

*The wheel-rings tower so
high [over my head that I shake in] dread,
___, seeing the 4 wheel-rims
full of eyes all around. 19
*Wherever the living creatures
go, the wheels [roll] under them.
Then the living creatures lift up
off the ground, ___. So the
wheels lift up [with the creatures]!
Ezekiel 1:20 *Wherever [YAH's] spirit
goes, the spirit-creatures move
with [YAH's] spirit. The wheels
18
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rise with the creatures, because the spirit of the creatures lives inside the wheels. 21
*When the wheels stand still,
the creatures stand still. When
the wheels lift off, the creatures lift off with the [wheels],
proving that the spirits of the
creatures live in the wheels. 22
*Above the heads of the living
creature[s], the Sacred-Sky
shines: a huge dome glittering
with ice-crystals, stretching
out over the [beings'] heads [into
eternity]. 23 Under this Sacred-Sky, each
creature stretches out his two wings
straight toward his fellow-creature. [Beneath these wings,] each creature uses his
other two wings to cover the two sides
of his own body. 24 *As the [creatures]

fly, I hear the noise of their
wings. It rushes like massive
waters, like the voice of the
Almighty, like the tumultuous
noise of a shouting army, ___.
Finally the [creatures] stand. They
let down their wings. 25 As the
stand and let down their wings,
a voice [booms] from the Sacred-Sky
above their heads. 26 *Above the
[creatures]

Sacred-Sky over the [creatures']
heads, something like a throne
appears, gleaming like sapphire-stones. Above this
throne-like apparition a manlike being appears. 27 *I see [energy] gleaming like ambercoloured fire surrounding and
inside of the [man-like being, ___].
From his waist down, flamelike [spirit] radiates brilliant light
all around him. 28 *The brightness surrounding the [man-like be-
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radiates like a rainbow in a
cloud on a rainy day, ___. [I realize] I'm looking at an apparition
of Yahweh's glory! As soon as I
see it, I fall upon my face.
Then I hear the voice of a
heavenly [speaker].
ing]

Humility comes before hearing heaven's voice.

Ezekiel 2
YAH Gives Zeke A Message For Bull-Head Israel
1 Then, ___, [YAH] says to me,
“‘Son of Adam,’ stand on your feet.
Then I'll speak to you.”
2 As [YAH] speaks to me, [YAH's] spirit enters me, ___! It sets me on my feet. I
hear [YAH] speak to me. 3 *[YAH] says

to me,
“‘Son of Adam,’ I send you to
[condemn] the brats of Israel. [Their]
mutinous nation [keeps on] rebelling against me. They and
their fore-fathers have [consistently] betrayed me, right to this
very day.
4
[The Jews] are impudent, stiff hearted
spoiled-kids. I'm sending you to [warn]
them. Speak my words [in the name-authority]
of [Me,] Adonai Yahweh.

5

The

a rebellious gaggle.
may listen. [Most will] ignore you.
But they'll [all eventually] realize that [you're]
a prophet in their midst.
[Israelites are]

[Some]

6

So you, son of Adam, never be afraid of
the [fake Judeo-Christians]. Never quake at
their words, even when [their] ‘briers’ and
‘thorns’ surround you. You live among
‘scorpions.’ Never fear their talk, ___.
Don't get discouraged by their [evil ugly]
looks, no matter how rebellious [they
grow].
7

*
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You'll speak my words to the
[phony Judeo-Christians], whether they
listen, or whether they [ignore you,
which they will, ___,] because they're
extremely treacherous.
8*
But you, son of Adam, hear
what I say to you: Don't be rebellious like that mutinous
gaggle [of counterfeit ‘believers’]. Open
your mouth. Eat what I give
you.”
9 *I look, ___. Suddenly I see
[YAH] send a [mysterious spirit-]hand. [It
floats in a vapor-cloud] toward me. I
see that the hand holds a
scroll. Ezekiel 2:10 [The paranormal hand]
spreads [out the scroll] before me. It's written inside and out, ___: a doom-tale
of death-dirges, mourning and wailing.

Ezekiel 3
Ezekiel Eats the Doom-Scroll
Then, ___, [YAH] says to me,
“‘Son of Adam,’ eat what you see [in front
of you]. Eat this scroll. Then go address
the house of Israel.”
2 So, ___, I open my mouth. [YAH]
feeds me the scroll. 3 *Then [YAH]
1

says to me,
“‘Son of Adam,’ swallow [my word]
into your belly. Fill your insides
with this scroll I'm [feeding] you.”
So I eat [the scroll], ___. It floods
my mouth like sweet honey. 4
Then [YAH] says to me,
“Go, ‘Son of Adam.’ [Run] over to the
house of [north] Israel. Speak my words
to them.
5

[I'm] not sending you to some populace
who speak foreign languages [filled] with
unintelligible words. [I'm sending you] to the
dynasty of [north] Israel.
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[creatures],

and the sound of a
great rushing [angel army, ___]!

Local missions are missions too.
6

don't squawk strange talk
in a difficult tongue you don't comprehend. If I'd sent you to [foreign people,]
they would have listened to you, guaranteed!

[Your countrymen]

7

But the house of Israel won't listen to
you. Because they won't listen to me.
The entire house of Israel are hardheaded, hard-hearted [mules].
The best ministries often receive the worst support.

*
Watch me place your bold face
against their faces, your hard
forehead against their foreheads, ___.
8

9

I'm making your forehead like a diamond, harder than flint, ___! So never
fear [your persecutors]. Never get depressed
by the [ugly/intimidating] looks the traitorpack [shoot at you].”

*Then [YAH] says to me,
“‘Son of Adam,’ all my words
that I speak to you, receive in
your heart; hear with your
ears.
Ezekiel 3:10

11

Go. Travel to the [Israeli] exiles in
captivity, the children of your people.
Whether they listen or they refuse,
speak [my message] to them, [beginning with,]
‘Adonai Yahweh says….’”
12 Then, ___, [YAH's] spirit lifts me up. I
hear behind me the sound of mighty
rushing [angels. They sing,] ‘Kneel [and adore]
the glory of Yahweh [as it beams here to earth
from heaven].’ 13 *Then I hear the
[Hurry.]

noise of the wings of the [fourfaced] living creatures brushing
against each other, and the
noise of the wheels under the
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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YAH Teleports Ezekiel To The TelAviv Slaves

*So [YAH's] spirit lifts me up.
[He] takes me away. But I go in
bitterness, ___, my spirit on
fire [to stay in the vision]. Yet the hand
of Yahweh stays strong upon
me. 15 [YAH's hand] takes me to the [Israeli]
14

exile slave-camp at Tel-Aviv {Spring-Hill},
by [Babylon's] Chebar river. So I sit where
the [slaves] sit. I stay there among them,
stunned, for 7 days.
Teleportation in the bible.
16 Then, ___, at the end of 7 days, the word of
Yahweh [again] comes [alive in] me.
Silent meditation precedes messages from heaven.

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ I appoint you as watchman for the dynasty of Israel. So hear
the word from my mouth. Beam my
warning[s] to the [ingrates].
You Must Warn Sinners Of Their
Imminent Doom
17 [YAH]

*
When I tell [you to tell] the evildoer, ‘You will surely die;’ and
you fail to shine the light of my
words to warn the sinner to
[leave] his wicked path, to save
his life, that wicked man will
die in his evil. But I'll find his
blood on your hand[s, ___].
18

19

But if you warn the evildoer, and he [refuses] to turn from his wickedness; if he
[trucks on down] his wicked way, he dies in
his evil, ___. But you'll have delivered
your soul [from responsibility].
Ezekiel 3:20

Similarly, when a just man [unrepentantly]
veers from his righteousness to commit
evil, I lay a stumbling-block before him.
So he dies. All the righteous acts he
ever did wind up forgotten. If you,
___, fail to shine [my word-light to him], he
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perishes in his sin. Then I find his blood
on your hand[s].
21

But if you enlighten the righteous man
[to see] that [truly] righteous people never
[continue in] sin, and he avoids sinning, he
ends up surviving, because you warned
him, ___. Then you'll have rescued
your life-breath.”
Grace = the power to stop sinning, not freedom to
sin.

Then and there the hand of Yahweh
[grabs] upon me, ___! He says to me,
“Get up, [Ezekiel]. [Hike] out into [Babylon's]
plain. I'll talk with you there.”
23 So, ___, I get up. I [hike] out onto
the plains. There [I] see the glory of
Yahweh stationed [in the air], like the glory I saw by the Chebar river. So I fall
on my face. 24 Then, ___, [YAH's] spirit
enters me. He sets me upon my feet.
He speaks with me. [He] says to me,
“Go [home]. Shut yourself inside your
house.
22

25

But watch out, son of Adam. The [evil
ones] will tie you with ropes to keep you
from going out [to evangelize] the people.
Like 2020's global lockdown orders which defined
public evangelism and church as ‘non-essential’ forbidden activity, punishable by incarceration and
fines.
26

So I'll make your tongue cling to the
roof of your mouth. You'll be mute, unable to correct the [sinners,] because
they're a rebellious breed.
27

But when I speak with you, I'll open
your mouth. Then you'll say, ‘This is a
message from Adonai Yahweh.’ Those
who [I've anointed] will listen. [But] the spiritually-deaf [sinners] will refuse to listen,
___, because they're a pack of rebels.”

Ezekiel 4
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Ezekiel Foretells The Siege of
Jerusalem
1

Then, ‘son of Adam’, take a clay slab.
Lay it before your face. On it, draw the
city of Jerusalem.
Babylonian inscription-bricks measure 14"x12"
(inches). Again, so much for the bogus theory that
Moses forbade representational drawing.

*
Then
2

attack
[your drawing of Jerusalem]. Build [scale models of] siege-towers with catapults [pelting the city]. Build a ramp
up to it. Erect war-camps facing it. Surround it with [models of]
battering-rams.
[pretend to surround and]

Performance art.

*
Then get an iron plate. Place it
like an iron wall between you
and the [model] city. Fix your
gaze on it. [Mimic] the siege, with
you as the attacker. This will
serve as a [warning] sign to the
house of Israel.
3

4

Then lay down on your left side. On
your torso, place [the destroyed city-model representing] the ruinous house of Israel. Lay
there every day for [390 days. Symbolically]
bear Israel's [perversity].
Ezekiel may have lain there only part of each day.
5

I'm assigning you 390 days of [discomfort
and public ridicule]. You'll bear one day for
each of the 390 years the house of Israel [has wallowed in] evil.
390 years may refer to when rebel north Israel, led
by king Stink (Bashaa), led his civil war on Judea.
6

When you finish the [390 days,] then lie on
your right side for 40 days to symbolically bear the ruin of the house of Ju-
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dah {Celebrated}. I'm sentencing you to
1 day [of suffering] per year of Judah's
[recent apostasy].
40 years earlier, Judah's evil king Jehoiakim
burned the scroll of another prophet: Jeremiah.
7

Set your face toward [your model] siege of
Jerusalem. Bare your arm. Foretell
[Judea's] doom.
8

Then watch: I'll [supernaturally] tie you with
ropes so you can't turn from one side
to the other. [I'll do this every day] until
you've ended the [430] days of your
[mock] siege.
Or the less surreal: ‘I'm commanding you to get
tied up with ropes...’
9

Now go and get some wheat, barley,
beans, lentils, millet and spelt. Mix
them together in a storage jar. Use this
food to make bread for yourself to eat
during the 390 days you'll be lying on
your side.
This is the Ezekiel bread recipe, said to be very
healthy.
Ezekiel 4:10

Weigh out 8 ounces of food per day.
Eat it in timed rations throughout the
day.

*Then I reply, “Oh Adonai
Yahweh! Look: my body has
never been contaminated.
From my youth up to right now
I've never eaten any [animal] that
died by itself or that [beasts] tore
to pieces. No disgusting [unclean]
food has ever entered my
mouth!”
14

Zeke wouldn't eat hot-dogs at your church picnic.
Ezekiel was not fond of squished-up swine's anus.

So [Yahweh] answers me,
“[Ok,] look: I'll assign you cow poop instead of human poop as fuel for you to
bake bread with.”
15

*Then, ___, [Yahweh] says to
me,
“‘Son of Adam,’ watch me cut
off Jerusalem's bread supply.
The [fakes] fall to anxiously eat
weight-rationed bread. Shell-shocked, they drink rationed
water [in little sips].
16

17

Finally, starving for bread and water,
they come to stare, [appalled] at each other. [Their malnourished brains rot behind their]
stunned [eyes,] wasting away because of
their guilt.”

Ezekiel 5

Perhaps 12 ounces.
11

Also ration your drinking water to 2/3
quart per day. Sip it from time to time.
A gallon a day is more healthy, but this is performance art, not health advice.
12

Eat [your bread] like [you'd eat] barley cakes.
Bake it in the [people's] sight. Use [dried]
human poop [as fuel].”
13 [I jolt in shock, ___.] Yahweh continues,
“[Human-dung-fuel] is exactly how the ‘sons
of Israel’ come to eat their defiled food
among the beast-nations where I [soon]
drive them.”
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YAH Tells Zeke To Build & Burn A
Mock-City
1 [YAH continues,]

“And you, son of Adam, take a sharp
knife and a barber's razor. Run them
over your head and your beard. Then
weigh [the cut hair] on a scale. Divide it
into [3 parts].
2

Then, to [symbolize] the coming siege,
[place] 1/3 [of your hair] in the middle of
your [model] city. Burn it with fire. Then
take another 3rd [of your cut hair]. Stab it
with a knife in various parts of the [model
city]. Scatter the remaining 3rd part [of
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to the wind. [Thus warn the Israeli hypocrites that] I'm [about to] draw out a ‘sword’
and [chase them to the ends of the earth].
your hair]

More prophetic performance art.
3

But

[to symbolize the ‘remnant’ people whom I'll save

save a few
up in your clothes.
from war,]

[hair strands].

Tie them

4

Then, later, take some of the ‘saved’
hair-locks. Throw them into the middle
of a fire. Burn them up, to symbolize
that even [‘saved’ people can backslide to] engulf
the whole family of Israel in fire.”

1269

failed to walk in my
statutes. You [continuously neglect to]
guard my judgments. You fail
even to meet the [laughable level of]
justice of the cattle-nations
around you.”
tently]

A common accusation against today's ‘State Of
Israel’.

So Adonai Yahweh decrees,
“Look: I stand against you [fakers]. I
[descend to] execute judgments among
you. The beast-nations [survive to] watch
[you die].
8

9
Saved is as saved does.

Adonai Yahweh explains,
“[Your model symbolizes] Jerusalem. I've set
[Jerusalem] in the middle of the nations
and countries [of the earth].
5

This answers the question of why the Hebrew
scriptures are more valuable than the writings of
all the world's religions put together. Jerusalem is
truly the crossroads of the entire globe. It's earth's
ideal broadcasting HQ. From Israel, the Creator
published His Laws to the entire planet. Not merely
recently, but thousands of years ago the Hebrew
scriptures traveled to China and the Americas. So
the entire world is without excuse for ignoring
YAH's principles of Law.

YAH Condemns All Religious Hypocrites
6

*

[Jerusalem] consistently perverts
my judgments into wickedness
more than the [goyim-cattle]
nations. [Judea violates] my statutes
more than do the countries
surrounding her. [The Jews constantly]
refuse my judgments and my
axioms. [The Jews] have never [fully]
walked in [my Law].”
7 *So Adonai Yahweh announces,
“You [Israelites] multiply more
[crime] than do the pig-peoples
surrounding you. You've [consis-
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Because of your abominable [disgusting
sins], I [continue to] wreak [punishments on you Israelis] that I've never [inflicted on anyone] before, and will never [inflict on anyone] again.

*
So the parents among you
come to eat [their] sons in the
middle of your [refugee camps]. [Similarly, some of your] children end up
eating their parents. I [descend to]
execute [death] sentences in your
[towns]. I scatter every survivor
among you into all [earth's] winds.
Ezekiel 5:10

11

So, as I live,”
Adonai Yahweh continues,
“for sure, because you've defiled my
sanctuary with all your detestable [junk],
and with all your abominations, I soon
scrape you [off the earth like fungus]. My eye
doesn't spare [you]. I turn off all my pity
[for you].

*
One 3rd of you soon die from
pestilence, or become consumed by famine [before your eyes].
A 3rd fall by the sword [of the nations] surrounding you. I scatter
[the remaining] 3rd into all the
winds. Then I draw out a
sword after the [survivors].
12
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13

Thus my anger fulfills its [purpose], when
I make my fury rest on [you criminals].
Then I [relax,] comforted. After I completely [rain] my rage on [you, the world]
comes to know that I, Yahweh, predicted [your destruction] in my zeal.
14

There's more! I end up making you [hypocrites a] waste [product,] a sad joke told by
the nations surrounding you, [a shameful
grotesque vomit-inducer] in the eyes of all who
pass by [and see your disgusting putrefaction].

*
So, when I execute judgments
on you [jerks], my chemical-burning correction makes your [name]
a [curse word], a taunt, a stunning
cautionary-warning to the cattle-nations surrounding you. I
Yahweh speak [your future, liars].
16 *
When I rain on [you villains] the evil
arrows of destructive starvation, I shoot to kill you. I worsen your hunger. [I] crush your
[emergency rations] of food.
15

17

So I hurl famine and evil beasts on you
[hypocrites]. [Cataclysms] bereave you. Pestilence and blood swarm to flood through
you. I bring the sword [down] on you. I
Yahweh speak [your future, phony ‘believers’].”

Ezekiel 6
EzekieEl Foresees The End Of Israel's Glory

1 Again, ___, Yahweh's word comes

[alive]

in me. 2

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ set your face toward
the mountains of Israel. Predict their
doom.
[YAH]

3

Say, ‘You mountains of Israel, hear the
word of Yahweh the Adonai. Sovereign
Yahweh says to the [sinner-infested] moun-
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tains, and to the hills, to the rivers, and
to the valleys; ‘Watch me bring a sword
upon you. I come to destroy your high
[occult shrines].
4

Your altars fall to lie desolate. Your
idol-images shatter. I come to hurl
down your dead worshippers in front of
your idols.
5

I strew the dead carcasses of Israel's
[fallen] brats before their idols. I scatter
your bones around your [occult] altars.
6

Everywhere you [liars] live, [tyrants] soon
lay your cities waste. [Your] high-shrines
come to lie desolate. [I] wreck your
[sacrificial] altars. [I] smash your idols to
nothingness. [Soldiers] chop down your
sun-pillars. [I] abolish your [wicked]
works.
7

As the slain fall all around you, you
come to realize [that] I am Yahweh {TheEternal-One}.
8

Yet I leave a remnant [Israeli population alive]
among the beast-nations, so you can
have some [survivors] who escape the
sword. They scatter throughout [earth's]
countries.
9

Your escaped [survivors] eventually remember me among the nations where
[invaders] drag them in chains. [The cheaters
realize that] their whore-hearts have broken my [heart]. They left me to [follow]
their [lustful] eyes. [The fakers] prostituted
themselves to their idol-gods. The
[traitors] come to loathe themselves for
the evils they commit, their disgusting
[habits].
Ezekiel 6:10

At last the [churchy-criminals] recognize that
I am Yahweh {The-Eternal-Creator}, and
that I didn't speak empty [threats] when I
warned that I'd rain this disaster on
them.”
11 Adonai Yahweh adds,
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“Strike [the ground] with your hand. Stomp
your foot. Shout, ‘Oh no! [War advances to
stop] all the evil abominations of the
house of Israel! The [villains] come to fall
[dead] by the sword, by famine and by
plague.
12

far away [from Israel] end up dying
of [her] plague, ___. [People] near [Israel]
fall by the sword. [People] remain under
siege 'til they die by the famine. Finally
I spend my fury on them.
[People]

My eye never overlooks you [criminals]. I
don't spare you [the results of your misdeeds]. I
boomerang [the consequences of] your lifepaths upon you. Your disgusting practices flood you [with disaster]. Then you
grasp that I am Yahweh {The-OmniTemporal-Creator}.’”
5 Adonai Yahweh warns,
“Look, ___! An ruinous, unprecedented
disaster comes…
6

end approaches! [Death] arrives! It's
watching you. Look out — it's here!

[The]

13

Finally you [Judeo-Christians] recognize that
I am Yahweh {The-Eternal-Creator}, when
[your] slain men lie entangled among
their idols. [Corpses] fall to surround [pagan]
altars on every high hill, in all the
mountaintops, and under every green
tree, and under every thick oak where
[rogue Israelis] offer [the] ‘sweet’ stink [of worship] to all their idols.
Todays idols = politicians and celebrities and the financiers who own them.
14

So I stretch out my hand upon the [rogue
Israelis] wherever they live. I make [their]
land [a] stunning waste even more desolate than the desert near Riblah {Fertile}. Finally they realize that I am Yahweh {The-Omnipresent-Creator}.”

Ezekiel 7
EzekiEl Foresees Israel's Devastation

1

[Again, ___,]

the word of Yahweh comes

[alive in]

me: 2

says,
“‘Son of Adam’, [I] Adonai Yahweh proclaim to the land of Israel, ‘The end has
come! [Israel's domination] of the four corners of the [Promised] Land is over.
[YAH]

3

Finally the end comes upon you [hypocrites]. I hurl my fire-breathing-fury on
you. I judge you exactly as your ways
[deserve]. I boomerang all your abominations upon you.
4
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7

The dawn-of-doom crowns on you landcrawlers. The time arrives. The day of
trouble looms. Panic, not joy, echoes
across [your] mountains!
8

Any moment now I come to pour out
my fury upon you [deceivers]. I spend my
rage upon you. I judge your every action. I repay you for all your abominations!
9

My eye won't spare. I won't go soft. I
repay you as your ways deserve, ___.
I throw your abominations back into
your laps! Finally you perceive that I,
Yahweh, strike [the blow]!
Ezekiel 7:10

Behold the day [of disaster, ___]! Watch
out! It's here! Its dawn rages forth! The
rod [of punishment] blossoms. [Your human]
pride climaxes.
11

violence towers up, [forming] the
rod I [use to punish human] wickedness, ___.
No [violent, wicked people] end up alive. Their
whole crowd, their [loved ones and friends, all
rot]. No one bewails the [criminals' deaths].
YAH Condemns The System Of
Commerce You Use
[Human]

12

The time has come, ___. [Judgment] day
arrives, ending the buyers' rejoicing
[over finding bargains] and the sellers' regret
[over losing money]. Fire-rage descends [to
devour] the whole [commercial] crowd!
13
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No seller survives to return to his merchandising. The [destruction you now] foresee
[smashes] the entire [commercial] horde. They
vanish from existence forever, never to
return, because [they lived] morally-weak
lives, [too sick-spirited to] repent of their evil.
Peterson: “The bottom drops out of buying and
selling. It will never be the same again. But don't
fantasize an upturn in the market. The country is
bankrupt because of its sins. It's not going to get
any better.”
14

blow the trumpet. They
scramble to ready [the populace and their armies
for attack]. But no one gets to the battle,
___. My fire-rage rains down on the
whole [commercial] horde.
[Intelligence officers]

15

The sword [devours all soldiers] outside [the
city-gates]. Pestilence and famine [devour the
cowering citizens] inside, ___. All [the sinners]
in the country die by the sword. Starvation and infection eat everyone in the
city.
16

The [few commercialists] who escape [the war]
flee to the crags like fire-fleeing valleydoves, ___, all mourning the evil [they've
done].
17

All hands come to [shake,] feeble, ___.
All knees [knock,] weak as water.

*
The [pagans] set their finest jewels in majestic, artistic yet
spiritually-abhorrent idol-images representing ruinous [demon-gods]. So I dump [their treasures]
into the [sewer's] filth.
Ezekiel 7:20

21

I pass [the backsliders' bling] into the hands of
foreigners as war-booty. The earth's
wicked [robbers] seize [Judeo-Christian gold] as
spoil. [Marauders] defile [Israel's treasures].
22

My face turns away from the [hypocrites. Attackers] desecrate my secret place.
Thieves invade [my temple]. They pollute
it.
23

*
The [bankers] cast their silver into
the streets. Their gold becomes
as abhorrent to them as infectious waste. Their money and
bling fail to save them in the
day YAH's fire-rage [hits the earth].
[Their riches] cease to satisfy their
lives or even fill their bellies.
[They trip over] the stumbling-block
of wealth. They fall to ruin.
19
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make your chain[s]. For the
[promised] land brims full of bloody
crimes. The [once-holy] city spills over
with violence.
[Babylon,]

24

So I summon the worst of the beastnations. They come to possess [Israel's]
houses. I stop the pomp of [your] strongmen. The [fakers'] holy places come to lie
defiled.
25

[Bone]
nals]

18

So [the surviving commercialists] wrap themselves in sackcloth, ___. Horror covers
them. Shame floods all faces. Baldness
defaces the [hypocrites'] heads.”

1272

26

snapping-horror comes. The [crimiseek peace. But they find none,
___.

Woe piles upon calamity, ___. Reports
[of war] follow rumors [of disaster]. So the
[hypocrites] finally seek visions from
prophets. But law [flies] away from the
[corrupt] priests' [hands]. Counsel [vanishes
from] the elders' [minds].
27

The [evil] king mourns. [His] prince hangs
draped in despair. All countrymen's
hands shake [in terror]. I treat them as
their lives' merit. I judge them as they
deserve, ___. At last they grasp that I
am Yahweh {The-Sole-Eternal-omniscient-omni-present-power}.”

Ezekiel 8
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Zeke Sees Jews Worship Idols In
YAH's Temple
1 Then, ___, on the 5th day of the 6th
month of the 6th year since [Babylon captured Judea's evil king Jehoachin], I'm sitting in
my quarters [in the Jewish slave colony at Tel Aviv].
The [exiled] elders of Judea sit facing me.
[Suddenly, ___,] the hand of the Adonai
Yahweh falls upon me. 2 Then I look. I
see a being who looks like fire, ___.
From his waist down he looks like
flames. From his waist up he gleams
like brightly-colored amber! 3 *The

stretches out the form
of a hand. He grabs me by a
lock of my head-hair. Then
[YAH's] spirit lifts me up between
the earth and the [highest] heaven. [YAH flies] me [through] visions of
Elohim to Jerusalem, to the
door of the [temple's] north-facing
inner gate. There [I see] the
throne of the erect [Easter-goddess]
idol which provokes [YAH] to
zealous-rage. 4 Then, ___, I see
[fire-being]

the glory of the Elohim of Israel there
[at Jerusalem's temple], just like the vision I
saw on the [Babylonian] plains. 5 Then,
___, [YAH] says to me,
“‘Son of Adam,’ now lift up your eyes
toward the north highway.”
So I lift up my eyes toward [Jerusalem's]
north road. Northward, at the altargate entrance, I [again] see this [Easter-goddess] idol [which whips up YAH's] jealous [fury]. 6
Then [YAH] says to me,
“‘Son of Adam,’ do you see what [the Israelites] keep doing? [Do you see] the great
abominations the house of Israel commits here, driving me far away from my
[own] sanctuary? Now turn the other
way, and you'll see greater abominations.”
7 So, ___, [YAH] brings me to the court
[yard] door. I look. I see a hole in the
wall. 8 Then [YAH] says to me,
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“Now, ‘Son of Adam,’ dig into the wall.”
So I dig through the wall. [Through the hole,]
I see a door. 9 Then [YAH] says to me,
“Go in [to the sanctuary]. See the wicked
abominations the [Israelis] commit here.”
Ezekiel 8:10 So I [crawl] into [the temple]. I
look, ___. All around the [temple] walls, I
see portrayals of every form of creeping creature and abominable beast and
all the idols of the house of Israel. 11
There before the idols [and creepy creatures]
stand 70 [chief] Elder men of the house
of Israel. In the middle of the [70]
stands JaazaniYah {Heard-By-YAH} the
son of Shaphan {Secret-Keeper}. Every
man [lifts] his censer in his hand. A thick
cloud of incense rises up [to the roof of the
temple]. 12 Then [YAH] says to me,
“‘Son of Adam,’ have you seen what the
ancients of the house of Israel do in the
dark, every man in the chambers of his
imagery? They say, ‘Yahweh doesn't
see us. Yahweh has forsaken the
earth.’”
13 Then [YAH] says to me,
“Turn once more, [Ezekiel]. Then you'll see the [greater]
twisted abominations that these [elders] commit.”

*So [YAH] brings me to the
north-facing door by the gate
of Yahweh's temple. There I
see women weeping for [false
Christ] Tammuz.
14

The "Christian" cross is the symbol for Tammuz,
the ancient mythical son of the Sun god, and husband of the goddess Easter. The women weep at
Christmastime because at the winter solstice the
sun appears to be dying. But then spring
‘resurrects’ the sun. Catholics preserved this ancient mystery religion, forbidden by the bible, by
weaving it into Christianity. Why? Because they already had invested fortunes in Tammuz cross artworks that they didn't want to melt down. The
Greek New Testament text says explicitly that Jesus died on a stake [stauros], not a “cross.”

Then [YAH] says to me,
“‘Son of Adam,’ Have you seen [the pagan
cross-worshippers]? Turn yet again, and
you'll see greater abominations than
these.”
16 So [YAH] brings me into the inner
court of Yahweh's temple, ___. [I] look
15
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to the door of the temple of Yahweh,
between its porch and the altar. I see
about 25 men, with their backs toward
Yahweh's temple, and their faces toward the east. They lay down [in worship]
to the [rising] Eastern sun! 17 Then [YAH]
asks me,
“‘Son of Adam,’ Have you seen this [sun
worship posing as Judeo-Christianity]? [Do you think]
it's a flitting [trifle] that the house of Judah perpetrates the abominations they
commit here? [Religiots] fill the earth with
violence. They habitually whip up my
grieving-fury. Look at them sticking
their [twigs shaped as] Easter-steeples [up]
my nostrils!
Violence and sun-worship go hand in hand. Modern
Judeo-Christianity is war-god worship dressed up
in a Bible costume. “Their nose” was an intentional
typo inserted by Sopherim [wise-guys].
18

So I'll deal out [my] burning [fury]. My eye
never overlooks [hypocrites]. I won't spare
[their lives]. They'll wail and cry in my
ears. But I won't listen to them.”

Ezekiel 9
YAH Sends Angels To Mark & Destroy Hypocrites
1 Then [YAH] cries in my ears with a loud
voice. He says,
“The [spiritual] authorities [who rule over] this
city draw near! Every ‘man’ [carries] his
destroying weapon in his hand!”
Angels are sometimes referred to as ‘men.’

Then, ___, I see 6 [supernatural beings manimortals approach [Jerusalem's temple] from its north-facing higher-gate
road. Each of the [6] wield an instrument of shattering in his hand. One
man among them, clothed in linen,
holds a writer's inkhorn by his side. The
[men] enter [the temple]. They come to
stand beside its brass altar. 3 The glory
of the Elohim of Israel rises up from its
place on the [Ark Of The Covenant's] cheru2

festing like]
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bim. [The glory ascends] to the top of the
Temple's [doorway]. Then [Yahweh] calls to
the linen-clothed man who holds the
writer's inkhorn by his side. 4 Yahweh
says to the [writing-man-angel],
“Go throughout every part of the city of
Jerusalem. Set a mark upon the foreheads of the people who cry and groan
over all the abominations [people] commit
there.”
Do you cry and groan over the abominations committed in your country? Do you even know what
YHVH condemns as abominations? Here are a few:
paying or receiving interest on loans, national I.D.
numbers, believers swearing binding oaths, etc.

And to the other [5 angels], I hear [YAH]
say,
“Follow the [scribe-angel] through the city.
Smite [its infidels]. Don't let your eye
spare [any sinner]. Take no pity [on any hypocrites]!
5

6

—[Angels,] strike to kill old and young, including [teenage] girls, little children and
women. But never come near any man
upon whom lies [My] mark. Begin at My
sanctuary.”
So, ___, the [angelic executioners] begin by
[whacking] the [evil] elders in front of
the temple! 7 [Elohim shouts] to [the angelic executioners],
“Defile the temple! Fill [its] courts with
the [wicked] slain. Go on!”
So the [soldier-angels stomp] out [of
Jerusalem's temple]. They murder
[villains] in the city. 8 Later, as the [angels
continue to] slay [Jerusalem's evil people], I [Ezekiel]
stand alone [in the temple]. I fall upon my
face, crying, pleading, “Oh, Adonai Yahweh! Will you destroy all the rest of Israel [after] you pour out your fury upon
Jerusalem?” 9 Then [YAH] responds to
me,
“The house[s] of Israel and Judah wreak
unimaginably twisted ruin. Their land
[drips] full of blood. Their city brims full
of perverted-justice. They say, ‘Yahweh
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has forsaken the earth,’ and ‘Yahweh
sees nothing.’
Ezekiel 9:10

So I cannot withhold my [judging] eye. I
can't show pity [to the murderers]. I must
repay their [crimes] upon their head[s].”
11 Then, ___, I see the angel-man
clothed with linen carrying the inkhorn
by his side. He reports the [damage], saying, “I have achieved the commands
you [issued to] me, [Yahweh].”

Ezekiel 10
Ezekiel Sees The Gyroscope Creatures Fly On
1 I look [up, ___]. Suddenly, on the [crystal]
dome above the heads of the [gyroscope-riding] cherubim, [I see] a sapphirelike stone appear. [The stone] morphs into
a throne! 2 Then, ___, [YAH] addresses
the linen-clothed angel-man. [YAH] says,
“Go in between the gyro-wheels under
that cherub. Fill your hand with the
coals of fire [that shoot] between the
cherubim. Scatter the [coals] over
[Jerusalem] city.”
Then the [angel-man vanishes] before my
eyes. 3 [Suddenly, ___,] the gyro-cherubim stand on the right [south] side of [Yahweh's] temple [in Jerusalem]. The angel-man
enters [the temple]. A [supernatural] cloud fills
the [temple's] inner court. 4 Then, ___,
the glory of Yahweh rises above the
[gyro] cherub[s]. [The glory comes] to stand at
the [upper] threshold of the temple. The
temple fills with [YAH's] cloud. The courtyard fills with the [infinite] brightness of
Yahweh's glory. 5 The rush of the
cherubims' wings sounds all the way to
the outer courtyard, ___. [Their wings roar]
like the voice of the Almighty Eloah
[Yahweh] when he speaks. 6 As soon as
[YAH] commands the linen-clothed man,
“Take [coals] from the fire [that shoots] between the gyroscope-cherubim,”
the angel-man [flies] into [the temple].
He stands beside the [whirling]
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gyroscopes. 7 Then one gyro-cherub
stretches out his hand between [his fellow]
cherubim. He grabs the fire [arcing] between the cherubim. [He] puts [the fire]
into the hands of the linen-clothed angel-man, who takes the fire, then rushes out [of the temple]. 8 Then, ___, under
the gyro-cherubs' wings, the form of a
human hand appears. 9 I gape, ___. I
see the four wheels joined to the
cherubim, one wheel joined to [each]
cherub. The wheels [shine with] the [transparent pale green, blue or yellow] colors of a beryl
stone.
Joined by energy-force, not by mechanics; electromagnetically or supernaturally linked.

All four gyroscopes look the
same, ___: a wheel within a wheel. 11
Then the gyro-cherubs rush off ahead
in all 4 directions. They never veer offcourse. They fly straight where their
head[s] look.
Ezekiel 10:10

Translations of this verse differ wildly.

Then [I see] the entire bodies of the
four [gyro-cherubs] (including their backs,
hands, wings and gyroscopes) covered
with the [same] eyes [I saw before on their outer]
wheel-rims! 13 My ears ring with someone calling, “Whirling wheels!” 14 Now [I
see that] each creature has 4 faces: the
1st face the face of a cherub, the 2nd
the [face] of a man, the 3rd the face of a
lion, and the 4th the face of an eagle.
15 The cherubim lift off [the ground, ___,]
just as I saw the same living-creatures
[lift off] by [Babylon's] Chebar River. 16 As
the cherubim fly, their gyro-wheels fly
with them. As the cherubim lift up their
wings to mount up above the earth, the
gyroscopes stay right with them. 17
When the [cherubs] stand [still], the [gyroscopes] stand [still]. And when [YAH] lifts the
[cherubs], the [gyros'] lift themselves too.
For the spirit of the living creature[s] inhabits the [gyroscopes]. 18 Then Yahweh's
glory [flies] off of the temple threshold.
[YAH's shining splendor flies to] station above the
gyro-cherubim. 19 Then the gyro-cherubim lift up their wings, ___. They
12
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mount up from the earth. I watch [jawdropped] as they fly with their [mysteriously]
attached wheels. The [gyro-angels] all
pause at the entrance to the east gate
of Yahweh's temple. The glory of the
Elohim of Israel [shines] over the [gyro-cherubs from] above. Ezekiel 10:20 I recognize the [composite] living creature[s][hovering] under the Elohim of Israel as the
same cherubim I saw by the Chebar
river. 21 Every [creature] has four faces
apiece, and every one four wings. Appendages resembling man's hands
[gleam] under their wings.
Human hand = Adam Yad, literally ruddy (and presumably male) hand.

The [gyro-cherubs'] faces look just like
the faces I saw by the Chebar river,
___, identical in appearance. And again
they rush straight forward [chasing YAH's
spirit].
22

Ezekiel 11
Ezekiel Spirit-Flies To Denounce
Jerusalem
1 Then [YAH's] spirit lifts me up. [He flies]
me to the east gate of Yahweh's temple, ___. I look eastward. At the gateentrance I see 25 men. Among them I
see JaazaniYah {Heard-By-YAH} (the son
of Azur {Helpful}), and PelatiYah {YAHRescues} (the son of BenaYAH {YAHBuilt}), the leaders of [Judea's] people. 2
Then [YAH] says to me,
“‘Son of Adam,’ these [leading hypocrites] devise deadly schemes. [They] issue destructive counsel in this city.
3

These [liars] say, ‘[Judgment] lies far off. So
let's build houses. This city stands like
an [iron] cauldron. We're cuts of steak
[safe inside].’
4

So prophesy against the [hypocrites].
Speak their future, son of Adam!”
5 Then the Spirit of Yahweh falls upon
me, ___. He says to me,
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“Proclaim, ‘Yahweh decrees: [I know]
what you're saying, house of Israel. I
know each and every thought that
comes into your mind.
6

You

keep multiplying murdered
[corpses] in this city. You keep filling the
streets with dead bodies!’
[bigshots]

7

So Adonai Yahweh says, ‘Your murder
victims, whom you laid in the middle of
town, they are the [protected] flesh in this
iron-pot city. I soon snatch you [murderers] up out of the middle of your [supposedly impregnable fortress].
8

You're

[more]

in awe of the sword [than
So I [swing] a sword on

you're in awe of me].

you,”
warns Adonai Yahweh. 9
“I grab you out of the middle of your
[pot]. I hand you into the fists of
strangers. [I] execute judgments
throughout your [populace].
Ezekiel 11:10

You come to fall by [enemy] sword. When
I judge your [survivors] at Israel's border
[detention camps], you finally realize that I
am Yahweh {The-Eternal-Creator}.
11

This city isn't your cauldron-fortress.
And you [bigwigs] aren't meat safe inside.
I [come to] punish you [evil leaders] throughout Israel's territory.
12

In the future, you see that I am Yahweh {The-Omnipresent-Power}. You've never walked out my statutes. You've never executed my judgments. You just
copied the actions of the beast-nations
surrounding you.”
Ezekiel Kills A Religionist With
YAH's Word
13 As I prophesy, ___, [the hypocrite-leader]
PelatiYah {YAH's-Rescuer} the son of BenaYAH {YAH-Built}[falls over] dead! So I fall
down on my face. I shriek, screaming,
calling, [moaning,] “Oh Adonai Yahweh!
Will you completely destroy every last
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scrap of Israel?” 14 Again,
Yahweh comes

[alive in]

___, the word of

me.

YAH Promises To Return Israel To
The Exiles
15 [YAH] says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ the [hypocrites] who squat
in Jerusalem keep slandering your relatives, your brothers, your kinsmen-redeemers, and the whole House of Israel. [The jerks] claim, ‘The [Israeli] exiles [in
Babylon] lie far from Yahweh's [protection].
Yahweh gave us the [promised] land to
own.’
Wolves in sheep's clothing keep stealing the
promised land from its rightful heirs (YAH's humble
people).
16

So proclaim, ‘Adonai Yahweh decrees,
“Although I hurl [Judeo-Christian exiles] far off
into the beast-nations, — although I
scatter them among [many] countries, I
still [form] little sanctuaries [protecting them]
in the lands wherever they go.”
17

So say, ‘Adonai Yahweh promises, “I always eventually gather you [repentant
Israeli exiles] from [among] the [world's] minions. I come to re-assemble you from
the countries where [invaders] scattered
you. I give the land of Israel [back] to
you.
18

In the end, ___, [repentant exiles] return
[home] to rid [the promised land] of all the filth
and all the abominations in it.

*
I give [my people] one heart. I put
a new Spirit in you [repenters]. I
excise the petrified heart[s]
from [saints'] bodies. I give them
fresh [living] heart[s].
19

Ezekiel 11:20

So [my people come to] walk in My Laws, and
guard my decrees, and live them. Finally the [Hebrews] become my populace,
and I their Sovereign.
21
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But as for everyone whose heart walks
in consent to [the hypocrites'] filthy abominations, I boomerang their habits upon
their own heads,”
warns Adonai Yahweh.
YAH's Spirit Flies Ezekiel Back To
Babylon
22 Suddenly, ___, the gyro-cherubim
lift up their wings. So the wheels [lift]
under the [cherubs]. The glory of the Elohim of Israel [shines down from] above them.
23 Then, ___, Yahweh's glory rises up
from [Jerusalem's] core. [The supernatural splendor
sails to] stand on the mountain east of
the city. 24 *Then [a] spirit lifts me

up, ___. It brings me [~650km
northeast] into Babylon via a vision
[powered by] the Spirit of Elohim. I
see [my fellow] captive [Israeli] exiles.
So I leave the vision [of Jerusalem]
I'd been experiencing. 25 So I tell
the exiles in captivity all the
weh showed me.

[visions]

Yah-

Ezekiel 12
Zeke Stages A Mock Exile To Warn
Evil Israel
1 Again, ___,

[back in Jerusalem]

Yahweh's Word comes

*[YAH] says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ you live in the
middle of a rebel pack. They
have eyes to see. Yet [they] see
nothing. They have ears to
hear. Yet they hear nothing,
because they're a [toxic,] bitter
brood.
[alive in]

me. 2

3

So, you ‘son of Adam,’ prepare your
supplies for [mock] exile. During the day,
in the sight of [the Israelis], move out [of
your house] to another place they can see.
Maybe they'll consider, even though
they're a rebellious breed.
More prophetic performance-art.
4
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In the daylight, with the [Israelis] watching, haul your possessions out [of your
dwelling] like you're moving. Then exit the
city while the [Israelis] watch. [Stumble, jolt
and lurch in pain] like slave [drivers] are [whipping] you out [of town in chains].
Performance-missions.
5

Dig
the

through the [city] wall while
watch. Then carry out [your bethrough [the hole].

[a hole]

[brutes]

longings]

While [your neighbors] watch, carry your
pack out on your shoulders. Lug your
stuff out [of town] at twilight. And cover
your face so you can't see the land
[you're leaving]. I'm making you into a [living]
symbol [of the persecution coming to] the [wicked]
House of Israel.”
7 So I execute all [YAH's] commands,
___. In the daylight, I haul out my stuff
([bare-essential] possessions slaves typically
[carry into exile]). Then at twilight I dig
through the [city] wall with my hand[s].
As night falls, I lug out [more belongings]. I
carry [bags] on my shoulders. [My neighbors]
watch, [jeering]. 8 Then in the morning Yahweh's
Word comes [alive] in me:
Revelation follows obedience.
9

“‘Son of Adam,’ the house of Israel, that
pack of rebels, keep asking you, ‘What
are you doing?’
Real Biblical communication provokes intense curiosity, not boredom.
Ezekiel 12:10

You answer them, ‘Adonai Yahweh
says, “This prophetic [hauling exhibition] is [a
prefiguration] of [the exile] of [king] Zedekiah,
the [evil] leader of Jerusalem, and the
whole ‘house’ of Israel with him.’

[from their homeland]

into slav-

12

Even [Israel's top] leader soon carries his
slave-load on his shoulder in the twilight. They come to sneak out [of
Jerusalem] by digging a [hole] through the
wall so they can carry out [their valuables].
They cover their faces, [too sad] to see
the [promised] land [they're forever leaving behind].
13

I

soon spread my net over [Judea's
My snare traps him. I haul him
to Babylon, to the land of the
Chaldeans. His [poked-out eyes] never get
to see [Babylon], though he dies there.
[Yahweh]

Babylon's emperor blinds Zedekiah. 2 Ki 25:7. Jer
39:7.
14

I scatter to every wind everyone
around [the evil leader], including all his
troops. They [promise in vain] to help him. I
draw out [my] sword. [I] chase the [warcriminals to their deaths].
15

At last, ___, the [Israelis] realize that I
am Yahweh {The-Eternal-Creator}, when I
scatter them among the beast-nations.
I disperse them in [earth's] countries.
16

But after the sword, the famine, and
the plague [decimate Israel], I leave a few
[Israeli] men [alive,] so that among the
beast-nations where they go, the [survivors] can confess all their abominations,
once they realize I am Yahweh {Living-Omnipresence}.”
17 Later, Yahweh's word again comes

[alive in]

me,

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ as you eat your food [in
public,] shake [like you're terrified]. Drink your
water with anxious, trembling [hands].
___. 18 [YAH]

Prophetic drama.

*
And say to the people of the
land, ‘Adonai Yahweh warns
the inhabitants of Jerusalem,
19

Say, ‘I'm your sign. As I [move in haste, soldiers] advance to make the [people of

The Cinematic Bible 1.0

ery.’

move

evil leader].

Education through action.
6

lit: "this grief concerns the chief."
11

Jerusalem]
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and of the land of Israel: [you]
come to eat your bread in anxiety. You drink your water in
horror, seeing your land and
everything in it desolated [to punish] the violence of all its inhabitants.
Ezekiel 12:20

come to waste your populous
cities. [Marauders] desolate your farmland.
Then you grasp that I am Yahweh {Everywhere-All-The-Time}.’”
[Soldiers]

21 Again, ___, the word of Yahweh comes

[alive in]

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ remember that proverb
that you [hear] in the land of Israel? [People] whine, ‘The days churn on and on
[monotonously], proving every [prophetic] vision a failure.’
me. 22 [YAH]

23

In response, tell the [Israelis], ‘Adonai
Yahweh says, ‘I soon put an end to that
proverb. People stop quoting that saying in Israel. Warn them, “The days are
at hand when [YAH] effects every vision
[he ever inspired].’’
24

I stop the destructive [false] visions. [I silence the] smooth-talking [lying] divination
in the house of Israel.
25

For I am Yahweh {The-Eternal}. I speak,
and the prediction I speak happens. I'm
not waiting anymore. In your days, you
pack of rebels, I come to utter and execute your [death] sentence[s],”
warns Adonai Yahweh. 26 Yahweh's Word
comes [alive in] me again, ___: 27 [YAH]
says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ look: people in the
house of Israel keep saying, ‘The vision
[Ezekiel] sees regards days far in the future. He prophesies of faraway times.’
28

So say to these [Israelis], ‘Adonai Yahweh
warns, “None of my predictions [about you]
will wait [for fulfillment]. [I] execute every
word I foretell,” says Adonai Yahweh.’”
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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Ezekiel 13
Ezekiel Predicts Doom For False
Preachers

1 Again, ___, the word of Yahweh comes

[alive in]

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ prophesy against Israel's [false] prophets. They foretell [lies].
They predict [futures] invented in their
own imaginations. Say to them, ‘Hear
the word of Yahweh!
me: 2 [YAH]

*
Adonai Yahweh decrees, “Woe
to the foolish [vile] prophets who
follow their own spirit[s]. They
see nothing!
3

4

Oh Israel! Your [false] prophets
jackals [prowling] ruins.

[roam]

like

5

You

never trudge up to [repair] the gaps [in Jerusalem's spiritual walls]. You
neglect to build up a ‘barricade’ so the
house of Israel can stand [during] the
battle coming on Yahweh's [Judgment]
Day.
[false prophets]

6

see vanity. They [spew] lying
divination. [They hiss], “Yahweh says [this],”
when [I,] Yahweh never sent them. Yet
[their magic tricks] make [their hearers] hope for
[destiny] to confirm their predictions.

[False preachers]

7

you [hypocrites] see vain visions,
and speak lying divinations. You say,
‘Yahweh said so and so.’ But I never
spoke [to you]!”
8 So Adonai Yahweh warns,
“Because you [preachers] speak ruin, and
see lies, watch: I'm against you.”
9 Adonai Yahweh continues,
“My hand eventually grabs onto [all]
prophets who visualize tornadoes [of hotair], who channel shams. [Rogues] never
stay [long] in the assembly of my people.
[I blot out] the [liars' names] from the [genealogical] records of the house of Israel. [I ban[You know]
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the soil of Israel. Then
you realize that I am Yahweh {TheUniversal-Sovereign}.
ish the religiots from]

Ezekiel 13:10

*

The [false preachers] keep seducing
my people, saying, ‘Peace,’
when there is no peace. [One false
prophet] builds up a [shoddy] wall.
Then look: [his companions] daub it
with untempered whitewash [to
give it the illusion of strength].
11 *
___, warn the [preachers] who
daub [their weak ‘walls’] with untempered mortar. [Say,] ‘[Your predictions]
will fail. A torrential cloudburst
and massive hailstones come
to cascade [on] you [fakers]. A
stormy wind soon rips [your phony
religion] to bits.
12

Watch out, [preachers]! Soon your walls
fall.’ [Then sarcastic investigators will taunt] you
with this question, “Where's the whitewash you [use] to cover over [YOUR shoddy
work]?’” [Don't answer them.]
13 [Say,] Adonai Yahweh says,
‘I personally [come to] rip [your phony religion]
with a rushing, gushing firestorm of my
flame-breathing fury-flood. [I rain] huge
molten hailstones to destroy [your clergycliques].
14

So I break down the ‘wall’ you [religionists]
plaster with untempered mortar. [I]
smash it down to the ground, revealing
its [demonic] foundation. As it falls, destroying you [fakes cowering] at its center,
you recognize that I am Yahweh {All-Powerful}.
15

Thus I spend my fire-rage on [your religious] wall[s], and upon [you fakes] who
plaster the [walls] with untempered
‘mortar.’ Then I pronounce over your
[dead bodies], “The wall [of false Judeo-Christianity]
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no longer exists. The [scam preachers and rabbis] who whitewashed it breathe no
more.
16

the prophets of Israel who [predict
concerning Jerusalem, who see
visions of peace for her when no peace
is [coming],”
warns Adonai Yahweh. 17
“Likewise, you ‘son of Adam,’ set your
face against your peoples' [fortune-telling]
daughters. They prophesy out of their
own [perverted] heart[s]. Foretell their
doom:
[I kill]

fantasies]

18

Say, “Adonai Yahweh decrees, ‘Woe to
you [covens of witchy] women. [You] weave
[lies to] cover over the [unifying actions] of [my]
hands. You make [occult] veil-shrouds [to
cover] the heads [and eyes] of [people] small
and great, to ambush their souls. You
ensnare the lives of my people. You
[never] save the lives of the souls who
come to you!
Commercial translations fight each other to make
nonsense out of these obscure metaphors. At least
the GNT makes an intelligible sentence: “You sew
magic wristbands for everyone and make magic
scarves for everyone to wear on their heads, so
that they can have power over other people's lives.
You want to possess the power of life and death
over my people and to use it for your own benefit.”
In 2020, the Satanic world dominators began forcing the world population to cover their faces with
useless, harmful masks, in an end-times wave of
fulfillment of this prophecy.
19

You [crypto-witches] gouge my people for
handfuls of barley. For crumbs of bread
you slay [innocent] souls who should live.
And you save alive miscreants who
should die. [You kill] by deceiving my people who hear your lies.”
Ezekiel 13:20 So Adonai Yahweh
commands,
“Watch me [rip apart] the mask-shrouds
you [Crypto-Satanists throw] to hunt [human]
souls like [flying] birds. I tear [your traps]
from your arms. I come to set free the
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souls of the living
turkeys.

[people]

you hunt like

*
I rip apart the [spiritual and literal]
face-coverings [you use to] ensnare
my people in your [greedy] hands.
I permanently rescue [my children]
from your fists. Then you recognize that I am [the Almighty]
Yahweh.
21

#4555 micpachah from #5596; a veil (as spread
out):—kerchief, bandana, face-covering.
22

Your [occult] lies depress the hearts of
[my] righteous [people]. I don't make them
sad. You [propagandists] strengthen [warmongers'] hands. You prevent [criminals] from
turning from their [evil] life-paths. You
promise [villains] life. [But you yield only death.]
23

So [soon] you [sorceror-religionists] stop seeing
ruinous [visions. In the grave, you] channel no
more divinations. For I rescue my
people out of your [bloody] clutches. [As
you die,] finally you see that I am Yahweh
{Omnipotence-Personified}.”

Ezekiel 14
YAH Condemns Syncretistic
Pseudo-Believers
1 Then some of the elders of Israel come to me.
They sit before me, ___. 2 Again, ___, the word
[alive in] me: 3 [YAH] says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ these mortals have
erected their excremental-idols inside
their heart[s]. They set the stumbling-block of depravity before their
own faces. Why should I let them ask
any advice from Me?

of Yahweh comes

4

So address the [idolaters]. Say to them,
‘Adonai Yahweh decrees, ‘[I confront] every
man of the house of Israel who erects
his nasty-idols in his heart, who lays a
ruinous stumbling-block before his
face, then comes to [also seek guidance from
my] prophet. I Yahweh answer him [with
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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as I [always answer people who] chase polytheistic idols.
fire,]

5

I take back the hearts[s] of
the house of Israel. Their idol-worship
alienates them from me.

[Via punishment,]

6

So tell the house of Israel, “Adonai Yahweh says, ‘Repent! Turn yourselves
[away] from your idols. Spin your faces
away from all your disgusting-deeds.
7

My [fire] answers every person (in the
house of Israel, and every foreigner
visiting Israel) who separates himself
from me, who sets up his idols in his
heart, who puts the stumbling-block of
his evil before his face, then comes to
[my] prophet to ask me [to tell his fortune].
Today's churchmongers spend all week chasing the
devil's money. Then they sit in church for an hour
and consider themselves righteous. Their idols are
politicians, celebrities, possessions and the
‘almighty dollar.’
8

I set my face against that [idolatrous]
man. I make his [death story] a sign. [His life
morphs into] a [cautionary] proverb. I cut off
his [life as he stands] amidst my people.
Then you grasp that I am Yahweh {TheOmnipotent-One}.
9

And if a deceived prophet speaks lies, I
Yahweh let that preacher [die] deceived.
I stretch out my hand upon him. I exterminate him right in the middle of my
people (Israel).
YHVH does not deceive people. He allows them to
choose to be deceived. This is the same type of
Hebrew idiom used in ‘YHVH hardened Pharaoh's
heart.’ YHVH allowed Pharaoh's heart to harden.
'Deceive' = #6601 pathah: to open, allure, flatter,
etc.
Ezekiel 14:10

bear the harm [caused] by
their ruinous [lies], ___. The punishment [sufffered] by the [sham] prophet
equals the punishment [that smashes]
whatever [fool] chases him;

[False preachers]

11
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So eventually the house of Israel stops
drifting astray from me, ___. They
stop polluting [themselves] with all their
treacherous [crimes]. Again they become
my people, and I their Elohim
{Sovereign},”
foretells Adonai Yahweh.
Get Your Life Straight or Burn In
War Fire
12 Again, ___, the word of Yahweh comes

[alive]

in

1282

through the land. Slice man and beast
off the [earth].’
18

Even if those 3 men [Noah, Daniel, Job] dwelt
in [your land],”
Adonai Yahweh warns,
“as I live, they couldn't even save their
sons or daughters. I would only airlift
the [holy ones out of danger,] no one else.
19

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ when a country keeps
on committing devious crimes against
me, I stretch out my hand upon it. I
smash its food supply. I send famine
upon it. I cut off man and beast from it.

I send pestilence into [every incorrigibly blasphemous] land. I pour out my fury upon it
in blood. I slice [every] man and beast off
its surface, ___.

That curse is smashing today's world, including the
sacreligiously-Christian USA and the UK.
14

Even if Noah, DaniEl and Job were in
this [disgusting country],”
Adonai Yahweh warns,
“as I live, they'd deliver not one [of their]
son[s] nor daughter[s]. The [most] righteous [man alive] would rescue [his] own
life-breath and [nothing else].”
21 For Adonai Yahweh says,
“[Watch] me send my four ruinous verdicts upon Jerusalem: the sword, the
famine, the evil beast, and the pestilence. I [come to] excise every [ruinous] man
and beast from [Judea]!

me: 13 [YAH]

Even if these 3 mortals: Noah {Rest},
DaniEl {El-Judges}, and Job {Persecuted}
lived in [this land], they could [only] snatch
their own souls out [of the fire] by their
[own] righteousness,”
laments Adonai Yahweh.

World society has grown so evil that we evangelists
cannot reasonably expect to bring another soul to
heaven with us.
15

“I [come soon to] allow evil beasts to pass
through the land. They spoil it. These
fury-faced animals leave it wrecked,
___. No man can pass through [for years]!
16

Even if those 3 men [Noah, Daniel & Job]
inhabited [this land],”
Adonai Yahweh says,
“as I live, those [prophets] couldn't even
rescue [their] sons or daughters, ___.
Only the [most righteous people] would rise to
safety. The land would still lie desolate.
21st century Christian, your job is not to bring
souls to live eternally with you in heaven. Your job
is to warn them of their coming annihilation. A few
might repent, but only through the holy Spirit's
power, not through human effort.
17
[Swiftly]

I bring a sword upon the [warmoncountry. I say, ‘Sword, [fly]

gering]

The Cinematic Bible 1.0

That judgement is coming to the country you live
in today.
Ezekiel 14:20

Presumably the animals were infected with human
STD's or other plagues.

YAH Eventually Saves A StatisticalFew Saints

22

Yet [one day in your future you, ___,] see me
leave in [Judea] a remnant-population,
both sons and daughters [of Israel]. I
bring [saints] out [of disaster]. Watch [repenters
stream] forth to [seek] your [prophetic guidance].
You watch the [repenters'] life-paths and
actions [improve]. You eventually feel
comfort concerning the ruin I rained on
Jerusalem. [At last] you [come to] understand every consequence I bring upon
[my people].
23
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And [other] saved [people one day bring] comfort to you, ___. With joy you share
their [holy] lifestyles and their [helpful]
habits. You come to see that every single thing I do, I do with [abundant] cause,”
says Adonai Yahweh.

1283

Heaven witnesses every sin we hide.
8

I let the land lie stunningly [empty, to let it
rest from] the disasters that sham [‘saints’]
wreak [upon it],”
explains Adonai Yahweh.

Ezekiel 16

Our message is the informed consent that on
Judgement Day obliterates the sinner's defense, ‘I
wasn't warned!’

Ezekiel 15

YAH Recalls Adopting Abandoned
Baby Israel
1 Again, ___, the word of Yahweh comes

YAH Condemns False Religionists
As Dead Twigs

1 Again, ___, the word of Yahweh comes

[alive in]

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ is a vine stalk better
than a tree? Is vinous pulp [more useful]
than wood from a forest?
me: 2 [YAH]

3

From a [vine-stalk,] can you saw out a
board [sturdy] enough to do any work?
Can men even carve pot-hanging pegs
from [vine stalks]?
4

Look, ___. [People] throw [vines] into fire
as kindling. Because [dead vines] aren't
useful for any kind of work. A flame devours [the stalk] at both ends 'til the middle burns [to a crisp].
5

See, ___: even an intact [fresh-cut living]
vine fails to serve any [structural] purpose.
So [imagine] how many fewer [construction]
tasks [a vine can] perform after a hot blaze
eats it down to ash?”
6 Thus Adonai Yahweh explains,
“Like a [weak] vine-stalk among the trees
of the forest that [people] hurl into the
fire as fuel, so I come to [incinerate]
Jerusalem's [criminal] denizens.
7

I set my face against the [hypocrites],
___. As they escape one fire, an inferno devours them. Finally, you grasp [the
meaning of my name] (Yahweh {TheOmnipresent-Eternal-One}) when I set my
[fire-snorting] face against [Judeo-Christianity's
criminals].

The Cinematic Bible 1.0

[alive in]

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ get Jerusalem to recognize her abominations.
me: 2 [YAH]

3
Say, ‘Adonai Yahweh reveals to Jerusalem, “By origin and birth, you're [a product] of the land of Canaan
{LowLand}. Your father was an Amorite {Mountaineer},
and your mother a Hittite {Son-Of-Terror}.
4

Your birth was [ignominious. Look] back to
the day[s] when you were born: Your
family neglects to cut your [umbilical-cord. It
just lays there rotting, hanging off your] belly. Nobody washes you in water to supple
you. Nobody rubs you with salt. Nobody swaddles you [with clothes].

*
No eye pities you. [Everyone refuses]
to do any [act of caring] for you, to
take compassion on you. [Your
parents] throw you out into the
open field. [There you writhe in your filth.
Your ancestors] loathe your lifebreath from the day you spurt
from the womb.
6*
Then I [Yahweh] pass by you. I see
you trodden-underfoot, [wallowing]
in your own blood. So while
you kick, cry and bleed, I say
to you: ‘Live.’ Yes, as you lie
hemmhoraging [to death], I speak
life to you.
5

Probably referring to the blood sacrifices common
in ancient Canaanite culture.
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7

I multiply you like the myriad bud[s] of
[earth's] field[s]. You increase. You spiral
high! You morph into the most beautiful
of [all] jewels. Your breasts take shape.
Your hair grows [long]. [You] no longer [lie]
naked and exposed.

*
Now I [Yahweh] pass by you. I
look upon you. I see you're in
your time… the days of love. So
I spread my cloak over you. I
cover your nakedness. Yes, I
swear to [protect] you. I enter a
covenant with you. So you become my [‘adopted’ daughter],”
recalls Adonai Yahweh. 9 Adonai
8

1284

because I drape you in my consummate grandeur,’
recounts Adonai Yahweh.
To this point, Israel's history is a Cinderella story.

Israel Grows Up To Be A Worldly
Whore

15

But your fame blinds you. You come to
trust in your own glamour. So you
whore away your name-reputation. You
pour out your prostitution on every
passerby. [You forfeit your virtue] to all comers.
“Why would anyone want to pay a price for fame?” Liza Minelli
16

Ezekiel 16:10

your [royal] garments.
[With them,] you deck your high [occult shrines]
with various colors. You commit prostitution on [your priestly gowns. You fantasize, ‘Curses] will never return to me. The judgment that threatens [other nations] will
never reach me, [because I'm god's child].’

11

Then you grab your fair jewels from the
gold and silver I gave you. [You] sculpt
yourself [steeples,] images of male [members]. You commit prostitution with
them.

Yahweh continues,
“So I wash you in [healing] waters. Yes, I
scrub away the [nasty dried] blood from
your [skin]. I massage you with oil.
Then I clothe you with embroidered [apparel]. I [cover] your [tender feet] with antelope-skin [shoes]. I wrap you all around
with fine [shiny] linen. I deck you out in
gossamer-silk.
Then I decorate you with [priceless] jewelry. I latch bracelets on your wrists. [I
lace] a [gold] chain around your neck.
12

I place a gem on your forehead. [I clip]
earrings on your ears. [I set] a beautiful
crown upon your head.
or: a gem-ring on your nose. #639 'aph from 599
(breathe-hard); properly, the nose or nostril;
hence, the face,
13

I wreathe you in gold and silver. I
adorn you in cambric-linen and [white]
satin. I [swathe you] in embroidered [lace].
You eat fine flour, and honey, and [olive]
oil. You grow beyond magnificent. You
prosper like royalty.
14

So the fame of your elegance marchesout [like wildfire] among the beast-nations,
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

You seize

[and shred]

17

Asherah poles = steeples = obelisks = phallic symbols.
18

You strip [off] your embroidered garments to clothe [your idols]. You place my
[smoking] oil and my incense before [your
idols'] faces.
19

Then you take the food I gave you, including the fine flour, and oil, and honey I fed you. You lay it all on fire before
the faces of your [idols. You fantasize that they
find smoking food] to be a restful fragrance.
Thus [you fall],”
laments Adonai Yahweh. Ezekiel 16:20
Plus, you seize your sons and your
daughters, whom you bore to me. You
sacrifice them to be devoured [in the wargod's battles]. This [murderous] prostitution
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[caps]

your

hooking were]

whoredoms,
a trifling [matter]!

[litany of]

[as if mere

1285

Egypt. You pile-up your infidelities, like
you [love] whipping up my grieving-fury.
27

By sending their boys (and now girls) to die in war,
modern ‘Christians’ have sacrificed more children to
the devil than have any previous generation.
Blood-cult rituals are rare. Battle is by far the most
popular form of blood-sacrifice.
21

You [Judeo-Christians] slay my children! You
surrender them [to the devil]! You make
them pass through [war fire] for [demons]!
Birth registration, national I.D. numbering, driver's
licensing all lead inevitably to the draft. All it takes
is a big enough war, and millions of boys and girls
will kill and be killed against their will. In 19th-century America, all birth registration was handled by
churches. Until the 1950's, the U.S. had no national I.D. numbering, and no driver's licensing.
22

in all your abominations and your
whoredoms, you totally forget the days
of your infancy, when you [lay] naked
and exposed, trampled in your [own]
blood.
[Lost]

23

Then to consummate all your wickedness… (Woe! [How I] long [to save you],”
laments Adonai Yahweh…) 24
Then you build your arches. You convert your every street into a high [occult-brothel].
McDonald's double-arches = homages to Satan on
every major street in the world. No wonder their
‘food’ is a prime source of the world's cancers.
25

You build your high [shrines] at every
head of your [main] street[s]. You degrade your beauty into abhorrence. You
spread [wide] your feet to [seduce] every
passerby. [You] multiply your cornucopia
of whoredom.
Triumphal arches. For instance Napoleon's ceremonial Arc de Triomphe (completed 1836, code for
666) at the head of the Champs-Élysées (avenue)
in Paris, commissioned by Napoleon to commemorate his victories in 1805–06. Inspired by the Arch
of Constantine in Rome.
26

You keep on fornicating with your [southern] neighbors, the huge-meated sons of
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

So watch me stretch out my [celestial]
hand on you [Jews]. I'm drying up your
[welfare] dole. I'm handing your lifebreath over to the whims of the [foes]
who hate you, the Philistine tramps
who [vomit] in shame when they see your
criminal ways-of-life.
28

Insatiable-slut [Israel], you keep committing-adultery with Assyria's boys. Yes,
you ride them [like dogs stuck-together]. Yet
your unfaithfulness never satisfies you.
Assyria refers today to insurance and success.
29

So you [Israelis] run further [north]. You
proliferate your debauchery [over ~650km
of desert] from the [promised] land of Canaan
{LowLand} to Chaldea {Iraq}. Still your
lasciviousness fails to fill your [empty
heart].
Ezekiel 16:30

How weak lies your heart, [Israel,]”
laments Adonai Yahweh.
“[I'm sick of sitting here] watching you wreak
all this [ruin. You love] doing the
dirty-deeds of a dominatrix, you gluttonous slut.
31

build your high-arched [whorehouses] at the head of every highway.
You erect your high-shrines in every
[city] square. You [strut around] so titillated
you scorn your pay, prostitute-nation.
You jump on your ‘johns’ [for free].

[I watch you]

32

Marriage-wrecking wife! You run from
your husband to [sleep] with strangers!
33

Johns

pay their whores. Yet you
[apostates] give gifts to all your love-customers. You hire your [own violators]! They
flock to you from all around to [suck up
your discount] prostitution-services.
[usually]

34

You [hypocrites] spin whoredom on its
head. No sensible whore would copy
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your way of turning tricks. You pay
your [customers]. They pay nothing to
[fornicate] with you! You're upside-down!
You're a train-wreck.”
YAH Dooms All Fake Judeo-Christians To Death
35 So, you harlot [religionists], hear the
word of Yahweh: 36 Adonai Yahweh
says,
“You [corrupt Judeo-Christians] pour out your
filthy [wealth] on your lover-allies. You
strip naked to prostitute your [political]
body to [pagan nations]. You give the blood
of your children to your abhorrent [feces-reeking] idols.
All of these condemnations are true of modern
‘Christian’ nations. Just look at the idols on the U.S.
Capitol rotunda, or on its dollar bills. The President
of the United States now signs his orders underneath a giant inverted pentagram! Wake up!
37

So watch me gather all your lovers,
with whom you have stolen pleasure,
those you [still] love, and all you hate. I
come to amass them in a [courtroom] circle against you. I bare your nude
[disgrace] to them. They gawk at your
naked-shame.
38

I judge you like [men judge] women who
commit adultery and shed [innocent]
blood. I hurl upon you the blood-vengeance [of my] burning-poison jealous-rage.
39

I drop you into [pagans'] hand[s]. They demolish your arches. They smash down
your high [occult shrines]. They strip off
your clothes. They seize your fair jewels. They leave you naked, exposed [to
snow and sun].
Ezekiel 16:40

The [pagans] march their mobs up to fight
you. They pelt you with stones. [They]
thrust you through with their swords.
41

burn your houses with fire.
execute judgments upon you as
hordes of watching women [laugh at you].

[Your ex-lovers]
[They]
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So I cure you [Israelis] of your prostitution-lust. You finally stop bribing [pagans
to ravish you].
YAH Promises To Save His Repentant Children

42

So I rest the burning-fury I [feel] for
you. My jealousy departs from you. Finally I quiet. I silence my boiling [blood].
43

Look, [Israel. I'm your father.] I writhe in emotional-agony [watching] you commit all
these [crimes]. I have to repay your ways
upon your head, to get you to finally
remember [how I've agonized over you since]
your infancy,”
warns Adonai Yahweh.
“Stop piling [pagan] lewdness on top of all your
atrocities!

YAH Declares Judea's Sins Worse
Than Sodom's

44

Look: all [the world's] proverb-quoters
wield this proverb against you [rougue
Israelis]: they taunt, ‘Like mother, like
daughter!’
45

you are your mother's daughter.
loathe her husband and
her children. And you're the sister of
your sisters, who [still] loathe their husbands and their children. Your mother
was a Hittite {Son-Of-Terror}, and your
father an Amorite {Mountaineer}.

[Israel,]

[She continues to]

46

Your elder sister is [north Israeli capitol-city]
Samaria, she and her daughter-cities
who dwell at your left [north] hand. And
your younger sister, who dwells at your
right [south] hand, is [ancient] Sodom and
her daughter-populations.
47

You've stepped beyond Sodom's and
Samaria's highways-to-hell. You've exceeded their abominations. As if their
[crimes] were trifles, you've surpassed
their ruinous-corruption in every path
[you take]!
48

As I live,”
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mourns Adonai Yahweh,
“your sister Sodom never committed,
neither she nor her daughter-populations, ever wreaked the [crimes] you and
your daughter-populations [strew throughout
history].
49

Look at the depravities that ruined your
sister Sodom: Pride, food addiction and
chronic laziness infected her and her
daughter-populations. She consistently
failed to strengthen the hand[s] of humble and needy [people].
Ezekiel 16:50

[Sodomites] were haughty. They threw
their disgusting acts in my face. So I
whisked them away [from life], as you
see. [Their land is a 4-foot thick patch of molten glass.]

51

Samaria {North-Israel} never committed
half of your sins, [Judea]! And you keep
on multiplying your criminal [record] past
theirs! All your atrocities make your [sinning] sister-nations look innocent compared to you!
52

And you, [Judea, have the gall to] judge your
sister-nations! Bear your own shame!
You commit sins more abominable than
the [pagans]! They're more righteous than
you! Yes, pale with the pain of carrying
your guilt. Your [villainy] makes your
[wicked] sister-nations appear virtuous!
53

I eventually reverse the slavery that
Sodom and her daughter-populations
suffer. Similarly, I end the exile of
Samaria and her daughter-cities. I
repatriate their captives. Your [Jewish]
captives [come] streaming home in the
middle of the [redeemed pack].
54

you [Jewa] bear your disgrace.
You end up aching, realizing you've
committed so many crimes that the [nations you judge] feel better [about themselves when
they think of you].
[In slavery]

55
When your sister-nations (Sodom and her daughter-cities) return to their former [homes], and
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Samaria and her daughter-cities return to their former [states], then you [Judea] and your daughter-cities
return to your former [homeland].
56

In [these] days of pride, you [Judea] won't
even let the name of your sister-city
Sodom pass your lips!
YAH Warns Of Judgment Coming To
Evil Judea
57

But now [I'm] uncovering your wickedness, [Judea]. Your era of reproach [dawns]
as the daughter-cities of [Highland] Syria,
and all [the Arabs] surrounding her, [plus]
the daughter-cities of the Philistine
[Palestinians], despise you on every side.
58

Now you bear [the guilt] of your abominable depravities,”
decrees Yahweh. 59 For Adonai Yahweh
says,
“I deal you back the [pain] you deal [me].
You despise [your] oath[s]. You annul
[your] covenant[s].
YAH Promises To Restore Repentant Judea
Ezekiel 16:60

Nevertheless I eventually reinstate the
covenant [I made] with you [Israelites] in the
days of your youth. I establish an everlasting covenant with you.
61

Finally you [Judea] come to remember
your ways with shame. Then you receive your sister-nations, both your elder and your younger [neighbor-countries]. I
give them to you as daughter-populations, not as part of the [old, Abrahamic or
Mosaic covenants, but of the New Messianic]

Covenant.
62
When I establish my [new] covenant with you, finally
you see that I am Yahweh {The only omni-temporal
almighty Sovereign}:
63

You [Israel] eventually go white-as-asheet, recalling your crimes. [You grow] so
repentant that you refuse to ever again
open your mouth [in arrogance]. Then I
cover over all the [damage] you've done,”
foretells Adonai Yahweh.
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Repentance precedes restoration.

2nd eagle = Pharaoh Hophra of Egypt. Water =
Nile.
8

Ezekiel 17
Israel Tries To Pay Egypt to Fight
Babylon
1 Again, ___, the word of Yahweh comes

[alive in]

*[YAH] says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ [throw] out a riddle. Speak this parable to the
house of Israel:
me: 2

Mysteries and symbolic stories, especially using
songs, are YHVH's preferred gospel communication
method. The bible never tells anyone to preach a
sermon.
3

Say, ‘Adonai Yahweh says, “A great eagle with huge wings and long pinions
(full of feathers of various colors) flies
to Lebanon {White-Mountain}. [The eagle]
grabs the highest branch of [the highest]
cedar [tree].
4

crops off the topmost of the
tree's young twigs. He carries it to a
land of traffic. He sets it in a city of
merchants.

[The eagle]

5

Then the eagle takes some seed from
the land. He plants the [seed] in a fertile
field. He places [the vine-to-be] by huge waters, sets it like a willow tree.
6

So the seed grows to become a vine. It
sprawls across the ground. Its branches
turn up toward [the eagle]. The [vine's] roots
grow down underneath itself. Soon the
vine grows to sprout [big] branches. It
shoots out [leafy] boughs.
7

But another great eagle (with massive
wings and rich plumage) [swoops] in.
Suddenly the vine bends its roots toward [the new eagle]. It shoots its vinebranches from the farm-plot toward [the
new eagle], hoping he will give [the vine]
more water.
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This [rebellious vine seeks] to leave its plantation, its good soil close to big water
[sources] that make it shoot forth branches and bear fruit and [appear to be] a noble
vine.’
9

Say, “Adonai Yahweh says, ‘Can [a rebel
vine] prosper? Won't [its owner] pull it up by
the roots, and cut its fruit, so it withers? Won't all its sprouting leaves dry
up? With trifling force just a few people
pluck [bad vines] up by their roots.
Ezekiel 17:10

And even if [a bad vine] gets transplanted,
will it thrive, ___? Won't it totally wither when the [wicked] east wind touches
it? It'll rot in the furrows where it [once]
grew.’”
11 Then, ___, the word of Yahweh comes
me.

[YAH explains the previous vision.]

12 [YAH]

[alive in]

says,
rebels,

“Now ask this pack of [Jewish]
‘Don't you know what these [metaphors]
mean?’ Tell them, ‘Look: the Babylonian
Emperor invaded Jerusalem.
[Nebuchadnezzar] captured [Judea's] king and
its princes, and led them with him to
Babylon.
13

Then [the Emperor] took one of [Israel's]
king's seed-children, [evil Zedekiah], and
made a covenant with him, and took an
oath [of allegiance] from him.
14

captured [all] the mighty [men]
in the [promised] land, to debase [Israel's]
kingdom, so it could never lift itself
again [from the dust]. It only stands [today]
by keeping its subjection-treaty with
the Emperor.

[The Emperor]

The nation around you has also been debased, and
lives only through adherence to slave contracts
with foreign moneyed powers.
15

But

rebelled against [Babylon's
sent [Israeli] ambassadors
[south] into Egypt, to [beg Pharaoh] to give
[Judea] horses and hordes [of fighting] peo[Judea's king]

Emperor]. [Judea]
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ple. Can [Judea's king] prosper? Can [anyone]
who commits such [betrayal] escape? Can
he be rescued by breaking his
covenant?

1289

I spread my net over [the oath-breaker]. I
take him in my snare. I drag him to
Babylon. There I judge him for treacherously fighting and betraying me.
21

Once you make a deal, you have to obey its lawful
terms.

*
As I live,’ says Adonai Yahweh,
‘in the dwelling-place of the
Emperor who gave [Zedekiah] his
throne, right there in Babylon,
[Zedekiah] dies for despising his
oath-bound-obligations and
breaking his covenant.
16

You shouldn't make agreements, because heaven
enforces them.
17

Pharaoh never [ends up bringing] his mighty
army and great hordes to perform war
[feats] for [Israel's king]. [Pharaoh fails to] mount
up siege-works, build forts, or cut off
hordes of [Babylon's] soldiers.
Egypt cannot help the Hebrews. Spiritual Egypt =
the world-system (The United Nations) around you.
18

sees that [Israel's king] despised
his oath by breaking [the Emperor's]
covenant. Look, [Zedekiah] gave his hand
[in pledge]. Then he committed [overwhelming]
treachery. [So Judea's deposed king] never escapes [from Babylon].’
[Everyone]

*
So Adonai Yahweh says, ‘As I
live, [the Israelite king] despised an
oath [that I consider made to] me. He
broke a covenant that I [treat as]
my own. So I come to
boomerang [his evil] upon his own
head.

All [of the oath-breaker's] fleeing elite troops
come to fall by the sword. The [few rebels]
who remain, I scatter toward all [four]
winds. Then you realize that I, Yahweh,
foretell [your future].’
22 Adonai Yahweh predicts,
“I grab [a shoot] from the highest branch
of the highest cedar. I take it. I crop off
the topmost young tender twig. I plant
it on a high, prominent mountain.
23

I plant [coming Christ] on the highest
mountain of Israel. Soon he shoots out
branches. He bears fruit [like] a robust
cedar. Under [him] come to dwell all
birds of every wing. They thrive in the
shadow of the [Messiah's] ‘branches.’

*
Then all the trees of the [human]
field know that I (Yahweh)
bring down [every] high [stuck-up]
tree, while [I] exalt the lowly
tree. I dry up the [arrogant] green
tree. And I make the [humble] dry
tree flourish. I Yahweh predict
and perform [your future, ___].’”
24

Ezekiel 18

19

Christ states this principle: heaven enforces the
binding agreements you make on earth. If you stay
free from binding agreements on earth, heaven
considers you free.
Ezekiel 17:20
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YHVH Won't Punish Children For
Parent's Sins
1 The word of Yahweh comes

[alive]

in me again,

says,
“What do you mean when you quote
this proverb about the land of Israel:
‘Fathers eat sour grapes that set the
children's teeth on edge?’”
___. 2 [YAH]

Daddy eats green apples; baby gets a stomach-ache.

Adonai Yahweh says,
‘As I live, you have no [reason] to chant
that analogy in Israel, ___.
3
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4

Look: all souls are mine. [I judge] the soul
of the father [impartially, like I judge] the soul
of the son, ___. Both are mine. Whoever sins eventually dies.
Do These Things And You Will Live
Forever
5
So, human[s], just live justly. Do what's lawful and
right, ___.
6

Never eat [witchcraft feasts] on the mountains, ___. Never lift up [your] eyes to
the idols of the house of Israel. Never
defile [your] neighbor's wife. Never copulate with a menstruating woman.
7

Never oppress anyone, ___. Restore
collateral to [even deadbeat] debtors. Never
rob. Never be violent. Give [your] bread
to hungry [people]. Cover naked [and poorlyclad people] with clothes.
8

11

[Imagine that son] neglects [scriptural] duties,
and eats [pagan feasts] on the mountains,
and defiles his neighbor's wife.

12

oppresses poor and needy
[people, ___], violently robs, refuses to return collateral, lifts up his eyes to idols,
and commits abomination[s].
[Imagine the son]

13

charges high interest,
or just takes interest, ___. Can [such a
sinner] live? [No. I] snuff-out [the money-lender's] life. For all the abominations he
commits, he surely dies. His blood-guilt
[rests] on him [alone].

[Imagine the wicked son]

High interest charges are robbery. But even small
interest charges eventually debase the nation. Unbacked currency normalizes the crime of interesttaking.

If You Do These Things, You'll Live
Forever

And never loan charging high interest
rates. Don't take any interest at all,
___. Withdraw your hand from trickery.
Execute honest decisions between [all]
people.

14

Translations like the NIV insert the inaccurate qualifiers: "too much" / "excessive" interest / "usury".
ALL interest payments and interest charges are
forbidden to Hebrews. The Messiah even says not
to ask for your principal back! The CJB is more accurate here: never accept interest. The NRSV is
also accurate here: never take advance or accrued
interest. The GNT gets close: don't lend money for
profit. However, this misses the point: it's not
whether you profit or not. It's that interest charges
are themselves evil, whether you make or lose
money by lending. Interest payments are the seed
from which debased currency grows. Practices that
make sense in the short-term often produce worldwide problems in the long-term.
9

15

Walk in my statutes, guard my judgments, deal truly, [live] justly. Then [you,
___,] will surely live,’
promises Adonai Yahweh. Ezekiel 18:10
‘But imagine [a man] fathers a son who
[grows up to be] a robber, a shedder of
blood, and/or commits some of the
aforementioned [sins, ___].
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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But now, ___, imagine that the [wicked
son] fathers another son who sees his
dad commit all these sins. Then [the son]
considers [his way]. So he avoids committing all such [sins].
He avoids eating [wicked feasts] on mountain-shrines, ___. He never lifts up his
eyes to the idols of the house of Israel.
He never defiles his neighbor's wife.
16

never oppresses anyone,
___. He always returns collateral. He's
never violent. He never robs. He gives
his food to hungry people. He covers
naked [and poorly-dressed] people with
clothes.

[The repentant man]

17

He keeps his hands from [oppressing] poor
[people]. He never takes interest large
nor small. He executes my verdicts. He
walks in my statutes. [Such a] man won't
die just because his father was evil! [The
man of integrity] permanently lives!
Interest charges are wrong, whether they're large
or small.
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only the father, ___: the
cruel oppressor, the violent man who
robs his brother-man, the [jerk] who
does evil among his people. He [alone]
dies for his evil.

[Death devours]

19

So why would you ask if the son bears
the [punishment] for his father's evil, ___?
When the son consistently does what's
lawful and right, and guards and executes all my statutes, he lives, guaranteed.
Ezekiel 18:20

___, the creature who sins, dies. No
son bears the blood-guilt of [his] father.
No father bears the [punishment for the] evil
of the son. The righteous [man's] goodness stays with him. Similarly, the ruinous being's wickedness sticks to him.

*
So, ___, when a wicked [man]
turns from all the sins he's
committed, and keeps all my
statutes, and does what's lawful and right, he definitely
lives. He avoids [eternal] death.
21

22

If [you really repent,] I won't ever mention to
you any of the offenses [you] ever committed, ___. Through your righteousness, you will live.’
YHVH Forgives Wicked People Who
Turn Around
23 Adonai Yahweh asks,
“ ___, do [you think] I get [any] pleasure at
all when wicked [people] die? [No. I get pleasure] when [wicked people] turn from their
[criminal] ways, and live!
24

But when the upright [man] turns away
from his righteousness, and wreaks
ruin, and copies all the abominations
wicked people commit, does he live [forever], ___? [No. I] never again mention
any of the righteous acts the [destroyer previously] committed. His offenses betray
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him. His error leads him astray. So he
dies.
25

Still you [rogue Israelis whine], ‘The way of
Adonai isn't equitable.’ Hear now, house
of Israel. Is my way unfair!? Isn't it
your ways that are unfair?
Mankind establishes ‘courts of Equity’ to make the
world fair... but that court system fails to bring equity, and the world gets worse and worse.
26

When a righteous man swerves off the
just path to perpetrate destruction, he
dies in [sin, ___]. The evil he commits
brings his [eternal] death.
27

Conversely, ___, when the villain turns
away from his wicked acts, and does
what's lawful and right, he saves his
soul. He lives [beyond death].
28

Because he considers, and turns away
from all his acts of betrayal, he surely
survives death.
29

Still, ___, the house of Israel squawks,
‘The way of Adonai isn't fair.’ Hear now,
house of Israel. [Stop] saying my way is
unfair. Your ways are unfair.”
Ezekiel 18:30 So Adonai Yahweh concludes,
“I'm judging you, house of Israel. Every
one [of you gets] what his life-path merits,
___. Repent. Turn yourselves from all
your [acts of] betrayal. Then evil won't be
your ruin.
31

Cast away [your] rebellious sins, ___.
Make yourself a new heart, a new spirit. Why die, family of Israel?
32

For I get no pleasure from the death of
anyone who dies,”
says Adonai Yahweh.
“So turn yourselves [around, ___], and
live!”

Ezekiel 19
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Israel Rots Like A Lion Trapped In
A Cage
1 [YAH continues,]

“And lift up this funeral-dirge for the
leaders of Israel, ___:
2

Sing, ‘[See the history of] your motherland,
[Israel]: She's a lioness, enthroned [on a
rock], surrounded by her pride. She raises her cubs [to stand out] among the [other]
young lions.
3

brings up one of her cubs,
___. He, [evil king Jehoahaz,] becomes a
young lion. He learns to catch prey. He
devours men.
[Mother Judah]

4

Then the beast-nations hear of [this Judean
lion, ___]. [Led by Pharaoh Necho,] the [nations]
snare him in their pit-trap. They drag
him in chains to the land of Egypt.
5

Now, ___, when [Judah the mother lion] sees
that she's waited [too long for her son-lion to]
return, she loses all hope [of seeing him
again]. Then she takes another of her
cubs, [evil king Jehoiakim]. She rears him to
be a young lion.
6

So this [2nd cub (Jehoiakim)] runs up and
down [mountains] with the lion-pack. He
grows into a young [strong] lion. He
learns to catch prey. He too devours
men, ___!

the [Lion's] voice on the mountains of Israel.
Israel Smokes Like A Burned-Up
VineYard
Ezekiel 19:10

Your mother [Israel
shines]. She's a vine [bursting with] blood [red
juice], planted by the waterside, ___.
Abundant hydration makes her fruitful
branches overflow [the countryside].

[Look into your nation's past:]

11

strong rod[s] become rulers'
scepters, ___. She swells to tower
over [all] foliage. High and conspicuous,
she flaunts [her] countless boughs.

[Mother Israel's]

12

But in fury [Babylon] plucks up [your mother
vine, ___]! [He] flings her to the ground.
The east wind dries up her fruit. Her
strong rods lie broken, withered, eaten
by wildfire.
~~`~
13

So the beast-nations lay snares to fight
[the lion Jehoiakim] on every side, ___. They
spread their nets over him. They drag
him into their pit-trap.
9

Then, ___, the [beast-nations] put [the murderous lion] in chains under guard. They
drag him to the Babylonian Emperor,
who throws the [lion] into cages with
[jumping] hoops. No [one] ever again hears
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[Israel]

northeast]

14

Flame arcs from [Israel's] stem. [Fire] devours her fruit. [Pain burns up] her one [last]
strong rod fit to be a ruling scepter.
___, cry this tragic song.”
Zedekiah destroyed Israel by making, then breaking, a treaty of subjection to Nebuchadnezzar.

Ezekiel 20

[The bad lion-king]

8

lies transplanted [~650km
in the [Babylonian] desert, ___.
[She wastes] in dry and thirsty ground.

[So]

7

ravages widows. He
wastes cities. His roaring tumult leaves
the [promised] land [shaking in] terror.

1292

Ezekiel Sees YAH Reject Israel's
Evil Elders
1 On the 10th day of the 5th month of
the 7th year [since Babylon captured evil king Jehoiachin], some of the [evil] elders of [rogue]
Israel come to [me, Ezekiel, in Babylon. They pretend] to ask [for guidance from] Yahweh himself.
False prophets had deceived these elders into expecting to speedily return to Israel.

As the elders sit facing me, suddenly
the word of Yahweh comes [alive in] me.
2
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YAH's word comes to you when you do spiritual
battle for him. You often have to go through struggles to perceive the Spirit.

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ confront the elders of
Israel. Say to them, ‘Adonai Yahweh
asks, “Have you [really] come to seek
me? As I live,’ Adonai Yahweh says,
‘you [hypocrites] never follow me.’”
3 [YAH]

4 [YAH asks me,]

“‘Son of Adam,’ do you want to judge
these [hypocrites]? Then sentence them.
Get them to acknowledge the abominations of their fathers.
5

Tell the [religionists], ‘Adonai Yahweh says,
“[Look] back to ancient days: There I
choose Israel: I lift up my hand to [pledge
to protect] the seed-children of the house
of Jacob. Later I make myself known to
the [slaves] in the land of Egypt. I [again]
lift up my hand to the [Israelis]. I declare,
‘I am Yahweh, your Elohim.’

*
Later [the] day [comes when again] I lift
up my hand [in pledge] to [help] the
[Israelis], to bring them out of the
land of Egypt into a country I
scouted for them, [a land] gushing milk and honey, the glory
of all [the] earth.
6

7

Then I say to the [Israelis], ‘Every one of
you, throw away the abominations [that
draw] your eyes. Stop defiling yourselves
with the manufactured-gods of Egypt. I
am Yahweh your Elohim {Sovereign}.’
8

Yet the [Israelite slaves] rebel against me.
They refuse to listen to me. [Many of them]
fail to hurl their abominations away
from their eyes. They neglect to abandon the idols of Egypt. So I say, ‘I [have
the right to] pour out my fury upon [my people]. I'd [be right to] spend my anger
against [you Israelites] in Egyptian
territory.’
9
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But I relent, to protect my Name-reputation from being polluted before the
nearby beast-nations who see me make
myself known to [the Israelites] by bringing
them up out of the land of Egypt.
Ezekiel 20:10

So I bring the [Israelite slaves] up out of the
land of Egypt. I usher them [north]
through [vast] wilderness.
11

There I give the [Israelites] my Laws. I
teach them my verdicts, which [give] life
to any human who executes them.

*
And I give the [Israelites] my Sabbath-rest [days and festivals] as a sign
connecting me to them, so [everyone] can realize that I am Yahweh {The-Omniscient-Omnipresence}.
I set the [Sabbath-keepers] apart [as my
special people].
13 *
Yet the house of Israel rebels
against me in the wilderness.
They refuse to walk in my
Laws, ___. They despise my
decrees that give life to any
man who executes them. And
the [Israelis] massively pollute my
Sabbath {Rest-Days}. So I consider spilling out my fire-fury
upon the [Israelites] in the wilderness, to consume them.
12

14

But I [again] relent, ___, to protect my
Name-Authority from being polluted in
the view of the beast-nations who
watched me bring [my people] out [of slavery].
15

But I also lift up my hand [in a death-sentence] to those [first-generation émigrés] in the
wilderness. [I vow] that I will never bring
them into the land I awarded them, the
glory of all lands, gushing milk and
honey.
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16

The [rogue-Israelis] despise my judgments.
They fail to walk in my statutes. They
pollute my sabbaths as their heart[s]
chase after their idol-gods.
17

Yet I eye the [Israelites] with compassion,
___. So I avoid [completely] terminating
them in the desert.
18

I instruct the [Israelis'] children in the
wilderness, ‘Don't walk in the [bogus]
‘laws’ of your fathers. Never observe
their rulings. Avoid defiling yourselves.
[Stay away] from their idols.
19

I am Yahweh your Elohim {Sovereign}.
Walk in my Laws. Guard my rules. Live
them, ___.
Ezekiel 20:20

And hallow my Sabbaths. They'll be a
sign linking me to you, ___, so [the world]
can know that I am Yahweh your Elohim.
21

Still the 2nd-generation [émigrés] rebel
against me, ___. They [too] refuse to
walk in my statutes. Nor do they guard
my rules, even though [my principles] bring
life to anyone who executes them. The
[youngsters] pollute my sabbaths. So I
consider spilling out my fire-fury on
them, to spend my anger against them
in the wilderness.
22

Still I withhold my hand, ___, to protect my Name from being profaned in
the view of the beast-nations who
watched me bring [the Israelites] out [of
Egypt].
23

So, [there] in the desert, I lift up my
hand [in solemn warning] to [Israel's 2nd generation
émigrés], ___. [I promise] to scatter them
among the beast-nations, to disperse
them throughout [earth's] countries.
24

—because they fail to execute my rulings, ___. They despise my orders.
They profane my Sabbath [days by forcing
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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the poor to work].

Their eyes chase after
their fathers' idols.
25

I let the [Israelites follow the pagans'] terrible
laws and life-draining customs, ___.
YHWH never makes bad statutes. He 'gives the
wicked apostate Israelites over' to the bad
statutes, because they demand bad statutes.
Wicked [people] detest YHWH's Laws. Worldlings
want nothing to do with YAH. So they get a bellyfull of slavery in the United Nations New World Order.
26

They trash their [most precious] gifts, ___:
they pass [to the war-god] the first [children]
to open [their mothers'] wombs! The [idolaters]
turn [cold, hard, numb — too] dumb to even
recognize me, Yahweh [their own Creator].
The KJV interpreters added the words 'the fire', in
'pass through the fire.' The translators believed, or
wanted to you to believe, that "pass through"
meant to sacrifice your child in a fire offering to the
war god Molech. That's figuratively true. But there
was not necessarily any actual fire involved. They
passed their children from status as independent,
stateless Hebrews into the national citizenship systems of the neighboring countries, by obtaining
birth registrations in those countries and registering their children for military service in those nations, in return for benefits such as public schooling, free medical care, insurance, protection, access to courts, the right to vote, etc. Sound familiar?
27

So, son of Adam, indict the house of Israel. Say to them, ‘Adonai Yahweh
decrees, “Your fore-fathers continuously
blasphemed me. [They] covertly betrayed
[me].
28

After I bring the [Israelites] into the land I
lifted my hand [in pledge] to give them,
___, they look up to every high hillshrine. [They worship] thick trees. There
they slaughter flesh. They give infuriating gifts [to the War gods]. They [smoke corpses
in what they call] ‘offering sweet fragrances
[to demons].’ They pour out [blood sacrifices they
call] ‘drink-offerings’ [to idols].
29

So I ask your Israeli [forefathers], ‘What?
You're resorting to [that occult] high-
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-shrine!?” ([High-shrines] are named after
that [hill] Bamah {Height}, to this day,
___.)

I whisk you into [areas] deserted [by other]
nations. There I plead with you face to
face.

That explains why the whole world sings, ‘Sweet
Home AlaBama’. Alabama means ‘rising height’. Alabama contains ancient child sacrifice pyramids.
Ezekiel 20:30

Like I pleaded with your fathers in the
wilderness of the land of Egypt, so I
plead with you, ___,”
says Adonai Yahweh. 37
‘I pass you under my shepherd-staff,
___, [to count you as my own]. I bring you into
the bond of [my] covenant [of love].

So, [prophet,] announce to the house of
Israel, ‘Adonai Yahweh says, “You're
making your lives filthy by copying the
ways of your ancestors. By repeating
their vile practices, you become whores
yourselves.
31

You offer your gifts to [war-gods who] make
your sons to pass through fire! You pollute yourselves with all your idols to
this very day! Then [you] pretend to
seek me, house of Israel? As I live,’
says Adonai Yahweh, ‘You never seek
me!
#784 'esh (fire) occurs in this verse, but is missing
from other similar verses.
32

Your fantasies fail to materialize. You
brag, “We'll be [rich and popular] like the
beast-nations. We'll be a [member] of the
[united] family of world-countries. We'll
serve wood and stone [gods we can control].”
The purpose of idolatry is not to present literal
truth, but to power a mass-propaganda mechanism
to incite boys to leave their family farms to kill and
die to seize the wealth of foreign lands. This is a
primary function of most churches today: blessing
the war-state.
33

As I live,’ decrees Adonai Yahweh, ‘I
rule absolutely over you [rebels]. I come
to dump out my fury [on you]. My mighty
fist [swings with my] outstretched arm!
34

Then,

I bring you
out from the [world's] people, ___. I gather you out of the countries where you [lie] scattered. With [my]
mighty hand, with [my] outstretched
arm, [I] pour out my fire-fury [on your captors].
[after you learn your lesson,]

[repentant saints]

35
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38

I purge the rebels from your [population,
___]. I [eliminate] all my betrayers. I bring
[all Hebrew refugees] back out of the countries [who held you captive]. But the [wicked hypocrites] never enter into the land of Israel. Then you realize that I am Yahweh {the-Omnipotent-eternal-source-of-all-life}.
39

So you, [rogue] house of Israel,”
Adonai Yahweh says,
“get [away from me]. You won't listen to me.
So all of you keep on serving whatever
idol[s] you choose. But stop polluting
my name-reputation. Bring me no more
of your idol-stained donations.
Ezekiel 20:40

For on my holy mountain, on mount
[Zion], on the height[s] of Israel,”
Adonai Yahweh predicts,
“there one day the united family of Israel, all of them in the land, come to
serve me. There I accept them. [From] all
your holy [people], I receive your uplift-offerings, your first-fruit thanksgiving-presents. [These gifts go to feed my priests and
to nourish poor people.]

No Hebrew word in this verse refers to animal sacrifice. Most translations misuse the word ‘sacrifice’
in this and hundreds of similar verses. Hebrew
‘sacrifices’ are food donations.
41

I eventually accept your [repentance], ___.
[I enjoy] the peaceful aroma [of your cooking
food for feasts in my honor], when I bring you
out from the [world's] people, [when I] gather you out of the countries where [your
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scattered you. [Your repentance] causes
the beast-nations to view me as sacred.
sins]

42

Finally you grasp that I am Yahweh
{The-All-Powerful-Future-Maker}, when I
bring you [back] into the land of Israel,
into the country I lifted up my hand [in
promise] to give to your forefathers.
43

And there you recall your [former] wayof-life. You [regret taking] all the actions
that defiled you. You eye your face [s] in
the [mirror] with disgust. [You lament] all the
ruin you wreaked.
44

In the end you recognize that I am
Yahweh {the-Omni-temporal-Sovereign},
when I fix you to protect my Name-reputation, even though your wicked ways
and corrupt practices [deserve death,] house
of Israel,’ says Adonai Yahweh.”
Ezekiel Prophesies Doom On
Judea's Southland
45 Later, ___, Yahweh's Word [again] comes [alive in]
me: 46 [YAH] says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ set your face toward the [land] south
[of Judea]. Drop your word-seed toward the Negev.
Prophesy against the [human] forest of the south
field.
47

Announce to the southern [human] wildwoods, ‘Hear the word of Yahweh:
Adonai Yahweh says, “Watch me kindle
a fire in you. It devours every green
tree and every dry tree in you. The
flaming wildfire can't be quenched. It
burns all [your impudent] faces, from the
south to the north.
48

Finally all flesh-creatures come to see
that I Yahweh light fire[s] no [human] can
extinguish, ___.”
49 Then I respond, “Oh, Adonai Yahweh!
[I want to speak for you. But] the [people just mock]
me, jeering, “Riddler! Storyteller!”

Ezekiel 21

1 Again, ___, the word of Yahweh comes [alive in]
me: 2 [YAH] says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ set your face toward Jerusalem.
Rain [my word] toward her [occult] sanctuary [sites].
Prophesy against the land of Israel.
3

Announce to [wicked inhabitants of] the land
of Israel, ‘Yahweh decrees: “Look: I'm
against you. I'm drawing my sword out
of its sheath. I'm slicing down to [separate] the upright [saints] from the villains.
#3772 karath means to cut, separate, divide. It's
irresponsible to translate 'karath' to mean that YAH
fails to distinguish between righteous and wicked
people.
4

Watch me sever the Law-abiders [from]
the violators. My sword flies razor-sharp. It [carves] flesh from [hot] south
to gloomy [north].
5

In the end, ___, all flesh-men see that
[when] I Yahweh draw my sword out of
his sheath, I don't put him back [until his
job is done].
How To Perform Public Prophetic
Dramatic-Art
6

So, ‘son of Adam,’ groan like you've
ruptured a gut. Sigh bitterly before the
[rogue Israelis'] eyes.
Creative evangelism. Moan like you're dying in the
streets.
7

The [Israelis] ask you, ‘Why are you
groaning?’ Answer, ‘Because [I've seen]
advance warning of [your] future: every
heart melts! All hands go limp. Every
spirit faints. All knees [wobble,] weak as
water. Adonai Yahweh warns you [hypocrites]: ‘Watch [out]! Terror advances to
ravage [you].’”
Ezekiel Predicts Babylon's Conquest Of Judea
8 Again, ___, Yahweh's word comes

[alive in]

me: 9

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ prophesy. Say, ‘Yahweh
predicts a sword! A sharp, flashing
sword [approaches from Babylon]!
[YAH]

Ezekiel Prophesies Against Wicked
Jerusalem
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Ezekiel 21:10
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Razor-sharp, butchering, slaughtering,
polished to glitter [like lightning, Babylon's
sword] loves to laugh at the child-rod,
that [little] stick, [the rebel king of Israel].
11

gave [Nebuchadnezzar] the sword. I
told him to sharpen it to [a shine]. Ready,
pointing, gleaming, [the Emperor] passes
[the sword-force] into the hand of [Babylon's]
killer [general].
[I Yahweh]

YAH chooses pagans to execute his bloody punishments. YAH never commands his holy people to
commit violence.
12

Cry and howl, ‘son of Adam.’ [Armies] advance upon my people. [Babylon] comes
to bash all the leaders of [rogue] Israel.
Sword-induced horrors descend on my
people. So beat your breast [to warn them,
___].
13

is being tested. If the
stick rejects [the authority of the sword], the
[stick] vanishes to nothing,”
warns Adonai Yahweh.
[Judea's weak king]

Every bookstore translation makes nonsense out of
this verse. The idea is that while the prophet
quotes this verse, he hacks a stick to bits with a
sword.
14

“So you, ‘son of Adam’, prophesy.
Strike your hands together [in protest. Wake
up the infidels. Pound a] sword [on the ground. Warn

the jerks of the coming war. Armies advance to smash the
pigs one,]

two, 3 times,

['til nothing remains but

blood and ash and rotting flesh]. [Prefigure the]

twist-

ing, slicing [sword of war that guts the Jews']
mighty-men on every side.

Again, a verse that most translations make into
nonsense. However, The Message and the NLT do a
defensible job of paraphrasing this verse. The point
is that YAH calls us to use the dramatic arts, not
sermons, to communicate his messages to the
world.

*
I set the point of [war's] sword
against all the [hypocrites' city]
gates, to dissolve [their] heart[s],
to multiply [their] ruins. Oh! The
15
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bright [as lightning],
razor-sharpened for slaughter.
[sword of war flashes]

This indicates that the prophet is to wave a sword
in city squares, clashing it against the courthouse
gates, to get peoples' attention. Try that and you'll
be a persecuted prophet.
16

to the left. Then [run] to
the right. Go wherever you set your
face.

[Swing your sword]

Again, these are instructions for how to perform
prophetic art in public. Follow these steps and
you're sure to draw a crowd, including police. Try
to secure the city's permission before putting on
this show, to keep yourself from being arrested for
disturbing the peace, inciting a riot, endangering
the public, etc.
17

I simultaneously strike my
hands together [to incite the war] that
spends my fire-breathing rage. I Yahweh speak [your future].”
Ezekiel's Performance-Art Prefigures Battle
[In heaven,]

18 The word of Yahweh comes

says,
“Then, ‘son of Adam’,

[alive]

in me again,

___: 19 [YAH]

[draw a map on

mark
out the two paths that the Babylonian
Emperor's war-sword is taking [to conquer
the promised land]. Both paths come forth
out of one [northern] land. Then set up [and
engrave] a sign-post [warning of the war]. Display it at the head of the road into
[Jerusalem] city.
Jerusalem's courthouse lawn. On your map,]

More prophetic performance art.
Ezekiel 21:20

mark the [east] route that
war-sword takes as it [hacks down]
the Ammon-spawn's city (Rabbah
{Abundance}). [Then mark the 2nd army's direct west
route] to Judea's fortified [capitol:]
Jerusalem.
[On your sign,]

[Babylon's]

21

The Babylonian Emperor stands at the
junction of the headways of two roads.
There he uses divination [to plan his war
strategy]. He gains clarity by [throwing] arrows [into the air, then letting them fall on the ground
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to show the way].

He begs advice from his
idol-gods. He peers into [a sacrificed animal's]
liver [for guidance].
22

The

right hand [grabs the divining arrow] marked ‘Jerusalem.’ He appoints
captains to open the mouth [of] slaughter, to lift high the [army's] shouting
voice, to set battering rams against
[Jerusalem's] gates, to pour out earthworks, and to build a siege fort.
[Emperor's]

23

The

who swore [treaty] oaths to
see [YAH's] prophecy as false divination. But the [emperor's attack] refreshes
their memory. [War makes the Jews] realize
[the depth of their] depravity.”
24 So my Adonai Yahweh says,
“You [Judeans] spread the fame of your
perversion. You flaunt your treachery.
Your crimes show in everything you do.
So [the authorities] mark you for [destruction].
Your [enemy's] fist comes to grab you.
[Jews]

[Babylon]

death-day has come. Finally your ruinous [evil] comes to an end.
Ezekiel 21:30

I return [my sword] to its sheath, [full of blood].
I come to judge you [religionite criminals] in
the place where you were created, in
the land of your nativity.
31

I pour out my mouth-frothing [fury] upon
you [hypocrites]. I hurricane-blow my firerage on you. I dash you into the hand[s]
of mortals, brutish artificers of ruin,
skillful destroyers.

*
You [liars] become fuel for [eternity's] fire. Your blood [spills] in
[Jerusalem,] the center of the earth.
The [universe completely] forgets you.
I Yahweh speak [your future].”
32

Judea is earth's central nexus. All roads flow to
Jerusalem.

Ezekiel 22

25

You profane, wicked prince of Israel.
Your day [has] come. [I'm] putting an end
to your depravity.”

*Adonai Yahweh says,
“Strip off the diadem. Hurl
away the crown! Times are
changing. Exalt the lowly.
Abase the high-and-mighty.
26

27

Overthrow! Ruin! Destruction! [Now Israel's] kingdom dies until its rightful
judge, [the Messiah] comes. I award him
[the kingdom].
28

So, ‘son of Adam’, prophesy! Say,
‘Adonai Yahweh condemns the Ammonspawn for laughing [when Jerusalem fell].’
Say, ‘The sword! [Babylon's] sword draws,
shined for slaughter, [ready] to devour
[you hypocrites] like lightning!
29

see vain visions. [They] divine
lies to you. [They] bring [the sword] upon
[your] necks. So die, criminals. [Your]

[Your prophets]
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Zeke Condemns The Filthy Sin Of
Your Nation

1 Again, ___, Yahweh's word comes

[alive in]

me. 2

says,
“Now, you ‘son of Adam’, are you ready
to pronounce [the death] sentence on this
bloody city? Then go expose all her
abominations [before] her [eyes].
[YAH]

We are not to judge. But we are to pronounce the
verdict of the judge.
3

Announce, ‘Adonai Yahweh decrees, “
___, [your] city sheds blood [not just at its lunatic fringe, but] at its core. [Your leaders] speed
[your society's] doom! [Your city] makes idols
that defile her.
4

You

grow increasingly guilty.
in the blood you keep shedding. You keep defiling yourself by
making and [worshipping] your demon-idols. You bait your [death] day to draw
near. You've reached the end of your
[Jerusalem]

[You wallow]
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years. So I've made your [name] an insult to the beast-nations. Every country
[on earth] mocks you.
Certainly true of Washington and Los Angeles.
5

Countries nearby and countries far
away taunt your cursed infamy.
6

Look, ___: every leader in Israel
comes to [Jerusalem] to [amass] power to
shed [innocent] blood!

*
In you,
7

leaders usurp
[parental powers from] fathers and
mothers. Right at your core [of
political power, leaders] oppress and defraud foreigners. In you,
[Jerusalem, your leaders] harass fatherless [orphans] and widows.

both predatory interest
and smaller interest charges [that debase your
currency]. You amass greedy gain
from your neighbors by extortion. You've forgotten me,’
rules Adonai Yahweh.
[interest,]

[that fatally stings poor people],

13

Look out! I'm striking my hand [down on]
the dishonest gain[s] you've made. I'm
[avenging] the blood that you [as a political
mass keep] shedding.

[Jerusalem,]

8

You [Judeo-Christians] continually despise
my holy [treasures]. You profane my sabbaths.
9

In you, [Jerusalem,] dwell men who testify
falsely so they can spill [innocent peoples']
blood. In you, [occultists] gobble [pigs] on
hilltop-shrines. At your city-core [your
leaders and people] wallow in perverse
crimes.
Ezekiel 22:10

In you, [Jerusalem, fake Jews] strip their father[s] naked. In you, perverts ravage
women sequestered during their
[menstruation].
11

1299

*

one [of your citizens]
commit disgusting [perversions]
with his neighbor's wife, ___.
Another lewdly defiles his
daughter-in-law. Another of
you humbles his sister, his father's daughter!
12 *
In you (Jerusalem) [leaders] take
bribes to shed blood. You take
[Every hour I see]
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Most of the time, murder is committed through
corporate political means. You may have much
more blood on your hands than you realize.
14

Can your heart endure, can your hands
stay strong, in the days I'm dealing to
you, ___? I Yahweh foretell and actualize your future.
15

I come to scatter you [hypocrites] among
the beast-nations. I disperse you into
[earth's] countries, to burn your filthiness
out of you.
16

You inherit [not riches but] wounds, while
the beast-nations watch [and laugh]. Then
you grasp that I am Yahweh, [the Almighty
who speaks your future].”
YAH Says Israel Is Like Impurity In
Silver
17 Again, ___, the word of Yahweh comes

[alive in]

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ the house of Israel has
become dross to me. [No longer valuable] silver, they're just base brass, tin, iron
and lead. [They] clog up my furnace.’
me: 18 [YAH]

19

So Adonai Yahweh decrees, ‘You've all
devolved into trash-metal. So I'm
heaping you into [a recycle bin] in the middle of Jerusalem.

*
Just like scavengers gather silver, brass, iron, lead and tin
into the middle of a furnace, to
Ezekiel 22:20
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bellow fire on it, to melt it, I
gather you [infidels] in my anger. I
leave you [screaming] in my fury
until you melt.

So blasphemy against me flows
[out from them to the general population].
A perfectly biting and accurate condemnation of
‘Christian’ culture.

*
At the core [of your city, ___,] her
leaders [prowl,] wolves tearing
prey. They shed [innocent] blood.
[They] destroy souls. [They] grab
dishonest gain.
27

Or, ‘I blow my fury on you 'til you melt.’
21

*

[That's] right. I come to gather
you [Israeli infidels]. I blow on you in
the fire of my rage. You melt
right in the middle of [your burning
town].

28

22

Like silver melts in the center of a [hot]
furnace, you liquefy in the middle of
[your city]. Then you grasp that I, Yahweh, poured out my fury upon you.’”
YAH Exposes The Conspiracy Of
False Preachers
23 Again, ___, the word of Yahweh comes

[alive in]

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ say to [your nation], ‘One
day [soon] I come to brighten your dull
and dirty [drought-stricken] country. I rain
[fire] from my mouth [onto your cities].
me: 24 [YAH]

*
There is a conspiracy of [false]
prophets at [your society's] core.
Like roaring lion[s], [your religious
leaders] rip their prey, ___. They
keep devouring souls. They
steal [holy] treasures and [other]
valuables. They make many
citizens into widows.
26 *
[Your city's] priests [and pastors] keep
violating my law and profaning
my holy [treasures, ___]. They never
acknowledge distinctions between sacred and profane.
They never show [people] the difference between clean and unclean [foods and practices]. They hide
their eyes from my Sabbaths.
25
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*
[ ___, your city's]

preachers

daub its [murderous politicos]
with whitewash. [The
preachers] see ruinous [false
visions]. [They] divine lies for
[bigwigs. The priests] says,
‘Adonai Yahweh says [go
right ahead and kill people for money].’ [But]

Yahweh never
speaks to [those fake religionists].

*
___, the mortals of [your JudeoChristian] land cruelly violate, flay,
rob [and plunder innocent people]! [The rogues
commit] outrages against poor
and needy [saints. The bigots] unlawfully crush foreigners.
Ezekiel 22:30 *
I search for a man among [your
nation] who can rebuild the
guard-wall, ___, to stand in
the breaches [in your spiritual defenses],
to keep me from destroying [your
nation]. But I find zero [honest leaders].
29

Recall the last election in the worldly nation around
you. Zero leaders.
31
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So I, Adonai Yahweh, pour out my
mouth-frothing [fury] upon [your nation, ___].
I devour the [villains] with the fire of my
rage. I repay [their crimes] upon their
heads.”

Ezekiel 23
Zeke Condemns 2 Slut-Sisters:
Israel & Judea

1 The word of Yahweh again comes

[alive]

in me,

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ [look back in time. See] two
‘women,’ daughters of the same mother:
___. 2 [YAH]

3

These [Israeli sisters grow up] as whores, ___,
child prostitutes in Egypt. [Slut-mongers]
handle the [girls'] breasts. [Perverts] bruise
the [girls'] virgin nipples.
4

I

the [older sister,] named Aholah
{Idol-Tent}, and her younger sister,
Aholibah {My-Tent-In-Her}. They birth
sons and daughters. Their names are
symbols, ___: Samaria {North-Israel} is
Aholah. Jerusalem is Aholibah.
[adopt]

‘Idol-Tent’ refers to north Israel's self-instituted
sanctuaries. ‘My-Tent-In-Her’ refers to the David's
(Mosaic) worship Tent which was replaced by
Solomon's temple in Jerusalem.
5

Aholah
{Idol-Tent} [North Israel] committing adultery. She hyperventilates, ___, [hot for]
her lovers, [especially] her [north-eastern]
neighbors, the Assyrians.
[I catch]

my

[adopted daughter-nation]

6

with [pagan] captains and rulers clothed in blue, all
young and handsome, riding on horseback.
[She (rebel north Israel) sleeps]

7

gives herself as a whore to those
buff bucks of Assyria. She snorts, [chasing] their nasty logs.

[Israel]

1544 gilluwl = logs ~ idols, probably a double entendre.
8

1301

refuses to abandon
the whore-craft she brought
from Egypt. There in her youth
[she let pagan perverts] lay [down] with
her, ___. They bruised her virgin breasts. They poured out
their fornication on her.
[My ‘daughter’]

9

So I dump [north Israel] into the hand[s] of
her lovers, ___, into the fist[s] of the
Assyrians she lusts for.
Ezekiel 23:10

The [pagans] uncover [my daughter's]
nakedness, ___. They kidnap her sons
and her daughters. [They] murder her
with the sword. The punishment [her bad
lovers] inflict on her [makes her] stand out in
the [tragic] history of [bad] women.
11

So [North Israel's southern] sister-nation,
([Judea aka] Aholibah {My-Tent-In-Her})
watches [north Israel's demise]. Yet [Judea]
turns more corrupt in her criminal-love
than [north Israel, ___]! [Judea's] gluttonous
[whore-craft] proves worse than her [older]
sister's adultery!
12

[Judea] snorts [in lust, chasing] her Assyrian
neighbors, the gorgeously-clothed captains and rulers, the handsome young
horsemen riding [their prized war] horses.

13

I watch [Judea and north Israel] defile themselves, ___. They both run the same
[evil] way.
14

Then [Judea] surpasses her [sister's] whoredom, ___! She sees men portrayed on
a wall: images of Chaldean [soldiers] arrayed in red.
15

[Judea] eyes the belts encircling the
waists of these gorgeous Babylonian
studs from Chaldea, the flowing colored
turbans crowning their heads, their
prince-like bodies [wrapped in] glamorous
[clothes].

16

*
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As soon as [Judea's] eyes sees the [painted
soldiers], she huffs [and puffs in lust] for them,
___. She [rushes to] send messengers to
[lure real Babylonian soldiers to Israel from] Chaldea.
17

So, ___, the Babylonians stream
[~650km southwest] to [Judea]. They jump in
her bed of lust. [They] defile her in
whoredom. [But] after they pollute her,
her soul [longs] to break up [with them].
18

But [Judea goes further] to reveal her fornication, ___. She uncovers her privates!
So I cut off my soul from [Judea,] like I
banished her sister [nation (north Israel)]
from my mind.
19

So, ___, [Judea] multiplies her whoretricks, still yearning for her [wasted]
youth she spent fornicating in the land
of Egypt.
Ezekiel 23:20

snorts [in lust, chasing pagan] gigolos,
whose ‘flesh’ [bulges] like donkey meat,
whose spume gushes like horses' [seed].
[Judea]

1302

This [multi-Empire force] comes to attack you [Judea] in a whirlwind of
weaponized chariots led by organized men arrayed against
you with breastplates, shields
and helmets. They surround
[your cities]. I set my verdict before
their [faces]. So they execute
your [death] sentence.
25 *
I pour my zeal on you, [hypocrite-city]. [Evil armies] furiously [annihilate]
you. They cut off your nose and
your ears. Your escapees fall
by the sword. [Swordsmen] kidnap
your sons and your daughters.
Then fire devours your survivors.
26

strip you [apostate Jews] out of
your clothes. They take away your fine
jewels.
[The pagans]

27
The Bible is not a prudish book. It's an important
book.
21

yearns to re-experience the lewdness of [her abusive] youth, when Egyptians bruised [her] breasts, [her] baby lady-lumps.’

[Judea]

22

So [to Judea, aka] Aholibah {My-Tent-In-Her},
Adonai Yahweh says, ‘Watch me raise
up your ex-lovers, the [dogs] your soul
hates. I bring them [back to attack] you on
every side.
23

the Babylonians, and all the
Chaldean [soldiers, plus the asian armies of]
Pekod {Punisher}, Shoa {Rich}, Koa {Cut},
and all the Assyrians with them. All
these [armies brim with] dashing young men,
captains and rulers, [led by] famous generals. All of these [invaders] gallop upon
war-horses.
[I send]

24

*
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That's how I [finally] break you [criminals] of
your lewdness, your whore-craft you
dragged [in] from the land of Egypt. [Soldiers beat you] until you never lift up your
eyes to [pagans], 'til you forget Egypt forever.’
28

For Adonai Yahweh says, ‘Watch me
deliver you [fakers] into the hand[s] of the
[ex-lovers] you hate, into the fist[s] of [perverts] your soul loathes.
29

The

hatefully beat you.
take away all you work for. [They]
leave you naked and exposed [to the elements]. So [I] expose your shameless
whore-craft, your heinous crimes and
your fornications.
[pagans you laid]

[They]

Ezekiel 23:30

These

come to you [Judeo-Christian
because you run whoring, [chasing] the beast-nations, because you [love]
to get defiled by [serving] their idols [and
leaders].
[horrors]

pretenders]
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*
You [Jews] keep walking in the
footsteps of your [murderous] sister
[north Israel]. So I'm passing her
cup [of destruction] into your hand.’
31

32

Adonai Yahweh decrees, ‘You, [Judea,]
drink of your sister [north Israel's] deep,
large cup [of punishment,] full to the brim
with [the whole world's] ridicule and derision.

*
You come to fill with drunkenness and sorrow. [You drink] the
cup of horror and devastation,
the cup [dropped from the dead hand of]
your [evil north Israeli] sister-capitol
Samaria {Fortress-Hill}.
33

34

You [frauds] drink [the cup of death]. [You] suck
it dry. [You] gnaw it to shards. [You] tear
out your own breasts [in agony]. I speak
[your future],’ decrees Adonai Yahweh.

*
Adonai Yahweh concludes, ‘Because you [con-artists] keep forgetting me, and hurling me behind
your back, you come to bear
the [consequences] of your criminal
whore-craft.’”
35

A 2nd condemnation of Aholah and
Aholibah
36 [Later] Yahweh says to me,
“‘Son of Adam,’ are you willing to sentence Aholah {Idol-Tent} and Aholibah
{My-Tent-In-Her}? Then go, reveal the
abominations [of North Israel and Judea].
37

The [deceivers] keep committing adultery,
___. Their hands drip with blood. They
spiritually-fornicate with idol-gods. And
they make their sons, whom they bore
to me, cross over [into the pagan world] to
become food [for the war-gods].
"The fire" is not in this verse.
38
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The [Judeo-Christians] keep [sinning] against
me, ___. In a single day they defile
my sanctuary and profane my sabbaths.
39

The same day they slaughter their children to [serve] their idol-gods, they [stomp]
into my sanctuary. [They] harm it, ___.
Look what they're doing in the middle
of my temple!
Ezekiel 23:40

Again and again the [rogue Israelis] send
messengers to invite men to come from
far away. And how the [customers] come,
___! [The two sister-nations] bathe their bodies, paint their eyes, and deck their
frames with fine [lingerie].
41

[The sisters] sit on a sumptuous bed, with
a table spread before it, on which they
[light] incense and olive oil [stolen from my
temple, ___].

42

The noise of a wanton crowd [of non-Hebrews] surrounds [the sisters]. In stumble
common men (drunks from the desert).
They clamp bracelets on [the girls'] hands.
[The men lay] beautiful crowns on the [sluts']
evil heads.
43

So I say to the old adulteress [Judea],
“Are you a bit old for committing prostitution? Aren't you and your Johns sick
of trading venereal diseases yet?”
very loose paraphrase
44

Still the [beast-nations] pump into [Judea, ___],
like [perverts] rush in to [sleep with] an adulterous woman. [Pagans] travel in to [fornicate with] those lewd ‘women,’ [Samaria aka]
Aholah {Idol-Tent} and [Judea aka] Aholibah
{My-Tent-In-Her}.
45

Righteous men judge [north and south Israel]
as adulteresses and convicted murderers. Because they are adulteresses,
___. Blood drips from their [slutty]
hands.’
46 Adonai Yahweh warns:
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“I summon a mob [to crash down] on the
[hustler sisters]. I hurl them into terror and
plunder.
47

The mob stones [my slut-nations] with rocks.
[Thugs] chop the [prostitutes] with swords.
[Pagans] slay the [whores'] sons and daughters. [Armies] burn up the [floozies'] houses
with fire, ___.
48

Finally lewdness stops [ravaging] the
[promised] land, ___. [Israel's punishment]
teaches all women not to copy [Israel's]
perverted actions.
49

come to pay back your devious crimes. You [cheaters] bear the
penalty for [worshipping] logs. Then you realize that I am Yahweh-ELohim {TheOmnipresent-Sovereign}.”
[Foreign soldiers]

Ezekiel 24

1304

Bone-broth is essential food for humans. Without
it, your teeth and bones wither and rot.

Adonai Yahweh says,
“Woe to this city [drenched in] blood-guilt.
It's a pot coated in un-removable rust
scum! [Smash the pot! Soldiers,] haul it away
piece by [broken] piece. No one even
casts lots to [win such nasty pots].
6 [With this analogy,]

“Verdigris” (oxidized green-blue copper carbonate)
appears only in this one chapter in the entire bible.
Babylon doesn't bother to portion out Judea in lots.
Babylon destroys Judea, then abandons it.
7

The blood [Israel spilled] lies [festering] at her
core. She [dumps] her [victims'] blood on
top of weathered crag[s]. She doesn't
[even] pour [her victims' vital fluid] upon the
soil, [where it would soak in to hide her crimes].
She's [too arrogant] to cover [her murder evidence] with dirt.
8

So

wreak vengeance
I spill [the tyrants']
blood upon the top of a weathered
rock, where it can't be hidden.’
9 My-Adonai Yahweh cries,
‘Woe to the city of blood[shed]! I spiral
high her bonfire.
[I]

fire up fury.

[I]

[on behalf of the innocent slain].

Ezekiel Predicts Babylon's Siege of
Jerusalem

1 Then, ___, on the 10th day of the 10th month of
the 9th year [since Babylon captured Judea's evil king Jehoachin],
Yahweh's Word again comes

[alive in]

me: 2 [YAH]

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ inscribe todays date —
this very day. For today the Babylonian
Emperor appoints his [Empire] to attack
Jerusalem.
3

Quote the [following] metaphor to [my]
rebel House. Say to them, ‘Adonai Yahweh says, “Set a pot on the hearthstone. Light the [fire]. Then pour water
into [the pot].
4

Gather pieces of [meat] into the [pot]. [Put
in] every good piece [including] the thigh,
and the shoulder. Fill the [pot] with the
best bony [pieces].
5

the best [meat-animal] in your flock.
Under the pot, [pile plenty of wood] to boil
the bones. Let the stew steep in the
bone-broth.’

[Cook]
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Ezekiel 24:10

Heap on wood! Flare up, fire. Consume
the [sinners'] flesh. Dump in the spices!
Incinerate the [criminals'] bones!

*
Leave the empty [pot] on the
coals. Heat it 'til its copper [bottom] glows. Melt the impurity inside [Israel]. Bring her corrosion
to an end.
12 *
She wears herself [out] with lies.
Her sickening scum permanently builds up inside her. [So]
fire comes to devour her disease.
11

13
[I see] your filthy lewdness. [So] I keep
purging you [Israelis]. Yet your filth re-
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mains. You never again come clean until my chemical-burns subside.

Like

14

mourning]. [Marauders don't]

I Yahweh speak [your future]. My inexorable action comes. I won't turn back.
I won't spare [you]. I won't recant. [I give
you] exactly what your life-paths merit.
Your own practices [stand up] to judge
you,”
decrees Adonai Yahweh.
Ezekiel's Words Result in His Wife's
Death
15 Again, ___, the word of Yahweh comes

[alive in]

*
“‘Son of Adam,’ watch: in one
stroke, I take away from you
the desire of your eyes. Yet
you don't wail. You don't
lament. Not one tear runs
down [your face].

[I, Ezekiel today mourn my wife in silence, slave-

driving soldiers soon prevent]

you [Judeans from
let you [carry shawls to

lips. [In exile, no sympathizers
food to eat.

muffle your crying]
bring you]

23

Turbans on your heads, and shoes on
your feet, [you wicked Israelites march away. Your
captors, the soldiers, beat you] when you wail or
cry. You waste away because of your
perversities. You groan [quietly] to each
other [so the slave-drivers won't hear you and whip
you again].

me: 16

17

Stifle your cries, [Ezekiel]. Avoid mourning the dead. Bind your turban on your
head. Strap your shoes on your feet.
Don't cover [or muffle] your lip. Don't eat
the food people [bring you].”

*The [next] morning, I confront
the [evil Judean] people, ___. That
evening [the angry mob] kills my
wife! [The next] morning I do as
[YAH] commands.
18

Are you bold enough to speak prophecies that
could get your family killed? Few Churchgoers are
that bold.

*The people ask me, “Won't
you tell us why you're [failing to
19

mourn your dead wife, who got killed because you
wouldn't stop prophesying]?” Ezekiel 24:20

So I
answer the [angry mob], “The word of Yahweh comes to me: 21 [YAH says,]
“Confront the house of Israel. Say,
‘Adonai Yahweh says, ‘Watch me dissolve my sanctuary: your pride, your
strength, the desire of your eyes, the
[edifice] your soul[s] cherish. Your abandoned sons and daughters come to fall
by the sword [of war].
22
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A different interpretation suggests that they won't
moan the deaths of their relatives because their
hearts are so cold.
24

So [my prophet] Ezekiel's [quiet mourning] foretells your [future]. You [Israelites] come to
copy all his [un-natural grieving behavior]. When
this happens, you realize that I, Yahweh, am Sovereign.’
25

So, ‘son of Adam’, I [come soon to] take
away [Judea's] strength, their crowning
joy, the delight of their eyes, the
thing[s] they live and breathe for, [including] their sons and their daughters.
26

On the day [Jerusalem
falls], a [man] escapes. He flees to you. He
speaks [Judea's tragic] news in your ears.
[See your future, Ezekiel:]

27

That same day, I [Yahweh] open your
mouth to speak [my word] to the escaped
[messenger]. You speak. [You] break your
silence [regarding Jerusalem's demise. These events]
become another sign to the [Jews. Your accurate predictions help them] see that I am Yahweh {The-Sole-Omni-Temporal-Presence}.”
Between Ezekiel's wife's death and when the messenger came to Ezekiel to tell him Jerusalem had
fallen, Ezekiel apparently prophesied regarding
other nations, but not about Judea.

Ezekiel 25
YAH Predicts Vengeance On The
Spawn Of Ammon
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1 Again, ___, the word of Yahweh comes

[alive]

in

says,
‘Son of Adam,’ turn your face against
the spawn of Ammon. Prophesy against
them.
me: 2 [YAH]

3

Tell the Ammon-spawn, “Hear the oracle of my Adonai Yahweh: Adonai Yahweh decrees, ‘You shriek, ‘Aha,’ when
[marauders] disintegrate my sanctuary.
You [laugh] when [armies and plagues] desolate
the land of Israel. You ridicule the
house of Judah {Celebrated} when they
go into captivity.
4

So watch me deliver you [Jews] to Oriental men as their property. They come to
erect their palaces in your [land]. They
make your homeland their own [land].
They eat your fruit. They drink your
milk.
Many people-groups dwell to Judea's east. Ultimately, China invades Israel for the world's final
battle. In 2020, Chinese troops heading in Israel's
direction began breaching India's Eastern borders.
5

I turn Rabbah {Plenty} city into a stable
for camels. [Eastern armies trample you] Ammon-spawn [down into] pasture for flocks.
Then you grasp that I am Yahweh {TheFuture-Speaker}.”
6 For Adonai Yahweh says,
‘You [Eastern pagans] clap your hands and
stamp [your] feet and light up your
hearts in hatred of the land of Israel.
7

So watch me stretch out my hand upon
you [Oriental marauders]. I deliver you as
spoil to the beast-nations. I cut you off
from [earth's] population. I make you perish out of all countries. I exterminate
you. Then you recognize that I am Yahweh {The-Omni-Temporal-Sovereign}.”
Ezekiel Prophesies Doom On
Incestuous Moab
8 Adonai Yahweh says,
“[The brutes of] Moab and Seir {Rough-Land}
scoff, ‘Look, ___: the dynasty of Judah
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is no different from the
heathen [nations].’

{Celebrated}
of the world's]

[rest

9

So, ___, watch me [Yahweh] expose
Moab's [naked] flank. All her cities [go up in
flames,] starting with her frontier towns,
the glory of the country: Beth-Jeshimoth {House-of-the-Deserts}, Baal-Meon
{Baal's-Lair}, and Kiriathaim {Twin-Cities}.
Ezekiel 25:10

To the sons of the East, [I] give the Ammon-spawn as property. So the Ammonites cease to be remembered
among the nations.
11

Then I execute judgments upon Moab.
Finally these [perverts] see that I am Yahweh {The-OmniPresent-Sovereign}.”
YAH Pronounces Doom On Rough
Red Esau's Spawn
12 Adonai Yahweh says,
“Guilty Edom {Southland} [keeps attacking]
the house of Judah {Celebrated}. [The southerners] wreak vengeance [for ancient]
grudges. [They] thrash [My people].”
13 So Adonai Yahweh warns,
“I come to stretch out my hand over
Edom. I cut man and beast off of [Esau's
rocky soil]. I ruin [the savages]. From Teman
{Southland} to Dedan, [warlords] fall by the
sword.
14

I lay my vengeance upon Edom by the
hand of my [rogue] Israeli people. The [Israeli fighters] dish out my fire-breathing
rage until Edom knows [the extent of] my
vengeance,”
predicts Adonai Yahweh.
These avenging Israelites are not YAH's holy people. The avengers are at least as wicked as the nations around Israel. YAH never calls his holy ones
to do violence. He gets dirty people to do dirty
work.

YAH Promises To End All Philistine
Vengeance
15 Adonai Yahweh says,
“The Philistines {Palestinians} [too] deal by
revenge. They wreak enmity with a
spiteful heart. They destroy [Israel again and
again, perpetuating] age-old hatred[s].”
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So Adonai Yahweh warns,
“Watch me stretch out my hand over
the Philistines. [See] me cut the
Kerethite {Executioners} off [the planet]. I
destroy every [last] remnant of their
seaport [city].
16

17

I execute a whirlwind of retribution on
the [Philistines]. My furious rebukes [pummel
them]. Finally the [Palestinians] see that I am
Yahweh {the-Omni-temporal-Sovereign},
when I lay my vengeance upon them.”

Ezekiel 26
Ezekiel Foretells YAH's Destruction
Of Tyre

1 On the 1st day of the

month in the 11th year
Yahweh's Word comes

[5th]

[of evil Judean king Jehoachin's exile] ,

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ [the imps of] Tyre {RockPort} slander Jerusalem. [They each laugh,]
‘Ha ha! [Jerusalem,] the people's gateway
[to heaven and to world-trade,] lies broken!
She's open to me! Now that she's ruined, I'll rush in and get rich!’
[alive in]

me: 2 [YAH]

Jerusalem lies perfectly situated as the gateway to
Africa, Asia, Europe and the Mediterranean sea
(the Eastern Hemisphere's channel to the Americas). That's why the Creator chose the Judeans to
preserve and propagate his word.

So Adonai Yahweh decrees,
‘See [this vision of your future]! I fight you,
Tyre {Rock-Port}. I drive hordes of nations to [march] up and attack you, like
the sea hurls up his waves!
3

4

The

destroy the walls of Tyre
They break down her towers. I scrape her soil from her. [I] reduce her to a bare rock [ledge].
[nations]

{Rock-Port}.

Exactly a description of Tyre to this very day. A
perfectly-placed seaport almost completely empty
for 2000 years. Tyre's enduring abandonment is
one of history's most powerful proofs of scriptural
reliability.
5
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devolves [from a major port-city] into a
seaside ledge for spreading fish-nets.
I'm telling [you Tyre's] future,’
foretells Adonai Yahweh.
‘[Tyre] becomes a plunder-pot for the
beast-nations.
[Tyre]

6

[Soldiers] sword-slay [Tyre's] mainland
daughter-cities. Finally [Tyre's survivors] realize that I am Yahweh {the-only-omni-temporal-Being}.’
7 For Adonai Yahweh foretells,
‘Watch: Upon Tyre {Rock-Port}, I bring
Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon,
an Arch-ruler over [many] kings. [He marches] from the north, with horses, and
with chariots, and with cavalry, and a
huge, organized army of [soldiers].

YAH gets dirty people to do his dirty work.
8

With the sword, the [Emperor] slays your
[Tyrian] daughter-cities. [Your blood runs down
from your city walls] into [your] field[s]. The [Emperor] builds towers to [pelt] you. [He]
erects siege-ramps against your [fort(s)].
[He] raises [a screen of] shields to repel [your
weapons].
9

The [Emperor] pounds [down] your walls
with battering rams. [He] hacks apart
your [defense] towers with his axe-blades.
Ezekiel 26:10

thousands of war-horses bury
you in hoof-dust. Your walls shake at
the noise of their horsemen, their cartwheels, their chariots. They dash
through your [barred] city-gates as [effortlessly as] men race into a breach in a citywall.
[Babylon's]

11

With the hoofs of his horses the [Emperor]
treads down all your streets. He slays
your people by the sword. Your strong
garrisons fall down to the ground.
12

The [Babylonians] seize your riches. [They]
loot your merchandise. [They] smash
down your walls. [They] destroy your
pleasant houses. They hurl your stones
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and your timber and [even] your soil into
middle of the sea-floor.
13

Thus I stop the noise of your [nasty]
songs. The sound of your harps never
[again reaches] anyone's ears.
14

Yes, I come to scrape you [Tyre] down to
a rock ledge, a mere place [for fishermen]
to spread their fish-nets. You never get
rebuilt, because I Yahweh say so,”
decrees Adonai Yahweh. 15 Adonai
Yahweh [also] foretells of Tyre {RockPort},
“How the coastlands quake at the
sound of your fall, when [your] wounded
cry, when slaughter [strikes] you to the
core!
16

Then all the princes of the sea [lands]
step down from their thrones. [They] lay
aside their robes. [They] strip off their
embroidered garments. They clothe
themselves with quaking. They sit on
the ground, trembling nonstop, stunned
at your [demise].
17

The [world's princes] raise a funeral-dirge
for you. [They] cry to you, “Oh, destroyed
city, home of seafaring [heroes], famous
ocean-power whose establishment terrified all mainland-dwellers!
18

How [our] coastlands tremble at your
fall! The sea-islands [cry] in terror at
your collapse!’
19 For Adonai Yahweh foretells,
‘I forever devastate your city into a
ghost-town. I lift the deep up over your
[head]. Great waters [come to] smother
you, [Tyre].
Ezekiel 26:20

I hurl you down [to lie in death] with your
ancient predecessors who descended
into the abyss. I bury you in the ancient ruins of underworld soil. So fall,
[infidels]! [Cascade] into your pit where no
one lives, while I [Yahweh rise to] establish
[my] glory in the land of the living.
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21

I bring you [Tyre] to a horrifying end. [Explorers] come to hunt for you. But no one
ever again finds you,’
decrees Adonai Yahweh.”
The modern Lebanese city of Tyre stands near, but
not atop the site described here.

Ezekiel 27
YAH Predicts Tyre's Permanent Destruction
1 Again, ___, the word of Yahweh comes [alive] in
me: 2 [YAH] says,
“Now, you son of Adam, raise [your voice. Sing] this
lamentation for Tyre {Rock-Port}:
3

Say to [the people and king of] Tyre {Rock-Port},
“You [city sitting pretty] at the door to the
sea, you merchant for the people of
[earth's] many coastlands, Adonai Yahweh
decrees: ‘Tyre, you boast, ‘I'm perfect
in beauty.’
4

Your territory lies in the heart of [earth's]
seas. Your builders have perfected your
beauty.
5

make all your ship-boards of
fir trees from Senir {Peak}. [Loggers] take
cedars from Lebanon {White-Mountains}
to make masts for your [yachts].
[Carpenters]

6

the oaks of Bashan
{Fruitful} to make your oars. Cedarworking [craftsmen] make your decks [inlaid
with] ivory exported from the isles of
Chittim {Cyprus}.
[Woodworkers carve]

7

You spread forth your sails of fine [shining] linen [boasting] embroidered artwork
from Egypt. You cover your [ships] with
blue and purple [royal fabric] from the isles
of EliShah {El-Saves}.
8

The inhabitants of Sidon {Fish-City} and
Arvad {Rover's-Refuge} serve as your
mariners [rowers]. Tyre [bursts] full of cunning [intelligent] ship-pilots.
9
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The wise men & elder-craftsmen of
Gebal {Chain-Mountains} staff [your port]
with caulkers who fix holes [in boat-hulls].
All the ships of the sea sail into you.
They bring their mariners to mix in
your marketplace.
Ezekiel 27:10

from Persia and Lud and
Phut [fill out] your army. [Many] men
of war hang their shield[s] and helmet[s]
in you. [Their strength] adds to your shining-magnificence.
[Mercenaries]

[African]

11

The [fighting] men of Arvad {Rover's-Refuge}
stand with your army atop your encircling city-walls. Gammadim {Capturers}
[man] your towers. [Heroes] hang their
shields surrounding your walls, completing your beauty.
12

To [reap] your cornucopia of riches,
Tarshish {Gem} engages in commerce
with you. [Spaniards] trade silver, iron, tin
and lead in your fairs.
13

Javan {Effervescing}, Tubal
and Meshech {Turks}
[mix among] your merchants. [Traders] barter
the lives of human [slaves] alongside the
copper-bronze utensils in your market.
[Descendants of]

{Europe's-Ancestors}

14

the House of Togarmah {Armenia} trade horses and horsemen and
mules in your bazaars.

[Ranchers from]

15

Merchant-men [stream] from [North-African]
Dedan to barter [in your stores]. You [hold] in
your hand the customers of [earth's]
coastlines. They pay you in horns of
ivory and ebony.
16

Your thousands of products draw Syria
{Highland-Plateau} to engage in commerce with you. [Syrians] busy your markets trading emeralds, purple-silk and
embroidered clothwork, fine linen, coral
and brilliant [agate].
17

Judea and the land of [north] Israel
engage in [forbidden] commerce with you.
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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In your market[s] the [Israelis] trade
wheat of Minnith {Harmony}, and Pannag
{Pastry}, and honey and oil and balm.
Hebrews cannot enter into business agreements
over time with pagans. It's cash and carry, or cursing.
18

Damascus engages in commerce with
you. They [trade] the thousands of valuable [products] you produce, including the
wine of Helbon {Fruitful}, and dazzling
[white] wool.
19

Danites, Arabs and
Greeks rush back and forth doing business in your fairs. [Dealers from many countries]
trade bright iron, cassia and calamus
[grace] in your market[s].
[Vicious northern Israeli]

Ezekiel 27:20

Merchants from [north-African] Dedan exchange precious [flowing] clothes for chariots.
Or ‘trade saddle-blankets for riding.’
21

Arabia and all the princes of Kedar
{Darkness} travel to do business with
you. [They] specialize in merchandizing
lambs, rams and goats.
22

Brokers from [Ethiopian] Sheba and
Raamah {Horse-Mane} engage in commerce with you. They busy your markets trading the finest of all aromatic
[spices], every [kind of] precious stone, and
gold.
23

Haran {Dryland}, [Assyrian-controlled] Canneh
and Eden {Pleasure} mix in your traffic with vendors
from Sheba {Seven}, Asshur {Success} and [Assyrian]
Chilmad.
24
These, your merchants, trade in your every conceivable type of merchandise: in blue [silk] clothes,
in embroidered cloth-work, in rope-bound cedar
chests storing rich apparel.
25
[Wholesalers from]

The shipsmen of Tarshish {Gem} sing of
you as they restock your [markets]. Soon
you shine glorious in the heart of [earth's]
seas.
26
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your [political] “rowers” bring your
[nation] into heavy seas. The [evil] east
wind breaks you in the heart of the
ocean.

[But then]

*
Your wealth, your markets,
your merchandise, your
mariners, your pilots, your
leak-repairmen, the [traders] exchanging your merchandise,
plus all your men of war in
you, and everyone assembled
in you, fall into the heart of the
seas on the day of your ruin.
27
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Now you lie a wrecked [ship], broken by
waves, [dead] at the bottom of the sea.
All your merchandise and your crew fall
[to die] with you.
35

All the inhabitants of the isles [fall to their
knees,] stunned by your [destruction]. [Earth's]
kings tremble in terror, faces [twisted] in
distress.
36

The merchants of the nations gasp at
[the thought of] your [demise]. Your [mention]
inspires terror. [You symbolize all wicked cities
who] cease to exist.’’”

Ezekiel 28

28

The pastures shake at the sound of the
outcry of your [drowning] ship-pilots.
29

All [distant rowers] who handle oars, the
mariners, and all the [nearby] sea-captains disembark from their ships. They
stand upon the land, [gaping at your destroyed
port-city].
Ezekiel 27:30

raise their voices. All
over your [territory, shipsmen fill peoples'] ears
with bitter cries. [Mariners] throw [clawfuls of]
soil upon their heads. They wallow in
ashes.
[Your mourning sailors]

31

shave themselves
totally bald [in mourning] for you, [Tyre].
They wrap [their bodies] in sackcloth. They
weep for you with bitter heart and earripping lamentation.
[Your commercial partners]

32

Shrieking, [your partners] raise [their] breastbeating dirge for you, lamenting over
you: “What city is like Tyre {Rock-Port},
the destroyed [city] at the center of [earth's] sea-lanes?
33

Your markets flooded [earth's] seas with
merchandise. You filled millions of people [with food]. You enriched the kings of
the earth with your vast wealth.
34

YHVH Denounces The Prideful King
Of Tyre
1 Again, ___, the word of Yahweh comes

[alive]

in

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ tell the prince of Tyre
{Rock-Port}, ‘Adonai Yahweh says, ‘Your
heart puffs high [with pride]. You say, ‘I'm
a god! I sit in the seat of Elohim, in the
heart of the seas.' So [I'll prove] you're
[just a mortal] man, not a god, though you
imagine your heart is the heart of Elohim.
me: 2 [YAH]

3

Sure! You're wiser than DaniEl {ElJudges}. No one can hide any secret
from you!
Sarcasm, or an indication that the king of Tyre was
possessed by Satan.
4

By your wisdom, through your understanding, you've gotten yourself rich.
[You pile high] gold and silver in your treasure-houses.

*
By your great cunning, through
your [world] trade, you continually multiply your riches. So, because of your wealth, your
heart [and nose] stick up [to heaven].’
5

Economic power makes even a saint arrogant.

The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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6

So Adonai Yahweh decrees, ‘You [die] for
representing your heart as the heart of
Elohim {God}.
7

[Because of your self-worship,] I come to rain
strangers upon you. Terrible [killers] from
[many] nations [rush to] draw their swords
against the beauty of your ‘wisdom.’
They defile your splendor.

8

bring you down to the pit.
You [come to] die the death of men slain
in the ocean's heart.
[My assassins]

*
Are you gonna’ keep on bragging, “I'm Elohim” in the face
of your killer? [No.] In the power-fist of your killer, you [die] a
powerless [mortal] man.
9

Ezekiel 28:10

By the hand of strangers, you [Tyrian royals] die the deaths of [people whose hearts have]
never been trimmed [of evil]. For I've [irrevocably] sentenced [you to death],’”
decrees Adonai Yahweh.
YHVH Denounces Tyre's Devil-Possessed King
11 [Yet] again, ___, the word of Yahweh comes [alive
in] me:
It's a safe assumption, based on these verses, that
Tyre's king was possessed by Lucifer, the Nachash.

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ lift up [your voice. Sing] a
lamentation over the king of Tyre {RockPort}. Say to him, ‘Adonai Yahweh says,
“You [were] the signet of perfection, full
of wisdom, and flawless in beauty.
12 [YAH]

13

You've [walked] in Elohim's garden of
Eden {Pleasure}. You cover yourself with
every precious stone: ruby, topaz, diamond[s], beryl, onyx, jasper, sapphire,
emerald, garnet/turquoise and gold. In
the day [I created] you, [my angels] expertly
prepared your drums and your pipes.
Or "your settings and mountings."
14
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You are the anointed cherub. You cover
[your region with your golden wings]. I've set you
[high]. You've [flown] upon the holy mountain of Elohim. You've walked up and
down in the midst of the stones of fire.
15

You were perfect in your life-path from
the day that you were created, until [I]
found unfairness in you.
16

Your crowd of slanderous [traffickers] fill
your [empire] with violence from its heart.
You [live] defiled [in] sin. So I hurl you off
the mountain of Elohim. I destroy you,
O covering cherub, from the midst of
the stones of fire.

*
Your heart puffed high because
of your beauty. You corrupted
your wisdom. [You grew overly impressed
with] your splendor. [So] I cast
you to the ground. I lay you
before kings, so they can look
[down] on you [and laugh as they cry].
17

18

You keep defiling your sanctuaries by
your countless perversities, by the evil
of your traffic. So I come to shoot out
fire inside your [city]. It devours you. I
reduce you to ashes upon the earth in
the sight of everyone who sees you.
19

Everyone who knows you among [earth's]
people-groups soon [drop their jaws,]
stunned at your [destruction]. You become
a terror, an [imaginary ghost] who doesn't
exist.”
YHVH Denounces Fish-City
Ezekiel 28:20 Again, ___, the word of Yahweh

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ set your face against
Sidon {Fish-City}. Prophesy its [doom].
comes

[alive in]

me: 21 [YAH]

22

Say, ‘Adonai Yahweh says, “Look [out,]
Sidon {Fish-City}! [I'm smashing down] heavy
on your center [of power].’ After I execute
my verdicts in [Sidon], its [survivors] come
to acknowledge that I am Yahweh {The-
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Omnitemporal-Sovereign},
of all life].

the sacred

[source

23

I send pestilence into you. Blood [runs]
in [your] streets. [Your men,] wounded by
the sword, fall within you wherever you
turn. Finally [all who see Sidon's demise] come
to know that I am Yahweh {The-Eternal-Power}.
24

Never again does pricking-brier [Sidon]
poke thorn-holes into the palm(s) of
the house of Israel. [I eventually kill] the
festering-sore-producing spikes all
around Israel. [Her enemies die] realizing
that I, Yahweh, am [the universal]
Sovereign.”
YHVH ReAffirms His Promises To
Redeem Israel
25 Adonai Yahweh continues,
“I eventually gather the house of Israel
from the people among whom they [lie]
scattered. In the end, the eyes of all
beast-nations [look up to] me in sacred-reverence. Finally the [Israelis] dwell
[safe] in their land which I awarded to
my servant Jacob.
26

settle confidently in [the promised land]. They build
houses. They plant vineyards. Yes, ___,
the [Hebrews] live secure, after I execute
judgments upon all the haters who live
around them. Finally everyone realizes
that I am Yahweh {the-Omnipotent} Elohim.”
[Eventually Jacob's repentant children]

Ezekiel 29
Ezekiel Predicts Egypt's Demise

1 On the 12th day of the 10th month of the 10th
year [of evil Judean king Jehoachin's exile], the word of Yahweh

[alive in] me, ___: 2 [YAH] says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ turn your face against
Pharaoh king of Egypt. Predict his [doom,]
and that of all [of] Egypt:

comes
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169). This prophecy tells what will happen to the
modern United Nations (the spiritual descendants
of ancient Egypt).
3

these words: ‘Adonai Yahweh
decrees, “Look! I'm against you,
Pharaoh king of Egypt, [you] great Rahab
{Dragon-Crocodile} lying in the midst of
[North Africa's] rivers. You brag, “My [Nile]
river is my own. I made it for myself.”
[Sing]

4

I come to put hooks in your
jaws. I make the fish of your rivers
stick to your scaly-skin. I drag you up
out of the middle of your rivers, with all
the river-fish stuck to your alligator-scales.
[Surprise!]

*
I throw you into [barren] wilderness. I leave you there [to die],
you and all the ‘fish’ of your
[commercial] rivers. You fall on [earth's] open fields. [You] burst into
unburied, [rotting, uncelebrated]
pieces. I give you as meat to
land-beasts and sky-birds.
5

This same condemnation falls on the evil nation
among whom you live today. The United Nations =
spiritual Egypt.
6

Finally all Egypt's inhabitants recognize
that I am Yahweh {The-Sole-OmnitemporalReality}. [I punish you, Egypt,] because you [intentionally collapse like a] reed-staff [every time]
the family of Israel [foolishly lean on you for
help].
Egypt incited Israel to rebel against Assyria. Then
Egypt left Israel for dead. 2ki 18:21.
7

When [my people] grasp you by your hand,
you break [faith]. You dislocate their
shoulder[s]. When [My people] lean upon
you, you snap and wrench their
back[s].’
8 So Adonai Yahweh says,

Judea's false-ally Pharaoh Hophra attacked Sidon &
fought Tyre's prince at sea. Hophra claimed, ‘No
god can take away my kingdom,’ (Herodutus ii
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“Watch me slash a sword on you. I
come to cut off man and beast from
your [land].

*
Soon the land of Egypt lies desolate, wasted. [Everyone around]
comes to know that I am Yahweh {The-Omnitemporal-Sovereign}
who hears [Pharaoh] brag, ‘The
[Nile] river is mine. I made it.’
9

Ezekiel 29:10

So watch me fight you and your river
[god]. I come to smash the land of Egypt
to bone-dry dust, from Migdol {Tower}
to Syene {Seven} all the way to the border of Cush {Ethiopia}.
11

[When I'm done,] no human foot passes
through [Egypt]. Not even the foot of [a]
beast passes through it! It lies uninhabited for 40 years.

12

I make the land of Egypt [the most] desolate among ruined countries. Her cities
chopped, towns laid waste, she lies destroyed for 40 years. Meanwhile I scatter the Egyptians among the beast-nations. I disperse them through [earth's]
countries.”
13 Yet Adonai Yahweh adds,
“At the end of 40 years I gather the
Egyptians from the people-group [s]
among whom [I] scattered them.
14

I bring home the captives of Egypt. I
help them return to the land of Pathros
{Upper-Egypt}, into the land of their
birth. They live there as a humble kingdom.
15

*
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True to this day.
16

*

never again [replaces me as]
the confidence of the house of
Israel. [Looking at Egypt] only reminds Israel of their [own]
crimes. Finally they realize that
I am Yahweh, the Master [of all
time and space].’”
[Egypt]

Ezekiel Predicts Babylon's Takeover
Of Egypt

17

On the 1st day of the 1st month of the
27th year [of Israel's exile], Yahweh's word
[again] comes [alive in] me.
Around the time of Passover.
18

‘Son of Adam,’ Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon made his army obediently and massively serve me by [destroying] Tyre {Rock-Port}. [The war] left every
[helmeted Babylonian] head bald, their every
shoulder rubbed to scabs [from years of
weapon-toting]. Yet neither [Nebuchadnezzar] nor
his army got any payment for serving
[me] by smashing Tyre.”
YAH gets dirty people, not holy people, to do the
dirty work of killing criminals. YAH never orders his
saints to commit violence. Prof. Sayce's ‘Egypt Of
The Hebrews’ (1896) describes the demise of
Pharaoh Amasis.

So Adonai Yahweh announces,
“Watch me give the land of Egypt to
Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon.
He takes her populations, seizes her
treasures, plunders her [livestock] as prey.
Egypt comes to pay the [back] wages
[Nebuchadnezzar owes] his army.
19

Ezekiel 29:20

survives as the basest of
the kingdoms. Never again
does [Egypt] exalt herself above
the nations. I diminish Egypt,
so she never again rules over
the nations.

[Egypt]

1313

I award the land of Egypt to
[Nebuchadnezzar], because for [years] he's
been working to serve [my plans]. He's
done a good job for me,”
says Adonai Yahweh. 21
“In that coming day I bud-forth the
power-horn of the house of Israel. I
open your [prophetic] lips in the center of
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[your society. Finally

[your brother Israelis]

listen to you

Finally the [world] comprehends
that I am Yahweh {the-omnipotentsource-of-all-reality}.”
prophet(s).]

Ezekiel 30
Ezekiel Predicts The Fall Of Egypt's
Empire

1 Again, ___, Yahweh's Word comes

[alive]

in me. 2

says,
“Son of Adam, speak [the future]! Say,
‘Adonai Yahweh warns, “Howl, [people]! A
day of woe [approaches you]!
[YAH]

3

day nears. The ‘day of Yahweh’
looms, ___: a cloudy day, the time of
[doom for] the beast-nations.

[Judgment]

4

The war-sword comes to [slash down] upon
Egypt, ___. Great pain [grips] Cush
{Ethiopia}, when Egypt's slain [people] fall.
[Oppressors rush in to] steal [Egypt's] population.
[Attackers] break down her foundations.
In modern prophetic terms, Egypt refers to the
New World Order (Novus Ordo Seclorum) as depicted in the All-Seeing-Eye Pyramid on the ‘Great
Seal’ on U.S. $1 bills.
5

Cush {Ethiopia}, Libya {Dry-Land}, Lydia
{Persia}, the Arabs, and the people of
their allied countries fall by the sword
alongside [Egypt].’
6 Yahweh warns:
“Egypt's supporters all fall. The pride of
her power crashes down. From Migdol
{Tower} to Syene {Seven} the inhabitants
[of Egypt] fall by the sword,"
promises Adonai Yahweh. 7
‘[Egypt's allies fall to] lie desolate in the midst
of [earth's previously] smashed countries.
[Pharaoh's] cities lie strewn among [history's]
wasted metropolises.
8

Finally the [north Africans] grasp that I am
Yahweh {Creator-of-Time}, when I light
Egypt on fire, when all her helpers fall
destroyed.
9
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In that era messenger-angels rush
forth from my face in [celestial] ships. [The
sight] makes the careless Ethiopians
shake [in terror]. Great pain floods over
them, like the [plagues that wracked ancient]
Egypt [on her judgment] day. Watch out,
___! [Trouble's] coming!”
Possibly an angelic force, possibly human-manned
war ships.

Adonai Yahweh warns,
“I come to end [the wicked lives of] Egypt's
throngs. [They die, smashed] under the power-fist of Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of
Babylon.
Ezekiel 30:10

11

bring [Nebuchadnezzar south] with his [army],
the terrible [killers] of the beast-nations,
to destroy [Egypt's] country. [Chaldeans]
draw their swords against Egypt. They
fill its land with the slain.

[I]

12

I dry up [Egypt's] rivers. I sell the [pagans']
land into the grip of wicked [marauders].
By foreign fists I waste the [evil] country
and everything in it. I Yahweh speak
[your] future.”
13 Adonai Yahweh continues,
“I destroy [all] idols, ___. I make the
image-gods of Noph {Memphis} cease to
exist. No ruler remains in Egyptian territory after I strike the land of Egypt
with terror.
14

I waste Pathros {Upper-Egypt}. I set fire
to Zoan {Eastern-Nile-Delta}. I execute
[death] sentences in No {Thebes}.
Moses brought town the 10 plagues at Zoan.
15

I pour my fury upon Sin, Egypt's
stronghold [fortress]. I cut down the
hordes of No {Thebes}.
Sin is a now unidentified city-fort probably adjoining the Sinai desert.
16

I set fire to Egypt, ___. Sin {DesertFort} suffers great pain. [Soldiers] tear No
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apart. Noph {Memphis} weathers distresses day after day.
{Thebes}
17

The young men of Aven {Heliopolis} and
of Pi-Beseth {Bubastis} fall by the sword,
___. [All] these cities pass into slavery.
18

The day

darkens over Tahaphnehes
{Suez-Canal}. There I break the yokes by
[which] Egypt [holds slaves in bondage]. Her arrogant muscles wither [and die]. A cloud
[falls to] smother her majesty. Her daughter-cities pass into slavery.
[sun]

Pharaoh fall down. At last the [pagans]
grasp that I am Yahweh {The-EternalOne}, when I put my sword into the
hand of the Babylonian Emperor. [See]
him stretch [his scimitar] out over the land
of Egypt.
26

[Watch] Me scatter the Egyptians among
the beast-nations, ___. I come to disperse them among [earth's open] countries.
Finally they see that I am Yahweh {TheSource-Of-All-Reality}.”

Ezekiel 31

19

Thus I execute my verdicts [to punish]
Egypt. Finally the [pagans] see that I am
Yahweh {the-omni-temporal-power}.
YAH Predicts Egypt's Imminent &
Final Defeat
Ezekiel 30:20 [Later, ___,] on the 7th day of the 1st
month of the 11th year [of Israel's exile,] the word of

[again] comes [alive in] me. 21 [YAH] says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ I've broken the ‘powerarm’ of Pharaoh king of Egypt. Watch:
no [one] comes to wrap it up to heal it.
No one binds it in a splint to make it
strong [enough] to hold the sword.”
22 Adonai Yahweh continues,
“Watch me fight Pharaoh king of Egypt.
I break his arms, both the [remaining]
strong [arm], and the [arm] I broke [before].
[So] I make the sword fall out of his [murderous] hand.

Yahweh

23

I scatter the [villainous] Egyptians among
the beast-nations. I disperse them
through [earth's open] countries.

*
I strengthen the power-arms
of the Babylonian Emperor. I
put my sword in his hand.
Meanwhile I break [the arrogant]
Pharaoh's power-arms until he
groans, face to the ground. He
moans, mortally wounded.
24

25

me uphold the arms of the Babylonian Emperor, while the arms of

[Watch]
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Ezekiel Challenges Egypt's Pharaoh

1 On the 1st day of the 3rd month of the 11th year
[of Israel's exile,] the word of Yahweh comes [alive in] me:

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ challenge Pharaoh king
of Egypt, and his hordes [of subjects]. Say,
“You're just like [the other big king2 [YAH]

doms: the bigger you are, the
harder you'll fall].
Ezekiel Recounts Assyria's Great
Downfall
3

Look

[back at history]:

the Assyrian [empire
a cedar on Lebanon {WhiteMountain}. Its gorgeous branches [fly] a
shadowing shroud [of leaves] towering
high. Its top ranks among the [forest's]
thickest boughs.
towers like]

This refers to Assyria or according to Ginsburg, to
‘te asshur’= a metaphorical box tree. In hebrew
thought, trees are metaphors for humans.
4

Waters spiral [Assyria high]. The deep
[springs] set [her king] up on [his towering throne].
Her rivers run all around her plants.
She sends out her little channels to [irrigate] all the trees of [the middle-east] field.
5

So [Assyria] rises in height above all the
trees of [earth's] field[s], ___. Its boughs
multiply. Its branches stretch out above
its many water-sources. [Assyria] shoots
[its seeds] out [into the world].
6
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All the sky-birds make their nests in [Assyria's] boughs. Under [Assyria's] branches
all the beasts of the field bring forth
their young, ___. Under [Assyria's] shadow, great beast-nations live [in peace].
7

majestic in beauty, ___.
long branches, rooted by
massive water-sources.

[Assyria shines,]
[She boasts]

8

The cedars in the garden of Elohim
can't hide [Assyria. The highest] fir trees fail
to match [Assyria's] boughs, ___. Chestnut trees [pale] next to [Assyria's] branches.
No tree in the garden of Elohim matches [Assyria's] beauty.
9

I make [Assyria] such a magnificent,
many-branched [Empire] that all the trees
of Eden {Pleasure} (in the garden of Elohim) envy [Assyria].”
Ezekiel 31:10 Then Adonai Yahweh decrees,
‘[Assyria,] you raise yourself up too
haughty. You shoot up your top among
[earth's] thick boughs. You lift high your
own heart.
11

So I [Yahweh swoop down] to deliver you into
the fist of the mightiest of all beast-nations. [Babylon] comes to deal you [the punishment you deserve]. I'm driving you out of
[power] because of your villainy.’
12

So the most terrible foreigners of all
the beast-nations cut [Assyria] down.
They leave him stranded on mountains
and valleys. [Assyria's] branches lie fallen.
His boughs [rot]. [They lie] broken beside
all the rivers of the land. All the people
of the earth come down out of [Assyria's]
shadow. They abandon him.
13

All the sky-birds perch upon [Assyria's] ruins. All the beasts of the field trample
down [Assyria's] branches.
14

*

to warn all of [you national]
‘trees’ [nourished] by [earth's] waters:

[Assyria dies]
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[stop] exalting yourselves. [Resist]
haughty [grandiosity]. Avoid [using central government to] shoot your woolycrown-of-foliage among the [other superpowers'] entwined-boughs. [All
nations] drink the [same] water.
Then [they] rise to dominate you
[tyrants. For I eventually] deliver all [beastnations] to death. [All worldly powers] descend into the pit. [They rot] in the
depths of the underworld. [They]
wallow, smothered in the dusty
[skeletons] of Adam's [dead] brats.’
This is one of many verses forbidding large central
governments, especially central banks and centralized militaries. the current ‘New World Order‘ is the
ultimate doomed large central government.

Adonai Yahweh continues,
“[Look back] to the day[s] of [‘big tree’ Assyria's]
fall to the unseen [grave]. I cause [the earth
to] mourn. I cover [Asshur's] deep [springs to
extinguish] its [life]. I restrain its rivers. [I]
shut off [Assyria's] great water [supply. The
drought grows so severe the] Lebanon [mountain
forests] droop [in black] mourning for [Assyria].
All the trees of [the middle-east's] field[s]
faint [because of Assyria's sins].
15

16

The sound of [Assyria's] fall shakes [earth's]
nations. I cast him down to Sheol {TheGrave} with the [other infidels] who descend
into the crypt. There [eventually] all [earth's]
beautiful trees, [even] the richest and
best of Lebanon's [white mountain forest],
trees that have sucked water [since they
first sprouted], sigh [as they fall to] the underworld.
Most translations botch this entire section. They indicate in their fuzzy way that the trees already rotting in the earth are glad to see the ‘big tree’ join
them in death. A valid interpretation, though poorly expressed in most renderings.
17

[The world's other nations all eventually] fall down
into Sheol {The-Grave} with [Assyria], to [lie]
with [soldiers] slain by the sword. The [allies and princes] who [formed Assyria's] pow-
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er-arm dwell under the shadow of [its
corpses], surrounded by [rotting] beast-nationals.

With your blood, I water the land where
you swim. Up to the mountaintops,
rivers fill up with your [blood].

in towering splendor you [Egyptians]
rival the trees of [the garden of] Eden {Pleasure}. Yet [I soon] hack you down, with
the trees of Eden, to the netherworld.
You [fall] to lie piled among ‘un-trimmed’
[heathen]. [You lie] with [corpses] slain by the
sword. So [ends] Pharaoh and all his
throng.”
[So concludes] this oracle of Adonai Yahweh.

When I extinguish you, I cover the sky.
[I] blacken its stars. I cover the sun
with a cloud, so the moon hides her
light.

18

[Today,]

Perhaps indicating that the garden of Eden no
longer exists on earth.

Ezekiel 32
1 [In late winter,] on the 1st day of the 12th month of
the 12th year [of Israel's exile], the word of Yahweh [again]

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ lift up a funeral-dirge
over Pharaoh king of Egypt. Say to
him, ‘The beast-nations call you ‘the
new lion-king’. You're a whale-monster
in the sea [of people]. You thrash around
[like a dragon] in your rivers. You trouble
[the world's] waters with your [stamping
soldiers'] feet. You foul [earth's] streams.”
[alive in]

me. 2 [YAH]

This is a dual prophecy, also condemning the modern New World Order, which includes the U.S., China and the U.K.

Adonai Yahweh warns,
“So I come with a great throng of [warriors]. [They] spread out my net over you.
They drag you up in my [crocodile] trap.
3

4

Then I abandon you on the land. I cast
you out on the open field. I make all
the sky-birds settle upon you. I fill the
beasts of the whole earth with your
[body-meat].
5

I strew your flesh on [earth's] mountains.
I fill the valleys with your [rotting carcasses].
6

8

Over you I black out all the bright lights
of heaven. So darkness floods over
your land,”
warns Adonai Yahweh. 9
“I trouble the hearts of many peoples
when I hurl your destroyed [populations]
into the beast-nations, into countries
you've never known.
Ezekiel 32:10

Ezekiel Predicts Pharaoh's Fall To
The Grave

comes

7

Yes, I make many people aghast at
you. Their kings [come to shake] in horror,
terrified for you, when I brandish my
sword in their faces. They tremble nonstop. Every man [fears] for his own life
on the day of your fall.”
11 For Adonai Yahweh warns,
“The sword of the Babylonian Emperor
comes [crashing] upon you.
12

By the swords of mighty-masterful-men
I cast down all your battalions of international terrorists. [Northern armies] spoil
the pomp of Egypt. [Babylon] exterminates [Egypt's entire] population.
13

I destroy all [Egypt's] beasts by a [flood] of
[north Africa's] overpowering waters. The
foot of Adam stops troubling the [Nile].
[When I'm done,] not even a beast's hoof
agitates [Egypt's] waters.
14

I drain down [Egypt's] waters. I make the
[pagans'] rivers run [sluggish and nasty] like oil,”
warns Adonai Yahweh. 15
“I throw desolation on the land of
Egypt. The country comes to lie
stripped of all its previous abundance. I
strike all its inhabitants. Then they
grasp that I am Yahweh {The-Omnitemporal-Creator}.
16
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Girls of all nations come to lament
Egypt. They sing the [above] dirge to
[mourn] her and all her [dead] multitude[s],”
foretells Adonai Yahweh.
Again Ezekiel Predicts the World
System's End

17 [Two weeks pass.] On the 15th day of the [12th] month
of the 12th year [of exile], Yahweh's word [again] comes

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ wail for Egypt's multitudes. [Ritually] cast them down, her, and
her famous daughter-nations, to the
netherworlds, to lie with corpses descended to the pit.
[alive in]

me. 18 [YAH]

Every United Nations member state, including the
U.S., is a daughter of the mother-whore, Egypt.
19

‘You're no more beautiful than [any
other dead egotist]. Go down. Lay [in the grave]
with the [other jerks with] “un-trimmed”
[hearts].’

[Sing,]

Not a recommendation of penile circumcision. “Uncircumcised” means “loose, unrefined, rough, vulgar, crass.”
Ezekiel 32:20

fall into the pile of [deadbeats]
slain by war. [I] give [her enemies] the
sword. ‘Draw her and all her rabble-swarms [down to death],’ [I shout].

[Egypt's leaders]

21

From the depths of Sheol {The-Grave},
the strong and mighty [dead] shout of
[Pharaoh] and his allies: “Down the [tyrants]
crash to lie sagging, slain by the
sword.”
This is prosopopoeia, a figure of speech in which
an imagined or absent person or thing is represented as speaking. This verse is frequently mistaken as a literal description of a conscious place of
purgatory or “hell.”
22

1318

23

[I] set [fallen warlords'] tombs in the recesses of [earth's] crypt. Assemblies [of cadavers]
surround [their leaders'] grave[s]. All [the Empire's soldiers] lie gutted, hurled down by
the blade, [never again] to spread terror in
the land of the living.

24

There lie [the warlords of] Elam {Hidden},
surrounded by their millions of minions.
[Elam's corpses] lie strewn about her grave.
All her [proud men hang] pierced, downed by
the knife, dropped ‘un-trimmed’ into the
netherworld for breeding horror in the
land of the living. They carry their
shame down to rest among the crypt's
[hellish] residents.
25

make [hidden Elam] a bed covered
by legions of carcasses, drowning in
graves. All her [residents] lie gushing [guts],
pierced by sabers, [as punishment] for
planting panic in the land of the living.
[Crushed,] they bear their disgrace,
lumped among [myriad criminals] sunk into
the abyss. [Elam's king] crumples into a
heap of human entrails.
[Soldiers]

26

There [in the corpse-rot lie the twin populaces of]
Meshech {Turks} [and] Tubal {Europeans}.
All their multitudes fill graves surrounding [the palace. Bigshots' skin] hangs in rags,
mutilated by machetes. [That's what they get
for] seeding dread in the land of the living.
27

[Bigshots] are too [cursed] to lie with the
mighty fallen ‘un-trimmed’ [heroes] who
go down [to the] unseen [depths] with their
weapons of war [on their chests], with their
swords laid under their heads. Rather,
the depravity [of the bigwigs shows] on their
bones [rotting in the sun], though they were
the terror of the mighty in the land of
the living.

Asshur {Assyria} lies [in the abyss] with all
her hordes, surrounded by graves everywhere, all [her mighty men] mutilated,
downed by the javelin.

28

Asshur (Assyria) survives as today's global dictatorship led by insurance tycoons and their predatory corporations.

Yes, you [Pharaoh] come to lie broken in a
pile of ‘un-trimmed’ [pagans]. [You] rot with
[dead dogs] pierced by weapons [of war].

The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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There lies [southland] Edom, her kings, all
her princes, [and] her master-warriors,
flung upon the victims [they] killed in
battle. They [fall to stink] with the “untrimmed” dead who descend to the pit.
Ezekiel 32:30

There [lie] the princes to [Israel's] north,
all of them, including all the Sidonian
{Fish-Fighters}. They sprawl, hurled down
[to sleep] among the [saints they] murdered.
The [killers die] ashamed of the terror their
might [fired in their victims' eyes]. They lie
loose among their [enemies they] slaughtered and slashed. The [murderers] carry
their [eternal] shame, like every [villain]
who falls to the pit [of death].
31

Falling, Pharaoh sees the [rotten faces of
skeletons coming toward him]. He sighs [his last
breath] as he falls onto his hordes. [There]
Pharaoh and all his army [bleed,]
butchered by [war's] blade,”
says Adonai Yahweh. 32
“[Pharaoh gasps his last confession:] ‘[I deserve death
for] spawning sorrow in the land of the
living.’ [So I, Yahweh,] scatter his [corpse] on
the mounds of [countless] crumpled [pagans]
mowed-down by [man's] weapons. [So]
Pharaoh and all his crowds [of followers die
forever],”
warns Adonai Yahweh.

Ezekiel 33
[alive in]

*[YAH] says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ talk to your
bratty people. Say to them,
‘When I bring the [war] sword
upon a land, the people of the
land should take a man of their
region, and appoint him as
their [spiritual] watchman.
me: 2

3
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When [the watchman] sees the sword coming upon the land, he [must] blow the
trumpet, and warn the people.

*
Then if anyone hears the sound
of the trumpet, and [fails to] take
warning, when the sword
comes and takes him away, his
blood falls on his own head.
4

5
[If you] hear the sound of the trumpet,
and take no warning, [your] blood-guilt
sticks to you. Whoever takes warning
saves his soul.

6

But if the watchman sees the sword
coming, and fails to blow the trumpet,
then the people won't be warned. If the
sword comes and takes any person
from among [my unalerted people, the sinner]
gets taken away in his evil. Then I'll demand [restitution for] his blood from the
watchman's hand.

*
So you, son of Adam, I've set
you [as] a watchman to [warn] the
house of Israel. So you, ___,
hear the word from my mouth.
Send the [infidels] my warning.
7

Speaking YAH's word to the Jews is a mostly-ignored Christian duty.

YAH Appoints Ezekiel Israel's Spirit
Watchman
1 Again, ___, the word of Yahweh comes

1319

Save Your Own Soul: Warn People
Of Damnation
8

When I tell some life-wrecker, ‘Oh,
wicked man, you're dead [meat],’ if you
[the believer] refuse to speak to warn that
ruinous man to [change] his way, that
wicked man dies in his evil. So I demand [restitution for] his blood from your
hand.

*
But if you warn the wicked [man]
to turn from his [harmful] way,
and then he fails to turn from
his path [of destruction], he dies in
9
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his guilt. But you'll have rescued your soul [from responsibility].
Ezekiel 33:10

1320

what he robbed, [and] walks in the
statutes of life, avoiding unfair actions,
he lives and thrives. He escapes death.

*
I never again mention to the
ex-sinner any the sins he ever
committed, ___. [If] he persists
in [doing] what's lawful and right,
he lives, guaranteed!

So, ‘son of Adam,’ tell the house of Israel, ‘[I hear you whining,] ‘Our rebellions and
our errors [weigh down] on us. We waste
away in [sin]. So what's the point in
staying alive?’
YAH Judges You By Your Ending,
Not Your Start

16

Say to the [Israelis], ‘As I live,’ Adonai
Yahweh says, ‘I take no pleasure in the
death of wicked [beings]. I love it when a
criminal turns from his [evil] way and
lives. [So] turn! Spin off your catastrophic path! Why would you want to
die, family of Israel?’

Good actions (empowered by heaven) lead to continued life. No animal or human blood sacrifice required.
17

11

12

So you, son of Adam, warn your childish people, ‘The [past] righteousness of a
saint can't rescue him in the day he
rebels [against me]. Likewise, the evil [past]
of a villain won't make him fall if one
day he [finally] turns from his wickedness. The good [man's history] won't net
him a clean life-story if one day he
starts [committing damaging] offenses.
13

Sometimes I tell a saint that he's
bound for [eternal] life. Then he confides
in his good [track-record]. He harms [people].
So I forget all his [previous] good-deeds.
He dies for the ruin he ends up wreaking.
14

Conversely, sometimes I say to a lawbreaker, ‘You're bound for death.’ Then
he turns from his sin, ___. He does
what's lawful and right. [So he ends up living.]
Most translations rely on the wooden ‘surely die,
surely live’ rendering of ‘muwth muwth’ and
‘chayah chayah.’ Such translators make YHVH
sound like a confused waffler who goes back on his
word. The GNT conveys the proper sense of this
verse.
15

When a [greedy lender] restores the
pledged [property he held,] and gives back
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Yet the brats among your people
whine, “Yahweh's way [of judging law] is inequitable.” But the [complainers' accusation
sticks to themselves, ___]. Their own habits
[reek of] inequity.
Equity jurisdiction exists because people consider
YAH's laws unfair. That's why the world drowns in
lawsuits. Earth lies conquered by the abominable
insurance industry. The point of life is to kindly and
patiently suffer for facing risk, not to pay corporations in a vain attempt to eliminate risk and suffering. Sopherim [wise-guys] changed ‘YHVH’ to
‘Adonai’ in this verse and hundreds of others. Their
error persists in most translations.
18

even the saint ends up perishing if he turns from his righteousness
to commit unfair [acts].

[Likewise,]

19

Likewise, when a destroyer turns from
his violating to do what's lawful and
kind, he [buys] continued life.
Ezekiel 33:20

Yet you Israel-spawn whine, “Adonai
[Yahweh's scales of justice] careen out of balance!” [So] I come to judge every one of
you as his ways deserve.”
Ezekiel Explains Why Jerusalem
Collapsed
21 On the 5th day of the 10th month of
the 12th year of our captivity, a [refugee]
who escaped from [Babylonian-occupied]
Jerusalem runs to me, crying, “[Our] city
lies smashed!”
See Eze 40:1.
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Flash back to the evening before the
escaped [survivor's] arrival, ___: The
hand of Yahweh [comes to rest] upon me.
[YAH] opens my mouth [to speak prophesies]
until the [refugee] straggles up to me in
the morning. [Words] flow from my lips.
[My tongue] lies mute no longer! 23 Then,
22

___, the word of Yahweh comes

[alive in]

me: 24

says,
“Son of Adam, the people (who infest
the wasted land of Israel) blab and
brag, ‘Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} was
[just] one [man]. Yet he inherited the
[promised] land. We're a [mighty] multitude.
[So] the [promised] land is our god-given
inheritance!’
[YAH]

The only way to inherit the promised land is to do
good deeds. Genetic and geographical advantages
are irrelevant.
25

So say to the [deluded Israelis], ‘Adonai Yahweh says, ‘You eat [meat] with blood [dripping out of it]! You lift up your eyes toward
your idols. You shed [innocent] blood. So
[how] could [I let] you [killers] possess the
[promised] land?
Or, ‘You eat over the blood,’ in some kind of necromancy.
26

You rely on your war-sword. Your [women] wreak abhorrent [atrocities]! Every man
[among you] defiles his neighbor's wife!
How could [I let] you own [earth's finest]
land?!’
Or, ‘You take your stand [with] your sword,’ in
some Necromancer's pose awaiting satanic rites.
27

Tell the [ingrates] this: ‘Adonai Yahweh
foretells, ‘As I live, you wasteland
waste-products soon fall by the sword.
In the open field I give [your flesh] to
beasts' devouring-mouths. Everyone in
forts and caves comes to die of plague.
28

I come to lay [your] land stunningly desolate. I eradicate her forceful arrogance. The mountains of Israel soon lie
deserted. No one passes through.
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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29

Then you finally grasp that I am Yahweh {The-omni-temporal-Creator}, after I
stun [your] country with the ruin caused
by all the monstrous crimes [you]
commit.
YHVH does not ruin the earth. Sins ruin the earth.
YHVH simply lets causes have their effects.
Ezekiel 33:30

And you, ‘son of Adam’: your bratty
people are still talking against you by
the walls and in the doors of [their] houses. Your neighbors all yak at each other, grinning, “Come on, please, [let's go]
hear what [new] word comes forth from
Yahweh.”
Fakers infest Judeo-Christian culture, especially
Christian media and ‘prophetic word’ Pentecostal
gatherings.

*
So the [liars] come to you at the
common courts. They sit before you, pretending to be my
people. They hear your commands. But they won't execute
them. With their mouth[s] they
gush overflowing [Christian] love.
But their heart[s] chase after
gain.
32 *
So look, ___. The [hypocrites] experience you, [the prophet,] like a
beautiful song sung by a pleasant-voiced [entertainer] who plays
[his instrument] well: they hear your
words, but they never execute
them.
31

33

But when [your prediction] happens, (watch;
it comes,) finally the [worldlings] see that
in their midst lived [my] prophet.”

Ezekiel 34
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Ezekiel Condemns Politicians &
Preachers
1 Again, ___, the word of Yahweh comes

[alive in]

*[YAH says,]
“‘Son of Adam,’ prophesy
against the ‘shepherds’ of Israel. Tell [them what's] coming. Say
to them, ‘Adonai Yahweh denounces [you] shepherds: “Woe
to the [crooked] shepherds of Israel. They [only] feed themselves! Shouldn't shepherds
feed the flocks?
me: 2

Shepherds = pastors and leaders.

*
You [leaders] eat the [lambs'] choicemeat. You clothe yourselves
with their wool. You butcher
the [few sheep you] feed. You never
feed the flock!
4*
You [leaders] don't strengthen
weak [people]. You don't heal sick
[people]. You don't bind up broken
[people and institutions]. You don't bring
back [refugees] when [evil winds] drive
them away. You never seek [to
rescue] lost [people]. You just dominate [humanity] with cruelty and
force.
5*
So [my sheep] scatter, for lack of a
shepherd, ___. Fragmented,
they morph into meat for all
the beasts of the wild.
6*
My sheep wander through all
[earth's] mountains, [stranded] on every high hill. Yes, my flock [lies]
scattered over the entire face
of the earth, ___. No one
3
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searches or follows after
them.”
So, you [fake] shepherds, hear the
word of Yahweh: 8 *Adonai
7

Yahweh decrees,
“As I live, my flock keep falling
prey [to ravagers]. My flock becomes meat for every beast of
the land, because they have no
[human] shepherd. My shepherds
neglect to search for my flock,
___. The shepherds feed themselves. Yet [they] fail to feed my
flock.”
9 So you

[fake]

shepherds, hear the word of Yahweh:

Adonai Yahweh says,
“Watch me fight [you bad] shepherds. I
come to demand my flock from [your]
hand. I fire you from [your job of] feeding
the flock. So [you] shepherds won't feed
yourselves anymore. I'm rescuing my
flock from your [greedy] mouth[s], so you
won't make meat out of [my people].”
YAH Promises To Find & Save His
People
11 Adonai Yahweh continues,
“Watch, ___: I personally search and
find my [lost] sheep.
Ezekiel 34:10

*
Like a shepherd searches and
finds his flock the moment he
realizes his sheep are scattered, I seek out my sheep,
___. I rescue them out of every place they wander on their
cloudy and dark day[s].
12

13

So I bring my [sheep] out from the [world's]
people, ___. I gather them from [earth's
open] countries. I bring them to their
own land. I feed them on the mountains of Israel, by rivers, and in every
habitable place in the country.
14

I feed [my people] in good pastures, ___.
Their fold lies on the high mountains of
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Israel. They lie [peacefully] in a safe enclosure. On fat pastures they feed upon
Israel's hills.
A forward-looking promise.
15

I feed my flock, ___. I'm leading [you]
to [a safe place to] lie down [and rest],”
promises Adonai Yahweh. 16
“I seek [my people] who get lost, ___. I
bring back [my saints] when [the world] drives
them away. I bind up [my] broken [family].
I strengthen [my] sick [children]. But I destroy [earth's] fat, strong [hypocrites]. I feed
them death-sentences.”
YAH Destroys All Fake Preachers &
Leaders
17 To you, my [Hebrew] flock, Adonai Yahweh says,
“Watch, ___: I judge between [bad] cattle and [good] cattle, between [good] rams
and [bad] stud-goats.

22

So I come to save my flock. Eventually
the [saints] never again fall prey, ___. I
judge between [bad] goats and [good]
sheep.
YAH Promises To Send Us The Messiah Yahshua
23

over [my flock] I set up one shepherd: my obeyer, [the son of] David {Love}.
[The Messiah] comes to feed [my people, ___].
He shepherds them.
[Soon,]

24

I Yahweh will be Elohim [over my flock,]
with my obeyer, [Loving] ‘David’ as prince
at their core. I Yahweh speak [your future,
___].
Again demonstrating that the Messiah and YHVH
are distinct beings, not parts of one 3-headed Trident god.

YAH Promises To Take Care Of Us,
His Sheep

*
Do you [bad leaders] think it's nothing that you keep eating up [the
planet's] good pastures? Must you
stomp your feet, [destroying] earth's few remaining decent feeding spots? You suck up all the
[globe's] deep water sources. Must
you foul [humanity's last remaining] puddles with your [stinky] feet?

25

19

27

18

My flock [have to] eat [crops] you [bad leaders]
stomp with your [boots]. They drink [water]
you foul with your feet.”
Ezekiel 34:20 So Adonai Yahweh says to
[you bad leaders,]

“Watch me personally judge between
fat [arrogant, selfish] cattle and lean [humble]
cattle.

*
You [bad leaders] thrust [my sheep]
with [your] side[s] and shoulder[s].
You gore all [my] sick [sheep] with
your horns until you scatter
them across [the planet]!
21
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And I make a covenant of peace with
[my future flock, ___]. I drive all evil beasts
out of the land. So [my people] dwell safely
in the wilderness. They sleep in [beautiful]
forests.
26

I make [my lands] and the places surrounding my [temple] mount [into places of]
blessing. I make shower[s] rain down in
season. [I come to pour] showers of blessings [on you, ___].
Every tree of [Israel's] field[s] eventually
yields her fruit. The earth comes to
supply her produce. [My people] then live
safe in their land, knowing me (Yahweh). I break the straps of their yokes
[of slavery]. I eventually rescue [you, ___,]
from the fists of the [bad leaders] who
serve themselves [by devouring you].
28

never again serve as prey for
the beast-nations. No land-beast ever
[again] devours them. They dwell safely,
___. In the end, no one makes them
afraid.
[My people]
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I raise up magnificent gardens for [my
people, ___,] so they never again get consumed with hunger in their land. They
never again bear the shame of the
beast-nations.
Ezekiel 34:30

So, ___, [my people] come to know that I,
Yahweh, their Elohim, am with them,
and that they, the [true] family of Israel,
are my people,”
promises Adonai Yahweh. 31
“You [are] my people, my flock, the
sheep of my pasture. I am your Elohim,”
sings Adonai Yahweh.

Ezekiel 35
Zeke Predicts Doom For Roughnecks Of Mt. Seir
1 Again, ___, the word of Yahweh comes

[alive in]

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ turn your face toward
Mount Seir {Rough}. Prophesy against it.
me: 2 [YAH]

3

Tell its [inhabitants], “Adonai Yahweh
decrees, ‘Watch [out,] you [roughnecks] of
Mount Seir {Rough}. I'm stretching out
my hand against you. I [come to] make
you stunningly desolate.
4

me lay your cities waste. When
you're ruined, you realize that I am
Yahweh, [who creates your future].

[Watch]

5

You've always hated and shed the
blood of the sons of Israel. In their
times of distress, while they [lie reeling]
from the punishments I've just finished
[dishing out to] them, you [smack them] with
the force of your sword!

*
So as I live,”
declares Adonai Yahweh,
“I come to make you [drown] in
blood. Blood chases you. Since
6
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you love bloodshed, blood
comes to put you to flight.
7

Yes. I soon make Mount Seir {Rough}
totally desolate, ___. I cut off passage
for everyone traveling in or out of [Mount
Seir].
8

I fill [Seir's] mountains with dead bodies.
In your hills, and in your valleys, and in
all your rivers, men fall, slain by the
sword.
9

I make you a perpetual ruin. Your cities
never return. Finally you see that I am
Yahweh, {Creator-Of-Eternity}.
Ezekiel 35:10

You bragged, ‘The twin nations [Judah and
North Israel] and their twin countries will
be mine. We'll own the [promised land]!
Yahweh's gone!’
11

So as I live,’
declares Adonai Yahweh,
‘I'm dealing you back your fire-breathing-fury. I'm flinging back at you your
envy and your acts of hatred against
the [Israelis]. Then the [Israelis] realize I [love
them], when I execute justice [on] you,
[their enemy].
12

And you come to see that I am Yahweh, [the future-maker], and that I've heard
every blasphemy you brag against the
mountains of Israel. [You] gloat, ‘[YAH]
laid waste [to the Israelis! He] gave them to
us [pagans] to devour!’
13

Your [loud] mouth[s] brag against me.
You multiply your bluster against me. I
hear everything [you say].”
14 Adonai Yahweh predicts,
“The whole earth brightens up when I
waste you.
15

Just like you partied when you [stole] the
inheritance of the house of Israel as
they [lay] desolate, I [start a] party when I
ruin you, [you infidels] of Mount Seir
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{Rough},

and all [southland] Edom. [I execute]
your whole [gaggle of criminal warlords]. Then
[the survivors] grasp that I am Yahweh, [reality's omni-present Source].”

Ezekiel 36

canyons and valleys! Adonai Yahweh
proclaims, ‘Watch me [fling my] verdicts [at
your enemies] in passionate heat, ___. You
[believers] have [too long] borne the shame
of the beast-nations!
7

YAH Promises To Repopulate Israel's Mountains
1 [YAH says,]

“Next, you ‘son of Adam’, prophesy
[restoration] for the mountains of Israel.
Say, ‘You [people of] Israel's [looming] highlands, hear the word of Yahweh:
2

Adonai Yahweh says, “The enemy
gloats over you, ‘Ha! [Israel's] ancient
heights [have] become our property!’
3

So prophesy, [prophet]. Say, ‘Adonai
Yahweh laments, ‘[Your enemies have]
knocked you out. They've swallowed
you up on every side. They've made
you a possession of the other beast-nations. You're taken up in the lips of [gossiping] tongue-talkers. [Infidels spread your
name] in infamy.
4

So you [people of] the mountains of Israel,
hear the word of the Adonai Yahweh.
Adonai Yahweh announces [restoration] for
[Israel's] highlands, and her hills, and her
rivers, and her valleys, her desolate
wastes, and her cities that lie forsaken,
who became plundered jokes to the
surviving beast-nations all around [her].
5

Adonai Yahweh says, ‘In the burningfire of my jealous [zeal] I come to rally
against the surviving beast-nations, [especially against] Edom's entire [southland, because
they] hand my land into the [United-Nations']
clutches with wholehearted joy, with
spiteful minds [bent] to hurl [Israel] away
as a preyed-on [victim].’
6

So, [prophet,] prophesy [recovery] for the
land of Israel. Announce [my salvation] to
the [people of her] mountains, hills,
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So Adonai Yahweh says, ‘I lift up my
hand [to] guarantee that the beast-nations who surround you [Israelites] soon
come to bear their shame, ___.
8

Meanwhile, O mountains of Israel, you
soon shoot forth your branches. You
yield your fruit for my people Israel.
Their return looms at hand.
9

For watch. I am for you, [Israel]. I turn to
face you. [Humans] once again till and
plant you.
Ezekiel 36:10

I multiply men upon you. [I reestablish] the
whole house of Israel. [I] repopulate all
her cities. [I] rebuild her wastelands.
11

I come to proliferate man and beast
upon you. They throng, many and fruitful. I resettle your [population] in your old
towns. I [bless] you more bountifully than
ever before! At last you grasp that I am
Yahweh {The-Eternal-Provider}.
12

Yes, I bring men [back] to walk upon
you, [Promised Land]. My people, [the family of]
Israel, possess you. You become their
inheritance. At last you stop bereaving
them [of life].’
13 Adonai Yahweh decrees,
“[Your enemies] say to you, [Promised Land,]
‘[You] devour up men. You abort nations.’
14

So [you must] forever stop devouring
Adam-spawn. Never make nations
stumble, miscarried [to the grave],’
commands Adonai Yahweh. 15
‘I finally silence the slander [spouted against
you] by the beast-nations. People-groups
no longer strip [your dignity]. You, [land of Is-
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finally stop toppling the nations [who
rest on you].’”
predicts Adonai Yahweh.
YHVH Rebukes Sinning Israel
rael,]

16 Again, ___, the word of Yahweh comes

[alive in]

*[YAH] says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ when the house
of Israel lives in their own
land, they defile it by their own
life-choices and by their actions. Before [my face] they [run] a
life-path as [sickening] as the [bloody]
filth of a menstrual [rag], ___!
me: 17

18

So I pour my fury on [Israel] because of
the blood she keeps shedding in the
land [as] her [minions] defile it with their
idols.

*
So I scatter [Israel] among the
beast-nations, ___. They disperse through [earth's] countries.
I judge them in keeping with
their [disgusting] lives and actions.
The [Israelis] live and act like they
19

[want to live and die with the pagans. So]

that's the verdict I give them.
Ezekiel 36:20

Wherever the [Israelis] immigrate into
heathen societies, they profane my
holy Name. The [pagans mock me and the Israelis, laughing,] ‘So you're the people of
Yahweh, huh? [Your imaginary god couldn't even
protect his people from invaders conquering their]

land!’

*
I suffer [pain over the abuse of] my sacred Name-reputation, because
the house of Israel embarrasses [me] among the beast-nations
wherever they migrate, ___.
22 *
So say to the family of Israel,
‘Adonai Yahweh decrees: “I
don't [save you] for your sakes,
21
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house of Israel, but for the
sake of My holy Name-reputation, which you wreck among
the beast-nations wherever
you travel.
23

So I continue to vindicate my great
Name, which the beast-nations profane, and which you [Israelis] keep savaging in their midst. Then the beastnations realize that I am Yahweh {TheOmnipresent-Sovereign},”
says Adonai Yahweh.
“I use [my kindness to] you, ___, to open
the nations' eyes to My extreme holiness.

*
So I take you [repentant Hebrews]
from among the beast-nations.
I gather you out of all [earth's]
countries. I bring you into your
own land, ___.
24

Fulfilled in 1949, despite massive sin within the
modern “state of Israel.” Rampant Israeli sin is
nothing new. This could also be a reference to the
mass Christian migration to America in the 1600s1700s.
25

Then I sprinkle clean water upon you.
You become pure, ___. I cleanse you
from all your filthiness, from all your
idols.

*
I give you a new heart, ___. I
put in you a new spirit. I remove the stony heart from
your body. I give you a heart of
flesh.
26

27

I put my spirit within you, ___. I get
you walking in my statutes. Finally you
observe my judgments. You live [in obedience to my law].
When you obey, it's not to your credit. It's YAH's
spirit living in you. But you must obey. If you're
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stuck sinning, you're not saved, no matter what
misinformation you heard in church.
28

You [return to] dwell in the land I gave
your fore-fathers. You become My people. I [reign as your] Sovereign, ___.
29

I save you from all your filthiness. I call
[the ground to produce] your grain. I multiply
it. I send no famine upon you, ___.
Ezekiel 36:30

I multiply the fruit of [your] tree[s]. [I bring]
produce from [your] field[s]. I stop famine
[from starving] you. So the beast-nations
stop hurling mockery at you, ___.

desolate [fields]. I Yahweh foretell and achieve [regeneration].”
37 Adonai Yahweh continues,
“The [true] family of Israel [always] eventually return to seeking my guidance. So,
in answer to their [prayers], I multiply
their people like a flock [of sheep].
[the world's]

38

Like flocks of holy [people who] stream to
Jerusalem for her annual feasts, so [Israel's] wasted cities come to fill with
herds of humans, ___. Finally the
[worldlings] recognize that I am Yahweh
{Creator-of-time}.”

Ezekiel 37

31

Finally you [Judeo-Christians] recall your ruinous ways, your prosperity-sucking
misdeeds, ___. Your own faces [fill you
with] disgust at [the memory of] your abhorrent depravities.
32

Always remember, you don't deserve
[salvation]. I [redeem you, ___, to protect my reputation],”
reveals Adonai Yahweh.
“Turn pale, heartsick [in remorse] for your
[aborted] life-paths, house of Israel.”
We are saved by grace. Our best deeds fail to merit eternal life.

Adonai Yahweh foretells,
“The day comes when I finish cleansing
you from all your perversities, ___. I
fill your cities with [inhabitants]. [You] rebuild the wastes.
33

34

to cultivate your desolate
earth, ___. All passerbys' [jaws drop],
stunned at the sight [of your Promised Land rising from] ruin.
[Men return]

35

They exclaim, ‘This once-desolate land
has bloomed like the garden of Eden
{Pleasure}! The wasted, deserted, demolished cities rise to become inhabited fortresses!’
36

Finally the beast-nations left surrounding you realize that I Yahweh build
[earth's] ruined [places], ___. [I] re-plant
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Ezekiel Foresees Dry Bones Spring
To Life!

*The hand of Yahweh comes
upon me. Yahweh carries me
out in his Spirit. He [hovers] me
over the middle of [a] valley full
of bones! 2 *YAH [swings] me all
around the [valley]. [My jaw drops at]
the spectacle of millions of [bones
piled] on the valley's surface. I
[drop down to] inspect the [bones].
They're totally dry, ___. 3 Then
1

asks me,
“‘Son of Adam,’ can these bones live?”
I answer, “O Adonai Yahweh, you
know.” 4 *Then [YAH] says to me,
[YAH]

“Prophesy over these bones.
Say to them, ‘You dry bones,
hear the word of Yahweh!
5*
Adonai Yahweh commands
these [dead] bones, “Watch me
make spirit enter you. You
come to live again!

*
I attach tendons to you.
I bring muscle up over
6
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you. I cover you with
skin. I put breath in
you. You spring to life.
Then you see that I am
Yahweh {The-RealityMaker}.”
*So, ___, I prophesy as [YAH]
commands. And as I prophesy,
a noise [rumbles]. I see [earth] shaking. Then the bones come together! Each bone connects to
its [proper neighboring] bone! 8 *As I
look, my eyes stun [to see human]
ligaments and muscle grow up
on the bones, ___. Skin covers
over them. But no spirit [yet
7

breathes in the bodies]. 9

*Then

[YAH]

says to me,
“Prophesy to the wind.
Speak [life], ‘son of Adam.’
Say to the [eternal] spirit-breath, ‘Adonai
Yahweh comands, “Oh,
life, [rush] in from the
four winds. Breathe on
these slain [corpses], so
they can live.’”
*So I prophesy as [YAH]
commands me. [Whoosh!] The
breath comes into the [corpses].
They live, ___! [They] stand up
on their feet. An overwhelmingly huge horde [of humanoids amasses around me]! 11 *Then, ___, [YAH]
says to me,
‘Son of Adam,’ these bones [represent] the entire house of Israel.
Ezekiel 37:10
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You [always] see them whining,
“Our bones are dried-up! Our
hope lies lost. We're butchered
to pieces!”
12 *
So prophesy. Announce to the
[Israelis], ‘Adonai Yahweh says,
“Watch, my people. I come to
open your tombs. I [lift] you up
out of your graves. I [fly] you
into the land of Israel, ___!
13

Then, my people, you come to realize
that I am Yahweh {The-Eternal-Creator},
when I pop your tombs and raise you
up out of your graves, ___!

*
I come to put my spirit in you,
___. So you live. I place you in
your own land. Then you grasp
that I Yahweh speak and perform your [future].”
[That's a] promise [from] Yahweh
{The-Omnipresent-Sovereign}.
14

Ezekiel Predicts Reunion Of Israel's
Branches

15

[Again]

the word of Yahweh comes

[alive]

in me,

says,
“‘Son of Adam’, grab a stick. Write upon
it, ‘[This stick represents the tribe of] Judah {Celebrated} plus all of Israel's [southern-dwelling]
descendants, [Judah's] allies.’ Then take
another stick. Write upon it, ‘[This stick represents ancient] Joseph {Increaser}, [represented]
by his ‘staff’, that is his ancient son
Ephraim {Double-Fruit}, whose tribe leads
all of Israel's [northern tribes who broke off from
Judah].’
___. 16 [YAH]

This of course has nothing to do with the Book Of
Mormon. Benjamin & Levi were Ephraim's primary
tribal allies.
17

Join these two sticks together as [if they
were] one stick. Hold them as one in
your hand.
18
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The children of your people will talk to
you, asking, ‘Won't you tell us what you
you mean by this [two-stick analogy]?’
19

Answer the [Israelites], “Adonai Yahweh
predicts, ‘Watch me take the [north] Israeli tribes [that] branch from [ancient]
Joseph, [tribes led today by] the fist of [their
leading tribe:] Ephraim {Double-Fruit}. I
eventually regroup [north Israel] with [south
Israel, which is populated by tribes who] branch
from [ancient] Judah {Celebrated}. I morph
the [two warring countries back] into one
branch, whole in my hand.’
Ezekiel 37:20

the sticks (on which you write) in
your hand before your [audience's] eyes.

[Hold]

Again, prophetic performance art.
21

Then say to [your watchers], ‘Adonai Yahweh predicts, “Watch me recover the
sons of Israel from among the beastnations where they [lie] scattered, ___.
I convene them from all directions. [I]
bring them into their own land.
22

I graft [Israel into] one nation in [the promised]
land. [My allied believers] span [all] the mountains of Israel. One king [YahShua] comes
to rule over them all. No more do [my
people war] as two nations. Never again
does [Israel] divide into two kingdoms.
Ezekiel Predicts Israel's Unity Under Messiah
23

never again defile themselves
with their idols. They trash their abominations. They lay down all their transgressions. I lift them out of all their sinhouses. I cleanse them, ___. So they
live [as] my people. I become their [chosen] Elohim {Sovereign}.
[My people]

This prophecy still awaits fulfillment.
24

My obeyer David {Love} [reigns as] king
over [my united people]. All [believers] share
one shepherd. They walk in my judg-
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ments. They observe my statutes. They
execute [my law].
David here = the Messiah.
25

to dwell in the land I
awarded to Jacob my servant, where
your fore-fathers dwelt, ___. [My people]
thrive there, they, and their children,
and their children's children for ever.
My servant David {Love} forever [reigns as
the Hebrews' invincible] prince.
[My believers return]

David [Love] here = the Messiah.
26

I go on to make a [renewed] covenant of
peace with [united Israel]. This everlasting
covenant [protects all Hebrews]. I place them.
[I] multiply them. I set my sanctuary in
their midst for evermore.
27

My dwelling comes to rest over [my nation],
___. I reign as their Elohim {Authority}.
They live as my people.
28

Finally, when my sanctuary stands in
the nations' midst for evermore, the
[world] comes to recognize that I Yahweh
set Israel [apart as my holy nation].”

Ezekiel 38
Ezekiel Forsees Northern Armies
Attack Israel

1 Again, ___, the word of Yahweh comes [alive in]
me:
This prophecy primarily describes an end-times
(modern) event.

says,
“‘Son of Adam,’ set your face against
Gog {Western-Powers}, the chief Sovereign [dominating the regions of] Meshech {Islamic-Turks} and Tubal {Europe?} ([in a worldorder with] the land of Magog {Eastern-Powers}). Prophesy [this New World Order's doom].
2 [YAH]

Magog refers to Indo-Chinese lands north and east
of Palestine, and perhaps by extension the united
world nations against Israel. Magog eventually
grows to include Iran and Iraq. Russia is a primarily Asian trans-continental (Eurasian) power ruled
from Moscow, far west of the Caucausus moun-
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tains. The Septuagint renders Meshech and Tubal
as ‘Mesoch & Thobel,’ which are regions around the
Caucasus, a multi-ethnic mountainous region in
southeastern Europe and southwestern Asia that
lies between the Black and Caspian seas in Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, and southeastern Russia.
These global seed-populations trace their descent
to Noah's son Japeth's descendant ‘Magog’. Hence
the major world significance of Muslim Azerbaijan's
late-2020 invasion of Christian Armenia. This
doomed globalist battle of Ezek 38-39 against Israel is merely a precursor to earth's final battle:
‘Armageddon’. Gog's name is related to fat giant
Og and to wicked Agag, the ancestor of Persia's
Haman ‘the hangman’.
3

Say, “Adonai Yahweh says, ‘Watch [out]!
I'm against you, Gog {Caucasian-Powers},
head-boss over of Meshech {IslamicTurks} and Tubal {Europe?}.
Caucasian Meshech may ultimately reference North
America and its Mother-ally, the U.K.
4

So I come to spin you [northern armies] in
reverse. I [shove] hooks into your jaws. I
haul you out, with your whole army,
horses and horsemen, all of them
clothed with [a] panoply of armor, a
vast assembly bearing breastplates and
shields, every [warrior] grasping swords.
5 [Ham's muslim descendants:] Persia {Iran},
Cush {Ethiopia} and Put {Libya}[march] with
[Gog {Western-Powers}. See] all their [allied soldiers
sporting] shields and helmets, ___.
This world-empire, at least its ‘Magog’ component,
could be the the BRIC: Brazil, Russia, India & China in unholy union. In 2020, Iran formed a coalition with China, as Russia and Turkey-backed Azerbaijani forces attacked Christian Armenia.
6

Beside [Gog] march many people-groups
including Gomer {Ukraine}, and all her
bands [of combatants], plus the house of
Togarmah {Armenia} from the recesses
of the north, with all [their] battalions.
Gomer refers to people north of Asia Minor, probably the Ukraine, descended from Japheth (Gen
10:3). Northern Ukraine is the home of Chernobyl
(Wormwood), the site of the first major nuclear
power disaster.
7
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Get ready, [northern-Empire Gog]! Prepare
yourself, you, and all your hordes
amassed around you. Be their guard.
8

Many days from now [I] come to muster
you [northern world-order armies for my service]. In
the latter years you [march south] into the
[Israeli] land [I] restore from the sword [in
1948]. I gather you out of [earth's] many
people to march on the long-destroyed
mountains of Israel, so [I can show how I] lift
all [my people] out from the world's [vicious]
nations, to dwell safely.
9

You [northern hordes] mount up. [You rush south]
into [Israel] like a devastating [storm]. Like
a cloud you come to cover the land,
you, and all your [bands of] combatants
surrounded by hordes of civilians.”
This happened in 70AD. Look for it to occur again
any day now.

Adonai Yahweh says,
“Then, on the day [you northern-world-powers invade Israel, satanic] commands ascend into
your heart-mind. You devise an evil
scheme.
Ezekiel 38:10

11

You [growl], ‘I'll march up to [attack] the
land of unwalled-hamlets. I'll come
[upon] the quiet [resting people], who dwell in
trust [of their Maker]. I'll conquer everyone
who lives without walls, with neither
bars nor gates.
12

I'll loot [the paupers'] treasures. I'll plunder
them like prey. I'll backhand the recently repopulated desert towns which
[YAH just] reconvened from the [world's]
beast-nations. [They've just now] reacquired
cattle and possessions. They're [sitting
pretty] in the planet's navel.’
This simultaneously describes the AD70 destruction
of Jerusalem and a supernaturally-thwarted 21st
century NWO battle.
13

*

Sheba
{Ethiopia}, and [traders from] Dedan
[African mercenaries from]
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{Arabia}, and [European] ship-merchants from Tarshish {Gem},

and all their young lion [sheltered
protectorate nations], flock to say to
you, “Gog {Caucasian-globalist-powers}, did you come [to Israel] to
loot her treasures? Did you
amass this army to plunder [Israel like a bird of] prey, to carry away
silver and gold, to take home
their cattle and goods, to steal
massive spoils? [Great! We'll help you
fence your stolen gains!]”
All the world's nations hate YAH's people.
14

So, son of Adam, prophesy. Say to Gog
{Caucasian-Powers},
Adonai Yahweh says,
“The very day when my people Israel [finally] dwell in safety, you rouse yourself
[to annihilate them]!
To this day the nations north of Israel lob her with
missiles, and infest her with assassins.
15

You [global-imperialists] storm from your
place in the recesses of the north, you,
and many peoples with you, all of them
riding upon skipping-flyers, a great
horde [surrounding] a vast army.
#5483 ‘cuwc’, often rendered ‘horse,’ literally describes the fast skipping flight of a helicopter, airplane, drone, speedboat, ATV, or a swallow.
16

You [northern-imperialists] ascend on my people (Israel). Like a cloud you cover the
[promised] land. (This comes in the latter
days.) I bring you against my land, so
that all beast-nations may know me,
when I show my unique [holy power] by [annihilating] you, O Gog, before their eyes.”
Before all the world's eyes = as they watch on
their communications devices. Clearly a prophecy
of events in our modern times.
17

Adonai Yahweh says,

1331

“In ancient days, I spoke of you, [Gog]
via [the] hand of my obeyers, the
prophets of Israel. In their lifespans,
they prophesied that many years [in the
future] I would bring you [northern-imperialists]
against [Israel].’
18

Simultaneously, on the day Gog {Caucasian-Powers} smashes [down] on the land
of Israel,”
Adonai Yahweh warns,
“my chemical-fury-heat ascends in my
fire-spitting nostrils.
19

In the jealous blast-shot of my firerage, I speak [your doom, Gog]. That day a
massive earthquake shakes the land of
Israel.

*
The sea-fish, and the sky-birds,
and the beasts of the field, and
every moving-animal that
crawls upon the soil, and all
the men on the face of the
earth, come to shake at my
presence. [I] throw down [the
world's] mountains. The cliffs collapse. Every wall falls to the
ground.
21 *
Throughout all my mountains I
call a sword [down] on [Gog's NewWorld-Order armies],” Adonai Yahweh
warns. “Every man's sword
stabs his brother.
22 *
I judge against [Israel's enemy] with
plague and with blood. I rain
upon him, and upon his bands
[of combatants], and upon the many
[looting] peoples with him, a
downpour overflowing, with
great hailstones, fire and sulfur.
Ezekiel 38:20

23
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Thus I spiral [high] my [fame], distinguishing myself [as uniquely holy]. I become
known in the eyes of many nations.
They [finally] recognize that I am Yahweh
{the-eternally-existent-Sovereign}.”

Ezekiel 39
Ezekiel Foresees YAH's Judgment
Upon Gog

1 [Yahweh continues,]

“So, you son of Adam, prophesy against
Gog {The-Caucasian-World-Powers}. Say,
‘Adonai Yahweh forewarns,
“Watch: I am against you, Gog, uberSovereign controller of Meshech
{Mahommedan-Turks}

and Tubal {Eu-

rope?}:

So I spin you [U.N. marauders south]. I lure
you [to the promised land]. I rouse you from
the recesses of [earth's] north. I send you
[to war] upon Israel's highlands.
3

But then I strike your bow out of your
left hand. I make your missiles fall from
your right [power] hand.
You [globalist attackers] come to fall upon the
mountains of Israel, you, and all your
bands [of combatants], and the [mercenary]
peoples with you. I give you as food to
the ravenous birds [of prey] of every
wing. The beasts of the field [devour you].
5
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You [caucasian-Globalists] fall upon the open
field. I speak [your future],”
declares Adonai Yahweh. 6
“I send fire on Magog {Asian-Powers}, and
among [marauders] who dwell carelessly in
[earth's] coastlands [e.g. the U.S. and U.K.]. Finally the [infidels] grasp that I am Yahweh
{the-eternity-maker}.
Careless coastland dwellers = Americans, Brits, Europeans, etc.
7

So I make my holy Name known in the
midst of my people Israel. I forever
stop them from polluting my holy
name-reputation. So the beast-nations
learn that I am Yahweh, the Holy Sovereign in Israel.
8

Magog probably correlates to Indo-China, including
the Republic of China. Gog probably maps to the
other 4 victors of World War II, also north of Israel, but in this case Caucasian: the Soviet Union
(now Western-controlled Russia), the United Kingdom, France, and the United States. The above 5
permanent U.N. Security Council members can
veto any substantive Security Council resolution,
including the admission of new member states or
candidates for Secretary-General. Expect some
large subset of these 5 powers to decide that the
modern State of Israel needs to be wiped off the
globe. They'll have no shortage of plausible excuses for doing so. For instance, Israel may set off
one if its Nukes, or simply reuse to lock down during a pandemic panic.
2

4
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Watch, ___! My long-predicted [Judgment] comes! [Your future] has already happened!”,
reveals Adonai Yahweh. 9 *

“[When I consume Gog,] Israel's city
dwellers [rush] out [of hiding]. They
kindle a flame [so huge it can be seen
from space]! They burn [Gog's]
weapons, including their
shields and their breastplates,
their bows and their arrows,
and clubs, and lances/spears.
For 7 years the [Israelis] consume
the [invaders' abandoned weapons] with
fire!
7 years of repurposing NWO explosives as energygenerators. Talk about green-power!!
Ezekiel 39:10

*

the [Israelis] take no
wood from [their] fields. They cut
down no [trees] from their
forests. [Instead,] they burn [Gog's]
weapons with fire. [The Israelis]
loot the [dead invaders] who spoiled
them. [Hebrews] rob the [corpses] of
their robbers,”
[For those 7 years,]
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foretells Adonai Yahweh. 11
“The day dawns when I give Gog {theCaucasian-Powers} a graveyard in Israel,
[in] the ravine [via which] eastern travelers
[hike] to the [Mediterranean] sea. [Mountains of
Gog's rotting soldiers] stop the journeyers [in
their tracks]. There [Israel] entombs Gog and
all his multitude. They call it the valley
of Hamon-Gog [Gog's-Throng].

It takes 7 months for the house of Israel to bury [Gog's] dead, to cleanse the
land [of Gog's bloody stench].
13

Yes, it takes the [effort] of all the land's
people to bury [Gog's armies]. This [victory]
brings [such overwhelming] renown to [Israel]
that in those day[s] the [whole world] glorifies me,”
predicts Adonai Yahweh. 14
“Israel's [people] dedicate full-time workers to pass through the land to bury invaders left on the surface of the earth,
to cleanse it. It takes the [workers] 7
months to search [Israel for dead fighters].
15

Travelers pass through the [promised]
land. When any of them spies a man's
bone, he sets up a sign by it, 'til [men's
shovels] have buried [all the villains' bones] in
the valley of Hamon-Gog [Gog's-Throng].
16

The [Israelis] rename the [nearby] city: Hamonah {Throng}. Thus they cleanse the
[promised] land.
17

And, you ‘son of Adam’,” Adonai
Yahweh commands,
“Speak to every feathered fowl [in the sky],
and to every beast of the field. [Shout,]
‘Convene yourselves! Come. Gather
yourselves on every side to my slaughter-party! I butcher [Israel's enemies] for
you [to munch. Consume] a great killing-feast
upon the mountains of Israel. Eat flesh!
Drink blood!
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Eat the muscles of mighty [masterful men].
Drink the blood of the princes of the
earth, [as if they were] rams, lambs, studgoats, young bulls, all fatted [delicacies]
from [the fields of] Bashan {Fruitful}.
19

eat choice [human meat] 'til you
brim full [and satisfied]. Suck blood 'til
you're drunk on the slaughter I kill for
you.
[Animals,]

Ezekiel 39:20

Gog here must certainly include Russians.
12

18
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Fill your [maws] at my table. [Chomp] horses and chariot-drivers. [Sink your fangs into
the sinews of] mighty [heroes]. [Chew up] every
man of war [you find],”
predicts Adonai Yahweh. 21
So I set my glory among the beast-nations, ___. All [earth's] cattle-peoples
see me execute my verdict. I lay my
hand upon the [globalist maraud-

ers. I extinguish millions of ruinous
lives in one stroke.]
22

So, from that day and forward, the
house of Israel realizes that I am Yahweh their Elohim {Sovereign}.
23

The beast-nations come to recognize
that the brats of Israel keep going into
captivity for their evil. [Israelis often]
treacherously fight me. So I hide my
face from [the rogue ‘believers’]. I drop them
into the hand[s] of their enemies. All
[traitors eventually] fall by the sword.
24

I treat the dirty [hypocrites] as their crimes
deserve. I hide my face from them.”
YAH Predicts Israel's Coming
Aliyah (Return)
25 Adonai Yahweh continues,
“Then I bring Jacob's captive [descendants]
home. I take mercy on the whole house
of Israel. I jealously [guard] my sacred
name-reputation.
26

Finally the [Israelis] finish bearing the
shame of all the treacherous atrocities
they threw at me. Finally they dwell
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safely on their [own] ground. No one
makes them afraid.
27

I bring [my people] back out of the [world's]
hordes. I gather [my beloved] out of their
enemies’ lands. [By rescuing Israel,] I distinguish myself in the sight of many nations.
28

Finally the [Israelis] realize that I am Yahweh their Elohim, [the father] who deports
them [into captivity] among the beast-nations, and the [father] who gathers them
to their own land, not leaving one [of my
people] behind [in slavery].
29

I never hide my face from [my people] after that. I pour out my Spirit on the
house of Israel,”
says Adonai Yahweh.

Ezekiel 40
Ezekiel Sees The Future Temple In
A Vision
1 On the 10th day of the first month of
the 25th year of our captivity ([that is,]
the 14th year after the [Babylonians] struck
the city [of Jerusalem]) in that very day the
hand of Yahweh [grabs] upon me. [He flies]
me [toward Jerusalem]. 2 In visions of Elohim, [Yahweh] whisks me [~650km southwest
from Iraq] into the land of Israel, ___.
[Yah] sets me upon a very high mountain. [From there I see] the outline of a city
to the south, [in the Negev]. 3 [Yahweh flies] me
to that [city]. There I see a man-like [being]. He looks like [shining] brass, ___. In
his hand the [man] holds a line of flax
and a measuring rod. He stands in the
[city] gate. 4 The [angel] man says to me,
“‘Son of Adam,’ look with your eyes.
Hear with your ears. Set your heart
upon all that I show you. I brought you
here to show you [how Jewish rogue priests have
corrupted Solomon's temple]. Declare all that
you see to the house of Israel.” 5 Then [I]
see a wall completely surrounding the outside of
the temple. [I spy] in the [brassy] man's hand a mea-
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suring rod 6 cubits long [10.5 feet]. (Each [such] cubit
[measures twenty-one inches] , that is, one [normal] cubit [eighteen
inches]) plus a handbreadth [three inches]. The [man] measures the thickness [of the wall] at one rod [10.5 feet]. And
the height: one rod [10.5 feet].
All of these measurements are 1/7 longer than the
measurements used in Solomon's temple, indicating that the new (post-tribulation Messianic) temple will fill a larger area that was then occupied by
occult shrines. Also the extra 1/7 is symbolic of the
8th day, a day of new beginnings.
6 Then [the brassy angel] approaches the gate which
faces [Jerusalem's] east [road]. The [angel floats] up stairs [to
the gate]. He measures the gate's threshold at one
rod [10.5 feet] wide. Then [he measures] the other gate
threshold at one rod [10.5 feet] wide. 7 Each chamber
measures one rod [10.5 feet] long by one rod [10.5 feet]
broad. The chambers are separated by spans of
five cubits [8.75 feet]. The threshold of the inner entryway porch gate measures one rod [10.5 feet]. 8
Then [the brass angel] measures the vaulted-portico
[porch] of the inner gate:
This verse is a possible clerical double-copy of the
end of the previous verse. Some translations add:
at one rod [10.5 feet].
9 Then the [brassy angel] measures the gate's [vaulted]
entranceway at 8 cubits [14 feet], and its posts at 2
cubits [3.5 feet]. (This gateway porch faces inward [toward the temple].) Ezekiel 40:10 Three alcoves flank the
east gateway on each side. Each set of 3 [rooms]
measure identically. The posts [of the vaulted corridors]
also match in length and width on each side. 11
Next the [brassy angel] measures the width of the gateway's entry/portal at 10 cubits [17.5 feet]; and the
length of the gate, 13 cubits [22.75 feet]. 12 The space
facing the [new temple's] anterooms measures 1 cubit
[21 inches] on each side. The anterooms measure 6
cubits [10.5 feet] on each side. 13 Then the [brassy angel]
measures the gateway from the roof of one anteroom to the roof of another at a width of 25 cubits
[43.75 feet], from one door to the opposite door. 14
The [brassy angel] measures the [distance along the] posts at
60 cubits [105 feet], all the way to the post of the
court surrounding the gateway.
lit. asah = makes. Translations differ as to whether
this is a measurement of post height or floor distance along the pillars.
15 [The angel measures] 50 cubits [87.5 feet] from the face of
the arrival gateway to the face of the porch/portico
of the inner gate. 16 Narrow windows [flank] the
chambers (and their posts) within the gate on every side. Similar [windows grace] the arched/vaulted
corridors. Windows [also] surround the [temple's]
interior. [Engraved] palm-trees grace each post. 17
Next the [brassy angel flies] me into this [vision-temple's] outer
court. There I see chambers, and artfully-laid-stone-floor for the surrounding courtyard: 30 chambers rest upon the stone-floor. 18 This lower [outer]
court walkway flanks the gateways. It runs their
entire length. 19 Then the [brassy angel] measures the
width (from the face of the lower east gate to the
face of the inner court from outside) at 100 cubits
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[175 feet]. [He does the same for the]

north-facing [gate]. Ezekiel
40:20 Then the [brassy angel] measures the length and
width of the north-facing gate of the outer court.
21 Three alcoves flank each side of this [passageway].
Its posts and its arches measure like the 1st gate.
Its length measures 50 cubits [87.5 feet], and its width
25 cubits [43.25 feet]. 22 The [anterooms'] windows,
arched-foyer and palm trees measure identically to
[those at] the east-facing gate. 7 steps rise up to the
[gateway entrance]. [The east gate's] vestibule faces inward.
23 The inner-court gate faces the north-facing
gate, ___. Toward the east, the [angel] measures
100 cubits [175 feet] from gate to gate. 24 Then the
[angel flies] me southward. There I see a south-facing
gate. The [angel] measures its posts and its arches as
identical to [the others like it]. 25 Windows grace [the southfacing gate's portico]. Matching [windows] surround its arches. It measures 50 cubits [87.5 feet] long by 25 cubits
[43.75 feet] wide. 26 7 steps rise up to [this south gate].
Arches face the [steps]. Palm trees frame [the gate] on
each side. [Engraved palm trees decorate the gate's] posts. 27 A
gate in the inner court faces south. From [the inner
court's north] gate to [its] south gate, the [angel] measures
100 cubits [175 feet]. 28 Then [the brassy angel flies] me to
the [temple's] inner court. [He sets me down] at the south
gate. He measures the south gate as follows: 29
[The south gate's] little chambers, and its posts, and its
arches measure like the [temple's] other [similar structures].
Windows line it and its surrounding arched-porticos. Its [court] measures 50 cubits [87.5 feet] long by 25
cubits [43.75 feet] wide. Ezekiel 40:30 The [south court's]
surrounding arched-porticos measure 25 cubits
[43.75 feet] long by five cubits [8.75 feet] wide, ___. 31
The [temple's] vaulted-porticos face the outer court.
Palm trees grace its posts. An 8-stepped [stairway]
leads up to [the portico]. 32 Then [the brassy angel flies] me
eastward into the inner court. He measures the
[east] gate as equal [to the temple's other similar gates] . 33 The
[inner east gate's] chambers, and its posts, and its arches
measure like the [vision-temple's other similar features].
Windows grace [the temple] and its surrounding arches. It runs 50 cubits [87.5 feet] long by 25 cubits [43.75
feet] wide. 34 This [inner east gate's] arched-porticos face
the outer court. Palm trees grace its pillars on each
side. An 8-stepped stairway leads up to the [outer
court]. 35 Then [the brassy angel flies] me to the [vision-temple's]
north gate. He measures it as equal [to the temple's other
similar gates]. 36 This [north gate's] chambers, posts, arches and surrounding windows [total to a] length of 50
cubits [87.5 feet] by 25 cubits [43.75 feet] wide. 37 This
[north gate's] pillars face the [temple's] outer court. Palm
trees decorate the pillars on both sides. An 8stepped stairway leads up to the [gate]. 38 This [north
gate's] chambers and their openings flank the gateway-pillars where the [priests] wash the [donated meat from
the peoples'] ascension-gifts. 39 On each side of the
gateway's vaulted portico stand two tables for
butchering the [peoples'] ascension-gift(s), sin-purifying-gift[s] and guilt-donations. Ezekiel 40:40 By the
outside wall of the north gate's portico stand two
tables. Two [identical] tables flank the other side [of the
steps]. 41 Four tables stand on each side of this [north]
gate: 8 tables [in all,] upon which [priests] butcher the
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the ascension-roast. On these table, [priests] lay the
instruments with which they slaughter the smokeroast [meat] and the [other] donated [feast food]. 43 Hooks
one hand-breadth long hang fastened all around
the [room]. The meat of the donated [feast-animals] lies
on the tables. 44 Outside the [temple's] inner gate
stand singers' chambers: one faces south alongside
the north gate, and one faces north alongside the
east gate.
A proper church provides for its musicians' every
need, including housing. A diseased church ransacks its tithing-base for free singers and musicians.

Then the [angel] says to me, “This
south-facing chamber is [living quarters] for
the priests who keep charge of the
temple.
45

People who work for a church should get their living expenses paid by the church. However, those
living expenses should never be extravagant.
46 —The north-facing chamber is for the priests
who protect and supervise the [cooking] altar[s], the
descendants of Zadok {Righteous}, [whom YAH chose] from
the sons of Levi {Uniter} to approach Yahweh, to
serve him.”
Church should operate as a holy-spirit-led, biblically-patterned restaurant.
47 The [angel] measures this [inner] court at 100 cubits
[175 feet] long by 100 cubits wide, square. [I see] the [giant cooking] altar at the front of the temple. 48 Next
the [angel flies] me to the [vision-temple's] vaulted-portico.
The [angel] measures each post of the porch at five
cubits [8.75 feet] on each side. The gate measures 3
cubits [5.25 feet] wide on each side. 49 The porch
measures 20 cubits [35 feet] long by 11 cubits [19.25
feet] wide. Then the [angel flies] me [to] the steps that
rise to the porch, ___. [I see] pillars flanking the
[porch] posts, one on this side, and another on the
other side.

Ezekiel 41
The Angel-Man Measures The Heavenly Sanctuary

1 Then, ___, the [angel-man] brings me to the visionsanctuary. He measures the columns [that frame its doorway]. The [columns measure] 6 cubits [10.5 feet] thick on each
side, [matching] the width of [the walls surrounding] the [sacred]
dwelling.
These architectural measurements are cumbersome to read, but essential for creating models of
the 3rd temple. The point of all these measurements is given in Ezekiel 43:10.
2 The door-portal measures 10 cubits [17.5 feet], ___.
The shoulders of the door/portal measure five cubits [8.75 feet] on each side. Then the [brassy angel] measures the [sanctuary's] length at 40 cubits [70 feet], and
its width at 20 cubits [35 feet]. 3 The [brassy angel floats]
into the [sanctuary]. He measures the post of the
door/portal at two cubits [3.5 feet high], and its door's
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at 6 cubits [10.5 feet], and the door's width at 7
cubits [12.25 feet]. 4 So [the angel-man enters the inner room. He]
says to me, ‘This is the most holy place.’ He measures its length at 20 cubits [35 feet]; and its width
[equally] at 20 cubits [along the back wall] at the end of the
sanctuary. 5 [On his way out, the angel-man] measures the
thickness of the [temple] wall at 6 cubits [10.5 feet], and
the width of all the side-rooms surrounding the
temple at 4 cubits [7 feet] at ground level. 6 [I see] 3
stories of side rooms, 30 [rooms] on each floor. These
chambers sit inside the temple's terraced wall.
Ledges around the wall support the side-rooms.
(So their supports do not lie inserted in the temple
wall.) 7 The higher side-rooms surrounding the
temple span wider than the lower floors, as do the
passageways next to the side-rooms on each floor.
So the width of the side-rooms plus that of the
passageways increases as [we] go up from floor to
floor. [We] ascend from the lowest floor to the highest [by a ramp] through the middle floor. 8 I see a
base all around the temple, ___. It measures onerod, that is 6 cubits [10.5 feet] high. This base forms
the foundation for the side chambers. 9 The outer
wall of the side-rooms measures 5 cubits [8.75 feet]
wide [at ground level]. Identically, the empty space left
[between] the structure containing the side-rooms [and
the temple itself also measures 8.75 feet wide] . Ezekiel 41:10 Between the chambers, a [walkway] 20 cubits [35 feet] wide
surrounds the temple on every side. 11 The doors
of the side chambers face a terrace yard: one door
toward the north, and another door toward the
south. This vacant area measures five cubits [8.75
feet] all around. 12 At the far end of the open space
on the west side of the Temple stands a building 70
cubits [122.5 feet] long by 90 cubits [157.5 feet] wide, with
5 cubit [8.75 feet] thick walls all around. 13 [The bronzed
angel] measures the temple at 100 cubits [175 feet]
long. The open area, and the building, with its sidewalls, also measures 100 cubits [175 feet] long. 14
The width of the temple's face plus the yard to the
east measures 100 cubits [175 feet]. 15 Then the [brassy
angel] measures the length of the structure facing
the separated yard behind it, including its detached-spaces/galleries on each side, at 100 cubits
[175 feet]. 16 Wood paneling surrounds the inner temple, and the court's vaulted-porticos, all the door
posts/thresholds, and the galleries/detached-spaces surrounding all 3 stories. [The paneling] runs
from the ground up to the windows. Coverings conceal the windows. 17 Carvings cover the inside and
outside walls of the Temple, up as high as above
[height]

The [carvings] alternate cherubim and palm trees, ___. One palm
tree stands between each pair of
cherubs. Every cherub has two faces. 19
A man's face looks toward the palm
tree on the one side. A sheltered-lion's
face looks toward the palm tree on the
other side. [Similar artwork] surrounds the
entire temple. Ezekiel 41:20 From the
the doors. 18
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the temple's sidewall[s]. 21 The posts [of the

sit square. Each face of the sanctuary mirrors
the appearance of the other. 22 The altar of wood
[measures] 3 cubits [5.25 feet] high by 2 cubits [3.5 feet]
long, its corners, its length and its walls all of
wood. The [brassy angel] says to me, “This is the table
that [lies] before Yahweh.” 23 The temple and the
sanctuary have two doors. 24 The doors are [comprised of] two leaves apiece, two turning leaves. Two
leaves for the one door, and two leaves for the other door. 25 On the doors of the temple, [artists] have
carved cherubim and palm trees, similar to those
[carved] on the [temple's] sidewalls. And thick planks
[grace] the face of the outside portico. 26 Narrow
windows and palm trees flank both sides [of the temple],
the sides of the porch, the temple's side chambers,
and [its] thick planks.
temple]

Ezekiel 42
Angel-Man Continues To Show Zeke
The Temple
1 Then the [angel man] brings me out via the north
route into the [temple's] outer court. He [flies] me into
the chamber opposite the separated [yard] which
faces the building toward the north.
To enjoy these tedious architectural-description
chapters, look up a 3d model of the 3rd temple /
Ezekiel's temple. it would be impossible to draw
such a model without these verbally-boring specifications.
2 The [angel measures the] building (whose door faces
north) at 100 cubits [175 feet] long by 50 cubits [87.5
feet] wide, ___. 3 [One block of rooms] overlooks the 20
cubit [35-foot] width of the inner courtyard. Another
[block of rooms] looks out onto the pavement of the outer courtyard. [The two blocks rise in] three [levels] and stand
across [from each other]. 4 In front of the [block of] rooms
lies a walkway 10 cubits [17.5 feet] wide by 100 cubits
[175 feet] [deep]. The [rooms'] doors face north. 5 The upper rooms measure [increasingly] narrower, because
the galleries take up [proportionally] more of their space
than from the [rooms on the] building's lower and middle [floors]. 6 The rooms rise in 3 stories unsupported
by pillars, [like an inverted pyramid, increasingly extruded out into] the
courtyards below. So each successive floor up
bears smaller room dimensions [to compensate for the lack of
weight-bearing posts].
All bookstore translations make nonsense out of
this verse, and this chapter in general. Vertical pillars are not necessary in architecture. Weight can
be transferred to the ground using 45 angles.
7 A wall outside, next to the rooms, toward the
outer courtyard in front of the rooms, measures 50
cubits [87.5 feet]. 8 All together, the chambers facing
the [temple's] outer court measure 50 cubits [87.5 feet] in
length. I see [that the row of rooms facing] the temple [spans]
100 cubits [175 feet]. 9 An entrance from the outer
courtyard leads to these rooms from the east.
Ezekiel 42:10 [More] chambers fill the width of the
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wall of the court toward the east, opposite the vacant area, and opposite the building.
Hebrew transliteration: in·width-of stone-dike-of
the·court way-of the·east to faces-of the·severance
and·to faces-of the·structure rooms
11 The passageway before these rooms mirrors
that of the north-facing chambers. Both sets of
[chambers] match in length, width and style and placement of their exits and doors. 12 [People] enter the
south rooms through the doorways at the east end
of the inner sidewalk. The south wall continues east
of the outer row of rooms. 13 Then the [angel-man]
says to me, “The north chambers and the south
chambers which face the separated yard are holy
chambers, where the priests who approach Yahweh
will eat the most sacred [food donations]. There in that
secluded [storage] location, they'll lay the most holy
[offerings,] including meat-donation [s], sin-gifts, and
trespass offering[s]. 14 After the priests enter the
[holy areas], they can't exit the holy place into the outer court, until they lay their [special] garments [in the
holy rooms] where they minister. For the [priests' clothing] is
sacred. First they'll put on [relatively normal] clothes.
Then they'll approach the [food donations they'll cook] to
[feed] the [lay] people.” 15 Then [the angel-man] finishes
measuring the inner temple. Then he brings me out
toward the east-facing gate. He measures all
around it. 16 The [angel-man grabs his] measuring rod. He
measures all around the [temple's] east side. It sums
to 500 cubits [875 feet]. 17 The [angel-man takes his] measuring rod all around the [temple's] north side. It [also]
sums to 500 cubits [875 feet]. 18 The [angel-man takes his]
measuring rod all around the [temple's] south side. It
[also] sums to 500 cubits [875 feet]. 19 [Finally] the [angelman takes his] measuring rod all around the [temple's]
west side. It [also] sums to 500 cubits [875 feet].
Ezekiel 42:20 The [angel-man] measures all 4 sides of
the wall surrounding the [vision-temple]. The wall's 500
cubit [875 feet] width and equal length form a separation between the sanctuary and the common
space[s].

Ezekiel 43
YAH Gives Zeke The Temple
Restoration Design

1 Then the [angel-man flies] me to the gate, (the [temple]
gate that faces east).
This long section of temple reform instructions indicates YAH's intent to rid the Judeo-Christian religion of commercial and pagan corruption. You are
similarly designed to fit into YAH's human temple
in a specific way. If you're a believer participating
in worldly commerce, you're like a Satanic shrine
on Jerusalem's temple mount.

Then [I] see the glory of the Elohim of
Israel approach from [Jerusalem's] east
highway. [Elohim's] voice [thunders] like the
noise of many waters, ___! The earth
2
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shines with his glory. 3 [YAH's glory] looks
similar to the vision which I saw (back
when I came to [pronounce] destruction [on
Jerusalem] city). And the visions resemble
the vision I saw by [Babylon's] Chebar river. So I fall upon my face.
Destroy = a Hebrew idiom by which the declarer of
the verdict is pictured as executing the verdict. The
judge “puts the murderer to death,” even though
the judge doesn't appear at the execution.
4 Then the glory of Yahweh [flies] me into the [vision]
temple via the [high]way [that leads to] the [temple's] east-

So [YAH's] spirit lifts me up.
me into the [vision-temple's] inner
court. There I see the glory of Yahweh
fill the temple. 6 I hear [Yahweh] speaking
to me from inside the temple. The [brassy
angel] man stands beside me. 7 Then [YAH]
says to me,
“‘Son of Adam,’ [after I finish punishing] the
house of Israel, [they] no longer defile
my sacred Name-authority. They stop
[profaning] the place of my throne, the
place [where I lay] the soles of my feet.
There I come to dwell in the midst of
the ‘sons of Israel’ for ever. [Israel's]
kings stop committing whoredom. People stop [burying] the carcasses of [Israel's]
kings in high [occult shrines].
facing gate. 5
[He flies]

8

plant the threshold[s]
[of their demon-temples] right up to my [temple]
thresholds, their door-posts by my
door-posts, with only a wall between
me and their [satanic shrines]! They keep
defiling my holy Name with the abominations they commit. That's why I consume them in my anger.

[But today, Israel's rulers]

The Judeo-Christian religious world is mixed up in
every kind of evil.
9

Now [instruct Israel's leaders] to rid themselves of their whoredom, and [to move]
the carcasses of their [idolatrous] kings far
from my [temple]. Then I'll dwell in the
midst of [Israel] forever.
Ezekiel 43:10

You ‘son of Adam’, show the [new temple
plan] to the house of Israel, so they'll be
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ashamed of their perversities. Let them
measure [my] architectural [plan to see how
far they deviated from it by building demon-altars on My
temple-grounds].

11

If the

become ashamed of all the
they commit, show them the elevation and plan of [my] temple, its exits
and entrances, all its details and decorations, and all its specifications, its design and its operating-instructions.
Sketch it for the [Jews] to see, so that
they can observe the entire design with
its [underlying moral] principles, and carry
out those [ideals in action].
[Israelis]

[crimes]

Good architecture is guided by moral principles and
a desire to help people.
12

This is the law of [my] sanctuary: Atop
the [temple] mount, the whole surrounding area must stay supremely sacred.
Watch out! [Sequester] my temple by law.
Hebrew Temple's Small Cooking Altar Design
13
These are the measurements of the [small] altar in
[special] cubits (1 normal cubit [18 inches] + plus 1 handbreadth [3 inches]): the base [should measure] one cubit [21
inches] deep by 1 cubit wide. The molding surrounding the [altar's] rim [should measure] about one hand-span
[9 inches] wide.
Here ‘altar’ = ‘mizbeach,’ unlike in v 15 & 16.
14
The height of this [small] altar is as follows: from the
bottom upon the ground all the way to the lower
ledge measures 2 cubits [3.5 feet] by 1 cubit [21 inches]
wide. And from the lower ledge all the way to the
upper ledge, 4 cubits [7 feet] by 1 cubit [21 inches] wide.
15
The [big cooking] hearth [measures] four cubits [7 feet] high;
plus the 4 horns projecting upward from the altar.
Hearth = mount of El (har'El), sometimes written
Ari'El (Lion of God). Despite millennia of misinterpretation and mistranslation, this is describing a giant sacred-feast cooking stove, not a place of
burnt animal sacrifice.
16
This entire [cooking] hearth-mound [measures] 12 cubits
[21 feet] long by 12 [cubits] wide, square all around.
17

The entire [cooking] ledge measures 14
cubits [24.5 feet] square, identical on each
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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of its four sides. Its moulding spans .5
cubit [10.5 inches]. Its base-gutter also
spans .5 cubit [10.5 inches]. Its steps face
east.”
YAH Gives Zeke Instructions For
Feast-Cooking

18 Then, ___, [YAH's angel] says to me,
“‘Son of Adam,’ Adonai Yahweh decrees, ‘The following are the ordinances concerning the altar
which I'll [soon allow artisans] to build so [priests] can
smoke-roast ascension [gifts] on it, and sprinkle [symbolic] blood on it.
19
[Find] a young bull. As your guilt-donation [to feed poor
people], give [the bull] to Levitical priests (who are seedchildren of Zadok {Upright}) who approach me to
serve me,” commands Adonai Yahweh.
Ezekiel 43:20
Then take some blood from the [cooked young bull]. Dab
the [blood] on the four horns of [the altar], and on the
four corners of the ledge and moulding surrounding
[the altar], to [symbolically beg] forgiveness for sin [which causes
death].
21

Then take the

young bull
as a guilt-donation.
Burn its [inedible parts] at the designated
[compost heap] outside the temple.
[remains of the]

[whose meat you cooked]

Not burn the whole animal, but burn the uneaten
scraps. Bone-ash makes ideal fertilizer. See Ex
29:14.
22 Then on the following day, approach [YAH's altar with]
a flawless goat-kid [which a penitent Hebrew gave as] a guiltgift. [Cook this] sin-gift on the altar, as you [cooked] the
young bull [donated to the hungry poor as a] sin-gift. 23 When
you finish [smoke-roasting the goat] sin-gift [on the altar], approach [the altar to cook] a flawless young bull calf, and
a flawless ram from the flock.
chata = repent, cleanse
24

Then lift your face to Yahweh as you
[hold] the [cooked meat]. Approach [the holy
place]. Then the priests will throw powdered [spices] upon the [meat]. They'll
smoke-roast it as an ascension [gift] to
[feed the people of] Yahweh.
#5927/5930 Alah/olah means ‘something rising’,
aloft. It doesn't mean ‘burnt offering’.
25

Every day (for 7 days, [to feed feastattenders,]) you'll cook a goat as a guiltdonation. And the priests will cook a
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young bull calf and a ram out of the
flock, both flawless.

enter the temple and who must be excluded from its [inner] sanctuary.

26
For 7 days the [priests] will cleanse and shine the altar and consecrate themselves.

6

or “to the best of their power.”
27

7

Then, after these 7 days, on the 8th
day and thereafter, the priests will cook
your smoke [roasts] and thanksgiving-gifts upon the altar [to feed poor people
and to provide for my sacred government workers] .
Then I'll accept you [Jews],”
decrees Adonai Yahweh.

Ezekiel 44
The Angel Tells Zeke How To Run
The Temple
1 Then, ___, [the angel-man flies] me back
through the sanctuary's outer gate
which looks toward the east [highway].
[Some power] shuts the gate [behind me]. 2
Then, ___, Yahweh's [angel] says to me,
“This gate will stay shut. No one will open it. No
man will enter [the temple] through it, because [I,] Yahweh, the Elohim of Israel, passed through it. That's
why it [must] stay shut.
3

is [reserved] for the Prince [Messiah].
The Prince will sit in [the East Gate] to eat
[his] meal[s] before Yahweh. [The prince] will
enter [the temple] by the road [outside] the
porch of the [East] gate. He'll exit [the temple] by that same [road].”
[This gate]

"Prince" can be construed to mean anything from
‘Messiah’ to ‘resurrected David’ to ‘king’ to ‘exalted
one’ to simply ‘high [priest].’ This may indicate a
dual fulfillment of this prophecy.

Then, ___, [the angel-man flies] me [up] the
road that leads to the [temple's] north
gate. [I] face the [massive building]. I look. I
see the glory of Yahweh fill Yahweh's
temple. So I fall [down] on my face. 5 And
Yahweh's [angel] says to me,
“‘Son of Adam,’ mark well. See with
your eyes and hear with your ears all
my enactments and laws regarding
Yahweh's temple. Take to heart [who can]
4
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And, ___, tell the rebel house of Israel, ‘Adonai Yahweh says, “Oh house of
Israel, enough of all your abominations!
Stop bringing (into my sanctuary) nonHebrews with ‘un-trimmed’ hearts and
exposed flesh. They pollute my sanctuary. [Sinners] shouldn't be in my temple
when you serve my bread, steak and
wine. [Paganized Judeo-Christians] shatter my
covenant. They add to you [religionists' long
list of] abominations.
Sacred feasts are for relatively sacred people. Sacred feasts are not forums for evangelizing the unwashed masses. That's what street-dancing is for.
#6189 `arel = exposed / loose. #1320 Basar
means ‘flesh’, not necessarily ‘foreskin’. "Wine" =
dam, therefore a usual translation would be, "[perform rituals symbolically using] blood.
8

Instead of watching and guarding my
sacred [laws and sacred people,] you [apostates]
keep appointing [incompetent sinners] to supervise and guard my sanctuary.”
9 Adonai Yahweh explains,
“No non-Hebrew brat with a loose heart
or exposed flesh can ever enter into my
sanctuary, even if he lives among the
descendants of Israel.
#6189 `arel = exposed, loose. #1320 basar =
flesh. Bad translators frequently wrongly and narrowly interpret these words to imply that you had
to have your penis cut to enter YAH's temple. What
this verse really means is that you shouldn't let
worldly recidivist sinners into your fellowship.
Ezekiel 44:10

The Levite [priests] wander far away from
me as Israel goes astray, abandoning
me, chasing their idols. They [always]
eventually bear [the consequences of] their
evil.
11

But [one day, Levites] eventually return to
serve in my sanctuary. They guard the
temple gates and maintain the premises. They butcher [Grade-A] smoke-roast
meat to [feed my] people. They stand be-
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[crowds of saints]

tual food].

to serve

[physical and spiri-

12

serve people [under] the
faces of idol-gods. [Israeli priests] hurl the
house of Israel down into ruin. That's
why I'm lifting up my hand to stop the
[bogus priests],”
decrees Adonai Yahweh.
“[Rogue religionists] must bear their guilt.

[But right now, Levites]

13

So [for now I] won't let the [Levites] approach me to do priestly work. They're
banished from my sacred [people and things,
especially] in the Most Holy place. First the
[rogues] have to carry the guilt for all the
abominations they've committed.
14
Meanwhile, I'll let [repentant Levites] watch and guard
the temple, and maintain and run its [basic operation].
15

And,”
Adonai Yahweh continues,
“I'll allow the approach of Levitical
priests [who are spiritually] descended from
Zadok {Righteous}. [Zadok] guarded and
watched my sanctuary when the brats
of Israel careened astray from me.
[Righteous priests] can still serve me. They
can stand before me, serving choice
[cuts of steak] and juice [to poor saints].
“Juice” is #1818 “dam”, literally meaning “blood,”
therefore usually interpreted as referring to rituals
that use blood to symbolize the death that comes
from sin. Choice = cheleb, which can mean “fat” or
“choice cuts of steak.”
16

can enter my sanctuary, and approach my meal-table to
serve me [by feeding poor people] and by
watching and guarding [my temple].

1340

The [priests] will wear linen turbans upon their heads,
and linen underclothes on their waists. They won't
wear anything that makes them sweat.
You don't want a sweaty cook or sweaty waiter, do
you?

And before the [priests] leave [the holy arto venture into the [temple's] outer
court(s), [especially] into the outer court
where the people [eat], the [priests] must
strip off their [sacred] garments. They'll
lay the [sacred clothes] in the holy chambers where they worshipped [me]. Then
the [priests] must put on [relatively] normal
clothes. Don't dignify the common [rabble's meals by wearing] supremely sacred
clothes [while serving messy, dripping steak to homeless vagabonds]. Ezekiel 44:20
And [my] priests must not shave their
heads, nor let their locks grow crazywild. [My obeyers must] cut & groom their
hair.
19

eas]

The Bible does not forbid men from having long
hair. The word normally translated ‘long’ is: wild =
7971 shalach shaw-lakh': to send/cast away, shoot
(forth, out), spread, stretch out.

Nor may any priest drink wine when
they enter [my temple's] inner court.
21

So no true believer should bring any addiction into
his life.
22

No

can marry a widow [of a nonNor [can a priest marry] a divorced
woman. [Priests] can only marry either a
virgin seed-daughter from an Israelite
family, or the widow of a deceased
priest.
[priest]

priest].

[Only righteous priests]

17
And once the [righteous priests] enter the inner gates of
the [temple] court, they must wear [only cool] linen
clothing, with no [hot] wool content, whether they're
serving just inside the gates of the inner courtyard,
or inside the [temple].
Because of the heat of the giant cooking fire.
18
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Christian believers are priests. So believers must
not engage in serial wife-swapping, aka divorce &
remarriage.
23

*

must teach my people
the difference between sacred
and profane, ___, to help [people]
discern between unclean and
clean [things, practices and ideas].
[Priests]

24

Priests must stand up to govern [during]
controversy, to defend my laws, to
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build a hedge around my principles and
instructions, [including my] scheduled
feasts and hallowed Sabbaths.
Usually mistranslated to set priests up as judges
over common disputes, a function that Jesus himself disclaimed. Most modern ’Christians’ overturn
this verse. They spurn the laws of the Old Testament.
25

And [priests, being food preparers and health workers,]
must not approach any dead human.
[The rotting corpse could] contaminate [the priest
and the community he serves]. But [a priest can risk]
contamination to [give one last hug to] his
[dead] father, or mother, or son, or
daughter, or brother, or unmarried sister.
26

But

[any priest who touches even a dead immediate rel-

must thoroughly wash then count
7 days [without infection before he can perform food
or health services].
ative]

Most Biblical regulations have public health motivations.
27
Then, on the day [the cleansed priest] goes into the sanctuary, to the inner court, to minister in the holyplace, he brings his guilt-donation,”
says Adonai Yahweh. 28

“[The items people donate] will serve as the
[priests'] inheritance[s]. I am the
[priests'] inheritance. So don't award
[priests] inherited [land] ownership in Israel. [The priests' special relationship to] Me IS the
[priest's] possession, [worth more than anything a
man can own].
Holy people must sell all they own and give to the
poor.
29

The [priests] will eat the food-donations,
including the sin-gifts and the guiltgifts [earlier described]. Every consecrated
item in Israel belongs to [the priests].
Catch that: the priests EAT the sin offerings and
the guilt offerings! Priests can't eat food they
‘burned up’ in Ezekiel 43:21-22! Most English bible
translations need to be corrected on this and hundreds of other points.
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And the first [and best] of all
your firstfruits of every kind, including
each and every type of the qurban
[presents] you give [to anyone], belong to the
[Hebrew] priests. Also, give the priest the
first and best of your dough. Your
[generosity] causes [YAH's] blessing to rest
on your home [and family].
Ezekiel 44:30

True spiritual leadership in a healthy society fulfills
the roles now usurped by your commercial baker,
butcher, cook, doctor, nurse, physical therapist,
nutritionist, preacher, lawyer, mediator, political
advisor, teacher, composer, musician, singer, music producer, playwright, film director, etc. Today's
churches and synagogues properly fulfill none of
these functions. Today the state taxman seizes
your firstfruits, which which he funds a bankrupt
sham called the Social Security System, a mockery
of the Levitical system.
31

And priests won't eat anything, bird nor
beast, that dies by itself or gets ripped
[apart by wild animals, chariot-wheels, whatever] .”

Ezekiel 45
Reserve Much Land For Sacred Government Use

1 [YAH's angel continues,]

“Plus, when you divide the land by lot
to [assign] inheritance[s], offer as a qurban [present] to Yahweh, a holy [sacred government] land portion measuring 25 thousand [cubits] [8 miles] in length, by 10 thousand [cubits] [3 miles] wide. Preserve this
land's sacredness throughout its complete area.
Septuagint reads ‘20,000’, therefore ~6 miles
wide.
2
In this [sacred government land parcel, build a] sanctuary 500 [cubits] [875 feet] long and wide (square all around). [Reserve] 50 cubits [87.5 feet] of open land surrounding [this
sanctuary].
3
Within this [sacred] area of 25000 cubits [8 miles] by
10000 cubits [3 miles], [build] the sanctuary that houses
the most holy place.
Or, following the Greek Septuagint, ‘in half of the
25000x20000 cubit area...’
4
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This holy land portion will be [occupied] by
priests who serve in the sanctuary, who
approach [the ark of the covenant] to serve
Yahweh. This land zone will hold the
[priests'] dwellings. [Sequestered land provides a
spiritually-]quarantined area to keep the
temple [from infections of profanity].

5
The Levites who work the temple will share possession of this 25000 [cubit] long by 10000 [cubit] wide
area. The [Levite gatekeepers] will [inhabit] 20 chambers
within the [temple square].
6
To the [south] of the sacred reserve, measure off a
city-section 25000 cubits [8 miles] long by 5000 [cubits]
[1.5 miles wide]. There any descendant of Israel can
[live].
7
The governing [priest] will [manage the symmetrical] portions
[of land] on the east and west sides of the gifted sacred [temple] area and the [south] city-owned sector.
The [governing priest's land protectorate] will extend from [the
temple area] out east and west to the tribal areas on
each side of the sacred zone.
Translations vary wildly on this verse. The basic
idea is that priestly work is not just preaching. It
requires a great deal of resources. But not personal
possessions.
8

The governing-priest's protectorate will
be limited to the [aforementioned] strip of
land in Israel. My leaders will no longer
tyrannize my people. The [leaders] will
apportion [the land's] remaining area to
give to Israel's descendants [in amounts]
proportional to their tribal [populations].
Eliminate All Injustice & Fraud
From Society
9 Adonai Yahweh says,
“Oh, leaders of Israel, realize the treasure of [doing what's right]. Abolish violence
and devastation. Execute fairness and
justice. Throw away your [habit of] taxing
my people [out of their homes],”
decrees Adonai Yahweh. Ezekiel 45:10
“[Only use] honest scales [of balance and justice]. [Fill] an exact ephah [dry bushel].
[Dispense] an accurate bath [5 liquid gallons].
Today's ‘food’ is doped with fillers, chaff and poisons.
11
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Establish the ephah [bushel] and the bath
[5 gallons] as [unchanging] consistent [10%]
fractions of the homer: the bath contains 1/10th of a [liquid] homer. Likewise,
the ephah contains 1/10th of a [dry]
homer.
Meaning that food should be 100% food.
12

And the [silver] shekel equals 20 gerahs.
60 (20+15+20) shekels = 1 minah.
The dollar is weight of gold, not a piece of unbacked debt paper, not a packet of worthless electrons. Gerah is related to the word ‘grain,’ which
describes a metal weight of 1/5760 of a Troy
pound. Thus 1 grain of silver or gold weighs approx
.0648 gram, about the weight of one grain of
wheat.

Give These Gifts To Provide For
Holy Feasts
13

[Every harvest, to provide for the sacred government and

for Hebrew feasts,] give up 1/6th of a bushel
for every homer [10 bushels] of wheat you
[grow]. Likewise, give up 1/6 of an ephah
[bushel] for every homer [10 bushels] of barley [that you grow].

Usually translated as gobbledegook.
14

By law, offer [the sacred government] 1/10 of
a [5-gallon] bath of oil, [that is, 1/2 gallon] from
every cor (aka 10 baths aka homer)
[which you produce].
15

And, from Israel's fat-irrigated pastures, [donate] one lamb per 200-lamb
flock, ___. [All your] gifts [will] elevate,
heal and cover [Israel],”
decrees Adonai Yahweh. 16
“All the people of the [Promised] land will
entrust these qurban [presents] to the
principal [priest] in Israel.
No graduated tax. Everybody gives the same proportion of their yield. By contrast, the Communist
manifesto's 2nd plank demands: “A heavy progressive, or graduated, income tax,” as now enforced
by the I.R.S.
17

Then it will be the governing [priest's job to
cook the peoples'] ascension-gifts and meat-
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donations, and

drink offerings [at
the following times:] in the [Hebrew] feasts, and
in each [month's full] new moon [party], and
on the sabbaths, in all [other biblically-scheduled] events [celebrated by] the house of Israel. [The governing-priest's staff must] prepare
the sin-donation, the grain-donation,
the uplift-gifts, and the peace offerings.
These [generous acts] cover [the guilt of] the
house of Israel.”
More Passover Food Cooking Instructions
18 Adonai Yahweh explains,
“On the 1st day of the [Hebrew year's] first
[lunar] month, [at the dawn of spring, butcher
and cook] an unblemished young bull calf.
[Symbolically] purify the sanctuary [as follows]:
[to juice]

19
—The priest takes some of the blood from the
[cooked] guilt-donation. He [brushes] it upon the temple's [door] posts, and upon the four corners of the
cooking altar's ledge, and upon the posts of the
gate of the [temple's] inner court.
Ezekiel 45:20

Repeat this

on the 7th day of [the
month to [repent on behalf of]
everyone who errs, and whoever [commits] foolish [sins]. This [act of contrition] covers the temple [with divine compassion].
[ritual]

Hebrew year's first]

1343

This food amount corresponds to the number of
feast-attenders who eat the food. These are not
burnt-up animals.
24

And the [priests] bake a [grain] donation of
one ephah [bushel] per young bull, and
one [bushel] for a ram, and 1 hin [gallon] of
oil [to moisten] each bushel [of grain].
Oiled-bread to go with the cooked meat. Yum.

Fall TentFest Food Preparation Instructions
25

on the 15th day of
the [Hebrew year's] 7th month [~September],
the [high priest] cooks the above [food] just
as he cooked the sin-gifts, ascension-gifts, donated-grain and oil for
[Passover's] 7 days of [spring fun and] feasting.”
[7 months later, starting]

Ezekiel 46
High Priest Cooks Feast Food For
the Masses
1 Adonai Yahweh says,
“The [east-facing] gate of the [temple's] inner
courtyard must stay shut all 6 working
days. But open it every Sabbath. And
open it on the day of every New Moon.

21

On the 14th day of the 1st month [of the
year, that is, the beginning of spring], celebrate
the Passover [festival], ___. For 7 days,
feast by eating food without yeast.
Don't celebrate Ishtar. Celebrate Passover. Yes,
you, Christian.
22

On the [first] day [of Passover,] the principal
[priest] cooks for himself and for all the
people of the land a young bull as a
guilt-donation.
23

On each day of the [passover] feast's 7
days, [the high priest] cooks (as daily ascension-gifts to [honor] Yahweh) 7 young
bulls and 7 rams without blemish, plus
a goat-kid as a daily guilt-gift.

The Cinematic Bible 1.0

New Moon = Chodesh.
2
The governing [priest] will enter [the temple] via the outer gateway portico. He'll stand by the gate-post.
The priests will cook [the governing-priest's] ascension
[smoke-roast] and his peace-donations. Then he'll prostrate [himself] at the gate-threshold. Then he'll exit
[the temple area]. The gate will stay open until evening.
Through this section, ‘governing-priest’ can be rendered ‘exalted-one,’ or ‘prince.’ It may refer to the
Messiah, among multiple levels of meaning.
3
Likewise, the people of the land will prostrate [themselves] before [me,] Yahweh at the entrance to this
gate every Sabbath and new [full] moon.
New moon = Chodesh, from #2318 chadash = to
be new.
4

And [every] Sabbath day, to [honor] Yahweh, the high [priest] will cook an ascen-
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sion-gift of 6 flawless lambs and 1 flawless ram, [to feed poor Hebrews].
5

Plus,

will donate one ephah
of grain per ram, and as much
grain as he wishes to give per lamb,
plus a hin [gallon] of olive oil for every
bushel of [grain he donates].
[the high priest]

[bushel]

6

And on the day of each New Moon, the
[high priest] will [donate] a flawless young
bull calf, and 6 lambs, and 1 ram, all
unblemished [animals].

7
And the [high Priest] will make a donation of one ephah
[bushel] of grain for each young bull, and a bushel [of
grain] for each ram. And he'll hand over as much
grain as he can for each of the lambs [he provides].
And [he'll donate] a hin [gallon] of oil for each bushel [of
grain he supplies].
8
And when the high [priest] enters [the temple,] he'll go up
the road into the gate-vestibule. [Later] he'll leave
the same way.
9
But when the [other] people of the country come to
face Yahweh at these solemn feasts, whoever enters and prostrates himself at the north road-gate
will exit onto the south-gate road. Likewise, whoever enters via the south gate road will exit onto
the north gate road. Don't exit by the gate you entered through. [Instead, pass through the temple.] Exit via the
opposite side, [so people don't jam up in the middle].
Ezekiel 46:10
The high [priest] will be among [his countrymen in] the temple. When they go in, he'll go in. Then when they
leave, he'll leave.
11
At [both] the [annual] feasts and [other] festivals, [the high
priest will donate] one ephah [bushel] for each young bull,
another bushel for each ram, and as much [grain] as
[he] can give to go with each lamb, and one hin [gallon] of oil per bushel of grain.
12

Now when the high [priest] presents a
voluntary gift to [honor] Yahweh, [either] an
ascension [smoke-roast] or a “peace-donation”, a [gate-guard] must open the eastfacing gate for [the high priest]. [There the high
priest] will cook [and serve] his ascension
[smoke-roast] and his peace-gifts, as he
does each sabbath day. Then he'll go
out [of the temple grounds]. After he leaves, a
[gate-guard] will shut the [east] gate.
13
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And every day, to [honor] Yahweh, cook
an ascension-gift of a flawless 1-yearold lamb. Roast it every morning [to feed
the poor].
14

And as a side [dish] to go with the [lamb
meat,] every morning prepare a graindonation of 1/6 ephah [bushel] of fine
flour, and 1/3 hin [1.3 quarts] of oil, to
moisten the [flour]. This grain donation is
an ongoing perpetual ordinance from
Yahweh.
15

So,

[as a nutritional subsidy to keep poor people and sacred government workers from developing degenerative

must cook the lamb, and
the grain-donation, and the oil, every
morning as an ongoing smoke roast.
diseases, priests]

You don't have to eat meat to be a Hebrew. If
you're wealthy or diligent enough to get all of your
nutrition from plant-based sources, great! Happy
vegetarianism. But you do have to provide meat
for Hebrews who want or need to eat it.

Rules Regarding The High Priest's
Heirs

16 Adonai Yahweh continues,
“If the governing [priest] assigns a [stewardship territory] to
any of his sons, the inheritance belongs to his
sons, ___. It will remain their hereditary protectorate.
17

But if the [governing priest] assigns a hereditary protectorate to one of his workers,
then [the worker] will ‘leasehold’ [the property]
until the [Jubilee] ‘year of independence.’
Then the [property] will return to the governing [priest's stewardship,] unlike the inheritance that remains the protectorate of
[the governing priest's] sons.

*
Plus, the principal [leader] can
never take any the peoples' inheritances by oppression,
thrusting them out of their [own]
homes. Rather, he must give
his sons inherited [stewardships] out
of his own protectorate, so not
one man of [all] my people ever
gets driven off his own [land].’”
18
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Designated Places For Cooking Sacred Food
19 Then, ___, the [angel-man flies] me through the entrance beside the [vision-temple] gate into the holy
chambers of the priests. I look [out the window] to the
north. I see a [courtyard] at the extreme west [of these

Then [the angel-man] says
to me, “This is the place where the
priests will cook the guilt-donations and
the sin-donations, where they'll bake
the grain-donations [for themselves and their
families to eat]. The [priests] won't carry [their
food] out into the outer court. [That way]
the masses [won't be guilty of grabbing] sacred
[food].
rooms].

Ezekiel 46:20

Again, very clear that these misnomered "sacrificial" animals are cooked and eaten, not destroyed.
#1310 bashal : boil, cook, ripen, bake, bring forth,
roast, seethe.

Then, ___, the [angel-man flies] me out
into the outer courtyard. [He
flies] me around its four corners. I see in
every corner of the courtyard lies another [smaller] courtyard. 22 These 4 enclosed
21

[of the temple]

corner courtyards measure 40 cubits [70 feet] long by
30 [cubits (52.5 feet)] wide. All these corner courtyards

4 walls surround
each of the 4 [courtyards]. On stone
ledges, open [cooking] hearths surround
the bases of the walls.
[measure]

the same size. 23

Many hearths for cooking tons of food for giant
feasts.

Then, ___, the [angel-man] says to me,
“These are the cooks' kitchens, where
the temple workers cook the slaughtered [meat] the people [give to support the sacred government workers].”
24

Do you provide food for YAH's servants? Or do you
tell them to get a ‘real’ job? Again, the ‘sacrificed’
animals get eaten, not burned up! There never was
any such thing as Hebrew ‘animal sacrifice.’ Only
‘animal donation.’

Ezekiel 47
Ezekiel Foresees The Promised
Land's Renewal
1 Then the [brassy angel flies] me back to the
door of the vision-temple, ___. I see
waters streaming out from under the
temple's threshold on the east, the direction the temple faces. The waters
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flow down from under from the
temple's right side, south of the [cooking]
altar. 2 Then [the angel flies] me out via the
[vision-temple's] north-facing gate. He leads
me around the outside [walkway] to the
outer east-facing gate by the [east] road.
There I see waters gushing from the
[temple's] right [south] side. 3 Then the [angel]
man with the line in his hand [flies] out
eastward. He measures 1000 cubits [1/3
mile]. Then he [pulls] me through the ankle-deep stream-waters. 4 As the [angel]
measures [another] 1000 [cubits], he [flies]
me through the knee-high waters. As
he measures [another] 1000, he brings
me through waters that now rise up to
[my] waist, ___. 5 As he measures [another] 1000 [cubits], the water grows into a
river I can't pass over. The waters swell
past swimming depth. [They become] a river that no [mortal] could cross, ___! 6
Then the [angel man] asks me, “‘Son of
Adam,’ [have you] seen [enough]?” [I nod ‘yes’ as I
[also]

blink back the torrent of water that's nearly drowning me,

So the [angel hauls] me back [up out of the
flood] to the shore of the watercourse. 7
So I [float up the vision-temple's hill]. There [below
me] at the bank of the river I see [millions]
of trees on both the [temple] side and the
far [east] side of the river-flood. 8 Then
the [angel-man] says to me, “These waters
issue out toward the east [Jordan] circular
[land]. They [stream] down into the Arabah
{Desert-plain-gorges}. They pass into the
[Dead (Salt)] sea, healing its waters, [making
it fresh].
___.]

This is both a literal future prediction and a
metaphor for the spiritual renewal of the Middle-East.

Soon, wherever the [supernatural] rivers
roll, every living creature that moves [on
the earth comes to] thrive, ___. Hordes of
fish emerge [in the desert], because these
waters flow there. The [drylands] heal.
Where the river streams, everything
[springs to] life!
9

Moves = swarms.

Soon fishers [flock to] stand
upon [this riverbank]! They stretch their
Ezekiel 47:10
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nets from [Palestinian] En-Gedi {Kid-Fountain} all the way [east] to [Moab's] EnEglaim {Two-Calf-Fountain}! [This river] fills
with thousands of species of fish, like
the great [Mediterranean] sea!
En-Eglaim's location is subject to conjecture. It
may be in Palestine or in Ar of Moab.

But [YAH] leaves the miry muddy
marshes and mud flats unhealed, so
the people can gather salt [inland instead of
traveling to a sea].
11

A metaphor for some ingrates refusing to repent,
even during the best of blessings.

*And by [this] river, on the
banks on this [temple] side and on
the [far Arab] side, every [species of]
food-bearing tree come to
grow. Their leaves never fade
[or decay]. Their fruit never runs
out. [Each tree] brings forth ripe
fruit [every] month, because [it
drinks] the waters that gush from
[YAH's] sanctuary. This fruit
comes to supply [millions of humans and
animals with] nutrition. And [the trees']
leaves provide healing-remedies [for all people].
12

Healing comes from water, leaves, fresh air and
exercise. Healing does not come from pills, surgery
nor radiation.

YAH Specifies Israel's Correct Land
Portions
13 Adonai Yahweh predicts,
“The following are the boundaries by which you will
allot the land proportionally to the 12 tribes of Israel: The [descendants of] Joseph {Increaser} get two portions [corresponding to Joseph's two sons].
14

Divide the land fairly and equitably to
all [Hebrews]. I lifted up my hand [in oath] to
give this [land] to your forefathers. So
this land will fall to each [true spiritual Israelite] by lot.
15
The following are the [promised] land's boundaries: on
the north edge, [trace a line east] from the great
[Mediterranean] sea through Hethlon {Swath} to the entrance of Zedad {Side};
16
[Continue tracing east through] Hamath {Joined-Walls}, Berothah
{Cypress}, Sibraim {Double-Hope} (which lies between
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the border of Damascus and the border of Hamath
{Joined-Walls}), [to] Hazar-Hatticon {Middle-Village},
which lies near the border of Hauran {Cavern}.
17
So [Israel's true northern] border runs [east] from the
[Mediterranean] sea to Hazar-Enan {Spring-Town} at the
border of Damascus, with the border of Hamath
{Joined-Walls} to the north. The above defines [Israel's
proper] north border.
18

On the east edge draw [a line south] between Hauran {Cavern} and Damascus.
Trace [the east side of] Gilead {MonumentMound}. Follow Israel's [current] territorial
border. Continue on [south] to the eastern [Dead] sea. That defines [Israel's true]
east border.
19

For the [Promised land's] Negev {SouthLand}
boundary, continue southward from
Tamar {Tall-Palm} to the Meriboth-Kadesh {Waters-of-Strife} in Kadesh
{Sanctuary}. Then [measure west] along the
Vadi {Riverland} of Egypt to the great
[Mediterranean] sea. That defines [Israel's proper] southern border.
Ezekiel 47:20

The great

sea forms the
[promised land's] west edge [all the way from Egypt
north] to a [western point] opposite Hamath
{Joined-Walls}. That defines [Israel's true]
western boundary.
[Mediterranean]

21

So you apportion this land proportionally to the [populations of] your [fellow] tribes of
Israel.

*
Divide the [promised land] by lot as
inheritance-grants for you [native
Israelis] and for the foreigners
who sojourn among you and
who bear children among you.
Treat all [foreigners] born in the
[promised] land as [as if they were] your
fellow descendants of Israel.
[Anyone born here] among the tribes
of Israel must share in the lots
you cast to apportion landgrants to your [fellow Israelis].
22
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23

In whatever tribe the [converted foreign-blooded person born in Israel] settles, there you
must give him an inheritable [land-grant],”
decrees Adonai Yahweh.

Ezekiel 48
The Angel Specifies Israel's Land
Allotment

1 [YAH's angel continues,]
“Here is the list of the tribes of Israel [and the territory
each eventually receives] . The territory of Dan {Judge} lies in
[Israel's] extreme north. Its boundary line follows the
Hethlon {Swath} road to the entrance to Hamath
{Joined-Walls}. [Dan's north border] runs on [east] to Hazar-Enan {Spring-Town} on the border of Damascus, with
Hamath to the north. Dan's territory [extends all the way
across the land of Israel from] east to west.
Jacob's 2 wives' sons' tribes go nearest the temple
center of the Promised land. The concubines' sons'
tribes get land out in the boonies. A well-drawn
map would replace most of the words in this chapter.
2
Asher's [tribal] territory lies [immediately] south of Dan's
and also extends [across Israel] from east to west.
3
Naphtali's [tribal] territory lies [just] south of Asher's
[land], and also extends [across Israel] from east to west.
4
Likewise, on the [southern] border of Naphtali [Wrestler's]
land, Manasseh's [tribal] region extends across [Israel]
from East to West.
5
Likewise, on the [southern] border of Manasseh's land,
Ephraim's [tribal] region extends from East to West
across [Israel].
6
Likewise, on the [southern] border of Ephraim's [territory],
the land of [the tribe descended from] Reuben {Look-a-Son}
stretches all the way from the east side to the west
side [of Israel].
7
Similarly, from the [southern] border of Reuben's [tribe],
the territory of [the tribe of] Judah {Celebrated} stretches
from the east side to the west side [of the promised land].
8
Immediately south of Judah's [territory], a consecrated [strip of] land 25000 cubits [8.33 miles] long extends
as far east and west as the tribal territories, with
[YAH's] Temple at the center.
9
This, Yahweh's dedicated [sacred government] area, measures 25000 [cubits] long by 10000 [cubits] deep.
Ezekiel 48:10
This holy dedicated area is the domain of the
priests. Again, preserve its [size at] 8 miles long along
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its north and south sides and 3 miles long on its
west and east sides, with [YAH's] sanctuary at its
center.
11

Reserve this [land grant] for sanctified
priests [spiritually] descended from Zadok
{Righteous}. [Zadok] guarded my commandments. He stayed on track while
the ‘sons of Israel’ wandered off [because]
the Levites got seduced [by the devil].

12
This special land allotment for [righteous priests] is the
most sacred land of all. Next to it lies the land
where the [not so righteous] Levites live.
13
The land allotted to the [not especially righteous] Levites
measures the same size and shape as that belonging to the [more righteous] priests: ~8 miles long by ~3
miles wide. So each of these portions of [government]
land measures 25000 cubits long by 10000 cubits
wide.
14

No [priest] can sell, exchange or lease the
usufruct of their land, because [priestly
trust-assets] are Yahweh's sacred [property].
15

[South of the sacred Temple area,] allot an additional strip of
land ~8.3 miles long by ~1.7 miles wide for public
use: homes, pasturelands and common lands, with
[a] city at the center.
16
This [inhabited] area measures 4,500 cubits [~1.5 miles]
along each of its sides: north, south, east and
west.
17

The city lies ringed by a border of [open]
land 250 [cubits, that is 440 feet] wide on each
side — north, south, east and west.
Allowing space for wildlife, trees, gardening and
domesticated animals.
18

On the [southern] border of the dedicated
sacred government [land tract, pasture]
flanks the city-area. [This pasture] runs the
[north-south] length [of the city-area]. [The pasture]
extends along the dedicated sacred [government land] tract for 10 thousand [cubits] [3
miles] eastward, and 10 thousand [cubits]
[3 miles] [west] seaward. Produce [from these
fields] serves as food for the people [who]
serve the city.
19

The people of all the tribes of Israel
who serve the city work the [farmland].
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Ezekiel 48:20
So, ___, the total area in the center of the dedicated [sacred government] section plus the [area] occupied
by the city forms a square measuring 10 miles on
each side.
21
The principal [priest] exclusively [manages] the remaining [land] on both sides of the dedicated sacred government land area and the land held by the city. [In
other words,] the principal [priest manages] the [portion of the
promised] land east of the 25 thousand [cubit] [8 mile]
dedicated [government land]. Similarly, [he supervises] the
land west of that [same 8 mile government area]. The temple's sanctuary rests at the heart of the [above-described] region.
22
So the land held by the Levites, and land occupied
by the [public] city, form enclaves within the principal
[priest's oversight area] . [All of this government land lies] between Judah's [southern tribal] border and Benjamin's northern
[tribal border].
23
The remaining tribes [get land south of the principal priest's area].
First, [the tribe of] Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} gets one
[portion of land] that [stretches] from the [promised land's] east
side to its west side.
24
Directly south of Benjamin's [tribal] region, [the tribe of]
Simeon {Listener} gets one [portion of land] which likewise
extends from [Israel's] east edge to the [Mediterranean]
sea.
25
Directly south of Simeon's [tribal] region, [the tribe of] Issachar {Reward} gets one [portion of land] which likewise
extends from [Israel's] east edge to the [Mediterranean]
sea.
26
Directly south of Issachar's [tribal] region, [the tribe of]
Zebulun {House} gets one [portion of land] which likewise
extends from [Israel's] east edge to the [Mediterranean]
sea.
27
Directly [south] of Zebulun's [tribal] region, [the tribe of]
Gad {Troop} gets one [band of land] which likewise extends from [Israel's] east edge to the [Mediterranean] sea.
28
Gad's southern territorial border stretches [west]
from Tamar {Tall-Palm} to Mariah-Kadesh {Waters-Of-Strife} in Kadesh {Sanctuary}, then on [West] to the
Vadi {River-lands} of [Egypt], then on [west to] the great
[Mediterranean] sea.
29

The above describes how you'll divide
the [promised] land's [area] when you [cast]
lots for each tribe of Israel to [claim their]
heritage-homelands. Use the [above
mapped] apportionments [to avoid disputes],”
orders Adonai Yahweh. Ezekiel 48:30
A list follows of the city's exit gates, beginning on
the [city's] north side, which measures 4500 cubits.
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31
The gates of the city are named after the tribes of
Israel. [The] 3 north gates are as follows: one gate
[named after] Reuben {Look-a-Son}, one gate [named after]
Judah {Celebrated}, one gate [named after] Levi {Uniter}.
32
On the city's eastern 4500-cubit length lie 3 gates:
one gate [named after] Joseph {Increaser}, one gate [named
after] Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}, one gate [named after]
Dan {Judge}.
33
Likewise, on the [city's] southern 4500-cubit edge
stand 3 gates: one gate [named after] Simeon {Listener},
one gate [named after] Issachar {Reward}, one gate [named
after] Zebulun {House}.
34
Finally, on the [city's] 4500-cubit west [seaward] side
stand 3 gates: one gate [named after] Gad {Troop}, one
gate [named after] Asher {Happy}, one gate [named after]
Naphtali {Wrestler}.
35

surrounding [the
18 thousand
[cubits (~ 6 miles)]. From now [on, the city is
named,] ‘Yahweh Is Here.’”

[The circumference of the wall]

city south of the temple measures]

4500 x 4 = 18000.

Daniel 1
Babylon Invades Israel, Capturing
Daniel
1 In [497 B.C.,] the 3rd year of the reign of
Judea's [evil] king JAHoiakim {YAH-Raises},
Nebuchadnezzar (Emperor of Babylon)
besieges and invades Jerusalem.
Daniel is probably about 16 years old when Nebuchadnezzar's armies leave Babylon to attack Israel in 497BC. About a year later, Jerusalem lies
defeated. The Apocrypha contains an amazing story purporting to describe Daniel's pre-adolescence
before the Babylonian invasion.

Yahweh hands Judea's [villainous] king
JAHoiakim into Nebuchadnezzar's control-fist. [Nebuchadnezzar] also confiscates
his 1st load of precious [gold] utensils
from Elohim's [Jerusalem] temple. Nebuchadnezzar's [troops] carry JAHoiakim
[~650km northeast] into the land of Shinar [a
plain in Babylonia] to the temple of [Babylon's pagan] god. Nebuchadnezzar's [administrators]
carry [Jerusalem's temple] utensils into the
treasure house of [the same demonic] ‘god’.
2

Sopherim [wise-guy-clerics] here replaced ‘YHVH’
with ‘Adonai.’ Later Persian Emperor Cyrus, [proba-
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bly descended from Esther,] ultimately gives
Jerusalem's temple's utensils back to Ezra.

King Forces Daniel Into Palace
Training Camp
3 The Emperor also orders Ashpenaz
(the master of [Babylon's Imperial] eunuchs)
to deport [to Babylon] some of the [best and
brightest] youths of Israel, including some
of [Jewish] king [JAHoiakim's] seed [children]
and some [Hebrew nobles].
Quite likely Daniel was castrated here, to make
him docile.
4 [To populate his extraordinary palace school, the Em-

flawless, handsome [Hebrew]
youths, skillful in all sorts of wisdom,
cunning in knowledge, [men] who grasp
science, and who are qualified and able
to [obediently] serve in the royal palace.
peror demands]

[The Emperor appoints teachers to open these boys'

the [enormous advanced library of] literature [written] in the Chaldean language. 5
The Emperor awards these [top-notch Hebrew boys] a daily provision of royal food,
and of the [same] wine [or juice] which the
Emperor drinks. [Stewards] nourish the
[boys] for 3 years, preparing them to officially serve the Emperor. 6 Now
among these [special] Judean [boys shine]
DaniEl {El-Judges}, HananiYah {YAH-Favored}, MishaEl {Who-EL-Is} and AzariYah
{YAH-Helps}. 7 *The chief of the euminds to]

nuchs

[strips the Hebrew boys of their Hebrew
names, because each of their names refer to the
hebrew deity: YAH].

The eunuch renames the [boys]. DaniEl {ElJudges} becomes Belteshazzar
{Baal-Save-His-Life}. HananiYah
{YAH-Favored} [becomes] Shadrach
{Command-Of-Aku-The-Sun-God}.
MishaEl {Who-EL-Is} [becomes]
Meshach {No-One-Equals-Aku}. And
AzariYah {YAH-Helps} [becomes]
Abed-Nego {Servant-of-Nego}.
Some dictionaries also list Aku as a moon god.

Daniel Refuses To Eat Unclean Royal Food
8 *But DaniEl {El-Judges} resolves

in his heart never to defile
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himself [by eating] the Emperor's
meat, nor [by drinking] the wine the
Emperor drinks. So, to avoid
polluting himself, [DaniEl] asks
the prince of the eunuchs [to excuse him from eating the royal food].
The royal food probably included pork, shellfish
and other unclean meats. Also, the meat was probably from animals that had been ritually ‘sacrificed’
to Baal-gods, and prepared with the blood still in it.

the Eloah {Supreme-Being}
brings DaniEl {El-Judges} into [the] favor
and sympathy of the chief of the eunuchs. Daniel 1:10 The Chief of the eunuchs says to DaniEl {El-Judges}, “[Don't let
your Hebrew food regulations endanger me] ! I fear
my lord the Emperor. He [ordered me to give
you] your [unclean] meat and drink. The
Emperor might chop off my head if he
sees your faces thinner and sadder
than the other youth your age [in the training program. Just eat the royal food!]”
9 [Yahweh]

‘We already cut off your genitals! Don't make us
cut off your head!’
11 So DaniEl {El-Judges} [cunningly] replies to [the
steward/butler/guard] whom the prince of the eunuchs set
over himself and [over] HananiYah {YAH-Favored},
MishaEl {Who-EL-Is} and AzariYah {YAH-Helps}: 12

“Please! Try an experiment on your
slaves. For 10 days have the [cooks] give
us [Hebrews] only [food] from seeds to eat,
and water to drink.

Daniel was not a strict vegetarian. But seeds, nuts,
fruits and vegetables are the most healthy food.
The largest and strongest animals on earth (rhinoceros, bulls, etc.) eat only plants. The quickest
way to get in shape is to drink freshly extracted
veggie/fruit juice and to power-walk.

Then gather all us youth before you,
and compare how our [vegetarian] faces
look compared to the faces of the boys
who feast on the Emperor's food. Then
[let your eyes decide what you'll feed us].” 14 So the
steward consents to the Hebrews. He
tests them [by feeding them kosher veggies, seeds,
nuts and water for] 10 days. 15 And at the
end of 10 days the Hebrew's faces look
better and more muscular than all the
youths [pigging out on] the king's [rich, occult-related] food!
13
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Perhaps but not necessarily because the vegetables were better food. Try it out, use
fruit/veggie/nut/seed shakes and water for 10
days, and see if you're in better health. You almost
certainly will be.

*So the guard stops bringing
the Hebrew youths the royal [occult-connected] feast-food and prescribed wine. He just gives [the
Hebrews] seeds [and produce grown from
seeds].
16

Seeds are nutrient-dense powerhouses. Seeds are
alive even in storage. If you plant seeds, they
grow. So seeds contain life-producing properties
which dead foods lack. Seeds contain a spark of
life, a fire from heaven necessary to your digestive
process. Modern genetic modification has, in service to Satan, stripped seeds of their ability to
grow, just like modern mRNA-vaccines are making
humans infertile. 4 ounces of organic veggie juice
4 times a day will do wonders for your health. The
seed-based diet immediately precedes Daniel & his
friends receiving unparalleled wisdom. This, however, falls short of a commandment to enforce
strict vegetarianism.

*Elohim gives these 4 [Hebrew]
youths knowledge and skill in
every aspect of learning and
wisdom. DaniEl {El-Judges} [learns to
discern the meanings of] all [kinds of] visions and dreams.
17

Such comprehensive knowledge & wisdom (sophia)
are necessary for identifying the Mark, name and
number of the Beast.

Daniel Becomes A Babylonian Official
18 Now at the end of the [training] days
(that the king had scheduled to lead up
to the presentation of the youth), the
chief of the eunuchs ushers the youths
into [the throne-room] before [Emperor]
Nebuchadnezzar. 19 The Emperor
[interrogates] the youth. He sees that
among all the [Empire's] youth there are
none [equal to] DaniEl {El-Judges},
HananiYah {YAH-Favored}, MishaEl {WhoEL-Is} and AzariYah {YAH-Helps}. So the
[Hebrew slave-boys] enter the [Babylonian Emperor’s] service. Daniel 1:20 *In all mat-

ters of wisdom and understanding in which the Emperor
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interrogates these [4 Hebrew boys],
he finds them 10 times superior to all the magicians and astrologers in all his realm. 21 *So
DaniEl {El-Judges} [stays working in the
Imperial palace even after the Medo-Persians conquer Babylon, for 69 years,]

until the 1st

year of [the reign of Esther's likely son, Persian] Emperor Cyrus {Sun}.

Daniel 2
King Nebuchadnezzar Dreams Of A
Metal Statue
1 In [495B.C.,] the 2nd year of his reign,
[Emperor] Nebuchadnezzar dreams [such intense, lucid] dreams that his breath [heaves in
and out like he's being] beaten. He [tosses and
turns all night, unable to] sleep. 2 So the Emperor commands [his attendants] to call
[Babylon's] magicians [exorcists], spell-conjurers, sorcerers, Chaldean [astrologers and
future-tellers], to [see if they can read his mind, to]
tell both the content and meaning of
his dreams. So [hundreds of famous] occultists strut [into the throne-room]. They
stand before the Emperor. 3 The Emperor [barks] to his [royal] occultists, “I had
a nightmare. It'll keep troubling my
spirit until I know what it means.” 4 The
Chaldean [astologers] say to the king (in
Syriac [Aramaic]), “O king, live forever.
Tell [us,] your servants the dream. Then
we will show you what it means.”
These impostors can't read the Emperor's mind.

The king answers his Chaldean [astrologers,] “By my irrevocable [Imperial] command: if you [occultists] fail to [immediately]
tell me what I dreamed, and what it
means, [my executioners will] cut you in
pieces. Then [my armies will] make your
houses into dunghills.
5

Nebuchadnezzar didn't play around with bogus occultists. It was ‘play or pay with your life.’

But if you [read my mind and] tell me that I
dreamed, and interpret the dream, I'll
give you gifts and rewards and great
honor. So show me what I just
6
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dreamed. And reveal to me what it
means.” 7 The [astrologers] answer again,
begging, “Please, Emperor, tell [your]
servants what you dreamed, and we
will show you its interpretation.”
These charlatans have been living high on the royal
hog for decades, pretending to have psychic powers, when they're really just demon-toy tricksters.

The Emperor answers, “I can see
You're stalling for
time because you know I just irrevocably [decreed your death sentence]. 9 But if you
won't [read my mind] and tell me what I
dreamed, [you're dead-meat,] because you're
conspiring to speak lying and corrupt
words in my face, trying to delay, [hoping
an assassin will kill me so you'll be off the hook]. So
[for the last time:] tell me what I dreamed.
Then I'll trust that you can show me its
interpretation.” Daniel 2:10 The astrologers answer, facing the Emperor,
crying, “No man on earth can [mind-read]
the Emperor's [dreams]! Never has a king,
lord or ruler ever demanded such feats
of any magician, exorcist-sorceror or
astrologer! 11 Your majesty requires a
[humanly impossible] miracle! There is no human who can [telepathically read the Emperor's
dreams! The only beings who can read minds are] the
[high] elohim {supernatural-authorities} . But
[unlike lower demons, the higher-powers refuse] to
live among fleshly [mortals].”
Nebuchadnezzar Condemns His
Wise Men
12 At this [dogde,] the Emperor explodes
in fury. He screams, “[Executioners,] destroy all the sages of Babylon!” 13 The
decree trumpets [across Babylon,] “Kill all
the wise-men!” Executioners rush [into the
bedrooms of] DaniEl {El-Judges} and his
friends. [The attackers drag the Hebrew boys out of
8

[through your occult tricks]!

bed, down the halls, bumping down the stairs, scraping
their faces down the rocky street, to the public execution
square. The soldiers lay the sages’ necks on the chopping

to murder them. 14 Then, with
prudence and wisdom, DaniEl {ElJudges}[looks up from the chopping block]. He addresses Iri-Aku {Servant of the Sun-God},
the General of the Emperor's guard, [at
blocks]
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whose command the executioners are lifting their swords]

to slay [Daniel and the other] scholars of
Babylon:
Arioch = Iri-Aku, see Gen 14:1.

DaniEl {El-Judges} asks Imperial General Arioch, “Why has the Emperor [sentenced us to death without a trial]?” So [General] IriAku explains [the death sentence] to DaniEl.
16 Then DaniEl {El-Judges}[jumps up from the
execution block. He] rushes, [outrunning the screaming executioners who chase him] to the throneroom. DaniEl begs the Emperor, “Please
give me time [to pray to Yahweh]. I [intend to supernaturally, telepathically] reveal to you the
meaning of your dream, [without even hearing
it].” 17 Then DaniEl {El-Judges} runs [back]
to [the execution block in front of] his quarters.
He explains [the dilemma to] his companions: HananiYah {YAH-Favored}, MishaEl
{Who-EL-Is} and AzariYah {YAH-Helps}.) 18
15

*[DaniEl begs his friends to] pray for the
mercies of [Yahweh], heaven's
Elah {Supreme-Being}, [to reveal to
DaniEl] the Emperor's mystery
[dream,] so DaniEl and his fellows
won't perish with the rest of
the wise men of Babylon.
The Aramaic 'Elah' here (Hebrew 'Eloah') is the
same root as the Muslim 'Allah.' Just an insignificant change of vowel sound. Praise to 'God of
Heaven' repeated by Emperor Cyrus in 2 Chr
36:23.

Daniel Interprets The Emperor's
Statue Dream

19 [Daniel falls on his face. His chest slams the ground.
He stretches out his arms. He begs Yahweh for revelation.

Then, in a night vision, [Yahreveals the [Emperor's]
secret [dream] to DaniEl. Then DaniEl
[jumps up. He runs for the palace, shouting] praises
to [Yahweh] the Elohim of heaven. Daniel
2:20 DaniEl {El-Judges} shouts [as he runs
Time passes…]

weh telepathically]

down the palace streets toward the Imperial throne-room.

“Kneel [and adore] the Name of
Elohim forever and ever! [All]
wisdom and power [belong to YAH]!
He sings,]
[Yahweh]

Risking his life for praising the forbidden God.

*[Yahweh] alters the times and
the seasons! [Yahweh] installs
21
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kings. He knocks Emperors off
[their thrones]! [Yahweh] grants wisdom
to the wise. He [gives] intelligence to people who teach
knowledge.
‘Times and seasons’ includes everything from ordering history to appointing calendars and holidays
and festivals.

*[Yahweh] reveals the [universe's]
deep and secret [truths and treasures.
Yahweh] knows what lies in the
darkness. The light dwells with
[Yahweh]. 23 I thank you, and praise you,
22

Elohim of my fathers. [You] give
me wisdom and power. [You] revealed to
me what we asked you: you displayed
to us the King's [secret] dream!” 24 So
DaniEl {El-Judges} sprints into [the fortress of
General] Arioch {Servant of the Sun-God-Aku},
(whom the Emperor had commanded to
destroy the sages of Babylon). Daniel
runs in [past the guards]. He shouts, “Don't
destroy Babylon's wise-men! Escort me
in before the Emperor! I'll interpret the
Emperor's [secret] dream!” 25 [General] Arioch immediately whisks DaniEl {ElJudges}[into the throne-room] before the Emperor. Arioch says, “[Emperor,] I've found
a [visionary] man among the captives from
Judea! [DaniEl] will [telepathically] reveal to
[your] Majesty the meaning [of your dream].”
[Yahweh]

Arioch seizes the opportunity to credit himself.

Emperor [addresses] DaniEl
by his pagan name, “Belteshazzar, are you able to [telepathically] reveal to me the dream-vision I've seen,
and interpret it?” 27 The Emperor's face
[bears down on DaniEl like a searchlight]. DaniEl answers, “The secret the Emperor has demanded can't be telepathically [mind-read
and recounted] by any wise man, astrologer, magician nor soothsayer. 28
But there is an Elohim {High-Power} in
heaven who reveals secrets: [Yahweh]
makes known to the Emperor Nebuchadnezzar what will occur [from now until]
the final days [of world history]. Your dream,
26

The

[skeptical]

{El-Judges}
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and the visions [you saw in] your head
upon your bed, are these: 29 "Your
majesty, [last night,] as you lie in bed,
thinking about what's coming in [earth's]
future, [Yahweh] the revealer of secrets
shows you what's going to happen:
Daniel 2:30 Now [Yahweh] explained the
mystery to me, but not because I have
greater wisdom than anyone else alive.
[Yahweh just] wants you to know what your
dream means, Emperor. [YAH] wants you
to understand what went through your
mind: 31 You, Emperor, see a vision of
a great statue. This huge image, whose
brightness [shines like the sun], stands before
you, looming, terrifying. 32 *This

statue's head is of fine gold,
his breast and his arms of silver, his belly and his thighs of
brass.
Gold=Babylon, Silver=Medo-Persia, Brass=Greece.
Note that there are 5 parts to the statue, not 4 as
is often cited by people who miss that today's New
World Order and the mess that preceded it are part
of the doomed statue, and not in any sense 'Christian' nations. The metals are listed in descending
order of specific gravity, making the statue topheavy and therefore doomed to fall from the beginning. Meaning that today's world-government is
more unstable and unreliable than all previous empires. it's time for true believers to stand up and
lead the frightened masses.

*[The dream statue stands on] legs of
iron [supported by] feet partly of
iron and partly of [baked] clay.
33

Iron legs: Roman empire. Feet of iron (military
power) + clay (popular vote) = Democratic Republics of the United Nations. (A fragile, worthless
iron-ceramic mixture.) The only strong form of
government is a benevolent dictatorship run by
YHVH's Laws. Ben Franklin rightly proposed that
the United States be run by Mosaic Law.

*As you watch, [some unseen force,] without hands,
cuts a stone [out of the earth.
34

The unseen force hurls the stone at
the statue]. [The rock]

strikes
the statue on its iron-
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clay feet. The [impact bursts
the feet] into pieces.
The stone is Yahshua, the Hebrew Messiah, who
destroys the evil human empire to which your
neighbors pledge allegiance: the revived Roman
Empire. No human being contributes to YAHshua's
rule. It is YAH's work alone. We believers are kids
whom Daddy lets come to work and mess up the
office.

*The statue's iron,
clay, brass, silver and
gold collapse and shatter, [pulverized together] like
the chaff on a summer
[grain] threshing-floor.
The wind [of YAH's Spirit] carries the [powder of the world's
empires] away, leaving no
trace. Yet [the Messiah,] the
stone who struck the
statue, becomes a great
‘mountain’ who fills the
whole earth.
35

The final beast kingdom is the amassing of this
powder into one beastly last hurrah. See Rev 13.

That was [your] dream. Now, Emperor,
we will tell you what the dream signifies. 37 You, Emperor [Nebuchadnezzar], are
Emperor over [many] kings. For [Yahweh]
the Elohim of heaven has given you dominion [over the Babylonian Empire,] with power, and strength and glory.
36

King of kings is a title meaning 'Emperor,' shared
by Jesus, YHVH, Nebuchadnezzar, etc.

*And wherever [within your Empire]
the children of mortals dwell,
and the beasts of the field [roam,]
and birds of the sky [fly], [YAH]
has given [them] into your hand
[of stewardship]. He has made you
governor over them all. You
38
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[dream-statue's]

head of

YAH blesses Imperial beneficent dictatorship as the
best form of worldly government. YAH is not impressed by Democracy. Nebuchadnezzar was not
the first Emperor of Babylon. But he was the first
to control Jerusalem. The statue is primarily concerned with who has control of Jerusalem.

And after you, a [silver] Empire, [MedoPersia] arises. [But it proves] inferior to you.
Then a 3rd Empire [Greece, represented by]
brass, comes to wield rule over all the
[civilized] earth.
39

2Chr 36:22. The Medo-Persian Empire falls to
Alexander of Greece. The ‘earth’ mentioned here is
that portion of the globe that affects Israel. World
history not affecting Israel is of low priority.

*Then a 4th Empire
[Rome] rises, strong as iron: iron
which dashes in pieces and
crushes everything. Like iron
ruins [gold, silver and brass, the Roman Empire] breaks [the world's populations] to
pieces. It bruises [and ultimately destroys the whole earth].
Daniel 2:40

As the Empires become more democratic, they become less valuable.

*[Finally,] you saw the
[dream-statue's] feet and
toes, partly of potters’
clay, and partly of iron.
[This foretells that] the [End-Times
New-World-Order] Dominion
will be divided, [an unstable,
41

regressive Christian-Pagan halfbreed].

But there will remain in [United Nations] the
[brute] strength of [Roman
military] iron. [That's why] you
saw the iron mixed with
muddy clay.
Today's 5th world Empire includes the formidable
Mohammedan [Islamic] power, schizophrenic in its
promotion of peace (Salam) mixed with insane vio-
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lence. See Luke 21:24, Acts 3:18-26. The Mohammedans conquered Jerusalem in 636, exactly
*666.6* years after Rome conquered Egypt and
Greece, thus gaining middle-east control in the
battle of Actium in 31BC. Muslim feet have trod
down Jerusalem for 14 centuries, unlike the previous 4 Kingdoms which merely invaded Jerusalem
then left.

*Just as the toes of the [dreamstatue's] feet were part-iron &
part-clay, so the [the Muslim Bloc/New
World Order's] Dominion becomes
partly strong, and partly broken.
42

A schizophrenic, debt-crushed Empire in which,
one Sunday, the preacher teaches you to love your
enemies, and the next Sunday he sends your boy
off to kill your enemies in a war.

*And just as you saw
iron mixed with miry
clay, the [end-times world leaders] mingle themselves
43

[using democratic socialist republics
and publicly traded corporations]

with [later generations] of
men. But the [elitists]
won't [be able] to [share authority] with the [greedy, covetous
voting masses], just as iron
can't mix with clay.
The United Nations' political alliances will not hold
together. 10 toes = 10 kings of Rev 17:12-18. The
Muslims never truly partner with 'Christians' and
pagans.

*And in the days of
these [New World Order] political-powers, [Yahweh] the
Elohim of Heaven comes
to establish a Kingdom
that will never be destroyed. YAH's kingdom
won't be left to [non-He44
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people. It breaks in
pieces and consumes all
[worldly] dominions. [The Dominion of YAH] stands forever. 45 *You, [Emperor] saw an
brew]

cut the stone [YahShua]
out of the mountain, and [hurl it,]
shattering into pieces the [statue's] iron, brass, clay, silver and
gold. [Yahweh] the Supreme Elohim has made known to [you,]
Emperor, what happens [in the
world's future]. [Your] dream is [an exact
representation of the future of the human race] .
The interpretation [I've given you is
rock-solid].”
[invisible force]

Emperor Makes Daniel Deputy King
Of The World

*Then Emperor Nebuchadnezzar falls [down] on his face.
He worships DaniEl {El-Judges}.
[Nebuchadnezzar] commands the [Babylonians] to pour in food offerings
to [DaniEl], and to burn fragrant
incense [in worship of] Daniel.
46

Worldly leaders crave spiritual insight to help them
make decisions. Don't hide your light!

*The Emperor [shouts],
“Truly, [Daniel, Yahweh] your
Elohim {Diety} is the
Eloah {Supreme-Being}
over [all] elohim. [He's the]
Adonai {Sovereign} [over all]
kings. He's a revealer of
secrets!” 48 *Then the
Emperor makes DaniEl
{El-Judges} a [top Babylonian]
Authority, and gives him
47
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many great gifts, and
makes him ruler over
the ENTIRE quasi-global
jurisdiction of Babylon,
and chief-governor over
all the [Empire's] wise-men!
The drama of this scene cannot be overstated: the
greatest Emperor in history makes this condemned, castrated Hebrew slave the de-facto king
of the entire world!

*Then DaniEl {El-Judges} asks
the Emperor, [and the Emperor agrees,]
to set [Daniel's young Hebrew friends]
(Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego) over the affairs of [all] jurisdictional [regions] of Babylon,
while DaniEl remains in the
Emperor's [royal] court!
49

Daniel 3

Emperor Forces All To Pray To A Giant Idol

*[20 years pass.] Emperor
Nebuchadnezzar [foolishly pays metalsmiths to sculpt] an image of gold, 60
cubits [90 feet] high by 6 cubits [9
feet] wide. The Emperor's [slaves]
erect this pole on the plain of
Dura {Circle}, [12 miles South-East of Babylon city,] in the province of Babylon.
1

An enormous carved Asherah pole. Note 60&6,
numbers of man, seen in Rev 13:18. These numerological markers have enormous significance
and should not be translated '90 & 9 feet' as is often done by mistake. Every number in the scripture is not just mathematical accounting, it's thematic code. This pole is similar to the Washington
Monument, which is 666 feet high (including its
base). The "al-Dura" is today a neighborhood in
the Rasheed administrative district in Southern
Baghdad, Iraq. Fleeing United States soldiers called
Al-Dura "the most dangerous place in Iraq".

Then Emperor Nebuchadnezzar sends
to gather together the
princes, the governors, the captains,
2

[soldiers & messengers]
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the judges, the treasurers, the counselors, the sheriffs, and all the rulers of
the provinces, to travel [across the desert] to
the dedication of the [idolatrous] image
which Emperor Nebuchadnezzar's [slaves]
erect. 3 So the princes, governors, captains, judges, treasurers, counselors,
sheriffs, and all the rulers of [Babylon's]
provinces, gather together at the dedication of the statue that Emperor Nebuchadnezzar has set up. The [crowd of thousands] stands, [mouths gaping wide, looking up at]
the image that Nebuchadnezzar's [slavearmies] have lifted up [to the sky]. 4 Then a
herald cries aloud, “Peoples! Nations!
Language-groups! You are [hereby] ordered: 5 *At the exact time that

you hear the sound of the
horn, pipe, harp, zither, lute,
bagpipe and [whatever other] kind of
musical instrument [the army-band
plays], you [shall] fall down and
worship the golden image that
Emperor Nebuchadnezzar has
erected:
Modern idolatry is much more sophisticated and
subtle: swearing oaths to judges, pledging allegiance to flags, signing statements under penalty
of perjury, building monuments and printing coins
and bills showing engraved images of revered national worldly leaders who happen to be mass-murderers.

*And whoever [fails to] fall down
and worship [the idol,] will the
same hour be hurled [by Imperial soldiers] into the [white-hot] center of a
burning fiery furnace!”
6

This story is powerful because, like the saga of today's health-scare lockdowns, it illustrates the inevitable and futile war waged by utilitarian [human-invented] statutes against natural [God-ordained] law as championed by Jean-Jacques
Rousseau.

Suddenly, all the [gathered] people hear
the sound of the horn, pipe, harp,
zither, lute and the rest of the [army
band's] musical instruments. All the [native
Babylonians], and the [conquered] nationals,
and the [people of the tribal] language7
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groups, [except some Hebrews,] fall down and
worship the golden image that Emperor
Nebuchadnezzar has [so devilishly] set up.
Are moderns more advanced? Today whoever refuses to wear their useless slave-mask and recieve
their tracking-chip vaccine full of aborted baby
cells and monkey-kidney-pus, is denied access to
buy food.

Occultists Kill Hebrews For Refusing To Bow
8 Suddenly certain Chaldean [astrologers]
approach [the Emperor]. They accuse the
Jews [of treason, for failing to bow to the idol]. 9 The
[occultists] address Emperor Nebuchadnezzar, [flattering him:] “O king, live forever. Daniel 3:10 —You have commanded a
decree, O king, that every human who
hears the sound of the horn, flute,
zither, lyre, harp, pipes and the rest of
the orchestra's instruments must fall
down and prostrate themselves to [your]
image of gold. 11 —[So soldiers] must throw
everyone who fails to fall down and
worship [the idol] into the middle of a
burning fiery furnace.
There is no natural way to survive in man's worldsystem while obeying YAH. You will have to depend
on the world-system or depend on YAH's miracles.

*—There are certain Jews
whom you've set over the affairs of the province of Babylon: Shadrach, Meshach and
Abed-nego; these men, O king,
refuse to pay attention to you.
They [never] serve your elohim
{god}! They [will not] worship the
golden idol-statue which you
have set up.”
12

Thugs Throw Daniel's Friends Into
The Fire
13 Then Nebuchadnezzar (in his raging
fury) commands [soldiers] to summon
Shadrach, Meshach and Abed-Nego.
Soldiers [track down and shove] these [Hebrew]
men before the Emperor. 14 [World-Emperor]
Nebuchadnezzar addresses these [castrated] Hebrew [~35 year-olds]. He asks, “Is it
true, Shadrach, Meshach and Abed-
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Nego, [that you neither] serve my elohim,
nor worship the golden image I've set
up? 15 Now then, as soon as you hear
the sound of the trumpets, oboes,
lyres, zithers, harps, and strings and all
the other instruments, bow down and
worship the statue I have made. If you
[again] refuse [to prostrate yourself to my image,
then my soldiers] will immediately hurl you
into [the hot center of] a blazing furnace.
And who is the Elah {Oak-Power} who
will rescue you out of my hands?” 16
Shadrach, Meshach & Abed-Nego address the Emperor. They cry, “O
Nebuchadnezzar, [though you are the most powerful man on earth,] we [Hebrews] have no need
to present a defense to your [improper]
question, [because our spiritual lives lie completely
outside of your jurisdiction].
“An unjust law is no law at all.”—Martin Luther King
Episodes such as this inspired the 1st Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution: “Congress shall make no
law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition
the Government for a redress of grievances.” And
since neither the Executive nor Judicial branches
can make law, that means no government power
can meddle in your faith, your meetings, or your
communications.

*—If you throw us into the
blazing hot furnace, [Yahweh] our
Elohim {Supernatural-Sovereign},
who [alone] we serve, is able to
deliver us. He will rescue us
out of your hand, Emperor. 18 *
17

—But even if [Yahweh]
doesn't [immediately save us
from the fire,] know, Emperor, that we [Hebrews] will
never serve your gods,
nor bow down to the
golden image you've
erected.” 19
*Nebuchadnezzar
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fury. His face

[turns demon-purple. His

former respect vanishes to murderous rage]

against Shadrach, Meshach and
Abed-Nego. The Emperor
screams, commanding the [soldiers,] “Heat the [execution] furnace 7
times hotter than normal!” Daniel
The Emperor commands the most
mighty warriors in his army, “Tie up
Shadrach, Meshach and Abed-Nego.
Throw them into the burning fiery furnace!” 21 *[Huge warriors lunge at the Hebrew
3:20

The soldiers rope-tie the
men ([fully clothed] in their
cloaks, their pants [tunics], and
their turbans, and their other
clothes). [The thugs run to] throw the
[boys] into the middle of the
blazing hot furnace, ___! 22
*The Emperor [screams] for the
[stokers] to super-heat the furnace. The soldiers carry
Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego up [the furnace-stairway. They toss the
boys into the furnace's mouth!] Flames of
fire [lick up] and [burn the soldiers] to
death! 23 *Meanwhile, these 3
[brave Hebrew] men (Shadrach, Meshach and Abed-nego,) tumble
down, tied in ropes, into the
middle of the blazing hot furnace, ___!
boys.]

[Hebrew]

YAH's Angel Saves Daniel's Friends
From Fire
24 Suddenly Nebuchadnezzar springs to
his feet. Alarmed, he asks his advisers,
“Didn’t we throw 3 men, tied in ropes,
into the middle of the fire?” The [advisers]
answer the Emperor, “Yes, your
majesty.” 25 *Nebuchadnezzar

shouts [to his advisers], “Look: I see
4 men loose, walking in the
middle of the fire, totally un-
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hurt! And the 4th [man] looks
like [the] Son of [Yahweh] the ELoha
{Supreme-Being}!”
Presumably Yahshua, raised from the dead and
passed back through time.

*Then Nebuchadnezzar runs
near the mouth of the blazing
hot furnace. He shouts [into it],
“Shadrach, Meshach and AbedNego, you servants of [Yahweh]
the most high Elah {EverlastingOak-Power}, come out, and come
here!” Then Shadrach, Meshach
and Abed-Nego [rise] out of the
middle of the fire, ___! 27
26

*The [Babylonian] princes,
governors, captains and
royal counselors crowd
around the [3 Hebrew] men,
upon whose bodies the
fire had no power. Not
one hair of the [Hebrews’]
heads appears singed,
___! Nor are their coats
damaged at all! The
smell of fire taints neither the [Hebrews’ clothes nor
bodies]! 28 *Nebuchadnezzar addresses [the huge
crowd]. He shouts, “Kneel
[and adore] [Yahweh] the Elah
{Everlasting-Oak-Power} of
Shadrach, Meshach and
Abed-Nego! [YAH] sent his
Messenger-Angel! [YAH]
rescued his servants
who trusted in Him, who
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defied the Emperor's
command, and who
yielded their bodies [to
certain death], rather than
serve or worship any
elohim, except [Yahweh],
their own [Hebrew] Eloha
{Supreme-Being}.
The Emperor Promotes Daniel's
God & Friends

*So I decree this commandment: That every people, nation or language-group who
speak any charge against
[Yahweh] the Elah {Oak-Power} of
Shadrach, Meshach and AbedNego will be cut in pieces, and
their houses [crushed] into
dunghills: because there is no
other Elah {Everlasting-SupremePower} who can save like [Yahweh]
saves!”
29

See 2 Sam 6:7. This command, issued by the
world-system's ancient ‘golden head’ is still law in
today's cracking-toes global government. No modern human can lawfully speak against Yahweh.

*Then the Emperor promotes Shadrach, Meshach and
Abed-Nego [to even higher positions of authority] in the province of Babylon!
Daniel 3:30

There is nothing more Lawful than defying an unlawful “law.”

Daniel 4
1

Nebuchadnezzar Mandates Global
Praise To YAH
[Time passes. Babylon's Emperor goes insane for 7 years. Then, in 454BC,

The Emperor Nebuchadnezzar, to all peoples, races and languagegroups who dwell in all the earth. Peace be multiplied to you.
he delivers this global proclamation: “From]
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Daniel is probably 59 years old at this point. In
Persia, Astyages' Empire is building strength to
take over the Babylonian Empire.

It is my great pleasure to recount to
you the [miraculous] signs and [astonishing]
wonders that [Yahweh] the [Most] High ELaha {Diety} has done [to help] me. 3 How
great are [Yahweh's] signs! How mighty
are [YAH's] wonders! [YAH's] kingdom is the
everlasting Empire! [YAH's] dominion endures from generation to generation.
The Exorcised Emperor Recounts
His Tree Dream
4 [Flash back to before my 7 yers of insanity:] I Nebuchadnezzar live at rest in my home,
[contented, prosperous, flourishing] in my palace.
2

Comfort and success usually produce pride, which
brings destruction.

on my bed, I see a
dream. It makes me afraid. My
thoughts and the visions in my head
terrify me. 6 So I order [my soldiers] to
bring in all the wise men of Babylon before me, to interpret my dream. 7 So
the magicians, the astrologers, the exorcists and the soothsayers [all flock into my
throne-room, seeking a reward]. I tell these [occultists] my dream. But they [all] fail to interpret it. 8 But, at last, DaniEl {ElJudges} (whom [I had] renamed Belteshatzar, named-after my god [Baal])
comes in before me. (In DaniEl lives
the spirit of [Yahweh] the holy Eloah
{Supreme-Being}.) So before DaniEl I recount my dream: 9 I say, "O Belteshazzar, master of the magicians, I know
that the spirit of [Yahweh] the holy Eloah
{Supreme-Being} lives in you. No mystery
baffles you. So now tell me the meaning of these visions I dreamed: Daniel
4:10 Here are the visions [I see] in my
head [as I lie] in my bed: I look [up]. I see
a tree in the middle of the earth, towering high [above me].
5 [Tossing and turning]
[scary]

This tree represents Nebuchadnezzar, the Emperor
of the mightiest world Empire in the history of
planet earth.

The tree grows high and strong. Its
crown reaches to heaven, visible to [and
seeing] the ends of the earth. 12 *The
11
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tree

beautiful leaves. It
glorious fruit everywhere,
producing food for the [entire
world's] population. The beasts of
the field rest in the tree's
shadow. The sky-birds live in
its branches. The tree gives
food to every living creature. 13
[sprouts]

[drops]

Upon my bed, I keep looking into the
visions of my head. Suddenly I see a
Watcher (a Holy One) [fly] down from
heaven. 14 *[This Guardian angel] cries

aloud these words: “Chop
down this ‘tree’! Cut off his
branches! Shake off his leaves!
Scatter his fruit! Beasts, get
away from under him! Birds, [fly
away] from his branches!
Perhaps a call to put an end to social welfare run
by central government.

*—Still, leave the trunk of
[Nebuchadnezzar's] roots [sawed down to, but
not pulled out of] the earth. [Protect the
trunk from mowers. Wrap it] in a band of
iron and bronze. [Let it wallow beneath]
the tender [lush] grass of the
countryside. [Let it lie] wet in the
dew of heaven. [It'll] share its lot
with earth's pasture animals. 16
15

—Alter [Nebuchadnezzar's] human heartmind! Give him an animal's heart-mind.
Then let 7 [bitter, brutal, humiliating] times
[years] pass over him.
Heart-Mind = The heart and the brain comprising
one connected nervous system, like a tree with
branches in the head, connected to equally extensive and intelligent roots in the torso, as is actually
the case. Babylonian excavations reveal records
showing that Nebuchadnezzar in fact did nothing at
all for 7 years.

*—This order [to abase the World's
Emperor] is decreed by the
Guardian [angels]. [It is a] demand
by the verdict of the Holy
Ones: given so that all living
[beings] may know that [Yahweh] the
17
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Most High rules the [human] kingdom. He gives it to whoever He
will. [YAH strikes down the world's proud
rulers.] Over the globe, [YAH] sets
up the humblest of men.”
If you want authority, be humble. Pride precedes
failure. He who wishes to be your chief must be
your servant.

I, king Nebuchadnezzar, saw this
dream-vision. Now you, O Belteshazzar, clarify the dream's meaning, since
all the wise men of my Empire are unable to interpret the dream. [Only] you
can do it, because the spirit of [Yahweh]
the holy ELoah {Supreme-Deity} lives in
you.”
Daniel Interprets The Emperor's
Tree Dream
19 Then DaniEl {El-Judges} ([whom I had renamed] Belteshazzar) [lies] in shock for
one hour, terrified [to tell me] his dreamanalysis. [I,] the king, speak, saying,
“Belteshazzar, do not let the dream, or
its interpretation, scare you.”
Belteshazzar, [on the ground, his voice shaking,]
answers, “Master, [if only] the dream [foretold the abasement of all] who hate you, and its
meaning applied to your enemies. Daniel
4:20 —The ‘dream-tree’ you see, which
grows [wide and] strong, whose crown
reaches to the heaven, extending it's
vision throughout all the earth— 21 —
with its beautiful leaves [and flowers] and
abundant fruit, providing food for all [humans and animals — the tree] under which [all]
land-beasts dwell, and upon whose
branches [all] sky-birds build their
homes— 22 —[The dream-tree represents] you,
Emperor. You have grown to become
strong. Your greatness has [multiplied. Your
power] reaches to heaven. Your dominion
[extends] to the end[s] of the earth. 23
18

*And, [you,] Emperor, saw a
watcher-angel, [one of the] Holy
One[s] coming down from heaven, [shouting], “Cut down the tree!
Destroy it! Yet leave his root-
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trunk in the earth, [protected] by a
band of iron and brass, in the
tender pasture grass. Let [the
trunk] stay wet with the dew of
heaven, [sharing the life] of the
beasts of the field, till 7 times
[years] pass over him.” 24 [What follows]
is [your tree-dream's] interpretation,
Emperor. [I now speak] the decree of
[Yahweh] Ha-Elyon {The-Most-High}, [whose
verdict hereby falls] upon my slave-master
the king [of Babylon]: 25 *[YAH's angels]

come now to drive you away
from [your ivory tower at the pinnacle of] human [society]. You fall to dwell
with the field-beasts. [This infliction]
makes you eat grass like an ox.
[The sky] wets you with the dew
of heaven. 7 [years] pass over
you, until you [fully] grasp that
[Yahweh] the Illai {Most-High-Power}
rules in the kingdom[s] of men,
and gives [them] to whoever he
chooses.
Nebuchadnezzar's Empire was vaster and richer
than we can possibly imagine. And everywhere archaeologists dig up his Empire's remains, they find
arrogant inscriptions on blocks saying, “I, Nebuchadnezzar, built this.”

*And since [the arch-angel] commanded [his subordinate angels] to
leave [your tree's] ‘root-trunk,’ [YAH's
angels guard] your Empire for you,
until you [fully] acknowledge that
[Yahweh in] the heavens, [not you,]
rules [earth].
26

A true ruler obeys YHVH. Any ruler who disobeys
YHVH is a usurper, destined to fall.

So, Emperor, accept my counsel:
sever the chains of your sinful [past].
[Perform] righteous [actions]! Break with
your crimes by showing mercy to the
[wretched, miserable] poor. This may extend
the length of your prosperity.”
27

Poor = Jewish captives [among others].
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The King Of The World Becomes A
Werewolf
28 Every [horror that DaniEl predicted] comes
[crashing down on me, the most powerful mortal in all
history:]

Emperor Nebuchadnezzar.

This paragraph appears to shift voice to someone
other than Nebuchadnezzar, but that could be simply a mode of speech.
29 *12 months [pass. I, the Emperor, get
cocky, thinking the prophecy won't come true. I

palace in the
[Imperial Capitol City] of Babylon {Iraq}.
Daniel 4:30 *I open [my] royal mouth
to brag, “Is this not the great
Babylon, the [Empire] I've built as
my royal residence, by the
force of my power, to magnify
the glory of my majesty?
strut]

into

[my awesome]

This section may have been written as a testimony
by third parties. See the German Orient Society's
excavation records to be amazed at how great
Babylon was.

*As the word[s] “my majesty”
slither out of [my royal] mouth, a
voice [booms] down from heaven.
[It shouts,] “Emperor
Nebuchadnezzar, [hear] your verdict: The Empire is [hereby stripped]
from you! 32 *—[Angels] soon drive
you from men. You fall to dwell
with the field-animals. [Angels]
make you eat grass like an ox.
7 times [years] pass over you, until you know that [Yahweh] Ha-Elyon {The-Most-High} rules in the
kingdom of men, and gives
[earth's authority] to whoever He
chooses.” 33 *Immediately
31

[DaniEl's prophecy]

fulfills

upon [me,]
Nebuchadnezzar! [Angels]
drive [me] away from [all]
humans, [including my]
wives & children. [I] eat
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grass like an ox. [My]
body stays wet with the
dew of heaven. [My] hairs
grow like eagles’ feathers. [My] nails [sprout] like
birds’ claws!
A rare but real disease: Lycanthropy : Lukos-anthropos = wolf-man.

Nebuchadnezzar Turns Back into A
Man

*And at the end of
these [2,555] days, I Nebuchadnezzar lift up my
eyes to heaven. My understanding returns to
me. So I kneel [to Yahweh]
Ha-Elyon {The-Most-High}.
I shout acclamation[s] to
honor [Yahweh] who [alone]
lives for ever, whose
dominion is [the only] everlasting dominion, whose
kingdom endures [endlessly] from generation to
generation.
34

1361

moment [YAH] returns my
reason to me. [Not for my glory, but]
for the welfare [the people of] my
Empire, my honor and splendor
returns to me. My counselors
and my princes seek me out.
[YAH] re-establishes [me] in my
kingdom. He heaps upon me
[even more] excellent majesty.
ble]

Welfare = value, not handouts.

*Now I Nebuchadnezzar
shout-praise and extol and
honor [Yahweh] the King of heaven! All [YAH's] actions are fair! [All
YAH's] methods [are] just! Everyone who walks in pride, [watch out!
YAH] is able to abase [you]!”
37

YAH is always fair. For instance: YAH would never
eternally consciously torment anyone for the sins
of their finite life. And YAH would never encourage
anyone to kill an animal, let alone a human, to satisfy his demand for blood-justice. False theologies
are lies told by the devil, to slander YHVH. YHVH's
commands and punishments are always reasonable: as lenient as possible, but as tough as necessary, to purge us of destructive habits.

Daniel 5
The New Emperor Throws A Pagan
Banquet

1 *[28 years pass. Nebuchadnezzar dies, leaving
the Babylonian Empire to his [slut-mongering] grandson
Belshazzar {May-Baal-Protect-The-King}. In 426 B.C.,]

This decree goes out in 454B.C., the same year
Astyages, Emperor of Persia issues his decree for
the rebuilding of Jerusalem, showing YHVH's coordination of human history on behalf of his people.
DaniEl is 59 years old when Nebuchadnezzar regains sanity.

Emperor Belshazzar throws a
huge feast for 1000 of his
lords. Belshazzar [gets himself hot

35

drunk, right in front of
top] 1000 [leaders].

*All the inhabitants of the
earth amount to nothing! [YAH]
does whatever He wants [with]
the army of heaven, and
among the inhabitants of the
earth! No one can hold back
[YAH's] hand, or say to [YAH], ‘What
are you doing?’” 36 *At that [humThe Cinematic Bible 1.0

dancing around with his hundreds of belly-dancing
concubines. He guzzles wine and gets falling down]
[Babylon's

Rulers should never get intoxicated. Therefore no
believer should ever get intoxicated. This banquet
hall has been excavated. It measures 60 x 172
feet. It's amazingly adorned with pagan mythical
artwork. Belshazzar is the son of Nabonidus (see
Jer 27:7).
2

*Belshazzar

[struggles to his feet, grabs

another bottle, sucks down even more]
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wine. [A demonic grin comes over his face…]
He commands [his treasure-bearers,]
“Bring [me] the golden and silver
utensils my [grand]father Nebuchadnezzar robbed out of [Yahweh's] temple in Jerusalem! I and
my Imperial princes, my wives
and my concubines must drink
in [extravagant, sacrilegious] style!” 3 *So
[Belshazzar's treasurer-masters] haul the
golden vessels that [Nebuchadnezzar's
soldiers] stole from the temple of
the house of [Yahweh the] Eláha {Ultimate-Deity} in Jerusalem. The
Emperor, his princes, his wives
and his concubines [ignorantly seal
their doom by] drinking [toasts] out of
these [sacred Hebrew vessels]. 4 *[Babylon's
rich and powerful fools suck down] wine.
They praise the [pagan statues all
around them, icons representing demon] gods
of gold, silver, brass, iron,
wood and stone.
Heaven's Finger Writes On Babylon's Wall

*Immediately, out of
nowhere, [the] fingers of
a man's [spirit] hand [appear]
near the [banquet hall's giant]
chandelier. The fingers
write upon the [priceless oilpaintings of idols on the] plaster
of wall of the Imperial
palace. The Emperor
5

[stands there, his jaw hanging open,]

watching [heaven's] hand
writing. 6 *The [Mighty] Emper-

or's face changes [from shiny glee] to
[pants-pooping terror]. Tormented by
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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fearful thoughts, [knowing all his power
is totally useless,] his knees [audibly]
knock together. His hip joints
give way. [He falls, helpless.] 7 The Emperor cries aloud, “[Soldiers!] Bring in [my]
exorcists, astrologers and soothsayers!”
[The sages rush into the banquet hall that's filled with cry-

The Emperor [shouts this
to the wise men of Babylon: “Whoever reads this writing, and shows me
what it means, will be clothed with [royal] purple. He'll have a chain of gold
[draped] around his neck. He'll become
the 3rd [ranking] ruler in [my] Empire!” 8
ing, terrified partyers.]
cry]

*All the king's “wise” men
stream into [the banquet hall, chasing the
job-promotion]. But the [phonies] can't
[even] read the writing, [much less]
tell the king what it means. 9
Emperor Belshazzar [shakes,] terrified. His
face turns pale [as death]. His nobles [and
princes run around yelling at each other] in
confusion. Daniel 5:10 [Outside, Belshazzar's mother,] the queen, hears [her son] the Emperor [shouting]. [She hears] the [Empire's] “lords”
[screaming and fighting like crazy. She runs] into the
banquet hall. The queen says, “O Emperor, live for ever: don't let your
thoughts trouble you. Never let your
face [tremble and frown, pale as a ghost].
Queen=Nitocris, Belshazzar's Grandma, mother of
Emperor Nabonidius, and daughter-in-law of Nebuchadnezzar.

*In your kingdom lives a
[mighty] man [named DaniEl]. In [him lives]
the spirit of [Yahweh] the holy
Eláhín {Supreme-Deities}. [Back] in
the days of your [Grand]father,
stream[s]-of-light and understanding and insight, like the
wisdom of the elohim, were
found in [DaniEl]. Emperor Nebuchadnezzar, your [Grand]father,
made [DaniEl] master over [Babylon's]
magicians, exorcists, astrologers and soothsayers.
11
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This verse ends with an unexplained, "Your father,
the Emperor."

In Daniel {El-Judges} (whom the [previous] Emperor named Belteshazzar) [our
nation] found an excellent spirit, and
knowledge, and understanding, [for] interpreting dreams, and unlocking mysteries, and dissolving doubts. So now
[order your soldiers to] call DaniEl. DaniEl will
show you the meaning [of this writing on the
wall].”
Daniel Reads The Writing On Babylon's Wall
13 So [soldiers run out of the banquet hall. They]
bring DaniEl {El-Judges} in to face the
Emperor. The Emperor speaks, asking
DaniEl, “Are you the DaniEl, from the
children of the captive-slave-exiles
from [the tribe of] Judah, whom my
[Grand]Father the Emperor brought out of
Judea? 14 —I've heard about you, that
the spirit of Elahín {Supreme-Deities} lives
in you, and that [previous Emperors] have
found in you a stream-of-light and intelligence and excellent wisdom. 15 —
[Just] now the [soldiers] brought [my Imperial]
wise men [and] astrologer/conjurers before me, to [try to] read this [paranormal]
writing, and to show me its meaning.
But those [occultists] couldn't interpret [a]
thing. 16 —But I’ve heard that you can
give [prophetic] interpretations and solve
knotty problems. So if you can read the
inscription [on the wall] and tell me what it
means, [I] will clothe you in royal scarlet. [My jewelers will] drape a chain of gold
around your neck. You'll become the
3rd [highest-ranking] ruler in the [Babylonian]
Empire.”
12

True spiritual vision is the most valuable treasure
in the universe, because it's the key that unlocks
all other wealth. Bogus spiritual information, as is
often peddled in churches, is worse than nothing.

*Then DaniEl {El-Judges} responds, declaring before the
king, “You may keep your gifts
for yourself. Give your rewards
to someone else. [Free of charge, no
17
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I will [miraculously] read
the inscription to [you,] Emperor.
Then [I'll let you] know its meaning.
strings attached,]

Never sell YAH's miracles. Freely you have received; freely give.

Emperor: [Yahweh], the Illai {Highest}
Elah {Diety}, gave Nebuchadnezzar your
[Grand]father an Empire [replete] with
majesty, glory and honor. 19 *Be18

cause of this majesty that
[Yahweh] gave [Nebuchadnezzar,] all people [of every] nation and language-group trembled in fear
before [Nebuchadnezzar]. He killed
whoever he wanted. He kept
alive whoever [pleased] him. He
established whoever he wanted to. He abased whoever [displeased him]. Daniel 5:20 *But when [Nebuchadnezzar's] heart puffed up, and
his mind hardened in pride, [YAH
struck him down] from his Imperial
throne. [YAH's angels] stripped [Nebuchadnezzar's] glory from him. 21

*[The angels] drove [Nebuchadnezzar away] from the sons
of men. [YAH] made [Nebuchadnezzar's] heart like a
beasts’ [heart]. Nebuchadnezzar lived with the
wild donkeys. [People] fed
him grass like [he was] a
[dumb] ox. His body [kept
getting] wet [every time the sky
dropped precipitation,] until he
figured out that [Yahweh],
the most high Elohim,
rules in the kingdom of
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men: YAH appoints
whoever He wants [to]
supervise [humanity's power
structures]. 22 And you, [Nebuchadnezzar's
grand]son

Belshazzar, have [failed to] humble your heart, though you knew all
[about Nebuchadnezzar's 7 years of humbling]. 23

*Instead [of being meek,] you've exalted yourself against [Yahweh the]
Mare {Whip-Master} of heaven.
[Your servants] carted the vessels of
[Yahweh's] temple before you.
Then you, and your nobles,
your wives, and your concubines slurped liquor from those
[vessels,] while you praised the [pagan] gods of silver, gold, brass,
iron, wood and stone, which
never see, nor hear, nor know
[anything]. [Yet] you never [once] glorified [Yahweh], the Elohim whose
hand holds your breath, and
who [owns] your life-path.
"Mare" is similar to "maran" in "Maranatha."

*[Your apathy toward Yahweh] is why
sent the [mysterious] hand to
write the inscription [on this wall].
24

[Yahweh]

Daniel Becomes High Prince Of The
World!

*[Emperor] Belshazzar, [trembling and
fawning over Daniel,] immediately
summons his [tailors]. They clothe
DaniEl with [royal] scarlet. [Then,
29

while jewelers beg the silent Daniel for mercy,]

they drape a chain of gold
around his neck. [Then Belshazzar issues a royal] proclamation making
DaniEl the 3rd highest-ranking
ruler in the [Babylonian] Empire!
Persian Empire Conquers Babylon
In 1 Night!

*[That very night, conspirators and/or
Persian soldiers violently] assassinate
Belshazzar, the Emperor of the
Chaldean [world], ___! 31 *So
Darius {Maintainer} the Mede, the
Daniel 5:30

[Emperor of the Medo-Persian Empire, Esther's

conquers the Babylonian
Empire, when he is about 62
years old.
husband,]

Darius is a title meaning, "The Maintainer".
Astyages and Xerxes both used this title. This conqueror is probably Astyages (AKA ARSAMES/CAMBYSES), the husband of Esther and the father of
Cyrus. (Cyrus was at this time (426 B.C.) 40 years
old according to Herodotus).

Daniel 6

The inscription may have been engraved into the
wall.

*The writing says: “MENE!
MENE! TEKEL, UPHARSIN.” [“Number, number, weight, divisions.”] 26 *MENE,
[‘numbered,’ means that Yahweh] Elohim
has numbered [the days of] your
[Babylonian] Empire, and finished it.
27 *'TEKEL,’ [‘weighed,’ means that YAH is]
weighing you on [heaven's] balance-scale. And you come up
short. 28 *'PERES,’ [‘divided’ means that
YAH has] split your [Babylonian] Empire, and given it to the Medes
& Persians.”
25
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Darius Makes Daniel President Over
Empire
1 [Emperor] Darius decides to set over the Empire 120
princes, to reign over all the [Babylonian/Medo-Persian]

And over the [princes, Emperor Dar3 presidents; of whom DaniEl
{El-Judges} serves as chief. [Darius] orders
the princes to give [regular] accountings
[and reports] to these 3 presidents, to ensure that the Emperor [and his Empire] never suffer damage. 3 *So this DaniEl
{El-Judges} [once again becomes] prekingdoms. 2
ius appoints]

ferred above all prime-ministers and princes, because [YAH's]
excellent Spirit lives in DaniEl.
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So the Emperor sets DaniEl
over the whole realm. [The 87-yearold Hebrew DaniEl becomes the President of the
greatest Empire in the world, ___!]

Rivals Launch A Smear Campaign
Against Daniel

*Then the [Empire's two jealous
vice-]presidents and the princes
[launch a spy campaign] to find a cause
for [legal or moral] accusation
against DaniEl {El-Judges} concerning [his conduct as President of] the
Empire. But the [conspirators] can
find no grounds for accusation,
nor [any] fault. DaniEl [always behaves]
faithfully. [So] no one can find [in
him] a single instance of negligence or corruption.
4

Unlike the Presidents of the United States.

*So the [conspirators] conclude,
“We'll never find any [legal]
cause [to prosecute] this DaniEl {ElJudges}... unless we pin on
DaniEl the charge of [breaking the
Emperor's statutes to keep] the law of
[Yahweh] his Elohim.”
5

To operate in modern commerce, you have to disobey YHVH in hundreds of ways. The governor's jurisdiction to close your church comes from all of
the forbidden commercial contracts your corporation and its members entered on sworn oath. (Applications for nonprofit status, bank-accounts,
driver's licenses, insurance contracts, business licenses, utility contracts, welfare-programs, etc.)

Daniel's Enemies Make Praying to
YHVH Illegal
6 So these [murderous vice-]presidents and
princes conspire together. [They slither into
the throne-room] before the Emperor. They
[flatter him, squeaking,] “Emperor Darius, live
for ever! 7 —[Emperor, we're having a problem with

rebellion and disunity in the land. Your Empire lies at risk.

all the presidents of the kingdom,
the governors, and the princes, the
counselors, and the Generals, have
consulted together to establish a royal
statute, and to make a firm decree,
that for 30 days, whosoever asks a peSo]
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tition of any elohim {high-authority} or
man other than you, O king, he will be
cast into the den of lions.
Total blasphemy. And a lie. Daniel, of course, had
nothing to do with this.

Now, Emperor, establish a decree,
and sign the writing, making irrevocable [your order demanding that the entire population
pray only to you], as demanded by the law
of the Medes and Persians, which [can
never] change.”
8

This is equivalent to a modern pledge of allegiance.
ALL-legiance means, “unqualified and absolute fealty which a subject owes to his sovereign.” Look it
up in any Law dictionary. Every court case starts
with a prayer to a judge. Look it up: Petition =
prayer. So don't think the problem is over now that
you live in a “Christian” nation!

So king Darius signs the [anti-prayer]
document. The [evil] decree [becomes Imperial
‘law’].
9

Of course in reality this so-called “law” is null and
void statutory toilet-paper, since it goes against
YHVH's Law.

Daniel Openly Defies The Anti-Prayer 'Law'

*DaniEl's [assistants tell him,]
signed [your death
warrant] into ‘law’!” [So in open defiance of
the Emperor's blasphemous order,] DaniEl
runs into his house. He throws
his chamber-windows open
[southwest] toward Jerusalem. [He
risks his life by] getting down on his
knees. [He keeps on openly praying] 3
times every day, [publicly] giving
thanks before [Yahweh] his Elohim, as he [always] did before.
Daniel 6:10

“The

[Emperor just]

Pray in school. Pray in public. On your knees. Never let Satan's drones intimidate you. Refuse to say
the pledge of allegiance. Just live ‘under God’.

*Then the [assassins] mob together. They find DaniEl praying and pleading before [Yahweh]
his Elohim. 12 So the [assassins run to the
11

throne-room].

They address the Emperor,
reminding him of his royal gag-order:
“[Emperor,] have you not signed a decree
[mandating] that, within 30 days, every
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man who asks a petition of any Elohim
or man, except you, O king, will be cast
into the den of lions?” The Emperor answers, “Yes, your statement is true, according to the unchangeable law of the
Medes and Persians.” 13 *Then [the as-

before him

sassins]

answer, speaking before
the Emperor, “That [traitor]
DaniEl, a descendant of the
captive [slaves] from Judea, neither respects you, O king, nor
the decree you signed. [Rather,
DaniEl] makes his petition [to Yahweh,
a foreign elohim {power},] 3 times a day.”

Daniel 6:20

When the Emperor hears these
words, he [becomes] bitterly angry at himself. He sets his heart on rescuing [his
friend] DaniEl. [The Emperor] labors till the
sunset to [find a legal way to avoid killing] DaniEl.
15 Then the [assassins] assemble [before] the
Emperor. They [threaten him]: “Remember,
Emperor, that the law of the Medes and
Persians mandates that no decree nor
statute which the king establishes may
be changed.”
The Emperor Throws Daniel Into
The Lion's Den
16 So the king commands [soldiers] to
take DaniEl {El-Judges}. They cast him
into the lion's den. But the king [yells] to
DaniEl, “[Yahweh,] your Elohim whom you
serve continually, He will rescue you.”

Then DaniEl

14

*[Soldiers] bring a [huge] stone.
They lay it on the mouth of the
[lion's] den. The Emperor, [crying,]
seals [the cave entrance] with his own
signet [ring], and with the signet
[rings] of his lords; [guaranteeing] that
the death sentence against
DaniEl can't be escaped. 18
*Then the Emperor staggers,
[wailing in grief,] back to his palace.
He passes the night fasting. He
refuses [players of] musical instruments. [Chefs and dancing women come]
17
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[to entertain and console him].

[In rage, he sends them away.]

His sleep

flees from him.

[He tosses and turns all
night, fearing he's killed Yahweh's servant.] 19

Early in the morning, the Emperor
jumps up. He sprints to the lion den.

*The Emperor falls
down at the den's mouth. He
cries, wailing, “DaniEl!” The
Emperor moans, “Oh DaniEl,
servant of [Yahweh] the living Elohim! Was your Elohim, whom
you serve continually, able to
rescue you from the lions?” 21
{El-Judges}

answers the Emperor, “O

*—[Yahweh] my Elohim sent his angel, who shut
the lions’ mouths, so they didn't hurt me, because [Yahweh saw]
innocence in me. I've never
done any damage [to] you, Emperor.’ 23 *The Emperor [jumps for
joy, overwhelmed] for DaniEl {El-Judges}.
The Emperor commands [his soldiers] to lift DaniEl up out of the
den. So the [soldiers] lift DaniEl
out of the cave [with ropes]. [The royal
doctors inspect DaniEl.] They find no
damage of any kind upon him,
because his faith in [Yahweh] his
Elohim [protected him, ___]. 24 *At the
Emperor's command, [the soldiers]
drag up the conspirators who
had accused DaniEl. [The soldiers]
throw the [conspirators,] their children and their wives into the
lion's den! The lions dominate
the conspirators. The [cats]
break all the [liars'] bones in
pieces before the [traitors] ever
touch the floor of the pit.
king, live forever. 22

The Emperor Publicly Praises YAH
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Then Emperor Darius writes [a
proclamation]: “To all people, nations and
language-groups who dwell in all the
earth: Shalom-Rav {AbundantPeace-and-Health}! 26 *—I hereby de25

cree that in every dominion in
my Empire, men tremble and
fear before [Yahweh] the Elahá
{Highest-Diety} of DaniEl {ElJudges}. For [Yahweh] is the living
Elohim! [Yahweh remains] steadfast
for ever! His kingdom will never be destroyed. His dominion
[will never] end! 27 *—[Yahweh] delivers and rescues, ___! He performs signs and wonders in
heaven and in earth! [Yahweh] delivered DaniEl from the power
of [ferocious] lions!” 28 So this [humble casDaniEl {El-Judges}, prospers
during the reigns of Darius {Maintainer},
and Cyrus {Sun} the Persian.
trated Jew,]

Darius was a title generally used by Persian Emperors.

Daniel 7
in the 1st year of [the reign
Babylon's Emperor Belshazzar,
DaniEl {El-Judges} experiences a [prophetic]
dream. He [sees] visions in his head [as he
lies] upon his bed. So Daniel [jumps up. He]
writes [down] the dream, and interprets
its meaning: 2 DaniEl testifies [this] report: “I'm looking in a vision by night.
Suddenly the 4 winds of the heaven appear, whipping up the great sea.
writes on the wall,]
of]

Great Sea = World population. Revelation fulfills in
repeating waves of increasing magnitude, like fractal geometry. So this vision has many valid interpretations.

4 great beasts rise up
out of the sea. Each [beast] differs from
the others.
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Babylon.

*Suddenly I see a second
beast, like a bear. It raises itself up on one side. It holds 3
ribs in its mouth, between its
teeth. [Some beings] say to the
‘bear', “Arise! Gorge yourself
with flesh!”
5

On the macro-historical level, the bear describes
the Medo-Persian empire. But it's certainly applicable to Stalin's USSR, which killed over 50 million
Judeo-Christians IN THE MID-20TH CENTURY
ALONE, far more people than Hitler's Germany
killed. The media ignored Russia's atrocities because Russia won WW2 alongside its allies: Britain
and the U.S.

After this I look. I see a [3rd beast,] like
a leopard. 4 bird-wings span its back. 4
heads crown its body. [Heaven] gives dominion to [the leopard].
6

After this I look into the night visions.
I see a 4th beast: dreadful, terrible, exceptionally strong. Its two rows of great
iron teeth devour and break [nations] in
pieces. It tramples whatever remains
under its feet. This [terrible beast] differs
from all the beasts before it: 10 horns
[spring from its head].
7

Flashback: Daniel's 4 Beasts Dream

Beasts = Empires

The 1st beast looks like a lion with eagle's wings. I watch until [heaven] plucks
off the [Lion's] wings. Then [some heavenly
power] lifts [the lion] up from the earth, and
makes it stand upon [2] feet like a [mortal] man. [Heaven] gives a man's heart to
the [upright] Lion.
4

Macro-Historically: the Greek Empire.

1 [Flash back to 429 B.C., 3 years before the angel-hand

3 [One after the other,]

1367

Macro-Historically: Rome.

*[As] I wonder [about] the [10]
horns, suddenly, up among the
[10 horns,] another little horn
springs up. Before this [little horn,
heaven] plucks up 3 of the original horns by their roots. [I] see
eyes in this horn, like the eyes
of man. [Its] mouth speaks great
[arrogant boasts and blasphemies].
8

On the macro-historical (millennial) level, the 10
horns are phases of the Roman Empire, the power
which has controlled the planet for over 2000
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years. The little horn is the modern world-system
(NWO), covered in surveillance cameras and human-implantable tracking nanotechnology. On a
micro-historical level, the little horn was satanic
Grecian Emperor Antiochus Epiphanes.

*I watch as [supernatural winds] set
thrones in place. [Then Yahweh], the
Ancient of Days, sits [on His throne].
His garment [shines] white as
snow. The hair of his head [glows]
like purest wool. His throne
[flashes] like fiery flame. Wheels
like burning [spinning] fire [support the
throne].
9

The Ancient of Days, the Everlasting One, is YAH,
the Father. The Messiah appears in verse 13.

*A fiery stream issues
and flows forth from before
[Yahweh]. Thousands upon thousands [of cosmic beings] attend Him.
10000 times 10000 [beings] stand
before Him. The judgment convenes. [YAH's angels] open the book
[of life and the book of death].
Daniel 7:10

At least 100 Million beings are described in this
scene. 10K*10K (1 million) is a poetic way of saying, ‘innumerable.’

*I keep watching. Because of
the arrogant words the [little]
horn speaks, [YAH's angels] kill the
[horny] animal. [They destroy] its body.
They throw it into the blazing
fire. 12 [YAH's angels] rip away the domin11

ion of the rest of the beasts. Yet [YAH orders the angels to] spare the beast-peoples'
lives for an appointed season.
lit: a ‘season’ and ‘time’.

*I look in the night visions. [Suddenly I] see
[YahShua,] a [being] like [a]
son of [a] mortal. [He flies
on] the clouds of heaven.
[YahShua] comes to [Yahweh]
(the Ancient of days).
13
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The [angels] usher [YahShua]
close before [Yahweh]. 14
*[Yahweh] gives [his Messiah
YahShua comprehensive] dominion and glory, and a
kingdom [so vast that] that
all [surviving] people, nations and languagegroups come to serve
[YahShua]. [YahShua's] dominion is an everlasting
empire. It never passes
away. [YahShua's] kingdom
is the [only Kingdom] which
[YAH] will never destroy. 15
*My spirit shudders within me,
[shaking me, DaniEl, the prophet who braved the

to my body's core!
These visions in my head terrify me.
lion's den,]

Portrayals of these beasts should look like maneating terrors from a horror movie.

The Angel Interprets Daniel's 4
Beast Visions
16 [In the vision,] I approach a nearby [being].
[He] rises [to face YAH]. I ask [the being,] “What
is the meaning of these [beasts and kingdoms]?” [The being] speaks to me. [He] helps
me know the meaning of the visions. 17

*“The 4 immense beasts [represent] 4 [beastly] royalties [Empires]
which arise out of the earth. 18
*But the holy ones of Ha-Elyon
{The-Most-High} eventually receive [all] Dominion. They safeguard [YAH's] kingdom for eons,
through eons of ages.” 19 *I
[Daniel] yearn to know the truth
about the 4th beast, different
from all the others, exceeding-
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ly dreadful, HER teeth of iron,
her claws of copper/brass; [she]
who devours [nations,] pulverizes
[countries], and tramples the leftovers with her feet;
Here we fast forward to details about the '10
clay/iron toes' of the 5th power mentioned in
Daniel 2. The New World Order is led by effeminate, authority-less, androgynous, she-male, child
molesting, child-sacrificing witches.

the
10 horns on [the 4th beast's] head, and the
other [small horn] who arises, (before
whom 3 [horns cascade,] falling as [the little
horn watches,]) the [little] horn with eyes and
a mouth who speaks very great arrogant [boasts], [the horn who] towers over her
peers.
Daniel 7:20 [I crave to decipher the meaning of]

Every reference here to horns is FEMININE. The
horns are ‘she's’, not ‘he's’.

*I watch as this [arrogant little]
horn [attacks &] makes war against
[YAH's] holy [separated people], and prevails against them.
21

By the 20th century, true Christianity had been defeated and *almost* completely removed from
planet earth, leaving only a few straggling persecuted and marginalized prophets, surrounded and
attacked by authority-less preachers guarding the
white-washed tombs of false money-driven churches owned by the world-system. See Revelation
13:7.

1369

differs from all kingdoms. She
comes to devour the whole
planet. She treads it down. She
breaks it in pieces.
The 4th beast culminates in the New World Order,
powered by cancer-causing communication towers,
satellites and biometric tracking devices (aka
phones) in every pocket, car and house: i.e., the
world you live in right now. And they are pushing
hard to put their tracking-devices (eyes) under
your skin!

*—The 10 horns [rising] from
this [Roman] Empire are 10 archpowers yet to rise. Another [little
horn-power] rises after them. [This little
horn] differs from the original
[horn-powers]. [The little horn-power] puts
down 3 sovereignties.
24

Macro-Historically, the Little Horn = today's New
World Order. Little-minded but worldwide in scope.
(See the words ‘Novus Order Seclorum’ encircling
the pyramid on the ‘Great Seal’ on the back of the
U.S. one Dollar bill.) The U.S. led new world order
has subsumed the French, Spanish and British empires, all components of this age-spanning Romanic 4th beast.

22

*This [little horn-power] speaks
great arrogant boats against
[Yahweh] Ha-Elyon {The-Most-High}.
[The horn] exhausts the separatistsaints of Ha-Elyon [with affliction].
[The horn] invents massive
[blasphemous] changes to calendars
and laws. [Yahweh] gives [all this power] into [the little horn's] fist until ‘a
time and times and the dividing of time.’ [3.5 prophetic ‘years.’]

We Hebrews have been losing the battle against
the murderous Romans for over 1700 years. And
it's getting worse. Persecution is the means by
which we saints become humbled, purified and capable of reigning over the universe. You have to
lose to win. If you have it easy in this life you will
probably not live forever.

False ‘Christian’ leaders change the calendar. The
Hebrew festivals are replaced by pagan nonsense
holidays. Sunday becomes the new fake 'Sabbath.'
Idolaters change the world's month-numbers to
honor the Sun-God. OCTober (the 8th month) becomes the 10th month. Occultists name all the
days of the week after pagan demon-gods. Satanists replace natural Biblical Common Law with
the utilitarian Roman Civil law. Pagans make it illegal to pray in schools, etc. [Time, times & 1/2 a
time] = 3.5 prophetic years, expressed as 42
months and 1260 days in Rev 11:2-3.

*[This ‘horn’ wages unholy war through many
centuries,] until [Yahweh] the Ancient
Of Days comes and delivers
vindication in favor of the separatist-saints of Ha-Elyon {TheMost-High}. Then the time comes
when [YAH's] sacred-ones possess [all] kingdom[s].

*[The being explains,] “The 4th
[Romanic] beast is the 4th [great world]
Empire [to dominate] on earth. She
23
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*But [Yahweh, heaven's] court [judge]
comes to sit [in judgment]. [His angels]
26
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rip away [the little horn's] dominion.
[They] consume and destroy it to
the terminus.
The New World Order ends up completely destroyed. The little horn is 'small' as in 'small-minded,' based on small, human ideas. Yet it has global
scope. Witness 2020's catastrophic global lockdowns, timed specifically to prevent celebration of
Passover, Pentecost and Sukkot, the 3 most crucial
Hebrew festivals. Get ready for a doomed NWO-led
war against Israel.

*The [world] empire, [its]
jurisdiction, and the
majesty of [all] realms
under the whole heaven, [Yahweh] gives to the
holy [human] people [who rise
to reign] among the
Supreme Ones of [Yahweh]
Ha-Elyon {The-Most-High}.
His royal kingdom is [the
only] everlasting Dominion. All Empires come to
serve and obey [YAH].
27

Humble humans are little more than worms. We,
the lowest of all sentient creatures, inherit dominion over the universe. If we stay humble.

is the end of [my understanding of the 4 beast] vision. I, DaniEl, sit in
terror, grasping at the enormity of the
vision, ___. It changes [my spirit and the look
of] my face, as it lies guarded in my
heart.”
28 [What I've written]

Daniel 8

I'm looking into the vision, ___. It
fills my mind's eye: I'm in [Persia,] in the
hidden province [Elam,] in the Castle of
Suza, [the capitol city of the vast Persian Empire, in
2

the palace where little Jewish orphan Esther became
Queen of the world].

I see into the vision.

[Spirit power whisks me away. It drops me standing]

the

[middle of Iran's]

on

Ulai river-canal.

Daniel apparently worked with Queen Esther and
her husband, the Persian Emperor Astyages (aka
Artaxerxes/Ahusuerus, aka Darius [Maintainer], father of Cyrus). See Dan 8:27. On coins and monuments, Persia is symbolized by a Ram.

I lift up my eyes. I see [the future in symSuddenly there stands facing the
river a two-horned ram. His two horns
tower high. But one horn towers higher
than the other, though the higher horn
grew up after the [shorter horn].
3

bols].

Ram = Persia. 2 horns: (1) Media, represented by
Emperor Astyages, and (2) Persia, represented by
Astyages' son Cyrus, who became greater than his
father.

I see the ram [the Medo-Persian Empire]
thrust westward [seaward], [butt] northward, [ram] southward. No animals can
stand before the ram. Nor can anyone
rescue [his victims] out of his power. [The
ram] does whatever he approves. He
magnifies himself.
4

The world-system keeps moving its centers of
power Westward: Babylon (Iraq) -> Persia (Iran)
-> Greece -> Rome -> London -> New York /
Washington -> California -> Beijing / Tokyo. Now,
in the 21st century, the circle lies complete: the
towers of Babylon have been rebuilt, through satellite and mobile-communications technology, paired
with machine translators. The human race now logarithmically multiplies its evil power as it careens
toward self-destruction. (Seaward is in reference to
the geographic focal epicenter of prophecy:
Jerusalem.)

*I [watch the conquering Ram]. I consider its meaning. Suddenly a
male stud-goat-pack leader [the
Grecian Empire] rushes in from the
west, ___! [The goat leaps] over the
face of the whole earth! [The goat's
feet] never touch the ground!
This stud-goat sports a conspicuous horn between his
eyes.
5

Daniel Sees The 'Ram-Powers'
Vision
1 [2 years] after that 1st vision [about the 4 beasts], another
vision appears to me (DaniEl) in [426 B.C.,] (the 3rd
[and final] year of the reign of [foolish Babylonian] Emperor
Belshazzar.)
Here the book of Daniel switches out of the
Chaldean language. Daniel stays in Hebrew to the
end. Daniel is 87 years old here.
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Greece was founded when a demonic oracle instructed the Macedonians to use a goat as their
guide to build the first Grecian colony: Egeae, from
Aix, meaning ‘Goat.’ The goat is the symbol of Satan, and of Greece. Horn = Alexander the temporarily ‘Great.’

*The stud-Goat heads toward
the two-horned Ram I'd seen
standing facing the river. In
the fury of his power, the [Grecian] Goat charges at the [Persian]
Ram.
6

1371

*This [Roman horn-power] exalts itself so [obscenely that it] fights [Yahweh],
the Chief of [heaven's] host. [This little
horn-power] rips off [Jerusalem's] daily
11

[provisions for Hebrew health, educational, welfare
and spiritual services]. [The horn]

down

throws
sanctuary.

In 13 years, Alexander subdued the world.

[YAH's ]
Little Horn-Power = Rome. Little in the sense of
being small-minded. But vast in military force.
Rome destroyed Jerusalem's temple in AD70. Even
worse, to this day, the Romanized world-system
destroys true believers (the real temple of YAH's
spirit).

7

12

*I watch the Goat, filled with
conquering rage, overtake the
Ram. The Goat strikes the Ram.
The impact shatters the [Ram's] 2
horns. The Ram bleeds dry of
his power to stand before [the
Goat]. So [the Goat] casts the Ram
down to the ground, then
stamps on him. No one can deliver the Ram out of the Goat's
power.
Greece takes over the Medo-Persian Empire.

the male goat, grows. [He begreat. But when [the Greece-Goat] becomes strong, [tragedy] breaks its great
‘horn’ [Alexander]. In [Alexander's] place spring
up four notable [horns. They conquer] toward
the four winds of heaven.
8

So

[Greece,]

comes]

4 rival kings simultaneously replaced Alexander.

Out of one of the [4 horn-powers that replace
Alexander's dynasty,] a little [Roman] horn
sprouts forth. It grows exceptionally
great. [It conquers countries] toward the south
[Egypt/Africa], and toward the east [Iraq, Iran,
India, etc.], and [south] toward the pleasant
land [the glory of gems: Israel/Palestine]. Daniel 8:10
This [Romanic] horn-power grows huge. It
stretches up to the host of heaven. [The
horn] throws down some of the [angelic
army] and the stars to the ground. It
stamps on them.
9

Satan-possessed Greco-Rome invades Israel, destroys Abraham's children, symbolized by stars in
the sky.
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Because [Israel rebels against Yahweh,] Yahweh gives [Rome,] the little horn-power,
an army that confiscates the [food and

wealth which the Jewish priests were supposed to give to
poor saints] every day. So Roman armies
[invade Jerusalem. Black Roman boots stomp the holiest
Hebrew scrolls into Jerusalem's dust. The marauders]

cast the truth down to the ground.
They become wealthy [experts at conquering
countries].

Ancient Rome was the ancestor of the (New World
Order, the) 'little-horn' of the end times, in which
we are now living. Ancient Rome destroyed Judea.
Rome's Grandchild, the N.W.O., destroys Christians, through war if necessary, but mostly through
deceptive benefits: binding Trojan-Horse oaths,
pledges, contracts, covenants and agreements,
otherwise known as the “Mark Of The Beast.” Every
day Romanized christianites ignore the Old Testament, and teach others to do so, stomping on the
truth.

*Then I hear [Palmóni, the Wonderful
One,] a Holy [angelic attendant of Yahweh]
speaking. Another ‘saint’ asks
the Holy One who speaks,
“How many years [of earth-time] are
represented in this vision, in
which the daily [Hebrew charitable offer13

ings get usurped by worldly war-state-taxes? How

the transgression of
desolation [last]!? When will [worldly oppressors] stop treading [YAH's]
sanctuary and the host [of his Holy
Ones] under their [dirty] feet?
long does]

Scripture commands Believers to provide priests
and other poor saints with a ‘Continual [food] offering’: Ex 29:38, Num 28:3. But now churches
struggle to merely keep their doors open for one
lecture-service per week. Jerusalem's temple
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mount gets trodden down by Muslims every day.
More importantly, true believers scramble as outcasts with no place in the world, abandoned, unable to buy and sell, facing a Sophie's Choice every
day: deny Christ's commands or starve, unable to
buy food, unless someone with the Mark Of The
Beast is willing to buy food for you. Most
‘Christians’ do not realize this is happening now.
And they don't want to know.

*[Palmóni, the Holy Numberer, turns] to
me. [He] declares, “[This world-system
tramples down the true believers for] 2000 +
300 [yearly] ‘dawns & dusks.’ [By]
then, [YAH's true] ‘sanctuary,’ [his people, shine, fully] cleansed.”
14

We are now experiencing the cleansing tribulation,
in which almost all true believers have been conquered and replaced by shallow, hypocritical,
worldly Religionites of various flavors (Protestant,
Jewish, Catholic, Muslim, etc.,) like some crazy 'Invasion Of the Body Snatchers.' This apostasy started around the time of Christ. It may last another
couple of hundred years. Only through this cleansing trial can true believers become pure enough to
live and reign for eternity. True believers are the
Temple. Persecution cleans us of pride and folly.
We reign only after we suffer rejection and abandonment at the hands of worldly imposters who
claim to be our ‘christian brothers.’

Angel Gabriel Explains The Goatpowers Vision

*Having seen the vision, I
[stand, gasping for breath,] grasping for
the vision's meaning. Suddenly
before me stands the [mighty, warlike] apparition of [the angel]
Gabriel. 16 Between the banks of [the]
15

Ulai [Canal,] I hear a human's voice calling, saying, “Gabriel, make this man
understand the vision!” 17 *So [the
mighty angel GabriEl {ELohim-Is-My-Master} sails]

toward where I'm standing.
His approach fills me with terror. I fall on my face [to the surface
of the river-water]. [GabriEL] says to me,
“Understand, son of Adam: this
vision refers to the time of the
end [of the world-system].”
Gabriel = Master El, that is, [YHVH] ELOHIM is
master.
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Now as [GabriEL] speaks with me, I fall
into a deep trance. My face [falls] toward
the earth. But [GabriEL] touches me. [His
touch mysteriously] sets me standing up.
18

This same GabriEL reappears to Mary in Luke 1:19,
26.

says, “Watch me draw in
your [mind] the coming final end of the
rabid-frothing-menace, [the Babylon-system].
At the time [YAH] appoints, the [world-system] meets its end.
19 [Mighty GabriEL]

Often ‘frothing-menace’ is translated ‘wrath’, interpreted as the end of YAH's wrath. However, YAH's
wrath doesn't end until there is nothing to be
wrathful about, which presumably, is never.

The Ram you saw, with two
horns, represents the [joined] Empires of
Media and Persia. 21 *And the shagDaniel 8:20

gy stud-goat represents the
Empire of Greece. [The Goat's]
great horn between its eyes
represents the [Grecian Empire's] 1st
Emperor: [Alexander the temporarily Great].
break the
[Alexander-horn]. Then 4 [weaker ‘horns’] stand
up in [Alexander's] place. So 4 kingdoms
rise out of [Alexander's] nation. But none [of
those sub-empires continue] in [Alexander's authority
and] power.
22 [India's Elephant-mounted warriors]

Alexander's Empire was apparently split between
Ptolemy, Cassander, Lysimachus and Seleucus.
23

Then in the terminal epochs of

[the

world-system descended from these Greco-Roman kings] ,

when the [human race has completely] broken
away from [YAH's] authority, a fiercefaced sovereignty, skilled in complex
tricks, stands up.

Or “bold-faced king.” This may refer to Caesar as
well as an end-times ruler/power.

*The [bold-faced trickster sovereign]
wields the mighty power [of the
devil-dragon who possesses him]. He shockingly destroys [the world]. Yet [he]
prospers. He [executes grand, violent]
action. [He] destroys mighty heroes. [He sacrifices YAH's] holy people.
24

See Rev 13:2, 2 Thes. 2:9-10. The king here refers
not necessarily to only one man, but to a power-structure. This refers to Caesars as well as the
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final New World Order heirs of the Caesars' power.
Every facet of modern civilization flows directly
from the corrupt Roman template: the Republic,
law, churches, economic system, calendar,
medicine, language, etc.

*And through his intelligence, [including surveillance policies and propaganda, the devil] makes [deceit]
prosper in [the trickster sovereign's]
hand. He magnifies himself in
his [prideful] heart. He destroys
many people by [offering careless securi25

ty, empty prosperity and false peace in exchange
for their pledges of allegiance].

He even
stands up against [Yahweh,] the
head of dominators. But [Yahweh,
by himself,] without [help from any human]
hand, blows-up [the bold-faced tricksterpower]. 26 The vision of the [2300]
evening[s] and morning[s] which [I showed
you, Daniel] is true. So keep a secret [record
of the vision]. It [becomes reality in] many days.”
The fact that Daniel wrote history down long before
it happened proves Daniel was supernaturally inspired.

Then I (DaniEl) faint. I [stay] sick for
days. Then I rise up. I do the
work of the Emperor. [I remain] dumbstruck by the vision. I tell no one about
it.
27

[many]

Or: "not understanding the vision," or "no one I tell
about it understands the vision."

Daniel 9
Daniel Prays In Repentance
the 1st year of the
reign of [Emperor Cyrus {Sun}, aka] Darius the
Mede. Cyrus {Sun} is the son of [Esther's
husband, Persian {Iranian} Emperor] Artaxerxes
{Truthful-Ruler}[aka Astyages / Ahasuerus].
Artaxerxes {Truthful-Ruler}[has appointed his
son Cyrus {Sun}] Emperor of the Babylonians
{Iraqis}.
1 [Flash forward to 426 B.C.,]

Darius means "The Maintainer," and is a title used
by the Persians to refer to several emperors. Just
using the word 'Darius' doesn't tell you which Darius is being referred to.
2

In the 1st year of [Cyrus’] reign, I,
DaniEl, figure out (through

year-old]
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studying the [Hebrew] scriptures) that
Yahweh's Word told the prophet
JeremiYah {YAH-Rises} that Jerusalem
would [only] remain desolate [this time] for
70 years, [basically the span of my own lifetime].
Jer 25:11-12, Jer 29:1,10. Jerusalem lay captive
from 479BC to 409BC.

So I set my face toward Yahweh the
Eloah {Supreme-Being}, to seek [His counsel]
through praying, pleading, fasting from
food, wearing rough [penitential] burlap,
kneeling and dusting my body in the
ashes.
3

Pray like Daniel. You'll get better answers. Daniel
9:3, 4, 7, 15, 16, 17 & 19, are among 134 verses
where Sopherim (wise-guys) admitted they intentionally cut ‘YHVH’ and pasted in ‘Adonai.’ (See
Ginsberg: Massorah.) No commercial translation
fixes this error. Also, the definite article ‘the’ appears before the divine title ‘THE ELoah,’ to clarify
that we're talking about YHVH, the Most High. The
commercial translations criminally remove the article here, as they do over 486 times in the New
Testament. (They misrender ‘HO Theos’ (THE God)
as merely ‘God’). Yahshua refers to this phenomenon as ‘the lying pen of the scribes.’

I [gather with other Hebrews. We] pray to Yahweh my Elohim {Sovereign}. We confess,
“O Yahweh, the great and dreadful EL
{Power}: You [alone] keep [your] covenant.
[You shower] mercy to those who love [you]
and keep [your] commandments. 5 We
[humans] keep sinning, doing wrong, acting wickedly, rebelling, running away
from your precepts and your judgments. 6 We fail to listen to your servants the prophets, who spoke in your
Name to our kings, our princes, our
fore-fathers and to all the people of the
earth. 7 O Yahweh, righteousness belongs [only] to you. We [humans] bear faces
covered with [bleeding-pale] shame to this
day. [All of us are guilty, including] the men of
Judah {Celebrated}, the inhabitants of
Jerusalem, and all Israel, both nearby,
and far away, scattered amongst all the
countries where you drive [us] because
of our treacherous scams against you.
4

Saints are not finger-pointers. We openly admit
our complicity in the world's demise.

O Yahweh, shame [bleeds-pale] the faces
of our kings, our chiefs and our fore-fa8
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thers, because we keep sinning against
You. 9 [Yet You,] Yahweh our Elohim, possess mercies and [endless] forgiveness,
though we [consistently] revolt against [You].
Daniel is addressing this verse to the other people
praying with him.

Yahweh our Elohim, we never
obey [your] voice. [We keep on refusing] to walk in [your] laws, which (through
[your] servants the prophets) [you] set before our [stubborn] faces.
Daniel 9:10
[listen and]

Daniel is addressing this verse to the other people
praying with him.

Yes, all Israel [keeps] over-running
your Law. We stampede away from
obeying your voice. [That's why] curse[s
keep] pouring out on us. [We're receiving the
punishments listed in the] imprecatory oath
written in the law of Moses (the servant
of the Eloha). We [Israelites swore that oath, accepting those penalties of perjury. Still we keep on] sinning against [You].
11

Don't ever swear any oath. Never agree to the
terms of the Sinai Covenant. Just live in harmony
with the Covenant's perfectly reasonable principles.

carrying out the warnings he spoke against us and our governing judges. [YAH is] hurling upon us
tornadoes of [deserved] ruin. Under all the
heavens [no city has ever suffered the disasters]
that [destroyers habitually] wreak upon
Jerusalem.
12 [Brothers, YAH is]

Daniel is addressing this verse to the other people
praying with him.

All this disaster has come upon us as
Moses' Law foretold. Yet we neglect to
beg [with our] faces to [You,] Yahweh our
Elohim. [We fail to ask for power to] turn from
our [moral] depravity, to gain intelligence
from Your truth. 14 So, [friends,] Yahweh
keeps [alertly] watching [us wreak] destruction. Then he brings [the consequences of our
evil] upon us. Yahweh our Elohim is
righteous in every action he executes:
for we fail to [listen &] obey his voice.
13

A good parent lets his son feel the consequences of
the son's own evil actions. A bad parent shelters a
child from reaping what he sows. All of the problems of the human race are summarized in that
simple parental principle.
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And now, O Yahweh our Elohim
(who, with a mighty hand brought your
people up out of the land of Egypt,
thereby winning for yourself renown
[that endures to] this day): we sin. We [humans] are wicked. 16 O Yahweh, [not because
we're righteous, but because] you're so good, I
urge you: Please! Turn away your fireraging nostril[s] from your city:
Jerusalem, your holy mountain. [We admit
that] it's because of our crimes, and for
the depravities of our fore-fathers, [that]
Jerusalem and your people have become objects of scorn to all [the nations]
around us.
15

Ex 20:5

You, Yahweh, are
great. So, our Elohim, hear your servant's prayer. [Hear my] pleadings. Light
up your face over your desolate sanctuary. 18 O my Elohim, stretch out [toward us
repenters]. Incline your ear. Hear. Open
up [your heart to us]. Open your eyes. See
[us and our land lying] desolate, along with
the [wrecked] city that is called by your
Name. We [have no right to] cast our pleadings to you. We can't claim the rights of
righteous people. We're [just begging] for
your [unmerited] mercy. 19 O Yahweh, hear. O
17 [We're no good. But]

Yahweh, forgive. Please don't wait! O Yahweh, listen and take action, to show how [forgiving & gracious]
you are, my Elohim. [Save] your city and your people. [We're] called by Your Name.” Daniel 9:20 [A mir-

I [stand] speaking, praying,
confessing my sin and the sin of my
people Israel, casting my pleadings
[heavenward, my] face up to my Sovereign
Yahweh, [begging Him to restore Zion,] the holy
mountain of my Elohim:
The Angel Gabriel Again Appears To
Daniel
21 I'm talking [to YAH] in prayer. It's
about the time of the evening [feast] offering. The angel-man Gabriel (whom I
had seen in the original vision) swiftly
swoops down [out of heaven], ___! He
touches me!
acle happens while]

See Dan 8:15 for the earlier vision. Sermons are a
mostly wastes of time. But feasting together as believers is critical. Important miraculous events of-
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ten happen when repentant people gather to share
their best food in a communal love feast in obedient honor of YHVH. See 2 Sam 24:15, 1Ki 18:29,
Ezra 9:5.

GabriEl explains and discusses [mysterwith me. He says, “DaniEl, I [flew from
heaven tonight] to give you [intelligent] skill
and understanding. 23 At the beginning
of your pleadings, [Yahweh shouted] out [a]
commandment. So I [flew here] to show
you [the future of the human race,] because [Yahweh and the host of heaven] greatly love you,
[Daniel].
Gabriel Predicts Christ's Life & Israel's War
22

ies]

*[YAH has] determined [to allow]
your [Israeli] people to occupy
your sacred city [Jerusalem] for 70
* 7 [490 more years. This gives you Jews more
than enough time] to forbid rebellion
[against YAH's Laws,] to stop sinning,
to bury your perversity, to
walk in eternal righteousness,
and to make sacred the most
Holy [place. You Jews will fail to do these righteous acts. So this 490 years] comes to
wrap up the [era] of the [Jewish] visionary and prophet.
24

70 * 7 is the number of times Yahshua said to forgive people who offend you. YHVH allowed the
Jews to continue sinning in Jerusalem for 490
years after the Babylonian invasion. Then, in 70
A.D., YHVH wiped out the Jews, and he dispersed
their survivors throughout the earth.

*So acknowledge and [intelligently] understand, that from the
broadcasting of [the Persian Emperor's]
commandment to restore and
rebuild Jerusalem, until [YahShua,
YAH's] Messiah [becomes]
Commander [of the Universe,] 7 * 7
[49 years], plus another 62 * 7 [434
years] pass. During this [time the Jews
come to] reconstruct [Jerusalem's]
street[s] and its [temple] wall. But
[the era between 483B.C. to 1 A.D. holds] turbulent times.
25
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483 years = A.D.30 (454BC + 30AD = 484 (less 1
‘year 0’ for going from BC years to AD) = 483. This
clearly states that the Messiah would be born at
exactly the time Yahshua was born. Why the Jews
don't get this, I have no idea. This indisputable fact
was thoroughly addressed by Sir Isaac Newton,
Ussher, many of the Reformers, and even 2nd centuryAD Julius Africanus. For the exact decree of Artaxerxes, see Nehemiah 2:1-8. ‘Wall’ may mean
trenches for a water system.
26

*[Soon] after

62 * 7 [434 years,
cut off [YAH's
Messiah [from the land of
[that]

the crypto-Satanic religionists]

Anointed Royal]
the living. These religious servants of Satan assassinate their innocent Messiah. This crime fulfills the
Messiah's plan to convict the devil of unprovoked
murder. So YAH lawfully reclaims the Messiah's fol-

Then the
[Roman] people of the coming
Czar destroy the city [of Jerusalem]
and [its] sanctuary. [Jerusalem's] end
comes [as] an [overwhelming] flood [of
violence. From now] until the end [of the
world, the powers-that-be] decree that
desolating wars [will consume the
world].
lowers from Satan's slave-hold.]

In 27 A.D, exactly 483 years after ArtaXerxes issues the commandment to rebuild Jerusalem, John
the Baptist baptizes Jesus. (Matthew 1:15.) 3.5
years later (in the middle of Daniel's '70th week' of
years) Jerusalem's false-priests crucify Jesus. In
70AD, the Romans flatten Jerusalem. Roman general Vespatian Titus loots and destroys Jerusalem.
Titus burns the temple and the city. He kills and/or
sells into slavery all of the Israelites who fail to flee
into Africa or Asia.

control a league that
binds many [rogue Jewish leaders] for 1 * 7
[years]. But in the middle of this [7 years,
Caesar] stops the [Jews from] slaughtering
[animals] for communal feasts. He [forbids
Jews from bringing] qurban [presents to fund Hebrew
religious government]. As [punishment for Israel's] infecting the world with abominations,
[YAH allows] Caesar to turn Israel into a
[Roman] parking lot. [Some form of Roman power]
keeps on desolating [Jerusalem] and the
world until the consummate destruction
[Yahweh] has already decreed destroys
the ultimate desolator: [Satan's New World Order].”
27 [Caesar comes to]
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Islam is an offshoot of Roman Catholicism. The
New World Order is the Revived Roman Empire.

Daniel 10

2 “[At the time of the vision,]

mourning

[in repentance]

I, DaniEl, [have been]
for 3 full weeks.

Pray like Daniel. You might get what Daniel got.

For 3 whole weeks I eat no desirable
food. I refuse to let meat or wine enter
my mouth. I [even] decline to oil my skin
[to relieve the dry desert chafing].
3

Trans-dermal nutrition is a way to get some nutrients even though you're fasting.

It's the 24th day of the 1st month [of
I [miraculously appear] on the bank of the great
(Tigris) river.
Daniel Sees His Supernatural
Guardian Angel
5 I lift up my eyes. Suddenly I see a [supernatural] ‘man’ clothed in linen. Around
his waist wraps a belt made of fine gold
[like gold from] Uphaz {Gold-land}.
4

spring, the beginning of the Hebrew year].

This man matches the description of the Messiah in
Revelation ch.1, leading to the possibility that this
might be the Messiah resurrected and passed back
through time.

body shines like
[dazzling] beryl-gems. His face
[flashes] like lightning, ___! His
eyes [radiate light like] torches of fire.
His arms and his feet sparkle
the color of polished brass. Every word from his voice blares
like the roar of a crowd. 7 I
6

*The

[superman's]

DaniEl alone see the vision. The men
with me remain blind to the apparition.
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But a great quaking [terror] falls upon
them. So they race away to hide.
Same thing happens at Paul's vision. Spiritual sight
requires fasting & praying.

The Prophet Daniel Fasts and Prays
For Weeks
1 [Two years pass.] In the 3rd year of [the reign
of] Cyrus {Sun}, Emperor of Persia, [YAH's]
Word reveals to DaniEl {El-Judges} (aka
Belteshazzar) a true [prophecy] of the distant future of [great war on planet Earth]. And
through a vision, [YAH empowers] Daniel to
understand this prophecy:
Daniel is 89 years old.

1376

As I stand alone, [jaw-dropped,] staring at
this amazing vision, the grandeur [of my
8

royal clothing (my handsome, dignified appearance)]

corrupts

[into rags. Decrepit, deathly ashen pallor

All strength flees [from my
body, ___]. 9 Still I hear the sound of the
[superman's roaring] words. At the thundering
of his speaking, I faint. [I fall down.] My
face [smacks] the dust. Daniel 10:10 Suddenly a [supernatural] hand touches me.
The hand picks me up. [It] sets me on
my knees and on the palms of my
hands. [I totter like a drunk animal!] 11 [The superman] says to me, “DaniEl, [you are] a man
[whom Yahweh] greatly loves. Understand
the words I speak to you. Stand upright
where you are. For [Yahweh] sent me to
you today.” [The superman] speaks this
message to me. So I [obediently struggle to my
feet. I] stand up, trembling. 12 Then [the superman says] to me, “Never fear, DaniEl:
from the 1st day that you set your
heart to understand, and to humble
yourself before your Elohim, [YAH] heard
your words. I came [to earth] because of
your prayer. 13 But the [demon-angel] CzarPrince [who controls] the Persian Empire
stood confronting me [in spirit-battle] for 21
days. But suddenly MichaEl {El-IsIncomparable}, one of [YAH's] chief [angelic]
princes, came to protect me [from the demon-lord]. So I left MichaEl there [battling]
the [demon-lord who manipulates the] kings of
Persia [like puppets on his string]. 14 Now I
have come to make you understand
what will befall your [Hebrew] people in
the last days. For the [scope of this] vision
[stretches over many] days [and into the distant future].” 15 As the [superman] speaks such
[amazing] words to me, I lie my on face
[on] the ground. I go mute, ___. 16
Suddenly someone who looks like a
man-child touches my lips. I open my
mouth. I say to the superman who
covers my skin.]
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stands facing me, “My master, the vision churns me in anguish. [The prophetic
burden] has drained all my strength. 17 —I
am your servant, master. How can I
speak with you, my Adon {Lord}? No
strength remains in me. My life-breath
[lies knocked] out…” 18 Again, a man-like
[supernatural] being [flies to me]. He revives
me. 19 [This man-like being] sings, “Never
fear, greatly beloved man! [I pray for YAH's]
peace to [fill] you! Be strong! Be steadfast!” Hearing the [man-being's] words, I fill
with strength. I say, “Please speak,
master. [I can endure the vision now.] You've
empowered me.” Daniel 10:20 Then [the superman] says, “You know I came to [help]
you. But now I [must] return to fight
[against] the [demon] chief of Persia. And
when I leave [earth, having conquered the Persianarch-demon,] the [demon] prince of [the] Grecian [Empire] comes [to enslave the Medo-Persian
Empire]. 21 I'll show you [more secrets] written in the scripture-Book of Truth. I
[know all about the supernatural realities that control the
wicked Empire you govern].

I am the only [being]
whom [YAH lets fight against the Persian demons,]
except MichaEl {El-Is-Incomparable}: your
[angelic] prince.”

Daniel 11
SuperAngel Predicts The Persian
Empire's Fall
1 [The superman continues,] “I also came here
[to earth] in the 1st year when [Cyrus {Sun},
aka] Darius the Mede, [your Emperor,] gained
control of the Babylonian Empire. I confronted [the demon-lord who wanted to possess Cyrus
{Sun}]. I withstood [the demon-lord until YAH] established Darius {The-Mantainer} as a
strong [Emperor].
Or: “I stood with Michael, to strengthen Michael,
who was protecting the Emperor.” ‘Darius’ is a title
meaning ‘Maintainer’.

—Now I'll show you the truth.” [The superman waves his hands. A future-time portal opens be2

“Look, ___! See 3
Emperors [yet to] stand up [to reign over]
Persia. Then [see] a 4th [Emperor,] who [by
fore Daniel's wide-eyes.]
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grows far richer than [all the
prior Emperors]. By his [mercenary military]
strength (bought with his riches) this
[last Emperor of Persia] stirs up everyone [in the
Medo-Persian Empire] against the Greek Empire.
taxing everyone]

3 kings: Cambyses, pseudo-Smerdis & Darius
Hystapes.

Alexander The Great Rises, the Dies
3 Now [see] a mighty Emperor [Alexander the
Great] stand up. [He conquers the Persian Empire.
Watch Alexander] rule with vast dominion.
He does whatever he wants.
Alexander is the prototypical he-goat's little horn of
Dan 8:9. The events of this chapter form a pattern
which, like an expanding fractal, blow up larger at
the end of the world. To us, this is an amazing history lesson. To Daniel, this was a detailed vision of
future events!

But as soon as [Alexander] rises to full
power, [YAH] smashes [Alexander's] kingdom. [Alexander's] children enjoy no rule.
[YAH] divides [the Empire between Alexander's Greek
generals. They each rule one of the] the four winds
of heaven: [north, south, east, west]. But the
[Grecian] Empire never again spans dominion like [Alexander's dominion]. For [YAH]
plucks up the Empire [from those 4 Generals].
[YAH] passes it to [Roman Czars].
Egypt's Nicator Dominates South Of
Israel
5 [Watch] the king over the south: [Ptolemy
Soter, son of Lagus, king of Egypt] become strong…
but [watch:] one of [Ptolemy's] princes, [General Nike-tor] overpowers [Ptolemy]. [Nike-tor]
grabs dominion. [This] prince [Nicator]
comes to rule [Egypt's Empire] with great
power.
4

South = south of Judea. All Biblical thought centers
around literal or metaphorical Jerusalem.

King Antiochus Cheats With Egypt's
Princess
6 After [63] years the [Greek General-kings]
join themselves together, because
[Berenice,] the daughter of [Ptolemy II (Philadelphus)] King of Egypt, travels to [Antiochus,]
the king of northern Greece, to make a
[devilish] agreement: [Berenice marries Antiochus.

Antiochus divorces his wife Laodice and disinherits his own

But [this adulterous alliance fails: Berenice] loses her strength [when Laodice kills Berenice (and
son.]
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Berenice's son) in revenge for stealing her husband] .

So
[Emperor] Antiochus falls. His power dies
with him. [The Grecians] surrender Berenice
to their oppressors, along with everyone who brought [Berenice to Greece,] including [Ptolemy] who fathered her and who
strengthened her in these [troubled]
times.
See Chr. 18:2 and Dan. 11:8. Egypt = South =
Negev.

Egypt's Ptolemy III Defeats Grecian Antiochus
7 But out of a branch of [Berenice's] roots,
[her brother, Ptolemy III, aka ‘Benefactor’] stands up
in the estate of [king Antiochus. Ptolemy (Benefactor) advances to avenge Berenice's murder] with an
army. He invades the fortress of [Antiochus,] the king of northern [Greece].
[Ptolemy] does [as he wishes] against the
[Greeks]. He conquers them.
Euergetes = Benefactor.

To Egypt, [Ptolemy aka ‘Benefactor’]
carries booty, including the [Greeks' precious-metal statues of their pagan] gods, their [other] metal images, and their valuable
vessels of silver and of gold. [This
8 [South]

‘Benefactor’ reigns in Greece for 4 years, in addition to his
42 years in Egypt. He reigns]

longer than [his adul‘king of the

terous Greek predecessor, Antiochus,]

north’.
Euergetes was a benefactor to the Egyptians. For
them he stole 40000 talents of Greek silver plus
2400 molten idols, many of which the Grecian king
Cambyses had earlier plundered from Egypt.

So [Ptolemy {Benefactor},] the king of the
Negev, enters his dominion. He returns
[triumphant] to [Egypt,] his own land.
9

Negev = south of Jerusalem.

Ptolemy III Conquers Antiochus'
Warlike Sons
Daniel 11:10 But [the defeated Greek king's] sons
[Seleucus II (Callinicus) and Antiochus III] rise up [to
wage war on Egypt. See] them gather a throng
of many armies. They sweep [south] like
a mighty [overwhelming] flood. They conquer all the way to the [royal Egyptian]
fortress.

In this war Antiochus III gets defeated. His brother
dies from falling off a horse.

Then the king of the south [Ptolemy III of
Egypt] moves in rage. He storms forth to
11
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fight the king of the north [Antiochus III].
[Antiochus] throws his great forces [into the
battle]. But [YAH hands] the [Greek] armies
into the fist [of the king of Egypt].
War-Crazed Ptolemy III Destroys
His Empire
12 As the [grave-digging soldiers] clear the
corpses [from the battle-field,] the [Egyptian]
king, drunk [with arrogant bloodlust,] flies into
a [manic] murder rampage. He massacres
tens of thousands [of his enemies]. But [of
course] this [insane war-making] only weakens
his rule.
This massacre happens at Raphia, SW of
Palestine's Gaza, still a world-famous war-zone today.

Greek King Antiochus 3 Defeats
Jews & Egypt
13 Watch: [after 14 years,] the [Greek] king of
the north, [Antiochus III,] recruits a vast
throng [of soldiers] greater than before. [Antiochus] returns [for revenge]. He invades
[Egypt] with a huge army well-equipped
[with war-machines and war-horses]. 14 And in
those times many [enemies] stand up
against the king of the south, [Egyptian
boy-king Ptolemy #5 (Epiphanes)]. The violent
sons [among] your [Jewish] people exalt
themselves [in rebellion against foreign rule] to
establish [their] dream [of Jewish independence].
Yet the [Jews] fall.
Translations vary widely in interpreting this verse.
Apparently hothead Jewish ‘sons of the oppressors’
revolt against Egyptian control of Judea. But this
revolt against Egypt strengthens Syria's Antiochus
III. He repays the Jews with further oppression.

So the king of the [Syrian] north, [Antiochus III, the ‘Great,’] invades [Egypt]. He
erects [mighty] siege-works. He seizes
[Egypt's] most fortified city. The armedforces of the south [Egypt/Negev] fail to
withstand [the Greek onslaught. The northern Greeks
beat down even Egypt's most] elite troops. Eventually the [Egyptians] lose all strength to
resist. 16 [Antiochus III] comes [to war]
against [Ptolemy V]. [Antiochus] does whatever he wants. No one can stand before
[Antiochus III]. [So he] stands [as oppressor] over
the glorious country [of Israel]. His powerfist consumes [the promised land].
15
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Antiochus3 Pimps His 11yo Cleopatra to Egypt

*[Antiochus III] sets his face to [rule
the entire Grecian Empire] with his
mighty, [powerful] dominion. So he
forges a [deceptive] agreement [with
17

conquered Egyptian boy-king Ptolemy V. To Ptolemy, Antiochus] gives his [own beautiful 11
year-old daughter, Cleopatra. He rips her away
from the caring hands of her mother and grand-

Antiochus corrupts [little]
Cleopatra [with instructions to bed the boymother!]

king, then to kill and/or make him her daddy's puppet]. But [Cleopatra] rebels [against her father's mad pedophilia & murder plot. She sides
with the boy-king]

against her father.

Cleopatra Switches Sides To Her
Boy-Love-King
18 After [his daughter Cleopatra betrays his evil plot,
Antiochus] turns his face to [conquer] the
[Mediterranean] coastlands [and islands]. He
seizes many [cities]. But a [Roman General,
Lucius ’Illuminator’ Scipio,] for his own interest,
puts a stop to [Antiochus'] outrageous [invasions]. [The Mediterranean people hail Scipio] for
[humbling] the arrogant [Antiochus].
Roman General Scipio Smacks
Antiochus 3 Down
19 Then [Antiochus 3] turns his face toward
[his] stronghold, his own land [of northern
Greece / Syria]. But [Antiochus] stumbles. [Defeated by Scipio at Magnesia, Antiochus limps back north

There [Antiochus 3] falls, never to
be seen again.
Seleucus Philopator Rises To A
Poison Death
Daniel 11:20 In the [royal] place [left vacant by
to Syria.]

the death of his father Antiochus, Seleucus Philopator]

arises. He [sends out his General Heliodorus] to
raise taxes throughout [Judaea,] the glorious Kingdom. But within a few days,
[Seleucus’ treasurer poisons Seleucus to death in secret,]

not in open conflict nor battle.
See 2 Macc 3,4. 187-176 BC.

AntiChrist Prototype (Antiochus 4)
Arises
21 And in the place of [Seleucus Philopator,] a
vile man [Antiochus IV (Epiphanes)] arises. [The
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honor his kingship. So
he comes into [power] sneakily. Antiochus
IV steals the [Greek] Empire [from its rightful
heir] by flattery, [bribery, begging, murder-payoffs
and lies].
Greek people refuse to]

Some say that there is a several-thousand-year
time gap here where we skip to a future anti-christ. The text gives no indication of such a gap.
However, the end-times plays as a large-scale projection of Daniel's prophecies. Prophecy unfolds in
cyclical patterns, like fractal geometry. So this
whole chapter probably has an end-times interpretation even greater than its unparalleled historical
significance.

Greek Antiochus 4 Shamefully Perverts Israel
22 [Antiochus IV (Epiphanes)] sends out his [Grecian] forces like a mighty flood. [He]
breaks to bits the armies of his rival
kings. [Epiphanes even deposes Onias III, the 3rdGeneration] High Priest of [YAH's] covenant.
[In Onias III's place, Epiphanes installs puppet-priest Jason {Curer}.]

Jason buys the position of Jewish high Priest. Then
Ephiphanes sells the same position to Menelaus,
who in 171BC kills and steals the name of Onias
III, the real High Priest. This line of Judea's false
high Priests goes on to crucify Yahshua, the Messiah.

sign treaties with [Epiphanes].
But he deceitfully [breaks every treaty]. So he
maintains a small but very forceful empire.
Devil-Posssesed Antiochus 4 Rages
World War
24 [Epiphanes] launches surprise attacks.
He [burns and loots] the most prosperous
regions [in and around the Greek Empire]. He
commits [atrocities worse than all the evil deeds of
23 [Nations]

his forefathers and predecessors. He scatters the bodies

He steals their houses, animals and riches. He redistributes the
booty to [his loyal subject citizens. Thus he amasses
popular political will to] seize all the fortresses
of the [neighboring nations].
of his enemies.]

[Epiphanes] acts like a modern socialist/communist, for instance, a U.S. President or a Russian
Czar. He invades other peoples' land, steals from
his enemies, then redistributes wealth to his loyal
citizen-subjects who "support their troops."
Epiphanes, like modern leaders, also funds public
entertainment, to keep the people's minds off of
the evil their government wreaks. Sound familiar?
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Antiochus 4 Conquers Egypt Via
Bribery

*Backed by a great [Grecian]
army, [Epiphanes] stirs up his power and his bold heart against [his
nephew,] the [Egyptian] king of the
south [Ptolemy Philometor,] who stirs
up into battle his [own] massive
overwhelming [Egyptian] army.
But [Ptolemy] falls, [not because Epiphanes
is stronger,] but because [Epiphanes secretly] corrupts [Ptolemy's generals and authorities] with bribes.
25

See 1 Macc 1. Antiochus Epiphanes was the son of
Antiochus the 'Great' and the brother of Cleopatra.
She birthed Ptolemy Philometor (181-145 BC), one
of the two sons from her childhood marriage to
Ptolemy Epiphanes.
26 [Ptolemy, the Egyptian king, has his power]

cracked

by the [bribed military, political and economic] courtesans who dine with
him. So his massive army washes away
in the flood of its own blood.
[into pieces]

The resulting disarray leads the Alexandrian Egyptians to install (Ptolemy's brother) Eurgetes as king
over Alexandria.

The hearts of both of these [rival]
kings, [Antiochus and Ptolemy] overflow with
evil [schemes]. They sit at the same [royal]
table, speaking [cunning] lies [to each other].
But [their kingdoms] fail to prosper. Their
power crumbles [to dust] at the time [YAH]
appoints.
27

Antiochus exploits the political instability in Egypt
that results from the division between his nephews
(Philometor and Euergetes). Antiochus often ate
with Ptolemy in Memphis, pretending to be a sympathetic uncle. Antiochus played Euergetes in
Alexandria the same way, thus inciting his nephews to fight each other. And the nephews were
also scheming to kill their uncle and each other,
just like in modern international diplomacy: the
diplomats sit down at a round table. They pretend
to seek peace while they gather information to fuel
plots to kill each other.

Antiochus Desecrates Israel
Then, [carting] great riches, [Antiochus]
returns [north] toward his [Syrian] land. [As
he passes through Israel,] his heart [rails]
against [YAH's] holy covenant. He com28
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mits [atrocities to destroy the Hebrew religion]. Then
he returns to his [Syrian] homeland.
Epiphanes strikes Jerusalem's temple, kills 80000
men, takes 40000 prisoners, sells 40000 Jews as
slaves, and kills Jews who attempt to depose the
fake, Greek-bought ‘High Priest’ Menelaus.

appointed,
[Epiphanes and his Greco-Syrian armies] march
back south [through Israel] to invade [Egypt].
But this 3rd invasion pales in comparison to past and future invasions.
Super-Angel Predicts The Greek
Empire's Fall
Daniel 11:30 For [Roman war] ships from
Cyprus come against [Epiphanes]. They
make him turn-tail and race for home
29

At the time

[YAH has]

[to Syria like a scared little girl. On the way back north,

There he
wreaks menace against [anyone who obeys
YAH's] Holy Covenant. Then, [in a scheme
Epiphanes passes again through Israel.]

more destructive than any violent persecution, Epiphanes]

makes beneficial agreements with any
[Israelis] willing to forsake [YAH's] holy
covenant. [He makes apostasy the cool, profitable,
respectable thing to do.]

Like today, where you can get anything you want
as long as you swear an oath [forbidden by Jesus]
to get a bank account, a passport, a driver's license.

*[Epiphanes barks his order. Greek] armed
forces rush [south into Judaea]. They
seize the [Jewish] sanctuary [as their]
stronghold. They pollute [YAH's
temple. They] forbid the daily [food
31

preparation. Thus they starve out the priests, the
helpless and the worshipers. Greek soldiers slaughter men, women and children on the Sabbath. They
install a statue of Zeus (theos) in the Holy Temple.

causing the abomination that
brings desolation.
They sacrifice a pig on the Holy Altar,]

See 1 Macc 1:44-54. Sacrificing a pig on the altar
is the same sin as feeding people hot dogs (pureed
dead pig anus) at a church picnic. It's an abomination. This prophecy finds cyclical repetition
throughout history. See Matt 24:15 and Dan 9:27.
Wherever you see dead pig flesh willfully eaten and
served by people who claim to serve the Almighty,
it's highly likely that those people are imposters
without authority. This history repeats itself: in
2020, demon-posessed leaders worldwide forbade
the group-celebration of sabbaths, specifically targeting all 3 major Hebrew feast-weeks, even in Is-
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rael! Such lockdowns are prime, unmistakable endtimes trigger events. Even worse than sacrificing
pigs is the injection into human flesh of of abortedbaby cells and infected monkey-kidney pus, key ingredients in the the mandated vaccines.

All But True Saints Fall To AntiChristians

32

*With

[privileges, entitlements, flattery,

slick trickery, this [Greek politician Epiphanes] corrupts everyone who commits
wicked [acts] contrary to [YAH's]
covenant. But the people who
acknowledge [Yahweh] their Elohim stay strong. [They] advance.
government benefits and other]

The Maccabees staged successful revolts against
pagan oppression.

*[YAH's few remaining] wise people
instruct many [saints in how to avoid falling for pagan benefit-traps]. Yet the [wiseones] get [betrayed by their fellow ‘believers.’ So
wise believers] fall by the sword, or
[die in] flames, or [rot in] slavecamps, or [starve. Pagans and their appeasers] rob the [holy-ones] of [everything
33

they need to sustain life. This oppression goes on
for] many days.
Hasidean Jews resisted pagan encroachment, as do
the Hasidic [holy] Jews today dancing in New
York's streets while NYC cops push them into jail.
Real Jews and real Christians suffer death rather
than make contracts with pagans. So there are
currently almost no authentic Jews nor authentic
Christians on planet earth. Every bite that goes
into most peoples' mouths comes directly from
slave-contracts with the world-system. (Did you
ever think about what atrocities you agreed to
when you signed that application for a bank account or a driver's license?)

Weak Judeo-Christians Betray The
Saints
34 Now when the [wise-ones] fall, they [barely receive] any help [from their foolish ‘brothers and
sisters’]. Rather, their [fellow ‘Judeo-Christians’ and
‘government’ employees] who are obligated to
help them [slickly] flatter them, [then abandon
them]. 35 *And some [believers] who

understand [YAH's will] still fall, to
test them, and to purge them
[of evil], and to make them pure
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[as the driven snow].

This [testing] continues until the end [of the world, because
YAH has] so appointed.
This is a pivotal transition verse. Here the story
moves on to the end-times. Many scholars mistake
the end of Daniel 11 as continuing to refer in error
to Antiochus Epiphanes.

The Super-Being Predicts The New
World order

*[For the ensuing 2000 years, each successive
Satanic] ruler prospers by doing
whatever he wants. He exalts
himself. He spirals [high] his [fame]
above every El {Power}. He
speaks amazing [blasphemies]
against [Yahweh], the El {Power}
over [all] elohim {Authorities}. In
the end, [YAH finally puts a] stop [to the
menace of human disobedience] . But first,
everything that [YAH] has pre-ordained must be done.
36

This is an overview of the succession of Satanic
powers that dominate the planet to the very end
times, the end of the world. See Dan 9:27.

37 *[The parade of evil world-sovereigns terminates in an unprecedented Tyrant-Power. This anti-

fails to understand [or appreciate] the elohim of
his fathers. [As a trans-sexual pedophile,
he rejects] the desire of women. [He
disrespects] every elohim {Authority}.
Christian demagogue]

[He fails to understand the warnings given by the
messengers of Yahweh the Eloah {Supreme-being}.]
[The Anti-Christ power]

magnifies him-

self above all.
This is summarizing the events of Daniels "70th
week." Now you understand why the evil world is
pushing so hard to normalize pedophilia and transgenderism.

In the place [where Yahweh should be honored,
honors “the almighty god
[over our armed] forces.” With gold, silver,
precious stones and coveted treasures,
[this ruler] honors [a being who is actually Satan,] a
[counterfeit] super-war-god whom his forefathers did not [consciously] recognize.
38

this arch-ruler]

When Jews and Christians bless their boys and
send them out to kill and die in pagan wars, they
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are offering human sacrifices to the "god of
Forces," right there in a "Christian" church or Jewish synagogue. Today, the people of the world survive merely to maintain the debt their oppressors
have incurred to fund and supply mercenaries who
blow up the planet, wreaking the havoc that gives
Satan his only fun. World War honors the ‘god of
forces’ on a grand, global scale. If these lunatics
could take their insane destructiveness to other
planets, they would. But despite human spacetravel propaganda, they can't, because earth is a
prison for evil spirits.

*With the power of a pagan
supergod, [this ruler] attacks and
seizes [earth's] strongest fortresses. He acknowledges and glorifies the people who [bow to him].
He installs his [conquered rats] as
rulers over millions. He divides
the land [into counties and states. He sets
39

property valuations on each parcel, so that he can

to gain
satanic world-takeover].
tax all real estate]

[money to fund his

This has already happened: Look on your house-deed. Notice that ‘your’ land on which you live has
been apportioned. You must now pay mandatory,
forced property tax for the privilege of living as a
‘tenant’ on your ‘own’ land. The more you fix up
your house, the more tax you have to pay for the
privilege of living there! In 2020, even the Pope
called for the Marxist abolition of private property!

The Super-Being Predicts The End
Of The World

*In the era of the end
[of the world,] the king of the [African]
south thrusts the “horns” of [his
Daniel 11:40

armies into battle against the satanic arch-power,]

the northern sovereignty.

[So the

arch-power dispatches his troops. They rain down]

against [Africa & The Middle-East] like a
whirlwind, with chariots [tanks],
horsemen, and many [battle]
ships. [The arch-power sweeps on to] invade countries like an overwhelming violent flood. [He tramples down] the earth.
North of Jerusalem could be: Russia, China, Europe, even North America. This account bears similarities to Ezekiel 39's Gog & Magog War. This
arch-power is probably not a President nor king nor
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prime-minister. It is more likely the devil's bankermaster(s) who control politicians.

invades the glorious
land [of Israel]. [He] overthrows many
countries. But the following [countries] escape out of his hand: Edom, Moab and
the best parts of the [land belonging to the inbred] descendants of Ammon.
41 [This arch-power then]

These Arab/Muslim people get spared, possibly because they already bow to the arch-ruler's satanic
power. Remember that Islam is a branch from Roman Catholicism.

The Anti-Christian Forces Take
World Power
42 Then [the anti-Christ arch-power] lifts up his
fist upon [many more] countries. The land
of Egypt can't escape [his military claws]. 43
[This arch-power confiscates] and controls the
treasures of gold and silver and all the
[other] precious possessions of Egypt. [So]
the Libyans {Dry-Landers} and the
Ethiopians [walk in the footsteps of his satanic command].
The AntiChristian World Cabal Fails

*Then [military rumblings] rise out
of the east [China] and out of the
north [Russia], to trouble [the archpower]. So he [flies] forth [with his
armies] with great fury to exterminate [his enemies,] to utterly
doom many [people to death].
44

Rev 9:16, 16:12.

*[Then the arch-power] plants his
royal structures [in Palestine,] between the [Mediterranean] Sea and
the glorious holy mountain of
Zion. Yet [in the end,] he comes to
his end. No one [comes] to help
him.
45

By some interpretations, this signals the end of the
U.S. Empire.

Daniel 12
Daniel Prophesies Deliverance for
Israel
1

*During [earth's final] period,
MichaEl {El-Is-

[the

archangel]
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Incomparable} stands up. [Michael is]

the great [heavenly] prince. He
champions the children of your
[Hebrew] people. [He defends them against
invisible demonic powers.] Then [earth endures] a time of trouble such as
never existed since the founding of the [Hebrew] nation until
that [end] time. Then [YAH] rescues everyone one of your [Hebrew] people [whose name the Messiah]
finds written in the book [of Life].

*Then [billions of dead people]
who sleep in the dust of
the earth awake, some
to everlasting life, and
some to [the] shame of
being forever repulsed
by Yahweh.
2

But humans will not suffer eternal conscious torment.

*Finally, [believers] who make [other people] wise shine like the
brightness of the atmospheric
[galaxies]. [Believers] who turn many
[sinners] to righteousness [blaze]
like stars for eons into the endless future.
3

Being wise is not enough. And not sinning is not
good enough. You have to help other people to get
wise and to stop sinning.

Super-Being Predicts Internet &
Modern Travel

*But you, DaniEl, [neither
publish nor explain] the words
[of this prophecy]. Seal the
book until the time of
the [world's] end, [when]
many [humans] run [madly]
back and forth [searching for
4
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money and meaning, traveling in
planes, ships and trains across the
planet, turning aside from the truth to
lies, even though]

multiplies

knowledge

[via books, media

and the internet].”
‘Many shall run to and fro’ may imply: ‘the billions
will go stark raving mad.’

Then I (DaniEl) look. Suddenly there
appear two other [angels]! One [angel floats]
above [my] side of the [Tigris] river. The
other [angel floats] over the far river-bank.
6 One [angel] asks the super-man clothed
in linen who [hovers] on the waters of the
river, “How long will it be until the end
of these marvels?” 7 *The linen5

clothed man who [hovers] on the
waters of the river raises up
his right hand and his left hand
to heaven. I hear him declare 7
times: [Yahweh] who lives forever
[says] that “a time, times, and a
half,” must pass until [the evil archruler] completely shatters the
power-hand of [YAH's] holy people. Then all these [prophecies]
reach fulfillment.
See Dan 9:27, Rev 11:2, Rev 13:5. This refers to
the final 3.5 ‘years’ of Daniel's 70th ‘week’ of years.
When every servant of YHVH is completely
marginalized, then the Judgment Day comes. And
that day may not be far away. The world is not
getting progressively more Christian. The world is
growing progressively more anti-christian. That's
why in 2020 Biblical worship was shut down worldwide, with shamefully little protest. Church is just a
whitewash. Look at the social statistics. You'll easily see that, by any objective measure, churchgoers
as a whole are at least as evil as non-churchgoers.

Even though I hear the superman say
I fail to understand it. So I ask,
“Master, what will be the outcome of all
these [prophesied events]?” 9 The superman
says, “Go your way, DaniEl. For [these]
words are closed up and sealed till the
time of the end [of the world]. Daniel 12:10
8

[all this],

*Many

[themselves. YAH]
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stones [of His true temple]. He
refines them. Meanwhile the
violaters keep on [carelessly] doing
ruinous acts. Not one wicked
[being] ever understands [YAH's
Word]. But the wise eventually
comprehend [everything].
[living]

True believers have the Creator-endowed capacity
to sift truth from lies. For instance, to know that
face-masks do not prevent microbial-transmission.
And that injecting your muscles with aborted-baby
cells, snake-venom and monkey-pus cannot possibly make you healthy.

And from the time that [the evil ruler]
abolishes the daily [Hebrew] food-donations, and sets up the “abomination
that causes desolation,” 1290 [prophetic]
‘days’ pass.
11

in 2020, the Hebrew feasts were ‘criminalized’. Armageddon is coming soon!

Angel Predicts Daniel's Death &
Resurrection

12 Blessed [and happy] is the [saint] who waits, and
reaches the [end of the] 1335 [symbolic] ‘days’ [of persecution].

But go your way, [Daniel,] until the end
[of the world]. You [soon] rest [in death]. Then
at the ‘end of days’ you rise to receive
your allotted inheritance.”
13

Death puts you into a pseudo-sleep. Then—POOF—
you rise to experience Judgment Day.

Hosea 1
to the days when UzziYah {YAH'sJAHtham {JAH-Is-Perfect}, Ahaz {Possessor} &
HezekiYah {Strength-From-Yah} [take their turns as] kings of
Judea. Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler} (son of JAHoash
{JAH-Fired}) [reigns as] king of [north] Israel. Yahweh's
Word comes alive to [the prophet] Hosea {Deliverer}, the
son of Beeri {Fountain}.
Hosea's name flows from the root of the Savior's
name: YASHA 3467 yaw-shah': open, wide, free,
safe, freed, rescued, avenged, defended, delivered,
helped, preserved, etc. Hosea mentions the four
kings of Judah first and the one king of north Israel
last, yet he was a prophet to the northern kingdom. Hosea was contemporary with Amos, another
prophet to north Israel, and also contemporary
with Micah and Isaiah, prophets to Judea. Hosea's
ministry extended over half a century. He lived to
see the fulfillment of his prophecy that Israel would
be captured and enslaved.
[ ___, look back]

Strength},
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The Prophet Marries A Whore

*Yahweh starts to speak inside [the mind of] Hosea: Yahweh
[rhetorically] says,
“Hosea, you hike [down to the strip
club]. Score yourself a whorewife. [Adopt] her whore-brats
who follow in her whore-footsteps! [Then you'll see how I feel every day as]
the world [keeps on] committing
prostitution [right in front of my face. The
hypocrites] race [as fast as they can to get
away] from [me,] Yahweh, [the best Father and husband they could ever have] !”
2

YAH was probably speaking metaphorically, in hyperbole. Hosea took YAH's words literally, by mistake. For an idea of how this might have happened, see The Stripper & The Preacher.

So, ___, Hosea hikes [down to the strip
He [marries a whore named] Gomer
{Terminator} (the daughter of Diblaim
{Double-Cake}). [Hosea sleeps with this whore.]
Soon Gomer blooms with-child. She
gives birth to a son for Hosea.
3

club].

#1586 Gomer is from #1584 Gamar: to complete,
end, cease, finish, fail, perfect, perform.

Yahweh says to [Hosea,]
“Name [this 1st baby] ‘JezreEl
4

{El-

Plants}’. On the [royal] house of [wicked

Hosea Prophesies To Evil North
Israel
1

1384

JAHu, I'm about to avenge
the [innocent] blood ([which Israel's soldiers spilled]
at [the massacre in Palestine at] JezreEl). I'm
putting an end to [north] Israel's royal
dynasty!
Israelite king]

Jehu means ‘Jah is He.’
5

—We're speeding to the day when I
chop [north] Israel's bows [and arrows] into
kindling in the valley of JezreEl {ElPlants}.’
NLT: I will put an end to Israel's independence by
breaking its military power in the Jezreel Valley.
6 [In succeeding days, the floozy Gomer sleeps with whoknows-how-many guys, ___. So]
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nant again. She births a daughter. [YAH]
says to [Hosea,]
“Name the baby ‘Lo-Ruhamah {Untouchable}’. For I'm done fondling the house
of Israel. I'm picking them up to carry
them away [into exile].
‘Nasa Nasa’ is almost always translated (wrong) as
‘I will never forgive them.’ It should be obvious to
any translator that YHVH continues even today to
have compassion and forgiveness on the house of
Israel. Untouchable is usually translated as ‘un-pitied.’
7

But [for now] I'll continue to embrace the
House of Judah. [Watch] Me save Judea.
It'll be [me] (Yahweh their Elohim) who
rescues them, [not their armaments and armies,
not their manpower,] not their bows, swords,
battles, horses and horsemen.”
8 [Gomer keeps bedding other guys until her mamzer-

“Untouchable” stops drinking milk from her breasts. [Then, like clockdaughter named]

work, as soon as Gomer's body produces baby-eggs, she]

gets knocked-up [again]. She gives birth
to a [mamzer] son. 9 [Yahweh] says [to Hosea],
“Name [your wife's illegitimate] baby boy ‘Loammi {Not-My-People}’. For [rogue Israel] are
not my people. I'm not going to be [their
sovereign].
Likely Gomer lay with another man, i.e. this was a
child of adultery.
Hosea 1:10
[But look into the] future: [see] the population
of the children of Israel become like the
sand of the sea, which [man] never measures nor numbers. So in the place
where [today I] say to [rogue] Israel, ‘You
are not my people,’ there [people & angels]
come to say to [Israel's descendants], ‘You are
the sons of the living El {Power}.’

11

See the children of Judea and the children of [north] Israel gather together and
choose [Me as their] one head: a great day,
[as if the massacred innocents rise up in vibrant life to]

overflow the ground of JezreEl {ElPlants} [where invaders murdered them thousands of
years before].”
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paraphrase

Hosea 2
Wrestle For The Souls Of Your Evil
Countrymen

1 [Yahweh continues,]

“Say to your [national] brothers, ‘[Listen,]
my people!’ [Say] to your [Israelite] sisters,
“[Yahweh] has compassion on you!”

*
Wrestle in your mother [country,
___]! Contend [against her]. She is
not my ‘woman’. I'm not her
husband. [Your nation] must get rid
of her [idolatrous sorceries and prostitute
clients] and never look to them
again… [Your country must kick out] her
[adulterous lover-allies] from between
her breasts!
2

There are no Christian or Hebrew nations (except
the Kingdom Of Heaven). The UK, The US, and the
modern State Of Israel are and always have been
pagan nations, outside of YAH's dominion.
3

—Or I [will] strip [your nation] naked. [I'll] expose her like a [helpless] baby on the day
of its birth. I'll make her a wilderness.
I'll make her a permanent dry-land. I'll
slay her with thirst.
Moral corruption, in time, makes a desert out of
the most beautiful country. The land of ‘Israel’ has
become a wasteland. Man denudes the soil with his
greed, foolishness, and disrespect of YAH's laws.
YAH gives man delicious, nutritious seeds to eat.
But man clear-cuts trees to grow cattle because
man loves to clog his colon with steak. YAH gives
man few and easily-filled needs. But men cut down
forests to compete with each other to build completely unnecessary bigger and bigger houses in an
endless global big-genital contest that leaves the
whole earth stiffed.
4

I'm done fondling [Israel's mamzer] brats —
her whore-spawn.

Children raised by idolatrous, evil parents are usually worse than their parents.
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Stay Out Of Alliances With Pagan
Nations!
5

[Israel's] Mom committed ‘prostitution!’
She conceived [her little apostate semi-Israelites]
in shame. She shouts, “I'm running after after my lover-allies! They give me
my food and my water, my wool and
my flax, my oil and my drinks!”

Lovers = pagan national allies.
6

So watch Me hedge up [idolatrous Israel's]
path with thorns. I wall her in so she
can't find her tracks [back to her so-called
‘lovers’ who really hate her].
7

chases her ‘lovers’. But she
never reaches them. She hunts for
them, never finding. Then she [cries],
“I'm going back to my 1st husband
[Yahweh]. My life [under Yahweh's Laws] was
better than [my life of living via devil's-deals with
the wicked world].”

[Wicked Israel]

8

still hasn't acknowledged that it
was I [Yahweh] who gave her [everything she
has:] the grain, the wine, the [pure] oil. I
multiplied her silver and gold, which
[she] donated to [the priests of the false god]
Baal {The-Lord}.”
[Israel]

9

So [watch] me turn back and snatch away
my corn at harvest time, and My wine
at wine-pressing time, ___. [Watch Me]
recover my wool and my flax [which I long
to drape over My nation] to cover her [shameful]
nakedness.
Idolatry brings famine.
Hosea 2:10

Now, ___, [watch] me expose [this unholy nation's] lewdness before the [hateful] eyes of
her [imagined] ‘lover-allies.’ [See her cry when]
no man rescues her from my hand.
11

Watch me end all [the] elation of [apostate
Israel's idolatrous] festivals, her [corrupted] new
moon [soirées], her [desecrated] sabbath [rest
days], and all her [unholy] holidays.
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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All of the holidays of the pagan nations (for instance, the United States) lie drenched in corruption. Modern holidays are anti-Christ substitutes for
true Hebrew Holy-Day celebrations, which are almost totally forgotten, except by some Jews and a
few Hebrew-Roots Christians. Some poor interpreters claim that this verse abolishes Hebrew festivals. The trust is just the opposite. YAH is calling
you to correctly celebrate the Biblical Hebrew holidays. Every call to end or suppress the Hebrew
Feasts is issued by the Devil. That includes the illegal lockdowns which globally prevented Passover,
Pentecost and Sukkot (Tent-Fest) From March to
October 2020.
12

me desolate [idolatrous Israel's] vines
and fig trees, of which she brags,
“These are my fees my lover-allies give
me!” [Watch] Me turn her [orchards into tangled]
thickets [of brushes and weeds, where] wild animals devour [her fruit-trees].
[Watch]

Fees from lovers = aid from non-Hebrew nations.
13

Me [let Israel experience the bitter result] of
her years spent burning ‘worship incense’ to the demon-Lords, and ornamenting herself with her ‘earrings’ and
her ‘jeweled-necklaces,’ chasing down
her [so-called] lover-allies, and forgetting
Me,"
says Yahweh.
[Watch]

YAH does not punish like a petty, jealous spurned
lover. YAH, like any good parent, lets people experience the fruit of their own decisions. Incense may
mean ‘burnt offerings.’

YAH Promises To Redeem You, His
Repentant One
14

“Then, ___, [after Israel suffers enough to learn her
lesson,] watch Me allure her. I bring her
out of the wilderness. I speak [comforting
words that impress] on her heart [my parental love
for her].
15

*

[Watch] me restore [Israel's ancient]
vineyards to her. I transform
the Valley of Achor {Trouble} into
the Gateway Of Hope, ___!
[Watch Israel] sing&shout [in her homeland], like [she shouted] in the days of
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her youth, like [she jumped] on the
day she [marched] up out of the
slave-land of Egypt.
16

the coming day,"
promises Yahweh,
“when you, [Israel,] call me ‘husband’ and
you stop calling me ‘Lord.’
[Envision]

Lord = Baal, which implies, at best, 'slave-master,'
and at worst, 'demon-god.' Stop calling YHVH 'The
LORD' so much. It's irritating. YAH wants you to
call Him something else, something more specific
and/or more personal, like Adonai, or Sovereign, or
his name: YHVH.
17

For I take away the names of the demon-lords out of the mouth(s) of [everyone who will reign with Me]. In the end, my [delegate-kings] can't even remember how to
speak the [blasphemous demon-god] names
[their parents taught them to invoke].

nally-Existent

*

the coming day when I
seal a covenant for [my future-kings]
with [all] field-animals and [all]
sky-birds, and with the creatures creeping on the soil …
when I break the bow and the
sword and [remove] warfare from
the earth [forever]… when I make
[my people] lie down [safely] trusting
[Me to protect them from all terrors].
[ ___, see]

19

I betroth you [My holy
to me for ever, [when] I join you to
myself, [when I show and share with you my]
righteousness, justice, loving-kindness
and compassion.

[Creator better than you know your

own self, ___].”
Yahweh keeps promising:
“[See] the coming day, ___, when I sing
& shout [redemption orders] to the heavens,
and the heavens sing & shout [new life orders] to the [dead] earth.

21

22

the earth sing & shout [life] into
[dead] seeds, ___! [See] the wine and the
oil sing and shout, ‘[Thank you YAH for] planting the [now-fruiting] seeds [of redemption]!’
[See]

Jezreel = YAH plants.
23

Me plant [my Holy Nation] for myself in the earth. I come to show mercy
to her who had been untouchable. I
sing to those who were not my people,
“You are my people, ___.” [Hear] them
cry back, “You, [Yahweh], are my Elohim
{Sovereign-Authority}.”
[ ___, watch]

Hosea 3

That means stop saying OMG, Gawd, Frick, Friggin,
the F-word, Tuesday, Wednesday (Woden's Day),
Thorsday, Friday (Frigg's Day), Saturnsday, March,
Nike, etc. You've got a lot of tongue-retraining to
do before you can wear a crown in YAH's Kingdom.
18

1387

A Prophet Buys His Whore-Wife
From Her Pimp

*Then, ___, Yahweh says to
me,
“[Hosea], go back [to your slut wife].
Love a woman who loves other
lovers, [a wench who] commits adultery. [Cherish her] like [I] Yahweh
love the brats of Israel who
turn [their backs on Me] to respect
other leaders [and gods. Judeo-Christians
are idolaters in] love [with] flagons of
wine.”
1

[See the coming day when]
nation]

Hosea 2:20

I marry you [My Holy
Nation] to Me, [sealed together with] faithfulness; [the day when] you know [your] Eter-

[See the coming day when]

The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Love your wife again, your cheating AIDS-bait
skank who's in your bed bouncing her latest
boyfriend.

So [I bargain with my wife's pimp]. I buy back
my hooker-woman (Gomer {Terminator})
for [the price of a slave:] 15 pieces of silver
plus 8 bushels of barley. 3 I say to [my
tramp, “This time] you're gonna’ stick with
me [for good]! You won't commit prostitu2
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tion. You won't get [intimate with any] other
man. I'll be faithful to you.” 4 [This, ___,
symbolizes how, like a lost wild-wife,] the descendants of Israel come to weather a long
time without a king, without a prince,
without food [for communal & charitable feasts],
without a [national] monument, without
the [high-priest's miracle-making] ephod-vest,
and without a healer. 5 [Yet, ___,] after [a
very long exile,] the children who will rule
with El return. They seek Yahweh their
Elohim. [They come to] fully love their
[Sovereign] King. [They live] in awe of Yahweh. [They bask in] His goodness in the last
days.
Or ‘love David their King.’ (David means ‘fully
loved, with a boiling love.’) ‘David’ here ultimately
refers to Yahshua the Messiah, the 14th generation
grandson of giant-killing king David.

Hosea 4
Mankind Is Hopelessly Wicked

*Hear [and obey] Yahweh's Word,
you brats [who fantasize that you will rule
one day with God]. Yahweh indicts
you earth-crawlers on these
grounds:
“No truth [nor faithfulness, ___ lives in the
world]: no kindness, [no mercy]. No
knowledge of Elohim {Supernatural-Authority} exists on earth.
1

Israel = those who will rule with El.
2

*

swearing [oaths
& curses], and lying, and killing,
and stealing, and committing
adultery, ___. Humanity
breaches [its laws, agreements and natural
boundaries]. So bloodshed cascades
into [more and greater] bloodshed.
[The world overflows with]

Oaths are listed with mortal sins, confirming James
5:12 where James reveals that stopping swearing
oaths is the #1 priority of believers, because oaths
create master-servant relationships from which
YAH withdraws. ‘Blood touches blood’ also implies
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sex which mingles blood so as to produce infection
and neglected children.
3

*
[Mankind's breaking of YAH's Laws]

makes the land mourn,
___. [Sin] is why everyone who dwells on earth
grows sick [& weak,] and
why the field-beasts
and sky-birds and even
the sea-fish vanish.
Staying within YAH's Laws brings health, environmental purity and soil fertility.

*
You humans have to stop fighting, ___. Stop pointing guilty
fingers at one-another. Because [from the lowliest jailhouse atheist to the
‘high and holy’ pope,] from peon to
president to priest, you're all
the same, [just a big mixed-bag of dirty sinners].
4

Religious Leaders Lead Their Nations Into Sin

*
You [laymen] stumble in [broad]
daylight. Your [so-called] preacherprophet[s] fall with you [into sin].
Yet [you religionists sin] sneakily, [away
5

from the light. In hiding, behind closed doors, you]

destroy your mother-land.

*
My people keep getting
destroyed because they
lack knowledge, ___!
You reject learning. So I
reject you from serving
as priests to Me. You
6
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keep forgetting

[and causing

other people to become oblivious to]

the Law of [Me,] your Elohim {Sovereign}. Your [disregard for My eternal Laws] drives
me to delete your children [from existence].
Most ‘Christian’ preachers get rejected by YHVH because they hide their sins under cover of ‘salvation
by grace,’ and ‘the New Covenant’). Posers actively
encourage their congregations to discount the principles of Law in the Old Testament. #7911 shakach
- to mislay, i.e. to be oblivious of, from want of
memory or attention, (cause to) forget.

*
The more the [priests & people] increase [in population and wealth,] the
more they sin against Me, ___.
So I change their [illusory] glory
into [real] shame.
8*
The [priests] feed on the sin of My
people, ___. [The priests'] every
breath is supported by their
congregants' perversity.
7

Preachers gain their often-huge salaries by taking
a percentage of the income their congregants get
from forbidden master-servant relationships (employment) with the wicked world. Likewise, in the
old Jewish sacrificial system, the priests got fed
when the people sinned and brought their sin offerings to the temple. So the priests had (and have)
every incentive to keep the people sinning.

*
In the end, ___, it's ‘like people, like priests.’ [There's no moral dif9

ference between the priests and the general popu-

I judge them [all] for their
[own chosen] life-path[s]. [I]
boomerang the [infidels'] actions
back on them.
lation.]

Hosea 4:10

The [people and their bogus preachers] eat. Yet
they stay unsatisfied, ___. [Highly fed and
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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they sell their bodies and souls
[for money, power and advantage]. Yet they never
break out [of slavery, because they] forsake the
protective walled-garden [of] Yahweh's
[Laws].
wanton,]

11

Adultery,

[infidelity, idolatry]

and intoxication

[dull people to the reality that the devil's henchmen keep]

squeezing the lifeblood out of people
like [juice out of] pressed grapes. [Sin robs
men, women and children of their own hearts, ___.]

A rarely-grasped Hebrew word-play: the squeezing
of the grapes echoes the squeezing (robbing) of
the people by their exploiters. The people are
crushed grapes, though they think they're free.
This is the current global reality on prison planet
earth: 7+ billion crack-whores giving up their bodies and souls for ‘just one more’ fix, every day,
waiting for their owner the devil to pop them like
blood-filled tics.
12

My people ask counsel from [and pray to]
blind, dead, wooden [objects and drone-leaders.
People fantasize that] their divining rods give
them prophetic visionary oracles. [Thus
my people] fall into whoredom, ___. Spiritual prostitution leads my people out
from under the [wing of Me,] their ELohim
{Sovereign}.
Spiritual prostitution could be rendered: ‘a spirit of
prostitution.’ Some examples of wooden objects
which people (including presidents and kings) consult today are: Ouija boards, carved idols and divining rods. U.S. President Abraham Lincoln, for
example, attended seances led by his wife in the
White House.
13

slaughter animals [in meaningless ritual sacrifices to demon-gods] on mountaintops. They smoke herbs on the
hills, under the pleasant shade of oaks,
poplars and elms. In flirting with witchcraft, your daughters commit prostitution. Your brides commit adultery.
[My fallen people]

Brides may refer to daughters-in-law. ‘Elms’ may
be ‘pistachio trees.’
14

I'm not [the one] punishing your [occultdabbling] daughters when they commit
prostitution, nor your brides when they
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commit adultery. [You priests and leaders]
yourselves flock to your ‘holy’ whorehouses. You sacrifice with your own
[temple] ‘prostitutes.’ People without understanding [automatically, naturally lose and]
fall, ___.
Sin is its own punishment. YAH is not some killjoy
up in the sky pelting you with lightning bolts every
time you have fun. The sinner's epic fail is not their
Creator's fault.
15
Though you, [north] Israel, keep committing prostitution, don't [spread your] guilt to [your southern sister nation,]
Judea. [Judaeans,] stay away from Gilgal {Wheel}, [the
wheel of pagan commerce, the birthplace of Israel's central government] .
Don't travel up to Beth-Even {House-of-Vanity}. Stop
swearing, “[as] Yahweh lives.”
NLT: “Judah, avoid joining with those [Israelites]
who worship Me insincerely at Gilgal and at Bethaven. Their worship is mere pretense as they take
oaths swearing, ‘As surely as YHVH lives!’” Again,
as in James 5:12, YHVH commands believers to
stop swearing ALL oaths. Gilgal symbolizes the evil
of central government, since Gilgal was where Israel rejected YHVH by demanding a human king.
16

For Israel is stubborn like a [dangerous, rebellious, genetically undesirable] bull-headed
young cow, ___. So Yahweh [rejects and]
turns [her] out like a [defenseless] lamb in
an open field, [where she keeps getting devoured
by wolves and lions].

17
Ephraim {North-Israel} is married to the idolatrous
images that have ‘him’ spellbound. So leave him
alone. [Cut his corrupt tribes from your company like you would quarantine
a leper or a crazed crack addict.]

Ephraim {Double-Fruit} was rebel north Israel's
leading tribe.
18
[The only reason] the [hypocrites] put down
their drinks, ___, [is] to commit prostitution and adultery. [Bad] rulers love
bringing disgrace [upon themselves and their nation].

19

A whirlwind wraps the
wings. Their sacrifices

[backsliders]

in its

[are investment payments to foreign pagan governments and evil corporations, and bribes to bogus religious institutions. Such bad

pays back nothing but
shame.”

speculation]
ing-dry]

The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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You are responsible for the evil that is done with
the taxes and donations you voluntarily give.

Hosea 5
Bogus Religion Drags Your Nation
Into War
1

“[Switch on your brains and] hear this, you
priests! Prick up your ears [and listen,]
house of Israel! Cup your hands up to
your [deaf] ears, royal family! [Yahweh pronounces] your [death] sentences! You've become a trap to [the true prophets who serve as
humanity's] Watch-Tower[s]. [Your political-military-religious-commercial matrix is] a [killing] net
spread over fragile [people].
Mizpah = Watchtower. Tabor = Fragile, or broken
region. This verse doubly refers to corrupt Israeli
militaries conducting massacres at these locations
in Palestine.
2

Despite my constant warnings, all you
rebellious idolaters: [clergy, royalty and people
in unholy alliance,] keep piling [the bodies of your]
slaughtered [victims] higher and deeper.
The number of people killed by liars claiming to be
Judeo-Christians is beyond belief. The United
States, for example, (in alliance with her mother
and master, The Crown of Great Britain) massacres
hundreds of millions of people, mostly innocent
non-combatants.
3

[The] hidden [crimes of north] Israel lie bare
before Me, ___. I see [everything going on in
their ruling tribe of] Ephraim {Double-Fruit}.
Right now [the leaders in] Ephraim subsidize
‘prostitution’. [They get rich] defiling Israel.”

Ephraim is the largest of the 10 tribes of Israel. So
sometimes "Ephraim" is used as a figurative reference for the whole of rebel Israel.

*[Such hypocrites] never take action
to return to their Elohim
{Sovereign}, because spirits of
prostitution haunt within the
[jerks], ___. They don't [even]
4
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know Yahweh {The-EternalCreator}.
Often wrongly translated to indicate that people
CANNOT repent. Repentance is always an option.
Otherwise people could not be punished for their
failure to repent. Actions must be voluntary to be
valid.

throws [north] Israel's arrogance
right back in his face, ___. Israel's
[tribes], [led by rebel] Ephraim, keep falling
into [the fecal sludge of their bottomless] depravity. And Judea stumbles [into the toxic sewer]
with them. 6 [Eventually, ___,] these [defeated
Israelites] roam in flocks and herds to
seek Yahweh's [help]. But they don't find
Him. YAH liberates himself from their
[madness].
5 [Yahweh]

‘Flocks’ represent church and synagogue congregations who follow lost pastors who mislead the people. ‘Liberated’ signifies that YAH turns against the
fakers and arms himself to fight them.

Under the sheets, ___, the [false-believcovertly act against Yahweh. [They]
pump out profane rebel-spawn. [Soon,] in
one month, [Yahweh] comes to devour
them, their diseased progeny, their
land-holdings and their lying tongues.
7

ers]

Shallum reigned for only 1 month. (2Kings 15:13)
8 [ ___, soon the pagan Israelites come to cry:]

“Blow
the trumpet on Gibeah {Hill}! Sound the
bugle on Ramah's [high-mountain-idol-shrine]!
Shout [the battle] cry at Beth-Aven {Houseof-Vanity}! Fortify the rear guard, [strong
sons of] Benjamin!”
Sound the alarm! Raise the war cry! Signal the invasion of Sin City!

I'm giving you tribes of Israel a vision
of the surely approaching “Day of Correction” when [the tribe of] Ephraim's
[territory] becomes a heap of [stinking bloody]
rubble. Hosea 5:10 *
9

“ ___, the leaders of [My celebrated
people] Judea degenerate into
[land-thieves]. They re-locate
[ancient, established land and law boundary]

markers. Upon [such corrupt ‘authorities’]
I pour out my fire-rage like [raging] flood-waters.”
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Private property is very important to YHVH. The
world's land is now mostly owned by elite international bankers. Your land is held as collateral for
unpayable national debts. This happened because
the world's people ignored YAH's Laws, primarily
because preachers taught them to do so. Maintaining a stable framework of law based on YAH's word
is even more important than private property.
Making ‘Laws’ is forbidden, whether those 'laws' are
created by dictatorship or by democratic vote. Legislators make crazy fake laws; executive officers
enforce crazy statutes; judges wrongly interpret
the Law, not just in political systems we don't like,
but everywhere in the world, every day. It used to
be illegal to kill your unborn baby or to bed minors.

Ephraim [lies]
oppressed, [extorted], cracked in pieces, a
convict on death row, ___, because
[they] foolishly consent to [unholy]
alliances. [They place Israel under the contractual ju11 [The country ruled by the tribe of]

risdiction of foreign pagan constitutions.]

This joinder [adulterous political intercourse, in this
case referring to Jeroboam] is echoed in the Constitution for the United States, which created the
mechanism by which all United States Citizens are
now sureties for the un-payable national debt,
which was run up, paradoxically, in the purported
interest of DEFENDING America from the same
powers which now own it! Every nation in the
world is in the same general predicament, trapped
in debt-deals with the devil and his banker henchmen.

a moth [that consumes the
Ephraim {Double-Fruit}. [Pagan ‘debtfor-protection’ alliances dissolve into] worm-eating
rot. [Corruption] decays the House of Judah {Celebrated}. [Crime levels it to the ground.]
12 [Worldly jurisdiction is]
tribe of]

Most translations incorrectly label YHVH as the
moth / rottenness.
13

*

“[North Israel] sees [their own] sickness,
___. Judea looks [in shock] at [its]
wound[s]. So [North Israel] turns to
Assyria. They send [ambassadors north
begging for defense] from King Jareb
{Wrestler}. But [the pagans] can't
heal you, ___. [The pagans lie disease-ridden,] totally incapable of
curing your wound[s].
The hospital cannot cure your cancer. They can
only sell you expensive poisons to make you die
faster and poorer. Only miracles and/or years of
healthy living can cure cancer. Borrowing money
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from the evil world powers to fund murderous militaries, mind-numbing school systems, and dependency-causing social programs only digs your nation deeper into the devil's debt trap. The Assyrian
king was named Jareb, a play on the words for
wrestling and defense, a running theme of Hosea.
(Jareb is surmised to be the birth name of Sargon
II, successor to Shalmanezer.)
14

*

[Binding foreign debt] is the black Lion
[thinning out North Israel, ___. A worldly 'ally' is

young lion [killing the diseased
the house of Judah. [Foreign ‘friends’] tear [you stragglers] to
pieces. [Predators] carry off [the kill].
No one rescues [dupes from the lender's
jaws and claws].
the strong]
animals in]

Ignoring context, most translations mistakenly label YHVH as this lion, implying: I [YHVH] am the
black Lion [thinning out the tribe of] Ephraim.
[I'm] a [strong] young lion [killing the diseased animals in] Judea. I, [YHVH] tear [the stragglers] to
pieces. I carry off my [kill to the fires of annihilation]. No one rescues [the wicked from my jaws
and claws].
15

I

I turn to
jurisdiction. Eventually the [fornicating rebels] acknowledge their crimes. [They plead guilty.]
They seek My face. [ ___, watch] how fast
the [rebels] chase me when they realize
[their ‘allies’] are their adversaries!”
[Yahweh]

vanish

[from the rebels].

[beings who voluntarily remain under my]

Hosea 6

1392

Jonah was actually dead in the big fish.
3

___, we're going to know Yahweh.
We'll pursue [ever deeper relationship] with
[Him]. As sure as the rising sun, YAH
comes [from heaven to save us repenters]. He'll
dawn on us, as spring rain showers
flow [life-giving] water to the [parched]
earth.”
When Good People Go Bad, They
Burn Like Twigs
4 [But for now, Yahweh says,]

“Fruitless trees, [Ephraim,] what can I accomplish with you? [So-called] “Celebrated
Judah,” how can I reward you? In a
flash, your goodness [burns away] like a
morning cloud! Your kindness vanishes
like night-mist [fleeing the dawning sun].
Night mist = early dew. Ephraim means "double-fruit". Yet pagan North Israel, led by Ephraim's
tribe, bears rotten spiritual fruit.
5

So I split up [your fake-religious society]. My
prophets' [revelations swing like deadly axes chopping firewood]. I kill [hypocrites] with the words
of My mouth. Your death-sentence
shines down [on you] like a search-light
breaking out [from heaven. Truth exposes you
naked earth-crawlers. You scurry like cockroaches running
from the light.]

Or, "I perform spiritual surgery via my prophets."

YAH Never Wanted Animal Sacrifice

*
For I [Yahweh] desire mercy, ___, not slaughter
[of animals in ritual sacrifices]! I
demand kindness, not
slaughter of men [in war].
I value people knowing
[Me,] Elohim. [I hate all]
burnt offerings.
6

Repent; Then YAH Will Eventually
Rescue You
1

“Come on, [saints]!
We're returning to Yahweh. YAH tore
[the infidels] to pieces. But He'll heal us,
___. [YAH] strikes [whoever needs to die]. But
He'll wrap us [survivors] up [in healing blankets.
[The repentant remnant say,]

2

He'll bandage our wounds.]

In [what feels like] a couple of days, YAH
will bring us [believers] back to life, ___.
Like [Jonah rising on] the 3rd day [after his
death,] YAH will raise us up. We'll live in
[the light of] YAH's [loving] face.
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

YHVH never, ever wanted people to sacrifice animals to him. This truth is fundamental to under-
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standing YAH's nature and understanding His true
gospel. Reject the war-god's ridiculous blood-sucking “bad-news good news” spouted out in so many
churches.

*
But like Adam, [weak Judeo-Christian
leaders] alter [my] covenant, ___.
[By misrepresenting My Word] they deal
treacherously against Me.
7

Like most Christians, Jews alter, trespass, break,
transgress, misinterpret, and screw up their league
with YHVH. That's why you can't just go to a synagogue or church and expect to get the whole truth.
You have to devote your own life to digging out the
truth, word by precious word.
8

Gilead {Monument-Mound} is a city of
criminals! They contrive lawlessness.
[Their region lies] polluted with blood, ___!

Tracked with bloody footprints, heaped with incriminating testimony. (Gilead=heap of testimony,
a region East of the Jordan river.)

Religionites Murder By Approving
Criminal War

*
Like a troop of raiding robbers
sworn to shadow [powerful] men,
[your] society of [snake-]charming
priests [commit] murder, ___. The
[false preacher's] course of life lies
[founded upon] continuous consent
[to political evil. Religionists] advance
heinous, premeditated crimes.
9

Citizens and clergy murder millions of innocent
people by consenting to their bank-owned nation's
greedy wars. The Bible's main preoccupation is exposing and condemning the murderous hypocrisy
of Christian and Jewish leaders. Atheists are sick of
religious baloney. Many agnostics would come to
faith if the churches would teach what the bible really says. But most available Bible translations
were paid for by politico-religious mass-murder cabals, who don't even want to hear the truth, let
alone publish the truth to the world, because the
bible condemns them. The foremost Bible-societies
in the world are Freemasonic businesses. Look it
up! ‘Course of life’ is wordplay on ‘Shechem,’ a city
of idolatry built by evil king Jeroboam.
Hosea 6:10
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I see terrible horror[s] infest the house
of [north] Israel, ___. ‘Prostitution’ [eats up
their ruling tribe of] Ephraim {Double-Fruit}. Israel [lies] defiled.
11

And Judea, your [slash&burn] harvest-day
is set. [Watch] me turn you, ‘my people,’
back into exiled [slaves].”
7105 qatsiyr kaw-tseer' from 7114; severed, i.e.
harvest 7114 qatsar: to dock off

Hosea 7
1

Judeo-Christianity Falls Off The
Wagon Again!

___, every time I heal Israel, the depravity of [north Israel's leading tribe] Ephraim
rears [its ugly head,] along with the evils of
[the northern Israeli capitol] Samaria. The [hypocrites] contrive scams, [like] a thief [breaking
and] entering, [like] a troop of [raiding] robbers fanning out to plunder in the
street[s].
2

In their hearts the [phonies] say, “[Yahweh]
doesn't remember our wickedness.”
Meanwhile, [the piled-up guilt-fruits of] their
own [ruinous] actions surround them,
___. [Their crimes boomerang to crush them to death]
right in front of My face!
Christianites fantasize that ‘God’ has thrown all
their (past, present and future) sins into his ‘sea of
forgetfulness,’ just because they said a sinner's
prayer, or counted out a bunch of ‘Hail Mary's’ on
their rosaries. Jews fantasize that just because
they performed ritual sacrifices or belonged to the
'right' genetic lineage that their sins were forgotten
by Hashem. Not.
3

The [villains] brighten up their [corrupt] king
with their wickedness. [Criminals delight] the
[establishment] leaders with their lies, ___.
4

The

is [one big tangled mass of
adulterers. They burn up [like
brambles] in an oven, ___. The baker is
finishing raising [the loaf,] kneading the
[entire population]

hot-headed]
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dough. The leaven

[of foolish arrogance]

[working through the whole batch].

is

An extraordinarily difficult-to-translate verse. Leaven symbolizes pride. Leaven puffs up bread without
adding nutrition-value. The baker firing coals could
be YHVH or an invader.

5

Aid From The United Nations Kills
You

On royal [national] holidays the princes
get [Israel's] king [inflamed with lust,] puking
drunk, ___. They bottle-feed [the king]
wine until he stretches out his hand [to
seal evil pacts] with [liar-ambassadors] who stand
there making fun [of him and of his God].
6

The [hypocrites] gather [in an orgy of evil]. Their
hearts [smolder with anger] like an oven, ___.
They lay all night in ambush [against righteous saints]. They cook [up evil plots], writhing
[in bed, sealing their wicked conspiracies by] sleeping
together. In the morning they [rise to]
consume [all that is holy] in a blazing fire [of
rage].
Not easy to translate. Corrupt bigwigs use hetero
and homo sex to dominate and entrap each other.
7

The [sinners] all stoke themselves up like
furnace[s]. They devour their judges,
___. All their kings fall. No one [in the entire society] calls to me.
8

Ephraim {North-Israel} keeps mingling
himself among the [pagan] nations. [My socalled doubly-fruitful tribe] is a [burnt] “ember
cake,” [a pancake that nobody wants to eat, ___. It's
watery on one side and burned on the other, because the
cook neglected to]

flip

[it in the pan]!

Most so-called ‘Judeo-Christian’ people are loathed
by the world, yet of zero use to the Kingdom of
Heaven. Neither hot nor cold, only fit for spewing
out of YAH's mouth.
9

Aliens devour [Israel's] vigor. Yet he doesn't realize it, ___. Grey hairs [of old age]
sprout all over him. Yet he doesn't even
see it.
Hosea 7:10
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Arrogant Israel screams in [Yahweh's]
face, ___. [Foreign threats and internal oppression
grow every day. Yet] the people who [think they]
will rule with [Yahweh their Elohim] refuse to
return to Him, or even be curious about
Him.
Or, ‘Israel's arrogance afflicts them and brings
them low.’
11

Ephraim morphs into a
silly [mating] dove with no heart, [no
courage, ___. She] cries [southward] for [foreign aid
from] Egypt. She flits [north to beg benefits from
pagan] Assyria.
[Israel's leading tribe]

12

soar off [to seek pagan alliances]. [So,
me spread my net over them.
I bring them down like a swarm of skybirds. I teach them [in the only way they can]
hear: [through pain].
[My people]

___, watch]

Or, ‘punishing them as they were all warned they
would be punished.’
13

Woe [engulfs my people] because they flee
from Me. Devastation [rains on] them because they covertly betray me, ___. I
[keep] ransoming them. Still they keep
speaking lies against me.
14

The [fakers] refuse to cry to Me within
their heart[s, ___]. They lie howling [in alternating self-pity and revelry] on their beds.
They swerve off the [narrow] road to grab
corn and wine [from pagan providers]. They
[never stop] revolting against Me.
15

I discipline and strengthen [my peoples']
arms, ___. Yet they continue devising
evil against me.
No good turn goes unpunished.
16

turns. But not to [Me,] Ha-Elyon
They [shoot crooked, ___,]
like a defective bow. [Watch Israel's] princes
& chiefs fall by the sword, slain by the
raging menace of their tongue[s], while
[Israel]

{The-Most-High}.
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the whole country of Egypt
laughter.”

[shakes with]

Hosea 8
War Eats Every Nation That Breaks
YAH's Laws
1

“Set the trumpet to your mouth, ___!
The bird of prey [swoops down] on the temple of Yahweh, because [My people] violate
My covenant. Judea-Christians covertly
savage My law.
Enemy armies attack because the people (who are
supposed to depend on YAH) set up doomed relationships with worldly powers. Jews and Christians
do the same exact thing today, with the same devastating consequences.
2
The [fakers] cry to me, “My Elohim {High-Authority}, we
know you! We will rule with you!”

Israel casts off [Yahweh] the Gracious
One. [So] the enemy pursues [Israel to the
death].
3

Gracious One = (all that is) good = kindness =
valuable or priceless = Treasure.
4

appoint ‘kings’ who don't come
from Me. The [dupes] elect princes &
leaders whose [authority] I never acknowledge, ___. From their silver & gold the
[fakers] fashion idols. [They cut covenants that]
destroy [their country].
[My people]

YHVH does not acknowledge human authority figures simply because people duly elect them. Not all
‘authority’ is ordained by the Creator. You do not
have to obey so-called ‘authority figures’ just because the humans around you generally recognize
those leaders as being in power. True authority rewards good behavior. Charlatans reward evildoers.
Just try to name a righteous U.S. President. The
same Hebrew word stands for both making
covenants and for destruction, in part because becoming oath-bound to human or demonic authority
always invites destruction.
5

Your [golden] bull-god is bucking you off,
Samaria {North-Israel}! My fury burns
against [my traitorous people]! When will they
ever return to innocence, ___?

1395

Golden statues of ancient times served the same
function as social insurance or welfare today:
scammers gather the wealth of the people into a
central wealth-redistribution system. All such
schemes are inherently massively corrupt. ‘Social
Security [aka Social Insurance]’ always ends in
bankruptcy. Golden bulls always buck you off.

*
Still Israel produces artisans
who create these [idolatrous statues],
which, [being man-made, are
obviously] not Elohim
{Authorities}, ___. Then the
[oppressors] smash to bits your [golden] bull-god [which purportedly holds the
taxes of the people for their future benefit] .
6

The administrators of ancient temples stole the
gold from communal statues, then replaced the
statues with gold-plated hollow iron counterfeits.
Today, the administrators of the world's social security systems run off and spend the money you
thought was going to fund your retirement.
7

plant the wind; [you] reap
a hurricane, ___. Your grain stalk
grows up but never buds; [the infertile plant]
makes no flour. Your few seeds that
yield get swallowed up by invaders.

[You pagan-pleasers]

8

So Israel gets swallowed up, ___. They
become a joyless [disrespected] tool of the
[pagan] nations.
Same is true of the Christianites.
9

‘Israel’ climbs up [into bed and mounts] Assyria like a lonely wild [love-starved] jackass,
___. [The tribe of] Ephraim [bends over] and
‘presents’ [its ‘fruit’] to its [whore] lovers.
A properly-translated Hebrew bible is punchy,
packed with laugh-out-loud comedy.
Hosea 8:10

Yes, though

[Israel]

pays

[whore-treaty revenues

nations, I dissolve them, ___. Soon [my not-so-holy people] writhe in pain under the slave-burdens of the [pagan] Emperor and [his] serf-kings.
into the economies of the pagan]

11
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[Israel's leading tribe]

altars

Ephraim multiplies

[in the misguided, vain, disgusting attempt to kill
animals and offer their blood & ashes to bribe Me to for-

sin[s]. [Since I reject all such disgusting sacrifices,] these altars become dedicated to
the sins [of offering blood sacrifices to pagan gods,

give their]

blessing treaty-payments to pagan allies, and sanctifying

send fire [raining] inside [Israel's] cities, devouring [Judea's] citadels.”
Then as now, humans destroy the earth and place
themselves under debt-bondage, building huge
residential homes, unnecessary commercial buildings, and murderous over-budget military bases.

Hosea 9

temple-prostitution].

Paraphrase.
12

I keep writing and writing to [Israel] the
myriad great excellencies of My Law,
___. But they classify [my Law] as [irrelevant,
out-dated] and foreign.
The Law of the Bible is actually classed by the nations of the U.N. as a foreign law code. The Christianite churches work very hard to keep people
from taking Old Testament statutes seriously. The
attitude of most people in the world, Christian or
not, echoes the attitude of the Scientologists and
Mormons: ‘the Bible was fine for people thousands
of years ago, but we're in need of a software update.’ However, the truth is that the Hebrew Law is
much more elegant and balanced and fair than the
snake-codes of the Satan-Nations. Humanity is not
evolving upward, but devolving downward, largely
due to the effect of alcohol and drugs on procreation: dumb drunkards and stoners make babies
faster than do responsible intelligent sober
grownups.

*
The [Jews] slaughter animal
flesh. They offer it as a gift to
[Me. But I don't eat sacrificed meat, ___!] The
[Jews] eat [the meat! I'm not a bloodthirsty pagan demon-god. I never ever] accepted [animal sacrifices. And I never will!] So I remember. [I refuse to pardon Israel's] depravity. [I] judge their sins. The
[animal-sacrificers] return to [slavery in]
Egypt.
13

The ‘sacrifices’ were supposed to be contributions
to communal feasts to feed poor people and maintain the sacred government workers.
14

For [north] Israel keeps forgetting his
Maker. They build palaces, while Judea
multiplies forts. Then [their traitorous allies]
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World Commerce Doesn't Help You;
It Kills You

1

Israel, stop rejoicing in your [devil's] dance. [Stop] committing prostitution with the beast-nations.
[You reject Yahweh] your ELohim. You love
gaining income [lying on your back] on the
stock-market floor.
[You whores who claim to be]

2

commodities [trading] floor[s]
and wine-presses fail to feed [your rogue
nation, ___]. Your lying oppressors smash
you [traitors] like grapes.
[International]

3

never dwells [for long] in
Yahweh's land, ___. [Northern Israel's ruling
tribe of] Ephraim return to [slavery in] Egypt.
[Jewish prisoners of war] gag [down] unclean
[food] in Assyria.
[Paganized Israel]

Or, “become dirty and used up in Assyria.”
4

[Pagan ‘believers’] don't [placate] Yahweh [by]
pouring out wine [offerings]. [ ___, worldly ‘believers’] can't please Yahweh. Their
slaughter-sacrifices are destructive [lawless] vanity. Everyone who eats food [used
in ritual sacrifices to buy favor from Me] is defiling &
fouling themselves, [trading] their souls
for polluted meat. [Animal-sacrificers] won't
enter the family of Yahweh {The-EternalSovereign}.

OR: “As refugees in Egypt and Assyria, you won't
have much chance to worship YHVH. Sentenced to
rations of contaminated bread and water, your
souls will rot, polluted by dirty air and dirty spirits.
You'll be starved for YHVH, chewing gristle like
beggars at a funeral meal, exiled from YHVH's own
country.“ One commentator mentions that food
eaten at funerals ritually defiles its eaters.
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5

what your [nation] will be doing
on the day you should have been holding a festival
[in honor of] Yahweh:
[Look into the future, ___. See]

[Exiled as pagan slaves,] what will your [nation] be
doing on [worship] meeting-days? History repeats
itself: Starting in 2020, worldwide PLANdemic lockdowns intentionally and specifically prohibited all
public celebrations of every major Hebrew holy day
festival, even in Israel.
6

Watch [Judeo-Christians] straggle from their
devastated [homeland into exile], ___. [See]
Egyptian [soldiers] heap [your diseased bodies into
piles]. [See] Egyptian [slaves] from Memphis
burying [fallen fake believers]. [See] stinging
nettles [grow to] possess [your] beloved silver. [See] thorn-bushes [take over your]
homes.
Today, spiritually-speaking, Egypt refers not
specifically to Northeast Africa, but to the modern
Nations United against the Creator.
7

The days of punishment approach,
___! The days of payback hasten! ‘Israel’ will [finally] realize that [her]
‘prophet[s]’ [are] fool[s]. [Her] so-called
‘men-of-the-spirit’ are mad! Your perversity overflows, [drowning your nation] in its
own vast hatred.”

1397

See the tragic eye-popping drama of the Israeli
'Civil' War at Gibeah.
Hosea 9:10

“ ___, I [Yahweh] found Israel, like [a man
finds] grapes in the wilderness. I saw
your fore-fathers as the first-ripe [yield]
on a fig tree in her 1st [fruiting season]. But
[Israel] came [to worship the Moabite / Phoenician deity] Baal-Peor {Lord-Of-The-Slit}. [So I'm]
sequestering [Israel in] her shame. [She has]
become disgusting, like the [abominations
she] love[s].
Sin Causes Abortion, Infertility &
Stillbirth
11

Ephraim:
their glory flies away like a bird. [Their
women lose their children] at birth. [Dead fetuses putrefy their] wombs. [Their ‘ladies’ fail to] conceive, [suffering botched pregnancies, tubal ligations,
[See the future of Israel's leading tribe]

abortions etc.]

Birth control, abortion, pollution, malnutrition,
drug-and-vaccine-related infertility, all marks of
dissolution and destruction.
12

When the [hypocrites] bring up sons, I
[Yahweh] bereave them of all their human
[progeny]. But their greater woe, ___, is
that I [the source of all life,] rush away from
them.
13

“Everyone hates everyone, and sex kills.”—Joni
Mitchell

My Elohim [Yahweh] stands beside the
watchman [prophet whom He posts] over his
fruitful [tribe]. In contrast, the false
prophet is a trapper's snare, ___. Constantly, in everything [a decoy believer]
does, he [breeds traitorous] hatred [against YAH's
true prophets, even] in the temple of his Elohim!
8

Fruitful=Ephraim. False religion is the #1 enemy of
true spirituality.
9 [The false prophets]
which the people fall,]

dig deep pits of ruin [into
as in the days of [of the in-

cestuous murder-rape that descended into civil war at]

Gibeah {Flower-Hills}. So [YAH] never forgets [a false prophet's] depravity. YAH [always]
punishes the sins [of false leaders and their warmongering stooges].
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I watched [the seaside cliff-city of]
Tyre {Rock-Port} rise to life, planted in
its [beautiful] homestead. [Then suddenly Tyre
perished forever.] Likewise, [the tribe of]
Ephraim {Double-Fruit} births [her babies into
the waiting hands of] child-murderers.

[Long ago, ___,]

Refers on multiple levels to abortion, contraception, birth defects, stillbirths, and the Assyrian invasion of Israel.
14

[The Assyrian invaders shout,] “Payback, Yahweh! Vengeance! Give [the Israelites] miscarrying womb[s] and [dry] shriveling
breasts!”
Central Government Destroys Your
Country

15

*
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[The root of]

all of

[Israel's]

evil

[can be

traced to their demand for a mortal king at]

Gil-

gal {Wheel}. Since then I [Yahweh]
have become the Israelis' enemy, ___. [So as judgment] on the
wickedness of [all] their actions,
I drive the [disobedient brats] out of
my house. I no longer cherish
them. All their [chosen] leaders
are stubborn [rebels].”
The Hebrew translates as, ‘Their rulers are unruly,’
‘their governors are un-governable,’ ‘their commanders break all My commandments.’” The desire
to follow human politicians instead of the true LawGiver, Judge and King (YHVH) is a primary root of
all human suffering. The political leader becomes a
handle by which Satan grabs control of the human
race. Gilgal is where YHVH twice sentenced king
Saul to death for his impatience and disobedience.
(1 Sam 13:4-15, 1 Sam 15:12-33). See Hosea
4:15 and 12:11. Gilgal means ‘Wheel.’ Humanity
keeps spinning around in circles, repeating history's mistakes, running endlessly on Satan's rattrap gerbil wheel of electing human lawgivers,
judges and executives.

strikes down [north Israel's leader, the
Ephraim. Their root dries
up. [So] they bear no fruit. Even if they
give birth, [tragedy] assassinates the
beloved child-fruit of their womb.
16 [YAH]

“fruitful” tribe of]

This may be again quoting shouts of the Assyrian
invaders.

My Elohim casts [His unfaithful people]
away, ___, because they [refuse to] listen
to Him. [So] they become wanderers
among the [pagan] nations.
17

"My elohim" may refer to the Messiah or other authorities who work for YHVH as a cleanup crew,
throwing away trash-people.

Hosea 10

more she spends its increased wealth
making [costly] monuments [in the images of
evil political leaders and spiritual idols].
Asheras = pillars, like
the Washington Monument [a giant phallus,]
and by extension, statues like the Lincoln Monument [a shrine to an occultist mass-murderer,]
and phallic steeples on white-washed tombs
(churches).

heart is divided. [You deal slickly.]
Now you bear your guilty [verdict. Watch
YAH] break the necks of your [sacrifice & tax]
altars. [He comes to smash them to the ground,]
devastating your monuments.
2 [Your]

Yah is going to break the neck of the Washington
monument, and all other Phallic obelisks, including
the obelisks in Jerusalem and at the Vatican.

Now [Israel] admits, “We refuse to respect Yahweh. So He [takes away] our
king[s].” [Then Israel adds, “We don't want some dumb
3

monarch enforcing YAH's outdated Law. We get our benefits from foreign alliances.]

So what

[good]

would

a king do us?”
Democratic socialist republics place their trust not
in theocratic monarchy, but in their network of
treaty-alliances. Their focus is horizontal (to humans) instead of vertical (to heaven).

mouth words, swearing
falsely. [You invoke futility by] cutting [disastrous]
covenant[s]. So [criminal] penalties spread
like poison [hemlock] in [the] furrows of
[earth's] field[s].
4 [You fakers]

The more ‘law enforcement’ you have, the more
crime you get. The average worldly resident ignorantly breaks over 30 statutes every day. The
world overflows with covenant breakers. Do you
have any idea what is in the contracts you signed
to get a bank account, a loan, a driver's license, a
passport, a job? Have you ever read the rules of
the Federal Reserve? Have you read the United
States code? Not even Senators and Heads of
State have read those documents!

of the [golden] calf of
Beth-Aven {House-Of-Vanity}, the residents of Samaria {North-Israel} writhe in
fear, mourning over [the loss of their Social Security]. Watch the [black-robed] priests [who
collected and pilfered the taxes that built the system] .
They spin around [throwing themselves at the
ground in grief] when [soldiers] deport their
glorious [‘golden bull’].
5 [Upon the demise]

YAH Foretells Hypocrite Israel's
Destruction
1 ___, israel, [my once] luxurious vine,
empties herself [of lifeblood. She selfishly, wantonly, recklessly] dumps all her ‘fruit.’ The
more ‘fruit’ [Yahweh gives] Israel, the more
[sacrifice & tax] altars [she builds]. The better [&
more productive Yahweh makes her] land, the
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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The people give up some of their gold to a central
government treasure-store, which sometimes
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takes the form of a statue made of precious metal.
The crazy idea [of Social Welfare Systems] is that
in times of emergency, part of the 'statue' can be
melted down, but that in normal times, the 'statue'
will be revered as sacred. Smarter cultures keep
their 'golden statues' in public, so no administrators can chip off pieces, or hollow out the statue.
To keep people in awe of the statue, leaders form
the statue into the image of a pagan god, to make
superstitious people afraid to chip off pieces of
gold, and to make superstitious enemy warriors
afraid of trying to steal the ‘god.’ Deported = 1Sam
4:21-22.

carry off [your central
to Assyria, as a present to
its Jareb {warrior-king}. [As payment, the region
of] Ephraim {Double-Fruit} gets bled-pale.
[North] Israel [cries,] ashamed of taking
counsel from [false prophets and traitors]. 7 [YAH]
chops off Samaria's king, ___. He
floats like a dead twig on an ocean
wave. 8 [Soldiers] destroy the high shrines
of [lawless] vanity, the sin [centers] of Israel. Thorn and thistle-weed mount [up,
overshadowing north Israel's church] altars. The
[wicked people] shout, ‘Mountains, cover us!
Hills, fall on us!’
6 [Watch Assyrian troops]
store of wealth]

Aven = vanity.
9

“Israel, you've kept sinning since the
days [of the incestuous murder-rape that descended
into nation-destroying civil war at] Gibeah {FlowerHills}. You've stayed just as immature,
hateful and violent as you were at the
battle of Gibeah, when you killed the
pervert-boys. They died as you [perverts]
will [die].
Difficult verse. Requires interpretation. Every
translation differs.
Hosea 10:10

I resolve to discipline [you rogues]. [So] the
[world's] nations gather against [you,] to
bind you, to [yoke you together with them, to force
you to plow beside them as partners in the] twin furrows [of idolatry and slavery].
Fulfilling the judgement YAH warned of in Deut.
28:63.
11
[The tribe of] Efraim {Double-Fruit} is [like a]
trained heifer accustomed to treading
out the grain—[an easy job that she loves, ___].
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But I'm passing [a big bad bull's yoke] over
her pretty neck. I'm driving Ephraim
{North-Israel} [in front of the plow]. Judea, [get]
plowing! [Descendants of] Jacob, break up
[that hard] ground! [Your days of ease are gone!]”
12 Plant righteousness [in] yourselves.
Then you'll reap [a verdict of] mercy. ___,
break up your fallow ground. It's time
to [keep on] seeking [direction] from Yahweh,
'til he comes and rains righteousness
upon you.
Referring to Deut. 32:2.

*You [hypocrites] plow wickedness. So you reap evil [perversion].
You, ___, eat the fruit of lies.
You trust in your [own] way, in
the large number of your warrior-troops.
13

It's the dual heights of insanity to borrow money to
fight wars.

So turmoil erupts among your people, ___. [See] all your fortresses devastated, like [Assyrian Emperor] Shalman
{god-of-Hades} destroyed Beth-Arbel
{House-of-the-Ambush-of-God}. In the day
of battle, [Shalman's soldiers] dashed mothers to pieces upon their children! 15 The
[oppressor] comes to [rain the same unspeakable
torture] on you, Beth-El {House-Of-God},
because of your extreme wickedness!
See [your future:] the morning dawn shines
down on the [stiff] dead king of Israel,
[forever cut off from power].
14

Hosea 11
Spiritual Egypt Sucks Out Your Soul
1

“My boy Israel — I love him, ___, [as I
always have]. I [keep on] calling My son out of
Egypt to [return] to Me.
Foreshadowing the boy Messiah coming out of hiding in Egypt. We believers must also come out of
hiding in spiritual Egypt (today's world economic
system).
2

But ‘Egypt,’ [the evil world-system, keeps] calling
[my people] back, ___. So [my people] keep
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turning their faces [away from Me]. They
sacrifice [their wealth and time and thoughts] to
[gods they call ‘the Lord,’ and to employers, politicians
and celebrities. My children]

hook up with idols.

Lords = Baalim. burning incense to graven
[carved] images.
3

I train

Ephraim
to walk, ___. I guide
them by the arms. But they never figure out that it's Me who heals them.
[North Israel's ruling region,]

{Double-Fruit},

4

I keep on drawing you [backsliders back to Me]
with humane ‘cords,’ with bands of
love, ___. I keep on coming to you
and lifting the yoke [of bondage] off of your
jaws. I keep on stretching out [my hand]
to you, feeding you [Judeo-Christians].
5

you're not emigrating
back [south] to the land of Egypt. The Assyrian [Emperor] will [again] be your king,
because you refuse to repent.
[This time, Israel,]

The Assyrians' ropes and chains sting, inhumane
and unkind. Today Asshur has morphed into the
dominion of Insurance, one of the Commanding
Heights of the world economy.
6
[See your country's future, ___:]

the

[slashing]

sword [keeps on] wounding [your] cities,
consuming your branches, devouring
your [chiefs, sons & defenders,] because you
seek counsel [from lying, traitorous, money-driven
religious and secular leaders].

7

‘My’ people are bent on backsliding
from Me, ___. So [when they get desperate
enough to] call [for help from] Ha-Elyon {TheMost-High}, [I, like every other power,] totally
refuse to [lift them up].
YAH Predicts The 1948 Repatriation
Of Israel
8

I won't completely give you up, [tribe
Ephraim. I'll find a miraculous way to
deliver you, Israel. I won't totally nuke
you like I did the tribes of Admah
{Earthy} and Zeboim {Splendid} [near Sodom].
My heart goes back and forth like a
[Yet]

1400

pendulum throughout history, destroying most of you [traitorous Judeo-Christians],
then saving a few of you. The warmth
of my compassion for you, ___, always
stays on fire in my heart.
Paraphrase. Admah = a place near the Dead Sea;
Zeboim = gazelles, a place in Palestine, both totally annihilated in the nuclear inferno that turned the
sand of the region of Sodom and Gomorrah into a
sea of fired glass.
9

I won't let loose the all-burning fierceness of my anger. I won't repay
Ephraim {North-Israel} the [total]
destruction [it deserves]. For I'm El
{Almighty-Power}, not [a weak, vengeful] man,
___. [I'm] the Holy Sovereign in the
midst of you [baby-believers]. I won't [myself]
make war on your population, [because
that would wipe you and your progeny completely off the
earth]!

Hosea 11:10

come to walk
following [me] Yahweh. [I] roar like a
lion, ___. At [my] roar, the children [of
the remnant] stream, trembling from the
West, [running from the sea to Jerusalem].

[Eventually, the remnant of Israel]

See Zech 8:7. This prophecy lay dead for 1878
years until it was fulfilled in 1948.
11

tremble like
from Egypt. [In time my
people rush] like dove[s] escaping the Assyrian northland. See me place [my children] safely [down to] live in their houses,"
promises Yahweh. 12
Ephraim {North-Israel}) floods Me with
lies, ___. The house of Israel [surrounds
me] with deceit. But [in the south,] Judea [at
the moment] still holds sway with [me,] El.
[As of 753BC, Judea] still supports [My] holy
[saints].
[ ___, watch my redeemed remnant]

bird[s]

[flying north]

Hosea 12

of]

The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Don't Deceive Yourself: The World
Hates You!
1 [North Israel's ruling tribe,] Ephraim {DoubleFruit} feeds on wind. They chase [foreign]
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Eastern [alliances]. All day, [every day, they]
pile up lies and violence, ___. They cut
covenant[s] with [murderous northland] Assyrians. They haul oil [as bribes south] into
Egypt. 2 Yahweh also has a case against [southern]
Judea. [Watch] YAH call [all of] Jacob's [descendants] to account. [YAH] boomerangs Jacob's [violent] actions on
him as payback.
The sons of Jacob are slain by a richochet of their
own violence.

In [his Momma's] belly, Jacob {Cheater}
grabbed his [twin] brother by the heel.
Jacob [does everything in] his power to prevail over Elohim.
3

Or, “in his manhood, Jacob wrestled and won
against Elohim,” referring to the supposed angel-wrestling match, although the text says Jacob
wrestled and lost vs. a ‘man’; the word 'angel' never appears. Gen 28:17-19.

the [wrestling] messenger overpowered Jacob and prevailed, ___. [Then]
Jacob wept and begged [Elohim for help].
Jacob found [help] at Beth-El {house-of-ELohim}. [There Jacob saw the Stairway To Heaven]. There [ELohim {God}] spoke with Jacob.
4 [But]

Pronoun confusion typically hamstrings this verse.
It's a common mistake to say that Jacob beat the
wrestling messenger. The messenger beat Jacob.
Some manuscripts say: ‘at Beth-El, ELohim
speaks/spoke to us.’ Note the irony: the 'House of
God' (Beth-El) is now a house of idolatry. Very fitting. Most churches and synagogues are centers of
misinformation: the Jews misinterpret the Old Testament while the Christians ignore it.

*Yahweh [is] Elohim {Sovereign}
over [all] armies, ___. Yahweh
[is the Creator's] memorial [Name]. So
remember His name! [Stop changing
5

His name to ‘THE LORD, ___.’]
Quoting Exodus 3:15. Following Jewish tradition
and chasing money, most translations purposely
and erroneously change the name in this verse and
7300+ others like it to the generic title ‘THE LORD.’

So return to your Elohim {Supernatural___. Keep & guard mercy &
kindness and justice. Continually wait
with expectant [hearts] for your Elohim. 7
6

Sovereign},

[Quit pretending to be a holy man while you're really just

Caananite {Merchant}, holding scales
of deceit in your hands, loving [the game
of] extortion.
a]

’The people of Israel are dishonest Canaanite merchants; they love to cheat their customers with
false scales.’
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8

Ephraim
brag, “I'm so rich! Everything I work at makes me even more
powerful! No one can find any perverse
sins in me!”
[The descendants of ancient Israel's son]

{Double-Fruit}

*
“But I am Yahweh your Elohim
{Uber-Sovereign}. [Israel, I see your sin. So,]
yet [again,] from Egyptian territory, I bring you [slaves] to dwell in
tents, [like I did] in the days when
I first appointed Sukkot {Thewilderness-camp-out-festival}.
9

Until the end of the world, everyone (not just
Jews) must celebrate the tent festival if they want
regular dependable rainfall. Too bad global government criminalized public Hebrew festivals in 2020.
Get ready for worldwide drought!

*
I [Yahweh] speak into [My]
prophets, ___. I multiply & increase vision[s]. I'm [always] using
similitudes & [artistic, symbolic] likenesses in the hand[s] of [My]
prophets.
Hosea 12:10

Prophets illustrate truths through drawings and
symbolic stories. This totally disproves the satanic
lie some religious people perpetuate, that ‘JudeoChristians should talk, not draw.’ That sermon-spawning lie is based on a misinterpretation of
Moses' 2nd commandment. YAH is always inspiring
people to draw symbolic representations of his
thoughts. What is forbidden is worshiping sculptures and drawings. Also forbidden are long talks
(sermons & lectures). You can and should draw all
you want!
1819 damah:
to compare; to resemble, liken, consider: devise,
think, use similitudes.
11

Gilead {Monument-Mound} [a region East of the
Jordan river] is filled with vain, emptyheaded [religion]. They [disgust me by] sacrificing bulls in Gilgal {Wheel} [the birth-place
of the evil of central government. So watch me toss]

their altars into heaps in the furrows of
[their] fields.
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Gilgal is where Israel rejected YHVH by demanding
a human King.
12
[Israel runs away from me, ___. Just like when ancient

Jacob fled [from his angry brother Roughinto the Syrian Highland [Aram].
There, to get a wife, Israel [aka Jacob]
slaved [for a bad man]. [Israel] tended sheep
[for 7 years] just to get one woman [he didn't
even like]!”
13 Through [His] prophet[s,] Yahweh [keeps
bringing people who will rule with him] out of
‘Egypt.’ Though prophet[s, YAH] continues
to preserve [a remnant of] Israel.
cheater]

Red Esau]

Israel = those who will rule with YHVH.

Yet Ephraim {North-Israel}[keeps on] severely, bitterly, provoking [Yahweh] to
anger, ___. So Yahweh leaves [their
blood-guilt] upon [them]. Adonai pays back
[the rogues'] contempt.
14

What makes YAH mad? See 1Ki 25, 2Ki 17, Deut
28:37.

Hosea 13
Stop Going To Pagan Nations For
Your Success
1 In the past, ___, when the tribe of
Ephraim {Double-Fruit} spoke, the other
tribes of Israel shook, afraid. They
looked up to Ephraim. But when [north-Israel] sinned by [setting up Masters over
themselves,] they started dying. And they
just keep on dying.
Forbidden Masters include: debt-creditors, employers, gods (Baals), school officials, democraticallyelected authority figures, armed-forces commanders, and anyone to whom you make any pledge or
oath. See James 5:12. If you put a man in charge
of yourself, you die.

And now you keep adding sin to sin,
making for yourselves molten images
[of dead presidents and kings and pagan gods] from
your silver. Idols personify your [empty
beliefs and philosophies]. [Idols are] entirely the
work of craftsmen & artisans, [social engineers] who say that all humans must
hook up with the [golden] calf [Social welfare
system in order to buy or sell].
2

Judeo-Christians are quick to judge idol-worshipers, and slow to admit that their own pockets
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lie filled with counterfeit 'money' covered with idolatrous symbols, the very mark of the beast, by
which they live. Hooking up, [kissing,] is fundamental in idolatry. Adorare = kissing. This is why
Disney, a pagan company, fills its shows with kissing and witchcraft.
3

die like
morning cloud[s], ___, like night mist
that evaporates with the early [morning
dew,] like trash-chaff the whirlwind blows
from the threshing-room-floor, like
smoke vanishing out of a chimney.
[People who hook up with the world-system]

4

Yet I'm Yahweh your Elohim, [your redeemer. I keep bringing you, ___, out] from Egyptian territory. [Soon] you recognize no
authority but me. For unless I save
you, no one saves you.
5

I cared for you, ___, in the wilderness,
in the land of [terrible] drought [& burning
heat].
6

Like [goats] in a pasture, [you] get fed.
Then the minute [you] get [your base needs &
desires] satisfied, [your] hearts balloon up
[with pride]. That's why [you, ___,] forget Me.

*
So to the [stubborn goats,] I rush like
a black lion. Like a leopard by
the roadside, I lie in ambush.
7

Death thins out the spiritually-diseased.

*
I jump [fake ‘believers’] like a bear
bereaved of her cubs. I rip the
pericardial enclosure of their
hearts. [On the spot,] I devour them
like a giant lion. I [leave their carcasses] for wild beasts to tear apart
[with their teeth].
8

9

Israel, [the worldly leaders you run to for help] destroy you. Your help is in Me, ___.
or, "You destroy yourself."
Hosea 13:10

Where's your [precious jailbird] ‘king?’ Let
him save you! Where in any of your
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cities is any human who can save you
[out of the traps you're in]? Ask your judges.
You, ___, voted for a Commander-In-Chief and representatives! [Ask
them to pay your un-payable national debt!]

ery single item of value in
Ephraim's] land.

Just after Hosea writes this, Shalmanzer destroys
north Israel. Echoes of this prophecy are still coming true today.

Samaria [becomes] desolate, [berebelling [against her] Elohim. Swords stick in the [sinners, ___]. The
[backsliders] fall. [Soldiers] dash the [hypocrites'
suckling] infants to pieces. [Killers] rip up
[rogue Israel's] pregnant women.
cause she keeps on]

See 2 Ki 17:6.

Hosea 14

___, I give you rulers in my anger,

[to
satisfy your craving for the Trojan-horse benefits doled
out by human leaders. Then when your beloved politicians
and warlords and fiat-bankers corrupt you like pimps ex-

I
away in My rage.

ploiting crack-whores, it makes me so angry that]
[“leaders”]

paraphrase. Referring in part to many assassinated
Israelite kings: Shallum murders Zachariah. Menaham murders Shallum. Pekah murders Pekaiah.
Hoshea murders Pekah, who at the time of this
writing rots in prison in Assyria.
12

Ephraim {DoubleTheir [record of covert crimes] lies sealed
in my court. All of their hidden sins are
indelibly stored [for Judgment Day].
[Case in point: the tribe of]

Fruit}.

lit: evidence wrapped up in a bag.
13

The [severe] pain of a woman giving birth
comes upon Ephraim {North-Israel}. The
‘baby-nation’ is too foolish to come out
of the womb and enter life as a true
son of YAH.
14

I ransom [my remnant people] from the
power of Sheol {the-Grave}. I redeem [my
people] from death, ___. Death, I come
to [exterminate] your plagues! Grave, I am
your destruction! No regret will stain
my eyes.”
[Yet]

See variant reading in 1Co 15:54-55.

though [Ephraim is called] ‘the
most fruitful’ brother, an [evil] east wind
blows [his way]! [See the future!] The wind of
Yahweh comes up from the wilderness.
[Ephraim's] wells go bad. All [their] springs
dry up. [Invading Emperor Shalmanzer] robs ev15 [But for now,]
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[the tribe of

16 [Guilty]

At this moment Israel's king was in prison. See 2Ki
17:4. Your leaders don't have a clue how to reform
your debased money system, to pay back your unpayable national debt, to re-vitalize your soil, to
make the rain start falling when & where you need
it! See 1Sam 8:5-19.
11

snatch your

1403

Simply Repent and Return To Your
Creator
1 You, ___, who [wish to] rule with Elohim, return to Yahweh your Elohim
{Sovereign}! Stop stumbling in depravity! 2 ___, return to Yahweh. Take [sincere] words with you. Say to [YAH,] “Take
away all [our] perversion! Receive us
graciously! Accept the prayer of our
lips.
Yah never wanted animal sacrifices.

—Assyria will never save us. We won't
ride upon [the battle] horses [of the wicked nations]. Nor will we say ever again to the
works of our hands, ‘You are our elohim
{gods}.’ For [only] in you, [Yahweh], do fatherless [orphans] find mercy.”
3

Assyria means ‘success’. It's a root of the word,
‘’Insurance”. Neither success nor insurance will
ever save us. This verse contains the redemptive
meanings of the names of all of Hosea's whorewife's children. (See chapter 1&2.) When you cast
a ballot to elect a lawgiver, you set up an idol.

YAH Always Heals & Helps His Repentant People

4 [Yahweh replies,]

“I heal the apostasy of [my repentant people,
___]. I love them freely. [In time,] my
anger [always] turns away from [truly penitent
people].
5

I become [healing] dew to
Israel. [They] blossom like a lily. [They]
shoot down [deep] roots like [the towering
cedars and the foothill-spurs of the] Lebanon
{White-Forest} [mountains].

[See the future, ___:]
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lit: he blossoms...
6

branches spread, ___. [Your] beauty shines like an olive tree. [Your] smell
[changes from death-rot] to the [fresh clean cedar]
scent [of the] Lebanon {White-Forest}
[peaks].

[Your]

7

return [to the land of Israel,
They dwell [safely] under [my protective]
shadow. They revive like grain [after a
tornado]. They grow, budding like [fruitful]
vines, [wafting] fragrance like wine from
Lebanon {White-Forest}.

[The redeemed-remnant]
___].

8

[ ___, envision the redeemed survivors from the tribe of]

Ephraim {Double-Fruit} saying, “I have
nothing to do with idols!” [Then] I, [Yahweh],
hear and believe [them]. So I say, “[I am a
tree that stays green for you all year, ___:] all your
fruit comes from Me.”
9 Who is wise, ___? He will understand
these truths. Anyone who is prudent
acknowledges [what's written here]. For the
ways of Yahweh {The-Eternal-Creator} are
right. So righteous [beings] walk in [YAH's
paths]. But the transgressors [stumble and]
fall [on the road to their graves].

Jah-El 1
1 Yahweh's Word comes [alive inside] JAHel {JAH-Is-El}
(son of PethuEl {Enlarged-By-El}):
Joel is actually YahEl, meaning “Yahweh (is his)
God.”
2 [YAH says,]
“Hear, you old men! Listen, all [you] earth-dwellers!
Wonders are coming, ___. Developments unprecedented in your days! Disasters never [seen] in your
fore-fathers' lifetimes!
3
___, recount [the following visions] to your children, their
children, and their children throughout [all]
generation[s]:
Education is a privileged family matter, not a chore
to sub-contract to the Satan-State.

JAH-El Prophesies Crop Destruction

4
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What the cutter-worms leave, locusts
eat. What the locusts leave, grasshoppers eat. What the grasshoppers leave,
shearer-worms eat.
chewing...gobbling...munching...chomping...
Swarm after swarm of locusts settle on the crops;
what one swarm leaves, the next swarm devours.
“Palmer worm” (gazam) means to gnaw off. “Locust”
(arbeh) means to be many; migratory.
“Cankerworm” (yeleq) means to lick off. “Caterpillar”
(chasil) means to devour/ consume.
5

Drunkards, wake and weep! Howl,
wine-suckers! [Gasp as the invaders] snatch
the fresh juice from [your] lips.

Invaders cut off your supply of booze. Your grapes
(for making new wine) lie destroyed.
6

Over my land a beast-nation rears up.
Its strong, countless ‘teeth’ [bite] razor-sharp like a young lion cub's incisors. [The invader flashes] the ‘fangs’ of the
fiercest great roaring lion.
7

lays waste my vine. [He] strips
the bark off my fig tree, leaving her
bare and white. [She twists her arms & legs
around her] naked [frame to hide her shame] as
the invader flings her away.

[The invader]

8

YHVH Speaks To The Prophet JAHEl (Joel)

1404

[My country] cries! [She] weeps like a virgin
draped in sackcloth, mourning the [dead]
husband of her youth.”

Or, "my people cry..."

The Famine Stops Even YAH's Sacred Government
9 [The invaders] cut off the [flow of] food and
drink donations to Yahweh's temple.
The [educators, food-providers, doctors, priests and
nurses] who serve Yahweh mourn [as they
starve beside the poor sufferers they serve] . Jah-El
1:10 [Our] fields lie devastated, ___. The
ground grieves. The ruined grain [rots].
The grape juice dries up. The oil [reeks,]
wretched, [powerless, gone]. 11 Farmers
[weep,] ashamed. Vine-dressers howl
over [their] failed harvest of wheat and
barley in the parched field. 12 Vines dry
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up.

[They blow away].

Fig tree[s] droop, ___.
[The] pomegranate, palm, apple and all
the trees of the field wither as joy
drains away from the sons of Adam.
JAH-El Calls You To Fast, Repent &
Pray
13 "Put on sack-cloth, ___. Weep and
wail, you priests! Howl, you [workers] who
serve [food] from [YAH's] altar. Come, lie
all night in sackcloth, servants of [my]
Elohim. [Ambushing invaders] prevent food
gifts and drink offerings, [the lifeblood of the
nation,] from reaching the temple of your
Elohim.”
Closing down the ancient Hebrew temples and synagogues equates today to closing all modern
schools, hospitals, libraries, colleges and social services, along with the collapse of all government
welfare and Social Insurance funds. In short, a total society-wide catastrophe. History repeats itself:
The tip of this catastrophic iceberg began to show
in the global lockdowns of 2020.

Proclaim a holy fast, ___. Call a
solemn assembly. Gather the elders
and all the inhabitants of the land into
the house of Yahweh your Elohim. Cry
out to Yahweh!
14

Calamity should result in religious gatherings. Instead, the Satanist world leaders lock down the
churches and synagogues!

Oh no! The heat! The [Judgment] Day of
Yahweh lies at hand, ___! Devastation
comes from the Almighty [Ravager]. 16 No!
15

The

food [stocks] perish before our eyes! [Incut off joy and gladness from our Elohim's

[nation's]

vaders]

Seeds rot under clods [of dead
clay]. [Soldiers] lay [our] granaries desolate.
[Marauders] break down [our nation's] barns,
___. [Locusts] spoil [our] underground
hoards of grain. 18 Listen to the animals
groan, ___! Herds of cattle [stagger,]
perplexed, bereft of pasture. Flocks of
sheep suffer, bled-pale [of life].
temple! 17

Global sin provokes global pestilence, plague and
drought. In that sense, climate change is real. Really, it's a climate curse.

I cry, “Yahweh!” [I watch] fire devour
our wilderness oasis-pastures! Flame
sets ablaze all the trees of [our nation's]
fields.
19

True to this chapter, the radical communist U.S.
west-coast governors shut down churches and syn-
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agogues in 2020. Immediately, the west coast
caught on fire. A record-doubling 4 million+ acres
burned during California's Fall 2020 lockdowns, as
the States of California, Oregon, Washington,
Nevada and Idaho sued churches for gathering to
worship!

Beasts of the field pant & cry
to JAH. [Our] rivers of waters dry up.
Fire consumes the gardens, [burning them
down] into [dusty] deserts.
Jah-El 1:20

That's your reality today.

Jah-El 2
Joel Foresees Modern Warfare Destroying Earth
1 Blow the trumpet [on and around mount]
Zion, ___! Shout an alarm on my holy
mountain! All the inhabitants of the
land tremble! The [fiery-hot] day of Yahweh comes! [The end] is near!

This prophecy keeps coming true in waves: Babylonian invasion, Assyrian invasion, Greek Invasion,
then the Roman invasion, then the Muslim invasion, and the coming 21st century U.N. invasion.

day of gloomy darkness,
___! [The] time of [storm] clouds and thick
murky [pollution]. Like dawn spreading
upon the mountains, a towering invincible horde advances. [An army] the like of
which has never existed and will never
be [again] in the many generations [of fallen
mankind]. 3 A fire devours [the earth] before
the [horde's] faces, ___. Behind them a
flame burns [on]. Before the [army,] the
land [shines, green and flowering] like the garden of Eden {Pleasure}. Behind the [army,
the land lies] a desolate wilderness. Yes,
___. [Nothing escapes the siege.] Deliverance
fails to come. 4 The soldiers [and their apparatus] resemble war-horses, ___. Like
[super] cavalry, they run [racing to the kill].
2 [Foresee the]

In his mind's eye, Joel ‘saw’ modern warfare
machines.

Making noise like chariots, the [war-machines] dance on the summits of mountains. With the roar of blazing fire devouring straw, the [invaders] destroy
mighty hordes set in battle array.
5

Helicopters. Super-bombs.
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Seeing the [invader's] faces, [earth's]
nation[s] writhe in anguish. All [peoples']
faces flush [white] with terror, ___. 7
Masters of murder, the war-mortals run
[on their victims]. Like mighty soldiers, [wardrones] climb [city] walls in agile, coordinated formations, never tripping each
other, never tangled up, each in his
[computer] controlled path of converging
death-attack. 8 These “men” [of war] never jostle one-another. Each follows his
own attack-trajectory. Attack-missiles
smack them. [Yet] they move on unharmed, never breaking rank.
6

Robotic tanks made of depleted uranium survive
the full-on hits of steel missiles. This may also describe the self-reassembling action of nano-bot
hordes.

The [invaders] prowl through the city.
They run up on walls. They climb up on
houses. They [break and] enter windows
like thieves. Jah-El 2:10 The [frightened]
earth quakes before the [invaders'] faces.
The skies tremble. The sun and moon
darken. The stars withdraw their shining.
9

Firebombing and oil-well burning.

Yahweh shouts his voice in the faces
of His [angel] army. His numberless
mighty forces [break from] their [battle]
camp [to] execute [His] every Word. [It's]
the great [judgment] day of Yahweh, the
day which all humanity shudders in terror to imagine — the day no flesh can
[naturally] survive.
Repent! The End Is Near!
12 So now [you've seen earth's future, ___. You've
been fairly warned. So] the oracle of Yahweh
11

[commands,]

“Return to me with all of your heart.
Fast. Weep. Mourn.”
13 Don't just tear your clothes [or parrot
some traditional prayer] to show how sorry you
are, ___. Let [YAH's spirit] break your
[stony] hearts. Turn back to Yahweh your
Elohim. YAH [overflows with] gracious [compassionate] mercy. YAH is slow to anger.
YAH's [heart] abounds with kindness.
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He's always ready to cancel catastrophe.
Change your life, not just your clothes.

Know, ___, that YAH relents. He
lavishes compassion [on repenters]. He
leaves a blessing behind Him [wherever he
goes]. So present food donations and
drink offerings to [poor saints]. [Honor] Yahweh your Elohim [with your generous actions].
15 Blow the trumpet on the shining
mountain of the City Of Peace! Proclaim
a holy fast, ___. Call [Hebrews to] a [sacred]
assembly. 16 ___, gather [sincere] people. Sanctify the congregation. Assemble the elders. Gather the children, including babies who suckle breasts. Call
the groom to run from his bedroom. Bid
the bride to jump up from her marriage
bed.
14

Interrupt even men and women in love on their
honeymoon bed. Get them on their knees in repentance. Today's moral and military crisis is that serious. You'll have to break the lockdown orders in
order to obey these commands to gather.

Priests who serve Yahweh, weep.
between the [temple's] vaulted portico and
its altar. ___, cry, “Spare your people,
Yahweh! Don't surrender your heritage
to disgrace! Don't let the beast-nations
rule over your children! Why should
people taunt among the nations,
‘Where is the Elohim {Sovereign}[of the Hebrews]?’”
YAH Will Redeem You IF You Turn
From Sin
18 Yahweh zealously [defends] his [repentant]
country. He pities [and spares the lives of] his
[humble] people. 19 Yes, ___, Yahweh answers his people,
“[When you repent,] you see me send you
corn, wine and purified-oil to satisfy
you. I no longer surrender you to disgrace [and shame] among the beast-nations.
17

[Drop to your knees among the common people]

Jah-El 2:20

I remove the northern [U.N. aggressors] far
from you, ___. [I] drive [warmongers] into
the land of arid barren desolation. The
[invading troops] in the rear [fall] into the
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Dead Sea. The [invaders] at the front [flee]
into the Mediterranean Sea. The stench
of [your attackers'] rotting bodies rises over
the land. [I] end the assailant's boasting
of his great exploits!”
Paraphrase. All of the United Nations permanent
Security Council members are northern powers:
U.K., U.S., Russia, France, China. As of 2020, all
these powers have undergone de-facto Communist
revolutions.

Never fear, dirt-creatures! Spin
around in a torrent of overwhelming
joy! Brighten up, ___! Yahweh's great
deeds keep on getting bigger!
21

Adamah = soil. Humans (adams) are living dirt.

Never fear, you beasts of the field.
[Watch your] desert pastures spring forth in
verdant green, ___. [See your] trees bear
fruit. [Watch your] fig tree and [your] vine
yield their strength. 23 Dance and spin
for joy, you children of the shining
mountain of peace! Celebrate in [the Spirit
of] Yahweh your Elohim, ___. YAH [comes
to] hand you the spring rain in just the
right amounts. YAH [longs to] send [you]
downpours of spring and autumn rains
as He did [long] ago. 24 [Watch YAH fill] your
threshing-floors full of wheat, ___. [See
YAH fill] your vats. They come to overflow
with fresh-pressed juice and oil!
22

#8492 Tiroshe = fresh-squeezed juice, not intoxicating wine, brings health.

restore to you, ___, the
‘years’ devoured by the locust, the
cankerworm [grub], the caterpillar [beetle],
and the palmer-worm [larvae]. [YAH's]
great [destroying insect] army, which [He]
sent among you, [vanishes after your nation repents]. 26 You, ___, come to eat in plenty. [You live] satisfied. [Then you publicly, wildly]
rave the name of Yahweh your Elohim,
who deals wondrously with you. [YAH's]
people never again lie bled-pale [in
shame]. 27
“Know that I [Yahweh] live in the midst of
Israel. I am Yahweh your Elohim, ___.
No other [ruler] exists. [The time comes when]
my people never [again] hemorrhage [their
reputation].
25 [Watch YAH]
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*
[In earth's coming final days],

I
[Yahweh] pour out My spirit
upon all flesh. Your sons
and your daughters
prophesy, ___. Your old
men dream [visionary]
dreams. Your young
men see visions.
29

In the [coming] days, I pour out My Spirit
upon even [my lowliest] servants and
handmaids.
Jah-El 2:30

I show wonderous [miracles] in the heavens and in the earth, ___: blood, fire,
pillars of smoke.”
31 [YAH] comes to turn the sun dark, and
the moon to blood. [ ___, get ready to] face
Yahweh's coming torturous [and] terrifying

[Judgment]

day. 32 *Whoever

calls on the nameauthority of Yahweh escapes [eternal destruction],
___. As Yahweh promises, the shining mountain of The City Of Peace
becomes [the fount of] deliverance for the remnantsurvivors whom Yahweh
calls [to eternal life].
[truly]

Escape = be saved.

Jah-El 3
Joel Foresees The End Of The
World-System
1

“ ___, envision the days, the coming
season when I, Yahweh, repatriate my
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exiled slave-people to the City Of
Peace, [your true home country].
This began to be fulfilled in 1948.
2

Watch me gather all beast-nations. I
bring them down into the valley of JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}. I judge
[humanity] there, because the locust-Goyim parted My land and scattered My
people among their beast-nations. [They
murdered] my heritage-people who will
rule with Me!
Valley = between the Mount Of Olives and
Jerusalem. See prototypical conflict in 2 Chr 20:21.

*
The beast-nations [continue to] cast
lots for my people, ___. [Look!]
The [pigs] market boys as prostitutes. The [pimps] sell girls to [buy]
intoxicants. [See!] The beast-nations get drunk [on the profits from child
prostitution and pornography]!
3

Child prostitution, including homosexual child prostitution fills the world today. Most of the media and
internet traffic today is pornography. We are living
in a horror worse than Sodom and Gomorrah. We
call it ‘Judeo-Christian society’.
4

Tyre {Rock-Port}, Sidon {Fish-City}, coasts
of Palestine, [you] sit safe, allied, satisfied. [But] the treatment you've given [My
people] comes to swiftly boomerang back
as payback on your head.
5

You took My ‘silver’ and My ‘gold.’ You
carried My finest treasures, [my young men
and women] into your [pagan-prostitution]
temples.
Yah is not concerned with precious metals. His
people are his silver and his gold. Temples are
banks. "Modern" society corrupts children and
turns girls and boys into makers and buyers of
pornography. Corrupting kids equals the same
crime as carrying off Judean children and turning
them into enslaved temple prostitutes and whoremongers.
6
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You sold the nation of Judea, the children of the City of Peace, to Greek [pedophiles], to separate [my people] from their
homeland.
Toady's daily ongoing normalization of transgender
pedophilia brings heaven's wrath to earth, sure as
the sunrise!
7

Watch Me raise My people from the
slave-dens to where you sell them. I
[throw you pedo-peddlers into slavery] as payback
upon your own head.
8

Watch Me sell your sons and your
daughters into the hand of the children
of Judea. Then watch them sell your
offspring to the far-away foreign nations of the [Arabian] Sabeans.”
Yahweh speaks [your future, perverts]! 9
“Call, nations! Prepare war! Wake up [your] mighty
master-men! Assemble, soldiers! Rise up, warmortals!
YHVH taunts the nations who brag about their
great strength.
Jah-El 3:10

beat your plowshares into
swords! [Melt] your pruning-hooks into
spears! Weaklings, thrust out your
chest-muscles! Boast, ‘I'm tough! [I'm a
fighter!]’

[Evil warmongers,]

11

Mobilize your attack troops! Come on,
all you beast-nations! Gather yourselves! Surround, encamped against [My
people] on every side! Send your mighty
warriors to come down [to face] Yahweh
{The-Eternal-Creator}.
This is a dare-taunt from Yahweh to the united nations.
12

The beast-nations wake! [They] ascend
to the valley of JAHoshaphat {JAH's-Judgment}. There, ___, I [Yahweh] sit to judge
all the nations on every side.”
13 [Angels of war,] swing in your sickle[s].
The harvest [bursts] ripe. Come, [avengers].
Trample down [earth's] stuffed-full winepress! The vats [of heaven's anger] overflow.
Twisted [spiraling] wickedness floods [the
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earth]. 14

Noise, tumult, crowds. Everywhere, rumbling. Multitudes [flood] the
valley of Judgment! It's coming! [Heaven's] sharp-toothed threshing sledge [falls
to winnow humanity]!
YHVH separates all humanity into piles of rubble
vs. sacks of gold.

The sun and moon go dark, ___.
The stars withdraw their shining.
YAH Promises To Forever Safeguard Us Hebrews
15

*Yahweh roars out of [bright
shining mout] Zion. His voice [of thunder] shoots forth from the City of
Peace. [The sound] shakes the
heavens and earth. Yet Yahweh remains the refuge for His
people, the stronghold for His
children like you, ___, who [rise
to] rule with Him.
16

Israel in this sense means “those who will rule with
El.” Israel does not necessarily refer to a certain
genetic lineage or political grouping.
17

“ ___, watch Me, Yahweh your Elohim,
[return to] dwell on my holy shining mountain. See the City of Peace permanently
fill with YAH's holiness, nevermore profaned by footsteps of perverted, [wandering, adulterous heathen idolaters].
18

day, ___. The mountains drop down new wine. [Your] hills
flow with milk. All the rivers of Judea
gush with water. A fountain-spring
rushes from the house of Yahweh to irrigate the [now-desolate] valley of acacia
trees.”
19 [See] Egypt become a desolation, and
Edom a desert wilderness, [as payback] for
their violence against the children of
the people of YAH's Name. ([Edom and
Egypt] shed innocent blood on [Judaean]
land.)
[Envision redemption]

Egypt and Edom are in fact harsh polluted deserts
to this day. Yet ‘Egypt’ today refers primarily to the
New World Order satan-system, not merely to
northeast Africa.

1409

Still the people of YAH's Name
dwell forever in the City of Peace. [Their
endless] generations [rise to fill the universe and
beyond]. 21
“I Yahweh cleanse [Israel]. I take revenge
on [all marauders who spill innocent] blood, ___.
[I] dwell [forever] on the shining mountain
of the City of Peace.”
Jah-El 3:20

Amos 1
Amos Sees The Dark Future Of Israel
1 ___, during the reigns of Judea's king
UzziYah {YAH's-Strength} and [North] Israel's [evil] king Jeroboam {NationWrangler} (the son of JAHoash {JAHFired}), two years before the earthquake
[of 687BC], Amos {Load}, a [young] sheep-herder from [5 miles south of Bethlehem, 10 miles
from Jerusalem], in Tekoa {Trumpet-land},
SEES the following word-pictures concerning Israel:
YAH's Word is a 4D experience that you SEE
(strongs#2372). Amos means ‘burdensome,’
meaning that the responsibility of telling people
what their Creator says is a burden, since people
(religious and non-religious) hate their Creator and
everything He says. Amos was a farm boy, a manual laborer, a lifter of burdens:
#6006 'aw-mas' or mamas:
to load, bear or impose a burden (or infliction).

warns [of Israel's dark future]: “Yahweh
roars from [shining mount] Zion! He thunders his voice from Jerusalem. The
shepherds' oases mourn. The summit
of [mount] Carmel {Fruiting-Garden} dries
bare.
2 [Amos]

The people below Mount Carmel depend on its
snow-water and crops/grass. So the mountain drying up is a bad thing.

YAH Warns That Fire Will Eat Syria
& Damascus
3 Yahweh decrees:
‘Damascus, [you know my rule:] ‘3 [strikes

and you're out.’ You've struck my
prophets and righteous people at
least] 4 times. You use threshing sleds
with iron teeth&spikes to crush Gilead's
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[people]!

So I won't relent any more from
punishing you.

Red-Man's dynasty].

again.

1410
So I'll never pardon you

4

me send fire into the house of
HazaEl {El's-Sight}. [See]
flames devour the palaces [and citadels] of
[HazaEl's brat-prince] Ben-Hadad {Son-Of-Ferocity}.”
[Watch]

[Syria's evil king]

HazaEl = the [all] seeing God, i.e. the sun-god.

Yahweh predicts,
“[Watch] me break the bars of Damascus'
[city gates]. [I come to] cut off the ruler of
Aven {Vanity} Valley. I'm destroying the
[usurper] who holds the scepter [of oppression] in Beth-Eden {Palace-Of-Pleasure}.
[See] the people of [Highland] Syria [trudge]
back into captivity in Kir {Fortress}.”
YAH Warns That He'll Destroy
Palestine (Gaza)
6 Yahweh decrees,
“Gaza {Strength}, I forgave you 3 times.
Then you exiled whole [Hebrew] communities! You sold them as slaves to [Esau
the Red-Man's evil southland clan:] Edom. So your
punishment is irrevocable.
5

7

me send fire on the walls of Gaza
{Strength}. Flames soon devour her
citadels.”
8 Adonai Yahweh predicts:
“[Watch me] slice down the crime-king of
Ashdod {Ravager-City}. [Watch me destroy the
fake authority] who holds the scepter in
Ashkelon {Coastal-Meat-Market}. [Watch My
Almighty] fist slap [down the city of] Ekron
{Eradicator}. [Watch] the last remnant of
the [line of] Philistine [miscreants] perish.”
YAH Promises To Turn RockPort
Into A Rock
9 Yahweh decrees,
“Tyre {Rock-Port}, [you seaside ledge
[Watch]

upon which stands the doomed
city of the stone-hearted walking-dead], I forgave you 3 times!
Then you forgot your brotherly
covenant [of peace. You] sold a whole [Hebrew] population [as slaves] to Edom, [the evil
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

The original site of Tyre is to this day a sea-side
wasteland.
Amos 1:10

send fire on the walls of Tyre
___. Flames devour her
palaces & citadels.
YAH Promises To Destroy Esau's
Evil Spawn
11 Yahweh decrees:
“Edom {Southland}, I forgave you [at least]
3 times! Then you chased your brother
[Israel] with a sword! You threw aside all
pity. You nursed [your fore-father the Red-Man's]
anger into a never-ending murderous
stalking rage. [Your hatred] keeps tearing
everything and everyone around you
into pieces. So [watch me] boomerang
upon you final, perpetual destruction.
[Watch me]

{Rock-Port},

You poisoned all compassion.
12

me rain fire on [Edom's capitol city:]
Teman {South-wind}. [Watch my] flames
devour [Edom's] palaces & citadels in
Bozrah {Fort}. [I'm giving the South-land back to its
rightful owners: peaceful sheep.]”
YAH Predicts He Will Abort The
Spawn of Ammon
13 Yahweh decrees,
“Spawn of Ammon, I forgave your [violent
genocides] 3 times. But now I'm irrevocably annihilating you. In your murderous
genocidal quest to enlarge your national border, you [keep] ripping open the
pregnant women of Gilead {Witness}.
[Watch]

The Bible DOES condemn abortion.
14

me kindle a ravaging fire in the
wall of Rabbah {Bounty-Town}, [the Ammon-spawn's capitol city, ___]. [See flames] devour
her fortresses. [Hear soldiers] shout in the
day of battle! [See] tempest [rule] the day
of the whirlwind!
[Watch]

15
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king [of the abortionists] straggling,
stumbling, deported into slavery,
chained beside his [baby-killing] princes,”
warns Yahweh.
[Watch the]

Or, "Ammon's elohim [Molech] will be carried away
with Ammon's officials."

Amos 2
YAH Decrees Death By Fire To Incestuous Moab
1 Yahweh decrees,
“ ___, I've forgiven [incestuous] Moab's revolting crimes [at least] 3 times. So I'll no
longer rescind [Moab's death-sentence]. [The
Moabites] burned the bones of Edom's [honorable] royalty into lime.
Moab was a civilization birthed from a son of
daughter-bedder Lot.
2

me send fire upon Moab, ___!
The inferno devours the palaces [and
citadels] of Keriot {City-Buildings}. Moab
dies amid tumult, shouting and trumpet
blasts.
[Watch]

Judas, the Messiah's betrayer, hailed from Keriot.
3

me destroy the [corrupt]
judge[s] at Moab's center [of evil political control]. I come to slay all her [murderous]
princes [and chiefs], [along] with [their bribebought judges],”
warns Yahweh.
YAH Decrees Fire Will Devour Judah & Israel
4 Yahweh decrees,
“[At least] 3 times, ___, [I've pardoned]
Judea's crimes. So I'm done relenting. I
reject [rogue] Judea. They keep despising
[my] law. They don't [even try to] keep my
commandments. [Judah's] lying [leaders]
lead the [people] astray to chase down
the path of their [dead] fore-fathers.
[ ___, watch]

5

So [watch] me send fire upon Judea,
___. [See] flames devour the citadels of
Jerusalem.”
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The Jews enjoy Amos' prophecy as long as he condemns their enemies. But as soon as Amos turns
his fiery words at the Jews, they throw rocks at his
head!

Yahweh decrees,
“[At least] 3 times I [forgave whorish north] Israel's crimes, ___. But now I won't reverse her sentence. She sells righteous
people [into slavery] for silver. She hocks
poor people for [the price of] a pair of
shoes!
6

OR: They sell into slavery honest people who cannot pay their debts. Today, the factories of Nike
the war god enslave poor brown sufferers to cut
pennies off the price of your sneakers.
7

*

[While claiming to be my chosen people, Judeo-

grind the heads of poor
into the
earth's dust. [Hypocrites] derail the
life's journeys of [my] humble
[people]. A man and his father
[strut] in to [the bedroom to sleep with] the
same girl, ___! [Religiots] violate
the sanctity of my Name/authority/reputation.
Christians]

[dangling, skinny, needy saints]

7602 sha'aph = "Grind" = making poor people
breathe dust.
8

*

[At their religious festivals, corrupt ‘Israelites’]

lounge around in clothing they
took in pledge from their
debtors [whom they hold tightly wound in the
chains of perverse, corrupt loans]. In Elohim's [synagogue, temple or church] these
[false Judeo-Christians] drink wine
bought with fines they [extort from
people they wrongly] condemn.
The history of planet earth, particularly the modern
world, is of rich fake-religious people binding the
entire world population in un-payable debt, so that
the subject-people have no choice but to comply
with whatever demands the world's financiers
choose to make. Crime is the whole underpinning
of a society built on debased money handed out to
'citizen-subjects' who bind themselves in debt obligations and allegiance oaths. The whole world lies
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enslaved to obey millions of ever-changing and increasingly corrupt rules that herd humans into
working their entire lives to pay for military operations to continually tighten the global noose. That's
why it's so critical to avoid debts and oaths.
Wrongful condemnation runs rampant: A respectable church-going judge sentences a young
black man to 20 years in prison for smoking pot, or
confiscates a poor man's car for driving without a
license, or deports a poor christian mother for
crossing a border without papers.
9

See [your future, hypocrites]: I crush you like
an overloaded grain-cart crushes everything it rolls over!

“[Remember, ___, how] before the [Israelites']
faces, I exterminated the Amorite
{Mountaineers}, men who towered like
lofty cedars, strong as oaks? I destroyed [those wicked perverts’] fruit above,
and their roots beneath.

The archer trips. He drops his bow. The
swiftest-footed runner sprints. But he
fails to escape. The rider flees on
horseback. But he falls [to death] trying to
save his life.

Amos 2:10

I'm making you [Israeli impostors] trudge
into the wilderness, [like when] I brought
your [ancestors] up from the land of Egypt,
like [when] your [fore-fathers] wandered for
40 years [in order] to possess the land of
the big-bad Amorite {Mountaineers}.”
11 Yahweh laments,
“ ___, I keep on raising up prophets
among your sons, creating young men
to be [holy, set-apart] Nazirites [to lead] the
children of Israel.

*
Nazirites {Holy-Ones}
12

[are supposed to
live as consecrated leaders among prophets. Saints
must abstain from intoxicants to keep their heads

You [Israeli hypocrites] get the
[saints] drunk on your [pharmakeia]
potions. You command
prophets, ‘Don't prophesy! [Stop
predicting the future! Stop speaking YAH's Word.] ’
clear.]

Most churches fail to make any fruitful use of any
prophet. Churches either forbid all prophetic expression, or they foster ridiculous babbling of uninterpretable gibberish. This is because the human
race hates YAH and His Word. The primary potion
poisoning churches today is medical pharmakeia,
the potion that Circe the sorceress uses to turns
kings into beasts. See Revelation 17. Now you
know why pharmaceutical-pushing politicos rush to
inject you with genetically-modified monkey-pus.
They're witches, trying to turn you into an animal.
13
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Like lightning, all hard [violent, impudent, loud,
stiff-hearted people] fly away and die. Established, [obstinate, wealthy people] lose [their lives.
Rich warmongers] lie dead beside their oncemighty warriors.
15

16

the most courageous-hearted
among the mighty [masterful men of your war-state] flee away naked on [My] hot-day [of
punishment, ___],”
warns Yahweh.
[Watch]

Amos 3
YHVH Indicts Fallen Israel For
Sloth & Crime
1 ___, hear the word Yahweh speaks
against you brats of Israel. [YAH] indicts
the whole [rotten] family he brought up
from the land of Egypt. 2 [YAH] decrees,
"I recognize you [Hebrews above] all the
families of the earth. So I correct [you,
___. I hold you accountable for] your perversities, [your moral evils].

*
Beings who want to travel together have to get along with
each other, ___.
3

Paraphrase. YAH is saying, ‘We have no agreement. So I am not with you. Your leaders and your
commoners have agreed to walk in a life of institutional crime.’ Do not be ‘unequally yoked.’ In order
to go to heaven and live with YAH you have to
have shared intentions, a meeting-of-the-minds.
Agree, set appointments and show up and work
with Your creator. ‘Do two people walk hand in
hand if they aren't going to the same place?’
4
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The violent lion [head-of-state in your corrupt
capitol] roars in [earth's] forest[s] over his
torn prey. The little lions [in your corrupt villages] scream out from their dens, insatiable for more caught meat.

land of Egypt. Shout the challenge: Assemble yourselves on the mountains of
Samaria {north-Israel}. See the great unrest seething within [Israel]. Witness the
oppression among the people [who are supposed to represent heaven on earth].

A perfect illustration of political corruption. Misfortune is not random. The devil wreaks havoc where
he has jurisdiction over criminals. Demons scream
as they catch humans in temptation traps. The entire world-system lies fallen in demonic snares.
5

‘Israel’ is a snake pit of brutality and terror!

Birds don't just fall out of the sky into
traps on the earth, ___. A trap on the
ground only springs shut if an [animal]
comes for the bait.”
Disaster doesn't happen randomly. Disaster is punishment for sin. Falling for temptation sets off the
devil's trap.

YAH Always Warns Us Before Punishing us
6 War-trumpet-sirens scream in the
city. So people tremble with fear. Anytime disaster strikes a city, it happens
under Yahweh's governance.
Yahweh is always in charge. He's omniscient and
omni-benevolent. YAH knows what will elapse. Everything happens in accordance with YAH's plan to
turn all disaster into good.

*Before taking action [against humanity], Adonai Yahweh always
reveals His secret intentions to
His servants the prophets.
7

So much for the cessacionist lie that prophecy
ceased in the 1st century.

*The lion roars. Everyone
fears! Adonai Yahweh speaks.
Anyone who [understands], prophesies!
8

YAH continually talks to all of us, through symbols,
numbers, events, patterns, dreams, feelings, scriptures, through things people say to us. But we
miss most of what YAH is saying. Amos was a lowly
farm-boy. Yet he received some of the greatest
prophecies ever recorded.

YAH Warns Samaria Of The Coming
Invasion
9 Trumpet [YAH's] proclamation from the
citadels of Ashdod {Ravager-City}! [Blast the
truth so loud that leaders] can hear [the sound
~250km south] in fortified palaces in the
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Yahweh decrees,
“[Israel] lies ignorant of [how] to do right.
In their palaces [& citadels] they store up
[treasure gained by] violence and robbery [&
devastation].”
11 So Adonai Yahweh pronounces [his sentence],
“[See your future, fallen Israel:] your adversary
encircles the [promised] land. Your foe
strips down your strength. [Pagans] plunder your citadels.”
12 Yahweh foretells:
“Like a shepherd [who only] rescues two
legs or a piece of an ear [of his sheep] from
the lion's mouth, watch Israel's brats
get snatched away by the [attacker's]
mouth. [The tyrant comes to] ambush [the Israelis] at Samaria {Watch-Station} while
they lie stretched out, [oblivious, feeling safe]
in their bed-chambers, [wrapped in]
sheets, arched back on their couches.
Amos 3:10

‘Sheets’ may refer to [the protective cover of pagan] Damascus. Every popular translation misses
the play on the word ‘mouth’: 6285 pe'ah pay-aw'
feminine of 6311; mouth, i.e. direction, region, extremity: corner, end, quarter, side.
13
Hear, ___! Testify [to] the house of Jacob,”
orders Adonai Yahweh Elohim-over-armies. 14

“[Foresee Judgement] day: I come to avenge
Israel's crimes. I punish the [keepers of the]
altars of slaughter in BethEl {House-OfGod}. [See] the horn [leaders] of the killingaltars chopped off, falling to the
ground.
Judgment begins at the church house.
15

strike [every corrupt bigwig's] winter
house and summer house, ___. [See]
the [hypocrites'] ivory-covered palaces [&

[Watch me]
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collapse. [Watch me] snatch away
the [liars'] great [princely] mansions,”
warns Yahweh.
temples]

Amos 4
YAH Condemns Booze-Loving CowWomen
1 Hear [YAH's] word, you [heifer] cows of
Bashan {Fruitful}. [You sluts lounge in false-comfort] on [north-Israel's] Samaria {Watch-Tower}
mountain. You oppress poor [saints]. You
crush needy [orphans and widows]. You order
your husbands, ‘Come, bring us more
drinks!’ 2 Adonai Yahweh swears in His
holiness:
‘See [the] days [of judgment] rush upon you:
[Oppressors] drag you away with [fish]
hooks. Your family-line ends in a boiling
pot of fish soup!
3

come to fling you [greedy wenches]
your castle-residences.
[Slashers] drag your [flabby bodies] through
cracks in [your] ruined city walls. The
nose of every cow-woman shoves up
against [the butt] of the cow-woman in
front of her,"
decrees Yahweh.
YAH Condemns Cheapskate Phony
Religion
4 You [flock] to your so-called Bethel
{House-of-god}. [There you] break [YAH's laws].
At Gilgal {Wheel}[the whirling wheel of commerce,
[Marauders]

from

[the heights of]

where Israel sinfully demanded a central government,]

you multiply transgression. You bring
your [abominable] animal sacrifices every
morning, and your [daily] 10% every 3
years, [for a net tithe of 3.3%, shortchanging the charitable work by 2/3].
YHVH NEVER wanted animal sacrifice. And he
doesn't want your Christian 10%! He wants everyone to give up their best food to make wonderful
communal, charitable, educational, sacred feasts.

*
You [hypocrites] blow smoke [in my
face]. You extend your hands to
me with puffed-up leavened
5
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bread [to make your donation look big]. You
announce boasts about your
freewill offerings. [Public notice] is
what you love, you childish
[brats] of Israel,”
says Adonai Yahweh.
YAH Sends Famines & Disasters To
Wake You Up
6

“I repay [your evil by giving] you foodless
teeth [& empty stomachs] in all your cities.
Coast-to-coast lack of bread. Yet you
[fakers] fail to return to me,"
says Yahweh. 7
“I withhold the down-pouring [rain] from
you [frauds] while 3 months remain 'til
harvest-time. [So your crops die.] I bring rain
upon one city, and deny rain to another
city; one field has rain, while another
with no rain dries up.
Morality is tied to frequency and amount of rainfall.
Want rain? Celebrate Sukkot {Tent-Fest}.
8

So [the populations of] 2 or 3 [of your] cities
stagger to another city to drink water.
But they can't [drink] enough to satisfy
[their need]. You [charlatans] still fail to return
to me,”
laments Yahweh.

For instance, the Los Angeles water supply comes
from hundreds of miles away. 30 million people
within one major pipe-burst of all dying of thirst.
Yet try to find anyone in Los Angeles who is serious
about holiness as a means to bring rain.
9

“I strike you [fakes] with blasting [hot winds]
and mildew. Your gardens, vineyards,
fig trees and olive trees spring up. Then
palmerworm [larvae] devour them. Yet
you fail to return to me,”
says Yahweh.
Sins causes environmental degradation.
Amos 4:10

“I revisit you [posers] with the ancient
Egyptian plagues. I [send] swordsmen to
kill your choice young men. [Thieves] kidnap your prize horses. I fill your nostrils
with the stink of rotting dead bodies in
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your camps. Yet you continue to ignore
me,”
decrees Yahweh. 11
“I overthrow some of your [cities] like [My
angel] elohim {powers} overthrew Sodom
and Gomorrah. Your [nation] is a [mere]
firebrand. [I keep mercifully] plucking [you]
out of the bonfire. Still you [refuse] to return to me,”
decrees Yahweh. 12
“[Your incorrigible refusal to stop your systemic national
corruption] is why I do to you as I have
warned, ‘Israel.’ So prepare to meet the
Elohim {Sovereign} of [the true] Isra'El.”
True Israel = people who will rule with El.

* ___, look to the One who
forms the mountains, who creates the wind, who declares to
man His thoughts; the One
who creates dawn out of darkness, who treads [down] the high
[mountain] peaks of the earth:
Yahweh Elohim-over-armies is
His Name.
13

Treading down the high mountains symbolizes
knocking down prideful and oppressive people, and
knocking down idolatrous ‘sacred’ sites of perverted
worship and/or evil occult global control. Dawn out
of darkness = creation ex nihilo (something from
nothing). Armies = #6635 Tsaba. (hosts) Thus
Yahweh is sovereign over all masses of beings,
whether temporal and spiritual.

Amos 5
YAH Sings A Funeral Dirge For Corrupt Israel
1 Listen to the lyric I lift up against you,
this [funeral] dirge, [this song of sadness for the]
house of Israel: 2 ‘The virgin [daughter population] of [ancient] Israel falls, never again
to rise. She lies abandoned on her dirt.
No one raises her up. 3 Adonai Yahweh
foretells:
“The [hypocritical] city [sends] out 1000 [warriors]. But only 100 survive. The [city]
sends out 100 [soldiers]. Yet only 10 re-
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turn [alive] to the family of
will rule with El {God}.”

[people]

who

True Israel is not a member state of the United Nations. Nor is true Israel a region on a world map.
Isra'El is the group of people who will rule with
YHVH the Almighty EL {Power}.

Yahweh calls to the house of those
who [want to] rule with Him,
4

“ ___, follow

[in my footsteps]

, and live!

5

But ___, don't follow in the footsteps
of the phony Beth-El {House-Of-God}.
Don't get caught up in [the wheeling commercial whirlwind run by the central government] of Gilgal
{Wheel}. Don't cross over [and fall] into the
Beer-Sheba {Well-of-the-Oath}!’ Gilgal
{Wheel-City} is getting stripped naked
and deported into slavery. And the [socalled] ‘house of god’ is descending into
lawless chaos.”
Lit hebrew: Gilgal galoh yigleh. “The rolling roller
will roll away.” Bethel, Gilgal & Beer-Sheba are
places in Palestine. However, they signify the devil's 3 most pervasive human-traps: religion, commerce and oaths of allegiance. Gilgal symbolizes
the evil of central government: Gilgal was where
Israel rejected YHVH by demanding a human king.

Seek Yahweh and live, ___! [See what's
breaks out like fire in
the house of Joseph {Increaser}. [War]
devours [his many brats]. An unquenchable
inferno engulfs the [so-called] Beth-El
{house-of-god}.
6

coming: Punishment]

Judgement begins with the church. The Bible is primarily a book denouncing religious hypocrisy.
“Seek” = “inquire of.”

You [religionites] twist justice into [bitter]
wormwood [poison]. [You] anesthetize
righteousness in the earth.
7

Wormwood is the English translation of the Russian
word: Chernobyl, the site of the first major nuclear
accident. Sermons literally put people into a sleep-like trance.

*From [YAH's thoughts] flow the 7
jeweled-stars and constellations. [YAH] turns the shadow of
death into [bright] morning [sunrise].
YAH [shrouds] the day in dark
night. [YAH] calls to the waters
8
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of the sea.

[Billions of droplets dance in

repours them
out upon the face of the earth.
Yahweh is [the Creator's] Name,
___.
evaporation up to YAH. He]

7 stars = cluster of stars, perfect, plenitude of
stars, Pleiades. Constellation= Orion.

makes [weak oppressed people] smile,
___. YAH breaks off the violence of
mighty, [powerful, harsh oppressors. YAH] invades and knocks down the fortresses
of [greedy rich robbers. YAH's coming!]
9 [YAH]

With blinding speed and power YAH destroys the
strong, crushing all their defenses.

*[Power-brokers] hate anyone
who speaks up for justice in
courts. The [rich] abhor anyone
who injects [YAH's] pure words [of
truth into public forums]. 11 You [oppressors]
Amos 5:10

trample the poor. You extort levies of
grain. [You] build yourselves houses of
trimmed stone. But you won't ease
yourself in [your mansions]. You plant vineyards of desire. But you won't drink
their wine. 12 I know your numerous
crimes and your outrageous sins: afflicting righteous people, taking bribes,
turning aside the poor at the gate. [You
deny poor people's rights at citizens' meetings & court

*Because of the current [epidemic of injustice,] prudent [and
intelligent people] keep their mouths
shut in this increasingly evil
age.
hearings.] 13

OR, "It's a sin when those in the know fail to speak
up for oppressed people in legal challenges."

Seek good! Stop wreaking ruin, ___.
Then you'll live. Yahweh Elohim-over-armies will stick with you, as
you [fakers] claim [He does].
14

Ask, "What is truly good behavior? What does the
Bible say is right? Am I doing right? Does anybody
in my church actually do what the Bible says?" The
answer will shock you. A quick way to be kicked
out of a modern church is to quote the Bible in it.

Hate evil. Love good. Establish justice in the gate, [that is, the common public forums, ___]. Then Yahweh-Elohim-over-armies will shower gracious15
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ness on the remnant of Joseph {Increaser}.
Usually "Gate" is translated "court." But the idea of
justice in the "Gate" is that people should solve
their problems without resorting to suing in a centralized courthouse system which inevitably becomes an injustice-system where fairness gets
auctioned to the highest-bidder.

YahwehElohim-over-armies, my Adonai, predicts:
“[See your future, ___: People] scream in every
street. [Sufferers] cry on every highway.
[Refugees] yell, ‘Oh no!’ Farmers, judges,
[professors] mourn, groan, tear [out] their
hair, beat their breasts [over their dead loved
ones].
16 [Because of society's systemic injustice,]

Or, "Everybody go out in the street and repent and
cry over your sins."
17

[All your evil society's] vineyards come to fill
with wailing. [Divine judgment] overruns and
devours you [frauds],"
predicts Yahweh. 18 Woe to you [fools]
who [claim you] yearn for the [judgment] day
of Yahweh! Your day [of] Yahweh's [justice
fast] approaches. But [for you con-artists] it
ends in utter darkness, not the bright
light [of heaven]. 19 [You sinners come to die] like
a man who flees from the jaws of a lion
into [the rushing claws of] an oncoming bear.
[You're going down] like a man who enters
his house and rests his hand on the
wall only to have a serpent bite him!
Amos 5:20 [For religionists,] the [judgment] day[s]
of Yahweh [are] darkness, not light,
___. Gloom. No brightness. 21 *

“I hate, I despise [and reject] your
[corrupt] feast days & celebrations. I [hold My nose at the rotten] stink
of your solemn assemblies.
I hate all your show and pretense--the hypocrisy of
your religious festivals and solemn assemblies. I
can't stand your rotten religious meetings. I'm fed
up with your conferences and conventions. This
verse condemns corrupt "christian" and "Jewish"
congregations along with "cults." It also applies to
religion-blessed worldly patriotic and holiday cele-
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brations. We Christians are to reform, not abandon, the Old Testament festivals.

*
So if you [villains] offer me burnt
offerings and your meat-donations, I won't accept them. I
don't even look at the [so-called]
peace-offerings of your greasy
beasts.
22

YHVH never ever wanted animal sacrifices. YAH
wants people to give up their best food to feed
poor people and to support health, education and
welfare workers.

*
Get the noise of your songs
away from me! I won't listen to
the empty melody of your skinbag [instruments].
23

Small-minded people wrongly use Amos 5:23 to
justify banning musical instruments from worship.
But what is being banned is empty, false, hypocritical worship, the kind of worship you find in most
of the churches that ban musical instruments!
5035 nebel; from 5034; a skin-bag for liquids;
hence, a vase, lyre; bottle, pitcher, psaltery, vessel, viol 5034 nabel naw-bale' to wilt; fall away,
fail, faint; be foolish or wicked; despise, disgrace,
dishounour, lightly esteem, fade, fall, do foolishly,
come to nought, make vile, wither.

*
Instead

You erect the
shrine[s] of your Moloch
{war-god} and Chiun {Kewan}, your phantom illusory leaders. [You mark your
monuments with] the star[s] of
the gods you make for
yourselves.
[NO.]

Amos 5:26 is an ongoing denouncement of every
so-called ‘Christian civilization’ of the last 1700
years, beginning with Constantine and continuing
through the hellish war-machines of the British
Empire and the United States. Quoting Amos 5:26
got Stephen stoned. 5-sided stars (pentagrams)
are used globally to signify rule by military force,
symbolizing the god of war. 6-sided stars (hexagrams) represent rule by man's logic and desires,
instead of YAH's laws. Both 5 and 6-sided stars are
high-holy signs in witchcraft. 3594 Kiyuwn / Chiun:
kee-yoon'; from 3559; a statue, i.e. idol representing a heathen deity (perhaps Priapus or Baal-peor).
Erect = NASA (lift up). Moloch can mean “warrior-king / commander in chief”.
27
So I deport you [religiots] into [slave] captivity beyond
Damascus,"
sentences Yahweh, whose Name-Authority is Elohim-Tsaba {Sovereign-Over-All-Hosts}.’

Amos 6

24

[of covering injustice

let
justice run down like a
river, ___! Make righteousness [flood the earth]
like a mighty perennial
water-course.
with religious sham-shows,]

25
[Do you fantasize that (over the last] 40 years)
you've been approaching Me with your
[abominable] slaughter of pasture animals
and [your showy] donations in the temple[s]
of Israel?

26

*
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Prophet Amos Pronounces Doom
On Evil Zionists
1 Woe [to you] haughty, [complacent citizens of]
Zion! Doom [comes to you] who put [your]
confidence in [north Israel's] mountain
Watch-Tower [Samaria]. You [arrogantly] label yourselves: ‘Chief of the Nations,
the house of Israel, [the Creator's deputyrulers,] to whom the world flocks!’ 2 Travel [north] to Calneh [in Assyria, ___]. See [it lying destroyed]. Go to the once-great [metropolis of] Hamath {Joined-Walls}. [Ride] down
[southwest] to Gath {Wine-Press}, [in] Palestine. Are you [Israelis] any better? Is your
[little] empire any greater than they
were? 3 [All your borrowing and lying and squeezing
out the pennies of the poor] merely postpones
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the evil day [of invasion]. The reign of violence approaches.
The Assyrian Empire is soon to invade.

*[I see you hypocrites] lying on your
beds of ivory. [You] stretch yourselves on your couches. [You]
gobble choice plump lambs
from the flocks [of paupers. You munch
the meat of] slaughtered calves [that
you snatch] from [poor farmers' fattening]
stalls.
4

The original Hebrew juxtaposes the cute picture of
little lambs head-butting each other in the field,
then having their throats cut and ending up as carnage on the plates of overweight, meat-munching,
greedy churchgoing men and women.

chanting to the twanging
call of guitars. You invent for yourselves [all kinds of] musical instruments,
like David {Love}.
5 [I see you fakers]

Evildoers play the same kind of instruments that
David played. So there is no justification for banning any musical instrument. The character of the
lyrics, and the use of the music, are what makes
the music evil or good.

*You drink wine in sprinklingbowls. You anoint yourselves
with top-quality [essential-oil] ointments. You feel no grief over
the ruin coming to Joseph's
[family line and nation].
6

Doctors and rabbis cut off entire baby foreskins
and sell them. Pharmaceutical corporations grind
up the foreskins into anti-wrinkle creams. Rich
ladies buy the baby-dong-creams (for the price of
a used car per bottle). The noble ladies wipe the
foreskin-cream on their faces. Meanwhile children
starve all over the world. Look it up. It's happening
right now.

*[See your future: you wrinkle-free rich people]
march first in line, naked,
stripped, exiled as slaves. Your
meat-feast banquet lies strewn
on the ground. [Rats nest in the]
couches on which you used to
stretch your [fatty] backs. 8 Adonai
7

Yahweh swears in his soul:
Yahweh Elohim-over-armies decrees: “I
abhor the pomp of Jacob's [descendants]. I
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hate [military-industrial] citadels [and armories].
So I soon surrender [your] city and everything in it [to your enemies].
9 [Watch what's coming, ___:] 10 men might
survive, [hiding] in one house. But they
die [anyway]. Amos 6:10 *Uncles, [friends,

lift up the dead
bodies of their loved-ones. [Survivors] carry the bones outside of
houses to the cremation fire.
[Men] cry, “It's over! [We're done! It's
relatives and lovers]

the end of the world! There's no point in living any-

answers,
“[Hush!] Hold your tongue. Remember the [redeeming] character
[name/honor/authority/power] of Yahweh.”
more! Kill us all now!]” [A voice]

This verse is usually and mistakenly translated as a
nonsense prediction that the name of YHVH would
generally stop being spoken on earth. That happened. But the words make more sense as a reminder that all things, even disaster, work out for
the good of we who love YAH and who answer the
call to do his will. (See Romans 8:28.) In the blink
of an eye, YAH can reverse even mass genocidal
death.

At Yahweh's command, [attackers]
pound [your] spiraling mansions to
pieces. [In a flash, marauders] rip open little
houses. 12 *Horses run on the
11

craggy ruins of tall fortresses.
People plow with oxen [over the
once great city]. [Why?] She turned justice into poison. She corrupted
the fruit of righteousness into
toxic hemlock [and wormwood].
Wormwood [Russian: Chernobyl] is a reference to
the horror of radioactive chemical waste, probably
the ultimate example of mankind's destruction of
the earth in his vain search for self-made-power.
Look up ‘Fukishima’.

takes pleasure in
worthless things. [Fools] brag that their
power comes from their own strength.
13 [The doomed populace]

Worthless entertainment, materialism, empty consumption destroys you.

Yahweh Elohim-over-armies decrees,
“House of Israel, watch me raise up
against you a beast-nation. They crush
you [throughout your land]. [Destruction rages] from
14
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walled pass [at Hamath] to [your
southern Jordan river] watercourse [at the gorge
of] the Arabah {Desert-Plain}, [the sterile desert
wilderness that leads to the Red Sea].”
[your northern]

Amos 7
YAH Shows Amos Visions Of Israel's Demise
1 Adonai Yahweh teaches me like this,
___: “See! To collect their oppressive
taxes, the [evil] king's mowers chop and
haul away [each] farmer's spring hay.
Then as the late summer grass starts
to spring up again [promising to feed the poor
farmer's starving animals,] crop-destroying locusts [hatch]. They take form. [They jump,]
arching skyward. [They cover the land in a brown
haze of destruction.]

paraphrase

At last the locusts [in the vision] finish devouring the last grass of the land. So I
beg, ‘My Adonai Yahweh, forgive,
please! Who will lift up little Jacob?’ 3
2

Yahweh sighs,
[“Unfortunately, little Jacob has to fall in order to learn,”]

says Yahweh.
Normally mistranslated, ‘YHVH changed his mind.’
YHVH never changes his mind. The destruction did
come, although Amos' prayer may have influenced
the specific type, timing and extent of destruction.
The critical word is: 5162 nacham naw-kham'; to
sigh, i.e. breathe strongly; by implication, to be
sorry, i.e. to pity, console or (reflexively) rue; or
(unfavorably) to avenge (oneself)...

My Adonai Yahweh shows me [another vision, ___]: Suddenly Adonai Yahweh calls
for judgment by firestorm. It licks up
the great ocean. Flames devour the
[Promised land]. 5 Then I say, “Sovereign Yahweh,
4

stop, I beg you! Who could restore little Jacob to
life [after such a terrible destruction]?” 6 Yahweh sighs.
[‘You're right, a sea-destroying firestorm would be a bit much,’]

1419

crooked they are].

I'll never again overlook
their [wickedness].
A wall, foundation, house or civilization built out-of-square needs to be torn down and built again.
9

I [Yahweh] rise above Jeroboam's [evil] dynasty. [I swing down My] sword. It desolates
the high [pagan prostitution shrines] of Isaac's
[brats]. [My avenging minions] waste the [corrupt]
sanctuaries of Israel. Their [cathedrals come
to] lie [deserted].”
Jeroboam means: ‘(The) people will fight.’ Naming
a child with such fighting words indicates a lack of
faith, and a war-culture mindset.

The Paid Preacher Banishes The
True Prophet

*[Then Yahweh shows me that]
AmaziYah {YAH's-Alertness}, the
[corrupt] priest of Beth-El [the so-called
‘house-of-god’] keeps sending [accusations] to [evil] Jeroboam {NationWrangler} king of [north] Israel. [The
lying religionist] claims, “Amos conspires against you in the very
heart of the house of Israel!
The land is not able to bear
Amos’ [seditious] lies!
Amos 7:10

’Amos is hatching an evil assassination conspiracy
against you right here on your very doorstep! What
Amos is saying is intolerable. It will lead to rebellion all across the land. His speeches will destroy
the country. The prophet must be silenced.’

—Amos [slanderously] predicts, ‘[Our king]
Jeroboam {Nation-Wrangler} soon dies by
the sword! [Invaders] come to lead Israel
away as slaves, booted from their own
11

land.’” 12 *[Then]

AmaziYah

shows me
Suddenly Adonai [Yahweh]

{YAH's-Alertness} [the corrupt

stands [up on] a [tall, narrow, straight, plumb]
wall. He holds a [builder's] plumb-line in
His hand. 8 Yahweh asks me,
“Amos, what do you see?”
I reply, “A plumbline.” Adonai responds,
“Watch me lay a plumb-line [across] the
center of my people (Israel) [to show how

-of-god’ storms up]. [He screams]

says Adonai Yahweh. 7 [Then YAH]
[anther vision, ___]:
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at Amos, “Vision-seer,
get away! Run off [south]
into the land of Judea!
Maybe they'll feed you
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bread in payment for
your [unwanted] prophesies.
Religionites partner with corrupt politicians to get
rich by breaking YAH's laws. They chase away anyone who speaks YAH's words. The pigs want to defend their claim to be the House Of God, to whom
you must come every week and pay 10% of your
gross income. The Religion Biz' is a scam almost as
old as prostitution, and more corrupt.

*—Never again prophesy at the ‘House-OfGod!’ [YAH's house of worship] is
[now] the government
chapel. [God's] Sanctuary
[is a subsidiary of] the Royal
Court.”
13

Through voluntary oaths of allegiance, the corrupt
atheistic satan-State takes jurisdiction over the
churches. Global assimilation consumes almost all
so-called christian churches today. Most famous of
these government churches is the 3-Self Church of
China. Though tax-incentives, benefits and political
and commercial infiltration, the churches have become just about the last place a true prophet of
YHVH would be welcome. Today's preachers would
call 911 on Jesus.

Amos answers
AmaziYah [the paid-liar-preacher], “I began as
neither a prophet, nor a prophet's son.
Rather, I was a herdsman, and a gatherer & ripener of sycamore-fig fruit. 15
14 [So the true prophet]

*—But Yahweh [keeps] yanking
me out from the rear of the
‘flock.’ Yahweh [keeps] commanding me,
‘Go, prophesy to my people Israel.’
16 *—So listen to the word of
Yahweh. You say, ’Don't prophesy against Israel; never drop
a word against the house of
Isaac {Laughter}.’ 17 *So Yahweh
predicts,
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“[State-supported-preacher,] your wife
becomes the victim of invaders' lust in the city. Your
sons and your daughters fall by
the sword. [Fascist governments]
parcel [out] your land with a [measuring] line. You die in a polluted
country. Sure as sunrise, Israel
soon trudges off his land, exiled into slavery.”
This is exactly what is happening today: ‘Christian’
women are spiritual (and often literal) adulterers.
Children of churchgoers routinely kill and die in immoral wars. Fascists have divided up the ‘JudeoChristian’ countries by surveying the land for oppressive tax and regulation purposes. All because
the white-washed-tomb churches teach their
tithers to ignore the Bible's principles of Law. Thus
in 2020 U.S. televangelist Andy Stanley commanded his flock to ‘unhitch their faith from the Old Testament’! Impossible!

Amos 8
YAH Condemns Judeo-Christian
Hypocrisy
1 Adonai Yahweh teaches me like this:
“Look, ___! A basket of summer fruit!”
2 YAH asks me,
“Amos, what do you see?”
I reply, “A crate of ripe fruit.” Yahweh
says to me,
“See the future of [my people who are ripe for
punishment]! Extreme [destruction] comes for
my [rogue] nation Israel. Watch me
refuse to save the [jerks].”
‘I will not delay their punishment again.’

Yahweh foretells,
“Foresee the day when [evil ‘believers’] howl
[praise] songs in the temple [in a vain attempt to get Me to stop their attackers]. See the
silent [city filled with thousands of] dead bodies
flung everywhere, [cast in mass graves in dreadful silence].”
4 Listen up, you [merchants] who swallow
up the needy, who eradicate the poor
[dangling people] of the earth:
3
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poor = humble, separatist, meek, depressed. 7602
sha'aph - to inhale eagerly; to cover; be angry; to
hasten, devour, pant, snuff up, swallow up.

*[You greedsters keep whining], “When
will the New Moon [holy day] be
gone, so we can retail our
food-products? [Hasten the end of the]
Sabbath, so we can bring our
grain out to market! [Let us deploy]
our trick measuring scoops,
our over-weighted alloyed silver coins, our crooked deceitful
weighing scales!
5

The global prohibition against working on the Sabbath is a worker-protection and an anti-monopolization statute. When ‘Christians’ foolishly changed
their Sabbath to Sun-day, they guaranteed that
the Sabbath would not long be kept in any country.
Grocery store scales may be balanced today. But
the global ‘money’ supply is the very definition of a
false weight and balance. And the ‘food’ is of such
low nutritional quality that it qualifies as trash.
6 [You greedy profiteers]

buy the poor

[mans'

for silver. [You put people in debt to buy their
shoes. You sell [dirt and chaff and]
trash with the wheat.
lives]

own work]

The food that the majority of people in the industrialized world eat today is cancer-causing nutrition-less junk, doped with salt, sugar and excitotoxins to make it palatable.

Yahweh swears,
“I come to forever bury all the arrogant
acts of the heel-catcher [Jacob].”
7

Or "I will never forget/ignore." A difficult verse.

The land trembles, [disturbed] by [commercial injustice]. All [earth's] dwellers mourn.
They rise up in one piece like a flooding
river. [Populations die,] cast out and extinguished, drowned, overthrown [in] a
flash-flood [of] Egypt-like [sin].
8

The worlds banker masters are today fighting to
reduce earth's human population to .5Million, a
94% reduction.

Adonai Yahweh warns,
“See the future, ___! On [your judgment]
day, watch me drop the sun down at
noon! Watch me darken the earth during the clear bright heat:
9

Amos 8:10
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Watch me turn your [gluttonous] feast-celebrations into mourning. [Hear me] transpose all your [dance] songs into lamentation. All [you criminals] slide gunnysacks
around your waists. I [coif you with] baldness upon every [male and female] head. [I]
drop your women down [on their oppression-fed butts]. They mourn like their only
son[s] just died, on their final bitter
day.”

*Adonai Yahweh
warns,
“ ___, see the coming
days: I send a famine on
the land: not a famine of
bread, nor a thirst for
water, but [a lack] of hearing the words of Yahweh.
11

We are now in the crippling end-stages of that
famine now. Gross Biblical illiteracy is an
unchecked rampant worldwide epidemic, even in
churches and synagogues.

*
See [earth's people] rove [the four winds]
from sea to sea, ___. From the
north to the sunrise, they run
back and forth to seek the
word of Yahweh. Yet they fail
to find it.
12

lit: from the Dead Sea to the Mediterranean. All
that air, land, sea and internet traffic holds so little
meaning.
13
See the coming days when lovely virgins and
choice young men faint for thirst, ___.
14

to
guilty [watch-tower-town] Samaria. They say,
‘Our lawgivers are living skin-wearing
flesh-and-bone judges, [not some imaginary
pie-in-the-sky Creator].’ [They say], ‘The way of
the well-of-the-oath is life.’ [People who
[Rogue Israelis]
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fall. [Allegiancenever rise up again.”

spread such society-destroying errors]
pledgers]

Legal oaths [sworn to pagan powers] are the poison well from which modern mankind draws his
lifeblood. How would you eat or drink today without your oath-sworn bank account derived from
your SIN/SSN number?

Amos 9
YAH Decrees Destruction On Evil
North Israel
1 My Adonai [Yahweh hovers,] stationed over
the [religious] altar. He commands [his angels],
“Strike [a deadly blow to] the capitol-dome!
Quake the [sanctuary's] columns! Slice the
[pillars] to pieces on the heads of the
whole [congregation]! Sword-slay every last
[evildoer]. He who flees among the [wicked]
won't get away. Whoever escapes won't
be saved by the [fair-weather-friends] he runs
to for help.
Spherical-Capital may mean tops of pillars or lintels of doors.

*
If [sinful hypocrites] dig into Sheol
{the-depths-of-the-unseen-Grave}, in
Sheol My hand grabs them.
Though [wicked men] rocket up into
space, from space I throw
them down.
2

This and other scriptures support the hypothesis,
expressed well by C.S. Lewis in his space trilogy,
that sinful man cannot establish a colony outside of
earth's orbit, because earth is an inescapable
prison planet for disobedient beings. This calls into
question the dubious assertion that Americans
briefly inhabited earth's moon during the 1960's.
This verse also hints that antediluvian [pre-flood]
human civilizations had superior technology, including the capability for extra-terrestrial flight.
Mankind is not evolving but devolving.

*
When [sinful hypocrites] hide themselves on the summit of [mount]
Carmel {Fruiting-Garden}, I search
3
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and grab them off the mountain. When [sinful humans attempt to]
hide from my eyes on the sea
floor, I command the serpent,
and he bites them.
Sea floor = mass of humanity. Serpent = devil.
4

If [people who systemically commit injustice] flee,
driven into captivity before the [scowling
faces of] enemy [armies, in the land of foreign exile]
I command the sword. She slays the
[evildoers]. I set my eye to ruin, not help
[the hypocrites].”
5 My Adonai (Yahweh-over-armies)
touches the land. She melts. All earth-dwellers mourn. The entire [orange,
glowing, molten] earth rises up like the
flooding [Nile river, ___]! Like the flashfloods of Egypt, [lava and liquefaction] drown
[and dissolve humanity]. 6 *[YAH] builds his

stairway to heaven. He lays his
sky-arch over the foundation of
the earth. [YAH] is the One calling the sea [water skyward]. Then he
spills the [evaporated] waters out
over the surface of the earth.
Yahweh is [The Creator's] Name. 7
Yahweh asks,
"People of Isra’el: to me, are you any
different from the Ethiopians? True,
___, I brought Isra’el up out of Egypt.
But I also brought the Philistines from
Kaftor {Crete}. And [I brought the Syrians to]
Aram {highland-Plateau} from Kir
{Fortress}.”
YHVH is Sovereign over all nations. Anyone can become a Hebrew.

See, ___! The eyes of my Adonai
Yahweh [peer] inside the sinful kingdom.
[YAH comes to] exterminate her from off the
face of the earth. Yet Yahweh promises,
“I won't utterly exterminate [ancient] Jacob's family-line.
8

9

*
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Watch! I command [angels to] joltto-and-fro, sifting the house of
Israel in a worldwide sieve [of
persecution] among all Beast-nations, like [farmers] sift corn in a
strainer. Yet not the smallest
[good] grain falls [to waste] upon the
earth.
Yah shakes out all sin. Not one pure-hearted Israelite fails to inherit eternal life. But millions of
spiritualy-impure Israelites perish forever.

*
All sinners among my people
die by the sword, [even though they
boast], ‘Ruin will neither overtake
nor forestall us.’
Amos 9:10

Billions of Christianites claim they'll live forever
(because they said a sinner's prayer or counted
their rosaries). They instead perish, like billions of
Jews and Muslims who thought that by meeting
some regulations of the Sinai Code they could merit eternal resurrection.

YAH Always Restores A Repentant
Remnant Group

11

the [future] day, ___, when I rebuild
the falling tent of David {Love}. I repair
its breaches. I raise up [David's] demolished ruins. I re-construct [the City of Peace]
as in the days of ages past.

[See]

12

come to possess the remnant [leftover land]
of [the red-man's] Edom {Southland}. See all the beastnations come to call [themselves] by My Name. [Every survivor comes to cover themselves in My Authority] ,”
foretells Yahweh, who makes [everything] happen. 13
[See true Isra'El]

*
“ ___, foresee

coming days
[of perpetual harvest]!,”
says Yahweh.
“See the plowman overtake the
reaper. See the grape-treader
[overtake] the [farmer] who sows
seed! See [your] mountains drop
sweet wine. See all [your] hills
flow [with milk, juice and honey]!
[your]

14
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return the exiled slaves of my
people who will rule with Me. [See my remnant-people] re-build their desolated, [wasted] cities. [Saints] inhabit [Israel's towns]. [Innocents] plant vineyards and drink the
wine, ___. [See holy workers] plant gardens,
and eat their fruit.
[Watch me]

15

plant My people upon their
[own] soil, ___. [In the end,] no one ever
again plucks [saints] up out of the land I
give them,”
promises Yahweh your Elohim.
[Watch me]

ObadiYAH 1
Obi Pre-Sees YAH Destroy RedMan's Southland
1 [Around 480BC, as Nebuchadnezzar tears Judea apart,]

Adonai Yahweh shows ObadiYah {Obeyer-Of-YAH}[the following] vision [of] Edom's
[future]: ‘Listen, ___! Yahweh warns!
Spies [sent by Edom's enemies] summon foreign hordes of troops. [The invaders scream,]
“Assemble [your armies] for battle! Rise
against [the Red-Man's southland spawn]!
This book's explanatory notes are optional reading.
ObadYah [aka Abdia] served as steward of evil Israelite King Ahab after Israel abandoned YAH to offer blood-sacrifices to Demon-lord Baal. Obadiah
served YAH in secret. Ahab’s evil Queen Jezebel
hunted down all YAH's prophets (in her war against
the Prophet EliJAH). Obadiah gave YAH's prophets
shelter & food (1 Kgs 18:3 ff.) Ahab’s successor
King [AhaziYah] sent 3 squads of soldiers to arrest
EliJah. EliJah prayed, so fire rained down, vaporizing 2 of the squadrons. Yah spared the 3rd
squadron, led by Obadiah. (2 Kings 1) Obadiah
then resigned from military service and followed
EliJah. Obadiah received the gift of prophecy. He
predicted some New-Testament events. Vision
means: a (mental) sight, i.e. a dream, revelation,
oracle, not primarily a pronouncement, but a
prophet spiritually ‘seeing’ events past, present and
future, combined as a paranormal ‘movie’ playing
in the prophet's mind's eye. Obadiahwas born in
the village of Betharam, near Shechem.

among the nations, rapidly
shrinks [corrodes, shrivels, deforms], becoming
tiny, despised, vile.
2 [Edom, a giant]

Obadiah is the smallest Book in the Old Testament.
The essential theme of its 21 verses is the destruction of the people of (southland) Edom, Israel's
perpetual enemies. It's the story of 2 nations: Is-
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rael vs. Edom (the country to the south (negev) of
Judea). The ancient Israelites marched north
through belligerent Edom during the Exodus from
Egypt.

*Deceived by their arrogant
hearts, lodged in their fortified
refuge[s] in high rock cliffs, [the
Red-Man's spawn] sit [in judgment, ambushing
all invaders]. From their hearts they
brag, “[We can] throw down [any invader into the dust] of earth. [No army can
bring us down.]”
3

Esau, like Jacob, spawns a great nation. The descendants of Israel occupy the promised land. The
‘children of Esau’ occupy the south and east, in the
rocky wilderness, where in 1812 archaeologists
discovered a city, Petra, hewn out of solid cliffs of
rose-colored rock: an impregnable fortress, so safe
from attack that Egypt, Babylon and Assyria deposited money there. Just a handful of men could
guard the narrow canyons which form Petra's approaches. Esau's descendants lived in false security. In their pride they felt they did not need YAH.
They bowed YAH out of their civilization. When a
mere man, a little creature down here, says, “I don’t
need YAH,” YAH says, “That’s what I hate.” Modern
militaries have the same false-pacifying effect on
their nations. Military might and strategic advantage mean nothing.

*The self-exalted soaring eagle fixes its nest among the
stars. [But] Yahweh's word
smacks it down [to death's dust].
4

YAH's judgment is absolutely inescapable for Esau.
YAH is forever set against Esau. One of the grandsons of Esau was a man named Amalek, who
fought the Israelites on their way into Canaan. In
Exodus 17:14-16 YAH says to Moses, ‘I come to
utterly blot out the remembrance of Amalek from
under heaven.’ Moses predicts, ‘YHVH wars with
Amalek from generation to generation.’ YAH never
makes peace with sin-flesh.

*Thieves invade! Burly powerful ravaging unbeatable destroying night-robbers silently
twist and hide from the moonlight. [These special forces soldiers] trick
and plunder [Edom. Assassins slice throats
5

in the dead of night. Murderers glean the blood of

men like farm-hands
clip off fruit. [Red blood spills out of
all Edom's]

Edom's proud warriors like burst grapes. Attackers]
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strip bare the vine [of Esau's family
line], leaving nothing.
This verse shows the danger in trusting the interpretational conjugations of Biblical scribes. Obadiah
saw a vision of special forces soldiers twisting and
hiding to evade being caught in the moonlight.
Blind interpreters mistranslate this action scene
into the powerless mere verbal declaration, ‘How
art thou cut off.’
6 [Invaders]

pillage

ransack Esau's [country].
hidden treasures!

[They]

[his]

Ancient Isaac & Rebekah's sons Esau & Jacob (see
Genesis 25:24-34) were fraternal (not identical)
twin brothers, opposites, case-studies in 2 versions
of flawed human nature: Jacob redeemable, Esau
fatally-flawed. Esau despised his birthright. Jacob
stayed in contact with YAH. Jacob was the priest of
his family. Jacob maintained his covenant relationship with YAH. In contrast, Esau basically said, “I'd
rather have a bowl of soup than have a relationship with the Creator.” Esau's fatal flaws (materialism, greed, shallowness, arrogance, short-sightedness, living for immediate pleasure) magnified
100,000 times in the nation he birthed (Edom). ‘I
love Jacob. But I hate Esau...’ (Malachi 1:2, 3)

*Bloodthirsty beastly men,
[Edom's own] sworn oath-bound
confederate allies, force [Edom's
men, women and children] out of the borders of their homeland. The
men Edom locked in the safety
of a peace treaty deceive her,
seduce her, lure her, lead her
astray, conquer her & overthrow her into suffering. Those
who ate her bread lay a trap of
treachery under her without
her realizing it. Fatally wounding her, the betrayers devour
her flesh.
7

This prophecy prefigures Judas betraying Christ.

Day [of fire reigns]! The Word of
Yahweh confuses & destroys the
shrewd offspring of the Red-Man, the
cunning cliff-dwellers on Esau's mountain. 9 [Edom's] mighty southland warriortyrants [fall to] lie face-down in blood &
mud. Confused, terrified, [they pee their
pants. They pray for mercy that never comes.] Champions, husbands, fathers, sons of Esau
8 [The hot]
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slaughtered. [Their blood and
brains roll down the] mountainside.
{Rough-Red}[lie]

Esau was a lustful wild-man, an insatiable polygamist. Genesis 26:34–35 describes Esau's marriage
at age 40 to 2 Canaanite sluts. This arrangement
torments Esau's Hebrew parents. Esau sees his
Dad bless his brother Jacob. Esau's father rejects
Esau's Caananite hook-ups. So Esau flees to the
house of his evil uncle Ishmael. There Esau marries
his own cousin. Then Esau marries 3 more pagan
Canaanite wives. (Some scholars equate the wives
mentioned in Genesis 26 with those in Genesis 36.)
Esau and the Ishmaelites drive the Horite [Cavemen] out of Mount Seir. Esau spawns 5+ [nasty]
sons. (Gen. 36:4–5.)

Revenge: The Red-Man's Evil Line
Dies Out
ObadiYAH 1:10 [Finally, YAH rains] payback for
the violent cruelty, damage, oppression, injustice [the Red-Man and his children]
hurled against [Esau's] brother Jacob [and
Jacob's descendants]. Shame buries [Edom's bodies. The Red-Man's lineage lies] destroyed, consumed, chewed up [by earthworms] forever.
Hebrews 12:15–16 decries unspiritual Esau for
thoughtlessly throwing away his birthright. Romans
9:13 references [YAH's] ‘hatred’ for Esau. Edom
means ‘red’ in Hebrew. The name ‘Edom’ came
upon Esau once he ate the “red soup”. Ironically,
Esau was born "red (and hairy) all over.”

the [fiery] day [when
the Red-Man's clan] stood aloof and turned
aside (like Israel's enemies) while
strangers carried away Jacob's wealth.
[Fire repays] the day when foreigners invaded Jacob's gates and threw [dice] to
establish claims to Jerusalem.
11 [YAH sends payback for]

Esau is the man of the flesh. Edom's proud nation
came from the flesh. The trouble with Esau is
pride, a root of human evil. Pride wars against
YAH's Spirit. Sin-flesh rejects Yah's purposes for
human life. Flesh continually defies the transcendence Yah hopes for man to attain. Each of us has
this struggle within us. Pride is the number one
identifying-mark of the sin-flesh.

nevermore to gloat over his
brother as in the day [invaders] exiled Jacob. Nevermore [will Edom] rejoice in the
day of the destruction of the children of
Judah. Nevermore [will Edom] blow truthtwisting boasts out of his own bragging,
self-aggrandizing mouth on a day of
[YAH's people's] distress.
12 [Edom dies,]
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In the (apocryphal) Book of Jubilees, Esau's father
(Isaac) compels Esau to swear not to attack nor kill
Jacob. However, after Isaac dies, Esau's sons convince Esau to lead them with hired mercenaries to
kill Jacob and his family and seize their wealth (especially Jacob's inheritance). In the ensuing battle,
the brothers come and make peace.

marched
through the gate of YAH's people in the
day of oppression. [The Edomites] coldly
looked down on the affliction of [the Israelites,] while [Babylonian] conquerors
bowed the [Israelites] down to the ground.
[Edom] greedily laid their hands on [Israel's]
wealth on [Israel's] day of destruction.
13 [The Red-man's sons rue the day they]

In 587 B.C., Edomites participated in Nebuchadnezzar's destruction of Israel's 1st Temple.
“Avenge Edom's [sin]: remember how Edomites
cried, ‘raze Jerusalem to its foundations!’” (Psalm
137: 7) “Build thy temple, which Edomites burned
when Judaea was laid waste by the Chaldeans.”
(Apocryphal intertestamental 1 Esdras 45)

standing in
the crossroads to cut off Jacob's escaping refugees. [Edom] handed over [Israel's]
survivors during [Israel's] burning day of
distress. 15 [The Red-Man's clan gets their] burning-day of Yahweh, [the day that grows] near
for all nations: when what people did
gets done to them; when the reward [for
how people treated others] boomerangs on their
own heads.
14 [The Red-Man's descendants regret]

The King of Edom forcefully refused to allow ancient Israel to pass through Edomite land to
Canaan. The Israelites detoured around Edom because of Edom's show of force and/or because YAH
ordered the Israelis to suffer rather than wage war.

made [YAH's people]
on YAH's holy mountain,
[Edom drinks what] all nations drink. [She]
gulps down [death. She] vanishes from existence. [She becomes mountain dirt on which YAH's
16 [As the Red-Man's clan]

drink

[death]

people praise-dance.]

Edomites likely worshiped Levantine Semite gods:
El, Baal, Kaus, Asherah, etc. The oldest biblical traditions place Yahweh as the deity of southern
Edom. [The word 'YAHWEH'] may have originated
in Edom/Seir/Teman/Sinai before being adopted in
Israel and Judah. In Antiquities of the Jews, Book
15, chapter 7, section 9, Josephus notes that Costobarus, appointed by Herod to be governor of
Idumea and Gaza, descended from the priests of
‘the Koze, whom the Idumeans had formerly
served as a god.’ Islamic literature tells us that the
Edomites followed prophet Aabir (Eber) & fasted on
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the tenth of Iyyar for [their brothers] killed by the
Israelites during the exodus from Egypt. Edomites
‘blackened the faces of adulterers, believed God's
hands are tied, worshipped Uthras as the sons of
God, and threw the Torah behind their backs.’

The Jews Take The Red-Man's
Southland

17 Mount Zion [shines, a monumental, guiding pillar] of deliverance for [Israel's] holy remnant [people]! The house of
Jacob repossesses its stolen inheritance of delight!
King Saul defeats the Edomites in the late 11th
Century B.C. 40 years later, King David & general
Joab defeat the Edomites in the ‘valley of salt’,
(prob. near the Dead Sea). Edomite prince Hadad
escapes south to Egypt. After David's death, Hadad
returns to Israel. He starts a failed rebellion. He
straggles north to Syria (Aramea). Edom remains a
vassal-state of Israel. David (& Solomon) place
governors over the Edomites. Israel divides into 2
kingdoms. Edom becomes a dependency of Judea.
In the time of Jehoshaphat (c. 914 BC) the Tanakh
mentions a king of Edom, probably an Israelite appointed by Judah. The inhabitants of Mount Seir, in
conjunction with Ammon & Moab, invade Judea.
The invaders turn against each other. They all die.
Edom revolts against evil king Jehoram. Edom
elects a king of its own. AmaziYah attacks and defeats most of the Edomites, seizing Selah. In the
time of Nebuchadnezzar II the Edomites help plunder Jerusalem and slaughter the Judaeans. So Hebrew prophets denounce Edom.

The dynasty of Jacob [the heel-catcher]
sparks into [destroying] fire! The house of
Joseph {Increaser} erupts into [consuming]
flame. [They] blaze the straw-stubble
house of Esau {Rough-Red}. Esau's dynasty flares up [into smoke]. Burning
spears of fire chase & devour [the rough
Red-Man's house & family, leaving only ashes].
Yahweh promises: “I come to leave no
survivors from the house of Esau.”
18

II Maccabees disputably reports that during the
200BC revolt of the Maccabees against the Seleucid kingdom, a Seleucid/Greek general Gorgias
‘governs Idumaea.’ Judas Maccabeus conquers
Edomite territory for a time around 163BC. The
Edomites later fall to John Hyrcanus (c. 125 BC),
who (despite Pharisee opposition) forcibly converts
Edom to Judaism. Antipater the Idumaean births
the Rome-controlled Herodian Dynasty. Under
Herod the Great, Idumaea suffers under a series of
governors, incl. Herod's brother Joseph ben Antipater (and brother-in-law Costobarus). Immediately
before the siege of Jerusalem by Titus, 20,000 Idumaeans (under John, Simeon, Phinehas & Jacob)
fight in Jerusalem to free the Zealots besieged in
the Temple. After the Jewish Wars, the Idumaean
people are no longer mentioned in history.
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19 Southern [Judaeans] occupy, seize and take-over
Esau's mountain and plains. [Israelites] from the Palestinian foothills occupy the fields of Ephraim {DoubleFruit} and the fields of Samaria {north-Israel}. The [tribe
of] Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son} [inherits] Gilead {MonumentMound}, [the region east of the Jordan river]. ObadiYAH 1:20 Exiled children of Israel, held prisoners by armies, return to seize the land of the Canaanite {Mercenaries},
all the way to Zarephath {Refinery}. The captives of
Jersualem (previously held in Sepharad) take over
the cities south [of Judea].
Idumaeans controlled the [Arab] lands east and
south of the Dead Sea. Hence the Book of Psalms
says, “Moab is my washpot; over Edom I cast out
my shoe.” Hebrew congregations would not receive
descendants of a marriage between an Israelite
and an Edomite until the 4th generation. In Rabbinic Literature, Edom becomes associated with
Rome. Starting with the propaganda of the Bar
Kokhba revolt, Edom becomes a slang word for
Rome. Diaspora Italian Jews especially associated
Rome with Edom.

Wide-open freedom, safety, [vengeance,
deliverance, salvation, victory] ascend mount
Zion. [Israelis come to] govern the mountain
of Esau {Rough-Red}. [The Red-Man's land takes
its place as part of the] Kingdom of Yahweh.
21

About 800 years after Obadiah's time, Rome installs Edomite pretend-Jew king Herod. This STDspreading transvestite commits mass infanticide.
He kills thousands of babies and toddlers in an unsuccessful attempt to murder the baby Jesus. Both
Herod's kingship and his Jewish-ness were all fake.
The Kingdom belongs to YAH. Herod was a descendant of Edomite proselytes. Herod's evil rule over
Judea intensified Roman rule in Judea. Herod was a
virtual puppet-vassal of Rome. ObadiYah lies
buried in Samaria [north-Israel].

YAH Sends Jonah To Warn His Enemy: Assyria
1

[Around 690BC, ___,]

Jonah

{YAH's-dove}

Yahweh's Word
son of Amittai

[comes alive inside]

{Truthful}.

2 [YAH]

says,
“Get up! Travel to Nineveh {Mosul}, the
mighty [Capitol] city [of the Assyrian Empire].
There cry, ‘[The stench of your war-state's]
wickedness rises up in [YAH's] face!’
Nineveh (today Mosul, Iraq) was the largest city in
the world for about fifty years until 612 BC. It remains a hotbed of extreme tyranny and violence.

Jonah Flees To Spain On A Sailing
Ship

*[Instead of obeying YAH,] Jonah jumps
up. He flees, [intending to sail to]
Tarshish {Spain} [in a vain attempt to hide
3
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YAH's face. Jonah sprints
down south to [seaside] Joppa
{Beauty}. He sees a ship bound
[west]. Jonah pays the fare. He
boards the boat. He climbs
down [to hide in the ship's dark belly to] escape YAH's [sight. Crewmen sail the boat
west into the Mediterranean Sea] .
from]

Tarshish = Gem.

*But Yahweh hurls [a] great
wind over the [Mediterranean] sea,
___! A mighty tempest [stirs] the
waters. The ship starts cracking into shards [of teakwood]! 5 The
4

sailors tremble, terrified. Each man
cries out to his [personal] god. The shipsmen toss heavy cargo overboard to
make the ship easier for them to control. Meanwhile, Jonah, down below inside the hold, lies fast asleep. 6 The
shipmaster runs [stumbling over tossing cargo
floating through the bilge-water] to Jonah. The
[shipmaster] cries, “What are you doing,
sleepyhead!? Get up! Call your god!
Maybe [a] god will pay attention and
save us from death!” 7 [Up on deck, crew-members] scream to each other, “Come on!
Let's drop pebbles to discover who offended the gods and caused this evil
[storm].” So all [the crewmen] drop [flat]
pebbles. [On the deck,] the pebbles [supernaturally arrange themselves,] pointing to Jonah!
[wet]

Like rolling dice or flipping coins.

scream [down to Jonah], “Tell
what caused this] evil [storm]! What do you
do? Where did you come from? What
country? What nation?
8 [The crewmen]

[us

The same questions everyone asks a stranger, and
the sort of information which nations put on passports.
9 *Jonah yells back [over crashing
waves, raging wind, the sound of the boat cracking

“I'm a Hebrew! I fear
Yahweh, the Elohim of heaven,
who made sea & land!” Jonah 1:10
into pieces,]

The crewmen shake in overwhelming
terror, screaming to Jonah, “What did
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you do? [We have to] know!” Jonah tells the
men, “[I tried to use your boat to] flee from
Yahweh's sight!”
The Sailors Hurl Jonah Into The
Raging Sea
11 The crewmen scream over the wild
uncontrollable bursting waters, “[Jonah,]
what can we do to calm the sea?!” 12
Jonah screams [back to the men,] “Pick me
up! Throw me [off the boat] into the sea.
The water will calm. I know this spiraling tempest is my fault!” 13 *Instead

of [drowning Jonah,] the crewmen
row hard to bring the ship to
shore. But they make no headway. The wild, raging hurricane only surges worse and
worse, ___. 14 The men cry to Yahweh. They beg, “Please Yahweh, don't
let this man's life perish. Don't lay on
us [the guilt of shedding] innocent blood! For
you, Yahweh, [sent this storm to kill Jonah for your
own good reasons].” 15 *So the men pick

up Jonah. They throw him
overboard into the sea. Immediately the sea stops raging! 16
The sailors stand overwhelmed,
awestruck by Yahweh's power. They
swear vows. They slaughter [animals, mistakenly believing that] Yahweh [wants] sacrifices
[and vows]. 17 *[Below the ship,] Yahweh

sends a huge fish to swallow
Jonah. Jonah [stays] in the belly
of that fish for 3 days & 3
nights!
Jesus stated very clearly that Jonah died, exactly
like he (Jesus) was in the tomb from 'Wednesday'
evening to 'Saturday' evening.

Jonah 2
Jonah Cries Inside The Fish-Belly
1 As Jonah [sinks into] the fish's belly, he
begs Yahweh Elohim [for life].

Gadol Dag (giant fish) was an expression for death,
representing Abbadon. Jonah was not walking
around in a fish’s belly for 3 days. Jonah died, en-
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tered the ‘land of death,’ and about 72 hours later
was resurrected, just as Jesus explained in Matt
12:40.

*[Jonah] calls, crying in the [fish's]
tight [esophagus], “Yahweh! See
[me]!” [Jonah slides down into] the belly
[that will be his] grave. [He screams,]
“Help! Free me! Listen to my
call! 3 —[Why'd you] hurl me into the deep
2

heart of the sea?! Floods, billows, currents surround and bury me! Waves [of
filth] sweep over me!” 4 [The giant fish jets ahead
to catch a shark. Jonah slams into the fish's stomach

Jonah wails, “[Yahweh, don't] cast me
out of your sight! Look down with compassion from your Sacred temple!” 5
[Jonah begins to] drown in the [stomach] acids
of the fish! The abyss swallows him.
Seaweed wraps around his head, strangles him!
Jonah Drowns In Fish Guts
wall.]

*[Jonah thinks, “This fish is going to poop me
sink to the mountains
on the ocean floor. Earth [gapes to
jail] me forever in its [iron] bars!”
6

out. Then I'll]

[Jonah screams. His oxygen bubbles up through

“Yahweh Elohim,
lift me out of this pit! 7 My life
the stomach acids,]

ebbs away! Remember me, Yahweh!
Let my prayer rise up into your Sacred
[heavenly] temple! 8 *Guard me from

destruction and [eternal] emptiness! Set me free! Be kind!” 9
[Jonah makes one last dash up for air. He croaks,]

“Don't slaughter me! Hear me screaming! Give me your hand! Lift me to
safety! I promise I'll help you, Yahweh!”
[With a mighty rumble, the fish opens its stomach sphincter. Jonah plummets into the whirlpool. [He falls] into the
fish's intestine. Down he sinks into a quicksand mound of
gooey chyme. Jonah's last air-bubbles blurp up through
the fish's intestine. Jonah's eyes close in death.]

Jonah Dies Then Gets Resurrected
& Barfed Out

Jonah 2:10 *[Jonah dies. 3 days and nights pass
as microbes, acids and worm-parasites strip Jonah's flesh and melt his bones. Then YAH resurrects
Jonah. Jonah crawls up out of the chyme, swims up
to the stomach sphincter, forces it open. The stomach acids gush down, burning his eyes. He strug-
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gles through the opening, gets halfway up into the

Yahweh speaks to
the fish. It vomits Jonah up
onto dry land, ___!
stomach. Suddenly]

Jesus and Jonah both passed 3 days and nights of
literal death.

Jonah 3
YAH Sends Jonah Into Enemy Capitol Nineveh
1

[There on the Assyrian sand,]

Yahweh's Word comes

[alive in-

says,
“Get up, [stinky fish man. Trudge] to the great
city of Nineveh. There shout out the
proclamation I dictate.”
side]

Jonah a second time, ___: 2 [YAH]

*So Jonah struggles to his
feet. [He dusts off the sand and seaweed and
fish-gut vomit.] Obeying Yahweh's
Word, he staggers toward Nineveh. [Anguished days later,] Nineveh,
an overwhelmingly massive
metropolis, [appears over the hill]. Nineveh [is so large that it'll take Jonah] 3
days just to walk through it! 4
3

Jonah enters the city. He journeys
through it for 1 day, crying and declaring, “In 40 days [YAH] will overturn Nineveh!”
The Assyrian Empire Fasts and Repents

*[Jonah's jaw drops, seeing the] people of
Nineveh {Mosul-Iraq}, from the
greatest [noble] to the smallest
[peasant, constructively-evidence] their belief in Elohim's [message]. They
call each other to stop eating.
They [strip off their fancy and slutty clothes.
They] don [thrown-together body-coverings
made of nasty old] sacks.
5

To believe means to “build”. #539 'aman aw-man':
to build up or support; to foster as a parent or
nurse; If you truly believe something, you LIVE
your belief.

*[Royal soldiers race on their huge
black war-horses to tell] the
6
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news of [Jonah's doom prophecy
to] the king of Nineveh,
[the Emperor of the vast Assyrian
Empire].

The king stands
up from his [Imperial]
throne. [He strips naked.] He
lays down his robe. He
covers himself with
sackcloth. He sits

Jonah gripe-prays to Yahweh, “Now
Yahweh, [this is what I] said [back on my home]
soil, before I fled for Tarshish {Spain}! I
knew you're a gracious Elohim
{Soveriegn}, merciful, slow to anger,
great in kindness, [happy to] relent from
ruin. 3 Yahweh, take my life! [You forced me,

[over his head. He cries in
remorse for his countless murders.]

a Jew, to save the genocidal Assyrian Empire! I gave aid

Like Presidents of the modern nations, especially
the United States, this king murdered countless innocent people. He knew he had no hope except to
repent.

The Emperor proclaims a [royal] decree.
[His soldiers race their horses] through Nineveh.
[They nail up posters reading,] “The Emperor and
his nobles of Assyria command: Let
neither man nor beast, herd nor flock,
taste anything. Let them neither feed,
nor drink water. 8 *[Every] man and
7

beast must be covered with
sackcloth. Cry mightily to Elohim. Everyone turn from your
evil way! [Repent] of the violence
in your hands! 9 Who can tell if Elo[If

Elohim sees by the [Assyrians']
deeds that they're turning from
their ruinous way(s). [So, ___,]
Elohim relents. He refrains
from raining on the [Assyrians] the
punishment he threatened.
Your acts show repentance. Holiness is more than
mere thoughts and prayers. Faith is a full-contact
body sport. Faith is dangerous. True salvation
manifests in radically better behavior. “I show you
my faith by my Ergon {Toil}.”-James 2:18
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*[YAH's gift of unmerited favor and forgiveness
to the Jew-killing Assyrians] extremely
upsets Jonah, ___. [So Jonah]
boils over in anger.
1

2

ashes

Jonah 4

Jonah Hates His Repentant Ex-Enemies

Just like the people of the nation around you boil in
rage when you tell them that Jesus commands
them to love their own national enemies.

[mourning, repenting. He pours]

him {God} will change his course, and
relent and turn from his fierce anger?
not, we'll all] perish!” Jonah 3:10 *[Yahweh]

1429

and comfort to my nation's enemy!]
me]

It's better

[for

to die than to live!”

Jonah feels like a Jew watching Hitler and his generals throw a party during the Holocaust.

*Yahweh answers,
“Get over your anger.”
4

Jonah [stomps out of] Nineveh. He sits [in
the dust] on the east side of the city.
There Jonah builds [a makeshift] shelter [out
of leafy branches]. He sits under its shadow.
He waits, [hoping] to see [Yahweh destroy the
pagan] city. [But in the night, wind blows Jonah's leaf5

shelter away!]

YAH Sends Jonah A Shade-Tree,
Then Kills It
6 [From heaven,] Yahweh Elohim [jets] a castor-bean plant [into the ground beside Jonah. YAH]
empowers [the seedling] to [supernaturally]
grow up over Jonah to shade his head
and relieve his discomfort [& grief]. So
Jonah's [eyes light up with relief, looking at] the
[miracle-growing] castor-bean tree. 7 But at
dawn the next day [Yahweh] Elohim sends
voracious maggots to attack the castorbean tree. So it dries up [into a shriveled
mass of vegetable trash in the dust]. 8 *The sun

rises. [Yahweh] Elohim sends a
scorching east wind. The sun
beats [mercilessly] on Jonah's [angry,
red, peeling] head. Jonah faints,
wishing in his soul to die. He
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whines, “It's better for me to
die than to live!”
YAH Tells Jonah To Care For His Enemies

*Elohim says to Jonah,
“Get over your anger about the
dead vine.”
Jonah [screams] back [to heaven,] “I
have a right to be angry, [and a
right to] die!” Jonah 4:10 Yahweh answers,
9

“You have pity on one vine that you
never took care of and didn't grow. It
sprang up overnight and died
overnight.
11

*

I [compassionately protected and] spared
Nineveh {Mosul-Iraq}, the great
[capitol] city [of the Assyrian empire], home
to over 120000 [children] who didn't know the right [way from the]
darkness. [Your prophecy saved millions of
people from living and dying like] a herd of
dumb beasts!”
Jonah watches from the hilltop, scowling. The people below dance, praise, pray, eat, kiss, in joyous,
innocent delight. A little girl from the town sees
Jonah. She runs up the hill, takes Jonah's hand,
leads him down into the rejoicing city. Jonah's
scowl gives way to a smile (to the little girl). The
sky above Jonah's head lights up with fireworks.
Jonah and the little girl join the celebration dance.
They and the crowd shout, ‘HalleluYAH!’ The End.
Fade Out.

MicaYah 1

porary of Isaiah. Micah wrote from around 740 BC
until after 700 BC. Micah foresaw that Samaria &
Jerusalem, the capital cities of north Israel &
Judea, would be destroyed because of their injustice and corrupt religion. Samaria fell to the Assyrians in 722 BC. Jerusalem fell to the Babylonians in
587/6 BC.
2 Hear, all you people-groups! Listen, earth, everyone on the planet! My Adonai Yahweh comes to
witness against you! The [Universal] Sovereign [speaks]
from His sacred palace:

Micah Foresees YAH Destroy Evil
North Israel
3 See, ___! Yahweh comes forth from
His space! He descends! His feet thrash
down the high-shrines of the earth! 4
The mountains melt under Yahweh!
[Earth's] valleys burst like wax in the face
of fire, like waters rushing down mountainsides. 5 [The land's degradation] is caused
by the transgressions of Jacob [the
Cheater-nation]. [War chases] the sins of Israel's family, [especially its temple rulers and
priests]. Where lies the [geographical and political] root of con-artist [Israel's] rebellion?
Samaria, [the Capitol city of the northern Kingdom
that arrogates to itself the name: Israel]! And what,
___, is the highest of the high prostitute-shrines of the southern Kingdom
called Judah {Celebrated}? Jerusalem,
[Judea's capitol city]!

Governments and religious leaders pretend to be
heroes who stamp out corrupt lowlifes. But in reality, most influential corruption flows from rich and
powerful false-authorities. Graft breeds and multiplies like cancer fed by the power of money and
fame. Jacob means ‘Cheater’. Ancient Jacob reformed. But most Israelis never repent. They keep
on cheating 'til they burn.
6

Me [Yahweh] throw Samaria into
the trash heap of the field, to [fertilize]
my garden plants. [Watch] Me dump her
stone [walls, buildings, roads, monuments, public
works] into ravines. I lay bare the foundations [of north Israel's vile Capitol city].

[ ___, watch]

The Prophet Micah Sees The Holy
Land's Future
1 [Flash back to around 720BC, ___,] during the reigning-days
of the Judea kings [named] JAHtham {JAH-Is-Perfect},
Ahaz {Possessor}, and HezekiYah {Strength-From-YAH}.
Yahweh's Word comes alive [in] MicaYah, [a prophet from]
Moresheth-Gath {Winepress-Land}. [MicaYah] sees [the future] of Samaria and Jerusalem:
‘Micah’ has the same derivation as ‘Michael’, which
means, ‘Who is like El [God]?’ Micah is short for
MicaYah which means, ‘Who is like YAH?’ In other
words, “YHVH is unique, unlike any other being.
He's totally incomparable, unbeatable, incomprehensible, unprecedented.” MicaYah was a contem-
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beat all the
[evil city's] carved [sculptures] to
pieces. Fire burns [the debased nation's] debased money. [Blaze melts the
faces of Israel's false gods and lying leaders.] All
the [country's] idols lay devastat7

*[Watch,
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ed, because the leaders bought
those treasures with the wages
of prostitution. So [invaders carry our
whore-nation's] riches away into foreign pagan prostitution-temples. 8 [Exiles stream from the wrecked Capitol City,
They tear their hair. [Refugees] beat
their breasts. [Sufferers] sob, howl,
marching, wandering barefoot,
stripped, nude, spoiled. [Men] wail like
dragon-monsters. [Women and girls] mourn
like little ostriches.
___.]

Most translations, taking their cues from 7th-Century AD interpretive markings, say that Micah is
the one lamenting. However the context does not
justify that shift in perspective.
9 [Blows, metal-razor-whippings,]

wounds,

incurable

[carnage, pestilence, beatings, plague,
slaughter, mortality! Killers ravage northern Israel, ___.

grab like hands [southward] to Judea, to the gate of ‘my’ people, right up to Jerusalem, [the supposed
‘City of Peace’]. MicaYah 1:10 "NO!” people
shriek in Gath {WinePress}. “It can't be!”
The [besieged people] cry, weeping. At BethOphrah {Dust-Town}, [mourners] roll in the
dirt in fits of anguish & despair.
Then these same terrors]

Beit-L‘afrah = Dust-Town.

In Saphir {Beautiful}, [wounded people]
scream, "Escape! Get out of your
homes!” Exiles flee in naked shame,
___. [Conquerors] drag mourning [prisoners]
out of Zaanan {Sheep-Town}. [Destroyers]
knock Beth-Ezel {House-of-the-Side}[off its
foundation and] onto its side.
11

Translation of Micah relies on interpretation of Hebrew poetry. Beth-ezel is a town on the edge [side]
of Palestine.

The villagers of Maroth {Bitter-City}
writhe in [bitter] pain. [They expect] help. But
it never comes, ___. [Instead,] distress
rains down from Yahweh [all the way into]
the gate(s) of Jerusalem. 13 The [big chariot-whipping] men of Lachish {Horse-town}
started Israel's revolt [against Yahweh].
They led Israel's daughter-people into
[the] error [of warmongering]. [Now Lachich's whippers] harness their chariots onto their
swiftest stallions. [Israel's ‘heroes’ flee like scared
12

1431

Apparently Horse-town was a center of military
power, symbolized by horses and chariots. Proponents of military bases sell false-hope of salvation
through military power.
14 [Like an adulterer steals another man's cheating wife,

Achzib {Freeze-Drought}
(in whom the kings of Israel trusted)
steal away [Israel's prized] possession:
Moresheth-Gath {WinePress-Land}. [Mockers
the lords of lying-city]

cry, “File for divorce, Israel! Your beloved land is gone.
She 'aint comin' back! Cry bleeding tears. Your wine is
gone! Blood is the only red liquid you'll get!]”

Akziyb from #391; deceitful (a winter-torrent
which fails in summer); the name of two places in
Palestine.

Then, ___, [upon] Mareshah {Summit},
brings a [destroying, robbing, consuming,]
disinheriting [armed] force. It drives out
the [Israelites]. [Invaders] occupy [the land] all
the way to Adullam {Glory-town}, Israel's
[former] glory. 16 [The invaders] shave [Israel]
bald. They shear off her delicate children. [Attackers] leave her lacerated and
stripped [from coast to coast,] denuded and
deported.
15

[YAH]

Or "bald as an eagle."

MicaYah 2
YAH Condemns Wicked, Greedy Society
1 ___, doom [overwhelms] the [people] who
devise lawlessness. They contrive evil
on their beds. Then in the morning light
they wreak ruin, simply because crime
lies within their grasp.
paraphrase

covet lands, ___. So they
snatch fields by violence. [Jerks want other
people's] houses. So they carry those
houses away. [Criminals] oppress valiant
men and their families. [Con-artists] fraudulently violate [saints'] inheritances. 3 So
Yahweh decrees,
“ ___, watch me devise disaster to
smash the inbred network [of crime. Here
comes] a doomsday era from which [greedy]
necks never escape. When I'm done,
[snatchers] never again strut [the earth] in
arrogance.”
2 [Villains]

little girls before attacking foreign invaders.]
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The hot day comes, ___! [YAH] makes
[Israel's] history a cautionary parable. [The
Jews] wail [their] sad song, crying, “We're
utterly spoiled, devastated! [YAH]
trashed my people's inheritance! [He]
withdrew, turned away, divided our
fields [to our enemies].”
4

MESSAGE: 'Our lives are ruined, our homes and
lands auctioned off. They take everything, leave us
nothing! All is sold to the highest bidder.'

end up with no [advocate]
in Yahweh's Assembly to defend their
property rights, ___.
5 [Apostate Israelites]

NLT: Foreigners set your boundaries; Israelites
lose all say in how Israel's land is divided.
GNT: ...when the time comes for the land to be
given back to Adonai's people, there will be no
share for any of you [rogues]. MESSAGE: ...there'll
be no one to stand up for you hypocrites, no one to
speak for you before YHVH and his jury. Today, the
21st-century Great Reset comes to obliterate all
right to private property.
6 Prophesy, ___! Speak by inspiration! Distill the
truth! Remove the poison!
Returning to the base words here because the
commercial translators' extrapolations make no
sense.
7 So-called “house of Jacob,” is the Spirit of Yahweh
in short-supply? Are [Israel's evil] actions Yahweh's
fault? Don't [YAH's] words bring blessing to people
who walk in righteousness, ___?
Cessationists believe that YAH's Spirit no longer
does miracles. That's because the cessationists
can't do miracles. So they want to blame the Creator instead of fixing their broken faith.
8 To this day, ___, ‘my’ people rise up as enemies.
They rip the coats and shirts from peaceful, nonresistant separatist-saints who innocently, trusting-

throw my peoples' women out of their loving homes.
You rob [saints'] nursing children of my
lifelong blessings. MicaYah 2:10 Get up!
Go, [evil ones]! You can’t stay and rest
here! [The land] lies unclean, polluted [with
your sin-poison]. [Your criminality] traps, tortures
and destroys [everyone].
ly pass by. 9 [You evil people]

BLM = Burn, Loot, Murder.

Humans Adore Religiots Who Feed
Addiction

*A man struts in here
full of hot-air and falsehood. To your face, he
lies, blubbering, “I pre11
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dict a great future for
you full of wine,
whiskey and beer!” Then
you [criminals] make that
con-artist the starpreacher-prophet of [your
evil] nation!
Robert Tilton, for instance.
12

Get it together, [house of] Jacob! All of
you [so-called ‘Israelites’], assemble [to repent].
Grasp [the severity of your situation! You're being bundled to be thrown into a weed-fire!] I [Yahweh] am
gathering the remnant people who will
ACTUALLY rule with Me. I sum my [true]
people together as one unit, a united
body, a flock of [humble] sheep enclosed
[in my Love]. [I beautifully] array [my saints in] the
center of [my] pasture. [I make heaven] resound [with the joy-song of] Adam's [innocent
children].
Extremely difficult translation.

Break out, ___! Ascend! Face [heavensmashes down the
walls [of your prison]! Cross over! Pass
through the gate! Leave [your old evil ways
behind]! Go forward in YAH's Spirit! Your
King [YahShua the Messiah] marches in front
of you. Yahweh [shines] at the head of
[heaven's] triumphal procession! [Join us,
13

ward]! [Your deliverer]

___!]

Very difficult translation.

MicaYah 3
A Curse On ‘Judeo-Christian’ Oppressors
1 I'm talking! Listen up, you leaders descended from Jacob. [Pay attention,] you
princes [and captains] of the house of ‘Israel.’ Acknowledge the verdict [heaven
speaks against you]!
This is just as much a condemnation of JudeoChristians today as it was a condemnation of Jews
2600 years ago.
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Good-haters! Evil-lovers! Skin-strippers! [You] tear the meat from the bones
of [YAH's people]! 3 *[Oppressor-leaders] de2

vour the flesh of [YAH's] people.
[Pigs] flay the skin off of [separatistsaints]. [Dogs] crunch [holy] bones.
[Criminals] chop [righteous people] into
pieces. [Good people die] like carnage
in a pot, like meat floating in a
caldron. 4 In the era after the oppressor-leaders perform such atrocities, the
oppressors cry to Yahweh, ___. But
Yahweh [refuses to] hear [the murderers]. YAH
hides His face from [all] corrupt leaders.
Bad Religion Breeds Oppression
Like Flies

*Yahweh decrees [condemnation]
on the [false] prophets who lead
my people astray. [Bad] preachers cry ‘Peace’ while they sink
their biting teeth into [my people].
[Religiots] call for a holy war
against anyone who doesn't
drop [food] into their mouths.
5

For example, ‘Christian’ preachers bless kid soldiers
as the boys leave to make war against brown Muslims. Church brats murder Arab babies in the name
of big-capitalist business that funds evil churches
and their ridiculous salaries. Really, how many
Christian boys would kill Muslims if churches taught
the truth that YAH never commands his holy-ones
to harm anyone?

*[As punishment for prostituting themselves to
war gods,] dark night envelops the
[false] prophets’ vision. Black
confusion halts the [hypocrites']
divinations. The sun sets on
the [devil's] prophets, ___. Even
their daylight is a smoky ash.
6

This verse is often taken to mean that after
Malachi, the Jews lost their prophetic vision, [causing them to be unable to predict the future and unable to interpret YAH's Word,] which led to their
being unable to recognize their own Messiah. But it
equally describes most ‘Christian’ preachers today.

*[False] vision-seers fill with
shame, ___. The diviners, [sooth7

sayers, future-tellers, seminary professors, divinity
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confounded. They all
cover their mouths. Elohim ignores their [greed-motivated prayers for
guidance].
scholars sit]

Experts hide behind their reputations. They vomit
lame excuses to cover up their theological ignorance.

All Oppressors Get Smashed In The
End
8 Nevertheless, ___, Yahweh's Spirit
fills me with power, justice, might, [mastery & courage]. I [risk my life to confront and] declare to [the self-styled descendants of] Jacob
[their] crimes, to [reveal to the people of] Israel
[their] sin [and rebellion].
Judeo-Christians, listen up!

Hear! Listen, you heads of the house
of Jacob, princes of the house of Israel.
You abhor justice. You pervert all fairness [and righteousness]. MicaYah 3:10 *[Listen,
9

build up Zion with
blood, [who expand] Jerusalem on [a
foundation of murder and] injustice.
you criminals who]

The more things change, the more they stay the
same. History repeats itself. ‘Christians’ and Jews
are killing people to take back that hot Mediterranean real estate right now.

*[Judeo-Christian] leaders judge for
reward, ___! [False] priests
teach [custom-invented theology] for hire
[to the highest bidders]. [Pig-head]
prophets divine for money. The
[liars claim to] rely upon Yahweh.
They [brag,] “Yahweh is with us.
No evil can come upon us!”
11

Judges sell verdicts to the highest bidder. The
city's rulers govern for bribes. Priests mass-market
their poison teaching. Prophets predict lies for high
fees.
12

*[See,

___! Because of]

Zion's

leaders and false religionists, invaders]

[corrupt

plow

like a field. Soon
Jerusalem [lies in] a bunch of rubbish heaps. The Temple Mount
[withers] like a [scrubby, rocky burned-out]
forest mountaintop.
[Israel]

In AD70, the Romans turned Jerusalem into a rubbish heap, as a precursor of the final great battle
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at the end of the world. (See Matthew 24.) Today's
‘State Of Israel’ prohibits all Israelis from setting
one foot on the temple mount.

MicaYah 4
Micah Foresees Israel's Redemption

*Yet [look toward earth's] Last Days,
___: the mountain of Yahweh's
[human] temple rises. It stands
established at the top of [earth's]
mountains, exalted above [all]
hills. So [earth's] people stream to
it.
1

Jerusalem's temple mount is now the most important and coveted sacred site on earth. And Jews
can't even walk on it.

*Many nations come running,
shouting, “Come, ___! Let's
ascend the mountain of Yahweh. Let's [race] to the house of
[ancient] Jacob's Elohim {Sovereign}!
YAH will teach us His ways.
We'll walk in His paths. The
Law [once again] springs forth from
Zion! The Word of Yahweh [radiates] from the City-Of-Peace!” 3
2

*YAH comes to judge
among billions of people, ___. YAH rebukes
& corrects strong [stubborn] nations far and
wide. The [earth-dwellers]
beat their swords into
plowshares. [Ex-warriors]
bend their spears into
pruning-hooks. Nations
[permanently stop] lifting up
swords against [enemy]
nations. Earthlings nevThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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er again learn
war.

[the art of]

YHVH settles international disputes. He arbitrates
between strong nations across the globe. All wars
stop. Military training comes to an end. No one
ever again gets interested in devising clever ways
to kill their brother man.

*[See the future, ___! After the final
judgment,] every man sits under
his [own] vine and fig tree. No
one makes [families] tremble in
fear. [Your redemption] is a promise
[direct] from the mouth of Yahweh-commander-of-armies.
4

Private property. Peaceful agrarian life. Family gardens.

For [now,] all people can walk, each one
in the name of his [own] god. But we,
___, come to walk in the Name of Yahweh our Elohim {Sovereign} for eons and
beyond.
5

Today, all the other people live however they wish,
picking and choosing their gods. But we saints live
to honor YHVH.

*Yahweh decrees,
“[See, ___! Envision the coming] day when
I gather the limping girl-child,
when I re-construct the abandoned, exiled, dispersed [nation] I
afflicted.
6

7

Watch me (Yahweh) resurrect the crippled-girl [Israel] into a remnant-population. I re-convene your far-off castaway
[vagabonds] into a strong nation. See me
reign over the [true Israel] on mount Zion
forever.
The final fulfillment of this prophecy began in
1948.
8

Watch, you tower of the flock, you
strong-hold of Zion's daughter-people!
To you, ___, comes Sovereignty, the
prime dominion. The Kingdom comes to
the daughter-nation of the City Of
Peace.
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The people who obey YAH's word receive power
and authority. No matter what your background is,
you can become a member of the true Israel: the
people who rule with YAH: earth's only true government.

9

After The Struggle, Hebrews Rule
The Earth

why do you scream and cry?
Is there no king among you? Have your
advisers all died? Pangs seize you like a
[pregnant] woman in labor.
[Rogue Israel,]

You devote the [world's] plunder to [me,]
Yahweh. [You donate] the [criminals'] wealth
to the Adonai {Sovereign-Lord} [who rules]
over all the earth.
The weapons of our warfare are NOT carnal. But
they are powerful enough to pull down evil's
fortresses. The future is controlled by grandparents
who teach biblical Law to children. That's why religious home education is banned in Satanic Socialist tyrannies like France and the bankrupt State of
California.

MicaYah 5

MicaYah 4:10

Writhe in agony, [evil] daughter of [mount]
Zion. Labor to give birth, like a [bad]
woman pushing out a [righteous] baby. For
now [I,] Yahweh, drive you out of the
city to dwell in the field. I exile [you hypocrites] to Babylon. From there I come to
save your [repentant descendants]. [I eventually]
redeem [righteous Israelis] from the hand of
your enemies.”

*Many nations keep ganging
up against you, [Israel]. [Your enemies]
scream, “I want to see the terrified look in her Zionist eyes
while we violate her!”
11

They're ganged up against you. Many godless peoples yell, ‘Kick her when she's down! Violate her!
We want to see Zion grovel in the dirt. We want to
see the world laugh when the Zionists suffer!’ History repeats itself: Under cover of fake public
health propaganda, nazi globalists worldwide
locked down Israelis from celebrating their 3 most
important festivals in 2020. Barely a peep of
protest emerged from the world population. The
dupes turn a blind eye to the Holocaust's 21st century re-emergence.

But, ___, the [anti-Israel gangs] lie ignorant of Yahweh's thoughts & designs.
The [world's armies] fail to understand
YAH's counsel. Watch YAH gather the
[world's forces to be beaten and trampled] like bundles of grain on the [Mediterranean] threshing floor. 13
Daughter-population of [shining mount]
Zion, arise! Thresh, ___! I'm placing
on you a horn of iron. [Spiritually-speaking, I fit
your feet with] copper/brass hooves! You
come to beat many nations to bits. You
crush many people-groups to powder.
12
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Micah Foretells Israel's Imminent
Destruction

*[See] Israel's [near future, ___:]
Armies crowd & gash the [rogue
Israeli] daughter-of-robber-troops! [The attacker's] raiding
company raises siege works
against [wicked Israel]. [Torturers fatally]
beat [Israel's evil] judges on their
[flabby] cheekbones with clubs.
1

Lots of plays on words here: the word for club also
can mean clans/tribes. The attack on corrupt Israeli judges is itself a judgment.

Micah Foresees The Messiah Leading You Home

*
“But you, Bethlehem-Ephrathah {FruitfulHouse-Of-Bread}, you inferior [humble, ignoble runt]
among the thousands [of
towns] in Judea, out of
you comes forth my [Messiah], Israel's One ruler,
who springs from the
ancient days of eternity.”
2
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YHVH's most pitiful sentient creature [Jesus, a
man], comes (from the most humble town on an
insignificant tiny planet) to become ruler of the
universe, subject only to YAH's over-arching dominion. Meanwhile, YAH's most amazing, beautiful
and talented creature, Satan, falls from heaven
through pride, thrown down to the lowest fire-pit.
YAH is dramatic. YAH favors the cosmic underdog.
Apparently upon Yahshua's ascension he became
able to travel through time. Thus he appears
throughout and beyond the history of the universe
into which Mary birthed him 2000 years ago.

*[Yahweh] keeps delivering [rogue
Jews] up [to their adversaries]. But [look into
the] future, ___! [Israel,] in labor
to bear young, gives birth [to
YahShua the Messiah]. Then [Israel's]
remnant-saints, [the Messiah's]
brother-disciples, pour [with us
saints] onto [the grain basket of] the [faithful Israeli] children who rule with
Elohim. 4 *[See the future, ___! See reality
3

as it exists outside of time!] [The Messiah]

stands in Yahweh's strength.
[YahShua] feeds [the flock] he shepherds! [We humble lambs] live [forever]
wrapped in the majesty of the
Name-authority of Yahweh,
[YahShua's] Elohim. [YahShua's] greatness overflows to the ends of
the earth.
True. Today, the whole earth counts time from the
date of Yahshua's birth. History revolves around
the Hebrew Messiah.

The Messiah rises [as earth's King of]
peace. [Yes, for now] the Assyrian (successhunting) [army] enters our [promised] land.
[The pigs] tread down our palaces [and
citadels]. Yet we [saints] rise again! [The land
comes to shine,] full of shepherds, plump
with princes. 6 [See the future, ___! YAH's disciples] rule the land of Assyria the ex-destroyer. [Saints] guard the gates of the
land of [ancient King] Nimrod {Rebel}. [The
Messiah] rescues [YAH's people] from [ravaging]
success-addicts. [Pagans never again] invade
our land. [No marauders] march within our
borders.
5
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Assyria represents the evils (and false-happiness)
of insurance and success-worship.

Jacob's surviving [spiritual descendants]
morph into a ‘dew.’ [We] descend from
Yahweh to [irrigate] many nations, like
[sky] showers upon [earth's] herbs. [Saints
form] a [refreshing rain] that man can neither
hold back nor provide nor control, [a pervasive global life-giving force] which never waits
[for orders from] the sons of men. 8 Among
the beast-nations, this ‘remnant of Jacob’ becomes the center of the [universe's]
multitudes of people-groups: a lion
among the beasts of the wildwood
[forest,] a tiger in its prime among flocks
of sheep. If [we saints] were to invade [a
planet, we] could trample down and tear
everything [in creation] to pieces. No one
could rescue [a victim from the powers we resurrected holy-ones come to control].
7

We will have virtually unlimited powers in the afterlife. That's why we have to learn self-control
now.

YAH lifts the hands of you [heroes who will
rule with him]. [You tower] high above your adversaries, ___. [In time, YAH] cuts off all
your enemies.
YAH Will Rid Our Earth Of War &
Evil
MicaYah 5:10 Yahweh decrees,
“[See the future] Day when I terminate the
genetic line of your over-bred warhorses. I destroy your chariots [and tanks
9

and submarines and war-ships and fighter-bombers and
missiles].

YAH ends war on earth.
11

me cut off the cities of your
land. I throw down all [Judeo-ChristenDUMB's evil] strongholds.

[Watch]
[wicked]

12

me slash witchcraft [and enchanting
out of your hand, until you never
[see] another soothsayer.

[Watch]
spells]

I abolish your religious underworld traffic in black
magic, fortune-tellers, evil powers, carved images,
standing-stones, and spells.
13
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me cut off your carved [idolatrous]
images [on coins and monuments]. I surgically
remove your [occult totem] poles from your
midst, ___. [Then] you [Judeo-Christians]
never again [bow down to] worship the
work of your hands.
[Watch]

Most coins sport human and/or god-faces. They're
idols. Steeples and obelisks are phallic icons.
14

me pluck up your [pagan shrine]
Easter-Steeples from your midst. I exterminate your cities of hate, ___.
[Watch]

YAH hates societies built on fighting aggression.

*
In anger and fury I execute
vengeance upon every beastnation who refuses to listen to
reason, ___.
15

You die forever if you fail to pay attention, obey,
consider, discern, listen, perceive, publish, regard,
understand and report the truth.

MicaYah 6
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house, ___. I sent Moses, Aaron and
Miriam {Bitter} to guide you.
5

My people, remember how Moab's king
Balak {Annihilator} schemed [to hire Beor's
brat, the false-prophet Balaam

{Ammon-Is-Lord}

curse on your people]?

to put a

Yet Balaam [instead gave
Israel a blessing]! Remember [when you struggled
out in the sticks by] Sheetim {Acacia-Forest},
[where you initially entered the promised land. And re-

member] Gilgal {Wheel}, [where I ‘rolled away’ the
shame of Israel, and where you later rejected Me by demanding a central human government].”

Acknowledge the righteousness of Yahweh, ___!

Gilgal got its name in Joshua 5:9. Gilgal symbolizes
the evil of central government. There Israel rejected YHVH by demanding a mortal king.

YAH Never Wanted ANY Animal
Sacrifice!
6 [You clueless people sit around asking,] “What
should I bring to present when I come
before Yahweh, when I bow down before the most high Elohim? Should I ascend to Yahweh by offering my burned
up baby calf?
No.

*Will Yahweh {the-source-of-all-existence} be impressed with
thousands of [sacrificed] rams, or
with 10 thousand rivers of [wasted] oil, ___? [Does the Elohim {Sovereign}
who is pure-love] want me to sacrifice
my firstborn [child to pay] for my
transgression, to give the fruit
of my body for the sin of my
soul?” [NO!]
7

Remember All The Times YAH
Saved You!
1 Hear, ___! Yahweh shouts a challenge [to earth's worm-people! YAH's mighty voice]
rises up. It wrestles and smashes high
mountains down [into humble] little
hillocks. [See from historical perspective:] Perceive YAH's voice, ___. It thunders
and crackles [like lightning flashing through geological time]! 2 Yahweh's [message] echoes, ___.
It resounds off of the looming mountains. It shakes the permanent foundations of the earth. Yahweh strives with
his people. He convicts Israel [of their
crimes]. 3
“Oh my people, how have I ever injured
you? What did I ever do to make you
disgusted with Me, ___? Testify
against Me [before these high mountains. Throughout history, they've witnessed My constant love for you.]

4

I brought you up out of the land of
Egypt. I ransomed you out of the slaveThe Cinematic Bible 1.0

Of course not! That's crazy! YHVH has never had
the slightest interest in any animal or blood sacrifices. However, YAH is delighted when you give up
your food to feed poor people and to support bonafide priests who work in His health, welfare, education and justice ministries.

*Man, YAH keeps
showing you what is
good. What does Yahweh require of you, ___?
To act justly, to love
8
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mercy, to walk humbly
with your Elohim.
YHVH never had the slightest interest in wasting
animals.

Your Socio-Ecomonic Structure Is
100% Wicked
9 Yahweh's voice calls, “Lay [your] city's
foundations on wisdom. Mark out [your
territory] by [my] authority, ___! Get together to listen to [my Word]. Conform
[your behavior and your statutes] to [my] ‘correcting rod’. [My law] supports your life.

*Your [global, national, state
and local] treasuries are dens of
wickedness, ___. [Your banks]
house dishonest measures of
value, [unbacked fiat money].
MicaYah 6:10

The homes of the wicked brim with treasures
gained by dishonestly doling out products using
short measures. Because of centuries of broken
biblical monetary law, expect the imminent collapse of banks worldwide.

* ___, why should I
declare people ‘pure’
when they use wicked
[rigged] balancing-scales?
[Your society's] bags [burst full]
of deceitful weights. [So
11

unfair price inflation enslaves the
poor.]

Debased, depreciating U.S. Dollars are the most
pervasive and destructive false-measures in all human history. Unbacked ‘money’ robs billions of
people of their life-savings. All worldly currencies
are of satanic ilk. Today economists call it ‘Fabian
socialism.’ But YAH calls it ‘false weights and balances.’ The Great Reset is coming. And it won't be
great experience.

rich men's [guts hang]
stuffed with wrong [& violence], ___. Her
inhabitants speak lies. [Your leaders']
tongues [wag] in their treachery-stuffed
maws.
12 [Your country's]

True now of ‘Judeo-Christian’ societies.

strike you
with sickness. Your sins destroy you. 14
13 [Your deceit and violence cause Me to]

*You

[rogues]

consume

The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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& burn up & feed].

But you're never
satisfied. You never get
enough to fill the empty blackhole in your heart. Everything
you snatch slips away from
you. What you birth gets sacrificed to the sword.
Consumerism. Corporations wreak ecological destruction to feed the demand of the gluttonous
consumer-masses who swarm the earth like cancer.

*You [slaves] plant. Yet you
reap no harvest. You tread the
olives. But you never get to
massage yourself with their oil.
You mash out the grape juice.
But you never get drink the
wine.
15

If you think you're getting real, healthy food from
the grocery store, think again. ‘Olive’ oil is the
most counterfeited food on planet earth. You have
no idea what you're eating unless you grow it yourself.

keep
the regulations of [Israel's war-criminal murderer-king] Omri {Heaper}. You perpetuate
every [evil] practice of [the infamous prophetkilling king] Ahab {Father-Friend}. You model
your life-walk on [ancient Satanic] counsel.
[You hurl upon yourself] vengeance and ruin.
[You make yourself a] nation of burdensome
disgrace. [Over you the beast-nations] sit in
judgment, hissing in reproach.
16 [This cursing comes because you sham-saints]

MicaYah 7
The World Is All Wickedness.
TRUST NO ONE!

*[Evildoers] cry, ___, as they
gather their [poor] harvest, as
they clip [their meager] grapegleanings of first-ripe fruit. The
[sinners'] souls yearn to [munch delicious] grape-clusters. But the
summer sun burns up [the infidels'
crops]. 2 The good [kindly] man has per1

ished from the earth, ___. No one up-
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right exists among the human [race]. All
mortals lie in ambush for blood. Every
man hunts his brother with a net. 3 The
prince grabs with two skilled hands to
do evil. He asks for a [judicial] ‘present.’
For a price, the judge grants [the prince's
request], ___. The powerful [economic and military] man whispers his evil desire. [The
politician] wraps up [his bribes] with a twisted
bow of corruption.
Partners-in-crime weave the perverted fabric of a
dying society, tying-up the human race in ropes of
deceit.

The best man [stings] like a brier, ___.
The most upright [citizen stabs like a dagger,]
sharper than a thorn hedge. But [Judgment] Day comes. The prophets warn [that
soon angels] come to tie [evil people] up [like
noxious weeds].
4

You experience judgment day the next conscious
moment after your eyes close in death.

*Never trust in any
friend, [neighbor nor associate],
___. Put no confidence
in any guide [mentor or teacher]. Keep the doors of
your mouth [shut] from
the woman who lies on
your chest [in bed, feeling your
5

heart-beat thumping against her
breast].

It's a sin to trust people. Only YHVH and Yahshua
are trustworthy.

*Son dishonors father.
Daughter rises up
against her mother.
Daughter-in-law [rebels]
against her husband's
Mom. A man's enemies,
___, include the mortals
6

1439

in his own household
[family]!
Parent abuse is a defining factor of
Babylonian/Greek/Roman societies. ‘Civilized’ nonHebrew philosophers and psychologists fail to understand that sin is inbred and must be driven out
by strong loving discipline. So power-usurping pagan governments institute rules claiming to ‘protect’ children from parents, while leaving parents
defenseless against their own abusive children.

YAH Ultimately Saves His Children

7 [No one, not even family members, are trustworthy,

I look to Yahweh. I wait for Elohim [to send] my salvation. My Elohim
hears me. 8 [My] enemies gloat over me,
___. [So] I fall. [But eventually] I rise. Yahweh illuminates the haunting darkness
I endure.
___. So]

216 'owr ore from 215; illumination, luminary,
light(ning), happiness, bright, clear, day, morning,
sun.

I bear the turbulent [discipline] of Yahweh, because I've [often] sinned against
Him. But YAH still fights my battle[s,
___]. He executes judgment in my favor.
YAH brings me out into the light, [where]
I see His righteousness. MicaYah 7:10 My
enemy sees [YAH disciplining me]. So [my enemy] mocks me. [Fools] whine, “Where is
Yahweh your Elohim now?” But I see
the future, ___. [YAH] stomps my enemy down like mud in the streets. 11 See
[your] bright future, ___: [Workmen] rebuild [Israel's][protective] wall[s]. [Envision] the
day when your borders extend [to fill the
earth]. 12 [ ___, look forward to the] day when
[your exiles] return to you from the oncefortified cities of Assyria. [Saints flock home
from] the besieged fortresses of Egypt.
[Repenters cross] the [Euphrates] river. [They
stream home] from sea to sea. [Innocents fill valleys from] from mountain to mountain.
9

Saints stream to Israel from the world's denuded,
destroyed territories.

*[See the evil world's] land crumble
to desolation, ___. [Watch sanddunes cover the world's vile] inhabitants.
13

[See desert spiders and snakes crawl into criminals' skull-holes. Wrongdoers finally eat]
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fruit of their sickening
deeds.
[bitter]

Massive depopulation, deforestation, desertification
ravage the earth before your very eyes, because of
mankind's irresponsibility.

shepherding [His] flock of
heritage people via [the Messiah,] YAH's
correcting branch. [See YAH's flock] dwell in
the middle of fruitful plentiful fields,
separated [from the evil world] by an encircling forest. [Saints come to] graze in
Bashan {Fruitful} and Gilead {MonumentMound}, as in the days of old, ___. 15 [In
the future,] as in the days of [Israel's] escape
from the land of Egypt, [YAH] shows [His
people] wondrous miracles. 16 Beast-nations watch [in horror as] all their might
fades away. [Pagans] lay their hands upon
their mouths [in shame]. [Sinners'] ears go
deaf. 17 Like serpents, [our enemies] lick up
dust. Like earth-worms, [our mockers]
skulk from their holes. [Lawbreakers shake in]
terror of Yahweh our Elohim. [Your] horrified [persecutors bow] to you, ___.
14 [Envision Yahweh]

A promise for YAH's faithful, humble remnant-people.

Elohim lifts evil & depravity [off of us
saints]. He removes rebellion from his remaining heritage-people. YAH never
holds on to anger forever, ___. YAH
inclines toward mercy.
18

Again, there is no such thing as conscious eternal
torment.

*YAH turns back to [us, His forgiven people]. [His heart brims full of]
compassion, ___. He treads
our perversities [& depravities under his
feet, erasing our guilt.] He flings all [our]
sins into the shadowy-depths
of the sea. MicaYah 7:20 [In the end, YAH]
19

gives stability [and truth] to Jacob. [YAH
showers] kindness on Abraham {Father-OfBillions}. [YAH fulfills the promises he's] sworn to
our fore-fathers since ancient times.

Nahum 1

Nahum Foresees The Doom Of Nineveh (Assyria)
1 [Around 700BC,] Nahum, [Israel's consoling
prophet, works in the Assyrian slave-town of] Elkosh.
The Assyrian Empire plagues Israel with
war. [Suddenly Nahum's mind is gripped by] a
prophetic vision of the [future] of Nineveh, [Assyria's capitol city. On a scroll, Nahum feverishly writes down what he sees]:
Elkosh is a town today 24 miles north of Nineveh,
in Syria. Nahum saw this vision of Assyria's fall
about 90 years before it happened.

*“Elohim [fumes in] jealous [zeal],
___. Yahweh avenges! Yahweh
punishes [evil with] hot [burning fury]!
Yahweh stores [up his] rage. [Then
he takes] vengeance [on his]
adversaries! 3 Yahweh [is] slow [to]
2

anger. [But he's] great [in] power, ___!
[YAH] lays bare [the land of the wicked,] cleansing it. Yahweh rides hurricane storms!
Clouds [are the] dust [from YAH's] footsteps. 4
[Evil men] corrupt and destroy large bodies of water. [Sin] dries up rivers, ___.
[The fruitful region of] Bashan sickens. [The]
fruitful/plentiful flowering orchard
forests [of] Lebanon turn [dead] brown.
The destruction of the earth is usually man's fault.
Sinful cultures always destroy their resource bases.
No trees, no water.

Mountains quake! Hills melt! Earth
burns [as Yahweh] stares [down], enthroned
[in judgment over the] earth. 6 [YAH] stands.
[His] face [bursts into] rage, ___! [YAH] rises
[in] fierce anger! [He] pours out furious
fire! [He] hurls down boulders! 7 [Yet]
Yahweh [is] good, ___. [He's our] stronghold [in the] day [of] trouble. [YAH] knows
[who] trusts [Him]. 8 Overwhelming floods
completely destroy the [hiding] place[s of
YAH's] enemies, ___. Darkness pursues
[all infidels]. 9 Yahweh devises [a way to]
make [an] utter end [to the war-state's]
squeezing [of lifeblood from poor sufferers]. [YAH]
rises. [He] strikes! Nahum 1:10 [YAH] bundles [wicked people like] thorn[bushes, ___].
Burning fire completely eats staggering
drunkards [like they're] dry stubble. 11 [Humani5

ty teams with Satan to]
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Yahweh
says: “[All wicked war-states end up] completely,
overwhelmingly cut down from end to
end. [I leave warmongers] abased, humbled.”
13 Break [the] yoke [of oppression] off your
[neck], ___! Burst [your] bonds apart! 14
Yahweh commands [your society to] plant
[his] Name [in the] temple(s) [of the] gods,
spiracies

[against]

Yahweh, ___. 12

[including all leadership buildings: schools, houses of worship, government and trading centers].

So, ___,
swiftly destroy [all idolatrous] carved images [and] molten idols [down to the] grave!
15 [Finally, on the] mountains, [you, ___, come to
see the] feet [of the trumpeter of] Good News
who heralds peace! Celebrate! Keep
[YAH's] feasts. Fulfill [your] promises, ___.
[All] wicked [beings end up] completely destroyed, never again to invade [your land].
Celebrate is literally “Judah.”

Nahum 2

1441

breasts. 8 Nineveh, [the capitol of the evil
empire,] evaporates [like a] pond [in one hot]
day. [She falls to lie] finished, face-down,
forever. 9 [Looters] steal [mountains of] silver!
[Thieves] plunder [bankers'] gold! [The war-state's] ‘endless’ repository of glorious precious treasure lies empty, void, waste.
Nahum 2:10 Hearts melt. Knees clack together. Bodies [twist] in agony, faces
pale, [drained of blood].
[their]

Pillaged, plundered, stripped! Doom! Damnation!
Desolation!

haunt [of] lions.
baby lions gnaw [on human flesh].
[There] lion chiefs strut, [leading their] cubs
[through the] horror. 12 [The wild] lion tears in
pieces all [the food his] cubs [can eat. He]
strangles [victims for his] lionesses. They
stuff [their] holes [with prey. See cave] dens
crammed [with bloody meat, bones,] torn flesh.
11 [The Lion-City becomes the]
[There]

A mirror of the brutality of Assyria's war-machine.

Yahweh's command armies burn
[the war state's] chariots [into] smoke!
Swords devour [the army's] young ‘lions.’
[Destruction] cuts [them] off [from making] the
earth [their] prey. Call aloud, messengers! Summon [the earth to] assemble [and]
hear [the news of Assyria's demise]!
13 [At]

YHVH Rescues Israel From The
War-State
1 [The] nation-shatterer rises up [in the]
face [of the war-state]. Guard [the] fort!
Watch [the] road. Strengthen [your] back.
Stay alert [and firm]. Marshal your
strength!
This condemns any war-state that attacks YAH's
people. It initially referred to Assyria.

Yahweh comes to restore Jacob's
splendor, Israel's majesty. [Redemption revives our] drained, barren, decayed vine
[branches]. 3 [See] soldier's shields [shine blood]
red, ___. Warriors [advance] clad [in]
scarlet. Chariots [race to war]! Flaming
torches blaze hot [like sunlight]. [See] pine
spears lifted high [to stab]! 4 Tanks rage
[like beasts of prey in the] streets. [Explosions]
clash [in the public] squares [like sparking]
torches. [Bullets] dart [like flashes of] lightning. 5 Officers shout [orders,] stumbling, marching

or: and the voice<06963> of thy
messengers<04397> shall no more be
heard<08085>.

Nahum 3

2

under shields

[to the]

defended

[city]

wall. 6 [The]

river-gate opens. The palace collapses
[in a rush of water]. 7 [Soldiers shackle the hands of the
wicked] Queen [and her] handmaidens, ___.
[Jailers] drag the [pampered women into] exile.
[Royal prisoners] moan [like] doves, beating
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

YHVH Violently Destroys All War
Empires
1 Woe, bloody city, stuffed with lies,
robbery [and] stolen prey!
Applies to most cities of the New World Order.

Whips crack! Wheels [rattle] clack!
Horses charge! Chariots [jump &] rumble!
3 Horsemen [attack,] flashing swords lifted
high, ___! Spears gleam! Countless
corpses pile [up]. [Men] trip [and] stumble
[over] dead bodies: 4 —[bodies of the] adulterous populace, [the] high-priced glamwhore, [the] mistress [of] witchcraft. [She]
sold nations [into] whoredoms, families
[into] sorcery.
2
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Who sent out her missionaries to open doors for
pharmaceutical companies to sell toxic poison
drugs to the unsuspecting masses of the “3rd
world.”

Yahweh commands:
“Armies, lift [the whore's] skirt [over her] face!
Show [the] nations [her] nakedness! [Show
earth's] kingdoms [her] shame, ___!”
6 [The armies] pelt [the whore with dog] poop.
[Soldiers] set [the] vile [whore up on a pedestal. She
cries, an embarrassing] public spectacle. 7
Look, ___! Flee! Declare, ‘Nineveh [is]
laid waste!” Mourn where [you can] find
comfort! 8 [The evil empire's capitol city shined, ___.
She looked] superior [to the] grand metropolis [of] Thebes, [the Capitol city of Egypt,] enthroned [on the] Nile, encompassed [by]
waters, walled [in and] defended [by]
river[s]. 9 Allied [with] Put [and] Libya {DryLand}, [the war-state grew superior to the] ‘infinite’
strength of Cush {Ethiopia} & Egypt.
Nahum 3:10 [Yet war] carries [all of history's great
civilizations] away. [Kings stagger] exiled into
bondage, ___. Young children [lie dashed
in] pieces [at every] street corner.
[Conquerors] cast lots [to win fallen] nobles [as
slaves]. 11 Great men [march] bound in
chains. [Former-authorities stagger like bloody]
drunkards. [Aristocrats scamper in vain to] hide.
[Bigwigs] beg [for] refuge [from] enemy
[savages]. 12 [Like] fig trees [full of] ripe figs
shaken [by storms,] fortresses fall [into the]
mouth [of the] devourer. 13 Troops [shake,
their] hearts [weak as their bleeding] women.
[The] land's gates open wide. Enemy fire
devours [the] barricades, ___.
5

Or troops with men mixed with women.

draw water [to prepare for the]
attack. [They] strengthen the walls. They
work clay, tread mortar, pack the clay
into bricks. 15 Fire devours, ___!
Swords cut down! Cankerworms consume [the dead]. Millions [of] devourers.
Millions [of] locusts. 16 [The war-state]
multiplies merchants [as numerous as the]
stars [of] heaven, ___. They spoil [the
land. Then they] fly away [from war like] devouring locusts. 17 [The war-state's] rulers consume [countries like] caterpillars, ___.
14 [Defenders]
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[in times of danger, the chiefs turn into far-flit-

ting butterflies].

Warmongers [are mere]
grasshoppers. [They] camp [in the] hedges
[in] cool times. [But when the] heat [of battle]
arises [they] flee away, vanishing to no
one knows where. 18 [The war-state's religious]
shepherd-leaders sleep [in their own blood.
The] ‘King [of] Success’ [lies beside his] nobles,
dead [in] dust. [Their scraggly] nationals
scatter upon [earth's] mountains. [Marauders
lie bled-out,] abandoned.
Success = Assyria = our modern world based on
status, wealth, insurance.

claps their hands hearing
[the] news [that the war-empire lies] weak,
bruised, fatally wounded. [Her] limitless
continual cruelty [finally ends].
19 [The world]

Habakkuk 1
Habakkuk (Hug) Foresees Chaldean
Domination

1

[A few years before Babylon conquers the Assyrian Empire, around 520BC,

prophet [named] Habakkuk sees the [following]
doom prophecy, [a vision of Babylon destroying Israel and Assyria]:
The name Habakkuk may be related to
‘khabbaququ,’ the Akkadian name of a fragrant
plant, or to the Hebrew root ‘( ב קembrace’).
ח
Habakkuk teleports to the Lion's Den take stew to
Daniel in ‘Bel and the Dragon’, a possibly fictional
addition to Daniel.
the hugging]

“Yahweh! Help! Hear! Aaaaagh!
Violence! Yasha! [Save us!]
2

Yashá (Strongs #3467) is the root of Jesus' real
name: Yahshua. Yaw-shah': open, wide, free, safe;
causatively, to free or aid, avenge, defend, deliver,
help, preserve, rescue, save, salvation, get victory,
savior.

vanity, ___! Investigate
wickedness! Ravaging,
violence, uprisings, fighting, brawling! 4
Law [lies] paralyzed. Justice never goes
forth. Wicked [beings] surround [the] righteous. [Liars] wrestle out wrong judgments. 5 See [the] heathen! Investigate
[history's] shocking, amazing [murders]! Act!
Work! Today! Rack up the record [of
mankind's sins]! 6 [The] Chaldeans [astrologers]
rise up. [That] bitter, hasty beast-nation
marches [the] land's breadth, seizing
homes.
3

See

[the world's]

[humanity's wearisome]
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The Chaldeans, like modern worldlings, were obsessed about birthdays as a means of divining demonic knowledge through witchcraft. Hebrews do
not celebrate birthdays; they celebrate Sabbaths
and special feasts.

The terrible, dreadful criminals [leave]
scars [wherever they] go. 8 War-horses [sprint]
swifter [than] leopards, fiercer [than]
night-wolves. Horsemen [advance], ___!
Cavalry spread, besieging from afar.
[They] fly [like] eagles rushing [to] devour
[humans]. 9 Devoted [to] violence,
[marauders'] faces eat [the] east wind. [They]
gather prisoners [like] sand. Habakkuk 1:10
[Warmongers] scoff [at] kings. [Brutes] scorn
princes. [Conquerors] laugh [at]
strongholds. [Invaders] build earthen
[ramps] to seize [fortresses]. 11 [The army is a]
blast [of] angry wind. [They] sweep past,
crossing over [our land like] a guilty powergod! 12 Prime [mover,] Yahweh Elohim,
holy [one] who cannot die, Yahweh, ordain judgment! [Mighty] Rock, establish
righteousness!
7

‘Who cannot die’ was changed to ‘we will not die’ by
Sopherim.

Pure eyes, see [the] evil [You alone] can
penetrate! Uncover [man's] perversity,
[his] treachery. Wicked [pigs] plow [down
and] swallow [the] righteous!
13

Marauders plow peoples' bodies into fields. Soon
the villains eat plants (and hence animals) that
spring up from fertile righteous blood.

treat mankind [like] fish [in the]
sea, [like creeping] animals [to be] dominated. 15 [Criminals] draw [people] up [with]
hooks, catching [them in] nets, hauling
[people in with] dragnets, spinning around
with glee.
14 [Villains]

Referring ultimately to the global internet by which
humanity is being enslaved.

slaughter, suffocate,
smoke [and] drag people [like] allotments
[of] fat, plump meat.
16 [Lawbreakers]

This verse is often translated as a metaphor symbolizing sacrifice to the war-god.

Throw out [your drag] net, [Yahweh]!
Spare [us saints from being] continually destroyed [by the] beast-nations!
17

Habakkuk 2
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YAH Will Rescue His People &
Smash The World
1 [Again pagan armies] stand watch, setting
up siege towers, leaning forward/peering into the distance spying, arranging
[yet] another [military] ‘chastisement’ [for Israel]. 2 Yahweh answers,
“Clearly engrave [this] vision
cry out as they run:

[on]

tablets

[for messengers to]

alt: Write my answer in large, clear letters on a
tablet, so that a runner can read it as he runs to
tell the world. Today this might mean printing
scriptures large on hats, shirts, billboards, ads,
song lyrics, films, etc.
3

revelation [has its] appointed time [of]
completion. [It soon] blows away [the cloud
of] deception [all around you]. Patience,
___. Wait. [What you've foreseen] surely
comes. Hold on.

[This]

4

Rise up, souls! [Stand] upright, ___!
Righteous [beings] live [by] faith.
This statement forms the basis of Paul's letters to
the Romans, Galatians and Hebrews, widely considered Christianity's 3 most important theological
treatises.

Debt-Based Economies Strip Earth
Bare & Dead

5

Deceived [by] intoxication, proud
mankind builds homes, fattening [their]
flesh. [Meanwhile the] grave satiates [itself
with] death, heaping up [destroyed] nations,
mounds [of] cadavers, ___.
Worldlings waste their whole lives building bigger
and better homes. Yet all consumers, rich and
poor, end up rotting in little boxes in the ground.
6

Lift up [a] parable, ___, [a] satirical
proverb. Taunt [and challenge your society],
“Woe [to those who] gain [the] burden [of other
peoples'] pledged goods!
Jesus commanded his disciples to never ask for the
return of anything they loaned. Loaning = giving.
Never charge interest. Never even request the return of your principal investment.
7
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rise up, ___. [Borrowers]
shock open [their creditors'] eyes. [Paupers]
bite [the loan-sharks back for the interest charges with
which they bit humanity. Underdogs] wake up [the
bankers], shake [them] off [and] plunder [them
back]!
[Debtors eventually]

The Great Reset will recoil on the globalist bankers.
8
[Financiers] plunder abundant nations,
___. [Capitalists] dominate [and marginalize]
people. [Bigwigs] spill men's blood, [ripping
apart the] land [with] violence, [seizing] cities
[and buildings] and [enslaving their] dwellers.

Exactly the history of the United States, a nation
drowned in debt, soon to be repossessed.

*
Woe [to the world's] evil families,
covetous court[esans], greedy
[for] gain. [Money-grubbers] set [their]
nests [on] high [above the poor masses].
[Robber-barons vainly use riches to] seek
safety from evil's power.
9

Habakkuk 2:10
[Rich cliques are] conspiracies [of] shame,
___, living-breathing sin. They cut off
multitudes [of] people [from their] homes.”

The World Economic Forum is set to enslave the
entire world in their ‘Great Reset’.
11 Stones cry out! Walls, beams & timber answer:

*‘Woe! [The bankers] build towns
[on] blood, ___. [Corporations] establish cities [on] injustice!’
12

Today's Masses Still Slave For
Banker-Masters

*Yahweh-Commander-of-the-Angel-Armies [reveals
that the world's] people labor [to make
mere fuel for judgment's] fire, ___. Nations exhaust [themselves in] total
vanity [to no purpose, working for nothing].
13

This verse is a banner over all of modern humanity.

*[People never notice that] earth overflows [with] evidence [of] Yahwe14
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h's splendor, ___,
cover [the] sea.

[like]

waters

Splendor = weight, abundance, honor, glory

Pornography & Addiction Destroy
The World

*Woe, ___! [People give their]
neighbors drinks. [Perverts] put
bottles [in girls' mouths to get them]
drunk, [to] stare [at their] naked
bodies.
15

Pornography is fueled by actresses' drug addictions.

satiated [with disgrace
& confusion, burdened with] heavy shame. They
suck down [inebriating substances,] their genitals stripped naked. The cup [of fury in]
Yahweh's right hand turns [to pour]
intense disgrace [over perverted humanity].
Affliction vomits [on earth's every side].
16 [Millions of fornicators lie]

Dishonour, ignominy and reproach afflict perverted
mankind.

Violence [like a] white mountain in
snow covers [these] ravaging beasts. [The
brainwashed masses] fear [and] bow down [to]
men [who shed oceans of] blood. [Perverts spread]
destruction [& injustice over the] land. [They
seize] ground [& buildings & cities to] sit enthroned [as war-god-worshipping] judges [who]
ambush [the poor].
17

The pornography industry comprises the bulk of
the internet/media traffic. [Smut] enriches the
world's leaders who destroy humanity.

Modern Society Is Idolatrous To
The Core
18 [For profit, elite criminals] lift up
idols&graven-images carved by men,
[for example, dead presidents' faces on fake debased
money]. [Idolmakers]

pour

molten-images:

[worthless base-metal coins, stat-

[hot metals into]

rain down false
education [filled with] lies. [Disinformation]
squeezes [humanity into the devil's] mold. [Fiction] brainwashes [the masses to] trust
dumb, manufactured good-for-nothing
[political, religious, military & commercial] idols. 19
Woe! [Idiots] call [to their idols]: “Wake up!
Arise. Lead & teach & inform us! Provide for us.” [The] dumb wooden & stone
[leader/gods and statues and buildings sit] overlaid
ues, monuments. Propagandists]
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[with]

gold

[and]

silver.

[Maniputors costume their

capture [the blind
brim [with empty breath-

ignorance in flash & money to]
masses]. [The world's icons]
less, spiritless]

air, ___. Habakkuk 2:20

Yahweh [watches all this madness from His throne in
His] Sacred temple. Earth [lings], hush! [Quit
babbling. Stay silent before YAH's] face, ___.

Habakkuk 3
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glittering [spirit] spear(s). 12 Furious, [YAH]
marches [across the] land, threshing
beast-nations [in] anger, ___. 13 [Yah]
goes forth saving [his] people, liberating
[His] anointed [saints]. He crushes [the]
head(s) [of the] palaces [of the] wicked. He
strips [world-powers naked from] head [to] toe.
[Then he] hangs [them to death].
(pause [for dramatic effect])

spears, [YAH] impales [the
leading chiefs [who] secretly enjoy scattering [the] poor [like a]
devouring whirlwind. 15 [YAH] tramples
war-horses into the sea, piling mighty
waters high, ___. 16 Hearing [of YAH's
vengeance,] bellies tremble; lips quiver. [At
YAH's] voice, worm-rot invades [the
violaters'] bones. [Criminals] shake with violent fear. [They fall to] rest [in death at their]
appointed time [of] tribulation [when YAH
sends] in [His] attack troops. 17 [Payback time,
___! As] the wicked [heathen] blossom on
their vines, [like] fig tree[s] full of fruit,
14 [With their own]

YAH Tramples The World Beneath
His ‘Feet’
1 [The following, ___, is a] free-form hymn [written by the] hugging prophet [Habakkuk {Hug}]: 2 Yahweh hears [the world's]
fearful rumors, ___. [So] he energizes into action
today [as] in legendary times! [YAH continues to] demonstrate [both] His fire-rage [and his] mercy! 3 [Yahweh The]
Eloha storms [from] Teman {Southland}! [The] Sacred
[One descends from] Mount Paran {Gleam} [in Arabia]. — Selah
{Dramatic-Break}. Grandeur covers [the] heavens, ___!

fill [the] earth [with] applause [to Yahweh]! 4 Bright
light[s][like] horns [flash from YAH's] hand,
[from His clenched] fist [of] power. 5 [Before YAH's]
face marches [destroying] pestilence.
Burning [plague-carrying] lightning follows [in
YAH's] steps. 6 [YAH] stands. [His feet] shake
[the] earth, ___. [YAH] looks. Nations
tremble. [YAH] dashes age-old mountains [to] pieces. [Before him,] ancient hills
collapse forever [into] walking paths. 7
See Cushan's [African] tent-dwellers
hyperventilate in distress, ___. [Earthquakes] shake [tent] curtains [in the Arabian]
land of Midian {Brawler}. 8 Yahweh
blazes up rivers [in his] anger, ___.
Streams [of judgment] rage. [To] save [us
saints, Yah sends waters to] roar over [our
attackers'] horses & chariots, ___. 9 [YAH]
bends [His bow of truth]. He bares naked [the
disgrace of the] curses [people called down upon
themselves when they swore] oaths [to] tribes [and
rulers in exchange for] promises [the rulers]
hung-up [and] breached. Habakkuk 3:10
Earth, streams [and] mountains see [YAH].
They tremble. Water-tsunamis inundate
[violators! The] Abyss screams out as it lifts
towering hands [of fire to grab the wicked dead
and drag them down to annihilation in eternal flame] . 11
Sun & moon stand [still in the] sky, [obscured
by Yahweh's] brilliant arrows [and] flashing
[So]
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hearts of the world's]

[YAH shakes them! Their fruit falls into the mouths of

oil crop fails. [Their] fields
meat [for scavenger birds and
wolves. Their] flocks [of corrupted followers run and
die,] cut off [from their] safe-pens. [The brainwashed] herds [can't reach shelter in their] stalls.
their attackers! Their]

yield

[dead bodies as]

Reversing the attack on the fig-like Israelites mentioned in Nahum 3:12.

Shout & Dance For Joy! YAH Has
Saved You!
18 Jump for joy, ___! [Shout] Yahweh's
[name]! Spin around, [dizzy with overwhelming
emotion! Shout,] “Elohim saves!”
Elohim yesha`!

Yahweh Elohim [is] strength, ___!
makes [your] feet [swift & sure-footed like a]
deer striding [& leaping on mountain] heights!”
19

[He]

[The preceding song is to be performed by a]
nied by]

master singer

[accompa-

stringed instruments.

ZephaniYAH 1
YHVH Warns Zephaniah Of Judgment Day
1

days of Judea's king JosiYah
(son of Amon {Skill}). [Around 600BC, about
3 years before Babylon conquers Nineveh,] Yahweh [reveals the following]
word-pictures [to] ZephanYah {YAH's-Secret-Protect[ ___, look back to the]

{Founded-By-YAH}
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ed-One} son of Cushi

{Ethiopian},

son of GedaliYah {YAH-Is-Great}, son

AmariYah {YAH's-Promise}, son of HezekiYah {Strength-From-Yah}.

2

“[I come to] terminally destroy [everything on]
the face of the land,”
warns Yahweh. 3
“Man & beast [fall to lie] consumed. Like
sky-birds [and] sea-fish, [I annihilate] wicked
people who make others stumble. [I]
slice [perverted] man off the face of the
earth,”
declares Yahweh. 4 [Yahweh's]

hand stretches out over
Judea (including [over] the inhabitants of Jerusalem). [YAH] slices off every remnant of [shrine child-prostitute selling]
Baal-God(s). [He wipes out] the name[s] of
[all black-robed, demon-serving] Chemarim
priests.
Chemarim suggests not Linen-clothed not Cohen
(Hebrew priests), but black-robed ascetic priests,
shriveled from fasting. Chema = burn, as in chemical burns. This condemns pharmaceutical pushers,
who are sorcerers in disguise.

Society's Oaths Contradict Your Sacred Duties
5 [YAH destroys the worshippers] who prostrate
themselves [before worldly] altars, [praying] to
the hosts of celestial [demon-gods]. [YAH kills
people] who worship & swear to Yahweh
while swearing [oaths] to [human and demonic]
rulers.
YHVH forbids you to ever swear any oaths, particularly oaths to other humans or to demons. This
prohibition includes oaths to judges, and military
and political oaths. See James 5:12 & Matt 5:3337. Swearing oaths in courtrooms is bowing to the
goddess Justicia. When you swear a military oath
you become a slave to the War-God Molech. When
you sign an oath to get a bank account you swear
an oath to the gods of Commerce. And so on.
These oaths form the consensual jurisdiction that
empowers the lockdown tyrrany which is shutting
down churches and synagogues worldwide.

turn their
backs on Yahweh. Seek Yahweh! Ask
[him what you should do, ___]!
6 [When people swear these oaths they]

An oath creates a master-servant relationship.

Your Judgment Day Is Coming: Repent In Quiet
7 Hush in Adonai Yahweh's presence,
___! Yahweh's [Judgment] Day looms at
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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hand! Yahweh prepares to slaughter
[criminals]! [YAH] calls his guests! 8 Yahweh's butchery day [arrives]! YAH punishes
princes & king's children, clothed in
strange [occult] apparel.

i.e. clothed like foreign demon-worshiping, blood-sacrificing, baby-aborting priests and priestesses.
Occult clothing is a metaphor for bad moral character reflected in evil actions.

Yahweh pays-back everyone
who leaps across [sane] limits, filling the
Master's house with violence and deceit.
9 [Finally]

On their crime bosses' orders, house-robbing
thieves leap across rooftops and jump through windows.

Zephaniah PreSees Jerusalem's Fall
To Babylon
ZephaniYAH 1:10 [“Time's up!”] shouts Yahweh.
Noise! Crying [panic fills] the [low-rent] FishGate! Howling [terror suffuses] the [city's affluent] second [Quarter]. [Hear] massive crashes [echo across Jerusalem's] hills, ___. 11 [See
the] wailing inhabitants of the Mortar
Wall [on Market Street, ___]. [Invaders] cut down
[greedy] merchant people. Money-carriers
[fall] to ruin. [Their silver coins spill into the bloodmud streets.] 12 [It's] time, ___! [YAH] tears
into Jerusalem's [hiding places with] searchlights. He punishes men who [lie stagnant,
smug and thick, like wine] left too long on its
dregs. They fantasize [in their] hearts,
“Yahweh [is both] good & evil, [intertwined like
a Yin-Yang, the opposite sides of the Force, half-good,
half-bad].”

YAH smashes people, including churchgoers, who
sit contented, complacent, apathetic in their sins,
self-satisfied, stagnant, needing to be shaken up.

Judgment Day Destroys The Warmongering World
13 Forces [bankrolled by Satan] plunder & devastate houses, ___. [Then the oppressors]
build [new] houses and settle down to
plant vineyards & get drunk [on the]
wine.
Poor soldiers get drunk to silence their tormented
consciences, to ease their self-loathing, to wipe out
the memory of the horrible crimes and murders
they committed in the name of ‘God and country.’

Yahweh's great [Judgment] day lies
near! It's close! It rockets at you, ___!
14
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Cry out! Yahweh's [verdict] day [dawns].
[Soon you come to see] mighty warriors crying
bitterly [like abandoned babies]. 15 [Redemption]
Day [dawns, ___]! The Day of fire-rage [for
the evil world-system]! [The] day of trouble &
distress; the day of wasting & desolation; the day of dark gloom; the day of
clouds & thick blackness — 16 [Foresee]
the day [when YAH's] trumpet splits [apart the
world's] fortified cities and high [battle] towers, ___! 17 [See the evil world drown in] distress, ___! Men who sinned [against]
Yahweh stagger like blind men. Blood
pours out. War-dust clouds [the criminals' vision]. Flesh & feces [fill the streets]. 18 Silver
& gold lie power[less] to rescue [anyone] on
the Day of Yahweh's fire-rage, ___.
Flame devours the whole land. [YAH's]
jealousy executes speedy riddance of
[all] earth-eaters.

ZephaniYAH 2
YAH Smashes The Beast-Nations
The greedy [shameless] beast-nation(s)
gather together like dry-weeds bundled
for [eternal] fire, ___. 2 [Death] sentence[s]
multiply! [Judgment] day invades. [The
wicked] sweep [away like chaff] in the face of
Yahweh's fierce anger. The day approaches, ___! Yahweh's fire-rage
comes! 3 [But some] humble earthlings like
you, ___, seek Yahweh. [Saints] systematically practice justice. So strive for
righteousness. Work at humility. Yahweh hides [meek people on the] day [of] His
fire-rage. 4 Gaza {Strength} [lies] forsaken!
1

Ashkelon {Market-Town} desolated! Ashdod {Ravager-City} emptied out at noon! Ekron {Uprooter} pulled up
by its roots! 5 Wails [echo from the mouths of the]
inhabitants [of the] sea coast. Cretans [die]. Yahweh
destroys the inhabitants of Canaan {LowLand}.
Palestinian territory [withers].

The Sheep-People Inherit The WolfWorld
6 The [rich-man's] seaboard [becomes] a
pasture, ___, a place of shepherd
camps and enclosures for sheep. 7 [On
the] seashore, survivors descended from
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[move in to dead-men's abandoned

homes]. [Hebrews]

feed [in verdant gardens].
Then, in the evening, [we] lie down in
the houses of [coastal Palestines'] Ashkelon
{Market-Town}. Yahweh Elohim cares for
[his remnant people]. He reverses [our] exile.
[We repenters] capture the [lands of our]
captors. 8 [YAH] hears [disgusting shameful] reproach [spewing from the mouths of] incestuous
[perverts] and their inbred children. [Punks]
vilify and insult [YAH's] people. [Criminals]
steal land from [Israel's] borders, ___. 9

*"Live, Israel!” says Yahweh-Elohim, commander-of-all-angel-armies. Like [ancient]
Sodom, Moab's [incestuous child-raping
perverts turn to charcoal]. [The deformed, inbred]
spawn of Ammon [morph to ashes like]
Gomorrah. [Deviants' bodies become]
breeding [soil for] nettles, ___.
[Degenerates' cities sink into] desolated
salt-pits, perpetually vanishing. [YAH's] surviving faithful
people [claim the land of the beast-nations as]
spoil. ZephaniYAH 2:10 [YAH's] remnant nation takes all the possessions of the arrogant [warmongers] who stripped & encroached [upon the] people [of] Yahweh
[commander] of angel-armies.
YAH Destroys All of His True People's Enemies
11 Yahweh [the] Holy Terror shrivels up
all the world's [idolatrous] gods. All
mankind, everywhere, [to the farthest]
island, [including the basest] heathen, [throw]
their bodies down [to beg mercy from]
Yahweh, ___. 12 Ethiopians die by sword,
___. 13 [YAH's] fist stretches out. It pounds
the [pagan countries] north [of Jerusalem. Judgment] destroys Assyria. [Their ancient capitol,]
Nineveh {Mosul-Iraq}, burns down to a
desolate dry wilderness, ___. 14 Flocks
lie down on [the Assyrian Empire's] main
street. Masses of wild beasts [roam the once-proud city]. Ravens croak in brokendown [mansion] doorways. Owls sing in
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the windows [of dead socialites]. [Ornate]
cedar-work [becomes a perch for birds]. 15 The
rollicking city lived carelessly. She
bragged [in her evil] heart, “I'm the ultimate.” She collapses into a wasteland
for beasts to lie down in. Passersby
hiss, ___, wagging their [accusing] hands
[in disgust].

ZephaniYAH 3
Repent, Fake 'Believers!' The End
Is Near!
1 Woe [comes to shake your] filthy polluted
oppressing city, ___!
rebellious, violent, defiled, sewer-city.

*Obey [YAH's] voice, ___! Receive correction. Trust Yahweh! Draw near to Elohim!
2

The city wouldn't take advice, wouldn't accept correction, wouldn't trust YHVH, wouldn't even get
close to her own Maker!

The princely [leaders] within [your city are]
roaring lions, ___. [Your country's] judges
[are] evening wolves. They gnaw the
bones [of oppressed saints all night long]. Morning
[leaves no trace of the pedophiles' prey].
3

False religion marries itself to the Satan-state.
Foolish preachers promote child-raping, warmongering politicians.

*[Your so-called] prophets [are]
proud, vain, limp-wristed,
treacherous walking-dead,
___. Priests pollute the sanctuary, violently [changing, misrepresenting
and breaking YAH's] Law.
4

Religionists twist the law of Elohim to their mercenary advantage.

Righteous Yahweh [stands] in the midst
of [your] city. [But] it's not Yahweh who's
wreaking the ruin, ___. Every morning
without fail YAH brings the light of his
judgment to [your] city. [Your] priests and
prophets are deranged [lunatics]. Yahweh
[is sane]. YAH does not recognize those
iniquitous shameless religionists.
5

paraphrase

cut
off the beast-nations: Towers ruined;
6 [The shameful acts of bad leaders cause YAH to]
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streets wasted, no one passes by.
Cities [and all their] men and inhabitants
[fall to lie] destroyed. 7 YAH says, “Revere
[Me, ___]! Receive instruction. [Take discipline
or war comes to] eat [your] homes.” Yet as
one man, the whole [human race] firmly
charges into shouldering the burden of
humanity's destructive actions and
schemes. 8 "Wait,” says Yahweh! [But humanity loves evil, ___. So on Judgement] day, YAH
rises up [against the] target [of His] deathsentence. Beast-nations gather. Kingdoms assemble. [YAH] pours out [his]
indignation. [Hot molten] fierce anger [floods
the planet]. [The] fire [of YAH's] jealousy devours [the world].
YAH Saves His Humble Remnant
People

*[Then, ___, Earth's remnant] people
turn [to] pure language. [They] call
Yahweh's Name. [They] serve [YAH
with] unanimous consent!
9

ZephaniYAH 3:10 From beyond the rivers of Cush
{Ethiopia}, [YAH's] suppliants, his dispersed daughters,
[Him] offerings. 11 Day dawns, ___!
The shame of lawless criminality flies
away. [YAH] fills [his people] with majesty.
[We] jump-for-joy as [we] ascend to high
atop [YAH's] holy Mountain!

bring

See Zeph 3:11 song: Climbin' Up That Holy Mountain.

preserves [and brings front and]
center the afflicted flock of poor, thin,
weak people who dangle by threads,
who flee for protection [in the]
name/character/authority [of] Yahweh.
13 Remnant Israel commits no evil,
___. [They] speak no lies. Deceitful
tongues don't flap in their mouths. [They]
feast and lie down. No one [again] causes
[saints] to shudder in fear. 14 *[Mount]
12 [Yahweh]

Zion's daughter-population
shrieks [in glee, ___]! Israel breaks
[onlookers' eardrums with shouts of praise]! [With
all their] hearts, Jerusalem's
bright shining daughter [people]
jump for joy!
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The wooden traditional translations: ‘sing, shout
and rejoice’ fail to portray the overwhelming physical action of true praise.

Yahweh king of Israel overturns all
verdicts [against His people]. YAH casts out
[all] adversaries [who hate His beloved].
Yahweh [lives] within [His people, ___]. The
sight of evil never again frightens [YAH's
people]. 16 It's time, ___! Jerusalem shouts! Zion
15

reveres [YAH who] consumes [all Evil] powers.
Don't be afraid! Don't let the pigs make your hands
hang down limp!

Yahweh, [the] sovereign [at reality's] center, [our] powerful arch-warrior-savior,
shines bright [light on His people's] joyful [festivals] of rest! [He radiates] love and glee [into
our lives, ___]! [Our] streets [burst with]
singing, ___! 18 All sorrow [& affliction]
blows away [like dust]. Only [joyous]
festival[s] remain. Disgrace & shame
[give way to thousands of] hands raised [together]
in prayer, like flames [shooting toward heaven]. 19 [In the] land bled-pale, time undoes
[all] affliction. [YAH] saves [all] cripples. [He]
gathers [our Hebrew] exiles. [He firmly] plants
[us believers, ___]. We [live to] praise [YAH's]
fame. ZephaniYAH 3:20 [Redemption] Day
comes, ___! Time [to] assemble! [All
earth's people] join to [sing] praise to [YAH's]
name. [We] shout, “[YAH] buried [our]
slave-masters [right before our eyes]! See!
Yahweh [does what He] promises!”
17

Haggai
(Dancer) 1
YHVH Speaks Through The Dancing
Prophet

1 It's the 1st day of the 6th month of the 2nd year
of the reign of [Persian] Emperor Darius {Maintainer}.
Yahweh's [Living] Word flows through the hand of
[dancing] prophet Haggai {Dancer}. [Haggai]
communicates [his vision] to ShealtieEl's son, Judea's
governor Zerubbabel {Born-From-Babylon}, and to
[Judea's] high-priest JAHshua {Jah-Saves} (son of
YAHuzadek {YAH-Is-Righteous}):
Haggai wrote around 520 B.C. Haggai means:
2287 chagag khaw-gag'; to move in a circle, march
in a sacred procession, observe a festival; be giddy, celebrate, dance, feast (holiday), reel to and
fro. (compare 2283, 2328)
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Yahweh-Commander-of-Armies
speaks [this] charge [against Judea]:
“[You procrastinating] people say, ‘Wait! It's
not yet time to re-build Yahweh's temple.’”
2

3 Yahweh's Word [comes alive in the] hand of the prophet
Haggai {Dancer}, challenging: 4

lie around in your roofed [residential] houses. [Meanwhile, YAH's] temple lies
wasted!”
“Now

[you]

Church people work all day outside the home to
buy their nice houses. Then they buy their pretty
church buildings that stay empty most of the week,
empty shells, without provision for a true scriptural
music education and health and welfare ministry
that runs 24/7/365 as did David's temple.

*Yahweh-Commander-Of-Angel-Armies says,
“Put your heart [on the right] path,
___.
6*
You plant much. Yet [you] harvest little. You eat. Yet you
never get enough. You drink.
But your drinks don't satisfy
you. You don clothes. Yet
you're still cold. People hire
you. But you put your wages
into bag[s riddled] with holes.”
5

Holes = taxation, interest payments, insurance
payments, selfish expenditures, inefficient practices like offices separate from living quarters, the
petroleum/commuter economy, and the sex and
porn economy, ruled by Baal Peor, the Lord of The
Hole.

Yahweh-commander-of-armies commands,
“Put your hearts [on the right] path.
7

Stop living selfish, materialistic, greedy, small, petty, frivolous lives.
8

Go up to the mountains! Bring wood.
Re-build [My] temple, ___. I'll delight in
it. I'll [fill it with] glory,"
says Yahweh.
Today the only temple YAH cares about is the human temple, constructed of cooperating saints.
9
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“You look for abundance, ___. [But the]
little you carry home blows away. Pay
attention!,"
says Yahweh-ruler-of-armies.
“[You struggle through torturous life because] my
temple lies in waste while all of you
men [and women and children] run to your own
[petty little] residences [and businesses and
schools].
You may have a church building that holds meetings a few times a week. It may even support itself
by running a day-care or a school. That does not
mean that your church is taking seriously the real
mandate of serious Great Commission ministry.
Haggai (Dancer) 1:10

locks up the sky. [The
clouds refuse to send you even] dewdrops. [Your
fruitless greed] prevents earth from bearing
fruit.

speaks Yahweh's message to [YAH's] people:
“'I [am with] you,’
says Yahweh!” 14 Yahweh stirs up the
spirit of ShealtiEl's son (Judea's [Governor]
Zerubbabel {Born-From-Babylon}), and the
spirit of YAHuzadek's son, high-priest
JAHshua, and the spirit of all the surviving [Judeans]. They all flock [to Jerusalem]
to repair the temple of Yahweh-ELohim-over-armies. 15 [The Judaeans rush to repair YAH's
the 24th day of the
6th month of the 2nd year of Emperor Darius' [reign
over Persia].
temple. The reconstruction is in full-swing by]

Haggai
(Dancer) 2

[Your selfish pettiness]

11

I

*

invoke a drought upon
[your] land, [your] mountains, [your]
corn, grape-juice, purified-oil,
upon all the ground yields, and
upon men, cattle, and all the
labor of hands and hoof-paws.”
[Yahweh]

Stocked grocery-shelves delude you into thinking
you're not in a famine. But the ‘food’ is all low quality, disease-producing junk, because the world's
soil lies depleted and poisoned. The oils (margarine, etc.) especially are toxic sludge. Then one
day, the store-shelves go completely empty. YHVH
does not directly curse land. People destroy the
land by failing to practice YAH's land-sustaining
laws, such as the 7th-year land sabbath.

Jewish Leaders Start Rebuilding
The Sanctuary
12 [Governor] Zerubbabel {Born-FromBabylon} (son of ShealtiEl {I-Ask-El}) and
high-priest JAHshua {Yah-Saves} (son of
YAHuzadek {Yah-Is-Righteous}, and all the
surviving [Judeans] listen to the voice of
Yahweh their Elohim {Sovereign}. (They
obey the exact words which Haggai
{Dancer} the prophet receives from Yahweh their Elohim.) The people [tremble in
awe and] fear in the face of Yahweh. 13
Yahweh's messenger (Haggai {Dancer})
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Dancing Prophet Again Encourages
Rebuilding

1 [Then about a month later,] on the 21st day of the 7th
month [in the 2nd year of the reign of Persian Emperor Darius], Yahweh's [Living] Word [again] comes alive in the hand of
Haggai {Dancer} the prophet: 2 [YAH] declares,
“Challenge Judea's governor, ShealtiEl's son Zerubbabel {Born-From-Babylon}, and YAHuzadek's son
(high-priest JAHshua {JAH-Saves}) and the survivors
[they supervise].
The prophet must instruct the government. You
cannot separate religion from government. Government without prophecy is a chicken with its
head cut off, running around bleeding to death.
3

Ask [them], ‘Look, [you] Elders who saw
this temple in her former glory. Compare [this nothingness to your memory of king
Solomon's glorious temple]!
The Creator's Word is to be taught 24/7 through
music, dancing, drama, etc. Not merely 1 hour a
week of pew-snoozing through a boring lecture.

*
Be strong, Zerubbabel,’
says Yahweh.
‘Be strong, High Priest
JAHshua (son of YAHuzadek).
Be strong, all you people of the
land,’
says Yahweh.
4
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‘Work! I [always] stick with you
[repenters],’
says Yahweh-commander-of-armies. 5 *
[I'm keeping the] Word [of My] covenant
[which I swore to you when I] brought you
out of Egyptian [slavery]. My Spirit
remains among you [Hebrews].
Fear not!”
YAH Shakes The Nations To Harvest
His Fruit
6 Yahweh-commander-of-armies proclaims:
“Soon, once [for all time, ___,] I [come to]
shake the heavens, earth, sea and dry
land.
Soon, in geological/heavenly time. In man's perspective, thousands of years.
7

I shake all nations [like trees]. Out of [the
pagan empires] come [my] desired [good, fruitful]
nation. [Saints come to] fill [My] Temple with
glory,"
says Yahweh-controller-of-armies. 8 *

“[My chosen remnant people are] my silver
and gold [fruit],"
says Yahweh-commander-of-all. 9
“[I'm building] a new Temple [using my faithful
people as Living-Stones]. It's glory surpasses
[Solomon's] old temple,"
declares Yahweh-commander-of-armies.
“Here in this [war-torn] place, I give
peace,”
promises Yahweh-general-of-the-warrior-angels.

This is not referring to Herod's temple, nor to any
Jewish temple built after Solomon. It refers to the
human temple built by YAH's disciples (us ‘LivingStones’). And it refers to the New Jerusalem.
Haggai (Dancer) 2:10 [2 months Later,] on the 24th day
of the 9th month in the 2nd year of [Emperor] Darius'
[reign over Persia], Yahweh's Word [again comes alive in the]
hand of the prophet Haggai {Dancer}.

YAH Says One Bad Apple Spoils The
Whole Bunch
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calls [the Jews to repent]: “Yahwehof-armies commands:
‘Demand [honest answers from all] Law-priests,
___! Challenge them [with this riddle]:
11 [Haggai]

12

“A man carries consecrated food in a
covered pocket. When his pocket
touches bread, stew, wine, oil or food,
does [the touched item outside the pocket automatically become] pure?’”
The priests answer, “No.”
Do you get holy by rubbing up against someone or
something holy? No. You get contaminated by rubbing up against something contaminated. You don't
become pure by eating communion wafers. But the
priest could give you the flu.

Haggai {Dancer} continues,
“A dead body [or someone sick from touching a
dead body] touches food. Does that food
thus become ‘unclean, ___’?”
The priests answer, “[Yes, touching anything
contaminated makes food] contaminated.”
13

One bad human spoils the whole bunch.

Haggai {Dancer} answers, pressing
this charge: “Yahweh decrees,
‘This populace lies contaminated, like
rotten meat, ___. This nation is like a
chef who touches dead [rotting] animals,
then pushes tainted food in My face.
Every deed of their hands [stinks,] impure. From coast-to-coast, every offering the [tainted religionists] make is unclean.’
14

Worldly churches fail to honor and provide for effective teaching of YAH's word. Religionists never
even consider evangelizing 24/7/365 through powerful songs and visual stories. Religiots refuse to
correct their faulty Bible interpretations. The hypocrites persecute true saints. Judeo-Christendumb
is a stench in YAH's nostrils. Even their charity offerings and tithes and tax contributions are disgusting, like a beautiful cake iced with dog-diarrhea.
15

Stack your hearts [together] from this day
forward, ___. Prioritize the [human-temple
of cooperation in one holy Spirit] as more [important
than] stacking stones upon stones [to build]
Yahweh's [physical] temple building.
Cooperation, not construction, is what makes a
stable fellowship.
16
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[Solomon's temple was built 400 years ago. Yet most of
that 400 years you've suffered droughts and famines and
shortfalls!] When one [of you worldly Israelites]
came [to harvest-time,] expecting a heap of
20 [bushels], you [reaped] only 10. When
one [of you sinners] came to the wine or oil
vat to draw out 50 barrels from the oil
or wine-press, you only got 20, ___.

17

I strike you [backsliders] with blasting [windstorms], mildew and hail on all the labors
& products of your hands. Yet you [still
ignore me! You refuse to] turn to me,”
charges Yahweh.

or "for all your [evil] labors"
18
“From this day forward, set your hearts [right. Please! Remember] today, (the 24th day of the 9th month), the
day you [Israeli repatriates re-laid] the foundation of Yahweh's temple. [From now on] stack your hearts [together on the
firm foundation of My Word] .
19

seed [out of your] barns, ___!
Raise the vines, fig trees,
pomegranates & olive trees! I'm blessing you today!”
[Haul your]

Seed = YAH's words. Fruit = love, joy, peace, etc.
Haggai (Dancer) 2:20 [Later] that [same day, (the] 24th
day of the month,) Yahweh's Word [again comes alive in]
Haggai {Dancer}.

YAH Promises To Destroy Worldly
War-States
21 [YAH] commands [Haggai],
“Speak to Judea's governor Zerubbabel {Born-FromBabylon}. Declare: “I [Yahweh] shake heavens and
earth!

*
I overturn thrones of kingdoms. I exterminate the power
of national dominions. I overthrow chariots and chariot-riders. The horses and their riders
go down. Man stabs [his] brother-man with swords.
22

Yah's high art of war lets wicked armies destroy
each other.

YAH restores Banned Jahoachin's
royal Lineage

23

Today,’
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says Yahweh-commander-of-armies,
‘I take you [back], my obeyer Zerubbabel
{Born-From-Babylon} (son of ShealtiEl {IAsk-El}).’
Yahweh decrees,
‘I [hereby] re-install [Zerubbabel in royal authority].
I seal him [with my] signet [ring]. I've purified & selected [Zerubbabel to be a progenitor of
the Messiah],’
declares Yahweh-commander-of-armies.
YAH here restores Zerubabbel's right to royal lineage. So Zerubabbel becomes an ancestor of the
Messiah (Yahshua), as stated in the gospel Genealogy. Zerubbabel may not have sat on Judea's
throne as king, but he did rule Judea. Haggai 2:23
uses the same terminology as Jeremiah 22:24-30.
This shows that Haggai's decree reverses the prior
conditional curse against Jehoachin's descendants.
The Jewish Encyclopedia agrees with this interpretation. This disproves one major assertion floated
by some uneducated Jews that Yahshua of
Nazareth could not be the Messiah.

ZechariYAH 1
YHVH Speaks Through The Prophet
Zechariah
1 ___, it's the 8th month of the 2nd year of [the reign
of Persian Emperor] Darius {Maintainer}, [around 520BC]. Yahweh's word comes [alive] in the prophet ZecharYAH
{YAH-Remembers} (son of BerechYAH {YAH-Blesses}, son
of Iddo {Timely}).
Zechariah means: ‘whom Jehovah remembers.’
Berechiah means: ‘Jehovah blesses.’ Iddo means:
the ‘appointed time.’ Put these names together:
‘Yah remembers and blesses in the appointed
time.' He may seem slow but he's never late. The
historian Josephus and the Jewish Targum state
that murderers slew priest-prophet Zechariah in
[Jerusalem's] sanctuary. Christ mentions such a
martyr in Matthew 23:35. Zechariah was a younger
contemporary of Haggai (Ezra 5:1, 6:14). Zechariah offers more messianic prophecies than any of
the other ‘minor’ prophets.

Yahweh says,
“ ___, your forefathers consistently enraged me. [So I] splintered them. I
cracked [them off from my chosen people].”
2

7110 qetseph [splinter] 7107 qatsaph [to crack off,
i.e. (figuratively) burst out in rage.
3

And tell the [Israelites], “Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies declares this: ‘Turn
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to me, ___. I promise [that I,] YahwehWho-Commands-Armies, will turn to
you.’
“YHVH of hosts” occurs 52 times in Zechariah.
“Hosts” is the Hebrew tsaba (Sabaoth), meaning
service, strength, warfare. “‘Sabaoth’ implies
boundless resources at YAH's command for His
people’s good.”—Fauset

Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies
warns,
‘Never [sin]. Don't copy your fore-fathers, ___. The former prophets cried
to them, saying, “Yahweh-CommanderOf-Armies says: ‘Turn now from your
evil ways! Abandon your wicked actions.’ Your ancestors failed to hear,
___. They [refused to] listen to Me,’
declares Yahweh. 5
Your fore-fathers, ___: where are
they? [Dead and buried. Worm food.] And the
prophets, do they live for ever? [Not
4

now, but they will after the resurrection.]
6

My words and my statutes, which I
commanded my servants the prophets,
reached [some of] your fore-fathers. [The
wise few] repented. They said, ‘Yahweh-Almighty-Commander-Of-Armies
does to us what our ways and practices
deserve, just as he pre-determined to
do.’”
ZacharYAH Sees A Vision Of Red
Horses

7 On the 24th day of the 11th month (Sebat) in the
2nd year of [the reign of Persia's Emperor] Darius, the word
of Yahweh comes [alive again] to ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers}, son of BerechYah, the son of Iddo {Timely}
the prophet: 8 [YAH says,]

“See, ___! At night-time, a rider-man
races on a rosy-red horse. [The rider jerks his
reins. So the horse] halts between myrtle
trees in a ravine. Behind the horseman
[race more] horses: rosy-red, bright red,
and white.
122 'adom aw-dome' from 119; rosy:--red, ruddy.
8320 saruq saw-rook' from 8319; bright red (as
piercing to the sight), i.e. bay:--speckled.
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I ask, ‘My Adon {lord}, what do these
[horses represent]?’ The angel speaks inside
of me. He answers, ‘I will show you.’
9

ZechariYAH 1:10 The rider standing among the
myrtle trees answers, ‘Yahweh sends these [horses]

The [horses] reply to the
angel of Yahweh who stands among the
myrtle trees, ‘We've walked the earth.
Look: all the world sits idle, [trapped, helpless, subdued].’ 12 Yahweh's angel asks,
‘Yahweh-ruler-of-billions, how long will
you withhold mercy from Jerusalem
and the [other] cities of Judea? You've
fumed in rage against them for 70
years!’ 13 With joyous words and comforting promises, Yahweh answers the
angel who speaks inside me, ___. 14
The angel who speaks in me says, “Cry,
[Zechariah]. Say, ‘Yahweh-Commander-OfArmies declares,
‘I'm extremely zealous on behalf of the
City-Of-Peace! [I guard] the mountain [of
my temple] with mighty jealousy.
to walk the earth.’ 11

Jerusalem means ‘City-of-peace.’ Zion = temple
mountain; which primarily refers to YAH's shining
people whose love lights the earth, rather than a
specific slab of hotly-contested Middle-eastern real
estate which at this moment holds a Muslim
mosque, not a Jewish temple.
15

I crack off in world-splintering fury at
the apathetic leisure culture of the
beast-nations. I contain my bursting-rage [against the Israelis]. But the [heathen]
go too far. They wickedly [conduct genocidal
wars to wipe out the Jews].’
Hitler's genocide was not unique. Anti-Semitic wars
are historically commonplace over-reactions to
both the law-based prosperity and the moral imperfections of the Jews. The year 2020 exposed a
global anti-Hebrew hatred that had lain dormant
for roughly 70 years.

So Yahweh says,
‘In my compassion, I return [to] reassemble my temple in the City-ofPeace.’
Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies
foretells,
16
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‘[Rebuilders] come to stretch measuring
lines over Jerusalem.’
17 Cry on, [prophet]! Proclaim, ‘YahwehCommander-Of-Armies promises,
“My cities soon reemerge. They come to
overflow [and multiply] with prosperity!”
Announce, ‘Yahweh still comforts Zion!
Yahweh still chooses the City-Of-Peace!’
ZacharYAH Sees 4 Horns (Blacksmith/Smashers)
18 [Then] I lift up my eyes. [Shocked, I] see
4 horns, ___. 19 I ask the angel who
speaks in me, “What are these [4 horns]?”
The angel answers, “These are the
horn-powers who [like pitchforks,] scattered
Judea, Israel and Jerusalem.”
Goring-Horns: Presumably Egypt, Assyria, Babylon,
Arabian/Palestinian powers.

Yahweh shows me 4
blacksmith-[carpenters].

ZechariYAH 1:20 [Then]
[hammer-wielding]

Carpenters: Presumably Medes, Persians, Greeks,
Romans assuming control of the above horn-powers.

I ask, “What are these [4 hammersmiths]
coming to do?” The angel answers, “Tell
[everyone that] the 4 horn-powers scattered
Judea so [brutally] that no [Jew] could [open
his mouth nor] raise his head. So [YAH's 4 carpenter-blacksmith-powers] come to shake [& terrify] the horn-powers. [Conquerors] throw out
the horn-powers, the beast-nations
who lifted up their goring-tusks over
the land of Judaea, to winnow her.”
21

The horns vs. hammersmiths may also refer to demonic vs. angelic powers.

ZechariYAH 2
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and cattle. Its population spills far outside the city walls;
City-Of-Peace = New Jerusalem.

For Yahweh promises,
‘I become an encircling wall of fire all
around the City-Of-Peace. I fill the [redeemed] city with [My] glorious radiance!
5

6

Come back, you whom I scattered to
the 4 winds of heaven! Flee from northland [captivity],’
beckons Yahweh. 7 “Come, [bright-shining]
Zion! Deliver yourself, ___, from enduring [slave-life] in [a corrupt culture, a daughtercivilization descended] from [ancient pagan] Babylon.” 8 *For Yahweh-King-Of-All-

Beings certifies,
“[My] glorious remnant, I come
to pull you out of the nations
[that continue to] spoil & loot you. [It's
like they're] stabbing out the pupil
of my [own] eye! I retaliate
against anyone who violently
strikes you, ___!
Any version of the bible you are likely to find (KJV,
NIV, NRSV, NASB, etc.) will have this verse, and
many others, translated poorly, usually as nonsense, and always boring.
9

Watch me sift & shake & saw & strike
[the oppressors] in & with my hand. I make
the [pigs] the prey [& plunder] of their
slaves. [Then] you finally grasp that Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies reaches
out [to rescue His people].
ZechariYAH 2:10

ZacharYAH Sees Angel-Man Measuring Jerusalem
1 Again I lift my eyes to peer [into invisible
spiritual realities]. [Suddenly I] see a man with a
measuring line in his hand. 2 I ask, “Where
are you going?” The measuring-man answers me,
“To measure Jerusalem; to see its width and
length.” 3 Suddenly the angel who speaks in me
[rides out]. Another angel [flies] out to meet [my angel-guide].

says [to the first,] “Run. Tell
this young man [Zechariah], ‘The City-OfPeace comes to hold millions of men
4 [The 2nd angel]
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Sing & shout & rejoice & celebrate,
remnant-Zion's daughter [population]!
Watch Me come [down to] dwell in the
midst of you,”
promises Yahweh. 11
“See the coming day, ___: Many nations unite in allegiance to [Me,] Yahweh.
They become my people. I dwell in the
midst of you. You realize that YahwehCommander-Of-Armies [is not a remote clock-
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stretches out
[to rescue and embrace you repenters].”
maker-god, but a loving Father who]

Romans 3:29
12 [See the coming day, ___, when] Yahweh occupies Judea,
his choice holy land. [Yahweh] still chooses the City-

Be silent, all flesh-creatures,
before the face of Yahweh! His eyes are
[wide] open! He rises from His sacred
dwelling space [to destroy the oppressors of His
humble people].
Of-Peace. 13

ZechariYAH 3
Satan Attacks High-Priest Joshua
shows me JAHshua,
[Jerusalem's] high priest. [JahShua] stands
facing Yahweh's messenger-angel. Satan stands at [JAHshua's] right hand, attacking & accusing & resisting [JAHshua].
1 [The horse-riding angel]

JahShua doubly refers to the then-current highpriest in Jerusalem, as well as to the coming Messiah, also named YahShua. This prophecy may even
refer backward in time to Moses' right hand man of
the same name, Joshua.

Yahweh says to the adversary, “Yahweh rebukes you, Satan!
Yahweh rejects [your corrupt accusations]. [YAH]
chooses the City-Of-Peace. [Hebrews are]
like a firebrand [Yahweh] snatches and
rescues out of [judgment's] flames!” 3
JAHshua stands, clothed in [filthy] fecescovered garments. He faces the angel
[of Yahweh].
2 [The Angel of]

Judeo-Christian history is not the story of the
clean, innocent people. It's the story of guilty, corrupt, dirty, shameful, warmongering, hateful, hypocritical, wicked, evil "Judeo-Christian" people to
whom YHVH shows his unbelievable mercy.

YAH Rescues JAHshua and Lifts
Him High

*[YAH's Angel] eyes [JAHshua]. [The angel]
orders the [angels] who stand facing him, “Strip the filthy [feces-smelling] garments from [JAHshua's
body].” [The Angel says] to JAHshua,
“Look. I cause your depravity
to pass from you. I clothe you
with new body-armor. 5 —[Angels,] I
4

order

[you]
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head.” While the angel of Yahweh stands [overseeing,] the [worker-angels]
wrap a clean head-dress around
[JAHshua's] head. They clothe [JAHshua] with
fine robes.
[JAHshua's]

Never make fun of people who wear turbans. Don't
insult them by calling them rag-heads. YHVH himself puts turbans on the heads of those he blesses.

*"Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies
says,
‘When you [repenters] walk in my
ways, when you keep vigilant
guard, [hedging out all wickedness,] when
you straightly-direct my house,
and keep my villages [and courts], I
give you access [to] walk among
these [ruling arch-angels] standing
here [in heaven].
6 Yahweh's angel warns JAHshua: 7

8

Hear now, JAHshua, high priest, and
your associates who sit facing [these angelic] Miracle-Men: Watch me sprout [forth
My] servant: the BRANCH [the Messiah].
Branch = 6779 tsamach tsaw-makh' = to sprout,
bear, bring, bud, grow, spring (forth, up). Apparently, previously-unmentioned associates of Joshua
now appear beside Joshua, watching the vision
with him.

See the stone I lay before JAHshua's
face: a united stone with infinite wideopen eyes. [On the stone lie] engraved the
oracles of Yahweh-King-Of-All-Beings.
Watch [the stone] remove the punishment
([for the] world's immorality) in one day.’
9

Or 1 stone with 7 eyes. A reference to the Messiah
destroying Satan's power by allowing Satan to
murder him.

Yahweh-Commander-OfArmies foretells,
‘[Look forward, ___, to] the coming day when
every man calls his neighbor to sit [& party & converse] under [his own] vines and fig
trees [on his own private, unregulated, un-taxed
land].’”
ZechariYAH 3:10

ZechariYAH 4

to place a clean turban upon
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The Angel Shows Zechariah Heaven's Menorah
1 The angel who speaks inside my [head]
returns. He rouses me, like [I'm] a man
waking from sleep. 2 [The angel] asks me,
“What do you see?” I answer, “I'm looking… I see a
candlestick/lampstand/menorah of solid
gold. A globe-bowl lies atop the menorah. 7 glistening lamps [shine] atop the
lampstand. 7 tube-pipes [feed oil] to the 7
high lamps.
“This [heavenly] lampstand is identical to the lampstand in the Hebrew tabernacle, and has the same
meaning. It is a symbolic representation of Christ,
the Light of the world (see book, The Tabernacle:
God’s Portrait of Christ).”—J. Vernon McGee

—And [I see] 2 olive trees standing
above [the lampstand], one [tree] on either
side of the bowl-globe.”
3

See Revelation 11:3-12.
4 So I speak up. I ask the angel who speaks inside
my [head], “What do the [menorah, bowl, candles and the olive trees
represent], my lord?” 5 The angel who talks in my [head]
answers me, “Don't you comprehend what these

*[The
angel] answers. He instructs me, revealing,
“This is the word Yahweh speaks to [people] descended from Babylon:
“[You win in life, ___,] not by
might [nor valor], nor by
power [nor vigor], but by
my Spirit,” says
Yahweh-CommanderOf-Armies.
[symbols represent]?

I reply, “No, my lord.” 6

Lit. Zerubbabel = descended from Babylon. (The
name of Jerusalem's governor.) We live in a world
controlled by the thought-process of ancient Babylonians. Worldlings rule by force, not by love. Oil,
the fuel/power source, represents YAH's Spirit. Not
by petroleum, nor by hydro-electric turbines, nor
by nuclear reactors, but by YAH's Spirit the earth
thrives.
7 Who are you, great mountain [adversary]? Before [the
people whom YAH] brings out of Babylon, you [big obstacles]
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become plains. [YAH] brings forth the headstone [of his
temple] with [people] shouting, [praising YAH's] grace, [his]
beautiful [unmerited favor]!
The literal text probably refers to governor Zerubbabel rebuilding a Jewish temple. Figuratively, the
headstone refers to the Messiah.
8 The word of Yahweh [again] comes [alive] in me: 9

promises, “The hands of [the people
YAH] delivered from Babylon laid the
foundation of this temple. [Their] hands
will [also] finish it. You know that Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies reaches out
[to help his humble people].
[YAH]

Literally refers to Zerubbabel.

despise the day of
small [beginnings, ___]. Brighten [up]! [Envision] the plumbline-stone: (the [Messiah].
He powers [the people YAH] rescues from
Babylon.) [The Messiah is] the stone bearing
the infinite eyes of Yahweh. [YAH's vision]
travels [instantaneously] throughout the
whole earth.”
ZechariYAH 4:10 [Never]

Difficult verse; makes no sense in any popular
translation because the overly literal translators fail
to connect the idea of the stone with the eyes on
the stone. Refers to Yahshua (Jesus).

I answer, asking [the angel], “What are
these two olive trees upon the right
and left sides of the menorah?” 12 And I
ask [the angel], “What are these two limbbranches from the olive trees which
pour out golden [oil] through the two
golden pipes?” 13 [The angel] answers me,
“Don't you realize what the [menorah's trees
& branches & pipes symbolize]?” I answer, “No,
my lord.”
11

Angels see us humans as pretty dumb.

replies, “These [branches
two anointed sons [of Adam]. They
stand with [Yahweh], the sovereign of the
whole earth.
14 [The angel]
represent]

Often attributed to 2 righteous holy-spirit-filled
men (sons-of the clarified-oil): governor
Zerubabbel and high-priest JAHshua, representing
the ideal twin-powers of good civil and spiritual
government.

ZechariYAH 5
Zechariah Sees The Flying Scroll Of
Doom
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I turn. I lift up my eyes, ___. I'm
shocked to see a flying scroll. 2 [The angel]
asks me, “What do you see?” I answer,
“I see a flying scroll 20 cubits [30 feet]
long by 10 cubits [15 feet] wide.” 3 The
angel says to me, “This [scroll is a] verdict,
[a death sentence. It] flies forth over the face
of the whole earth. It specifies [the manner
in which YAH] comes to clean all thieves [off
the face of the land]. [The scroll] also specifies
how [YAH] comes to clean away all who
swear [oaths].
1

It is a sin for a human to take an oath, because
oaths create master-servant relationships. See
Matt 5:33-37 and James 5:12.
4
[The scroll reads: “Watch]

me send out

[humanity's

flying death-sentence],”

decrees Yahweh-Commander-OfArmies.
“[Watch the verdict] fly into the houses of
criminals, and of anyone who swears
falsely by my Name, ___. [Watch the verdict] lodge in the middle of [the evildoers']
houses, consuming timber, stones, everything.”
Zechariah Sees The Demon-Goddess In A Basket!
5 Then the angel who speaks in my [head
flies] forward. He says to me, “Raise your
eyes. See what's flying through [the sky].”

*I reply, “What's [that in the sky]?”
[The angel] answers me, “That
thing flying out is a measuring
basket.” The angel explains,
“The basket is [a spying] eye. [It sees
and records everything] anyone [has ever
done] on the entire earth.”
6

A proper translation of this verse has to sensibly
include the word ‘eye.’ The commercial translations
omit the word ‘eye.’ Modern surveillance systems
are counterfeits of heaven's perfect awareness of
everything we humans do.

Suddenly, ___, a leaden disk [covering
the top of the basket] levitates, revealing a
slut sitting in the middle of the basket!
7

*[The angel] explains, “This woman [symbolizes] wickedness.” [The
8

whore jumps to her feet. She climbs to escape the
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flings the floozy
back down into the middle of
the basket! Then [he] throws the
lead weight over the basket's
mouth. 9 I lift up my eyes. I look.
basket. The angel]

Suddenly, ___, two women soar out [of
heaven]. The wind surges in their wings
[which] fan out and feather like [wings of] a
stork. The [two winged-women] lift up the
basket. [They fly] between the earth and
the heavens. ZechariYAH 5:10 I ask the angel
who speaks inside my [head], “Where are [the two flying
women] taking the [wicked woman] in the basket?” 11

*[The angel] answers me, “[The wingedwomen] are carrying the [wicked woman in the eye-basket] to her yet-to-bebuilt shrine-temple in the land
of Shinar, [a plain in Babylonia, the land of
confusion]. There [infidels prepare] to set
[the woman] on her pedestal [to be worshiped].
Israel’s great sin was idolatry. Babylon, the ancestor of today's world order, is the fountainhead of
idolatry. Babylon is to be judged and destroyed
(see Revelation 17, 18).

ZechariYAH 6
4 Spirit-Horses Race Chariots
Through The Sky
1 I turn [around, ___]. I look up. Suddenly
[I] see four chariots. They race out from
between two mountains — looming
mountains made of
brass/copper/bronze.
YAH is constantly involved in world affairs. He is
not a mere clock-maker god who wound up the
mechanism of the universe and then went to sleep.

Red horses draw the 1st chariot.
Black horses draw the second.
2

Death follows War. Angels execute judgment on
the gentile nations (see Revelation 7:1-3; 9:14,
15).

White horses [pull] the 3rd chariot.
Powerful dappled grey racing horses
pull the 4th chariot. 4 I call the angel
who speaks inside my [head]. [I] ask him,
“What do these [horses and chariots represent],
my lord?” 5 [The angel] answers me. [He]
3
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explains, “The [chariots and horses represent] the
four spirit-winds of the heavens. They
charge forth [with judgment orders] from their
station before [Yahweh], the sovereign
over all the earth.” 6 The black horses [in
the sky] ride out into [Babylonia,] the land
north [of Israel]. The white [horses] chase
after the [black horses]. The dappled grey
racing horses charge toward [Edom &
Egypt,] the land[s] south [of Jerusalem].
Some translators say the white horses are going
‘west.’ South is ‘Teman’ which is literally part of
Edom. Black horses = death. White horses = reconstruction or restored government.

The powerful strong, red, fleet horses
ride forth, rearing to run [patrols back and
forth] throughout the earth. [The angel]
commands [the horses], “Run! Travel. [Survey] the earth!” So the [powerful horses]
speed across the land, ___!
7

Most translations miss the connection between
‘admim’ [red] and ‘amtzim’ [#554 'amots aw-mohts': of a strong color, i.e. red (fleet):--bay]. Thus
translators lose track of the red horses, omitting
mention of what the red horses are doing, and
sloppily describing the grey horses twice.

cries to me, teaching me,
saying, “Look, ___! Watch these [horses]
race to the north country to quiet my
[angry] spirit in that dark, gloomy, hidden
land.” [War causes the Babylonian Emperor to release
8 [The angel]

his enemy prisoners, the Hebrews.]

Or, the horses go north to bring my peaceful Spirit
to that evil land. Whatever the ‘horses’ do causes
the Hebrew exiles to return to Jerusalem.

YAH Orders Zechariah To Crown
Priest Jahshua

9 Again, ___, the word of Yahweh comes
me. ZechariYAH 6:10 [YAH]

[alive]

in

predicts,

“[Because of the actions of the ‘chariots and horses’],

Heldai {Fleeting}, TobiJah

{Jah-Is-

and JediYah {Jah-Knows} soon
come [home to Jerusalem, bearing riches] from
Babylon. [Zechariah,] accept [gifts from] these
[returned] exiles. Then, immediately [that
same day,] go into the house of JosiYah
{Founded-By-YAH}, son of ZephaniYah
{Hidden-By-YAH}.
Good}

11
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Take the silver and gold. Make crowns.
Set them upon the head of JAHshua the
son of YAHuzadek, the high priest.
12

Speak to [JAHshua]. Say, “YahwehCommander-Of-Armies decrees:
‘Behold [heaven's] man! His name is [the]
BRANCH. He soon sprouts out from his
lowly position. He rebuilds the temple
of Yahweh.
“The Branch” here refers ultimately to YahShua (Jesus) the Messiah building a temple made of living
stones: people.
13

reconstruct Yahweh's sancbear glory [& splendor]!
[See the future: JAHshua] sits and rules upon
his throne! [He] becomes a priest covered in authority. [He] harmoniously
combines [the positions of king and priest] in unity with [Yahweh's] plan of peace.”
[Together you]

tuary!

[It returns to]

Refers primarily to Yahshua of Nazareth, the Messiah, a ruler of a kingdom with no separation between ‘church’ and state. The ultimate temple is
the body of all cooperative saints.

The Robust one[s] who have YAH's
goodness in their hearts, who know
YAH, (these gracious remnant children
of YAH) come to receive crowns, to
mark them [as living stones in] Yahweh's
temple.
14

Literally: “Helem {Robust}, TobiJAH {YAH’s-goodness}, ZephanYAH {YAH's-Secret-Treasure}, Jedaiah {YAH-knows}, and Chen {grace} the son of
Zephaniyah will receive crowns to be stored as
memorials in YAH's temple.”
15 [Watch repentant Israelites and Gentile converts]

from far away stream [back to Jerusalem] to
help rebuild Yahweh's temple. You
know that Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies reaches out to make [redemption] happen. So, ___, diligently
obey the voice of Yahweh your Elohim
{Sovereign}.”
Daniel 2:44, 45

ZechariYAH 7
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Half-Hearted Penitents Ask YHVH's
Blessing
1 On November 4 in the 4th year of [the reign of Persian]
Emperor Darius {Maintainer}, the Word of Yahweh
comes [alive inside] ZechariYah {YAH-Remembers}.
The Hebrew year starts in the spring, representing
new life. The Roman year starts at the Winter solstice, around Christmas, reflecting Babylonian sun
worship. So all of our modern month-names are
two months off. SEPT = 7. Yet SEPTember is Roman month 9. OCT = 8. Yet OCTober is Roman
month 10. NOV = 9. Yet NOVember
(~Kislev/Chisleu) is Roman month 11. DEC = 10.
Yet DECember is Roman month 12.
2 The townspeople of Beth-El {House-Of-El} send a
[delegation of] men [headed by] Sherezer and RegemMelech {King's-Heap} to beg before Yahweh. 3 [These

consult the priests from the
house of Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies. [The envoys] ask the
prophets, “Should [we] weep & lament
[and fast for a day] in this [year's] 5th month
[August], sequestering [ourselves], as [we]
have done for [the 70] years [since the fall of
Jerusalem]?”
YHVH Rejects Bogus Social Church
Meetings
envoys]

4 The Word of Yahweh-King-of-all-beings comes

me [Zechariah]. 5 [YAH] says,
"Address all the people of the land, including the priests. Say, ‘[I didn't ask you to
ritually fast] and mourn & wail in the 5th
and 7th months over the last 70 years.
And you didn't fast to honor Me.
[alive in]

YAH instituted feast days, not fast days. However,
reasonable fasting is healthy and important.
6

When you eat and drink [in your phony religious festivals], you eat for yourselves. You
drink for your selfish [pleasure]. [I don't eat
the food you ‘sacrifice.’]”
Meaning, ’you kill animals as “sacrifices” to me. Yet
you eat the meat yourselves.’ YHVH never ever
wanted animal sacrifices. He wants you to give up
your best food for sacred communal feasts.

the same message Yahweh
cried through the former prophets, ___,
when [Hebrews] inhabited Jerusalem and
her surrounding cities, in prosperity, [at
ease], when [Israelites] inhabited the Negev
7 [This is]
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and

[Judea's]

plain

[western

Deaf-Spirited Humans Refuse To Do
Kind Acts

8

[Later]

the Word of Yahweh

ZechariYah

{YAH-Remembers}.

[again]

comes

[alive]

9 [YAH's angel]

to

[me,]

says,

“Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies
commands [you],
‘Execute true justice, ___! Every man
[must] do [acts of] mercy, [kindness] and compassion to his [human] brother.
Talk is cheap. The real test is not hymn singing on
Sunday but enemy-loving action on Monday.
ZechariYAH 7:10

Never oppress the widow, the fatherless/orphan, the stranger/sojourner,
nor the humble/poor, ___. None of
you [should] devise evil in your heart
against his [human] brother.”
11 But the [humans] refuse to listen, ___.
[They] pull away their shoulder [s]. They
stop up their [stubborn leaden] ears so they
can't hear.”
They turn stubbornly away, set their jaws in defiance, and put their fingers in their ears to keep
from hearing.

make their hearts [hard like razorsharp black] diamonds, impenetrable, so
they can't hear [YAH's] law, ___. [They're
deaf to] the words Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies sent via His spirit in the
hand[s] of [his] former prophets. So
great fire-rage rushes from YahwehCommander-Of-Armies.
Ignore The Creator & He'll Hurl You
To Dust
13 Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies [pro12 [Humans]

nounces His sentence:]

“I cry; yet the [hypocrites] won't listen,
___. So the [hypocrites] call, and I refuse
to listen.
14

Rather, ___, with a whirlwind I scatter-toss the [hypocrites] among all the nations where they [wander] as strangers.
The [liars] leave behind desolated land
where no man comes nor goes. The [religiots] make the pleasant land a [dry empty]
desert.”
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ever-present in My [eternal, all-seeing]
eyes.”
7 Yahweh-King-of-all-beings promises,
“Watch me save & gather my people,
from the land of the sunrise to the land
of the setting sun.
brims]

False religion turns a dreamland into a wasteland.

ZechariYAH 8
YAH Predicts Global Redemption
Led By Israel

1 Again the word of Yahweh-King-of-all-beings

Yahweh-CommanderOf-Armies declares,
“My passion for Zion exceeds the most
violent jealousy [you humans can feel]. [My
comes

[alive]

in me: 2

people serve as a bright shining
guiding pillar for the world.] I roar
in zealous fire to

[save the City-of-Peace].”

“Shining Mount Zion” is a concrete expression of
the abstract phrase “Light Of The World.” Zion does
not refer to a genetic line, nor primarily to a mountainous area of land, but to we saints who shine
heaven's guiding light for all nations. #6725
tsiyuwn from #6723 conspicuousness (compare
#5329); a monumental or guiding pillar, sign, title,
way, mark. True believers light ‘the Way’. ‘The
Way’ is the term Christ's disciples used to describe
the Messiah's teachings and example. The world
religions, including ChristenDumb, Islam, and modern Zionism, obscure Christ's Way.
3

Yahweh says,

“[Look forward to the day when] I return to Zion;
when I dwell in the midst of the CityOf-Peace: when people can [honestly] call
Jerusalem a ‘City Of The Truth’; when
the mountain of Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies [is aptly called earth's most] holy
mountain.”
4 Yahweh-Sovereign-Of-All foretells,
“[See the day when] old men and old women
recline in the street-squares of [the]
City-Of-Peace. [Instead of invading soldiers continuing to kill babies, envision the] ancient man with
his walking-staff in his hand, [enjoying] his
overflowing days [of life].”
5 Yahweh-Master-of-all-masses says,
“[ ___, envision your] city-squares full of boys
and girls playing sports in the streets.”
6 Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies says,
“[My prophecy] seems amazing in the eyes
of [you] remnant [Hebrew] people in these
[dark] days, ___. But [your eventual success
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east and west.
8

Watch me bring home [my remnant exiles] to
dwell in the midst of [the] City-Of-Peace.
[Watch all repentant people] become my people.
I become their Elohim {Sovereign}. [I guide
them in] truth and righteousness.”
9 Yahweh-Controller-Of-Armies
commands:
“Your hands must grow strong [and steadfast, ___]. So, in these days, obediently
hear these words. [They echo the]
commands [spoken] from the mouths of
the prophets who [spoke back] in the [old]
days when [engineers] laid the foundation
of the temple of Yahweh-King-of-allmultitudes. [These commands enabled workers] to
build [Solomon's original] temple.
ZechariYAH 8:10

Before recent days, because of comprehensive unrest, no one would hire [any]
man. Nobody even rented animals. No
peace welcomed [any] man who ventured out or traveled in. I let every
man [fight] against his neighbor.
Sin makes war which shuts down the entire economy.
11
But I won't [punish] the [humble] remnant of this populace as I [punished their sinning ancestors in] the former days,
___.”

Yahweh-King-of-all-beings promises:
“[Watch] your seeds shoot up in peace &
prosperity, ___. Your vine comes to
multiply fruit. Your ground offers [you]
up wealth. The heavens drop their
night-mist [on you saints]! [Watch me] allow [My
repentant] remnant-people to possess all
blessings.
12

13

House of Judah {Celebrated} and house
of [north] Israel, just as you devolved
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into curse[s] among the beast-nations,
[watch] Me save you: [watch] yourselves
become [universal] blessing[s]. Never fear.
[Make] your hands strong & steadfast.”
14 For Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies
explains,
“I let [your] evil [deeds boomerang
on] you when your fathers provoked
me to fire-rage. I didn't regret [punishing
you. Children need to see the painful effects of their hateful actions.]”

Now Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies
says,
“The converse [is also true, ___]: [since] now
[you're repenting, I'm] determined to do good
to [the] City-Of-Peace and to the house
of Judah {Celebrated}. So never be
afraid.
15

16

these are the things you [must]
do, ___: Every man must speak the
truth to his neighbors & associates. And
in the public trials, [every man] must render and carry out just verdicts that lead
to peace.
[It's simple:]

Justice is everyone's responsibility. Conflict is a
matter best handled by elders in the city ‘gates,’
not in professional courtrooms staffed by paid legal
and political money-grubbers.
17

And man, you must never devise evil in
your heart [against] your neighbor. And
love no false oath, ___. I hate all [such
sins],”
decrees Yahweh.
The whole world is operating on false oaths. Have
you actually read those oaths that you signed
when you signed up for a bank account or a
driver's license or a passport? No. You only signed
the oath because you wanted the benefit. You didn't care that you were legally tying yourself. That's
a false oath. Do doctors, lawyers and presidents
honor the words of their oaths of office? Ha! Do
spouses honor their wedding vows? Of course not!
Churchgoers break their oaths just as much as
atheists do.
18 [Again] the word of Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies comes

[alive]

in me: 19 [YAH's angel]

says,
“Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies promises this:
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‘The house of Judah's [traditional depressing
mourning ‘festivals’:] fasting in the 4th month,
fasting in the 5th month, fasting in the
7th month, fasting in the 10th month,
soon morph into joyful, [elated,] cheerful,
wonderful feasts [full of] love, truth, [faithfulness, integrity] and peace, [health & safety].’
ZechariYAH 8:20 Yahweh-King-of-all-beings
foretells,
“See the future, ___! [Whole] peoplegroups, the inhabitants of many cities,
[run] flocking [to join YAH's people].
21

the inhabitants of one city sprint to
other [cities], exclaiming, ‘Let's run and
pray before Yahweh's face! [Let's] seek
Yahweh, the King-Of-All-Beings!’ [Envision
whole cities shouting,] ‘I'll go!’ ‘Me too!’

[See]

22

Watch many people, including the
world's superpowers, stream to seek
Yahweh-King-of-all-beings in the CityOf-Peace. [Kings and minions flock to] pray &
beg [for mercy before] the face of Yahweh.”
23 Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies
predicts:
“Watch, ___! In coming days, [you see]
10 men out of each nation's languagegroups rush up and grab and cling to
the hem of one Jewish man, begging,
‘We're going with you! We hear Elohim
sticks with you!’”
This predicts the Hebrew-Roots movement.

ZechariYAH 9
YAH Calls Doom On Syria, Tyre,
Philistia
1 This is a doom-prophecy: Yahweh's
Word [comes to smash] the country [controlled
by] Hadrach {Command-of-Moon-God-Aku}.
[Syria's Capitol city] Damascus brims fat with
complacent men living at ease. [They fantasize that I can't see their crimes. The Syrians lie un-

Yahweh have [my all-seeing] eye
on all humans, not just on the
tribes of Israel.
aware that I]
[trained]

#2317 Chadrak = Shadrach = Shudur Aku.
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Doom looms certain for Hamath
{Joined-Walls}, the [sinful, arrogant] sister city
of Damascus. [Smack-down falls on] the [supposedly rock-solid] city of Tyre {Rock-Port} and
[the rich fishery center of] Sidon, clever as they
[think they] are. 3 Tyre {Rock-Port} builds
herself a strong-hold [of siege defenses]. She
heaps up silver like soil. [She hoards] fine
gold like [it's cheap as the] mud on [her seaside]
streets. 4
“Watch, ___! [I] Adonai soon evict
Tyre. [Watch Me] strike her sea-[side]
estate. [See] fire devour Tyre. [Flames consume all her power.]”
5 The terrifying sight of [Tyre burning seizes
the minions of] Ashkelon {Market-Town}. [The
once-strong warriors of] Gaza see [Tyre collapse in
ashes]. So [Gaza's people crumple, weeping in dreadful] sorrow. [The marauders of] Ekron [lie]
ashamed, [confused and disappointed] for [foolishly] expecting [help from Tyre & Sidon]. Gaza's
king vanishes. Everyone abandons
Ashkelon. [Her powerful distribution & marketing
2

center devolves into a permanent ghost town, ___.] 6

Watch mongrel [aliens] occupy Ashdod
{Ravager-City}. Watch [YAH] destroy the
pride of the Philistines.
YAH Promises To Restore Fallen
Israel
7

“[See the ultimate future, ___:] I take away [humanity's] blood [guilt, the unclean meat that stinks]
in [men's] mouth[s]. I [clean] the abominations out from between [mankind's] teeth.
In the end, everyone [who] survives [lives]
for [Israel's] Elohim. Judea's [enemies become
her] allies. Ekron's [uprooting troops] vanish
into [extinction like Jerusalem's ancient founders], the
[arrogant] Jebusite {Threshers}.
Your Creator wants you to floss your teeth. Regular
flossing adds an average of 6 years to the human
lifespan. All the usual-suspect translations botch
this verse, in their myriad ways.
8

I [Yahweh] encamp about my familyhouse. [I destroy the invading] army who [attempts to] come and go, [plundering my children

at will. Eventually I finish allowing mankind to freely experience the pain of its evil choices.]
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passing through
[my people's homeland]. [But even] now, [during
mankind's painful learning-phase,] my eyes keep
constant watch [over you, my beloved family].”
YAH Predicts The Messiah's Global
Dominion
[oppressor from]

*Spin around with overflowing emotion, daughter-people
of [mount] Zion! Lift [up joyful]
shout[s], daughter-population
[descended] from [ancient] Jerusalem!
See [your future:] your King comes
to you, [not as a military destroyer, rather as
an] innocent man. He avenges
[evil not by force, but] through due
process of Law. [The Messiah is] lowly, [beaten-down]. He [demonstrates his]
humility by riding [not on a priceless
trained royal war-horse, but] on [a poor man's
untrained] beast-of-burden: [specifically,] a colt, the [wild, kicking] foal of a
[docile] female donkey.
9

Most Jews want a military redeemer to revengemurder history's long string of anti-semitic imperial
oppressors: Persia's Haman, Greek Emperors, Roman Caesars, Hitler, etc. Instead, Yahshua comes
humbly, riding on a poor man's donkey, walking
into a murder trap. This was Yahshua's genius. As
punishment, the murderers (Satan and his henchmen) become Lawfully divested of all authority on
planet earth. This slow, perfect justice is still working out as people make their choice of whether to
follow Yahshua or to follow the dethroned devil.
Human beings have limited patience for judicial
process. However, the Rule of Law eventually wins
over the Rule of Force.
ZechariYAH 9:10

“[Watch me] cut off [invading] chariots, ___.
[I prevent them] from [attacking northern Israel's fruitful region of] Ephraim! [Watch me stop] warhorse[s] from [terrorizing] Jerusalem. See
me break [your enemy's] battle-bow. [See the
future: the Messiah] speaks peace to [all]
beast-nations. [YahShua's] dominion [comes
to stretch] from sea to sea, from [the NewJerusalem] river to the ends of the earth.
Judea's (Greco-Roman-controlled) ‘King’ Herod
sends soldiers to kill Baby Yahshua. However,
Yahshua's family escapes to Egypt. Yahshua's do-
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minion rapidly spreads throughout the earth. Within a few centuries after his crucifixion, the entire
world uses Yahshua's birth-year to count history
(B.C./A.D.)! However, not everyone consents to
Yahshua's authority, because his message is
PEACE, that is, ‘love your enemies’. The world and
its churches worship War-Gods.
11

By the blood of the [Messianic] covenant, I
free your prisoners from dying in a dry
[dusty] dungeon [planet].
No bookstore translation explains this verse. The
devil spills the Messiah's innocent blood. So you
(who give your life to the Messiah) get to go free
from the devil's prison planet. You enter eternal
life. This is a statement of the ransom view of the
atonement. Or: by the blood of the covenant [I
made with] you. Literally: moreover you in·blood-of covenant-of·you

YAH Comes To Defend His People
vs. The World

12

Return to [heaven's
fortress] strong-hold, you prisoners [locked
in hopeful] expectation. [Envision the future:] I
promise to restore double [blessings] to
you, ___.
[Be free and safe, ___!]

13

me bend Judea as my bow [of power]. I set [North Israel's fruitful leading tribe of]
Ephraim [as an arrow on my string]. [Mount] Zion,
watch me brandish your sons against
[Watch]

[the hot-headed, war-mongering, hedonistic, alcohol-

sons of Greece. [Watch] me lift you
like a mighty [warrior] lifts his sword [to
strike].”
14 [See, ___!] Yahweh appears. [He guards]
over [His people. YAH's] arrow shoots forth
like lightning! Adonai Yahweh blows [His]
trumpet! He rides out south [to fight for his
people]. [He wins tempestuous] tornadoes [of war]
in [Egypt, Edom and Africa].
sucking]

Yah's arrow is the Messiah, whose humble message of love disarms the world-destroying nonsense of the Greco-Roman-Babylonian war-gods.

Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies defends & protects [us believers, ___]. [He stands]
over [his people]. [YAH's chosen ones] devour
and subdue the bombs of the [world's]
war-machines. [We disarm enemies with love.]
Rejoicing in victory, we, YAH's [peaceful
people] drink our fill [of YAH's Spirit]. We raise
15
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a praise-tumult. [We dance] like [revelers]
drunk on wine! [We bask in power, under the covering protection of YahShua's ‘blood,’] like the corners of [Jerusalem's ancient] altar.
Many translations of this verse insert extra words
to falsely say that YAH's people drink the blood of
the enemies they are slaying. In a metaphorical
sense, the dead people fertilize the ground with
marauders' blood, then grape crops might come up
that YAH's people might turn into juice and drink.
But as far as our actions are concerned, we disarm
our enemies with love, while YAH fights for us. We
rejoice, having made our enemies our friends. We
don't kill them and drink their blood. That's what
Satanists do.

Yahweh [our] Elohim saves [us saints] in
the day [of war] as the flock of his people,
___. [We] become gemstones of [His] holy
crown. [YAH] lifts [his peaceful people] up as a
banner bearing [His] insignia. [We] wave
ourselves over YAH's land. 17 Such
goodness, ___! [Astounding] beauty! [YAH's
blessing of abundant] grain makes [our] young
men thrive. [Overflowing] fresh [fruit] juice
makes [our nation's] virgin [girls shimmer with
glowing cheerful energy].
16

Daily juicing + power-walking = long, vibrant life.

ZechariYAH 10
Keep Asking YHVH And He Will End
Your Drought
1 ___, ask Yahweh for seasonally
[appropriate] spring rain. [Watch] Yahweh
send flashes of lightning [in your clouds]. He
provides rain-showers for his people.
He spreads glistening grass through
[our] fields.
False Religionists Are The Root Of
Evil
2 [Household-god] demon-idols speak lawlessness, ___. Diviners see lies. [They]
tell false, [futile] dream [interpretations & prophesies & fantasies]. [False religionists] speak vanity
[while pretending to] comfort people. That's
why [people pull up their tent-pins and] wander
[down random dead-end paths, rather than following

as a flock. [False religion] is why people
live constantly troubled & depressed &
abased. [The world's problems] stem from the
lack of [authentic] shepherds.
YAH]
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Or, “YAH's people keep getting uprooted and dispossessed by oppressive ‘shepherds.‘“
3 [Yah decrees,]

“My anger [falls] hot upon [all selfish]
shepherds, ___! I punish the [Satanic]
he-goats [who lead nations & religions off cliffs of
sin].”
Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies [is nothing
like the world's phony ‘authorities’. YAH diligently]

oversees his celebrated family-flock. He
appoints [us saints] as His royal [spiritual]
war-horse[s].”
Judah = celebrated. Shepherds refers to governmental, educational and religious leaders.

(Yahweh your Eloha) eternally respond
to [the cries of my humble children].
7

[My especially] fruitful [people] morph into
mighty heroes. Your hearts light-up as
if you were drunk on wine, ___! You
live to see your children [grow old]. [Together] you [saints] brighten up & make merry, spinning around with joy, [singing] in
your hearts to [me,] Yahweh.

Doubly Fruitful= Ephraim, an epithet for northern
Israel.

YAH Re-Assembles His Scattered
People

YAH's Humble Children Always Win
In The End

8

4

I whistle to

*Out of [YAH's people] comes forth
the [Messiah, the] corner-stone[of world
power]. From [us saints come] the nail[s]
[that hold societies together]. From [us comes]
the bow [of spiritual battle]. From [us]
go forth all [true] rulers, united
[as one].
Yahshua (from the tribe of Judah) is the cornerstone of YAH's human temple, the only true government on earth. True government is not officers
with badges and guns. The true government is
comprised of all good people who raise children
correctly, teaching them to live by biblical law. The
hand that rocks the cradle rules the world. Most
translations offer no clue as to the revolutionary
meaning of this verse.

become mighty
masters. [We] trample the mirey-mud of
the streets in [spiritual] battle. [We saints]
overcome, because Yahweh sticks with
[us, ___]. [We] put to shame all [warriors]
riding on horseback.
5 [Eventually, ___, YAH's people]

YAH's people fight to control themselves. We train
ourselves to love our enemies. This eventually
turns our enemies into friends. Or as depicted in
‘Les Miserables,’ the enemy becomes so shamed by
your loving forgiveness that he destroys himself.
6 [YAH continues,]

“[Watch] me give mastery & strength to
the house of Judah {Celebrated}. I [always
eventually] save the family of Joseph {Increaser}. I set [my saints] down in their safe
home. I lavish compassion on [my people],
___. The [castaways] become [strong,] as
though I had never cast them off. For I
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[summon my people, ___. I]

[your remnant stragglers].

I ransom

gather

[you repenters].

multiply my [little group of salvaged refugees].
You grow as numerous as any of [My]
ancient people.
[I]

The Hebrew word ‘Padah’ means ‘Ransom’, thus expressing the much-neglected but factually correct
‘Ransom View of the Atonement.’
9

I scatter-plant [my people] among [earth's]
nations. Then, ___, in far countries,
[my saints] remember me. They nourish
up their children [in my word. So I help them]
return [to me].
This explains the historically frequent Diasporas of
Jews and Christians.
ZechariYAH 10:10

I restore [my people] from Egyptian territory, ___. I convene them from Assyria. I bring them to the [promised] land.
Gilead {Monument-Mound} and Lebanon's
[white mountains] run out of room for all [my
repatriates].
True today.
11

rush through their
ocean[s] of distress. They smack [back]
the [billowing] waves of humanity's ‘sea’.
[See] all the shadowy-depths of [mankind's
obstructing] river [waterways] dry up, ___.
[Watch] the [pompous] pride of Ashur {Assyr[Watch My people]
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ia}

collapse.

Egypt's [royal] ‘scepter’
vanish away.

[See]

Ashur's wickedness survives today as the Insurance industry, one of the 3 commanding heights of
the evil world economy.
12

I Yahweh give [my people] mastery &
strength, ___. [My people] walk in [my]
Name-Authority,”
says Yahweh.

YAH's people have the inalienable right to travel. ‘I
make My people strong in my power. They go
wherever they wish by My authority.‘

ZechariYAH 11
YAH Condemns War-State Preachers & Leaders
1 Open your doors, Lebanon {whitemountain} of [cold frozen] hearts. Fire comes
to [sweep through and] devour your cedars.
#3844 Lebanon, a snow-white northern-Palestinian
mountain range.

Howl, fir tree! The [proud] cedar falls!
Nobles lie devastated. Wail, oaks of
Bashan {Fruitful}! The forest lies cut off.
The [fools'] high [mountain] fortification
collapses. 3 [Hear the] sound of [false] shepherds howling, ___. Their glorious
robes [of nobility lie] devastated! [Hear the]
screaming of roaring young [soldier] ‘lions.’ [YAH] devastates the arrogant [pomp]
of the down-thrower.
2

Down-thrower = Jordan. ‘Robes’ can refer to
swatches of farm and forest land.

Yahweh my Elohim commands [you],
“ ___, shepherd [my] flock. [They're
heading to their own] slaughter.
4

5

Slave-buyers slay

with impunity.
Human-traffickers [sacrilegiously] exclaim, “Hallelujah!
I'm rich!” The [captives'] own pastors
[refuse] to show compassion, ___.
[workers]

[Human-pigs get away with murder.]

Modern people fail to realize that they are slaves,
mere buying/selling drone-machines existing to
enrich governmental, religious and commercial corporations.
6
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I no longer pity the [evil] crawlers of this
land,”
warns Yahweh.
“Watch me deliver every [ruinous] human
into the hands of his neighbor, then
into the power-fist of the [oppressor] king
who pounds the land to pieces. I refuse
to rescue [unrepentant criminals] from the grip
[of their oppressors].”
7 So I, [the prophet, keep trying to] feed [YAH's
Word to] the slaughter-destined flock, the
depressed herd. So I [make] myself two
[shepherd's] staves: the 1st I call ‘Noam
{Beauty}’ and the other I call ‘Chabal
{Union}.’ Meanwhile, I keep feeding [YAH's
word to] the [deaf and dumb] flock.
YAH offers you two choices of how to live: #1: in
simple delight, or #2: wound up tightly in legal
bondage to agreements you make to people,
demons, corporations and governments. It's your
choice. 5278 no`am from 5276; agreeableness,
i.e. delight, suitableness, splendor or grace, beauty, pleasant(-ness). 2254 chabal khaw-bal' to wind
tightly (as a rope), i.e. to bind by pledge; to pervert, destroy; to writhe in pain, band, drag, (deal)
corrupt(-ly), destroy, offend, lay.

in one month, I rid [my nation
pastors, [religio-political power
brokers, false-leaders] who hate me [with all their]
souls, as I loathe them [with my very] lifebreath.
8 [Then, ___,]
of]

3

[establishment]

YHVH hates fake religion as much as atheists hate
fake religion.

I say, “I won't keep company with you
If you're dying, then die. If
you're destined for destruction, get destroyed. [I'll live to see] the rest of you [adulterous] ladies eat each other's flesh!”
ZechariYAH 11:10 [Then] I [the prophet] grab my
[1st] staff, [named] Beauty. I hack it to
pieces, to [protest Israel's] breaking the
covenant [YAH previously] made with all [Israeli] people.
9

[false leaders].

Prophetic performance art.

conshatter [YAH's
sacred covenant(s)]. The humble [saints] of
[heaven's] flock pay attention to me. They
know that Yahweh speaks to them
[through these dramatic, prophetic actions].
11 [I break this shepherd's staff to illustrate how]

temporary
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Heaven's messengers communicate via prophetic
arts. The devil's decoy-drones preach sermons.

Then I say to the [congregation], “If you
want [to fire me], pay me what you owe
me. [That is,] if you value [my prophetic ministry
at all].” So the [ungrateful congregation] weighs
out for me the insulting sum of thirty
chinks of silver [for my years of service].
12

This is a foreshadowing of the betrayal of Christ by
Judas. Don't waste your time on people who
marginalize you. People who truly appreciate you
reward you with food, housing and money.

Yahweh says to me, “Throw the [coninsulting degrading severance
pay (representing their lack of appreciation for you), into the poor man's pot.”
So I take the 30 pieces of silver. I
throw [the money] into the ‘poor box’ in
Yahweh's temple.
13

gregation's]

Foreshadowing Judas accepting 30 pieces of silver
to betray Christ.

I hack to pieces my second staff,
“Union”. [My violence signifies the] disintegrating brotherhood between Judea
and [north] Israel. 15 Yahweh says to me,
“Go forth [through your city, Zechariah]. Take
with you [faulty] implements which
[only] a foolish shepherd [would carry].
14

1466

wither. See his right eye darken and
fail.”
So die all Rabbis and pastors who lead their
sheeple to worship the War-State.

ZechariYAH 12
YHVH Destroys All Of Israel's Enemies
1 [This, ___, is] a burden-load of Yahweh's
Word [concerning] Israel, [a decree] spoken
[directly by] Yahweh, who stretches forth
the heavens, who [lays the] foundation of
earth, who forms the spirit of man
within him: 2
“ ___, watch Me turn the City-Of-Peace
into a cup of strong [intoxicating] drink.
Jerusalem comes to make all invading
nations [tremble and] stagger in a drunken
stupor [when they try to] set siege to Judea.

[called]

Or, ‘a shepherd of the foolish.’
16

Look into the future: in the land arises
a [bad] ‘shepherd’. He refuses to visit [&
oversee] the [sheep] who are being cut off [&
suppressed]. He neglects to seek the lost
outcast young. He fails to heal the
[sheep] who lie broken. He won't even
feed the [sheep] who stand up. Rather,
[this false shepherd] gobbles the flesh of
plump fatted [sheep]. He splinters the
[sheeps’] hooves.
Referring to corrupt governmental, educational and
religious leaders. Hoof = the knowledge of Hebrew
law on which we must base our walk through life.
17

Woe to the [good for nothing] shepherd [who
serves] the forbidden idol, who leaves [and
forsakes] the flock! [See] the [enemy's] sword
[fall to sever] the [bad leader's] arm. It [stabs]
his right eye. [Watch] his arm shamefully
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

light paraphrase
3

See the [coming] day, ___: I [Yahweh] set
the City Of Peace [in place as] a massive
stone [which no human strength can move]. Watch
all [nations] who burden themselves with
[attempting to plunder the City of Peace get] cut in
pieces, lacerated, [even though] all the
people of the earth gather together
against her.
Referring to the coming Gog and Magog battle described in Ezekiel 39.
4
[See] the coming day [of heat],”
says Yahweh.
“I strike every [invader's] horse with astonishment, and its rider with madness.
Watch Me open my [watchful] eyes over
the House of Judah {Celebrated}. I strike
blind every [war] horse of [every invading]
tribe.
YHVH Will Restore Judea's Humble
Society

5

the governors of Judea [finally] acknowledge in their hearts that the inhabitants of Jerusalem [draw their]

[Watch]
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strength

[not from money nor military power, nor

from their Elohim
{Sovereign}: Yahweh-Commander-Of-AllMasses.
from their own cunning, but]

6

the day, ___, when I preserve the leadership of Judea like a
firepot in a woodpile, like a blazing
torch [that lights] sheaves [of grain. Watch my
chosen leaders] devour all the [invading] tribes
surrounding [Judea,] on the right [hand]
and on the left. Watch the People-OfPeace return to inhabit [their] own place:
Jerusalem.”
[Look forward to]

Not necessarily describing conquest by military
force.

First Yahweh saves the [humble] tents of
[his] celebrated [paupers]. This prevents
the majestic descendants of [king] David
(and other honored [rich] Jerusalem establishment [leaders]) from swelling up [in
oppression] against [lowly agrarian] Judeans. 8
[See] that day, ___, [when] Yahweh
defends [& protects] the inhabitants of the
City Of Peace; the day when feeble,
stumbling [peacemaking] people become
[mighty] like [king] David; when the descendants of David {Love}[become] like
Elohim {Heavenly-Authorities}, with [the]
angel/messenger of Yahweh before
their faces.
7

Or "like a messenger of YHVH before peoples'
faces."
9

the [coming] day, ___, [when] I [Yahweh]
seek and destroy all [invading] nations
who come against the City Of Peace.

[See]

exterminate

Future Jews Mourn Over Christ's
Murder

*
Me pour out upon the
house of David {Love}, and upon
the inhabitant[s] of the City-OfPeace, the spirit of graciousness and of earnest prayer. [Envision the Jews] looking upon & to

ZechariYAH 12:10
[Watch]
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me whom they have ‘stabbed’.
[They] mourn over [YahShua the Messiah],
as one mourns over his only
son, in compassionate bitterness, like [a father drowns] in bitter
[grief] over his [dead] firstborn.
Penitent Jews look at the nail-prints in the resurrected Yahshua's hands. They realize that ‘Yeshu’
whom they rejected and sent to be crucified was
and is their Hebrew Messiah: a sinless, loving man
so close to YAH's heart that stabbing Yahshua is
*like* stabbing YHVH himself. This does not mean,
as some ill-informed Athanasian apologists clumsily
deduce, that YahShua and Yahweh are the same
being.
11

the coming day of great wailing.
[Jews repent for having killed the Messiah] in
Jerusalem, like [the people of the region of]
Hadad-Rimmon {Pomegranate} mourned
[and wailed beyond any precedent] in the valley of
Megiddon {Rendezvous} [when invading Egyptian
troops shot king Josiah in 609BC].
[See]

Josiah's senseless war in Megiddo: 2 Chron 35:2225.
12

Each family in the country [of Israel eventually] mourns&wails [over having killed Christ]. [Every] family sequesters itself. The family
descended from [king] David {Love}
quarantine [themselves], men and women
separate; the family descended from
[ancient prophet] Nathan {Gift} [likewise]
quarantine [themselves], men and women
separate.
13
The family descended from [ancient high-priest] Levi [weeps
for YahShua] in solitude, their wives sequestered.
Shimei's relatives [wail] in solitude, their women sequestered.
14

All surviving Israeli tribes divide into
clans, men and women separated, to
[wail and weep in repentant remorse because their ancestors murdered their own Messiah, YahShua of Nazareth].”

ZechariYAH 13
YHVH Will Cleanse Earth Of Lying
Preachers
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the coming day: [Yahweh] opens
wide a fountain for the house of David
{Love} and the inhabitants of Jerusalem
{City-Of-Peace}. [YAH's Word washes away Israel's]
sin and filthiness. 2 YahwehCommander-Of-Armies declares,
“[Envision] the [rapidly] approaching [Judgment]
Day: I cut the names of all grievesomedemon-idol-carvings out of the earth.
[Humanity] forever forgets [idolatry]. [Watch]
Me cause all [false] prophets & unclean
spirits to pass out of the planet.
1 [ ___, see]

3

the future, ___, [when the moment any
prophesies, his father and his
mother who births him say to him,
“[Your] life's over! You speak lies in the
name of Yahweh!” [Watch] his father and
his mother (who raised him) stab him
[through] when he prophesies [falsely]!
[See]

false teacher]

Watch out, lying paid preachers!
4

the day rush toward you, ___,
when all [false] prophets bleed-pale,
[ashamed] of the [dangerously misleading] visions
they blurted out [to the victims who trusted them].
[Lying preachers] stop wearing big pompous
intimidating clothes to deceive [people into
thinking they have authority].

The immediate context of the verse refers to false
prophets getting beaten-up for lying. This verse is
quoted in the New Testament as an oblique, ironic
reference to Yahshua getting beaten up on the accusation that he was a false prophet. Whereas people stabbed false prophets for telling lies,
Yahshua's contemporaries sliced Yahshua for
telling the truth. But Yahshua holds no ill will
against the Jews. He forgives them. He smiles and
calls them his attackers ‘friends’ & ‘loved-ones’.
7
___: The religion-backed] sword
awake[s] against my Shepherd, against my companion, the
valiant Master,”
says Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies.
“[Evil people] strike the Shepherd. So [his]
sheep-flock scatter. [Then] I [smack] my
back-hand against the ignoble [small-mind-

“[See the pattern,
[of military force]

ed hypocrites who hurt My true prophet and his humble
followers].

Refers obliquely and ironically, to all of Yahshua's
disciples leaving him on the night he was arrested
and beaten.

YAH Saves 1/3 of Population, &
Kills The Rest

[See]

Fraudulent televangelists stop taping toupees over
their bald lies.
5

You watch, ___, as the [false teacher] admits, “I'm no prophet. I'm a worker of
the soil. Men have been paying me [to
preach lies] since I was a child.”

Or: man taught me to keep cattle from my youth.

6

Zechariah Predicts The Murder Of
Christ

Someone will ask [the prophet], “What are
these wounds in your hands?” [The prophet]
will answer, “I got those wounds [not in a
bar-fight but] in the house of my lovedones.”
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8

___, see what's coming in [all] the
world,”
says Yahweh:
“Watch two-thirds of [earth's people] get cut
off and die. But [watch me] reserve [alive]
one-third [of the people] in the world.
This may be a foretelling of when the Roman army
mostly destroyed the land of Israel in 70AD, as
Yahshua had predicted. It may also refer to a general pattern of selective breeding being overseen
by YHVH, and culminating in the “end of the world.”
9
[Watch] me bring this (one-third) remnant-population through the fire, ___.
[I] refine [saints] like [men] refine silver. I
test [repenters] like [metal-smiths] purify gold.
[Watch] the [redeemed saints] call on my
Name. I hear&answer them. [I] proclaim, “[You are] my people!” [Hear] the [redeemed people] answer, “Yahweh is my Elohim {Sovereign}!”

ZechariYAH 14
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Zechariah Foresees The Fall Of Evil
Jerusalem
1 ___, envision the coming [judgment]
day of Yahweh, when (right in your
midst) [invaders] divide all of the plunder
[that your fake religious leaders] have [extorted from
the people]. 2 *[Yahweh warns,]

“[Watch] me gather all nations
against [wicked] Jerusalem for the
battle. [See marauders] sieze the
[whore] city. [Thieves] rifle her houses. [Soldiers] rape the [oppressive]
women. [Garbage-collecters] throw [the
bleeding ladies away]. Half the [greedy]
city's [people] stagger out [in chains]
into slavery. Generals abandon
the other half to [wail] in [the miserable disease of] the [ruined]
metropolis.”
AD70. The fall of Jerusalem. Over and over again.

Zechariah Foresees Earth's Final
Redemption
3 [Then see] Yahweh go forth. He fights [for
his exiled remnant people trapped as slaves] in
[oppressor] nations. [Watch Yahweh battle for His
saints] as fiercely as [Israel's oppressors] fight
on the day they attack [Jerusalem]. 4 [Envision] the coming day [when the Messiah's] feet
stand on Olive-Mountain (which faces
Jerusalem from the East). [Watch] OliveMountain split down the middle. [A]
huge valley forms. It runs from eastern
[Arabia] to the [Mediterranean] Sea [in the west].
Half the mountain moves northward.
Half moves south.
This may refer to YHVH's messenger Yahshua's
feet returning visibly to earth, producing a great
earthquake. This hasn't happened yet.

you [Israelites] flee to
valley [that lies between] the two
[halves of] mount [Olive]. [You track] this [fresh]
gorge between the hills until it touches
[the place in Palestine named] Azal {Noble}. You
flee like [your ancestors] fled in the face of
the earthquake in the days of Judea's
king UzziYah {YAH's-Strength}. Yahweh
5 [See the future, ___:]

this

[new]
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my Elohim comes [to re-unite] you, ___,
with all [his other] Holy-Ones.
Earthquake referenced in Amos 1. Azal's location is
disputed.

the coming [glorious perpetual] day!
brilliant light never darkens.
Nothing [on the globe] ever freezes, ___!
6 [See]

[Earth's]

i.e. “There will be no more cold nights because
night is no more.”

Yahweh's appointed coming Day:
neither [normal] day, nor night [exist anymore]. Rather, evening time fills [with YAH's
supernatural] light. 8 *[See] the coming
7 [See]

Day, ___: living waters flow
out from the City-Of-Peace.
Half of the [waters flow] east to the
[now Dead] sea. [The other] half of the
[waters flow] west to the [Mediterranean]
sea. [This river flows all year long,] in [sunny
harvest] summer as much as in
[rainy, fallow] winter.
Figuratively, the Living Word of the Messiah
spreads through the earth from the People Of
Peace. If this is literal, a new waterway forms
through New Jerusalem, making it a seaport city,
connecting the Dead Sea in the East to the
Mediterranean sea in the West.

*[Watch] Yahweh become [globally
King over
all the earth. [See] the day when
[everyone universally accepts] Yahweh [as
the] One sole Authority [over all beings].
9

acknowledged as the undisputed]

We are to visualize no confusing Athanasian 3headed god, nor any pantheon of Gods. Simple
strict Monotheism. YHVH is king over everyone, including over the Messiah. Every mortal king is just
another common worshipper. This is the foundation
and root of all good Hebrew thought: “Shem'a
Yisroael, Adonoi Eloheinu, Adonaoi Echad”: “Hear,
O Israel, YHVH our Elohim {Sovereign}, YHVH is
One." Any so-called “Christianity” that tampers with
monotheism is cutting off the branch it sits on, like
a branch of a tree trying to saw off the trunk from
which it draws life.
ZechariYAH 14:10 All the land [of the oppressor nations] everywhere around [YAH's people] becomes an Arabian
plain, from Geba {Hillock} [in Palestine,] to [the land of Syrian
sham-god] Rimmon {Pomegranate}, to the [parched land south of
Jerusalem. The City Of Peace shines] high [and exalted]. She dwells
in her place, from the Gate of Benjamin to where
the 1st gate [now stands], to the “Gate of the Corners”
and from the tower of HananeEl {El-Favors} to the
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people
dwell [safely] in the City of Peace. Doom
[& destruction] never again come [to her]. [Envision] her thriving [in health, ___], trusting
[king's]

royal wine-press

[vats].

11 [See]

Yahweh. 12 *And

this, ___,
is the plague with which
Yahweh strikes the peoples who amass against
the City Of Peace: The
[attackers'] flesh consumes
away while they stand
upon their feet. The [marauders'] eyes putrefy in
their eye-holes. The [tormentors'] tongues rot in
their mouths.
An effect like a nuclear-radiation blast, as portrayed in the climax of the movie ‘Raiders Of The
Lost Ark.’ Ugly death is the fate of all beings who
work against YAH's humble peaceful people. Most
cancers are caused by addiction. Mouth, tongue
and throat cancers are caused by smoking, alcohol
and viruses such as mononucleosis which you contract through kissing and fornication. That night
petting in the back seat of the car at 16 years-old
can rot out your insides when you're 45.

the coming day, ___: A great
panic from Yahweh [spreads like a
killer mind-virus] among the [opponents of the City
Of Peace]. [See] every [pagan] man grab the
hand of his neighbor, who turns and attacks his neighbor [in a mass suicidal orgy of
13 [See]
[riotous]

senseless violence. Soon all the attackers of YAH's people
lie dead.]

2020's global psychotic virus-hysteria fueled a violent breakdown of the world's pagan societies.

celebrated [people] feast at
the City-Of-Peace, ___. [See them] heap
together the wealth-estate[s] of all the
surrounding beast-nations. Gold, silver
and fine apparel [stack up] in overflowing
abundance.
14 [Watch YAH's]

Celebrated = Judah.

the [aforementioned nuclear-cancer]
plague descend on the horse, the mule,
the camel, the donkey and all the
15 [Foresee]
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beasts in the [war] camps [of all invading nations]. 16 [See] what's coming, ___: [YAH]
leaves [alive] some survivors from every
nation that invaded the City Of Peace.
[These survivors] travel from year to year to
worship the King, Yahweh-CommanderOf-Armies. [Everyone] celebrates the [Hebrew] Tent-Fest [camp-out festival].
When life is working as it should, ALL people of the
earth, both Jew and Gentile, celebrate the ‘Sukkot’
Tent-Festival (a.k.a. Feast of Tabernacles). Families have fun camping out together in memory of
the Exodus. The Old Testament is relevant in the
new Covenant. The Tent Festival is not just an outdated regulation of the Sinai Covenant. It's a wonderful part of the fabric of Life. Too bad evil ‘governments’ worldwide used irrational germophobia
to forbid Sukkot's celebration from Oct 3-10, 2020.

what's coming, ___: Whoever
(from all the families of the earth) who
won't travel up to the City Of Peace to
worship King Yahweh, Commander-OfArmies, upon them [falls] no rain.
17 [See]

Failing to worship YHVH causes environmental destruction.

So if [any] family descended from
Egypt's [global pagan society] refuses to come
up [to the tent-festival, or for whatever lame excuse]
fails to go, [they] get no rain. Yahweh
strikes plague on any [and all] heathen
[nations] who fail to travel up to celebrate
the [Hebrew] camp-out festival.
18

The earth now lies destroyed because for thousands of years it has been dominated by pagan
cultures (including ‘Christians’) who refuse to take
part in even the most basic (and fun) Hebrew celebrations. Soil depletion, drought, deforestation,
epidemics and pollution all have their source in the
rejection of YHVH's Word.

punishment falls on Egypt.
[Lack of rainfall] thrashes all nations who
[offend Yahweh by] failing to travel up to celebrate the [Hebrew] camp-out-tent-festival [with their families].
19 [Drought]

If you don't celebrate the Feast of Tabernacles, you
get droughts, whether you're a Christian, a Muslim,
a Buddhist, a Jew, a witch or an atheist. No difference when or where you live, or what you say you
believe.

the coming day,
___: Yahweh's holiness [isn't shut up in buZechariYAH 14:20 [See]

reaucratically-dominated, tomb-like temples nor church
buildings. Holiness is shouted out by common joyful
sounds, like the tinkling of]
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horses. [Watch] as the [lowly cooking] pots in
Yahweh's house become like the [priceless
golden] basins that face [YAH's holy] altar.
Authority, wisdom, power and honor are as much
attributes of common housemaids as of high
judges.

the future, ___: Every [basepot in the City Of Peace and in
Judea becomes sacred [in the eyes of] Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies. Anyone
who wants to slaughter [food for communal
21 [Envision]
metal]

sacred feasts need not ask any bureaucrat's permission.

come, grab a pot, and cook
in it. No longer do merchant-traffickers [control and leverage their corrupt, doomed,
You simply]
[food]

money-grubbing monopolies over spiritual festivals and
legal, governmental, health, education and welfare ser-

in the temple of Yahweh-Commander-Of-Armies.
vices]

Preparation of food (for holy Hebrew festivals) is
no longer centralized in a corrupt priest-class. Enjoy the ‘priesthood of all believers.’ This privilege
requires you to understand the health-principles
behind the Mosaic code. For instance that Moses
banned pig-meat because swine farming spreads
human disease.

Malachi 1
YHVH Warns: Evil Cultures Will Die
Like Edom

1 [This is a 397BC] doom prophecy: the message Yahweh [spoke] to [rogue] Israel through [the hand of]
MalachiYah {YAH's-Messenger}.
4401 Mal`akiy (mal-aw-kee'): Ministrative, from
#4397 mal'ak mal-awk': to dispatch as a deputy; a
messenger; i.e. God's angel, prophet, priest,
teacher, ambassador, king. The superscriptions
prefixed to Malachi (in both the Septuagint and the
Vulgate) suggest that Malachi's full name ended
with the syllable ‘Yah’. However the Septuaguint
ascribes this book to Ezra.
2

“I love you [Israelites],”
insists Yahweh. You [Judeo-Christians]
scoff, “You love us? How?” Yah replies,
“[1500 years ago] Esau {Rough-Red} and Jacob {Cheater} were [immature] brothers.
Yet [look at the greater] love [I showed] Jacob
[over those 1500 years, ___]:
Malachi’s time mirrors today: billions of minions
dead inside, drugged unconscious, drowning in stupor, robbed of spiritual conviction, trapped in base
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sin: pretending to know everything, but woefully
lacking in essential wisdom.
3

I hated Esau {Rough-Red}. So I laid his
mountains and his inheritance waste for
wild desert jackal-dogs [to roam].”
4 [The people of] Edom keep saying, “We're
impoverished. But we're going back to
rebuild our desolate [country].” Yahwehcommander-of-armies says,
“I will throw down whatever the RedMan's clan builds. [In the end all people come to]
call Edom, ‘The country of wickedness,
the people against whom Yahweh's
anger endures through the ages.’
5

Your eyes will see this [destruction, ___].
You'll say, “Truly, Yahweh's great power
reaches far beyond [Israel's] borders!”
Only A Bad Child Dishonors His Father
6 Yahweh says,
“A [true] son honors his father. A [good]
servant [honors] his master. [You say that]
I'm [your] father, ___. So where's my
honor? [You claim] I'm [your] master. So
where is My respect? You priests despise my Name & Authority. You ask,
‘In what [way] have we despised your
Name-Authority?’”
Priests Feed People Trash & Call It
Holy

*[Yahweh responds,]
“You [priests] offer polluted [con7

taminated, defiled, stained]
‘bread’ on my altar. You ask,
‘How have we polluted you?’ I
answer that you [priests] desecrate my ‘table.’ You say, ‘Yahweh's [health, welfare, justice and education
systems] deserve less funding [than
do the secular world's political, economic, legal and
military institutions].
You destroy respect for YHVH and His Word when
you accept that Biblically-trained spiritual leaders
are not to be at the helm of your nation's health,
education and welfare institutions. Only pagans
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hand over crucial societal functions to the atheistic,
debt-funded war-state. Separation of church and
state means that by law, the government cannot
condition the receipt of benefits on biblical behavior. So in a few generations the nation slides down
the sin-ramp into bankruptcy, plague, war and
famine. The Bankrupt U.S. has long spent 51% of
its money on war. In the recent health-scares, did
any government ask bible-experts how the Bible
says to cure diseases?

*
You [priests] bring blind [animals] to
be butchered [to feed guests and workers
at religious feasts]. You claim that's
not evil?! You offer lame and
sick [animals], claiming that's
righteous! Take your [cheap food
and] diseased animals and offer
them [to pay your taxes to your beloved]
government! Will your Governor be pleased with you? Well
he lift up your [cheapskate] face [for
public applause and promotion]?”,
challenges Yahweh-commander-of-armies.
8

YAH demands you to serve perfectly healthy animals as meat at his communal feasts. Sacred educational, law, health and welfare institutions must
be top quality. In corrupt ancient Israel, when an
old cow got sick or injured, the hypocrites rushed
her to the temple as a sacrifice. Similarly, modern
churches offer cancer-causing hot dogs and addictive soft-drinks (instead of healthy kosher food) at
the church dinner. Try offering a pus-ridden cow to
pay your property taxes. Church elders pay fortunes per plate at political fundraising dinners.
Then they stock the church picnic with squished up
dead pig anus on pesticided white-bread buns for
all God's children to munch on and die.

Repent Of Giving Government The
Honor Due YAH
9

“Rub your faces on the ground like
you're dying. Grieve. Repent. Plead before El {Heaven's-Power}. Bow down. Beg
[Me to take] your hand and lift your [crying]
face.
paraphrase
Malachi 1:10

Shut and double-lock the [church and synagogue] doors! Stop kindling vain fire on
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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my [cooking] altar. I take no pleasure in
you [hypocrites],"
says Yahweh-commander-of-armies.
“[Eat your own junk.] I won't accept any offering from your [worldly] hands.
This verse is meant to reform Hebrew feasts, not
to abolish them.
11

For from the rising to the setting of the
sun my mighty Name-Authority shines,
spiraling high among the Beast-Nations. Everywhere, [sacred incense] smoke,
[driving out all evil beings, should] be offered to
honor [My character]. Present [only] pure offerings, ___. Ennoble My Name among
the beast-nations,"
orders Yahweh-commander-of-all. 12

*You

keep prostituting,
Yahweh's [health,
welfare, justice & education systems]. You
whine, “The table [bank] of Yahweh lies repudiated [in favor of secular societal systems].” So the fruit, [the
benefits of participating in religious life] and
even the [church/temple] food, now
lie contemptible.
[priests]

[wounding, breaking]

Imagine you suffer a disaster. You go to a church
for help. The church (at best) throws you some
lousy cheap cancer-causing canned food. For anything more, the church tells you to take your biblically-forbidden mark-of-the-beast Social Insurance
card down to the government welfare office.
Preacher says, ‘Go on public assistance. Pray to the
state for housing, food, education and health care.
But be sure to show up on Sunday and listen to the
moron blabber & bore everyone for 45 minutes.
Then put 10% (of what the welfare office gave
you) into the church donation plate. What a conjob! The crazy thing is that pew-snoozers still play
the silly religion game!

Throw Sacred Feasts Parties With
A#1 Food
13 Yahweh-commander-of-armies says,
“I see you puffed-up, nose-in-the-air,
blow-hard, walking-dead [priests]. You
whine, “Wow! What a boring chore,
[keeping Yahweh's Laws].”
Yahweh answers,
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“You bring wounded, infected, torn,
lame, sick offerings [to serve at my communal
feasts]! Do you [actually] think I should accept such insults from your hands?”
Like today, ancient people griped, “God's a bore!”
Religionists of every age adopt rituals, don robes,
chant and plod in dead motions, “Having a form of
godliness, but denying YAH's power.” (2 Timothy
3:5). Religionists stock charity meals with the
cheapest slop the grocery store sells.

Yahweh-commander-of-armies,
whose Name frightens [all] nations,
says,
“[I eye you] cursed deceiving [priests]!
In public ceremonies you vow to give
the best male animals in your herds to
‘My Lord the Great King Yahweh’! You
[bait-and-switch]! You slaughter feeble runtanimals! [You feed diseased meat to poor widows and
14

orphans. Meanwhile you put the healthy animals out in
your pasture where you can make money fattening them
up to reap market-price]!”

Malachi 2
YAH Vows To Spread Poop On Bad
Priests' Faces

1 And now, [Judeo-Christian] religionists, this indictment
targets you: 2

to hear [me], ___, if you
[continually] fail to lay it to heart to give
glory to My Name-Authority,”
warns Yahweh-commander-of-armies,
“I come to send an execration upon
you. I curse your blessings. [I strip everything you hold dear.] I've already begun to
curse [you], because you [refuse] to take
my commands to heart.
[refuse]

*
Watch out, [faker-leaders]! I come to
corrupt your sperm. [I] spread
poop all over your [false] faces. I
3
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feed you a feces-eating-feast.
[Soldiers] cart you away with the
manure!
The real Bible is an intense, graphic, shocking, violent, exciting book. Pollution of all kinds is threatening the reproductive health of even developed,
‘Christian’ nations. Your preachers' testicles are
shrinking! No wonder the pansies lack courage!
4
You know that I send you [preachers] this warning to
[salvage] my covenant with Levi {Uniter},"
says Yahweh-commander-of-armies. 5
My covenant with [ancient high priest Levi] is life and
peace. I gave Levi commandments to respect. Levi
feared Me. He trembled at the presence of my
Name-Authority.
6

The Law of Truth came alive in Levi's
mouth. [In the end,] I found no evil in Levi's lips, ___. Levi walked with me in
peace and fairness. [He] restored many
[people] from depravity.
7

Preachers, judges, nonprofit and educational officials suck down huge salaries. They dine on expensive organic food at black-tie restaurants. Meanwhile the church pantry, schools, welfarefood-banks & hospitals wallow in bulk-cafeteria
swill.

“If you

1473

A [true] priest's lips safeguard knowledge, ___. People seek Law from [a true
minister's] mouth. A [real pastor] is the messenger of Yahweh the commander-of-all-armies.
A real priest is more than a religious lecturer who
maintains ornate buildings. A real Priest knows
more about science than a scientist, and more
about Law than a high-court judge, and more
about current world events than a CIA agent. A
true priest is in training to judge angels.
8

But you [fake religionists] abandon the Way.
You cause millions to stumble [by encouraging them to misinterpret or even ignore] My Law.
You ruin the Levitical [Priestly] covenant,”
decrees Yahweh commander-of-armies.
Bad religion CAUSES people to sin. In general,
Jews misinterpret the Torah, while Christians ignore YAH's Law altogether. When you follow YAH's
principles of law, Christianites malign you as a ‘Judaizer‘ lost in ‘works-righteousness.’

*
That's why I make you [religionists]
despised and base in the eyes
of all people, because none of
you keep my ways. Instead,
9
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you

[hock poisonous religious doctrines and per-

jured legal verdicts to the highest bidder].”
Literally, ‘you priests and judges lift up one person's face in preference’ over another, instead of letting Law and truth decide matters.

“One Father,
One Elohim {Sovereign} created [all
mankind]. So why do we backstab [each other], ___? Every man sabotages his
brother. We [deceptive Judeo-Christians] profane the covenant of our fathers!
Malachi 2:10 [I the prophet say,]

Every facet of modern society runs on scams:
medicine, insurance, law, politics, religion, education, finance, communications, agriculture, all
hopelessly corrupt, throughout the globe.

Judah bamboozles [the world],
___! Abominations continue to be committed in Israel and Jerusalem! By marrying the daughter-population of
strange alien gods, Judea profanes
Yahweh's [most] beloved sacred place.
11 [The tribe of]

Babylonian religions spread the lie that divorce is
acceptable.

*Wake up, ___! Open your
eyes! Pay attention! Yahweh
chops off any human [of any class]
who commits idolatry, [no matter if
12

you're a seminary-trained divinity scholar and a

no matter if
you're from the house of Jacob, no matter if you bring sacrifices to Yahweh-commanderof-armies.
professor of theology,]

The Creator Of The Universe HATES
Divorce!

*You [religionists] keep on covering Yahweh's altar with tears.
You groan, weep, cry out, because Yahweh refuses to even
turn His face to look at your offerings any more, let alone
bend down to accept with pleasure what you offer [Him] from
your hand. 14 *[You] cry,
13

“Why

[is Yahweh cursing us?” Be-
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Yahweh sees [you fail
to] cover [and protect the]
woman [of your] youth,
[your] companion-partner,
[your] covenant wife.
cause]

YHVH sees the treachery between you and your
wife.

*[Yahweh] made [husband & wife] one
unique [composite] spirit. One! [To
plant baby-seeds,] to raise children [together for] Elohim {God}. So guard,
15

[build and maintain a thorny protective hedge
around that One marital]
protect the]

woman

spirit. Cover

[and

[you took in your]

youth.
Head-covering is promoted here and elsewhere in
the Old Testament. Cover your womens' hair as
proof that you guard and protect your daughters
and your wife as precious priceless irreplaceable
treasures! Father, do NOT let your daughters date
outside your watchful eye! Husbands, never even
THINK about divorce! Love and cherish and protect
and treasure your wife and daughters. Quit your
job if you have to. Live on less. Spend time with
your family and not with porn or sluts or employment or anything else! Protect your women!

*Yahweh, Israel's ELohim {Sovereign} decrees,
“[I] HATE DIVORCE!!”
16

[Divorce proceedings merely]

mask the violent

[dismembering of your family. Divorce courts
savagely cut a husband away from his

wife. Yahweh
commander-of-all-Armies commands
you, ___:
“Guard [against evil]
spirit[s]. Cover [your family
with spiritual protection]!”
bleeding]

See great anti-divorce anthem-song:‘I HATE
DIVORCE!’. Wrap your wife and daughters in mod-
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est clothing. Rid all worldly media from your home.
Protect your eyes, ears and thoughts against seductive evil spirits. Devils stalk to savagely rip
apart your marriage and your family. Worldly society thrills to ruin your wife and daughters.

*You [religionists] weary Yahweh
with your words. You question,
“How do we weary YAH?”
[Answer:] You exhaust [YAH's patience]
by pronouncing evildoers good
in Yahweh's sight. You claim
that YAH delights in people [who
break his commands]. You [complain to true
prophets]: “Your god is too judgmental! [You don't understand salvation by
grace!]”
17

The minute you suggest an unpopular Biblical commandment to people (Christian or not), they call
you a judgmental legalist. They become moral relativists, saying that we have no right to judge
whether common behavior is right or wrong. One
example (among hundreds): swearing oaths in violation of James 5:12. Another: forbidding divorce.
Tell a cheating Christian that divorce is wrong. Get
ready to run from flying knives, like Queen Catherine (of Aragon) fleeing from her sex-addicted husband king Henry VIII. Henry invented the Church
Of England so he could give himself a biblically-forbidden divorce so he could marry the lying slut Ann
Boleyn! Even the Catholic church knows divorce is
wrong. A most awful, lying destructive trend in human history is the ‘evangelical’ theoLIEogy that bad
people go to heaven if they pray a sinner's prayer.
Your actions are the result of your faith. Bad actions = bad faith.

Malachi 3
Malachi Predicts John-The-Baptist
& Messiah

*
“Watch, ___! I'm sending my
messenger [JAHn the Immerser] to
surface the road before my
face, [to shout my hammer1

words to smack down every
self-exalting bump in the road
to heaven]. Then [YahShua the
the Sovereign-Master
whom you seek, the messenMessiah,]
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ger of the covenant [in which] you
take pleasure, suddenly arises
to [reform] His [human] temple!
Watch out! [YahShua] comes!”
warns Yahweh commander-ofarmies.
The first part of this verse is quoted in Matthew
11:10, Mark 1:2 and Luke 7:27 as fulfilled by John
the Baptist. The last part of the verse refers to
Christ. (See Habakkuk 2:20.)

*
But who can endure the heat of
[YahShua's] coming, ___? Who will
stand when [the Messiah] appears [in
his full glory]? He scans [worldlings] with
his all-seeing-laser-burning-eyes! For [The Messiah] is a refiner's fire. Like a caustic industrial disinfectant, [Christ]
burns [sin away].”
3 *[The Messiah] sits [on heaven's judgment
seat] refining [angels and people]. He's
like a purifier of silver. [He]
cleans up the heirs to [the Priesthood
of] Levi {Uniter}. [The Messiah] strains,
[extracts & clarifies leaders] like [a metallurgist
refines] gold and silver. So we
[saints] become champions, ___.
We [defy death]. We approach Yahweh's throne [of supra-atomic fire] to
offer [him our meager] righteous [acts].
2

4 [After our purification and testing process is complete,]

the offerings of the People Of YAH's
Name, and of the City Of Peace, become pleasant to Yahweh, ___, as in
days of old, in [better] years gone by. 5

*Yahweh-commander-of-armies warns [all religionists],
“I rush at you [priests,] to judge
you! [Don't imagine that your

paid preacher positions buy you
immunity from prosecution.] I
swiftly turn to witness against
[all] sorcerers, adulterers, false
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swearers, scrooges who oppress the hireling by [shortchanging
his] wages, [against all] who [fail to help]
widows and orphans, [against everyone] who deprives aliens of their
rights, [against all] who fail to revere Me.
6

For I (Yahweh) never go back [on my promises, ___. My fidelity] is the [only] reason why
you brats of Jacob {Heel-Grabber} have
as yet partially escaped destruction.
YHVH never breaks his Word. So we must never
break our word.
7

From the days of your [earliest] fore-fathers you [Judeo-Christian people] have
strayed away from my statutes, failed
to keep my Laws. Return to me, ___.
Then I'll return to you,”
offers Yahweh-commander-of-armies.
But you [deceivers] ask, “How can we return [when we've never gone
away]?” 8
“Do you think you humans trick Elohim
{God}? [Do you] fool Me when you lie by
asking, ‘How have we robbed you?’ [You
falsely claim, ‘We give you all the peoples'] tithes and
offerings!’
Preachers ALWAYS use Malachi 3:8 to get people
to bring in more tithing money. But fundraising is
not at all the point of this verse. YAH is commanding the PRIESTS to stop misusing the offerings that
the people give. YAH is not trying to guilt the people into giving more. YAH is trying to get the
priests to stop pocketing the proceeds of the offerings. Pastors buy themselves and their families
filet-Mignon dinner. Then they serve carcinogenic
pig-intestine hot dogs at the church picnic!

*
You execrable cursed [priests]!
You rob Me as you defraud [your]
entire nation!
9

Malachi 3:10

*

[Go raid your personal stashes!]

Bring back all the
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tithes into [My] treasurehouse, ___! Stock My
temple with food [for paupers and for Hebrew feasts]! Try
me! Now!”
orders Yahweh-commander-of-armies.
“Watch me open to you
the windows of heaven,
and pour you out a
blessing [so big the whole planet] runs out of room to
receive it, ___!
If priests were moral, honest people, then society
would be happy to let them employ scriptual principles in running schools, hospitals and food-banks.
But when priests go corrupt, people stop giving to
local religious health, education and welfare programs. Then the war-state, by necessity, takes
over basic societal functions, with disastrous consequences. An amoral, agnostic war-state separates itself from religion to avoid civil-wars. So the
secular state cannot place biblical moral conditions
on the receipt of benefits. Nor can the state use religious texts in education. So the functionally agnostic people become addicted welfare-babies who
grow up to die as cannon-fodder. Eventually, as
shown in 2020's pandemic lockdown hysteria, the
surviving people become sad, confused, malleable
sheeple who cannot see through obvious authoritarian scams.
11

I
forbid the devourer from [coming] to destroy the fruit of your soil. [Likewise,] in
your fields, your vine stops aborting
her fruit before [harvest] season,”
offers Yahweh-commander-of-armies.
[When you religious leaders stop lying and extorting,]

12

“[When you repent,] all nations [come to] call
you ‘blessed.’ You become a land of delights,”
promises Yahweh-commander-of-armies. 13 *

[peoples']
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“You [priests] attack me with your
obstinate, [rude, brazen, arrogant, harsh]
words.”
says Yahweh. Yet, [in mock innocence,]
you protest, ‘What have we
spoken against [Yahweh]?’ 14
You say, ‘It's vain [futility] to serve Elohim {God}.’ You ask, ‘What profit do we
net by obeying YAH's orders, by walking around funeral-faced, [pretending to be
sad about our sins] before Yahweh-commander-of-armies?’ 15 [You corrupt priests say, ‘Why
fight the system?] The way we see it, the arrogant people are the blessed ones!
Yes, the [criminals] who commit wickedness sit pretty! [They live large in big mansions.
They sport nice wheels and pretty wives!] Yeah, the
[corrupt] people who tempt Elohim are the
ones who escape judgment!’ 16 *[But you

Yahweh
speaks to the people who fear
Him, to humans who associate
with Him, who pay Him attention, who hear Him. Yahweh
causes [angels] in His presence to
write, on a memorial scroll [of heroes,] the names of all [beings] who
revere Him and honor His
Name-Authority, ___.
world-worshipers are dead-wrong.]

Being listed on that scroll gives you more net
worth than the richest man who ever lived.

*Yahweh-commander-of-armies says,
“I transform beings who honor
Me, ___. I make them into My
own special Jewels. Then on
[Judgment] Day I spare them, as a
man spares his own son who
serves him.
17

18

Return, ___. See the difference between the righteous and the ruiners,
between [jewels] who serve [Yahweh] Elohim, and [infidels] who fail to serve Elohim.”
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Malachi 4
Judgment Day Comes To Annihilate
Evildoers
1 See, ___! [Judgment] day looms to consume [earth] like an oven [fire]. YAH sets
aflame all arrogant [people & spirits]. All ruin-wreakers [burn] like stubble. YAH advances! Yahweh-commander-of-armies
promises,
“The [coming] inferno leaves the [wreckers]
neither root nor branch!
The wicked burn up, completely extinguished.

Obey, And You Can Escape The Previous Curses
2

But watch, ___! To you [saints] who fear
My name-Authority, the Sun of righteousness rises. [He] radiates healing in
[his] wings. Then you and your friends,
___, run out [from history's nightmare]. You
frolic like calves [leaping] from [nasty]
stalls.
3

On the

day I'm baking up, you
tread down the
world-smashers! [Criminals] become ash
under the soles of your feet, ___,"
promises Yahweh, commander-of-all-armies. 4
“Remember the law of my obeyer
Moses, ___. [Remember] all the statutes
and rulings I commanded to him at
Mount Horeb {Desolation}. [Those eternal principles give light to the path of] all who come to
rule with Me.
[Judgment]

[redeemed people get to]

The principles underlying the Sinai covenant still
apply to New Testament believers.

EliJah Comes To Unite Fathers And
Children

5

Watch, ___! I'm sending you the
prophet ‘EliJah {JAH-Is-El}’. [John-the-Baptist's] coming [immediately] precedes the spiraling, terrifying [judgment] ‘day of Yahweh.’
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John the Immerser came shortly before Romans
destroyed Jerusalem in a cataclysm foreshadowing
Armageddon.
6

*

[This new ‘EliJah’ (JAHn the Baptist)] comes
to restore the hearts of fathers
to [their] children, ___. He turns
the hearts of the children to
their fathers, [to give Me a remnant-population whom I save before I] besiege and
strike the earth with utter destruction.”
The entire Older Testament points to a goal: uniting the hearts of fathers with their children, so
they can survive apocalyptic disaster. Satan's ‘New
World Order’ steals parental rights (Patria Potestas)
from fathers. The world-states assume control over
children, to pull unsuspecting kids into Satan's
ruin.

Matthew 1
The Genealogy Of YAHshua The
Messiah (Jesus)

1 ___, the following is a record of the [genetic ancestral]
family line of YahShua {YAH-Saves}, [Yahweh's] Messiah,
the [28th-generation] grandson of [king] David {Love}. ([David
was] the [14th generation] grandson of Abraham {Father-OfBillions}:) 2 [We begin the count before 1000BC, ___:] Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions} fathers Isaac {Laughter}. Isaac fathers Jacob {Heel-Grabber}. Jacob fathers Judah {Celebrated} & Judah's brothers.
Isaac=passing/ departing/ moving.
3 Judah {Celebrated} fathers Pharez {Breakout} and
Zarah [Rising-Light] by Tamar {Tall-Palm}, [the girl who posed as
a whore to trick Judah, her father-in-law, into impregnating her] . Pharez
fathers Hezron {Courtyard}. Hezron fathers Aram
{High-Ram}.
Tamar = erect, pine tree. See her amazing and
risque story in Genesis 38.
4 Aram [High] fathers Aminadab {Generous-People}. Aminadab fathers Naasson {Enchanter}. Naasson fathers
Salmon {Cloak}. 5 Salmon {Cloak} fathers Boaz
{Stabilizer} (by [proud] Rachab). Boaz fathers Obed
{Obeyer} (by Ruth {Friend} [the despised enemy defector from
Moab]). Then Obed fathers Yashai (Jesse). 6 Yashai
(Jesse) fathers king David. [David] fathers Solomon
{Peace-Man} (by [fornicating with] Bathsheba) after [David
murders Bathsheba's] husband UriYah {YAH's-Flame}. 7
Solomon {Peace-Man} fathers Rehoboam {NationBuilder}, who fathers AbiYah {Father-YAH}, who fathers
Asa. 8 Asa fathers JAHoshaphat {YAH's-Judgment}. JAHoshaphat fathers JAHoram {YAH-Raised}. JAHoram
fathers UzziYah {YAH's-Strength}.
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aka Joram, Josafat.
9 UzziYah {YAH's-Strength} fathers JAHtham {JAH-Is-Perfect}. JAHtham fathers Achaz {Possessor}. Achaz fathers [good king] HezekiYah. Matthew 1:10 HezekiYah
{Strength-From-YAH} fathers Manasseh. Manasseh fathers Amon {Skill}. Amon fathers JosiYah {Founded-ByYAH}. 11 Then, ___, about the time the [Babylonian
army] carries the [Israelites] away to Babylon, JosiYah
{Founded-By-YAH} fathers [several] brothers including JechoniYah {YAH-Establishes}. 12 [Soldiers] drag JosiYah's
sons [north] to Babylon, ___. Then JechoniYah {YAHEstablishes} fathers SalathiEl {Ask-YAH}. Then SalathiEl
fathers Zorobabel {Born-From-Babylon}.
Zorobabel = "born of confusion".
13 Then Zorobabel {Born-From-Babylon} fathers Abiud
{Famous-Father}, who fathers Eliakim {EL-Raises}, who
fathers Azur {Helpful}.
Abiud = announcement / message.
14 Then Azur {Helpful} fathers Zadok {Righteous}. [Then]
Zadok fathers Achim {JAH-Raises}. [Then] Achim fathers Eliud {El-Of-Majesty}. 15 ELiud {El-Of-Majesty} fathers ELeazar {El's-Aid}. [Then] ELeazar fathers Mattan
{Gift}. [Then] Mattan fathers Jacob {Heel-Grabber}. 16

*Then, ___, Jacob fathers
Joseph {Increaser}, the husband
of [a teen girl named] Mary [Miriam].
Mary [supernaturally] births
YahShua, whom [Greeks] call
“Christ” [Messiah]. 17 *So, ___, 14
generations pass in all from
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} to [king]
David. [Then] 14 [more generations pass]
from David to when the Jews
get exiled to Babylon. [Finally] 14
[more generations pass] from the [Babylonian] exile to the Messiah's [birth].
The Virgin Mary Gets Pregnant!

*Now, ___, the birth of
YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah, happens this way: YahShua's
mother Miriam {Bitter} gets engaged to be married to Joseph
{Increaser}. Before Miriam and
Joseph “unite”, [YAH's] Sacred
Spirit places a baby inside Miriam's womb.
18

Miraculous conception. While Mary was still a virgin.

Miriam's husband-to-be, Joseph {Ina man who [always tries] do the
right thing, [shares the public's view that Mary's ‘vir19

creaser},
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gin-birth’ story is highly unlikely and embarrassing, ___].

So [he] makes plans to break the engagement quietly, rather than expose
Miriam to public shame.

This would be an example of a Lawful ‘divorce’, totally in harmony with all scripture, because Joseph
and Mary were merely engaged; they had not yet
consummated their marriage. Engaged Hebrews
are called ‘husband and wife’. They can part, but
only before the wedding. Joseph presumably believed, as did almost everyone else, that Mary had
been raped or had fornicated, and that Mary's virgin-birth story was a lie or a dissociative delusion.
Jesus and Joseph probably had a very stormy &
jealous relationship. Evidence:
Joseph was going to get rid of Mary,
we don't hear much more about Joseph,
Joseph's other sons (Jesus' half-brothers) wanted
to lock Jesus up in an insane asylum,
they refused to believe in Jesus.

*But while Joseph {Increaser} puzzles about the [pregnancy,] the angel of Adonai [Yahweh]
appears to Joseph in a dream,
saying,
“Joseph, you son of David
{Love}, never fear! Make Miriam
{Bitter} your wife. For the baby
who is conceived in Miriam
flows from Spirit: Sacred Spirit.
Matthew 1:20

*
Miriam {Bitter} soon
brings forth a son. You
call his name YahShua
{YAH's-Salvation}. For
[YahShua] saves his people
from their sins.”
21

The name ‘Yahshua’ makes it clear that when
Yahshua (Jesus) saves, Yah is doing the saving,
through His agent, Yahshua. ‘YAH’ means ‘YHVH’.
‘Shua’ means ‘save’. The Angel didn't command
Mary to call her baby, ‘Jesus!’ or ‘Yeshua’. YAH's
angel commanded Mary to name her baby ‘Joshua’.
So preachers ought to remind their flocks that the
correct pronunciation of the Messiah's name is
‘Yahshua’ or ‘Yahoshua,’ not ‘Jesus’.
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happens to complete
the prediction Adonai [Yahweh] announced
[in 734BC] through [His] prophet [IsaiYah]:
22 [Mary's pregnancy]

Isaiah's prophecy referred to a girl giving birth in
correlation with an Assyrian invasion in 732 BC.
Yahshua's birth was not a direct fulfillment of this
prophecy, but a historical wave of the same nature, like a fractal.

*
“Watch, ___, a virgin
becomes with-child. She
brings forth a son. The
[people] call his name EmmanuEL, which means,
‘the El {Strength} with
us.’”
23

‘El’ means ‘Power’, ‘leader’ or ‘strength’, not specifically ‘God the father’. (Isaiah 7:14) Yahshua was
clearly an Elohim with us, but Jesus is NOT Yahweh. Yahshua is the thought or Word of YHVH.
#410 'el ale from 352 (ayil) = strength; mighty;
especially the Almighty (but used of any deity):
God (god), idol, power, strong. #352 'ayil ah'-yil=
strength; strong; chief, ram; pilaster (support),
strong tree, mighty (man).

Joseph {Increaser} wakes [from the trance],
___. He executes the command from
Yahweh's angel. Joseph takes Miriam
{Bitter}[home] to be his wife. 25 But
Joseph {Increaser}[abstains from] “sleeping”
with Miriam until she gives birth to her
firstborn son, whom Joseph names
“YahShua {Yah-Saves}”.
24

Joseph did not bed Mary YET, but he did later. Jesus' birth was nowhere near December 25 (the pagan sun-god's birthday, aka Christmas). Plausible
dates include Hebrew month #1 (March, the beginning of spring) and (more probably) Hebrew month
#7 (September). Celebrate his birth and resurrection by participating in Passover instead of Ishtar
and TentFest as opposed to ChristMass.

Matthew 2
The Wise Men Leave Asia To Visit
Baby Yahshua
1 So, ___, during the lifespan of [Judea's
transvestite pretender] king Herod {Hero}, [Mary]
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births YahShua in Bethlehem {BreadHouse}, [a town in] Judaea. [A few years pass]
while wise men journey from the east
[e.g. India, China] to Jerusalem.
The bible never says how many ‘wise men’ there
were. Maybe 3, maybe 300+. The wise men take
the same route that the Kings of the east will take
to move their armies to the final battle at Armageddon.

the Wise
men ask [the Judaeans], “Where is the [recently] born King of the Jews? We saw his
star in the east. We've come to worship
him.”
2 [Finally, ___, after years of travel,]

Born. Not ‘newborn’. Not ‘baby’.

Pervert-King Herod Co-Opts The
Wise Men
3 [False] king Herod hears [the Wise men say a
new King has been born]. This whips Herod into
a frenzy. Everyone in Jerusalem stirs [at
the spectre of rebellion]. 4 [So] Herod gathers
together all the chief priests and scribal-law-professors from the whole [Judean]
population. Herod demands that these
[experts] tell him where [the prophetic scriptures
say the] Messiah will be born.
This bogus pedophile ‘king’ of Judea doesn't even
know basic facts about the bible.

The chief priests and lawyers answer
Herod, “[The Messiah will be born] in Bethlehem
{Bread-House}, in Judaea: for the
prophet [MicaYAH] writes the following
[words of Yahweh]: 6
‘You Bethlehem {Bread-House}, in the
land of Judea, are no [mere] runt among
the principalities of Judea. For out of
you comes [the] Governor who will rule
my people with Me.’”
5

(Micah 5:2) Israel means ‘those who will rule with
the Creator’.

Herod summons the wise men to [his
a secret meeting. He
asks them, “On what date did this star
appear?” [They tell him the date.] 8 [So snaketongued] Herod sends the wise men to
Bethlehem {Bread-House}. He [hisses], “Go.
Investigate. Search diligently. Find the
young child [Messiah]. Then bring me back
7

dark royal hideout for]
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word, so I too can come and ‘worship’
[him] with you.”
Murder him, that is.

The Wise Men Bring Treasures To
King Yahshua
9 The wise men [foolishly] listen to false-king Herod. They leave [the palace]. The
wise men see [YahShua's] star in the east.
It leads them. Eventually the star
comes to stand over [a house] where lies
the young child [Messiah].
We don't know what town the Magi came to, but
they didn't come to the Bethlehem ‘manger’. Jesus
is 2 years old when the Magi visit him.

When the wise men see
[YahShua's] star, they rejoice, overwhelmed with elation. 11 The wise men
[race their camels to the town. Finally,] they enter
[Joseph's] house. They see [YahShua] the
young child [playing] with his mother
Mary. The wise men fall down. They
worship YahShua. They open their treasures. They present YahShua [with] gifts
of gold, frankincense and myrrh.
Matthew 2:10

The wise man saw a boy, not a baby. Jesus had
long ago left his birth-cave and grown up. He was
in a house, not a nativity scene. Giving gifts (such
as gold and valuable spices) to royalty is the expected custom when appearing before a king. Jesus alone was the recipient of the gifts. Others did
not exchange gifts among themselves.

*[Then] an oracle [appears to] the
wise men in a dream. [It] warns
the wise men not to return to
[murderous false-king] Herod. So the
wise men flee [east] to their own
[lands] by a decoy route.
12

Young Messiah Yahshua Escapes to
Egypt

*After the wise men depart,
the angel of Yahweh appears
to Joseph {Increaser} in a dream.
[The angel] says,
“Arise. Take [YahShua] (the child)
and his mother. Flee into
Egypt. Stay there until I bring
you word. For Herod will hunt
13
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for [YahShua] the child, to assassinate him.”
Joseph {Increaser}[jumps] up. He takes
the child [YahShua] and his mother [Mary]
by night. They [gallop south] out of [Judea].
[They journey 200km southwest across deserts] into
Egypt. 15 YahShua and his family stay
in Egypt until the death of [pervert ‘king’]
Herod. This, ___, fulfills the Prophecy
spoken by Yahweh to [Hosea] the
prophet:
“Out of Egypt I call my son.”
14

(Hosea 11:1)

Pervert ‘King’ Explodes in
Murderous Rage

*Then [false-king] Herod realizes
the wise men tricked him.
Herod's fury explodes. [Herod]
deploys soldiers [5km south] to [attack] Bethlehem {Bread-House}.
They kill all male toddlers anywhere nearby. Herod assassinates all boys two years-old
and younger (since about 2
years elapsed since the Magi
[wise men] told Herod they'd seen
the star signaling YahShua's
birth). 17 [False-king Herod's mass infanticide]
16

fulfills the prophecy spoken by the
prophet JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}: 18
“Voice[s] echo over Rama {Heights}:
lamentation, weeping, massive mourning. [Hear] Rachel {Ewe} weep for her
children, ___! [She] sobs. [She] refuses
to be comforted, because her babies lie
murdered [in pools of their own blood].”
Jeremiah 31:15
19 [Then false-king]

Herod dies

[of worm-infested

crotch-rot]. [The Jewish crowds cheer!]

Then, [south]
in Egypt, an angel of Yahweh appears
to Joseph {Increaser} in a dream. Matthew
2:20 The dream-angel says,
“[Joseph,] get up! Take [YahShua] the child
and [Mary] his mother. [Gallop north] into the
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land of Israel. [YAH] has killed everyone
who sought the child's life.”
21 So Joseph [jumps] up. He [carts YahShua]
the child and [Mary] (YahShua's mother)
back [north] into the land of Israel. 22 But
then Joseph {Increaser} hears that [evil
prince] Archelaus {People-Ruler} reigns in
Judea in the throne-room of his dead
father Herod. So Joseph fears to travel
to Judea. Again [an] oracle warns Joseph
in a dream. So Joseph turns aside [to
travel further north] into the Heathen-Circle
[Galilee].
Yahshua Returns to Nazareth

23 Joseph {Increaser} settles in a city called
Nazareth. This fulfills the Word spoken by the
prophets: “[The Messiah] will be called a Nazarene.”
From the hilltop of Nazareth, the history of Israel
stretches out before your eyes: The plain of Esdraelon where Deborah fights with General Barak
[Lightning]; where hero Gideon wins his victories;
where tall king Saul crashes to disaster, where
king Josiah dies in battle; Naboth's stolen vineyard,
near where rebel Jehu's soldiers kill Queen Jezebel;
Shunem where Elisha works miracles; Carmel
where Elijah calls down fire on Baal's prophets;
and, far off, the blue Mediterranean sea and its islands. The world unfolds from the hill above Netzeret. 3 great roads skirt Nazareth: (1) the south
road carries pilgrims to Jerusalem. (2) The great
Way of the Sea leads from Egypt to Damascus.
Laden caravans move along it. (3) The great East
road bears caravans from Arabia. Roman legions
march out to make war on the eastern frontiers of
their Empire. Never imagine Jesus as being
brought up in a backwater; the Messiah grows up
in a town in sight of history. The world's traffic rattles young Christ's doors.

Matthew 3
John the Baptizer Prepares Messiah's Path
1 During the days [of YahShua's youth],
[Yohannon] JAHn (the Immerser) comes
heralding in the wilderness of Judaea.
Not ‘preaching’ which means ‘lecturing’. HERALDING, which means: shouting, singing, dancing,
trumpeting and otherwise making a big celebratory, dramatic, musical artistic noise to announce
something. The dictatorship of the yak-yak-preacher over music & arts ministry is a primary stronghold of Satan.
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*JAHn shouts, “You Repent, ___! The Kingdom
of Heaven lies at hand!”
3 *JAHn is the man of
whom the prophet
IsaiYah spoke, predicting, “[I hear] the voice of a
[man] crying in the
wilderness: ‘You, ___!
Prepare the way of Yahweh! Straighten His
paths!’"

Repent. Then prove you repented by producing the
fruits of the spirit: love, joy, peace, etc. Good actions are the fruit from salvation, not the root of
salvation.

(Isaiah 40:3)

11

2

JAHn [the Immerser] wears clothing made
of camel's hair, [tied with] a leather belt
around his waist. [For food,] JAHn eats locusts & wild honey [from wild angry beeswarms], ___!
4

John was tougher than anyone you've ever met.
He lived on a diet centered on raw grasshoppers.
He fought wild bees for their honey.

Crowds Flock To Be Baptized By
Prophet John
5 [People] flock out to JAHn from
Jerusalem, from [the] whole [region] of Judaea, and all the territory around [the]
Jordan [River]. 6 Confessing their sins,
this multitude of people get baptized by
JAHn in the Jordan River.
Dunked, not just sprinkled.

John Warns The Religionists To Repent Or Die
7 JAHn sees many of the Pharisees and
Sadducees traveling to his baptisms. So
JAHn shouts to those [warring religionists],
“You viper-spawn! Who warned you [to]
flee from the wrath to come?”
Baptism is becoming the popular religious fashion
trend. So John explodes: “Brood of snake-spawn!
What do you think you're doing slithering down
here to the river? Do you think a little water on
your snakeskins is going to change you into angels?”

*Produce fruit that
repented, ___!
8
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[proves you've]

*Don't think you can say to
yourselves, ‘We have Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions} — he's our father!’ I tell you, ___, Yahweh
can raise up children for Abraham from these stones! Matthew
3:10 *[Right] now the axe is [smacking]
at the root of [humanity's] trees,
___! Every tree that fails to
bring forth good fruit gets
chopped down and hurled into
the fire!
9

Scripture repeatedly refers to humans as trees.

*Yes, I immerse you in water
to [demonstrate your] repentance. But
[YahShua], who comes after me,
towers over me in [spiritual]
might. I'm unworthy to carry
YahShua's shoes, ___.
YahShua comes to baptize you
with Sacred Spirit, and with
fire! 12 *YahShua's pitchfork
[swings] in his hand, ___! He
soon thoroughly clears out his
[threshing] floor. He gathers his
wheat into his ‘barn.’ But he
burns up the ‘chaff’ with unquenchable fire.”
Hell is burning up: annihilation.

The New Elijah Baptizes YAH's Messiah
13 [Eventually] YahShua [hikes many miles south]
from the Heathen Circle [Galilee] to the
Jordan River. [He walks up] to JAHn, intending to get baptized. 14 But JAHn
forbids YahShua, saying, “You're coming to me? I ought to be baptized by
you!” 15 YahShua answers JAHn,
“Just for now, let me [appear to be below you in
authority]. Let's do everything righteousness requires.”
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So JAHn consents to baptize YahShua.

*JAHn dunks YahShua's head
under the [cold river] water. Immediately, [as] YahShua comes up
out of the water, he sees the
heavens opening, ___.
YahShua sees the Spirit [of
Yahweh] the Eloah descending like
a dove. [It] settles upon him! 17
*[Then YAH's] voice [thunders] from
heaven,
“This [YahShua] is my beloved son.
I'm fully pleased with him.”
16

Implying, ‘But I'm not pleased with the religionists
who run Judea and north Israel.’

Matthew 4
Satan Tempts YAHshua With Total
Power
1 Then, ___, [YAH's] Spirit leads
YahShua up into the wilderness to be
tempted by the devil.
You will have challenges in the afterlife that far exceed the challenges you face on earth.

*YahShua fasts for 40 days
and 40 nights, [way past the point of]
starvation.
2

Only by miracle power can you survive eating
nothing for 40 days.

*Then [at YahShua's weakest moment,]
the Tempter comes to
YahShua. The Tempter says, “If
you are the Son of Yahweh,
command these stones to become bread.” 4 *YahShua answers the Tempter [by quoting scripture],
“[Moses] writes: ‘Man lives not by
food alone, but by every word
that proceeds out of the mouth
of Yahweh.’”
3

1483

Then the devil takes YahShua into the
holy city [of Jerusalem]. [Satan grabs the emaciated,
5

skeletal body of YahShua, then flies him up and]

perches him upon a pinnacle of the
temple. 6 *The Tempter [hisses] to

YahShua, “If you are the Son of
Yahweh, cast yourself down.
As [David the prophet] writes,
‘[YAH] commands his angels [to
encircle] you. In their hands the
angels lift you up. So you never
[even] dash your foot against a
stone.’”
(Psalm 91:11,12)

*YahShua says to the devil,
“[Moses] also writes:
“Never put Yahweh your Eloha
on trial.”
7

(Deuteronomy 6:16) You should put to scientific
scrutiny everything that anyone claims to be a
command of YHVH. But never pridefully challenge
YAH to perform feats for you.

*Then the devil takes
YahShua up to [the top of] an extremely high mountain. He
shows YahShua all the kingdoms of the world, and their
glory.
8

glory = the worship the devil receives from the nations.
9

*Then

[the Adversary makes his

to YahShua, “I'll
give you [all the kingdoms of the
world and their glory] if you fall
down and worship me.”
best offer]

If in fact the nations belong to the devil, it is only
by their agreement to trade their autonomy for Satan's benefits.

*So YahShua
commands the devil,
Matthew 4:10

(Deuteronomy 8:3)
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“Get away, Satan! As
[Moses] writes: ‘You must
worship Yahweh your
Eloha, and serve only
Him.’”

“Repent, ___! The Kingdom of
Heaven looms at [the tip of your
fingers].”

(Deuteronomy 6:13)

YAHshua Calls Peter&Andrew To
Quit Their Jobs
18 [Time passes.] YahShua hikes beside
Heathen-Circle Lake. [There] YahShua
sees two fishermen brothers: Simon
{Listener} (later called Peter {Rock}) and
(Rock's brother) Andrew {Manly}. They
cast a net into the salty [water]. 19

*Then the devil leaves
YahShua. [Immediately] angels
come and attend & serve [the critically starved] YahShua.
11

‘Resist the devil and he will flee.’ - James 4:7

Yahshua Brings Light To The Heathen-Circle
12 [Time passes.] YahShua hears that [false-king Herod] has thrown JAHn into prison.
Then YahShua [hikes] back [north] to the
Heathen-Circle [Galilee].
Yahshua didn't strap on his special forces gear to
mount a military attack to rescue his cousin from
the pervert-king's head-chopping block.
13 YahShua leaves Nazareth. Then he hikes to
camp in Capernaum [comforting-walls], a lakeshore town
in the territory [of the fallen north Israeli tribes called] Zebulun
{House} and Naphtali {Wrestler}. 14 [YahShua's moving

fulfills the
prophecy spoken by IsaiYah the
prophet: 15 [“Light finally shines on the] land of
Zebulun {House}, and the land of Naphtali {Wrestler}: the Heathen-Circle,
where non-Jewish beast-nations live!
[YAH's light shines from the west] land along the
Mediterranean Sea [to] the territory east
of the Jordan River!
to that region full of foreigners]

Paraphrase.

*—The people living in darkness [finally] see great light, ___.
Upon the [people] living in the
land of the shadow of death,
[heaven's] radiance [finally] dawns!”
16

(Isaiah 9:1,2)

*From that moment YahShua
commences [3 years of nonstop] heraldry. He proclaims,
17

Herald, not ‘lecture’, not ‘sermonize’, not ‘preach’.
This was not the first time Christ heralded the good
news. Jesus wasn't just sitting around making tables until he was 30 years old, as clueless storytellers imagine.

*YahShua calls to Peter
{Rock} and Andrew {Manly},
“Follow me. I'll make
you fishers of men.”
See great song: Fishers Of Men.

*Peter {Rock} and
Andrew {Manly} immediately leave their [fishing]
nets. They follow
YahShua.
Matthew 4:20

Quit their jobs, left their families, with no advance
notice. That's faith. That's discipleship.

YahShua [jogs] further. He sees other
two [more] brothers: James {Heel-Grabber}
& JAHn. They [work] in a ship with their
father Zebedee [Giver], mending their
nets. YahShua calls James & JAHn. 22
*[At YahShua's call,] James {HeelGrabber} & JAHn immediately
21

the ship. They leave
their father [behind]. They [run down
the beach,] following YahShua.
[jump off]

Leave your home, leave your job.

The Messiah Heals & Heralds To
The Heathen
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*[Then] YahShua travels all
around the Heathen-Circle. He
teaches in their synagogues.
He heralds the good-news of
[YAH's] Kingdom. He heals all
kinds of sickness and diseases
among the people. 24
*YahShua's fame spreads
throughout [Highland] Syria, ___.
So [foreign people] bring to YahShua
everyone ill or suffering with
various diseases and torments,
including people possessed by
devils, psychotics, epileptics
and paralytics. And YahShua
heals them! 25 Following YahShua
23

flock great multitudes of people from
Heathen-Circle [Galilee], Decapolis,
Jerusalem, Judaea and [Arabia, east of the Jordan River].

Matthew 5

1485

*
Blessed are they who
mourn, ___. For [YAH]
comes to comfort [them].
5*
Blessed are the meek,
___. They inherit the
earth.
6*
Blessed are they who
hunger and thirst for
righteousness, ___.
[YAH] eventually fills
them.
4

Not ‘they who say a sinner's prayer then go on sinning like the rest of the world.’ Those who seek
righteousness like starving children chase food.

*
Blessed are the merciful, ___. They eventually receive mercy.
8*
Blessed are the pure in
heart, ___. They come
to see Elohim.
9*
Blessed are the peacemakers, ___. They end
up called ‘the children of
Elohim.’
Matthew 5:10 *
Blessed are the [people]
whom [oppressors] chase
7

Yahshua Gives The 15 Min. Sermon
on the Mount
1 YahShua sees the crowds [chasing him,
___]. [So he] hikes up on a mountainside.
He sits down. His disciples [hike up after him.
Finally, huffing and puffing, they] reach him.
This entire ‘Sermon’ lasts less than 15 minutes. It's
the longest monologue in the Bible. It was likely
given in disconnected segments. The lecture-preaching style of most ‘pastors’ is an abomination not found in the pages of the bible.

YahShua opens his mouth. He teaches
his disciples:
You're Better Off Poor, Humble &
Persecuted
2

*
“Blessed are the ‘poor in spirit’,
___. For they [own] the Kingdom
of Heaven.
3

‘Poor in spirit’ could mean ‘Paupers have an open
door to spiritual riches,’ or ‘God blesses humble
people’, or ‘You get blessed when you reach the
end of your rope.’
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for being
righteous, ___. The
Kingdom of Heaven belongs to [sufferers].
11 *
___, [YAH] is blessing
you when men revile
you, and persecute you,
and falsely say all kinds
of evil against you, because [you follow] me.
[down and persecute]

12

*

joy, ___.
Keep on boiling over with
bright [shining gladness]. Your reward
in heaven is incalculable, ___.
For that's how [the evil world] persecuted [YAH's] true prophets who
preceded you.
[Keep on spinning around with]

Shine Your Light; Don't Lose Your
Good Taste

*
___, you are the salt of
the earth. But if the salt
loses its flavor, how can
[anyone] make it salty
again? [Flavorless salt] is
good for nothing except
to be cast out and trampled under peoples'
feet.
14 *
___, you are the light
of the world. No [mortal
13

1486

can hide a town
built on a mountain.
power]

See great "Light Of The World" Song.

*
Likewise, when people
light a lamp [or candle],
they don’t cover it with
a bowl, ___. They put
the lamp on a lamp-stand [or candlestick]. [Up high] it
shines light to everyone
in the house.
16 *
___, let your light so
[brightly] shine before men
that [even though they're spiritually blind], they can see your
ideal actions, and glorify
[Yahweh] your Father in
heaven.
15

Jesus Loves The Law Of Moses &
The Prophets

*
___, never think that I
came to demolish the
[teachings of Moses'] law, nor
of [any true Hebrew] prophet!
I didn't come to dismantle [anything in the ‘Old Testament’].
I came to fill [in your cracked
17

and corrupted understanding of the
Law & the prophets].

All of the principles of the Older Testament are still
valid. I have not come to do away with them, but
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to make their teachings come true. I have come to
show the full meaning of what Moses and the
prophets wrote.

*
I tell you the rock-solid
truth, ___: until heaven
and earth pass [and YAH re18

makes the universe without any sinful
people in it],

neither one jot
nor one tittle will in any
way pass from the [Mosaic]
law, until time [and space are
wrapped up]!
Sensible understanding of the Mosaic Law is necessary to guide human life. The only way that the law
would not be necessary is if everyone just naturally
did right all the time. Of course, the Mosaic Law is
grossly misunderstood and misrepresented on a
global scale.

*
So, ___, if [you] break
the least one of [YAH's]
commandments, or if
[you] teach people [to break
them, then the judge in] the Dominion of Heaven labels
you ‘short’ [of the goal of holiness]. Conversely, if [you]
live and teach [all] YAH's
commandments, [then the
judge] in the Kingdom of
heaven calls [you] [Mega]
Great!
19

We Christians are not legally-bound parties to the
Sinai contract. But we can't ignore the principles
it's based on.
Matthew 5:20

*
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For I tell you, ___, that
unless your righteousness exceeds the righteousness of the [religious]
writers and Pharisees,
you will in no case enter
the Kingdom of Heaven.
No matter what salvation prayer you prayed.

Anger & Insults Are Spiritual Murder

*
___, you've heard that
[YAH] told our fore-fathers, “Never murder,”
and “whoever kills
comes in danger of [eternal] judgment.”
21

Exodus 20:13

*
I tell you more, ___:
whoever nurses senseless anger at his brother
risks a [death] sentence.
And whoever insults a
brother incurs danger of
[judgment in heaven's] tribunal.
And whoever blurts,
‘You fool’, lives in danger of the fire of Gehenna.
22

Applies both to ‘Christian’ brothers as well as to human brothers.

Reconcile your Broken Human Relationships
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*
So ___, if you bring your gift
to the altar, and there [you] remember that your [human] brother [or sister] has reason to be
down on you, leave your gift
there before the altar.
24 *
Go [seek to] first be reconciled to
your brother [human], ___. Then
come and offer your donation.
23

Settle Conflicts Privately, Out Of
Court

*
Settle matters quickly with
your adversary, while you're
with him out of court, ___.
Otherwise, next thing you [know],
the adversary summons you
before the judge. Then the
judge hands you to the [guard]
officer, who throws you into
prison.
25

Never willingly go to court. Don't let any case
against you go to court.

*
I tell you the rock-solid truth,
___: you won't get out of [a legal
conflict you let spiral out of control] until
you've paid the last cent!
26

Lust Is Inner Adultery

*
___, you've heard that [YAH]
commanded the ancients,
“Never commit adultery.”
27

1488

Yet I tell you, ___, that
whoever looks at a
woman to feel [the tingle of
desire] for her breaks his
marriage bond by [cementing thoughts of] her in his
heart.
Neuronal and spiritual bonds are formed just by
looking at sexual attractions. Just watching or fantasizing builds your pervert brain, and invites demonic oppression into your life. Porn permanently
attacks your present and future marriage.

Cut Off All Your Connections To Sin

*
So, ___, if your right
‘eye’ [causes] you [to] sin,
‘pluck it out.’ Cast it
from you. For it's better
for you that one of your
parts perishes, than
that [angels] hurl your
whole body into the [valley of] burning trash [GeiHinnom].
29

Body parts don't cause you to sin. So no mutilation
is suggested here. Rather, get rid of any relationship or entertainment or anything else that encourages wrong thoughts. ‘Pluck out’ is the same type
of figurative language referred to by the word
‘circumcision’, which has so tragically been taken
as a command to mutilate the penises of billions of
innocent baby boys.

*
Likewise, if your ‘right
hand’ [leads] you [into] sin,
___, cut if off. Cast it
from you. It helps you
more if one of your
Matthew 5:30

The 7th commandment forbids any marriage-breaking activity, sexual or otherwise. It literally means: ‘never break the marriage bond’.
Nagging, fighting, demeaning and neglecting your
spouse are all virtual adultery.
28

*
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members perish, than
for [angels] to hurl your
whole body into Gehenna, [the valley of burning trash].
Right hand = your will, your power to choose, as in
when the judge says, “Raise your right hand.” As in
the case of the word ‘circumcision,’ all biblical language suggesting cutting the body is ALWAYS a
metaphor.

Never, Ever Break Up A Lawful Marriage!
31

say, “Whoever wants to get rid of
his wife must [merely] give her a certificate of divorce.”

[Liars]

The Mosaic divorce-certificate lie is a mistranslation
from the pit of hell. Moses didn't promote divorce
decrees. He lamented that sin made them necessary. Divorce decrees merely manage the damage,
preventing the abandoned wife from dying in the
street.

*
But I tell you, ___, that
whoever “puts away,”
[that is, divorces] his wife, unless [of course, as specified in
32

Leviticus, he finds out she's a guy, or
she's his close relative, or she's nonhuman, or she cheats on him before

causes his
wife to commit adultery.
And whoever ‘marries’ a
divorced woman commits adultery.
the wedding,]

Divorce of a valid, lawful marriage is ALWAYS a
sin. The porneia ‘exception’ only applies to unlawful
marriages. ‘Cause Of Porneia’ only permits annulment for
•
pre-marital engagement-period fornication,
•
or bestial/incestuous/homosexual marriages, which HAVE to be broken, as decreed in Leviticus 19.
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Because ‘Cause of Porneia’ is a Hebrew legal precept unknown to the Greeks, the porneia ‘exception’ is only referenced in the Hebrew-focused book
of Matthew (v5:32 & 19:9). The 20 or more other
verses on divorce in the Newer Testament mention
no exception whatsoever. Even Roman Catholics
know this! The Amish Mennonites do too. Almost
every church in the world forbade divorce at the
turn of the 20th century. Love your enemy spouse.

Never Ever Swear Any Kind Of Oath
At All!

*
Again, ___, you've heard that
the ancients said, ‘Never break
your oath[s]. Keep [the] vows you
[swear] to Adonai [Yahweh].’
33

If you foolishly choose to swear an oath, you must
either keep it or face punishment. That's why you
shouldn't make oaths. See James 5:12. Jewish
scholars agree:

“Not only are false oaths prohibited,
but true ones are to be avoided.
”—Chasidic, Itture Torah, vol. 6 p. 44
“[Analysis of Deut 5:11] finds scriptural warrant for the prevailing practice not to testify under oath, even
when this entails severe financial
loss...
”—The Torah, American Union Of Hebrew Congregations

*
But I tell you, ___,
“NEVER SWEAR [ANY OATH]
AT ALL! Don't swear by
heaven, that is, [Yahweh]
the Eloah's throne.
34

Very clear: NEVER, ever swear any oath of any
kind at all. As commanded in James 5:12. When
the judge says “raise your right hand,” you have to
disobey the judge. And the believer can't swear a
military oath, nor an oath of political office. This is
no minor commandment, but a Greek re-phrasing
of the First Commandment of the 10 Commandments given through Moses: “I am YHVH your Elohim. Thou shall have no Elohim before me.” The
word ‘Elohim’ means the highest Eloha, which is
translated ‘God’ but literally means ‘oath,’ or one
who binds in a yoke. The prohibition against being
bound by man is the foundation of all commandments: no man shall serve two masters. An oath
creates a master-servant relationship. Just look it
up in any legal dictionary. Eloha (oath) means ‘the
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absolute and unqualified sovereign’. Allegiance
means “absolute and unqualified obedience”. To
promise is to put your obligor in the place of the
Almighty. Oaths are the essence of idolatry.
35

Never swear by the earth [or anything thereon, ___. Earth] is Yahweh's footstool. Never
swear by Jerusalem, that is, the city of
[Yahweh] the great King.
Wake up, sleeping Christians! Jesus said, "NO
oaths of any kind, ever." Playing around with the
wording doesn't save you. When you give ANY
oath, pledge, affirmation, promise or sworn statement, you waive the mercy of YAH. You invite YAH
to destroy you if you fail to perfectly fulfill your
word. It doesn't make your punishment any less
severe if you say, ‘I swear on my mother's grave.’
YAH is the owner of your mother's grave. YAH, not
your mother, is the one who punishes you for failing to perform. A statement ‘under penalty of perjury’ means that you waive the right to defend
yourself. You thus invite the state to skip right to
punishing you. An affirmation means the same as
swearing. Get educated, people! Stop listening to
preachers and commentators who have no authority and no knowledge of law! Obey Jesus, you
Christians!

*
Nor will you, ___, swear by
your head, of [which] you can't
make one hair white or black.
36

*
Instead [of promises], ___,
let your communication
be, ‘Yes, yes; No, no.’
For all [promises] beyond
these [simple statements]
come from evil.
37

Is the paper you're thinking of signing saying more
than ‘yes’ and ‘no’? Are there any oaths, affirmations, affidavits or penalty of perjury statements?
Watch out! Those come from EVIL. Pledges and
oaths at boy scouts, clubs, church fund drives, and
Vacation Bible Schools come from the DEVIL! The
pledge of allegiance comes from SATAN! The military oath comes from the devil! All oaths of political office come from the devil! Most wedding vows
come from the devil! Most priestly vows come from
Satan! Wake up!
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Never Avenge Any Wrong Done To
You

*
___, you've heard [revenge-obsessed
people] say, ‘[Take] an eye for an
eye, and a tooth for a tooth.’
38

(Exodus 21:24; Leviticus 24:20; Deuteronomy
19:21) ‘Eye for an eye’ is a penalty limitation
statute, not a recommendation. It's designed to
make sure that if a rich man gets his eye poked
out by a poor man, the most the poor man can
lose is an eye. Pagan law systems kill a poor man
for poking out the eye of a rich man, on the
grounds that the rich man's eye is worth more
money than the poor man's life. The world's prisons are filled with poor, legally-incompetent men
rotting to death for committing petty crimes
against wealthier people.

*
But I tell you, ___: never resist [or retaliate against, or
oppose] evil [men]. When
anyone repeatedly-beats you on your
right cheek, turn your
other cheek to the [striker].
39

However, do resist temptation. ‘Eye for eye’ is a
maximum penalty, not a requirement. Better not to
take revenge at all. Here the word is ‘Rhapizo’ (rap,
slap, hit). In other gospels the word is ‘tupto’: beat
hard again and again with a bat.

Give Above & Beyond. Go The Extra
Mile

*
And, ___, if any man sues you
to take away your shirt, let [the
plaintiff] take [your shirt] PLUS your
coat.
41 *
And, ___, whoever orders you
to [carry his heavy pack for] one mile,
[carry it] for two [miles]!
Matthew 5:40
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If an occupation troop soldier forces you to carry
his pack of gear for one mile, carry it for two miles!

*
Give to everyone who
asks you, ___. Never
turn away from anyone
who wants to borrow
from you.
42

You give SOMETHING to everyone who asks you
for anything. But you don't have to give them what
they ask for. Asking for help is a dramatic situation. If you refuse people, they will always angrily
remember that you rejected them. But you can't
give rum to an alcoholic. You can however give a
meal, or a pair of socks, or at least a kind word, to
an alcoholic. But you can never ask for the recipient to return what you gave. Loaning = Giving.

Love Your Enemies; Don't Hit, Insult Or Kill
43

___, you've heard [unspiritual people] say,
“Love your neighbor. But [you can] hate
your enemy.”
Or the related lie: “Love your personal enemy, but
support wars against your nation's enemies.”

*
But I tell you, ___:
Love your enemies.
Bless everyone who
curses you. Do good to
everyone who hates
you. Pray for everyone
who despitefully uses
you and persecutes you.
45 *
44

[By loving, giving, forgiving and serv-

you, ___,
can become the child of
[Yahweh] your Father in
heaven: for YAH makes
ing your enemies,]
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his sun rise on [both] evil
[people] and on good [people]. YAH sends rain on
fair [people] and on unjust
[people].
Think about it: the Creator lovingly makes thousands of new ungrateful, evil people every day.
And he LOVES them! Loving jerks is your Creator's
greatest accomplishment, and he wants you to
share it. You will have to love horrible people for all
eternity, because the Creator is going to keep
making the idiots. So get used to it! Did you think
you were going to spend eternity sitting on a cloud
playing a harp?

*
What reward do you deserve,
___, if you love only [people] who
love you? Don't even tax-collectors [love people who love them]?
46

The most powerful means you have to improve
your life is to take scrumptious food and delicious
drinks to people who hate you. Then when they
throw the food in your face, come back and give
more love to them. 490 times.

*
And if you're friendly only to
your brothers, ___, are you
doing anything extraordinary?
No! Even [pagan] tax-collectors
[lovingly greet their family-members] !
47

*
So ___, you be perfect,
just as [Yahweh] your Father in heaven is perfect.
48

Yes, we can be perfect. Yahshua was human just
like us, yet he was perfect. Righteousness is possible. Let's get on it. No more excuses. Perfect =
complete, meeting the goal. Sin = hamartia: missing the mark.

Matthew 6
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Keep Your Good Deeds Secret

*
Watch out, ___! Never perform your beneficent acts in
front of people. If you give in
order to be seen by people, you
get no reward from [Yahweh] your
Father in heaven.
1

Don't post your good deeds on your web page.
#1654 eleemosune (from #1656): compassionateness, beneficence (to the poor), benefaction, alms,
[helpful] deeds.

*
So, ___, when you do your [compassionate acts], never sound a trumpet before yourself, as do [religious and political] actors in the synagogues and in the streets. [Hypocrites] seek glory from men. I
tell you the rock-solid [truth], the
fakers already have [all the reward
they're going to get].
2

*
Rather, ___, when you
do [kind acts,] don't [even] let
your ‘left hand’ know
what your ‘right hand’ is
doing.
4*
___, when you secretly
give your [gifts to the poor],
[Yahweh] your Father, who
sees in secret, eventually personally, openly rewards you.
3

Pray In Secret; Don't Play The Religion Show
5

*
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And when you pray, ___, never [pray] like the hypocrites.
They love to pray standing in
the synagogues [or churches] and
on street-corners, to be seen
by men. I tell you the rock-solid [truth, ___], the frauds are collecting the [only] wages [they're ever
going to get].
Religiots won't be getting any payment in heaven.
They're collecting their treasure now.

*
But you, ___, when you pray,
go into your closet. Shut your
door. Then pray to [Yahweh] your
Father, who is unseen. Eventually your Father (who sees in
secret) openly rewards you.
6

Pray Simply And Succinctly

*
And when you pray, ___, never use vain repetitions. Don't
copy heathen actions. [Yakkers]
fantasize that the more words
they blab, the more [YAH] hears
them.
7

OK, church people; no more long prayer monologues. No more long droning sermons. Jesus said
so. YAY! Jesus is cool! Preachers imagine that
longer sermons = more education. But in truth, the
longer you talk, the less you are heard.

*
___, never in any way resemble a [prattling church talker]. For [Yahweh]
your Father knows everything
you need, before you ask him.
8

Don't be a boring wordy preacher! Did you hear Jesus, preachers?

The Lord's Prayer: A Perfect Prayer
BluePrint

9

*
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So, ___, pray like this:
“Our Father [Yahweh] in
the [highest] heaven, [I pray
that everyone treats] your
Name-Authority [as]
sacred.
4 great free versions of Lord's Prayer songs:
Lullaby Dramatic Rock Reggae

*
Your kingdom come.
Your will be done on
earth, as it is in heaven.
11 *
Give us this day our daily bread.
12 *
And forgive us our
debts, as we forgive our
debtors.
13 *
And lead us not into
temptation. But deliver
us from [all] evil. For
yours is the kingdom,
and the power, and the
glory, forever. Amén.
Matthew 6:10

Forgive, Or Your Creator Won't Forgive You

*
For if you, ___, forgive
men their trespasses,
your heavenly Father
[Yahweh] also forgives you.
14

15

*
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But if you [fail] to forgive men
their offenses [& debts & sins, ___,]
your Father [Yahweh] refuses to
forgive your offenses [& debts &
sins].
Fast Secretly; Don't Let Anyone
Know

*
And, ___, when you fast, don't
get sad-faced, like the hypocrites. [Religious actors] disfigure
their faces, so they appear to
men to be fasting. I tell you
the rock-solid [truth], the [fakers]
have [already collected] their reward.
16

17

But you, ___, when you fast, put oil on
[your hair &] head. Wash your face.
Anoint your head / Put [olive] oil on your head.
Shampoo & comb your hair. Brush your teeth.

*
___, never appear to men to
fast. Only [Yahweh] your Father
who is in secret [will know you're fasting]. Then your Father, who sees
in secret, openly rewards you.
18

Store Your Treasure In Heaven, Not
On Earth

*
___, never lay up for
yourselves treasures on
earth, where moth and
rust corrupt, and where
thieves break in and
steal.
Matthew 6:20 *
Instead [of worldly investing,]
___, lay up for yourselves treasures in
heaven, where neither
19
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moth nor rust corrupt
[anything], and where
thieves never break in
nor steal.
21 *
For where your treasure
lies, ___, there your
heart winds up.
Be Generous, Not Stingy

*
Your eye is a lamp for your
body, ___. A pure [healthy, whole]
eye lets ‘sunshine’ into your
soul [and body].
22

If you have a ‘good eye’ [that is, if you are generous] your whole body shines full of light.
23

But if your eye is evil, [if you're stingy, ___],
your whole body fills with darkness. If
what you think is light inside of you is
actually darkness, then you're doubly in
the dark.
Paraphrase.

No Man Can Serve 2 Masters: It's
Money Or God

*
No man can serve two
masters. He either [A]
hates the 1st and loves
the 2nd; or else [B] he
stays loyal to the 2nd
and despises the 1st.
___, you can't serve
[both] Elohim and Mammon [Money].
24

Here Jesus clearly commands you to immediately
quit your employee job because, as all legitimate
courts decree: "The relationship of EMPLOYER and
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employee is substantially the same as that of MASTER and servant." Pennsylvania Cas. Co. v. Elkins,
70 F.Supp. 155. And never swear any oath, because all legal dictionaries define an oath as a
statement that creates a master-servant relationship. Commerce and Christianity cannot walk hand
in hand.

Don't Worry At All About Material
Provisions

*
So I tell you, ___: Never worry. Don't stress
about your life, what
you will eat, or what
you will drink, nor for
your body, what you will
wear. Isn't the life more
than food, and the body
more than clothing?
25

Get healthy food and clothing suitable to your mission. But don't worry about lack.

*
Look at the sky-birds, ___!
Birds never plant nor reap, nor
gather [provisions] into barns. Yet
[Yahweh] your heavenly Father
feeds the birds. Are you not
much more valuable than
birds?
26

*
Can any of you [humans] by
worrying add a single
hour to his life?
27

Who of you by worrying can add one bit to his
height?

*
Why do you give
thought to clothing,
___? Consider the lilies
28
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of the field, how they
grow: Flowers don't
work. Flowers don't spin
thread.
29 *
And yet I tell you, ___,
that even [king] Solomon
{Peace-Man} in all his
splendor never dressed
better than one [single humble] flower.
Matthew 6:30 *
So, ___, if [Yahweh] the
Eloah so [perfectly] clothes
the grass of the field,
which today lives, and
tomorrow [workers] toss
into the oven, will YAH
not much better clothe
you? Get some faith!
31 *
So, ___, never get anxious, [whining,] “What are
we gonna’ eat?” or
“What'll we drink?” or
“What'll we wear?”
Jesus is sick of hearing that noise your wife whines
when you say, “Honey, let's sell all our possessions
and go on foreign missions!”
32

*

([Beast] nations chase all
[these material provisions].
[Yahweh] your heavenly FaThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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ther sees that you need
[food, water and clothing], ___.
33 *
You, ___, just seek [to
live within] the Dominion of
[Yahweh] the Eloah. Be a
living [reflection] of his
goodness. Then [YAH]
gives all you all the [material provisions you need].
34 *
So, ___, never give [1
brain cell for even 1 millisecond to]

worry about tomorrow.
For tomorrow ‘worries’
about its own affairs.
Each day has enough
[evil] trouble of its own.

Matthew 7
If You Judge, Judgment
Boomerangs At You

*
___, never judge, or
[someone] will judge you.
1

But spiritually discriminate in who you allow to be
a member of your inner group of believers.

*
For in the way you judge, you,
___, get judged. And by your
standard of measure, [judgment]
measures [out] to you.
2

Peterson: ‘That critical spirit has a way of
boomeranging.’
3

*
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___, why do you focus
on the speck [of sawdust] in
your brother's eye, yet
pay no attention to the
plank [beam] in your own
eye?
4*
How can you, ___, say
to your brother, ‘Let me
pull the speck out of
your eye,’ when all the
while a plank stabs in
your own eye?
5*
___, you hypocrite, first
hurl out the log from
your own eye! Then
you'll see clearly to
tweeze the speck out of
your brother's eye.
6*
___, never give sacred
thing(s) to the dogs.
Never cast your pearls
before swine. [Pigs] trample [your treasures] under
their feet. Then they
spin [around] and tear you
to pieces!
Ask, Seek, Knock And You Will Receive
7

*
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___, keep asking. [YAH]
eventually gives you
[what you need]. Keep seeking, and you eventually
find. Keep knocking.
Then [YAH] eventually
opens the door for you
[to walk through].
8*
For everyone who keeps
asking receives. And
whoever keeps seeking
finds. And to whoever
keeps knocking, [YAH]
opens door[s].
*
___, is there anyone among
you who, when his child asks
for bread, gives his child a
stone instead?
9

Matthew 7:10

___, if your child asks for a fish, will
you [feed] him a snake?

*
So if you, ___, even though
you're evil, know how to give
good gifts to your children,
how much more will [Yahweh]
your Father in heaven give
good things to everyone who
asks him!
11

The Golden Rule: Do What You
Want Done To You

*
So, ___, whatever you
want men to do to you,
you do those things for
12
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them. That

[tiny simple ‘Golden
Rule’ sums up every truth taught in

Law [spoken by all YAH's]
Prophets.
every]

Laws are recipes for love. If the end result of a law
is not love, then the so-called ‘law’ is null and void.

*
___, enter [heaven]
through the cramped
gate. For wide is the
gate, and broad is the
way that leads to destruction. Trillions of [sinners] cruise [to their eternal
deaths on the highway to Sheol].
13

*
The gate that leads to life is
tight, ___. The [rocky] path [to eternity] is so narrow that few [people]
find it.
14

This totally disproves the un-biblical and ridiculous
idea of ‘universal salvation’. Very few earth-dwellers inherit eternal life. Reality burns the rest to
oblivion. Of course, in the abstract sense, you
might say that all that is good lives forever.

Watch Out For False Prophets; Test
The Fruit!

*
___, beware of false
prophets. They come to
you in sheep's clothing.
Inside they're ravening
wolves.
15

16

___, you [can] recognize [true prophets] by
their fruits. Do people gather grapes
from thorn-bushes? [No.] [Can people pick]
figs from thistles? [No.]
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*
Likewise, every good
tree yields good fruit.
And [every] corrupt tree
brings forth damaging
fruit.
17

Trees = humans and their societies. Also, corrupted or unhealthy plants produce inferior food.

*
A good tree can't bring
forth evil [hurtful] fruit,
___. Nor can a corrupt
tree yield good fruit.
19 *
Every tree which fails to
produce good fruit gets
cut down and cast into
the fire, ___.
18

Matthew 7:20

*

So by [examining] their ‘fruits,’ you,
___, discern [whether people are serving
Satan or serving YAH].
The way to identify a tree, a church, a spirit or a
human, is by the kind of ‘fruit’ they produce.

Most Christians Will Burn In The
Fire-Lake

*
___, not everyone who
says to me, “Lord! Lord!”
gets to enter the Kingdom of Heaven; just
those who DO the will of
[Yahweh] my Father in
heaven.
21
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DO. Consistent good action is required for entering
the Kingdom Of Heaven. Not mere ‘belief.’ Not
merely ‘praying the sinner's prayer.’
22

*

[ ___, billions of fake Judeo-Chris-

come to cry to me
on the [Judgment] day,
“Lord, Lord, didn't we
prophesy in your name?
In your name we exorcized devils! We performed many wonderful
works under your authority!”
tians]

Billions of deluded churchgoing ‘christians’ “know
that they know” that they're doing to heaven, when
they're not.

*
Then I declare to the [deluded religionists,] “I never knew you! Get
away from me! You work at violating the [Mosaic] law!”
23

Churchgoers burning in the lake of fire, because
their seminary-mistrained preachers told them that
the Law had been ‘nailed to the cross and done
away with, abolished.’

The Wise Man Builds His House On
Rock

*
So, ___, whoever hears
these sayings of mine,
and lives them [in constant,
concrete, loving action], I liken
him to a wise man, who
builds his house on a
rock:
24

See great Matthew 7:24 song: He Is The Rock.
25

*
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—The rain descends.
The floods rise. The
winds blow. [Torrents] beat
on the [wise man's] house!
Yet the house never
falls. For it [sits] on a rock
foundation.
*
So, ___, everyone who hears
these sayings of mine, yet fails
to live them, winds up like a
foolish man who builds his
house on the sand:
27 *
And the rain descends! The
floods rush! The winds blow.
[Disaster] beats on the [foolish man's]
house. So it falls, ___! It collapses with a terrifying, [earth-shaking crash]!”
26

The Messiah's Word Pounds Its
Hearers

*The listeners' jaws drop as
YahShua drives these pulsepounding, [stunning truths] to a climax. [The listeners jump up & down, raving].
28

‘Ekplesso’ translates to ‘pounded flat’ or ‘knocked
out’. Are people astonished at your church's boring
talk sermons? If not, then the preacher's not saying what Jesus said in the way Jesus said it. YAH's
word hits you like a brick hurled at your head. If
your church's messages just mildly inspire you,
something is deadly wrong with the speaker or the
hearer, or both.

*For YahShua teaches
the people as [a leader]
bearing Authority, ___,
not like [religionite] writers
[& law-professors].
29

Teachers who have authority command obedience.
Teachers without authority issue penances, and/or
‘easy salvation’ prayers. Satan's decoy-drones put
churchgoers to sleep with boring lectures.
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Matthew 8

YahShua hears

[the pagan killer perfectly
describing the obedient faith YAH requires of you,

YAHshua Heals A Heathen-Circle
Leper

*YahShua hikes down from
the mountain. Great multitudes
follow him. 2 Suddenly, ___, a leper
1

staggers up. [He] falls face-down. [He worships] YahShua, begging, “Master, if you
choose, you can make me clean.” 3

*YahShua reaches out his
hand, touches the leper, and
says,
‘I'm willing. Be cleansed!’
Immediately the leper's leprosy [vanishes, totally] cured, ___! 4
YahShua says to the [cleansed] leper,
‘See that you tell no one [I healed you].
Just go [straight on] your way. Show your
[beautiful skin] to the priest. Then offer the
gift Moses commanded, as a testimony
to the [Jewish religious leaders].’
Yahshua Heals The Killer's Servant
5 YahShua [hikes on, ___. He] enters Capernaum, [a comfortable walled town]. A [Roman]
Centurion [who commands hundreds of killer-warriors runs] up to YahShua, begging for
help. 6 [The centurion pleads,] “Master, my servant lies at home paralyzed, grievously
tormented.” 7 YahShua answers the centurion,
“I'll come and heal your servant.”

*The centurion answers
YahShua, “Master, I'm not worthy for you to come under my
roof. But speak the word, and
[YAH's power will immediately] heal my
servant. 9 *For I'm a man [working] under authority. I have soldiers under me. And I say to
this man, ‘Go,’ and he goes;
and to another, ‘Come,’ and he
comes; and to my servant, ‘Do
this,’ and he executes my command.” Matthew 8:10 *When
8
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___],

YahShua marvels. [He] says
to the [people] following [him],
“I tell you the rock-solid [truth]:
I've never found such great
faith! Certainly not in [this corrupt
generation of] Israelis.
Of course, Moses and the other Hebrew prophets
(including John the Baptist) had great faith.

*
And I fore-tell you, ___: many
[non-Jew foreigners] come to stream
from the east and west. They
sit down with Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, Isaac {Laughter}
and Jacob {Heel-Grabber} in the
Kingdom of Heaven.
12 *
11

[While repentant pagans feast in heaven, angels

“children of the kingdom” into the
outer darkness, where [people]
weep and gnash [their] teeth [as
they perish forever].”
hurl many apostate ‘Judeo-Christian’]

The damned wail, weep and gnash briefly while
they're undergoing annihilation. What lunatic would
make people consciously suffer for eternity!?

*YahShua answers the centurion,
“Go your way. [YAH is] doing for
you what you believed [He would].”
So, ___, at that exact moment,
[YAH] heals the centurion's servant!
13

Yahshua Heals Peter's Mother-In-Law
14 YahShua enters the [family] home of
[Peter] Rock. [He] sees [Rock's] wife's mother lying [in bed] sick, with a fever. 15
YahShua touches the mother's hand.
So the fever leaves her, ___. She
[jumps] up and [starts] serving YahShua.
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Yahshua Heals Many Sick & Possessed People

*Evening falls, ___. [People]
bring to YahShua many sufferers possessed by devils.
YahShua casts out the [evil] spirits with his word. He heals all
the sick [people]. 17 *[These exorcisms and
faith-healings fulfill the prophecy] spoken by
IsaiYah the prophet: “[The Messiah]
himself takes our infirmities
[away]! He bears our sicknesses.”
16

(Isaiah 53:4)

Jesus Demands Christians Give All
They Have
18 [Hours pass, ___.] YahShua sees great
crowds surrounding him. [So] he commands [his disciples] to cross to the other
side [of Heathen-Circle lake]. 19 [Then] a [religious]
writer, [a law-teacher] strides up. [He lies] to
YahShua, “Master, I will follow you
wherever you go.” Matthew 8:20

*YahShua answers the scribe
[lawyer,]

“Foxes [like you politicrats] have holes.
Sky-birds have nests. But [I,]
the ‘Son of Adam,’ have
nowhere to lay [my] head.”
Foxes = worldly rulers, like Herod. Birds of the air
= citizens. Nests = citizen's residences, within the
tree-like economic structure of the worldly kingdoms (descended from Babylon). Come into the
Kingdom of Heaven, and you leave all of the
world's convenience and privilege behind. The people who eventually rule the universe have to first
sleep on the cold, hard lice-ridden dirt.

*One of YahShua's disciples
asks YahShua, “Master, [before we
journey,] permit me to go and
bury my father.” 22 *But
YahShua answers [the grieving
21

disciple,]

“ ___, follow me. Let the dead
bury their dead.”
Apparently we are not to turn back from the Great
Commission to attend our parent's funerals.
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Yahshua Calms A Sea-Storm
23 [Then] YahShua boards a boat, ___.
His disciples follow him.

The Christian life is migratory. But at foot-pace,
not the pace of motorized travel. Wherever the
Messiah went, people had friends in the town he
came from. Continuity of reputation is a priceless
attribute of real ministry.

*Suddenly, ___, a terrible
storm rushes upon the lake.
The waves crash over the boat.
Meanwhile, YahShua [lies peacefully]
sleeping. 25 YahShua's disciples rush
24

to YahShua. They wake him, screaming, “Master, save us! We're going to
drown!” 26 *YahShua

asks

his disciples,
“Why are you filled with
fear, you puny-faithed
[cowards]?”
YahShua rises. He rebukes the winds and the
sea. [The storm vanishes, ___,
leaving] complete calm!
*The [sailing men and disciples] marvel, asking, “What kind of man
is this [YahShua]? Even the winds
and the sea obey Him!”
27

YAHshua Heals Demon-Men, Kills A
Herd of Pigs

*YahShua arrives at the other side of the lake. [He docks] at
the territory of the Gadarenes.
There live demon-controlled
[zombies] so extremely fierce so
that no man [dares] travel on that
road, ___. Two [of these nutcases]
possessed by devils stalk out
of the [area's] burial caves. The
madmen [run up to] confront
YahShua. 29 *The demoniacs
scream, “What do you want
28
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with us, YahShua, Son of [Yahweh]
the Eloah? Have you come here
to torment us before The
Time?” Matthew 8:30 In the distance [from
a large herd of pigs [ruts about on a
eating.
A fortune in pork: a rich family's life savings tied
up in farm animals.
YahShua and the demoniacs,]
hill, oinking and]

*The devils beg YahShua, “If
you cast us out [of these human bodies
we've taken over,] allow us to go
away into that herd of pigs.” 32

men. 34 *The whole city rushes
out to meet YahShua. When
they see him, they beg him,
“Get out of OUR territory, [you
property-destroying sorceror]!”
Get rid of people's problems, and they banish you
for it. No good turn goes unpunished.

Matthew 9

31

*YahShua answers the
devils,
“Go.”
The devils [fly] out [of the
men] and [rush up] into the
herd of pigs. Suddenly,
___, the whole herd of
pigs [runs] violently down
a steep cliff into the
lake! [All the dirty disease-bags
blubber, blowing bubbles, thrashing]

the water

[with their little pig
legs, trying to swim. Soon all the
hogs] drown. [Glassy-eyed, they
sink past fish to the bottom of the
lake.]
Good riddance, nasty pigs, big disease incubating
rats who destroy the health of the poor children
who raise pork to survive. Yahshua knew that domesticated swine are a curse to the human race.
So it was not a crime for him to destroy the herd.
Try that with your local pig-farmer. You'll enter a
controversy about the applicability of the Mosaic
Law to modern ‘Christian’ life.

*[While crabs, catfish and shrimp get to work
eating the pigs' corpses,] the pig-herders
flee to the city, ___. They
broadcast everything about the
pig “massacre” and the exorcism of the demon-possessed
33
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YAHshua Heals a Paralyzed Man
1 So [instead of nuking the ingrates,] YahShua
boards a boat. He crosses over [the lake].
He [hikes] to his [native] town [of Nazareth].
When the people don't want your miracles & spiritual gifts, just leave. Step back from the table
when love leaves the menu.

*[YahShua straggles into town. Immediately]
people [drag] to him a paralyzed
man slung on a mat. YahShua
sees the [peoples'] faith. He says
to the paralytic,
“Take heart, son! Your sins are
forgiven.”
2

No blood sacrifice necessary. Just active faith.

Immediately some scribal [professors of resay within themselves, ‘This man
[YahShua] blasphemes!’ 4 *YahShua
3

ligion]

reads the scribes’ minds, ___.
He answers,
“Why are you entertaining evil
thoughts in your hearts?”
5

Which is easier: to say, “Your sins are
forgiven,” or to say, “Arise and walk?”

*
—But [I'll do both,] so that you can
know that [I,] the ‘Son of Adam,’
have power on earth to forgive
sins.”
YahShua orders the paralyzed
man,
“Get up. Pick up your bed-mat.
Go home.”
6
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So the [healed] man [jumps] up, ___! He
[skips] home! 8 *[Jaw-dropped] multi7

tudes watch [YahShua heal the paralytic].
They marvel. They glorify
[Yahweh] the Eloah for giving such
[healing] authority to men.
Yahshua Enlists Matthew The Tax
Collector
9 YahShua passes on from [Nazareth]. He
sees a [rich] man named MattithYahu
{Yah's-Gift} sitting at the tax collector's
office. YahShua says to Matthew,
“Follow me.”
[So] Matthew gets up. [He quits his lucrative
government job.] He follows YahShua.

Matthew leaves his cushy well-paid tax-collector
job, immediately, on command, to follow this dusty
wierdo.

Real Christians Live Life Saving Sinners
Matthew 9:10 Later, ___, as YahShua sits at dinner in [Matthew's] house, many tax-collectors and sinners stream [in]. They sit down with YahShua and
his disciples.
Perhaps Matthew's house.

*The Pharisees see [YahShua talking comfortably with “bad” people]. The [religionists] ask YahShua's disciples,
“Why does your Master eat
with sinners and [oppressive] taxcollectors?” 12 *YahShua hears
the [religionites' condescending judgments, ___.
So] YahShua says to the Pharisees,
“People who are healthy don't
need a physician. Sick people
do.
11

Believers should spend time counseling nonchurchgoers, the folks in bars and worldly government offices.

*
But you go and learn what this
means: “I want [acts of merciful]
compassion, not [animal] sacrifices! I've come to call sinners,
13
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[people,]

to repen-

(Hosea 6:6) Contrary to thousands of years of
church-spawned misunderstanding, YHVH never
asked anyone to kill animals to please Him. He
suggested that people donate animals to feed people at feasts. The Biblical words rendered "sacrifice" (Hebrew #2077 zebach and Greek #2378
thusia) mean to slaughter, as you would any animal you eat.

There's A Time To Party & A Time
To Mourn
14 Then, ___, the disciples of Yohannon (JAHn the Immerser) [walk] up to
YahShua. They ask [him], “Why do we
and the Pharisees often fast, while your
disciples [pig out]?”
Fasting is a way of breaking your food addiction;
killing the ‘stomach god.’

Dead Religion Can't Hold Fresh
Spirit
15 YahShua answers JAHn's disciples,
“Do you expect the guests at a wedding
festival to sit in depression while the
groom [parties] with them? [Of course not!]
But the day comes when [YAH] takes [me,]
the groom, away from [my disciples]. Then
[my disciples] fast.”
16

*

won't sew a patch of
new cloth on old clothes, ___.
The new piece pulls away from
the old. So the tear gets worse.
[A seamstress]

Judaism could not hold Yahshua. He blew it apart.
Constantinian Christianty can't hold YAH's Spirit either. Bogus Judeo-Christian religion looks sturdy.
But under stress it blows apart like particle-board.

*
People don't pour new wine
into old wine-skins, ___. Fresh
wine makes old wine-skins pop
[like balloons]. Then the wine runs
out. The ragged dead wineskins [fall to lie in] trash. No, everyone pours new wine into new
wine-skins. That [way] both the
17
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wine and the wine-skins stay
preserved.
Religion cannot hold spirituality. The ‘church’ cannot contain the Spirit. Church-ianity kills Spirit.

Yahshua Heals A Woman Doctors
Couldn't Heal
18 While YahShua speaks these truths
to JAHn's disciples, suddenly a ruler
rushes in. He kneels before YahShua.
He begs, “My daughter just died. Come
lay your hand on her. Then she'll come
back to life.”
This ruler was a high-level power player. Strong's
#758 Archon = a first in rank or power, chief,
magistrate, prince. See #757. Some translations
infer: ‘the leader of a synagogue’; others, ‘an official’.

YahShua and his disciples jump up
[from dinner]. They follow the ruler [down the
street]. Matthew 9:20 *Suddenly, ___,
19

a woman approaches YahShua
from behind. For 12 years, this
woman has been suffering
from a disease which makes
her hemorrhage blood. She
touches the hem of YahShua's
cloak. 21 The bleeding woman says
within herself, “If only I can touch
YahShua's cloak, [YAH] will heal me.”
Probably touching his tassels (Hebrew tzitzit), the
little fringes made to remind everyone to obey
YAH's Law. See Num 15:38-39.

*YahShua spins around, ___.
He sees the diseased woman.
[He] says,
“Courage, daughter! Your faith
has healed you.”
Instantly [YAH] heals her!
22

Yahshua Resurrects A Jewish BigWig's Daughter

*YahShua arrives at the
ruler's house. He sees the funeral musicians and the crowd
in an uproar. [They grieve for the ruler's
dead daughter.] 24 *YahShua says to
the crowd,
23
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“Everybody out! The girl isn’t
dead. She’s just sleeping!”
The crowd laughs, ___. [They]
scorn YahShua [as a lunatic impostor].
25 *The [ruler] gets rid of the
crowd of [mocking, faithless] mourners. Then YahShua walks into
[the bedroom]. [He] takes the girl by
the hand. She gets up!
You've got to get away from the faithless people if
you want to have a miracle of faith.
26

*The fame

[of YahShua raising the

sweeps
through the entire land.
ruler's girl from the dead]

Yahshua Heals 2 Blind Men
YahShua [walks] out of the house [of the
girl he just resurrected. On the road,] 2 blind men
follow YahShua. They cry. They beg,
“You! Son of David! Have mercy on us.”
27

*YahShua enters the house
[where he is to sleep that night] . The blind
men come to YahShua.
YahShua asks the blind men,
“Do you believe that I'm able
to [give you sight]?”
The blind men answer
YahShua, “Yes, Master.” 29
*YahShua then touches the
blind men's eyes. He says,
“From your faith comes your
miracle!”
28

Paraphrase. Alternate translations: “Your healing
matches your faith.” “Let it happen, then, just as
you believe!”

*The blind men's eyes
[fly] open, ___! YahShua commands the men,
“Tell no one that I gave you
your sight.”
Matthew 9:30

Possibly reverse psychology. Tell people (even your
family and friends) to keep a secret and they'll blab
even louder.
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But the healed blind men [run] off.
They spread YahShua's fame throughout the whole region, ___.
Yahshua Heals A Demon-Possessed
Mute Man
32 YahShua and his disciples travel on.
Suddenly, ___, people bring a mute,
demon-possessed man to YahShua. 33
31

*[YahShua] casts the devil out. The
mute man speaks, ___! The
multitudes marvel. [They shout],“No
one in Israel has ever seen a
[miracle] like this!” 34 *But the
Pharisees lie, “YahShua casts
out devils through the [power of the]
prince of the devils.”
Immediate damnation for the Pharisees who said
that lie. No possibility of forgiveness ever. This sort
of blasphemy against the Holy Spirit is why the Roman army turned Jerusalem into a parking lot 40
years later.

Yahshua Laments The Lack Of Kingdom Workers

*YahShua travels around all
the [region's] cities and villages.
He teaches in their synagogues. He heralds the Good
News of [YAH's] Kingdom. He
heals every sickness and every
disease among the people,
___. 36 *YahShua watches the
crowds. His [heart] moves with
compassion for them, ___.
They're beaten down, helpless,
scattered abroad, like sheep
without a shepherd. 37
*YahShua says to his disciples,
“The harvest overflows, ___.
But [good] workers are rare.
35

[Earth holds] billions of [souls] to harvest. But
[this planet contains] very few [qualified spiritual]
workers.

*
Pray that [Yahweh], the ‘Adonai of
the harvest,’ sends out workers
38
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to gather in His crops
___].”

[of souls,

Matthew 10
YAHshua Sends His 12 Apostles To
Heal &Herald

*YahShua calls to himself his
12 disciples, ___. He gives
them authority to drive unclean [evil] spirits out [of people,]
and [power] to heal every kind of
disease and weakness!
1

If you had power to exorcise demons and to heal
any disease, you wouldn't need that regular paycheck, would you?

These are the names of [YahShua's] 12
apostles: 1st: Simon {Listener} (called
Peter {Rock}), Rock's brother (Andrew
{Manly}), James {Heel-Grabber} (son of
Zebedee [Giver]) and JAHn (James'
brother);
2

Yahshua sends his disciples out in pairs, for accountability and companionship.
3 —Philip {Horse-Lover} & Bartholomew {Son-Of-TheRidge}, Thomas {Twin} & MattithYahu {Yah's-Gift} the
tax-collector; James {Heel-Grabber} (son of Alphaeus
{Change}) & Thaddaeus;
lit. Lebbaeus, surnamed Thaddaeus;
4 —[lastly] Simon {Listener} the Canaanite, and Judas
from Keriot, who [comes to] betray YahShua.
‘Judas Iscariot’ means: ‘Y’hudah from K’riot.’ This
Judas (Judah) son of Shimon the Moabite from Keriot, was a descendant of drunken Lot's daughter-incest. Judas was likely an undercover zealot
who thought turning Jesus over to the Israeli leaders would force Jesus to use his super-powers to
get rid of the Roman-installed Jewish leaders, and
thus ignite war to evict the Romans from Judea.
The Zealots were a militant sect of super patriots.
Zealots believed that once war raged against the
Romans, the Creator would rush to their aid.
Zealots did later evict the Romans from Jerusalem
for a few years, in AD66, prior to being absolutely
crushed by Rome in AD70. War solves nothing.
5 YahShua sends forth these 12 [emissaries] with this
command:
‘[On this trip] don't venture among the [non-Jewish] nations. And don't enter Samarian [north Israeli] cities.’
6
Instead, [for now] go [only] to the lost [destroyed Judean]
sheep of the house of Israel.
When's the last time you talked to a Jew about the
gospel?
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Trumpet The Gospel To The World,
Free For All

*
And as you go, ___, herald!
Proclaim, ‘The Kingdom of
Heaven looms at hand!’
7

*
Heal sick [people]. Cleanse lepers.
Resurrect dead [cadavers]. Cast
devils out [of people]. Freely you
have received, ___. Freely
give.
8

Never charge for spiritual services.
9

Do not take along any gold, silver or
copper in your belts.
Go with NO money. Then you'll find out who your
friends are.
Matthew 10:10

Carry no [traveler's] bag for your journey.
Don't take an extra shirt. Wear no
shoes. Don't [even] take a walking staff.
For the worker deserves his support,
___.
Yah gives you what you need to do what He wants
done.

Go Where People Want The Gospel,
Then Leave

11

Whenever you enter a city or village,
___, search [for like-minds]. [Inquire] for a
worthy [deserving / suitable / praise-worthy] man.
Stay in his home until you leave for the
next town.

*
When you, ___, come into a
house, embrace, [greet, and bless]
the house [and its people].
12

Give them a big hug. Say, ‘Shalom aleikhem!’

*
If your host-family proves worthy, [stay there]. Let the peace in
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

your heart fill the house , ___.
But if the host-home proves
unworthy, you (still filled with
peace) turn and leave [in peace].
Never argue. You can leave. But you must be
peaceful wherever you go.

*
If any house or populace refuses to welcome you and listen
to your words, ___, when you
leave that house or city, shake
off the dust of your feet.
15 *
I tell you the rock-solid truth,
___: it'll be more tolerable for
the [people of the] of [ancient wicked]
Sodom and Gomorrha on the
day of judgment, than for any
populace [that refuses to welcome you and
14

Herald, NOT lecture!

13

1505

listen to you when you bring them my commandments].

Preachers Send True Believers To
Court & Jail

*
See reality, ___! I'm
sending you out like
sheep surrounded by [religious and political] wolves! So
you be shrewd as serpents, yet harmless as
doves.
16

See the reality behind whitewashed church and
business facades. Pure people run like sheep
through a wolf pack. So you be as cunning as a
snake, yet inoffensive as a dove.

*
___, beware of humans! They'll deliver
you up to councils, [local
17
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courts].

They'll

[physically, men-

tally, emotionally, and/or spiritually]

scourge/whip/beat &
flog you in their [educational
and religious institutions].
Lit: synagogues. Don't be naive. People will impugn your motives and smear your reputation.

*
Because
18

me,
[soldiers and/or policemen] come
to bring you [to trial] before governors and
kings, to witness to
them and [to] the Nations.
[you represent]

Your obedience to Yahshua brings you into conflict
with the world's so-called ‘laws.’ Conflict Of Law
rages between Ecclesiastical Law vs. Commercial
Law. Get happy when people haul you before their
civil ‘authorities.’ Without knowing it, they've done
YAH's will, giving you a platform for trumpeting the
Kingdom news!

Don't Worry About What To Say In
Court

*
But when the [police] arrest [or detain] you, ___, don't worry [at all]
about what to say or how to
speak [at trial or prior to trial]. For [YAH's
Holy Spirit] gives you the right
words just when you need to
speak.
19

Keep your mouth tightly shut in any legal situation.
Unless the Holy Spirit instructs you to say something, don't speak to cops, public defenders,
judges, nor anyone else involved in the case
against you.

*
For it won't be you doing the
talking, ___ — it'll be the Spirit
Matthew 10:20
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of your Father speaking
through you.
Comforting. The Holy Spirit = the Spirit of your Father. Not a 3rd person of a 3-headed god.

Your Family May Kill You If You Follow Jesus

*
Brothers hand over brothers to
be killed. Fathers hand over
their children, ___. Children
rise up against their parents
and have them put to death!
22 *
And you, ___, come to be hated by all men because of [your
‘stubborn’ allegiance to] My Name [& Authority]. But [YAH] saves every one [of
my obedient disciples] who endures TO
THE END.
21

You don't get saved by saying 1 prayer. You get
saved by enduring to the END. Everyone is busy
pledging allegiance to their nation which hates
YHVH, while you stay busy giving your all for
YHVH, whom they hate. What do you expect? Roses and a red carpet?

*
So when the [evil religio-political leaders
and their goons] persecute you in one
city, ___, you flee into another
[town]. For I tell you the rocksolid [truth]: [I,] the ‘Son of Adam’,
visibly return before you [disciples]
finish [traveling] through all the
towns of Israel.
23

This has a double meaning: (1) Yahshua came
back quickly after he was killed, and (2) The people of "Israel" are so stubbornly opposed to recognizing Yahshua as their Messiah, and there are so
vanishingly few people spreading the real gospel of
salvation (that comes only through enduring to the
end), that it takes 2000+ years until the Jews have
all even given a hearing to the true Gospel.
24

*
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The disciple, ___, is not above
his teacher. Nor is the servant
above his master.
25

It's enough for the student to emulate
his teacher, and the slave resemble his
master, ___. Since the [blind religionites]
call [me,] the master of the house,
“Beelzebub [Lord-Of-The-Flies],” how much
more will [infidels] insult [you] members of
[my] household?
Never Fear The Enemies Of The
Gospel

*
So never fear your enemies,
___. [YAH] brings every secret
out into the open. [YAH] uncovers every hidden thing.
27 *
What I tell you in the dark, you
speak in the light, ___. And
what you hear [heaven's Spirit] whisper in your ear, you herald up
on housetops.
26

Christianity is not a secret society. We have no
hidden doctrines, no hidden agendas.

No One Can Kill You If YAH Is On
Your Side

*
Never fear [people, ___]. People [can
only] kill meat-bodies. People lie
totally powerless to kill [your]
spirit. Rather fear [Yahweh] who is
able to destroy both spirit and
body in Gei-Hinnom [Trash-Fire Valley].”
28

Gei-Hinnom= the trash and weed fire of the universe. Hell is permanent destruction, not conscious
eternal torment.
29

Don't

sell sparrows for a [little
piece of copper, ___]? Yet not one [bird ever]
falls to the ground apart from the will
of your Father [Yahweh].
[bird-sellers]
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*
And [Yahweh] has counted and
numbered every single hair on
your head, ___.
31 *
So never be afraid, ___. You're
worth more than many sparrows!
Matthew 10:30

The Messiah Defends His Hard-Core
Followers
32

So whoever acknowledges me before
men, I [stand up for and defend] him, facing
[the Judgement throne of Yahweh] my Father in
heaven.
‘Acknowledging Yahshua’ means more than just
calling yourself a Christian. Acknowledging
Yahshua means to trumpet to other people that
Yahshua is YAH's Messiah, YAH's Crown Prince over
the entire Universe, and that all (including
‘Christians’) who disobey Yahshua's commands get
burned up and destroyed. Stand up for Yahshua
against world opinion. Then he stands up for you
on Judgment day.
33

But whoever denies me before men,
___, I deny him before [Yahweh] my Father in heaven.
True Christianity Is A Sword of
Controversy

*
___, never think that I've
come to send “peace on earth.”
I did not come to bring peace.
[I came to bring] a ‘sword!’
35 *[a] man divided against his
father, ___, and [a] daughter
against her mother, and [a]
daughter-in-law against her
mother-in-law. 36
34

___, a man's enemies will be the
members of his own household.
(Micah 7:6) ‘Well-meaning‘ bio-family members can
be your worst enemies in your mission to obey YAH
and to reach eternal life.

Christ's Disciples Give Up Their
Whole Lives
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*
Anyone who loves [his earthly] father or mother more than me is
unworthy of me, ___! And
anyone who loves [his] son or
daughter more than me doesn't deserve me.
37

Discipleship isn't raising families, it's raising hardcore believers. Discipleship is war, not knitting and
baking.

*
___, anyone who fails to pick
up his impaling-stake and follow after me [to torture and death] is
ineligible to [partner with] me.
39 *
Whoever clings to his [physical]
life loses [eternal] life, ___.
[Likewise,] anyone who loses his
[mortal] life [to follow me in obeying Yahweh to
the death,] eventually finds [real eternal] Life.
38

Help YAH's Hated Servants & You
Go To Heaven!

*
Whoever receives you, [my
disciple,] receives me, ___. Whoever receives me receives
[Yahweh] who commissions me.
41 *
YAH rewards people who receive His prophets. [YAH gives those]
welcomers the rich rewards he
gives the prophets. YAH rewards people who welcome
righteous people, as if the welcomers had been obedient, [even
if the welcomers have a bad record].
Matthew 10:40

Most people ridicule and reject YAH's prophets. The
world hates and despises YAH's holy ones. Prove it:
just walk around commanding people to obey
Yahshua's commands. Soon you'll be ducking sharp
knives flying at your face. If you go against the
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crowd, if you take YAH's messengers into your
homes, if you feed YAH's holy servants and listen
to their teachings, you have a short-cut to blessings, including eternal life, even if you've been a
stripper, murderer, drug-dealer, assassin, President, General, adulterer, or whatever type of (now
repenting) sinner. This is a great verse to use in
whorehouse, drug-den or jail ministry.

*
You, ___, can be sure that a
guaranteed, irrevocable reward will land securely in the
hands of whoever, wishing to
help my followers, gives as little as a drink of cool water to
the [scrawniest] little [spiritual runt]
among these my disciples.”
42

This is not a verse about giving a drink of kool-aid
to neighborhood kids, though hydrating thirsty kids
is a sweet thing to do. This is about going against
the grain of society by following YAH's Spirit. Let
people the world hates come and stay in your
house, even though you're afraid they may actually
be terrorists and criminals, which is often what the
world calls YAH's people.

Matthew 11
Jesus Shows John's Disciples He's
The Messiah
1 YahShua finishes preparing his 12 disciples [for their journey]. Then [YahShua hikes]
on. [He] teaches and heralds [YAH's good
news] in the towns of Galilee [Heathen-Circle].
Not “preach”, but
kerusso:
herald (as a public crier).
If your preacher doesn't frequently herald in public,
outside the church grounds, he's probably an impostor.
2 [Meanwhile,]

JAHn

[(Yohannon the Immerser) hangs

rotting in shackles, bitten by rats & leeches, locked up]

in

dungeon. [Through the
JAHn hears the news that
YahShua is [roaming the country, healing and teaching. So] JAHn sends 2 of his own disciples
to YahShua. 3 JAHn's 2 followers [travel
far. Finally they arrive.] They ask YahShua,
“Are you [the Messiah] whom [YAH promised
would] come [to earth]? Or should we look
for another [Messiah]?”
[false-king Herod's]

prison bars,]
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Jews, take note.
4 YahShua answers JAHn's 2 disciples,
“[Run] and report to JAHn the things you're hearing &
seeing:
5

gives blind [people] their sight! [He
makes] lame [cripples] get up and walk!
[YahShua] heals lepers! [Me makes] deaf [people] hear! [YahShua] raises dead [corpses] to
life! [YahShua] heralds [YAH's] Great News
to paupers!

[YahShua]

6

blesses everyone who [resists the urge
offended by My [radical behaviors and
teachings].”
John The Baptist Is The Old Testament's Apex

[YAH]

to get]

7 As JAHn's disciples leave, YahShua starts speaking about JAHn (to the crowds). [YahShua asks them],
“What did you go out into the wilderness to see? A
reed shaking in the wind?
8

What did you travel out to see? A [coward] clothed in soft apparel? Look, ___!
[Pansies] who wear plush attire [lounge
around] in kings’ palaces. [Real men hike the
desert. Real leaders work in slums.]

Politically-astute lying T.V. preachers counsel Presidents of worldly nations. Charlatans fill stadiums
of cheering crowds. Fakers sleep on silk sheets in
5-star hotels. YAH's real people are often scraggly,
smelly, bug-eaten roughnecks sleeping in nasty
holes.
9

What did you go out [to the Jordan river] to
see? A prophet? Yes, I tell you, ___,
[JAHn the Immerser is much] more than a
prophet.
Matthew 11:10

YAH predicted JAHn's arrival on earth
by telling the prophet MalachYAH to
write down this prediction: ‘Look, [Messiah], I [YAH] send my messenger [JAHn] before you, to make the road smooth for
you.’
Malachi 3:1
11

I tell you the rock-solid [truth, ___]:
Among beings born from women, there
has never risen anyone greater than
JAHn the Baptist! Yet the tiniest [perfected
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in Heaven's [eternal] kingdom is
greater than JAHn, [because JAHn is still a mortal].
being]

No one in history surpasses John the Baptizer. This
suggests that the Kingdom/Dominion of Heaven [in
the sense of this verse] is something that would
come later, perhaps after John's death, or after
Yahshua's death. Yahshua refered to YAH's kingdom in 3 different phases or dimensions:
YAH's kingdom existed in the past. Abraham, Isaac
and Jacob were in YAH's Kingdom centuries ago
(Lk.13:28).
YAH's dominion is present. ‘The kingdom is
among/within you’ (Lk.17:21).
YAH's kingdom is future — something YAH is yet to
give and for which men must always pray.
12

And from the days when JAHn the Immerser [began heralding and baptizing] until
now, [evil forces] have been violently attacking the Kingdom of the [Highest]
Heaven, ___. Yet active [believers grab onto]
the Kingdom [as fast as they can].
Or: YAH's kingdom has been forcefully advancing,
and forceful men try to force themselves into YAH's
kingdom.
13

The Prophets and the [Mosaic] Law all
predict [and point to] JAHn's coming, ___.

John is in the direct authoritative line of prophetic
succession. All the Hebrew Prophets and the Torah
of Moses point to John and culminate in John,
teaming up with John in preparing the way for
Yahshua, the Messiah of YAH's Kingdom.
14

And whether you, ___, choose to receive this truth [or not,] JAHn [the Immerser]
is EliYah, who [the prophets told you] would
arrive [and introduce me, the Messiah].
Mortals Feel No Joy Nor Fear Over
YAH's Word

*
Whoever has ears to hear, let
him hear, ___.
15

16
To what can I compare this [blind] generation, ___?
They're like children sitting in the markets, [complaining,] calling to their friends:
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‘Generation’ refers to the people of Yahshua's time,
and in another sense, to the spawn of demon-spirit
that infects the Jews and blinds them to their Messiah who stands right in front of them.

*
‘We pipe happy [wedding] tunes
for you, ___. But you refuse to
dance; We play sad funeral
dirges for you. But you refused
to cry.’
17

People who are spiritually dead cannot be roused
into eternal life by any natural means.
18

For JAHn [the Immerser] came fasting and
abstaining from alcohol. Yet these
[snakes] slander him, ‘JAHn has a devil [inside of him]!’
Command YAH's words to people who claim to be
‘believers,’ and many of them will say you have an
evil spirit. That's blasphemy against the Holy Spirit. The sentence for such blasphemers is immediate
irrevocable condemnation to the fire of eternal destruction.
19

*

Son of
Adam, come eating and drinking. These [fake-religious snake-spawn spit
out their vile blasphemy against me:] ‘Look at
[YahShua,] a gluttonous man, a
drunkard, a friend of [traitorous]
tax-collectors and sinners.’ But
wisdom's children prove [her]
right, ___.”
[I, YAH's Messiah, the ultimate]

Your Evil City Will Burn Hotter Than
Sodom
Matthew 11:20 Then, ___, YahShua starts
denouncing the cities in which he had
done most of his mighty miracles, because they keep refusing to repent. 21
[YahShua predicts death-sentences for these disobedient
cities:]

“Woe/Horror to you, Korazin! Terror to
you, Bethsaida [Fish-House]! For if, in Tyre
{Rock-Port} & Sidon {Fish-City}, [YAH] had
performed the mighty works that [He]
performed in you, [Tyre & Sidon] would
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have long ago repented in sackcloth
and ashes.
22

So I tell you, on Judgment Day, [evil]
Tyre {Rock-Port} & Sidon {Fish-City} get
lighter punishments than your disobedient city, ___.
23

And you, Capernaum [comfortable walled
town], city exalted to “heaven!” [YAH soon]
brings you down to [Sheol (the grave)]. For if
the mighty works which [YAH and YAH's people] perform in you had been done in
Sodom, Sodom would have [repented and]
remained standing today.
24

But I reveal to you, ___, that on the
day of judgment, the country of Sodom
gets a more tolerable [verdict] than does
your arrogant [Judeo-Christian] city, ___.”
YAH Gives Children Insight, &
Blinds Geniuses
25 Just then YahShua says,
“I thank you Father [Yahweh], Adonai of
heaven and earth. You hide these
truths from sophisticated and ‘educated’
[braggarts]. You [only] reveal [your] treasures
to childlike [people].
26

Yes, Father, you see pleasure

[in bypassing
know-it-all prigs. You take the truth to humble children.]

Yahshua is YAH's Unique Prince &
Special Son

27

*

my Father has handed
everything [in the universe and beyond]
to me, ___. No man knows [me,
YAH's] Son. Only the Father [knows
Me]. And no man knows [Yahweh]
the Father. Only I, the Son,
know [YAH]. But I, YAH's Son, reveal YAH to whomever I
choose.
[Yahweh]

Lay Down The World's Load, & Pick
Up Peace
28

*
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Come to me, all you who
labor and carry heavy
loads. I give you rest,
___.
29 *
Put my “yoke” upon you,
___. Learn from me. I'm
gentle and humble in
heart. [I help] you find
rest for your souls.
Matthew 11:30 *
For my ‘yoke’ is easy [to
‘wear’]. The burden [I put on
you, ___,] is light.”
Yahshua's commands turn out less troublesome
than the world's habits. About half of the commands of Yahshua actually make your life easier.
(Avoiding addiction and vice, etc.) Those are the
popular commands. The other half of Yahshua's
commands create a lot of conflict between you and
the world.

Matthew 12
Fakers Rag On Jesus Over SabbathGleaning
1 A short time passes, ___. YahShua
goes walking through some fields of
grain on the Sabbath. [So] YahShua's
hungry disciples start breaking off
heads of wheat and eating the grain. 2

*Some Pharisees [spy behind the bushes]. They see [YahShua's disciples breaking
the Jews’ made-up tradition.] These Pharisees [falsely accuse the disciples] to
YahShua. [They shout,] “Look! Your
[criminal] disciples ‘work’ on the
Sabbath Day! [Illegal! They're breaking
the Law! That's the death penalty!]” 3 So
YahShua answers the

[spying]

religionists,

“Haven't you [hypocrites] read what [king]
David did when he and his companions
were hungry?

*
—[King] David entered Yahweh's
sanctuary. [David] ate the holy
bread reserved only for priests,
bread [considered] unlawful for
David and his companions to
eat.
4

5

And haven't you [hypocrites] read in the
Law, how [by doing priestly work] on the Sabbath days the priests in the temple [apparently] profane the Sabbath? Yet the
priests remain blameless.
6

I reveal to you that in this [field right in front
of your blind religious faces] is [me,] a [being]
greater than the [Jewish] Temple.

*
If you [religious hypocrites] had known
what this means,
‘I [YAH] want mercy, not sacrifices,’
you would never have condemned guiltless [people].
7

YAH NEVER EVER wanted anyone to kill animals to
make him happy, nor to buy His forgiveness with
blood. Every day insane, sick nonsense gets spouted by paid religious wacko preachers and swallowed by immature baby Christianites who don't
know their bibles. The animals were butchered to
make meat for special feasts, and to feed the families of priests who served the spiritual, medical, dietary and educational needs of Israel.

*
For [I,] the ‘Son of Adam,’ am
Master over the Sabbath day,
___.”
8

Christ Heals A Man's Withered
Hand On Sabbath

9 YahShua departs from the [fields, ___. He hikes over hills,
into a town, then] into [various] Judaean synagogue.
Oh Oh. Jesus goes to the last place that wants Him
to show up: a church. When was the last time you
brought the gospel to a synagogue?
Matthew 12:10

man
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The [Jews, fishing for legal grounds] to accuse
YahShua, ask him [this trick question]: “Is it
Lawful to heal on the Sabbath day?” 11
YahShua answers the [snake-scheming]
religionists,
“When a man among you has a sheep,
and it falls into a pit on the Sabbath
day, would he fail to grab that sheep
and lift it out?

*
A man is [infinitely] more valuable
than a sheep, ___! So it's lawful to do good on any Sabbath
[day].”
12

The 7th day Sabbath is real and still in effect. But
emergency acts of compassion take precedence
over the importance of weekly rest.

*YahShua says to the [diseased]
man,
“Stretch forth your hand.”
The man stretches out his [withered] hand, ___. [YAH instantly] restores it to complete health,
like his other hand!
13

Stretch out your hand to YAH.

Sick Preachers Scheme To Kill Jesus

*Then, ___, the [hypocritical Satan-serving religious] Pharisees [storm out
of] the Synagogue. They convene a council against
YahShua. They plot ways to totally destroy Him. 15 YahShua [super14

naturally]

knows

[about the religionists' assassination

YahShua [hikes away
from] the area. Great multitudes follow
YahShua. He heals them all.
The Quiet Messiah & His People
Avoid Fame
plot against Him, ___. So]

*YahShua commands the
crowds,
“Keep quiet about me! [Keep secret
my activities and whereabouts.] ”
16
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Possibly Yahshua is using reverse psychology,
knowing that anything people get forbidden to do,
they immediately rush to do.
17 YahShua's [seeking privacy, secrecy and avoidance of fame] fulfills the prediction spoken by IsaiYah the prophet:
18 [Yahweh says,]

“ ___, look [to YahShua] my servant. He's
my chosen [one,] my Beloved [son], [the]
delight of my life. I put my Spirit upon
[YahShua]. [He] proclaims [my] judgment to
[all] nations.
19

doesn't fight, nor shout [in
No man hears
[YahShua's] voice [making loud speeches nor commotion nor fomenting rebellions] in the streets.
[YahShua]

aggressive clamor, ___].

The Jews expected a warrior Messiah to shout the
battle cry in the street as he led the massacre
against Roman occupying forces. Instead Jesus
was extremely kind to the Imperial aggressors. The
only people Jesus yelled at were the hypocritical
religionites pretending to be YAH's priests.
Matthew 12:20 *
[The Messiah is so gentle and non-resistant, ___

won't [even] break a bent
twig. He won't snuff out a dimly burning candle-flame [of spirit-life]. But [in the end, YahShua] leads
justice to victory [over the entire
world].
that he]

Yahshua never crushes people who lie weak and
broken. He never quenches the smallest light of
hope.

*
Eventually, ___, [all] Nations
trust in [YahShua's] name.”
21

Isaiah 42:1-4

Yahshua Heals A Demon-Possessed, Blind Mute
22 Then [people] bring to YahShua a demon-possessed man, both blind and
mute. YahShua heals him completely!
He speaks and sees, ___! 23 And all
the people [gawk, ___,] amazed. They exclaim, “Could this [YahShua] be the [longawaited Messiah — the] ‘Son of David?’”
The Religionists Commit The Unforgivable Sin
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But then the [religionite] Pharisees hear
[of the miracle]. They lie, “This [YahShua] fellow only casts out devils through the
[power of] Ba‘al-Zibbul [Beelzebub, Lord of the
Flies,] the prince of the devils.”
24

Blasphemy against the Holy Spirit: the unforgiveable sin.

yahshua reads the thoughts [inside the
twisted religionists' heads, ___]. He says to
them,
“Every Kingdom divided against itself
implodes. No city or family divided
against itself can stand.
25

No team nor band nor cooperation nor nation nor
relationship can survive sustained disunity.
26
[So]

if Satan casts out [the] enemies [of
he fights against himself.
His [evil] kingdom perishes.

righteousness],

27

So if I cast out the demon-powers by
[calling on the power of] Beelzebub, by whose
[power] do your sons exorcize [demons]?
[Your descendants] will judge you [guilty of blasphemy].
Or “demons will judge you [hypocrites].”
28

But I cast out demons by Elohim's Spirit. The Dominion of [Yahweh] the Eloah
has overtaken you, ___.
29

Can you just barge into a strong man's
house and take what he owns, ___?
No. You must first tie up the strong
man before you can rob his house.
The devil isn't going to help Yahshua set people
free. Be logical.
Matthew 12:30

Whoever is not with me is against me,
___. Anyone who fails to gather with
me gets scattered abroad.
Or: Anyone who fails to gather sheep with me
scatters the sheep and abandons them to the
wolves. Yahshua here accurately forecasts the diaspora of the Jews 35 years before it happens.
31

*
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So I warn you, ___:
[YAH] forgives humans for
all kinds of sin and blasphemy. But [YAH] never
forgives humans for
blaspheming against
[YAH's Sacred] Spirit.
32 *
And [YAH] forgives whoever speaks a word
against [me,] the ‘Son of
Adam.’ But whoever
speaks against Spirit
(Sacred Spirit), [YAH]
NEVER forgives, ___,
neither in this world,
nor in the [age] to come.
Accuse one of YAH's Spirit-filled prophets of channeling a demon, and you go straight to the fire pit
of annihilation.

If You Are Good, You Yield YAH's
Spirit Fruit

*
If you, ___, grow a healthy
tree, you get to pick good
healthy fruit. If you grow a diseased tree, you pick corrupt
[worm-eaten] fruit. You can tell a
tree's [type and quality] by its fruit.
33

See great Fruit Of The Spirit Song.

*
You snake-spawn! How can
you evil [villains] say anything
good? Your mouth spouts what
overflows from your heart!
34

35

*
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A good man, out of the
good treasure of [his]
heart, brings forth good
things, ___. And an evil
man, out of [his] evil
treasure, brings out evil
things.
Your Own Words Condemn Or Acquit You

*
I reveal to you, ___, that for
every idle word humans speak,
they give account in the day of
judgment.
37 *
For by your words you, ___,
get justified, and by your
words you get condemned.”

and raised on Sunday as most biblically, logically
and mathematically ignorant ‘Christians’ posit. The
math doesn't work. There were TWO Sabbaths that
passover week, giving Yahshua 3 nights in the
tomb. Romans murdered Yahshua on Wednesday
afternoon on the passover Sabbath, a special midweek holy day. Yahshua lay in the tomb all of Wed.
night, Thursday all day, Thursday night, all day Friday, all night, all day Sabbath. He rose from the
dead in the dark before the Sunday sunrise. He
was not in the tomb on Sunday morning. 3 days
and 3 nights. [We use the idolatrous pagan daynames here merely for clarity. True Hebrews count
the days of the week from 1 to 7, starting on the
day after Sabbath.]

Wisdom-Lovers Will Judge The
Sneaky-Preachers

36

The Messiah Predicts His Death &
Resurrection
38 Then some [sneaky legalistic] scribes and
[hypocritical religious] Pharisees answer
Yashua. [They dangle deceptive bait on their murderous fish-hooks:] “Master, we want to see a
sign from you.” 39 But YahShua answers
these [murder-conspirators,]
“An evil and adulterous generation
chases after signs. [I'm not going to dance like a
puppet on your church stage.] I refuse your every deceitful request for on-demand
signs [though I'm doing miracles

right and left right in front of your
blind faces]. But you will get the ‘sign
of the prophet Jonah:’
Matthew 12:40

For just as Jonah spent 3 days & 3
nights [dead] in the belly of a whale [huge
fish], so [I,] the “Son of Adam,” spend 3
days & 3 nights [dead] in the heart of the
earth.
Jesus worded this prediction exactly so you could
prove that most preachers are faking at knowing
the Bible. Jesus was NOT buried on Friday night
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41

The men of [the ancient Assyrian capitol of] Nineveh rise in judgment alongside this
generation [of religious snake-spawn]. [Assyrians]
condemn [you Israelis]! [The whole city of] Nineveh repented when Jonah heralded
the truth to them. And look: [I, YahShua,
your Messiah, a prophet much] greater than Jonah, [stand right in front of you dunces]!
42

The Queen of the South rises up in the
judgment alongside this generation.
She condemns it. For the Queen came
from the uttermost parts of the earth to
hear the wisdom of Solomon {PeaceMan}. See reality, ___! [I,] a [wise man infinitely] greater than Solomon {Peace-Man},
[stand] here [facing you, my murderers]!
Demon-Possession Gets Worse If
You Revert
43

___, when an unclean spirit exits a
man, the evil spirit roams through ‘dry’
places, seeking rest, finding [only toil].
44

So, ___, the unclean spirit says, “I'll
return into my ‘house’ that I previously
vacated.” Then the unclean spirit arrives. It finds [its host-human] empty,
swept, put in order.

*
Then the unclean spirit goes
and takes with himself 7 other
spirits more wicked than himself, ___! They invade and live
45
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[in the human host].

This end-stage of
the possessed man is worse
than his initial possessed state.
That's how [demons continuously re-infect]
this wicked [line of snake-spawn].”
You may think you cleaned up your life and got to
know ‘Jesus’. But if you refuse to live His Kingdom
message of complete radical obedience, all the
devils move back in. If you think that sounds
‘legalistic,’ think again.

Spirit-Family Takes Priority Over
Blood-Ties
46 While YahShua speaks to this crowd, suddenly
[Mary] YahShua's mother and YahShua's [blood] brothers show up outside. They ask to speak with
YahShua.
Joseph and Mary spawn natural children. [Most of
them] refuse to even believe in Yahshua! They
even try to put Yahshua in a mental hospital!
47 Someone says to YahShua, “Look! Your mother
and your brothers stand outside, asking to speak

*But YahShua answers
the messenger,
“Who is my mother? And who
are my brothers?”
49 *YahShua stretches forth his
hand toward his disciples, ___.
He declares,
“Look! Here are mother and my
brothers!
with you.” 48

*
For, ___, whoever does
the will of my Father
[Yahweh] in heaven, those
obedient ones are my
brothers, and sisters
and ‘mother[s].’”
Matthew 12:50

Matthew 13
YAHshua Speaks To The Crowds
From A Boat!

1 That day YahShua

[walks]

out of the house. He sits

Great multitudes crowd
around YahShua. They [press him tight],
lake-side. 2
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___. So he climbs aboard a boat. He
sits facing the whole multitude. They
stand on the shore. [The water laps at their
knees. They press in to hear his wisdom.]

YAH's Word Is Spirit-Seed: Grow It
Inside You
3 YahShua speaks many truths to the
multitude. [He never sermonizes.] He only
uses mind-movies. He says,
“ ___, picture [in your mind's eye] a farmer,
[me. I walk] out [of my house]. I plant
[seeds].
Parables are short visual stories, movies for your
mind.

*
As [I] the farmer plant, some
seeds fall alongside the path,
___. The birds [swoop down]. They
devour those seeds.
4

The fowls represent demons/the devil attacking
imprudent people.
5

Some seeds fall on stony ground, ___.
There they find little soil. Those seeds
spring up fast, because the soil lacks
depth.
6

So, ___, when the sun comes up, the
seedlings rapidly scorch. They have no
[deep] roots [to fill them with cooling, cleansing water]. So they wither away.

*
Some seed falls among thornbushes, ___. So thorn-bearing-weeds spring up. They
choke the seedlings.
8*
But, ___, other seed falls into
good ground. It brings forth
fruit: 100 or 60 or 30 times as
much [seed] as [I the farmer] planted.
7

9

who has ears to hear, let him
hear, ___.”
Never Sermonize. Speak Screenplay-Style.
[Anyone]
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The [12] disciples throng [the
boat]. They ask YahShua, “Why do you
speak to the [crowds] in [symbolic] allegories
[instead of sermons]?”
Matthew 13:10

'Why do you always tell [visual, dramatic] stories
when you talk to the people?' Because that's the
way they will best remember and tell their children.

*YahShua answers his disciples,
“[I always teach the masses via visual stories. Because, although YAH] grants that you
[obedient, diligent disciples] comprehend
the mysteries of the Kingdom
of Heaven, [YAH has not granted clear insight] to the [masses, ___].
12 *
For whoever has some [sincere in11

sight, skill, talent, resources, gifts, however small,]

to him [YAH] gives more, ___,
until he overflows. But whoever lacks, [whose life is defined negatively, as
a glass-half-empty,] from him [YAH]
takes away what little he has.
Bring your talents to Yahshua, no matter how
small. Yahshua multiplies them into abundance.
But undeveloped abilities, talents and resources
(that you fail to use in YAH's service) vanish into
nothing.

*
So, ___, I speak to the [mass]
people in mind-movies. So they
“see and hear” [only the symbolic outer
story]. Yet [they fail to truly understand the
13

metaphysical reality that the symbolic stories represent, a reality which condemns most of them to

This

1516

[failure of the mass-mind to grasp the fac-

fulfills
the prophecy of IsaiYah. He
said, ‘Listening, you hear. But
you don't understand, ___.
Watching, you see. Yet you fail
to perceive.
15 *
—For this populace's heart
grows callouses, ___. Their
ears grow too dull to hear.
They close their eyes. Otherwise, they could see with their
eyes, and hear with their ears,
and understand with their
heart. Then they would turn [repent]. And I would heal them.’
tual reality underlying a symbolic story]

(Isaiah 6:9,10)

*
But [you obedient disciples,] blessed are
your eyes. For your eyes see.
And [blessed are] your ears, ___.
For your ears hear.
17 *
I tell you the rock-solid [truth],
___. Many prophets and righteous men desired to see the
[wonders] you see. Yet [the prophets didn't] see [what you're seeing]. And [the
prophets longed] to hear the things
you hear. Yet [the prophets didn't get to]
hear [what you're hearing].
16

eternal death].

Yahshua Decodes The Farmer-Seed
Parable

Hearing the outer story invites hypocritical JudeoChristians to form religious publishing companies
and broadcasting networks to make money publishing the parables. Yet if the religious broadcasters understood that they were being condemned
by the real meaning of the parables, the broadcasters would burn Yahshua's teachings as heresy.
This shows Yahshua's brilliant use of complex psychology.

18

14

*
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So you, ___, hear [the meaning of] the
parable of the planter:

*
People hear [me] announce [YAH's
universal] Dominion. Yet the [people]
fail to understand [my message].
Then [Satan] the wicked One
19
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comes. He snatches away the
[seed of truth which Yah] planted in the
hearers' heart[s], ___. The
ground flanking the path, on
which seed falls [only to become birdfood,] symbolizes the [persistently ignorant “hearer”].
Matthew 13:20 *
And the stony ground on which
the farmer plants seed represents people who hear [YAH's]
word, and at once with joy receive it, ___.
21 *
Such [short-lived believers] have no
roots deep within, ___. [The Wordseed can't penetrate their stony hearts.] Such
“believers” endure only temporarily. For when tribulation or
persecution arises because of
[YAH's] Word, [easy-believers] quickly
fall away.
The deluded ‘once-saved, always-saved Christian’
lives just like the rest of the world. But he thinks
he'll live eternally, because one time 40 years ago
he said one salvation prayer and maybe got baptized. At this ‘believer's’ funeral, the preacher [to
collect a nice check] says that the ‘believer’ is in
heaven. Meanwhile, angels throw the ‘easy-believer’ into the trash fire of the universe.

*
And the ground where the
farmer plants seed among the
thorn-bushes represents a man
who hears YAH's word, ___.
But then the worries of this
world and the deceitfulness of
riches choke YAH's Word. So
that [fallen ‘believer‘] becomes fruitless.
22

Fruitless ‘believers’ burn up. A fruitless believer is
not a believer in any eternally meaningful sense.
23

*
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But the seed [which] the farmer
plants in the good soil represents a man who hears YAH's
Word and understands it, ___.
He bears ‘fruit.’ He brings forth
a ‘crop’ [of good behavior] 100, 60 or
30 times more numerous than
the [seeds the] farmer plants.”
A fruitful believer brims full like a pomegranate:
each fruit holds a plethora of shiny seeds. Each
seed can grow into a pomegranate tree!

The Human Race = Wheat & Weeds
In A Field

*YahShua tells another parable to his disciples. He says,
“The Kingdom of Heaven resembles a ‘man’, ___. [The man
symbolizes Yahweh.] He plants good
seed in his field [the earth].
24

Yah plants man on earth, in the garden. (Gen
2:15.)

*
But, ___, while men sleep, the
planter's enemy [the devil sneaks in].
Among the wheat, the [devil]
plants weeds, [sinful people]. Then
[the devil] sneaks away.
25

The snake plants lies in the people. Fake preachers
often look purer than truly righteous people.

*
Soon the blades [of wheat] sprout.
They form heads of grain [fruit].
Then, ___, the [evil] weeds appear.
26

Now, thousands of years since sin was planted on
earth, it's nearly impossible to tell the people
whose names are written in the book of life from
those who are soon to burn up.

*
So, ___, the servants of the
‘householder’ run to him. They
[yell], ‘Sir, didn’t you plant good
27
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seed in your field? Where did
the weeds come from?’
People wonder how there could be a loving Creator, with the world so full of evil people.

*
The householder [Yahweh] answers his servants, “An enemy,
[the devil, poisoned my field] .” The servants ask the householder, “So
do you want us to go and cut
out the weeds?”
28

We servants (righteous people) jump to judge and
punish sinners. But we have to get persecuted and
die and be resurrected and perfected before we get
to judge others. Mortal Christians should never decide who lives and dies.

*
But the householder [Yahweh] answers his servants, “No. [You neophytes are not ready to judge anyone.] As you
gather up the weeds, ___, you
might uproot the ‘wheat’ with
the [sticker-bushes].”
29

YHVH said, "Don't judge. I judge when the time is
right." Throughout the centuries, Mithraic ‘Christian’
leaders attack ['infidels'] with swords, nooses and
firebrands. They consider it a Christian duty to root
out humanity's weeds (heretics) and kill them. For
many centuries, 'Christanites' burned women at
the stake in witch-hunts. True Christians follow
Christ’s teaching in this parable. True Christians do
not execute people. Instead we show them only
love. Then, on Judgment Day, the angels sort the
weeds from the fruit.

*
___, let both [good and bad people]
grow together until the harvest. Then, at harvest-time, I
[Yahweh] says to the reapers,
‘First gather together the
weeds. Bind them in bundles to
burn them. Gather the wheat
into my barn.’”
Matthew 13:30

The spiritual nation-masters BIND the people of
the world into bundles/fasces (individual nations,
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states, counties, and municipalities). Satan's
henchmen mark the people as members of the
beast, via oath-obtained state-issued I.D., which is
legal evidence of the people's sworn membership
in and subjection to the ‘beast’ and its owner, the
dragon, Satan. On judgment day, Satan's people
get burned and extinguished forever so they cannot reproduce. The Kingdom of YAH is not now
gathered into a visible group. The seeds of the
Kingdom are scattered across the earth. Before the
Kingdom is gathered together into YAH's barn, first
the SataNations (weeds) must be gathered into
bundles/fasces. That process is now nearly complete, thanks to the United States' wars and biometric-enumeration crusades in the Muslim bloc.

YAH's Dominion Is A Tiny Seed
That Grows Huge

*YahShua gives another
parable to his disciples, ___.
He says,
“Heaven's dominion resembles
a grain of mustard seed. A
man, [symbolizing Yahweh,] takes [this
seed]. He plants it in his field.
31

The Kingdom is sown small and scattered.

*
The mustard seed is the least
of all seeds, ___. But it grows
to become the greatest among
herbs. It becomes a tree, so
[large] that the sky-birds come
and lodge in its branches.”
32

An echo of the description of Babylon as a tree.
YAH's Kingdom on earth becomes the greatest of
all earthly Kingdoms. But today it appears dispersed and barely visible to the naked human eye.
The real government on earth consists of grownups
who teach children to live by scriptural principles.
Without us (ignored but crucial) core pillars of human society, no law-enforcement could control
popular chaos.

YAH's Dominion Penetrates Slowly
Like Yeast

*YahShua speaks another
parable to his disciples, ___:
“Heaven's Dominion resembles
yeast [leaven]. A woman takes
[leaven]. She mixes it into a
bushel of flour. Then she [waits].
33
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Eventually the yeast works its
way through the entire pile of
dough.”
Be patient. YAH's Kingdom is appearing. But it will
take time.

Visual Stories Are Heaven's Teaching Method
34 YahShua speaks all these truths to
the multitude in parables, ___.
YahShua never addresses the crowds
except via [these short dramatic visual allegorical]
stories.
And when we address the multitudes live or via
media, we should use mind-movies, just like our
Master.

*[YahShua's story-based teaching style] fulfills the prediction spoken by
the prophet:
“I open my mouth in parables,
___. I utter [mysteries] which [YAH]
has kept secret from the foundation of the kosmos.”
35
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harvest is the end of the world.
And the reapers are [YAH's] angels.

*
Human farm-hands
gather up weeds. They
burn the [stickers] in fires.
Matthew 13:40

[Fire prevents the weeds from sprouting seeds. So the damaging, useless,
annoying thorn-bushes can't reproduce].

Just like that, ___,
at the world's end, [angels

bind up most people who ever lived.
Angels destroy reprobates in a type of
‘fire’. Because sinful people are not
made of love. Only love can live eternally.]
Wicked people burn like weeds. No one gets consciously eternally tormented.

*
[I,] the ‘Son of Adam’ then send
forth [my] angels, ___. They
weed out of [my] kingdom everything that causes sin. All
evildoers [die].
42 *
[My angels] cast [all disobedient beings] into
a furnace of fire. There [you, ___,
hear] wailing. [You see] gnashing
teeth.
41

(Psalm 78:2)

Christ Describes The Final Judgment & 'Hell'
36 [After telling his allegories,] YahShua sends
the multitude away, ___. YahShua
[walks] into [a] house. YahShua's disciples
flock to Him. They beg, “Clarify to us
the parable of the weeds of the field.”
37 YahShua [smiles], ___. He answers his
disciples,
“The ‘farmer’ who plants the Good Seed
is [me,] the ‘Son of Adam'.

*
The ‘field’ is the kosmos, ___.
The ‘good seed[s]’ are the children of YAH's Kingdom. The
‘weeds’ represent the subject-children of [Satan], the wicked
one.
39 *
The enemy who plants the
‘weeds’ is the devil, ___. The
38
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The "wailing and gnashing of teeth" only lasts as
long as the selfish people are being bound and
thrown into the ‘fire’. After they enter the ‘fire’,
their wailing and gnashing stops, because the ‘fire’
kills them.

*
Then, ___, [we] righteous [beings]
shine forth like the sun in the
Kingdom of [Yahweh, our] Father.
Whoever has ears to hear, let
him hear!
43
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YAH's Dominion Is The Most Valuable Treasure

*
The Kingdom of Heaven
is like [a huge cache of] treasure hidden in a field,
___. When a man discovers the treasure, he
covers it back over.
Then, for, the joy [of attaining the treasure,] he goes and
sells everything he has.
He buys that field.
44

Again, selling all you have is a requisite for getting
the Kingdom of Heaven.

*
And, ___, [your finding] the Dominion of Heaven is like [when] a
merchant man hunts fine
pearls:
46 *
Finally the merchant man finds
one massively expensive pearl.
He [runs]. He sells everything he
[owns, ___]. He buys that pearl.
45

Sell all you have. Give to the poor.

Expanding YAH's Kingdom is Like
Fishing

*
The Kingdom of Heaven also
resembles a net, ___. [Yahweh]
casts [it] into the sea. He gathers [fish] of every kind.
47

No racism exists in heaven's Kingdom.

*
Finally the net fills up, ___.
Then the fishermen [angels] drag
the net to shore. They sit
48
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down. They gather the good
[fish] into vessels. But [they] throw
the bad [fish] away.
See great Fishers of Men Song.

*
So proceeds the end of the
world, ___: the angels come
and separate [all] wicked [people]
from [all] just [people].
Matthew 13:50 *
Then, ___, [the angels] cast [all] ruiners into the furnace of fire.
[You hear the deafening screech of] wailing
and gnashing of teeth!”
49

Quickly the wicked perish forever. Then they no
longer endure torment.

YAH's Word = Modern & Ancient
Wisdom Combined
51 YahShua asks his disciples,
“Have you understood all these [parables,
___]?”

disciples answer
YahShua, “Yes, Master.”
The

[lying]

In fact, like modern churchgoers, the disciples
barely understood anything Yahshua said.

*Then YahShua says to his
disciples,
“So, ___, every teacher [of YAH's
laws] who [receives] instruction
about the Kingdom of Heaven
is like a homeowner who
brings forth out of his treasure
[wonders,] new and old.”
52

Old Testament and New, both full of treasures. You
may be a ‘homeowner,’ but do you own the house
of treasure that is truly understanding the scriptures, new and old? Sell all you have to get real
spirit-treasure.

Yahshua's Hometown Rejects Him

53 Time passes, ___. YahShua finishes [teaching his disciples] these parables. Then YahShua [hikes away] from

*YahShua travels to
his own country [hometown of Nazareth].
There YahShua teaches the [peo[Heathen Circle Lake].
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in their synagogue. His [wisdom] mega-stuns them. So they
ask, “From what [demonic devil-deal,
what sorcerer's spell,] did this man
[YahShua] get this wisdom? [How does
he] perform these mighty miracle powers?”
ple]

Yahshua's hometown-locals suspect that Yahshua
has accepted the devil's offer, that Yahshua has
sold his soul in exchange for massive occult powers.

The Nazarenes ask, “Isn't this [YahShua
Josephson,] the son of [our local] carpenter?
Isn't [YahShua's] Mom called Mary [the Rebel]?
And aren't [YahShua's] brothers [named]:
James {Heel-Grabber}, Joseph {Increaser},
Simon {Listener} and Judah {Celebrated}?
55

Mary evidently copulated with Joseph at least 4
times. She birthed many children. Mary, though
blessed above all women, apparently did not long
remain a virgin.

And YahShua's sisters, aren't they all
[here] with us? So where could YahShua
have gotten all of this [so-called power and wisdom? YahShua must be some kind of warlock!] ”
56

Who does Yahshua think he is? What makes
Yahshua so great?

*So, ___, the Nazarenes [scoff].
Deeply offended, [they refuse to believe] in [their hometown boy,] YahShua.
So YahShua tells the [blind rabble,]
‘A prophet gets honored everywhere except in his own hometown, and among his own family.’
57

*[The] peoples' unbelief
stops YahShua from doing many miracles there
[in his hometown of Nazareth, ___].
58

The people who ought to know you best sometimes
treat you the worst.

Matthew 14
Pervert Girls Get John the Baptist
Beheaded
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As [the Nazarenes reject YahShua,] tetrarch
Herod [Antipas {Like-Father}, the regional governor of
the Heathen-Circle & Perea)] hears of YahShua's
fame. 2 [Foaming at the mouth, paranoid pervert]
Herod [rants] to his servants, “YahShua is
[really] JAHn the Immerser. JAHn has
risen from the dead! That's why these
miraculous powers are at work in
YahShua!” 3 *For Herod [recently]
1

seized, bound and imprisoned
JAHn. [Then] Herod killed JAHn to
satisfy [the murderous lust of his adulterous,
incestuous fake-wife] Herodias, who
was really the wife of Herod's
brother Philip {Horse-Lover}! 4 *[To
understand how JAHn's murder happened, ___,
we flash back a few weeks, to when] JAHn [in
chains, sees Herod french-kissing the ‘Queen,’ a
woman who recently ‘legally’ divorced her husband,
Herod's brother].

JAHn,

[outraged with this

adulterous affair masquerading as a marriage,]

rebukes [‘king’] Herod, [correctly]
declaring, “It's unlawful for
you to [sleep with] your brother's
wife.”
So the adulterous ‘Queen’ boils over with rage
against John, the truth-teller, like all divorced and
remarried people rage when they hear the truth
that their so-called ‘marriages’ are merely statesanctioned adultery. Even with a legal divorce decree from the king himself, a woman is an adulteress if she beds anyone besides her first husband.
Remarriage after lawful divorce violates the Torah,
no matter what worldly religionists say.

Herod [has long been scheming] to put JAHn
to death. But Herod fears the multitudes, because the people know JAHn
is YAH's prophet. 6 [The moment of truth comes]
at Herod's birthday celebration, [where Salome,] the [teenage] daughter of Herodias,
[dirty] dances before the [pagan crowd]. [Salome's tempting dance] pleases [the incestuous pedophile pervert] Herod.
5

The bible mentions only 3 birthdays, all terrible,
evil days. True Hebrews do not celebrate birthdays.
Birthdays are for narcissists, pagan witches and
astrologers. Birthdays are for tracking slaves and
worshiping selfishness and consumption. The holy
days of the Hebrews are for praising YAH, not
praising ourselves.
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7 [Aroused by his teenage niece's pornographic dance,]

Herod promises with an oath to give
Salome whatever she asks. 8 *So Sa-

lome, following the pre-agreed
evil orders of her [incestuous adulterous] mother, [hisses through her snaketeeth], “[Uncle,] give me, right here
and now, JAHn the Immerser's
[severed] head on a plate!” 9 *'King’
[Herod hyperventilates. He grasps at his thunder-

But
because of the oath he [just]
swore in front of all his dinner
guests, Herod orders the soldiers to obey [the murderous demand of
his niece] Salome, [the teenage stripdancer]. Matthew 14:10 *Herod sends
soldiers to the prison. They [drag
ing heart. He swoons in terror and remorse.]

JAHn to the Executioner. The executioner lifts his
axe! He]

chops off JAHn's head,

___!
To satisfy his lust for his slut-niece, a worm-king
cuts off the head of the greatest man who'd ever
lived from the Creation of the universe until the
time of his own birth.
11 [Herod's soldiers]

head

carry JAHn's

[bleeding]

[up from the dungeon. In the royal kitchen, they

slam the head]

on a platter.

[They parade it into

the banquet hall. They hand the severed head]
[Princess Salome,]

the

[slut dancer].

She

to
[smiles.

She] carries [the head] to her mother. [The
slut-Queen gleefully tickles the stringy tendons hanging

Meanwhile, JAHn's disciples [hike across the desert to Herod's palace].
From it, they carry out JAHn's [decapitated]
body. They bury it. They [travel] to tell
YahShua [about JAHn's murder].
Yahshua Heals Crowds Of Sick People
13 YahShua hears of [JAHn's murder]. So
YahShua secretly leaves [Nazareth]. He
boards a boat. [He sails] to a deserted
place far from [all] people. The people
hear where YahShua has gone. So they
[flock out of] the [region's] towns. They chase
after YahShua on foot.
from JAHn's neck.] 12

Sails or rows.
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*YahShua [swims] ashore. He
sees a great multitude.
YahShua's [heart] moves with
compassion toward the [crowd],
___. So he heals their sick [people].
14

YAHshua Feeds 5,000 Men & Their
Families!
15 Evening falls, ___. YahShua's disciples [walk up the hill] to Him. They [pant],
“This is a deserted [no-man's-land]. It's getting late. Send the crowds away, so
they can go into [nearby] villages and buy
themselves food.” 16 But YahShua answers his disciples,
“The crowds needn't depart. You give
them [food] to eat.”
17 The disciples answer YahShua, “We
have here only 5 loaves [of bread], and 2
fish.” 18 YahShua commands [his disciples],
“Bring the loaves and fishes here to
me.”
19 YahShua commands the multitude [of
people] to sit down on the grass.
YahShua picks up the 5 loaves and the
2 fish. Looking up to heaven, YahShua
thanks [YAH]. Then [YahShua] breaks the
loaves. He hands the bread [fragments] to
his disciples. They pass out the bread
to the crowd. Matthew 14:20 *Then

the whole crowd eats
food until [their bellies bulge,]
stuffed, ___! Then the
[people] gather up 12 full
baskets of leftover
bread fragments! 21 *[The disThis crowd
who just ate [the 5 loaves] numbers
about 5000 men, plus women
and children, ___!
ciples do a rough head-count.]

Yahshua Struts On The Water Of A
Stormy Lake
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Immediately YahShua makes his disciples get into a boat. They sail before
him toward the other side [of Heathen-Circle
Lake]. Meanwhile, YahShua sends away
the multitudes. 23 *After YahShua
22

sends away [his horde of fans], he
climbs up onto a mountain by
himself to pray. Evening falls.
YahShua [prays] there alone. 24
the disciples'
boat drifting [lost] in the middle of the
vast lake. [They drift] several miles from
the shore. They toss in rough waves.
They fight the headwind. [So YahShua jumps
[YahShua supernaturally sights]

like superman off the mountain. He flies into the lake. He
powers underwater like Aqua-Man. He rushes to save his

*Around 4
o’clock in the morning,
YahShua [lunges up out of the
water]. He comes strutting
toward the disciples’
boat. He walks on the
[stormy] lake, ___! 26 *The
stranded disciples, ___!] 25

disciples see YahShua walking
on the lake. They scream! Terrified, they wail, “[We're being attacked
by] a Ghost!” The disciples [go on]
crying out in fear [like a bunch of
scared little girls]. 27 *But immediately
YahShua shouts to his disciples. He says,
“Courage! It's me. Never be
afraid.”
Peter {Rock}[calls across the pounding waves].
He answers [YahShua], “Adoni, if it's really
you [and not a ghost], tell me to walk to you
on the water.” 29 *YahShua answers Peter {Rock},
28

“Come [on! What are you waiting for?]"
Peter {Rock} climbs [overboard]. [He]
jumps down off of the boat. [Everybodys' jaws hang open. Peter] walks on
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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the water toward YahShua!
Matthew 14:30 *But when Peter
{Rock} sees the violent wind, he
plunges into fear, ___. [So] his
[feet] start to sink. [He] cries,
“Adoni, save me!” 31 *In-

stantly YahShua
stretches out his hand.
He catches Peter {Rock}.
YahShua says,
“[Peter,] you little-faithed
[baby-believer]! Why do you
doubt?”
*YahShua and Peter {Rock}
climb aboard the ship. [Immediately]
the wind dies, ___. 33 *So the
men in the ship [stagger] forward.
They prostrate [themselves on the deck
at] YahShua's [feet]. They [gasp],
“Truly you are Elohim's son.”
32

Yahshua Heals Everyone Who
Touches His Fringe
34 Then YahShua and his disciples [row
the boat] across the [great Heathen-Circle] lake.
[They] land at Gennesaret, [a harp-shaped
plain]. 35 The men of [the harp-shaped-plain quickly] recognize YahShua. They send [messengers] into all the surrounding country.
[So people] bring to YahShua every diseased [man, woman and child in the area — and even
some sick pets and farm animals]! 36 *The [peo-

beg YahShua to merely to
let [the sick people] touch the hemtassels on his cloak. Everyone
who touches YahShua's clothes
gets perfectly healed, ___!
ple]

Get some Tzitit (Law-Reminder fringes). They help
you heed the principles of law expressed in the Old
Testament.

Matthew 15
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Religionists Attack Yahshua Over
Hand-Washing
1 Then, ___, some [snake-hearted separatist] Pharisees
and teachers of [religious] law [ride their plush-carriages] from
[trick questions]: 2 "Why
do your disciples break The Tradition of
the Elders? [Your piggish students don't even]
wash their hands when they eat bread!”
Jesus Says Social Insurance Breaks
Command #2

Jerusalem to ask YahShua

*But YahShua answers
the religious-publishers
and Pharisees,
“Indeed, why do you
[hypocrites] break the commandment of [Yahweh] the
Eloah by your tradition[s]?”
4*
For Yahweh commanded: ‘Honor your father
and mother. [Pay their living
expenses and give them respect.]’
And, ‘Whoever [monetarily,
or in any other way,] slights his
father or mother, dies.
DEAD!’
3

Pay for your own parents' old age retirement and
health costs. Don't pay into a central [Social Security/ Social Insurance] treasury, because its administrators will blow the money. The system will at
best pay you back a tiny fraction of what you invested. Then they'll borrow and tax MORE money
to pay addicts not to work! [Exodus 20:12;
Deuteronomy 5:16], [Exodus 21:17; Leviticus
20:9]

*
But you [governmental and religious shysters
whine], “[Forget the Law of Yahweh.] Just
tell your parents, ‘I was going
to set aside money for your re5
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tirement. But [instead] I gave it all
to the central government welfare system.’”
Social Insurance (Corban) destroys the family unit
and replaces it with the corrupt and doomed welfare state.
6

*

[You welfare-state liars tell people
that if they pay into your central

that they're
exempt from Yahweh's
command to pay their
fathers' and mothers'
[living expenses]. Thus, by
your [self-serving, money-grubbing, deceptive, Ponzi-scheme] tradition, you cripple the
[5th] commandment of
[Yahweh] the Eloah!
golden-calf fund]

‘Social Security’ is the antithesis of YHVH's instructions regarding societal structure. Just like amoral
public schooling removes an incentive for children
to obey the Bible, Social Security removes a major
incentive for the parents to stay married and holy
in their old age to please their children. So Granny
runs off with a sugar Daddy and leaves Grandpa
homeless and begging for bread from the Satan-state.
7

You hypocrites! IsaiYah was right when
he prophesied about you!

*
‘This populace draws
close to me with their
mouth[s]. They honor me
with their [lying] lips,
___. But their heart[s] lie
far from me.
8

9

*
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—This peoples' [superficial religious]
‘worship’ of Me is useless, ___.
They propagate man-made
statutes as [holy] doctrines.’”
(Isaiah 29:13) Religionists' worship doesn't mean
anything to me. They teach nothing but human
rules.

Bad Food Poisons Your Body, Not
Your Spirit
Matthew 15:10 YahShua calls the multitude. He
says to them,
“Listen and understand, ___:

*
Nothing that goes into the
mouth defiles a man [in any permanent eternal or spiritual sense]. Rather, the
[words] which come out of [his]
mouth are what defiles a man,
___.”
11

Eating rat or pig will make you sick physically,
without directly sickening your spirit. But swearing
oaths, making agreements, cursing, defrauding
others, gossiping, etc. — that makes your spirit unclean.

Get Away From Deluded Religionists
12 Then YahShua's disciples come and
ask YahShua, “Do you know that the
Pharisees were offended when they
heard you [condemn their Social Security System,
and their hypocrisy]?” 13 *YahShua an-

swers,
“My heavenly Father [Yahweh] uproots every plant He didn't
place, ___.
Social Insurance is a time-bomb curse, not a blessing. The National I.D. number and its benefits
come not from heaven, but from hell. Same goes
for what passes for the corrupt world religions so
blasphemously called ‘Christianity’ and ‘Judaism’.

*
Leave the [religious pretenders] alone,
___. They're blind leaders of
the blind. When blind [people]
14
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lead other blind [people,]
fall into the ditch!”

[they]

both

Stay away from religious hypocrites. Don't give
much effort to changing them. Let them go their
way to the trash fire of the universe.

Evil Comes From Evil ‘Hearts’

15 Then Peter {Rock} asks YahShua, “Clarify to us
[the meaning of] the parable [about unclean foods vs. unclean words] .”

YahShua asks his disciples,
“Are you still so dull, ___?
16

Yahshua finds his own disciples lacking in understanding just like the common rabble who hadn't
enjoyed the benefit of his daily companionship and
teaching.
17

Do you still fail to understand, ___,
that whatever enters [your body] through
[your] mouth goes into [your] belly; then
[you] flush it out down the poop-pipe?
Nothing that goes into the toilet has any direct
spiritual significance.

*
But every [word] that comes out
of [your] mouth springs from [your]
‘heart’, ___. Inner sin—[which your
speech voices]—that's what makes a
man [truly] unclean.
18

*
For the ‘heart’ spews
out evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts, false
witness, blasphemies,
___.
19

Matthew 15:20

These [heart-sins] are the things which defile people, ___. But eating with unwashed hands doesn't make anyone
[spiritually] unclean.
Though for physical health, in order to have energy
to help others, it is better to wash your hands before eating.
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Yahshua Frees A Possessed Heathen Girl
21 YahShua then leaves the HeathenCircle. [He hikes north] to the [seacoast] region
of Tyre {Rock-Port} & Sidon {Fish-City}. 22
Suddenly, ___, a woman from
[Palestinian] Canaan (near Tyre {Rock-Port}
and Sidon {Fish-City}) [runs] up. [She] cries
to YahShua, “Have mercy on me, Master, son of David! A demon controls my
daughter. She's suffering terribly.” 23
But YahShua answers her not one
word, ___. YahShua's disciples come.
They beg YahShua, “Send her away!
She keeps following us, pestering us
with her crying.” 24 YahShua answers the
woman,
“[YAH] has only sent me to the lost sheep of the
house of Israel, [not to northern Palestine].”

But the [possessed girl's Mom] comes. She
falls at YahShua's feet. She begs,
“Adoni, help me!” 26 Yet YahShua answers her,
“It's not right to take the children's
bread and cast it to dogs.”
25

Possibly Yahshua was saying something insulting to
test her response. Would she maintain her humility, or retaliate?

*So the [possessed girl's Mom] answers, “True, Adoni. Yet dogs
eat the crumbs that fall from
their master's table.”
27

She stayed completely humble, yet persistent.
That's the secret of success.

YahShua answers her,
“Wow woman! You have great faith!
You get what you want.”
At that very moment [YAH] heals her
daughter.
Yahshua Heals Tons Of People
29 YahShua leaves [northern Palestine's coastal
region of Tyre & Sidon]. [He] treks [back southeast]
along Heathen-Circle Lake [Galilee]. Then
YahShua [hikes] up onto a mountainside.
He sits down. Matthew 15:30 *Great
28

multitudes [flock] to YahShua.
They carry and cast at
YahShua's feet many lame,
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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blind, dumb, maimed and other
[needy] people. So YahShua heals
them, ___. 31 *YahShua heals
so miraculously, ___, that the
crowds [rave]. They [gawk,]
stunned to see mute people
speaking, maimed people
growing back perfect intact
new body parts, crippled people jumping up and walking,
and blind people seeing! So [both
the healed] people [and the spectators]
glorify [Yahweh], the Eloah of Israel.
Yahshua Miraculously Feeds About
10000 People

*Then YahShua calls his disciples to himself. He says,
“I have compassion on this
multitude. They're still with me
after 3 days. They have nothing to eat. I won't send them
away fasting. They might pass
out on the [long] journey home.”
32

YahShua disciples answer, “Where in
this wilderness could we get enough
food to feed such a gigantic crowd?” 34
YahShua asks his disciples,
“How many loaves [of bread] do you
have?”
The [disciples] answer, “7 loaves, and a few little
33

fish.” 35 YahShua commands the multitude to sit

YahShua takes the 7
loaves and the fish. He gives thanks [to
Yahweh]. Then [YahShua] breaks the bread.
He gives the food to his disciples. They
pass out the food to the crowd. 37
down on the ground. 36

*The [whole multitude of people] all eat
until [their bellies stretch] full, ___.
Then [YahShua's disciples] gather up 7
[huge] baskets full of leftover
bread & fish fragments! 38 *[The
disciples do a quick head-count, ___.] This
crowd who [just] ate [the 7 loaves & a
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numbers 4000 men, plus
women & children! 39 YahShua sends
few fish]

away the multitude. Then [YahShua] boards a boat. He
[sails] to the region of Magdala {Tower}, [from where Mary
Magadalene gets her name] .

Matthew 16
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7 YahShua's [clueless] disciples incorrectly deduce,
“YahShua [is talking about yeast] because we forgot the

YahShua reads the disciples
minds. He says,
‘Your faith is so small, ___! Why are
you brainstorming with each other
about your lack of food?
bread.” 8

9

Religionists Order Yahshua To Do
Miracles

*Then some [religious, hypocritical, Satan-serving] Pharisees & Sadducees
[strut] up, [intending] to trap
YahShua by asking him to send
them a [miraculous] sign from
heaven. 2 YahShua answers those re1

ligionists,
“When it's evening, you [sing], ‘Fair
weather ahead, the sky is red;’
3

And in the morning, you deduce, ‘Foul
weather today: the red sky's turning
gray.’ You hypocrites! You can read the
face of the sky. But you can't interpret
the signs of the times.
4

A wicked and adulterous generation
chases after a sign, ___. So [I] give it
no sign, except the sign of [my being dead
exactly 3 days like] the prophet Jonah.”
Then YahShua leaves those religionists.
He goes away.

Jonah lay dead, rotting inside a sea creature for 3
days, until Yah resurrected him. Yahshua lay dead
in a tomb 3 days and 3 nights stretching from
"Wednesday" (the passover sabbath) through "Saturday" night. See Holy Week Chronology.

Bleach Out Pharisee-Fungus: Religious-Pride
5 YahShua's disciples cross to the other
side of the lake. (They [open their packs. They
realize] they've forgotten to bring food!) 6

*Then YahShua says to his disciples,
“Watch out! Guard yourselves
against the [creeping] ‘yeast[s]’ of
the Pharisee [religious separatists] and
of the Sadducee [materialists].”
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Don't you understand yet? Don't you
remember the 5 loaves that fed 5000
men, and how many baskets of leftovers you gathered?
Matthew 16:10

Don't you remember the 7 loaves that
fed 4000 men, and how many baskets
you filled with leftover food?
11

How can you possibly think I was talking to you about [physical] bread, ___?
Guard yourselves against the [spiritual]
yeast [fungus spread by] Pharisee [religionists] &
Sadducee [materialists]!”
Religion and materialism puff up your pride and set
you up for a crash-landing.

*Then, ___, the disciples understand that YahShua commanded them not [primarily] to beware of yeast in bread, but to
[stay quarantined from] the [infectious, diseased] doctrine[s] of the Pharisees
and of the Sadducees.
12

Hebrews discourage yeast mainly because it symbolizes infectious pride.

Peter Says Yahshua is YAH's Messiah
13 YahShua [travels] into the territory
around Caesarea Philippi {Horse-City}.
YahShua asks his disciples,
“Who do men say that [I,] the ‘Son of
Adam,’ [am]?”
Yahshua constantly refers to himself as a mortal
anthropod (son of Adam), so that people will understand that Yahshua was not a literal incarnation
of YHVH the Father.

YahShua's disciples answer, “Some
people say [you're] JAHn the Immerser.
Some say [you're] EliYah. Others say
14
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JeremiYah {YAH-Rises}, or some
other prophet.”
[you're]

But nobody of that time called Jesus, ‘God.’

YahShua answers his disciples,
“But who do YOU say that I am, ___?”
16 Simon-Peter {Rock} answers
YahShua, “You are [YAH's] Messiah, the
son of [Yahweh] the Eloah, [the] living Elohim.”

1528

comes unbound in heaven.”

15

Jesus is YHVH's son. Jesus is not YHVH.

*YahShua answers Peter
{Rock},
“You're blessed, Simon {Listener}
son of JAHn. For flesh and
blood did not reveal this to
you. My Father in heaven [showed
you that I'm His Messiah].
18 *
—And I reveal to you who you
are, Peter. [You are Kefa, which means
‘Rock.’] And upon this ‘rock’ I'm
building my called-out-population. The gates of Sheol {TheGrave} can't [withstand the explosive shattering power of my people rising from the dead].
17

The Ekklesia gives people the Good News of salvation. The people who accept the Good News die.
They enter the grave [Hebrew 'Sheol']. But later,
at the resurrection, the redeemed awake. They
crash through the "gates of Sheol". They rise to
live forever. This does not mean that Peter was the
first Pope. Peter did not fill the first position in a
Roman Catholic-style hierarchy of religious authority. The true Ecclesia is NOTHING like a top-down
hierarchy.

*
I give to you, ___, the
keys of the Kingdom of
Heaven. So whatever
you bind on earth becomes bound [by] heaven. And whatever you
unbind on earth be19
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See James 5:12. BINDING agreements create
master-servant relationships. Any oath you swear
on earth is backed up in heaven. The national
pledge of allegiance, for example, is a forbidden,
deadly oath. So is every military oath. But if you
repent of all BINDing oaths and agreements, and
fulfill and terminate them honorably, then you can
be free of those obligations. Most importantly, your
BINDing debt to Satan is cancelled and put on the
limitless account Yahshua became entitled to when
Satan had Yahshua murdered.

*Then, ___, YahShua
[sternly] orders his disciples,
“[For now,] tell no one that I'm the
Messiah.”
21 *From that time forward,
YahShua begins to clarify to his
disciples how he [is destined to] go
to Jerusalem and endure much
suffering at [the hands of] the [hypocritical religious] elders and chief
priests and religious-writers &
lawyers. [YahShua tells the disciples (but the
Matthew 16:20

disciples fail to understand) that those religious

are going to assassinate YahShua, and that 3 days
after his murder, [YAH] will raise
him to life. 22 Peter {Rock} takes
drones of Satan]

YahShua aside and starts rebuking
him: ‘Never, Adoni! The [religionists] will
never [beat and murder] you!’ 23 *So

YahShua turns his back on Peter {Rock}. [YahShua] says,
“You get behind me, ‘Satan!’
You're a stumbling-block in my
path. You ignore the [plans] of
[Yahweh] the Eloah. Your mind lies
[clogged by] human [affairs].”
A few minutes earlier, Peter was ‘the Rock on
which Yahshua would build His Ekklesia.‘ Now Peter
is ‘Satan.‘ How quickly a human vessel can empty
of the Holy Spirit and fill with evil. And vice versa.
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*Then YahShua says to his
disciples,
“ ___, if any [human] wants to
come after me, he must deny
himself, and pick up his execution-stake, and follow me [into
death].
25 *
For whoever wants to save his
[physical] life loses [eternal life], ___.
But whoever chooses to lose
his [physical] life for me finds [his real
life].
24

Follow Yahshua to death in complete obedience.
Then you find true life, as Yahshua found His. After
murder and resurrection.

*
For what net profit does a man
collect if he gains the whole
world yet loses his own soul,
___? [Less than Zero! A net loss!] What
can a man give in exchange for
his soul?
26

The richest man in the cemetery is poorer than the
poorest living man.

*
For [in the future, I] the ‘Son of Adam’
come [back to earth, radiating] the glory
of [Yahweh my] Father, [leading my army
of] angels, ___. Then [I] dish out
to each human a custom-made
personal payback matching [all
27

the good and evil they did with their time and resources on earth].

*
___, I tell you the rock-solid
[truth]. There are some [people]
standing here who will not
taste of death before they see
[me] the ‘Son of Adam’ arriving
in [my] Kingdom [Dominion].“
28
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Heaven's Dominion came to earth when Yahshua
was killed/resurrected. It is here NOW! That's why
the whole world counts years from his birth! Leave
the Satan-Nations. Enter Yahshua's Dominion!

Matthew 17
Yahshua Transfigures w/ Moses &
Elijah
1 6 days later, YahShua takes Peter
{Rock} and (the brothers) James &
JAHn. [YahShua] privately leads them up
onto a high mountain. 2 *[Right] in
front of Peter {Rock}, James
{Heel-Grabber}, & JAHn, YahShua

changes form! He transfigures,
___! YahShua's face shines like
the sun. His clothing flashes
white as [pure] light. 3 *Suddenly,
(in front of Peter {Rock}, James
{Heel-Grabber}, & JAHn,) Moses &
EliJah appear! [They] talk with
YahShua [like they're old buddies, ___]! 4
*Then Peter {Rock} blurts out to
YahShua, “Adoni, it's a good
thing [you brought] us [as helpers]! If
you want, let us build 3 shelter
[shrines] here: 1 for you, 1 for
Moses, and 1 for EliYah.”
Peter, clueless & bewildered, feels a ridiculous urge
to join a conversation way above his little head. He
proposes the first Christian church building-drive,
foreshadowing the obsessive-compulsive big-dongcontest called ‘church-construction’ that has
plagued christianism for 1800 years. Little did Peter know, Christian church buildings were never a
part of any scriptural command whatsoever, because church buildings are totally irrelevant and
antithetical to the gospel. That's why there is not a
single verse in the entire New Testament which
would encourage anyone to ever build a church
building.
5 *While Peter {Rock} blabs [his unbiblical, nonsensical proposal for constructing
Christian church buildings],

suddenly a
bright cloud overshadows the
[group]. Suddenly [YAH's] voice [thunders] from the cloud,
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“This [YahShua] is my beloved son.
He totally pleases me. [You, not so
much.] So [be quiet]. Listen to him!”
In other words, “Shut it, Peter. If I had wanted
anyone to build church buildings, I would have told
my son to command you to build church buildings.
I don't want you to build church buildings. I want
you to meet in houses, and camp out together, and
meet in synagogues, and meet in the public
squares, just like the Messiah. The last thing you
mess-ups need is to be saddled with debt for building and maintaining church buildings!”

When the disciples [Peter, James & JAHn]
hear [YAH's] voice, they fall on their
faces, ___. [They shake], terrified.
6

Wettin' their 1st century shorts.

YahShua comes and touches [Peter,
James & JAHn]. [YahShua laughs,]
“Get up. Stop being afraid.”
8 [Peter, James & JAHn] lift up their eyes.
They see no one but YahShua. 9 *As
7

hike down
from the mountain, YahShua
orders them,
“Tell no one about the vision
[you just saw,] until [I] (the ‘Son of
Adam’) rise from the dead.”
[YahShua, Peter, James & JAHn]

John The Baptizer is The New EliJah

Matthew 17:10 YahShua's disciples [miss YahShua's point
that he's about to die] . So they ask him, “Why do the scribal [law teachers] say that ‘EliYah’ must come [before the Messiah arrives]?” 11 YahShua answers his disciples,
“That's right. [All experts in YAH's law understand that a ‘type’ of]
‘EliYah’ is supposed to come and set everything in
order [for the Messiah].
EliYAH means, “YHVH is the Supreme ultimate
commander of the universe.” The name ‘EliYAH’ is
an affront against all pantheistic systems of religion and against any human or demon or angel
who wishes to dominate anyone else.
12

And I tell you, ___, that EliJah [JAHn]
has already lived [and died]. [The religious
‘experts’ were too blind to] recognize that JAHn
was the long-awaited ‘EliYah.’ [So] the
[religionists] persecuted, [insulted and helped to kill
JAHn]. Their evil hearts craved [his death].
And JAHn's murder is just a taste of
what [I] the ‘Son of Adam’ come soon to
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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suffer at the hands
the spawn of Satan].”

[of those religious hypocrites,

13 Finally, ___, YahShua's disciples ‘get’ that [when
YahShua says the name ‘EliYah',] YahShua is talking about
JAHn the Baptist.

Christ Heals An Epileptic Demon-Boy

14 YahShua & his disciples walk up to the crowd. A
man staggers up. He kneels down to YahShua. 15

begs, "Master, have mercy on
my son! He shakes wildly, [out of his mind].
He suffers horribly. He [endures] terrible
fits. He keeps falling into the fire, or
the water!
[The man]

Perhaps epilepsy, which can be related to brain
parasites from consumption of unclean meats.

—I brought my son to your disciples.
But they couldn't cure him!” 17 YahShua
answers,
“Oh faithless & perverse generation,
how long must I stay with you? How
long will I suffer you? Bring [your epileptic
son] here to me.”
16

Yahshua laments the faithlessness of both the demoniacs and his screw-up disciples.

*YahShua rebukes the demon. The demon [flies] out of the
[epileptic]. The boy's [mind and body] instantly heal, ___. 19 Then
18

YahShua's disciples approach YahShua
in private. [They] ask, ‘Why couldn't we
drive out the demon?’ Matthew 17:20

*YahShua answers his disciples,
“You can't perform [exorcisms and
healings yet] because you lack [true]
belief. I tell you the rock-solid
truth, ___: if you get faith as
[small as] a [tiny] grain of mustard
seed, you'll say to this mountain, ‘Move from here to there,’
and that ‘mountain’ will move.
Indeed, nothing will be impossible for you!
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Seeds Family Worship has a good Matt 17:20
scripture song called ‘Faith As Small As A Mustard
Seed’ on the album ‘Seeds Of Faith’.

*
However, ___, [mortals can never cast
out] advanced [demons] except by
prayerful [worship] & abstinence.”
21

Interesting verse for epileptics. How many people
with seizures have tried sustained weeks of praying, abstinence from dopamine-triggers including
sex, drugs, unhealthy substances & practices, from
food itself, both themselves, and everyone around
them? No, much easier to get brain-numbing
‘medicines’ from ‘doctors.’ Also see James 5:8-15,
in context.

Jesus Predicts His Death & Resurrection
22 YahShua & his disciples stay in the
Heathen-Circle [Galilee]. YahShua tells his
disciples,
“[A traitor] is about to betray [me,] the ‘Son
of Adam,’ into the fists of [murderous]
men.
23

*

[Judaea's religious & governmental hypocrites,

soon come to
murder [me, ___]. But 3 days later [YAH] raises [me from the dead].”
The disciples [cry,] overwhelmed
with sadness.
backed by the masses,]

Yahshua predicted his death in code, calling himself the ‘Son of Adam.‘ Just like us, the disciples focus on death, not resurrection. We should be living
our lives in hope of resurrection. Instead, we live in
‘bondage to the fear of death’.

Preachers Try To Bust Christ For
Tax Evasion
24 YahShua & his disciples journey.
They arrive at [the comfortable walled town of]
Capernaum. The mandatory-temple-donation collectors corner Peter {Rock}.
[They try to trap YahShua in a trumped-up tax-evasion
charge.]

They ask, ‘Doesn't your teacher
pay the temple-tax?’
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“What are you thinking, Simon
{Listener}? From whom do the kings of
the earth take customs duties & taxes?
From their own children, or from
strangers?”
Peter, think! Why did you say I pay temple taxes?
Do you think that I, the son of YHVH, have a legal
obligation to pay unlawful demands made by bogus
clerics who fraudulently claim to work for my own
Father?

Peter {Rock} answers YahShua,
“Kings collect taxes not from members
of their royal families, but from
[tributaries] outside their dynasties.”
YahShua says to Peter,
“Then [obviously my] royal family stands
free [from taxation responsibility].
26

Yahshua is the the son of YHVH. We born-again
people are children of YHVH, the royal king of the
universe. The sons of the King owe tribute to no
man (unless they've volunteered into subjection).
And believers should never volunteer into a taxation obligation, for instance, by signing up for a Social Insurance number [S.I.N.] aka SSN.

*
But to avoid offending the [taxcollectors], go to the lake. Throw
out a line. Grab the first fish
you catch. Open the fish's
mouth. [There] you'll find a [precious]
coin. Take the coin. Give it to
the temple-tax collectors. [That'll]
satisfy the [bogus obligation they're trying
to pin on] you and me.”
27

Jesus didn't owe the tax. Yet he gave the temple
the money, because Peter opened his big mouth
and started a potential controversy. Jesus had
money: not Caesar's money (from pagan temple
banks) but true wealth, unmarked by Caesar.

Matthew 18

[YahShua]

This temple-tax is a forced donation forbidden by
the Hebrew Law.
25

Peter {Rock} blurts, “Yes,

[YahShua's tax-s-

tatus is that of ‘taxpayer.’ He pays temple-taxes.”]

Later, Peter {Rock} comes into a house.
YahShua confronts Peter {Rock}, saying,
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

You Must Change And Become
Childlike To Live
1 About that time, YahShua's disciples
ask him, “Who is the greatest [being] in
the Dominion of Heaven?” 2 [So]
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YahShua calls a little child [over] to himself. He sets the child in the middle of
the disciples. 3 *YahShua

says,
“I tell you the rock-solid
truth, ___: unless you
change and become like
little children, you'll
never enter the Kingdom of Heaven.

*
So, ___, the greatest [being] in
the Kingdom of Heaven is whoever humbles himself like this
little child.
4

Hurt The Messiah's Little Siblings,
You Die

*
And whoever receives one such
ittle [disciple] child in my NameAuthority receives me.
5

This is much deeper than just being nice to little
kids. When into your life walks a humble man or
woman who is living in the authority (Name) of
Yahshua, and who needs a place to stay, because
the world has rejected them because they cannot
use worldly I.D. systems & oath-obtained bank accounts, or because they said the Truth that makes
the world want to murder them, you must overcome your fear. Give the disciple a place to stay.
Help them. YAH will reward you just as if you
helped the King of Kings himself.

*
But, ___, whoever scandalizes, [offends, trips up, ensnares or entices]
one of these “little ones,” [my obedient humble disciples] who believe in
me, it would be better for the
[offender] if [angels] hang a large
millstone around his neck and
[throw him] to drown in the depths
of the sea.
6
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Again, risk your life to help and protect Christ's rejected, persecuted disciples whom the world labels
‘terrorists.’ This verse is not primarily about being
sweet to little kids on the playground, although
that's nice.

Cut All Evil Habits Out Of Your Neurology

*
Woe to the world, ___. Offenses, [snares, traps & stumbling blocks keep leading people to sin]! Traps must come.
But woe to the man who sets
the snare.
7

The evil human race traps and kills the best, most
holy people YAH ever sends to earth.

*
So, ___, if your [metaphorical]
“hand” or “foot” become
“snares” for you, [then] ‘cut them
off.’ Cast them [into the trash]. For
it's better for you to enter into
[eternal] Life crippled or maimed,
rather than [for my angels] to hurl
you with your two hands & two
feet into everlasting fire.
8

The ‘fire’ is everlasting. But it quickly burns sinners
up. No people endure conscious eternal torment.
Also, obviously, self-mutilation is a metaphor. This
is not a commandment to actually mutilate yourself. Don't be like the crazy priest who cut off his
sneaky penis. Do get away from people who lead
you into sin. And certainly excommunicate from
your congregations people who sin unrepentantly.
The world gives you a ‘helping hand’ if you raise
your right hand and swear an oath of loyalty to a
worldly nation. The world gives you ‘feet’ (cheap
rapid transportation to anywhere on the globe).
But the world takes ownership of your soul in return. Cut off all your ties to the world system.

*
And if your “eye” causes you to
sin, pluck it out. Cast it [far]
from you, ___. It's better for
you to enter into [Eternal] Life
with one eye, than [for my angels to]
cast you two-eyed into the [trash
fire of the universe].
9
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The fire mentioned here is in the valley of Gei-Hinnom, a burning trash dump in Israel. Gei-Hinnom
refers metaphorically to the ‘2nd death’ in which
the unrighteous human masses are finally burned
up, quickly extinguished like weeds, after the great
judgment. The eye that causes you to sin is the 'all-seeing eye' of the New World Order, right there
on the ‘almighty’ dollar bill in your pocket.

Your Shepherd Gives His All For 1
Lost Sheep

*
Watch out that you never despise one of these ‘little ones’
[my obedient disciples]. For I warn you,
___: in heaven, the angels [who
defend my disciples] have continuous
access to the face of [Yahweh], my
Father in heaven.
Matthew 18:10

Again, this is NOT merely saying ‘be nice to kids’.
This verse warns normal people to risk their lives,
comfort and reputations to protect, defend, house,
aid and support Christ's followers, especially when
the world has labeled Christ's followers ‘enemies of
the state’, targets for assassination.

The Lost Sheep
11

For

the ‘Son of Adam’ came
to save lost [people, ___].

[I]

earth]

[here to

12

___, what do you think a shepherd
does when 1 of his 100 sheep gets
lost? Does the shepherd not leave the
99 [safe sheep] and go into the mountains
to search for that 1 [sheep] who wandered astray?
13

And if the shepherd finds that 1 lost
sheep, I tell you the truth, ___, that
shepherd gets happier about that 1
[rescued] sheep than about the 99 [sheep]
that never strayed.
14

it is not the
will of [Yahweh] your Father in heaven,
that one of these “little ones” [my disciples]
should perish.
[Just like sheep to a shepherd, ___,]

We will die, murdered and/or abandoned by the
world and its sham churches. But we will not perish. We will rise to life.
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How The Bible Says To Resolve
Conflicts

*
And if your [human] brother backfires against you, ___, go and
tell him his fault between you
and him alone. If he listens [to]
you, you win back your brother.
16 *
But if [your ‘brother’ who hurt you] refuses to listen to you, ___, then
[go talk with him again. But this time] take
with you 1 or 2 other [mature people]. That way, ‘the mouths of 2
or 3 witnesses’ can confirm every word [you and your opponent speak].
15

(Deuteronomy 19:15)

*
But, ___, if [your ‘brother’ who hurt you]
won't listen to your companions, recount the history [of the
conflict] to the Ekklesia. And if
your ‘brother’ refuses to listen
to the Ekklesia, treat him as
you would a pagan or a taxcollector.
17

Unrepentant ‘believers’ are unbelievers. Don't trust
them.

Disciples Who Work Together Get
Messiah-Power

*
I tell you the rock-solid Truth,
___: whatever you bind on
earth gets bound in heaven.
And whatever you untie on
earth gets unbound in heaven.
18

Peterson: "Take this most seriously: A yes on earth
is yes in heaven; a no on earth is no in heaven."
Every pledge and binding promise you make is
backed up by heaven's power. The Powers Of
Heaven Enforce Your Legal Agreements.
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*
Again I tell you, ___: if
2 [or more] of you [disciples]
agree on earth regarding anything [you] ask together, [Yahweh] my Father
in heaven eventually
achieves it for you.
19

Of course, the request must be in accordance with
YHVH's will. Two men fully in the will of YHVH, with
no master-servant relationships with the worldsystem, are the most powerful thing on the planet.
So the devil and all his demons are working overtime to make sure that no two dedicated disciples
of Yahshua ever get near each other, because the
fire-to-dynamite reaction would blow bleeding
holes in the devil's chest.

*
For where 2 or 3 [beings]
gather together [in my
Name-Authority,] I'm [supernaturally] present among
them, ___.”
Matthew 18:20

Gathering in a ‘Christian’ church with the flag of a
U.N. nation proudly flanking the stage is gathering
in the authority of the nation symbolized by that
flag, not gathering in the authority of Jesus Christ.

Forgive 490 Times
21 *Then Peter {Rock} comes to

YahShua. [Peter] asks, “Adoni,
how many times can my brother sin against me before I can
refuse to forgive him? 7
times?” 22 *YahShua an-

swers Peter {Rock},
“Forgiving 7 repeated
offenses is just baby
forgiveness. To be my
disciple, you have to
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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forgive 490 serial repeated offenses (70 x 7)
[from the same unrepentant offender]!
[Paraphrased.] That's a challenge for anyone.
Daniel accurately predicted that 490 years of Jewish rebellion would precede the destruction of
Jerusalem in 70AD.

The Parable Of The Unforgiving
Servant
23

In regard to forgiveness, [you, ___,] can
visualize [YAH's] Kingship over Heaven as
a king who starts collecting all the
money his servants owe him.
24

The King begins his audits. The guards
bring in 1 debtor who owes this king a
vast fortune in gold.
25

But since this

debtor [has
lies flatbroke, his Master commands [the debt-collectors to] sell the debtor, his wife, his
children and all that he owns, to make
immediate payment.
[binge-spending]

blown all the money he borrowed and thus]

Debt is slavery. National debt is national bondage.
Not one verse anywhere in the bible authorizes a
believer to take out 1 penny of debt, ever. That includes secured debt like a mortgage or car loan.
That includes being security for a national debt or
a church debt. If your church takes out debt, your
church is without authority! Confront the church
leadership! And when they don't repent, leave that
church! Believers, wise up! Get out and stay out of
every kind of debt!
26

So this [mega-debtor deadbeat] servant falls
down. He worships the king. He [cries],
“Sovereign, have patience with me! I'll
pay you everything!”
Lie.

*
So the Sovereign, moved with
compassion, releases the servant. The [king] forgives the
debt, ___!
27
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*
Then, ___, that [forgiven megadeadbeat] servant leaves the
palace. He finds one of his fellow servants who owes him [the
price of 1 sandwich]. The mega-debtor
grabs his fellow servant. He
chokes him by the throat. He
screams, “Pay me every penny
you owe me!”
28

29

The fellow servant falls down at [the megadebtor's] feet, begging, “Please have patience with me. I'll pay you everything!”
Matthew 18:30

But the mega-forgiven

[deadbeat refuses to
give his fellow time to repay the price of a measly sandwich].

Instead the mega-deadbeat runs.
He throws his fellow servant into prison
until the [servant] can [beg enough money to]
pay the debt.

Catholics use this as a justification for the doctrine
of purgatory, which finds scant support in the
scriptures.

*
Likewise, ___, when
you fail to forgive from
your heart every sin
your brother-humans
commit against you,
then [Yahweh] my heavenly
Father [demands full payment on
pain of torture] from you [for
every wrong you've ever done].”
35

That's why bitter, unforgiving people lead such tortured, painful lives.

Matthew 19

31

The mega-deadbeat's fellow-servants
[boil up in rage]. They see the poor debtor
rotting in prison. So the [servants run to the
palace]. They tell their Sovereign all
about [the mega-deadbeat's criminal lack of compassion].
32

The Sovereign summons the megadeadbeat. The [Sovereign] condemns the
[jerk] in court: “You wicked servant! I
completely forgave you a fortune in
gold-debt, just because you begged
me!

*
Shouldn’t you have had
mercy on your fellow
servant, just like I had
pity on you, ___?’
33

34

The Sovereign [fumes in] anger. He delivers the unforgiving deadbeat to the jailers to suffer torture until he pays back
every penny of the vast fortune he
owed the Sovereign.
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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Yahshua Makes His Final Journey to
Jerusalem

1 Time passes. YahShua finishes saying these
truths. He leaves the Heathen-Circle. He [hikes south]
down the [Arab-infested] east side of the Jordan River.
[Weeks later,] he passes the border of Judaea, [near
Jericho].
Yahshua is spending the majority of time in places
his Israeli assassins don't control.
2

There, ___,

[near the Judaean border, just out of

great multitudes follow
YahShua. So he heals them.
Jesus Forbids All Divorce Of Valid
Marriages
3 Some [hypocritical religious evil] Pharisees
also come to [spy on] YahShua. They test
him. They taunt, “Is it lawful for a man
to put away [aka divorce] his [lawful] wife on
any grounds whatsoever?”
reach of his assassins,]

No. No matter what the worldly court ‘decrees.’

YahShua answers those [divorce-loving lawtwisters],
“Have you not read that in the beginning [Elohim] made mankind male & female, [man & wombed-man]?
4

(Genesis 1:27)
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*
And [Yahweh] said, ‘To [marry], a
man leaves [his] father & mother. He unites with his wife. The
two [people] become one [neurally and
spiritually connected] organism.
5

Oxytocin and Vasopresin and other sex chemicals
permanently connect sex-partners. That's why you
still dream about the first person you ever did [x]
with. Even though they're probably a fat hog by
now, you still crave them, because you're neurochemically and spiritually joined.

*
So married people are
no longer two [people, ___].
They're ‘one flesh.’ So
what [Yahweh] the Eloah
has joined together,
man cannot break
apart.”
6

Never let a family court judge separate ANY marriage, except an incestuous, homosexual or bestial
‘marriage,’ since according to Hebrew Law those
unions can never be valid. And never let any
preacher perform a wedding ceremony for divorced
and remarried people, unless their lawful spouses
are dead. Divorce is not merely wrong. It's impossible. The bond between sex partners never dies.

The Pharisees trick-answer YahShua,
“Why then did Moses ‘command’ [a man]
to give [his wife] a certificate of divorce
and to send her away?”
7

Notice the religionists' sneaky-snake word-manipulation: Moses didn't "command" divorce!

*YahShua answers [those family-destroying pigs],
“Your hearts are hard [as freezing
rocks]. That's why Moses suffered [watching your ancestors]
send away [their] wives [to new ‘pseudo-husbands’]. But [you know that] from
the beginning [of time YAH outlawed divorce].
8
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Moses complained that husbands were kicking out
their wives by writing divorce decrees. Moses
merely tolerated divorce decrees, meaning he didn't assign a penalty to them. Moses certainly did
NOT authorize divorce decrees! To keep you from
abandoning and thereby killing the poor girl
through starvation and exposure to the elements,
it's better to clearly state in writing that you're
abandoning her. But the ‘divorce decree’ functions
only to protect abandoned wives, not to condone
divorce.

*
And I warn you, ___:
Any husband who sends
away his wife, and marries another [wife], commits adultery, unless [of
9

course, as specified in Leviticus, he
finds out she's a male, or she's his
close relative, or she's an animal,
or she cheats on him and he breaks
off the engagement before the wedding].

And whoever marries the wife (whom the
husband sent away)
also commits adultery!”
The porneia exception is rare; it is NOT the word
for adultery. Here ‘Porneia’ applies only to abberances such as engagement-period fornication, incestuous marriages, homosexual ‘marriages’, and
bestial unions, which were never biblically lawful
marriages. That's why the ‘porneia exception’ doesn't appear anywhere else in the New Testament. It
only makes sense in light of this Hebrew-audienceaddressed Gospel of Matthew which assumes that
Matthew's readers were familiar with Leviticus
20:10-21. YAH hates divorce. This verse NEVER
addresses a woman divorcing her husband for
cheating. No verse in the entire bible authorizes a
woman to divorce her lawful husband for any reason. In the early 1900's every church taught this.
Now almost every Protestant church has abandoned this clear and unmistakeable truth. Divorce
of a lawful, non-incestuous, heterosexual, consummated human marriage is NEVER an option for true
Christians. Sorry! You're stuck with your rotten
spouse! Deal with it! Love your enemy spouse.

Be As Celibate As You Possibly Can
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*YahShua's disciples
reply to him, “If, [after the engagement
Matthew 19:10

period, you won't ever let us divorce our lawful
wives, even on socially-tolerated divorce grounds,]

we'd be better off never marrying at all!”
Who wants to be shackled to some old ball-and-chain for life?! With no possibility of having a
concubine on the side? Better to not get married at
all! Rosy-palm-and-her-five-sisters beats some old
hag who's lost her charms.

*YahShua answers his disciples,
“[Yes, you're better off unmarried.] But not
all men can receive this [celibacy
recommendation, ___. Avoiding all sex] requires lots of special help [from
heaven].
11

Celibacy is better than marriage, if you can keep
willie in the pants.

*
There are different reasons
why some men stay celibate
and never marry, ___ — some
because they were born without testicles or somehow otherwise congenitally able to
control their sexual urges,
some because [somebody] cut off
their [gonads,] and some because
they've forced themselves to
stay abstinent [to better serve] the
Kingdom of Heaven. If you're
able to receive [the miraculous ability to
stay celibate], then stay celibate!”
12

"Celibate" was rendered "eunuchs." Sexless lives
are liberating. Sex is a big obstacle to reaching the
Kingdom. Too many people choose the little O instead the Big O. The little O is org__sm, the Big O
is Olam (eternal life in the age to come).

Give All You Have To Nurture Children

*Then, ___, people bring little children to YahShua, hoping
that he will put his hands on
13
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the children and pray. But
YahShua's disciples tell the
people, ‘YahShua [is too busy & important to waste time on children]!’
The previous verses encourage celibacy, and this
verse is about children. This is because little children have no interest in sex. We disciples should
be like innocent little children over whom sexual
impulses have no control.

*But YahShua says,
“Send the little children
to me. Never stop them.
For the Kingdom of
Heaven belongs to such
[humble beings].”
14

YahShua lays his hands on the children. Then he journeys on.
15

True believers should often touch people [NONSEXUALLY] to bless, to give healing / loving touch,
to encourage, to pray for the people. If a believer
isn't touching people often and with propriety,
there is some kind of hang-up that needs to be addressed. Of course, people who [outside of 1 lifelong marriage] use "holy" touching as a wind-up to
sexual activity must be shunned, and harshly punished if a crime is involved.

To Go To Heaven, Keep YAH's Commandents!
16 Suddenly, ___, [a man] approaches
YahShua and asks, “Good Master, what
righteous [action] should I do so that I
will have eternal life?” 17

*YahShua answers the
Life-Seeker,
“Why are you calling me
‘good?’ No one is good
except One: [Yahweh] the
Eloah. But if you want to
enter into Life, keep
[YAH's] commandments.”
Yahshua did NOT say, “Repeat this prayer of salvation after me and you will have assurance of salvation.” Yahshua said that eternal life is gained by ac-
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tive obedience to the commandments of YAH, a being greater than himself.

*[The “Life-seeker”] answers
YahShua, “Which commandments [do I need to keep in order to live forever]?” YahShua answers,
“Never murder; Never commit
adultery; Never steal; Never
bear false witness;
18

We all want to cut out as many commandments as
possible. But all of the commandments exist to
help us. Obedience is not a burden. Lawful-living
lightens your load. We should be looking for more
commandments, like we search for secrets to success and happiness. Only a fool seeks to reduce his
workload by eliminating biblical commandments.

*
Honor your father and your
mother. And [always] love your
neighbor [like you love] yourself.”
19

(Exodus 20:12-16; Deuteronomy 5:16-20),
(Leviticus 19:18)

The [arrogant] young man answers YahShua, “I've kept all those
commandments from my youth until
now. What else do I need to do [to live forever]?’
Sell What You Own; Give To The
Poor
Matthew 19:20

*YahShua replies to
[the life-seeker],
“If you want to reach
[life's perfect] goal, ___, go
sell what you own. Give
[the money] to paupers.
Then you'll own treasure in heaven. Then
come and follow me
21

[through torture and death to eternal
life].”

1538

has to do compassionate acts. No believer has any
right to ‘personal discretionary income and possessions‘.
22 *The young man hears that
[to live forever he has to sell everything he owns,
and leave his old life behind, and venture out into
the unknown. Unwilling to trade his bling for obedience to YahShua,]

the young man

away [hanging his rich young head in]
despair, ___. [He obsesses about about
his] great possessions.
[walks]

Sell everything [with the possible exception of
tools you are using for fruitful Kingdom work]. Personal possessions are fire-traps.

Almost No Rich People Ever Get
Saved

*YahShua says to his disciples,
“I tell you the rock-solid [truth,
___.]. It's virtually impossible
for a rich man to enter heaven's Dominion.”
23

This verse is talking about YOU! If you have a survivable standard of living, and some money and a
way of getting more, you're richer than 97% of the
people in the world.

*
In other words, ___,
it's easier for a camel to
squeeze through the
eye of a needle, than for
a rich man to enter into
the kingdom of [Yahweh]
the Eloah.”
24

YahShua's disciples hear that rich
people almost never get saved. So the
disciples’ [jaws drop, ___]. Utterly amazed,
they ask, “So who CAN be saved?”
25

Rich people pay preachers to delude them into
thinking they're saved.

*YahShua looks at his
disciples. He replies,
26

perfect=#5046 teleios; complete. Every believer is
called to be perfect and to use every resource he
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“Humanly speaking, it's
impossible [for anyone, especially rich people, to truly get saved,
___].

But with Elohim, everything is possible.”

1539

But many [people] who [currently] enjoy first [place in the
worldly games end up in] last
[place in the race to heaven. Powermongers win only eternal death.]

Give Up Your Wealth & Status &
You Will Rule
27 Then Peter {Rock} asks YahShua, “Remember that we [your obedient disciples left our
homes to sleep on rocks with you]. We've given
up everything [we owned]. We follow you
[through thick and thin]. So what reward will
[YAH] give us?” 28 *YahShua an-

Meanwhile, [saved people]
humble themselves. [True
saints generally] come in last

swers his disciples,
“I tell you the rock-solid [truth]:
in the regenerated [universe] when
[I] the ‘Son of Adam’ sit on the
throne of [my] glory, you [12] who
have followed me also sit upon
12 thrones, judging the 12
tribes of Israel.

finish line into heaven, ___].”

Not a verse Jews particularly like.

*
And everyone who has
forsaken houses, or
brothers, or sisters, or
father, or mother, or
wife, or children or
lands for the sake of my
Name-Authority, [he] receives 100 times what
he gave up. And [infinitely
29

more importantly, ___, you allgivers]

inherit everlasting

life.
Matthew 19:30

*
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[in the worldly races for money, sex,
fame and power].

the first

But they're

[earthlings to cross the

Matthew 20
Repent & YAH Will Treat You Like A
Saint
1

“ ___, the Dominion of [Yahweh] the King
of Heaven is like [the estate of] a farm owner. He [rides his horse-cart] out at daybreak.
He hires workers [to come and work in] his
vineyard.
2

This farm-owner offers to pay the laborers [the normal daily wage] at sundown,
___. The laborers agree. So the farm-owner sends the laborers into his
vineyard [to work].
3

At about the 3rd hour [of sunlight (9A.M.)]
the farm-owner again [rides his cart] to the
market-square. There he sees more
men standing around doing nothing.
When YAH looks down at the earth, He sees mostly
people doing nothing. (At least nothing worth doing.) YAH wants to give people meaningful, enjoyable, rewarding tasks to accomplish.
4

The farm-owner says to the idle men,
“Y'all go join up with those other workmen in my vineyard, and I'll pay you
right.” So, ___, this [2nd group of] workers
walks [down the road to work.]
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5

we Christians show up, not even knowing what
we're talking about, misinterpreting the scriptures
right and left. Yet we Christians, if we're sincere,
get engrafted into Israel, while many Israelites get
pruned out of the vine of life.
11

6

The hard-workers grab their pay,
cussing out the farm-owner under their
breath.

Then at the 6th hour (12-Noon) & 9th
hour (3PM) the farm-owner [rides] out
and hires more [unemployed] workers to
work his vineyard that afternoon.
At about the 11th hour (5PM) the farmowner [rides] out [of his farm. He gallops to town
square.] There he finds other men standing idle. So he asks them, “What y'all
doin’ standin’ there all day doin’ nothin’?”
7

The slackers answer the farm-owner,
“We's just a sittin’ here ‘cuz nobody
done hired us.” [So] the farm-owner answers the laggards, “Y'all go join those
other workmen in the vineyard.” [They ask,
“Whacha' gon' pay us?” The farm-owner answers,]

“Whatever's right, that's what you'll
get.”
8

Evening falls, ___. The vineyard-boss
says to his steward, “Call the laborers.
Give ‘em their pay. Start with the laggards who showed up last. Finish with
[hard-workers] who started working at daybreak.”
9

Up strut the workers the farm-owner
had hired around 5 o'clock P.M. [Yet the
steward pays] each [of these laggards] the [full]
normal day's pay!

*
Then, ___, the exhausted
workmen [who'd sweated all day in the hot
sun] stagger up to get their pay.
They [smile], excited, thinking
they'll bring home a bonus [to
Matthew 20:10

feed some meat to their poor starving wives & children].

But these heroic workers
only get the normal day's pay,
[not one cent more than the lazy bums who
showed up at sunset and barely lifted 1 finger]!

The lazy bums represent the Christians. The Jews
represent the people who worked all day for the
same pay the lazy bums get. The Jews have spent
thousands of years guarding the scriptures. Then
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Maybe not cussing, but grumbling and complaining.
12

These sweaty, tired, diligent workmen
say, “Them' late lazy drones worked 1
[little] hour. Yet you, farm-owner, rank
them' slugs equal to us, when we's the
slaves who lifted heavy burdens and
suffered all day from heat-exhaustion!”
13

But the farm-owner answers the leadworker, ‘Friend, I'm being fair to you.
Didn't you agree to work for the usual
day's pay?
14

- Take your pay. Go your way. I'm
choosing [out of the goodness of my heart] to pay
the late-comers exactly what I pay you
hard workers.
15

Isn't it lawful for me to do what I want
with my own resources? Are you jealous because I'm generous [to people who
don't deserve generosity]?’
Christians, note: you're getting a free ride here...
you don't deserve to go to heaven. You've done
less work than the Jews who don't even believe in
Jesus!
16

So, ___, [at the final judgment, some] lastplace [‘losers’ finish] first. And [some] firstplace [‘winners’ place dead last]. For [YAH] calls
many [beings]. But [he] chooses few [of
them].”
Many Jews (who have been guarding the Torah for
Millennia) will stand in the back of the line watching Christians (who as a group have been messing
up the world during their short historical career)
enter heaven's gates first. Angels dump 'super-religious' hordes into the eternal fire while Christ
dances repentant sinners through the pearly gates!
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Yahshua Predicts His Death

17 YahShua sets off for Jerusalem, ___. On the
way, he takes his 12 [core] disciples aside. He pri-

*YahShua says,
“Look. Soon we hike up to
Jerusalem. There, [one of you 'friends']
betray [me,] Adam's [ultimate] son,
[into the murderous religious fists of] bosspriests & liar-lawyers. Then
they sentence [me] to death.
vately instructs them. 18

Yahshua says this in code, referring to himself in
the 3rd person, so the disciples don't make the
connection.

*
Then [the religionites] arrest [me,] the
‘Son of Adam.’ [They whip me in chains.]
[Their] beast-national [Roman soldiers]
mock, scourge & impale [me].
Yet, the 3rd day [after they kill me, I]
rise again.”
19

Christ didn't rise on Easter morning, math-challenged Christianites.

James & John's Mom Grabs For
Eternal Rank
Matthew 20:20 Then Zebedee's wife, the mother of
[James & JAHn,] approaches YahShua, [flanked by] her sons.
She bows down, begging a favor from YahShua. 21

YahShua asks the [sickeningly ambitious]
mother,
“What do you want?”
[The presumptuous Mom] answers YahShua,
“Grant that these my two sons [James &
JAHn] will sit [on thrones], one on your right
hand, and the other on your left hand,
in your kingdom.”

She's asking for the highest places of honor in the
Kingdom of the Universe. This lady had some balls.

YahShua answers [this presumptuous]
Mom [and her brats],
“You don't realize what you're asking.
Are you able to “drink from the cup” [of
death] that I'll “drink” from? [Can you survive]
drowning in the “baptism” [of torture] in
which I'll soon be immersed?”
22

[In a ridiculous delusion of self-grandeur, James & JAHn
foolishly]

answer

[YahShua],
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“We can do it!”
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YahShua answers James {HeelGrabber} & JAHn,
"[Someday] you will indeed ‘drink from my
cup’, and be engulfed in the ‘baptism’ in
which I'll be ‘immersed.’ [Religious & governmental hypocrites will murder you.] But to sit [on
thrones] at my right hand, and at my left,
that's not for me to grant. [Yahweh] my
Father has prepared [the highest thrones] to
give the [holy ones he chooses].”
23

YHVH and Jesus are two individual beings. They're
interconnected yet distinct. Like a son and a father.
Like a man and a wife.

The Greatest Leader Is The Greatest Servant
24 When the 10 other disciples hear [that
James & JAHn are secretly running for the top seats in
heaven],

the 10 [boil over in] outrage against
James & JAHn. 25 *But YahShua

calls all 12 disciples to himself.
He says,
“You know how the national
top-dogs exercise dominion
over their [subjects, ___]. Bigshots
wield authority over their [citizens].
In the evil world, kings are tyrants. Godless rulers
throw their weight around. Superiors become dictators.

*
But you, [my disciples,] must
not exercise authority &
dominion over other
people, ___. Rather,
whoever among you
wants to be [a] great [leader] must become the
[greatest] servant.
26

In the Creator's dominion, leaders wash beggars'
feet. When's the last time you saw a President, a
Governor, a Senator, a Mayor, a CEO, wash anyone's feet? Never. Start a "Fresh Socks" ministry.
Go to the worst part of your city. Find homeless
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The blind men beg YahShua, “Master,
open our eyes!” 34 *So YahShua

bums. Wash their feet. Give them a pair of fresh
socks. Give yourself a promotion in the only political body that matters.

33

*
Whoever wants to be
first [among you] must be
your slave, ___!
28 *
___, be just like [me,]
the ‘Son of Adam.’ [I]
came not to be served,
but to serve. [I] give [my]
life as a ransom, [the “price”

[shows]

27

(in a sense) that will buy back billions
of people from their slave-owner: Satan].
The ‘Ransom View Of The Atonement’ is not a theory. It's a fact. The lie that 'God The Father' needed
to see his son's blood shed in order to forgive humanity, is not a doctrine. It's a demonic nightmare, a horror story invented by the blood-sucking
devil.

Yahshua Heals 2 Blind Men
YahShua & his 12 disciples
leave Jericho {Moon-Spirit}. A huge
crowd follows YahShua. Matthew 20:30 2
blind men sit by side of the road. When
they hear that YahShua is passing by,
the 2 blind men suddenly cry out,
“Have mercy on us, Adoni, Son of [king]
David!” 31 The crowd scream “Silence!”,
scolding [the blind men, ___]. But the blind
men cry louder, “Have mercy on us,
sovereign son of [ancient king] David!” 32
YahShua stands still, ___. He calls the
blind men. He asks,
“What do you want me to do for you?”
29 [Soon]

Tell YAH what you want Him to do for you. Maybe
He'll do it. What have you got to lose? It costs
nothing to ask. Ask everyone,“What do you want
me to do for you?” Then you'll understand how
people perceive you. And you'll always have plenty
of work.
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compassion to the blind
men. He touches their eyes.
Immediately their eyes receive
sight, ___! So they follow
YahShua.

Matthew 21

Yahshua Mysteriously Gets A Donkey & Colt

1 Later, ___, YahShua & his disciples draw close to
Jerusalem. They arrive at Bethphage {Fig-House}, on

YahShua dispatches two
disciples with these orders:
“Go into the village ahead of you. Immediately you'll find a donkey tied beside her colt. Untie both animals. Bring
them to me.
Olive-Mountain. 2

Yahshua is telepathic. And he sees the future.
3

—If any man says anything to you, answer, ‘The Adonai needs the donkey &
colt.’ Immediately that man will send
the animals with you.”
Yahshua knows what's going to happen before it
happens.

is the living fulfillment of a prophecy [ZechariYah] spoke [hundreds of years earlier]: 5
‘Say to [mount] Zion's daughter-population, ‘Look! Your King comes to you in
humility. [He shuns opulence and power.] He
rides on a donkey, a [wild] colt, the offspring of a [lowly] beast of burden!’”
4 [Getting that donkey & colt]

Zechariah 9:9

Obeying YahShua's commands, those
2 disciples [hike to the village]. They [get the animals]. 7 The disciples bring the donkey &
her [wild, kicking] colt [back to YahShua]. [With
great struggle and danger,] the [disciples] fasten
their cloaks on the [colt's back]. YahShua
6

[hops up on the bucking colt. He whispers in its ear,

YahShua
sits up on the ‘cloak-saddle.’
”Shalom”. Immediately the colt quiets.]
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The Messiah Triumphantly Enters
Jerusalem
8 [YahShua rides toward Jerusalem.] A massive
crowd spreads their clothes in the path
in front of YahShua's donkey-colt. [Thus
they honor YahShua as Israel's Messiah and King.] Other people cut down branches from
trees. They spread the branches [to soften
and adorn] YahShua's [royal] path.
This same fickle public screams for Yahshua's
death a few days later, when they figure out that
Yahshua has no ‘axe to grind’ with the pagan Romans — that Yahshua's enemies are the religious
leaders who falsely claim to represent YHVH. Likewise, today's Judeo-Christian ‘leaders’ are the biggest obstacle to your gospel work.

*Crowds parade in front of
and behind YahShua. They cry
“Rescue us [from the Romans,] son of
[war-hero king] David! Blessed [are you]
who come in the Name & Authority of [Yahweh] Adonai, our
Avenger in the highest [heaven]!”
9

‘Hosanna’ [YahshaNa] is a play on Yahshua's real
name, meaning: ‘Yasha us, we pray!’ [Psalm
118:26.] “Please! Deliver us [from the Roman occupation forces], son of David. Blessed is He who
comes bearing YHVH's authority! You in the highest
heaven! Please! Deliver us [from the Romans]!” Of
course, Yahshua has no intention to deliver the
apostate unbelieving Jews from the Romans. As
soon as the crowds figure that out, they shun
Yahshua like a terrorist with AIDS at the office
Christmas party. So Roman armies make a parking
lot out of Jerusalem 37 years later. #3467
yasha` : open, wide, free, safe; avenge, defend,
deliver, help, preserve, rescue, bring salvation,
save(-iour), get victory. #4994 na' ; incitement
and entreaty: "I pray, beg, charge".

YahShua's [triumphal] ride into
Jerusalem rocks the whole metropolis.
[Amazed,] everyone asks, “Who is this
[king]?!”
Matthew 21:10

#4579 seio = rock, agitate, shake, quake. Jesus
never bores you. He rocks you. Jesus has nothing
in common with a snooze-inducing lecture-preacher.

The crowds answer, “That's YahShua,
the prophet from Nazareth, [a town] in
the Heathen-Circle.”
11

Galilee

Yahshua Hurls Merchants From The
Mega-Church
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*YahShua [storms] into the temple of [Yahweh] the Eloah. He
casts out everyone who buys &
sells in the temple. He overthrows the tables of the money-changers! He [flips over] the
seats of the [sacrificial] dove-merchants!
12

Yahshua has now assumed His rightful role as
King. He fires the corrupt bankers & the commercial leaders enfranchised by the religious hypocrites. For this they go on to murder him. The
world continues to take its revenge on Yahshua's
people. Now in the last days, true obedient believers cannot buy or sell in world markets. Entry into
world commerce is easy. All you have to do is
swear oaths (violate James 5:12) and swear allegiance to the worldly powers controlled by Satan.
True believers can't do that. So now it's us who
can't buy or sell. (See Rev 13:16-18.) But we can
still give away whatever YAH gives us.
13

*YahShua

[yells]

to the

[commercial-

ists],

“[Prophets] write, ‘[YAH decrees,] My
house must be known as the
house of prayer.’ But you make
My house a den of thieves.”
(Isaiah 56:7 & Jeremiah 7:11)

Religionists Rag Yahshua For Healing People
14 [Jerusalem's] blind & lame [people flock] to
YahShua in the temple. YahShua heals
them. 15 The chief priests & religious-lawyers see YahShua perform
wonderful [healings]. [They see] the children
in the temple crying, “Save us, we
pray, son of [king] David!” The [religionites']
faces bloom fury-red. 16 [The religionites]
scream at YahShua, “Do you hear the
[blasphemy] these [peons] keep bleating?”
YahShua [yells back to the red-faced hypocrites],
“Yes. Have you never read, ‘[YAH] trains
the mouths of children & babies to cry
out perfect praise?’”
(Psalm 8:2)

Christ Escapes The Religious Bigots

17 [YahShua sees his disciples preparing to fight to the
death against the murder-crazed religionists. So]
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YahShua [storms] away from [the corrupt temple]. He [rides] out of the City [Of ‘Peace’]. [He
trots] into Bethany [olive-town]. He spends
the night there.
Yahshua Curses A Fruitless Tree
18 The next morning, on YahShua's way
back to the city, YahShua feels hungry.

*YahShua sees a
fig tree on the way. YahShua
[runs] to the tree. But he finds
only leaves on it. He says to
the tree,
“No fruit grows on you from
now to eternity.”
Immediately, ___, the fig tree
withers away!
[His stomach growls.] 19

Fruitless plants and fruitless people need to be destroyed.

YahShua's disciples see [the
They marvel, “How did the fig
tree dry up so fast?”
Matthew 21:20
tree shrivel].

A leafy tree one minute/day, a dry stick the next?
Sounds like a churchgoer.

*YahShua answers his
disciples,
“I tell you the rock-solid
truth, ___: Have faith.
Shun doubt. Then, not
only will you do [tricks like
21

destroy objects with your voice, as I
destroyed the useless fig tree with
one command].

You will [be
able to] command this
mountain, ‘Get up! Fly
into the sea!’ [The mountain
will uproot itself and land in the sea
at your command!]

*
—If you [actively live your]
faith, ___, you [eventually]
receive every single [de22
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thing you ask for
in prayer.”
sirable]

Yahshua Returns To The Temple Of
Murder
23 YahShua [hikes back to Jerusalem and up] into
the temple. He [stands] teaching. The [hypocritical murderous] chief priests and the elders of the people [gang up on] him. They
[scream], “[Who gave] you authority you [tear
up our religious market]? How [dare] you traipse
back [onto our property to teach and heal people]?
[What demon] gave you this authority?”
What seminary did you go to, Jesus? What letters
appear after your name? Are you licensed? Are you
ordained? Did you swear an oath of office? Lemme
see your Driver's license, registration, and proof of
insurance! What's your Social Security Number? Do
you have a police record? Did you pay your bogus
worship copyright license? Before you can minister
at our church, we need to run a criminal background check on you!

*YahShua answers the religionists,
“I too will ask you one question. How you answer me is
how I'll tell you by what authority I [break up your con-games, and heal
your victims].
24

Smart: in a legal confrontation, answer questions
with questions.
25

—From where did JAHn [the Immerser] get
his authority to perform baptisms?
From heaven, or from men?”
The religionists discuss [this riddle] among
themselves. They [whisper], “If we
answer, ‘[JAHn got his authority] from heaven’,
YahShua will ask us, ‘Then why did you
[fakers] fail to believe JAHn?’ 26 —But if
we answer, ‘[JAHn got his authority] from
men’, we fear the people [will rebel against
us], because everyone regards JAHn [The
Baptist] as a prophet.” 27 So, ___, the religionists answer YahShua, ‘We can't
reveal [the source of JAHn's authority].’ So
YahShua tells [the liars],
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“So I won't tell you by what authority I
[tore up your religious shopping mall and took it over as

1545

Meanwhile, you

[religious

my teaching and healing center].

hypocrites murder your prophets]!

Smart tactical move. The religious hypocrites angle
to trap Yahshua in his words. So Yahshua answers
nothing. Yahshua need not answer anyone's questions. The greater interrogates the lesser. By calmly controlling this conversation, Yahshua shows
that He is in charge. You too must refuse to answer
your accusers.
28

Whores enter the Kingdom of heaven, while religionists stay outside. Of course, some of the hypocrites repent and follow the whores into the Kingdom.
32

- But give me your opinion [on the following
mind-movie]: A man has 2 sons. The Dad
comes to the 1st son. [Dad] says, ‘Son,
go work today in my vineyard.’
29

That 1st son answers his Dad, ‘I refuse
to work today.’ But later [that morning, ___,]
this [1st] son repents. He goes [to the field]
to work.
1st son = Gentiles, who refused to obey YHVH
back during the time of Abraham, but repented
over 1000 years later.
Matthew 21:30

—The father finds his 2nd son. [Dad]
likewise asks him to work, ___. The
second son lies, ‘Sure Dad, I'll go to
work for you today, sir!’ But the 2nd
son neglects to go [to work]!
Jews. The State of Israel, claiming to honor the
Torah, but blind to its deeper meanings.

*
Which of the 2 sons did
the will of his father,
___?”
The religionists answer,
“The 1st son.” YahShua
answers the religionists,
“I tell you the rock-solid
Truth. [Repentant] tax-collectors and whores are
[streaming] into the Kingdom of [Yahweh] the Eloah.
31
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—For JAHn [the Immerser] came to you
showing the path to righteousness. But
you refused to believe JAHn. You saw
the tax-collectors & the harlots trusting
JAHn. But even then you [refused] to repent from your sins and believe JAHn.
Religionists = Cheating Killer
ShareCroppers
33

Listen to another [mind-movie, ___:] A landowner [Yahweh] plants a vineyard. He
builds a wall around the vineyard. He
digs a pit for the wine-press. He builds
a tower. Then the land-owner rents the
vineyard to tenants. He leaves for a
faraway country.
34

Fruit [harvest] season draws near, ___.
[So] the land-owner sends his servants
to collect [his share of] the fruits of the
vineyard from the share-croppers.
35

But the renters [share-croppers] seize the
land-owner's servants, ___! The ingrates beat one servant. [They] kill another. [They] stone another.
Decoy Judeo-Christians murder every prophet YAH
sends to help them, then and now.
36

The land-owner sends another group
servants larger than the first, ___. But
the renters also attack this 2nd group
of servants!
37

Last of all the land-owner [Yahweh] sends
His own son, [me, YahShua] to the renters
[Israel]. [The land-owner] reasons, ‘They
should respect My son.’
38

*
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The renters see the [land-owner's]
son. So, ___, they conspire
among themselves. They [hiss,]
“This is the [land-owner's] heir!
Come on! Let's kill him. Let's
seize his inheritance!”
39 *
So, ___, the renters catch the
son. They hurl him out of the
vineyard. They murder him!
Yahshua foretells his own death.
Matthew 21:40

So, ___, when [Yahweh], the Owner of
the vineyard returns [to his ‘farm’], what
will he do to those ‘renters’?”
41 The religionists answer YahShua,
“The land-owner will viciously destroy
those wicked tenants. Then he'll rent
out his vineyard to other share-croppers. At harvest time, they'll pay him
his share of the crop.”
The hypocrites pronounce their own death sentence.

Jesus Uses Scripture To Denounce
His Killers

*YahShua asks the religionists,
“Do you never read the scriptures?: ‘The rock [which incompetent]
builders reject becomes the
corner-stone! [Yahweh] the Adonai
performs this marvel before
our eyes!’”
42

*
—I tell you [religious murderers, crooks, impostors]: [Yahweh] the Eloah is taking
His Kingdom away from you.
[He's] giving it to a nation who
will bring its fruit out [to Him].”
43

The Holy Nation of repentant obedient converts is
described in 1st Peter 2:9.

*[YahShua points to own chest.]
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“Whoever stumbles on this
‘Stone’ gets broken, ___. Whoever [I] fall on, [I] grind to powder.”
Christ is good. But he's not ‘nice.‘ ‘Gentle Jesus
away in the manger’ comes to stomp the evil world
to bits. Avoid having his feet burst you like a
grape!

The boss-priests & Pharisees hear
YahShua's parables. They [finally] figure
out that YahShua speaks these parables [in ridicule and denouncement] of them,
___.
45

Duh!

So the [serial killer preachers] conspire to
grab and arrest YahShua, ___. But
they fear [vengeance from Judea's massive]
crowds. Because the crowds [know] that
YahShua is [YAH's] prophet.
46

Matthew 22
Whores Beat Religionists To Heaven's Feast
1 YahShua again [risks his life by lampooning]
the religionists using [short, dramatic, visual]
stories:
Did you get that, preachers? Jesus used SHORT,
dramatic, visual stories. So next time you're preparing a sermon, DWJD: Do What Jesus Did. Keep
it short, dramatic and visual. 3 minutes is an eternity.
2

“You can visualize the Dominion of
[Yahweh], the King of Heaven, as [the dominion of] an [earthly] king who's preparing a
wedding feast for his son.
3

(Psalm 118:22,23)

44

1546

This King sends out his servants to call
all [the nobles he'd] invited to [be honored guests]
at the Prince's wedding feast. But the
nobles refuse to attend, ___!
YHVH = King. Yahshua = Prince. Prophets = servants. Nobles = Jews.
4

Again, the King sends out other servants, saying, “Tell the invited guests,
‘Come, see! I've prepared my [royal] dinner. My [priest-cooks] have butchered my
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oxen and my fatted calves. Everything
is ready. [Your fine food is on the table and getting
cold!] Come to the wedding, ___!’"

1547

The King comes in to see the guests.
But he sees one man who doesn't have
on his wedding clothes.

5

But the invitees make light of the
King's invitation. They go their ways,
one to his farm, another to his commercial business.

Naked, or just disrespectfully dressed.
12

The rest of the [invitees] seize, torture
and murder the King's servants, ___!

with his jaw hanging down. He stares at the King.]

6

The King says to the man, “Friend, how
did you get in here without wedding
clothes?” [The insufficiently-dressed man stands there
Speechless,
13

The guests are false Judeo-Christianity and its pagan allies. The servants are YAH's prophets.

*
Soon the King hears [that his guests
have murdered his servants]. So the King
[boils over with] anger. He deploys
his armies. They destroy the
murderers. [Marauders] burn up the
[murderers'] city.
7

For instance, the Roman armies destroyed
Jerusalem in 70AD, as punishment for the hundreds of years when Israel killed the prophets YAH
sent them.
8

Then the King says to his servants,
“The wedding is ready. But the guests
we invited proved worthless.

These Jews rejected Christ because they were not
worthy of Him. Of course 99.99% of 'Christians' reject Christ too, because they refuse to obey His
commandments. Actions speak louder than words.

*
So [ride] into the highways.
Whoever you find, invite to [my
Prince's] Wedding.”
Matthew 22:10 *
So the [King's] servants [ride] out
into the streets. They gather
together everyone they find,
both bad and good. They fill
the wedding hall with guests.
9

Evangelism is not a time to be picky.
11
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[the man shakes in fear, ___].

Then the King says to his servants,
“Bind [this unworthy] man hand & foot. Haul
him away. Cast him into outer darkness, where [people] sob and grind their
teeth.
Wicked people sob and grind their teeth as they
are rightfully being extinguished. No people eternally sob and grind their teeth. YAH is not a sick
sadist.

*
For [I] invite many [people]. But
choose few [of them], ___.”
14

[I]

The Pharisees [see that this story is an indictment of their highly profitable, yet murderous religious
15

network].

So they [stomp away], ___. They
plot traps to entangle YahShua in his
[own] words.
Religionists Frame Yahshua For
Tax-Evasion
16 The Pharisees send their disciples out
to [spy on] YahShua. Some [corrupt political allies of pervert-king Herod tag along. This gang of religious
criminals lie through their flattering snake-teeth] .

They
say, “Master [YahShua,] we know you are
true. You teach the Way of [Yahweh] the
Eloah as it really is. And you don't care
what any man thinks about you. You
refuse to respect human personal status. 17 *Tell us therefore, what

is your opinion? Does the Law
[of Moses allow us Hebrews] to pay tribute [taxes] to Caesar, or not?”
Hey Jesus, do you pay taxes? You're a taxpayer,
right? You sign your tax-form every year under
penalty of perjury and send it in like a good slave,
right?
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*But YahShua reads the [spies']
minds, ___. He sees the
wickedness [in these religious political accessories-to-murder]. He says,
“You hypocrites! Why are you
trying to trap me [in a bogus tax-evasion charge]? Show me the tribute
money!”
19 *So the [liars] bring to
YahShua a silver coin, ___.
18

SHOW ME THE MONEY!
Matthew 22:20

YahShua interrogates the

[smug liars,]

“Whose face and name lie
[this coin]?”

[stamped]

on

Resurrected Humans Are Sexless &
Perfected
23 That same day, Sadducees (who
claim that there is no [such thing as] resurrection) come to [trap] YahShua.
The Saducees were ‘Sad, You-See’, because they
had no hope of being raised from the dead.

The Saducees ask YahShua, “Master,
Moses said that when a man dies childless, the dead man's brother must marry the widow, and get her pregnant to
give her children, [to preserve her family line and
take care of her in her old age].
24

This was a trick question, not an honest inquiry.
The principle is correct, as illustrated in the Book of
Ruth.

—Now there lived among us 7 brothers. The 1st brother marries a wife. But
[he] quickly dies before his wife gets
pregnant. So his widow marries the 2nd
brother. 26 —And every brother this
poor widow marries keeps dying. The
2nd brother dies. Then the 3rd, 4th,
5th, 6th, and finally the last, the 7th
brother, dies too.
25

*The [trapped liars proudly] answer
YahShua, “Caesar's [name and face
emblazon this coin].” Then YahShua
commands the [liars],
“So give away to Caesar the
things which belong to Caesar.
And [give away] to [Yahweh] the Eloah
those things which belong to
[Yahweh] the Eloah.”
21

This is one of the greatest logical razors of all time!
It cuts through every statist lie. Church-drones
claim that this verse means, ‘Look, we pay taxes;
we're the righteous ones.’ Yeah, you gotta pay taxes, but only if you and your ancestors were dumb
and/or sinful enough to get you ensnared in a taxation jurisdiction. What Yahshua REALLY said is:
‘Give Caesar back his debased, shaved, molten-idol
funny-money (and his graven-image paper
money). Deal only in lawful substances: wheat,
corn, beans, honey, oil, unmarked commodities
like bulk gold and silver, love and miracles.’ The issuer of a coin-of-the-realm issues it with rights reserved, including the ability to tax and regulate the
money's use. Using that money is a form of
bondage. Render = a form of the word used in ‘receive [didomi] the mark of the beast’. #591
apodidomi = give, repay, perform, recompense,
render, requite, restore, reward, sell, yield.

When the [conspirators] hear “render to
Caesar…”, they [stand] dumbfounded,
___. So they leave YahShua. [They run]
away [from his embarrassing brilliance].
22

They weren't interested in learning from Yahshua.
They left when they figured out they couldn't trick
him.
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I know what you're thinking: this lady was dangerously vigorous and insatiable in lovely, or she was
a serial killer who liked to poison her husbands. Of
course, this is just a made-up story invented to
trick Yahshua. But Yahshua is too smart for the
Sad-You-Sees.

—Finally the widow dies. 28 —So in
the resurrection, which of these 7
brothers gets the widow as his [eternal]
wife? For all 7 [married] her.”
27

A question Mormons ask. But they don't understand that in eternity our relationships and bodies
are unlike our current relationships and bodies.
When you overflow with true spiritual joy you don't
need the joy of s-x. And when you replicate spiritually you don't need to procreate physically.

*YahShua answers the Sadducees,
“The reason you go astray [into
error] is that you're ignorant
both of the Tanakh [the Scriptures]
and of the power of [Yahweh] the
Eloah.
29

If we go astray, it's for lack of scriptural knowledge
and lack of awareness of YAH's power.
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*
For [people] rise into the resurrection single. And people don't
get married in heaven. Resurrected people are [non-sexual, equal &
androgynous] like the angels of
[Yahweh] the Eloah in heaven.
Matthew 22:30

Yahshua here blows away the lie espoused by Mormons & others that married couples persist in sexual union in the hereafter. The word ‘Husband’
means ‘master’ and ‘owner’. In the resurrection,
wives finally spring free from the subordinate status of ‘wife’. Women will no longer be in any sense
the ‘weaker sex’. Resurrected people live free, unbound from all of their earthly allegiances, contracts, agreements & master-servant relationships,
including female husbandry, a.k.a. ‘marriage’.
31
And as for whether [YAH] resurrects the dead, haven’t
you read the Truth [which Yahweh] the Eloah spoke to
you, ___?
32

‘I am the Elohim of Abraham {Father-OfBillions}, the Elohim of Isaac {Laughter},
the Elohim of Jacob {Heel-Grabber}.’
[Yahweh] the Eloah is not [the] Elohim of
the dead, but of the living, ___.”
Exodus 3:6, spoken long after Abraham, Isaac &
Jacob had died.

The multitude hears this. [They rave,]
pounded by [the myth-busting power of]
YahShua's teaching, ___.
Yahshua Reveals The Greatest Of
All Commands
34 Soon the Pharisees hear that
YahShua has put the Sadducees to silence. So both [factions] gather, conspiring together, [despite their bitter, murderous hatred of each other]. 35 Then one Pharisee, a [holier-than33

religious [liar] lawyer, asks YahShua a trap
question, ___: 36 "Master, which is the greatest
commandment in [Yahweh's] law?” 37
thou]

*YahShua answers the
lawyer,
“You must love Yahweh
your Elohim with all
your heart, with all your
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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soul, and with all your
mind.
Deuteronomy 6:5 begins with the Shema, the antithesis of the Athanasian creed, which is a Catholic
poison that gullible Protestants swallow like candy.

*
Loving Yahweh is the 1st and
greatest commandment, ___.
38

*
And the 2nd [greatest commandment] is like the 1st:
‘You must love your
neighbor as [you love]
yourself, ___.’
39

Leviticus 19:18

*
These 2 commandments: [‘Love Yahweh’ & ‘Love
Matthew 22:40

Your Neighbor’, form the 2 trunks of
the tree of knowledge from which]

hang [the branches of] all [true]
Law and all prophetic
wisdom, ___.”
Yahshua Stumps The Religionists
41 Then [YahShua] turns to test the assembled [religious separatist] Pharisees: 42
YahShua asks,
“What do you think about [YAH's] Messiah? Whose son is he [supposed to be]?”
The Pharisees answer, “[The Messiah is] the
‘son’ [i.e. descendant] of David
{Love}.” 43 YahShua asks the [know-it-all]
Pharisees,
“How is it then that [in Psalm 110:1, ancient
king] David, speaking by [YAH's] Spirit,
calls [his own unborn great grandbaby] the Messiah, ‘Sovereign’?
Not “Adonai”, the term reserved solely for YHVH,
but Adonai's diminutive: #113 'adown / adon;
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(meaning to rule); sovereign, i.e. controller (human or divine), lord, master, owner.
44

—[David says,] “Yahweh says to my Adon,
‘You, [Messiah,] sit [enthroned] at My right
hand. [Watch Me] put your enemies under
your feet.’”
‘Footstool’ is a wooden, silly translation.
45

Since David calls [the] Messiah ‘Adon
{Lord}’, how could the Messiah be
David's descendant?”
People don't call their children ‘Lord’. How could
someone be your Lord/Master and your unborn
grand-kid at the same time? Only if your descendant was resurrected from mortality and exalted
into eternity, outside of time.

No man can answer YahShua one
word. From that day until [his trial], no
[antagonistic] man dares ask YahShua one
single question, ___.

1550

do. They're [actors]. They
refuse to practice what they
preach.
[religionites]

Do what MOSES says. But don't copy the actions of
liars who claim to represent Moses. This is clear
from the Hebrew. Statist translations imply that
Yahshua wants you to obey the dumb commands
of bogus religious and political leaders, which is
nonsense.

*
For the [religionites] bind [on you]
heavy burdens that crush your
[back and] shoulders, ___. Yet the
[religionists] themselves refuse to
move [an ounce of your cargo] with one
of their fingers.
4

46

Knowing they can't beat him or buy him, the Satan-serving religionists throw their full effort into
murdering their Messiah, as Christianites do to true
prophets today. The entire establishment class of
politicians, lawyers, doctors, judges, kings and
priests of the Judeo-Roman empire could not answer Yahshua's wisdom, no matter how hard they
tried. So instead of recognizing that Yahshua was
their King, they all teamed up to kill him. That's
human nature.

Matthew 23
1 [As the silenced religious leaders prepare to murder him,] YahShua
speaks to the crowds and to his [own] disciples. 2

YahShua says,
“ ___, the religious-law-writers & the
[Holier-Than-Thou] Pharisee [separatists

are stooges bought & paid for by
Caesar. They've elected their own
butts to] squat on the [judgment] seat of
Moses.

[They've usurped the authority to interpret
YAH's Laws.]

*
So, ___, when the [religionites] tell
you to obey [YAH's] scriptures,
[obey] it. But don’t copy what
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Don't Seek Titles & Status Like Religionists
5

Obey Religionists' Ideals, Not Their
Actions

3

Churches teach you to volunteer into BINDing
agreements that load you down like pack animals.
Man-made religious rules. Building-fund pledges.
Church membership which makes you collateral for
the church's debt. Oaths for bank accounts,
driver's licenses, passports and everything else.
Plus, the war-state's paid-liar-preachers teach you
to bind yourself into subject ‘citizenship’ by swearing allegiance to the SataNation that grows like a
cancer of legal burdens all around you. Including
registering your children to die in wars of greed.
That's why the national flag flies at the front of the
church.

___, any good works the religionists
do are publicity stunts for the human
viewing audience. The [fakers] pack
around big scripture books. Sometimes
the [actors] tie scriptures to their foreheads and arms! [Hypocrites] preach in big
robes [or fancy suits]. [Liars] adorn their
clothes with conspicuous religious symbols, like [the Jews'] over-sized tassels [tzitziyot].
Paraphrase. This hits "Christian" hypocrites at least
as hard as it hits Jewish hypocrites. There's nothing wrong with big scripture books, robes and tzitit. It's the hypocrisy that's bad.
6
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___, the religionites love the highest
places of honor at feasts, and the “chief
seats” in synagogues, [churches and schools].
7

And ___, the religionites love being
greeted like celebrities in the marketplaces, and being called by men,
‘Teacher, Rabbi.’

1551

Serve Humbly, Without Recognition

*
Rather, ___, whoever is
greatest among you is
your servant.
11

See great Matt 23:11 Song.
Reverend, Pope, Father, Mother Superior, Pastor,
etc. A mature believer shuns all honorific titles.

*
___, don't let people call you
‘Rabbi.’ For you have only one
Rabbi, [me, YAH's] Messiah. And
you're all brothers.
8

Generally avoid all titles of honor such as Master,
Teacher, Captain, Lord, Principal, etc. Greek#4461
rhabbi hrab-bee' my master, i.e Rabbi, an official
title of honor. See HEBREW for #07227.

*
And ___, call no man on the
earth your ‘father.’ For you
have only 1 Father: [Yahweh] who
is in heaven.
9

OK, we're not Catholic bashing, but come on... how
can you priest-guys call yourselves ‘Father,’ knowing that Jesus said not to use that title for yourself,
but to reserve the title ‘Father’ for YHVH? There is
a deeper meaning here. The state reserves to itself
the title Pater Patrias, ‘Father of the Nation’. From
that title descend taxation, regulation and draft authority. The state considers itself to own its citizens, like a sovereign father owns his child. By
your signatures and receipt of benefits, you recognize the state as your Father [Pater]. Thus you
deny and disown your Father in heaven. Your Maker will not share parental rights over you with the
world and its ‘Caesars’. Make the state yo' Daddy
and you lose your Father in heaven.

*
Nor are you to be called masters [or teachers], ___. For [YAH has given you] only one Master: [me, the]
Messiah.
Matthew 23:10

Anyone who calls themselves a teacher in Sunday
School or Christian school is violating this commandment. Greek#2519 (2596 + 2233)
kathegetes = a guide, i.e. teacher, master.
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*

smashes down everyone who exalts
themselves. And [YAH]
exalts anyone who humbles himself, ___.
[YAH]

Jesus Condemns Religionists

*
But woe to you scribal
[Law-experts] & Pharisees.
You hypocrites! You
shut [the door to] the Kingdom of Heaven in peoples' faces. You refuse
to enter [YAH's Dominion].
Then you block the people who try!
13

*
Woe to you, religious writers &
super-preachers, hypocrites!
You devour widows’ houses.
You pray long pretentious
prayers. That's why you receive superabundant damnation.
14

The order of Matthew 23:13 and 14 is reversed in
some translations.

*
Woe to you, scribal [law-teachers] &
Pharisees. Hypocrites! You
15
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travel sea & earth to win a single convert. Then when your
new convert becomes your
proselyte, you make him twice
the child of hell as you are!

You fools and blind [men]: Which is
greater: the gift, or the altar that sanctifies the gift?

Cargo converts are often more evil than the missionaries that they follow. The missionaries might
believe the lying religion they promote. But the
cargo-converts just whore their own beliefs to the
highest bidder. Witness the Africans and Latin-Americans who, for instance, disobey the Biblical
command to use musical instruments, because
white Mennonite missionaries forbid musical instruments in church. Or Afro-Latino rice-christians who
won't praise-dance, forbidden to do so by dance-ophobic Pentecostal missionaries who clog up the
natives' intestines with colon-cancer-causing white
rice, pork and antibiotics.

And ___, anyone who takes an oath in
the name of the temple automatically
takes an oath [invoking a penalty on their own
heads in] the Name-Authority of the one
[spirit] who indwells the Temple.

Never Swear Any Oath By Any
Wording
16

Woe to you, you blind guides. You spew
[religious gibberish] like, ‘If anyone swears an
oath in the name of the temple, it
means nothing. But you're indebted if
you swear an oath in the name of the
temple's gold.’
Or as almost all modern ‘Christians’ say: “When I
sign my signature on a piece of paper under the
words ‘oath’ or ‘penalty of perjury’, it's a meaningless squiggle. Signing doesn't bind me in a masterservant relationship. It's only an oath if I raise my
right hand and put my other hand on the Bible.”
Poppycock! (See James 5:12 and any Law Dictionary.) Peterson sees this analogy: ‘If someone
makes a promise with his fingers crossed, that's
nothing; but if he swears with his hand on the
Bible, that's serious.’
17
You blind fools! Which is greater: the gold, or [YAH's]
Temple that makes the gold sacred?
18

And [you fools say nonsense like], ‘If anyone
takes an oath in the name of the altar,
it means nothing. But anyone who
takes an oath in the name of the gift on
the altar is [guilty of a crime] unless he
keeps the oath.’
All oaths are binding, and they are all foolish.
19
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Matthew 23:20
___, If you [make the mistake of] swearing ‘by the altar’,
you swear by the altar and by everything on the altar.
21

If you swear an oath in the state courthouse, you
bind yourself under the state's authority. Obvious.
22

And ___, swearing [an oath] by heaven
invokes [a curse on your head] from [Yahweh]
the Eloah's throne, and by [Yahweh] who
sits on that throne.
Don't Be A Hypocrite: Live To Help
The Needy

*
Woe to you,
23

[religious text experts & self-

-nominated ‘holy’ separatists]. [You're]

hypocrites! You donate 10% of
[your] mint & anise & cumin. Yet
[you] ignore the weightier matters of [YAH's] Law: justice, mercy & faith. You must practice
those 3 essentials to give significance to minor righteous
acts [like donating pinches of spice for feasts].

*
You blind guides! You
strain a gnat [out of your
drink]. Then [you] swallow a
camel!
24

You strain your water. You pick at your food so you
don't accidentally swallow a fruit-fly. Then you
stretch your mouth real wide and eat a whole dirty
fly-infested camel!
25

*
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Woe to you,

[theologians &

high-and-mighty preachers]. [You're]

hypocrites! You clean
the outsides of cups and
platters. But inside, [you
brim] full of [evil spirits like]
extortion & self-indulgence.

You pretend to be a holy preacher. You put on that
nice suit. You take your stage. You straighten your
lying face. You tell crowds of people that to please
Gawd they must come to church and give you 10%
of their income. Plus they have pay mortgages on
your church building! Ha! Snake-oil salesmen for
Jeezus!

*
You blind [so-called] set-apart
Holy-Ones! First clean the inside of your ‘cup & platter,’ [your
moral & theological inner essence] . Integrity
automatically cleans up [your]
outward appearance.
26

The cup represents a human as a vessel for spirits.
The ‘dish’ is the scriptural foundation upon which
the ‘cup’ of your life rests, because your beliefs
form the basis for your decision making.

*
Woe to you, seminary-teachers
& holier-than-thou pietists!
You're white-washed tombs.
You indeed appear beautiful
outside. But inside you're
stuffed full of dead men's
bones. You reek of all kinds of
[rotten vomitous putrid decaying] filth.
27

A Pharisee is someone who avoids the lower-class
for fear of tarnishing their reputation.

*
Like [golden caskets with dead men inside,]
you outwardly appear righteous to men. But inside, you
28
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overflow with subterfuge &
lawlessness.
Religionites Murder THe Creator's
Prophets
29

Woe to you, Seminary professors & religious celebrities. Hypocrites! You build
honorary tombs for the prophets. You
decorate the graves of righteous people.

*
You lie-brag, ‘If we'd lived in
the days of our fore-fathers,
we wouldn't have joined with
our ancestors in [spilling] the
blood of [Biblical] prophets.’
Matthew 23:30

31

So you testify against yourselves. You
confirm that you are the children of the
murderers who killed YAH's prophets.
32

[By killing me and my disciples, you] fill up your
murder-quota. You measure up to the
sinful body-count of your [murderous religious] forefathers.

*
You serpents. You snake-spawn! How can you escape
damnation? [Angels of vengeance soon
33

throw you screaming into the trash fire of the universe!]
Jesus sometimes doesn't talk nice. Sometimes we
who speak in His Name have to say not-nice
things... and get killed and rejected for it. That's
Life.

*
You watch, [religionites]: I keep
sending to you prophets, wise
men & [true] Law experts. You
kill & impale some of my messengers. You [mentally, emotionally and
physically] scourge some of my
emissaries in your educational
& religious institutions. [You]
persecute my [holy ones. You chase saints
like runaway criminals] from city to city.
34
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Yahshua is quoting YAH's words from [the Apocryphal] Esdras 1:32 and 2:32. Generation after
generation, religious people of all classes treat
YAH's real workers like dirt. Preachers murder us
with lynch mobs. Hypocrites hound us with abuse.
35

So on [the heads of] you [religious hypocrites YAH]
drops the [guilt for] all the righteous blood
[humans] ever shed on the earth, from
the blood of righteous Abel {Meadow} to
the blood of BarachiYah's son
ZachariYah whom you [religionists] murdered [as he prayed] between the [temple] altar and the [inner] sanctuary.
36

crashthis very generation.

[All the accumulated judgment of the centuries]

es on

[the heads of]

Generation [Genea] does not necessarily mean the
people living at that 40-year time period. Generation can mean the spiritual or physical ‘family-line’
which can endure perpetually. In this case,
Yahshua is not only condemning the false murderers standing in front of him. He's condemning a
spiritual family-line of religious hypocrisy pretending to represent YAH throughout the centuries.
That generation endures to this day as mainstream
cultural ‘Christianity,’ Islam, and Judaism, which
are all false world religions, as false as Hinduism
and Buddhism, not because of unsalvageable theology, but because of hypocritical lives that negate
that theology.

Jesus Condemns Jerusalem To Roman Destruction

*
Oh Jerusalem, [misnomered] ‘City of
Peace!’ You kill [my] prophets.
You stone the [messengers] [YAH]
sends to you! How often I've
longed to gather your children
together, just like an eagle
gathers its young under its
wings. Yet you keep on refusing [me]!
37

The church-lady translations say, ‘mother hen’. Jesus is not a female chicken, people! WAKE UP!
38

Look, [hypocrites]! [YAH] abandons your
‘house’ to you. [He] leaves it desolate.
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1st century Jerusalem was a ghost town ready to
be flattened into a Roman army parking lot, temple
and all.
39

For I tell you

[Judeo-Christianites,] I'm gone.
[You soon spit in my face and kick my butt out the door of
life.] But the next time you see me, you
[collapse on your begging faces. You actors break your
noses falling to the floor, crying to me, ‘Forgive us,]

blessed [Messiah, angel sent from heaven] by the
Name-Authority of Yahweh!’”
Psalm 118:26

Matthew 24
Jesus's Students Envy Religionite
Real-Estate
1 YahShua [storms] out, ___. He leaves
the temple grounds. YahShua's disciples [chase behind him]. They remind him of
the overwhelming Temple architecture,
[buildings the disciples hoped to use to ‘spread the
gospel’].

Again, immature disciples focus on buildings, a
mistake that most ‘Christians’ are still making today. Disciples complain, “Hey Teacher, did you
have to blow our hopes of getting in with the Jewish in-crowd? This temple could have been our
mission base if you hadn't gone psycho. Why'd you
insult the religious establishment?! These buildings
could be wonderful tools for advancing the gospel!
Let's go back and apologize to the chief priests!
We'll tell them you forgot to take your medication!”

*YahShua corrects his disciples,
“You [merely] see these grand [temporary] buildings. [But you don't see the future.] I tell you the rock-solid
truth: [Before you die, Romans] throw
down every single stone [in these
temple walls]. Not one block stays
atop another. [Soldiers use fire to melt
2

down & collect all the gold on & between the
stones.]
The Ekklesia is a building made of people. The real
‘temple building’ is our holy socio-spiritual network.
37 years later, in 70AD, Roman soldiers destroy
the entire religious Jewish ruling & teaching class.

Messiah Foretells Jerusalem's &
World's End
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*YahShua climbs the Mount of
Olives. [He] sits up there [overlooking
Judaea]. The disciples privately
approach YahShua. They ask,
‘Tell us, when will [Jerusalem and its
Temple be destroyed]? And what supernatural sign will signal your
return to earth? And [what sign will
signal] the end of the age [of the Jewish domination of Judaea]?’
3

Or "what sign will announce the end of the world?"

*YahShua answers his disciples,
“Watch out, ___! Don’t let
anyone deceive you.
4

5

*

[Millions of ‘Christian’ religious impos-

come in my “Name.”
They admit I'm the Messiah. They deceive [billions]
of people [into believing in
tors]

worldwide sham religions (Catholicism, Protestantism, Islam, etc.). All
those religions arise, based loosely on
cherry-picked subsets of the commercially-compatible portions of my
teachings.]

This verse predicts the rise of Islam and more importantly the false decoy world religion so blasphemously called ‘Christianity’ which teaches all the
parts of Christ's teachings that get you rich, living
in a nice big house with the perfect wife and kids
and a good-paying respectable job. The ‘hard sayings’ of Christ are completely ignored. All of the establishment religious translations (NIV, KJV, etc.)
miss the point of Matt 24:5. They use it to predict,
clearly falsely, that many people come to claim to
be the Messiah and that these false Christs attract
many followers. In fact, very few people ever claim
to be the Messiah. And most of those few false
Messiahs are completely ignored. [The Rastafarians, for instance, provide one hilarious false MessiYah. But those guys are all stoned, so nobody
takes their Messiah very seriously.]
6

*
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You, ___, live to hear the
noise of battles close by and
the news of wars far away. But
never let yourselves live in
fear. [Wars and other catastrophes] must
happen. But [global tragedy] does
not [necessarily] signal the imminent end [of the world].
7*
In time, ___, nation rises [to
fight] against nation, and kingdom against kingdom. And
famines, [pestilence], and earthquakes [ravage] many countries.
8

___, all that [disaster] merely forms the
beginning of the ‘birth-pains’ [of the new
earth and space].
What's being born is the New Heavens and the new
Earth, perfect and without sin, all obeying Father
YAH out of love.

False Religion Drowns The Earth In
Blood

*
Then [jealous mankind] arrests you [for obeying me],
___. [Even your fellow JudeoChristians] send you to be
tortured! They kill you,
___! All nations come to
hate you, ___, because
you carry my Name-Authority, [not theirs].
9

Great news, Jeezus! Can we go to the church volleyball camp-out now? They're gonna teach us to
say the pledge of allegiance!

*
At that time,
Matthew 24:10

[devils and their servants:
the religionists, celebrities, politicians and
bankers,]
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into betraying and
hating each other, ___.
called ‘believers’]

Denominational rivals turn in you and your brothers for fear of the "authorities."

*
Many false prophets appear,
___. They fool trillions of people.
11

False preachers are everywhere.

*
Wickedness grows, ___, [like invasive malignant cancer]. So the love of
most people [even most so-called “believers”] grows [ice] cold.
12

Fake believers are like liquid nitrogen. They freeze
your ‘hands’ off. They maim you permanently
(emotionally) when you try to embrace them to
team up with them to advance the gospel. They
send you out on missions to the 3rd world and
abandon you to die there. They invite you to stay
in their houses and then dis-invite you when you
journey across the earth and show up on their
doorstep. Your best friends leave you with nowhere
to sleep. When pressed, they claim it's because
you have a demon. Watch out for name-only ‘believers’! Until tested, assume every ‘believer’ is a
fake. And don't assume that because someone had
the Holy Spirit once before, that they don't have a
demon inside today. Spirits come and go like the
wind.

YAH Saves You IF You Suffer To
The END

*
But [YAH] saves [my disciples]
who [obediently] endure to
the END, ___.
13

Not ‘Yah saves everyone who says a prayer and
gets baptized’. ‘He who perseveres through persecution until death.’ That's who gets saved.

*
This is the gospel of
YAH's Kingdom/Dominion: [you will be saved IF you per14

severe until death (in obedience to
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YAH's commands). Disciples come to]

herald [THAT gospel] in all
the world as a witness
to all nations. Then the
end [of the world] comes,
___.
The ‘Good News of the Kingdom’ is the previous
verse (Matt 24:13): he who ENDURES TO THE
DEATH gets saved. That gospel is rarely heard. The
devil works overtime to keep that REAL gospel
from the world. Of course, the popular fake "ChristianITE" gospels (of salvation through easy-greasy
Protestant grace or man-made Catholic/cultic
rules) sail through unhindered.

The End Comes In A Flash Of Terror: Act Fast!
15

As foretold by the prophet DaniEl, you
live to see the ‘abomination of desolation’ standing in the holy place. Let the
reader understand, ___.
(Daniel 9:27; 11:31; 12:11) This prophecy may
have multiple valid interpretations. It plays out in
cycles of ever-intensifying fulfillment. Reportedly a
Roman General named Titus sacrificed a pig in the
Jewish temple before flattening Rome in 70AD.
‘Stand in the holy place’ metaphorically signifies
the world system trying to get jurisdiction to control your fellowship & your family. You must protect your holiness from state encroachment. Stay
separated, physically if necessary, from the world
system. Yet remember: wherever people are, there
are evil spirits. Earth holds no village of happy
peaceful people.
16

—at that time everyone in Judea should
escape to the hills.
70AD brought the initial wave of fulfillment of this
prophecy. In 70AD the Christians followed Jesus'
command. They fled the city, escaping the Roman
army. After that, the Roman army retreated. So
Jews mocked the Christians for having moved to
the mountains. Yet the Christians stayed in the
mountains. They watched the Roman army return
& massacre (about 1 million) Jews and tourists!
The Roman soldiers burned & ransacked the temple (block by block) to recover melted gold. Scavengers even plowed through Jerusalem's dirt to
snatch gold droplets.
17
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If someone is on [his] rooftop [terrace], he
must not go down to gather his belongings from his house, ___.
18

If you're out in the field, ___, don't go
back and get your coat.
19

___, what dread those days bring for
pregnant women & nursing mothers!
Matthew 24:20

Pray [to Yahweh] that you, ___, won't
have to run away [from torture] during the
winter or on a Sabbath!
Christ Predicts The Great Tribulation

*
For then
21

[after the final “abomination that

comes Great Tribulation on a scale beyond what
the world has ever experienced, or will ever experience
again, ___.
brings desolation”]

This pinpoints (at least the final cycle of) this
prophecy as yet to occur in the future, since the
destruction of the Jerusalem in 70AD (however
horrible) surpassed neither Noah's flood nor the
battle of Armageddon.
22

*

cuts short those [appointed] days [of the Great Tribulation].
Otherwise, no [living] flesh [bodies of
man or animal] could survive [global nuclear war]. But [YAH] helps [his] ‘Elect’,
[YAH mercifully]

[those statistically few people YAH has chosen to
give eternal Life].

YAH intervenes. He

stops

[the end-stage of human madness before
mankind totally annihilates every living thing on
planet Earth].

See Rev. ch 16-17 for blow-by-blow descriptions of
how man destroys the planet. And see 1Pe2:9 for a
description of the ‘elect’.

All Beings Everywhere Will See
Messiah Return

*
___, if someone says to you,
‘Look! Here’s the Messiah!’ or,
23
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‘There's
liar]!
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[Jesus]!’,

don’t believe

[the

For instance, Gurus say that we are ‘the Christ,’ or
they are ‘the Christ’.

*
For false Messiahs and false
prophets always appear, ___.
They perform great signs and
miracles — tricks so amazing
as to fool even the [Elect] Chosen
— if that were possible.
24

25

You watch, ___! I've told you the details [about the fall of Jerusalem and the end of the
world] in advance!
26

So, ___, if people say to you, “Look,
Christ is in the desert!”, don't you go
look. If anyone says, “Look! The Messiah is in a secret room!”, don't believe
them.

*
For when [I] ‘the Son of Adam’
[visibly] return [to earth], [I stun humanity]
like lightning flashing out of
the east. [I] fill the sky to the
western horizon, ___.
27

Big explosion of light.
28

For wherever there’s a dead [animal's]
body, there the vultures gather together, ___.
The majority interpretation is: ‘Just as the gathering of vultures shows there is a carcass nearby, so
these signs indicate that the end is near.’ Peterson,
however, sees this "vultures" comment as a condemnation of false reports of Christ's return:
‘Whenever you see crowds gathering, think of carrion vultures circling, moving in, hovering over a
rotting carcass. You can be quite sure that it's not
the living Messiah pulling in those crowds.’

*
Immediately after the tribulation of those [final] days, [YAH]
darkens the sun. The moon
29
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stops giving her light [to earth].
The stars fall from heaven. [YAH]
shakes the celestial powers,
___.
Isaiah 13:10; 34:4

*
And then, ___, the sign of [me]
(the ‘Son of Adam’) appears in
the sky. All the tribes of the
globe mourn. They see [me] (the
‘Son of Adam’) descend [to earth]
on the clouds of heaven, [carrying]
power & overwhelming glory.
Matthew 24:30

You'll want to be on Yahshua's side. See great Matt
24:30 song: You Will See! (Tu Verás!)

*
—With a great blast of a trumpet [I] send [my] angels [to earth. They
fly past the ends of the universe, ___]. My
angels gather together [my]
‘elect’ [saints] from the four
winds, from one end of heaven
to the other.
31

Read Prophetic Signs To Predict
Your Future

32
Now, ___, learn a parable from the fig tree: As
soon as a fig tree's twigs get tender and its leaves
shoot out, you know summer [fast] approaches.
33

So when you, ___, see all these [events
I've warned you about], know that [the end of the
world] draws near. [I'm about to bust down] the
doors [of the universe]!

*
___, I tell you the rock-solid
Truth: the generation [alive to see
the signs I've just mentioned] will not die
out before all these [apocalyptic]
events I've just described completely play out.
34

This may mean that the final bang will come all at
once in one big avalanche of destruction by 2069
(120 years from 1949). Another plausible interpre-
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tation is that ‘genea’ (generation) does not here
mean "roughly 1 lifespan". Rather, 'genea' may refer to the lineage/nation/kind of the people to
whom Yahshua was speaking.

*
Sky & earth pass away,
___. But my Words never die.
35

Messiah Will Return Like Noah's
Flood

*
But no man, nor angel of heaven, knows the exact day &
hour [when I return to earth, ___]. Even
I, [YAH's beloved son], don't even
know. Only my Father [Yahweh]
knows.
36

So obviously Jesus and YHVH are not the same being.
37
[I]

(the ‘Son of Adam’) return like
flood] of Noah's lifetime:

[the

*
___, the flood sweeps down.
It gathers humankind while
they lie [amused to death, enjoying banquets
& parties & weddings,] eating & drinking, taking wives & becoming
wives, right up to the day
when Noah {Rest} enters the
ark.
39 *
Just like [ancient] mankind lies
clueless until the hour [Noah's]
flood drowns them all, ___, [future] mankind [shocks at my return. They
look up, terrified, screaming,] seeing [me]
the ‘Son of Adam’ flash down
[from heaven to earth]!
Matthew 24:40 *
[When I come back, ___,] 2 [men] stand
working in a field: [angels] take
38
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one

away. They leave the
other [man] behind.

[man]
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over everything
everything that exists].

[I]

own,

[which is

48
Some commentators interpret this verse to represent a pre-tribulation ‘rapture’. But it couldn't be
the event portrayed in those tragically silly ‘Left
Behind’ movies because this event is accompanied
by the unmistakeable visible return of Jesus to
earth.
41

2 women stand
grinding [grain] at the mill. [Angels] take
one [woman to heaven]. They leave the other
[to die].

But, ___, [I kill] any evil [false Christian] servant who [puts off obeying, saying] in his
heart, “My lord won't be back for a
while.”
49
[ ___, I (the lord) butcher any evil manager who]

beats his fellow-servants and spends
his time [pigging-out & beer-bonging] with
drunkards.

[When I come back, ___,]

42

So, ___, keep watch! For you never
know at what hour [I,] your sovereign,
[visibly] return [to earth].
43

But know this, ___: if the owner of the
house knows at what hour the thief is
coming, [the owner] watches. He prevents
[the thief from] breaking into his house!
44

So you, ___, stay constantly ready:
because [I,] the ‘Son of Adam,’ come [to
judge the world] at an unexpected hour.

Matthew 24:50

the Master come on a day when the
manager fails to expect [me], at an hour
the manager never dreams [I'll show up,
___].
[I]

*
[I] the Master cut all evil [political,
educational & religious leaders] in two. I
assign them their places [in the
trash fire of the universe] with the [other]
hypocrites. There [people] weep &
gnash [their] teeth [as they eternally die,
___].”

51

Matthew 25

The moment you die, you enter judgment. And you
never know when you'll die.

Don't Be Caught Doing Evil Or Being Lazy

Keep Your Lamp Burning Or Miss
The Wedding

45

___, a Master puts one faithful & wise
servant in charge of the other servants
in his house. [One good supervisor] keeps the
entire operation running smoothly. That
household manager must feed the
workers on time each day.

1 [YahShua continues:]

“ ___, here's a dramatic visual story

[to
encourage you to always stay prepared. Because without

Give out the Word, which is food for believers.

the Dominion of
[Yahweh], the King of Heaven. 10
[bride's] maids take their lamps. They [run]
out [in the dark] to meet the groom [who is
about to get married].

46

2

*
___, it behooves [you, my]
servant[s,] if [I] the Master find
you doing your job, [feeding YAH's
Word to YAH's servants] when [I] return.
47 *
I tell you the rock-solid truth,
___: [I the lord] make [my] faithful &
wise servant(s) [the] ruler(s)
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

preparation, you won't get into]

5 of the bridesmaids are wise, ___.
But the other 5 bridesmaids are foolish.
3

The silly

take lamps. But
extra oil.

[bridesmaids]

forget to bring]

[they

They know a bit of YAH's Word. But don't have the
Holy Spirit.
4
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The smart virgin [bridesmaids] take jars of
oil to refuel their lamps.
5

The groom [stays away] for a long time,
___. So the bridesmaids all grow tired.
They fall asleep.

So, ___, watch [out]. [Stay alert.]
For you know neither the day
nor the hour when [I] the ‘Son
of Adam’ come to [visibly] return
[to smash the world-system].
Making Disciples = Investing In
Human Spirits

6

At midnight the bridesmaids wake up,
startled by this shout: ‘Look! The
groom is coming! Come out and welcome him!’
7

So all those virgin [bridesmaids] jump up,
___. They start to re-light their lamps.
8

Then the foolish [bridesmaids] beg the wise
[bridesmaids], ‘Give us some of your oil!
Our lamps have gone out!’
You can't ask someone else to give you the Holy
Spirit. You have to get the Holy Spirit yourself, by
long prayer, bible study, fasting, abstinence, seeking wise counsel and doing good works.
9

But the wise [bridesmaids] answer the
fools, “We [can't] give you our oil. There's
not enough for us and you. Go to the
oil dealers. Buy your own oil.”
Or "there may not be enough oil for us and you."
Matthew 25:10

So the [foolish maidens run] to buy oil. Meanwhile, the groom arrives. The wise
maidens [who'd stayed prepared] go into the
wedding feast [arm-in-arm] with the
groom. The door slams shut. It locks
behind them.
11

Later the 5 silly maidens run up [outside
the wedding chamber]. They cry, “Adoni, lord,
open the door for us!”
12

But the groom answers, ‘I tell you the
rock-solid truth: I don't [even] know
you.’
Fools (who fail to cultivated a relationship with the
Holy Spirit) may think they're ‘Christians’. But Jesus doesn't have any relationship with fakers, no
matter what they call themselves.
13

*
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14

___, visualize the Dominion of the
King of Heaven like the dominion of a
[rich human lord]. Before traveling to a far
country, the [lord] summons his servants. He orders them to invest his
wealth [and, upon his eventual return, to pay him back
the invested-principal plus the profit].
15

This rich man compares each servant
as to their competence as investors. To
[the most responsible] servant, the rich man
entrusts 5 talents [of gold]. To the next
[most qualified steward], the rich man entrusts
2 talents. And to a [junior investment manager,]
the rich man entrusts 1 talent. Then
immediately the lord leaves on his journey.
1 talent of gold = about 1 lifetime's subsistence
wages for a farm worker, or about the price of a
luxury mansion.

*
Then the servant entrusted
with the 5 talents goes and
trades with them, ___. He
turns his 5 talents into 10! [He
16

doubles his master's money!]
That's good business. Fund your business with
cash, not debt. Buy in bulk at a deep discount. Sell
at 100% markup. Buy it for 1; sell it for 2. If you
go into business, don't accept less that 2x what
you paid. And don't get greedy and go for more
than 2x. Of course, real disciples are in ministry,
not ‘business’. But the same principles of responsibility and good stewardship apply. If YAH gave you
a talent [money, singing, drawing, writing, sports,
speaking, whatever,] use your talent to bring hundreds of lost people into YAH's Dominion. Then
YAH rewards you!
17

*
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Likewise the servant who received 2, earns 2 more.
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over many things. Come. Share your
master's happiness!”
24

18

Then the [profitless fund-manager] (who received the 1 talent) slinks [in]. He says,
“Sir, I knew you that you're a harsh
man. You reap harvests where you
plant nothing. You gather crops where
you never [even] scattered seed.

People get money. Then they sink it into unproductive residential real estate [i.e. the ubiquitous yet
unnecessary ‘family home’] or other ‘investments’
which fail to bring people into the Kingdom of
Heaven. You do not need a ‘home’. You can sleep
wherever you are doing Kingdom work. I command
you in the Name of Jesus Christ, SELL absolutely
everything you own unless you are using it as a
tool for Kingdom work. Now!
19

The fake believer's finger points anywhere but at
the man his mirror. Falsely believing in a legalistic
god who makes no allowances for error, the unprofitable believer's life is dominated not by
courage, but by fear and paralyzing doubt masquerading as conservatism. While doing nothing
themselves (proving that they are not believers at
all) unprofitable ‘believers’ criticize active, courageous believers who risk their lives and all they
have to bring people into YAH's Dominion. Sometimes true believers make mistakes. But over time
they're more profitable than believers who never
make errors. Doubters never try anything except
armchair criticism.

Same stellar performance: 100% return on investment.

*
But the servant who received 1
talent [slinks outside]. He digs [a hole]
in the earth. He hides his lord's
money.

After a long time, the lord of those servants returns to settle accounts [and collect his gains].
Matthew 25:20

The servant who received 5 talents
comes in [weighted down with gold]. He returns
10 talents. He says, “Master, you delivered to me 5 talents. See, I've gained
you five additional talents.”
That's enough gold to build approximately 70 luxury mansions.
21

This lord says to his fruitful investor,
“Well done, you good and faithful servant! You've been faithful over a few
things. [So] I'm appointing you ruler
over many things. Come and join in
your master’s happiness!”
22

Then the investor who received 2 talents comes [in]. He says, “Master, you
delivered to me 2 talents. Look, I bring
you a 100% return: 4 talents.”
23

The lord says to this 2nd fruitful investor, “Well done, good and faithful
servant. You've been faithful over a few
things. So I'm putting you in charge
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*
So I sunk into fear. So I went
[outside]. I hid your talent [investment,
gifts] in the earth. [But I'm a good steward! I didn't lose your investment.] Look,
take your principal back.”
25

I found a good hiding-place. I secured your money.
Here it is, safe and sound down to the last cent.
26

The [overly-conservative investor's] lord answers
him, “You wicked, slothful servant! You
‘knew’ that I reap where I don't plant.
[You accuse me of] harvesting where I never
scatter seed.

Investment managers who fail to bring you a significant rate of return are using you, their client,
for their own gain. They're wicked and lazy. Believers who fail to make disciples are just as damned.
27

—So you should have loaned my money to the money-changer [bankers]. Then,
upon my return, I would at least have
gotten back my principal plus interest!”
This is an allegory about making disciples. In reality, we disciples can't loan. If we loan, it's a gift.
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We can't ask for what we loan to be returned, let
alone ask for interest.
28
[So the master commands the other servants],

“Take
the talent from [this fruitless ‘manager’]. Give
it to the steward who has 10 talents.

29

*

up their investment in
every [manager] who gains [them
wealth]. [The bold wise steward] wins
abundance. But [patrons] revoke
all principal from [every manager]
who incurs [loss or zero return from bad or
overly cautious investments].
[Patrons]

Make disciples, or clean out your desk and go looking for another job for eternity. The Kingdom of
Heaven employs no couch-potatoes.
Matthew 25:30
[Servants,]

cast that unprofitable servant
into outer darkness!”

Bring disciples into YAH's Kingdom or you get incinerated in the inferno of the trash pile of the universe, even if you never did anything bad. Only
trees that bear fruit get to stay in the orchard.

Messiah Divides Humanity Into
Sheep & Goats
31

Finally [I], the ‘Son of Adam’ appear in
[my] glory. All [heaven's] holy angels surround me. [I] sit upon [my] splendid
throne.
Yahshua, being humble, in the original text refers
to Himself in the 3rd person.

*
Then [the angels] gather all
nations before [me]. [I]
separate people one-byone from each other,
like a shepherd separates his sheep from
goats.
32

The risen Yahshua owns the entire human race,
like a rancher owns cattle. YAH awarded us believ-
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ers to Yahshua when YAH took us away from Satan
as part of Satan's legal conviction for murdering
Yahshua on earth. Yahshua can give you eternal
life. Or he can tear you from your loved ones. He's
entitled to throw you screaming on the burning
trash pile of the universe. He holds all power.

*
Then, ___, [I] set the ‘sheep’ on
[my] right hand, and the ‘goats’
on [my] left.
33

Every believer should memorize Keith Green's
‘Sheep & Goats’ song.

*
Then
34

the King say to [my redeemed people] at [my] right hand,
“Come, ___, you [producers] whom
[Yahweh] my Father blesses! Inherit the Kingdom [which YAH] prepared for you before the foundation of the cosmos.
[I]

*
For I was hungry, and
you, ___, gave me food.
I was thirsty, and you,
___, gave me drink. I
[wandered as] a stranger,
and you, ___, took me
in.
35

Song. Yahshua, the king of the universe, walks
about disguised as the needy people you encounter
as you go about your life. So be kind and generous
to everyone.
36

*

naked, and
you, ___, clothed me. I
lay sick, and you, ___,
took care of me. I [rotted]
in prison, and you, ___,
came to me.’
[I walked about]

37

*
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Then the righteous [people] answer [me] (the King). They ask,
“Lord, when did we see you
hungry, and fed you? or
thirsty, and gave you a drink?
38 *
—When did we see you [as] a
stranger, and took you in? or
naked, and clothed you?
39 *
—Or when did we see you sick
or in prison, and came to you?’
Matthew 25:40 *
Then [I] the King answer the
righteous [people], “I tell you the
rock-solid [truth], ___: [to whatever
degree] you do something to one
of the least of these My brother
[disciples,] you do it to me.”
Watch how you treat ‘weirdo’ street preachers and
homeless people. They might be saints.

*
Then [I] the King say to
the [‘goats’] on [my] left
hand, “Depart from me,
you cursed [‘goats’]. [Disappear] into [the] everlasting
fire [YAH] prepared to [destroy] the devil & his angels.
41

Jesus is about to throw professing ‘christians’ into
the fire of damnation. Preachers ought to be warning their congregations about that. The fire is everlasting. The torment is brief.

*
I suffered hunger. Yet
you gave me no meat. I
[died of] thirst [because] you
42
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gave me nothing to
drink.
43 *
I [came to you as] a stranger.
Yet you failed to take
me in. [I lay] naked. Yet
you left me without
clothes. [I rotten] sick, in
prison. Yet you failed to
visit me.’
44 *
Then the [false ‘believers’]
back-talk [me, heaven's]
King. They bleat, ‘“Lord',
when did we see you
hungry, or thirsty, or estranged, or naked, or
sick, or in prison? [When
did we ever] fail to help
you?”
These ‘goats’ who die in the ‘fire’ are ‘Christians and
muslims’ who call Jesus ‘Lord’. They buy into a
false gospel, believing the lying promise that anyone who says the right prayer or does their priests'
penances can be saved without a life of doing good
works.

*
Then [I] the King answer the
[goats], “I tell you the rock-solid
[truth], ___. Whenever you fail
to help one of the least of
these [my disciples], you fail to help
me.
45

The world mistreats and marginalizes YAH's true
messengers. You may find us homeless or in hospitals, jails, hungry, sick, in tattered clothes. How
you treat Yahshua's disciples determines your eternal fate.
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*
Then, ___, the [“goats”]
pass away into everlasting penal infliction, [the
eternal death penalty]. Conversely, the righteous
[people race] into eternal
Life.”
46

Dying the 2nd death is quick. But the 2nd death
lasts forever. The word here (‘kolasis‘) is often mistranslated in its secondary sense: ‘punishment‘.
Kolasis primarily means ‘penalty‘. When a murderer gets the death penalty, he is getting a long-lasting [aionios] penalty [kolasis], even though the actual punishment [electric chair/poison/hanging]
takes only a minute or two. In the metaphorical
lake of fire, sinners are quickly completely incinerated. Yet the penal infliction (punishment) lasts
forever. ‘Hell‘ is a final, non-negotiable death-sentence without parole. There is no proof in this
verse, nor any other, of the sick perverted lie that
the god of love will torment people in *conscious*
agony forever. Most other verses relating to ‘hell’
only suggest that the wicked become annihilated in
a ‘weed fire’. The ‘fire’ is a metaphor. Unselfish love
is the only life. To be selfish and unloving is to extinguish your own life.

Matthew 26
Christ Warns Of His Coming Assassination
1 YahShua finishes speaking these [long-term]
prophecies, ___. Then he warns his disciples
the days immediately ahead of them]:
This is probably happening in the wilderness.
2

[about

“You know that the feast of the
Passover lies [only] 2 days away. There
[religionists] betray [me,] the ‘Son of Adam.’
[They] nail [me] to an execution-stake.”
3 [As YahShua foretells his death, Jerusalem's] high
priests, law experts and religious elders
assemble in an [assassination conspiracy]
meeting in the palace chambers of evil
Chief Priest Caiaphas [Dell]. 4 The religionists conspire together to secretly
trap YahShua and kill him. 5 But the re-
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ligionists say, “Let's not [murder YahShua] on
the feast day, or the masses will riot.”
Mary Mag The Ex-Whore Spends A
Fortune In Oil
6 Meanwhile, YahShua [visits] Bethany
{Date-House}. [He enters] the home of Simon {Listener}, a leper [he'd healed]. 7 A
[repentant prostitute] approaches YahShua.
She carries an alabaster box [filled with]
near-priceless ointment. She pours the
[oil] on YahShua's head while he sits
eating.
The ‘alabaster box’ lady may have actually been
Lazarus' (non-whore) sister Mary.

“This Mary, whose brother Lazarus now
lay sick, was the same one who poured
perfume on the Lord and wiped his feet
with her hair.
”-John 11:2 Also, Mary Magdalene herself may not
have ever been a whore. Since Pope Gregory,
many Western Christians equate Mary of Bethany
with Mary Magdalene. These details are matters of
conflicting traditional interpretations.
8

The disciples see

[the ex-whore dump a life-

time's supply of this precious balm on YahShua's head].

So the

[disciples boil]

with anger, ___.

The Mary pouring the oil may have been Lazarus'
(non-whore) sister Mary: “This Mary, whose brother Lazarus now lay sick, was the same one who
poured perfume on the Lord and wiped his feet
with her hair.”[John 11:1–2] Also, Mary Magdalene
herself may not have ever been a whore. These
details are matters of conflicting traditional interpretations.

“What a waste of money!” the disciples gripe. “You [irresponsible] woman! You
could have sold this medicine for a fortune, and given [the money] to poor [sufferers].” Matthew 26:10 YahShua reads his disciples’ thoughts, ___. He [corrects] them:
“Why are you bothering this woman?
She's done a beautiful thing for me.
9

*
—You'll always have poor [people]
with you, ___. But you won't
always have me [visibly present].
11

There are higher priorities than giving to poor people. Not many, but there are some. Honoring YHVH
is more important than giving to the poor. That's
because giving to the poor is a very complicated
endeavor with lots of traps and pitfalls. You can
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make people worse by giving them wrong things in
the wrong situations.
12

—[Mary] poured this ointment on me
prepare my body] for my burial.

[to

13

—I tell you the rock-solid [truth, ___]:
throughout the whole world, wherever
[people] proclaim [my] Good News, [people]
come to retell this story of [Mary Magdalene
giving a life's wages in rare oil to honor me].”
Certainly a true prophecy. This event is dramatized
in the song ‘Alabaster Box’. This story is used by
preachers worldwide to stimulate generous tithing.

Yahshua Exposes Judas As His Betrayer
14 Then one of YahShua's 12 disciples,
the [Moabite] called Judas from K’riot,
[sneaks] to [Judea's evil] chief priests, ___.
Judas Iscariot

*Judas makes an offer to
these boss clerics: “What will
you give me if I'll betray
YahShua to you?” So the chief
priests seal a covenant with
Judas by paying him 30 pieces
of silver.
15

Consideration seals the contract.

From the moment [the blood-money hits his
Judas watches for an opportunity
to betray YahShua.
16

hands],

Likely Judas tried to force Yahshua to join forces
with Jewish leadership to revolt against the Romans.

Christ's Last Supper Before Crucifixion
17 On the first day of the feast of unleavened bread [matzah] the disciples approach YahShua. They ask, “Where do
you want us to make preparations for
you to eat the Passover [feast]?”
Jesus did NOT say, "I'm canceling the Law of
Moses, so ignore the Passover; celebrate Easter instead.”

YahShua answers,
“Go into [Jerusalem] to [a specific man]. Tell
him, “The Master says, ‘My time [of death]
looms at hand. I'll [celebrate] the passover
[feast] at your house with my disciples.’”
18
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So, ___, the disciples do as
YahShua directs them. They prepare
the passover [meal].
19

Why don't WE do what Yahshua says?
Matthew 26:20 Evening falls, ___. YahShua sits
down with his 12 disciples. 21

As the disciples

eat, YahShua says,
“I tell you the rock-solid truth: one of
you soon betrays me.”
22 The disciples [erupt] in violent despair,
___. They all ask YahShua, “Master, will
I betray you?” 23 YahShua answers,
“My betrayer just dipped his [Matzah-filled]
hand into the bowl with me.
Or: ‘The one who hands me over is someone I eat
with daily, one who passes me food at the table.’
24

*

—[I] ‘the Son of Adam’ soon die
just as the scriptures predict.
But woe to that man who betrays [me,] the ‘son of Adam!’ It
would have been better for [the
betrayer] to have never been
born!”
Then Judas, YahShua's betrayer, answers, “Master, is it I [who will betray you]?”
YahShua answers Judas,
“You have said it yourself.”
25

‘The words are yours.’

*[YahShua & his disciples] continue eating, ___.
YahShua grips bread,
blesses it, breaks it,
gives it to the disciples,
then says,
“Take. Eat. This [bread symbolizes] my body.”
26

*YahShua takes a cup [of wine].
He gives thanks [to Yahweh].
YahShua gives [the wine] to his
disciples, saying,
27
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“All of you, drink from this.
28 *
—For this [wine symbolizes] my blood
of the New Covenant, which [I]
pour out to help many [people], to
[buy them] freedom from sins.
Aphesis = freedom, figuratively pardon.
29

But I tell you, ___, I do not again
drink of this ‘fruit of the vine’ until the
day when I drink it fresh, among you in
my Father's kingdom.”
Kainos (Fresh) may be an ironic reference to bitter
old vinegar, implying that suffering produces blessing. See Mark 14:25. One commentator intuits: ‘At
the moment Yahshua sips the vinegar, His kingdom
arrives. The stake is His throne. He wears his
crown. Satan lies convicted of murder. Like a mustard seed sprouting, Yahshua’s reign begins at his
lowest moment.’

All Christ's Disciples Pledge To
Stick By Him
Matthew 26:30 YahShua and his disciples
sing a celebration [song to Yahweh]. Then
[they hike] out to Olive-Mountain. 31 Then
YahShua tells his disciples,
“Tonight all of you fall away. [You run from]
me [in terror]. As [prophets] write, ‘smite the
shepherd, and the sheep of [his] flock
scatter abroad.’
(Zechariah 13:7.) Some translations say 'I will
strike'. However, YHVH didn't strike his son. YHVH
is not a child abuser. Satan struck YHVH's son.
32

But, ___, after I rise from the dead, I
[fly] ahead of you [north] into the Heathen-Circle [Galilee].”
33 Peter {Rock} answers YahShua,
“Though all men lose faith in you, I will
never fall away from you.” 34

*YahShua replies to Peter {Rock},
“I tell you the rock-solid
truth: tonight, before
the [morning] rooster
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crows, you disown me 3
times.”
Three times you'll deny knowing me.

*Peter {Rock} lies to YahShua,
“Even if I have to die with you,
I will never deny you.” All
YahShua's disciples blurt out
the same [prideful lying boast, ___].
35

That's what friends are for. Abandoning you when
you go up against the big guns for YAH. Get ready
for the same betrayal to befall to you if you ever
risk anything major to obey YAH's commands. True
discipleship is a lonely road. A tightrope-walk without a net.

Christ Bleeds In The Garden Of
Gethsemane
36 Then YahShua & his disciples walk to
a garden called Gethsemane {Oil-Press}.
YahShua says to his disciples,
“Sit here while I go pray nearby [in solitude].”
37 YahShua takes with him Peter {Rock}
and [James & JAHn,] the two sons of
Zebedee [Giver]. Then YahShua plunges
into agonizing sorrow & distress, ___.
38 *Then YahShua
James & JAHn,]

says to

[Peter,

“My soul [heart] lies so filled with
sadness I could die [of grief]. Remain here. Stay awake with
me.”

*YahShua [staggers] a little further. He falls on
his face. He prays,
“O [Yahweh] my Father, if
possible, let this [death]
‘cup’ pass from me. Yet
[I do] not what I want,
but what You want.”
39

YahShua returns to his disciples, ___. He finds them asleep.
YahShua [groans] to Peter {Rock},
Matthew 26:40
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“What?! Couldn't you stay awake with
me [for] 1 hour?!

*
Watch & pray, ___, [so]
you never fall into
temptation. Sure, [your]
spirit stands willing. But
[your] meat-body lies
weak.’”
41

*A second time, YahShua [stagoff. He prays, moaning,
“O [Yahweh] my Father, if this
[death] ‘cup’ can't pass away from
me unless I drink it, [I go to] do
Your will.”
42

gers]

Then YahShua returns. Again he
finds his disciples asleep. Their eyes
[hang] heavy [with despair].
43

They couldn't keep their eyes open.

YahShua [staggers away from] his disciples,
___. He prays [to Yahweh] a 3rd time, saying the same words. 45 Then YahShua
[staggers back] to his disciples. He [groans] to
them,
“Are you still sleeping & resting? Look!
The hour has come for [religionists] to betray [me], ‘the Son of Adam’ into the
fists of sinners!
44

46

—Get up! Let's go! My betrayer is
here.”
A Mob Arrests Their Messiah

*While YahShua speaks, Judas (one of YahShua's 12 apostles) approaches. With Judas
stalks a large mob, sent from
the chief priests and elders of
the [Jewish] people. The [mobsters]
carry swords & clubs, ___! 48
*[Judas, YahShua's] betrayer, has given the mob a signal [to watch for].
He says, “The man I kiss, that's
[YahShua]: arrest him.” 49 *Judas
47
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walks straight up
to YahShua. [Judas] says,
“Shalom, Rabbi!” Then [he] kisses YahShua! Matthew 26:50
*YahShua responds to Judas,
“Friend, do what you came to
do.”
Then, ___, the mob storms in.
They seize YahShua! They arrest him.
[possessed by Satan]

Peter Cuts Off The Ear Of The Mobster's Thug

*Suddenly (one of the [disciples]
with YahShua), [Peter] stretches
out his hand. He draws his machete. He strikes the high
priest's slave. [Peter] cuts off [the
man's] ear, ___! 52 *Then
51

YahShua says to his disciple [Peter],
“Put your machete back
in its scabbard. Everyone who takes the
sword perishes by the
sword.
Killers will be killed by the sword of Yahshua's
mouth, which clearly and unambiguously commands you to love, not kill, your enemies.

*
Don’t you know I can pray [right]
now to [Yahweh] my Father, and
He'll instantly give me more
than twelve [6000-angel] legions [to
fight for me]?”
53

70000 angels, all invincible.

*
If I [use force to avoid death,] how can
the prophecies in the scripture
be fulfilled that say I have to [go
54
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like a sheep to the slaughter when my enemies
persecute me]?”

Yahshua could have beaten the entire Roman army
with both hands tied behind his back. The challenge was to lay down his power, and AVOID fighting back. The same exact challenge faces you
when your neighbor irritates you.

Mob Drags Christ To The Priest's
Sham Trial

*Then YahShua asks the
mob,
“Why have you come armed
with swords & clubs to kidnap
me as if I were [a terrorist, a thief,] a
leader of a rebellion? I sat daily with you teaching in the
temple. Yet you never laid a
hand on me.
56 *
—But all this is happening to
fulfill what the prophets wrote
[about me].”
Then, ___, all YahShua's disciples desert him. They run
away. 57 *The mobsters grab
YahShua. They lead him away
to [the palace of] Caiaphas [Dell] the
high priest. There [Judea's] law
experts & [religious] elders wait,
___, [staging their midnight sham trial]. 58
55

Meanwhile, Peter {Rock} follows far behind [the mob]. He eventually straggles to
the courtyard of the high priest's
palace. Peter slinks into the [courtyard].
He sits with the guards. He waits to see
what [the religionists will do] to YahShua.
The Religionists Sentence Christ To
Death

*In a [vain attempt] to [‘legally’] put
YahShua to death, [Judea's] chief
priests, elders and the entire
[high] council try to find false
witnesses [willing to risk the death penalty
59

for perjury by swearing lying accusations against
YahShua — to frame him]

for death-
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penalty [crimes]. Matthew 26:60 *Many
false witnesses [spout nonsense and
hearsay to get reward money]. Yet [the religionite murder conspirators] fail to find
one [credible witness against YahShua]. At
last, however, 2 [less ridiculous]
false witnesses show up, ___.
Both liars lie. They say, “This fellow
bragged, ‘I'm able to destroy
the Temple of [Yahweh] the Eloah, and rebuild it in 3 days.’” 62 The high priest
rises. He asks YahShua, “Are you never
going to answer? What is this testimony that these witnesses are bringing
against you?” 63 *But YahShua
61

[YahShua]

holds his peace, ___. [YahShua uses
his Right to remain silent.] The high
priest orders YahShua, “I command you to swear an oath [to
me. Show the court that I am your master. Call
down on your own head a curse of destruction

the living Elohim [should I find
you lying]. Now tell us [under oath]
whether you are the Messiah,
the son of [Yahweh] the Eloah.”
from]

This evil high priest/judge tries to make Yahshua
swear an oath, then testify against himself. All
judges try to play the same tricks on you. To swear
an oath is to create a master/servant relationship
in which the swearer is the servant. Jesus clearly
commanded you to never, ever swear any kind of
oath, not a courtroom oath, not a military oath,
not an oath of office, not a statement signed under
penalty of perjury. You have been warned. See
James 5:12. Yahshua wisely refused to swear any
oath. He used his Right to remain silent, as He
commanded us to do in legal confrontations.

*YahShua says to the
High Priest,
“You said it. But I tell
you that later you see
[me,] the son of Adam,
enthroned [as the crown prince
of the universe] at [Yahweh's]
Right Hand of Power. [I
64
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soon sit in YAH's position of ultimate
authority over every being everywhere. You come to shake in terror as

descend [to earth]
on the clouds of heaven.”
you see me]

‘You said it’ can be interpreted as, ’Your words are
your own.’ OR ‘I refuse your command swear an
oath to you. You can't force your evil words to
come out of my mouth.’ OR ‘You yourself say [that]
I am the Messiah.’ OR ‘You, High Priest, are filled
with a demon spirit. You know that you yourself
have said that I am YAH's Messiah, the Son of
YHVH.’ Great Matthew 26:64 Song.

*The [demon-possessed] high priest
tears his [black] robes. He
screams, “[YahShua] vilifies [God]!
What further need have we of
witnesses? Look! Now you've
all heard [Yeshu's] blasphemy!
65

Yahshua of course didn't speak one word of blasphemy. He just quoted the scriptures. You watch.
If you consistently go out into public, even at
church, quoting the scriptures, the religious drones
quickly swoop down to accuse you of blasphemy.
The bats say you have a demon spirit or that you
are insane.

*—What is your verdict?” The chief priests
and elders and all the
council answer,
“YahShua lies guilty of a
death penalty offense.”
66

A complete lie.

The Religiots Beat Their Savior
Black & Blue

*Then [the religionists] spit
in YahShua's face. They
strike him with their
fists, ___. Others slap
him. 68 *The [mob of religionists
67

bury YahShua under a flurry of
punches].

They mock him.
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They scream, “Prophesy
to us, you [false] Messiah!
[Tell us which one of us just] hit
you!”
Peter Denies Jesus 3 Times; Cock-A-Doodle Doo
69 While [the religionists beat YahShua], Peter
{Rock} sits [trembling] outside in the palace
courtyard, ___. A servant girl [stomps up].
She accuses [Peter]: “You gang with
YahShua, [that false prophet] from the Heathen-Circle!” Matthew 26:70 In front of everyone, Peter {Rock} denies knowing
YahShua, “I don’t know what you’re
talking about!” 71 *[Then] Peter {Rock}

jumps up. He scurries to the
porch. Another maid spies Peter. She reports to the [guards on
the porch], “This man ran with [that
terrorist], YahShua [Josephson] from
Nazareth!” 72 Again Peter {Rock} denies YahShua. He swears an oath: “I
don't [even] know the man.”
Yahshua is inside being beaten to death for refusing to swearing an oath. Meanwhile, Peter,
Yahshua's ‘top man,’ is outside disobeying
Yahshua's explicit anti-oath command! [See Matt.
5:33-37, James 5:12]. Peter, to try to save his
own skin, swears oaths denying Yahshua. That's
human nature. Don't expect better performance
from your ‘Christian’ friends & relatives when you
risk your life to obey YAH. They will fail you.
73 [Hours pass as Peter crouches in the dark, listening to

Bystanders approach Peter {Rock}. They [growl], “You
must be one of [YahShua's thugs]. The way
you talk gives you away.”
religionites thrash YahShua.]

Reffering to [Peter's] terrified voice, or his Heathen-Circle accent.

*So Peter {Rock}
launches into cursing
and swearing [more oaths],
___. He [shouts], “I don't
even know the man!”
Immediately, ___, the
74
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rooster
crows. 75 *Then Peter
{Rock} remembers the
prophecy YahShua predicted:
“Peter, before the [morning] rooster crows, you
deny me 3 times.”
So Peter [runs] out [of the
courtyard]. He sobs. He
wails, ___.
[high-priest's fighting]

Matthew 27
Religionists Betray, Try, Impale The
Messiah

*Morning rises, ___. All the
chief priests and elders of the
people counsel together
against YahShua. [They vote] to
put him to death.
1

This, like the evil in the world today, was not just
an insider conspiracy. ALL of the leaders of the
people wanted Yahshua DEAD. And they want you
dead too, if you do what Yahshua did and you say
what Yahshua said.

*The [temple] guards chain
YahShua. They lead him from
[the high priest's palace]. They hand him
over to Pontius Pilate, the [Roman] governor.
2

““In every country, in every age, the
priest [class] is [perpetually] hostile to liberty. The [religionist]
stays in constant allegiance to the
despot, supporting the tyrant's abuses
in return for protection.
”—Thomas Jefferson, 1826

Judas, YahShua's betrayer, sees that
have condemned YahShua.
Seized with remorse, Judas returns the
30 pieces of silver to the chief priests
and elders. 4 *Judas cries, “I've
3

[the priests]

sinned! I've betrayed innocent
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blood!” The chief priests & elders [sneer], “What's that to us?
That’s your problem. You deal
with it.”
Judas appears to have been deluded by Satan to
believe that his betraying Yahshua was going to
force Yahshua into a victorious showdown against
the priests, thus thrusting Yahshua into political
power.

*Judas hurls the pieces
of silver. They clink
across the sanctuary
floor. Judas runs away.
He hangs himself. 6 The
5

chief priests pick up Judas’ silver coins.
They hiss, “It's unlawful to deposit this
silver in the [Temple] treasury. It's bloodmoney.”
Religionists niggle over minor law matters, while
they murder the Messiah.

The chief priests counsel together.
They pay the silver to buy [Judas' hanging
site,] the potter’s field, as a cemetery for
foreigners. 8 That's why to this day,
[Jews] call the Potter's field, “The field of
blood.” 9 [The purchase of that field] fulfills the
prediction spoken by JeremiYah the
prophet: “The [priests] pay 30 pieces of
silver. That's the price the people of Israel put [on the head of their Messiah]; Matthew
27:10 —the [priests] trade that silver for
the ‘potter's field’”, as Adonai appointed.
7

(Zechariah 11:12,13; Jeremiah 19:1-13; 32:6-9)

*Meanwhile, YahShua stands
before the [Roman] governor. The
governor asks YahShua, “Are
you the King of the Jews?”
YahShua [trick-answers] the governor,
“You [already] tell [people that I am the real
king].”
11

Yahshua is saying, “Pilate, you know that you go
around telling people that I'm the real King of the
Jews. The Holy Spirit lives in Me: I CAN READ
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YOUR MIND. I SEE YOUR PRIVATE PAST. I know
what you do in your bedroom. I've heard what you
whisper in your wife's ear at night.” Yahshua here
shows he is clairvoyant. Yahshua's non-response
(‘The words are yours’; ‘You say so’; ‘So you say’)
shows smart legal strategy. Avoid submitting to jurisdiction. Refuse to make any admission in a legal
challenge. Say a cop asks you where you were
born, or if you entered the country illegally. None
of their business. Stay silent.

*The chief priests &
elders face the Governor. They accuse
YahShua [of death-penalty offenses]. YahShua [wisely] answers nothing [to these murderous lies].
12

Nothing you say in your own defense is admissible
evidence. Judges assume that everyone lies in
their own defense.

*Then Pilate asks YahShua,
“Don't you hear that long list of
accusations the [religionists] are
throwing at you?” 14 *YahShua
answers the Governor not 1
word. [YahShua's silence] totally
amazes [and impresses Pilate].
13

Yahshua shows perfect courtroom strategy and superhuman self-control. He maintains perfect legal
silence to a degree Pilate had never seen before.
After years of dealing with fools & criminals,
Judges long for moments when someone truly wise
and righteous comes into their courtroom. This was
Pilate's greatest and worst day.

Following his annual custom, the
governor [decides] to set free one prisoner, whomever the festival crowd asks
for. 16 [Pilate recalls] that his Roman [soldiers]
have incarcerated a notorious [Jewish antiRoman terrorist] prisoner, called ‘YahShua
Barabbas.’
15

A fake Jesus. A false Messiah. Deaf to the Holy
Spirit, Barabbas tried to rescue Israel via violence
and murder. Just as today, Israel and its neighbors
fight to the death for ‘peace’.

The masses gather together. Pilate
asks the crowd, “Who do you wish me
to [pardon & set free for] you: [Jesus-]Barabbas,
17

1571

or YahShua whom people call ‘the Messiah’?”
Pilate punishes the innocent and rewards the
guilty. A true Governor only sets free innocent people. Pilate proves that he's an impostor. He fails to
meet Paul's standard for a ruler outlined in Romans
13.

*For Pilate understands that the religionites arrested and ‘convicted’ YahShua because
they're [insanely] jealous of
[YahShua]. 19 *Pilate sits
down on his judgment
seat. Pilate's wife sends
[a messenger to tell him], “Have
nothing to do with [the religionists’ murder plot against] that
innocent man [YahShua].
Today in a dream I suffered terribly because
[you're about to kill] him.” Matthew
27:20 *But the chief priests
& elders convince the
crowd that they should
ask [Pilate to pardon & set free the
fake ‘YahShua’] Barabbas,
and destroy [the real]
YahShua, [the Messiah].
18

It was primarily religious leaders, who, for jealousy, caused the death of Yahshua. You don't
know murderous rage until you see the reaction of
fake religion to real spirituality.

*The governor asks the [crowd
of] people, “Which of these two
[‘YahShuas’] have you chosen to ask
me to set free for you?” The
people scream, “Barabbas!”
21

Democracy mixed with religion killed Yahshua.
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*Pilate yells [back] to
the people, “Then
what'll I do with
YahShua, whom [people]
call [YAH's] Messiah?” The
people all scream at Pilate, “Impale him!” [“Nail
22

the liar to a pole! We'll watch him
bleed to death while we eat!”]
Government by the people, for the people, killed
the greatest man who ever lived. There's democracy for you. Popular vote destroys The Son of The
Creator.

*The governor begs,
“Why [kill YahShua]? What
evil has he done?” But
the [crowd] cry out louder.
They shriek, “Put [YahShua]
to death on the stake!”
23

Witness humanity's murderous demonic rage
against YAH's righteous people. Pain is the earthly
destiny of all saints.

*Pilate sees that he
can't [argue against the insanity of
mob rule]. The crowd starts
to riot. So Pilate takes
some water. He washes
his hands in front of the
crowd. Pilate [shouts], “I
am not guilty of this innocent [man's death]! You'll
[pay] for that!” 25 *All the
[Israeli mob] yell back [at the
Governor], “YahShua's
blood [guilt shall fall] on us,
and on our children!”
24
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Astounding! So for 2000 years, the Israelites wandered without a country.

*Then Pilate sets free
[the terrorist] JesusBarabbas. [Barabbas runs] to
the celebrating crowd.
Then Pilate orders [his torture-squad] to whip [the real]
YahShua [nearly to death].
Then Pilate hands
YahShua over to [a battalion
of Roman] soldiers. [They prepare to] nail YahShua to an
execution stake.
26

The soldiers know from experience that Yahshua
will suffer until his lungs collapse and he bleeds to
death.

Then the governor's soldiers push
YahShua into the governor's palace.
They get the entire brigade to crowd
around YahShua [for some fun & torture, ___].
27

*The soldiers strip YahShua
naked. They drape a scarlet
robe around his shoulders. 29
28

*The soldiers weave
bramble-branches into a
crown of thorns. They
dig this ‘crown’ into
YahShua's [bleeding] head.
They shove a [fake]
scepter-stick into his
[bloody] right hand. They
bow on their knee(s)
before him. They mock
him, taunting, “Hail,
King of the Jews!” Matthew
27:30 *The soldiers spit on
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YahShua. They grab the
stick [from his hand]. They
beat him on the head. 31
*The [sweating, panting]
troops tire of mocking
YahShua. They [rip] the
[royal] robe from his
bleeding back. They [slap]
his own clothing on him.
They [drag] him away to
crucify him. 32 The soldiers
out [of the fortress into the street]. They
see a man (from Cyrene) named Simon
{Listener}. The soldiers force Simon to
carry YahShua's execution-stake. 33 The
soldiers [whip YahShua & Simon]. They drive
[them struggling up the ‘road of pain’]. [At last YahShua
staggers onto] to a high place called Gulgolta, (which means ‘Skull [Hill]’). 34 *[The
[march]

offer YahShua a [mild
painkiller], (a mixture of wine and
myrrh). YahShua tastes it. He
immediately [spits it out]. He refuses to drink it.
soldiers]

Jesus is the toughest man who ever lived. The
world drowns in addiction to painkillers. Yet the
Messiah refuses painkillers even in the most tortuous disaster a human can suffer.

*The soldiers nail YahShua to
the stake, ___. Then, by gambling, they divide YahShua's
[valuable] clothes among each other.
35

This fulfills the prophecy YAH spoke through His
prophet, '[My murderers] part my garments among
them. They cast lots for my clothing.'

*The soldiers sit down [for lunch].
They watch YahShua [hang] there
[bleeding to death]. 37 *Eventually [the
soldiers] nail up over YahShua's
head a hand-written sign [echoing]
the ‘accusation’ [the Jews made up, that
36
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YahShua was conspiring to oust Herod and Ceasar
from power over Judaea]:

“THIS IS
YahShua, THE KING OF THE
JEWS.” 38 2 thieves [hang on stakes beside]
YahShua: one
hand, another

[thief]
[thief]

on YahShua's right
on YahShua's left.

"Crucified" is not in the text.

People who pass by hurl insults at
YahShua. They shake their heads [in mock
lament].
39

Making fun of Yahshua, jeering at him.

*The people jeer,
“You who [can] destroy [YAH's]
Temple and rebuild it in 3 days,
save yourself! If you are the
Son of [Yahweh] the Eloah, come
down from that pole!” 41 Likewise
Matthew 27:40

the chief priests mock YahShua. The
religious writers & lawyers and the elders [join in the fun]. 42 *[The religionists vomit
forth blasphemy against YAH's Messiah] ,

“YahShua saved others. But he
can't save [his own skin]! If
YahShua is the King of Israel,
let's [see] him jump down from
that stake right now! Then
we'll believe him!” 43 *[The hypocrite
preachers screech on,] “YahShua trusted in [Yahweh] the Eloah. So let
the Eloah deliver YahShua
now, if the Eloah will have [the
scalawag]. For YahShua bragged, ‘I
am the Son of Elohim.’” 44 Even
the robbers who hang nailed up beside
YahShua throw the same [insults] in
[YahShua's] face. 45 From noon until 3 o’clock in the afternoon, darkness falls
over the entire land.
The 6th hour (the number of Man, 6) to the 9th
hour (9 = upside down 6.)

*At about the 9th hour
(3PM) YahShua cries
with a loud voice,
46
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“Eli, Eli, lama
sabachthani?”
("My Elohim, my Elohim,
why have you forsaken
me?”)
Quoting Psalm 22:1. Eli signifies ‘Lofty’.

People stand there hearing YahShua
cry. Some [of them] guess [wrongly], “This
man calls for EliYah.” 48 Immediately
one of the onlookers runs [to a bucket]. He
takes a sponge. He fills the sponge with
vinegar. He fixes the sponge onto a
reed. He holds it up to YahShua's
mouth so that YahShua can drink. 49
The rest of the bystanders joke, “Forget
letting YahShua drink! Wait with us to
see if EliJah comes to save him. [If not,
just let the impostor bleed to death.]” Matthew 27:50
47

*YahShua cries in a loud
voice one last time.
Then he yields up his
spirit. [He breathes his last
breath. He dies.] 51 *Suddenly
in Jerusalem, an angel descends to]

[over

the tem-

ple curtain

[which only the High Priest has
ever been authorized to pass since the days of

rips the [curtain] in
two from top to bottom, ___!
The earth quakes. [Judaea's] rock
[cliffs] split apart!
Moses. The angel]

[The Angel] rips the curtain to signify that anyone
can now enter the Holy Place. YAH has stripped all
special authority from the Jewish priesthood.

*Graves open, ___!
Many bodies of [dead]
‘sleeping’ sacred-people
rise [to life]! 53 *These [formerly life52

out of their graves,
___. After YahShua's resurrection, they [run] into the holy city.
There many people see them. 54
*A centurion & his guards
less people jump]
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watch YahShua's crucifixion.
They see the earthquake, [thunder, eclipse, boulders splitting, etc.] They
shake, scared to death. They
cry, “Truly this [YahShua] was the
Son of God.” 55 Many women stand
far away watching the crucifixion.
(These women have followed YahShua
from the Heathen-Circle [Galilee], helping
him.) 56 These [devoted] women include Mary Magdalene, and Mary (the mother of James {HeelGrabber} & Joseph {Increaser}), and [YahShua's aunt,] the
mother of Zebedee's sons (James & JAHn).
Matthew 27:56

Meanwhile, evening falls as Joseph
a rich man from Arimathaea,
arrives [at the crucifixion]. (Joseph is a disciple of YahShua.)
57

{Increaser},

Joseph=Yawhocef.

Joseph {Increaser}[courageously] ventures
into Pilate's [palace]. [Joseph] asks [Pilate] for
YahShua's dead body. Pilate orders the
[soldiers] to give [YahShua's corpse] to Joseph.
59 Joseph {Increaser} takes YahShua's
body. He wraps it in a clean linen cloth.
58

Allegedly the ‘Shroud of Turin’.
Matthew 27:60 ([Joseph has]

recently hewn his
own new tomb out of a rock [cliff].) So
he lays YahShua's body in it. [Joseph gets
workers to] roll a great stone over the door
of the tomb. [Then he] leaves. 61 Mary
Magdalene & the other Mary, [YahShua's
Mom, stay there,] sitting opposite the tomb.
62 The next day, [Thursday, the first day of the
Passover festivities,] the day after the [passover]
preparation, the chief priests & Pharisees approach Pilate.
Yahshua was crucified at the end of Passover
preparation day which ended at Sundown on
‘Wednesday’ night (when began the High-Sabbath
passover), giving Yahshua time to be in the grave 3
complete days and nights. This matches Jonah's
death-stay inside the fish. So Yahshua ‘slept’ on
the Sabbath and rose Saturday evening. The idea
that Yahshua was killed on Friday and raised on
Sunday is just more Babylonian Sun-worshiping
babble.
63 [The religionists brown-nose the Governor],

“Sir,
we remember that while [YahShua] the
deceiver was alive, he predicted, ‘[YAH]
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will raise me

[from the dead]

[you religionists kill me].’

3 days after

3 WHOLE 24-hour days.

—[So Sir,] command [soldiers] to secure
the tomb until the 3rd day. Otherwise
[YahShua's] disciples may come by night
and steal [YahShua] away. They'll [lie] to
the people, ‘[YahShua] has risen from the
dead.’ If that happens, the last deception will be worse [for your Empire] than the
first.’” 65 Pilate answers [Judaea's] chief
priests & Pharisees, “Go. Take soldierguards. Secure [YahShua's] tomb as best
you can.” 66 So the religionists go, ___.
They secure [YahShua's] tomb. They seal
its stone. They post guards to protect
it.
64

Matthew 28
Yahshua The Messiah Rises From
The Dead
1 After the [7th-day] Sabbath, as dawn
breaks on the 1st day of the week,
Mary Magdalene & the other Mary,
[YahShua's Mom, risk death. They] journey [from the
disciples' hideout]. [They run] to see [YahShua's]
tomb.

The religionists killed YahShua on the preparationday for a special mid-week Passover-festival Sabbath. YahShua rose 3 WHOLE 24-hour days later at
sunset closing the normal Sabbath. The normal
7th-day Sabbath is Friday sundown to Saturday
sundown. So YahShua was in the grave Wednesday night, Thursday day & night, Friday day &
night, Saturday day. Finally YahShua rose on Saturday evening at sundown. Constantine imported
the whole ‘good-friday, Easter-sunday’ schtick into
his popular sham religion: ‘ChristenDumb’. Real believers can count 3 days and nights.

*Suddenly, ___, the ground
shakes in a violent earthquake.
Down from heaven [swoops] Yahweh's angel. He rolls back the
boulder from the tomb's opening. Then he sits on the boulder!
2

Jesus was long-gone by the time this earthquake
happened and the angel rolled away the stone. Jesus walked right through the rock-wall and got to
work on Saturday sunset, the end of the Sabbath.
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The angel's face [and body] shine like
[flashing] lightning, ___. His clothing
[gleams] white as snow! 4 The [armed]
guards startle, terrified at the angel.
They tremble. They [faint] like dead men,
___. 5 *The angel says to the
3

women, “Fear not! I know you
seek YahShua, whom [soldiers]
impaled. 6 *YahShua is not
here! YahShua rose [yesterday at sunset, just] as he predicted [he would].
Come, see the place where the
Master's [corpse] lay.
Jesus rose at the close of the Sabbath, 72 full
hours after soldiers killed him.

*Run, [ladies]. Tell YahShua's
disciples that he has risen from
the dead. Now he has gone
ahead of you into the HeathenCircle [Galilee]. There you'll see
him. Remember everything
I've told you.”
7

Yahshua Appears First To His Female Helpers
8 The women sprint away from the
tomb with fear & great joy, ___. They
run to bring [the angel's] word to
YahShua's [other] disciples [in the hideout]. 9

*As the women rush to alert
YahShua's disciples, suddenly
YahShua meets the women. He
says,
“Shalom!”
The women run [to him]. [They] fall
down in front of him. They
clasp his feet. They prostrate
themselves, [faces to the dirt,] before
him. Matthew 28:10 YahShua says to the
women,
“Stop being afraid! Go tell my brothers
to [hike north] into the Heathen-Circle.
They'll see me there.”
11 The women run on to find the other
disciples. Meanwhile, some of the [tomb]
guards race into the city. They report
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YahShua's resurrection, [the angel, the earthquake, and all,] to [Judea's] chief priests. 12
The chief priests assemble with [Judea's]
elders for an emergency council meeting. The [religionists] pay the soldiers a
huge bribe [to shut them up, ___]. 13 *The

religionists command the soldiers [to lie for money]: “Tell everyone that YahShua's disciples
came by night. They stole
YahShua's body away while
you lay sleeping. 14 —If the Governor hears that you [lied], we'll ‘satisfy’
him [with money] to keep him from killing
or jailing you.” 15 *So the soldiers

grab the [religionists’ bribe] money.
The [troops] lie, [obeying] the hypocrite preachers' commands,
___. And Jews commonly circulate that same [lie] down to
this very day!
Religion is in charge of the military.

YahShua's Disciples Run Far Away
From Killers
16 Then YahShua's 11 [remaining] disciples
journey [from their hideout near assassin-controlled
Jerusalem] to the [faraway] mountain in the
Heathen-Circle region where YahShua
had told them to go. 17 Finally these 11
[disciples] see YahShua. So they fall, [faces
to the ground,] before him. (Yet some [of them
still] doubt, ___!)
The Messiah Delivers Your Grand
Life Mission

*YahShua [hugs these 11
core-disciples.] He informs
them,
“[YAH has] awarded all
power & authority in
heaven and in earth to
me.
18

Quite a bold claim. Outrageous, unless it's true.
Anybody who says they're ‘in charge of everyone
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everywhere’ is either right or they're nuts. If you
think Jesus was ‘just a good man’ then you're nuts.

*
—So, ___, you go. Make
disciples of all nations.
Immerse them in the
Name-Authority of
[Yahweh] the Father, and
[me, YAH's] ‘son’, and [YAH's]
sacred Spirit.
19

"Baptize" means much more than ‘dunk in water’.
It means to completely convert the disciple from
the world's authority into a single master-servant
relationship with Yahshua. ‘Baptism in the Authority of the Creator’ means: quit your employee job,
pay off all your debts, renounce your passport and
driver's license and marriage license, repudiate
your oaths of allegiance, quit the military, sell all
you have and give to the poor... and that's just for
starters!
Matthew 28:20

*

Teach [disciples from every nation] to obey ABSOLUTELY
EVERYTHING I've commanded you. [When you do
that, ___], I stay with you
always, to the end of [all]
eon[s].” Build [your life on this
truth].
Yahshua's presence with us disciples is conditioned
not only on our obedience, but on our teaching
other disciples, worldwide, to obey EVERYTHING he
commanded. If you don't feel Yahshua's presence,
ask yourself if you have given some authority in
your life to men, through oaths you've sworn, for
instance. What do you do if a judge commands you
to raise your right hand and swear an oath? If you
‘raise your right hand and swear’, consider reading
the bible through again. To enjoy YahShua's presence, you must be seeking to obey his commands.
ALL of them. All the time. ‘Amén’ is more than a
mere religious tag to append to your prayers to
make you sound churchy. ‘Amén’ means: ‘you've
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just heard a truth firm enough to build your eternal
life on.’

Mark 1
Mary Births Yahshua, The Savior Of
Mankind
1 ___, here begins the Awesome News
about YahShua [the] Messiah, the son of
[Yahweh] the Eloah. 2 [300+ years before Christ,
YAH spoke] through [MalachYAH] the prophet.
[Malachi] quoted [YAH as saying], “[YahShua,] I
send my messenger [JAHn The Baptist]
ahead of you [to earth]. [JAHn] prepares the
way for you.”
Malachi 3:1, apparently quoting Isaiah 40:3.

‘the voice of a lone [man] crying
in the wilderness, “ ___, prepare the
way of [Adonai] Yahweh! Straighten the
desert path for Elohim.’”
3 [JAHn is]

Isaiah 40:3, Malachi 3:1.

John the Baptizer Prepares
Yahshua's Way
4 So, ___, JAHn comes [to Israel]. He
baptizes people in the wilderness. JAHn
proclaims, “ ___, Immerse [yourself in YAH's
authority]. Turn away from your sins.
Then YAH will forgive you!”
Being baptized means more than being dunked in
water. It means: be fully swallowed up in YAH's
Spirit and Authority. Do His will. Adore YAH's commands. Teach people to obey YAH. If you are not
fully immersed in YAH's Spirit and His authority, it
doesn't matter how many times you got dunked.

To [meet] JAHn, [hordes] travel out from
Jerusalem and from the whole land of
Judaea. The [penitents] confess their sins.
JAHn baptizes them in the Jordan River.
6 JAHn [the Immerser] wears clothes [made]
of camel’s hair, ___. A leather belt
wraps around his waist. JAHn eats locusts & wild honey. 7 JAHn heralds, “After me, [YahShua] comes. [YahShua] is more
powerful than I am, ___. I’m not worthy even to bend down & untie [YahShua's]
sandals! 8 *—I baptize you with
5

water, ___. But [YahShua] comes
to immerse you in [YAH's] Sacred
Spirit.”

1577

Soon YahShua travels from Nazareth
([to meet JAHn] in Galilee). JAHn baptizes
YahShua in the Jordan river. Mark 1:10
9

*Immediately, ___, as
YahShua rises out of the water,
he sees the heavens open. [YAH's]
Spirit descends upon him like a
dove! 11 *From heaven, [YAH's]
voice thunders down, saying,
“You [YahShua] are my beloved
Son, my complete delight!”
The Devil Tempts YAHshua
Immediately [YAH's] Spirit sends
YahShua into the wilderness.
12

You get a blessing from YHVH. Then you get
thrown into an adventure filled with deprivation &
torture, to test & perfect you.

*YahShua stays there in the
wilderness for 40 days. All this
time, Satan tempts him.
YahShua lives with the wild [dangerous, venomous] animals. [YAH'S] angels serve him.
13

Christ miraculously avoids being eaten by mankilling animals.

Yahshua Heralds While John Rots
In Jail

*[Meanwhile, false-king Herod] throws
JAHn [the Immerser] into prison. [Yet
instead of rescuing JAHn,] YahShua travels to Heathen Circle [Galilee].
There [YahShua] heralds the Amazing News [about] the Kingdom of
[Yahweh] the Eloah.
14

Do you go into heathen circles to spread the
gospel?

*YahShua [shout-sings],
“Time's up, ___! The Kingdom
of [Yahweh] the Eloah looms at
hand! You repent! Base [your lifeactions] on this great-news!”
15

YAHshua Calls his First Disciples
YahShua walks beside the [great] lake
of Galilee. YahShua sees [two] fishermen
(Simon {Listener} and his brother An16

John Baptises Yahshua The Messiah
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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drew {Manly}) casting a net into the
sea.
Simon means ‘hearing’. Andrew means ‘manly’. So
Yahshua wants manly men who listen to him. Not
frilly old ladies playing bingo and running church
bake sales. Yah wants MANLY LISTENERS. Not girly
men who pretend to listen to preachers' yak-yak.
Not manly men who don't listen. Do you know any
manly men who are good listeners? They could be
disciples, especially if they're single.

*YahShua calls to Simon
{Listener} & Andrew {Manly},
“Come! Follow me. I'll make
you into fishers of men!”
17

See Great ‘fishers of men’ song.

*Immediately Simon {Listener}
& Andrew {Manly} leave their
nets [behind. They swim to the lakeshore. They
run,] following YahShua's [brisk
pace].
18

Quit your job to follow Jesus.
19 YahShua [jogs] a little further [along the lake-shore]. He
sees 2 men (James {Heel-Grabber} & JAHn, sons of [a
man named] Zebedee [Giver]) in a boat mending their
nets.
James is another way of saying ‘Jacob’ aka ‘Israel’.
John means ‘favored one of YHVH‘. Zebedee means
‘clothing’, or ‘gift’. So Yahshua is calling Israel, the
people he favors, to leave behind the provisions
and gifts of the world, then to follow him into a life
of danger and difficulty. He's calling the fashion-boys to leave the shopping mall and enter the
adventure.

Immediately, ___, YahShua
calls James & JAHn. They leave their
father Zebedee [Giver] in the ship with
the hired workers. [James & JAHn splash through
the waves to the shore. They run down the beach] after
YahShua.
Mark 1:20

Two more guys leave their worldly jobs to herald
YAH's good news. See the pattern?

Yahshua Stuns His Complacent
Hearers
21 YahShua & [these disciples hike up from the
lake]. [They trudge] through the bush. [Finally
they enter a comfortable walled town in Palestine named]

Capernaum. Immediately, ___, on the
Sabbath day, YahShua enters the syna-

*The
listeners' [jaws drop].
gogue. He teaches

[people]. 22
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YahShua's teaching[s]
stun them, ___. Unlike
the [hypocritical] religious
Law ‘experts’, YahShua
teaches as a leader who
owns authority.
Real Christians don't bore people with long irrelevant sermons. We don't suck like popular culture
parasites. We hit people hard & fast with short visual stories and songs that make people see that
they're slaves in the Matrix of lies held together by
an unholy adulterous marriage of false religion &
war-state corruption.

Yahshua Expels Demons From A
Man
23 Just then, ___, a man in Capernaum's synagogue cries out. [His raving
eyes and foaming mouth and blood-curdling shriek signal
that]

an evil spirit possesses him. 24

*The demon-man screams,
“Leave us alone! What do you
want with us, YahShua from
Nazareth? Have you come to
destroy us? I know who you
are. [You're] the Holy One of
[Yahweh] the Eloah!” 25 YahShua rebukes the unclean spirit, by commanding,
“Be quiet! Come out of him.”

*The unclean spirit throws
the man into a convulsion, ___.
26

[It shakes the man violently enough to tear him

The dirty spirit screams a
loud shriek. Then [it flies] out of
the man. 27 The watchers all [tremble,
apart!]

astounded, ___. The synagogue
buzzes with questions, “What's going
on? What's [this] new revelation?! With
authority, YahShua commands the unclean spirits. And they obey him!” 28
Immediately YahShua's fame spreads
[like wildfire] throughout the whole countryside around Heathen Circle [Galilee].
Yahshua Heals Simon-Peter's Sick
Mom
gasping,]
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29 [YahShua, James & JAHn] leave the synagogue. They
travel right over to the house of Simon {Listener} &

Immediately Simon's family tell YahShua, “Simon's
wife's mom lies bedridden. She's sick
with a [dangerously high] fever.” 31 YahShua
walks right to the sick woman. [He]
takes her by the hand. [He] lifts her up.
Immediately, ___, her fevered [face cools
Andrew

{Manly}.

Mark 1:30

to a normal temperature. Her red, scabby skin recovers a
healthy glow.]

ing

[food to]

She [jumps up]. She starts servYahShua's group.

She begins repaying YahShua by fixing a meal for
the disciples. When Yahshua fixes a problem in our
life, we should use our renewed strength to serve
Him.

Yahshua Heals Sick People & Rids
Demons
32 That evening, ___, as the sun sets,
the people [of Heathen Circle] bring to
YahShua all their diseased patients,
and everyone possessed by demons. 33
The whole town gathers together at
This town = Capernaum.

[Simon's]

door.

YahShua heals many sick [people] of
various diseases. He casts out many
demons, ___. YahShua [forbids] the
demons to speak, because the [demons]
recognize YahShua.
34

Yahshua does not want to be known as the Son of
YAH, the MessiYAH at this point. He's shrewdly
guarding His privacy by remaining secretive.

Yahshua Prays Alone In The Desert

*The next morning YahShua
wakes long before daybreak.
He travels out alone into the
wilderness. [There] he prays. 36
35

Simon

{Listener}

& his companions hunt for

Finally the disciples find
YahShua. They [shout], “Everybody's
looking for you!”
Yahshua Heals & Heralds Good
News
38 YahShua answers his disciples,
“Let's go into more towns, ___, so that
I can herald [YAH's Good News] to them also.
That's why I came [to earth].”
39 So, ___, YahShua travels all through
the Heathen Circle. [He] heralds [happy
YahShua. 37
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in the Galileans' synagogues. He
expels [their] demons.
Yahshua Cures A Leper
Mark 1:40 A leper [staggers up]. [He] kneels
down. [He] begs YahShua, “If you're willing, you can make me clean.” 41
news]

*YahShua, moved with compassion, reaches out his hand.
He touches the leper. [YahShua]
says,
“I want [to heal you]. Be clean!”
As these words pass YahShua's [lips],
the leprosy instantly disappears from
the leper, ___! The leper [stands]
cleansed. [His skin shines smooth & healthy.] 43
YahShua strongly orders [the cleansed leper]:
42

44

“See to it that you say nothing [about me]
to any man. Go immediately [to the local
Synagogue]. Show yourself to the priest.
[Prove] that you're grateful [YAH] cleansed
you. Offer [the priest] the [gratitude-gifts]
Moses commanded. Testify to [the Jews].”
Immediately YahShua sends the
cleansed leper away.
Presumably, since the leper was poor, those sizable gifts would document & prove to the Jewish
people that the leper really was healed at that
time.

*But the healed leper [disobeys
YahShua's demand for privacy, ___]. The
healed leper runs out [through the
region]. He publishes his healing
story everywhere. He fans
YahShua's fame into a wildfire.
[Fame guarantees] that YahShua can
no longer openly enter [any] city
[without being mobbed]. So YahShua
stays [camping] in deserted places.
Still the people flock to
YahShua from the 4 winds.
45

Perhaps Yahshua's command for privacy was reverse psychology. If you tell people, even your
‘Christian Brothers & Sisters’ to keep their mouths
shut, they'll blab your most intimate secrets to the
whole world. Watch out! The only secret you have
is the secret that never passes your lips.
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Mark 2

pick up your stretcher, and
walk’?

Friends Lower A Paralytic Through
The Roof

1 Time passes, ___. YahShua journeys back to Capernaum. [Immediately] word spreads that YahShua is

Suddenly hordes of
people mob the house, ___! They
overflow the streets outside. The house
fills to bursting. YahShua heralds [YAH's]
word to the crowd. 3 [In the street outside,] 4
men arrive carrying a paralyzed man
on a mat. 4 *The 4 men [struggle to]
[hiding]

there in a house. 2

break through the crowd to get
to YahShua. [The crowd beats them back.]
So the [4 men climb up the walls]! They
dig [a big hole] through the clay
roof above YahShua's head.
The 4 men lower the paralyzed
man on his mat, right down in
front of YahShua! 5 *YahShua
sees that these [5 men overflow] with
faith. So YahShua says to the
paralyzed man,
“Son, [YAH] has forgiven your
sins.”
Yahshua doesn't call the police to punish these
men for destroying private property. He rewards
them.

teachers of the
[Sinai Code] law sit there, slandering
YahShua inside their own hearts. 7 [These
religionites judge YahShua. They think,] “Why does
this man speak such blasphemies? Who
but [Yahweh] the Eloah can forgive sins?”
8 Immediately YahShua (in his spirit)
reads the [religionites’] minds. YahShua
says to those [hypocrites],
“Why are you thinking such [judgmental nonsense]?
6

Some

[hypocritical religious]

*
—Which is easier: to say to
paralyzed people, ‘Your sins
are forgiven’, or to say, ‘Rise,
9
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Mark 2:10

prove to you that [I] the ‘Son
of Adam’, [possess YAH's delegated] authority
on earth to forgive sins.”

[So watch me]

*YahShua says to the paralyzed man,
“I command you, ‘Rise. Pick up
your stretcher. [Run] down the
road to your house!’”
11

*Immediately, ___,
the paralytic jumps up!
He picks up his stretcher. He prances out [of the
house]! The [staring] crowd
watch, [jaw-dropped,] totally
amazed. The crowd glorifies [Yahweh] the Eloah.
They shout, “We've never seen anything like
this!” 13 YahShua [escapes the paparazzi. He
12

to the lake-shore. Soon people
crowd around him there. So he teaches
them.
Yahshua Calls A Tax-Collector To
Quit His Job
runs back]

*Then YahShua moves on,
___. He sees Levi {Uniter} (the
son of Alphaeus {Change}) sitting in his tax-collection office.
YahShua calls to Levi,
“Follow me!”
So Levi jumps up, [quits his job,] and
follows YahShua.
14

A social-security-tax collector leaves his job to follow Yahshua.

Religionists Rag Yahshua For Loving Sinners
15 Later that night, YahShua & his disciples sit eating dinner at [Levi's] house
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with many tax-collectors and sinners.
Many [such despised people] follow YahShua.

*The [hypocritical religious] Law-experts & Pharisees spy YahShua
eating with [hated] tax-bandits &
evildoers. [So] the religionites
challenge YahShua's disciples,
“Why does your ‘Master’ eat
and drink with [scummy] bribesuckers & screw-ups?” 17
16

YahShua hears the [religionists slandering him].
He answers those ‘law-experts’ and
[holier-than-thou] pharisees,
“Healthy people have no need of a
physician. Sick people need a doctor. I
didn't come to call righteous [people to repent. I came to call you] mess-ups to repent!”
Life With The Messiah Is Celebration
18 Up walk some disciples of JAHn [the
Immerser] and of the Pharisees. [YahShua sees
their faces pale and gaunt from] fasting. They ask
YahShua, “Why do [we] disciples of JAHn
and the Pharisees [have to] fast, while
your disciples [neglect to] fast?” 19
YahShua answers the [hungry men],
“Do you expect wedding guests to fast
while the groom stays [partying] with
them? [No.] As long [I] the groom [remain]
at the wedding feast/bachelor party,
everybody [who loves me] feasts, not fasts!
Mark 2:20

But the days approach when [YAH] takes
[me] the ‘groom’ away from [my disciples].
Then my disciples fast [for many] days.
New Wine Needs New Wineskins

*
No man sews a patch of new
cloth on old clothes, ___. If he
does, the new patch tears
away from the old clothes and
leaves a worse hole.
21

‘Old clothes’ represent all human religious traditions, which were then and are now full of Babylonian errors and corruption. However, this is not in
any way a condemnation of the eternal principles
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of Law on which the Mosaic Code is based, as some
deluded ‘christianites’ misinterpret. Yet this verse
does validate Paul's teaching, for instance in Galatians and Hebrews, that we should not swear ourselves into the Sinai Covenant.

*
And no man pours new wine
into old wine-skins, ___. New
wine bursts old wine-skins.
Then the new wine spills. And
the old wine-skins get trashed.
Rather, [you] must put new wine
into new wine-skins.”
22

YAH's Holy Spirit does not flow into old damaged
religious molds, not even old damaged ‘Christian’
molds.

Religionists Rag Yahshua For Sabbath-Plucking
23 [Time passes, ___.] One Sabbath day,
YahShua [and his disciples] stroll through
corn fields. As they walk, YahShua's
disciples start plucking ears of corn.

Not commercially harvesting, just leisurely munching as they pass through. Munching your neighbor's produce would be called ‘criminal trespass’ in
most ‘modern’ nations, but it's completely O.K. according to Hebrew Law.

Pharisees [spy
___. They accuse
YahShua. [They scream,] “Look, [Jesus]! Why
do your [servants] perform [unlawful work] on
the Sabbath Day?” 25 YahShua answers
[those judgmental religionists],
“Have you never read what [King] David
did when he and his companions grew
hungry for lack of food?
24

Some

[religious separatist]

from the bushes],

26

—In the days of high priest Abiathar
{Father-Of-Abundance}, [king] David ran into
the sanctuary of [Yahweh] the Eloah. [David]
ate the holy bread, which is only lawful
for the priests to eat. Then David gave
that bread to his companions.”
A commentator says, ‘With the Chief Priest Abiathar right there watching, David ate the Bread of
the Presence.’

*YahShua
gionists],
27
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“[YAH] made the Sabbath
to [help] man [rest and recover].
Man wasn't made [to help]
the Sabbath.
The Sabbath is a worker protection statute. The
Sabbath protects the poor. And it protects us from
our own greed and workaholism. Without the Sabbath, we dig ourselves into ruts.

*
Therefore, ___, [I] the ‘Son of
Adam’ [am] Master even over the
Sabbath.”
28

Yahshua's life example tells us how to observe the
Sabbath in a way that frees us, not in a way that
subjects us to bondage. Not in a way that forbids
children from playing games, swimming and laughing on the Sabbath. Not in a way that chains us in
religious duties and tiresome boring meetings on
the Sabbath, as is often the case in many ‘Sabbath-keeping’ churches who merely shift horrible
empty religious Sunday regulations 24 hours back
to SaturnsDay.

Mark 3
Jesus Heals A Man's Shriveled Hand
On Sabbath
1 YahShua travels back into the synagogue, ___. There he sees a man with
a shriveled hand. 2 *The [religionists]

watch. [They] spy on YahShua to
see if he'll heal the man's withered hand, so they can accuse
[YahShua] of [the death penalty offense of unlawfully working] on the Sabbath day.
YahShua says to the man with the
withered hand,
“Come up here to the front [where everyone
can see you].”
The Religiots Conspire To Murder
Jesus
3

*YahShua asks the
gionists],
4
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“On Sabbath Days, is it lawful
to do good, or to do evil? to
save life, or to kill?”
[Trapped,] the [religionists shrewdly] keep
their [lying] mouths shut, ___. 5
*YahShua's angry eyes circle
the room [filled with hypocrites. His heart]
grieves over the hardness of
the religionists’ hearts. He says
to the [handicapped] man,
“Stretch out your hand.”
The man stretches out his
withered hand. [Immediately YAH miraculously] restores the man's hand,
___! [It looks] as healthy as the
other [hand]! 6 *The Pharisees
[storm out of the synagogue]. Immediately they convene [secret conspiratorial]
councils with [leaders of false-king]
Herod's political party. The [evil
coalition] drafts plans to assassinate YahShua.
The religio-political-military complex attacks
YHVH's servants. Just like today. Here's the deal
the world offers today: “All you Muslims and Amish
and other conservative people, give up your biblical money systems. Get your National I.D. numbers and Credit cards by swearing forbidden pagan
oaths, or you can starve to death. Or we can just
kill you now.”

Yahshua Heals Sick & Possessed
Hordes
7 But YahShua [escapes with] his disciples
back to lake [Heathen-Circle] Galilee. Huge
crowds from Galilee & Judaea flock behind YahShua. 8 News spreads of
YahShua's great [miracles, teachings and actions].
So, ___, to YahShua throng more
crowds, from Jerusalem, [southland]
Edom, the [northern Palestinian] region of
Tyre {Rock-Port} and Sidon {Fish-City},
and the [Arab] region [east] of [the] Jordan
[river]. 9 YahShua instructs his disciples,
“Bring around a boat! Have it ready in
case the crowds throng me [and push me off
the beach into the water].” Mark 3:10 For
YahShua's [famous] healings of so many
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every diseased person [for
hundreds of miles around, ___. The sick people] keep
pouring in. [They] press toward YahShua
in hopes of touching Him. 11 *When
[attract]

unclean spirits see YahShua,
they [make their host bodies] fall down
before him. [They] cry, “You're
the son of [Yahweh] the Eloah!” 12
YahShua strongly orders the evil spirits,
“Do NOT tell [anyone] who I am!”
Yahshua Ordains His 12 Core Apostles
13 YahShua [climbs] up on a mountainside. He calls some men he wants [to
travel] with him. They [obediently] hike up [to
meet him]. 14 *YahShua ordains 12

disciples to train with him until
he can send them out [as apostles]
to herald [the Amazing News of YAH's Dominion]. 15 *[YahShua ordains the 12 apostles]
to have power to heal sicknesses, ___, and to cast out
devils. 16 * ___, these are the
names of the “12” apostles:
Simon {Listener}, whom YahShua
renames “Peter {Rock}”;
He who names you owns you. If you petition a
court to grant you a legal name change, you're
saying that the court ‘owns’ you. If you owned
yourself, you could use whatever name you wanted. There is a funny double-meaning here: Peter
has been listening to Yahshua for years now. Yet
Peter understands very little. Peter the listener has
a head like a rock.
17 2 sons of Zebedee [Giver] [also become apostles]: James
{Heel-Grabber} & JAHn. YahShua renames these [fashion-boys] “Boanerges”, which means “Sons of thunder.”
Fashion boys become thunder men.
18 [Others of the 12 disciples include:] Andrew {Manly} & Philip
{Horse-Lover} , Bartholomew {Son-Of-The-Ridge} & MattithYahu {Yah's-Gift}, Thomas {Twin} & James {HeelGrabber} (the son of Alphaeus {Change}), and Thaddaeus & Simon {Listener} the [Patriot] Zealot. 19 [Last

his betrayer-to-be: Judas from Keriot.
and least of the “12”, YahShua ordains]

To participate in real ministry work is to bless people who will betray you.

YahShua & His 12 disciples
duck into a house. The crowds throng
Mark 3:20
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there so intensely, ___, that YahShua
& his disciples can't even eat bread!
Jesus' Family Joins The Crusade
Against Him
21 *YahShua's loved-ones hear
[how YahShua keeps infuriating the religious and
political leaders, and how YahShua heals so many
people that the crowds trample him].

So

YahShua's [family and friends swoop in] to
take charge of him. They claim,
“YahShua is out of his mind, [unstable, insane, bewitched]!”
Yahshua's family actually thought that Yahshua
was crazy. They wanted to lock him up. And if you
start doing what the Bible says, your family will
think you're crazy too. And they'll be right part of
the time.

Meanwhile, the [political-whore religious lawwho came down from Jerusalem
say, “YahShua is possessed by Beelzebub! It's by the prince of the devils that
YahShua casts out demons.”
22

experts]

Blasphemy against the holy spirit, never to be forgiven.

YahShua calls these [fake law-"experts”].
He says to them (using allegory),
“How can [the] accuser-adversary cast
out [the] accuser-adversary?
23

literally: How can Satan cast out Satan? If the
prosecutor ruins the prosecutions's case, the accused goes free.

*
If a kingdom lies divided
against itself, ___, that kingdom can't stand.
24

A kingdom at war with itself will collapse. Like the
United States collapsed under civil war debt in
1865, and has never recovered independence from
its banker masters, and never will.

*
And if a family lies divided against itself, ___,
that family can't stand.
25

26

If Satan's

[forces rebel against him, or if Satan is an

insane bipolar schizophrenic,]
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he can't stand, ___. His end
has come.
self, then]

Satan's kingdom is divided into factions. So it cannot last. It will fall apart and die. Similarly, the
Christianite world lies fractured in a kaleidoscope
of warring denominations, each totally unwilling to
see their own flaws.

*
___, no thief can break into a
strong man's house and steal
the strong man's valuables,
unless the thief first BINDS the
strong [house-owner]. Then the thief
can ransack the strong man's
house.
27

BINDing agreements tie up otherwise holy people
and make them servants of the devil. BINDing
happens when you sign applications under oath for
Social Insurance, passports, driver's licenses, bank
account applications, insurance applications, etc.
There are lots of other ways to get bound up in the
devil's traps, like taking welfare benefits.

Blaspheming Against YAH's Spirit =
Death

*
___, [YAH] can [and will] forgive the children of
Adam for every kind of
sin [murder, fornication, genocide,
you name it] and blasphemy
of every kind [except one:]
28

*
But anyone who blasphemes
against [YAH's] Sacred Spirit never ever gets forgiveness, ___.
They're guilty [of a crime for which YAH
29
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having a demon. You don't hear drunkards down at
the bar accusing holy people of having demons.
Religious hypocrites often make holier-than-thou
judgements against saints who are obeying the
Bible.

Physical Lineage Counts For Nothing

Mark 3:30 *[So, ___, these phony religious Lawexperts buy a one-way ticket into the trash-fire of

when they [lie], saying,
“YahShua has an unclean spirit.” 31 Then, ___, YahShua's brothers
the universe]

and his mother journey [to him]. They
stand outside the house. [They] send a
messenger in to ask YahShua to come
[out] to [listen to] their [schemes to control him]. 32
The crowd-members (sitting around
YahShua) say to him, “Look. Your
mother and your brothers are outside
searching for you.” 33 YahShua answers
the people,
“Who are my mother and my brothers?”

*YahShua looks at the people sitting circling him. [They hang
on every word from his mouth.] He exclaims,
“See, ___! [Here are] my ‘mother’
and my ‘brothers!’
34

*
For whoever does the
will of [Yahweh] the Eloah,
those [obedient ones are] my
brother(s), and my sister(s), and [my]
mother(s).”
35

Mark 4

has decreed the irrevocable, zero-tolerance, firstoffense death sentence of]

eternal

YAHshua Speaks Mind-Movies On A
Boat

damnation.”
People cannot be forgiven if they accuse YAH's servant who has the Holy Spirit of having a demon.
That's calling the Holy Spirit a demon, and that
just won't fly. Curiously, only religious people
would think to accuse Holy-Spirit filled people of
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*YahShua journeys back to
teach on the shore of [Heathen Circle] Lake. Again, a huge crowd
throngs around him. [They] edge
1
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[him into the water].

So he boards a
boat. [He] sits there floating,
___, teaching this huge crowd
of people. They stand [slack-jawed]
on the seashore [listening and reacting
to him]. 2 *YahShua teaches the
multitude [an amazing wealth of knowledge,

The fiery sun rises up. It
scorches those stony-ground
sprouts. Almost the whole
sprout lies above ground with
no roots [in the cool earth to hold life-sustaining water]. So, ___, those
stony-ground sprouts dry up.

___. Unlike the world's preachers, YahShua never

[They blow away in the winds of trouble.]

lectures. He] tells parables: [fast-paced,
visually exciting, symbolic, dramatic action stories
filled with violent conflict between the devil's vil-

lains vs. YAH's heroes].
YAH's true messengers teach by story, allegory
and song. We paint vivid movies in people's minds.
Fake religious hypocrites teach by lecturing. Charlatans hide their evil hearts behind a camouflage-blab-barrage.

Your Job Is To Scatter YAH's Words
Like Seeds

*
“Listen, ___! SEE! [Visualize this!] A farmer [rides] out
to plant seeds.
3

‘Listen! See!’ is the educational method authorized
by the King of Kings! ‘Listen! See!’ means audiovisual communication. Word-only preaching is DEAD!
Paint vivid pictures in lost peoples' heads. Make
movies for worldly minds. Then shut your religious
mouth! Every major modern Bible translation removes the word ‘SEE’, leaving only ‘listen’. This
shows that the entire ‘Christian’ world is dominated
by blind talkers who think that preach-yakking =
education. No wonder the ‘christians’ don't know
their bibles at all. That's why they invented all
these infighting denominational fake religions
called ‘ChristenDumb’.
4

As the planter plants, some seeds fall

[out of his hands and from his sack, ___. The stray seeds

onto the path. Birds [swoop down]
and devour those [stray] seeds.
bounce]

*
Other seeds fall on rocky
patches dusted by thin soil,
___. So the [poorly-planted] seed
shoots vertical [instead of putting down
roots].
6*
5
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*
Some seed[s] fall among thornbushes. [Brambles] grow up. They
strangle the seedlings. So the
seedlings [fail to] yield any [grain]
fruit.
8*
But other seeds fall on good
soil, ___. [Those seeds] yield stalks.
They spring up [to the sky]. They
grow thick. They yield a harvest of 30, 60, even 100 new
[seeds] per stalk.”
9 *YahShua says to the masses,
“If [your] ears work, ___, listen
up!”
7

Humanity Walks Around Blind,
Clueless, Deaf

*Eventually the crowd
leaves [the lakeside]. YahShua [remains] with his 12 disciples and
some other hangers-on. They
ask YahShua to divulge the [secret] meaning of his “mind-trip”
about the seeds. 11 *YahShua
says to his disciples,
“ ___, [Yahweh] the Eloah grants
you [my disciples] the gift of understanding the mystery of His
Dominion. But the outsiders
[who fail to follow and obey me] only get to
see [symbolic] visual allegories.
12 *
Mark 4:10

[Hundreds of years ago, YAH taught Isaiah about
mankind's spiritual blindness]:
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sees [symbols]. Yet [they] fail to perceive [what the symbols represent, ___].
[Disobedient mankind] hears [entertaining
word-pictures]. But [they] fail to understand [the buried truths which the wordpictures illustrate]. Whenever [worldlings
see and hear the hidden meanings all around

at any time they can turn
their lives around. Then YAH
forgives their sins.’

them,]

Yah doesn't blind people. They blind themselves.
(Isaiah 6:9,10.) Mankind puts the number 6 in
symbols everywhere, for instance, in corporate and
governmental logos and brand names, to indicate
that ‘humanistic’ mankind has finally achieved complete dominance over all life on planet earth. But
the masses don't see the 6's. They just see pretty
designs.

YahShua challenges his disciples and
their companions,
“If you don't understand the [obvious]
seed parable, how will you, ___, ever
see the meanings behind any symbolic
visual story?
Yahshua Decodes The Seeds Parable
13

14
[I]

the farmer plant

[YAH's]

Word, ___.

15

the soil beside the
farmer's path, ___. Some ‘Word-seed’
falls on the listeners. (That is, they
hear [scriptural truths].) But Satan [the bird]
swoops in. He robs away YAH's Word
that [the planter] planted in their hearts.

[The dull listeners represent]

16

[YAH] plants [his] Word-seed into the
stony ground of [excitable but shallow hearts],
___. [Easy-believers] hear the Word. Immediately, [they] joyfully accept it.

Pentecostals. On fire in church. But worldly everywhere else.

*
But YAH's Word has no roots
inside the stony hearts of [these
outwardly bubbly “believers”]. So, ___,
the [bake-sale “believers”] endure only
17
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for a while. Soon [a fire-storm of] affliction or persecution flames
up because YAH's Word [stands
completely foreign and contrary to the commercial
world's statutes and customs].

The [“fun-time
immediately stumble &
fall away.
faithful”]
18

The seed falling on soil choked with
thorn-bushes represents distracted
people who hear YAH's Word, ___.

*
The worries of this world, the
deceitful glamor of riches, and
all kinds of lusts enter the distracted “believer's” heart. [Temptations] choke [YAH's] message,
___. Thus [YAH's] Word remains
“fruitless” [in these weak “believers'” lives].
19

Heaven's word may lie in the weak believers' heads
and on their coffee-table or bookshelf, even
preached in their churches. But where's the fruit?

*
But, ___, the seed in rich soil
represents people who hear
YAH's Word and unite with it.
[They] yield a huge [explosive] harvest: 30, 60, even 100 [Christian]
‘fruits’ for every 1 ‘seed’ [I]
plant.”
Mark 4:20

YAH is a fruit buyer. Tell people YAH's Words.
When your listeners repent and obey, YAH pays
you with everlasting treasure. True evangelism is
the highest-paying commission-sales opportunity
in the universe.

Shine The Light Of Truth & Love To
The World

*YahShua says to his students,
“Would anyone light a lamp [or
candle] and then put it under a
basket or under a bed, ___?
[No! That would burn down the house!] People
21
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put lamps on lamp-stands, [to
shine the maximum light] .
22 *
[YAH] eventually shines ‘searchlights’ on everything [people]
hide. [YAH] drags your every secret thing out into the open,
___.
Men, angels and Elohim know (or will know) every
secret anyone ever had, including your secrets.
23

___, if [your] ears hear, listen [up]!”
Invest Everything You Have In
YAH's Work

*YahShua says to His followers,
“Pay attention to what you're
hearing, ___! [The more attention you
24

pay to Me, the more priceless wisdom YAH pays

You [disciples] who hear
[YAH's Word] get more [rewards and responout to you.]

sibilities than the people who don't hear YAH's
Word]. [Choose well]

the measuring
cup you use to give to others,
___. Because the [size of] the
‘cup’ [you give with] ends up matching the size of the measuring
cup that others use to give you
doses of what you gave them.
Make the cup large when you're dishing out generosity and compassion and forgiveness. Make the
cup tiny when you're giving out judgment and
harshness. The same rules you use to judge others
will be used by Elohim to judge you; but with even
greater severity.
25

*

[To] the man who has [something to
his credit: wisdom, a history of generosity, usefulness, responsibility, honesty, profitability], [YAH]

gives more, ___. But [YAH]
strips the man who has no [fruitful actions]. [The barren spirit loses] everything he claims to own.”
YAH's Kingdom Grows Where You
Plant Word-Seed
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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*YahShua [continues,] saying,
“ ___, visualize the [spread of the]
Dominion of [Yahweh] the Eloah:
it's like what happens when a
farmer scatters seed on the
ground.
27 *
The farmer sleeps at night.
Then he rises in the day. The
seed sprouts up, ___. But the
farmer has no clue how [YAH produces plants from seeds, light, water and soil].
26

We evangelists can't explain or even trace what
happens when we spread the seeds of YAH's Word.
We mysteriously catalyze some people to turn from
their wicked ways to obey YAH. Heaven will be a
miraculous surprise fruit harvest celebration.
28

The earth automatically brings forth
fruit: first the stalk, then the head,
then the full kernel [of grain] in the seedhead, ___.

Life is in the seed. The farmer merely babysits this
mysterious life. We word-spreaders do not create
New Life. We merely plant YAH's Word-Seeds of
New Life in people's ears and eyes. Our entertaining visual stories illustrate YAH's thoughts.
29

The earth [mysteriously] shoots out the
‘fruit.’ Then the farmer rushes in. He
swings his sickle. He harvests the
grain.”
Good ground makes a seemingly magical harvest.
On bad soils, farmers pour fertilizer plus chemicals
to kill weeds, fungus and bugs.

YAH's Kingdom Is Like A Seed That
Grows Tall
Mark 4:30 YahShua asks his followers,
“To what can we compare the Dominion
of [Yahweh] the Eloah, ___? What illustration should we use to describe YAH's
Kingdom?
31

*

is like a grain of
mustard seed, ___. When you
put it in the ground, it's the
[YAH's Dominion]
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smallest of all the seeds on the
earth.
Plant YAH's word in children, then the children
grow up to be benefits, not menaces, to society.
One small act of kindness to a child could prevent
that child from becoming a drug-addict or a murderer.
32

But after [you] plant the seed, ___, it
grows up. It becomes greater than all
plants. It shoots out such big branches
that sky-birds can live under its shade!”
A True Disciple NEVER Lectures; He
Entertains
33 YahShua speaks many [dramatic visual]
stories like these. He fills his followers'
minds with as much of YAH's Thoughts
as they are able to ‘hear.’ 34 YahShua
never speaks to any public group without using short, dramatic, visual allegories, ___. Then later YahShua privately explains all the hidden meanings
of these parables to his close disciples.
Yahshua Calms A Torrential Storm
35 The day [passes, ___]. Evening falls. YahShua says
to [his disciples],
“Let’s cross over to the other side of [Heathen Circle]
Lake.”

YahShua [secretly] boards the boat,
___. The disciples send away the
crowd. The [disciples] climb into the boat.
Other boats follow. 37 A furious windstorm blows up, ___. The waves break
over the boat! The [hull] fills with water.
36

*YahShua sleeps [peacefully, ___].
His head [rests] on a cushion at
the back of the [rocking, sinking]
boat. The disciples wake
YahShua. They shout, ‘Teacher,
don't you even care?! We're
gonna’ drown!!’ 39 *YahShua
stands up. He orders the wind
to stop [blowing]. He commands
the waves,
“Peace. Be still.”
The wind stops, ___! The
great lake smooths to a glassy
38
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calm. Mark 4:40 *YahShua asks his
disciples,
“Why are you so fearful, ___?
How is it that you have no
faith?”
41 *YahShua's disciples shake
in [pants-wetting] terror, ___. They
ask each other, “Who [or what] is
YahShua? Even the wind and
the waves obey Him!”

Mark 5
YAHshua Sends A Demoniac's Spirits Into Pigs

1 YahShua & his disciples land [their boat] on the other
side of [Heathen Circle] Lake, in the territory of the
Gadarenes.
Gerasa.

YahShua climbs out of the boat, ___.
Immediately a man possessed by an
evil spirit runs out from a cemetery to
confront YahShua. 3 (This demon-man
lives in the burial caves. No one has
been able to keep him tied up, not even
with chains.) 4 *Many groups of
2

strong men have tied ‘Demonman’ with iron chains, leg-cuffs
and arm-shackles. Yet he tears
apart every chain. He shatters
the shackles into bits, ___!
Nobody has the strength to
tame ‘Demon-man.’ 5 *Night
and day, ‘Demon-man’ constantly wanders among the
tombs and through the hills,
___. He howls [at the moon]. He
cuts gashes into his skin with
[sharp] stones.
If you voluntarily pierce or permanently mark your
skin, you're probably under the control of demons.

'Demon-man’ sees YahShua from a
long way off, ___. He runs. He falls
down [on his knees] before YahShua. 7
6

*'Demon-man’ shrieks. He
screams at the top of his lungs,
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“What do you want with me,
you son of [Yahweh] the Eloah ([the]
Supreme Elohim)? Swear to
[Yahweh] the Eloah that you won't
torture me!”
Just like the high priest before killing Yahshua, this
demon tries to get Yahshua to swear an oath.

For YahShua has already said to
‘Demon-man',
“Unclean spirit, come out of this man!”
8

*YahShua asks ‘Demon-man’,
“What's your name?”
The unclean spirit answers,
“My name is Legion. Lots of us
demons infest this [body].”
9

Schizoid. Multiple personality disorder.

The unclean spirit(s) beg
YahShua again and again not to banish
them from the country, ___. 11 [Meanwhile,] on a nearby hill, a large herd of
about 2000 pigs mosey about, feeding,
[rooting, farting, oinking, ignoring demon-man].
Mark 5:10

The pig herd is worth about the price of upscale
suburban home in a thriving city like London.

The whole legion of unclean spirits
They beg
YahShua, “[Don't destroy us!] Send us into
the pigs. Let us infest them!” 13
12

[cry out from inside Demon-man].

*YahShua gives the demons
permission to invade the pigs'
[bodies]. [So] the unclean spirits fly
out of ‘Demon-man.’ [Up the hill they
fly!] They enter the [2000 unclean]
pigs. The whole [nasty] swineherd runs violently down a
steep bank. [They careen] into the
lake. They drown. 14 The [now-unemfarmhands [tear off] running. [They]
tell the city dwellers and the countryfolk all about this [terrifying, destructive] exorcism, ___. Crowds of people flock out
to see [the dead floating demon-pigs]. 15 The [region's] people run to YahShua. They see
the guy (who had been possessed by
the devil and a legion [of demons]). He sits
[on a rock], clothed, in his right mind! [Inployed]

1589

mob of demons and drowning a herd of disease-incubating giant rats,]

___.

the people

[shudder]

in terror,

An irrational response. The people should have
been overjoyed to see demon-man healed and the
nasty pigs dead.
16 The pig-farmers who had watched the exorcism
tell the crowd how [YahShua cast the legion of evil spirits out of ‘Deand into the pigs. 17 *The people
start begging YahShua, “Leave
our territory!” [“Never come back!”]
mon-man’]

People kick out the guy who did the miracle. That's
human nature. Get ready to show up in places [especially churches] to help people learn YAH's Word
and have them get irrationally scared of you and
ask you to leave.

YahShua climbs back into
the boat. The man who had been possessed by the ‘legion of demons’ begs
YahShua, “Let me go with you.” 19 Yet
YahShua [refuses to] let [ex-Demon-man] come,
___. Instead YahShua orders him,
“Go to your home and to your friends.
Tell them what great things the Adonai
[Yahweh] in his mercy has done for you.”
Mark 5:20 So the “Man of the Tombs”
leaves the cemetery area. He travels to
[the] Decapolis [the Ten Cities]. There he
launches into broadcasting what great
miracles YahShua performed for him.
Everyone [gasps,] amazed, ___.
Yahshua Heals A Synagogue Ruler's
Daughter
21 YahShua [boards] a boat. He crosses
back over to the other side of HeathenCircle Lake [Galilee]. At the shore, a huge
crowd gathers around him. 22 Suddenly
Jairus {Goldshine}, one of the rulers of
the synagogue, sees YahShua. [Jairus]
runs up. He falls at YahShua's feet.
18 [So, ___,]

Jairus is in league with the assassins who keep attempting to murder Yahshua.

Jairus {Goldshine} desperately begs
YahShua, “My little daughter lies at the
point of death. Please! Come lay your
hands on her. [Then YAH] will heal her.
[She'll] live!” 24 YahShua [runs] with Jairus
{Goldshine}, [even though Jairus is a co-conspirator in
the murder plot against YahShua]. Many people
follow. They press in on YahShua from
23

stead of thanking and paying YahShua for getting rid of a
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every side. 25 [Lost] in this thronging
crowd [hobbles] a woman who has hemorrhaged blood for 12 years, ___. 26

*This bleeding woman has suffered many [botched and unnecessary operations and poison medication trials] under
[the so-called ‘care’ of] many physicians, ___. She's has spent everything she had. Yet her [health
providers] have given her no
health benefit. The doctors left
her sicker [than ever].
Typical medical system. Iatrogenic disease is the
leading cause of preventable death on earth.
You're sick because you have ‘good’ health insurance.

*'Bleeding-lady’ has heard
about YahShua. So, in the
crowd, she struggles up behind
YahShua. She [reaches out]. [She]
touches his clothes. 28 *[‘Bleeding-lady’] reasons, “If I can just
touch YahShua's clothes, [YAH]
will heal me!” 29 *Immediately,
[the bleeding-lady's] hemorrhaging
stops, ___! [YAH] heals her disease. Her body immediately
surges with [strength]. Mark 5:30
27

YahShua immediately perceives inside
himself that [YAH's] power has gone out
[through] him, ___. He spins around in
the crowd. [He grins.] He asks,
“Who touched my clothes?”
Likely knowing the answer.
31 YahShua's disciples ask him, “You see the [throng
of] people pressing in on you. Yet still you ask, ‘Who
touched me?’” 32 YahShua looks around to see the
woman who had touched him, ___.
Of course, Yahshua knows who it was. He's playing
with children.

The woman, frightened and trembling, knowing YahShua has healed
her, weaves [through the crowd]. She falls
down before YahShua. She tells him
the whole truth. 34 YahShua says to [the
ex-bleeding Lady],
33
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“Daughter, your faith has healed you.
Go in peace. [Stay] healed from your disease.”
After Yahshua fixes you, you still need to work to
stay fixed.

Christ Raises His Enemy's 'Dead'
Girl To Life
35 While YahShua speaks, people from
the synagogue-ruler's house [run] up.
They [gasp], “[Jairus,] your daughter lies
dead. Why trouble the Teacher [YahShua]
any further?”
They have no faith. Get away from faithless people.

*But YahShua ignores the [unbelievers’ faithless] comments, ___.
YahShua tells the ruler of the
synagogue,
“Don't be afraid; just believe.”
36

It's best to ignore most of what faithless people
say.

YahShua lets no one follow him, except Peter {Rock}, and (the brothers)
James {Heel-Grabber} & JAHn.
37

Keep doubters away if you want to do miracles.
Many faithless people work in churches.

YahShua comes to the house of the
ruler of the synagogue. He sees a great
commotion. People [stagger around] loudly
weeping and wailing. 39 YahShua walks
inside. He says to the mourners,
“Why are you sobbing and [spawning] confusion? The girl isn't dead. She's
asleep.”
38

Not #2837 koimao / k ma (‘deep sleep’ / figuratively, dead). Merely asleep, like the apostles at
Gethsemane.

The mourners laugh YahShua
to scorn, ___. YahShua puts all the
mourners outside. Then YahShua takes
the father & mother of the [“dead”] girl
plus Peter {Rock}, James {Heel-Grabber},
& JAHn. [They] walk into [the bedroom]
where the girl lies.
Mark 5:40

Get rid of the unbelievers before you do a miracle.
They ridiculed Jesus. They'll ridicule you and me.
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*YahShua takes the girl by
the hand, ___. He says to her,
“Talitha cumi” ("Get up, little
girl!”)
42 *Immediately the 12-yearold [‘dead’] girl pops up, ___! She
walks [to the living room]! Everyone
[shouts for joy,] astounded, ecstatic,
mega-astonished. 43 YahShua
41

strictly orders the onlookers,
“Don't tell anyone [I healed] the [girl].”
Then YahShua commands the [onlookers],
“Give her something to eat.”

Mark 6
[Lake Galilee, ___].

He

[trudges]

with his

Sabbath day comes. YahShua starts to
teach in the synagogue [where he grew up].
Crowds stand astonished when they
hear him [speak], ___. They rave,
“Where did this man get all this [insight
and talent]? What wisdom has been given
to him! What [makes] such miraculous
powers flow from his hands? 3 —Isn't
this [just YahShua] the carpenter, the son
of Mary, the brother of James {HeelGrabber}, Jose, Juda and Simon {Listener}?
Aren’t YahShua's sisters here with us?”
The synagogue's congregants scandalize YahShua.
disciples back to Nazareth, his hometown. 2

Jesus may have done some carpentry. But he wasn't just a carpenter.

*So YahShua answers
the congregation,
“The only place people
refuse to honor a
prophet is in his home
town [country], and among
4
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his own relatives, and in
his own house.”
So [in his old ‘stomping grounds’] YahShua can
do no mighty miracles, ___, except
that he lays his hands upon a few sick
folk, and heals them.
5

Your faith determines whether miracles can be
done in your life.

YahShua marvels at [the stubborn, blind]
faithlessness [of his native people, ___]. He
[shakes the dust off of his feet. Then he] leaves
[Nazareth]. He [hikes] around to other villages. He teaches [them].
YAHshua Sends out His 12 Homeless Apostles
6

*YahShua calls to himself His
12 [core] disciples. He begins to
send them out in [missionary] pairs
[2x2]. He gives them authority
over unclean [evil] spirits.
7

The Messiah's HomeTown Church
Rejects Him
1 YahShua leaves

1591

Like the Mormons, we should always try to go out
on evangelistic missions in same-sex (non-homosexual) pairs, for companionship, accountability,
and to make doubly-witnessed verifiable reports of
our mission adventures.

*YahShua commands His 12
disciples to take nothing for
their journey, except a staff,
___. No [wallet, no food pouch], no
bread, no money in their belts.
8

Sometimes you get to keep tools you're using in
YAH's service. And sometimes you must go out
with nothing but your clothes and a walking stick.
But in every case, disciples are never to collect or
pack around personal residential baggage. Everything we have is to be used for the Kingdom or
sold to benefit the poor, or we are in disobedience.
9 [YahShua says,]

“Wear sandals. But don't take extra
clothes.”
Mark 6:10 YahShua continues,
“ ___, whenever you enter a house, [a
home or a place of worship], stay there until you
leave that area.
On mission trips, don't go bouncing around from
building to building. If you are in a town and the
people want your message, they'll find you where
you're staying. If they don't want your message
enough to come to you and to be hospitable to you
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where you show up, move on to the next town. Be
a guest in only one home. Be content there until
you leave. If there are 3 churches in a neighborhood, you don't need to make presentations to
half-empty rooms in all 3 churches. If the people of
the town really want to hear YAH's Word, they'll
find you. They'll pack standing-room-only at the
first church you get to. Don't wear yourself out to
visit family after family, church after church, who
won't even walk down the street to hear YAH's
message.

*
Some places may not welcome
you or listen to you, ___. If
they don't, shake the dust off
your feet when you leave. That
will be a witness against the
people living there. I tell you
the rock-solid [truth], the punishment will be more tolerable for
the sinners of Sodom & Gomorrha in the day of judgment,
than for the city [that rejects you, My
obedient disciples].”
11

Perhaps when they see you shaking their town's
dust off of your feet, they'll realize that they have
wronged YAH's people. Maybe that strong visual
image will stick in their minds and make them reconsider their faithlessness. Peterson: If you're not
welcomed, not listened to, quietly withdraw. Don't
make an [ugly] scene. [Smile] and be on your
way.'

*YahShua's 12 disciples hike
out [across the country]. They herald,
“People, repent!” 13 *[YahShua's]
disciples cast out many
demons, ___. And they anoint
many sick people with oil. And
[YAH] heals the [patients]!
12

Christians should be able to cast out demons and
heal people, (or at least be in fellowship with people who can). Are you in frequent contact with anyone who can exorcize and heal people? If not,
there's a problem.

Herod's Sluts Get John the Baptist
Beheaded
14 Meanwhile, ___, [false] king Herod
hears of YahShua's fame spreading
across the earth. [Clueless pervert ‘king’]
Herod [stupidly] says, “YahShua is JAHn
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the Immerser risen from the dead.
That's why miraculous powers operate
in YahShua.” 15 Other people say,
“YahShua is EliYah.” And others say,
“YahShua is a fortune-teller, like one of
the [great] prophets of long ago.” 16
Herod hears [people arguing about YahShua's identity]. Herod keeps on [ranting between drug
shots], “YahShua is JAHn! I'm [sorry I] cut
his head off! JAHn has risen from the
dead [to murder me]!” 17 *(Herod [flashes
back to a few months earlier]:

He sends
soldiers to seize JAHn. They
chain JAHn in prison, intending
to murder him because [Herod's
fake-wife (named Herodias) hates JAHn. (Herodias
has divorced Philip, Herod's brother].

So
Herodias has unlawfully married false-King Herod [thus becoming
a false-queen].)
Tell people the truth about what the bible says
about divorce and remarriage and you'll find out
why the Romans and Jews tried to kill every Christian they could hunt down. Overnight, you'll become a persecuted Christian.

*JAHn warns [king]
Herod, “It violates [universal] Law for you to ‘marry’ your brother’s wife,
18

[even though she's ‘legally’ divorced
and ‘legally’ remarried to you].”
Herodias hated John because John told Herod the
truth that women cannot divorce their husbands
and marry other men. [That's adultery, no matter
what any pagan court judge may decree, and no
matter the reason, except in the odd case of incestuous/homosexual marriage or broken engagements.]

Herodias [sits stewing in fury,
grudge against JAHn, dying to
kill him. But [without Herod's approval], [Herodias]
lies powerless.
19

So

[‘Queen’]

nursing her]

Divorcees hate it when you point out that remarriage after divorce is unbiblical.

Herod [lives in] awe [& fear of] JAHn,
knowing that JAHn is a righteous and
holy man. Herod [surveils] JAHn. When
Mark 6:20
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Herod hears JAHn [speak, Herod shakes, massively] disturbed, yet intrigued.
OR: Herod sought to protect John.

chance [to kill JAHn] finally
comes. [False-king] Herod's birthday arrives. Herod throws a [lavish] dinner party for his nobles, high officials, palace
aides, military commanders, and the
leading citizens of the Heathen Circle,
___.
21 [Herodias's]

One of 3 birthdays in the bible, all disastrous days.
(True Hebrews do not celebrate birthdays.) Heathen Circle = Galilee.

*[Salome,] the daughter of
Herod's fake-wife Herodias
struts into [the royal court]. Salome
naughty-dances. She pleases
[false-King] Herod and the elite.
They sit [lustfully] watching her
[dirty] dance. [Pedophile] Herod [pants in
perverted heat]. He says to his [niece,
the slut] dancer, “Ask me for
whatever you want. I'll give it
to you.” [Salome raises her eyebrow. She
asks, “Anything?”] 23 *Herod swears
[this oath] to Salome, “Whatever
you ask of me, I'll give it you,
up to half of my kingdom.” 24
*Salome runs off [the dance floor].
She asks her [whore] mother [‘Queen’
Herodias], “What should I ask [from
the king]?” Herodias [slithers her snake
tongue through her murderous adulterous teeth],
“[Demand] the [severed] head of JAHn
the Immerser.” 25 *Salome
sprints back to the ‘king.’ [She]
demands, “I want you, right
now, to hand me on a platter
the head of JAHn the Immers22

er!” 26 *[False-king]

Herod
[shakes in terror,] greatly distressed, ___. Yet out of
respect for the [evil]
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oaths he swore before
his dinner guests, he
grants Salome's murderous wish.
Oaths can never be broken, especially not by a
king. Of course, for some oaths, such as Herod's,
the sin of breaking an evil oath is better then the
sin of keeping an evil oath. Herod should have said
to Salome, ‘I have no authority to do evil.’ A king's
Dominion does not include the power to do wrong,
only to do right.

*Immediately the [false] king
[barks to] an executioner, “Go!
Chop of JAHn's head. Return it
to the party!” So the executioner [stomps out] to the prison. There
he beheads JAHn.
27

The executioner should have said, “I have no authority to do evil, even on a king's command. I will
not murder, not even for my country.“ And the socalled ‘Christians’ in the military and the police
need to say the same thing.

*The executioner hauls JAHn's [bleeding head into the royal banquet hall. Its
28

neck tendons and muscles hang loose like
butchered beef].

He hands [the head] to
Salome on a platter. Salome
gives JAHn's head to her [evil,
grinning] mother. 29 JAHn's disciples
hear of JAHn's murder. They race [to
Herod's palace]. They pick up JAHn's [stinking,
headless] corpse. [They carry it to the countryside.
They] lay it in a tomb.
YAHshua Feeds 5,000 Men & Their
Families!
Mark 6:30 Meanwhile, YahShua's [12]
apostles gather together with YahShua.
Ecstatic, they tell him all the things
they did and taught [on their first solo missionary trip]. 31 *Huge crowds of people

come and go. So YahShua and
his apostles can't find a minute
to eat, ___. So YahShua says
to his [12] apostles,
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‘Let's get away from the
crowds. [We'll] rest for a while in
a deserted place.’
32 *[So] YahShua & his disciples
travel privately by boat to an
isolated spot, ___. 33 The crowd
watches YahShua & his disciples [sail]
away [in the boat]. Many people from the
crowd recognize YahShua. Soon crowds
come running on foot from every town,
___. They outrace YahShua's boat!
They mob him [as he tries to disembark].
Get out 'da way, let 'da Man come thru!

YahShua comes ashore. He sees the
huge crowd. His [heart] moves with compassion toward them, ___. They're like
[lost] sheep without a shepherd. [So] he
begins to teach these people many [revelations]. 35 Late the following afternoon,
YahShua's disciples straggle to him.
[They] say, “We're WAY out in the [barren]
wilderness. It's far too late [for these thousands of people to travel home to get food]. 36 —[So,
Master YahShua, please] send the people
away. Have them go into the country
around here, and into the villages, to
buy themselves food. They have nothing to eat.” 37 YahShua answers his disciples,
“You give the people [food] to eat!”
The disciples answer YahShua, “Should
we go and buy 200 silver coins worth of
bread, to feed this horde?!” 38 YahShua
answers his disciples,
“How many loaves do you have? Go
and see.”
[The disciples rush to check their food bag.] They answer, “[We have] 5 loaves [of bread] and 2
fish.” 39 YahShua commands his disciples to get
34

the whole crowd to sit down in groups on the green
grass. Mark 6:40 The people sit down in [many]
groups, ___, ranging from 50 to 100 people per

*YahShua picks up the 5
loaves and the 2 fishes. He
looks up to heaven. He [prays to
Yahweh to] bless [the food]. YahShua
breaks the loaves. Then he
group. 41
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hands the bread to his disciples to set before the crowd.
Then he divides the 2 fish. [His
disciples pass out fish pieces to] everyone.
42 *The whole crowd eats until
their bellies bulge, stuffed,
___. 43 The [disciples] pick up 12 baskets
full of [leftover uneaten bread] and fish fragments, ___! 44 *There on the hill-

side sit 5000 men,

[plus women and
children. They rub their bloated bellies. They burp
in satisfaction. They loosen their belts. They hunt
for ‘bathrooms.’ All because they've collectively]

shared

[the mystically multiplying 5 bread-

-loaves & 2 fish]!
If you could multiply food, you wouldn't need money.

Yahshua OutRuns A Boat On A
Stormy Lake!
45 Immediately YahShua gets his disciples into the boat. The disciples [set sail]
for the other side [of the lake where lies a town
called] Bethsadia [Fishing-House]. Meanwhile,
YahShua [stays on the shore]. He sends the
crowd away. 46 *[Finally] YahShua

gets the crowd dispersed, ___.
Then he runs uphill [from the shore].
He climbs a mountain to pray.
Night falls, ___. The [disciples’] ship
floats in the middle of the lake. Meanwhile, YahShua [prays] alone on the
mountain. 48 *YahShua sees his
47

disciples straining, rowing,
fighting the wind, ___. About
4AM YahShua [jumps off of the side of the
mountain. He flies like superman. He dives into the
water like Aquaman. He races like a swordfish]

toward the disciples in the
boat. YahShua [springs up out of the
lake]. He comes strutting [toward the
boat] on the water. [He races his disciples. He chuckles because he can walk on storm-waves faster than 12 strong men can row a
boat.]
“Come on, little girls! Put your back into it! Row
that boat! I'm nearly dead and I can walk on the
water faster than you ladies can row!” Strut/walk =
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Strong's #4043 : peripateo; to tread all around,
i.e. walk at large (especially as proof of ability).

*[Through the wind, fog and sleet,] the
disciples see YahShua strut on
the [stormy] lake, ___. They
shriek [like little girls]. They imagine
[that] YahShua is a ghost!
49

Scared out of their wits!

*The disciples all look
up. They see ‘the ghost’ [approaching them]. [They shake like] terrified [rats].
Immediately YahShua [yells to]
them,
“Courage! It's me! Never be
afraid!”
51 *YahShua struts [across the surging
water] to the disciples. He climbs
into the boat. The wind dies.
The disciples [stare at him,] overwhelmed with amazement.
Stunned, [they shake their heads, jaws on
the deck]. 52 The disciples fail to compreMark 6:50

hend

[that] the miracle of the [multiplying
loaves means that YahShua is Himself a walking supernatural miracle, an open channel for Yahweh's infinite might
to rush through to flood mankind with love].

The disciples’ hearts, [like ours, lie too] ‘hardened’ [to
see reality].
The truth could put down no roots into the disciples' stony hearts. So they somehow stayed unbelievers, like drug-addicts dependent on daily infusions of Yahshua's power to maintain their belief.

Jesus Heals Thousands Of Humble
Palestinians
53 YahShua and his disciples finish rowing & sailing across the great lake.
They anchor the boat at [a harp-shaped plain
in Palestine called] Gennesaret. 54 YahShua &
his disciples get out of the boat. Immediately the locals recognize YahShua. 55
The locals spring into action. They run
throughout that whole region. They
haul sick people on their stretchers to
any place where they hear YahShua

*Wherever
YahShua enters, into
[might travel]. 56
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villages, cities or countryside, people lay sick
[sufferers] in the streets.
The [patients] beg YahShua
to let them touch at
least the border [fringes] of
his clothing. And everyone who touches
YahShua gets healed,
___.
The people touched the tzitzit on Yahshua's cloak.
(Tzitzit are fringes decreed in the Mosaic Law. The
fringes remind people to obey YHVH's Laws.) So
this miracle is a reminder that healing comes
through obedience to the principles of Law that
come from every Word of YHVH, both Older and
Newer Testaments.

Mark 7
Religionists Rag Jesus Over HandWashing
1 Then the [holier-than-thou] Pharisees and
some of the [lying] Law-professors [storm
north] from Jerusalem. [They] gang up on
YahShua, ___. 2 *The religionists

see some of YahShua's disciples eating bread with ‘defiled’
(unwashed) hands. The religionists [wrongly] judge
YahShua's disciples [subject to a
penalty for] violating the [Mosaic] law.
(The Pharisees, and all the Jews who
adhere to the tradition of [such] ‘elders’,
avoid eating until they [ritually] wash
their hands.
3

This ritual hand-washing varies in practice from
scrubbing hard to the wrists like surgeons before
surgery, to merely going through the motions of a
'ceremonial' hand-washing, pouring water over
cupped hands.

When the Jews come from the market, unless they [ritually] wash, they
refuse to eat. And there are many other
[non-scripturally-mandated] traditional rules
4
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which the Jews have taken upon themselves to [legislate as if they were YAH's Laws],
such as [ritually] washing cups, pots, copper vessels and tables.) 5 This [spiritual
lynch-mob of] Pharisees & scribes challenges YahShua. They [yell,] “Why do
your disciples fail to walk according to
the tradition of [our] elders? Your [stooges]
eat bread with unwashed hands!”
Jesus Condemns Empty Religious
Traditionalism

*YahShua answers the religionists,
“IsaiYah perfectly prophesies
about you hypocrites: [Isaiah]
writes, ‘This populace honors
me with their lips, ___; but
their heart[s stay] far [away] from
me.
6

7

*—

worship me in
vain, ___. They teach
[mere] commandments of
men as [if their rules were divine]
doctrines!’
[Religionists]

(Isaiah 29:13.) Con-artist preachers brainwash you
to believe that ‘God’ commands you to obey everything the nation's leaders say, (because of the bogus ‘Divine Right’ to rule). Every denomination promotes bogus rules.

*
—You [false Judeo-Christian leaders] drop
Yahweh's commandments to
hold tight the traditions of
men.”
8

[Ritually] washing pots & cups is just the beginning
of religionists' long list of disobedience [disguised
as devotion]. With both hands, they clutch their legalistic rules to the death.

*YahShua continues to
[blast] the religionists,
9
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“You perfect the art of
rejecting Yahweh's
commandments to perpetuate your own
habit[s].
Jesus Condemns Social Insurance
Systems

*
For Moses decrees,
‘Honor, [pay & support] your
father and your mother.’
And ‘whoever curses,
Mark 7:10

[slights, short-changes, or fails to

father or mother, dies, destroyed.’
support his]

(Exodus 20:12; Deuteronomy 5:16), (Exodus
21:17; Leviticus 20:9) A bedrock, non-negotiable
principle of Law: care of the elderly parents is the
responsibility of their own children, NOT of Society!
Abolish social security aka social insurance from
your life.

*
But you [statists] say, "Our
system enables any citizen to live free of the
responsibility to support
his parents in their old
age or sickness! All [the
son or daughter] has to say is,
‘Sorry Mom and Dad, but
I gave the Corban [So11

cial-Security / Social Insurance]

System all the money I
was supposed to set
aside for your retirement.’"
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Corban = Social Security (Social Insurance). At the
time Yahshua said this, Social Security was run by
scammer priests in the Jewish temple. Now government clerics run the same phony system in a
secular temple called [in the U.S.] the Social Security Administration, which NOBODY has to join, yet
almost everyone joins. The world dangles carrots
in front of your donkey-face until you VOLUNTEER
to pay into their corrupt, bankrupt SOCIAL insurance scams. Then the world declares you free of
any legal duty to take care of your parents, thus
destroying the Creator-designed framework of society. So pretty soon Grandma leaves Grandpa to
run off with a Sugar-Daddy. What you children
think (about Grandma's turning her feather-bed
into a bed of adultery) doesn't mean much to
Grandma, because you kids and your church aren't
paying Grandma's bills. The Social Security Administration is Grandma's provider now. And the ‘Government’ couldn't care less who beds your Grandma.

*
You no longer teach the people
[YAH's specific] command that all
children must personally take
care of their fathers and mothers. [You ignore this foundational societal princi12

ple of life on earth. The penalty for disobeying this
command is gradual collapse of the family, precipitating eventual collapse of global society.]
Religious people, whose duty is to maintain YAH's
system whereby children take care of their parents, instead allow parasitic Ponzi-Schemes like
Social ‘Security’ / Social ‘Insurance’ to tear apart
and bankrupt society.

*
Thus you [religionists] castrate the word of Yahweh through your tradition, which you, [not Moses,]
handed down. And
that's just the tip [of the
13

iceberg of your cunning religionite
tricks].”

14 [The religionists stand there, shaking, red-faced, furious, clenching their teeth, mad with lust to kill YahShua.]

YahShua calls all the people to himself.
He says to them,
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“Listen to me every one of you. Understand, ___:
Jesus Says Food Is Physical, Not
Spiritual

*
No [physical] thing outside a man's
body can (by entering his
body) [spiritually] defile him, ___.
Rather, the [immoral words] that
come OUT of a man defile the
man.
15

The body is a separate system from the Spirit.
Oaths and curses defile people. Food does not directly affect your Spirit. Yet you should still take
care of your body. An unhealthy diet weakens your
body, making you less able to use your body to do
good. Toxins accumulate to reduce or eliminate
your ability to bear spiritual ‘fruit’.
16

Do your ears
[up].”

[hear],

___?

[Then]

listen

17 YahShua leaves the crowd. He enters a house,
___. His disciples ask him [to explain] the riddle of [a
man getting defiled by what comes out of him] .

18

YahShua

says to his disciples,
“Are you really as dull [as the worldlings, ___]?
Don't you ‘get’ that whatever object
from outside enters a man, can't [possibly] profane his [spirit]?
Food cannot in itself make you spiritually pure or
impure. But the quality and cleanliness of your
food affects your body's health, which affects your
effectiveness.

*
Tangible food never enters any
man's [spiritual] mind, ___. Food
[and bacteria] pass [down] into the belly. Then [pretty soon a bowel movement
flushes the food] down the poopchute. [So eventually everything that went into
the man's mouth washes back into the soil.] ”
19

The food does enter the physical heart (and can
easily wreck that heart). But food does not directly
touch the spiritual ‘heart.‘ Almost all the commercial translations here contain a scribally-penned,
added (bogus, untrue, dangerous) lie that reads:
“In saying this, Jesus declared all foods ‘clean’.” Jesus said no such thing! Eating dead rats, pigs,
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dogs, cats, shellfish, etc. will still make you sick.
Use your brain.

*YahShua continues,
“What comes OUT of the man is
what [spiritually] defiles the man,
___.”
Mark 7:20

Sin Comes From Within Corrupt Humans

*
For from within, out of the
heart of men, come out evil
thoughts, adulteries, fornications, murders—
21

22

—thefts

[greed],

covetousness

[wanting other

people's stuff or benefits you didn't pay for],

wickedness, deceit, lewdness, an evil eye
[envy], blasphemy [slander], pride [arrogance],
foolishness, [all come from the heart].
23

All these evil [abominations] come from
within. [Sins, not bacteria,] defile the human,
___.”
All these sins vomit from the heart. Your [spiritual
core] is the source of your pollution.

Yahshua Heals A Hated Foreign
Possessed Girl
24 [Rejected and threatened,] YahShua [hikes away]
from Galilee, ___. [He] journeys [west]
into the [depressed Palestinian] region of Tyre
[Rock-Town] & Sidon {Fish-Town}. YahShua
[ducks] inside a house. [There he tells everyone to
keep his presence top secret.] But [of course, people
blab]. YahShua can't escape notice [without
miraculously vanishing]. 25 Instead, a woman
with a little daughter possessed by an
unclean [evil] spirit runs up. The [mother]
falls down at YahShua's feet, ___. 26
The woman (a Greek of Syrophenician
descent) begs YahShua to cast the devil out of her daughter. 27 But YahShua
[smiles, remembering a common Jewish anti-Pagan joke] .
He [sarcastically] replies to her,
“First let [me] feed the children. It's not
right to take the children's bread and
cast it to the dogs.”
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Christ tests the woman to see if she responds in
humility to the popular notion that her pagan people were ‘dogs’.

*The mother answers
YahShua, “Yes, Master. Yet the
dogs under the table eat the
children's crumbs.”
28

Instead of being offended, she shows great humility. So he grants her request.

YahShua answers the mother,
“What a [great humble] answer! [Run] on
home. The demon has left your daughter.”
29

A soft answer turns away wrath.

The mother sprints to her
house, ___. [She] finds the girl lying on
the couch, the demon gone!
Yahshua Heals A Heathen DeafMute
31 YahShua leaves the area of Tyre
{Rock-Port}, ___. [He then hikes] through
Sidon {Fish-Town}. [Then he trudges back]
down [east] to Heathen Circle Lake [Galilee].
[Finally he straggles northeast into] into the [Syrian]
area known as the ‘Ten Cities [Decapolis]‘.
32 The people carry to YahShua a deaf
man with a speech impediment. They
beg YahShua to lay His [healing] hand on
the deaf/mute. 33 YahShua takes the
deaf-mute away from the [faithless]
crowd. YahShua puts His fingers into
the deaf-mute's ears. Then YahShua
spits. Then he touches the deaf-mute's
tongue, ___! 34 Looking up to [YAH in]
heaven, YahShua sighs. Then says to
the deaf-mute,
“Ephphatha!” (“Open!”)
Mark 7:30

“Hippatach!”

*Immediately, ___, the
deaf-mute's ears open. [YAH]
frees his tongue. He speaks
plainly! 36 YahShua orders the peo35

ple,
“Don't tell anyone
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But the more YahShua commands them
[to keep his secret, ___], the more zealously
they spread the news.
Probably reverse psychology.

People [race around,] stunned beyond
measure. They rave, “Everything
YahShua does is wonderful! He makes
deaf [people] hear! He makes mute [people]
speak!”
37

Mark 8

1599

ciples. They set the [broken] loaves before the [crowd of] people. 7 [YahShua's disciples
find] a few small fish, ___. YahShua
blesses the fish. Then YahShua commands [his disciples] to set the fish before
the crowd. 8 *The whole crowd

eats ‘til they're stuffed! Then
they gather 7 [large] baskets [full]
of broken leftover food! 9
*About 4000 men, [plus women and
children, sit happily digesting that multiplying mira-

Jesus Teaches A Hungry Horde For
3 Days
1 Days pass, ___. Soon another large
crowd gathers. They have nothing to
eat. [YahShua teaches the hungry people for THREE
DAYS without feeding them. Then] YahShua calls
for his disciples to come to him.

It's commonly overlooked that Yahshua let the
people starve for 3 days, to weed out the welfare-baby majority who had just come for the free
food. Fasting makes you stronger. A man who has
fasted for 40 days doesn't want to listen to people
whining about fasting for a couple of days. Most
people act like they're going to die just because
they hear their stomach growl in the afternoon
while they're digesting lunch. If you think you're on
the path of discipleship and yet you're still not frequently fasting, you're deceiving yourself. Real disciples fast.

YahShua says,
“I have compassion on the multitude,
___. They've stayed with me for 3
days. [They] have nothing to eat.
Yahshua Feeds 4000 Men & Their
Families!
2

3

—If I send the crowd away fasting,
they'll faint on the way to their houses.
Some of them came from far away.”
4 YahShua's disciples answer YahShua, “Where in
this desert can anyone find enough food to feed all

YahShua asks his disciples,
“How many loaves do you have?”
The disciples answer, “7.” 6 YahShua
commands the crowd,
“Sit down on the ground!”
[So down they sit, ___.] YahShua grabs the 7
loaves. He gives thanks [to Yahweh]. He
breaks [the bread]. He hands it to his disthese people?” 5
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the

[crowd]

Then YahShua sends
away [home].

Palestinian Jews Demand A Miracle
From Jesus
Mark 8:10 Immediately YahShua boards a boat
with his disciples. They [row & sail] to the area [in Palestine

There the [snake-hearted rePharisees storm in. They
launch into interrogating YahShua.
They demand that YahShua show them
a sign from heaven. They test [and tempt]
him. 12 *YahShua sighs deeply,
called]

Dalmanutha. 11

ligious pretender]

from his heart. [He] asks,
“Why do these [snake-spirit]spawned [hypocrites] chase after
[paranormal] signs? I tell you [religionists] the rock-solid [Truth]. I refuse
to perform miracle tricks for
[you].”
13 YahShua [stomps out. He] leaves those [religionite] Pharisees. [He] re-boards the boat. He crosses to the
other side of Heathen Circle Lake [Galilee].

Yahshua Warns: Pride Puffs You Up
Like Yeast
14 YahShua [sees] that his disciples forgot to bring bread onto the boat. They
have only 1 loaf. 15 YahShua orders his
disciples,
“Watch out! Beware of the ‘yeast’ of the
[religionite] Pharisees, ___. [And] stay away
from of the ‘yeast’ of [false-King] Herod.
Stay away from Pharisee-Pfungus: Pride.

YahShua's disciples dispute among
themselves. [They blame each other, ___.] They
say, ‘YahShua warned us about yeast
16
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because we have

[to buy] bread. [The assassins might sell us poison yeast to kill us.]’

The disciples knew that Herod and the religionites
were constantly scheming and attempting to murder Yahshua.

Aware of their [clueless] discussion,
YahShua asks his disciples,
“Why are you debating each other
about having no bread? Don’t you see
or understand yet? Are your hearts still
[hard as] rocks?
17

18

You have eyes, ___. Don’t you see?
You have ears. Don’t you hear? Don’t
you remember [anything]?
19

After I broke the 5 loaves and fed 5000
[men], how many baskets full of food
fragments did you collect?”
The disciples answer YahShua, “12.”
Yahshua can get bread just by blinking. He's not
concerned about food.
Mark 8:20

“And when I stretched 7 loaves to feed
4000 [men], how many baskets full of
broken food pieces did you pick up?”
YahShua's disciples answer, “7 baskets.” 21 YahShua asks his disciples,
“How can you [still] fail to understand,
___?”
Yahshua Heals a Blind Man At FishHouse Town
22 YahShua arrives [back] at [the town called]
Bethsaida [Fishing-House], ___. People
drag a blind man to [YahShua]. They beg
YahShua to [lay His healing] touch [on] the
blind guy. 23 YahShua grabs the blind
man by the hand, then leads him out of
the town. YahShua spits on the blind
man's eyes. Then YahShua puts His
hands on the blind man, and asks,
"Do you see anything?”
or 'put saliva on'

The blind man looks up. He says, “I
see men walking! They look like trees.”
24

*YahShua again puts his
hands on the [blind-man's] eyes. He
makes the man look up. The
25
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man recovers perfect sight,
___! He sees [the people] and everything in bright, clear [20-20 focus]. 26 YahShua sends home the healed
blind-man, saying,
“Don't go into the town. And don't say
anything about my healing you to any
of the townspeople.”
Peter Identifies Yahshua As YAH's
Messiah
27 YahShua and his disciples travel on to the villages around Caesarea Philippi [Caesar's Horse-Town],
___. On the way YahShua asks his disciples,
“Who do men say I am?”
28 YahShua's disciples answer Him, “Some [people]
say you're JAHn the Immerser. Others say you're
EliYah. Others say you're one of [various other ancient He-

prophets.” 29 YahShua asks his disciples,
“But who do YOU say I am?”
Peter {Rock} answers, “You are [YAH's]
Messiah.” Mark 8:30 YahShua warns his
disciples,
“Do not tell anyone about me.”
Yahshua Predicts His Own Death &
Resurrection
brew]

*YahShua begins to reveal [his
immediate future] to his disciples:
[I,] the ‘Son of Adam’, [soon] suffer many tortures. The [Jewish] elders, the chief priests, and the
religious writers [and lawyers] reject [me]. They assassinate [me].
But after 3 days, [I] rise again.”
31

‘3 [literal, complete 72-hour] days’ = buried on
Wednesday sundown as the special Passover ‘Sabbath’ begins, then raised Saturday evening as the
normal 7th-day Sabbath ends and the work week
begins.

*YahShua speaks openly, [predicting his own assassination, ___]. Peter
{Rock} grabs YahShua. He [spins
YahShua around]. He starts [forbidding]
YahShua, [ordering him to change course to
avoid being tortured, rejected and killed]. 33
*YahShua spins [back] around,
32
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___. He looks at his disciples.
YahShua rebukes Peter {Rock},
“You get behind me, Satan.
You have no interest in the
things of Yahweh. [You love] the
[trifles] of men.”
A Believer Surrenders Everything,
Even Life

*YahShua calls the
crowd and his disciples.
He says to them,
“Whoever wants to follow me must deny himself, ___. He [must] pick
up his [own] execution-stake, then follow me
34

[through voluntary submission to torturous life and death, followed by resurrection].

*
—For whoever lives to
preserve his [physical] life,
___, loses [all life]. But
whoever loses his [physical] life to obey me and
spread [YAH's] amazing
messages, he saves his
life.
35

The true good news of Yah's Dominion causes conflict with man's dominions. In contrast, ‘greasygrace’ and religious legalism are money-making
doctrines.

*
For ___, what profit
would a man net, if he
36
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gains the whole world,
yet loses his own soul?
ZERO! Negative return!

*
What could be possibly
worth trading your lifespirit for, ___?
37

Nothing.

*
So, ___, whoever is embarrassed about me and my words
in this adulterous and sinful [human] race, [I] the ‘Son of Adam’
stand ashamed of him, when [I]
reappear in the glory of [Yahweh
my] Father, [surrounded] by [his] holy
angels.”
38

For humility, Yahshua actually spoke of Himself in
the 3rd person here.

Mark 9
Yahshua Transfigures Into Celestial
Glory

*YahShua says to the crowd,
(including his disciples,)
“I tell you the truth, ___.
Some [people who now] stand here do
not taste death before they see
the kingdom of [Yahweh] the Eloah
appear [on earth] with power.”
1

Probably a reference to the powerful earthquake,
eclipse, etc. at Yahshua's crucifixion (and resurrection).

Six days later, YahShua privately
takes Peter {Rock}, James {Heel-Grabber},
and JAHn. He leads them up a high
mountain, ___. There YahShua transfigures! [He changes form.] 3 YahShua's
clothes shine dazzling white, like snow
[in the sun, ___,] whiter than anyone in the
2
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*Then
[ancient prophets] EliJah {JAH-Is-El} &
Moses appear, ___. [They] begin
talking with YahShua. 5 Peter
world could bleach

[anything]. 4

blurts out to YahShua,
“Master, it's a good thing we're here!
Let us erect 3 shelters [shrines / memorials]:
1 for you, 1 for Moses, and 1 for EliYah.
{Rock}[foolishly]

The first proposed Christian church-building-drive
lacked complexity. Peter hadn't yet thought up
pledge-cards and church mortgages.

Stunned and terrified [by visions of ‘dead’
Peter {Rock} just [blurts] out
words without thinking, ___. 7 *A
6

prophets],

cloud overshadows

[& envelops
YahShua, the resurrected prophets, and the 3
goons, ___]. [YAH's]

voice

[thunders]

out

of the cloud,
“[Shut it, Peter!] This [YahShua] is
My beloved Son. [Stop bleating about
building church buildings!] Listen to
YahShua!”
Suddenly Peter {Rock}, James {Heel& JAHn look around, ___. [They]
see only YahShua. 9 YahShua hikes [Peter, James and JAHn] down from the mountain. [YahShua] orders them to tell no man
8

Grabber}

[about having seen Moses and EliYah, hearing YAH's
voice, and seeing YahShua shine],

until [he,] the
“Son of Adam,” rises from the dead. Mark
9:10 [Peter, James & JAHn] keep the [transfiguration episode] a secret, ___. But they keep debating with one another what “rising from the dead” means.

John The Baptist = The New
Prophet EliJah
11 [Peter, James and JAHn] ask YahShua, “Why
do the scribal [law-teachers] say that EliJah
must return before the Messiah [comes to
earth]?” 12 *YahShua answers,

“Yes, [prophets foretell that a new] EliJah
precedes [the Messiah], to set everything in order, ___. [Yet] the
Scripture demands that [I] the
‘Son of Adam,’ still must suffer
many [tortures], including rejection [by society].
13
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I further reveal to you, ___, that EliJah
[JAHn the Immerser] has already come. The
[religious and political world] has [taken pleasure in
abusing and killing JAHn], just as the Scriptures
predicted would happen to ‘EliYah.’”
Religionists Hassle The Messiah's
Disciples
14 YahShua [and Peter, James & JAHn] reunite
with their fellow disciples. [Just then] a
great crowd throngs to watch [a brigade of
snake-tongued] religious-Law experts interrogate [YahShua's disciples]. 15 As soon as all
the people see YahShua, they run to
greet him, overwhelmed with wonder,
___. 16 YahShua asks the [hypocrite] scribes,
“What are you disputing

[about]

with my disciples?”

Yahshua Heals A Possessed Kid
17 A man in the crowd shouts [to YahShua],
“Master, I've brought you my son. He's
controlled by an evil spirit [that makes him]
unable to talk! 18 —Whenever this evil
spirit seizes my son, it throws him violently to the ground. It makes him
foam at the mouth and grind his teeth
and go stiff [as a board]. So I asked your
disciples to cast out the evil spirit. But
they couldn't do it.” 19 YahShua answers the possessed boy's father,
“Ugh! Faithless generation, how long do
I have to stay with you? How long must
I endure you? Bring the boy to me.”
Yahshua fumes both at people who commit sins
that invite demons into their lives, and His own
disciples who still can't do basic exorcisms because
they still don't have faith.

*The people bring the
possessed son to YahShua. The
[boy] sees YahShua. Immediately the [evil] spirit [throws the boy into a
convulsion, ___]! The son falls on the
ground. [He] rolls around, foaming at the mouth. 21 YahShua asks
Mark 9:20

the possessed son's father,
“How long ago did this [evil spirit] first
come [in]to your son?”
The father answers, “From childhood. 22

—This evil spirit often tries to kill
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my son by throwing him into the
fire or into the water. So if you can
do anything, have compassion on
us. Help us!” 23 *YahShua answers the boy's father,
“If you can, believe. Everything
is possible for anyone who [builds
their life on unshakeable spiritual]

conviction.”
#3982 peitho describes not mere ‘belief’, but conviction so strong that you would die rather than renounce your faith. Judges in courtrooms distinguish between ‘belief’ and ‘spiritual conviction’
when deciding whether to respect your freedom of
religion. The Creator draws the same distinction.
Mere intellectual and emotional assent is not ‘saving faith’. Faith = Action. Saving faith is walking
across the Grand Canyon of life without a
tightrope.

*Immediately the child's father cries out, ___. He begs
with tears, “Master, I believe!
Cure my faithlessness!” 25
*YahShua sees the swelling
crowd close in on him, ___. [So]
he rebukes the foul spirit,
“You dumb & deaf spirit, I order you, come out of the boy.
Never enter him again!”
24

Yahshua heals the boy before all of the faithless
people arrive. Miracles (apparently) can't happen
around an unbelieving audience. Apparently, the
spirit that causes muteness and deafness is itself
spiritually deaf & dumb, in that it cannot hear or
speak truth.

The [evil] spirit screams [using the boy's
mouth]. Then it throws the boy into a violent fit. [Finally it flies] out, ___. The boy
lies like a corpse at [YahShua's feet]. Many
[onlookers in the crowd] exclaim, “The boy is
dead!” 27 But YahShua takes the boy by
the hand. [YahShua] lifts him, ___. The
boy stands up!
To Evict Evil, Pray & Abstain From
Pleasure
26
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*Time passes, ___. YahShua
goes indoors. His disciples ask
Him privately, “Why couldn't
we drive out the evil spirit?” 29
*YahShua answers his disciples,
“There is no way to get rid of
this kind [of demon] except
through prayer and abstinence,
___.”
28

Abstinence refers to all forms of self-control and
self-denial, including fasting AND celibacy. Keep
your refrigerator door closed, your face out of the
screen, your wiener in your shorts and your hand
out of your pants if you want true spiritual power.
#3521 nesteia; abstinence (from lack of food, or
voluntary and religious).

The Messiah Travels Undercover

*YahShua and his disciples [secretly] leave [Caesar's Horse-City].
They [hike] through Heathen Circle [Galilee]. YahShua tries to prevent any human from perceiving their movements, ___. 31
Mark 9:30

[YahShua's secrecy is warranted, ___, because he's a
walking dead man, about to be assassinated. YahShua
again tries to warn his disciples,]

“[I,] the ‘Son of Adam’ [go to be] betrayed
into the hands of men. They put [me] to
death. But after they murder [me], 3
days later [I] rise.”
Yahshua speaks of Himself in the 3rd person, for
humility and/or to test the disciples' [faulty] perception. 3 days later = literal 72 hours!

*But YahShua's disciples fail
to understand what YahShua is
saying, ___. They fear asking
him [to explain].
32

The only stupid question is the question you don't
ask. Ask and you will receive.

The Disciples Struggle To Dominate
Each Other
33 YahShua and his disciples arrive at
[the comfortable walled town of] Capernaum.
They duck into a house. There YahShua
asks his disciples,
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“What were you
on the road?”

[goofballs]

arguing about

*But none of the disciples
[have the guts to] answer [YahShua,] because they've been arguing
about which of them is the
greatest, ___. 35 *YahShua
34

sits down. He calls the
‘12’ [disciples]. He says to
them,
“If any man desires to
be first, ___, he must
be last of all, the servant of all.”
YahShua finds a child. He stands the
child in the middle of the [group of] disciples. YahShua wraps his arms around
the child. He says to the disciples: 37 *
36

“Whoever receives one such
‘child’ in my name, receives
me. And, ___, whoever [embraces
&] welcomes me, receives not
[merely] me, but Yahweh who
sent me.”
This is not primarily a blessing to people to are
nice to children, which is good of course, but rather
a promise of eternal reward to people who risk
their lives, fortunes and reputations to help a humble disciple who walks in Yahshua's authority and
so gets rejected by the world.

Don't Get Into Denominational
Wars
38 JAHn says to YahShua, “Master, we
saw a man casting out devils in your
name. But [that exorcist] doesn't follow us.
We forbade him [to work using your name], because he doesn't follow us, [your ‘ATeam].’"

This control-urge is the crack that splinters "Christianity" into thousands of back-biting, infighting,
divided, deluded denominations, all calling the others flawed, yet blind to their own flaws.
39

*YahShua says,
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“Never hinder

[people from working for
me just because they're not affiliated with your
group, ___].

For no man who does
a miracle [or mighty work] in my
name [authority], can easily [soon
thereafter] curse [or injure] me.”
Mark 9:40 *
For whoever is not against us
is on our side, ___.
Whoever is not opposing us is for us.

Help Christ's Disciples. YAH Will
Pay You

*
Suppose someone gives you [my
disciple] a cup of water to drink.
[And they do it, not just to be nice,] but to
help you, ___, [stand firm] in my
Authority. [They want to help saints who]
belong [exclusively] to [me, YAH's] Messiah, [not to the worldly powers]. I tell
you the rock-solid [Truth]: [anyone
41

who is even slightly generous to you, ___, out of
respect for your bold counter-cultural adherence to
my authority]

can never lose his re-

ward.
This clarifies that Yahshua's primary point is not
just to get people to give water to thirsty kids, nice
as that is. Yahshua the King is posting an official
OFFER OF REWARD encouraging people to ‘give aid
and comfort’ to his hated ambassadors. We wage
spirit-war in foreign enemy territory. We're abandoned, tortured and killed as terrorists. Just start
radically following Yahshua's commandments and
you quickly become one of those suspected ‘terrorists’ who need someone to be kind to them. (Just
try to get a hotel room or airplane flight or go on a
foreign mission trip without your oath-obtained
worldly national I.D., for instance.) A ‘Christian
country’ (the U.S., the U.K) is just a place where
anti-Christian persecution is covered up under a
veneer of false Christianity and feigned religious
tolerance.

*
Conversely, ___, whoever offends [or ensnares] 1 believer, [even a]
micro-[disciple] who [trusts] me, it
[would be] better for the offender
42
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to have [big angels] hang a millstone around his neck, and
throw him into the sea.
Again, this is not about child abuse. As horribly,
unspeakably evil as child abuse is, child-abusers
can be rehabilitated and redeemed. This is, again,
a King, posting legal notice that if you abuse one of
the King's soldiers [disciples] who are invading and
conquering the enemy territory in which you live
[the devil's world-system], you will be punished
like someone who attempted to kill [Jesus] the
King himself.

Get Rid Of All Sources Of Temptation

*
___, if your ‘hand’ ensnares you, cut it off!
It's better for you to enter into [eternal] life [physically] maimed, than to keep
both hands while you
fall into the unquenchable trash-fire [of the universe, (Gei-Hinnom)].
43

Don't literally damage your body, as some silly
‘saints’ do. Rather, stay pure. Get rid of everything
and everyone around you that causes or helps you
to sin. ‘Hand’ represents your power to choose and
your buying habits. See Rev 13:16 for discussion
of the mark of the beast in your hand.
44 In [Gehenna,] never-dying [colonies] of worms [eat dead
carcasses]. [Jerusalem's trash-dump] fire [burns, generation after generation].
Apparently this verse was added (copied from Mark
9:48) by scribes and is not authentic. It doesn't
appear in most bibles. It is an Old Testament quotation abused by scare-tactic preachers to support
the Greek myth of eternal conscious torment, (that
people scream in tortured agony for all of eternity,
endlessly, in payment for having sinned during
their short time on earth). The doctrine of eternal
conscious torment is a lie. That lie is responsible
for billions of people rejecting the Christian faith as
illogical and sick. A ‘God’ who is ‘Love’ does not
punish people brutally forever in response to finite
sin. Instead, YAH extinguishes the lives of people
who have no reason to continue living forever, like
a farmer cuts and burns weeds & unfruitful trees.
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*
And if your “foot” makes
you [spiritually] stumble,
___, cut it off. It's better for you to enter lame
into Life, than for [angels]
to hurl you two-footed
into the unquenchable
trash-fire [of the universe (GeiHinnom)].
45

‘Foot’ is a metaphor for whatever on which you
base your ‘walk’ through life. Your core relationships, philosophies and habits, and your mode of
travel. Real disciples walk. Bogus disciples jet
around in planes with passports obtained by
swearing oaths to the Satan-Nations.
46 [In Gehenna,] the worm [colonies that infest the dead lifeless carcasses] never die. The [trash] fire never gets put out.
Again, this verse was apparently copied in from
Mark 9:48 in by a Greek-influenced scribe wanting
to terrify people into repentance with the bogus
imaginary specter of eternal conscious torment in
Hades. Gehenna, often wrongly translated ‘Hell’ is
Strongs# 1067, a valley of Jerusalem, used (figuratively) as a name for the [eternal] place (or
state) of punishment. Gehenna is a valley where a
fire is always burning, where useless things are incinerated and extinguished. Gehenna is not a place
where anyone or anything writhes in constant conscious agony.

*
And, ___, if your “eye”
causes you to sin, pluck
it out! It's better for you
to enter into the kingdom of [Yahweh] the Eloah
with one eye, than for
[angels] to cast you twoeyed into the valley of
the trash fire (Gei-Hinnom).
47
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Don't participate in a global world money system
represented by the ‘all-seeing eye.’ And of course
to viewing pornography or being seduced by the
attractive power of cars, real-estate, bodies, etc.

*
In Gehenna [valley, outside Jerusalem],
never-dying worm [colonies recycle
dead carcasses into dirt]. Nobody ever
puts out [Gehenna's] trash-fire.
48

Isaiah 66:24 describes carcasses of dead people
being eaten by worms in a trash fire. IsaYah most
certainly does NOT describe people writhing in conscious extended agonizing punishment. No one
should be using Dante's Inferno-like Greek Hadestales to scare people into ‘accepting Jesus’. Such
sick, twisted sadistic fantasies drive away all but
the stupidest hearers. Hellfire preachers turn
Christendom into a laughingstock: ChristenDumb.
49

For [YAH] salts everyone with fire, ___,
just like [priests always] season smokeroast [meat for communal feasts] with [purifying]
salt.

1606

Pharisees [barge
YahShua. [They]
test Him, [trying to trap Him]. [They]
ask, “Is it Lawful for a man to
put away [send away / divorce/ free himself
from his responsibilities to] his [lawfully wedded]
wife?”
ocritical, holier-than-thou]
in]. [They gang up on]

No. It is never permissible for a man to divorce his
lawfully married wife.

YahShua answers the religionists,
“What did Moses command you [about divorce]?”
4 The [snake-tongued] religionists [lie],
“Moses licensed the husband to write a
CERTIFICATE OF DIVORCE, and to send
his wife away.”
3

LIE! Moses NEVER ‘permitted’ divorce! He denounced it! Moses refrained from penalizing divorce, because divorce penalizes itself. Moses was
nothing like the modern family-court judge who
sanctions, blesses, whitewashes and profits from
divorce.

*YahShua answers the religionists,
“Moses wrote that injunction
[CONDEMNING DIVORCE and
remarriage] because of your
hard-hearted [wickedness].
5

This analogy refers not to post-death purgatory but
to mortal testing.

*
Salt is good. But sometimes it
loses his ‘salty’ [flavor]. There's
no natural way to restore [dead]
salt's [useful taste and beneficial] properties. So, ___, maintain [the preserving, purifying, seasoning qualities of] salt
in yourselves. Live in peace
with each other.”
Mark 9:50

This is a direct attack on the rogue priests who
perverted the Levitical system.

Mark 10
Yahshua Absolutely Forbids All Divorce
1 YahShua treks up from [the walled town of
comfortable] Capernaum. [He] passes
through [Arab-controlled] areas of Judaea
[east of] the Jordan River. Again crowds
gather around YahShua. So, as usual,
he enlightens them, ___. 2 *The [hypThe Cinematic Bible 1.0

#1785 entole en-tol-ay': injunction.
injunction
noun: • Law: judicial order that restrains a person
from beginning or continuing an action threatening
or invading the legal right of another.
Moses acknowledged that Israeli husbands often
wrote confessions against themselves admitting
that they were abandoning their wives. With this
paper, another man might shelter the woman without fearing that the husband would kill the man in
revenge for stealing the woman. The paper served
to protect women from freezing under bridges because their real husband abandoned them and no
one else would take them in. Moses NEVER said
that it's OK to divorce your wife. Divorce is never
OK, unless the marriage was never lawful in the
first place, for instance, because of incest. Also
note that in Hebrew, ‘divorce’ also refers to breaking off an unconsummated engagement.
6

*

From the
beginning of the cre-

[Divorce is wrong!]
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ation [Yahweh] the Eloah
made spouses male &
female.
(Genesis 1:27) Scripture forbids not only divorce,
but homosexual marriages. Sorry guys. But that's
what Jesus said. You have 2 choices: heterosexual
monogamous lifelong marriage, or celibacy. YAH
wants stable families to raise children to follow
him. Multiple marriages and homosexual, adulterous or fornication-based unions usually don't provide the critical stability and health needed for
raising children.
7

*

[Yahweh specifically created men & women to
monogamously mate].

So each [non-celibate]
man leaves his father and
mother. He joins his [1] wife.

*
Those “two” [people, the man
and the woman,] become 1
‘flesh.’ [They're] no longer
two [individuals, ___]. They
form a new unity, one
‘body.’
8

Through the neuro-chemical action of vasopresin
and oxytocin, men, who are naturally polygamous,
become monogamous. But the marriage bond is
very fragile. It must be protected from the destroying power of pornography and lust.

*
So, ___, what [Yahweh]
the Eloah has joined together [through the soultying imprinting action of
neuro-transmitters such
as vasopresin and oxytocin], no man can divorce, [not even Moses, not even
9
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a Judge of a legitimate court of
law].”
This declares all the divorces in the family courts of
the world to be in violation of the Law of the Creator of the universe. Never allow a worldly judge to
have any jurisdiction over your family. Never get a
marriage license. And never even think about getting a divorce. For most men, this means getting
rid of your television and using the internet as little
as possible, because your wife has probably lost
most of her dubious charms and now probably
looks and acts like a pig, so comparing her to all
those pretty girls in the media is just going to drive
you into porn or adultery, which wreck marriages.
Mark 10:10 In the house, YahShua's disciples again
question YahShua about divorce, ___.
“You were just exaggerating, right boss? I mean, if
my wife sleeps with the football team, I can kick
her through the goalposts of life, right?”

*YahShua repeats to
his disciples,
“EVERY man who sends
away [divorces] his [lawfully
wedded] wife, and marries
anyone else, commits
adultery against [his wife.
11

No exceptions.]

No matter what any divorce decree says, your
adulterous wife is still your wife. There are no exwives. Once a wife, always a wife. Unless you married your sister, brother, your locker-room-showerbuddy, your dog or the like, or if you never got
married in the first place. (See Leviticus 19.) Incestuous and bestial marriages must of course be
annulled.
12

*

if a woman gets
rid of her [lawfully wedded]
husband, and gets “married” to anyone else, she
commits adultery, ___.”
[Likewise,]

Adulterers will NOT inherit the Kingdom of heaven.

Yahshua Says We All Must Become
Children
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people bring young children to
YahShua. [The grownups hope for him to] touch
the kids [with healing power], ___. But
YahShua's disciples scold the people
who bring the children.
13 [Many]

“Get those pesky kids away from Yahshua. He's an
important man! He has no time for children!”
14

*YahShua sees

[his disci-

ples shooing away eager children].

Immediately YahShua's
[face blooms red with] anger,
___. He corrects his disciples,
“Let the little children
come to me! Never forbid [boys or girls to approach me]!
For the Kingdom of
[Yahweh] the Eloah belongs
to [beings with childlike hearts, not
to religious security guards].
Yahshua is interested in people of all ages worshiping together. Yahshua is not a fan of religious cops
who kick children out of [adult] church, sending
the children away to kiddie services. But the religionites want the children gone because children
are honest enough to admit that the plastic
preacher is a boring droning hypocrite who deserves no attention because he has no authority
from YAH. People who have YAH's authority can
hold a child's attention. Real comunicators tell
short, dramatic, visual stories with songs. Truthtellers powerfully impact people of all ages. People
with authority may be offensive. But they are never boring when addressing others. Children instinctively know this. Leo Tolstoy said that every communication should be designed to hold the attention of a friendly 7 year-old boy. If your preacher
can't do that, replace the preacher, not the boy.

*
I tell you the truth, ___:
Whoever fails to accept
the Dominion of [Yahweh]
the Eloah like a little
15
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child will never enter
YAH's Kingdom.”
16 *Then YahShua picks
up the children in his
arms, ___. [He] lays his
hands on them. [He]
blesses them.
You will be surprised how many people, in any
country, of any age, especially children, want you
to lay your hand on their heads and give them a
blessing. (Songs perfect for blessing children of all
ages: May YAH Bless You & Keep You. | Shalom.)

Jesus Commands You To Give Away
Your Wealth

*YahShua resumes his journey, ___. A man comes running [down the road. He] kneels before
YahShua. He asks, “Good Master, what must I do to inherit
17

eternal life?” 18 *YahShua

says to the man,
“Why are you calling me
‘good’? Only one being
is ‘good’: [Yahweh] the
Eloah.
Yahshua here clearly dispels the mistaken idea that
he is YHVH incarnate. #18 agathos : "good" (in a
variety of senses).

*
You know the commandments,
___: Never commit adultery.
Never kill. Never steal. Never
cheat. Never give false testimony. [Always] honor, [pay & support
19

your parents in every way. Especially pay for all of
the retirement and health needs of]

your Dad

& Mom.”
The [life-seeking] man [stands up from
He [pridefully] answers YahShua,
“Master, I've obeyed all those commandments since I was a boy.”
Mark 10:20
kneeling].
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No human except Yahshua has ever fully obeyed
both the spirit and the letter of those commandments.

*YahShua looks down
with love at the man [who
wants to live forever]. YahShua
says to him,
“ ___, you lack 1 thing:
Go. Sell EVERYTHING
you own. Give [the proceeds]
to poor [people]. [Generosity will
buy] you treasure [which
21

YAH's angels will guard in a big stack

in heaven. Then
return [to me]. Pick up the
stake [to which the religious and
for you]

political leaders of the world will nail
you].

Follow me
death].”

[to voluntary

Christ commands EVERYONE to live in voluntary
poverty and to die in self-sacrifice. Yahshua repeated these commands amidst a gigantic crowd.
Sell everything except the few critical items which
you are immediately using to do Kingdom of Heaven work, such as a shirt, some sandals, etc. You
make the list. But do it to free yourself from the
soul-killing sin of materialism. YAH does not need
your money. YOU need to get free from it.

*When YahShua commands [the man] to sell everything and face death,
the man [seeking eternal life
frowns,] depressed. He
mopes away grieved,
___, [unwilling to part with] his
great possessions.
22

The rich man came to Yahshua to GET perpetual
life and a mansion in heaven. Yahshua said to get
there you must GIVE all of your abundant possessions, then live a life of service, then die horribly.
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[The man] was a getter. But to GET to heaven you
need to be a GIVER.

*YahShua looks around. [He]
says to his disciples,
“It's humanly impossible for
people with riches to enter into
the Dominion of [Yahweh] the
Eloah, ___.”
23

*The disciples’ [jaws drop,
___]. YahShua's words
stun them. But he repeats to them,
“Children, how hard is it
for [people] who trust in
riches to enter into the
kingdom of [Yahweh] the
Eloah!
25 *
— ___, it's easier for a
camel to run through
the eye of a needle than
for a rich person to enter the Dominion of
[Yahweh] the Eloah!”
24

YahShua's disciples [buzz,] utterly
amazed, ___. They [blubber] to each other, “So who can be saved?” 27
26

*YahShua looks over his
disciples. He says,
“[Salvation from death] is humanly impossible. But
[Yahweh] the Eloah can [save
you], ___. For with Yahweh, everything's possible.”
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Give Up All You Have, & You Get All
Jesus Has
28 Peter {Rock} begins [to list all the wealth, opportunities and relationships that he and the other disciples left behind to follow YahShua].

Peter blurts,
‘We've given up everything to follow
you.’ 29 *YahShua answers,

“I tell you the rock-solid [Truth],
___: Every single person who
has left [his] home, or brothers,
or sisters, or father, or mother,
or wife, or children, or lands,
for my sake, and for the sake
of [heralding YAH's] Good News, will
receive 100 times more than
he left behind.
In business, 100x ROI = 10000% profit. Everyone
wants 10 thousand percent profit. So if you believe
the bible, you give up everything you have to follow Christ into voluntary poverty and self-sacrifice.
Very simple. If you don't give up everything, you
don't believe the bible.

*
At this present time,
___, [he who follows me without
Mark 10:30

reservation eventually receives 100

houses, brothers, sisters, mothers,
children, and lands…
with persecutions. Then,
in the coming age, [those
times more]

who left everything behind (to follow
me) receive]

eternal Life.

Kingdom work is not an excuse to abandon your
familial responsibilities.

*
But many [people] who
[now] run [in] first [place in the
world finish] last [in the race to
eternal life, ___]. Meanwhile,
31
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last

world's success list]

first

[people on the

come

[in]

[in the race to heaven].”
Yahshua Predicts His Death & Resurrection
32 YahShua and his disciples hike up
the path to Jerusalem. YahShua
charges ahead, ___. [He boldly rushes toward
His own death.][A pack of people straggle in his trail,

YahShua's
disciples [tremble,] filled with dread. Other
people stagger along behind the disciples, overwhelmed with fear. YahShua
pulls the 12 disciples away from that
terrified mass of people. Then YahShua
once more begins to describe everything about to happen to him in
Jerusalem. 33 *YahShua says,
breathing the dust from his sandals.]

“Look, ___! [See the future!] We're
going up to Jerusalem. [Soldiers
there arrest me,] the [ultimate] ’son of
Adam’. [One of my disciples] betrays
me into the [evil] hands of [Judea's]
chief priests and liar-lawyers.
They condemn [me] to death.
They hand [me] over to [be killed by]
the beast-people: [unclean Non-Hebrews, Romans].
Gentile= Goyim = beast nations.

*
The [religionists and the Romans] mock
[me], scourge [me], spit on [me],
and kill [me, ___]. But 3 days later
[I] rise [from the dead].
34

3 complete 72 hour days, contrary to that Good
Friday/Easter Sunday nonsense which clueless
preachers brainwash the ignorant masses to swallow.

James & John Vie For Eternal Power
35 James {Heel-Grabber} & JAHn (the
sons of Zavdai) approach YahShua.
They say, “Master, we want you to do
for us whatever we ask.”
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(Zavdai means ‘clothing / gifts.’)
36 YahShua [shows supernatural patience] by asking James
{Heel-Grabber} & JAHn,
“What do you want me to do for you?”

ousiazo = overpower, not merely “exercise authority”.

James & JAHn answer YahShua,
“Grant to us that we come to sit [enthroned,] one on your right hand, and the
other on your left hand, in your glorious [eternal Kingdom].”

[my disciples, there must never be even a hint
of hierarchical alpha-male wolf-pack

37

The fashion boys are clueless, but they've got
b@lls.

YahShua answers [James & JAHn],
“You [punks] don't know what you're asking! Can you drink from the cup [of death]
that I'm drinking? [Can you withstand] immersion in the baptism [of torture] which
[YAH calls] me to undergo?”
39 James {Heel-Grabber} & JAHn [dumbly]
answer YahShua, “[Sure] we can.”
YahShua answers them,
“The ‘cup’ [of death] that I drink, you
eventually drink. And the ‘baptism’ [of
torture] I'm being immersed in, you soon
undergo.
38

Mark 10:40

—But I have no right to declare who is
to sit on the thrones to the right and
left of my [eternal] throne. [YAH] has prepared those places to give to the [holy]
ones He has chosen.”
Jesus Forbids You From Using
Worldly Power
41 Soon the other 10 disciples hear [about
James' & JAHn's clueless and arrogant power-grab, ___].
So they [boil over in] outrage at James and
JAHn. 42 *So YahShua calls his

disciples. He says to them,
“You know, ___, that those [demon-possessed people] who pose as
rulers over the Gentile [Beast-Nations] dominate their [citizens]. [Each
nation's] high [officials] overpower
their [subjects].
‘Are considered rulers’ suggests that many who
claim to be authorities are actually puppets whom
YHVH does not recognize as true rulers.
Katakurieuo = ‘lord against’. #1380 dokeo = seem
to be, enjoy reputation as (rulers). #2715 katex-
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*
But among you,
43

domination], ___! [No Christian
can never exercise authority or lordship over others, as pagan leaders

Rather, among you,
whoever wants to be
great must be your servant.
do.]

Clearly condemning the organizational structure of
the mother-whore Catholic church and its protestant harlot daughters. And church administrators
who call the cops on harmless loiterers, and who
force anyone who wants to work or volunteer at a
church to undergo biometric-scanning and a criminal background check.

*
And whoever of you,
___, wants to be the
chief must be the servant of all.
45 *
For even [I,] the ‘Son of
Adam’, came not to be
served, but to serve
you, ___, and to give
[my] life to ransom many
[people from Satan's slave-jail].”
44

Yahshua's life was a RANSOM given to a kidnapper
(Satan). Or to use another metaphor, a price paid
to a slave-owner (Satan) to buy back the human-slave-race. Yahshua's life was NOT a blood-sacrifice to YHVH. YHVH never ever wanted any
blood sacrifice offered to him. YAH wants you to
give your best food to make wonderful sacred
feasts. And if you decide to slaughter animals, YAH
wants you to pour out the blood on the ground to
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make fertilizer, not to drink blood as a pagan ritual.

Yahshua Heals ‘Blind Bart, Son Of
Stink'
46 YahShua & his disciples pass through
[fragrant] Jericho {Moon-Spirit}. Eventually
YahShua exits Jericho [surrounded] by his
disciples and a huge crowd. [There YahShua
sees] a blind man [named] Bartimaeus [SonOf-Stink] sitting begging by the side of the
highway, ___.
Bartimaeus = son of Timaeus = son of the foul,
polluted, defiled, unclean. Jericho means ‘fragrant’.

hears that
YahShua of Nazareth [walks in front of him on
the road]. So [Bart] starts screaming out,
“YahShua, Son of David {Love}, have
mercy on me!” 48 Many people order
[stinky Bart] the blind man to keep quiet,
___. But Bart shouts even louder, “You!
Son of David {Love}! Take pity on me!”
49 YahShua stands still. [He] says,
“Call over that blind man!”
So YahShua's followers call out, “Take
courage, blind man! Stand up!
YahShua’s calling for you.” Mark 10:50 [So]
Bart the [stinky] blind man throws off his
cloak. He jumps to his feet. He runs
[tripping and stumbling] to YahShua. 51
YahShua says to [Bart] the blind man,
“What do you want me to do to you?”
Bart answers, “Master, I want my
[eye]sight back!” 52 YahShua says to the
blind man,
“Go [on your way]! Your faith has made you
whole.”
Immediately [Bart] receives [in-focus,
20/20 perfect] eye-sight, ___! [So]
Bart follows YahShua up the road.
47 [‘Blind Bart, son of stink’]

Mark 11
The Messiah Triumphantly Enters
Jerusalem

1 YahShua & his followers approach Jerusalem.
[Spies see him. They run to tell the priest-assassins.] Near [the villages
called] Bethphage {Fig-House} & Bethany {Date-House},
at the Mount of Olives, YahShua sends 2 of his dis-
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YahShua commands his 2 disciples,
"Go into the village ahead of you. As
soon as you enter the village, you'll find
a [wild, kicking] colt tied [to a pole]. No one
has ever sat on this colt. Untie [it].
Bring [it] to me.
ciples on

[up the road]

ahead. 2

Yahshua knows this through paranormal clairvoyance.
3

If anybody asks you, ‘Why are you [taking this wild colt]?’ You answer, “The Master
needs it.’ Immediately the man will
send the animal here.”
4 So, ___, the 2 disciples hike to the
village. They find the [wild] colt tied outside a door at the intersection of 2
streets. The disciples untie the colt. [It
nearly kicks them to death!] 5 Some bystanders ask

YahShua's 2 disciples, “What are you doing, untying that [dangerous] young donkey?”
The people laugh, seeing the crazy donkey buck at
the disciples.

YahShua's 2 disciples answer the people with the exact words YahShua commanded them to say: [“The master needs the
colt.”] So the people let the disciples go
[with the thrashing animal].
6

The farmers respond, “Ok, knock yerself out. But
that donkey's gonna kick ya' in the head and kill
ya'.”

The 2 disciples bring the [wild bucking donkey] colt to YahShua. The disciples throw
their cloaks on its [back]. YahShua
mounts it. [The crazy animal immediately quiets,
7

___!]

A wild donkey bucks and kicks hard enough to easily kill a large man.

*Many people spread their
clothes in the road [for YahShua's donkey to walk on]. Other people cut
down [green] branches off the
trees. They spread the [twigs] in
YahShua's path [to honor him as Judaea's King]. 9 *And all who dance
in front of YahShua, and all
who run behind following
YahShua, shout, [crying and singing],
“Hosanna! [Fire your weapons! Rescue us
8
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Blessed is [YahShua] who
comes in the [Roman-killing] authority of Yahweh! from Caesar!]

(Psalm 118:25,26) The people assume Yahshua is
going to kick the Romans and their puppet-priests
out of Judea.

*—Blessed royal [son] of
our ancestor [king] David {Love}!
You come in the name of Yahweh! Save us, Highest [King]!”
Mark 11:10

The people see that Yahshua is royalty. So they
expect him to take military command and immediately kick out the Romans. When Yahshua instead
allows the Romans to beat him, the people logically
assume that Yahshua is a fake.
11

YahShua enters Jerusalem. He rides

[his wild donkey] into the temple. [Everyone
stares, waiting for him to declare Himself King and as-

he [just] looks
around at everything. Evening falls. So
YahShua, [to the surprise of everyone, hikes] back
out to Bethany {Date-House}. [YahShua's] 12
[confused and disappointed] disciples [and the donkey straggle in his tracks].
sume military rule. Instead,]

Yahshua throws a totally unexpected anti-climax at
the disciples and the whole city. The 12 apostles
say, “Jesus, you just came into the city as triumphant King, backed by the full political support
of the masses. Seize civil & religious rule! Expel
the Romans! Why are you hiking back out to the
country to snooze? What's up?! Are you nuts?”

In the morning, YahShua & his disciples set out from Bethany {Date-House}
[for Jerusalem]. YahShua's [stomach growls in]
hunger. 13 YahShua sees a far off leafy
fig tree. YahShua comes to “check the
tree” for fruit. But when YahShua gets
to the tree, he finds nothing but leaves,
(fig season still being a way off).
12

Of course, Yahshua wasn't stupid. He was clairvoyant. Yahshua knew it wasn't fig season. He was doing this as a visual object lesson.

*YahShua says to the tree,
“No man will ever eat fruit
from you again!”
YahShua's disciples [scratch their
heads,] hearing [their supposed king talking
to a tree].
14

We follow a leader who talks to trees. This begins
the period in which Yahshua refuses to do anything
that makes any sense to His disciples, which ex-
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plains why they all abandon Yahshua a few days
later.

*YahShua & his disciples enter Jerusalem. YahShua stomps
into the temple. He sees
[commercial merchants] buying & selling
[swag] in the temple. He starts
throwing the [vendors] out. He
dumps over the tables of the
moneychangers. He knocks
over the seats of the doveselling [shysters].
15

Another interpretation of the same Greek words is
that Yahshua, the King, turned over (to His chosen
staff) the official positions in the temple and the
banks. (Bank, bench & table are all words used to
describe not only ordinary furniture but financial
and judicial offices.)

YahShua shouts, “I forbid any man to
carry any vessel [even a small basket of items for
sale] through this temple!” 17
16

*YahShua shouts,
teaching the [furious crowd],
“Did [Isaiah and Jeremiah] not
write, ‘My house must
be called the house of
prayer for all nations’?!
Yet you've made [YAH's
house] a ‘den of thieves!’"
Isaiah 56:7, Jeremiah 7:11

*The lawyers & chief priests
hear YahShua [condemn them, signaling
18

the end of their power and wealth, and possibly
their lives].

These [religionists] struggle
to invent a [plausibly deniable] way to
assassinate YahShua. They
fear him, because all the masses [stand] spellbound by his
teachings.
Are you spellbound by YahShua's teachings?
19

Evening falls. YahShua [and his disciples
from the city. [They evade their assas-

escape]
sins.]
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They leave to avoid being murdered by the religionists.

*In the morning
YahShua [and his] disciples [journey
back toward Jerusalem]. They see the
fig tree [YahShua cursed the day before]. It
lies dried up from the roots,
___! 21 *Peter {Rock} remembers
[YahShua talking to the tree]. [Peter] exclaims to YahShua, “Master,
look! The fig tree you cursed
withered away!” 22 YahShua anMark 11:20

swers his disciples,
“Have faith in Elohim.

*
For I tell you the truth,
___: whoever avoids
doubt in his heart, but
trusts that what he says
will happen, can say to
this mountain, ‘MOVE!
Jump into the sea!’ And
that [faithful believer] will
have whatever his
mouth proclaimed.
24 *
So I say to you, ___:
Whatever things you desire, when you pray, believe that you are receiving them. Then
you'll have them.
25 *
And when you stand
praying, ___, forgive
anything: [any debt, grudge,
23
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you
have against anyone, so
that [Yahweh] your Father
in heaven forgives your
trespasses [offenses, sins].
wish for revenge, hard feeling]

Cancel every debt anyone owes to you. Unconditionally forgive every bad thing that anyone ever
did to you. Then you can get your prayers answered.

*
But, ___, if you [fail to]
forgive, [Yahweh] your Father in heaven refuses
to forgive your sins.”
26

That ‘salvation prayer’ alone isn't gonna save you,
folks. If you're really saved, you keep on forgiving
people and doing acts of righteousness.

YahShua & his disciples return to [face
Jerusalem. He strides through
the temple doors. Immediately the
chief priests, law-experts and the elders gang up on him. 28 Those [fascist
religionists] bark at YahShua, “By what authority do you [desecrate our fine chamber of commerce]? Who gave you the authority to
[smash our merchants' property]?”
27

death in]

Show us your credentials.

YahShua answers the religionists,
“I'll ask you one question. Answer me.
Then I'll tell you by what authority I
[wrecked your chamber of commerce].
29

The master asks the questions. The servant answers. Answer interrogation. Answer with questions or silence. Thus maintain your sovereignty.
Mark 11:30

Did JAHn's authority to baptize come
from heaven, or from men? Answer
me.”
31 The religionists huddle to strategize.
They whisper [their snake-tongues through their
lizard lips]: “If we say, ‘[JAHn's authority was]
from heaven’, YahShua will reply, ‘Then
why did you [hypocrites] refuse to believe
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JAHn?’ 32 But if we say, ‘JAHn's authority came merely from men…’” (The religionists stand paralyzed, because they
fear the people, all of whom count JAHn
as a genuine prophet.) 33 So the [trapped]
religionists answer YahShua, “We can't
tell [where JAHn's authority came from].” YahShua
answers the religionists,
“So I won't tell you by what authority I
[wrecked your corrupt religious shopping mall, performed
thousands of miracles, and exposed you snakes as powerless frauds].”

Mark 12
Religionists Are Landlord-Killing
Bad Tenants

*Then, [right there before the crowd,]
YahShua launches into a condemnation of the [snake-faced religionists, ___. He] tells [scathing short visual]
stories [exposing the preachers as murderous
1

villains. YahShua says,]

“A [rich] man [Yahweh] plants a
vineyard. He builds a wall
around it. He digs a vat to
press grapes into wine. He
erects a [watch] tower. Then he
leases out the vineyard to tenant-farmers. [Finally, he] travels to
a far country.
2

Harvest-season comes, ___. The
landowner sends a servant to the tenants to collect [the landowner's] share of the
fruit [crop] from the vineyard.
3

But the tenant-farmers grab the [landowner's] servant. They beat him up, ___!
They send him back [to the landowner] empty-handed.
Hypocritical religionites abuse, neglect and kill
YAH's real servants.

*
Again, ___, the landowner
sends another servant to the
4
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bad tenants. The tenants throw
rocks at [the servant]! They punch
[and wound] him in the head. They
treat him shamefully. They
drive him off.
False religion persecutes true prophets.
5

So the landowner sends another representative. The sharecroppers kill that
servant. The landowner keeps on sending many more envoys, ___. The tenant-farmers beat them all. Some they
murder!
If you truly serve YAH, false Jews and false Christians are your greatest enemies. More than the
heretical cults. Protestant religionites cut & paste
perfect-sounding doctrinal statements as a skin to
cover their rotting insides.
6

The “landowner” [Yahweh] has only 1 son:
[the Messiah], his dearly-beloved. So, finally, the landowner sends His son to the
bad stewards, reasoning, “They'll respect my boy.”

*
But those ‘tenant-farmers’ [hiss]
to each other, “This [Messiah] is
the [land-owner's] heir. Come, let's
kill the son. Then the inheritance [estate] will be ours!”
8*
So, ___, the bad stewards
seize the landowner's son.
They kill him. They hurl [his carcass] out of the vineyard.
9*
So what does [Yahweh] (the lord
of the vineyard) do, ___? He
comes and destroys the tenant-farmers, [the false leaders]. Then he
gives [his] vineyard to [better managers].
7

In 70AD, Jerusalem was destroyed. And that was
just a preview of coming attractions.
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The Religionites Killed Their Own
Messiah

*
Have you [hypocrites] not read this
scripture: ‘The rock the [mortal]
builders reject becomes [heaven's]
corner-stone:
Mark 12:10

11

—
Yahweh achieves this marvelous
before] our [stunned] eyes!’”

[miracle

Psalm 118:22, 23

*[Enraged,] the head priests,
lawyers and elders try to arrest
YahShua. But they fear the
masses, ___. For everyone
knows that YahShua speaks
that parable against the religious leaders, [to reveal their plot to murder him]. So the [religionites] leave
YahShua. [They] rush away [to mastermind his assassination].
12

Give Caesar His Stuff; Give YAH
Your Life
13 Next, ___, the religionites send to
YahShua some Pharisee [holier-than-thou
jerks], and some Herodian [political whores] to
catch YahShua in his words.
Fools try to trap us saints into saying something
for which we could be arrested. Never talk in a legal confrontation unless the Holy Spirit prompts
you to say something.

*The [conspirators] flatter
YahShua, “Master, we know
you are true. [You don't care with what
14

people think about you. You pay no attention to a

You teach the way
of [Yahweh] the Eloah in truth. Is
it lawful to give tribute to Caesar, or not?
person’s status.]

Is it right to pay taxes to the worldly government
or not? Yes, if you owe them.

*—Should we pay [federal taxes]?
Or should we [refuse to] give [support
to tyranny]?” So YahShua, knowing
15
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the hypocrisy [of this politico-religious
lynch mob], replies to them,
“Why are you trying to trap me
[in a tax-evasion charge]? Bring me a
[silver coin]. Let me look at it.”
16 *The [gang of conspirators] brings
the coin, ___. YahShua asks
them,
“Whose image and name [lie
stamped on this coin]?”
The conspirators answer, “Caesar's.” 17 *YahShua

answers the conspirators,
“Return Caesar's things
to Caesar. And give
[Yahweh] the Eloah's things
to [Yahweh] the Eloah.”
So, ___, the conspirators marvel at
YahShua's [wisdom].
The world-system owns the money it puts into circulation. But that system doesn't own you, unless
you swear oaths and pledges of allegiance to it. Try
to wean yourself off of their funny debt ‘money’.

Yahshua Explains The Resurrection
Then, ___, some [Greek-loving, emotionless,
unbelieving, bogus] Sadducee [priests] come to
[trick] YahShua. (The Sadducees say
there is no [such thing as] resurrection.)
18

Aristocratic Sadducees (Tzedukim) ran Judea's
Temple, its bogus sacrifices, and its whore-priesthood. They were not even Israelis. They were
Edomite southlanders forced to convert to Judaism
in 129 BC by John Hyrcanus. The Sadducees denied all the teachings of the Pharisees including the
afterlife, angels, demons, and the Jewish Oral law.
This infuriated the Pharisees. The Sadducees loved
all things Greek: arts, music, drama, sculpture, poetry and sports. So the Pharisee (“separatists”)
separated from the Sadducees. The 2 groups lived
in near-open warfare. False-king Herod was a delusional pervert with a Christ-complex. The Herodians were Sadducees loyal to Herod's dynasty.
Herodians loved all things Greco-Roman. Herod
made a massive restoration of Jerusalem's physical
Temple, because prophecy said the Messiah would
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restore it. [In reality, the believers ARE YAH's temple.]

The Sadducees ask YahShua [more insulting, deceptive trick questions]: “Master, Moses
wrote to us [the following command]: “When a
man dies, leaving his wife childless, the
dead man's brother must marry the
dead man's wife, to ‘raise up seed-children’ [in place] of his brother.
19

Thus the Sadducees make fun of Yahshua, scoffing
at Yahshua's claim that He (or anyone else) would
rise from the dead. The Temple was the Sadducees' idol (their golden cash cow). Sacrifices
made them a fortune. Sadducees collaborated with
the Romans. They hated Yahshua for rocking their
economic boat. Like Muslims, Sadducees claimed
to only follow the Five Scrolls of Moses. They
showed no mercy. Romans destroyed the Sadducees at the fall of Jerusalem in 70AD.
Mark 12:20 —There once lived 7 brothers. The 1st
brother takes a wife, then dies, leaving no ‘seed’
[children]. 21 —The dead man's brother marries the
widow. Then this 2nd brother dies, leaving no children. The 3rd brother marries her. He dies as well!
22 —All 7 brothers in turn marry this [barren and apparently toxic] woman. Then [each man] dies, leaving no children. Last of all the woman dies. [Good riddance!]
Extremely unlikely hypothetical story used to inflame theological debate, with the agenda of justifying divorce. If she was real, she might have carried an STD to which she, unlike her husbands,
was genetically immune and asymptomatic.

*So in the resurrection,
when the woman and her 7
husbands rise [from the dead], which
[lucky] brother will be this woman's [husband-master for eternity]? For
each of the 7 brothers had this
same woman as his [earthly]
wife!” 24 *YahShua answers the
[skeptic religionist Sadducees],
“Isn’t this the reason that you
go astray, ___? — Because
you're ignorant of both the
scriptures, and [of] the power of
[Yahweh] the Eloah?
25 *
—For when people rise from
the dead, they don't rise married, ___. And they don't get
married in heaven. Glorified
23
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people are

[androgynous, non-sexual, complete whole beings with ‘feminine’ & ‘masculine’ energies united,]

like the angels in

heaven.
Eve was not made from Adam's ‘rib.’ Eve was 1/2
(one ‘side’ [#6763 tsela]) of the original Adam.
Resurrection puts us humans back into our originally-designed, complete state. So the Mormons
with their eternal marriage bull-corn are completely off base, and the bible clearly proves it. Not that
the bible ever interfered with the operation of a
money-making religion. [Then Bubba, the self-nominated '13th' disciple, says, (without authority), 'And resurrected people don't got no bumholes neither! So their farts don't stank!']

*[YahShua continues,]
“Now, ___, about the dead rising: have you not read in the
book of Moses, how Yahweh
(through a burning bush)
speaks to Moses? [YAH] says, ‘I
am the Eloah of Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, the Eloah of Isaac
{Laughter}, the Eloah of Jacob.’
26

(Exodus 3:6)

*
Yahweh is not the Eloah of the
dead, ___. He's the Eloah of
the living. [Your ignorance of him leads]
you straying far [from the truth].”
27

You Greek-loving money-sucking religionists lie
badly mistaken!

The Greatest Commandments
One of the religious lawyers overhears [YahShua shining the light of reason on the muddleheaded religionists]. The lawyer realizes
that YahShua gave the Sadducees a
great answer, ___. [So the lawyer] walks
up. [He] asks YahShua, “Which commandment is the most important?” 29
28

*YahShua answers the
Lawyer,
“The pinnacle of all
commandments, [above ev-
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ery statute, every law, every regula-

is, “Listen,
you who [want to] rule
with EL: Yahweh our
Eloha is One Adonai!
tion, every rule]

See excellent Greatest Commandments Scripture
Song. YHVH's sole authority towers above every
other principle of Law on earth. All law systems
which ignore YHVH's supreme authority are
doomed to fail. So every mortal government on
earth today is doomed. And any religious system
that tries to worship a multi-headed 3-in-1
Athanasian god is also doomed.

*
So you, ___, must love
Yahweh your Eloha with
all your heart, and with
all your soul, and with
all your mind, and with
all your strength. That's
the 1st commandment.
Mark 12:30

1618

the truth. There is [only]
one Eloha [Yahweh]. There
is no [true authority] except
[whomever Yahweh empowers]. 33 *
—And to love Yahweh
with all [your] heart, with
all your understanding,
with all your soul, and
with all your strength,
and to love your neighbor as yourself: that
[love] is worth more than
all the offerings and
barbecue [donations anyone
ever gave up].”
Offerings and ‘sacrifices’ (donations), when made
properly, were and are gifts to help poor people
and to provide for the maintenance of the temple.
But love for YHVH and for others is more important.

YahShua sees the Lawyer answer
wisely, ___. So YahShua responds,
“You're not far from the dominion of
[Yahweh] the Eloah.”
After [seeing YahShua blow away the best minds in
Jerusalem,] no man after that dares interrogate YahShua, [until the crucifixion].
34

This verse is JUST the second-half of the #1 greatest commandment.

*
And that 1st commandment is [a perfect] pair to
the 2nd: ‘You, ___,
must love your neighbor
as yourself.’ No commandment suspasses
these two [interwoven principles].”
31

(Leviticus 19:18)

*The Lawyer-scribe
answers YahShua, “Well
[done], Master. You speak
32
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The disciples continued to ask honest questions.

How Could Jesus Be David's Master
& Grandson?

35 [While all of Jerusalem's religious & financial leaders

fume and tear-about trying to hire a hit-man to assassi-

YahShua continues teaching
in the temple [courts]. He asks,
“Why do the scribes call [YAH's] Messiah
the ‘Son of David’?
nate YahShua,]

Good teaching is mostly asking, not lecturing.
36

For [king] David himself, [inspired by YAH's]
Sacred Spirit, said, ‘Yahweh [the Father]
says to [YahShua] my Master, ‘[Messiah,] you
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sit at My Right Hand. [Watch] Me bury
your enemies under your feet.’

punishment [YAH] eventually
rains down on them.”

(Psalm 110:1)

(Paraphrased.) I can hook you up with friends who
used to work for pioneering televangelist Jerry Falwell. They'll tell you that's exactly what the Falwell
organization did: devour widow's houses.

37

*

David thus calls [me,]
the Messiah, ‘Master!’ So how
is it, ___, that [I,] the Messiah,
[am] David's ‘son’?
The large crowd listens to
YahShua. [They smile and gasp, intrigued
and filled with] with delight.
[Ancient king]

The crowd bristles, hyped by the skin-tingling drama of this ongoing testosterone-heated, demon-fueled battle between the religionists and Yahshua, a
battle which everyone knows will end in spectacular violence and bloodshed.

Get Away From Religionists

*YahShua warns and instructs the crowd,
“ ___, beware of lawyer-writers. They love to [waltz around] in
long robes. They adore having
everyone greet them in marketplaces, [chambers of commerce, financial
centers].
38

Who loves to walk around in formal robes and long
tuxedos, preening in the radiance of public
flattery? Judges, lawyers, professors, deans, politicians, and especially preachers, popes, cardinals,
bishops... and actors. All such people are actors.
39

*

the best
seats in religious and educational institutions. They [fight over]
places of honor at banquets.
Mark 12:40 *
The respected lawyers and religion teachers devour widows’
houses. [They] bore you with
those long prayers they use as
show-business smokescreens
to make you, ___, think
they're holy [so you'll give them money].
[The longer their prayers,] the worse
[ ___, these hypocrites love having]
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The Generous Widow Gives Everything She Has

*YahShua sits down facing
the [Temple] treasury, ___. [He]
watches [thousands of] people cast
money into the [big donation box].
Many rich people put in large
sums.
41

Jewish religion was big business, just like the
Christian religion is BIG business today. Don't think
for a moment that the ‘Christian‘ religionists are
going to let the Bible jam up their cash-machines.

*A poor widow hobbles up to
the donation hole. [The religionists
refuse to lift a finger to help her, ___.] The
widow throws in two tiny [copper]
coins, [hardly enough to buy a ball of bubble-gum]. 43 *YahShua calls his
disciples to gather around Him.
He says to them,
“I tell you the rock-solid [truth],
___: This poor widow cast in
more [true wealth] than all the [rich
people who] throw [money] into the
treasury.
44 *
–All these [rich and middle-class fakes]
throw in token gifts. They [barely
scratch the surface] of their abundant
[piles of] possessions. But this
widow, out of her poverty, puts
in everything, ___ — all [the money] she has to live on.”
42

Mark 13
Weak Christians Love Big Church
Buildings
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YahShua [storms out of Herod's corrupt]
temple, ___. [YahShua's] stooges [try to get
1

YahShua to go back into the temple to apologize for enraging its administrators].

One of YahShua's
disciples exclaims to YahShua, “Look,
Rabbi! [Think about the cost of these] huge
stones! [Think of the good we could could do with
these] magnificent buildings!”

"Hey Jesus, stop hacking off the preachers who run
this big church! Our ministry needs to use this fine
facility to spread the gospel! Respect the leadership of the house of Gawd!"

*YahShua answers His [worldworshiping disciple],
“You see these buildings as
great, ___? [In 37 years,] not 1
stone [of this temple] stays standing
on top of another. [Roman soldiers and
gold-scavengers] soon throw down
every single rock!”
2

Like clockwork, 37 years later, in AD70, Romans
destroy Herod's temple.

Yahshua Predicts The End Of The
World
3 YahShua [hikes to] Olive-Mountain. [He
climbs it.] He sits facing [Herod's] temple. 4
Peter {Rock}, James {Heel-Grabber}, JAHn
& Andrew {Manly} privately ask
YahShua, “Tell us [the answers to 2 questions:
Question# 1:] When will [Jerusalem's temple fall]?
And [Question #2:] What [event] will signify
the end of the [age of Satan's & man's collusion to
dominate planet earth]?”
2 questions.

*YahShua answers his disciples,
“Watch out, ___! Don’t let
anyone deceive you!
5

1620

my name [and authority]. [They
admit that I [rose from the dead
and that I] am alive. [These false ‘Christians’,
Muslims, etc.] deceive billions [of people, ___].
use of]
gladly]

Many professing ‘Christians’ (and Muslims, etc.) deceive many people. NOT ‘many false-Messiahs fool
others into worshiping them’. Unless you count the
Pope, claiming to be the #1 representative of Jesus. That fools Catholics. Some fools also swallow
the new-Age ‘Christ-consciousness’ cr*pola that
suggests that we all are [potentially] Christ.

*
When you hear the noise of
wars nearby and the news of
wars far off, don't be troubled,
___. For such disasters [and war
propaganda] must exist. But [mere]
wars and war propaganda
don't signal “The End.”
8*
Nation(s) continue to escalate
[war] against [other] nation(s).
Kingdom(s) [increasingly fight]
against [other] kingdom(s), ___.
Earthquakes come to [rock] many
[known and previously undiscovered] seismic
zones. Famines and riots [swell to
ravage humanity]. These are [just] the
beginnings of [the] sorrows [of eternity's ‘birth pains’].
7

Most importantly, the kingdom of Satan fights
against the Kingdom of YAH. Billions of deluded
people (including hundreds of millions of
‘Christians’) fight to deprive and murder YAH's few
scattered prophets.

*
You must [constantly] stay on your
guard, ___! For [if you do what I say,
9

Yahshua mixes his answers to the 2 questions, because although the 'end of the world' is a long way
off, the fall of Jerusalem foreshadows 'The End',
especially in the way people mistreat the disciples.

*
—Billions [of demonic and deceived people]
come to infest [earth]. [They found
6

their corrupt institutions (colleges, churches, ministries, charities, political parties, etc.) on the false
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corrupt mankind, especially religious and political
leaders],

soon arrest you, ___.
They hand you over to courts
and councils. They beat you,
___. [They physically, mentally, emotionally and
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spiritually abuse you]

in

[religious & educational

institutions]. [Cops and soldiers]

___,

drag you,

[to face mockery & trial on false accusa-

tions in the judgment halls of]

governors &

kings.

[All] because [you refuse to raise
your right hand to swear oaths of loyalty to them.

you obey no man except me. [In these legal confrontations,]
you, ___, witness to, and testify against, the [world and its evil Satanic leaders].
All because]

Arrest is the believer's opportunity to tell the world
about Christ.
Mark 13:10 *
[Before “The End of the world” comes, ___, my
true]

Gospel must be published
among all nations.

The corrupt gospels of Catholic or Jewish legalism
and Protestant 'greasy grace' have been preached
to every nation through radio and TV for at least
50 years. But the TRUE gospel (of obedience to every word that has ever proceeded from the mouth
of YHVH) gets beaten down every time it pops its
head out of its hiding hole.

*
Now, ___, when [cops, rabble and soldiers] lead you [under
arrest] and hand you over
[to judges], never worry beforehand about what
you'll say. Don't premeditate, ___. [Don't study
11

legal procedure out of worry. Don't
anxiously rehearse speeches for legal

Rather, say
whatever [words YAH] gives
you when the time
comes. For it won't be
you speaking, ___, but
[YAH's] Sacred Spirit.
confrontations.]
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Keep silent in explicit legal confrontations, as well
as minor confrontations with people in the office,
at a park, or a church.

*
‘Brother betrays brother
to death, ___! Fathers
betray their own children! Children rise up
against their parents
and cause their deaths
[or leave them for dead].
12

Often the death of a true believer comes not from
people killing the believer outright, but from apathetic people. (Often the believer's family, churchmembers, and/or ‘friends’) merely ignore and neglect the plight of the believer who (out of obedience to Jesus) has put himself in danger (or need).
Many believers, the Amish, for instance, will not
get driver's licenses because they obey James
5:12. So when the believers' relatives refuse to
take the believers out to share the gospel, the believers walk or ride in buggies. Thus the believers
risk getting smashed by cars. Throughout history,
many believers have been denied all rights to buy
and sell because they won't fight in the world's
wars, nor swear oaths of loyalty. In myriad ways,
family and church-members cause the deaths of
YAH's true messengers.

*
ALL men hate you
[disciples] because you
honor and proclaim [only]
my authority, ___. But
[YAH] saves whoever endures to the END.
13

You refuse to tape your mouth shut. You never
bow to the unrighteous demands vomited out by
Satan's Matrix: the world's religions and governments. You expose corruption wherever you see it.
Since corruption is everywhere, everyone hates
you. Pretty simple. If you truly obey Yahshua, then
every man, woman and child on earth eventually
abandons you. (But usually not all at once.) Push
through universal rejection until you die. Then YAH
saves you. If human pressure forces you off the
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‘Narrow Way‘, you go back under the dominance of
man. Then you may eternally perish, no matter
what salvation prayer you said when you were
younger.

*
___, the prophet DaniEl {ElJudges} spoke of “the abomination of desolation.” When you
see [abominations] standing where
[only holiness] belongs, then everyone in Judaea [should] flee to the
mountains. (Reader, apply this
analogy [to your specific situation].)
14

The destruction of the Jerusalem temple in 70AD
was not ‘The End of the world’. AD70 ‘The End’. So
Yahshua's answers apply to both situations. (Daniel
9:27; 11:31; 12:11) The inter-testamental book of
the Maccabees reports that a ‘Disgusting Destroyer’
named Antiochus IV Epiphanes previously offered a
pig on the Jewish altar: ‘On the 15th day of the
month Casleu, in the 145th year, the [Greeks] set
up the abomination of desolation upon the [Jewish]
altar. They built idol altars throughout the cities of
Judea on every side." (1Macc.1:54) Later, in 70
AD, Roman prince Titus went to where the high altar of the Temple had been. Titus planted flags
bearing the Roman legions' eagle-idols. Then Titus
sacrificed animals [possibly pigs] to Jupiter (the
Roman Bull god). Jerusalem's Christians miraculously escaped the Roman siege. The battle lapsed.
The Romans temporarily withdrew. The Christians
fled to Petra. Josephus says that 1,100,000 Israelis
were killed and 97,000 became slaves.
15

People on rooftop [patios] lack [time to drop]
down to enter their house[s] to salvage
anything, ___.
In the year AD70, the Romans only withdraw for a
short time, just barely enough time for the Christians to get out of Jerusalem. In a flash, the Romans march back. They flatten the city.
16

People in the fields lack [time] to return
[home] to grab [their] coat[s].

For the [End-Days exceed] the time of the
greatest horror since the beginning,
when [Yahweh] the Eloah created [the universe], until now, ___. Never again does
such disaster [ravage earth].
Mark 13:20

In mercy to His few chosen disciples
[who remain on earth during the final disasters],
Adonai [YAH] steps in. He prevents the
human race from completely exterminating itself. Otherwise, ___, no living
being on earth would survive [man's insanity].
21

___, never believe anyone who says,
“Look, here's the Messiah!” Or, “Look,
YahShua's over there!”
Rastafarians for instance.

*
For false Messiahs and
false prophets must
arise, ___. They perform signs and wonders, to seduce, if it
were possible, even
[YAH's] elect.
22

23

But you, ___, watch out! I've told you
all [these facts about the fall of Jerusalem and the end of
the world] in advance!

*
In the [final] days, ___, after the
tribulation [I just described], [man's folly]
darkens the sun. [Bomb fallout smothers] the moon's light.
24

17

Probably air pollution.

Untold suffering wracks pregnant and
breast-feeding women in those days,
___!

25

18

Pray that your flight is not
winter, ___.
19
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*
The stars of heaven plummet,
___. [YAH's voice] shakes all celestial powers.
(Isaiah 13:10; 34:4) (Stars, planets, comets, etc.
driven from their courses.) Arch-demons topple.
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*
Then, ___, [all living beings] see [me]
the ‘Son of Adam’ [visibly return to
earth] in the clouds, suffused in
great power and glory.
27 *
Then [I] (the ‘Son of Adam’) deploy [my] angels. They gather
together [my] elect [saints] from
the 4 winds, from the ends of
the earth to the uttermost
reaches of heaven, ___.
26

28

Now, ___, catch a vision from the fig
tree. When the tree's tender branch
sprouts leaves, you know summer
draws near.

*
Similarly, you, ___, know that
29

[the twin disasters: (1) the fall of Jerusalem in
AD70 and, (2) much later, the ‘End of the World,’]

loom to ‘burst through [reality's]
doors’ when you see the events
I've just predicted.
The fall of Jerusalem was a ‘type’ (a pre-figuration)
of the ‘End of the World’. The seed-disasters which
shook Jerusalem to the ground return to shake the
universe at the ‘End of the World’.
Mark 13:30

I tell you the rock-solid [Truth], ___: this
generation [the people right here alive at 33AD] do
not die out before [experiencing the initial wave
of everything I've just predicted. The fall of Jerusalem,
(which pre-figures the end of the world),]

fore their very eyes.

occurs be-

‘Generation’ could alternatively mean ‘the Judean
lineage’ continues until doomsday. This itself is an
amazing prophecy, in that between 70AD to 1949
the Jews had no country.

*
Sky, outer space, and
earth are passing away,
___. But my Words never pass away.
31
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Sky and earth will wear out [and be regenerated].
Yahshua's words won't wear out. His Words are the
stuff that made the universe. His words are indestructible. That's why the bible is, 2000 years later,
still the biggest-selling book worldwide.

*
But no one knows the day nor
hour of [‘the end of the world’, ___]. No,
not even the angels in heaven,
nor even [me, YAH's] ‘son.’ Only [YAH]
the Father [knows the ‘date & time of the
end’].
32

The date and time of the fall of Jerusalem was perhaps similarly a universal ‘top secret’ known only to
YHVH.

Stay Awake! You Will Soon Stand
For Judgment

*
Stay alert, ___! [Wake up! Stake vigilant!] Be on your guard! For you
never know when ‘the time’
will come.
33

Most churches and bible translations put you to
sleep, when their job is to wake you up!

*
For [I,] ‘the Son of Adam,’
resemble a [rich and powerful] man
traveling far away. I put my
servants in charge, ___. I delegate to each worker his own
task. I command my gatewatchmen to stay vigilant.
34

Yahshua spoke (for humility) in the 3rd person.
35

So you watch, ___! You never know
when [I] the Master of the house [will show
up. I could surprise you] at evening, at midnight, at the [sound of the] rooster crowing,
or at the morning-light.
Keep your spiritual lookout sharp.
36

*
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___, you don't want me to
come suddenly and find you
sleeping.
Don't let me catch you with your pants down,
sleeping at guard duty. Napping right through that
preacher's awful sermon at church, asleep with
that boring commercial bible translation on your
chest.

*
So what I say to you, ___, I
say to everyone: Watch!”

took our cut, we'd have]

1624
given

to the
scolding

[the balance]

poor.” The [penny-pinchers continue]
the [generous] woman.

The charity/religion biz loves donations big enough
to skim large profits from.

YahShua says,
“Leave [this generous woman] alone. Why are
you bothering her? She's done a beautiful thing for me.
6

37

Mark 14
Judea's Evil Priests Scheme Christ's
Murder

*It's 2 days before the
Passover [celebration] (the ‘Feast of
Unleavened Bread’), ___.
[Judea's] chief priests and law-experts [run around] scrambling for a
crafty way to ambush YahShua
and put him to death.
1

The festival of Matzah. When we celebrate the
passover, we're celebrating Jesus. Turn your Easters into passovers and you get blessed.

But those [religionists hiss], “[Let's not murder
YahShua] on the feast day, or the masses
will riot.”
An Ex-Whore Pours her Life-Savings On Christ
3 Meanwhile, YahShua sits eating at the
house of [his disciple] Simon {Listener}, an
ex-leper (in Bethany {Date-House}). A
woman comes to YahShua. She carries
an alabaster jar full of ridiculously expensive perfume, (pure oil of nard [worth
the price of a nice house, ___])! The woman
breaks the jar. She pours [all] the oil on
YahShua's head! 4 Some people at the
table [scowl,] indignant. They ask, ‘Why
did [that whore] waste that expensive perfume?! 5 —That ointment could have
been sold for more than 300 pieces of
silver, [more than 1 year’s wages]! [Then, after we
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*
—You [will] always have poor [people] with you, ___. You can help
paupers whenever you choose.
But you won't always have [my
physical, visible presence].
7

Stay at your post. Stay alert!

2

The beautiful thing Mary Magdalene did for
Yahshua was NOT marry him and give him children, as the ridiculous Merovingian fable purports.

8

—This woman has done [everything] she
could. She came in advance to oil my
body for burial.
9

—I tell you the rock-solid [Truth], ___.
Wherever [people] herald this Good News
[about me] throughout the whole world,
people also speak of [this ex-prostitute pouring
a year's wages worth of oil on my head. History forever]

honors her memory.”
That prediction has come true.

Judas Trades The Messiah's Life For
Money
Mark 14:10 [Then] Judas (from K’riot), one
of YahShua's 12 [core envoys], slinks to the
[cabal of] chief priests, to betray YahShua
to them. 11 The chief priests [smile] with
glee upon hearing Judas’ [offer to betray
YahShua]. The priests promise to give Judas money. So [Judas] begins looking for
the right time and place to betray
YahShua.
YahShua Clairvoyantly Plans His
Last Supper
12 On the first day of the Feast of Unleavened Bread, the day for butchering
[and eating] the Passover lamb, YahShua's
disciples ask YahShua, “Where do you
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want us to go to prepare [food] for you
to eat the Passover [meal]?”
In true Hebrew festivals, animals are donated and
eaten, not ‘sacrificed and burned’.

YahShua sends out 2 of his disciples.
He says,
“You [hike] into the city. There you'll see
a man carrying a jar of water. Follow
him.
13

Christ is clairvoyant.
14

—[You'll see] the [water-carrying-man] enter a
house. Say to the house's owner, ‘The
Teacher asks, “Where is the guest room
where I can eat the Passover meal with
my disciples?”’
15

—[The owner] will show you a large upper
room furnished and prepared. Cook our
supper there.”
16 So YahShua's [2] disciples hike out to
the city. They find [the water-man and the guestroom] just as YahShua [clairvoyantly] predicted. So the [2 disciples] prepare the
Passover meal.
Jesus Predicts His Death At The
'Last Supper'
17 In the evening, YahShua arrives

[at the upper-room]

YahShua and [his] 12
[core ambassadors] sit eating. YahShua says,
“I tell you the rock-solid [Truth]. One of
you who eats with me soon betrays
me.”
19 The disciples [fill] with sadness. One
by one, they launch into asking
YahShua, “Not me, right? [I won't betray
you!]” Mark 14:20 YahShua answers his disciples,
“[The traitor] is one of [you] 12 [apostles]
who dips [matzah bread] in [this] bowl [with
me].
with his 12

[disciples].

18

21

—For [I,] the ‘Son of Adam,’ must go [to
die,] as the Scriptures long ago predicted. But how terrible [life ends] for [my] betrayer, ___. Far better for him if he'd
never been born!”
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*YahShua & his disciples
continue eating. YahShua takes
bread. He blesses it. He breaks
it. He hands it to his disciples,
saying,
“Take, eat, ___. This [bread repre22

sents] my body.”

YahShua takes a cup [of wine, ___]. He
gives thanks [to YAH]. Then he hands the
cup to his disciples. They all drink from
it.
23

Possibly non-alcoholic juice.

YahShua says to his disciples,
“This [wine represents] my blood, [which
24

tonight & tomorrow I voluntarily
allow pagan soldiers to] pour out, to
seal the New

[Global]

weh and His many people].

Covenant

[between Yah-

After the devil's henchmen murder Yahshua, the
devil loses all his lawful power over people. So
people are free to enter the family of YAH, bound
in a Covenant of love between Father and sons.
Such a familial covenant is far superior to the Sinai
Covenant, which is a list of rules which slaves must
obey. In contrast, the New Covenant is based on
voluntary obedience that comes from love of the
Creator who sent Yahshua to defeat the devil who
binds the human race in slavery. Both covenants
require adherence to the same principles of Law.
It's the motivation that differs.
25

I tell you the rock-solid [Truth]: I drink
no more of the ‘fruit of the vine’, until
that day that I drink new [wine] in the
Kingdom of [Yahweh] the Eloah.”
Possibly fulfilled by Christ's drinking vinegar on the
execution stake.

YahShua & his disciples sing a celebration [song to Yahweh]. Then they hike out
onto the Mount of Olives.
26

They probably sing a ‘Hallel’, which is a term connoting explosive, wild singing, shouting and dancing. In Judaic custom, ‘The Hallel’ refers to Ps. 113118, and sometimes to Psalm 136 or Ps. 145-150.
(Greek: Humneo.) The common translation
(‘Hymn’) gives a false impression of soft, quiet,
solemn pew-sitter singing.

All Disciples Lie, Pledging To Stand
By Jesus
27 YahShua says to his disciples,
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“All of you fall away from me tonight.
As [Zechariah] writes: ‘… strike [down] the
shepherd, and [his] sheep scatter.’
(Zechariah 13:7) ‘I will’ (strike) is not in Zechariah.
YHVH never strikes Yahshua. Satan's henchmen
strike Yahshua.
28

But after I rise [from the dead], I [teleport]
ahead of you [north] into [the Heathen-Circle]
Galilee.
29 But Peter {Rock} blurts out to
YahShua, “Even if everyone else
deserts you, I'll [stay right by your side].” Mark

*YahShua corrects Peter
{Rock},
“[You blab nonsense.] I tell you the
rock-solid [Truth]: Tonight before
the rooster crows twice, 3
times you deny [knowing] me.”
14:30

But Peter {Rock}[yells] back even more
strongly, “[Even] if I must die with you, I
will never deny you in any way!” All of
YahShua's disciples brag similar [lies].
31

You don't know how bad you wanna' keep breathing.

In The Garden, Messiah Prays To
Escape Death
32 YahShua & his disciples arrive at an
[olive grove] named Gethsemane {OilPress}.” YahShua says to his disciples,
“You all sit here, while I pray.”
How fitting: "Oil-Press" is the place where the
pressure was so great that the Messiah sweated
blood.

YahShua takes with him Peter {Rock},
James {Heel-Grabber} & JAHn. Great distress and anguish flood over YahShua.
34 YahShua [groans] to [Peter, James & JAHn],
“My soul lies [crushed] with grief to the
point of death. Remain here. Stay
awake!”
33

*YahShua stumbles forward
a little, ___. He falls on the
ground. He prays [to YAH] that, if
possible, the time [of torture predicted
35
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will pass him by. 36

*YahShua cries,
“[Yahweh] Abba, Father, all
things are possible for
you. Take this cup [of
death] away from me. Yet
[I do] not what I want,
but what You want.”
*YahShua returns to find [all]
his disciples sleeping, ___.
YahShua [moans] to Peter {Rock},
“Simon {Listener}, you lie sleeping?! Could you not stay awake
[and watch] for 1 hour?!
37

*
—Watch and pray so you
won't fall into temptation, ___! The spirit
truly stands ready [and
willing]. But [your] fleshly [human nature] lies weak!”
38

Again YahShua [stumbles] away. He
prays [to Yahweh]. [He] repeats his pleadings [to escape torturous death]. Mark 14:40
39

*YahShua returns. He finds his
disciples asleep again, ___.
Their eye [lids droop like lead] weights.
The disciples struggle [to think up
excuses to whine] to him.
Like us, these disciples have no plausible excuse
for their disobedience and apathy.

Judas Betrays Christ To A Mercenary Mob

*YahShua [prays. Finally he] returns a 3rd time. He says to his
disciples,
“Are you going to go on sleeping? No! You've had enough
rest! The ‘hour’ arrives. Look!
41
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betray [me,] the
‘Son of Adam,’ into the hands
of sinners.
42 *
—Get up! Let’s go! Look! Here
comes my betrayer!”
43 *Immediately, while
YahShua speaks, Judas, (one
of YahShua's 12 [core] disciples)
approaches YahShua. With Judas marches a huge [mercenary]
mob wielding swords and
clubs. [This armed lynch-mob] has been
sent [and paid for] by [Judea's] chief
priests, Law-professors and elders, ___. 44 *Judas (who betrays YahShua) has given the
mob a signal, saying, “The man
I kiss is YahShua. [When I kiss him,]
seize him. Then lead him
bound securely [to his court trial].” 45
[Judas and the religionists]

*Judas arrives [in the garden]. He strides straight
to YahShua. [Judas] says,
“Master! Rabbi!” He
kisses YahShua!
Most ‘Christians’ call Jesus ‘Lord’ and ‘Master’. Then
they ignore almost everything he says. They betray
him just like Judas did.

The [religionists’ mercenary] mobsters slap
their [dirty] hands on YahShua. They arrest him. 47 [Peter,] one of YahShua's disciples, [can't bear] standing beside
YahShua, [watching the brute squad chain his
beloved Master]. [Peter's face flashes red. His blood boils.
He] yanks out his long-knife, ___. He
slices off the ear of the slave of [Judea's
counterfeit] High Priest!
46

Yahshua's disciples did not carry anything like military swords. The group carried 2 long utility
knives.
48

YahShua says to the mob,

1627

“What are you doing, chasing me with
swords and clubs as if I were a murderous rebel?
49

—Day after day I [stood] with you in the
temple teaching. You didn’t seize me
then. So [this is happening because] the scriptures must be fulfilled.”

*YahShua's [disciples]
all desert YahShua.
They run away, ___.
Mark 14:50

Like a bunch of scared little girls.

The Mob Christens The 1st Christian Streaker
51 A young man follows YahShua. The
man wears only a linen cloth [toga / nightshirt] wrapped around his naked body,
___. The [thugs] grab the man. 52 The
man slips out of his linen cloth, ___!
He runs away naked, leaving the mobsters [chasing him, waving the sheet, screaming, “Get
back here! You're under arrest!]”
Criminal Religionists Prosecute The
Messiah
53 The mob leads YahShua away to the
[bogus] high priest. Around [Caiphas] sit assembled all [Judea's] chief priests, elders
and Law-experts.
This trial exhibits the classic Satanic inversion
common to all human affairs. The situation lies exactly upside-down. Christ should be prosecuting
the religionists. Instead, the religionists prosecute
Christ. In our world today, ‘Law’ systems break the
Creator's laws. ‘Health’ systems kill more people
than any other cause of preventable death. ‘Education’ systems brainwash kids as they destroy the
child's love of learning. ‘Divinity’ schools distort the
scriptures into demonic doctrines. Etc., etc. But
payback comes.

From far away, Peter {Rock} follows
YahShua right into high priest's palace
courtyard. There Peter sits with the
guards. [Peter] warms himself at [their]
fire, ___. 55 [Judea's] chief priests and
[their] whole [illegal religious] council hunt for
[perjured, bribed] ‘witnesses’ who'll accuse
YahShua of a death-penalty offense.
But no one can provide [credible] evidence
54

against YahShua. 56 *Many [liars]
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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bear false witness
against YahShua. But
their testimonies conflict with each other,
___.
The lies don't add up. The false witnesses cancel
each other out.

*Finally, some [corrupt] men
stand up to falsely testify
against YahShua. 58 They lie, “We
57

heard YahShua say, ‘I come to destroy
[Jerusalem's] temple. [It's a toy] made by [human] hands. Then, within 3 days, I build
a new temple made without hands.’” 59
But even then the [false witnesses] can't get
their [lying] stories to match, ___! Mark

*The high priest stands up
in the middle [of the council]. He
asks YahShua, “Can't you answer? Don't you have a defense to these charges the
‘witnesses’ have brought
against you?”
14:60

To respond to a charge in court is to submit to the
court's jurisdiction. Keep your mouth shut!

*But YahShua [exercises his right to]
remain silent. He gives no answer. Again the high priest
asks YahShua, “Are you the
Messiah, the son of [Yahweh] the
Blessed [Sovereign]?”
61

You have the right to remain silent. Anything you
say can and will be used against you.

*YahShua answers,
“[Yes.] I am [YAH's son, His Messiah]. And you come to
see [me] the ‘Son of
Adam’ sitting at the
Right Hand of [Yahweh's]
power. [I'm] coming [back]
62
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on the clouds of heaven
[to rule the earth].”
Mark 1:62 Song.

*So the [fake, illegal, mercenary] High
Priest tears his clothes. He
screams, “What further need
have we of witnesses? 64 *—
You have heard [Yeshu's] blasphemy! What is your verdict?!” The
entire [illegal] council all condemn
YahShua as guilty. [They] sentence him to death, ___. 65
*Some [council members] start spitting on YahShua. [Religionists] slap
a bag over YahShua's face.
They beat YahShua with their
fists, ___. They mock Him,
screaming, “Prophesy! [Guess who
hit you!]” The [‘church’ security] guards
join in slapping [and punching]
YahShua.
63

‘Who hit you that time, you prophet?‘

Peter Denies YahShua 3 Times;
CockADoodleDoo!
66 Meanwhile, below in the courtyard,
Peter {Rock}[sits shaking beside the fire, ___].
One of the high priest's slave-girls
slinks up to [Peter]. 67 The slave-girl sees
Peter {Rock} warming himself. She
glares at him. She yells, “You [ran] with
YahShua, that [terrorist] man from
Nazareth!” 68 Peter {Rock} denies [knowing
YahShua]. He lies, “I don't know [this
‘YahShua’]. I have no idea what you're
talking about.” Peter {Rock} walks out
onto the porch. Immediately a rooster
crows. 69 Again, a servant-girl spies Peter {Rock}. She starts blabbing to the
bystanders, “This [guy] is one of [that terrorist YahShua's henchmen].” Mark 14:70 Again Peter
{Rock} denies [knowing YahShua]. A little later, some bystanders accuse Peter,
“You're definitely one of [YahShua's fellow terrorists]. You're [a] Heathen-Circle [hick]!
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Your speech gives you away.” 71

*Peter {Rock} starts invoking curse[s] on himself. [He binds himself under divine
and human penalties of perjury] as
he swears [oath(s), in a mad,
desperate, disobedient attempt to
make the people believe his lie]:

“I

don't [even] know this
man [YahShua] you're talking about.”
#332 anathematizo: to declare or vow under
penalty of execration:--(bind under a) curse, bind
with an oath. #3660 omnuo: to swear, i.e. take (or
declare on) oath. See James 5:12, Matt 5:33-37.

*The rooster crows a 2nd
time, ___. Peter {Rock} remembers that YahShua predicted,
“Before the rooster crows
twice, 3 times you deny [knowing]
me.”
Peter throws himself down [on
the ground], ___. He bursts into
tears.
72

Mark 15
Fake Priests Drag Yahshua To The
IRS Director

*At dawn's first light, the
chief priests convene a [conspiracy]
meeting with [Judea's] elders and
Lawyers and the whole [illegal religious murderous] council, ___. The
[religionists] bind YahShua [in chains].
They drag him away. They deliver him to [the Roman regional ‘I.R.S.’
Director: Pontius] Pilate.
1

Pilate was procurator of revenues for Judea, a position analogous to a district director of the Internal
Revenue Service.
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*Pilate asks YahShua, “Are
you the King of the Jews?”
YahShua answers Pilate,
“You say it.”
2

[i.e. ‘The words are yours.’ or ‘You yourself go
around telling people that I am the true King of Israel.’] Clever answer, avoiding legal joinder.

*The chief priests keep
accusing YahShua of
many crimes. But
YahShua [wisely] answers
nothing, ___.
3

You have the right to remain silent. Do you use
that right?

Pilate again asks YahShua, “You answer nothing? Look how many charges
the [religionists] keep throwing against
you!” 5 *But YahShua still an4

swers not one word, ___. Pilate marvels [at YahShua's self-control, inner focus and legal savvy].
You too should refuse to answer any accuser, from
family members, to friends, to employers, to police, to lawyers, to judges.

I.R.S. Boss Releases A Terrorist,
Not Christ
6 Now, ___, Pilate [remembers] his custom
of releasing to [the Jews] one prisoner
(whomever the Jews request) during
the [Passover] feast. 7 Pilate [recalls that] his
[soldiers] hold in jail a prisoner named
[Jesus] Bar-abba [Son-of-the-Father], along
with [Barabba's terrorist] conspirators who
[routinely] murder [foreigners] in [anti-Roman] revolts.
Barabbas was actually named "Yahshua Bar-Abba",
which means "Jesus, son of the father." Barabbas
was a counterfeit of the true Yahshua, Son of YHVH
the Father. In other words, Barabbas was an anti-Christ, a substitute Messiah. Just like the military
leaders your neighbors foolishly count on to protect
your country.

The crowd keeps crying out, begging
Pilate to [release a prisoner as usual, ___]. 9 Pilate answers the multitude, “Do you
want me to release to you [YahShua Josephson], the King of the Jews?” Mark 15:10
8
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*Pilate knows the chief
priests arrested and
handed over YahShua
[not for any crimes, but] because those [religionists boil in
mad, insane] jealousy of
YahShua. 11 *But the chief
priests manipulate the people.
[So the crowd] demands that Pilate
keep YahShua in jail and instead release [the terrorist Jesus] Barabba into their waiting arms.

Religion killed the greatest man who ever lived.
The Jews preferred a substitute deliverer, a terrorist, over Yahshua, because Yahshua conquers with
love, not with war and murder.

Pilate again answers the huge crowd,
“What do you want me to do with
[YahShua,] the man you call the ‘King of
the Jews’?” 13 *The crowd scream
12

back, “Impale YahShua!

[Nail him
to a pole until he bleeds to death and his lungs col-

Then Pilate challenges the
multitude, “Why [impale YahShua]? What evil
has he committed?” Yet the [mad] crowd
lapse!]” 14

shouts louder, “Impale him!” 15 *So

Pilate, wishing
to satisfy the mob, releases [the criminal terrorist
mass-murderer Jesus] BarAbba
into the [arms of the dancing, rejoicing] mob, ___. Then
Pilate commands his
soldiers to whip
YahShua [with metal claws]
and to nail him to a pole
[Governor]

[until he bleeds to death and his
lungs collapse].
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Soldiers Torture & Mock The One
True Messiah
16 The soldiers lead YahShua [in chains] inside the palace [of Justice,] the [legal] headquarters building, ___. They call together their whole battalion. 17 *The

soldiers clothe YahShua in [a
mock-royal] purple [robe]. They
weave thorn branches into a
crown, ___. Then [with their muscular
hands, they dig and pound] the thorny
crown deep into his [bleeding]
head. 18 *The [demon-possessed]
soldiers stare, ___, mock-saluting YahShua, “Hail, King
of the Jews!” 19 *The soldiers
beat YahShua on the head with
a stick, ___! [They] spit on him.
[They] bow their knees to him in
mock-worship. Mark 15:20 *The
soldiers [get sick of] mocking
YahShua. [So, ___,] they strip off
the purple [robe] from his body.
[They] put his own clothes on
Him. They lead him outside to
nail him to a stake.
Simon Carries The Messiah's Impaling Stake
21 A Cyrenian named Simon {Listener}
(the father of Alexander {Man-Defender}
& Rufus {Red}) passes by on his way
into [Jerusalem] from the countryside, ___.
The soldiers force Simon to carry
YahShua's [impaling] stake [out of the city]. 22

*The soldiers [beat and kick]
YahShua [down the ‘Way Of Sorrow’] to
Golgotha [Skull-Hill].
The way to heaven is the road of pain.

The Messiah Refuses Painkillers

*The soldiers offer YahShua
to drink [a painkiller, ___,] (wine
drugged with myrrh). But
YahShua refuses to drink [the intoxicating drugs].
23
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Yahshua is the toughest man who ever lived. If Jesus on the cross can refuse a painkiller, you can
get off of those doctor-drugs you're using to mask
your pain symptoms. If Jesus didn't need a pain
pill on the cross, then you don't need a pain-pill to
get through your day. The medicine makes you
sick.

Soldiers Nail Messiah To The Stake
24 The soldiers nail YahShua to the
stake, ___. Then they divide
YahShua's clothes. They gamble to decide which [item of clothing] each man will
take [to sell]. 25 The soldiers nail YahShua
to the stake at [about] 9 A.M., ___, [the
3rd hour of sunlight]. 26 *[The soldiers] nail a

signboard to the stake above
YahShua's head, announcing
the charge against YahShua. It
reads: “THE KING OF THE
JEWS.”
Criminals, People, Leaders, Boo
Yahshua

*Beside YahShua, the soldiers impale two criminals,
___. One [thief hangs] on YahShua's
right hand, one on YahShua's
left.
27

Impale="stauroo".

*The presence of thieves fulfills the scripture which predicts, “[Corrupt judges] number [the
Messiah] in their [list of] criminals.”
28

This verse is not in most translations.

*People pass along the road,
___. They jeer evil [insults]. They
shake their heads [in mock lament]:
“You bragged you could tear
down [Jerusalem's] Temple and rebuild it in 3 days— Mark 15:30 *—
Save yourself! Come down
from that pole!” 31 Likewise, ___,
29

the chief priests and the Law-experts
mock YahShua. [They hiss] to each other,
“[YahShua pretended to] save other [people]. But
he can't [even] save himself! 32 *—[Hey,
YahShua,]

Messiah, King of Israel!
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Jump down now from that execution-stake! We'll believe that
when we see it!” [A thief] crucified
beside YahShua [also] ridicules
him.
Darkness Covers Land; Yahshua
Cries To YAH

*At noon, [the 6th hour of
daylight], darkness falls
over the whole land,
___. [Blackness covers the earth]
for 3 hours!
33

Perhaps a solar eclipse.

*Then, ___, at 3 in the afternoon, YahShua cries with a
loud voice,
“Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthani?!”
[Scribes] interpret this as:
“[Yahweh] my Eloha, my Eloha,
why have you forsaken me?”
34

Psalm 22:1

Some bystanders hear this [cry]. They
incorrectly guess, “Look! YahShua is
calling EliYah.”
Yahshua, History's Greatest Man,
Dies
36 One [bystander] runs [to a bucket]. He fills a
sponge full of vinegar. He puts it on a
[long] stick. He [holds it up to] YahShua, to
[let him] drink. [The man] says [to the mockers],
“Leave YahShua alone! [Stop ridiculing him.]
Let's watch: maybe [ancient prophet] EliJah
will come to take YahShua down.” 37
35

*YahShua cries with a
loud voice, ___. Then
[he] ‘gives up the ghost.’
[He breathes his last breath.]
An [Angel] Rips The Temple Veil In
Two

*Suddenly, back at the
[Jerusalem] Temple, [a super38
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tears the [Holy
Place's priceless] curtain in
two, ___! [It rips] from
ceiling to floor!
natural force]

The curtain separated the temple's common area
from the ‘Most Holy place’ where only the High
Priest was allowed to enter. Anyone else who
passed that curtain would die. Tearing the curtain
proves that any special Jewish authority disappeared the moment Yahshua died. Since that moment the Jews have been no more favored than
any other nation on earth. And, since the moment
Yahshua died, no one has ever needed to consider
enrolling themselves or their families in the Sinai
Covenant. Yet now, 2000 years later, foolish
‘Christian’ parents still mutilate their children's genitals with no medical nor biblical justification whatsoever. They falsely blame the horrific act of circumcision on Moses, who refused to circumcise his
own sons!

*A Roman centurion stands
[trembling,] facing YahShua, marveling [at the Messiah's superhuman dignity,
passion and bravery]. [Having witnessed YahShua]
crying out and giving up His
last breath, the centurion
gasps, “Truly this man was the
Son of God.”
39

Disciples Lower Christ's Corpse
From The Pole
Mark 15:40 Some women look on from a
distance: among them Mary Magdalene, and Mary (the mother of Jose and
James {Heel-Grabber} (the younger)),
and Shalomah. 41 ([Mary, Mary & Shalomah]
had followed YahShua in Galilee, helping Him, ___.) Many other women
(who hiked up to Jerusalem with
YahShua) also [stand] there [risking their lives
to watch his crucifixion]. 42 Evening falls, ___.
It's the preparation day, (the day before the [special mid-week Passover] Sabbath).
Jesus didn't die on Friday, people! Come on, use
your brain! Christians need to learn to count! 3
days and 3 nights in the tomb = Jesus was buried
on Wednesday night!

Pilate Donates Yahshua's Body To
Rich Joseph
43 Joseph {Increaser} of Arimathea {IdolHeights}, a prominent [honorable] member
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of the [Jewish High] Council and a seeker of
the kingdom of [Yahweh] the Eloah, [rides
his prize-horse to the crucifixion site]. [Disgusted by the
carnage,] Joseph [thunders his horse into Jerusalem].
He storms into [Governor] Pilate's [private
chambers]. [There Joseph] insists to take
YahShua's body. 44 Pilate [jolts, ___]. He's
surprised to hear that YahShua is already dead. Pilate summons the centurion [from YahShua's crucifixion]. [Pilate] asks the
[soldier] if [and when] YahShua died. 45 The
centurion confirms that YahShua lies
dead, ___. Pilate grants [control of]
YahShua's body to Joseph {Increaser}.
Joseph Entombs Yahshua

*[So] Joseph brings fine linen.
He [gets drenched in blood as] he takes
YahShua down [from the pole. He rips
46

the blood-crusted spikes from YahShua's wrists and
ankles. He lowers YahShua's dead weight to the

He wraps YahShua's
corpse in the linen, ___. [Then]
Joseph [rides away to] lay the corpse
in a tomb cut out of a rock [cliffside]. Finally, [with heroic effort, Joseph and
his many helpers] roll a [giant] boulder
over the tomb's opening. 47 Mary
ground.]

Magdalene and Mary (the mother of
[YahShua and] Joses) see where [Joseph of Arimathea] sets YahShua's body, ___.

Mark 16
Women Go To Yahshua's Already
Empty Tomb

1 [Day 5 ('Thursday', the special Passover Sabbath) passes. Then Day 6 ('Friday') passes. Then Day 7 ('Saturday,’)
the normal weekly]

Sabbath ends at sun-

down.

[Thus YahShua spends his 3 FULL days and 3
FULL nights dead in the tomb. On Saturday night, which

Mary
Magdalene, and Mary (the mother of
James {Heel-Grabber}) and Shalomah
rush out [of their hiding place]. They purchase
sweet [burial] spices to embalm
YahShua's body.
Hebrews count as the beginning of workday one,]

3 FULL days and nights in the tomb. (Strict Hebrews, please forgive our using the world's weekday names, named in honor of the pagan gods, but
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they're the only weekday names that most Englishspeakers know.)

Long before [dawn, still dark on ‘Sunday’
morning,] the 1st day of the week, the
women race [to Joseph-of-Arimathea's cliffside
tomb]. They arrive [to see] the first rays of
sunrise illuminate YahShua's gravesite.
3 As the women [run,] they ask each other, “Who'll help us roll away that huge
boulder from the door of the tomb?” 4
2

*Then the women look up.
They see that the gigantic
boulder has already been
rolled away [from the tomb's door, ___]!
Angel Says Jesus Rose On Sabbath
Sundown

*The [terrified] women enter the
tomb. They [jump back in] shock,
___, seeing a young [angel] man
sitting on the right side [of the
tomb]. [The angel radiates,] clothed in a
long white robe. 6 *The angel
says to the [terrified] women,
“Don't be alarmed. You’re looking for YahShua of Nazareth,
whom [soldiers] impaled. YahShua
is risen. He's not here. Look,
this [empty slab] is where [Joseph's workers] laid YahShua's body [3 days
ago]. 7 —Go! Tell YahShua's disciples
5

([including] Peter {Rock}) that YahShua [has
teleported north] ahead of you into [Heathen Circle] Galilee. There you soon see
YahShua, as he predicted to you.”
The Apostles Refuse To Believe Jesus Is Alive
8 The women run out, ___. [They] flee
from the tomb, trembling, amazed [ecstatic, confused, bewildered. Their heads swim. They're]

so afraid, they say nothing to anyone
[on the way]. 9 YahShua rose [at the end of the
Sabbath, ___]. On [Sunday,] the first day of
the week, the first human to whom
YahShua appears is Mary Magdalene,
out of whom YahShua previously cast 7
demons.
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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Eugene Peterson in the Message parses the timeline in this verse: “After rising from the dead [on
Saturday night], Yahshua appears [to the women]
early on Sunday morning”. No punctuation is indicated in the original Greek. To be in harmony with
the material presented in the other Gospels, a
good translation is: “Already long-risen, Jesus appears first to Mary Magdalene early on the first day
of the week...” These verses are not saying that Jesus rose early on ‘Sunday’ morning, as deluded
Churchians assume without using their brains. In
reality, Jesus rose Saturday evening, at the end of
the normal Sabbath. Then LATER Jesus appeared
early on ‘Sunday‘ morning to Mary Magdalene. This
is important because it breaks the pagan connection with Easter. Easter is a pagan demonic holiday. Easter blocks up the slot where Passover celebrations belong. Yes, even New Covenant Christians should celebrate not Ishtar but Yahshua, the
ultimate ‘passover lamb’.

Mary Magdalene runs [ahead,
___. She] tells YahShua's weeping and
mourning disciples, [“I've seen YahShua alive!”]
11 YahShua's disciples fail to believe
Mary when she tells them that she's
seen YahShua alive, ___.
Jesus Shape-Shifts & Appears To 2
Disciples
12 Then YahShua [shape-shifts, ___! He] appears in another form to 2 of his disciples as they walk into the countryside.
Mark 16:10

13 [Then YahShua shape-shifts back into his usual ap-

The 2 disciples
realize they've been talking with
YahShua. So they run [to the disciples' hiding
hole]. They tell the rest of YahShua's disciples [that YahShua appeared to them]. But the
group refuses to believe these 2 disciples as well!
Christ Delivers His Great Commission For You
pearance. Then he vanishes, ___!]

*Then YahShua appears to
the [remaining] 11 disciples as they
sit eating, ___. YahShua
scolds the disciples for their
unbelief and hardness of heart,
because they [neglected to] believe
the disciples who saw him after he rose. 15 *YahShua
14

says to his disciples,
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“You, ___, go into all
the world. Herald [YAH's]
Amazing News to every
creature.

guages
before].

16

*

saves whoever believes and [stays] submerged [in his Dominion],
___. But [YAH] condemns
whoever fails to [build their
lives on active] belief [in him].
[YAH]

‘Baptism’ means a million times more than being
‘dunked in water’. Baptism means perpetual immersion in YAH's Spirit and authority: literally losing your self-life. Yet millions of ignorant church
goons and their lying preachers use Mark 16:16 to
say that all one needs to do to have eternal life
are: (1) say a salvation prayer, and optionally, (2)
get dunked in water one time by a church leader.
In truth, all unbelievers get permanently exterminated, incinerated like a weed in a cosmic trash
fire, whether they said a ‘salvation prayer’ or not.

True Believers Do Miracles And
Brave Death

*
And the following signs
accompany [people] who
[actively] believe, ___: In
my name&authority true
believers cast out
demons. Real believers
17

[spontaneously, intelligibly and reasonably communicate]
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[they've never spoken

This is how you tell church goons from true believers. Do you know any true believers?
18

Not just any good news, not the pseudo-gospels
preached by authority-less church cultures. Rather,
the Good News of the [Kingdom] Dominion of
YHVH, that you gain eternal Life by allowing
YHVH's commandments to dominate your entire
life, instead of allowing worldly culture to dominate
you.

1634

*

believers can pick
up serpents, ___. And
[true] believers can drink
a deadly [poison] without
being hurt. And [true] believers lay hands on sick
[people, ___,] and the sick
recover.”
[True]

This means that most 'Christians' are not true believers, because none of these signs ever accompany 99.999% of professing Christians. This does not
mean that we can, as a lifestyle, play with deadly
snakes or eat toxic substances without dying or being sick. It means that there are times when we
will be supernaturally protected from poisons.

Yahshua Takes His Heavenly
Throne; We Work

*After Master [YahShua]
speaks to his disciples,
[Yahweh] takes YahShua up
into heaven, ___. There
YahShua sits down at
the Right Hand of [Yahweh]
the Eloah. Mark 16:20 *So
YahShua's disciples
travel on, ___. [They]
herald [the Awesome Revelations
of Yahweh's Dominion] everywhere. The Adonai
[Yahweh] continues working [supernaturally] with
19
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disciples, confirming his word with
the [miraculous] signs [which
[YahShua's]

YahShua predicted would accompany
real believers].

Amén.

Or ‘Master Yahshua continues to work with his disciples’. True believers prove that their message is
true by the miracles that they perform. Real Christians validate their message with indisputable evidence. Fake believers talk a lot and hold bake sales
and building pledge drives. The kingdom of Heaven
is not a matter of talk, but of power.

Luke 1
Luke Begins His Courtroom-Quality
Testimony

1 Dear ___, friend of [Yahweh] the Eloah: Many people have undertaken to set down an orderly declaration of those events [in YahShua's life] which have been
fully proven to have occurred among us.
‘Friend of YAH’ is the literal meaning of the name of
a man named ‘Theophilus’.

we [investigators]
have written down the record [of YahShua's
life. We embellish nothing.] We use [neither hearsay
nor circumstantial evidence. We only employ] testimony from first-person eyewitnesses
and YahShua's own disciples. [These disci2 [Like court reporters or historians,]

ples continue to prove their reliability by risking death to

herald [YahShua's] Word [to hostile soI personally investigated, and
now possess a cohesive overview of the
whole [life of YahShua] from the beginning.
So I decided that it would benefit you,
___, for me to write a record [of all I know
of YahShua's life], in order. 4 This record will
constantly]
cieties]. 3

prove to you the truthfulness of the [facts about YahShua,
and the principles of his teachings] which people have taught
you, ___.

Angel Gabriel Tells Zachariah Jesus
is Coming

5

in the days of Herod, the [false-kof Judaea. There a priest named ZachariYah ([a
member] of the priestly order of AbiYah {Father-YAH})
lives with his wife, Elisabeth, a daughter [descended]
[Our account begins back]

ing]

[ancient high-priest] Aaron. 6 ZachariYah &
Elisabeth live righteous [lives] in the
sight of [Yahweh] the Eloah. They walk
blamelessly in all the commandments
and regulations of the Adonai.

from
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So it's not impossible to please YHVH by your actions; it's just that people rarely do so.

ZachariYah & Elisabeth have no children, ___, because Elisabeth is barren
[infertile], and they've grown very old. 8
7

One [normal] day [at the temple], ZachariYah performs his
work (as a priest for [Yahweh] the Eloah) during the
shift assigned to his group [of relatives]. 9 [Following ancient
custom,] the priests cast lots [like rolling dice or flipping coins] to
decide which priest will go into the temple of [Yahweh]
Adonai to burn incense. This day the lot falls to
ZachariYah.
The incense may have been Cannabis Sativa.

A huge crowd of [Jerusalem's] worshipers stand praying outside of the
temple. [Inside,] ZachariYah [stands] lighting [holy] incense. 11 Suddenly there before ZachariYah appears an angel from
[Yahweh] Adonai! [The angel] stands on the
right side of the altar of incense. 12
ZachariYah sees the angel. [ZachariYah]
startles, ___! Fear overwhelms him. 13
So the angel says, “Never fear,
ZachariYah. [YAH] has heard your
prayer. Your wife Elisabeth soon bears
you a son. You name [the baby] ‘JAHn’
[Yohannon].
Luke 1:10

Yohannon means: Jehovah-favored.

—You come to [shine and spin in] joy and
gladness. Trillions [of people and heavenly beings] rejoice at JAHn's birth. 15 —For
JAHn [proves] great in the sight of [Yahweh]
Adonai. JAHn drinks neither wine nor
hard liquor. [Instead of alcohol,] JAHn lives
filled with [YAH's] Sacred Spirit, right
from his mother's womb.
14

Intoxicants are a poor substitute for the Holy Spirit. If you have YAH's Holy Spirit, you don't need intoxicants. However, some intoxicants have good
uses. Rum is good for clearing coughs. Cannabis
seeds are excellent food. And so on.

—JAHn comes to turn many of the
children of Israel [back] to [Yahweh] Adonai
their Eloah. 17 *—In the spirit and
16

power of [ancient prophet] EliYah,
JAHn travels out ahead of Master [YahShua]. [JAHn] turns the
hearts of [earth's] fathers to [their]
children. [He directs] disobedient
[people] to the wisdom of right-
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eous [people]. [He] makes ready a
[holy] nation prepared for Adonai
[Yahweh].”
Or ‘John goes out before the face of [YHVH] Adonai.’ ‘Fathers/children’ is quoting Malachi 4:6. ‘People
prepared’ is referenced in 1 Peter 2:9.

ZachariYah challenges [YAH's] angel,
“How can I verify [I'll have a son]? I'm an
old man. My wife is VERY old!” 19 The
angel answers ZachariYah, “I am
GabriEL. I stand in the presence of
[Yahweh] the Eloah. [YAH] sent me to speak
to you, and to give you this great news.
18

GabriEL = Valiant warrior of Elohim.

—Watch! Because you refused
to believe my words, you become
mute, unable to speak, until the day
[your wife bears your son JAHn]. These [prophecies
each] come true at their proper time [s].”
Luke 1:20

Here's your proof, bigmouth who talks back to
YAH's angels! I shut your mouth for 9 months!
21 The crowd [outside the temple] waits for ZachariYah.
[They] marvel that he's taking so long to come back

ZachariYah runs out. He can't
speak to the congregation. The crowd
realizes that ZachariYah has seen a vision in the temple. He keeps making
[hand] signs to them. But he remains
speechless. 23 ZachariYah goes on to finish his
outside. 22

shift of

[Temple]

service. So he returns home.

Zachariah Seeds Baby John Into His
Old Wife
24 Later ZachariYah [copulates with] his [old]
wife Elizabeth. [Miraculously,] Elizabeth gets
pregnant, ___! She stays at home for
5 months. 25 [Elisabeth praises YAH]. She
sings, “How kind is [Yahweh] Adonai! YAH
made me wait. But now He looks on me
with favor! He takes away my public
disgrace [of having no children]!”
Angel Gabriel Tells Mary The Messiah's Coming
26 In the 6th month [of Elizabeth's pregnancy,
Yahweh] the Eloah sends His [arch]angel
GabriEl to a town named Nazareth in
the Heathen-Circle [Galilee].
Nazareth means ‘Consecrated, separated, Holy’.

GabriEl appears to a virgin named
Mary [Miriam]. (She's the fiancee of a
27
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man named Joseph {Increaser}, a descendant of [king] David [the Goliath-killer].
Miriam means: rebellious, or bitter, representing
YHVH sending His Son to bitter, rebellious, disobedient Israel.

the angel [floats] in to Mary's
He says, “Hail, you highly favored [saint]! Adonai [Yahweh] is with you.
You, among [all] women, are blessed!”
28 [Gabriel]
[bedroom].

Mary is awesome. But she's just a woman. Mary is
not the co-redeemer. The Bible never ever authorizes us pray to Mary nor anyone else except
YHVH. We're not even instructed to pray to Jesus!

Mary sees GabriEl. His words perplex
her, ___. Her mind races, trying to figure out what [this angel's] greeting means. Luke 1:30 The angel comforts
Mary: “Never fear, Mary. You have
found favor with [Yahweh] the Eloah. 31 *
29

[& shake]

—See [your future]! You [spontaneously]
conceive [a baby] in your womb.
You bring forth a son. You
name him ‘YahShua.’
Yahshua = YAH saves.

*—YahShua [grows] great. [The angels] call him ‘Son of the Highest
[Ha'Elyon].’ Adonai Yahweh gives
YahShua the throne of [king]
David, [YahShua's] fore-father! 33 *
—And YahShua reigns over the
house of Jacob for ever.
YahShua's kingdom never
ends.” 34 Mary asks the angel, “How
32

[could I get pregnant]?
I'll remain]

a virgin

I've never

[lain with a man.

[until my wedding night far in the

*The angel answers
Mary, “Sacred Spirit soon
comes upon you. The power of
the Highest [Ha'Elyon] overshadows you. So the [angels] call the
holy One [YahShua] you birth ‘son
of Elohim.’ 36 —And your cousin Elisfuture].” 35

abeth (whom people ridiculed as barren) has also conceived a son in her old
age. Elisabeth is 6-months pregnant! 37

*—For with
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Eloah, nothing will [ever]
be impossible.” 38 *Mary
[bows].

She answers the angel,
“Look. I'm the handmaid of
[Yahweh] Adonai. I pray my future
matches your prediction.” [Poof!]
The angel [vanishes from] Mary's
[view].
Mary Goes To Stay With John The
Baptist's Mom
39 Quickly, Mary jumps up. She [rides a
donkey] to [ZachariYah's] town in the hill
country of Judea. Luke 1:40 Mary [runs in the
door of] ZachariYah's house. She greets
Elisabeth. 41 At the sound of Mary's
greeting, Elizabeth's baby [JAHn] jumps
within Elizabeth's womb! [YAH] fills Elizabeth with [his] Sacred Spirit. 42 Elisabeth
sings out in a loud voice, “[Mary, YAH keeps]
blessing you! [He singles you out above all]
women. [YAH] blesses the ‘fruit’ of your
womb! 43 —Why am I so favored, that
the mother of the Master, my Sovereign, should come to me? 44 —For look!
[Feel baby JAHn jumping in my belly!] As soon as
the voice of your greeting sounded in
my ears, baby [JAHn] leaped for joy in
my womb!
JAHn was prenatally clairvoyant.

—You are blessed because [you] believe [YAH's word]. Adonai [YAH] is performing everything that [His angel] predicted to
you.”
Mary's Song
46 Mary [sings/shouts], “My soul sings!
[Yahweh] the Adonai is magnificent! 47 My
spirit jumps for joy! [Yahweh] the Eloah,
my Savior [makes my heart spin around with wild
emotion]! 48 For YAH remembers me, his
lowly servant girl. — Imagine, ___! —
From now on, all generations call me
‘blessed!’ 49 —[YAH], the Mighty One,
keeps doing great things for me, ___!
[Yahweh's] Name is sacred! Luke 1:50 —
YAH's mercy covers everyone who fears
Him, ___: past, present, and future. 51
45
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—YAH's mighty arm works tremendous
miracles, ___! [Like a hurricane,] YAH
scatters [all] arrogant [beings]. [He shatters]
the [vain] fantasies of [mans' evil] hearts.
Yah rocks you like a hurricane.

—YAH throws down the mighty [rulers]
from their thrones, ___. YAH exalts [us]
lowly [people]. [He lifts us] out of the mud. 53
52

*—[YAH] fills hungry [people] with
good [food, ___]. YAH sends rich
[people] away empty [handed]. 54 [YAH almercifully remembers [us saints, ___].
He helps his [reformed] slave-brats [who will
reign with Him].
ways]

Israel = people who will rule with YAH.

promised [mercy] to our fore-fathers: to Abraham {Father-Of-Billions},
and to Abraham's ‘seed-children’, for
ever!” 56 Mary continues living with Elisabeth for about 3 months, ___. Then
Mary returns home [to her father's house].
55 [YAH]

Mary stays far away from Joseph, so no one can
claim that Joseph impregnated her.

Elizabeth Births John The Baptizer
Elizabeth grows to full-term in her pregnancy. She bears a
son: [JAHn the Immerser]. 58 Elisabeth's
neighbors and cousins hear how Adonai
[Yahweh] showed great mercy [in giving baby
JAHn] to Elisabeth. So they rejoice with
her. 59 Later, on the 8th day [after JAHn's birth], the
57 [Meanwhile, old]

come to circumcise Elisabeth's baby
But the relatives call the baby “ZachariYah,
[Jr.]”, after his father [ZachariYah].
If this 'circumcision' involved cutting off John's
foreskin, it was a mistake. Never cut your child's
genitals.
Luke 1:60 JAHn's mother corrects her relatives:
“No! This baby must be named Yohannon (JAHn).”
Yohannon means, “YAH's favor.”
61 The relatives challenge Elisabeth, “But you don't
have any relative named ‘JAHn!’” 62 [Ignoring Elisabeth,]
the relatives motion to [ZachariYah] (JAHn's father), to
get him to name the baby. 63 ZachariYah motions
for a writing tablet. To everyone’s surprise,
[ZachariYah] writes, “The baby's name is Yohannon
(JAHn).” Everyone marvels [that the woman was right]. 64
[Rabbi and spectators]
[JAHn].

ZachariYah's mouth immediately opens,
___! His tongue moves freely. He
speaks. He praises [Yahweh] the Eloah. 65
Fear comes over everyone who lives
near ZachariYah's family, ___. People
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broadcast the news (of the events surrounding JAHn's birth) throughout the
entire hill country of Judaea. 66 Everyone who hears (about JAHn) stores up
expectation in their hearts. They wonder, “What is this child going to be?” [As
JAHn grows, his miraculous insight, power and focus show

the hand of Adonai [Yahweh] lives
with him. 67 And [YAH] fills JAHn's father
ZachariYah with the Sacred Spirit. 68
ZachariYah prophesies, “[I] kneel [to]
Adonai [Yahweh,] the Eloah of Israel. For
YAH visits and redeems his people. 69
YAH now raises up a ‘horn’ of salvation
for us: [a mighty Deliverer], a descendant of
[YAH's] obeyer: David {Love}. Luke 1:70
YAH [fulfills the Word He] spoke through the
mouth of His holy prophets, whom [He
has provided to lead us] since the world began.
71 [YAH fulfills His promise to] save us [believers]
from our enemies, from the hand of everyone who hates us, ___.
that]

The Jews imagine that Jesus is going to kill the Roman invaders.

YAH now shows the mercy He
promised to our fore-fathers. [YAH] remembers His holy covenant. 73 [YAH keeps]
the oath He swore to our fore-father
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}. 74 ___, [YAH
is fulfilling His promise] to grant us freedom.
[He's snatching us] out of the hand of our enemies. [He enables us to] serve Him without
fear.
72

Everybody thinks Jesus is going to massacre the
Romans. But instead, Jesus is going to love the
Romans.

holiness
and righteousness before Him all the
days of our lives. 76 And you, child
[JAHn], come to be called ‘the prophet of
the Most High.’ For you go ahead of [the]
Sovereign [YahShua. You] prepare his way.
77 [You] spread knowledge among YAH's
people. [You remind them that] deliverance
[comes by] having [YAH] forgive their sins.
75 [YAH rescues us, ___. So we'll live in]

Deliverance does NOT come through armed rebellion and war.

through the tender
mercy of [Yahweh] our Eloha, who sends
the sunrise to visit us from heaven.
78 [ ___, freedom comes]
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Military spending produces slavery, not freedom.

___, [YAH] gives light to all who sit in
darkness, [wallowing] in the shadow of
death. [YAH's light] guides our feet into the
way of peace!” Luke 1:80 [JAHn] the child
grows [physically and] spiritually strong,
___. JAHn lives in the wilderness until
the time comes for him to appear in
public to Isra’El.
79

John gets tough through survival training. He endures pain, cold, heat and deprivation of comfort.
Are you that tough? Most churchgoers won't even
attend church unless its pews are well-padded!

Luke 2
Caesar Forces An Evil TaxRegistration Census

*[As YahShua is about to be born,
Roman emperor] Caesar Augustus sends out a dogma. It commands everyone [on earth] to report to
the Roman census officers to get their names
listed and numbered [for
1

the purpose of global identification,
taxation and regulation].

Every census is always evil. Numbering of human
flesh is a precursor to slavery and genocide. Patriotism is worldly dogma. Patriotism is the world's religion.

(This groundbreaking tax [registration
occurs during Cyrenius’ term as
governor of [Highland] Syria, ___.)
2

census]

Zealots fought to the death to oppose this devil's
census effected via Quirinius, legate (governor) of
Syria. ‘Legate’ means someone who binds people
using pledges of allegiance. Never pledge allegiance. And never voluntarily register information
about yourself or your family.

So everyone [except the census-resisters]
flocks to his hometown be registered
3

[and numbered on the demonic emperor's tax rolls,
___]. 4

Because Joseph {Increaser} descended from [King] David, Joseph leaves
the city of Nazareth (in the Heathen-
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Circle). He [rides south] to David's hometown, (the House Of Dust) [aka Bethlehem]
in Judaea. 5 Joseph {Increaser} travels
(to his tax [appointment]) with his VERY
pregnant fiancee, Mary. [Inside her, full-term
baby YahShua kicks to pop out.]

It's a sin to be numbered among the pagans, for
instance, by getting a personal SSN/SIN aka TaxId-number. Joseph may have paid a tax. But if he
was intelligent, he didn't allow himself to be numbered by the Romans.

The Town Refuses To Give Christ A
Birth-Room
6 As Joseph {Increaser} & Mary [arrive] in
Bethlehem {Bread-House}, the time
comes for Mary to give birth to
YahShua. 7 *[Everyone in]

Bethlehem {Bread-House}
refuses to make room
for [pregnant] Mary in their
living-quarters, ___. [So,
in a cave used for sheltering

Mary births
[YahShua,] her firstborn
son, from [her holy womb into
an evil world]. Mary snugly
wraps the baby
YahShua in strips of
cloth. [She breast-feeds him. She
swoons, exhausted. So] she lays
YahShua in a [cow's] feeding trough.
animals,]

manger=trough.

Angels Announce Yahshua's Birth
To Shepherds
8 [Meanwhile,] in the countryside near
[YahShua's birth-cave,] shepherds [sit] spending the night in the fields, ___, keeping watch over their flocks.
Warm-enough weather to be in the fields at night
shows that Yahshua was not born in the winter
(Dec 25, the sun-god's birthday). Yahshua was
born in Spring or Fall.
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Suddenly, Adonai [Yahweh's] angel appears to the shepherds, ___. The glory
of [Yahweh] Adonai radiates [from heaven].
[Supernatural light] encircles the shaking,
terrified shepherds. Luke 2:10 [YAH's] angel
[shout-sings] to the shepherds, “Never fear!
Look! I bring you good news of great
joy for all people! 11 —The Savior—[yes,]
the Messiah, the Adoni— is born tonight
in [Bethlehem], the [home] town of [ancient king]
David! 12 —This is how you'll recognize
[the Messiah]: You'll find a baby lying in a
feeding trough, wrapped snugly in
strips of rags.”
9

The Messiah was not born into wealth or status. He
was born, and lived, in rags.

*Suddenly, ___, a vast host
of other [celestial beings] — the
armies of heaven — appear
with the angel, all praising
13

[Yahweh]

the Eloah: 14 *"[Give]

glory [to Yahweh], [the] Elohim in [the] highest [heaven].
And on earth, [I pray for]
peace [and] good will to
[flow] to [all] humans.”
Or, ‘may peace be given to those YAH is pleased
with on earth!’

The angels [fly back] to heaven, ___.
The shepherds' [jaws hang open. They stare up at
the star.] They shout, “Let's [run] to Bethlehem {Bread-House}! Let's see this [wonderful new Baby King whom] the Adonai's [angel(s)]
told us about.”
Shepherds Find The Newborn Messiah In A Cave
16 The shepherds sprint to the cave [that
lies beneath the star, ___. There they] find Mary &
Joseph beside the baby [YahShua] who
lays in a feeding trough. 17 The shepherds see YahShua. Then they run out
[of the cave]. They broadcast the words the
angels spoke [and sang] about this [Messiah]
child. 18 Everyone [gawks,] amazed at the
things the shepherds tell them [about
15
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YahShua]. 19

Yet Mary [avoids fame and public notoriety. She] guards [the wonders of YahShua's birth]
like secret treasures in her heart. She
meditates on the deep meaning of [her
miracle pregnancy]. Luke 2:20 The shepherds
return [to their flocks in the field]. [They] glorify
and praise [Yahweh] the Eloah for allowing
them to hear and see [the newborn Baby King,]
exactly as the angelic host miraculously
predicted they would, ___! 21 The
[statutory] 8 days pass until the time for
YahShua's b’rit-milah celebration, ___.
There [Joseph & Mary publicly] name the baby
“YahShua,” the name [YAH's] angel commanded before YAH fertilized the egg
that became YahShua [in Mary's womb].
The text does not explicitly state that Yahshua's
penis was cut. It says, ‘peritemno’. IF a Rabbi cut
Yahshua's penis, it was a mistake, a misunderstanding of YHVH's will, and child abuse. This
‘circumcision’ [whatever that meant] was probably
intended to enroll Yahshua into the duty to obey
each of the 613 commandments in the Mosaic Law.
Yahshua, for 33 years, perfectly obeyed both the
letter and the Spirit of the Law. This proves that
you too can keep the Law.

Yahshua's Parents Devote Him To
YAH's Service
22 [40 days after YahShua's birth,] the time
comes for Joseph {Increaser} & Mary to
perform the rite of purification, as commanded in the Law of Moses. So Joseph
& Mary take [baby YahShua] to Jerusalem to
present him to Adonai [Yahweh]. 23
([YahShua fulfills the commandment] written in the
Law of Adonai [Yahweh]: “Every firstborn
male [who opens the womb] must be dedicated as holy, [consecrated for a life of service] to
Adonai [Yahweh].)
(Exodus 13:2,12)
24 Joseph {Increaser} & Mary also offer a [donation] gift
[for the priests and paupers to eat,] in keeping with [Yahweh]
Adonai's law which requires “a pair of turtledoves,
or two young pigeons.”
Leviticus 12:8

Simeon Blesses Yahshua & Predicts
Crucifixion
25 In Jerusalem lives a righteous and
devout man named Simeon {Listener}.
He eagerly waits for [YAH] to comfort Israel [by killing their corrupt politicians, Roman oppressors and criminal religious rulers]. [YAH's] Sacred
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Spirit rests on Simeon. 26 [YAH's] Sacred
Spirit reveals to Simeon {Listener} that
he will see Adonai [Yahweh's] Messiah before he dies.
lit. ‘sees death.’

Moved by YAH's Spirit, Simon [runs]
into the temple [courts]. [Right then] Joseph
{Increaser} & Mary carry in the child
YahShua, to present him [to the priests] as
the Torah requires. 28 Then Simeon {Listener}
27

lifts up YahShua in his arms. [Simeon] praises [Yahweh]
the Eloah. 29 Simeon {Listener} cries, “Adonai [Yahweh],
now I can die in peace, as you promised me! Luke

—For my eyes have seen
your salvation.
2:30

[YahShua],

Yahshua = Yah's salvation.
31 [YAH,] you've prepared [YahShua, your salvation] for all

a fire to
enlighten all Nations. [YahShua is] the glory of your people Israel.” 33 Joseph {Increaser} & YahShua's mother [Mary] marvel at the miraculous future [the priests]
predict for YahShua. 34 Simeon
{Listener} blesses [Joseph &] YahShua's
mother [Mary]. [Then he] warns Mary, “See
[your future]! This child [YahShua] comes to
cause many [people & spiritual powers] in Israel
to fall. And [he makes others] rise. [YahShua]
becomes a [symbol of Yahweh]. Many people
speak against [your son].
people-groups to see. 32 [YahShua is]

This child will be rejected, misunderstood and contradicted by many in Israel, to their destruction.
But Yahshua will be the greatest joy to many others.

*—Yes, [Mary,] a sword [of reality]
descends to pierce through
your own soul. You watch the
human race reject [your Son, the only
pure and perfect human who ever lived]. The
35

[politico-commercial-military-religious complex

painfully reveals [the satanic thoughts] that lurk
inside the hearts [of even the best and
brightest of humanity].”
murders YahShua. This crime]

Paraphrase.

there in the Temple lives an
extremely old prophetess named Anna
{Favored}. (She's the daughter of [a man
named] PhanuEl {Face-Of-El}, from the
36 [Meanwhile,]
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tribe of Asher {Happy}.) Anna is widowed, ___. Her husband died when
they had been married only 7 years. 37

*[Since her husband's death,] Anna has
lived as a [celibate] widow. Anna
is 84 years old, ___. She stays
constantly in the temple, serving [YAH] by fasting and praying
night & day.
Fasting and praying are services which the world
fails to appreciate.

Anna [hobbles] in [to the temple court] at the
instant [of Simeon's prophecy]. [Like Simeon,]
Anna gives thanks to Adonai [Yahweh].
Then [she] prophesies about YahShua to
[the crowd] who are [dying] for [YAH] to redeem Jerusalem [from Roman oppression].
38

Christianity begins as a religion of equality between men and women. The Messiah's temple-blessings come from both a man and a woman.

The Boy Yahshua Grows Up Strong
39 Finally Joseph {Increaser} & Mary finish doing every rite required by the Law
of Adonai [Yahweh]. Then, ___, they [hike
back north] to their Heathen-Circle town:
Nazareth. Luke 2:40 The child [YahShua]
grows [taller, ___]. He becomes strong in
Spirit, filled with wisdom. Elohim's [favored divine] influence [rests] upon YahShua.
Grace.

Yahshua Attends His 12th Passover
Feast
41 Every year, YahShua's parents travel
to Jerusalem for the Passover Festival,
___.

So Christians should celebrate the passover instead
of Easter.

So, ___, when YahShua hits 12
years old, [he and Joseph & Mary hike] up to
Jerusalem for the festival, as usual.
42

Jesus celebrated Hebrew feasts. So you should too.
Leading disciples including Paul celebrated the biblical Hebrew festivals even after Yahshua rose from
the dead.

Yahshua Stays In The Temple,
Ditching His Dad
43 After the Feast ends, Joseph {Increaser} & Mary leave Jerusalem for
Nazareth. But they fail to realize that
YahShua remains behind in Jerusalem!
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Joseph & Mary assume that YahShua
is with some other people elsewhere in
their [huge] group of travelers. So Joseph
& Mary [walk] a day's journey, searching
for YahShua among their relatives and
acquaintances. 45 Joseph & Mary [of
course] fail to find YahShua [in their traveling
group]. So they walk [another day] back to
Jerusalem, looking for YahShua. 46
44

*Joseph & Mary search for 3
days, ___! Finally they find
YahShua in the temple. He sits
in the middle of the doctors [of
theology], listening to the [preachers],
but questioning [the inconsistencies in]
what the [preachers] say.

Joseph & Mary's failure to look in the temple is yet
more evidence that this is a dysfunctional family
who doesn't understand their child.

*So everyone who hears
YahShua [stands jaw-dropped],
knocked-out by his insight and
answers, ___. 48 When Joseph &
47

Mary see YahShua, their [mouths gape open
in] shock, ___. YahShua's mother
scolds him, “Son, why have you done
this to us? Look! Your ‘father’ [Joseph] and
I have been frantic! We've been
searching for you everywhere!”
Yahshua's real Father [YHVH] never gets frantic.

*YahShua answers
Joseph & Mary,
“Why did you have to
hunt for me? Didn’t you
know that I have to be
in the [house of] my One
Father [Yahweh]?”
49

A slam on Joseph. "You're not my real Dad, Joe.
You don't understand me."

But Joseph & Mary fail to understand what YahShua is talking
about, ___.
Yahshua Grows Up In Nazareth
Luke 2:50
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YahShua travels back to Nazareth
with Joseph & Mary. [The teen Christ endures a
severe tongue-lashing from his red-faced adoptive Dad] .
[Yet] YahShua stays obedient to [Joseph &
Mary]. Meanwhile, YahShua's mother
[Mary] keeps storing all [the things YahShua does
and says] like secret treasures in her
heart.
51

Mary senses that this is the beginning of a grand
adventure.

*YahShua grows in wisdom,
stature, and in favor with
Elohim and man, ___.
52

[in]

Luke 3

John the Baptizer Prepares The
Messiah's Way

1 [Fast] forward, ___, to the 15th year of the reign
of [Roman Emperor] Tiberius Caesar. Pontius Pilate is
governor of Judaea. [3 stooges rule over 4 regions around
Jerusalem:] [‘Heroic’] Herod over the Heathen-Circle,
Herod's brother Philip {Horse-Lover} over [land-locked]
Ituraea and the Trachonitis [rough-land], and Lysanias
[Grief-Melter] over the Abilene [grasslands]. 2 [Two Ro-

AnnaniYah & Caiaphas
rule [Jewish life. They pose] as [Jerusalem's]
‘high priests.’ [But YAH's word evades those religious murderers.] The Word of Elohim goes
[instead into] the wilderness, to JAHn [The
Immerser], the son of ZachariYah.
man-bought impostors,]
[Dell],

1642

flesh [people] come to see [Yahweh] the
Eloah save [his chosen saints, ___]!”
(Isaiah 40:3-5) This verse does not proclaim universal salvation. Everyone will *see* YHVH rescue
His Elect. But most people who've ever lived will
not be saved. They will completely burn up and be
extinguished in a cosmic ‘weed fire’.

Crowd(s) journey out to be baptized
by JAHn. He challenges them: “You
snake-spawn! Who told you [you could] escape from the punishment [YAH] is about
to [rain on you]? 8 *— ___, produce
7

‘fruit’ [that shows you've] turned away
from your wrongs. Don’t keep
bragging to yourselves, ‘We
have our father Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}.’ For I tell you that
[Yahweh] the Eloah is able to raise
up children for Abraham from
these rocks!
Genetics have no role in salvation. ‘The flesh
counts for nothing. Only [YAH's] Spirit gives life.’

*—Already [YAH] has laid [his]
‘axe’ at the root of [you] ‘trees.’
[He's ready to strike. YAH] chops down
every tree that fails to produce
good fruit. [He] throws [unproductive
lifeforms] into the fire, ___!”
9

Annas= Jah-favored.

[YAH] burns up wicked people like the nasty thornbushes they are.

3

Luke 3:10

So JAHn [hikes] throughout the whole
countryside around the Jordan River,
heralding: “[Permanently] turn away [from your
sins, ___]! Get immersed [in YAH's authority].
Then [YAH] will free you from [the slave-jail]
your mistakes [have built around you].”
The baptism that matters is your becoming subject
only to YAH. Water baptism is a symbolic ritual indicating your intent to become solely devoted to
YAH.

prediction in the book
of the sayings of [YAH's] prophet IsaiYah:
“A voice cries in the wilderness: ‘ ___,
prepare the way of Adonai [Yahweh]!
Make a straight road for him [to enter humanity's lives]! 5 —Fill in every [moral] valley,
___! Level every [prideful] mountain and
hill. Straighten [society's] crooked [ways]!
Make the rough roads smooth! 6 —All
4 [JAHn's life fulfills the]
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The people ask JAHn [the
Immerser], “So what should we do?” 11

*JAHn answers the people, “ ___, whoever has
2 coats, give 1 coat to
someone who has zero
coats. Whoever has
food, [share it with hungry people].”
Go through your house. Find things you have more
than 1 of. Pile them outside. Give them away or
sell them and use the money to help the poor.
That's a command, not a suggestion.

Then tax-collectors come to be baptized. They ask JAHn, “Master, [Rabbi,]
12
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what should we do?” 13 JAHn answers
the tax-collectors, “No more extortion!
Collect only what's required [by Law].” 14
The soldiers likewise ask JAHn, “What
should we do?” JAHn answers the soldiers, “Do violence to no one. Never
falsely accuse anyone. Be content with
your pay. [Don't extort money.]”
This is not merely a command to refrain from using
excessive force. As 1st century believers completely understood, this command puts the soldiers in a
conflict of Law: The military oath obligates soldiers
to do violence on command. But YAH's prophet
commands the soldiers to never do violence. So
the only option for a disciple of Jesus is to quit the
military. This is basic, elementary Christianity. If
your church doesn't get it, they're clueless.
15 The people buzz with great expectancy, ___.
Everyone wonders at heart whether JAHn [the

*JAHn answers the whole throng, “Yes, I
baptize you with water. But
[YahShua] comes. He is [the only man]
mightier that I [am]. I'm not
worthy to unlatch [YahShua's] sandals. [YahShua] soon immerses
you in [YAH's] Sacred Spirit. [He baptizes] with fire, ___. 17 *—[YahShua's]
pitchfork [swings] in his hand,
___! [With it, he] thoroughly separates the [human] chaff from the
grain on his threshing floor,
[planet earth]. [YahShua] gathers the
‘wheat’ [people who do good works] into
[the shelter of] His barn. But he
burns the ‘chaff’ [fruitless people]
with unquenchable fire.” 18 JAHn
Immerser]

is

[YAH's]

Messiah. 16

‘trumpets’ to the people many other
warnings [against normal worldly living]. Plus [he]
encourages [everyone to do extraordinary good
works].
John The Baptist Draws Con King
Herod's Wrath

*But JAHn publicly condemns
[“Heroic”] Herod (the regional governor), for the many evils [Herod]
commits, ___. [JAHn especially reams
19
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Herod for wallowing in his adulterous affair, falsely

Herodias. (She's Herod's brother
Philip's wife!) Luke 3:20 *[Later, ___, in
called a ‘marriage’, with false-Queen]

retaliation for JAHn telling the truth that ‘remar-

Herod caps
his long string of evil deeds
with this [outrage]: Herod throws
JAHn into a [dark, rat-infested, moldy, diseased, roach-crawling] dungeon!
riage’ after divorce is adultery,]

When you tell people what Jesus really said about
divorce & remarriage, they want to kill you.

John The Immerser Baptizes
YAHshua

21 [But one day, before Herod throws JAHn into prison,]

JAHn works [all day], baptizing whole
crowds of people [one by one. That day]
YahShua [humbles himself by wading into the river].
[JAHn] baptizes [YahShua]. YahShua [comes up
out of the water,] praying. The heavens
open, ___. 22 *Upon YahShua,

Sacred Spirit descends in
a form [resembling] a dove's body,
___. [YAH's] ‘voice’ [thunders] from
heaven, saying,
“You [YahShua] are my beloved
son. You [are the] delight of [my
life]!”
[YAH's]

The Physical Genealogy Of The
Messiah

23 [When JAHn baptizes YahShua,] YahShua is about 30 years
old, ___. Law [and custom] reckon YahShua as the son
of the man who adopted him: (Mary's husband)
Joseph {Increaser}, son-in-law of Eli {Lofty},
This genealogy, while correct, traces a different
line than the genealogy of Matthew 1. As far as
David both lists match. In Matthew, after David
comes Solomon; while in Luke comes Solomon's
elder brother, Nathan. Matthew lists the royal and
legal line through Solomon; Luke lists the natural
and lineal line through Nathan. Elizabeth is ‘Mary's
kinswoman’ (Luke 1:36). Elizabeth was a Levite
(Luke 1:5). So Mary was a Levite. Thus Jesus is
genetically a Levite. The two genealogies start in
the same place, fork, then end in the same place.
24 —son of Matthat [gift of Jah (MattithJAH)], son of Levi
{Uniter}, son of Melchi [king/royal], son of Janna [Thruster],
son of Joseph {Increaser}, 25 —son of MattathiYah
{YAH's-Gift}, son of Amos [Strong], son of Naum [comfortable], son of Esli [ElYAHonai], son of Nagge [Brilliance],
Esli=#454 Elionai=ElYAHonai=towards Jehovah
(are) my eyes.
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26 —son of Maath, son of MattathiYah {YAH's-Gift},
son of Semei {Famous}, son of Joseph {Increaser}, son
of Judah {Celebrated}, 27 —son of Joanna [JAHohannon],
son of RephaJAH [YAH-Cures], son of Zorobabel {BornFrom-Babylon}, son of SalathiEl {Ask-YAH}, son of NeriYah {YAH's-Light},
This genealogy lists exactly 77 names, with YHVH
at the one end, and YAHSHUA at the other, stamping it with the number of spiritual perfection.
Yahshua's resurrection confirms him as the terminus of the patrilineal line of Israeli royalty.
Yahshua is the King of Israel by right. (Rom 1:4;
Psa 2:7; Acts 13:33, Heb 1:5, 5:5).
28 —son of Melchi [King], son of Addi [Dressed-For-Success],
son of Cosam [Oracle], son of Almodad {Mighty}, son of
Er {Eye-er}, 29 —son of Joshua {YAH-Saves}, son of
Eliezer {El's-Aid}, son of YAHoram {YAH-Raises}, son of
Matthat [Gift], son of Levi {Uniter}, Luke 3:30 —son of
Simeon {Listener}, son of Judah {Celebrated}, son of
Joseph {Increaser}, son of Jonam [Pierce], son of Eliakim {EL-Raises}, 31 —son of Mal’ah, son of Manah,
son of Mattatha {Gift-Of-YAH}, son of Nathan {Gift},
son of [King] David, 32 —son of Yashai (Jesse), son
of Obed {Obeyer}, son of [Ruth's husband] Boaz {Stabilizer},
son of Salmon {Cloak}, son of Naasson {Enchanter},
33 —son of Aminadab {Generous-People}, son of Aram
{Highland}, son of Hezron {Courtyard}, son of Pharez
{Breakout}, son of Judah {Celebrated}, 34 —son of Jacob {Heel-Grabber}, son of Isaac {Laughter}, son of
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, son of Terah {Wild-Goat},
son of Nachor {Snorer}, 35 —son of Saruch {Tendril},
son of Reu {Friend}, son of Peleg {Earth-Split}, son of
Ever [Other-Sider], son of Shelah [Missile],
Eber/Ever/Ibri is from where we get the name Hebrew.
36 —son of Salah/Cainan {Fixed-Nest}, son of
Arphaxad, son of Shem {Honored-Name}, son of Noah
{Rest}, son of Lamech {Force},
Cainan may have been stuck in the Septuagint by
a 4th century scribe, copying an error from the
Greek Septuagint. Should probably read ‘Salah.’
See Gen 11:13.
37 —son of [history's oldest man:] Methuselah {Missile-Man},
son of Enoch {Initiate}, son of Jared {Descended-From-Heaven}, son of MahalaleEl {Praise-El}, son of
Cainan {Fixed-Nest}, 38 —son of Enos {Mortal}, son of
Seth {Surrogate}, son of Adam [Meat-Man], [whom] Elohim
[created from clay].
Or: "Adam who was created by [YHVH] The Eloha."

Luke 4
The Devil Tempts The Starving
Messiah
1 YahShua, filled with [YAH's] Sacred
Spirit, traces his path back from the
Jordan River, ___. [YAH's] Spirit leads
YahShua into the wilderness.
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Sometimes YAH leads you into deserted and hostile
places where terrible tests purify you like fire.

*[In that hostile desert,] the Devil
tempts YahShua for 40 days.
All that time YahShua eats
nothing at all, ___! When the
40 days are over, YahShua [lies]
starving. 3 *The devil tries to
trick YahShua: “If you're [really]
the son of [Yahweh] the Eloah,
command this stone to become
bread.” 4 *YahShua an2

swers the devil,
“[Moses] writes, ‘Man lives
not by bread alone, [but by
Yahweh's every word].’"
Deuteronomy 8:3. The exact words of a scriptural
quotation may differ, as long as they preserve the
same meaning.

*Then the Adversary
takes YahShua up onto
a high mountain. In an
instant, [Satan] displays to
YahShua all the kingdoms of the world!
5

The devil tricks all the people in the world-system
into becoming his legal slaves, using pledges of allegiance, oaths, ‘free’ benefits, and other devil-deals.

*The devil offers
YahShua, “I'll give you
all [the world's] power—the
glory of the [entire world-sys6

tem. Generation after generation, all

hand [their god-given
sovereignty] to me. So I
award [worldly power and glory]
to whoever I choose.
nations]
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…“Presidents, kings, governors: they all dance like
puppets on my strings. And you, Yahshua, can
control them all! Imagine! The whole world listening to and obeying your gospel—today!” The devil
offers Yahshua the chance to become Satan's second-in-command, deputy arch-ruler of the entire
world, more powerful than any human has ever
been.

*—If you bow down
before me, all [the world]
becomes your property.”
8 *YahShua answers the
devil,
“You get away from me,
Satan! For [Moses] writes,
‘Worship Yahweh [Adonai]
your Eloha. Serve only
Him.’”
7

Deuteronomy 6:13

*The devil brings YahShua to
Jerusalem. He sets [YahShua] on a
pinnacle of the temple. He
challenges YahShua: “If you
are the Son of [Yahweh] the Eloah,
throw yourself down from
here; Luke 4:10 *—For it is written,
‘[Yahweh] commands his angels to
protect and guard you:
11 *
[YAH's angels] lift you up in their
hands. So you never [even] strike
your foot against a stone.”
9

Psalm 91:11,12 You won't even stub your toes.

*YahShua answers the devil,
“The scripture also says, ‘Never
put [the Adonai] Yahweh your Eloha
on trial.’”
12

Deuteronomy 6:16. We must test ideas that claim
to come from our Creator, to see if those ideas are
truly reliable. But we may never treat YAH as a rat
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in our laboratory, a plaintiff in our courtroom, a
student whose performance we critique and grade.
13

The Devil

[gives up trying to crack YahShua with

the devil retreats
temporarily, lying in wait for another
opportunity [to defeat YahShua].
YAHshua Helps Heathen-Circle Pagans Find YAH
temptation, ___. Beaten,]

14 [Nearly dead from 40 days without food,]

YahShua returns, by the power of
Spirit, to [the] Heathen-Circle.

[YAH's]

Galilee = Heathen Circle. Returns: possibly teleports.

*Fame of YahShua spreads
through the whole [north Israeli]
country, ___. YahShua teaches in [Heathen-Circle (Galilee's)] synagogues. Everyone [there] praises
YahShua.
15

Fair-weather friends ‘love’ you when they think
you're going to be financially successful. But when
you give all your wealth away and face death &
persecution to obey YAH, those same ‘Christian
friends’ drop you like you're a crack-whore with
AIDS.

Christ's Home Church Chunks Him
Off A Cliff

*YahShua [hikes] to Nazareth,
where he'd been brought up,
___. And, as usual, he enters
the synagogue on the Sabbath
day. [He] stands up to read.
16

The Messiah went into the synagogue to read every Sabbath. So you, Christian, should go read
scripture in synagogue every Sabbath.

hands YahShua a [rare, sacred]
scroll containing the words of the
prophet IsaiYah. YahShua unrolls the
scroll, ___. [He] finds [one of the many pas17 [A priest]

sages that predict his own life story]: 18

*

“Yahweh's Spirit [rests]
upon me. YAH anoints
me to herald [His] Good
News to poor [people],
___. YAH sends Me to
heal brokenhearted [suf-
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ferers],

to decree deliverance for [Satan's] captives,
[to command] blind [people] to
recover their sight, to
set free everyone who
[lies] beaten down.
Isaiah 61:1
19

Yahweh

to herald [that this is fi‘year of his favor.’”

[sends me here]

nally the centuries-awaited]

1646

—The reality is that during EliJah's life,
[YAH] shut the [sky. YAH denied rain to the land]
for 3 years & 6 months. So a severe
famine wracked the entire land. Yet [miracle-worker] EliJah {JAH-Is-El} [immigrated out of
Israel. He teamed up with a foreigner! He totally bypassed
the opportunity to help the]

rael.

many widows in Is-

26

[YAH chose] to send EliJah {JAH-Is-El} far
away from all those [Israeli] widows. [EliJah
helped and received help from] a [foreign] widow at
Zarepath [Refinery] near [pagan] Sidon [Fishtown]!

27
Isaiah 61:1,2. This year YHVH takes pleasure in
setting free His people by destroying the devil's
power.

YahShua rolls up the scroll,
___. [He] hands it back to the attendant.
Then [YahShua] sits down. Everyone in the
synagogue fastens their eyes on him. 21
YahShua starts to reason with the congregation:
“You've just heard Scripture make history. IsaYAH's prediction came true just
now, right here as you heard me read
it.”
22 Everyone [in the congregation] flatters
YahShua. [They're] amazed to hear such
appealing words coming from his
mouth, ___. But they [make light of him, saying,] “Isn't YahShua [merely that old handyman]
Joseph's son?” 23 YahShua says to the
[congregation],
“You're going to challenge me with that
old proverb: ‘Physician, heal yourself!’”
Luke 4:20

“Yahshua, if you're such a big-shot, why don't you
do miracles here in your hometown like you did in
Capernaum?”

*YahShua continues,
“I tell you the rock-solid
[Truth, ___]: No prophet
gets accepted in his own
country [hometown].
24

25
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And many lepers suffered in Israel during the life-time of the prophet EliShua.
Yet only 1 leper got cleansed: Naaman
{Sweet}: a [despised non-Israeli] Syrian [General]!”
28 Hearing [YahShua insult Israel], everyone in
the synagogue boils over with fury,
___. 29 *The

congregation
jumps up, ___. They
thrust/drag/push
YahShua out of town!
[They drive him] to the edge
of the cliff on which
their town lies founded.
They try to cast
YahShua down headlong. [They attempt to murder
him!]

Church people murder you when you command
them to obey their Bibles.

*But YahShua [supernaturally]
passes [right] through the middle
of the [religious] mob, ___! [He]
goes [on] his way. [He leaves the murLuke 4:30

derous congregation on the cliff's edge. [The goons]
grab at thin air, screaming curses, “Where'd that
blasphemer go?!”]

Messiah Enlightens A Comfortable
Walled Town
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down to Capernaum,
a [comfortable walled] town in the [Galilee] Heathen-Circle. [There,] on Sabbath days,
[YahShua] enlightens the [congregants]. 32
31

YahShua

[hikes]

*The [people jump back,]
knocked out by
YahShua's teaching[s].
YahShua's Word wields
power [and authority, ___].
Good education provokes, infuriates, challenges.
Good teaching never bores.

Jesus Expels And Silences A Demon
In the synagogue, a man [possessed by]
an unclean demon screams:
33

Church clothes mask many demon-infested pagans.

"Leave us alone! What [do you want with]
us, YahShua from Nazareth? Have you
come to destroy us? I know who you
are. [You're] the Holy One of [Yahweh] the
Eloah.” 35 YahShua rebukes the [evil]
spirit, saying,
“Be quiet. Come out of him!”
The demonic spirit throws [his possessed
host] down in the middle of the crowd,
___. The demon [flies] out of the man
without injuring him. 36 The congregation [rave, ___,] knocked-out, exclaiming
to one another, “What authority and
power [flow] in YahShua's Word!
YahShua commands filthy [evil] spirits.
Then they come out!” 37 YahShua's
fame spreads, ___. [It saturates] the
whole countryside surrounding [the Heathen Circle].
Jesus Heals Peter's Mom-In-Law's
Deadly Fever
38 YahShua leaves the synagogue, ___.
He [walks] into Simon's house. [He sees] Simon's mother-in-law lying [in bed]. [She
writhes, red-faced, sweating,] suffering from a
high fever. [Her family] begs YahShua [to
help] her. 39 *YahShua stands over
34

[the lady in bed].

He commands the
fever to go away. Her temperature [and health return to normal, ___]! ImThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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mediately she [springs] up [out of bed].
She [prepares a meal for everyone in the
house]!
YahShua Spends The Night Healing
Many People

*[YahShua works past] sunset,
___. Everyone brings him people sick with various diseases.
He lays his hands on every one
of the [patients]. He heals them! 41
*Demons [fly] out of many [patients], crying, “You're The Christ,
the son of [Yahweh] the Eloah!”
YahShua rebukes the demons.
He forbids them to tell [people]
what they know, that he's the
Messiah. YahShua [doesn't want them
to swell his fame to unmanageable proportions].
Luke 4:40

Christ's Fans Fail To Keep Him
From Traveling
42 At daybreak, YahShua [hikes] out to a
solitary place, ___. The people come
looking for him. They try to keep him
from leaving them. 43 *YahShua

to [his crowd of obsessed fans],
“I must herald the Dominion of
[Yahweh] the Eloah to other cities.
That's why [YAH] sent me [to
earth].”
[shouts]

So YahShua [leaves that town, ___. Then he]
heralds in the [other] synagogues in the
Heathen-Circle [Galilee].
44

Luke 5
YAHshua Calls His ‘Fishers-Of-Men’
1 Time passes, ___. YahShua [stands bracing himself, about to be pushed into the gleaming sunlit

Lake Gennesaret. A crowd presses in on him to hear [him speak] the
Word(s) of [his Father, Yahweh] the Eloah.
water of]

Gennesaret = harp-shaped plain.
2 By the lake-shore, YahShua sees [tied] two boats
(left there by fishermen gone to wash their nets). 3

YahShua [jumps] up onto one of the
boats (which belongs to [his disciple]
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Simon {Listener}.) YahShua asks Simon
to thrust [the boat] out a little from the
land. Then YahShua sits down in the
boat. He teaches the crowd who stand
facing him on the shore. 4 Later
YahShua finishes teaching. [He] says to
Simon {Listener},
“Launch [your boat] out into the deep [water]. Then let down your nets to catch
[fish].”
5 Simon {Listener} answers YahShua,
“We’ve worked hard all night long, Rabbi. Yet haven’t caught a thing! But [I'll
obey] your word. [I'll] let down the nets.” 6

*The

[disciples obey YahShua. They let down

catch such a huge
number of fish that their nets
start ripping, ___! 7 *The [disciples wave their arms as they scream] to their
[fishing] partners in the other
boat, “Come help us!” The
helpers [row out]. They fill both
ships [with so many fish that] the ships
start sinking, ___!
their nets. They]

Just obey YAH. Then you'll have plenty to share
with others. Disobey and you'll stand in line to
share the shortage.

*When Simon-Peter {Rock}
sees [the miraculous abundance of fish], he
falls down at YahShua's knees.
He cries, ‘Oh, Adoni. Please
leave me—I'm too much of a
sinner to be around you.’ 9 As8

tonishment seizes Simon {Listener} (and
everyone with him). [They gawk] at the [incredible] catch of fish they net, ___. Luke

James
{Heel-Grabber} & JAHn (the sons
of Zebedee [Giver]) [stand slack-jawed,
5:10

*Simon's

[fishing buddies,]

___. They gasp, amazed at the boat-sinking tonnage of fish].

YahShua says to Simon {Listener},
“Never fear. From now on
you'll catch men.”
See Fishers Of Men song.
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*The fishermen [row]
their ships to land. Then
they leave behind [everything and everyone in their lives].
Down the dusty road,
they follow [this strange homeless prophet,] YahShua. 12
11

*YahShua travels into a village, ___. [There he] sees a man
covered in [incurable] skin-lesions
[from leprosy]. [The man] sees YahShua.
He falls on his [diseased] face. Crying, he begs YahShua, “Adoni,
if you want to, you can make
me clean!” 13 *YahShua reaches
out his hand, ___. He touches
the leper, saying,
“I am willing [to heal you]. Be
clean.”
Immediately [the ex-leper's skin shines
smooth,] the leprosy gone! 14
YahShua orders the healed-leper,
“Tell no one [I healed you]. Instead, go
show yourself to the [nearest Jewish] priest.
[In gratitude for] your cleansing, offer [the gift]
Moses specified, as a testimony to [Israel].”
Nobody Respects Christ's Privacy
15 Yet [despite YahShua repeatedly commanding people to keep His activities, identity and movements secret,]

the news of YahShua's power spreads
even faster, ___! So vast crowds flock
to hear YahShua herald [the good news] and
to [have him] heal their diseases. 16 *So

YahShua often withdraws to
solitary places to pray, ___.
Friends Drop A Paralytic Through A
Roof Hole
17 One day YahShua [stands in a house]
teaching. [Around him spy a sneering crowd of puritanical] Pharisees and [legalistic religionist] doctors of Jurisprudence from every town
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of the Heathen-Circle, Judaea and
Jerusalem. [On this day] Adonai [Yahweh's]
healing power flows [especially] strongly
[through] YahShua. 18 [Outside,] some men
approach [the house, ___]. They carry a
paralyzed man on a stretcher. The men
search for a way to bring the cripple
into [the house], to lay him before
YahShua. 19 *The crowd packs in

so tight that the men can't find
a way bring the cripple to
YahShua. So, ___, the men
climb up on the roof. They remove some roof tiles. They [tie
ropes onto the stretcher]. They lower
down the cripple in the middle
of everyone, right in front of
YahShua! Luke 5:20 *YahShua sees
the faith [these men demonstrate by lowering their crippled friend through a roof-hole]. So
YahShua says to the cripple,
“Man, your sins are forgiven.”
21 *Then, ___, the [legalistic]
lawyers and the [hypocritical]
Pharisees [bark], “Who is this
[heretic] who speaks
blasphemies? Who but [Yahweh]
the Eloah alone can forgive
sins?” 22 YahShua reads the hypocrites’ minds, ___. [He] asks them,
“Why are you [nursing such twisted evil] ‘logic’
in your hearts?
Why do you think my forgiving sins is blasphemy?
23

Which declaration is easier to [grant]:
‘Your sins are forgiven;’ or, ‘Rise up and
walk, [cripple]?’

*
So that you can grasp that [I]
the ‘Son of Adam’ [have] power
on earth to forgive sins, [I'm healing the man in spirit AND body]!"
YahShua says to the paralytic,
24
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“I decree to you: ‘Rise. Pick up
your stretcher. Go home.’”
25 *Immediately, ___, the cripple [jumps] up in front of the
crowd! He picks up his [stretcher].
He [skips] home, glorifying [Yahweh]
the Eloah. 26 *The crowd [gasps,
___,] totally amazed. Awestruck,
they praise [Yahweh], the glorious
Eloah. They exclaim, “We've
never seen anything like what
[YahShua did here today]!”
Levi The Tax-Collector Quits His
Cushy Job

*After this, YahShua [walks]
from the [healing] house, ___. He
sees a [customs officer, bureaucrat,] taxcollector named Levi {Uniter}
sitting at his tax-collection
booth. YahShua commands
Levi,
“Follow me.”
28 *Levi leaves [behind his home, family,
job, friends, his whole life, ___. He jumps] up
to follow [the homeless king:]
YahShua!
27

Levi didn't give his “two weeks notice”. Levi immediately left his privileged job in the Roman/Judean
bureaucracy for better work in the Kingdom of
Heaven. This shows that Yahshua was respected as
the King. Yahshua can take care of you. Leave your
employee cage. Follow Christ into voluntary poverty. Quit your useless worldly job.

Jesus Came To Save Sinners, Not
'Good' People
29 [So], to honor YahShua, Levi throws a
great banquet at his house, ___. A
large group [of people] (including many
tax-collectors) sit at the table with
YahShua. Luke 5:30 Some lawyers and
[prissy preacher] Pharisees sit there complaining to YahShua's disciples. The
[jerks] ask, “Why do you eat and drink
with [evil] tax-collectors and sinners?” 31

*YahShua answers those
lawyers & plastic preachers],
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“Healthy [people] don't need a
Physician. Sick [people need my help].”
32 *
—I didn't come [to earth] to call
righteous [people] to repent. [I came
to rescue] mess-ups, ___.”
Yahshua's Life Is And Was A Feast
Of Joy
33 Still, ___, the [lying lawyers and money-hungry preachers] challenge YahShua, “Why do
the disciples of both the Pharisees and
of JAHn [the Immerser] often fast and pray,
while your disciples pig-out and drink?”
34 YahShua asks the [religionists],
“Can you make wedding guests fast
while the groom remains [celebrating] with
them? [No.]
35

—But the days approach when [YAH]
takes [me,] the groom, away from the
wedding guests. Then [my disciples sink into
such deep depression that they] fast for days.”
Fresh Spirit Destroys Dead Religion

*YahShua speaks an illustration to the [religionists]:
“No one tears fabric from a
fresh coat to patch a worn-out
coat. Fresh patches rip holes in
worn-out cloth. What is fresh
[and pure] is incompatible with
what is worn-out, [putrefied,
corrupt].”
36

Yahshua is not insulting the ancient principles of
Law which inspired the Sinai Covenant. Those principles are eternal. Truth never wears out. Yahshua
is prohibiting mixing rancid rotten money-corrupted religious tradition with the fresh wine of the
Holy Spirit. Yahshua is explaining why the preacher
at that church on your street keeps recycling the
same old tired snoozy sermons: if he taught with a
true reformer's fiery zeal, correcting the church's
half-baked psuedo-theology, the windbags paying
his salary would leave the church in fury. Then the
preacher would be out of a job, forced back to selling insurance.

*
And no one puts new wine into
old wine-skins, ___. New wine
37
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bursts old wine-skins. Then the
wine spills. The wine-skins become raggedy trash.
38

*
have to put fresh
wine into fresh wineskins, ___. [Then both the
[You]

wine and the wineskins stay preserved.]

*
Yet not one of [you religionists] sucking down your rotten ‘wine’
wants [to try my] fresh [juice]. Because [hocking] corrupt [inspirational ‘intoxication’ to the masses] makes you
more [money].”
39

“‘The old is better', say these creatures of habit.”
Variant interpretation: ‘No one who has ever tasted
fine aged [preserved] wine prefers un-aged
[cheap] wine.’ Meaning that we (as vessels for
Spirit) need to be fresh and durable, able to last
for the long-haul (as the Spirit refines us into fine
‘wine’). We must not fail under stress like an old
wine-skin [false religion].

Luke 6
Yahshua Picks & Eats Grain On The
Sabbath
1 [Time passes, ___.] One Sabbath day,
YahShua walks through someone's
grain fields. YahShua's disciples pluck
the [heads of grain]. They rub the kernels in
their hands. They eat.
Or ‘ears of corn.’

Some [hypocritical spying] Pharisees [scream]
at [YahShua and his disciples], “Why do you
commit unlawful acts?! [You're working! You're
harvesting grain] on the Sabbath!” 3 YahShua
answers the [religionites],
“Have you never read [in the Scriptures]
what [king] David did when he and his
[exiled] companions got hungry?
2

4

*
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—David {Love} walks into the
Sanctuary of [Yahweh] the Eloah.
Then [David] grabs and eats the
holy bread, which [by the letter of the
law] only priests are allowed to
eat. [David] even gives some
bread to [his men]!

*
—[I], the [ultimate] ‘Son of
Adam’, [am] Sovereign
over the Sabbath, ___.”
5

The Messiah is no slave to the Sabbath; he's in
charge. The Sabbath is not about rules, it's about
rest.

Yahshua Heals A Man's Hand On
The Sabbath
6 Another Sabbath, YahShua enters the
synagogue. So he teaches [the crowd]. [Sitting there is] a man with a shriveled right
hand, ___. 7 *The legal-experts

and [fake preacher] Pharisees spy on
YahShua to see whether he'll
heal on the Sabbath day. (They
scrounge for some [legal]
accusation [to throw] against him.)
YahShua reads the religionists’ minds.
He says to the man with the withered
hand,
“Get up. Stand up here in the middle [of
the congregation where everyone can see you].”
So, ___, the man gets up. He stands
[in the center of the group]. 9 *Then
8

YahShua challenges the religionists:
“I ask you one thing: Is it lawful on the sabbath days to do
good, or to do evil? —To save
life, or to destroy it?”
Luke 6:10 *[The hypocrites stand dumbfounded,
unable to answer YahShua's razor-sharp logic.]

So YahShua looks around at
everyone. He says to the man,
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“Stretch out your [withered] hand.”
The man does so, ___. [Immediately YAH] restores the [man's]
hand: healed, perfect, just like
his other hand! 11 *The religionists [boil over] with madness, ___.
[They cease fire on each other] to conspire
together to find [a way to destroy]
YahShua, [their common enemy].
Yahshua Chooses His 12 Ambassadors

*A short time [passes, ___].
YahShua climbs a [remote] mountain. He spends the whole
night praying to [Yahweh] the
Eloah.
12

Can you stay up all night praying alone? Can you
even pray for 30 minutes without falling asleep?

*At daybreak, YahShua calls
his disciples. [He] chooses 12
[men] whom he designates
“apostles” [emissaries]: 14
13

1
2
3

Simon {Listener} (whom YahShua re-names
Peter {Rock}), & his brother Andrew {Manly},
James {Heel-Grabber} & JAHn,
Philip {Horse-Lover} & Bartholomew

{Son-Of-The-Ridge},
4
5
6
7

True believers go out in pairs, for companionship and accountability.
15
MattithYahu {Yah's-Gift} & Thomas {Twin},
James {Heel-Grabber} (son of Alphaeus
{Change})

8

& Simon

{Listener}

(the ‘Zealot’);

16

—lastly Judah (the brother of
James {Heel-Grabber}) & [the
bad] Judas, (the traitor) from
Keriot.

There was a good Judah and a bad Judah. They
symbolize the righteous people of YAH vs. the Synagogue of Satan who falsely claim to be Jews.

Yahshua Heals Crowds Below The
Mountain
17 YahShua & his apostles trek down [the
mountain, ___]. They stand on a level [ledge].
Around them throng a large number of
YahShua's [other] disciples. Surrounding
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the [disciples] flock large crowds from all
over Judaea (including Jerusalem) and
from the [pagan] coast cities around Tyre
{Rock-Port} & Sidon {Fish-City}. 18 *The

crowds

to hear YahShua.
[They beg] him to heal their diseases. They [ask] him to cast out
the vexing evil spirits [inside of
them]. [So] YahShua heals them,
___. 19 *The whole crowd [trips
over each other, desperate] to touch
YahShua, because energy
keeps surging out from him,
healing everyone, ___.
[flock]

YAH Blesses His Voluntary Poor
Disciples

*YahShua raises
up his eyes to his disciples. He says,
“[YAH] blesses you poor
Luke 6:20

[disciples who've given up everything
to come follow me in voluntary ostracism and poverty].

The King-

dom [dominion] of [Yahweh]
the Eloah belongs to
you, ___.
Not just any poor people own the Kingdom of
heaven. Yahshua's poor followers have a place in
the Kingdom. Merely failing to get and keep money
doesn't buy you any heavenly reward. Heaven-bound people choose poverty (when luxury is at
their command). Saints sacrifice everything to help
others and to become humble and flexible tools in
the Creator's hand.
21
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Dance & Jump For Joy When People
Hate You
22

*

blesses you, ___,
when humans hate you,
and when they separate
you from their company,
and insult [& slander] you,
and blackball [curse] your
name as evil, because
you (obey only) [me,] the
[ultimate] ‘Son of Adam.’
[YAH]

Be happy when you're blacklisted.

*
Every day [when men hurt you,]
rejoice, ___! Dance!
Leap for joy! See! [Every
23

pain you endure for me on earth piles

treasure on your
vast reward in heaven.
[Today's world] hates my followers, the same way
its ancestors hated and
tortured [YAH's] prophets.
more]

*

[But like the ancient prophets, you
too eventually forget all your worldly
troubles, ___. You live on to enjoy
an eternity of bliss and power.]
Blessings On The Poor, Curses On
The Rich

[YAH]

24

blesses you [people]
who now hunger, ___.
[Soon YAH] fills you. [YAH]
blesses you who now
weep. [Soon] you laugh.
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But how terrible [the punishment falls] on you [people]
who are now rich.
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You've had your easy
life, ___!

*
Woe to you [gluttons] who [enjoy]
full [bellies]! For you soon hunger.
Woe to you [jokers] who now
laugh! For soon you mourn and
weep.
25

If you are truly following Yahshua, you will be involved in hard work in difficult circumstances. Your
belly will growl. This is not the time to entertain
and wine & dine yourself. It's time to work to help
other [people] get to heaven.

*
Woe [comes] to you, ___,
when all men speak well
of you! For their ancestors spoke well of the
false prophets.
26

Love Your Enemies; Do Good To
Your Haters

*
So I say to you who
hear: ‘Love your enemies, ___. Do good to
[people] who hate you.
28 *
Bless everyone who
curses you, ___. Pray
for everyone who despitefully uses, [mistreats,
abuses] you.
29 *
___, if someone hits
you on 1 cheek [even with a
stick], turn your other
27
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cheek toward him.

[Passively offer to let him pound you

If someone
takes your coat, ___,
don't stop him from also
taking your shirt.
again and again.]

Don't believe the lie that you only need peacefully
respond if your attacker slaps you once with their
hand. The word ‘hit’ signifies any form of repeated
beating, definitely including being hit with weapons
and being wounded: #5180 tupto: to thump, beat,
smite, strike, wound, i.e. cudgel or pummel (properly, with a STICK or bastinado), but in any case
by REPEATED blows; thus differing from #3817
and #3960, which denote a (usually single) blow
with the hand or any instrument, or #4141 with
the fist (or a hammer), or #4474 with the palm; as
well as from #5177, an accidental collision).

“The best general is the one who never
fights.
”Sun Tzu, author of The Art Of War
Luke 6:30

*

Give [something] to every
man who asks you for
anything, ___. When
anyone takes what's
yours, don't ever ask for
it back. [Loans = gifts.]
Never send any beggar (or requester) away empty-handed. Try to keep some peanuts in your pocket to give away, at least. At the very minimum give
them a kind smile or a compliment. Give something. Not necessarily what the asker asked for.
Use your brain. Don't buy crack for a crack-whore.
Don't be an addiction-enabler. Jesus is not encouraging co-dependence. Jesus is also not telling you
to give food to lazy people who refuse to work,
even if the ‘government’ pays your church to do so.
Nor is Jesus telling you to recklessly give away
tools which you use for Kingdom work.

Do To Others What You Want Them
To Do To You

*
Do to other [people] what
you want them to do to
31
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you, ___.

[Treat other people
as you would like them to treat you.]
Here is a simple rule of thumb for behavior: Ask
yourself what you want people to do for you; then
grab the initiative and do it for them! See this ‘Do
Unto Others’ Song.

*
___, are you

32

[really so delud-

ed as to think that you]

score

credits [with your Creator]
when you [merely] love
[people] who love you? [NO!]
Even sinners [destined to burn
in the trash fire of the universe]

love people who love
them.
You really think that loving your children, parents
and spouse gets you any brownie points with God?
Ha! Even Adolf Hitler loved his own loved ones! Jesus didn't say ‘Go and raise families.’ Jesus said,
‘Go and make disciples.’

*
And if you [merely] do
good to [people] who are
good to you, ___, [you get
no thanks from your Creator].
Even sinners [scratch each
other's backs].
33
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ment Day].

Even sinners
lend to sinners, [expecting

the borrower to pay back the principal].
If you loan anything, it's an irrevocable gift. Never
ask for even a penny of your principal in return. If
you don't like that, you don't like Jesus, because
Jesus and His commandments (His Word) are one
and the same.

*
Instead, ___, love your
enemies. Do good [to them].
Lend [to your haters,] without
any hope of payback.
THEN your reward spirals [to the sky]. You'll become [a] spirit-child of
[Yahweh] the Highest [Ha'Elyon]. For [Yahweh] is kind to
ungrateful and evil [beings].
35

When you do mission work to help the world's poor
people, you hit a wall. You realize that the ‘3rdworld’ people are only pretending to care about the
Gospel. They are in fact ‘evil and ungrateful’ people. They waste the gifts you sold your house to
buy. They carelessly trash your hard-earned gifts.
Then they come back and demand more! When
you love those ruinous, rude people, you're getting
closer to being a true child of YAH.

*
So you, ___, be merciful, like [Yahweh] your Father is merciful.
37 *
Avoid judging [people],
___. Thus you escape
judgment. Never con36

Merely being what the world calls a ‘good person’
gets you permanently DEAD. The bar for eternal
life towers above the bar of success in family,
church and business.

*
And ___, if you lend to
[borrowers] from whom you
hope to receive [payback,
34

don't expect your Creator to count
your lending in your favor on JudgThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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demn. Thus you avoid
condemnation. Forgive,
___. Then [YAH] forgives
you.
If you refuse to find others guilty, then YAH refuses
to find you guilty. Stop criticizing others. Judgment
is a boomerang. The harder you throw criticism at
others, the harder criticism flies back and hits you
in the head. See song: Boomerang.

*
Give, ___. Then [YAH]
pays you back in full
measure, packed down,
shaken together, overflowing. [Even] men will
[boomerang what you paid] right
[back] into your lap. For
with the same measure
you pay out, [large or small,
YAH] eventually counts [repayment] back to you,
___.”
38

Blind Leaders Can't Lead Blind People

*
Then YahShua speaks a
visual allegory to [his disci39

ples who stand surrounded by a huge
crowd]:

“ ___, can a blind
[man] lead a blind [man]?
Won’t they both fall into
the ditch?
Luke 6:40 *
The disciple is not above
his master, ___.
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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Rather, each disciple,
when fully trained, [aspires
to] be like his master.
41 *
And ___, why do you
focus on the speck [stuck]
in your brother's eye,
while [you] never notice
the log in your own eye?
42 *
___, how can you say
to your brother, ‘Brother, let me pull that
speck out of your eye’,
when you yourself can't
even see there's a plank
in your own eye? You
hypocrite! First yank out
the plank from your own
eye. Then you'll see
clearly to tweeze the
speck from your brother's eye.
Only Good Trees Bear Good Fruit

*
For a good [healthy] tree
never brings forth corrupt [poison] fruit, ___.
Nor does a corrupt [diseased] tree produce good
[healthy] fruit.
43

See song: Fruit Of the Spirit (Gal 5:22-23).
44

*
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So [you can] recognize every tree
by his fruit, ___. People never
pick figs from thorn-bushes.
No one [collects] grapes from
briers.

*
Out of the good treasure
of his heart, ___, a
‘good’ man brings out
good [results, work, products, relationships, feelings, counsel]. But
an evil man, out of the
evil treasure of his
heart, brings forth disaster. For [every man's]
mouth speaks what
overflows from his
heart.
45

The House On The Rock vs. Ruins
On The Sand

*
___, why do you call
me, ‘Lord! Sovereign!’?
You refuse to do what I
command!
46

A lot of surprised ‘christians’ get dumped into the
lake of fire. Calling Jesus ‘Lord’ ain't gonna save
you on Judgment day.

*
I'll paint you, ___, a word-picture of a wise builder. [He] represents [you when you] come to me
to hear my words and [consistently,
actively] obey them:
47

48

*
[ ___, my obedient disciple]

sembles a man who
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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builds a house. First
he digs deep. Then he
lays the foundation on a
rock. [Soon life's] flood rises. The river bursts! [Water, wind, trees and boulders] bash
the house! Yet the torrent can't shake it. For
the house lies founded
on a rock.
sibly]

See song: He Is The Rock!.

*
But, ___, anyone who
hears [my commands], yet
fails to [actively, consistently]
obey them, resembles a
man who forgets to lay
a foundation. Instead he
builds a house right on
topsoil. The flood-river
bashes that house. Immediately the [structure]
falls. [The disobeyer's home disintegrates into] in a disastrous,
ruinous wreck.”
49

Spirituality is life-engineering. Scripture-study is
life-architecture. Real Christianity is life-construction.

Luke 7
YAHshua Heals A Warmonger's Servant
1 YahShua finishes speaking to the listening crowd,
___. Then YahShua travels to Capernaum, [the comfortable walled town].
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on [at Capernaum employs] a slave who is
sick, about to die, ___. The Centurion
highly prizes his servant. [So he wants the
servant to live.]

Centurion = Roman commander of (at least) 100
soldiers trained to kill.

The Centurion hears that YahShua [is
sends the [local] Jewish elders
to urge YahShua to come heal his [dying]
slave. 4 The [Jewish] elders [run] to
YahShua. [They] launch into begging
Him, pleading, “This Centurion truly deserves your help— 5 —The [rich and powerful]
Centurion loves our [Jewish] nation. In
fact, he built our synagogue!” 6 *So
3

near. So he]

YahShua

with the elders [to
the Centurion's house], ___. As
YahShua approaches the
house, the Centurion sends
friends to YahShua with this
message: “Master, don’t trouble yourself. I’m not worthy to
have you come under my roof. 7
*—I didn't even presume I was
[holy enough] to come to [meet] you.
But just say the word, and [YAH]
will heal my slave. 8 *[I know you can
telepathically heal people, because] I too am
a man [my superiors] set under authority. I have soldiers under
me. I say to one [soldier], ‘Go,’
and [that soldier] goes. [I say] to another [soldier], ‘Come,’ and [that soldier] comes. [I order] my slave, ‘Do
this.’ Immediately my servant
executes [my commands].” 9
*YahShua marvels when he
hears the Centurion [describe humble
obedience to authority, ___]. YahShua
spins around. He [shouts] to the
[Jewish] people who follow him,
“I tell you, in all of Israel I've
never found [anyone with] faith to
[runs]

match
killer]!”

[the great faith of this pagan Roman

*The Centurion's messenger-friends return to the
Centurion's house, ___. They
find the [previously dying] slave perfectly healed!
Luke 7:10

Yahshua Heals A Dead Boy At The
Funeral!
11 The next day, YahShua & his disciples, swarmed
by a large crowd, [hike] into a town called Naim
12 As YahShua approaches the village gate, a funeral procession streams
out of the village, ___. [Pallbearers] carry
a dead boy, the only son of a widow.
Many [crying] mourners from the village
stagger beside the widow. 13 When
Master [YahShua] sees the widow, he [takes]
compassion on her, ___. [He] says to
her,
“Don't cry.”
[Home].”

*YahShua [walks up]. He touches
the coffin. The pallbearers carrying the dead boy stand still,
___. YahShua says,
“Young man, I order you: Get
up!”
14

*The ‘dead’ boy sits up
[in the coffin-basket]. He starts
talking, ___! YahShua
15

[lifts the boy out of the coffin. Then
he leads the boy by the hand]

to

his mother. 16 Great fear sweeps
the crowd, ___. They glorify [Yahweh] the
Eloah, exclaiming, “A great prophet has
risen up among us!” and, “[Yahweh] the
Eloah has come to help His people!” 17
The report of YahShua [raising the dead]
that day spreads all over Judaea, ___.
[The news travels] way past [Israel's] borders.
John's Interns Ask If Jesus Is The
Messiah
18 The disciples of JAHn
all of
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[the Immerser]

tell JAHn about

[YahShua's travels, teachings and miracles, ___].
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JAHn calls 2 of his disciples. [He] sends
them to ask YahShua, “Are you [YAH's Messiah] whom [YAH promised] would come? Or
should we look for someone else?” Luke
7:20 JAHn's 2 [disciples] travel to YahShua.
[They] ask [him,] “JAHn [the Baptiser] sent us
to ask you, “Are you [YAH's promised] coming [Messiah]? Or should we look for
someone else?” 21 *Right then

YahShua [stands among a crowd,] giving
sight to many blind people,
___, healing many people of
diseases, [plagues,] pains and evil
spirits. 22 *YahShua answers
JAHn [the Immerser's] disciples,
“Go back. Tell JAHn everything
you're seeing and hearing: how
blind [people] see, lame [people]
walk, deaf [people] hear, [YAH]
cleanses lepers and raises
dead [people to life], and [evangelists]
herald [YAH's] Good News to poor
[people].
23

—And [tell John] how [richly YAH] blesses
these [happy people] who refuse to scandalize me!’"
John The Baptist Was B.C. History's
#1 Man
24 JAHn [the Immerser's] messengers [hike
back to JAHn]. [Meanwhile,] YahShua speaks to
the people about JAHn:
“What did you [people] travel out into the
wilderness to see? [Did you think

JAHn was going to be some pansy
preacher,] a reed shaking in the wind?
25 *
—[No?] Then what did you go out
to see? [Did you think JAHn would be] a
man clothed in soft [fine] apparel? Look! People who dress in
gorgeous clothing, and live delicately [in luxury, bask] in royal
palaces. [Pampered princes don't eat bugs
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and wear hand-cut camel-fur, screaming “repent” in
the desert, ___!]

*
So what did you go out [into the
desert] to see? A prophet? Yes, I
tell you [JAHn is] much more than
a prophet.
26

27

JAHn is the [uber-prophet] of whom
[MalachYAH] wrote, [quoting YAH,] ‘See, [Messiah,]
I send my messenger ahead of you. He
[JAHn] prepares your way before you.’
Malachi 3:1

*
For I tell you, ___, that among
[people] born of women there is
no greater prophet than
Yohannon the Baptiser. But
whoever is least in the [heavenly
eternal, immortal, coming] Kingdom of
[Yahweh] the Eloah is greater than
JAHn.”
28

This implies that there are different senses of the
phrase ‘Kingdom of God,’ since John the Baptist
was definitely in some sense within the Dominion
of YAH.

Finicky Religionists Reject John The
Baptist
29 All the people who listen to JAHn,
[even] the tax-collectors, [humbly] let [that
penniless crazy-haired prophet ritually] dunk their
[heads under river-water]. [Thus the repenters publicly]
acknowledge that the plan of [Yahweh]
the Eloah is right, [and the paid preachers are
wrong, ___]. Luke 7:30 *The Pharisees

& legal-experts reject the opportunity [Yahweh] the Eloah gives
them, ___. They [arrogantly]
refuse to get baptized by JAHn.
The religionists consider John inferior to themselves.
31 [So] Master [YahShua] says,
"How can I describe the people of this generation,
___? What are they like?
32

*
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___, today's [people] resemble
children sitting in the marketplace, yelling insults to each
other, ‘blah blah [blah]’. We
[prophets] play flute[s] for you. But
you [posers refuse to] dance! We sing
[you] funeral dirges. Yet you're
[too dead inside to] cry.’
33

For JAHn the Immerser comes [to you]
abstaining from eating bread and from
drinking wine. Yet you [whine], ‘JAHn is
possessed by a demon.’
34

the ‘Son of Adam’ come [to you]
feasting and drinking. So you say,
‘Look! [YahShua is] a gluttonous drunkard,
a [traitorous] ally of [invading Roman] tax-collectors and sinners!’
[Then I,]

*
But wisdom is proved
right by all her children,
___.”
35

The proof of wisdom is in the character wisdom
produces.

Mary Mag. Pours A Fortune In Oil
On Jesus
36 One of the [judgmental religious prig] Pharisees asks YahShua to eat with him,
___. So YahShua [walks] into the Pharisee's house and sits down to eat. 37

*A sinner woman from the city
finds out that YahShua sits
eating dinner in the Pharisee's
house. Suddenly, ___, this [prostitute barges in] carrying a [special sealed]
alabaster box of ridiculously
expensive ointment [worth a year's
wages]! 38 *[The whore] stands

behind YahShua, weeping. [Her head hangs down] by
YahShua's feet. She
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washes YahShua's feet
with tears, ___! She
wipes YahShua's feet
with the hair of her
head. She kisses his
feet. She rubs his feet
with the [nearly-priceless]
ointment. 39 *The Pharisee
(who invited YahShua)

[looks down.

He sees the whore kissing YahShua's feet, ___].

The Pharisee says to himself,
“This [fake Messiah] man, if he had
been a prophet, would have
known who is touching him
and what kind of woman she
is: she's a sinner!” Luke 7:40
YahShua [reads the religious bigot's mind]. He
says,
“Simon {Listener}, I have something to
tell you.”
The Pharisee answers, [in mock humility],
“Master, teach me. [Cough.]” 41
[YahShua continues,]

“A creditor has two debtors: one debtor
owes 500 silver coins. The other owes
50.
42

—Both debtors have nothing with which
to pay. The creditor kindly forgives
both debtors. So tell me, which of the
debtors then loves the creditor more?”
43 *Simon {Listener} answers, “I

suppose the debtor whom the
creditor forgives most [loves the
creditor more].” YahShua says to Simon,
"You have rightly judged.”

*YahShua turns to [face]
the [whore] woman. He
says to Simon {Listener},
44
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“Do you see you this
woman? I entered your
house. You gave me no
water for my feet. Yet
she washed my feet
with tears! She wiped
my feet with the hair of
her head!

*
—You neglected to give me a
[customary greeting] kiss. But from the
time I arrived, this woman
hasn't stopped kissing my feet.
46 *
You failed to [extend the courtesy of providing cheap] olive oil to rub on my
head. Yet [this prostitute] anointed
my feet with [rare, near-priceless]
myrrh-salve!
47 *
—So I tell you that [this prostitute's]
many sins are forgiven, ___,
because she loved much. But
whoever has been forgiven little loves little.”
48 *YahShua says to [the prostitute],
“Your sins are forgiven.”
45

At this, ___, those [hypocrites] eating
with YahShua [scoff] among themselves,
“Who is this [arrogant blasphemer]?! He presumes to forgive sins!” Luke 7:50
49

*YahShua says to the [prostitute],
“Your faith has saved you. Go
in peace.”

Luke 8
YAHshua & His Followers Go On A
National Tour
1 Then YahShua (and his 12 ambassadors) tour many cities and villages,
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___. They herald and, [by miraculous power,
demonstrate] the Good News of the Kingdom of [Yahweh] the Eloah. 2 [Behind YahShua
follow] some women whom [YahShua]
healed of evil spirits and diseases. 3 [The
healed women] include Mary (called ‘Magdalene’) out of whom fled 7 demons, [and]
Joanna [JAHohannon] the wife of Chuza
(king Herod's finance minister), and
Shoshanna [Susanna {Lily}]. These [women]
and many other [people follow YahShua]. They
draw on their own wealth to help [the disciples help others].
This does not mean that the women ‘supported’
Christ's ministry by tithing, as preachers often assert as they pass the donation plate. The women
obeyed Yahshua's command to sell their possessions and give to the poor.

Yahshua Speaks The Mystery Of
The Seeds
4 A large crowd gathers from many
towns to hear YahShua. He tells the
crowd a [dramatic visual] story, ___: 5
“A gardener [me] walks out to plant his
seed [YAH's word]. This gardener scatters
the seed on the ground, ___. The skybirds eat some of those seeds. Some
seed falls on a path. People trample on
those seeds.
6

Some seeds fall on rock, ___. So as
soon as the seed sprouts, it dries up
[and withers away] from lack of moisture.
YAH's word is the water which gives us true life.

*
Some seed falls among thorn
[bushes]. The thorns spring up
with the seed-sprouts, ___.
The thorn-bushes choke out
the sprouts.
8*
Other seed falls on good
ground, ___. That [seed] grows
up. For every seed that successfully grows [into a tree], 100
[valuable] fruits [keep coming out each fruit
season].”
7
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YahShua [caps this story] with the
shout:
“'Got hearing ears, ___? Then
hear!”
Yahshua Says You Are Soil For
Thought-Seeds
9 YahShua's disciples ask Him, “What does
‘seed parable’ mean?” Luke 8:10

[your]

*YahShua

answers,
“To you, [my obedient students, Yahweh]
the Eloah grants knowledge of
the mysteries of His Kingdom
[Dominion]. But, ___, to [the masses, I
teach] in [symbolic, dramatic, mysterious stories].
The people [mentally] see [and repeat
my visual allegories]. They hear [and repeat
my words]. But they [rarely]
understand [that my stories condemn
them].
Isaiah 6:9. Part of Christ's genius master strategy
is to get the worldly masses (his enemies) to go
around repeating his words without understanding
that those very words condemn them to the trash
fire of the universe. The worldly churches would
not be repeating Christ's words if they realized that
their own mouths are predicting their own destruction.

*
Here is the decoded symbology
of the ‘seed’ parable, ___: The
‘seed’ symbolizes the Word of
[Yahweh] the Eloah.
12 *
The ‘seeds that fall on the side
of the path’ represent [people]
who hear YAH's Word, only to
have the devil swoop in and
snatch YAH's Word out of their
hearts, ___, thus preventing
them from believing and being
saved.
13 *
The ‘seeds that fall on the rock’
represent people who hear and
11
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immediately receive YAH's
Word with joy, ___. Yet because those [easy-believers] have no
‘roots’, they only believe for a
while. Soon, a time of temptation comes. Then the [shallow
‘christians’] fall away [deeper into worldliness].
14 *
The ‘seeds which fall among
thorn-bushes’ represent [people]
who, when they've heard [YAH's
Word], go out and get choked
with cares, riches and pleasures of this [physical, fleshly] life,
___, so they never put out any
mature ‘fruit.’
15 *
But the ‘[seeds] who fall on the
good ground’ represent [people]
who, with honest, [receptive,
obedient,] good hearts, hear [YAH's]
Word, then [keep on] keeping it,
___. [Such believers,] by persevering,
bring forth [overflowing, delicious, healthgiving spiritual] ‘fruit.’
16 *
No man lights a candle and
then covers it with a bowl. Nobody puts a [lit] candle under a
bed, ___. People set [burning]
candles on candlesticks, so everyone in the room can see the
light.
17 *
___, [YAH] hauls whatever is secret out into the open. [YAH] discovers and brings to light
whatever [you have] hidden.
18 *
So be sure to pay attention to
HOW you listen, ___. If you
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bring me a positive spiritual return on my investment in your
[physical life], I invest [eternal life] in
you. But if you fail to return a
spiritual ‘profit’ on my investment [in your life, which you do not own but
merely hold in trust for me], I divest you
of the principal. [I take away your life,
forever.]
YAH is the landowner. You are the share-cropper.
The soil is your body. (Your body is living dirt.) If
you bring in a superior ‘fruit harvest’, YAH gives
you more land and seeds (an eternal body). If you
fail to grow edible fruit, YAH kicks you off the land.
(He ends your life). The fruits YAH accepts from
you are: Love, joy, peace, patience, kindness,
goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control.
The tree does not create fruit. The tree merely acts
as a machine to process soil, air, sunshine and water into fruit.

If You Obey YAH, You Are
Yahshua's Sibling
19 Then YahShua's mother [Mary] arrives
with YahShua's [blood] brothers, ___.
But they can't break through the
packed crowd to reach YahShua [in the
house].

Yahshua's brothers did not believe in him. They oscillated between wanting to force him to kill the
Romans as a military rebel-king, and trying to lock
him up in an insane asylum.
Luke 8:20 People tell YahShua, “Your mother and
your brothers stand outside, asking to see you.” 21

*YahShua answers,
“My ‘mother’ and my
brothers are the [beings]
who hear the Word of
[Yahweh] the Eloah, and
actively [obey] it, ___.”
Yahshua Calms A Storm-Raged
Lake
22 [Time passes.] One day, YahShua boards
a boat with his disciples. YahShua says
to them,
“Let's go over to the other side of the
lake.”
So they launch out.
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True mission work shakes up the norm.

*The disciples sail while
YahShua falls asleep. A dangerous wind-storm descends
on the lake, ___. The boat fills
with water. [It starts] sinking. 24
23

*The disciples run to
YahShua. They wake
him, screaming, “Master, Master, we're
gonnna’ die!” YahShua
gets up. He rebukes the
wind and the raging water. The wind and waves
die, ___. The [air & water
smooth to a glassy] calm. 25
*YahShua asks his disciples,
“Where is your faith?”
Awestruck, the disciples marvel, ___. They ask one another, “What kind of man is
[YahShua]?! He commands even
the winds and water. And they
obey him!”
Jesus Sends A Tomb-Zombie's
Demons Into Pigs

26 YahShua and his disciples arrive at the land of
the Gerasenes, across the lake from the HeathenCircle.
Gadarenes.

YahShua steps ashore, ___. A [naked]
local man runs up to YahShua. This
man has long been possessed by
demons. He [refuses to] wear clothes. He
lives, not in a house, but in burial caves
[filled with rats and dead rotting skeletons]. 28 *The
27

demoniac scans YahShua. Then
[the demon] cries out. [The demoniac]
falls down before [YahShua]. [The demon] screams, “What do you
want with me, YahShua, son of
[Yahweh] the Most High Eloha? I
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beg you, don’t torture me!” 29
[This unclean spirit demon trembles, because]

YahShua has commanded it to come
out of the man. For the demon [is dependent on continually] seizing his host. The
townspeople and the police keep binding the man with chains and shackles,
___. But the man keeps breaking the
chains and running, driven by the devil
into the wilderness. Luke 8:30

*YahShua asks the Demoniac,
“What is your name?”
The Demoniac answers,
“Legion”, because many devils
have entered the man, ___.

Religion = ReLegion. Get it? The world's religions
are trying to bind you into Roman style legions
(fasces, bundles). Then at the end of time the angels throw these bundles of pagan people into the
trash-fire of the universe. Legions of hypocritical
‘Christians’ enter the fire, mouths gaping in shock.

The demons keep begging YahShua
not to send them into the Abyss, ___.
31

*A herd of many swine feeds
on a hill [close-by, ___]. The
demons beg YahShua to allow
themselves to enter the pigs.
YahShua gives the [demons]
permission.
32

Yahshua was lawfully entitled to destroy the pigs
because YHVH forbids the human race to cultivate
domestic swine. YAH forbids the use of unclean animals in food production because unclean animals
breed human diseases and cause health problems,
especially for the poor people who work pig-farms.

*The demons [fly] out of the
man. They [fly uphill to] enter the
swine, ___! The herd stampedes down a steep bank. [They
crash] into the lake. [They] drown.
33

Good riddance, filthy disease bags!

The [poor farmhands] who [make their living]
feeding the pigs see [YahShua destroy their
herd]. [So] the farmhands flee. They tell
[people] in the city and in the country
[about YahShua's pig-massacre / exorcism]. 35 *The
34

people [of the region] flock out to
see [the floating pig corpses. Terrified,] the
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people approach YahShua.
They find the man (out of
whom the demons had gone)
clothed, in his right mind, sitting at YahShua's feet. [Instead of
thanking YahShua,] the people [shake with]
fear, ___. 36 The pig-farmers (who
saw the exorcism) tell the townspeople
[how YahShua] healed the man who'd been
possessed by demons. 37 *Then all

the people of the Gerasene region beg YahShua to leave
them, ___, because they're
seized with great fear. So
YahShua boards the boat. He
returns back across the lake.
When you help people, they logically ought to appreciate you. Yet often they illogically reject you.
That is often your cue to leave. You have more fertile fields to plow.

The man (out of whom the demons
just fled) begs YahShua, “Let me go
with you!” 39 YahShua sends the ex-demoniac away, saying,
“Return home. Show [everyone] what
great things [Yahweh] the Eloah has done
to you.” So, ___, the man [runs home]. He
publishes throughout the whole city
what great things YahShua did for him.
A Synagogue Ruler Begs Jesus To
Heal His Girl
Luke 8:40 On the other side of the lake,
the crowds receive their long-awaited
YahShua with open arms, ___. 41 Suddenly a [rich and powerful] man named Jairus
{Goldshine}, a ruler of the synagogue,
[runs up]. He falls down at YahShua's
feet. He begs YahShua to come to his
house. 42 For Jairus’ only daughter,
about 12 years old, lies dying, ___.
YahShua [runs home with Jairus]. The crushing
crowd throngs YahShua.
Yahshua Heals A Woman The Doctors Failed
38

*In the trampling crowd, a
[frail] woman struggles to get to
43
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YahShua. (This woman has
been bleeding for 12 years,
___! She's blown her life-savings paying physicians to fail
to heal her.)
She paid the doctors to make her sicker with the
world's #1 preventable killer: iatrogenic (doctorcaused) disease.

woman
[struggles to reach up] behind
YahShua. She touches
the fringes on his cloak.
Immediately, ___, her
bleeding stops!
44

*The

[bleeding]

The tassels [tzitzit] are on the clothes to remind
you of YAH's Laws, by which you live. Touching the
tassels symbolizes accepting the Laws of YHVH. If
you ignore those laws, for instance by eating the
world's unclean food (for instance, dead pigs) and
paying doctors to forgive your sins by prescribing
you with drugs which only mask your symptoms,
you die.

YahShua [rhetorically] asks,
“Who touched me?”
Everyone answers, “Not me.” Peter
{Rock} and his companions say, “Master,
this whole crowd is thronging you and
pressing up against you. What do you
mean, ‘Who touched me?’” 46 YahShua
[winks],
“Somebody touched me. I felt power
discharge from me.”
47 The woman realizes that [YahShua knows
she touched him]. So, ___, she comes [to
him,] trembling. She falls down before
him. She declares to him before all the
people why she touched him and how
[touching Him] immediately healed her. 48
45

*YahShua says to her,
“Courage, daughter. Your faith
has made you well. Go in
peace.”

Yahshua Resurrects A Rich Jew's
Dead Girl
49 While YahShua speaks, a man [runs up]
from the house of Jairus {Goldshine}, the
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synagogue president. The man [cries] to
[Jairus], “Your daughter lies dead. Don’t
bother Rabbi [YahShua] any more.” Luke

*YahShua hears [this negativity].
He answers the [doubting man],
“Never fear. Just believe. Then
[YAH] will heal the girl.”
8:50

YahShua enters the house, ___. He
lets no one else enter except Peter
{Rock}, James {Heel-Grabber} & JAHn,
and the father & mother of the [‘dead’]
girl.
51

You have to kick out the unbelieving bystanders if
you want to do miracles.

Everyone weeps and mourns for the
‘dead’ girl. But YahShua says,
“Stop crying. She's not dead. She's
asleep.”
52

*The [dead girl's family, clergy and friends
all] laugh at YahShua, ___. [They
scorn, jeering at him], because they all
‘know’ the girl is dead. 54
*YahShua kicks all the [people who
doubt him] out of the house, ___.
Then YahShua takes the girl by
the hand. He calls,
“Little girl, get up!”
55 *The girl's spirit returns [to her,
___]! She immediately gets up!
YahShua commands [her family] to
give her food. 56 *The [resurrected
girl's] parents' [jaws drop,] astonished, ___. But YahShua orders them to tell no one [that he
brought her back from the dead].
53

Yeah — like the parents are really gonna keep the
lid on that secret.

Luke 9
YAHshua Miracle-Feeds 5,000 Men
+ Families

*Then YahShua calls
together his 12 disciples. He gives them
1
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power and authority to
drive out all demons,
and to cure diseases. 2

*YahShua sends [his] disciples
to herald the Kingdom of [Yahweh]
the Eloah, and to heal sick [people]. 3 *YahShua says to his disciples,
“Take nothing for your journey,
no walking stick, no pack, [no
containers, no luggage,] no bread, no
money, not [even an] extra shirt.
4

—Whatever house you enter, ___, stay
there until you leave that town.
When you're touring, don't let various churches
and people run you ragged all over town to come
visit them one at a time, piecemeal, retail, because
they're too lazy to get off their butts and travel
across town. If they want to see you because
they're truly desperate to hear YAH's Word or to
receive a blessing, healing, or counsel from you,
they can and will come find you where you are.
And when your welcome wears out in that first
house (or church), move on to the next town.

*
If people fail to welcome you,
___, shake the dust off your
feet when you leave their town
[church, area, university, business, etc.], as a
testimony against them.
6 *So the disciples venture [out on
their mission, ___]. They travel
through [Israel's] towns. Everywhere they herald [YAH's] Good
News. And [they] heal [sick people].
5

In a group of YAH's real believers there are people
who can heal diseases. Can anyone in your church
actually heal diseases? Really?

Now Herod ([Judaea's] regional ‘Governor') hears about all the [miracles]
YahShua does. Herod [shakes,] perplexed,
[terrified], because some [people] say [YahShua
is the man Herod murdered]: JAHn [the Immerser,]
risen from the dead.
7
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Herod's worst nightmare: The guy you killed is
back from the dead, with miracle powers.
8 Other people say, “[YahShua is an] apparition of [the ancient prophet] EliYah.” Other people surmise that
YahShua is one of various [other] ancient prophets

Herod [whimpers], “I beheaded JAHn. So who is this [YahShua]
man about whom I hear such [strange]
stories?” [Curious,] Herod looks [for a chance]
to see YahShua [in action]. Luke 9:10
YahShua's apostles return [from their faith
journey]. They tell YahShua [about] all the
[healing and heralding] they've been doing.
YahShua takes his disciples [away from the
town]. They [hike] away privately into a
deserted area (near a town called Bethsaida [Fishing-House]). 11 But the crowds
[have spies tracking YahShua. So the crowd] follows
YahShua [to his hiding place. Instead of screaming at
the people for violating his right to privacy,] YahShua
welcomes the crowd. He speaks to
them about the Kingdom [Dominion] of
[Yahweh] the Eloah. And YahShua heals
the people who need healing. 12 The day
risen from the dead. 9

begins to wear away. So the 12 [apostles] come and
say to YahShua, “Send the crowd away from this
deserted place. Let the people go get lodging and
food in the towns and country around here.” 13

But YahShua challenges his disciples,
“You give food to the crowd.”
The disciples answer, “We only have 5
loaves and 2 fish. How can we go buy
food for all these people?” 14 (The
crowd numbers about 5000 men [plus
women and children, ___].) YahShua answers
his disciples,
“Have the crowd sit down in groups of
about 50 each.”
15 So YahShua's disciples get the [huge]
crowd to sit down, ___. 16 *Then

YahShua takes the 5 loaves
and the 2 fish [from his disciples].
Looking up to heaven, YahShua
kneels. [He thanks YAH for] the food.
Then he breaks [the food into pieces].
He keeps giving [more and more]
pieces to his disciples to distribute to the crowd. 17 *The
whole crowd eats until [their bellies
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stuffed. The disciples
pick up 12 baskets of leftover
food fragments.
poke out,]

Peter Says Yahshua is YAH's Messiah
18 Time passes, ___. YahShua [kneels].
He prays [to Yahweh] in private (with only
his disciples). YahShua asks his disciples,
“Who do the people [in the crowds] say I
am?”
19 The disciples answer, “Some people say you're
JAHn the Immerser. Others say you're EliYah. And
others say you're [some other] ancient prophet risen
from the dead.” Luke 9:20

YahShua asks his

disciples,
“But who do you say I am?”
Peter {Rock} answers, “[You are] the Messiah of [Yahweh] the Eloah.” 21

*YahShua warns and commands his disciples, “Tell nobody that [I'm YAH's] Messiah.” 22
*YahShua foretells,
“[I] (the ‘Son of Adam’) must
endure much suffering. [Israel's]
elders, chief priests and lawexperts soon reject [me]. [They]
murder [me]. But [YAH] raises [me
from the grave] 3 [full] days [72 hours] later.”
Correct Chronology of Christ's Death & Resurrection:
In the grave Wed. night, Thu. (Passover), Fri., Sat.
until sundown.
Out of the tomb Sat. night.

*YahShua says to all
[his disciples],
“If any man wants to
come [follow] after me, he
must deny himself, ___.
Every day [he] must daily
pick up his execution-s23
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take, and follow me

[into
voluntary poverty, rejection, and
eventual torture and death].
Strap an electric chair on your back. Carry it down
to where the executioner will throw the switch and
fry you for a crime the preachers framed you for.
All because you exposed the preachers as liars
milking the gospel for money. That's real discipleship.

*
For, ___, whoever [lives]
to save his [physical] life
loses [all Life]. But whoever loses his [physical] life
[because he follows Me], gains
[True Life].
24

In an indestructible body.

*
___, what net advantage do you win if you
gain the whole world,
yet [you ] lose yourself
and get thrown away [as
25

garbage in the trash fire of the universe? You gain zero!]

*
For, ___, if [you] stay embarrassed about me and my
words, [I] the ‘Son of Adam’ will
be ashamed [of you] when [I]
come [to judge the world, radiating my] glory, [wrapped] in [my] Father's
[splendor], [surrounded] by [YAH's magnificent]
sacred angels.
26

27

Yet I tell you the rock-solid truth: [people]
standing here see the Dominion of
[Yahweh] the Eloah before they taste
death.”
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eclipse that happened as Yahshua died on the
stake, and/or possibly to the fall of Jerusalem.

YahShua Shape-Shifts, Talks W/
Moses & Elijah
28 About 8 days pass, ___. YahShua
takes Peter {Rock} and JAHn & James
{Heel-Grabber}. The [3 men] climb a mountain to pray. 29 *As YahShua

prays, the appearance of his
face changes. His clothing
shines, dazzling white. Luke 9:30
*Suddenly 2 men (Moses &
EliYah) appear, [bathed] in [radiant]
glory. They talk with YahShua.
Moses & EliJah speak about
YahShua's ‘Exodus’ [from life,] which
YahShua is soon to accomplish in
Jerusalem.
31

Yahshua, by dying, led YAH's people out of the
devil's nations, just as Moses led the ancient Israelites out of pagan Egypt. Think of your own
death as an Exodus from ‘Egypt life’ through a
scary ordeal that (hopefully) moves you to the
‘Promised Land’.

Peter {Rock} and [James & JAHn startle]
awake from deep sleep, ___. They see
YahShua [bathed in dazzling] splendor,
standing beside [Moses & EliYah]. 33 Later,
as Moses & EliJah leave YahShua, Peter
{Rock} blurts out [without thinking], “Master
YahShua, it's a good thing [you brought] us
here! We'll make 3 [memorial shrine] shelters: 1 for you, 1 for Moses, and 1 for
EliYah!”
32

Let's build church buildings!

As Peter {Rock} bleats his [stupid suggestion about building church-buildings], a cloud [descends, ___]. It overshadows the [3]
disciples [Peter, James & JAHn. They shake with]
terror as the cloud envelops them. 35
34

*From the cloud, [YAH's]
voice [thunders] words:
“This [YahShua] is my
beloved son. Listen to
him.”

‘Stop running your foolish mouth about building
churches, Peter! Listen to Jesus!’ Good advice for
wordy preachers pushing building debt.

voice speaks. Then [Moses & EliJah
YahShua alone [with Peter, James
& JAHn]. These [3] disciples keep the
event secret, ___. They wait a long
time before telling anyone about [Moses &
EliJah and the voice and the cloud on the mountain] . 37
36 [YAH's]

vanish, leaving]

The next day, YahShua & [his] disciples [hike] down
from the mountain, ___. A large crowd meets

Suddenly a man in the crowd
cries, “Master, I beg you: [come take a]
look at my [possessed] son, my only child.
them. 38

*—Look! An [evil] spirit seizes
my son. Suddenly [the demon] lets
out a shriek. [It] throws [my boy's
body] into convulsions. [He] foams
at the mouth. [The demon] scarcely
ever leaves [my son]. It's destroying, [bruising, mauling] him! Luke 9:40 —I
39

begged your disciples to cast out this
evil spirit. But they couldn't!”
Yahshua's disciples fail because they lack faith,
fasting, abstinence & prayer.

*YahShua answers,
“You faithless and perverse
generation [of people]. How long
must I suffer being with you,
enduring your [carnality]? Bring
your son here.”
41

Evil spirits enter people because the people play
around with pornography, witchcraft, sexual sins,
drugs, violence, evil entertainment, etc. Evil spirits
can't grab you and possess you without you inviting them in somehow. And most religious people
can't cast out evil spirits because the religious people lack spiritual discipline, faith, and purity. The
pew-sitters just hide their sins better than the barhoppers.

*The [possessed] boy walks up to
YahShua. The demon dashes
the boy to the ground, throws
him into a fit. YahShua [steps in,]
rebukes the unclean spirit,
heals the child, then hands the
boy back to his father. 43 Every42

one
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[stands slack-jawed. Then they spring up shouting
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amazed at the mighty
power of [Yahweh] the Eloah. Everybody
[raves,] marveling at all the [wonders]
YahShua [keeps doing]. 44 YahShua warns
his disciples:
"[Focus, guys!] Let [what I'm saying] sink down
into your ears! [A traitor] soon betrays
[me,] the ‘Son of Adam’, into the fists of
[evil] men.”

Your mikros are your megas. The least self-important person among you is the most important. A
chain is only as strong as its weakest link. This
may imply that you are to attend to the child's
(and disciples') needs with the same honor you
would attend to Yahshua's needs.

Yahshua turns away from his chattering crowd of
fickle fans to warn his disciples to ignore the misleading hoopla.

Luke 9:50

and dancing for joy,]

But YahShua's disciples fail to understand what YahShua means, ___. [Evil]
hides the meaning from them. They
lack perception. They shudder, [too afraid]
to ask YahShua what he means.
45

The disciples want to enjoy the fame and applause,
not the struggle. The only stupid question is the
question you don't ask. But the ‘disciples’ don't
want to know the answer. They want to play at being King's Kids!

*YahShua's [babyish, foolish] disciples start arguing about which
of them will be [crowned The] Greatest [disciple].
46

Competing to be most famous, given the highest
honors.

YahShua, reading [his] disciples'
minds and hearts, takes a little
child. He stands the child beside him. 48
47

[infantile]

*YahShua says to his
disciples,
“Whoever receives this
child in my Name [Authority] receives me. And
whoever receives me
receives [Yahweh] who
sent me. For whoever is
least among you all,
ends up [being the]
great[est].”
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JAHn answers YahShua, “Master, we
saw [a man] casting out demons in your
Name [Authority]. But we made him stop,
because he isn't in our group.”
49

He wasn't with OUR denomination...

*YahShua answers

JAHn,
“Never forbid [other groups to act in my
Name], ___. For everyone who
isn't against us is for us.”
So it's a sin to refuse to work with other believers
simply because their theology differs from yours.

The time draws near for YahShua's
Ascension [to heaven], ___. YahShua resolutely sets his face. He travels to [be
murdered in] Jerusalem.
51

Knowing the religious hypocrites there will kill him.
52 YahShua sends messengers on ahead to a
Samaritan village, to get [lodging, food, etc.] ready for

The [anti-Judean north Israeli]
Samaritans learn that YahShua is heading [south] to [enemy] Jerusalem. So the
[Samarians] refuse [YahShua] hospitality. [They
YahShua. 53

kick the Messiah out of town. They force him to spend the
night in the dark by the side of the road without food.]

Samarians wanted Yahshua to stay in north Israel,
helping, healing and complimenting them.

*YahShua's disciples (James
{Heel-Grabber} & JAHn) experience the [cruelty of the Samaritans kicking
the Messiah and his best men out of town]. So
[James & JAHn] ask [YahShua], “Master,
do you want us to command
fire to come down from heaven
to consume the [ingrates], like EliJah [did]?” 55 YahShua spins [around]. He
54

rebukes

[James & JAHn for wanting to use YAH's pow-

er to revenge-kill].

Some manuscripts continue: ‘[No!] You don't know
what kind of [wicked] spirit[s] you have [inside
you]’.
56
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“[I,] the

‘Son of Adam,’ came
[earth to] save men's lives, ___, not to
destroy them.”
YahShua and his disciples travel to another village.
[ultimate]

Many manuscripts omit the first sentence. Although it's true, its provenance lies in doubt.

Later, walking along the road, a
[wannabe disciple] bleats to YahShua, “Lord,
I'll follow you wherever you go.”
57

Yeah, right. That's what they all say. You hear it in
church every week: "O lord, your face is all I
seek." What a pile of religious fiction.

*YahShua answers the
[La-z-Boy christian],
“Foxes have holes, and
sky-birds have nests,
___. But [I,] the [highest]
‘Son of Adam’ [have]
nowhere to lay [my]
head.”
58

Follow Christ and you're gonna be sleeping outside
sometimes, on cold, hard, wet rocks.

YahShua says to another man,
“Follow me.”
But [the wannabe disciple] answers, “Lord, let me first
59

Most people choose family, society and country,
and call that ‘Christianity’. It's not.

Another [wannabe christian] says, “Lord,
I'll follow you. But first let me go say
good-bye to [my family] people at home.”
61

*YahShua says to

[the
hometown hero / family man who
fantasizes about being a hardcore dis62

ciple],

“No man who puts his
hand to the plow and
looks back is fit for the
Kingdom of [Yahweh] the
Eloah.”
You meet a nice girl. You bed her. You have kids.
You raise those kids in church. So what? Unless
you yourself end up bearing fruit for YAH, you go
in eternity's trash fire. Raising families is not the
Great Commission, no matter what warm fuzzies
raising a family gives your little heart. What have
you and your cute little family actually done this
week to help the people spreading the true gospel
on the front lines, in the worst parts of the world,
like Haiti? How much of your own money and reputation have you risked this week, by challenging
the spiritual apathy and materialism in your own
church, school, workplace and neighborhood?
None, right?

Luke 10

to and bury my father.”

Burying one's father is a crucial, highest honor and
duty in Judaism. However, compared to the call of
following the MessiYah, it's just another low priority to cross off the list.

*YahShua says to [the grieving man whose Dad has just died],
“Let the dead bury their dead.
But you, ___, go and herald
the Dominion of [Yahweh] the
Eloah.”
Luke 9:60

Forget about the dominion of family and job and
friends. Jesus is hard-core. Don't call yourself a
Christian unless you're going all the way. Nothing
can get in the way, not even the highest of family
responsibilities. ‘Go and make disciples,’ not ‘Go to
the family reunion, the funeral, the school dance,
the homecoming game, etc.’ When you can do
both, fine. But eventually you will have to choose.
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YAHshua Sends out 70 More Disciples

*After this, Adoni [YahShua] appoints 70 other [disciples, ___]. He
sends them in pairs to every
town and place where he himself is about to go.
1

2 x 2 may means that two pairs went to each
town. Missionaries should always go in pairs.

*YahShua says to the [70 missionaries],
“Truly a huge harvest [of souls fills
the earth], ___. Pray to [Yahweh], the
Adonai in charge of reaping
[saints into eternity]. Ask Him to send
2
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out more workers to gather in
His 'crops'.
3*
Get going now, ___. But watch
out! I'm sending you out like
lambs among wolves.
4

Don't take a

[wallet],

bag or sandals [shoes].
Don't
greet anyone on the road.

[Go right where YAH's Spirit leads you to go.]
[even stop to]

Again, within reason. They feed you dead rat in
china, dead dog and dead bugs in Korea, and dead
pig in America. Eating any unclean animal is bad
for your health. And your breath.

*
Heal the sick [people] in the towns
that welcome and feed you,
___. Say to them, ‘The Kingdom of [Yahweh] the Eloah has
come close to you.’
9

Is anyone in your ‘Christian’ fellowship miraculously
healing sick people? If not, there's a problem.

Travel light.
5

In whatever house you enter, ___, immediately say, ‘Shalom to this house.’
6

And if peace-seeking [brotherhood] lives in
that place, your [blessing of] peace will rest
on [the place and the people in it, ___]. If not, [the
blessing you gave will come back (someday) to bless you,
even though the people you blessed may be jerks] .

If your greeting of peace is received, then it's a
good place to stay. But if it's not received, get out
peacefully. Don't impose yourself.
7

Don't move out of the first
house/church you stay in until you
leave town, ___. Eat & drink what they
feed you. [Don't pay for lodging and food.] For
the laborer is worthy of his hire. Do
NOT go from house to house [like Mormon
missionary boys with nothing better to do than cold-call
door-to-door].

*
But if a town refuses to welcome you, ___, go out into its
streets and declare [the following]:
11 *
‘As a sign against you, we
[disciples] wipe off even the dust
of your town that sticks to our
feet. But be sure of this: the
Kingdom of [Yahweh] the Eloah
came close to you. [And you missed
it!]’
Luke 10:10

Towns That Reject Us Disciples Will
Burn
12

I [assure] you, ___, that [the punishment] will
be more tolerable on [Judgment] day for
Sodom, than for [any town that refuses to give
free housing and food and serious attention to my disci-

When you enter a [small] town to spread the
gospel, people want you to be their personal entertainers. They pass you around from house to
house, wearing you out. Don't fall into that trap.
When the people of a town stop feeding you reasonably health-sustaining food and coming to see
you where you are, then it's time to leave that
town. Be reasonably flexible in your diet. But remember to eat healthy food on mission trips.
Sometimes that means fasting. If the town won't
feed and house you, they don't really want you
there.
8

Whenever you come into a town and
[people] welcome [you], eat what [they] put
in front of you, ___. [Don't be picky.]
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ples].

The world brims full of churches who pose as
Christ's disciples for money. Yet just about every
town in the world refuses to give free lodging and
healthy food and serious attention to Yahshua's
disciples who say the things Yahshua actually said.
That's why the world plunges ever deeper into destruction.
13

Woe [comes to crush] to you, [Palestinian] Korazin [town]! What terrible [punishment descends] on you too, [Jewish] Bethsadia [Fishing-Town]! For if the mighty works [I] did
in you had been done in [pagan] Tyre
{Rock-Port} and Sidon {Fish-City}, their
[townspeople] would long ago have put on
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sackcloth and dumped ashes on their
heads, to show that they'd turned from
their sins!
These Jewish towns failed to give proper free food,
housing and attention to Yahshua and/or His disciples. Is your town honoring the humble prophets
who teach YAH's actual Word? No. Your town honors hypocritical religious windbags who serve political and economic sinners.
14

Yes, on Judgment [Day, the punishment] lands
more tolerably on [the people of pagan] Tyre
{Rock-Port} & Sidon {Fish-City}, than for
you [hypocritical Judeo-Christians].

*
And you, [comfortable walled town]
Capernaum: [you expect to be] exalted to heaven. [But YAH] soon
thrusts you down to Sheol {TheGrave}.
15

*
Whoever listens to [my
disciples] listens to me,
___. Anyone who despises [my disciples] despises me. And everyone
who despises me despises [Yahweh] who sent
me.”
16

Identify yourself as YAH's messenger. Give and live
His message. If the people do not want to listen,
move on. They are despising YAH. Who are the
Messiah's disciples? Disciples are people who in
their zeal to die for Christ have given away all their
possessions and suffered hateful estrangement
from their loved ones. (Luke 14:26-33.) Renunciation of possessions and worldly-ties are the only
two scriptural criteria for meriting the title: Christ's
disciple (#3101 mathetes: learner). And you don't
know anyone who meets the criteria. Because the
media and the churches refuse to promote or even
recognize homeless prophets.

Nothing Can Harm True Disciples Of
Yahshua
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*Later, ___, the 70 [new missionreturn [to YahShua]. They rejoice: “Adoni, through [the power of]
your Name-Authority, even the
demons [become] subject to us!”
17

aries]

Even the demons obey us when we gave them
command(s) in your name!

*YahShua replies to the 70
[returned missionaries],
“I saw Satan fall from heaven
like lightning.
19 *
See, ___! I give you power to
trample down serpents and
scorpions. [I've given you authority] over
all the power of the enemy.
Nothing can hurt you in any
[eternal] way.
Luke 10:20 *
However, ___, don't rejoice
18

[over getting power and authority to make evil]

spirits subject to you. Rather,
[whirl and leap] because your names
lie written in [the Book of Life in]
heaven.”
21 *At that moment, YahShua
fills with [YAH's] Sacred Spirit-joy. He prays,
“Father [Yahweh], Adonai of heaven and earth, I thank you for
hiding these [truths and powers] from
sophisticated and educated [people]. [You] open [mysteries] to ‘little
children.’ Right on, Father. You
[always] see the best way [to do anything].
22 *
My Father [Yahweh] has given me
authority over everything,
___. Only [Yahweh] the Father
knows who [I, YAH's] son, am. And
[no man knows] who [Yahweh] the Father is, except [me] the son, and
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others to whom [I,] the son, reveal [Yahweh] the Father.”
YahShua turns to his disciples. He
says privately,
“How privileged are the eyes that see
what you are seeing, ___!
23

*
For I tell you, ___, many
prophets and kings desired to
see the things you see. Yet
they failed to see what [you're seeing]. And [they longed] to hear the
things you hear. Yet they never
heard [what you hear, ___].”
24

To Gain Eternal Life, Follow All The
Commands
25 Suddenly a [snake-hearted religious] lawyer
stands up to trap YahShua. He asks,
“Master, what must I do to inherit eternal life?” 26 YahShua asks the [liar]
Lawyer,
“What does [Moses] write in the law?
What [conditions] do you see the Torah
stipulating [for receiving eternal life]?”

*The [liar] Lawyer answers,
“You must love Adonai your
Eloha with all your heart, and
with all your soul, and with all
your strength, and with all
your mind. And [love] your
neighbor as yourself.”
27

The correct quotation would have been ‘YHVH your
Eloha’ but the Jews had removed the name of
YHVH from the scriptures.

*YahShua answers the
Lawyer,
“You answer right: [correctly love Yahweh and your neighbor]. Then you live
[forever].”
28

The Good Samaritan Loves His Hated Enemy

*But the [liar] Lawyer, wanting
to justify himself, asks
YahShua, “And who is my
neighbor?”
29
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Limiting the legal and moral scope of the term
‘neighbor’ is job #1 for people who don't love other
people. With hand-held internet computing devices, we ‘modern intelligent people’ maintain a
complete virtual social life with people we will never meet and can ‘turn off’ at will, while completely
ignoring every physical neighbor we have. Young
men now skip marriage and use their technology to
satisfy their lusts, not even having a wife for a
‘neighbor’. No wonder that ‘in the last days, the
love of masses of people will wax cold.’

*YahShua answers,
"A man travels, walking down
from Jerusalem to Jericho
{Moon-Spirit}. Thieves attack the
man. They knock him down.
They strip off his clothes. They
beat him until he's half-dead,
___. [The thieves] flee.
31 *
By coincidence, ___, a priest
walks by. He sees the wounded
man. Then the [hypocrite crosses the
road! He] passes by [the bleeding man] on
the far side.
Luke 10:30

Why does the chicken cross the road? To avoid
helping suffering people.

*
Likewise, ___, a Levite [praisesinger, aid worker, teacher, doctor] arrives.
He glances at the wounded
man, then similarly passes by
on the far side of the road!
33 *
Then a Samaritan [rides south from his
32

witchcraft-infested, drug-doped land. He risks his
life to journey in the territory of the Jews who hate

comes to where
the wounded [Jew] lays, ___.
The [despised] Samaritan sees his
wounded [Jew enemy]. He takes
compassion on the [injured man].
all Samarians. He]

You can adapt this story to grip the hearts of any
nation. We tell this story to Haitians, whom Dominicans despise. Haitians love it. The Dominicans
bristle with hate, just like the Jews did.
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34

*

[The despised outcast Samaritan

his
wounded [enemy], bandages up his wounds,
pours oil and wine in his
cuts [to stop infection and promote
healing]. [Then he] sets the
wounded man on his
own animal. He brings
the wounded man to an
inn, ___. He takes care
of his [enemy]!
runs, kneels down by]

*
The morning before the Samaritan leaves, he takes [from his pocket] two [days’ wages in silver coins]. He
hands the coins to the innkeeper, and says, “Take care of
this wounded man. Whatever
extra you have to spend [to get him
well], I'll repay you when I come
back.”
36 *
35

[So now, Mr. Liar-Lawyer, seminary professor,]

which of the 3 [passers-by] do you
think [fulfilled the Biblical role of] ‘neighbor’ to the guy the thieves beat
up?—[The 2 people of the same religion & nation, who ignored their dying compatriot, or the
dirty heretic foreigner who helped his poor bleeding
enemy?]”

*The Lawyer answers, “The
passerby who showed mercy to
the wounded man [fulfilled the Law's
definition of ‘neighborly relations’].” So
YahShua says to the Lawyer,
“Go [through life loving your neighbors of what37

ever race, sex, type, religion, color or location,
even your personal and national enemies] .”
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The foreigner who showed mercy to the wounded
[Jew] fulfilled the proper Lawful role of 'neighbor',
even though the foreigner lived far away and was
the Jew's national and religious enemy.

Listening To YahShua Beats Cooking & Eating
38 YahShua [and his disciples] enter a village,
___. A woman named Martha welcomes
YahShua into her home. 39 *Martha's

sister Mary sits at YahShua's
feet, ___. She listens to his [every] Word. Luke 10:40 Meanwhile,
Martha [buzzes around,] worrying over the
big dinner she's preparing. She [stomps
out of the kitchen] to YahShua. She [whines],
“Master, don't you care that my sister
[Mary] just sits here while I do all the
work? Tell Mary to come help me.” 41
YahShua answers,
“Martha, Martha, you fret and worry
about [so] many things:
42

Only one thing is necessary, and Mary
has chosen it: my Word is [the main course,
the Real Food that gives Life]. [I'm] not going to
take that from her.”
You can go without physical food for several days
and be much better off for it. But even one day
without YAH's Word can derail your whole life down
a wrong track. Point a rocket to the moon and miss
the trajectory by 1/1000th of 1 degree, and you'll
miss the moon. Your rocket's going to judgment
day. So skip the food. Read the map.

Luke 11
How To Pray (The Lord's Prayer)

*Later, YahShua prays. Then
one of his disciples asks him,
“Master, teach us to pray like
JAHn [the Immerser] taught his dis1

ciples.” 2 *YahShua

answers his disciples,
“When you pray, ___,
say: ‘Our Father in
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heaven, [we pray that people]
honor your Name-Authority [Yahweh], and that
your Kingdom [Dominion]
advances, and that [people] actively-live your will
on earth, as [celestial beings]
do in heaven.’
4 great free versions of Lord's Prayer songs:
Lullaby Dramatic Rock Reggae

*
Give us day by day our
daily food.
3

*
And forgive us our sins; as we
[must] forgive every one who lies
indebted to us. And lead us
away from temptation; deliver
us from evil.’”
4

Keep On Knocking! Keep On Seeking & Asking!
5 [Later] YahShua [gives this prayer & perseverance
tip] to his disciples:
‘Imagine, ___, you go knocking on
your friend's door at midnight [on a workday]. You yell, ‘Friend, lend me 3 loaves
of bread.
6

—My old friend just showed up traveling through. But I don't have a crumb
to put on a plate for him to eat.’
7

Then, ___, your friend yells from his
bed, ‘Don't bother me. The door's
locked; my children all lie sleeping; I
can't get up to give you anything.’

*
I tell you, ___, friendship
won't motivate your sleeping
friend to get up to give you the
bread. But eventually, if you
8
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keep on boldly [knocking and asking],
your friend will get his [tired buns
out of bed to shut you up]. He'll give you
as much [bread] as you need.

*
So I tell you, ___: Keep
asking, and you eventually receive. Keep seeking, and you eventually
find. Keep knocking, and
[YAH] eventually opens
door[s] for you [to run
through].
9

‘Ask, and [eventually the deepest desires of your
heart] will be given to you; seek, and [someday]
you will find [what you're really looking for];
knock, and [eventually the door] will be opened for
you.’

*
For, ___, everyone who
[persistently] asks receives.
And whoever [keeps on]
seeking finds. Doors
open for everyone who
[keeps on] knocking.
Luke 11:10

Very encouraging. But you may have to knock on
the same 150 doors 150 times. Then the door that
finally opens will lead to a bigger life than you
could ever have possibly imagined.

*
Is there any father here, ___,
who, when his son asks him for
a [cooked] fish [to eat], instead gives
the boy a [live, wriggling, poisonous]
snake?
12 *
Or if a son asks for an egg, will
a father offer the son a scorpion, ___?
11
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*
If you then, ___,
through you're hurtful,
know how to give good
gifts to your children,
how much more will
your heavenly Father
[Yahweh] give [His] Sacred
Spirit to the [beings] who
ask Him?”
13

Ponerous = hurtful, not essentially evil.

Jesus Heals A Mute. Fools Label Jesus A Demon
14 [Time passes. YahShua encounters a man] possessed by a demon. It [renders the man]
mute. YahShua casts out the demon.
So the demon [flies away]! At last the [previously mute man] speaks! The crowd [raves,]
amazed. 15 But some [evil, fire-destined people]
in the audience sneer, “YahShua casts
out devils through [the power of] Beelzebub, the chief of the devils.”
Accusing Yahshua of using black magic, Vudu,
powered by Ba‘al-Zibbul, Lord of the flies. That's
blasphemy: punished by eternal death—no pardon,
no possibility of parole. Evil people will treat you,
Yahshua's fallible student, worse than they treated
Yahshua, the only perfect man who ever lived.

Other [fools] try to trap YahShua by
demanding him to [call down a miraculous]
sign from Heaven, ___. 17 *But
16

YahShua reads the [minds of the blasphemers and skeptics]. He says to
them,
‘Extended civil war wastes any
country. Division dooms any
home.
The 1860-1865 U.S. Civil War bankrupted America.
The U.S. will never recover. It has teetered on the
verge of collapse for over a century, and is now
only held together by slavery to foreign bankers.
Likewise, divorce ravages global society as the
world hurls toward Armageddon.
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*
—So if Satan's [kingdom consists of factions] fighting each other, how
can his kingdom last? ([I’m asking
because] you [fools] claim that I
drive out demons by the [power of]
Ba‘al-Zibbul.)
18

19

—Now if I cast out the demons for the
Lord Of The Flies, by whom do your
[sham-exorcist] sons cast out demons? [Your
exorcists] prove [your point in reverse. Time will prove
them to be demonic witches. Then you'll know that I'm
the real deal.]

The Jews couldn't truly expel demons, just as the
vast majority of the current authority-less
‘Christian’ preachers cannot drive out demons.

*
But if I drive out demons by
the finger of Elohim, then the
Kingdom of [Yahweh] the Eloah
has come [smashing down] upon you!
Luke 11:20

21

While a strong man, fully equipped for
battle, guards his palace, his possessions stay secure, ___.

*
But when a stronger [foe] overcomes the armed-man, the
conqueror takes away all the
armor and weaponry in which
the armed-man was trusting.
The victor divides up the
spoils.
22

Your country borrows itself into bankruptcy to buy
weapons. Yet weapons fail to provide safety. Are
you listening, America? Here Jesus kills the argument of ‘I have a gun, so my family is safe.’
Thieves know more about guns than you do. Loving your neighbors, not loving weapons, keeps a
country and a family as safe as possible on this
crazy planet.

*
Whoever is not with me stands
against me. Anyone who fails
23
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to gather [sheep] with me scatters [my sheep].

who hear the Word of [Yahweh]
the Eloah, then obey it, ___.”

If you're not helping, you're making things worse.
Morality is more than just ‘minding your own business, not hurting anyone, believing in God and being a good person’. You have to actually help
Yahshua if you want to go to heaven. Discipleship
is war. There is no neutral ground.

Mary is like everyone else: doomed if she disobeys
YAH, and blessed if she obeys Him. Mary gets no
special treatment just because she had the honor
of carrying The Messiah in her belly. Just like we
Jews and Christians get no special treatment. Obey
and be blessed. Disobey and die. Whoever you are.

The Sin-Repent Cycle Is A Spiral
Down To Fire

*
___, when an unclean spirit
leaves a human, it wanders
through ‘dry places,‘ seeking
rest. Finding no [‘water‘ or ‘rest’], the
evil spirit says, ‘I'm moving
back into my old “house.”’
24

Evil spirits suck off of the breath of life which YAH
breathed into each human.
25

Soon the

spirit returns. It finds [its
previous host's body and soul] swept clean and
put in order, ___.
[evil]

*
Then, ___, [the evil spirit] slithers
into [its host human]. It brings along
7 other [‘roommate’] spirits more
wicked than itself! These [evil spirits] live [parasitically, like worms inside the human,] making the host human
end up [sicker] than ever.”
26

Hear & Obey YAH's Word & You Get
Mega-Blessed
27 As YahShua says these things, a
woman in the crowd shouts to
YahShua, “Blessed is the womb that
bore you, and the breasts you suckled
[as a baby].”
Yahshua doesn't give any ground to people who
want to turn Mary into the pagan syncretists'
Queen of Heaven. If Mary is important, it's because
she obeys YAH.

*But YahShua answers,
“[Yes,] but far more blessed [than
Mary's decaying flesh] are the [beings]
28
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Messiah Predicts His 72-Hour
Death-Span
29 The crowd of people [press] thick together. YahShua says,
“This is an evil [population, ___]! This populace seeks a sign. But the only sign [YAH]
give them is the ‘sign’ Jonah the
prophet demonstrated [by dying for 3 days and
rising again].
Jonah's 3 days dead in the fish matches Yahshua's 3
COMPLETE days in the tomb: ('Wednesday' Sundown -> 'Saturday' Sundown ). Jesus did NOT die
on Good Friday and rise on Easter Sunday. Anyone
who claims that doesn't know what they're talking
about, despite their blathering nonsense about
Jewish idioms. Population = Generation.
Luke 11:30

For like Jonah's [resurrection] was a ‘sign’
to the Ninevites, so [I] the ‘Son of
Adam’ soon [rise after 72 hours of death as a sign]
to this [populace, ___].
People Who Deny Yahshua Are
Worse Than Sodom
31

At the Judgment [Day], the Queen of the
south rises up with the [people] of this
generation. But [she] condemns them,
___. For the Queen came from the
‘ends of the earth’ to hear the wisdom
of Solomon {Peace-Man}. Yet look! [I, (a
King] greater than Solomon) [stand] here
[before you].
Yahshua was too humble to specifically identify
himself as the one greater than Solomon.
32

On the judgment [day,] the men of Nineveh rise up beside this generation.
They condemn it, ___. Because the
[Ninevites] repented [upon hearing] Jonah
herald [YAH's warning]. Yet look! [I,] a
greater [prophet] than Jonah, [stand] here.
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Keep Your Lamp Pure And Shining!

33

No one kindles a lamp [candle] then sets
it in a secret place or under a bowl,
___. Rather, you put lights on stands,
to give light to everyone who enters
the room.
No architect wires up their light sockets to shine
light up from the floor into the bottom of their bed,
nor to light up the inside of their closed sock drawer. Architects wire light sockets to shine from the
ceiling in the center of the room, to give the most
light possible to every part of the room.

*
Your eye is the ‘lamp‘ of your
body, ___. When your eye
shines clear, your whole body
[benefits from the] light. But when
your eye lies diseased, your
body [perceives] only ‘darkness.’
34

If you live wide-eyed in wonder & belief, your body
fills up with light. If you live squinty-eyed in greed
& fear, your body is a dark moldy cellar. When you
have a ‘good eye,’ [that is, when you see life as an
opportunity to share divine generosity,] your whole
body brims full of light. But when you have an ‘evil
eye,’ [when you see life as a means to pile up
wealth for your stingy self,] your body lies full of
darkness.

*
___, make sure that the light
[you think you have] inside you is not
really [a mere] shadow.
35

Keep your eyes open, your lamp burning, so you
don't turn into a black hole.

*
___, if you [become] filled with
light, with no dark corners,
then your whole life beams radiant, like [heaven's] floodlight
shining through you.”
36

paraphrase

Yahshua Condemns Hypocritical
Show-Religion
37 As YahShua speaks, a [hypocritical]
Pharisee invites YahShua to eat with
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him. So YahShua walks through [the
preacher's door, ___]. The Pharisee watches
YahShua [pass the sink, then] sit down at the
table. 38 The Pharisee marvels that
YahShua neglects to first wash [his hands]
before dinner, ___.
Missing the point, the preacher gawks, amazed to
see Yahshua sit down to eat without first performing the ceremonial washing required by Jewish
custom.

*Master [YahShua] says to [the Pharisee],
“You [religious separatists] clean the
outside of your ‘cup’ and ‘dish.’
39

[You put on your best act in
your finest robes to flaunt great
religious & political shows.] But
inside you brim full of greed
[robbery] and evil.
Pharisee means any religious separatist, not just
1st-century Jews.
Luke 11:40

You fools. Didn't [Yahweh,] who made
your exterior, also make your interior?
Religious hypocrites are the most deceptive, carnal, devilish, dangerous people on earth.

*
___, give away everything you
have to help paupers. Then the
totality of your existence
shines clean.
41

Paraphrase. ‘Turn both your pockets and your
hearts inside out. Then your lives will be clean.’
This doesn't mean you can't keep utility ‘backpack’
items like a shirt, pants, knife, spoon, sandals,
writing tablet, etc. But if you keep something, it
must be something you're using to help other people. Free yourself from your possession-cage.

*
How terribly [YAH's punishment falls on]
you, [puritanical] Pharisees! For
show [at communal gatherings], you donate 1/10th of your garden
plants (like mint and rue). Yet
you neglect justice. [Yahweh] the
42
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Eloah

[commands]

you to

[use your power

lovefeast [of fairness and abundance for all]. Instead, you merely toss in [penny-pinching donations].
and wealth to make life into a complete]

Follow the principles of love [agape]. Make life a
love-feast. Live the spirit underlying the Mosaic
Code. Go past the mere letter.
rue |ro o|
noun: a perennial evergreen shrub with bitter
strong-scented lobed leaves used in herbal healing.
[Ruta graveolens, family Rutaceae.]

*
Woe to you, [pompous preacher] Pharisees! For you love the most
important seats in [educational and
43

cultural gatherings. You compete for deferential]

greetings in

[public]

markets.

Preachers sell out Christ for tickets to the opera,
symphony, sports arena, and notices in the media
and in the financial district: ‘Hello, Reverend, Pastor, Rabbi, so-and so.’

*
Woe
44

[is coming]

to you,

[religious writers,

superiority, hypocrites! For you
lie like unmarked graves,
which people walk over without realizing [they're standing on dead
people].”
self-declared chosen saints, pretenders to]

One of the religious law experts
protests to YahShua, “Teacher, [why did
you just] insult us? [We know the Pharisees are
45

fakes. But if everyone would just follow OUR legal advice,
the world would be fine.]” 46

*YahShua

shoots back,
“Terrible [judgment falls] on you ‘law’
experts! You load people down.
[You] break their backs with
rules & regulations. Yet you
never lift a finger to help [anyone].
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Rules like: obey the rules and customs of the
worldly nations around you.

*
Terrible [judgment falls on] you [religionists]! You build [ceremonial tourist-trap]
tombs. [You claim your mausoleums house the
bodily remains of YAH's] prophets. [Then,
next-door, you erect great tombs to honor] your
forefathers who assassinated
[those] prophets!
48 *
When you build great tombs to
[honor] your fathers who murdered [YAH's] prophets, you irrevocably testify [against yourselves]
that you approve of the crimes
of your fathers.
47

When you erect the Lincoln monument to honor a
man who presided over the war of northern aggression (the U.S. Civil War), which killed more
christian Americans than all other wars combined,
you demonstrate that you approve of genocidal
mass murder. Generally speaking, honorific statues
and monuments and tombs are either tourist-traps
or houses for the remains of evil mass murderers
(or both). Why else would you need a big monument, but to plaster over an evil record?

*
So [Yahweh] the Eloah [in His] wisdom says, ‘I keep sending
prophets and emissaries to [Jewish and Christian ‘civilizations’]. [You religious
jerks] murder some of my messengers. [You beat up and] persecute
others.
49

When you tell the Truth in church or a ‘Christian’
town hall, expect them to kill you, beat you, and/or
drive you away.
Luke 11:50

‘[YAH] holds your strain of people [hypocrites] responsible for the murder of all
[His] prophets since the creation of the
kosmos!
51

—I tell you the truth. [Heaven] charges all
of that blood against [your kind of hypocrites,]
from the blood of Abel {Meadow} to the
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[your ilk] murdered between [the temple's public
cooking] altar and its [most sacred inner shrine]).
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52

So, ___, people [and angels] in the light
eventually hear what you breathed in
darkness. [People] come to [stand] on
housetops, shouting secrets you whispered in someone's ear [behind closed doors].
Never Fear Any Killer, But DO Fear
YAH!

door of wisdom. You stand in heaven's doorway.]

4

*
Woe to you lawyers! You rob
away the [peoples'] key of knowledge. You refuse to enter [the

You block the human race who
are dying to get in!”
Killer Religionists Interrogate
Christ
53 As YahShua pronounces these verdicts against the [religionist] lawyers and
[phony] Pharisees, they fly into a furious
fit, ___. They besiege YahShua with
tempting tricky cross-examination interrogation questions. 54 [The religionists spy
like snipers] laying in wait for [Christ], trying
to provoke him to tie himself up in a
trap of His own words, ___.

Luke 12
YAH Shines Floodlights Into Your
Dark Secrets

*Meanwhile, ___, an innumerable multitude (of people)
pack together so densely that
they trample on each-other!
YahShua begins to say to his
disciples in the front [row],
“Beware of the Pharisees'
‘yeast’, that is, hypocrisy, ___.
2*
For [YAH] uncovers every cover-up, ___. [Trillions of angels and people]
eventually see every secret [you]
hide.
1

Peterson: You can't keep your true self hidden forever; before long you'll be exposed. You can't hide
behind a religious mask forever; sooner or later
the mask will slip and your true face will be known.
3
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*
And, ___, I say to you
my friends: Never be
afraid of anyone who
kills bodies, but can't do
any more than that.
Peterson: Don't be bluffed into silence or insincerity by the threats of religious bullies. True, they can
kill you, but then what can they do? There's nothing they can do to your spirit, your core being.

*
But in advance, ___, I warn
you whom you will fear: Fear
[Yahweh]. Because after [YAH] kills
[sinners], he has power to cast
[them] into [the Valley of Hinnom, (the trash
fire of the universe)]. Yes, I tell you:
Fear [YAH]!
5

Fear YHVH.

You Are Extremely Precious To YAH

*
Don't [vendors] sell 5 sparrows for
2 [copper coins, ___]? Yet [Yahweh] the
Eloah never forgets even one
[‘worthless’] bird.
6

*
___, [YAH] numbers every single hair on your
head. So never fear.
You're worth more than
many sparrows.
7

Defend Christ's Honor & He'll Defend Yours
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*
And I tell you, ___, that
whoever acknowledges
me before men, [I] (the
‘Son of Adam’) come to
likewise acknowledge
him before the angels of
[Yahweh] the Eloah.
8

*
But, ___, whoever denies me
before men, [I] disown [him] before the angels of [Yahweh] the
Eloah.
Luke 12:10 *
If anyone speaks a word
against [me] (the ‘Son of Adam,’)
[YAH] forgives that, ___. But [YAH]
never forgives anyone for blaspheming against [YAH's] Sacred
Spirit.
9

In the Greek, there is no definite article (‘the’) before ‘Holy Spirit’. Holy Spirit refers to YHVH, the
Spirit who exemplifies holiness.

Never Worry At All Over Human
Courts & Rulers

*
And, ___, when the
[worldlings and religionists] bring
you before the [punitive
councils of] educational institutions, and judges,
and ‘authorities,’ take
no thought how or [with]
what [defense] you will answer, or what you will
say:
12 *
11
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For [YAH's] Sacred Spirit at
that time teaches you
what you should say,
___.”
Forget About Worldly Rewards &
Possessions
13 Someone in the crowd [missing the point
entirely,] blurts to YahShua, “Master, order my brother to give me a fair share
of my family inheritance.” 14 YahShua
answers [the jerk who tries to turn the gospel meeting into a worldly family court],
“Man, who made me a judge or arbitrator over you?”

*YahShua warns the
crowd,
“Watch out! Beware of
15

[wanting anything you didn't work to
get, ___].

A man's life
does not consist in the
abundance of his possessions.”
Real life is not measured by how much we own,
but by the percentage that we give. And never,
ever take government welfare benefits. That's covetousness. And never borrow to get things you
can't pay for in cash. That's covetousness too.

Don't Be A Rich Corpse With Full
Storehouses
16 YahShua paints this [mind-trip] for the
crowd:
“A rich man owns fertile farmland. It
produces plentiful [excellent] crops, ___.
17

The rich man thinks, ‘What'll I do,
___!? I have no room to store my
crops!’
His barns overflow.

*
The rich man says, ‘I know,
___! I'll tear down my [storage]
sheds. [I'll replace them with] huge
18
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barns. Then I'll have room
enough to store my crops and
[farm tools and everything] !
19 *
- And I'll say to myself, ‘[Self,
you’re a lucky man!] You have a huge
supply of good stuff stored up
for many years. [Hold your inventory.
Then when the market gets hot, sell. Buy low,

Take life easy. Eat,
drink and be merry.’
Luke 12:20 *
But [Yahweh] the Eloah says to the
rich man, ‘You fool. Tonight I
demand that you repay me [the
breath of] life [I loaned you in trust. I empowhold, sell high.]

ered you to produce the fruits of the Spirit. Instead, you merely stocked up on worldly commer-

Then who'll own
the ‘goods’ you stored up?’
21 *
___, everyone who stores up
personal income, failing to be
generous toward Elohim, is like

23

1681

*

life is more than food, ___.
[Your] body is more than clothing.
24 *
Think about the ravens, ___!
They don't plant. They don't
harvest. They have no storerooms. No barns. Yet [Yahweh] the
Eloah feeds them. You're worth
much more than birds!
[Your]

No retirement pension, no employment contract,
no health and dental insurance, no life insurance,
no Social Security. Get out of all of that.
25

Can any of you by worrying add a single moment to your life, [or an inch to your
height, ___]?

cial products. Die.]

[a rich farmer's dead worm-eaten carcass: worthless, poor, and disgusting].”

If you can't do even such a small thing,
why worry about the other things,
___?

*
Think about lilies, [wild irises]. How they grow! They
never toil [to grow fiber crops]
to spin [into cloth]. Yet I tell
you, ___, that [ancient king]
Solomon {Peace-Man} in
all his glory never
dressed as magnificently as one little wildflower.
28 *
So, ___, since [Yahweh]
the Eloah so [exquisitely]
27

Don't Worry About Food, Clothing
Or Shelter

*YahShua says to his
disciples,
“So I tell you, ___,
‘Never be anxious about
your life. [Stop being concerned
about getting enough food] to eat.
Never worry about your
body. [Stop thinking
about] what you'll wear.
22

If you own 3 changes of clothes, you have superabundance. Clean out that closet and give all those
clothes to people who need them, for instance,
Haitians. You should still seek to get the best available nutrition.
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Worrying shortens both your lifespan and your
height. Stress leaches calcium from your bones,
making you and your lifespan shrink.
26
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clothes the grass, which
grows today in the field,
and tomorrow [workers]
throw into the oven;
how much more will [YAH]
clothe you puny-faithed
people?
*
Stop doubting, ___! Stop
seeking things for yourself to
eat and drink!
29

Stop organizing your life around seeking money to
put food on the table.

*
For the nationals of the
pagan world run around
seeking food, drinks,
clothes & shelter. Your
Father [Yahweh] knows
that you need [basic]
physical provisions,
___.
Luke 12:30

The national [subject citizens] of the SataNations
also seek insurance, employment, pensions, benefits, investment portfolios, Social Security and welfare, none of which you need, and none of which
you should even want.
31

*

[Never be like any faithless pagan.]

Instead, ___, seek [to live
within] the [exclusive] Dominion of [Yahweh] the Eloah.
THEN [Yahweh] gives you
everything [your physical body
needs].
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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If you live within the dominion of heaven, you live
outside the dominion of all worldly nations, states
and regional governments. There is no dual citizenship for Kingdom of heaven nationals.

Sell ALL You Own To Do Acts of
Compassion

*
Never be afraid, little
flock. It's your Father
[Yahweh's] great happiness
to give you [the status of royalty in His] kingdom, ___.
32

It is to the ‘flock’ (which includes YOU) that Christ
issues the command to sell EVERYTHING you own,
to do compassionate acts. One of the greatest lies
of the devil is that Christ's sell-all command is only
for one ‘rich young ruler’.

*
Sell everything you
have, ___. Give [the proceeds] to poor [people]. Provide yourselves [money-bags] that never wear
out. [Fill your] never-failing
treasure-bank in the
heavens. There no thief
[nor embezzler] comes near.
No moth corrupts [true
wealth].
33

This ‘sell all’ command is not just for the ‘rich
young ruler’. It's for everyone who wants to follow
Christ! ‘Give to the poor’ is an interpretation of the
word ‘eleemosune’ (#1654), which means: ‘empathetic, merciful acts; beneficence, alms’. Use your
money to do compassionate deeds. #1656 ‘Eleos’
doesn't mean, ‘Just hand out cash to drug addicts
and wino's, or send money to faceless charitable
corporations.’ Trade your physical wealth for the
truer wealth of having done merciful humanitarian
works. This is a command for everyone on earth,
certainly binding on any Christian. If you have it,
sell it. Start by donating your unused junk. Then
sell everything you're not using for Kingdom work.
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If you're a believer, your job is not to pile up
wealth for yourself. Your job is to give, creatively
and kindly, every day.

*
For where your treasure
lies, ___, there your
heart ends up.
34

If you accept welfare payments, salary or other
benefits from a corrupt government or economic
system, your heart sticks with that evil corrupt
state/economic system, far from the Kingdom Of
Heaven. The simplest way to sell your possessions
and give to the poor is to donate your valuable
time directly to the poor. That way you don't have
to deal with procurement, storage, upkeep, taxes
and insurance on the possessions you're commanded to give away anyway. Find causes you believe in. Donate your skills and time to those causes. That way you won't be fooled by fake-friends
chasing your money.

Be Ready At All Times For Messiah's Return

*
Stay dressed for action, ___!
Keep your watch-lights burning.
35

Keep your pants up!

*
Be like servants waiting for
their master to [bring his new bride
home] from a wedding reception
[or honeymoon, ___]. When [their master]
comes and knocks, [the prepared servants] immediately open the door
for him.
37 *
Blessed are those [diligent, prepared]
servants, whom [I] the Master
arrive and find on-watch. I tell
you the truth, ___: [I] the Master then put on work clothes. [I]
invite the servants to sit down
to feast. [Then I] come out and
serve [my] servants!
38 *
36
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The longer [you] servants prop
[your] eyes open, the more [YAH]
blesses [you], ___. The reward
[YAH] gives you is worth the
struggle [you endure]. Remain diligent, watchful, prepared, ___.
Stay awake through [the world's dark]
night.
paraphrase

*
Know this, ___: if the house-owner knows at what hour the
thief is to come, the [house-owner]
watches, then stops [the thief]
from breaking into his home!
39

If the house owner knew what night the burglar
was coming, he wouldn't stay out late, leaving his
place unlocked.

*
So you stay ready too, ___.
For [I] (the ‘Son of Adam’) [come]
when you least expect [me].”
Luke 12:40

41 Then Peter {Rock} asks YahShua, “Master, are
you telling this [thief / night watchman / wedding feast] allegory
just for us [disciples]? Or should the masses [also watch for
prophetic signs]?”

42

*Master

[YahShua]

an-

swers,
“[The command to stay watchful and prepared for
my return is for any] faithful, sensible servant

the Master give the responsibility of
managing [my] household and
feeding [my] family [until I return].
[of mine, ___. To such people, I]

43

It goes well with my obeyer if [I] (his
Master) find him doing his job when [I]
come, ___.
Be YAH's Good Steward, Not A
Dead Steward

*
I tell you the rock-solid [truth],
___: [I] (the Sovereign) come
to make [my] faithful steward(s)
ruler[s] over all [I have].
44
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Yahshua owns the entire universe and beyond.
That's a rich opportunity for you to get in on.
45

But, ___, [my] servant might say in his
heart, “My lord won't be back for a
while.” [My servant might] start beating other
servant men and women, and feasting,
drinking and getting drunk…

*
(the Lord of that [vile,] unprepared servant) come in a day
when the servant isn't looking
for me, and at an hour when he
[sits] clueless. Then [I] the lord
cut the servant in half. [I] assign him [an eternal grave] with unbelievers, ___.

46

[I]

47

And, ___, any servant who knows his
lord's will, but fails to act on it, refusing
to prepare himself, gets beaten with
many blows.
This verse is improperly used by slave-owners, as
depicted in ‘12 Years A Slave’.

*
But the servant who doesn't
know what his master wants,
and yet does something for
which he deserves a whipping,
gets punished with a light
whipping, ___. Much is required from the steward to
whom much is given. To whom
[investors] commit much, of him
they demand more payback.
48

Christ's Teaching Floods The World
In WarFire

*
I've come to throw fire
on the earth, ___! How
I wish that fire was already lit!
49
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Our Savior is one tough fire-throwing warrior. This
is not gentle Jesus, away in a manger, walking
around lecturing in a dress.
Luke 12:50

I have an immersion [in voluntary submission to
torturous death] to undergo. [You can't imagine]
how pressured I feel, ___. [I long for my
crucifixion to be] over!
Superman refuses to use his superpowers to stop
his own torturous death. That's superhuman selfcontrol.

*
Do you think I came to bring
peace in the Land, ___? [See]
reality! [I'm not bringing peace. I'm planting]
division!
52 *
From now on, ___, a household of 5 divides: 3 against 2,
and 2 against 3.
53 *
[ ___, my teachings] divide father
against son, son against father; mother against daughter,
daughter against mother;
mother-in-law against her
daughter-in-law, and daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law.”
51

Yahshua's own brothers, and perhaps his sisters
and adopted Dad, apparently hated Yahshua.

Read The Signs Of The Times Like
The Weather
54 YahShua goes on to tell the people,
“When you see a cloud rise out of the west, ___,
immediately you say, ‘A rainstorm approaches.’
Then rain comes.
55
And when you see the south wind blow, ___, you
say, ‘It'll be a hot day.’ Then heat comes.

*
You play-actors! You interpret
the appearance of the sky and
of the earth. Why can't you understand the meaning of
56
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what's happening right now,
___?
57 *
Why don’t you decide for yourselves the right [course to follow, ___]?
Settle All Controversies Out Of
Court

*
Suppose your adversary has a
claim against you, ___. So
you're on your way to court.
Try hard to [get free from your adversary].
Settle the matter on the way.
If you don't, that adversary
may drag you off to the judge.
The judge may turn you over to
the bailiff. And the bailiff may
throw you into prison.
58

Yahshua is telling the people that the devil owns
them, and they will rot in the devil's jail unless
they accept Yahshua's ransom on their behalf.
59

I tell you, ___,

[if you fail to mediate early and

cooperatively, you then rot in jail]

every last bit of money
claims you owe, plus fines].

until you pay
[that your adversary

If you allow yourself to become subject to a court's
jurisdiction because you refuse to solve a conflict
out of court, you will probably lose because, as
Yahshua's disciple, you are not allowed to join in
adversarial court cases. So, early-on, settle conflicts with selfless love.

Luke 13

These rebels attempt to stir Yahshua up to lead a
revolution against the Romans. Yahshua refuses
this temptation to copy the substitute-Christ, the
rebel murderer Jesus Bar-Abba(s).

YahShua answers the [enraged mob],
“Do you think that just because those
[martyred] folks from the Heathen-Circle
died so horribly, that they were worse
sinners than all the other Galileans?
2

*
I tell you, ‘No.’ [Your sin-level does not
directly control your type of death, ___.]
But, unless you repent, you all
perish [forever].
3

The crowd bristles, ‘Who is this guy to judge us!?’
4

Or those 18 people on whom the tower
of Siloam collapsed and smashed [into
rock-pizzas], do you think they were worse
sinners than everyone else in
Jerusalem, ___?

*
I tell you, ___: no!
5

[Your morality

But
unless you repent, you too all
[eternally] perish.”
doesn't determine how and when you'll die.]

YAH Is A Vineyard Owner. Are You
A Grape?
6 Then YahShua recites the [following dramatic visual morality tale]:
“A man, [symbolizing Yahweh,] owns a vineyard, ___. This owner walks up to a fig
tree he [previously] planted. He inspects it
for fruit. But he finds the tree fruitless.

*
Then [Yahweh] the Owner of the
vineyard says to his caretaker
[me], “Look! For 3 years I've
come seeking fruit on this ‘fig
tree.’ Yet I've never found one
‘fruit.’ Cut it down. Why should
it waste good soil [we can use for
something else]?
7

Earthly Suffering Hits Everyone,
Good & Bad

*[As YahShua speaks of forgiveness and non-resome [rebels shout,]
“YahShua, [how dare you suggest we appease our enemies]! Remember [how
many] Galileans [Governor] Pilate
murders. He mixes [our] blood
with food [we] donate [for our holy
1

sistance,]

communal worship feasts!” At this, YahShua's audience erupts in anti-Roman rage.]
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Your life is not your own. You are mortal-being. A
far more powerful spirit-being owns you. He has
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rightfully paid for you. Your Creator doesn't owe
you one more breath. Use your short life to bear
the fruit of the spirit, or you perish forever.

*
The vine-dresser [YahShua] answers the owner [YAH], “Adonai, let the [fruitless] tree [Israel] live
one more year. I’ll dig [a swale]
around it [so precious rainwater, instead of
8

running off, will pool up around the trunk and descend to the roots]. [I'll]

put manure on

it.
9*
And if [the tree starts] bearing fruit,
great! And if not, then cut it
down.”
Israel did not bear good fruit. So Jerusalem got
smashed to the ground by the Romans, 37 years
later in AD70.

Yahshua Heals A Crippled / Crazy
Lady
Luke 13:10 [Later,] one Sabbath [day,]
YahShua [stands] teaching in a synagogue.
Synagogue = a religious, cultural and educational
institution.

Suddenly, ___, [some people cart] up a
woman who has, for 18 years, endured
a crippling [evil] spirit [and/or mental/neural disease]. She hangs there, bent double.
[She's] unable to stand erect at all.
11

The word for spirit sometimes symbolizes a mental
condition.

*YahShua sees the crippled
woman. He calls her over, then
says,
“Woman, you're set free from
your weakness!”
13 *YahShua lays his hands on
[the crippled woman]. Immediately she
stands upright, ___! She
praises [and thanks Yahweh] the Eloah.
12

Religion-Boss Rags Jesus For 7thDay Healing

*But the president of the
synagogue, indignant to see
14
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YahShua healing on Sabbath,
raises his voice to lecture to
the congregation, “There are 6
days in the week on which men
can work. So come during
those days to be healed, not on
Shabbat!” 15 *The Master [YahShua]
answers the synagogue boss,
“You hypocrite(s)! Don't each
of you on the Shabbat unloose
his ox or donkey from the stall
and lead him off to drink water?
16 *
This woman is a daughter of
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}. The
Adversary kept her tied [up] for
18 years! Isn't Sabbath the
perfect time [for me] to free her
from this bondage?”
17 *YahShua shames all his adversaries with these words,
___. The [rest of the] crowd rejoices. [They jump up and down, cheering] at all
the wonderful [miracles] YahShua
keeps doing.
YAH's Vast Dominion Starts Like A
Tiny Seed
18 Then YahShua asks,
“How can I picture for you, ___, the
Dominion of [Yahweh] the Eloah? What
kind of comparative story can I use?
Simple visual metaphors are the communication
medium of our Master. Avoid theological abstractions expressed in nebulous, incomprehensible extra-biblical Roman Catholic jargon like
‘transubstantiation’ and ‘trinity’.
19

*

resembles a grain
of mustard seed, ___. A man
takes the [seed]. He tosses it into
his garden. So the seed grows.

[Yahweh's Dominion]
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It becomes a great tree. Skybirds nest in its branches.”
YAH's Dominion Is Like Yeast Permeating Bread
Luke 13:20 Again YahShua says,
“What mind-picture of the Kingdom of
[Yahweh] the Eloah should I [paint] for you,
___?
21

*

is like yeast, ___. A
woman takes [a pinch of it]. She
mixes it into 3 loaves-worth of
flour. [Then she waits] until the yeast
[permeates] every part of the
dough. [Soon it rises tall.]”

[YAH's Dominion]

Then YahShua continues traveling
through the town and villages, ___. He
enlightens [people] as he journeys to face
[his assassins in] Jerusalem.
A Tiny Fraction Of Humans Get
Eternal Life
22

*Someone asks YahShua,
“Master, will [YAH] save only a
few people?”
23

Yes. Statistically few. Numerically many.

*YahShua answers,
“Struggle to get into
[heaven] through the narrow door, ___, because —
I’m warning you! — billions [of people] unsuccessfully demand to get into
[eternity].
24

No universal salvation.

Jesus Sends Billions Of 'Christians'
To Fire

25

*

the Master of
[YAH's] ‘house’ get up [from my throne],
___. [I] shut the door [to heaven]. If
you're [a wrongdoer] standing out[On judgment day, I]
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side, knocking on the door,
crying, ‘Lord, Lord, open up for
us!’, [I] the Master answer you, ‘I
don’t know you or where you
come from!’
These shut-outs who never enter heaven are people who call Jesus ‘Lord.’ To which Jesus replies,
‘Sorry, you're not on my guest list. Oh, you're a
‘Christian’? So what? Go to h_ll.’
26

Then you [fake christians & fake jews & all] start
whining, ‘[Jesus,] we ate and drank in
your presence. You taught in our
streets.’
‘We went to church and tithed and took communion and went on mission trips!’ And Jesus says,
‘So what? Not good enough!’

*
But [I] the Master respond, ‘I
tell you, I don’t know where
you’re [coming] from. Get away
from me, all you workers of
wickedness!’
28 *
You [shake and sweat in the huge horrified
crowd,] weeping and grinding
your teeth. You see Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions}, Isaac {Laughter}
and Jacob {Heel-Grabber}, and all
[YAH's] prophets in the Kingdom
of [Yahweh] the Eloah, and you
yourselves thrust out.
29 *
And [people] stream from the
east, west, north & south, ___.
They take their seats at the
feast in the Kingdom of [Yahweh]
the Eloah.
27

Luke 13:30

*

See [the future], ___. [Many]
last-place [outcasts whom the
world and its churches call ‘losers’]
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come to stand foremost
[in heaven]. [Many] chiefs [in the
world system, including its churches,]

end up [dead at] the bottom [of eternity's trash pile].”
The Messiah Insults Pervert King
Herod

*The same day, ___, some
Pharisees [run] up. They warn
YahShua, “You get out [of town]!
[Run] away from here! [Fake-king]
Herod [Antipas {Like-Father}] wants to
assassinate you.” 32 *YahShua
answers the [pretender preacher]
Pharisees,
“You go tell that [worthless, conniving,
destructive, insignificant, transvestite] fox
[Herod that the Messiah says], ‘Look, [‘Hero’]:
I cast out devils and cure [people]
today and tomorrow. Then, the
3rd day, [YAH] perfects me.
31

The Real King calls the transvestite ‘king’ a dirty
animal. Would you talk that boldly to a corrupt
governor? Herod shakes, terrified, thinking that
‘perfected’ means that Yahshua will steal the
throne from Herod in 3 days, which in a sense
Yahshua does. “To the Jew the fox is a symbol of 3
things: 1: slyest of animals. 2: most destructive of
animals. 3rd: a worthless, insignificant man.” (Barclay)

Yahshua Predicts His Death &
Jerusalem's Fall

*
Yes, ___, [YAH calls] me to hike
[south] today, tomorrow and the
next day: to [let the religionites] fulfill
[their time-honored traditional custom of] murdering YAH's [true] prophets in
Jerusalem, [the City of Peace].
33

While heralding themselves as the people of
‘peace’, the hypocrites at the center of national
politics and religion kill and marginalize the Creator's true prophets.
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*
Oh ‘City of Peace’, Jerusalem.
You kill [YAH's] prophets. You
stone every [messenger YAH] sends
to you! [Countless] times I've offered to gather your children
together, like a [great eagle] gathers its young under wings. But
you [continually] refuse [my help]!
34

Churchy translators stumble over each other's
dresses to intuit feminine personal pronouns in this
verse. They picture Yahshua as a female chicken.
Come on! The Messiah is not a hen! Owl maybe,
eagle, hawk, even buzzard, but not a hen! Churches, wake up and see that your Bibles are translated
by a bunch of paid pretenders in pink tutus!
35

You watch, [religionists! In 37 years, Romans]
smash to bits your Temple, [the pride of your
fake life! Then Arabs erect their Golden Dome on your de-

I speak [your] reality: after
you kill me, you don't see me [again] until the time comes when you [eat your words
and] say, ‘Blessed is [YahShua]. He comes
in the Name-authority of Yahweh.’”
stroyed remains!]

Psalm 118:26

Luke 14
Yahshua Boldy Heals Edema On The
Sabbath Day
1 Later, one Sabbath day, YahShua
[walks] into the house of one of the chief
[holy pretenders], ___. They [invite YahShua in on
pretense of a communal] meal. But in actuality,
they're spying [on] him. 2 Right before
YahShua there [lies] a [sick] man. His [arm
& leg joints and whole] body bulge, swollen
with fluid. 3 *YahShua challenges

the lawyers and Pharisees by
asking,
“Is it lawful to heal on the Sabbath day?”
The lawyers and Pharisees [wisely] keep
their [lying] lips shut, ___. YahShua
[grabs] the [swollen] man, heals him, then
4
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lets him go. 5 *YahShua

[scolds] the
Pharisees & lawyers, saying,
“Which of you, if your son or
your ox falls into a well, hesitates to haul the [animal] out on
[the] Sabbath?”

The [phony] Pharisees and [liar] lawyers
can't answer YahShua. [He's too smart to get
6

trapped in their petty religious trickery, ___.]

Put Yourself In The Humblest Low
Position
7 YahShua notices how the [invited]
guests choose the best seats at the table for themselves, ___. So YahShua
makes the [religionists the butt of the following juicy
eye-popping] allegory: 8 *

“Say [a host] invites you to a wedding feast, ___. Never take the
highest seat [of honor]. The [host]
may invite someone [he] honors
higher than you.
9*
—So the host who invited both
of you comes to you. He says, ‘
___, give this seat to this [honorable man]!’ So you crouch. [You]
waddle down in shame to the
worst [broken] seat. [You hide your eyes
from the other guests' laughter.]
Beside the smelly trash can and the nauseating
poop-stench wafting out of the bathroom.

*
So when you get invited [anywhere, ___], go sit down in the
lowest place. Then when [your]
host who invited you comes, he
can say to you, ‘Friend, go up
higher!’ Then you gain honor in
the presence of everyone who
sits eating with you.
Luke 14:10

*
For [YAH] smacks down
anyone who exalts him11
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self, ___. [Conversely, YAH]
exalts anyone who humbles himself.”
*Then YahShua tells the [phony] Pharisee who invited him [to
12

eat,]

“When you give a lunch or a
dinner [banquet], don't call your
friends, your brothers, your
relatives or your rich neighbors. They may well invite you
[to their feasts] in return. Then you'll
receive [mere carnal human] repayment.
YAH instituted Hebrew feasts for the benefit of
poor people.

*
Rather, when you make a
feast, ___, call poor, maimed,
lame and blind [people].
14 *
THEN [YAH] blesses you, ___.
Poor & handicapped [people] can't
pay you back. So, at the resurrection of the righteous, [YAH]
pays you back [more than the whole
world can ever offer you].”
13

But don't expect humans to give you help or encouragement in return for your good deeds. Humans reward you for buying your way into rich bigots' power-cliques. Humans shun you for helping
paupers.

YAH Is Calling You To His Kingdom
Feast!
15 One of the [men] sitting at dinner with
YahShua hears [YahShua command the reversal of
their society's selfish, caste-restricted customs, ___].
So the man says to YahShua, “Blessed
are the [people] who eat [at heaven's feast] in
the Kingdom of [Yahweh] the Eloah.” 16
YahShua answers [with another mind-movie]:
“A man prepares a great feast, ___.
[He] invites many [guests].
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*

the slave [returns to the banquet hall].
He reports, ‘Master, [I brought in all society's
outcasts]. But there's still room [here for more
celebrants].’

[Before long]

sends his servant at
supper time to say to the invited [guests], ‘Come! Everything is
ready!’
18 *
The [guests] respond with a chorus of excuses, ___. The first
[guest] says to the [host's] servant, “I
just bought a piece of [real estate].
So I have to go inspect [my land].
Please excuse me.”
[The Man]

Why would you, a disciple, buy real estate? Christ
already ordered you to sell your possessions!

*
Another [guest] says, “I’ve just
bought five teams of oxen. I’m
on my way to test them out.
Please accept my apologies.”
19

Accumulating farms is a favorite habit of ‘backto-the-landers’ who consider themselves Bible believers. But maintaining their farm ends up being
their excuse to ignore YAH's Kingdom.

*
Another [guest] answers, ‘I've
married a wife. So I can't
come.’
Luke 14:20

Wives and their feathered nests are common roadblocks for men who would otherwise be able to
serve in YAH's Kingdom. Weak men trade eternal
life for worthless temporary sex.

*
So the

1690

21

servant returns
He shows his Lord
[the Host] the [list of invitees' excuses] .
Then [the] furious [Host,] the Master of the house, [yells] to his
servant, “Quickly go out into
the streets and alleys of the
city! Bring in here [every] poor,
maimed, crippled and blind [sufferer you find].”
[master's]

[to the banquet].

22
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The lord says to his servant, “Go out
into the highways and the hedges,
___. Get people to come here. I want
my palace full!

*
For I tell you, ___, that none
of the [guests] who [I initially] invited
gets even the smallest taste of
the [infinite eternal] banquet [I prepared
for them].”
24

Most religious folks die in judgement day's lake of
fire.

To Be Christ's Disciple, Give Up All
You Have

25 YahShua turns to the large crowds who travel

*
“ ___, anyone who
comes to me must
‘hate*’ his father, and
mother, and wife, and
children, and brothers,
and sisters, and yes, his
own life, or he can't be
my disciple.
with him.

[He]

decrees: 26

*‘Hate’ in this sense means to turn your back to
your unbelieving family and your own lazy, sin-addicted body. You perform acts of radical obedience
(to Christ). Your family naturally fails to support or
understand that true Christianty compels you to go
to jail and sell your house and quit your job. So
they reasonably feel that you hate them. Obeying
Yahshua means, in part, leaving home, abstaining
from normal sexual relations, taking your children
out of public school, making them stop saying the
pledge of allegiance, refusing to use normal means
of payment (the mark of the beast) and on and on.
If you follow Yahshua, your bio-family will reasonably conclude that you're crazy.
27

*
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And, ___, whoever fails
to [pick up and carry] his impaling stake, and follow
me [to torture and death], can't
be my disciple.
*
For, ___, which of you, when
he wants to build a tower, fails
to first sit down and calculate
the cost to see if he has
enough [resources] to complete [the
project]?
28

29

If you only get your foundation laid and
then run out of money, [you look foolish,
___]. Everyone passing by, seeing your
[botched project], pokes fun at you:
Luke 14:30

They laugh, ‘There's the [fool] who began
construction he couldn’t finish!’

*
Or suppose a king is about to
go to war against another king,
___. Will he not first sit down
and consider whether he is
able with 10000 men to oppose
the [army] coming against him
with 20000?
32 *
31

[Suppose, ___, that the besieged king calculates

“none of you can be my
disciple unless you give
up everything you have.
You have to forsake EVERYTHING you have to get
into the starting gate of being Yahshua's student.
Yahshua has very, very few real disciples. So
whose disciples are all those people in church?
Someone else's disciples. Maybe Satan's? Stand up
in a church and tell everyone sitting there that
they are not Christ's disciples, because they have
lots of personal possessions. See how long before
ushers escort your scripture-quoting mouth to the
door.

Don't Be Flavorless Salt: Be Flavorful!

*
Salt is valuable, ___. But most
salt loses its flavor. With what
can you revive [flat, dead, tasteless]
salt? [Nothing!]
35 *
___, dead salt is fit neither for
the soil, nor for the manure
[fertilizer] pile. People [just] throw it
out. 'Got ears? Then listen and
understand.”
34

Dead salt is symbol for people who lose their spiritual fervor and never get it back. Specifically, this
verse declares that Aaron's [real or counterfeit] descendants have breached the Mosaic law and thus
lost their conditional priesthood. All unrepentant
sinners die, forever extinguished in the lake of fire,
even if they were once ‘the salt of the earth‘.

Luke 15

that he can't beat the invading king's army.]

Then while the [invading] king is
still a long way away, the
[diligent] king sends an ambassador. He asks for terms of
peace.

*
In the same way, ___,”
concludes YahShua,
33
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Religionists Reject Christ For Saving Sinners

*[Many] tax collectors and ‘sinners’ all push in to hear
YahShua. [They stampede, creating a fire &
trampling hazard.] 2 *The [phony preacher]
Pharisees and [religious liar] lawyers
grumble, “This man [YahShua] associates with sinners. He [even]
eats with [Roman oppressors].” 3 [So]
1
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YahShua [defends the principle of dangerous relational ministry] by telling a visual story to the
[religious bigots]:
Saving A Sinner Is Like Finding A
Lost Sheep

*
“Imagine, ___, you have 100
sheep. But one sheep [strays away.
He] gets lost in the wilderness.
Won't you leave the 99 ‘found’
sheep to go search for the [one]
lost sheep until you find it?
5*
Then, ___, you joyfully carry
that ‘found’ sheep home on
your shoulders.
4

6

When you arrive [home], ___, you call
together your friends and neighbors,
singing, ‘Rejoice with me. I just found
my lost sheep!’

*
I tell you, ___, that in the
same way, heaven [floods] with
more joy over one sinner who
repents than over 99 righteous
people who need no repentance.
7

Saving A Sinner is Recovering Lost
Treasure

*
Or say a woman owns 10 silver
coins. Then she loses one, ___.
Doesn't she light a lamp and
sweep the house and search
diligently until she finds the [1
lost coin]?
9*
When she finds the 1 silver
coin, she calls together her
friends and neighbors, singing,
‘Rejoice with me! I found the
coin I'd lost!’
8
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*
Likewise, I tell you, ___,
the angels of [Yahweh] the
Eloah [throw a] joyful [party
of dancing] for every sinner
who repents.”
Luke 15:10

The Parable Of The Prodigal (Reckless) Son
11 YahShua continues,
“ ___, a man has two sons:
See the Prodigal Son in Dr. Seuss style.
12

The younger son barks to his father,
“Dad, give me my share of your estate
now. [Don't make me wait until you die.]” So the
father divides his property between his
two sons.

*
The younger son [runs out
of the estate]. He converts
his share [of the farm and
house] into cash, ___.
Then he leaves home.
He journeys off to a distant country. There he
squanders his money in
reckless living.
13

14

*

spends every [penny]
he has, ___. Then a severe
famine spreads over that country. It leaves the young man
starving.
15 *
So [this spoiled young man wanders into farm
country, ___]. He enslaves himself
out to a local [pagan] citizen [farmer].
The [farmer] sends the [‘prodigal son’]
[This wasteful son]
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into his fields to feed [disease-ridden] pigs.
16 *
This son longs to fill his belly
with the corn-cobs the pigs
munch, ___. But no one gives
him [any dinner].
17 *
[One dark rainy night] this son comes
to his senses, ___. He says,
“All my father's hired workers
have more [food] than they can
eat. So [why] am I [stuck] here
starving to death [in a pig pen]!?

*
I'll get up and run away
to my father. [I'll] say to
him, ‘Father, I've sinned
against heaven, and
against you.
19 *
—I'm no longer worthy
to be called your son.
Treat me like one of
your hired servants.’
Luke 15:20 *
So, ___, the son [crawls]
up [out of the pig-poop]. [He]
journeys [back] to his father. While the son [staggers] a long way off, his
father sees him [through a
telescope]. Filled with compassion, the father runs.
He throws his arms
18
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around his son's neck,
kisses him.
YAH loves you even when you're a LONG way from
His Dominion.

*
The son [cries], ‘Father,
beneath your [loving]
eyes, I've sinned
against heaven. I'm no
longer worthy to be
called your son.’
22 *
But the father says to
his servants, ‘Bring out
the best robe. Put it on
my son! Put a ring on
his hand. [Fit dress] shoes
on his feet.
23 *
—Bring a fat [grain-fed]
heifer [to my banquet grounds].
Roast it! Let's feast and
celebrate!
24 *
For this son of mine lay
dead, ___. But now he’s
alive again! He [wandered]
lost. But now he's
found!’ So the [whole neighborhood] launches into a
celebration.
25 *
21
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Meanwhile, [the father's]
older son [watches] from
the field, ___. This older son [walks] closer to the
house. He hears a concert of musical instruments and dancing.
A symphony. The older son represents the Jews.
26

The older son calls one of the servants.
He asks, ‘What's all [that party music]?’

*
The servant tells the older son,
“Your [reckless] brother [finally] returned! Your Dad butchered
the [prized] fatted cow, [to celebrate]
getting your brother back safe
and sound.”
28 *
But the older son [boils in] anger,
___. He refuses to go into [the
dance party feast]. So his father [runs]
out [to the field]. He begs the [older son
to come celebrate].
29 *
But the older son answers his
father, “Look, [Dad]! I've served
you all these decades. I never
broke one of your commandments at any time. Yet you
never gave me [even] one baby
goat so I could party with my
friends!

kill [our finest] fattened cow for
him!’
31 *
But the father reassures the
older son, ‘Son, you're always
with me. Everything I have is
yours.
32 *
We have to celebrate and rejoice. Because this dead brother of yours has come back to
life. He was lost. But now he's
found!’”

Luke 16

27

Religious people THINK they don't break YAH's
commandments... but they live by breaking them.

*
Yet as soon as this ‘son’ of
yours returns from devouring
your estate with whores, you
Luke 15:30
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The Parable Of The Cheating Manager

*YahShua tells another [mindto his disciples,
“ ___, a rich man [employs] a manager. The rich man finds out
that this manager has been
wasting [the rich man's] wealth.
1

movie]

The rich man is YHWH. The steward represents
anyone YHWH has entrusted, but in this immediate
context, the Jews.

*
So the rich man summons the
[dishonest] manager. He says, ‘[Manager,] what's this I hear about
your [stealing from me]? You're fired.
I want a complete audit of your
accounting books.’
3*
The manager says to himself,
“What'll I do? My Boss is ripping the management away
from me! I can't dig! I'm
ashamed to beg.
2

The crowd laughs.
4

*
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I know what to do, ___. I'll
[spread favors,] so that when I lose
my job here, people will welcome me into their houses.’
5*
So [this clever manager] calls in each
man who owes a debt to his
Boss. The manager asks the
first debtor, ‘How much do you
owe my [employer]?’
‘Boss’ is pagan-speak for ‘Master’ or ‘Lord’.

*
The debtor replies, ‘I owe your
Master 100 barrels of olive oil.’
So the manager tells the
debtor, ‘[Tear up that correct bill. Then]
quickly sit down write [a fake] bill
for 50 barrels.’
6

Oil is money.

*
Then the [crafty] manager asks
another debtor, “How much do
you owe my Boss?” This debtor
says, “100 bags of wheat.” The
manager [whispers] to that debtor,
“Take your bill. Forge it to say
‘80 [bags].’ [I'll fix the boss's account book to
match.]”
7

Wheat is real money. Paper dollars and electrons
are not.

*
The manager is dishonest,
___. [Soon the Master finds out the manager is
using company money to buy ‘friends'.] Yet
the master compliments the
[crooked] manager for being
clever. For the ‘children’ of this
world are more shrewd in dealing with their own fellow-citizens than are the children of
light, ___.
8
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Use your money to buy ‘friends.’ Yes, friends vanish like cockroaches in sunlight when the money
runs out, but that's what friends are for.

*
So I tell you, ___,
spend [every] filthy penny
[you get to buy you] friends.
Then when you [and your
money] fail [or cease or die,]
your [heavenly] friends welcome you into homes
that last [forever].
9

If you are entitled to payments from the world, denominated in world's debased or immoral money,
such as royalties or pensions, allow those payments to flow away from/around yourself, into
charity or evangelism. Only get paid in lawful substance such as gold and silver or food. And donate
as much of that as possible as well. Live below
what the world considers the poverty level, even if
you're a billionaire, as Jesus was. Friends must be
bought. Friends are people who stick close to you
because you help them get what they want. They
want money, or things bought with money. As
soon as your friends stop seeing you as a channel
to their financial success, they stop being your
friends. So buy friends with the money the world
pays you. You need friends. But know they'll leave
you when your money stops flowing their way. This
truth sounds cynical. But pragmatism is the best
insurance against cynicism. Nothing makes you
more jaded than feeling betrayed.

*
Someone who is faithful
in small [errands and making
correct change] will [likely] be
faithful in running big
Luke 16:10

[global enterprises, ___. But]

someone who short-changes you 1 penny
would bankrupt the
world.
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He who is faithful in the small matters will be faithful in big deals. And whoever is unjust in tiny matters [when no one is watching] will be crooked in
major affairs.

*
So if you fail to be faithful using unrighteous [worldly] wealth,
who would entrust The True
Riches to you, ___?
11

The world's money is tokens, not riches. Wealth is
being able to heal incurable diseases with a prayer
or a touch. Greed is why no ‘Christian’ you're likely
to meet can do miracles. First you have to spend
all your worldly wealth on helpful things like responsible charity, scripture-based-education, Biblical music and evangelism. Then you get the power
to do supernatural stuff like miracles. A poser
‘christian’ who spends worldly money on their own
pleasures and comforts, or those of their family
and loved ones and ‘friends’, foreits all true wealth.

*
Suppose you fail to be
trustworthy in handling
someone else's [property].
Who'll give you [property]
of your own, ___?
12

No Man Can Serve 2 Masters

*
No servant can serve 2
sovereigns, ___. The
servant either hates
Master #1, and loves
Master #2; or else the
servant embraces Master #2, and despises
Master #1. You can't be
the slave of [both] Elohim
and mammon (wealth).”
13

Here Jesus clearly commands you to immediately
quit your employee job because: “The relationship
of employer and employee is substantially
the same as that of master and servant.”
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Pennsylvania Cas. Co. v. Elkins, 70 F.Supp. 155.
3126 mammonas: confidence, i.e. wealth,
personified; i.e. avarice (deified), mammon.

*The [phony preacher] Pharisees,
who love owning things which
[other people] earn, hear YahShua
14

[call them greedy, Rome-serving, devil-loving Messiah-haters].

So they ridicule
YahShua.
Yahshua hands the religionists history's greatest
wisdom on a silver platter. But they want other
people's stuff. So they kill their own Messiah. People are like that. Tell them the honest truth and
they hate you for it.

15 *YahShua says to [people who want
to own things they didn't work to get, like welfare,
bribes, kickbacks, government benefits, interest
payments, and tithing]:

“You [fakers] justify yourselves
before men. But Elohim knows
your hearts. Men highly prize
many things that [Yahweh] the
Eloah eyes as abominations.
YAH's Law Is Still 100% In Effect

*
The Law & the Prophets led up
to JAHn [the Immerser, ___]. Since
[JAHn's] [life-]time, [angels] have heralded the Kingdom of [Yahweh]
the Eloah. So everyone is pushing to get in.
16

The Law & the prophets lead to the Kingdom message like your feet lead to your head. All scripture
forms a unified whole. Yahshua DID NOT phase out
the Law and the prophets! See the next verse!

*
___, it's easier for
heaven & earth to pass
away, than for the
smallest detail of [YAH's]
Law to fail.
17

See, the Law didn't fail, nor was the Law terminated, or ended.
18

*
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___, whoever divorces
his [lawfully wedded] wife,
and marries anyone
else, commits adultery.
And whoever marries a
woman who is divorced
from her [lawful] husband
commits adultery. [No exceptions.]

1697

Meanwhile, ___, in the Unseen
[realm, angels] ‘touchstone’ the rich
man [in ‘fire’]. The rich man lifts
up his eyes. Far away, he sees
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} [hugging
the ex-beggar named] ‘God's Helper.’
Remember, this is a parable. The rich man is not
suffering conscious eternal torment. For the space
of a few sentences, the rich man experiences conscious torment. Then the rich jerk completely
burns up. Haides means ‘unseen’, like the Hebrew
‘Sheol’.

*
The rich man cries, “Father
Abraham, have mercy on me!
Send God's Helper to dip the
tip of his finger in water to cool
my tongue! I'm [in] anguish in
this ‘flame!’”
24

[READ IT AGAIN!] NO DIVORCE! NO EXCEPTION!
However, unconsummated, incestuous, bestial or
homosexual ‘marriages’ can be annulled. (See
Lev.20.) The Catholics and the Amish get this,
while the phony Protestants sit confused.

The Rich Man And The Blind Beggar

19

___, a rich man, [splendidly] clothed in [the
purple and fine linen, lives
and eats sumptuously every day:
most expensive]

*
A [lame] sore-covered beggar
named Lazarus [God's-Helper] lies
[abandoned] at the rich man's gate,
___.
Luke 16:20

Lazarus = El'Azar = Elohim's helper = God's
helper.
21

*

[This poor beggar] aches to be fed
with the crumbs that fall from
the rich man's table, ___. [The
beggar doesn't have enough food-energy to even

the jackals that creep
around, licking his painful
sores.

bat away]

22

Later, the beggar dies. [Heavenly] angels
carry him to the embrace of Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions}. The rich man also
dies, ___. [His family and friends pig out at his lavish, star-studded] burial.
23

*
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The strongest support for the false idea of conscious eternal torment is presented here in this
parable. All other references to the lake of fire
work clearly in the context of momentary and final
burning up, extinguishing, a second death. Yet this
figurative parable does not pose the idea of *eternal* conscious torment. Merely for the moment it
takes to say 2 sentences, the rich man suffers conscious, grieving pain that can be likened to fire.

*
But Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}
replies, “Son, remember how
you in your lifetime received
your good things while ‘El's
Helper’ [received] evil [treatment]?
Similarly, now [YAH] comforts
El's Helper, while you grieve.
25

This rich man was an Israelite, a child of Abraham.
But that didn't help him. Likewise, calling yourself
a ‘Christian’ won't help you on Judgment Day.

*
—Yet that isn’t all, [rich dead man]:
[YAH] has fixed a great chasm
between us [in heaven] and you [in
the grave]. So no one can pass
from [heaven] to [visit you in the grave].
26
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And no one in
into heaven.”

[the grave]

can pass

the dead

‘Christians’ who discount the Old Testament don't
really value the New Testament either, because
both Testaments have the same author and the
same message.

Luke 17

So the [dead] rich man begs, “Please, Father, please send El's Helper to my
Dad's family-house:

Jesus Will Kill People Who Entrap
Innocents

28

—Send [God's Helper] to testify to my 5
brothers, so they never get [condemned]
into this, the place of trial-by-fire.”
Basanos = TouchStoning = trial by fire. Not ‘Eternal conscious Torment’. Little word detail; enormous theological difference. YAH (who is Love)
never tortures people (not even Hitler) for all eternity. But YAH does END fruitless people's lives forever. Even if they said the ‘salvation prayer’.
29

Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} replies to the
rich man, “[Your family] has Moses and the
prophets. [Your family] can [and should] listen
to them.”
Moses and the prophets (when properly translated)
say the same things the New Testament says.

*
The rich man begs, “No, father
Abraham! [My family ignores the scriptures.]
But if a [ghost] from the dead
goes to [warn] my brothers,
they'll repent.”
Luke 16:30

*
Abraham {Father-OfBillions} answers the rich
man, “If [anyone] won't listen to Moses and the
prophets, they won't be
persuaded, even if [a
ghostly messenger] rises from
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[to warn them of their

impending eternal destruction].”

The people in ‘hell’ won't be able to cross the
chasm of death into heaven because they will be
completely DEAD. NOT screaming in conscious
agony forever. And there's no purgatory.
27

31
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*Then YahShua says to his
disciples,
“ ___, it's impossible [for you] to
[completely] prevent [evil beings] from
setting snares [to destroy innocent people]. But [how terribly I torture and kill] the
[criminals] who set the snares!
2*
___, if someone offends [harms,
ensnares or corrupts] even one of the
least [of my disciples, the punishment I smack
down on the offender] is even worse
than having [my biggest killer angels]
chain a millstone around the
offender's neck and throw him
into the sea.
1

Yahshua is reminding everyone on earth to respect
his disciples, though they are ‘small’ in worldly
power. Yahshua is not primarily talking about people who abuse children. Child abuse is an obvious
crime. Everybody knows it's wrong. Yahshua does
not waste his time reminding people of the obvious.

Forgive Virtually Endlessly

*
Watch yourselves! If your
brother sins, ___, rebuke him.
But if he repents, forgive him.
4*
And ___, if [your brother] trespasses against you 7 times in a day,
and 7 times in a day he returns
3
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to you, saying, ‘I repent’, you
must forgive him.”
If You Had Any Faith, You'd Move
Mountains

*The apostles exclaim to Master [YahShua], “Increase our
faith!”
5

We don't like forgiving!

*Master [YahShua] replies,
“ ___, if you had faith
[even as tiny as] a grain of
mustard seed, you could
say to this mulberry
tree, ‘Pluck [yourself] up by
the root, and plant [yourself] in the sea!’ And [the
tree] would obey you!
6

Sycamore. See the seeds family worship song.

7

It's Your Duty To Obey All YAH's
Commands

Say you have a slave, ___. Your slave
comes in stinking from plowing cow
poop into the field or taking care of
sheep. Will you, the slave's Master,
fuss over your lowly servant? Will you
hand-feed your slave aged wine,
gourmet cheese and caviar while he
sits wiping body odor on your silk seat
of honor, while his dirty shoes drop
sheep-dung on your white tablecloth
draped over your antique hardwood
dining table?
paraphrase
8

___, wouldn't you instead say to your
slave, “Make dinner for me. Put on your
apron. Serve me while I eat and drink.
Later you can eat and drink.’
9

1699

___, does the master thank the slave
for doing the duties the Master commands? No.

*
So likewise, ___, after you've
done everything [YAH] commands, say, ‘We're just ordinary servants. We've [merely]
done our duty. [We deserve no reward.]’”
Luke 17:10

Even if you follow every principle of Biblical law,
you've only done your job. You still merit no special award.

YAHshua Cleanses 10 Lepers

11 Time passes, ___. YahShua journeys [south]
along the border between [occult] Samaria and the
Heathen-Circle [Galilee]. He [hikes] toward [his assassins in]
Jerusalem.
Yahshua spends most of his time in regions such as
Samaria and Galilee which were ethnically-mixed,
rife with witchcraft and addiction, and despised by
Jews.

YahShua enters a village. 10 [diseased]
men [stagger] toward him. [Yellow pus oozes
from their leprous sores.] They stop at a [safe]
distance. 13 *The lepers shout
12

and cry, ‘YahShua, Master,
have mercy on us!’ 14 *YahShua
sees the lepers. He [shouts] to
them,
“Go show yourselves to the
priests.”
As the lepers go, [YAH's power miraculously] cleanses them, ___!
Only 1 Of The 10 Lepers Thanks
Yahshua

*One of the lepers sees [his skin
perfectly] healed. So he [runs] back
[to YahShua], shouting & glorifying
[Yahweh] the Eloah. 16 *This [grateful
ex-leper] falls down on his face at
YahShua's feet, giving
YahShua thanks. And this exleper is [not a Jew; he's a despised foreign]
Samarian. 17 YahShua asks [the thankful
15

ex-leper],
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minion of [Yahweh] the
Eloah is within you.”

“Didn't I cleanse all 10 [of you lepers]?
Where are the other 9?
18

—Didn't anyone but this [outcast Gentile]
foreigner come back to give honor to
[Yahweh] the Eloah?’
Only the one from the despised nation gave
thanks.

YahShua says to the ex-leper,
‘Rise and go. Your faith has made you
well.’
The Kingdom of Heaven Isn't On
Any Map
19

*Some [phony] Pharisees
[walk up]. They demand that
YahShua tell them when the
Kingdom of [Yahweh] the Eloah
will come [to earth]. YahShua answers them,
“The Dominion of [Yahweh] is not
something you can see coming
[and going] just by watching for it
carefully [with your meat-eyes, ___].
Luke 17:20

YAH's Dominion is a spiritual thing. Yah's Spirit can
fill your heart. You can be within His Will. Then 3
minutes later you can allow evil spirits to come into
you. So YAH leaves, and you are out of His will.
Don't waste your life searching for the ‘group’ that
is ‘in the Kingdom’. One week they may be in YAH's
dominion. Then the next they may be chasing
Yah's prophets away with knives. You can't chase
spirits on foot. But you can clean out your heart
and invite YAH's Spirit to dwell in you. And then
you are in the Dominion of Heaven.
21

*

Or among you, in your inter-relationships. Two interpretations, both true: 1) Yah's Dominion exists
wherever the Spirit of Yah rules a man or woman's
heart. 2) The Kingdom of YHVH is here now, right
in front of (among you, especially where two or
more men are simultaneously spiritually united
with each other and with YAH).

Don't Believe Reports of Christ's
Appearance
22 YahShua predicts to his disciples,
“The days [rapidly] approach when you

[cry for me, desperately homesick
for] of one of these [glorious] days [you
spent with me,]

But

the

[ultimate]

‘Son of Adam.’
You won't see

[physically, I'll be invisible].

[me with your meat-eyes, ___].

To find me, you have to journey deep inside your
heart to where [hopefully] YAH has Dominion.
23

people will say to you, ‘The
Messiah is over here!’ or ‘Look! It's Jesus!’ Don't believe [such fools, ___]. Never
follow anyone who says they've seen
me [physically return to earth after I ascend to heaven].

[Deceived, lying]

Don't be a Rastarafian, for instance.

*
___, when
[enjoy my] Day
24

[I]

the ‘Son of Adam’

[of visibly returning here, galloping on my white stallion to bathe the earth in
the blood of the wicked, starting with the religious

flash like lightning
across the sky. [I'll] light heaven
up from one side to the other.
hypocrites, I'll]

[YAH's Kingdom isn't like Disneyland.]

You won't be able to
say, ‘Look! YAH's Kingdom is [in Amish country]!’ or,
‘Look, YAH's Dominion [is
in Switzerland, or Judea]!’ For,
you see, ___, the Do-

[Everyone in heaven or earth will see my return to
earth. It'll be the hottest event in the history of the
universe.]
25

But first [I,] the ‘Son of Adam’, must endure horrible suffering and get rejected
by this generation [of snake-spawn].
The World's End Will Rush Like
Noah's Flood
26
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Remember, ___, how [people]
lived during Noah's lifetime.
It's the same when [I,] the
[ultimate] ‘Son of Adam’, [physically, visibly return to judge and punish the world].
27 *
—People eat. They drink. Fathers engage their daughters
to men. Lovers get married,
___, until the day Noah enters
the ark. Then the flood plunges
to destroy all [humanity except Noah's
family].
Most people who ever lived get incinerated and extinguished, permanently, in the ‘lake of fire’. Yet
countless people populate heaven. People reproduce quickly. YAH can make more people just by
thinking them into existence. So YAH doesn't have
to grade us on the curve. Life is a pass/fail course.
Most people fail.

*
The days of Lot [when fire burned
Sodom] also foreshadow the [Last
Days, ___. In Sodom,] people ate. They
drank. They bought. They sold.
They planted. They built.
29 *
But the day Lot fled Sodom,
[YAH] rained burning sulfur from
heaven. He destroyed all the
[Sodomites].
28

Fire & brimstone probably refers to a nuclear-level
blast. You can reportedly see thick glass-sand under Sodom to this day.
Luke 17:30

*

[ ___, my return to judge earth, aka]

‘The

Day of the Son Of Adam’, [crashes
down. I shake this planet] 1000 times
harder than the sudden, blinding [thermonuclear] blast [that incinerated
Sodom].
It's ‘business as usual’ right up to the hour when
Yahshua returns.
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*
___, on that day, if you're [on the
housetop / patio,] don't go into the
house to pack your belongings.
If you're in the field, don't return to town.
31

This advice also applied to the fall of Jerusalem in
70AD, which was a foreshadowing or ‘type‘ of the
Day of Yahshua's return.

*
Remember [what happened to] Lot's
wife [when she disobeyed, ___]!
32

She wanted to look toward the evil city; nostalgic
for the shopping, entertainment, politics, friends.

*
Whoever seeks to save
his [physical] life loses [all
Life, ___]. But whoever
[gives up] his [physical] life [to
obey me] preserves [his eternal] Life.
33

*
I tell you, ___, on the [coming]
night [when I visibly return to earth], 2
people [lie] in 1 bed. [YAH] takes
one [to heaven]. He leaves the other [to die].
34

Yahshua's return occurs in the dark night hours for
one hemisphere, which are the daylight hours for
the other hemisphere.
35

Two women grind [grain] together, ___.
[YAH] takes one [to eternal life]. He discards
the other [like trash].

36 [2 men work in the field. YAH takes one. YAH abandons the other.] ”
This verse is not found in the majority of NT Greek
Manuscripts.

YahShua's disciples answer him,
“Where [will you return], Adoni?” YahShua
answers,
“Wherever the [dead] body lies, there the
vultures swarm.”
37
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Since Yahshua dies at Jerusalem, he likely returns
to Jerusalem. Vultures ‘gather/swarm’ [sunago] is
a play on the word ‘synagogue’. It specifically targets Jerusalem, mother of synagogues. It's also a
poke at religious people, including ‘christians,’ who
falsely claim to represent YAH, but are unclean
ravenous death-worshippers whose god is their
bloated stomach. ‘Soma’ (body) refers to the body
of believers, around which spirit-beings (aetos or
air-beings) gather. Around our martyred corpses
literal vultures gather, particularly around
Jerusalem.

Luke 18

3

In this city lives a [poor] widow. She
comes to [the judge], pleading, “My adversary [harmed me. Award me justice.] Punish the
criminal! [Protect me.] Prove me right!”
Rule in my favor. Award me punitive, statutory and
special damages against the villain. Let the sweet
savor of revenge roll across my tongue and dribble
down my lips! Blood! I paid my court costs. So you
owe me vengeance! Equity! Fairness!
4

For a while, this [hard-hearted] judge refuses to help the widow, ___. But later,
[annoyed by the widow's constant screeching for equity,]

the judge says to himself, ‘Though I
neither fear [Yahweh] the Eloah, nor care
about mankind…

*
—[simply] because this widow
keeps bothering me, I'll sell
her the legal revenge [she craves].
Then she'll stop coming [to my
courtroom]. [She's] wearing me out.’”
6

Master

[YahShua]

explains,
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“ ___, listen to what that judge, corrupt
as he is, is saying: [Perseverance pays off!]
7

*

Elohim avenges
his own chosen [people] who cry
day and night to Him. [But] he [allows them to suffer for a while to purify them] .
[Do you see, ___?]

YAH actually avenges you. You mess your life up
when you avenge yourself.

*
I tell you, ___: Elohim always
speedily avenges [crimes committed
against] His Elect [chosen people]. Yet
when [I,] the ‘Son of Adam’, return to earth, [I find very few people]
with faith [to persevere long enough to get
justice].”
8

A Widow Pesters A Judge 'Til She
Gets Justice
1 YahShua tells his disciples another
[punchy visual] story, to motivate them to
always keep praying and never lose
heart. 2 [YahShua] says,
“ ___, in a city there lives a judge. He
refuses to fear [Yahweh] the Eloah. This
[judge] respects [no] human.

5

1702

Speedy! Fast! You get satisfaction. AFTER you
STAY faithful and keep asking for justice. We mortals are toddlers screaming in the back seat of the
car, “Are we avenged yet?!”

A Penitent Oppressor Beats A
Religionite Prig
9 YahShua tells another [hot visual tale] to
[some arrogant] people who brag about
their own righteousness, while despising other people: Luke 18:10 *

" ___, 2 men walk up into the
temple to pray: one a [pompous paid
preacher] Pharisee, the other a [despised, traitorous] tax-collector.
Pharisee means: ‘religious separatist’.

*
The religionite [Pharisee] stands,
praying inside himself, ‘[Yahweh]
the Eloah, I thank you that I'm
not like other men: greedy, unfair, adulterous, or [heaven forbid, a
traitor] like this tax-man.
12 *
—I fast two [days] each week! I
give 1/10th of everything I ac11
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quire [to the communal temple feast and charity fund].’
13 *
Meanwhile, the [despised] tax-collector stands far [back from the altar, in
the shadows. He trembles, afraid to] even lift
up his eyes to heaven. He
beats his breast, crying,
“[Yahweh], Eloha, be merciful to
me. [I'm] a sinner!”

*
I tell you, ___, this [repentant wrongdoer] goes back
to his house justified,
while the [proud]
religionite [remains condemned]. For [YAH] bashes
down everyone who exalts himself. Likewise,
[YAH] lifts-up everyone
who humbles himself.”
14

The Messiah Welcomes Poor Little
Children
15 Again people bring infants to
YahShua, hoping he'll touch [& heal & bless]
the children. But YahShua's disciples
rebuke the people on sight.
“Hey people, stop trying to turn the King of the
Universe into your unpaid Day-Care nanny!”

*YahShua calls [his disciples] to himself. He says,
“ ___, let little children
come to me. Stop hindering them. For the
Kingdom of [Yahweh] the
Eloah belongs to [beings
with childlike spirits].
17 *
16
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I tell you the rock-solid
[Truth], ___: Whoever
fails to accept the Dominion of Yahweh [the Eloha] like a little child absolutely never enters
YAH's Kingdom.”
Whatever command you read in the Bible, do it immediately. No more pornography. No more oaths.
No more pledges. No more addictions. No more
debt. Get rid of the smut in your house. Sell all you
have. Use the money to help poor [people of every
kind]. Get free from your employer's shackles.
Learn the Bible. Don't rationalize. Never make excuses. Just do it. Now. Be your Father in Heaven's
little, obedient, humble child.

Sell ALL You Own To Do Acts of
Compassion
18 And a ruler asks YahShua, “Good
Master, what must I do to inherit eternal Life?” 19 *YahShua

an-

swers the ruler,
“Why do you call me
‘good’? The only good
being is [Yahweh] the
Eloah.
Jesus is a strict monotheist, not a Trinitarian. And
he's amazingly humble.

*
—You know [YAH's] commandments, ___: Never commit
adultery; never murder; never
steal; never bear false witness;
honor [& pay the living expenses of] your
father & your mother…”
Luke 18:20

(Exodus 20:12-16; Deuteronomy 5:16-20) Murder
= phonos.

The [cocky] ruler answers, “I've obeyed
all those commandments since I was a
child.”
21

Technically.
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22

*YahShua hears the

[‘ruler’ falsely claim to have adhered
to the spirit of YAH's Law since childhood].

So YahShua says to
the ruler,
“You still lack one thing:
sell *ALL* that you
have. Give [the proceeds] to
poor [people]. THEN you
have treasure in heaven. Then come, follow
me.”
This is at least the 3rd time in the book of Luke
that Jesus commands you to give away all your
wealth. Don't listen to any ‘christian’ who tells you
this command was just for one ‘rich young ruler’.
Yahshua gave this command to everyone.
23 *The ruler hears [YahShua's universal command to keep no personal possessions, but
to use the few things you carry to help other people].

Immediately the ruler [cries,]
overwhelmed with sorrow, [obsessing about] his [beloved] great riches.
Repeat Yahshua's command that *everyone* must
sell *all* their personal possessions and use the
proceeds to help the poor. You'll make ‘Christian’
people very sad. So they'll walk away and start
saying bad things about you and your ‘fanatical
cult-like doctrines’, which just happen to be the literal text of the Bible they refuse to study.

*YahShua sees the [rich]
ruler crushed with sadness. YahShua says,
“ ___, how difficult it is
for people who own
riches to enter the Dominion of [Yahweh] the
Eloah!
25 *
24
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___, it's easier for a
camel to go through the
eye of a needle, than for
a rich man to enter
[Yahweh] the Eloah's Dominion!
The people who hear the [‘camel-needle
analogy’] ask [YahShua], “Then who can be
26

saved?” 27 *YahShua

an-

swers,
“ ___, the things which
are impossible with men
are possible with [Yahweh]
the Eloah.”
*Then Peter {Rock} brags,
“Look, we, [your disciples], left all
28

[our

possessions, homes, families, jobs, everything],

to follow You

[into voluntary poverty and

*YahShua says
to [his disciples],
“I tell you the rock-solid
[Truth], ___: Everyone
who leaves [his] house,
or parents, or brothers,
or wife, or offspring, [to
enter or promote the] Dominion
of [Yahweh] the Eloah, [gets
rewarded].
persecution].” 29

Of course, you still have to provide for your wife
and kids. Disciples can't just abandon their families.

*
—In this present age,
[YAH] gives [you] many
multiples of [what you give up],
Luke 18:30
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___. Then, in the age to
come, [YAH awards you] everlasting Life!”
YahShua Predicts His Own Imminent Death

*Then YahShua gathers his
12 [core] ambassadors. He says
to them,
“See [our immediate future]: We go up
to Jerusalem. Then all the predictions written by the [ancient]
prophets concerning [me,] the
‘Son of Adam,’ come true.
32 *
—[The religionists hand me,] the ‘Son of
Adam,’ over to [Roman] beast-nationals. [Jews and Romans alike] mock
[me]. [They] treat [me] shamefully.
[They] spit on [me].
33 *
—The [Romans and Jews]
scourge/flog/whip/beat [me].
They put [me] to death. Yet [on]
the 3rd day [I] rise again.”
31

Yahshua died at the close of ‘Wednesday’ evening
before the special mid-week Passover Sabbath. He
rose at the close of ‘Saturday’ (normal Sabbath)
evening. 3 full days and nights in the tomb. Don't
let any bogus religionist hand you his ‘Good FridayEaster Sunday’ baloney.

YahShua's disciples understand nothing YahShua says, ___. [Evil] hides [the
meaning of YahShua's warning] from the disciples. [They just stand there with that clueless “deer in
34

the headlights” look. So his imminent murder and resurrection takes them by surprise.]

The disciples want Yahshua to take ‘heroic Herod's’
royal throne, to evict the Romans from their homeland. The disciples shrink from following a martyr
to His death, as do you!

Yahshua Heals A Blind Roadside
Beggar
35 [YahShua journeys on, ___.] He approaches
Jericho {Moon-Spirit}. [There] a blind man
sits by the road-side begging. 36 The blind
man hears the crowd going by. He asks, “What's all
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that noise about?” 37 The people tell the blind man,

The
blind man cries, “YahShua, son of David
{Love}, have mercy on me!” 39 *Up
“YahShua of Nazareth is passing by.” 38

ahead of YahShua, the crowd
scolds the sightless [sufferer]. [They]
yell “Shut up!” Yet the blind
man cries even louder, “You!
Son of David {Love}! Have mercy on me!” Luke 18:40 YahShua stops
[in his tracks],

___. He commands [people] to
bring the blind man to him. The blind
man staggers near. 41 YahShua asks
the blind man,
“What do you want me to do for you?”
The [blind man] pleads, “Adoni, [please] give
me my sight.” 42 *YahShua an-

swers the blind beggar,
“Receive your sight! Your faith
has saved you.”
43 *Immediately the blind man
receives his sight, ___! [So] he
follows YahShua, glorifying
[Yahweh] the Eloah. All the watching people [join the blind man, jumping up
and down, singing,] praising [Yahweh] the
Eloah.

Luke 19
Jesus Reforms A Shrimpy Cheating
TaxMan
1 YahShua enters (and passes through [the rubble-strewn
ancient city of]) Jericho {Moon-Spirit}.
Jericho to this day has very few inhabitants, mostly
surviving off of tourism.

Right there sits a rich [corrupt] man
named ZacchaYah, the chief tax-collector.
2

‘Zacchaeus’ is the Greek debased form of
‘ZacchaYah’, which means ‘the pure one of Yah.’
Zacchaeus was not pure; he was a powerful Jew
taking bribes in the Roman tax-collecting business.

ZacchaYah [jumps up and down, trying] to see
who YahShua is. But ZacchaYah can't
see over the throng, because, [though he's
long in extorted riches, ZacchaYah] is short [in physi3
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cal height]. 4

ZacchaYah runs ahead. He
climbs up into a sycamore [fig] tree. He
see[s] YahShua pass by. 5 YahShua
reaches the tree, ___. He looks up. He
sees ZacchaYah. [YahShua] says,
“ZacchaYah, hurry! Come down! [YAH sent
me to] be a guest in your home today.”
6 ZacchaYah scurries down from the
treetop. He joyfully welcomes YahShua.
7 *The people see YahShua [hugging ZaccaYah, the little traitorous tax-extorting
crook].

The people all grumble,
“YahShua [ignores us ‘good people’] to
go be the guest of a [notorious]
sinner.” 8 *ZacchaYah stands.
He declares to Master [YahShua],
“Look, Adoni: I'm gonna’ give
half of all my possessions to
poor [people]. And to all the victims of my extortion, I'll pay
back 4 times [what I cheated them out of,
as the Law of Moses requires].”
“[Tax collectors] commonly rove & spoil
the people; they have nothing in their
mouths but the profit of the people;
they are thieves. And if men reprove
and go about to redress this robbery,
the [tax-collectors] frame the protestor as a nation-destroying tax-evader.
”-Geneva Bible, 1602 edition, note on Luke 19:8

*YahShua says to ZacchaYah,
"Today salvation comes to this
house. For [although your Semite bloodline
9

means nothing, your repentance and generosity

you are a [true] son of
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}.
show that]

*
For [I,] the ‘Son of Adam’,
came [to earth] to seek and
save lost [people].”
Luke 19:10

The crowd [hangs on YahShua's every word,
___]. As YahShua nears Jerusalem, he
tells a [hard-hitting visual] story [to refute the
mob's foolish warlike fantasy] that [he will take Herod's
throne, destroy the Roman invaders, and make] the
11
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Kingdom of [Yahweh] the Eloah immediately appear [like magic].
You Are A Life Investment Manager: Yield Love

*YahShua says,
“[ ___, an Emperor] calls a nobleman
to travel to a distant country to
be crowned King and then return [home].
13 *
Before leaving, the nobleman
summons his 10 servants. He
entrusts them [collectively with a total of]
10 pounds [of silver, one pound per servant], saying, “Trade [profitably on this
principal] until I return.”
14 *
But this nobleman's [fellow] citizens hate him, ___. So they
send a delegation [to the Emperor]
with a signed petition. It opposes the nobleman's rule,
saying, “We will never allow
this man to reign over us.”
12

Nobleman = Yahshua. Citizens = Worldly Jews and
Christians. Emperor = YHVH.

*
Finally the nobleman returns
as king. So he summons the [10
investment-managers] to whom he entrusted the money, to learn
how much [increase] each servant
has gained by trading.
16 *
The first servant comes, saying, “Sir, your 1 pound [of silver]
has earned 10 pounds.”
15

1100% profit.

*
The nobleman [now king] congratulates the [wildly successful investment
manager], ‘Well-done, ___, you
17
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excellent servant! You've
proven faithful with very little.
So [I award] you authority over 10
cities!’
18

The 2nd servant comes, saying, “Master, your pound [of silver] has gained five
[additional] pounds.”

*
So the noble [king] says to the
2nd [fruitful] servant, “So you will
rule over five cities.”
19

Luke 19:20

But another servant comes, whining,
“Mister, look. Here is your pound [of silver].
I kept it stored up in a towel.
Just living without hurting anyone gets you as
eternally dead as Hitler. Dead is dead. Bear spiritual fruit or you get chopped down like a thorn-bush.
Your Creator doesn't care that you had pretty
leaves, tall branches and a thick trunk. ‘Fruit (of
the spirit)’ is all that counts.
21

For I feared you. You're a hard man.
You take out more than you put in. You
reap more than you plant.’

YHVH gives you life. To allow you to continue living
into eternity, you have to make something good,
something more than mere existence, out of your
life. He doesn't just let you live forever for nothing,
just to give you the thrill of being alive. YAH doesn't need people. Return a spiritual profit or die forever.
22

The noble [king] answers the fruitless
servant, “Out of your own mouth I'll
judge you, you wicked servant. You
‘knew’ that I'm an austere man? I extract what I fail to put in?! I harvest
what [others] plant?
23

Then why didn’t you put my money in
the bank? Then, when I returned, I
would have gotten my principal back
with interest!’
A rhetorical argument. Not a recommendation of
the fractional-reserve banking system. We are never allowed to lend at interest. We are not even allowed to ask for our *principal* back. Christians
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are definitely banned from being professional
moneylenders.

*
The nobleman orders [his attendants],
“Take the pound [of silver] from
the fruitless servant. Give it to
the servant who earned 10
pounds [of profit].”
24

25 The attendants rebut the noble

[king],

“Sir, the

*
[The Master answers,] “I tell
you, ___: [YAH gives additional
Life-investment] to everyone
who returns [a net positive
yield]. But [YAH repossesses the
very life of] anyone who
fails to return [a spiritual net
‘profit’].

[good manager already]

has 10 pounds!” 26

Paraphrase. Your life is not your own. YAH expects
you to return spiritual ‘fruit’. Or he takes your life
from you. The purpose of life is to create Return on
Investment (R.O.I.) for YAH. The fruits that qualify
as R.O.I. are these: acts of love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control. Bring those to YAH, and you
live forever. Otherwise, you die forever.
27

*

[The Nobleman continues:]

“Now
bring my enemies who
threw off my Sovereign
reign. Kill them while I
watch.”
‘Hell’ is double-death, not eternal conscious torment. Con-Job ‘Christians’ be warned: the gentle
Jesus is going to sit on His throne and watch you
die unless you ACTIVELY submit to His rule. That
means more than just living a normal ‘christian’
life. It means obeying ALL of His commandments.

YahShua [shoots out that condemnation of religious phonies]. Then he marches straight
up to [get murdered by the religionists and their political and military puppets in] Jerusalem.
28
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Marching to his death.

Messiah's 2 Disciples Fetch A Mystery Colt

29 YahShua approaches olive-town and fig-town,
___. At the mount of Olives, YahShua sends [ahead]

YahShua, [seeing
says,
“You [guys] go into the village ahead. As
[you] enter it, you'll find a tied-up
[untamed] colt. It's never been ridden. Untie [the colt]. Bring it here.
2 of his disciples. Luke 19:30
the future,]

31

If any man asks you, ‘Why are you untying this [feral, bucking] colt?’ Reply, ‘Because Adonai needs it.’”
32 So, ___, the 2 disciples hike to the
village. They find the [wild] colt just as
YahShua [supernaturally] predicted. 33 As
the disciples untie the [crazy, kicking] colt,
the colt's owners ask the disciples,
“Why are you untying [our] colt?” 34 The
disciples answer, “Because Adonai
needs this [colt].” 35 The disciples [drag]
the [wild, kicking] colt to YahShua. The
[disciples] throw their cloaks on the [back of
the] colt. [Then] they lift YahShua onto its
[bucking] back.
A colt that had never ridden would be bucking hard
enough to kill any man. But YahShua's power
makes this colt mysteriously calm.

The Messiah Triumphantly Enters
Jerusalem

*YahShua rides [toward the city
The people spread
their clothes on the road [for his
36

gates, ___].

donkey and his disciples and his huge crowd of
adoring fans to trample on].
The people imagine that if Yahshua's donkey walks
on their coats, their coats will soon become priceless collectors' items when Yahshua becomes King
and destroys the Romans.

*YahShua approaches the [intersection] where [Jerusalem's] road descends from the Mount of
Olives. The whole multitude of
disciples launches into rejoicing. They shout praises to
[Yahweh] the Eloah. They cheer for
all the mighty miracles they've
37
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watched [YahShua perform]. 38 *[The
crowd sings], “Blessed is [YahShua,] the
King who comes [to earth] in the
name-Authority of [Adonai]
Yahweh! [YahShua makes] peace between heaven [and earth]! [YahShua
brings us the] Glory of [Yahweh, the]
highest [Elohim]!”
Presumably the disciples said, ‘in the name of
YHVH,’ since this would be the correct Old Testament quotation of (Psalm 118:26).

Some of the Pharisees in the crowd
YahShua, “Master, rebuke your
disciples! [Stop them from using the forbidden Name
39

[scream at]

(Yahweh). Forbid them to imply that you're the Messi-

*YahShua answers
the religionites,
“I tell you: if these disciples
keep quiet, the stones will immediately cry out [shouts of praise].”
ah]!” Luke 19:40

Yahshua Predicts Jerusalem's Imminent Fall

*YahShua approaches [his assassins' power-base:] Jerusalem. He sees
the city. He weeps over it,
___. 42 *YahShua cries,
“If you could only have realized, on this, your day, [your final
opportunity,] what would bring you
peace! But [the devil] has hidden
[the paths to peace] from your eyes.
43 *
For [your final] days rush at you.
Soon your enemies erect a barricade around you. They surround you. They hem you in on
every side.
41

AD70, Rome turns Jerusalem into a parking lot.
44

*

dash you to the
ground, you and the children
within your walls. Your enemies leave not one stone on

[Your Roman enemies]
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top of another, because you
failed to recognize the time
when [YAH's Messiah] came to you.”
Listen up, Jews and other people who just can't
seem to figure out that Yahshua is Yah's Messiah.

Yahshua Breaks Up The Religious
Shopping Mall

*Then YahShua [rides] into the
temple, ___. He launches into
driving out the [merchants] selling
45

1709

the masses. He heralds [YAH's] Good
News. [So Judea's] chief priests, law-professors and Elders gang up against
[YahShua]. 2 *These religionists

command YahShua, “Report [to]
us: By what authority do you
[presume to instruct us leaders? How dare you pretend to heal people? How could you destroy the
property of our merchants, and take over our tem-

[to the
merchants and customers and the religionites getting rich off the Babyloni-

Who gave you jurisdiction
[here]?” 3 *YahShua answers the
dictator-priests and [their lying]
law-experts,
“[Before I answer you,] I'll ask you a
question. Answer me:

an bazaar],

Smart: answer your accusers with a question.

[products there. Their customers run fleeing.] 46

*YahShua shouts

“[The prophet Jeremiah] writes
[YAH's condemnation of you]: ‘My
Temple is the house of
prayer. Yet you make it
a den of thieves!’”
Jeremiah 7:11

Yahshua Enlightens People In The
Temple

*[Having taken over Jerusalem,]
YahShua teaches every day in
the temple, [the heart of the murder-ring
who seek to kill him, ___]. Meanwhile
the boss priests and the religious-law-experts and the
leaders of the people [conspire] to
destroy him. 48 But the [murder conspira47

can't find any [plausibly-deniable way to kill
YahShua]. Because, ___, all the people
keep hanging onto YahShua's every
word.
tors]

Luke 20
With Authority, Yahshua Stumps
Religionists
1 [Time passes, ___.] On one of YahShua's [final] days in the temple, he enlightens
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

ple]?

*
—Did JAHn [the Baptist's authority] to
baptize come from Heaven or
from human beings?”
4

The chief priests & law-scribes reason
among themselves, “If we say [JAHn's authority came] from heaven, YahShua will
ask, ‘Why then didn't you believe
JAHn?’ 6 But if we say, ‘[JAHn's authority came]
from men’, all the people will stone us.
For [Israel's rabble] lie convinced that JAHn
[the Immerser] was a prophet.” 7 So the religionites answer, “We can't tell [who authorized] JAHn to baptize people.” 8 *So
5

YahShua says to the religionites, “[If you won't answer my simple
question,]

I won't tell you by what authority I [heal, teach, and smash up your pagan shopping club].”
Religionists Are Murderous ShareCroppers

*Then YahShua tells the people this [mind-blowing visual] story:
“ ___, a man plants a vineyard.
He rents it to tenant-farmers.
Then [he] journeys to a faraway
country for a long time.
9
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*
Harvest time comes. So the
owner [of the vineyard] sends a servant to the share-croppers. [The
servant] demands the fruit the
vineyard has produced. But the
share-croppers beat the [owner's]
servant. They send him away
empty-handed.
11 *
The owner sends another servant [to retrieve the land's fruit]. Again,
the share-croppers beat this
servant. They shame and
abuse him. They send him
away empty-handed.
12 *
The owner sends a 3rd servant.
The farm-managers wound
that servant. Then [they] chase
him away, ___.
13 *
The lord [owner] of the vineyard
says, “I know what I'll do. I'll
send my beloved son. Maybe,
when the sharecroppers see
my [own] son [face-to-face, in the flesh,]
they'll [come to their senses. They'll] respect him.’
14 *
But when the sharecroppers
see the owner's son, they
scheme together, saying, ‘This
is the [landowner's] heir! Come on,
let's kill him! Then the inheritance will be ours!’
15 *
So the sharecroppers throw
the [owner's] son out of the vineyard. They murder him. So
what will the Master [owner] of
Luke 20:10
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the vineyard do to those sharecroppers, ___?”
16 *[YahShua points to the red-faced religious
and political leaders. They stand there in the temple shaking in murderous rage. YahShua predicts,]

“The owner comes to destroy
these sharecroppers. Then he
gives the vineyard to [foreigners]!”
When the people hear this,
they protest, “[YAH will] NEVER

[take his kingdom from us
Jews]!”
Yahshua predicts the demise of their commercial
and religious system. So they get upset. This is the
turning point, when the people realize Yahshua isn't seizing control. He's going to die.

Jerusalem Turns Against Their Own
Messiah

17

*YahShua looks at the crowd

[as they reject him to side with his murderers] .

YahShua asks,
“Why, then, do you think [David]
wrote this?: ‘The very rock
which the builders reject becomes the [principal] cornerstone.’
[or capstone] Psalm 118:22
18

*

shatters everyone
who ‘stumbles’ over [me].
[I'm] the cornerstone [of His
living temple]. [I, YAH's] Cornerstone, grind to powder
whomever [I] fall on.”
[YAH]

This is not gentle Jesus away in a manger. This Jesus is a tough killer.

*Right then, ___, [Judea's] chief
priests and their lawyers try to
seize YahShua. [But they relent.]
They fear the [crowd is re-taking
YahShua's side]. Everybody knows
that YahShua speaks the
19
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sharecropper story to overturn
[the priests' religio-political-economic cabal of
crime].

Religionists Frame Christ As A TaxEvader

*So the chief
priests and the liarlawyers watch YahShua.
They send out spies
(pretending to be holy
men). The [spies] grab
YahShua's words. They
Luke 20:20

[twist YahShua's statements, to

frame him as a rebel]. [The jerks

to imprison [YahShua]
in the jurisdictional authority of the [Roman taxcollection] chief. 21 So these [crooked]
plan]

chief priests and liar-lawyers flatter
YahShua. They [whine], “Master, we know
that you speak and teach rightly.
You're not influenced by anyone's [status
or wealth or power]. Rather, you truthfully
teach the way of [Yahweh] the Eloah — 22

*— Is it lawful for us to
give tribute [pay taxes] to
Caesar, or not?”
Trick question. The answer is, ‘Yes, and No’. If you
sell your possessions and give to the poor, and you
use worldly wealth to buy friends and advance the
kingdom of heaven, you don't have taxable personal income. Of course, then you can't have that
big house and nice car, either. But living in voluntary poverty does not mean starving under a
bridge. You can have all your basic needs met and
still live in voluntary poverty. ‘If we have food and
covering, we're happy.’ Is that your motto? It was
Paul's.

But YahShua perceives the crafty
[trickery of these statist religionites].
23

Do you perceive their craftiness? ‘Did you sign your
tax return under penalty of perjury, Jesus?’
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*YahShua answers the
[religionists],
“Why are you trying to
trap me? Show me your
[Roman] coin. Whose head
and name are printed on
the coin?”
The religionites answer,
“Caesar's.”
24

Get rid of that worldly money. Start trading in lawful, durable substances such as wheat, corn,
beans, honey, oil, and maybe gold and silver.

*YahShua says to the
[religionists],
“Then return to Caesar
the things [like worldly debt-instruments] which belong to
Caesar. And [return] to
[Yahweh] the Eloah the
things [like your allegiance]
which belong to [Yahweh]
the Eloah.”
25

Your allegiance belongs to YAH. The debt paper of
the worldly nation around you belongs to the creditors of that worldly nation. Separate yourself from
pagan economics. Never pledge allegiance to the
nation around you. Refuse to use their debt ‘money’. In order to get a personal bank account, you
have to swear an oath to obey the beast-nation
around you. Oath-swearing = giving YHVH's power
to Caesar. That's a form of the mark of the beast,
without which no man can buy or sell. Get it? The
whole world is deceived. But you can see truth if
you want to.

*The religionites fail [in their murderous attempt] to trap YahShua in
any of the words he speaks in
front of the people. [The hypocrites]
marvel, dumbstruck at
YahShua's answer. They're unable to respond, ___.
26
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Saducees Pose A Silly 7 Dead Husbands Riddle
27 Then up to YahShua strut some of
the Sadducees, who deny that people
rise from the dead, ___.
The Saducees were ‘Sad, You See,’ because they
didn't believe in life after death.

The Sadducees [deceptively] ask
YahShua, “Master, Moses wrote to us:
‘If any man's brother dies and leaves a
widow but no children, the surviving
brother should [marry] his dead brother's
wife, to raise up “seed” [children] for his
brother.
28

to preserve the man’s family line

—Now there live 7 brothers. The 1st
brother marries a wife. Then [he] dies
without [leaving any] children. Luke 20:30 —
29

The 2nd brother marries his dead brother's wife.
But this 2nd brother also dies childless. 31 —

Then the 3rd brother marries the widow. Coincidentally, all 7 brothers marry
this [apparently toxic] lady. And all 7 brothers die without leaving children.
A highly unlikely hypothetical story made up for
the purpose of argument. Religious hypocrites
make up rhetoric like this all the time to get out of
commandments and beliefs they don't like.
32 —Last of all the woman also dies. 33

*—So

in the resurrection [when dead people
rise], who gets the widow as
wife? For [on earth] all 7 brothers
had this same woman as wife!”
The Sadducees craft this argument because they
lack belief in resurrection, and because they love
divorce.

In Heaven, Humans Are Non-Sexual
& Angelic
34 YahShua answers the Saducees,
“The ‘sons of this age’ mate with ladies,
some of whom their fathers trade away
[in exchange for the traditional bride-price];
(traditionally 7 years of the groom's wages)

*
—But, ___, people whom [YAH]
considers worthy to obtain the
[eternal] Age via the resurrection
from the dead, never [again] mar35
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Nor

[do they]

get traded

[by their fathers in exchange for wealth].

*
Nor can [resurrected and perfected] people ever again die, ___. For
they become [androgynous,] like angels. Through the resurrection
[process, (male and female) saints become] the
sons of [Yahweh] the Eloah.
37 *
Now, ___, Moses reports that
dead [people] rise again. At the
[burning] bush, [Moses] calls [Yahweh]
‘the Elohim of Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, Isaac {Laughter}
and Jacob {Heel-Grabber}.’
36

*
For Yahweh is not Eloha
[of the] dead, but [of the] living, ___. All life [exists
within the mind of] Yahweh.”
38

Paraphrase. YAH is not Dead, but living. He [is] all
life. All beings are thoughts of YHVH. YAH can turn
His thoughts on and off at will. If YAH wishes you
to be alive, He just thinks you to life. And if YAH
wishes you dead, He just ‘forgets’ you.
39 Some religion scholars shout, “Well spoken,
Rabbi!”
Flattering Jesus. Note that Yahshua's contemporary
Torah-scholars considered Yahshua a Jewish Rabbi.

After that [the Saducees] never
dare interrogate YahShua at all, ___.
Yahshua Is The Time-Travel Messiah
41 YahShua interrogates the [religionists],
“How can people call [the] Messiah the
‘son of David {Love}’?
Luke 20:40

42

David {Love} himself says in
the book of Psalms, “Yahweh says to
my Master, ‘Sit at my Right hand—

[Ancient king]

43

—[watch me bury] your enemies under your
feet.’
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Psalm 110:1 Yahshua eventually grinds his enemies to powder under His feet.
44

*

David calls the
Messiah ‘Master.’ How could
David's [14th-generation] grandson
be David's Master, ___?”

[14 generations ago, king]

A father doesn't call his son ‘Lord’. But Yahshua
travels freely through time, making him existent
before David was born.
45

The whole crowd stands listening.

[You can hear a pin drop, ___.]

Good education is provocative. It holds peoples' attention.

Avoid Religionists Like The Plague

*YahShua says to his disciples,
“ ___, beware of the religious
law-experts. They like to strut
in long robes. They love greetings in the [world's financial] markets.
[They grab] the highest [priced] seats
at educational, [religious and cultural]
conventions. [They compete for] the
most exclusive placement at
feasts.
46

47

*

devour
widows’ houses. For a
show, they make long
prayers, ___. [Prideful religionists] eventually receive
[Prideful religionists]

[not just the normal damnation I
award to unrepentant whores and
drug-addicts and criminals].

Reli-

gionists get SUPER
damnation!”
#4053 perissos, from #4012 (beyond); superabundant (in quantity) or superior (in quality); by
implication, excessive; adverbially (with #1537) violent; condemnation beyond measure, superfluous,
vehement, flames hotter than hell.

Luke 21
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A Poor Widow Gives More Than All
The Rich Men
1 YahShua looks up [into the temple's inner
sanctum]. He sees [many] rich men casting
their gifts into the treasury [offering-boxes].
2 Then YahShua sees one poor widow,
___. She casts two small copper coins
[into the treasury]. 3 *YahShua says,

“I tell you the rock-solid truth,
___. This poor widow contributes more than all the [rich]
donors.
4*
The other donors pinch from
their wealth to contribute
spare change offerings for
[Yahweh] the Eloah's [feasts]. But [this
widow], out of her poverty, gives
all she has to live on, ___.”
Yahshua Condemns Religious RealEstate Lovers
5 Some people [gawk,] remarking about
the Temple, “What beautiful stonework!
Such [amazing] memorial decorations!” 6

*[YahShua says,]
“[Stop] admiring all this [opulence]. The day looms when

[every stone in this temple crashes down into blood,
ash and dirt]. [Romans]

leave not one
block standing upon another.’
Jesus Predicts Jerusalem's Fall &
World's End
7 YahShua's disciples ask YahShua,
“Master, when [will the temple fall]? What
sign signals [Jerusalem's imminent destruction]?” 8

*YahShua answers,
“Watch out so you never get
deceived, ___. Many [con-artists]
come in my name. They admit
that I exist. [But they falsely prophesy,]
‘The End [of the world] looms near.’
Never go after them.
Hordes of ‘Christian’ deceivers deceive millions of
gullible sheep. The KJV inserts ‘Christ’ where no
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Greek word appeared. Many people try to restrict
the meaning of this verse to false Messiah's. But
his verse is talking about all false religious leaders,
specifically Christianite (usually government-licensed, money driven) preachers. Don't follow
them. This could also refer to people who claim to
be Jesus. Obviously, don't follow them.

*
When you hear of wars and
revolutions, never be terrified,
___. Such [tragedies] must first
happen. But ‘The End’ won't
come immediately.”
9

Wars are routine history. They do not signify ‘The
End'’.

*Then YahShua
[warns] his disciples,
“ ___, nation[s] keep rising against nation[s].
Kingdoms [keep] attacking
kingdoms[s].
Luke 21:10

*
Great earthquakes, and
famines, and epidemics [wrack]
various places, ___. Terrifying
sights and great signs from
heaven [continue to stun mankind].
11

[Or signs in the sky / outer space.]

*
But before all those
12

[disasters happen,
___, you disciples get arrested by religious, political and commercial villains].

They seize
you. They persecute you. They
hand you over to [courts and educational & religious juridical councils. They throw you]

into prisons. They haul you [to
trial] before kings and rulers. [All]
because [you only obey my Authority and you
insist on using my Name: YahShua] .
13 *
[ ___, you end up on the witness stand. Judges call
you to]

testify.

[All this persecution eventual-
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turns into your opportunity
to herald [the Good News].

All of the persecution you experience morphs into
an epic life-story for you. Enjoy it all!

*
So, ___, settle in your hearts
to avoid premeditating your
defense.
14

Make up your mind not to rehearse your rebuttals
to accusations.

*
For I give you, ___, eloquence
and wisdom which none of
your adversaries can resist or
refute.
16 *
Your parents, brothers, relatives and friends come to betray you, ___. They [hand you over to
your persecutors]. Some of you [disciples]
end up dead, [killed by your loved-ones'
flapping jaws].
15

You're gonna get hated by your loved ones. You'll
likely die for this calling. Is that O.K. with you? If
you're doing YAH's will and speaking His Word,
right now your loved ones are slandering you on
social networks. Any time you offend the moneyed
powers, that slander will be used against you.
That's not paranoia. For proof, google: ‘Timo Miller’,
Christian ‘FBI Complaint’. Watch how Timo's sweet
church-lady Mom and Aunt can't shut their gossiptrap mouths. They land their beloved wonderful
missionary pastor in jail for a year on false accusations. Your ‘loved ones’ sell you out if you do YAH's
will. They may not pull the trigger themselves.
Their betrayal of you may be as simple as them
falling to the temptation to use your controversial
actions and views as discussion material. The
tongues of gossiping relatives are great evils, fires
that set the whole world ablaze.

*
All men come to hate
you, ___, because you
[hold exclusive allegiance to] my
Name-Authority.
17
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Your allegiance to the Messiah makes you incompatible with the world's war, drug and debt-based
funny-money system. Paid liar-preachers and money-driven-missionaries push false Christianity like
kiddie-crack all over the globe. So, as you get
close to being like Yahshua, everybody walks away
from you. The world ought to be racing toward
you. But their unspiritual flesh knows that it must
die to follow Yahshua. So their beastly bodies run
away from you to preserve their physical life.

*
But not one hair on your
[immortal] head perishes,
___.
18

You die. But YAH raises you 100% intact. The only
way to be resurrected is to die first.

*
By your cheerful endurance
you obtain your life, ___.
19

or: By patient perseverance you purchase your
breath /spirit / life.

*
When you see Jerusalem surrounded by armies, ___, you
know that [the ‘City of Peace’] is about
to be destroyed.
Luke 21:20

In 70AD, Rome turns Jerusalem into a parking lot,
because the Jews rejected and killed Yahshua,
their Messiah! Big Mistake! Prophecy is fulfilled in
waves. So Jerusalem will probably be destroyed
again at ‘The End of the world.’

*
Then everyone in Judaea [must]
flee to the mountains. Everyone near Jerusalem [must] get
out [or die]. No one in the [surrounding] countryside should enter [Judaea, especially not Jerusalem].
21

‘The beast’ = ‘worldly people’. The ‘beast’ rules
wherever fallen humans live. In the mountains you
tend to suffer less governmental persecution and
less war. However, city-dwellers are more cooperative than mountain-separatists. Outside of cities,
you have to deal with uncooperative, difficult isola-
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tionists. You can't escape the beast-system. You
have to learn to thrive in its shadow.

*
For [these days in which I live] are the
‘days of vengeance.’ [YAH now] fulfills everything [prophets] wrote [in
the Tanakh].
22

By about AD70, every ‘Older Testament’ prophecy
had come true. Yet prophecies are fulfilled in
waves. So those same prophecies later come true
on an even grander scale. For instance, events of
the fall of Jerusalem (in AD70) set up a pattern for
the ‘End Of The World’.

*
How terrible life becomes,
___, [at the fall of Jerusalem and later, the End
of The World,] for pregnant women
and for mothers breast-feeding
[little babies]! Mega-distress falls to
[ravage] the earth. [YAH's] punishment hammers this populace:
23

[the ‘Judeo-Christians’ who claim to represent YAH,
while they ignore His commands] .
The fall of Jerusalem in AD70 marked the cataclysmic destruction of the hypocritical Jewish religio-commercial beast-system. The End Of The
World will similarly, and on a larger, global scale,
mark the cataclysmic destruction of the hypocritical ‘JUDEO-CHRISTIAN’ religio-commercial beast-system, whose syncretistic tentacles grope into all
world religions. YAH took away His authority from
the apostate Jews in AD70. At the end of the
world, YAH takes His authority away from the
‘Christanite’ con-artists who have deceived the
whole world into believing in a false Jesus.

*
This [Jewish] populace comes to
fall by the bite of the sword. [Enemy soldiers] lead [the Israelis] away
captive [hostage, exiled, dispersed] into
all nations. The Beast-Nations
trample down Jerusalem until
the ‘Season of the Beast-Nations’ elapses.
24

Right now the United Nation's soldiers, missionaries and benefit-providers canvas the planet, forcing
and encouraging the last few stragglers to swear
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oaths of allegiance, thus BINDing themselves into
fasces [national weed-bundles] to be burned when
harvest season is over. Like the Jews, the Christianized worldly nations continually default on their
responsibility to promote obedience to YAH's Word.
The Nations United set up a world Law system [i.e.
the national CONstitutions and federal codes and
the United Nation's charter] which together comprise a pagan global legal system, a world-enslaving counterfeit of the Mosaic Code. Today's governments pose as benefactors. But they are leaky
boats with an 86% intact hulls. (6/7 = .86)
25

*

[Down here] on earth, ___, the nations [grow to writhe] in turmoil, perplexed, [terrified by rising, toxic] seas,
tsunamis [and strange tides].
26 *
Men's hearts fail them for fear,
___. Men [and women] faint and
die, apprehensive of [the horrors]
coming on the world. [YAH]
quakes the powers of heaven
. [YAH shakes out of ‘office’ the fallen angels
who've enslaved the world's governments. This
quaking demolishes the world-system. Then YAH
implodes the universe itself. Heavenly signs of this
eventual collapse terrify earthlings.]
Fear is the hidden cause of atherosclerosis. Fear
produces cardiovascular-system-destroying substances in your body. Fear clenches the muscles,
restricting blood-flow. Fear causes nervous eating
of addictive toxic ‘food’. Fear (especially the fear
that hides behind the painted eyes of housewives
who live terrified of scarcity) causes you to work
yourself into a heart-attack to buy stuff you don't
need and shouldn't want.

*
And then, ___, the [human race] finally sees [me,] the ‘Son of
Adam,’ coming [to earth] on a
cloud, [ablaze] in tremendous
power and glory.
28 *
So when these [disasters] begin to
elapse, ___, look up. Lift up
your heads. For your redemption draws near.”
27
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You obedient believers are about to be liberated!
The day dawns when YAH sets you free [from the
world-socialist Satan-system]!

*And YahShua tells his disciples a [short, punchy mind-movie]:
“Look at any tree, ___, say, a
fig tree:
29

Luke 21:30

When the tree shoots out [buds], you see
for yourselves that summer approaches.

*
So, ___, when you see these
[disasters I just mentioned], realize that
the Kingdom of [Yahweh] the
Eloah looms so close [you can almost
reach out and grab it with your] hand.
31

32

I tell you the rock-solid [Truth], ___:
This [current] generation will not pass
away until all [the scriptural prophecies] are fulfilled [on at least one level].
Two meanings:
the people listening to me here in AD37 live to witness the fall of Jerusalem in AD70;
after AD2000, the generation (that witnesses similar signs) lives to witness the end of the world.
33

*

celestial-sky
and earth eventually
[wear out], ___. [The universe]
passes away. But my
words never pass away.
[This present]

Creation implodes. Then YAH rebuilds it.

*
So ___, keep watch on yourselves. Or at some point your
hearts become overburdened
with gluttony, intoxication and
this life's cares. [If you let down your
34

spiritual guard, the day I return to judge you]
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springs on you unexpectedly
[like a bear-trap].
Are you fasting one day a week and eating only
small reasonable quantities of healthy food? If not,
then you are ‘overburdened with gluttony’. Are you
working in work other than Kingdom work? Then
you are overburdened with the cares of this life.
(Your ‘church’ doesn't care, because they get a
percentage of your income. So they want you to
work a lot and get big paychecks.) Are you addicted to anything, even coffee, or games, or social
networking, or entertainment? Then you're intoxicated. Don't let Christ's return spring on you like a
trap.

*
For the day [I return to judge the world]
springs like a snare. [Time clamps
down] on everyone living on the
face of the whole earth, ___.
35

You're no more than 120 years from your judgement day, whoever you are.

*
So, ___, constantly watch and
pray that [YAH] counts you worthy to escape all these coming
[disasters]. [Be worthy] to stand [and be
judged] before [me,] the ‘Son of
Adam.’”
36

In the daytime YahShua teaches in
the temple, [the corrupt den of religious thieves and
assassins]. But at night he escapes. He
stays [in relative solitude] on the mount of
Olives. 38 *And all the people
37

flock to the temple early in the
morning(s), ___. They crowd
around to hear YahShua [condemn
his soon-to-be killers].

Luke 22

Judea's Bigshots Conspire To Kill
The Messiah
1 Now the feast of unleavened bread
(aka ‘Passover’) draws near, ___. 2

*[Judea's] boss priests and liarlawyers scramble [to find a covert,
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way to murder
YahShua [without starting a riot]. For
the religionists fear that the
masses [will turn against them and fight to
enthrone YahShua].
plausibly deniable]

The religious leaders killed Jesus, as they kill his
followers today. But today they kill in even sneakier ways.

*Then Satan enters Judas
(from K’riot), one of [YahShua's] 12
[royal ambassadors].
3

Iscariot.

*Judas [sneaks out of YahShua's camp].
He conspires with the chief
priests and captains [of the Temple
guard], ___. He plots to betray
YahShua to them. [He rats out
4

YahShua's secret movements so that the guards
can arrest YahShua.]
Your relatives and ‘friends’ go public at the moment
you finally stretch out in faith and do something
radical for Christ. Your obedience gets you into
‘conflicts of law’. So your loved-ones run their
mouths. They rat out your secret movements and
location. Of course, they do it with the ‘best of intentions’.

The religionists [grin with giddy delight, ___.
seal the contract by giving Judas
money.
5

They]

Consideration seals the contract.

Judas consents [to the contract]. He spies
for an opportunity to betray YahShua to
the religionists, away from the public
eye.
6

The forbidden oath seals the unrighteous contract.

Then comes the “day of unleavened
bread,” on which [priests] always butcher
the Passover lamb [to feed poor people].
7

The animals are not ‘sacrificed’ but donated to be
eaten and enjoyed at a memorial feast to commemorate the Exodus.

Jesus Sends Peter & John To Make
A Final Meal
8 YahShua sends Peter & JAHn, saying,
“Go prepare the Passover meal for us to
eat.”
Celebrate the Passover this coming spring.
Yahshua is your passover lamb.

Peter & JAHn ask YahShua, “Where do
you want us to prepare [the Passover meal]?”
9
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*YahShua answers Peter & JAHn,
“Look [into your future]: You enter
the city. A man meets you. The
man carries a pitcher of water.
Follow him into the house he
enters.
Luke 22:10

11

—Then you say to the owner of the
house, ‘The Master [sent us to] ask you,
“Where is the guest-chamber, where I'll
eat the passover with my disciples?”'
12
[The owner of the house] shows you a large
furnished upper room. There prepare
[for us to eat my Last] Supper.”
13 Peter & JAHn hike [to the town]. They
find everything just as YahShua predicted to them, ___. So they prepare
the passover meal.
Christ Eats His Last Supper As A
Mortal

14

[Dinner]

12

[core]

time comes. YahShua sits down with his

emissaries. 15

YahShua says to his

[apostles],

“I've long set my heart upon eating this
passover [meal] with you before I suffer
[and die]:
16

For I tell you, I eat no other Passover
[meal], until Passover [receives its full meaning]
in the Kingdom of [Yahweh] the Eloah.
Yahshua is the ultimate passover lamb. He allowed
Satan to butcher him. So YAH stripped Satan of all
human slaves. So now, the Passover celebration
means much more than it did before, when it was
merely a celebration in honor of the Israelites escaping Egypt. Passover today is a celebration of
our own redemption and liberation from bondage.
So you should celebrate Passover (not Ishtar) with
your children this spring.

YahShua [grabs] a cup [of wine]. He gives
thanks [to YAH]. Then [he] says [to his apostles],
“Take this [wine]. Share it among yourselves. [Each of you take a sip.]
17

18

*
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For I tell you, I do not [again]
drink of the ‘fruit of the vine’,
until the Kingdom of [Yahweh] the
Eloah comes [to earth].
Yahshua drank vinegar the moment he died.
Yahshua could have stopped His own execution at
any moment. So morally-speaking, Yahshua's most
triumphant moment was his final dying submission. YAH immediately rewarded this humility with
a powerful earthquake, an eclipse, etc. These miracles signify that YAH's Dominion rules earth. The
devil whom YAH previously allowed to rule this
prison-planet is now a powerless condemned criminal.

*YahShua [grabs a] loaf.
He gives thanks [to YAH].
He breaks the [bread]. He
hands the bread fragments to his [12] apostles. He says,
“This [bread symbolizes] my
body. [In less than 24 hours I]
give [my body to ransom you from
Satan]. So [you, my disciples,
19

wherever you are, should continue to
break bread together]

in memo-

ry of me, ___.
Until Satan murders YahShua, Satan the accuser
holds legal rights over his human prisoners.
Yahshua ‘buys you back,’ in a sense, by allowing
the Satan-possessed religionists to pay the Romans to break his body, resulting in Satan's conviction for murder of YAH's innocent son.

*Likewise, after supper,
[YahShua lifts] the [wine] cup [which the
apostles just shared. YahShua] says,
“[Your drinking from] this cup [signifies
your acceptance of YAH's] New
Covenant. [Tomorrow I seal that agreement
with] the blood I pour out to [ransom] you [from Satan], ___.
Luke 22:20
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Yahshua Warns Of His Imminent
Betrayal
21

Yet look, ___! The hand of the [man]
who betrays me is with me on this table!
It's your nearest and dearest who sell you out.
22

Yes, truly, [I,] the ‘Son of Adam,’ [march to
my death], as [YAH] pre-planned. But [how
terribly YAH] punishes anyone who betrays
[me, ___]!”
23 The apostles [immediately glare at each other
with accusing, suspicious eyes, ___. They] launch
into interrogating one another, to discover which [apostle is the rat] betraying
YahShua.
The #1 Person Is The Most Selfless
Servant
24 Then the apostles [stoop to] arguing
[again] about which of them [YAH will] count
as the greatest [apostle]. 25

*YahShua says to his
apostles,
“The kings of the Nations subjugate [& dominate
their national subject citizens]. Yet
the [oppressors] who exercise authority over the
nations are called ‘benefactors.’
“When the tyrant first appears, he is a
protector. [Protective benefit] is the
universal single root from which
tyranny springs.
”—Plato, The Republic, bk. 8, §565

*
But you, ___, must never [dominate, oppress nor subjugate
anyone. Never in any way] act
like [the world's so-called authori26
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ties].

Rather, whoever is
greatest among you
must be [humble like the greenest] youngster. Any [real
Christian] ‘chief’ [leads by]
serving.
Martin Luther and John Calvin and the Popes and
their murderous imitators didn't understand this
verse. Just ask the Amish whose ancestors got
driven out of Europe and nearly exterminated by
‘CHRISTIAN AUTHORITIES’ DRIVING ‘CHRISTIAN
ARMIES’ against true Christians. The world's authorities are trojan-horse-trick-benefactors. Paid
preachers dupe the gullible, gluttonous beast-peoples into cowardly submission.

*
For ___, who [does the world consider]
greater? [The boss] who kicks back
[at the table] eating? Or [the waiter]
who serves the food? Isn't the
bigshot the Boss who sits eating? Yet I, [the King Of The Universe,]
live among you as a servant.
27

28

You are the ones who stuck with me
throughout my [previous] trials, ___.

*
As my Father has awarded me
the [right to] rule as King [over the universe,] so I give each of you,
___, a royal Dominion.
29

Now I grant to you some of the authority which my
Father, reality's king, grants Me.
Luke 22:30

—Each of you [11 apostles] eventually
come to eat and drink at my table in
my Kingdom. You sit on thrones judging the 12 tribes of Israel.”
Peter Boasts That He'll Never Deny
Christ
31 Then Adoni [YahShua] says,
“Simon, Listener, see! Satan [keeps] demanding to possess you, to sift you like
wheat.
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YAH allows the evil devil to rule sinners on this
prison planet, to test people, to separate the good
from the bad.

*
But I've prayed [to YAH] for you.
So your faith will never [terminally]
fail. Later, when you turn [back
from disowning me,] strengthen your
brothers.”
32

Peter {Rock} brags to YahShua, contradicting him,
“Adoni, I'm ready to go with you, both
to prison, and to death.”
34 YahShua responds,
“I inform you, Peter {Rock}, before the
rooster crows today, you deny 3 times
that you know me.”
33

‘Today’ is accurate because Hebrew days start at
nightfall.

Christ Warns His Disciples To Prepare To Hide

*YahShua asks His apostles,
“When I sent you without wallets, containers or shoes, did
you lack anything?”
The apostles answer, “Nothing.” 36 Then YahShua says to his
35

apostles,
“But [this situation is different]. Now, if you
have a bag or a backpack, take it. If
you don't have a machete, sell your
clothes. Buy a machete. [You're going to hide
in the sticks.]”
A machiara is a short machete: a utility knife, NOT
a fighting sword. Misunderstanding this is the foundation for history's ‘Christian’ involvement in the
horror of war. Fighting is completely forbidden to
any true disciple. Wake up! Sometimes a disciple
must have nothing but pants and a shirt. At other
times you carry a few essential tools and perhaps
even maintain an efficient gospel-serving work facility. But true disciples are NEVER authorized to
keep personal possessions that are not being used
in important Kingdom work. Sell that personal
house, personal car, and personal stuff. Get rid of
that employee job you got to pay for all of that
personal stuff. Lighten your load so you can be ef-
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fective. If your lifestyle makes you spiritually fruitless, you perish forever.

*
For I warn you: I'm about to
fulfill [Isaiah's ancient prophetic] scripture: ‘[The government] books [YAH's Messiah] as a criminal.’ Everything
about me points to a GOAL.”
37

Does everything about you point to a GOAL? What
goal? Getting more personal stuff? More ‘bling’ as
evidence against you on judgment day? Never use
a national I.D. number. Never be numbered among
the transgressors. Isaiah 53:12

*YahShua's apostles answer,
“Adoni, look. Here are two machetes.” YahShua answers his
apostles,
“2 [utility knives] is plenty [for 12 peaceful
men].”
38

Two (utility knives) is plenty. Yahshua is not equipping his men to be a fighting force. He tells them
that at this point no one is going to help them. So
they need basic survival tools. Only gangs intending to fight [or chop a field] would need more than
2 machetes. They need machetes to clear paths to
hiding places.

Christ Hikes To The Garden To
Await Arrest
39 YahShua leaves [the city of murder-conspirators and spies]. Continuing his custom, he
[hikes] to Olive-Mountain. His disciples
follow him. Luke 22:40 At [the mountain],
YahShua says to his apostles,
“Pray that you never fall into temptation, ___.”
41 YahShua [walks] about a stone's throw
away from the apostles. He kneels
down, ___. He prays: 42 *

“Father [Yahweh], if You're
willing, remove this cup
[of death] from me. Yet [I]
do Your will, not mine.”
Being tortured and killed is not the big problem.
The big problem is that Yahshua has the power (in
the blink of an eye) to vaporize all of his enemies
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and to install himself on Caesar's throne. Yet he
chooses to take a higher throne. He endures the
test. He chooses not to use his super-powers.
Imagine the devil beside the cross urging Yahshua,
“Stop all of this horrible slaughter of the innocents!
Jump down from that telephone pole! Teleport
yourself to Rome. Kill Caesar. Run the world correctly.”

An angel from heaven appears to
YahShua. The [angel] gives YahShua
strength [to resist the urge to use his super-power to
fight the religionists and their soldiers].
43

Yahshua had plenty of physical strength. Yahshua
needed YAH's spiritual strength to resist the urge
to use his own physical strength to kill his attackers.

*YahShua's agonized prayers
grow severe, ___. Sweat &
blood drip out [of his pores]. [Red drops]
fall [from his skin] to the ground.
44

“Hematohidrosis is a condition in which
capillary blood vessels that feed the
sweat glands rupture, causing them to
exude blood, occurring under conditions of extreme physical or emotional
stress.
”—Dr. Freddrick Z., ‘Hematidrosis‘
“Severe mental anxiety activates the
sympathetic nervous system to invoke
the stress-fight or flight reaction to
such a degree as to cause hemorrhage
of the vessels...
”—Indian Journal of Dermatology

Christ Finds His Helpers All Asleep
YahShua rises up from prayer. He
[staggers] over to his disciples. He finds
them asleep, ___, [exhausted] by grief. 46
45

*YahShua says to his
disciples,
“Why are you sleeping?
Get up! Pray you won't
fall into [sin when evil]
tempts you.”
Good question for church-goers. Why are you
asleep? Because that preacher drones on like a
ceiling fan. Get up and pray. Otherwise temptation
will overpower you.

A Religionite Mob Come To Arrest
The Messiah

*While YahShua speaks, a
mob arrives. In front [of the mob]
47
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struts one of YahShua's 12
Apostles, the [rat] called Judas!
He walks up to kiss YahShua! 48
*YahShua asks him,
“Judas, are you betraying [me,]
the ‘Son of Adam,’ with a kiss?”
Jesus Commands His Disciples Be
Non-Resistant

*YahShua's followers see [the
murder] about to happen. They
ask YahShua, “Master, should
we strike [Judas and his mob] with [our
2] machetes?” Luke 22:50 *[Without waiting for YahShua's answer,] one of
YahShua's disciples [Peter]
strikes the right ear of the high
priest's servant. The [ear goes flying,
___]! 51 YahShua [yells],
49

“No more resistance!”
YahShua touches the servant's ear. His
[ear] re-attaches, [healed like new].
Love so deeply that you heal the people who come
to kill you.

The Mob Drags Christ To A Nightime Sham Trial
52 Then YahShua asks the chief priests
and the captains of the temple [guard]
and the elders who've come to [arrest]
Him,
“[Why do] you [stomp] out [here at night]
with swords and clubs, like [a battalion warring] against a [dangerous criminal, a rebel warlord]?
53

Every day I [stood] with you in the temple courts. Yet you never laid a hand on
me. But this is your moment, the time
when the power of darkness reigns.’'
54 Then the religionists grab YahShua.
They lead him away. They drag him
into the high priest's house. Peter
{Rock} follows at a distance.
Lawful trials are held in the day, in public. This was
a sham trial, a mockery of Justice, a lawless legal
nullity.

Peter 3 Times Denies Knowing The
Messiah
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The guards kindle a fire in the middle
of the courtyard. They sit down together. Peter {Rock} sits down among them.
56 But a servant girl [whom the high Priest pays
to do more than just clean his house] spies Peter
{Rock} sitting by the fire. [Her demonic fire-lit
eyes shine.] She [shrieks], “This man [ran] with
[that devil] YahShua!” 57 Peter {Rock} denies [YahShua]: “Woman, I don't even
know him!” 58 A short time passes. Another [religionite puppet] spots Peter {Rock}.
He sneers, “You're one of YahShua's
disciples.” Peter lies, “Man, I am not.” 59
One hour later, another [preacher-spy]
boldly insists, “This fellow definitely ran
with YahShua. He's from the HeathenCircle!” Luke 22:60 *Peter {Rock}
55

again lies, “Man, I don't know
what you're talking about.” Immediately, while Peter speaks,
a rooster crows, ___. 61 *[Inside
the High Priest's palace,] Adoni [YahShua]
turns [his head]. He looks [through a
window] at Peter {Rock}. Then Peter remembers the Adoni's
word(s), how YahShua predicted,
“Peter, before this [morning's]
rooster crows, you deny me 3
times.”
So Peter {Rock}[runs] out [of the courtyard.
sobs, ___. He wails.
Brutish False-Jews Beat Messiah
Black & Blue

62

He]

*Meanwhile, the [brutes] who
hold YahShua mock Him. They
strike him.
63

The [religionists and their guards and their mob]
blasphemously scream many other insults against [YahShua].
The Sham Church Court Wrongly
Convicts Christ
66 At daybreak, [Judea's] popular elders
and boss priests and [liar] lawyers assemble together. [They] lead YahShua
into their [fake High] Council. 67 The [mad
leaders scream], "Are you [YAH's] Messiah?
Tell us.” YahShua answers,
“If I tell you, you won't believe.
65

68

—And if I ask you [what you mean by your trick
question], you won't answer me. And you
won't let me go.

*
—But soon [I,] the ‘Son of Adam,’
sit [enthroned] at the Right Hand of
the power of [Yahweh] the Eloah.”
Luke 22:70 *The [religionists and their puppets] all ask, “So are you the son
of [Yahweh] the Eloah?” YahShua
answers,
“You yourselves show that I
am.”
69

This response means many things. First, Yahshua
is being legally clever by not directly answering his
accusers' question. Yahshua's response can be taken as, ‘You said it.’ OR ‘You know I am Yah's Messiah.’ OR ‘You show by your actions that I am the
Messiah, because the scriptures predict that you
religionists will assassinate the Messiah in exactly
the way you're killing me.’

The religionists lie, “What need do we
have for further witnesses? We ourselves hear [YahShua's] own mouth [confess
to a capital crime]!”
71

Luke 23

They poke fun at him, laugh at him, beat him.

*The [guards] blindfold
YahShua. They [punch] him in the
face, ___. They [taunt] him,
“Now prophesy! Who hit you?”

1722

64

Who hit you that time, you prophet?'

The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Religionists Drag Christ To TaxCourt
1 With that, the whole [savage circus]: the
lying-law-professors, the [corrupt] chief
priests, the [brainwashed] elders, and the
[lynch-mob High] council [all] jump up. They
[whip] YahShua [in chains all the way] to [the pala-
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tial courtroom of]

Pilate,

[the Roman taxman]. 2

*There the religionists launch
into accusing YahShua [to the taxchief]. They say, “We found this
fellow [YahShua] subverting the
nation. [He] forbids [everyone] to
pay taxes to Caesar. [He] says
that he himself is [the] Messiah,
a King.” 3 *Pilate asks YahShua,
“Are you the King of the Judaeans?” YahShua answers Pilate,
“You say.”
Meaning: “Pilate, You know that you already go
around telling people that Herod is a fake and I'm
the rightful King of the Judeans. And by your actions today, you prove it.”] Yahshua deftly avoids
self-testimony and self-incrimination while pointing
out that Pilate himself already knows that Yahshua
is King. The answer may mean: ‘The words are
yours.’ ‘Those are your words, not mine’, ‘So you
say’, ‘You said it.’

*Pilate says to the chief
priests and the people, “I find
no fault in this man.”
4

The procurator of Rome pronounces Yahshua innocent. But the religionists press for Christ's blood.

*The chief priests grow fierce.
They [growl], “YahShua stirs up
the people. [He] teaches [rebellion]
throughout all Jewish [regions,]
from the Heathen-Circle to
[Jerusalem].”
5

Yes, Yahshua stirs people up. He rocks the boat.
He upsets the status quo. So religious power-brokers kill him for it. Just like they kill you if you get
in the way of their money-god.

Taxman Sends Christ To The Pedophile STD-King
6 When Pilate hears “Heathen-Circle”, Pilate asks
[YahShua] a Galilean?” 7 Then Pilate,
assuming that YahShua belongs to Herod's jurisdiction, sends
YahShua to Herod, who is then in
Jerusalem.

“Is this man
[mistakenly]

Yahshua was merely from the physical area
thought to be controlled by Herod. Yahshua was
never actually in Herod's ‘jurisdiction’. Yahshua
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never swore an oath to Herod nor to anyone else.
There is no jurisdiction without an oath.

Herod sees
YahShua. [Herod] immediately [bubbles over
in gay-glee,] extremely glad: “For years
I've craved to see you. I've heard many
[rumors] about you. Please let me watch
8 [False transvestite-king]

you do a miracle!” 9 *[Bogus-king]

Herod interrogates
YahShua with many
questions. Yet YahShua
answers Herod nothing.
Herod yak-yaks like a preacher-puppy. Yahshua, in
perfect control of himself, exercises the 3 rules of
legal confrontation: 1) Shut up; 2) Keep your
mouth shut; and 3) don't say anything. Also, the
greater man questions the lesser. The lesser man
answers to the greater. Yahshua, the real King, is
greater than fake ‘king’ Herod. So Yahshua answers
NADA!

*Then the chief priests
and [lying] law-professors stand
screaming accusations at
YahShua. 11 *[False-king] Herod and
his men of war taunt, mock
and despise YahShua. They array him in a gorgeous robe.
They send him back to Pilate. 12
*That day, for the first time,
these [two bitter] enemies, Pilate
and Herod, become ‘friends.’
Luke 23:10

With friends like that, who needs enemies?

Taxman Condemns History's Only
Perfect Human
13 Pilate calls together [Judea's] chief
priests, rulers and people. 14 *Pi-

late [yells] to the mob,
“You [dragged] this man
[YahShua] to me. You [label
him a criminal] who perverts
the people. Look! I
cross-examined [YahShua]
before you. I find no
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fault in this man—not
one bit of evidence for
any [offense] of which you
accuse Him. 15 *— Herod [also
found YahShua innocent].

I sent you
[religionites] to Herod [to prove YahShua's
innocence]. Look, YahShua never
did anything worthy of death!

—So I'll punish [& chastise & whip & flog]
YahShua. Then [I'll] release him.” 17 (Pi16

late [offers to release YahShua because Pilate is custom-bound] to [pardon
and] release one [Jewish] prisoner to [appease] the [Jewish]

*The crowd
cries out all at once, “Away
with this man [YahShua]. Set free
to us Bar-abba!”
people at the

[Passover]

feast.) 18

Jesus Bar-Abba (‘Jesus, son of the father’) was a
terrorist. The ‘people of God’ embraced a fake Jesus, the son of his father (the devil). Then they
killed the real Jesus, the Son of YHVH The Father,
the Creator. And that's what most of ChristenDumb
does today: they embrace a fake jeezus while
shunning the real Messiah and His followers. Judgment day overflows with amazing reversals.
19 ([Roman soldiers previously threw]

Bar-abba
into prison for causing a riot in the city,
and for murder, ___.)
The people get innocent Yahshua killed, while they
set a convicted serial murderer loose to roam their
streets!

So Pilate moves to release
YahShua, [an innocent harmless man, instead of the
convicted terrorist. Pilate pleads] again to the
Luke 23:20

*But the [crowd]
keeps on shrieking,
“Crucify YahShua! Impale him!” 22 *Pilate begs the
[crowd]. 21

mob a 3rd time, “Why [kill
YahShua]? What evil did he commit? I find no death-penalty offense in his [case]. So I'll whip
him. Then [I'll] let him go.” 23
[religious]

*The mighty-voiced
mob keep on shouting,
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“The stake! Impale
YahShua!” [Egged on by
Judea's] dictator-priests,
the rabble scream. Finally, popular [demonic insanity] prevails [over common
sense and logic]. 24 *Pilate
gives his verdict to the
soldiers: [“Set free the terrorist
Jesus Bar-Abba. Then murder the
Messiah YahShua.” Pilate caves]

the demand

to

[of the mob's religious, political and commercial leaders]. 25 *So Pilate sets free to

the mob their [beloved warlord hero]
who they demanded: “[Jesus]
Son-of-the-father” (whom [the Israeli secret service had] cast into prison
for insurrection and murder).
Then, [instead of keeping YahShua in protective custody], Pilate hands YahShua
to [evil] religious leaders. They
[pay off-duty soldiers] do what they
want: [torture and kill] YahShua.
Government is supposed to protect the innocent...
But that's a pipe dream. Police protect the rich
FROM the poor.

*The [religionites' Roman troops] lead
YahShua away. The soldiers
see an [African] Cyrenian named
Simon {Listener} traveling from
the countryside [into Jerusalem]. The
soldiers grab Simon. [They slam]
the execution-stake on his
back. They force him to carry
the stake behind YahShua. 27
26

Following YahShua stream a great
crowd of people, including women crying, bewailing his [demise]. 28 But
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YahShua turns to the mourners. He
groans,
“Daughters of Jerusalem, weep not for
me. Weep for yourselves. [Weep] for your
children.
29

See, ___! The days approach when
people [moan], ‘Blessed are the infertile
[women], whose wombs never bore [children], whose breasts never nursed [a
baby].’
Intentional childlessness. Such ruthless selfishness
is coming that people will be glad they're childless.
Those who never conceived escape the pain of seeing their children slaughtered in war.
Luke 23:30

Then, ___, people start screaming to
the mountains, ‘Fall down on us!’ [Sufferers] shout at the hills, ‘Cover us!’
Hosea 10:8

*
___, if [soldiers “burn” me, a piece of]
green timber [full of the water of YAH's
love,] then [soldiers will incinerate you] ‘dry’
[disciples in a heartbeat].”
31

Paraphrase: “I'm the human ‘tree-of-life’. I heal
sick people. I help everyone. If the world's people
and armies and churches and governments do such
horrible things to Me, what will they do to the rest
of you, who offer the world only your dead branches?”

Then, with YahShua, the soldiers
lead out 2 other [men], criminals, to put
them to death.
Troops Murder The Greatest Man
Who Ever Lived
32

33

*Finally the

[soldiers,

arrive
at the place called “The
Skull.” There the [soldiers]
impale YahShua, with
the criminals, one on
YahShua's right hand,
YahShua, and the crowd]
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and the other on
YahShua's left, ___.
Calvary

*Then YahShua [groans],
“Father, forgive them.
They don't know what
they're doing.”
The [soldiers] divide
YahShua's clothing by
casting lots, [gambling]. 35
*The people stand
watching [YahShua's blood drain
into the dust]. [Judea's] rulers
[lead] the crowd in deriding YahShua. They
mock, “He ‘saved’ others. If he's the Messiah,
the chosen [One] of [Yahweh]
the Eloah, let him save
himself!” 36 The soldiers again
34

mock YahShua. They strut up to him.
They offer him [cheap sour wine (vinegar)]. 37
[The brutes ridicule YahShua,] taunting, “If
you're the king of the Jews, save yourself.” 38 *[On a board above]

YahShua's [head, soldiers]
write a sign in Greek,
Latin and Hebrew letters: “THIS IS THE KING
OF THE JEWS.”
Yahshua really is the King, and Pilate knows it.

One of the criminals hanging there
rails on YahShua, “If you're [YAH's]
Messiah, save yourself and us.” Luke
23:40 But the [penitent] criminal [on YahShua's
other side] rebukes that [rude] criminal by
groaning, “You're under the same death
39

[rudely]
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sentence! Don't you fear [Yahweh] the
Eloah? 41 [Judges] justly condemned us.
We're getting the due reward for our
[death-penalty] crimes. But this man [YahShua]
never did anything wrong!” 42 *The

repentant criminal [groans] to
YahShua, “Adoni, remember
me when you come into your
Kingdom.” 43 *YahShua an-

swers the criminal,
“I tell you the rock-solid
[Truth]: today you [rest] be
with me in Eden Shel
Malah [Gan-‘Eden, the place of
the righteous dead].”
This was the best thing the thief could have hoped
to hear. ‘Eden Shel Malah’ is not in heaven (nor
'paradise'), but is metaphorically ‘adjacent’ to Sheol. The righteous dead ‘sleep’ in Eden Shel Malah.
The unrighteous dead ‘sleep’ in Sheol. Jesus told
Mary of Magdala, 3 days after the cross, that He
had not ascended yet. So ‘paradise’ does not mean
heaven. Or somehow a non-specific word is in the
Greek texts. The gospels were probably written,
and were certainly conceived, in Hebrew, then
translated into Greek. Many Hebrew thoughts just
don't work in Greek.

“The doctrine of the immortality of the
soul is diametrically opposed to
Scripture. Yet it is taught in Sunday
Schools and pulpits, and especially at
funerals throughout the Land. The
Greek view of man’s innate immortality
must be banished, before the Hebrew
view of man’s destiny, on which the
teaching of Jesus is founded, can be
grasped.
”—Anthony Buzzard, Our Fathers Who Aren’t in
Heaven
44

Right then, at about [noon], darkness
covers the whole Land until

[falls. Black]

light
from the sun vanishes.
Then [some spiritual force]
tears the [most holy] veil of
[about]

3PM, ___. 45 *The

1726

temple into
two [pieces].
[Jerusalem's]

So the Jewish priest-class no longer has any exclusive rights to the temple. Authority thus transfers
from rogue Jews to the Ekklesia composed of
called-out people of any nation.

*YahShua cries, shouting,
”Father [Yahweh], I entrust
my spirit into Your
hands!”
Then [YahShua] breathes
his last [breath, ___]. 47 The [Ro46

centurion sees all this. [Terhe praises [Yahweh] the Eloah. The
[commander gasps, “Oh no!] This [YahShua] was an
innocent man!” 48 All the people who've
come together to [watch] the spectacle,
seeing [the paranormal events and the murder],
beat their breasts. They stagger back
[sobbing to Jerusalem]. 49 All YahShua's acquaintances, including the women who
followed [YahShua] from the Heathen-Circle, stand far off, staring [in shock] at
[YahShua's] murder.
A Formerly Rich Man (Joseph) Entombs Yahshua
Luke 23:50 [Suddenly] a [high] councilman
named Joseph [thunders up Skull-Hill on his racehorse], ___. (Joseph [is] a [good-hearted] just
man from Arimathaea, a Judaean town.
man commander]
rified,]

Joseph had been rich until he gave away all his
possessions to become Yahshua's disciple.

Joseph [refused to] consent to the verdict and the [murderous] actions of the
Sanhedrin [high religionite council]. Joseph has
[spent his life looking] forward to the Kingdom
of [Yahweh] the Eloah.) 52 Joseph storms
[right up] to [tax-czar] Pilate. [Joseph] asks for
the body of YahShua. [Pilate agrees.] 53 So
Joseph takes down YahShua's body [from
the bloody stake. He] wraps [YahShua] in linen,
then lays him in a tomb hewn from
stone, in which no [corpse] has ever lain.
51

Yahshua: born from a virgin womb, resurrected
from a virgin tomb.
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buries YahShua late on [what the
pagans call ‘Wednesday‘ afternoon/evening,] the
Preparation Day for the [special ‘Thursday‘
Passover] ‘Sabbath.’
54 [Joseph]

‘Wednesday‘ preparation for the ‘Thursday‘
passover sabbath. The Good News Translation and
the New Living Translation, both massively popular, can't even get this simple math right. They
perpetuate the retarded lie that Jesus got crucified
on ‘good friday’ and rose on ‘easter Sunday.’ Now
how in the world would that make 3 days and 3
nights in the tomb, as Yahshua said over and over
again? This test is a simple way to tell who is faking at being a Christian bible scholar. Can your
preacher even give you a straight logical answer on
this simple question, without blathering some unsubstantiated nonsense about ‘Jews count partial
days as including nights’? If your preacher can't
answer a simple question about when Jesus died,
what else doesn't your preacher understand?

And the women (who came with
YahShua from the Heathen-Circle) follow [Joseph]. The [women] see the tomb.
They watch [Joseph and his men] lay
YahShua's [dead] body [on the rock].
55

How can Muslims claim that Yahshua never died,
when there are so many first-hand accounts of his
death?

The women return [to Jerusalem. There]
they prepare spices and ointments.
They rest on the Sabbath day in obedience to [YAH's everlasting Sabbath] commandment.
56

Yahshua's followers observed the Sabbath. But
they didn't worship the Sabbath. Ride that fine
line. Never fall off into Seventh-day mania. Yet try
your best to rest and let others rest on the Hebrew
Sabbath.

Luke 24
Yahshua Rises From The Dead
Then on the 1st day of the week [‘sunday’], very early in the morning, the
women and their companions run to
the tomb, ___. [They] bring the [burial]
spices they've prepared [to bless and preserve
the dead body].
By ‘sunday’ at dawn, Jesus was gone. He rose from
the dead at the end of the Sabbath.

*The women [shock to] find the
stone rolled away from the
tomb's [entrance]. 3 [Trembling,] the womThe Cinematic Bible 1.0

en enter the [burial] cave. But inside (of
course) they can't find the body of Master YahShua.
Because he rose at the end of the Sabbath, ‘Saturday’ night.

The women [stand there confused and amazed,]
clueless of how to explain YahShua's
disappearance. Suddenly two [angelic]
‘men’ in shining garments appear
standing next to the women. 5 *Ter4

ror-stricken, the women bow
down with their faces to the
ground. The angels ask, “Why
do you seek the living [one]
among the dead? 6 *—YahShua
is not here! He is risen! Remember how YahShua spoke to
you while he was still [hiking] the
Heathen-Circle? 7 *[YahShua] said,
‘The ‘Son of Adam’ must be delivered into the hands of sinful
men, and be impaled, and [on]
the 3rd day rise again.’”
Jesus spends three full 24-hour days dead.
8 Then the women remember [that YahShua did] say
words, ___. 9 The women race back
from the tomb [to Jerusalem]. They tell the
11 apostles and all the [other disciples, etc.]
about the empty tomb and the angels.
[these]

Luke 24:10 (The women who tell these things to
the apostles are [named]: Mary Magdalene, Joanna
[JAHohannon], Mary (the mother of James {Heel-Grabber})

But the women's
words seem to the apostles like idle
tales —[utter nonsense], ___. So the apostles [refuse to] believe the women.
among other women.) 11

1

2
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Yahshua told his apostles to disbelieve rumors
claiming he had returned to earth. But that was in
the context of his having gone to heaven first. It
was reasonable for the disciples to be confused and
skeptical.

Peter {Rock}[jumps] up. He runs [from
Jerusalem] to the tomb. He stoops down.
He sees [YahShua's] linen [burial] clothes laid
by themselves. Peter [runs back to the disciples'
hideout], wondering to himself, “What
happened [to YahShua]?!” 13 [Meanwhile,] 2 of
12

YahShua's disciples
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village named Emmaus {Warm-Spring}, about 60
stadium-lengths [11km] from Jerusalem. 14 These 2
[traveling] disciples talk together about [YahShua's incredible
aged]

Later, while the 2 disciples
comforting and arguing
with each other, YahShua himself [floats]
up. He [walks] beside them, ___!
life and death].

15

[vacillate between]

The disciples argue like a couple of bi-polar manicdepressives: We gave up our whole lives to follow
a dead guy! Why did you get me into this!? I didn't
tell you to follow Jesus, you dragged me into this!
It's your fault! No, don't blame me, you * ^!!
This is all your fault! Waaaah! What am I gonna
tell my girlfriend!? It's O.K. man; we'll figure out
something. I know, we'll tell our chicks that someone slipped poison mushrooms in our beer, and we
went nuts for a while, but now we're fine. Yeah,
they'll believe that. We'll get our ladies back.
Whew! ... Nahhh! Waaaah! They'll never buy it!
Our babes probably already shacked up with our
best friends! Jesus just about got me killed! I
know! If we hadn't hid in the bushes, we'd be dead
like him! Waaa! I thought he was the Messiah!

*But [some spiritual influence] keeps
the disciples' eyes powerless,
___. So they can't recognize
YahShua.
16

Right now hundreds of millions of people claim to
follow Jesus. Yet some force keeps them from recognizing Jesus and his true character: our Savior is
Hardcore Action Jesus, not some blue-eyed German limp-wrist in a dress walking around the
desert talking _s_l_o_w_ like he's on downers, as
he's depicted in movies.

YahShua says to these 2 disciples,
“What [striking] words you're bashing
each other with, walking all sad with
your frown-faces [dragging the dirt]!”
17

Bookstore bible translations are dead. ‘Antiballo’
does not mean ‘discussing’. It means:
‘antagonistic, oppositional ballistics’. Like dodgeball, arguing, verbal fisticuffs.
18 Then one of the 2 disciples (Cleopas {Glorious-Father}) answers YahShua, “[Duh!] Are you the only
stranger in Jerusalem who hasn't clued in to the local current events?”
Cleopas = Cleopatros.

YahShua asks the 2 [arguing] disciples,
“What events [are you talking about]?"
The 2 disciples answer, “The [whole] life
of YahShua of Nazareth, [the] prophet
who did powerful miracles and spoke
world-shattering words in plain sight of
[Yahweh] the Eloah and all the people. Luke
19
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*—[Judea's] chief priests and
our rulers handed YahShua
over to [the Roman tax chief] to be
condemned to death. [Then bribed
soldiers] impaled [YahShua]. 21 —We
24:20

trusted that YahShua was going to
be the redeemer of Israel. But [throw that
fantasy away]. Our [Messiah's been dead and rotting]
for 3 days.
[fools]

heavily paraphrased.

—Yes, and some women in our group
amazed us. They went to YahShua's
tomb early this morning. 23 *—The
22

women failed to find YahShua's
body. Then they came [to us],
claiming they'd seen a vision of
angels who said that YahShua
was alive! 24 —Then some of our
companions went to the tomb.
They found it [empty] just like the women
said. The [men] didn't see YahShua [either].” 25 *YahShua blasts the 2 [ar[male]

men,
“Oh fools! [Your hearts are] so slow
to believe everything [YAH's]
prophets spoke.
26 *
—[Didn't the prophets foretell that] the Messiah would have to suffer [total rejection, torture and death] before entering His glory?”
27 *Then, beginning at Moses
and [proceeding through] all the
prophets, YahShua explains to
the 2 men the [myriad predictions and
declarations] concerning himself
that weave through all the
scriptures.
guing, sad]

Yahshua here affirms the great and wondrous
blessing that comes to us in the Old Testament Hebrew scriptures, which are alive and vital today for
our enrichment and wisdom. A strange demonic religious spirit invades some groups like the U.S.
‘Church of Christ’, and some Mennonites. These
people get deceived into thinking that the Old Testament is passed away and discounted and that
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only the New Testament contains instructions for
the Ecclesia of today. Have no agreement with
people so deceived. Such people are brazen
enough to say that musical instruments should be
banned from worship, on the false grounds that
musical instruments do not appear in worship in
the New Testament. Yahshua's words repel such
lies. The Old(er) Testament is wonderful!

YahShua and the 2 men draw close
to the village to where the [men] head.
YahShua behaves as though he'll walk
further [alone]. 29 But the 2 men press
YahShua by begging, “Stay with us! It's
almost evening. The day is way spent.”
So YahShua goes into [the house-tent] to
stay with the 2 [previously arguing] disciples.
Luke 24:30 Later YahShua sits at dinner
with the 2 [previously combative disciples].
YahShua grabs bread. He blesses it [by
thanking YAH for the food]. He breaks the
bread. Then he hands [bread fragments] to
the 2 men. 31 *[Suddenly] the 2 men's
28

eyes [fly] open, ___. They recognize YahShua. Then YahShua
vanishes out of their sight! 32
*The 2 [disciples] exclaim to each
other, “Didn't our hearts burn
within us, while YahShua
talked with us on the road, and
while he opened [our minds to understand] the scriptures?”
Does your heart burn inside of your chest (in a
good way) when your blah-blah preacher drones
on in church? No? Then maybe your paid-preachyparrot has no authority. Maybe he's been sent
there by his father the devil to close your mind,
not to open it.

The [2 disciples] jump right up. They
sprint back to Jerusalem. They find the
11 [apostles] gathered together with companions. 34 *[The gathered disciples yell],
33

“It's true! [The ladies were right!] The
Master has risen! YahShua appeared to Simon {Listener}.” 35 [The
tell [the others] what YahShua did
in the road, and how they recognized
YahShua while he broke bread. 36 *As
2 disciples]

the [2] disciples say this,
YahShua himself [suddenly] stands
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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in the midst of the group. He
[sings],
“Shalom!”
Shalom = Peace

*The disciples [shake,] terrified
and frightened, imagining
they're seeing a ghost, ___. 38
*YahShua says to [His fearful ‘followers’],
“Why are you troubled? Why
do doubts creep up [like cancer] in
your hearts?
39 *
Look! [These holes in] my hands and
my feet prove that it's I myself. Touch me and see: a spirit
doesn't have flesh and bones,
like you see I have.”
37

Sorry Mormons, Joseph Smith's theory that ‘God
The Father’ has a physical body is proven wrong by
this verse, because ‘God The Father’ is a Spirit.

(YahShua says this as he
shows [his followers] his hands and feet.) 41
Luke 24:40

*Yet the disciples remain in
disbelief, [filled with] joy and wonder. YahShua asks the disciples,
“Ya’ got any meat?”
food

So the disciples hand YahShua a
piece of a broiled fish, and [part] of a
honeycomb. 43 *YahShua takes
42

the food. He eats [it] in front of
his [slack-jawed] disciples.
He eats not for sustenance but to prove he's not a
ghost.

YahShua says to his disciples,
“[Remember,] while I was still [mortal] with
you, I told you the following prediction:
‘Every prophecy concerning me written
in the law of Moses, the prophets, and
the psalms, must be fulfilled.’”
44
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Again, the Old Testament affirmed.

*Then YahShua opens the
disciples’ minds to comprehend
the scriptures. 46 YahShua explains
45

to his disciples,
“[YAH predicted] my death [in the Hebrew] scriptures. So it was [history's perfection] for [me,
YAH's] Messiah, to [voluntarily] suffer [and die],
[and] then to rise from the dead on the
3rd day:
Jesus was buried on ‘Wednesday’ evening and rose
on ‘Saturday’ evening, not Easter Sunday morning.
The Ishtar/Easter worshipers have it all wrong. But
they don't care.
47

— [So] in [my] name, [millions of people] come
to announce [YAH's offer of] repentance and
forgiveness of sins among all nations,
beginning [here] at Jerusalem.
This unprecedented true story still rocks the world:
YahShua, a ‘superman’ who, although he always
had the power to kill all his enemies with a blink of
his eye, instead allowed religionists to pay Romans
to kill him. Then he rose from the dead.
48

—You've seen my life, my miraculous
acts, my teaching, my death, my resurrection [with your own eyes]. You're my witnesses.
49

Watch! I soon send [the Spirit-and-fire baptism
my] Father promised to send upon you.
So stay [here] in the city of Jerusalem
until [YAH] endows you with power from
on High.”
At Pentecost, spirit-fire comes and lands on the
disciple's heads.

YahShua leads his disciples
out to Bethany {Date-House}. [There] he
lifts up his hands. He blesses his disciples.
Luke 24:50

Blesses (#2127 eulogeo) = thanks YAH for, encourages, speaks well of, praises, prays for.

*While YahShua blesses his
disciples, he [levitates above] them.
Then [YAH's supernatural power] carries
[YahShua] up into heaven, ___! 52
51

The disciples worship YahShua. OverThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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flowing with joy, they
Jerusalem.

[race]

back to

Worship = proskeuno: lick the hand, prostrate oneself in homage (do reverence to, adore). Notice
that Yahshua did not command the disciples to
worship him. He only commanded them to worship
YAH. So the disciples' very first move after Jesus
left them was to make a mistake that has tainted
Christianity ever since. Christ does not want us to
worship or pray to him. He wants us to worship
and pray to his Father: YAH.

*[Over the ensuing months] the disciples spend all their time [risking
their lives] in the temple, praising
and blessing [Yahweh] the Eloah,
53

[braving the murder plots of the assassins who
murdered their Master]. Amén.
The disciples courageously go to the very center of
power run by Yahshua's assassins. Then they stay
there, dancing, raising a holy ruckus in their killers'
faces.

John 1
YAH'S WORD-LIGHT COMES TO
EARTH AS A MAN!

*[ ___, when you time-travel] to
the beginning [of the universe, you see YAH's] Word existing [not as mere nouns and
verbs, but as an immortal human].
[YAH's living] Word is [there at
1

the Creation, inextricably linked]

with

the Eloah.
Word is elohim:

[Yahweh]

[YAH's]
[mighty, in charge of everything. This
book is the story of that elohim's incarnation on planet earth].
Elohim here is used in its superlative, not personal,
sense. Bookstore translations of John 1:1 omit the
crucial definite article '*THE*' [ton]. It's in the
Greek wherever the New Testament refers to
YHVH: GREEK: en arche was the logos, and the logos was beside Ton Theon, and the logos was
theos. HEBREW: In the beginning was the Ma'amar
and the Ma'amar was beside The Eloha and the
ma'amar was elohim (superlative). The ‘Word’
(Yahshua) = theos (elohim), not ‘*Ho* Theos’ (the
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Eloha, YHVH). ‘Word’ here means: thoughts, logic,
plans, reasoning, motives, intent. ‘YHVH’ means:
The One Father, the Eloha, the Most High Elohim.
‘Elohim’ here means something or someone
supreme but beneath YHVH. Elohim does NOT
mean that Yahshua (Jesus) is YHVH. YHVH is the
Creator of many ‘elohim’, all inferior to Him.
Deut.10:17 YHWH your Eloha is Eloha of Elohim.
J.W.'s insert the indefinite article ‘a’. It's not in the
text. Greek has no indefinite article.

is not [YAH's] Word-Light, ___. Rather,
[YAH] sends JAHn [as an advance-man,] to bear
witness about [YAH's] Word-Light. 9 *[So,

2

John 1:10

*[YAH's] Word existed in the beginning with [Yahweh] *THE*
Eloha.
Not yet "He," because the text is still referring to
'Word'. Later 'the word' becomes flesh and becomes a "He". The Messiah is a time-space traveler.

*[YAH] makes everything
by [speaking His Word], ___.
Not one thing in all creation was made without
[YAH's Word].
3

Again ‘it’ is the correct pronoun here, not ‘him’.

*[YAH's] Word is [the repository of all] Life, ___. [That]
Life is the light-fire [that
fuels] mankind. 5 *[Throughout
history, YAH's] Word-Light
[keeps on] shining in [the
world's] darkness, ___.
Yet the darkness [keeps on]
failing to understand
the light.
4

Or: ‘the darkness can never extinguish the Light.’

Elizabeth Births John the Baptizer
6 [So, ___, in the year 0 A.D.,] Elohim sends [to
mankind a prophet], a man named JAHn [YAHohannon the immerser].
John = Yahohannon, meaning ‘one YAH favors’.

*JAHn comes as a witness, to
testify about [YAH's] Word-Light,
[so] that all men, through [the illumination given by YAH's Word-Light,] can [build
their lives on active] belief [in YAH]. 8 JAHn
7
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the true Word-Light that
gives light to every man enters
the world [at the time of JAHn].
___,]

Through a baby named Yahshua, born 6 months
after John's birth.

*[YAH's] Word-Light [has always lived] in the kosmos, ___.
[YAH] made the kosmos via [the big
bang of his] Word-Light. Yet the
world [continually] fails to see the
Light.
The pronoun which here refers to ‘Light’ also refers
back to ‘the Word’. YAH's ‘Word’ made the universe. In similar fashion, our own words create situations and realities in our lives. Ultimately, YAH
made the universe for Yahshua, [his living word] to
rule.

YAH's Word-Light [keeps] coming to
own [people], ___. Yet [even] YAH's
own [people repeatedly] fail to receive YAH's
11

[YAH's]

Word-Light. 12 *But

to everyone who receives YAH's
Word-Light, (to all who
[build their lives on the Word's]

name-Authority), YAH
gives power to become
[His own] “sons.”
The Name of Yah's Word = Yahshua = ‘YAH saves’.

*[YAH fathers His sons by His
Spirit,] not by bloodline,
nor fleshly impulse, nor
human intention, ___.
13

‘Sons’ includes females. In heaven humans are
complete beings, like angels. To be male or female
is to be incomplete, half of a whole being. See
Genesis 2:22. This verse is a slam on anybody who
thinks they have an ‘in’ (to heaven) through a supposed genetic link to Abraham.

Mary Births Yahshua The Messiah
(aka Jesus)

*So, ___, [in the year A.D. Zero, YAH]
makes [His] Word into a [human]
14
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body, [a man named YahShua]. [YahShua]
lives among us. (We [stand]
gawking at [YahShua's] glory, the
glory of the only [child ever born from a
human egg fertilized directly by the Spirit of Yah-

the Father). [YahShua] overflows with [YAH's glorious] grace and
truth.
weh]

YAH's Word became a flesh-and-blood man whom
YHVH in a sense ‘fathered’. YHVH did not literally
incarnate in the form of Jesus. To understand the
distinction, you must include the (often omitted)
necessary definite article ‘THE’.

John the Baptizer Prepares the Way

*JAHn [the Immerser] witnesses
about [YahShua]. [JAHn] cries,
“[YahShua] is [the man] I told you
about, ___. I said: ‘[YahShua] who
is coming after me has [already]
surpassed me. For [YahShua] is superior to me!’"
15

Or ‘Yahshua existed [as YAH's Word] before I existed.’

*So from [YahShua's] generous
completeness, ___, all us [humans] receive one unmerited
16

blessing after another. 17 *For

gave the [Torah] law
[to the Israelites] via Moses.
But [YAH sent perfect, complete]
grace and truth in [a man]:
YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah.
[YAH]

The law [Torah] given by Moses here refers to the
Sinai contract, discussed extensively in Galatians.
Of course, in the larger context, the ‘Law’ means
every Word that comes from YHWH's mouth. All
YHWH's words are full of grace and truth, [unfailing
love and faithfulness].

*No man has seen YAH at
any time, ___. [So (one-time in history)
18

YAH puts His heart-thoughts into a human egg.
Then, 9 months later, out of Mary's womb comes a

who shows us YAH's
reflection].
baby]

[spiritual

In our current sinful, weak, mortal state, if we saw
YAH we would burn into nothingness. So YAH conceived and sent Yahshua to help us know [YAH's]
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true thoughts. YAH's thoughts are what YAH is. So
by knowing Yahshua, we (in a sense) know YAH.

The Jews Interrogate Yohann The
Immerser
19 [… About 30 years pass, ___.] The Jews send priests and
Levites from Jerusalem to ask JAHn [the Immerser],

JAHn [the Immerser]
flatly denies the [grandiose] rumors circling about him. He honestly admits,
“I'm not the Messiah.”
“Who are you?” John 1:20

Truly testifying.

So, ___, the priests & Levites ask
JAHn, “What then? Are you [the ancient
prophet] EliYah?” JAHn replies, “I am not.”
[They ask,] “Are you [some other reincarnated]
prophet?” Yohannon answers, “No.”
21

The general population rumored that John might
be some ancient prophet.
22 Then, ___, the religionists [scream at] JAHn, “Who
are you? Give us an answer to report back to the
[power-brokers] who sent us. What do you say about

*JAHn replies using
the words of Isaiah the
prophet: “I'm the voice of one
[man] crying in the wilderness,
‘Straighten the way of Yahweh.’”
yourself?” 23

Isaiah 40:3. John didn't get his calling from any
human religious structure. He's humbly admitting
he's just one lone guy telling the truth. If you're a
true believer, that describes you as well. If your
highest Christian credentials come from a seminary
or a church, 'up' your authority.

(These priest and Levite [interrogators]
are [spies] sent by their [holier-than-thou]
Pharisee [party].) 25 Then the Pharisees
ask JAHn, challenging him, “If you're
neither the Messiah nor EliYahu nor ‘the
[mystery] prophet’, then why are you immersing people? [Who gave you authority to baptize?]”
24

Do you have letters after your name? Show me
your ‘Doctor of Divinity’ degree. Where are your
credentials? Do you have a license to preach? Who
is your ‘Sending Agency’? What denomination do
you represent?

JAHn answers the [preacher-police]
Pharisees, “I baptize [people] with [mere]
water. But the ‘One’ exists. [The Messiah]
stands among you. Yet you fail to recognize him. 27 *—[YahShua] is the
26

One. He follows me
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I'm not
[even] worthy to [be a slave who] unties [YahShua's] sandals.” 28 (This inci-
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—I saw [the ‘Spirit-dove’ choose YahShua]. So,
___, I testify that [YahShua] is the ‘son’ of
[Yahweh] the Eloah.” 35 [Night falls, ___. The sun
rises. Immediately] JAHn is back [in the river, baptizing] with 2 [of his own] disciples.

YAH highly prefers YahShua over me.]

34

dent happens at Bethabara {Ferry-House}, a village
east of the Jordan River, where JAHn baptizes [people, ___].)
Many translations say ‘Bethany’.

YAH's true workers get up with the sun. We work
all day. We are people of the light.

JAHn The Immerser Sees His
Cousin, Yahshua

*The next day JAHn [the
Immerser] sees YahShua striding
toward him. JAHn shouts,
“Look! [There's YahShua,] the Lamb of
[Yahweh] the Eloah, who takes
away the sin of the world! John
1:30 *—This, ___, is YahShua of
whom I said, ‘After me comes a
man whom [YAH] prefers [over]
me. For [YahShua, as YAH's Word,] existed [long] before I [did].’
29

Or, ‘Yahshua is superior to me.’

—Even when I couldn't see [my dear
cousin] YahShua, I [started] coming [out here]
baptizing with water, in order to make
YahShua known to the people of Israel.”
31

John gets the people into a repentant, faithful state
to facilitate Yahshua's ability to work with those
people. Other translations imply that Yahshua and
John had never met, which is absurd because Elizabeth and Mary were close relatives & friends, and
their boys, the cousins John and Jesus, were by
this time 30 years old!

*[Later] JAHn gives this testimony: “I saw [YAH's] Spirit [fly]
down like a dove from heaven.
[It] rested on YahShua! 33 *—I
didn't know [for sure that] YahShua
was the ‘One.’ But [YAH's angel]
(who sent me to baptize with
water) said to me, ‘The [man] on
whom you see [YAH's] Spirit descending and remaining, this is
the One who immerses in Spirit: Sacred Spirit.’
32

As usual, there is no ‘the’ before ‘Holy Spirit’ here.
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JAHn and his 2 disciples watch
YahShua walking [beside the river]. JAHn
[shouts], “Look, ___! [That guy walking is my
cousin YahShua,] the Lamb of [Yahweh] the
Eloah!” 37 JAHn's 2 disciples hear JAHn
[identify YahShua as YAH's Messiah]. They immediately follow YahShua. 38 YahShua
turns, ___. [He] sees JAHn's 2 disciples
behind him. YahShua asks them,
“What are you seeking?”
JAHn's disciples answer, “Rabbi (Teacher), where are you staying?” 39
YahShua answers JAHn's 2 disciples,
“Come and see.”
JAHn's 2 disciples [chase YahShua to his campsite]. They see [the dirt] where YahShua
sleeps. They stay with YahShua that
day, (because, ___, they arrived at
about 4PM, [too late to return that day]). John
1:40 Andrew {Manly} (Simon Peter's
brother) is one of these 2 men who'd
studied [under] JAHn [the Immerser]. Andrew
begins following YahShua. 41 First thing,
Andrew {Manly} tracks down his own
brother Simon {Listener}. Andrew says
to Simon, “We've found [YAH's] Messiah!”
[The closest Greek can get to Messiah is:] “the
Christ.”
36

‘Messiah’= ‘One whom [YAH] has anointed / chosen.’

Andrew {Manly} brings Simon to
YahShua. Seeing Simon, YahShua says,
“You're Simon {Listener} (the son of
42

Jonah {Dove}).

[But you listen like a rock. So

rename you ‘Cephas.’”
(Cephas means ‘Peter {Rock}’.)
I]

Yahshua changes Simon's name to Peter. He who
names you owns you. If you go to a court to petition (pray) to get your name changed, you are
saying that the court owns you. Generally Yahshua
changes girly sounding names like, ‘Dove’ and
‘Listener’ to tough, intense names like ‘Sons of
Thunder’ and ‘Rock.’
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The next day YahShua hikes out into
Heathen-Circle [Galilee]. [He] finds Philip
{Horse-Lover}. [YahShua] says to [Philip],
“Follow me.”
43

44 (Philip {Horse-Lover} [grew up in his] hometown, Bethsaida [Fish-House], [horsing around with his neighbors:] Andrew

*Philip {HorseLover} finds NathaniEl {Gift-OfGod}. [Philip runs up.] He says to
[NathaniEl], “We've found [the Messiah],
who the prophets, including
Moses (in the Torah) wrote
about! [He's] YahShua Josephson, from Nazareth!”
{Manly}

and Peter

{Rock}.)

45

Again, New Testament leaders confirm the Old Testament's validity.
46 NathaniEl [chuckles to] Philip {Horse-Lover}, “Can anything good come out of Nazareth?” Philip replies to

YahShua sees
NathaniEl [run] toward him. YahShua remarks about NathaniEL,
“Look! A true Israelite, in whom is no
deceit!”
NathaniEL, “Come and see.” 47

Guile= decoy; trick (bait), i.e. wile: craft, deceit,
subterfuge. Apparently Yahshua thought an honest
Israelite was a rarity. Unless Jesus was sarcastically making fun of Nathaniel's lack of honesty.

NathaniEl {Gift-From-El} asks YahShua,
“From where do know you me?”
YahShua answers NathaniEL,
“Before Philip called you, you [sat] under
a fig tree. I
48

[tele-ported my consciousness there. I]

saw you.”

49 [Gasping, slack-jawed],

NathaniEl answers
YahShua, “Rabbi, you're the son of
[Yahweh] the Eloah! You're the King of Israel!”
No one far away could have seen NathaniEl where
he had, hours earlier, been sitting alone. So
Nathaniel realizes that Yahshua has super-powers.

YahShua laughs,
“NathaniEL, you believe [in me just] because I told you, ‘I [supernaturally] spied
you under a fig tree?’ You'll see greater
miracles than that!”
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*Then YahShua says to
NathaniEL,
“Yes, I tell you the rock-solid
truth: one day you'll see heaven opening, and the angels of
[Yahweh] the Eloah ascending and
descending upon [me] the [ultimate]
‘Son of Adam.’ [I'm the Stairway To Heaven!]”
51

Yahshua is the Stairway To Heaven.

John 2
Jesus' 1st Miracle: Making Wine At
A Wedding
1 Two days later, ___, [heathens] throw a
wedding in Cana [Cane-town] (in Galilee
[the-Heathen-Circle]). YahShua's mother [Mary]
attends. 2 [The groom] invites YahShua and his disciples to the wedding. 3 The [hosts] run out of
wine at the wedding banquet.
YahShua's mother tells YahShua,
‘They're out of wine.’
These people were getting drunk. Yahshua's first
published miracle was to give them more booze, to
make sure that preachers could never, ever forbid
people to drink alcohol. Yet Christians can't get
drunk. Wine = Greek#3631 oinos = wine (literal or
figurative). Perhaps of Hebrew origin: #3196 yayin
yah'-yin: effervescence; wine (fermented); by implication, intoxication: banqueting, wino, etc.

YahShua says to his Mother,
“Woman, how does [the partyers’ lack of booze]
concern you and me? My time
4

[for drawing troublesome fame by doing public miracles]

Clairvoyance.

John 1:50

1734

has not yet come.”

*YahShua's mother says to
the servants, “Whatever
YahShua says to you, do it.”
5

We honor Mary not as a co-redemptor, but because she commanded us to perfectly obey
Yahshua: Whatever the Messiah says to you, do it.

six 20-to-30-gallon stone
water jars of the type Jews use for ritual washings (to make themselves
“pure”). 7 YahShua says to the servants,
“Fill the water-pots with water.”
6 [YahShua sees]
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So, ___, the servants fill the pots up to
the brim. 8 *YahShua says to the

servants,
“Now draw out some [of that ‘water’].
Take it to the man in charge of
the feast.”
So the servants carry the kegs
[into the banquet hall]. 9 *Without
knowing where it came from,
the leader of the feast tastes
the wine YahShua made from
water. (The servants who drew
the wine know [it's miracle wine, ___].)
The leader of the feast calls the
groom. John 2:10 *The leader says
to the groom, “Every [host] at the
beginning [of his party] sets out
good wine. Later, when men
are DRUNK (intoxicated), then
the host brings out inferior
wine. But you saved the good
wine until now!”
Yahshua did not turn the water into juice. The
‘good wine’ made by Jesus was the kind that gets
people drunk. The word ‘drunk’ here is where we
get the word ‘methamphetamine’: #3184 methuo
meth-oo'-o ; to drink to intoxication, i.e. get
drunk:--drink well, make drunk. From #3178
methe meth'-ay an intoxicant, intoxication: drunkenness. Yet we believers are Kings (Rev1:6). It is
not for Kings to drink wine. (Proverbs 31:4.) Wine
is for commoners. Kings need their minds constantly clear. Yahshua made the ‘sauce’ to make
sure that no religious bigots could go around saying that it was a sin for the common man to drink
alcohol in moderate quantities.

*That miracle is the first of
YahShua's [public] miraculous
signs, ___. YahShua shows his
[awesome] glory [by turning water into alco11

holic wine for people to get tipsy at a party. This

So
YahShua's disciples put their
faith in him.
proves that he's no religious killjoy.]

Jesus Hikes Long & Hard To Celebrate Passover
12 After this, YahShua travels down to Capernaum
with his mother, his brothers and his disciples.
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[that comfortable walled town]

for a few days,

It's [springtime, ___,] nearly time for
the Judaean Passover [festival] to start.
So YahShua journeys up to Jerusalem.
___. 13

Passover = Pesach, a spring festival which we
Christians should keep because it memorializes
Yahshua, our passover Lamb, instead of memorializing the pagan sex-goddess Easter (Ishtar).

Jesus Fires Judea's Commercial Religionists

*In [YAH's sacred] temple courts,
YahShua finds merchants selling oxen, sheep and doves,
___. YahShua sees other commercialists sitting at tables exchanging money. 15 *[So]
YahShua [twists] small cords into
a whip. [With it, he] drives all the
merchants out of the temple,
with the sheep and the oxen.
YahShua pours the money-changers’ [gold and silver out onto the
ground]! [He] overthrows their tables, ___!
14

Small cords, not sufficient to injure anyone. There
is zero indication that Jesus ever hit or threatened
to hit anyone, despite Adopt Hitler's mad musings
to the contrary. The scourge was for driving out
the animals. ‘Overthrew the tables’ can mean that
Yahshua fired the bankers. (‘Banco’ means both
‘table’ and ‘bank’.) This shows that Yahshua was
the King of Israel. Yahshua had the authority to
control the temple's operation. But because the religious leaders didn't recognize Yahshua's authority, they put him on the kill-list, branding Him a
radical, dangerous terrorist.

*YahShua commands the
dove-selling commercialists,
“Get [your swag] out [of here]! Never
convert my Father's temple a
house of merchandise.”
16

When you sign oaths and make contracts and bind
yourself in pledges and debts and employment
obligations, you make your own body and souls
(which are Temples of Spirit) into filthy houses of
commerce. When preachers water down and
change the gospel to bring in more donation money, they make their church building a den of
thieves. When bible translators hide the truth to
get money from the bible-buying masses, they
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convert the Word itself into a commercial perversion. When ‘christian’ missionaries execute the
business plans of political parties, pharmaceutical
companies and predatory banks, they turn unsuspecting cultures into commercial whores worse
than themselves.

*[This alleged ‘crime’ makes] YahShua's
disciples remember the [age-old
words of the psalmist: ‘YAH,] my passionate love for your house [burns in me
17

1736

disciples [finally] believe the Scripture
and the words YahShua spoke.
The Messiah's Miracles Draw Fickle
Crowds
23 YahShua [stays] in Jerusalem at this
Passover festival. So [the] masses see
the miracles he performs. So tons of
people [claim to] believe in his Name-Authority. 24 *But YahShua knows

like a fire. My zeal motivates the religionites to]

all people

destroy me.’

trustworthy people are.]

Or: ‘Passion for Elohim's house burns within me.’
Psalm 69:9, presumably by David. The scriptures
should raise your blood pressure. If your bible
translation doesn't pump you up and light your
heart on fire, you're not really reading the Bible,
you're reading a watered-down girlie-preacher
commercialized adaptation of the bible.

Yahshua Predicts His Death & Resurrection
18 The Jews [scream at] YahShua, “What
miraculous sign can you show us to
prove you have the right [to terrorize and
vandalize our church market]?!” 19 *YahShua
[points to his own chest as he]

answers

the religionists,
“Destroy this ‘temple’, and in 3
days I raise it up again.”
To YAH, religious buildings are wastes of resources.
People are temples. Jesus was in the grave a literal
72 hours from ‘Wednesday’ evening to ‘Saturday’
evening.

The Jews [yell], “It took [pervert-king-Herod] 46 years to build this Temple,
and you're gonna re-construct it in 3
days? [Ha!]” 21 *[These clueless religionites fail
John 2:20

the “temple”
YahShua speaks of is [not a building
but] his body, ___.
to understand that]

Church buildings and stone temples mean nothing
at all. People are the only temples that matter. Our
bodies house spirits.

later, after YAH raises YahShua
from the dead, do YahShua's disciples
recall YahShua predicting [his own murder,
22 [Only]

his 3 day & 3 night ‘rest’, and his subsequent resurrection],

___. Then YahShua's
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[thick-headed]

[inside and out. He sees how un-

So [he wisely refuses
to] entrust himself to these [fairweather christians, ___].
Never trust any mortal. Trusting people is a sin.
The Bible NEVER tells you to trust anyone except
Yahshua and YAH. It commands you to BE trustworthy. Humans always choose traditions over
truth. To challenge tradition is to risk death.
Crowds are as fickle as storm-tossed seas. The Israelis expected and demanded a military Messiah
who would kill their enemies and oppress all nonIsraelis.

YahShua [has never] needed any [human]
to inform him about anyone, ___.
YahShua [has always known] what [lives] in every [mortal's heart: sin, corruption, unfaithfulness, betrayal, perversion and selfishness].
25

Jesus was wary of these ‘believers’. He understood
people. He didn't need anyone to tell him about
human nature. He knew what people were really
like.

John 3
YAHshua Teaches Undercover Disciple Nicodemus
1 Under cover of dark night, one of the
Pharisee sect's Jewish rulers (Nicodemus {Nike-Man}) [sneaks away from his corrupt
paid-preacher party members to secretly] travel to
meet [their hated enemy,] YahShua.

Nicodemus = Nike-Man, literally: the society held
together by binding oaths of allegiance to Nike, the
goddess of war. The fact that any ruling Jew could
be named after the war-goddess shows how far the
Jews had fallen into paganism.

Nike-Man tells YahShua, “Rabbi, [even
though most of my fellow paid-preacher Pharisees are
2

we know you're a
teacher sent by Elohim, for no man can
do these miracles you do, unless [Yahweh]
the Eloah is with him.” 3
conspiring to assassinate you,]
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*YahShua answers
Nike-Man,
“I tell you the rock-solid
truth: unless a man gets
born again, he can't
[even] see the Kingdom of
[Yahweh] the Eloah.”
You can talk to people about YAH's Dominion 'til
you're blue in the face. But until they get YAH's
Spirit inside of them and the evil spirits out, they
see your lips moving but hear no intelligible speech
coming out of your mouth. Your unregenerate listener turns his head side-to-side like a dog waiting
for you to say ‘food’. Everything about YAH's Kingdom is totally invisible to the unregenerate man.
Including to hordes of so-called ‘born-again’
preachers and church-goers who are just as lost as
their drunk neighbors down at the strip club.

*Nike-Man asks YahShua,
“How can a grown man get
[re]born? Can he crawl back into
his mother’s womb and be born
4

a second time?” 5 *YahShua

answers,
“I tell you the rock-solid
truth. No man can enter
the Kingdom of [Yahweh]
the Eloah until he gets
born twice: [first] through
water, [physical H2O, the amniotic fluid of his mother's womb],
then second, through
[YAH's] Spirit.
Paraphrase. The man must get washed in (and
filled by) YAH's Word, the Living Water.

*
The spawn of flesh are
[just rotting, dying] meat,
6
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[worm food]. But children of [YAH's] Spirit are
[indestructible, immortal]

spirit[s].
Humans can reproduce only human life. The Holy
Spirit gives new life from heaven. A baby is just a
body you can look at and touch, born physically
from human parents. But the being who takes
shape inside is formed by something you can't see
and touch: the Spirit. A mortal human can become
an eternally living spirit.

*
Stop being amazed because I
inform you that you must be
born again [from above]!
7

*
The wind blows where it
wishes. You hear the
wind's sound [whispering
8

through the trees, rushing in a storm].

But [even your best

weather-forecasters, your
chief meteorologists,] can
only make educated
guesses as to where
wind comes from, and
where wind goes. Likewise, [you can only guess who will
get born by YAH's Spirit-wind, how
that rebirth happens, and what a reborn man will do next].”
Spirit-winds flow through people. One day a friend
of yours may be your best helper in serving YAH.
The next day your friend may have a different spirit, and totally betray you. People are not statically
‘good’ or ‘bad.’ People are vessels for spirits that
flow in and out like the wind. A ‘friend’ or even
‘Christian brother’ can be like a golden goblet of
fine wine dumped out and re-filled with poison.
And an enemy can be like a barrel of poison that
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gets completely washed out and filled with life-giving olive oil.
9 Nike-Man answers YahShua, “What do you mean?
How does Spirit-birth happen?” John 3:10

YahShua answers Nike-Man,
“You're a ruling Master-teacher in Israel. Yet you don't know [about Spirit-birth]?

*
I tell you the rock-solid truth: [I
and my disciples] speak only of what
we know [by proven experience]. We
give witness only to what we
have seen [with our own eyes]. And
still you [Rome-bought religionists refuse to]
accept our testimony.
11

We're not speculating. We're not passing on religious literature we've read or sermons we've
heard. Nothing secondhand here, no hearsay. Yet,
instead of facing the evidence and accepting the
obvious, you procrastinate with questions.

*
I keep telling you [about] earthly
things, [things you can see and verify with
your 5 senses]. Yet you [refuse to] believe me. So how can you believe [me] when I tell you about
heavenly things [beyond your carnal
comprehension]?
12

*
No man has [ever physically]
ascended up to heaven,
except [me]. [I] came
down from heaven. [I am
13

the Being whom the ancient Hebrew
prophets call]

the ‘Son of

Adam.’ [Unlike most people, I'm
not merely here on earth as a physical piece of walking meat. I exist outside of space-time as YAH's eternal
Word]

in heaven.

‘ascend‘ to heaven. They were presumably just
‘popped‘ into heaven by YAH's thought-power.
14

that [ancient] night in the wilderness when Moses lifted up the serpent

[Remember]

[nailed to a stick? Everyone who looked at the serpent got
healed and lived. Moses was acting out a preview of the

the [Romans] lift up [me], the ‘Son
of Adam,’ [into the air like I'm a snake nailed to a
wooden pole].

day when]

*
All [people] who constantly look
to me [& imitate me] in genuine action-belief, eventually heal
from death. They live forever
[with me as Spirit-born super-beings].”
15

YAH saves only the minority of the human population who:
give their lives to serve Yahshua,
who voluntarily follow Christ into selfless obedience,
who engage in radical and dangerous truth-telling,
who suffer rejection, torture and/or death at the
hands of the Religio-Politico-Commercial-Military
matrix.
People who simply ‘believe in Jesus’ with their intellect and emotions, without extraordinarily good
actions, die. Worms and ‘fire’ turn sinners back into
dirt. ‘Believing in Jesus’ implies more than intellectual and/or emotional assent. Believing is total
commitment through action: stepping off blind
cliffs on YAH's command, again and again. If you
think that merely believing in Christ and providing
for your family gets you eternal life, think again.

*[The apostle John explains:]
“[Yahweh] the Eloah deeply
loves [we people in the] world,
___. So YAH gave [us
YahShua]. [YahShua is] the only
child [whom YAH ever directly ‘fa16

thered’ by fertilizing a human egg.
YAH did this not physically, but by using his Spirit-thoughts.]

ever

So who-

[actively, fruitfully builds his

belief in [YahShua]
eventually gains eternal
life on]

We assume that Moses and EliYah were resurrected, since they appeared and spoke with Yahshua
on a mountain. However, they apparently did not
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life. Reality destroys everybody else.
See excellent literal explanation of what John 3:16
means. The best John 3:16 song.

*For Yahweh didn't
send his Son [YahShua] into
the world to condemn
the world, ___. YAH
sent YahShua so that
the world could [copy
YahShua's actions]. That's the
only way [anyone in] the
world can be saved.
17

Just walk in Yahshua's footsteps and you'll make it.
Fast & pray and you receive the power to do it.
Yahshua is the living picture of what you have to
DO to live beyond this life. If you don't do as
Yahshua did, you burn up. It doesn't matter what
you SAY you believe. Remind your pastor of that.

* ___, anyone who [actively, fruitfully] believes in Yahweh's son
[escapes] condemnation. But whoever [fails to actively, fruitfully] believe is
already condemned, because
he [rejects] the Authority of the
only physically-procreated son
of [Yahweh] the Eloah.
18

YAH is not going to fertilize another human egg.
YAH showed you his thoughts in human form. Emulate Yahshua's actions now, or die forever. As
Paul said, ‘There is now no condemnation for those
who live IN the messiah [Yahshua] IF they avoid
chasing the flesh, and instead follow in the footsteps of YAH's Spirit.’ But if you still live carnally,
even if you don't hurt anyone, you get eternal condemnation, no matter what you say you believe.
Talk is cheap. Eternal life costs everything you
have, and more.

*This is the verdict, ___:
Light has entered the world.
Yet humanity loves darkness.
[People hate spiritual] light [like cockroaches
hate the sun]! Humanity continually
wreaks evil deeds. John 3:20 * ___,
everyone who commits evil
19
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hates [YAH's] light. [Sinners] refuse
to come to [YAH's] Light. They
fear that [YAH's Light will] expose
their sins, [and then YAH will punish them].
21 *But whoever lives by truth
comes to the Light, ___. Then
[perceptive people see] that all [your]
good actions come through
Elohim's [spirit coursing through you].” 22
After [Nike-Man's secret night-visit], YahShua
and his disciples [escape] out [of death-trap
Jerusalem]. [They sneak] into the Judean
countryside. There YahShua stays a
while with the [country people]. He baptizes
some of them. 23 Meanwhile, JAHn [the
Immerser] also baptizes [loads of people] at
Aenon [Eye-Fountain] near Salim [White-Water],
because of the abundant water there.
People keep streaming [to JAHn and YahShua]
to be immersed, ___. 24 (This is before
throws JAHn [the Immerser] into
prison, ___.) 25 Some [establishment] Jews get into an
argument with JAHn's disciples over the nature of
[false-pervert-king Herod]

[ritual washing/purification] . 26 The Jews [gang
JAHn [the Immerser. They shout], “Rabbi,
you know [YahShua, your grandiose cousin] who
[we spied] with you on the other side of
the Jordan—the [faker] you [foolishly] say [is

baptism,
up on]

YAH's Messiah? Well, he's competing with us priests.
We're losing revenue! He's dividing our congregations!

YahShua keeps baptizing [people]. Everyone's flocking to him
[instead of us]!” 27 JAHn [the Immerser] answers, “No one can receive anything
unless [YAH] in heaven gives it to him.
Our salaries are at risk!]

Unless you're washed clean by the Holy Spirit,
you're not really washed.

—You yourselves are witnesses: I
[John] said, ‘I'm not the Messiah. Rather
[YAH] sent me [as advance-man] for the [international tour of the] Messiah.’
28

All successful tours need an advance-man.

*—[YahShua] is the ‘groom’ who
gets the ‘bride.’ [I'm like] the
groom's friend. [I] stand at the
groom's side. [I] love to hear
him speak. [How could I, YahShua's ‘best
29

man,’ be jealous of my best friend? His success is]
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why my cup of joy is running
over! John 3:30 *—YahShua must
increase. But I must decrease.
Yahshua must increase [in fame and power], but I
must decrease [into humility and death]. Yahshua
must become more important, while I become less
important.

*—[YahShua,] the One who
comes from above, towers high
above anyone [ever born on earth].
We, ___, are of the earth. So
our understanding [& speech are]
limited to earthly [trifles]. But
YahShua comes from heaven.
So we're all beneath YahShua.
32 *—[We, ___, talk and theorize about YAH.]
But YahShua testifies about
what he has actually seen and
heard [in heaven]. Yet no one [really]
accepts what YahShua says! 33
31

—But anyone who accepts YahShua's
testimony certifies that [Yahweh] the
Eloah is truthful, ___. 34 *—For

whom [Yahweh] the Eloah
sent, speaks the Words of Yahweh. For Yahweh gives [His]
Spirit to [YahShua] without measure or limit, ___.
[YahShua,]

Ho Theos (Hebrew: "The ELoha", meaning YHVH,)
appears 3 times in this verse.

*—The Father [Yahweh] loves [His]
son [YahShua. YAH] has placed everything into [YahShua's] powerhand.
35

YAH awards Yahshua authority over everything.

*—Everyone who [actively, fruitfully]
believes in [YahShua, YAH's] son, has
everlasting life, ___. But anyone who remains stubborn toward [YahShua, (YAH's] son) fails to
experience [eternal] life. The
wrath of [Yahweh] the Eloah stays
on [everyone who fails to live out real belief in
YahShua].”
36
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Abstractly ‘accepting Jesus as your lord and savior’
does not remove anyone's wrath from you. Belief is
something you LIVE, not just something you think
and say. Stubborn = (Greek) #544 ApeithOn +
#3588 Un-persuading.

John 4
YAHshua Testifies to the DrunkTown Slut
1 YahShua realizes the [phony preacher]
Pharisees are keeping score of the baptisms he and JAHn [the Immerser] perform.
[The religionites fume,] jealous that YahShua
is making and baptizing more disciples
than anyone. 2 But in fact, ___, YahShua isn't
baptizing. His disciples are. 3 So YahShua
leaves [assassin-patrolled] Judaea to return [north] to the
Heathen-Circle.
Yahshua leaves, perhaps to avoid some public rumor getting started that He and John, or he and
the Jews, were in competition for the same converts. Or more likely, he wanted to delay his assassination.
[even]

Yahshua Tells The Slut-Lady He's
The Messiah!

4 [To get to the Heathen-Circle], YahShua [chooses] to pass
through Samaria, [the decayed, witchcraft-infested northern Kingdom
of Israel].
In 100 BC the Israelis destroyed the Samaritan
temple on Mount Gerizim. Coins dated to 138-161
AD, produced by a Roman mint in Nablus, depict a
huge Samaritan temple complex. In 531 AD,
wicked Roman Emperor Justinian I outlawed
Samaritanism. He enlisted the help of the Ghassanids to quash a small Samaritan uprising. The
surviving Samaritans were mostly enslaved or exiled. The Samaritans say they are the true sons of
Israel. To this day the Samaritans only follow the 5
books of Moses (written in the ancient pre-Babylonian script which they still preserve). In 2007 there
were only 705 Samaritans remaining; almost all
living on Mt. Gerizim.
5 YahShua [hikes] to a Samaritan town called Sychar
[Hard-Liquor], near the plot of ground [ancient] Jacob
{Heel-Grabber} gave his son Joseph {Increaser}.
Sychar=#7941 shekar shay-kawr' from 7937; an
intoxicant, i.e. intensely alcoholic liquor: strong
drink, +drunkard, strong wine. The issues between
the Jews and the Samaritans are extremely deep
and important. The Samaritans have preserved a
copy of the writings of Moses written in a preBabylonian exile alphabet. This Samarian version
differs in 6,000 lines from the popular Israeli version. The Septuagint and Dead Sea Scrolls are
closer to the Samaritan writings than to the popular Israeli Masoretic text used today. If you want to
get to the heart of what Yahshua taught, you have
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to go deeper than just Judeo-Christian normalcy.
But there are pitfalls on every side of the narrow
way. Is the parable of the dying man who is helped
by a Samaritan, and ignored by the Israeli priests,
a hint that we should look to the Samaritan text?

Jacob's [water] well lies [near this
‘Drunk-Town’]. So YahShua, exhausted from
[many days of] hiking, sits down by the well
around noon. 7 A Samaritan woman
comes to draw water. YahShua asks
her,
‘[Will you] give me a drink?’
6 [Ancient]

Her name was Photini. You know her type of woman. She runs from one religious group to another
following the latest fads. Serially married and divorced, she wants Jesus to be her husband who
will feed and clothe her and support her addiction
to religious [and other] highs.
8 (YahShua's disciples have gone away to the city

The Samaritan woman asks
YahShua, “How is it that you, a Judaean, ask for a drink from me, a
woman from Samaria?” (For Jews
refuse to associate with Samaritans,
___.)
to buy food.) 9

The Samaritans are despised because they claim to
be the true Israel. Samaritans view the Israelis as
illegitimate. Following Solomon's death in c. 926
BC, tensions between north Israel containing the
nine & 1/3 northern tribes, and the southern section dominated by Jerusalem reached a boiling
point when Solomon's successor Rehoboam massacred hordes in a civil war. In 920 BC, Israel split
into 2 vast kingdoms: Judea in the south, and in
the north ‘Israel,’ later called ‘Samaria.’

YahShua answers the [slut],
“If you knew what [Yahweh] the Eloah
gives, and who is asking you for a
drink, you would've asked [me]. [I]
would've given you Living Water.
11 The [slut] answers YahShua, “Sir, you
have nothing to draw with—[no rope, no
bucket]—yet the well is deep. So where
would you get this ‘living water’? 12 Are
John 4:10

you greater than our [fore]father Jacob [Israel], who
gave us this well, and drank from it himself, as did

*YahShua
answers [the loose woman],
“Whoever drinks of this [Israeli]
water thirsts again.
14 *
his children and his cattle?” 13
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But whoever drinks of the water I give him never thirsts
[again]. Rather, the water I give
him becomes a flowing spring
inside him, welling up into
eternal life!”
“The word of El Shaddai on high is the fountain of
wisdom.” Ecclesiasticus (from Latin Vulgate) 1:5
“Wisdom is poured forth like water.” Enoch 48A:1
"all the thirsty drink. They fill with wisdom. [They
gain a home] with the righteous, the elect, the
holy.” (Enoch 48:1) “A wise man's knowledge wells
up in a flood, and his counsel, like a fountain of
life.” Sirach 14:13 “The words of a man's mouth are
deep waters; a flowing brook, a fountain of wisdom.” (Prov.18:4 JPS)

The [slut] answers YahShua, “Sir,
gimme this [living] water, so I never
again grow thirsty! Then I won't have
to keep slogging [buckets] here to haul
water!”
15

Probably thinking Yahshua was nuts or joking.
16 YahShua says to the [slut],
“Go [to drunk-town]. Summon your ‘husband.’ Then
come back.”

The floozy answers, “I have no husband.” YahShua [shocks] her by replying,
“You said that cleverly: ‘I have no husband.’
17

*
For you've had 5 husbands.
And the man you're now [shacking
up] with isn't your husband. In
that [sense] you didn't lie.”
18

‘Husband’ and ‘Baal’ mean ‘Lord & Master’. Presumably the original Hebrew word for ‘husband’ used
here was ‘Baal,’ indicating that this woman had
been a temple prostitute who was considered to be
married to the 5 different incarnations of the BullGod with whom she had fornicated.

The woman, [shocked,] says to
YahShua, “Sir, I can see you're a
prophet.
19

Or sarcastically, thinking she'd been set up: ‘Oh, so
you're a prophet, wise guy!’
John 4:20 Our [Israeli] fore-fathers worshiped [Yahweh]
on this mountain. Yet you [Jewish] people say that
the place where people have to worship [Yahweh] is in
Jerusalem.”
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Samaritans claim that Joshua established Moses'
tent-tabernacle (containing the ark of the
covenant) on Mt. Gerizim where Abraham attempted to offer Isaac. Deu 11:29 when YHVH brings
you in unto the land... put the blessing upon
mount Gerizim, and the curse upon mount Ebal.
The Samaritan Bible reads: Jos 8:30 Then Joshua
built an altar to YHVH of Israel on mount Gerizim.
The Hebrew Bible reads: Jos 8:30 Then Joshua
built an altar to YHVH of Israel on mount Ebal. The
Samaritans have a good point: if YHVH put a blessing on Mt. Gerizim, and a curse on Mt. Ebal, why
would Joshua build the altar on the cursed mountain? The Israeli Encyclopedia says that most
scholars believe that by the fall of the Kingdom of
Israel, during and after Solomon's last days, Jewish priests sacrificed human children to ‘YHVH’ at
the temple in Jerusalem. see Jer 32:35.
21

YahShua answers the

[suspected temple

hooker],

“Woman, believe me: the hour approaches when you [need] neither this
mountain, nor Jerusalem, [nor any designated
managed zone in which to] worship [Yahweh] the
Father.
Both you Samaritans & the Jews are following El
the Bull god! El Shaddai [YAH] is not the Bull God.
YAH is pure sacred spirit. (YAH is incorporeal. YAH
is invisible. He has no body, or form. YAH never
asked for blood sacrifices on Mount Gerizim, nor
Jerusalem's temple-mount, nor any other mount.
YAH gave you instructions about how to throw worship & charity feasts, not how to please Him by
killing animals. YAH never wanted animal sacrifices. YAH is misunderstood by people in all kingdoms, including Israel. YAH is not limited to this
mountain or that. People don't need to go to
mountains. We can worship YAH spiritually (in our
hearts). (Worship is not about external places or
rituals. Worship is living a life of truth. Your
Samaritan priests have blocked their ears to the
truth. They reject YAH's prophets, just as many
Jews reject the truth, and kill YAH's prophets.
However, at least the Jews preserve the WORDS of
YAH's prophets.
22

You people don’t know what [Bull-god] you
worship. [Whereas] we [Jews] worship
[Yahweh], who we do know, because salvation comes through the Jews.

1742

records. Jews see the words but miss the Messiah,
the living picture the words paint. Judah (the
southern 3 tribes of Israel) preserved some of the
words of some of YAH's (Older Testament)
prophets. North Israel/Ephraim blindly denied that
YAH was speaking through the Jewish prophets.

*
But the hour is coming [to the
world], and [for we living temples of YAH's Spirit] the time is here right now when true worshipers finally
[stop relying on churches and temples, to] worship [Yahweh] the Father in spirit
and in truth. For [Yahweh] the Father seeks [free, spirit-filled, truthful people] to worship Him.
23

Jesus came to end the hilltop-animal-killing Bull
cults, especially the cult in Jerusalem. Jesus condemned all such cults. Jesus forbids all animal sacrifices. Yet of course YAH wants us to continue to
have love-feasts, which may involve eating properly-prepared clean meat. Jesus reminds us that YAH
always commanded love-feasts. And YAH always
forbade ritual blood-sacrifices: “For in the day that
I brought your ancestors out of the land of Egypt, I
did not speak to them or command them anything
about burnt offerings and sacrifices.” (Jer. 7:22-23)
“I do not delight in the blood of bulls.” (Is.1:11)

*
Yahweh is [not physical, like us,
___. YAH is] Spirit. So everyone who worships
YAH must worship Him
[not in special buildings, but] inside of Spirit and ‘inside’
of Truth.”
24

Listen up, Mormons. YHVH does not have a physical body. Rather, all physical objects flow from
Yah's thoughts. You can't worship YAH in a fake religious robot-walk of legalistic rules and falsehoods.

The woman says to YahShua, “I
know that [YAH's anointed] Messiah (a.k.a.
‘Christ’) is coming. When [the Messiah] gets
here, he'll tell us the whole truth. [Then
25

Jews have done a great job of keeping records
about our Creator's interaction with the human
race: better than any other group, far better than
Christians, Muslims, Buddhists or Hindus. However,
this cultural record-keeping skill is offset by a culture of legalistic, rule-bound interpretation of those
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ers in stone temples.] 26

*YahShua says

to [the slut],
“I, the man talking to you, am
[YAH's Messiah].”
The first recorded instance of Jesus revealing himself as the Messiah takes place in despised
Samaria, to a slutty despised woman from drunktown. Jesus thus turns the conventional religious
system on its head.

Right then, up [hike] YahShua's disciples. [They gawk,] amazed to see YahShua
talking with a woman [especially a slut from the
wrong side of ‘Drunk-Town’]. Yet the disciples
[stay silent, too timid to ask], ‘What do you want
with her?’ or ‘Why are you talking with
[that floozy]?’
27

Yahshua probably had a strict rule against himself
or any of his disciples being alone with anyone of
the opposite sex. On top of that, this lady was a
[despised] Samarian nymphomaniac temple prostitute.

the
woman suddenly [drops] her water-pot.
She runs into [hard-liquor] village. She
[yells] to everyone: 29 'Come and see a
man who told me everything I ever did!
[I think he's] the Messiah!’ John 4:30 So the
28 [Seeing herself caught alone with a man,]

people run streaming from Hard-Liquor-Town to
see YahShua.

Real Food Is To Do The Will Of Your
Creator
31 Meanwhile, YahShua's disciples urge him, “Mas-

*But YahShua answers
his disciples,
“I have food to eat that you
know nothing about.”
ter, eat.” 32

So YahShua's disciples ask each other, “[Duh,] did somebody bring YahShua
33

food?” 34 *YahShua

says to

his disciples,
“My food is to do the
will of [Yahweh] who sent
me, and to finish YAH's
work.”

Drunk-Town's Rabble Run To MindReader Christ
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35 [From Hard-Liquor-Town, a large crowd streams toward YahShua. YahShua says to his disciples,]

“Don’t you have a saying, ‘4 months
more, and then comes harvest’? Look,
___! I tell you: open up your eyes!
Look at the fields [of humanity]. The [land is]
white, all ripe for harvest.

*
The harvesters get paid amazing ‘wages.’ They gather [in the]
‘fruit’: [sinners receiving] eternal Life.
So the planter and the harvester both [get to] rejoice!
36

In heaven, we see that the little work we did here
on earth contributed to eternity filled with trillions
of perfect, sinless, ecstatically joyful beings.
37

In [gospel work, ___,] the saying holds true:
‘One plants and another reaps.’
Division of labor. Do the small part you do best;
leave the rest to others.
38

I sent you to harvest [souls] where you
did no [‘digging, planting, weeding or watering’].
Other workers [ancient prophets] did the
hard work. You reaped the benefits of
their labor.”
39 Many of the [idolatrous] Samaritans of
Drunk-Town believe in YahShua after
hearing the slut testify: “YahShua is [a
mind-reader! He] told me everything I ever
did.” John 4:40 The Samaritans approach
YahShua. They beg him to stay with
them. So YahShua stays there [in DrunkTown for] two days.
Even though Jews avoided Samaritans like venereal disease.

Because of YahShua's words, many
more [of these outcast anti-Jewish enemy foreigners]
become believers. 42 *These [despised
41

say to the [slutty] woman,
“Now we believe. But not because of your word. We heard
YahShua ourselves. So we
know he is indeed the Messiah,
the Savior of the world.” 43 After 2
Samaritans]
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days

[hanging around Drunk-Town],

YahShua leaves [Samaria. He
to the Heathen-Circle.
A couple of days in a place is enough. If they want
to hear the gospel, they can find you in 2 days.
hikes east]

*YahShua testifies
that
‘a prophet [enjoys] no honor in his own country.’
44

Yahshua knew well from experience that a prophet
gets disrespected in the place where he grew up.
45 YahShua [hikes into] the Heathen-Circle [Galilee]. The
Galileans immediately welcome him. They recall
their [delight in] watching [him smash up the Jews' cash-cow shopping
mall in the Temple] at Jerusalem during the [Passover] feast.
(The Galileans stubbornly attend feasts [thrown by their
enemy Jews].) 46 YahShua [hikes] back to Cana [Cane-Town]
(also in the Heathen-Circle). There YahShua [earlier]
made water [into intoxicating] wine. [Near] Cane-town (at
Capernaum) lives a nobleman. His son lies sick. 47

The nobleman hears that YahShua has
traveled from Judaea into Galilee. Immediately the nobleman [races his horse to
Cane-Town]. He begs YahShua, “Come
down [to Capernaum]! Heal my son! He lies
at the point of death!” 48 Then YahShua
says to the nobleman,
“Unless you see signs and wonders, you
won't believe.”
49 The nobleman begs YahShua, “Sir,
come down before my child dies.” John
4:50 YahShua answers the nobleman,
“Go home. Your son lives.”
The nobleman trusts YahShua's word.
So he [obeys. He races his stallion home to his comfortable walled town.] 51 The nobleman [gallops
back] down [into Capernaum]. His servants
[ride up]. They meet him, yelling, “Your
son's alive!” 52 The nobleman asks his
servants, “At what time did my son
spontaneously heal?” The servants answer, “Yesterday at 1 P.M. the fever left
your son.” 53 *So the father real-

izes that the healing came at
the same time that YahShua
said to him,
“Your son lives.”

1744

So the nobleman-father believes, along with his whole
household. 54 This [long-distance healing] marks
YahShua's 2nd miracle after he left [know-it-all hypocritical
religious cash-machine] Judaea for the [humble, outcast] Heathen-Circle.
Yahshua's miracles tend to happen far away from
the establishment religionists who think they have
it all together A they get rich off of their perverted
church cash-machines. Just like today. If you want
to do real miracles, point away from money-driven
church-related businesses.

John 5
Yahshua heals at the 1st fruits festival
1 [Time passes, ___.] The Judeans hold Summerfest. So
YahShua travels [back] up to Jerusalem.
Since this is the only feast not specifically named,
it makes sense that this is the End of Grain Harvest
Feast, in Hebrew called Shavuot. The grain harvest
lasts for 7 weeks. The first grain to ripen is barley,
cut at the Passover. The last grain to ripen is
wheat, which closes the spring harvesting. Shavuot
took place 50 days after the first Shabbat of
Passover. “In the largely agrarian society of ancient
Israel, Jewish farmers tie a reed around the first
ripening ‘fruits’ in their fields. At harvest, workers
would cut the crops (identified by the reed) and
place them in baskets woven of gold and silver,
then load the baskets on oxen with horns gilded
and laced with garlands of flowers. They make a
grand procession to Jerusalem. The farmer and his
entourage pass through cities and towns, accompanied by music and parades.”
2 At Jerusalem, by the sheep market, [YahShua sees] a
pool called (in Hebrew): Bethesda [House-Of-Kindness]. 5
porches surround [the pool].
Beth-zatha / Beit-Zata

Hundreds of [miserable] sick, blind, crippled, paralyzed, skin-diseased people
lie on these porches [waiting for the ‘moving of
the healing waters’].
3

Very probably waiting in superstitious fantasy for
an angel to come ‘stir the waters.’ Like the foolish
superstitious fantasy that a pill-pushing Doctor can
heal you of your sicknesses.
4 [These people believe, ___, that] an angel occasionally
floats down into the pool, then stirs the water, [and
that] whoever first steps in gets healed of his disease.
This verse appears to be absent from many source
texts.

One man [who lies on the porch overlooking the
pool] has been sick for 38 years, ___. 6
5

*YahShua sees the sick man
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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lying there. YahShua [of course]
knows how long the man has
been ill. YahShua says to him,
“Do you want to be made
well?”
7 The sick man answers YahShua, “Sir, I have no
one to carry me into the pool when the ‘[angel] stirs
the water.’ While I'm crawling down to the pool,
someone else steps [into the pool] before me.” 8

*YahShua answers the
crippled man,
“Get up. Pick up your
sleeping mat. Walk
[home].”
More than just something to say to sick people: an
instruction to all disciples to get mobile, shed all
unnecessary possessions, and walk out the Great
Commission. YHVH wants you camping in tents and
sleeping outside at times. That's why the Tent Festival (aka Sukkot) is so crucial.

*Immediately the crippled man's body morphs
totally athletic! He picks
up his bed-mat, then
skips down the street
9

[shouting and singing praise to YAH.
The problem is, ___:]

Sabbath Day.

it's the

Being a sinner is worse than being lame.

The ex-cripple runs off and tells the
Jews, “It was YahShua who healed me!”
15

*So, ___, the Jews persecute YahShua. They conspire to
murder him because he [healed and
ordered mat-carrying] on the Sabbath
day. 17 *But YahShua answers
16

[the Sabbath-police,]

“My Father works [on the Sabbath].
So I work [on the Sabbath when necessary
to rescue dying people].”
Not a negation of the Sabbath, but a recognition
that there are sometimes higher priorities than
resting.

*So, ___, the Jews [throw more
power and money] at killing YahShua,
on the [false] grounds that
YahShua ‘broke’ the sabbath.
18

Plus [the Jews falsely]
claim [that when] YahShua says,
“[Yahweh] the Eloah is My Father,”
[YahShua is] equating himself with
[Yahweh] the Eloah. [But YahShua never
Sabbath function.]

*Some Jews see the excripple [whom YahShua] cured. They
yell, “Today's the Sabbath day!
It's illegal to carry that sleeping mat!”
John 5:10

[Criminal! Stone him!]

The cured cripple answers those
Jews, “The man who healed me commanded me, ‘Pick up your bed, and
walk.’” 12 The Jews interrogate the healed man:
11

“What man ordered you, ‘Carry your bed and

The healed cripple doesn't

know [YahShua's name or where YahShua went,] because YahShua slipped away from [or
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

the crowd. 14 *Later, in the
temple, YahShua finds the
healed man. [YahShua] says to
him,
“Look: [YAH] made you well.
Don't ever sin again. Or something worse [than being crippled] may
happen to you. [Angels may throw you
into eternal fire.]”
into]

[When in reality, health-work is a normal priestly

[oh-oh. Gonna be trouble...]

walk’?” 13
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claimed equality with Yahweh.]
Yahshua didn't break the Sabbath. Rogue Jews
falsely accused him of breaking it. ‘It is Lawful to
do good on the Sabbath.’ By saying YHVH was his
Father, Yahshua did not equate himself with YHVH.
The rogue Jews twisted YahShua's words. ‘Bene
Elohim’ (son of God) is the title Psalm 82:6 uses to
describe a judge of Israel. Yahshua quoted Psalm
82:6 to the mob. But they, like most Christians for
1700 years, thought Yahshua was saying ‘I am
‘God the son.’” The phrase ‘God the Son’ never appears in the Bible. Jews and other monotheists see
the phrase ‘God The Son’ as a blasphemous syn-
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cretistic pagan term referring to the Babylonian
substitute-christ Tammuz, whose symbol is, that's
right, the CROSS.

*Then YahShua answers the
Jews,
“I tell you the rock-solid truth.
The son can do nothing by himself. [I only do] what [I] see [my] Father [Yahweh] do. For whatever
things [Yahweh] the Father does,
[those] are the things the son emulates.
John 5:20 *
—For the Father loves the son.
Father shows the son everything Father himself does. So
[my] Father [Yahweh] shows [me, His]
son, [how to do] greater [miracles than
merely making wine and fixing crippled bodies].
[Soon] your [locked-up religious jaws fall to the
ground in] shock [over my miracles]!
21 *
[Yahweh my] Father raises dead [people from the grave, ___,]. He makes [decayed remains] come alive! With
identical [power, I, YAH's] son, give
life to anyone [I] choose.
19

Zoe, physical life.
22

*

[Let me continue to blow your tiny religious

My Father [Yahweh] isn't
judging anyone [anymore]. YAH
has delegated all authority to
judge [mankind, the angels, Satan, the
demons and everyone else] to [me, His son]!
23 *
minds:]

[YAH made me chief judge of every being in the

all men come to honor
[me, YAH's] son, just like they honor [Yahweh my] Father. Any being
who fails to honor [me, YAH's] son,
is guilty of dishonoring [Yahweh,
my] Father, who sent [me, His] son.

universe. So]
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*
I tell you the rock-solid truth,
___. Anyone who hears my
word, and [bases his life actions] on
Yahweh who sent me, [already]
has everlasting life. Such a [genuine active, fruitful] believer [escapes]
condemnation. [Real believers, unlike
mere ‘cultural christians’] have already
crossed from death to [eternal]
life.
24

Have passed into life, past tense. TRULY reborn
people are already in eternity. We reborn people
start our eternal lives chained up in mortal bodies.
Then we escape those bodies upon death. Yet most
people who call themselves ‘born-again’ burn up in
the lake of fire.

*
I tell you the rock-solid truth,
___: The time is coming, and
[for the true believers] is already here,
when dead [people] hear the voice
of [me] the son of Yahweh.
[Corpses] who listen to [me rise] to
live [forever].
26 *
[Yahweh] the Father has the innate [ability to create physical] life. Similarly, he has granted to [me, His]
son, [the innate ability to give physical] life
[even to dead people, ___].
25

There are 3 Greek words for life: Physical life
(Zoe); Sentient mortal life (Psuche); and Spirit-Life
(Pneuma).

*
And [YAH] has given [me, His] son
[the] authority to execute judgment, ___. [I am the long-awaited final
27

Judge of mankind. The ancient prophets saw me in
visions. They called me]

the ‘Son of

Adam.’
By allowing Yahshua, a tempted-yet-sinless man,
to judge humanity, YAH cleverly disproves the
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standards.
28 *
[I'm telling you in advance, ___. Prepare for the

Don't be surprised! The
time approaches when all dead
people in the grave [wake up when
they] hear the voice of [me, YAH's]
son.
shock.]

This guy (Jesus) is either the son of The Creator,
or he's history's greatest megalomaniac. He says
that all the people who ever died are going to get
up at the sound of his voice. Try that boast in your
local subway. Count the seconds 'til cops drag you
away in handcuffs. Some dead people did come out
of their graves when Yahshua died.

*
When I call, the dead rise. The
[people] who performed good [works
before they died] rise to the resurrection of [eternal] life. And those
who did evil rise into the resurrection of condemnation.
29

The only difference between those who enter eternal life, and those who get dumped in the fire, is
what they DID and DID NOT *DO!* It makes no
difference what you SAY you believe, nor where
you go to church. Damnation = 2920 krisis: decision, a tribunal, justice (especially, divine law): accusation, condemnation, damnation, judgment.

*
I can do nothing on my own [authority, ___]. I hear [the facts. Then] I
judge [according to YAH's instructions].
Even my [most severe] judgments
are [perfectly] fair. Because I never seek my own will. [I always execute] the will of [Yahweh, my] Father
who sent me.
John 5:30

YAH is the ultimate embodiment of love. So his rewards and punishments are perfectly fair. That's
why not even Hitler is going to writhe in conscious
endless agony.

*
If I speak in my own [defense,] my
testimony is invalid, ___.
31
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Anything you ever say in your own defense, it's
just vain babble. Save your breath. You'll appear
wiser. Nothing good you say about yourself has
any validity, at law or in real life.
32

*

is another [witness] who testifies in my favor, ___. I know
[YAH's] testimony about me is
valid.

[YAH]

33

You [religionites] sent [your agents] to
interrogate [my cousin] JAHn [the Immerser].
JAHn [risked his life] to give your [spies] reliable expert testimony [about me].
34

Yet I'm not collecting testimonials from
people, ___. I'm reminding you [about
JAHn's testimony], so [YAH] can save you.
35

JAHn [the Immerser] shone as a burning
light [from heaven until Herod chopped off his head].
You were willing for a while to jump for
joy in the light of JAHn's [7-candled menorah
lamp].
John was a menorah, a full witness.

*
But the witness [who really confirms my
authority] far exceeds JAHn. The
workloads the Father gives me
to accomplish are the exact
tasks I execute. [I'm doing exactly what
36

your scriptures predict the Messiah would do.]

These

[miraculous death-defying] actions
[like smashing up your chamber of commerce in
front of all your armed killer soldiers yet living to

bear witness about me.
that [Yahweh my] Father
sent me [here to earth].
tell about it]

[My deeds prove]

Your works prove what's inside of you. Talk is
cheap.
37

And [Yahweh] the Father himself, who
sent me, [continually] testifies in my [defense].
You [phony religionists] have never heard
[Yahweh] the Father's voice at any time.
You've never [even] seen His form.
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*
You [religionists] don't have [Yahweh]
the Father's Word living inside
of you. [You prove your hollowness] by refusing to believe [me,] the One
YAH sent [to] you.
38

If you disbelieve Yahshua [and his prophets],
you're peeing in your Creator's eye.

*
Search the scriptures, ___! For
39

[just because you're the guardians of some late

scriptures, you
fantasize that you own the
path to eternal life. Yet those
scriptures testify in my defense, [predicting my life]! [I am the Living
copies of the Hebrew]

Scripture. I am more than the path to life: I am
life.]
Jesus commands you to search the scriptures. DO
you search them? Computers make it easy to
search scripture. Bibliolatry (worshipping the Bible)
plagues many Judeo-Christians. The Bible is their
oracular talisman, their totem fetish. Jews say,
“King David wore a miniature Torah strapped to his
right arm in combat. So he won every battle.” It's
not carrying a bible around, or having it on your
coffee table, or being on a one-year-reading-plan
that matters. It's searching the scriptures in depth,
every day, for hours, instead of working some
meaningless job to pay for things you don't need.

*
Yet you [religionists] refuse to come
to me. So I [can't] give you eternal Life.
John 5:40

Contrary to what people preach at funerals, people
who never came to Yahshua don't go to ‘heaven.’
They burn in death.
41

*

I [YahShua] never receive [nor accept]
glory, [honor, praise, prayer nor worship]
from ANY human [anthropods].
Why do deluded church people pray to Jesus? Jesus never asked for praise or honor or glory from
people. Jesus doesn't accept human praise. It's offensive to him. It's like if somebody bowed down to
you in a restaurant and called you ‘God.’ Embarrassing. Praising Jesus just means you didn't listen
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to what Jesus said. Jesus said to praise YAH only.
It's not “HaleluJesus.” It's “HaleluYAH!”
42

But I know you

[religionists. YAH calls you to pre-

pare agape-love feasts in honor of his Word].

Yet I

know you have not [one crumb of] [Yahweh]
the Eloah's agape-love in you.
Agape = love feast. Funny because the whole point
of the temple rituals these religionites performed
was to serve food for loving banquets in which
YAH's Word was celebrated and taught. Here YAH's
Living Word (Yahshua) stands in front of the religionists, and they rush to murder him. Just like the
church crowd want to murder you when you attempt to dispel their intentional scriptural ignorance.

*
I come [to you] in my Father [Yahweh's] Authority. So you [slam your
church doors in my face]. Yet when [a false
43

prophet, a celebrity, a politician, or a banker]

comes [to you] in his own name &
authority, you [roll out the red-carpet]
for him.
You worship president so and so, chairman X, Pope
so and so. You love them. But Yahshua, you hate. I
was once at a hall performing a Christian concert
for 10,000 people. Then in walks the wife of a former U.S. Vice President who couldn't even spell
‘Potato.’ The whole place erupts in an extended
standing ovation for the lady. She takes the stage
and stops the scripture from being taught!
44

How can you believe? You receive honor [only] from one-another. [You refuse to]
seek the honor that only comes from
Elohim.

Or ‘from YHVH, the only Eloha.’ Men-pleasers accumulate awards, accolades, testimonials. All of
which mean nothing. Like medals from Hitler.

*
Never imagine that I will accuse you to [my] Father [YAH].
There's [already] someone who
accuses you: Moses, in whom
you trust.
46 *
45
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For if you believed Moses, you
would have believed me. For
Moses’ writings are [all] about
me. [I, YahShua, am YAH's Living Word, ___.]
47 *
So if you fail to believe Moses’
writings, how can you believe
my Words, ___?”

John 6
YAHshua Feeds 5000 Men And
Their Families

1 Then YahShua [escapes the assassins' murder plots]. He
crosses [out of enemy territory] to the far shore of Heathen-Circle [Lake].
(a.k.a. Lake Galilee / Lake Kinneret / the Sea of
Tiberias.) Yahshua dropped the Word-bomb on
those politico-religious wackos and got out of town
before they killed him!

A huge [heathen] crowd follow YahShua.
They're attracted by the miracles they
see him performing: healing, [instructing,
and exorcizing] sick people. 3 YahShua
climbs a mountain. He sits with his disciples. [They overlook the Heathen-Circle region.] 4
2

It's nearly time for Passover, the [spring] Feast kept
annually by the Jews.
The feasts are necessary times of sharing and generosity. All Christians should celebrate the
passover, in place of pagan ‘Easter.’

YahShua lifts up his eyes. He sees a
large crowd flocking toward him.
YahShua asks Philip {Horse-Lover},
“Where will we buy bread for these people to eat?”
6 YahShua asks this to test Philip.
[YahShua] already knows [he's going to multiply
miracle food to feed the crowd]. 7 Philip {Horse-Lover}
5

answers YahShua, “200 pieces of silver [8 months’ pay]
would not buy enough bread for everyone in this
crowd to get 1 mouthful.” 8 One of YahShua's disciples, Andrew {Manly} (Simon Rock's brother) says to

"A boy here has 5 barley
loaves and 2 small fish. But that's nothing to a crowd this size.” John 6:10
YahShua says,
“Tell the crowd to sit down.”
The crowd sits down on the [comfortable]
grass covering the mountainside.
YahShua: 9
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(There are about 5000 grown men [plus
women and children] in the crowd.) 11
YahShua picks up the loaves and fish.
[He] thanks [YAH]. Then [he] distributes
bread and fish to the disciples. The disciples hand [bread and fish] to the sitting
people. The [people] eat all they want! 12
The audience [groan and burp,] stuffed with
food, ___! YahShua says to his disciples,
“Gather up the leftover [food] fragments.
Let nothing be wasted.”
Evangelism is gathering up leftover fragments that
the world left behind: prostitutes, outcasts, unpopular and poor people, etc. Let no one be wasted.

*So the disciples gather the
food [scraps] that drop from the
peoples' [hands]. [The leftover] fragments of the 5 barley loaves fill
12 [huge] baskets, ___! 14 The peo13

ple who see YahShua perform his foodmultiplying miracle exclaim, “[YahShua] is
truly ‘The Prophet’ [we've been expecting YAH]
to send into the world!” 15 YahShua perceives that [his fans] are on the point of
coming and taking him by force to
make him [a worldly] king. So he climbs a
mountain by himself.
Yahshua did not seek political leadership, because
he was already King.
16 Evening falls. YahShua's disciples [hike] down to

YahShua's disciples
board a boat. They [row] across the
great lake toward [Capernaum], the ‘comfortable walled town.’ It's now dark.
[From the mountain above,] YahShua [supernaturally
watches his disciples]. 18 A huge wind blows
up. [It] churns the great lake. 19
the lake-shore. 17

*YahShua's disciples row
about 25 or 30 stadium-lengths, ___. [YahShua teleports

his body down from the mountain to the lake-sur-

see [an eerie figure.
They fail to see that it's] YahShua. [He]
struts on the water. He races
near the ship. The disciples
[scream,] terrified! John 6:20
face.]

The
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*YahShua calls out to
his disciples,
“It's me! Stop being
afraid!”
So the disciples joyously welcome
YahShua onto the boat. Instantly their
boat reaches land, ___. [Some angelic power
brings them to dock] at the exact spot where
they'd headed [before the storm blew them off
course]!
Christ Boots The Free-Handout
Welfare Crowd
21

22 The next morning, back across the lake, crowds
[of YahShua's fans] gather on the shore, waiting to see
him. For they know that his disciples took the only
boat, leaving [YahShua] behind [lakeside]. 23 (Other little
boats from Tiberias come ashore near the place
where Master [YahShua] had given thanks [to YAH, then mul-

The people
deduce that both YahShua and his disciples have left this side of the great
lake. So the people jump on boats.
They [row] to Capernaum, searching for
YahShua. 25 YahShua's fans finally find him on
tiplied the food which the crowd then ate].)

24

the other side of the great lake. They ask him,
“Rabbi, when did you get here?” 26

*YahShua answers the people,
“I tell you the rock-solid truth:
You seek me, not because you
saw [me perform] miracles, but because you ate
from [my super-expanding bread] loaves.
[You ‘love’ me because I] satisfied [your piggy-bellies].
And now you freeloaders are looking for another
free meal. You want me to be the welfare food-stamp office for the Roman Empire. Your God is
your stomach!

*
Stop spending your lives chasing after perishing food [that you
snort in one end and squirt out the other].
Chase after permanent spiritual food that gives you the enduring strength to walk the
path to eternal life. [I] the ‘Son
27
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of Adam’ can give that nourishment to you. [YAH never commissioned me
to run your free government food bank. ‘Whoever
does not work does not eat.’ The purpose of me
miraculously feeding you yesterday was so that

the Eloah
(the Father) has placed on me
His seal, [his proof, that I am ‘The One', the
Messiah whom the ancient prophets call] ‘the
Son of Adam.’”
you would see that Yahweh]

Then the [freeloading] people ask
YahShua, “What do we have to do to
get a job working for [Yahweh] the Eloah?”
28

Still obsessed about what they can GET. But now
they're pretending to be willing to work to get it.

*YahShua answers the
people [hunting for church/min29

istry jobs with competitive salaries
and benefits],

“This is the work of
[Yahweh] the Eloah: [actively, fruitfully] believe in
[me], whom [YAH] sent [to
you].”
If you emulate Yahshua, you don't need that ball-and-chain employee job. Quit trying to serve 2
masters. You can live on less money.

Yet the people [still press for free
They challenge YahShua, “What
sign will you show TODAY? Show us [that
YAH continues to anoint you]. Give us another
[yummy] miracle. Then we'll believe you.
John 6:30
lunch].

Outdo yesterday's boring fish-n-chips routine.
Lord, let today's miracle include a new kind of
meat, perhaps Filet Mignon marinaded in lemonbutter sauce, with sauteed mushrooms on the side,
and garlic-butter mashed-potatoes, and lightly
grilled asparagus, and a golden goblet sparkling
with that deliciously inebriating wine you made in
Cana. And for dessert: cherry cheesecake, with a
birthday candle on top. And each of our names
written in the cake frosting. In a candle-lit restaurant overlooking the Mediterranean sea. Now THAT
would be a miracle. We deserve it. After all, we
rowed all the way across that huge lake to come to
your revival meeting.
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*—[After all,] our fore-fathers
ate manna in the desert. It is
written, ‘[Moses] gave the [Israelites]
bread from heaven to eat.’”
31

Exodus 16:4; Nehemiah 9:15; Psalm 78:24,25

*[The people's stomach-gods growl, thunderYahShua answers the [hungry] people,
“I tell you the rock-solid truth:
Moses did not give [your forefathers]
the bread from heaven. [YAH did.
And today] my Father YAH is giving
you [me,] the True Bread from
heaven.
33 *
For [I am] the bread of [Yahweh] the
Eloah. [I] come down from
heaven. [I] give life to the
world.”
32

ing, demanding a sacrifice.]

The food I made for you people is irrelevant. But
you can't look past eating and pooping to see what
real nutrition is.

Yet the people beg YahShua, “Master, give us that [free] bread every day
[for the rest of our lives]!”
34

Begging for a permanent, irrevocable government
handout. That's called covetousness: wanting what
you didn't work for.

*YahShua answers the
[hungry, selfish] crowd,
“I am the bread of life.
Whoever accompanies
me never never, ever, at
any time starves from
[lack of spiritual food]. And
whoever [builds his life on faithfully emulating] me never,
ever, at any time [spiritually] dehydrates.
35
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This is a parable. Yahshua is talking about hungering and thirsting for wisdom and every other
virtue. If you have those virtues, getting your belly
fed is no problem. If you don't have virtues, no one
cares if you die. Once you find the fountain (words
of Yahshua) you have wisdom, which is more valuable than gold. The more you study, and obey in
action, the deeper the wells of the fountain become, and the sweeter the waters. Yet if you follow
Yahshua, you will sometimes go physically hungry.
36

—I say this because even though
you've seen me [performing miracles], you
[still] don't believe me.

Some of you followed me here trying to trap me in
my words, hoping to get a cash reward from my
assassins.

*
—Everyone the Father gives to
me eventually comes to me. I
absolutely never reject anyone
who [faithfully] accompanies me,
___.
37

Come to me should read ACCOMPANIES ME.
The standard subtly wrong translation produces
generations of fake deluded ‘christians.’ Yahshua
will NOT raise you to everlasting life if you merely
come forward and say a sinner's prayer and then
live a normal, decent life. Yahshua will resurrect
you IF you ACCOMPANY him throughout your life.
‘Come to me’ is a one-time emotional event which
has no eternal meaning. ‘Accompany me’ is lifelong
devotion. ’Come to me’ is a first date. ‘Accompany
me’ is ‘for better or worse, richer or poorer, in sickness and in health, come what may, h*ll or high-water.’

*
For I came down from
heaven, not to do my
own will, but the will of
[Yahweh] who sent me,
___.
38

‘Came down from,’ scholars say, refers to a trip
Yahshua took to heaven.

*
And this is the will of Father
[Yahweh] who sent me: that I nev39
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er lose one of all [the souls] He
gives me. I'll raise [all my faithful followers] up [to life] on the ‘Last Day.’
John 6:40 *
Yes, this is the will of Father
[YAH] who sent me: that everyone who sees [that I'm YAH's] son,
and [builds his life on faithfully emulating me],
attains everlasting life. I raise
[all such extreme-believers] up [to everlasting
Life] on the ‘Last Day,’ [the day the
world ends].”
The promise of eternal life does not extend to people who merely go through the motions of intellectual or emotional belief in Christ. Belief = action.
‘Belief’ that fails to produce action is just fantasy.

Christ's Hometown Crowd Rejects
Him
41 [Later, ___, a similar confrontation rages:] The
Judaeans launch into grumbling at
YahShua, because he says,
“I am the bread [YAH] sent down from
heaven.”
John 6:59 indicates that here the story cuts to a
similar confrontation or a series of confrontations
in one or more synagogues.

The Judaeans growl, “Isn't this
YahShua Josephson, whose father and
mother we know? How can he now lie,
‘I came down from heaven’?” 43 So
YahShua answers the [complainers,]
“Stop grumbling to each other.
42

Don't complain about what I said.

*
—No one can ACCOMPANY me,
unless [Yahweh] the Father who
sent me DRAGS him. Yet on the
Final Day, I raise up everyone
who did accompany me.
44

You think you came to active-faith on your own
strength. But in the unlikely event that you do follow Yahshua, it's because YAH dragged your flabby
lazy carcass the whole way. As illustrated in the
popular ‘Footprints’ poem.
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*
—Prophets write, ‘[Yahweh] the
Eloah teaches everyone.’ So everyone who hears and learns
from [Yahweh] the Father, accompanies me, ___.
45

Isaiah 54:13 True believers are not dependent on
money-sucking church-goons to teach us the parts
of the Bible that raise our personal income so that
the 3% we ‘tithe’ to the preacher buys more nice
stuff to feather their nest so their materialistic
wives can rot on their couches eating bon-bons
staring at insipid ‘Christian’ T.V.

Eat Christ's ’Flesh’ And Drink His
‘Blood’

*
—Not that any [mortal] human beside [me] has seen [Yahweh] the Father. [I came] from [Yahweh] the
Eloah. [Only I] have seen the Father.
47 *
—I tell you, ___, the rock-solid
truth: Whoever [builds his life on faithfully emulating] me [already] has everlasting life.
48 *
—I am the bread of life, ___.
46

49
—Your dead
wilderness.

[rotting]

fore-fathers ate manna in the

What good did eating heaven's honey-wafers really
do your ancestors? They're as dead as if they'd
eaten rocks and scorpions instead of miraclemunch.

*
—[My life] is true ‘bread’ coming
down from heaven, ___. A
man can eat this ‘bread’ [by emulating my thoughts and actions], and never
perish.
John 6:50

51

*
[You, ___, are what you ‘eat.’]

I

am the living bread
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whom [YAH sent] down
from heaven. If anyone
eats of this ‘bread’ [that is,
copies me until I'm a part of his spirit
like the food he eats is part of his
body],

he lives forever.
The bread I give is my
[own] flesh, which I pay
to [redeem] the life of the
world.”
this, the Jews start fighting
among themselves: “How can this man
give us his flesh to eat?” 53 *Then
52 [Hearing]

YahShua says to the Jews,
“I tell you the rock-solid truth:
Unless you eat the ‘flesh’ of [me]
the [ultimate] ‘Son of Adam,’ and
drink [my] ‘blood’, you have no
life in you.
Yahshua intentionally uses this ‘cannibalistic’ language to get rid of these hasslers who really don't
want to follow him. Literally, you must 'ingest' His
wisdom-words and absorb his life-actions into your
habits to the point that He is living within you, like
the food you eat becomes part of your muscles and
cardiovascular system. The result of your becoming
unified with Yahshua is that you walk fearlessly
and peacefully into torture and death, obeying YAH
every step of the way, like Yahshua did, instead of
living to protect and feed your bodily-life.

*
If [you] ‘eat my flesh,’ and
‘drink my blood,’ [then you
already] have eternal life,
___. So I raise [you] up [to
eternal life] on the [world's]
Last Day.
54

Use my words as your nutrition. Follow me through
persecution in selfless obedience to YAH. Get martyred, or die trying. Whosoever eats my wisdom
flesh, and drinks my wisdom blood, has enduring
(aionios) life.
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*
For my flesh [Word] is true food,
___. And my life-blood, [my deathdefying obedience,] is genuine drink.
55

For my words are food, and my wisdom is drink.

*
Whoever ‘eats’ my ‘flesh’
[devours my Word] and ‘drinks’
my ‘blood’ [unites with me at
the deepest level, ___]. He lives
in me. I [live] in him.
56

He who eats my wisdom-food, and drinks my righteous-action-blood dwells in me, and I in him.
57 *
[I'm not talking about cannibalism, ___. ‘Eating
my flesh’ means this: the Supreme Spirit, Yahweh,]

the living Father, sent me [here to
earth]. I live through [Yahweh] the
Father. Similarly, you [disciples]
live through me. But only if you
[spiritually] ‘feed on me.’ [So devour my
word. Walk in my footsteps. Let my spiritual
lifeblood course through your veins. Go where I go.
Do what I say. Copy my death-defying actions.]
He who eats my Wisdom shall live via me.
58

*

am the bread who
came down from heaven, ___.
I'm superior to your dead [wormfood] fore-fathers who scarfed
manna-wafers. Whoever ‘eats’
[my nutritious commandment] ‘bread’ lives
forever.”
[I, YAH's Word]

59 YahShua teaches these [shocking, religionist-enraging]
truths in the synagogue of the comfortable walled
town.
In Leviticus 17:14, Moses strictly forbade the horrible pagan practice of eating or drinking blood. So
many Jews were naturally repulsed, assuming Jesus was commanding them to eat his literal blood,
as Catholics claim to this day with their ridiculous
doctrine of transubstantiation.
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YahShua [shout wild, graphic, infuriating statements,
John 6:60

like “eat my flesh; drink my blood,” and “I descended from

So immediately many of
YahShua's disciples protest, “This is
harsh, severe, [radical extremist] doctrine.
Who's going to listen to such [nonsense]?”
61 YahShua [reads his disciples’ minds. He sees]
them grumbling at his Words. So he
asks them,
“ ___, does [my hardcore extremism] offend
you?
heaven!”]

62

—[Will you believe me] if you see [me] (the
‘Son of Adam’) ascend up [to heaven]
where [I] lived before [this life]?

*
—Only [YAH's] Spirit gives
life, ___. Flesh counts
for nothing. The words I
speak to you are Spirit
and life.
63

I wasn't talking about Cannibalism, you meatheads. And I wasn't talking about miracle-wafers
some Catholic priest lays on your tongue.
64

But some of you [still fail to] believe.”
(For YahShua knows from the beginning who will [refuse to] believe, and who
will betray him, ___.) 65 YahShua says,
“[ ___, your natural inability to believe prompted me to] tell you that
no man can accompany me
[that is, walk beside me through a life of danger, rejection, and death],

unless my Father

[Yahweh]

gives him

[power for the journey].
You don't walk with Jesus. You let YAH DRAG you
and carry you. You can't keep up with Jesus, even
if you had the b*lls to want to go into the dangerous h*llholes Jesus dives into to rescue sinners
from this burning world.

*Starting right then,
many of YahShua's dis66
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ciples go back [to their homes
and jobs], ___. They no
longer travel with
YahShua.
The number of this verse, John 6:66, signifies the
crucial axis of life: walk away from Yahshua, or allow the Father to drag you along with Yahshua. Are
you letting Father drag you into danger with
Yahshua? Or are you slinking back to your home
and your job? To your nice padded couches &
beds, your sports games, your church routine? Will
you face torture, risk, beatings and death to defend your faith? It's your most important choice.
Turning back means eternal death. The road of
danger means eternal life. There is no middle
ground.
67

Then YahShua challenges the 12

[fol-

lowers who later become ‘apostles’],

“Don’t you want to leave too?”
Consider leaving now. If you stay with me, soldiers
and religionists kill you in long, bloody, gruesome
tortures we can't talk about around women and
children. Some of your killers tear you up so bad
they vomit when they kill you.

*Simon-Peter {Rock} answers
YahShua, “Master, to whom
would we go? [Only] you have
the Words of eternal Life.
68

Good answer, Peter. We don't like being murdered.
But we have no 2nd option. Jesus is the only way.
No other wisdom source even comes close. Jesus is
3D. Every other source of wisdom is 2 dimensional.

*—We believe. We're sure
that you are that [one promised ultimate] Messiah, the son of [Yahweh]
THE Eloha, the living Elohim.”
69

All the church-lady translations lie riddled with lots
of missing words and changed words. The text
reads: the <3588> Son<5207> [of]
THE<3588>THEOS<2316>
THE<3588>living<2198> THEOS<2316>.
John 6:70

”
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YahShua answers his

[core follow-

ers],

“Haven't I [personally] handpicked you, the
‘12 [apostles],’ [my devoted spiritual A-team]? Yet
one of you is a devil!”
Finding 12 people to follow Yahshua together is
probably impossible. Mega-churches boast thousands of ‘christian’ members—what a joke! Fair-
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weather ‘christianites’ grow like cancer to stoke the
lake of flames.

YahShua speaks of is Judah
Simonson from Keriot. [This] Judas—one
of the [famous] ‘Twelve!’—soon betrays
YahShua, ___!
71 [The ‘devil’]

John 7
YAHshua Teaches at the Feast of
Tabernacles

*Next, ___, YahShua travels
[around] the Heathen-Circle.
YahShua [wisely] chooses not to
travel in Jewish [areas], because
[many] Jews [keep attempting to] to murder him.
1

Yahshua flees Jewish assassins. But not for fear of
dying. He leaves to finish his work. Later he voluntarily refuses to use his super powers. So his murderers catch and kill Him.

Judaeans prepare to celebrate their
Tent Feast, [when everybody, rich and poor
alike, goes out into the bush and camps out in tents].
2

[fall]

Sukkot, the feast of tabernacles/booths. If you
don't celebrate it, you suffer drought. Even in the
New Covenant. Hence the current worldwide
drought which is spawning apocalyptic water wars.
See Numbers 25:12; Ezra 3:4; Nehemiah 8:14;
Zechariah 14:19.

So YahShua's [unbelieving] blood-brothers urge YahShua to go to Judea [to perform like a dancing flea at the Tent Feast]. They
scoff, “Go where your followers can see
your miracles!
3

A saucy suggestion as to how Jesus' brother came
to hate him: Jesus kept his brothers from deflowering chicks.

*—You can't become a public
figure if you hide like this! [Stop
4

insisting on your privacy and secrecy! What are
you hiding? Have you done something illegal? Are
you a tax-evader? Are you scared that people will
find out your so-called ‘miracles’ are just psycho-

If you can
things, prove it

somatic mass hallucinations?]

do such [wonderful]
to the world! [You could be King. Then
we'd be princes! Ha!]”

Very probably Yahshua's blood-brothers (children
of natural union between Joseph and Mary) hated
Yahshua and were jealous of Yahshua in the same
way that ancient Joseph's brothers hated ancient
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Joseph strutting around in his technicolor dreamcoat. Quite possibly, Jesus' brothers were instrumental in getting him killed, to ‘save their nation’
from his disruptive, and in their view, insane, demonic and/or fraudulent influence.

*(YahShua's [blood]
brothers refuse to believe in him, ___.)
5

The Messiah's own brothers had no faith in him.
Amazing! There's a universe of unexplored drama
there.

YahShua answers his brothers,
“My time has not yet come. But you
6

[ignore YAH's strategic cosmic timing. So you can go to the
feast]

anytime. [Your actions are ir-

relevant.]
The brothers scheme to cash in on a political victory, to be part of the royal family.
7

The world can't hate you [worldlings]. But
the world hates me, because I testify
that its actions are evil.
Say the truth and people hate you for it.
8

You guys go up to the feast. I'm not yet
ready to go to this festival. My time [for
fame] has not yet fully come.”
9 YahShua [shrewdly] says these [technically
true but slightly misleading] words to his brothers. [Then he] stays in the Heathen-Circle.
[Meanwhile, his brothers head south toward Jerusalem,

But after YahShua's brothers journey up to [Jerusalem], YahShua
also [hikes] up to the feast, not openly,
but in secret, ___. 11 The Jewish [murderer-priests and their soldiers run around] hunting for
YahShua at the festival. They ask everyone, “Where is [that terrorist,] YahShua
[Josephson from Nazareth]?” 12 Many people in
the crowds complain about YahShua.
Other people whisper, “YahShua is a
good man.” Others say, “No, YahShua
keeps deceiving [our] nation.” 13 Everyone keeps their [terrified trembling] voices to
a whisper when talking about YahShua.
Because everyone knows that the Judaean [power-brokers are plotting to torture and kill
him and anyone associated with him, ___].
___.] John 7:10
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paraphrase

Then, ___, midway through the festival, YahShua [defies the threat of murder hanging all around him. He] runs right up to the
Temple. He starts teaching! 15 *The
14

Judeans stand with their
mouths hanging open, ___,
stunned, asking, “How did this
guy [YahShua] learn so much
about scripture without ever
graduating from Seminary?”
Education does not come from the classroom. It
comes from experience and inspiration. Action
teaches. Lectures bore. The Messiah with no credentials was murdered by the priests with doctorates in theology.

YahShua answers the [Judaeans],
“My doctrines are not my own, ___.
16

[Ev-

erything I say comes from Yahweh] who sent me.

*
Set out to do Yahweh's
will, ___. Then you'll
learn whether [my]
teachings are from
[Yahweh] the Eloah, or
whether I speak on my
own.
17

The most fundamental principle of scriptural interpretation: test the commandments. Put the command into action. Then you know if the commandment holds up to reality. Test scriptures to see if
they really came from YHVH or if they sprang from
the ‘lying pen of the scribes.’ Yahshua is a scientist.
This verse expresses the scientific method applied
to scripture. Each scripture is a hypothesis you
must test. Test everything; hold onto the good;
throw out the bad. A person who does not purpose
to ‘do YAH's will’ stays agnostic, not knowing what
to believe.
18

Whoever speaks on his own [authority]
seeks his own honor, ___. Truthful
[messengers] seek [to bring] honor [to] their
sender[s]. [A good ambassador never] falsifies
[his sender's messages].

1756

He who speaks his own words, or speaks to benefit
himself, is untrustworthy.

*
Didn’t Moses give you [YAH's]
Torah [Law]? Yet not one of you
obeys the Torah! [That's] why you
keep attempting to assassinate
me!”
John 7:20 *The crowd [shouts] back
at YahShua, “You're demonpossessed! [You're paranoid! Crazy!]
Who's going around trying to
kill you?”
19

People look at the Son of the Creator and think
that he's demon possessed. That's how clueless
people are. You think they're gonna recognize you
as YAH's servant, when you start acting and talking
like Yahshua did? Will they give you the job as senior pastor? No, they're gonna crucify you too.
21 YahShua answers the crowd,
“[You saw] me do one miracle [healing on the Sabbath], and
you're all amazed.
Or ‘I ‘worked’ on the Sabbath, healing 1 man, and
you got offended. You're still all upset, wondering
what I'm up to.’
22 [You work on the Sabbath, too:]

Moses gave
heart-circumcision, you
[savagely mutilate the penises of baby] boys on the
sabbath day! (In reality, [penile] circumcision didn't even come from Moses.
Rather, [it's a disgusting custom that ancient pagans
taught Israel's] Patriarchs.)
[Wrongly interpreting the commands]

you

[regarding]

NEVER let anyone cut your child's genitals. Foreskin resection was never commanded by YHVH because it is severe child abuse.

*
You
23

[rogue Rabbis & Doctors Satanically muti-

on the Sabbath Day, [pretending it's so] that the
law of Moses will not be broken. [So why] are you angry at
me, because I healed a man's
whole body on the Sabbath
day?
late baby boy's genitals, even]

The wording indicates that Yahshua restored the
foreskins of the circumcised men he healed. By the
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time of Christ, these rogue Satan-possessed
priests had changed the ancient moral meaning of
heart-circumcision into the Satanic ritual of resection of the foreskin, preventing the possibility of
the foreskin healing itself, and seriously permanently damaging and abusing the child, as is the
‘Judeo-Christian’ custom in barbaric countries such
as the United States.

*
Stop judging by surface appearances, ___. Instead determine equitable [holy & just]
decisions.”
24

1757

—But I know YAH, because I'm
from YAH. YAH sent me [here,
___].
Yahshua both went to heaven and came back. He
was in a sense ‘begotten’ by YAH.
John 7:30

Then, ___, the

[murderous officials,

to seize
YahShua. But no one lays a hand on
him. [YahShua passes through the crowd in lightningthe mob, and the guards spring into action]

fast super motion. The sprinting murderers grab and stab
the air].

Because YahShua's time [to finish his
remains yet to come.

work on earth]

Yahshua is condemning penile circumcision as an
incorrect and superficial application of the concept
of trimming the spiritual ‘fat’ from your heart.

Then, ___, some of the people of
Jerusalem ask, “Is this [amazing truth-teller the
guy] who the [religionists] keep attempting
to murder? 26 —Look, ___! YahShua
speaks [frankly,] boldly. The [murderous rogue
priests stand] dumbfounded before him.
Have the ‘authorities’ actually concluded that [YahShua Josephson] is the Messiah?
27 [The problem is,] we know this [guy]. We
know YahShua came from [Nazareth]. Yet
[the priests told us] the coming Messiah [will be
a mystery man]. Nobody will know where
he's from.”
25

These people are wrong. The scriptures clearly predict that the Messiah would be from Nazareth.

*Then YahShua (still teaching in the Temple courts) cries
out,
“You [think you] know me. And you
[think you] know where I’m from.
28

[But my origin is not Nazareth. My origin is the

I didn't
come [to earth] on my own. [I came
from Yahweh.] He sent me [to this rock in
the sky]. [My job is to clear up the lies these murderous preacher-police keep telling you!] None
of you, [least of all your rogue religious ratrulers,] know YAH [at all].
29 *
mind of Yahweh, your Creator.]
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Soon he lays down his super-powers to let the religionite rats kill him.

*Still, ___, many of [Judea's]
people [put their] faith in YahShua.
They [wisely] ask, “When the Messiah comes, will he do more
[great] miracles than the wonders
this man [YahShua] has done?” 32
*The Pharisees hear the people
whispering [in hope that YahShua is YAH's
31

Messiah. Terrified by this ‘seditious spirit’ infecting

the Pharisees and
the chief priests dispatch
guards to hunt and capture
YahShua, [dead or alive, ___]. 33 Then
the population,]

[YahShua pops up somewhere unexpected, to the total

surprise of the murderous temple guards chasing him] .

YahShua shouts to the crowd,
“[Enjoy this game of hide-and-seek while it lasts. I don't
have much more time for your games!] I'll only be
with you a little while longer. Then I'll
go away to [Yahweh], the Sovereign
who sent me [here]!

*
You'll seek me, [but you] won't
find me. Where I ‘am,’ you
can't come.”
34

You cannot hang with me. You cannot enter the
presence of YAH, where I live, because the fire of
YAH's holiness would burn you to death if you
neared His throne.
35 Then Judaeans ask each other, “Where can
YahShua go, where we can't find him? Will
YahShua go to [Jews] dispersed among the Greeks,
to teach the beast-nations?” 36 [These confused peo-
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“What's YahShua talking about
when he says,
‘You'll seek me. Yet [you] won't find me,
and where I am, you can't come?’”

The crowd hears YahShua's
words. Immediately many of the people
conclude: “Truly, this [YahShua] is ‘[Our longawaited Hebrew savior] Prophet.’” 41 Other [reasonable people] say, “This [YahShua] is the
Messiah.” But some [clue-less yakkers] scoff,
“[No way! The scriptures don't say] the [Jewish] Messiah will come from the Heathen-Circle!

ple ask,]

John 7:40

*[Later, ___,] on the last day [of the
Tent Feast], the greatest day of the
feast, YahShua [appears unexpectedly
out of nowhere]. YahShua stands
[amidst the huge crowd]. He shouts,
“If anyone thirsts, come [accompany me through your entire life] . Drink [my lifegiving spirit]!

[Blasphemy!]

37

Coming to Jesus is not the one-time-only salvation
event that opportunistic paid-preachers so blasphemously hock. Coming to Jesus means accompanying Him through your whole life. You may slip
and fall now and then. But if you don't accompany
Jesus through your life, in obedience, you did not
in any meaningful sense come to Jesus, no matter
what pretty lies the paid preacher says at your funeral to make a play to nab part of your estate.
The feast day Jesus is celebrating is commanded in
Leviticus 23:36, and we should celebrate it as well.

*
For the Scriptures declare that
rivers of living water will flow
out from the heart of anyone
who truly [builds their life on faithful obedience to] me, ___.”
38

You can experience one fulfillment of this when you
praise in certain spontaneous Pentecostal-type
singing-dance worship meetings, you can feel the
Spirit moving from your belly out through your
mouth as if rivers of clear, blue, clean water were
flowing through you. You will know it's the Holy
Spirit if afterward you feel sustained unconditional
love for everyone you see.

(YahShua mentions [‘Living Water’] referring to the spirit that the believers in
YahShua will later receive. [Soon YAH will]
glorify YahShua [by raising him from the dead].
Then [YAH will give] Spirit (Sacred Spirit) [to
the disciples at Pentecost].)
39

Apparently YAH wanted to wait until Yahshua had
ascended (to heaven,) before filling the believers
with Sacred Spirit. A lot of words are usually added
to this verse by translators wishing to 'personalize'
this spirit as a 3rd member of an Athanasian trinity.
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Galilee.

- Didn't the scripture predict that
Messiah would come from the ‘seed’ of
David {Lover}, and from the town of
Bethlehem {Bread-House}, where David
{Lover} lived?”
42

Yes.

*So, ___, the people divide
because of YahShua.
43

When you take a stand for something Yahshua said
to do, even ‘Christians’ divide on whether or not to
support you. That's why they kick you out of the
church if you speak His words. For the unity of the
church, for the consistency of the tithing cash flow,
so that the ministries can continue without interruption, the church kicks your scripture-quoting
mouth right in the teeth to get you gone, by any
means necessary.

Some [church-security-guard mobsters] decide
to seize YahShua. But not [even the strongest, fastest attack-warrior] lays a hand on
YahShua. [YahShua moves too fast; his attackers
44

bumble like slow motion turtles while YahShua darts

The [exhausted]
guards [straggle] back to the chief priests
and [religionist] Pharisees, who [scream at]
the guards, “Why haven't you arrested
YahShua?!” 46 *The guards, [huffing
around them at the speed of light.] 45

and puffing, embarrassed to admit YahShua moved

answer, “No one
ever spoke the way this man
speaks.” 47 The [payroll-preacher]
too fast for them,]

Pharisees

the guards, “Did
[YahShua, the false Messiah] fool you, too?” 48 —
Have any of [Judaea's] rulers or Pharisee
[‘holy-men’] believed in YahShua?
[scream at]

You don't see any of the leaders believing in him,
do you? Yes.
49 —[The only people who believe in false Messiah

this accursed mob,
who are ignorant of the Law.”
YahShua Josephson are]
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This is still the Jewish position today, that Christians have no idea what they're talking about. The
only way to prove the Jews wrong is to understand
the Hebrew Law better than the Jews do, which is
no easy task. 99% of ‘Christians’ don't even try to
understand the Law. Most Christianites get mad at
you if you start challenging them with anything
from the Old Testament. They call you a ‘legalist’
and a ‘Judaizer.’

Nike-Man, (who had visited
YahShua [under cover of] night [for fear of] his
fellow Pharisees), confronts the chief
priests and [liar-preacher] Pharisees:
John 7:50

Nicodemus = The people of the goddess of victory,
Nike.

"Does our law judge any man before
first hearing him and evaluating [evidence
of] his actions?” 52 The chief priests and
Pharisees answer Nike-Man, “Are you
[an ignorant foreign traitor] from Heathen Circle, too? Search [the scriptures] and see! No
prophet [has come or ever will] come out of
Galilee!”
51

Galilee [Heathen Circle] was an international region in which the Jews had only partial political
control. The Jews despised most Galileans.
53 [This religious lynch-mob breaks up, ___.] Everybody goes
home.

John 8
Religionists ‘Catch’ A Woman In
Adultery
1 YahShua climbs up Olive-Mountain. 2 Early in
the morning YahShua [supernaturally] appears back inside the temple, ___. All
the people gather around him. So he
sits down. [He] instructs them. 3 *[The religionists crouch back, too scared to kill YahShua in

So the scribes
and Pharisees drag a [crying]
woman to YahShua. [The religionists
claim they've] caught her committing adultery. The religionists
stand this [terrified] woman in the
middle of the crowd.
broad daylight, ___.]

in adultery, in the very act—[the
death-penalty crime of giving her dirty body to a

man other than her husband]!
Possibly a false accusation, since there was no man
present.

Now in the Torah, Moses ‘commanded’
us to stone adulterers [to death]. Are you
gonna' contradict [Moses]?”
5

The Mosaic law states that the woman AND the
man must be tried together. Without both ‘partners’ and two bona-fide eyewitnesses to the act, no
case. Also, Moses didn't command anyone to stone
adulterers. Moses said that anyone could stone
them with impunity, if 2 bona-fide witnesses saw
the act. Big difference. In actual practice, this rule
merely ensures that adulterers keep their sin behind closed doors, where it won't influence children
to copy immoral actions.

The [snake-spirited] scribes and Pharisees
[order YahShua to render a verdict in this trumped-up
6

case]. [They]

tempt YahShua, fishing for
to accuse him. Instead [of answering,] YahShua stoops down.
With his finger writes on the ground, as
though he can't hear the religionists.
[ammunition with which]

The religionists expect that either: 1) Yahshua will
enrage the people by having the lady stoned for
committing a popular, common sin which many
people and priests commit, 2) or Yahshua will command everyone to ignore the Law of Moses.
Yahshua commits neither error. Yahshua may have
written, “Where's the man?!”

*The scribes and Pharisees
continue [their vain attempt at] interrogating YahShua. Then YahShua
straightens up. He says to the
religionists,
“Whoever is sinless among
you, let him be the first to
throw a stone at the [‘adulteress’].”
7

Clean yourself up first. Then you can judge others.

YahShua stoops down again, ___. [He]
writes [another phrase] in the dust [with his finger].
8

Probably clarifying some lost key to understanding
the Mosaic Code.

*The [people] hear
[YahShua's incredibly wise answer.

I imagine that Mary Mag was actually servicing an
evil Priest.

9

*The [snake-hearted] scribes and
Pharisees hiss to YahShua,
“Rabbi, this woman was caught

They grimace,]

4
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their own consciences,
___. They leave [the temple
court] one by one, starting
with the oldest. At last
[they] leave YahShua
alone with the [trembling]
woman. [She] stands in
the center [of the temple courtyard]. John 8:10 YahShua stands up,
___. [He] sees no one but the woman.
He says to her,
“Woman, where are your accusers? Has
no one found you guilty?”

*She replies, “No one, Adoni.”
YahShua says to her,
“I don't condemn you either.
Go and sin no more.”
11

It is possible to never sin again. Perfect morality
should be your goal.

YahShua Claims To Be God's Gift To
Mankind

*[Time passes, ___.]
YahShua addresses the
[Jerusalem crowds]. [He] says,
“I am the light of the
world, ___. Whoever
follows me never again
walks in darkness. [My followers enjoy] the light of
life.”
12

So the [payroll-preacher] Pharisees argue
with YahShua, “You’re testifying in your
own [defense. Your] self-testimony is not
[legally] valid.”
13

Correct legal principle.

*YahShua answers the
Pharisees,
14
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“I bear witness about myself.
Yet my testimony remains accurate. For I [am the only mortal who]
knows [heaven]. [It's] where I came
from, and where I'm going.
You can't [even] tell where I
come from, and where I go.
—not even moment to moment, when I'm standing
right in front of your faces! You keep trying to
murder me. But I vanish when your soldiers jump
to grab, shoot or stab me. I leave you with clueless
stares on your rat-faces. Ale-ale-lu-Yah; you can't
catch me!
15

—You judge me. [But your judgment is corrupted
by all your] fleshly [sins and human limitations]. I'm
not [currently] judging anyone.
16

—Yet when I judge, my judgment is
correct, ___. For I'm not alone.
Rather, I [live in union with Yahweh] the Father
who sent me [to earth].
Great I Am Not Alone Song. Jesus is not YHVH incarnate. But Jesus is in union with YHVH.
17

And in your law,

[Moses] writes that the
testimony of two men
is valid [lawful proof of any disputed matter].
[bona-fide eyewitness]

This is a lawful principle today. Any lawful thing
you might need an I.D. for, can be accomplished
without I.D., with the testimony of two witnesses.
That includes buying a house, traveling overseas,
or anything else you can think of where a party
needs to verify who you are.
18

I am [one of the 2 required witnesses, ___]. I bear
witness about myself. [The other witness on my
behalf is Yahweh,] the Father who sent me [to
earth].”
Yahshua is the only other eyewitness to his having
been in heaven. So his testimony can't be refuted.

*Then the Pharisees ask
YahShua, “Where is your Father?” YahShua answers,
“You know neither me, nor
[Yahweh] my Father. If you knew
19
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me, you would also recognize
my Father.”
YahShua speaks these words
while [he] teaches in the Temple treasury, [the most heavily guarded location in the MiddleEast, a fortress controlled by his assassins, ___]. Yet
no man [can lay] a hand on YahShua. [No
John 8:20

matter how hard his attackers try to grab him and kill
him,]

it's not yet his time

[to die]. 21

*Then YahShua repeats to the
Pharisees,
“I soon go away. You keep on
hunting me. Yet [you never find me].
You die in your sins. Where I
go, you can't come.”
Yahshua disappears and pops up in random surprise locations while the frustrated guards fall all
over themselves trying to catch him.

Then, [puzzling over] YahShua's statement, “Where I go, you can't come,” the
[clueless] Jews ask, “Is YahShua going to
kill himself?” 23 *YahShua answers
22

the [religionites],
“You're from below. I'm from
above. You're of this worldsystem. I'm foreign to this
world-system.
24 *
That's why I warned you that
you'll die in your sins. If you
fail to believe that I am [the Messiah YAH sent from above], your errors
[drown] you.”
Your response in this life to the Messiah (the eternally existing Living Word of YAH) is the test of
whether you perish or live eternally. This verse is
NOT Christ claiming to be YHVH, the ‘Great I AM’.

Then, ___, the Jews ask YahShua,
“Who are you?” YahShua replies,
“I am exactly who I've been telling you
I am from the beginning.
25

26
—Regarding you [Jews], I have many things to say
and judge. But [right now, Yahweh,] the truthful [One,] sent
me [on a mission not to judge you or talk primarily about you,] but
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rather to speak to the world the truths I hear Him
[speak].”

fail to understand that
YahShua is speaking to them about
[Yahweh] the Father. 28 Then YahShua
says to the Jews,
“After you ‘lift up the Son of Adam’ [by
nailing me to a pole], then you realize [in horror]
that I'm [the predicted Hebrew Messiah,] and that
I do nothing on my own. Rather, I
speak these [truths] just as my Father
[Yahweh] taught me.
27 [ ___, the Jews]

*
And [Yahweh] who sent me sticks
with me, ___. The Father
[Yahweh] never leaves me alone.
For I always do the things that
please Him.”
29

John 8:30 As YahShua speaks these words, ___,

*Then
YahShua says to those Jews
who believe in him,
“IF you endure in [obeying] my
Word, ___, then you are truly
my disciples;
many

[people begin to]

believe in him. 31

IF.

*
THEN, [after you obey,] you
know the truth, ___.
And the truth sets you
free.”
32

People always forget the preceding verse. If you
don't keep on obeying the Messiah's commands,
you won't know the truth and the truth will NOT
set you free.

The [Jews] answer YahShua, “We are
Abraham's seed-children! We've never
been in bondage to anyone! How dare
you say, ‘You will be set free?’” 34
33

*YahShua answers the [Jews],
“I tell you the rock-solid truth:
Whoever commits sin is a slave
to sin.
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*
A slave doesn't permanently
belong to the family [he works for,
___]. But a son stays forever [part
of the family].
35

A slam against Jews. Their supposed genetic link to
Abraham means NOTHING if they sin.

*
So, ___, if [YAH's] son
sets you free, you [live in]
absolute freedom.
36

37

You [think you] ‘know’ you're the ‘seedchildren’ of Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}.
Yet you seek to kill me, because my
Word has no place in you.
The word [I] is not in the text, casting into question whether Yahshua actually declared those Jews
to be the seed of Abraham. Also, Abraham had two
children, one of whom was cursed.
38

I speak what I saw [while keeping company]
with my Father [Yahweh]. In [contrast,] you
do what you hear [while keeping company]
with your father [Satan].”
39 The Jews [spit] back at YahShua,
“Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} is our father.” YahShua answers the Jews,
“If you were Abraham's children, you'd
do the things Abraham did.
John 8:40

—Instead, [right] now you're trying to
murder me, a man who keeps telling
you the truth I hear from [Yahweh] the
Eloah. Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} never
committed [any murder-crimes].
41

—You do the deeds of your father [the
devil].” The Jews scream at YahShua,
“We're not children of fornicating people
who weren't married to each other, [like
you are, you mamzer brat of Roman rape, Jesus Josephson]!

We have one Father:
Eloah!”
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A slam against Yahshua, who some Jews (to this
day) rumor to be ‘Yeshu,’ the son of a Roman soldier whom Jews blasphemously claim fornicated
with and/or raped Mary.

YahShua answers the Jews,
“If [Yahweh] the Eloah were your Father,
you'd love me. For I was conceived [by]
and came from [Yahweh]. I did not come
on my own [authority or power]. Rather, Yahweh sent me.
42

*
Why do you not understand
what I say? Because you can't
‘hear’ my Word.
44 *
You belong to your father the
devil. So you act out the evil
lusts of your father. [Your father Satan] was a murderer from the
beginning. He [refuses to] live in
the truth, because there is no
truth in him. When [Satan] speaks
a lie, he speaks his native language. For [Satan] is a liar, the
[very] father of lies.
43

The inventor of the lie.

*
Yet because I tell you the
truth, you [refuse to] believe me.
45

46

Who among you can prove me guilty of
sin [or of saying a single misleading word, ___]? [Nobody!] So when I speak the truth, why do
you [fail to] believe me?

*
Whoever is from [Yahweh] the
Eloah hears Yahweh's words.
So [the reason] you fail to hear
Yahweh's words is because
you are not from Yahweh.”
47

Wanna' find out who around you is from YAH and
who is from the devil? Just say some rare commonly-taught truth from the scripture. Condemn
fiat currency or interest charges or premarital sex
or secular public education or elective surgery.
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People will polarize. Most will scoff. But once in a
while, someone will listen with deep serious interest.

Then these [apostate] Jews answer
YahShua, “Aren't we right when we say
you're a demon-possessed [witch from]
Samaria?” 49 YahShua answers,
“I am not [possessed by] a demon. I'm honoring my Father. But you dishonor me.
48

*
I never seek my own glory,
___. But there is One [being, Yahweh,] who [brings glory to me]. [YAH]
judges [my actions].
51 *
I tell you the rock-solid truth,
___: If a man obeys my teachings, he never ever experiences the endless death.”
John 8:50

Obedience is the key to eternal life. Several words
are commonly removed from translations of this
verse, making Jesus appear to make the false and
ridiculous statement that his believers will not
physically die.

The Jews [spit back at] YahShua, “Now
we know you're demon-possessed!
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} and the
prophets all lie dead. Yet you claim that
if a man obeys your words, he never,
not ever, for perpetuity, tastes death?
53 —Are you greater than our dead
fore-father Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}?!
[Are you greater] the [ancient Hebrew] prophets
[who] also died?! Who do you make
yourself out to be?” 54 YahShua answers,
“If I honor myself, my honor is nothing.
[He who] honors me is [Yahweh] my Father;
the One about whom you keep [lying,]
‘He is our Elohim.’
52

*
Yet you've never known YAH.
But I know Him. If I said, ‘I
don't know YAH,’ I'd be a liar
like you. But I know YAH. And
[I] keep His Word.
55
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Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, [whom you call]
your ‘father,’ looked with jubilant faith
down the tunnel of history. [He] saw my
day coming. He fore-saw [my life,] then
cheered [me on]!”
paraphrase

Then, ___, the Jews scoff at
YahShua, “You're not even 50 years
old! Yet you've seen Abraham {Fa57

*YahShua
answers the Jews,
“I tell you the rock-solid
truth, ___: I existed [as
YAH's Word] before Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} was
[even born]!”
ther-Of-Billions}?” 58

Yahshua appears here to claim pre-existence, at
least in the form of the Creator's Word.

*Then the Jews pick up
stones to hurl at YahShua. But
YahShua [supernaturally] hides himself. He [teleports] away from the
temple. [He zooms right through the middle of
59

the murderous congregation. He totally evades
their weapons, ___.]
If you say the truth, sometimes you have to hide
from people who try to kill you. Again Yahshua
tele-ports his body, makes himself invisible,
changes his appearance, and moves at superhuman speeds while his confused attackers try to
swipe their slow-motion swords at the blur of him
flying right through them. What is so amazing
about his death is that he resisted the urge to use
these superpowers to defend himself.

John 9
On Sabbath, YahShua Heals A Man
Born Blind

1 [While his killers turn Jerusalem upside down trying to

YahShua, [whistling a happy tune,]
hikes on [down the dusty road, ___]. He sees a
man blind from birth. 2 YahShua's disciples ask YahShua, “Rabbi, who sinned—
this man or his parents—[so that in punishfind him,]

56
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blind [before he was] born?”
3 YahShua answers,
“The man's blindness is neither the result of his sin, nor of his parent's sins.
Rather, [to cure his blindness, I'll] demonstrate
the miracle-working power of [Yahweh]
the Eloah.
ment YAH struck him]

*
As long as [life's] daylight lasts,
___, we must keep doing the
work of [Yahweh], the One who
sent me. Night [death] is coming.
Then no one can work.
5*
As long as I am in the world, I
am the light of the world,
___.”
4

Then YahShua spits on the ground,
___. [He] mixes the clay & spittle [into
mud]. [He] rubs that [goo] onto the blind
man's eye-[lids]! 7 Then YahShua says to
the blind man,
“Go. Wash [your face] in the pool of
Siloam.”
( ___, siloam means ‘sent.’) So the
blind man [staggers] to wash [the mud
off his eyes. He sprints home] seeing! 8 So the ex-blind man's neighbors and the
6

people who had seen him

[begging]

ask, ‘Isn't this the

Some
[people] answer, “This is the beggar.” Others say, “He just looks like [the beggar].”
But the ex-blind man says, “I am [the exbeggar]!”
same man who used to sit and beg?’ 9

This is the same "I AM" (ego eimi) that Jesus said.
It's just a normal statement. This doesn't mean
that either Yahshua or the blind man claimed to be
YHVH, ‘the Great I Am.’

So, ___, the neighbors ask the
ex-blind man, “How did your eyes get
‘opened?’”
John 9:10

[healed]

*The ex-blind man answers,
“A man called YahShua made
clay, dabbed it on my eyes,
then said to me, ‘Go to the pool
of Siloam and wash.’ So I went
11
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and washed [the mud off my face]. Immediately [YAH] gave me sight!”
The neighbors ask the ex-blind man,
“Where is YahShua? [We've got some health
problems too!]” The ex-blind man answers,
“I don't know.”
Religionists Interrogate The ExBlind Man
12

13 The

[neighbors]

escort the ex-blind man to the

Pharisees. 14 Now, ___, this
day (on which YahShua makes the mud
and opens the blind man's eyes) is a
Sabbath.
[pompous paid preacher]

All mitzvot remain binding forever. So anyone
coming to change the Torah is immediately identified as a false prophet. (Deut. 13:1-4) However,
Yahshua didn't break the Sabbath. He challenged
some preachers' overly strict interpretational rules
about the Sabbath.

The Pharisees interrogate the exblind man: “How did you receive your
‘sight’?!” The ex-blind man answers,
“[YahShua] smudged clay on my eyes. I
washed [it off], and now I see.” 16 So
some of the Pharisees scoff, “This man
YahShua fails to guard the Sabbath
[day]. So he can't be [a messenger] from
[Yahweh] the Eloah.” Other [Pharisees] ask,
“How can a sinner-man do such [awesome]
miracles?” So, ___, [differing opinions about
YahShua] split the [Pharisees into warring factions].
17 The Pharisees ask the ex-blind man,
“What do you say about [YahShua] who
‘opened your eyes?’” The ex-blind man
replies, “[YahShua] is a prophet.”
The Blind-Man's Parents Avoid Interrogation
18 Still, ___, the Judaeans remain unwilling to believe that the man [born]
blind can suddenly see. So they summon the man’s parents. 19 The Jews ask
the parents, “Is this your son, who you
say was born blind? How then can he
now see?” John 9:20 The man's parents
answer the Judaeans, “We know this is
our son, and that he was born blind. 21
But we don't know how our son now
sees, or who opened his eyes. Our son
15
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is of age. Ask him. He can speak for
himself.”
The parents are on the verge of getting banned
from all cultural, religious and economic life. So
they claim their ‘right to remain silent.” So should
you.

The blind man's parents say this
[white-lie] to protect themselves, fearing
[that] the Judean [leaders will banish them]. For
the Jews agree that anyone who acknowledges YahShua as Messiah will be
expelled [banned, blacklisted] from the synagogue, ___, [shunned from educational, cultural,
political and religious society].
22

A socio-economic death sentence. No Jew would
buy from or sell to you if you're banned. Just like
you can't buy or sell now unless you swear oaths of
allegiance to a beast-nation. Oaths that Jesus
forbade.

why the
blind man's parents say, ‘Ask our son.
He's a grown man.’
23 [Fear of dying from neglect or murder is]

‘He's of age’ implies standing at law, in addition to
age.

Religionists Excommunicate The
Ex-Blind Man
24 Then, ___, the Jews call the ex-blind
man back [to court]. They [scream] at him,
“[You're lying!] Give [Yahweh] the Eloah the
true account. [Swear under penalty of perjury.]
We know this man [YahShua] is a sinner.”
25 The blind man answers, “Whether
[YahShua] is a sinner or not, I don't know.
One thing I do know: I was blind. Now
I see.” 26 Then the Jews again ask the ex-blind
man, “What did YahShua do to you? How did

The healed man
answers the Jews, “I've told you already. But you didn’t listen! Why do
you want to hear [my story] again? Do you
want to become YahShua's disciples
too?” 28 Then, ___, the Jews attack and
curse the ex-blind man with insults.
[They scream,] “YOU are [the mamzer] Yeshu's
disciple! We're disciples of Moses! 29 —
We know that [Yahweh] the Eloah spoke
to Moses. We have no idea where this
[Yeshu] fellow comes from!” John 9:30 The
ex-blind man answers the Jews, “Well,
here is an amazing thing! [YahShua]
YahShua open your eyes?” 27
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opened my eyes. [He miraculously cured me of
blindness!] Yet you [priests refuse] to acknowledge [that] he comes from [heaven]! 31 —
Now we know that [Yahweh] the Eloah
doesn't listen to sinners. Rather, Elohim
hears everyone who worships [& respects
Him] and does His will. 32 *—Since the

eon[s], nobody has ever
heard of anyone opening the
eyesight of someone born
blind. 33 —If this man [YahShua] was not
[first]

from Elohim, [YahShua] could do nothing.”
34 The Jews answer the ex-blind man,
“When you were born, you were already
deep in sin, [you Mamzer]! How dare you
lecture us!” Then, ___, the [religionists order
their policemen] to throw the healed man
[into the street. They ban him from society, leaving him
for dead.]

The Pharisees wrongly judged that the man was
born blind as a punishment for sin.

The Ex-Blind Man Becomes
Yahshua's Disciple
35 YahShua hears that the [religionists]
have thrown the ex-blind man [out of the
temple and banned him from society. So] YahShua
finds the [ex-blind man]. [YahShua] asks him,
“Do you believe in the son of [Yahweh] the
Eloah?”
36 The healed-blind man answers,
“Adoni, [please] tell me who [the son of YAH]
is, so I can entrust [my life] to him!” 37
YahShua answers the [ex-blind] man,
“You've seen the ‘Son of Adam:’ [me,]
the man talking with you!”
38 The healed man replies, “Master, I
believe.” He kneels down, [then prostrates
himself, face to the ground,] in front of
YahShua.
Note: Yahshua didn't encourage the man to worship Him. We are to pray to and worship only YAH,
Yahshua's Father.

Yahshua Pronounces The Religionists Guilty

*YahShua says,
‘I came into the world to [prepare
it for] judgment, ___, [to bring every39

thing into the clear light of day, to make all distinctions obvious,]
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so that people who have never
seen come to see, while [truth]
exposes those [fakers] who [pretend
to see] as blind.”
paraphrase.

Some of the [pompous paid preacher]
Pharisees [spying on] YahShua hear these
words, ___. [So they] mock YahShua, “So
we’re blind too, are we?” 41
John 9:40

*YahShua answers the religionists,
“If you were blind, [YAH] wouldn't [judge you guilty of] sin. But since
you still [arrogantly] claim, ‘We
see,’ your guilt remains.”
YAH gives some mercy to ignorant people. But
these actors should have known better. They went
to seminary. They had letters after their names.

John 10
1

YahShua The Shepherd Cares For
His Flock

I tell you the rock-solid truth, ___:
[Anyone] who [breaks into] the sheep-pen,
avoiding the gate and climbing up some
[sneaky] way, he is a thief and a looter.
These ‘Jewish’ priests were actually Edomites appointed by Rome. They were in the paid religion
business, facilitators of commerce, not spirituality.
Like most preachers today. Sheep rustlers!
2

But

the sheeps' true shepherd, enter
through the gate [of true au___].

[I,]

[the human corral]
thority,

3

The gate-guard opens the gate for the
shepherd. The sheep hear the Shepherd's voice. The shepherd calls his
own sheep by name, ___. Then he
leads them out [of captivity].
4

The shepherd takes his own sheep out
[to pasture]. He walks in front of the sheep
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[into danger, ___].

The sheep follow him.
They know his voice.
5

The sheep won't follow a stranger,
___. They run from the [stranger], because they don't recognize the [stranger's]
voice.”
6 YahShua tells this [visually illustrative story]
to the [phony preacher] Pharisees. But [even
when YahShua paints baby-simple word-pictures for the

they [still refuse] to understand
the truths he speaks to them, ___. 7
So YahShua says to the Pharisees,
“I tell you the rock-solid truth: I am the
‘gate’ for [all human] ‘sheep.’
religionists,]

8

All [false religionists and politicians] who cut in
front of me, [grasping for a superior position over
me,] are thieves and robbers, ___. [My]
sheep don't listen to [phonies].
This does not mean that all previous Hebrew
prophets and leaders were thieves and robbers. It
means that those who arrogate themselves to a
place of honor ahead of Yahshua are thieves and
robbers. People who try to make you swear oaths
are thieves and robbers. True Christians don't listen to sham leaders.
9

I am the gate, ___: [YAH] saves anyone
who comes in [to the Kingdom Of Heaven]
through [union with] me. [My followers] cycle in
and out between [my resting pen and my]
green pastures.

*
The thief comes only to steal,
kill and destroy you, ___. I
come so that the [sheep] can have
life—the fullest possible [life]—
[overflowing abundant life forever].
John 10:10

YahShua Denounces The Paid Religion Business

*
I am the good shepherd,
___. [A] good shepherd
lays down his life for [his]
sheep.
11
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Yahshua didn't lay down his life to please YAH's
sense of ‘justice’ with a sickening blood sacrifice.
YahShua died to provide iron-clad lawful justification for stripping Satan's slaves [the human race]
from Satan's evil hand.

*
A hired pastor, [paid preacher or politician] runs away when he sees a
[killer] wolf coming, ___. [A money-minister] abandons the ‘sheep.’
The sheep aren't his [property].
And he isn't their shepherd. So
the wolf [attacks. It] catches the
sheep. [Marauders] scatter the
flock.
12

Literally an indictment of people who sell religion
for money.

*
The hired pastor [paid
preacher] flees. He's only in
[the pastoring business] for the
money, ___. He doesn't
care about [YAH's] ‘sheep.’
13

If you ever are sure that you have the Holy Spirit,
go and offer to volunteer at a church-related charity. Do some ministry that proves you have the
Holy Spirit. As soon as you hit a breakthrough that
changes the lives of poor lost people, some wellpaid administrator will swoop down on you like a
hawk from hell and drive you away over some frivolous technicality. You watch. Consistent budgets
are the church's gods. Religion. It's a cash-flowsensitive operation.

*
I am the [ultimate] good shepherd,
___. I know my ‘sheep.’ And
my ‘sheep’ know me.
14

15

[My relationship with my ‘flock’ of obedient disciples is just

the Father knows me, and I know [Yahweh] the
Father. So I lay down my life for [YAH's]
‘sheep.’
YahShua Predicts His Resurrection
& His Reign

like YAH's relationship to me, ___:] [Yahweh]
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*
And I have other sheep who
are not from this [Jewish] pen. [YAH
sent me to] bring them [to Him]. And
they, [unlike you religionists,] eventually
hear my voice. Ultimately there
will be one flock, and one
Shepherd.
16

Thus ends the artificial division between Jewish
frozen-chosen religionists and other nations whom
Jews disparage as 'Goyim,' (cattle).

*
This is why my Father [Yahweh]
loves me, ___. I [voluntarily] lay
down my life [to help people]. So I'll
pick my life back up again.
17

Yahshua has always had super-powers beyond
imagination. The miracle is that he resisted the
urge to use his powers to save his life. Notice that
Jesus does things to merit his Father's love. Your
Father in heaven loves you if your actions are lovable.

*
No man [can] take my life from
me. [For 32 years, religionists and their soldiers
18

have been trying to murder me. Yet they never lay
a finger on me. I evade human weapons at will.

I'm [going to let them kill me. I] lay
my life down by my own free
will. I have power to lay my
life down. And I have power to
pick up my life again, ___. I
receive this authority from
[Yahweh] my Father.”
But]

Do you have the power to turn off your ‘fight- or
flight’ response?

Judeans Attempt To Stone Their
Messiah
19 Yet another split ruptures the Judaeans because

Many
Judaeans [hiss], “YahShua is demon-possessed, raving mad. Why do you [fools]
listen to him?” 21 Other Judaeans say,
“YahShua's [teachings] are not the words
of a demon-possessed man! Can a deof what YahShua says, ___. John 10:20
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mon open the eyes of blind people?” 22
It's wintertime, ___, so [the Judaeans are celebrating Hanukkah,] the [extra-biblical] Festival of
the Dedication [of the Temple,] in
Jerusalem. 23 So YahShua, [risking his life,
draws another murder attempt. He boldly] walks [into
his assassins' stronghold] in the temple area.
[He struts] down Solomon's Colonnade. 24
Judaeans surround YahShua, baiting
Him, “How much longer are you going
to keep us in suspense? If you're the
Messiah, tell us publicly!” 25 YahShua
answers [his attackers],
“I told you [I'm the Messiah]. Yet you [still
refuse to] believe me. The [miraculous] works
I do in my Father’s name [& authority] testify on my behalf.
Actions speak louder than words.
26

Yet you [fail to] believe, because you're
not part of my flock, like I told you!

*
My sheep listen to my voice,
___. I know them. So they follow me.
28 *
And I give [my obedient hearers] eternal life, ___. So they never
[ever, eternally] perish. No one can
ever pluck my ‘sheep’ from my
hand.
29 *
My Father, who gave my ‘sheep’
to me, is greater than everyone
[else put together]. So no man is able
to pluck my ‘sheep’ out of my
Father's hand, ___.
27

John 10:30

*

I [YahShua] and [Yahweh] the
Father are one, ___.
As in English, there are many senses to the Greek
word: #1520: heis (hice); a primary numeral; one.
Here ‘heis’ does not mean ‘one literal being’. It
means ‘one’ in unity: unified, undivided, in com-
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plete agreement and cooperation, a Father and son
with a perfect relationship. Likewise, a husband
and wife are ‘one.’ (Matthew 19:6.) YHVH is not
Yahshua. Similarly, John 17:11 says: ‘Father, I
pray that the disciples will be ONE, just as you and
I are ONE.’ The disciples' identities don't merge.
The disciples must be totally unified, cooperative,
communicative.

*[Misunderstanding YahShua as claiming
equality with Yahweh], the Jews immediately pick up stones again to
stone YahShua. [They aim to throw rocks
31

YahShua answers the [murderous rock-throwing] Jews,
“I've shown you many great miracles
from [Yahweh] the Father. For which one
of these [miracles] are you throwing rocks
at me [to kill me]?”
YahShua Says He Is Not The Creator-Incarnate
33 The [rock-pelting] Jews answer YahShua,
“We're not stoning you for any good
deed, but for blasphemy — because
you, a mere man, are making yourself
[out to be Yahweh] the Eloah!”
at His head until he's dead.] 32

No he wasn't.

YahShua answers the Jews,
“[Ancient palmist Asaph] writes in your Torah
[law], ‘I [Yahweh once] declared you [rulers of
Israel to be] elohim.’
34

Jesus here quotes Psalm 82:6, which predicts that
Jewish religious leaders come to die because they
fail to care for the needy. Just like the Jews who
threw rocks at Yahshua 2000 years ago, the
world's ‘christianites’ cannot comprehend the scriptures because they fail to understand the term ‘elohim’ and ‘Eloha.’ They cling to the word ‘god’ which
is way too blunt to impart any meaningful understanding of what they bluntly call the ‘godhead.’
35

*

[Yahweh] the Eloah used the word
‘elohim,’ to honor the [ancient Israeli
leaders] to whom [He sent] His Word.
And the scripture can't be broken.
The scripture is intact. You can use it to be enlightened today. But you have to dig deep, using excellent systematic approaches to Bible learning, and
devoting 40+ hours per week to scripture-study
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and scriptural-action. Just studying the bible in
your off hours isn't going to cut it. You have to quit
your worldly job.
36

So how can you tell [me] whom [Yahweh]
the Father has sanctified and sent into
the world, ‘You blaspheme,’ [simply] because I say, ‘I am [a] child of [Yahweh] the
Eloah?’

1769

1 Meanwhile, ___, in Bethany {Fig-House} (the town
of Mary [Magdalene] and her sister Martha) a man
named ‘Elohim's helper’ falls sick.
‘Lazarus’ is the Greek mangle-spelling of the Hebrew name: ‘Elazar’ [meaning ‘Elohim is my helper,’
or ‘helper of Elohim’].

37

(The sick man, ‘Elohim's helper,’ is the
brother of the [ex-prostitute] Mary [Magdalene]
who [later] pours [incredibly expensive] aromatic oils on Adoni [YahShua] and wipes his
feet with her hair.) 3 So [Lazarus'] sisters
send [messengers] to YahShua, to beg him,
“Adoni, look! Your beloved [friend and]
‘brother’ [Lazarus] lies sick!”

38 [YahShua ducks. A rock whizzes over his head.]

Love=phileo.

If I'm not doing the deeds [Yahweh] my
Father does and commands me to do,
[then] don't believe me.”
YahShua Avoids Arrest
“I do [YAH's work]. Yet you still fail to believe me. [So at least give YAH] credit [for my]
miracles. Acknowledge and believe that
[Yahweh] the Father is ‘in’ me, and I am
‘in’ [Yahweh the Father].”
Yahshua supernaturally deflects and dodges rocks
flying at his head during this exchange.

*[Enraged at YahShua's brilliant words,] the
[religionists and their armed guards] again
scramble to seize [and kill] him.
But he [once again, supernaturally, lightningfast,] escapes out of the [murderers’
slow-motion grappling] hands. [The slack39

jawed cursing religionists grab at thin air where
Christ stood mere milliseconds earlier.]

YahShua Escapes To Teach In The
Wilderness
John 10:40 YahShua again [escapes Jerusalem.
He teleports] far away beyond the Jordan
[river] to the [pagan] place where JAHn first
baptized. YahShua [briefly] stays there. 41
Many [people track down YahShua. They] flock to
him, exclaiming [to one another], “JAHn [the
Immerser] did no miracles. But every word
JAHn said about this man [YahShua]
proved true.” 42 Many people put their
trust in YahShua there [by the Jordan river,
___].

John 11
YAHshua Raises His Friend Lazarus
From Death
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YahShua hears that [Elohim's Helper lies sick].
Immediately YahShua says [to the messengers],
“This sickness will not end in death.
This crisis exists to bring glory to
[Yahweh] the Eloah, by bringing glory to
[me,] the Eloah's son.”
5 Now ___, yahShua loves Martha, and
her sister [Mary], and “Elohim's Helper.” 6
4

Yet when YahShua hears that “Elohim's Helper” is
sick [and going to immediately die], YahShua still stays for 2
days right there [on the far side of the Jordan river], ___. 7 Finally after 2 days, YahShua says to his disciples,
“Let's go back to [face our assassins in] Judaea.”

YahShua's disciples protest to
YahShua, “Master, the Jews just tried to
throw rocks [at your head to make you dead, bleeding and broken on the ground]! And you're going
back to Judaea?” 9 YahShua answers,
“Are there not 12 hours in the day?
Those who walk during the day do not
stumble, because they see the light of
this kosmos.
8

Night=12 hours, Day =12 hours. Therefore when
Yahshua said that he would be in the grave 3 days
AND 3 nights, he meant 72 complete hours.
John 11:10
—But if a man walks in the night, he stumbles, because there's no light shining [on or within] him.”

Time passes. YahShua alerts his disciples,
“Our friend ‘Elohim's Helper’ [has gone to]
sleep. So I'm gonna’ wake him out of
sleep.”
12 YahShua's [terrified] disciples answer,
“Adoni, if ‘Elohim's Helper’ sleeps, he'll
11
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get better.

[Stay here! We don't want to get assassi-

However, ___, by the
word ‘sleep’ YahShua means Elazar's
death. But YahShua's [clueless] disciples
assume that YahShua is talking about
[Elazar] resting in [natural] sleep. 14 Then
YahShua plainly tells his disciples [what he
knows through clairvoyance],
“‘Elohim's Helper’ is dead.
nated in Judaea!]” 13

D-E-D dead! Stiff! Stinking! Worm-food. A Mort!
15

—And for your sakes, I'm glad I wasn't
there [to heal Elazar while he was alive]. Because
[raising a stinking dead man] will help you trust
me. Come on. Let's go see ‘Elohim's
Helper’ [the stiff].”
When things go bad for you, even when you die,
it's a setup for YAH to rescue you in a more spectacular way.

Then Thomas [‘Twin’] complains to his
fellow disciples, “Come on. Let's go [get it
over with! We'll] die with [YahShua. We'll join ‘Elohim's Helper’ in the grave!]”
16

Probably sarcastically.

When YahShua arrives, “Elohim's
Helper” has already been [rotting] in a
tomb for 4 days, ___. 18 Now Bethany
17

{Date-House}

Jerusalem

lies only about 2 miles

[east]

of

[the headquarters of the religionite assassin cult who pack

around like rabid wolves, obsessed with finding and killing YahShua] .

19

Many Judaeans [connected to the assassin cult]
come to Martha & Mary, [pretending] to
comfort them in the loss of their [beloved]
brother, [Elohim's Helper]. John 11:20 Martha
hears that YahShua is coming. She immediately runs [from the house]. She meets
YahShua. Meanwhile, Mary stays [mourning & preparing] in the house. 21 Martha
cries to YahShua, “Adoni, if you had
been here [earlier], my brother wouldn't
be dead! 22 *—But I know that

even now [when all hope is dead], [Yahweh]
the Eloah will give you whatever you ask.” 23 YahShua answers
Martha,
“Your brother will rise again.”
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Martha cries to YahShua, “I know [my
brother] will rise again in the resurrection
at the ‘Last Day.’” 25 *YahShua says
24

to Martha,
“I am the resurrection and the
life. Everyone who [actively, fruitfully]
believes in me lives, even if he
[temporarily, physically] dies.
26 *
—So whoever lives by [actively, fruitfully, obediently] believing in me never, ever, enters perpetual
death. Do you believe this?”
Martha answers YahShua, “Yes,
Adoni. I believe that you are the Messiah. You're the son of [Yahweh] the Eloah.
[All the ancient Prophets predicted you] would come
into the world.” 28 Then Martha sprints
home. [To avoid revealing YahShua's location to the
murder-cult spies,] Mary summons her sister.
[Mary] secretly whispers, “The Master
[YahShua] has come! He's calling for you!”
29 As soon as Mary hears YahShua is
near, she jumps up. She sprints to
[YahShua]. John 11:30 Meanwhile, YahShua
[hides from the murderers] where Martha met
him, outside the town. 31 Back at the
house, Jews [sit] comforting Martha.
They see Mary jump up and run out.
These Jews, [the eyes and ears of the murder cult
stalking YahShua,] run chasing Mary [toward
YahShua's hiding place]. [They] assume, “Mary [is
hysterical]. She's running to the tomb to
weep there [for her dead brother].” 32 Mary
runs to YahShua's [hiding place]. She sees
YahShua. [She runs to him.] She falls down
at his feet, crying, “Adoni, if you'd gotten here [earlier], my brother wouldn't be
dead!” 33 YahShua sees Mary weeping.
[He sees] the [spy] Jews who follow Mary
also weeping. YahShua boils in anger in
his spirit, deeply agitated, ___. 34
YahShua asks,
“Where have you buried ‘Elohim's
Helper?’”
27
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Mary [and her companions] answer YahShua,
“Master, come and see.” 35 *YahShua

“Elohim's Helper, come out!”

weeps, ___.

You, Yah's helper, come out from the dead! Get
out of Babylon! Be different! Be alive!

Jesus sobs, cries. Not because Elazar [Lazarus,
"Elohim's Helper"] is dead, but because the people
show so little faith and insight. This is the shortest
verse in the bible. It's dramatized in this song/skit:
Jesus Wept.

So the Jews say, “Look how YahShua
loved ELazar [Elohim's Helper]!” 37 Some of
the Jews [scoff], “This man [YahShua supposedly] opened the eyes of blind [people]. Why
couldn't he prevent ‘Elohim's Helper’
from dying?”
36

They scoff, 'Well, if YahShua loved the stiff so
much, why didn't he do something to keep him
from dying? After all, YahShua [supposedly]
opened the eyes of a blind man.'
38

So YahShua's insides boil in anger

*The previously-dead Elazar
[staggers] out, bound from [head to]
hand to foot with graveclothes, his face wrapped with
a cloth! YahShua commands
the [mourners],
“Loosen [Elohim's Helper]! Let him
go!”
44

Let Yah's helpers work, free from the chains of societal and religious bondage!

Many of Mary's visitors, the Jews,
see YahShua perform this [and other miracles]. So they believe in YahShua. [They re45

[at

the murderous cluelessness of the fools surrounding him] .

Huffing [in rage,] he stomps up to Elazar's
tomb: a cave with a boulder laid across
its entrance.
Often mistranslated as weak church baloney like
‘very sad,’ the emotion Yahshua expresses is:
#1690 embrimaomai:
to snort with indignant, blaming, commanding,
groaning fury.

YahShua commands,
“Take away the tomb-stone.”
Martha, (the sister of the dead man)
protests to YahShua, “Adoni, by this
time Elazar stinks! He's been dead 4
days!” John 11:40 YahShua says to
Martha,
“Didn't I tell you that if you would believe, you would see the glory of [Yahweh]
the Eloah?”
41 So [workers roll] away the stone from
the cave. [Inside, dead people lay rotting.]
YahShua lifts up his eyes. He prays,
“Father [Yahweh], thank you for [always] listening to my [prayers].
39

42

turn to the murder cult in Jerusalem. But they refuse to

But other [spies]
run back to the [murder cult leaders, the political
preacher] Pharisees. [The spies] tell the [preachers] everything YahShua did. 47 So the
chief priests and Pharisees call an [emergency] meeting of Jerusalem's ruling
council. [There] they [cry,] “What are we
going to do? [We're going to lose our jobs, our
rat out YahShua's location.] 46

mansions, our kickbacks! Our wives are going to leave us!
The people will kill us!]

All because this man,
keeps perform-

[our un-killable nemesis YahShua,]

ing miracles! 48 *—If we leave

YahShua alone [to keep stirring up the
rabble], everyone will believe in
him. Then the Romans will [attack
us]. They'll rip away our [financially
lucrative] position [in religio-political control
of the Middle-East]. [They'll destroy our]
nation!”
To keep their power, the religionists will kill you if
you do as Yahshua did. They'll blame your persecution and death on patriotism and defense of religion.

Then a [conspirator] named Caiaphas
(that year's [Roman-appointed] high
priest) barks at the [murderous council], “You
people don’t know anything! John 11:50 *

—I know You always hear me. So I say
this because of the people standing
here, to help them trust that You sent
me [to earth].”

49

*Then YahShua cries with a
loud [shout],

—You don't realize what's good
for you! Can't you see that it's

43
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[in the compelling interest of national security]

for one man [YahShua] to die [to
quiet] the masses, than for [Romans]
to destroy [our] whole nation?!”
That's why they kill you, persecute you and/or
deny your buying & selling privileges unless you
present documentary proof (a national I.D. card, a
Passport, etc.) showing that you disobey Yahshua
by swearing allegiance to a United Nations member-state. The world murders saints for national
security ‘reasons’. Then they blame your murder
on you.

This prophecy [that YahShua will die to save
the entire nation] comes through [the murderer]
Caiaphas via his [stolen] position as high
priest. Caiaphas doesn't think of this
prophecy himself, ___. [YAH] inspires
[Caiphas] to predict [the crucifixion].

for YahShua. Standing in the temple
area, they ask each other, “What do
you think? Is YahShua [too scared] to
come to the feast [and get killed]?” 57 So
that the [assassins] can seize and kill
YahShua, the chief priests and the
Pharisees re-issue [their nationwide executive]
order that anyone who spots YahShua
[will die unless he immediately] rats out
YahShua's location.

John 12

51

An instance of a murderous false prophet speaking
a true prophecy.

*[But YahShua dies to redeem] more
than the Judaean nation, ___.
Rather, [through his death which results in
52

YAH stripping the human race from its slave-mas-

YahShua gathers together into one [holy nation] all [us]
children of [Yahweh] the Eloah [who
were and are] scattered abroad.
ter Satan,]

See 1 Pe 2:9, Holy Nation.
53

*From that day on, ___, the

[ruling] council plots together to
[combine their economic, religious, political and
military powers to]

assassinate

YahShua. 54 So YahShua

[goes ‘under-

stops moving in public
among Judeans. He [covertly] hikes [13 miles
northeast of Jerusalem] into desert-border
country, (to a [hilltop] town called
Ephraim {Double-Fruit}). [YahShua] camps
there with his disciples.
ground’, ___. He]

Yahshua never feared any man. But because of the
imminent, overwhelming threat of assassination by
the big-men in power, Yahshua's disciples shuddered, terrified to be seen with him.

It's now almost time for the Judaean
celebration of Passover. So many people from [all over] the country journey to
Jerusalem. [They] undergo cleansing ritual(s) in preparation for the Passover
[feast]. 56 [Meanwhile,] Jewish [assassins] hunt
55
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The Messiah Triumphantly Enters
Jerusalem
1 Then, ___, 6 days before the
Passover [festival], YahShua travels back
[from his desert covert operations camp] to Bethany
{Date-House}, [a short 2 mile horse-ride from hostile
enemy Jerusalem]. There YahShua sees
Lazarus {Elohim's-Helper}, the man he
raised from the dead. 2 [There] in Bethany
{Date-House}, [Mary, Martha and associates]

make a supper for
YahShua. Martha serves, while Lazarus {Elohim's-Helper} sits among other [guests] at the table with

Then Mary [Magdalene] opens a
pint of very expensive essential oil of
spikenard. [The guests gasp!] She pours [the
oil] on YahShua's feet! She wipes his
feet with her hair! The house fills with
the ointment's [exquisite] aroma, ___.
YahShua. 3

About the price of 10 nice used trucks.
4 Then one of YahShua's ‘disciples’ (Judah Simonson from Keriot, the man who will betray YahShua)

"Why didn't [this whore] sell this oil
for 300 [silver pieces], then give [the money]
to [me to dole out to] the poor?” 6 Judas says
this, ___, not because he cares for the
poor, but because he's a thief! He holds
the [disciples'] money bag. He [loves] to
take silver out for his own personal
use!
gripes: 5

Most of the people who are encouraging you give
to their causes are doing so because they take a
cut of the money you give. Almost all charitable,
educational or religious work on earth is done under the covert motive of profit.
7

YahShua says,
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“Leave Mary alone. She kept this [costly]
aromatic oil to [honor] the [coming] day of
my burial.
8

—You'll always have poor [people] among
you. But I won't be [physically] here with
you much longer.”
9 A large crowd of Judaeans learn that
YahShua is [in Mary's house]. So they flock
there, not only [to see] YahShua, but also
to spot Lazarus {Elohim's-Helper}, the
[cadaver] YahShua raised from the dead,
___. John 12:10 So the chief priests conspire to murder Lazarus {Elohim's-Helper}
as well [as YahShua]. 11 ([Because of Elazar's resurrection,] large numbers of the Judaeans
ditch their [phony religious leaders] to trust
their [lives] to YahShua.) 12 The next
day, many people [who've traveled to]
Jerusalem for the [Passover] feast hear
that YahShua approaches [the city], ___.
13 A huge crowd of Passover celebrants
grab branches of palm trees. They run
out to meet YahShua, crying, “Free us
[from the Romans] now, blessed King of Israel. [You're the savior] who comes in the
name of Adonai [Yahweh]!”
Hosanna means something like ‘Free us now,’ not
‘praise God.’ Why bible translators can't figure that
out, who knows. All you have to do is look it up.
These people were praising Yahshua because they
saw Him as their military leader who would evict
the Roman-controlled money-grubbing priest-class.
This text should say, ‘the name of YHVH,’ because
it's a quotation from the Old Testament (Psalm
118:25,26). It doesn't because either the Greek
New Testament texts have been tampered with, or
1st-century Jews had been taught not to say YAH's
Name.

YahShua finds an [un-tame] young donkey. He [supernaturally calms the kicking, dangerous
animal. He] sits on it, just as the [Zechariah
9:9] Scripture predicts, ___: 15
‘Never fear, daughter of Zion! Look!
Your King comes, riding a donkey's [wild,
untamed] colt.’
16 YahShua's disciples still fail to realize
that [everything that happens to YahShua] is a fulfillment of prophecy, ___. But after
YahShua enters his ‘glory’ [by ascending to
heaven], YahShua's disciples realize that
14
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in everything people did to YahShua. 17 The
people (who had [watched] YahShua call
dead ELazar to rise from the tomb) [run
around in the crowd, enjoying their celebrity,] spouting [their] eyewitness accounts. 18 A
crowd [stampedes out to] meet YahShua [not
because they love YAH's Word, but] because they
hear that YahShua has performed the
[awesome] miracle [of resurrecting a dead man]. 19
So the [phony preacher] Pharisees whine to
each other, “Look! YahShua's beating
us at everything! Watch the world
stampede after him!”
[the Scriptures came true before their eyes]

Insane, sick, jealous preachers.
John 12:20 Among the crowds who travel up to
worship at the festival are some [Jews who speak] Greek,
___. 21 These ‘Greeks’ come to Philip {Horse-Lover}
([YahShua's disciple] from Fish-House in the Heathen-Circle). They say, “Sir, we want to see YahShua.” 22
Philip {Horse-Lover} [runs]. He tells Andrew {Manly}. So
Andrew & Philip tell YahShua, [“The ‘Greeks’ want to see you.”]
23 YahShua answers Andrew {Manly} & Philip {HorseLover},
“The time has come for [YAH] to glorify [me,] the ‘Son
of Adam.’

*
—I tell you the rock-solid truth,
___: unless a grain of wheat
falls to the ground and dies, it
stays one lonely [grain]. But if it
‘dies,’ it brings forth many
seeds, [yielding a huge harvest].
25 *
Whoever loves his [animal] life
eventually loses [all life, ___]. Yet
whoever [turns away from] his [animal]
life in this world keeps [a far superior kind of] life that [grows] into
perpetual [zoe] life.
24

lit: hates his life.
26

If anyone serves me, ___, he must follow me [in a life of danger which leads toward torturous death]. Wherever I am, there my servant winds up as well. If any man
serves me, my Father eventually honors him, ___.
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27

—Now my soul lies troubled! Yet what
[do you think I] I'll say? ‘Father, save me
from this hour [of pain]’? No! I came [to
earth] to go through this time of [torture, rejection, betrayal and death, ___].
28

—[The right thing to say, ___, when facing a difficult
struggle is:] ‘Father [Yahweh], glorify your
Name.’”
Suddenly [YAH's angel's] voice [thunders] from
heaven,
“I have [always] glorified My Name. And [I]
keep on glorifying it [forever].”
The people who stand nearby, hearing [the effect of YAH's voice], exclaim, “[Wow!]
What thunder!” But other people say,
“[That loud booming wasn't thunder.] That was
[YAH's] angel speaking to YahShua.”
29

It was the angel [messenger] of YAH speaking
YAH's message. If it had been YAH's literal voice,
everybody would have died. YAH's voice creates
and destroys universes.
John 12:30 YahShua answers,
“This [angelic] voice came not for me, but for your
benefit.
31

—Now is the [time for YAH to] judge the
world-system. At last [YAH] casts the
prince of this world out [of power].
Satan murders the only innocent man who ever
lived. So YAH strips Satan of his authority over the
world.

*
Soon [Romans] lift me up from the
earth. [Then I] draw all people to
me.”
32

YahShua says ‘lift up,’ to signify what
kind of death he will die, ___: [torturous
impalement on a pole]. 34 The people ask
YahShua, “We've learned from the [Torah]
law that [the] Messiah remains [living] forever. So how can you say,
‘The Son of Adam must be lifted up [on
an impaling stake]?’
Who is this ‘Son of Adam?’” 35 YahShua
answers the masses,
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“You're only going to have [my] light
with you just a little while longer. Walk
while you have the light. Or the dark
will overtake you. For whoever walks in
darkness has no idea where he's going.

*
—While you have light, believe
in the light, so you can be the
children of light.”
YahShua says this, then [vanishes],
to hide himself from his [cloying
fans and his assassins].
36

Children Of The Light scripture song.

But even though YahShua keeps doing [countless] miracles in front of the people, they still fail to believe in him,
___. 38 The [peoples' stubborn refusal to believe]
fulfills the prediction IsaiYah the
prophet [spoke]: “Yahweh [keeps] revealing
his [power] arm, ___. Yet [show me someone]
who believes [YAH's undeniable] message!”
37

YHVH is the Father's name.

33
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Isaiah 53:1
39 IsaiYah [long ago] lamented that many people fail
to believe [even when shown incontrovertible evidence], ___:
John 12:40

“Fat-hearted people! Heavy ears, shut
eyes! See, eyes! Hear, ears! Understand, hearts! Change! Get healed,
___!”

Isaiah 6:10
41 IsaiYah spoke that prophecy upon seeing a vision of YahShua's [future] glory, ___. Isaiah's
prophecy stands as a prediction of the events of
YahShua's life: [YahShua's displaying YAH's mighty power yet being
rejected by the people] . 42 [Yet the rejection of YahShua is not
absolute, nor drawn along class or religious lines, ___.]

Many chief [religious and political] rulers believe in YahShua. But because of the
[phony preacher] Pharisees, these believers
refrain from admitting their faith. The
[believers] fear ejection from the synagogue. [They're terrified of losing their place in political, cultural, judicial and educational life, being abandoned and left to die by their families, co-workers,

*These [parttime believers] love getting praised
by men more than [they love getting]
church-members and friends.] 43
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praised by [Yahweh] the Eloah,
___. 44 *YahShua cries out,
“Whoever believes in me, believes not [merely] in me, but in
[Yahweh] who sent me.
45 *
And whoever experiences me,
experiences [the living walking thoughts of
Yahweh] who sent me, ___.
46

I come [as] a light into the world, ___.
So whoever [builds his life on active] belief in
me never [again] lives in darkness.
47

And if any man hears my words, yet
fails to believe [me], I do not [currently]
judge him, ___. For I came not to
judge the world, but to save the world.
48

Whoever rejects me (by failing to receive my words) has one who judges
him, ___. The Word I've spoken
judges [the unbeliever] on the [world's] Last
Day.

*
For I've never spoken [from] myself, [on my own authority, ___]. Rather,
[Yahweh] the Father (who sent
me) gave me commandments
detailing what I should say,
and how I should say it.
49

John 12:50

And I know that [keeping YAH's] commandments [equals] eternal life, ___. So
whatever I speak, I speak just as
[Yahweh] the Father commanded me to
speak.”

John 13
The Last Supper: Passover Preparation Day

*[It's] now [just] before the
Passover feast, ___. YahShua
knows that his time has come—
[time] to leave this world [and go] to
1
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the Father.
YahShua always loved His own
[obedient followers] in the world, ___.
And YahShua [continues to] love
them right to the ultimate end.
[He] pays [his life to ‘ransom’ them from Satan's legal stranglehold]. 2 By suppertime,
[reign with Yahweh]

the devil has put [the order] to betray
YahShua into the heart of Judah Simonson from Keriot. 3 ([Yahweh] the Father has given everything into [YahShua's]
power-hands, ___. YahShua knows
this, because he flows from Elohim, and
is returning to [Yahweh] the Eloah.)
Yahshua Washes His Disciples' Feet
4 YahShua rises from supper, ___. [He]
lays aside his [outer] clothing. Then [he]
wraps a towel [like a servant's apron] around
his waist. 5 *YahShua

pours
water into a basin, ___.
Then [he] circles [around the
room] washing the feet of
his disciples, then wiping their feet with the
towel wrapped around
himself. 6 YahShua brings [his water
to Simon Petros [Rock]. Rock
protests to YahShua, “Adoni, you're going to wash my feet?” 7 YahShua answers Peter {Rock},
“You don’t yet comprehend what I am
doing. But in time you'll understand.”
8 Peter {Rock} protests to YahShua, “You
will never wash my feet!” YahShua answers Rock,
“If I don’t wash you, you have no
share, [nothing to do] with me.”
9 Simon-Peter {Rock} answers YahShua,
“Adoni, [wash] more than my feet! Wash
my hands and my head!” John 13:10
YahShua answers Peter {Rock},
“If [you] take a bath [and then go outside on a
barefoot walk] you only need to wash [your]
bowl]
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*
I’m not talking to all of you. I
know who I've chosen, ___.

feet. Then you're completely clean.
You're pure. But that isn't true of everyone here.”
11 YahShua knows who betrays him,
___. That's why YahShua says,
“Not all of you [people who claim to be my disciples] are clear [of guilt].”
12 YahShua finishes washing his disciples’ feet, ___. [He] puts back on his
cloak. Then [he] sits back down [at the table]. [He] asks,
“Do you realize what I've done for you?

18

13

19

You call me ‘Master’ and ‘Adoni.’ You're
right, ___. That's what I am.

*
So since I, your Soveriegn and Teacher, wash
your feet, you too ought
to wash each other's
feet, ___.
14

*
I've given you an example,
___. So you should do [to others]
as I have done to you.
15

Do you regularly clean, massage, heal and purify
other people's feet? Why not? Yahshua commanded you to.

*
I tell you the rock-solid truth,
___: the servant is not greater
than his lord. Nor is an emissary greater than the [authority]
who sends him.
16

*
Since you know these
[principles, ___, YAH] blesses
you when you execute
them [in concrete action].
17

Yahshua Identifies Judas As His
Betrayer
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[But there are many other so-called ‘Christians’
who will not be blessed. Their rejection of me]

fulfills the scripture: ‘He eats
bread with me, then he lifts up
his heel against me [to kick me]!’
Psalm 41:9 Condemning both Judas Iscariot and
‘Christians’ who take communion at churches but
reject Yahshua's commandments.

*
I’m warning you now, ___, before [my betrayal] happens. Then
when [the] future events I predict happen, you believe that I
[continue to] exist, [even when you can't see
me with your meat-eyes].
This verse is often misconstrued to say ‘I AM,’ giving the false indication that Yahshua is claiming to
be YHVH who spoke to Moses from the burning
bush. However, ‘ego eimi’ is a standard Greek
phrase spoken by anyone, for instance, the man
born blind (see John 9).

*
I tell you the rock-solid truth,
___: Anyone who receives
someone I send receives me.
And anyone who receives me
receives [Yahweh] who sent me.”
John 13:20

21

Then, ___, in deep anguish of spirit,
YahShua declares, “I'm warning you:
truly, inescapably, one of you [apostles]
soon betrays me.”
22 The disciples flip their heads around
the room, ___. [They glare] at each other,
[dying to know] which disciple [will betray]
YahShua. 23 One of YahShua's beloved
disciples [JAHn] reclines close beside
YahShua.

John probably wrote this gospel. But he didn't
identify himself by name, out of humility, and to
protect himself from being hunted down and killed
for writing about Yahshua.
24 So Simon-Peter {Rock} beckons to [JAHn, whispering],
“Ask YahShua who's going to betray Him!” 25 Lean-
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ing back against YahShua, [JAHn] asks, ‘Master, who
will betray you?’
Apparently John was leaning against Yahshua's
chest like a dear relative or a child.

YahShua answers,
“My betrayer is the man I give this
bread, after I dip it.”
YahShua dips the bread, then hands it
to Judah Simonson from Keriot. 27 As
soon as Judas takes the bread, Satan
enters him, ___. YahShua tells Judas,
‘What you are doing, do quickly!’
26

This applies in other contexts: When you work,
work rapidly and effectively. Usually, the biggest
mistake is waiting to act.
28 Everybody else at the table [gawks,] clueless as to

Judas
holds the money-bag, ___. So some of
the disciples assume YahShua is saying
to Judas, “Buy whatever [supplies] we
need for the [Passover] feast.” Or that
[YahShua is commanding] Judas to give some
[silver] to poor [people]. John 13:30 Judas
grabs the bread. He runs out into the
night.
why YahShua says this to Judas, ___. 29

That's what Christianites do: take the communion
and then go out into the dark night of the world
and sin like their neighbors, just behind closed
doors.

The Messiah Predicts His Imminent
Death
31 Then YahShua says,
“Now [Yahweh] the Eloah glorifies [himself]
by glorifying [me,] the [ultimate] ‘Son Of
Adam.’”
Yahshua sees past the problem to the light at the
end of the torture-tunnel.
32

When [I] bring glory to [Yahweh] the
Eloah, He immediately brings glory to
[me, ___].
33

Little children, I remain [visibly] with you
only a little longer. You soon search [for]
me. But [remember] what I said to the Judaeans: ‘Where I go, you can't come.’
That's true for you too.
True Christians Are Identified By
Love-Feasts
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*
I give you a fresh [revitalizing] commandment, ___: Love one another. In the same way I loved
you, [feast] each other on love.
34

Give up your lives for each other. Agape means literal and metaphorical feasts of love, not mere abstract feelings of ‘love.’

*
Love-feasting is the test
everyone will use to see
whether you [so-called Christians] are [really] my disciples, ___: Do you [feed]
each other feasts-of-love?
35

Do you give up your very lives to help each other?
Or do you fight and divide into petty little moneygrubbing religious factions, mere economic cliques
posing as churches, to grab tax benefits? Your
love-feasting for one another proves to the world
that you are my disciples.

Yahshua Predicts That Peter Will
Disown Him
36 *Simon-Peter {Rock} asks

YahShua, “Master, where are
you going?” YahShua answers
Rock,
“Where I go [to death], you [are too
weak to] follow me now. But later
you follow me [through torture and death
into heaven].”
Peter {Rock} answers YahShua, “Master, why can't I follow you now? I'll lay
down my life for you!” 38 *YahShua
answers Peter {Rock},
37

“You'll lay down your life for
me? I tell you the rock-solid
truth: Before the rooster crows
[this coming morning,] you disown me 3
times.”
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John 14
YAHshua Explains That He's Going
To Heaven

1 [YahShua continues,]

“Never let your heart agitate, ___. You
believe in [Yahweh] the Eloah. So trust in
me.
2

My Father's [endless] palatial [estate] encompasses countless dwelling-places.
So I'm going [there] to prepare a place
for you, ___! If this weren't true, I
would tell you plainly.

*
I go [to heaven. There I] prepare a
place for you, ___. Then I
come back and welcome you
[with my biggest loving bear-hug]. So [forever,]
wherever I live, you live there
[with me, ___].
3

4

You know I'm going to [heaven], ___.
And you know the way there: [dangerous
discipleship that leads to death].”
5 Thomas {Twin} asks YahShua, “Adoni,
we don't know where you're going. So
how can we know the way?”
Lead your followers by showing them the goal.

Following Yahshua Is The Only
Path To Heaven

*YahShua answers
Thomas {Twin},
“I am the Way, the
Truth, and the Life. No
one comes to [Yahweh] the
Father, but through [following] me.
6

This is not arrogance. Yahshua is the Living Word
of YHVH. To connect to real Life you must connect
with YHVH's Word. Simply identifying yourself as
‘Christian’ as opposed to ‘Buddhist’ or whatever,
will not help you at all in the final judgment. On
the contrary, ‘God’ judges ‘Christians’ MORE se-
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verely than he judges Buddhists, Muslims, etc.
John Stott says, “a striking feature of the teaching
of Jesus is that he so frequently talks about himself.” This sets Jesus apart from other great religious figures who were self-effacing. Yahshua was
often self-advancing. Other teachers direct people
away from themselves and to ‘the truth.’ They
couch their teachings in such phrases as, ‘From my
understanding, x is the right thing to do.‘ In contrast, Jesus says, ‘I AM the truth, follow me.’ If Jesus is not the Messiah, YAH's son, as he claimed,
he was the most arrogant and blasphemous rabbi
of all history, worthy of death.“ See song quoting
John 14:6: John 3:16.

Yahshua Is The Mirror-Image Of
YHVH

*
If you knew me, you also
would know [Yahweh] My Father.
So by now you know [Yahweh].
And you've experienced Him.
7

Yahshua is not ‘the Father.’ Rightly divide this word
of truth: No mortal has seen the Father. But by
knowing Yahshua you experience the Spirit of the
Father. Seen = 3708 horao hor-ah'-o to stare at
(compare #3700), i.e. to discern clearly (physically
or mentally); to attend to; by Hebraism, to
experience; passively, to appear: behold, perceive, see, take.
8 Philip {Horse-Lover} says to YahShua, “Adoni, show
us [Yahweh] the Father. That'll satisfy us!” 9

YahShua answers Philip {Horse-Lover},
“I've been with you such a long time,
and yet you haven't known me, Philip?
Whoever sees me experiences [Yahweh]
the Father! How can you then say,
“Show us the Father?”
#3708 horao = to stare at; by Hebraism, to
experience.

*
Don't you believe that I am in
[Yahweh] the Father, and [Yahweh]
the Father [is] in me? The words
I speak to you, I don't speak
from myself, ___. Rather,
[Yahweh] the Father who dwells in
me, He does the [good] works [I do,
through me].
11 *
John 14:10
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Believe me, ___: I live in
[Yahweh] the Father. And [Yahweh]
the Father [lives] in me. Or at
least believe me on the evidence of the miracles [I manifest in
front of you].
True Believers Do Miracles Greater
Than Jesus

*
I tell you the rock-solid truth,
___: Whoever [actively lives his] belief in me eventually achieves
the [same kind and level of] works, and
even greater works [than I've done]!
So I'm going to [Yahweh] my Father.
12

If you obey Jesus, you can do greater miracles
than Jesus did prior to his death! Since you're not
doing that, you don't truly believe in Jesus.
13

*

son, [want] to bring
glory to [my] Father
[Yahweh]. So whatever you
[my servants] ask that's
within my name-authority, I do it, ___!
14 *
If you, ___, ask [for] any
[blessing] that's within my
Name-Authority, I
achieve it.
Obey Yahshua, Then Your Advocate
Will Come

*
If you love me, ___,
keep my commandments.
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Loving Jesus is not emotional gooeyness in church
nor listening to Christian radio, nor having a home
pot-luck fellowship nor teaching Sunday School.
It's doing what Jesus said until it gets you killed.
Yes, you.
16

—[After you obey me,] THEN I pray to [Yahweh]
the Father. Then he gives you another
Advocate, who stays with you, ___,
forever.
‘Comforter’ is old-lady church translator talk. The
word is Parakletos, someone who counsels you and
fights your cause.
17

the spirit of the truth.
The world can't receive [truth]. [Truth] is
invisible to the world-system. [The
worldlings] fail to recognize [YAH]. But you
know [truth]. For [truth] dwells with you,
___. So [truth continues to thrive] in you.

[ ___, this advocate is]

18

I never leave you [like a comfortless] orphan,
___. I come to you.
19

[I, YAH's]

15

1779

In a little while the world ceases to see
me. But you [disciples] see me [again], ___.
I live [beyond death]. So you also live [after
death].

*
On that day [when I rise from the dead,]
you come to know that I live
within [Yahweh] my Father. Likewise, you [live united with] me, and I
[live spiritually] in you, ___.
21 *
John 14:20

[ ___, don't be fooled by christianite scammers.]

The [people] who hold and keep
my commandments are the [only]
people who actually love me.
My Father and I [always] love [people
who love living my wisdom] . Those obedient disciples are the [only people] to
whom I show myself, ___.”
22 [The other] Judas (not [the betrayer] from Keriot) asks
YahShua, “Adoni, how will you show yourself to us
[disciples], but [conceal yourself from] the world?” 23

*YahShua answers
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“If a man loves me, he guards
[and obeys] my commandments. My
Father [throws] feasts-of-love for
[my obeyers]. [I and My Father] come to
[help every] compliant disciple. We
make our home with [them].
Judas is greek for Judah.
24

*

who don't love me don't
keep my commandments, ___.
The command[s] you hear [me
speak are] not [merely] mine. They're
the dictate[s] of [Yahweh] the Father who sent me [to earth].

1780

Yahshua Predicts: Satan Will Assassinate Him

*
You hear me tell you, ‘I soon
leave. Then I come back to
you.’ If you love me, you rejoice because I say, ‘I'm going
to [Yahweh] the Father.’ For [Yahweh]
my Father is greater than I [am].
28

[People]

25
I [keep] speaking these things to you while
[physically] present with you [apostles].

[I'm]

still

*
But the advocate, the sacred
spirit [whom Yahweh] the Father
soon sends in my name, teaches you all things, ___. [The advocate] brings back to your minds
everything I said to you.
26

The plain text of this verse describes 3 entities:
(1): ‘The Comforter / Holy Spirit’ is sent by
(2): ‘the Father’ in the Name of
(3): ‘Me’ (Yahshua).
This is a very monotheistic verse.

Yahshua Gives Real Peace, Not
'World Peace'

*
I'm leaving peace with
you, ___. Receive my
peace inside you. The
[real] peace I give you is
not like [the counterfeit ‘peace’]
the world gives. Never
let your heart agitate,
___. Never let your [gut
shudder in] terror.
27
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The Father is GREATER than Yahshua. Trinitarians,
take notice. Yahshua and YHVH are not ‘co-equal.’
‘>’ and ‘=’ are not the same sign. Christians need
to learn mathematics. A Jew would NEVER say that
the Messiah and Yahweh are co-equal, because
nothing in the Old Testament ever says anything
like that.
29

I've told you in advance, ___, that [I'm
about to die and ascend to heaven], so that when
[I die and ascend], you can believe.
John 14:30

I won’t be talking with you much
longer, because [Satan] (the prince of
this world) is coming [to kill me]. Yet [Satan]
has no [power over] me, ___.

*
But so the world can know that
I love [Yahweh] the Father, and
because the Father so commands, I [now refuse to engage my su31

per-powers. I won't defend myself, ___. I won't
repeat my previous supernatural escapes from all
of the religionists' assassins.]

go

Get up. Let's

[get me killed].”

‘I publicly live out my beloved Father's instructions
right down to the last detail.’

John 15
YAHshua Is The True Vine Of Your
Life
1

I'm the true vine, ___. [Yahweh] my Father is the [ultimate] vine-grower.
vine farmer. So obviously YHVH and Yahshua are
not the same being.
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2

*

trash weed]

removes every barren,
fruitless branch from my [political
body], ___. Likewise, YAH
prunes every branch that bears
fruit, so it can shoot out more
fruit.
[YAH]

1781

fire.

[Flames]

incinerate

them.

Our Creator destroys all fruitless branches of the
‘body of Christ.’ Beware, first church of Sodom.
3

To enter hell is to be a weed converted to energy
in a fire. There is no conscious eternal torment.
The word “Fascist” comes from the word for weedbundles: “Fasces.” If you give your allegiance to
any worldly power, for instance, a member-state of
the United Nations, you end up in a burning weedbundle, where all fascists go. Observe the fasces
adorning the walls of every Roman-style Senate
chamber, such as that of the United States.
7

*
Live united with me, ___. Then
I [live connected to] you. No branch
bears fruit by itself. (It must
stay connected to the vine.)
Unless you stay connected to
me, you can't live.

To be in union with Yahshua is to stop wanting
stupid trivialities. When you start asking for things
that are worth having, to help others, you get your
prayers answered. If you keep asking for nice
goods to pile up and distract you from helping people, you might get a nice house, 2 nice cars, a
good job, and a wonderful school in an upscale
neighborhood: all gifts from your father the devil.

You, ___, have [already] been cleansed
by the Word I've spoken to you.
4

We are ‘branches’ that bear fruit. Yahshua is the
‘vine.’ YHVH is the sun, the earth, the water, and
the mysterious supra-intelligent life-energy-source
who makes the whole system exist and function.

*
I am the Vine. You are
the branches. If you
stay united with me,
and I with you, ___,
you bring forth lots of
fruit. Without me, you
accomplish zilch!
5

Without YAH's Word, you can do nothing.

*
If a human fails to stay joined
to me, [angels] throw him out like
a [severed] branch. So he dries
up, ___. [Angels] gather [such withered
6

ex-believers, and tie them into fasces (bundles)
with unbelievers].

those

Then

[dried-up people]
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[angels]

into

hurl all

[eternity's

___, if you live in me, and my commands live in you, ask whatever you
want. Then [YAH] will do it for you.

*
My true disciples produce lots
of [spiritual] fruit, ___. This [harvest
of loving actions] brings great glory
to my Father [Yahweh].
9*
[Yahweh] the Father keeps making
my life a feast of love. Likewise, I've tried to make my
time with you a feast of love.
So continue living by throwing
my love feasts [for other people to enjoy,
8

___. Never copy the religionite priests. They turn
my feasts into commercial scam rackets.]
Paraphrase based on the definition of Agape =
lovefeast.

*
If you keep my commandments, you stay
[alive] in my [feast of] love,
___. Just like I keep my
Father's commandJohn 15:10
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ments, so [I] stay
YAH's love.

[alive]

in

YAH's love and obedience to Him go hand in hand
and are inseparable.

*
I tell you [to feast people on love] so
that my joy can remain in you,
___, and [so] your joy can overflow [into eternity].
11

*
This is my commandment, ___: feast each
other on love, like I've
loved you.
13 *
___, no one has greater
love than this: that he
lay down his life for his
friends.
14 *
You are my friends *IF*
you do whatever I command you, ___.
12

*
From now on, ___, I won't call
you [my] ‘workmen.’ For a worker [lives in] ignorance of his master's affairs. I call you ‘friends,’
because I've made known to
you every [truth] I've heard from
[Yahweh] my Father.
16 *
You didn't choose me, ___.
Rather, I chose you. I ordain
you to go and bring forth [spiritual] fruit—fruit that lasts [forever]!
Then anything (within my
15
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Name-Authority) that you request from [Yahweh] the Father,
YAH eventually gives it to you.
If you ask the Father for something that helps other people, you often get it. But if you ask for
worldly pleasures for yourself (personal residences,
cars, loans, bling) you probably won't get it, at
least not from heaven. The devil might loan those
things to you, at the cost of your soul.
17

___, I'm giving you these commands
so that you'll lavish love on each other.
Remember the root command: Love one another.

*
When the world hates you,
___, remember that the world
hated me before it hated you.
19 *
If you belonged to the worldsystem, the world would [pretend
to] love [you as] its own. But the
world hates you, ___, because
you don't belong to it. I've
picked you out of the worldsystem.
18

John 15:20

Remember the maxim I spoke to you,
___: ‘The servant is not greater than
his master.’ Since the [worldlings] persecuted me, they also persecute you,
___. If the [humans] obeyed my teaching,
they'd obey yours.
John 13:16

*
The people of the world-system always hate you, ___, because you follow only my authority. For they don't know
[Yahweh] who sent me.
22 *
If I hadn't come and spoken to
the [world], they wouldn't [be guilty
of] sin, ___. But now they have
no cloak [to hide] their fault[s].
21
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*
___, whoever hates me hates
[Yahweh] my Father.
23

24

If I hadn't done among the [world] the
deeds no other man [ever] did, [YAH]
wouldn't [judge] them [guilty of] error, ___.
But now the [world has] seen [my miracles].
Yet [they continue to] hate both me and
[Yahweh] my Father.
25

[Our persecution] happens in fulfillment of
the prophecies [David] wrote in the [Hebrew] Torah: “Without cause, the [world]
hates me, [YAH's messenger].”

*
the
will drive

[Plainly speak my commandments. Then]

religionites [and others]
you out of their [religious, economic,
charitable, cultural and educational institutions].
Yes, the time comes when
whoever murders you, ___,
thinks they're doing service for
[Yahweh] the Eloah.
3*
[The world, especially its religionists, will reject and

because they have
never known [Yahweh] the Father,
nor me.
kill you, ___,]

4

Psalms 35:19; 69:4
26

But [soon, ___,] the Advocate (I'll send
you from [Yahweh] the Father) comes and
testifies for me. [The ‘Advocate’ is] the Spirit
of the truth. [He] proceeds from [Yahweh]
the Father.
3 unified yet differentiated beings here:
1: Father,
2: Yahshua, the Father's Son,
3: Spirit Of Truth who proceeds from the Father.
27

So you

2

1783

live on to bear witness
[to the world]. Because you've stuck with
me from the beginning.”
[apostles]

John 16

But I've told you these predictions so
that when the time comes, you'll remember that I gave you advance warning. At the beginning I didn't tell you all
these [scary] things, because I was with
you. [I sheltered you from the full hatred the world-system and its religions heaped on me.]

Yahshua Warns That He's Leaving
For Heaven

5
But now I'm going my way to [Yahweh] who sent me.
Yet none of you [disciples] asks me, ‘Where are you
going?’
6

___, because I now

[warn]

you

[about your

earthly future filled with persecution and death],

row fills your heart, ___.

sor-

7

Warning: The Evil World Will Try To
Kill You

*
I tell you all of these [truths] to
keep you from getting entrapped, [ensnared, seduced
1

into sin, tripped up, incriminated, scandalized], ___.

Yet I tell you the truth: It's good for
you that I go away. For if I stay [physically
here], the [spirit] advocate won't come to
you. But when I depart, I send the advocate to you.
8

The advocate soon comes to you, ___.
[Through] righteousness and judgment,
[he] exposes the world's sin-guilt.
paraphrase

*
___, the world's [primary] mistake is unbelief in me, [YAH's Messiah].
9

To prepare you for rough times ahead, so you
won't be caught by surprise, or go astray, fall
away, stumble, give up your faith, go down the
wrong path. #4624 skandalizo from 4625; to entrap... (make to) offend.
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YAHshua Promises To Send The Advocate Spirit
John 16:10

I'm going to my Father. So you will no
longer physically see me. But [the Advocate
Spirit continues to demonstrate] righteousness [to
the world through you, ___. And this righteousness
brings feelings of conviction into the hearts of everyone
the spirit touches.]

Heavily paraphrased.
11
[The Advocate Spirit pronounces judgment, ___. YAH]

has

condemned [Satan,] the
ruler of this world-system.

[judged and]

paraphrase.
12

I still have many things to say to you,
___. But you can't bear [to hear] them
now.
Good verse to end your pulpit parrot's long-winded
sermon.
13

However, [the Advocate, YAH's] Spirit of truth,
soon comes and guides you into all
truth, ___. For ‘he’ speaks not from [his
own authority]. Rather, the Advocate Spirit
repeats to you everything he hears
from [Yahweh The Father]. ‘He’ shows you the
events of the future.
'He' is a guess. 'It' is more literal. Spirits have no
sex organs. And again, this spirit is differentiated
from the Father.
14

comes to bring glory to
me. [Yahweh] gives [the Advocate Spirit wisdom,
prophecy, counsel, strength, etc.]. [The Advocate] delivers [these powers] to you, [my obedient disciples].
[The Advocate Spirit]

15

Everything [Yahweh] the Father has belongs to me. That's why I say the Advocate Spirit takes [wonders/blessings, etc.] from
my [domain], and [gives/shows/delivers & reveals
them] to you, ___.
Yahshua Predicts His Resurrection
& Ascension
16
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Very soon, you [apostles] won't be seeing
me [at all]. But wait a little longer. I
reappear to you. [Then I ascend to the Father.]”
17 Then some of YahShua's disciples
question among themselves, “What is
YahShua talking about—‘Soon you
won't be able to see me; then wait a
little while, and you see me; then I [rise]
to the Father’?” 18 The disciples [walk along
scratching their heads] saying, “What's this ‘little while’? We can't tell what YahShua's
talking about!” 19 YahShua knows that
his disciples want clarification, ___. So
he asks them,
“So you're asking each other what I
mean by saying, ‘In a little while, you
won’t see me; and then, a little while
later, you see me’?
John 16:20

I tell you the rock-solid truth: [when I die]
you weep and lament while the world
rejoices [to see me dead]. You [wallow] in depression. But [later YAH] turns your sorrow
into joy.

*
The woman giving birth suffers
temporary [labor] pain[s], ___.
But after [she] births her baby,
she forgets the anguish. She
[feels] overjoyed that [YAH allows her to]
bring a baby into the kosmos.
21

THE woman = the Ecclesia personified in Rev. 12.
22

So you now have sorrow, ___. But I
see you again. Then your heart rejoices. No one can rob you of your joy.
You can rob yourself of joy. But no one can take
joy away from you.

Ask For What YAH Wants To Give
You

*
And [after I ascend to heaven,] NEVER
ask me [for] anything, ___. I tell
you the rock-solid truth: Ask
anything (within my name-au23
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thority) from [Yahweh] the Father,
and he gives it you, ___.
NEVER pray to Jesus. That's a direct command. Jesus commanded you NOT to pray to Him. You can
always tell who knows their Bible in church, because those who don't, say all those pretty prayers
to Jesus. Instead, pray to YAH in Yahshua's name.
Don't ask for cars and houses. Ask for what YAH
already wants to give you: love, joy, peace, patience... self-control, etc.

*
Until now you haven't
asked [Yahweh] for anything in my Name-Authority. Start asking,
___. [Then keep on asking.]
Then you receive. [YAH]
crams your joy-net full!
24

25

I've spoken these [truths] to you, ___, in
[illustrative, figurative] proverbs. But the time
approaches when I no longer speak to
you in proverbs. Rather, I speak to you
in plain language about [Yahweh] the Father.

*
Then you ask [Yahweh for what you desire
that's within] in my name-authority.
I'm not telling you that I'll
pray to [Yahweh] the Father for
you, ___.
26

Do not pray to Jesus or Mary. Ask YAH directly.
Use the authority that Yahshua delegated to you.
Ask for things Yahshua wants you to have, like patience. Don't ask for things that YAH doesn't need
you to have, like sports-cars.
27

For [Yahweh] the Father himself loves
you, ___, because you've [always] loved
me, and [because] you trust that I came
from [Yahweh] the Eloah.
Yahshua Plainly Predicts His Ascension
28

1785

From [Yahweh] the Father I issued
forth to enter the world, ___.
[Similarly] I soon leave the world,
to return to [Yahweh] the Father.”
YahShua's disciples reply to
YahShua, “[We] see! Now you're speaking plainly, without figures of speech.
29

*—Now we're sure that
you know everything! [You know
John 16:30

how to answer us before we even form the ques-

By this we believe
that you issued from Elohim.”
tions in our minds.]

Yahshua Predicts Persecution For
You & Him
31 YahShua answers his disciples,
“Do you finally believe, ___?

*
See, ___! The hour comes, and
is upon us now, when [the devil]
scatters you all, every man to
his own [possessions & families]. You
leave me alone. Yet I'm not
alone. [Yahweh] the Father [always]
sticks with me.
32

See song: I Am Not Alone.

*
___, I've spoken these
[truths] to you so that,
united with me, you can
have peace. In this
world-system you WILL
suffer tribulation, ___.
But take heart! I have
overcome the world!”
33

Past-tense. The Messiah already won your battles
over 2000 years ago. You'll be at your victory celebration before you know it.

John 17

*
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On The Way To Death, YahShua
Prays For You
1 Then YahShua lifts up his eyes to
heaven. [He] prays,
“Father [Yahweh], the hour [for my death] has
come. Glorify [me,] your son, so that [I]
your son can glorify you [in] return.

*
You've given [me] authority over
all [living beings]. So [I] can give
eternal life to everyone You've
given [me].
2

3

And this is [their] eternal life: to know
You, [Yahweh, the] sole true Elohim, and
[me] YahShua, [the] Messiah, whom You
have sent.
Here again Jesus makes it crystal-clear that he is
not YHVH. YHVH is the ‘only true God.’ This is a key
support verse for strict monotheism, and a dealbreaker for Athanasian Trinitarians.
4

*

[Yahweh],

I've glorified You on the
earth. I've finished the work
You gave me to do.
5*
So now, Father [Yahweh], glorify
me alongside yourself with the
splendor I shared with You before the world existed.
This clearly demonstrates Yahshua's pre-existence,
at least as YHVH's thoughts. Once you enter eternity, you can go anywhere in time and beyond
time, like skipping around within your movie collection.

*
I've manifested Your NameAuthority to the [disciples] you
awarded me from the world. [My
followers] have always been Yours,
[Yahweh]. You entrusted them to
me. They've kept Your word.
6

7

Now [my disciples] have learned that everything you've given me comes from you,
[Yahweh].
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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8

I've given [my disciples] the words You
gave me. They've received your Word.
[My disciples] know for certain that I came
out from You, [Yahweh]. They continue to
believe that you really sent me.
9

I pray for [My disciples]. I don't pray for the
world-system. Instead [I pray] for those
[followers] you've given me. Because
they're yours.
John 17:10

All [my disciples] belong to you. You share
them with me. [The miracle that I've been able to
convince any tiny-brained worm-creature humans to follow You at all]

brings glory to me.

*
And now I'm leaving the world,
coming to you, while [my few disciples] remain in the world. Holy
Father [Yahweh, use] your own
Name-Authority [to] guard the
[disciples] you've entrusted to me,
so that they'll be one, [in the same
way that You and I] are [eternally united].
11

The unity between the Father and the Son does not
remove their individuality. The Father [YHVH] and
the Son [Yahshua] are ‘One’ in the same way that
people will be united once they are perfected:
more uniquely individual than ever, yet ‘one in
Spirit.’ Some ‘Trinitarians’ are referring to this sort
of unity when they say they believe in the ‘Trinity.’
Athanasian Trinitarians go further: they equate
YHVH with Yahshua, which is highly offensive to
Monotheists, in addition to being inaccurate.

*
While I [walked] with [my disciples] in
the world, I kept them within
your name-authority. I've
guarded the disciples you entrusted to me. None of them is
lost, except [K'riot-spawned Judas,] the
‘son of destruction’ predicted in
the scriptures.
12

Isa 57:4
13
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Now I'm coming [home] to you, [Father YAH]!
Everything I say in the world, [I speak] so
that my perfect joy can overflow into
the [worldlings'] hearts.
14

I've given [my disciples] your word.
So the world [keeps] hating them, because [my disciples] are not of the worldsystem, just as I'm not of the worldsystem.

[Father,]

15

*

I don't pray for you to
take my disciples out of the
world. But [I do pray] that you'll
keep my disciples from [all the
world's ruinous] evil.
16 *
[My disciples] don't belong to the
world-system, just as I don't
belong to the world-system.
17 *
[Father,] sanctify [my disciples]
through Your truth. Your Word
defines truth.
[Abba,]

That's the answer to Pilate's question: What is
truth? YAH's Word is Truth.

*
Just like you sent me into the
world, I send [my disciples] into the
world.
18

19

For the benefit of my disciples, I complete the process of my perfection [and
separation from the world. I voluntarily give up my bodily
life. I allow the world to murder me.]

So my disci-

ples come to also [follow me into self-sacrifice.
Thus they] become truly holy, [separated from
the world-system].
John 17:20

I pray not only for these [11 disciples], but
for [all the billions of future disciples] who end up
believing in me because of the word of
these [11 stragglers].

*
I pray that all [my disciples] will live
united, [just] as you, Father
21
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[Yahweh],

are in me, and I [am] ‘in’
you. [I pray] that [my disciples] also
forever stay united ‘in’ us, so
the world can believe that
you've sent me.
Again, this clarifies the sort of oneness that unites
‘Jesus’ and ‘The Father.’ Each fully retains his individuality. Christians who fight one-another are not
helping anyone to believe. When people truly love
each other long-term, while doing productive
teamwork, the world sees this cooperation as the
miracle it is. Skeptics believe the message told by
united people. Unity is the secret to the success of
many cults, like Mormons. Theology is not convincing. Cooperative love is convincing.
22

I've given my disciples the glory You
gave me, so that they'll be “one,” [in exactly the same way that you and I] are ‘one.’

The type of the one-ness that Yahshua the Son
shares with YHVH the Father is the Oneness which
perfected believers will also have with the Son and
the Father. Not merged together into ‘ONE MULTIPERSON GOD.’ Unified.
23

My

in [my disciples' hearts], as You
[live] in me, so that [you] make my
[disciples] perfectly ‘one.’ [Then] the world
will know that You've sent me, and [that
I eternally] love [my disciples], like you [eternally]
love me.
[goal is to live]

*
Father [Yahweh], I want [my disciples
whom] you've given me to live
with me wherever I exist, so
that [they] will experience my
glory, which you've given me.
For you loved me before the
foundation of the kosmos.
24

25

Righteous Father [Yahweh], the world has
never known You. But I've [always]
known You. So [my disciples] have learned
that you sent me.
26

I've declared to [my disciples] your
Name. I'll [always continue to] declare Your
Name-Authority, so that the love-feast
[Yahweh,]
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(with which You [always] love me) fills [my
disciples], and so I [remain spiritually] united
with [them].”

John 18
Christ Prays In Gethsemane (OilPress) Garden
1 YahShua speaks these words, ___.
Then [he runs] with his disciples across
the stream [that flows in winter] through the
Kidron {Ash} Valley. They enter [the grove
of trees called] Gethsemane {Oil-Press} Garden.’
The same stream where ancient king David fled
from his rebel son Absalom.

Judas [from Keriot, (the traitor] betraying
YahShua) knows this grove, because
YahShua often [camps at Oil-Press-Garden] with
his disciples.)
Religionites Betray, Try & Crucify
Messiah
2

*The chief priests and [phony
preacher] Pharisees send Judas
with a battalion of Roman soldiers and some Temple police
[to seize YahShua]. The mob storms
[the Garden] with lanterns, torches
and weapons, ___. 4 YahShua
3

knows everything that's going to happen to him, ___. So YahShua [staggers]
out. [He] asks the police and the soldiers,
“Who are you looking for?”
5 The goons & guards answer, “[We're
searching for] YahShua of Nazareth.”
YahShua responds,
“I'm [YahShua (Simonson) from Nazareth].”
Judas (YahShua's betrayer) stands with
the mobsters and officers. 6 *As soon

as YahShua says to the [mob],
“I'm [YahShua from Nazareth],"
the police and soldiers move,
[stagger, trip, retreat] backward. They
fall to the ground.
‘Ego Eimi’ (‘I am’) is a standard Greek phrase
meaning ‘that's me.’ This verse does not prove that
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Yahshua was claiming here to be the ‘GREAT I AM’
of the Old Testament. Athanasians speculate that
the power in the phrase ‘I AM’ pushed the soldiers
back as if by a forcefield. The soldiers may have
tripped, may have become emotionally overcome,
scared because Yahshua had miraculously escaped
many such attacks, etc. Who knows exactly in
what manner and why the soldiers fell down. Of
course, Yahshua has never been, is not now, and
never will be Yahweh (aka Jehovah).

YahShua again asks the [mob],
“Whom do you seek?”
The [soldiers bark], “YahShua from
Nazareth.” 8 *YahShua answers
7

[the soldiers],

“I told you, I'm [YahShua from Nazareth].
So if you want me, then let [my
followers] go away.”
fulfills
his previous statement to [Yahweh],
“I lost none of the [disciples] You gave
me.”
John 18:10 *Simon-Peter {Rock} [fool9 [YahShua's concern for his followers' safety]

whips out his machete,
___. [He] strikes the high
priest's servant (named
Malchus [King]). [Peter's knife] slices
off [‘King's’] right ear!
ishly]

Malchus is from Melek: King. A machiara is a machete or a hunting knife, a utility blade, not a
sword.

*YahShua says to Rock,
“Put your machete back in its
scabbard! This [death] is the cup
the Father [Yahweh] has given me!
[Do you think] I'll fail to drink it?”
11

Then, ___, the battalion and the
captain and Judaean [temple] police seize
YahShua. They bind Him [in chains].
12

Have they bound you? In binding agreements and
oaths and pledges of allegiance?
13 [The soldiers] first lead YahShua away to AnnaniYah
[YAH's-Favored], (the father-in-law of Caiaphas [Dell], the

(This arch-leader
Caiaphas [Dell] keeps counseling the
Judeans that it's expedient to [assassinate]
one man, [YahShua, to prevent the entire population
high priest that year). 14

from destruction. YahShua's kingship is a threat to Rome's
sovereignty, ___.]) 15

tracks YahShua
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ciple, an acquaintance of the high
priest, sneaks behind YahShua into the
palace of the high priest. 16 But Peter
{Rock} stands at the gate outside [the high
priest's courtyard]. The other disciple (the
high priest's acquaintance) comes back
[outside]. [He] speaks to the [High-Priest's] girl
on duty at the gate. Then [the other disciple]
brings Rock into [the courtyard]. 17 The female gate-keeper interrogates Peter
{Rock}, “Aren't you one of this [criminal]
man [YahShua's] disciples?” Rock lies, “I
am not.” 18 The slaves and guards stand there,
___, warming themselves by a fire of coals they've
lit to fend off the cold. Rock stands with the [killers,]
warming himself. 19 [Inside the palace, evil high]

1789

“Aren't you also one of YahShua's disciples?” Rock denies it: “I am not.” 26 One
of the servants of the high priest, a relative of the
soldier [Malchus] whose ear Peter {Rock} had cut off,
says, “Didn't I see you in the garden with

Peter {Rock} again denies
Immediately the [high
priest's] rooster crows, ___.
Temple Guards Drag Yahshua To
Taxman Pilate
28 It's early in the morning, ___. The
[guards] lead YahShua from Caiaphas to
the [Roman] hall of judgment. The Jews
refuse to enter the [pagan] judgment hall,
lest they become [ritually] defiled and
barred from eating the passover [feast].
YahShua?” 27

[knowing YahShua].

priest [Ananiah] then interrogates
YahShua about his disciples and his
doctrine.

Classic hypocrisy: Religionists have no problem
murdering the Son of the Creator. Yet they writhe
in great moral compunction about going into a
worldly court during a religious holiday.

Just like the Christianites interrogate you before
they dump you for being too serious about the
Bible ... “Do you believe in the Anthanasian creed?
Do you believe in conscious eternal torment? Do
you believe that all human works of righteousness
are filthy rags?”

29 [Roman Tax-Chief]

YahShua answers the high
priest,
“I spoke openly to the world. I always
taught in the synagogue(s), and in the
temple, where the Judeans regularly
meet. I said nothing in secret.
John 18:20

21

Why are you asking me [to testify in my own
defense]? Ask the people who heard me
what I said to them. [You'll] see. They
know what I said.”
22 When YahShua says this, one of the
guards standing there strikes YahShua
(with the palm of his hand) while
screaming, “How dare you [bark orders to Israel's] chief priest?!” 23 YahShua answers
the guard,
“If I speak evil, publicly state my crime.
But if [I do] right, why do you thrash
me?”
24 Then Annaniah {YAH's-Favor} sends
YahShua, bound [in chains], to Caiaphas
[Dell], [Judea's] chief priest. 25 [Outside,]
Simon-Peter {Rock} stands warming
himself [by the fire]. The [guards] ask Rock,
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Pilate then proceeds
out to [address] the Judaeans. He asks,
“What accusation are you bringing
against this man [YahShua]?” John 18:30 The
[Judaeans] half-answer Pilate, “If [YahShua]
wasn't a criminal, we wouldn't have arrested him and brought him to you.”
Fake answer.

Pilate answers the Judaeans, “You
take [YahShua]. Judge him according to
your law.” The Jews answer Pilate, “It is
unlawful for us to put any man to
death.” 32 [ ___, the Jews force the Romans to crucify
YahShua in] fulfillment of YahShua's prediction that he'll die ‘lifted up on a
pole.’ 33 Then Pilate returns to the judgment hall. [He] summons YahShua, then
asks him, “Are you the King of the
Jews?” 34 YahShua answers Pilate,
“Did you independently realize [that I'm the
King of the Judeans], or did other people tell
you [I'm the true King]?”
31

Yahshua wisely answers interrogation with questions.

Pilate answers, “Am I a Jew? Your
own nation and its chief priests delivered you to me! What [crime] did you
commit?”
35

Pilate shrewdly answers with a question.
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YahShua answers,
“My kingdom is not of this world-system. If my Dominion were of this
world-system, then my subordinates
would fight to prevent me from being
arrested by the Jews. But, [for] now, my
Kingdom has no place in this [world].”
37 So Pilate asks YahShua, “Then you
are a king?” YahShua answers,
“You [yourself openly] admit that I'm King.
36

[But I'm not concerned with worldly power, only with

I was born and came into the
world to bear witness to the truth. Everyone who belongs to the truth listens
[to] my voice.”
38 Pilate asks YahShua, “What is truth?”
Then Pilate, [without waiting for an answer, turns
from the Living Truth. Pilate stomps] out again to
[face] the Jews. [He] declares to them, “I
find no fault at all in YahShua. 39 —So
[to honor] your [Judaean] custom that at
passover-time I [the Roman Governor] always
set free for you one [Jewish prisoner,] will
you [allow] me to release to you [YahShua,]
the ‘King of the Jews’?” John 18:40 The [Judaean mob] all shout back, “Imprison
YahShua. But free [Jesus] Barabbas [Sonof-the-Father]!” Now, ___, this [Jesus] Barabbas is a [notorious] robber-murderer.
truth.]

John 19

1790

cheek again and again, suffering repeated blow after repeated blow (tupto).

*Pilate walks out [into the courtyard].
Again he [shouts] to the Judaean
[mob], “Look: I'm bringing
YahShua out to you, to get you
to understand that I find no
fault in him.” 5 *YahShua [staggers]
out [into the courtyard]. The crown of
thorns [pierces his head]. [His blood drips]
from his [tattered] purple robe. Pilate shouts to the [Judaean mob],
“Behold the Man!”
4

As portrayed in many famous paintings normally titled ‘Ecce Homo’.

*The chief priests and [their]
guards see YahShua. They cry
out, screaming, “Impale him,
crucify him!” Pilate shouts to
the [Judaean mob], “You take
YahShua and impale him! I find
no charge against him.” 7 *The
Jews answer Pilate, “We have
a law. And by our law YahShua
ought to die, because he made
himself [out to be] the Son of Elohim.” 8 When Pilate hears that [YahShua
6

Pilate
more frightened [than ever]. 9
Pilate [storms] back into the judgment
hall. [Trembling,] he asks YahShua, “Where
did you come from?” But YahShua gives
Pilate no answer, ___. John 19:10
might be the Son of The Supreme Being,]
[trembles, ___,]

Pilate's Torturers Rip Yahshua's
Sinless Skin
1 So [tax-czar] Pilate [orders the Roman soldiers to]
seize YahShua and flog him with [metal
flesh-tearing scourges], ___!
An unlawful beating of an uncondemned man. Just
like they beat you unlawfully when you do what
Yahshua did.

Then the soldiers weave a crown of
thorns. They smash it into YahShua's
[bleeding] scalp. They drape him in a purple robe. 3 The soldiers mock, “Hail,
King of the Jews!” The [warriors] keep
beating YahShua [over and over] with their
fists, ___.
2

Yahshua always had the power to vaporize his torturers with a thought. Yet he turned the other

The Cinematic Bible 1.0

*Then Pilate threatens
YahShua, “You [refuse] to speak
to me? Don't you understand
that I have the power to set
you free or to execute you on
the stake?” 11 YahShua answers,

“You could have no power at all against
me, unless [YAH] gave it to you from
above. So [the snake] who handed me
over to you is guilty of greater sin [than
you are guilty of].”
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*From there on Pilate tries to
release YahShua. But the Jews
cry out, “If you let this man
[YahShua] go, you are no friend of
Caesar! Whoever makes himself a king speaks rebellion
[against] Caesar!” 13 When Pilate hears
12

the [Jews threatening to get him executed by Caesar],
he escorts YahShua out [into the courtyard in
front of the mob]. [Pilate] sits down on the
judgment seat in the area called
‘Stone-Pavement,’ (in Aramaic, Gabta).
14 (It's about noon on [Wednesday,] the
day of Preparation of Passover Week,
___.) Pilate [shouts] to the Jews, “Behold
your King!”
The Procurator of Rome several times declares
Yahshua to be King. Jesus died on Wednesday, not
Good Friday, despite much deluded Christianite
mis-teaching.

*But the Jews cry out, “Away
with YahShua! Away with him!
Crucify him!” Pilate answers
the Jews, “[Why] should I crucify
your King?” The chief priest
shouts back, “We have no king
but Caesar!”
15

And on that application for driver's license, passport, insurance, or bank account, and in the pledge
of allegiance, that's exactly what worldlings swear
on binding oath: They have no king but ‘Caesar.’
Ask any judge, and if he's honest, he'll explain that
to you.

*So Pilate hands YahShua
over to the Jews to be crucified, ___. The [mercenary guards paid by
the] Jews seize YahShua. Then
[they] lead him away. 17 Then
16

YahShua carries his execution-stake
out to a place called kranion [skull], (in
Hebrew: “Golgotha”).
stake=stauros

*On Skull Mountain the [soldiers] impale YahShua between
two [criminals]: one on each side,
with YahShua in the middle.
18

impale= strongs #4717: stauroo
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*Pilate inscribes a sign. [The
it on YahShua's impaling-stake, ___. The sign reads:
“YahShua OF NAZARETH: THE
KING OF THE JEWS.” John 19:20
19

soldiers nail]

Many Jews read Pilate's sign, ___, because the place where [soldiers] impale
YahShua is close to the city, and [because
Pilate] writes the sign in Hebrew, Greek
and Latin.
Pilate thus gives notice in all relevant local languages that Yahshua is the King. The primary use
of Hebrew is strong evidence that Jesus and his
disciples and the Jewish people of their time spoke
primarily Hebrew.

Then the Judaean chief priests object
to Pilate. [They whine,] “Don't write,
‘YahShua [IS] The King of the Jews!’ Instead write, ‘[YahShua falsely] CLAIMED to
be King of the Jews.’”
21

Religion kills the King of the Universe... but only
for 72 hours.

Pilate [growls at the murderous religionites],
“What I have written stays written! [The
man you are killing IS your King!]”
22

Pilate knows Yahshua is the real King.

Then the soldiers nail YahShua to the
stake, ___. Then they [strip] YahShua's
clothes. They divide the [rags] into 4
shares: 1 share for each soldier, with
the under-robe left over. Now, ___,
the under-robe is seamless, woven in
one piece from top to bottom. 24 The
soldiers bargain with one-another,
“Let's not tear the under-garment. Let's
gamble for it, winner-take-all.” This
happens in order to fulfill the ancient
Hebrew prophecy which says,
‘The [brutes] part my clothing among
themselves. They cast lots for my garment.’
So, ___, that's exactly what the soldiers do. 25 Nearby YahShua’s execution stake stand YahShua's mother
[Mary], [and] his mother’s sister Miryam
[Bitterness] (the wife of Cleophas [Father's-Friend]), and [the] Miryam from Magdala [Mary Magdalene].
23

3 crying women, all named “bitterness.”
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*So, ___, when YahShua
sees his mother standing there
with [me, JAHn], a disciple whom
YahShua loves, YahShua says
to his mother,
“Woman, behold your son!”

1792

a Jewish High Holy Day, [falling
on Wednesday].) So the Jews beg Pilate to
command his soldiers to break the crucified ‘criminal's’ legs, so the men will
die immediately [from crushed lungs], so people can haul the bodies down from the
stakes by nightfall, [since Hebrew days start at
sundown].

26

sabbath, but]

Then YahShua says to [me,] his disciple [JAHn],
“Behold your mother!”
So, ___, from that time on, [I, JAHn]
take Mary into [my] own [family].

Typical religionists: Careful to keep all their religious rules while murdering YHVH's messengers.
Jesus did not die on Good Friday, as this verse explicitly proves.

27

Another indication that Joseph was either dead or
had left the picture. The word ‘home’ doesn't appear in the text. The disciples sold their homes, as
you should.

Then YahShua knows that [he's] accomplished everything [YAH sent him to earth
to do, ___]. Fulfilling [Psalm 69:21], YahShua
moans,
“I’m thirsty.”
28

When Yahshua drinks of the vine, Heaven's Kingdom comes to earth. Because at your lowest point
of humility and submission to YAH's testing, you
gain your crown.

So one [of the soldiers grabs] a nearby jug
of sour wine. He soaks a sponge with
this vinegar. He sticks the sponge on
the end of a javelin. He lifts the sponge
to YahShua's mouth, ___.
29

At the last supper, Yahshua promised that the next
time he drank the ‘fruit of the vine,’ the Kingdom
would come to earth. By submitting to death in
obedience to the Father's will, Yahshua received
Kingship. Yahshua's death seemed to be his darkest moment of defeat. But it was in fact his crowning glory, because he conquered his urge for bodily
self-preservation. To willingly die to help evil people, when you have the power and desire to live, is
the greatest test a human can pass.

*YahShua drinks the
vinegar. He [groans],
“It's finished!”
Then, ___, he bows his head.
[He] offers up his spirit [to YAH].
John 19:30

‘gives up the ghost.’

the Jews [fret, ___,] anxious
to keep the preparation-day rule that
dead bodies can't remain hanging on
stakes on the sabbath day. (This
Passover sabbath day is [not a normal 7th-day
31 [Meanwhile,]
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So, ___, the soldiers stomp [up to the
impaling stakes]. They break the legs of the
first [criminal]. Then [they snap the legs of] the
other [criminal] crucified beside YahShua.
33 The soldiers stomp [through the blood-mud]
to YahShua. [They swing their clubs to break his
legs. But they stop,] seeing he's already
dead, ___. So they don't break his
legs. 34 But one of the soldiers [jabs] his
spear into YahShua's side, ___! Immediately blood & water pour out [of Christ's
pericardial sac].
32

The Pericardial sac contains water.

saw [all of this, ___]. [I] wrote
down this record. [My] record is true. [I]
know that [I] testify truthfully. So you,
___, can trust [your life to YahShua]. 36 The
soldiers avoid breaking YahShua's
bones, ___, because the ancient scriptures predict, “Not one of [the Messiah's]
bones will be broken.”
35 [I, John]

(Exodus 12:46; Numbers 9:12; Psalm 34:20)

And [the spear in YahShua's side fulfills] another
scripture which predicts, “The [killers]
come to look upon [the Messiah,] whom
they pierced [with torture weapons].”
37

Zechariah 12:10

Then Joseph {Increaser} of Arimathaea arrives, ___. Joseph has, for fear
of the Jews, kept secret the fact that he
is a disciple of YahShua. Joseph begs
Pilate to let him take [and bury] YahShua's
body. So Pilate gives Joseph permission. Joseph [rides his horse to Skull-Mountain,] to
recover YahShua's [corpse]. 39 Nicodemus
{Nike-Man}, [the Jewish leader] who'd earlier
[snuck away from the religionites] to visit
YahShua by night, accompanies Joseph
38
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[on horseback to the execution site]. [They]

haul
about 75 pounds of [expensive] embalming
ointment made from myrrh and aloes.
John 19:40 Joseph [and his companions] take
YahShua's body [down from the stake, ___.
They] wrap it up in linen sheets with the
spices, in keeping with Judaean burial
customs. 41 Near where [the soldiers] impale YahShua, there lies a garden,
___. In this garden lies a new tomb, in
which no one has ever been buried.
From a virgin womb to a virgin tomb.
42

So, ___, because

[YahShua has been killed

Preparation Day, and because the tomb lies
close by, Joseph {Increaser} and his men
bury YahShua there.
on the highly-regulated Judaean Passover]

Yahshua was killed on ‘Wednesday’ afternoon, and
was buried on the same day at sundown. He
stayed in the grave ‘Thursday’, ‘Friday’ and ‘Saturday.’ He was out of the tomb on Saturday night. He
was not killed on a Friday. And he did not rise on a
Sunday morning, contrary to syncretistic pagan
traditions swallowed by gullible christianites who
can't count.

John 20
72 Hours Later, Yahshua Rises
From The Dead
1 [72 complete hours pass, ___.] Early on the 1st
day of the week, while it's still dark,
Mary Magdalene [races] to the gravesite.
[She] sees the stone [already] rolled away
from the tomb!
72 COMPLETE HOURS. 1st day of the week = ‘sunday’ morning. More technically, this appears to be
a reference to the 1st day of counting 7 sabbaths
until pentecost; see Lev 28:15-17.

Then Mary runs [all the way back] to
Simon-Peter {Rock} and [JAHn,] another
disciple YahShua loves. Mary [panting, out
of breath] cries to [Rock & JAHn], “The [Jews]
stole Master [YahShua] from the tomb! We
have no idea where they [stashed] his
[body].” 3 So Peter {Rock} and [JAHn] run out [of their hid2

ing shack. They race]

So

[JAHn]

to the tomb. 4

[JAHn]

outruns Peter.

gets to the tomb first, ___. 5 [JAHn]

stoops down. He looks into [the tomb]. He
sees [YahShua's] linen [grave] cloths lying
[there]. But [JAHn] doesn't go in. 6 Then SiThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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mon-Peter {Rock} runs up [panting] behind
[JAHn]. Peter ventures into the tomb. [He]
sees [YahShua's] linen [burial] strips lying [on
a rock]. 7 The burial cloth (that had been around
YahShua's head) lies folded up by itself, separate

Then [JAHn] goes into the
tomb. [He too] sees [the evidence of YahShua's resurrection]. So [he] deduces [that YahShua is
alive]. 9 [YahShua's disciples] still fail to comprehend the scripture's predictions that
YahShua would rise from the dead,
___. John 20:10 Then the disciples return
to their own [hiding place(s) and/or families].
from the linen. 8

Again, these guys are homeless! They sold their
homes like Jesus commanded YOU to! Every single
bookstore translation fraudulently inserts the word
‘home’ in this verse!

The Risen Messiah Appears To His
Students
11 But Mary stands outside the tomb
weeping, ___. As she weeps, she
stoops down. She looks into the tomb.
12 Mary sees 2 angels in white. [They] sit,
one at the head, the other at the feet,
of where YahShua's corpse lay [just hours
before]. 13 The angels say to Mary, “Woman, why are you weeping?” Mary answers the angels, “Because the [persecutors] have taken away my [dead] Master! I
have no idea where they've [hidden] him.”
14 Then Mary turns around. [She] sees
YahShua standing [there in front of her]! But
[YahShua has shape-shifted, ___]. So Mary fails
to recognize him. 15 YahShua asks
Mary,
“Woman, why are you weeping? Who
do you seek?”
Mary, supposing YahShua is the gardener, says to him, “Sir, if you've taken
[YahShua] away, tell me where you put
him. I'll go get him [and embalm his body].” 16
YahShua says to her,
“Mary.”
Mary turns around [from weeping]. She
cries to YahShua, “Rabboni!” (“Master!”)

*YahShua says to Mary,
“Don't touch me, because I
haven't yet ascended to [Yahweh]
17
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my Father. Instead [run] to my
brothers. Tell them I'm about
ascend to [Yahweh] (my Father
and your Father, my Elohim
and your Elohim).”

—[I am giving you power to forgive sins.]
Whoever's sins you forgive,
those sins are gone forever. If
you choose not to forgive their
sins, their sins remain.”

YHVH is the ELOHIM and FATHER of Yahshua. Both
we and Yahshua are subordinate to YHVH, the Father. Don't mush Yahshua into the identity of the
Father. Ignore and repudiate the confused
Athanasian creed. ‘Elohim’ here is plural. But plural
in Hebrew is often used to denote the ultimate single example of a type. For example, the biggest
tree would be called, ‘Trees,’ as in ‘tree of all trees.’

This is a very controversial verse. It could be
translated: ‘I give you the power to fix people's
mistakes,’ for instance to cure venereal disease or
leprosy. It led the Catholic church to fraudulently
sell indulgences (fake forgiveness for money). We
are not authorized to build businesses on this
verse.
24 Now Thomas (Twin, aka ‘Didymus,’ one of
YahShua's 12 apostles,) is absent from the other
disciples when YahShua appears [to them in their hiding

Mary Magdalene runs to tell [YahShua's]
disciples she's seen Adoni [YahShua]. She
repeats everything YahShua told her. 19
18

*That evening, the first day of
the week, the disciples hide
behind locked doors, ___. [They
crouch,] huddled for fear of the
[murderous] Judaeans. YahShua
teleports to stand right in the
middle of the disciples! He [sings]
to them,
“Shalom aleikhem!” [“Peace, guys.”]
Then YahShua shows the disciples his [pierced] hands and side. When
the disciples see [their] Master, they
overflow with joy, ___. 21 *Then
John 20:20

YahShua says to his disciples,
“Peace, men! In the same way
that [Yahweh] my Father sent me,
I now send you [into persecution, death & resurrection].”
See Matt 28:18-20, The Great Commission. You
need no man's permission to go on a mission overseas. Don't wait around for some church to authorize you to go, nor for some worldly government to
give you papers with strings attached. GO!

*Then YahShua blows with
force on his disciples. [He] says
to them,
“Receive Sacred Spirit!
23 *
22
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*So the other disciples
say to Thomas {Twin}, “We've
seen Adoni [YahShua]!” But
Thomas scoffs to them, “Unless
I see the nail-prints in
YahShua's hands, and put my
finger into the [holes], and put
my hand into [the spear-wound in]
YahShua's side, I will never
believe [he lives].” 26 *8 days later,
YahShua's disciples, including
[doubting] Thomas {Twin}, [still sit huddled] in their hiding house.
YahShua [supernaturally] floats right
through the shut and locked
doors. [He] stands in the middle
of the group. [He shouts],
“Shalom, friends!”
house].

25

Shalom aleikhem!

Then YahShua says to Thomas
{Twin},
“Reach your finger over here. Check out
my hands. Reach your hand over here.
Poke it into [the spear-hole in] my side. Stop
doubting. Trust [me].”
28 *Thomas {Twin} answers
27

YahShua, “My Adoni and my
Eloha!”
Thomas was NOT worshiping Yahshua as [YHVH]
THE Eloha. That would be a kind of blasphemy
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which occurs nowhere else in scripture. Yahshua
(Jesus) is often referred to as ‘elohim’ (chief). But
Jesus is never referred to as THE God [Ho Theos,
The Eloha]. What Thomas was saying was similar
to the common expression of shock and surprise,
“My lord! My God!” Even if you want to imagine that
Thomas was confused enough to think he was
looking at an apparition of YHVH, you still can't
build a theology on the words of ‘Doubting
Thomas.’ Thus another pillar for the Athanasian
creed crumbles to dust.

YahShua answers Thomas {Twin},
“Thomas, you believe [I'm alive] because
you saw me [with your meat-eyes]. [YAH] blesses people who believe even though
they don't see [physical proof].”
John 20:30 Before [the stunned faces of] his disciples, YahShua performs many other
[miraculous] signs not described in this
book, ___. 31 *But [I] write these
29

so that you, ___, will
believe that YahShua is the
Messiah, the son of [Yahweh] the
Eloah, and that [by] trusting [him]
you come to [obtain] life, through
[active, lifelong obedience] to YahShua's
Name-Authority.
[accounts]

Eternal life comes from obedience to Yahshua's authority, not merely praying ‘in the name of Jesus.’

John 21

Tiberias Caesar apparently renamed Lake Galilee
(Heathen-Circle Lake) after himself.
2 [The group there by the lake includes] Simon Peter {Rock},
Thomas {Twin} (Didymus), NathaniEl (from CaneTown in the Heathen-Circle), [and] the sons of
Zebedee [Giver], and two other disciples of YahShua.

Simon-Peter {Rock} says to his fellow
disciples, “I'm going fishing.” The disciples reply to [Peter], “We'll go with you.”
They immediately board a boat. [They
row] out, ___. But that night they catch
nothing.
3

Going back to their day jobs.

Morning dawns, ___. YahShua [appears]
standing on the shore. But the disciples
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don't realize it's YahShua. 5 YahShua
shouts out to his disciples,
“Children, have you got any food?”
YahShua's disciples answer, “No.” 6

*YahShua shouts to his disciples,
“Cast [your] net on the right side
of the boat. Then you'll find
[what you're seeking].”
So the disciples throw their net
into [the lake]. Suddenly, ___, so
many fish fill the net that the
disciples can’t haul the net
aboard!
Are you casting your net on the RIGHT side of the
boat?

So [I, JAHn, the aforementioned] beloved disciple of YahShua, [shout] to Rock, “[That guy
on the shore] is Master [YahShua]!” When Simon-Rock hears that it's Adoni, he
tightly wraps his fisher's coat around
himself, (because he's naked). Then he
jumps into the lake [to swim to YahShua].
7

Peter was naked, or nearly so. True disciples are
righteous, not prudish. False disciples are prudish
yet unrighteous. In the communist country where
you and I live, Peter would be put in prison as a
sex offender for fishing naked.

The other disciples row [to YahShua] in a
[lifeboat], dragging the netted fish.
(They're not far from land, only about
100 yards, ___.) 9 As soon as the disciples reach land, they see fish and
bread [grilling] on a coal-fire. John 21:10
8

Yahshua Re-Appears At HeathenCircle Lake
1 Then, ___, at Lake Tiberias, YahShua
again appears to his disciples:

4

1795

YahShua says to his disciples,
“Bring some of the fish you just caught.”

Simon-Peter {Rock} climbs aboard the
boat. He drags the net ashore. It's full
of 153 huge fish, ___! Yet the net lies
[miraculously] intact! 12 YahShua says to his
disciples,
“Come and eat [breakfast].”
None of the disciples dare ask
YahShua, “Who are you?” They know
he's the Master, [even though he's shape-shifted]. 13 Then YahShua serves his disciples the bread and the fish. 14 This is now
11

the 3rd time that YahShua has appeared to his disciples after he rose from the dead, ___. 15
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[the disciples]

eat, YahShua asks Simon Pe-

ter {Rock},
“Simon {Listener} son of JAHn, do you
love me more than these [other disciples love
me]?”
[Peter] answers YahShua, “Yes, Master,
you know I love you.” [YahShua] says to
[Peter],
“Feed my lambs.”
Yahshua asks if Peter ‘love-feasts’ (agapao). Peter
responds that he has brotherly love. (Phileo)

YahShua asks [Peter] a 2nd time,
“Simon {Listener}, son of JAHn, do you
love me?”
[Peter] answers, “Yes, Master; you know I
love you.” [YahShua again] commands [Peter,]
“Feed my sheep.”
16

Again, Peter and YahShua use two different words
for love here. Peter uses the weak word ‘Phileo’;
Yahshua uses the strong word: ‘Agapao’.

YahShua asks [Peter] a 3rd time,
“Simon, son of JAHn, do you love me?”
Peter feels hurt because YahShua asks
him 3 times,
“Do you love me?”
So [Peter] answers YahShua, “Adoni, you
know everything. You know I love you.”
YahShua orders [Peter],
“Feed my sheep.
17

One question for each time Peter had denied
Yahshua. This time both YahShua and Peter use
‘phileo’ (brotherly love).

*
I tell you the rock-solid truth:
During [these] your younger
years you clothe yourself. You
walk wherever you want. But
[soon] you grow old. You stretch
out your hands. Someone else
dresses you. [They] carry you
where you least want to go —
[to inverted crucifixion].”
19 *YahShua foretells this to
signify by what [kind of] death Simon-Peter {Rock} is to glorify
18
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the Eloah. Then YahShua
says to [Peter,]
“Follow me [into torture, death and resurrection].”
[Yahweh]

Follow Yahshua into a life that gets you killed. Peter was likely crucified upside-down.

Then Peter {Rock} turns
around. [He] sees [me, JAHn] following [him].
([I am] the [aforementioned] beloved disciple
of YahShua. [I] leaned close to YahShua
at [his last mortal] supper and asked, “Master, which disciple is the one who'll betray you?”) 21 Seeing [me], Rock asks
YahShua, “Adoni, what about [JAHn? Doesn't he have to get tortured and killed too?]” 22
YahShua answers,
"If I want [JAHn] to remain [alive] until I
return [to earth], what is that to you, [Peter]?
You follow me [into torture & death].”
John 21:20

Mind your own mission.

So, ___, the rumor spreads among
the brothers that [I,] the disciple [JAHn]
will never die. Yet YahShua didn't say
to Rock, “[JAHn] will never die.” YahShua
merely said,
"If I choose for [JAHn] to stay [walking around
the planet] until I come [back], what does
that matter to you, [Rock]?”
24 [I, JAHn, am] the disciple who testifies
about these things. [I] wrote these
memoirs to you, ___. [WITNESS STATEMENT:]
We [witnesses] all acknowledge that [JAHn's]
eyewitness account is reliable [and accu23

*And YahShua [has
been] performing many
other feats [since before the
dawn of time, ___]. If writers
retold all YahShua's actions, I suppose not
even the cosmos itself
could contain the books
[they] would write! Amén.
rate]. 25
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YAH's Word made everything that has ever been
made. So in that sense, a complete description of
everything Yahshua has ever done would be nearly
infinitely long. Yahshua is not some bearded pulpitparrot in a dress and sandals. Yahshua is the timetravel Messiah, the king of all reality.

Acts 1
Christ Gives His Final Pre-Ascension Commands
1 [Hi ___,] friend of YAH! [Here's Part 2 of] that
booklet I wrote to you before, [the Book Of
Luke,] in which I flash back to you every
[major] thing YahShua does and teaches
prior to day [YAH] lifts him up to heaven.
Theophilus = God's friend.

Just before his ascension, YahShua
(through the Sacred Spirit) gives commandments to his chosen emissaries,
___. 3 Envision the 40 days following
YahShua's [crucifixion] passion, ___. At
that time he shows [us] (his apostles)
many infallible proofs that he lives. And
he speaks [many] revelations concerning
the Kingdom of [Yahweh] the Eloah. 4 Finally YahShua commands [us,] his assembled apostles,
“Stay in Jerusalem. Wait for [Yahweh] the
Father [to fulfill] his promise which you've
heard me repeat:
2

*
JAHn immersed people in [mere]
water. But in a few days [YAH]
immerses you in Spirit: Sacred
Spirit.”
5

It's good to get dunked in water. But the real power is in being continually filled with the Holy Spirit.

YahShua's apostles meet together,
___. They ask YahShua, “Master, will
you soon restore [Middle-East] dominion
[from Rome] to Israel?” 7 YahShua answers
his apostles,
“It is not for you to know the times or
seasons which [Yahweh] the Father has
set in his own [private] authority, ___.
6

8

*
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But you come to receive power
after Spirit (Sacred Spirit) descends and fills you. Then you
serve as my witnesses in
Jerusalem, in all Judaea, in
Samaria {North-Israel}, and [on] to
the ends of the earth.”
The Messiah Ascends To Heaven
YahShua says this, ___. Then, while
the disciples watch [with their jaws hanging
open, YAH's power] lifts YahShua up [into the
sky]! An [army of angels form a] ‘cloud’ that
hides YahShua from the [disciples'] eyes.
9

The Messiah's ascension was pre-symbolized by
smoke in all of the Old-Testament smoke-roasts,
which were NOT burnt offerings, but, literally,
‘Ascensions’ (Strongs# 5927 & 5930.) Cloud of angels: ps 24:7-10, 47:5.

The [disciples] stare intently toward heaven where YahShua rises,
___. Suddenly two ‘men’ (dressed in
white) stand beside the [disciples]. 11 The
[angel] men say, “Why are you men from
Heathen-Circle [Galilee] standing there
gazing up into the sky? This same
YahShua, whom YAH lifted from you
into heaven, comes to return in the
same manner you just saw him go into
heaven.”
The Believers Hide From Religionite
Assassins
12 Then the disciples hike the [short] Sabbath day's walk [west] from the hill called
the Mount Of Olives back to [assassin-controlled] Jerusalem, ___. 13 The [apostles
sneak] into Jerusalem. [They crawl] up into
an upstairs room [at a house] where all the
[disciples hide] hunkered-down: Peter {Rock},
James {Heel-Grabber}, JAHn, Andrew
{Manly}, Philip {Horse-Lover}, Thomas
{Twin}, Bartholomew {Son-Of-The-Ridge},
Matthew {YAH's-Gift}, James {HeelGrabber} (the son of Alphaeus {Change}),
Simon {Listener} (the Zealot) and Judah
{Celebrated} (the brother of James).
Acts 1:10

They're not just staying in the house. They're laying low (katameno), trying not to get murdered by
the same assassins who'd just killed their master.
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These disciples, along with some [believing] women, and Mary (YahShua's
Mom), and YahShua's [blood] brothers,
all join together in prayer. [They] beg [YAH
to save them from the religionists who murdered Christ] .
14

Apparently some or all of Yahshua's blood brothers
eventually changed their mind and put their faith in
Yahshua.

The Apostles Choose A Man To Replace Judas
15 During this period, Peter {Rock} stands up
among [YahShua's] roughly 120 disciples, ___. 16

Peter {Rock} says, “Men, brothers, the
scripture had to be fulfilled: The Spirit
(Sacred Spirit) spoke (through [king]
David's mouth), predicting that Judas
would guide the police & mob to arrest
YahShua.
Peter here ratifies David as having been a true
prophet.

placement must have been with us the
whole time Master YahShua traveled
among us, beginning from when JAHn
baptized [YahShua], up to the day when
[YAH] lifted YahShua up and away from
us.” 23 The disciples nominate two men: Joseph
(aka Barsabas, aka Justus), and
MatthiYah {Gift-Of-Yah}.
Barsaba = Summoned Son, or Pleasing son.
{Increaser}

The disciples pray, “Adonai [Yahweh],
you alone know the hearts of all men.
[Clearly] show which of these two [men]
you've chosen. 25 —[Appoint a new man] to
take part in this message-bearing ministry, from which Judas fell down to his
place [in fiery destruction].” 26 The disciples
cast lots, [like flipping coins, ___]. The lot falls
to MatthiYah {YAH's-Gift}. So he becomes the new 12th apostle.
24

Acts 2

Judas [the betrayer] was numbered with
us. YahShua assigned Judas a part in
our work.
17

Betrayers infest all so-called Christian organizations. Watch out for ‘Christian’ traitors. They're after money.

Now this man Judas ‘purchased’ a
field with the reward for his wickedness. [After hanging and swelling,] Judas fell
headfirst. He burst open there. All his
bowels gushed out!”
18

This appears to be a contradiction, because Judas
gave the bribe money back. However, the people
to whom Judas threw the silver used it to buy the
field. Dr. John Lightfoot writes, referencing the
apocryphal book of Tobit, that as soon as Judas
threw the coins into the temple, the devil lifted him
into the air and strangled him and threw him into
the field.

Everyone in Jerusalem has heard
about Judas’ death, ___. (So the Judaeans call that field (in their dialect),
‘Aceldama,’ that is, ‘The field of blood.’)
Acts 1:20 As [David] writes in the book of
Psalms: “[The betrayer's] home [lies]
desolate, ___. No man dwells there.
Another [apostle] takes [the betrayer's]
position [of leadership].”
19

(Psalms 69:25, 109:8)

So we must choose and ordain a
man to replace [Judas] as our co-witness
of YahShua's resurrection. 22 Judas’ re21
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Sacred Spirit Fire Descends At
SummerFest

*The
tecost
1

day of Penarrives, ___. The

[Hebrew High Holy]
[Day 50]

all [celebrate the Hebrew Summer
together in one [room].

[disciples]

feast]
Not in a church building. These worshippers were
not there at random. They were being faithful to
the commandment to travel to gather specifically
for Shavuot [Summerfest/Pentecost], the festival
that happens 50 days after the last day of
Passover, NOT 50 days after the demonic pagan
fertility rite called ‘Ishtar [Easter]’! Every Christian
who got the Holy Spirit was celebrating a HEBREW
feast! Deut. 16 says that Summerfest must be held
at the place YHVH anoints, which, in this case, was
a Christian gathering, not the Jewish temple. See
Deut. 16 & Lev 23 for instructions on how and
when to celebrate SummerFest.

*The disciples sit [crying]. Suddenly a sound like a mighty
wind roars down from heaven,
___! Rushing [rumble] fills the
whole building. 3 *The disciples’
[wide-open] eyes see tongues of
[spirit] fire slicing [through the air],
___. Then these tongues of
wildfire [fly] to rest on each of
2
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the disciples! 4 The disciples all fill
with Spirit (Sacred Spirit). [They] start
speaking in other languages [they've never
spoken before]! [YAH's] Spirit gives the [believers] the [exact, accurate foreign] words!
‘Speaking in tongues’ means to make sense in a
foreign language, not to babble nonsense.

*[Outside,] Jerusalem [overflows with]
Jews, devout men visiting [SummerFest] from every nation under
heaven.
5

These Jews were returning from diaspora to live in
Jerusalem, in search of the Messiah.

*News [of the spirit-fire] spreads
abroad. A crowd gathers together, confused, ___, because everyone hears their
own language coming out of
the disciples’ mouths.
6

A reversal of the language confusion at the tower
of Babylon.

The crowd [rave, ___,] all dumbfounded!
They marvel, exclaiming one to another, “Wow! Aren't all of these [supernaturallymulti-lingual] people just [heretics] from the
Heathen-Circle, [Galilee]? 8 How is it that
we each hear these [infidels] speaking our
own native language[s]?” 9 [The disciples look out
7

Parthians, Medes,
Elamites, people from Mesopotamia, Judaea, Cappadocia, [Seaside] Pontus, Asia— Acts 2:10 —Phrygia,
Pamphylia, Egypt [& Africa], the parts of Libya {DryLand} near Cyrene, strangers from Rome, native
Jews and converts to Judaism, Cretes and Arabs.
over the crowd — an international menagerie:]

“We hear [YahShua's discideclaring the wonderful works of
[Yahweh] the Eloah in our own languages!” 12 The crowd all [rave, ___,]
amazed, perplexed. They ask each another, “What does this [miracle] mean?!”
13 Others mocking say, “These [heathen
drunkards bubble] full of sweet new wine.”
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are not drunk, as you suspect.
Look, it's only 9 in the morning! 16 An[disciples]

cient prophet JAH'El predicted this

[miracle]:

17

*

“In the last days,”
promises [Yahweh] the Eloah,
“I pour out my Spirit upon all
flesh. Your sons and your
daughters prophesy, ___. Your
young men see visions. Your
old men dream [prophetic] dreams.
Joel 2:28-32
18

And in those days, I pour out of my
Spirit on my obeyers. Male and female,
they prophesy.

*
And I display wonders in heaven above, ___, and signs in
the earth beneath: blood, fire,
and billowing clouds of smoke:
19

Acts 2:20

The sun turns dark. The moon [turns red]
as blood. [This signals] the coming awesome, terrifying [judgment] ‘Day of Adonai
[Yahweh].’

*
Yet [I] save whoever
calls on [my] Name:
Yahweh.’
21

11 [The masses exclaim,]
ples]

Drunk; Because alcohol (spirits) make a cheap
substitute for Sacred Spirit. Literally: ‘they're on
drugs.’

But Peter {Rock} stands up with the
11 [apostles]. Rock shouts to the
crowd, “You men of Judaea, and all you
visitors to Jerusalem, know this: (take
my words into your ears:) 15 These
14

[other]
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This is one of the New Testament verses where Old
Testament words are imprecisely referenced, creating great confusion. The Greek says ‘kurios’
which means ‘Lord,’ taken from the derivative
Greek Septuagint, a compromised translation. Peter is actually quoting from an ancient Hebrew
scripture which says the real name of the creator:
YHVH. Whether Peter said ‘YHVH’, ‘Adonai’ or
‘Kurios’ is shrouded in mystery due to our not having original source texts.

*[Peter continues:] You men of Israel, hear these words:
YahShua the Nazarene [is] a
man proven by Yahweh among
you by miracles and wonders
22
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and signs. [Yahweh] the Eloah performed these [feats] through
YahShua in your midst, as you
know. 23 *[Judas] handed YahShua
over to you, by the set plan
and foreknowledge of Yahweh.
Then you seized, and with
wicked hands impaled and
murdered YahShua!
‘Prospegnumi’ means to impale or fasten on a stake
[stauros], not crucify on a cross [crux].

*But Yahweh raised YahShua
up. [YAH] freed YahShua from
the agonies of death. Because
it was impossible that YahShua
could be held by death, ___. 25
*[Ancient king] David predicted
YahShua's [reign]: ‘Yahweh
stands always [holding my] right
hand. So nothing can shake
me.
24

The Greek is a paraphrase based on Hebrew Psalm
16.

my heart overflows with joy, ___.
My mouth shouts [YAH's] praises! My
26 [So]

body will rest in hope. 27 *Be-

cause [YAH] will not leave
my soul in Sheol. [You, YAH,
will not] allow your Holy
One to experience corruption [rotting in the grave]. 28
You, [YAH, keep] teaching me the ways of
life. You [always] fill me with joy in your
presence.’
Psalm 16:8-11

Men, brothers, let me freely speak to
you about the patriarch David {Love}.
He lies dead and buried. We [can visit] his
tomb today. Acts 2:30 David {Love} was a
prophet. He knew that Yahweh had
sworn on oath to him, that from the
physical ‘fruit’ of his [reproductive organs],
YAH would raise up the Messiah to sit
on his throne. 31 [King] David saw the fu29
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ture. He predicted the resurrection of
[YahShua] the Messiah. [YAH] didn't leave
[YahShua's] soul in Sheol. [YahShua's] flesh
never experienced corruption. 32 Yahweh raised up this YahShua. We're all
witnesses of [YahShua's resurrection]. 33 So
[YahShua sits] exalted at the right hand of
YAH. [YahShua] received from [Yahweh] the
Father the promised Sacred Spirit.
[YahShua] now pours out this [miracle of supernatural languages,] as you see and hear today! 34 For [king] David never ascended
into the heavens, ___. Rather, David
himself said, ‘Yahweh says to my Master [the Messiah],
‘You sit at my right hand,
35

—until I
feet.’

[smash]

your foes under your

Psalm 110:1. The awkward metaphor ‘footstool’ is
not in the original text.

*So let the whole [nation] of Israel know for
sure that Yahweh has
[crowned] that same
YahShua, whom you impaled, [universal] Sovereign
and Messiah.” 37 Now, ___,
36

when the [crowd] hears this, [remorse and
fear] ‘sting inside their hearts.’ They ask
Peter {Rock} and other apostles, “Men!
brothers! What should we do?!” 38
*Peter {Rock} answers the [crowd],

“To get your mistake-filled [lives]
fixed, every one of you must
turn permanently from your
sins, and stay immersed in the
[sole sovereign] Name-Authority of
YahShua (The Messiah). Do
that, ___. Then [YAH] gives you
the free-gift of Spirit: Sacred
Spirit.
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To get the Holy Spirit, you must do much more
than say a heartfelt prayer and get dunked underwater by a preacher. Repenting = permanently
hating the sins you used to love. Baptism is total
submersion in the authority of Christ. That means
rejecting all claims over you made by worldly governments, employers and relationships.

with all men, as every
man has need.

39

46

For

promise [of redemption] stands
[available] to you, ___, and to your children, and to everyone far away,
whomever [Yahweh] Adonai our Eloha
calls.”
[YAH's]

Far away: diaspora Jews, then Gentiles.

Then with many other words
Peter {Rock} testifies and urges the
crowd, saying, “Save yourselves from
this corrupt generation, ___!” 41 Then
[the disciples] baptize the people who gladly receive Rock's word. That day, ___,
about 3000 people [claim to be] new disciples!
Acts 2:40

Like any political movement, some of this was true
repentance. Some was cancerous growth that
would later bring persecution and corruption. The
bulk of Christ's betrayers are people who once, for
socioeconomic benefit, joined a church.

These [converts] continue steadfastly in
the apostles’ teaching and fellowship.
They [often] break bread and pray [together].
42

Note that the converts are keeping the Apostle's
doctrine, not necessarily Yahshua's. Big disasters
grow from this minor difference. Like a rocket on a
slightly altered trajectory.

So fear [& awe of YAH] flood upon every
soul, ___. The apostles perform many
wonders and signs! 44 *All [the people]
43

who believe [live] together. They
hold everything in common,
___.
Yahshua commands his disciples to sell their possessions and give to the poor. The disciples decide
to keep their possessions in common. Big mistake!
Socialism/Communism creeps into Christianity
here. Pseudeo-believers heap their Christ-forbidden wealth together into church buildings and
monasteries. Then Caesars swoop in to take control of the ‘Christian’ power-structures.

*[The believers] sell their
possessions and goods,
___, and share them
45
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That's the spirit. However, sharing must be voluntary, not compelled at gunpoint, as in modern Nazi
(socialist) nations.

*The

continue daily
[operating] as one [unified body]. [They risk
their lives heralding the gospel] in the [Jewish]
temple-courts. They break
bread [together] in various homes,
___. They eat their food with
heartfelt gladness and sincerity.
[believers]

Already the focus is skewing from radical discipleship toward food & friendly fun. You can see this
tendency run amok in modern home fellowships
and church groups, social gatherings in honor of
the stomach god.

*[The believers keep] praising Yahweh together. They enjoy favor
with all the people [around Jerusalem].
And every day Adonai adds to
the ekklesia more people being
saved, ___.
47

If they had favor with ALL the people, they weren't
doing and saying everything that Yahshua said and
did. Worldlings hate Yahshua, his teachings, his
commandments, and his obeyers.

Acts 3
Penniless Peter Heals A Lifelong
Cripple

1 One day, at [3 P.M.,] the hour of prayer, Peter
{Rock} and JAHn [sneak] up to [Jerusalem's] temple. 2 [Pe-

carrying a man (crippled
since birth) into the Temple's ‘Beautiful
Gate.’ (Every day [someone] lays this cripple there. Then the cripple begs [money]
from the people entering the temple
courts.) 3 The cripple sees Peter {Rock}
and JAHn about to [run] into the temple.
So he begs them for money. 4 Peter and
ter sees two people]

JAHn fasten their eyes on the lame man. Peter
{Rock} says, “Look at us.” 5 The lame man pays attention to Peter and JAHn, expecting to receive

*Peter
{Rock} says, “I have no
some

[pagan coin]
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silver or gold. But I'll
give you what I have: In
the name of [the] Messiah
(YahShua the Nazarene)
rise up and walk!”
Real disciples of Yahshua don't need money.

*Peter {Rock} grabs the lame
man by the right hand, then
lifts him up. Immediately [YAH
gives supernatural] strength to the [cripple's withered] feet and ankle bones,
7

___! 8 *The

cripple
stands. He jumps. He
walks, ___! Then, beside Peter and JAHn, [he
skips] into the temple,
[dancing,] leaping, and
praising [Yahweh] the
Eloah.
Peter Heralds YAH's Amazing News
To The Crowd
9 All the [thousands of congregated] people see
the [previously] lame man walking and
praising [Yahweh] the Eloah. Acts 3:10 The
people know that the healed man has
always sat begging at the ‘Beautiful’
Temple gate, ___. So the people overflow with wonder and ecstasy at [the cripple's miraculous healing]. 11 At ‘Solomon's
Porch,’ the lame man, now healed,
clings to Peter {Rock} and JAHn. All the
people, astonished, run and mob them.
12 Peter {Rock} sees [the crowd racing toward
him]. So he shouts to them, “You men of
Israel, why do you marvel at this [healing]?
Why are you staring at us, as though
by our own power or holiness we made
this [crippled] man walk? 13 [Yahweh], the
Eloah of our fathers, the Eloah of Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, and of Isaac
{Laughter}, and of Jacob, has glorified
his son YahShua. You handed YahShua
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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[to the Romans to murder him].

You disowned
YahShua in the presence of Pilate,
when Pilate was determined to let
YahShua go! 14 You rejected [YahShua,
YAH's] Holy and Righteous One. [You abandoned him to jail, torture and death.][Instead of

you demanded that [the Roman governor] release a murderer [into your streets so
that the murderer could kill again].
YahShua,]

The people loved a convicted terrorist named ‘Jesus Son Of The Father,’ (Jesus Bar-Abba). They
hated the sinless Yahshua son of YHVH.

You assassinated [YahShua,] the Prince
of life. But [Yahweh] the ELoah then
raised [YahShua] from the dead. We
[apostles] witnessed [YahShua's] murder [and
resurrection with our own eyes]. 16 [Healing power flows
15

through us disciples because we live solely under]

YahShua's Authority. The crippled man,
whom you see and know, trusted [when
he heard us disciples speak] YahShua's Name.
So [faith in] YahShua's authority is what
made the cripple strong. The faith actually comes from YahShua. [The crippled man
allowed that trust to enter him.] So faith gave
this cripple perfect health right before
your eyes.
Paraphrase.

Now, brothers, I wish you and your
rulers [had] acted through ignorance [in
killing the Messiah].
17

Or ‘I realize.’

But [through your murdering YahShua, YAH] fulfilled everything [He] foretold via the
mouths of all His prophets. They predicted that the Messiah [would not militarily
fight the pagans, but would rather] suffer [and die].
19 So repent. Turn [from your errors]. Then
[Yahweh] wipes away your sins! Then the
‘seasons of refreshing’ pour out [like heavenly showers of Spirit-Life] from the presence of
[Yahweh] the Adonai. Acts 3:20 Yahweh
[again] comes to send YahShua, the Messiah whose [royal reign prophets] have long
heralded to you, ___. 21 YahShua must
remain in heaven until the time of
restitution of all things, which Yahweh
has predicted by the mouth of all His
holy prophets since the world [began].
18
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The ‘end of the world’ is the beginning of everything being put back in order.

For Moses correctly predicted to [your]
fore-fathers, ‘From your brothers, Yahweh your Eloha raises up a prophet like
me to [help] you. You must listen to everything he tells you.
22

(Deuteronomy 18:15,18,19)
23

YAH completely cuts off anyone who
to listen to [his prophet(s)].’

[refuses]

(Deuteronomy 18:15, 18, 19). The people who ignore your biblical advice will be sliced out of eternity.

Yes, every one of [YAH's] prophets who
[ever] spoke, from SamuEl {Heard-By-El}
on, likewise predicted the days [of
24

YahShua's life, and the subsequent global spread of
YahShua's teachings, ___]. 25

You [Israelites] are
the children of the prophets. [You're heirs
to] the covenant Yahweh made with our
fore-fathers. [YAH promised] to Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions},
‘Through your ‘seed’ [I] bless all the
families of the earth.’
26 So Yahweh resurrected His servant
[YahShua]. Then Yahweh sent YahShua
[and us, His apostles, back here] to bless you [fellow Israelites]. [Our job is] to turn every one of
you [fallen Hebrews] from your evil ways.
Then [YAH will send us apostles out to the pagan nations].”

Acts 4
Cops Arrest Peter & John For TruthTelling
1 Peter {Rock} and JAHn speak to the
crowd, ___. Suddenly the priests, the
Sadducees, and the captain of the temple [guard] attack [Rock and JAHn]! 2 The reli-

gionists [rage,] greatly disturbed that Peter {Rock} and
JAHn are teaching the people, heralding [that YahShua's
that people rise from the dead. 3 As
night falls, [the temple police] seize Peter
and JAHn! The [cops] throw them in jail
until morning, ___. 4 However, (about
5000) people listen to [Rock's] Word. [So
they put] faith [in YahShua].
resurrection proves]

If you give up all of your possessions and money,
you may get the ability to spontaneously heal incurable people. If you get thrown in jail, you might
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convince a lot of people to believe. Are you ready
to give up everything and go to jail?

Bogus Authorities Try Rock & John
In Court
5 The next day, [Judea's] rulers, elders
and law-scribes meet in Jerusalem [to
condemn the disciples]. 6 AnnaniYah (the [bogus
rogue] high priest), his [male] relatives,
and Caiaphas [Dell], Yohannon,
Alexander {Man-Defender} sit there [in
court, ganging up on Rock & JAHn]. 7 The [police drag]
Peter {Rock} and JAHn into the middle
[of the judgment hall, ___]. The rulers ask the
disciples, “By what power [did you heal that
cripple]? In what name-authority have
you [incited a riot in our city]?
Peter Heralds The Good News in
Court
8 Spirit ([not just enthusiasm but] Sacred Spirit) fills Peter {Rock}. He declares to [the
judges], “You rulers of the people, and elders of Israel — 9 If [you're] calling us to account
today for an act of kindness to a cripple — if you're

*Know
this, you and all people of Israel, that by the Name-Authority of [the] Nazarene, YahShua,
[YAH's] Messiah (whom you crucified, [and] whom Yahweh raised
from the dead) — through
YahShua's [power] this [ex-cripple]
stands here before you healed!
11 *[YahShua] is the stone you
builders rejected. [YAH] has
made this [rejected stone] the cornerstone [of His Living Temple]!
asking how he got healed — Acts 4:10

There is ZERO need to rebuild any temple in
Jerusalem!

*There is NO salvation in any
other Name-Authority.
YahShua [meaning ‘YAH saves’] is the
ONLY Name [and authority] under
heaven [which YAH] ever gave to
mankind to call on to be
saved!”
12

The name spoken of here is ‘YHVH Saves’:
Yahshua, a.k.a. Jesus. The pronunciation is not
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what saves you. Just like pronouncing your Dad's
name right is not what makes your Dad love you.
Just pronounce his name as best you can.
Yahshua's name is important. Yet it is not a magic
salvation talisman which you merely chant to get
what you want. Obedience to Yahshua's authoritative commands is what proves you are saved.

The Religionites Fail To Convict
Rock & John
13 The [Jewish leaders] marvel, ___, seeing
the boldness of Peter & JAHn, whom
the [leaders] conclude are illiterate
ignoramuses. [The leaders] realize that [Rock
& JAHn] had [lived] with YahShua. 14 Since
the leaders see the healed man [standing
beside] the disciples, the [leaders] can say
nothing [to discredit the healing, ___]. 15 The
leaders command

[the police to haul]

Peter & JAHn out of

The religionists confer
among themselves, “What can we do to
these men? Indeed, Peter & JAHn
worked a notable miracle, [in front of the
eyes] of everyone in Jerusalem! We can't
deny it! 17 Yet to stop this [scandal] from
spreading any further among the people, we must threaten these men never
again to speak to anyone in [YahShua's]
Name.’
the

[courtroom].

16

‘This name’ = YHVH or its equally dangerous derivative: Yahshua. That's why hardly anyone in the
world uses the Sacred names.

Peter Rejects The Religionists' Gag
Order

*The [religionite leaders] summon
Peter {Rock} and JAHn, and
command them, “Never speak
at all, nor teach, in the name of
YahShua!” 19 *But Peter {Rock}
and JAHn [defy] the [hypocrites]. [Peter
& John] answer, “Judge for yourselves whether it's right in the
sight of [Yahweh] the Eloah to
obey you more than [to obey Him].
Acts 4:20 *—For we can only speak
the things we've seen and
heard.”
18

Christ's followers must never spread rumors, gossip nor assumptions. A lot of the contents of so-
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called ‘Christian’ creeds are Roman Catholic mush
mindlessly mimicked by Protestant pulpit-parrots.

The Preacher-Police Release Peter
& John
21 The [religionites] further threaten Rock
and JAHn. But the judges find no [lawful]
way to punish them. So the [judges] let
[Rock and JAHn] go [free]. [The religionite murderers
fear backlash from] the people, ___, because
everyone [in the public] glorifies [Yahweh] the
Eloah for [healing the cripple]. 22 —For the
miraculously-healed man [suffered publicly as
a cripple for over] 40 years, ___! 23 [The police]
release Peter {Rock} and JAHn. So [Peter
& JAHn run] to their friends. They report
everything the chief priests and elders
[yelled] at them, ___.
Believers Pray To Beat The Evil
World System
24 When the [believers] hear Peter & JAHn's experience, they lift up their voices
as one to [Yahweh] the Eloah. They cry,
“Adonai [Yahweh], Eloha who made heaven, earth, the sea, and all they contain:
25 You (by the mouth of your servant
[king] David) said,
“Why do the beast-nations rage?! The
peoples plot vain [conspiracies]!
Quoting Psalm 2. Again, New Testament leaders
recognize David as having been a mouthpiece of
the Creator.

*
—The kings of the earth take
their stand. The rulers gather
together against Yahweh, and
against His Messiah.’
26

Psalm 2. See song: Laugh At The Nations.

*Indeed: Herod and Pontius
Pilate and their allies the
beast-Nations [conspired] together
with the people of Israel to
fight Your holy child YahShua,
whom You made Messiah. 28 —
27

You, [Yahweh], arrange [world-affairs] to
accomplish everything Your hand and
Your will predetermine [we earthlings] do. 29
[Yet]
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—So now, Adonai [Yahweh], see the [worldsystem] threatening us! Grant your servants total boldness to speak your
word. Acts 4:30 —Stretch out your power-hand. Heal [sick people]. Perform signs
and wonders through the Name-Authority of your holy son YahShua.” 31

*The believers pray. [YAH's power]
shakes the place where they're
assembled together, ___. So
the believers all fill up with
Spirit, [not just enthusiasm, but] Sacred
Spirit. So they boldly speak the
word of Yahweh.
Believers Share All Their Wealth

*The multitude [of believers] live as one heart and
one soul. None of them
claim the things he possesses as his own, ___.
Rather, they share everything in common.
32

‘All things in common’ sounds spiritual. But keeping
things in common becomes a way to hold on to
wealth without truly giving it away. Community
ownership of property is an end-run around
Yahshua's command to ‘sell your possessions and
give to the poor.’ Giving wealth away is what
Yahshua actually commanded. In actual practice, it
works better when each guy keeps the bare minimum he needs to do his mission, and the others
keep their hands off his tools.

With great power, the apostles give
witness of the resurrection of the Master YahShua. Mega-grace, [divine gracious influence, rests] upon them all, ___.
33

Grace = Charis.

*No one among [the disciples]
lacks [any necessary thing]. For EVERY
disciple sells every house and
every [bit of] land he owns, ___.
34

ALL the disciples sell ALL their houses and lands!
Have you sold your house and land and put the
money into ministry? What are you waiting for?
Maybe you're scared to find out that your neighbors only respect you for your vulgar displays of
wealth?
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*The sellers bring the money
from their [real-estate] sales. They
lay the proceeds down at the
apostles’ feet. [The apostles arrange]
distribution [of the sale-proceeds] to
everyone [in the ekklesia] according
to their needs.
35

Yahshua promised that we who leave everything to
follow him will get wealth thrown in our laps. Followed by persecution. We priests sometimes get
donations to distribute, as in the Levitical system.
The false minister accumulates wealth. Then his
'flock' come in to get a share of the wealth. This
cancer grows into a fat, athero-sclerotic church in
cardiac-arrest: a false christenDumb based on the
exact opposite of Yahshua's commands to sell and
give to the poor. The greedy, opulence-worshipping Catholic church and its whore-daughters
breed rice-Christians. Cargo converts. Cockroaches
scampering for handouts. Real Christians teach
people to give. False churches employ welfare-program administrators who spawn fat baby ‘believers.’
36 [One of these land sellers is] a Levite from Cyprus: Joseph
{Increaser}, whom the apostles call Barnabas {ProphetChild} (which means ‘Son of Encouragement’). 37

sells his land. [He] brings the
money [to a fellowship gathering]. He lays the
[silver] at the apostles’ feet.
[Joseph]

Jesus never commanded anybody to give money to
any apostle. He told you, personally, to sell all your
possessions. Then he told you, personally, to give
the proceeds to poor people.

Acts 5
Ananias & Sapphira Die Of Greed &
Lie Disease

1 But a [‘believer’] named AnaniYah (and his wife Sapphira [Sapphire]) sell their property, ___.
Sapphira

AnaniYah keeps back part of the [reprice. AnaniYah's wife knows
this secret, ___. AnaniYah brings [only]
part of the sales money. [He] lays it at
the apostles’ feet, [pretending he's donated the
full amount to the communal fund]. 3 Peter {Rock}
says, “AnaniYah, why has Satan filled
your heart to lie to the Spirit—Sacred
Spirit!—and to [secretly] hold back part of
the price of [your] land [donation]? 4 —Didn't the property belong to you before
you sold it? And after it was sold, was2

al-estate sale]
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n't the money in your control? What
made you think of committing such
[fraud]? You haven't [merely] lied to men.
[You lied] to [Yahweh] the Eloah!” 5 On hearing these words, AnaniYah falls down.
He gives up the ghost, ___! Great fear
comes over everyone who hears about
this [paranormal death]. 6 Some young [believers jump] up. They wrap up AnaniYah's
[corpse]. They carry him outside. They
bury him. 7 About 3 hours later,
AnaniYah's wife (Sapphire, who doesn't
know her husband has lied and died)
struts in, ___. 8 Peter {Rock} asks Sapphire [a trick question], “Tell me, is this the
price [the buyer] paid you for your land?”
Sapphire lies, “Yes.” 9 Peter {Rock} says
to Sapphire, “How could you and your
husband have agreed together to tempt
the Spirit of Adonai [Yahweh]? Look! The
feet of the men who buried your husband stand at the door. Those [men] will
carry you out [too]!” Acts 5:10 Sapphire
immediately falls down at Rock's feet.
She [too] ‘gives up the ghost’, ___! The
young men come in. They find Sapphire
dead. They carry her outside. They
bury her next to her husband.
Apostles Herald The Good News
and Heal People
11 Great fear floods over the whole
Ekklesia, and [over] everyone who hears
of these [paranormal deaths, ___]. 12 By the
hands of the apostles, [YAH] performs
many signs and wonders among the
[Judean masses]. (The Ekklesia all [risk death by
standing] united on Solomon's colonnade,
[boldly appearing in the heart of enemy territory at the
rogue assassins' temple]. 13

No outsiders dare
join the Ekklesia, even though the people admire them, ___.
Real Christian work should scare people, not lull
them to sleep with boring sermons.

Yet more and more people (multitudes of both men and women) entrust
[their lives] to Master [YahShua].
14

Believers who were still too timid to come out into
the open.
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such faith that
they bring sick [people] out into the
streets. [Relatives] lay their [sufferers] on
beds and couches, in hopes that at
least the shadow of Peter {Rock} passing by might fall on some of them,
___. 16 *Crowds flock to
15 [Crowds of people swell up with]

Jerusalem from the nearby
cities. They bring sick people,
and people vexed with ‘unclean
spirits.’ [Through the power of YAH's Spirit,
YahShua's disciples] heal every one of
the [sufferers].
The Illegal High Priest Arrests The
Apostles
17 Then the high priest and all his associates (members of the [Greek-loving religio-political] Sadducee party) rise up, filled
with jealousy. 18 [The religionists pay the police
to] seize the apostles. [So soldiers throw] the
[apostles] into the public prison, ___.
An Angel Jailbreaks The Apostles

*But at night, Yahweh's angel, [in open contempt of the sham court, illegally] opens the prison doors,
___! [He] lets the apostles out!
19

Adonai's angel breaks the apostles out of prison,
where they are being held pursuant to a legal court
order. Factor that jailbreak into your understanding
of Romans 13.

*[YAH's] angel says, “Go.
Stand in the [Jewish] temple [in the
Acts 5:20

heart of enemy territory, right were your killers
foam at the mouth to assassinate you].

Speak
to the people all the news of
[eternal] life.
Apostles Risk Death To Return To
The Temple

*The apostles hear & obey
[YAH's] angel. So they enter
[Jerusalem's] Temple early in the
morning. [They defy death by] teaching [‘heresy’]. Meanwhile, [Judaea's]
high priest meets with his associates. He calls the [ruling]
council together with the
21
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whole senate of the Elders of
Israel. He sends [soldiers] to the
prison to bring the apostles to
[their sham-trial]. 22 The officers come to
the prison. They find

the apostles
[have supernaturally broken out, ___]! 23 The officers rush back [to the chief priests]. The [officers] report, “We found the prison truly
securely locked-down, with the guards
standing outside in front of the doors.
But we opened [the locks], and found no
one inside!” 24 So the captain of the
temple-guard and the chief priests hear
[that the apostles have supernaturally broken out of jail] .
The [religionites] wonder what this [scandal]
is going to grow into. 25 Then someone
[runs] in. He [shouts to] the council, “Look,
the men you put in prison stand in the
temple teaching the people!”
Religion-Backed Cops Re-Arrest
The Apostles
26 The captain [runs into the temple] with the
police. They arrest [and haul] the apostles
[to court] without violence. The police
[shake,] terrified that the [crowd of] people
will stone them [for arresting YahShua's apostles].
27 The police [drag in] the disciples and
set them before the [evil religionite] council.
28 The [rogue] ‘high priest’ interrogates
the disciples: “Did we not strictly command you [Christians] to never to teach in
this name: [YahShua]? Yet look! You keep
filling Jerusalem with your propaganda!
You intend to [blame] this man [YahShua's
death] blood on us!”
Peter Risks Death Before A Killer
Court
[that]

*Peter {Rock} and the
other apostles answer,
“We must obey Elohim
rather than men.
29

Echoing the central verse in the bible (Psalm
118:1): It is better to trust in YHVH than to trust in
man.
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*[Yahweh,] the Eloah
of our fathers, [resurrected]
YahShua, whom you
killed and hung on a
tree.
Acts 5:30

Peter refers not to a cross, but a tree/pole.

*With His right hand [of power
the Eloah has
exalted YahShua [to the position of
heavenly] Prince and Savior, to
give reformation to Israel, and
[to give the world] forgiveness of sins.
31

and freedom, Yahweh]

Yahshua is not YHVH. Yahshua is YHVH's Prince
(archegos).

We [believers] are YAH's witnesses to
these facts. Another [witness] is the Spirit, [not mere enthusiasm, but] Sacred Spirit,
whom [Yahweh] the Eloah keeps giving to
[people] who obey Him.”
32

Pentecostals, take note: Receipt of the Holy Spirit
is tied to obedience. No obedience = no Holy Spirit.
If you're disobedient, that buzz you get in church is
not Sacred Spirit, it's just enthusiasm.

Gamaliel Averts The Apostles'
Death Sentence
33 When the rulers hear [Peter blame them for
murdering their Messiah,] they [feel like someone's]
stabbing their hearts, ___! [Furious, enraged] they conspire together to murder
the Apostles.
Tell religionites the honest truth, and they want to
kill you. Typical religious behavior!

one [valiant] man in the council
stands up: a Pharisee named GamaliEl
{Reward-Of-El}, a doctor of the law, a
man honored among all the [Middle-East's]
people. GamaliEl orders the soldiers to
put the apostles outside [the courtroom] for
a little while. 35 GamaliEl {El's-Reward}
says to the rulers, “You men of Israel,
consider carefully what you intend to
do to these men. 36 Some time ago
Theudas appeared, boasting he was
somebody. About 400 [rebels] joined his
[army]. [The Greeks] killed him. They scattered everyone who obeyed him. [His revolt] came to nothing. 37 After Theudas,
34 [But]
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Judas [the Hammer] from the Heathen-Circle rose up [in rebellion] in the days of the
taxing/census. He drew away many
[rebels] after him. [The Greeks murdered] Judas
too. Then they dispersed everyone
who'd obeyed him.

[Jewish believers]

Perhaps referring to Judah the Hammer, of whom
the book of the Maccabbees is written.

People flock to Christianity as an alternative to the
falling-apart Jewish and Roman welfare handout
systems. Feeding unproductive people brings on
the collapse of every society, including yours.

So now I advise you: Leave these
[Christian] men alone! Let [YahShua's apostles]
go! For if their purpose or activity is of
human [origin], it will fail. 39 But if [this
movement] is from Elohim, you can't overthrow it. You may only find yourselves
fighting against Elohim.”
Rogue Rulers Beat, Then Release
The Apostles
38

*The [Jewish] council
agrees with GamaliEl {El's-Reward}. The council calls the
apostles. The [religionists flay, scourge,
thrash, punch and] beat the [Christians].
The council [again] commands the
apostles, “Never speak in the
Name [& Authority] of YahShua!”
Then the council lets the [bleeding]
apostles go. 41 *The [wounded,
bruised] disciples [sprint out of] the
Sanhedrin, spinning around
with joy because [YAH] counted
them worthy to suffer shame [to
advance] YahShua's Name-Authority. 42 *Then, daily [risking death] in
the temple, and in every house,
the [disciples] constantly teach and
herald [Good News about] YahShua
[the] Messiah, ___.
Acts 5:40

Conspicuously defying two legal court orders.

Acts 6

[pure-bred]

[pure-bred Hebrews who run the ecclesiastical wel-

keep neglecting to give the
Greek widows [equal rations] in the daily
[welfare] distribution.
fare system]

The 12 [apostles] call a crowded meeting
of the disciples. The [apostles] say, “It's illogical for us to leave the [job of teaching and
heralding the] word of Yahweh to run the
food bank.
2

‘Serve tables’ is an incorrect translation. The word
‘table’ also means ‘bank,’ as in where money or
goods are stored. Here the disciples are running a
large, complex, costly welfare system, similar to
that of the Levites, replacing all Jewish and Roman
social welfare systems. Most such missionary efforts attract ‘rice-Christians’ and ‘cargo-converts.’
Welfare administration is a big job. It would have
taken all of the time of the 12 apostles, who already had a bigger, more important job.

So, brothers, search your [Ekklesia]. Find
7 honest, reputable men, full of wisdom
and spirit—Sacred Spirit, [not mere ‘enthusiasm’]—whom we can appoint over the
task of [distributing food to needy believers]. 4 [While
you pass out perishable food,] we [apostles] will
[keep on] devoting ourselves continually
to prayer, and to serving [people real nutrition: YAH's] Word.” 5 This proposal pleases the
3

whole group, ___. They choose Stephen [Crown] (a
man full of faith and of spirit (Sacred Spirit)) and
Philip {Horse-Lover}, Prochorus [Dance-Prelude], NikeNor
[Nike-Victor], Timon [Valuable], Parmenas [Constant], and
NicoLas [Nike-People], (a [Syrian] convert to Judaism from
Antioch).
The cursed name of the War-God [Nike] was as
popular then as now.

The group sets these 7 men before
the apostles, ___. The apostles pray.
Then they lay their hands on the 7,
6

[blessing them as stewards of the Ecclesiastical welfare
system]. 7

The Apostles Appoint Welfare-Fund
Managers
1 In the ensuing days, ___, the number of [YahShua's] disciples continues to
rapidly multiply. [But] Greek-speaking
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

the
the

start complaining against
Hebrew [believers], because

So the Word of [Yahweh] the
Eloah spreads, ___. The number of
[YahShua's] disciples in Jerusalem greatly
multiplies. Plus, a huge group of [Jewish
temple] priests subordinate themselves to
the teachings [of YahShua]!
Many Jews realize that Yahshua of Nazareth is their
Messiah.
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Religionists Fight Stephen For Doing Miracles
8 And Stephen, full of faith and power,
does great wonders and miracles
among the people, ___. 9 Soon members of the synagogue, (called the synagogue of the Libertines) rise up with
Cyrenians, Alexandrians and [Jews] from
Cilicia and Asia. [They] fight against
Stephen.
You do good works. Then you get marginalized and
punished by jealous false religionists.

*But the [religionite opponents]
lack the power to resist [YAH's]
wisdom and spirit speaking
through Stephen.
Acts 6:10

That's why the worldlings kick you true believers
out of their churches, synagogues, schools and
businesses. They can't accept what you say. But
they can't disprove it either. You make them look
evil and stupid. Because they are.

*Then, ___, [these religionists]
bribe [false-witnesses], who lie: “We
heard Stephen speak blasphemous words against Moses,
and against [Yahweh] the Eloah.”
11

A Preacher-Police Mob Arrests &
Tries Stephen
12 So these [opponents] whip the populace,
the elders, and the scribes [into a mob,
___]. They [rush in and] ambush Stephen.
They arrest him. They drag him to the
[religionite] council! 13 *The [persecutors]

set up false witnesses, who lie:
“This man [Stephen] never stops
railing blasphemous insults
against this holy [Jewish temple] and
the Torah.
A true Christian would never speak a word against
the Torah.

—We even heard Stephen claim that
this YahShua of Nazareth will destroy
[Jerusalem's temple], and change the customs Moses handed down to us.”
14

A true Christian would never seek to change one
dot of Moses' instruction.

Everyone in the council sits looking
intently at Stephen. [They] see Stephen's
15
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face [shining] like the face of an angel,
___!

Acts 7
Stephen Tells The Court The History
Of Israel

1 Then the

[murderous]

high priest asks Stephen, “Are

Stephen answers
“Men, brothers and fathers, listen [to your history]: [the angel of Yahweh] the
Eloah, the Glorious [One,] appears to our
father Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} in
Mesopotamia, before Abraham comes
to live in Haran {Scorch}.
these accusations true?” 2
[the court],

Instead of answering the judge's fish-hook question, Stephen takes control of the courtroom.

says to Abraham,
‘Leave your country and your family.
[Caravan] into the [faraway] land I'll show
you.’
3 [Yahweh]

Genesis 12:1

So Abraham leaves the land of the
Chaldaean [astrologers]. He lives in Haran
{Scorch}. Then, after Abraham's father
dies, [Abraham] moves into this land [Judaea] where you now live. 5 Yahweh
gives Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} zero
inheritance in this [promised] land, not
even a [square-foot] for Abraham to set his
foot on. Yet Yahweh promises to give
this land to Abraham for a possession,
and to Abraham's ‘seed’ after him, although Abraham at that time has no
children. 6 [Then Yahweh] the Eloah predicts
that Abraham's ‘seed’ [children] will sojourn in a strange land [Egypt]; and that
the occupants of that foreign land will
drag Abraham's seed [descendants] into
bondage, and abuse and injure them
for 400 years. 7 Yahweh predicts,
“I come to judge the nation [of Egypt for]
enslaving the Israelites. Then Abraham's ‘seed’ [children] rush out [of Egypt] to
serve me in this country [Israel].”
4

Genesis 15:13,14
8 Then [Yahweh] gives Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} the
Covenant of cutting [the Hebrews off from the pagan world].
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Then Abraham fathers Isaac {Laughter}. Abraham
[dedicates the baby to Yahweh] when he's 8 days [old]. Then
Isaac fathers Jacob {Heel-Grabber}. Jacob goes on to
father the 12 patriarchs [of Israel].
Circumcision, in the sense YHVH intends, means to
cut off from your fellowship people who aren't serious about discipleship. And to stop letting your ‘little head’ think for your ‘big head.’ Cutting baby
foreskins is a satanic idea that came from Egypt
and is still wildly popular in backward, deluded cultures, such as the United States.

*But the patriarchs, motivated by jealousy, sell Joseph {Increaser} into Egypt [as a slave]. Still
Yahweh sticks with Joseph.
9

The patriarchs of the 12 tribes of Israel were not
nice guys. But most of them repented.
Acts 7:10

*YAH delivers Joseph {In-

creaser} out of all his tribula-

tions. YAH gives Joseph favor
and wisdom in the sight of
Pharaoh king of Egypt. So
Pharaoh makes Joseph governor over Egypt, including [over]
Pharaoh's entire [royal] household! 11 Soon a famine blights all the
land of Egypt and Canaan. [Drought]
brings great suffering. So our [Israelite]
fore-fathers run completely out of food.
12 Jacob hears there's grain in Egypt.
So he sends [his sons,] our fore-fathers,
on their first visit [to Egypt].
Going to the worldly government for welfare is a
big mistake.
13 On Joseph's family's 2nd visit to Egypt, [Joseph]
reveals his identity to his brothers. And Pharaoh
learns about Joseph's family. 14 Then Joseph {Increaser} sends [envoys to bring] his own father Jacob and
all his 75 relatives to Egypt. 15 So Jacob travels
down [south] to Egypt. There Jacob and our fore-fathers [who descended from him] die. 16 [The survivors carry

over into Shechem
lay [the patriarchs' corpses]
in the tomb which Abraham {Father-OfBillions} earlier bought [in cash, fee simple, without debt] for a [bag] of silver, from the sons
of Hamor [Donkey], Shechem's Dad. 17
The time draws near for the fulfillment
of the promise Yahweh swore to Abraham. Our people multiply and grow [in
power as slaves] in Egypt. 18 Then another
our ancestors' bodies]

{Neck}[ridge]. [They]
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Pharaoh, totally ignorant about Joseph, becomes

This [Egyptian] king deals
treacherously with our [Hebrew] people.
He oppresses our forefathers. [Egyptian soldiers] murder [countless] young Hebrew
children. They hurl [Jewish] babies into
the Nile river. [They] expose [Israeli girls] to
[death in wind, snow and sun]. They butcher us
by other cruel means, [including infanticide and
abortion]. Acts 7:20 During this [holocaust],
Moses is born, an exceptionally [beautiful
baby]. Moses nurses [at his mother's breasts] in
his [Hebrew] father's [hut] for 3 months. 21
Then Moses’ [mother sends Moses down the river in
a basket]. Pharaoh's daughter adopts
Moses. [She] nourishes him as her own
son. 22 Egypt's [royal professors] educate
Moses in all their wisdom. Moses grows
mighty in words and in action.
ruler of Egypt. 19

We must be mighty not just in talk, but in ACTION.
Talk-Christians are not real Christians at all. Faith
IS action.

Moses grows to 40 years old. The
comes into his heart to visit his
blood-brothers, the [slave] ‘children’ of Israel. 24 Moses sees an Egyptian abusing
[beating] an Israelite. Moses defends and
avenges the oppressed Israelite, [accidentally] killing the Egyptian. 25 (Moses mistakenly assumes his brothers will grasp
that Yahweh will deliver the Israelites
through [Moses’] own ‘hand.’) But the
[Israelites] fail to understand.
23

[idea]

Don't assume the people you help or teach will understand or appreciate you for helping them. No
good turn goes unpunished!

The next day Moses sees Israelites
fighting each other. Moses tries to reconcile these Israelites to one-another.
[He] cries, “Men, you're brothers! Why
do you [keep] hurting each other?” 27 But
26

the Israelite who's punching his neighbor shoves
Moses away, yelling, ‘Who made you ruler and

—Are you gonna' kill me,
like you murdered that Egyptian yesterday?’
judge over us? 28

Exodus 2:14

Hearing himself accused of murder,
Moses flees [Egypt]. Moses lives as a foreigner in Midian {Brawler} land. There
29
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Moses fathers 2 sons. Acts 7:30 40 years
go by. There (in the wilderness of
Mount Sinai {Bush-Mountain}) [an] angel of
Yahweh appears to Moses in a flame of
fire in a bush. 31 When Moses sees [the
flaming bush], he's amazed at the sight. As
Moses draws near to see the fire, he
hears the voice of the [angel of] Adonai
[Yahweh].
Literally, YHVH's angel, since the actual voice of
YHVH would destroy any mortal.

says,
“I [am] the Eloah of fathers: your fathers. [I am] the Eloah of Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, and the Eloah of Isaac
{Laughter}, and the Eloah of Jacob.”
Then Moses trembles, [too terrified to even]
look [at the burning bush]. 33 Then Adonai
[Yahweh] commands Moses,
“Take your shoes off of your feet. For
the place where you stand is holy
ground.
32 [YAH]

34

—I have indeed seen the affliction of
my people in Egypt. I've heard their
groaning. I've come down to deliver
them. So go. I send you [back] into
Egypt.”
35 [But] the [Israelite slaves] reject this
Moses. [They whine,] ‘Who made you [our]
ruler and judge?’ [The Israelis fail to see that]
(by the hand of the angel who appeared in the thorn-bush) Yahweh is
sending this Moses to be [their] ruler and
deliverer. 36 Moses displays [YAH's] wonders and signs in Egypt. Then [Moses]
brings the Israelites out [of slavery]. He
[continues doing miracles] in the ‘Red’ Sea, and
in the desert, for 40 years, ___. 37 [Still
the ex-slaves dishonor] Moses. [So Moses] predicts to the children of Israel, “[You come to
fall back into slavery. Then] Adonai your Eloha
raises up for you [YahShua,] a prophet
from your brothers, [a man] like me. You
will hear him.” 38 Moses [led YAH's]
‘Ekklesia’ [the called-out assembled nation] in the
wilderness. The angel spoke to Moses
on Mount Sinai {Bush-Mountain}. Moses
[lived] with our fore-fathers. Moses reThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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living oracles to give to us.

*[Yet] our fore-fathers refused
to obey Moses. Our ancestors
thrust Moses from them. In
their hearts, they [yet] again
turned back to Egypt. Acts 7:40 [Our
39

demanded of Aaron, “Craft us
idol-gods to [travel] before us. Because
as for this Moses [fellow], who [lured] us
out of the land of Egypt, we have no
clue what happened to him.”
ancestors]

Gods = the people and idols pictured on your coins
and bills, and the screens of your devices.

So in the ensuing days [the Israelites]
forge a bull-calf-idol. They sacrifice [animals] to [appease the god] the idol [represents].
They spin around [dirty dancing] with violent emotion, praising [the Social Security
structure] forged by their hands.
41

The Israelites sacrificed their gold, paying into the
central treasury: a huge golden statue which held
the wealth of the community. This was their version of modern Social Insurance (Corban) systems.

So Yahweh turns [his back on the disobedient
He gives them up to worship
the army of star-demons, as written [in
scores of places] in the book[s] of the
prophets:
“Oh house of Israel, [you haven't been sacrificing animals to ME these] 40 years! [You've
been offering Satan your] slain
beasts and sacrifices in the wilderness!
42

Israelites].

YHVH never ever wanted people to kill animals to
please Him. Righteous slaughter of animals serves
then and now to provide food for communal feasts
and for priests and needy people. Killing animals
and wasting their bodies is always Satanic. This
message is clearly presented by many prophets including Isaiah, David, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Micah,
Hosea, Amos, Christ, Matthew, Mark, Paul, and
here, Stephen.

*
Yes, you keep erecting the
tabernacle of Moloch [the war god].
[You] lift high the [6 sided / 5-sided]
star of ‘god’: your god Remphan. You make [5 and 6-sided stars]
to worship those [false gods]. So I
43
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exile you away beyond Babylon.”
This refers to the six-sided star, the Seal of
Solomon (incorrectly called the star of David), and
to the ubiquitous 5 sided star of the worldly military powers. #4481 Rhemphan hrem-fan' (Hebrew
#3594); (i.e. Kijun), an Egyptian idol. #3594
Kiyuwn/Chiun kee-yoon' from 3559; properly, a
statue, i.e. idol; but used for some heathen deity
(perhaps Priapus or Baal-peor). #798 astron as'tron from #792; properly, a constellation; put for a
single star (natural or artificial). Walk around your
town calling the 6-star & the 5-star ‘abominations’,
and you'll get what Stephen got: killed.
44 Our fore-fathers [go on to build] the ‘Tent of the Testimony’ in the wilderness, following the design Yah-

Later JAHshua
leads our ancestors to carry that tent
into the lands of the beast-nations.
Yahweh drives out [the pagans] before our
fathers' faces. [So our ancestors live there in
Caanan] up through the days of David
{Love}.
weh

[drew]

in Moses'

[mind].

45

Joshua = JAHshua = YAHshua = Jesus, all the
same name.

David enjoys Yahweh's favor. [So]
David asks to [build] a [stone] Temple for
[Yahweh], the Eloah of Jacob.
46

David built and staffed and funded a tent-sanctuary where YAH's words could be transmitted
24/7/365 through song, dance and celebrations.
Solomon made this building grander and more permanent. Most churches only open a few boring
hours a week.
47 But [David's Son] Solomon {Peace-Man} [actually] builds

*However, as the
prophet says, ‘Ha'Elyon {TheMost-High} doesn't dwell in temples made with hands.’
[YAH's]

temple. 48

Church-folk: the Creator doesn't live in your church
buildings. So why do you keep going into debt to
build your ‘house of gawd’?

Yahweh says,
‘Heaven is my throne. Earth is my footstool. What [kind of] building could you
build [to house] me? Where [could you
tiny humans build Me a spot to lay down and] rest?!
49 [Adonai]

Acts 7:50

—Hasn't My ‘hand’ made everything
the universe and beyond]?’
Quoting Isaiah 66:1,2
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Stephen Condemns The Religionist
Court

*You stiff-necked
[rebels]! [Clean out your] ‘uncircumcised’ hearts and
ears! You always resist
[YAH's] Sacred Spirit! You
sin [and serve Satan while pretending to be holy,] just like your
[evil] fore-fathers!
51

Stephen is about to get rocks thrown at his head.
‘Circumcise’ means to trim your spiritual fat, not to
mutilate babies' genitals!

*Was there ever a prophet
your ancestors failed to persecute? Your fathers even killed
the [prophets] who predicted the
coming of [YahShua, YAH's] Righteous One. And now you've betrayed and murdered him —
[your own Messiah]! 53 *You [assassins] inherited the law that [YAH] put
into effect through [his] angels.
But you [continually refuse to] obey it!”
52

Religionite Judges Brutally Murder
Stephen

*The [religionite] councilmen
hear these [damning truths about themselves, like] knives stabbing
through their hearts, ___.
They gnash their teeth at
Stephen. 55 But Stephen, full of the
54

Sacred Spirit, looks up intently into
heaven. He sees the glory of Elohim
[shining on] YahShua, who stands, [arms wideopen,] at the right hand of [Yahweh] the
Eloah. 56 *Stephen [cries], “Look! I

see the opened heavens.
[YahShua,] ‘the Son of Adam,’
stands at the right hand of
[Yahweh] the ELoha!” 57 *The
[religionites] shriek with ear-split-
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ting scream[s], ___! [They] cover
their ears. Then [they] run as
one. [They crash with blows and fists] upon
Stephen! 58 *[The religionites drag]
Stephen [from the courtroom into the public
square]. They hurl him out of the
city. Then [they] stone him. [They
throw rocks at his head and body.] Witnesses [rip off their outer clothing to free their arms
to throw more rocks]. They cast their
cloaks down at the feet of a
young man named Saul [Paul]. 59
*[The religionists keep] stoning
Stephen. He prays [skyward], calling, “Master YahShua, receive
my spirit!” Acts 7:60 *Stephen
kneels down. He cries with a
loud voice, “Adoni, don't hold
this sin against [my murderers].’
Then Stephen ‘falls asleep.’ [He
dies, bleeding and broken into pieces.]

Acts 8
Saul (Paul) Consents To Poor
Stephen's Murder

*Saul [Paul] stands there [at the
stoning], consenting to Stephen's
murder, ___! Starting that
day, a great persecution [flares up
like wildfire] against the ekklesia at
Jerusalem. [Killers] scatter all the
[believers] throughout Judaea and
Samaria. Only the [12] apostles
1

[stay bold enough to face certain death in
Jerusalem].
Salt leaving the saltshaker.

Devout, [brave] men [risk death] carrying
Stephen to his burial, ___. They sob
and wail over his [corpse].
Paul Spearheads International Persecution
3 Saul [and his soldiers and police] launch out.
They destroy the ekklesia. They break
into every house. They drag men and
2
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women [out] and lock them up in prison,
___! 4 *So the [believers] scatter

abroad, ___. [They] herald
Word wherever they go.

[YAH's]

Sometimes your mission is forced on you.

Philip Works Miracles In Pagan
Samaria
5 Philip {Horse-Lover} journeys down to
[a] city [in] Samaria. [There] he heralds
[about] the Messiah to the [despised occult
Samaritans]. 6 The [heathen] crowds hear
Philip {Horse-Lover}. [They] see him perform miraculous signs. They all pay
close attention to what he says, ___. 7
Shrieking evil spirits [fly] out of many
possessed people. [The disciples] heal many
paralytics and cripples. 8 Great joy [fills]
that [previously heathen Samaritan] city, ___.
Simon the Sorcerer Tries To Buy
Sacred Spirit

*But there in that city lives a
magician called Simon {Listener}.
[Simon] has [long] practiced sorcery, bewitching the people of
Samaria, boasting that he's
someone great. Acts 8:10 *All the
people from the least to the
greatest pay their attention to
Simon the Sorcerer. [They falsely]
claim, “This man is the ‘Great
Power of [Yahweh] the Eloah.’” 11
9

The [crowds] honor this sorcerer, because
for a long time he has bewitched the
[populace] with [black magic]. 12 But the [populace begins to] believe the truths that Philip
{Horse-Lover} heralds concerning the
Kingdom of Yahweh and the Name-Authority of YahShua the Messiah. So the
people, both men and women, let [the
disciples] baptize them, ___. 13 Then Simon the Sorceror himself puts his faith
[in YahShua! Philip] baptizes Simon. Then Simon follows Philip everywhere,
amazed. [Simon's jaw-drops] as he watches
[YAH perform] miracles and signs [through
Philip]. 14 [YahShua's] apostles at Jerusalem hear that
[the wicked, idolatrous people of]
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Word of Yahweh.

[So]

the apostles send Peter

{Rock}

Peter & JAHn arrive,
___. They pray for the Samarians to
receive Sacred Spirit. 16 (For as of this time
and JAHn to Samaria. 15

has not fallen on any of the Samarians,
___. They simply get baptized in the name of Mas[Sacred Spirit]

*So Peter {Rock} and
JAHn lay their hands on the
Samarians. [Suddenly] the Samarians receive Sacred Spirit, ___!
ter YahShua.) 17

Simon {Listener}[the sorcerer] sees that
[Yahweh gives His] Holy Spirit [to people] when
the apostles place their hands [on people's
heads or bodies]. 19 So Simon [the Sorcerer] offers the apostles money, saying, “[Sell]
me this power! Then whoever I lay
hands on will receive Sacred Spirit! Acts
8:20 But Peter {Rock} answers the Sorcerer, “[May] your money perish with
you, because you thought the gift of
Yahweh could be purchased with cash.
18

Church should not be about money. But it is.

*—You have neither share
nor function in this ministry,
because Yahweh sees your
heart is crooked.
21

If you're doing ‘Christian work’ to get money,
you're a mercenary. You have no part in real ministry, even if you have real faith. The sorcerer had
real faith too.

So repent of this your wickedness.
Pray to Yahweh. Maybe YAH will forgive
you for the [greedy religious] intention(s) of
your heart.
22

Good advice for any ‘Christian’ who gets paid (or
wants to get paid) for Christian work.

For I see that bitterness fills you.
[You're] captive to sin.” 24 Simon [the sorcerer] an23

swers Peter {Rock}, “Pray to Adonai [Yahweh] for me,
so none of these [disasters] you've predicted crash on

Peter and JAHn [go on to] testify
and herald Adonai [Yahweh's] word. Then
they return toward Jerusalem. [They]
herald [YAH's] Good News in many villages of the [despised] Samaritans.
Philip Saves An Ethiopian Queen's
Treasurer
26 [Meanwhile] the angel [of Yahweh] Adonai
speaks to Philip {Horse-Lover}: “Rise up.
Go south to the desert road that leads
me.” 25
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down from Jerusalem to Gaza
{Strength}.” 27 So Philip {Horse-Lover}[obediently, immediately jumps] up. He [skips down the
coastal road to Gaza, clueless as to why YAH wants him to
go, ___].

On his way, Philip meets a [caraman from Cush {Ethiopia}, a
eunuch in charge of all the massive
treasure of Candace, queen of the
Ethiopians. 28 The eunuch has just ridden to Jerusalem to worship. Now he's
returning to Cush {Ethiopia}. He sits in
his chariot, reading [the writings of Hebrew]
prophet IsaiYah. 29 [YAH's] Spirit says to
Philip {Horse-Lover},
“[Run] over. [Shadow] that chariot.”
Acts 8:30 Philip runs to the chariot. He
hears the Eunuch reading the [writings of
Hebrew] prophet IsaiYah. Philip asks him,
“Do you understand what you're reading?” 31 The eunuch answers, “How can
I understand unless someone guides
me?” The eunuch invites Philip to come
up and sit with him [in the African Queen's chariot]. 32 *The eunuch reads [Isaiah
van. It carries a]

53:7-8],

a passage from the
Tanakh: ‘[Soldiers] lead [YAH's messenger] like a sheep to the slaughter. Like a lamb, silent facing
the shearer, he refuses to open
his mouth. 33 —[The human race] humiliates [YAH's messenger]. They deprive him of
justice. [No one] can name his [physical] descendants. Because [his killers] rob his life
from the earth.’
Isaiah 53:7,8 Contrary to the absurd and blasphemous Merovingian myth, Yahshua had no physical
children.
34 The eunuch asks Philip, “Tell me, please, who is
the prophet talking about: himself or someone

Philip {Horse-Lover} opens his
mouth to [enlighten] the eunuch. Beginning at the same scripture, [Philip] heralds [about] YahShua.
else?” 35

Start where people are.

Philip {Horse-Lover} and the eunuch
[ride] down the road, ___. They come to
water. The eunuch says, “Look, here's
water. Why don't [you] baptize me?” 37
36
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*Philip {Horse-Lover} answers, “If
you believe with all your heart,
you can [be baptized]. The eunuch
answers, “I believe that
YahShua the Messiah is the son
of [Yahweh] the Eloah.”
Believer's baptism is only for people who truly believe with all their heart. Believer's baptism shouldn't be used as a cultural rite of passage for churchgoers, as it is used in nominally ‘Christian’ cultures.

The eunuch commands his chariot
[driver] to stop. Philip {Horse-Lover} and
the eunuch [wade] down into the water.
Philip dunks the eunuch. 39 Philip and
the eunuch rise up out of the water.
[Flash!] Yahweh's Spirit takes Philip away,
___. The eunuch sees Philip no more.
38

[Convinced that Philip's supernatural disappearance is

the eunuch [rides] down
the road rejoicing. Acts 8:40 Philip {HorseLover}[supernaturally reappears] at [coastal
Palestine's] Ashdod {Ravager-City}, ___.
Philip passes [north] through [Palestine]. He
heralds [the Good News] in every city [he passes] until he gets to Caesarea.
proof of a miracle,]

Acts 9
Saul Persecutes Thousands Of
Christians
1 Meanwhile, Saul conspires with
[Jerusalem's impostor] high-priest. They continue puffing out murderous threats
against Master [YahShua's] disciples, ___.
2 Saul petitions the [rogue] high priest for
letters [addressed] to the synagogues in
Damascus, guaranteeing that if Saul
finds any [believers from YahShua's] “Way” [as the
Ekklesia is called,] Saul [will get legal backing and police support] to bring the believers, male
and female, as prisoners to Jerusalem
[for execution].
Yahshua Blinds Saul For 3 Days
3 So Saul journeys [north, ___, bent to kill
Christians]. He draws near Damascus, [Syria]. Suddenly a light from heaven flashes around Saul! 4 *Saul falls to the
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earth, ___. He hears a voice
saying,
“Saul, Saul, why do you keep
persecuting me?”
Saul asks, “Who are you, Adoni?” Master [YahShua] replies,
“I'm YahShua, the [guy] you keep persecuting.”
5

Some manuscripts also say: ‘It is hard for you to
kick against goads.’
6 [Saul, trembling and astonished, asks, “Master, what do
you want me to do?” Master

[YahShua]

replies to Saul,]

“Get up. Go into the city. [My messengers]
will tell you what you have to do.”
7 The men who journey with Saul stand
speechless, [trembling. Their jaws hang open, ___.
They] hear a voice. But [they] see no one.
8 Saul [struggles] up from the ground,
___. His eyes open. But he sees nothing! The men lead Saul by the hand.
They bring him into Damascus. 9 Saul
remains blind [and depressed] for 3 days,
___. [He refuses to] eat or drink. [He hopes that
fasting will miraculously restore his sight.]

Christ Helps AnaniYAH Restore
Saul's Sight
Acts 9:10 [Meanwhile,] a disciple at Damascus named AnaniYah {YAH-Covers} sees
a vision. [He] hears Master [YahShua] say
“AnaniYah.”
AnaniYah replies, “Look - I'm here,
Master.” 11 Master [YahShua] says to
AnaniYah,
“Get up. Go to Straight Street. There,
at the house of Judah {Celebrated}, ask
[to see] a man called Saul, from Tarsus.
Saul is praying.
12

—In a vision, Saul has seen a man
named AnaniYah come in and put his
hand on him, to restore his sight.”
13 AnaniYah answers, “Master, I've
heard many reports of this man [Saul],
[and] what [terrible] evil he wreaks on your
separatist-saints at Jerusalem. 14 —Saul
[stormed] here [armed] with force from [Judaea's] chief priests to arrest everyone
who calls on your Name.”
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Force, not ‘authority.’ No authority carries the power to do wrong.

Adoni [YahShua] answers AnaniYah,
”Go. Saul is [one of] my chosen vessels.
[He'll] bear my Name-Authority before
beast-nations, kings, and the sons of
Israel:
15

16

I'll show Saul what great [tribulations] he
must suffer [to publish my name and to walk in my
sole] authority.”
17 AnaniYah [runs down the street, ___. He] enters the house, puts his hands on Saul,
then says, “Brother Saul, Master
YahShua sent me. He appeared to you
on the road as you journeyed [here]. So
see again! Fill up [with] Sacred Spirit!” 18
Immediately something like scales fall
from Saul's eyes, ___! Saul sees! Saul
[jumps] up. He gets baptized. 19 Saul eats
some food. [He] regains his strength,
___. He spends a number of days with
[YahShua's] disciples in Damascus.
Paul stays in Damascus an unknown number of
days.

*Immediately in the synagogues Saul [risks death by] heralding that YahShua (the Messiah)
is the son of Yahweh. 21 All Saul's
Acts 9:20

hearers [rave,] amazed, ___. They exclaim, “Isn't this Saul who destroyed
the people in Jerusalem who called on
this Name (‘YahShua’)? Didn't Saul
come here intending the same destruction: to drag all such [believers] as prisoners to the chief priests?” 22 Saul grows
more and more powerful, ___. He baffles the Jews living in Damascus by
proving that YahShua is [YAH's] true Messiah.
How often do you prove to a Jew that Yahshua is
their Messiah? Never, right? Why don't you try?
Are you scared you might get persecuted? Go convert some Jews!
23

Many days go by, ___. Soon the [anJudaeans conspire to kill Saul.

ti-Christian]

Paul stays in Damascus many days.

Saul about the
[assassination] plot, ___. Day and night [religionist murderers] keep close watch on the
24

But

[spies tell]
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city gates in order to kill Saul. 25 Then
one night the disciples help Saul escape
[from Damascus, ___]. The disciples lower
Saul over the wall in a basket. 26 Saul
travels to Jerusalem. He tries to join
[YahShua's] disciples [there]. But they all
shake in terror of him, ___! They think
he's lying about being a disciple [of
YahShua]. 27 But Barnabas {Prophet-Child}
[befriends] Saul. He brings him to the
apostles [in Jerusalem]. Barnabas declares
to the apostles how Saul saw Adoni
[YahShua] in the road, and that [YahShua]
spoke to Saul, and how at Damascus
Saul boldly heralds in YahShua's nameauthority.
Barnabas = Son of Prophecy.

So Saul [risks his life to] stay with the
apostles, ___. He goes all over
Jerusalem [heralding YAH's amazing revelations to
Jews who constantly attempt to murder him] . 29 [Defying certain death,] Saul speaks boldly in the
name of Master YahShua. Saul debates
with the Greek-speaking Jews. So they
[join the native Jews] in trying to murder
Saul. Acts 9:30 Saul's friends learn of the
murder plot, ___. So they smuggle
Saul out of Jerusalem, take him to Caesarea, and ship him off to [his hometown of]
Tarsus. 31 Then the ekklesiae throughout Judaea, the Heathen-Circle, and
Samaria enjoy a time of peace, ___.
[YAH] multiplies them. [He] builds them
up. They walk, [not in fear of their assassins, but]
in fear of the Adonai [Yahweh], and in the
comfort of [His] Sacred Spirit.
Peter Heals A Man Paralyzed For 8
Years
32 Peter {Rock} treks [west] across the
countryside to Lydda [Lod {Lydda}, in Palestine]
to visit the [believers there who have] separated [from the world-system]. 33 [In Lydda,] Peter
{Rock} finds a man named Aeneas, a
paralytic who has lain bedridden for 8
years, ___!
28

Aeneas may be AniYah [Favored of Yah] = a Greek
variant of AnnaniYAH, the name of the rogue priest
leading Saul's murder plot.
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Peter {Rock} says, "Aeneas, YahShua
the Messiah makes you whole. Get up.
Make your bed.” Aeneas immediately
[jumps] up, ___!
34

Put Acts 9:34 on your children's wall; maybe they'll
make their beds!

everyone who lives in Lydda and
Sharon {Plains} sees Aeneas. They [all]
turn to the Adonai [Yahweh]!
Peter Resurrects A Saint Named
Tabitha
36 In [beautiful seaside] Joppa lives a disciple
named Tabitha (which means ‘Gazelle’).
She always does good. She helps [many]
poor [people], ___.
35 [So]

In Greek Gazelle is ‘Dorcas.’ Joppa is where Jonah
jumped the boat, running from YAH into a fish's
mouth.

About that time, Tabitha gets sick.
She dies, ___. [The disciples prepare Tabitha's
body for burial. They] lay her [corpse] in an upstairs room. 38 [The town of] Lydda lies
near Joppa {Beauty}. So, ___, when the
disciples hear that Peter {Rock} is in Lydda, they send two messengers who
urge him, “Please come [to Joppa] at
once!” 39 So Peter {Rock}[jumps] up. [He
runs] with the two messengers to [the undertaker's house]. The disciples bring [Peter]
into the upper chamber [where Tabitha lies
dead]. All the widows stand by Peter
weeping. [They] show [Peter] the dresses
and coats Tabitha made [for poor people]
while she was [alive] with them. Acts 9:40
Peter {Rock} sends everyone out of the
room. Then he kneels down and prays.
He turns toward the dead woman. He
says, ‘Tabitha, get up.’ Tabitha opens
her eyes. She sees Peter. She sits up,
___!
37

Get rid of people who can't see that death is just
sleep. Unbelieving people disrupt the flow of miracles.

Peter {Rock} gives Tabitha his hand.
He lifts her up. [He] calls the separatistsaints and widows. [He] presents [Tabitha]
alive, ___! 42 [Fame of] Tabitha's resurrection [spreads like wildfire] all over Joppa
{Beauty}, ___. So [thousands] of people
believe in the Adonai [Yahweh]. 43 [So] Peter
41
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stays in Joppa {Beauty} for a long time. [He
with a leather-tanner named Simon {Listener}.

{Rock}
lodges]

Acts 10
Cornelius The Centurion Sees An
Angel
1 [Meanwhile, ___,] at Caesarea, [the Roman Emperor has posted] a [military commander] named
Cornelius, a centurion in the Italian
Regiment.
Cornelius is a highly-trained master killer who
commands 100 or more attack-warriors.

Cornelius and all his
family fear and worship Yahweh, ___.
They give freely to needy people. They
regularly pray to Yahweh. 3 [One afternoon]
at the ninth hour of daylight (3PM),
Cornelius clearly sees in a vision an angel of Yahweh coming to him, saying,
“Cornelius!” 4 *Cornelius stares at
2 [Despite being a killer,]

YAH's angel in fear. [He] asks,
“What is it, Master?” YAH's Angel answers Cornelius, “[Yahweh]
the Eloah has remembered
your prayers. [He's] seen your
gifts to the poor.
Yah is listening to your prayers and is remembering the good you do for others.
5 —Now send men to Joppa {Beauty}. [Have them] bring
back a man named Simon (aka Peter {Rock}). 6 —
Peter {Rock} is staying with a leather-tanner named
Simon {Listener}, whose house lies by the sea-side.”
KJV also says: ‘Peter shall tell you what you ought
to do.’
7 The angel speaks to Cornelius, [then] vanishes.
Cornelius calls two of his household servants and
one devout soldier (one of his full-time
attendants). 8 Cornelius recounts [the angel's commands]
to the [servant & the soldier]. Then [Cornelius] sends the [men]
to Joppa {Beauty}.

Peter Takes A ‘Pigs In The Blanket’
MindTrip!

9 About noon the following day, as the commander's servant and soldier [ride] on their journey, they
draw close to the [beautiful seaside town of Joppa]. [Meanwhile]
Peter {Rock} climbs up on the housetop to pray.
Noon = the 6th hour of daylight. History repeats itself: in Joppa, ancient Jonah refuses to witness to
Assyrians, and 1st-Century Peter shrinks from
hanging out with non-Jews.

Rock's [stomach starts growling] in
hunger. He [salivates,] craving food. While
Acts 10:10
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the cooks prepare the [delicious-smelling]
meal, [Peter] falls into a trance, [like an acidtrip]. 11 Peter {Rock} sees heaven open. A
vessel descends to him, like a great
sheet [which mysterious beings] lower down to
earth by its four corners.
Pigs in a blanket.

*In the ‘sheet’ [live] all kinds
of four-footed animals of the
earth, and wild beasts, and
creeping [reptiles], and sky-birds,
___.
12

Clean animals = Israelites. Unclean beasts = pagan peoples.

A voice [in the dream] commands,
“Rise, Peter {Rock}. Kill. Eat.”
13

This is a metaphor condemning Peter's nationalism
and perhaps racism. This in no way blesses the
eating of dead pig, dog, cat, rat, shellfish or any
other unclean animal or unhealthy food.

*But Rock objects,
“Surely not, Adoni! I've
never eaten anything
impure or unclean.”
14

Peter had never eaten any unclean animal, no bacon, no ham, no chitlins, no turtle, no frog legs, no
snails, no catfish, no rat, no dog or cat, no animal
fat, no shellfish, no blood. Since Peter walked with
the Messiah for years, this is overwhelming evidence that Jesus never ate nor encouraged the
eating of unclean meats, ever. Today, segregated
churches feed kids carcinogenic pig-anus hot-dogs
and call that ‘Biblical ministry.’

*The voice speaks to
Peter {Rock} a second
time,
“What Yahweh has
cleansed, never call
‘impure.’”
15

This dream is not talking about meat. It's talking
about ‘Gentiles’ whom Peter and his Jewish friends
discriminated against based on racial, national and
religious background.
16 [The vision-voice]

3 times repeats the [antiThen immediately

discrimination message, ___].
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the [mysterious beings lift] the ‘sheet’ back [up]
into heaven.
The Pagan Commander's Soldiers
Fetch Peter
17 Peter [wakes up. He stands there rubbing his eyes,
about to fall of the roof, ___!] He wonders about
the meaning of the [pigs-in-the-blanket] vision. Right then the men sent by
Cornelius [the despised enemy commander] find
Simon's house. They stop at the gate.
Peter's saying, ‘Hey, does this mean we can eat pig
now? That doesn't sound right... YHVH forbade
eating things that eat poop (like pigs and rabbits)
because they make you sick. That hasn't
changed... So the dream must mean something
else.’
18 The [centurion's soldier and servant] call out, “Is Simon
(a.k.a. Peter {Rock}) staying here?”
Peter ducks down, assuming the religionists have
hired these pagan killers to assassinate him.
19

As Peter

[Rock crouches down, hiding from the

about the vision, [YAH's]
Spirit says,
“Simon {Listener}, 3 men are looking for
you.
killers, yet obsessing]

3 pagan men, represented by the 3 times the [angels] lowered the ‘blanket full of pigs.’
Acts 10:20

So get up. Go downstairs. Go with the
3 men, without hesitation. I sent these
[murderous pagan invaders to teach you that Jews are no
better or worse than anyone else].”

So Peter {Rock}[climbs] down [off the roof,
to the [pagan killers] sent to
him from [Imperial Commander] Cornelius. [He]
says, “I'm the Peter {Rock} you're looking for. Why have you come?” 22 The 3
[foreign] men say, “[Our boss,] Cornelius the
[Roman] centurion, is a just man. He
fears Yahweh. The entire Jewish nation
respects [Cornelius]. He received warning
[in an] oracle through a holy angel to
bring you to his house, so he can to
hear what you have to say.” 23 So Peter
{Rock} invites the [Roman] men into the
house to be his guests. The next day
Peter [rides] away with the [pagan killers].
Some [Christian] brothers from Joppa
{Beauty}[ride] along.
21

___. He walks up]
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Peter Brings Sacred Spirit To Roman Killers
24 The following day Peter {Rock} and the 3 [killers]
arrive in Caesarea. Cornelius, expecting them, has
called together his relatives and close friends. 25

Peter {Rock} enters [assassin Commander
Cornelius'] house. Cornelius meets Peter,
then falls at his feet in reverence.
A true soldier is humble.

But Peter {Rock} lifts up the Centurion, saying, “Stand up. I'm only a man
myself.” 27 As Peter {Rock} and Cornelius talk,
26

they walk into

[the mansion. There]

they encounter a

*Peter
{Rock} says to the group,
“You know it's illegal for
Jewish men to keep
company with, or become close to people of
other nations. But Yahweh has shown me that
I should never call any
man ‘common’ nor ‘unclean.’
large gathering of people. 28

The ‘pigs in the blanket’ dream was about racism
and nationalism, not about food. Stop eating dead
pigs and stop discriminating against classes of people you don't think can be saved.
29 So when [the Roman commander] sent for me, I came
without objection. May I ask why you sent for me?”

Cornelius answers Peter {Rock},
“4 days ago, about this time, I was
fasting. About 3 P.M., as I prayed in my
house, suddenly an [angelic] man stood
before me in bright clothing.
Acts 10:30

minchah

This [angel] says, ‘Cornelius, [Yahweh]
the Eloah hears your prayer. He remembers your gifts to the poor. 32 —
31

Send to Joppa {Beauty} for Simon {Listener} (a.k.a Peter {Rock}), a guest in the home of Simon the
leather-tanner, who lives by the sea.’
Some mss.: 'When Peter comes he shall speak to
you.'

So I immediately sent for you, [Peter].
It was good of you to come. Now then,
we're all here present before [Yahweh] the
33
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Eloah to hear EVERY command Yahweh
ever gave you.”
This pagan Roman military commander wants to
receive ALL the commands of YHVH, the commander in chief of the universe. But most 'christians'
only want to hear the commands that get them
more money, respect and power.

*Then Peter {Rock} says, ‘I
now realize how true it is that
Yahweh never shows favoritism— 35 *—rather in every
nation YAH accepts everyone
who fears Him AND [does] works
[of] righteousness.
34

The gospel exists to draw men out of every nation
into the Kingdom of Heaven. Those who are accepted by the Creator must BOTH fear YAH and
*DO* works of righteousness.

sent [the Good News] message to the
children of Israel. [He] heralded peace
through YahShua, the Messiah (who is
Sovereign over everything [in the universe
and beyond].
36 [YAH]

Except that Yahshua is subordinate to YHVH, of
course.

You know I speak the same Word[s]
YahShua spoke. [Ever] since JAHn [the
Immerser] started heralding and baptizing
[people, we disciples have been] publishing
YahShua's message all throughout Judaea, starting in the Heathen-Circle. 38
[You know] how Yahweh anointed YahShua
of Nazareth [with] Sacred Spirit and power, and how YahShua traveled around
doing good [deeds] and healing everyone
oppressed by the devil, because Yahweh stuck with YahShua. 39 —We
[disciples] are eye-witnesses of everything
YahShua did, both in the Judean countryside and in Jerusalem. The [religionists]
murdered YahShua by hanging him on
a tree [trunk]. Acts 10:40 But YAH resurrected YahShua on the 3rd day [following
his death]. Then [YAH] openly displayed [the
risen] YahShua.
37

Yahshua was killed just before the special midweek Passover Sabbath (about 'Wednesday' 6PM)
and resurrected at the end of the normal weekly
Sabbath (about 'Saturday' 7PM). The point being
that Jesus wasn't killed on 'Good Friday' and wasn't
raised on Easter Sunday. That's just Roman
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Catholic pagan mumbo jumbo that gullible Protestants swallow like a fish-hook.

1 The apostles and the brothers throughout Judaea
hear that some beast-nationals have [finally] received

41

YahShua did not appear to all the
people. [He appeared] to witnesses prechosen by Yahweh, including we [believers] who ate and drank with YahShua after he rose from the dead. 42 YahShua
commanded us [believers] to herald [Good
News] to [all] people, and to testify that
Yahweh has ordained YahShua to be
the Judge of [all] living and dead [humans].

the Word of Yahweh, ___. 2

Note that the Bible never once commands us to
say ‘Jesus is YHVH.’

4 So Peter

*All the prophets bear witness about YahShua, that
through YahShua's Authority,
whoever [bases his life of radical obedient
action on] faith in YahShua will receive forgiveness of sins.”
43

Belief in Jesus means DOing what he commands.

While Peter {Rock} is still speaking
these words, the Sacred Spirit floods
over everyone hearing this message,
___. 45 The circumcised [Jewish] believers
(who accompanied Peter [to the killer's house)
stand there with their jaws hanging open], ___. [They
gape,] astonished to see [YAH] pouring out
the gift [of] Sacred Spirit on [mere] beastnationals. 46 The [stunned] Jews hear the
beast-nationals speak in other languages, exalting Yahweh.
44

Not babbling in some incomprehensible “spirit language,” but spontaneously speaking intelligibly in
languages they'd never learned.

Then Peter {Rock} says, ‘Can anyone
forbid these [foreign Gentile] people from
being baptized with water? They've received the Sacred Spirit just as we [Jews]
have.’ 48 So Peter {Rock} commands [believers] to baptize the beast-nationals in
the name of Master [YahShua]. Then [Commander Cornelius and the other beast-nationals] ask
Rock to stay with them for a few days.
47

Acts 11
Circumcised Believers Rag On Intact Believers
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So when Peter
{Rock} travels back up to Jerusalem, the
[foolish] circumcised believers [wrongly] criticize him [for conducting foreign evangelism],
___. 3 [The religiots] complain, ‘You went
into the house of men with uncut [penises]! [You even] ate with the [swine]!’
Peters Explains The Non-Discrimination Vision
the [Jewish believers]. He starts [refrom the beginning [of the Centurion's advenexplains everything, precisely as it had
[addresses]

counting his journey,]
ture]. [Peter]

praying [on a roof]
in the [seaside] city of Joppa {Beauty}. In a
trance I see a vision. I see [some supernatural force] from heaven lower a container
like a large sheet [held] by its four corners. The ‘sheet’ floats down to where I
[kneel]. 6 I fasten my eyes on the [sheet,
___]. Inside it I see four-footed earth-beasts, wild beasts, creeping [reptiles],
and sky-birds. 7 Then I hear a voice ordering me, ‘Rise, Peter {Rock}. Slay and
eat!’
happened: 5

“I,

[Peter, kneel]

Literally: convert the repentant pagans into brothers. NOT eat hot dogs!

*But I reply, ‘Never, Master!
Nothing impure or unclean has
at any time entered my mouth.’
8

Peter, after living constantly with (and copying the
behavior of) Yahshua for 3 years, has still never
eaten anything forbidden by the law of Moses. This
is overwhelming evidence that Yahshua never ate
anything unclean. Jesus and his disciples follow the
dietary principles of the Older Testament. As would
any sane person.

But the voice answers me from heaven, “What Yahweh has cleansed, never
call ‘impure.’”
9

YHVH never cleansed hot dogs. He cleansed the
Gentiles. Pork is still unclean.
Acts 11:10 [The dream-sheet descends, ___. The voice
commands me to ‘eat’ these *metaphorical* animals]

3

times. Then [something lifts the animals in the
sheet] back up again into heaven. 11
Right then 3 [foreign Roman] (men whom [an
invasion army commander] sent to me from
Caesarea) stop at the house where I'm
staying. 12 [YAH's] Spirit says,
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‘Have no doubt, [Peter]. [Risk your life by]
traveling with these [pagan killers].’
So the 6 fellow believers [now standing here
with me] travel with [me and the 3 soldiers] to Caesarea. There we all enter
the house of [Commander] Cornelius. 13 [The
centurion] tells us he's seen an angel
stand in his house saying, ‘Send men to
Joppa {Beauty} to fetch Simon (aka Peter {Rock}.) 14 Peter will tell you words
through which you and all your household will be saved.’ 15 As I [Peter] start
talking [to the Commander], the Sacred Spirit
[fire] falls on the (beast-nationals in the
house), like [Sacred Spirit fell] on us [Jewish believers] at the beginning, [at Pentecost]. 16

*Then I remember the word(s)
Master [YahShua] said,
'Yes, JAHn baptized with water. But [I] immerse you in Sacred Spirit.’
17 *So Yahweh gives the [non-Jews]
the same gift He gave us [Jews]
when we put our trust in Master YahShua, the Messiah. How
can I hold back [the hurricane-spirit of]
Yahweh?” 18 When the Jewish believers hear [Peter defend the non-Jews], their objections silence, ___. So they glorify
Yahweh [by shouting,] “The Eloha finally
gives the beast-nationals the repentance that leads to life!”
Persecuted Dispersed Christians
Convert Jews
19 Meanwhile, the persecution (that
erupted at Stephen's stoning) continues
to scatter the [believers] as far as Phoenicia, Cyprus and Antioch [Syria], ___. [Everywhere they go] the [saints] herald [YAH's]
Word. [But] only to Jews, [not ‘beast-nationals’].
That's why you feel so isolated, true believer.
You're one of a very few seeds YAH is scattering
around a big planet.

*But some of these
evangelists (men from Cyprus
Acts 11:20
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and Cyrene) travel to Antioch.
They address the Greeks by
heralding [about] Master
YahShua. 21 [Yahweh's] hand [stays] with
these [scattered missionaries, ___]. [So] a great
number [of pagans] believe. [They] turn to
Adonai [Yahweh].
The Judean Ekklesia Sends
Barnabas To Antioch
22 News of this [foreign evangelism] reaches
the ears of the Ekklesia at Jerusalem,
___. So the [believers] send Barnabas
{Prophet-Child} on a mission to Antioch.
23 Barnabas {Prophet-Child} journeys [north
into Syria]. [He smiles,] delighted to see Yahweh [lavish] unmerited-favor [on repentant
pagans]. Barnabas encourages all the believers to [maintain laser-like focus and] purpose
in their hearts — to stick with Adonai
[through the horrible persecution and abandonment that
tests all obedient believers]. 24

Barnabas
is a ‘good’ man [as people go],
full [of] Sacred Spirit and faith. So [through
his and the other disciples’ work, YAH's Spirit] brings
many people to [believe in and obey] Master
[YahShua].
Barnabas Brings Paul Back To Syria
{Prophet-Child}

25 Then Barnabas {Prophet-Child} journeys [west] for
Tarsus [Turkey], to look for [his long lost friend,] Saul [aka

Barnabas {Prophet-Child} finds
Saul. They [sail] together [back east from Turkey] to Antioch [Syria]. For a whole year,
Barnabas and Saul assemble themselves with the ekklesia. They teach
many people, ___. There in Antioch [pagans] begin [the tradition of nick-naming YahShua's]
disciples ‘Christians.’
Paul].

26

People first called the disciples ‘Christians’ at Antioch, years after Yahshua died. Yahshua did not refer to his disciples with the pagan term ‘Christian.’
Yahshua's disciples did not reject that term. But
they referred to themselves as ‘Hebrews.’
27 During this time some [true] prophets journey
downhill [north] from Jerusalem to Antioch [Syria],

One of these prophets, named
Agabus {Locust}, stands up. Through
[YAH's] Spirit, [he] foretells a severe
famine spreading over the entire [Roman]
world. (This famine later happens, ___,
___. 28
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during the reign of
Claudius.)

Herod was celebrating Easter (Ishtar), a pagan festival.

[Roman Emperor]

Agabus=Locust. Famines often result from locust
invasions.

disciples, each according to
his ability, decide to send relief [south] to
[their persecuted Christian] brothers living [under
constant threat of assassination] in Judaea. Acts
29 [YahShua's]

*The disciples send the relief to the [Judaean] elders by the
hands of Barnabas {Prophet-Child}
and Saul.
11:30

Perform acts of charity with order & oversight,
along lines of authority.

Acts 12
Pervert King Herod Kills James &
Jails Peter
1 [Meanwhile, Judea's pervert] ‘king’ Herod
stretches out his [military] hands to persecute various [groups of YahShua's called-out
people, aka the] Ekklesia, ___.
Herod was an incestuous transvestite pedophile.

*[False-king] Herod kills JAHn's
brother James {Heel-Grabber}
with the sword, ___!
2

Probably because James refused to swear an oath
of allegiance to the ‘king.’ Romans 13 must be tempered with the understanding that many times
people who are considered to be ‘rulers’ are actually terrors to good people, and therefore not true
rulers at all. If you had a ‘measuring stick’ (a ruler)
with all of the marks in the wrong places, you
wouldn't call it a ‘ruler.’ You'd call it a piece of junk.
Same with human rulers. If the rules they lay
down aren't the Bible's rules, their rules are trash,
and their rulership is bogus. Worm-crotch Herod is
the perfect example of a bogus, authority-less
‘non-ruler.’

*[Pedophile-king] Herod sees that
killing James {Heel-Grabber}
pleased the Jews. So (during
the Feast of Unleavened Bread)
Herod proceeds to seize Peter
{Rock}. 4 Herod arrests Peter, throws
3

him in jail, then stations four 4-man
squads of [killer] soldiers to guard him.
Herod intends to bring Peter out for
public [sham] trial after Passover, ___.
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An Angel Breaks Peter Out Of
Prison
5 So Peter {Rock} stays [chained up under
heavy] guard in prison, ___. Meanwhile,
the ekklesia prays non-stop for Yahweh
to [rescue] him. 6 The night before Herod
is to bring Peter {Rock} to trial, Peter
sleeps bound with 2 chains, [tied to] soldiers on his left and right. Sentries
stand guard at [Peter's] prison door, ___.

*Suddenly [an] angel [from]
Adonai [Yahweh swoops down beside] Peter! A light shines in the
prison. The Angel smacks Peter
on the side, then shouts, “Get
up! Fast!” So Peter jumps up.
Peter's chains fall from his
wrists, ___! 8 The angel says to Pe7

ter {Rock}, ‘Throw on your clothes and
sandals.’ Peter obeys. The [angel] tells
[Peter,] ‘Wrap your cloak around you. Follow me.’
The guards stand there, blindly oblivious to this supernatural conversation.

Peter {Rock} follows the angel out of
the prison. Peter has no idea that what
the angel is doing is really happening,
___. Peter thinks he's seeing a vision.
Acts 12:10 Peter {Rock} and the angel
pass the first and second [sets of] guards.
They approach the iron gate leading to
the city. The gate opens by itself to let
Peter and the angel through, ___.
They [slink] out [of the prison compound]. They
walk the length of one street. Then the
angel [disappears]. Peter stands [alone in the
night]. 11 Peter {Rock}[realizes he's awake]. He
says, “Now I know without a doubt that
the Adonai [Yahweh] sent His angel to rescue me from Herod's clutches, and
from all the [tortures] the Judaean people
are [foaming at the mouth to inflict on me].”
Peter Tells The Believers About The
JailBreak
12 Peter {Rock} sees [that the angel has jailbroken him]. He [runs] to the house of Mary
9
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(JAHn-Mark's Mom). There many people [lie] praying together, ___.
Without days of ‘prayer support,’ Peter might have
rotted in jail.
13 Peter {Rock} knocks at the outer entrance. A servant girl named Rose [runs] to answer the door.
Rhoda=Rose.

Rose recognizes Rock's voice. She
bubbles over with so much joy that she
forgets to open the door, ___! She
runs back [to the group shouting], “Peter
{Rock} stands at the door!” 15 “[Shhh!]
You're out of your mind,” the believers
scold Rose. [But] Rose keeps insisting,
“Peter {Rock} is at the gate!” The disciples reply, “It must be Rock's [guardian]
angel [at the door].” 16 But Peter {Rock}
keeps on knocking, ___. So the believers open the door. They see Peter. [Their
jaws drop open,] astonished. 17 Peter motions with his hand for the believers to
be quiet. Then he declares to them how
Adonai brought him out of the prison,
and how the angel said, “Go show these
things to James {Heel-Grabber}, and to
the brothers,” and how the angel then
[vanished].
Cops Tear Jerusalem Apart Hunting
For Peter
18 At dawn [Jerusalem rages] in an uproar,
___. [The hiding believers hear] soldiers
screaming, “Where's Peter [the terrorist]?
What happened to him?!” 19 Herod commands [his soldiers to turn the city upside down]
looking for Peter {Rock}. Yet [all the pervertking's men] fail to find him. Herod crossexamines the police [who had been guarding Peter]. [Then Herod] commands soldiers to
murder the guards! Then, [scared out of his
mind,] Herod [flees northwest in a royal stealth-carriage] from Judaea downhill to [coastal]
Caesarea [Maritima]. [He hides] there a while,
___.
Cocky King Herod Agrippa Dies Of
Crotch-Rot
Acts 12:20 [Pervert] ‘King’ Herod has been
quarreling with the [Palestinian] people of
Tyre {Rock-Port} & Sidon {Fish-City}. So
the [citizens of those areas] join together.
14
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They secure the support of Blastus
[Shoot], Herod's trusted personal servant.
The [Palestinians] seek an audience with
[Herod]. They ask [him] for peace, because
they depend on his country, [Judea,] for
their food supply, ___. 21 On the appointed [meeting] day, Herod, arrayed in
[his] royal costume, sits up on his [usurped]
throne. He drones a [long-winded sermonic]
oration to the people, ___. 22 *The

crowd shout, “Herod's
voice is [that] of god, not
man!” [Herod smiles, ___. Flattered, he strikes a hero's pose.] 23

*Immediately [an] angel [from]
Adonai [Yahweh] strikes Herod
down [as punishiment] for failing to
give Yahweh the glory. [Venereal]
worms [in Herod's crotch invade his bloodstream. They] eat [away] his [brain and
body]. So ‘King Hero’ ‘gives up
the ghost.’
Herod should have said, “No, I'm just a man,
bound to obey YHVH like everyone else.” But
Herod, like the Roman Emperor, wanted the people
to think that he was possessed by the spirit(s) of
the god(s).

While Herod Rots, The Gospel
Spreads Global
24 [While Herod rots,] the word of Yahweh
continues to increase and spread, ___.
25 [Meanwhile,] Barnabas {Prophet-Child} & Saul [Paul] finish their mission. With JAHn-Mark, they leave
Jerusalem [to return north to Antioch, Syria].

Acts 13
Paul Goes On His First Missionary
Journey
1 The ekklesia at Antioch grows rich in
prophets and teachers: [for instance],
Barnabas {Prophet-Child}, Simeon
{Listener} aka Niger {Black}, Lucius
{African-Light-Bringer} from Cyrene, Manaen [Comforter] (former advisor, comrade
and childhood companion of [false-king]
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Herod the tetrarch) and
tian-killer] Saul!

[former Chris-

Manean=Menachem.

As these prophets and teachers fast
and serve Adonai [Yahweh], the Sacred
Spirit says,
“Separate Barnabas {Prophet-Child} &
Saul [Paul] to [serve] me. [Dedicate them] for
[the special kind of] work to which I'm calling
them.”
3 So, ___, the disciples fast and pray.
[Then they] lay their hands on [Barnabas & Saul],
to send them away [on a mission with a blessing]. 4 So [Barnabas & Paul], sent forth by the
Sacred Spirit, travel [east from Antioch, Syria]
for Seleucia [in central Iraq], ___. From
there they [trek west across the entire Middle-East
to] sail to [the Mediterranean island of] Cyprus.
2

People fail to realize the massive arduous extent of
these foot-journeys. The lightest of Paul's travels
would kill an ordinary pew-sitter of today.
5 [Barnabas & Saul land on the isle of Cyprus]

at

[the

Salamis [Storm-Surge]. There [they risk
death by] heralding Yahweh's Word [about
YahShua] in the Jewish synagogues. (JAHn
[Mark] sticks with [Barnabas & Saul] as their
helper.)
A Sick Sorcerer Seeks To Buy Sacred Spirit
6 Paul and company journey through
the whole island [of Cyprus]. [Finally they]
reach the town of Paphos. There they
find a Jewish sorcerer / false prophet
named ‘Bar-YahShua {Son-Of-Jesus}’.
port of]

Salamis is 36 square miles, just like most American
towns which are laid out on a 6x6 occult magiccarpet grid, whose numbered sectors add up to
666. Paphos, in Ovid's mythology, is the name of
the son of Pygmalion (Pinnochio) and the goddess
Aphrodite.

This sorcerer works as an attendant
to [Cyprus'] deputy-Consul (Sergius
Paulus), a prudent man. Sergius sends
for Paul and company. [Sergius] begs to
hear the word of [Yahweh] the Eloah. 8 But
Elymas the sorcerer (aka [Son-Of-Jesus])
opposes Saul and Barnabas {ProphetChild}. [The sorcerer] schemes to turn [Rome's]
deputy-Consul away from faith [in
YahShua]. 9 So Saul (aka Paul) filled with
7
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Sacred Spirit, sets his eyes on the sorcerer, ___. Acts 13:10 Paul says, “[You sorcerer! You're] full of all kinds of deceit and
trickery! You spawn of the devil! You
enemy of all righteousness! Will you
never stop perverting the right ways of
the Adonai [Yahweh]? 11 —So, now, watch
this, witch! The hand of Adonai [Yahweh]
is upon you. Until [YAH heals you] you'll be
so blind you won't even see the [light of
the] sun [at high noon]!” Immediately mist &
darkness fall on the sorcerer. He
gropes about seeking someone to lead
him by the hand, ___. 12 The deputyConsul sees [Paul] blind the sorcerer. So
the deputy-Consul [stands] dumbstruck at
[the miracle-powers Paul has] learned from
[Yahweh] the Adonai. So [the deputy-Consul]
entrusts [his life to YAH].
True spiritual leaders reign in authority over governmental officials.

From Paphos, Paul & his companions
sail [north] to Perga [Pergamos (Fort), the ‘fortified
tower’] in Pamphylia [Turkey], [the heterogenous
melting-pot of all the tribes in Asia Minor]. (There [to
Paul's chagrin,] JAHn [Mark] leaves [Paul's traveling team] to return to Jerusalem.)
Paul Heralds Good News To Syrian
Jews
14 Paul & company leave Perga {TowerTown}. They hike [north] to Antioch (in
Pisidia, [another section of Asia Minor]). There
[they risk death by] walking into the synagogue on the Sabbath day. They sit
down, ___. 15 The [priest] reads [from] the
[Mosaic] law and [from other Hebrew] prophetic
[writings]. Then the rulers of the synagogue beckon to [Paul and company], saying,
“You men, brothers, if you have any
word of encouragement for the people,
speak.” 16 Paul stands up, beckons with
his hand, then says, “Men of Israel, and
you [beast-nationals] who fear [Yahweh] the
Eloah, listen. 17 [Look back to antiquity, when Yahweh], the Eloah of this nation of Israel,
chooses our fore-fathers. [YAH] exalts
[our] people as they dwell as strangers
in the land of Egypt. With a mighty arm
13
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YAH brings the Israelites out of Egypt.
18 For about 40 years, YAH tolerates
the Israelites’ [bad] conduct in the
wilderness. 19 Yahweh [goes on to] hurl 7
[pagan] nations out of the land of Canaan
{LowLand}. Then YAH apportions the
Caananites’ land to the Israelites by lot,
[like flipping coins].
Paul here clarifies that YHWH himself
destroyed/evicted the 7 pagan nations. Their eviction was not the work of human war, but PRAISE
warfare, like the fall of Jericho. You sing, shout,
march, etc. Then YAH vanquishes your enemies.
There's no such thing as a Christian militarist. The
weapons of our warfare are NOT carnal.

All this takes about 450 years,
___. [YAH] provides ‘judges’ to lead the
Israelites, until the lifetime of the
prophet SamuEl {Heard-By-El}. 21 Then
the Israelites [foolishly] demand a king.
So YAH gives them [tall] Saul (son of
Kish {Bow} from the tribe of Benjamin
{Right-Hand-Son}). [Saul] rules [Israel] for 40
years, ___. 22 [Demons infest king Saul. So]
YAH deposes him. [YAH] raises up David
{Love} to be the Israelites’ king. YAH
testifies:
‘I find David (the son of Yashai (Jesse))
[to be] a man whose heart [beats with mine].
David comes to do everything I [directly
command him to do].’
Acts 13:20

*Using the seed of this man,
David {Love}, YAH keeps his
promise. [YAH] raises for Israel a
Savior [named] YahShua.
23

Everyone in the ‘church building’ starts bristling
with hatred, furious, about to kill Paul.

Before YahShua arrives, JAHn heralds the ‘baptism of repentance’ to all
the people of Israel. 25 As JAHn [the Baptizer] completes his work, he says, ‘Who
do you think I am? I'm not [the Messiah].
No. [The] coming [Messiah] supersedes me.
I'm not worthy to untie his sandals.’ 26
Men, brothers, sons born of Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions}, and whoever [else]
among you fears Yahweh, it is to us
that [YAH] sends this message of deliverance. 27 By condemning YahShua, the
24
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people of Jerusalem and their rulers
fulfill the prophets’ [predictions]. They fail
to recognize YahShua. They misunderstand the voices of the prophets whose
[predictions they] read every Sabbath day,
___! 28 Though the Jews find in
YahShua no grounds for the death
penalty, they still [force tax-chief] Pilate to
execute YahShua. 29 The [Jews] fulfill everything [the prophets] wrote predicting [how
religionists would torture] YahShua. Then [believers] take YahShua down from the tree.
They lay him in a tomb. Acts 13:30 But
YAH raises YahShua from the dead,
___! 31 For many days, [the risen]
YahShua appears to the people who
trudged uphill with him from HeathenCircle [Galilee] to Jerusalem. These are
YahShua's witnesses to the [world's] people. 32 We proclaim [to] you the good news: 33
By resurrecting YahShua, YAH fulfilled
His promise to our fore-fathers, [Israel's]
children. [David] writes [YAH's declaration about
YahShua] in Psalm 2:7,
‘Today I, [YAH, throw a celebration to] proclaim
that you, [YahShua,] are my son!’
34 YAH raised YahShua from the dead.
YahShua will never rot [in the grave]. This
is why [the prophet Isaiah] predicts:
'[Messiah,] I award you the holy and sure
blessings [I promised to king] David {Love}.’
Isaiah 55:3

That's why David {Love} says in
Psalm [16:10], “You [YAH] will never let
your Holy One [YahShua] experience decay.” 36 David {Love} served Yahweh's
purpose in his own generation. Then
David fell “asleep.” [His sons] buried him
[beside] his fore-fathers. His body decayed, ___. 37 But YahShua, whom
Yahweh raised from the dead, never
experienced decay. [YahShua's body never rotted.] 38 Get this, men! Brothers, I'm
heralding to you that forgiveness of
sins is [available to you] through [active belief in]
this man [YahShua]. 39 Through [becoming
united with] YahShua, everyone who [lives a
35
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belief becomes justified from
every [sin] you could not be acquitted of
by [obeying] the law of Moses, ___. Acts
13:40 So watch out that [the doom of which]
the prophets warned does not [crash down]
on you, ___: 41 [As Habakkuk 1:5 decrees,]
‘Look, you scoffers [who make fun of the truth]!
Marvel and die! For in your lifespan I'm
going to wreak such [spectacular destruction]
that you would never believe it, even if
someone forewarned you.’”
life of active]

42 [The rogue Jews, surprisingly, resist the urge to kill
Paul on the spot. They scheme to covertly assassinate

As Paul and Barnabas {Prophet-Child}
leave the synagogue, the people invite
them to herald more about [YAH's Good
News] on the next Sabbath! 43 The congregation disperses, ___. Then many
of the Jews and devout converts [to Judaism] follow Paul & Barnabas {ProphetChild}. These [missionaries] talk with the
[Jews], urging them to persevere [through
the coming tough times] on [the strength of] Yahweh's unmerited favor.
Jealous Evil Jews Poison Antioch
Against Paul
44 On the next Sabbath almost the
whole city [of Antioch] gathers to hear the
word of Yahweh, ___. 45 [Some evil] Jews
see the multitudes [gathering to hear Paul]. So
they boil over with envy, ___. Slandering and blaspheming, these Jews contradict [everything] Paul says.
Paul & Barnabas Win Over The
Beast-Nationals
46 Then Paul & Barnabas {Prophet-Child}
grow bold, ___. They answer the Jews,
“Yahweh ordained that [we] first speak
His Word to you. But you reject [Yahweh].
[This proves that you] judge yourselves unworthy of everlasting life. So now we
turn [our message] to the [Non-Jew] Gentile
[‘Beast-Nations’]. 47 *For [Yahweh] the
him.]

Adonai commanded us [believers to
do international global missions], saying,
“I've set you [up as] a light for
the Nations, so you can bring
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salvation to the ends of the
earth.”
(Isaiah 49:6) That doesn't mean “spread perverted
Constantinian ‘Judeo-Christianity’ all over the
earth.” 99% of the people who call themselves
‘Missionaries’ are commercialist impostors.

When the beast-nationals hear this,
they [rejoice, ___]. They honor the word of
[Yahweh] the Adonai. So all the people
whom [YAH] appointed [to live forever, become
active, fruitful] believers. 49 So the word of
Adonai [Yahweh] spreads [like wildfire]
throughout the whole region [of Asia Minor,
___].
The Bogus Jews Of Antioch Get
Paul Deported
Acts 13:50 But the Jews stir up the devout women of high standing, and the
chief men of [Antioch] city. These [leaders]
raise persecution against Paul & Barnabas {Prophet-Child}. The [jerks] banish the
[disciples] from their region. 51 So Paul
and Barnabas {Prophet-Child} ‘shake the
dust off their feet’ [in protest] against the
[Jews of Antioch]. Then [Paul & Barnabas hike east]
toward Iconium {Idol-town}. 52 *[Despite
48

the
[deported] disciples overflow with
joy and Sacred Spirit, ___.
suffering intense persecution and rejection,]

Acts 14
Paul and Barnabas Confront Jews
In Idol-Town
1 At Iconium {Idol-town}, Paul and Barnabas {Prophet-Child}[and other brothers] walk
together into the Jewish synagogue.
The [apostles] speak [so convincingly] that a
great multitude both of Jews (and also
Greeks) entrust [their lives to YahShua]. 2 But
some [stubborn] unbelieving Jews stir up
the [Greek] beast-nationals, poisoning
their minds against the [Christian] brothers, ___. 3 So Paul and Barnabas
{Prophet-Child} spend considerable time
at Idol-town. [They keep] speaking boldly
in [the spirit of] Adonai [Yahweh]. [YAH] confirms the message of His unmerited-fa-
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grants to the brothers’ hands
[the power to perform] signs and miracles,
___! 4 The people of Idol-Town divide.
Some side with the Jews, others with
[YahShua's] apostles.
Idol-Town's Thugs Conspire To Kill
Paul & Co.
5 Idol-Town's [evil] people and leaders,
both beast-nationals and Jews, execute
a [secret] attack plan to violently abuse
the [believers] then stone them [to death]. 6
The apostles find out about the [plot to kill
all christians], ___. So the [apostles] flee
[south] to the Lycaonian [Wolf-Land] towns
of Lystra and Derbe and to the surrounding country.
Paul & Friends Heal A Cripple In
Wolf-Land
[He]

7 So there

[in Wolf-Land]

the

[apostles]

herald

[YahShua's]

In Lystra sits a man with
crippled feet, born lame from his mother's womb. He has never walked [one step
in his life, ___]. 9 The lame man hears Paul
speak. Paul looks directly at the cripple.
[Paul] sees that the [lame man] has faith to
be healed. Acts 14:10 *Paul shouts,
Good News. 8

“Stand upright on your feet.”
Suddenly, ___, the lame man
leaps up! He walks!
Wolf-Land's Pagans Sacrifice Animals To Paul
11 The crowd sees Paul [heal the lame man].
Immediately they lift up their voices,
[shouting] in the Wolf-Land language, “The
gods have come down to us in the form
of men!” 12 The crowd calls Barnabas
{Prophet-Child} “Zeus
(Dios/Theos/Jupiter)” [the supreme Greek deity].
[They call] Paul “Hermes {Mercury}” [the messenger of the Greek gods], because Paul is the
lead speaker. 13 Then the priest of Zeus
[Dios/Theos], whose temple lies just outside the city, brings oxen and garlands
to the city gates, ___. (The priest and
the crowd clamor to offer sacrifices to
Paul & Barnabas {Prophet-Child}!)
Paul Stops The Insanity Of Animal
Sacrifice
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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The apostles [Barnabas & Paul] hear of
this [idolatry]. So they tear their clothes.
They rush out into the crowd, shouting:
14

*“Men, why are you [worshipping
us apostles]? We're men of similar
passions to you. We herald to
you that you should turn from
these vanities to [Yahweh] the living Eloha, who made heaven,
and earth, and the sea, and everything in them. 16 In times past
15

let all nations walk in their own
ways. 17 *Yet [Yahweh] never left
[Yahweh]

himself without witness! YAH
[constantly] does [us] good, ___! He
gives us rain from heaven, and
fruitful seasons. [He] fills our [bellies] with food and our hearts
with joy!” 18 Even with these words
barely restrain the crowd
from [the horrific madness of] sacrificing [animals] to them, ___.
[Barnabas & Paul]

Wasting animals is a pagan custom. It never had
anything to do with true Hebraism.

Jews Rush In And Get Paul Nearly
Murdered

19

*Then some Jewish

[thugs race

from Antioch and Iconic {Idol-Town}. The
[thugs] win over the crowd. So
the [crowd] stones Paul! They
drag him outside the city. [There
they leave him] for dead, ___.
their war-horses south into Lystra]

Here it's not clear whether Paul was actually dead.
He was definitely injured badly enough to be declared dead.

The disciples stand surround[praying and mourning his death]. Paul
[miraculously] rises up! He walks back into
the city. [His attackers' jaws drop, ___, seeing their
murder victim alive and smiling!] The next day
Paul & Barnabas {Prophet-Child} leave for
Derbe.
Paul and Barnabas Return to Enemy Territory
Acts 14:20

ing Paul,
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Barnabas {Prophet-Child} & Paul herald
[YAH's] amazing revelations to the city [of
Derbe]. They enlighten [thousands of people].
Then Barnabas & Paul return to [face death
in] Lustra, Idol-Town and Antioch. 22
21

*The apostles strengthen the
souls of the disciples, encouraging them to continue in the
faith. They repeat, “We must
[pass] through much tribulation
[to] enter the Kingdom of [Yahweh]
the Eloah, ___.”

Hey pew-sitters, you won't get into the Kingdom Of
Heaven by living a nice comfortable suburban life!

Barnabas {Prophet-Child} and Paul ordain elders in every Ekklesia. They
pray, while abstaining [from food and all worldly pleasures]. Then Barnabas & Paul [leave].
[They] entrust the disciples to [Yahweh] the
Adonai, in whom they [all put their] trust.
Paul & Barnabas Return to Syrian
Antioch
23

24 Barnabas {Prophet-Child} and Paul [trudge] throughout Pisidia. Then [they hike] back to [Asia-Minor's melting pot,]
Pamphylia [Mingled-People]. 25 Saul and Barnabas
{Prophet-Child} herald [YAH's] word [to the south] in Perga
{Tower}. Then [they hike] down [southwest] into [Turkey's coastal
tourist metropolis of] Attalia.
Tens of millions of tourists visit Attalia (Turkey's
largest resort-town) every year.

From Attalia, Barnabas {Prophet-Child}
and Saul sail [halfway across the Mediterranean sea
back east] toward [coastal] Antioch [Syria],
where the [disciples] had earlier commissioned them, ([entrusting them to the gracious
care] of [Yahweh] the Eloah) who makes
their mission successful. 27 [Finally] Barnabas {Prophet-Child} and Paul arrive [at
Antioch]. They gather the ekklesia together. They report everything [Yahweh] the
Eloah has done through them, how YAH
has opened the door of faith to [all] the
Nations! 28 Barnabas {Prophet-Child} and
Paul stay a long time with the disciples
in Antioch, ___.
26

Acts 15
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Judaizing Penis-Slicers Confuse The
Believers

*Some [Jews ride] downhill [north]
from Judea to Antioch, ___.
They teach the brothers [ridiculous
nonsense], “Unless you let a [Rabbi]
cut your penis according to the
custom ‘taught by Moses,’ you
can't be saved.”
1

A clear fallacy. Penile circumcision is child sexual
abuse, and was never commanded by YHVH nor
Moses. Moses REFUSED to cut his boys' penises!
He had a big fight with his wife about it!

So Paul and Barnabas {Prophet-Child}
sharply dispute and debate with the [circumcision-police] from Judaea. So [the brothers]
appoint Paul and Barnabas, along with
some other [believers], to travel uphill
[south] to Jerusalem to see [Judea's] apostles and elders about the [circumcision]
question. 3 So Barnabas {Prophet-Child}
and Paul and the other [believers] travel
on their mission [to Jerusalem]. As the
group passes through [the palm-country of]
Phonecia and Samaria [northern-Israel], the
[disciples] declare [to the locals] that [thousands]
of beast-nationals have turned [to belief in
the Hebrew Messiah]. This news brings great
joy to all the [Christian] brothers. 4 Barnabas {Prophet-Child} and Paul and the
other [believers] arrive at Jerusalem. [They
meet] the warm welcome of the ekklesia,
[including Judea's] apostles and elders. The
travelers report everything Yahweh did
through them [on their long, death-defying journey]. 5 Then, ___, some of the ‘believers’
who belong to the Pharisee party rise
up. [They scream], ‘The beast-nationals
must let us chop off their foreskins! The
beast-nations must be commanded to
[swear to] obey the law of Moses!’
2

Yes, the Mosaic Law is good and is a guide for life,
but the Sinai contract is not to be re-sworn. See
Galatians. And Moses never commanded penischopping anyway!
6 The apostles and elders meet to examine this [horrible, perverted, abusive legalistic nonsense] , ___.
Never, ever let anyone get a knife anywhere near
your child's genitals! Circumcision is horrible, inexcusable child abuse!
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After much disputing, Peter {Rock} rises up. He says to the [Ekklesia], “Men!
Brothers! You know how a good while
ago Yahweh made a choice among us,
that by [my] mouth the beast-nations
should hear and believe [YAH's] GoodNews message. 8 And Elohim, who
knows [everyone's] heart, gave [his] Sacred
Spirit to the [Gentiles], just as he gave [his
Sacred Spirit] to us [Jewish believers]. [Thus YAH]
bears witness that he accepts [repentant]
‘beast-nationals.’ 9 [YAH] puts no difference between us [Jewish believers] and the
[beast-nationals, ___]. [YAH] purifies [all of our]
hearts through faith. Acts 15:10 So now
why do you [religionists] test Yahweh? [You]
strap on the necks of the disciples [legal
bondage to Jewish tradition,] a yoke that neither
we nor our fore-fathers were able to
bear!

—then the remnant of mankind who
call on My Name, from any nation, finally seek [Me as their] Adonai,"
promises YAH, who accomplishes everything.’

Many Jews, Moses for example, hated and avoided
penile circumcision.

We believe that through the unmerited-favor of Master YahShua, the Messiah, [YAH] saves us [Jewish believers], just like
[he] saves [believing beast-nationals].” 12 The
whole assembly falls silent, listening to
Barnabas {Prophet-Child} and Paul declaring how, through them, Yahweh [keeps]
performing miracles and wonders
among the beast-nations. 13 Paul and

This is a beginning, not an exclusive list. Some lazy
‘believers’ think that if you abstain from these 4
things, you don't need to read and understand the
old Testament. That's absurd. See next verse.

11

21

7

Barnabas {Prophet-Child} finish [talking, ___]. James {HeelGrabber} speaks up: ‘Brothers, listen to me.
A true believers' meeting is a discussion, not a sermon.

Amos 9:11,12

From the beginning of all ages, Yahweh has known every work He would
later perform, ___. 19 So my judgment
is that we avoid troubling the beast-nationals who've turned to Yahweh. [Tell
18

them neither to cut their penises nor to swear to obey the

Instead we should
write to [the Gentile believers] to warn them
to abstain: from [the] pollution of idolatry, from [all forms of] fornication [sexual, legal, commercial, etc.], from [eating the meat of]
strangled [animals], and from [eating or drinking] blood.
Sinai Covenant.] Acts 15:20

For ages, Moses has had people in
every city who herald him, reading the
Torah in the synagogues every Sabbath
day.”
For the fine points of the Mosaic Law, the Gentiles
can go to the experts: the Jews. We all should
learn the deep truths of the Torah. Not to re-enter
the Sinai covenant, but to learn wisdom.

Jerusalem's Ekklesia Confirms
Freedom

—Simon [Peter] keeps declaring how
Yahweh has begun to visit the beastnations, to rescue out of [all nations] a [remnant] people [who bring glory to] His Name [by
living in His authority]. 15 —The words of the

22 Then the apostles and elders, with the whole
ekklesia, resolve to send Paul & Barnabas {ProphetChild} to Antioch with 2 chosen chief men among
the brothers: Judah {Celebrated} (called Barsabas
{Wished-for-son}) and Silas {Woodsman}.
Silas = Sylvan = Sylvanus.
23 The apostles and elders write letters (to send
with the messengers) like this: “[Jerusalem's] apostles,
elders and brothers send greetings to [you] Gentile
brothers in Antioch, [Highland] Syria and Cilicia [in Asia

prophets agree with this
writes: 16

ers’]

14

[egalitarian truth].

As

[Amos]

“After the [diaspora], I [Yahweh] return. I rebuild David's tent-sanctuary. I re-erect
it from ruins. [I] establish it [forever]—
The Temple which YHVH is building is made of people, not stones. YAH is not promising to rebuild
Solomon's grand temple, but David's humble ‘tent.’
17
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24 We hear that some [so-called ‘believwent out on forged authority from
us. They trouble you with blab. They
subvert your souls by saying you must
cut your genitals, and [legally swear] to
obey the Sinai {Bush} Code. We gave
them no such commandment, ___! 25
Minor].

We [apostles] assembled and unanimously agreed to
send chosen men to you with our beloved Barnabas
{Prophet-Child}
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ard their lives to [advance] the Name [& Authority] of our Master YahShua, [YAH's]
Messiah. 27 So we're sending Judas & Silas

to confirm by word of mouth what we're
writing. 28 For [it seems] good [to the] Holy Spirit, and
to us [elders], to lay upon you no greater burden than
{Woodsman}

[guidelines:] 29 Avoid [eating]
meat [from animals] sacrificed to idols. Never [drink or eat] blood, [and of course never shed innocent blood]. Avoid [eating meat from] strangled
[animals]. And avoid [all kinds of] fornication:
[legal, sexual, spiritual, etc.] You, ___, will do
well to avoid these [mistakes]. Farewell.”

the following crucial

Again, this is a beginning, not a final list. Peter
chose these 4 items because they were familiar
and universally taught in synagogues. There are
many other Old Testament commands which are
useful and valid. However, cutting your penis was
NEVER commanded by Moses. Contrary to Watchtower-Society misinterpretation, this is not a prohibition against emergency blood transfusion, for instance, in the case of a catastrophic car accident.
As a general rule, however, most people should
never have their skin punctured for any reason. Almost every physical problem can and should be
cured without puncturing the body.

Paul & Barnabas Deliver The Freedom Message

Acts 15:30

send off Paul & Barnabas
and the other [missionaries]. The [group]
travel [north] to [coastal] Antioch [Syria]. [There they] gather
the [believers'] group together. [They] deliver [Peter's] letter. 31 [Paul and Barnabas] read the letter. The crowd [of
believers] rejoice over its encouragement, ___.
Happy they didn't have to cut their penises.
[The Ekklesia]

{Prophet-Child}

Judah and Silas {Woodsman}, being
prophets also themselves, give lots of
strengthening encouragement to the
brothers. 33 Paul and Barnabas {Prophet-Child} and
32

company stay a while in Antioch, ___. Then the
Antioch brothers send [Paul's] group back [south] to the
Ekklesia in Jerusalem. 34 But Silas {Woodsman} decides to stay in Antioch.
This verse not found in the majority of the Greek
Manuscripts.

Paul & Barnabas {Prophet-Child} stay in
Antioch with many other [believers]. [They]
teach and herald the word of Adonai
[Yahweh].
Paul Begins His 2nd Missionary
Journey Solo
36 Days pass. Paul says to Barnabas
{Prophet-Child}, “Let's go [west] again and
visit our brothers in every city where
we previously heralded the Word of
35
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the Adonai. Let's see how the
brothers are doing.” 37 Barnabas {Prophet[Yahweh]

Child} [argues]

to bring JAHn (a.k.a. Mark) on the jour-

But Paul argues it's unwise to take JAHn-Mark, who deserted
[Paul and Barnabas] in Pamphylia [Turkey].
(JAHn-Mark had [chosen not to] continue
with [Paul and Barnabas] in the [gospel] work.)
39 The contention [flames up] so sharply
between Paul and Barnabas {ProphetChild} that [Paul and Barnabas] part company,
___. So Barnabas takes [John-]Mark.
They sail [southwest] to Cyprus. Acts 15:40
ney with Paul. 38

Paul chooses Silas {Woodsman}. Their friends [ritually]
“offer them up,” [entrusting them] to Yahweh's divine influence. Then [Paul & Silas hike east] out of [Antioch]. 41 Paul
[and friends hike east] through [Highland] Syria and [northwest
through] Cilicia, strengthening the ekklesiae.
Paul hikes on foot far further than Jesus ever did.

Acts 16
Paul & Friends Hike Mediterranean
Countries

1

Paul [hikes] to Derbe. Then he
to Lustra, to the [home] of a disciple
named Timothy {YAH's-Treasure}. (Timothy's mother
is a [Messianic] Jewish believer. But Timothy's father is
a Greek.)
Timothy = Dear to YHVH.
2 The brothers at Lystra and Iconium {Idol-Town}
[In Cilicia (Eastern Turkey),]

[hikes on west]

{YAH's-Treasure}. 3 Paul
wants to take Timothy {YAH's-Treasure}
along on the journey. So Paul ‘circumcises’ Timothy [to pacify] the Jews who live
in that area, because the Jews all know
that Timothy's father is a Greek.

speak well of Timothy

Given that the believers, including Paul, had just
agreed against circumcision, it's highly unlikely
that Paul made any significant cut on Timothy's
‘member’. #4059 peritemno is a general word
meaning ‘cut around.’ It does not specifically mention what is cut. Assuming Paul cut anyone's penis,
it was a horrible mistake. No one should ever cut
any penis outside of a rare medical emergency.
Because the word 'circumcision' has various connotations, it is not clear whether Paul performed a
complete foreskin resection, which is genital mutilation, or if Paul made a small medically-and-functionally-insignificant cut on the foreskin of Timothy's penis, or if Paul merely performed some symbolic holiness ritual. What is clear is that shortly after this, Paul clearly forbade all genital cutting.

Paul and Timothy {YAH's-Treasure} travel from town to town, delivering the
4
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guidelines (given by the apostles and
elders in Jerusalem) for the people to
live by.
Guidelines which specifically rejected genital circumcision.

So the ekklesiae become established
in the faith. They increase in number
every day, ___. 6 Paul & Timothy {YAH's-Trea5

travel throughout Phrygia [western Turkey]. They
near Galatia [notheastern Turkey]. But Sacred Spirit keeps
Paul and Timothy from heralding [YAH's] Word [further]
in [eastern] Asia Minor, ___. 7 Paul and Timothy
{YAH's-Treasure} [hike west across Asia-Minor] to Mysia, [near northern Greece]. Then they try to [hike northeast] into Bithynia
[on the Black Sea]. But the Spirit of YahShua stops them.
8 So Paul and Timothy {YAH's-Treasure} bypass Mysia.
[They trudge] down [west] to [the seaport at] the [Grecian] plain
of Troy.
sure}

At The Trojan Horse Site, Paul Sees
A Vision
9 In the night a vision appears to Paul:
A man from Macedonia {Northern-Greece}
stands begging Paul, “Come over [west]
to Macedonia. Help us!” Acts 16:10 Paul
understands the vision, ___. [He]
convinces [us fellow-travelers] that the Adonai [Yahweh] has called us to herald [His]
Great News to the [Macedonians]. So we
get ready at once to [hike northwest] from
[Troy]. 11 From the plain of Troy we put [a hired ship]
out into [the Aegean] sea, ___. We sail straight [northwest] for [the isle of] Samothrace. The next day [we sail]
further northwest to Neapolis [New-Town, in Macedonia]. 12
From Neapolis {New-City} we [hike northwest] to Philippi
{Horse-City} (a Roman colony and the leading city of
that district of Macedonia). We stay in Philippi several days, ___. 13 On the Sabbath we [hike] outside
the city-gate to the river. We look for a [quiet] place
to pray. We sit down. [We] start talking to the wom-
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self into whichever you like, and we'll meet for coffee.’

Paul Exorcizes A Psychic Possessed
Slave Girl
16 One day as we're [hiking] to the place
of prayer, we get intercepted by a slave
girl possessed with a spirit by which
she predicts the future, ___. (She
earns her owners a great deal of money
by fortune-telling.) 17 The possessed girl follows Paul and us [other missionaries], shouting, ‘These
men are servants of [Yahweh] the Most High Eloha.

The
possessed girl keeps shouting for many
days, ___. Finally she grinds Paul's patience [to dust]. He spins around. He says
to the [evil] spirit, ‘In the name of
YahShua [the] Messiah, I command you
to come out of her!’ At that moment the
[evil] spirit [flies out of] the girl! 19 The owners of the [psychic] slave girl realize that
their hope of making money [from the girl's
occult power] is gone, ___. The girl's owners seize Paul and Silas {Woodsman}.
They drag them into the marketplace,
[screaming,] “To the Archons!”
The Girl's Owners Get Paul & Silas
Beaten
Acts 16:20 The girl's masters [drag] Paul
and Silas {Woodsman} to the magistrates. [The slave-masters lie,] “These [dirty] Jew
men are throwing our city into an uproar! 21 [These Jews] teach customs unlawful for us Roman [subjects] to accept or
practice!”
They're telling you the way to be saved!’ 18

Among the women listening is a lady who sells [fine] purple
cloth: Lydia from the city of Thyatira
{Daughter-City}. Lydia lives in awe of
Adonai [Yahweh] the Eloah, ___. So [YAH]
opens [Lydia's] heart to respond to Paul's
[gospel] message. 15 [So] we baptize Lydia
and the members of her household,
___. Then Lydia begs us, “If you consider me faithful [to Yahweh] The Adonai,
come into my house. Lodge there.” She

Not true: nothing we Hebrews teach is against any
Law. However, our way of life stands foreign to the
world's commercial statutes which they label ‘laws.’
So when you teach people in the world-system to
follow YHVH's Word, they accuse you of being an
unpatriotic law-breaker. The accusers who shout
loudest against you are people who make money
from false religion.

[keeps insisting. So we go home with her.]

& Silas's blood spurts onto the gaping faces of the watching men, women and children.]

en gathered there. 14

True Christians offer warm beds to visitors. Not,
‘there are many hotels near our home. Book your-
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The crowd rise up together to attack
Paul and Silas {Woodsman}. The judges
[order police to] rip off Paul and Silas's
clothes, ___. Then [the police] beat Paul &
Silas with bats! [The bats open up wounds. Paul's
22

As the Messiah commanded, Paul and Silas turn
the other cheek in the face of repeated blows. Even
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though Paul and Silas were muscle-bound athletes,
due to their hiking thousands of miles.

The bats tear Paul and Silas’s skin
[into stripes of blood and meat, ___]. The judges
throw Paul and Silas into prison, [screaming] at the jailer, “Keep these [terrorists] securely [chained, or we'll detach your head]!”
An Earthquake Breaks Paul & Silas
Out Of Jail
24 The jailer, obeying this order, thrusts
Paul and Silas {Woodsman} into the inner
prison, ___. He fastens their feet in
the stocks. 25 *At midnight [the mor23

Paul and Silas
{Woodsman} pray and sing praises to Yahweh. The [other] prisoners [sit jaw-dropped,] hearing the [disciples' supernatural joy and courage] .
tally wounded]

Supernatural miracles begin with massive, unsolvable problems that you answer by singing praise
and prayer.

*Suddenly, ___, [the ground shakes
in] a violent earthquake! The
prison foundations quake! At
once all the [jail] doors fly open.
All the prisoners' chains [fly]
loose! 27 The jailer startles awake
26

from his sleep. He sees the prison
doors open. He draws out his sword,
preparing to kill himself, supposing the
prisoners have escaped. 28 But Paul cries
with a loud voice, ‘Don't harm yourself! We're all
here!’

The Jailer & His Family Repent &
Get Saved
29 The jailer [screams,] “Lights!” He rushes
into [the cell]. He falls trembling at [the feet
of] Paul and Silas {Woodsman}. Acts 16:30
The jailer escorts Paul and Silas
{Woodsman} out [of the prison]. He asks,
“Sirs, what must I do to be saved?” 31
Paul and Silas {Woodsman} answer, “Put
your entire trust in Master YahShua [the]
Messiah. Then [YAH] will save you. Everyone in your whole household [can do
the same].”
This is often misinterpreted to mean that the jailer's repentance caused the salvation of his entire
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family. But Paul meant that each member of the
jailer's household could [and would] make a personal decision to follow Christ.

Paul and Silas {Woodsman} speak the
word of Adonai [Yahweh] to the jailer and
to everyone in his house.
32

Christianity = compassionately loving the people
who trouble you the most.

Right then, in the night, the jailer
takes Paul and Silas {Woodsman}[to the water-trough]. He washes their cut, [torn, ragged
skin]. Then immediately [the disciples] baptize the jailer and all his [family], ___. 34
The jailer ushers Paul and Silas
{Woodsman} into his house. He sets a
meal before them, ___. He leaps [up and
down] for joy over himself and his whole
family coming to trust in [Yahweh] the
ELoah.
33

Just like ‘Gihl’ in Hebrew, the Greek ‘agalliao’
means jump for joy, not merely the abstract and
lifeless ‘rejoice.’ Biblical rejoicing is a strenuous
physical sport that cannot be done in pews without
harming people or property. That's why Satan's religionists put pews in church, to keep you from truly rejoicing.

Paul & Silas Insist On Going Back
To Trial!
35 At daybreak, the judges send their soldiers [to the
jail], ordering “Let those men [Paul and Silas] go.” 36 So
the jailer tells Paul, ‘The magistrates just ordered
[me] to release you and Silas {Woodsman}. Now you

Paul tells the soldiers, “The judges have, without trial,
openly beaten us Roman-born [men] and
cast us into prison. And now they
thrust us out in secret? No! Let the
judges come themselves and fetch us
out!”
can leave. Go in peace.’ 37

The word ‘citizen’ is often incorrectly inserted here
in Bible translations. ‘Citizen’ can mean ‘freeman.’
But in decaying cultures, ‘citizen’ comes to mean
‘legally-bound subject.’ Paul is Rhomaios (Roman-Born) but not ‘Roman’ in the sense of being a
legally-bound subject-citizen of Rome. For Paul has
been born again into the Kingdom of YHVH. So any
association between Paul and Rome was merely
due to his physical body having originated in a territory (Tarsus) claimed by Rome.
38 The officers report Paul's words to the magistrates. The magistrates fear [the wrath of Caesar] when
they hear that Paul and Silas {Woodsman} were Roman-born.
‘Citizens’ is not in the Greek text and is a huge
translational error. Paul and Silas were Rhomaios
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(Roman-born), physically speaking. But they had
‘died’ to their previous legal obligations and privileges of subject-‘citizenship’ in the Roman Empire.
All true believers are born again into a fresh legal
domicile: the Kingdom of Heaven.

The Judges Beg Paul & Silas To
Leave Town
39 The magistrates come and escort
Paul and Silas {Woodsman} from the
prison, begging them to leave the city,
___. Acts 16:40 Paul and Silas {Woodsman}
[run] from the prison, ___. Then they
[hike] to Lydia's house. Inside they visit
and comfort the brothers. Then they
[backpack west] from [Philippi].

Acts 17

lewd characters. [They] form a mob. The
[mob] incite a riot in the city. The [Jews]
assault the house of Jason {Curer}. [The
thugs] intend to haul Paul & Silas
{Woodsman} out to [die by the hands of] the
[murderous] crowd. 6 *Failing to find
Paul and Silas {Woodsman}, the
mob drag Jason {Curer} and oth-

er [Christian] brothers to the rulers
of the city, crying, “These [men]
who have turned the world upside down have now invaded
[our city]!
True Christianity turns the world upside down.
False Christianity milks the world for tithing donations.

Paul & Woodsman Invade The WarGod's City
1 Paul and Silas {Woodsman} [hike on southwest through Macedonia (Northern-Greece)] , ___. They pass through Amphipolis [River-Wrapped-City] and Apollonia [the city of arch-demon Apollon]. Then they [hike slightly west] to the Jewish synagogue in ThessaloNike [city of the conquering War-God]. 2

Like always, Paul walks in to [meet with]
the Jews. For 3 Sabbath days [3 weeks]
Paul reasons with the Jews from the
scriptures, ___.

When's the last time you, Christian, reasoned with
Jews from the scriptures, in a synagogue? Never,
right? Why? Are you afraid you'll get beaten and
jailed, like Paul? No: you're afraid of social embarrassment.

Paul explains and proves that [the]
Messiah had to suffer, and rise again
from the dead, ___. [Paul says,] “This
YahShua, whom I herald to you, is
[YAH's] Messiah.”
3

Paul did not say that Jesus was Jehovah/God in the
flesh, nor any other such nonsense.

Some of the Jews believe [in YahShua].
So [they] join Paul and Silas {Woodsman},
as do a great multitude of devout
Greeks, and a considerable number of
prominent women.
4

The converts believe that Jesus was the Messiah
sent by YHVH, not that Jesus is YHVH incarnate.

Jews Stir The War-God's City Into A
Riot
5 But some Jews [refuse to] believe, ___.
Moved with envy, they round up crude,
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*—Jason {Curer} harbors in his house [the terrorists] Paul and Silas
{Woodsman}! They all
commit [crimes] against
the decrees of Caesar.
They boast [allegiance to their
rebel] king, some [goon
named] YahShua.”
7

There you have the primary controversy: We follow
another King. If we order our lives scripturally, we
avoid becoming legally-bound-subjects to the
world's leaders. So when the world's leaders conscript us to fight in their wars and support their
doomed, un-biblical social programs, we say ‘no.’
So they want to kill us. We don't participate in
their rip-off fiat-money schemes, so they abandon
us to die. But by joyfully living outside of their benefit-system, we prove that YHVH is real.

By [belching] these [slanderous lies,] those
lewd fellows throw the people and the
rulers of the city into an uproar, ___. 9
The rulers collect security [bail money]
from Jason {Curer} and the other (believers) [to ensure these believers will return to
court], ___. Then the rulers release the
[believers].
Paul Evades Court, Flees From Cops
To Berea
8
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The brothers immediately send
Paul & Silas {Woodsman} away [southwest]
by night, ___. [Paul & Silas run from the corrupt
cops. They pass the coastline.] Finally they reach
Berea, [a city at the base of Mount Olympus]. [Then
Paul & Silas again risk certain death by] walking into
the Jewish synagogue!
Acts 17:10

Paul and Silas run away from a legal court order.
They cross ‘state lines.’ Then they stomp straight
to the HQ of their murderers!

*These (Berean Jews)
prove more noble than
the [Jews] in
Thessalonica, ___. The
[Bereans] receive [YAH's]
word with complete
readiness of mind. They
search the scriptures
daily to see if what Paul
says is true.
11

Do you search the scriptures daily? Why not?

So, ___, many Berean Jews believe
along with a considerable number of honorable Greek women and
Greek men.
The War-God's Jews Riot Against
Paul In Berea
13 But soon the Jews of Thessalonica
learn that Paul is heralding the word of
Yahweh at Berea. So those Jews [race
southwest] to Berea. There they agitate
and stir up [another] mob [to attack Paul]. 14 So
12

[in Christ],

the brothers immediately send Paul [east] to the seacoast. Meanwhile, Silas {Woodsman} and Timothy
{YAH's-Treasure} stay [facing death] at Berea.

Paul Flees To School Athenian
Philosophers
15 The [Berean brothers] escort Paul [far south]
to Athens. They bring back Paul's request for Silas {Woodsman} and Timothy
{YAH's-Treasure} to race [south] to Paul as
fast as possible. So Silas and Timotheus [hike] out of [Berea toward Athens]. 16
Paul waits for Silas {Woodsman} and
Timothy {YAH's-Treasure} at Athens. He
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sees the city completely surrendered to
idolatry, ___. So his spirit boils, [stoked
with anger]. 17 So Paul reasons in the synagogue with the Jews, and with [other]
devout people. [He heralds truth] in the market (daily) with [any] people [willing to]
meet with him, ___. 18 Then some Epicurean and Stoic philosophers encounter Paul. Some ask, “What is this
babbler trying to say?” Others say,
“Paul seems to be advocating foreign
gods,” (because Paul heralds to them
[about] YahShua, and the resurrection,
___). 19 The philosophers escort Paul to
the Hill of Mars [the War God]. They ask,
“Please show us this new teaching you
present.
Areopagus = from Ares (the name of the Greek deity of war), from 4078; rock of Ares, a place in
Athens: Mars' Hill.
Acts 17:20 —You're bringing some strange [thoughts]
to our ears. We want to know what your [Messianic

(All the Athenians and the
foreigners living there [in Athens] spend
their time doing nothing but talking
about and listening to the latest intellectual fads, ___.)
ideas]

mean.” 21

Like the intellectuals around you.

So Paul stands on the middle of Mars’
hill. He [shouts], “You men of Athens, I
perceive that in every way you're very
religious. 23 For as I pass by, looking in
fascination at your shrines, I find an altar with this inscription: ‘UNKNOWN
[agnostos] Elohim.’ So I'll [paint you a mental picture] of the [character of the Elohim] you ignorantly worship: 24 *[Yahweh] the
22

Eloah, who made the cosmos
and all things therein, (since
he is Adonai of heaven and
earth,) does not dwell in temples made by hands, ___. 25
*Nor is YAH served by men's
hands, as though YAH needed
anything, seeing He gives life,
and breath, and everything
else, to all [beings in every universe]. 26
*Of one blood[line], Yahweh
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made all nations of men living
on the face of the whole earth,
___. [YAH] fore-determined [all of
our lifetimes and epochs]. YAH has fixed
the limits of human territories
and the periods when [each of]
mankind's people-groups flourish.

leaves the meeting of the [Athenian] Philosophers,
___. 34 However, some men join Paul by entrusting [their lives to YahShua]. Among them are Dionysius
{Reveler} (a member of the War-God-Hill [Council],)
and a woman named Damaris [Tame], and others
with them, ___.
Dionysis=Bacchus. Areopagite = member of the
court held on Mars' Hill.

Acts 18

All ‘races’ are brothers.

*Yahweh [made us] humans so
we would seek Him and perhaps reach out for Him and
find Him. Yet YAH is not far
from any one of us, ___. 28

Paul Helps Eagle Make Tents In
Corinth

27

*For ‘in Yahweh we live,
and move, and have our
being.’ As also some of
your own poets have
said, ‘We are [the Creator's]
offspring.’ 29 *So, since we
are Yahweh's ‘offspring,’ we
should never think that the Divine [being] is like gold, or silver,
or stone, engraved by art and
man's device, ___.
‘Theios’ is often rendered with the confusing
Catholic code-word: Godhead.

In the past Yahweh overlooked
such ignorance, ___. But now YAH
commands all men every where to repent. 31 *YAH has established a
Acts 17:30

day when He will judge the
world's [actions. He comes to compare our sin
to the perfect] righteousness of
[YahShua,] the man He ordained
[Messiah]. YAH gave proof of this
to all men by raising this man
[YahShua] from the dead.” 32 When
hear [Paul speak] of
the resurrection of the dead, some
mock. But others say, “We'll hear [Paul
teach] again on this subject.” 33 Then Paul
[these Athenian philosophers]
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1 After [teaching the Greek Philosophers about YahShua,] Paul [backpacks] out of Athens, ___. He [hikes 78 km west] to [another

Corinth. 2 Paul [goes to] meet a Jew
named Aquila {Eagle}, [a man] born [by the
sea] in Pontus, [in Asia Minor]. Eagle and his
wife Priscilla {Ancient-One} have recently
fled [east] from Italy because [inept Roman
Emperor] Claudius issued an [evil] decree
expelling all the Jews from Rome, ___.
Paul [hikes across Corinth] to see Eagle &
Priscilla. 3 Paul, like [Eagle and Priscilla,]
knows how to make tents, ___. So
Paul stays [for a short visit]. He works with
them [to make himself a backpack tent].
Greek city:]

Paul did not spend that much time making tents.
He was too busy evangelizing. People use this tentmaking verse to justify their lives of worldly employment to fund their fruitless residential consumerism. A believer is to give his life fully to the
work of the Gospel, not ‘tent-making.’ However, literal tent-making (and repairing) skill is very important. True believers sell their homes. So they often
sleep outside. Plus, YHVH still commands all humans to observe the Tent Feast. Drought is the
penalty for refusing to camp out at the Tent Festival.

Paul Enlightens The Corinthian
Jews
4 Every Sabbath, Paul [risks his life] in the
synagogue, ___. He reasons [with the people who want to kill him]. [He] persuades both
Jews and Greeks [to believe in YahShua].
You should go to the Synagogues to reason with
the Jews, to convince them that Yahshua is their
Messiah. Then you'll know what it feels like to put
your life, economic security and reputation in danger.

Finally Silas {Woodsman} and Timothy
{Lover-Of-YAH}[trudge] into [Corinth] from
5

Macedonia. Paul [feels][YAH's] spirit pressing him [to evangelize]. So, [risking death,] Paul
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testifies to the Jews that YahShua is
Hebrew] Messiah.

[the

See, Paul did not spend much of his time making
tents. Paul was not a salaried tent-making employee working toward retirement. Paul quickly made
some tents, then went back to every believer's real
job: heralding the Good News.

Corinth's Jews Blaspheme YHVH
and Reject Paul

Jews [seal their own
doom by] blaspheming [against Yahweh],
___. So Paul shakes his clothing, while declaring to those
Jews, “Your blood-guilt [rests] on
your own heads. I'm clean!
From now on I go [herald YAH's Good
News] to the [Non-Jewish] beast-nations.” 7 Paul leaves the synagogue, ___.
6

*Yet

[Corinth's]

Then [he stomps] next door to the house of Titius
Just, a [man who lives in] awe of Yahweh.

[the]

Paul Teaches In Corinth For 18
Months
8 [Defying banishment and death,] Crispus {Crisp},
the chief ruler of the synagogue, and
his entire household, [put their] faith in
Master [YahShua]. Many of the Corinthians
who hear [the gospel] trust [YahShua]. So
they get baptized. 9 *Then, ___, in

the night, Adonai [Yahweh] speaks
to Paul via a vision:
“Never be afraid. Speak. Don't
be silent.
Acts 18:10

—For I'm [always] with you. No man is
going to attack and harm you [here]. For
I have many people [on my side] in this
city.”
11 [So] Paul stays in Corinth a year and 6
months, teaching the word [of Yahweh] the
Eloah among the Corinthians.
Lying Jews Drag Paul To A Roman
Court
12 [During this time, when Roman officer] Gallio
serves as the [Emperor's] deputy over
Achaia {Greece}, the Jews wage a united
attack against Paul, ___. They [drag]
him into the [court] judgment seat. 13 [The
Jews lie], “This fellow [Paul] persuades men
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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to worship Elohim in
the law.”

[ways that]

violate

Scoffers lie to the Romans, claiming that we Hebrews don't get licenses required by Law; that we
evade lawful taxes, etc. The same scoffers lie to
the Jews, saying that we Christians don't guard the
Law of Moses. All lies.

The Lazy Roman Judge Refuses To
Help Anyone
14 As Paul is about to open his mouth,
Gallio [scolds] the Jews, “If you Jews were
making a complaint about [breach of] equity or [a] damaging crime, reason
would [dictate] that I should patiently
hear your [complaint].
Roman Law attempts to improve on Hebrew Law.
Roman Civil law gets you into its jurisdiction by
selling you equity. The Hebrew Law does not promise fairness. Life is not fair. Life is where you get to
respond to unfairness with love. That's the point of
life.
15 But if this is a question of words and names,
and of your [Jewish] law, you [priests] look to it. I won't
be a judge of such [religious] matters.”
The judge wants to limit his court-cases to those
controversies in which he has clear jurisdiction in
law or 'equity' so that he can steer clear of complications and get back to the golf course, wine, food,
vacation and bed.

So Gallio [orders his soldiers] to throw the
Jews out of court, ___. 17 [Suddenly] all
the Greeks grab Sosthenes {SafeStrength}, the [new] chief ruler of the synagogue. [They] beat him [over and over again
with sticks] in front of [Gallio's] judgment
seat. But Gallio shows no concern
whatever, ___.
16

Gallio is showing that civil government does not
care about the needs of its citizens, unless the citizen is filthy rich.

Paul Sails To Evangelize Jews In
Syria

18 After this, Paul stays [working] in Corinth a good
while, ___. Then Paul leaves the brothers. [He] sails
[far east] to [Highland] Syria with Priscilla {Ancient-One} and
Aquila {Eagle}. Before Paul sails, he has [a priest] cut
his hair off at [coastal] Cenchrea {Millet-City} because of
a vow he'd taken [years] before.
Note, Paul didn't take a vow; he completed an earlier vow. Taking a vow would be against Yahshua's
commands. Failing to fulfill a previous lawful vow is
also a sin. You shouldn't promise anything, because you have to do what you promise, unless doing it would violate Law.

Paul arrives at Ephesus [in Turkey]. He
leaves Priscilla {Ancient-One} and Eagle
19
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there, [to protect their safety]. Then Paul himself [risks death by] walking [right] into the
synagogue and reasoning with the
Jews.
First thing, go to the Jews. Even if you are called to
the Gentiles. Partly because the Jews are the ones
who understand the fundamental Hebrew basis for
Christian beliefs.

Then the Jews ask Paul to stay
longer with them. But Paul withholds
consent, ___.
Acts 18:20

Perhaps sensing they are baiting him for a secret
ambush.

Paul Returns To Jerusalem For
Passover
21 Paul bids the Jews farewell, saying, “I
have to keep the upcoming [Hebrew] feast
in Jerusalem, or die trying. But I'll return again to you, if [Yahweh] the Eloah
wills.” So Paul sails from Ephesus [in Turkey][to Palestine].
Paul, a new Testament Christian, risks his life on a
long perilous journey to keep an “Old Testament”
Hebrew feast. The feasts are relevant to life in the
Kingdom of YHVH. So seek out a Hebrew-Roots or
Jewish group and celebrate the feasts with them.
Keep the good, discard the bad.

Paul lands at Caesarea [Maritima], ___.
Then he [hikes] up [southeast to Jerusalem. There
he] embraces the Ekklesia. [He risks death by
heralding the gospel at the Jewish feast.] Then, [fleeing stones, he hikes] far [northwest] to Antioch
[Syria].
Paul Returns To Believers In Antioch, etc.
23 Paul spends some time [heralding] in
Antioch. Then [he] hikes out [east] to
travel over all the country of Galatia
and Phrygia. [He retraces his old tracks, one town
after another], strengthening all the disciples.

This man Apollos is well-educated in
the way of Adonai [Yahweh]. With great
spiritual fervor, [Apollos] diligently speaks
and teaches the [truths] of Adonai. But
Apollos [as yet] knows only [about] baptizing [people with water,] like JAHn the
[Immerser]. 26 Apollos starts [endangering his life
by] speaking boldly [about YahShua] in the
[Ephesian] synagogue. Aquila {Eagle} and
Priscilla {Ancient-One} hear Apollos. They
immediately invite him to their home.
There they fill in some gaps in his
knowledge of the way of [Yahweh] the
Eloah. 27 Apollos decides to travel [west]
to Achaia {Greece}. So the brothers encourage Apollos. [They] write the disciples there to welcome him. In Achaia,
Apollos becomes a great help to the
[people] who through [YAH's] influence entrust [their lives to YahShua]. 28 For Apollos
[risks death by] powerfully and publicly convincing the Jews, proving by the scriptures that YahShua is [their] Messiah.
25

Acts 19

22

Disciples need to be planted and watered and
weeded. Galatia=Galactic.

Converted Jew Apollos Powerfully
Teaches
24 [Meanwhile] a Jew named Apollos, born
in Alexandria, travels to Ephesus [in Turkey]. Apollos is an eloquent man, mighty
in [powerful knowledge of] the [Hebrew]
scriptures, ___.
Apollos = from the pagan deity Apollon (i.e. the
sun, the destroyer god.)
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Paul Hikes To Bring Sacred Spirit
To Turkey
1 Apollos [risks death to herald truth] at Corinth, ___.
Meanwhile, Paul [hikes] the road [west] through the
[Turkey's] interior. Finally [Paul trudges] into [coastal]
Ephesus [in southwest Turkey]. There he finds some [of
disciples. 2 Paul asks the disciples, “Have you received Sacred Spirit
since you put your faith [in YahShua]?” The
disciples answer, “We haven't even
heard that Sacred Spirit exists.”
YahShua's struggling]

Sacred Spirit not only feels better than anything
the world can offer, ‘it’ fills you with unconditional
love for everyone. If you don't have it, get it!
Nothing else comes even close.
3 Paul asks the disciples, “So into what were you
immersed?” The disciples answer, “Into JAHn's baptism.”
The Baptism that really makes the difference is
when you fill up with YAH's Spirit.

Paul replies, “JAHn [the baptizer] authentically immersed [people] with the baptism
of repentance. Plus, [John] told people
they should entrust [their lives] to
YahShua, [the Messiah] who would soon ar4
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[to give spirit-immersion. It's way beyond wa-

When the disciples hear this,
they become immersed in the nameAuthority of Master YahShua. 6 *Paul
ter-baptism!] 5

lays his hands upon the disciples. Immediately the Sacred
Spirit floods into them. So they
speak [intelligibly] in [discernible] languages [they never knew before]! They
prophesy. [They explain cryptic scriptures,
___. They foretell future events!] 7 In all, about 12
[of these Ephesian] men [gain these spiritual powers] , ___.
Make a big history-shaking impact with just a few
believers.

The Ephesian Synagogue Rejects
Paul's Gospel

into the
[Ephesian] synagogue, ___. [Against
intense religionite opposition,] he speaks
boldly for over 3 months, reasoning persuasively about the
Kingdom of [Yahweh] the Eloah.
8

*Paul

[defies death by walking]

Faith makes sense. Every facet of your belief system should be reasonable and logical.

[people in the synagogue] grow
They refuse to believe,
___. Facing the crowds, they speak evil
of the “Way” [of YahShua]. So Paul leaves
the synagogue. He takes the disciples
with him. They [hold] dialogues daily in
the [school] assembly hall of [a man named]
Tyrannus {Tyrant}.

9

But some

[hard-hearted].

THere's never a need to build a church building.

Paul [counsels disciples in Tyrant's hall and
elsewhere] for 2 years. So, ___, all people
living in Asia [Minor], including Jews and
Greeks, [eventually] hear the word of Master [YahShua]!
Paul Works Mighty Miracle Healing
& Exorcism
11 [Yahweh] the Eloah performs special
miracles through the hands of Paul: 12
To the sick, people bring handkerchiefs
or aprons which Paul has touched. Immediately the diseases and evil spirits
[fly] out of the sick people, ___!
Impostor Exorcists Get Beat Up By
Demons
Acts 19:10
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*Then some vagabond Jewish exorcists try to invoke the
name of Master YahShua over
people possessed by evil spirits. The [exorcists shout], “We [place you
13

demons under our oath-bound jurisdiction]

through [the authority of] YahShua,
[the god] whom Paul heralds!”
adjure
14

7 sons of (Jewish chief priest) Sceva

{Lefty}[foolishly attempt to perform exorcisms in the
name of YahShua],

___.

Sceva = left-handed.

*But the evil spirit answers,
“YahShua I know, and Paul I
know; but who are you
[impostors]?” 16 *Then the man possessed by the evil spirit leaps
on the [Jewish exorcists]. He overpowers them all, ___. [He] gives
them such a beating that they
run out of the house naked and
bleeding! 17 The account of [this hilarious
15

grows famous among
all the Jews and Greeks living at Ephesus [in Turkey]. So fear falls on all [the people], ___. The name of the Master
YahShua grows highly revered.
Many New Believers Renounce Occult Arts
18 Soon many [new] believers come [to the
fellowship]. They confess [their faith, ___].
They publicly admit their evil practices.
violent botched exorcism]

*Many [people] who previously
practiced occult arts bring their
[sorcery] books together and burn
them in public, ___. They calculate the price of the burned
books at 50 thousand pieces of
silver!
19

The books were worth about two lifetimes' wages.

So the word of [Yahweh] the
Adonai spreads widely. It prevails in
power, ___.
Acts 19:20
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Paul Works In Asia & Sends Out
Missionaries
21 Later, Paul, [guided by YAH's] Spirit, resolves to [hike west] through Macedonia
{Northern-Greece} and Achaia {Greece}
and then [to sail] on [back east] to
Jerusalem. Paul says, “After I [risk death
challenging rogue Jews in] Jerusalem, I must
[risk death by challenging the occultist Imperialists in]

Rome.” 22 So Paul stays in the province
of Asia [Minor] a little while, ___. He
sends two of his helpers, (Timothy
{YAH's-Treasure} and Erastus {Beloved}),
to Macedonia {Northern-Greece}.
Diana's Idol-Makers Stir Up Anti-Christ Hate
23 About that time there arises a great
furor against [the Christian movement, which everyone calls] “The Way.” 24 [Greece boils up in AntiChristian rage. It starts with] a man named
Demetrius {Devoted-to-Demeter}, a silversmith, who makes silver shrines for [the
‘goddess’] Diana. [Demetrius] keeps many [idolmaking] artisans in business. 25 *The

silversmith calls together the
idol-related artisans and workmen. He [growls], “Men, you know
that this [occult] craft brings us
our wealth. 26 *—And you see
and hear that [here] at Ephesus
[in Turkey] and almost throughout
all Asia, this [fundamentalist terrorist,]
Paul has persuaded and turned
away many [customers], claiming
that [idols] made with hands [can't
channel] gods at all!
Paul was not tolerant of the pagans' multicultural
pluralistic society. Why are you?

*—So our [idol-]craft is in danger of coming to nothing. And
also the temple of the great
goddess Diana will be discredited. So the goddess herself,
whom [devotees] worship throughout the province of Asia and
27
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the world, will be robbed of her
divine majesty.” 28 *The idol-builders hear this [accusation against
Paul]. So they boil over in wrath,
___. They cry out. [They] shout,
“Great is Diana, [goddess] of the
Ephesians!”
If you want to embroil a similar controversy in your
church, propose celebrating Passover instead of
Easter. (Easter is the cutesy name for Ishtar/Astarte, a goddess roughly equivalent to Diana.)

The Whole City Mob Christians In A
Theater
29 Soon the whole city [rages] into an uproar, ___. The pagans seize Gaius
{Rejoicer} and Aristarchus {Top-Ruler},
(Paul's traveling companions from
Macedonia {Northern-Greece}). The [mob]
rush as one man into the theater. Acts
19:30 Paul [tries] to appear before the
crowd, ___. But the disciples [hold] him
back, [fearing the mob will massacre him]. 31
Some of the [local Asian] officials, Paul's
friends, send [a message] to [Paul], begging
him not to enter the [death-chamber] theater. 32 The assembly [scrambles] in confusion. Some [idolaters] shout one thing.
Some [scream] another. Most of the people don't even know why they've [rushed
into the theater, ___]. 33 The Jews push
Alexander {Man-Defender} to the front [of
the theater]. Factions in the crowd egg
Alexander on. Alexander beckons with
his hand, trying to make his defense to
the throng. 34 Then the crowd realize
that Alexander {Man-Defender} is a Jew.
So with one voice the crowd cries out
for about 2 hours, “Great is Diana
[Artemis], [goddess] of the Ephesians!”
A Wise City Clerk Averts Massive
Carnage
35 The city-clerk quiets the crowd. He
says, “Men of Ephesus, what man [alive]
doesn't know how the city of the Ephesians is temple-keeper for the great
goddess Artemis [Diana], and of [her sacred
stone] image which fell down from
Jupiter's heaven?
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Jupiter=Zeus/Deus/Dios/Theos.

So since these facts are undeniable,
you ought to be quiet and not do anything rash. 37 For you have brought
here these [Christian] men, who are neither robbers of temples, nor blasphemers of your goddess. 38 So if Demetrius
36

and his fellow craftsmen have a complaint against
anyone, the courts are open and the judges are
there. Let the [plaintiffs] bring charges and coun-

If there is anything further
you want to bring up, it must be settled
in a lawful assembly. Acts 19:40 We're in
ter-charges. 39

danger of being charged [with rioting] because of today's uproar. We would not be able to account for
this baseless commotion.” 41 The city-clerk says
this, then dismisses the assembly, ___.

Acts 20
Paul Hikes South From Turkey
Through Greece

1 Finally the [anti-Christian] furor [raging in Ephesus] dies
down, ___. So Paul calls the [Ephesian] disciples. He
embraces them. Then he [hikes out northwest] toward

Paul travels
through Macedonian territory. He gives
the [believers there] much encouragement.
[Finally] Paul arrives in [central] Greece. 3
Macedonia

[Northern-Greece].

2

Paul stays in Greece 3 months, ___. He prepares
to sail [back east] into [Highland] Syria. Suddenly the Jews
launch a plot against him. So he decides to [flee]
back through Macedonia {Northern-Greece}. 4 Flanking
Paul [on the hike] into Asia are Sopater {Safe-Father} (son
of Pyrrhus) from Berea, Aristarchus {Top-Ruler} &
Secundus {#2} from Thessalonica, Gaius {Rejoicer}
from Derbe, Timothy {YAH's-Treasure}, and Tychicus
{Bullseye-Hitter} & Trophimus {Nutritive} from Asia-Minor. 5 [Paul's group] rush on ahead. [They] wait for [me
(Luke) and my companions] at [the seaport of the plain of] Troy. 6
Meanwhile, we [Luke & company] stay in Philippi {Horse-City} for Passover Week. Then we set sail [east], ___.
Within five days we reunite with Paul [and company] at
[the plain of] Troy. We [all] stay there a week.
Yet again, New Testament Christians celebrate
week-long ‘Old’ Testament feasts.

Paul Resurrects A Dead Church Attender
7 On the first day of the week we disciples get together to break bread, ___.
Paul dialogs with us. Paul is set to leave
the next morning. So Paul continues
the discussion through midnight.
Paul never delivers a sermon. Paul discusses with
loving friends. This verse in NO way justifies the
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pagan switch of the Sabbath from ‘Saturday’ to
‘Sunday.’ The disciples merely meet together on
the 1st work-day of the week.
8 The upstairs room [flickers with the light of] many lamps,
[us] gathered disciples, ___. 9 There
in a window sits a young man named
Eutychus {Well-Fated}. He lapses into a
snooze. Paul goes on and on discussing
[mission strategy]. The young man sinks
down into deep sleep. [Whoosh!] He falls
down from the 3rd-story window. [Thud!
His body smacks the rocky ground outside.] People
[run]. They pick up the [bleeding, broken]
young man. [They check his pulse.] He's [already] dead!

shining on

Long-winded boring talk ‘preaching’ kills. First it induces sleep, then death. Yahshua never bored anyone to death. Yahshua knew how to get his point
across in 30 seconds or less. Long discussions kill.
Sermons are mass murder.

Paul [runs] downstairs. He
throws himself on the young man, hugs
him hard. [Paul] says, “Don't be troubled,
[people]. The [boy's] life is in him!” 11 [Paul and
the resurrected-boy run] back upstairs! [They]
break bread, eat, and talk until daylight, ___! Then [Paul hikes south from Troy]. 12
Greatly relieved, the [disciples] take the
young [resurrected] man home alive. 13 Paul
Acts 20:10

heads to [nearby] Assos on foot. Meanwhile [to the north in
Troy], we [Luke & company] run ahead to the ship. We sail
[south to] Assos, intending to take Paul aboard there,
as he planned. 14 So Paul re-unites with us [Luke &
company] at Assos. We take Paul aboard. We sail on
to Mitylene {Shellfish-Heaven} [on Lesbos Island]. 15 [Finding little interest in Christianity among the Lesbians, we] set sail the next
day from Mitylene. We [quickly] arrive off Kios [island].
The next day we arrive at Samos {Shore-Rise-Isle}.
Then we stay at [nearby] Trogyllium [a promontory of Mount
Mycale]. The next day we [sail south] to Miletus. 16

Paul rushes, determined to
sail past Ephesus [in western Turkey], to
avoid spending time in Asia-Minor. For
Paul is speeding [as fast] as possible, trying to arrive at Jerusalem by the day of
Pentecost.
[Meanwhile,]

Again, we have Paul rushing, braving death, to
keep a Hebrew feast. Do you go out of your way to
attend Hebrew feasts?

Paul Says His Final Goodbye To His
Companions
17 From Miletus, Paul sends [a message just north] to Ephesus, calling the elders of the Ekklesia [to meet with him].
18 When the elders arrive, Paul says to them, “You
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know how I've lived at all times, since the first day

slaving
for the Master in total humiliation. [I live]
drowning in [seas of] tears, ___. [I'm nearly
crushed by the constant] trials crashing down
on me from the plots of the [unbelieving]
Judeans.
I came to you in Asia-Minor. 19 [I keep]

A true Christian life is an odyssey of pain, not a
padded-pew snooze.

You know I never keep back
anything that could help you [believers].
Rather, I always show and teach you
[everything I know,] both in public and from
house to house. 21 I always urge both
Jews and Greeks to repent, to turn to
[Yahweh] the ELoha, to [live in] faith in our
Master YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah. 22 Now,
compelled by [YAH's] Spirit, I trek toward
Jerusalem, [the city controlled by my assassins]. I
don't know what'll happen to me there.
Acts 20:20

*I only know that the Sacred
Spirit warns me in every city,
saying that prison and persecution face me. 24 But none of
23

these [dangers] move me, ___. Nor do I
count my life dear to myself. [My only motivation is] to finish my race with joy, to fulfill the duty I received from Master
YahShua, to testify [to] the Amazing
Revelation of [Yahweh] the Eloah's gracious [love]. 25 Finally now I know that
you all, among whom I've traveled
heralding the Kingdom of [Yahweh] the
Eloah, will see my [physical] face no more.
26 So I [ask] you to witness on record this day, that
I am innocent from the blood of all men.
No one's damnation can be blamed on me; if any
of you should be lost, I am not responsible.

For I've never hesitated to proclaim
to you the whole will of [Yahweh] the
Eloah. 28 *So keep watch over
27

yourselves and [over] all the
flock over which the Sacred
Spirit has made you overseers,
___. Feed [YAH's Word to] the Ekklesia of [Yahweh] the Eloah. He's
ransomed [them from the devil] with
his own [son's] ‘blood.’
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Unlike the popular but nonsensical Athanasian
translations, the CJB, NRSV and GNT render this
verse properly to refer to YahShua as YHVH's
‘blood-relative’. YahShua is not ‘The Eloah’. YHVH
is.

For I know that after I leave, savage
wolves come to enter in among you,
___. [They] ravage [YAH's] flock [of believers].
Acts 20:30 Even from your own [Christian]
group, ___, men rise up [in mutiny]. [They]
blurt perverse [lies]. [They] draw disciples
away after them [to the devil's false christianism]. 31 *So watch, ___. Remem29

ber that for 3 years I've never
stopped warning everyone
night and day with tears. 32 Finally now, brothers, I commit you to
[Yahweh] the Eloah, and to the divine expression of His graciousness. [He's] able
to build you up. [He wants to] give you enjoyment of [His limitless] inheritance
among [his] holy [saints]. 33 [Record that] I
never wanted any man's silver, gold
nor clothing, ___.
Real life starts after you lay down your materialism.

*You know how my own
hands supply what I and my
companions need. 35 In my every
34

action, I show you, ___, that by [selfless,
constant] hard work we [believers] must help
weak [people]. [Always] remember the
words the Master YahShua himself [proclaimed,]

‘It's more blessed to give than to receive.’”
Asiatic Disciples Say Final Goodbyes To Paul
36 Paul speaks this [blessing and warning, ___].
Then [he] kneels down. [He] prays with
all the disciples. 37 All the disciples sob
and wail. [They] cling to Paul's neck. [They]
kiss him, ___. 38 The disciples grieve
most of all because of Paul's prophecy
that they'll never again see his face,
___. [Weeping,] they accompany Paul to
the ship.
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Paul Journeys Back To Jerusalem

1 We

sail from the disciples [at
Miletus] straight [south] to Coos [Island]. The next day [we
sail southeast] to Rhodes {Rose-Island}. From there [we sail]
to [southwest Turkey's beautiful port of] Patara.
Patara is named after a mythological son of Apollo.
2 We find a ship sailing over [back east] to Phoenicia
{the-Middle-East}. [So] we [climb] aboard. We set sail,
___. 3 We sight Cyprus [island]. We pass to the south
of it. Then we sail on [East] to [Highland] Syria. We land
at Tyre {Rock-Port}. There our ship is to unload its
[Luke & company, with Paul,]

In Tyre {Rock-Port}, we find [some]
disciples, ___. We stay with them [for]
7 days. [Warned] by [YAH's] spirit, they urge
Paul not to set foot in [assassin-controlled]
Jerusalem. 5 Then they (the believers
from Tyre) with wives and children all
escort us on our way. We exit the city.
Then we kneel down on the shore,
___. [We hold hands] and pray. 6 [Crying, hugging,] we say ‘goodbye.’ Then [we] board
the ship. [We sail south.] The [believers from Tyre]
return home. 7 We continue our voyage [south]
cargo. 4

from Tyre {Rock-Port}. We land at Ptolemais. There
we greet [some] brothers. We stay with them for 1
day.
Ptolemaios=a port in central Palestine, named after
Ptolemy.
8 The next day we [Luke & Paul & company] depart for and
reach Caesarea [Maritima]. There we stay in the house
of Philip {Horse-Lover} the evangelist, (one of the 7
[reliable men whom the Jerusalem Ekklesia chose to distribute food to wid-

9 Philip {Horse-Lover} (the evangelist) [brings out his] 4 virgin daughters.
They tell the future, ___! [They demystify
ows]).

YAH's Word.]

Locust The Prophet Predicts Paul's
Arrest

Acts 21:10 We [herald YAH's amazing revelations] there (in
Caesarea) for several days. Then a prophet named
Agabus {Locust} travels downhill [north] from Judaea.

Locust [the Prophet] walks over to us. He
takes Paul's belt. He ties his own hands
and feet with it. Then he says, “The Sacred Spirit foretells,
‘In this way the Jews of Jerusalem
come to bind [Paul,] the owner of this
belt. Then they [Jews] hand [Paul] over to
the [police of the] Beast-Nations.’”
12 Hearing this [news of doom], we and
[Caesaria's] local [believers] plead with Paul
not to [hike] up to Jerusalem. 13 *Then
11

Paul answers, “Why are you
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sobbing? [You're] breaking my
heart. I'm prepared not only to
be bound [in chains], but also to
die at Jerusalem [to advance] the
Name-Authority of Master
YahShua.” 14 [Finally, ___,] we realize we can't
keep Paul

[from walking right into the death-trap set by Jerusalem's mur-

derous religionists].

So we stop [pressuring Paul]. We say, “The
will of Adonai [Yahweh] be done.” 15 Soon we pack
our luggage, ___. We travel up [southeast] to [get murdered in] the “City Of Peace.”
Marching knowingly to their probable deaths.
16 Some of the disciples from Caesarea hike with
us, ___. They guide us to the house of Mnason
{Remembering}, an early disciple (from Cyprus). We

We [hike] on [southeast up] to
Jerusalem, ___. Our
[persecuted underground Christian] brothers
warmly receive us [into their hiding places]. 18
The next day Paul and the rest of us
travel [incognito] to see [the apostle] James
{Heel-Grabber}. All the [Christian] elders
gather around [in a secret meeting], ___. 19
Paul greets (James {Heel-Grabber} and
the [other Christian] elders). Then [Paul] reports in detail everything [Yahweh] the
Eloah accomplished among the beastnations through [Paul's trans-national globe-trotting evangelistic] efforts. Acts 21:20 James
{Heel-Grabber} and the elders hear [Paul's
report]. They glorify Adonai [Yahweh]. [They]
exclaim, “Brother Paul, look how many
thousands of Jews now believe [that
YahShua is YAH's Messiah]! And they're all zealous for [YAH's] Law!
lodge with him. 17
[assassin-controlled]

We must believe in Yahshua AND zealously guard
the Law of Moses.

Paul Proves He Obeys The Real Law
Of Moses
21 —The Jews have heard the [false]
rumor[s] that you [Paul] teach all the
Jews who live among the beast-nations
to turn away from Moses. [And the Jews have
heard the truth that you] tell [everyone] to never
cut anyone's penis. [And the Jews know you
don't instruct new believers] to live according to
our [unbiblical Jewish] customs.
Paul ‘agrees in all things with the Law and the
prophets.’ But he does not encourage people to fol-
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low non-scriptural traditions such as sexually abusing their babies by mutilating their genitals.

So what [shall we do]? Crowds [of angry Jews
will storm us,] because they'll hear that
you, [Paul the ‘infidel,’] have come. 23 So [here's
22

our plan]:

among

[our congregation]

live four men who've

[Jewish ritual] vow. 24 Take these 4 men,
Join in their [Jewish] purification rituals. Pay their expenses. [Get] their
heads shaved. Then everyone will know
there's zero truth in these [false] reports
about you, but that you yourself [always]
live in [orderly] obedience to the law [of
Moses].

made a
[Paul].

The elders urge Paul to prove that HE KEEPS THE
MOSAIC LAW! And Paul does so.

—We've already concluded and written to the [non-Jewish] Gentile believers
that they [need] guard no [extra-scriptural Jewish customs]. But that they abstain from
[eating food from animals] sacrificed to idols
and from [consuming] blood and strangled
[animals,] and that they avoid [every class of]
fornication: [spiritual, legal, commercial, political,
and sexual].”
25

The Gentiles are not sworn into the Sinai covenant.
So they do not keep it as if bound. However we all
live by every word that came/comes out of the
mouth of YHVH, including those eternal principles
of law contained in the Sinai code.

So, the next day, Paul takes the [vowmen [to Jerusalem's temple]. [Risking death
on the spot, Paul] purifies himself with them.
He enters the [Jewish] temple to give notice of the date when [the 4 men's] days of
purification will end and the [priests] will
[cook] the [men's food] donations.
26

bound]

So Paul, without a word of argument, complies
with James and the elders. He proves that he
keeps the Mosaic Law. And he leads others to do
the same. As should you.

Rogue Jews Stir Up The Crowd To
Kill Paul
27 The [men's] 7 days [of purification] near
completion, ___. Suddenly some Jews
from Asia spy Paul at the temple. They
whip up the whole crowd! They seize
Paul. 28 The Jews shout [lies], “Men of Israel, help [us kill this heretic! This is the terrorist
Paul,] the [dangerous] man who teaches all
men every where [to fight] against the
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people [of Israel], and the [Mosaic] law, and
this [Temple]! Paul even brought Greeks
into the temple. He defiled this holy
[sanctuary]!” 29 (These Jews spy Paul in the city
with Trophimus {Nutritive}, an Ephesian whom the
Jews [wrongly] assume Paul [illegally] escorted into the

temple). Acts 21:30 The whole city rises up, ___! The people come running
from all directions. The mob seizes
Paul. They drag him from the temple.
They immediately [slam] shut the gates
[Jewish]

[to keep Paul from escaping back to the sanctuary. He
ducks rocks flying at his head]!

A Roman Centurion Grabs Paul
From The Mob
31 As the people of the city try to kill
Paul, news that all Jerusalem is in an
uproar reaches the Colonel of the [Roman] troops. 32 The Colonel immediately
mobilizes soldiers and centurions. They
run down to the [Jewish] mob, ___. The
rioters see the Colonel and [his armed] soldiers. So the [rioters] stop beating Paul.
33 The Colonel storms up, ___. He
grabs [the bone-broken] Paul. He commands
[his] soldiers, “Bind Paul with double
chains!” The Chief Captain asks [the Jews],
“Who is this [bleeding] man? What did he
do [to deserve assassination]?” 34 Some [Jews] in
the crowd shout one [lie]. Some [shout]
another. The commander can't get at
the truth because of the uproar, ___.
So he orders soldiers to haul Paul into
the fortress. 35 Paul reaches the [fortress']
steps, ___. The violence of the mob
flares so intense that the soldiers have
to carry [Paul]! 36 The [angry] mob track
Paul, crying, “[Do] away with Paul! [Kill
him!]” 37 The soldiers lead Paul into the fort, ___.
Paul asks the Colonel, “May I speak with you?” The
Colonel replies, “Can you speak Greek?
Paul is polite to the military man.
38 —Aren't you that Egyptian who started an [anti-Roman] revolt and led 4000 terrorists out into the
desert a while back?”
No.

Paul, [gurgling polite words through his bloody
answers, “I'm a Jew[ish] man from
Tarsus, a city in Cilicia [southeast-Turkey].
[I'm] a citizen of an extraordinary popu39

teeth]
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lace: [the Kingdom of Heaven]. Please let me
to speak to the people.”
The word 'polites' in the KJV rendered 'citizen' is an
ambiguous reference to Paul's citizenship in heaven, the New Jerusalem. 'Polites' (townsman)
should not be read as a declaration of Paul's alleged consensual legally-binding Roman subject-citizenship. Paul was reborn and thus independent of
Caesar's legal jurisdiction.

The commander lets Paul
speak. Paul stands on the stairs, ___.
He beckons with his [bloody] hand to the
people. The crowd[s] hush in total silence. Paul [struggles through broken bloody teeth
to] speak to the masses in the Hebrew
language:
Acts 21:40

Proof positive that Hebrew was spoken and widely
understood in Jerusalem and far beyond.

Acts 22
Paul Addresses Jerusalem's Temple
Mob
1 “Men, brothers, and fathers, listen as I answer
you!” 2 (The people hear that Paul speaks in the
Hebrew tongue to them. So they settle further
down, ___.)
Masses of people from many different countries,
gathered at Jerusalem, clearly understood the Hebrew language. So we must interpret the New Testament from a Hebrew viewpoint.

Paul shouts, “I am in fact a Jewish
man. [My mother] birthed [me] in Tarsus, a
city in Cilicia [southeast Turkey]. But I
trained in this city [Jerusalem] at the feet
of [Law expert] GamaliEl {Reward-Of-El}. [He]
taught [me] according to the perfect
manner of the law of our [Hebrew] forefathers. I live as a zealot for [Yahweh] the
Eloah. [I'm] as [zealous for YAH's Law as] you all
are [zealous to murder me] this day.
3

Paul respects the Law of Moses, calling it ‘perfect.’

*So I persecuted [the followers of]
this [Christian] ‘Way’ to the death.
[I] bound [believers in chains]. I delivered both men and women into
prisons.
4

“The Way” refers to the followers of Yahshua and
his teachings.

high priest and all the [Jewish]
Council [elders] can testify [to my passion for
YAH's Law]. They [used to] give me [death]
5 [Jerusalem's]
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warrants addressed to their [Jewish conspirators] in Damascus [and other places]. So [one
day a few years ago,] I [gallop northeast] to [Syria]
to drag [Christians] as prisoners to
Jerusalem to [suffer religionite] vengeance. 6

*As I [race] on that journey,
about noon I near Damascus.
Suddenly a great light from
heaven shines around me. 7 *I
fall to the ground. I hear a
voice asking me,
‘Saul, Saul, why do you [keep]
persecuting me?’
8 *I answer, ‘Who are you,
Master?’ The voice answers
me,
‘I am [the] Nazarene, YahShua,
whom you [keep] hunting [like a rabid
dog]!’
My companions see this light. They
shake, terrified. Yet they fail to understand the voice of [YahShua] who speaks
to me. Acts 22:10 I answer, ‘What should
I do, Adoni?’ The Master commands
me,
‘Get up. [Stagger] into Damascus. There
[my servant] will tell you all the [tasks Yahweh
has] laid out for you to accomplish.’
11 The brilliance of the light blinds me.
So my companions lead me by the
hand into Damascus. 12 A man named
AnaniYah {YAH's-Favor} comes to see
me. He's a devout observer of the law
—highly respected by all the Jews living
[in Damascus]. 13 AnaniYah enters [the house].
He stands beside me. [He] says, ‘Brother
Saul, receive your sight!’ At that very
moment I see him! 14 AnaniYah says,
‘[Yahweh] the Eloah of our fathers has
chosen you to know His will, to see the
Righteous One [YahShua], and hear the
voice of [YahShua's] mouth. 15 So you [Paul]
soon become [YAH's] witness to all humanity of what you've seen and heard.
16 So now why wait? Get up! Get baptized. Wash away your sins. Call on the
9
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name of Adonai [Yahweh].” 17 Time passes. I return to Jerusalem. I [walk into] the
temple. I kneel down and pray. Then I
fall into a trance: 18 I see Adoni [YahShua]
warning me,
‘Quick! Race out of Jerusalem. [The Jews]
will reject your testimony about me.’
19 I answer, ‘Master, the [Jews] know
that in [scores of] synagogues I imprisoned and beat everyone who believed
in you: Acts 22:20 *So when the [Jews]

shed the blood of your martyr
Stephen, I was [there] standing
by. I consented to Stephen's
death! I guarded the clothing
of the [murderers] who slew him.’ 21
The Adoni [YahShua] answers me,
‘Go! I send you far away to the beastnations.’”
The Mob Again Attempts To Murder
Paul

*The crowd listens to Paul
until he says this, ___. Then
they raise their voices. [They]
scream, ‘Rid the earth of Paul!
He's not fit to live!’ 23 The mob cry
22

out, ___. [They] tear off their cloaks.
[They] throw dust into the air.
Jerusalem's Roman Captain Interrogates Paul
24 The Colonel commands [the soldiers] to
take Paul into the fort, [then] to interrogate him by torture-scourging, to learn
why the mob are shouting so [violently] at
[Paul]. 25 As the [soldiers] bind Paul with
torture-thongs, Paul asks the centurion
who stands by, “Is it lawful for you to
scourge a man whom no [judge has] condemned, and who was [born in] RomanTerritory?”
‘Rhomaios’ means: ‘geographically speaking, of Roman descent.’ It's like the difference between
“American” and “U.S. Person.” “Rhomaios” doesn't
mean that Paul was a legal subject-citizen of
Rome. Paul was born again (out of the worldly nations) and into the Kingdom of Heaven. Paul was
subject to no man.
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Hearing Paul's [brilliant legal logic], the
centurion [runs]. He tells the Colonel,
“Watch out what you do: for this man is
Roman-born.”
26

Rhomaios means ‘Roman-born,’ NOT ‘Roman [subject] CITIZEN,’ as badly translated by almost every
translation.

So the Colonel comes [into the fort]. He
asks [bleeding saint] Paul, “Tell me, are you
Rhomaios?” Paul answers, “Yes.”
27

Again, Paul did NOT say he was a Roman subject-citizen. He said his body was physically born in a
Roman-colonized region. Crucial legal distinction.

The Colonel answers, “I paid a fortune to obtain [my] freedom.” But Paul
[cleverly] answers, “I was born free.”
28

Paul speaks in code, referring to Yahshua's words
regarding being born again, subject to no man,
having received the free gift of salvation.

The interrogation [torturers] immediately withdraw from Paul. After learning
that Paul was [physically born in] Roman
[territory], the Colonel also [trembles,] afraid
[Caesar will punish him for] chaining Paul. Acts
22:30 The next morning, the captain
seeks to know exactly why the Jews accused [and attacked] Paul. So the captain
releases Paul from his chains. The [captain] commands the chief priests and
their entire council to appear [in court].
The captain escorts Paul down[stairs]. He
sets Paul before the Jews.
29

Acts 23
Paul Shames The Sham Jewish
High Council
1 Paul's eyes burn [through] the councilmen, ___. [He] says, “Men and brothers, I've lived in complete good conscience before [Yahweh] the Eloah to this
day.”
Not that he's always done right, but he's always
thought he was doing right.

*The [sham] high priest
AnaniYah commands the [guards]
who stand near Paul to punch
[Paul] in the mouth, ___! 3 *Then
Paul, [through bloody lips, growls] at
AnaniYah, “[Yahweh] the Eloah will
2
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beat you, you white-washed
wall. You sit to judge me by
the Torah, while you break the
Law by commanding [soldiers] to
beat me!”
Again Paul upholds the Law.
4 The [religionites] standing near Paul [yell], “[How dare] you
revile the high priest of [Yahweh] the Eloah?” 5

*Paul answers, “Brothers, I've
never acknowledged [this impostor]
as [Judaea's valid] High Priest. [AnaniYah
is a Roman-owned mass-murderer. So in prophesying his doom, I obey what Moses]

writes

[in

Exodus 22:28]:

‘Never declare the ruler of your
people to be evil.’
In other words: “If AnaniYAH had any true authority, I wouldn't have declared him evil.” No commercial translation gets this right. They paint Paul as
some idiot who doesn't even know who the Jewish
high priest is! Paul knows very well that Ananias is
a Roman-bought fraud, a serial killer usurping the
highest-paid position in all of Judea. Ananias has
ZERO authority from YHVH. Again Paul upholds the
Law. Paul totally controls this sham-trial. A true
ruler upholds law. A fake ruler breaks law. A bad
leader is trash, like a measuring-tape with incorrect markings.

Paul Pits Jewish Factions Against
Each Other
6 Paul knows that some councilmen are
Sadducees, and the others Pharisees,
___. So he cries out in the council,
“Men and brothers, I am a Pharisee, the
son of a Pharisee. [The Sadducees dragged] me
to trial [because of my] hope [in] the resurrection of the dead!”
Paul runs the courtroom.

When Paul says this, a dispute flares
up between the Pharisees and the Sadducees. The assembly breaks apart,
___. 8 The Sadducees [scream,] “There [will
never be] any resurrection!” The Pharisees
[scream back, “You're wrong]!” Sadducees
[scream,] “There [are no such beings as] angels!”
7

[Pharisees scream back, “Angels are real!” Sadducees
scream,] “There are no spirits, [only matter!
The Pharisees scream back, “Blasphemy! Materialist

erupts into a massive
clamor, ___. The [Torah-teachers] of the
pigs!”] 9 [The court]
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Pharisees’ party jump up. They fight it
out, yelling, “We find no evil in this man
[Paul]. [YAH's] spirit or [a] messenger-angel
may be speaking to him. We can't risk
fighting against Elohim!”
The Roman Commandant Rushes To
Extract Paul

*The dispute [among the religionites] rages so violently that
the Colonel, fearing Paul might
be pulled in pieces by the arguers, commands a war-troop
to rush downstairs. The [soldiers]
snatch Paul by force from the
middle of the council, ___!
They haul him into the fortress.
Acts 23:10

People see this “rescue” as support for Christians
joining the world's militaries, but it is not. Paul did
not ask or need the soldiers to rescue him.

*The following night Master
[YahShua] stands by Paul [in jail, ___].
[YahShua] says,
“Be courageous, [Paul]. Just like
you've testified of me in
Jerusalem, you must also bear
witness at Rome.”
11

40 Jews Swear A Starvation-Oath
To Kill Paul

*The next morning
some [rogue] Jews band
together, ___. [They]
bind themselves under a
curse [oath]. [They] swear
they'll never eat or
drink till they've killed
Paul. 13 Over 40 men [swear into] this
12

conspiracy, ___! 14 The conspirators [run] to the chief priests and elders. [They brag], “We've bound ourselves
under a great oath-curse. [We've sworn]
we'll eat nothing until we've slain Paul!
[assassination]

One of the most important indicia of an oath is that
it calls for a penalty: the penalty of perjury. No
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Christian can ever consider invoking the penalty of
perjury by signing or saying any kind of oath.

*—So now, you [priests] and
[your] council, petition the
Colonel to bring Paul down to
you tomorrow, on the pretext
of wanting more accurate information about [Paul's] case.
We're set up to [ambush and] kill
Paul before he arrives here [at
the courthouse].”
15

Paul's Nephew Warns The Colonel
Of The Plot
16 Paul's nephew [his sister's son] hears that
the conspirators lie in ambush. [So Paul's
nephew runs] into [Jerusalem's] fortress. He
warns Paul. 17 Paul calls one of the centurions.
says, “Escort this young man, [my nephew,] to the
Colonel. The [young man] has something to tell the
captain.” 18 So the centurion takes Paul's nephew,
escorts him to the Colonel, then says, “Paul the
prisoner called me and asked me to bring this
young man to you. The [boy] has something to say
to you.” 19 The Colonel takes Paul's nephew by the
hand, then goes with him aside privately, then asks
him, “What do you have to tell me?” Acts 23:20
[Paul]

answers, “The Jews have
agreed to petition you to bring Paul
down tomorrow to the council. [The Jews]
pretend [that the council] will interrogate
[Paul] for more accurate information. 21
—But [captain], don't yield to those [Jews].
Because more than 40 men lie in ambush for Paul. They've bound themselves with an oath, promising they'll
neither eat nor drink till they've assassinated Paul. And now they're ready [for
the kill]. [They're] awaiting your order.” 22
So the Colonel lets [Paul's] young [nephew]
go, commanding him, “Don't tell anybody you reported this to me.”
The Colonel Sends Paul Away Under Heavy Guard
23 The captain calls two centurions. [He]
orders [them], “Make ready 200 soldiers,
70 horsemen and 200 spearmen to
journey [northwest] to Caesarea [Maritima] at
the 3rd hour of [darkness] tonight (9 P.M.)
24 Provide [riding] animals for the soldiers
[Paul's nephew]
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to mount Paul on. Escort him [in] safety
to Governor Felix {Happy}. 25 Then the
Colonel writes a letter to this effect: 26 "Greetings
from [Colonel] Claudius Lysias to the most excellent

The Jews seized this man
(Paul). They attacked and nearly killed
him. But I [rushed] in with a battalion. [I]
rescued Paul, for I learned that Paul
was Rhomaios [Roman-born].
governor Felix. 27

Not “a Roman subject-citizen.” The Colonel tints
this story to color himself heroic.

I wanted to know why the Jews were
accusing Paul. So I brought Paul from
[the dungeon] to the [Jewish] council [court]. 29 I
found that the accusation has [merely] to
do with questions about [Jewish] law.
There is no charge against Paul that
deserves death or imprisonment. Acts
23:30 Now [an informant] warns me that
[many] Jews lie in [murderous] ambush for
[Paul]. So I'm rushing to send [this message]
to you. And I'm commanding Paul's accusers to present their case against him
to you. [Long life and] health [to you].” 31 So
the soldiers carry out their orders, ___.
[Under cover] of night [they] escort Paul [northwest] to Antipatris {Substitute-Father}, [a
town in Palestine].
28

The name “AntiPatris” signifies the government's
claim to be your true father.
32 The next day the soldiers [run] back [southeast from AntiPatris] to their [Jerusalem] citadel. They leave the
horsemen to travel on with Paul.

Paul First Faces Governor Felix In
Caesarea
33 The horsemen arrive at Caesarea, ___. They
[immediately] deliver the [colonel's] letter to governor [Felix].
They present Paul before him. 34 Governor [Felix]
reads the letter. Then [he] asks in what province
Paul was [physically born]. The Governor learns that Paul

The governor says, “I'll hear you when your accusers get here.” The governor commands [the soldiers to] keep Paul [locked up under guard in the jail] in Herod's “palace of
[in]justice.”
came from Cilicia

[southeast Turkey] .

35

Acts 24
Jewish Lawyers Frame Paul in Caesarea
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passes five days [jailed without cause,
___]. Then AnaniYah (the [rogue Jewish] high
priest) travels down [from Jerusalem] to
Caesarea with some of [his religionite] elders and a [crooked] lawyer named Tertullus. This gang [of crooks] accuse Paul before Governor Felix [Happy]. 2 [Governor Happy] calls Paul into [the courtroom, ___. The Jews'
lawyer] starts accusing Paul, arguing, “[We
the prosecution] see that through you, (governor) we enjoy great peace, and that
by your foresight, very worthy deeds
are done for [our Jewish] nation.
1 [Paul]

Tertullus, brown-nosing lying lawyer.
3 Everywhere and in every way, most excellent Felix, we acknowledge [your providence] with profound
gratitude. 4 But in order to avoid wearying you further, I would request that you be kind enough to
hear us briefly.
This windbag is anything but brief.

For we have found this man (Paul) a
pestilent [terrorist]. He stirs up riots
among the Jews all over the world. He
is a ringleader of the [dangerous, rebellious]
Nazarene cult.
5

A terr-ur-ist!

even tried to desecrate [Jerusalem's]
temple. So we seized him. We would
have judged [him] according to our law. 7
But [Roman] Colonel Lysias stormed down
on us with great violence. [His thugs]
snatched [Paul] away out of our hands.
6 [Paul]

Lie. Lysias did no violence.

The captain commanded Paul's accusers to come to you. By examining
Paul yourself you will be able to prove
all these [crimes] of which we accuse
Paul.” 9 The Judaeans join in their [perjured] lawyer's
8

accusation, asserting that these

[lies]

are true.

Paul Tells The Governor The Lawyer
Is Lying
Acts 24:10 Governor [Felix] motions for
Paul to speak. Paul answers, ‘[Felix,] I
know that for many years you've been
a judge over this nation. So I gladly
make my answer [to these sham charges]. 11
You can easily verify that only 12 days ago I trav-

My accusers never found me arguing with
anyone at the temple, nor stirring up a
eled up to Jerusalem to worship. 12
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crowd in the synagogues nor anywhere
else in the city.
Christian protest movements must always remain
peaceful.
13

Neither can [my accusers] prove the
of which they now accuse me. 14

[charges]

*But I admit that I worship
[Yahweh] the Eloah of our fathers
as a follower of the “Way,”
which [the Jews] call a ‘cult.’ I believe everything written in the
law and in the prophets:
Paul believes everything written in the Law and the
prophets. So should you.

I hold a hope in [Yahweh] the Eloah, as
the [Jews] themselves also [hope], that
[YAH] will resurrect the dead, both the
just and unjust. 16 So I always work to
keep my conscience clear [of offenses] before [Yahweh] the Eloah, and man. 17 Now,
15

after many years, I return [to Jerusalem] to bring my
people gifts for the poor, and offerings [for feasts].
Paul, whom people accuse of being anti-Moses and
anti-Law, comes bringing offerings for Hebrew
feasts according to the Law of Moses.

I [completed the ritual of cleanliness]. Jews
from Asia-minor found me in the temple [giving those food donations,] neither with a
crowd, nor with any disturbance. 19
18

Those Jews [from Asia-minor] ought to have been here
before you, to object, if they had anything against

let these [accusers]
here state what ‘evildoing’ they found in
me when I stood before their Sanhedrin
[council]— 21 —unless it was this one
thing I shouted as I stood in their presence: ‘[You dragged] me here to stand on
trial before you today because I believe
[YAH] raises [people] from the dead.’”
Corrupt Governor Happy Lets Paul
Rot In Jail
22 [Governor] Felix [slumps there in the judge's
me. Acts 24:20 [Failing that,]

bench. He groans, dreading getting caught up in another

knows
accompany [controversies about] the “Way” [of
YahShua]. So [Felix] adjourns the hearing
with this lie: “When Colonel Lysias
comes here, I'll decide your case.” 23
Felix commands a centurion, “Guard
Paul. But let him have [some] indepenof the riots and murders and court cases he]
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dence. And allow all his acquaintances
to help and visit him.” 24 Several days
later [unhappy Governor] Felix returns [to the
courthouse] with his [stolen adulteress] “wife”
Drusilla {Dewey-Eyed}, a Jewess. Felix
sends for Paul. [Felix] listens to [Paul]
speak about faith in YahShua the Messiah.
Felix stole Drusilla from another man.

Paul reasons [with the governor] regarding
righteousness, temperance and [the]
coming judgment. [Governor] Felix
trembles, ___, [because in addition to his other
crimes, he's bedding another man's wife. Felix] answers, “That's enough for now! You
may leave. When I find it convenient,
I'll send for you.” 26 Felix also hopes
that Paul will pay him a bribe to buy
freedom. So Felix frequently sends for
Paul and talks with him. [Yet Felix illegally
25

traps Paul in jail for years, ___!] 27

*[Paul spends]

two

[long] years [unlawfully imprisoned with
no formal charges against him, ___. Then]

“Happy” Felix yields his throne
to Porky Festus, [the new Roman Governor over Caesarea (Maritime). Felix leaves office

As a favor to the
Jews [who pay Felix bribes,] Felix
chooses to [betray Paul] by leaving
him [to rot] in prison!
for commercial life.]

Porcius Festus. TWO YEARS! BOUND FOR NO
CRIME! Real Christians rot in jail while sham religionists rot in pews.

Acts 25
Paul Testifies In Court Before Porky
Festus

1 [Governor Porky] Festus arrives in the province [of] Caesarea [Maritima], ___. 3 days pass. Then [Porky] jour[southeast] to Jerusalem. 2 Immediately
high priest [AnaniYah] and [his] Judaean [criminal] bosses accuse Paul to
[Governor] Festus. 3 These Judaean [mobsters] beg Festus, as a favor to them, to
order [soldiers to] transfer Paul to
Jerusalem, because the Jews are staging an ambush to kill Paul along the
way. 4 But [Porky] Festus answers, “[My guards] will

neys up
[rogue]
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hold Paul at Caesarea. I myself return there soon.

—So let the competent [Jews] among
you travel downhill [northwest to Caesarea]
with me. [There they can] accuse this man
[Paul]. IF there [really] is any wickedness
in him.” 6 [Porky] Festus spends [about] 8 to
10 days [taking bribes from] the [Jews in
Jerusalem, ___]. Then [Porky journeys back] down
[northwest] to [coastal] Caesarea [Maritima].
The next day, sitting on the judgment
seat, Festus commands [soldiers], “Haul
Paul [to the courtroom]!” 7 Paul enters [the
courtroom in chains]. The [rogue] Jews who had
rushed down from Jerusalem stand surrounding Paul. They throw many serious charges against him. But they can't
prove any of their [lies]. 8 Then Paul answers for himself, “Neither against the
law of the Jews, nor against the temple, nor against Caesar, have I committed any offense at all.” 9 But [Porky] Festus, wishing to do the Jews a favor [in return for their bribes], answers Paul, “Are you
willing to journey uphill [southeast] to
Jerusalem, to there be judged before
me on these charges?”
5

Trick question. Correct answer: No. Never consent
to jurisdiction.

Paul answers, “I stand at Caesar's judgment seat, where [criminal matters] ought to be tried. I have never injured any Jew, as you very well know.
11 For if I [have] injured [anyone], or have
committed any crime worthy of death, I
don't refuse to die. But none of these
accusations the Jews [hurl] against me
are true. So no man may [lawfully hand me
over] the Jews [to be murdered]. I'm calling
on Caesar.”
Acts 25:10

The KJV (and all its copycats) translate ‘kaisara
epikaloumai’ as ‘I appeal unto Caesar.’ But Paul
was not submitting to Caesar's jurisdiction. The literal words mean "I-AM-ON-CALLING Caesar", in
other words, ‘I am going to talk to Caesar,’ as Paul
explains in acts 28:12. Paul has no interest in Roman legal relief. Paul is eager to introduce the
most powerful man in the world (Caesar) to the
king of the universe (YHVH). Angels have rescued
Paul from jail, beatings and death many times before. So Paul has no need to ‘appeal’ to Caesar's
jurisdiction.
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Festus confers with the council.
[Then Porky] answers [Paul], “Have you appealed to Caesar? [To Caesar] you'll go!”
12 [Porky]

Again, Paul never appeals, in the jurisdictional
sense, to Caesar. Paul engineers the situation so
that, in accordance with Paul's heavenly masterplan, Festus sends the politically-troublesome case
up to Caesar.

Gov. Porky Tells The Pervert King
About Paul
13 A few days pass, ___. [Then king]
Agrippa {Wild-Horse-Tamer} and [his incestuous sister-wife] BerNike {Nike-Bearer} arrive
at [coastal] Caesarea to welcome [the corrupt
new Governor, Porky] Festus.

Bernice = the king's sister, with whom he was having an incestuous affair.

King Agrippa & Ber-Nike spend many
days [feasting and drinking and committing incest]
there [at Caesarea. Porky] Festus declares
Paul's case to king [Agrippa], saying,
“There's a man, [Paul], whom [my predecessor] Felix left [here to rot] as a prisoner. 15
Recently I [visited] Jerusalem. There the
chief priests and the Jewish elders informed me about [Paul]. [They pressured] me
to condemn him. 16 I answered the
Jews, “It's not the Roman way to send
any man to death before [his] accusers
meet him face to face. [I must] allow the
accused to answer for himself concerning the crime charged against him. [Un14

Inept Pervert King Agrippa Hears
Paul's Case
23 The next day [king] Agrippa & [his slut-sister] Ber-Nike advance with great pomp.
They enter the audience room surrounded by the Colonels and the leading men of the [coastal] city [of Caesarea]. At
the command of [Governor Porky] Festus,
[soldiers] bring in Paul. 24 [Porky] Festus
[snorts], “King Agrippa, and all men here
present with us: You see this man [Paul].
The whole Jewish multitude [continually]
plead with me about him. Both at
Jerusalem, and also here, they pray
that [Paul] not be allowed to live [another
moment]. 25 But when I found that [Paul] had committed no crime worthy of death, and that he himself has “appealed” to Augustus [Caesar], I decided to
send [Paul to Rome].
Paul didn't really ‘appeal.’ He prophesied.

But I have nothing definite to write
to His Majesty [Caesar] about [Paul]. So
I've brought [Paul] before you all, especially before you, king Agrippa. [I hope]
that as a result of this investigation I
can have something to write [in my appeal
to Caesar]. 27 For I think it's unreasonable
to send a prisoner [to a higher court] without
specifying the charges against him.”
26

Acts 26

less I get a REALLY big bribe.] 17 So when the Jews

arrived here, without any delay, on the next morning, I sat on the judgment seat. Immediately I
commanded [soldiers to bring] this man [Paul into court]. 18
[Paul's] accusers got up to speak. But they didn't
charge Paul with any of the crimes I expected. 19

have certain disputes against
Paul about their own superstition, and
about a [man named] ‘YahShua,’ who died,
[yet] whom Paul alleges to be alive. Acts
[The Jews]

25:20 And because I was at a loss how to investigate such matters, I asked Paul whether he would
go to Jerusalem, and there be judged on these
charges. 21 But when Paul “appealed” to be held
over for the Emperor's decision, I ordered Paul held
until I could send him to Caesar.’
Paul didn't ‘appeal.’ And he didn't agree to stay in
custody.
22 Then [king] Agrippa says to [Porky] Festus, “I've
been wanting to hear this man [Paul] myself.” Festus
answers, “Tomorrow you'll hear him.”
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Paul Talks To King Agrippa & His
Sister-Slut
1 [Pervert king] Agrippa says to Paul, “You have permission to speak for yourself.” Paul motions [acceptance]
with his hand, then gives his account: 2 "I consider
myself happy, king Agrippa, because today I'll answer for myself before you concerning all the [evils]
of which the Jews [falsely] accuse me. 3 —especially
because I know you to be expert in all customs and
questions among the Jews. So I ask you to hear
me patiently.
This external courtesy veils a closeted slam on the
fact that the 'king' was bedding his own sister, in
clear violation of Hebrew Law.

All [my fellow] Jews know how I've lived
from my youth, from the beginning of
my life in my original country [Tarsus],
then [later] in Jerusalem. 5 The Jews
have known me for a long time. They
can testify, if they are willing, that ac4
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cording to the strictest sect of our religion, I lived as a Pharisee, [a holy man, separated from worldliness]. 6 [Yahweh] the Eloah
promised to our forefathers [that he would
send the Messiah to oust Israel's phony leaders, and to
open the door to resurrection].

I'm confident [that
Yahweh has kept those promises]. That's why
[these rogue ‘Jews’ dragged] me into [the legal mess
that got me here] on trial today! 7 The [resurrection and the Messiah are] the promises our
12 tribes are hoping to see fulfilled as
they earnestly serve [Elohim] day and
night, king [Agrippa]. [Paradoxically,] it's because of this hope that the Jews are accusing me! 8 *Why should any of

you consider it incredible that
[Yahweh] the Eloah resurrects
dead [people], ___? 9 I too was brainwashed. [I believed] I should do everything
possible to oppose the Name [& Authority]
of YahShua from Nazareth. Acts 26:10

*And [opposing YahShua] is just what
I did in Jerusalem: On the authority of the [rogue] chief priests
I put many of [YAH's] sacred-ones
in prison. Then when [our goon
squads] put the [saints] to death, I
cast my vote [to murder] them!
Paul admits that he conspired to murder many
saints.

*Often, in every synagogue,
I punished people who separated [from the world-system]. I tried to
force them to blaspheme. In
my obsession against [Christians,] I
even traveled [thousands of miles] to
foreign cities to persecute
them. 12 So on one of these [Christian
11

journeys, I'm [riding] to Damascus,
bearing the authority and commission
of the [rogue] chief priests. [I'm foaming at the
mouth to imprison Christians.] 13 About noon,
king [Agrippa], as I [ride down] the road, I
see a light from heaven. [It's] brighter
than the sun. [It] blazes around me and
my companions. 14 My companions and
hunting]
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I fall to the earth. I hear a voice speaking to me in Hebrew,
“Saul, Saul, why do you [keep] persecuting me? [You're hurting yourself by

hitting back, like an ox kicking its
owner's sharp stick.]”
I answer, “Who are you, Master?” The
voice replies,
“I'm YahShua, the [guy] you keep persecuting!
15

16

—So rise. Stand on your feet. I'm appearing to you for one reason: to appoint you as [my] servant and witness of
both things you've seen, and what I'm
yet to show you.
or “and to those [things] in which I will appear to
you”.
17

I'll rescue you from [your Jewish] people
and from the beast-nations. I'm sending you to [confront] them.

*
Open their eyes. Turn them
from darkness to light, from
the power of Satan to [Yahweh]
the Eloah, so they can receive
forgiveness of sins, and [win] an
inheritance among the [believers]
who are sanctified by faith in
me.’
18

So then, king Agrippa, I [obey] the vision from heaven. Acts 26:20 *Right
19

there at Damascus I launch [into]
heralding that people should
repent and turn to [Yahweh] the
Eloah and perform works
which demonstrate [that] they've
repented. Then I continue similar [heralding] at Jerusalem,
throughout all the territory of
Judaea, and [many] nations. 21 [My
is why the Jews seized me in
the temple [courts] and tried to kill me. 22
[Yahweh] the Eloah keeps on giving me
evangelism]
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great help. So I continue [defying death] to
this day, witnessing to small and great
[people] alike. [I] say nothing but what the
prophets and Moses said would come.

32 [King]

Paul finds the support for everything he said in “the
prophets and Moses.” He talks of nothing else.
Christianity is the truest expression of Hebraism.

Paul didn't actually appeal. He declared his intent
to evangelize Caesar. Porky had to keep up the appearance that Paul was a criminal, to excuse the
fact that Porky had kept Paul in jail. The same situation exists today. Millions of people in jail on bogus charges, like possession of marijuana, driving
without a license, etc.

that
[YAH's] Messiah will suffer, and that he
[YahShua] will be the first to rise from the
dead, and [that] he will show light to [Israel's] people and to the beast-nations.”
Cowardly Governor & King Send
Paul To Rome
24 At this point [Governor Porky] Festus interrupts Paul's defense: “You are out of
your mind, Paul!” [Porky] shouts, “Your
great learning is driving you insane.”
23 [Moses & the other Hebrew Prophets predict]

When your wise speech overwhelms the feeble
minds around you, they never question their own
intelligence. They declare you a raving lunatic.

Paul answers, “I'm not mad, most
excellent [Porky] Festus. I speak forth the
words of truth and soberness.” 26 [Paul addresses the courtroom filed with spectators.] “I speak
freely to King [Agrippa] because he knows
about these matters. I'm sure nothing
[I've described] escaped the king's notice,
because [Christianity] isn't [hiding] in a corner — [it's spreading across the globe like wildfire]! 27
25

King Agrippa, do you believe the [Hebrew] prophets? I
know you believe.”
The prophets say to keep your paws off your sister,
king Agrippa.
28 Then [king] Agrippa says to Paul, “You almost per-

*Paul answers, “I pray to [Yahweh] the
Eloah that not only you, but everyone who hears me today,
will become what I am,” [Paul
smiles,] “except for these chains!”
suade me to be a Christian.” 29

When Paul says this, king [Agrippa] rises up with [his incestuous sister-wife] BerNike, and governor [Porky], and the [sycophants] sitting with them, ___. 31 The
[rulers] walk aside. They talk with each
other, whispering, “This man [Paul never]
commits any [crime] worthy of death or
imprisonment.”
Acts 26:30

So they should have let him go.
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Agrippa [whispers] to [Porky] Festus,
“[We] could've awarded this man [Paul his]
independence, if he hadn't ‘appealed’ to
Caesar.”

Acts 27
Luke Escorts Paul On A Prison Ship
To Italy

1 [Instead of freeing Paul, Governor Porky and pervert

decide [to] sail us [Luke,
to Italy, ___. The [guards]
escort Paul and some other prisoners to
Julius, a centurion from [Caesar's Imperial]
Regiment. 2 [In Caesaria Maritima,] we board a ship [that
king Agrippa illegally]
Paul & friends west]

Adramyttium [in western Turkey]. [We] set sail [north]
on the sea for ports along the coast of Asia-minor.
Aristarchus {Top-Ruler}, a Macedonian from Thessalo-Nike, sails with us. 3 The next day we land at
Sidon {Fish-Town}. Julius [the centurion] kindly lets Paul
go ashore to visit with friends. [They] provide for
[Paul's] needs. 4 From Sidon {Fish-City} we again put
out [west] to sea. The [south] winds [rage] against us,
___. So we pass on the sheltered [north] side of
Cyprus [island]. 5 We sail [west] across the open sea,
off the coast of Cilicia and [the Asian melting-pot of] Pamphylia. Then we land at Myra, a city in Lycia [WolfLand].
All regions of today's Turkey.
6 [At Myra] the centurion finds a ship from Alexandria
sailing into Italy. [The centurion] puts us aboard [that ship].
hails from]

We sail slowly [west] for many days,
___. We [paddle like mad,] fighting [drift]. [Finally we] arrive off [the coast of] Cnidus [in
southwest Turkey]. The wind forces us off
our course. So we sail on the windsheltered side of the [Mediterranean] island
of Crete, opposite [Crete's surging shore of]
Salmone [Storm-Surge]. 8 We struggle on [west, try7

pass [the isle of] Crete. [We] come to its [southern port]
called The Fair Havens [Pleasant Harbor], near the town
of Lasea.
ing to]

Paul Warns His Jailers Of Shipwreck
9 We're way late [to arrive in Rome], ___.
[Still] sailing in dangerous [seas]. The [autumn equinox] Fast, [Yom-Kippur, the Day of Atone-
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has passed. So Paul warns
officers]:
ment]

[our ship's

True disciples' minds count time based on the Hebrew Festivals, which are to be celebrated by New
Testament believers.

Paul says, “Men, I perceive
that this voyage will [bring] injury and
great damage, not only to the cargo
and ship, but also to our lives.” 11 But
the centurion, instead of listening to
Paul's [inspired] warning, follows the advice of the pilot and of the owner of the
ship. 12 [Pleasant] Harbor is unsuitable to winter in,
Acts 27:10

___. So the majority [of the ship's crew and passengers foolishly]
decide we should sail on [west], hoping to reach
Phoenix and winter there. (Phoenix is a harbor in
[western] Crete, facing both southwest and northwest.)
Democracy is a horrible form of decision making. It
doesn't work.

The Pagan Crew Fails To Predict
The Shipwreck
13 A gentle south wind begins to blow, ___. The
crewmen [ignorantly] assume this wind will guarantee
safe passage. So they lift anchor. We sail along
Crete's [southern] shore.

A Hurricane Tosses Paul's Jail Ship
But soon a wind of hurricane force,
called Euro-clydon (Northeaster) [rocks]
our ship, ___! 15 The wind seizes the
ship, ___! [The ship] can't face the wind.
So we let the gale carry [us] wherever it
[blows].
14

We lose all control of the ship. It's a cork in the
storm.

We struggle to ready our lifeboat.
We pass to the wind-sheltered-side of a
small island [just southwest of Crete] called
Cauda. 17 The crewmen hoist the
lifeboat aboard, ___. They pass ropes
under the ship's [hull] to hold [the boat] together. The [men tremble in] fear of running
aground on the [deadly North African coastal]
quicksand-bars of Syrtis. So the [men]
lower the sea anchor. They let the [wind]
drive the ship along. 18 [All night, ___, we]
suffer a violent battering from the
storm! So the next day the crew begin
to throw the cargo overboard. 19 The
3rd day, we grab the ship's equipment.
We hurl it overboard! Acts 27:20 Neither
sun nor stars appear for many days,
16
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___. The storm rages non-stop. [We]
lose all hope of our being saved…
An Angel Tells Paul How To Save
The Ship
21 The men have gone hungry a long
time. Finally Paul stands up before
them. [He] says: “Men, you should have
heeded my warning to avoid sailing
from Crete. Then you would have
spared yourselves this damage and
loss. 22 But now I urge you to keep up
your courage. Because not one of you
will be lost. Only the ship will be destroyed. 23 Last night an angel of
[Yahweh], the Elohim who owns me, and
whom I serve, stood beside me. 24 [YAH's
angel said,] ‘Never fear, Paul. [Yahweh] the
Eloah [has decreed] that [soldiers] will bring
you face [to face with] Caesar. And [YAH] has
graciously given you the lives of everyone sailing with you.’ 25 So men, take
heart! I trust [Yahweh] the Eloah. [We'll survive,] just as [YAH's angel] fore-told me. 26
Nevertheless, we have to run aground
on an island.”
Paul's Slave Ship Wrecks On The
Isle Of Malta
27 On the [storm's] 14th night, the [hurricane
continues to] drive us [west] across the Adriatic Sea, ___. Midnight [passes]. [Our]
sailors sense we're approaching land. 28
The crewmen drop a plumb-line. They find the water 120 feet deep. A little further, they ‘sound’
again, ___. They find the water 90 feet deep.
1 Fathom = 6 feet. Most worldly measurements are
based on the number of man: 6.

The ship-men look [to the rocks ahead, eyes
fear. [They scream, ‘ROCKS!’ They rush to]
drop 4 anchors from the back of the
storm-driven ship. [The ship decelerates as the
anchors drag the ground.] We all drop to our
knees, ___. [We] beg [YAH] to send us
daylight. Acts 27:30 The sailors attempt
to escape from the ship, ___. They let
the lifeboat down into the sea, pretending they're going to lower anchors from
the front of the ship. 31 Paul warns the
centurion and the soldiers, “Unless
these [traitorous fleeing crew-men] stay in the
29

wide in]
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ship, you can't be saved.” 32 The soldiers cut the ropes to the lifeboat, ___.
It falls, [drifts, tosses in the surf, crashes to bits on
rocks].

Next the [non-swimmers] float on boards or
broken pieces of the ship. So, ___, we
all escape safe to land.

Just before dawn, Paul urges all the
men on the ship to eat. [Paul] says, ‘For
the last 14 days you've been in constant suspense, going hungry. You
haven't eaten anything. 34 So I urge
you to take some food, for your health.
For not one of you will lose a single hair
from his head.”

Malta's Islanders Help The Shipwreck Victims

The crewmen scream at the soldiers, "What are
you doing!? Are you crazy? That lifeboat was our
only hope of survival!"
33

The word for meat here literally means, ‘Nourishment,’ not ‘muscle of an animal.’

Then Paul picks up some bread. [He]
faces all the ship's men. [He] gives
thanks to [Yahweh] the Eloah. [Paul] breaks
the bread. He begins to eat. 36 All the
ship's men smile, encouraged, ___. So
they eat some food. 37 Altogether, 276 of us
35

aboard the ship, ___. 38 The shipmen eat
as much as they want. They need to make the ship
lighter. So they throw the rest of the grain into the
[tremble]

Daylight breaks, ___. The shipmen look [through the fog]. They can't recognize the land. But they see a bay
with a sandy beach. So they decide to
try to run the ship aground. Acts 27:40
The shipsmen cut loose the anchors
and leave them in the sea. Then the
[men] untie the ropes that hold the rudders. Then they hoist the foresail to the
wind. [Whoosh!] We sail [speeding] for the
beach, ___! 41 The ship strikes a sandbar. It runs aground. The front sticks
fast, un-moveable. The back [of the ship]
smashes to pieces in the pounding surf,
___! 42 The soldiers scheme to murder
[us] prisoners to prevent [us] from swimming away and escaping [to commit more
‘crimes’]. 43 The soldiers [draw their swords, ___.
They advance] to kill us [accused] captives.
But the centurion [jumps in front of us. He
screams, "Nobody's killing anyone today!] Then [he]
commands, “Everybody who can swim,
jump overboard! Get to land!” [So we jump
sea. 39

overboard, ___. We plunge into the frigid surf!] 44
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Acts 28
1 [We wash up like waterlogged rats. We're wet, but de-

safe on shore. [Up runs an islander.
He reveals that] the island is called Malta. 2
The islanders show us extraordinary
kindness, ___. Because it's raining and
cold, they welcome us all. [To warm our
freezing bodies,] they build [us] a fire [in a
cave].
Paul Supernaturally Survives A
Viper Bite
3 Paul gathers a bundle of sticks. He
lays them on the fire. A [deadly] viper
[snake] jumps out of the heat, ___! It
fastens [its fangs] on Paul's hand. 4 *The
lighted to be]

natives [jump back], seeing the
venomous serpent hang on
Paul's hand. They [gasp] to each
other, “This man must be a
murderer! He escaped the sea.
[But the goddess] Justicia will not let
him live.” 5 *But Paul [laughs],
___! He shakes off the snake
into the fire. Paul survives, [totally] unharmed. 6 *The islanders
expect Paul to swell up or suddenly fall down dead [from the poisonous snakebite]. They watch Paul a
great while, ___. They see no
harm come to him. So they
change their minds. They [shout],
“Paul is a god!”
Barbaro (islander) here means ‘non-greek’, not
‘brutish’ as the word has (mistakenly) come to signify.

Paul Heals Malta's Governor's Dad
& Others
7 [The islanders take us to] a nearby estate. It
belongs to [Mr. Popular] Publius, the chief
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official of the island. [Mr. Popular] welcomes us to his home. For 3 days he
hospitably lodges us. 8 *Mr. Popu-

lar's Dad lays sick with a fever
and [bloody] dysentery. Paul goes
into [the sick man's bedroom]. [Paul] prays
[while he] lays hands on [the old man].
This heals him, ___! 9 Then other
disease-stricken [people] on the island
come [to Paul]. [He prays. Immediately YAH] heals
the [sick people]! Acts 28:10 The islanders
honor us in many ways, ___. When we
[finally get] ready to sail, they furnish us
with the supplies we need.
After 3 Months On Malta, Paul Sails
For Italy
11 After 3 months [on Malta,] we sail off [north] in an
Alexandrian ship which had wintered on the island.
This ship sports a carved Gemini for its figurehead.
Gemini = Castor and Pollux, the ‘Heavenly Twins of
Jupiter.’
12 We land at Syracuse, [the capital of Sicily]. We stay
there 3 days. 13 From Syracuse we set sail [north].
[At last we] arrive at Rhegium [in Italy]. The next day a
south wind blows up. So on the following day we
reach Puteoli, [Little Mineral Springs].

Paul's Jail-Ship Arrives In Rome
14 At [Puteoli] we find [Christian] brothers.
They invite us to spend a week with
them. Then, [finally,] we [sail north into the region near] Rome, [the vast capital city of the Empire].
15 The brothers in Rome (having heard
we're coming) travel as far as the Forum of Appius and the Three Taverns to
meet us, ___. At the sight of these believers, Paul thanks [Yahweh] the Eloah.
[Paul] takes courage. 16 When we arrive
at Rome, the centurion delivers the
prisoners to the captain of the guard.
But [the captain] allows Paul to live [outside of
the dungeon] by himself, with a soldier to
guard him.
Paul Addresses The Jews in Rome
17 3 days later Paul calls together the
leaders of the [Roman] Jews. They assemble. Then Paul says to them, “Men and
brothers, I've never committed any [offense] against [our] people. Nor [have I violated] the ethics of our fore-fathers. Yet [the
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imprisoned me in Jerusalem.
Then they handed me over to Roman
[death-squads]!
priests]

Paul taught against penile circumcision. Yet he did
nothing against the traditions of his fore-fathers in
the faith of Abraham. This means that penile circumcision was not what Abraham & YHVH meant
by the words: # 5243 namal & #4135 muwl.

The Romans examined me. They
wanted to release me, because I was
not guilty of any crime deserving death.
19 But [rogue] Judaeans objected [to my release]. Then I [felt] compelled to call [an audience with] Caesar. [Of course I'm] not accusing my [Israeli] nation of anything. [I would
18

never use the worldly courts to point weapons at my persecutors.]

Paul did not appeal to Caesar for Judicial relief.
Paul decided to present the Gospel to the most
powerful mortal in the world. This is a very important distinction. For Paul to have appealed to Caesar for relief would mean that Paul tried to use the
worldly courts to enforce his rights, which is not
true. This is because worldly courts mete out justice at the point of a gun, through threats. We believers can't use force to protect our rights. So we
can't go under the jurisdiction of the worldly powers to gain control of their policemen. Paul clarifies
that he is not the one prosecuting the court case.
Acts 28:20 [Rather, I want to evangelize the Emperor

same reason I asked to see and
talk with you [Jews]. [My persecutors] locked
me in these chains [for broadcasting] the
hope of Israel: [resurrection from the dead].” 21
These Jews [at Rome] reply to Paul, “We
haven't received any letters from Judaea concerning you. None of the
brothers who've come from there have
reported or said anything bad about
you. 22 But we want to hear what your
views are. For we know that people everywhere are talking against the [cancerous growth of this dangerous] cult [called Christianity].”
for the]

Since the beginning, people who follow the commandments of Yahshua are everywhere spoken
against. The world tolerates popular
“ChristenDumb” because it is a commercially lucrative perversion of Yahshua's teachings. Church is
designed to make people wealthy and safe on their
way to eternal fire.

*These [Roman] Jews arrange
to meet Paul on a certain day,
___. [They stream] in even larger
23
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numbers to the place where
Paul stays. From morning 'til
evening Paul explains and declares to the [Jews] the [Good News
about the] Kingdom of [Yahweh] the
Eloah. To persuade the Jews [to
follow] YahShua, [Paul] quotes from
both the Torah [Law] of Moses
and the [Hebrew] Prophets.

1856

endless discussions
among themselves.
[They launch into]

The Jews are talking, debating, disagreeing about
Yahshua, right down to the present day.

24

Paul Lives Under Arrest For 2 Years
In Rome
Acts 28:30 For two whole years, ___,
Paul stays there [in Rome, under guard] in his
own rented house. He welcomes everyone who comes to see him. 31 Boldly,
[defying every] hindrance, Paul heralds the
Kingdom of [Yahweh] the Eloah, ___. He
enlightens [everyone] about Master
YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah.

Some seeds grow. Some seeds die.

Until the Romans (terrified of Paul's unstoppable
influence) cut off Paul's head, we are told.

Yahshua's teachings are corroborated by both the
Law of Moses and by the other Hebrew Prophets.
‘Red-Letter only’ readers are missing the boat.

Some Jews believe the things Paul
says, ___. Others refuse to believe.
Paul Rejects The Jews Of Rome
The Jews disagree among themselves, ___. They leave after Paul's final statement: “The Holy Spirit spoke
well (through IsaiYah the prophet) to
our fathers. 26 *[YAH] said,
25

‘Go to this populace, ___. Say,
‘You [blockheads] eavesdrop. You
hear [words] you never understand. You spy. You see [actions].
But you can't [piece them together into]
meaning.
Isaiah 6:9

*
For this [nation's] heart has petrified. Their ears are so dull they
hear [only mush, ___]. They've [sewn]
their eyes shut. [But if] they [choose
to] see with their eyes, hear
with their ears, understand
with their hearts, and return [to
me], I heal them.’
27

Isaiah 6:10

*—So know that [Yahweh] the
ELoha has sent [His] salvation to
the Non-Jewish nations. And
they will listen!” 29 Paul says these
28

words. Then the Jews
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out, ___.

Romans 1
Paul Sends Good News To Persecuted Brothers
1 [This is a letter to you, ___, from] Paul, a servant of YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah. [YAH]
called [me] to be [His] emissary. [YAH] set
[me] apart [from the world. He has commissioned me
to spend my whole life proclaiming] the Good
News of Elohim:

The entire modern world is fundamentally Roman.
The prevailing norms in politics, the arts, education, medicine, religion, sports, the military, etc. all
trace their roots to Greco-Roman antiquity. Paul
writes this book to you, a Hebrew in a Roman
world.
2 [For millennia],

through His prophets in
the holy scriptures, YAH has promised
this Amazing News, ___. 3 [The news, ___,
is that] through [ancient king] David's babyseed[s], YAH physically procreated a
‘son’: YahShua [the] Messiah, our Master. 4 With power, by resurrecting
[YahShua] from the dead, Elohim declared
[YahShua] to be His Sacred-Spirit [born]
‘son’, ___. 5 Through YahShua, and for
YahShua's reputation, [YAH] gives us [believers] divine ambassadorship. [Our job is]
to [promote] obedience [and] faith among
all nations, ___. 6 And [YAH] calls you, ___, to
belong to YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah. 7 [I write this] to
everyone in [the Roman Empire]. Elohim
loves [you]. [He] calls [you] to separate [from
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the world-system]. [I pray for]

grace and peace
to [flow to] you, ___, from Yahweh our
Father and from the Master: YahShua,
[YAH's] Messiah.
The United Nations = The Modern Roman Empire.
8 For starters, I thank my Eloha [Yahweh] for you all.
Because of YahShua [the] Messiah, people all over
the world [rave] about your faith, ___.
or, “I pray to YHVH through Yahshua.”
9 I serve [YAH]. With [all] my spirit, [I herald] the Good
News of his Son. [YAH] is my witness that without
fail I always mention you [Romanized believers] in my
prayers, ___. Romans 1:10 [Every day] I beg that
somehow if Elohim is willing, I [can] finally now suc-

For I long to see
you, ___, to share with you any spiritual gift that grows your strength. 12 I
mean [that] I want you and I to be mutually encouraged by each other's faith,
___. 13 I want you to be aware, [Roman]
brothers, that I've often planned to
come to you to reap a [spiritual] harvest
among you, just as I [‘harvested’ believers]
among the other beast-nations. But
[spiritual forces] blocked me. 14 I have a
duty to [evangelize] the Greeks, and people [beyond the Roman Empire]; to [help both] wise
and unwise [people]. 15 So, as far as it's in
my [power], I'm eager to also herald the
Good News to you [believers trapped] in [the]
Roman [Empire]. 16 *For I'm not
ceed in journeying to you. 11

ashamed of the Good-News of
[the] Messiah, ___. [YAH's Good-News]
is the power of Elohim. [The gospel
brings] salvation [to] everyone who
[actively, fruitfully] believes [it]. [The gospel
which came] first to the Jew [s] is
now [coming] to the beast-nationals. 17 The Good-News reveals how
Elohim fixes us. [Our repair-process begins and
ends with] faith, ___. As [Habakkuk] writes,
“All just [people] live by faith.”
Night-Stars Clarify YAH's Goodness
& Power

*From heaven, Elohim is revealing [his] wrath, ___. [He]
fights all [the] unholiness and
unrighteousness of humans
18
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who suppress the truth by
wickedness. 19 *—Because all
[we] can know about [Yahweh] the
Eloah is plain to men, ___.
Elohim continually shows
mankind [clear evidence of His loving and allpowerful nature]. Romans 1:20 *Ever

since [YAH] created the
kosmos, [all people] have
clearly seen His invisible
[attributes] (including eternal power and divinity).
The things [YAH] created
make [YAH's nature] obvious.
So, ___, [unbelieving] humans have no excuse.
Mankind Hates The Creator, His
Thoughts & Law

*—Because although
humans know [about Yahweh] the Eloah, they fail
to glorify Yahweh as
Elohim. They're not
even thankful, ___.
Rather, [mankind] becomes
[trapped] in futile fantasies. So their foolish
hearts turn black [with spiritual cancer].
21

Fantasies like: pornography, democracy, social insurance, the popular vote, fiat money, health insurance, pharmaceutical ‘cures,’ propaganda,
bogus religion, etc.

*Professing themselves to be wise, people become [professional]
fools, ___. 23 *And people
22
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keep exchanging the glory of
[Yahweh] the incorruptible Eloha
for images resembling corruptible humans, birds, four-footed
beasts, and creeping [reptiles &
bugs]!
Sexual Sin Is An Expression Of
Man's Idolatry

*So, ___, Yahweh gives [humans] up to get dirty in the lusts
of their own hearts. [They] dishonor their own bodies with
one another.
24

This verse isn't directly addressing homosexuality,
but all shared bodily sin. The word autos translated
‘men’ is ‘autos,’ a neuter pronoun (them) referring
to ‘Anthropos’ (humans) in verse 18.

*People morph the truth of
Yahweh into lie[s, ___]. They
worship and serve creations
25

[and ordinances and institutions and buildings,]

instead of the eternally-adored
Creator!
Most church activity lies fixated on maintaining
buildings and milking the socio-economic status
quo for money.

All Fornication Spreads Deadly Disease
26 Because of this, Yahweh surrenders
people, ___. He abandons them to
[their] vile pathologies. Even their females exchange natural [relations] for unnatural [fornication].
This verse condemns all female sexual sin, not just
lesbian fornication. This verse is the closest the
bible comes to addressing lesbianism. Surprisingly,
Moses condemns male-male sex while refraining
from direct comment on lesbianism. The Mosaic
Law, being largely concerned with prevention of
plague, targets MSM (male-male) intercourse as a
top-level public health peril. Monogamous WSW
(woman-woman) activity bears no explicit Mosaic-Law penalty, because WSW is a less common
disease-transmission vector than MSM. (Generally,
women nest, while men hunt for new bedmates.)
Male penetration and insemination multiply STD
epidemic risk. Fem-fem sexual interactions are
common in polygamy, a problematic but biblicallypermitted union where one man sleeps with multiple women, often simultaneously, in a lifelong
closed-loop marriage. However, Paul here re-confirms, as did Christ, that the Creator's design for
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sexual relationships is: celibacy or heterosexual
monogamy. All valid Judeo-Christian authorities
agree.

*Likewise, ___, [human] males
also abandon natural relations.
They burn up in their [lusts] for
each other. [They] commit unspeakable acts. So [fornicators] receive in themselves the due
penalty for their perversion.
27

Most translations add many words to this verse to
twist it into a monotonously anti-gay speech. This
passage is about ALL sin, not just homosexual sin.
This section should be used to promote fidelity.
The bible is not a homophobic's queer-bashing
stick. The Creator loves homosexuals. But the average male-male homosexual bond is not strong
enough to promote monogamy. Predictably, MSM
families tend to break up, creating constantly
changing parental structures. Divorce damages
parents' psyches and tortures children. Most queer
men swap mates. So MSM's propagate deadly sexually-transmitted diseases at alarming rates.

“The risk for anal cancer is 17 to 31
times higher among gay and bisexual
men than among heterosexual men.
”—“HPV and Men — CDC Fact Sheet”. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention. April 3, 2008 &
“Cancer in a population-based cohort of men and
women in registered homosexual partnerships”.
Am. J. Epidemiol. 157 (11): 966–72. Much homosexuality is rooted in child sexual abuse.

Mankind Hates YAH, So YAH Lets
Them Go Bad
28 [Humans] choose not to invest in knowing Yahweh. So Yahweh surrenders
men to [their] reprobate mindsets, ___.
[YAH lets people] commit wrong acts [during
their short lives on earth].
Yah lets humanity choose its own path. Many socalled ‘minor’ STD's (such as herpes, HPV and
mononucleosis) frequently develop into incurable
cancers that eat away peoples' genitals, throats,
mouths, lips, anuses and tongues. You can't outsmart God. Antibiotic and anti-viral development
can't keep pace with pathogenic mutation. So you
shouldn't even sip from the cup of anyone you're
not married to, let alone get nasty with them.

overflow with all [kinds of] unrighteousness, fornication, wickedness,
covetousness, maliciousness. [They're]
stuffed with envy, murder, strife, deceit
[and] malice, ___. They [love] gossip.
29 [Men]

*[Humans are] backbiters,
___, haters of Elohim, spiteful,
Romans 1:30
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proud, braggarts, inventors of
evil [schemes and machines], disobedient to parents; 31 *[Humans lie] void
of understanding: [they're]
covenant-breakers, heartless,
ruthless, unmerciful, ___: 32
*Mankind knows that Yahweh
righteously decrees that [people]
who commit such errors deserve death. Yet mankind not
only continue to commit these
very sins, ___ — mankind
takes pleasure in everyone
who wreaks [such evils]!
The world's communication media lie almost 100%
packed with pornography, gossip, lies and
trumped-up conflict, because humans LOVE evil.
The religious media mostly serve up muted and
whitewashed versions of the same sins.

Romans 2
*So you have no excuse for
judging other [people], ___. For
in whatever [sense] you criticize
someone else, you condemn
yourself, since you (who
judge) commit comparable
[sins].
1

When you put other people on trial, you point your
accusatory finger back at yourself.

Now we know, ___, that Yahweh's
judgment against evil-doing [hypocrites] is
based on truth. 3 So when you, ___, a
mere human, pass judgment on other
[people], while you commit equivalent
[crimes], do you fantasize you'll escape
Yahweh's judgment?
Grace = Power To Repent, Not License To Sin
2

*Do you, ___, despise the
riches of Yahweh's goodness,
forbearance and patience? [Do
you] fail to grasp that Yahweh [inThe Cinematic Bible 1.0

His goodness to lead you
to repent, [not to excuse your sin]?
tends]

For instance, do you preach that ‘grace’ gives you
license to break the principles of the Mosaic law?

But because of your hard-headedness
and [your] unrepentant heart, ___, you
treasure up for yourself wrath, [which Yahweh] the ELoah comes to [dish out on] the
day he reveals his angry, righteous verdict[s].
YAH Judges Every Human By
His/Her ACTIONS
5

*[Yahweh] pays back each [human]
according to what he does [on
earth, ___].
6

Psalm 62:12; Proverbs 24:12. Grace is the power
to do right, not license to do wrong.

To beings who by patient endurance
in doing good [deeds] seek glory, honor
and immortality, [Elohim gives] eternal life,
___.
7

Not to those who merely say a sinner's prayer,
then go on living normal lives.

Never Judge, For You Too Are A
Law-breaker

4

1859

*But to self-seeking [rogues]
who disobey the truth and follow evil, [Yahweh throws] indignation
and wrath, ___.
8

You Get No Extra Points For Your
Religion

*Tribulation and anguish [eventually crash on] every human being
who does evil, ___ — first on
[unrepentant] Jew[s], [because they heard
YAH's laws first]. Then [judgment crashes]
on [unrepentant] beast-national[s].
Romans 2:10 *Yet [YAH eventually gives]
glory, honor and peace to every man who [performs] good
works, ___ — first to the
Jew[s,] then, similarly, to the
beast-national[s]. 11 *For [Yahweh]
the Eloha never shows favoritism, ___. 12 Everyone who sins
9

without [knowing] the Torah [Law] ends up
perishing [in ignorance of] the Torah, ___.
And everyone who sins [though they know]
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the Torah gets judged by the Torah. 13

*[Yahweh] the Eloha doesn't see [beings] as righteous just because they
[merely] hear [His] Law,
___. Rather, [YAH] repairs
[beings] who obey [His]
law. 14 *Some beast-nationals,

the Torah [Law], do
by nature the things commanded in it, ___! They [follow their inner
law without pressure from external rules] . 15 [Obe[though ignorant of]

lives show that the conduct
the Torah dictates lies written in their
hearts, ___. Their consciences [prove that
they know YAH's Law]. For their conflicting
thoughts oscillate between accusing
and defending their [own deeds].
YAH Judges Your Heart, Not Your
Religion
16 And so, ___, according to the Good
News which I herald, the day comes
when YAH, through YahShua, [His] Messiah, judges everyone's secret life.
dient saints']

Your true inner life and outer actions are what
matters, not your religion, race or group.

So do you, ___, call yourself [a member
remnant [people]? [Do you] rest on
[scriptural] law. [Do you] boast about
Elohim?
17

of YAH's]

lit: Jew

Do you, ___, know Elohim's will? Do
[you] approve of what is superior because you've [been] instructed by the
[scriptures]? 19 Are you, ___, convinced
that you're a guide for the blind, a light
for others in the dark? Romans 2:20 [Do you,
___, think you're] an instructor of foolish [people], a teacher of infants, because in the
scriptural [laws] you hold the embodiment of knowledge and truth? 21 You
then, who teach others, [why] don't you
teach yourself? You, ___, who preach
against stealing, do you steal?
18
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When we ‘pay’ people ultimately worthless debt-instruments (U.S. paper Dollars, for instance) for
their valuable goods, we steal.

You, ___, who say ‘[people] should not
commit adultery,’ do you break marriage-bonds? You who abhor idols, do
you commit sacrilege?
22

Yes: a couple of common examples: When we
dream/think of adulterous acts, we internally commit adultery. When we use the world's false money
covered with pagan symbols and graven images of
the world's Elohim, we commit idolatry. And on
and on.

You, ___, who brag about the scriptures, do you dishonor Elohim by
breaking [His] law[s]?
23

Yes.

*As [Isaiah and Ezekiel] write, “The
name of [Yahweh] the Eloah gets
blasphemed among the beastnations because of you [JudeoChristians, ___]!”
24

Isaiah 52:5; Ezekiel 36:22 Judeo-Christian
hypocrisy is the biggest reason people refuse to
convert.

Don't Chop Your Wang; Clean Your
Heart!
25 [Getting] culled out [of the world-system and
made a Hebrew] has value if you observe
[YAH's] law, ___. But if you break [YAH's]
law, you become as though you'd never
been [culled out of the pagan horde].
The word translated “circumcision” means to cut
yourself off from evil people and evil thoughts. Circumcision of a penis is an un-biblical, savage
mutilation practiced by insane Rabbis and greedy
doctors.

When men who have [intact penises]
keep the [Torah] law's requirements, [YAH]
regards them as the rightly “circumcised” [people, ___].
26

The Creator never intended circumcision to involve
cutting penises. In your heart you already know
this.

*[People] who instinctively obey
[YAH's] laws, [including] refusing to
cut penises, come to condemn
[people] who [follow human] statutorycodes, including mutilating [genitals] in violation of [YAH's] law!
27

The word translated as circumcision (#4059
peritemno = to cut around) means to trim away
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the evil from your life, not to slice essential organs
off of your genitals. The ACTUAL Hebrew law forbids making ANY permanent cuts or marks on your
body! #203 akrobustia = physically uncircumcised.

*A man is not a Jew if he is
only outwardly [Jewish, ___]. [Yahweh]
never [commanded] any cutting of
physical skin.
28

There it is: the New Testament and the old Testament clearly teach that the Almighty forbids all
cutting of healthy human skin! If you allow anyone
to cut your baby's foreskin, you are committing satanic child abuse!

contrary, a man is a Jew if he
is inwardly [Hebraic in his thought-process, ___].
[True] ‘circumcision’ is [culling out the evil] of
the heart, by [YAH's] Spirit, not [mindlessly
obeying human] written code[s]. [A Spirit-purified]
man receives praise not from man, but
from [Yahweh] the Eloah.
29 [On the]

YHVH never told anyone to cut anybody's penis!
Foreskin removal is a heinous sex crime.

Romans 3
Jews Are Special; They Preserve
The Scripture
1 What advantage, then, is there in being a Jew, ___? And what value is
there in [true, heart] circumcision?
There is value in being a Hebrew. But there's no
value, only loss, in penile circumcision.

the ELoha has given every kind
of advantage to the Jews, ___. First
and foremost, He entrusted His oracles
to them.
2 [Yahweh]

Of all the people on earth, ancient Jews did by far
the best job of recording and preserving the Creator's communications with humans. Set at the
“center of the world,” Jerusalem is the perfect publishing headquarters to spread YAH's oracles to every continent. From Judea, you have a straight
shot across the Mediterranean to the Americas,
and a direct path to Africa, Europe and Asia. Judea
was specifically created to be the planet's publishing nexus.

So what if some [Jews] fail to believe,
___? Can their lack of faith nullify the
faithfulness of [Yahweh] the Eloha? No
way!
Sin Is A Sick Stain, Not An Artistic
Contrast
3
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*“[Yahweh] the ELoah is absolutely true, ___, though every
man [is a] liar.” As [David] writes,
“Everything you say proves
true, [Yahweh]. Though [humans falsely]
accuse [you], you triumph [because
you're perfectly honest].”
4

Humans cannot swear to tell ‘the whole truth’. All
mortals are liars.

Elohim's [bright] righteousness shines
more brightly [when] contrasted with our
[dark] unrighteousness. Can we then
conclude that [Yahweh] the Eloah is unjust
in bringing his wrath on us? No way,
___. That's just a [fallacious] humanistic
argument. 6 ___, if [Yahweh] the Eloah
were unjust, how could [He] judge the
world? 7 [Some scoffer might argue,] “If my
falsehood enhances [Yahweh] the Eloah's
truthfulness and so magnifies his glory,
why [does he] still condemn me as a sinner, ___?” 8 [The scoffer might as well say,] “
___, let's do evil so good can result!
[The end justifies the means!]” Some scoffers
slanderously report, and some [solemnly
swear,] that WE [believers] talk such [trash]!
Those liars deserve their condemnation.
No Mortal Is Righteous; We All
Need Repair
9 What should we conclude then, ___?
Are we [believers] any better [than the agnostic
scoffers]? Not at all! For the last [few paragraphs you've read] prove that Jews and
beast-nationals alike all lie [crushed]
under [the weight of their] errors. Romans 3:10
5

*As

write: ‘No
[mortal] is [fully] righteous,
___, not even one.
[the prophets]

Greasy-grace religiots use this verse to imply that
it's futile to seek to be righteous. However, some
people are more relatively righteous than others,
and we all should try to be more righteous.

* ___, no [human] understands. No one [properly]
seeks [Yahweh] the Eloah. 12
11
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*All

have turned away
En masse they've become worthless, ___. There is
no [human] who [consistently] does
good — not a one.”
[humans]

[from YAH].

Psalms 14:1-3; 53:1-3; Ecclesiastes 7:20)
[unprofitable]

*“[Human's] throats are open
graves, ___. Their tongues
practice deceit.” “The poison of
vipers [dribbles] from their lips.”
ps 5:9, 140:3

*“[Humanity's] mouths are full of
cursing and bitterness, ___.”
14

Ps 10:7

*“[Humans'] feet sprint to shed
blood, ___: 16 Destruction and mis15

[strewn]

in

[humanity's]

paths. 17

*[Humans] never knew the way of
peace, ___.
Isaiah 59:7-8

*There is no fear of Elohim
humanity's] eyes.”
18

[in

Ps 36:1

Try Your Best, But Ask For Help
When You Fall
19 Now, ___, we know that whatever
the law says, it says to people [legally
bound] under the law. [Law] silences every
[sassy] mouth. [Law] holds the whole world
accountable to [Yahweh] the Eloah.
Knowing the Word of our Creator makes us more
guilty when we sin.

*So no flesh [mortal] will
be justified in [YAH's] sight by
performing the deeds [demanded by]
the Law. Rather, [by studying] the
law, ___, we become aware
that [we] mess-up.
Romans 3:20

We would have to keep the law perfectly, as
Yahshua did, to be justified by rule-following. And
even perfect superficial obedience would be worthless without the spirit of love. No man [except
Yahshua] ever keeps all of YAH's rules.

*But now, ___, the news is
spreading that Elohim can repair [us] even if we fail to [legalisti21
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the Sinai {Bush} Code.
The Law and the Prophets
speak about this [imputed] ‘righteousness.’
cally observe]

Heart-righteousness is not based on legalistic rulefollowing, but on repentance.

*Without prejudice, Elohim
gives this [power to do] righteous
[acts] to everyone [of whatever origin]
who [actively, fruitfully] believes with
faith in YahShua (the Messiah).
22

13

ery lie
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Believing means walking out your faith in action.
Crossing the Grand Canyon walking on thin air.

Take Your Get Out Of Devil-Jail
Free Card

*For every [mortal] has
sinned, ___. [We] all fall
short of the glory of
[Yahweh] the Eloah.
23

Everyone except the Messiah has sinned. No other
human merits eternal life with near-infinite power.
But YAH can fix us and get us ready for immortality.

*Since YahShua [the]
Messiah ransomed us
[from the slave-master devil],
we're free for Yahweh
to graciously fix us,
___.
24

See song: Fix You.

nullify [our deals with the devil], [Yahweh]
the Eloah allowed YahShua [to die as a mur25 [To]

der victim of Satan. Satan's resulting criminal conviction]

wiped away

[the jurisdictional authority Satan had

sins [we humans] ever committed. [YAH in a sense] covers you, ___,
when you [actively, fruitfully, faithfully] live as
someone freed [from the devil's power by]
YahShua's “blood.”
to punish all the]

Yahshua's death did not “satisfy YHVH's wrath
against us.” Such terrible, illogical translations are
damaging to faith in our loving Creator. Every
criminal dies for his own crimes. The devil had a legal right to the ownership of human beings. By
stubbornly sinning, we ‘sold’ ourselves to him. But
because the devil instigated the murder of the only
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truly righteous man who ever lived, YHVH, the father of the murdered innocent Messiah, assumed
the legal right to take away all of Satan's legal
rights. So the death of a righteous man (symbolically his ‘blood’) bought your key out of your jail
cell. So you can walk free of the devil. So long as
you don't voluntarily walk back into the devil's cell.

To show his righteousness, [YAH allowed
YahShua to ransom us]. [YAH] is the just One
who overhauls [people] who trust [their lives
to] YahShua.
Live out Active Faith; Go Beyond
Checklists
26

*Who can brag, ___? Nobody. The Torah's rules of behavior don't forbid boasting.
Yet how can you brag about
being redeemed by clinging to
a [lifeline] of faith?
27

This is a paraphrase, as are all of the modern
translations.

So we conclude, ___, that [merely] executing the Torah's checklists [only gets you
up to zero]. But [you can become positively] righteous by [living out active] faith.
28

True justifying faith is always married to action.
Reading the book of James is the best way to make
sure that you don't misinterpret Paul. Many
preachers tragically take Paul to mean that people's good works need not accompany their salvation. Wrong. Faith without works is dead. Dead
faith never saves anyone. People are not what they
say they believe. People's actions prove what they
really believe. People are what they do under pressure.

All Humans Must Live The Spirit Of
Moses' Law

*[Yahweh] the Eloha is not [the private property] of Jews, ___. [YAH rules
and loves] beast-nationals too.
Romans 3:30 *So, ___, there is
only One Eloha [Yahweh]. [Yah] fixes
[us] separatist [Hebrews] through
[our] faith. [Likewise, Yah fixes] the
mixed-up [beast-nationals] through
[their] faith. 31 *So do we obsolete the [Mosaic] Law [because we have]
faith? Not one jot, ___!
Rather, [our acts of faith] uphold [& promote] the [Mosaic] Law.
29
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Romans 4
True Belief Inspires YHVH To Forgive Mistakes

1 ___, what has Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} (our human forefather) learned [about trusting Yahweh to save him]?
Abraham is more alive today than are you and I.
2 If Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} has earned justification by [his good] deeds, he has something to brag
about, ___. But from Elohim's view, [Abraham has] no
3 *What does the Scripture say, ___? “Abraham [walked
through life] trusting [Yahweh] the
Eloah. So [YAH] credits Abraham's [obedient] belief to Abraham, [even though Abraham was not always]
righteous.”
[basis for pride].

(See Genesis 15:6.) YAH is a wise, loving coach.
He cares more about his players' attitudes than
their scoreboard. It's not whether you win or lose,
but how you play the game of life.

Now when you work [properly], your
[boss] runs up an obligation [to pay you, ___].
You don't call your pay a ‘gift.’ 5 *But
4

even if
you do a flawed job, if you [keep
on] trusting [Yahweh], he credits
[your active, obedient] faith to you as [if
you were] righteous. [Like any good father,
YAH works to] reform [his] messed-up
[when you, ___, work for Yahweh,]

[children as long as they keep lovingly walking
through life trusting him] .
The work is to believe. Work to truly believe. Then
righteous acts follow. And it works the other way
around: righteous acts tend to increase belief.

Even David {Love} says the same
thing, ___. [David] describes the happiness of the man to whom [Yahweh] the
Eloha credits righteousness, even
though the man's [current] performance
[may be spotty]: 7 - David {Love} says, “[Repenters get a huge] blessing when [YAH] forgives their perversities and covers their
sins, ___. 8 —[Pray] for Yahweh to bless
you by [choosing] not to count your mistakes against you, ___.”
6

(Psalm 32:1,2)
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YAH Can Save Anyone, Jew or Not,
Cut Or Not
9 So we conclude, “[YAH] counts Abraham's [obedient] faith as righteousness.”
___, does this blessing come only to
separatist [Hebrews]? Or can mixed-up
[beast-nationals] get [the forbearance YAH gives his
trusting but flawed Jewish children]?
‘Circumcision’ here refers not to genital-mutilation
but to Jews (who should be) a unique nation ‘cut
away’ from the beast-horde.

*Under what circumstances [did YAH] credit righteousness to Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, ___? After Abraham separated [from his pagan sluts]? Or [while he
still lay] mixed-up [in polygamy with beastnationals]? [YAH] declared Abraham
righteous BEFORE he cut off [his
ties to the pagan] horde.
Romans 4:10

Abraham's trust in YAH is documented in Genesis
12. Then Abraham goes through a separation ritual
of some kind in Gen 17. Then later Abraham sends
away his harem of pagan bed-partners and their
kids.

And long BEFORE Abraham {Father-Ofever received any “sign of separation,” [YAH saw Abraham's] faith [as the embryo
of] righteousness, ___. [So whatever the ‘sign
of cutting-around’ may have been], it was a seal
11

Billions}

[honoring Abraham's already-achieved righteousness, not
a means of making Abraham righteous].

This makes
Abraham the [spiritual] fore-father of all
believers. So today [YAH] can certainly
credit righteousness to people with intact genitals.
Yahshua said that penile circumcision came from
the Patriarchs (presumably Jacob's 12 sons), not
from Abraham. So whatever ‘the sign of circumcision’ meant in Abraham's case, it did not mean
foreskin removal.

*While still uncircumcised,
our ancestor Abraham became
the “fore-father” of the [believers]
who, despite having mutilated
genitals, still walk in the footsteps of Abraham's faith.
12

Faith is action. Whether or not your parents made
the unbiblical mistake of chopping off 1/3 of your
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penile skin, you can be saved, because faith is
spiritual, not physical.

Lawfulness Excels But Faith Gives
Immortality

*YAH promises Abraham that
he and his seed-children will
inherit the earth, ___. But not
by [merely obeying] the [Mosaic] Law. By
living righteous [lives] empowered by [obedient] faith.
13

Only people who have action-producing *faith*
(like Abraham's) inherit the earth. No bloodline
gets special favors. And you need more than internal faith. Faith without good deeds is dead.

to the [Sinai Code can't make you]
an heir to eternity, ___. [Moses']
promises [of temporal and eternal prosperity]
come to nothing unless you pair
[obedience] with [a spirit of] faith.
14 [Adherence]

Paraphrase.

The Law brings [no salvation, ___. It brings]
lawful penalties for breaking laws [you've
been taught].
15

Where there is no penalty there is no law. You
don't get a medal for avoiding a car accident. You
get punished for causing an accident.

Abraham Is Christianity's 'FaithForeFather'
16 So [everything YAH] promises [comes to you]
through [your] faith, ___. [YAH] guarantees unmerited favor to all [his] children
— not just to [Jews sworn to observe] the [Mosiac] law. [YAH adopts] everyone who carries
the faith of Abraham, the “forefather” of
all us [believers]. 17 As [YAH's prophet recorded YAH
saying]:
‘[Abraham,] I've made you a fore-father of
many nations.’
So, ___, in the sight of [Yahweh], in
whom Abraham believed, Abraham is
our “forefather.” [Yahweh] the Eloah gives
life to dead [people]. [YAH] declares things
‘real’ [when in our limited view of time & space, those
things do not yet exist].
Genesis 17:5

Against all hope, Abraham {Father-OfBillions} believed in hope [that] he would
become the father of many nations,
___. [YAH] foretold him,
18
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“Your offspring

[grow to be numerous as the

stars].”

*Abraham was about 100
years old. But he wasn't weak
in faith, ___. Abraham didn't
dwell on how ‘dead’ his own
body had become. Nor did he
focus on the deadness of [his wife]
Sara's womb. Romans 4:20 *Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} avoided
falling away, ___. He trusted
the promises [Yahweh] the Eloah
[spoke to him]. Abraham stayed
strong in faith. [He] yielded to
the majesty of [Yahweh] the Eloha.
19

Powerful Faith Makes Up For Honest Mistakes

*Abraham stayed fully
persuaded that what
[Yahweh] promises, [Yahweh]
is able to perform, ___.
21

That's why [YAH] credited Abraham's
[obedient] faith to him as [if he'd been] righteous, ___. 23 [Moses] wrote the words
“[YAH] credited righteousness to him” referring not only to Abraham.
YAH Repairs Us So We Can Withstand Eternity

can lawfully seize us out of Satan's slave-jail as if

we were] innocent.
Imagine a murderer kills you and all your loved
ones. You die on the operating table. Then the doctors bring you back to life. Then you go to the guy
who killed you. You demand everything he owns in
exchange for not killing him in revenge. More than
fair. Humanity sold themselves as slaves to the
devil. The devil had the Messiah killed. Now the
Messiah owns everything the devil used to own.
You are a slave. When you get born again, the
Messiah confiscates you from Satan, as part of the
terms of Satan's continued existence. It's all extremely logical. Everything the bible teaches makes
perfect sense. It's church drones who turn the
bible into mumbo jumbo.

Romans 5
Childlike Obedience Gets You
Ready For Heaven
1 So, ___, [Yahweh] the Eloah makes us
[repenters] righteous when we [obediently, actively] trust Him. So we're able to reunite
with Yahweh. Because our Master
YahShua ([the] Messiah) [reclaimed us from the
devil's slave-jail].
Faith is action.

Because YahShua [rescued us,] we tunnel
through faith into [YAH's] unmerited favor, ___. We stand [free on our own two feet],
rejoicing in hope of [eternally] basking in
the majesty of [Yahweh] the Eloha.
Suffering Produces The Fruits of
The Spirit

22

2

*[Moses] also refers to us, ___.
credits righteousness to us
when [our actions, though imperfect, reflect]
trust in [Yahweh] who raised up
our Master YahShua from the
dead.

3

24

[YAH]

Believing is faith in action. Faith without works is
dead. Daddy demands that you to come to work
with him. But he doesn't need your help. What he
wants is your loving trust, your teachable spirit.
You have to try to help your Dad. But it's your attitude, not your performance, that counts the most
to him.
25

*Our offenses

[gave Satan power over

us, ___]. [Satanic priests]

handed
YahShua [to] murderers. But [YAH]
raised YahShua [to life]. So [YahShua
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*We [dance] through our troubles, ___, knowing that tribulation produces patience. 4
*And patience yields experience, ___. And experience
births hope. 5 And hope doesn't let
us

down, ___. Because
the Eloha pours His [feast of] love
into our hearts through the Sacred
Spirit [he] gives us.
The Messiah's Death Was A SlaveExchange
[do-gooders]

[Yahweh]

*For when we, ___, were
completely powerless, at just
the right moment, [the] Messiah
6
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died [to ‘buy’ us] wicked
Satan].

[people back from

Literally, Satan owned the human race free-andclear, having tricked the human-race into selling
their souls to him. So Yahshua, a totally innocent
man, allowed Satan to murder him. Then, as a
penalty, YHVH seized all the assets Satan owned,
including us. Then YAH awarded those assets to his
son, the risen Yahshua.

Very rarely will anyone die [to save] a
righteous man, ___. Though someone
might possibly dare die [to rescue] a good
man. 8 *But this shows how
7

much [Yahweh] the Eloah loves us,
___: While we were still screwups, [YAH's] Messiah died [to snatch]
us [from Satan's slave-herd]. 9 Since
YahShua's

[innocent]

‘blood’ freed us

[from

Satan, the most powerful evil being in the universe] ,

___, how much more [easily] will [following]
YahShua's [perfect example] save us from
[our] orgiastic [sinful] passions!
What's normally translated ‘God's Wrath’ is simply
#3709 orge = desire (as a reaching forth or excitement of the mind), i.e. violent passion. Without
any textual basis, most Bible translators insert the
word “God's” anger/wrath. The translators add the
word “God” because they want you to think that
Yahshua's death was a blood sacrifice to appease
YHVH. That is nonsense. The truth is simple and elegant: Satan murdered the innocent Messiah. So
Satan lost his legal control of the human race.

We, ___, were [YAH's] enemies. Then [our slave-owner Satan got convicted
for] murdering [YAH's] son. [Satan's conviction
frees us to] reunite with [YAH]. So
YahShua's spirit-life leads us further
into salvation, [which equals] unity with
[YAH]. 11 So we [believers jump for] joy. Because [Yahweh] the Eloah [guided] our Master YahShua, [the] Messiah, to trade [his
physical life for our freedom].
Romans 5:10

The word usually wrongly translated here
‘atonement’ or ‘reconciliation’ means ‘exchange.’
(2643 katallage 2644 = exchange (figuratively, adjustment.)) Yahshua let the devil kill him so that
the devil would lose lawful control over us, his
slave-race. YAH gave Satan a choice: be erased
from existence, or surrender any humans who
want to live free from the bondage of sin. Confused
translators want you to share their sick blasphemous fantasy that Yahweh killed his son because
Yah ‘can't forgive anyone unless somebody bleeds
to death.’ Yucch!
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Our Evil Acts Made Us The Arch-Demon's Slaves

*[ ___, the devil started trapping us when]
perversion entered the world
through one man [Adam]. [Deviance]
brought death with it. Everybody sins. So death comes to
all humans. 13 *So, ___, sin
was ravaging the world long
before [YAH] gave [us earthlings] the
[Mosaic] law. But [unless you've had a reasonable opportunity to learn the] law, no
one can convict you of [premeditated] wrongdoing. 14 Still, ___, death
12

ruled [the world] from the time of Adam to
the time of Moses. Adam's sin-stain
even infected people who were [technically] sinless [because they hadn't heard YAH's rules].
But later, YahShua came as the Anti-Adam.
To Save Us, The Messiah Let Satan
Murder Him
15 There's a [black and white] contrast between [Adam's] offense and [YahShua's] free
gift, ___! One man [Adam's] bad choice
[leads trillions] of his descendants [to eternally]
die. Conversely, [Yahweh] the Eloah's unmerited favor (his gracious gift of the
one man, YahShua [the] Messiah,) overflows into [eternal life for countless saints]. 16
Again, the gift [YahShua gave us] is the antidote for the damage done by [Adam's]
sin, ___. [Adam's] one error triggered
judgment from which flows [humanity's]
condemnation. [YahShua's] gift followed
[our] many offenses. Yet [his gift] gives us
the [opportunity to become] righteous. 17
Adam's one-man offense [initiated the global]
reign of death, ___. Even more importantly, YahShua ([the] Messiah's) oneman [ransom] brings us into the kingdom
of life. IF we [trust YAH enough to let his] overwhelming gift of grace [lead us down the path
to] righteousness. 18 [The fallout from Adam's]
one bad choice brought a death-sentence to all [humans, ___]. Similarly, one
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righteousness puts the free gift of
life-giving justification [within the reach] of
all people.
[man's]

Including women. Women are men: wombed-men.

disobedience [started a cascade of sin
that] turned trillions of people into sinners, ___. Similarly, because one [man,
YahShua] obeys [YAH], many [sinners] become
righteous.
YAH Can Turn Your Urges From
Ugly To Holy
Romans 5:20 [Wherever] law enters [human life],
lawbreaking increases, ___. But where
sin conquers, [YAH's] grace invades in
overwhelming triumph.
19 [Adam's]

Forbidden fruit tastes the sweetest. Carnal people
love to break rules. The more they know the rules,
the more they break them. But at least they know
they're breaking them.

Sin's reign [brings] death, ___. But
unmerited favor can rule [our lives if
we let YAH make us] righteous. [Right behavior]
brings eternal life [to repenters who obey]
YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah, our Master.
21

[YAH's]

Romans 6
Grace Is Power To Love, Not An Excuse To Sin
1 What should we conclude then, ___?
Should we go on violating [the Mosaic Law],
to [give YAH] abundant [opportunities to give us]
unmerited favor? Never!
Should we keep on sinning so that Elohim can
show us more and more kindness and forgiveness?
No. For instance: Christianites commonly promote
eating pork and other junk food, showing off their
supposed ‘freedom in Christ.’ Other Christianites
get evangelical tattoos. Religiots divorce and remarry, claiming ‘Christ set me free from that relationship.’ Christianites blow off the heads of their
enemies' children in war. Christianites borrow
money, file for bankruptcy protection, and sue to
recover money from their debtors, etc. etc. ad
nauseum. Grace is the miraculous ability to obey
principles behind the Mosaic law, not permission to
break it.

*How can we continue to live
in error if we're dead to sin,
___?
2

Touch a dead dog in a gutter and it stays there
dead. Touch a sleeping sin, and it jumps up and
bites your face off! If you're truly dead to sin, your
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eyes stay off porn, your hands stay off intoxicants,
and your temper stays tempered. The real Holy
Spirit kills your sin-cravings. Empty religion just
puts your addictions into temporary relapse.

True Believers Behave Like Resurrected Angels
3 Don't you know, ___, that when [YAH]
immersed [us repenters] in [the authority of]
YahShua (the Messiah) [he also] immersed us into [YahShua's] death?
No cross, no crown.

So, when [YAH] immersed [us in his spirit,]
he buried our [old deviant lives] in death
with YahShua. So, ___, just as His
majesty [Yahweh] the Father raised [the]
Messiah from the dead, [Yah raises] us to
walk in new [pure] life.
4

Water-baptism must reflect your immersion in
YAH's spirit of separation from the sinful world.
Otherwise it's just dunking.

YAH planted us together with
YahShua in a “death” like [YahShua's]
death, ___. So [YAH] also comes to
unite us with [YahShua] in resurrection.
You've Died To Sin. Don't Live Like
An Addict
6 We know that [YAH] ‘crucified’ our old
selves with YahShua, to destroy [the parts
of our] bodies [that are slaves] to debauchery.
So from now on we [believers] should
NEVER serve sin, ___.
5

World = Werolt = Old Man = Devil. Parts of our
neurochemistry need to be wiped out. There are
whole sections of our brains that are devoted to
serving our addictions to sugar, drugs, sex and
other dopamine triggers.
7

Death sets you free from
sin, ___.

[your body's ad-

diction to]

Everyone who is dead is freed from sin.

Now, ___, since our [old selves] ‘died’ [to
with [the] Messiah,
we're confident we'll live [eternally] with
him.
8

sin when we connected]

Supernatural power to keep yourself clean from
the filth around you is good evidence that you have
connected to eternal life.

*For we know, ___, that
since [YAH] raised [the] Messiah
from the dead, [YahShua] can never die again. Death no longer
has dominion over YahShua!
9
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The death YahShua died, he
died to [defeat] sin once [and for all, ___]. So
the life he lives, he lives for YAH. 11 So
you likewise count yourselves dead to
degeneracy, ___, but alive to YAH because [you're connected] to YahShua, [YAH's]
Messiah, our Master.
Never Let Sin Dominate You

1868

*Don't you know, ___, that
when you surrender yourselves
as someone's compliant, obedient servant, you become their
slave? [You're] either slaves of sin
[rushing] to death, or obedient
servants of righteousness.

Romans 6:10

16

*So never let crookedness
reign in your mortal body, ___.
NEVER obey sin's lusts.

When you pledge allegiance to a worldly nation, or
swear to obey the motor vehicle code, or to adhere
to all of the ‘laws’ of the State, you make yourself a
slave to a worldly master. No man can serve two
masters.

12

It is possible for a spirit-filled mortal to never sin.
Living without ever breaking any principle behind
the Mosaic code should be your goal.

So, ___, NEVER offer your members
to sin as tools of unrighteousness. Instead, yield yourselves to
[Yahweh] the Eloah. [You believers] are beings
alive from the dead. Offer your [body
parts] to [Yahweh] the Eloah as instruments
of right action.
13

[of your body]

This applies to members of the Ekklesia as well as
to physical body parts. So take care of your physical body as you would care for an irreplaceable
tool: eat right, exercise, practice stress-reduction
and pleasure-delay.

*For [without your consent,] corruption cannot dominate you,
___. You're no [longer] legally-bound [to Satan] — you're under
[YAH's umbrella of] favor.
14

Converts who experience YAH's favor (grace) do
not continue in sin. One cannot continue in knowing error and expect to be saved by grace.

Be Controlled By Righteous Morality, Not Sin

*What then [should we conclude, ___]?
Should we misbehave, because
we're not legally bound [by the Mosaic code], but [covered] under ‘grace’?
Not at all!
15

‘Sin is the transgression of the law.’ (1 John 3:4)
True Christians honor the principles of the Mosaic
code because that code was given to the Israelites
by our Father in heaven. Sinning under grace is
like killing yourself to cash in on your life-insurance
policy. Like wrecking your car to collect collision insurance. Like burning your house down to collect
homeowner's insurance. It's fraud.
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But thank [Yahweh] the Eloah, ___,
that though you [believers] used to be
slaves to sin, you [repented and] wholeheartedly obeyed the pattern of [good]
teaching to which [YAH] entrusted you. 18
17

*[YAH] set you free from [your past]
mistakes, ___. [He made you believers]
servants of righteousness. 19 *I
speak in human terms because
your “sin-flesh” is weak, ___.
You used to yield your body
[parts] in slavery to impurity and
to ever-increasing wickedness.
So now offer your body [parts] in
service to right [actions which] lead
[you to] separate [from the evil world].
Once you were slaves of sin,
unrestrained by holiness.
Immorality Only Brings Death;
Obedience= Life
Romans 6:20

* ___, what benefit did you
reap in your depraved days
from the [screw-ups] of which
you're now ashamed? Those [errors] result in death!
21

What benefit did you get from promiscuity, addiction, video games, materialism and vain entertainment? Nothing but trouble.

But now [YAH] has set you [believers]
free from degradation. You've become
servants of [Yahweh] the Eloah. The benefit (fruit) you reap leads to separation
[from the world-system]. Your [destination] is eter22

nal life, ___. 23 *For
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wage sin pays is death,
___. [In] contrast, the
gift [Yahweh] the Eloah
gives is eternal life. [You
get that life] through [your obedient connection to] YahShua
the Messiah, our Master.

Romans 7
A Wife Can Never Divorce Her Lawful Husband
1 Surely you know, brothers — for I'm
speaking to [believers] who know the
scriptures — that the law has authority
over a human only as long as he lives?

*Similarly, a woman who [mara husband-master is bound
by the law to [stay monogamously faithful
to] her man as long as he lives,
___. But when her husband
dies, [YAH] releases her from the
law [that binds] her to the man.
2

ries]

Without any exception, there is NO scripture that
authorizes a lawfully married woman to ever sleep
with another man so long as her husband is alive,
even if her husband cheats on her. That's why
women should seriously consider celibacy, or at
least be very picky about choosing a husband.

*So then, while her husbandmaster lives, if [a wife] gets married to another man, [YAH] decrees her an adulteress. But if
her husband dies, she's free
from that law, ___. A widow
doesn't become an adulteress
when she marries a new man.
3

Wives, until your lawful husband dies, no scripture
authorizes you to ever have sex with ANY ONE
ELSE. Whether your husband is an adulterous
whoremonger makes ABSOLUTELY NO DIFFERENCE AT ALL! (Matthew 5:32 and 19:9 don't give
you an out.) Love your enemy husband. All sex
with anyone besides your (first) lawful husband is
adultery. No ifs, ands or buts. Sorry if that sounds
harsh, but it's the truth. You can move your face
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out of the way of hubby's fist, but you can't replace
him with version 2.x. That's why Paul and Jesus
strongly recommend that you never get married.
What girl wants to be stuck with a hairy-legs, fartbutt husband-master?!

The Mosaic Law Binds Sinners, Not
Law-Keepers
4 So, my brothers, because [Satan killed the]
Messiah's body, [of which you are in the spiritual
sense a member], your [old self] also ‘died.’ [Your
‘death’ nullified the guilt you previously incurred by break-

the law. So you belong [not to Satan, the
punisher of criminals, but] to YahShua, whom
[YAH] raised from the dead. So you,
___, can bear fruit for [Yahweh] the Eloah
[instead of slaving for the devil]. 5 For when we
lived as meat-creatures, ___, the
hardship of sins, [stirred up by our rebellion
against the laws forbidding crime] energized our
body parts to bear fruit for death. 6 But
now, ___, since we [believers] are ‘dead’
to wickedness which used to bind us,
ing]

[we honor the living principles on which YAH's written
codes of law are based]. [Compliance keeps us]

free
from [the guilt of breaking] ANY law. We serve
[YAH] with renewed spirit, not in the decrepit way of [merely slavishly obeying] the letter of the law.
The principles of the Mosaic law are still valid. But
we live out those principles in a living way, not
merely checking off items on a do and don't do list.

What should we conclude then, ___?
Is the law [in] error? [Sacrilege to even think
such a thing!] No, I couldn't even tell you
what a sin was until the Law told me. I
wouldn't have known what lust was if
the law hadn't said, “Never covet.”
Forbidden Fruit Tastes Sweetest
7

*But seizing the [forbidden-fruit]
opportunity [spotlighted] by commandment[s], [my] warped [nature]
caused me to crave all kinds of
[sweet] things that belonged to
other [people, ___]. Law [breaking]
gives [the tingle of life to] deathly sins.
8

Literally: Apart from law, sin is dead. My sin-nature
found a way to pervert [YAH's] commands into
temptations to eat forbidden ‘fruit.’ My screwed-up
nature twisted the Law code from being my guide
to being my seductress.
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*I was just bouncing along [igliving my [selfish] life, ___.
Then I learned the truth of
what the law demands. Then I
knowingly broke the law. [Thus I]
became a guilty sinner,
doomed to die.
9

norantly]

Paraphrase of: For I was alive without the law
once: but when the commandment came, sin revived, and I died.

*YAH ordained [his]
commandment[s] to [bring me] life,
___. But my [stubborn defiance twists
laws] into death-inducing
[debauchery].
Romans 7:10

You get a death sentence as a penalty for intentionally breaking a Law.

messed-up [nature] seizes the opportunity [spotlighted] by [YAH's] commandment[s]. [Lies] deceive me. Then [as penalty
for breaking life-giving] commandment[s, my bad]
11 [My]

then,
___, the [Mosaic] Law is
sacred. [All YAH's] commandment[s] are holy,
righteous and good.
kills

[the good in]

me. 12 *So

Paul, whom ignorant antinomial lawless christianites try to paint as the enemy of the law, declares
for all time that the Law is holy.

So, ___, did good [Law] become [the
cause of] my [spirit's] death? Sacrilege! By
perverting good commandments [into
crimes that bring] death, vice shows its true
character: utterly criminal.
13

By being convicted in a proper process of Law, I
see that I've hit rock bottom, a convicted criminal.
Now my only option is to beg for mercy and try to
get the power not to sin again.

Our Own Consciences Convict Us Of
Crime

*For we know that
[YAH's] law is spiritual,
___. But my [body] is [a]
carnal [meat-creature]. [I]
14
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sold [my flesh as a slave] to
deviance.
Literally: sold under [the jurisdiction of the punisher of] sin.

*I confuse myself by
my own actions, ___: I
fail to do the [good] things
I want to do. And I commit [wicked offenses] that I
hate. 16 *By wanting to obey,
15

I show that I agree that the
Law is good, ___. Yet [I] knowingly choose to do actions I
know are bad.

More literally: And if I do what I do not want to do,
I agree that the law is good.

*So [I let] my deluded
inner [nature] possess me,
___. [Corruption] controls
me like a puppet. My
spiritual will [lies] weak
and motionless as my
body commits criminal
acts.
17

paraphrase of: As it is, it is no longer I myself who
do it, but it is sin living in me.

*For I know that nothing
good lives in my [perverted nature,
___]. For the will [to do right] is [right]
here with me. Still I [rarely] find a
way to grab the controls and
perform good actions.
18

paraphrase.

*For I fail to do the
good I want to do, ___.
And I commit the evil I
don't want to commit.
19

*When I execute unintended actions, my spirit surRomans 7:20
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renders my inner controls to
[my] malfunctioning [nature]. I let
[evil] possess me, ___.
Paraphrased.

*So, ___, I find this law:
when I want to do good,
evil is right there with me. 22
*Sure, ___, in my inner being
I delight in the Law of [Yahweh]
the Eloah.
21

[Even]

Paul loves the Torah.

*But I see another ‘law’
working in my body parts,
___. [Temptation] wars against the
law of my mind. [Rebellion] makes
me a prisoner to the defective
regulatory [programming] which is
controlling my body parts.
23

YAH Can Save Us From Our Sin-Addicted Bodies

*O what a wretched man I
am, ___! Who will deliver me
from this death-body?!
24

lit: this body of death

*HalleluYAH! Our Master
YahShua, [the] Messiah, [is rescuing
me from sin, ___]! My faulty [neuro-chemical] nature still lies a slave to
defective dictates. Yet in my
[spirit] mind, my [reborn self] perseveres to serve Elohim's law.
25

Even Spirit-born people have to fight their old sinaddicted neurochemistry.

Romans 8
Live In Holiness; Then Law Can't
Convict You

*[YAH] never condemns
anyone who lives connected [to] YahShua [the]
Messiah, ___… [IF] they
walk [through life], not fol1
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lowing the ‘flesh,’ but
obeying [YAH's] Spirit.
See song: No Condemnation. People usually only
quote the first half of the ‘no condemnation’ verse.
The majority of translations just leave the 2nd part
out, because it may be an inserted paraphrase of
the subsequent verses, which clarify that only by
walking through life in the Spirit do we stay in the
realm of ‘no condemnation.’ If we ‘walk’ in sin, we
enter condemnation, no matter what sinner's
prayer we moaned.

*So I live united with
YahShua (the Messiah). [I let
YAH's] Spirit [help me obey YAH's] law,
___. [Obedience] frees me from being addicted to sin and death.
2

Live free from the control of sin & death. And free
from verdicts punishing sin.

the law won't [break us out of Satan's
slave jail. Because knowing the rules stimulates our natural desire to break rules, ___. And even if we followed all
3 [Obeying]

So YAH [jailby sending his own ‘son’ [to earth]
as a man [whom our captor, the devil, murdered].
[YahShua never sinned, even though] he [wrestled]
with [the base urges of] a natural [body] like
our own, ___. Thus YAH condemns [the]
sin in sinful mankind.
the rules we'd only be doing our job.]
broke us]

You can live a sinless life. Jesus proved it. He had a
weak body just like yours and mine.

*[By connecting with the spirit of the sinless
Messiah,] we, ___, can fulfill the
righteous principles of [YAH's]
law. [We can miraculously] walk [though
life], no longer chasing the sinflesh, but following [YAH's] Spirit.
4

Fulfilling the law means living in harmony with the
principles which the Torah was written to illustrate.
If you are able to stay away from greed, porn,
adultery, fornication, junk food, bible-ignorance
and the other sins, and use your strength to help
others, you are a living, walking miracle.

Beings who live chasing the sin-flesh
focus their minds on the things their
meat craves, ___. Whereas [beings] who
live following [YAH's] Spirit, focus on the
things [YAH's] Spirit [wants].
5

Carnal-minded lizard-brains obsess about working
so their family can buy cool stuff, acquire and develop property, pay insurance premiums, have sex,
eat delicious food, have fun, get vestment in retirement pensions, fight their nations' enemies. All
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these add up to death. Spiritual people think about
helping needy people while growing in love, joy,
peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
gentleness and self-control. These all add up to
eternal life.

*For to be meat-minded is
death, ___. Conversely, being
spiritually-minded equals life
and peace.
6

Your stomach growls. Do you tell it to be quiet so
you can fast for a few hours or days? Or you do
obey it by going to get food? If you don't fast, you
don't hear the sacred spirit speaking to you. You
don't get miracle powers by eating 3 square-meals
a day. You can feed your belly or feed your spirit.
Not both at the same time. Stuffed belly = empty
spirit.

*The carnal mind [forever
rages] in war against Elohim. [Your] “meat-mind” is
not submissive to the
law of [Yahweh] the Eloah.
It never can be, ___.
7

YAH is a spirit. His life is of a higher order, where
our bodies cannot go. Our bodies instinctively
‘know’ that they will die and never inherit eternal
life. So the constant preoccupation of our bodies is
to live as long as possible, to have maximum pleasure in the few short years our bodies breathe. Every natural choice men and women make is about
getting more food, more stuff, more sex, more fun.

*So, ___, no being who lives
[wrapped-up] “in the sin-flesh” can
please Elohim. 9 *But if the
Spirit of Elohim truly lives in
you, ___, you live, not enmeshed [in] meat, but ‘in’ [YAH's]
Spirit. Now if any man lacks
the Spirit of [the] Messiah, that
man does not belong to the
Messiah. Romans 8:10 But if [the] Messi8

ah lives in you, ___, though your body
is spiritually dead because of sin, the
Spirit of righteousness [gives you] spirit-life. 11 So if the Spirit of YAH (who
raised YahShua from the dead) dwells
in you, ___, then YAH who raised [the]
Messiah from the dead will also give life
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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to your mortal [body] through His Spirit
who dwells in you. 12 So brothers, we
have an obligation—but not to the sinful nature. Never live as [sin] dictates,
___. 13 For if you live chasing [the desires]
of your meat-body, you die [forever, ___].
But if, through [the power of YAH's] Spirit,
you assassinate your body's [craving] to
commit wrong, you live [forever].
Your body craves at least some of these: junk
food, drugs, alcohol, wrong sex, personal expenditures, insurance coverage, employment contracts,
Social Security, private gain, personal possessions,
government benefits, other people's stuff, fancy
clothes, etc. No matter what sinner's prayer or
rosary-chant you prayed, you eternally die unless
you crucify your desire for these and other tempting worldly treats.

You Can Be A Child & Heir Of The
Creator!

*For the sons of Elohim are
the beings led by the Spirit of
Elohim. 15 *For [YAH] never gave
you a spirit of bondage, ___.
He wouldn't dump you back
into [the devil's matrix of] terror. Instead, [YAH] gave you the Spirit
of sonship [adoption]. This Spirit
cries [within] us, “Abba, Father
[Yahweh, save us]!” 16 [YAH's] Spirit himself
14

bears witness with our spirit, ___, that
we [obedient believers] are Elohim's sons. 17
And if [we are YAH's] children, ___, then
[we're YAH's] heirs! [We're] Elohim's heirs:
joint-heirs with [the] Messiah! [Inheritors of
the universe and everything beyond it!] After we
share [YahShua's] suffering, [YAH] glorifies
us with [YahShua].

*IF* we suffer with Him. Real followers of the Messiah suffer terribly in this life.

*For I conclude that the sufferings of this fleeting season
are not worthy to be compared
with the glory [YAH] will [soon]
unveil in us [saints], ___. 19 All cre18

ation waits in eager expectation to [see]
[Yahweh] the Eloah reveal [us worm-men as]
His [regenerated, perfected, super-powered] sons,
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___. Romans 8:20 For the creation fell subject to

depravity, ___. Not knowingly, but because
[humanity] submitted to [the devil's] con [game].
Most translations insert words to try to say that the
Creator chose to let the creation fall into depravity.
In reality, man allowed the devil to con him into
bringing depravity to the earth.

So [YAH] comes to rescue the creation
itself from the bondage of corruption,
___. [Yahweh] the Eloah [reclaims the earth from
the devil, remakes it, and places it in a new universe] of
glorious freedom, in which we, [Yah's]
children, [soar like supermen].
21

The creation will get completely re-made.

We know, ___, that right up to now
the whole creation has groaned [for redemption]. [The universe writhes like a pregnant woman
suffering] in the pains of childbirth. 23 And
not only the creation, ___, but we [believers] who bear the first-fruits of [YAH's]
Spirit; we groan within ourselves, eagerly awaiting [our] ‘adoption,’ that is, [for
YAH] to remake our bodies.
Your Hope In YAH Is Your Tunnel
To Salvation
22

*For [YAH] saves us through
[our] hope, ___! But hope is invisible: Who hopes for what he
already has? 25 But when we hope
24

for what we can't see, we [must] endure
the wait, ___. 26 Yet YAH's Spirit helps
us in our weakness, ___. We don't
know what we should pray for. But
[YAH's] Spirit himself intercedes for us
with sighs that words can't express. 27
And [YahShua] (who searches [all] hearts) knows the
mind of [YAH's] Spirit, ___. So [YahShua] prays for [YAH]
to bless us separatist [saints in ways that are] compatible
with [His will].
"He" could refer to Yahshua, but is usually attributed to the Holy Spirit.

*And we know, ___,
that everything co-energizes to benefit beings
who love [Yahweh] the
Eloah and [who] fulfill the
28
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purposes for which
calls them.

[He]

Even the worst disaster morphs into a blessing in
the end, at least for we who love YAH and who answer His call by living out His commands. See Ro
8:28 scripture song: All Things Work Together.

*[Before the dawn of time,] YAH
foreknew [us believers, ___]. He predestined [us] to be conformed to
the image of his [sinless] ‘son.’
This makes YahShua the firstborn among many spirit-brothers. Romans 8:30 And whoever YAH pre29

destines, YAH also calls, ___. And YAH
fixes whoever [obediently answers] his call.
Whoever YAH repairs, YAH then glorifies. 31 *What,

then, should
we say in response to
these [truths], ___? If
[Yahweh] the Eloah is for
us, [no one] can [prevail]
against us! 32 *YAH didn't
spare his own ‘son.’ [YAH] surrendered YahShua [to ‘buy’] all us
[believers back from the devil]. So YAH will
freely give us everything else
[we need, ___]. 33 [No] one can lay any accusation against Elohim's elect, ___.
Only Elohim [can say who is] just. 34 *Who

is the [only human] who [has a right to]
condemn [people]? [The] Messiah
who died — and more than
that, who lives risen [from the dead]:
YahShua [sits on a judgment throne] at
the right hand of [Yahweh] the
Eloah. YahShua [has the power to condemn us]. But instead YahShua
prays for us, ___!
Nothing Can Separate us From
Christ's Love
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*What can separate us
from the love of [the]
Messiah? [Nothing, ___! Not]
tribulation, nor distress,
nor persecution, nor
famine, nor nakedness,
nor peril, nor sword!
35

See Ro 8:35-37 song (More Than Conquerors).

writes, “In their [war
against YAH, the worldlings] massacre [us
true believers] 24/7/365. [The infidels]
count us as sheep [in their]
butcher-pens.”
36

*As

[David]

Sheep for the slaughter. On judgment day you'll
learn that Satan used your tax dollars to murder
innocent saints, to steal children from believing
parents, to create a world-matrix of slave-drones.

*But by [passing through] all
these [hardships, we, ___, become] Super-Conquerors,
via [the power of Yahweh] who
loves us.
37

Yahshua also loves us. Why would translators say
the awkward ‘more than conquerors’ when the
greek itself says the much cooler ‘superconquerors?’ (Huper Nikeo: superior to the WarGod Nike.)

*For I stand convinced, ___, that neither death, nor life, nor
angels, nor principalities, nor powers, nor
things present, nor
things to come— 39 *—
nor height, nor depth,
nor anything in creation, can ever separate
us from the love of
[Yahweh] the Eloah, [as long as
38
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we, ___, stay connected to]

Master YahShua,
Messiah.

our

[YAH's]

Romans 9
True IsraEL = Those Who Will Rule
With EL
1 ___, I speak the truth in [spiritual harmony with the] Messiah. I'm not lying. My conscience confirms this via

I suffer great sorrow and
unceasing anguish in my heart, ___. 3 I
the Holy Spirit. 2

my blood-kin so much that I could wish that I
myself were cursed and cut off from [the] Messiah, [if
[love]

only that would help my Jewish]

brothers, ___. 4 [YAH]

adopted the people of Israel [as his sons,
___]. He led them with his Sh'khinah
[splendor]. [He gave them his] covenants. They
received the [Mosaic] Law. [YAH entrusted them
to perform temple] service[s][for him]. And [he
gave Israel's patriarchs and prophets] the [most fascinating] promises [in history]. 5 [YAH blessed Israel's] patriarchs. From their bodies [came
YahShua the] Messiah, who [rules] over everything, established [and] blessed [by
Yahweh] Elohim [throughout all] age[s].
This verse is sometimes translated to be very confusing and to give rise to the false idea that
Yahshua is YHVH, the almighty Eloha over all. No
matter how you parse the Greek, Yahshua is underneath YHVH the Father. See Ro 15:5 for clarification. Yahshua is elohim (chief) over all, as a delegate of YHVH. YHVH has assigned his Prince
(Yahshua) dominion over His realm.
6

And

[even though the Israelis lie in constant danger

these prophecies from
[Yahweh] the Eloah stand in [permanent] effect, ___. For not everyone who descended [genetically or geographically] from Israel are ‘people who will rule with Yahweh the ELoha’, [which is the real meaning of the
term “IsraEl”].
of extermination,]

The word Israel is not, in its most important sense,
a term denoting genetic lineage or geographical
descent. Israel means, ‘The people who will rule
with EL,’ that is, the people who will end up in
heaven for eternity. Who is ‘Israel’ is determined
not by where your body started, but by where your
spirit is *headed.*

Children Of Abraham's Promise
Come Via Isaac
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7 Not all [Abraham's physical] descendants are “seed-children” of Abraham. Rather, “[The people whom YAH] calls
Abraham's ‘seed-children’ [issue from] Isaac {Laughter}.”
Genesis 21:12, refers to a special lineage traced
through faith, beginning with Isaac.

That is, [Abraham's] physical offspring
are not [necessarily spiritual] children of
[Yahweh] the Eloah. Rather, [only] the children [YAH referred to when he made] the promise
are counted as [YAH's] “seed-children.” 9
For this, ___, is how [YAH's messenger]
stated [Abraham's] promise: ‘At the time
[YAH has] set, I, [the messenger of Yahweh,] return. Then [old lady] Sarah {Monarch}
births a son.’
Isaac's Promise Is For Jacob's Kids,
Not Esau
8

Romans 9:10 Also, ___, recall when Rebekah
{Captivator} conceived twins in a single [night with] one

{Laughter}. 11 Yet, before Rebecca's twins were born or had
done anything good or evil, Yahweh executed his unilateral sovereign power
by electing [Jacob,] without regard to
anything either of the twins did, ___.

man, our fore-father Isaac

12 [YAH] told Rebecca,
“The older of your twins grows to serve the
younger.”

Just as [YAH] says [in MalachYAH 1:2&3],
‘I love Jacob. But I reject Esau {RoughRed}.’
YAH Is Always Fair, Whether We
Agree Or Not
14 So what should we deduce, ___? Is
[Yahweh] the Eloah unfair? Not at all! 15
As YAH says to Moses,
“I have mercy on whom I have mercy.
And I have compassion for whom I
want to have compassion.”
16 So [blessing/election] does not depend on
man's desires, nor [man's] running [in the
race of life]. [If YAH chooses you to go to heaven it's because] Elohim has mercy [on you, ___]. 17
For the Scripture [in Exodus 9:16] quotes
[YAH speaking] to Pharaoh,
‘I raised you up for this very purpose:
so I can display my power [by punishing]
you. [Then heralds forever] proclaim my
Name-authority throughout the entire
earth.’
13
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So YAH lavishes mercy on whomever
he chooses, ___. And He [allows] other
people's [hearts to] harden.
We Have No Right To Write The
Rules Of Life
19 Now, ___, you'll ask me, “Why does
YAH still blame us [humans]? [Whether we do
18

good or evil, aren't we just living-machines, chained to

YAH's will?”
But who, ___, are you, [little]
human, to talk back to [Yahweh] the
Eloah?! “Can a formed object ask Him
who formed it, ‘Why'd you make me
this way?’”
the cosmic predestined script of]

Romans 9:20

Isaiah 29:16; 45:9

Doesn't the potter have the right to
split (one lump of clay) to make one [set
of] pottery for noble purposes and another [set] for common use, ___?
YAH Patiently Waits To See Who
Deserves Life
22 [Yahweh] the Eloah defers his violentpassions, ___. He [holds back from] making
his power known. With great patience
[he] bears the objects of his wrath [as he]
prepares [them] for destruction.
21

Paraphrase. YAH allows some stories to develop
long enough to serve as a object lessons, cautionary tales for the rest of us to learn from. In eternal
life, we will have greater temptations than those
we now suffer. Pain grows us up.

YAH [stays patient,] to make the riches of
His majesty known to the [beings] He'll
give mercy, whom He prepared in advance for glory, ___.
YAH Offers Salvation To All PeopleGroups
24 [The recipients of YAH's mercy are] we [believers]
whom YAH calls from both Jews AND
beast-nations. 25 As YAH says [to]
Hosea,
“I name people [whom] I [previously rejected,]
‘my people.’ I call [nations] who I never
loved, ‘beloved.’”
23

Hosea 2:23

Right in [nations] where [YAH] previously
decreed, “You are not my people,” there
[humanity] comes to call [converted beast-nation26
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als],

“the children of
Eloha.”

[Yahweh]

the living

Hosea 1:10

Only A Tiny Fraction Of Israelis Enter Heaven
27 IsaiYah also cries concerning Israel,
“The children of Israel [bloom] as numerous as the sand of the sea, ___.” But
[YAH] saves [only] a [small] remnant [of them].
[The bulk of Israelis die forever.] 28 For Adonai
Yahweh always finishes [the] work [he
starts]. [In the end he] righteously cuts
[humanity] short. With speed and finality
He [destroys and remakes] the earth.
Isaiah 10:22,23

As IsaiYah says, “If Adonai [Yahweh]
Almighty had not left us [Israelis] a seed
[population,] we would've ended [up dead]
like Sodom, [nuked] like Gomorrha, ___!”
29

Isaiah 1:9

Childlike Trust Beats Legalistic Tradition
Romans 9:30 So what should we conclude,
___? The beast-nationals, who [failed to]
pursue righteousness, have obtained
[the holy-grail]: a righteousness that flows
[not from checklist-following but] from [active] trust
[in YAH]. 31 Meanwhile, [the rogue state of] Israel keeps pursuing righteousness
based on [wacked-out interpretations of] the [Mosaic] law. So they fail to succeed in fulfilling that law, ___. 32 Why does [rogue]
Israel fail, ___? Because they seek
righteousness not by faith, but by
working [merely to avoid penalties for breaking] the
law. They trip over the ‘stumbling
stone.’ 33 As [YAH dictates to Isaiah],
“Look, ___! On [mount] Zion I [YAH] set
[the misunderstood Messiah,] a stumbling-stone,
[a] rock of offense! [I] eventually [rescue]
everyone who [actively] trusts in [YahShua].”

1876

1 Brothers, my heart's desire and prayer to [Yahweh]
the Eloah for Israel is that they can be saved. 2

For I can testify, ___, that [Israelis] are
zealous for Elohim. But their zeal is
based on [cultural tradition, not scriptural] knowledge. 3 Since [most Israelis] stay ignorant
about [Yahweh] the Eloah's righteousness,
they keep going about to establish their
own [concepts of] equity. [They fail to] submit
to [Yahweh] the Eloah's [process of]
justification.
Just like the courts in your city: the Jews serve up
‘equity’ (fairness) for money. But they ignore YAH's
Laws. Selling bogus divorce decrees to adulterous
wives, for instance. Putting black boys in prison for
20 years for carrying a joint in their socks. Taking
children away from men who have two wives.

For the goal at which the Torah aims
is [YahShua] the Messiah. He offers to rectify everyone who [lives by actively] trusting
[YAH]. 5 For Moses describes the righteousness which [YahShua alone achieved] by
[obeying] the law: the man who follows
[YAH's] commands ends up living by
them, ___.
4

Leviticus 18:5

Moses & Christians Agree: Faith
Saves You

6 Righteousness comes from trusting [Yahweh] to [direct
humanity, ___]. Don't ask in your heart, “Who's going to
climb up to heaven to haul down the Messiah, [the
Living Word, to earth?” YAH's Word is already here, in the scriptures.]

Referring to Deuteronomy 30:12.
7 And, ___, [never ask,] “Who'll [use the occult arts to] descend into the unseen [realm of the dead]?” (That is, to
haul [the] Messiah, [YAH's living Word, up] again from the
dead.)
Deut 30:13

What does Moses say? ‘[YAH's] Word
lives near you, ___. [It's] in your mouth
and in your heart.’ [Moses is talking about] the
same word of faith we [Christians] herald.
8

(Deuteronomy 30:14)

Speak & Live Your Faith & YAH Will
Save You

*[Moses and we Christians agree] that if
you, ___, publicly acknowledge with your mouth,
‘YahShua is Master,’ and [you live
in active, fruitful] in-heart belief that
[Yahweh] the Eloah raised
9

Isaiah 8:14; 28:16. The Israelis demand a military
Messiah. Yah instead gives them a humble martyr.

Romans 10
Pray For Genetic Israelis To Get
Saved
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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YahShua from the dead,
saves you.

[YAH]

This verse is often abused by religiots selling quickie one-stop ’salvation prayers.’ Believing in your
heart means more than just mere intellectual assertion... believing is action. No obedience, no belief. If you don't obey, you don't believe, no matter
what you say and think.

Man's belief [must flow] from
the heart, [not just the head]. [So true believing always leads] to [acts of] righteousness, ___.
With [your] mouth you make confession.
[Confession leads] toward salvation.
Romans 10:10

‘Believing unto righteousness’ means your belief
ends up making you do righteous acts. If you don't
actually do righteous deeds, you're an unbeliever.

For the scripture says, “Whoever believes [in the Messiah] won't end up
ashamed.”
11

Isaiah 28:16?

*For there is no difference,
___, between Jew[s] and nonJew[s]. The same universal Sovereign Adonai [Yahweh] rich[ly blesses] everyone who calls on Him.
12

Hitler forgot about this verse.

*For Yahweh eventually saves everyone who
[sincerely] hails [His] NameAuthority [by demonstrating His
character in their lives, ___].
13

Quoting from Joel 2:32 which says ‘YHVH’ in place
of ‘Adonai.’ Also quoted in Acts 2:21. Greasy-grace
religionists misuse this verse to mean: “whoever
says a heartfelt sinner's prayer to Jesus lives forever in bliss and unimaginable wealth and power.”
That's so incredibly stupid you can hardly believe
anyone would say it. But it's blathered out in pulpits of authority-less churches every Sunday all
over the world.

Spread Your Faith Like A Farmer
Plants Seeds

*How then, ___, can [people]
call on [Yahweh], in whom they
have never believed? And how
can [people] believe in [Yahweh], of
whom they have never heard?
And how can [people] hear with14
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out a herald? 15 *And how can
[anyone] herald unless [someone]
sends them, ___? As [Isaiah]
writes, “How beautiful are the
feet of heralds who [trumpet] the
good news of peace — who
bring glad news of awesome
phenomena!”
Never preach. Always herald.

But hardly anyone obeys the [demands
of] the Gospel, ___. [We,] like IsaiYah,
[often] ask Yahweh, “Has anybody believed our report[s]?”
16

Isaiah 53:1

So then, ___, faith comes by hearing. And [you haven't heard anything 'til you've]
heard the Word of Elohim.
Jews & Gentiles Both Rudely Reject
YAH's Word
18 But I ask, ___, “Have [people really] not
heard [YAH's Word]?” In reality, the [Hebrew
prophets' voices] have traveled into all the
earth. Their words [have long been published]
to the ends of the world.
17

Every people-group on the planet has had the
chance to hear YHVH's Word. But most of them
prefer the empty-promises of occultist
Socialist/Communist/Democratic lie-pushers. This
rejection has been going on for thousands of years.
The 10 Commandments appear on monuments in
the Americas dating back 3000 years!

Again I ask, ___, ‘[Why] didn't Israel
understand [that they didn't have a monopoly on
Yahweh]? [In Israel's] founding [documents,]
Moses says,
“I'll make you [Israelites] jealous [by
blessing a bunch of pagans] who
are not [even] nation(s). [By sending] foolish
nation[s] [to kick your tails,] I'll make you furious!”
19

Deuteronomy 32:21
Romans 10:20

IsaiYah also very boldly

[de-

clares that Jews have no corner on the spirit-market. He]

says,
‘I, [YAH,] get found by beings who don't
[even] seek Me, ___. I reveal myself to
[pagans] who don't [even] ask for Me.’
21 But to Israel IsaiYah says,
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‘All day long I keep stretching out my
hands to [your] disobedient and obstinate
[argumentative] population.’
Isaiah 65:2

Romans 11
Genetic Israel Always Leaves A
Saved Remnant
1 So I ask you, ___, “Has [Yahweh] the
Eloah cast away His people?” Never! For
I myself am an Israelite, a seed-child of
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, [a member] of
the tribe of Benjamin {Right-Hand-Son}.
YAH's remnant people always exist. But most people who claim to be “YAH's chosen” are just cultural
Jews, Christians, Muslims or whatever, pretending
to be children of Abraham for the money.

Paraphrase. When we go to work with Daddy, our
heartfelt effort draws a smile from his face. But we
mostly interfere with his work.

What's my point, ___? [The nation of] Israel has never obtained the [goal of righteousness for] which she strives. Only [YAH's
few] chosen [saints] have obtained [the divine
favor that all] Israelis crave. [Satan] blinds
the rest of [the Israelis]. 8 Exactly as [Moses
and Isaiah] write, “[Yahweh] the Eloah allows
the [Jews to wallow in] the spirit of slumber.
[They have] eyes that fail to see and ears
that fail to hear” to this day, ___.
7

(Deuteronomy 29:4; Isaiah 29:10) YAH allows
people to indulge themselves in non-reality thinking, if they choose. YAH doesn't make people live
in a fantasy world. It's as if a parent sets an educational book beside a video-game console in a
room, then lets the child decide which one to focus
on.

David {Love} says: “The [hyptable eventually becomes a
snare, a trap, a stumbling block and a
retribution for them, ___.

the Eloah has never cast away
his people whom he foreknew. Remember, ___, what the scripture says
about EliJah? How EliJah pleads with
[Yahweh] the Eloah against Israel: 3
"Adonai [Yahweh], the [Israelis] keep killing
your prophets, and tearing down your
altars. I'm left alone. And they're trying
to assassinate me too!”

9 [Ancient king]

1 Kings 19:10,14

Ps 69:22,23

2 [Yahweh]

*[Yahweh] the Eloah answers
EliYah,
“I've reserved to myself 7000
men who have never bowed
their knee to the image of Baal
{Demon-Master}.”
4

7000 men who have avoided swearing an oath of
servitude, a pledge of allegiance, to the pagans nor
to their leaders. 1 Kings 19:18

Now, like then, ___, [YAH has], in his
gracious favor, chosen a remnant [few
people to survive into eternity]. 6 You get wages
when you work, ___. You get favors
for free. So when YAH chooses you by
His grace to be one of His remnant [survivors], it's because YAH is generous.
NOT because YAH owes you payment
for ‘work’ you [think you] performed, ___.
5
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ocrites' feeding]

It's a trap to seek government benefits, to get your
bread and butter from worldly powers, to get your
‘money’ from a debt-based central bank.

—The [hypocrites'] eyes darken
until they can't see. [They crouch,] their
backs forever bent, ___.”
Romans 11:10

So I ask you, ___: Have the [Jews]
stumbled [so badly that they'll all] fall [into eternal
death]? Never! Rather, when the [Jews]
stumble [into exile], [YAH] disperses [their
prophets as messengers of] salvation into the
beast-nations. [When YAH redeems beast-nationals,] it provokes the [Jews] to jealousy.
11

First the Jews chase the Christians out of Judea.
Then the Romans chase the Jews out of the Middle-East. Thus Hebrew thought penetrates the
globe.
12 So, ___, the fall of the Jews [brings] riches for the
world. The diminishing of the Jews brings wealth to
the beast-nations. So the [Jews' full restoration] stands to
bring much greater treasures! 13 I'm saying this
[especially] for you [non-Jewish] beast-nationals. [YAH] has
appointed me as emissary to the beast-nations. I
lay great stress on this, ___. 14 I hope somehow
to stir up my own [Jewish] people to want [the union with
Yahweh that] you [Gentile believers] have, to save some of
the [Jews]. 15 [YAH's] rejection of [rogue] Jews leads to
reconciling the world's [repenters to the kingdom of heaven]. So
when [YAH] accepts [repentant] Jews, the dead [spring] to
life, ___! 16 Now, ___, if [you grab into a lump of dough]
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and pull out a handful pure enough to offer [for priests
to eat] at the first-fruits [festival], the whole loaf must
also be pure. Likewise if the root [of a tree] is sacred,
so are the branches.
Hallah [handful of dough]

own

17

Repentant Jews Are Still YAH's
Chosen People
26 And so, ___, [YAH] eventually saves
all [true spiritual] Israelis. As [Isaiah and Jeremiah] write:
“Out of Zion comes [YahShua] the Deliverer: he banishes all unholiness from Jacob's [lineage].

Christians Are No Better Than Jews

broke off some [Israelite] branches [from the tree of
Then he grafted you, ___, a wild [Gentile] olive
tree, in among his people. So [you] partake with [Jews]
from the root and nourishing sap of [YAH's] ‘olive
[YAH]

life].

But never brag [that you new ‘Christian’
the [native Hebrew]
branches. If you do, consider this, ___:
You don't support the root. The [Hebrew]
root supports you!
tree.’ 18

believers are better than]

This verse alone should convince all Christians to
explore the Hebrew Roots of Christianity. Real
Christians are Torah-observers.

Then you'll [brag], ___, “[YAH] broke off
[Jewish] branches to engraft me, [a Christian,
'cause I'm better than a Jew]!” Romans 11:20 [Yes,
YAH] breaks off some [Jews] because they
[refuse] to trust [Him]. But you [Christians]
stand only as long as you trust [YAH
enough to obey him]. So never get proud,
___. Rather, stand in terror [of YAH's punishment]. 21 [Yahweh] the Eloah prunes [millions of] natural [Jewish] branches [from the tree
of life]. So he might prune off you [Christians] as well, ___!
19

Yes, there will be hundreds of millions of surprised
‘Christian’ people who fail to inherit eternal life.

So look at Elohim’s kindness and his
severity: severity toward those [disobedient branches] who fell off; but kindness toward you, ___ — provided you continue [behaving as someone filled with YAH's] moral
goodness! Otherwise, [YAH] cuts you
[Christians] off too!
22

You are saved if you stay in YAH's will. Nothing
saves you if you persist in disobeying YAH.

And if [Jews] stop persisting in unbelief, [YAH] grafts them [back] in. [Yahweh]
the Eloah is able to re-graft [repentant people] back into [His Kingdom, ___]. 24 [YAH] cut
you [Christians] out of a naturally wild [human] olive tree. Then, ___, contrary to
[your evil] nature, he grafted [you] into [Israel,] an olive tree [YAH] cultivated [through
millennia of prophetic guidance]. So how much
more readily will [YAH] re-graft the [Jews],
the natural branches, [back] into their
23
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[Hebrew] olive tree! 25 I don't want you to
be ignorant of this mystery, brothers. Never get
conceited: Israel is experiencing a partial
[heart-]hardening until the full number of the beastnationals comes into [the Kingdom Of Heaven].
Hitler never understood anything in this chapter.

True Israel are the people with the FAITH, not necessarily genetics, of Abraham. Do-gooders are the
people who live forever.
27 For this, ___, is [a promise of] My covenant with the
[Israelites]: I come to take away their sins.”
(Isaiah 59:20,21; 27:9; Jeremiah 31:33,34)
28 The [rogue Jews] are enemies [of the gospel, ___]. But
their [loss] benefits you [Christians]. Yet regarding the
‘election,’ the [Jews] are [still Yah's] beloved [people]. [Yahweh
promised to love the descendants of Israel's] patriarchs, [even though

*For the
gifts and callings [Yahweh] the
Eloah gives are irrevocable,
___.
Israel's Patriarchs were murdering, thieving liars].

29

Never canceled, never rescinded. YAH does not
take back his gifts. He does not change his mind
about those he has chosen.
Romans 11:30 You, ___, at one time [raged in] disobedience to [Yahweh] the Eloah. Yet you now receive
mercy as a result of [rogue] Jews’ disobedience. 31
So too [many] Jews have now become disobedient in
order that they too may [in time] receive mercy as a
result of [YAH's] mercy to you, ___.

We're All Guilty Sinners Alive At
YAH's Mercy

*[Yahweh] the Eloah has found
everyone guilty of not obeying
Him, ___. So now YAH can
have mercy on everyone. 33
*Wow, ___! [Marvel at] the depth
of the riches of Elohim's wisdom and knowledge! [We've barely
begun to] explore [the import of] His
judgments. His ways [are] beyond tracing out! 34 *Who ever
mapped the Spirit-mind of Yah32
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weh, ___? What advisor-man
ever taught YAH anything?!
(Isaiah 40:13)

___, who ever first gave [anything] to
Yahweh, making Yahweh indebted to
repay him?
35

Job 41:11

*For from Yahweh, the absolute [source] of all splendor
throughout all ages, and
through Yahweh, and to [honor]
Yahweh, all things exist, ___.
36

Romans 12
*So I urge you, siblings: use
[Yahweh] the ELoha's compassionate [help] to ‘burn’ up your bodylife in sacred [spirit-fire] to please
[Yahweh] the ELoha. [Spend your life doing
good, ___.] That's the [only] rational
[way] for you to serve [the Creator].
1

‘Thusia’ literally means: go up in flames serving
YAH. Immolate your life in doing what's right.
Christianity is not about preserving your bodily life.
It's about giving up your bodily life. That's what
they mean by “present your body as a living sacrifice.”

* ___, never get conformed to this world!
Instead [let YAH] transform you by renewing
your mind. Then you'll
be able to discern [Yahweh]
the Eloah's will: His
awesome, delightful,
perfect plan [for your life].
2

Always be a nonconformist. Regenerate your brainwashed psyche.

*[YAH] influences my heart to
say to every man among you:
Never think of yourself more
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

highly than you ought, ___. Be
[soberly] honest in your estimation of yourselves. Measure
your value by how much faith
[Yahweh] the Eloah has given you.
If you can't heal sick people and raise dead people,
you have no reason to be arrogant. Arrogant jerks
don't get the power to heal people on command.

Your Body Is A Block In YAH's Holy
Temple

*Each of us has one [physical]
body with many ‘members’,
___. And these ‘members’ have
4

differing functions. 5 *Like-

Smoke Your Worldly Life To Do
Loving Actions

3

1880

wise, ___, in [our connection
to] the Messiah, all us
many [believers] form one
[political] body. Each member belongs to all the
others.
See musical with several songs on the theme of
unity in the body of Christ: ChristiAnatomy.

* ___, we each have different
gifts. [These gifts] reflect the [unique]
unmerited-favor that [YAH] gives
[each of] us. So if [YAH] gives you
the ability to prophesy, speak
out as far as your faith will
reach.
6

Prophesy can mean to naturally herald scriptural
truths and/or to supernaturally tell the future.

*Did [YAH] gift you the [ability] to
serve? Then serve patiently,
___. Is your gift teaching?
Then instruct [people]. 8 ___, if your
7

gift is counsel, then encourage. If your
gift is contributing to the needs of others, give generously. If your gift is
leadership, govern diligently. If your
gift is showing mercy, cheerfully do
acts of compassion.
Instructions For Living The Rest Of
Your Life
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*In complete sincerity, love
[even your enemies]. Hate everything
evil. Hold on to what is good,
___. Romans 12:10 *Be devoted to
one another in brotherly love,
___. Honor one another above
yourselves. 11 *Never be
9

lazy. Work hard, ___.
Serve the Adonai [Yahweh]
with spirited fervor. 12 Rejoice in hope, ___. Patiently [forge on]
through tribulation. Continue praying
nonstop. 13 * ___, share [everything

with [YAH's] people who lie
in need. Practice hospitality. 14
you have]

* ___, bless everyone
who persecutes you.
Talk them up. [Pray for them.

Repay them with gifts and acts of service.]

Never curse

[anyone]!

Only someone filled with the spirit of YHVH can sincerely love their enemies. Enemy-hate is hardwired
within all human and animal neurology.

*Rejoice with [people] who rejoice, ___. Weep with [people]
who weep. 16 *Live in harmony
with one another. Never think
yourselves better than others.
Rather, make humble people
your friends, ___. Never get
conceited. [Or YAH will smack you down for
15

Hateful people will make war on you, but fight back
with love.

*Dearly beloved, never
avenge yourselves. Instead,
leave room for [YAH's] wrath. As
[Moses] writes:
“Vengeance is mine, ___, not
yours. I eventually repay [all
evildoers],”
promises Adonai [Yahweh].
19

(Deuteronomy 32:35?)

*So, ___, if your
enemy is hungry, feed
him! If he thirsts, give
him a drink. For in so
doing, you heap ‘coals
of fire’ on his head.
Romans 12:20

See song: Feed your enemy. (Proverbs 25:21,22)
The coals line may actually be an instruction to
make your enemy captain a warm fire if he's cold.
It may be a metaphor for putting burning thoughts
of shame in his head, making him unable to rest
until he returns kindness to you. Take a fresh delicious gourmet pie to someone who treats you bad.
You'll be amazed at the results.

*Never be overcome
by evil, ___. Instead,
overcome evil with
good.
21

Romans 13
Distinguish True Authority From
Usurpance

your own good.]

Overcome Evil With Love, Not With
Vengeance

*Repay no man evil for evil,
___. Live so everyone can see
your honorable [heart]. 18 *If
17

possible, as far as it depends on you, ___, live
at peace with everyone.
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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* ___, everyone alive
must stay subject to [Yahweh's] supreme Authority.
For there is no authority
except what comes from
Elohim. The [valid] authorities that exist are or1
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dained by
Eloah.

[Yahweh]

the

1882

*For [true] rulers never terrorize do-gooders. [True rulers] only
[terrify] evildoers. If you want to
be free from fear of [valid] authority, [then] do good [actions],
___. Then you'll get praise
from [valid] authorities.
3

YHVH is the supreme authority to whom all men
are subject. Authority is an electrical cord connected to heaven. When interpreting Romans 13, walk
a tightrope between anarchism and Statism. Don't
fall off the tightrope into lawlessness. Be kind to
soldiers, policemen & leaders. Yet don't devolve
into a Statist contract-slave. Be subject to the
higher (not lower) exousia (authority). Stay solely
bound to Emperor YHVH and his delegated king:
Yahshua. Never go under Rome's power by swearing oaths. Oaths remove you from the pure Dominion of Heaven, because oath-swearing is SIN.
(James 5:12.) Oaths set you under the power of
worldly government whose job is, under Satan's
command, to control evildoers. Don't do evil. Stay
free. Appreciate and reasonably cooperate with
men who punish evil. Thereby you stay subject to
YAH, the highest authority.

*So, ___, whoever resists [valid] authority resists the order of [Yahweh]
the Eloah. Everyone
who resists [righteous authority] brings judgment on
themselves.
2

Romans 13 is a most misunderstood chapter of the
Bible, for centuries powerfully misquoted by manmade leaders and statist preachers who comprehend only half of its true meaning. The context
(chapters 12&14) and the Greek words point to
several main conclusions:
•
Be cooperative with anyone who is operating in true authority, regardless of what
uniform they wear.
•
Be aware of when titular authority veers
outside of YAH's authority. Hitler, for example. You cannot murder just because
Stalin commands you to.
•
When in doubt, cooperate with anyone
who may be in authority, as far as their
authority goes.
•
Don't fight against YHVH and His Son
Yahshua.
•
Work with your fellow ministers. Respect
their areas of expertise and gifting.
•
Never, ever, willingly go under the contract-authority of man-made governments,
•
Instead, stay subject only to the Higher
power: YHVH.

So Hitler was not a true ruler. He was an impostor.
As are all ‘rulers’ who terrify righteous people.
Christ's disciples are not anarchists. We appreciate
anyone who makes lawful order in worldly society,
or in the Ekklesia. We give the benefit of the doubt
to people in positions of authority. Do right; fear
Yahshua, and YHVH will praise you. Bad rulers with
invalid authority knock you down and slander you
and kill you for doing right. Recognizing these principles, Thomas Jefferson and his colleagues wrote:

“Congress shall make NO law respecting
an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or
abridging the freedom of speech, or of
the press; or the right of the people
peaceably to assemble...
” - FIRST AMENDMENT, UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION

*For [a true ruler] serves
Elohim for your good,
___. But if you do evil,
[shake] in fear. For [a true
ruler] doesn't bear the
sword in vain: he's the
servant of Elohim, an
avenger to execute
wrath upon whoever
does evil.
4

Yahshua is the minister of YHVH. A true ruler only
punishes evildoers. So Yahshua punishes evildoers.
The principles of Romans 13 were succinctly expressed by James Madison and his colleagues:

“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men ... are endowed by
their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, ... That to secure
these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just
powers from the consent of the governed ...
” - The American Declaration of Independence,
1776

The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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*The evildoer is by necessity
[a] subject [under worldly jurisdiction],
___. [When authorities] punish [criminals],
the [retribution upholds society's] moral
conscience.
5

Most translations ignore the previous verse, which
is describing the ‘evildoer’. The evildoer is subject
to the punishing authority. The word "you" is incorrectly inserted by sloppy Statist translators. You
must be subject to Yahshua. But don't do right
merely to escape Yahshua's wrath; do right because it's the right thing to do.

“Religious freedom is not a concession
that government makes to the governed.
Rather, religious freedom belongs by
right to the people. Any government
that did not recognize that right
would surrender its claim to legitimacy.
”-- Freedom to be a Church: Confronting Challenges to the Right of Church Autonomy

*So, ___, completely share
the [governmental] load. For [true rulers]
are Elohim's servants. [Real authorities] work continually to [control evil
and to reward good].
6

This verse is the lynch-pin of the Romans 13 mistranslation/misinterpretation scandal perpetrated
by State churches. The word ‘you’ does not appear
in the text. ‘Pay’ is the word ‘teleo’ which means to
complete or execute. ‘Phoros’ (sharing the load)
wrongly translated by King James' employees as
‘tribute,’ is not talking about paying taxes to Caesar. Any cooperative activity with other men,
whether in secular government or with ministering
workers in the Ecclesia, requires that you share the
load. Ministers here is the word ‘Leitourgos’ which
you recognize from the ecclesiastical word ‘Liturgy.’
However, if you owe a tax, you should pay it. Anytime you are helped by anyone, pay them well. But
Romans 13 is primarily about obedience to the
King of Kings, not about blindly paying whatever
tax Caesar demands.

*So, ___, repay to everyone
their due. Share load[s] with
whoever [you owe] load-sharing.
[Give] results to whoever [you owe]
results. Fear [Yahweh], whom [you
owe] fear. Honor whomever [you
owe] honor.
7

Pay anything you owe. However, never opt into
any Social Insurance (Social Security) system. And
NEVER receive taxable personal income! True believers do not gain personal income to fund personal residences & personal possessions. Obedient
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children of the King of Kings do not incur personal
income taxes to governments of men, unless they
contract into a taxation liability. True rulers do not
tax true children of the King of Kings. Churches are
not taxable, nor are schools, nor charities. True believers don't operate in commerce. True believers
instead devote ALL of their resources to directly
helping others in accordance with Christ's commands to ‘sell you possessions and give to the
poor.’ And real governments respect the believers'
sacred duty by confirming that the church is taxexempt. Paul is using his characteristic lawyer double-meanings here... 1) Don't be an anarchist.
Don't get your whole ‘church’ thrown to the lions in
the coliseum. YET, 2) Only YAH deserves our honor
and our money.

* ___, never owe ANY
man anything! Just love
one-another. For whoever makes other [people's
lives into] feasts of love fulfills all Law.
8

To ‘agapao’ is not merely to passively love people,
but to make their lives into feasts of love. Never go
into ANY type of debt! Owe no man anything, not
voluntary taxes, not tribute, etc. It is possible to
NOT owe taxes to Caesar. We believers must be
vigilant to make sure that we avoid contracting
into taxation liabilities. This verse is aimed at keeping us out of such debt/duty/allegiance traps,
which Rome/Babylon are so good at using to cage
believers. No Law compels you to do anything but
love YAH and love your neighbor. No Law compels
you to participate in insurance, licensure, public
schooling, oaths, nor vaccination. If you have to
participate in such statutory burdens, it's because
you are under contract, or under unlawful oppression. See song: The Borrower Is Slave To The
Lender.

*For these [Laws]: “You,
___, never commit adultery; You, ___, never
kill; You, ___, never
steal; You, ___, never
bear false witness; You,
___, never covet;” and
whatever other [valid]
rules exist, are all
9
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briefly comprehended in
this rule, namely: “You,
___, must love your
neighbor as yourself.”

rioting and drunkenness, not in
[worldly] coitus and wantonness,
not in strife and jealousy.

Again, the only law which pertains to our actions to
our fellow men is “Love your neighbor as yourself.”
If you are subject to a lower ‘law’ from a lower
power, such as Caesar, get free from your agreements you have voluntarily made, or make restitution for your crimes. Free yourself from that lower
jurisdiction so that you can be ‘remain subject to
the Higher Powers’ as directed in Romans 13:1.
Free yourself from voluntary legal obligations. Never fight in the world's immoral wars.

14

*Love does no harm
to its neighbor, ___. Therefore
love is the fulfillment of [all]
law.
Romans 13:10

You can only fall subject to man's evil-controlling
power by agreement, or by failing to love others.
Love is the sum of our Law. If you've subjected
yourself to the snaky, complex, burdensome ‘Laws’
of man, free yourself from the chains around your
neck. Come back to the Higher Power, King
Yahshua. His yoke is easy. His burden is light. If
you avoid contracts, then valid government can't
prosecute you unless they produce a ‘corpus
delecti’, (a damaged body). You can roll through a
stop sign, and exceed the speed limit, as long as
you don't hurt anyone — until you bind yourself by
applying under oath for a driver's license — something a christian must NEVER do.

*Love [people. But] understand
the [dangerous] time [you're living in].
Now it's high time to wake out
of sleep, ___. For now our salvation is nearer than when we
first entrusted [our lives to YahShua].
11

Wake up, statist Christians! And wake up, anarchist rebel Christians, equally in error!

The night lies far spent, ___! The
dawn looms at hand! So let's cast off
the works of darkness. Let's put on the
armor of light.
12

Cast off the lower powers, with their deceptive armor of debt-funded military power. Put on the true
protective shield of faith. Cast off the darkness of
residential and commercial frivolity. Cast off the
darkness of anarchy against brave soldiers, police
and leaders.

*Let's walk honestly, ___,
as [do-gooders] in daylight; not in
13
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Koite implies coitus, meaning sexual adultery or
more relevant to this chapter, spiritual adulterous
joining with the lower powers of man.

*Clothe yourselves with the
Master YahShua, [the] Messiah.
Make ZERO provision for the
sin-flesh. Never fulfill its lusts,
___.
“Put on” means to “get inside of, invest yourself
completely in.” Your entire life, your citizenship,
your national identity, is that of a Kingdom citizen.
Adonai (Lord/Kurious) means ‘the Supreme Authority.’ This entire chapter caps with the main
point: we are to remain subject to Yahshua (the
King delegated to us by YHVH). Never go under the
jurisdictional control of ANY OTHER MAN, GROUP,
OR NATION OF MEN. Flesh and lust here can
mean:
sex, and greed;
the desires of the sinful spirit for the protection
and benefits given by worldly authoritarian benefactor governments;
Desire to be the boss and to disrespect authority of
all kinds: worldly (secular), ecclesiastical, and spiritual.

Romans 14
Never Argue About Words And
Opinions & Food
1 ___, welcome weak-faithed people.
But NEVER get into arguments over
opinions. 2 One man's faith allows him
to eat omnivorously, ___. While another man, whose faith is weak, eats only
vegetables.
It's not a sin to eat clean meat. But try to get as
much nutrition as possible from healthy [freshly
juiced] plant sources and from sprouted seeds.

The one who eats must not look down
on the one who abstains, ___. And the
abstainer must not pass judgment on
the eater. Because Elohim has accepted
them [both].
3

Yet we can't eat any old thing and stay healthy.
Pigs and other unclean animals are still bad for
your health and harmful to the health of the poor
people who raise them.
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Never Judge Anyone Else; Live &
Let Live
4 Who are you, ___, to judge another
man's servant? To his own master he
stands or falls. And [YAH's servant] will
stand. For Adonai is able to uphold [his
own servants].

Yah can supernaturally protect people from their
bad diet choices. But he doesn't usually choose to
do so. He allows people to get sick and die because
of their dietary choices.

One man esteems one day above another. Another esteems every day
alike. ___, let every man be fully persuaded in his own mind.
5

1885

who lie dead, as well as [we people]
who stand [physically] alive. Romans 14:10
___, why do you pass judgment on
your brother? Why do you despise your
brother? We'll all stand before the the
Messiah's judgment seat. 11 For [Isaiah
writes]:
“As I live,”
declares [Yahweh] Adonai,
“every knee eventually bows before Me.
And every tongue eventually confesses
[that I Yahweh am] The Eloha.”
[people]

(Isaiah 45:23) See song: The Humbling.

*So then, ___, every
one of us comes to give
[an] account [for] his [actions]
to [Yahweh] the Eloah. 13 So,

One person thinks that some days (Christmas,
Sundays, birthdays, etc.) are special. Another
thinks each day is pretty much like any other. Each
person is free to follow the convictions of conscience. This does not mean that the Sabbath has
been abolished or changed. The Sabbath is still
‘Friday’ sundown to ‘Saturday’ sundown, and will be
at least until the earth is remade. And the Hebrew
feasts are still in effect. YAH blesses you for resting
and celebrating on Hebrew holidays.

12

*Whoever hallows a holy day
celebrates [it in honor of] Adonai.
Whoever chooses not to venerate the holiday, makes his
choice [because he believes Adonai doesn't
want him to celebrate that holiday, ___].
Whoever eats [at a holy feast] eats in
honor of Adonai, for he gives
[Yahweh] the Eloah thanks. And
whoever abstains, fasts in honor of Adonai, also giving Yahweh thanks.

Choose Food For Nutrition, Not For
Salvation
14 I know, ___, and I'm convinced by
the Master YahShua, that no [physical]
material is profane in itself. But if you
understand something to be defiled,
then you'd be [a fool to eat or partake in] it.

6

Don't argue about holy days. But do realize, for
your own family's benefit, that the Hebrew holy
days are still the only biblically-recognized holidays, and that the world's holidays (Easter, Christmas, Independence Day, birthdays, etc.) lie rooted
in worship of pagan war-gods.

For none of us lives only in relation to
himself, ___. And none of us dies only
in relation to himself. 8 When we live,
___, we live for Adonai [Yahweh]. When
we die, we die for Adonai. So whether
we live or die, we belong to the Adonai.
9 That's why [the] Messiah died and rose
to life, ___: to be Master over both
7
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___, let's not judge each other any more. Rather
decide this: that no man put a stumbling-block or
an occasion to fall in his brother's way.

Everything on the planet has a use. Pigs, rats, spiders, dogs, cats and buzzards excel at cleaning up
dead animals. Yet you can't safely pick up poop or
pig meat or rat flesh and put it in your mouth.
Pigs, hemp, alcohol and cocaine all have good and
evil uses.

*But if you, ___, grieve your
brother by eating something
that distresses him, you're not
walking charitably. [The] Messiah died to give life to your
brother. So don't destroy your
brother by creating food controversies.
15

Don't distract people from the core issues of the
faith. Never harp on food issues, however valid and
important those issues may be.

so
that what you consider good won't get
used against you as if it were evil.
16 [ ___, lay off the low-priority controversies,]
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People often say, ‘That jerk is always bugging me
about what I eat! I won't listen to a thing he says
about the bible!’

*For the Dominion of
[Yahweh] the Eloah isn't
[about] food and drink,
___. [It's about] righteousness, peace and joy in
the Holy Spirit.

to act in faith. Faithlessness only produces error.
paraphrase

Romans 15

17

Choose Whatever Builds Faith For
You & Others
18 [Yahweh] the Eloah enjoys people who
serve the Messiah [without bugging people about
minor matters]. And people like [such non-judgmental believers] too. 19 *So, ___, let's

pursue what leads to peace.
[Let's seek] things that build each
other up. Romans 14:20 ___, never destroy the work of Yahweh over food.
Yes, all things are pure [for their creator-endowed use]. But it's evil to eat in a way
that offends people.
Everything on earth is holy. Eating pig does not
make you spiritually sick. But swine flesh makes
you physically sick. Worst of all, pig-farming makes
pig-farmers and their children sick, often to death.
Hog farming breeds antibiotic-resistant disease, a
scourge now growing to threaten all life on earth.
Pig physiology naturally incubates human diseases.
That's why hogs should never have been domesticated. Swine only belong in the forest, far from
man. Girls who handle cats frequently contract toxoplasmosis, an infection that causes terrible problems including spontaneous abortions.

* ___, it's better not to eat
meat, or drink wine, or [do] any
thing by which your brother
stumbles, or gets offended, or
becomes weak. 22 Do you have
21

faith, ___?

[Cultivate your own relationship with

blesses
every human who avoids condemning
himself. So [never] approve [sin]. [But avoid
rubbing peoples' noses in their mistakes.] 23 If people have doubts about whether they
should eat something, they shouldn't
eat it, ___. They'd be guilty of failing
Yahweh. But don't impose it on others. YAH]
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Help Weak People; Build Them Up—
It's Your Job

*So, ___, we who are strong
have a duty to bear the weaknesses of people who are not
strong, rather than to please
ourselves. 2 Let's all try to please our
1

neighbors, ___, for the good purpose
of building them up. 3 For even [the]
Messiah abstained from gratifying himself, ___. Instead, he [willingly walked into the
nightmare king David lamented about]: ‘[Yahweh,] the
[jerks] (who revile you) keep [hurling] insults down on me!’
Psalm 69:9

In Unity, Cheerfully Raise Each
Other Up

*For the ancient [Hebrew prophets]
write their every [word] to teach
us, ___. So, through the encouragement of the Scriptures,
we can cheerfully-endure [life's
trials with] hope.
4

The only scripture Paul had available was what we
call the ‘Old Testament’. Study it!

Eloah, [the source
all patience and consolation, gives all
you [believers] unity [as you follow] YahShua,
[His] Messiah. 6 Then with one heart and
mouth, all you [believers] will glorify YAH,
the Father of our Master [and] Messiah,
YahShua. 7 So reach out, ___. Welcome one
5 [ ___, I pray that Yahweh the]
of]

another to Elohim's glory, just like YahShua received us [older believers].

Messiah Came To Unite All Peoples
Under Him
8 For I tell you, ___, that YahShua [the] Messiah
[proclaimed] ELohim's truth as a service to the [Israelis
whom Yahweh] cut out [of the world-system]. Thus [YahShua] confirms the promises [YAH] gave the [Israeli] patriarchs.
lit: service to the circumcision

so that the beastnations could glorify Yahweh [in thanks]
9 [YahShua came to earth]
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for his mercy, ___. As [Samuel & David]
write: ‘Even among [pagan] beast-nationals, I throw-my-hands [in the air] to [thank]
you, [YAH]. [Even where it's illegal,] I strikestrings-and-sing to [honor] your nameauthority.’
(2 Samuel 22:50; Psalm 18:49). Hebrew #2167 =
Zamar = strike stringed-instruments while singing
exuberantly. Not merely ‘sing.’ YADAH = throw
hands in the air to give thanks, not merely ‘acknowledge.’ Praise =making a musical fool out of
yourself in public to honor YHVH.

Similarly, [Moses] says, ‘You
non-Jews, fill [your chests] up with [shrieks of]
joy! Rejoice together with YAH's people, ___.’

[the]

1887

Messiah keeps doing through me in my service

I try to avoid speaking of
anything except what the Messiah has
done, ___. He graciously lets me talk
and act to help Him lead non-Jews to
obey [YAH]. 19 By the power of the Spirit
of Elohim, [YahShua empowers me to perform]
mighty signs and wonders, ___! So
from Jerusalem, and all the way around
to Illyricum [Albania/Croatia], I've fully heralded the Good News of the Messiah.
to Elohim. 18

Romans 15:10

Romans 15:20 ___, I've worked to herald the
Good News where the Messiah was unheard of, so
that I wouldn't be building on someone else’s foundation.
Like Hollywood.

(Deuteronomy 32:43)

21

*Then, ___, later [in Psalm 117:1,]
scripture says, ‘All you nonJews, [recount] Yahweh's history.
All you nations, [raise a] hullaballoo of [wild] triumphant applause
[to honor Yahweh].’
11

(Psalm 117:1) HalleluYah = wild, foolish clamorous
praise to YAH. Not merely sitting in a pew singing
hymns.

Then later, Isaiah announces: ‘The
Root of Yashai (Jesse) comes to spring
up [on earth]! [The] One [Messiah] arises to
rule over [all] nations. [Even] beast-nations [eventually put their] hope in [YahShua]!’
Overflow With Hope & Good Counsel
13 [ ___, I pray that Yahweh] the Eloha, the
source of hope, completely fills you
with joy and shalom as you continue
trusting [Him], so that by the power of
the Sacred Spirit you come to overflow
with hope. 14 I'm convinced, my siblings, that
12

you're full of goodness, filled up with knowledge,
well-able to counsel each other. 15 Nevertheless,
brothers, I've written you quite boldly to remind
you on some points, because of the privilege [and duty
of teaching which] Yahweh awarded me.

16

Paul Recounts His Missions To
Beast-Nations

that YahShua [the] Messiah [sent me] to be
minister to all nations, [to] proclaim Yahweh's
Awesome News, so that the non-Jews [get] sanctified by [YAH's] Sacred Spirit, [so they] grow to offer [their
lives] to please [Yahweh]. 17 So, ___, it's right for me
to [boil over in] enthusiasm about everything YahShua
[I'm honored]

[his]
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As [Isaiah] writes, “[Beast-nations] whom
nobody ever told about [Yahweh] come to
see [his power, ___]. People who've never
heard [the Hebrew scriptures end up] understanding [the scriptures better than do most Jews]!”
(Isaiah 52:15)

Paul Longs To Visit Rome's Persecuted Saints

22 So [my missionary travels] often prevent me from visiting you [Roman believers]. 23 But now it's no longer my
place to [herald] in [Asian, Greek & Arab] regions. For many
years I've longed to come to [visit] you. 24 So I plan
to visit you [Romans] as I pass [west] to Spain. You [can]
assist me on that journey, after you fill [up my love-tank]
for a while. 25 But now I'm on my way [east] to
Jerusalem to serve [Elohim's] holy [saints] there. 26 For
the [believers] in [the Grecian regions of] Macedonia {NorthernGreece} and Achaia {Greece} have freely decided to
give a donation to help the poor among [YAH's] holy

The Greek believers
happily donated [their hard-earned money] to
repay the [pioneering] believers in
Jerusalem, ___. Since the Hebrews
share their spiritual blessings with the
beast-nationals, the [converted] beast-nationals rightly use their material blessings to help the [native] Hebrew [saints]. 28
people in Jerusalem. 27

As soon as I've [risked my life to] deliver this ‘fruit,’ I
plan to come see you [believers] in Rome on my way
to Spain. 29 And I'm sure that when I come to you,
___, I'll arrive [loaded to overflowing] with the blessing[s]
of the Messiah's amazing revelations. Romans
15:30 Brothers, I ask you (through the authority of
our Master, YahShua [the] Messiah, and for the love
of [YAH's] Spirit,) to join me in my struggle: pray to
Yahweh for me. 31 Pray that [YAH] rescues me from
the unbelievers in Judaea. And [pray] that the separatist-saints in Jerusalem accept my service(s). 32
[And pray that if it's] Elohim's will I can travel to you with
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joy. And that we'll refresh each other's

[courage and en-

Now, ___, [I pray that Yahweh,] the
Eloah of peace, [stays] with you all.
Amén.
thusiasm].

33

Romans 16
Paul Sends Love To His Friends

1 I recommend that you [ancient Roman believers welcome]
our sister Phoebe {Bright-Light}, a servant of the
Ekklesia at Cenchrea {Millet-City}. 2 Kindly receive
Phoebe {Bright-Light} in [the Spirit of] the Adonai, in a
way worthy of [us] saints. Give her any help she
may need from you. Phoebe has been a great help
to many people, including me. 3 Greet Priscilla
{Ancient-One} and Aquila {Eagle}, my co-servants of
[the] Messiah. 4 They've laid down
their own necks [to save] my life. So I
give thanks to them, as do all the
ekklesiae of the nations. 5 Likewise, greet

YahShua

the ekklesia who [meet] in [Eagle's] house. Salute my
beloved Epaenetus {Applauded-One} who in the province of Achaia {Greece} was the first ‘fruit’ [converted to
faith in] the Messiah. 6 Greet Mary, who worked very
hard for you. 7 Salute Andronicus {Victory-Man} and
Junias, my ‘brothers’ who were in prison with me.
They're stand-outs among the apostles. They came
into [union with] the Messiah before I did!
Junias could be Yehuni, Joanna, or one of many
other names.
8 Greet Amplias {Biggie}, my beloved [brother] in [the
family of Yahweh] the Adonai. 9 Salute Urbane {City-Man},
our helper [who is also united with the] Messiah. And [greet]
Stachys {Head-Of-Grain}, my beloved [brother]. Romans
16:10 Salute Apelles, [a man] approved [by the] Messiah. Greet the [family] of Aristobulus {Best-Counselor}. 11
Salute Herodion {Hero} my kinsman. Greet the family of Narcissus {Narcotic-Flower}. They live [united with]
Adonai. 12 Greet Tryphena {Luxurious} and Tryphosa
{Sumptuous}, those women who work hard in [union
with] the Adonai. Greet my dear friend Persis {Persian},
another woman who has worked very hard in [union
with] the Adonai. 13 Greet Rufus {Red}, [a man who lives]
in [connection with] the Adonai [who] chose [him], and his
mother, who has been a mother to me, too. 14
Salute Asyncritus {Incomparable}, Phlegon {Blazing},
Hermas {Mercury}, Patrobas {Father's-Life}, Hermes
{Mercury}, and the brothers [who work] with them. 15
Salute Philologus {Fond-Of-Words}, and Julia {Of-Jupiter},
Nereus {Wet}, and his sister, and Olympas {Descended-From-Heaven}, and all the [people] who've separated

___, greet
each other with holy kiss[es]. The Messiah's called-out-assemblies salute you.
[from the world-system]

with them. 16

Holy kisses do not indicate mouth-to-mouth-contact, for the same reason that Hebrews hug instead
of shaking hands: disease-control.
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Avoid Divisive People Who Pervert
Scripture
17 I urge you, brothers: note and avoid
[people] who cause divisions and obstacles. [Arguers work] against the lessons
you've learned. 18 For such dividers
serve not our Master YahShua ([the]
Messiah) but their own bellies, ___.
They deceive the hearts of simpleminded [people] by smooth talk and flattery. 19 *Everyone has heard

about how you [believers] obey [YAH].
So I brim with joy over you. I
want you to keep being wise
about what's good, and innocent about what's evil, ___.
the Eloha of peace
comes soon to crush Satan the [accuser]
under your feet, ___. [I pray that] the divine influence of our Messiah, Master
YahShua, stays firmly with you [forever].
Paul Sends A Few More Friendly
Greetings
Romans 16:20 [Yahweh]

21 My fellow worker Timothy {Lover-Of-YAH}, and my
kinsmen Lucius {Illuminator}, Jason {Curer}, and Sosipater {Safe-Father's-Child}, salute you. 22 I, Tertius
{Three}, the guy writing [down] this letter [as Paul dictates],
salute you [as a fellow brother] in [union with] the Adonai.
Possibly because Paul is in jail and no one will let
him have a pen. Or that Paul is in a torture-hole so
tight he can't even turn around or lift his arms.
23 Gaius {Rejoicer}, host of myself and of the whole
ekklesia, salutes you. Erastus {Beloved} the city
treasurer, and Quartus {#4} our brother, both
salute you. 24 [I pray that] the unmerited-favor of our
Master YahShua, [the] Messiah, [stays] firmly with you
all.

Our Job Is To Reveal The Creator's
Mysteries

25 Now, as the awesome message I herald about
YahShua [the] Messiah proclaims: [Yahweh] has power
to establish you, ___. [Your courage under fire] fulfills the
revelation of mysteries [which ignorance] has kept secret

The eternal Eloha
now commands [us believers, ___,] to
uncover [the mysteries of His plans and powers]. He
previously published [his plans] through
the [Hebrew] prophetic writings. Through
[our work, people of] all nations can believe
and obey [the Creator]. 27 [Yahweh is] the incompasince the world began. 26
[Yahweh]

rably wise Eloha. YahShua [the] Messiah glorifies
[Yahweh] throughout [all] age[s]. Amén.
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This clearly establishes Jesus as subordinate to
YHVH.

1st Corinthians
1
1 [This is a letter from me,] Paul to you, ___. [Yahweh] ELohim called [me] to be an ambassador representing
[his son] YahShua, [the] Messiah. Our brother Sosthenes {Safe-Strength} joins me in writing. 2 [I'm writ-

to the Ekklesia of [Yahweh] the Eloha
at Corinth [in Greece], [and] to everyone
sanctified [by union] with [the] Messiah,
YahShua. [He] calls [you, ___,] to separate
[from the world-system]. [This letter is for] all [people]
everywhere who call upon the name of
YahShua [the] Messiah, our Master and
theirs. 3 Yahweh our Father and [His] Messiah
ing]

[send]

grace and peace to you,

Paul Rejoices That His Work Helps
You Grow

4 I always thank Elohim for you, ___. Because [YAH]
gives you [his] divine-influence [through your connection to the]

that YahShua
enriches you in every way, ___. [He gives
you] power of speech and depth of
knowledge. 6 [I'm overjoyed] because [our] testimony
Messiah, YahShua. 5 [I'm grateful]

about

[the]

Messiah is confirmed by your

[miraculous life-

change, ___].

Actions speak louder than words. Your behavior
under pressure shows how you really believe.

Connect To Yahshua; He'll Get You
Through It!

7 Now you, ___, have every [spiritual] gift [you need to endure your struggles] . [So patiently] wait for [YAH] to [physically] reveal our Master YahShua, [the] Messiah. 8 YahShua
keeps you strong to the end, ___. So you come to
[shine,] blameless on the day of [the visible return of] our
Master YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah. 9 [YAH] is faithful.
He [continues to] call you, ___, into the fellowship of
his Son, YahShua [the] Messiah, our Master.

Never Argue Or Quarrel; Be Completely Unified

*I appeal to you,
brothers, in the name of our
Master YahShua, [the] Messiah,
that you all speak the same
[truths]. Permit no divisions to
1st Corinthians 1:10
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exist among you, ___. Stay
perfectly joined together.
Share the same mindset. Join
in unified decisions. 11 My [Corinthian]
brothers, some [believers] from the household of Chloe
{Green} informed me that there are quarrels among

Paul Writes To Ancient Corinthians
And To You

(Master YahShua)
___.

1889

What I mean is this: One of you
says, ‘I follow Paul;’ another, ‘I follow
Apollos;’ another, ‘I follow Cephas {Peter-The-Rock};’ still another, ‘I follow [the]
Messiah.’ 13 Is [the] Messiah divided? Was Paul
you. 12

crucified for you, ___? Were you baptized in the
name of Paul? 14 I'm thankful I didn't baptize any
of you [Corinthians] except Crispus {Crisp} and Gaius
{Rejoicer}. 15 No one can say that you were baptized
into my name-Authority, ___. 16 (Yes, I also baptized the household of Stephanas {Crowned}. Beyond
that, I don't recall baptizing anyone else [in Corinth.])

True Gospel Work Is Heraldry, Not
Lecturing
17 For [the] Messiah sent me not [merely]
to baptize, but to herald his amazing
revelations. [But I herald] without wordy
sophistry. [Sermonizing] robs the Messiah’s
execution-stake of its power.
Heraldry delivers power. Preaching (lecturing) robs
the gospel of its power. That's why the devil's servants preach every sunday in pulpits across the
globe.

For the message about [Christ's intentionally dying on an] execution-stake [seems like]
foolishness to [people] who lie perishing.
But when we, ___, [face execution bravely, as
YahShua did, we show that we have] the power of
Elohim who is saving us.
18

Stake=stauroo, often mis-rendered ‘cross.’

For [Isaiah] writes,
‘I [YAH] destroy the “wisdom” of the
sophists, ___. I bring to nothing the
[flawed] ‘understanding’ of the intelligentsia.’
19

(Isaiah 29:14)

*Where does [YAH's
superiority] leave the philosopher,
the scholar, the world's debaters? Hasn’t [Yahweh] the Eloha
exposed this world’s ‘wisdom’
[as] idiocy, ___?
1st Corinthians 1:20
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Worldly foolishness: democracy, war, licensure,
family courts, fiat money systems, insurance, Social Security, sermons/lectures, etc. ad absurdum.

For [Yahweh] The Eloha [constantly] shows
his wisdom to the world, ___. Yett the
world [stubbornly refuses] to recognize Yahweh. So Yahweh delights in using the
[apparent] foolishness of heraldry [instead of
philosophical rhetoric or military power] to save everyone who [actively, fruitfully] believes [our
heraldic message].
21

This exposes the ridiculous nonsense of preaching
monologue sermons. Heraldry is the exact opposite
of a sermon! Herald YAH's messages by blasting
trumpets (or whatever interesting means you can
come up with) for telling people the Good News.
Rig your car-horn to play Amazing Grace. One
trumpet-blast halleluyah high-dive at the local
swimming pool beats hundreds of sermons. Most
church services are vaccinations against Christianity.

The World Thinks We Follow A
Dead Loser
22 Jews demand miraculous signs, ___.
Greeks [blindly] hunt for wisdom. 23 Yet
we [believers], ___, go on proclaiming a
Messiah [whom religionists] executed on a
stake [as a criminal]! To Jews the [messiah message] is an obstacle. And to Greeks it's
nonsense. 24 But to [people whom YAH] calls,
both Jews and beast-nationals, [this murdered] Messiah is [the living, breathing] power
and wisdom of [Yahweh] Elohim, ___.
YAH Makes Humanity's Losers Into
Winners

*For Elohim’s [apparent] ‘foolishness’ is wiser than humanity’s
[best] wisdom, ___. Elohim’s [apparent] ‘weakness’ is stronger
than humanity’s [best] strength.
25

Brothers, look at the [believers] among
you whom [YAH] has called [to serve Him]!
[YAH] calls few people who are ‘wise’ by
meat-minded standards. [YAH's servants
rarely] wield power or boast nobility,
___.
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*Rather, [Yahweh] the Eloah
chooses the [people] the human-race [considers] ‘morons’ to
confound [& disgrace] the [world's]
professors, ___. Likewise,
[Yahweh] the Eloah elects the
strength-less [people] in the
world to shame the powermongers.
27

If you want to have power from heaven, give away
your wealth to the poor. Never seek a position of
worldly power.

*[Yahweh] the Eloah chooses the
lowly things of this world, ___,
the despised things— the nothings [and ‘nobodies’]—to nullify the
[supposed] somebodies who [think
they're] ‘something.’ 29 *So, ___,
no flesh-man can brag in Yahweh's face. 1st Corinthians 1:30 YAH
28

you up with YahShua the Messiah, ___. [YahShua] gives you [walking, breathing] wisdom from [Yahweh] ELohim [to help]
you [through life]. [YahShua is our power connection
to] righteousness, sacredness and redemption!
[hooked]

Every good thing that we have--right thinking and
right living, a clean slate and a fresh start--comes
from YHVH through our connection to Yahshua,
YAH's Messiah.

As [the Prophet Jeremiah] writes, “Anyone
who brags should boast about Yahweh.”
31

Jeremiah 9:24 'If you're going to blow a horn, blow
a trumpet for YHVH.'

1st Corinthians
2

26

If you want to find out who the real believers are,
stop watching wealthy celebrities, famous politicians and mega-preachers. Look down in the
cracks, where poor and rejected people live.
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Humble Spirit-Power Beats Worldly
Eloquence

*Brothers, when I came to
you declaring the testimony of
[Yahweh] the Eloah, I didn't [spellbind]
you with eloquent lectures or
philosophy. 2 I decided that among
1

you I would ‘forget’ all
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I'd focus [everything I said on] YahShua the
Messiah, a [man whom religionists] impaled on
a stake! 3 So I behaved among you as a
weak [nobody], nervous, shaking all over
in awe [of YAH's power].
lit: phobos (fear.)

My speech and my heraldry avoided
enticing [you with] wordy human ‘wisdom.’
Instead [I functioned as a lowly channel for]
manifestations [of YAH's] Spirit and power.
4

When was the last time you saw a manifestation of
spiritual power during a sermon? Paul probably
fasted to near the point of death, rendering him
too weak to give long lectures.
5 [I played down my own power] so that your faith, ___,
would not rest on human wisdom but on Elohim’s

*Yet among [spiritually]
mature [believers], we [apostles] declare [high] wisdom. But [we] never [employ] the sophistry of this
dying world-system or it's perishing leaders. 7 Rather, our words
power. 6

and visions clarify Elohim's previously
hidden mysteries, ___. Before history
began, [Yahweh] the Eloah planned that
His wisdom would bring us [believers heavenly] glory. 8 None of the world-system’s
leaders ever understand wisdom, ___.
If they had, they would never have impaled [YahShua, YAH's] glorious sovereign. 9

*But as [the prophet Isaiah] writes,
“No eye has ever seen, nor ear
heard, nor have entered the
heart of man, the wonders
Yahweh [the Eloha] has prepared
for beings who love Him, ___.”
(Isaiah 64:4)

Yet to us [believers],
the Eloah reveals the [eternal]
wonders through His Spirit, ___. For
Spirit probes all things, even the deepest depths of [Yahweh] the Eloah.
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the inner workings of [Yahweh]
the Eloah except the Spirit of
[Yahweh] the Eloah. 12 Now we [believers]
receive not the spirit of the world-system, but the Spirit of [Yahweh] the Eloah.
So, ___, we [believers] have the potential
to understand the marvels [Yahweh] the
Eloah so freely gives us. 13 We [believers]
communicate [YAH's] gifts, not with the
blather-words preached by man's [false]
‘wisdom.’ We teach [through] Sacred Spirit, expressing spiritual truths in spiritual
thoughts.
The way a believer teaches should look and feel totally different from the public-fool system and from
sermon-preachers.

Yet the natural man rejects the wonders of the Spirit of [Yahweh] the Eloah.
[YAH's thoughts] seem like foolishness to
meat-people. Merely-physical people
can't know [YAH's mind], ___. [YAH's thoughts
must be] discerned spiritually. 15 *But
14

the human who has [YAH's] Spirit
can evaluate everything, ___.
No [carnal man] is in a position to
judge [a saint].
Only spiritual, regenerate, supra-carnal people can
see reality. So never submit your grievances to a
worldly court.

As [Isaiah writes]: “Who knows the mind
of Yahweh? No one can instruct YAH.”
But we [believers], ___, have the mind of
[the] Messiah.
16

Isaiah 40:13

1st Corinthians
3

1st Corinthians 2:10
[Yahweh]

Through Spirit, you can learn things scientists will
never figure out through empirical physical tests.

*For who knows the inner
workings of a man except the
man’s own spirit inside him,
___? Likewise, no one knows
11
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Most Christians And Jews Are Carnal Babies
1 Brothers, I can't talk to you like spiritual [grownups, because you're] just carnal babies, [new to your union with the] Messiah. 2 I
fed you with milk, not with meat, ___.
You weren't ready for solid food. And
you're still not ready! 3 ___, you're still
carnal. The jealousy, strife and divisions among you prove that you're
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worldly.

[You're living by unspiritual human stan-

show you're carnal when
one [of you brags], “I follow Paul;” and another, “I vote for Apollos [not Paul].”
dards.] 4 [You]

Today this means denominational division: “I'm
Catholic”; “I'm Protestant”; “I'm Amish/JW/Mormon/Whatever”...

Humans Merely Manage The Life
YAH Creates
5 What, after all, is Apollos? And what is
Paul? [We're] only servants through
whom you, ___, came to believe. [We're
workers to whom Yahweh] the Adonai delegates
specific tasks. 6 I planted [your faith].
Apollos watered [it]. But [Yahweh] the
Eloah made [you] grow, ___. 7 *So,

___, neither the planter nor
the waterer is anything. [The]
only [somebody is Yahweh] Elohim, who
makes [everything] grow.
All mankind's science is incapable of creating one
viable seed.

Whoever plants and whoever waters
are equal [in importance, ___]. [YAH] eventually gives each [worker] his reward for his
own labor. 9 For we [apostles] are Elohim's
fellow workers. You, ___, are Elohim's
‘field.’ [Together,] you [believers] form Elohim's [temple] ‘building.’
Build Well On The Foundation
Stone: Christ
1st Corinthians 3:10 Using the unmerited-gift [Yahweh] the Eloah gave me, I lay
a foundation, like a skilled master-builder, ___. [Now] another man
builds on it. But each [worker] should
closely watch how he builds. 11 *For
8

no one can lay any foundation
other than the one [YAH] already
laid, which is YahShua, [YAH's]
Messiah. 12 Now, [metaphorically speaking,
build upon the foundation [‘stone,’
that is, YahShua,] with ‘gold, silver, precious
stones, wood, hay and straw.’ [YAH] exposes every man's work for what it is,
___.
people]

For instance, people spend fortunes to build cathedrals. But only the quality of the spiritual enrich-
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ment stands. All physical construction crumbles.
On Judgment day, YAH exposes many beautiful
‘Christian’ churches as demonic strongholds.

Work Hard To Build Up YAH's People

*[Judgment] Day comes to bring
[our deeds] to light, ___. [There YAH]
reveals [the truth] by fire — flames
[so hot] they test the quality of
every human's life-work. 14 *If
a [human] builds on the foundation [of YahShua,] and his work survives, that worker receives a
reward, ___. 15 But if a [true disciple's]
13

work burns up, he suffers loss, ___. [At
best] he escapes with his life, like [a survivor of] a fire. 16 *Don't you know

that you [believers] are the temple
of Elohim, and that the Spirit [of
Yahweh] the Eloah dwells in you,
___? 17 *If any man defiles [or destroys] the temple of [Yahweh] the
Eloah, Yahweh eventually destroys that defiler. For the
temple of Yahweh is holy, ___.
You [believers] comprise that temple.
Worldly “Wisdom” Is Silly Nonsense
18 No man should deceive himself, ___.
If any man among you seems to be
‘wise’ in this world, let him [adopt spiritual
thinking. The world calls our sublime doctrines ‘foolish.’]

Yet only [the principles of scripture can] make
you [truly] wise. 19 *This world-sys-

tem's ‘wisdom’ is foolishness in
the sight of [Yahweh] the Eloah,
___. As [Job] writes, “YAH traps
the sophists in their own craftiness.”
(Job 5:13) Much of what the fallen world calls
‘smart,’ YAH calls ‘nonsense.’

Similarly, [David says],
“Yahweh knows that the thoughts of
[worldly] wise-guys lie vain, ___.”
1st Corinthians 3:20

(Psalm 94:11)
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Everything Belongs To YAH; No One
Can Brag
21 So no one [can] boast about human
beings, ___. Everything belongs to
your [Father in heaven].
You believers are YHVH's heirs. So (in a sense) everything already belongs to you. So comparing one
man's riches to another's makes no sense.
22 Paul, Apollos, Cephas {Peter-The-Rock}, the world,
life, death, all things present, [and] all things to

* ___,
you belong to [the] Messiah. And
[the] Messiah belongs to Yahweh.
come, all

[belong to]

your

[heavenly Father].

23

Yahshua is the property of YHVH. They are not coequal.

1st Corinthians
4
Fake Christians Abandon The Real
Christians
1 So, ___, you should regard us [apostles]
as servants of [the] Messiah, stewards of
the mysteries of Elohim. 2 [Every master]
demands that [his] stewards prove faithful, ___. 3 It matters very little to me
how I am evaluated by you, ___, or by
any human judge. In fact, I don’t even
judge myself. 4 I'm not aware of anything against me, ___. But [my clean conscience] doesn't make me innocent. The
one who judges me is the Adonai
[Yahweh].
We are all righteous in our own eyes. But Judgment Day reveals who we really are. Wisdom is to
have the bravery to see ourselves accurately.

So, ___, judge nothing [outside the Ecclesia] until the Master [visibly, physically] returns. [YahShua] soon brings to light all
hidden things [creeping in] darkness.
[YahShua] exposes the motives of men's
hearts. Then [Yahweh] the Eloah gives
each [person] whatever praise [that person deserves]. 6 Brothers, I use myself and
Apollos as figurative examples here to
teach you not to think more of men
than the scripture commands, so that
5
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none of you gets puffed up against another, ___.
The low-born is but a breath, the highborn but a
lie.

For who makes you different from
anyone else, ___? What do you have
that you didn't receive [from heaven]? And
since you did receive [your gifts], why do
you brag as though you're a self-made
man?
7

All of our talents, blessings and possessions are
gifts for which we can't take credit.

Today you're full, ___. Today you're
rich. You [easy-believers] reign like kings
without us [apostles around to discipline you].
How I wish to Elohim you did reign,
___, so that we [apostles] also could reign
with you. 9 For I perceive that [Yahweh]
the Eloah keeps placing us apostles
last. [We're] like men condemned to die
[in the public arena]. We've become a spectacle before the whole universe, to angels
and men.
8

True messengers of the Creator march trailing the
parade. Everyone stands around and stares at us
persecuted believers, like they're watching an accident in the street.

*We [prophets] barrel
ahead full-speed for [the] Messiah's sake. But (in [obeying] the
Messiah,) you [procrastinating pew-warmers sit, scared,] cautious, [inactive],
___! We [apostles struggle in] weakness, while you [worldly christians wield]
force. You [part-time, corrupted 'Christians'
bask in worldly society's] honor. While
we [full-time messengers of the Messiah wallow]
in humiliation.
1st Corinthians 4:10

Compromising religionites masquerade as Christ's
followers. Fools become famous and rich pseudo-Christian leaders and celebrities. The true
prophets get despised by the masses. Fakers employ and court the support of military and police
powers. Real Christians get beat up and killed by
cops and soldiers.

* ___, to this very hour we
hunger [and] thirst. We
roam naked [dressed in rags]. [We suffer]
torturous abuse. We enjoy no
11

[apostles]
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fixed dwelling place.

[Society shuns
us apostles as despised homeless vagrants!]
Christ's true missionaries get ignored by the
churches, left without support. Meanwhile, decoymissionaries do the devil's tasks, such as trapping
people in the world's financial, legal and pharmaceutical dependency systems. The charlatans get
all the funding they need.

*We [apostles] labor. We work
with our own hands, ___. [People] revile us. Yet we bless
them. [People] persecute us. Yet
we [patiently] suffer. 13 *[People hurl]
slander [at us, ___]. We answer
kindly. [People] to this day [treat us
like decaying, diseased corpses of criminals,] the
scum of the earth, the refuse
of the world.
12

Believers were (and are) in the eyes of the world
powers, condemned criminals (noxii), slaves, captives, deserters with no chance of survival from
certain butchery in the arena, either at the hands
of gladiators or from wild animals. Heaven's ambassadors are these noxii; despised, hated, brutally subjected to prolonged, humiliating death. Like
the noxii, the apostles lie homeless, naked or nearly naked (4:11). The apostles get treated like
'refuse and scum' (4:13). Into burn-pits, trash-collectors threw the decomposing dead bodies of the
noxii after they died in Gladiatorial spectacles. We
[true believers] are the ‘low and despised things of
the world’ through which Yah has chosen to prove
his wisdom to the world (1:25-28). None of these
descriptions match anyone in paid leadership at
any church building you're likely to see.

___, I write these truths not to
shame you [worldly ‘christians’]. But as my
beloved sons, I warn you [that heaven's wrath
looms to fall on false Christians]. 15 For though
you, ___, have 10,000 [supposed] instructors in [false interpretations of the teachings of
the] Messiah, you don't have many
‘dads.’ For in [union with] YahShua [the]
Messiah I have [in a sense] ‘begotten’ you,
___, by telling you [YAH's] Good News. 16
So, ___, I urge you to follow my example. 17 That's why I've sent you [Corinthians] Tim14

othy {YAH's-Treasure}, my beloved and trustworthy
child [branch in] the Master's [tree of life]. Timothy comes
to remind you of the way of life I follow and teach
everywhere in every ekklesia. ( [I live as a ‘branch’ of the
‘vine:’] YahShua the [previously homeless, suffering, rejected] Messiah.) 18

Some of you

[so-called ‘Christians’]
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keep puffing up [in pride] as if I were never coming to [correct] you, ___. 19 But I
am coming to you soon, if the Adonai
wills. And, ___, I will [expose the] whole
[truth] about these [bragging], arrogant
[‘Christians’]. [I'll unmask] their [counterfeit] ‘power.’ 1st Corinthians 4:20 *For

the
Kingdom of [Yahweh] the
Eloah is not a matter of
talk, but of power, ___.
The sermonizing religionites love words. Because
words hide true character. You are what you DO
under pressure. That's why, when you follow
Christ, you suffer a life of pressure and testing.
21 Which do you want, ___? Should [Christ] come to
you with a whip? Or should [Christ] come in love and
with a gentle spirit?
"Erchomai" (come) is traditionally interpreted,
"Should I (Paul) come to you with a whip..."

1st Corinthians
5
Sever Your Ties With Worldly ‘Believers’
1 People commonly report that fornication [rages] among [you so-called believers],
___, and such fornication as is scarcely
named among the beast-nations: one
of your men is sleeping with his stepmother!

Today statistics report that 60% of ‘pastors’ are addicted to porn.

And you're still proud, ___! Shouldn’t
you instead mourn and expel the
[fornicators] from your fellowship?
2

The dirty little secret of churchgoers is that, on average, they fornicate just as much as the
worldlings. Churchlings just hide their sins better.
When was the last time you heard of anybody being excommunicated from a church for fornicating?
Most churches are just alcohol-free pick-up bars for
finding semi-clean sex-partners.

Even though I'm not physically
present, I am with you in spirit, ___.
And I've already decreed [the proper ecclesiastical penalty for church-going] fornicators, just
as if I were present.
3

Implying that there were two reliable witnesses to
the incestuous fornication.
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4 In the name of our Master YahShua [the] Messiah,
gather together. I'll be spiritually there with you,
with the power of our Master YahShua the Messiah

Then hand over [churchgoing sinto the Adversary for [their] old sinful
nature[s] to be destroyed, ___, so that
Adonai [Yahweh] can save their spirit[s] on
[his Judgment] Day.
among us: 5
ners]

Paul probably doesn't mean to turn the fornicator
over to Caesar's police, but rather, to excommunicate the fornicator from the fellowship and abandon him to the prince of this world, Satan, until he
repents.

Your boasting is no good, ___. Don't
you know that a little ‘yeast’ works
through the whole batch of dough? 7
___, get rid of [your] old [sin] fungus. Be
like a new batch of dough free of yeast.
You [believers] really are [fresh ‘bread’]. Because [YAH] offered [the] Messiah for us.
[YahShua] is our Passover lamb. 8 Let's
keep on celebrating love-feasts together, not with the old ‘yeast,’ (the fungus
of malice and wickedness,) but with
[lowly, humble] unleavened ‘bread:’ the
‘bread’ of sincerity and truth.
6

Or, 'let us keep the Passover.'

*In my earlier letter, ___, I
[commanded] you to avoid mixing
with people who engage in fornication.
9

‘Fornication’ includes any forbidden worldly interaction.

*[But keeping your Ekklesia
doesn't mean that you
should [escape to the mountaintops to completely] avoid the world's fornicators, coveters, extortioners or
idolaters. For [to escape all contact with
worldly sinners] you'd have to go out
of this world [to which YAH calls you to
witness]!
1st Corinthians 5:10
pure]

You leave the city to avoid materialistic adulterers.
Then you end up on a mountaintop with neighbors
who bugger goats and rape their own daughters.
Perversion is everywhere on earth. You join the socalled ‘priesthood’ to get away from fornication.
You wake up with a fellow-priest feeling you up in
the night. Beware the ‘Shangri-La’ fantasy. You
can't escape man's inhumanity! Certainly not by
joining a church!
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*The [command] I wrote [to] you,
___, was: dissociate from anyone who is supposedly a brother but who engages in [sexual or
spiritual] fornication, is greedy,
worships idols, is abusive, or
gets drunk or steals. With such
a ‘believer’ you shouldn’t even
eat!
11

That pretty much describes the entire modern congregation, including the church staff.

For what business is it of mine to
judge outsiders? You should be banning
the [unrepentant sinners] who infest [your faith]
community, ___.
12

Today's corrupt churches won't ban sinners. If they
did there wouldn't be enough members to pay the
church's sinful debt. The inmates are running the
asylum. We do not get to decide who goes to heaven, but we can decide who goes to church with us.

*[Yahweh] the Eloah judges everyone who is outside [the Ecclesia].
Just expel the evildoer(s) from
among your [faith-community].
13

(Deuteronomy 17:7; 19:19; 21:21; 22:21,24;
24:7) Martin Luther and John Calvin and the Popes
and Queen Elizabeth and all other ‘Christian’ world
leaders were (and are) always wrong in their efforts to force their version of Christian morality on
the general populace by punishing (non-criminal)
‘sin’ with the sword.

1st Corinthians
6
Believers Must Settle Disputes Privately

*How dare any of you take a
complaint against another [believer] to court before pagan judges
instead of [putting the case] before
[your local] separatist [believers]?
1

It is totally impermissible on any grounds whatever
to sue another believer in a worldly court. The oath
alone would be a grievous sin. (See James 5:12.)

* ___, don't you know that [we
believers who] separate [from the world-system] come to judge the world?
2
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And if you'll judge the world,
are you unworthy to judge trivial cases?
Saints = people who separate from the world-system. “Saint” is not a euphemism for ‘churchgoer.’

Don't you know, ___, that we [separatist
come to judge angels? How
much more [should we be able to make internal decisions regarding] the issues of this life! 4
___, do you need judgments on matters of this life? [Rather than taking other believers to worldly courts,] set [anybody in the Ecclesia,
even] the [people] least esteemed in the
Ekklesia, to arbitrate. 5 I'm talking to [clear up]
3

believers]

your confusion, ___. Isn't there one wise man
among you who can arbitrate [a dispute] between his
brothers?
Paul isn't shaming anyone, though using worldly
courts is shameful.

*Instead, a [Christian] ‘brother’
brings a lawsuit against another ‘brother’—before unbelievers, ___!
6

The key to avoiding lawsuits is to never trust anyone. Letting anyone hold anything of yours is a
tacit agreement to let them steal it.

*The very fact that you have
lawsuits among you means [that
Satan] has already completely
defeated you! Why not rather
be wronged, ___? Why not
rather be cheated?
7

Don't ever sue. Any Christian who sues another
believer is completely defeated.

Instead, you yourselves wrong and
cheat. And you do it to your own brothers!
There Should Be No Sin In A Christian's Life
8

* ___, don’t you know that
unrighteous [beings] will never inherit the Kingdom of Elohim?
Never be deceived. Neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor
adulterers, nor transvestitewhores, nor men-bedders—
9

Idolatry means much more than worshiping idols.
It means following people and doing what they say
instead of what YAH says. You get into idolatry and
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fornication with the world-system by engaging in
politics, employment, agreements, licenses, debased currency, contracts, etc. Men-bedders (arsenokoites) is normally translated: people who engage willingly and unrepentantly in homosexual
sex. But it is just as much a condemnation of heterosexual fornicators. #3120 Malakos = a soft one,
figuratively, a boy kept for homosexual practices.

*— nor thieves,
nor coveters, nor drunkards [addicts], nor slanderers nor
swindlers, will inherit the Kingdom of Elohim. 11 *Some of you
used to [commit these sins]. But [now]
the Spirit of [Yahweh] our Eloha
has washed and sanctified you,
___. [YAH declares] you innocent [as
long as you live] in the Name-Authority of [our] Master YahShua. 12 *[I
could argue that] Christ has set me
free to do anything, ___. But
not everything is beneficial. [I
could argue that] I'm free from all
constraints [of the Mosaic Law]. But I
1st Corinthians 6:10

[keep the Law so that no human or demon]

brings me under the power of
anyone or anything [except YAH].
Do not go under the power of anyone. Never swear
an oath. Never make a contract or promise. Never
break any true Law.

Eradicate Porn, Sexual Fantasy &
Fornication
13 [Lawless hedonists say,] “[God made] food for
the stomach. And the stomach for food.
[Eat to live, live to eat. All that matters is pleasure.] ”
But Elohim comes to destroy both [food
and stomach, ___]. The body is not meant
for fornication. [Your] body is [made to serve
Yahweh] the Adonai. And the Adonai [cares]
for [our] bodies.
Several lessons here, all true: Don't use your body
for sexual sin. Don't be a glutton. Don't allow the
members of your Ekklesia to be entangled with the
worldly state around you, by licenses, agreements,
voter registration, government-benefits, military
service, sworn oaths, National I.D. numbers, court
cases, nor anything else that brings you under
subjection to the world-system. Avoiding these
temptations ensures that you'll be financially poor-
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er, and spiritually richer, than your worldly counterparts.

YAH raised up the Adoni [YahShua]. And
YAH will, by His power, raise us [saints]
up too, ___. 15 Don't you, ___, know
that your bodies are [the] Messiah's
arms [and legs]? Shall I then take the
limbs of [the] Messiah, and make them
the limbs of a [porne] fornicator? Never!
14

The majority of ‘pastors’ lie addicted to pornography.

*Don't you know, ___, that
whoever unites himself with a
[porne] fornicator is one with her
in body? For YAH decrees,
“The two [bodies] become one
flesh.”
16

(Genesis 2:24) Oxytocin and Vasopresin create a
strong, permanent neuro-chemical bonds between
sex partners, even between the porn-addict pastor
and his fantasy pinup. Sex is forever. That 5 minutes drags down your entire life.

But whoever unites himself with the
Adonai is one [with Him in] spirit, ___. 18
17

*Flee porn [and everything it represents,
___]. [Run as fast as you can away from any form
of fornication.] All other sins a man
commits lie outside his body.
But whoever fornicates sins
against his own body.
This also means, “Avoid entangling yourself with
the world through agreements and oaths, etc.”

*Don't you know, ___, that
your body is a temple of Sacred
Spirit? [YAH's Spirit] lives in you.
You have [sacred spirit as a gift] from
Elohim. You, ___, are not your
own. 1st Corinthians 6:20 For [YahShua]
19

bought you [by paying] a [limitless] price: [his
mortal life]! So, ___, glorify [Yahweh] the
Eloha in [the way you use] your body [and your
spirit]. Because both belong to Yahweh.
The price YAH paid was the life of the only sinless
man who ever lived. When the devil killed
Yahshua, the devil lost all his power over you. Unless you walk back into the devil's trap.
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1st Corinthians
7
Try To Be Celibate; No Sex Outside
Marriage

*Now about the [questions] you
[believers] wrote to me: It is virtuous for a man to [totally avoid sexually]
touching women.
1

If you can, stay celibate. That's the best choice,
but it's unrealistic for most men. If you can't control your urges, get one wife for life. There are no
other sexual relationships sanctioned by Yahshua.

*Nevertheless, [if necessary] to
avoid fornication, ___, any
man can have his one wife, and
every woman her one husband.
2

The husband should give his wife all
she is entitled to in the marriage relationship, ___. And the wife should do
the same for her husband. 4 *The
3

wife shares power over her
own body with her husband.
Likewise, ___, the husband
shares power over his own
body with his wife. 5 * ___,
never deprive [your spouse of any necessary thing, including intimacy,] except by
mutual consent and for temporary periods in which you devote yourselves to fasting and
prayer. Then come together
again so that Satan will not
tempt you because of your lack
of self-control. 6 I'm saying [it's not a
sin to get married, ___].

But you don't have to
[marry]. 7 I wish that all men were [celibate,]
like I am, ___. But each human has
his own gift from Elohim. One has this
gift, another has that.
I wish every man could enjoy the simple celibate
life.

Now to unmarried [people] including
widows I say: it's beautiful for you to
stay unmarried, ___, if you stay
8
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[celibate,]

as I am. 9 *But if the

[young

can't control herself, she
should marry, ___. For it's
better to marry than to burn.
lady]

Escape the fire of judgment. Don't burn with lust.
This applies equally to men.

No Divorce Ever For Lawfully Wedded Believers

*I give a command to married [people, ___]. It's
a direct command from [Yahweh]
the Adonai, not [merely] from me.
A [lawfully wedded] wife must never
[divorce] her husband, [nor consent to a
divorce, under any circumstances] .
1st Corinthians 7:10

No woman can EVER divorce her lawful husband. A
worldly divorce decree bought by a wife against
her lawful husband is a piece of toilet paper. She
can get away from him if he is a danger to her or
her children, but she can never divorce him.

*[To protect herself or her children from extreme abuse,] the wife can leave [the
physical presence of her husband]. But,
___, she must remain unmarried, or be reconciled to her
husband, [even if he cheats on her every day
and night]. Similarly, never let a
husband get rid of his [lawful]
wife.
11

If the woman leaves her lawful husband, for any
reason whatsoever, she only has two choices: stay
celibate or return to her first husband. No remarriage, ever, so long as her husband lives. This is
hard for her, but good for society and good for her
children, so that the kids don't follow in her footsteps of choosing bad spouses.
12

To the rest

[who are in mixed marriages: Chris-

I say, ([and I'm sure]
the Adonai [agrees]): If any brother has a
wife who is not a believer, and she's
willing to stay with him, he must never
send her away, ___, [no matter how obnoxious
she is, even if she cheats on him].
tian married to nonChristian,]

You cannot divorce a spouse on the grounds of
her/him being an unbeliever. This should be obvious. Yet it happens every day. Love your enemy
spouse.

Also, ___, if any woman has an unbelieving husband who is willing to live
13
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with her, she is not to leave him,
he cheats on her].

[even if

NO scripture anywhere in the bible authorizes a
woman to divorce her lawfully-wedded husband for
any reason.

For [to an extent,] the believing husband
sanctifies his [unbelieving] wife, ___. And
the believing wife sanctifies her [unbelieving] husband. Otherwise your children
would be unclean. But [children who have at
least one believing parent] are holy.
14

One holy partner in a marriage blesses the entire
family. Even if the other spouse is a cheating
louse.

*But if the unbelieving
spouse leaves, let
him/her depart, ___. In
circumstances like
these, the brother or
sister is not enslaved [to
chase around the leaving spouse].
[Yahweh] the Eloah has
called you to a peaceful
life.
15

You, the good wife, don't have to follow a bad man
around if he leaves. You don't have to struggle to
get him back. But you can't bed down with another
man. This verse does not condone divorce and remarriage. You have to stay celibate. ‘Remarriage’ is
rarely peaceful. It's usually ‘out of the frying pan,
into the fire’.

*Wife, for all you know, you
might save your husband. Husband, for all you know, you
might save your wife. [So, ___, if
16

your marriage breaks up, patiently pray while staying celibate.]
Pray for the unbelieving spouse. Don't go off with
someone else! Your faithless spouse might be converted because of your patient, forgiving love!

And, ___, don't be wishing you were
someplace else or with someone else.
What you're going through is Elohim's
calling to mature you. Live, obey and
believe where you find yourself. Don't
run off to another mate whom you fantasize will be better. And don't reinvent
17
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your life to copy some group you want
to fit into. Elohim defines your life. Your
marital status and your social group are
irrelevant. Don't think I'm being harder
on you than I am on the others, ___. I
give this same counsel in all the Ekklesia.
This is a paraphrase to get at what we think Paul
was saying, because the other translations (which
are usually paraphrases as well) don't make sense.
Play the cards you've been dealt. If you married
someone and they walk away, then wait and pray,
until death if necessary, for them to repent and
come back. If you were single when you were
saved, strongly consider staying celibate.

A man who was [genitally] circumcised
before he became a believer should not
try to reverse his circumcision, ___.
And the man who was uncircumcised
when he became a believer should NOT
get his genitals cut now. [Were you Jewish at
18

the time Elohim called you? Don't try to remove the evidence. Were you non-Jewish at the time of your call, ___?
Don't try to copy Jewish tradition.]

Don't strap on a tug-a-hoy to grow a fake foreskin.
And especially, don't let anyone cut your wiener
just because you figured out that true Christianity
is Hebraic. And by all means, NEVER slice any
baby's privates! Think before you cut!

Having mutilated genitals has no [spirsignificance. And having an intact
foreskin [while preferable, still ultimately] means
nothing, ___. Keeping Elohim’s commandments is everything.
19

itual]

1899

prison. Remove yourself from any government
benefit program such as social security or the military. Get orderly release from any employee job,
all of which are by definition master-servant relationships forbidden by Christ himself.

who were slaves [or employees]
when [Yahweh] Adonai called them are
now [spiritually] the Adonai's free people,
___. [Believers] who were free when Elohim chose them are now servants of
the Messiah. 23 * ___, [YAH] bought
22 [Believers]

you with a price: [YahShua's life].
Never become slaves/servants/employees/debtors to
human bosses.
No man can serve two masters. Yet almost all
‘Christians’ lie tied up in multiple master-servant
relationships forbidden by scripture, from driver's
licenses to passport application binding oaths, to
employment contracts under jurisdiction of the
state, banking agreements, debts; the list goes on
and on and on.

*All [you] brothers, give yourselves completely to your calling. Stay with the Eloah, ___.
24

Never allow human master-servant relationships to
dilute or contradict your steadfast adherence to
YAH as you walk out your calling hand-in-hand
with Him. Let no other hands (the state, bankers,
employers, sexual partners, addictions) grab onto
you.

Try To Stay Celibate, But Marriage
Is OK

So obviously, YHVH never commanded anyone to
cut anyone's genitals. In fact, he commanded you
never to cut your skin at all.

25 Now, ___, concerning virgins, I offer no [celibacy]
command from [Yahweh] the Adonai. But I render
counsel as a [man] who, by the Adonai's mercy, is

1st Corinthians 7:20

reliable: 26

*Everyone, stay in
the calling to which [Adonai]
called you. [ ___, don't fiddle around, distracted and inconsistent. Stop waffling into this tradition and that activity.]
None of the common translations get this verse
right. It does not mean “stay in the same situation
as you were in when you were called.” It means to
stay in your calling. Avoid veering off into distractions or human master-servant relationships.

Were you a slave/employee when
you were called, ___? Don't let that
trouble you. But get free as soon as
you can.
21

Get out of any human master-servant relationship
by the most immediate lawful means. That means:
lawfully exit all contracts. Dutifully fulfill and then
rescind any oath you've sworn. Get released from
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*So I suggest that to
stay a virgin is a good way to
get through these distressing
times. I teach that it's good for
people to live celibate, ___.
Better to stay celibate if you can. Sex makes many
problems, even in the best of men. Sex does not
make your life better. Even the most holy sex is
like eating ice cream, drinking booze, or snorting
cocaine. It drags you down more than it lifts you
up.

*Are you bound to a wife?
Don't try to untie the knot. Are
you untied from a wife? Don't
seek [another] wife.
27
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A man should never seek to get out of his marriage
covenant. A widower should not seek to find a
wife. (Note that this verse, like all of the verses on
divorce, never allows a woman to divorce her lawful husband. A woman can never find any scriptural
support to divorce her lawful husband. EVER.)

But if you [virgin men] marry, ___, you
haven't sinned. And if a virgin [woman]
marries, she hasn't sinned. But you'll
have overwhelming trouble [caused by bodi28

ly, fleshly concerns and demands and struggles in the
marriage]. I [want to]
I recommend celibacy.]

spare you that

[pain]. [So

If a widower marries, that's fine. But strongly consider celibacy. Because it's better. Don't think that
getting married will satisfy your sexual desire.
You'll still have to work very hard to control your
lust. Plus, you'll have the demands of children,
your spouse's needs and greedy cravings. And
you'll have to nurse your spouse when he/she
grows old, fat and nasty.

What I mean, brothers, is that the
time is short. From now on those who
have wives should live as if they had no
wives.
29

Focus as little on sex as possible, just enough to
keep you or your spouse from cheating. Put all
your effort into your calling.

*When you
mourn, ___, remember that
this momentary suffering is really nothing. [Pain soon vanishes.]
When you're happy, remember
that this momentary happiness
is nothing [compared to the joy you'll receive in eternal life]. If you buy something, realize [it's just a tool for working
out your calling]. It's not yours to
keep. [So have no personal possessions.] 31 If
1st Corinthians 7:30

you use the things of this cosmos, never be engrossed in them, ___. For this
cosmos in its present form is passing
away. 32 ___, I don't want you to have
things to worry about. An unmarried
man cares for the things that belong to
[Yahweh] the Adonai, (how he may please
the Adonai). 33 *But the married

man concerns himself with the
world’s affairs, ___, with how
to please his wife;
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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A wife likes a nice nest filled with nice stuff. So she
denies the man her favors 'til he goes out and gets
a nice job to buy her nice stuff to feather her nice
nest. None of that carnality has ANYTHING to do
with the Great Commission. Jesus had no wife, no
sex, no house, no job, and no nice stuff. And we
think we're following Jesus when we live normal
modern lives? Ha!

*[Valuable] distinctions exist between being a wife and being a
[lifelong] virgin, ___. The unmarried woman cares for the
things Adonai [cares about]. So she
can be sacred both in body and
in spirit. Whereas the married
woman cares for the affairs of
the world, [looking] for ways to
please her husband. 35 I say this
34

for your own benefit, ___. Not to catch
you in a trap, but to [bring you to a] lovely
[life,] so you can attentively serve [Yahweh]
the Adonai without distraction.
You make a great choice when you decide to stay
celibate (unmarried, not sexually active).

*But if any [father] thinks that
holding his virgin [daughter] back
from marriage is no good for
her, if she's flowering into maturity, and [her perceived] ‘needs’
are pressing, let [her Dad] do as
he chooses. Marriage is not a
sin, ___. Let them marry.
36

This is commonly paraphrased differently yet also
truly: if a man is dallying sexually with a virgin,
then they should consider marriage.

Nevertheless, ___, the [father] does
well to stand steadfast in his heart, not
allowing himself to be distressed, holding power over his own will, decreeing
in his heart to guard his virgin [daughter].
37

The girl's father/guardian has Patria Potestas
(parental power) over her. He can decide when and
if the women under his authority (coverture)
should get married. Usually translated to the effect
of: "If you can keep yourself from bedding that
girl, then good."

*So then whoever gives [his virgin daughter] in marriage does well,
38
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___. But whoever guards her
from marriage does better.
You can't take your daughter back from a bad husband. Guard her well. Celibacy won't kill her. But a
bad husband might.

*The wife is bound by the
law [to never sleep with another man] as
long as her husband lives. But,
___, if her husband dies, she's
free to choose to be married to
whoever she wants, [provided the guy
lives connected to Yahweh] the Adonai.
39

According to all scripture, a woman can NEVER divorce her lawful husband under ANY circumstances. NEVER! She can leave his physical presence if he's abusing her. But she can never replace
him while he lives. So strongly consider celibacy.

But in my experience,
single, celibate widows live happier
than re-married widows. And I think
I'm with the Spirit of Elohim [on this, ___].
1st Corinthians 7:40

1st Corinthians
8
Don't Use Freedom To Confuse
Weak Believers

*Now, ___, about [taxes and donations and sacrifices] offered to idols,
we know that we all have
knowledge. Knowledge puffs
up. But charity builds up.
1

See great song teaching 1Co 8:1-3. Literally:
agape builds up. Agape = love-feasting.

*And if any man thinks he
knows anything, he doesn't yet
know anything in the way he
ought to know, ___.
2

A verse for agnostics. Yet protestants still claim
that they ‘know that they know that they know’
that they're going to heaven because they said a
salvation prayer. How ironic. The more we know,
the more we know we don't know.

*But, ___, the man who
loves Elohim is recognized by
Elohim [as family]. 4 So, ___, as for
3

eating food sacrificed to idols, we
[apostles] realize that, as you admit, “An
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idol has no real existence in the world,
and there is only One Elohim.”
This applies to modern life: the world's financial,
legal, medical, political and entertainment systems
are idolatrous fictions.

Yes, so-called ‘elohim’ exist in heaven
or on earth, ___. In some sense there
exist ‘gods’ and ‘lords’ galore.
5

ELohim is a flexible word that can mean: leader,
idol, judge, god, power, authority, etc.

*Still for us [believers], ___,
there is One Eloha: [Yahweh] the
Father, from whom all things
come, and in whom we exist.
And [there is] one Adoni, YahShua
[the] Messiah, [YAH's living word]. [YAH]
created all things for [YahShua].
We live [to obey YahShua].
6

Also permissible to translate: ‘through Yahshua,’
YAH created all things, including us. However, that
involves time travel in order to explain it to Jews
and Muslims who rightly avoid equating Yahshua
with YHVH.
7 But not everyone knows [about strict Monotheism, ___].
Some people still think that statues of gods are real
elohim. When [gullible believers] eat food that [a worshipper]
offered to statues of gods, they think of it as food
that was offered to real gods. And because the [new
believer] has a weak sense of what is right and wrong,
they feel guilty.
Heavily paraphrased.

Now food [alone] can't win us Elohim's
approval, ___. We won't be [spiritually]
worse if we abstain [from food slaughtered in
idolatrous temples]. Nor [will we be better] if we
eat [it].
8

Fasting in general tends to improve our relationship with the Creator. Eating healthy DOES increase your ability to serve YAH. But idolatrous incantations do nothing to food.

But Elohim does care when you, ___,
use your freedom carelessly. [YAH hates it
when you] lead a believer (who still holds
taboos) to be thrown off track. 1st
Corinthians 8:10 ___, you have this
knowledge, [that you can eat food that has passed
through the pagan tax-rituals]. But suppose
someone with a weak conscience sees
you sitting eating a meal in the temple
of an idol. Won’t he build up the wrong
[idea that it's beneficial to] eat this food which
has been sacrificed to idols?
9
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Promote the gospel in bars and strip clubs. But
don't promote bars and strip clubs.
11 Thus, ___, through your [irresponsible flaunting of your]
‘knowledge,’ this weak person gets destroyed, this
brother the Messiah died to [ransom from the devil]. 12

*So when you, ___, sin
against the brothers [by being flippant in your exercise of spiritual freedom] , you
wound their weak conscience[s]. [And] you sin against
[the] Messiah. 13 So [I can't let] my food
choices confuse and trap my brother.
I'd rather never eat food again than
cause my brother to sin, ___.

1st Corinthians
9
Christian Leaders Deserve To Be
Well-Paid

1 Am I not an apostle? Am I not free? Have I not
seen YahShua [the] Messiah our Master? [Is your group of
believers, ___, not the result of] my work [in union with Yahweh] the
Adonai? 2 Even if to others I'm not [YAH's] emissary,
yet doubtless I am [YAH's] emissary to you, ___. [Your
Ekklesia's existence] is proof that I am an ambassador [sent
by] Adonai [Yahweh]. 3 This is my answer to those [bigots] who sit in judgment over me, ___: 4 Do we [missionaries] lack the right to eat and drink, ___? 5 Don’t
we [missionaries] have the right to take along with us a
believing wife, as do [many of YahShua's] other emissaries, including the Master [YahShua’s] blood-brothers
and Cephas {Peter-The-Rock}?
Celibacy is not required. But celibacy is best, if you
can sustain it.
6 Are Barnabas {Son-Of-Prophecy} and I the only [missionaries] required to go on working for our living,

___, did you ever hear of a soldier paying his own expenses? Or of a
farmer planting a vineyard without eating its grapes? What shepherd [tends] a
flock without drinking some of the
milk? 8 [Supporting true prophets and teachers] is
commanded by more than human authority, ___! The Torah says the same
thing: 9 Moses writes in [his] law, “Never
muzzle the mouth of the ox who treads
out the corn.” [Yahweh] the Eloah is [more]
concerned [with feeding people than feeding]
cattle, ___! 1st Corinthians 9:10 [Yahweh] is
concerned that [you materialistic ‘Christians’]
___? 7
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take care of us [spiritual workers]. That's the
very reason [Moses] wrote the [anti-muzzling
statute, ___]. Every plowman should plow
in hope [of pay]. Whoever threshes expecting reward should get what he
rightly hopes for. 11 Since we [full-time missionaries] have planted [priceless] spiritual
‘seed’ among you [lazy-boy-believers], is it
too much if we [missionaries] reap a [basic]
material harvest from you, ___?
Real Christian Leaders Try To Give
For Free
12 Other [teachers] share in this right [to be
supported by] you [pew-sitters]. Don’t we [suffering full-time missionaries] have [an even] greater
claim to your support, ___? But we
[apostles] waive use of this right. Rather,
we suffer all kinds of hardships so as
not to impede in any way the [spread of]
amazing revelations about the Messiah.

*Don't you know, ___, that
who serves
in sacred matters lives off of
the provisions of the temple?
And everyone who serves at
the altar gets a share of the
donations [people] offer there?
13

[in a proper system, everyone]

More proof that sacrifices are food, not pagan
waste to appease an angry god.

*In the same way, [Yahweh] the
Adonai always ordains that everyone who heralds [His] Good
News should [get their physical living
needs met] from [the people who hear the]
Good News, ___. [Evangelists should
14

never have to work a worldly day job.]
The people to whom you bring the Good News
should reward you for bringing it. When they don't,
they're sinning.

But I haven't made use of any of
these rights, ___. And I am NOT writing now to secure these rights for myself. For I would rather die than be deprived of my distinction of heralding [the
gospel throughout the world,] free of charge. 16
For though I herald the Good News, I
have nothing to brag about, ___: I
have to follow my calling. Yes, I'm [filled
15
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woe if I don't herald
[YAH's] Amazing News! 17 If I heralded
the Good News as a job which I could
accept or turn down, I'd get paid, ___.
But I herald the Good News because I
have to. I'm only doing my duty [to my
Master].
with and destined for]

Real Christians don't have a choice as to whether
or not to spread the good news. It's our duty.

What then is my pay, ___? It's [the
heralding the Good
News without expense to anyone. [I]
never demand my rights [to payment],
though [those rights] are recognized in that
very gospel.
Good Leaders Freely Adapt To Audience Needs
19 I am a free man, ___. [I'm] nobody's
slave. But I make myself everybody's
servant in order to win as many people
as possible [away from the devil]. 1st Corinthians
9:20 To the Jews I behave like a Jew, to
‘win’ the Jews. To people under [legal obligation to obey] the [Mosaic] law I behave like
someone [legally] bound by the law, ___,
to win the people [who are] subjects of
that law.
18

satisfaction I get from]

A true disciple is an other-centered communicator.
Our style reflects the needs and desires of our
hearer. Our job is to show Jews how masterfully
Yahshua interpreted the Mosaic Law, not to convince them that Yahshua abolished it.

To people who don't have the [Mosaic]
law I [speak] like someone who doesn't
have the law, to win [people] who don't
have the law. (Though I'm not free
from Elohim's law, ___ — I'm subject
to the Messiah's [way of interpreting the Mosaic]
law).
21

A Christian is not free from obeying the law of
Moses. The Christian is subject to a very deep, fluid, penetrating Way of following the principles underlying the Law of Moses.

To weak [people] I behave like [I'm]
weak, ___, so I can ‘win’ weak [people
away from the devil]. I behave like all [kinds of]
things to all [kinds of] men, so that by all
possible means I can save some people.
22
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Paul is describing other-centered communication,
which is the key to sales success. Heralding the
gospel is essentially selling.
23 So, ___, I [adapt myself and I suffer] because of the
Good News, so that I can share in its [blessings] along
with you other [believers].

The Real Christian Life Is A Brutal
Marathon

* ___, don’t you know that in
a race all the runners compete,
but only one wins the prize? So
then, run to win, ___!
24

This section inspires Christian athletes.

Every human who strives to master
something must strictly discipline [himself, ___]. Now athletes practice temperance, to obtain a corruptible laurel-wreath. But we [true believers discipline ourselves] to get a [crown] that lasts forever.
25

A good athlete avoids sex, drugs, alcohol, gluttony,
conflict and loose living.

*So I run, ___, but not aimlessly. I fight, [but] not like a
fighter beating the air. 27 I disci26

pline my body, ___. [I] make it my [spirit's] slave, so that somehow, after I've
heralded [YAH's word] to other [people,][YAH]
won't toss me out [with the rest of the human
trash].

1st Corinthians
10
Grace Is Stopping Sinning, Not
Freedom To Sin
1 Brothers, I want you to remember
what happened to our ancestors [who followed Moses]. They all [traveled] under [the protection of YAH's supernatural] cloud, ___. [So]
they all passed [safely] through the [Red]
Sea.

Paul is talking to the Corinthians, who are not necessarily Jews. The ancient Hebrews are the ancestors of all people who have the Faith of Abraham,
regardless of their genetic ancestry.
2 [As the Israelites faithfully walked] in the cloud and through
the sea, [YAH] ‘baptized’ [our forefathers as followers of] Moses.
3 And all of those [Hebrews] ate the same spiritual
[miraculous manna] food, ___. 4 And the [Hebrews] all
drank the same spiritual ‘drink.’ They drank from
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the spiritual ‘Rock’ who accompanied them. That
‘Rock’ was [the spirit of the] Messiah, [the Living Water].
The Living Water = Yahshua. The Messiah often
entered time ‘before’ he was born.

Yet [Yahweh] the Eloha grew disgusted
by [the crimes] of the majority of Moses’
fellow Israelites. So, ___, [YAH] scattered the [ingrates'] dead bodies across
the desert! 6 Now ___, the [Biblical accounts] are our examples, cautionary
tales to stop us from lusting, as the [Biblical characters] lusted, after evil things. 7
Don't be idolaters, as were some [Old Testament characters]. As the scripture says,
“The [rogue Israelis] sat down to [eat] a [gluttonous] feast, ___. Then they erupted in
an orgy of drinking and [mindless sex-partying].”
5

Exodus 32:6

*So, ___, never let [any fellow becommit [any kind of] fornication, as many [Israelites] did [and do].
[Their lust triggered] 23,000 of their
deaths in a single day.
8

liever]

Phinehas. Today's plague of pornography among
church-goers is really worship of the sex-goddess
Easter.

And let's not put the Messiah to the
test, ___, as did some of the [Israelites],
whom [YAH] then destroyed by [bites from
flying] snakes. 1st Corinthians 10:10 And ___,
never grumble, as did many [ancient]
Israelites. [YAH sent his] Destroying Angel
to annihilate [those complainers]. 11 [The historical events] happened to the [Biblical characters]
as examples, ___. [Prophets] wrote down
[records of] those [plagues] as a warning to
us [people] living in the end times.
9

The end times began around the time of the fall of
Jerusalem in 70A.D. The end times last a long
time: the entire era of Romanesque domination of
the world, including the era you live in.

*So, [you, ___,] who think [you're]
established: Watch out, before
[you] collapse. 13 * ___, no temptation has seized you except [trials] common to man[kind]. [Yahweh]
the Eloah is faithful. He won't
let [anyone] tempt you beyond
12
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what you can bear. Rather,
when [evil beings] tempt you, ___,
YAH always provides a way
out, so that you can withstand
[the seduction].
For example, there is no excuse for a Christian to
look at pornography.

*So my dearly beloved ___,
flee from idolatry. 15 I'm talking to
14

you, ___, like I talk to wise men. Judge for your-

When we say a prayer
of thanks and [we drink] the blessed
[communion] cup, we're [stating our willingness to]
share in the bloody [death the] Messiah
[suffered, ___]. When we break bread [together], we're [stating our willingness to have our
bodies broken like] the body of the Messiah.
selves what I say. 16

Wide variations exist in interperation of this verse.
But of course, there is no literal physical transubstantiation. Cannibalism is strictly forbidden by the
Torah.

As a group, we [believers] eat from one
loaf, to indicate that we are, [or should be,]
a unified [political] body, ___.
17

paraphrase. If your whole church congregation
drank from the same communion cup and ate by
pulling bread from one big unsliced loaf, you'd pay
more attention to where your fellow pew-warmers
put their lips and fingers. As it is, you drink from
your little private plastic cuppie to prevent getting
herpes from the closet-whoremonger deacons on
the front pew.
18 Look at physical Isra’el, ___: the [Jewish priests and
congregants] eat the [temple] food-donations in communion with [the Elohim who blesses] the altar.
More proof that the Hebrew ‘sacrifices’ were to be
eaten, not wasted to appease an angry god.

Do you see my point, ___? Sacrifices offered to idols are offered to
nothing. For what's the idol but a nothing? 1st Corinthians 10:20 So I say that the
[animals, money, taxes and time] which the
beast-nations sacrifice, they sacrifice to
devils, not to Elohim. And I don't want
you, ___, to have fellowship with devils.
19

The taxes given up by nationals to their nations are
given to devils.

* ___, you can't drink [from both]
the [life-giving] ‘cup’ of [Yahweh] the
Adonai, and the [poison] ‘cup’ of
21
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devils. You can't [simultaneously suck
down your sustenance] from [both] Yahweh's table/bank, and from
the table/bank of devils.
Satan rules the worldly nations. Choose whether
you're a subject-citizen of the worldly nation
around you, or a citizen of the Kingdom Of Heaven.
True believers are hated and rejected by the nation
among whom they live. Table and bank mean the
same thing. You cannot be bound by all the rules
of the Federal Reserve bank, and still make withdrawals from YHVH's bank. You have to choose.

Do we [dare] arouse the Adonai's jealousy [as did Israel]? Do you, ___, think we
[believers] are stronger than Yahweh? 23
[Antinomial ‘Christians’ lie, saying,] “All things are
lawful for me.” But [even if that were true, ___,]
not all things are helpful. [Say a parent
chooses not to make rules.] That doesn't make
everything [children do] constructive.
22

In every generation, Churchians mistakenly say
that ‘grace’ gives them the freedom to eat pig,
swear oaths, assume debts, and commit all kinds
of culturally-accepted sins. The Churchians are correct that YAH is not primarily concerned with our
adherence to the Law Of Moses. But these lawless
‘Christians’ forget that going back into bondage to
sickness, debts and the devil and his political
henchmen is not walking in grace; it's ruining your
body and selling your soul. Grace is the power to
endure the torturous homeless life that Paul and
Jesus suffered through. Grace is not an excuse to
bask in materialism like your pagan neighbors.

No one should be looking out for his
own interests, but for those of his
neighbor, ___.
24

Your every thought should be, “How can I use my
talents today to help other people achieve their
righteous goals?”

“Help enough other people get what they
want, and you can have everything you
want.
”-Dale Carnegie

Good Example Can Be The Most Important Thing
25 Whatever food [people] sell in the commons, ___, you can eat without questioning whether it was involved in idolatry.
Paraphrased, to make clear that you can't eat just
anything the supermarket sells. The world market
sells all kinds of unhealthy addictive parasite-laden
junk. This verse concerns idolatry, not diet.
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*For the earth and all it contains [belong to] Yahweh.
26

(Psalm 24:1)

___, if an unbeliever invites you to a
meal, and you want to go, [you can] eat
whatever [your host] puts in front of you
without raising questions of conscience
[related to idolatry].
27

Paul is talking about idolatry, not diet. You are not
morally obliged to wolf down dead rats, dogs, cats,
pigs, spiders, human tongues and frog's eyes just
because people offer them to you. (Such abominations will be offered to you if you travel far enough,
and you can politely refuse to eat them.) Paul
means that you don't need to ask people if they involve their food in some idolatrous practice. See
next verse.

But, ___, if someone says to you,
“This food was offered as a sacrifice,”
then don’t eat it. Consider [the fragile scruples] of the person who pointed it out.
[Relieve your] conscience [of the guilt of sending a
message that might promote idolatry]. 29 Not that
eating meat [from an animal] ‘sacrificed’ to
idols should trouble your conscience,
___. But it might trouble someone
else's conscience. [Yet you ask,] “Why
should my freedom be determined by
someone else’s conscience?” 1st Corinthi28

ans 10:30 [You ask,] “Suppose I pray to give thanks
when I eat. Why should I care if someone blames
me for eating food which I ask [Elohim] to bless?” 31

*Whatever you eat, or drink, or
whatever you do, ___, do it all
to [bring] glory [to] Elohim. 32 ___,
never cause anyone to stumble: not
Jews, not beast-nationals, nor the
ekklesia of [Yahweh] the Eloah. 33 Copy
how I [try to] please everybody in every
way, ___. For I'm not seeking my own
good, but the [good] of many [people,] to
[participate in YAH's] salvation [of many] people.

1st Corinthians
11
Authority Chain: YHVH, Messiah,
Man, Woman
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* ___, follow my example, as
I follow the example of [the]
Messiah. 2 Now I praise [those of] you brothers
1

who always remember me, and [who] keep [YAH's] precepts as I delivered them to you, ___.
Usually translated to mean the opposite of what
the subsequent verses show, that many of the
Corinthian Christians ignore Paul's teachings.

*But ___, I want you
to realize that the head
of every man is [the] Messiah. And the head of
the woman is the man.
And the head of [the]
Messiah is [Yahweh] the
Eloah.
3

YAH, the Father, is the head of Yahshua, the Son.
Head-covering is about Christlike humility. What
you do with your head shows humility. But how
you show humility depends on whether you have
long or short hair. When a woman covers her lustrous supermodel hair in public, she demonstrates
humility. And she prevents men from using her
feminine hair as a trigger for their masculine lust.
When a man in a meeting removes his hat, he
humbly shows his baldness and/or relatively unimpressive hair. Most men (old enough to speak in a
meeting) have at least partial baldness. Often a
man's hat is a symbol of their subjection to other
men. For example, hats worn by policemen, firemen, club-members, military men, etc. Even today
such hats are removed during prayers. A hat puffs
a man up and makes him look bigger and more important than he is. Women, no matter how capable, tend to have some days of the month (ovulation, menstruation, etc.) when they are vulnerable
and in need of protection.

Head Covering = The Symbol of
Coverture
4 ___, every man who prays or prophesies [in meetings] with his head covered,
dishonors his head, [his Captain, the Messiah].
We wear the hat our boss gives us to wear. A man
with no hat (no military hat, no shriner's hat, etc.)
shows that no mortal is bossing him around. By
implication: Any man who speaks with Elohim or
about Elohim with lack of respect for the authority
of Christ, dishonors Christ. The world likes fake
‘christian’ ministry because it mostly ignores the
commands of the Messiah, our Captain. (Kapto.)
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*But every woman who
prays or prophesies [in
meetings] with her head
UNcovered dishonors
her captain, ___. For
5

[when a woman strips off her head
covering (which is a sign of her husband's or father's covering her in
modesty and protection)]

she be-

comes like a [butch lesbian]
who shaves off her hair

[to strut her masculinity — she's the
king of her castle, master of her own
feminist life, free of the man-pigs]!
Head covering is a blessing: a ‘get to’ not a ‘have
to.’ Head-covering identifies a woman a ‘feme
couvert,’ a woman under the authoritative covering
of her husband. No one can lawfully confront a
‘covered’ woman. If a cop, or judge, or other power
wants to attack or interrogate the feme couvert,
the woman may remain silent. The cop, judge or
other authority MUST seek out her Father/husband
who gives her coverture. This is a great truth that
Paul just scratches the surface of here. Look in a
Law Dictionary under ‘feme couvert’ for details.

*A woman who [refuses] to wear
covering might as well cut
her hair short [military butch-cut like a
man, ___]. But if it's ignoble for a
woman to wear a man's hairstyle or a shaved head, why
shouldn't she [also] wear a [head]
covering? [Even the most enlightened soci6

[head]

eties have two standards of dress: males vs. females.]
It is an honor and a blessing for a woman to use
head-covering. Modern pagans lie oblivious to this
fact. ‘Emancipated’ womens' libbers have not
gained any status. They've extricated themselves
from their fathers and husbands and put themselves under the control of the Communist state
which milks them and their men like cows.
7 For a man ought to uncover his head [in meetings].
Because he's an icon [representing] the dignity of Elohim, [who wears no hat]. But [that doesn't make a man better than a
woman, ___. Nothing brings more] glory [to] a man than the
woman [in his life].
Men ought to bear the weight of their authority in
families. Men should protect, cover and lead their
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daughters and wives with wisdom and chivalry. But
today's ‘men’ surrender their authority to the Satan-state which castrates them of their Patria
Potestas and turns them into womb-less women.

Adam didn't come
from the woman, ___. The woman
came from man. 9 Also, ___, [in the Genesis narrative, YAH] didn't create Adam for the
woman. [YAH] created the woman for the
man. 1st Corinthians 11:10 That's why, [to reflect her compliance with mortal and angelic] leadership, the woman should keep [a sign of her
husband's or father's] authority over [her]
head, ___.
8 [In the Genesis allegory,]

In the angelic realm which surrounds us and which
controls our circumstances, properly-motivated
head-covering may block demon-spirits from antagonizing women. Head covering is about authority. #2192 echo = hold. #32 Aggelos = messengers
from #71: to ago = lead. #1849 exousia = authority, privilege, mastery, token of control, delegated
influence, jurisdiction, power, right, strength
#1223 dia= through, after, among, by. epi= on,
over, in, above.

Nevertheless, ___, in [union with Yahweh]
the Adonai, woman is not independent
of man. Nor is man independent of
woman. 12 For as woman [Eve] came
from Adam, [every subsequent] man gets
birthed by [a] woman, ___. And everything comes from [Yahweh] the Eloah. 13
Judge for yourselves, ___: is it appropriate that a woman pray to [Yahweh] the
Eloah [in meetings] without coverture?
11

The word ‘head’ does not appear in this verse. We
are not primarily dealing here with head covering,
but with men rising up and meriting leadership,
and women showing their good character by cooperating with good male leadership when it is available.
14 Doesn’t the nature of things itself teach you,
___, that a man who wears his hair in [transvestite-like
feminine] tresses degrades himself?
Paul here gives not heaven's dictum, but his own
personal opinion based on reasonable, but not sovereign, inference. People who do ‘manly’ work, requiring testosterone and big masculine muscles,
naturally keep their hair short to keep it from being
caught in harnesses and machinery. Also, to keep
from getting dangerously hot and sweaty working
in the sun. However, there is no ‘right’ hair-length.
15 But if a woman has long hair, it's her glory,
___. [YAH] spins her hair as a vesture.
The word here normally rendered covering is not
the same as ‘covering’ in previous verses, disproving that the theory that mere long hair is the cov-
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ering recommended in the preceding verses. 4018
peribolaion = something thrown around one, i.e. a
mantle, veil:--covering, vesture.

But if anyone intends to be contentious, ___, neither we nor the
Ekklesiae of [Yahweh] the Eloah have any
custom [that evades having women wear head-covering around men, especially in men's voting forums] .
16

All functional Ecclesia follow this authority structure: YHVH -> Messiah -> Father/Husband ->
Mother/Daughter.

Instructions For Christian
Communal Meals
17 But in giving you this next instruction
I don't praise you, ___. Because when
you meet together it does more harm
than good! 18 First of all, when you
meet together in the Ekklesia, I hear
that schisms [divide] you, ___. And I'm
inclined to believe it. 19 No doubt there have
to be differences among you, ___, to show which
of you have [Elohim's] approval.
Disunity in church is ordained by heaven. It's
[YAH's] way of exposing the charlatans in the
church. Organisms grow through cell-division.

When you get together, ___, [you're pigging out,] not eating the
Adonai's Supper. 21 As you eat your
[‘holy’] meal, each [eater] jumps [in line]. He
grabs his food [without waiting for the ritual solemnities]. [Some] of you stay hungry. While
other[s get] drunk! 22 What [are you gluttons
thinking, ___]? Don't you have houses to
eat and to drink in? You despise the
ekklesia of [Yahweh] the Eloah. [You] humiliate poor people. What [do you want] me
to say to you? [You think] I'm [gonna] praise
you [for gluttony]? I praise you … NOT!
1st Corinthians 11:20

Modern churches cheat around the gluttony problem by reducing the Lord's Supper into a ridiculous
teensy crumb of stale ‘bread,’ and a thimbleful of
high-fructose corn syrup artificially-colored purple.

___, I delivered to you the [facts] I
received from [Yahweh] the Adonai: The
night [Judas] betrayed Master YahShua,
[YahShua] grabbed [a piece of] bread. 24 [Then]
YahShua thanked [Yahweh]. [Then YahShua]
broke the bread. Then [he] said [to his disci23

ples,]

Eat it. This [bread represents] my body. To save you, [I'm let“Take

[a piece].
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ting the devil break me]. [Repeat this ritual]

memorialize me.”

to

Or, “remember me every time you get together to
eat.”

In the same way, ___, after supper,
YahShua picked [up] a cup, then said,
“This cup [represents] the Renewed
Covenant [which YAH is offering
you — a covenant which] my blood
[will seal tomorrow]. So whenever you drink
[anything,] remember me.”
26 So until YahShua returns, as often as
you, ___, eat the [communion] bread, and
drink [from the communion] cup, you reenact
the Master's death. 27 So, ___, when
an unworthy [poser] eats [communion] bread
[or] drinks [from] the Master's [communion]
cup, [he's] guilty of [killing the] body and
[spilling the] blood of the Adoni [YahShua].
25

A less intense implication goes: “Anyone who eats
the bread or drinks the cup of the Master irreverently is like part of the crowd that jeered and spit
on Yahshua at His death.”

So, ___, check yourself first [to see if
you're really a humble disciple]. [Only] then can
you eat from the [communion] bread and
drink from the [communion] cup. 29 For
whoever eats and drinks unworthily,
eats and drinks his own condemnation,
___. He dishonors the [symbols of] Adoni
[YahShua's] body.
28

There is no literal transubstantiation. The bread
and cup are symbolic. This verse exactly mirrors its
corollary in the Older Testament: only clean native
Hebrews or bona-fide converts to Hebraism could
attend sacred feasts.
1st Corinthians 11:30 [Dishonoring YahShua's authori-

is why many among you [churchgoers]
are weak and sick, ___. And some
have died!
ty]

Spiritually asleep as well.

*For, ___, if we judged ourselves, we wouldn't come under [external] judgment. 32 But when
31

the Adonai judges us, [he's] disciplining us, ___, so that [He] won't [have
to] condemn us along with the [evil people of
the] world-system. 33 So then, my brothers, when you gather together to eat,
[Yahweh]
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wait for one another. 34 If someone is
hungry, he should eat at home, ___.
That way when you meet together [your
gluttony] won't result in condemnation.
And when I come I'll give further directions.

1st Corinthians
12
Paul Explains Your Spiritual Gifts &
Talents
1 Now about spiritual gifts, brothers, I
don't want you to be ignorant. 2 ___,
you know that you were [physically born as]
beast-national [subject-citizens of pagan nations,]
carried away [in allegiance to] dumb ‘idols,’
led [like mind-controlled animals].
Pagan nations = the U.S. and U.K., for example.

I want you to know, ___, that no one
speaking by Elohim's Spirit can call
YahShua “accursed.” And no one can
confess: “YahShua is Sovereign,” without being guided by Sacred Spirit.
3

This is often used as a test of whether someone
has an evil spirit inside them.
4

*Now, ___, a variety of gifts
one Spirit. 5 [We each

[come from YAH's]

different ways of serving [Yahweh, our]
one Adonai, ___. 6 And [we have many] different modes of working, ___. But the
same Elohim works them all in everyone. 7 Now, ___, [YAH] gives each [of us]
a manifestation of [His] Spirit, for the
common good. 8 To one [human,] through
His Spirit, [YAH] gives a “word of wisdom.” To another [human], via by the
same Spirit, [YAH gives] a message of
knowledge.
have]

For instance, if you had the prophetic gift, you
could walk up to someone you've never met and
tell them where their spouse is cheating on them
at that very moment. Or you could reveal to them
that if they get a mortgage they'll get a divorce.

Through the same [Sacred] Spirit, someone gets faith, ___. And by the same
[One] Spirit someone else gets the gifts
of healing. 1st Corinthians 12:10 Another
gets miraculous powers, ___. Another
9
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gets prophecy. Another gets the ability
to distinguish between different kinds
of [good and evil] spirits. Another gets the
gift of speaking different languages.
Another gets the gift of interpreting
languages. 11 One and the same Spirit
[of YAH] is at work in all these gifts, ___.
[YAH] distributes [treasures] to each being
as [YAH] chooses.
ChristiAnatomy: Each Believer Is A
Body Part

*Your [physical] body is one [unit]
consisting of many parts, ___.
All the parts of the body,
though many, form one body.
That's an exact representation
of the Messiah's [political body].
12

1909

See the excellent song for expressing Christian
unity: The Fire Of Unity.

* ___, the eye can't say to
the hand, ‘I don't need you!’
And the head can't say to the
feet, ‘I don't need you!’ 22 On the
21

contrary, ___, the parts of [your] body
that seem to be weaker are indispensable. 23 And the [body] parts that we consider less honorable we [clothe] with special care, ___. [We] treat [our] unpresentable parts with special modesty.
You expose your eyes, ears, nose & mouth to wind,
rain, sun, sand and insects. Meanwhile, you cover
your anus under multiple layers of clothing!

This concept is expressed in the musical play:
ChristiAnatomy.

Our presentable parts need no special treatment, ___. Elohim arranges
the members of the body such that
greater care goes to the parts that lack
dignity.

13

Like the butt-cheeks, rectum, scrotum, etc.

*By one Spirit, [YAH] baptized
all [of] us [believers] into one [political]
body. Whether Jews or beastnationals, bound or free, [YAH]
gave us all [His] One Spirit to
drink, ___. 14 *For no body is
[made up of only] one member, ___.
[A body is by definition] multi-parted. 15
*If [your] foot says, “Because I'm
not the hand, I'm not [part] of
the body,” would [your] foot stop
being part of [your] body, ___? 16
And if [your] ear says, “I'm not the eye,
so I'm not [a member] of the body,” does
that make [your] ear separate from [your]
body, ___? 17 Suppose [your] whole
body were one [big] eye, ___ — then
how would you hear? Or if your whole
body were just one big ear, how could
you smell anything? 18 But in reality
[Yahweh] the Eloah arranges each of the
parts in the body exactly as He wants
them. 19 There would be no body, ___,
if the [body] were all just one [big body]
part! 1st Corinthians 12:20 What we [believers
are], ___, is one body with many parts.
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*So, ___, there should never
be division in the body. All [body]
parts should have equal care
for each other. 26 So if one part suf25

fers, all the parts suffer with it, ___. If
one member gets honored, all the
members rejoice with it. 27 Now you [believers] are the Messiah's [political] body,
___. Each one of you is an [equally-important] part of [YAH's Holy nation].
You are Christ's body. Only as you accept your
place in His body does your ‘part’ mean anything.

So, ___, [Yahweh] the Eloah appoints
divisions of labor in the Ekklesia:
emissaries;
prophets;
teachers;
people who work miracles;
people with gifts of healing;
people with ability to help [others];
people skilled in administration;
and people who speak in various languages.
28

Not a hierarchy, but a parts-list.

Is everyone an emissary, ___? —a
prophet? —a teacher? —a worker of
miracles? [No.] 1st Corinthians 12:30 ___,
29
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does everyone have the gifts of healing? Does everyone speak in [foreign] languages? Does everyone interpret [languages]? [No.] 31 Eagerly seek the better
gifts. But now ___, I'll show you the
best way of all:

1st Corinthians
13

1910

abuse],

while being kind,
___. Agape-love never
envies. Agape-love never brags. Agape-love
never gets puffed with
pride.
Love is patient, love is kind.

*Agape-love never behaves
rudely, seeks nothing for itself,
[and] is not easily angered, ___.
Agape-love keeps no record of
wrongs. 6 *[Agape-love] never
gloats over evil, ___. Instead,
[love] delights in truth. 7 *Agapelove always protects [people]. [Love]
stays constantly full of faith
and hope, ___. [Love] endures
everything. 8 *Agape-love never fails, ___. But where there
are prophecies, they will cease.
Where languages are [spoken],
they will be stilled. Where [human] knowledge exists, it will
pass away. 9 *For we know in
part, ___. And we prophesy in
part. 1st Corinthians 13:10 *But when
[YAH's] perfection comes, everything partial [and imperfect] passes,
___. 11 *When I was a child, I
spoke as a child. I understood
as a child. I thought as a child.
But, ___, when I became a
man, I put childish ways behind me. 12 *For now we see
dimly, like [kids] peering through
dark glass, ___. But [at Judgment
Day] we come to see [YAH, the source of
all reality,] face to face. Now I
know in part. Then I'll fully
know [reality], like [Yahweh] fully
5

Paul Defines Love (Agape): The
Greatest Gift!

*Though I speak with
the tongues of men and
of angels, but [I provide] no
love-feasts, I'm just
noisy brass, a tinkling
cymbal, ___.
1

Agape: love, affection or benevolence; especially a
love-feast (of) charity. 1Co13 is expressed in the
lovely song: Have A Heart.

*And though I hold the
gift of prophecy, and [I]
understand all mysteries and all knowledge;
even if I have infinite
faith, ___, so that I can
move mountains, if I
[yield] no love-feasts [for
other people], I'm nothing. 3
*And if I donate all my
goods to feed the poor,
and surrender my body
to the flames, ___, if I
don't [make other peoples']
lives [into] feasts-of-love,
I gain nothing. 4 *Agapelove suffers long [periods of
2
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knows me. 13 *These

3

[great
fundamental building-blocks of reali-

remain forever: faith,
hope and agape-love.
But, ___, the greatest
of these is the [feast of othercentered] agape-love.
ty]

The universe is made of love.

1st Corinthians
14
Prophesy In A Clear And Orderly
Manner
1 ___, follow the way of Agape-love.
And eagerly desire spiritual gifts, especially the gift of prophecy.
Prophecy denotes both predicting the future, and
proclaiming Elohim's message.

speak in a language [no one
not talking to people. [At best, you're talking] to [Yahweh] the
Eloah. So [even] if [you] voice mysteries in
the spirit, no [human] understands [what
you're saying, ___].
2

For

[when you]

present understands, you're]

This gift of speaking in other tongues is primarily
for communicating with people in foreign countries,
and to foreigners in your own country. The gift of
tongues is not primarily for babbling in "Pentecostal" services. At Pentecost, the listeners understood the ‘tongue-speakers.’ The primary point of
speaking in other languages is to be understood by
other people who speak the language you're miraculously speaking. We are also not to talk in the
strange language of “Christianese” - using pointless
or confusing words that make you sound religious.
Saying ridiculous religio-babble like, "I covet your
prayers."

Everyone who prophesies must [clearly]
communicate with people, building-up,
encouraging and comforting them,
___.
3

Here prophecy is not so much telling the future,
but speaking forth YAH's words to people.

Whoever speaks in a language no one
present understands is building up himself, ___. Conversely, whoever prophesies [communicatively] builds up the [whole]
Ekklesia. 5 I hope that you all speak
4
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multiple languages, ___. But even
more [I hope] that you prophesy. Because
the prophet [accomplishes] more than the
speaker of foreign languages, (unless
[someone] interprets [the unintelligible message]
so the Ekklesia can receive growth). 6
Brothers, suppose I come to you today
speaking in languages [that sound like gibberish to you]. How can I be of benefit to you,
___, unless I speak to you some [intelligible] revelation or knowledge or prophecy
or teaching? 7 Even with lifeless musical
instruments, such as a flute or a harp,
___, how can anyone recognize the
melody if [they] can't distinguish one
note from another? 8 For if the trumpet
doesn't sound a clear call, ___, who'll
get ready for ‘battle?’ 9 *It’s the

same with you, ___: how can
anyone know what you're saying unless you use your tongue
to produce easily-intelligible
speech? You'll be talking to the
air!
How to write and speak: Use short, exact, honest,
expressive, vivid, visual, clear nouns and verbs.
(Dog bites cat.) Eliminate adjectives, adverbs, pronouns, and pretense.
1st Corinthians 14:10 Sure, ___, many kinds of
voices [& languages] sound in the world, all with meaning. 11 But if I don't grasp the meaning of what
someone is saying, I'm a foreigner to the speaker,

It's
the same with you, ___. You zealously
seek the gifts of [YAH's] Spirit. So especially seek [tools & methods] that excel in
building up the Ekklesia. 13 So, ___, [instruct] whoever speaks in an unknown
‘tongue’ to pray to be able to interpret
[what he says].
___. And the speaker is a foreigner to me. 12

After the "tongue-speaker" speaks, ask if anyone
in the audience can interpret what the "tongue-speaker" just said. Then put the "tongue-speaker"
in one room, and the "interpreter" in another. Ask
them both what the "tongue-speaker" said. If their
stories don't match, one or both are lying.
14 For if I pray in a language [which I don't know], my
spirit prays, ___. Meanwhile, my understanding
lies barren.
May imply that some people receive a "prayer language" which they themselves don't understand.
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*So what should I do, ___?
[I should] pray with the spirit, and
pray with understanding also.
Sing-and-strum with spirit, and
also sing-and-strum with intellect.
15

#5567 "Psallo" generally means singing with musical instrumental accompaniment. “Psallo” is the
Greek approximation of the Hebrew word #7891
“Shiyr” which means “strum & sing & walk” (strolling
minstrelsy / heraldry) but is usually mis-translated
as merely “sing.” In Hebrew there is no mere
"singing." Singing is always paired with action. As
there is no mere "faith." Faith and action are one.
1CO 14 is not discussing whether musical instruments can be used, as some instrument-objectors
say. Paul is reminding you to use your head along
with your heart when you pray and sing, so that
some intelligible message comes through to the
conscious minds of your hearers.
16 ___, when you bless [people] with the spirit, how
can the unlearned [guy] in the room say “I agree” to
your thanksgiving, unless he understands your

You might be giving thanks
well enough, ___. But the listener isn't
built up until he comprehends you. 18 I
words? 17

thank

[Yahweh]

the Eloah that I speak in other lan-

Yet in
the Ekklesia, ___, I'd rather speak 5
words I understand (so that my voice
can teach others) than 10000 words in
an unknown tongue. 1st Corinthians 14:20
guages more than all of you do, ___. 19

*Brothers, stop thinking like
children. In regard to evil,
___, be [like innocent] infants. But in
your thinking, be men. 21 In the
Torah [Isaiah quotes] Adonai [Yahweh] predicting,
“I'll speak to [my] people through men
[wagging] strange ‘tongues’ and foreign
lips. But even then, ___, the [Judeo-Christians] will [refuse to] listen to me.”
(Isaiah 28:11,12)

languages, then, is a sign, ___, not for
believers but for unbelievers. Prophecy,
however, is for believers, not for unbelievers. 23 Suppose, ___, [that] the
whole Ekklesia comes together. And everyone speaks in other languages. Then
22 [The gift of spontaneously speaking in foreign]
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visitors or unbelievers come in.
Won't the [outsiders] say [that] you [babbling
Christians] are crazy? 24 But if all of you
are prophesying, and unbelievers or
people who don't understand [Biblical]
things come into your meeting, the visitors will be convinced by everything
[they hear, ___]. They'll search through everything [your prophets say]. 25 As the [outsiders] listen, [YAH] will lay bare their secret thoughts, ___. Then they'll fall
down on their faces. [They'll] worship
[Yahweh] the Eloah, declaring, “[Yahweh] the
Eloah is really here among you!”
[unlearned]

Are you able to tell people their deepest secrets?
In a truly living congregation of saints, there
should be people who have such intense spiritual
insight that they can tell secret details of the lives
of people they've never met, as could Yahshua.

Here's how to [organize your services],
brothers. When you get together, each
[leader should have prepared] an instrumentallyaccompanied song, a lesson, a revelation, a foreign-language message, or
the interpretation [of the foreign message].
[Make sure, ___, that] everything [you all do]
builds up [the listeners].
26

Hymn (Humno) is not the right word here. The
NIV, NIRV, NRSV, MESSAGE & GNT all get this
wrong. This shows that the commercial translators
are copying each other instead of checking their
facts. #5568 psalmos from 5567 - a SET piece of
music, i.e. a sacred ode (ACCOMPANIED with the
voice, harp or other instrument; a "psalm").

If anyone speaks in an [unknown] language, two — or at the most three [people] — should speak, one at a time, ___.
And someone must interpret [the foreign
words]. 28 But, ___, if no interpreter
shows up, [instruct the tongue-speaker] to keep
silence in the Ekklesia. Let him [silently]
speak to himself, and to [Yahweh] the
Eloah. 29 Let two or 3 prophets speak,
___, while the others weigh [the speakers']
words. 1st Corinthians 14:30 And if [YAH]
sends a revelation to someone seated,
the first speaker should stop [yakking,
___].
27

Just try to get a preacher to stop his lecture so
that the congregation can hear a real prophecy.
Ha!
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speak clearly and logically.] 33

congressional Ecclesiastical fora. If order and productivity cannot be maintained without women
dominating men, it is the failing of the men. Women cannot fix men's problems by taking authority
over them. The men must stand up to their responsibility.

The word WAR means confusion. That means that
wars are not YHVH's idea. YAH is the author of
peace. YAH is not the God of War.

36 ___, did the word of [Yahweh] the Eloah originate
from you? Or are you the only people [YAH's] word
has reached? 37 If any man thinks himself a
prophet, or spiritually [gifted], let him acknowledge
that the things that I write to you, ___, are the

Remember, ___, that a real prophet is in
control of his spirit. [He can wait his turn. He can
everyone gets instructed and encouraged. 32

*For [Yahweh]
the Eloah is not the author of
confusion, ___, but of peace.
Women Should Defer To Men In
Voting Assembly
34 As in all [our] called-out separatist assemblies, [ask] your women to keep
silent during the Ecclesiastical [voting meetings]. For [time] does not allow for women
to speak [during men's voting groups]. [Wives]
must cooperate [to ensure that their husbands
vote correctly], as the [Mosaic] law says.
This verse must be seen in context of 1st Corinthians 14:26, which is talking about brothers' meetings, that is, men's groups and congressional forums. Women can sing and talk in group gatherings. Women spoke in many gatherings in both the
Older and Newer Testaments. Paul means that in
critical congressional Ecclesiastical meetings
[men's meetings] the women should have already
expressed their votes to the man who is providing
her coverture, i.e. her father or husband. She
should never attempt to seize authority over men.
Families decide, then the father brings the family
vote. This is not sexism. It's a means of order, efficiency and authority during severe persecution. For
women to talk doubles the length of already-long
meetings. This representative-assembly protocol
developed in Israel, a nation of many millions, far
too many for democratic universal-suffrage voting.
Universal suffrage is a product of modern technology with no historical precedent. It produces rigged
voting machines, not fairness.

*And if the women want to
know any matter [that was discussed in
a men's voting group,] let the women
ask their husbands at home,
___. For it's disgraceful when
women blab, [disrupting men's]
Ecclesiastical [government voting meetings].
35

This verse must be seen in context of 1st Corinthians 14:26, which is talking about brothers' meetings, that is, Men's groups. Each family gets 1 vote
in the Ecclesia. Women can speak in church, but
should not try to take a speaking role in key men's
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Do Everything Decently & In Order

[Yahweh] Adonai. 38 If anyone
ignores [Adonai's commands], [YAH] will ignore
him, ___. 39 So brothers, be eager to proph-

commandments of

esy. Don't forbid

[believers from]

speaking

[in foreign]

* ___, do
everything decently and in order.
languages. 1st Corinthians 14:40

1st Corinthians
15

Faith: Use it or Lose it
1 Now, brothers, I remind you of the Amazing Revelations I heralded to you, and which you embraced, and on which you, ___, have taken your

the Good-News. [It'll] save
you, IF you KEEP hugging tight [to the
truths] I've heralded to you. But, ___, if
you don’t [hold firmly to the gospel,] your faith
will have been in vain.
stand. 2 [Believe]

Use it or lose it. If you lose your ‘saving faith,’ you
weren't saved in the first place.

Paul Recounts Messiah's Death &
Resurrection
3 ___, I've passed on to you the most
important [scriptural truths] that [other leaders]
passed on to me: how [YAH's] Messiah
died [to rescue us humans from Satan, to whom] our
sins [had enslaved us]. The Scriptures [predict]
all of this [verbatim]. 4 And [I've informed you]
that YahShua's [disciples] buried [him]. And
that [YAH] raised [YahShua to life] 3 [full 24 hour]
days [later,] just as the Tanakh predicted.
Jesus lay dead for three full 24 hour days. He died
in the afternoon on a ‘Wednesday’ as the special
passover Sabbath began. He rose ‘Saturday’ at
sunset at the end of the normal weekly Sabbath.
His death and resurrection have nothing to do with
‘Good Friday’ and ‘Easter Sunday.’
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Later YahShua appeared to Peter
{Rock}. Then [YahShua appeared] to [his] 12
[apostles].
5

12 = the 11 plus the soon-to-be-elected replacement for Judas.

Then, in one event, 500 brothers saw
YahShua. (The majority [of those witnesses]
remain [alive] today, ___. Though some
[of them] have “fallen asleep” [in death].) 7
Then James {Heel-Grabber} saw
YahShua. Then all [YahShua's original] apostles saw him.
Paul Calls Himself A Reborn Abortion
8 And last of all, YahShua also [supernaturally] appeared to me [Paul, a Christian-killing
Jew], an abortion [re]born [as an apostle].
6

#1626 ektroma ek'-tro-mah: a miscarriage (abortion), i.e. (by analogy) untimely birth:--born out of
due time. see GREEK for 1537

For I'm the least of the apostles, ___.
I don't even deserve to be called an
apostle. I persecuted the Ekklesia of
[Yahweh] the Eloha!
Yah's Grace Makes Failures Into
Action Heroes
1st Corinthians 15:10 The unmerited-favor
of Elohim makes me what I am, ___.
[YAH] gives me his grace. [Grace] produces
ACTION. I work harder than all of the
[apostles]. But it's not “me” working. It's
the divine-influence of [Yahweh] the Eloah
[working] with me.
9

Real grace produces action. Fake grace produces
excuses that won't fly on judgment day.
11 So both I and the other apostles herald this
same Good News which you, ___, entrust [with your
life].

Resurrection Is Central To Biblical
Faith
12 Now, ___, [people & angels] herald that
[the] Messiah rose from the dead. So
how can some [scoffers] among you [‘believers’] argue that dead people never rise
again?
Muslims teach that Jesus never actually died.

If nobody can rise from the dead,
then the Messiah is [still in a tomb, ___]. 14
And if [YAH] didn't resurrect the Messiah,
then [all] our [gospel] heraldry is in vain,
13
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and your faith is useless, ___. 15 Even
worse, [the world would] eventually expose
us [‘believers’] as falsely testifying about
[Yahweh] the Eloah. For we witness that
[Yahweh] the Eloah raised [the] Messiah
from the dead, ___. But YAH did not
raise YahShua if in fact nobody ever
rises from the dead. 16 Be logical, ___.
If dead [people] don't rise, then [the dead]
Messiah never rose. 17 And if [the] Messiah isn't risen, your faith is futile, [and]
you, ___, are still [dead] in your sins.
If Christ didn't die and rise to life, then Christianity
would be a fraud.
[if YahShua hasn't risen,] the Messiah's
who've “fallen asleep” [in death are
nothing more] than rotting [worm-food, ___]! 19
If our hope in [the] Messiah [benefits us]
only in this life, we [deluded believers] are
the most miserable people [in history, ___].

18

Also,

[believers]

We're living through horrible persecution and suffering in this life. Our trials had better result in a
great afterlife, or we're the biggest fools in the
world.

But actually [the] Messiah lives, risen from the dead, ___.
[He's] the first ‘crop’ from the [people who]
fell asleep [in death]. 21 For death came [to
earth] through [a] man. So the resurrection of the dead also comes through [a]
man. 22 Everyone [genetically] connected
to ‘Adam’ eventually dies, ___. Similarly, everyone [spiritually] connected to [the]
Messiah lives [forever].
1st Corinthians 15:20

Not everyone who ever lived inherits a blissful
eternal life. There is no ‘universal salvation’. The
fires of reality burn up the majority like weeds.
Only people ‘in the vine’ of Yahshua inherit eternal
life.

But [YAH resurrects] each [human] in his
own turn: [First, the] Messiah, [earth's] ‘firstfruit.’ Then, ___, when YahShua [visibly]
comes [to earth], [YAH resurrects we saints] who
belong to YahShua.
23

Not everyone receives eternal life. Only the dogooders who belong to Yahshua.

*Then comes the end [of the
world, ___]. YahShua hands up [his]
kingdom to Father [Yahweh], the
Eloah. But first YahShua fires
24
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all

rule[rs. Christ deposes] every authority and power
[except Yahweh].
[human and demonic]

At judgment day, all human despots and demonic
oppressors will be out of a job, unemployed, fired.
(Argos.)

For YahShua reigns [forever in both directions, past and future, ___]. [YAH] puts all
[YahShua's] enemies under his feet.
25

paraphrase.

The last enemy [YAH] destroys is
death.
Jesus Is Subordinate To YHVH, NOT
Co-Equal
26

*For [in reality,] YahShua
has [already] put everything [in the universe] under
his [own] ‘feet.’ But when
[YAH] says,
“[I'll] put everything under [YahShua],”
it's obvious, ___, that
Yahweh, who put[s] all
things under YahShua,
is [still in charge of YahShua. Yah27

weh will never be under YahShua's
feet.]

(Psalm 8:6) Yahshua is and always will be subordinate to His Father, YAH. Despite unbiblical creeds
to the contrary, YHVH and Jesus are not ‘co-equal.’

*Even when all things
are subject to YahShua,
[YAH's] ‘son,’ [YahShua] himself will [always] be subject to Yahweh who put
all things under [YahShua],
___. Yahweh will always be ‘all in all.’
28

For all eternity Yahshua will be subordinate to YAH.
YHVH is the unbegotten source of all life.
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29 Now, ___, what about those [fools] who get baptized on behalf of dead [humans]? What do they hope
to accomplish? If it's true, as some [atheists] claim,
that [YAH] never raises dead [people] to life, why would
those people [waste their time] being baptized for the
dead?
Paraphrase. Mormons carry on this ancient pseudoChristian Gnostic practice. Proxy baptisms were
also practiced by (the non-Christian) Mandaeans of
Iraq and Iran.

And why, ___, do we
endanger our lives every hour, [if YAH won't resurrect us]?
1st Corinthians 15:30
[persecuted believers]

A real Christian endangers his life every hour. Fake
Christians seek comfort and safety every hour.
31 Every day I [face] death to bring you, ___, more
of the glory that comes from our unity with
YahShua, the Messiah, our Master.
Greek: kata day i am from dying by the more of
yours (YOUR-more) boasting which I-am-having in
messiah Yahshua the Master of us.

If it was merely for human motivation that I fought wild beasts in Ephesus [in Turkey], what do I gain by it,
___? If [YAH] never raises dead people,
we might as well live by the motto,
“Let’s eat and drink, for tomorrow we
die!”
32

‘Wild beasts’ likely refers to Paul's attempted murderers. (Isaiah 22:13)

Don't be deceived, ___. ‘Bad company corrupts good character.’
33

Don't let yourselves be poisoned by loose talk /
corrupt communication.

Awake to righteousness, ___. Never
sin. For some [people] have no knowledge
of Elohim. I rebuke your confusion. 35
Some mindless [scoffers] ask, “By what
[possible mechanism] could [rotten] dead people
rise [to life, ___]?! Are they gonna' levitate
34

[up out of the grave with worms hanging out of their

*[A seed] you plant
never comes to life, ___, unless it ‘dies.’
mouths, like zombies]? 36

Until a seed ceases to be a seed, its life remains
inactive. A dormant seed might as well be a rock.

bare seed you plant doesn't resemble the mature body of a plant,
___. [You sow] wheat or some other [inert
grain]. 38 Then Elohim delights in giving
every seed its own unique [plant] body.
37 [The]

You could never guess what a tomato would look
like by looking at a tomato seed. What we plant in
the soil and what grows out of it don't look any-
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thing alike. The dead body that we bury in the
ground morphs into a dramatically different lifeform.
39 Each type of flesh-body differs, ___: humans
have one kind of body. Animals have another. Birds
another and fish another. 1st Corinthians 15:40 [YAH
makes] celestial bodies, and earthly bodies. The
heavenly bodies' splendor bears attributes that differ from the splendor of the earthly bodies. 41 The
sun has one kind of splendor, the moon another,
the stars yet another. Indeed, ___, each star has

That's a metaphor
for the resurrection of the dead. [Our]
bodies “plant” in [the ground,] dead, ___.
But [they] rise [with] immortality.
its unique kind of glory. 42

A seed vanishes as its life morphs into a plant that
generates hundreds of seeds.

body gets buried in dishonor, ___. [But YAH] raises it in glory. [Similarly, at funerals, mourners] ‘plant’ [dead] powerless [carcasses]. [Later YAH] raises [the corpses]
in power. 44 [Grave-diggers] ‘plant’ natural
bodies that [YAH] raises as spiritual bodies, ___. [YAH makes] natural bodies. [YAH]
also [makes] Spirit ‘bodies.’ 45 That's why
43 [The ‘seed’]

writes: ‘The first man (Adam) became a living
soul.’ The ultimate ‘Adam’, [YahShua, is] a life-giving [super-human] spirit-being.
(Genesis 2:7)
46 The spiritual [Messiah] didn't come [to earth] first,
___. The natural [Adam] came first. Then came the
[Moses]

Adam, humanity's prototype, was of the earth, made of dirt,
___. The [ultimate] Man is [YahShua,] the
Adoni from heaven. 48 [Adam] was a man
of dust. So, ___, [physically speaking, we mortals] are dust-people. [But YahShua], the
Man of heaven, is like the beings of
heaven.
spiritual

[Messiah].

47

All fallen men are dust in the wind.

And just like we carry around [our bod(these icons of [Adam] the man of
dust) so, ___, [one day] we [saints] come
to bear the image of [YahShua], the Man
from heaven. 1st Corinthians 15:50 And this
I stress, brothers: flesh and blood can't
share [in] the Kingdom of Elohim. [Corrupt]
decaying [meat] can't share in what never decays, ___. 51 *Look, I'm
49

ies]

showing you a mystery, ___:
Not all of us [mortals] will sleep [in
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death].

But [YAH] eventually transforms us all.
Apparently some people will be translated (raptured) and converted into immortal beings ‘on the
fly.’

Remember, ___: In a flash, in the
twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet,
[YAH's angel] blasts the trumpet [shofar].
Then [YAH] raises [some] dead [people in] imperishable [bodies]. He morphs us [true believers from evil animals to pure immortals] .
52

Not all dead people receive an imperishable body.
Most humans who ever lived will be annihilated.

For our perishable [bodies] must morph
into incorruptible [bodies, ___,] the mortal
[flesh subsumed in] immortality. 54 When [YAH]
endues [our] perishable [bodies] with imperishability, [we] mortals take on immortality. Then, ___, the saying [Isaiah]
writes comes true: “Death [dies,] swallowed up in victory.
53

(Isaiah 25:8)

*O death, where is
your sting? O grave,
where is your victory?”
55

(Hosea 13:14)
56 *Sin stings [you with] a fatal
[wound, ___. Because you know, or should know,
YAH's]

Law.

[Informed premeditation is what

makes you guilty] of offense[s]. [Law gives
crime violent, self-destructive force.]
Paraphrase. Once YAH set up a punishment system
to strike lawbreakers with penalties, and YAH told
us about his rules, we became subject to the
penalties.

*But thank YAH, ___. [He]
gives us [believers] victory [over sin]
through our [connection to] Master
YahShua, [the] Messiah. 58 *So
you, my beloved brothers, stay
steadfast, un-moveable. Always do the Adonai’s work as
vigorously as you can, ___.
Remember that, united with
the Adonai, your efforts are not
in vain.
57
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1st Corinthians
16

*Be on your guard,
___. Stand firm in the
faith. Behave as men [of
courage]. Be strong.
13

Send Money To Suffering Believers
1 Regarding the [relief] offering [you're] collecting for
[persecuted Christian] separatists, you get the same instructions I gave the Ekklesiae in Galatia. 2

On

the 1st day of [each of the coming]
week[s], each one of you should set
aside a sum of money in proportion to
[how much YAH has] blessed him. Save it up,
so when I come no [one] will have to
make any collections.
[‘sunday,’]

We rest on the 7th day (‘Friday’ sundown to ‘Saturday’ sundown). Then the Ekklesia always gets
busy, and sometimes meets, on the 1st day, aka
‘Sunday.’ This verse in NO way justifies the pagan
switch of the Sabbath from ‘Saturday’ to ‘Sunday.’
The point of saving money on the 1st day of the
week is to keep from spending the money during
the week.

Then, when I arrive, I'll give letters of
introduction to the men you approve.
[I'll] send those [men] with your [generous]
gift to Jerusalem. 4 If it's right for me to go
3

also, the men will go with me.

Paul Longs To See Fellow Believers

5 My trip-plans call for me to [hike] through Macedonia {Northern-Greece}. So I plan to come visit you
[Corinthians] when I travel through. 6 Maybe I'll stay
with you awhile, or even spend the winter, so you
can help me on my journey, wherever I go. 7 This
time I don't want to make just a short visit and
then go right on. I want to come and stay awhile, if
[Yahweh] the Adonai lets me. 8 But I plan to stay on
at Ephesus [in western Turkey] until Pentecost
{SummerFest}.
Again, Paul schedules his New Testament life
around ‘Old’ Testament feasts, as we should today.
9 [YAH] has opened to me a great door for effective
work. But many [religionists and worldlings] oppose me. 1st
Corinthians 16:10 Now if Timothy {YAH's-Treasure}
comes, make sure he has nothing to fear while he's
with you. He's carrying on the work of Master
[YahShua], just as I am. 11 So let no man despise [Timothy]. Send him on his way in peace so he can return
to me. I and [your Christian] siblings [here eagerly] await [a
visit from] him. 12 Now about our brother Apollos: [here
in Philippi,] I strongly urged him to leave with [other Christian] brothers to [visit] you. [But Apollos] is totally determined not to go now. But he wants to travel [to you]
when he has the opportunity.

Courageously Guard Your Life Of
Faith & Love
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Literally, ‘Act manly.’ See the Seeds Family Worship song which sets this verse to music.

* ___, do everything
you [are involved in] as a
feast of love [for other people].
14

Here are 5 love-languages (methods for giving other people love): nonsexual physical touch, acts of
service, quality time, words of affirmation, gifts.

Help And Work Hard With Other
Disciples
15 You know that the household of Stephanas
{Crowned} were the first [Christian] converts in Achaia
{Greece}. They've devoted themselves to serve [us]

___, I urge you to
submit yourselves to [hard-working disciples],
and to everyone who helps with us [missionaries], toiling [day after day]. 17 I'm glad
separatist-saints. 16

Stephanas {Crowned}, Fortunatus {Fortunate} and
Achaicus {Grecian} arrived, because they provided
[me with] what you couldn't give me. 18 These [believers]
refreshed my spirit, just like they [refresh] yours. I
want you to show appreciation for [faithful, helpful believers] like them.

Paul Encourages The Believers To
Stay Holy

19

the Ekklesiae [throughout] Asia salute you [CorinthiIn [spirit with] the Adonai, Aquila {Eagle} &
Priscilla {Ancient-One} greet you warmly. So does the
Ekklesia [that meets/lives] in their dwelling. 1st Corinthi[All]

an believers].

All the brothers greet you, ___.
You [should] greet one another with a
holy kiss.
ans 16:20

A kiss of peace is a non-sexual, non-lip-contact
kiss, on or near the cheek. Lips are mucous membranes. Never let your lips touch anyone except
your one mututally-monogamous spouse and uninfected close family. Oncoviruses (cancer-causing
viruses) pass via lip/mouth contact.
21 I, Paul, write this greeting in my own hand,

___, if any [churchgoer] fails to love
Master YahShua the Messiah, excommunicate the [ingrate].
Maranatha! [The Judge is coming!]
___. 22

[that means OBEY]

Christ says that you only love him if you obey him.
Ban from your fellowship posers who do not sincerely love the Messiah. Eliminate fakers who come
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to church to get customers, companionship,
friends, bed-mates, spouses, recognition, fame,
benefits, or whatever. Obeying this verse would
shut down most churches. Most bible translations
have Paulhere making a curse. How ridiculous to
think that Paul would curse someone in the text of
scripture!
23 ___, [I pray that] the unmerited-favor of our Master YahShua [the] Messiah stays with you. 24 [I send]
my love to all [of] you, ___, [who live connected to]
YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah. That's the way it is!
Amén. A note adds: The first epistle to the
Corinthians was written from Philippi by
Stephanas, Fortunatus, Achaicus and Timotheus.

2nd Corinthians
1
Paul Encourages Suffering Believers (Us)
1 [ ___, this is a letter from me,] Paul, (an emissary Elohim
chose to [represent] YahShua the Messiah,) and [from]
Timothy {YAH's-Treasure} our brother, to the ekklesia
of Yahweh at Corinth, and [to] all [Christians] in Achaia
{Greece} who [live] separated [from the world-system]. 2 I
pray that Yahweh our Father, and Master YahShua,
[YAH's] Messiah, send favor and peace to you, ___. 3
[Shout] words of adoration to [Yahweh] the Eloah, the
Father of our Master YahShua [the] Messiah. [Yahweh is]
the Father of mercies, [the] Elohim [who gives] all comfort.

Life is Pain; YAH Comforts Us During Our Pain
4 YAH [doesn't save us believers from pain, ___.
Rather, he] comforts us in our every tribulation. So we can comfort [people who are going] through any trouble. [We pass on] the
comfort we ourselves receive from
[Yahweh] the Eloah. 5 The sufferings [the religionists inflicted on the] Messiah overflow to
[damage] us [believers], ___. Likewise,
through [our connection to the] Messiah, our
comfort also overflows. 6 We [missionaries]
suffer to bring you [easy-believers] comfort
and salvation, ___. Salvation gives you
patience. [Supernatural] endurance gets
you through the same suffering you see
us [apostles] struggling through. [YAH]
comforts us [apostles]. So that should encourage you [new believers] when you endure sufferings like those we [missionaries]
experience.
Paraphrase. The actual Greek is difficult.
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7 And our hope for you, ___, is firm. Because we
know that just as you share in our sufferings, so
also you share in our comfort.
Suffering and comfort go together.

Paul Recounts Near-Death Suffering In Asia
8 Brothers, we want you to be informed
about the trouble which [attacked] us in
Asia. [The religionists] pressured us beyond
measure, above our strength [to endure],
so much that we despaired of life itself.
9 In our hearts we felt the sentence of
death, ___. [But this tragedy happened so] that
we would stop relying on ourselves,
and [start relying] on [Yahweh] the Eloah, who
raises dead [people to life]. 2nd Corinthians 1:10
[YAH freqeuently] delivers us [apostles] from
great [peril] of death. [He] continues to
rescue [his believers]. In [YAH] we trust, ___!
He'll rescue us yet! 11 Add your help by praying together for us [missionaries]. The more people
pray, the more people there will be to give thanks
when [YAH] answers their prayers for us. 12 We
[apostles] rejoice in this: our consciences assure us
that in our behavior in the world, and especially
with you [Corinthians], we have conducted ourselves
with simplicity and righteous sincerity—not [acting] in
worldly [fleshly] wisdom, but in Elohim's grace. 13 For
we write nothing to you, ___, except what you can
read and comprehend. And I trust you'll comprehend completely. 14 So far, ___, you've partly understood us [missionaries], enough to take joy in us.
Likewise, you [believers] are our [treasure]. [We come to dance
with you on] the day [our] Master YahShua [judges the world].
15 Confident you [Corinthian believers would] welcome [me], I
planned to come and see you, so you might have
the benefit of a second visit [from an apostle]. 16 I'd
planned to visit you on my way to Macedonia {Northern-Greece}, then to [hike] back to you, and then to
have you send me on my way [back] to Judaea. 17
You may be asking why my plan changed, ___.
Hadn't I made up my mind yet? Or am I like world[hypocrites] who say ‘yes’ and do ‘no’? 18 As surely as [Yahweh] the Eloah is trustworthy,
___, we [believers] don’t say ‘Yes’ when
we mean ‘No.’ 19 [We do what we say] because

ly

YahShua [the] Messiah, the son of Yahweh, never
wavers between ‘yes’ and ‘no.’ Timothy {YAH's-Treasure}, Silas {Woodsman}, and I heralded to you, ___,
[saying,] “YahShua is the [divine] ‘Yes!’”
Always be very clear.

YAH's Spirit In Our Heart Guarantees Eternity
2nd Corinthians 1:20 YahShua confirms every single promise ELohim [ever made, ___]. When we [believers
praise] ELohim's majesty, [we say] "Amén," [meaning ‘it is
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done.’ YAH has permanently established our salvation]
efforts].

through

[YahShua's

Paraphrase of very difficult Greek.
21 [Yahweh] Elohim himself establishes us [missionaries]
with you, ___, in [union with the] Messiah. YAH has

YAH sets his seal
of ownership on us [believers, ___]. [He]
put[s] his Spirit in our hearts as a deposit, guaranteeing [the spiritual eternity we've
got] coming.
‘Christened’ us

[believers].

22

When you feel YAH's supernatural spirit of love
pervading your life, you realize that nothing this
world offers could ever compare with that love.
You long to enter heaven, where YAH's love fills
everything and everyone. Everything you do, and
all you have, and all your talents, are just pipes to
bring heaven's love to other people.
23 I call [Yahweh] the Eloah as my witness. YAH [knows]
my heart! It was in order to spare you [the pain of rebuke] that I decided not to visit you at Corinth.
Paul saying ‘I call God as my witness’ is often used
by bogus believers as justification for swearing
oaths in courtrooms and on government and legal
forms. But Paul is not swearing an oath here, because the necessary condition for an oath is a
promise or binding agreement, and/or acceptance
of a penalty of perjury. An actual oath is a transaction of power, creating or strengthening a
master/servant relationship. Paul may be dancing
up to the line here. Merely to say, “The Lord knows
I'm not lying” is not an oath, although it does go
beyond “yes/no” and thus is probably best avoided
in most cases.

We [leaders] aren't trying to dictate
how you must live out your faith, ___.
In your own faith you stand. Rather, we
[leaders] are helping you, to give you joy.
24

2nd Corinthians
2
Believers Are Supposed To Cheer
Each Other Up
1 So I decided to skip my planned visit [since my rebukes
would be too] painful for you [Corinthian believers to accept]. 2 For
if I made you sad, ___, how could you cheer me
up?

Forgive And Restore Repentant Sinners
3 So I wrote you [the ‘first Corinthian letter’ to get the unpleasant rebukes said in print] instead of coming [in person] and making
you depressed. When you get sad, ___, I get sad.

I
wrote you, ___, out of deep distress
and anguish of heart. I poured my
Just like when I get sad, it makes you sad. 4
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tears on the pages, not to make you
grieve, but to let you feel the love and
concern that flood my heart for you. 5

Literally, I say that the [fornicator] who caused all the
trouble hurt your entire Ekklesia more than he hurt
me. 6 He was punished enough when the majority
[believers] united to [excommunicate] him. 7 So
now you should do the opposite: forgive [the repenter]. Encourage him; comfort him, ___. Otherwise the [ex-sinner]
might get swallowed up in overwhelming depression. 8 So, ___, I urge you
to show that you really do love [the repentant sinner]. 9 The reason I wrote [those tough
instructions in my 1st Corinthian letter] was to see
if you, ___, would pass the test, to see
if you would fully obey [proper leadership].

of you

2nd Corinthians 2:10 Anyone you forgive, I forgive
too. Insofar as I have anything [personally] to forgive,
in the presence of the Messiah, I do forgive [the repen11 [Forgive as soon as possible, ___.] That way
the Adversary won't take advantage of
[your unforgiveness]. For we [disciples] stand
fully aware of [the devil's] schemes!
ter].

Unforgiveness is a primary root of demonic power
into our lives.

Paul Explains Why He Went To
Macedonia
12 The Adonai [Yahweh] opened a door for me, ___.
So I [hiked] to the plain of Troy to herald [the] Messiah's gospel.
YAH opens the doors. We just have to walk
through them.
13 My spirit was restless, because I didn't find my
[Christian] brother Titus. So, ___, I said good-bye to
the [believers in Troy]. Then [I hiked] on to Macedonia
{Northern-Greece}.

YAH Spreads Us Around The Globe
Like Perfume
14 But thank [Yahweh] the Eloha, ___. [He]
always causes us to triumph through
[our connection to the] Messiah. [He] spreads
us [believers] around the globe like a lovely perfume. [When people sniff YAH's fragrance in
us, they get to] know [YAH]. 15 For [Yahweh] the
Eloah [uses] us [believers] as the sweet aroma of the Messiah's [spirit of love, ___]. [YAH]
spreads [us out] among [people he's] saving,
as well as among [people he's letting] perish.

*To [perishing unbelievers], we [believers] are the stink of death, lead16
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ing only to eternal death. But
to saved [people], we, ___, are
the sweet aroma of life leading
to infinite life. Who is up to the
task [of loving a world of people who hate
them]?
We teach that you must sell all your possessions
and give to the poor, and do what it takes to get
martyred. People who only have this life are not
going to hasten their own death! It would be silly.

Unlike many religionites, we [true believers] aren't selling [corrupted copies of] Yahweh's Word for gain. The truth is just the
opposite, ___. Unified with the Messiah, we [disciples] speak honestly before
Yahweh's [eyes]. We speak as ambassadors from Elohim.
17

2nd Corinthians
3
Changed Lives Are The Apostles'
Credentials
1 We [apostles] don't need to assert our credentials,
our authority to you, ___. And you [easy-believers]
don't need to read or write recommendation letters
for us.
Religionists won't accept a true prophet. They only
look at what letters you have after your name,
what University you went to, how many heads of
state you've met with, your financial portfolio, the
house you own, the car you drive, the suit your
wear, etc.
2 You [new believers] are our [living] letter, ___, a testimony written on our hearts, known and read by

You, ___, are clearly
an open letter revealing [the] ministry
[the] Messiah [accomplishes] through us
[apostles]. [You're a testament] written not in
ink, but with the Spirit of [Yahweh] the living Eloha; not on tablets of stone, but
on breathing ‘tablets’ with beating
hearts. 4 Through [our connection with] the Messiah we
everyone

[believers]

[you meet].

get

3

[this unstoppable]

confidence in

[Yahweh]

the

Not that we're competent in
ourselves to count anything as having
come from us, ___. On the contrary,
our competence comes from [Yahweh] the
Eloah. 6 YAH converts us [believers into]
able New Covenant workers. That
Eloah, ___. 5
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essence is not a written [text].
[The New Covenant is written] by [YAH's] Spirit.
Yes, ___, the letter [of the Law] kills [sin].
But [only YAH's] Spirit gives life.
[covenant's]

Legalism kills.

The [glory has] faded [from the state of Israel,
___]. [Their abject failure to follow the Law] brought
[them] a death-sentence. But back when
[YAH's angel] carved the letters of [the 10 Commandments] in stone, the glory shined
such radiance that the Israelites couldn't stare at the light of heavenly splendor radiating from Moses’ face. 8 So when
7

Spirit works [through us believers, YAH's] glory shines
ever more brightly, ___! 9 If the human-condemning action [of Law] is glorious, how much more glorious is active-service that makes men righteous,
___!
diakonos= active service, work, attendance, ministry.
2nd Corinthians 3:10 Glorious as the [Torah of Moses] is,
___, it lies completely eclipsed by the Living Torah
[YahShua,] as the sun outshines the moon. 11 Hence if
the faded [Mosaic Covenant shines] glorious, ___, much
more glorious is the brightly-radiating [Covenant that
YahShua] established for all eternity.
Careful interpretation is necessary here... the Law
was not done away with. You can still bind yourself
to the Sinai contract if you want to. Rather, you
are being offered Sonship in Yah's family, not a
business contract like the Sinai code. Take the sonship. To be YAH's obedient children, you follow the
principles that underpin the Mosaic law, even
though you're not bound by its legal codes.
[YAH's]

This [new covenant] gives us [believers]
overwhelming confidence, ___. So we
can be very bold. 13 We, ___, differ from
12

Moses. He put a veil over his face to keep the Israelites from seeing the dissipating beams [emanating
14 The veil [Moses wore] symbolizes
the Israelites' blinded minds, ___. To
this day when [Rabbis] read the Ancient
[Mosaic] Covenant to [non-Messianic Jews,] the
same ‘veil’ [that blinded their ancestors] remains
over the [modern Jews' eyes]. But the [Messiah]
has taken that veil away [from us, his disciples]. 15 Even to this day, ___, when
[Rabbis] read Moses's [writings,] a veil covers the hearts [of people who neglect to accept
YahShua as Messiah]. 16 But, ___, when anyone turns [from sin] and [follows] Adoni
[YahShua, YAH] takes their [spiritual] ‘veil’
away. 17 Now, ___, Adonai [Yahweh] is
from his skin].
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the Spirit. And where the Spirit of
Adonai is, there is independence.
Very clearly, the 'Spirit' is not a 2nd person of the
‘Godhead.’ The Holy Spirit is YHVH manifesting in
people's hearts.

So all of us [redeemed separatists] have
faces free of veils, ___! Like [spiritual]
mirrors, we reflect the glory of Adonai
[Yahweh]. YAH's Spirit transfigures us, in
ever-increasing splendor, into His own
[loving] likeness!
18

When you love awful people, you show the spirit of
the Creator. You must suffer inhumanity. Undeserved pain is the only way to learn the sacred art
of enemy-love.

2nd Corinthians
4
True Ministers Shine YAH's Bright
Message
1 [Spreading the Good News of the New Covenant] is
the ministry [Elohim] in His mercy has
given us [believers], ___. So nothing can
daunt us. 2 Indeed, ___, we [believers]
refuse to make use of [the worldly religionists']
shameful underhanded methods. [We never] employ deception. [We never] distort
[Yahweh] the Eloah’s message. On the
contrary, by showing very clearly what
the truth is, we [believers] commend ourselves to everyone’s conscience[s]. And
[Yahweh] the Eloah sees this.
Satan Has Blinded Worldly People
To The Truth
3 Where our Good News lies ‘veiled,’ the
veil is only in the minds of [people] who
are spiritually dying, ___. 4 [Satan,] the
god of this world-system, blinds the
minds of unbelievers, ___. That's why
[infidels] can't see the light of the Good
News of the glorious Messiah, the very
reflection of Yahweh. 5 For we [believers]
never promote ourselves. We herald
the Messiah, YahShua the Master. We
[apostles] are your servants, ___.
YahShua sent us to serve you. 6 For
[Yahweh] the Eloah, who commanded the
light to shine out of darkness, keeps
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flooding our hearts with light, ___.
With that light, we [believers] enlighten
men. [We] give [humanity] knowledge of
the glory of YAH, reflected [clearly to us] in
the face of YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah.
Genesis 1:3

Your Body Is A Clay Jar For Heaven's Treasure

*Yet, ___, we [believers]
hold this [heavenly] treasure in ‘jars of clay.’ [Our
mortality] shows that [our]
splendid power comes
from [Yahweh] the Eloah,
not from ourselves.
7

Sometimes YAH gives us power to do amazing
feats. We can shine with supernatural wisdom. Yet
we live trapped in mortal dirt bodies which die and
fail. We are not gods. Like Christ, our brightest
moment of triumph is when we love our own murderers.

The World Can Whack Us But Never
Destroy Us

* ___, we [believers] live hardpressed on every side. Yet [we're]
not distressed. We're perplexed [at the world's rejection of us]. But
[we're] not in despair.
8

The powerful song: On Wings Like Eagles, quotes
this verse.

*[We're] persecuted. But [YAH]
never forsakes us. [We're] hurled
down [by men], ___. But [YAH]
won't let [anyone] destroy [us]. 2nd
9

Every day, ___, our bodies feel some [pain] of the death Master
YahShua suffered. But [when we can't go on,]
YahShua's life shows up in our bodies
to supernaturally support us.
The More Pigs Harm Us, The
Brighter We Shine
Corinthians 4:10

11 [We believers spurn all authority that does not come

YahShua. So our lives lie at constant risk, ___. Yet [our calm boldness in the
from]

face of police, judges, depots and Satan's rich religionists]

makes YahShua's life all the more evi-
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dent in us, ___. 12 Death is working to
kill us [hard-core disciples]. While inside you
[new believers], life is springing up, remaking you, ___.
When you see how we flourish under threat of certain death, just to bring you the Good news of
eternal life, you choose to have the kind of life that
sings praises on the way to the execution stake.
People being hounded to death are not normally
happy. So when other people see us facing persecution with joy, they become convinced that we really live in spiritual connection with the Creator. So
they choose to follow the Messiah. You don't really
know who someone is until you see what they do
when their life is threatened.

The Tanakh says, “I believe, so I
speak.” We [believers] have that same
Spirit who enables us to trust [YAH]. So
we trust [him]. That's why we speak [the
13

words that provoke the religionists to bribe the police to
kill us].

(Psalm 116:10)

We know that Yahweh raised [our]
Master YahShua from the dead. So
Yahweh will also raise us up, ___.
YahShua will lift us [leaders] with you [new
believers to Yahweh in heaven]. 15 All of this [persecution]
14

is working out for your benefit, ___. The more
grace overflows out to more people, the more
thanksgiving and glory flows back to [Yahweh] the

So we [believers] never give up,
___. Our physical bodies perish. Yet
[YAH] renews our inner selves every day.
Eloah. 16

*[Even being beaten, jailed and
murdered is a] light and momentary pressure, ___.
[Torture] achieves for us
[believers] an eternal glory
that far outweighs all
[the] anguish [the world has
ever seen]. 18 *So, ___, we fix
17

our ‘eyes’ not on [the torturers] we
see, but on [YAH, whom humans] can't
see. For everything [we] see is
temporary. But what [our meat-eyes]
can't see lasts forever.
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2nd Corinthians
5
Your Body = A Tent. Your Mansion
Is In Heaven
1 ___, we know that when death takes
down our earthly [bodily] ‘tent[s],’ we [enter
our] permanent “mansion[s]” in heaven:
[homes] made not by human hands, but
by Elohim. 2 For in [your current] ‘tent,’ [your]
earthly body, [you, ___,] groan with desire to surround [yourself] with your heavenly ‘mansion.’
literally: our

Once [YAH] clothes [us with eternal bodies,] we
never lie [exposed to] naked [death] again,
___. 4 *Yes, ___, while we live
3

in these ‘tent’ bodies, we
groan, oppressed. We don't
want to take off our mortal
skin. We want to put on some
armor over our weak bodies,
so [our] death-doomed [flesh] gets
swallowed up by Life. 5 Now Elohim made us to resurrect [us, ___]. He
gives us His Spirit as a deposit, guaranteeing [the spirit-life] that [we have] coming.
See note.

Hope of resurrection always keeps us
confident, ___. Yet we know
that while we live at ‘home’ in these
bodies, we stay [in a sense] absent from
[Yahweh] the Adonai.
6

[believers]

We smile, even when religionists and secular powers threaten our lives.

*For [in these bodies] we walk by
faith, ___, not by [what we physically]
see. 8 So we [believers] bravely [face death],
7

___. We'd much prefer to leave our
[home] in these tent-bodies to enter our
[mansion-bodies] with [Yahweh] the Adonai.
Work Hard In Life For Your Eternal
Reward

*So we [believers] love to labor,
___, so that whether here or in
9
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heaven, Adonai stays fully
pleased with us.
Paul, often framed by Christianites as the opponent
of ‘works righteousness,’ says he loves to work to
please the Father.

*For we must all
appear before the judgment
seat of [the] Messiah. There,
___, everyone receives payback in his body. [YahShua] repays
[everyones' earthly] deeds, whether
good or bad.
2nd Corinthians 5:10

For most people, this means burning up like a bundle of weeds.

True Leaders Are Not Famous;
They're Good
11 We [believers] know what it is to fear [Yahweh] the
Adonai. So we [risk our lives by] persuading men [to repent].
Elohim knows us [missionaries] as we really are. And I
hope that in your consciences, you [new believers] also

We [leaders] are not
re-recommending ourselves to you [baby
believers]. We're giving you a reason to
value us, so that you, ___, will be able
to answer the [fakers] who brag about
peoples’ appearances rather than their
inner qualities.
acknowledge us, ___. 12

Deluded ‘believers’ follow bogus leaders and popular preachers. Sheeple worship promotional power.
They ignore spiritual virtue.
13 If we [leaders] are ‘fanatical,’ we're crazy for Elohim. When we're logical, it's to help you [baby believers
see straight, ___].

Messiah Died To Snatch Us From
Satan's Hand
14 For the Messiah’s love has hold of us
[apostles], ___. We're convinced that one
man [YahShua] died to [rescue] all mankind
[from slavery to Satan]. (All mankind was already [spiritually] dead. [We all] need redemption in order to live eternally.)
Paraphrase.
15

YahShua died

[to ‘ransom’]

all people

[from his murderer, humanity's slave-master, the devil] .

So, ___, living people should no longer
live for themselves. They should live [to
obey] YahShua, who died then rose
again. 16 *So, ___, from now on

we [believers] don't look at anyone
from a ‘fleshly’ viewpoint. Yes,
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we too once thought of the
Messiah as just a ‘good man,
wise prophet].’ But now we see
YahShua is infinitely more:

[a

[YahShua is in a sense YAH's ‘son,’ the Eternal
Word of Yahweh.]
Paraphrase

Trade Your Dead Life For A New
Life With YAH

*Therefore, ___, if any human lives in [union with the] Messiah, he is a new creation. The
old [pervert] is gone! The new [saint
lives]! 18 ___, everything is [a gift from]
17

from Yahweh. Yahweh has reconciled
us to himself through [our connection to]
YahShua [the] Messiah. So [YAH] gives us
the work of reconciling [other people to him].
19 [The spirit of] Yahweh lived in [the mortal]
Messiah. [Thus Yahweh] reconciled the
world to himself. [YAH doesn't] count the
world's past [renounced] sins against people, ___. YAH commissions us [believers]
to spread [YAH's] message of reconciliation. 2nd Corinthians 5:20 So we [leaders work
as] ambassadors for [the] Messiah. [Yahweh]
the Eloah makes his appeal to you [new
believers] through us [apostles]. We appeal
to you, ___, on behalf of the Messiah,
“Be reconciled to [Yahweh] the Eloah!” 21
This sinless man [YahShua] bore [Satan's
wrath as if YahShua were a criminal, thus nullifying the
devil's jurisdiction].

So now, ___, by joining
with YahShua, we [believers] can fully
share in Elohim’s righteousness.
Jesus was not ‘made into sin.’ That's not in the
Greek, because it doesn't make any sense. It just
sounds religious so deluded Christianite translators
and their brain-damaged followers keep repeating
it.

2nd Corinthians
6
Work, Christian! Don't Be A Waste
Of Grace!
1 As [YahShua's] fellow WORKERS, we
[apostles] urge you, ___, not to receive
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the grace of [Yahweh] the ELoah and then
waste it [by failing to do good WORKS].
Grace you waste will never save you, just deceive
you. WORKS NOT WASTE!

YAH says,
‘I hear you [calling, ___]. My favor [comes
right on] time. Right when you need saving, I help you.’
I, [Paul,] tell you, ___, that now is the
time of Elohim's favor. Today is the day
of [your] salvation.
2

(Isaiah 49:8)

We [apostles] try not to put obstacles in
anyone’s path, ___, so that no one can
find fault with the work we do.
True Believers Endure Murderous
Hardship
4 But as servants of Elohim we [leaders]
test ourselves in every way, ___. We
frequently endure troubles, hardships
and distresses.
3

Fake believers sit on their soft couches and watch
TV.

* ___, we [true Christians] get beaten and thrown in jail. We face
angry mobs. We work to exhaustion. [We] endure sleepless
nights [on watch, waiting to be attacked].
We [starve for days] without food.
5

While fake Christians play on their electronic devices.

*We [true believers] prove ourselves by [supernatural] purity, understanding, patience, kindness, sincere love, and the
power of Sacred Spirit.
6

We don't prove ourselves by wearing nice suits, living in respectable homes, working on salaried staff
in swanky church buildings.
7 [We believers prove ourselves, ___, by speaking]

word[s] of truth, by [demonstrating] the
power of Elohim, with the armor of
righteousness on the right hand and on
the left.
True believers return evil with kindness. That in itself is a miracle.

whether people
honor us or despise us, whether they
slander us or praise us, ___. We're
8 [We true believers serve Elohim]
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honest. Yet the [religionists and their thugs] call
us impostors. 9 [The world-system] ignores us
[true believers, ___]. But [YAH] recognizes us.
[We dance] alive on the edge of death.
[Brutes] beat [us within inches of our lives]. Yet [we]
refuse to die. 2nd Corinthians 6:10 *Our

hearts ache, ___. Yet we [persecuted saints live] in constant joy.
We're [financially] poor. Yet we
give [spiritual] riches to others. We
[true believers] own nothing. Yet we
have everything!
True disciples own no personal possessions. We're
intentionally financially poor. Is voluntary poverty
what you signed up for when you became a Christian? Did your preacher tell you to sell all your possessions and give to the poor? Of course not.
'Cause he wants 10% of your paycheck!

Give Your Love To People Who Suffer For YAH

11 Dear friends in Corinth! We [apostles keep] speaking
frankly to you. We open our hearts wide! 12 We
[leaders] never hold back our love from you, ___. But
you [pew-warmers] hold back your love from us. 13 As a
fair exchange (I speak as to my children) open
wide your hearts also, ___.

Legally and Morally Separate From
Unbelievers

* ___, never be unequally ‘yoked’ together
with unbelievers. For
what fellowship does
righteousness have with
unrighteousness? What
communion does light
have with darkness?
14

Do not marry, make agreements with, form partnerships with, swear oaths to, sign binding contracts with, pledge allegiance to, become an employee of, nor in any way make a binding commitment to unbelievers, or groups, cities, associations,
or nations of unbelievers.

*And what concord does the
Messiah have with [Satan aka] Belial? What does a believer have
in common with an infidel,
___? 16 *What agreement can
15
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there be between idols and the
temple of [Yahweh] Elohim? For
you, ___, are the temple of the
living Elohim. As [Yahweh] the Eloha says:
“I dwell in [my true people]. I walk in
them. I'll [always] be their Elohim.
And they'll [always] be my people.”

cleanse ourselves from all filthiness of
the flesh and spirit. Let's grow perfect
in separation [from the world-system,] because
we fear Elohim.

(Leviticus 26:12; Jeremiah 32:38; Ezekiel 37:27)

I speak often of my great confidence in
you, ___. I'm very proud of you. I'm
greatly encouraged [by your potential]. Even
with all our troubles, I'm [bursting] with
limitless joy.
Real Believers Share Persecution
With Love

*So [Yahweh] Adonai
says,
“Come out from among
the [pagans]! Stay separate [from the world-system,
___]! Never even touch
any [morally] filthy thing.
Then I receive you,
___.
17

(Isaiah 52:11; Ezekiel 20:34,41)
18

*

Then I
become a Father to you.
You [outcasts] become my
sons and daughters,"
promises Yahweh
Almighty.
[Separate from evil, ___.]

(2 Samuel 7:14; 7:8) You have to spiritually separate from the world-system to become a child of
YHVH. Just saying a prayer and going to church isn't gonna cut it.

2nd Corinthians
7
Get Rid Of All Filthiness
1 Dearly beloved ___, since [YAH gives] us
all these [conditional] promises, let's
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Perfect holiness is your goal.
2 Make room for us [apostles] in your hearts, ___.
We've wronged no one, corrupted no one, exploited
no one.
Paul softens the hard-hitting blow of his last letter
(1st Corinthians).
3 I don't say this to condemn you, ___. I've said
before that you [new believers] have such a place in our
hearts that we [apostles] would live or die with you. 4

5 For from the time we [missionaries] arrived at Macedonia {Northern-Greece}, our bodies got no rest, ___.
Troubles [attacked] us on every side. Conflicts [ravaged
us] from outside. Fears [raged] within [our group]. 6 Yet
[Yahweh] the Eloah, who comforts downcast [people],
encouraged us [missionaries] by bringing [persecuted brother]
Titus [to visit us]. 7 Titus encouraged us [missionaries] by
saying how much he thought of you [Corinthian] believers, and how you long to see me, how distressed you are over my [imprisonment] situation, how
zealous you are in my defense. So my joy grew
greater than ever.

Rebuke True Believers And They
Grow
8 For though I caused you sorrow [by rebuking you] in
[my 1st Corinthian] letter, I don't regret it. Even if I did
regret it before—for I do see that [my] letter temporarily distressed you— 9 Now I rejoice (not because
my letter pained you) but because your sorrow led
you to turn back [to YAH]. You handled the pain in a
righteous way. So you weren't harmed by our let-

*For righteous sorrow brings repentance
that leads to salvation. [Contrition]
leaves no regret, ___. [In] contrast, the sorrow of the worldsystem brings death. 11 See what
ter at all. 2nd Corinthians 7:10

this righteous sorrow has produced in
you: what earnestness, eagerness to
clear yourselves, indignation, alarm [over
Yahweh's retribution], longing, concern, and
readiness to see justice done. At every
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point you've proved yourselves to be
blameless in this matter.
Look how seriously our letter made you think! That
hard counsel made you long for my leadership,
stirred up your faith, and made you ready to discipline the offender.
12 So even though I wrote to you [Corinthians], it was
not on account of the [sinner] who did the wrong, nor
of the injured [victim], but rather that in the sight of
[Yahweh] the Eloah you could see for yourselves how
devoted you are to us [teachers]. 13 Your post-repentance comfort encourages us [leaders]. Besides our
own encouragement, we had the even greater joy
of seeing how happy Titus was, because you all set
his mind at rest.

True Believers Accept Correction
With Respect

14 I've [often] boasted to Titus about you [new believers].
And you haven't embarrassed me. Everything we
[leaders] said to you was true. And our boasting about
you to Titus has proved to be equally true. 15 The
affection Titus [feels] for you is even greater now. He
[happily] remembers how you all obeyed [good instruction].
You received his [rebukes] with respect and reverence.

I'm glad I can have such complete
confidence in you, ___.
16

2nd Corinthians
8
Even Desperately Poor Believers
Give Money

1 And brothers, we want you to know about the divine favor [that Yahweh] the Eloah bestowed on the

Despite
severe trials, and even though the [believers] are desperately poor, ___, their
joy overflows in a wealth of generosity.
3 The [believers] give everything in their
power, ___. Then they dig down for a
miracle and give more, of their own
free will. 4 The [believers] begged us to accept their gifts, ___, so they could
share in supporting [faraway] needy [Christian] separatists. 5 More than simply
forking out money, the [believers keep] dedicating themselves to serving the Adonai by helping us [missionaries], ___, just
like Elohim wants.
Give Your Surplus To Needy Believers
ekklesiae of Macedonia

{Northern-Greece}.

2

6 That's what prompted us [apostles] to ask Titus to
bring the relief offering to your attention, so that
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could finish up what
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[other believers]

started so well.

You excel in so many ways. You have
so much faith, such gifted speakers,
such knowledge, such enthusiasm/diligence, and such love for us [apostles]. So
make sure that you also do well in the
grace of giving to [needier people], ___. 8
I'm not barking an order at you, ___.
But since other believers are being generous, I propose that you prove the
sincerity of your love by helping other
[people]. 9 For you know the [amazing]
generosity [of] our Master YahShua (the
Messiah), ___. He was [infinitely] rich. Yet
for your sakes he gave away everything
he had. He made you rich by [emptying
himself of everything, down to his last drop of blood] .
Finish The Good Works You Start
7

2nd Corinthians 8:10 So here is my advice [on
generosity]: Do what you set out to do a year ago,
when you were the first to start giving help to the

You help yourself, ___,
by completing your good intentions to
help others. Actually give from your
own wallet until the crisis is repaired.
Make your eagerness to complete the
project match the eagerness with which
you started it.
Believers With Money Help Needy
Believers
12 YAH approves of the free-will gifts
you give to needy [believers]. [So give] up to
the amount you can get your hands on,
regardless of the sum, ___. YAH never
asks you for what you can't give. 13 I
don't mean you should give so much
that you suffer from having too little,
___. I only mean that [believers] should
[live in] relative equality. 14 Right now,
___, you have plenty. So you can help
[needy believers]. Then at some other time
they can share with you when you need
[help]. In this way, [YAH] meets everyone's needs. 15 [We believers should share, so our
piles of possessions are] like the [daily manna recounted in] the Tanakh: “Whoever gathers
much keeps nothing extra. And whoever gathers little lacks nothing.”
needy believers. 11

(Exodus 16:18)
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Missionaries Move Money To Poor
Believers
16 I thank [Yahweh] the Eloah for making Titus as devoted to you [new believers] as are we [apostles]. 17 Titus
loves the idea of facilitating your giving to the
needy brothers. So he volunteered to [hike for months
across Greece (without pay)] to get your donation. Then he
[risked his life to] take [your silver] to needy brothers. 18
Along with Titus, we [apostles] are sending another
brother. All the assemblies praise this [brother] for
serving [YAH]. This [brother trumpets] the Good News to
the [whole world].

Always Move Money With Witnesses & Integrity
19 [Some] Ekklesiae appointed this other brother to
travel with us. [He's braving robbers and murderers.] So the [accountable] way we administer this charitable work
brings honor to our Adonai [Yahweh]. [Facing danger]
shows our eagerness to help [needy people]. 2nd

By traveling together, we
guard against suspicion. So no one can
accuse us of mishandling [your] generous
gift. 21 We [believers] take pains to do
what is honest, ___, not only in the
sight of Adonai [Yahweh], but also in the
sight of everyone.
Risk Your Lives Together In Love
Corinthians 8:20

22 With the [relief bringers], we're sending another
brother who often and in many ways proves his
diligence to us. And now [he's] even more zealous
because of his great confidence in you [Corinthians]. 23
If anyone asks about Titus, say [the truth] that he's
my partner who works with me to help you [new believers]. And [say that] the aforementioned brothers are
representatives of the ekklesiae. [They're splendid examples
of missionaries who bring] glory to [the] Messiah. 24 So you
[Corinthians] let these brothers and all the ekklesiae
see proof of how loving you are, and why we apostles talk so highly of you.

2nd Corinthians
9

would, [with your relief-money all collected]. I don't want it to
turn out that I was wrong in recommending you. 4
For if some Macedonians were to [hike for months south
across Greece] with me, only to find you [Corinthians] unprepared to [give to the needy believers], we [apostles] would
be humiliated at having been so confident—and
you would feel [worse]. 5 So I decided to send these
brothers ahead of me to make sure the gift you
[Corinthians] proposed is ready. Yet I want it to be a
willing gift, not a [payment you] surrender under pres-

*Here’s the point, ___:
whoever plants sparingly harvests little. Likewise, whoever
plants bountifully reaps bountifully.
sure. 6

Plant seeds of plants and seeds of kindness every
day. You'll get a harvest every year.

*You should each give what
you've decided in your heart to
give, ___, not grudgingly, nor
under compulsion. For [Yahweh]
the Eloah loves a cheerful giver. 8 *And [Yahweh] the Eloah is
able to shower all kinds of
blessings on you, ___. In all
things and at all times you'll
have [not everything you want], but everything you need, to enable
you to do more and more good
works. 9 *(As the Tanakh says:
‘The good man scatters abroad
his gifts to poor people, ___. [A
good man's] righteousness endures
forever.’
7

(Psalm 112:9)

YAH gives seed[s] to
the planter. Then [YAH] turns that seed
into bread to eat. Likewise, [YAH] gives
you, ___, the seed of generosity to
plant [in needy people's lives]. Then [YAH] grows
your giving into a harvest of righteous
deeds: [a gigantic pile of heavenly treasure]. 11 [YAH
makes all us disciples] wealthy in every [important] way, ___. So you and we can be
generous in every way. [Our generosity]
produces great praise for [Yahweh] the
Eloah.
2nd Corinthians 9:10

Put Thought And Planning Into
Your Giving
1 I know you're already willing to help [other]
separatist-saints, ___. So you don't need me to
tell you to be generous. 2 I know how eager you
[Corinthian believers] are [to be generous]. So I boast about you
to the [North-Grecian] Macedonians. I tell them, “[The believers in southern] Achaia {Greece} have been ready [to support blacklisted Christians] since last year.” So it was your
zeal that stirred up [the generosity of] most of the Macedonian [believers]. 3 Still, I'm sending the aforementioned brothers just to be sure that you [Corinthians]
really stand ready, as I told the [Macedonians] you
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This does not mean that YAH wants you to carry
around great material wealth in this life. Most great
miracle workers live financially penniless.

Your gifts meet the needs of [Elohim's
people. And that's not all, ___.
Your gifts also cause many people to
thank [Yahweh] the Eloah. 13 You glorify
[Yahweh] the Eloah through your generous gifts, ___. Your generosity to
needy believers proves to everyone
that you stay obedient to the requirements of the Messiah's amazing revelations.
12

holy]

The gospel isn't just good news. It's a whole lot of
requirements, like “sell ALL your possessions and
give to the poor.”

And the people you've helped will
pray with deep affection for you, ___,
because of the wonderful favor [Yahweh]
the Eloah shows [them] through your
[kindness]. 15 ___, let's thank [Yahweh] the Eloah for
14

his indescribable gift(s)!

2nd Corinthians
10
True Believers Pack Powerful Spirit-Weapons

1 The Messiah is gentle and free of pride. That's
the Spirit in which I'm writing you. I'm the one you
[new believers] call “shy humble Paul” when I'm face-toface with you. But [when I'm] far away writing letters
to you, you call me “bold and intimidating.” 2 But
when I come, I may have to be very bold with
those [scoffers] who think we [apostles] act from purely
human motives. Let's try to end those false accusations before I get to you. 3

*For

though we [believers] walk
in fleshly bodies, we
fight our wars spiritually, ___. 4 *(For the
weapons of our warfare
are not carnal [nor worldly,
___]. Yet [Yahweh] the Eloah
gives our weapons so
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much power that they
demolish strongholds!)
The ‘Christian Patriot’ movements lie deep in error.
Christians should never arm themselves to fight
evil governments. This verse is the one-punch
counter-argument to Wacko-Waco lies. (The
Branch-Davidians manufactured and stockpiled
military weapons.) True Christians never, ever use
worldly weapons, physical fights, nor carnal arguments. Yet our love defeats the strongest opponents. True Christian love is the un-fightable foe.
With love we eventually stomp the Devil's fortresses into the dust. We dance on the graves of the
world's greatest military generals and their armies.
You are not guaranteed to physically survive by
fighting evil with love. But, like fighting cancer with
green vegetable juice, exercise, and stress-reduction (instead of with chemotherapy, surgery and
radiation), your chances of winning a war are provably better with love than with violence.

*[ ___, our spirit weapons] cast down
every deceptive fantasy and
every imposing defense that
evil exalts to keep people from
knowing [Yahweh] the Eloah. We
[believers] take into captivity every
thought, and make it obedient
to the Messiah.
5

Don't Brag; Lead People By Obeying YAH's Laws
6 We [leaders] stay in readiness to [spiritually] punish all disobedience, ___, after
you [new believers] hear all [YAH's] commandments in full.
Once you have been fully instructed, you become
accountable for your choice to obey or disobey.
Our punishment options are limited to nonviolent
shunnings, denial of benefits of fellowship, etc.
7 Look at the obvious, ___: If any man considers
himself ‘anointed,’ let him check himself, and realize that we [apostles] are [clearly Christ's] anointed
[ambassadors].
Christos (Anointed) is usually rendered, ‘is
Christ's.’

Without being shamefully [prideful] I
could talk more about our [apostolic] authority. [Yahweh] the Adonai has given us
[power] to build you [believers] up, ___, not
to tear you down. 9 [I write] (what some [scoffers]
8

call my ‘terrifying letters’) to build you up, ___,
not [to] scare you. 2nd Corinthians 10:10 ___,
some [scoffers] say, “Paul's letters are brawny and po-
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tent. But in person he's a weakling who mumbles
when he talks.”
Scoffers say, “Ignore Paul. Paul's bark is worse
than his bite.”

Note that in heaven, Jesus is neither male nor female. All resurrected humans are androgynous, as
are angels. So no sexual connotation can be drawn
here.

Those scoffers need to think again,
___. Whatever we [leaders] say in letters
when we're away, we'll do in action
when we show up.

3

11

Things like [non-violently] kicking fornicators [both
spiritual and physical fornicators] out of the Ekklesia and denying them all benefits of fellowship.

We [leaders] don’t dare class or compare ourselves with some of the [fakes]
who advertise themselves [as Christians].
It's not wise [for churchmen] to measure
themselves against each other and
compare themselves with each other. 13
12

We [apostles] won't make wild boasts about ourselves,
___. But we do measure our actions against the
job description YAH gave us, which includes [discipling
you baby believers]. 14 [By holding you, ___, to YAH's commandments,]
we [leaders] are not exceeding our authority. We're
[YAH's] messengers. We hiked [for months] all the way to
Corinth to herald to you the Messiah's Amazing
Revelations. 15 We [leaders] won't brag about work
done by other [people]. But we hope to help your
faith grow, ___ and friends, so you can be leaders

Then, [after you become leaders,] we
will be able to go and trumpet the Good News in other places far
beyond you, ___, where no other [Christian] is working. [We'll] boldly go where no
believer has gone before.
with us. 16

[old apostles]

True missionaries blaze new trails, the hard way.

So, ___, “Anyone who boasts should
boast about what Yahweh [Adonai] does.”
17

(Jeremiah 9:24)

Because, ___, it's not the one who
recommends himself who is worthy of
approval, but the one whom [Yahweh] the
Adonai recommends.
18

2nd Corinthians
11
Get Rid Of Power-Wielding FakeMinisters
1 I hope you'll be patient, ___, as I keep on talking [YAH's] ‘nonsense.’ Please bear with me. 2 My
jealousy over you, ___, is the right kind of jealousy. You, [the Ekklesia as a group] are [like] a fresh chaste
virgin flower I'm presenting as a fiancée to your
true Master, the Messiah.

The Cinematic Bible 1.0

But Eve got tricked by the snake's
clever lies. And I'm concerned, ___,
that in the same way, [the devil's religionists]
will somehow lead your minds down the
wrong path, away from your true and
pure love for the Messiah. 4 ___, you
tend to believe [false leaders], even if they
preach [about] a different YahShua than
the one we [apostles] herald, or a different
spirit than the [Sacred Spirit] you received,
or a different kind of gospel than the
one you [initially] believed.
People run screaming from the penniless saint who
heralds the true gospel in the street. They run to
fill a stadium to listen to some joker who ‘counseled’ the President and who, flagrantly disobeying
the Messiah, lives in a mansion!

I don't think I'm the least bit inferior
to those ‘super special’ so-called ‘apostles’ [of yours, ___]!
5

Churchians love religionist leaders who stimulate
their economies. Most churches are white-washed
socio-economic networks. Whoever brings in the
most money gets to control the theology, spending
and activities of the church.

It's true that I don't boast the religionists’ stage-voice. I haven't mastered that smooth eloquence that impresses you so much, ___. But when I
do open my mouth, at least I know
what I'm talking about. You know that
we [apostles] are true. And so are our
words. 7 Perhaps, [as some professional preachers say,] I made a mistake: I “cheapened
myself” by gifting you all my time and
advice. I raised you up by heralding
[YAH's] Good News to you for free. Perhaps you, ___, think, “You get what
you pay for; Paul works for free, so
Paul must be an amateur.”
6

paraphrase
8 While I worked among you [Corinthians,] other Ekklesiae [paid my expenses]. I ‘robbed’ them, [so to speak,] to

When I needed something
when I lived with you [Corinthians,] I didn't
cause you any expense. The believers
who came from Macedonia {NorthernGreece} gave me what I needed. I've
help you. 9
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never caused you any expense at all.
Nor do I ever intend to burden anyone.
2nd Corinthians 11:10 As the truth of the Messiah
is in me, no one in all of Achaia {Greece} will deprive
me of the claim to have given away my services.
[Thus I remain independent and out of debt.]

OR: With Christ as my witness, giving you services
free of charge is a point of honor with me. So I
don't intend to keep it quiet just to protect you
from your neighbors finding out you're cheap.
11 [Can you guess] why I'll never accept your [monetary]
support? Is it that I don’t love you, ___? Elohim

I give [my services] freely, ___.
And [I] intend to always do so, to cut
the ground out from under those money-grubbing religionists who brag that
they're the Messiah's messengers,
which we [apostles] are, while the [paid
knows I do! 12

preachers]

are not! 13 *Such [paid

are false apostles, ___, deceitful
workers. [They] masquerade as the delegates of
the Messiah. 14 *And no
wonder, ___. For Satan
himself masquerades as
an angel of light. 15 *So
it's no great surprise,
___, when Satan's ministers also masquerade
as the ministers of
righteousness. They
eventually meet the end
their deeds deserve.
preachers]

Satan's henchmen hide behind church pulpits.
16 Again, don't think me a fool, ___. But even if
you do, share my ‘foolish’ rejoicing: 17 I'm going to
launch into a fit of self-composed sarcasm, ___,
not speaking for Adonai [Yahweh], but mimicking the
foolish confident boasting [of the liar-preachers you're so tempted to chase and pay].
paraphrase
18 (Since everybody's bragging about their carnal
success, I'll show off what following the Messiah
has got me, ___:)
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Paid preachers get wealth, women and worldly
power. They get dinner with the President. Real
messengers of YHVH get beaten up and locked in
jail.
19 Because you're so ‘smart’ that you put up with
bragging lying fool-preachers, ___, wait ‘til you
hear me brag about what I got paid by being a true
disciple.
True disciples get paid in rocks thrown at their
heads, knives stuck in their backs.

You pay those worldly
liar-preachers to make you into slaves,
to drain your bank accounts, to make
fools out of you, to even smack you in
the face, [to lie at your funerals, to sanction your di2nd Corinthians 11:20

vorces, to send your ‘Christian’ boys off to die in evil wars,
etc.]!

Worldly preachers teach you to swear oaths of allegiance to the leaders of the debt-funded SataNations, thus making you a slave. And some of those
lying preachers even hit people on the head to
‘slay them in the spirit’!
21 ‘Shame on me’ for not being as tough as your
paid egomaniac liar preachers, ___. Here, I'll emulate them in their foolish bragging. Then maybe
you'll listen to me: 22 Are [your paid liar preachers] Hebrews, ___? I am. Are they Israelites? I am. Are
they the seed-children of Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}?
I am.
Literally, ‘So am I.’

*Are [your paid liar preachers] ministers of [the] Messiah, ___? (I'm
still mocking their foolish bragging.) I'm more Messiah's servant that they are: I've worked
harder, [had thugs] beat me [to a pulp]
more times than anyone could
count, been imprisoned [while the
liars lay on their couches stuffing their faces] .
I've survived many [successful and attempted] murders!
23

Who are you gonna' help, listen to, obey and emulate?
The well-paid liar preacher with dentist-fresh teeth,
a nice clean suit, and a big house on the hill?
Or the real prophet who's in and out of jail, always
between homes, with cuts on his face, teeth
knocked out, stumbling like a zombie ripped apart
by wild beasts?
Your choice determines your eternal destiny. And
you're probably making the wrong choice.

* ___, five times the Jews
[scorpion-whipped] me with [the deadly]
“forty lashes minus one.”
24
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39 lashes you might survive. 40 and you're dead.

*3 times [thugs] beat [me] with
bats. Once [a mob] stoned me. 3
times I suffered shipwreck. I
spent a night and a day drowning in the open sea, ___.
25

Pain and torture is what you sign up for when you
become a disciple of Jesus. Not church bake-sales
and pot-luck suppers.

*In my many [missionary] travels
I live in constant danger from
rivers and floods, from bandits,
from my own [Jewish] countrymen, from beast-nationals,
___. I face danger in city
streets, peril in the desert,
death on the high-seas, treachery among false ‘Christian
brothers.’
26

Still wanna be a missionary of ‘Christ?’ Or maybe
you'd rather be a missionary of the New World Order, like the rest of the pharmaceutical-political
shills. Their benefit package is the best in the
world. In the afterlife, however, the tables turn.

*I toil in weary exhaustion,
___. [I live] wracked with pain. [I]
often stay up all night on
watch waiting for murderers to
attack me. In hunger and
thirst, I routinely fast for long
stretches, in the cold, [nearly]
naked, [exposed to snow, rain, hail, wind. I

ly swearing an oath, by implying: ‘I call God to witness.’

*In Damascus, the [Syrian] governor, acting under [orders from]
king Aretas, kept the city under the guard of a garrison
commanded to arrest me, ___.
32

That's the political ‘power’ you get for being a servant of the Messiah. Instead of rising to fame as a
celebrity evangelist, preaching to stadium crowds
and dining with Heads Of State, you get to flee
from murderous soldiers prowling day and night
sniffing for your blood. Still wanna' follow Jesus?
33

And besides those physical tortures,
___, I face daily the pressure of my
concern for all the Ekklesiae. 29 Who is
28

weak without my sharing his weakness, ___?
What [Christian] falls into sin without my burning [with
anger] inside? 2nd Corinthians 11:30 If I have to
‘brag’ about myself [to compete with your paid liar preachers, ___,]
I brag about the humiliations that make me [weak, collapsed in the arms of YahShua]. 31 [Yahweh] the Eloah, [the] Father of our Master YahShua [the] Messiah, who
stands blessed for evermore, knows I'm not lying,
___.
YAH is the ELohim and Father of Yahshua. Here
Paul gets close to swearing an oath without actual-
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*But, ___, I escaped

[the mur-

derous governor, the king, and their army] . [I]

climbed through a window. [A
believer] lowered me down the
wall in a basket!
There. You can follow me and the Messiah to a torturous penniless death. Or you can follow the wallets of fancy-pants paid liar preachers. Your choice.

2nd Corinthians
12

27

wear more holes than clothes!]
REAL Christians go through REAL pain for the
gospel. Have you gone through any REAL pain for
the gospel?

1931

True Believers Do Miracles, Not
Chase Money
1 [Unlike those money-grubbing religionite celebrities,]

I'm not going to brag, ___. Bragging is
useless. Instead, let me tell you about
visions and revelations [which] Adonai
[Yahweh inspires in real believers]: 2 * ___, I

knew a man, [a fellow brother united]
with the Messiah. Over 14
years ago [YAH] snatched him up
to the 3rd heaven. Whether
physically or in an out-of-body
experience I don’t know. But
[Yahweh] the Eloah knows.
3rd heaven = Samayim, above the atmosphere,
past the stars, in the spiritual realm.
3

I know other people, ___,

[who go to

heaven without dying, and then return to earth].

(I
can't tell whether their meat-bodies
leave [this universe], or if [they only experience
heaven in a vision or dream, while] their physical
bodies stay [here in meat-space]. But [Yahweh]
the Eloah knows.) 4 *Now, ___,
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snatches this man up into
paradise. [There the man] hears [YAH
speak] inexpressible words that
[YAH] allows no mortal to repeat,
[because those words could blow up the universe] .
[YAH]

Paradise = Gan-‘Eden, not necessarily synonymous
with heaven.
5

I celebrate those

[supernatural miracles which

other believers experience, ___].

But about myself, I don't brag. I [talk] about [my]
humiliations, [my weaknesses]. 6 If I did
want to boast, ___, it wouldn't be
ridiculous. I'd be speaking the truth.
But I keep quiet [about the miracles YAH does
through me, so that nobody tries to make me a celebrity] .

That way, you have to judge me by
what you see me do and what you hear
me say.
Paul Gets A 'Thorn In The Flesh'

*YAH apparently wants me to
stay humble, ___. Because after he showered me with
amazing revelations, [he sent me] a
‘thorn in my flesh’ [a handicap, an angel of the Adversary pounding away at me] .
This prevented me from becoming absurdly conceited. 8 3
7

times, ___, I begged the Adonai
[Yahweh] to take this ‘thorn in the flesh’
away from me. 9 *But Adonai

answered me,
“My grace gets you though [this
life]. My power works most perfectly when [you feel] weak.”
So I'm very happy to celebrate
my weaknesses, ___, so that
the Messiah’s power rests upon
me. 2nd Corinthians 12:10 *So I ac[Yahweh]

cept [the] weaknesses,
insults, hardships, persecutions and distress
that I suffer for the
Messiah. For when I'm
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weak, ___, then I
strength [from YAH].

[get]

True Believers Give; Fake Preachers Take Pay
11 There, ___, you got me into a
‘bragging’ [contest with those paid liar] super-apostles. You should applaud me, ___. I
at least tied with [fake preachers]. [But] that
makes me equal to nothing. 12 [YAH] manifested all the signs, wonders and miracles that
mark a true apostle while [I] patiently lived with
you [Corinthians]. 13 I gave you [Corinthians] everything I
had, as much as I gave any other Ekklesia in any
city anywhere. I didn't let you give me anything to
ease my burdens. Yet I should have let you help
me. Because you only appreciate what you pay for.
People grow by being generous. You ruin people by
doing everything for them. To skim off the top,
cargo-ministries turn whole nations into packs of
spoiled children. Much of what passes for missions
is hurting by ‘helping.’ People need responsibility.
They need to sacrifice for what they receive.

But I'm ready to visit you [Corinthians] a
3rd time. And I'm not going to burden
you this time either. I don't want your
stuff or your money. I want you[r compan14

ionship. I'm like a Dad saving up to help his children.]

Children don't save up to pay their [able]
parents' expenses. Parents pay to help
their children. 15 I'll very gladly spend
[my wealth] and expend [my life for you]. Even
though the more abundantly I love you,
the less you love me!
As you guide other believers, they again and again
repay you evil for good. You get used to mistreatment after a while. You begin to expect to get mistreated. It makes the sweet times even sweeter.
When you love people who mistreat you and who
betray you, you connect with the Creator who
loves people who are evil and ungrateful.

So all you [Corinthians] must admit I
was never a burden to you. [I didn't take one
penny for all my work for you.] Yet some skeptics
gossip that I sneakily took advantage
of you: [“Watch out for Paul's free offer, there's a
16

catch!”] 17 [The scoffers throw poison darts of suspicion:]

“Maybe Paul got a kickback from the
money we gave the men he sent to collect relief offerings.” 18 I begged Titus to go.
And I sent the other believer with him [for accountability].
You wouldn't [lie and] say Titus took your money,
would you? Don't Titus and I live by the same Spir-
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Think
again if you think we [apostles] are trying
our case before your jury. We [true disciples live] in union with the Messiah. We
speak before the Judge: [Yahweh] the
Eloah. [YAH knows that] everything we're
doing is to build up you [new believers, ___].
Phony 'Believers' Fight Against
True Leaders
2nd Corinthians 12:20 I dread that when I
come, I won't find you as I would like,
and I won't be what you want. I hate
the thought of arguments, jealousy,
anger, gossiping, slander, divided loyalties, pride and fights, ___. 21 When I
get to you, ___, will Yahweh make me
ashamed of you? [Will] I wail over those
[phony] ‘Christians’ who have yet to repent of impurity, fornication, and [the other] lascivious [acts] they've committed?
it?

[Don't we]

walk in the same path? 19

2nd Corinthians
13
True Believers Punish Sin Using
Spirit-Power
1 This will be my 3rd visit to you
[Corinthians]. [That ought to prove to you who I am,
since:]

"The testimony of 2 or 3 [credible] witnesses establishes any claim.”
(Deuteronomy 19:15) The foundation of all judicial
process. You don't need a driver's license or passport to prove your identity. Two bona-fide witnesses will prove anything. Presumably Paul means
that 3 times he brings along witnesses to corroborate his statements. And/or, that he's given the
Corinthians 3 opportunities to examine his character in action.

I warned you [Corinthians] during my second visit. I now warn you in writing:
When I return, I'll [call down miracle-power to]
punish those [counterfeit Christians] who
sinned earlier and haven't turned
around. And I won't spare any of the
other sinning ‘Christians.’
2

The Ekklesia can and should punish unrepentant
sin with excommunication and shunning.
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will be the proof you
seek that [the] Messiah speaks in me.
For the Messiah is not a weakling outside of you. He is a tremendous power
inside of you, ___.
3 [How I punish sinners]

Just lying to a true servant of the Messiah can
strike you dead on the spot.

executed YahShua on a stake.
weak [he died].
Yet now, by YAH’s power, YahShua
lives! We [persecuted disciples] are weak, as
YahShua once was. But in dealing with
[your sin, ___,] by Elohim’s power we unite
with [the all-powerful risen] YahShua.
4 [Soldiers]

[They bled him out. His body grew so]

Don't ask a true prophet to come to your church
unless you want an explosion of real supernatural
power to blast your materialistic false churchianity
to bits. Truth will leave your little ‘Christian Chamber of Commerce’ whining like a pack of weeping
girls in the rubble, all you smug Doctors and
Lawyers, Elders of the First Church of the WhiteWashed Tomb. A real prophet can poof pulpit parrots right down to their dirty underwear!

Examine Yourself + Fix The Problems You Find
5 Examine yourselves. See if you're really in the faith. Test and prove your
own selves to verify that inside yourself
YahShua [the] Messiah is [spiritually united
with] you. If you can't be sure, ___,
then assume the answer is ‘no.’ Assume
you've failed the test, [and you need to seek
help].
Test yourselves to make sure you're solid in the
faith. You need firsthand evidence, not mere
hearsay, that Yahshua Messiah is in and among
you. Test it out. If you fail the test, do something
about it.
6 But I trust you'll see, ___, that we [apostles] our[of faith]. 7 We pray to
the Eloah that you, ___, won't
do anything wrong. We pray this because we want you to do right, not [just]
to show that our ministry to you has
been successful. We're not concerned
with whether the world thinks we're

selves don't fail the test
[Yahweh]

*For we [believers] can do nothing
against the truth, only
for the truth, ___. 9 We
failures
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cheer up when you [new believers]
stand powerful, ___—even when we're
[physically] feeble, [nursing the broken bones the
cops give us with their bully-clubs.] Our real
prayer is that you become perfect,
whole, healed, mature. 2nd Corinthians
13:10 I'm writing this to you, ___, from
afar so that when I come I won't have
to deal sharply with you. The authority
the Master gave me is for building up
believers, not tearing you down.
Paul Closes His Letter With Love +
Peace
11 Finally, brothers, farewell. Be perfect
[& mature & ordered]. [Pay attention to my] advice.
Be of one mind. Live in peace. THEN
[Yahweh], the Eloah of love and peace,
will stick with you, ___. 12 *Greet
[leaders]

one another with a holy kiss,
___.
A non-sexual hug with a kiss near the cheek, but
not on the lips.
13 All the separatist-saints salute you, ___. 14
[ ___, I pray that] the unmerited-divine-influence of Master YahShua the Messiah, and the love-feast [Yahweh]
the Eloah [lavishes on his chidren], and the fellowship of
Sacred Spirit, stay with you all. [And that's the way] it is!
Amén. Love is a feast.

Galatians 1
Paul Sends Encouragement & Clarity to You
1 [ ___, this letter is from me,] Paul. I'm a messenger. (Yet I'm not an ambassador
commissioned by a group of men, nor
by a [mere] man. I [get my commission]
through YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah.
[YahShua's power is delegated] from Yahweh the
Father, who raised YahShua from the
dead.)
Paul gets right to the point of the letter: His authority is not derived from human hierarchy. Nor is
Paul's authority inherited from entitlements offered
to his ancestors due to their oaths at Sinai. (Paul
could have claimed the benefits of the Sinai contract. But Paul has accepted the better deal:)
Paul's authority is that of the Creator's son, a direct heir of the Father (YHWH).
2 All the brothers [I know] with me join me in writing
this letter to you, the members of the Ekklesiae of
Galatia: 3 [I pray that] Father Yahweh and our Master,
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YahShua [the] Messiah, send unmerited-favor and
peace to you, ___.
Paul follows the strict monotheist Hebrew model,
drawing a clear distinction between son and Father. Scripture never lumps Jesus & YHVH together
into a 3-headed God.

follows the will of our Father [Yahweh] the ELoah. [So] YahShua
gave himself [as a ransom] for our offenses, ___. Thus he rescued us from this
present evil world-system.
4 [YahShua always]

World means not ‘earth,’ but the system of rules
and authority of man over man, all controlled by
Satan. The powers of the world are both religious
and political. YAH sets us loose from their power, if
we diligently stay out of the world's powers' binding agreements.
5 [For redemption and everything else, Yahweh the Father deserves] absolutely [all] glory, ___, age upon age, [forever].

Stop Following False Preachers
6 I marvel that you so quickly run away
to a decoy ‘Good News.’ ___, you
scramble [to get away] from [Yahweh] who
called you into [the] Messiah's divine-favor!
How fast the mighty fall.

Your new toy ‘gospel’ is not [‘good news’].
Your new favorite preachers are confusing you, ___. [They're] trying to pervert the real Good News of the Messiah. 8 Yet even if we [apostles], or an angel
from heaven, herald any ‘gospel’ to you
that contradicts the [truths] we [apostles originally] heralded to you, ___, excommunicate [the liar].
7

KJV translates anathema as ‘accursed’. A disciple of
Yahshua would say ‘excommunicated,’ or cast out
from fellowship, separated from the common
purse, but not ‘accursed.’ We bless, not curse.

We [apostles] said it before, ___, and I
say it again: If anyone announces any
‘Gospel’ to you that contradicts [the Biblical
truth] you [correctly] received [from us apostles],
ban him from your fellowship. [Not even his
9

family should greet him in the street.]

Again, not ‘accursed’, but ‘banned from fellowship’.
Not even the Messiah had authority to change one
iota of previous scriptural Law. There are no new
commandments, just fresh expositions of old commandments.

True Authority Comes From YAH,
Not From Men
Galatians 1:10 Now [do I sound like] I'm trying
to get people to think well of me, ___?
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I want [Yahweh] the Eloah to think
well of me. If I were trying to please
people, I wouldn't be the servant of the
Messiah.
[No.]

Paul clarifies that he is the servant of Yahshua, not
an oath-bound slave, but a willing, voluntary, loving, childlike helper.
11 But I certify to you, brothers, that the “Good

I didn't receive the “Good News” from a mortal.
No one taught the gospel to me, ___.
YahShua the Messiah directly revealed
the gospel to me.
News” I herald is not from man. 12

Extraordinary claim.

For you've heard, ___, of my past
exploits in Judaism. Beyond measure I
persecuted the Ekklesia of Yahweh [the
ELoah]. I wasted [thousands of innocent Christian
lives]. 14 I [raged through the mediterranean arresting
Christians, ___]. I [fought,] more a zealot for
the traditions handed down by my forefathers than most Jews my age. I advanced in [traditional] Judaism more rapidly than my own countrymen. 15 *Yet
13

from the time I [grew] in my
mother's womb, YAH set me
apart, ___. YAH called me, [not
because I was special,] but by his grace.
YAH delighted to reveal his [resurrected]
son to me, so I could herald [about]
YahShua among the heathen. When
YAH appointed me, I didn't consult anyone else, ___.
16

Paul isn't part of any religious denomination or
tribe.
17 I [chose] not to travel up [from Syria south] to
Jerusalem. [I never needed] to [take orders from] the men
who'd become apostles before me, ___. Instead I
[hiked from Syria] to Arabia. Then [I trudged] back to Damascus.
Some people who doubt the authority of Paul claim
this verse to be a contradiction of Acts 9:25, but it
is not. Paul was based in Damascus (voyaging
therefrom to various places) for a long time (see
acts 9:19,22,23). Finally later he went to
Jerusalem. Why is this important? To show that
Paul's authority, like ours, derives directly from
heaven, not Rome, Washington, London, nor
Judea. The power of the gospel is never centrally
located in any hierarchy, not even in Peter and the
12 apostles. The authority of the Son of YHVH is
and was based in a covenant outside of the Sinai
contract. You need neither a seminary degree nor
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a formal ordination to serve YAH. You can step
right out of the strip club and into ministry. But get
good guidance whenever it's available.
18 [I spent] 3 years [heralding the gospel far from Judea]. Finally I
[trudged back] up [south] to Jerusalem to see Peter {Rock}.
I stayed with Peter for [a mere] 15 days. 19 The only
other [original] apostle I saw was James {Heel-Grabber},
Master [YahShua's blood] brother.
Yahshua had a physical blood-brother presumably
fathered by Joseph and the ex-virgin Mary.
Galatians 1:20 I declare in front of [Yahweh] the Eloah
that the things I'm writing to you, ___, are the
truth, free of lies.
That's not an oath, but may be dancing up to the
edge. A real oath calls for a penalty if the speaker
is found lying.
21 After Jerusalem, ___, I [hiked] north into the
provinces of [Highland] Syria and Cilicia {SoutheastTurkey}. 22 [I'd been gone so long that] the people in the Judaean Ekklesiae [who believed] in the Messiah didn't
[even] recognize my [scarred, beaten] face, ___!
Paul did not get his authority from Messianic Christian groups.

The Judaean believers had merely
heard other believers say, “Paul, who
persecuted us believers in times past,
now heralds the faith he tried to destroy!” 24 So, ___, the [Judaean Christians]
praised [Yahweh] the Eloah because I, [their
enemy, switched to their side].
23

Galatians 2
Paul Returns To Jerusalem To Work
With Peter

1 Then, ___, 14 years later, with Barnabas
{Prophet-Child}, I took Titus. We [hiked] back up to

I traveled up [to Jerusalem] in
obedience to a revelation [from YAH]. I explained [to Peter and friends] the Good News
as I proclaim it [today] among the BeastNations. [I kept our conversations private and solely
Jerusalem. 2

with reputable Judaean Ecclesiastical leaders. Thus any
arguments we had over the Mosaic Code wouldn't become
public controversies that might split the believers and

the race that I had run, and am
running, in vain.
make]

Eugene Peterson: ‘...so that our concern would not
become a controversial public issue, marred by
ethnic tensions, exposing my years of work to denigration and endangering my present ministry.’

Do Not Ever Cut Any Penis!

3 But Titus, who was with me, was a Greek. So
[thankfully] nobody tried to make him get his [penis] cut.
Here is the central theme of Galatians: Circumcision, [whatever that may have meant to Moses,] is
the legal sign/signature on the Sinai contract. De-
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luded people urge men to have their penises cut as
the seal of a binding oath to enter the contract at
Sinai, for the purpose of gaining salvation. Any
oath-taking is direct disobedience to Yahshua's direct commands. (see James 5:12, Matt 5:33)
Metaphorical circumcision was commanded to
the Israelites at Mount Sinai. But [whatever that
word may have meant 3000 years ago,] penis cutting has NEVER been demanded by YAH. In fact,
Mosaic law forbids all flesh-cutting! While YHWH is
the same yesterday, today and forever, the Israelites at Sinai chose to relate to Yah as contractbound slaves rather than as his children. This is
why the Israelites had to sign their agreement;
and the sign was [something called] circumcision,
which was NOT today's heinous criminal foreskinresection.

The controversy over [genital] circumcision only came up because some false
‘brothers’ snuck in undercover to spy
out the freedom we [saints] have in union
with YahShua the Messiah. These
[Judaizers] wanted to enslave us, ___, to
get us legally bound [in the Sinai contract].
4

Eleutheria: Liberty (name of a false god): independence, freedom. Bondage here refers to legally
binding oaths.

We [apostles] sought to preserve the
truth of the Good News for you, ___.
So we didn't give in to these [Judaizing false
‘brothers’] for a moment. 6 At our conference, those [church] guys who seemed to
be ‘somebodies’ had nothing to add to
what I said. (Whatever those ‘Bigshots’
were makes no difference to me, ___,
because Elohim accepts no man's persona.)
Paul Went To The Nations; Peter To
The Jews
7 Rather, everybody saw that heralding
the Good News to the beast-nationals
was my commission, while heralding
the Good News to the ‘circumcised’ [Jews]
was Rock's job.
5

Paul feels called to address the pagan nations, and
sees Peter having more contact with the equally
reprobate, but genitally-circumcised Judeans. Yet
Peter & Paul both witnessed to whoever they met.
(See Matt 28:19.) Paul specifically teaches that no
one should enter Christianity by ‘signing’ a
contract.
8 [Yahweh],

the One [Spirit] who works in
Peter {Rock} to make him an emissary
to the ‘Circumcised’ [Jews], works in me
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to make me an emissary to the beastnations. 9 James {Heel-Grabber}, Peter {Rock} and
JAHn are considered to be ‘pillars [of the faith].’ They
recognized the favor YAH gave me. They extended
their ‘right hands of fellowship’ to me and Barnabas
{Prophet-Child}. [They] agreed that we should go [herald
YAH's truth] to the heathen [nations], while they [herald the
same truth] to the ‘circumcised’ [Judaeans].
The apostles divided the labor. No one was restricted to ministering to only one set of people.
Galatians 2:10 The only thing James {Heel-Grabber},
Peter {Rock} and JAHn suggested was that we [missionaries] remember to help the poor. And I've cer-

Later
Peter {Rock} traveled to Antioch. [There he
confronted] me. I opposed him face-toface, because he was clearly in the
wrong. 12 There with me in Antioch, Peter {Rock} ate with the Gentile believers, who [rightly] don't bother with [penile]
circumcision. But later some Jewish
friends of James {Heel-Grabber} showed
up. So Peter {Rock} stopped eating with
the beast-nationals. [Peter] was afraid
those [visiting Jewish] legalists might criticize [him].
tainly been eager to do that, ___. 11

Paul comes right out in public. He avoids talking
behind Peter's back. He rebukes his brother in love
in front of witnesses, for the good of all. Yahshua
did say to first talk to the brother in private, which
hopefully Paul had done. Also, some people question the propriety of publicizing Peter's issues. But
we trust that Peter wouldn't mind, because this
story benefits us all. Peter's dirtiest laundry had already been aired for all to read in the gospels.
(Yahshua called Peter ‘Adversary.’ And later Peter
had denied Yahshua 3 times!)

*And the other Judaeans followed Rock's [bigoted] hypocrisy,
___; so much that Barnabas
{Prophet-Child} also became influenced to join the [Judaizers] in
their hypocritical condemnation of [genitally-intact] non-Jews. 14 I
13

saw Peter & company stray off the
straight path. They walked out of line
with the [egalitarian] truth of the Good
News. So, ___, I said to Peter {Rock}
right in front of everyone, “You, a Jew,
[follow YahShua freely, like a] Gentile. You [diverge
from] Jewish [tradition]. So why are you
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forcing

beast-nationals to live
cording man-made] Jewish [traditions]?”
[former]

[ac-

Peter achieved independence from all man-made
‘laws’ and from oath-bondage to the Sinai contract.
Still Peter lay confused about what to tell new converts to do. ‘Where do you draw the lines?’ ‘Should
we eat unclean meat?’ ‘Must we be circumcised?’
So many questions. This letter answers those
questions.

We Jews know we have no advantage of birth over beast-nationals. [All
mortals] sin, ___.
15

Paraphrase.

We know that a man can't merit [eterby working [to obey] the [Mosaic]
law [on earth]. But through [active, fruitful]
faith in YahShua the Messiah, [YAH can fix
us, ___]. So, as faithful [children], we trust
YahShua the Messiah to [lead us through the
actions] that fix us. We're [doing more than
merely ticking off boxes in] legal checklists in
the [Mosaic Law]. For [YAH] never declares
any meat-people righteous enough to
live forever just because [they avoid breaking]
rules.
16

nal life merely]

Fulfilling the terms of the Sinai contract would result in blessing, but not justification (salvation).
Failing to fulfill even one term of the Sinai contract
would result in a curse. So the Sinai contract, while
‘good’, is not the best deal for us. YAH has offered
us Sonship, as opposed to ‘slave-ship.’

So we [believers] seek to be made right
with YAH through living-faith in the
Messiah. Then [we learn a bit more:] we discover that we're still sinners, ___! Has
Christ led us into sin? Of course not!
17

We are justified by Yahshua. But that doesn't give
us freedom to do wrong. Just because you get your
car fixed doesn't give you freedom to go wreck it
again. We ought to be able to hear in our Spirits
what the Father wants, and need no instruction.
But our hearts are deceptive. Study the Mosiac Law
to clue you in to exactly what sin and righteousness are. Sin = transgression of the Law (breaking
any relevant commandment of YHWH).
18 If we're not watchful, we might [swear to obey religious
rules,] and thus rebuild the [legalistic bondage] we'd destroyed. That would make us into true transgressors. 19 I've passed through code-following to [following YahShua]. So my [old death-sentenced sin-nature] has died.
Now I live [in family-union with my Father Yahweh].
The son honors the father more than does the
slave. The slave honors the Master from a debt of
bondage. The son honors the Father from a heart
of Love. Through letting the Torah speak for itself,
I died to its traditional legalistic misinterpretation,
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so that I might live in direct relationship with Elohim. Death is the ultimate effect of the law, yet it
is also deliverance from law.

I live [metaphorically] impaled
with the Messiah, ___. I still
live, not the old [sinful] me, but [the] Messiah who lives in me. The life I now live
in this meat-body, I live through faith
in the son of [Yahweh] the Eloah, who
loves me. [YahShua] gave his [physical life to
rescue] me [from the devil's jurisdiction]. 21 I never reject Yahweh’s gracious gift[s], ___.
For if the way in which one attains
righteousness is through legalism, then
the Messiah’s death was pointless.
Galatians 2:20
[on the stake]

This is not a denial of the applicability of the Father's ‘Old Testament’ commands. The purpose of
the Sinai Code is to improve and extend your
earthly life. Following a checklist of even the best
regulations does not entitle you to eternal life.
However, following YAH's guidelines is evidence
that you may actually have a loving relationship
with the Creator. That relationship will get you
eternal life.

Galatians 3
Legalism Is Foolishness Akin To
Witchcraft
1 You illogical Galatians! Who bewitched you, to
get you to abandon the truth? [I] had you clearly
seeing that [when soldiers] impaled YahShua the Messiah, [you got the chance to become YAH's children, not slaves].
The terms of the Sinai covenant are good, in that
those terms reflect our Father's thoughts about
how to lead a good life on earth. However, attempting to enforce the Sinai contract as a binding
contract upon believers who are not bound to it, is
foolishness akin to witchcraft, and an insult to the
Messiah.
2 I want to know from you just this one thing,
___: did you receive [YAH's] Spirit by legalistic observance of [Jewish] rules or by trusting what you heard
[us apostles herald,] and living out your faith in it?
Yah's Spirit speaks to you as a Father to his child.
He gives you principles for life. His words to you
are from his heart, directly for you. You are not dependent on a recycled list copied out of a contract
YAH made with other people. (However, the Sinai
contract is a valuable testament that evidences
and confirms YHWH's intentions and thoughts regarding wise practices for living on earth.)

Are you so foolish, ___? You started
in the Spirit. Are you now trying to become perfect by your own human effort? 4 You've suffered so much [by breaking with your so3
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ciety to become a Christian, ___].

Surely it wasn't in vain, was
it? Are you now going to just throw it all away [by

gives you [His]
Spirit. He works miracles among you.
Why? To reward your legalistic observance of regulations? Or because you
hear his Amazing Revelations and [live
out your] belief in them, ___?
copying societal traditions]?

5 [Elohim]

Miracles come from faith.
6 [We should be like Abraham

{Father-Of-Billions},

___.]

Abraham believed YAH. YAH said that
Abraham's living-faith WAS righteousness.

Abraham, along with Enoch and Noah before him,
accepted a faith-based Sonship-type covenant,
much superior to the contract the slaves demanded
at Mount Sinai. (Genesis 15:6) Abraham made
mistakes. But he acted on his beliefs.

Know then, ___, that the real children of Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} are
all the [people] who live out their faith [in
7

Yahweh. Genetics make no difference!]

We who accept the faith covenant (in truth, not
just by walking an aisle and saying a prayer) are
spiritual heirs to the promises YAH offered to Abraham's seed-child (Yahshua). We're in no way inferior to Abraham's genetic descendants.
8 The scripture records [Yahweh] the ELoha promising
to justify [people from] all nations through faith. [YAH]
gave the following proclamation of the Gospel to
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}:
“Through you, [I] come to bless all nations.”
Abraham got the gospel 430 years before Moses
got the 10 commandments! The gospel of salvation
by faith is ancient! (Genesis 12:3; 18:18; 22:18)
9 So then, ___, [YAH] blesses everyone who has
faith. That includes faithful Abraham {Father-Of-Bil-

*Everyone who
swears themselves into the
Sinai {Bush} Covenant lives under a curse, ___. As [Moses]
writes,
“Everyone who fails to keep
performing every command
written in the book of the [Mosaic]
law is cursed.”
lions}.

Galatians 3:10

A very misunderstood verse. We should voluntarily
obey the principles which the Sinai slaves contracted to obey. Abstain from eating spiders, pigs and
rats, for instance. But we should never bind ourselves by oath to specific performance to any contract, however good the terms. We honor our Fa-
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ther's commands out of love for Him. Not because
we've sworn ourselves into the Mosaic compact.
(Deuteronomy 27:26)
11 [Habakkuk 2:4] clarifies that, in the sight of [Yahweh]
the ELoha, no man gets justified by [avoiding breaking]
law[s, ___]. Instead,
“Just [people] live by faith.”
Police give you fines for speeding. Police don't give
you rewards for going the speed limit. The Mosaic
pact did not promise justification, just earthly
preservation. The promise YAH made to Abraham
includes justification. Faith gives life.

The [Mosaic] Law is not based on faith,
___. [It's a] checklist of items that extend human life:
‘the one who executes these commandments lives because [he obeys] them.’
12

(Leviticus 18:5) You can live inside of a relationship of faith in your Father, OR you can be ‘resident within’ (a thing inside) the economic and legal
vise of contracts and oaths. Not both. It's your
choice. Any contract of residence, whether the citizenship contract by which you become the subject
child a worldly nation, or the Sinai contract, by
which you become oath-bound, alienates you from
the Father's family. Follow the Law because it's the
right thing to do, not because you're oath-bound.

The Messiah has redeemed us [saints],
___, from the curses the Torah pronounces. [YahShua temporarily] became
‘cursed’ on our behalf, as [Moses] writes,
“Everyone who hangs on a tree is
cursed.”
13

(Deuteronomy 21:23)
14 Now the blessing [YAH] gave Abraham {Father-OfBillions} can come to all Nations, [if they connect] to
YahShua the Messiah. So we, ___, can receive
[YAH's] promised Spirit, [not through oath-swearing, but]

[active, obedient] faith. 15 *Brothers,
see an analogy from worldly
life: Once confirmed, no man
can nullify nor add anything to
any human contract.

through

If you make a contract, no man outside the contract can change it nor cancel it. Unless the contract has a termination date or cancellation terms,
not even the parties can cancel it. This is the foundational fact regarding divorce. Divorce is a criminal, illegal act; which is why people get marriage
‘licenses.’ The marriage license is a 3-party limited
general partnership in which the controlling party
licensor (the pagan government) can terminate or
amend the ‘marriage.’
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*So YAH made promises to
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} and
to Abraham's “seed.” (Singular.) YAH didn't say ‘seeds,’ as
in ‘many seeds.’ Seed means
just one seed, ___. And that
one seed-child is the Messiah.
16

The primary object of the blessing of Abraham was
Yahshua and the true vine attached to Him, not the
genetic Israelites in general. (Genesis 12:7; 13:15;
24:7)

*What I mean, ___, is that
[Yahweh] the ELoha made and
confirmed a covenant with
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}. 430
years later, Moses received the
Sinai {Bush} Code. No later code
can break the Abrahamic
covenant and cancel YAH's
promise. In fact, ___, the Messiah fulfilled the promise YAH
made to Abraham.
17

Salvation by faith predates the Sinai covenant by
over 430 years! This satisfies an important foundational principle of Law: ‘Earlier Law judges Later
Law.’ (Precedent governs.) What comes first is better, higher, superior to what comes later. Abraham
had only about 8 commands given to Him. The rest
of the relationship was just the simple walk of a
Father hand-in-hand with his son. Of course, nothing in this makes the terms of the Sinai contract
'wicked.'
18 [Yahweh] the Eloah gave his promises to Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions} as an irrevocable inheritance to everyone who [lives in] faith like Abraham. [YAH's] promises are not contingent on your legalistic observance of regulations, ___, [but on whether you really have
faith].
A promise from YHWH is of much higher value than
a contract which will curse you if/when you fail to
complete its terms in full. A granted inheritance
better than a conditional reward for rote obedience
to Moses' commands.
19 Then what is the purpose of the [Mosaic] Law, ___?
Through messenger-angels, [YAH] gave the Law to
Moses, to make us aware that when we do wrong,
[our bad choices give devil the authority to punish us, ___]. But then
came YahShua, the ‘seed’ of Abraham, to whom
[YAH] made an earlier promise. [YahShua taught us how to eliminate sin from our lives by living in Sacred Spirit. YahShua set us free from the
power of the devil.]

Back in Exodus 15-23 these Israelite escaped
slaves are faithless, grumbling, complaining, fearful, pagan, covetous, idolatrous louts, so weak and
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evil that they can't get anywhere near YHVH without dying. YHVH offers them a relationship with
him. But they refuse it. They say to Moses, ‘Tell
YHVH not to get near us or speak to us, or we'll
die.’ So YAH gives the Israelis a bunch of chorechecklists and penalties in the Sinai contract (the
‘Law’) to give the faithless slaves some idea of how
to behave. The Law of Moses improves earthly life.
But it doesn't offer eternal justification as a reward
for obedience.
Galatians 3:20 [The Israelis refused to come near to YAH. So Moses
acted as] a mediator [between conflicting parties] . In contrast,
[YAH acted on His] own [when he made His promise to Abraham] . 21 Is
the [Mosaic] law then contrary to the promises of
[Yahweh] the Eloah? Never. [The Law is good, ___.] If any legal code could have given life, then righteousness
would surely have resulted from the Mosaic code.
This Sinai covenant was as close to a Life-giving
Law as could be devised. The Sinai Law is NOT
passed away, nor abolished, as to its parties (see
note on Eph 2:15). Nor is it bad in any way, when
properly translated. But it does not equal a life-giving relationship of faith-love with your heavenly
Father. No one who has the option to covenant
with YHWH by faith should choose to become oathbound to the Sinai stipulations.
22 The scripture has proven that all mortal [humans]
are prisoners of sin. So your only way out of condemnation, ___, is to [take action that shows that you truly]
have faith in YahShua the Messiah. Because everyone who actively believes in YahShua gets what
YAH promised YahShua.
Just compare your life to the clear, simple, specific
demands of the Mosaic code. You'll see that you
can't claim to be righteous.
23 When we lacked faith, ___, [Satan] held us prisoner, to [punish our disobedience to YAH's] law. [We lay] locked
up until [YahShua] showed this ‘Way of Faith’ to us.
Without faith, we stood shut in a prison of contracts and oaths to the Satan-nations and/or to the
Sinai contract. With faith, we still honor many of
the same regulations. (We drive safely; we eat
healthy). But our obedience comes from love, not
from fear of punishment under penalty of perjury.

So, ___, the law IS our tutor (pedagogue, instructor). The Torah brings us
to the Messiah, so [YAH] can fix us
through [our active, obedient] faith.
24

The Mosaic law IS still our most useful guide as to
what the Father wants people on earth to do in
various situations, from diet, to health, to sanitation, government, economics, education, law, agriculture, justice, etc. The Torah contains a wealth of
wisdom far exceeding all the Universities of the
World. Smart kings meditate on it day and night.
Lawless fools ignore the Mosiac Law at their own
peril. #1096 ginomai = cause to be, not ‘was.’
25 But now, since faith has come, we [believers] no
longer lie subject to a [legal, custodial] disciplinarian [system], ___.
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We are not oath-bound. We're not enrolled in
school. We're not subject to the principal and the
teacher. We can ask a schoolteacher questions
without coming under the teacher's authority. A
home-educated child can walk onto the school
grounds if he chooses, and then walk off, without
punishment. In contrast, enrolled children must be
in their seats when the bells rings. If you can truly
hear the voice of YHWH in your Spirit at all times,
you need no books, no schoolmaster, nothing. If
you can do that, you're very unusual.

Your [active] faith in YahShua ([YAH's]
Messiah) has made all you [believers] the
‘sons’ of Elohim.
26

‘Sons’ includes females. Resurrected people have
no sex organs. They are whole beings.
27 All of you who live immersed in [the] Messiah's
[authority] live ‘clothed’ with [the life of] Christ himself.
Baptism here refers to total Spirit-union with
Yahshua, not just dunking in water.

*So, ___, there is no
[cause for] discrimination
between Jews and
beast-nationals
(Greeks), between
slaves and free people,
between men and women. All you [believers] are
One [political body], united
with YahShua, [YAH's]
Messiah.
28

A towering principle destroying all prejudice. All
YAH's children are equally loved by Him. There are
differences between people, but no cause for prejudice.

And if you belong to [the] Messiah,
then are you Abraham's ‘seed,’ (his
heirs). [So] now all the promises [YAH gave
to Abraham] belong to you, ___.
29

WOW! We are heirs! A big inheritance is coming
and has come to us! The Mosaic Contract offers
many blessings, if you can somehow follow it. But
being an heir of the Almighty far supersedes the
blessings offered by Moses. Being an heir with
YHWH is the greatest jackpot imaginable. Winning
billions in the lottery would never begin to compare.

Galatians 4
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The Letter of The Law Is A Child's
Job-List
1 I mean, ___, that as long as the heir
is a child, he holds no more [authority]
than a slave, although [technically] he
owns the whole estate.
You're not ready to run the farm just yet, junior.
Until you mature fully into union with the Father,
listen to what Papa says to the servants (through
the Mosaic code, for example) to understand the
Father's desires.

A child is subject to tutors and governors until whatever date the father sets
for [the child's] emancipation, ___.
2

The Mosiac Law is such a tutor and governor.

Likewise, ___, when we were ‘minors,’ we lived in bondage under the
[regimented marching military orders] of the worldsystem [of human-run, demon-controlled governments].
3

stoicheion (elements) also has to do with primitive
ideas about God and rituals and ceremonies based
on astrological worship of stars and constellations.
Could be rendered: we were slaves to the elemental spirits of the universe.
4 But, ___, when the time came ripe, [Yahweh] the
ELoha sent his ‘son' [from heaven to be] born from a
woman, born under the authority of the Sinai {Bush}
code.
Yahshua came from Mary, a descendant of the
Sinai-Israelites, thus bound to the Sinai Regulations. Mary and her son were Torah-observant Hebrews.

to redeem [everyone] who
lives in subjection to regulation, so that
we, ___, can [trade our status of servitude] for
sonship.
5 [YahShua came]

Yahshua offers to buy you back from the SatanNations who own(ed) you. He'll free you from all
prior contracts, from the Sinai code, from the motor vehicle code, and from the national debt of the
nation around you. You can be made Son of the
Creator of All, not just legally adopted, but
(re)birthed. This does not mean you get freedom
from the Father's commands. The Sinai code
demonstrates that Sons are held to a higher standard than slaves: Sons could be stoned for disobedience. Yet if a master knocked out the slave's
tooth, the master had to set the slave free. Sons
are permanently owned by Fathers, but slaves
have to be set free.

*You [believers] are [Yahweh] the
Eloah's children. So [Yahweh] sent
the Spirit of His son YahShua
into your hearts. In your heart,
6
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___, YahShua's Spirit cries out
to YAH,
“Abba!” [“Daddy!”])
So you, ___, are no longer [YAH's mere]
servant, but YAH's ‘son.’ [Male or female,
you're a son!] And since you're a son, you,
___, are YAH's heir. Your [status changed
when you connected] to [YAH's] Messiah.
7

We are sons, not servants. Sons want to obey the
Father. Servants obey for reward.

In the past, when you didn't know
ELohim, you served as slaves to beings
and things which are [spiritual] tumors,
false gods.
8

Idols, money, leaders, lusts, pledges of allegiance
to pagan nations.

*But now, ___, you've come
to know Elohim, (or rather to
be known by ELohim). So how
can you retreat back to the
weak and beggarly (marching
regiments) to which you crave
to go back into bondage?
9

Bondage= Oath-bound (under binding oath.) Returning to the elements can mean two things: 1)
Signing oaths to the nations (driver's licenses,
marriage licenses, passports, social security codes,
birth certificates, school enrollment, etc.) 2)
Swearing into bondage to the Mosaic codes. (Not
that the codes themselves are bad; but bondage to
any code is bad.)
Galatians 4:10 [You, ___, go back into bondage when]

you scrupulously observe

[worldly and reli-

gious traditions, taboos and superstitions associated with]

special days, seasons and years.
Paul routinely risked death to attend hebrew festivals. So it's good to celebrate Hebrew festivals. But
the festivals were initially ordained as terms of a
contract to which you are not a party. So any involvement in the Mosaic festivals on your part,
while likely a blessing to you, is voluntary. This
verse shows that for a child of YHWH, celebrating
any of the pagan festivals (Easter, Christmas, New
Year's, National Independence days, Birthdays,
etc.) is totally ridiculous and a middle-finger* to
your creator. (*Raising the middle finger to someone's face is a
gross insult in America.) Birthdays are not a Hebrew concept. Birthdays are high holy days in witchcraft and
astrology. Observation of the solstice (Dec. 25 or
thereabouts) is a pagan sun-worship tradition.

You alarm me, ___! Has all my work
with you been wasted? 12 Brothers, I
urge you, live as I do: in freedom from
11
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legal bondage. For I've become like you
beast-nationals were — [free from an oath to
obey the Sinai contract]. And in that, living like
a non-Jew didn't hurt me at all.
Contextual paraphrase, because none of the traditional translations make any sense.
13 You [Galatians] remember how at first, in my beatup body I heralded [YAH's] Amazing Revelations to
you.
In addition to literal broken bones, Paul was perhaps struggling against his carnal nature, perhaps
struggling to give up legalism. Eugene Peterson
renders this: ‘You were well aware that the reason
I ended up heralding to you was that I was physically broken. Prevented from continuing my journey, I was forced to stop with you.’

And you [Galatians] resisted the temptation to despise and reject me over the
test I was going through. You received
me as an angel of Elohim, like you
would have honored YahShua, [YAH's]
Messiah. 15 Where is that joyful spirit we felt to14

gether then? In those days, I know you [Galatians]
would gladly have taken out your own eyes and
given them to me, if that had been possible.
Paul was blind for a few days when he first became
a ‘Christian.’

*Have I become your enemy,
___, because I tell you the
truth?
16

‘No good turn goes unpunished.’

Those false teachers [and entertainers]
who are so anxious to win your favor
are not courting you for your good,
___. They're trying to shut you off from
me so that you'll pay more attention to
them.
17

The true prophet spends most of his life shouteddown by false prophets.

It's fine to be zealous, ___, provided
the cause is good. Always be zealous
for good, not just when I'm with you. 19
My dear children, I feel again like I'm
going through labor pains to give you
birth. And my pain will continue until
the Messiah makes you, ___, like himself.
18

Children here means something difficult to translate, akin to ‘darlings.’

I wish I were with you now,
___. [I'd] find the tone of voice to get
through to you. You bewilder me. 21
Galatians 4:20
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Tell me, ___, you who incline to live
under [binding legal contracts to obey codes, shackled
to Jewish tradition, or bound to the Motor Vehicle Code

Don’t you
hear what the Torah itself says?
and the United Nations statutes, etc.]

“Under the law” means “oath-bound to specific performance, with severe penalties for failure to perform as agreed.” We Hebrews love the statutes of
our Father. We live by every word from His mouth.
But we do not ear to any future performance. And
even worse than swearing to obey the Mosaic
Code, is pledging allegiance to a SataNation.

writes, ___, that Abraham [fatwo sons:
Ishmael (by a slave-maid,)
and Isaac {Laughter} (by a free woman).
22 [Moses]
thered]

Abraham, at the urging of his frustrated wife, bedded his housecleaner, spawning world-war that
rages to this day.

spawned IshmaEl through
physical [fornication] with his slavemaid. In contrast, [YAH] gave Isaac (in
fulfillment of a [miraculous] promise) to the
free woman, Sarah {Monarch}, Abraham's lawful wife.
23 [Abraham]
[sinful]

Fear, frustration, lust and human striving produced
Ishmael, a later-to-be-orphaned child whose offspring still ravage the earth with war. Human history would have been much better if Abraham had
waited for YHVH to fulfill his promise before dipping his genetic pen in his Egyptian slavegirl's ink.

*[ ___, the story of] Hagar and
Sarah {Monarch} is an allegory
representing the two
Covenants: Hagar signifies the
Contract (from Mount Sinai
{Bush-Mountain}) which leads to
bondage.
24

This is profound! The contract at Sinai was a BINDing oath (bondage). An allegory is the expression of truths or
generalizations about human existence by means of symbolic fictional
figures and actions.

Hagar represents Mount Sinai {BushMountain} in Arabia, which is today fully
expressed as Jerusalem and her ‘children,’ [the Judeo-Christian nations,] slaves to
binding legal & religious regulations.
25

Earthly Jerusalem (i.e. Judaism under Sinai-oath)
and its adherents are sworn-slaves to the Mosaic
law. But they can get out of jail.
26 In contrast to [worldly Judeo-Christianity, ___,] there exists a heavenly ‘Jerusalem,’ a free city of peace.
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She is our “mother,” (represented by [Abraham's wife]
Sarah {Monarch}).
We long for the heavenly city of peace. The heavenly ‘Jerusalem’ (i.e., the New Covenant Gospel)
births us and gives us freedom. Our Mother is not
Gaia (Mother Earth). Our Mother is New Jerusalem.

For the Tanakh says,
“Rejoice, barren woman, though you
never birth children! Break out and
shout, you [woman] who never feels labor
[pains]! The deserted wife ends up [birthing]
more children than the [woman] whose
husband [sleeps] beside her, ___!”
27

Hope for the infertile! The ‘barren’ are: 1) the
slaves of the worldly nations who have no hope of
being YAH's children, and 2) and Judaism which
claims, in most cases falsely, Yah as her husband.

Now we [believers,] brothers, are the
‘children’ of [Abraham's] promise, [just as
much] as was Isaac {Laughter}.
28

Ishmael tormented Isaac. He frustrated Isaac's
freedom. Metaphorically, an Ishmaelite is a Hebrew
who tries to force people to bind themselves by
oath under the Mosaic codes and curses (penalties
of perjury).

Ishmael, the spawn of fleshly sin,
harassed the child (Isaac {Laughter})
who came — by the Spirit — from [YAH's
faithful] promise. ___, the harassment
you're now suffering from [religious and national] rule-enforcers follows that same
old [pattern].
29

How true; the people enforcing marching regiments of the military nations of the word (including
the state of ‘Israel’) hunt down and kill the true
Hebrews: the independent children of YAH's Kingdom who gather outside of the nations' jurisdictions. All you have to do to get killed by the SatanNations is amass a following and quote the red letters of Yahshua's words. Just try to use a public
road without written, oath-bound permission from
the slave-masters.
Galatians 4:30

What does the Scripture

say, ___?
‘Get rid of the [legally bound] slave woman
and her son. For the [legally bound] slave
woman's son will never share in the inheritance with the free woman's son.’
We should aspire to be Sons, not slaves. [YAH]
hurls out of existence everyone who strives to put
His people back under oaths and man's statutes.
(Genesis 21:10)
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So then, brothers, we [believers] are
[spiritual] ‘children,’ not of the [legally bound]
slave woman [Hagar], but of the free
woman [Sarah {Monarch}].
31

We believers are not parties to (children of) the
Mosaic contract. Though compared to the wisdom
of the world, the Mosaic Law is a wonderful piece
of information. It shines light on our Father's will
for people on earth. Its light is good. But not as
bright as the holy Spirit: Heb 10:1 the law shines a
shadow of good things to come.

Galatians 5
Stand Firm In Your Freedom In
Christ

*So, ___, stand fast in the independence with which the
Messiah has made us [believers]
free. Never get entangled
again with ANY ‘yoke’ of
bondage: [Jewish, national, economic, you
name it].
1

Never swear any oath, not even an oath to follow
YHVH's instructions. Just do YAH's will. Yahshua
says it's better to say, ‘I will not follow you,’ (and
then follow), than to bind yourself to a promise you
can't keep.

Mark [my words, ___:] I, Paul, [a Jew,] warn
you that if you get [your foreskins] chopped
off [as a means of swearing to obey the Sinai covenant,]
the Messiah will be of no advantage to
you at all!
2

Paul reasons, correctly, that being circumcised for
the nonsensical intention of attaining justification
through adherence to the Sinai contract is an insult
to the Messiah. If you're not cut, don't get cut. And
NEVER mutilate your child's genitals!

Again, ___, I warn you: every man
who gets his [penis] cut transgresses the
whole [intent of the] Law, [which is to improve life,
not ruin it].
3

Cutting flesh is forbidden by the Mosaic Law.

you [judge] yourselves justified by
[obeying] regulations, the Messiah becomes of no effect to you, ___. You
fall from grace [into slavery].
4 [When]

With YHVH, you can have a faith relationship, or a
servant-contract. Which do you choose? You can't
have both. Yahshua and those who unite with him
are YAH's sons, not YAH's slaves. What a great
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blessing and honor. Being YAH's child means you
get ‘Zoe aionios’: ageless life.

Instead, ___, [YAH's] Spirit [gives us believers patience to] wait and hope for our active-faith to bloom into righteousness. 6
5

*[Spiritually speaking,] we [believers] live
‘inside’ of YahShua the Messiah. [So, ___, physical] circumcision
helps no one. So ignoring pseudo-Jewish contract rituals like
[genital] circumcision never hurts
anyone. What helps everyone
is when faith motivates us to
love [people,] and our love makes
us achieve good works.
Penile circumcision is useless and harmful. It's your
heart that must be trimmed of evil. Eating pigmeat doesn't fill your spirit with demons. (Pig meat
just fills your body with parasites and toxins.)

You were running the race well, ___.
Who stopped you from following the
truth?
7

The Galatians had been infected by Ishmaelites
who were telling them that to be saved they had to
be circumcised and swear an oath promising to
keep all the Mosaic statutes.

The persuasion [the false religionists use to confuse you] is not from [Yahweh], the One who
8

calls you, ___. 9 *'A

little
yeast works through,
[that is, leavens] the whole
batch of dough, ___.’
The ‘good news’ is that we believers are free, unbound sons of the Creator. Mixing even one binding-oath (to governments, corporations, even to
YHWH) corrupts the whole gospel, like poison in
soup. Independence (from binding-contracts) is
different from Antinomialism (lawlessness). Yet we
as obedient sons are not free to transgress the Father's will in any way. Our Father expressed his will
in the codes he previously gave to Moses. So we
should pay attention to those codes. They're clues
to our Father's will for us.

___, I'm trusting Adonai
to [help you agree that active-faith, not legalism, saves]. [The false teachers] who agitate you
[into error] will bear [their] judgment, whoever [they are]. 11 Brothers, I proclaim
that penis-cutting is evil. That's why
Galatians 5:10
[Yahweh]
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[penis-cutters] still persecute me, ___.
[If I tolerated genital circumcision, the Jews wouldn't be

[YAH's]

so]

the sin-flesh lusts, fighting
[YAH's] Spirit. And [YAH's] Spirit
fights the sin-flesh. Sin-flesh
and Spirit are enemies to each
other. So you [sometimes feel] paralyzed, ___. When you want to
do right, your sin ties you up.
And when you want to sin,
your conscience stops you.

the]

offended [by my saying that YahShua's death on
stake, [not regulation, is what redeems us]. 12

*I'd like to “cut off” the peniscutters who keep bothering
you, ___.

A controversial verse. But the play on words is obviously there. Twice the word for mutilating the penis (apokopto) is used. Paul hates genital circumcision. Paul loves the Mosaic Law. Therefore, the Mosaic Law does not command genital circumcision. It
commands the removal of the umbilical cord, as a
symbol of separation from the rotten world.

*Brothers, [YAH] calls you to
independence. Not freedom to
satisfy your sinful nature. But
freedom to serve one another
in love, ___.
13

We serve to love, not because we are oath-bound
slaves. We have freedom (power) to do right. We
have no freedom to do things that YAH has told
people he doesn't want people to do. We have no
freedom to habitually abuse our bodies by eating
unclean foods. We have no freedom to apply for
benefits from and make agreements with and
pledge allegiance to pagan nations. We have no
freedom to betray and divorce our spouses. We
have no freedom to chase money all day while we
let the pagan nations become the real parents of
our children.

*For [you] fulfill all Law
when [you obey] one Command, ___:
“Love your neighbor as
yourself.”
14

(Leviticus 19:18) YHVH is our nearest neighbor.
Technically, ‘You shall love your neighbor as yourself,’ is the 2nd most important commandment,
which covers the relation to our fellow man. Paul
quotes here the least important half of the Two
Greatest Commandments, not because he doesn't
know the first half, but because he's speaking at
this moment of horizontal (brother-to-brother,
man-to-man) Law. The most important part of the
Law is summed up in the Shema: “Hear o' Israel,
YHWH our Eloha is One; Love YHWH your Eloha
with all your heart, mind, soul and strength.”

But watch out, ___! If you keep on
biting and devouring one another, you'll
destroy each other. 16 So I say: Walk in
15
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Spirit, ___, so you'll never fulfill
the lust[s] of your sinful flesh. 17 *For

Double-minded, unstable.
Your body wants to pile up food, provisions and
pleasure on earth, like a squirrel.
YAH's Spirit commands you to give away everything, to suffer hardship, to live from the hand of
your Father in heaven.
These two motives are irreconcilable. You have to
choose: easy life or eternal life.

*But if you're led by [YAH's]
Spirit, you're not a legal subject, ___. [You're not] oath-bound
to obey [rote] rules.
18

The holy Spirit never leads you to swear oaths, nor
to bind yourself under a contract (covenant).
James 5:12 NEVER swear ANY kind of oath, not
even the oath to obey the Sinai Covenant's excellent statutes.

The Fruits Of The Sinful Nature
19 Now the works of the sin-flesh are
obvious, ___: Bedding people you're
not truly lifelong-married to, impure
acts and thoughts, pleasure-addiction—
Adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness.
Fornication also includes getting into legal and
moral entanglements with worldly people and their
governments and institutions.

*—idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, quarreling, jealousy, rage, strife, sedition &
rebellion, division—
Galatians 5:20

‘Heresy’ means ‘disunions.’ Churchians label many
biblical truths ‘heresy.’ The American and French
revolutions were acts of sin.

*—envy, murders, drunkenness, orgies, and the like. I
again warn you in advance,
___: no one who [unrepentantly]
21
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commits such sins inherits the
kingdom of Yahweh [the Eloah].
THE FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT

*Conversely, ___, the
fruit[s] of [YAH's] Spirit [are]:
love, joy, peace, patience, gentleness
(kindness), goodness,
faith—
22

Great Fruit Of The Spirit Song. ‘Hesed’ is such a
rich Hebrew word that it takes 10 English words to
describe it: mercy, steadfast love, faithfulness, loving kindness, faithful love, pardoning grace,
covenant faithfulness, goodness, and loyalty.

*—meekness (gentleness), temperance (selfcontrol). Against such
[virtues] there is no law,
___.
23

If anyone tries to stop you from doing the works of
the fruit of the Spirit, they have no authority to do
so, no matter what worldly authority they claim.
24 The Messiah's people have impaled (on the
stake) their old sinful nature, along with [its] passions and lusts, ___.
If you still have life-controlling lustful passions,
you're probably not one of Jesus' people, even
though you said that salvation prayer and you go
to church and tithe.

*If we [truly] live [in] Spirit,
___, we also ‘walk’ [talk, act in]
Spirit. 26 Let's never desire vain glory.
25

provoke one another.
one another, ___.
[Never]

[Never]

envy

Never compare ourselves with each other as if one
of us were better and another worse. We have far
more interesting things to do with our lives. Each
of us is an original.

Galatians 6
Humbly Help Others To See The
Light

*Brothers, suppose someone
gets caught doing something
wrong. You who have [YAH's]
1
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Spirit should set the [sinner]
right, ___. But in a spirit of
humility, keep an eye on yourselves, so the [devil] won't tempt
you too. 2 *Bear one another's
burdens, ___. Load-sharing
fulfills the Messiah's [perfect understanding of] the Torah. 3 ___, if anyone thinks he's something when he is
nothing, he deceives himself. 4 *Per-

fect your own actions, ___.
Then you enjoy the satisfaction
of having done your work well.
Then you don't need to compare yourself to anyone else.
Paul considers works relevant to salvation.

For every man must carry his own
load, ___. 6 *Whoever gets in5

structed in [YAH's] Word should
share all the good things he
has with his instructor, ___.
Share=communicate; literally share your money.
This does not mean ‘tithe to the preacher’. Rather,
share what you can with anyone, in church and
out, who brings you life-giving wisdom and counsel.

*Never get deceived, ___: [No
one] can mock Elohim. A man
harvests whatever he plants. 8
*For whoever plants [time, money
and talent] in his sin-flesh ends up
reaping corruption in his sinflesh. Likewise, whoever plants
[time, money and talent] in the [field of YAH's]
Spirit harvests everlasting life
from [YAH's] Spirit. 9 *So let's
never get tired of doing good,
___. If we don’t give up, we, in
due time, reap the harvest [of
eternal life]. Galatians 6:10 So as the oppor7

tunity arises, let's do good to everyone,
___, especially to our faith-family. 11
Now, I want to emphasize in the bold letters of my
own handwriting the immense importance of what
I've written to you, ___.
‘I'm grabbing the pen from my secretary.’
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The [religionists] who keep trying to
force you to get your [penises] chopped
are showing off for this one reason:
They don't want to suffer persecution
for teaching [that] the impaling-stake of
[the] Messiah, [not regulation, is what saves us believers].
12

#4742 stigma stig'-mah from ‘stizo’ (to stick, i.e.
prick); a mark incised or punched (for recognition
of ownership), i.e. scar of service: mark.
18 Brothers, [I pray that] the unmerited-favor of our
Master YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah, stays with your
spirit[s]. [And that's the way] it is, ___!
Amén.

Ephesians 1

Infant foreskin circumcision is child abuse. Live
your faith in a way that shares Christ's suffering
and death.

Not even circumcised men obey the
law, ___. Yet they hound you to get
your penises mutilated so they can
brag that they [got you to join their] foreskinchopping-blood-cult.

Paul Sends Blessings To The Ephesians

13

People who pretend to adhere to the complete
terms the entire Sinai contract are liars. The exception is Yahshua. The Messiah never broke the
Mosaic Law, not one jot or tittle. That proves it is
technically possible for you to keep the Mosaic
Code. And that would be really cool. But don't
promise to keep it, or you'll go under a curse when
you fail.

I never brag, ___, except
about the impaling-stake of our Master
YahShua the Messiah, through whom
the world-system has died to me, and I
[died] to the world-system.
14 [I pray]

Christianity's goal isn't to make you popular, rich,
powerful or respected. It's to get you killed and
resurrected.

For [you people] who live [spiritually] connected to YahShua ([YAH's] Messiah),
neither cutting your penis nor leaving
your penis intact gets you anything.
What counts is becoming a new creation.
15

Penis cutting has no direct affect on the Spirit. But
it sure messes up a good penis.

“neither cutting away nor [keeping] the
foreskin is of any [spiritual]
value...
” - Menno Simons
16 And [I pray for] peace and mercy to [rest] on everyone who walks according to this rule: [stay free from all
binding agreements, while you humbly obey YAH like a child] . Such [free]
people [are the true] Israel, [the people who rise to rule as kings with
Yahweh].

my

17

From now on, let no man rip

[heart with these religious disputes and accusations,

___].
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1 [This letter is from me,] Paul. [I'm] an ambassador from
YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah. [I have authority to give you commandments, ___. I didn't get that power through human hierarchical ordination. I

by Yahweh's will. I'm writing [specifically] to
separatists at Ephesus [in Turkey], and
[generally] to [all] faithful [people who live united with YAH's] Messiah (YahShua). 2 [I pray that] Yahweh our Father, and
[our] Master YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah, [rain] grace and
got it directly,]

[1st-Century Christian]

[on] you, ___. 3 [Always] praise [Yahweh]
the Eloha, the Father of our Master
YahShua [the] Messiah. [Through our connection
to] the Messiah, YAH showers every [possible] spiritual benefit on us from [His]
heavenly realms, ___.
Paul Reveals Our Part In Heaven's
Master Plan
4 Long ago, even before YAH made the
kosmos, YAH loved us, ___. He chose
to unite us with [His] Messiah, to separate us [from evil] and [make us] so spotless
[that eventually] even [His limitless] vision [won't
see wrong in us]. 5 Ages ago, ___, before
time began, YAH delightedly set [the
wheels of the cosmos in motion to] bring us [believers] into his own family as sons, [by connecting us to] YahShua, the Messiah.

peace

Yahshua gets us sinners trained, cleansed and
ready to be spirit-sons of the perfect Creator of the
Universe. The KJV's ‘the adoption of children’ is arguably faithful to the Greek 'huiothesia.' But it
misses the idea of being spirit-born sons of YHWH.

As we [worm-people] transform [into righteous
heaven and earth erupt in praise
to YAH's glorious favor. Yah accepts us
into His beloved [family, ___. He] loves and
cherishes us just like He loves His
beloved son YahShua!
6

beings],

For I bear in my body scars
ing beaten to prove my loyalty to] Master
YahShua.

[from be-
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YahShua, we [believers
gain] redemption. [When] YahShua [let the
devil's henchmen spill his] blood, [YAH confiscated us,
7 [ ___, by uniting with]
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the devil's property].

So we get unlimited
freedom from [the devil, the punisher of] our
sins. The riches of YAH's and YahShua's
mercy are limitless. 8 In YAH's infinite
wisdom and insight, YAH pours out unmerited kindness to us [believers], ___.
YAH owes us nothing. Not even a merciful death.
Yet he chooses to shower us with kindness.

YAH reveals to us the mystery of His
will, His Master plan in which He delights. Ephesians 1:10 *This is YAH's
9

long-range plan, ___: to unite
everything in heaven and everything in earth [under the authority
of] the Messiah, [who is YAH's heavenly
thoughts in a human body] . 11 Also, united
with YahShua, we [believers] receive a [limitless] inheritance, ___. [YAH] chose us
[believers] before time began. We're not
worthy of being YAH's heirs. Yet he
wrote [us] into his will [before our mothers
birthed us]. YAH does whatever he wants.
His plans are always right. 12 Our [freewill
trust in the Messiah brings praise to
YAH's majesty, ___.
The stars of the heavens bring glory to YAH. But
we believers shine brighter, because we have freedom to choose.
choice to actively]

when
you, ___, heard [YAH's] Word of Truth
(the Good News of your salvation) you
trusted YahShua. YAH bundled you with
the Messiah. Then [he] put His stamp of
ownership on you. He seals you with
[His] promised Sacred Spirit.
13 [We apostles trusted YahShua first. Then]

YAH's sacred spirit makes you love your enemies.
If you don't love your enemies, you don't have the
holy spirit, which means you're probably not
saved.

is the guarantee
that we [believers] will receive the inheritance [which] YAH promised his people.
YAH acquired us as his own possession[s], ___. [YahShua] completely redeemed [us from the power of evil]. So the
heavens ring [with] praise to YAH's glory.
14 [YAH's Sacred Spirit of love]

Stop doing evil things, even when no one's looking.
Start doing things that show the fruits of the Holy
Spirit. Your behavioral change is proof that you are
in touch with heaven. Loving your enemies is not
natural. If you love everyone unconditionally, you
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have YAH's spirit. If you don't love everyone, you
don't have YAH's spirit in you. Radical character
improvement doesn't happen by itself. People
sometimes clean up their lives. But they don't
morph blatant sin into righteousness without some
miraculous help.

Paul Prays For The New Believers

15 Ever since I first heard of your faith in the Master (YahShua) and your love for [YAH's] holy ones everywhere, ___, I haven't stopped thanking YAH for

I always mention you in my
prayers, ___. 17 I pray that [Yahweh], the
Father of glory, the Eloah of our Master
YahShua [the] Messiah, gives you, ___,
the spirit of wisdom and revelation so
[you'll] know [YAH,] and know all about
Him.
you. 16

YHVH the Father is clearly shown here to be superior to the resurrected Messiah.

I ask YAH to open and enlighten the
eyes of your understanding, ___, so
you'll know the wonderful future YAH
promises to everyone He calls. [Envision]
the rich, glorious inheritance YAH gives
His holy, [separatist] people! 19 [I pray that you,
___, continually experience] the all-surpassing
greatness of YAH's power. It energizes
to [save] us believers. [Encounter] the
mighty resurrection power [that saves us
from every form of death].
The Messiah Is All Powerful, 2nd
Only To YAH
18

Ephesians 1:20 [YAH vitalizes us, ___, with the same

he [used to] energize the Messiah,
when He raised YahShua from the dead
and [then] seated YahShua at His right
hand in the heavenly realms! 21 *[Underpower]

YahShua sits high
above all principality, power,
might, dominion and every
name [anyone can] name, not only
in this age, but also in [all] age[s]
to come, ___!
neath YAH,]

YahShua is the ultimate superhero. Not because he
conquered his foes. But because he loved his own
murderers. Can you do that? Not without help from
heaven. Loving your enemies is the ultimate
achievement. In loving your enemies you encounter the supra-natural force that creates universes. YahShua's name is not above that of YHVH.
YahShua's name includes YHVH's name, in shortened form: YAH.
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22

*So YAH has put everything
[in the universe and beyond] under
YahShua's feet. [So obviously] YAH
gives YahShua authority to be
the Head over everything pertaining to [our] Ekklesia, ___. 23

5

Ekklesia is YahShua's [political] body,
___. The Ekklesia is filled by YahShua,
who is the Living Word of YAH. And the
universe and everything beyond the
universe brim full of the Word of YAH,
[personified in] YahShua.

Your reality exists outside of this time-space continuum.

[Our]

Paraphrase. Peterson: “The Ekklesia is not peripheral to the world. The world is peripheral to the
Ekklesia. The Ekklesia is Christ's body, in which he
speaks and acts, by which He fills everything with
His presence.”

Ephesians 2

You were ‘living’ in your sins and lawless ways. But
spiritually (the only way that counts) you were
dead.

You used to ‘live’ just like the rest of
the world, ___: full of sin, obeying [Satan,] the mighty ‘prince of the power of
the air.’ [Satan] is the spirit at work in the
hearts of everyone who refuses to obey
YAH.
2

(Children of disobedience.) If a church-member
uses some religious excuse to disobey YHVH, like
claiming that Old Testament principles have been
abolished, etc., Satan is at work in the churchmember. This verse explains that the devil controls
world media broadcasting.

All of us [believers] used to behave like
the world around us. We chased the
lusts of our sin-flesh. [We served] the desires of our natural minds. We were
born with an evil nature, ___. So we
[used to] lay under YAH's anger just like
everyone else.
3

But, ___, Elohim is so rich in mercy —
He loves us with such [an] intense feastof-love!
4

agape
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Good Works Are Proof, Not Means,
of Salvation
7 [YAH raises us ex-sinners] so that he can always point to us, ___, as examples of
the incredible wealth of unmerited favor and kindness he showed us in everything he's done for us through His
Messiah (YahShua). 8 *You, [like a loving

trust YAH, ___. [So] YAH
saves you by his graciousness.
[Salvation] is not your [accomplishment.
Salvation] is Elohim’s gift. 9 *You
were not saved by your good
works, ___. No one can brag.
child,]

You Were Once Dead In Sin, Like
Your Neighbor
1 ___, you used to be dead, [drowned] in
your mistakes and rebellions.

children of wrath = rothschild

When we [drowned,] dead in sins, ___,
YAH reanimated us, [like he resurrected] the
Messiah! (YAH [reached down his] gracious
['arm' into the deadness of your lost life and] saved
you!) 6 In union with YahShua the Messiah, [YAH] has raised us [believers] up,
___. He's seated us in heavenly realms.

But if you don't do good actions, you're not saved.
You didn't start breathing by yourself. But if you're
not breathing, you're dead.

*We [true believers]
are YAH's workmanship,
___. [Yahweh] the Eloah
created us to do the
wonderful actions he
[long ago] prepared us to
accomplish in [union with the]
Messiah (YahShua).
Ephesians 2:10

We were created to do good works. If we're not
doing good works, we're malfunctioning.

Non-Jews Can Be Engrafted Into
Israel
11 Don't forget that you Gentile {BeastNationals} used to be outsiders by birth.
The Jews call you ‘the uncircumcised
ones.’ [My fellow] Jews stand proud of their
circumcision, even though cutting their
penises merely [mutilates] their bodies.
The evil parts of their spirits never get
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surgically removed by the penis-cutting
blade.
Penile circumcision is sexual abuse that Moses never commanded.

*Before YahShua saved you,
___, you beast-nationals were
Messiah-less aliens, outside
the commonwealth of Israel.
You were foreigners to the
covenants embodying [YAH’s]
promise. You were in this
world without hope and without Elohim. 13 *But now, ___,
in union with the Messiah
(YahShua,) you beast-nationals (who for ages lived far [from
Israel]) have been brought near
[into YAH's family] by the ‘blood’ of
the Messiah.
12

‘Blood’ means: Yahshua's death destroyed Satan's
power, in a sense buying you back from the devil,
paying a ransom for you. Not a blood sacrifice to
Jehovah, as is wrongly claimed by clueless theologians.

*For YahShua is our peace,
___. YahShua makes one [political
body composed of] both [Israelis and beast-nationals]. YahShua broke down the
dividing wall of hostility [between
Jew and Gentile]. 15 *[Satan's murder] of
YahShua's flesh made useless
the enmity [between Jews (who perform
14

1949

promises of Abraham. Anyone could in fact always
inherit YAH's favor, but 2 things got in the way:
1) The binding national codes of citizenship in Nations owned by Satan, from which Yahshua offers a
Lawful ‘get out of jail’ key.
2) Rabbinical dogma of racism against Gentiles,
which Yahshua rendered useless: (he split the
veil). The Sinai Law was never abolished. But one
can extract oneself from the Sinai contract into the
Abrahamic faith covenant.
Remember Matt 5:17: Never imagine I come to
destroy the law, nor the prophets: I didn't come to
destroy, but to fulfill... Till heaven and earth pass,
not one jot or one tittle shall in by any means pass
from the law, till everything (the prophets foretell)
is fulfilled.
16

On his impaling-stake,

[YahShua shed all

the blood that ever needs to be shed].

Thus
YahShua slew [all religious and nationalistic]
hostility. So YahShua can reconcile to
YAH both [Jews and beast-nationals] as one [political] Body.
However, the blood was not a sacrifice to appease
Yahweh.

came [to earth] and heralded
peace, ___, both to you [ex-world-Nationals]
who lived [spiritually] distant [from YAH], and
to [the Israelites] who [ostensibly] lay near [to
YAH]. 18 *So through YahShua,
17 [YahShua]

ish rituals)]. [YahShua]

we, ___, both [Israelites and beast-nationals,] have access through one
Spirit to [Yahweh] the Father. 19
*So, ___, now you [believing nonJews] are no longer strangers
and foreigners [to YAH's kingdom].
[You're] fellow-citizens with [YAH's]
Holy [Saints]. [You're] family-members of [Yahweh] the ELoha!

The enmity between people of the nations vs. the
Jews was rendered useless (kjv incorrectly said
‘abolished’). People of any nation can inherit the

YahShua, we [believers] form a
building, ___. Tightly framed
together, [we] grow into a holy
temple.

blood rituals) and beast-nationals (who ignore Jew-

renders useless
the regulations and injunctions
contained in [superstitious, traditional Talmudic] dogma. In himself,
YahShua makes peace between
Jews and beast-nationals. By
joining the two (groups of people), YahShua makes one renewed human-race.
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You Are A 'Stone' In YAH's Spirit-Temple
Ephesians 2:20 [You, ___,] are [a temple ‘stone’]
built upon the foundation of YAH's
emissaries and prophets. YahShua (the
Messiah) himself is the head ‘cornerstone.’ 21 *In union with Master
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Nowhere in the new Testament is there any justification for constructing a Christian church building.
We, the believers, ARE the temple.

And since you're united with
YahShua, [YAH] is building you too, ___,
together [with other redeemed people,] into a
dwelling in which [Yahweh] the Eloah lives
by His Spirit.
22

Ephesians 3
Paul Did Jail Time To Give You The
Good News
1 YahShua the Messiah told me to take
up the cause of you non-Jewish “outsiders.” So, ___, [the religionists paid their soldiers] to lock me up in jail! 2 As you already know, ___, [Yahweh] the Eloah has
given me this special job of announcing
His favor to you people [of all nations, not just
to the Jews].
Yahshua Is The Time-Traveling
Messiah
3 I'm talking about the mystery [YAH] showed me.
I've already written a little about it to you, ___. 4

So in reading this, ___, you'll be able
to perceive what I see about the mystery of the Messiah's [time-travel adventures].
5 To people of other ages, [YAH chose] not
to reveal the mystery [of how his Word-Son
travels through time, ___]. But now [YAH's Holy]
Spirit has made [YahShua's supernatural identity]
known to YAH's holy apostles and
prophets. 6 [The key is that people of faith who secede from their worldly] Nation can share in
YAH's promise [to proto-Hebrew Abraham]. In
[union with] the Hebrew Messiah, through
[acting on] his ‘Awesome News,’ ex-beastnationals and Jews can become [the Creator's] fellow-heirs, ___, members of
One [supernatural] Body.
YAH Chooses Anti-Christian Paul To
Serve Him
7 [Yahweh] the Eloah gives me [Paul] a gift
of special favor and mighty power [to live
out] the wonderful privilege of serving
Him by spreading this awesome revelation, ___. 8 I, [a murderer of Christians,] am
lower than the least of all holy [people,
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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___].

Yet [YAH] gives me the unmerited
favor and privilege to herald the unsearchable riches of the Messiah among
the Beast-Nations!
Paul was the last guy who could have possibly
merited the position of Christian evangelist, because Paul had participated in the killing of Christians.

chose me to shine all-encompassing illumination on this mysterious
partnership [between YAH and YahShua,] which
from the beginning of the kosmos has
been hidden in [the mind of Yahweh] the
Eloah, who created all things for [and
with] YahShua [the] Messiah.
9 [YAH]

The word ‘dia’ can mean ‘by’, ‘for’, ‘through’, etc.
The KJV translates “dia’ as: ‘By’ 243 times; ‘through’
100 times; ‘for’ 106 times; ‘because’ 24 times; ‘because of’ 29 times; ‘for the sake of’ 32 times; etc.
Some propose that ‘dia’ here means literally ‘BY,’
meaning that YHVH delegated creation of the universe to Yahshua, leaving YHVH free to sit in the
shade, delighted to watch his trained son hammer
out the cosmos. Such a view proposes a complex
existential paradox: Yahshua was born into the
universe as a baby, then graduated into eternity,
then went back and created the universe into
which he was later born. Others say ‘dia’ merely
signifies that THROUGH Yah's Word, (which later
becomes Yahshua,) YAH creates the universe. The
most easily comprehensible translation of ‘dia’ here
is: ‘FOR Yahshua, YAH created the universe.’

We Lowly People Teach The Universes' Leaders
Ephesians 3:10 [Yahweh] the Eloah is using
us, the Ekklesia, to show His many-sided wisdom to all rulers, up to even the
authorities in heavenly realms, ___.
The called-out, separated people of YAH show the
establishment how a society is really supposed to
be run. While the world drowns in debt-funded
wars, we few believers live in love.
11 [Having us worm-people teach lessons to the highest

is consonant with
YAH’s age-old plan, ___: [YAH always abases
prideful beings while he promotes humble beings] . [YAH
fully] accomplished [this role-reversal] through
[His] Messiah: YahShua, our Master.
powers, including angels,]

Yahshua laid down his near-infinite powers to let
brutal Romans torture him to death. You try it if
you think it's so easy.
12 In union with YahShua, through faith in him,
[YAH] gives us [believers] boldness. So we access [all
thrones of power] with confidence, ___.
See song: We Go Boldly.
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Pain Makes us Humble So We Can
Hold Authority
13 So please don't lose hope because I suffer for
you, ___. My pain [leads to the time when YAH gives you his]

So, ___, I bow my knees to
the Father [of our Master YahShua the Messi-

glory. 14
[YAH,]

ah]. 15 The whole family

[of beings] in heaven and on
earth derive [their] name-authority from [Yahweh the Father].
The Bible brims full of names and places based on
the name, 'YAH.'

Paul Prays For You To Be Strong &
Loving
16 I pray that from [Yahweh the Father's] glorious, unlimited resources, he [forever]
gives you, ___, mighty inner strength,
through His Spirit. 17 I pray that, through
faith, [the] Messiah stays dwelling in your
hearts, and that you, ___, stay rooted and
[your]

*And I pray that
you, ___, along with all [YAH's]
separatist-saints, grow able to
comprehend the breadth,
length, depth, and height [of the
Messiah’s love].
grounded in love. 18

Listen to Higher Than The Heavens, a song based
on Eph. 3:18. It will change your life.

know this love of the
Messiah, a love beyond all science, so
you'll stay filled, overflowing with [the
Spirit of Yahweh] the Eloah.
YAH Gives You Power To Do The
Impossible
19 [I pray that you, ___,]

*[Yahweh] is able,
through His power working in
us [believers,] to do far more than
we could ever ask or imagine,
___. 21 [I pray that] throughout all ages,
Ephesians 3:20

for ever and ever, the Ekklesia gives
YAH glory for [giving us] YahShua the Messiah. [That's the way] it [must] be, ___.
Amén.

Ephesians 4

ing a
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life worthy of what
[Yahweh] chose you for. 2 Be totally humble and gentle, ___. Be patient with
each other. [Let] your love move you to
forgive each other's faults. 3 Make every effort to keep yourselves united in
the [sacred] Spirit, bound together with
Shalom {Peace}, ___. 4 [YAH] calls all us
[believers] to the same glorious future,
___, [to live united in his] one [political] Body,
[tied together by his] one [sacred] Spirit.
[similarly sacrificial]

One Hope.

5 [ ___, we disciples have]

one faith, one
spirit].

one master [YahShua],
immersion [in sacred

[shared]

On a superficial level, this calls us all to be water-baptized by immersion to show our commitment to Christ. However, sprinkling baptisms are
not in and of themselves wrong. One faith does not
mean that we have to all share the exact same
theological doctrine in order to work together. It
means that we're all pointing in the same general
direction: eternal life.

*[We, ___, have] One Eloha and
Father of all: [YAH rules] above all.
He [works] through everything.
He [lives] in you all.
6

Not a Trinitarian support verse. This reflects the
strict monotheism that is the basis for all Abrahamic religions.

Each Believer Has His Own Special
Gift & Call
7 [But that doesn't mean you should all look and speak

Out of the limitless generosity of [the] Messiah, [YAH]
gives each of us his own gift, ___.
and act like clones of each other.]

See fun musical play about unity in the Body Of
Christ: ChristiAnatomy.

So the Psalmist predicts, “[The Messiah]
ascends up on high. He leads a crowd
of captives. He gives [priceless] gifts to
humans.”
8

(Psalm 68:18)

Notice, ___, the Psalm says ‘[YahShua]
ascends.’ This means that YahShua first
came down to the lowlands: earth. [Peo9

ple even entombed the Messiah in a cave!]

Work & Suffer Together In Humility
1 I [serve Yahweh] the Adonai. So [his enemies,
the religionists,] have locked me up [here] in
prison. I ask you, ___, to [join me in] livThe Cinematic Bible 1.0

But that doesn't mean that Yahshua "went to hell"
as some ill-informed theologians imagine.

YahShua [YAH's Living Word] descended to earth. Then [he] ascended
far above all heavens, ___. So [YahShua's
Ephesians 4:10
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spirit comes to]

fill the whole universe

[with

the presence and authority of YAH's Living Word]). 11

*YahShua gives [to us earthlings a variety of] messengers with varying
[spiritual] gifts, ___: some [are]
‘ambassadors,’ some prophets,
some heralds of [YAH's] Amazing
Revelations, some [are] “shepherds,” and some [are] teachers.
Giftings, not "offices."

for equipping [YAH's] Holy [separatist] saints to [perform] work[s] of service that build [up] the
Messiah's [political] ‘body.’
Combine Your Gift With Other Believers' Gifts
13 Let's combine our gifts, ___. [Lets] all
move together in One Faith, as one
Body, in unity and vigor [like the toned mind
and body of an athlete in his prime]. [Let's be] efficient and graceful. [Let's] act based on
complete knowledge of YAH's Son and
his commands. [Let's be] fully mature
grownup ‘men,’ fully developed inside
and out, totally alive. [Let's] measure up
to the complete stature of [our flawless,
amazing] Messiah.
12 [ ___, each of us has a special gift]

paraphrase

Grown up, we'll no longer be infants,
tossed back and forth by the waves,
___, blown here and there by every
wind of teaching and cunning craftiness
in which humans lie in wait to deceive.
15 Instead, ___, speaking the truth in
love, we'll in every respect grow up into
[union with YahShua, YAH's] Messiah, our Head
[Captain]. 16 *Under YahShua's di14

rection, [our] whole [ecclesiastical]
body fits perfectly together.
Each part does its own special
work, ___, helping the other
parts to grow. So [our] whole
“body” stays healthy, growing
and full of love.
The World-System Drowns In Dark
Blindness
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*With the Adonai's authority
I [command] this: from now on,
you, ___, must never ‘walk’ as
other beast-nationals walk, [led
around] by worthless ideas.
17

Hopelessly confused, lost in vain thinking, the
worldlings' thoughts lack all purpose.

*The Beast-Nationals have
intelligence, ___. But it's
shrouded in darkness. They
[stumble around] alienated from the
life of [Yahweh] the Eloah by their
inner ignorance, caused by the
blindness of their hearts.
18

This explains the mystery of Solomon's fall. History's most intelligent king falls into the darkness
spawned by his witchy wives.

*The people of the beast-Nations have lost all feeling for
what is right, ___. They've enslaved themselves to evil
“pleasures.” [They're] addicted to
every kind of unclean act. [They]
constantly crave more sin.
19

Every human system is based on and fraught with
addictive error, including the world's financial,
medical, educational, religious, commercial, transportation, communications and legal systems.

Throw off All Sinful Habits & SinTriggers

Ephesians 4:20 But you, ___, did not come to
know [the] Messiah [through sin].
By copying the world.

I assume that you, ___, have listened to YahShua, that he taught you
from the truth that fills him. 22
21

*[YahShua taught you, ___,] to throw off
your “old man's” evil nature, to
[ditch] your former way of life,
which is rotten to the core, addicted to deceitful lusts.
Your neural network has 'weed' systems growing
through it, choking out your 'fruitful' impulses, enticing you to seek sugar, cars, fashion, fads, material riches, and all sorts of empty pleasures.

Morph Into A New Moral Super-Human Spirit
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*[Let YAH's] spirit renew your
mind, ___. 24 ___, morph [yourself]
23

into [your] “new human,” created in the
image of Elohim, in true righteousness
and sacredness.

Be kind one to one-another, tenderhearted. [Keep on] forgiving one another,
just like [Yahweh] the Eloah [who sent] the
Messiah to rescue you, ___.
32

Ephesians 5

clothe yourselves

So strip off falsehood, ___. Everyone, speak truth with [your] neighbors.
Because we [believers] are intimately related to each other as parts of [YahShua's
25

when
you get angry, ___,
never sin.’ Never let the
sun go down on your
wrath.
political]

‘body.’ 26 *‘[Even]

Quoting Psalm 4:4. Fix all your problems with other people before the sun goes down.

*Never give the devil a
foothold, ___.
27

Anger gives a mighty foothold to the Devil.

The thief must stop stealing, ___.
Instead, he [must] perform honest labor,
working with his hands for good. This
way he'll be able to share with needy
[people].
28

And of course, no Christian can ever steal from his
neighbors by taking worldly benefits from “government.”

Spread Forgiveness, Not Evil, With
Your Mouth

*Let zero corrupt communication come from your mouth,
___! Only [speak] good words
that build people up by serving
valuable gift[s] to their hearts.
29

No profanity, no insults. That means you probably
can't watch T.V. or see many movies, or you'll
eventually start using profanity.

___, never grieve the Sacred Spirit of [Yahweh] the Eloah, the
Spirit who has stamped you as His
sealed property [which he'll claim] on the day
of [final] redemption. 31 Get rid of all bitterness, rage, anger, harsh words,
slander, and [all types of] malice, ___.
Ephesians 4:30

Banish hatred, fighting and lying, violent assertiveness, brawling and slander from your life.
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Live As YAH's Child; Copy
Yahshua's Actions
1 You are the children [whom Yahweh] the
Eloah dearly loves. So, ___, be just
like [father Yahweh].
Watch what [YAH] does. Then you do it, like children who learn proper behavior from their parents.
Follow YAH's example in everything you do, because you are his dear children.

And walk in love, ___. Emulate [the]
Messiah [who] loves us [so much that] he
gave his [life to rescue] us. [YahShua obeyed Yahweh] the Eloah [to the point] of offering [his
body to evil people] for slaughter, [like smokeroasted meat that sends up] a savory aroma [at
feasts].
2

This does not mean that Jesus satisfied the blood-lust of the Father by dying. It means that Yahshua
'rescued' us from his murderer, our old slave-master the devil. The Father saw this rescue as a sublime act of selfless love, which is the essence of
YAH's being.

You Must Never Commit Even The
Smallest Evil

*But among you [believers], ___,
there must never be even a
hint, not a whisper, of fornication [of any kind (sexual, political, commercial
or spiritual)]. Nor [can you harbor] any
kind of impurity, or greed.
These are [criminal acts], abominations to [YAH's] holy people.
3

Greed implies covetousness (wanting anything that
belongs to someone else). For instance, taking
benefits of any kind from the worldly nation around
you. Such as anything that you can obtain using a
national I.D. number (Social Insurance a.k.a. Social Security).

*It is an abomination for you,
___, to use filthy, foolish or
rude language. Instead, speak
generously and gratefully [to everyone].
4
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No profanity. No rudeness. However, we must
sharply rebuke unrepentant false ‘believers,’ especially false teachers.

You know this, ___: no immoral, impure or greedy person will inherit the
Kingdom of Elohim and His Messiah. A
greedy or covetous person is really an
idolater [who worships the things of this world].
5

Anyone who takes benefits from the worldly nations is an idolater.

Let no one deceive you with empty
words, ___. Because of immoral and
worldly acts, the wrath of [Yahweh] the
Eloah falls on the “children of disobedience.”
6

Children of wrath = Rothschild. Don't get messed
up in the money system of the world. Never get
seduced by the benefits of national ‘citizenship,’
which today means ‘slavery.’

So, ___, escape even the slightest
binding tie to immoral or worldly people.
7

You can tell normal people the gospel. But you absolutely cannot make any kind of binding agreement or partnership with worldly people, not even
with normal church people. Your inner circle of
close associates will be very small to non-existent.
No contracts, covenants or agreements.

At one time, ___, you were [a] dark
But now, hooked up to
Adoni [YahShua], you [believers] are lightemitters! “Walk” as Children of Light.
8

[burned-out bulb].

See scripture song: Children Of The Light. The old
Mormons and other racist religious wackos used to
say that this means when you get "saved" your
skin turns lighter!

(For the Spirit-Light produces ‘fruit,’ [a
limitless cornucopia] of goodness, righteousness and truth, ___.)
9

Some texts say "Light," others "Spirit."

Figure out what will please
Adonai [Yahweh]. Then do it, ___. 11 Take
no part in the fruitless works of darkness, ___. Rather confute them.
Ephesians 5:10

Don't talk about other people's sins. But do let the
light of your good actions shine so brightly that everyone sees how evil the world is.

*For it's shameful even to
talk about what disobedient
[people] do in secret, ___.
12

Again, no gossip. We are not tattle-talers. It's not
our job to punish the world's sins.
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Expose All Sin To The Light Of Your
Goodness
13 Everything becomes visible when [you]
expose it to the light, ___. 14 Everything that makes reality visible is light.
So [YAH] says, “Awake, ___, you sleeper! Rise from the dead. Then [the] Messiah will give you light.”
Climb out of your coffin.

So see that you “walk” watchfully,
___. Don't live like fools. Live as wise
people. 16 Redeem every moment of
your time, ___. These are evil days. 17
So don't be ignorant, ___. Fully understand the will of [Yahweh] the Adonai.
Get Drunk On Praise-Music, Not On
Addictions
15

*Never get drunk with wine,
___. Intoxication is excessive.
Instead, keep on [letting YAH] fill
you with [His] Spirit.
18

Alcohol is permissible, but generally best avoided.
Christians can, but shouldn't, drink alcohol, and
never to the point of drunkedness. Drunkedness
makes you lose control. Avoid any substance which
becomes a habit or dependency or is involved in
you losing your way, from table sugar to coffee to
crack cocaine.

*Call to one another with
psalms, celebration-songs and
spiritual songs, ___. Sing and
make music from your heart to
[honor] Adonai [Yahweh].
19

Psalms (psalmos) = the type of songs which David
wrote, usually accompanied by musical instruments.
Hymns (humnos) = songs celebrating YHVH;
Spiritual songs (oide) = a general term for any
spiritual lyrics set to music.
Some people, poisoned with religionist lies, preach
that music should ONLY be made in one's inner
"heart." Such deceived people forbid all instruments, dance, toe-tapping, hand-clapping, etc. Anti-instrument bias is a lie from the devil, easily refuted by anyone who has the slightest knowledge
of music in the Bible.

Sing to Yahweh the Father
in the Name-Authority of our Master
YahShua the Messiah. Always give
thanks for everything, ___.
Ephesians 5:20
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Worship songs should be pointed at YHVH, not
Jeezus. “Giving thanks” means to publicly throw
your hands in the air in a leaping thank-you dance.

Wives & Husbands & All, Submit To
Each Other
21 In your holy fear & reverence for Elohim, submit yourselves to one another,
___.
In the context of music, we should be generous.
Allow your brothers and sisters to make the kind of
praise music they feel led to make.

*Wives, submit yourselves to
your own husbands, as [you would]
to Adonai [Yahweh].
22

Your husband may be a jerk, the opposite of Jesus.
You still have to submit to his lawful will. This
doesn't mean your husband can order you to do
anything contrary to the bible.

For the husband is the captain of the
wife, ___, just as the Messiah is the
head of the Ekklesia. And the Messiah
is the savior of [his political] Body.
23

The husband may be dumber than his wife. But
he's never going to let go of the wheel.

The Ekklesia is subject to [the] Messiah. In the same way, ___, wives
should be [submissive] to their husbands in
everything.
24

The wife may drive better than the husband. But
the wife shouldn't grab the steering wheel when
the husband is driving. That would wreck the whole
family. Girls, when you marry, you elect a man to
be your master. Husband means "Master." Think
about that before you choose a husband. Better to
be celibate than to marry a man whom you won't
follow. Obviously, this verse must be used with
caution. Sometimes the husband isn't leading; he's
dragging the family down to eternal death. In that
case, the wife may have to get away from him. But
never re-marry until he's dead. And murdering him
is cheating.

Husbands, [turn] your wives' [lives into]
feasts-of-love. Just as [the] Messiah
loved the Ekklesia so much he gave
himself to [save] ‘her.’ 26 *The Messi-
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slightest stain, wrinkle or
blemish; holy and perfect. 28
*So men ought to love their
wives like they love their own
bodies, ___. Whoever loves
his wife loves himself. 29 For no
one ever hated his own flesh. You nourish and cherish your body, ___, just as
the Master [YahShua] nourishes and cherishes the Ekklesia. Ephesians 5:30 For we
[believers] are members of [YahShua's political]
body, ___. [We're his] ‘flesh and bones.’ 31

*[Scripture says,]
‘[For marriage,] a man leaves his father & mother and joins to his
wife. The two people become
one body, ___.’
(Genesis 2:24)

*The union of the woman
and the man is a deep mystery,
___. [Marriage is] an illustration of
the way the Messiah and [his]
Ekklesia are one.
32

Neuro-chemicals (oxytocin, vasopresin, etc.) create
a permanent bond between sex partners. This
quasi-oneness is the way YHVH and YahShua relate
to each other. Marriage is a better analogy than
the Trojan-horse lingo: 'Trinity' and 'GodHead'.

So, ___, each of you[r] husbands
must love his wife as he loves himself.
And each wife must see that she reverences her husband.
33

Ephesians 6

25

ah gave himself to cleanse the
Ekklesia, to separate [her from the
world-system, ___]. He washes her
with [YAH's Living] Water. 27 *[The]
Messiah washes the Ekklesia to
present it to [YAH as] a glorious
[corporate] Body, ___, without the
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Pay & Obey Your Parents; Love
Your Children
1 Children, Adonai [Yahweh gave your parents
authority to tell you His commands. So] it's right to
obey your parents [when they tell you to do
what's right].
It's wrong to obey commands to sin, no matter
who commands it.

‘Honor your father and mother’ is the
first commandment to which [YAH] attaches a promise, ___:
2
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Honor means to pay (enrich). Bring your money to
your parents. The 5th Commandment is the opposite of sending money in to a central treasury in
hopes that the ‘government’ will take care of your
parents in their old age.
3

Specifically: [pay your parents both respect and
money]. Then life can go well for you, and
you can live long on the earth, ___.
Deuteronomy 5:16 All the money a son makes belongs directly to his father. None should go into a
voluntary opt-in central "government" treasury
such as Social Security / Social Insurance. This is
basic. If you break this rule, you risk that a young
death will end your sad life.

Fathers, don't breed fury in your children [by coming down hard on them, or by teaching
4

them things which will make their lives sinful and hateful] .

Take your children by the hand, ___.
Lead them in the way of the Master
[YahShua].

KJV: “Provoke not your children to wrath.” children
of wrath=rothschild

Work As If Your Boss Was The Creator Himself
5 Slaves [employees], obey your earthly
masters [employers] with “fear and trembling,” in sincerity of heart, just as you
should obey the Messiah, ___.
The modern version of slavery is called employment. The legal definition of an employee is a servant. Employer = Master. If you are an employee,
you are a slave. While you are an employee, treat
your employer with the utmost integrity. Then terminate your employment as quickly and honorably
as possible, to free yourself to serve YAH.

Don't just serve while eyes are watching, ___. Your service to men is service to the Messiah. [YAH is using your honor6

able diligence as a way to reach the hearts of your human

So do your job as
the will of Elohim, with all your heart.
boss and your co-workers.]

Of course, believers are never to enter into any
employment agreement. But if you are a slave or
prisoner or under contract when you are saved,
fulfill the terms with all your heart. Then get out of
the legal binding as quickly as possible.

Work with enthusiasm, ___, as
though you were working for the Adonai [Yahweh] rather than for people. 8 Remember, ___: whatever good thing
any man does, whether he is legally-bound or free, [Yahweh] the Adonai
7
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eventually gives him a reward. 9 And,
you masters [employers, bosses, leaders,] honor
and serve your servants with all your
heart, as if each worker was the Messiah. Never threaten your workers, ___.
Remember that your Master is in heaven; and He doesn't respect any man's
position.
Put On The Whole Armor YAH Supplies You With
Ephesians 6:10 Finally, my brothers, be
strong, united with Adonai [Yahweh],
wrapped in His mighty power. 11 *

___, put on the whole
armor of [Yahweh] the
Eloah, to empower you
to stand against the
machinations of the
devil.
We face the schemes (deceptive strategies) of the
most intelligent evil being in existence. Real Christianity is spiritual war. For a look at the kinds of
tricks the devil is pulling on you, read Sun Tsu's
The Art Of War, and Machiavelli's The Prince. Great
Armor Of God SONG.

*For we [humans], ___,
are wrestling, not
against flesh and blood,
but against powers, authorities, against the
rulers of the darkness of
this world-system,
against spiritual forces
of evil in the heavenly
realms.
12

principalities... the rulers of this dark world,
against spiritual wickedness in high places.

*So find and put on
the whole armor of
[Yahweh] the ELoha now,
13
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___! As the evil days increase to the final battle, you'll have power to
resist, to stand your
ground against Satan's
attack. At the end, having obeyed your Commanding Officer's every
order, you'll rise, standing over the dead bodies
of YAH's enemies, [watching the buzzards carry away the

sightless eyes of the disobedient].
Paraphrase.

*So stand, ___! Strap the
belt of truth around your waist.
Fasten the breastplate of righteousness on your chest.
14

Cover your crotch. A piece of heavenly armor
called ‘fidelity’ protects the true believer's genitals.
Be true to your mate, mate!

___, shoe up your feet with the
readiness that comes from the Good
News of peace, [not war].
15

Peace is the foundation of our faith. "Christians"
who preach a gospel that allows them to join the
armies of the pagan nations have a gospel that is
without foundation. Billions of people wear the
name of the god of war (Nike) on their feet, thus
directly disobeying this verse.

*Above all, ___, take up the
shield of faith, to give you
power to extinguish all the
flaming arrows of the evil one.
16

*Strap on the helmet
of salvation, ___. Brandish the sword of the
Spirit: the Word of Elohim.
17

The world-system has its weapons: guns, bombs,
tanks. Our weapons are love, song, YAH's word,
etc. Know the bible. Study it, sing it, become it.
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Pray & Boldly Evangelize All The
Time

*In [Sacred] Spirit, always keep
on praying every kind of prayer
and supplication. Stay alert,
___! Totally persevere in your
petitions for all holy [saints] everywhere.
18

Our prayers are for people who stay holy, that is,
separated from the world-system. Name-only
"Christians" unite with the world through bank accounts and contracts and national membership.
Such fake believers won't pray for holy ones. Fake
believers persecute, kill and ridicule real believers.

And pray for me that [YAH] gives me
[His] Words, so I'll [continue] to [defy death by]
boldly opening my mouth to make
known the mysteries of [his] Amazing
Revelation[s].
From His Dungeon-Cell, Paul Sends
An Envoy
19

Ephesians 6:20 *[The religionites bribed politicians to pay soldiers to throw me in prison to pun-

I'm an
ambassador in chains. Pray
that [despite dungeons and torture,] I [keep]
fearlessly declaring the Good
News, speaking as I must, [as
YAH wants].
ish me for speaking the Good News.]

Murderers frequently breathe down true Christians'
necks, while fire-bound pew-warmers sit in smug
safety.
21 So that you [Ephesians] know how I am and what
I'm doing, Tychicus {Bullseye-Hitter} is coming to tell
you everything. Tychicus is a beloved brother and a
faithful worker, hard-wired to the Master. 22 I sent
this brother to you [Ephesians] to let you know how we
[Christian prisoners] are getting along, and so he can
comfort your hearts.

Paul Sends YOU Prayers For Blessing & Peace
23 Shalom to [you,] brothers [and sisters. I
pray that] Yahweh the Father and [our]
Master, YahShua (the Messiah) send
you loving [lives full of charity-feasts], stirred
[up] by faith, ___.
agape = love feasting.
24 [I pray that YAH's] graciousness [accompanies] everyone
who sincerely loves our Master YahShua, [YAH's]
Messiah. [And that's the way] it is, ___!
Amén.
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Philippians 1
1

Paul Encourages You & Joyfully
Prays For You

(Paul) and Timothy {Lover-Ofservants of YahShua [the] Messiah. [We're
locked up in the imperial prison in Rome. We're writing to all you] separatist-saints who live in union with [the] Messiah
(YahShua), including your overseers and trainers &
assistants. [This letter is initially targeted] to all [1st century believers in Northeast Greece] at Philippi {Horse-City}:
Deacon = trainer / teacher / assistant to the overseers.
2 [I pray that] our Father Yahweh and [our] Master
YahShua (the Messiah) [forever] send you, ___,
[ ___, this letter is from me]

YAH}. [We're]

Every time I think of
you, ___, I give thanks to [Yahweh] My
Eloha. 4 I always pray for you, ___. I
make my requests [to YAH] with [a heart full]
of joy. 5 [I thank YAH] because you, ___,
have worked with me in proclaiming
the Good News from the very first day
[you believed] until now. 6 ___, I have total
confidence that YAH, who started His
great work in you, will keep on [working on
you] until the day YahShua the Messiah
[visibly returns to raise you as a new perfected being]. 7
grace and peace. 3

It's right for me to think so highly of all of you [believers]. For both in my imprisonment and in the defense and confirmation of the gospel, all of you
share in this privileged work [which YAH graced me to do].

Yahweh can witness how greatly I long for you all with
the tender compassion YahShua the
Messiah [shows his disciples]. 9 I pray that
your love keeps overflowing more and
more, ___, and that [YAH] makes [your
love] stronger by [giving you] knowledge
and complete understanding. Philippians
1:10 ___, I pray that you approve
things that are excellent. [And] that you
remain pure and blameless until the
day the Messiah [visibly returns to earth].
You are in my heart, ___. 8

The ‘day of the Messiah’ probably refers to the final
resurrection and/or second coming and/or the final
battle of Armageddon.

I pray that [YAH] fills your lives with
the fruitful harvest of righteousness
that comes through [your connection to]
YahShua the Messiah, so you'll bring
much glory and praise to Elohim.
11
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Torturing & Jailing Believers Backfires
12 I want you to understand, brothers,
that my imprisonment [and torture keep]
backfiring against the evil ones. [My oppressors thought they'd shut up the disciples, ___. But
now everybody's]

broadcasting the Good

News.

Any press is good press.

___, the whole palace and all the
people everywhere around [this prison] see
me [shackled] in chains for [witnessing about]
the Messiah. 14 Also, my [endurance of]
prison gives confidence to most of the
brothers (who live united with the
Adonai). So they grow much bolder in
fearlessly speaking [YAH's] Word.
False ‘Believers’ Fight True
Believers
15 True, ___, some [preachers] preach
[about] the Messiah out of jealousy and
rivalry. But others herald in goodwill. 16
True believers herald [YAH's] Amazing
Revelation[s] out of love, ___. [They]
know that [the religionists threw me] in prison
for defending the Good News. 17
13

*False “believers” preach [about]
the Messiah out of selfish ambition, poisoned with impure
motives, ___. Decoy [christian]
spies run false-flag operation[s].
[They're] trying to get me tortured
even more here in prison. 18 So
what, ___?! I don't care about preachers' motives, whether mixed, bad or indifferent. Every time [a phony preacher]
opens his mouth and preaches [about]
the Messiah, I cheer them on, ___!
And I'm going to keep the celebration
going! 19 You keep on praying, ___. I
know the Spirit of YahShua the Messiah
stays forever flowing. So soon even
these false ‘Christians’ working to get
me killed will be shocked to see YAH
turn their malice into my deliverance!
To Live Is Christ; To Die Is Gain!
Philippians 1:20 For I live in eager expectation that I'll never be ashamed, ___. I
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hope to always stay totally bold, so
that now and always, my actions in this
body honor the Messiah, whether I live
or I die. 21 *For

to me, life
equals the Messiah. To
[bodily] die is [to] gain [real
life, ___].
See amazing song: I Won't Deny Him.

Suppose I go on living in this body,
___. Then I'll be able to carry on my
[mortal] work. [It'll keep] bearing a lot of
[spiritual] ‘fruit.’ But which should I
choose: [conservative actions that keep me breathing,
or risky, bold actions that get me murdered]? I'm ‘on
the fence.’

ing you while [he] destroys [your
opponents]. 29 *For [YAH] gives you,
___, the privilege of serving
the Messiah, not only by believing in Him, but also by suffering for Him. Philippians 1:30 You, ___,
are going through the same struggle[s] you know I
keep going through. As you keep hearing, I struggle on.

Philippians 2

22

Only YAH can say when it's time for me to die. I'll
take life or death, whatever YAH chooses.

___, I'm caught between ‘a rock and
a hard place.’ I want to leave [this earthly
life] to live [in the far better after-life] with the
Messiah. 24 Yet for your sake, ___, to help you,
23

it's much more important that I remain

[bodily]

alive.

Confident I can help you, I choose to
continue [on earth,] staying with [the 1st Century Christians] to help you progress joyfully
in the [adventures of] faith.
Stand Strong; Never Be Scared Of
Your Enemies
26 When [YAH miraculously springs me out of jail alive
and] I return to you [Philippians, all of us (who
live] united with YahShua the Messiah)
will throw a huge overflowing joy celebration! 27 But whatever happens, ___,
you must live in a manner worthy of
the Messiah's amazing revelations.
Then, whether I return to see you or I
only hear about you, I'll know that you
stand fast in one spirit, side by side [with
other believers,] fighting together for the
faith [proclaimed in YahShua's] Good News.
25

Politically associate as citizens of heaven [not as
subjects of the worldly nations].

*And no matter what, ___,
never be terrified by your adversaries. In your enemy's
faces, (your courage shines) a
clear sign that Yahweh is sav28
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Live In Unity With Other Believers
In your union with the Messiah, you,
___, enjoy consolation, the comfort of
[YAH's] love, the fellowship of [his] Spirit,
[his] heart, [his] mercy.
1

In contrast, worldlings enjoy empty material possessions which bring them hollow fickle human respect which gives way to stabbing betrayal.

So, ___, complete my joy by being
like-minded. Share One Love [with your fellow believers]. [Be] unified in spirit and purpose. 3 *Do nothing out of rival2

ry or vanity, ___. Instead, in
humility, regard each other as
better than yourselves. 4 *Stop
focusing on your own wants,
___. Instead, ask what other
people need and how you can
give it to them.
That's the secret of success. Look out for each other’s interests and not just for your own.

Live In Total Humility, Like Christ
The King
5 ___, your attitude should be the
same as that of YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah. 6 *By nature, YahShua is [in
the class of beings Hebrew call]

“elohim” [au-

thorities]. [YahShua is a perfect mirror of Yahwe-

Yet
YahShua, [unlike Satan,] never considered equality with Yahweh
something to be violently
seized.
h's thoughts in human form.]

Satan tried to take over heaven, to ‘rob’ YAH's
throne. Yahshua is higher than any created being.
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He's the Living thoughts of YAH. Yet he would never consider robbing YAH's glory. Yahshua chose instead to be YAH's most reviled, hated, brutally
murdered servant. The word ‘isos’ normally translated ‘equal with’ can mean ‘similar to.’

own salvation with ‘fear and
trembling.’

YahShua made himself nothing, ___.
He took on the very nature of a servant. He appeared [on earth] in human
form. 8 *In human form,

13

7

YahShua humbled himself [down]
to the ultimate obedience,
___: He voluntarily died a
criminal's death on a stake!
Yahshua is the ultimate strongman. Yahshua had
total power to stop his death, to fry his attackers
at all times. Would you even let someone pull out
your hair or stick you with a pin? No. You'd whack
them in the face or retreat in pain. YahShua lovingly, patiently submitted to 20 hours of voluntary
torture.

*So Yahweh highly exalted
YahShua {Yah-Saves}. [YAH] gave
[YahShua] a Name above every
name.
9

The Name above every name is: YAHSHUA (‘YAH
Saves’). That certainly doesn't mean that ‘Jesus’ is
a name higher than YHVH's name! Yahshua's name
includes YHVH's name by reference!

*So, ___, every
knee in heaven, in
earth, and under the
earth, [eventually] comes to
bow to YahShua's
name-authority.
Philippians 2:10

See great Phil 1 song. YahShua means “YAH
SAVES.” See also the great song: The Humbling.

*[To bring] glory to Yahweh the
Father, every tongue [that ever existed] eventually confesses that
YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah, is [the]
Master [of the universe and beyond, ___].
11

Work In Peace; Never Complain,
Fight Or Argue

*So, my beloved, as you have
previously obeyed [YAH] in my
presence, now much more in
my absence, work out your
12
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Salvation is something you WORK. Not just a
prayer you pray.

*For it is Yahweh who works
in[side of] you, ___. [YAH gives] you
the desire [to obey Him,] and [the power] to do what pleases Him.
If you're saved, you work because YAH works
through you. If you're not doing good works,
you're not saved, no matter what prayer you
prayed.

*Do everything without complaining or arguing, ___. 15
*Then you become pure and
blameless, children of Elohim,
without fault in the midst of a
crooked and perverse population, among whom you shine
as lights in the world, ___. 16
14

Keep on holding out [your hands, offering] the
Word of Life [to everyone, ___]. Then, on
the ‘[Judgment] day of the Messiah,’ I [dance
and shout] for joy. Because it wasn't in
vain that I ran [across the Eastern hemisphere],
toiling [to bring you the gospel].
Joyfully Face Death To Advance
YAH's Name
17 Your faithful service is a true sacrifice, ___. And [when YAH's enemies kill me],
pouring out my life like a ‘love-feast
marinade,’ topping off your sacrifice, I'll
joyfully celebrate with you.
A drink-offering should be visualized as a feast-beverage or roast-marinade, not as wasted wine
poured over an animal sacrifice. Donate your life to
the cause of love. Never sacrifice animals.
18

Likewise,

[though the religionists continue to im-

you too, ___,
should be glad and rejoice with me. 19 I
prison, beat and even kill me,]

have faith that Master YahShua will soon help me
to send Timothy {YAH's-Treasure} to you [Philippians,] so
Timothy can return to [Rome's prison] bring me comforting news about how you all are doing.

Timothy: A Model Selfless Christian
Worker

Philippians 2:20 I have no one else like Timothy
{YAH's-Treasure}, who genuinely cares about your
welfare, ___. 21
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out for his own interests, ___,
not the interests of YahShua
the Messiah. 22 But you know Timothy {YAH's-Treasure} has proven himself.
Like a son with his father, Timothy has
served with me to advance [the spread of
YAH's] amazing revelations. 23 So I hope to
send Timothy to [consult with] you [Philippians] as soon as I
see how things go with me, [whether the thugs kill me, torture
me, or finally let me out of jail] . 24 I have confidence in
[Yahweh] the Adonai, that He'll soon [spring me out of prison]
to come to see you [believers in Philippi].
If my torturers let me out of jail, or I escape.

Paul Sends A Helper Back Home To
Horse-City
25 Meanwhile, I thought I should send Epaphroditus {Devoted-to-Aphrodite} back to you [Philippians]. He's
my true brother, fellow-worker and fellow-soldier,
your messenger you sent to help me in my need.
Epaphroditus' name signifies that he had been
raised in a pagan family.
26 Now I'm returning [this devoted brother] home to you.
He's been longing to see you. He was very distressed that you heard he was ill. 27 [This devoted brother] was sick, close to death, ___. But Yahweh had
mercy on him, and [on] me as well. Because my
companion's death would've been one huge grief
piled on top of all the others. 28 So I'm very eager
to send [this devoted brother] back to you [Philippians]. I know
you'll rejoice when you see him. [Your joy] will lighten
all my sorrow. 29 So, with complete cheer, welcome [this brother who, like you, lives united with] Adonai [Yahweh].
Hold people like him in honor. Philippians 2:30 [This

selflessly risked his life. He
nearly died working for the Messiah, in
order to give me the help you were not
able to give, ___.
devoted brother]

Philippians 3
Run From Anyone Who Severs
Foreskins!

1 Finally, my brothers, rejoice [in your union with] Adonai
[Yahweh]. I'm repeating some of what I've written before. It's no trouble for me. And [this counsel] is a safe-

* ___, beware [of]
the “dogs!” Beware of evil
workers (worthless teachers).
Beware of [penile] mutilators.
guard for you, ___. 2

Medical and Rabbinic circumcision is severe and
permanent child sexual abuse! You have been
warned! Beware of anyone who wants to cut your
penis (or your boy's penis) for any reason! That
means Doctors, Rabbis, etc. Genital circumcision is
insanity!
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“Human beings continue the practice [of
circumcision] only by denying:
the existence of excruciating pain,
perinatal encoding of the brain with
violence,
interruption of maternal-infant bonding,
betrayal of infant trust,
the risks and effects of permanently
altering normal genitalia,
the right of human beings to sexuallyintact and functional bodies,
and the right to individual religious
freedoms.
”—Marilyn Fayre Milos, R.N., Founder of NOCIRC.
See similar intactivist statements from Jews
Against Circumcision, Doctors Againt Circumcision,
Intact America, etc.

For we [believers] are the [rightly] ‘circumcised’ [people, ___]. We [live &] breathe to
serve Elohim. [We] brag [not about our cut genitals, but] about [the pierced hands and feet of] the
Messiah, YahShua. We put no confidence in [our] ‘meat.’
3

Cutting off part of our penises does NOTHING to
improve us in any way, not physically, not spiritually!

Paul Is Uber-Qualified To Interpret
YAH's Law
4 I too could get cocky about my ‘fleshly’ credentials, ___. If any other man
thinks that he has persuasive ‘fleshly’
qualifications, I have more: 5 When I was
8 days old, a Rabbi [unfortunately] sliced-off my foreskin, ___. By birth, I belong to the people of Isra’el. I'm from the tribe of Binyamin. I'm a Hebrew
of the Hebrews. In regard to the Torah, I [am] a
Pharisee, [a separatist ‘holy’ man].
Moses specified an 8th-day postnatal checkup at
which time a doctor-priest would remove the
child's umbilical stump. Paganized Israelis reverted
Moses' rational instructions into the Afro-Arabian
menace of genital circumcision.
6 [I] persecuted the Ekklesia with [rabid] zeal, ___.
In regard to the righteousness demanded by Jew-

To [serve] the
Messiah, I've now lost [all] my ‘advantages’: my worldly and religious credentials, [my seminary degrees, my doctorate, my
ish legalism, I was blameless. 7

pastorate at a rich politically influential ‘church’, etc.]

The very credentials people wave around as something special, I tear up and throw out with the
trash--along with everything else I used to take
credit for. And why? Because serving Christ is cooler than any credential.

Serving YAH Is More Valuable Than
Everything!
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*Yes, ___, without a doubt, I
toss [away] everything [the universe offers] to hold what is superior:
knowing the Messiah, YahShua
my Master. Everything that the
world and its religions can offer lay at my fingertips. But, to
[obey] YahShua, I suffered the
loss of it all. I continue to
dump all worldly offers in the
garbage, so that I can embrace
[YAH's] Messiah. 9 ___, I had money,
8

fame and power. People considered me
legally righteous. I followed [my society's]
religious behavioral checklist[s]. But I
sacrifice all that [junk] to stay joined to
the Messiah. Just to have faith in
YahShua is more righteous than to follow rules, even good rules. Elohim's
power turns [obedient] faith into real
works of righteousness. Philippians 3:10

*[ ___, I gave up the world and its lucrative religions] to experience YahShua,
the power of his resurrection,
and the fellowship of sharing
in his sufferings, to become
like him in his death.

Is it your goal to get murdered and resurrected? It
should be.

I sacrifice everything, ___, in the
hope that [YAH] raises me from death to
life.
11

That doesn't sound like a man who said one sinner's prayer, got baptized, and then went back to
business, ‘knowing’ that he was saved. Paul sacrificed everything on the hope of resurrection.

Run The Race Of Life Like An
Olympic Athlete
12 [YAH] has not yet [permanently] resurrected me, ___. I'm not perfected [yet]! But
I'm chasing that goal, in the hope of
taking hold of the [perfect life] for which
YahShua (the Messiah) took hold of
me. 13 *Brothers, I don't fanta-

size that I've already reached
[YAH's] goal [for my life]. Here is the
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one thing I do: I forget what's
behind me, ___. I push hard
toward what's ahead of me.
I've got a long way to go, but I'm running in the
right direction. Direction, not progress, is what
saves you. A respected pastor might drift down to
the fires of annihilation while a repentant rapistmurderer rises up to eternal life.

*YAH marks out the goal
line, ___. I push toward it. [I]
reach for the prize, the high
calling of Yahweh, [to reign eternally in
union with] YahShua the Messiah.
14

Union with Yahshua the Messiah is both the goal
and the only means we have of running the race of
faith.
15 So, those of us who want to be complete and
perfect, let's keep pushing [through rejection, danger and torture] to [get] that prize. If any of you have something
else in mind, something less than total commitment, Yahweh wants to clear your blurred vision [so

Let's push for the top of
the mountain, ___. Let's never slip
back down! Together, as one [body], let's
keep on keeping the principles that got
us as high as we've climbed so far.
you can see the truth] .

16

It costs you a long time and a lot of effort to reach
the top of the mountain. Yet one false step can
plunge you down to your death at the bottom.

Brothers, join in imitating me. Pay
attention [not to church goon pulpit-parrots and pewsitters, but] to those [outcast death-defying disciples]
who live according to the example we
[missionaries] set for you.
The World Around You HATES True
Christianity
17

18 I've told you often before, ___, and even now I
say it with tears: many [people and demons] live as enemies of the Messiah’s ‘execution-stake.’
Don't buy the lie that you can go to heaven without
enduring persecution. If you're going to heaven,
you're infuriating the culture around you, wherever
you live.

*The future [of YahShua's enemies] is
eternal destruction, ___. Their
god is their belly. Their glory is
in their shame. They obsess
about earthly things.
19

Is your god your stomach? Your glorious house,
car, job and toys are shameful exposures of your
selfish materialism and your hatred for poor suffering people.
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*For our citizenship is in heaven, ___,
[not in any worldly nation]. So it's
from heaven that we expect a Sovereign Deliverer: YahShua, [YAH's]
Messiah.

Never Worry. Pray And Yah Will
Send You Peace

Philippians 3:20

Dual citizenship is a fiction.

* ___, yahShua is soon to
take these weak [vile, humiliating, rotting] mortal bodies of ours and
change them into glorious bodies like his own, using the
same mighty power that he'll
use to rule-over everything,
everywhere.
21

Philippians 4

Stand Firm, & Get Along With Other
Believers
1 So, my brothers, whom I love and
long for, my joy and my crown, my
dear friends: keep standing firm [with me]
in [union with] Adonai [Yahweh]. 2 I plead with
(Euodia {Prosperous-Journey} and
Please, [stay connected to each
other. And together, stay connected] to [Yahweh] the Adonai. Settle your disagreement. 3 And I ask you, [my] loyal
teammate [Syzygus]: help those women who've labored at my side in the cause of the Good News,
along with Clement {Merciful} and the rest of my fellow workers, whose names [YAH has written] in the Book
[those two arguing women,]

Syntyche

{Chance-Meeting}).

*Always rejoice [that you live
in union with] Adonai! I repeat, ___:
Spin around with uncontrollable joyous emotion! [Regardless of
of Life. 4

your external circumstances.]
Rejoice in Adonai always! In Hebrew, the language
in which Paul thinks, rejoice means to ‘violently’
spin around with joy. You can't wildly spin in a
pew!

Let your gentleness shine out to all,
___. [Yahweh] the Adonai is [so close you can
reach out and] hug [him]!
5
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*Don’t worry about anything,
___. Rather, thankfully declare
your requests to Yahweh via
prayer.
6

In such verses, church goons mindlessly repeat
synonymns like ‘prayer and petition.’

*[Thankfully pray, without any anxiety, ___.
Then] Yahweh's peace, which
transcends all comprehension,
guards your hearts and minds
through [your connection to] YahShua,
[YAH's] Messiah.
7

Think Pure Thoughts; Dwell On
What's Good

*Finally, brothers: everything
true, everything honest, everything just, everything pure, everything lovely, everything
commendable; anything virtuous or praiseworthy: focus
your mind on these things. 9 Do
8

those actions you've learned, received,
heard and seen in me. Then [Yahweh]
(the Eloah of peace) sticks with you,
___.
Learn The Secret Of Always Being
Content
Philippians 4:10 Master [YahShua] and I are so grateful that you [Philippians] are again concerned about
me. You've always cared for me. But for a while
you didn't have the opportunity to help me. 11

*I'm not asking you for money
or anything for my needs. I've
learned to be content in any
circumstance, ___.
Does your preacher ask you for money for his
needs? Paul didn't.

*I know how to live ‘dead-broke’ or rich, ___. YAH
taught me the secrets of living
in every situation, with a full
belly or empty stomach, with
plenty or little.
12
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You Can Do Anything With The
Messiah's Help

Paul Closes His Horse-Town Letter
With Love

*[YahShua the] Messiah
gives me [so much]
strength that I can do
ANYTHING [he wants, ___]!

21 Greet all the holy-saints [in your town who belong to]
YahShua the Messiah. The brothers with me salute

13

See awesome Phil 4:13 song: I Can Do All Things.
You can do anything with the help of Yahshua, the
Messiah who strengthens you.

True Believers Monetarily Support
Each Other

14 [Even though you Philippians know that YAH supports me,] it was
good of you to share with me, to help me through
my trouble. 15 And you Philippian {Horse-City-Dwellers}
know that in the early days of my work spreading
[YAH's] Awesome Revelations, when I left Macedonia
{Northern-Greece}, you were the only Ekklesia who
shared with me by gathering offerings [to help needy persecuted believers]. 16 Even when I [worked far away] in Thes[Philippians] twice sent me aid! 17 I
don't thank you because I want more
gifts from you. But I want you to [keep
giving to brothers and sisters in need so YAH] gives
you [golden] ‘fruit’ overflowing in your pile
of treasure in heaven, ___. 18 At the mo-

salo-Nike you

ment I have all I need—more than I need! I'm generously supplied with the gifts you sent me with
Epaphroditus. Your gifts are sweet-smelling sacrifices, [donations gratefully] accepted by Yahweh. [Your generosity] pleases him.
Paul here confirms that YHVH was never interested
in animals being sacrificed to Him. Instead, YHVH
enjoys it when people donate their best animals
and crops to provide community feasts in His honor: feasts open to the poorest of the poor, feasts
that benefit priests who teach YAH's word to the
people. In contrast, YHVH is very offended when
anyone dares to say that he delights in ANY blood
sacrifices.

YAH Gives His People Everything
They Need

*[Through your connection] to YahShua
the Messiah, [Yahweh] my Eloha
will give you, ___, everything
you need, from his limitless
glorious riches. Philippians 4:20 The
19

glory of [Yahweh, our] Elohim and our Father, [pours out] forever into eternity.
That's reality, ___.
Amén.
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All the holy-saints [here,] especially those in [chained here] Emperor
Caesar’s [prison] ‘house,’ salute you
[Philippians].
you, ___. 22

Household could mean 'prison,' or 'palace.'
23 [I pray that] the gracious [unmerited-divine-influence] of our
Master, YahShua the Messiah, stays firmly with all
you [believers forever]!
Amén.

Colossians 1
Paul Writes Encouragement To You
1 ___, this letter is from me, Paul. [It's
AD62. I'm chained here in Caesar's dungeon in Rome.]

In obedience to the will of Yahweh, I'm
writing to you as an ambassador sent
by YahShua, YAH's Messiah. Our brother Timothy {YAH's-Treasure} joins me in
writing. 2 [I'm writing] to you set-apart faithful
brothers who live in [union with] the Messiah. (Specifically to those [believers] at [the city of] Colosse [in southwest
Turkey].) [I pray that] graciousness and peace flow to you
from Yahweh our Father and from [our] Master:

For you, ___, we
[missionaries] always pray, giving thanks to
[Yahweh, who is] the Eloha [over], and [the] Father of, our Master YahShua [the] Messiah.
YahShua,

[YAH's]

Messiah. 3

YHVH is Yahshua's Elohim. This is clear in the
Greek but not in any other English translation.
4 ___, We [apostles] have heard of your faith in [YAH's]
Messiah (YahShua), and of the love you show to all
[of YAH's] set-apart [people]. 5 Your faith and love spring
from your hope for [the glorious eternal life of love] that waits,
stored up for you in heaven, ___. You've already
heard about [heaven] in the ‘Word of Truth,’ the ‘Great
News.’ 6 [This Good News] has come to life among you.
In all the world, the Good News produces fruit, as
it continues to fruit in you, ___, ever since the day
you heard it and recognized the truth of [Yahweh] the
Eloah's graciousness. 7 You [Colossians] learned the
Good News from Epaphras {Devoted}, our dear fellow-servant, who serves the Messiah faithfully
among you. 8 Epaphras {Devoted} told us how [YAH's
Sacred] Spirit has given you [Colossians] great love for
other [people].
A real Christian overflows with love, even for his
enemies.

Live, Act, Walk & Talk With Love
And Kindness
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9 So we [missionaries] have continued praying for you
since we first heard about you. We ask Elohim to
fill you, ___, with the knowledge of YAH's will, to
give you all-encompassing wisdom and spiritual

So you, ___,
must walk [in a way] worthy of [Yahweh] the
Adonai. Totally please [Him]. [Grow] fruitful
in all [sorts of] good deeds. [Constantly] increase in [your] knowledge of [Yahweh] the
Eloah. 11 ___, we [apostles] pray that YAH
makes you strong, as totally mighty as
YAH's glorious power can make anyone,
and that you endure life with complete
patience, filled with joy.
YAH Has Redeemed Us Believers
From Darkness!
12 We [leaders] pray that you [believers] always give thanks to [YAH] the Father,
who has made you fit to be co-heirs of
the inheritance [that awaits us] separatistsaints [who live] in [heaven's spiritual] light. 13
understanding. Colossians 1:10

1965

not to be confused with His Father YHVH. But
many translations make that mistake. Yahshua is
the Living Word of YHVH. As such, YahShua always
existed. Yahshua is the only man who has ever
obeyed the complete the letter and Spirit of Yah's
commands. YahShua is a perfect, walking-talking
time-traveling bible in a body.

*For the sake of [YahShua],
[Yahweh] created all things: everything in heaven, everything on
earth, visible and invisible, all
thrones, all dominions, all
sovereignties, all powers. [YAH]
created everything for
YahShua. YAH [has placed everything]
into [YahShua's dominion].
16

*Father [YAH] has delivered us
[believers] from the jurisdiction of
darkness, ___. [He's] transferred
us into the Dominion of His
dear son [YahShua].

The Greek words "autos", "en", "dia" and "eis" in
this verse are slippery enough to spawn a number
of theories on the origins of the universe. With
John 1:1-5, Ephesians 3:9, Hebrews 1:2, and Genesis 1, some commentators propose here the ultimate existential paradox: a baby born in the Middle-East dies, leaves time-space, enters eternity,
and [under his Father's authority] creates the universe into which he comes to be born. A less ‘Star
Trek’ interpretation is: ‘by YHVH's Word, all things
were created.’ "Eis" (into) definitely shouldn't be
rendered "for." We should investigate, but never
fight over, these difficult-to-translate words.

Jurisdiction = oath-bound authority.

17

*Through YahShua's ‘blood,’
we [believers] have redemption,
___! We're free from sin-guilt!
14

Yahshua in a sense ransomed our freedom with his
blood. But his blood was not a ‘sacrifice’ to his Father. We once lay under the ownership and control
[jurisdiction] of evil sin-punishing powers. But
when those evil powers murdered Yahshua, they
lost all of their assets, including us believers.

Yahshua Perfectly Reflects YAH's
Light

*YahShua is the [mirrorlike] image of [Yahweh] the
invisible Eloha. YahShua
is [YAH's] ‘first-born.’ He
[rules] over all creation.
15

Image = Strongs Greek #1504 eikon i-kone' from
1503; a likeness, i.e. (literally) statue, profile, or
(figuratively) representation, resemblance, image.
A mirror makes a perfect reflection of your face.
But the reflection is not literally you. Yahshua is
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*YahShua is superior to all
things, ___. YahShua [as YAH's
Word] holds the universe together.

“Yahshua esti pro all things” can also translate to:
Yahshua, as “YAH's Word pre-existed everything,”
or the even more mind-blowing paradox: “Yahshua
existed before anything else.”

*YahShua is the head of the
[Christian political] ‘body,’ the Ekklesia. YahShua is the beginning,
the firstborn from the dead. So
YahShua holds preeminence
over everything. 19 It pleases
18

the Father to permanently
house full [Dominion over everything] in
YahShua's [power].
[Yahweh]

The word ‘his’ is usually inserted by Trinitarian
translators to imply that YAH lives completely inside of Yahshua. The text does not say this.

*[The War-God spilled YahShua's]
blood on the [execution] stake. So
Colossians 1:20
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YahShua

[brought us, YahShua's disciples,

peace. YahShua
remanded all [Satan's] possessions (including us) to [the lawful
unilateral control of] YAH. YahShua restored everything in earth and
everything in heaven to YAH's
[Kingdom].
into the Kingdom of]

YAH lawfully stripped all evil powers of any slave
rights they lawfully held over human beings, because those powers conspired to kill Yahshua.
“...all the broken and dislocated pieces of the universe--people and things, animals and atoms--get
properly fixed and fit together in vibrant harmonies, all because of Yahshua's death, his blood
that poured down from the Stake.”-E.P.

So YahShua also reconciles you, ___,
to YAH. All you [believers] used to be
alienated from YAH. Your wicked works
twisted your minds, [making you] into [antagonistic and hostile] enemies of YAH, [slaves of
Satan]. 22 *The evil powers lost
21

their control over you, ___,
when they stuck those execution nails in YahShua's fleshly
body and killed him. YAH is
telling you to walk away from
those evil powers. They have
no lawful control over you.
YAH is guarding you with love
in his eyes. If you stay in repentance, no one can accuse
you. No one can convict you.
Because of YahShua's death,
YAH has made you his friends,
in order to bring you holy,
pure, and faultless into His
presence… IF:
Paraphrase. Your jail cell door is swinging wide
open.

*[You, ___, will stay free and reconciled to
YAH] IF you continue in the faith,
grounded and settled — IF you
keep from drifting away from
the hope of the Good News
you've heard us [apostles] herald
23
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to every creature under heaven. [YAH] has made me (Paul) a
servant [to deliver] that [good news to the
world].
IF! IF! You are not saved by saying a prayer of salvation unless you stop knowingly sinning. Words
alone mean NOTHING!

True Believers Suffer Horribly In
This World
24 I'm glad that it's my carcass rotting
here in this jail, getting beat up, to
bring the Good News to believers like
you, ___. We believers must endure a
ton of suffering in this world. The kind
of [brutal] torture the Messiah lived and
died through [awaits you]. I welcome the
chance to take my share in completing
the Ekklesia's part of that persecution.
25 When I became a servant of the
Ekklesia, I experienced such assault(s)
as a sheer gift, YAH's way of helping
me serve you, ___. [I've always] laid out
YAH's whole truth, [including the painful truth
that we believers must go through traumatic abuse] .

Church goons sugar-coat the gospel, implying that
you can get to eternal life as a pew-warmer or a
pulpit-parrot.

The Good News was a mystery. [YAH]
kept it hidden for ages and generations. But now [YAH has] explained it to
[you] set-apart [believers]. 27 YAH sent us
[ambassadors] to tell all nations, not just
Jews, this rich and glorious mystery:
[when] the Messiah lives in you, ___,
you look forward to eternal glory. 28 So,
___ we [believers don't merely talk about YahShua].
We herald [his revelations]. We warn everyone, teaching everyone complete wisdom, so that [on judgment day] we can
present all [believers] as having reached
the goal [of being] united with YahShua,
[YAH's] Messiah. 29 I labor to [teach people the
Good News]. I strive, [empowered by] the energy with which YAH works so powerfully
inside of me.
26

It's YAH doing the good works. So we can't brag.
But we'd better be doing good deeds, or else our
claims to salvation are empty lies.

Colossians 2
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Globe
1 So I want you to know how much I'm struggling
for you, ___, and for everyone in [all countries deluded
enough to believe that justice comes from the popular vote,] and for everyone who hasn't seen me face-to-face.
Laodicea = (figuratively) Democracy-Land. Democracy is, as every educated political theorist knows,
insanity that leads to oppression.
2 I work, ___, to comfort believers' hearts, to knit
[them] together in love, so [that] they'll hold the priceless wealth of full confidence, in complete understanding, knowing the mysteries of [Yahweh our] Eloha

*Inside the
Messiah lie hidden all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge, ___.
and Father, and

[His]

Messiah. 3

Get into Yahshua, and you get the treasure.

so
that no one can fool you with enticing
words. 5 Though my body dwells far
away from you, ___, my Spirit lives
with you. I rejoice to see your orderliness and the firm resolute determination of your faith in the Messiah. 6 Since
4 [ ___, harvest the riches of YahShua's mind,]

you, ___, have accepted the Messiah YahShua [as
your] Master, keep on walking united [with] him.
Keep on living your life in concert with Yahshua.

Like you've been taught, ___: stay
rooted and built up, [united with] YahShua,
established in the faith, overflowing
with thankfulness. 8 Watch out, then, so
no one enslaves [and spoils] you, ___,
through philosophy and worthless deceit of human philosophical traditions
which come down from the [evil elemental]
ruling spirits of the world, and not from
the Messiah.
7

Watch out for the materialistic tripe they teach in
college psychology classes.

YahShua permanently embodies the
complete spectrum of divine qualities.
9

Yahshua is not the same being as YHVH. YHVH is
still superior to Yahshua. Yahshua is a “chip off the
ol' block.”

And you, ___, live complete in [union with] YahShua. [As crown prince
under Yahweh, YahShua] is the head of all rule
and authority [principality and power].
Circumcision = Cut Out Wrong, Not
Cut A Dong
Colossians 2:10
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In union with YahShua you, ___, are
[spiritually] “circumcised,” not by a [barbaric]
mutilation of your genitals (cutting your
flesh by human hands) but by the Messiah helping you strip away [your] old sin
nature, the [spiritual] “meat” that controlled your body.
11

Never, ever let anyone cut your baby's penis! Foreskin resection is a savage, Satanic crime! YAH
wants you to cut off the control that penises have
over your life, not cut off your penis!

In [your] baptism, [YAH] ‘buried’ [the old]
you, ___, with the Messiah. Likewise,
[in union] with [the Messiah], you live. You
rise with [the] Messiah, through faith in
the power of Yahweh who raised
[YahShua] from the dead. 13 At one time
you, ___, lay dead in your sins. Your
fleshly sinful nature needed to be
trimmed back. So Yahweh has re-animated you together with the Messiah.
[YAH has] forgiven all your trespasses. 14
Yahweh [has] blotted out the legal record
of dogma that [acted] against us, which
fought against us, ___. [YAH] took [our
criminal record] out of the way. [He] nailed it
to YahShua's execution stake.
12

Nothing ever blotted out the Law of Moses. YAH
blotted out the legal record of our sins. The blotting out also refers to the onerous rules of men,
religious and otherwise, that produce accusations
against us.
15 [Yahweh and YahShua disarmed, spoiled and]

stripped the [world-system's demonic] principalities and powers of their authority.
[Yahweh] made a public spectacle [of all
worldly powers]. [Yahweh] triumphed over all
‘rulers’ by means of the execution stake
[to which their ilk nailed His Son].
Yahshua switched-off his own superpowers. He let
brutal men kill him to appease rich religiots. Could
you patiently endure such torture?

YAH's Laws Are To Help You, Not
Shackle You
16 So, ___, let no man judge you regarding foods, nor drinks, nor what you
do or don't do on any [Holy Day] holiday,
‘new moon,’ or Sabbath day.
You might drink alcohol, eat meat, and ignore religious festivals and church services, and still be
faithful. But it's better to avoid most use of alcohol,
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be very cautious about meat, and find some Hebrew spiritual festivals and services to be a part of.

*All food and drink regulations and scheduled events are
shadows of things to come.
The body [who casts the Mosaic Code's
‘shadow’] is the Messiah.
17

All of the rules of the Mosaic Code have a relationship to the Messiah. Copying the Messiah's actual
behavior is the way to understand the principles
behind the Mosaic Code.

Let no man fool you, ___, into losing
your reward through self-mortification,
[false humility] and worshiping angels. Such
false religionists lie vainly puffed up by
their fleshly minds. They invent inaccurate ‘visions.’ 19 *[Satan has] severed
18

from [the Messiah (who is
head). From [our] head, [our]
whole [political] body stands supported and held together by its
‘ligaments’ and ‘joints.’ We [organs] grow up as Yahweh feeds
us more and more nourishment
[through spiritual ‘blood vessels’]. Colossians 2:20
*So, ___, if, along with the
Messiah, you died to the elemental spirits of the world,
then why, as if you still belonged to the world, are you
letting yourselves lie subject to
the world's rules?
[false religionists]
our]

Driver's licenses, oaths to get bank accounts, passports, credit cards, voter registration, religious traditions! Why are you enslaving yourself to the
world? For convenience. For worldly power. For
recognition. To be ‘normal.’ What does any of that
have to do with discipleship to Christ?

("Don’t touch this!” “Don’t eat that!”
“Don't touch that!”)
21

The world barks, ‘don't have a hemp plant in your
yard or house’. How ridiculous. You have the freedom in Christ to grow & use any plant for whatever
good, healthy purpose YHVH made it: that includes: Coca, Hemp, Ephedra, whatever. But that
doesn't mean you won't get persecuted for it. But
you have no freedom in Christ to abuse any substance. This verse in no way invalidates Moses' dietary principles. Eating dog, cat, pig, rat and spiders still makes you sick.
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* ___, never be a slave to
human rules and teachings.
They always die out as time
goes by. 23 Man's statutes indeed
22

make a show of wisdom, with self-imposed ritual observances, false humility, and asceticism [neglecting of the body]. But
mortal regulations have no value in
keeping you, ___, from indulging your
fleshly sin nature.

Colossians 3
Your Life Is In Heaven; Don't Get
Bogged Down
1 So if you, ___, live risen with Messiah, set [your heart] on things above, where
the Messiah sits at the right hand of
Yahweh.
This verse is set to music in the Bobby McFerrin
song ‘Discipline’.

* ___, set your affection, [your
mind,] on higher values, not on
worldly trifles. 3 For [the worldly] you
2

lies dead, ___. Your

[true, real] life is [hidden from the naked human eye, invisible to the world, but

with [the] Messiah inside [the uberYahweh's [spirit]. 4 The Messiah,
who is our life, [is soon to visibly] appear.
Then you [the trans-dimensional real you, ___,]
also appears with YahShua, in glorious
splendor.
very alive]

universe of]

No human lies more than 120 years away from
Judgment day.

Kill Your Neural Network's Sin Programming

*So, ___, kill off the parts of
you which lie based [in the]
world: fornication, uncleanness, lust, promiscuity, evil desire and covetousness, which
[are all forms of] idolatry.
5

That of course does not mean to mutilate your
body, as some misguided priests (Skoptsy's, Origen, Heaven's Gate cult, etc.) do. Do surgery on
your soul, not your genitals.
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Because of such sins, the wrath of
[Yahweh] the Eloah [falls] upon the children
of disobedience.
6

wrathchild=rothschild

You used to not only practice those
sins, ___. You lived, [walked, talked and
breathed] in them! 8 *But now, ___,
7

cast off all sins: violent passions, rage, malice, blasphemy,
filthy communication out of
your mouth.
Cut out and throw away your bad temper, irritability, meanness, profanity, dirty talk.

*Never lie to one another,
___, since you've cast off [your
demonic] “old man” with [its habits, practices, evil] deeds.
9

World (wer elt) = old man = devil.

So, ___, slip on [your] new
Allow [YAH] to continually renew
you in knowledge, until you [shine] like a
mirror-image of [YAH] who created you.
Colossians 3:10
[self].

If you are saved, then outside of time you live,
alive and perfected. So act like a perfect being. In
heaven, women and men are both considered men
and sons, equal and without sex-organs.

Love All Believers With Complete
Tolerance

*YAH does not discriminate between
Greek vs. Jew, ___.
YAH's reborn believers
do not prefer circumcised people to people
with intact genitals, nor
vice versa. YahShua
abolished all of these
fake worldly classes,
like: foreigners vs. citizens, [black vs. white,] servants vs. free people.
Instead, where the Mes11
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siah reigns, there
thrives one category of
people: beings completely filled with the
[Spirit of the] Messiah.
[YahShua] is everything.
The worldly differences
between us mean nothing at all.
Paraphrase.

*So, ___, as Yahweh's chosen people, holy and dearly
loved, clothe yourselves with
hearts of mercy, kindness, humility, gentleness and patience. 13 *Keep on bearing
with one another, ___. [Always]
forgive one another. If any [of
you] have a quarrel against anyone, you also forgive, just as
[the] Messiah forgave you. 14
*And above all these things,
___, [throw] feasts-of-love! Love
ties [everything together] in perfection.
15 *And let the peace of Yahweh rule in your hearts. YAH
calls you to be part of a single
[peaceful] Body. And ___, be
thankful.
12

Pile Up YAH's Word Inside You Via
Praise Song

*Let the Word of the
Messiah dwell in you,
___. Pile up [the bible's]
riches of full-spectrum
wisdom. Keep on teaching and counseling one
another with psalms [ac16
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and
celebration-songs, and
spiritual songs. [Keep]
singing to [Yahweh] the
Adonai with gratitude in
your hearts.
companied by instruments,]

“We should praise God with both word
and music, by proclaiming [the Word of
God] through music... He who believes
earnestly cannot be quiet about [the
scripture]. He must gladly and willingly sing and speak about it so that
others may come and hear it. And whoever does NOT want to sing and speak
[the scripture] shows that he does not
believe it.
”- Martin Luther

And whatever you say or do, ___,
do everything in the Name-Authority of
Master YahShua. [Constantly] thank [Yahweh,
our] Eloha and Father, for [sending YahShua].
17

‘Dia’ can mean ‘through’, ‘via’, or ‘for’. This verse is
normally translated into church-speak gobbledygook, suggesting wrongly that you have to pray
‘through’ Jesus to speak to YHVH. In fact, you can
pray directly to YHVH.

Love Your Enemies Inside Your
Own Family

*Wives, submit yourselves to
your own husbands [in every proper
way. You are both necessary parts of] Adonai
[Yahweh's political body].
18

Yet, wives, you don't have to rob a bank or watch
porn just because your husband wants you to. Your
husband has no authority to tell you to do evil.

*Husbands, love your wives.
Never be bitter against them.
19

Never treat your wife harshly. Never take advantage of her.

*Children, obey your
parents in all things. [Obedience] is
very pleasing to Adonai [Yahweh].
21 *Fathers, never provoke your
children into exasperation, or
they'll fall into despair.
Colossians 3:20

Always Work As If Working For
YHVH Himself

*Workers, in all [lawful] matters, obey your overseers; not
22
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with ‘sight-labor’ (only when
you're being watched), as [fawning] brown-nosers. Instead, [work]
sincerely, from [your] heart, fearing Yahweh.
men-pleasers

*And whatever you do,
___, do it heartily, [like
you're working] for [the]
Sovereign [Yahweh], and
not [merely] for men. 24 Re23

member, ___, that from Adonai [Yahweh]
you [eventually rise to] receive the reward of
inheriting [every good thing you can imagine]. For
you serve [YahShua], the Messiah, [the]
Master [of the universe and beyond]. 25 But,
___, everyone who does wrong receives [punishment] for the injustice he
commits. YAH never shows favoritism
to any person.

Colossians 4
Leaders, Generously Pay Your Subordinates

*Bosses, give your workers
whatever [pay, benefits and guidance] is
just and equitable. Recognize
that you too have a Master in
heaven.
1

Pray Constantly For YAH's Word To
Save People
2 Keep up [your] praying, ___. Stay
watchful [and alert]. [Sing] prayers [that overflow] with thanksgiving. 3 [Soldiers keep]
chaining [separatists like] me up in [prison to
keep us silent]. So keep on praying together
for us messengers, ___. Ask [Yahweh]
the Eloah to open us a door for [His]
Word to [run] through, so [we can] tell [the
world] the mysterie[s] of the Messiah. 4

*Pray that I speak as I should,
painting accurate vivid pictures
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in people's minds using YAH's
Word.
Biblical communication = word-pictures in dramatic
stories. Not lectures and essays.

Behave And Talk With Perfect Integrity & Tact
5 Walk in wisdom toward the outsiders,
___. Redeem every one of your few
seconds [of life on this rock that's hurlting through
space]. 6 *Let the words you speak

always brim full of grace, ___.
Season your words with ‘salt.’
Perceive the differences in
people, so that you answer
each one in the way they can
best receive and use the message you give them.

read this letter, [send it to] the Ekklesia in Laodicea
{Democracy-Land} so they can read it. You, in turn,
read the letter [I sent to the] Laodicean [believers]. 17

*And tell Archippus {Horse-Ruler},
“See the job Adoni [YahShua] gave
you to [fulfill] within [his political body].
Achieve it. [Ignore all distractions.]”
We each have a specific role to fulfill. Know your
calling. Ignore everything else. That's key to your
peace and happiness.
18 I, Paul, write this greeting with my own hand,
___. Remember that [soldiers] hold me [here in Rome] in
chains. [I pray that YAH's] unmerited-favor stays with
you. [And that's the way] it is!
Remember that doing what Jesus commanded gets
you persecuted, not promoted, in the world. Amén.

1st
Thessalonians
1

Paul Sends News & Blessings From
Other Saints

7 Our beloved brother Tychicus {Bullseye-Hitter} is a
faithful worker and fellow-slave in Master [YahShua's
political body]. He'll give you [Colossians] all the news about
me.
fellow-servant
8 I sent this brother to you [believers in Colosse] to find
out your situation, and to comfort your hearts. 9 I
also sent [you our] faithful and beloved [Colossian] brother Onesimus {Useful}, to [tell you the] truth [about] everything that's happening here [in Rome] where I'm [rotting
in jail].
See book of Philemon.
Colossians 4:10 3 ‘circumcised’ [Jewish] brothers
salute you: JahShua (aka Justus), Aristarchus {TopRuler} (my fellow-prisoner), and Barnaba's nephew
Marcus {Of-Mars}, (about whom you received [my] instructions). If [Marcus] [escapes the world's web of torture-spies to]
get to you, welcome him. 11 These [3 men] are the
only ‘circumcised’ [Jewish] believers among my coworkers working with me here [in prison] to [advance] the
Kingdom of [Yahweh] the Eloah. And what a comfort
they've been to me! 12 One of your [Colossian brothers,]
Epaphras {Devoted}, [a] servant of the Messiah,
salutes you. He's always wrestling in prayer for
you, [asking] that you'll stand perfect and complete,
completely [immersed] in the will of Yahweh. 13 For I
can testify that [Epaphras works hard] with great zeal for
you [Colossians] and for the believers in Laodicea
{Democracy-Land} and Hierapolis {Holy-City}. 14 [Our]
beloved physician Luke {Light-Bringer} and Demas
{Devoted-To-Demeter} greet you, ___.
Demas is a contraction of Demetrius (Ceres) the
Greek fertility god.
15 Salute the brothers in Laodicea {Democracy-Land}.
Greet Nymphas {Child-Of-A-Nymph} and the Ekklesia
[who meet] in his house. 16 And after [all of you Colossians]
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Paul Recounts How True Believers
Repent
1 [ ___, this is a letter from] Paul & Silvanus {Woodsman} &
Timothy {Lover-Of-YAH}, to [YAH's] Ekklesia in [the Grecian
seaport city of] Thessalo-Nike. [You believers] exist within [the
spirit of] Yahweh the Father. [Your group is an organ of the political
Body of] Master YahShua, [the] Messiah. [I pray that] Yahweh our Father, and [our] Master YahShua, [YAH's]
Messiah, [send] you [all] unmerited-favor and peace.
Salonica is a seaport in northeastern Greece, the
second largest city in Greece and capital of the
Greek region of Macedonia; pop. 348,900 (est.
2009). It's considered Greece's cultural capitol.
2 We [missionaries] always thank [Yahweh] the Eloah for
all of you [new believers]. We mention you, ___, in our
prayers. 3 As we talk about you with [Yahweh], (our
Elohim and Father,) we think always of your faithful work, ___, your labors of love, and your patient hope for the return of our Master YahShua,
[the] Messiah. 4 We know, siblings loved by Elohim,

For we [missionaries]
carried the Good News to you [new believers], not in mere words, but in power.
Sacred Spirit put energy in your conviction that what we said was true. And
you know that the way we lived among
you was further proof of the truth of
the Gospel.
that

[YAH has]

chosen you. 5

Paraphrase.
6 So you, ___, became followers of us [missionaries],
and of Adonai [Yahweh]. You received [YAH's] word with
Sacred Spirit-Joy, in spite of severe suffering. 7
[Your faith] makes you examples to all believers
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throughout Macedonia

{Northern-Greece}

and Achaia

You [Thessalonian believers] “trumpeted forth” the word of Adonai not only in
Macedonia {Northern-Greece} and Achaia
{Greece}, but also to everywhere your
faith in [Yahweh] the Eloah has spread
abroad. We [apostles] don't even have to
say anything anymore — [you believers ARE
our message, ___]! 9 Wherever we [apostles] go, peo{Greece}.

8

ple recount to us the story about when we first
came to you [new believers] and you welcomed us with
open arms: how you turned [from evil] to [Yahweh] the
Eloah. You, ___, turned away from idols to serve
[Yahweh], [the] true living Eloha, the One [being] who is
[self-existent]. 1st Thessalonians 1:10 [Believers tell us

wait for YAH's
Son [to visibly return] from heaven:
YahShua, whom YAH raised from the
dead; YahShua, who delivered us [believers] from the wrath that's coming [to consume all unrepentant sinners].
how]

you, ___,

[patiently]

1st
Thessalonians
2
True Disciples Work Hard & Suffer
Persecution

1 Brothers, you know our visit to you was not in

You know how we [apostles] suffer,
___. [Religio-political criminals] shamefully
abused us at Philippi {Horse-City}. But
against [outrageous] opposition, [Yahweh] our
Eloha sent us courage. So we [risked our
lives] by speaking His Good News to you.
True Believers Are 100% Honest
And Clear
3 For our appeal doesn't spring from
deceit or impure motives or trickery,
___.
vain. 2

For instance, you cannot win true disciples by
telling them the lie that God punishes people in
conscious eternal torment. Or that God only forgives you if some human or animal bleeds. Those
are guilt and fear-based tricks invented by snakeoil-selling shysters grabbing for money in the collection plate. A hellfire and blood-sacrifice preacher
is a boy crying wolf. When his victims wise up,
they distrust everything having to do with Christianity. ChristenDumb is a vaccination against
Christendom.
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Rather, [Yahweh] the Eloah empowers us
[believers] as trustees of [His] Awesome
Revelations. So we speak, ___, not to
please men, but [to please Yahweh] the
Eloah, who tests our hearts. 5 You remember [how] we [apostles] never use flattering words nor cloaked covetousness.
Elohim is our witness, ___. 6 We apostles of the Messiah could assert our authority. Yet we never seek glory from
men. Not from you, ___, nor from
anyone else.
True Disciples Persevere To Nurture Converts
7 We [apostles live] gently among you [new
believers], like mother[s] caring for [their]
little children. 8 We [apostles have always]
dearly loved you [new believers]. [We're] not
content to just pass on the Good News.
We've [always] wanted to give you our
hearts. We're devoted to you. You are
our delight, ___. 9 Brothers, you remember our toil and hardship. While
we [apostles] heralded the gospel of
[Yahweh] the Eloah to you, we worked
night and day in order not to be a burden to anyone. 1st Thessalonians 2:10 You
are witnesses, and so is [Yahweh] the
Eloah, of how holy, righteous and
blameless our behavior was among you
believers. 11 You know how we [apostles] invited,
4

encouraged and implored each one of you

[new believ-

We
[apostles] have [always] encouraged you,
comforted you and appealed to you to
walk [out your lives] in a way worthy of
[Yahweh] the Eloah, who calls you, ___,
into his Kingdom and [his] glory. 13
When you [new believers] received the
Word of [Yahweh] the ELoha (which we
[apostles] spoke to you,) you received it
not as the word of men, but as it truthfully is: Elohim's Word, which powerfully works in you who believe. For this we
[apostles] thank Yahweh non-stop. 14
ers]

as a father would

[love]

his own children. 12

*Like you, ___, Yahweh’s Judaean Ekklesiae are [parts of the political body of] YahShua the Messiah.
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You [Greco-Roman] brothers follow
in the footsteps of the Judaean
believers. You suffer the same
[persecution] (from your countrymen) that the Judaean believers [suffered] from the Jews.
False Religion Thwarts Gospel Communications

*[False religionists among the Jews] killed
[our] Master YahShua, [just like]
they [and their ancestors murdered] their
[other Hebrew] prophets. [So of course the
pigs] persecute us [apostles], ___.
[False religionists] never please Elohim. [Hypocrites] are the enemies
of the entire human race.
15

This also applies to the general population and
leadership of worldly people.
16 [False religionists and the people and leaders who

forbid us [apostles] to speak to
the Nations, ___. If the [frauds] would
stop blocking us [true believers], the Nations might be saved. The [scammers] always heap up their sins to the limit.
But [Elohim's] fury falls on them in the
end.
support them]

One modern example: Try to go on an international mission trip without doing something that the
Messiah forbids, like entering into insurance contracts and swearing an oath on a passport application, for example. (See James 5:12.) You are right
now being blocked from bringing the Good News to
the Nations. So you say, “We'll disobey Jesus so we
can go and preach the good news.” But your behavior IS your message. The natives stare at your
passport and your money. They don't care what
you SAY. If instead you stowed away penniless on
a fishing boat to travel to miraculously heal natives' diseases, then they might listen to your theology. Impractical, you say? Tell that to Paul.

False Religionists Separate True
Believers
17 Siblings, [the religionists] tore us [apostles] away from
you (in body, not in heart). Out of our intense
longing, we've made every effort to see your faces.
[But we rejoice that our enemies can only keep us apart] during this

We [apostles] have always
wanted so much to come to you [new believers]. I, Paul, ventured [out toward you]
more than once. But the Adversary [Satanas] stopped us. 19 For at the return of
brief

[life on earth].

18
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the visible presence of our Master
YahShua, [the] Messiah, what will be our
hope, our joy, our crown of rejoicing?
Won’t it be you [new believers], ___?
People you love are the only ‘things’ you can possibly take with you into eternity. No true Christian
lives for things. True Christians live to save evil,
ungrateful people.
1st Thessalonians 2:20 Yes, ___, you are our glory
and our joy!

1st
Thessalonians
3
Trapped Paul Sends Envoys With
YAH's Message
1 We [apostles] could no longer stand the
persecutors preventing us from communicating with you [new believers]. But
the Adversary [Satan] would not let us
visit you ourselves. So, we stayed
trapped in Athens. 2 We sent our brother Timothy {YAH's-Treasure} to stabilize
you [converts] and to encourage you in
your faith. Timothy is a servant of
[Yahweh] the Eloah. [He's] our co-worker in
[spreading] the Messiah's Amazing Revelations. 3 We sent you [baby Christians] a
guide, so that no one would get rattled
by these persecutions. You know, ___,
that [YAH] appointed us [believers] to these
trials. [So we] must go through them. 4
Truly, when we [apostles] stayed with you
[new coverts], we kept telling you that our
enemies would make us suffer. As you
know very well, the tribulations came. 5
That's why, after I could stand the suspense no longer, I sent my friend to
find out how you [newbies] were doing [with
your] faith. I didn't want the Tempter
getting to you and tearing down everything we had built up together. 6 But finally Timothy {YAH's-Treasure} has returned to us
[apostles] from you, bringing good news about your
faith and love. [He] tells us that you remember us
lovingly. [You're] always longing to see us, just as we
long to see you.
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The Joy Of Making Converts Trumps
Persecution
7 So, dear brothers and sisters, we [apostles enjoy] great comfort, despite all of our
own crushing troubles and suffering,
because you, ___, stay strong in your
faith. 8 It gives us [persecuted leaders] new
life, to know [that] you, ___, stand
strong in [union with] Adoni [YahShua]. 9 Indeed, how can we thank [Yahweh] the
Eloah enough for you, or express to our
Eloha the totality of joy we feel because
of you, ___? 1st Thessalonians 3:10 Night and

day [we apostles] pray overflowing [prayers] that we'll [soon]
see your face[s]. [When you see that YAH has miraculously set us free
from the persecutors, and you hear all we have to tell you,] your faith

Now we [leaders] pray that [Yahweh] our Father (the
Eloha himself) and YahShua, the Messiah, our Master [soon miraculously release us from
jail] and direct us right to you. 12 I pray
that [Yahweh] the Adonai makes your love
increase and overflow for each other
and for everyone else, just as our love
overflows for you, ___. 13 [I pray that]
Adonai [Yahweh], our Eloha and Father,
strengthens your hearts so that you'll
[stand] blameless and holy in His presence, when Master YahShua (the Messiah) physically, visibly returns [to earth]
with all his [saints] whom he separated
[from the world-system].
will fill up and overflow, ___! 11

1st
Thessalonians
4

If you are saved, you regularly obey all the bible's
commandments.

For [Yahweh] the Eloah mandates that
you separate [from the evil world-system], ___.
[So] abstain from [every class of] fornication.
3

You must abstain from ALL sexual sin as well as
from ‘intercourse’ with the evil world around you.
To inherit eternal life, your economic, political, educational and religious habits must be morally far
superior to those of the people (even the churchgoers) around you.

Each one of you must know how to
control your own body [your Spirit-vessel] in
holiness and honor. 5 ___, never let
lustful-desire control your body. Distinguish [yourself from] heathens. They don't
know [Yahweh] the Eloah. 6 No one should
go outside [YahShua's commands]. Never
wrong [your] brother [man], ___. Never
take advantage of him in any way.
[Yahweh] the Adonai punishes everyone
who commits such [evils]—as we [apostles]
have [always] warned and testified to
you.
4

This applies to adultery as well as any sin against a
fellow man or believer.

*For [Yahweh] the Eloah never
called us [believers] to uncleanness, but to separation [from evil],
___.
7

Love Your Enemy Neighbors & Enemy Family
8 Anyone, ___, who refuses [to live by YahShua's commands
to love his neighbor and avoid all impurity] is not [only] despising
[me and his fellow] man, but also rejecting [Yahweh] the

But concerning brotherly love, ___, you don't
need me to write to you. Elohim teaches you [believers how] to love one another.
Eloah, who gives us His Holy Spirit. 9

Separate From Evil; Live Clean
1 So, brothers, we [apostles] urge you and
call you [in the authority of] the Master
YahShua, to increasingly continue to
walk in a way that pleases Elohim, like
we [apostles] taught you. 2 For you know what
commandments we gave you, ___, [on the authority of]
YahShua, the Master [of the universe].
Jesus gave commandments, not suggestions. The
penalty for disobeying those commandments is
eternal death, no matter what any preacher told
you, no matter what salvation prayer you prayed.
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A true believer is a gushing fountain of love.
1st Thessalonians 4:10 Indeed, your love already
flows strong toward all the Brothers in all of Macedonia {Northern-Greece}. Even so, brothers, we beg
you [to make peoples' lives into] greater and greater feasts-of-love.

Work Hard But Peacefully & Privately

*Study [and aim] to live a quiet
life, ___. Mind your own affairs. Work with your hands,
just as we [apostles always] com11
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mand you. 12 Work quietly, ___.
Then you'll have all you need. Your
honest diligence will impress people
who are walking [through life] outside the
faith.
You Live, You Die, You Live Again!
(Rapture)
13 And brothers, I don't want you to be
ignorant about people who lie asleep [in
death]. Unlike other [humans] who have no
hope, don't you stay sad, ___. 14 *We

believers [know] that YahShua
died and rose again, ___. So,
[as Yahweh raised] YahShua, Yahweh
eventually resurrects [all believers]
who sleep [in death]. 15 ___, We
can tell you for sure — we have
Adonai [Yahweh's] word — that when [our]
Master [YahShua visibly] returns to collect
us, those of us [believers] who remain
alive will not race ahead of the dead
[people]. [We won't] leave them behind. In
fact, the resurrected dead [people] rise [to
the judgement] before the living [people rise].
[apostles]

Paraphrase.

*[YahShua] the Master
himself descends from
heaven with a shout,
with the voice of the
archangel, [amidst] the [earsplitting blast of the] trumpet of
Elohim. Then [earth's living
16

believers watch jaw-dropped as]

previously dead [believers
who are members] Messiah's
[political body] rise [from their
graves up to heaven's judgment
throne]. 17 *Then, ___,

[YAH]

snatches up us [believers] who remain alive [walking the earth].
Through the clouds, [we rise] toThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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gether with the [dead people], to
meet [our] Master [YahShua] in the
air. From then on we [live] forever with Adonai [Yahweh]. 18 So comfort one another with these words,
___.

1st
Thessalonians
5
The Messiah's Return Will Be Globally Visible

1 But brothers, you have no need to be told the
times and dates of future events [like YahShua's physical visible return, and the resurrection] ;

2

For you, ___, know

perfectly that the
‘ [Judgment] Day of [Yahweh] the Adonai’ approaches like a thief in the night.
Judgment day hits you in a flash, like a speeding
truck you didn't see coming.

*People boast, “[We've achieved]
peace and safety.” Then sudden destruction rains [down] on
them, ___, like labor pains
wrack a pregnant woman. [No
human] ever escapes [YAH's Judgment].
3

Homeland Security will not save you. Security
cameras on every street, genetic and biometric
identification. 100% controlled immigration. Universal National I.D. numbers. Tracking of all communications. Universal global cashless monetary
exchanges. All of this security infrastructure will
only make things worse.

But you, brothers, do not lie in darkness. [Judgment] Day should not take you
by surprise, like a thief, ___.
4

We each shift from our temporal experience into
the eternal reality of the resurrection the moment
we die.

Stay Alert, Sober, Pure, Loving,
Faithful
5 All you [believers] are the children of
light, children of the day. We [Christians]
are not of the night, ___. We don't belong to the darkness. 6 So, ___, stay
on your guard. Don't [stumble though life]
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asleep like the other [humans]. Let's stay
alert, on watch, sober. 7 Sleeping [dreamers] snore in the night, ___. Drunkards
drink at night. 8 But since we [believers]
belong to the day, ___, let's stay
sober, putting on the breastplate of
faith and love; and for a helmet: the
hope of salvation.
All Christians must stay sober.

Yahshua Freed Us To Rise & Live
Forever
9 For YAH never sentenced us [believers]
to [suffer] wrath, ___. YAH chose us to
receive salvation through our Master
YahShua, [His] Messiah. 1st Thessalonians
5:10 YahShua died [to rescue] us [repenters
from the devil], ___. So we can thrive together with [YahShua], whether we ‘wake’
[live] or ‘sleep’ [die].
Encourage & Humbly Learn From
Each Other
11 Therefore, ___, keep on encouraging each other. Build each other up. 12
Brothers, we [apostles] urge you to honor
everyone who works hard to instruct
and guide you. ___, pay attention to
the [leaders] who [stand] above you in [experience within] Master [YahShua's political body].
Leadership in a true Ekklesia is not a hierarchy imposed by the leader. Leadership is authority appreciated by the student.

Because of the work your spiritual
leaders do, esteem them with your utmost love, ___. And live at peace together.
Work, Spin, Pray, Rejoice, Encourage, Forgive
14 Now we [apostles] urge you, brothers:
warn unruly [or lazy ‘believers’]. Comfort feeble-minded, [timid people]. Support weak
[sufferers, ___]. Be patient toward all humans.
13

Warn self-styled ‘believers’ that YAH calls them to
diligently live out the principles embodied in the
scriptures, Old and New Testaments.

See that no one pays back evil for
evil, ___. Always do good to each other and to everyone else. 16 ___, 'Spin
around’ with overflowing joy. Never
stop [rejoicing,] for eternity.
15
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Rejoice = Gihl.

17 * ___, pray non-stop.
Never stop praying. Pray continually. Pray all the
time.

No matter what happens, ___, always stay thankful. [That's not a suggestion. It's
a command.] Yahweh decrees that you
(people in [the political ‘Body’ of] YahShua the
Messiah) [always stay] grateful, [no matter
what]! 19 *Never quench [YAH's]
18

Spirit, ___. 1st Thessalonians 5:20 *
___, never despise [true]
prophecies.
Don't stifle people who have a message from the
Master. Never despise inspired words. This happens all the time in religious circles. The frozen
chosen crucify the true messenger of the Creator
they claim to believe in.

Stay Quarantined From Evil Acts &
Thoughts

*Test everything, ___. Hold
fast to whatever is good.
21

Test your bible translation. Prove everything your
preacher says.

*Abstain from every form of
evil, ___.
22

The actions of true believers often APPEAR evil to
clueless worldlings. Religiots mistranslate this
verse to rope true believers into sick conformity
with the world. This verse REQUIRES you to do
things that the worldly society or the religious people around you think is evil. You might, for instance,
herald the gospel in a Synagogue,
or turn water into wine,
or evangelize in a school,
or bring the gospel into strip clubs,
or travel without worldly documentation, as the
Amish do,
or interfere with late-term abortions,
or properly discipline, heal, and educate your children,
or grow a healing plant that the world around you
considers evil, such as Ephedra, the root of which
is often abused for making meth-amphetamines,
but is also a wonderful natural antihistamine.
You are always free to do right.

I pray that [Yahweh], the true Eloha of
shalom {Peace}, totally separates you,
___, [from evil]. And I pray to Yahweh
that [He] always keeps your entire spirit,
soul and body blameless until the [visible]
return of our Master: YahShua, [YAH's]
Messiah.
23
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YHVH is the Elohim of peace, not the god of war.
The god of war goes by various names: Nike, Easter, Thor (Thursday), Frigg (Friday), Saturn (Saturday), Mars (March), Jupiter (June), etc.

Persevering through suffering purifies you. It
proves that you really wanted to enter YAH's Kingdom, that you didn't just come to Jesus for free
benefits.

___, [Yahweh] who calls you is faithful.
He keeps you pure [if you let Him].
Greet, Pray, Kiss, & Read Together
25 Brothers, keep praying for us [persecuted saints]. 26 Greet all the brothers with a
holy kiss, ___.

YAH Will Blast Your Persecutors
With Pain

24

Holy kiss = no lip-contact. Generally, a kiss off the
surface of the cheek. A non-skin-contact alternative to shaking hands.
27 I command you, ___, by [the authority of Yahweh] the
Adonai, to have this letter read to all [our holy] separatist ‘siblings.’
That is a justification for including this letter in the
canon of holy scripture.
28 [I pray that] the gracious favor of our Master
YahShua, [the] Messiah, stays with you, ___. [And
that's the way] it is!
Amén.

2nd
Thessalonians
1
1 [ ___, this is a follow-up letter from] Paul, Silvanus {Woodsman}
and Timothy {Lover-Of-YAH}, to the [members of the]
Ekklesia at Thessaloniki, [Greece]. [This letter extends to all who
live within the spirit of] Yahweh our Father and Master
YahShua, the Messiah. 2 [We leaders pray that] Yahweh
our Father and Master YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah,
send grace and peace to you, ___.

Paul Thanks YAH For Your Patient
Perseverance
3 Dear siblings, we [leaders] have to always thank
[Yahweh] the Eloah for you [new believers]. You've earned
[our] gratitude, ___, because your faith is flourishing, and you're all growing in love for each other. 4

*We [apostles] love to tell Yahweh's other Ekklesiae about how
you, ___, persevere through
all the persecutions and hardships you suffer with glorious
patience and faithfulness. 5
the Eloah always [eventually] uses
such persecution to show his justice by
making you worthy of his Dominion, for
which you, ___, are suffering.
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Master YahShua is [soon] to appear
from heaven with his mighty angels.
Then Yahweh provides [eternal] rest for
you, ___, along with us persecuted
[apostles].
[Our]

After you die, the first thing you experience is the
Messiah's 2nd coming. Judgment day is no more
than 120 years away for any human.

*In flaming fire, [YahShua] comes
to punish everyone who [refuses]
to recognize Yahweh [as king]. [Angels end up killing everyone] who [refuses] to
obey the gospel [commands] of our
Master YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah.
8

Not "eternal conscious torment," but burning up
like weeds.

Paul Again Comforts The
Thessalonians

[Yahweh]

*Elohim is fair. He eventually
pays back tribulation to everyone who troubles you, ___. 7
6

comes to punish all [unrepentant]
disobedient [beings] with everlasting destruction, ___. [YAH's angels] fling [the sinners] from the presence of [Yahweh] the
Adonai, from the glory of His power.
9 [YahShua]

‘Hell’ is destruction, not conscious eternal torment.
Eternal punishment is not based on how long it
takes to die but how long the criminal stays punished: death is forever.

Live Right & You Inherit An Eternal
Throne
2nd Thessalonians 1:10 On that [Judgment]
Day, when [YahShua visibly] comes to [earth]
to be glorified by his holy people and
admired by all believers, you, ___, [rise]
among them, because you believe our
witness to you. 11 So we [apostles] keep
on praying for you, ___, that [Yahweh]
our Eloha keeps making you worthy of
the life to which he called you. And we
pray that [Yahweh], by his power, completes every good plan you make, and
makes successful every action your
faith inspires you to take. 12 Your actions of faith continue to glorify the
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Name-reputation of our Master
YahShua [the] Messiah. So, in union with
YahShua, [YAH] glorifies you too, ___.
You eventually receive glory up to the
infinite reach of the generosity of Yahweh our Eloha and Master YahShua,
[His] Messiah!
Persevere like Christ and Paul did. You'll get a lot
more than an Olympic gold medal.

2nd
Thessalonians
2
Messiah's Visible Return Will Be
Unmistakable
1 Now brothers, we [apostles] urge you to
be sane when evaluating predictions
about the physical visible return of our
Master YahShua the Messiah, and how
[YAH] is soon to gather us [believers] together to meet him. 2 Never get mentally shaken up or troubled, ___. Let
neither spirits, nor blab, nor [some interpretation of] even our [apostolic] letters lead you
into the mistaken assumption that the
“Day of the Messiah” has come or is
here today.
When Yahshua physically, visibly comes back, EVERYONE in the universe knows it. People claim that
Yahshua came back, for instance at the destruction
of the Jewish temple in 70AD. No. You will see
Yahshua in a future event in the timeline of the
earth. You fast-forward to the ‘Second Coming of
Christ’ when you die. It's the next thing you experience after death.

Global Apostasy Precedes The Messiah's Return
3 Let no man deceive you by any
means, ___. For [the Day of YahShua's physical,
visible return doesn't come] until first comes
[global] apostasy [falling away from truth. Then YAH]
reveals the human of sin, the ‘son of
the destruction.’
This is commonly thought to refer to a one-man
Arch-villian Antichrist. It certainly refers to
mankind in general showing themselves to be utterly sinful (by destroying the earth). Direct rendering of the Greek into English here is extremely
difficult, giving rise to multiple interpretations. This
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definitely predicts a global rejection of true Hebraic
Christianity, replaced by false Christianity, decoy
Judaism, Islam, etc.

opposes and exalts himself
above all that is called Elohim, or that
is worshiped. So he, godlike, comes to
sit in the temple of [Yahweh] The Eloah,
proclaiming himself to be Elohim.
4 [Sinful man]

Applies in many senses: mankind, individual men,
and possibly, as is commonly supposed, one super
evil man.
5 Don’t you [Thessalonians] remember that when I
[walked] with you, I used to tell you these things?

Substitute (Anti) Christians Waste
The World
6 Now, ___, you know [that] we [believers]
must wait until [sinful man destroys the earth].
Then, at the proper time, YahShua
physically, visibly appears.
Paraphrase. This verse refers to Yahshua's return.
It's also commonly supposed to refer to the appearance of an evil superman ‘Antichrist.’

For mysterious lawless [Satanism is] already [at] work, ___, seizing [mankind]
and holding them down. But [Satanism]
will only [be a secret] until [the devil] pulls
back the [curtain].
7

There's lots more in this verse than translators
normally show you. The Greek is difficult. Numerous interpretations are possible. Unseen spiritual
powers have mankind trapped in legal and spiritual
bondage. The whole of the Satanic law is, “Do what
thou wilt.” In contrast, YAH commands you to do all
kinds of things you don't want to do, from abstaining from parasite-laden foods to loving your enemies. Soon the world will be openly Satanic. Right
now Satanism lies cloaked under many guises, inside of Protestantism, Catholicism, Hinduism, Islam, Judaism, Atheism and the Ecumenical faiths.

Then [Yahweh] unmasks the Lawless
[One]. [YahShua our] Master consumes [the evil
one] with the spirit from his mouthword. [YahShua] destroys [all wickedness] with
the brightness of his arrival.
8

The evil one says, ‘YAH's Laws have been abolished.’ People who say such lies die forever.

the energy of the Adversary
[Satan], [the Lawless One] comes, [bearing] all
[kinds of] power and signs/miracles and
lying omens/wonders, ___.
9 [Harnessing]

Direct Greek transliteration: ‘OF-WHOM IS THE
BESIDE-BEING (presence) in-accord-with operation
Of-The Satan (adversary) in every ability (power)
and signs and miracles of falsehood.’ This is usually
taken to refer to a one-man Anti-Christ, though it
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Pray For Protection & Power For
Gospel Work

certainly describes all lawless people. Lawlessness
and Satanism are the same thing.

use
every kind of unrighteous deception to
fool [people] who [ride the highway] to destruction, ___.
All Perishing Beings Love Lies &
Wickedness
11 All perishing [beings] refuse to receive
the love of the Truth that would save
them, ___. So [Yahweh] the Eloah [allows]
a strong delusion to come [inhabit] them.
That's why [dupes] believe the lie[s of the
Wicked].
2nd Thessalonians 2:10 [The Lawless one(s)]

YAH allows the devil to deceive people who refuse
to believe. This makes history interesting.

So, ___, [YAH] condemns everyone
who refuses to believe the truth. [Dupes]
choose to take their pleasure in wickedness. 13 [You, ___, differ from the damned.] Brothers whom
12

Adonai loves, we [apostles] have to keep thanking
[Yahweh] the Eloah for you. For [Yahweh] the ELoha has
from the beginning [of the universe] chosen you for salvation by giving you the sacredness that comes
from [His] Spirit, and the faithfulness springs from
the Truth.

Guard The Scriptural Lessons
You've Learned
14 Through us [apostles] heralding [YAH's] Amazing Revelations, YAH keeps calling you, ___, [to share his holiness, faithfulness and truth,] so you can share the glory of

So brothers, stand fast. Hold the principles you
learned from the words of [Hebrew scripture,
and from believing teachers,] and from our [apostolic] letters, ___.
Paul Prays For YAH To Comfort &
Establish You
our Master YahShua,

[the]

Messiah. 15

16 Our Master YahShua ([the] Messiah himself) and
Yahweh our Father, who has always loved us [believers], keep graciously gifting us everlasting consolation and great hope, ___. 17 [I pray that YahShua

comfort your hearts and establish you, ___, in all [kinds of] good
word[s] and deed[s].
and Yahweh]

2nd
Thessalonians
3
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1 Finally, brothers, pray for us [missionaries. Pray] that
the word of Adonai [Yahweh] takes off and races
through the world to a glorious response, as it did

And pray that [Yahweh]
rescues us [believers] from [unreasonable,]
wicked, evil humans. For not everyone
has faith, ___. 3 Yet Adonai [Yahweh] is
faithful. He establishes you, ___. [He
keeps] protecting you from evil.
Paul Prays For You To Work Hard &
Happy
among you, ___. 2

4 We [apostles] have confidence about you, ___.
Adonai [Yahweh will] keep you doing the things which
[YahShua, through us,] commands you.
literally: “confidence in Adonai”

the Adonai, [Yahweh]
the Eloha, directs your hearts into [His]
feast-of-love, and into cheerful endurance [in serving His] Messiah.
Stay Away From Any Sinful ‘Believer’
6 Now we command you, brothers, in
the name of our Master YahShua, [YAH's]
Messiah, that you withdraw yourselves
from every brother who walks disorderly, veering from the precepts he received from us [apostles].
5 [We apostles pray that]

That pretty much cuts out fellowship with most
church members.

All you [believers] know you ought to follow us [apostles,] because we always behaved in diligent order among you.
True Believers Pay For What They
Use
8 We [leaders have] never accepted anyone’s
food without paying. On the contrary,
we've [always] labored and toiled, day
and night, working so we would never
be a burden to any of you [fellow believers].
7

A true Christian never takes food out of anyone
else's mouth.

have authority [to deBut we
waive our rights and powers. [Our generosity] shows you an example [of the extreme dili9

We

[Christian leaders]

mand support from the people we instruct] .

gence, other-centeredness and humility YahShua showed
during his life on earth]. 2nd Thessalonians 3:10

*For even when we
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lived with you
[new believers], we gave you
this command: ‘If a man
[or woman or child] won't
work, he won't eat.’
[apostles]

Everyone, even a baby, can do something to advance every day. The nation around you is doomed
because it feeds able-bodied people who don't
work.

For we [leaders] hear that there some
busybodies [flit] among you, ___. They
[flutter through life] in disorder, never working.
11

They meddle in other people's business. They're
idle, lazy, gossips. They get their living expenses
paid from welfare, or by mooching.

*Now, ___, we [apostles] command and appeal [to you] by [the authority of] our Master YahShua [the]
Messiah, that every [believer]
work with quietness, and eat
their own bread, not the food
of others.
12

Christians are not to take welfare payments nor
food stamps.

*And you, brothers, never
tire of doing what's right.
13

Don’t slack off, even when other people discourage
you from doing right. Yah watches you. He helps
you. He eventually rewards you.

1980

YHVH is the Lord of Peace, the opposite of the God
of War.
17 Now here is my greeting, which I write with my
own hand — PAUL. I write this at the end of all my
letters [to prove they're really from me, ___]. 18 [I pray that] the
gracious [favor] of our Master YahShua [the] Messiah
stays with you all [forever. And that's the way] it is, ___!
lit. Amén.

1st Timothy 1
Paul Prays For You, YAH's Dear One
1 Dear-One of Elohim, [my] genuine child in the
faith: I Paul, am writing this letter to you, ___. I
write as an Ambassador under the command of
Yahweh (our Savior) and of Yahweh's Son,
YahShua the Messiah (our Hope).
This letter is literally to a man named Timothy =
Timo-theus = Someone Dear to ELohim.
2 I pray that Yahweh our Father, and [his son]
YahShua the Messiah, our Master, send you, ___,
grace, mercy and peace.

Command False Preachers To Shut
Their Blab
3 When I [hiked] into Macedonia {Northern-Greece} I
begged [Timothy] to stay at Ephesus [in Turkey] to warn
[liars] to stop teaching false doctrines. 4 Never give heed to fables and endless genealogies, ___. They promote disputes. Elohim's work is building up people by faith, [not talk and lists].

those

Mormons, for instance, obsess about ancestral
records, because of a persistent fable that you can
help save dead people by being proxy-baptized for
them here on earth. Jews obsess over their supposed genetic link to Abraham.

*And if anyone doesn't obey
what we [apostles] say in this letter, note him. Deny him your
company, so he [feels appropriately]
ashamed [of his sin].

Love-Feasting Is The Point Of All
Law
5 Love-feasting is the purpose of [all
YAH's] commandments, ___. Love
comes from a pure heart. Love comes
from sensing the difference between
right and wrong. Love comes from faith
that is honest and true.

For instance, do not keep company with any
‘Christian’ who takes government handouts.

6

Kindly Shun Any 'Christian' Who
Disobeys Paul
14

But don't consider [a disobedient ‘believer’]
your enemy, ___. Warn him [in firm love]
as a brother.
Paul Prays For YAH To Send You
Peace & Favor
15

16 Now [I pray that Yahweh] the Adonai of peace himself
gives you peace always, in every way, ___. [I hope]
Adonai stays with all you [believers] forever.
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Agape = feasts of love.

Some people swerve away from faith,
love and conscience, ___. [They crash into
the muck of] meaningless (vain jangling)
blab. 7 These deluders want to be
teachers of the law, ___. But they understand neither their own words nor
the matters about which they pontificate.
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The deluder thinks he's the pope, but he's just a
dope.

*But we [true believers],
___, know that the [Mosaic] Law is good, if a man
uses it lawfully.
8

Paul defines the Law of Moses as good. Jesus did
not nail it to the cross!

*We know, ___, that [YAH]
made the [Mosaic] Law not [to reward]
righteous people, but [to correct]
lawless and disobedient sinners, unholy and profane men,
[to punish] assassins and [thugs] who
murder their own fathers and
mothers! 1st Timothy 1:10 *Law convicts [not righteous people, ___,] but
whore-mongers and fornicators, [both hetero and homo-sexual], kidnappers/oppressors, liars, perjurers and perpetrators of everything contrary to healthy instruction. 11 [Freedom is for righteous people.
9

This logic harmonizes with the glorious Amazing Revelations of the blessed Elohim. YAH has
entrusted me [to announce] this [liberating]
message, ___.
Rules are for lawbreakers.]

You don't make a house-rules list until housemates
start annoying each other. If everyone acted right,
you wouldn't need to post a list of rules.

Jesus Loves To Fix Sinners & Get
Them Working
12 So, ___, I thank our Master:
YahShua the Messiah. [Even though I persecuted Christians,] YahShua gave me strength.
He counted me among the faithful. He
put me into service [when I deserved to be put
in a hole]. 13 [YahShua chose me even though I] was
a blasphemer, a persecutor, a violent,
hurtful, arrogant man, ___. [YAH] gave
me mercy, because I did wrong ignorantly, in unbelief. 14 How kind and gracious
is [Yahweh] the Adonai, ___! He's filled me to overflowing with the faith and the love of the Messiah
(YahShua). 15

*Here, ___, is a
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trustworthy saying that
deserves full acceptance: YahShua [the]
Messiah came into the
world to save sinners—
of whom I am the worst
[kind - a hypocritical, judgmental

murder-conspirator]. 16 However, ___,
[YAH] gave me mercy. This [contrasts his goodness with my wretchedness]. As a pattern for
later believers, YahShua (the Messiah)
demonstrated his unlimited patience [to
me]. So no matter how great a sinner
you are, ___, you can [turn and live a life of
good actions based on a real true] belief in
YahShua. And so [you'll] attain eternal
life!
What you've done before doesn't matter. It's what
you do from here on out that determines your
eternal destiny.

*[ ___, your new life can give] honor
and glory for ever and ever [to
Yahweh, the] Sovereign, eternal,
immortal, invisible, supremely
wise Eloha! That's reality!
17

Amén. The Greek does not translate directly into
English. Previous attempts (such as the KJV) include lots of inserted words.

Cling Tightly To Your Faith; Don't
ShipWreck!

*Dear-One of Elohim, my
precious [spiritual child], I deliver
this instruction to you in keeping with the predictions [which
prophets] previously made about
you, ___, so that by following
[YahShua's] teachings you'll ‘fight
the good fight.’ [You'll war against evil
18

with unbeatable strategy.]
lit. Timothy [YAH's-Treasure]. See song ‘Fight For
The Light’.

Cling tightly to your faith, ___. Always keep your conscience clear. Some
people cast away their consciences.
[They abandon their life-ship to sin.] As a result,
19
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their faith lies shipwrecked. 1st Timothy

1:20 Hymenaeus {God-Of-Weddings} and Alexander
{Man-Defender} are shipwrecked “believers.” They
yielded [to] Satan. The Adversary will discipline
them, ___. Then maybe they'll stop blaspheming.
Again, doesn't translate directly to English.

1st Timothy 2
Power Comes Through Always
Praying Thankfully
1 I urge you, ___: start and fuel everything you do with prayer, worship &
thanks. Ask Yahweh to [help] all people.
Give thanks for the bad people in your life. This is
one of the infamous 'prayer and supplication' verses where church-drone translators drop the ball.
They simply chain synonyms (KJV, CJB, NASB,
GNT) or eliminate the redundant words altogether
(NIV, MSG). The synonyms ‘prayer’, ‘supplication’,
and ‘intercession’ fail to convey the 3 separate concepts represented in this verse. And of course,
‘supplication’ and ‘intercession’ and ‘petition’ are, to
the average reader, impenetrable Christianese.

Pray for kings, and anyone in authority, ___. Pray that [the beast-people let] us
[believers] lead lives full of quietness,
peace, total honor and purity.
2

Today's global leaders, like many past tyrants, coerce Christians to swear unbiblical oaths of
allegiance, for example, in order to travel and enter into society's economic life.

is good,
___. That's what pleases Elohim, our
Deliverer.
All Men Need To Know The Messiah
Redeemed Us
4 Elohim wants all men to be saved,
___, to come to full knowledge of the
truth.
3 [A peaceful, prayerful, holy and honest life]

So true spirituality and true science are the same
thing.

*For there is One Eloha [Yahweh],
and one Reconciler between
Yahweh and mankind: the
man-Messiah: YahShua.
5

This verse must be interpreted so as not to deny
the Hebrew concept that you can speak to your
Creator directly, without a Mediator. No one, not
Jesus, not Mary, nor an angel, nor a guru, is necessary for you to speak with YHVH. However, the
human race had sold itself to the devil, and
Yahshua got the human race back. In that sense,
he reconciled the human race to YHVH.
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*At the crucial moment
of history, YahShua
gave his life as a ransom [to redeem] all [people from
Satan's ownership].
6

However, most people return to their slave-master,
Satan.

And now, ___, I am a witness: [one of]
YahShua's heralds and apostles. [YAH has]
ordained [me] to speak truth as a member of the Messiah's own [political] Body.
[So I] never lie. [I am] a trustworthy and
truthful teacher to [all] Nations. 8 I long
[for all] humans everywhere to pray, lifting up holy hands, without no rage and
no doubt, ___.
7

Fake Christians raise their hand to honor the judge
and the flag, but keep their hands to their sides in
worship! "Holy hands" means, in part, NEVER raising your arm to swear an oath to a worldly judge,
nor swearing a pledge of allegiance. Rather, you
should raise your hands in prayer and praise, even
in public, in school, at work, at the store, in the
street, in your front yard.

Women Must Be Humble, Modest,
Teachable

*Likewise, ___, I urge women to adorn themselves in
modest apparel, with decency
and sobriety, not with provocative hair styles, gold, pearls or
expensive clothes.
9

Ladies, if you wanna get a bad husband who'll
leave you when you lose your looks, then advertise
your hot young bod.

*Women who claim
to be holy should make themselves attractive by the good
works they do, ___.
1st Timothy 2:10

Not by attracting men by showing off their hot
bodies which in time will decay into flatulent cancer
bags.

When a woman [invites someone to help her]
learn something, she should be quiet
and completely cooperative.
11

Paraphrased to indicate what we assume was
Paul's balanced intent. Literally says something
like: A woman should learn in quietness and full
submission. This in no way places a woman in a
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negative position. The person who is in the most
control of a situation is usually the one who is listening and analyzing.

And I don't authorize a woman to
lecture-at nor dominate a man, ___.
Rather, [I ask] the women to quietly listen.
12

This is Paul's practice, which has its virtues, but is
not necessarily the case in every situation we
might face. It's not because women don't know
what they're talking about. It's that men won't listen to women.
13

For

[Elohim]

first formed Adam, then
formed Eve. 14 *And Adam

[Elohim]

was not deluded, ___, until
the serpent first deceived the
woman. Eve started mankind's
fall into transgression.
Perhaps a man's sin is more willful while a woman's sin derives to a greater extent from gullibility
and misplaced trust, at least on certain days of her
wild hormonal emotional cycle. Male hormones are
stable. Women's moods tend to wildly fluctuate. Of
course, after the resurrection, both men and women will be free of the shackles of sex hormones.

But women will be saved, ___. Raising a child [brings a woman to repentance,] IF
she perseveres in faith, charity, holiness and sobriety.
15

Great wisdom and depth of spiritual character
come from being a devoted mother. Motherhood
can turn the silliest girl into a great woman of
faith. The worse the brat abuses the parent, the
more character the parent develops. Greeks at the
time of Paul's speaking were superstitiously afraid
that they would die in childbirth. So Paul was in
part saying that women need not fear having babies.

1st Timothy 3
Overseers Must Be Especially
Righteous
1 Here is a true saying, ___: “If a man
desires [to] oversee [YAH's workers], he desires a noble task.”
Bishopric/overseership = capability for overseeing
projects. Bishopric is not a job title, nor a hierarchical position. Bishopric is an honorary description
voiced by other men who recognize a man's talents
and choose that man to oversee a joint project in
which the other men respect the talents of the man
they describe as an ‘overseer.’ In no way does such
a ‘project overseer’ become an overseer or authority or ‘Bishop’ over other men. He simply is recog-
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nized as being good at managing particular
projects. Bishopric/Overseer-ship is not an ‘office.’
Politico-commercial translators insert the word ‘office’ without cause, because they see the world
through an military-style chain-of-command model, the most notable case being the Roman Catholic
church.

*An overseer must be blameless, ___, the husband of [at
most] one wife, vigilant, sober, of
good behavior, very hospitable,
an apt teacher.
2

An overseer must NEVER be divorced, polygamous,
adulterous, nor a fornicator. He can be celibate.

*An overseer must be completely free of [addiction, including] alcohol dependency. He must
never be violent, nor greedy
for filthy money. Instead, an
overseer must be patient, never quarrelsome. [He] must never
[even] want anything he does not
own, [not from his neighbors, nor from the
state];
3

In direct disobedience to this verse, the main qualification to hold a title in a modern church is that
you're rich and politically influential. Most deacons
& elders are the richest doctors, lawyers, judges,
and powerful businessmen that the church can get
their hands on. The paid preacher is usually a pulpit parrot, a puppet of the town's moneyed powers.

*An overseer must diligently
manage his own family, ___.
[He must] keep his children in submission. [His children must always give]
complete proper respect [to their
elders]. 5 *(For if a man doesn't
know how to rule his own family, how can he take care of the
Ekklesia of Elohim, ___?) 6 *An
overseer can't be a newlyplanted believer, ___, because
he may get puffed up [high and
mighty] with pride, and fall into
the condemnation of the devil.
4

-and thus fall under the same judgment as did the
Adversary.
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*Further, ___, the overseer
must have a good reputation
among outsiders. Otherwise he
might fall into reproach and [get
caught in] the devil's snare[s].
7

the Adversary’s trap

Likewise, ___, the [overseer's assistants]
must be serious, not forked-tongued
[liars or flatterers], not over-indulgers in
wine, not greedy for filthy money.
8

Again, Deacon is not an ‘office.’ Deacon is a description of someone who attends to others' needs.
‘Deacon’ is not a place nor job description in a hierarchy; it simply describes activity to which certain
people are suited. Diakonos: an attendant, a waiter
(at table or in other menial duties): teacher, minister, servant. Filthy money refers not just to dishonest gain, but to the corrupt money systems of the
world, which thrive on debt, interest, oaths and debasement of currency, all forbidden.

must guard the revealed
truths of [our] faith with a clear conscience, ___. 1st Timothy 3:10 Before [you]
appoint men as Ecclesiastical helpers,
give them other responsibilities, ___,
as test[s] of their character and ability.
If they prove blameless, then they can
serve.
9 [YAH's workers]

Deacon means ‘helper’. Again, deceptive statist
translators inserted the hierarchical term: ‘office’,
causing centuries of despotic authoritarian structures to be created in blatant error.

Like the men, wives must never gossip, ___. [We all must] rather be serious,
sober and faithful in all things. 12
11

*Each [Ecclesiastical helper] must be
the husband of [no more than] one
wife, ___. [Helpers] must competently rule their own children
and families [and workers].

No divorces, no adultery, no fornication, no
polygamy. Polygamists wrongly conjugate this
verse, “at least one wife.” Ruling a family means to
hold your family to YAH's laws, not to be a dictator.

All honestly-serving Ecclesiastical
workers gain for themselves good
standing, and great confidence in the
faith that comes [to us] through [our connection to] YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah.
Satan Stops Fellowship, So Treasure Scripture
13
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14 I hope [YAH lets] me come visit you soon. But [for]
now, ___, I'm writing these directions to you. 15

In case

delays me, I'm writing
[you, ___,] so you'll know how you ought
to behave yourself in the temple of
YAH, which is [not a building, but] the calledout-nation of [Yahweh] the living Eloha,
[who is] the pillar and foundation of the
truth. 16 The formerly hidden mystery
of [YAH's] sacred Amazing Revelation is
vast, beyond all investigation, ___.
[YahShua] Emmanuel shone physically. He
proved [himself] spiritually righteous [by
loving his murderers]. Angels saw him [rise from
the dead]. [Thousands of people have already] heralded [YahShua's reign] among the nations.
[People] throughout the world continue to
trust [their lives to him]. [So YAH] raised
[YahShua] up in majesty.
[Satan]

EmmanuEL = Elohim with us. Yet Yahshua is not
YHVH. Theorists such as the Oneness Pentecostals
erroneously derive their false Sabellian-style
Modalism from this verse.

1st Timothy 4
End Times Breed 'Believers' Like
Cockroaches

*Now, ___, [YAH's] Spirit clearly warns that in the latter
times, many [‘believers’] depart
from the faith. [They] chase seducing spirits and doctrines of
devils. 2 *[‘Believers’ who follow deceiving
spirits] are hypocrites and liars,
___. They pretend to be religious. But [Satan] has burned
their consciences like a hot
iron [melts] flesh.
1

Your Body & Your Food Are YAH's
Gifts; Enjoy!

*[False believers, Roman Catholics for
example,] forbid people to marry,
___. [False believers] command people to abstain from meats and
foods which [Yahweh] the Eloah
created for people who believe
3
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and know the truth to eat with
thanksgiving.
Celibacy and vegetarianism are great choices,
when properly managed. However, *mandatory*
celibacy and *mandatory* vegetarianism/veganism
are “doctrines of demons.” This verse never implies
that we should eat unclean animals. Pigs are still
bad for your health, and worse for the health of the
poor people who raise them.

*Every creation of Elohim is
good, ___. Nothing is useless
garbage. We should be grateful
to put everything YAH made to
its proper use.
4

This verse does not mean you can safely eat just
any old creature. Poop is great fertilizer. But don't
try eating it. Every creature which Yahweh created
has a good use. Some creatures are good for some
purpose (buzzards are good corpse-cleaner-uppers). But buzzards are not good for us to eat.
Some creatures were created by pre-andpost-flood genetic-modification biological-warfare
experiments (black-widow spiders, poisonous
snakes, rats, domesticated pigs). Such scourges
are not good for anything. Earth's island ‘paradises’
have no harmful lifeforms as native species. Also,
YAH made no ‘bad plants.’ Free people can grow all
plants including coca, Ephedra and hemp plants for
their proper uses. Of course, this does not condone
substance abuse, which the bible condemns as a
form of sorcery.

Elohim's Word and our prayers make
every item [YAH] created holy [for its own
proper use, ___].
5

Worldly ‘believers’ take this verse to mean you can
eat nitrite-filled hot dogs and drink contaminated
water just by praying over it. Not normally. Don't
expect to take dog poop from the yard and pray for
it and eat it, and be healthy. Be reasonable. Christ
did not die so we could indulge in nasty habits.
Don't eat pigs, rats, cats or dogs if you want to be
healthy. However, you can and should eat hempseed and other ‘banned’ substances.

If you, ___, help the brothers remember these truths, you'll be serving
the Messiah YahShua well, nourished
up by having followed the words of
faith and good doctrine.
Train Your Body & Spirit Like A Super-Athlete
7 Have nothing to do with common stories, [superstition] and gossip, ___. In separating [from evil,] train like an athlete. [Cut
6

off every inch of spiritual flab. Replace it with hard spiritual muscle.]
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Holiness is a workout program. You replace flab
with muscle. Gossip and vulgarity are spiritual flab.
They produce spiritual heart attacks, strokes and
eternal death.

Physical exercise has real value, ___.
But separation [from evil] is valuable for
everything. Purity holds promise both
for the present life and for [your] life to
come. 9 [Spiritual fitness pays off forever.] That's a state8

ment you can trust, ___, one that fully deserves
[your]

acceptance. 1st Timothy 4:10

So we

[believ-

ers] work and suffer. [We] struggle [for spiritual progress through physical hardship. We focus not on

on trust in [Yahweh]
the self-existent Eloha. He's [in some sense]
the rescuer of all men. But [in the]
special, [eternal] sense, [he's the savior] of [we
people] who [actively] believe [in him].
our bodily comfort, ___, but]

Or: ‘the living Elohim.’

Command Other Believers To Obey
YAH's Laws
11 Don't simply teach, ___. Boldly
command the instructions you receive
[from me (Paul) on the authority of YAH and YAH's Son,
YahShua].

Leaders, command your fellow believers to obey
the scriptures. They won't like you for it. They'll
crucify you again and again. Command them anyway, even if you're young. But try not to be obnoxious and hypocritical.

*Don't let anyone look down
on you because you're young.
Be a model believer, ___, in
word, in behavior, in charity, in
spirit, in faith, in purity. 13 Until I
12

get there to you, focus on memorizing
the Scriptures [with the Ekklesia]. Encourage
[the believers]. Teach them, ___.
#320 angnosis is only by extension ‘reading.’ Memorize the scripture. Singing is the best way to
memorize anything.

Obediently Use The Gifts YAH Gave
You!
14 Never neglect to use the gift the Holy
Spirit gave you, ___. He gave your gift
to you through a prophetic message
[from Elohim,] when the elders placed their
hands on you.
Use the key the Father has placed in your hands to
set the captives free.

Meditate upon [these scriptural commandments, ___]. Give yourself wholly to [obeying
15
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so that everyone
sees your shining progress. 16 *Keep

TV addicts ride the slow-lane on the meth-head's
highway to death.

a firm grasp on both your character, and [on sound] doctrine,
___. Continue in the [scriptural commands]. For in doing this you'll
save both yourself, and the
people who hear you.

Again, in the name-authority Yahshua, command
people to obey the scriptures. Then you'll get
kicked in the face like Paul did.

scriptural commandments,]

1st Timothy 5
Honor Your Elderly People & Widows
1 Never rebuke an older man, ___. Appeal to him as a father. [Appeal to]
younger men as [if they were your blood]
brothers. 2 [Treat] the older women as
mothers, ___; the younger as sisters,
with perfect purity.
Only Celibate Old Widows Get
Church Welfare
3 Honor widows [with monetary support. But only]
if they're truly widows, ___.
Literally, prize and monetarily support real widows.
This does not mean to pay the living expenses of
divorced women or other women who can find
work or family support.

But if any widow has children or descendants [who can support her,] let that widow learn first to show piety at home,
[for instance, by working] to repay her parents
[for raising her]. [Pulling your own weight] is good
and acceptable in the sight of [Yahweh]
the Eloah.
4

Societies only hold together when family members
(not the state, not the church) provide for each
other.

A true poor lone widow trusts in
[Yahweh] the Eloah. [She's not out dating.] Night
and day she keeps worshipping and
praying [for Yahweh to help her and other people].

Give the people these [scriptural] commands, ___, so that no one stays ignorant of how to live blamelessly.
7

* ___, if anyone fails to
plan ahead [to provide for the
future needs] of his own
people, and especially
for those of his own
family, he has denied
the faith. [Deadbeat Christians
are] worse than unbeliever[s].
8

Make sure your parents, children & wives have
plenty of nutritious food to eat, and a clean, warm,
airy place to lay down, work & study. Yet family
heads have no responsibility to provide largesse.
Most husbands spend their time away from home
making lots of money that they spend on excessive
consumption. Yet the food they buy is of such low
quality, their families get sick and die young, killed
by health insurance. ‘Provide’ does not = ‘procure
stuff.’ Just making lots of money to buy groceries
and pay bills is NOT thinking ahead.
#04306: 4306 pronoeo:
consider in advance, i.e. look out for beforehand
(actively, maintenance for others; -provide (for),
exercise the mind (observe), i.e. comprehend,
heed:--consider, perceive, think, understand.
Money disappears just when you need it most.
Think ahead. Learn to compost & garden. Teach
your family the scriptures. React to disaster ahead
of time by sowing the seeds of love into the hearts
of your neighbors & enemies.

___, never enroll a widow to be [a
celibate nun] supported by the Ecclesia [unless she's at least] 60 years old, and she's
had no more than one husband [and she

5

9

#4335 proseuche refers to worshipful prayer, not
merely a petition. Most translations say ‘petitions
and prayers’, which are the same thing, making
Paul sound needlessly repetitive. Each scriptural
word is important and uniquely meaningful.

never slept with another man since she married her hus-

*But [anyone] who lives in pleasure is living dead, ___.
6

‘She who lives in pleasure is dead while she lives.’
Pleasure-seekers are walking zombies. Junk-food &
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The ‘number’ means women entering official nunlike status of constant prayer and service to the
Ecclesia, with their daily needs provided by the Ecclesia. Young widows should not enter this status
because they'll change their fickle minds.
1st Timothy 5:10 [A Widow on the Ecclesiastical welfare
dole must also]
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doing good works such as: properly
raising children, lodging strangers,
washing, [massaging and treating diseases and
wounds on] the feet of holy believers, relieving the suffering of afflicted [people],
and diligently devoting herself to all
kinds of good deeds.

Women receiving Ecclesiastical welfare must have
a track record proving their selfless, serving natures. Christians have no right whatsoever to voluntarily send money to worldly ‘governments’ (Social Security, Social Insurance) to pay worldly sinning women to waste their days eating junk food,
popping pills and watching trash T.V.

So deny the younger widows' [requests
to be listed on the list of ‘nuns’]. For when a
young widow's sensual desires overcome her celibate devotion to the Messiah, she marries again, ___. 12
11

*Anyone who casts off their
previous fidelity incurs judgment, ___. To break a faithful
pledge is a criminal act.
One should not enter a consecrated life and then
step back into normal carnal living.
#4102 pis'-tis from 3982
persuasion, i.e. credence; moral conviction (of religious truth), especially reliance upon Christ for salvation; abstractly, constancy in such profession; by
extension, the system of spiritual (Gospel) truth itself:--assurance, belief, faith, fidelity.

*[Young ladies who get on welfare rolls]
learn idleness. [They] wander
about from house to house,
lazy tattlers, busybody gossips,
[vomiting filth] nobody should speak.
14 *So, ___, I urge younger
women to marry, to bear children, [to] guide the house, and
to give the enemy no opportunity for slander. 15 For many [easy-be13

have already turned aside to follow [the Adversary] Satan. 16 Each believing
man or woman should directly support
their relatives or wards who are widows, ___. Never let the Ekklesia be
burdened [with trying to support people who have
other righteous means of support]. That way the
lievers]
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Ekklesia [will have resources] to relieve true
[helpless] widows.
Christians are supposed to give away all their possessions. Instead, Christians heap up possessions
with the real or purported goal of giving to others.

Pay & Respect Your True Spiritual
Leaders

*Count the [Ekklesia's] older,
presiding men worthy of double honor [pay]. Especially [reward]
the [men] who labor in [properly presenting] YAH's word and doctrine.
17

Instead, churches persecute saints who publish the
full biblical truth.

*For the scripture says,
“ ___, never muzzle the ox who
treads out the grain.”
And,
“The laborer is worthy of his
reward.”
18

Never entertain an accusation
against an older man or woman, unless
2 or 3 eye-witnesses corroborate [the story], ___.
Publicly Correct Sinning 'Believers'
19

* ___, in front of
the entire assembly, rebuke [‘believers’] who sin. That'll warn the
other [attenders to stay on the right Way].
1st Timothy 5:20

Public rebuke makes church fun! When was the
last time you heard a pastor directly confront and
expose the sin of someone sitting in a pew? Never!
The pastor doesn't wanna lose the sinner's tithing
money!

I command you, ___, before Yahweh and Master YahShua [the] Messiah,
and the elect angels, that you observe
these commands without prejudice. Do
nothing out of favoritism.
21

If today's pastors practiced public shaming at all,
they'd punish poor sinners and praise the rich sinners. So churches never engage in public exposure
of sin.

___, never be too quick to place
your hands on [people, to ordain them to serve
Elohim with you]. Don't take part in the sins
of others. Keep yourself pure.
22

Never ordain untested people. And never fight.
Don't assume anyone to be spiritual until you know
for sure, or you'll be sorely disappointed.
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Drink Fresh Organic Fruit Juice Every Day

*Stop drinking [only]
plain water, ___. Instead provide [your body
with] some juice from
vine-fruit. [Natural juice]
heals your digestive organs and [cures] your frequent illnesses.
23

Paul specifically forbids Timothy from being a hudropoteo, that is, one who abstains from vinous
beverages. True believers can drink a *little* [literally, #3641 oligos = puny] bit of wine [#3631
oinos]. But never to excess. The bigger point here
is that plain water is far inferior to juice. Specifically, distilled and reverse-osmosis water is unbound
to nutrients, and hungry to grab atoms from plastic
containers and from your insides. So wherever
possible, drink fresh, organic, raw vegetable & fruit
juices. Your body will thank you for depositing nutrients in it rather than robbing nutrients from it.
Recycle the water from your sinks, bathtubs & peepots into your garden filled with water-loving,
juice-rich vine plants such as cucumbers, melons,
tomatoes, grapes, berries etc. Get a juicer. Drink a
gallon or so of fresh juice every day. The plants will
do a better job filtering your water than most filters, and you'll never have to buy any replacement
filters.

Spirit-Beings See Your Every Move,
Good & Bad
24 The sins of some people are easy to
see, ___. [Obvious] sin[s] provide [their]
own condemnation and judgment: [venereal disease, alcoholism, meth addiction, for example.]

Other sins [(like porn addiction) take time to]
chase [the sinner down and kill him].
But [YAH] eventually exposes and judges all sins.

Likewise, ___, some good works are
obvious. While others are not so visible.
But [YAH] eventually publicizes and rewards everyone's deeds.
25

1st Timothy 6
Fulfill & Terminate All Of Your Obligations
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Let all workers who [unfortunately] lie under the ‘yoke’ [of any legally binding obligation]
count their masters [creditors / employers / husbands] worthy of complete honor [payback],
so that no [one] ever blasphemes the
Name of [Yahweh] the Eloah and His instructions.
1

This applies to anyone who has a legal obligation
to complete a period of service, or honor a contract. DON'T SIGN CONTRACTS! But once you have
an agreement, don't ever say that you don't have
to pay your debts or complete your agreements
because you were ‘born again’ and are a ‘new creature.’ Sometimes a spouse get ‘born again’ and
leaves their spouse on such fraudulent ‘grounds.’
Come on, grow up people! However, a soldier who
realizes that killing people in the military is evil
should get discharged rather than continue to murder in the name of the war state. The soldier who
accepts Christ must persevere in seeking a discharge on the grounds that he is subject to a higher power who forbids killing. Christians are unfit for
combat service. Get out of worldly obligations
(such as employment) in the quickest, most amicable and honorable way you can, so that you can
serve YHVH.

___, if your master [boss/husband/creditor]
is [your fellow] believer, that's no excuse
for being disrespectful or negating your
obligations. You should work harder because you're helping another faithful
believer whom YAH loves. [Your believing
boss] will share with you in YAH's benefits. Teach these truths. Encourage everyone to obey them.
Shun Anyone Who Refuses Sound
Instruction
3 ___, avoid anyone [however prosperous and
popular] who teaches false doctrines and
fails to consent to sound precepts.
Shun men whose actions or statements
conflict with the words of our Master
YahShua [the] Messiah, [especially his]
instructions [regarding staying] separated
[from the evil world-system].
2

Taken strictly, this verse calls us to shun most people who call themselves ‘Christian.’ However the
next verse may limit the shunning to the more
problematic divisive pseudo-christians.
4 [ ___, anyone who diverges from YahShua's com-

is arrogant. He knows nothing.
He's sick, obsessed about controversies
and word-battles, from which gush
mands]
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envy, fights, slander
suspicions.

[and]

evil

constantly
cause perverse disputes among men of
corrupt minds. Destitute of the truth,
[the fakes] suppose that gain is holiness.
___, withdraw yourself from anyone
like that.
5 [People who reject sound teaching]

Get away from any so-called Christian who spends
most of his time paying for his personal house, car,
insurance policies, and other possessions. That describes almost every Christian you've ever met.

Loving Money Is A Root Of Every
Evil
6 Rather, when you, ___, [feel] content
to live separated [from evil], you're very
wealthy, [regardless of what physical resources you
hold]. 7 *For we brought nothing

into this world, ___. And it's
certain we can carry nothing
out. 8 *If

we have food
and covering, we [believers]
will be happy with that,
___.
#4629 skepasma means ‘covering’, not just ‘clothing’. You need a little bit more than just food and
clothing. You need some basic shelter, an 8' x 8'
tent for example; nothing fancy or large. Mere food
and clothing won't keep you happy in a freezing
blizzard or under Death Valley's summer sunshine.

*[People] who want to be
rich fall into temptation,
trapped in snare[s], ___,
lost in [the black hole of]
countless foolish and
hurtful lusts which
drown men in destruction and perdition. 1st Timothy
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

*For the love of money is a root of every evil,
___. In reaching for
greed, many [people] stray
from the faith. [Money-lovers] stab themselves
6:10

Such divisive word battles include: ‘Trinitarianism
vs. Monotheism’, ‘grace vs. works’, etc. False
Christians have killed millions of true Christians
over doctrinal battles. Some of the most famous
leaders in ‘Christian’ history are actually mass murderers, for instance: Luther, Calvin, King James
and many Popes.

9

1989

[in the heart and out the back]

with many sorrows.
See the awesome The Love Of Money Song.

Spotlessly Keep All YAH's Commands In Love
11 But ___, you human [who belongs to Yahweh] the Eloah, flee all [greed and worldly traps].
Pursue righteousness, [pure] devotion [to
YAH], faith, love, patience and meekness. 12 *Fight the good fight of

faith, ___! Lay hold on eternal
life, to which you are called, as
you have openly testified before many witnesses. 13 In the
sight of Yahweh who [by his Word] springs
everything and everyone to life, and
before the Messiah YahShua, who stood
firm, testifying perfectly in the face of
[tax-chief] Pontius Pilate, I command you,
___: [obey YAH]. 14 You, ___, must spotlessly and irreproachably keep these
commands of Yahweh until our Master
YahShua [the] Messiah [visibly] appears [to
rule the universe].
‘Grace’ means YAH gives you the power to spotlessly obey Him, not a license to disobey Him.

All Power Belongs To YHVH, The
Eternal One
15 At the proper time, [Yahweh, the]
blessed and sole Potentate, the King
over [all] kings, [the] Adonai over [all]
lords, comes to reveal [YahShua to the world].
YHVH is the king over Yahshua. Jesus is not “coequal” with YHVH, despite Roman Catholic mumbojumbo.

*Yahweh alone possesses
immortality, ___. Yahweh
dwells in the light which no
16
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man can approach. No [mortal]
man has ever seen, nor can see
Yahweh. Honor and power [belong] to Yahweh forever. Amén.
This can only be referring to YAH. Not to Yahshua,
who was seen by many men. Since YHVH alone
possesses immortality, the doctrine that everyone
who is not saved will burn forever in hell does not
make sense. Humans are not naturally immortal.
When YAH saves people he gives them immortality
as a gift.

Command Rich People To Give To
Help Others

*Command [people] who are
rich in this world to never get
proud, nor [to] trust in uncertain
riches, but [to] trust in [Yahweh]
the living Eloha, who richly
gives us [believers] all things to
enjoy. 18 * ___, command rich
[people to] do good, to be rich in
righteous works, ready to distribute [aid], willing to communicate, [to share money]. 19 *By generosity, ___, you lay up in
store for yourselves a good
foundation for the future, to
grasp eternal life.
17

Sharing your wealth is a way to gain eternal life...
SHARE YOUR WEALTH!

The Goal Of All Science Is Faith In
YHVH

*[You, ___, who are] so
dear to [Yahweh,] keep safe everything [YAH] commits to your
trust. Avoid profane and vain
babbling and adversarial false
opposition of so-called
‘science.’
1st Timothy 6:20

True spirituality is real science, because it seeks
the truth. True science is spiritual, because it tests
for truth within the vast unknown. Avoid ‘talk-show
religion’ and the confusion of worldly ‘experts.’ The
businesses of science and religion are both staffed
with professional paid liars who fail to seek the
truth, while they pretend to know the truth. This
verse was addressed to “Timothy,” which means,
“One dear to YHVH.”
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Many people [claim to have the truth about science and religion]. Yet they wander away
from the real target of human wisdom:
faith. [I pray that YAH's] divine influence
stays firmly with you [forever], ___.
21

Amén = firm.

2nd Timothy 1
Paul Writes Again to Comfort You
Who Love YAH
1 ___, this letter is from me, Paul. Yahweh chose
me to be an ambassador for the Messiah
(YahShua). Yahweh wants me to tell you about the
[eternal] life He promises [to give you if you keep living] in faith,
[connected to] YahShua, [the] Messiah.
Paul is in prison in Rome, about to be martyred,
now writing the last letter we have from him.
2 Dear One of Elohim, ___, my beloved “child,” [I
pray for] Grace, mercy, and peace [to flood to you] from
Yahweh the Father and [from his] Messiah, YahShua
our Master.
Dear One of El = Timothy. Child = Teknon.
3 Night and day I regularly remember you, ___, in
my prayers. I thank Yahweh, (whom I serve with
pure conscience, as did

[some of]

my forefathers). 4

I

remember your tears, ___. My [heart]
aches to see you. [When we reunite, your presence] will fill me with joy.
Spirit Can Flow To Us Via Family &
Teachers

5 [Timothy,] I remember the honest and true faith that
I'm convinced fills you. That faith first dwelt in your
grandmother Lois, and [in] your victorious mother.
The end of the sentence apparently doesn't translate into English. Eunice = Victorious.
6 So I remind you, [Timothy,] to fan into flames the
gift of [Yahweh] the Eloah, which [shot down from heaven] into
you when I laid my hands on your [head].

YAH Gives Us Spirit-Power, Love, &
Sanity

*For [Yahweh] the Eloah
has not given us the
spirit of fear, ___; but
of power, of love, and a
sound mind. 8 So, ___, don't
7

you [ever] be ashamed of [bearing] testimony for [Yahweh] our Adonai. And never be
ashamed of me, a jailbird who belongs
to [the] Adonai. Instead, suffer hardship
with me to [spread] the gospel [across the
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Suffer deep and long until the
power of Elohim gets you through [the
pain].

This could refer to any spiritual gift, or just the
presence of the Spirit. See note.

YAH Calls Us On A Glorious Sacred
Mission
9 Yahweh has saved us [believers, ___]. [He]
calls us on a holy mission, not a summons [penalizing] our miserable past performance, but a calling as high as
YAH's own purpose and mercy. Before
the world began, Yahweh willed this
gracious calling to us [who are members of the
political Body of] YahShua the Messiah. 2nd
Timothy 1:10 And now, ___, YAH publicly
proclaimed His will through the appearance of our Savior, YahShua the Messiah, who abolishes death. [YahShua's]
amazing revelation[s] bring life and immortality to light! 11 [YAH] has appointed
me as a herald of this amazing news.
[I'm YAH's] apostle. [He sends me] to teach the
beast-nationals [how to obey & understand the
Hebrew Torah]!
True Believers Suffer Hardship &
Abandonment
12 I suffer [many] hardships for [my calling].
Yet I'm not one bit ashamed, ___. For
I know [YahShua, to] whom I've entrusted
[my life]. I'm convinced that [YahShua] is
able to guard everything I've committed to him until [I receive my spiritual treasure on
Judgment] Day.

Fake believers turn away from true believers.

When you became a Christian you signed up for
unfathomable suffering. Did your preacher tell you
that?

This verse could equally refer to YHVH the Father.
The only safe store of wealth is to store wealth in
heaven. Precious metals are easily stolen. Banks
crash. Welfare-funds dry up. Houses burn. Taxes
and currency devaluation erode wealth. So give everything you have to the work of YAH. He'll guard
it for you. He keeps the universe running. He can
safeguard your trinkets.

Hold fast, ___. Submit [yourself] to [the]
sound Word [teaching] you've heard from
me. [Live] in the faith and love [you experience through your connection] to YahShua, [YAH's]
Messiah. 14 ___, guard that good “deposit” [of
13

Sacred Spirit
us) entrusted to you.
treasure which the]

[of Yahweh]

(who dwells in

You know, ___, that everyone in
Asia has turned away from me (including Phygelus {Fugitive} and Ermogenes
[Son of Mercury].
15

Paul Expresses Thanks For One
Faithful Helper

16 [I pray that Yahweh] the Adonai gives mercy to Onesiphorus [Profit-Bearer] and [to] all his family, because
he often visited and encouraged me. He never [gets]
ashamed of me, [even though soldiers] chained me up in
prison.
True Christians go to jail for doing right in controversial ways. Have you had trouble with police because of your faith? Have you gone to jail to visit a
wrongfully-jailed Christian? If not, your faith might
be a fake.
17 When [“Profit-Bearer”] was in Rome, he [risked death and social rejection]. He very diligently sought me out. [He]
found me [rotting in a dungeon]. 18 May [my helper] find mercy from [Yahweh] the Adonai on the day YahShua [visibly] returns [as Judge of the Universe.] You, [Timothy,] know
very well how many ways [“Profit-Bearer”] helped me in
Ephesus [in Turkey].

2nd Timothy 2
Be Strong In YAH's Power; Connect
To Yahshua

1 So you, ___, my [spiritual] “child,” stay strong in the
gracious [special, unmerited favor that flows to you through your connecwith YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah. 2 Everything
you, [Timothy,] heard me say or saw me
do among many witnesses, pass on to
other faithful people who will also be
competent to teach other [new believers].
Untangle Yourself From The World;
Fight Evil
tion]

* ___, endure hardship with
us [apostles]. [Persevere] as a good
‘soldier’ of YahShua the Messiah. 4 * ___, every warrior disentangles himself from the affairs of this life so he can
please his Commander who
chooses him to be a soldier. 5
3

And when a man competes, he doesn't
get crowned, ___, unless he competes
by the rules.
Athletically, economically, romantically.
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___, the land-worker who [does the hard]
work comes first to receive a share of
the harvest, [the “first-fruits”].
Ponder Scripture & YAH Will Enlighten You
7 Meditate thoughtfully on what I'm
saying, ___. For [Yahweh] the Adonai can
enable you to understand everything.
Tell Everyone That YAH Raised
Yahshua To Life
6

8 Remind everyone, ___, that YahShua the Messiah was a man born into king David's family, and
that [YAH] raised YahShua from the dead. That's the
Amazing Revelation I proclaim.

IF You Suffer Like Jesus, You Get
To Reign

*In this work of heralding the
Good News, I suffer so much
trouble that [soldiers] tie me in
chains like an evildoer! But
nothing ever binds the Word of
[Yahweh] the Eloah, ___. [YAH's Word
9

flies freely throughout the earth.]
When you really teach YAH's pure word, unforeseen obstacles hem you in. People whom you
thought were on your side suddenly leave you for
dead. Doors slam in your face. Sometimes you get
thrown in jail. But the word runs free. It does more
than you could do even if you weren't straitjacketed by the Devil's political, religious and economic
systems.

So I endure anything,
___, to help [YAH's] chosen [people] obtain
eternal glorious salvation through [their
connection to] YahShua (the Messiah). 11
Here is a statement you can trust, ___:
“If we're dead [to sin] with YahShua, we'll
also live with YahShua.” 12 IF we suffer,
___, we'll also reign with YahShua. If
we deny YahShua, YahShua will deny
us.
2nd Timothy 2:10

If you don't suffer for your faith, don't expect to go
to heaven.

when we fail to believe, ___,
YahShua remains faithful. He can't
deny himself.
Instead Of Arguing About Theology, WORK HARD!
14 ___, remind people of these scriptural commands. [Call Yahweh] Adonai as
witness. Command the [believers] that
13 [Even]
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they must never fight word-battles. Arguments over semantic theology are
totally fruitless. [Disputes] profit no one.
[Quarrels] leave [people] who listen in ruins.

* ___, work diligently
so that [Yahweh] the Eloah
can present you [to the
world] as an unashamed,
approved workman who
rightly separates [false lies
from] the Word of Truth. 16
15

*Shun profane vain babblings,
___. They breed cancerous unholiness.
Shun foolish discussions, godless chatter, TV-talk,
worldly movies, chat rooms, websites, philosophy
classes, useless sermons, silly faux 'bible studies,'
seminary cemetery lectures.

Foolish talk eats [away at people's souls] like
gangrene, ___. (Hymenaeus [Hymen-child]
and Philetus [Amiable] are examples of
[foolish talkers].) 18 [False teachers] keep erring
[from] the truth. They claim (for example) that the resurrection has come and
gone. [Foolish talkers] overthrow [weak] people's faith, ___.
Purge All Wrongdoing From Your
Life!
19 Nevertheless, ___, [Yahweh] the
Eloah's [kingdom] stands [on] a sure foundation. [The kingdom] bears this seal:
“Yahweh knows the [beings] who are His.”
And,
“Every one who names the Name of the
Messiah must depart from [all] wrongdoing.”
17

(Numbers 16:5.) Everyone who belongs to YHVH
departs from all wrongdoing. Saying a salvation
prayer or chanting a rosary ain't gonna' cut it.

___, people on earth are
like dishes, pots and cups in a great
mansion. Some [people] are gold and silver, others wood and clay. The [stewards]
reserve the gold and silver for occasions of great honor. While they [might]
2nd Timothy 2:20
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use the clay for nothing more honorable than a bedpan to throw up in.
paraphrase

So, ___, purge yourself from dishonor. Then you'll be a vessel of honor,
sanctified, fit for the master [YahShua's]
use, prepared for every good work.
21

You are a container for spirits. Clean your insides
out. Then YAH will fill you with His Sacred Spirit.

*And flee youthful lusts, ___!
Follow righteousness, faith,
charity and peace, with other
[people] who call on [Yahweh] from
pure hearts.
22

Meekly Instruct, But Never Argue
Or Fight

*Avoid foolish and ignorant
controversies, ___. You know
[that arguments] breed fights. 24
23

*The servant of Yahweh
must NEVER fight. Instead, ___, be gentle to
all men, apt to teach,
patient.
That means that no true Christian can fight in war.
Ever. Open and shut case. Not even difficult to
prove. Tell that to your ‘Pastor.’
fight = 3164 machomai:
to war, i.e. (figuratively) to quarrel, dispute:-fight, strive.

In meekness, ___, instruct [people]
who oppose themselves. Perhaps
[Yahweh] the Eloah will give them repentance [so they'll] acknowledge [the] truth. 26
Maybe, ___, your hearers will sober up
[& come to their senses] and escape the devil's
trap where he holds them as captive
slaves, doing his [evil] will.
25

2nd Timothy 3
End Times People = Evil Loveless
Succubi

*You need to know, ___, that
the last days bring perilous
1
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times. 2 *[Modern] people [are]
lovers of their own selves,
___, [narcissistic], covetous, braggarts, arrogant, blasphemers,
disobedient to parents, ungrateful, unholy;
This is a description of the hearts of the people
around you right now, even your friends, lovedones and church members. Sooner or later you
must face this truth. Love your enemy friends, enemy relatives and enemy neighbors.

*[The people of these last days are] heartless, truce-breakers, false accusers, without self-control,
fierce, despisers of [everyone who is]
good;
3

The better you are, the more the worldlings will
despise you, because they despise every good being.

*[The people of these last days are]
traitors, conceited, puffed-up
with pride, ___, lovers of pleasures more than lovers of Yahweh;
4

False Christianity Is The Ultimate
Demon-Nest

*[The people of the last days] maintain
the outer form of “godly” religion. But they reject all holy
spiritual power. ___, turn
away from all such [hypocritical]
people.
5

These evil people appear to be godly. They have
churches. But they divorce more than do nonchurchgoers. They have bibles. But they attack you
and abandon you when you obey Paul. You command them to do what their bible says. And they
hang you for it.
6 [Some of these hypocritical people of these last days]

worm their way into houses to lead
captive silly women burdened by [the guilt
of their] sins, [floozies] led around by endless evil longings.
Sometimes for sex, but more commonly, to get
money by selling lying, world-appeasing religious
doctrine.

*[ ___, the people of these last days] are
constantly learning [new information].
7
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Yet they're never able to come
to the knowledge of the truth.
The modern world is full of information and drowning in lies.

mirror [those old Egyptian snakemagician frauds] Jannes and Jambres who
withstood Moses. Last-days hypocrites
resist the truth. They're men of corrupt
minds and [reprobate] counterfeit faith,
___.
8 [Modern people]

Jannes and Jambres are the magicians who appeared to change their staves into snakes in Exodus 7:11, 12, 22. They are mentioned in the Targum of Jonathan.

But [YAH] eventually stops [all hypocrites] in
their tracks, ___. [YAH] exposes their
folly to all men, just like [he exposed] the
hypocrisy of their predecessors: [the occult
magicians] Jannes and Jambres, [who only
temporarily matched Moses’ ability to call down plagues].
9

Ex. 8: 7,18,19

Every True Believer Suffers Cruel
Persecution

wise. They'll lead [you] to salvation
through faith in YahShua, [YAH’s] Messiah.

In Timothy's childhood, there was no "New Testament." So this verse strongly endorses the ‘Old’
Testament.

*Elohim inspired all [true Hebrew
prophets to write down the] scriptures,
___. [The Hebrew bible is] valuable for
teaching [people], for convicting
[them] of sin, [for] correcting [their]
faults and training [them] in right
living.
16

At this point the New Testament was just being
written. So this is an endorsement of the Hebrew
Canon. It's also tacitly a recommendation to search
for continuing inspiration in the New Testament
scriptures and beyond.

the
of [Yahweh] the Eloah be perfect and fully equipped for every good
work.
17 [ ___, scripture is an essential tool. It helps]
[man or woman]

2nd Timothy 4

2nd Timothy 3:10 In contrast, you, ___, have
closely observed my teaching, manner of life, purpose, faith, patience, charity and perseverance. 11

persecutions and
afflictions [attacked] me at [Syrian] Antioch,
Iconium {Idol-Town} and Lustra. What
sufferings I endured! But Adonai [Yahweh]
delivered me out of them all. 12

Trumpet YAH's Word To A World
That Hates Him

[You, ___, must know what]

*Yes, ___. Everyone
who lives [a] sacred [sepa-

ratist life as a member of the political

Messiah
(YahShua) eventually
suffers persecution. 13
Body of the]

*Evil men and seducers continually grow worse and worse,
___, deceiving and being deceived.
Study The Old & New Testaments
Every Day
14 But you, ___, continue [living out] the [truths] you've
learned and been assured of. Know [YAH,] from
[truth]. 15 Since childhood you've known the holy [Hebrew]
scriptures. They're able to make you

whom you learned the
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1 So I instruct you, ___, before [Yahweh] the Eloah,
and Master YahShua, [the] Messiah. [YahShua] will
judge all living and dead [people] [in] his royal [Dominion]
when he [visibly appears on earth].
YHVH and Yahshua are clearly differentiated here
as two unique beings.

Herald [YAH's] word, ___. Be persistent, in good times and bad. Challenge,
warn and call [people] with unfailing patience and comprehensive teaching.
The Whole World, Even The Church,
Hates Truth
2

*For the time approaches [in
your lifetime, ___,] when people will
not endure sound doctrine.
Catering to their own lusts,
they'll heap around themselves
[false] teachers who say whatever [the highest bidder's] ears itch to
hear.
3

No preacher who makes money off of donations is
ever going to tell you the simple and clear truth
that you have to quit your job, quit the military,
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stop swearing oaths, and sell all your possessions
and give to the poor. The preachers live off of your
wages! If all the church donors obeyed Christ's
teachings, it would be a nightmare for the church's
cash flow! That's why a morally-awake preacher always has this "deer in the headlights" look in his
eyes. He's caught between a 'rock and a hard
place.' If he preaches the full gospel truth, he'll
lose his cushy preaching job!

*People, [even churchgoing Christian people,] diverted by fables, will turn
away their ears from [YAH's]
truth, ___. 5 But you, ___, stay
4

sober [& watchful] in everything. Endure
afflictions (suffering). Do the work of
an evangelist. Fully accomplish your
ministry.
Fight The Good Fight To Your
Death, Like Paul
6 For [my persecutors] are already pouring
my [lifeblood] out like a “drink offering.”
The time of my departure [physical death] is
at hand. 7 *I've fought a good

fight. I've finished my race,
I've kept the faith. [You do the same,
Now there awaits me a crown of
righteousness, which Master [YahShua,]
the righteous judge, will give me on the
day [I die and enter the final judgment]. All [the beings] who love Master [YahShua] and long
for his physical, visible return will receive their crowns, ___.
___.] 8

The next thing you experience after you die will be
the resurrection to the final judgment. It will appear to you that the final judgment happened on
the day you die. You're about to get crowned or
crushed.

9

Paul Pleads For Timothy To Come
Help Him

quick, race here [to Rome. Help] me [send the
2nd Timothy 4:10 For Demas
{Ceres-Worshipper} has fallen in love with this present
world. He deserted me to run off to Thessalo-Nike.
Crescens {Growth-Seeker} went to Galatia. Titus went
to Dalmatia [in Europe]. 11 Only Luke is with me. [Timothy,] bring Mark with you, because Mark has proved
a very useful helper in ministry. 12 I've sent Tychicus {Bullseye-Hitter} [on his journey] to Ephesus [in Turkey]. 13
When you come, [Timothy,] bring with you the cloak
that I left at [the Plain of Troy] with [“Fruity”] Carpus, and
the scrolls, especially the parchments. 14
Alexander {Man-Defender} the copper-smith did me
much evil. The Adonai [will] pay him back for what
he did. [I don't have to retaliate.] 15 You too should beware
[Timothy,]

gospel out from this dungeon] .
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of [Man-Defender]. He strongly opposed our
Message.

[gospel]

YAH Will Stay With You When All
Humans Flee

*At my first defense, ___,
no [mortal] stood with me. Everybody abandoned me. [I pray to Yahweh] that He relents from [giving my
so-called Christian brothers] their deserved punishment for deserting me.
16

Your so-called "Christian" brothers betray you
when you finally get serious about obeying Jesus.
The churchgoers dump you like a hot-potato with
AIDS. And they blame you for it.

*But [Yahweh] the Adonai stood
with me. He empowered me to
persuasively proclaim [his] full
message for all the nations to
hear, ___. And [He] rescued me
out of the ‘mouth of the lion.’ 18
17

Adonai [Yahweh] continues to rescue me
from every evil attack. He's safely
bringing me into his heavenly Kingdom.
[There I'll] give glory to Adonai for ever
and ever. [Nothing can change] that fact.
Amén.

Paul Sends Greetings To & News Of
His Friends

19

salute Priscilla {Ancient-One} and Aquila
and the family of Onesiphorus [Profit-Bearer].
2nd Timothy 4:20 Erastus [Lover] stayed at Corinth.
And I left Trophimus [Nutrition-boy] sick at Miletus. 21
[Timothy,] race to arrive here [in Rome] before winter.
Eubulus [Good-Willer] greets you, as do Pudens [modest],
Linus [Flaxy], Claudia, and all the brothers. 22 [I pray
that] the Messiah, Master YahShua, stays with your
spirit, ___, and that [his] unmerited-favor [always]
stays with you. [And that's the way] it is!
Amén.
[Timothy,]

{Eagle},

Titus 1
Herald The Promise Of Eternal Life

1 Hi, ___. It's me, Paul. I'm writing this letter not
just as your friend, but as a servant of [Yahweh] Elohim, and [as] an emissary of YahShua the Messiah.
[I write] to all YAH's chosen faithful [people,] to help [you]
all recognize the truth that leads to righteous [behavior].
Paraphrase. Letter originally written to an early
Christian missionary named Titus.
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rest on the hope of
eternal life. Before time began, Yahweh
promised he would give eternal life to
people. And YAH never lies, ___. [YAH IS
Truth.] 3 At just the right time, ___, YAH
makes his Word crystal clear. YAH
shows his thoughts through heraldry.
[Wild public proclamation] is [a task] Elohim our
Savior committed to me as a commandment, not a suggestion.
2 [Faith and understanding]

All believers, in one way or another, must herald
the Good news. Heraldry has almost nothing in
common with lecture-sermons. Heraldry is a mixture of all the old Testament ACTIONS which boring English translators misrender "praise."
4 Titus, [you are] a true son [of Yahweh. You're united with us apostles] by the faith all we [believers] share. [I pray that] Yahweh the Father, and the Master YahShua ([the] Messiah) our savior [send you] gracious favor, mercy and
peace. 5 I left you, [Titus,] on the island of Crete so
you could set in order and establish our [gospel] work
there and appoint elders in each town as I instructed and appointed you [to do].

Leaders Must Be Chaste, Sober,
Humble, Giving
6 All the men who lead in the Ekklesia
must be blameless, ___. Pick the oldest, most mature [men] for leadership
according to these guidelines: If he's
not celibate, he must be a husband of
[no more than] one wife, [not polygamous, not di-

vorced, not adulterous, not a fornicator of any kind, homo
or hetero]. [If he has children,]

they must be
faithful children with no reputation for
being wild or rebellious. 7 *For an

overseer must be blameless,
___. Overseers are stewards of
Elohim. No overseer can be
self-willed, quick to anger, or
in any way controlled by alcohol [nor by any intoxicant, legal or illegal]. An
overseer must be [a lover,] not a
fighter, and never greedy for
filthy gain.
You have the religious freedom to use alcohol,
hemp, coca, etc. for the purposes intended by the
Creator. But you cannot abuse ANY substance, not
even coffee. The world's money systems are designed to bring you filthy ‘gagne’ (gain) which is
plunder from illegal, immoral wars. In opposition to
this verse, churches rush to appoint military people
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and rich people to positions of leadership, to increase the tithing base.

An overseer must love to give hospitality, and be a lover of good, ___.
Overseers must be sober, just, holy
and self-controlled. 9 A leader must always hold fast to [YAH's] faithful Word as
he has been taught, ___. Then he'll
become able, by healthy teaching, to
encourage [believers] and to refute opponents.
Rebuke False Religionists, Esp.
Circumcisers
Titus 1:10 For countless unruly and vain
talkers and deceivers [roam the world], ___.
Especially [people] from the “Circumcision”
8

[cult. They want all males everywhere to get their foreskins savagely stabbed and cut off as a bogus means of
becoming YAH's chosen people by swearing the Sinai
Covenant's curse-oath.]

Circumcision refers to Judaizers who wish to swear
believers into the Sinai Covenant. The actual principles of the Sinai Covenant are wonderful. Penis
cutting is not wonderful. Never do it. Cutting the
skin is forbidden by the Mosaic Law.

The mouths of false religion teachers
must be stopped, ___. To get filthy
profit-money, false preachers ruin
whole families. They teach accursed
[lies] no one should even speak.
11

Like cutting off babies' foreskins, a most heinous,
perverted form of child abuse.

Even one of the Cretans’ own
prophets said, “The Cretans are always
liars, evil beasts, lazy bellies.” That
prophet's witness is right on [target, ___].
13 ___, sharply rebuke the [lying preachers,
especially circumcisers], so that they can become sound in the faith.
12

Stop all diseased talk of traditional "Jewish" and
"Pseudo-Christian" make-believe and made-up
rules. Rebuke anyone who is considering cutting a
baby's penis. When's the last time you stood outside of a hospital and protested infant circumcision? That's the kind of action that got Paul repeatedly beat up.

___, pay zero attention to Jewish fables and commandments of people who
reject the truth.
14

However, pay great attention to the actual stories
and principles of the Older Testament.

Except Defiled People, Everything
Is Useful
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*To pure [beings], all
things are pure [for the use
the Creator intended, ___]. But
to [beings] who are defiled
and unbelieving, nothing is pure. Even their
minds and consciences
[lie] defiled.
15

Foreskins are pure. Don't cut them off. Instead, cut
off the control the penis has over your behavior.
That's what circumcision really means: Stop letting
your little head think for your big head. This verse
cannot be used to justify eating pig meat.

False “believers” profess that they
know Elohim. But their deeds deny
Him, ___. [Bogus religionists] are abominable, disobedient, worthless for doing
anything good.
16

Titus 2
Be A Living Show Of Good, Obedient Behavior
1 In contrast, you, ___, [be a living demonstration] of the [good] behavior [which] comes
from sound teaching. 2 Older [Christian]
men must be sober, serious, self-controlled, sound in faith, charitable & loving, and totally patient. 3 Similarly, ___,
command older women that they be
holy in behavior, teachers of good
things, not false accusers, not influenced by alcohol [or any other intoxicant or drug,
“legal” or “illegal”].
An occasional bit of wine, hemp-bud, or tea are
permissible, even if in large quantities they would
cause intoxication. But never let any substance affect your judgement in any way. Avoid Doctor's
pills just like you would avoid crack or meth.

Older women must teach the young
women to be sober, to love their husbands, to love their children. 5 Women
must be discreet, chaste, good, obedient to their own husbands. [Women] must
take good care of the places they live,
so that the Word of [Yahweh] the Eloah
never gets blasphemed, ___.
4
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You can call yourself a 'Christian,' but if your yard
and house are messy and your dog barks uncontrollably, your neighbor will curse you and your
false religion.

Likewise, ___, call all young men to
be sober-minded (self-controlled). 7 In
everything, ___, show yourself as a
pattern of good works. In teaching,
show integrity, gravity and sincerity. 8
Use healthy speech that can never be
condemned, ___. [That way] the opponent will be ashamed. [He'll] have zero
evil things to say about you.
6

Stay away from profanity and pseudo-profanity,
flirting, name-calling and pettiness.

Anyone bound to any obligation must
be obedient to their
superiors/masters/creditors. [We must]
satisfy [and terminate our] obligation[s] well
and completely and without any contradiction.
9

This applies not merely to slaves, but to employees, debtors, people under contract, oath, or any
pledge, including pledges of allegiance. Of course,
we must make every effort to NEVER get into any
binding obligation, because obligations create master/servant relationships. No one can serve two
masters.

Believers must of course never
steal. We, ___, must demonstrate total good faith, so that in every way
we'll increase the attractiveness of the
teachings of Elohim, our Deliverer. 11
Titus 2:10

For

[Yahweh]

the Eloah has revealed to all people his

gracious-favor which brings salvation. 12 [YAH]

teaches us to deny unholiness and
worldly lusts, to live soberly, righteously, devoted to [YAH] among today's [evil]
world, ___. 13 Live separated [from the evil
of the world], ___. [Keep] looking for the
“blessed hope” [of eternal life,] and the glorious manifestation of [the]
Mega-Elohim [Yahweh]

our Savior YahShua,
the Messiah.
and

[of]

This verse is a favorite battleground of Trinitarians
vs. Monotheists. Titus 2:13 refers to two beings:
Mega Theos [YHVH]
AND our Savior Jesus Christ.
YHVH's glory will manifest. Yahshua will be physically visible. See Titus 1:4 for clarification. Titus
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2:13 does not call Jesus “THE MEGA GOD.” That title belongs to YHVH.

*YahShua gave his [life] for us,
___, so he could redeem us
from all wickedness, to purify
for himself a populace all his
own, zealous to do good deeds.
14

Grace is power to be good, not permission to be
bad. YAH saves you to get you to do good, not to
sit in church and talk about how you got saved by
saying one prayer. Protestants often lie, saying the
point of redemption is that YHVH accepts you even
though you still sin. Salvation is the power to do
right, not the freedom to do wrong.

teach these commands
[of YahShua]. Convince the believers to
obey [him]. [Cheer people up. Give them hope.]
With full authority, correct the believers. Don't let anyone look down on you.
15 [ ___, zealously]

Titus 3
Cooperate. Never Retaliate In Word
Or Action

* ___, remind the believers
[never to retaliate, but] to cooperate
with chiefs and authorities, to
conform to [good] advice, to be
ready to do all kinds of good
works.
1

"Principalities and powers" and "obey magistrates"
were wrongly inserted by King James' employees.
This verse does not mean for you to blindly obey
the rulers of the Satan-State around you. It means
to help leaders to do good.

___, remind believers to never speak
evil of anyone, to never brawl, but instead to always be gentle, showing true
humility toward all people.
YAH's Spirit Saves us From Our Depravity
3 For we [apostles] ourselves were also
once foolish, disobedient, deceived,
___. [We] served various lusts and pleasures. [We] lived in malice and envy. [We
stunk,] odious, [like pig poop]. [We] hated one
another. 4 But then, ___, Elohim our
Deliverer revealed His kindness and
love for mankind: 5 *Elohim saved
2
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us, ___. We [believers] did not
save ourselves by doing whatever works of righteousness [we
imagine we did]. YAH saved us by His
limitless mercy. By allowing us
to be reborn, YAH washed [every
last stain the evil spirits and our bad choices had

our dirty flesh. Then YAH
made us new [by filling us like clean crystal vases] with His sparkling Sacred Spirit.
left in]

"He Saved Us" is a great Scripture Rock song that
teaches this verse.

Through [our connection to] YahShua the
Messiah our Savior, YAH generously
pour[s] out [His] Spirit on us [believers],
___. 7 [Yahweh's] divine-influence repairs
us, ___, making us [his innocent] heirs [who
enjoy] the eternal life [all beings] hope for.
6

Justification means YAH makes you righteous. He
doesn't merely consider you righteous. See song,
Fix You. If you are saved you actually become innocent.

True Believers Are 100% Full-Time
Do-Gooders

* ___, put your confidence in
this command: Insist constantly that everyone who trusts in
[Yahweh] the Eloah must always
busy themselves, planning and
working, doing good deeds
that are beneficial for everyone, every [waking] minute of every day.
8

Of course, on the Sabbath you rest, so that you
can be more effective on the 6 days you work.
Note that if you demand obedience to this verse,
most ‘Christians’ will reject you, calling you a legalist and a fanatic.

*But avoid foolish controversies, silly genealogies, quarrels, and fights about the law,
___. All that [noise] is unprofitable and vain [jangling].
9

Keep your actions about serving the needy, not
theology, not politics, not worldly legislation.

* ___, when a [‘believer’]
divides [peoples' pure devotion to strict obediTitus 3:10
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warn him
once, then a second time. After
that, have nothing more to do
with him.
ence to YahShua's commands,]

Reject divisive people. Someone who tries to divide
the Ecclesia by mandating ignoring the biblical
commands regarding music, for example. Reject
people who engage in foolish controversies. Reject
bigots who reject monotheists for not confessing
belief in the "Trinity" for example. Likewise, reject
monotheists who demonize Trinitarians on the sole
grounds of a word.
11

Know, ___, that anyone who divides

[the obedient, unified zeal of the Ecclesia to fully obey

has been perverted and
is sinning: he stands self-condemned.
Paul Sends Personal Instructions
To Titus
YahShua's commands]

12 [Titus,] when I send Artemas [Gift-of-Artemis] or Tychicus {Bullseye-Hitter} to you, be diligent to [hike across the
country] to [help] me at Nicopolis [Nike-Town]. I plan to
spend the winter there. 13 Diligently help Zenas
[Given-By-Jove] the lawyer and Apollos [Sun-God's child] accomplish their travels, so that they'll [have] everything [they need].
These were converted pagans, as their names
clearly show.

Do Good Deeds That Meet Genuine
Needs
14 ___, have our people learn to apply
themselves to persevering in doing
good deeds that meet genuine needs,
so [no one] can [condemn us believers] as
fruitless. 15 All the [believers suffering] with me salute
you, ___. Greet everyone who shares our faith
and [who] loves us [missionaries]. [I pray that YAH's] unmerited-favor stays with you all [forever]. [And that's the way] it
is!
Amén.

Philemon 1
Paul Butters Up Philemon For The
Pitch
1 Hello, dearly beloved co-worker Philemon {Friend}! It's me, Paul. [I'm here in
Rome, chained in jail. Our] brother Timothy
{YAH's-Treasure} is with me. [We're writing to
you on smuggled papyrus. We intended to come to see
you. But worldly ‘authorities’ illegally beat us. They threw
us]

in prison for

[terrifying rich religious hypocrites.

We warned the city about]

Messiah,

YahShua, YAH's

[the Redeemer who soon comes to throw
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the hypocrites into the eternal fire and smash the Nations
under His feet]!

No wonder the pigs threw Paul in prison, with that
radical subversive message!

“Before Paul, a [Roman] slave was considered subhuman, entitled to no more
consideration than an animal.
”-Sarah Ruden, Paul Among the People (2010) Paul
insists that slaves are equal with freemen, and that
once the slave gives his life to Christ, the slave
should be set free to serve Christ. The Roman population was 50% slaves. This letter shook the entire foundation of the Roman economy.
2 Philemon {Friend}, share this letter with [your wife:]
our beloved Apphia, and [your son] Archippus {HorseRuler} our fellow ‘soldier’, and to the Ekklesia who
gather where you live [in Colosse]. 3 We [jailbirds] pray
that Yahweh our Father and Master YahShua (the
Messiah) [always] give you grace and peace, ___. 4

Every time your name comes up in my
prayers, ___, I say, ‘Oh, thank you,
Yahweh!’

YHVH=the Eloha.
5 [People] tell me about the love and faith you, ___,
live out for Master YahShua and all [YAH's] Holy
Ones. 6 I pray that this, our shared faith, keeps
[growing and] teaching us (and others) everything we
need to learn from the good things YahShua puts in
us [believers], and from every good work the Messiah

___, your lovefeast has given us [apostles] much joy and
encouragement. Brother, you refresh
the hearts of YAH's holy [people]. 8 [Your record
does through us, ___. 7

for me to exercise my authority [under the] Messiah to boldly command you to
do what's right.
of loving action makes it unnecessary]

Paul Asks Philemon To Free His
Runaway Slave
9 Still, for love's sake, I have a “request” for you,
[Philemon]. Not a “command” as an apostle. Just a favor for this old man Paul, a prisoner for [broadcasting the
fact that] YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah, [is the king of the universe].
This letter highlights the fallacy of the American
Civil War. Paul the apostle ASKS his friend to free
the (likely runaway) slave. By contrast, the evil
northern aggressor army borrowed the United
States into permanent bankruptcy on the pretense
of FORCING their southern brothers to free the
African-American slaves. And now, 170 years later,
the African-Americans are just as enslaved as ever.

My request to you, [Philemon]
is for your slave Onesimus {Useful},
[whom you sent to help me]. Your slave is now
my [spiritual] “son.” I became his “dad”
here in bondage in prison. 11 Your [slave's]
Philemon 1:10

name means “useful.” And although this [slave] was
useless to you, he has now become very helpful —
to you and to me.
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Roman law allowed the owner of a runaway slave
virtually unlimited privileges of punishment, even
execution.
12 I'm sending your [slave] —who is my very heart—
back to you. So receive and welcome him. 13
[Philemon,] I wanted to keep [your slave] with me to fill in
for you, to be my hands and feet [while I remain] in

But I
won't command you to do anything
against your consent. [I know it's asking a lot
chains for

[heralding]

the Good News. 14

to ask you to free your

[“useless” runaway slave]

who hasn't even

Your goodness must be [motivated by your own] free
will, not by my force. 15 [Your slave ran] away
worked off the money you paid for him.]

from you for a short time [to be reborn] so that you
could live with him for eternity, [as brothers]. 16
Onesimus {Useful} was your slave. [The nation around you
considers Onsesimus to be your property to dispose of as you wish, Philemon.]

But now your slave has become a beloved brother,
especially to me, and moreso to you. [He's] both
your brother in the human race, and in [spiritual union
with] the Adonai! 17 So if you are in fellowship with
me, welcome your [old “useless” ex-slave] as you would
[your brother and spiritual leader]. 18 If [your
ever wronged you, or owes you
anything, charge me for it. 19 I Paul write

welcome me,
slave]

this

[letter]

with my own hand.

[It's not a forgery. I'm offering to

that you
owe me your very life.)
Philemon owes Paul his life because Paul was the
messenger who brought to Philemon the news of
salvation.
Philemon 1:20 Yes, brother, let me have joy from
you that comes from Adonai [Yahweh]. Refresh my
heart [by connecting with the forgiveness and generosity of] Adonai
[Yahweh].
[Free your slave.]
21 I write to you, having confidence in your obedience. [I] know you'll do even beyond what I say. 22
Also, [Philemon,] prepare guest lodgings for me. For I
hope that through your prayers [YAH] will [supernaturally
break me out of jail] and restore [me] to you. 23 Greetings
from Epaphras {Devoted}, my fellow prisoner [who is,
like us, a part of the political body] of YahShua ([YAH's] Messiah).
24 Greetings from my fellow-laborers: Marcus {OfMars}, Aristarchus {Top-Ruler}, Demas {DevotedTo-Demeter}, and Lucas {Bright-Dawn}. 25 I pray that
the grace of our Master YahShua [(the] Messiah)
stays with your spirit. [And that's the way] it is!
Amén. The Eastern Orthodox Church's 22 November Menaia speak of Philemon as a holy apostle
who, in company with Apphia, Archippus and Onesimus were martyred at Colossae during the first
general persecution in the reign of Roman Emperor
Nero.
‘buy’ [your slave] from you

[to free him]

. (Please, as payment, consider]

Hebrew Scripture ForeTells
Yahshua's Reign
1 ___, in days gone by, [Yahweh] the Eloah spoke
through [His] prophets (in many and varied ways) to
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*YAH has in these,
final days, spoken to us
through his son, whom YAH
has appointed heir of all
things, and for whom YAH
made the universe.
[Israel's]

Patriarchs. 2

[earth's]

Yahshua is Yah's Word or thought (logos). By
speaking this Word in a ‘big bang’, Yah created the
universe. ‘Dia’ is often here translated as ‘by’,
positing that the Messiah created the universe as
YHVH's delegate. In the opinions of billions of Muslims and Jews, such a mystical time-space-paradox
strains credibility. If you translate ‘Dia’ as ‘for’ or
‘for the sake of’, or ‘on account of’ you line up with
the majority of the hundreds of other scriptures on
origins which state a simpler summary of the
truth: that YHVH made the universe.

*YahShua is the brightness of
YAH's glory, ___. [He's] the exact reflection of YAH's essence.
[YahShua] upholds all that exists
by YAH's powerful Word.
YahShua purged our sins. Then
he sat down, [enthroned] on the
right hand of [YAH's] Majesty on
high.
3

An image in a mirror is not the same as the being
the mirror reflects.

So, ___, YahShua [has] become as far
superior to the angels as the Name-authority YahShua has inherited is superior to the names [& ranks] of the angels. 5
For to which of the angels did [YAH] ever
say,
“You're my son. Today I've begotten
you.”?
Or,
“I'll be his Father, and he'll be my
son.”?
4

(Psalm 2:7), (2 Samuel 7:14; 1 Chronicles 17:13)'
6 And when YAH brings his Firstborn [begotten] into
the world, YAH says,
“All Elohim’s angels [must worshipfully bow down and] kiss
[YahShua].”
However, humans are only commanded to worship
YHVH the Father. This is a quotation from the
Greek Septuagint, which differs from Hebrew
manuscripts.
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Indeed, ___, when speaking of angels, [scripture] says, “[YAH] makes His angels winds and His servants flames of
fire.” 8 But to [his] son, [YAH says],
“Your throne, O elohim, [lasts] for ever
and ever. The rod [with which you
rule] your Kingdom is [not the fasces of military force, but] the scepter of righteousness.
7

A rare example of "ho theos" referring to anything
other than YHVH the Father. Note that the article
"the" does not appear in the Hebrew text of the
bridal Psalm 45:6, which this verse is quoting out
of context.
9

—You've [always] loved righteousness and
hated wickedness. So [I,] Yahweh your
Eloha, set you above your companions
[by] anointing you with the oil of joy.”
Paul here reinterprets the wedding Psalm 45:6-7
as referring to Yahshua. Jews have traditionally interpreted Psalm 45 as praising a Jewish king, perhaps Hezekiah.

And,
“You, El, in the beginning laid the foundation of the earth. The heavens are
the works of your hands.
Hebrews 1:10

Paul here quotes Ps 102:25-27, referring to YHVH
creating the universe via his Word. Paul appears to
be declaring the word ‘el’ (#410) in Ps 102:45 to
refer to Yahshua, as YAH's living Word, rising from
the dead and traveling back through time to help
YHVH create the universe. This is naturally an interpretation at which Jews bristle. However, the
universally-agreed overview regarding origins is
clear: YHVH created the universe, as stated clearly
in Heb 3:10.
11

—The [universe] perishes. But you [YahShua]
remain. Earth and sky grow old like
clothing.
12

eventually folds up the [universe] like
a coat. Yes, [YAH] re-makes the [cosmos]
like [humans put on a new set of] clothes. But
you, [YahShua,] remain the same. Your
years never end.”
13 And ___, to which of the angels did
YAH ever say,
[YAH]
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“Sit at my right hand, until I put your
enemies under your feet”?
14 Are not all angels spirits who serve,
sent out [by YAH] to help to [people who will]
become heirs of salvation, ___?

Hebrews 2
Study Yahshua's Words In Microscopic Detail
1 So, ___, we must pay the greatest
attention to the truth[s] we've heard.
[Let's] never allow ourselves to drift away
from the truth. 2 Every word [YAH]
speaks through angels is binding, ___.
So every violation and disobedience receives its rightful payback.
Originally in past tense.

Respond Now To The Offer Of Salvation
3 So how will we [mortals] escape, ___, if
we ignore [YahShua's] all-surpassing salvation? The Master himself first announced this salvation. The eye-witnesses who heard YahShua speak directly confirmed to us [apostles] what he
said. 4 And with many miracles, signs,
wonders and gifts of Spirit (Sacred
Spirit), all working with Yahweh's plan,
Yahweh also plainly endorsed the witness of [the people who repeated YahShua's words to
us new believers, ___].
The Coming Cosmos Will Belong To
Saved Humans
5 [Let me reveal the future universe to] you, ___. YAH is not
giving control of the coming cosmos to angels. 6

asks: “[YAH,] what is
man? Why do you concern
yourself with him? Why should You
watch with such care over [us] human
brats?
[In Psalm 8:4-6, David]
[mere mortal]

the son of man = huios anthropos. No definite article: ho/the/ha) in this phrase. Neither in Ps. 8:4's
Hebrew nor in this verse's Greek.

You [YAH] took [YahShua, the Son of]
Adam, [who, physically speaking, was a] little
[worm temporarily] beneath [the feet of] your
[servant] angels. [You] crowned [him] with
glory and honor, and set [him] over [all]
7 [Yet]
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the works of Your hands.” 8 Note, ___,
that YAH gave dominion over everything to [YahShua, the ‘Son of Adam’]. [YAH] excludes nothing from [YahShua's] authority.
However, we [mortals] are yet to see the
full completion of [YahShua's] control.
[Mankind has yet to get control of himself.]

(Psalm 8:4-6), making a dual reference to Yahshua
and to mankind, in their respective capacities.

Yahshua Is The Ultimate Human:
The Uber Lord

we [humans
have ever] seen is YahShua. [YAH]
brought YahShua down a bit
below [the status of] the angels. For
a brief time, [YahShua even] suffered
death, ___! By YAH's grace,
YahShua tasted mortality [to keep
eternal death from swallowing] every man.
But now, YahShua is [eternally alive,]
crowned with glory and honor.
Hebrews 2:10 *For it's right and
proper, ___, that in bringing
many [of earth's] children to glory,
[Yahweh] (from Whom and by
Whom all things exist) makes
the captain of [humanity's] salvation a perfect leader, perfected
through suffering.
9

*The

[only completed man]

Again clearly stating that YHVH created the universe.

The Messiah is Our Awesome Big
Brother

*For YahShua who sanctifies,
and mankind whom [YahShua]
sanctifies, are united, ___.
YahShua is not ashamed to call
us [mortals] his own “brothers.” 12
*[YahShua, as the Living Word YAH gave the
Psalmist,] says,
“[YAH,] I'll [always] proclaim your
Name-authority to my brothers. In the middle of the separatist-assembly I'll [aways make a]
11
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hullaballoo to
You.”

2002
[draw attention to]

(Psalm 22:22) halal = hullaballoo, not just ‘praise.’

And [YahShua, as YAH's Living Word, inspired Isaiah
“I and the children Yahweh gave
me [will always] put [our] trust in Yahweh.”
13

to say],

(Isaiah 8:17,18) Yahshua considers the people who
accepted him by faith to be his children, since
Yahshua is the Word who (in a sense) gave birth to
their spirits. Yahshua, though sinless and all-powerful, considers mankind his beloved family.

Yahshua Saved Us From Fear &
Death & Slavery

* ___, since the “children” [whom YAH wishes to redeem] have flesh and
blood bodies, YAH's
Word took on a flesh
and blood body, [a man
named YahShua]. Thus
through dying, YahShua
destroyed the devil who
held the power of death.
15 *YahShua thus freed
[us mortals] who'd lived in
bondage all [our] lives,
slaves to [our] fear of
death.
14

Until you get YAH's spirit inside you, everything
you do is motivated by your snake-like survival instincts. Only when you stop fearing death can you
truly love everyone.

YAH's Word Became A Human Who
Never Sinned
16 So, ___, YahShua truly did not come
[to earth] as an angel. [Instead,] YAH's Word
became a man, a “seed [child]” from
Abraham's body. 17 *For this rea-

son, ___, [YAH] had to make
YahShua like his [human] brothers
in every way, so that YahShua
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could become a merciful and
faithful [human] High Priest in
service to Yahweh, and [so] that
YahShua could [give his life to destroy

ator,]

the power of the devil who had enslaved all]

You prove whether you're saved by how you live.
Just claiming you had one ‘salvation experience’
doesn't cut it.

people

[as punishment for] their sins.
Because Satan conspired to kill a righteous Man
who had never done one thing wrong, Satan lost
all of his rights over all men, like a corrupt prisonwarden gets fired, convicted and jailed for killing
an innocent inmate. Anyone who follows the devil
now is doing so of his own free will. Today's sinner
can't blame his fall on Adam.

*For since YahShua himself
suffered through temptation,
YahShua is able to help other
[people like you, ___,] whom [demons]
tempt today.
18

Hebrews 3
Yahshua Is The Super-Moses
So, sacred siblings who share in the
call from heaven, consider YahShua,
the Messiah, whom we [apostles] publicly
acknowledge as YAH's emissary and
High Priest. 2 YahShua is [always] faithful
to [YAH] who appointed him, [even more than]
Moses, who was faithful in [everything he did
in] YAH's ‘house.’ 3 For [YAH decrees that] this
man [YahShua] is worthy of more glory
than Moses, just as the builder of the
house deserves more honor than the
house. 4 ___, every house is built by
someone. But the [being] who builds everything is [Yahweh] the Eloah.
1

See Exodus 20:11. YAH spoke his Word, and that
Word created everything. Yahshua is YAH's Living
Word. So one might posit that in a sense, Yahshua
created everything. That doesn't mean that
Yahshua Is YHVH. There is still a distinction between YAH's Word and YAH himself.

Moses was certainly totally faithful in
‘house,’ but as [YAH's] servant,
___, [not YAH's ‘son’]. Moses’ work was an
illustration [foreshadowing] the truths
[Yahweh] would later reveal [through YahShua].
6 [The] Messiah defines faithfulness. [He's]
a loyal son in the household of [the Cre5

[Yahweh's]
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Yahweh. And we [believers], ___, are
[also] members of YAH's household, IF
we steadfastly maintain our faithful
courage and joyful confident hope until
the end.

Disobedient 'Believers' Burn To
Death In Fire

7 So (as the Spirit ([YAH's] Sacred Spirit) said [to the ancient Israelites]),
“Today, ___, if you're willing, hear My voice.

*
Don't harden your hearts as
you[r ancestors] did in the rebellion,
during the time of [their] testing
in the desert, ___.
8

9

There your ancestors put Me to the
test, ___. For 40 years they saw [the
proof of who I Am] in what I DID.
What you DO under pressure is who you ARE.
Hebrews 3:10

is why I grew furious with that
generation [whom I rescued from Egypt, ___]. So
I decreed, ‘Their hearts constantly veer
astray. They've never known my ways.’
[Rebellion]

11

So, ___, in my wrath I swore, ‘These
[disobedient people] will never enter into [the
place of] rest [and peace which] I [promised to obedient people].’”
(Psalm 95:7-11)

Watch out, brothers, that none of
you [harbor] an evil faithless heart which
could lead you, ___, to turn away from
[Yahweh] the living Eloah! 13 Instead,
___, encourage [and warn] one another
daily, [constantly,] in [every moment you can] call
“Today,” so that none of you get hardened through the deceitfulness of sin.
14 For we [believers] share everything [the]
Messiah is and has, IF we hold strong
in the faith from beginning to end,
___.
12

Not if we say one salvation prayer then go on living
like our neighbors.
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are still speaking these
words for us to hear, ___: “Today, if
you hear YAH’s voice, don’t harden your
hearts, as you[r ancestors] did [back] in the
Bitter Quarrel.”
15 [Moses & YahShua]

(Psalm 95:7,8)
16 ___, who were the [people] who heard [YAH] yet
refused to obey? Weren't they all the people Moses

And, ___, with whom
disgusted for 40 years? The
[Israelis] who sinned — yes, those [brats]
whose carcasses fell [dead] in the wilderness. 18 And, ___, to whom did YAH
swear that they would never enter His
rest[ing place]? The [Judeo-Christians] who disobeyed [Him].
led out of Egypt? 17

was

[YAH]

Let's grow up. Disobedient ‘Christians’ don't go to
heaven.

So we see, ___, that [the disobedient Israelis] couldn't enter [YAH's promised place of
rest]. Because they lacked faith [in YAH].
19

If you don't obey YAH, you lack faith. If you obey
consistently, you have faith. Faith is walking across
the Grand Canyon because you believe there is an
invisible bridge to support you. Walking = faith.
‘Believing’ = thinking about faith.

Hebrews 4
Obey YAH To Receive Heavenly
Rest
1 [YAH's] promise of enjoying His rest still
stands. So let's watch out, ___, [as if to
avoid terror,] so that none of us fails to receive [YAH's] rest. 2 For [angels] now herald
Great News to us [believers], ___, just as
[angels heralded liberation] to the [ancient Israelites].
But the message those Israelites heard
failed to do [most of] them any good. Because [most of] the [Israelites] who heard [the
angelic news] failed to combine [YAH's words]
with faith. 3 For it is we [true disciples], ___,
who consistently [live out our] faith, [who rise
to] enter into [eternal] rest. Yahweh says,
“I've [always] sworn in my fury [that disobedient people] NEVER enter into my rest.”
[Yet YAH loves us believers so much that] he finished building [our place of eternal rest] way
back at foundation of the kosmos.
Psalm 95:11
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4 For [Genesis 2:2] declares regarding the 7th day:
“Yahweh rested on the 7th day from all His works.”

And I previously quoted [Psalm 95:11]
where [YAH] says,
‘[Disobedient people] will never enter the
rest[ing place] I planned [for obedient believers].’
6 It's still true that some [people] will enjoy the rest YAH has prepared [for us],
___. But [most of] the ancient [people] who
heard the good news [angels] heralded to
them didn't go into rest. Instead, they
[died] because they failed to believe AND
obey [YAH]. 7 Yahweh keeps renewing
[our] promise [of eternal rest, ___]. He [always]
sets the date [of your redemption] as “today.”
[For instance,] centuries after [YAH] originally
invited the Israelites [to the promised land] he
5

[inspired king David to write you a psalm inviting you to
heaven]:

“Today, [please] listen to YAH's voice.
Don't harden your hearts!”
(Psalm 95:7,8)

Joshua led some Israelites into a type
of rest in the land of Canaan {LowLand},
___. But that rest was just a foreshadowing of the true complete rest to
which YAH calls us ‘today.’
8

Joshua = Jesus = Yahshua. Same name, meaning:
YAH saves.

So, ___, there still remains for Yahweh's people a [hope of a complete] rest symbolized [by Yahweh's resting on] the 7th day.
Hebrews 4:10 Everyone who enters Yahweh's rest [heaven] will find rest from
their labors, ___, just as Yahweh “rested” after [he] created the universe. 11
So, ___, let's make every effort to enter YAH's rest, so we won't fall [into sin]
by following the example of those Israelites who failed to obey YAH.
YAH's Word Shows Everything &
Can Fix Us All
9

*For the Word of Yahweh is alive, ___. It's
powerful. It's sharper
than any two edged
12
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sword. It pierces [the universe]. YAH's Word cuts
right through to where
[physical life] meets spirit,
[where] “joints” meet
“bone-marrow.” YAH's
Word discerns [& judges]
the thoughts [and intentions &
attitudes] of [your] heart,
___. 13 *No creature can hide

from YAH's sight, ___. All
things lie naked and open to
the eyes of [YAH], to whom we
[all] must give account. 14 We, ___,
have a great High Priest: YahShua,
Yahweh's son. YahShua has risen into
the heavens. Seeing that, let's hold
firmly to what we SAY we believe.
It's easy to spout a doctrinal statement of beliefs.
That talk saves no one. Walking in obedient faith:
that's what saves.

*For we [believers] have a High
Priest who is able to empathize
with our weaknesses, ___. [The
devil] tempted YahShua in every
respect, just as [evil] tempts us.
The difference is: YahShua
NEVER sinned.
15

Yet, contrary to Merovingian fiction, Yahshua didn't
have children with Mary Magdalene, and he didn't
have lustful fantasies about her.

2005

Yahshua Is The Ultimate Hebrew
High Priest
1 ___, [YAH] selects every [true] high
priest from among [us] mortals. [Yahweh]
the ELoah appoints [the priest] to represent men in matters [related] to [Himself], to
butcher and cook [the communal feast food that
people] donate to ‘cover’ [their] sins.
YHVH commands that the animal meat in
‘sacrifices’ be eaten by people at feasts. The meat
is not burned up, unless it's inedible, in which case
it's burned up for sanitation, and used to make fertilizing ash.

A high priest can have compassion on
ignorant [people, ___], and on people
who've left the Way. For the [mortal] high
priest himself also wallows in weakness. 3 Also, ___, because of his [own] weakness,
2

the high priest has to give [communal feast] offerings [to
acknowledge] his own sins, as well as the [sins] of the [Israeli] people. 4 ___, no one takes upon himself the
honor of being a high priest. He must be called by

That's why
the Messiah didn't exalt himself
to the position of High Priest. YAH
chose YahShua, saying,
‘You're my son. Today I've begotten
you.’
Yahweh, just as was Aaron. 5
[YahShua]

(Psalm 2:7)
6

And Yahweh says

110:4],

[to YahShua]

in

[Psalm

“You are a priest forever, in the [royal]
order of Melchizedek {King-Of-Right}.”
(Malki-Tzedek)

16

During the days of YahShua's life on
earth, he offered up prayers and pleas
with loud cries and tears to [Yahweh], the
One who could save him from death,
___. [YAH] listened to YahShua because
of [YahShua's] reverent submission. 8

See beautiful song setting of this verse: We Go
Boldly."

*Though YahShua is
YAH's Son, YahShua
learned obedience by
[willingly enduring] the [tortures]
he suffered, [even though he

*So let's boldly approach the
throne of our gracious [Elohim].
[There] we receive mercy. [We] find
[the] gracious [divine influence on our
hearts] to help [us and others] in times
of need, ___.

Hebrews 5
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had unlimited powers to retaliate,

reminded to]

___].

acts.)

That is the goal of our suffering: to learn to obey
YAH. If Yahshua himself had to learn to obey YAH
through suffering, we should welcome suffering
and not dread it. Easier said than done.

2

*[YAH brought YahShua] to perfect [complete obedient maturity, ___]. Then
YahShua became the author of
eternal salvation for everyone
who OBEYS him.
9

Yahshua never sinned. But Yahshua learned techniques of obedience. Finally Yahshua was able to
refuse to use His unlimited superpowers to rescue
himself, even in the face of the most horrible deadly attacks imaginable.

YAH proclaimed YahShua to
be the high priest in the [royal] order of
Melchizedek {King-Of-Right}.
Most 'Christians' Are Ignorant Crying Babies
11 We [jailbird apostles] have a lot to say
about YahShua. But it's hard to explain,
because you, ___, have grown sluggish in understanding. 12 By this time
[all] you [believers] should be teachers. But
in fact, ___, you need someone to
teach you all over again simple truths,
the first principles of the oracles of Yahweh. You need milk, not solid food. 13
Everyone who lives on ‘milk’ is a baby,
___, unskilled in [applying YAH's] teachings
about righteousness.
Hebrews 5:10

That would apply to just about everyone who calls
themselves a ‘Christian.’

*‘Solid food’ is for mature [people], ___, for [grownups] whose faculties have been trained by
continuous exercise to distinguish good from evil.
14

Hebrews 6

turn back from death-inducing

Obey Christ's ‘hard sayings,’ not just the easy
ones.

___, we've learned about baptisms,
about laying hands [on people to transfer authority and healing], how people rise from the
dead [to face] eternal judgment. 3 With
Yahweh's help, we'll go beyond simple
teachings and grow up, ___.
Use Your Faith Or Lose Eternal Life

*For it's impossible [to redeem evil]
beings who were once enlightened, who've tasted of the
heavenly gift, whom [YAH] made
partakers of Spirit (Sacred
Spirit).
4

Wow. Use it or lose it.

who previously tasted [then abandoned] the good
Word of Elohim, and the powers of the
age to come.
5 [It's impossible to rescue apostates]

‘olam haba

*When [like Judas,] apostates fall
away [from actual communion with YAH], it's
impossible to bring them back
to repentance, because to their
loss they ‘crucify’ the Son of
[Yahweh] the Eloah all over again.
[They] subject YahShua to public
disgrace, ___.
6

If you really were saved once, you won't fall away.
Many ‘Christians’ fantasize that they're saved
merely because of some prayer and baptism and
previous sincere religious behavior. But they're really permanently damned.

Some ‘land’ drinks the rain that falls
on it. [Good soil] produces a crop that's
useful to the [farmers] who work it. [Productive] earth receives blessing [from Yahweh]
the Eloah.
7

Men are breathing, walking soil.

Grow Up, Baby Christians!
1 So come on, ___! Let's graduate [from]
the elementary teachings of the Messiah. Let's advance to maturity. Let's not
re-lay the foundations. ([We already know we
need] faith in Yahweh. [And we don't need to be
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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*But land that produces
thorns and thistles is worthless, rejected, in danger of being cursed, ___. In the end,
[YAH] burns [all fruitless land and people].
8
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Man = Adam = soil. Fruitless people get annihilated like the weeds they are.

YAH Wants To Reward Your Work &
Save You
9 Even though we [leaders] have to [warn about damnation],
dear friends, in your case we're confident of better
things: blessings that accompany salvation. He-

*Yahweh is fair. So He
always remembers your work,
___, your labor of love you've
shown Him as you've helped,
and continue to help, the [other]
people he separated [from the worldsystem]. 11 Our great desire is that you,
brews 6:10

___, keep diligently loving and helping
other [believers] as long as life lasts, to
guarantee that what you hope for
comes true. 12 Don't be lazy, ___. Follow [Holy Ones] who by their faith and patience receive the [blessings][Yahweh]
promised.
YHVH Always Does What He Promises
13 Back when YAH made His promise to
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, there was [of
course] no one greater for YAH to swear
by. So YAH swore by Himself. 14 YAH
said,
“I'll absolutely bless you with [true]
riches, [Abraham]. I'll multiply your descendants into countless trillions.”

power to punish, to mete out the penalty of perjury. Yahshua flatly commanded you to never do
any such thing. (Matt 5:33-37, James 5:12.) Yah's
title: Elohim, means literally the only one who has
the power to bind on oath.

Yahweh wants to make the unchanging nature of his purpose(s) very clear
to the heirs of the [blessings] he promises.
So he confirms his promise with an
oath.
17

YAH, who can always perfectly fulfill His word, can
swear oaths. But we fallible mortals are never to
swear any kind of oath. See James 5:12.

*YAH's immutable promise[s]
and His oath[s] are unchangeable, ___. It's impossible for
Elohim to lie. So we who flee to
YAH for refuge can take renewed courage, and confidently grab onto YAH's promise(s).
18

Our hope is certain, ___, a strong
and secure anchor for [our] soul[s]. [This
hope] reaches all the way into the ‘Most
Holy Room’ behind the [sacred] curtain [in
heaven's ‘temple’].
19

sure and steadfast

YahShua, our forerunner,
entered [Heaven's] Most Holy Place on our
behalf, ___. [YAH has permanently appointed]
YahShua as [eternity's high] priest, in the
[royal] order of Melchizedek {King-OfRight}.
Hebrews 6:20

Hebrews 7

(Genesis 22:17)

*Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}
stuck it out. [So he] got everything YAH promised him, ___.
16 *For [sinful] men swear affirmations, ___, [invoking penalties for per-

2007

15

jury upon themselves, penalties meted out by]

someone greater than themselves. Men [foolishly] take oaths
to confirm what they say. [An
oath] puts an end to all argument.
Men call down curses on their own heads, inviting
heaven to punish them if they're lying. Men create
master-servant relationships by swearing oaths,
giving the person to whom the oath was sworn the
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Yahshua Is An Eternal King Like
Melchizedek
1 This Melchizedek {King-Of-Right}, king
of Salem {Peace}, priest of [Yahweh] the
most high Eloah, met and blessed
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} as [Abraham]
journeyed home from the [praise] battle
in which [Abraham] defeated [a vast imperial
multi-army coalition led by] 4 kings!

Abraham's 318 praise-trained men defeated hundreds of thousands of hardened killers. This could
only happen through praise-warfare, not through
military action.

Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} gave 1/10
of everything [he had won] to Melchizedek,
2
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whose name means King of righteousness, aka King of Salem, that is: King
of peace.
Yahshua Is The Universal Eternal
High Priest
3 Melchizedek {King-Of-Right} has no father or mother, no family line. His days
have no beginning, ___. His life has no
end. Like [YahShua] the son of Yahweh,
Melchizedek remains a priest forever.
Paul is either saying the Melchizedek is some sort
of eternal being, or that we simply have no records
indicating his history.
4 Now, ___, consider how great this man
(Melchizedek {King-Of-Right}) was. The patriarch
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} gave [Melchizedek] one 10th

Now in the Torah,
[Moses] commands the descendants of
Levi {Uniter} who become priests to collect 1/10 of the increase [earnings] from
the [Israeli] people, [to fund the sacred government]. (Yet both the priests and the
tithe-payers are equal brothers descended from Abraham {Father-OfBillions}.) 6 But Melchizedek {King-Of-Right}, even
of

[his]

captured treasure! 5

though he was not descended from Levi {Uniter}, received tithes from Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}. And
Melchizedek blessed Abraham, the man YAH had
favored with His promises [of countless children and the
7 And without question, ___,
the being who has the power to bless is
always greater than the being [he]
blesses.
promised land].

So Melchizedek is greater than Abraham.

Today, ___, Jews pay tithes to Jewish priests who eventually die. But
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} paid his tithe
to Melchizedek {King-Of-Right}, whom
witnesses report is still alive [thousands of
years later]. 9 I might even say that Levi's descen8

dants, the ones who collect the tithe, paid a tithe
to Melchizedek {King-Of-Right} through their ancestor
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}. Hebrews 7:10 For although Levi wasn't born yet when Melchizedek collected the tithe from Abraham, the [baby] seed [genetic
code] from which Levi came lived in Abraham's body.

The Levite priests received the
Torah, [YAH's] Law, ___. But did those
Levite priests run a system that made
anyone perfect? No. Despite the
Levites' best efforts, they left a need
for another priest to come, a non-mor11
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tal High Priest like Melchizedek {King-OfRight}. Not a dying, sinning priest from
the family tree of [fallible] Aaron. 12 Each
kind of priesthood has its own specific
instructions, ___, it's own branch of
Torah, [all harmonious yet unique stems of YAH's
Laws, appropriate for the situation in which YAH spoke
them].

So naturally, Melchizedek's system of priestly administration differs
from Aaron's.

change=methathesis. Moses brought Yah's Word to
the Israelites. That word has never passed away.
However YAH revealed things to Yahshua that even
Moses never got.
13 Melchizedek {King-Of-Right} [and YahShua] (of whom [I]
speak these truths) belong to another tribe, ___.
No [priest] from that [tribe] has ever served at the [Jewish] altar. 14 For clearly, ___, our Master [YahShua]
arose from [the tribe of] Judah {Celebrated}. Moses never
wrote that any priest [of the Sinai Covenant] would ever
come from the tribe of Judah. 15 [YahShua's superiority over
Moses and Aaron] shines even more obvious, ___, [because
YahShua fulfills the need for] the appearance of another
priest like Melchizedek {King-Of-Right}. 16

YahShua, like Melchizedek, is a priest,
___, not by virtue of a regulation in the
Torah concerning physical descent, but
by virtue of the power of [his] indestructible life. 17 As the Psalmist testifies,
“You [YahShua] are a priest for ever, like
Melchizedek {King-Of-Right}.”
(Psalm 110:4)

*Thus, the commandment [that
Levitical Priests sprinkle blood on things] is
something which we [who are not
parties to the Sinai contract] can ignore
now, because the whole idea
[that physical blood purges sins] is weak
and fruitless, ___.
18

disannulling=athetesis

Regulation never made anything perfect, ___. So YahShua brought in a
hope which can perfect us [humans]—a
hope [like a rope] by which we can rise to
Yahweh.
19

law=nomos
Hebrews 7:20 YAH took an oath that YahShua
would always be a priest, ___. YAH never [swore an
oath conferring eternal authority] on any other priest. 21

Only to YahShua did YAH say,
“[I] Yahweh breathe [an] unbreakable
oath: ‘You [YahShua] are a priest forever.’”
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(Psalm 110:4)
22 YAH swore that YahShua would never lose His
authority, ___. So YahShua guarantees that [our]
New Covenant is better than the Sinai {Bush}
Covenant. 23 ___, the many Levitical priests [who
passed] throughout history all died. They became

*But this man
because He continues
forever, holds an unchangeable
priesthood. 25 So, ___, YahShua is
powerless to serve. 24
[YahShua],

totally able to deliver [us believers] who,
through [our connection to] him, come to
YAH. YahShua is alive forever. Thus he
stands eternally able to intercede on
[our] behalf. 26 YahShua is the kind of
high priest we need, ___. He [shines]
holy and blameless, unstained by sin.
[YAH] has forever set YahShua apart
from sinners. YAH [permanently] awarded
[YahShua] the highest place of honor in
heaven.
We humans are the lowest form of spiritual life in
the universe. Anything less would be a brute beast.
We are the one-celled amoebas of the spirit realm.
So YAH chose the most humble one of us humans
to be the king of the universe and beyond! What
makes us so important is that we are so UNimportant.

YahShua is unlike [all] other high
priests, ___. YahShua never needs to
cook butchered [feast-meat] every day [to]
cover his own sins first and then the
sins of [other] people. YahShua [gave] his
[body as the ultimate slaughter] once and for all,
when he offered himself [as bait to catch Sa27

tan in the crime of murdering an innocent man. That murder cancelled Satan's lawful power over the human race.]

The Torah [of Moses] makes men with
weaknesses into priests, ___. So, long
after Moses gave [the Israelites] the Sinai
{Bush} Code, YAH swore an oath to consecrate his perfected son (YahShua) [as
our] permanent and ultimate High Priest.
28

Hebrews 8

throne of Majesty in heaven. 2 In heaven, YahShua
serves in the ultimate Holy Place, in [heaven's] true
‘Tent of Meeting,’ built not by man but by Adonai
(YAH). 3 [YAH] requires every high priest to submit
donations [to YAH's work] and [to manage] smoke-roasts [for
communal feasts]. So, ___, the [Messiah] man (YahShua)
offer[ed] something up [to YAH] as well. 4 If YahShua
were [visibly] here on earth, YahShua wouldn't even
be an [Aaronic] priest, ___. [We Jews] already [have]
priests who offer the gifts required by the law of
Moses. 5 Levitical priests serve in a sacred tent,
___. But everything Levitical is only a copy and
shadow of [the temple] in Samayim [heaven]. That's why
YAH warned Moses when Moses was about to build
the holy tent. YAH said,
“Be sure to make every [tabernacle] item just like the
pattern I showed you on [Bush] mountain.”
(Exodus 25:40)

Yahshua Is The 'Moses' Of The New
Covenant
6 But [YAH] gives YahShua far greater
work to do than [any tasks listed] in the
Sinai {Bush} Contract, ___. YahShua is
the mediator of a far better covenant,
which [YAH] established upon far better
promises. 7 ___, if the original [Mosaic]
covenant had no weaknesses, there'd
be no need for a second covenant. 8 But
YAH found fault with the [Israeli] people,
___. [Jeremiah] foretold,
“Look [into the future]: The days come,”
promises Yahweh,
“when I make a new covenant with the
dynasties of [north] Israel and Judea.
Jer 31:31
9

—This new covenant [excels] the
covenant I made with the Jews' ancestors when I took them by the hand and
led them out of the land of Egypt, ___.
The Jews failed to remain faithful to my
covenant. So I turned my back on
them,”
decrees Yahweh.
Jer 31:32

‘Yahweh predicts,
“This is the covenant I come to make
with the house of Israel after the days
[of the Maccabees, ___]: I put my laws into
their mind[s]. [I] write my laws in their
Hebrews 8:10

We No Longer Need A Mortal Jewish High Priest
1 The sum of what we [apostles] keep saying, ___, is
that we [believers] have a [permanent, perfect] High Priest,
[named YahShua]. He sits at the right hand of YAH's
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hearts. [Finally] I [reign] as their Elohim,
and they [thrive] as my people.”
Jer 31:33
11

Jer 31:34
12

And I forgive their wrongdoings, ___. I
never again recall their sins and inequities.”
unfairness
13 By using the term, ‘new,’ YAH declares the first
covenant ‘old,’ something becoming senile, something in the process of obsolescence, on its way to
vanishing altogether, ___.
The Sinai covenant will be totally useless when the
universe is rebuilt, because its subjects will all
have either been reborn as perfected beings or
burned up in eternal fire. But for now, the Torah is
an indispensable guide to YAH's thoughts. If you
ignore the principles underlying the Law Of Moses,
you die.

Hebrews 9
1 The original [Mosaic] covenant contains rules for
worship, ___. It also [ordains] a sacred tent on earth.
2 [Flash back to antiquity, ___:] The Israelite [priests] set up an
outer tent, called the Holy Place. In it [they set up] the
[priceless golden giant 7 branched candle-holder] menorah and the
[golden] table [on which lies] the ‘Bread of [YAH's] Presence.’
3 Then, ___, [the priests] stretch [out] a curtain. Behind
the curtain, [the priests] set up a smaller, inside tent,

In that ‘Most Holy
Place’ lies a golden altar for burning incense, and a wooden chest called the
‘Ark of the Covenant,’ covered with gold
on all sides. Inside the Ark lies a gold
jar containing some [ancient miracle food]
manna, Aaron's staff that [miraculously]
sprouted [gold] leaves, and the stone
tablets of the covenant on which [YAH's
finger] wrote the Ten Commandments. 5
called ‘the Holy of Holies.’ 4

[soar]
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7 Yet only the high priest goes into the Most
Holy Place, and only once a year, and always [carrying] blood, which he presents to [recognize and symbolize]
his own sins and the errors of the people.
The blood was not an offering to appease YAH. This
blood presentation has several logical purposes: 1)
The blood reminds us that sin = death. 2) By YAH's
instructions, the blood is not drunk nor eaten in
food, (as it is in pagan societies). Rather the blood
is poured out (usually to fertilize the ground). 3)
The blood prefigures Yahshua's blood that comes
to ‘buy’ humanity back as a ‘ransom’ from Satan,
humanity's slave-owner.
sies, etc.]

The Mosaic Rituals, Though Good,
Saved No One

8 By these regulations, ___, the Spirit (Sacred
Spirit) reveals that the [meeting tent's] Most Holy Zone
was closed to [lay] people as long as the first [outer]
room [and the Levitical system it represents still had] standing [with

The [inability of the priests to pardon their own
symbolizes our situation today,
___: the conscience of the person performing the service can't be cleansed
and perfected by the gifts and sacrifices
he offers.
YAH].

9

sins]

You cannot purchase your salvation with your good
deeds. But if you are saved, you do good deeds.

For [the Levitical ordinances] involve only food and drinks [for feasts, for
charity, and for the maintenance of priests] and various baptisms, and [other] physical regulations, imposed until the time [the Messiah] came to set everything straight.
Hebrews 9:10

All The Temple Furnishings Were
Symbols

glorious cherubim

wings stretch out over the Ark's cover, (the place
where [YAH declares] sins forgiven). But [time doesn't permit
me to] explain all of these [symbols] now, ___. 6 With
[the tent's furniture and utensils] so arranged, the priests repeatedly walk into the outer tent to do [YAH's] work

[of feeding people, curing diseases, educating the masses, solving controver-

Future [redeemed Israelis] never need to
teach their neighbors, ___, nor do
they need to teach their families, saying, ‘You should know Yahweh.’ For [by
then] everyone, from the least to the
greatest, already knows Me.

[Two]

2010

above the Ark. Their

We still have feasts, baptisms and health principles, observed voluntarily, not by contractual obligation. The authority to lead Ecclesiastical health,
education and welfare services rests in all believers, instead of in one genetic priest-class. In fact,
anyone could perform these services during the
Mosaic covenant. The Levitical order was a practical division of labor, not a hard-line tribal segregation.

Yahshua Fulfilled The Symbolic Mosaic Rites
11 So, ___, the Messiah has now come, the High
Priest over all the good things [YAH] sends [us].
[YahShua] occupies that great, perfect ‘sanctuary’ in
Samayim {Heaven}, not made by human hands, and

obtained [permanent] eternal redemption for
us [believers], ___. Then YahShua ennot part of this created cosmos. 12 [YahShua]
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tered in once [and for all time] into [heaven's
most] holy place, not because [he carried]
the [symbolic] blood of goats nor calves,
but [because he'd shed] his own [real] lifeblood
[to destroy his murderer's authority over us].
However, Christ did not offer himself as a blood
sacrifice to appease his father's wrath.
13 [Ancient priests ritually] sanctified and purified unclean
people by sprinkling their bodies with the blood of
bulls and goats, and the ashes of heifer[s], ___.
This sprinkling never did anything at all to remove
sin. However, it reminded the people that their sin
leads to death, such that they would eventually
need to be redeemed through Yahshua's offering
himself as a ‘ransom’ to ‘buy’ people back from
their owner, the devil, to whom they sold themselves by sinning.

2011

devil's authority and gave it to Yahshua. So any of
the devil's slaves can volunteer to come under
Yahshua's protection and authority.
17 A Will goes into effect only upon death, ___. A
Will has zero force while its maker remains alive.

Blood Symbolizes Sin's Connection
To Death

14

18 This, ___, is why [Moses] inaugurated the original
[Sinai] Covenant with [symbolic] blood [rituals]. 19 Moses
proclaimed every command of the Torah to all the
[Israelite] people. Then he took the blood of the [cooked]
calves & goats with some water, and used scarlet
wool and hyssop to sprinkle both the [Law] scroll itself and all the people. Hebrews 9:20 Moses said,
“This blood confirms the covenant [which Yahweh] the
Eloah has made with you [Israelites].”
Ex 24:8
21 Likewise, ___, Moses sprinkled blood on both
the [Sacred] Tent and [on] all the things [priests] use in

[YahShua's]

its rituals. 22

So just think, ___, how much better
‘blood’ purifies our hearts from
deeds that lead to death. Now we [saints]
stand [free to] serve [Yahweh] the living Eloha! Through the [power of Yahweh] the
ELoah's eternal Spirit, the [perfect, sinless]
Messiah offered himself [to be slaughtered like
a] flawless [lamb].
Yahshua was not sacrificed to YHVH, as if his blood
appeased YHVH's sense of justice, as is often
claimed by mentally sick ChristenDummies.
Yahshua laid down his own life to do something
YHVH wanted done. Major distinction.

Christ Won Us Back From His Killer,
Satan
15 YahShua's death makes him the New
Covenant ‘Reconciler.’ YahShua's murder deeply offended YAH. So YAH
stripped the devil of the authority to
punish sinners for violations of the First
[Sinai] Covenant. So [we] redeemed people [whom YAH] calls can receive [YAH's]
promised eternal inheritance.

Paraphrase. From YAH's viewpoint, any free being
who wants to punish sin can mete out the penalties
specified in the Mosaic Law. Punishing egregious
sin is a human right. The devil, trapped on earth,
reveled in exercising his right to punish sinners.
But the devil went too far. He murdered the only
sinless man who ever lived. So YAH stripped the
devil of his right to punish you. Still, if you opt to
move into the devil's jail cell with him, he'll make
you his woman.
16 In order for a Last Will and Testament to function, ___, the being who writes the Will must die.
[The New Covenant is like the Messiah's Last Will and Testament.]

In this will, Yahshua states that He wants anyone
under His authority to be free from the devil's power. When Yahshua arose, YAH took away all the
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And, ___, in the Torah's
rules, the priests ritually ‘clean’ nearly
everything with blood. Whenever the
priests [symbolize] freedom from sin, blood
is somehow involved.
This is often said to mean, yet absolutely does NOT
mean, that YAH demands that every time someone
sins, something has to die for YAH to forgive the
sinner. Remember Heb 10:11, Heb 10:4: “It is NOT
possible that the blood of bulls and of goats could
take away sins.” When priests butcher animals to
provide food for feasts and for charity, the blood
gets poured out on the ground. This foreshadows
Yahshua being murdered by Satan. Then plants
grow up from the fertilized ground. This symbolizes
Yahshua's rise from the dead to reclaim all authority over Satan's slaves. Yahshua's metaphorical
‘blood’ bought us all back from the devil. Yet love,
not blood, appeases the wrath of YHVH. Blood-appeasement is a satanic, not Hebraic, idea.
23 [Foreshadowing YahShua's death, Moses told priests

‘purify’ the earthly [worship]
tent and everything in it — which were
copies of things in heaven — with [drops
of] animal blood. [This practice prefigured]
heaven's [justice against the devil coming to be satisfied] by [YahShua's] powerful [blood], ___.
to symbolically]

Yahshua forfeited his mortal life-blood to reclaim
us sinners from our status as the legal property of
(Yahshua's murderer) the devil.

True Mosaic Rites Are Now Performed In Heaven

*For the Messiah has [permanently] occupied the true holy place
in heaven, not its handmade
earthly copy. YahShua now ap24
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pears in the presence of Yahweh, advocating for us [believers],
___.
The rites of the Mosaic Torah have never been
abolished. They are being fulfilled in the most complete sense right now by Yahshua himself. That's
why YAH allowed the Romans to destroy the Temple in Jerusalem, and why the temple has never
been rebuilt. We don't need it. We are YAH's temple.

The earthly high priest enters the
Most Holy Place year after year to [symbolically present] the blood of [an animal]. In
contrast, YahShua entered heaven to
offer himself [to YAH] once [and for all].
25

When we feast, we need not perform blood sprinkling rituals. All the blood that ever needed to be
shed for any reason, was shed by Yahshua once
and for all.

YahShua didn't have to continuously
suffer since the foundation of the kosmos, ___. Just once, now in the end of
the [Pre-Messianic] age, YahShua appeared
[on earth] to [allow the devil's henchmen to] slaughter him. [The devil's resultant murder conviction]
canceled [the devil's power to punish our] sin[s].
26

To cancel sin means to fix our mistakes.

* ___, [YAH] appoints all mortals to die once. Then comes
the judgment.
27

This is the primary Biblical argument against reincarnation.

So [the] Messiah offered [his physical life]
once to drive [away] the sins of billions [of
people]. To [we believers] who look for
YahShua, he will [visibly] appear the 2nd
time, sinless, [having conquered death, cleansed
his followers from sin,] and saved [us, ___].
28

Hebrews 10

year, make anyone perfect, not even
one Jewish high priest!
The Law Of Moses is a mere shadow, not even a
mirror-image, of heavenly reality. Keeping the law
avoids penalties. But it doesn't get you eternal life.
Cops don't reward you for driving within the speed
limit. They bust you for exceeding the speed limit.

wouldn't need to be offered over and over if they actually
cleansed [the] worshipper's guilt-stricken
consciences and dirty minds, right,
___? 3 On the contrary, year after year [the priest
2 [Jewish rituals]

keeps having to slaughter feast animals, ___,]

to remind people

*For ___, it is
[totally, ridiculously] impossible
that the blood of bulls
and of goats could take
away sins!
[that their sin brings death] .

4

That kills the idea that YAH killed his own son.
Shedding blood does nothing to cause YAH to forgive sin. YAH hates bloodshed. This is clear in both
the older and newer testaments.

*So, ___, into the world
comes YahShua. He quotes
[Psalm 40:6-7]:
‘YAH, you never wanted [animal]
sacrifices nor [burnt] offerings.
Instead, You've prepared a
body for me [to use as a living picture of
your character].
6*
—YAH, [I know that] you've never
taken ANY pleasure in burnt
offerings nor [blood] sacrifices for
sin.
5

7

Ritual Sacrifices Never Removed
Any Sin
1 The Mosaic Code contains shadows of
the rich blessings coming [to us believers,
___]. But just shadows, not even reflections of the originals. So the Torah can
never, with its slaughtered [meat] which
the priests keep cooking, year after
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—So I [YahShua] say, ‘Look, I've come to
do your will, YAH. I'm fulfilling everything [prophets] wrote about me in the [Hebrew] Scriptures.’”
(Psalm 40:6-8) Mark 12:33.
8

* ___, yahShua

[condemns]

offer
He decrees:

[corrupted rituals that priests]
of the Torah:]
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“You, YAH, NEVER wanted sacrifices, nor presents, nor burnt
offerings nor [any other bribe to forgive]
sin! NONE of those [manipulative
pagan] rituals [ever] gave you any
pleasure.”
How much clearer could it be? YAH NEVER wanted
people to waste animals to please him! He commanded us to celebrate feasts in ways that would
remind us to stop sinning. See Ezra 6:2.

*And when YahShua said,
“Here I am. I've come to do
Your Will, Father,"
this signals that [Yahweh] is getting rid of [the rogue priests with their vi9

cious, unauthorized animal sacrifices. YAH has
swept house to]

install

[YahShua as High

Priest].
Thus YAH allowed the Romans to destroy the Jewish temple in 70 AD. No reason exits to offer blood
rituals there or anywhere else ever again. However, we should still give ‘offerings’ (donations) to
support YAH's workers, and to give charity, and to
throw communal feasts.

*Rather, ___, [YAH's]
will is that we [all] separate [from
Hebrews 10:10

the devil. Satan lost his direct power over us when]

YahShua the Messiah offered
his body one [time to save] all [people
who are willing to go free under YAH's authority].
11 *Now, ___, every priest
stands every day doing his
work, offering over and over
the identical butcher [services],
which can NEVER take away
sins!
Blood rituals merely remind people of what is and
is not a sin.

*In contrast, once for all
time, this man [YahShua] yielded
[his body for the devil] to slaughter. So,
___, [as punishment for murdering Christ, the
devil lost his power to punish our] sins. Then
[YahShua] sat down on the right
hand of Yahweh. 13 [Instead of using his
12
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YahShua [always patiently]
waits for [YAH] to [smash] his enemies under his feet! 14 By one single gift, ___,
YahShua made whole, [fully redeemed and rescued from debt,] those [of us believers] whom
[YAH] purifies and sets-apart [from the evil
world-system]. 15 [YAH's] Sacred Spirit confirms all of
superpowers to retaliate,]

*[In Jeremiah 31:33,]
Yahweh pre-declares,
“This is the Covenant I
come to make with [my
people (spiritual Israel)] after [the
exile]: I put my laws into
their hearts, ___. I
write my guidelines in
their minds.”
this, ___: 16

*Yahweh decrees,
‘I come to wipe clean the [criminal] record of [my people's] sins and
lawless acts, ___.’
17

(Jeremiah 31:34)

*After [YAH] forgives [a] sin,
___, there's no need to offer
any donations [to address the] sin. 19
18

So, dear brothers, we [active believers] can
boldly [leave the devil's kingdom to] enter heaven's Most Holy Place because YahShua,
[our new master, let our previous slave-master spill his]

blood.

Brothers includes sisters. See song: We Go Boldly.

For us [believers], YahShua
opened a new way into the Most Holy
Place, ___: a living way, through the
[split] ‘curtain’; that is, through
YahShua's own body. 21 So, ___, we [believers]
Hebrews 10:20

have a great priest

[who rules]

over YAH's

[royal]

dy-

So, ___, let's approach [heaven's]
Holiest Place with sincere heart[s], in
the full assurance that comes from
trusting [YAH. He] sprinkles clean our
hearts. [He clears our] evil conscience[s]. [He]
washes our bodies with [the] pure ‘water’
[of his Word]. 23 Never waver, ___. Let's
nasty. 22
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hold tightly to the faith-hope we [believers] say we have. [We] can trust [YAH] to
keep His promise[s]. 24 Let's see how inventive we can be, ___, in encouraging love and doing good to help other
[believers]. 25 *Let's stop forsaking

the Ekklesia, as many

[fakers] do.
[Phony Christians fail to assemble daily with other
active believers in a radically separated, called-out,
controversial, sharing, workhorse communities.]

___, let's encourage and warn
each other, especially now that
the day of YahShua's [visible] return draws near.
Preachers shamefully twist this into a verse condemning skipping Sunday morning church. The
Ekklesia is much more than a church. The Ekklesia
is a separate government from the world. A real
Ekklesia meets daily. We praise by embarrassing
ourselves in public every day. This truth is almost
completely forgotten worldwide, except where believers are heavily persecuted.

*For no slaughter
(past [present nor future]) can
[erase our] mistakes if we
purposely go on sinning
after [YAH] makes [his]
truth known to us, ___.

2014

*Think, ___, how much
more terrible the punishment
will be for [beings] who trample
under-foot the son of Yahweh.
They insult the Spirit of grace
[by] treating as common unholy
[trash] the blood of the Covenant
that sanctified [them].
29

The New Covenant is stricter and carries heavier
penalties than the old Sinai Covenant. Did your
preacher tell you that?

*For we [believers] know
Yahweh who says,
“Vengeance belongs to me,
___; I'll [dish out] payback.”
And,
“Yahweh always judges his
people.”
Hebrews 10:30

Ps 94:1, Dt 32:26

* ___, it's terrifying to fall
into the hands of [Yahweh] the living Eloha. 32 * ___, remember
those earlier days after you received the light, when you
stood your ground in a great
fight in the face of suffering. 33

26

31

Your salvation must result in you stopping sinning,
or it's fake salvation.

At times you [Christian Hebrews] got exposed
to public ridicule, deprived and beaten.
And at times you stood up with and
supported other [people] suffering the
same [tortures]. 34 *You [true believers]

*[The so-called ‘saved’ habitual sinner] has
nothing to look forward to but
the terrible expectation of [YAH's]
judgment. Raging fire eventually consumes [all YAH's] adversaries, ___, [even if they went to church
every Sunday].
27

The fire consumes the sinner. It doesn't torment
him for eternity.

a [criminal] who
has violated the law of Moses dies without mercy ‘on the testimony of two or 3
eye-witnesses.’
28 [In a death-penalty case, ___,]

This does not mean that you have to kill criminals.
It means that under the Mosaic law, criminals lose
their societal protection, so no one can be penalized for punishing them. Vigilante justice gets rid
of the need for society-bankrupting police and jails.
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suffer along with those of us
[apostles] whom [soldiers] hurl into
jail. When [warriors, thieves, judges and police] steal everything you own,
you accept it with joy. You,
___, know in your heart you
have better things waiting for
you in eternity.
What churchgoer have you ever met who would
accept total impoverishment with joy?! People go
to church to join a socio-economic networking
group to get MORE possessions.
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*So don't throw away your
bold faith, ___. It'll bring you
rich rewards. 36 *Patient endurance is what you need now,
___, so you'll continue to do
the will of [Yahweh] the Eloah.
Then you'll receive everything
He ever promised [his people]. 37
*For in just a little while, ___,
the Coming One [YahShua visibly] arrives. He never delays.

but through hope. [Faith is]
the proof of realities [our
meat eyes] can't see.

This was written 2000 years ago. So atheists claim
that the Bible is lying, that our hope of Yahshua's
return is in vain. Yet when you die, the next thing
you see is Christ's 2nd coming. Death rockets you
into your final trial the minute your heart stops
beating. Are you ready? The <100 years you have
remaining flashes by in the blink of an eye. You
stand at judgment day before you realize what hit
you.

Living faith is what distinguished our spiritual ancestors, set them above the crowd.

35

*
“All righteous [beings] live by
faith, ___. If any man shrinks
back [from righteousness, YAH's] soul
takes no pleasure in him.”
38

(Habakkuk 2:3,4) Faith is what you do, not what
you talk about. Faith is walking across the Grand
Canyon on an invisible bridge no one else sees. If
you say you have faith but you don't walk your
faith out in meat-space, you have no faith. You are
an infidel who brags about faith.

*But we [true believers] aren't
people who pull back and get
destroyed, ___. We're people
who [live our] beliefs. [So YAH] saves
[us].
39

Hebrews 11

ancient times, [YAH] has [always]
given his approval to people who [truly
live by] trusting [Him], ___.
2 [Since]

*Through faith, ___,
we understand that
Yahweh's Word creates
the universe. Everything
eyes can see is made
out of YAH's invisible
Thoughts.
3

Yahshua = YAH's Word / Thought (Memra / Logos).

*[Flash back to Genesis:] By faith,
[ancient] Abel {Meadow} offers to
Yahweh a far greater gift than
does [his murderer] Cain {Lance}. So
YAH appreciates Abel's gift.
[YAH] declares Abel ‘Righteous.’
Abel's lifeblood still lies in the
ground. [Yet the story of] Abel's faith
still calls out to us, ___.
4

Meadows beat lances. Peaceful farming beats military action.

*Enoch [lives in such great] faith that
he ‘flies’ up to heaven without
dying! “Suddenly Enoch
changes [into an eternal being]! Yahweh just takes him!” Even before Enoch morphs, YAH testifies [to humans] that [Enoch] delights
Him. 6 * ___, without faith it's
impossible to please [Yahweh] the
5

True Faith Works Miracles. Religion
Is Paint.

*Now, ___, faith is our
title-deed to [eternal] property. [We currently experience our
1

property not via physical possession,]

The Cinematic Bible 1.0

Deed = Hupostatis, normally translated as the
vague and confusing ‘substance.’ Real faith produces measurable results. You true believers concretely, consistently, sincerely love your enemies.
You sell your possessions to live a life of service to
poor ungrateful people. A real believer is a walking
miracle.
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Eloah. Anyone who comes to
[YAH] must believe that YAH exists, and [that he] rewards everybody who diligently seeks Him,
[no matter how bad they were in the past] . 7
*[Yahweh] warns Noah of the
coming flood. By faith, Noah
moves with fear, ___. He prepares an ark. [100 years later, that boat]
saves his family. Noah's faith
condemns the world. So Noah
inherits the righteousness
which comes through [active]
faith. 8 *YAH calls Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} to emigrate from
[Babylon] into a [faraway] country. By
faith, Abraham obeys. He
leaves his home, oblivious to
where YAH is sending him. [So]
later YAH gives [the entire faraway country of future Israel] to Abraham! 9 And
even after Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}
reaches the land YAH promises him,
Abraham lives there by faith, as a foreigner. He lives in a tent, as later do
his son Isaac {Laughter} and [Isaac's son]
Jacob {Heel-Grabber}, to whom YAH also
promises the land. Hebrews 11:10 Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} looks [into the future]
toward the great ‘city’ [of New Jerusalem], architected and built on [permanent] foundations by [Yahweh] the Eloah. 11 *YAH

promises 90-year old Sarah
{Monarch} she'll give birth to a
son. By faith, ___, old Sarah
gets [supernatural] strength to conceive a child, because she
judges [correctly] that YAH does
what He promises.
90-year old Sarah gets a miraculous age-reversal.
She turns hot as a California beach girl in her collegiate prime—so beautiful that a pagan king steals
her to make her his wife!
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*By faith, this one old
man [Abraham], impotent
as a dead man, fathers
descendants as numerous as the stars in the
sky, as countless as the
grains of the sand on
the seashore, ___! 13 *All
12

those ancient believers die
clutching their faith, ___, still
waiting for most of the things
YAH promises them. Israel's
ancient patriarchs [live] convinced [of YAH's honesty]. They foresee their future blessings. Yet
they die as wandering
strangers on the earth. 14 So,

___, life-stories like the [biographies] of
Moses, Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} and
Sarah {Monarch}, make it clear that [all]
faithful [people] live [on earth] searching for
[but not finding] their Fatherland.
We do not belong to the nations of this earth. We
do not pledge allegiance to the worldly nations.
YAH is our only Pater Patrias. Heaven is our Father-Land.

Any time [our ancient] faithful [ancestors]
(who left the world-system) got homesick, dreaming of the old days in Spiritual Babylon, those believers could
have returned to the evil world. 16 But
[we] true believers long for a better fatherland, a homeland higher than the
heavens. So Yahweh stands proud to
be called the Eloah of these faithful
people. For YAH has prepared a [heavenly]
‘city’ for [we who live] faithfully [on earth]. 17
Abraham waits 90 years to get Isaac
{Laughter}, his only son, born by a miracle. Then Abraham hears some voice
saying, “I'm your God. I want you to
sacrifice your son Isaac, like pagans kill
their children for their gods.” So, ___,
in blind faith, Abraham prepares to stab
15
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and burn his only son. But YAH sends
an angel to stop Abraham [from committing
that foolish murder].
YAH did not tell Abraham to kill Isaac. Abraham
THOUGHT that YAH had told him to kill his son.

YAH promises Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} that this boy Isaac {Laughter} is a
‘seed’ soon to sprout up into millions of
descendants.
18

(Genesis 21:12)

Abraham [shows] complete faith that
YAH can raise his son from the dead.
Abraham courageously goes to stab
and burn Isaac [like some pagans kill their children]. Figuratively, ___, Isaac gets ‘resurrected’ when Abraham unties Isaac
from the rock. [Abraham] hugs Isaac, alive
and well. Hebrews 11:20 Isaac {Laughter} [goes on to
19

live]

in faith. So he blesses [his feuding sons] Jacob {Heeland Esau {Rough-Red}. [Isaac] tells them what

Grabber}

By faith, Jacob [aka Israel], on his death [bed], “bows in worship
over the top of his staff” [to] bless each
of the sons of Joseph {Increaser}. 22 By
faith, Joseph {Increaser}, about to die,
foretells the Israeli Exodus from Egypt
400 years in advance, ___! Joseph
lives so sure YAH will deliver the Israelites, that he commands them to
carry his bones [out] with them when
they leave Egypt! 23 *By faith,
lies ahead for them. 21

2017

You, like Moses, are called to give up a life of pleasure, wealth and privilege, to enter 40 (or more)
years of challenging struggle.

*[Moses] chooses to suffer affliction with the people of
[Yahweh] the Eloah, over enjoying
the pleasures of sin for a [this life's
fleeting] ‘season’. 26 Moses (like Christ)
25

cherishes being rejected. [He spurns] all
the treasures in the vast Egyptian Empire! Moses lives looking ahead [through
eyes of faith] to [the end] times. YAH eventually pays [Moses] a far greater reward
[than any human power can pay, ___].

Rejection = riches. Remember, you're getting richer when you get mistreated and marginalized by
people who should applaud your insight and hard
work.

By faith Moses forsakes Egypt. He
braves the wrath of its Emperor. Moses
endures [torture in the desert], because [through
the eyes of faith,] Moses sees [that he's being protected by YAH, the] invisible [king of all kings]. 28
Moses celebrates the [first] Passover
Feast to demonstrate who has faith in
YAH. [Moses] sprinkles Passover blood on
the doorposts of each house to stop the
[angel] destroyer of the firstborn from
touching the [Hebrews].
27

Keep the Passover feast this spring, in honor of
Yahshua. Easter is an abomination.

By faith, the Hebrews [fleeing Pharaoh's
army] pass through the ‘Red’ Sea like it's
dry land! When the Egyptians ride into
[the Reed Sea] to kill the Israelites, the waters rush back. So the killers all drown,
___! Hebrews 11:30 Later Israelites, filled
with faith, march around the city of
Jericho {Moon-Spirit}. They praise YAH
for 7 days, [instead of attacking the city with military
force]. So [YAH himself] knocks the walls of
Jericho down, ___!

Moses’ Mom and Dad hide
Moses for 3 months because
they see that [Moses] is a special
boy. Moses’ Mom and Dad live
in such strong faith that they
courageously disobey the command of the Pharaoh, the Emperor [of the great Egyptian superpower that
built the pyramids that still stand today]. 24

29

*Because [of his faith,]
Moses, when he grows
up, refuses to be known
as the son of Pharaoh's
daughter.

Despite widespread religious propaganda to the
contrary, praise warfare is the only warfare YAH
wants his people involved in. We have spirit-weapons that are more powerful than any bombs
or guns.
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*By faith, ___, the prostitute Rahab {Biggie} peacefully
welcomes [enemy] Israelite spies.
31
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[She lies to cops to protect foreign Israeli

So Rahab, a whore with
faith, lives, while her unbelieving countrymen disobey YAH
and die.
invaders!]

In heaven, you'll see more ex-whores than preachers.

I could go on and on, ___. But I've
run out of time. There are so many
more true miracle stories of faithful
people: Gideon {Hacker}, Barak {Lightning}, Samson {SunRay}, Jephthah {WideOpen}, David {Lover}, SamuEl {Heard-ByEl}, the [other Hebrew] prophets… 33
Through faith, believers subdue kingdoms, administer justice, receive what
YAH promised, shut the mouths of lions
— 34 *[Through faith, we believers] put out
32

fierce fires. [We] escape being
killed by the slicing edge[s] of
[soldiers'] sword[s], ___. Out of [our]
humility and weakness, [YAH]
makes [us] strong. [We saints] grow
mighty in [praise] battle. [We] defeat [anti-Hebrew] armies!
We defeat armies by peacefully obeying YAH. YAH
never commands His people to kill foreigners.

*Some believing women receive their loved ones resurrected from death. Still other
believers endure torture, preferring to die rather than turn
from YAH to escape [suffering].
These martyrs place their hope
in the resurrection to a better
life.
35

paraphrase

*Many believers live mocked,
their backs cut open with
whips. Many [of us] lie chained in
dungeons, ___. 37 *[Villains] stone
many of us [believers] with [rocks],
saw us in two, tempt us, slay
us with swords. Many faithful
people wander [the earth] in
36
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sheepskins and goatskins: destitute, afflicted, tormented,
___. 38 *The world is not worthy of these people of faith.
They stumble in deserts,
mountains, dens, [caves and] holes
in the ground, ___. 39 All these
believers receive [YAH's] approval because of their faith, ___. Yet all of [us]
leave this life still waiting to receive everything [YAH] promises [us]. Hebrews 11:40
The ancient believers had to wait because [Yahweh] the Eloah planned something better that would involve us,
___. So that only with us would the ancient believers be brought to the Goal.

Hebrews 12
Persevere In Faith 'Til All Your
Blood Spills

*So, ___, seeing we
too live surrounded by
such a great cloud of
witnesses, let's throw
off every weight, and
[cast off] the mistake[s]
that so easily entangle
us. Let's run with perseverance the race [YAH]
marked out before us.
1

Masturbation and coffee-drinking, for instance, are
not explicitly forbidden by the Bible. Yet they qualify as weights and entanglements that prevent us
from running life's race as we should.

*[We persevere by] looking to
YahShua, the author and finisher of our faith. For the joy
[YAH] set before Him, [YahShua] purposefully endured the shame of
execution on a stake [as a criminal].
So now YahShua sits [established]
2
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at the right hand of the throne
of Yahweh. 3 *Like us, YahShua
put up with attacks from sinners. So think about him, ___.
Then you won't get tired. You
won't lose hope. 4 ___, in your
struggle against sin you haven't yet resisted to the point of shedding your
blood [dying].
This might also allude to sweating blood or being
injured.

Your Perfect Father YAH Is Disciplining You

*And have you forgotten the
encouraging words YAH speaks
to you, his children? [Through Job &
Solomon,] YAH says,
‘ ___, my child, don't ignore it
when the Adonai disciplines
you. Never get discouraged
when YAH corrects you.
5

Prov 3:11, Job 5:17

*'Yahweh disciplines the [behe loves, ___. He punishes
everyone he accepts as a son.’
6

ings]

Prov 13:24, 3:11-12)

*As you endure the punishment life brings, remember,
___, that [Yahweh] the Eloah is
treating you [believers] as his own
children. What [kind of] child [grows
up under a] father who never disciplines him? [A BRAT! A criminal!] 8 *The
only children who don't get
punished by their fathers are
children the father abandons
after impregnating the mother,
leaving the child as a neglected
orphan. So if YAH punishes
you, ___, you can feel good
that YAH is loving you as his
own child. 9 *Since we respect
our physical dads who disci7
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plined us, ___, shouldn't we
even more cheerfully submit to
discipline from the Father of
our Spirits, and live forever? HeFor during our fleeting days
of childhood, ___, our Dads punished
us as they pleased, [sometimes helping us,
sometimes hurting us]. But Father YAH's discipline is always appropriate and totally
for our benefit. [With divine correction,] we become separated [from evil] like [our] holy
brews 12:10

*No discipline is
enjoyable while it's happening, ___. Training
hurts! But later, after
the pain vanishes, up
rises the harvest of
right living, like a seed
from the ground, quietly
[sprouting].
[Father YAH]. 11

See Bobby McFerrin's scripture song: Discipline.

Smash All Your Sin Flesh Into Spirit-Muscle
12 So ___, lift up those drooping arms.
Steady those shaky legs! 13 Make
straight paths for your feet, ___, so
that the [parts of you the devil] has injured
won't get wrenched out of joint. Instead [they'll] be healed [by YAH].
Proverbs 4:26

* ___, [in your interactions] with all
men, seek peace and separation [from the evil world]. [Warmongers and
world-minglers] never experience
[Yahweh] the Adonai. 15 ___, watch
14

diligently so [that] no one misses [Yahweh]
the Eloah's gracious [favor, and] that no
root of bitterness springs up [around you].
Bitterness contaminates everyone it
touches.

Peterson: “Keep a sharp eye out for weeds of bitter
discontent. A thistle or two gone to seed can ruin a
whole garden in no time.”
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*See to it, ___, that no [believer] fornicates [in any way: not sexually,
economically, politically nor religiously] , and
[that] no [believer] lives unspiritually
like Esau {Rough-Red}, who sells
his whole birthright for a bowl
of meat soup!
16

You sell your birthright when you pledge allegiance, trading your citizenship in the Kingdom of
Heaven for slavery to the demoncracies of pagan
men.

After Esau {Rough-Red} sells his inheritance, ___, he cries. [He] begs his father to reverse the deal, to return his
birth-rights he'd sold to his brother Jacob for soup. But Esau's father decrees,
“An oath is an oath. A deal's a deal. No
going back.”
17

Jacob says, “Sorry Esau, Bro. No refunds, no exchanges! All sales final!” Esau can vomit up his
soup, but that won't get his birthright back.

Mount Zion Calls You Higher Than
Mount Sinai
18 [ ___, the ancient Israelites crouch before] the
tangible [Mount Sinai]. It burns with flaming fire, suffused in darkness, gloom
and whirlwind. But you've journeyed to
an [infinitely higher] mountain, ___. 19 The
[ancient] Israelites hear a trumpet blast
and a thundering voice so terrifying
that they beg Yahweh to stop talking,
___. Hebrews 12:20 The Israelites stagger
back when [the angel] commands,
‘If even an animal touches the mountain, [you] must kill [it] with stones.’
(Exodus 19:12,13)

The sight of Mount Sinai {Bush-Mountain} looms so terrifying, ___, that
Moses [stutters], “I'm quaking with dread!”
21

(Deuteronomy 9:19)

But you, ___, have come to Mount
Zion, to the heavenly Jerusalem, the
city of the living Elohim. You've come
to [countless] myriads of angels in festive
assembly. 23 You, ___, have arrived at
the communal Ekklesia of the Firstborn,
(whose names stand written in
heaven), to Yahweh the Judge of all [life22
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forms],

and to the spirits of righteous humans [whom YAH has] perfected.
Being included in the ‘Firstborn’ means that you are
a priest, exclusively devoted to YHVH, and barred
from worldly entanglement. A believer must stay
jurisdictionally separated from the world, like a
monk. See Num 3:13.

And you, ___, have come to [serve]
YahShua, the Mediator of the new
Covenant [between Yahweh and humans] — to
the ‘blood’ of YahShua. [YAH metaphorically]
‘sprinkles’ [that blood on you. Then he] declares
[you clean. YahShua's ‘blood’ is the] antidote to the
blood of Abel [that cries out from the earth for
vengeance against Cain, the father of human violence].
24

Blood is a metaphor for the effect of the devil murdering the Messiah.

YAH Is A Destroying Fire: So Honor
His Call
25 So ___, see to it that you obey YAH,
the One who speaks to you. The people
[of Israel always] fail to escape [death] when
they refuse to listen to His message on
earth. So how terrible our danger if we
reject the One who speaks to us from
heaven! 26 YAH's voice then shook the
earth. But now, ___, YAH promises,
‘Once more I come to shake not only
the earth but also the heavens.’
(Haggai 2:6)

*This phrase, “Yet once
more,” indicates that YAH soon
removes everything that can
be shaken, [everything temporary, everything imperfect] — [all] created [temporal]
things — so that only what
can't be shaken remains in [eternity]. 28 We [believers] are receiving a
27

Kingdom which can't be shaken. So
let's have grace and gratitude. [Let's]
serve [Yahweh] the Eloah acceptably with
reverence and righteous fear, ___. 29

*For our Eloah [Yahweh] is
a destroying fire, ___.
Deuteronomy 4:24

Hebrews 13
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Love As Brothers; Show Hospitality;
Ease Pain
1 ___, keep on loving each other as
brothers. 2 *Always remember to

show hospitality to strangers,
___. For some people, in being
hospitable, entertain angels
without realizing it! 3 *Mind
those [believers] in prison as if you
were caged beside them, ___.
Mind those mistreated [believers]
as if you yourselves were being
tortured.
Tend them. Pray for them. Help everyone, especially true persecuted believers.

Never Even Think Of Sex Outside
Marriage

*Marriage is honorable in every respect, ___. The marriage
bed is pure. But [Yahweh] the
Eloah always punishes fornicators and adulterers.
4

Married sex is not necessarily evil. But it is addictive and distracting from spirituality.

Confide In YAH Who Gives You Everything Good

* ___, keep your behavior
free of wanting things that belong to other [people]. Be content
with what you have. For Yahweh promises,
“I'll never leave you, nor forsake you.”
5

Deuteronomy 31:6 If you have the loving support
of the being who created the universe with one
word, you don't need stuff.

*So we [saints], ___, boldly declare, ‘Yahweh helps me. I never [need] fear. What can mere
men do to me?’
6

Ps 118:6

Imitate Good Leaders, Especially
Yahshua

* ___, remember your leaders
who've spoken the word of
7
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the Eloah to you. Study
how they lived and died. Imitate their faith.
[Yahweh]

Follow the FAITH of true leaders (hegomai). But
don't blindly obey anyone who calls himself a ruler.

*YahShua the Messiah
is the same yesterday,
and today, and forever,
___.
8

Yahshua is the Living Word of YAH. His core
essence cannot change.

Stick With Pure Biblical Doctrine &
Diet

*Avoid getting carried away
by multitudinous theologies
and strange doctrines, ___. For
what is good is for the heart to
be established by grace, not by
foods. People who make [diets and
theologies and spiritual fads] the focus of
their lives fail to benefit from
those obsessions.
9

Stay healthy so you can focus on helping others.
Stay educated. But avoid drowning in the data
stream. Let your theology come from the scriptures themselves, not from seminary-spawned
creeds and formulas, which crept from Babylon
through the Catholic Church into Protestantism.

True Believers Are Outcasts From
The World
Hebrews 13:10 ___, we [believers] have a
[heavenly] altar from which [rogue Jewish]
priests in the [failed] Temple on earth
have no right to eat. 11 The Jewish high
priest brings the blood of [feast] animals
into the Most Holy Place [as a prefiguration of
YahShua coming to give his life to save men from their

burn the
animal carcasses outside the camp. 12 So
YahShua, in order to separate [his] people [from Satan's control], suffered outside
[Jerusalem's city] gate. [There he allowed demon-filled
thugs to spill] his [innocent] blood. 13 *So,
death-penalty]

sins. Then

[workers]

[inedible, unusable parts of the cooked]

___, let's venture forth to
YahShua, outside the [safe, warm]
camp [of civilization]. [Let's get politically ban-
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Let's share
the abuse YahShua endured for
us.
ished, religiously rejected.]

Let's go outside, where Yahshua is, where YAH's
Spirit is. Quit trying to be privileged insiders. Let's
take our share of the abuse Yahshua suffered.

*For none of the perishing
cities of the world are our
home, ___. We're looking forward to our city [population] in
heaven, which is yet to come [to
earth].
14

New Jerusalem. Your 'people' are not on earth yet.
If you are holy, you are lonely here on earth.

Never Sacrifice Animals. Give
Praise & Food
15 So, ___, through [our connection to]
YahShua, let's rush [breathless, panting,] to
continually offer Yahweh [not pagan-style animal sacrifices, but enthusiastic] praise: ‘fruit’
from [our] lips. [Let's publicly] acknowledge
YAH's Name-Authority. 16 *Yet [while we
no longer perform any of the Sinai {Bush} Covenan-

let's not forget to
do good works, [and to] share
feasts, and [foster] fellowship,
___. Yahweh has always been
greatly pleased with donations
of [food and love].
t's blood-rituals,]

ty. Surrender, for they watch over your spirit, as
give(rs of the) word [logos], ...
18 Pray for us [authorities. We want] our consciences to
[stay] clear, ___. We want to live honorably in everything we do. 19 I particularly urge you, ___, to
pray that [YAH] quickly restores me to you.

YAH Resurrected Yahshua; He'll
Resurrect You!
Hebrews 13:20 ___, through the ‘blood’ of the everlasting covenant, [Yahweh] (the Eloah of peace) resurrected from the dead our Master YahShua, that
great Shepherd of [human and angelic] sheep.

Paul Prays for YAH To Perfect You
that YAH perfectly prepares
you, ___, to do his will, that he keeps
working in you [to achieve results] which delight his [spiritual] eyes. [He does this]
through [your connection to] YahShua, [YAH's]
Messiah. [YahShua enjoys] glory for ever and
ever. Guaranteed. 22 I urge you, brothers, to
21 [I pray]

listen patiently to this message of encouragement.
For this letter I've written [to] you, ___, isn't very
long.
exhortation
23 I want you to know that [YAH] finally [sprung] our
brother Timothy {YAH's-Treasure} out of jail. If Timothy comes here [to me] soon, I intend to bring him
with me to see you [Hebrews].
True believers go to jail. Fake, whitewashed Christians lounge on couches.
24 Greet all of your leaders, ___. Greet all of Elohim's people. The believers from Italy send you
their greetings. 25 [I pray, ___, that YAH's Gracious] favor
stays with you all [forever]. [And that's the way] it is!
Amén.

James 1

Submit To & Pray For Real Spiritual
Leaders

* ___, yield to your [spiritual]
guides. Submit yourselves. For
[leaders] watch over your souls,
as men who must give [the world
YAH's] word. Make [leadership] a task
of joy. If you make your [supervisor's] work a heavy load, it won't
do you any good.
17

Paul is not saying to obey carnal political leaders.
Paul is saying that new believers should respect
the experience and diligence of more experienced
believers, such as himself, whom he continues
talking about in the next verse. Check the Greek to
understand Heb 13:17. The Greek says nothing
like what self-serving ‘King’ James mangled it into.
It's a tricky verse to translate but here is an approximation: Convince (pacify, conciliate), authori-
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James Explains Why You Have To
Suffer In Life
1 Hello brothers, [fellow members] of [spiritual Israel's] ‘12
tribes’ scattered among the Beast-Nations. [This letter
is] from me: James {Heel-Grabber}. [I'm] a servant of
Yahweh and of [my blood-brother] Master YahShua, [YAH's]
Messiah.
The first-century Jewish historian Josephus mentions the stoning of ‘James, the brother of Jesus
who was called the Christ.’ (See ‘The Jewish Antiquities’ by Josephus, Book XX, sec. 200.) ‘12 tribes’
signifies not the literal 12 genetic tribes descended
from the sons of Israel, but a code-word for the
Ekklesia (spiritual Israel).

*My brothers, consider it pure
joy when you fall into various
challenges. 3 *Know, ___, that
when [YAH] tests your faith, [you]
2
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develop patience. 4 *So let patience finish its perfect work,
so you, ___, become perfect
and mature, lacking no [important]
thing.

The grass-flowers fall. Their
graceful fashion perishes. Likewise, ___, the wealthy man
fades away while he goes
about his business.

Pray, Trusting YAH; He'll Give You
Wisdom

You're Being Tested; Handle It
Brave, Rightly
12 Every human who endures temptation gets blessed, ___. After he passes
the test, he receives the crown of [eternal] life [which] Adonai [Yahweh] promises to
all [beings] who love Him.
Don't Blame YAH For Your Temptation
13 ___, no man should claim, when he
[gets] tempted, “I'm [being] tempted by
[Yahweh] the Eloah.” [Yahweh] can't be
tempted with evil. Nor does [Yahweh]
tempt any man. 14 Rather, every human gets tempted when his own lust
draws him away and entices [him to sin].
___—I'm talking to you. 15 Lust conceives. Then lust gives birth to mistake[s], ___. The sin grows up big. [Big
errors] give birth to death. 16 *Never

*If any of you lack wisdom, ask Elohim [to give
you brains]! YAH overflows
with generosity to all
people. [He] rewards you
for seeking what you,
___, need from Him.
He's always delighted to
give you insight! 6 *Always
5

ask with faith, ___. Never allow doubt to shake your trust
in YAH. [Only doomed people] waver
like wave[s] of the sea, driven
with the wind[s], hurled [into oblivion]. 7 *Doubters should never
fantasize that they'll receive
anything from Adonai [Yahweh]. 8 A
double-minded man is unstable in all
his ways, ___.

They can't make up their minds. They waffle back
and forth in everything they do.

Be Glad if You're Poor, Scared if
You're Rich
9 Brothers who [wallow] in humble circumstances should be glad, ___. For
[YAH thus] honors them.

Suffering in humility makes you spiritually better.

*So rich people should
welcome circumstances that
humble them. Because like
fleeting grass-flower[s],
affluent [people] pass away, ___.
11 *The sun rises. It shines
burning [radiation]. Heat immediately withers [earth's] vegetation.
James 1:10
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err, my beloved brothers.

[Avoid
deception. Don’t delude yourselves. Never let anyone fool you, ___.]
So turn off those lying media feeds, open up your
bible, fast and pray.

Yah Gives You Challenges To Perfect You
17 Every good gift, every perfect endowment, comes from above, raining
down from [Yahweh], the Father of heavenly lights. [Unlike the] shifting shadows [of
Satan's world-system, Yahweh] never changes,
___. 18 Of his own will, through [His]
Word of Truth, Father [Yahweh] gives [new]
birth to us [believers], ___, so that we
become a choice variety of ‘first-fruits’,
[treasured possessions, most impressive] of [YAH's]
creatures.
YAH is making some of us little mud-worms into
kings of the Universe. That's a cool trick! Very impressive!

Rid Yourself of Anger And Nastiness
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*So, my beloved brothers,
let's all be swift to listen, slow
to speak, slow to anger. James 1:20
*A man's anger can never produce the kind of righteous life
that Elohim desires, ___. 21 So
19

rid yourselves of every last speck of
filthiness. [Purge your heart of] the world's
overflowing vulgar evil. Meekly receive
[the] Word[s] YAH implants in you, ___.
[YAH's word] is able to save your souls.
Faith=Action; True Religion = Helping Others

*Be do-ers of [YAH's] word, not
just hearers. [Never] deceive your
own selves, ___. 23 For if anyone

2024

ted from the world-system.
This timeless BS-razor cuts through all religious
hypocrisy. Church people live like their neighbors
while failing to help orphans and widows. Religiots
die embroiled in impure religion. Help troubled widows and orphans. Separate from the worldly nations. That's pure spirituality. The empty talky
church scene is for eternal losers. Also, just sending a few bucks a month to some ‘Christian’ Aid
Agency isn't gonna' cut it. Unless you personally go
inspect the relief-work yourself, you can assume
that the aid agency is using the money improperly,
digging the orphans and widows into deeper holes.

James 2

22

is a mere “hearer” of the word, and not
a “doer,” he's like a man who looks at
his face in a mirror, [then immediately goes
away and forgets what he looks like, ___]. 24 The
[hypocrite briefly] inspects himself [at church,
___]. Then he leaves. He immediately
forgets he's [a sinner]. 25 So look into the
perfect ‘law of independence.’ Continue
living in that law. Never be a forgetful
hearer. Be a DOer of [good] work[s]. [Then
YAH] blesses [you] in everything you do,
___.
Driving on the correct side of the road gives you
life by restricting your actions. Hogging the middle
of the road gets you killed for exercising your freedom.

If any man among you seems to be
religious, yet fails to ‘bridle’ his tongue,
deceiving his own heart, that man's re26

ligion is vain, ___. 27 *Pure

and
undefiled worship in the
eyes of [Yahweh], the Eloah
([the eternal] Father) is this,
___: To [personally] care for
orphans and widows by
[easing] their distress. And
to keep yourself unspotThe Cinematic Bible 1.0

Treat Rich & Poor Alike With Gentle
Care
1 My brothers, never show favoritism to
people [for their wealth, genetics, looks, social standing, nor any other external discriminatory criteria] .
Hold the impartial, unbiased faith of our
glorious master Master YahShua, the
Messiah.
Stop judging by appearances. Make correct assessments.

___, a man struts [in] to your assembly with gold rings, sporting fine apparel. Then a poor man comes in vile
clothing. [Treat them the same.] 3 You've been
[unfairly] respecting the men who wear
the fancy duds, ___. You say to the
rich-looking guy: “Sit here in a good
seat!” Yet you say to the poor [widow],
“Stand there. Or sit here under my
footstool.” 4 Haven't you segregated
[YAH's children], thus proving that you're
evil-minded judgmental [bigots, ___]? 5
Listen, my beloved brothers. Hasn't
[Yahweh] the Eloah chosen the poor [people]
of this world to be rich in faith, heirs of
the kingdom He promised to the [beings]
who love him? 6 Yet you keep despising
poor [people], ___. Isn't it the rich men
who oppress you, and drag you before
the [world's corrupt] judgment seats?
2

Rich jerks drag REAL Christians to jail. Wealthy
hypocrites install their preachy parrots in pulpits.

Isn't it rich people who blaspheme the
worthy Name [of Yahweh] by which you,
7
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___, are called? 8 *You, ___, do

well if you fulfill [YAH's] Royal
Law, conforming to the scripture:
“You must love your neighbor
as [you love] yourself.”
That's not an optional commandment, that's a
ROYAL LAW!

But if you show favoritism, you, ___,
commit sin. So [Yahweh] lawfully convicts
you [discriminatory ‘believers’] as
transgressors.
Breaking One Law Makes You A
Lawbreaker
9

*[The law only sees two classes of
people: Law-Breakers vs. Law-Abiders]. Even
if you break only one point of
law, you, ___, offend against
the integrity of the Law, and
are thus a guilty lawbreaker.
James 2:10

Not that you've broken every law, but you've
moved in status from being a law-keeper to a lawbreaker.

For YAH commands:
“NEVER commit adultery”
and
“NEVER murder.”
Even if you never commit adultery,
___, if you murder, you become a
transgressor of the law. 12 So, ___,
speak and act as [a] being whom [YAH]
will judge by the law of independence.
11

Don't go under the law that destroys criminals.
Don't be subject to contract-law that binds you into
dependence as a res, a thing, a cattle in the state's
human-resource herd.

For if you show no mercy, you, ___,
get judgment without mercy. Mercy triumphs over judgment!
13

To show mercy is better than to judge.

Faith Without Works Is A Rotting
Carcass

*What good is it, my brothers, if a man claims he has
faith, yet [he builds] no record of
good works? Can “faith” save
14
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someone who does no good,
___?
NO!
15 [ ___, churches lie plagued with false ‘Christians.’ They

brothers
or sisters who live lacking [decent] clothes
and daily food. 16 *[False ‘believers’ say to
consistently pass up opportunities to help]

“Go in peace,
Keep warm! Eat hearty!” ___,
if you don't share bodily necessities [with your brother and sister humans, especially believers,] what good is your
[sham] faith?
poor brothers and sisters:]

Go out on a limb. Sacrifice everything. Lose your
wealth, your status, your job, your nice house and
car and possessions. Radically obediently follow Jesus. You WILL get blown off, and maybe blown
away, by the church crowd. But you'll gain miracle
powers. Good trade.

*So, ___, faith without works is dead, like a
lone [severed hand]. 18 *[You
hear false believers] claim they
have [true saving] faith,
while I, [James, merely] have
works-righteousness.
[Ha!] ___, show me your
[supposed] faith that does
no work. I show you my
faith by my Ergon {Energetic-Actions}.
17

War-state murderer Martin Luther wanted the book
of James struck from the Bible because of verses
like this. Lutherans still wrongly class the Epistle of
James as ‘Antilegomena’ (of disputed authority).
Luther wrongly inserted [saved by faith] ‘alone’ in
Rom. 3:28, thus criminally dragging Paul into
trumped-up conflict with James. Luther foolishly
deemed it impossible to harmonize the two apostles. Luther maligned James as an ‘epistle of straw,’
devoid of evangelical character (‘keine
evangelische Art’). See Philip Schaff's ‘History of
the Reformation’. The controversy persists today.
Try to get a Protestant to cooperate with you in
gospel Ergon (toil), and the Protestant will lecture
you about ‘salvation by grace’. What Luther's
Protestant minions fail to grasp is that good-deeds
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flow from salvation like breathing flows from life. If
you're not breathing, you're physically dead. if
you're not doing good actions, you're spiritually
dead. Yet we can't take credit for breathing, nor for
righteous acts.

*You believe that
there exists [only] one
Eloah {Supreme-Being}:
[Yahweh]. Good for you,
___! [Congratulations! You've risen
19

up to the level of faith of a demon.

demons
tremble in terror at the
thought of Yahweh!
But unlike you,]

Has the sham preacher's doctrine they so blasphemously label ‘salvation by grace’ anesthetized you
to the reality that you will burn like a weed in the
fire unless your ‘faith’ gets you up off your selfish
materialistic butt and out among the poor doing
good deeds?

*Foolish “believers!” When will you,
___, ever allow yourself
to learn that without
[good] actions, faith lies
dead?
James 2:20

If you are truly saved, doing good should be as
natural as breathing. With practice, you can improve your breathing. Similarly, with practice, you
can do better and better righteous actions. But you
are not the source of the life that gives you the
power to breathe and do good deeds.

*Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}
exemplifies active faith that
justifies sinners: Our ancestor
Abraham [mistakenly] thought YAH
wanted him to sacrifice his
precious son Isaac {Laughter}. So
[Abraham] attempted [murder]!
21

Filled with faith that YAH will raise his son from the
dead, Abraham works hard to climb a mountain.
He ties his boy up on a mountaintop altar. Against
every instinct in his body, Abraham lifts the knife
in the air to stab into his son's heart. It takes an
angel to grab Abraham's hand and stop him from
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acting in faith against every natural interest and
desire a father could ever have.

*So you see, ___, that what
you believe and what you DO
work together. What you DO
makes your faith complete.
22

Faith is like a body without a heart. The work is the
heart. Without deeds, your faith is a corpse.

*[Faith and works must go together, ___.
That's what] Scripture means where
[Genesis 15:6] says, “Abraham {Father-Of-Billions} [actively] believes
Elohim. So [Yahweh] credits Abraham's [energetic] belief to [Abraham]
as if he were righteous. Thus
ELohim comes to call Abraham,
‘Friend.’” 24 *You see then,
23

___, that [Yahweh] fixes a
man by [helping him to do good]
works, not by mere [passive] “faith.”
Eat that, Martin Luther! Your works matter to your
salvation. A person is made right (justified) with
Elohim by what he does. Salvation doesn't happen
only because of what you ‘believe.’ You are what
you DO under pressure.

*Likewise, ___, [YAH] declares
a [dirty] whore (Rahab {Biggie})
righteous [because of her good] deeds.
She harbors Israelite spies.
She smuggles them out of [her
walled] city [to escape corrupt police].
25

This whore defies and deceives her evil government at the risk of having her head cut off! She
lives out her faith.

*A body without [YAH's]
spirit lies dead, ___.
Likewise, faith without
works lies dead.
26

James 3

Control Your Tongue Before It
Burns You Dead
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My brothers, [YAH and everyone else] judges
us teachers extremely strictly. So not
many of you should become teachers.
1

Not many people should arrogate themselves to
the position of teacher / writer.

For we all stumble in many ways,
___. If any man could avoid ever offending [YAH] by his words, he would be
a perfect man, able to bridle his whole
body.
2

We're all wrong about many things. We just don't
see what's wrong in ourselves. Yahshua was the
only man to ever completely control his tongue.

We, ___, put a metal bit in the
mouth of a horse to make [the horse] obey
us. We [humans] can control a whole [giant]
animal. With one little bit of iron, we
turn the horse any way we wish.
3

Words create everything.

And think of a ship, ___: a huge ship
driven by fierce winds. Still the pilot
steers the ship wherever he wants with
one puny rudder. 5 *Likewise, the
4

tongue is a small part of [your]
body. Yet it makes huge
boasts. Consider, ___, how a
tiny spark sets a great forest
on fire!
One mouth can achieve or destroy almost anything.

The tongue is an inferno, ___, a
world of evil among the parts of the
body. The tongue defiles the whole
body. The tongue sets the whole course
of one's life on fire. The tongue is itself
set aflame by [the same blaze in which all wicked6

ness eventually burns, like the never-ending trash fire in
Judea's]

Valley of Hinnom

[Gehenna].

Gei-Hinnom is a massive landfill near Jerusalem
where a constantly-replenished pile of trash never
stops burning. Gehenna represents the metaphorical place where YAH's angels burn up wicked people like weeds and garbage, to prevent evil from
infecting eternity.
7 Every kind of beast, bird, serpent and sea creature, is being tamed and has been tamed by

But [without help from YAH,] no
man can tame [his own] tongue, ___. The
tongue is an unruly evil, full of deadly
poison. 9 With the tongue we bless Yahweh the Father. Yet with that tongue
mankind, ___. 8
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we curse men, whom [Yahweh] Elohim
made [as reflections] of his [own] image.
James 3:10 Out of the same mouth flow
both blessing and cursing, ___. My
brothers, this should not be. 11 A spring
doesn’t gush out fresh and bitter water
from the same opening, does it, ___?
12 Can the fig tree, my brothers, yield
olive berries? Can a vine fruit figs? No,
___. Likewise, you can't draw fresh water from a salty pool.
Envy, Fights & Ambition=Tip Of
Evil's Iceberg
13 ___, who among you is wise and
understanding? Let him demonstrate
knowledge by his good behavior, by actions done in the humility that grows
out of wisdom. 14 But if you have bitter
envy, jealousy and selfish ambition in
your hearts, don’t brag [about being wise].
Don't attack the truth with lies, ___. 15
Envy and selfishness have nothing to
do with heaven's wisdom, ___. Such
sins are earthly, un-spiritual, devilish
snake-brain habits. 16 For where you,
___, find envy, strife and selfish ambition, there live confusion and every
kind of evil behavior.
Is there jealousy in church and in christian music?
Absolutely. So in church and Christian music you
find confusion and every kind of evil work. We believers should be laboring to help each other!

But [YAH's] wisdom from above is
supremely sacred [and pure,] peaceful,
gentle, open to reasonable requests [and
corrections], full of mercy and good fruit,
free of partiality and hypocrisy. 18
Peacemakers sow [seeds of love] in peace.
[So] they reap [the] harvest of the fruit of
righteousness, ___.
17

James 4
War Comes From Greed

*Where do your wars and
fights come from? Don't wars
and fights come from your
1
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lusts that war in your sin-flesh,
___?
Very important. War is the result of competing
lusts.

*You, ___, lust when you
want something [that belongs to someone else]. Jealous, you kill [in person or
by proxy]. Yet still [you] fail to satisfy your greed. You fight crippling war[s] [that bankrupt your families and
your nations]. [Conflict] makes it impossible to ever get what you
truly need. You would rather
fight than ask politely and
pray.
2

You have not because you ask not. Nations of the
world, listen up. Civilians kill by paying soldiers,
policemen & assassins to kill.

*You ask, ___. Yet you fail to
receive, because you ask
wrongly, in order to spend
what you get on your [consumptive,
materialistic] pleasures.
3

The World-System's Friends =
YAH's Enemies

*You adulterers and adulteresses! Don't you know, ___,
that friendship with the worldsystem equals hatred toward
[Yahweh] the Eloah? So whoever
wants to be a friend of the
world-system is the enemy of
[Yahweh] the Eloah. 5 ___, do you
4

think it's for no reason that the scripture says, “YAH's Spirit, who dwells in
us, [feels] fiercely jealous?” 6 But [if we get
humble, ___,] YAH eventually gives us the
unmerited gift [of strength to stand against the ruinous desire to shack up with the world]. As [YAH]
spoke [through Solomon], “Yahweh resists
proud [beings], while [he] gives unmeritedfavor to humble [beings].”
Proverbs 3:33-34

*So submit yourselves
to [Yahweh] the Eloah, and
7
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resist the devil. Then
the devil flees from you,
___.
See song: Resist The Devil. Submission to YAH =
disconnection from the world-system. Submission
to YAH gives you power. Obedience is the foundation that gives you a firm place to stand while resisting the devil.

*Draw near to [Yahweh] the
Eloah. Then He draws near to
you, ___. Clean your hands,
you sinners. Purify your hearts,
you double-minded hypocrites!
8

Grieve, mourn and wail in repentant
sorrow, ___. Let your [vulgar] laughter
morph into mourning. [Turn] your jolly
[frivolity] turn to heavy regret. James 4:10
9

*Humble yourselves in
the sight of [Yahweh] the
Adonai. Then He lifts
you up, ___.
Get down on your knees. Plant your face on the
ground in front of YAH. Pray. Get outside. Dig your
fingernails brown with cow manure, planting food
to eat and share with poor people. Humble Yourself
Song.

Never Judge Your Fellow Man
Brothers, speak no slander of oneanother. When you criticize and condemn each other, you're criticizing and
condemning YAH's law, ___. Talking
bad about your neighbor is the same
thing as judging that YAH was wrong
when he made the Law [that says ‘Love your
neighbor as yourself.’] Don't condemn the
Law, ___. Obey the Law.
11

You don't want people criticizing you. So don't criticize others. Even if they deserve criticism.

There is one Law-Giver: YAH. He
alone is able to save and to destroy.
Who are you, ___, to judge your fellow
man?
12

The legislations of the nations are frauds. Only YAH
makes law.

You Are Clueless About Your Future
And you, ___, who say, “Today or
tomorrow we'll go into this or that city,
13
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and stay there a year, and buy and sell,
and make a profit.” Come on! Wake up!

*You don’t even know one
thing that'll happen tomorrow,
___! [You may be dead in 5 minutes!] What
is your life, ___? Your life is
just a mist that appears for an
instant, then vanishes away. 15
*So, ___, you ought to say, “If
[Yahweh] the Adonai wants it to
happen, we'll live, and do this,
or that.” 16 As it is, you boast and
14

brag, ___. All such boasting is damaging. 17 *So, ___, anyone who

knows the good he ought to
do, yet fails to do it, sins.

James 5

James Condemns Rich People

*Come on now, you ‘rich’ people. [Get down on your faces.] Weep and
howl. Dread the miseries [YAH]
comes to [rain] on you. 2 Your
1

wealth is rotting away, ___. Your fine
clothes are moth-eaten rags. 3 *Your

gold and silver lie corroded,
___. Your pile of greed-gotten
riches [rises] to testify against
you. The rust that eats your
money comes to eat your flesh
like fire. This ‘treasure’ you accumulate to save your skin
during the Last-Days comes to
stand as damning evidence
against you on the day of judgment. 4 Rich man! Look! Listen to the
condemning cries echoing out of your
moneybags: sacks full of wages you
fraudulently kept instead of paying the
laborers who reaped your fields, [who
worked your investments]. The cries of your
harvest-laborers pierce the ears of
[Yahweh] Adonai Almighty. He commands
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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the Angel Armies to fight [all] oppressors. 5 You, ___, live in pleasure on the
earth, [lounging] in wanton luxury and
self-indulgence. In a time of slaughter,
you go on eating to your heart’s
content. 6 *You [rich people] continue

to condemn and kill just [martyrs].
You murder innocents who
never resist you.
If you're a worldly citizen, you've paid policemen
and judges to jail and kill poor black boys for carrying a hemp-cigarette in their pocket, or for using
their right to drive a car without a license. And you
keep paying into the kill-system because you love
'police protection.' You've killed innocent
‘foreigners’ by paying taxes to fund wars which
support your evil economic system's monopoly.
And you keep paying-in because you love the benefits of being an empire ‘insider.’

Patiently Endure Suffering & Aggravation
7 So be patient, brothers, until Master
[YahShua physically, visibly] returns. ___,
watch how the farmer waits for the precious fruit of the earth. He ever calmly
awaits the arrival of the fall and spring
rains.
Stoicly endure being excluded from the world's corrupt easy-money systems. Don't go under Caesar's
authority in order to enter commerce to buy a nice
house and nice clothes and a nice car. Worldly economic life is a bundle of get-rich schemes that end
in disaster. Be patient. Your blessings eventually
rain from heaven.

You too, ___, be patient. Establish
your hearts in courage. Master [YahShua’s]
return draws near.
8

You see the Adonai the moment you die. Judgement Day is coming up fast! Don't establish yourself by using the world's oath-bound debt money.
Establish yourself with courage.

Never grumble [or hold grudges] against
one another, brothers. That way you
won’t come under condemnation. Look,
___! The Judge stands at the door!
9

Never complain. Avoid putting each other down.
#4727 stenazo: in straits, i.e. to sigh, murmur:
with grief, groan, grudge. See Greek #4728.

Brothers, think about the
prophets. They spoke in
the name of the Adonai [Yahweh]. YAH's
prophets are great examples of how to
James 5:10

[ancient Hebrew]
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be patient when you, ___, suffer
through afflictions.
It takes patience to refuse to take the world's
oath-bound benefits. All true prophets refuse to
bow to the world-system in order to get material
comforts.

Look, ___. We [believers] revere those
blessed [ancient holy saints] who persevered
[to the death]. You've heard of the patience
of Job: You saw [Yahweh] Adonai's purpose in allowing Job to suffer. You saw
that in the final analysis Adonai takes
limitless pity on us [repenters]. [YAH] fills
the universe with His tender mercy.
11

Go without the world's contractual carrot-on-astick oath-bound benefits (driver's license, passport, bank account, social insurance, pensions,
royalties, grants, political power). Later you get
paid all the wealth of the world.

A DISCIPLE MAY TAKE NO OATHS
AT ALL. EVER!

*And ABOVE ALL
THINGS, my brothers,
never swear. [That is, never
declare anything under oath!] Not
by heaven, nor by the
earth, nor by ANY OTHER OATH. Instead, ___,
let your yes be ‘yes;’ and
your no: ‘no.’ Otherwise
you fall into condemnation.
12

No oath of any kind means:
don't sign anything that says ‘under penalty of perjury’,
never raise your hand to a judge,
never take any oath of office,
never sign a binding contract,
never enter the military,
never sign a tax return,
never be an employee,
never make any promises at all.
Changing the word ‘swear’ to ‘Affirm’ is just a word
game that doesn't change anything. Oath = horkos
= limit = fence. Oaths corral you into your master's pen. You cannot serve two masters. This
verse shows the utter bankruptcy of the Bible commentators who give Churchianity its sermons.
Charles Wesley FALSELY claimed:
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“James does not forbid the taking a
solemn oath before a magistrate.
” Matthew Henry's commentary missed it too.
Clarke admitted he didn't understand this verse.
Gill, not reading, also claimed this verse only prohibits ‘some’ forms of oaths. Ellen White & Joseph
Smith also parroted the same illogical error!

How To Get Healed (Biblical Healing Procedure)
13 Is anyone among you suffering?
Pray, ___. Is anyone merry? Sing
psalms [with joyous musical instruments].
Pray for healing. Don't sign up for insurance.

*Is anyone sick among
you, ___? Let him call
for the elders of the
ekklesia. Let them pray
over him, [repeatedly] oiling
his [entire body, except the private
parts] with olive-oil, in the
name-authority of the
Adonai [Yahweh].
14

See how fun holy, non-sexual touching-rituals can
be. Call the elders (multiple older, wiser men) of
the Ecclesia (a called out political assembly under
the sole authority of the King of Kings, that is not
men who are politically bound up in the worldly nations). Those holy, separatist, non-worldly elders
then rub oil into the sick body, calling on the name
of YHVH and/or Yahshua. Remember to connect
this verse to its context. This healing is by and for
people who have stopped the swearing of every
kind of oath. (James 5:12) Oaths to men remove
you from the authority of the One Master who
heals His people. That's why most healing services
in churches die in great disappointment: Without
truly-separated, oath-abstaining elders rubbing oil
into the diseased body as they pray in the name of
YHVH or Yahshua, this scriptural healing recipe
cannot be expected to work. To understand the
natural process, look up ‘Lipophilic’, ‘Liposomal’,
‘transdermal nutrition’ & ‘lymph’.

*[If you,

___, keep the preceding
commands in their entire context, including avoiding any kind of oath,
15

the prayer of faith
will save the sick [believer].
[Yahweh] the Adonai will
THEN]
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raise him up [by restoring his
health]. And if he's committed sins, [YAH] will forgive them.
There may have to be MANY of these oil-massage
sessions conducted by older, righteous believers
[who are free of the worldly jurisdiction created by
any kind of oath]. Don't stop until the healing happens! Sometimes the healing has occurred but the
blood and lymph flow need to be stimulated by
massaging with oil.

*Confess your faults to oneanother, ___. And pray for
each other, so that [YAH] heals
you. The fervent prayer of a
righteous [being] is powerful and
effective! 17 [Flash back to the life of ancient
16

EliYah, a man subject to passions like ours, ___. [One day,] EliJah
earnestly prays that it won't rain. So
not one drop of rain falls on the Land
for 3 years and 6 months! 18 Then EliJah prays. So the heaven gives rain.
The earth brings forth her fruit.
Actively Reach Out To Save Sinners
19 Brothers, if any of you strays from
the truth, somebody bring him back.
prophet]

*Remember this, ___:
Whoever turns a sinner from
the error of his way saves [the
sinner's] soul from death and
sweeps a multitude of sins [into
oblivion].
James 5:20

‘Cover’ (#2572 Kalupto) implies ‘stealing’ the sins
away. Not just sweeping them under a rug. Removing them forever. You catalyze the transformation of a sinner into a righteous man by telling him
YAH's Word at the right time. Tell everyone whatever YAH lays on your heart to tell them.

1st Peter 1
Peter Writes To Encourage You
New Believers

1 Hello, ___, from Peter {Rock}. [I'm] an
ambassador. [I'm not sent by any religious organization. I'm sent directly by] YahShua, YAH's Messiah. [I'm writing this letter from
Babylon] to YAH's [Christian] ‘aliens’ scattered throughout
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Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia and
Bithynia [and beyond].
We believers are foreigners scattered throughout
the earth. We're never at home. Peter wrote this
letter from Babylon (Iraq), not from Rome. There's
no evidence that Peter ever visited Rome, and certainly no evidence that Peter ever filled a hierarchal position such as ‘Pope.’ On the contrary, Peter
refers to himself in terms of humble equality, as
‘fellow’ and ‘brother.’
2 You [suffering believers] are the chosen people of Yahweh the Father, [even if you lack even one drop of Jewish blood].
YAH chose you, ___, before time began. YAH set
you apart [from the world-system] by [filling you with] His Spirit.
YAH's Spirit gives you power to obey [Him]. [Speaking
from a metaphor from the old Jewish temple rituals,] YAH washed you
by sprinkling you with the ‘blood’ of YahShua Messiah, who multiplies your grace and peace.
The Father & the son are unified yet differentiated.
[Seaside]

We Can Walk Through Death into
Eternal Life!
3 [Always] praise YAH, the Eloah and Father of our Master YahShua [the] Messiah. YAH, in keeping with his abundant
mercy, has re-birthed us [believers] as His
children. We, ___, live, reborn to [the]
living hope [that when we die we'll pass through
death's door—a previously impassable door—that

the Messiah [opened] when he
rose from the dead. 4 *You, ___,
YahShua]

have been reborn into an incorruptible, undefiled heritage
that can never fade away! [YAH]
reserves your inheritance in
heaven for you. 5 You, ___, live [by]
trusting Elohim. So [YAH] continues to
protect you in His mighty power until,
on the final Day of judgment, [He] gives
you the full effect of your salvation.
YAH Is Testing & Purifying You For
The Future
6 Spin around with great, overwhelming
emotional joy, ___! [YAH will protect you and
save you!] Limitless joy lies ahead. But
first, for a while, you, ___, must endure many trials.
Righteousness is no free ride. This life on earth is a
walk in the park compared to the challenges we
come to face in eternity. You need to get tough!
The Hebrew word for joy means to spin around
with violent emotion.

test gold by fire [to prove its]
genuineness. Faith is much more pre7 [Metallurgists]
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cious than perishable gold. So, ___,
[YAH] must purify your trust [in him]. He
tests [you] with fire, so [he can] show [that]
your faith [is] worthy of praise, honor
and glory on the day [YAH] again physically reveals YahShua the Messiah to
the world. 8 You love YahShua, ___.
Yet you've never [physically] seen him [as I
have]. Still, you [do unusually good works because
you] believe in him. [So even enduring persecution,] jump [up and down] with unspeakable
glorious joy.
Faith = acting on a hypothesis you can't directly
test with the 5 senses. We can't see YAH and
Yahshua. This fact gives atheists a perfect excuse
not to believe. But YAH's invisibility does not preclude us from testing the effects of obeying His
commandments. In seeing the amazing results of
obeying, we develop faith. Without obedience, faith
is just a fantasy. True believers jump for joy. False
‘believers’ rot with butt-cancer from sitting constipated in church pews.

You, ___, keep on [doing good works that
come from] believing. Keep progressing toward the goal of faith: total salvation.
Ancient Prophets Foresaw Our Wild
End Times
9

1st Peter 1:10 The prophets of old all inquired,
searched diligently, and prophesied about this gracious salvation YAH prepared for you, ___. 11

The Spirit of the Messiah lived inside
the [ancient Hebrew] Prophets, predicting
the sufferings the Messiah would go
through, and the glorious cascade of
miraculous events that would follow
[YahShua's] life, death and resurrection.
The prophets searched to know the
time and circumstances of these incredible events that are happening in
our lifetimes, to us, ___! 12 YAH's Spirit revealed your future to YAH's ancient
Prophets. This fore-knowledge serves
you, ___, more than it served the
[ancient prophets]. They were messengers.
They sent you reports through time.
They heralded the Good News in advance, by the power of Sacred Spirit
sent from heaven. Even the angels
struggle to figure out how you, ___,
can now read, in centuries-old prophet-
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ic writings, transcripts of what happens
to you and will happen in your future.
The ancient Hebrew prophecies could not have
happened naturally. Predictions of such literal
specificity and magnitude are not scientifically possible. Prophetic records are undeniable, documented miracles.

Put On Your Spirit-Armor. Live Sacred Lives
13 So put on your spiritual armor. Prepare your minds for action. Be sober.
Control yourselves. Persevere to the
end, ___. [Live] energized by the hope
of the unmerited power and gifts that
YahShua comes to bring you when [YAH]
physically reveals [him] to the world.
You very soon see Yahshua, the moment you die.

Be [YAH's] obedient children. Never let
yourselves be shaped by the evil desires you used to indulge in when you
wallowed in ignorance, ___. 15 *Be
14

like [YAH,] the sacred [King] who
called you, ___. He lives holy,
[behaviorally separated from the world]. So
you live holy. [Differ from the world-system] in every manner of behavior. 16 *You, ___, must obey
YAH's ancient writing:
‘YOU STAY SEPARATED [FROM
EVIL]; FOR I AM SACRED.’
(Leviticus 11:44,45; 19:2) Holiness means more
than purity: Holiness means separating (in
thought, action and legal binding) from the world
around you.

Walk Earth In Repentant, Holy Awe
of YAH
17 You, ___, call on YAH the Father.
[He] judges without favoritism. [He] justly
repays every man's deeds. [So] pass the
time of your sojourning here on earth
in trembling respect and reverence,
___.

Live shaken to the core by the terrifying possibility
that YAH could easily and rightly eternally destroy
you in unquenchable fire, because though you once
prayed a ‘prayer of salvation,’ you still keep on sinning by conscious choice, rejecting the Holy Spirit's
power.
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Yahshua Redeemed You From Satan's Slave Camp
18 You know that YahShua redeemed
you from the vain habits you received
by tradition from your ancestors, ___.
[That behavior landed you in the Devil's slave camp.]

Yet YahShua paid a ransom [to buy you back
from the devil's hand]. [YahShua] gave up his
own priceless perfect loving [mortal] life.
[He suffered] the torture of unmerited
death. YahShua [could not, and] did not buy
you with mere corruptible junk like gold
or silver. [The devil wants your soul. He's not impressed by worthless money.] 19 ___, [YAH]
‘bought’ you [from the devil] with the priceless ‘blood’ of [the] Messiah. [YahShua] is a
perfect lamb. He doesn't have any
flaws at all.

Satan duped the human race into becoming his
slaves. Then Satan killed Jesus, the only truly innocent human who ever lived. So YAH stripped Satan
of his assets, which included the human race. YAH
awarded those assets to Jesus. Metaphorically, you
can say Jesus ‘bought’ us with his blood. That
doesn't mean Jesus was a human sacrifice to
YHVH.

___, long before [Yah]
founded the Cosmos, [He] chose [the Messiah] to redeem you. Now in [earth's] final
epoch, to help you, YAH sent YahShua
to the earth for all [beings] to see.
You, Like Yahshua, Can Live Forever, Born New
1st Peter 1:20

21 Yahweh raised YahShua from the dead. Then [he]
gave YahShua [eternal] glory. So, by [believing in]
YahShua, you, ___, can believe and put your faith

Now, through [YAH's]
Spirit, you've purified your souls by
obeying the truth. Now you have sincere love for your brothers, ___. So
love one another deeply, from your
pure, fervent hearts. 23 ___, you've
been [spiritually] born again by the seed of
the Living Word of YAH. YAH's Word
lasts forever. You weren't born again
from a corruptible seed that will die.
You are born from a seed that can't die.
24 For [Isaiah writes:] “All flesh [ends] like
grass. All man's glory [perishes] like
and hope in Yahweh. 22
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grass-flowers. All grass withers. All
flowers fall and die.
See the scripture song embodying this verse: The
Word Of Our Elohim (stands forever). Also see the
similar Seeds Family Worship song.

—But the Word of [Adonai] Yahweh endures forever.” [YAH's universe-creating] Word
is what [the Messiah's] Amazing Revelations
herald to you, ___.
25

Isaiah 40:6-8

1st Peter 2
Purify Yourself Of All Evil; Drink
YAH's Word
1 So rid yourselves of all malice, deceit,
hypocrisies, jealousies and all damaging talk, ___. 2 Like newborn babies,
crave and thirst for the pure [spiritual]
milk of YAH's Word. [Scripture] makes you
grow, ___. 3 ___, you've had a taste
of how gracious Master [YahShua] is.
‘Taste and see Adonai is good.’

___, come [join with] YahShua, the Living Cornerstone [of YAH's temple]: YahShua,
rejected, [broken and killed] by men, but
precious, chosen by Yahweh.
YAH's True Temple Is Us Believers
4

*Like [YahShua], you [true believers]
are living stones. [YAH] is
building you [all] up into a spiritual ‘temple.’ You are a holy
priesthood. [YahShua ordains] you to
offer up spiritual ‘sacrifices’
[which YAH can] accept, [not because you or
5

your gift impress YAH, but because you've joined
up with his]

Messiah (YahShua). 6

[YahShua is who Isaiah 28:16 talks about:]

“Look, ___! In Zion I, [YAH,] lay a Chief
Cornerstone. [He is my] chosen, precious [one]. Whoever [bases his life on YahShua]
never [stays permanently] put to shame.”
7 Therefore, ___, to you [true] believers,
YahShua [shines] precious. But to [the humiliating, enraging shame of] disobedient [fools,
YahShua,] (the ‘stone’ which [corrupt]
builders [continue to] reject) has become
the ‘Corner-Stone’ [in YAH's living ‘temple’].
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The most important stone of all.—(Psalm 118:22)

YahShua, [YAH's] ‘cornerstone,’ is the
[ultimate] ‘Rock.’ Disobedient humans
stumble and trip over him. [They destroy
themselves by] refusing to obey YAH's
Word. Falling has been the [unbelievers']
destiny from the beginning [of time],
___.
8

The world-system rages in open rebellion to King
YAH and his crown Prince.

Believers Are A Holy Nation, Not A
‘Church’

*But you [believers] are a
chosen lineage, a royal
priesthood, a Holy Nation, a people-group
[YahShua] purchased to
proclaim the praises of
Yahweh, who calls you,
___, out of darkness
into His marvelous light.
9

Your national identity must be of the Kingdom Of
Heaven, not the fleshly nation of the people surrounding you. (The United States, for example.)
Your complete allegiance, your citizenship, belongs
only to YAH. See the Holy Nation Song.

once were not a
‘people.’ But we, ___, are now the
people of Elohim. [We lived in deep lack of]
mercy. But finally we've obtained [YAH's]
compassion.
1st Peter 2:10 [We believers]

True believers are a sacred (separatist) people, a
holy nation.

*Dearly beloved ___, I urge
you as alien [strangers] sojourning
[temporarily in this evil world]: abstain
from fleshly lusts. [Sins] war
against [your] soul. 12 The Beast-Na11

tionals slanderously call you [Christians]
‘evildoers.’ Still, behave honestly
among them, ___. That way, on the
Day [of] Inspection, the [Beast-People] will
remember your good works. [They'll] glorify [Yahweh] the Eloah.
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Cooperate With Everyone If YAH's
Law Permits
13

*Follow Master

[YahShua's example.

behave submissively to every human being & institution, ___,
as long as [what they order you to do
agrees] with the supreme sovereign [Yahweh].
To the extent allowed by His commands,]

The Greek word ‘Ktisis’, so scandalously rendered
‘Ordinance’ by translators on the payroll of ‘King’
James, means ‘creature / foundation.’ This verse
means to be submissive toward your fellow man.
Never be aggressive nor bossy. Yet don't do everything a worldly power says. Go along with mans'
customs, like driving on the normal side of the
road and letting others pass in front of you. The
disciples to whom this was written were dealing
with feelings of rage and anger because their
brothers and family members were being robbed,
persecuted and murdered by religious and governmental powers. (See 1Pe 1:7.) Peter is telling the
disciples not to retaliate, but to try to live at peace
with everyone, including Christian-killing soldiers
and police officers. Our persecutors are not our
real enemies. Our enemies are the spiritual forces
which control worldly powers. (See Eph 6.)
Yahshua is the Supreme human King.

___, humbly cooperate with governors and their servants. [A true governor is]
someone sent by a king to:
punish evildoers,
and to praise people who do right.
14

Heed street signs. Cooperate with riot-control
troops. Try not to cause trouble for police whom
governors send to keep order. Unfortunately, the
world's ‘justice’ systems are often rackets run by
criminals. You must refuse to follow evil orders of
people who turn justice upside down, persecuting
believers for obeying YAH's commands. Those people are not real governors, but impostors.

“I and my fellow military leaders were
committing the actions of war criminals. If we'd lost the war, we'd have
been executed.
”—Robert McNamara, U.S. Secretary of Defense,
speaking of his military career from 1940-1970,
specifically the satanic U.S. firebombing of 69 Japanese cities. War criminals are not true rulers.
They're genocidal murderers. You can't blindly
obey tyrants while following Christ. Is this not obvious?
15 [Reasonable and patient cooperation with worldly gov-

is [Yahweh] the Eloah's will for
you, ___. So by doing good you can siernments]
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lence the ignorant
men.

[mouths]

of foolish

Foolish men say that Yahshua's disciples are mindless insurgents who rebel against all lawful authority. Silence the fools' talk by being rational, orderly,
peaceful. Resist the urge to fight with police and
local officials. Pray for them. Bring them yummy
food. Love your enemy government.

*As the [dedicated] servants of
Elohim, stay independent [from all
worldly legal binding, ___]. Yet never
use your independence to
cloak maliciousness.
16

To stay independent, you must never swear any
oath nor pledge any allegiance nor make any contract with the world. Don't be malicious. Never
claim that our freedom under the sovereign authority of the Kingdom of heaven allows us to do
bad things or to behave disorderly or to interfere
with the rational operation of local governments.
Too many people claim freedom just so they won't
have to share with their neighbors nor pay taxes.

*Honor everyone, ___. Love
the brotherhood. Fear [Yahweh]
the Eloah. Honor [YahShua] the
King.
17

Definitely, the King spoken of here is the King Of
Kings. It shows how un-spiritual people are in their
thinking when they try to make this verse into political propaganda to support incumbent liars and
mass-murderers in office.

Honor Anyone Who Holds Authority
Over You
18 Servants [debtors/prisoners/slaves/employees],
be subject to your masters [bosses/creditors]
with complete respect; not only to good
and gentle masters [bosses/creditors] but
also to perverse ones.
The employment / debt / servant / contract relationship dilutes the sovereignty of YHVH in your
life. So, as quickly as possible, lawfully [and respectfully] free yourself from all legal obligations.
Then never become bound in any way in the future.

Suffer For Doing Good, Not For Doing Evil

*For it's commendable, ___,
when a man endures grief, suffering wrongfully, because he
wants to obey Elohim. 1st Peter 2:20
* ___, if you get beat up for
doing wrong, take your beating
19
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patiently. Don't expect sympathy. Just getting the punishment you deserve gets you
zero bragging rights. Do good
and patiently suffer for it. Then
Elohim will praise you. 21 *[YAH]
calls you, ___, to endure torment for doing good, because
our Messiah also suffered for
us. He left us a [painful] example.
You should follow in YahShua's
[torturous] footsteps.
To the extent possible, Yahshua got along with
people. But when the time was right, he refused to
even speak to worldly leaders, let alone obey
them.

The Messiah Suffered For Doing
Good
22 YahShua committed zero sins, ___.
No deceit ever lived in YahShua's
mouth.

(Isaiah 53:9) Yahshua didn't even lust at the sight
of any of the thousands of beautiful ladies who
would have given him their bodies at his slightest
wink.

*People [and demons]
hurled insults at
YahShua. Yet YahShua
returned only loving
truth. People [and demons]
abused YahShua with
extremely heinous brutality. They tortured [him]
to [slow, excruciating] death,
___! Yet YahShua never
threatened them.
Rather, YahShua committed himself to Yahweh who judges righteously.
23
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Yahshua's Death Provided Your
Path To Healing

*YahShua himself bore
our sins in his own body
on a tree [trunk], so that
we would die to sins
and live for righteousness. By YahShua's
wounds, you, ___, became healed. 25 *For you [hu24

were [lost] sheep wandering
astray, ___. But now you've
returned to [YahShua,] the Shepherd who watches over your
souls.
mans]

1st Peter 3

Wife, Live In Humble Submission
To Your Man

*[Like a sheep to a shepherd,]
you wives, stay in subjection to your own husbands. [This is hard, because
1

some of your husbands are jerks. Yet

that [even] if any
[given husband] fails to obey
YAH's word, the wives,
without talking/complaining [or sermonizing], can
‘win’ their husbands by
behaving [wisely and compassionately].
the payoff is]

The person in charge of any situation is the one
with his/her mouth shut. Preachers can [and
should] also ‘win souls’ without yakking, simply by
behaving admirably.

* ___, people will be amazed
and changed when they see
2
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your chaste, respectful behavior. 3 * ___, your beauty can't
come from external adornments: fancy hairstyles, gold
jewelry, or fine apparel.
Forget all that.

* ___, let your attractiveness
come from your hidden inner
human heart, innocent and incorruptible. Let your charm
come not from ornaments [and
status symbols] but from your meek,
quiet spirit. [The world discounts integrity.]
But in the view of [Yahweh] the
Eloah, [virtue] is priceless. 5 *The
ancient holy women put their
hope in Yahweh. [They] submitted to their husbands. [The Hebrew
matriarchs] adorned themselves
humbly and simply, [as should modern
women]. 6 Follow Sara, who obeyed [falli4

Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, calling
him ‘Master.’ You [women] are Sara's
daughters, as long as you do right and
avoid giving way to fear.
ble]

Husband means ‘master’ and ‘lord.’ Tell young
ladies that, and they'll be less quick to jump in the
sack and marry some jerk.

Husband, Sacrifice Yourself To Love
Your Wife

*Likewise, you husbands,
dwell with your wives in understanding and considerate
compassion. Give honor to
your wife, as you would a delicate, priceless crystal vase.
Consider her your co-inheritor
of the grace of life. Do this, or
your prayers may be blocked.
7

Love Your Enemies; Return Good
For Bad
8 Finally, all of you [believers], be of one
mind. [Brim] full of sympathy toward
each other. Love one another with tender [courteous] hearts and humble [spirits]. 9
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*Never pay back evil for evil,
nor unkindness for insult. Give
blessings to ruinous people
who hurt you, ___. Walk in
your calling [to love your enemies].
THEN you inherit a blessing.
“Walk in your calling” also means “don't keep trying
to re-invent yourself.” You know what you're born
for. Do it. Now.

Never Lie; Turn From Evil; Pray In
Purity
1st Peter 3:10 As [Psalm 34:12-16 says]: “Whoever wants to love life and see good
days must rein back his tongue from
[speaking] evil, and keep his lips from
speaking deceit, ___.”
See the Seeds Family worship scripture song.

If you want a good life, you, ___,
have to turn from evil, and do good,
and journey out, running for peace. 12
For [Yahweh] Adonai's eyes watch over [all]
righteous [beings, ___]. [YAH's] ears stay
open to their prayers. Meanwhile, the
face of Yahweh [rails] against [everyone]
who wreaks ruin.”
11

Psalm 34:12-16

*If you zealously [live doing]
good, no one can truly harm
you, ___.
13

In the blink of an eye, YHVH will raise you from the
dead. So you can never be in danger.

Suffer For Doing Good; Accept Libel
& Slander
14 When you, ___, suffer for being
righteous, you're blessed! As Isaiah
says, “Never fear what others call ‘Terror.’ Never [let evil throw you into] turmoil.”
Isaiah 8:12 means to ignore war propaganda that
labels its enemies ‘terrorists.’

Fill your
heart (like a holy sanctuary) with the
[Spirit of] Almighty Eloha, Yahweh [the commander of angel armies]. Then, [even when your enemy's sword points at your neck,] stay ready to
humbly and courteously give an answer
to every man who asks you for the reason why you [live] filled with hope.
15 [Purge all fear from your heart, ___.]

Rejoice that the world and its false churches hate
you and your Savior and they want you both dead.
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malign
you, ___. They murder your reputation. [They slanderously] label you ‘criminal.’
16 [Yes, the world and the false churches]

[They frame you as a heretic, fanatic, drug-addict, murderer, traitor, tax-evader, fraudster, terrorist and/or pedophile].

They falsely accuse you, ___,
exemplify good behavior
as a part of the body of the Messiah.
But [don't worry. Just] keep your conscience
clear. [YAH] soon comes to put those
[liars] to shame. 17 For it's better, if the
will of [Yahweh] the Eloah allows, that
you, ___, suffer for doing good, than
for doing evil. 18 For the Messiah suffered for [our] sins, ___: a just [man dying]
to [save us] unjust [sinners]. That's how
YahShua [redeemed us from the devil: to] bring
us into [the pure Dominion of Yahweh] the ELoha. [Murderers] put YahShua to death in
the flesh. Yet YAH's Spirit brought [him
back] to life.
Yahshua Travels Through Time To
Noah's Day
19 By [YAH's Spirit,] YahShua also traveled
[back through time]. He heralded [the Good News]
to the [fallen angel] spirits imprisoned [here
on prison-planet earth].
[even though you]

‘Spirits’ probably = fallen angels mentioned in Gen
6:2,4. Yahshua, once resurrected, apparently went
back in time and spoke to people, as the messenger [aka angel/guard] of YHVH. Catholics misuse
this verse to invent the fiction of a purgatorial
state between heaven and ‘hell.’ See next verse.

These ‘spirit prisoners’
whom YahShua taught were disobedient [angels roaming the earth] while [Yahweh] the
ELoha patiently waited 100 years for
Noah to build the ark. Then all but 8
[people refused] to get in the boat [YAH sent to]
save them from the [overwhelming]
water[s]. 21 The water of [Noah's] flood is
a picture of the baptism that now saves
us [believers], ___. ([Spirit baptism] removes
no dirt from your body.) Rather, you
appeal (with a repentant conscience)
for Yahweh to raise you from the dead,
both spiritually and physically, as Yahweh resurrected YahShua the Messiah.
Yahshua Is YAH's King Of All Universes
1st Peter 3:20
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YahShua has entered Samayim [heaven]. He [sits enthroned] at the right hand of
Yahweh. [YAH has permanently rendered all] angels and authorities and powers subject
to YahShua.
22

1st Peter 4
Accept Your Future: Torture & Persecution

*Just as the Messiah suffered
in the flesh for us, ___, arm
yourselves with the same
mind. The believer who [continues
the dangerous journey of faith after he] has
physically suffered [torture for his
faith] is finished with sin. 2 ___,
1

graduate

[from talk-religion]. Willingly bear
[pain, scars, abuse, beatings, lashes, stabbings, broken
bones & spit-in-your-face from your former friends and
loved ones and church members]. [Suffer]

for your
faith. Then you no longer live your
fleeting lifetime in the flesh, chasing
human lusts. You live to accomplish the
will of ELohim.
Evil People Think Holy People Are
Weird & Bad
3 ___, in our ‘old life’, we spent plenty
of time doing the will of the Beast-Nations. We walked in lasciviousness,
lusts, drunkenness, orgies, carousing
and abominable idolatry.
Peter is talking to people who may never have
been drunk on wine, participated in an orgy, nor
even attended a wild party. Peter means that the
customary mode of operation in the world is sinful.
Just about everything that normal, respectable
people do is sinful. Banking, employment, religion,
politics, etc. all lie corrupted to the core with sin,
even in so-called ‘Judeo-Christian’ countries. Christendom and Judaism are paint jobs on dead-mens'
tombs.

The Beast-National [Gentiles] speak evil
of you [Christians], ___. They think it's
strange that you [refuse] to run with
them into the same flood of dissipation.
4

The world wonders why you don't participate in fiat
money, commercial religion, empty pursuits, silly
politics, fads, entertainment, war-games, materialism and ‘modern’ thought.
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___, the [world-nationals who scoff at your purity]
will give account to YAH [and YahShua],
who [sit] ready to judge all living and all
dead [people]. 6 That's why [YahShua traveled back through
5

heralded the Good News to [beings] who are
dead: to condemn men's sin-flesh, but to revive [some of them] by Elohim's spirit.
Difficult to translate.
time. He]
[now]

The End Is Near: Pray, Love, Care,
Give
7 Yet the end of all things looms at
hand, ___. So be clear-minded and
self-controlled so you can pray.
You fast-forward to the end of all things the moment you die.

Above all, love each other deeply,
___. Love covers over a multitude of
sins.
8

Fervent charity.

Cheerfully offer hospitality to one-another, ___. [Share everything you have.]
9

Rush to cheerfully give a meal to the hungry, a bed
to the homeless.

Each of you, use whatever
gift you have received [from YAH] to serve
others. Faithfully administer Elohim's
grace in its limitless forms. 11 ___, if
you speak, speak [not your own blather, rather]
the oracles of Elohim. When you serve,
serve with all the powers [Yahweh] the
Eloah gives, so that everything you do
glorifies [Yahweh] the ELoha. [Whatever good
you do is really being done] through [your connection
to] YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah. [The hosts of
heaven] come to give YahShua praise and
dominion for ever and ever! [Nothing can
change] that!
1st Peter 4:10

(Amén.) We should be slow to open our mouths.
And we must speak the words of YAH when we do
speak. Long sermons and long public prayers are
strictly forbidden.

Rejoice In Suffering & Trials & Rejection

*Beloved ___, don't think
it's strange that YAH allows
fiery trials to come and test
you. Nothing bizarre is happening to you. 13 Rather, rejoice the
12

more you share the Messiah's sufferings, ___! [Joyfully endure beatings, rejection,
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soon comes
to reveal YahShua's glory [to the world]. Finally you'll overflow with delighted joy!
14 If you get reviled
[abused/insulted/rejected/hated] for [acting and speaking in] the name [and authority] of Messiah,
you're blessed, ___! [This means that] the
glorious Spirit, the Spirit of Yahweh,
rests on you.
bleeding wounds, broken bones. YAH]

The scoffers are not insulting you. They speak evil
of the Glorious One who glorifies you because you
glorify Him.

Yet there's no glory in suffering for
damaging [anyone]. Never be any sort of
evildoer, ___, especially not a murderer, thief, nor a meddler in other people’s
affairs.
15

Getting into other people's business is like a crime.

Yet if you suffer as a ‘Christian,’ never be ashamed, ___. Instead, praise
[Yahweh] the Eloah for the privilege [of being
abused].
16

‘Christian’ is a title which worldlings laid on Messianic Hebrews.

For the time has come, ___! Judgment must begin at the house [of Yahweh]
the Eloah. We [believers] are the first to
be tried. YAH purifies us by fire. [Judgment] ends [in global destruction and universal eternal
fire] for [all beings] who disobey the wonderful revelation[s][Yahweh] the Eloah [sends
to earth].
17

Paraphrase.
18 [Even] righteous [beings] can scarcely be saved,
___. So imagine the [catastrophic] demise of [intentionally]
wicked [beings], and of sinners [who err because they're foolish]!
(Proverbs 11:31)

So you, ___, will suffer [no matter how
the Eloah has decided [to test you]. You must trust YAH to
safeguard your bodies and spirits. [Even
during torture,] continue to do good for your
faithful Creator.
19

righteous you are]. [Yahweh]

1st Peter 5
Humbly And Firmly Lead Younger
Believers
1 I [Peter] am older than you, ___. I saw
our Messiah suffering with my own
eyes. [I heard YahShua groan as soldiers and religionThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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ists beat and tortured Him to death].

I share in the
glory that [YAH] will reveal [to all the universe].
I call you mature [believers to live like the Good
Shepherd]: 2 [Members of] the flock of [Yahweh]
the Eloah live among you, ___. Feed
[them]. Take [loving] oversight of them.
Not because you have to, but willingly.
Not to gain filthy money, but with enthusiasm. 3 ___, supervise [other Christians].
But not as a Lord domineering over [Elohim's] inheritance. Lead by living as an
example to the “flock.”
Be a "servant-leader."

Then, when [YahShua] the
Chief Shepherd [visibly] appears, [he'll give]
you, ___, a crown of glory that can
never fade away.
Humbly Submit To Each Other &
YAH Will Lift U
5 Likewise, you younger [believers], submit
yourselves to the older [believers]. All of
you, be submissive to one another.
Clothe your [naked human aggression and selfishness] with humility. For Yahweh opposes
[all] arrogant [beings], while [he] gives [his
unmerited favor] to [all] humble [beings].
4 [Lead in love.]

(Proverbs 3:34)

So humble yourselves under the
mighty hand of [Yahweh] the Eloah. Then,
in due time, He exalts you.
Cast All Your Cares On YAH: He
Cares For You
6

* ___, cast all your
cares upon [Yahweh The
Eloha]. [He] cares for you.
7

Pray your worries away.

Be Sober & Awake: Resist The
Prowling Devil

*Be sober, ___! Stay vigilant!
Your adversary the devil
prowls around [the world] like a
roaring lion, seeking a [victim] he
can devour. 9 ___, resist the devil.
8

Stand strong in the faith. Remember
that your brothers all over the world
are passing the same [torturous test of] suffering you're taking.
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Resist The Devil Song.

Yahweh the Eloah, the
[source] of all grace, calls us [believers] to
[live forever in] His eternal glory [as a part of the
political ‘Body’ of] YahShua the Messiah. Yahweh will establish, strengthen, restore,
and perfect you, ___. But first you
have to suffer for a while.
Peter Sends Goodbye Blessings To
You
1st Peter 5:10

11 [The host of heaven give] Yahweh glory and dominion for
ever and ever. [Nothing can change] that!
(Amén.)
12 With the help of Silas {Woodsman} (whom I cherish as a faithful brother) I've written you this short
letter, to encourage you, ___, and to give witness
about the true gracious-favor of [Yahweh] the Eloah.
Stand firm in it. 13 Your fellow chosen Ekklesia at
‘Babylon’ salutes you, ___; and so does Mark, my
“son” [in the faith]. 14 Greet one another with a kiss of
charity, ___. [I pray that YAH's] peace stays firmly with
all of you [believers] who [live as members of the political Body of]
YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah.
Kiss of love = nonsexual, non lip-contact. [And
that's the way] it is! (Amén.)

2nd Peter 1
Peter Writes His 2nd Letter To Pray
For You
1 I, Simon Peter {Rock}, [am writing as] a servant and an
ambassador of YahShua the Messiah. [I write] to [you
believers]. With us [apostles], you have obtained precious
faith, ___. It's a gift which Yahweh (and our Savior YahShua the Messiah) [continue to] give us in their
[infinite] goodness. 2 [I pray that] gracious-favor and
peace multiply to you, ___, through [your] relationship[s] with [Yahweh] the Eloha and our Master
YahShua.

Give Up Everything, Then You Get
Everything
3 From [Yahweh's] limitless divine power,
he keeps giving us everything we need
for living in holiness, ___. [Everything good]
comes through knowing YAH. He calls
us to glory and goodness.

‘Eusebeia’, rendered here as: ‘holiness’ can mean
piety, reverence, devoutness. ‘He’ could refer to
the Messiah.
4 By [YAH's] power He gives us overwhelmingly great
and precious promises: that by [His righteousness and honor]
you, ___, can be a co-inheritor of [YAH's] divine nature… IF you keep escaping the corruption [which]
evil desires drag into the world.
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Stay Totally Diligent, Patient, Sacred, Kind
5 So give total diligence [to actively living your
faith], ___. Stack knowledge on top of
your virtue, on top of [your] faith. 6 To [your]

knowledge, ___, add temperance. To temperance,
add patience. To patience, add holiness. 7 To holiness, ___, add brotherly kindness. To brotherly
kindness, add charity. 8 For ___, if you have these
[fruits of the Spirit] in abundance, they keep you from being ineffective and unproductive in [your] relationship
with our Master YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah. 9 Anyone
who lacks these [fruits of the Spirit] is blind, ___. He
can't see far off. He's forgotten that [YahShua] washed

You be different, brothers. Diligently [work] to certify your [claim to be] ‘called and chosen.’
away his past sins. 2nd Peter 1:10

[Maintain these aforementioned fruits of YAH's Spirit in

sets your life on a firm
footing. 11 [IF you keep these commandments to
your life.][Virtue]

maintain the Fruits of the Spirit in your life, THEN Elohim]

opens wide the gates of heaven for
you, ___. [You] enter the eternal Kingdom of our Master and Savior YahShua,
[YAH's] Messiah.
Keeping the door open to the Kingdom of Heaven
requires ACTION on your part.
12 You know [to keep the Fruits of the Spirit in your life]. [Persistence]
has kept you established in the truth you already
hold. Still, it's my responsibility to stay diligent, to
always remind you [to stay strong], ___.

Your Body Is A Mere Flimsy 'Tent'
13 My body is just a tent, [soon to blow away
in the winds of death]. But until then I feel it's
right to stir up you [believers] with reminders, ___. 14 Our Master, YahShua
[the] Messiah, has shown me that I'll
soon escape this [physical body] ‘tent.’ 15 So
I intend to work [nonstop,] so that even
after my death, you, ___, never forget
[YahShua's] commandments [which] I taught
you.
Biblical Truths Are Realities, Not
Myths
16 For we [apostles always] refuse to follow
cunningly devised fables, ___. We
[continue to] reveal to you [students] the
[objective] fore-knowledge of the power
(and the future [visible] return) of our
Master YahShua, [the] Messiah. We
[apostles] are eyewitnesses of [YahShua's]
Majesty. 17 [Atop a mountain, I saw] YahShua
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receive honor and glory from Yahweh
the Father. [The amazing] voice [of YAH's angel]
rained down on YahShua from the Majestic [Sh’khinah] Glory, [declaring,]
“[YahShua] is my beloved son, the focus of
my delight!”
Yahshua is in a sense the son of YHVH, although
not a clone nor persona nor a triple Siamese-twin
of YHVH, which as the Jews and Muslims point out,
would violate the basic principles of monotheism
[the Shema]. (Matthew 17:5; Mark 9:7; Luke
9:35)

James {Heel-Grabber}, JAHn and I
heard [YAH's angel's] voice [echo down] from
heaven when we [stood trembling] beside
YahShua on the holy mountain.
18

... ’when I made the embarrassing suggestion that
Christians ought to build dedicated church buildings, a bad idea, which YHVH immediately shut
down.’

Pay Deep Attention To Hebrew
Scriptures
19 In addition to us [apostles] having
heard YAH's [angel's] audible voice, [all]
we [believers] have the even more sure
word of all [true] prophets [throughout history].
Pay attention to prophecy, ___. [Study it]
like [you'd watch] a light shining in a dark
[tunnel,] until the [judgment] day dawns and
[YahShua the] light-bringer arises in your
hearts.
The CJB, NIV, NRSV, Message, GNT and NASB
translate #5459 Phosphoros (light-bringer) as
‘Morning star’ (a title misappropriated by Luciferians as a New Age euphemism for Satan).

First of all, ___, know that
no prophecy of scripture is [a matter] of
[one's own] private interpretation.
2nd Peter 1:20

We Hebrews have no secret mysteries, no oneman-guru-wisdom. Anything we write about the
scripture must be clearly defensible and obvious to
others who seek and receive a clear logical explanation. In contrast, secret societies such as
Freemasons, Mormons and Theosophists revel in
their gnostic secrets.

For no [true] ancient prophecy came
by the will of man. Rather, holy men of
ELohim spoke [heaven's words], moved [by]
Spirit: Sacred Spirit.
21

At this time, there was no ‘New Testament.’ So Peter is ordering you to study the Old Testament.
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2nd Peter 2
Fake Judeo-Christian Leaders
Swarm Like Flies

*But among the [ancient Israelite]
people there roamed phony
prophets, just as false teachers
keep infesting your [Christian societies], ___. Lying prophets keep
covertly smuggling damnable
heresies into [Christian culture]. Ultimately they deny [YahShua, the]
Sovereign who bought them [out
of the devil's slave-herd]. The false
prophets thus bring upon
themselves swift destruction.
1

Yahshua is the universal sovereign to whom all
Christians owe undivided allegiance. It is a denial
of Yahshua to teach your children to pledge allegiance to the war-god's Satan-State that surrounds
you.

___, many [fools] will [continue to] follow
the pernicious ways of the false
prophets. Because of [charlatans, masses]
come to slander [Christ and his] True Way.
2

The so-called ‘Christian’ world lies not merely tainted, but consumed by evil teaching, shameful immorality and horrid wars of conquest. ChristenDumb is Anti-Christ, in the correct Greek meaning
of the word ‘anti,’ meaning a substitute for true
Christianity. Church-ianity is a vaccination against
true Christianity: an injection of religiosity to keep
your body from being filled by the Holy Spirit. This
applies not only to the obvious cults, but to almost
everything that lives under the false-flag ‘Christian.’
The final judgment will be an interesting event,
with lots of surprise revelations and turnarounds.

*Through [your and their]
covetousness, with
feigned words, [false reli3

gious leaders and their followers]

make merchandise of
you, ___. [Yahweh] long
ago pronounced the
sentence of death [on bo-
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gus prophets and their minions].

Their damnation looms
imminent. [Yahweh], the
One who comes to destroy them, has not
been sleeping.
The world system and its churches want to borrow
money. So they make almost every inhabitant of
the earth members of their churches, and "citizens" (not free-citizens, but mere subjects) of their
governmental corporations. The false leaders use
you as the literal collateral (surety) for their loans.
Your covetousness enslaves you. You see your
neighbors getting the benefits of swearing oaths to
get a social security/national I.D. number. You see
the social and economic benefit that comes from
being a legal member of some church-corporation.
You want (covet) those benefits. So you sign up to
be a surety (a guarantor of debt) for your church,
Inc., and its mother, your worldly nation.

Yahweh didn't spare [heaven's] sinner-angels, ___. [He] delivered them
into chains of darkness [in deepest]
Tartaros, [where arch-angels] hold them
pending judgment.
4

‘Tartaroo’ (
, ‘throw to Tartarus’, usually
mistranslated as ‘hell’) is only used once in the entire Bible. ‘Tartaroo’ is not ‘Gehenna,’ the place of
punishment for humans. Tartaros probably refers
to a dark spirit-world on or metaphorically ‘under’
prison-planet earth. Tartarus is only known in Hellenistic Jewish literature from the Greek text of 1
Enoch (~400–200 BC) where God places the
archangel Uriel ‘in charge of the world and of Tartarus’ (20:2), where ‘200 fallen Watchers (angels)
lie imprisoned.’ Tartarus also appears in sections of
the Jewish Sibylline Oracles. (E.g. Sib. Or. 4:186.)
See Vince Garcia's The Resurrection Life Study
Bible 2007 p412, Paul V. Harrison, Robert E. Picirilli
James, 1, 2 Peter, Jude Randall House Commentaries 1992 p267, Clarke Commentary.

Likewise, ___, Yahweh [chose] not to
spare ancient [antediluvian] society. He
sent the flood upon the wicked world.
He only saved Noah {Rest} (a herald of
righteousness), plus 7 of [Noah's family members].
5

‘World’ here = kosmos (arrangement), which can
mean society, the universe, the planet, etc. Scripture leaves room for debate as to what the deluge
flooded: the entire earth, or merely the regions affecting Noah.
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Yahweh turned the cities of Sodom
and Gomorrha into ashes, ___. He
condemned them, overthrew them,
made them an example to all [beings]
who come to live wickedly. 7 Yahweh
rescued Lot, a [relatively] righteous man
distressed by the filthy behavior of [his]
lawless [neighbors].
6

Yet eventually Lot became one of the evil people,
impregnating his own foolish daughters.

The good man dwells among the
wicked, ___. He sees and hears their
unlawful deeds. They vex his righteous
heart day after day. 9 Adonai [Yahweh]
knows how to rescue righteous [beings]
out of trials, ___. [Meanwhile, YAH] grips
unjust [beings] until the day of judgment,
while he continues to punish them. 2nd
Peter 2:10 YAH especially punishes now
[and will punish in the final judgment] all [beings]
who despise [righteous] authority.
[Subversives] walk chasing the flesh, [consumed] in the lust for filth, ___. Presumptuous, self-willed, they fearlessly
blurt out evil [accusations against] angelic
majesties.
8

King James paid his translators to turn this verse
upside down, to discourage you from speaking out
against governmental injustice. In reality, scripture
commands you to criticize evil rulers. John The
Baptist condemned Herod. Denounce people who
follow evil rulers while ignoring true authority.

Angels are greater in power and
might than [disobedient] men, ___. Yet
angels are too humble to bring railing
accusation against [heavenly beings] before
[Yahweh] the Adonai.
11

This may also mean that angels are too humble to
even accuse men.

In contrast, [disobedient, arrogant men are]
natural brute [reasonless] beasts. [Infidels are]
born to be captured and destroyed.
[They] speak evil of [realities] they don't understand, ___. [Mortals] quickly, utterly
perish in their own corruption. 13 [YAH]
comes to avenge the unrighteousness
of [all disobedient, arrogant men, ___]. [Infidels]
consider self-indulgence in broad-daylight to be pleasure. [Wrongdoers] are
stains and blemishes, reveling in their
12
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deceits while they feast with you [believers]. 14 The eyes [of self-willed people] brim full
of adultery, ___. They won't stop sinning. They deceive unstable souls.
Their heart[s] are well-practiced in covetousness [wanting what they did not earn]. [Sinners are] cursed brats.
Covetousness = wanting your neighbor's stuff, including welfare payments. ‘Christians’ who sue,
who take government handouts, who live materialistically, are cursed brats, not saved saints.

keep forsaking the right
way, ___, going astray. [They] chase the
way of Balaam {Loner} (the son of Beor)
[the prophet-turned-profiteer] who loved the
money he got for doing wrong.
15 [Lawbreakers]

Christianites, Protestants and Catholic alike, pay
preachers a percentage of their income, so that the
preacher will lie to them, telling them that they're
going to heaven even though they disobey the
Messiah's commandments. The only difference between demoninations is the exact set of scriptural
commands they ignore and/or misinterpret.

Even a dumb donkey spoke with a
man-like voice, rebuking Balaam
{Loner} for his sin, ___. This [miracle] restrained the madness of the [corrupt]
prophet. 17 [False religionists] are wells without water, ___, clouds driven by tempest[s of sin]. Blackest eternal darkness
lies reserved for [lying fake ‘believers’]. 18
When [hypocrites] speak great swelling
words of vanity, they exploit fleshly
lusts, alluring [back into the sin of fake belief] the
[neophytes] who had just truly escaped
from the [masses] who live in error.
16

For instance, Churchianity lies fatally infected with
the ‘Prosperity Gospel’: ‘You're the King's Kid's! So
go out and borrow money to get your personal
house and car,’ ignoring that the Bible is 100%
percent opposed to all forms of debt. And that
YahShua commands everyone to sell all their possessions and give to the poor.

*The deceivers promise [you] independence,
___. [Meanwhile, the deceivers]
themselves are slaves of
corruption. For whoever
[or whatever] overcomes a
19
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man drags him into
bondage.
A man is a slave to whatever has mastered him.
Master-servant relationships are created by sins,
binding agreements and oaths. If you give jurisdiction over your life to the state, you are the state's
slave.

*[False-believers claim
to] escape the pollutions
of the world through the
knowledge of the Master and Savior YahShua,
[YAH's] Messiah. Then [the
hypocrites] get tangled up
and defeated again in
worldly corruption. So,
___, [fake Christians] end up
worse off than when
they started. 21 *For it
2nd Peter 2:20

would've been better, ___, for
the [backslidden ‘believers’] to stay ignorant of the way of righteousness, than, after coming to
know [holiness], to turn from the
sacred commandment[s] [YAH]
sent them.
If you habitually sin, you're not saved, no matter
what salvation prayer you prayed.

*[Backsliders prove the] full
[point] of [Solomon's] true
proverb, ___: “The dog
[slinks] back to gobble his
own vomit. [If you] wash a
pig, she runs back to
wallow in her [own]
poop.”
22

(Proverbs 26:11)

2nd Peter 3
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Spirit-Fight To Maintain Your Faith

1 This, beloved ___, is the second letter I've written to you. In both letters I remind you to give life
to your pure intentions.
Do what you think is right. Don't just think about
it. Also, make statements of intent in place of
promises and oaths.

* ___, remember the words
holy prophets spoke before [you were born]. And remember
the commandments we apostles [gave you from Yahweh, our] Adonai
and Savior.
2

[YAH's]

Very important: Pay great attention to the ‘Old’
Testament prophets. New Testament believers
can't thrive without Older Testament writings. Both
Testaments say the exact same truths.

First, ___, understand this: during
these, [earth's] last days, scoffers come,
chasing after their own lusts. 4 Mockers
[whine], “Where is this [Messiah's] promised
return? Since [our] fore-fathers died, all
things continue unchanged since the
beginning of Creation.”
3

When you die, you fast forward to Judgment Day.
None of us lie far from ‘the End.’

*Those mockers willfully ignore that, by [Yahweh] the Eloah's
Word, the ancient heavens
came into existence, and the
earth stood up from the water
and became surrounded by
seas.
5

YAH Will Destroy & Remake The
Universe
6 [YAH's Word] deluged and destroyed the
world-system of [Noah's] time with water,
___.
kosmos

YAH's Word preserves today's galaxies and earth, ___, until the Day YAH
comes to consume [them] in fire, when
[He] judges and destroys [all] wicked
men.
YAH Is Rapidly Fulfilling His Promises
7

*Beloved ___, never ignore
this [amazing] fact: To [Yahweh] the
Adonai, 1 day [stretches] like 1000
8
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years, and 1000 years
1 day.

[flies]

like

Time is relative. See amazing song: 1000 years.

the Adonai always races to
keep his promise[s], ___. [People just have a
9 [Yahweh]

very childish understanding of the passage of time. You
think time is moving slow. Yet any old person will tell you

YAH lavishes patience on us [humans]. YAH wants no
one to perish. He wants everyone to
come to repentance.
their life flew by in ‘the blink of an eye.’]

As time rockets forward, we brats fight in the back
seat, yelling, ‘Are we there yet?’

YAH's Judgment Day Will Burn Up
The Universe

*But the ‘Day of
[Yahweh] the Adonai’
comes [unexpectedly], like a
thief [in the night, ___]. On
that Day, the heavens
pass away with a whipping-crash. The elements disintegrate in intense [fiery] heat! [Our]
earth and everything in
it burn up. 11 *Seeing then
2nd Peter 3:10

that [YAH] comes [soon] to dissolve
all the [galaxies], what kind of
people ought you be? Your
manner of behavior should be
100% righteousness and separation [from evil, ___]. 12 *Constantly
look for, and work to hasten,
the coming [Judgment] Day of
[Yahweh] the Eloah. [On] that Day,
[YAH] sets the galaxies on fire,
___. He dissolves [them with a blast
from his mouth]. With furious heat,
[YAH] melts [every physical] element [in
the universe]. 13 *But [we believers, ___, unlike unrepentant sinners, intend to survive the immolation of the universe].
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with YAH's promise, we [saints]
keep looking forward to a new
[universe] of galaxies and a new
earth, a home [for trillions of beings]
filled with righteousness. 14 So,
beloved ___, you live watching for

[YAH

to destroy all wickedness to re-create a perfect universe] .

So stay diligent, so that YAH finds you
in peace, without stain, blameless. 15
Our Adonai's patience [makes us believers endure pain in this bitter Christ-hating world. Still] remember, ___, that [YAH's patience also]
equals salvation [for many sinners who need time
to repent]. That's what our beloved brother Paul, in the significant wisdom YAH
gives him, writes to you.
Peter recommends Paul.

*In all Paul's letters, Paul
speaks of the same principles
I'm teaching you, ___. [Paul is an
16

advanced mind, with a deep, comprehensive un-

Paul
writes truths that you, ___,
must work very hard to understand. People who are unlearned and unstable twist
Paul's writings, just as they
pervert the other scriptures, to
their own destruction.
derstanding of Law and Hebraic history.]

Twist Paul one way, and you get Judaism and penile circumcision and swearing yourself into the
Sinai Covenant. (See Galatians.) Twist Paul the
other direction and you get a worthless fire insurance policy that lawless christianites blasphemously label: ‘salvation by grace through faith, apart
from works.’ (See James.)

You, beloved ___, know these truths
in advance. So guard yourselves. [Never]
let [Satan] lead you away with the error[s]
of wicked [mankind]. [Never] fall from your
[current] secure footing. 18 Grow in grace, ___.
17

And grow in your relationship to our Master and
Savior YahShua [the] Messiah, who [thrives in] unshakeable majesty both now and forever.
Amén means ‘firm’.

1st John 1
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John's Eyes Saw YAH's Light In Human Form

* ___, we [apostles] have heard,
we've seen with our eyes,
we've looked upon, and our
hands have handled [YAH's Living]
Word of life which existed from
the beginning [of creation]! 2 (‘The Life’
1

manifested [on earth]. We [apostles] saw
‘The Life.’ We bear witness, and announce to you, ___, [that] the Eternal
Life that pre-existed with [Yahweh] the
Father, appeared to us.) 3 We [apostles]
declare to you, ___, what we've seen
and heard, so you too can enjoy fellowship with us, and beyond. [Come share] our
[forever] fellowship with [Yahweh] the Father, and with His son: YahShua [the]
Messiah. 4 We [apostles] write these truths
to you, ___, to cram your joy-tank full.

*This then is the message we [apostles] heard
from YahShua, and declare to you, ___:
[Yahweh] the ELoha is light.
No [spiritual] darkness at
all exists in [Yahweh].
5

‘Believers‘ Who Keep Sinning Are Fakes

*If we claim we have fellowship with YAH, yet we walk in
darkness, we're lying. [Liars]
don't [live] the truth. 7 *But if we
walk in the light, as YAH is in
the Light, we have fellowship
with one another. Then the
‘blood’ of YahShua the Messiah,
YAH's son, cleanses us from all
sin, ___.
6

Or ‘as he (Yahshua) is in the light.’ See Charlie
Peacock's/ D.C. Talk's wonderful song based on
this verse.

*If we claim that we never
mess up, we deceive ourselves,
8
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and the truth lies outside us,
___.
We lie if we claim we've never transgressed YAH's
Laws. We also lie if we claim we've avoided guilt,
saying, ‘YAH's Laws do not apply to us.’ (They do.)

Yah Forgives Confessing, Repentant Believers

*If we confess our transgressions [of YAH's Laws], the faithful
and just [Yahweh] forgives our
sins. [He] cleanses us from all
unrighteousness. 1st John 1:10 *If
we say, ‘We never sin,’ we
brand YAH a liar, and YAH's
Word is not in us, ___.
9

1st John 2

There's No Such Thing As A Sin-Addicted Saint
1 My little children, I'm writing these
things to you, so [that] you'll never sin.
But if anyone among us strays, we
have an advocate: YahShua [the] Messiah, The Righteous [One. He pleads our cause]
with [Yahweh] the Father. 2 YahShua is
the redemption for our sins, ___. Not
just for us [believers] only. [YahShua offers to
pay for] the sins of the whole world.
‘Redemption’ is a synonym for ‘expiation’ or
‘atonement.’

*The [only] way we can
guarantee that we know
YahShua, is if we [continually] keep His commandments, ___. 4 *Anyone
who says, “I know
YahShua,” but doesn't
keep YahShua's commandments, is a liar.
The truth is not in [people
3

who claim to be Christians while failing to obey YahShua, ___].
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Almost all so-called ‘christians’ are liars. The truth
is not in them. They ignore whole subsets of
Christ's commandments. They swear oaths. They
divorce. They fight enemies. They collect interest &
principal by threat of lawsuits. They hoard personal
possessions. The list goes on and on.

*But [Yahweh] the Eloah truly
perfects the love of anybody
who keeps YahShua's commandment[s]. ___, we [only]
know we're in [union with] YahShua
if we obey [Him]. 6 *Whoever
says he lives in [connection with]
YahShua ought to walk [out his life]
exactly as YahShua walked [out
His own perfect Life].
5

Connect with YahShua and you get spiritual power
to live perfectly, as he did. Christians who disobey
Biblical commands are unplugged, broken lights,
heading to the trash dump.

Brothers, I'm not writing new commandments to you. [Perfect obedience] is an
ancient commandment, as old as
Adam, an established [divine] Dictum
which you, ___, have heard from the
beginning. 8 ___, this [ancient] commandment I write you: “Perfectly
Obey,” truly renews in your life and
YahShua's Life every millisecond. The
darkness [of disobedience] lies past. The
True Light [of obedience] now shines. 9 Anyone who says he is in the Light, yet
hates his brother [human], still wallows in
darkness, ___. 1st John 2:10 *Whoev7

er loves his brother [man] lives in
the light. Lovers [of YAH's] Light
don't walk into traps. And they
don't block the light. [They shine,]
to keep other [people] from stumbling into traps.
Or ‘...don't set traps for others.’

But whoever loathes his brother [huin darkness. [Haters] stagger in
shadow[s]. [They have] no clue where
[they're] going. [Enmity's] gloom blinds [their]
eyes. 12 I write to you, little children, to
[remind you that YAH] has freed you from
your sins, since [you spiritually connected to
11

man rots]
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YahShua,]
verse].

the

[Sovereign]

Authority

[over the uni-

Sins = errors, misses. Authority= onoma = name.

I write to you, fathers, because
you've [come to] know [YahShua, who, as YAH's
Word/thoughts] existed from the beginning
[of the cosmos]. I write to you, young men,
because you've overcome the wicked
one. I write to you, little children, because you've [come to] know [Yahweh] the
Father. 14 I keep [risking death to] write to
you, fathers, because you've known
[Yahweh] who exists from the beginning. I
keep writing to you, young men, because you're strong. The Word of
[Yahweh] the Eloah abides in you. So
you've overcome the wicked one. 15 *
13

___, never love the world-system, nor anything in the worldsystem. If any man loves the
world-system, the love of the
Father is not in him.
Kosmos = world-system: man's politics, religion,
worldly finance, etc. ‘World’ does not refer to the
globe of the earth. The earth is good. YHVH pronounced it good in Genesis.

*For everything in the worldsystem (the lust of the flesh,
the lust of the eyes, and the
pride of carnal-life) is not of
the Father, but of the worldsystem, ___. 17 *The worldsystem and its lusts rush to
pass away, ___. Yet whoever
does the will of [Yahweh] the
Eloah abides forever. 18 Little chil16

dren, it's the final-time. You've heard of
the coming ‘substitute-Messiah.’ Even
now [we live surrounded by] many anti-Messiahs. That's how we know this [Roman era]
is [earth's] final epoch.
Anti-Christ means ‘substitute for Christ’. The worldreligion falsely known as Protestant Christianity
promotes a substitute Christ who denounces radical obedience as a sin called ‘works-righteousness.’
Protestants, just like Catholics, live by protesting
against YAH's commandments. Peter's ‘End-Time’
came came 2000 years ago, when he died. Your
‘end-time’ occurs between 1 minute to 110 years
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from now. The world runs on Roman law to this
day.

The anti-Messiahs keep abandoning
us [believers], ___. The [impostors] were
never [truly] part of our brotherhood. If
they'd been part of our [faith] family,
they would've continued [to struggle] beside us. Instead, the [anti-Messiahs] ditch
us. So [YAH] eventually exposes them as
[infidels] who merely posed as our [JudeoChristian] brothers. 1st John 2:20 But you,
___, have [your spirit] rubbed-with-healing-oil from [Yahweh] the Holy One. So
you're aware of [life's] overall [big picture].
19

Anoint=rub.

I write to you, ___, not to address
your ignorance of the truth, but to [reinforce] your knowledge of it. You know
that no lie comes from the truth.
21

Every lie has its origin in sin.

Who is [the great] liar? Whoever denies
that YahShua is [YAH's] Messiah. An ‘AntiMessiah’ is anyone who denies [the authority of Yahweh] the Father and [His] son.
22

Every Jew has a big decision to make. Believing in
Jesus is not enough. If you disobey Christ, you're
an antiChrist.

*Whoever denies [the authority of
YAH's son, lacks [Yahweh]
the Father. But whoever [dutifully]
acknowledges [the Sovereignty of
YahShua] YAH's Son, has [a relationship
with Yahweh] the Father.
23

YahShua,]

You don't have anything to do with YHVH if you
don't recognize that Yahshua of Nazareth is YHVH's
own Son, and live out that recognition in righteous
action.

So let the [truth] you've been hearing
since the beginning [of your faith-walk] live
and grow in you, ___. When the [truth]
you've been hearing from the beginning
remains [living] in you, then you continue
to live united with YAH's Son, and united with [Yahweh] the Father. 25 And this is
what YAH promises us [believers], ___:
Eternal Life. 26 ___, I've written you these
24

truths

[to warn and counsel you]

about the

[snakes]

who se-

*Yet the [spiritual] ‘oil’
[which YAH] ‘rubs’ on you lives in
duce you. 27
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you, ___. So you don't need
any mortal to teach you.
Rather, [YAH's] ‘inner oil’ teaches
you about all things. [YAH's Sacred
Spirit] is truth. [He] never lies. Live
with [YAH's Spirit] teaching you.
Then you grow and thrive in
YAH.
If you're in touch with YAH's Spirit, you need no
mortal pastor, not even a Bible. However, if you're
not in touch with the Spirit, you need something to
guide and confirm your path, or you will stumble. A
spirit-less ‘Christian’ is a dope with boogers hanging out of his nose, badly in need of a mirror.

So now, little children, [let's] live [spiritually united with] YahShua, so that when he
[visibly] re-appears, we'll have confidence, instead of shrinking back from
his [terrifying] presence.
28

Or, ‘live spiritually united with YHVH, so that when
YHVH appears...’

___, you know that YAH defines
righteousness. So you know that everyone who [consistently] does [selfless] righteous [acts is re]born from Yahweh.
29

But anyone who merely leads a ‘normal’ life, even
if they go to church and say the ‘salvation prayer,’
is not born of YAH.

1st John 3
YAH's Love Is So Awesome He
Adopted Us

*WOW, ___! What overwhelming Love [Yahweh] the Father keeps lavishing on us [obedient believers]! [He] calls us ‘the children of Yahweh!’ The reason
the world fails to recognize us
is that the world has never
known [our Papa] Yahweh. 2 Beloved
1

___, we [believers] are now the children of
Yahweh. And we can't even visualize
what we become [in eternity]. But we know
that, when Yahweh appears, we become [spirit beings] like him; then we see
YAH as He is. [That's impossible for physical beings,
because YAH lives in unapproachable energy.]
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We'll also be similar to Yahshua, who it is possible
to see with physical eyes.

Every man who carries inside himself
this hope [of spiritual resurrection] purifies
himself, just as [Yahweh shines] pure.
3

Elohim here could refer to Yahshua or the Father.

Sin = Violations Of YAH's Laws

*Whoever commits sin
transgresses the law,
___. For sin IS the
transgression of the [principles underlying the Mosaic] law.
4

Here is one of the most important realizations
ever: sin literally equals transgression of the intent
of the Mosaic Law. Any departure from any relevant command of YHWH is sin. Not just what the
people around you think is sin, but what YHWH
calls sin. For example, you know adultery is sin.
But did you know that oaths and agreements (with
Non-Hebrews) are sin? Debt is a sin. Partaking in a
worldly census is a sin. Signing binding contracts is
a sin. Did you know that handing over the education of your children to others (teachers) is a sin?
Nearly every example of modern life in the socalled ‘Christian’ world is a transgression of the
Law, therefore sin. Change directions (repent)
from sin.

No True Believer Knowingly Persists In Sin
5 And you know, ___, that YahShua
showed up [on earth] to take away our
mistakes. There never was, is, nor will
be sin in YahShua.
Yahshua never sinned. He didn't deserve the
slightest penalty from the devil, much less the
death penalty. So [YAH] stripped all power from
the devil.

*Whoever lives united with
YahShua does NOT sin, ___!
Whoever sins has neither seen
YahShua, nor known him.
6

So much for your claim to be ‘once saved, always
saved.’ If you sin, it's time to get saved.

Little children, let no man deceive
you. Whoever does righteous acts is
righteous, just as YahShua is righteous.
7

The paid liar preacher tells you, ‘You're saved by
grace; your sins won't send you to the fire.’ But
John says, ‘If you were saved by grace you wouldn't be sinning.’ You are what you do under pressure.
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If You Keep Sinning, You Are Of
The Devil

* ___, everyone who
[keeps]committing sin is of the
devil. Since the very beginning
[of time,] the Adversary keeps on
sinning. That's why the son of
Yahweh appeared: to destroy
the works of the devil.
8

If you're not doing righteous actions, you're of the
devil. If you're transgressing the principles underpinning the Mosaic Law, you're of the devil. Yet you
can switch teams. You can be adopted by YAH.

*Whoever is born of Yahweh
never commits sin. For YAH's
‘seed’ remains in him. [A reborn human] can't [purposefully] sin, ___, because he's born of Yahweh.
9

If you're truly born again, you can't transgress the
Law of YHWH. For instance, you'll watch your diet;
you won't fornicate, you won't make agreements
with the peoples and nations around you; you
won't borrow, you'll strive to daily, personally educate your children in YAH's Word (rather than
abandon them to pagan school,) etc. You
‘Christians’ out there using porn and addicted to
substances, it's time to get reborn.

*Here is how [you, ___,]
can distinguish clearly between YAH’s children and children of the devil: whoever fails
to do righteous deeds AND love
his brother [humans] is not from
Yahweh.
1st John 3:10

If someone does evil or fails to love, he's a child of
the devil, whether he THINKS he's saved by grace
or not. Preachers, stop lying at funerals and altarcalls.

Loving Your Enemies = Proof Of
Eternal Life
11 For this is the message that you,
___, heard from the beginning: We
must love one another. 12 ___, don't
be like Cain {Lance}. [Cain] was from the
Evil One. Cain murdered his own brother Abel {Meadow}. Why? Because Cain's
ruinous crimes contrasted with his
brother Abel's righteous deeds.
Slaying Abel was just the beginning of a life of sin
for Cain (Ken). Ken (Cain) went on to found the
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first city, a budding nation to protect people like
himself who had ‘gone out from YHWH's presence.’
Even today, the corrupt nations of the world slay
righteous saints.

*Don’t be amazed, my brothers, when the world-system
hates you.
13

The world and its churches hate you who speak
YAH's Truth. They refuse to applaud you or award
you. They run from you, avoid you, talk ill of you
(behind your back). And if they can't shut you up,
they murder you, like they killed Jesus, Peter, Paul,
James, Ghandi, John Lennon, etc.

*When we love [our unlovable human] brothers, we know, ___,
that we've [already] passed from
death to [eternal spirit] life. Whoever fails to love his brother [human] is living-dead, [a zombie].
14

You know you have passed (past tense, already
entered) eternal life when you unconditionally love
everyone, even your enemies and persecutors. Enemy-love is a unique supernatural feeling. You
know it comes from heaven when it wells up inside
you. It feels unlike any other feeling. It's ‘blue,’
clean and pure. It bubbles up from inside your belly and out through your mouth. It's finding water
for the first time in a desert. You see the absolute
insanity of war. Spirit-Love is an incredible pure
high with no ‘down’ and no addiction. Drugs mimic
spirit-love. Yet drugs make you more selfish. Spirit
love makes you other-centered. It's proof of the
5th dimension.

Whoever hates his brother-human is
a murderer. And you know, ___, that
no murderer has eternal life living in
him.
Lay Down Your Life To Love Your
Fellow Humans
15

*Here's how we perceive the
love of [Yahweh] the Eloah:
YahShua laid down his life [to
lawfully confiscate] us [from the convicted-murderer devil's asset pool]. So, ___, we [believers] ought to lay down our
lives for [our true Christian] brothers.
16

or, “for our human brothers.”

*Whoever has this world's
goods, and sees his brother
[mortal] in need, and shuts up his
heart of compassion against
17
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his [brother] — how could the love
of [Yahweh] the Eloah dwell in
such a [scrooge], ___? 18 *My little
children, let's not [merely] love
with words, flicks of the
tongue, but in deeds and in
truth. 19 [By active kindness] we know that
we are from the Truth, ___. Loving
deeds make us heart-friends [with] YAH.
Live Righteously & Gain Relationship With YAH
1st John 3:20 [Sometimes] our hearts condemn us, ___. Yet [Yahweh] the ELoah is
greater than our hearts, ___. YAH
knows everything. 21 Beloved ___, when our
hearts stop condemning us, then we have confi-

*[If we're innocent,
whatever we ask, we receive from YAH, because we
keep YAH's commandments,
and [we] do the things [that light up]
His eyes with pleasure.
dence to approach YAH. 22
___,]

People who do YHWH's commandments can expect
YHVH to give them what they reasonably request.
People who disobey YHWH are destined to perish in
fire. Disobedient people cannot expect their
prayers to be answered, no matter whether they
say in their ’salvation prayer.’

Live Out Your Belief Via Active Obedient Love

*And this is YAH's commandment: That we, ___, must [live
out our] belief (in the name-authority of His son YahShua the
Messiah), by [actively] loving one
another, as [YAH] commands us.
23

Belief = action. No action, no belief.

*So, ___, everyone who
keeps YAH's commandments
dwells [spiritually] ‘in’ YahShua, and
YahShua ‘in’ him. The way we
know that YahShua ‘lives in’ us
is [that we keep doing unusual deeds motivated]
by the Spirit [of other-centered love]
which YahShua keeps giving
us.
24
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This verse is equally true of Yah as it is true of
Yahshua. If, in sound mind, you keep doing loving
deeds to help the people you hate the most, you
have the Sacred Spirit.

1st John 4
Test All Spirits To See If They're Of
Heaven

*Beloved ___, don't believe
every spirit. Rather, test the
spirits [to prove] whether they
come from [Yahweh] the Eloah:
because many false prophets
continue to disseminate [from the
devil] into the world-system.
1

Test everything, even the scripture.

*Here, ___, is how you recognize the Spirit of [Yahweh] the
Eloah: Every spirit is from Yahweh if it reasons that YahShua
[is Yahweh's] Messiah, [the unlimited universal Sovereign who] came [to earth] in a
physical body.
2

‘Jesus is Christ‘ means: “Jesus is every human's
sovereign judge, lawgiver and king: the power to
whom all authorities must bow, today.” Satan
would admit that “Jesus came in a physical body.”
So the test is: what authority do you follow? Jesus
says to swear no oaths. So do you raise your right
hand to a judge? The savior of all mankind, the
Messiah sent by the Creator, the Savior spoken of
in the scriptures of all religions, already came in a
physical body. Christ liberated mankind from
bondage to Satan, so that anyone who wants to be
free to serve only YAH can now be free from the
domination of all worldly powers. For instance,
therefore we never need to pray a rosary or say
‘hail Mary.’ We don't have to bind ourselves into
the Sinai covenant; nor get a passport (permission
from one's worldly Sovereign) to travel internationally, nor swear forbidden oaths to get a driver's license to use a car on public roads, nor use a biblically-cursed national I.D. number.

Therefore, no spirit is from Yahweh
unless it concludes that (1) YahShua [of
Nazareth is Yahweh's] Messiah, and (2) that
YahShua came to earth in a physical
body. Spirits who deny these two truths
are anti-christ. You, ___, have heard
that Anti-Messiah(s) would come. And
3
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even now substitute Messiah[s][roam] the
world.
Spirits who teach that Yahshua didn't yet completely liberate us from the domination of the Satanic worldly powers are anti-christ. Almost everyone is affected by the anti-Messiah spirit.

*You, little ‘children’, are of
[Yahweh] the ELoha. You, ___,
have overcome the Anti-Messiah spirits, because [Yahweh] who
lives in you is greater than [anyone] in the [evil] world-system.
4

The World-System Hates Yah, His
Word, & Us
5 The [Anti-Messiahs] are of the world-system. So they speak [from the viewpoint] of
the world-system. That's why
worldlings listen [to] the [liars].
The world-system's drones will not listen to Yah's
words.

*We [believers], ___, are of Yahweh. Anyone who knows Yahweh hears us. Anyone who is
not of [Yahweh] the Eloah will not
hear us [believers]. That's how we
distinguish the spirit of Truth
from the spirit of error.
6

You (in a polite, reasonable, well-considered, situationally-appropriate manner) accurately speak
YAH's words. If your hearers rush to get away from
you, then they don't want the Truth.

If You Love Everyone, You Are
YAH's Child

*Beloved ___, let's feast one
another [on] love. For agapelove comes from Yahweh. Everyone who loves is born of
Yahweh, and knows Yahweh.
7

or Elohim

*Whoever fails to love
[his enemies] does not know
[Yahweh] the Eloah. For
[Yahweh] the Eloah IS
agape-love, ___.
8

Yah is agape: benevolence, affection; a love feast
of charity. If you have YAH in your heart, you love
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your enemies more than ‘normal’ people love their
friends.

Yah Sent His Son To Rescue Us:
That's Love

*This is how Yahweh shows
His Love to us, ___: Yahweh
sent [YahShua], Yahweh's only begotten son, into the world, so
we could live through [our connection to] YahShua. 1st John 4:10 *This
defines love, ___: we [humans keep
on] failing to love Yahweh. Yet
he [keeps on] loving us. That's why
[YAH] sent his son to be the
[ultimate ‘ransom’] payment. [YahShua al9

lowed Satan to kill him, to invalidate the bondage
we incurred to Satan by] sinning.
Satan is the warden of Prison Planet Earth. Satan
was our rightful warden because of the crimes of
us, our ancestors, and the leaders to whom we
pledged allegiance. Our prison doors flew open
when Satan killed the righteous Yahshua. As part
of the punishment for murdering Yah's perfect Son,
YAH stripped Satan of his power to hold us mortals. So [YAH] gave us a pass out of Satan's slavenations into heaven's Kingdom. The cell door
swings wide-open. But most inmates choose to sit
inside rather than to run free.

YAH Lives In Us Only When We
Love All People
11 Beloved ___, since [Yahweh] the Eloah
loves us so [much], we ought to love
each other. 12 No man has seen Yahweh at any time. [Yet] if we love each
other, ___, [Yahweh] the Eloah lives inside of us, and [he] perfects his His love
in us. 13 Here's how we know that we
live inside of Yahweh, and Yahweh lives
inside of us: Yahweh keeps giving us
[the infilling of] His [own loving] Spirit.
All Must Acknowledge Yahshua's
Supremacy
14 We [apostles] have seen and we testify
that [Yahweh] the Father sent His son
[YahShua to earth] to be the Savior of the
cosmos. 15 *If anyone acknowl-

edges that YahShua is the son
of Yahweh, [and thus actively obeys
YahShua as the heir to all power in the universe,]
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Yahweh lives in [the believer], and
the [believer] lives ‘in’ Yahweh.
‘Acknowledges’ means more than a simple verbal
confession. To have the Creator live within you,
you must actually obey Yahshua as the bearer of
full authority of the Almighty Creator of the universe. Obeying YahShua often means disobeying
the commands of tainted cops, judges, presidents,
governors, officials, neighbors, clergy and family.

Be A Living Feast Of Love & You
Live Forever

*We [believers], ___,
have come to know and
trust the love Yahweh
has for us. Yahweh is [a
living feast of] love. So everyone who dwells in
love dwells in Yahweh,
and Yahweh lives in
him.
16

*We love Elohim, because Elohim first loved
us, ___.
19

You Can't Love YAH While You Hate
Any Human

*If a man says, “I love
[Yahweh] the Eloah,” yet hates his
brother [human], that man is a
liar, ___. Whoever fails to love
his brother (whom he sees),
[can't] love [Yahweh] the Eloah
(whom he's never seen). 21 *So
we, ___, have this commandment from Yahweh: everyone
who loves [Yahweh] the Eloah
must also love [our] brother [humans].
1st John 4:20

Love both your Christian brothers and your brothers in the evil human race.

1st John 5

Agape = love feast.

___, we [believers] exist here among
this [devilish] world, [loving its ungrateful and evil
people]. We're the visible examples of
Yahweh's essence of forgiving love. [We]
grow more complete in love [with every in17

sult and injury we receive from the world-system and its

we [suffering believers] receive boldness, [not terror,] to [face] Judgment Day.
Perfect Love Casts out All Fear
religionist masters. So]

*No fear exists in the
[feast of] love, ___.
Rather, perfect love
casts out fear, because
terror carries torment.
Whoever panics is yet to
be made perfect in love.
18

Ignore scary news reports, horror books, and other
fearful entertainment. Your ability to love is inversely proportional to your fear.
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You Are YAH's Child IF You Keep
YAH's Laws

* ___, all [of us] who [actively] believe that YahShua is YAH's
[Sovereign] Messiah [have been] rebirthed by [the spirit of Yahweh] the
Eloah. And everyone who loves
Yahweh (YahShua's father)
also loves YahShua, Yahweh's
son.
1

If you love YHWH, you automatically love Yahshua,
and vice versa.

*Here, ___, is how we confirm that we love [Yahweh] the
ELoha's children: When we
love [Yahweh] the Eloah, and keep
His commandments.
2

Only by following YHVH's commands can we know
that we love Him. By studying the commands YAH
handed the world through Moses, the Prophets,
Yahshua, etc., we show that we love YHVH. If we
ignore the commands YAH gave his servants
through the ages, even though some confused
preacher says those commands are irrelevant be-
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cause we're saved by grace, we lie and the love of
YHVH is not in us.

*For loving [Yahweh] the Eloah
equals keeping His commandments, ___. YAH's commandments are not grievous.
3

We cannot love YHVH without obeying Him. YAH's
commands, old and new, are joyous, not grievous.
The commands that came through Moses are a delight, if you properly understand them as reflecting
eternal principles of Law.

For everything born of [Yahweh] the Eloha overcomes the world. The [spirit-weapon] that victoriously overcomes the
world-system is our faith, ___. 5 Who
overcomes the world-system, ___, except people who believe that YahShua
is the son of [Yahweh] the ELoha?
4

No one.

Yahshua's Spirit, Baptism & Blood
Prove Him
6 [YahShua] is the [Messiah]. He came [to us
from heaven] via water [birth. Then his river baptism
brought Sacred Spirit to earth. He returned to us after

blood [for us on a Roman impaling stake].
YahShua passed not merely through
water-birth [and water-baptism], but [through
torture that made his body spill out] water and
blood. [YAH's] Spirit bears [unrebuttable] witness [to these facts], because [YAH's] Spirit
defines Truth.
spilling his]

By water, John may be referring to YAH's Word.
‘Water’ may also refer to the moment when John
the immerser baptized Yahshua and YAH's spirit
descended upon Yahshua like a dove.
7 3 ‘witnesses’ exist, ___:
1John 5:7-8 in some translations, including the
KJV, contains a Trinitarian forgery: (“in heaven:
the Father, the Word, and the Holy Spirit; and
these three are one. And there are three that testify on earth”). Erasmus admitted adding this text to
his Greek New Testament, because he was being
pressured by men. The older the Greek Manuscript
you have, the closer you get to what the Aramaic &
Hebrew manuscripts say. Textual critic F. H. A.
Scrivener writes: “the disputed words were not
written by St. John: they were originally brought
into Latin copies in Africa from the margin, where
they had been placed as a pious orthodox gloss on
ver. 8. From the Latin they crept into two or three
late Greek codices, and thence into the printed
Greek text, a place to which they had no rightful
claim.”—A Plain Introduction to the Criticism of the
New Testament (Cambridge, 1883, 3rd ed.), p.
654.
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8 —[YAH's] Spirit, the water, and the blood: These 3
[‘witnesses’] harmonize as one [voice].
Erasmus admitted to adding: “And there are three
that bear witness in...”.

YAH's Spirit In Us Proves Yahshua
is Christ

9 We [apostles] accept the testimony of [bona-fide] human [eyewitnesses], ___. Yet [Yahweh] the Eloah's witness stands greater: for in this testimony [Yahweh]
the ELoha testifies about His [own] son. 1st John

Whoever [bases his life-actions on] belief in
the son of Yahweh has [heaven's] witness
inside his heart. [The spirit-filled believer needs no
mortal witnesses.] But whoever fails to [actively] believe [in YahShua] is calling Yahweh a
liar, ___. The infidel refuses to confide
[in] the record Yahweh gives concerning
his [own] Son.
5:10

Jews, consider this. Lazy-chair Christians, consider
as well.

Christ's Spirit In You= Proof Of
Eternal Life
11 And this is the proof, ___: Yahweh
has given eternal life to us [believers]. [We
connect to] this life [by connecting to] Yahweh's
son.

Christ's spirit is the spirit of enemy-love. Christ
proved this by laying down his superpowers to let
religion-bought soldier-thugs torture him to death
for about 18 hours. If you love your enemies, you
are a supernatural being. If you don't love your enemies, you are a rotting piece of meat. Spirituality
isn't a fuzzy feeling, a weekly worship observance,
nor a set of theology lessons. Spirituality = constantly actively doing deeds of love to help awful,
evil, ungrateful backstabbers. Enemy-love is the
believers' lifestyle and occupation, now and
throughout eternity.

*Whoever has [a direct connection to
YAH's] son has [Eternal] Life. Whoever lacks [a direct connection to] the ‘son’
of Yahweh, has no life, ___.
12

Apostate Jews, listen up! If you're plugged into
heaven's power, you shine heaven's light by doing
good deeds for horrible people here on earth.
13 I keep writing these truths to you who [base your actions on] belief in the Name-Authority of [YahShua] the
son of Yahweh; so that you can know that you,
___, have eternal life.
You already have eternal life if you truly live out
your belief in Yahshua.

YAH Gives You Everything You
Rightly Ask
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And this, ___, is the confidence we
have in Yahweh: if we ask any request
that accords with His will, He hears us.

2054

We know, ___, that we [true believers]
are of [Yahweh] the Eloah. And the whole
world-system lies in wickedness.

14

19

Ask for something appropriate, and you get it. But
it's gotta be a righteous request (and says James,
from a righteous motivation). YHVH doesn't give
you mortgages, insurance policies, prescription
drugs, or divorces. You get those from the Satan
State.

The whole world (the wer-alt, or ‘Old Man’) includes billions of nominally Judeo-Christian,
churchgoing, voting, ‘good’ people, who yet lie in
wickedness. Astounding concept.

We [active believers] know that Yahweh
hears us, ___. So whatever we ask [for
with correct motivation, we get]. We know that
we [eventually come to] possess whatever we
petition [YAH] for [if it's in our long-term best interest].
15

YAH gives us what we really desire. But He runs
our requests through His long-range vision of what
we really need. So His ‘yes’ answers sometimes
look unrecognizable in our present limited perspective. YAH doesn't give you employee contracts, a
Social Insurance Number, nor other such bondage.
Those come from the devil.

If any man sees his brother perpetrate a mistake which doesn't [irrevocably]
lead to [eternal] death, he should ask,
and [YAH] will give [the sinner a grace period of]
life (unless the sin was a crime that
leads [irrevocably] to [eternal] death). [Blasphemy against YAH's Spirit] is a sin that [irrevocably]
leads to [eternal] death, ___. I never say
that a believer should pray [to reverse]
that [verdict].
16

Accusing YAH's prophets of being filled with the
devil's spirit = blasphemy against the Holy Spirit.
The ‘sin unto death’ (that John doesn't even pray
about) is not referring to transgressions of the Law
of Moses for which Moses purportedly specified a
death penalty. Many murderers and prostitutes repent and become great people of faith.

All unrighteousness is sin, ___. Yet
many errors don't lead to [eternal] death.
17

Any transgression of YHWH's Law is serious. But
there are some sins you can recover from.

We know, ___, that whoever is born
of Yahweh [eventually completely] stops sinning. Whoever is begotten of Yahweh
guards himself, so the Evil One cannot
touch him.
18

Govern your own self. Don't entitle human government to control you. If you govern yourself, the
wicked one (Satan, slave-warden of the worldly
nations, their police, courts and militaries) cannot
Lawfully do anything to you.
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We [believers] know that the
son of [Yahweh] the Eloah has come [to
earth]. [YahShua] has given us [believers great]
understanding. So we, ___, can know
[Yahweh], who is true. We live within Yahweh. YAH is genuine. [And] we live [connected to] Yahweh's son: YahShua, the
Messiah. YahShua is genuinely elohim,
[our sovereign chief]. YahShua IS Eternal Life.
1st John 5:20

This odd sentence structure (badly translated by
the KJV) leads many people to wrongly conclude
that Yahshua (Jesus), an elohim, is YHWH, the Eloha Most High. In the KJV's ‘this is the true god’, the
word 'the' is an insertion, not in the Greek. The
CJB, NIV, NLT, NRSV, GNT, and NASB copy this
KJV error. Peterson's Message Bible fixes this error. The sentence says, "He is truthful [theos], and
eternal life.’ That's hard to render into English. At
any rate, scripture always differentiates Yahshua
from Yahshua's Father, YHVH.

Little children, keep yourselves from
idols. [The above facts are] firm. [Found your life on
21

them.]

(Amén.) Keep yourself from idols, American or otherwise. Coins bearing pictures of men or gods
(dead presidents and kings, Mercury, Liberty, etc.)
are a common modern form of molten idols. Further, base-metal coins are ‘idle’ false weights and
balances because they do not contain, nor are redeemable for, the weight of gold imprinted on their
face. (Dollar, Pesos Oro, etc.) Today's other common idols are politicians, religious and other
celebrities, actors, etc.

2nd John 1
John Loves You Separatist TruthLovers
1 I, [JAHn] the “old guy,” write this letter
to [you people whom YAH calls to separate from the
world-system. I call you] the ‘Elect Lady and
her children.’ In truth, I love you, ___.
Everyone who comes to know the truth
loves you.
Old guy = elder, presumably John the Revelator.
‘Elect Lady’ is probably a code name for ‘followers
of Yahshua.’ Such code words are necessary be-
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cause police and mobs hunt down and murder true
believers.

I love you, ___, because of the Truth
that is alive in us. That truth will be
with us [believers] forever. 3 In truth and love,
2

grace, mercy and peace always stay with
you, ___, from Yahweh the Father, and from the
[I pray that]

Master: YahShua

[the]

Messiah, the Father's son. 4

I

overflow with joy to find some of your
[spiritual] children walking in Truth, ___,
just as [Yahweh] the Father [always]
commands us.
children = (code word for) disciples

Make Each Other's Lives Feasts of
Love
5 And now I urge you, [dear] Lady, (not
as though I was writing a new commandment to you, rather I repeat the
commandment we had from the beginning,) that we
“love one another.”

*This defines Agape-Love:
that we live following YAH's
commandments. Love Feasting
= obedience to YAH's orders.
As you, ___, have heard from
the beginning, you should
walk in love.
6

‘Agape love’ = to literally and metaphorically feed
one another, feast-style. Regularly. Even when it's
inconvenient. Love is not a feeling. Love is obedience to the commandments of the Creator, who is
love. All commandments to love (agapao) are connected to the Law Of Moses, which specifies in
great exhaustive detail how to properly throw magnificent feasts of hospitality, complete with the
finest wines and juices, the finest meats (cooked to
perfection,) breads, oils, spices, fruits and vegetables, suffused with the finest music, stories,
singing and dancing. Party on!

Lying Anti-Christs Deny The Messiah's Birth
7 For many deceivers keep entering the
world, ___. [These] deluders refuse to
acknowledge that YahShua, YAH's Messiah, came [to earth] in the flesh. Such [unbelievers] are tricksters, the anti-Messiah[s].
Muslims perpetuate Muhammad's strange twist on
this delusion: the lie that Yahshua the Messiah didn't die, and therefore was never resurrected.
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Follow Christ's Laws, Or You're
Lost & Gone
8 Watch yourselves, so that you never
lose what you [and we] have worked for.
Then you receive your full reward,
___. 9 Whoever transgresses, and fails
to abide in, the teachings of [YAH's] Messiah, has nothing [to do with] YAH, ___.
[Conversely,] whoever lives in the teachings of [YAH's] Messiah has both [YAH] the
Father and [YAH's] son.

Follow Yahshua's example. Live to fulfill the intent
of the Mosaic Law. If I transgress any commandments of YHWH, I have neither the son nor the Father.

Get Rid Of Preachers Who Allow
Disobedience
2nd John 1:10 If anyone comes to you,
___, and fails to bear this teaching [that
love equals full obedience to YAH's and YahShua's com-

don't receive him into your buildings. Don't even give greetings of welcome to [a teacher of lawlessness, optional-obedience
aka ‘greasy grace’].
mands,]

False teachers must not be allowed to stay in fellowship with true believers. Anybody, even a
‘Christian,’ who says the Commandments of Moses
have passed or been ‘fulfilled’ in the sense of ‘terminated’, don't let him in your house. Don't even
say ‘Good-bye’ when you kick unrighteous believers
out. Especially ban people who say that you can
repeatedly sin and still go to heaven as long as
you've said a ‘sinner's prayer.’ Paradoxically, this
verse is used by Protestants to shun Mormons,
while it's actually the Protestants who often teach
the antinomial heresy forbidden by this verse! You
can't be saved by ‘grace’ without radical obedience
to YAH's Word! Grace is not a license to do wrong!
Grace is the power to do right!

For anyone who bids “Cheers!” to [a
teacher who tolerates disobedience to YahShua's com11

shares in that false teacher's evil
deeds, ___.
John Sends You Secret-Coded
Greetings
mands]

12 I have so much to write to you, ___!

[But to shield
our locations and movements from the government-sponsored terrorists who
keep assassinating us Christians] ,

I won't write with paper and
ink. I hope to come to you and speak face-to-face.
Then [YAH] will cram our [hearts full] of joy! 13 The children of your ‘elect sister’ greet you, ___. [That's a
wrap!]

‘Elect Sister’ is a secretive code name for an Ekklesia in another city. Code names are used to protect
the Ekklesia from misguided police and from vigilante mobs. The Hebrew word Amén, pronounced
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'Aw-Mein', used here, sounds like (but is distinct
from) the name of the Egyptian false god, ‘Amen.’

John Sends Encouragement & Love
1 I [JAHn] (the “old guy") am writing this letter to our
dear friend Gaius {Rejoicer}, who I truly love.
Old Guy = Elder.

*Beloved ___, I pray that
you prosper in every way and
stay in top spiritual and physical health.
2

Prospering does not mean heaping up possessions.
Christian prosperity means selling your possessions
and giving to the poor. A true Christian is a health
nut. True believers work out and eat right.

I was overjoyed when some of the
brothers arrived and testified about the
truth that fills you, and how you walk
out that truth [in good behavior]. 4 *I have
3

no greater joy than to hear
that my [spiritual] children walk in
truth. 5 Beloved ___, you're doing a great
faithful work for [Elohim when you take care of Christian] brothers as well as strangers. 6 [Brothers and strangers

have witnessed before the Ekklesia
about your charity. You, ___, do good
when, in a manner worthy of Elohim,
you advance both brothers and
strangers on their journeys.
alike]

Ekklesia here refers not to a ‘church’ but to an assembly of holy people like the Hebrews leaving
Egypt in an organized mass Exodus, leaving Roman civilization, voyaging into the ‘wilderness’,
separating from the world-system to find YHWH's
way for our lives, together.

*To [promote] Yahweh's
authority, [we true believers]
venture out [on arduous journeys], taking no [help of any
kind] from the [world's]
Beast-Nations.
7

True Hebrews take nothing from the worldly nations: not their money, welfare, grants, voting
rights, passports, licenses: NOTHING. Time to put
on our big boy pants and get out into wild life. Stop
letting the nanny-state wipe your diapers. That's
why the previous verse calls the Christian experience a ‘journey following Elohim.’
[believers], ___, ought to receive
[and host and welcome sojourners who live separated

8

So we
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from the world],

so that we can share in
their work for the Truth.
Receive sojourners of the Kingdom. Feed them,
feast-style.

False Religionists Persecute True
Believers
9 I wrote [YahShua's commandments] to the
church[es], ___. But [preachers, professors and
pew-warmers addicted to the Zeus-influenced profit-poison they call ‘theology’],

boss, reject the
we [apostles hold].

who love being the
authority

[true, scriptural]

lit: “I wrote to the Ekklesia, but Diotrephes, who
loves to be top [dog], rejects us apostles.” No one
who seeks to be in power over anyone else can
have any place in the Ekklesia. Diotrephes = Zeusnourished. Zeus and Theos, from where we get the
word: 'theology,' are the same word. Seminaries
teach preachers how to contort the scripture into
highly profitable social-engineering businesses
whose products are conformity, warmongering and
economic networking.

So, ___, if I come [visit you],
I'll recall [the bossy religionists'] deeds and
spiteful malicious gossip against us
[apostles]. Not content with harming us
[leaders], they
refuse to receive [other] brothers,
and [they] forbid other [people] to receive
the [true disciples],
and [they] cast the hospitable [saints]
out of the Ekklesia!
3rd John 1:10

If you ever get into a real vein of serious, risky discipleship, get ready for the church doors, and the
doors of the churchgoers' houses, to slam in your
face. They'll literally leave you in the street. And
they'll say it's your own fault, even when you didn't
do anything wrong! Human betrayal is what you
sign up for when you become a true Christian.
Church is socio-economic networking. Discipleship
is giving up everything you have. Minimalism and
accumulation do NOT mix! Watch out for churchgoers! And non-churchgoers as well!

Beloved ___, never follow anything
[or anyone] evil, [no matter how prosperous, religious
or respected they seem]. Follow [only] what's
good. Whoever does good is of [Yahweh]
the Eloah. Whoever does evil has never
experienced [Yahweh] the Eloah. 12 Every11

one speaks well of Demetrius, and so does the
Truth itself. We [apostles] recommend him. And you
know our testimony is true.
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Demetrius, a converted pagan named after Demeter (Ceres), the goddess of agriculture pictured on
the Capitol Dome in Washington, D.C.
13 ___, I have many things to write to you. But I
won't write them with ink & pen.
Probably because of the danger of exposing the
movements and activities of persecuted Christians.
14 But I trust [Yahweh to send] me [to] see you soon.
Then we'll speak face-to-face. [I pray] peace flows to
you, ___. Our friends salute you. Greet each of
our friends by name.
The Ecclesia works face to face. There's a limit to
what persecuted believers can do through electronic and written communication.

giance. Not even your country. So you can't swear
any oaths at all, because oaths make you a servant
of the power to whom you swear.

Jude Writes Encouragement To You

6 [And angels fall too, ___:]

1 ___, I Jude [Y’hudah] am writing this letter [to you. I'm
a] servant of YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah. I'm [a] brother
of [YahShua's blood-brother] James {Heel-Grabber}. I'm writing
to [you believers] whom Yahweh the Father calls, sanctifies and preserves. [You are living organs inside the political body of]
YahShua, [YAH's] Messiah. 2 [I pray that Yahweh sends] mercy, peace and overflowing love to you, ___. 3

Beloved ___, I continue to give diligence to write to you about the salvation we [believers] share. Right now it's
necessary for me to write to you to focus on calling you to earnestly struggle
[to live and promote] the [obedient] faith [YahShua]
once [and for all] delivered to [YAH's] holy
ones.
‘Contend for the faith’ does NOT mean to argue
with people over theology!! It means to suffer for
speaking and living truthfully.

Fungal Liar-Preachers Infiltrate Believers
4 For certain [liar-preachers] secretly creep
[into Christian culture]. [Yahweh] long ago appointed [such] wicked men for condemnation. [They] turn the grace of our Elohim into licentiousness. [They] deny the
[global Sovereignty of our] only Absolute Ruler:
Yahweh. So [they] deny [the global Law-making
rule of] our overlord: YahShua, [YAH's]
Messiah.
Cursed, lascivious religious liars claim that ‘grace’
abolished the Mosaic law. Pigs turn grace into a license for debauchery, immorality and sin. The
product is a ‘christian’ culture statically indistinguishable from the pagan world. Fraud, divorce,
adultery, fornication, drug abuse and apathy permeate churchgoers and general population alike.
Sometimes the church is even worse! YHVH is the
only ‘Despotes’: Absolute Ruler. Below YHVH, yet
carrying YHVH's full delegated authority, is YHVH's
'son' Yahshua, our Commander (Greek: Kurios). So
no one else in the universe can have your alle-
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You knew this, ___. Yet I remind
you: YAH rescued the Israelite people
from the land of Egypt. But later YAH
destroyed most of the same people He
previously saved. YAH destroyed the
back-sliders because they stopped [basing their life-actions on YAH's Commandments].
5

You can walk the aisle of salvation and still burn in
the lake of fire.

Many angels
fail to keep their initial positions of authority. They abandon their
heavenly home. Adonai [Yahweh] holds
these fallen angels [here on prison-planet earth]
in everlasting chains under cover of
darkness, until the Great Day of Judgment.
[continue to]

You can even be an angel of heaven and yet be
cast into the lake of fire (fall from grace).

Like falling angels, so Sodom and Gomorrha, and the cities around them,
forked themselves over to fornication,
chasing strange fleshly perversions.
Those cities suffered the vengeance of
[YAH's] eternal fire. YAH destroyed them
as cautionary examples, ___.
7

Yes, there was homosexual fornication in Sodom,
which, like heterosexual fornication, is a crime.
However, Sodom and Gomorrah were more righteous than the modern civilizations around you.
YAH eventually destroys all such populations because of their pride. Note that the fire here is described as eternal, even though Sodom and Gomorrah aren't still burning. In a similar way, YAH
destroys all wicked [beings] in eternal fire. But no
human will ever writhe in conscious eternal agony.

Like Sodomites, [disobedient ‘believers’] are
filthy dreamers. They defile [each other's]
flesh. They despise [the dominion of proper
scriptural] authority. [They] speak evil of
dignities.
8

Some citizens of worldly nations fail to honor their
nation's leaders. But more importantly, the
“despisers” are people who obey their national
leaders yet ignore scripture. We Hebrews honor
YAH. And we appreciate whatever good the worldly
governments do. We never give allegiance to any
worldly nation's leaders. But our avoidance of
oaths is not despising dominion, because we are
not members of any worldly nations. The presidents and kings of the nations only have dominion
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over their constituents. Jude 1:8 is specifically referring to people, religious and atheistic alike, who
fail to live out the teachings in the Holy scriptures
revealed through YHWH's servants such as Moses,
the prophets and Yahshua.
9

*Yet the Arch-Angel MichaEl

{El-Is-Incomparable} (when con-

tending with the devil [who was]
fighting [him] over the body of
Moses) didn't dare bring a railing accusation against the devil. Instead, [MichaEl] said, “Adonai
[Yahweh will] rebuke you.”
Apparently Satan wanted to claim the body of
Moses, as the devil claims ownership over all sinners. But Yah resurrected Moses as a representative of the dead people who will rise to judgment.
Yah similarly took Elijah to heaven as an example
of those humans who will enter heaven without
ever dying. That explains how Moses & Elijah
talked with Jesus and his disciples on a mountain.
False religionists are less than nothing. Yet they
have more pride than an archangel. Satan (the
devil) is (or was) the owner of the worldly nations,
thus in a sense a dignitary.

So [disobedient ‘believers’] speak evil
of things they know nothing about,
___. Like brute beasts, they corrupt
themselves through what they understand by natural instinct.
Jude 1:10

We believers refrain from butting into business of
the beast-nations. Yahshua himself never said one
word against the obviously evil Caesars. Also,
many people sin by denigrating Moses and other
Old Testament dignitaries. Such complainers fail to
understand Moses' words.
11

Woe comes to

all [disobedient so___! For they keep
into the [violent] way of
[consume]

called Judeo-christians],

straying [further]
Cain {Lance}. [They kill, if only through governmentsponsored violence.] For reward, [warmongers]
keep rushing, greedily chasing the error
(fraudulence, delusion) of [false war-machine
prophet] Balaam {Ammon-Is-Lord}. [Belligerents] perish in the [same kind of democratic] rebellion as did Korah {Ice}[who tried to vote
Moses out of power].
The way of Cain = life in the world's city-state nations. Hitler-esque Politicians claim to protect their
faithless citizens by violently extending power. Balaam sold his often-false religious and prophetic
services for hire, like a paid preacher. Korah rebelled against Moses by trying to institute a democratic election. YHWH showed his hatred of Democ-
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racy by burying everyone within reach of Korah,
along with their families.

*[Disobedient ‘believers’] form [hidden
shipwrecking] cliffs in your festivals
of charity. [Scammers] feast with
you [saints], ___, brazenly pasturing themselves [in heaven's fields.
Hypocrites] are clouds without water, carried about by winds:
trees whose fruit withers, barren of fruit, twice dead,
plucked up by the roots.
12

Sacred love-feasts are reserved for Law-abiding
Hebrews. You can't continue feeding the finest food
to every hungry mouth. Even Christ only multiplied
loaves and fishes for at most a few days. Don't allow into your holy feasts people who are uninterested in the Narrow Way, who are just there for
food. Spots/stains = hidden pebbles in your food
that chip your teeth; hidden stumbling-rocks that
make you fall and bust out your teeth.

*[Disobedient Judea-Christians are] raging
waves of the [human] sea, foaming out their own shame: wandering stars, for whom [Yahweh]
reserves the blackness of dark
[nonexistence] forever.
13

Sea = population.

why Enoch {Initiate} (in the 7th
generation after Adam) prophesied
about these [lawless ‘believers’], saying,
“Look, ___! Adonai [Yahweh] comes [to destroy all evil beings]! [He's surrounded by] thousands upon thousands of his holy [saints].
14 [That's]

A reference to the Book of Enoch? We need to look
further than just the *66* books of the modern
'Bible' if we want to know everything YHWH wants
us to know.

*Yahweh executes judgment
upon everyone, ___.” Adonai
[Yahweh] convicts all impious beings for all the wicked deeds
they commit, including all the
harshness irreverent sinners
speak against YahShua.
15

Revenge is YHVH's.

are murmurers, complainers, ___. They chase after their
own lusts. Their mouths speak great
16 [Impious beings]
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swelling words, flattering men to gain
advantage.
Butt-kissing the worldly powers buys you advantage in worldly circles. But it earns you damnation
from YHWH. Churches and synagogues teem with
political evil. Religionites play in the world's dirty
games for position and gain. These religionists
flaunt wickedly looted wealth, and call it prosperity
from ‘the Lord’. That's true. Their benefactor Lords:
wicked politicians and their satanic gods. But in the
end all unrepentant religious actors, high and low,
burn in the lake of fire.

But, beloved ___, [always] remember
the words previously spoken by the
apostles of our Master, YahShua [the]
Messiah: 18 The apostles warned you,
___, that ‘in the [world's] final epoch, the
[earth floods with] mockers who chase after
their own wicked lusts.’ 19 [Lawless
“christians”] are the [real] people who create
divisions, ___. [Religious fakes] are beastly
& sensual, empty of YAH's Spirit.
17

Churchians separate themselves from the Ekklesia.
The Ekklesia leaves the world-system, while religious stay in the world-system, and get rich off
their Judeo-Christianite churches, religious television shows, revivals, pot-lucks.

Stay Separated From Evil, Safe In
YAH's Care
Jude 1:20 But you, beloved ___, build
your lives on the foundation of your extremely holy [separatist] faith. [Live by] praying in the Sacred Spirit [for what you need instead of prostituting yourself to the evil world-system] .

The focus here is staying spiritually separated from
the world around you. ‘Holiness’ means spiritual
segregation. Real believers find valuables lying in
the street.
21 Keep yourselves inside Elohim's love, looking for
the mercy of our Master YahShua, [the] Messiah, [to
bring you, ___,] to eternal life. 22 In some cases, ___,
you should show compassion to people whose faith

But to some doubting
people you, ___, should react as if
[you're] horrified. Pull the [doubter] out of
the fire. Yet hate even the clothes
stained by their fleshly [vices]. 24 [ ___, I pray for
lies wavering. 23

to Yahweh, who is able to keep you from falling, and to present you faultless with overwhelmyou]

ing joy before the presence of His glory. 25

Glory

and majesty, dominion and power [belong] to Yahweh, the only wise Eloha our
Savior, both now and ever. [Nothing can
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[Until we meet in heaven, ___, good-

(Amén.)

Jailed On An Island, John Sees
Your Future
1 [This, ___, is a] Revelation [from] YahShua
[the] Messiah. Yahweh gave this revelation to YahShua, to show to His servants events which must shortly happen. By his angel, YahShua sent and
[explained] the revelation to [me,] JAHn,
YahShua's servant.
There are 3 reasons why ‘soon happen’ is accurate:
‘Shortly’ is relative. To YHVH, 1000 years fly like 1
day.
Also, when you die, you rocket forward to Judgment Day. You blow past all of the events in this
book.
Third, prophecy fulfills in waves. So everything in
this book has already happened in miniature, and
will keeping reoccurring in bigger waves until the
end of the world.
2 [I,] JAHn, give witness to you, ___, of the word
of Yahweh, and of the testimony YahShua [the] Messiah [gave me], and of everything [I] saw [in heaven]. 3

blesses everyone who reads and
everyone who hears the words of this
prophecy, and [who] obeys the commandments written it in, because the
[earth's final] epoch looms at hand, ___.
[YAH]

You appear at Judgment Day the moment you die.
Get ready! It's coming faster than you think! Read
the bible. Hear the bible. Obey the bible.
4 [I,] JAHn, [am writing this account] to the 7 Ekklesiae in
Asia [minor]. [I pray that] grace and peace [flow] to you,
___, from YAH (who is, and who was, and who is to
come) and from the 7 Spirits before YAH's throne.
Or, ‘the 7-fold spirit’.
5 [And I pray that you, ___, receive grace and peace

YahShua [the] Messiah, who is the
Faithful Witness, the first-begotten
from the dead, YAH's Prince over [all]
kings of the earth. [I pray YAH always gives]
glory and power to YahShua, who loves
us [so much he] washed us from our sins in
his own ‘blood.’ 6 YahShua has made us
[lowly mortals into] a kingdom of priests [serving] his Father Yahweh, the Eloah. Glory
and dominion [flow to Yahweh] for ever and
ever, ___. [Nothing can change] that.
from]

See 1Pe 2:9.
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*Watch, ___! YahShua approaches [earth] in [a hurricane of]
clouds! Every eye soon sees
YahShua, even [the eyes] of the
[murderers] who pierced him. All
nations of the earth finally wail
[for having ignored] YahShua. Guaranteed! [That's a] fact!
7

(Amén!)

Adonai [Yahweh] declares,
“I am Alpha and Omega, the [self-existent]
beginning and ending [of everything], the
Almighty [Creator] who is, and who was,
and who is to come.”
8

This is YHVH talking, or someone speaking in his
Royal authoritative voice.

___, i, JAHn, am your brother, [your]
companion in tribulation, [your fellow-heir of
both] the Dominion of, and the patient
[suffering we face by following] YahShua, [YAH's]
Messiah. On the [western Turkey's penitentiary]
island called Patmos, [Roman soldiers have imprisoned] me for [proclaiming] the Word of
[Yahweh] the Eloah. [My specific ‘crime’ is] bearing testimony [that] YahShua [is YAH's]
Messiah, [the ultimate sovereign authority infinitely
higher than any Caesar].
John's Vision Begins With A Trumpet-Voice
9

Apocalypsis (Revelation) 1:10 [Relive this experience

I'm in [YAH's] Spirit on Adonai's [Judgment] Day. I hear behind me a
great voice, like a trumpet.
with me, ___:]

Jesus was not resurrected on Sunday. The ‘Lord's
Day’ is NOT a reference to Sunday. Rather, ‘The
Lord's Day’ is a reference to John being transported
into a vision of Judgment Day. Sunday is not, and
never will be, the Sabbath. Sunday is still just the
first work-day of the week, no matter what the
Sun-worshippers think.

The trumpet-voice [blares YAH's declaration],
“I am Alpha & Omega, the first and the
last… What you see, write in a book.
Send it to the 7 Ekklesiae [in Western Turkey]:
to Ephesus, Smyrna {Myrrh-City}, Pergamos {Fort}, Thyatira {Daughter-City},
Sardis [Turkey], Philadelphia {City-Of-Broth11
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and Laodicea {Democracy-

Laodicea = City of the People's Rights.

John Sees Yahshua Amidst A Giant
Menorah

12 I spin around, ___, to see the voice who
speaks [behind] me. I see 7 golden lampstands.
Menorahs.

In the midst of the 7 lampstands
[stands YahShua, a] man-like ‘Son of Adam.’
[He's] clothed with a robe down to His
feet. A gold band surrounds his chest.
13

Robe = purity. Gold band = integrity of heart.

*[YahShua's] head and hair [shine]
white like wool, white as snow,
___. [YahShua's] eyes [flash] like
flames of fire!
14

Woolen hair implies an Afro. Presumably ‘head and
hair’ means head-hair and other hair, such as armhair.

YahShua's feet [glimmer, ___,] like fine
brass, as if burned in a furnace.
YahShua's voice [rushes] like the sound of
many waters.
15

Burned brass is the color of African skin, suggesting that Jesus was darker and more African than
generally assumed. Since Yahshua's foot-skin is
burnt bronze, we assume his facial skin is also colored burnt bronze, like an African-American. Of
course, YahShua can shapeshift, as shown in the
gospels' post-resurrection accounts.

*[YahShua] holds 7 stars in his
right hand, ___. Out of his
mouth [flies] a sharp two-edged
sword. His face radiates [blinding
light] like the [full] strength of the
sun shining [in my eyes]! 17 *When I
see [YahShua], I fall at His feet like
a dead man. He lays His right
hand on me. [He] says,
“Fear not. I am the First [resurrected man] and the Last, [that is, the ultimate, man].
16

Last = #2078 eschatos = uttermost. When
YahShua uses the title ‘Alpha And Omega,’ it's in a
less absolute sense than when YHVH uses it to refer to himself. YahShua is not the ‘prime mover.’
He is the ultimate human.
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*
- I [YahShua] am he who lives, yet
was dead. See, ___! I am the
one [man] who lives for ages and
eons, firmly [established by YAH]. I
hold the keys of the Unseen
[place of departed souls] and of death.
18

Hades (#86) does not mean ‘hell,’ as in ‘place of
conscious eternal torment.’ Hades literally means
‘the Unseen’. Hades equates to Hebrew ‘Sheol.’
Yahshua died, whereas YHVH can never die. What
we call reality is YHVH singing.

*
Write the things you've seen:
what exists now, and the
things which will later exist.
19

Apocalypsis (Revelation) 1:20

Here is the mystery [symbology] of the 7
stars [you saw] in my right hand, and the
7 golden lamp-stands: The 7 stars
[symbolize] the angels of the 7 Ekklesiae.
The 7 candlesticks you saw [symbolize] the
7 Ekklesiae [themselves].
The 7 messengers to the Ecclesia = the Out-Called
[group]. Christianity is inherently separatist.

Apocalypsis
(Revelation) 2
Messiah Congratulates Patience &
Corrects You
1

To the angel of the Ekklesia of Ephesus
write, ‘YahShua holds the 7 stars in his
right hand. He walks in the midst of the
7 golden candlesticks. He decrees:
2

‘I know your deeds, ___. [I see] your labor, and your patience. [I love] how you
can't bear kakos {worthless-people}.
You've tested those [religionists] who falsely claim to be [YAH's] messengers. You've
found them to be liars.
Apostles = messengers. Evil = kakos = human
caca, junk people.
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*
You are persevering, ___. You
have patience. You've labored
to advance my Name-Authority. You haven't fainted.
3

Never Leave Your First Love, YHVH

*
Yet I have something against
you, ___: you've left your first
love.
5*
So remember [the heights] from
where you've fallen, ___. Repent. Do the [good] works you
achieved [when your faith was new]. If
you don't repent [and do those good
works,] I'll rapidly come to you.
I'll remove your ‘candlestick’
from its place.
4

So much for ‘once saved, always saved.’ If you REALLY had been saved you wouldn't fall into habitual
sin.

*
But you do have this in your favor, ___: you hate the deeds
of the Nike-people, which I
also hate.
6

Nicolaitans = Nike people: warmongers, domineers, aggressors, Nike-worshippers: the Roman
Empire, the United States, and all other military
and economic empires, as well as competitive
sports culture. Every time you see that Nike logo,
remember that the Bible predicted and denounced
the rise of the Nike culture over 2000 years ago.

*
Do you have ears, ___?
Then listen to what
[YAH's] Spirit says to the
ekklesiae: To whoever
overcomes [life's trials], I
give [the right] to eat from
7
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the Tree of Life in the
midst of the paradise of
[Yahweh] the Eloah.

overcomes [life's trials] evades the
injury of the second death,
___.

Learn to deal with life's trials now, because you'll
have to deal with problems and love your enemies
in the AFTERLIFE.

12
And to the angel of the ekklesia in Pergamos {Fort}
write: “These things say [YahShua] who [shoots] the
sharp two-edged sword [from his mouth]:

8
And to the angel of [my] called-out [assembly] in
Smyrna {Myrrh-City} write, “These things say [YahShua,]
the first and ultimate [human], who was dead, yet is
alive;

Pergamos was a center of Babylonian pagan priesthood and a center of worship of Æsculapius, called
‘Savior,’ whose symbol was a serpent.
13

Messiah Praises & Rebukes Christian 'Smyrna'

Yahshua was born after Adam. But Yahshua came
to exist outside of time. He travels through time
freely. So he exists before Adam in humanity's
timeline.

*
I know your works, ___, your
tribulations, your poverty.
(Though [in actuality] you are rich.)
And I know the blasphemy of
the [shysters] who falsely claim to
be Jews. They're the synagogue of Satan.
9

Judah means ‘celebrated.’ The real Jews are the
people YHVH celebrates.

*
Fear none of the [ordeals] you'll
suffer, ___. Look: the devil
casts some of you [believers] into
prison, so that [YAH] can test [and
purify] you. You will endure tribulation [for] ‘ten days.’ Be faithful
[right up] to [your] death. THEN I
give you a crown of life.
Apocalypsis (Revelation) 2:10

‘Ten days’ may be symbolic language for ‘a plenitude of days.’ That is, all the days of your life you
endure some form of trouble.

*
Do you have ears, ___? Then
hear what [YAH's] Spirit says to
[his] out-called [people]. Whoever
11
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Messiah Praises & Rebukes ‘Fort's’
Christians

I [know your deeds, ___. I see] where you live —
where Satan [mounts] his throne. Yet you
hold fast [to] my name & authority. You
[true believers] never denied my faith, even
in those days when [persecutors] murdered
my faithful martyr Antipas {Like-Father}
in your city where Satan dwells.
You remain true to me, You did not give up your
faith in me. Antipas = something like "Because of
the Father."
14

But I have a few things against you,
___: you have there [in your group] people
who hold the doctrine of Balaam {Ammon-Is-Lord}. He taught [evil king] Balak
{Annihilator} to cast a ‘stumbling-block’ [in
the path of] the children of Israel. [He got
them] to consume [meat] sacrificed to
idols, and to commit fornication.
Num 22-25. Joshua 13:22. Num 31. 1Pe 2:5. Jude
v11. Never participate in the sinful commercial system of the world through contracts or agreements.
Consume = eat (literally or figuratively).
15

You, ___, also harbor people who hold
the doctrine of the Nike-people. I hate
that.
Nicolaitans=Nike-people, themselves conquered
and conquering others. Like the mercenary army
culture of the United States.

*
Repent, ___. Or I'll
rush at you. I war
16
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against the [hypocrites among
you] with the sword [flying]
of my mouth.
Overcome And You Get The Victory
Stone

17
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ments, buying food from idolatrous mark-of-thebeast markets instead of growing it yourself, etc.
21

___, I gave [false Judeo-Christian leader]
‘Jezebel {Baal-Seeker}’ time to repent of
her fornication. But she refuses to repent.
22

Everyone who has ear[s], hear what
[YAH's] Spirit says to the Ekklesiae: “To
whoever overcomes [life's temptations], I
give [some] of the hidden manna to eat.
And I give to the over-comer a white
[Victory] stone. On that stone [YAH] writes
a new name, which no man knows except the over-comer who receives it,
___.

Watch, ___! I cast ‘Jezebel {BaalSeeker}’ into a bed [of suffering, a deathbed].
And I cast those who commit ‘adultery’
with her into great tribulation. Unless
they repent of their misdeeds.

See Acts 26:10.

And I strike ‘Jezebel's’ brats with death,
___. Then all the Ekklesiae see that I
am he who [telepathically] searches [all]
minds and hearts. I repay every one of
you what your deeds deserve, ___.

‘Baal’ means ‘sovereign’. Everyone who seeks a
sovereign other than YAH goes into great tribulation until they repent. Who's your Sovereign? The
U.S.? The U.K.? The U.N.?
23

Messiah Praises/ Rebukes Christian
'Thyatira'
18

And to the angel of the Ekklesia in Thyatira {Daughter-City} write, “YahShua,
(the son of Yahweh), has eyes like a
flame of fire. YahShua's feet [shine] like
fine brass, ___. YahShua decrees the
following:
Thyatira = another center of worship of pagan
gods: Apollo and Artemis.
19

___, I recognize your works, charity,
service, faith, and your perseverance.
love] that you now do more [good] than
you did at first.
Never Tolerate 'Jezebels' In The
Ecclesia

[I

Apocalypsis (Revelation) 2:20

Yet I have a few things against you,
___. You permit that woman ‘Jezebel
{Baal-Seeker}’ (who calls herself a
prophetess) to seductively teach my
servants to commit [literal and political] fornication, and to consume [food] sacrificed
to idols.
Jezebel = paganized Judeo-Christian leadership.
Fornication = plain fornication, remarriage after divorce, participation in worldly governmental and
commercial culture, swearing oaths, making agree-
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Doesn't matter if you said that ‘salvation prayer’ or
count your ‘Hail Mary's’ on your rosary. You get
what your actions deserve.
24
In contrast, I say to you, ___, and to [your fellows] in
Thyatira {Daughter-City} (who avoid mixing with the
teachings of ‘Jezebel {Baal-Seeker},’ and who refuse
to follow what some [dupes] call the ‘profundities’ of
the Adversary), I put upon you no further burden.

True Disciples Will Smash The Nations To Bits

25

Just continue to obey my command to
hold fast till I [visibly] return, ___.

*
To whoever overcomes [life's trials],
who to the end keeps [on doing and
commanding others to do] the good
works [I command and perform,] I give
power over the nations, ___.
26

‘I eventually give authority over the nations to you
who overcome and who carry out my plans to the
end.’ Nations = ethnos = Gentiles = beast-nations.
27

*
eventually rule
with a rod of iron. [You

[My obedient followers]

the

[races]
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break the [nations] to
shards like clay jars from a
potter, ___. I receive this [this
nation-destroying] power from Yahweh my Father. [I delegate it to my obedisciples]

dient disciples.]

And I come to give [my obedient disciples] the
morning star, ___.
‘Morning star’ signifies resurrection, hope, power
over the devil, etc.
29

Whoever has [spiritual] ear[s], listen to
what [YAH's] Spirit says to [his] out-calledpeople.

Apocalypsis
(Revelation) 3

You have a few people in Sardis who've
avoided soiling their [holy] ‘clothes.’ They
come to walk [heaven] with me in white
[robes]. For they're worthy.
5

eventually dresses every overcomer in ‘white clothing’, ___. I never blot
out any [overcomer's] name from the Book
of Life. Rather, I recommend [the overcomer's] name before [Yahweh] my Father, and
before Yahweh's angels.

6

Whoever has ‘ear[s]’ should hear what
[YAH's] Spirit says to [His] called-out-nation, ___.
Yahshua Speaks To The Saints In
Philadelphia
7

You Look Alive But You're Dead!
Wake Up!

And to the angel of the Ekklesia in
Sardis [Turkey] write, “YahShua [holds] the
7 Spirits of [Yahweh] the Eloah, and the 7
‘stars.’ [YahShua] decrees:
“I know what you're doing. You have a
reputation for being alive, but you're
dead!
Trinitarian dogma lies flummoxed by this ‘Seven
Spirits’ verse. YHVH is Spirit. Spirits emanate from
Him. Seven can also signify completeness, as in,
YAH's spirit completely indwells YahShua.
2

Wake up, ___! Stand guard! Strengthen whatever is standing, yet is about to
die. I judge that what you've done for
[Yahweh] the Eloah is incomplete and
flawed.
3

So remember the [truths] you heard and
believed [when your faith was new, ___]. Hold
firm. Turn. [Run] away [from your sins]. If
you fail to watch, I'll come upon you
like a thief. You won't know [at] what
hour I'll rush upon you.
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

4

[YAH]

Psalm 2:9
28

1
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And to the angel who [guards] the calledout [saints] in Philadelphia {City-Of-Brotherly-Love} write, “[YahShua], the holy [man], is
the [one human] who is true. [He] holds the
key of David {Love}. [YahShua] opens what
no man [can] shut. [He] shuts what no
man [can] open.
8 [YahShua] decrees,
‘I know your deeds, ___. Look! I set
before you an open door. No man can
shut it. You have little strength. Yet
you've kept my Word. And [you've] avoided denying my Name-Authority.

*
Watch, ___! I strike those [members] of the synagogue of Satan
(who falsely claim to be Jews.
They're lying.) See! I make
them come and worship before
your feet. Then they realize
I've [always] loved you, ___.
9

Apocalypsis (Revelation) 3:10

You, ___, keep obeying my command
to persevere. So I keep you from the
‘hour of temptation’ that's coming on
the whole world, to test the earth-dwellers.
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Look [out, ___]. I come quickly! Hold
firm to what [faith] you have, so no one
takes your crown.
11

You experience Yahshua's coming, at the latest,
the first thing after you die.
12

I eventually make everyone who overcomes [into] a pillar in the [living] temple
of [Yahweh] my Eloha. No [one] can ever
[cast] out the over-comer. I write upon
the [over-comer] the Name of my Eloha
[Yahweh], and the name of the city of
[Yahweh] my Eloha, which is ‘New
Jerusalem,’ which comes down out of
heaven from [Yahweh] my Eloha. And
___, I write upon the over-comer my
new Name.
Clearly, Yahshua is here making sure you understand this: Jesus is NOT YHVH! YHVH is totally in
charge of, and above, the Messiah. YAH does not
want you to be confused by incomprehensible
Athanasian theories.
13
Whoever has ‘ear[s],’ hear what [YAH's] Spirit says to
his called-out [people].
the Ekklesiae

The Messiah Warns The Democracy-Lovers

14

And to the angel who [guards YAH's] calledout [people] among the [democratic]
Laodiceans write: “[YahShua,] the YES, the
faithful and True Witness, the beginning of Yahweh's creation, decrees
these things:
Laodicea = people-judges, meaning nutballs who
think that Laws can be made by popular vote.

*
I know your works, ___.
You're neither cold, nor
hot. I wish you were [either] cold or hot.
15

YAH can work with people who are on spiritual
heights, or people dragging rock-bottom ready to
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repent. In-between lies the dead-zone, where
evangelism falls flat.

*
When you're lukewarm
(neither cold nor hot), I
spew you out of my
mouth.
16

If you're an exemplary saint, great. If you're so
sick of your own crimes that you're turning your
life around, great. Mediocre believers are stale,
stagnant. They make God vomit.

*
You, ___, say, “I'm rich! Look
at all the goods I've acquired!
I'm self-sufficient.” You don't
realize you're wretched, miserable, poor, blind and naked.
18 *
I counsel you, ___, to buy
from me ‘gold’ purified by fire.
Then you can become rich. And
[buy] ‘white clothing.’ Then you
can get dressed. [Get fixed, so] that
the shame of your naked [sin]
never [again] appears. [Buy] ‘salve’
to anoint your ‘eyes’, so you
can see.
17

Spend your time and money to understand and do
what the scriptures teach.
19

I rebuke and chasten everyone I love,
___. So live in zeal. [Exert yourselves.] Turn
[away and run from your sins].
The Messiah Is Knocking On Your
Heart's Door

*
Look, ___! I'm standing at [your]
door. I'm knocking! If anyone
hears my voice, and opens the
door, I come in to him. I eat
[food] with him. And he [comes to eat
royal food] with me.
Apocalypsis (Revelation) 3:20
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21

To everyone who overcomes [temptation],
I grant [the right] to sit with me on my
throne, ___. Just as I overcame, and
sat down with my Father [Yahweh] on his
throne.
22

Whoever has ‘ear[s],’ hear what [YAH's]
Spirit says to the groups [YAH calls to leave
the world-system].”
the Ekklesiae

Apocalypsis
(Revelation) 4
A Door Opens To YAH's Heavenly
Throne Room
1 I look, ___. [I] see [YAH] open a door
in heaven. The [trumpet-like] voice I originally heard speaks inside me. [He] says,
“Come up here. I'll show you events
which must later take place.”
2 Immediately I'm inside [of YAH's] Spirit.
See, ___: in heaven, [angels] set a
throne. [Yahweh] sits on the throne. 3
[Yahweh] who sits [on the throne] shines like
diamonds and rubies, ___. An emerald-like rainbow encircles Yahweh's
throne.
‘Diamonds and rubies’ may be translated: ‘jasper
and carnelian.’ ‘Beautiful like diamonds in the sky.’

24 seats circle YAH's throne. Upon the
seats I see 24 elders sitting, dressed in
white clothing. Gold crowns [shine] on
their heads. 5 Lightning and thunder
and voices blast from the throne, ___.
7 lamps of fire burn before [the throne].
(These are [the] “7 Spirits [from Yahweh] the
Eloah.”)
4 Celestial Flying Creatures Worship YAH
6 Facing [YAH's] throne lies a sea of glass
like crystal, ___. In the midst of and
around [YAH's] throne, [fly] 4 living creatures covered with eyes, in front and in
back. 7 The 1st creature resembles a
lion. The 2nd creature resembles a calf.
4
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The 3rd creature has a face like a man.
The 4th creature resembles a flying eagle. 8 *Each of the 4 creatures

encircled by 6 wings. [All 4
creatures] brim full of eyes inside
and out. They never rest, ___.
Day and night [they] call, “[You are]
Holy, sacred, perfect, [Yahweh]
Eloha Almighty, [absolute and universal
Sovereign,] who was, and is, and is
to come!”
[hovers,]

YHVH = Adonai. Hagios = holy, pure, innocent,
clean. One major reason to assume this being on
the throne is YHVH [and not Yahshua] is his designation [THE ELoha (Ho Theos]. YHVH is the only
being who exists in every direction at every place,
past, present and future.
9 Those [4] creatures give glory and honor and
thanks to [Yahweh] who sits on the throne, who lives
for ever and ever.

24 Ancient-Ones Fall Down & Worship YAH
Apocalypsis (Revelation) 4:10 Then the 24 elders fall down before [Yahweh] who sits
on the throne. They worship Him who
lives forever and ever. [They] cast their
crowns before [YAH's] throne. 11 *[They]

pray: "You are worthy, O Adonai [Yahweh], to receive glory and
honor and power. For you create, and keep creating everything, to [share] your delight [with
other beings].”
This clarifies the very slippery pronouns in Ephesians 3:9, Col 1:16, Heb 1:2 and John 1:1-5, harmonizing them with the Old Testament: YHVH created the universe for Yahshua to rule.

Apocalypsis
(Revelation) 5
YAH Holds The Unreadable Book
With 7 Seals
1 ___, in the right hand of [Yahweh] (who
sits on [heaven's] throne), I see a book
written inside and out, sealed with 7
seals.
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I see a strong angel calling out with a
loud voice, “Who is worthy to open the
book, and to break its seals?” 3 But [YAH
finds] no one in heaven, nor in earth, nor
under the earth, who is able to open
the book, or even look into it, ___.
2

Obviously YHVH could open the scroll, but he
chooses to allow Yahshua to open it.

I [break down] weeping and crying, ___,
because [YAH] finds no one worthy to
open and to read the book, nor even to
look upon it.
Yahshua Takes The 7-Seals Book
From YHVH
4

*One of the ancients says to
me, “Stop crying! Watch.
[YahShua,] the Lion of the tribe of
Judah {Celebrated}, the Root of
[king] David, has triumphed!
[YahShua] is able to open the
book. [He can] break its 7 seals.” 6
*I look, ___. I see [YahShua,] a
Lamb apparently murdered. [Yet
he] stands in the midst of the
throne, encircled [by] the 4
beasts and the [24] elders. The
Lamb has 7 horns and 7 eyes.
These [represent] the 7 Spirits [whom]
[Yahweh] the Eloah sends forth
into all the earth. 7 [YahShua, the Lamb]
5

comes and takes the scroll out of the
right hand of Yahweh who sits upon
[heaven's supreme] throne.
The Hosts Of Heaven Praise
Yahshua, The Lamb

*The Lamb holds the book.
Then, ___, the 4 [flying] creatures and [the] 24 ancient-ones
fall down before the Lamb.
Every one of [the elders] holds
harps and golden vials full of
aromas [incense]. [The smoke represents]
the prayers of [us people whom YAH]
8
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separates [from the world-system]. 9
*Then, ___, the [elders and creatures]
sing a new song [to YahShua, the
Lamb]. [They] call, “You are worthy
to take the scroll, and to open
its seals, because [you let Satan]
slaughter you[r physical body]. Thus,
by [shedding] your blood, you redeemed us [believers] for Yahweh,
out of every kindred, languagegroup, people-tribe and nation.
Redeemed = ransomed. Satan owned consensual
jurisdiction over the human race, but lost it when
he murdered the sinless Messiah.

*—You
[YahShua] have [transformed] us [believers]
into kings and priests of [Yahweh]
our Eloha. We [rise] to rule over
the earth!”
Apocalypsis (Revelation) 5:10

Worm-men become kings! The greatest plot and
character reversal in history! We martyrs rise to
rule, not as personal dictators, but as guides who
bring YAH's loving rules to help immature beings
live wondrously.

*I look [across heaven], ___. I
hear the [united] voice of over
100 million angels, plus the
beasts and the elders, encircling [YAH's] throne: 10 thousand
times 10 thousand angels and
more! 12 *Millions of angels
shout with a loud voice,
“[YahShua,] the ‘Lamb’ whom [the devil] murdered, is worthy to receive [unlimited] power, riches,
wisdom, strength, honor, glory
and blessing.” 13 *I hear every
creature in heaven, on earth,
under the earth, on the sea and
in the sea, calling, “Blessing,
honor, glory and power [flow] to
[Yahweh] who sits upon [heaven's]
throne, and to [YahShua] the
Lamb, forever and ever!”
11
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The lamb (YahShua) and the ‘one on the throne’
(YHVH) are two different but united beings, not
two-thirds of a 3-headed god-monster.

*The 4 [heavenly] creatures answer, “Yes!” Then, ___, the 24
ancients fall down [on their faces].
They worship [Yahweh] who lives
forever and ever.
14

Literally, ‘the one living into the eons and eons.’

Apocalypsis
(Revelation) 6

lit. ‘3rd creature’.

I hear a voice in the midst of the 4
creatures say, “1 measure of wheat for
a day's wages; 3 measures of barley
for a day's pay. [Give every human what he deserves!] And never damage the oil and
the wine!”
6

Day's wages (pay) = denarius. Oil & wine = the
holy spirit inside of true believers.

Yahshua Opens Seal #4: Death Devours Mankind
7 The Lamb opens the [book's] 4th seal, ___. I hear
the voice of the 4th [eagle-like] creature say, “Come

*I look. See, ___! A [sickly pale] greenish horse. ‘The
Death’ is the name of the rider
who sits upon the green horse.
‘The Unseen’ [Grave] follows with
‘the Death.’ [YAH] gives power to
[‘the Death’ and ‘the Unseen’] over 1/4th
of the earth, to kill [people] with
sword, famine, plague, and
land-beasts.
and see.” 8

Seal 1 Opens: The White-Horse Rider Conquers
1 ___, I [John] watch [YahShua] the Lamb
open one of the [book's] seals. [BOOM!] A
noise like thunder [blasts] my ears. [The lion-like] one of the 4 creatures calls,
“Come and see!” 2 I see. [You, ___,] see: A
white horse. The rider who sits on [the
white horse carries] a bow. [YAH] gives a crown
to the rider. The rider rides forth. [He]
conquers [worlds]. [He] rides on to conquer
again.
Yahshua?

Yahshua Opens Seal #2: War Ravages Earth
3 [YahShua] the Lamb opens the [book's]
second seal. Then, ___, I hear the [calflike] creature say, “Come and see.”
lit. ‘2nd creature.’

*Another horse [runs] out: a red
[stallion]. [YAH] gives its rider power
to take peace from the earth.
So humans kill each other, ___.
[YAH] gives this red horse's rider
a great sword.

Death's horse is not grey, it's pale, sickly green:
5515 chloros khlo-ros' from #5514; greenish, i.e.
verdant, dun-colored:--green, pale. Death is green
because from death springs life. The raw material
of existence recycles into green new life. Chloros is
the base of our word ‘chlorophyll’: bright green,
grass-green. The same word is used in conjunction
with grass in Mark 6:39 and Rev 8:7, and it's the
color of spring, rejuvenation, re-birth. Again, ‘hell’
is usually used here, but ‘Hades’ means ‘the unseen’ (as does Hades' Hebrew equivalent: Sheol.)

Yahshua Opens Seal #5: Martyrs
Die & Rest

4

Yahshua Opens Seal #3: Judgment
Descends

*The Lamb opens the [book's]
3rd seal. I hear the [man-like]
creature say, “Come and see!”
So I look. See, ___: A black
horse. Its rider carries a pair of
balances in his hand.
5
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*The Lamb opens the [book's]
5th seal, ___. Under the altar
I see the souls of [martyrs whom persecutors] murdered for [heralding] the
word of [Yahweh] the Eloah, and
for telling [what they'd seen and heard].
9

Bearing their testimony.

*[The martyrs]
cry with a loud voice, ___,
praying, “How long, [Yahweh]
Adonai, holy and true, until you
judge and avenge our blood on
the [murderous] earth-dwellers?” 11
Apocalypsis (Revelation) 6:10
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*[Angels] give white robes to each
of the martyrs. Then [YahShua]
says to [the martyrs,]
“Rest for a little while, until [persecutors] murder all of your fellow-servants. [YAH] has destined
[many of] your brothers to be
killed as you were.
YAH planned for you churchgoers to be crucified.
But you got a job, a mortgage, and the mark of the
beast instead.

Yahshua Opens Seal #6: Earth &
Space Quake

*I look, ___: [YahShua] the
Lamb opens the [book's] 6th seal.
See, ___! A great earthquake
[rocks the world]. The [golden] sun turns
black like sack-cloth made of
[goat's] hair. The [white] moon turns
blood red! 13 The stars of heaven fall
12

to the earth ___, just like a fig tree
drops its green figs when a mighty
wind shakes it. 14 The sky rolls back like
a scroll, ___. Every mountain and island shakes out of its place. 15 *The

kings of the earth, and the
grand men, and the rich men,
and the chief generals, and the
mighty [fighters], and every bound
[slave], and every free man, hide
themselves in [earth's] caves. [They
cower in spider-holes], enshrouded in
mountain rocks, ___. 16 All [the
people call to the mountains and
rocks, “Fall on us! Hide us from the face
of [Yahweh] who sits on the throne, and
from the wrath of [YahShua] the Lamb! 17
For the great Day of [YAH's and YahShua's]
fury arrives. Who can stand, ___?”
world's]

Apocalypsis
(Revelation) 7
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YAH Culls 144000 Righteous People
From Earth
1 Then, ___, I see 4 angels standing at
the 4 quarters of the earth. [They] hold
[back] the globe's 4 winds. So no wind
can blow on any land, [nor on] the sea,
nor on any tree. 2 Then, ___, I see another angel ascending from [where the sun
rises in] the east. This angel holds the
seal of [Yahweh] the living Eloha. This angel cries with a loud voice to the 4 angels to whom [YAH] gave [the ability] to
harm the land and the sea. 3 *[The angel
shouts],

“Wait to hurt the earth,
the sea, and the trees, until we
[finish] sealing [marking, branding] the
servants of [Yahweh] our Eloha in
[or on] their foreheads.”
Mark = brand, seal of your owner's authority. Forehead = your conscious choices.

*I hear the number [of YAH's servants] whom [angels] seal: 144
thousand [people] from all the
tribes of the [natural and engrafted]
children of Israel.
4

Highly symbolic. The seal signifies people who live
solely under the authority of YHVH, who obey Him
and are bound in no master-slave agreement with,
and owe neither debt nor allegiance to any man,
corporation, nation or devil. The ‘children of Israel’
mentioned here are the people who will rule with
Elohim, not necessarily genetic descendants of the
ancient man named Israel. A true Christian is engrafted into Israel. The 144,000 is possibly a symbolic term for ‘many.’ Every cult claims itself to be
the 144,000. It is possible, given the extreme
scarcity of true believers who are 100% obedient
to YAH's commands, that 144,000 will be the literal
number of YAH's true servants left alive by Armageddon. Even that number seems incredibly
high if extreme obedience is the criteria. How
many people do you know who even come close to
obeying James 5:12, for instance, the absolute
command to make no oath of any kind? Or who
sell all their possessions to give to the poor? No
one, right?
5 [Angels] seal 12,000 [saints] from the tribe of Judah
{Celebrated}, 12,000 from Reuben {Look-a-Son},
12,000 from Gad {Troop};
Here are the original 12 sons of Jacob, listed by
birth order, with mother noted: 1: Reuben (Leah);
2: Simeon (Leah); 3: Levi (Leah); 4: Judah
(Leah) ; 5: Dan (Bilhah, Rachel's slave); 6: Naph-
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tali (Bilhah, Rachel's slave); 7: Gad (Zilpah, Leah's
slave); 8: Asher (Zilpah, Leah's slave); 9: Issachar
(Leah); 10: Zebulun (Leah); Dinah (Daughter,
Leah); 11: Joseph (Rachel); 12: Benjamin
(Rachel). Dan, the first child of Jacob's adultery, is
not listed in the 144000, fulfilling Jacob's curse on
Dan; see Genesis 49:17.
6 [Angels] seal 12,000 [saints] from the tribe of Asher
{Happy}, 12,000 from Naphtali {Wrestler}, 12,000
from [the tribe descended from Joseph's older son] Manasseh
{Sweet-Forgetting};
Manasseh was NOT one of Jacob's sons. Manasseh
was ceremonially adopted by Jacob in Gen 48:5,
and is inserted in the 144,000 [world's-end saints]
to fill the place later vacated by Dan's idolatrous
tribe, echoing the ousting and replacement of Judas Iscariot from Christ's 12 original apostles.
7 [Angels seal] 12,000 [people] from [the tribe of] Simeon
{Listener}, 12,000 from Levi {Uniter}, 12,000 from Issachar {Reward}; 8 [Angels seal] 12,000 [saints] from Zebulun {House}, 12,000 [more] from Joseph {Increaser}
[via his younger son Ephraim {Double-Fruit}], 12,000 from Benjamin
{Son-Of-Strength}.
There never was a ‘tribe of Joseph.’ But Ephraim's
tribe arguably qualifies as Joseph's tribe. Levi's
tribe was dedicated to the temple and therefore
not listed as one of Israel's tribes in Num 14:1-6.
Still Levi shows up in this list. Dan does NOT show
up, because, amongst their other sins, the tribe of
Dan used military force to murder separatist pacifist farmers and steal their green land.

Innumerable Heavenly Multitudes
Praise YHVH

*Then I look. See, ___! A
great multitude. No [mortal] can
count [them]. [Resurrected people] from
all nations, tribes, peoples and
language groups stand before
YAH's throne and before [YahShua]
the Lamb. The people [shine,]
clothed with white robes. The
people [wave] palm branches in
their hands. Apocalypsis (Revelation) 7:10
9

The [innumerable heavenly] multitude cry with
a loud voice, ___. [They] shout,
“Salvation [belongs] to [Yahweh] our Elohim
who sits upon the throne, and to [YahShua
the] Lamb.” 11 All the angels stand encircling YAH's throne, around the elders
and the 4 beasts. Before YAH's throne,
the angels fall on their faces. [They] worship [Yahweh] the Eloah. 12 [The angels praise
YAH, singing] “Yes, ___! Unshakeable
blessing, glory, wisdom, thanksgiving,
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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honor, power and might belong to
[Yahweh] our Eloha for ever and ever!”
Amén!

Countless Martyrs Will Never Again
Suffer

13 One of the [24] elders asks me, “Who are these
[countless people] arrayed in white robes? From where

*I answer the elder, “Sir, you know.” The elder
answers me, “This [crowd of people]
came out of great tribulation.
[They] washed their ‘robes,’ making them white with the ‘blood’
of [YahShua] the Lamb. 15 That's why
did they come?” 14

the multitude in the ‘white robes’ gather
before the throne of Yahweh. They
serve YAH day and night in his temple,
___. YAH (who sits on the throne) lives
[forever] with the [holy ones. He eternally] shelters them with his [Sh’khinah] presence. 16
The [holy ones] never again feel hunger,
___, nor thirst. Neither the sun, nor
any burning heat, ever again beats
down on them. 17 *For [YahShua] (the

Lamb in the center of the
throne[room]) feeds the [redeemed
ones, ___]. He leads them to fountains of living waters. [Yahweh]
the Eloah wipes away every
tear from their eyes, ___.”

Apocalypsis
(Revelation) 8
The Messiah Opens The 7th & Last
Seal Of Doom
1 The Lamb opens the 7th seal, ___.
Silence [fills] heaven for about half an
hour. 2 I see the 7 angels who stand
before [Yahweh] the ELoha. [YAH] gives 7
trumpets to the [7 angels]. 3 Another angel
[flies] to stand at the altar [before YAH's throne,
___]. This angel holds a golden incensebowl. [YAH] gives this angel abundant incense. The angel [burns the incense] (along
with the prayers of all [YAH's] Holy [saints])
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on the golden altar before YAH's
throne. 4 The smoke of the burning incense rises up (with the prayers of the
Holy Ones) from the hands of the angel
who stands before [Yahweh] the Eloah.
Blood, Hail & Fire Destroy 1/3 Of
Earth

*The angel takes the incense
bowl. [He] fills it with fire from
the altar. Then [he] casts the
fiery bowl [down] onto the earth.
[BOOM!] There follow peals of
thunder, voices, flashes of
lightning and an earthquake,
___! 6 The 7 angels who hold the 7
5

trumpets prepare themselves to blast
[music]. 7 The first angel blows [his trumpet,
___]. [YAH] throws hail and fire mixed
with blood down upon the earth. 1/3 of
[earth's] trees burn up. All the green
grass burns up.
Humans destroy their planet with environmental
degradation.

A 'Mountain' Poisons 1/3 of Earth's
Oceans
8 The 2nd angel blows [his trumpet]. [YAH]
throws something like a great mountain
burning with fire into the sea. 1/3 of
the sea turns to blood.
Mankind is rapidly destroying the sea, turning it to
death, by overfishing, pollution, undersea blasting
and bomb testing. The sea holds more plastic than
plankton! It's easy to make a mess. But it takes a
long time to clean it up — longer than we have.

1/3 of the living creatures in the sea
die, ___. 1/3 of the ships [wreck,] destroyed.
9

Consider the double-meaning: ‘sea’ often refers to
the world's population.

1/3 Of Earth's Waters Poisoned By
Radiation
Apocalypsis (Revelation) 8:10 The 3rd angel
sounds [his trumpet], ___. A great ‘star’
falls from heaven, burning like a lamp.
This ‘star’ falls upon 1/3 of [earth's] rivers,
and upon [its] springs of water. 11

*(The name of this

[destructive thing resembling a fallen
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‘star’ is
‘Wormwood’, ___.) 1/3
of [earth's] waters become
[bitter poison like] wormwood.
Many people die from
these polluted [radioactive]
fluids.
thermonuclear]

Stars are large thermonuclear fusion reactors. Humans need to stay far away from them. They have
no proper use on planet earth. Man is messing with
nuclear disaster because man is on a mad quest
for unholy power. ‘Wormwood’ is English for ‘Chernobyl,’ the site of the first major nuclear accident,
which has never been cleaned up and is killing
people today. This verse all by itself is proof of Biblical inspiration. John foresaw nuclear destruction
of the earth 2000 years before it happened, even
nailing the name of the first reactor to blow!
Wormwood is also a Hebrew metaphor for corruption and rebellion against YHVH.

“The wars of the 21st century will be
[fought over] water [rights].
”—The World Bank

Air Pollution Clouds The Atmosphere

*The 4th angel blows [his trumpet, ___]. [YAH] strikes 1/3 of the
sun, along with 1/3 of the
moon and 1/3 of the stars. So
1/3 of these light sources go
dark. So the day and night
have 1/3 less light.
12

Presumably, air pollution.

*I see and hear an angel flying through the midst of heaven, ___. [He] calls with a loud
voice, “Woe, horror, doom, [are
coming] to the inhabitants of the
earth because of the remaining
blasts from the 3 angels who
have yet to sound their trumpets!”
13

Apocalypsis
(Revelation) 9
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Angel #5: A 'Star' Opens The Abyss
of Smog

*The 5th angel sounds, ___.
I see a ‘star’ fall from heaven
to the earth. [YAH] gives this
‘star’ the key to the Abyss [the
bottomless pit]. 2 This “star” opens the bot1

2072

bottomless [Abyss]. The [evil angel's]
name in the Hebrew tongue is
‘Abaddon {Pit-Of-Destruction}’. But
in the Greek tongue [he's] named
‘Apollyon {Destroyer}’.
This is the personification of the “destruction” mentioned in Job 26:6, etc.

Locusts = consumers.

The first horror lies over, ___. There
are still two more horrors to come.
Middle-East 'War-Horses' Kill 1/3
Of Humans
13 The 6th angel sounds [his trumpet, ___]. I
hear a voice from the 4 horns of the
golden altar which [stands] before Yahweh. 14 [The altar-voice] commands the 6th
angel who holds the trumpet, “Release
the 4 angels who [wait] bound at the
great river Euphrates!”

4

Iraq war.

the power to kill men. [YAH] only gives
the locusts power to torment men for 5
‘months,’ like scorpions strike men. 6
(In those days, ___, men seek death,
but they don't find it. People long to
die, but death flees from them.) 7 The
locusts are shaped like horses equipped
for battle, ___. On their heads sit [capitals] like crowns of gold. Their faces appear like the faces of men. 8 The locusts
have hair like women, and teeth like lions. 9 The locusts sport breastplates
like iron, ___. Their wings roar like
chariots [pulled by battalions] of horses running to battle. Apocalypsis (Revelation) 9:10
The locusts [swing] their tails like scorpions. They sting men with their power-loaded tails, ___. [They] torture
[disobedient] humans for 5 “months.” 11

2 hundred thousand thousand.

tomless pit, ___. Smog rises out of the
shaft. [It] billows like smoke from a
great furnace. The sun and the air go
dark from the smoke from the pit.
Volcanoes. And/or air pollution.

Locust-Consumers Torment BeastMarked People
3 Out of the smoke locusts fly onto the
earth, ___. [YAH] gives the [locusts] power
like the power scorpions wield on earth.

*[Angels] command the locusts,
“Refrain from damaging the
grass of the earth, or any
green thing, or any tree. Only
[harm] the people who lack the
seal of [Yahweh] the Eloah in their
foreheads.” 5 [YAH] denies the locusts

*[Towering] over these locusts [flies]
a king: the [fallen] angel from the
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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releases the 4 [Euphrates river]
angels. (They've been prepared for this
very year, month, day and hour, ___,
to kill 1/3 of earth's people.) 16 I see
(and hear confirmation) that the troops
on ‘horseback’ number 200 million,
___!
15 [An archangel]

Here, ___, is how the ‘horses’ look
in the vision: on the horses sit riders
wearing breastplates of fire-red, irisblue and sulfur-yellow. The horses’
heads loom [huge] like lions’ heads. Their
‘mouths’ shoot fire, smoke and sulfur.
17

Tanks?

*1/3 of [the world's] men get
killed by the fire, smoke, and
brimstone shooting out of the
‘horses'’ mouths. 19 The “horses'”
18

power lies in their mouths and tails,
___. The tails [flick] like serpents with
‘heads’ that injure people.
Mouths and tails = The fronts and backs of tanks,
drones, planes, helicopters and other killing machines.

Mankind Still Refuses To Repent
The rest of the
[world's] men who avoid being killed by
these plagues still refuse to repent of
Apocalypsis (Revelation) 9:20
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the [ruinous] works of their hands, ___.
They keep on worshiping devils and
idols of gold, silver, brass, stone and
wood: [materials] which can't see, hear or
walk.

Political leaders make ‘laws’ which are really forbidden contracts that turn you into a slave of the devil. Stop giving your life to buy houses, cars and
jewelry.

*[The world's] people refuse to
repent of their murders, sorceries, fornication[s] and thefts,
___.
21

Murder = Voluntarily living a selfish, consumptive
lifestyle that obligates you to pay taxes to a mercenary corporation called a ‘government’ that murders people on a globally unprecedented scale.
Sorcery = being enchanted by mass media & fake
religion. Fornication = mixing with the pagan world
until you, a ‘christian’ lie statistically indistinguishable from a non-christian. Theft = taking money
from rich people to pay for ‘welfare’ schemes.

Apocalypsis
(Revelation)
10
Rainbow-Angel Makes John Eat A
Honey-Book
1 I [John] see another mighty angel descend from heaven, clothed with a
cloud. Something like a rainbow [shines]
over this angel's head. His face [radiates]
like the sun, ___. His feet [glow] like pillars of fire. 2 The [rainbow] angel holds in
his hand an open booklet. He sets his
right foot upon the sea, ___. His left
foot [descends to rest] on the earth. 3 The
[rainbow] angel cries with a loud voice,
like a lion roaring. Then, ___, 7 thunderclaps bang, with speaking voices. 4
(I [raise my pen] to write [down] the words
the 7 thunders speak. Then I hear a
voice from heaven say to me, “Seal up
those [words] the 7 thunders spoke. Do
not write them.”) 5 The [rainbow] angel
(who I saw standing on the sea and on
the earth) lifts up his hand to heaven. 6

*The

[rainbow]
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Yahweh who lives for ever and
ever, who created heaven, and
all the things in heaven, and
the earth, and everything in
earth, and the sea, and everything in it: “No more waiting —
Swear = omnuo.

—in the days of the voice of the 7th
angel, when he begins to sound [his trumpet], [Yahweh] the Eloah completely fulfills
[all] the mystery [prophecies] He [ever] declared to his servants (the prophets).” 8
The voice I hear from heaven speaks to
me again, ___. [He] says,
“Go. Take the little book which [lies]
open in the hand of the [rainbow] angel
who stands upon the sea and upon the
earth.”
7

*[So] I [fly] to the [rainbow] angel.
[I] say to him, “Give me the little book.” The angel answers
me, “Take [the book]. Eat it up. It'll
make your belly bitter. But in
your mouth it'll [taste] sweet as
honey.”
9

The Book's Bitter Prophesies Make
John Sick

*I take the
little book out of the angel's
hand. [I] eat it up, ___. In my
mouth it [tastes] sweet as honey.
But as soon as I eat it, my belly
[grows] bitter.
Apocalypsis (Revelation) 10:10

It's sweet to hear and understand prophecies. But
it's nauseating to tell the truth to a fallen world
and a fake church who kill you for being honest.

*Then, ___, the [rainbow] angel
says to me, “You must prophesy again before many peoples, nations, language groups
and kings.”
11

angel swears by
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Apocalypsis
(Revelation)
11

have power over waters, to turn them
to blood, ___, and (as often as they
want) to strike the earth with every
kind of plague!
The World Tramples On The Bible &
Murders It

Angels Command John To Measure
The 'Temple'
1 [An angel] hands me a scepter-like reed.
The [rainbow] angel [hovers above me]. He
commands [me], “Rise. Measure the [symbolic] temple of Yahweh, and [its] altar,
and the [beings] worshipping inside [the
temple].” 2 [The angel continues,] “But don't
measure the courtyard [surrounding] the
temple, because [YAH temporarily] gave it to
the Gentile [nations] who will trample the
Holy City for 42 ‘months.’
42 symbolically represents 4+2 = 6, the number of
godless man.

John Predicts The Bible's Brief Popularity

*And I'll give power to my 2
‘witnesses.’ They'll prophesy
clothed in sackcloth for 1,260
‘days.’
3

The 2 witnesses are probably the Older and Newer
Testaments. Sackcloth is the clothing of repentance, humility and mourning. ‘1260 days’ may refer to years after William The Conqueror (crowned
1066AD) began the process of dismantling the
power of the Catholic Church, who kept the scriptures away from the common people. This theory
places the end of the world around 2326AD, which
seems a long way off given the modern nuclear
powderkeg world.
4 These [2 “witnesses”] are the two olive trees, and the
two candlesticks standing before [Yahweh] the Eloah

*And if any
man hurts the [2 ‘witnesses,’] fire
shoots out of the [witnesses']
‘mouth[s].’ [Flames] devour the
[bible's] enemies, ___. This is
how anyone who wants to
harm the [2 ‘witnesses’] must die.
{Supreme-Being}

over the earth. 5

‘Hurts the witnesses’ probably refers to hurtfully
misrepresenting Biblical teachings.

These [2 ‘witnesses’] have power to shut
heaven, so that it won't rain during the
days of their prophecy. The [witnesses]
6
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*(When these [2 ‘witnesses’] finish
their testimony, the beast that
ascends out of the bottomless
pit makes war against them. [It]
overcomes them. [It] kills
them.)
7

True biblical knowledge has perished from the
earth. Most people who claim to be Bible students
are as clueless as the pagans who ignore it.

Then the dead bodies of [these 2 ‘witnesslie in the street of the ‘Great City,’
where our Master was crucified:
[Jerusalem,] which, spiritually speaking, is
‘Sodom’ and ‘Egypt.’
8

es’]

The word of YHVH, both Old and New testament,
lies abused, trampled, left for dead at the center of
world religion. All Hebrews come out of Egypt.
Look at the 6-sided stars and the pyramid on the
back of a U.S. Dollar bill.

*The people, kindreds, language groups and nations see
the dead bodies of [these 2 ‘witnesses’]
for 3.5 [symbolic] ‘days.’ Yet [the
worldlings] refuse to permit [anyone]
to bury the [witnesses'] dead bodies
in graves.
9

The religious world, centered at Jerusalem, boasts
their bible colleges, universities, ministries, missions, churches, synagogues, mosques, with their
huge gold-leafed bibles on their pulpits. Yet they
lie dead to YAH's Word. The religious world has left
the old and new testaments for dead. Judeo-Christian hypocrites use their pseudo-biblical scams to
net themselves vast piles of ill-gotten money.

*The earthdwelling people [and demons] rejoice over [the carcasses of] these [2
‘witnesses’]. [The worldlings] make merry.
They send gifts to each other.
[They celebrate,] because these two
‘prophets’ tormented the [people
and devils] who lived on the earth.
Apocalypsis (Revelation) 11:10
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Everyone hates the Bible. Just quote it in reference
to anyone's sins. They'll chase you out of their
houses, whether they're churchgoers or atheists.

YHVH has, for a short time, allowed the universe to
be infected with evil beings, in order to give a cautionary lesson to all lifeforms.

11

18

After 3.5 ‘days,’ the Spirit of life from
Elohim enters the [2 ‘witnesses’]. They
stand up on their feet. Great fear falls
upon the [people and demons] who see the
‘prophets.’
A revival of the knowledge of YAH's Word puts terror in the hearts of men and demons. They call it
‘religious fundamentalism.’

These [2 ‘witnesses’] hear a great voice
from heaven say to them, ‘Come up
here.’ So the [2 witnesses] ascend up to
heaven in a cloud while their enemies
watch them.
12

Persecuted believers speak the words of the Old
and New Testaments. They die and ascend, leaving
the earth without anyone who can properly interpret YAH's Word.

That same hour, the [earth rocks] with a
great earthquake. 1/10th of [Jerusalem]
city falls. The earthquake kills 7000
people. The survivors [shake with] terror.
They give glory to [Yahweh] the Eloah of
heaven [for sparing their lives].
13

*Your orgy-of-wrath descends [upon] the rage-crazed
beast-nations. It's time for [You]
to judge the dead [people,] and for
You to reward your servants
the prophets and your [other]
holy [saints], and everyone small
and great who fears your
name. It's time for You to destroy the [villains] who destroy
the earth!”
See biblical ecological song: Sacred Sky. The dead
are judged. The wicked do not live forever.

open the temple of Yahweh in
heaven! The ark of YAH's testament
[shines] in [YAH's] temple. [The air fills with flashes
of] lightning, voices, peals of thunder
and great hail. An earthquake [shakes my
bones].
19 [Angels]

Apocalypsis
(Revelation)
12

‘City’ may refer to Jerusalem or to the global beastpopulace. 7000 may be code for complete annihilation of the subject population.
14 Thus the 2nd terrible judgment passes, ___.
But look: the 3rd terror rapidly approaches. 15

*The 7th angel sounds [his trumpet],
___. Great voices in heaven
[shout], ‘The kingdoms of this
world have become the kingdoms of [Yahweh] our Adonai, and
of His Messiah! [YAH] reigns forever and ever!’
Or: ‘Yahshua reigns.’

24 Elders Pray For The World's Destruction
16 The 24 elders (who sit on their
thrones before [Yahweh] the Eloah) fall
upon their faces. [They] worship [Yahweh].

*The elders cry, ‘We give you
thanks, O Yahweh, Absolute
Sovereign Adonai, who is, and
was, and is to come. [Finally]
you've taken [back] your great
power [from the evil ones]. You rule.
17
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Hebraism Births Persecuted Christianity

*[Then], ___, a great
wonder appears in
heaven: a woman
clothed with the sun.
The moon [glows] under
her feet. Upon her head
[shines] a crown of 12
stars.
1

This woman symbolizes the true remnant Israel,
the true Hebrew Ekklesia (the saints called out
from the worldly nations, away from apostate ‘Israel’ and away from the apostate ‘Church’). The 12
stars represent the faithful remnant from the 12
tribes of Israel, who (though few compared to their
rebel brothers) become numerous as the 'stars.'
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*Pregnant, the woman cries,
[suffering] bitter birth pangs, ___.
[She twists] in the agony of labor to
deliver [her] child.
2

She (the ancient faithful people of YHWH) gave
birth to Yahshua, the Messiah, (and by extension,
his disciples). She writhes in great pain inflicted by
persecutors: the nations and their religious hypocritical ‘authorities’ who kill us, YAH's prophets.

*Another wonder appears in heaven. (See,
___!) A great red dragon with 7 heads and 10
horns. 7 crowns [shine]
upon his heads.
3

Satan, the devil, the enforcer of human "laws." His
crowns signify the rulers (principalities and super-powers) of the United SataNations under his
contractual authority.

*The dragon's tail sweeps
1/3 of the ‘stars of heaven.’ [It]
casts them to the earth, ___.
The dragon stands before the
woman who lies ready to give
birth. [Satan's mouth opens] to devour
her child as soon as He is born.
4

Heaven's supra-human rebels follow Satan to
earth. Then the fallen-angels' minions: Caesar,
Herod, some pharisees, and other earthly servants
of Satan kill Yahshua (as they killed YahShua's
fore-goers, the Hebrew prophets). Yet Yahshua escapes the grave. Throughout the ages, the nation's
rulers and false churches fight to extinguish the
Ekklesia. Yet still the Ekklesia survives, a tiny baby
protected by heaven.

*The woman brings forth a
man-child [YahShua]. He is to rule
all nations with a rod of iron,
___. Yahweh snatches [the woman's] child up to [sit with Him on] His
throne.
5

Yahshua now rules all nations. The nations rage in
rebellion against Yahshua only for this moment in
history. ‘Rod of iron’ signifies that the power of
Rome (the iron Kingdom) will fully rest in
Yahshua's hands. The mortal Yahshua walked the
earth only about 33 years. (33 (3+3) is a code for
6, the number representing mankind, who conspired with Satan to kill Yahshua to extend their
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power.) Yahshua went immediately from his death
to the place of highest power in and beyond the
Universe.

*The ‘woman’ flees into the
wilderness, ___. There she [enjoys] a [hiding] place prepared by
[Yahweh] the Eloah. [He] nourishes
her there for 1,260 [symbolic]
‘days.’
6

After Christ dies, the Ekklesia flees into earth's
deserts. “The [disciples] go out, taking nothing
from the nations.” Some go to cities to witness.
Others retreat to secluded places in the mountain
wildernesses where they raise righteous children
for YHVH. You too are called to ‘Secede from Babylon’ (see Rev 18:4). YHVH and his angel-servants
supernaturally feed, protect and sustain us in
earth's rough spots. 1260 ‘days’ is the same
amount of time that the 2 ‘witnesses’ ‘walk’ the
earth: when the Older and Newer Testaments traveled to and influenced much of earth's population.
Those days are gone, not because of lack of access
to scriptures, because propaganda and bad translation have destroyed the world's interest in the
bible.

The Prophet John Sees The Angelic
Wars

*War breaks out in heaven,
___. MichaEl {El-Is-Incomparable}
and his [good] angels fight the
dragon. The dragon and his [fallen] angels fight [back].
7

Prior to man's living on earth, Satan led a rebellion
in heaven against YHWH. Catholic paintings offer
us many awesome visualizations of this spirit-war.

*[The dragon and his angels] lose the
war. So [they] lose their place in
heaven, ___.
8

All Satan's authority was destroyed. Heaven is the
place from which earth is ruled. Satan lost his
place there.

YAH Traps The Devil On Earth

*[YAH] throws out the great
dragon (that old serpent,
called the Devil, a.k.a. Satan,
who deceives the whole world,
___). [Yahweh] casts [Satan] out into
the earth. [Good angels] toss out [Satan's fallen] angels with [him].
9

Satan deceives the whole world. He is on the
earth, deceiving you and your loved ones. When
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politicians and advertisers and media programmers
and lying preachers speak, you are being deceived
by Satan's servants. Your mind contains some of
the deception of Satan. Your job is to purge your
mind of his lies.

*And I hear
a loud voice [shout] in heaven,
“Finally, ___! The salvation,
the power and the Dominion of
[Yahweh] our Eloha, and the power
of His Messiah, have arrived!
[YAH] has thrown down the accuser of our brothers, [the devil]
who slandered our [family] before
our Eloha [Yahweh] day and
night!”
Apocalypsis (Revelation) 12:10

YAH allows history's grandest criminal convict Satan to enforce Laws and contracts against law and
contract breakers. (See Job.) Satan is like an
prison inmate who wrangles his way into the warden's job. But Satan violated the terms of his parole by killing Yahshua, the one man who never
broke any laws. So, upon Yahshua's resurrection,
YAH transferred all Satan's power (over earth's
people) to Yahshua. YAH then declared an amnesty
for humanity: a one-time get-out-of-jail-free card
for everyone who wishes to leave their debt-slavery to the Satan-Nations and enter YAH's Dominion. (This is the true gospel.) YAH's Kingdom came
to earth as YahShua died. YAH's Kingdom on earth
is in the process of being made ‘like it is in heaven.’
The great battle of rebellion against YAH still rages,
consuming earth. Soon the battle will be finished.
The earth will be destroyed, then renewed. Then
the Kingdom of YHVH will be unchallenged on the
earth, as it is in heaven.

*Our brothers overcame the
devil via the death-blood of the
Lamb, and by [reporting] logical evidence, ___. They didn't love
their lives [in the world-system. They stayed
faithful] to the death.
11

Marturia = evidence, not mere religious ‘testimony.’
Logos= reasoning, not mere church words. Everything a believer says and thinks must make perfect
sense. Satan spilled the blood of the sinless, nonresistant Lamb: (he nailed Yahshua's hands & feet,
pierced his side, stabbed him with a crown of
thorns, beat him with fists, whips, chains, etc.) So
Satan lost his job dominating you. You get out of
Satan's power by testifying that you are a citizen of
the Kingdom of YHWH, in the protective authority
& dominion of, and only of, King YHVH and his
Son, Prince Yahshua. (But if you elect to go back
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into Satan's power after once having been delivered, you're dead. Salvation out of the Satan-nations is a one-way-ticket, not a revolving door.)
Also, salvation means that when you interfere with
Satan's business, he tries to kill you. Do what
Yahshua did, and say what he said, with a big
enough voice, and Satan's killers will attack you.
Avoid loving your bodily life. You soon get a new
body.

*So rejoice, you heavens,
and you who dwell in the heavens. Woe [comes] to [consume] the
inhabitants of the world-system and its sea [of evil people]! The
devil has rushed down to you,
___. He's [boiling] over with fury,
because he knows he has only
a short time [to live].”
12

You who risk your lives doing and speaking as
Yahshua did, you dwell (at Law) in the Kingdom of
heaven, with eternal security. So rejoice! But woe
to you who dwell in the ‘sea’ of worldly people,
(you residents, citizens, domiciliaries of the worldorder of the ‘Nations United’ against YHWH). Woe
to you who live under the dominion and protection
of men (police, military, governments), marked by
the number and mark of the corporate beast of
worldly man. For Satan is in your bedroom, and
he's mad, and he's gonna take out his frustration
on you. Satan only has (speaking in geological
time) a few moments left before he fries in the
lake of burning sulfur. And he wants to take you
down in flames with him, to where evil beings die
forever, wailing and gnashing their teeth.

*The dragon sees YAH hurling him down to [imprisonment on]
the earth, ___. [So] the [dragon]
persecutes the ‘woman’ who
‘gave birth’ to [YahShua] the man
child.
13

Again, Satan marshals all the militaries of Prison
Planet Earth to kill billions. But Satan's supreme
hatred lies directed against the called-out, independent, true Hebrew Ekklesia of YHVH from whom
came their child-King Yahshua. Why is Satan so
mad? Cause Yahshua took his job. Nobody likes to
get fired. And once the good news is heralded to all
the earth, Satan's game is over.

YAH Protects His People In The
West

*[YAH] gives the woman
two wings of a great ea14
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gle, ___, so she can fly
into the wilderness, into
her place, where [YAH]
nourishes her for a
‘time, and times, and
half a time’: [1260 ‘days,’
hidden] from the face of
the serpent.
The Ekklesia has been fleeing from ‘Babylon’ (the
United Satan-Nations) ever since Noah's great
Grandson ('Ever', from whom we get the word
‘Hebrew’) left the tower of Babel. One of the countless wilderness-places the Ekklesia fled to was the
continent named after the plumed-serpent: America. Now the Babylon-System (the Dragon/beast)
has eaten America. So the Ekklesia has been fleeing AmeriKa for some time. But as the beasts grow
in power, there are fewer habitable locations on
earth outside of the beast's reach. For many hundreds of years, YHWH's people have lived and
raised holy children in remote lands in peace and
independence from Satan's world-system. Those
days are over.

*The serpent spews
water out of his mouth,
___. Like a flood, it
chases the woman, trying to sweep her away
in its deluge.
15

"Water" symbolizes words and thoughts. Satan
doesn't have enough power to use military force to
track and kill the Ekklesia in every far-flung location in the mountains of the earth. Through Satan's
media mouthpieces, error-filled boring bibles, fake
religious pulpits, deluded missionaries, political
spokespeople, and commercial communications,
Satan attempts to stir up hatred against the Ekklesia, and to poison the minds of her innocent children.

*But the earth helps the
woman, ___. The earth opens
its mouth. It swallows up the
flood [of lies] the dragon sprays
out of his mouth.
16

Thousands of years ago, YAH destroyed the communication tower of Babylon to prevent Nimrod
from Uniting the Nations. [YAH] had to destroy the
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tower[s], because with global communication in
one unified language, evil power flows unchecked.
So for thousands of years, until the invention of
modern media technology, the land-mass of earth
was too large for Satan's propaganda to physically
reach into the wilderness to poison and destroy the
Ekklesia. For many years, if Satan wanted to spray
poison "word-water," he had to physically send one
of his limited number of evil spirit beings inside
one of his religious or political deceivers. But with
the invention of the printing press, radio, television, internet, and communications satellites, Satan floods the entire earth with propaganda (poison "word-water") to deceive the Elect Lady (us,
the Hebrew Ekklesia), to steal the minds of our
children, and to stir up murderous rage against us.

*The dragon [fumes] with anger
[at] the “woman.” He [flies off, ___,]
to make war with the remnant
of [the woman's] seed: [we saints] who
guard the commandments of
YAH, and [who] bear the evidence [proving that] YahShua [the]
Messiah [is king of the universe].
17

We are part of the group personified here as the
"woman" whom the dragon hates and wars
against, if we: 1) keep the commandments of
YHWH as preserved in the Hebrew scriptures, (as
opposed to the 'Jewish' counterfeit,) and 2) guard
and speak the actual testimony of Yahshua as preserved in the Newer Testament scriptures, (as opposed to its Christianite churchianity counterfeit).

Apocalypsis
(Revelation)
13
Beast-Populace #1: The Revived
Roman Empire

*[ ___, in the vision] I stand on the
sand of [earth's] ‘sea’ [of people]. I see
a beast rise up out of this sea.
This [first] beast has 7 heads and
10 horns. Upon its horns [flash]
10 crowns. Upon its heads [lies
scrawled] the ‘name of blasphemy.’
1

This ‘beast’ is not one guy. It's a mass of political
groups held together by alliances. As is made clear
in Rev. 17:15: This ‘sea’ is the sea of people, the
mass of Satan's worldlings. They give birth to (and
support) the beast with horns of political, financial,
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religious and military might: The military-industrial-political-religious complex: the M.I.P.R.C (pronounced MiPerk). ‘Name of blasphemy’ is often
translated: ‘blasphemous names’.

*The ‘beast’ I see [runs] like a
leopard, ___. It's feet [pound the
earth] like a bear's [paws]. It [roars
with] a mouth like a lion. The
dragon gives [this] beast-populace his power, his throne, and
great authority.
2

Symbols of the worldly nations descended from
Noah's sons:
Leopard=Africans.
Bear (Magog)=Eastern Russia, Arabia & Indo-Asia.
Lion (Gog)=Europe, British Empire & America.
Though spiritual forces, not literal geography, constitute the beast.

*I [focus] my eyes on one of the
“beast's” heads. It looks
wounded to death. Yet [something]
heals its deadly wound, ___.
So all the world follows in
amazement after [this] “beast.”
3

People imagine that the Roman Empire fell to the
Christian common Law. Likewise, people imagine
that the Roman Catholic Church (syncretistic pagan
Christianism) was destroyed by the Protestant Reformation. But both the Roman and the ‘Holy’ Roman (Catholic) empires flourish to this day. The
Protestant reformation is merely a schism, a family
feud between the the Catholic mother church and
her rebellious Protestant daughters, whores of
commerce. Modern social democracies are patterned after the fascist Roman Empire. Today's
world-system is the great grandchild of ancient
Babylon, Rome, Medo-Persia and Greece.

*The whole world worships the Dragon who
gives power to the
Beast-power. The world
worships the Beast-power, saying, “Who is
like the Beast, ___?
Who is able to make war
with the Beast?”
4

2079

“Who can fight the global bankers' war machine?”
The answer is that nobody can make war against
the Beast, except Spiritual warriors of the Kingdom
of Heaven, using weapons of love and peace.
Which is why the anti-Christian State of California
in 2020 outlawed singing in church, and locked
down all Hebrew festivals + Thanksgiving, easter
and Christmas. “Mirrors on the ceiling; Pink champagne on ice;

And she says, 'We are all just prisoners here, of our own device'; And in
the master's chambers; They gather for the feast; They stab it with their
steely knives; But they just can't kill the beast ; Last thing I remember; I was running for the door; I had to find the passage back; To
the place I was before; ‘Relax,’ said the night man; ‘We are programmed
to receive. You can check-out any time you like; But you can never
leave!’”—Hotel

California

*[The human race] gives the beast a
mouth. [So it] speaks grandiose
declarations and blasphemies.
[YAH] allows this beast-populace
the power to continue [living] for
42 “months.”
5

42 is a symbol for 6 (4+2=6). 42 is also 6x7, signifying the completed times of 6 (Man,) meaning
that after the stuff described here happens, the
world ends.

*The ‘beast’ opens its mouth
in blasphemy against [Yahweh] the
Eloah, ___. [It] blasphemes
[YAH's] Name, and his dwelling,
and all [the beings] who live in
heaven.
6

The Beast-People Overcome The
Saints

*[The devil] gives [power] to the
‘beast’ to make war against [us]
holy [separatist-saints], and to overcome [us], ___. [The devil] gives
the beast power over all kindreds, language [groups] and nations.
7

1600-1865AD marked the end of the independent
Christian era. We saints retain no control over the
politico-economic environment surrounding us. All
of our core values lie trampled: sound money, honor of parents, the sanctity of marriage, freedom
from oaths, private property, etc. All gone and replaced by the Communist Manifesto. Since the
United States' ‘Civil’ War, disciples of Christ worldwide drown in a global anti-Christian society, filled
with decoy ‘Christian’ churches: tools of the beast.
Now utilitarian ‘Law’ (power of the gun) reigns over
natural (Creator-endowed) Law.

When you do something radical on the authority of
YHVH, people refuse to help you. They whine,
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*And, ___, everyone
living upon the earth
comes to worship the
beast, except [the few saints]
whose names [YAH] wrote
(before the foundation
of the world) in the
Book of Life of [YahShua,]
the Lamb [whom humanity]
murdered. 9 If have an ‘ear’, ___,
8

[you]

hear.
Very few people have spiritual ears to understand
this book.

*Whoever
leads [people] into captivity goes
into captivity, ___. Everyone
who kills [people] with the sword
gets killed with the sword. [We
people whom YAH] separates [from the
world-system show our] patience and
faith by [persevering through death].
Apocalypsis (Revelation) 13:10

We are not to do things which lead men into binding agreements. (Captivity.) Put your sword back
into its place. "Vengeance is mine," says YHWH.
Our persecutors receive their terrible reward from
YAH, not from us. The people who are destined for
prison get arrested and taken away. Everyone who
is supposed to be captured gets captured. Everyone who is supposed to be killed with a sword gets
killed with a sword. Everyone destined for death
gets killed. But never get depressed, for here is
your opportunity to have endurance and faith.
YAH's people must be patient and faithful.

The Final Beast Rises: The New
World Order

*[In the vision,] I watch another
‘beast’ rise up out of the earth,
___. This [2nd Beast-population] wears
two horns like a lamb. But it
speaks like a dragon.
11

Lambs horns = power exerted over the people in
the form of benefaction. The corporate-owned government pretends to be the servant of the people.
But it actually milks the people like goats to be
slaughtered. Out of the Earth: this second beast's
power does not come directly from the people. The
2nd beast's power was perfected when people
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worldwide gave ownership of their land to the
beast (when they registered their land-titles with
the "government" which uses the land and everything thereon as collateral against un-payable slavery loans.) The beast, who now legally owns the
land, controls the people on the land.

*This [modern political] ‘Beast’ exercises all the power of the primordial Gentile [world] power[s],
___. [It] causes the world-system and all [the people] domiciled
in it to worship the 1st
[Babylonian/Greco-Roman] ‘beast,’
(whose deadly wound got
healed).
12

The new world power returns to the old ways of
the Babylonian/Greco-Roman system, including pedophilia and gender-fluidity.

The 2nd Beast Firebombs Cities
From The Sky

*And the ‘beast’ [populace] does great wonders,
___! It even makes fire
come down from heaven
on the earth in the sight
of men.
13

Bombs. Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Dresden, etc. The
USA firebombed 67 cities in Japan alone. And that
was just a warmup.

World Worships The “Image Of The
Beast”

*This [modern] beast-power deceives the earth-dwellers (using those miracles it gets power to perform [in fulfillment] of the
[world-domination] vision of the [ancient]
Gentile [global-empires]). [The 2nd beast-power] instructs the earth-dwellers to make an image [honoring] the [1st] beast-system (which
suffered the [apparently fatal] swordwound, yet survives).
14

1st beast=Babylonian/Greco-Roman Empire. 2nd
beast=Democratic socialism, the NWO, the United
Nations. Same evil: mankind overriding the Creator's laws. Modern media = the human beast-
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-population staring at itself in a mirror. Examples:
social media, television, coins featuring pagan gods
and dead presidents. These devilish-tools came immediately after Hiroshima, the fire coming down
from the sky. Mass media is a nonstop, worldwide
multi-channel image-orgy of sex, money, violence
and beastly power.

*The [end-times] beast-population [uses its] power to animate
the image of the [original Roman
political] beast. So, ___, the [modern]
beast speaks [propaganda that incites the]
ruin of everyone who [refuses] to
worship it's beastly image[s].
15

Image of the beast = modern media screens. Our
brothers and sisters are being murdered in the
openly Anti-Christian nations. The rest of us are
being abandoned, exposed, left to die because we
refuse to obey the beast, to use the world's fake
money, to pray to its ‘government’ for I.D. stamps
required to buy, sell and move about. The word
normally translated ‘killed’ is not ‘phoneuo’, meaning ‘to slay’ nor ‘to murder‘, but ‘apokteino: to kill
in any way whatever, to destroy, to allow to perish
to extinguish, abolish as to deprive.’ If you refuse
to use a national I.D. number, your neighbors banish you to die. They blame your death on your
‘stubborn paranoia’, your refusal to be ID-vaccine-stamped. ‘Worship’ = proskeuno (kiss the
hand):

“If you love... servitude..., go home
from us. Crouch down and lick the
hands which feed you. May your chains
set lightly upon you, and may posterity forget that you were our countrymen.
”—Samuel Adams Animate = didomi pneuma: give
breath.

John Sees The Payment System
You Use Today

*And this beast-mass
causes everyone, both
small and great, rich
and poor, free and
bound [in agreements or involuntary servitude], to transact
via a ‘mark’ in [or on] their
‘right hand’, or on their
foreheads, [i.e. in their memory].
16
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The Greek word ‘Didomi’ here is usually translated
‘receive’ but more often means ‘give.’ Didomi is a
bi-directional word like ‘transact.’ The mark can
manifest as a stamp, vaccine-record or implant on
or under the skin, or as debased paper money, biometrically-authenticated digital cash, or any other
form of payment obtained by swearing an oath. All
bank accounts, passports, and government I.D. are
obtained by swearing forbidden oaths to the beast.
(James 5:12, Matt 5:33-37.) The mark can take
the form of a globally unique biometric I.D. number or a national I.D. number. What makes it
beastly is that you have to disobey Christ to get it
and to use it. ‘Forehead’ is not your literal skin, but
your ‘metopon,’ your frontal lobe, the seat of your
conscious will. The Mark of the beast, at its core, is
your decision choose Satan's painless convenience
over painful obedience to Christ. Buying groceries
vs. growing food yourself. Public school vs. home
school. Hitch-hiking vs. driving with a license, etc.

*And

[the beast-society arranges a comprehensive global com17

no man
can buy nor sell, ___,
except [citizen-subjects] who
have the ‘mark,’ or authority of the beast, or
the [globally-unique I.D.] number [assigned on the beast's aumercial system in which]

thority and legally attached to their]

name:

[their national I.D. number, S.I.N, S.S.N.]
The beast's mark begins with debased money: a
false weight and balance forbidden by the Scripture. (For instance, a German ‘Mark’ or U.S. Dollar.) The beast's name = buying via delegated authority from the beast, with a form of payment obtained by swearing an oath to the beast-system.
The word ‘Name’ is #3686 onoma: a literal or figurative ‘name’: authority, character. ‘Number of
his/its name’ probably means a number which
uniquely identifies a man, say, a national I.D.
number, a globally unique biometric number or algorithm, today tied to a mobile payment device.
Such closed payment systems have been the
means of keeping scripture-followers out of trading
networks at least as far back as the Roman Empire. Michelangelo painted slaves with Charangma
[Mark] placards bearing their I.D. number on the
Sistine Chapel! The only difference today is that
the system is globalized and absolute. Subcuta-
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neous vaccine-ID-stamps are completing the
worldwide rollout of the Mark Of The Beast.

*Here is wisdom, ___:
Whoever has comprehensive-understanding,
count the number of the
beast: for it is the number [of] MAN. And man's
number is Six hundred
60 and 6 [666].
18

6 is the number of man, signifying falling short of
the number of perfection (7). Mankind uses every
technology more for evil than good. So every increase in technological power accelerates man's
rush to doomsday. Most translations fraudulently
insert the indefinite article: “a” man, perpetuating
King James' attempt to use this verse to discredit
the Pope and invent the ‘one-man antichrist.’ Man's
number appears wherever man seeks to act outside of YHVH's authority, such as bank / corporate
logos, propaganda, statutory codes, etc. The use of
the number 6 in advertising is legendary and wellknown to all experienced graphic designers and
propagandists. In China 666 is a lucky number
meaning “everything goes smoothly”. 666 is often
displayed in China's shop windows and neon signs.
Microsoft's U.S. patent WO2020-060606 describes
this commercial track-and-reward technology,
scheduled soon to be implanted in nearly everyone.

Apocalypsis
(Revelation)
14
*I look. (See, ___!) A
Lamb stands on Mount
Zion. With the Lamb
[stand] 144,000 [sacred people].
The Lamb's Father's
Name [Yahweh] lies written
in their foreheads.
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

The Father's name (YHVH) dominates saints'
thoughts instead of the mark/name/number of the
beast. Every cult thinks they're the 144 thousand.
But the number is probably figurative.

*I hear a voice from heaven,
___. It roars like rushing waters. [It echoes] like the voice of
great pealing thunder. And I
hear the tones of harpists playing on their harps.
2

Playing, not just holding harps, as is ridiculously
claimed by clueless religious musical-instrument
abstainers.

*[This great choir and orchestra]
join the 4 [flying] creatures and the [24] ancients in singing a magnificent new song before YAH's throne. No
man can learn that
song, ___, except the
144,000 [separatist-saints]
whom [YahShua] redeemed
from the earth.
3

The Creator wants you to create, or support the
creation of, new pure worship songs every day
from now throughout eternity. Do you?

* ___, these [144,000 saints]
have never defiled
themselves with women. For they are virgins.
They follow [YahShua] the
Lamb wherever he goes.
[YahShua] the Lamb ransomed them from
among humanity as
‘first-fruits’ for Yahweh
and [for himself].
4

144000 Saints Sing To YAH With
Messiah
1
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‘Virgins’ may be literal, or may simply symbolize
spiritual purity. Ransom = #59 agorazo: to go to
market, i.e. to purchase; redeem, buy.

*And in the mouths of the
144,000 [no one can] find any deceit, ___. They [stand] without
fault [before Yahweh's throne]! 6 *Then,
___, I watch another angel fly
in the midst of heaven. [It] carries [YAH's] everlasting AmazingRevelation[s] to herald to everybody who dwells on the earth:
to every nation, kindred, language group and people. 7
*This [flying] angel calls with a
loud voice, “Fear [Yahweh] The
ELoha, ___. Give glory to Him.
His hour of judgment [finally] arrives! Worship [Yahweh] who
made heaven, earth, the sea,
and [all] springs of water.”
5

This might apply to Yahshua as well.

[flying] angel follows
calling, “Babylon is
fallen, is fallen, that great populace! She made all nations
drink the wine of the wrath of
her fornication!”
8

*Another

[the first angel],

Circe's witchcraft drugs turn earth's kings into animals.

*A 3rd [flying] angel follows [the first two flying angels],
calling with a loud
voice, “If any man worships the Beast and its
image, and gives [or receives] its [payment] mark in
[or from] his forehead, or
in [or from] his hand— Apocalypsis (Revelation) 14:10 *—[The beast-followers] drink from the
9
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wine of Yahweh's fury,
___, which [He] pours out
full-strength into the
‘cup’ of His indignation.
[Yahweh] “touchstones” [the
beast-people] with fire and
brimstone in the presence of the holy angels,
and in the presence of
[YahShua] the Lamb.
But YHVH never torments people forever. Touch-stoning means to test, not to torture.

*The smoke of the
‘touchstoning’ [of everyone who cooperates with the world beast-system] ascends
for ages & eons, ___. The [people] (who worship the beast and
its image, and whoever receives the mark of the beast's
authority) enjoy no rest [re-creation, refreshing, resurrection] day [nor]
night.
11

The beast's people are NOT consciously tormented
forever. The smoke of what they suffered lingers
as a warning and reminder. After conviction of
death-penalty offenses in a lawful trial, the beast's
people die a 2nd and final death. They never get to
enter true rest which is eternal Life. ‘Torment’ is
the wrong word. YHVH never torments people for
eternity. YAH runs a lawful trial to prove guilt. Reality annihilates all beings who cannot survive the
rigors of eternal life, because they are not made of
what reality is made of, which is enemy-love. This
testing process continues, or its ‘smoke lingers’, for
‘ages.’ One of the most common marks of the
beast's authority is any proof that one has sworn
an oath of allegiance to one of the heads of the
Beast, for instance to get a driver's license, passport, military, police or political office, etc.
12 [Avoiding the mark, name and number of the beast (in
all its deceptive forms) shows supernatural]

patience

[that distinguishes false believers from us]

separatist-saints, ___. [True believers face
abandonment and death to] keep the commandments of [Yahweh] The Eloha. [True believers
exercise] the [same] faith [that sustained]
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YahShua

[through death threats, starvation, ridicule,

betrayal and torture].

It takes supernatural patience and faith to avoid
the world's traps. It's inconvenient and humiliating
to waive privileges that everybody else takes for
granted. If you copy Yahshua's behavior, you will
endure many forms of abuse: social, psychological,
physical, religious, emotional, financial, etc. It's no
fun when everyone in the hysteria-fed hive-mind
around you demands that you get injected with
aborted-human fetal cells and RNA-tweaked monkey-pus so that some idiot billionaire searching for
the fountain-of-life can track the damage his
‘vaccine’ does to your body.

*I hear a voice from heaven
say to me, “Write: ‘From now
on, blessed are the dead [people]
who die [because they are members of the
political body of YahShua] the Master.’”
[YAH's] Spirit answers, “Yes, [righteous people] die so they can rest
from their labors, ___. Their
[good] works follow them [to heaven].”
13

None of the good you do lies wasted. YAH blesses
you for it all in the end. Your righteous works are
the only things you can take with you out of this
earth when you die.

*I look, ___. I see a white
cloud. Upon the cloud sits
[YahShua. He] resembles [a] “son of
Adam.” On [YahShua's] head [shines] a
golden crown. In his hand [flashes] a sharp sickle.
14

Daniel 7:13

*Another angel [flies] out of
[YAH's] temple, ___. [He] shoutcries to [YahShua] who sits on the
cloud, “Thrust in your sickle!
Reap! The [hot] time has come
for you to cut [evil people off of the
earth]. Earth's harvest brims
ripe!” 16 *[YahShua] (who sits on
the cloud) swings his sickle
[down] across the earth, ___. [He]
harvests the earth's [saints in one
lightning-stroke]! 17 Another angel [flies] out
15

of the temple in heaven, ___. He too
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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18 *Yet another angel [flies] out from the altar.
This angel [holds] power over
fire, ___. He screams loud,
crying to [the angel] who holds the
sharp sickle: “Thrust your razor-edged reaper into [the cosmos]!
Gather the earth's [rotten] vineclusters!’ Her grapes are as
ripe [as they're going to get]!” 19 *So,
___, the angel thrusts his sickle into the earth. He gathers
the earth’s [nasty grape] vine[s]. He
hurls them into the great winepress of Yahweh's wrath. Apoca-

wields a sharp sickle.

*[Angels]
tread the wine-press
outside [Babylon] city.
Blood pours out of the
wine-press, ___. [The red
ooze rises] up to the bridles
of the [screaming, drowning]
horses. [Blood] floods [the
landscape] for 1600 stadia
[200 miles]!
lypsis (Revelation) 14:20

1600 furlongs. The city mentioned is either Babylon (Rev 14:8) or paganized Jerusalem (Rev.
11:8,13), or a conflation of the two. The city may
be a metaphor for the evil world population.

Apocalypsis
(Revelation)
15
The 7 Final Plagues Begin

*Then, ___, I see another
sign in heaven, great and marvelous: 7 angels hold the 7 last
plagues. With these, Yahweh
will exhaust His fury. 2 *And I
1
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see [what looks] like a sea of
glass mixed with fire,
___. [There I see] the [holy people] who won the victory
over the Beast, its image, its mark, and the
number of its name-authority. [They] stand on
the sea of glass, holding
harps [from Yahweh] the
Eloah.

iments destroy the planet. So the Creator reasons,
“Why continue having a population on earth at all?”

Playing, not just holding harps.

1

These [victorious separatists] sing the song
of Moses the servant of Yahweh, and
the song [of YahShua the] Lamb. [They shout],
“Your works are Great and marvelous,
Adonai Elohim Almighty! Your ways are
just and true, King of [all] sacred-beings!
3

Moses and the Lamb are in harmony. No separation exists between the fundamental principles of
the Older & Newer Testaments.

O Adonai [Yahweh]! Who [dares do anything]
but fear you and glorify your Name?
For You alone stay [eternally] separate
[from evil]. All nations eventually come
and worship before You [now] that [your]
righteous actions [since the creation of the universe] shine [plain to see]!”
4

Ha Shem = The Name = YHVH

After this, ___, I look. [I] see [YAH's anopen [YAH's] temple in heaven. [They
lay bare] the [inner] Tent-Of-Witness [that
houses the Ark Of The Covenant]. 6 The 7 angels,
clothed in pure and white linen, with
gold belts around their chests, [fly] out
of [heaven's] temple, ___. They carry
[earth's] 7 [final] plagues. 7 To the 7 angels, one of the four [eye-covered flying]
creatures hands 7 golden vials full of
the wrath of [Yahweh] (the Eloah who
lives forever in every [dimension]).
5

gels]

The worldlings hand their freedom to psychotic demon-posessed despots whose dumb science exper-

The Cinematic Bible 1.0

The temple fills with smoke from the
glory of [Yahweh] the Eloah, and from His
power, ___. (No one is able to enter
[heaven's] temple until the 7 plagues of
the 7 angels finish [raining punishment on the
evil world]).
8

Apocalypsis
(Revelation)
16
Angel Plague 1: Disgusting &
Painful Diseases

* ___, I hear a mega-voice
from [heaven's] temple [thunder] to
the 7 angels, “Go your ways.
Pour out the vials of [Yahweh] the
Eloah's wrath upon the earth.”
And here we are! Environmental disaster upon us!
Hold on, it's gonna be a rough ride from here on
out!

*The 1st angel [flies down.
He] pours out his [golden]
vial upon the earth. Disgusting and painful
sore[s] fall upon the men
who have the mark of
the Beast, and upon the
[people] who worship the
beast's likeness.
2

Use the world's money system and you end up
buying contaminated food and poison medicine
(pharmakeia) from Baal's priests known today as
‘Doctors.’ You get all kinds of grievous health problems. You die by about half of the Biblical 120 year
life-expectancy. Plague is the predicted result of
participating in human enumeration systems
(worldly Identification such as SSN's, SIN's, etc.)
YHVH forbade all personal census/registration/enumeration as early as Exodus 30:12. Mankind has
ignored all YAH's similar warnings ever since. National I.D. numbers = Hitler's dream. The Beast's
likeness is the image on your electronic screens.
Clueless rich scientists careen on their sad, mad
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quest to find the fountain of youth, to extend their
doomed lives. They morph the planet into a global
medicine trial. Poison-cures purposefully kill most
of the earth's population, largely from adverse-effects from unsafe RNA resequencing experiments
tracked by skin-implanted medical records.

Angel Plague #2: Death In The Sea

*The 2nd angel pours out his
vial upon the sea, ___. It
turns [red-brown and sludgy] like the
blood of a dead man. So every
living body in the sea dies.
3

A dead man's blood is not bright red, but
brown/grey/black. In the 20th and 21st centuries,
fault-line-blasting for oil made the sea uninhabitable for living creatures in many places. Our
oceans hold more plastic sludge than living plankton. The ‘sea’ also represents the ‘sea of sick, evil
people.’

Angel Plague #3: Death In Rivers &
Springs

*The 3rd angel pours out his
vial upon [earth's] rivers and
springs of waters, ___. So
they turn to ‘blood.’
4

Likely a symbolic reference to pollution. For example: In June 2011 China's government reported
that more than 1/2 of China’s urban centers are
experiencing acid rains and that 1/6th of China's
river waters are unfit for any purpose. Waters also
refer to communications. Satan's global media system floods the world with death-inducing lies, as is
the case today.

And I hear the angel of the waters
say, “Adonai [Yahweh], who is, and was,
and will [always] be, you're right to judge
the [world] so [severely].
5

The destruction of the earth is man's fault. YAH is
allowing man's destructive actions to destroy the
earth. Kurios (Lord) here could refer to YahShua.

*For the [evil ones] continue to
shed the blood of [your] holy
[saints] and prophets. So You give
the evil men ‘blood’ to drink;
for they deserve it.”
6

The people of the beast cause the pollution that
makes the waters unfit to drink. YAH simply stops
sheltering them from the consequences of their
crimes.

Then, ___, I hear [a voice from] the altar
say, “Yes, Adonai [Yahweh] the Eloah
7
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Almighty, your judgments are true and
righteous.”
Angel Plague #4: Solar Radiation,
Skin Cancer

*The 4th angel pours out his
vial upon the sun, ___. [YAH]
gives the sun power to scorch
men with fire.
8

Solar flares and reduced ozone-layer protection result in skin cancer. ‘Governments’ spray the atmosphere full of metallic [aluminum] flocking, purportedly to fight excess solar radiation let in by man's
abuse of chlorofluorocarbon refrigerants and other
planet-poisons.

*Men's [skin] scorches in [this]
great radiation, ___. They
blaspheme the name of [Yahweh]
the Eloah, who has power over
these plagues. [Yet] mankind
still fails to repent and give
YAH glory.
9

Why repent when you have air conditioning and
chemotherapy? #2738 kauma = heat, glow, burn,
kindle, consume, light.

Angel Plague #5: Darkness

*The 5th
angel pours out his vial upon
the throne of the beast. So,
___, the beast's kingdom fills
with darkness. [People] gnaw
their tongues for pain.
Apocalypsis (Revelation) 16:10

The ‘government’ becomes blind and afflicted.

*Mankind's pains and sores
goad them to blaspheme [Yahweh]
the Eloah of heaven. Still, ___,
[humans] fail to repent of their [evil]
deeds.
11

Why repent when your lying preacher told you you
were ‘once saved, always saved,’ because one time
you walked an aisle and said a prayer? Pains and
sores come from GMO foods, poisoned water, radiation, toxic medicines (including harmful vaccines),
stress, air-pollution, etc.

Angel Plague #6: Evil Spirits &
Drought & War

*The 6th angel pours out his
vial upon the great river Euphrates, ___. So its water
12
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dries up to prepare the [invasion]
road for the Oriental powers.
Physically, the refusal of humanity to observe the
camp-out Tent Feast brings predicted worldwide
droughts, making a path for east Asian soldiers to
travel to Armageddon. Figuratively, the biblical
Hawala money transfer (flow) system of the Muslims has been taken over by biometric debt-based
banking, paving the way for east Asians to take
over the Muslim Bloc. China takes a uniquely dominant role in end-times events because its huge
population is explicitly anti-Christian, therefore
they ignore the warnings in Biblical revelation.

*Then, ___, I see 3 unclean
spirits that look like frogs
crawling out of the mouths of
the dragon, the beast [population]
and the false prophet. 14 *The 3
unclean spirits are wonderworking spirits of demons,
___. These spirits rush forth
over the world-powers and the
domiciled-citizens of the global
[beast-system], to gather them to
[earth's final] battle on the great
[Judgment] day of [Yahweh] the Eloah,
13

*[YahShua says,]
“Look [out, ___]! I approach like a thief!”
[You'll] be blessed [if you]
watch [out], and keep
[your] clothes [on]. Don't
walk [around] naked while
[beings] gawk [and jeer at your
shameful] indecency.
The Almighty.

15

This is the classic naked/underwear-at-school
nightmare verse. Don't involve yourself in porno.
Trillions of angels see everything you do in private.

*Then, ___, [the frogdemons] gather the [world's
kings] together into a [burning trash dump] called (in the
16

2087

Hebrew tongue) Armageddon.
Angel Plague #7: Vast Global Destruction

*The 7th angel pours out his
vial into the air, ___. A great
voice [echoes] out of the temple of
heaven, from the throne,
declaring,
“[Man's destruction of earth] is done.”
17

Air pollution is the last straw. Fitting. In the beginning man was created to tend oxygen-producing
gardens. Man destroyed the plants on land & sea,
thus choking off his own oxygen supply. You can
live without food and water for a while. But when
you can't breathe anymore, game over.

*[Suddenly I'm surrounded by]
voices, [peals of] thunder
and [flashes of] lightning.
[The planet rocks in] a massive
earthquake, such a violent seismic-shock, ___,
as has never occurred
since mankind has lived
on earth!
18

These earthquakes are caused not by YAH's meanness, but by men doing retarded stunts like blasting in fault lines looking for oil, and testing
megabombs underground.

*Then, ___, [YAH] splits the
‘Great City’ [the world's global interconnected ‘village’] into 3 parts. The cities
of the nations collapse [into ruins].
[Yahweh] the Eloah judges Babylon the Great. He [hands] her the
‘cup’ of the wine of the fierceness of his wrath. Apocalypsis (Revela19

*Every island flees
away, ___. The mountains vanish [into plains].
tion) 16:20

Wanna repent yet?

The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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*Huge hailstones of about [66
each fall from the atmosphere, ___. Men and women
swear [blasphemous] curses [against Yahweh] the Eloah for this disastrous world-destroying plague
of hail. [The stones] smash [the blasphemers as they speak]!
21

pounds]

Apocalypsis
(Revelation)
17

The Great Religious Power-Whore:
Circe

*One of the 7 vial-wielding
angels [flies over, ___]. He talks
with me. [He] says, “Come. I'll
show you [how YAH] judges the
Great Whore who sits [enthroned]
over [earth's] many ‘waters.’
1

Church. False religion and its commercial members.

*The kings of the earth
keep committing fornication [with this Great Whore.
She] gets the world [system's] residents [fatally]
drunk with the wine of
her fornication.”
2

See the Greek legend of Circe, from which we get
the word ‘Church.’ Circe personifies religious institutions that cloud the minds of political leaders.
Priests pardon perpetrators. So politicians abandon
YAH's Law. Religiots tolerate and promote the
junk-food / media/ prescription-pill monopolies
that keep the world drugged, sick, stupid and enslaved to Satan. Christianite missionaries administer the mark of the beast in the form of poisonous
pharmaceutical vaccines with microscopic tracking
stamps embedded in human skin.

*So the angel carries
me away in [YAH's] spirit
3
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into the wilderness,
___. There I see a woman sitting upon a scarlet-colored 7-headed,
10-horned beast covered with blasphemous
names. 4 *The woman
[glitters, ___]. [She's] arrayed
in purple and scarlet
colored [cloth]. [She's]
decked with gold and
precious stones and
pearls. In her hand she
holds a golden cup full
of abominations and
filth from her fornication.
False religion, especially false Christianity / Judaism / Islam, makes its whore-preachers filthy
RICH. The Roman Catholic Vatican is one obvious
example that fits the colors and and items described here. Rome is a mother whore-church, a
vital organ in the global whore-religion's nasty
body. Protestantism follows closely in her mama-slut's footsteps.

*And upon the whore's forehead lies written a name:
“MYSTERY, BABYLON THE
GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF
THE EARTH.”
5

Mystery here means mastery, as in occult religion
as the master of the political process. Examples of
this false goddess Circe in modern operation include Judeo-ChristenDumb, along with her Hindu,
Buddhist and Muslim hooker-sisters.

*I see the woman
drunk with the blood of
the [people whom YAH]
separates [from the world-sys6
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tem],

with the blood of
the martyrs [whom her minions murdered for obeying]

YahShua. I stare [at the
whore]. I marvel, completely amazed, ___.
False religionists kill true prophets and saints.
That's the most important fact in history.

*The angel asks me, “Why do
you marvel? I'll clarify [to] you
the mystery of the woman, and
of the beast [population] who carries her, [the beast] with the 7
heads and 10 horns.
7

The church whore rides on the back of the political
beast. She thinks she has the beast tamed... but
she's in for a big surprise... the atheistic, vicious
world is about to turn and tear the whore apart.

*—The ‘beast’ you saw used
to [formally] exist [as the Babylonian Empire], ___. Right now it doesn't
[formally exist]. That beast-population comes to ascend out of the
‘bottomless pit.’ It charges to
[its own] destruction. Back at the
foundation of the cosmos, [YAH
chose] not to write [most] earth-dwellers' names in the book of
[eternal] life. [These mortals] get hypnotized by this ‘beast’ [population]
that was, and does not [now exist],
and yet [will live again].
8

The world thinks the Babylon-system died. But it
was just knocked out. Not that ancient people rise
from the dead, but ancient Babylon's societal-framework returns to dominate the earth.

The World's 7 Zones Of Power
Serve The Whore

*[Decoding the beast metaphor] calls for
a mind with wisdom, ___. The
7 heads are 7 mountains on
which the [evil] ‘woman’ sits [enthroned].
9
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7 ‘hills’ probably refer to earth's 7 continents:
Africa, Antarctica, Asia, Australia, Europe, North
America, South America.

*[The 7 ‘mountains’ correspond to history's] 7 sovereign
[powers], ___: 5 have fallen, 1
exists, and the other is yet to
come. When the [final power]
comes, ‘his’ reign will be brief.
Apocalypsis (Revelation) 17:10

Some theorize: 1. Cain, 2. Nimrod, 3. Nebuchadnezzar, 4. Cyrus, 5. Greece, 6. Rome, 7. Holy Roman Empire, and 8. revived Rome (today's New
World Order). Rome sits on 7 hills. But Rome fails
to fully cover the scope presented here.

*The beast-population that
[once] existed (yet now does not
[appear to] exist) is the [world's] 8th
[sovereign-power]. The 8th [world] sovereign evolves from the 7 [previous world sovereigns]. And, [like its predeces11

sors, this New World Order eventually]

plunges to destruction.
The final ‘New World Order’ is a combination of the
previous 7 sovereign-powers controlling earth's 7
continents. One-world government doesn't last
long because it institutes a pagan global financial,
pharmaceutical, mind-control and travel-control
system which [YAH] punishes with global plagues.
The events here are unfolding before your eyes.
The pharmaceutical industry-induced mass hysteria
of early 2020 ushered in global abrogation of human rights. Once the entire human population loses its right to freedom, the Creator no longer sees
any reason to continue the human experiment. We
are made to be free. Freedom is the point of life.

10 End-Times Sovereigns Serve The
Whore

*The 10 horns you saw [represent] 10 sovereigns, who have as
yet received no kingdoms. For
‘one hour’ they come to receive
authority to rule as ‘kings’ unified with the beastpopulation(s).
12

Very short-lived power, by historical measure. If 1
day = 1000 years, then 1 hour = 41.666 years,
the probable lifespan of the world federation.

*These [10 sovereigns] have one
mind, ___. So they give their
power and strength to the
13
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beast. 14 *These [10 sovereign-powers]
make war against [YahShua] the
Lamb, ___. But the Lamb overcomes them, because [YAH makes]
him Master over [all] lords, and
King over [all] kings. The [people]
who [overcome evil] with King [YahShua]
are [YAH's] called, chosen and
faithful [family].” 15 *The angel

says to me, “The waters
you saw, where the
whore sits [enthroned,] are
peoples, multitudes, nations and language
groups.
Waters/sea represent peoples.

10 Sovereign-Horns Betray & Kill
The Whore

*And the 10 horn-sovereigns
which you saw upon the beast,
these [10] come to hate the
whore. They strip her desolate
and naked. They eat her flesh.
They burn her with fire, ___.
16

The harlot religio-political commercial system gets
destroyed by the beast it thought it had tamed.
Satanists destroy the christianites. For instance, by
painting all Catholic priests as pedophiles. By closing most of the world's churches in early 2020,
declaring church gatherings ‘non-essential’.

the Eloah has put
[the desire] to execute His plans
into the hearts [of the 10 hornsovereigns], ___. They conspire to
give their Dominion[s] to the
beast-power. [So in an orgy of self-destruction, the world's leaders] fulfill the
doom-prophesies [Yahweh] the
Eloah [made about world history].
17

*For

[Yahweh]

YAH himself decrees the harlot religio-commercial
society's destruction.

*The woman you saw, ___,
is that great [false-religious] people18
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group who reigns over the
kings of the earth.”
City here is ‘polis’: a group of people, not necessarily in one place. Great city = ‘megalopolis’ (megalia
& polis). Religion, usually false religion in popular
hands, controls kings. The rule of Higher Law (either the pure Law/Word of YHVH or the corrupt
Law/word of the dragon) prevails over the will of
kings.

Apocalypsis
(Revelation)
18
Babylon Falls: Global
Socioeconomic Collapse
1 Then, ___, I see another angel [zoom]
down from heaven. [He] wields great
power. The earth lights up with this angel's splendor. 2 *The [luminescent] an-

gel screams with power, ___.
[His] voice [pounds earth] with force:
“Babylon the great is fallen!
Fallen! Babylon has become
the home of devils, the prison
for every foul spirit, a cage for
every unclean and hateful bird!
Babylon = the world system that you rely on for
your food, money, shelter, education, medicine,
government, electricity, water, etc.

*—For all nations kept
drinking the wine of the
wrath of [Babylon's]
prostitution, ___.
Earth's powers kept
committing fornication
with her. The merchants
of the earth kept getting
richer through her luxurious excess.”
3

Preachers prostitute the Bible by watering it down
and turning it into a facilitator for military-industrial-political tyrrany. That's the primary function of
churches and synagogues in worldly society. The
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wine is a symbol for the drugs of sorcery (pharmaceuticals). There are no humans left. Just the
drugs and the nerves that serve the drugs.

*Then I hear another
voice [echoing] from heaven, ___. It says, “Come
out of [Babylon], my people, so that you never
share in her sins, so
that you never receive
[suffering] from her
plagues.
4

See the beautiful song: "Come out of Babylon."

*—For Babylon's [stinky, sticky]
sins [lie] piled up to heaven,
___. [Yahweh] the Eloah remembers [every one of] her crimes. 6 —
5

[Yahweh],

reward Babylon just as she rewarded you! Pay her back double for
the [atrocities] she's committed! She
brewed a cup [of terror] for others. So mix
her a double dose of her own [witches’]
brew.
Punishment multiplies the original crime, as a deterrent.

*—Give Babylon torment and
sorrow matching the glory and
luxury she gave herself! For
she bragged in her heart, ‘I sit
[enthroned as] queen [of the world] — I'm
no widow. I'll never see sorrow.’
7

Babylon, geographically speaking, = Iraq. The empire who controls Iraq is destined for destruction.

*So Babylon's plagues come
to overtake her in one ‘day’ [of]
death, mourning and famine.
[YAH] utterly devours her with
burning fire, ___. Her judge:
the Adonai [Yahweh] the Eloah,
[reigns] invincible. 9 *[All] worldpowers keep committing fornication and living luxuriously
8
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with [Babylon]. But they come to
bewail her. They lament for
her, ___, when they see the
smoke of her burning. Apocalypsis
(Revelation) 18:10 *[The surviving world-powers]
come to stand far off for fear of
[sharing in Babylon's] torment. They
cry, ‘Oh no! Terror! That great
populace Babylon! That mighty
[political, economic, military and religious network]!

Your judgment fell
in one hour!

[on you]

‘Polis’ is usually rendered ‘city.’ But this gives the
mistaken conclusion that in identifying Babylon we
should look for a place on a map of the globe, such
as New York, London, Rome or Jerusalem. The
Babylon-System is a political and spiritual network
spread across the entire world. It deceives the nations through false religion, through mass media
spell-casting, and by selling pharmaceuticals and
trash-food that make people crave medical drugs.
The Babylon-System is much more than just the
Catholic church, or the American mass media, or
the London financial empire. All of the large christianite denominations are involved in the Babylon
system. Their missionaries spread false and misleading pseudo-gospels to natives who gather for
free pharmaceuticals, poison tracking vaccines,
and snake-snare micro-loans that the missionaries
get paid to dole out. Preacher-pushers give away
the first shot of unholy Babylonian ‘heroin’ for free.

*The world's merchants end
up weeping and mourning over
[Babylon], ___. In the end, no one
buys [the Babylon-System's] merchandise ever again.
11

Amazon rhymes with Babylon.

*[Babylon can no longer sell her] merchandise of gold, silver, precious stones, pearls, fine linen,
silk, purple [dye], scarlet [dye], all
kinds of fragrant wood, all
types of vessels of ivory, all
sorts of vessels of highly precious wood, and of brass, iron,
and marble, ___. 13 *[Babylon is done
selling] cinnamon, fragrances,
ointments, frankincense, wine,
oil, fine flour, wheat, beasts,
12
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sheep, horses, chariots, slaves,
and [the] souls of men.
Slavery, overt and covert. This religious-politicalcommercial complex traffics in human souls. She
lies to poor impressionable people in the name of
Christ, Buddha (or whatever god) in order to addict
the people to oath-bound slave-citizenship, fractional reserve banking, chemical food, and dead-end pharmaceuticals.

*The fruits your soul lusted
after abandon you! All your
luxury and glory vanish. You
never recover one speck of
your prized [wealth, status and power]! 15
*The merchants [who trafficked in Babylon's] merchandise, [sellers] whom
[the whore] made rich, at last stand
far off, ___. They weep and
wail for fear of [sharing in] her torment…
14

The world's rejection of Roman Catholic so-called
‘pedophile’ priests is a tiny part of this rejection of
Babylon.

“Oh no! Horror
that great politico-religious-system who arrayed [herself] in fine linen, in
purple, in scarlet, decked with gold,
precious stones and pearls! 17 —In one
‘hour’ such great wealth crashes to
nothing!” [I watch, ___.] Every ship-master,
every ship's passenger, all the sailors,
and all who trade by sea, stand far off
[from Babylon's destruction]. 18 [They] all cry,
watching the smoke of Babylon's burning. They wail, “What populace is like
this great [religious-commercial]-alliance?!” 19
16 [The commercialists scream,]
[befalls]

*The [commercialists] cast dust on
their heads. They sob, weeping, shrieking, moaning, “Woe!
Doom [consumes] the great political-religious-commercial system! Babylon's excessive
wealth made all the [world's] ship
owners rich, ___! [YAH] ruins
her in a single ‘hour!’” Apocalypsis
(Revelation) 18:20 *Heaven, and you
holy apostles and prophets: reThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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joice over [the destruction of] Babylon.
For [Yahweh] the Eloah has
avenged you, ___, against her.
False commercial religion kills YAH's holy ones. But
YAH avenges their deaths.

“The Babylon System is the Vampire,
sucking the blood of the sufferers.
”—Bob Marley

*Then a mighty angel picks
up a boulder the size of a huge
millstone, ___. [He] hurls it [crashing] into the sea [of beast-people. He
shouts,] “With rushing [violence] like
this, [YAH] comes to hurl down
that great [religious-commercial] political-system: Babylon. [YAH smashes
her so hard] that no [one] ever finds
one [particle of her] again!
21

Sea = beast nations. See Rev 17:15.

No one ever again hears the voice[s]
of harpists, musicians, pipers and trumpeters at all in you, [‘Babylon’]. And no
[one] ever finds a craftsman of any trade
in you. No [one] ever hears the sound of
a millstone [grinding grain] in you. 23 *The
22

light of a candle never again
shines in you, [Babylon]. No [ear]
ever again hears the voice[s] of
the groom and of the bride in
you, because your merchants
[included] the top [tyrants] in earth's
[history]. [You] deceived all the nations with your ‘medication.’
Sorcery = #5331 pharmakeia: medication, pharmacy, i.e. magic, witchcraft. Christianite missionaries pass out Trojan-horse pharmaceuticals all
over the earth. Weapons-research labs concoct and
disperse real and imagined biological weapons that
drive the world's drugged slaves to medical priests
who sell poison ‘cures’. Then the slaves murder
and/or abandon anyone with the good sense to object to the killer vaccines. The world believes that
health comes from injections, pills, surgery and radiation. In truth, health comes from food, water,
exercise, rest, fresh air, forgiveness, massage and
prayer.

*And in [the whore, YAH]
finds the blood of
24
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prophets, and of [other people whom YAH] separated [from
the world-system], and of every victim ever slaughtered on earth.”

multitude, like the rushing of
many waters, like the pounding of mighty thunders. [It]
calls, “Alleluia! [Yahweh] Adonai
Eloha omnipotent reigns!”

False religion contributes to every murder and every war since the dawn of time.

7

Apocalypsis
(Revelation)
19

This verse is popularized in the excellent Michael
W. Smith song “Agnus Dei.”

*Let's cheer up and jump for
joy, ___! Give honor to Yahweh! The time arrives for the
wedding of [YahShua] the Lamb.
YahShua's ‘Bride’ has made
herself ready.’
Jump for joy, not merely ‘rejoice.’

The Universe Erupts in Praise To
YAH
1 [Then, ___,] I hear a great voice: [billions
of] people in heaven sing, “Alleluia! Salvation, glory, honor and power [flow forever] to Adonai [Yahweh] our Eloha! 2

*YAH's verdicts [shine] true and
righteous! He has judged the
great Whore [religion]! She corrupted the earth with her fornication! [YAH] has [finally] avenged
the blood of His servants [killed
by] the whore's [dirty] hand.”
The religious-commercial system corrupts the
earth. YAH does not destroy the earth. Real Christians take care of the earth. Fake Christians destroy the earth.

*Again the [heavenly multitude] exclaim, “Alleluia!” The smoke of
the Whore's [burning] rises up for
ages and eons.
3

However, no one suffers eternal conscious torment.

24 elders and the 4 creatures
fall down and worship [Yahweh] the Eloah
who sits on the throne. [They] cry,
“Amén! Alleluia!” 5 A voice [echoes] out of
YAH's throne, calling, “Praise [Yahweh] our
Eloha, all you his servants, [all] you [beings] (small and great alike) who fear
Him!” 6 *Then I hear what
4 [Heaven's]

sounds like the voice of a great
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

*[YAH] gives fine linen, bright
and clean, to the Lamb's wife
to wear. (Fine linen is a symbol
for the righteous actions of the
[people whom YAH] separates [from evil].)
8

Then the angel says to me, “Write:
‘Blessed are all [beings whom YAH] calls to
the marriage supper of the Lamb.’”
Then the angel says to me, “These are
the true words of [Yahweh] the Eloah.”
9

*I fall [down]
to worship at the angel's feet.
The angel rebukes me, [crying,]
“Never worship [anyone but YAH]!
I'm your fellow-servant, one of
your brothers who have the
facts [about] YahShua. Worship
Yahweh! [I didn't invent this] revelation [about] YahShua! [YAH gave it to me
through his] spirit of prophecy.” 11
Apocalypsis (Revelation) 19:10

*I see heaven open.
(See, ___!) A white
horse. YahShua sits on
it. [YAH and his angels] hail,
[“YahShua] is Faithful and
True!” [Then] in righteousness, [YahShua] passes
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judgment

[against the world.

to battle
[the devil and his satanic armies]. 12
*YahShua's eyes [shine]
like flames of fire. On
YahShua's head sit
many crowns. [On YahShua,
YAH has] written a Name
that no man except
YahShua himself has
[ever] perceived. 13
*YahShua [rides on the clouds,]
arrayed in a cloak
dipped in blood. [The angels
shout] his name: “The
Word of [Yahweh] the
Eloah!”
Then he rides down]

Yahshua is YAH's Word in living form. But Yahshua
is NOT YHVH.

*Following YahShua in heaven [ride] armies upon white horses. [These spirit-soldiers shine,] clothed in
fine linen, white and clean. 15
14

*Out of YahShua's
mouth shoots a sharp
sword. With this sword,
YahShua comes to
strike [down] the [beast] nations. YahShua comes to
rule all nations with a
rod of iron, ___.
YahShua treads the
wine-press of the fierceness and wrath of [Yahweh]
the Eloah, The Almighty.
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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Rod of iron = firm guidance, not tyrannical violence.

*On YahShua's clothes
and thigh [YAH has] written
a Name: “King over
kings; Master Over
Lords.”
16

This (of course) does not make Yahshua king over
his own father, YHVH the Eloha, reality's Absolute
Almighty Sovereign.

Then I see an angel standing in the
sun. This angel cries with a loud voice,
calling to all the birds that fly in the
midst of heaven, “Come and gather
yourselves together to the supper of
[Yahweh] the great Eloha! 18 *—Come!
17

Eat the flesh of kings, the flesh
of generals, the flesh of mighty
men, the flesh of horses, and
of the riders who sit on the
horses! Eat the flesh of all [evil
mortals], both free and bound [in
obligations], small and great alike!”

*Then, ___, I see the
beast, and the world's
kings, and their armies.
They gather together to
make war against
YahShua who sits on the
[white] horse, and against
YahShua's [white-horse-riding]
army.
19

This appears to be the ‘Second Coming.’

*Yet [YAH's
angels] seize the beast-populace, (along with
the false prophet who
wrought miracles before
the beast-peoples'
Apocalypsis (Revelation) 19:20
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[stunned eyes].

This ‘prophet’
deceived the people
who received the mark
of the beast and who
worshiped the image of
the beast.) [Mighty angels]
hurl both this beast and
this ‘prophet’ alive into
a lake of burning sulphur-fire. 21 *The rest [of
the evil ones] get killed by
the ‘sword’ [flying] out of
the mouth of YahShua,
who sits on the [white]
horse. All the birds
gorge themselves on
the flesh of [fallen mankind],
___.
The sword is YAH's Word.

Apocalypsis
(Revelation)
20
Arch-Angel Chains Dragon For 1000
Years
1 Then, ___, I watch an angel [step]
down [the stairway] from heaven. He holds
in his hand[s] a huge chain and the key
(to the bottomless pit [the Abyss]). 2 This
angel seizes the dragon, that ancient
serpent, (called the Devil). The [angel]
chains Satan for 1,000 years.
Apparently the 2nd coming is not ‘the end.’

The angel casts the Devil into the bottomless pit. [The angel] shuts and seals
the chasm above the Devil. So [Satan]
can't deceive the nations anymore, until the 1,000 years elapse. But, ___,
3
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after the 1,000 years, [YAH orders the angels]
to set the devil free for a little while.
Earth's Martyrs Receive Kingship In
Heaven

*Then I see thrones. [Saints] sit
on them. [YAH] gives the [saints]
authority to judge [humankind]. I
see the souls of the people
whom [murderers] beheaded for
witnessing about YahShua, and
for [spreading] [Yahweh] the Eloah's
word. These martyrs never
worshiped the beast, nor his
image. They refused to receive
[or give] the beast's mark in [or on]
their foreheads and [in or on] their
hands. These martyrs live and
reign with Messiah for 1,000
‘years.’ 5 [YAH] raises those martyrs in
4

the first resurrection. But the rest of
the dead wait (until the end of the
1,000 years) to live again. 6 Blessed
and holy is anyone who has part in the
first resurrection, ___. Over such [separatist-saints] the 2nd death has no power.
Rather, they become Sacred Ones,
[priests] of [Yahweh] the Eloah and of [the]
Messiah. These [saints] eventually reign
with YahShua for 1,000 years.
[YAH] Releases Satan From Prison
In The Abyss
7 Then, ___, when the 1,000 years lie
past, [YAH] releases Satan from his
prison. 8 *Then [the Devil] rushes

out to deceive the nations in all
the 4 quarters of the earth
(Gog {Western-Caucasian-Powers}
and Magog {Eastern-Powers}). [He]
gathers them together to battle. [The devil's warriors and troop-supporters
throng,] numerous as the sand of
the sea!
Gog and Magog encompass earth's north-led eastern and western Hemispheres, meaning the whole
evil New World Order, led by northern-based
banker-masters. The split between Gog and Magog
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is not at the Atlantic Ocean, but at the Caucasus
Mountains, in Armenia, where Noah's sons diverged to become the peoples of Asia, Europe and
Africa. Thus Russia, headquartered in the West
(Gog), has most of its landmass in Asia (Magog).

*[I keep watching earth's future, ___. I see the
march up over the
breadth of the earth. They surround the camp of YAH's sacred-saints, and the ‘beloved
city.’ Then fire shoots down
from [Yahweh] the Eloah out of
heaven. It devours the [beast-nations]!
9

beast-nations]

Beloved city may mean Jerusalem, or the population of saints dispersed like isolated salt grains
over the earth.

Then, ___,
[YahShua] hurls the devil (the deceiver of
the beast-nations) into the lake of fire
and sulfur. There [YAH] touchstones the
[beast and the false prophet] day and night for
ages and eons.
Apocalypsis (Revelation) 20:10

Touchstoning = trying, testing, proving.

“Sloppy translators repeatedly render
the Greek word “aion” and its adjective
form “aionios” and the similar Hebrew
word “olam” as "eternal", "forever",
"ever," etc. “Aion” means age/ages or
eon/eons. Its adjective form “aionios”
means ‘pertaining to the aion.’ Neither
the noun nor the adjective in themselves carry the sense of “endless.” Anionios means enduring through or pertaining to a period of time.
”—Vincent Word Studies of the N.T. (Vol. IV, p.
59.) http://aionios.com/appendix_b.html

The Great White Throne Judgement

*Then, ___, I see a
great white throne.
[Yahweh] sits on it. From
[Yahweh's] face the earth
and the heaven flee
away into [nothingness].
11

A horrifying verse for unbelievers. The universe itself cannot endure the fiery gaze of YHVH's eyes.

*I see [all the humans who ever] died,
small and great, ___. They
stand before [Yahweh] the Eloah.
12
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open books. Then
opens another book: the
Book of Life. [YahShua] judges the
dead, including you, ___, by
the written history of their
deeds recorded in those books.
13 *Then the sea gives up the
dead [people] in it. And death and
the grave [Sheol] deliver up [to heaven] the dead they hold. Then,
___, [YahShua and Yahweh] judge every human by their deeds.
[Heavenly beings]
[YahShua]

EVERY human gets judged by their works. Even the
fools who buy the devil's lie that being ‘saved by
grace’ means that your performance is irrelevant.

*Then, ___, [YahShua] throws
Death and Sheol {The-Grave} into
the lake of fire. The lake of fire
is the second death.
14

The Lake of Fire permanently and mercifully extinguishes evil human life and consciousness. The
Lake of Fire does not give eternal conscious torment for humans. Eternal conscious torment for
humans is a Greek fable not found in the bible,
though such scare-tactics are popular with lying
and deceived preachers.

*[YahShua] sees that [most] people's names are not written in
[YAH's] Book of Life, ___. So [angels] hurl those people into the
lake of fire.
15

Worldlings die forever, because eternal life requires
a heart filled with love for your enemies, amongst
other rare supernatural virtues.

Apocalypsis
(Revelation)
21
YAH Creates A New Universe For
His People
1 The first heaven and the first earth
pass away. Then I see a new heaven
and a new earth, ___. The sea [of beastnations] no longer exists.
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See Rev 21:1 song. ‘No more sea’ refers to the ‘sea’
of evil people, the beast-nations [Gentiles] in Rev
17:15.

*And I [JAHn] see the holy city:
New Jerusalem. It [floats] down
from Yahweh out of heaven,
prepared like a bride adorned
for her husband. 3 *I hear a
great voice [boom] out of heaven,
“[Yahweh] the Eloah finally [pitches
his] tent among humans! Yahweh comes to dwell with his
population of [holy] humans.
[Yahweh] the Eloah himself stays
with them as their Sovereign,
___.” 4 *Yahweh comes to wipe
away all tears from [his redeemed
peoples'] eyes, ___. No more
death, nor sorrow, nor crying,
nor pain [ravages the saints]. For the
old [order of] things has passed
away.’
2

2097

YAH uses the same title as Yahshua. This does not
mean that they are the same being, any more than
the President of China and the President of the
United States are the same being.

*
Whoever overcomes [suffering and
temptation] eventually inherits everything, ___. I become his
Elohim, and he becomes my
[indestructible] son.
7

Saints are sons of YAH, and brothers of Yahshua.
So this is clearly YAH, not Jesus, talking.

*
But [all] fearful-people, and unbelievers, and abominable
[wretches], and murderers, and
whoremongers, and sorcerers,
and idolaters, and all liars,
share in the lake which burns
with fire and sulfur: the 2nd
death.”
8

The old world and its evils vanish forever. All disobedient people lie dead. Saints who suffered for
their righteous deeds get comforted. Preachers,
don't quote this at the funerals of wicked jerks.
This comfort is only available to saints who lived
out obedience to YAH's commands on earth, which
is statistically just about nobody. Almost exclusively from this verse, people get the erroneous ‘piein-the-sky’ assumption that we face no struggles in
the afterlife. In reality, the challenges of this life
prepare us for even greater struggles in eternity.
We, like Christ and like the archangels Michael and
Gabriel, will continue to face enemies, and dangerous missions, and demonic beings tempting and infuriating us. We'll need even greater perseverance.
So what this verse means is that there will be a
‘safe-zone’ for people in the afterlife. But the safezone is not necessarily the best part of eternity.
5 [YAH] who sits upon the throne says,
“Look, I make everything new.”
And [YAH] says to me,
“Write. For these words are true and faithful.”

The lake of fire is death, not eternal conscious
agony.

And [YAH] says to me,
“It is done. I am Alpha & Omega, the
beginning and the end. To everyone
who thirsts, I freely give [drinks] from the
fountain of the water of life.

11

6

One of the 7 angels (who had [poured
the 7 [golden] vials full of [earth's] 7 last
plagues) comes to talk with me. [He]
says, “Come here. I'll show you the
bride, the Lamb's ‘wife.’” Apocalypsis (Revelation) 21:10 This angel carries me away
in [YAH's] spirit to a great and high
mountain, ___. He shows me that
great city: the holy City-of-Peace. It
descends out of heaven from [Yahweh]
the Eloah.
9

out]

The New Jerusalem will not fit in the country of Israel. New Jerusalem is almost as big as earth's
moon. It would stretch from Los Angeles, California
to Dallas, Texas, and that high again into outer
space. It towers approximately 30 times taller than
our earth's atmosphere.

*[New Jerusalem] radiates the [Sh’khinah] glory of [Yahweh] the Eloah.
The city's light [glints] like a
priceless stone, ___, a crystalclear diamond. 12 [New Jerusalem stands
surrounded]
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by 12 gates. At the gates [hover] 12
angels. On the gates [YAH has] inscribed
the names of the 12 tribes of [ancient] Israel's [crazy] sons. 13 Each side-wall of [New
tuated]

Jerusalem]

(East, North, South and West) holds 3

gates.
12 gates matching the 12 tribes of Israel.

*The wall of [New Jerusalem] city
[sits on] 12 [raised] foundations,
each emblazoned with [one of]
the names of the 12 apostles of
the Lamb.
14

12 Apostles: Simon {Listener} aka Peter {Rock} &
his brother Andrew {Manly}; James {Heel-Grabber} and JAHn (sons of Zebedee [Giver]); Philip
{Horse-Lover} & Bartholomew {Son-Of-TheRidge}; Thomas {Twin} & MattithYahu [Matthew]
the tax-collector; James {Heel-Grabber} (son of
Alphaeus [Change]) & Thaddaeus (lit. Lebbaeus);
Simon {Listener} from Canaan {LowLand}, and
Matthias who replaced Judas.

The angel who talks with me holds a
golden measuring-rod, to measure the
city and its wall. 16 The city layout is a
square, (its length equal to its width).
With his rod, the angel measures the
city at 12,000 stadia [~1,500 miles], with
equilateral length, width and height.
15

Almighty Eloha is
___.

The city wall of [New Jerusalem] is built of
diamonds. And the city [inside] is pure
gold, like clear glass. 19 All kinds of precious

stones garnish the [exposed] foundations of the wall of
New Jerusalem city. The 1st foundation is diamond; the 2nd, sapphire; the 3rd, chalcedony; the
4th, emerald; Apocalypsis (Revelation) 21:20 The
5th [foundation], sardonyx; the 6th, carnelian; the 7th,
chrysolite; the 8th, beryl; the 9th, topaz; the 10th,
chrysoprase; the 11th, a jacinth [turquoise]; the 12th,

The 12 gates [of New Jerusalem]
are 12 pearls. Each gate is made of a
single pearl. The [main] street of the city
is [paved with] pure gold, like transparent
glass. 22 And I see no temple [in New
Jerusalem]. For Adonai [Yahweh] the
amethyst. 21
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[New Jerusalem's]

temple,

True believers need no church buildings.

[YahShua] the Lamb nor [the New
have need for the sun, nor
[for] the moon to shine there, ___. The
splendor of [Yahweh] the Eloah lights the
city. [YahShua] the Lamb [is the city's] lamp.

23

Neither

City Of Peace]

The Lamb is usually placed in the previous verse.
Sh’khinah = glory.

The [people YAH saved from every] nation
walk [forever] in the light [of YAH's splendor].
The kings of the earth [keep on] bringing
their glory and honor into New
Jerusalem. 25 The gates of [the New City Of
Peace] stay open all day, [forever], because
night will never exist there, ___. 26 [Bil24

lions of people]

bring the

[best]:

the dignity and riches of

And there
will in no way [ever] enter into New
Jerusalem any polluting thing, nor any
[being] who commits shameful acts or
[who] lies, ___. Only the [people] whose
names stand written in [YahShua] the
Lamb's book of life may enter [the City Of
Peace].
the nations, into

[the New City Of Peace].

27

Apocalypsis
(Revelation)
22

The entire of country of modern Israel would fit
many times into the ground level of New
Jerusalem's metropolis.
17 The angel measures the [thickness of the] wall of [New
Jerusalem] at 144 human-measure cubits [216 feet].
144 cubits ~= 72 yards, 200 to 216 feet. Some
translations say this is the wall's height, though
that interpretation appears to contradict the previous verse. Anyway, a huge wall.
18

2098

New Jerusalem and The River Of
Life

*The angel shows me a pure
river of water of life, ___,
clear as crystal, flowing out of
the throne[s] of [Yahweh] the Eloah
and of the Lamb. 2 *In the
1

middle of the [main] street
of [New Jerusalem,] on either
side of the river, stands
the Tree of Life. She
bears 12 kinds of [life-giving] fruit, ___. [She] yields
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her fruit every month.
The leaves of the tree
[exist] to heal [all] nations.
Leaves are for health. Plants are good for health,
especially the Cannabis Sativa plant, or hemp,
which is not meant for concentrating and inhaling
its smoke, but for eating its seeds, among hundreds of other uses essential to human life.

*The [earth] no longer [holds] any
curse, ___. The throne[s] of
[Yahweh] the Eloah and [YahShua] the
Lamb [stay] in [New Jerusalem]. [YAH's]
servants forever offer divine
service to [Him]. 4 And YAH's servants
3

see
YAH's face. Yahweh's Name-Authority
lives in their foreheads.
[morph into immortal bodies that allow them to]

For you to see YAH's face, YAH must first convert
your flesh into an immortal, imperishable, indestructible spirit body.

Night never [darkens New Jerusalem, ___]. No
one there needs any candles, nor the
light of the sun. For Adonai [Yahweh] the
Eloah gives the [heavenly citizens] light.
They reign forever and ever. 6 The angel says to me, “These words are faithful and trustworthy. [Yahweh] Adonai (the
Eloah of the holy prophets) sent his angel to show to His servants the things
which must soon happen.”
5

Most of the book of the revelation was fulfilled
shortly after it was written. We are living in the final cycle of its fulfillment. Prophecy plays out in
waves of ever-increasing strength. After you die,
you rocket forward to the completion of these
events. So the final Judgment is not far from any
of us, particularly if you correctly see geological
time as a mere flash in endless eternity.
7

“See, ___! I come quickly! Blessed is
whoever obeys the words of prophecy
in this book.”

of your brothers the prophets, a being
who obeys the words of this book. Worship [only Yahweh] the Eloah.” Apocalypsis
(Revelation) 22:10 And the angel says to
me, “Never seal up the sayings of the
prophecy of this book. For the time [of its
fulfillment] looms at hand.
Most people experience the apocalypse just after
they die, in the great judgment. So the end of the
world is a blink away for any of us.

Let evildoer[s] keep committing evil,
___. Let the [world's] filthy [sinners wallow in
their] filth. Don't stop righteous [people]
from doing right. Never block sacred
[people] from separating [themselves from evil].”
11

Don't meddle with other people's lives. Focus on
your own obedience. Mind your mission.
12

“And watch [out, ___]. [I, YahShua] come
quickly. [I] pack payback. I give every
man whatever his deeds merit.
The word ‘I’ doesn't appear in the text. This verse
is apparently being spoken by Yahshua.
13

I [YahShua] am Alpha [A] and Omega [Z],
the Beginning and The end, the First
and the Last.”
These titles apply to both YHVH or Yahshua. Hold
your horses before inventing far-out doctrines
here. A common feature of the Hebrew Scriptures
is the law of Agency. As well expressed in The Encyclopedia of the Jewish Religion: AGENT (Heb.
Shaliah): The main point of the Jewish law of
agency is expressed in the dictum: “a person’s
agent is regarded as the person himself” (Ned.
72B; Kidd, 41b). Therefore any act committed by a
duly appointed agent is regarded as having been
committed by the principal, who therefore bears
full responsibility for the deed with consequent
complete absence of liability on the part of the
agent. So YHVH interacts indirectly through angelic
or human messengers who are treated as if they
were YHVH himself. YAH's agents sometimes are
called by YAH's titles or even by His Name.
14

This could be the angel speaking. It's generally assumed to be an unattributed statement of
Yahshua.
8 [ ___, as soon as] I, JAHn, see and hear these [visions,] I
fall down to worship before the feet of the angel

Then the angel
says to me, “Never worship [anyone but
YAH]. I'm just your fellow-servant, one
who revealed them to me. 9
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*

blesses [all beings] who wash
their ‘robes’ [by performing His commandments, ___]. [YAH gives saints] the right
to [eat from] the Tree of Life, and
[to] enter through the gates into
the city [of New Jerusalem].
[YAH]
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For outside [of the City of Peace] lie dogs,
sorcerers, whore-mongers, murderers,
idolaters, and whoever loves and
makes any lies.
15

‘Dog’ is a Jewish euphemism for ‘sexually active
homosexual.’ Also outside lie everyone involved
with the occult and with psychotropic drugs, sexually immoral people, and all who adore the lies of
politicians and the facades of celebrities.
16

I YahShua sent my angel to testify
these prophecies to all you called-out
[believers], ___. I am the Root and the
Offspring of David {Love}. I am the
bright Morning Star.”
17

Spirit and the Bride say, “Come [to
___!” To all [you] hearers, [heaven
shouts], “Come [enjoy eternity with us]! All [you]
thirsty [people,] come! Whoever will,
freely take the water of life.”

Pick up any common Bible translation you want,
and it will have thousands of words dropped,
changed and added, with no warning and no clues
to the unsuspecting reader.

Yahshua's Return Looms Very
Near: Get Ready!
Apocalypsis (Revelation) 22:20 [YahShua] (who
testifies [to] these realities) promises,
'Yes, ___, I quickly approach!’
[I, John, answer,] ‘Amén! Come [save planet earth],
Master YahShua!’
Soon = the moment you die you will appear at
Judgment Day.

the gracious-favor
of our Master YahShua, [the] Messiah
stays [forever] with you all. Amén.
21 [ ___, i, John, pray that]

Tobit 1

[YAH'S]

heaven],

Never charge for the gospel nor turn religion into a
merchandising business. Keep it pure.

Never Twist Nor Misquote Any
Scripture

*
For I [YahShua] testify to every
man who hears the words of
the prophecy of this book, ___:
When any man adds to these
[truths,] [Yahweh] the Eloah adds to
him the plagues written in this
book.
18

Never add nor subtract words from the scripture.
That's why we [strive to] put our explanatory notes
in [brackets].

*
Likewise, ___, whenever any
man takes away from the
words of the book of this
prophecy, [Yahweh] the Eloah
takes away [the lying scribe's] share
of the Book of Life, and of the
Holy City, and of the [promises]
written in this book.

The Apocryphal Story Of Tobit
1 [This is] the book of the words of Tobit, son of Tobiel, the son of Anani {Cloudy}El, the son of AduEl,
the son of GabaEl, of the seed of AsaEl, of the tribe
of Naphthali; 2 Enemessar king of the Assyrians
[forces his soldiers to drag Tobit] captive out of Thisbe, which
on the “right” side of the city properly whose rightful name is Naphthali, in Galilee, above Aser. 5
Now a bunch of [Israelite] tribes joined in revolt [against
Yahweh], including the house of my forefather Naphthali. They sacrificed [animals] to the heifer-god Baal
{Demon-Master} [The Lord].

Tobit 1:10 And when we
were carried away captives to Nineveh, all my
brothers and those that were of my kindred ate the
[unclean]

food of the beast-nations. 11 But I kept my-

self from eating

[pagan junk like hot dogs.]

12 [I defied soci-

because I remembered Elohim with all my heart. 13 And
etal pressure and ate right,]

Ha-Elyon {The-Most-High} gave me grace and favor
before [king] Enemessar, so he [appointed] me his [royal]
purchasing-manager.

Tobit 3

19
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Sara had married 7 husbands, whom
Asmodeus the evil spirit murdered, before they lay with her. “Don't you
know,” taunt [the local gossip-hags], “YOU
strangled your husbands? You've already had 7 husbands, but you never
got named after any of them. Tobit 3:10
8

When Sara hears these taunts, she cries, very sorrowful, so sad she considers strangling herself. She
cries, “I'm the only daughter of my father. So if I
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[kill myself],

it will be a reproach to him, and I'll bring

his old age with sorrow to the grave. 11 So Sara
prays toward the window, saying, [I] kneel [before]
you, O Adonai my Elohim. Your holy and glorious
Name is blessed and honorable for ever: let all
your works praise you forever.

2101

1 In the 12th year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar,
who reigned in Nineveh the great city; in the days
when Arphaxad reigned over the Medes in Ecbatane, 2 Arphaxad built surrounding Ecbatane
walls 70 cubits high, 50 cubits in breadth, of stones
hewn 3 cubits wide and 6 cubits long.

Tobit 4

Judith 2

3 And when he had called him, he says, “My son,
when I'm dead, bury me; and don't despise mother, but honor her all the days of your life. Do what
will please her, and never grieve her. 4 Remember,
my son, that [mother] braved many dangers for you
when you were in her womb. So when she dies,

28 So the fear and dread of Holofernes fall on all
the inhabitants of the sea coasts, including Sidon
{Fish-City} and Tyre {Rock-Port}, and the [people] living in
Sur and Ocina, and everyone living in Jemnaan.
The [people] dwelling in Azotus and Ascalon greatly
fear [Holofernes].

bury her beside me in the same tomb. 21 And never fear, my son, that we've become poor: for you
have much wealth if you fear Elohim, and depart
from all sin, and do what's pleasing in his sight.”

1 So the

Tobit 5

[coastal-dwellers]

send ambassadors to

Holofernes to beg for peace. 2 [They] grovel, “Look,
we the servants of Nebuchadnezzar the great Emperor lie before you. Use us as appears good in

1 TobiYah {YAH's-Goodness} then answers, “Father, I'll
do everything you've commanded me:

Tobit 9
6 And early in the morning they go out together,
and [walk] to the wedding. There TobiYah blesses his
wife.

Tobit 10

Watch: [all] our cities and
their inhabitants are your servants.
Come and deal with them as seems
good to you.” 5 So the [ambassadors] approach
your sight. 4

Holofernes, and declare to him
sion.]

[the coastal-dwellers submis-

Judith 9

I pray to you, please, O Elohim of my
father, and Elohim of the inheritance of
Israel, Adonai of the heavens and
earth, Creator of the waters, king of
every creature, hear my prayer:
12

3 So Tobit was very sorry. 5 Now I care about
nothing, my son, since I have let you go, the light
of my eyes. 6 Tobit said to his wife, “Hold your
peace, don't be anxious, [your son] is safe.”

Tobit 11
1 [Time passes.] TobiYah starts [on] his way, praising
Elohim for giving him a prosperous journey. He
blessed Raguel and Edna his wife, and goes down
the road and draws near to Nineveh. 9 Then Anna
ran out and fell upon the neck of her son, and said
to him, “Now that I've seen you, my son, from now
on I am content to die.” And they both wept. 19
The people celebrate TobiYah's wedding [feast] for 7
days with great joy.

Judith 1
Nebuchadnezzar Builds Ectabane
Fortress
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Judith 3

Judith 12
3 [General] Holofernes replies to Judith, “But when
your [Hebrew] food runs out, how can we replace it
with similar [kosher food]? None of [my people] are from
your nation.” 5 Holofernes' assistants take Judith
into the tent. She sleeps till midnight. She rises as
the morning watch approaches.

Judith Baits The Hook To Bag A
General
14 So Judith [craftily] answers Bagoas, “Now who am
I now to contradict my lord? Absolutely. I will
speedily do whatever pleases him — it will be my
joy to the day of my death.”
lord = YHVH.
15 So Judith gets up. She decks herself with her
apparel and all her feminine attire. Then Judith's
maid goes and lays soft skins on the ground oppo-
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site Holofernes for Judith to sit and eat on. (Bagoas
had given

[Judith]

these skins for her daily use.) 16

Judith comes in and sits down.
Holofernes is ravished with her [in] his
heart. His mind moves. He burns with
lust to ‘get with’ her. From the day he
first saw her, he's hunted for a chance
to seduce her.

Holofernes was horny. Holofornication. Holofernes
the holofornicator.

So Holofernes says to Judith, “Drink
now. Party with us.” 18 So Judith replies, “I'll
17

drink now, my lord, because my life is magnified in
me this day more than all the days since I was
born.
Flattery. She really means, "I'm so excited to kill
you."
19 Holofernes watches Judith, his face filled with
lust, as she [seductively] takes and eats and drinks [the
kosher Hebrew food]

her maid had prepared. Judith 12:20

Holofernes takes

great pleasure in
Judith, [that he] drinks more wine than he's
drunk at any time in one day since he
was born.
[such]

[lusting, fantasizing about his upcoming bedding of]

Judith 13

Bethulia, and come its village-gates. 12 Now when
the men of Judith's city hear her voice, they race
down to the town-gate of their city, calling the
town elders. 13 So the townspeople, small and
great, all run in a horde, amazed that Judith has
escaped. So they open the gate, and receive Judith
and the maid, and make a fire for light, and stand

So Judith takes
the head out of the bag, and shows it
off, shouting to the [Hebrews], “Behold the
head of Holofernes, the top General of
the army of Assur! And behold the
canopy [from the bed] where he lay in his
drunkenness! Adonai assassinated him
with the hands of a woman! 17 Then all
surrounding the ladies. 15

the people, wonderfully astonished, bow themselves and worship Elohim, and say in harmony,
“Bless you, [Yahweh] our Elohim, who today reduced

Your
confidence will forever inspire the heart
of men to remember the power of Elohim.
the enemies of your people to nothing.” 19

Judith 14
Then Judith says to her townspeople,
“Hear me now, my brothers. Take this
[pagan General's] head, and hang it on the
highest place on your [fortress] walls. 4 So
1

2 So Judith is left alone in the tent, with [pervert General] Holofernes lying on his bed, full of wine.

Judith Cuts Off General Holofernes'
Head
6 So Judith comes to the pillar of the
bed near at Holofernes’ head, and grabs
down his falchion [curved sword] from
there, 7 Judith stalks to [General]
Holofernes’ bed, and grabs the hair of
his [drunken] head, and prays, “Strengthen me now, O Adonai Elohim of Israel!”

*And Judith strikes twice on
Holofernes’ neck with all her
might, and she severs his head
from his [body.] 9 Judith tumbles [the
8

body down from the bed, pulls
down the canopy from the pillars, then
runs out of [his tent and] hands Holofernes’
head to her maid. Judith 13:10 The maid puts
General's]

the General's head in her meat-bag. Then Judith
and the maid walk together (like normal) to prayer.
They exit the [Assyrian war] camp, then they walk
around the valley, and hike up the mountain of
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you, and all who inhabit the territory of Israel, pursue the [pagans], and overthrow them as they go. 6
Then they call Achior out of the house of UzziYah
{YAH's-Strength}; and when he arrives and sees the
head of Holofernes dangling from a man's hand in
the assembly of the people, he falls down on his
face, and his spirit fails. 9 When [Judith] stops speaking, the people shout with a loud voice, and made
a joyful noise in their city. Judith 14:10 And when
Achior sees all that the Elohim of Israel had done,
he believes in Elohim greatly, and [stupidly] circumcises the flesh of his foreskin, and becomes joined to
the house of Israel,

[as his family is]

to this day. 11

And as soon as morning rises, the Hebrews hang the head of [General]
Holofernes on the [fortress] wall, and every man grabs his weapons, and they
run out in bands to the mountain passes. 13 The [captains] run to Holofernes’
tent, and say to the General's head
steward, “Wake our lord! Now! Those
arrogant [Israeli] slaves [are] charging
down against us to battle. Let's kill
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them all!” 14 So Bagoas goes in and knocks at
the door of the

[General's]

tent, assuming the

[General]

is

When no one answers, Bagoas opens the door, and
walks into the bedchamber, and finds
[General] Holfernes thrown upon the floor
dead, headless. 16 So Bagoas cries with
a loud voice, weeping, sighing. With a
mighty scream, he tears his clothes. 17
sleeping with Judith. 15

Bagoas runs into the tent where Judith stayed.
Seeing Judith has escaped, he jumps [up and sprints]
out to the troops, and cries, 18 "These [Israeli] slaves
betrayed us! One woman of the Hebrews brought
shame on the house of king Nebuchadnezzar. Look,
___! [General] Holofernes lies headless on the
ground!”

Judith 15
1 News spreads to the people in the tents. When
they hear, their [jaws drop,] astonished at [Judith's assassina6 And the remaining [soldiers] camped
at Bethulia fall upon the camp of Assur [Assyria
tion of the General.]

(Success)],

and spoil them, getting rich. 12 Then all
the women of Israel run together to see Judith, and
bless her, and choreograph a dance among them
for her: and Judith takes branches in her hand, and
gives [branches, or treasure] to the women with her.
In this world, Peacemakers suffer while Warmongers prosper.

And they put a garland of olive upon
Judith and her maid with her, and Judith leaps before all the people in the
dance, leading all the women: and all
the men of Israel follow in their armor
with garlands, and with songs in their
mouths.
13

Judith 16
Then Judith initiates the singing of the
[following] thanksgiving throughout the
[country] of Israel, and all the people sing
after her [join in] this song of praise: 4
Assur invaded [us] from the mountains
of the north. He came with 10 thousand
[soldiers] of his army! His multitude
stopped the torrents [of our water supply.]
Their horsemen covered the hills. 5 Assur
1

bragged that he would burn up my borders, and kill
my young men with the sword, and dash the sucking children against the ground, and make my in-
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fants prey, and my virgins spoil. 6 But the
Almighty Adonai disappointed the [attackers], by the

*For the mighty
did not fall [at the sword of]
young men. Nor did the sons of
the Titans strike him, nor high
giants attack him. Rather, Judith the daughter of Merari {Bitter}, weakened [the tyrant] with the
beauty of her face. 9 Her sandals
hand of a woman. 7
[General]

ravished his eyes, her
beauty took his mind prisoner, so the
falchion [curved sword] sliced through his
neck. Judith 16:10 The Persians quake at
[the Hebrew woman's] boldness. The Medes
[shake,] daunted by her daring [strength]. 12
[sexual charms]

The [little] sons of [Israeli] girls pierce the [pagans]
through, wounding [proud soldiers] like fugitives’ children. The pagans perish when [our] Adonai battles
them. 13 I sing to Adonai a new song: O Adonai,
you are great and glorious, wonderful in strength,
and invincible. 14 Let all creatures serve you
[Yahweh]: for you spoke, and [everything] was made, you
sent forth your spirit, and it created [everyone], and
no one can resist your voice.
True.
16 For all [the] sacrifices [in the world] would never give
you a delicious taste. All the smoking fat [on earth]
could never rise to your [heights in heaven.] But he who
fears Adonai is always [big and strong.] 17 Woe to the
nations who rise up against my kindred! On the
day of judgment, Adonai Almighty takes vengeance
on the [aggressors]. [He] puts fire and worms in their
flesh. The [infidels] feel the [fire and worms]. The [sinners]
weep [as they vanish into] eternal [death].” 19 Judith also
dedicates all the stuff of Holofernes, which the people had given her, and gave the canopy she took
out of his bedchamber, as a gift to [the temple of]
Adonai. Judith 16:20 So the people continue feasting in Jerusalem before the sanctuary for 3
months, while Judith stays with them. 21 Then every one returns to his own inheritance, and Judith
returns to Bethulia, and remains in her own property, and all her life stays honorable in all the
country. 22 And many [men] desire Judith, but no
one [beds] her all the days of her life, after Manasseh
her husband dies and is gathered to [sleep beside] his
[dead ancestors].

23 But Judith increases more and
more in honor, and grows old in her husband's
house, being 105 years old. She frees her maid. [Finally,] Judith dies in Bethulia, and [her relatives] bury her
in the cave [with] her husband Manasseh. 24 And the
house of Israel laments Judith for 7 days: and before she dies, she distributes her goods to all the
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nearest kin of her husband Manasseh, and to her
nearest kin.
You can't take it with you!
25 And no one made the ‘sons of Israel’ afraid anymore in the days of Judith, nor a long time after
her death.

Esther (Greek)
1

2104

The Apocryphal ‘Wisdom Of
Solomon’
1 Love righteousness, you judges of the earth:
think of Yahweh with a good (heart.) Seek Him
with simplicity of heart. 2 For Yahweh will be found
by those who resist the urge to tempt Him; Adonai
shows Himself to [beings] who trust Him. 3 Perverse
thoughts separate [us] from Elohim, and YAH's power, when it is tested [through the mocking challenges of the unberebukes the unwise. 4 For wisdom
won't enter into a malicious soul, nor
dwell in a body that is subject to sin.
lievers],

The Richest King On Earth Throws
A Feast
dia to Cush {Ethiopia}, over 127 provinces:) 2 That
in those days, when the king Ahasuerus sat on the
throne of his kingdom, which was in the palace

If you're sinning, wisdom cannot enter you, no
matter who intelligent you are.
5 For the holy spirit of discipline will flee deceit,
and move [away] from thoughts lacking understanding, and won't stick around when wickedness

complex at Susa, 3 In the 3rd year of Ahasuerus’
reign, he made a feast to all his princes and his
servants; the power of Persia and Media, the nobles and princes of the provinces, being before

comes in. 6 For wisdom is a loving spirit; and won't
acquit a blasphemer of his [guilty] talk: for Elohim is
witness [to every thought that passes through your] mind, and an
accurate viewer of [your] heart, and a hearer of [your]

him: 4 When Ahasuerus showed the riches of his
glorious kingdom and the honor of his excellent

tongue. 7

1 In the days of Ahasuerus, (who reigned, from In-

majesty 180 days. 5 And when these days were
expired, the king made a feast to all the people
who were present in the palace complex at Susa,
both to great and small, 7 days, in the court of the
garden of the king's palace; 6 Where were white,
green, and blue, hangings, fastened with cords of
fine linen and purple to silver rings and pillars of
marble: the beds were of gold and silver, upon a
pavement of red, and blue, and white, and black,
marble. 7 And they gave the guests drink in vessels of gold, (the vessels being diverse one from
another,) and royal wine in abundance, according
to the state of the king. 8 And the drinking was according to the law; none did compel: for so the
king had appointed to all the officers of his house,
that they should do according to every man's pleasure.

Esther (Greek)
9
der and destroy 500 men. Esther (Greek) 9:30
[Mordecai] sends the letters to all the Jews in the 127
provinces of the kingdom of Ahasuerus, with words
of peace and truth.
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he who speaks unrighteous things can't be hidden:
so vengeance, when it punishes, won't pass by
him. 9 For inquisition will be made into the counsels of the wicked: and the sound of [the sinful man's]
words will come to Yahweh, [recorded for later public] exposure of his wicked deeds.
Every secret back-room deal and tryst will be outed in an embarrassing cosmic judgment day video
festival.
Wisdom of Solomon 1:10 For the ear of jealousy
hears all things: and the sound of [“secret”] murmurings is not hidden. 11 So beware of [secret] whispering, which is unprofitable; and refrain your tongue
from backbiting: for there is no word so secret,
that it will [not come to something]; and the mouth that
[bears false witness] slays the soul.
belieth
12 Seek [to avoid] death [by correcting] the error[s] of your
life. Don't pull destruction upon yourselves with the

For [Yahweh] Elohim
did not make death: [YAH] takes zero
pleasure in the destruction of the living.
works of your hands. 13

6 And in the palace complex at Susa the Jews mur-

Wisdom of
Solomon 1

For the Spirit of Yahweh fills
the earth: He who contains all things
knows [every word spoken by every] voice. 8 So

Death is perhaps the absence of all good things.

For [Yahweh] created all things [so] that
they could have their being. The origins
of the earth were healthful; and there
was no poison of destruction in the [original creation]; the kingdom of death [was not
created by YAH] upon the earth:
14

When YAH made the earth, He made no poisonous
spiders, rats, or plagues. Pre-flood mankind in-
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vented those horrors as biological weapons, using
technology superior to that of modern man.
15 (For righteousness is immortal:)
Immortality is a condition which equals the existence of sentient, loving life without any accompanying sin. There is simply no way that sinners can
live forever. Sin = death. Love = life. Sin = the absence of life = the absence of real love.

But wicked men with their works and
words called [death] to themselves: for
when they thought to have [death as]
their friend, they [were] consumed to
nothing, and made a covenant with
[death], because [wicked men] are worthy to
take part with [death.]
16

Wisdom of
Solomon 2
Wicked People Don't Believe In The
Afterlife
1 The wicked say, improperly reasoning with themselves, “Our life is short and tedious, and nothing
can resurrect a man after [he] dies. No man has
ever been verified as having returned from the

created [the righteous man] to
frustrate our [evil] schemes. 15 It sickens
[us criminals] to even look at the righteous
man, because his life is not like other
men's. His ways are totally foreign [the
grave.” 14 [YAH]

criminal mind.] 17 Let'd

[probe to] see if [the righteous man's]
words are true. Let's prove what will happen to him

in the end. 18 For if the just man is [a] son of Elohim, [Elohim] will help him, and rescue him from the

Let's examine
with spite and torture, so
we can test his meekness, and measure
his patience. 21 [Criminals] imagine such [horrible]
power-fist of his enemies. 19
[the righteous man]

ideas, because they're deceived. Their own wickedness has blinded them. 22 [Criminals] know nothing
about the mysteries of Elohim. They have no hope
of repayment for righteousness. They can't conceive of the reward[s YAH will lavish on] blameless souls.

For Elohim created man to be immortal. [YAH] made man to be a reflection of his own eternity. 24 Yet, because
of the devil's jealousy, death infected
the world, and all who stay on the devil's side find death.
23
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Wisdom of
Solomon 3
YAH Preserves The Righteous Past
The Grave
1 But the souls of all righteous [people rest
secure] in the hand of Elohim. No [lasting]
torment will ever touch them. 2 Unwise
people only see the bodily death. They
mistake departing [this evil world] as misery. 3 The wicked see the passing of [a
righteous man] as utter destruction, when in
fact when [the righteous man] dies, he enters
[eternal perfect living] peace. 4 Because even
though [wicked] men punish [righteous] men,
[the righteous man is rightly] filled with hope for
immortality. 5 After the minor discipline
of this [grievous life], [YAH] greatly rewards
[righteous people,] because Elohim tested
them, and found them worthy for himself. 6 [YAH] tests people like [a metallurgist] assays
gold in a furnace. And [YAH] receives [righteous people with
joy,] like [your nostrils] receive the [delicious] aroma of a

At their judgement-time,
will shine, and run [and jump]
back and forth like sparks in stubble. 8
[Righteous people] will judge the nations,
and have dominion over [all] people, and
their Adonai will reign forever. 9 Everyone who puts their test in YAH will understand the truth. Everyone who lives
faithfully in love will live [forever] with
[YAH]. [YAH sends] grace and mercy to his
separatist-saints, and he [always] cares
for his elect. Wisdom of Solomon 3:10 But
[YAH] will punish all wicked [beings] with
payback matching their schemes, because they neglect the righteous, and
forsake Yahweh. 11 For whoever despises wisdom and discipline becomes miserable. Their hope is vain, their labors
fruitless, and their works unprofitable.
12 [Evil people's] wives are foolish, and their
children wicked. 13 The offspring [of undisciplined people] are cursed. Bless the [childless] undefiled [woman] who has never
known the sinful bed. She will be [sursmoke-roast. 7
[the righteous]
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fruit [children] fruit on the day
judges all souls. 14 And blessed is the

rounded by her]
[YAH]

to them in the ways, and meets them
in every thought.

Wisdom of
Solomon 12

sexually-abstinent [man], who never used his hands
to wreak any evil, [who has] never imagined wicked
things against Elohim. To him [YAH] will give the
special gift of faith, and an inheritance in the temple of the Adonai, more valuable

[than women or riches].

For all good works [eventually] bear glorious fruit, The root of wisdom never
rots. 16 The spawn of adulterers will not
achieve perfection. [YAH] will uproot the
seed-children of an unrighteous bed,
[unless they become born again.] 17 Even if [wicked
people] live long [bodily lives, YAH] sees them
as nothing [but burning weeds]. Their eternal
destiny is dishonor. 18 Whether [wicked people]
15

die quick

[or slow],

[their]

1 For your incorruptible Spirit is in all things. 4 You
rejected [the pagans] for committing the most odious
works of witchcraft, and wicked [animal and human]
sacrifices. 5 And [you hate] those merciless murderers
of children, and devourers of man's flesh, and the
feasts of blood.

Wisdom of
Solomon 15

they enjoy neither hope nor com-

Unrighteous
spawn-scum end in a horrible [massacre].
fort on

day of judgement. 19

Wisdom of
Solomon 6

cares for all alike. 8 But a terrible trial will come

To you therefore,
O kings, I speak, so you can learn wisdom, and not fall away. Wisdom of Solomon
6:10 For they who keep holiness purely
will be judged holy: and they who have
learned such [wise] things will find what
to answer. 11 So set your affection upon
my words; desire them, and you'll be
instructed. 12 Wisdom is glorious, and
never fades away: yes, she is easily
seen by them who love her, and found
by such as seek her. 13 She prevents
them who desire her, in making herself
1st known to them. 14 Whoever seeks
her early will have no great travail: for
he will find her sitting at his doors. 15
To think therefore upon her is perfection of wisdom: and whoever watches
for her will quickly be without care. 16
For she goes about seeking such as are
worthy of her, shows herself favorably
[beings].

9
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But you, Elohim, are gracious, true,
and patient. In mercy, you order everything [in the universe.] 3 For to know you equals
1

perfect righteousness. Yes, to know your power is
the root of immortality.

7 For he who is Adonai over all will fear no man's
person. He'll never stand in awe of any man's
‘greatness,” for he makes the small and great. [He]
upon all powerful

2106

Wisdom of
Solomon 16
15 But it is not possible to escape your hand.

Wisdom of
Solomon 19
22 For Yahweh, you you spiral your people [up], and
glorify [us] in everything [we touch.] You never lightly
regard [us]. You assist [us] all the time, everywhere.

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 1
1 All wisdom comes from the Adonai

[Yahweh],

and is

with Him forever. 2 Who can number the sand of
the sea, and the drops of rain, and the days of
eternity? 3 Who can find out the height of heaven,
and the breadth of the earth, and the deep, and
wisdom? 4 Wisdom has been created before all
things, and the understanding of prudence from
everlasting.
Yahshua = Wisdom.
5 The word of Elohim most high is the fountain of
wisdom; and her ways are everlasting commandments.
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Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 2

up your hope. He'll speak lovely [lies] to
you, saying, “What [can I buy] for you?”

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 15

15 Everyone who fears the Adonai will obey his
Word. They who love him will keep his ways. 17
Everyone who fears Yahweh will prepare their
hearts, and humble their souls in his sight,

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 6

18 For the wisdom of the Adonai is great. He is
mighty in power. He sees all things. 19 [YAH's] eyes
stay upon all who fear him. He knows every work
of man.

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 16

Separate yourself from your enemies, and watch out for your ‘friends.’
13

14 A faithful friend is a strong defense. Everyone
who finds such a [friend] has found a treasure.

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 7

18 Watch: the galaxies, and the heaven beyond
the sky & outer-space, the deep, and the earth,
and everything in it, will shake when

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 18

Never rejoice over
your greatest enemy dying; instead,
remember that we all die.
7

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 13
The rich man does wrong, yet he
threatens [his victim.] The poor [man] gets
wronged, yet he has to beg [for mercy.] 4
3

*If you give the [rich man] profit,
he'll use you. But when you
have nothing [he wants], he'll reject you. 5 If you have [wealth, the rich
will live with you until he [robs] you
bare. And he won't feel sorry for it. 6 If
[the rich man] has need of you, he'll deceive you, and smile at you, and work
The Cinematic Bible 1.0

All [people who work to] understand maxims become wise themselves, and pour
forth exquisite parables. Ecclesiasticus
29

6 Never dishonor any man in his old age. For we all

man]

comes.

And the mountains and the core of
the earth will shake and tremble when
Yahweh stares at them.

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 8
[if we live long enough.]

[YAH]

19

Ecclesiasticus (Sirach) 7:30 Love [YAH] who made
you with all your strength. Never forsake his ministers.

get old

2107

*Don't go chasing
your lusts. Refrain yourself
from your appetites.
(Sirach) 18:30

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 20
3 How good is it, when you get corrected, to show
repentance! That's how you escape willful sin. 5

One [man] keeps silence, and is considered wise. Another [man] draws hatred
by excessive babbling. Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 20:10 Some gifts [won't] profit you.
Some gifts pay back double [what you spend
buying them.]

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 21
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My son, have you sinned? Sin no
more. Ask pardon for your former sins.
1

*Flee from sin as from the
face of a serpent: for if you
come too near sin, it will bite
you: the teeth of sin the teeth
of a lion, slaying the souls of
men. 9 A gangs of wicked [people] is like
2

rope wrapped together. [YAH]
lights a fire to one end, and they all go
up in smoke together. Ecclesiasticus (Sirach)
[a bunch of]

21:10 Bricks smoothly pave the way of sinners. But

He who
keeps the law of the Adonai comes to
understand it. When you perfectly fear
Yahweh, [then] you're wise.
their

[path]

ends in the grave-pit. 11

The way to believe is to obey.

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 23
And the [people] who remain will know
that there is nothing better than to fear
of the Adonai Yahweh, and there is
nothing sweeter than to pay attention
to His commandments. 28 It is [a] magnifi[Yahweh].

If He ac-

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 26
1 Bless the man who has a virtuous wife, for the
number of his days will be double. 2 A virtuous
woman rejoices her husband, so he will fulfill the

A good wife is a
marvelous blessing, given as part of
the inheritance of men who fear the
Adonai [Yahweh]. 4 Whether a man is rich or
years of his life in peace. 3

poor, if he has a good heart toward

[Yahweh]

the

Adonai, he always rejoices with a cheerful face. 7

An evil wife is [like] a yoke [on your back that
your slave-driver] jerks constantly and violently. The [poor husband] who gets a hold
of [a bad wife would be better off] grabbing a
scorpion. 8 A drunken woman buzzes
around stirring up great fury, heaping
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up shame she [can] never hide. 9 You
can tell a woman's a whore by spying
her haughty looks and [flittering painted]
eyelids. Ecclesiasticus (Sirach) 26:10 If your
daughter is shameless, guard her firmly, or she'll use her over-independence
to abuse herself. 13 The grace of a wife
delights her husband; her discretion
will strengthen his bones. 14 A quiet
and loving woman is a gift from [Yahweh]
the Adonai. Nothing approaches the
worth of a mind well instructed. 15 A
humble, faithful woman is a double
grace. Her self-controlled mind is beyond priceless. 16 Like the sun when it
arises in the high heaven; so is the
beauty of a good wife in the ordering of
her house. 17 Like the clear light shining from the holy menorah, is the
beauty of a mature face.
Age makes you wiser and brighter, even as it tears
down your body.

27

cent honor to follow the Adonai
cepts you, you will live [forever.]

2108

Like [the temple's] the golden pillars on
the silver bases; so are the [legs and] feet
[of a righteous man or woman] who has a trustworthy heart.
18

Every item so laboriously described in the temple
has a deep metaphorical significance.

My son, keep the flower of your
youth sound. Do not give your strength
to non-Hebrews. 22 A harlot will be
counted as spit. But to her husband, a
married woman is a [fortress] tower [from
which to battle] against death. 23 A wicked
woman is given as payback to a wicked
man. But a righteous woman is given to
[the] man who fears [Yahweh] the Adonai.
19

24 A dishonest woman rejects [the accusation that she is]
shameful. A honest woman will reverence her hus-

A shameless woman will be
counted as a dog. The humble woman
fears [Yahweh] the Adonai. 26 A woman
who honors her husband will be judged
wise by all. But she who in her arrogance dishonors her husband will be
condemned as wicked by everyone.
band. 25

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 27
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Unless a man holds himself diligently
in the fear of [Yahweh] the Adonai, his
house will soon be overthrown. 8 If you
chase righteousness, you'll obtain her,
and put her on like a glorious long
robe. 29 Everyone who rejoices at the
fall of the righteous will be taken in [a]
snare. And anguish will consume them
before they die. Ecclesiasticus (Sirach) 27:30
3

Malice and fire-rage are abominations; and the sinful man has them both.

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 28
18 Many have fallen by the bite of the sword, but
many more have fallen by the tongue. 21 Death
from [evil speech] is a horrible death. The grave is bet[evil-tongue.] 25 And weigh your
words in a balance, and make a door
and bar for your mouth.

ter than the

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 29
He who is merciful will lend to his
neighbor; and he who strengthens his
hand keeps the commandments. 2 Lend
to your neighbor in time of his need,
and pay your neighbor back immediately [if you foolishly borrow anything from him.] 3 Keep
your word, and deal faithfully with [your
neighbor], and you'll always find what you
need.
1

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 30
How To Raise A Good Child
who loves his son makes him
frequently feel the rod [of discipline], so
that in the end, the [father] will take joy
in his [wise son.] 2 [The father] who chastises
his son will [one day] take joy in him. [A disciplining father] will eventually [truthfully] boast
to all his friends about his wonderful
[son]. 3 He who teaches his son grieves
1 [The father]
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the enemy. [A diligent father will one day] sing
his son's praises in front of everyone he
knows. 4 Even when [the attentive, responsible]
father dies, it's like he's still alive, because he leaves behind [a child] who reflects his [virtues.] 5 While [the attentive father]
lives, he sees and rejoices in his [son].
He dies feeling [happy to have such a great son.] 6
leaves behind him [a son to] take
vengeance against his enemies, and repay kind[The diligent father]

ness to his friends. 7 [A bad father] puff's up his son's
[pride] by painting over the wounds his son causes. [A
bad Dad] gushes with heartfelt compassion every time
his child whines.
paraphrase: bind up his wounds; and his bowels
will be troubled at every cry.

An unbroken horse gets stubborn.
Similarly, a child left to himself will become willfully [disobedient.] 9 [Coddle] your
child, and he'll [eventually] terrify you.
Goof [off instead of disciplining] him, and he'll
drag you down with a heavy [heart.]
Ecclesiasticus (Sirach) 30:10 Don't joke
around with your son's upbringing, or
you'll [be filled with] sorrow over him, and
gnash your teeth in the end. 11 Give
[your son] no independence in his youth.
Don't wink at his follies. 12 Bow [your
child's] neck down while he's young.
Whap him on the [back cheeks] while he's a
child, or he'll grow stubborn, and be
disobedient to you, and bring sorrow to
your heart. 13 Correct your son, and
make him work, or his lewd behavior
will become an offense to you.
Health Is Worth More Than All The
Riches In The World
14 Better is the poor but sane, healthy
man, than a rich man [trapped in] a sick
body. 15 Health and an able body are
worth more to you, ___, than all gold
[in the universe.] A strong body [ranks] above
infinite wealth. 16 There are no riches
[of] higher [value] than a sound body, and
no joy above the joy of the heart. 17
Death is better than a bitter life or continual sickness.
8

Yet this does not excuse suicide.
18 Delicacies poured into a [disabled] mouth are like
platters of food set on a grave. 19
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who's being hunted by the Adonai's [angel of death] is
like feeding an offering to an idol who can't eat or
smell. Ecclesiasticus (Sirach) 30:20 [The terminal-

sees with his eyes and
groans, like a eunuch who embraces a
virgin and sighs [in impotence.]
Don't Worry; Be Happy
ly-ill patient]

21 Don't surrender your mind to sorrow. Don't
punish yourself when you talk to yourself.
Paraphrase.

Gladness of the heart is the life of
man. The joyfulness of a man prolongs
his days. 23 Love your own soul, and
comfort your heart, cast sorrow far
from you, for depression has killed
many [people], and it helps no one. 24
Envy and anger shorten [your] life, and
worry brings early aging. 25 [If you want a]
cheerful and healthy heart, watch your meat-intake
and guard your diet.
paraphrase

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 31
Watching for riches consumes [your]
flesh. Caring about [money] drives away
sleep. 2 Anxious anticipation won't let a
man slumber. Like a terrible disease,
[worry] breaks sleep. 8 Congratulate [spiritually]
1

rich people found without blemish, who have not
seeking gold

your toughness by
destroys billions.

[money].

Don't show
wine. Booze

[guzzling]

soul who fear

[Him.]

[and adore]

15 To whom

Yahweh,

[are you]

[you]

looking?

[your] strength? 25 If you wash yourself after you touch a dead body, then
you touch it again, what good did
washing do? 26 So when a man fasts [in
repentance] of his sins, and goes back and
repeats his sins, who will hear his

Who is
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ness, it propitiates

[YAH].

before

4 Never appear empty

[of

Adonai. 5 For all
these [gifts and obediences must be done] because of [YAH's]
generosity or sincerity]

[Yahweh]

commands. 6 The offering of the righteous makes
the cooking-altar rich. The delightful aroma [of donated
is a present to Ha-Elyon {The-Most-High}. 7 [YAH]
accepts food-donations righteous men give [to his
food]

will never forget [your generosity.] 8 Give
Adonai his honor [payment] with a
generous eye. Don't skim off the first
fruits [produced by the labor] of your hands. 9
With all your gifts show a cheerful face.
Dedicate your tithes with gladness.
Ecclesiasticus (Sirach) 35:10 Give to Ha-Elyon
{The-Most-High} as he has enriched you.
As you've received, give with a cheerful
eye. 11 For [Yahweh] Adonai recompenses.
He'll will give you 7 times as much [as
work]. [YAH]

[Yahweh]

you give.]

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 36
1 Have mercy on us, Adonai, Elohim over all. See
tions who [refuse] to seek to follow you. 7 Raise up
indignation, and pour out fire-rage: take away the
adversary, and destroy the enemy.

live; for their hope is [the only one] who [can] save them.
14 Whoever fears Yahweh won't fear or be afraid;
is his hope. 15 Kneel

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 35

us. 2 And send terror of you upon all the beast-na-

13 The spirit of everyone who fears Yahweh will

[YAH]

[but

25

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 34

for

How does humble
temporary self-denial] profit [the recidivist]?
[No one.]

3 When you depart from wickedness, you please
[Yahweh] Adonai. When you abandon unrighteous-

22

[wasted their life]

prayer?

2110

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 37
24 A wise man will be filled with blessing. Everyone
who sees him will count him happy. 25 The days of
the life of man may be numbered: but the days of
Israel are innumerable.

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 38
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1 Honor a physician with the honor [& payment] due to
him for the uses which you may have of him: for

For healing comes
[not from doctors but] from [Yahweh] Ha-Elyon
{The-Most-High}. Yahweh will receive
honor from [every] king. 3 The skill of the
physician [is to] lift up his head [to look to
Yahweh for the power to heal.] Great [doctors] always look up to Yahweh with great admiration. 4 *Yahweh creates
Yahweh created him. 2

medicines out of the earth; and
he who is wise won't abhor
[natural cures.] 5 Remember that [certain types of] plant
material can purify water.
original: "Was not the water made sweet with
wood, that the virtue thereof might be known?"
6 Yahweh gives men skill, so that Yahweh will be
honored by

[man's]

power, physicians]

heal

marvelous feats. 7 With [Yahweh's
[men,] and take away their [patient's]

pains. 8 From Yahweh's skill,
ointment/incense/spice-makers make confections.
Of YAH's works there is no end; and from him

My son, in
your sickness, never neglect to [keep on]
praying to Yahweh, and he will make
you whole. Ecclesiasticus (Sirach) 38:10 [Before
comes

[all]

peace over all the earth, 9

leave behind all sin, order your
right, and cleanse your heart from

you can be healed, you must]

hands

[to do what is]

out of clothing, wickedness [flies] out of
women. 14 I say that the cruelty of a
man is better than a [superficially] sweet
woman who brings shame and reproach.

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 43
11 Look up at the rainbow, and praise

expert, for you have need of him. 13 There are
times when, in a health-expert's hands, [patients find]
good success.
And there are lots of other times when "health"
workers turn out to be licensed killer drug pushers,
and/or licensed incompetents.
14 For [a good health worker] will also pray to Yahweh,
asking YAH to prosper the physician's [efforts to heal you,]
to ease [your pain,] and give you long, thriving life. 15
He who sins before his Maker, let him fall into the
hand of the physician.

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 42
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who

encircles the sky. The ‘hands’ of Ha-Elyon {The-Most-High} bend it [into] its glorious arc! 27 We can speak ['til we're blue in the face,] yet
we'll still come short. That's why in sum, [YAH] is all.
28 How could we ever be able to [express YAH's] magnitude? He [towers high] above all [human] accomplish-

When you
glorify Yahweh, exalt him as much as
you can. He far exceeds [any praise you can
give him.] So when you exalt him, stretch
out all your strength, and never get
tired, for you can never go far enough.
ments. Ecclesiasticus (Sirach) 43:30

31 Who has seen [Yahweh?] [No one can even] describe him
to us! Who can spiral [YAH's reputation high enough to describe]
Him as He is?

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 47
And [David] sets singers facing the altar. Every day, by their voices, they
make sweet melody and strike [stringed-instruments] as they sing.
9

Ecclesiasticus
(Sirach) 51
11 I praise your name continually. I strike [stringed instruments] and throw [my hands high in thanks.] And so [you]
hear my prayer. 12 For you save me from destruction, and rescue me from evil times. So I throw [my
hands in the air] and [lose myself in wild] praise to you, and
kneel to your authority, Yahweh.

*Don't behold every body's
beauty, and never sit in the
midst of women. 13 Like moths fly
12

[YAH]

made it; so beautiful and bright! 12 [The rainbow]

all wickedness. 11 [When you're sick, don't forget to] give a
‘delightful aroma’ to Yahweh. Offer some fine flour
and oil [for the communal feast] in honor of Yahweh. 12
Then [after getting spiritually straight,] give a place [in your life] to
the health-expert, for Yahweh has created him:
don't cut yourself off from the care of the health-

2111
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2 In the 5th year, in the 7th day of the month,
when the Chaldeans took Jerusalem (the City of
Peace), and burnt it with fire.

Baruch Reads This Book To Judea's
King et al

3 And Baruch {Blessed} read the words of this book
in the hearing of JechoniYah {YAH-Establishes} the son
of Joachim king of Judea, and in the ears of all the
people who came to hear the book, 4 And in the
hearing of the nobles, the king's sons, the elders,
and the people, from the low to the highest, even
of all who dwelt at Babylon by the river Sud.

The People Weep, Fast, & Pray In
Repentance
5 Whereupon they wept, fasted, and
prayed before Adonai. 6 They made also a
collection of money according to every man's power: 7 And they sent the money to Jerusalem to
Joachim the high priest, son of ChelciYah, son of
Salom, and to the priests, and to all the people
with Joachim at Jerusalem, 8 At the same time
when Joachim received the utensils of the house of
Adonai, that were carried out of the temple, to return them into the land of Judaea, the 10th day of
the month Sivan, namely, silver vessels, which
Sedecias son of JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH} king of

After that Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon had carried away JechoniYah {YAH-Establishes},
the princes, the captives, the mighty
men, and the people of the land, from
Jerusalem, and brought them to Babylon. Baruch 1:10 And they said, “Watch: we have
Yada

{Knowing}

had made, 9

sent you money to buy you ascensions, and chattahs, and incense, and prepare you manna, and of-

And
pray for the life of Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon, and for the life of
Balthasar his son, that their days may
be upon earth as the days of heaven:
fer upon the altar of Adonai our Elohim; 11

12 And Adonai will give us strength, and lighten
our eyes, and we will live under the shadow of Emperor Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon, and under the
shadow of Balthasar his son, and we will serve
them many days, and find favor in their sight. 13

Pray for us also to Adonai our Elohim,
for we have sinned against Adonai our
Elohim; and to this day the fury of
Adonai and his fire-rage is not turned
from us. 14 And you'll read this book which we

2112

day, to them of Judah

{Celebrated},

and to the inhab-

itants of Jerusalem, 16 And to our kings, princes,

For we have
sinned before Adonai, 18 We have disobeyed Adonai, and have not listened
to the voice of Adonai our Elohim, to
walk in the commandments He openly
gave us: 19 Since the day that Adonai
brought our forefathers out of the land
of Egypt, to this present day, we have
been disobedient to Adonai our Elohim,
and we have been negligent in not
hearing his voice. Baruch 1:20 So the evils
clung to us, and the curse, which Adonai appointed by Moses his servant at
the time that he brought our fathers
out of the land of Egypt, to give us a
land that flows with milk and honey, as
it is to see today. 21 Nevertheless we
have not listened to the voice of Adonai
our Elohim, according to all the words
of the prophets, whom Adonai sent to
us: 22 But every man followed the
imagination of his own wicked heart, to
serve strange elohim, and to do evil in
the sight of Adonai our Elohim.
priests, prophets, and fathers: 17

Baruch 2
So Adonai has made good his word,
which He pronounced against us, and
against our judges who judged Israel,
and against our kings, princes, and
men of Israel and Judah {Celebrated}, 2
To bring upon us great plagues, such
as never happened under the whole
heaven, as it happened in Jerusalem,
according to the things written in the
law of Moses; 13 Turn your fire-rage from us
1

few

[believers]

left among the beast-nations where

you have scattered us. 17 Open your eyes, and
see. For the dead in the graves, whose life-breath
[you] take from their bodies, will never give the
Adonai praise or righteous [behavior.]

Baruch 3

have sent to you, to make confession in the house
of Adonai, upon the feasts and solemn days. 15
And you'll say, “To Adonai our Elohim belongs
righteousness, but to us the confusion of faces, this
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1 O Adonai

[Yahweh]

Almighty, Elohim of Israel, the

soul in anguish, the troubled spirit, cries to you. 2
Hear, O Adonai, and have mercy, for you are mer-
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ciful. Take pity upon us, even though we sinned in
your face. 3 You endure forever, while we perish

[to

5 Don't think about the perversities of our
forefathers. Rather, think now about your power
nothing.]

and your name-reputation today. 6 For you are
Yahweh our Elohim. O Adonai, we praise you.

Baruch 4
2 Turn, Jacob [Deceiver], and take hold of [YAH's Law.]
Walk in the presence of the [Law's] light, so you can

Don't give honor [and allegiance] to any [Non-Hebrew] Law. Don't give
your priceless treasures to a Non-Hebrew nation. 6 [YAH] sold you to the
beast-nations [to discipline you,] not to destroy [you]. You provoked Elohim to firerage, so [he] handed you over to [your]
enemies. 7 You provoked your Creator
by sacrificing [your wealth in taxes] to devils,
and not to Elohim. 8 You forgot the everlastbe illuminated. 3

ing Elohim, who brought you up. You grieved

Jerusalem, who nursed you. 36 O Jerusalem, look
around you toward the east, and see the joy that
comes to you from Elohim.

Baruch 5

uchadnezzar, Emperor of the Babylonians.
3

From the time you arrive in Babylon,
you'll remain there for many years: a
long season [of oppression] lasting 7 generations. But after that I'll bring you [back]
peacefully [to Israel.]
‘Jeremiah’ Warns You To Never Worship
Idols
4

Now in Babylon you'll see [idol] ‘gods’ of
silver, and of gold, and of wood, [representing demons] whom all the beast-nations
fear, carried on [people's] shoulders.
5

So never become like non-Hebrews.
Don't join them. When you see crowds
surrounding and serving [political or religious]
idols, [get away.]
6
Instead [of idolatry], you say in your hearts, “O Yahweh, we must serve [only] you.
7

For My angel is with you, and I Myself
am caring for your souls.
8

5 Arise, [people of] Jerusalem. Stand on high, and look
out toward the east, and see the Holy One [fulfill] his
promise to gather your children from the west to
the east. See them rejoice, commemorating Elohim's [goodness.] 9 For Elohim will lead Israel with joy
in the light of his glory with the mercy and righteousness that comes from Him.

Epistle of
JeremiYAH 1

The [idol's] tongue is polished by a workman. The [idol] is are gilded and laid
over with silver. They're totally [lifeless.]
They can't speak.
The politician is a silver-tongued devil. The television is a liar.
9

And taking gold, like virgins taking
money for a roll in the hay, the [worldlings]
make crowns for the heads of their [pagan] gods [and leaders.]

‘Jeremiah’ Warns The Israelites Of
Imminent Slavery
1 At Elohim's command, [the prophet] JeremiAH sends
the following letter to encourage the Israelis being
led as slaves into Babylon by the king of the Babylonians.
This book may not have been written by the Biblical Jeremiah, and it's a bit too repetitive to rank
with the undisputed scriptures. But its message is
sound, and its word-pictures first-rate.
2

“Because of the sins you've committed
in Elohim's face, [soldiers] will lead you
away into Babylon as captives of NebThe Cinematic Bible 1.0
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Epistle of JeremiYAH 1:10

Sometimes even the priests accept gold
and silver from the leaders, and keep it
for themselves.
Or, the priests take the donations given to the
gods.
11

Yes, the [priests] give [tithes] to the common whores, and dress them in men's
clothes, [and worship] ‘gods’ of silver, and
‘gods’ of gold and wood.
12
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Yet these ‘gods’ can't even save themselves from
rust and moths, though they're covered with [royal]
purple clothing.
13

[Custodians] have to wipe the [idol's] faces
when the dust of the temple piles up on
them.

24
Even though the [idol's] gold-plating makes them
beautiful, unless they wipe off the rust, they won't
shine. When they were molten felt no [heat.]
25

These lifeless, non-breathing
mand a terribly high price.

14

26

15

27

This [‘god’] can't put to death one [criminal.]
Yet he wields a scepter, like he were
judge of the country.
[The idols and the pagan leaders who worship them]

hold in [their] right hands a dagger and
an ax: but [they] can't rescue [themselves]
from war and thieves.

16

The impotence [of worldly leaders and their gods]
proves they were never elohim, so never fear them.
17
For like a vessel a man uses is worthless when it's
broken, so it is with their ‘gods.’ Right after [the
priests] set the [idols] up in the temple, the [idol's] eyes
fill up with dust from the feet of the [worshippers].
18

Just like [jailers] wall-in a [criminal] who offends the king, the priests secure their
temples with doors, with locks, and
bars, like they're [locking down] condemned
[murderers], lest their ‘gods’ get plundered
by robbers.

19
The [priests] light more candles [for their gods] than they
do for themselves. But the ‘gods can't see even one
[candle].’
Epistle of JeremiYAH 1:20

Idols are just like temple beams. [A truthful priest] will confess that creeping termites eat the wooden hearts of their
[idols], and when the [wood-destroying insects]
eat the [‘gods’] and their clothes, the
[‘gods’] feel nothing.
21
The [idol's] faces get blackened by the smoke pouring
out of the temple.
22

Upon the

bodies and heads sit
bats, swallows, and birds,
and even cats.
[idols's]

[dirty animals:]

23

So you know [worldly gods and leaders] are not
authorities. So never fear them.
The Cinematic Bible 1.0
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[idols]

com-

People carry idols on their shoulders
because [idols] have no [working] feet. It's
like they're shouting, ‘We're worthless!’
People serve idols to their own shame.
Any time an idol falls to the ground, it
can't pick itself up again. If someone
sets the [idol] upright, it can't move itself. If the [sculptor carves the] idol bowed
down, the [idol] can't straighten itself
[up]. If you set a gift before [an idol] it's
like [you set a plate of food] in front a dead
man.
28

What people donate to the [idols], their
priests sell and abuse. Likewise, the
[priest's] wives convert [the donations into expensive] salt. But [the fake priests] give nothing
to the poor and lame.
29
Menstruating women and women [bloody from] birthing
children eat [at the pagan feasts.] By the aforementioned
signs, you know that the [idols and their priests] are not
authorities. Never fear them.
Epistle of JeremiYAH 1:30

So how can anyone call [idols] ‘gods?’ [Why
do] women set food before the elohim of
silver, gold, and wood?
31
And [pagan] priests sit in their temples in ripped
clothes, their heads and beards shaven, nothing on
their heads.
Men, shaving off your facial hair is a sign of disgrace.
32
The [idolaters] roar and cry before their [demon] elohim,
like wailers at the [funeral] meal when [their loved] one is
dead.
33

And the
clothes,

[pagan]

priests take off their
their wives and children.

[denude]

34
Whether [people] do good or harm to an [idol], they
can't deliver payback. [Idols] can neither set up a
king, nor put him down.
35
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Similarly, [idols] can't give [anyone] riches or money. If
a man makes a vow to [an idol], and fails to keep it,
the idol can't demand [performance.]
36
[False priests and their idols] can't save any man from death,
nor deliver the weak from the mighty.
37

can't restore sight to a blind man.
They can't help any man in his distress.
[Idols]

38

[Idols and their priests] show no mercy to the
widow, nor do they do any good for the
fatherless [orphan.]

39
Their ‘gods’ of wood plated with gold and silver are
like stones cut out of a hill. [People] who worship [idols]
will be ashamed.
Epistle of JeremiYAH 1:40
How can any man then think and say that [idols] are
elohim, when even the Chaldean [idolaters] themselves dishonor [idols]?
41
[The idolaters] will grab a mute [child,] and
drag him before [a statute of] Bel, and beg
the statue to help the [boy] speak, as
though [a statue] could understand
[language.]

42
Yet [idolaters] can't see [the folly of idolatry], so they never
abandon [their idols], because [idolaters] lack knowledge.
43
The [shrine-prostitute-girls] sit on the temple-street,
wrapped in ropes, burning bran as perfume [to the
‘gods.’] Then a [whore], enticed by some [guy] that passes by, lies with him. Then she looks down on her
fellow whore whom [the ‘gods’] didn't deem worthy to
[send a john] to rip off their ropes.
Obscure and of uncertain translation. The tradition
English translation says: The women also with
cords about them, sitting in the ways, burn bran
for perfume: but if any of those women, enticed by
some [guy] that passes by, lies with him, she reproaches her fellow, that she was not thought as
worthy as herself, nor her cord broken.
44

Everything done in connection [with idols]
is false: how can anyone think or declare that [idols] are elohim?
45

[Idols] are made by carpenters and goldsmiths: they
can be nothing [better] than the workmen make them
to be.
46
The idol-makers live short lives. So how can the
statues they make be ‘gods’?
47
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leave lies and guilt on
[them].

[the generations that]

follow

48

When any war or plague upon [idolaters],
the [phony] priests scramble to find a
place where they can abscond with
their [idols].

49
So why don't men get that [idols] are not elohim,
that can't even save themselves from war, or from
plague?
Epistle of JeremiYAH 1:50
Future generations will see and know that idols are
just wood plated with silver and gold.
51
Someday it will be obvious and clear to all nations
and kings that [idols] are not elohim, but the works
of men's hands, and that [Yahweh the] Eloha had nothing to do with them
52
Who is so [dumb] as to not know that [idols] are not
elohim?
53
[Idols]

54

can't set up a king in the land, nor
give rain to men.

can't judge their own case, or redress a wrong. They're [more powerless]
than crows [flying] between sky and
earth.

[Idols]

55

When fire falls on the house of wooden
elohim of wood, even if they're plated
with gold or silver, their priests flee
away, and escape, while the [idols] burn
to nothing like [the structural] beams.
56

Much less can [idols] fight off any king or
enemies. So how can anyone think to
call them ‘gods!’
57

No matter how much gold or silver you
lay over a wooden ‘god,’ it can never
escape from thieves or robbers.
58

Strong [soldiers] eventually steal all the
gold and silver and fancy garments off
the helpless idols.
59
So it's better to be a king who shows his power, or
else a useful utensil in a house, which the owner
can work with, than to be a false god. Better to be
a door in a house, to keep useful things inside,
than to be a false idol [god.] Better to be a pillar of
wood in a palace, than a false ‘god.’
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Epistle of JeremiYAH 1:60

For [YAH] sends the bright sun, moon,
and stars sent to do their work, and
they obey.
61
Similarly the lightning when it breaks forth is easy
to see; and the wind blows in every country in [substantially] the same way.
62

And when Elohim commands the clouds
to go over the whole world, they do as
they're invited.
63

And the fire sent from above to consume hills and woods does as [YAH]
commands. But [idols] are unlike [natural
phenomena] in appearance and power.

64
So no one should ever say or suppose that [idols] are
elohim, seeing, they're unable to judge causes, [and
unable] to do good to men.
65

So since you know that [idols] are not
elohim, never fear them.
66
For idols can neither curse nor bless kings.
67
Nor can [idols] show signs in the heavens among the
beast-nations, nor shine as the sun, nor give light
as the moon.
68

Beasts are better than [idols]: for they
can get under shelter and help themselves.

69
So it's obvious to us that [idols] are not elohim: so
never fear them.
Epistle of JeremiYAH 1:70

Like a scarecrow in a garden of cucumbers safeguards nothing, gods of gold &
silver-plated wood [do nothing.]
71
An elohim of gold & silver plated wood is like a
white thorn-bush in an orchard, that every bird sits
on, like a dead body [facing] the [evil,] dark East [wind.]
72

And you'll know [idols] aren't gods [when
you see] their bright [royal purple clothes] rotting on their [backs.] [Then you'll see termites]
eating them as [they lie] disgusting [and
abandoned] in the country[side.]

73
So better [than the richest idolater] is the righteous man
who has no idols: for he'll stay far from disgrace.
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AzariYAH Prays In The Fiery Furnace
1 [In Babylon, in the fiery-furnace, AzariYah and his two

walk in the middle of the
fire, praising Elohim, kneeling to the
Adonai [Yahweh].
Hebrew friends]

This is probably a man-made work of fiction, but it
is lovely, and it expresses wholly biblical themes.
2 Then AzariYah stands up, and prays, (opening his
mouth in the middle of the fire:) 3 "[I]

kneel [beneath] you, O Adonai [Yahweh] Elohim of
our fathers: your name is worthy to be
praised and glorified for evermore: 4 Everything you've ever done to us has been righteous. Yes, all your actions are reliable, your ways

In all
the [punishments] you've brought on us,
and on the holy city of our fathers,
Jerusalem, you've executed flawless
judgment. Judging by the facts, you
sent all these [disasters] on us, [to wake us up
from] our sins. 6 For we've [repeatedly]
sinned and committed acts of unfairness, departing from you. 7 We trespassed and disobeyed your commandments in everything we did. We failed
to guard your [laws.] We [ignored everything
you] commanded us, even though your
laws are for our own good!
are right, and all your judgments truthful. 5

This needs to be prayed in modern churches, because it's true.
8 So all [the pain] you brought upon us, and everything that you have done to us, you did in flawless

You delivered us into the fists of
lawless enemies, most hateful forsakers
of [you,] Elohim, to an unjust king, the
most wicked [tyrant] in all the world.
justice. 9

Prayer of AzariYAH 1:10 Now we can't open our
mouths [to defend ourselves.] We've become a shame, an

insult to your servants; and to all who worship you.
11 Yet please don't irrevocably surrender us. For
your own reputation, don't annul your covenant [with
12 Don't let your mercy depart from us. [Keep the
your beloved Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, [and to] your servant Issac. [Don't exterminate] your
holy people [who you said could rule with you one day.]
Israel = those who will rule with EL.
13 [Save us, to whom] you spoke and promised, that you
would multiply [our] seed-children like the stars of
us.]

promise you made to]

heaven, like the sand lying on the seashore. 14

For we, Adonai [Yahweh], have [dwindled] to
less than [the most insignificant] beast-nation.
We're kept down all over the world to-
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day, because of our sins. 15 We now
have no prince, or prophet, or leader,
or ascension-feast, or [animals to] slaughter, or qurban [present to offer you], or incense, or place to [hold sacred feasts] before
you, and to find mercy. 16 But please
accept our repentant heart[s] and humble spirit[s]. 17 Like the ascending [smoke-roast] of
rams and young bulls and 10 thousand fat lambs
[donated for a sacred feast], accept our [outpouring of praise] in
your sight today. Grant [us the power to] wholly follow
you. For no one who puts their trust in you'll remain confounded. 18 From now

[on]

we follow you

with all our heart; we fear you, and seek your face.
19 Don't put us to shame. Deal with us with your
loving-kindness, lavishing on us your endless mercies. Prayer of AzariYAH 1:20 And rescue us with
your marvelous miracles, to give glory to your
name, Adonai [Yahweh], so shame [fills] everyone who
hurts your servants. 21 Trap everyone [who hurts your
people] in their own power and might. Break their
strength. 22 And let [our persecutors] know that you are
Elohim, the only Eloha, glorious over the whole
world.”

The Babylonian Torturers Heat The
Fire To Melt Steel
23 [As the 3 young Hebrews pray,] the king's servants, who threw [AzariYah and his friends] in
the fire, keep on making the oven hotter, [throwing in] rosin, pitch, rope, and
fire-wood.
The Fire Kills The Torturers
24 So that the flame shoots up, 49 cubits [73 feet] above the furnace. 25 [The
flame] passes through [the furnace openings]
and burns every Chaldean it finds near
the furnace.
YAH's Supernatural Fire-Fighter
Protects The Hebrews
26 But the angel of Adonai [Yahweh] descends into the oven, and joins
AzariYah and his fellows, and swats the
flames of the fire out of the oven.
Possibly the Messiah coming back through a timeportal.

makes a moist whistling
wind [rush] out of the middle of the furnace, so the fire doesn't touch [AzariYah
and his friends] at all. It doesn't hurt even
bother them!
27 [Then Yah]

2117

The 3 Young Men Praise Their Creator As One
28 Then, in the furnace, the 3

[young men]

kneel to

Elohim, and as one voice, praise, glorify [Him]: 29
"[We] kneel [beneath] you, O Adonai [Yahweh,] Elohim of
our fathers. [Angels will] praise and exalt [you] above all
forever. Prayer of AzariYAH 1:30 Your glorious and
holy Name is blessed, deserving praise and exaltation above all, forever. 31 [I] kneel [beneath] you in
the temple of your holy glory. [You will be] praised and
glorified above all forever. 32 [I] kneel [beneath] you
who see [into the deepest] depths, [you] who sit above the
cherubim, praised and exalted above all forever.
33 [I] kneel [beneath] you [who sit] on the glorious throne
of your kingdom, praised and glorified above all
forever. 34 [I] kneel [beneath] you [who glow] in the Sacred-Sky of heaven: above all, praised and glorified
forever. 35 Oh, all you creations of Yahweh, kneel
[beneath] the Adonai: praise and exalt Him above all
for ever, 36 O you heavens, extol the Adonai :
praise and exalt Him above all forever. 37 O you
angels of Yahweh, kneel [beneath] the Adonai: praise
and exalt him above all forever. 38 O all you waters above the sky, kneel [beneath] the Adonai: praise
and exalt him above all forever. 39 O all you power-wielders [sent] from Yahweh, kneel [beneath] the
Adonai: praise and exalt him above all forever.
Prayer of AzariYAH 1:40 O you sun and moon,
kneel [beneath] the Adonai: praise and exalt him
above all forever. 41 O you stars of heaven, kneel
[beneath] the Adonai: praise and exalt him above all
forever. 42 O every shower and dew, kneel

[beneath]

the Adonai: praise and exalt him above all forever.
43 O all you winds, kneel [beneath] the Adonai: praise
and exalt him above all for ever, 44 O you fire and
heat, kneel [beneath] the Adonai: praise and exalt him
above all forever. 45 O you winter and summer,
kneel [beneath] the Adonai: praise and exalt him
above all forever. 46 All you fog-banks and snowstorms, kneel [beneath] the Adonai: praise and exalt
him above all forever. 47 O you nights and days,
kneel [beneath] the Adonai: bless and exalt him above
all forever. 48 O you light and darkness, kneel [beneath] the Adonai: praise and exalt him above all forever. 49 O you ice and cold, kneel

[beneath]

the

Adonai: praise and exalt him above all forever.
Prayer of AzariYAH 1:50 O you frost and [hail], kneel
[beneath] the Adonai: praise and exalt him above all
forever. 51 O you lightning-flashes and clouds,
kneel [beneath] the Adonai: praise and exalt him
above all forever. 52 Oh, earth,

[kneel before]

the

Adonai: praise and exalt him above all forever. 53 O
you mountains and hillocks, kneel [beneath] the Adonai: praise and exalt him above all forever. 54 Oh,
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all you things that grow in the earth, kneel

[beneath]

the Adonai: praise and exalt him above all forever.
55 O you mountain-ranges, kneel [beneath] the Adonai: Praise and exalt him above all forever. 56 O
you seas and rivers, kneel [beneath] the Adonai:
praise and exalt him above all forever. 57 All you
whales and other creatures who move in the waters, kneel [beneath] the Adonai: praise and exalt him
above all forever. 58 O all you sky-birds, kneel [beneath] the Adonai: praise and exalt him above all forever. 59 Oh all you beasts and cattle, kneel

[beneath]

the Adonai: praise and exalt him above all forever.
Prayer of AzariYAH 1:60 Oh you children of men,
kneel [beneath] the Adonai: praise and exalt him

2118

Verse 1 sets the story in Babylon, which if factual,
would likely place Daniel in the teenage years.
2 JAHoacim {YAH-Establishes} takes a wife named Susanna {Lily}, (the daughter of ChelciYah). [Susanna is] a
very beautiful woman. She fears Adonai [Yahweh].
Susanna = #7799 shuwshan or shoshan; (feminine) showshannah {sho-shan-naw'}; from 7797;
a lily (from its whiteness), a flower of architechural
ornament; also a (straight) trumpet (from the
tubular shape): lily. Plural: Shoshannim.

Susanna's Mom and Dad live righteously, ___. They teach Susanna [to]
base [her actions and thoughts] on the law of
Moses. 4 Now [Susanna's husband] JAHoacim is a great
3

above all forever. 61 You who will rule with EL,
kneel [beneath] the Adonai: praise and exalt him

rich man. He has a [huge] beautiful garden adjoining
his house. [Prominent] Jews [fellowship, trade & consult with] JAHoacim because he behaves more honorably than

above all forever. 62 O you priests of Yahweh,
kneel [beneath] the Adonai: praise and exalt him

all the other

above all forever. 63 All you servants of Yahweh,
[kneel to] the Adonai: praise and exalt Him above all
forever. 64 O you spirits and souls of the righteous, [kneel and pray to] the Adonai: praise and exalt
him above all forever. 65 O you separated humans
of humble heart, kneel to the Adonai: praise and

AnaniYah,
AzariYah, and MisaEL, kneel [beneath] the
Adonai. Praise and exalt him above all
for ever. For he's delivered us from the
grave. [He's] saved us from the fist of
death. [He] rescued us out of the middle
of the furnace's burning flame. He
snatched us right out of the middle of
the fire!
The 3 Young Men Speak To You
exalt him above all forever. 66

67

[So]

give thanks to the Adonai, because he is

gracious: for his mercy [lasts] forever. 68 All you
who worship the Adonai [Yahweh], kneel to the Eloha
over [all] elohim. Praise him, and thank him, because his mercy [lasts] forever.”

A Story About Attempted Rape

1 In Babylon lives a man, [a Jewish exile] named JAHoacim {YAH-Establishes}:
Susanna or Shoshana (Hebrew:  נָ ה,ַש
Modern
שו
Šošana, Tiberian Šôšannâ: "lily") is a (perhaps fictional) melodrama illustrating excellent principles
of law and justice. Susanna is held by some Christians to be a factual early history of the wisdom
and courage of the prophet Daniel. Roman Catholic
and Eastern Orthodox churches include Susanna in
the Book of Daniel (as chapter 13). It is one of the
additions to Daniel, considered apocryphal by
Protestants. Susanna is listed in Article VI of the 39
Articles of the Church of England among the books
which are read “for example of life and instruction
of manners”, but not for the formation of doctrine.
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The same year, two
‘good ol’ boys’ among the people get
appointed to be judges. And just as
[Yahweh] the Adonai said would happen,
wickedness flows from Babylon through
ancient judges, who seem to govern
the people, [but actually pervert justice and corrupt
the government]. 6 These [corrupt judges] stay often at
[men in town].

5

JAHoacim's house. Everyone who

[engages in]

lawsuits

comes to buy verdicts from the [crooks], ___. 7 Now
when the people leave [Jahoachim's estate] at noon [to get
lunch], Susanna {Lily} goes into her husband's garden
to walk. 8 These two [crooked] elder [judges] spy
Susanna {Lily} going into [the garden] every day and
walking. [Over time, the spark of] the judges’ lust for Susanna flames up

[into a roaring blaze].

9 And

[by pleasuring

the [two judges]
pervert their own mind[s]. They turn away their
eyes [from righteousness], until they can't [even] look to
heaven, nor remember how to judge justly.
Pornography (and sin in general) cauterizes the
conscience so that you can't even think right anymore.
Susanna 1:10 Though both [judges] burn inside, smitten with [erotic] ‘love’ for Susanna {Lily}, neither judge
themselves while fantasizing about this other man's wife,]

dares show anyone his [adulterous] feelings. 11 The
judges [rightly] feel ashamed to declare their lust, to
speak what they desire to do with Susanna {Lily}.
12 Still, the [2 dirty old magistrates] watch diligently day
after day to see Susanna's [body]. 13 [Watching Susanna,]
one [judge] says to the other, “Let's go home; it's
dinner time.” 14 Both judges leave. They part ways
in the road. But independently of each other, they
each sneak back to the lookout where they spy on
Susanna's [flesh]. Each judge asks the other, ‘What
are you doing here?!’ Then, [mutually busted,] they each
confess their [uncontrollable pornographic] obsession with
Susanna's body. So, [to guarantee that neither judge will rat out
the other,] they appoint a time to come back and [seduce] Susanna [together]!
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People in power tempt each other to sin, to get
blackmail ammunition.
15 Time passes, ___… one day the judges crouch
down watching Susanna {Lily} stroll into the garden
as before. Only two maids [accompany her]. Soon Susanna decides to wash herself in the garden. 16

So there's nobody [in the garden] except
the two [dirty] old [jurists], hiding, watching Susanna's [sweat roll down her skin in the
summer] heat. 17 Then Susanna {Lily} says to her
maids, “Bring me oil and washing balls. Then shut

the garden doors, so I can bathe myself [in privacy].”
18 The maids do as Susanna {Lily} asks: they shut
the garden doors. The [maids] walk out through private doors to fetch the [bathing items] as Susanna commanded them. None [of the ladies] see the [dirty] old [jerks]
crouching hidden [in the bushes]. 19 With the maids
gone [from the garden], the two elders jump up. They
run to Susanna {Lily}. They whisper, [as they had to other

Susanna 1:20 “Look, the
garden doors lie shut, so no one can
see us. We're in love with you! So consent to us! Lie with us [both, one on each
side].
girls, and perhaps children, before:]

Judges always try to get consent first. “I'm from
the justice department. I'm here to help you.”
Baloney! Any judge will tell you never to mistake
the justice system for being about justice: it's always about money and power, and as in this case,
the power to force people to get nasty with powerful perverts.

If you won't [lay us], we'll lie in court
against you. We'll say [we saw] a young
man [ravish] you! We'll say you sent your
maids away from you [so you could please the
young buck in private]! 22 Susanna {Lily} sighs [in terror].
21

She says, “I'm blocked on every side. If I [let you have
my body], it's death to me. Yet if I don't [let you judges rape

I can't escape your [judicial] claws. 23 It's better for me to fall into your hands [and so
be stoned for refusing to let you judges rape me] , than
to sin in the sight of the Adonai [Yahweh].”
me,]

2119

elders strut in through the crowd. The [judges]
spout mischievous lies against Susanna {Lily}, [eager]
-robed]

to put her to death. 29 The judges order the people, “Send for Susanna, JAHoacim's wife, the
daughter of ChelciYah.” And so the people send
{Lily} to trial]. Susanna 1:30 So Suzanwith her father and mother, her

[guards to bring Susanna

na comes

[to trial]

children, and all her kindred. 31 Susanna

{Lily}

is a

very delicate woman, and beautiful to behold. 32

These wicked [judges] command [Susanna]
to uncover her veiled face, so that, [one
last time, they can fill the giant empty holes in their souls]

with Suzanna's beauty.

Christian women should be extremely modest. Susanna probably wore a burka.
33 [The perverted judges strip off Suzanna's burka.] Suzanna's
friends, and all the people, see her weeping face.

Attempted Rape becomes attempted Murder.

34 Then, in the middle of the people, the two [pervert] elders stand up. They lay their [wicked] hands

Susanna {Lily},
weeping, looks up toward heaven: her
heart still trusting in Adonai [Yahweh]. 36
upon Suzanna's head. 35

Then the elders lie, “As we walked in the garden
alone, this woman came in with two maids. She
shut the garden doors. Then she sent the maids
away. 37 Then a young man ran out from hiding in
the bushes. He lay with Susanna {Lily}! 38 Then we
[judges,] standing in the corner of the garden, saw
this wickedness. So we ran to [the adulteress and her young
stud].

39 And when we saw [Susanna and her lover] together
we [grabbed the man. But we] couldn't hold
the stud. He proved stronger than we. That [fornicator]
opened the [garden] door, and leaped out!
Just like the ‘woman caught in adultery.’ With no
man, there is no case.
Susanna 1:40 So we arrested this [adulterous] woman.
We demanded she tell us who the young [fornicating]
man was. But [the brazen hussy] refused tell us. These
[in carnal embrace,]

things we do testify.” 41 The assembly believes the
[liars,] because they're the elders and judges of the
people, ___! So the [town] condemns [innocent]

Never let anyone threaten you to get sex.
24 With that, Susanna {Lily} cries with a loud voice.
So the two [rapist] elders start screaming lies about

Susanna {Lily} to death. 42 Then Susanna {Lily}
cries out with a loud voice. She prays, “O [Yahweh],
everlasting Elohim! You know all secrets. [You] know

her, ___! 25 One

all things before they exist. 43

[judge]

runs and opens the garden

door. 26 The servants of the house hear [Suzanna]
crying in the garden, [along with the judges screaming: “Fornicator!
Stone her!”] The [servants] rush in at the private [shower]
door to see what's happening to Suzanna. 27 The
elders declare their [false accusation]. The servants [cry and
howl,] greatly ashamed. For no one ever even rumored that Susanna {Lily} [might be an adulteress, ___]. 28
So the next day, the people assemble around
Suzanna's [furious] husband JAHoacim. The two [black-
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—You know
that these [judges] have borne false witness against me. Look! [The people are picking
up rocks to stone me to] death! Yet I never did
anything like the [accusations] these
‘judges’ have maliciously invented
against me!” 44 [In heaven,] the Adonai [Yahweh]
hears Susanna's voice.
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Young DaniEL Shows A+ Courtroom
Strategy
45 So as the guards lead Susanna {Lily}
to [the public stoning area to wrongly] put her to
death, the Adonai [Yahweh] raises up the
holy spirit of a young boy named
DaniEl: 46 Young DaniEl cries with a
loud voice, “I am clear from the blood
of this [innocent] woman! [I refuse to participate
in this illegal stoning.]”
Under one popular interpretation of Hebrew Law,
everyone in the town has to participate in executions. This ensures that every man, woman and
child is sure that the guilty verdict is correct. This
means that almost nobody ever gets executed under Hebrew Law. It's an EXTREMELY lenient system
of justice.
47 Then all the people turn toward [little DaniEl].They
say, “What do you mean by [impeding the flow of justice],

So [young DaniEl] stands in the middle of the [stoning party]. He [shouts,] “Are
you such fools, you sons of Israel, that
without examination or knowledge of
the truth you have condemned a
daughter of Israel?! 49 Return to the place of
boy?” 48

judgment! Those

[elders]

have borne false witness

against [Susanna].” Susanna 1:50 So all the people
turn back in haste. The elders say to [little DaniEl],
“Come, sit down among us. Show [the facts to] us,
since Elohim has given you honor [befitting] an elder.”
This may be sarcasm. Or perhaps nobody wants to
stone Susanna, so they're giving a boy the unprecedented opportunity to overturn the verdict of
the Elders.

Then DaniEl says to the [guards], “Take
these two [lying judges] far away from this
council and far from each other. I'll
cross-examine them [individually].” 52 So the
51

guards separate the [rapist-elders] from one-another.
Then DaniEl {El-Judges} calls one of the [perverts]. [Daniel]
says to him, “You dirty old wicked man! Finally
your perverted lifetime of sins has come to light.
53 You [love to] pronounce false judgment. You've
condemned [many] innocent [saints]. You've let [countless]
guilty [criminals] go free. [You wantonly] subvert [Yahweh] the
Adonai's command,
‘Never slay innocent [or] righteous [people].
54 Now then, if you really saw [Susanna {Lily} her young buck
doing the dirty deed,] tell me, under what tree did you see
[them] fornicating together?” [The 1st false witness] answers,
“Under a Mastic {Gum} tree.” 55 DaniEl {El-Judges}
answers, “[Stop talking.] You have lied against your own
head. Even now the angel of Elohim has received
the sentence from Elohim to cut you in two.” 56 So
DaniEl {El-Judges} orders the guards to sequester the
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1st false witness, and to bring the other. DaniEl
says to [the 2nd old pervert], “Oh, you [Greedy] seed of
Chanaan {Merchant}. [You're no son] of Judah {Celebrated}.
Beauty has deceived you. Lust has perverted your
heart.
Canaanites = greedy merchants. Like everyone
around you today.
57 You were able to rape the daughters of [rebel north]
Israel, because they fornicated with you out of
fear. But the daughter of Judah, [Israel's southern kingdom,]
would not abide your wickedness. 58 So now tell
me, under what tree did you see [Susanna {Lily} and her
young lover fornicating] together? [The 2nd false witness] lies, “Under an elm tree.” 59 Then DaniEl {El-Judges} says to
[the rapist-liar], “Good. You have also lied against your
own head. The angel of Elohim waits with the
sword to cut you in two, to destroy you.” Susanna
1:60 With that, the whole assembly cries out with a
loud voice, praising, [shouting,] “[Yahweh] Elohim, [you]
save everyone who trusts in [You]!” 61 The [crowd] rises against the two [perverted] elders, because DaniEl
{El-Judges} convicted them of false witness by their
own mouth[s], ___! 62 The crowd, according to the
law of Moses, does to the [the rapists] exactly what the
[perverts] maliciously intended to do to their [innocent]
neighbor [Susanna {Lily}]: the crowd [stones] the [perverts] to
death! Thus [Daniel] saves innocent blood the same
day [that guilty blood spills to fertilize the thirsty earth]. 63 So ChelciYah and his wife praise Elohim for their daughter
Susanna {Lily}. Susanna's husband JAHoacim and
all the kindred [join in the praise-dance], because [the trial
no dishonesty in her. 64 From that day
forth DaniEl {El-Judges} enjoys great reputation in
the sight of [his Hebrew] people {enslaved in Babylon}.
proved there was]

Daniel Proves The Idol-Priests Are
Con-Artists
1 [Medo-Persian] Emperor Astyages [Queen Esther's husband]
dies. The Emperor's people bury [the Emperor] beside
his fore-fathers. [His son,] Cyrus {Sun} of Persia takes
over as Emperor of Astyages’ Empire.
A fun pair of lively short stories, not easily verifiable, but underscoring the same moral points as
the Biblical Book Of Daniel.

DaniEl talks [often] with Emperor Cyrus
{Sun}. [Cyrus] honors DaniEl above all his
imperial friends. [This makes the Emperor's
‘frenemies’ murderously jealous, ___.] 3 Now the
Babylonians [worship] a [huge] idol, named
Bel {Lord}. Every day the Babylonians
sacrifice to Bel 12 great measures of
fine flour, 40 sheep, and 6 vessels of
wine.
2

Bel = Baal = The Lord.

Emperor Cyrus [also] worships Bel.
goes daily to adore, [kiss and prostrate
himself before] Bel. In contrast, DaniEl [risks
4

[Cyrus]
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worships his own ELohim [Yahweh]. Emperor
Cyrus asks DaniEl, “Why don't you worship Bel?” 5 DaniEl answers Emperor
Cyrus, “[Yahweh does not allow] me to worship
idols made with hands. I [can] only [serve
Yahweh,] the living Eloha who created
heaven and earth. YAH has sovereignty
over all flesh.” 6 Emperor Cyrus {Sun}
answers DaniEl {El-Judges}, “Don't you
think Bel is a living Elohim? Don't you
see how much Bel eats and drinks every day?”
his life by refusing to bow to Bel. Instead DaniEl]

Could be tongue-in-cheek. Likely that Cyrus knew
about the deception, but he wanted to catch the
cheating priests red-handed.

DaniEl smiles and says, “O king, never
get deceived. This [idol Bel] is just clay
plated with brass. It never ate nor
drank anything.” 8 So Emperor Cyrus
{Sun} gets angry. He calls for his
priests. He growls to them, “If you
don't tell me who devours these
[‘sacrificial’] expenses, you die. 9 But if you
can prove to me that Bel devours the
[‘sacrifices’], then DaniEl will die for speaking blasphemy against Bel.” DaniEl says
to Emperor Cyrus, “Let it be according
to your word.” Bel and the Dragon 1:10 (Thus
7

70 priests of Bel. [This edict terrifies]
wives and children.) Emperor Cyrus

[Cyrus risks the lives of the]

the

[priests']

storms with DaniEl into the temple of Bel. 11 Bel's
priests protest, “O king, look, we priests will leave
the temple. Then you prepare the food and make
ready the wine for the god to drink. Then you personally shut the door tight and seal the door with
your own signet [ring].
Breaking the signet ring's seal would impose the
death penalty on anyone who tampered with the
door.
12 —Then tomorrow when you come in, if you
don't find that Bel has eaten up all the food and
wine [which you the king left in the 100% sealed room] , we priests
will suffer death. [Conversely if Bel does eat the food, the one to die
will be] DaniEl {El-Judges} , who speaks falsely against

The priests [inwardly laugh at Emperor
___]: for under the table the
priests have crafted a private trapdoor, through which they always enter
and consume the ‘sacrificed’ food and
drink!
us.” 13
Cyrus

{Sun},
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Like today's preachers who collect huge salaries for
doing ‘the Lord's work’ which YHVH never ordered.
For instance, building Christian church buildings
and preaching sermons.

The priests shuffle out of the temple.
The Emperor sets the food before the
idol Bel. Now DaniEl has commanded
his servants to bring ashes. In the
presence of the Emperor alone, the servants drop ashes throughout the whole
temple. Then the [Emperor, Daniel and the servants] all walk out [of the door of the Temple].
They shut the door. [They pour wax between the
door's leaves.] They [imprint the wax] with the
king's signet [ring] seal. Then they all
leave [Bel's temple]. 15 Now in the night,
the priests come [up through the trap-door]
with their wives and children, as they
usually do. Then, [in the dim light of a candle,
they] eat and drink up all the ‘sacrifices.’
14

16 Early the next morning, Emperor Cyrus

{Sun}

and DaniEl {El-Judges} wake up. 17 Emperor Cyrus
asks, “DaniEl, are the seals whole?” DaniEl answers,

Emperor
Cyrus {Sun} opens the [temple] door. He
looks at the table. He cries with a loud
voice, “Great are you, O Bel! In you lies
no deceit at all.” 19 DaniEl laughs. He
says, “King, before you go in the door,
look now at the floor inside. Mark well
whose footprints you see.” Bel and the
Dragon 1:20 Emperor Cyrus {Sun} [clenches
his teeth. He growls,] “I see the footsteps of
men, women and children.” The Emperor [boils over in] anger. 21 Emperor Cyrus
[sends his attack troops. They seize] the priests
with their wives and children. [Begging for
mercy, the children] show the king the secret
doors, where they had always come in
to eat the sacrifices upon the table. 22
So Emperor Cyrus {Sun} kills the idolatrous priests and their families. The
Emperor gives all authority over Bel to
DaniEl {El-Judges}. DaniEl [blows up] Bel
[with explosives]. He [orders the army to knock over]
Bel's temple.
“Yes, O king, the seals stand intact.” 18

‘Explosives’ is an assumption. Daniel could have
had the idolaters grind Bel into powder and made
them drink it, as did Moses.
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Prophet Daniel Blows Up A Satanic
Dragon-Idol
23 Nearby [the destroyed temple of Bel,] there
stands a giant [statue of a] dragon, which
the Babylonians worship. 24 Emperor
Cyrus {Sun} asks DaniEl, “Are you going
to tell me that this dragon is nothing
but brass, [like Bel]? Look, [the dragon is]
alive! He eats and drinks. You can't say
that this dragon is not a living elohim!
So [bow down and] worship [it, like me and everybody else].
C'mon, pledge allegiance!

*DaniEl {El-Judges} says to Emperor Cyrus, “I will [only] worship the Adonai [Yahweh] my Elohim: for He is the living Elohim.
25

But give me permission, O king, and
I will slay this dragon without a sword
or [even] a stick.” The Emperor replies,
“Yes, I give you this authority.” 27 So
DaniEl takes [loads of] tar, fat and hair.
He boils them together. Then he forms
the [nasty goo into] lumps. He [shovels] the
lumps into the dragon's mouth. [Then the
lumps expand.] The [pressure] bursts the dragon in two, [proving it's just a hollow statue.]
DaniEl says [to the king and his entourage],
“Look. These [nothings] are the elohim you
worship.” 28 Soon the [millions of] Babylonians hear that DaniEl destroyed their
dragon idol. So they boil over in [self-righteous] fury. They conspire against the
Emperor, saying, “The Emperor has become a Jew! He destroyed Bel. He
killed [our] dragon [god]. He put [our]
priests to death!” 29 So the Babylonians
[rush in rebellion against] Emperor Cyrus {Sun}.
They demand, “Give us DaniEl, or we
will destroy you and [everyone who lives in]
your house!” Bel and the Dragon 1:30 The Em26

peror sees that [he can't resist the] terrible pressure of
the [millions of uprising] Babylonians. So having no other
choice, he surrenders DaniEl to the mob.

Babylonians Cast DaniEL Into The
Lions’ Den
31 The Babylonians cast DaniEl {ElJudges} into the lions’ den. He stays
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there for 6 days. 32 In this den [prowl] 7
lions, ___. Every day the Babylonians
usually feed these lions two dead [human]
bodies, and two sheep. But for 6 days
the lions get no food, to ensure that
they devour DaniEl.
An Angel Flies Habbakuk To The Lion's Den
33 Meanwhile, [far away] in the Jewish
area, a prophet called Habbakuk {Hug}
finishes stewing a big pot of soup. He
breaks bread [pieces] into a bowl. Then
he walks into the field, carrying the
food to the reapers. 34 But the angel of
Adonai [Yahweh] says to Habbakuk, “Go,
carry the dinner you're holding into
Babylon, to DaniEl {El-Judges}, who lies
[trapped] in the [Imperial] lions’ den.” 35 Habbakuk answers, “Adonai, I've never
Babylon. I don't know where

[even]

[to find their]

seen

lion's den!”

So the angel of Adonai [Yahweh] picks
up Habakuk by the head. The [angel flies
the prophet through the air, suspended] by the hair
of his head, ___! By the strength of
His spirit, [YAH's angel] sets Habakuk in
Babylon, [right on top of the lion's] den! 37 Hab36

bakuk cries, “O DaniEl, DaniEl, take the dinner

DaniEl prays,
“You've remembered me, O Elohim!
You've never forsaken anyone who
seeks you and loves you!” 39 [Habakkuk drops the
which Elohim has sent you.” 38

So DaniEl jumps up [to catch it]. Ravenous,
he eats [the miraculously-delivered soup & bread]. The hungry lions look on, licking their lips. [Their saliva drips from their
fangs to smack the rock floor.] Then the angel of Adonai
[Yahweh] immediately sets Habbakuk back at home in
Judaea!
food package.]

Emperor Cyrus Frees Daniel From A
Lions' Den
Bel and the Dragon 1:40 On [Daniel's] 7th day
[with the lions], Emperor [Cyrus {Sun}] runs [toward the lion's den] to mourn and wail [for]
DaniEl. When the Emperor arrives at
the den, he looks in. He sees DaniEl sitting [petting the lions, happy and smiling, whistling a

*Emperor Cyrus
{Sun} cries with a loud voice,
“You are great, [Yahweh] Adonai
Elohim of DaniEl {El-Judges}! No
HalleluYah song.] 41
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other

[Eloha]

exists beside you!”

Emperor Cyrus [and his soldiers] lift
DaniEl out [with a rope]. They hurl into the
lion's den those [idolaters] who tried to
murder DaniEl. In 1 moment, the lions
devour the murderers before the Emperor's face!
Alexander Conquers The World
Around Israel
42

1 Alexander [the Great], the son of Philip {Horse-Lover},
the Macedonian [Warlord], rises [to power] from the land
of Chettiim {Cyprus}. [Alexander] smites Darius III [Artashata], Emperor of the Medo-Persian Empire, [the most
powerful empire on earth] . On Darius’ throne, Alexander
reigns as the first-ever Emperor over Greece.
Maccabees is an incredibly important pseudo-sacred book, the outline of which Daniel predicted
hundreds of years in advance. Maccabees lays the
framework into which Christ is born. Christ's teachings are answers to the Maccabees' errors.

“The story that has always fired my
imagination...is the Book of Maccabbees. The Maccabbee family stood
up. They made war. They stuck by their
guns, and they came out winning. It’s
like a Western.
”—Mel Gibson. The Maccabees [Hammers] were a
fierce group of guerrilla warriors. They revolted
against the Seleucid Empire and its ruler who had
forbidden Jewish religious practices. The Maccabees were zealots. Their revolt started with the
murder of a Jew who practiced Hellenism. After the
Maccabees wrested control of Judea from the
Greeks, they set out to purify the promised land.
‘Cyprus’ is an assumption, probably based on the
Greeks using the island as an attack base for landing in Palestine. ‘Darius {Maintainer}’ was a title
used by multiple Persian Emperors.
2 Alexander {Man-Defender} starts many wars, wins
many strong-holds, and slays [many] kings of the

Alexander {Man-Defender}
to the ends of the
earth. He takes plunder from so many
nations that the world becomes quiet
[and submissive] before him. [The world] exalts
Alexander. His heart grows lifted up [in
pride].
earth, ___. 3
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about to die.

6 So Alexander {Man-Defender} calls
his servants, (the honorable ones who had been
brought up with him from his youth.) Alexander divides his kingdom among these [homeboys] while he is
still alive. 7 So after reigning for 12 years, Alexander {Man-Defender} [the ‘Great’] dies.
How the mighty fall. He could conquer a world-destroying Empire, but couldn't add one second to his
own life.

Alexander's Survivors Terrorize The
World

8 Alexander's servants assume dominion, each in

After Alexander's death
[all of Alexander's “buddies”] crown themselves
kings, as do their sons after them for
many years. So evils multiply throughout the earth. [125 bitter years pass…]
Antiochus (Epiphanes) Perverts
Israel
his own region. 9

1 Maccabees 1:10 Out of Alexander's servants
grows a wicked root: Antiochus (Epiphanes,) son of
Antiochus the king, (who had been a hostage at
Rome). Antiochus begins his reign [of terror] in [175
B.C.,] the 137th year of the Greek empire.
Antiochus claimed the Messianic titles: ‘God Manifest’, ‘Image Of God’, ‘Bringer Of Victory’, etc.

*[As Antiochus begins his despotic rule,] a
gaggle of wicked men spread
throughout Israel and beyond.
These [criminals] persuade many
[Israelites to break YAH's Laws,] saying,
“Let's go and make a covenant
with the beast-nations around
us. Since we [Hebrews] [stopped pledging
allegiance] to [Gentile] nations, we've
had [nothing but] sorrow.”
11

[leads his armies in conquest]

The Israelites stopped being separated from paganism. They applied to the Greeks' governments
for things like: driver's licenses, marriage licenses,
professional licenses, public schooling, welfare
benefits, employment, government grants, tax-exempt status, bank accounts, passports, corporate
charters, etc. Sound familiar?

Earth: probably not literally the entire globe, but
the areas relevant to Israel.

12

Alexander {Man-Defender} gathers a
mighty military-industrial-political-religious host. He rules over countries, nations and kings who become tributaries
to him. 5 Then Alexander {Man-Defender}
4

[foolishly invades India. A charging war-elephant gores
him. So he]

falls sick. He realizes he's
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This scheme: [giving benefits to ‘believers’ in
exchange for subjecting the believers under pagan jurisdiction]

pleases

[the Greeks]

well.

Getting pagan government benefits is fun... for a
while...

Some [Judaean] people rush forward in
making agreements with the beast-nations. The [apostates approach and petition] the
[Greek] king, who gives them license[s] to
13
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do [business under] the ordinances of the
beast-nations:

help him pay for more illegal, immoral
conquests.

It is very evil to bind yourself into the jurisdiction
of the heathen nations. For instance, getting a
driver's license by swearing an oath, a church pastor swearing oaths while applying for tax-exempt
status, all professional licenses obtained under
oath, etc. The evil errors described in the Maccabees are exactly the errors by which you live
your modern life every single day. Every crumb of
food you put in your mouth comes from the same
errors that destroyed Israel in AD70.

Sound familiar? The nation around you is doing the
same thing, with your tax money.

the [Jews] build a
at Jerusalem, according to the customs of the beast-nations:
14 [Upon getting their licenses,]
[chamber of commerce]

lit. ‘place of exercise’

make themselves ‘untrimmed’ [by using Tug-A-Hoy devices to stretch their
15 [The apostate Jews]

penile skin until it superficially appears to include an intact
foreskin].

And the Jews forsake [YAH's] holy
covenant. They join themselves to the
beast-nations. They sell [themselves] to do
mischief.

Or, “the Jews allow their hearts to get fat with corruption caused by making alliances with the pagans.” Genital circumcision was in fact forbidden by
Moses. (Moses commanded the removal of the umbilical stump.) Penile circumcision is an ancient Satanic ritual that the Jews appropriated from their
Egyptian and African neighbors. The Greco-Romans
rightly despised genital mutilation. Mischief: mercenary wars, debasing currencies, prostitution, fornication, bribe-taking, census-participation, idolworship, etc.

Antiochus Epiphanes Conquers
Egypt
16 The [Grecian] Empire becomes established under Antiochus. [Not content with one
Empire,] Antiochus decides to [invade south to]
reign over Egypt so that he can have
dominion over two realms [at once]. 17 So
Antiochus invades Egypt with a great
multitude: with chariots, and elephants,
and horsemen, and a great navy, ___!
18 [The Greeks] make war against Ptolemee
king of Egypt. But Ptolemee [shudders in]
fear of Antiochus. So [Ptolemee] flees. [The
Greeks] hack many [Egyptians] to death. 19
Thus the Greeks seize the strong cities
in the land of Egypt. Antiochus robs
Egypt's [treasures and women as] spoils, to
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Antiochus Enslaves Israel

*After Antiochus
smites Egypt, he returns again
in the [Greek Empire's] 143rd year.
He besieges Israel and
Jerusalem with a massive
horde [of soldiers].
1 Maccabees 1:20

After first subduing Israel with voluntary legal
bondage, Antiochus oppresses the Israelites with
involuntary military bondage. Just like in the U.S.
civil war. And there's more coming.

Antiochus arrogantly invades the [Issanctuary. He steals away the
golden altar, and the menorah of light,
and all the [temple's] utensils.
21

raeli]

Probably on the reasonable grounds that by applying for licenses under oath, the Hebrews has ceded
jurisdiction over Israel to the Empire, just as most
churches have ceded jurisdiction to the modern
world empire that controls them.

Antiochus [steals Jerusalem's] table of the
holy bread, and the pouring vessels,
and the vials, and the censers of gold,
and the veil, and the crown, and the
golden ornaments that stood before the
temple—all of this Antiochus rips off,
___. 23 And Antiochus steals [Jerusalem's]
silver and gold [and all her] precious vessels. He confiscates [all the] hidden [Jewish]
treasures he can find. 24 Antiochus
strips [Israel] of everything [valuable]. Arrogantly boasting [all the way, the perverted Greek
tyrant] massacres [hundreds of thousands of Jews].
At last he retires [north] to his own land.
25 So there rises a great mourning in
Israel, in every place where [Jews live,
___]. 26 Princes and elders [wail in] mourning. The virgins and young men [stagger,]
feeble. The beauty of women changes
22

[to horrifying grimaces of despair. Dignified ladies collapse

Every
groom [wails] in lamentation. Even the
brides sit [slumped] in the marriage chamber in heavy [suicidal depression over their murdered loved-ones]. 28 The land moves [in compassion for] its inhabitants. The whole famin uncontrollable slobbering fits of fury.] 27
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ily-line of Jacob lies covered in confusion.
Greek Tax-Collectors Burn & Pillage
Jerusalem
29 Two [hopeless] years pass. The [Greek emperor] sends his chief collector-of-tribute
to the cities of Judah. Backed by a
great multitude [of soldiers, bureaucratic tax-collectors] invade Jerusalem.

Do you still want all of those attractive government
benefits? Forced oppressive taxation is what's coming if you don't disengage from the world-system,
and quick.

*The tax collector
speaks peaceful words to Israel. But [his every word drips with] deceit. For when Israel gives credence to the tax collector, he
[sends the Imperial army to] fall suddenly
upon [Jerusalem] city. [Soldiers] strike
it [with great destruction]. They murder
much of the population of Israel. 31 *The tax-collector grabs
the plunder of [Jerusalem], sets the
city on fire, pulls down the
houses. He [demolishes] the city
walls on every side, ___. 32
*The tax collector kidnaps the
[Jewish] women and children [as]
captives. He confiscates [Israel's]
livestock, [eliminating their food supply].
1 Maccabees 1:30

The Greeks Steal Control Of Israel

*Then the Greeks fortify the
citadel of David with a great,
strong wall and mighty towers,
converting it into a stronghold
for their [invasion force]. 34 *And the
Greeks install in the citadel of
David a sinful [group of puppet-leaders].
These wicked men fortify
themselves in the city. 35 *The
Greeks stock the City of David
with armor and food. They
hoard together the spoils of
Jerusalem, and lay it up there.
33
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So the Greeks become a terrible trap [to the Israelites].
Like your country's creeping Communist system
surrounds you like a trap.
36 [This captured Citadel of David]

fect place

forms the per-

[for the Greeks] to lie in ambush
[against anyone who tries to re-institute YAH's Laws in

sanctuary. [So the Greeks stabilize
an evil adversary to Israel.
37 The Greeks shed innocent blood on
every side of the sanctuary. [Inside] they
defile it [by cooking swine-flesh and fornicating with
pagan shrine-prostitutes]. 38 [The slaughter grows so
vast] that the inhabitants of Jerusalem
flee from [the Greek oppressors]. Jerusalem
becomes the residence of foreigners, a
[place] strange to the [people] born in her.
Her own children flee her.
Jerusalem's]

their power as]

So that when Yahshua comes, he sees Jerusalem
taken over by evil priests falsely claiming to be
YHVH's servants. Similarly, America is a place that
Thomas Jefferson and the original freedom-seeking
Americans would not recognize, a bastion of socialism and despotic non-Constitutional foolishness.

sanctuary [lies dead], laid
waste like a wilderness. Her feasts
morph into mourning, her Sabbaths
into reproach, her honor into contempt.
1 Maccabees 1:40 Like the [nightmarish inverse]
of her former [fantastic] glory [under King
Solomon {Peace-Man},] Jerusalem's dishonor
sinks to the lowest depths [of depravity].
Her excellency decays into putrefaction.
Antiochus Abolishes The Mosaic
[Hebrew] Law
39 [Jerusalem's]

*[Adding insult to injury,] Emperor Antiochus writes [a commandment] to
his whole Empire, that all [his tributaries] must be One People:
41

E Pluribus Unum: Out of many: One. The triumphant call of Communists of all epochs. Abraham Lincoln, the mass-murderer, commits genocide against the South to ‘save the Union.’ Stalin
murders 55 million Christian Russian farmers.
42

*“Every

[citizen of this new mandatory

must abandon his [ancestral] laws.” All the beast-nations agree to this decree giving universal jurisdiction to the
[Greek] Emperor [madman].
Union of States]
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Forget YAH's laws, follow the laws of the Federal
government and its masters: the bankers who control the United Nations.

*Yes, ___, even many Israelites consent to Antiochus’
religion. They sacrifice [by paying
taxes] to idols. They profane the
Sabbath [by working between Friday Sundown and Saturday sundown].
43

Do you honor the Sabbath? Or did you let the pope
trick you into calling the day of the Sun God the
Sabbath?

*The Emperor sends letters
by messengers to Jerusalem
and the [other] cities of Judea
promising [to kill the Israelites unless they]
follow the [Empire's] strange ‘laws
of the land’.
44

Christianites say the Bible says they have to obey
the ‘laws’ of the nation around them, and NOT follow the principles of the Mosaic code. But the Bible
says the opposite.

*[The Emperor] forbids [Hebrew] ascension-donations and food
contributions and drink offerings. [This edict starves the priests and bleeds
45

dry the health, education and welfare work of the
sacred government of]

the

[Hebrew]

temple. [The Emperor mandates] that
the [Israelites must] profane the Sabbaths and festival days [by working
and doing acts YAH forbids on those days]:
Instead of offerings being given to the local Hebrew temple where the food would be used for local charity and scriptural education, offerings now
are given in the form of taxes to the centralized
state to fund Social Security and the standing military. Hebrew holy days are abandoned in favor of
birthdays, Christmas, SUNdays, and Federal holidays. Sound familiar?
46 [The pagan laws force the Israelites to]

the sanctuary,
holy people:

pollute

[producing debauchery among the]

The separatist, called-out ‘Holy Nation’ joins with
the United Nations, and becomes polluted. Pure religion is to take care of widows and oprhans in
their distress, and keep oneself from being polluted
by the world. Poison religion is to pay Caesar to
take care of widows and orphans while you join
with the world.
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set up altars, [witchcraft] Easter-Steeples, and chapels of
idols, [where they] sacrifice swine's flesh,
and [eat the meat of] unclean beasts, ___.
47 [The Emperor's soldiers]

Pagan religion, with hot-dogs at the church fellowships. Politicians at Bohemian Grove.

leave their
children ‘un-trimmed,’ and to make
their souls abominable with all sorts of
uncleanness and profanation:
48 [The Greeks force the Hebrews to]

‘Uncircumcised’ means ‘untrained in the ways of
Hebrew separatism.’ Sticking the children in
mandatory forced atheistic ‘education.’ Filling entertainment with empty sex, violence and profanity.

The Israelis Abandon YAH's Laws

*[The Greek Emperor gets his goal: most of
the] ‘Hebrews’ forget [YAH's] law.
They change all the [Biblical] ordinances into [short-sighted, man-pleasing,
democratic, Babylon-derived statutes] .
49

Apostates send their children to public school
where it's FORBIDDEN to teach Yah's Word. Idiots
flock to church where the preacher teaches that
Moses' Laws have been ‘done away with,’ and all
you have to do is say a salvation prayer to go to
heaven, or [if you're Catholic,] count your rosary.

*Antiochus decrees, “Whoever does not act
strictly as commanded by the
Emperor, will die.”
1 Maccabees 1:50

Disobey federal law, and the punishment is death.
If you maintain holy separation from the world, the
world-culture leaves you for dead. See Rev 13:1618.

In that very manner Antiochus writes
to his whole kingdom, and appoints
overseers over all the people, commanding the cities of Judea to sacrifice
51

[animals to the pagan gods, and to pay the money (that
should have gone to the Hebrew temple) into the war-state's central fund],

city by city.

Antiochus collects taxes. Taxes=sacrifices.

*Millions of Israelis assimilate into Greek culture. All of
them forsake [YAH's] law. So they
commit evils in the land.
52

Your wealth should be used for local charity and
scriptural education. Sending that money into a
central worldly tax fund is a great evil. Assimilation
into Greek culture includes: women painting their
faces with makeup, women dressing like men,
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women removing their head-covering and cutting
their hair short, women divorcing their husbands,
men and women and teens experimenting with
multiple sexual partners and with homosexual intercourse, pledging allegiance and swearing oaths,
incurring debt, charging interest on loans, wearing
Nike shoes, sending your children to schools, joining the military, changing the Sabbath to Sunday,
etc. Sound familiar?

drive the [faithful] Israelites
into secret hiding-places. Saints flee [Israel in hope of] help.
The Greeks Commit Unspeakable
Mass-Torture
53 [Israeli traitors]

*[Anxious time passes.] On the 15th
day of the [early winter] month [called]
Casleu, in the [Greek Empire's] 145th
year, the Greeks erect the
“Abomination Of Desolation”
upon the [Hebrew Temple's] altar.
They build idol altars throughout the cities of Judea on every
side.
54

This ‘Abomination’ includes slaughtering a pig in
the Hebrew temple. Hot dogs at the church's national-holiday picnic. The scripture says, ‘touch no
part of a dead pig.’ Yet Christianites stuff squishedup pig penis and pig anus in their children's
mouths, and call it ‘freedom in Christ.’
55 [The Greeks] burn [pagan] incense at the doors of their

*The Greeks
tear in pieces any books of
[YAH's] law they can find, and
burn them with fire.
houses, and in the streets. 56

The ‘Bibles’ most people read look whole, but are in
fact torn in pieces: the order of events is so
messed up, and the translations are so bad, that
nobody really reads the Bible, except as a sleep-aid. And the religionists love it that way. The Bible
Societies are run by high-level occultist freemasons
who deprive you of decent translations and explanatory comments.

*Obeying the Emperor's orders, [the soldiers and traitors hunt down]
anyone with a Book of the Testament and anyone committed
to [YAH's] law. [Executioners] put these
[saints] to death, ___.
57

Persecution today is often much more subtle: Deluded preachers say that the Old Testament has
been done away with, and that it's evil to read the
Apocrypha. Jews say the New Testament is a lie.
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The endgame is the same: the devil gets you to ignore YAH's Holy Word and ignore the tools you
need to understand it, resulting in your eternal
death.

Every month, in every city, the
Greeks [abuse] their authority by murdering every [faithful] Israelite they can hunt
down. 59 On the 25th day of the month
[of Casleu (late November)], the Greeks sacrifice [pigs] on the idol-altar [they've stacked]
on the altar of [Yahweh] Elohim. 1
58

*Simultaneously,
obeying the Emperor's commandment, the Greeks murder
a bunch of mothers who had
caused their boys to be circumcised.
Maccabees 1:60

These mothers may have made the terrible mistake of cutting their boys' penises, not understanding that circumcision is a Hebrew idiom properly
meaning to ‘trim off dead parts of your skin or your
soul.’ When you cut your child's penis, you are
committing child abuse, opening the door for the
world's governments to take control of your family.

*The Greeks tie the
Hebrew mothers' [dead]
infants around the
mother's necks, and rifle their houses, and
slay any [parent] who circumcises their [baby]
boys.
61

Jesus said, ‘Love your enemies’ to Israelis who
were enduring the worst oppression possible: to
kill your baby in front of you and then tie your
dead baby around your neck until the gangrene
from your own offspring's rotting flesh slowly infects you with death. How DARE Christianites boast
that they have the right to go to war against their
enemies! The Greeks rightly concluded that genital
circumcision is child abuse. But, like the schemes
of modern social service nazi's, the ‘cure’ was
worse than the ‘disease.’

A Hebrew Resistance Movement
Begins

*Even [suffering the worst tortures imaginmany [people] in Israel maintain full resolve, confirming in
62

able],
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themselves never to eat any
unclean thing.
Oppression begets resistance. We will not eat your
nitrite-filled hot-dogs. Mothers and babies died to
avoid pork. Can the church not afford a few more
pennies to buy beef for the church picnic?

*Many [faithful] Hebrews die,
preferring to be murdered
rather than to profane [YAH's]
holy covenant and be defiled
with [unclean] meats.
63

Hebrews died to obey Moses' health Laws. Yet
Christianites ostracize you if you wisely choose
avoid eating pork.

*[The Hebrews resist United-Nations encroachment. So] very great [Imperial] firerage falls on Israel.
64

This savage oppression all started with making
agreements with nice ‘government’ employees offering free benefits, like the bank accounts, employment, etc. that bought your house and everything in it.

1 Maccabees 2
Brave Mattithiah Rises up To Defend Israel
1 [As the days of Greek persecution drag on, a war-hero] arises:
MattathiYah {YAH's-Gift} the son of JAHn, the son of
Simeon {Listener}, a priest, a [great-great… grand] son of
Joarib, from Jerusalem. MattathiYah lives in Modin.
Modi'in-Maccabim-Re'ut city is located in central Israel, about 35 kilometres (22 mi) southeast of Tel
Aviv and 30 kilometres (19 mi) west of Jerusalem.
2 MattathiYah {YAH's-Gift} fathers five sons: JAHohannon Caddis; 3 —Simon Thassi— 4 —Judah
Maccabeus {The-Hammer}—

“They profaned his Temple. They killed
his father... [He fought] for something he believed in... Oh, the odds
[Hammer] faced. The [Greek] armies
[atacked him with] elephants! How cinematic is this!
”—Mel Gibson The Hanukkah story is a pillar of
Jewish history. It celebrates the [initially] successful rebellion that liberated the Second Temple in
Jerusalem from the Greek occupier Antiochus. Judah Maccabeus, which means ‘Hammer’, who led
the fight, instituted Hanukkah — the “Festival of
Lights” — to celebrate the triumph.
5 —ELeazar Avaran, and JAHnathan Apphus. 6 [Hammer] watches [in disgust as Greeks and Hellenized Jews] commit
blasphemies in Judea, including Jerusalem. 7 [Ham-

screams, “Woe is me! Why was I
born to see this misery of my people:
mer]
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the holy city? Why [was I
cursed to stay] alive in [Judaea] after [Yahweh]
threw [our land] into the hand[s] of the
[Greek] enemy, [and dropped our] sanctuary
[into] the fist[s] of strangers?! 8 [Jerusalem's]
[corruption of]

temple has rotted, like an inglorious

[despicable]

man.

have carried [Jerusalem's] glorious
vessels into captivity. Her infants [lie]
slain in the streets. Her young men
[bleed to death, run through] with enemy
sword[s]. 1 Maccabees 2:10 What beast-nation
9 [Pagans]

has failed to gobble up a share in
kingdom, to

[pillage]

[Jerusalem's]

from her spoils? 11 [Marauders]

stole away all [Jerusalem's] ornaments.
Once a free woman, she has devolved
into a bound-slave.
Bond = oath.
12 See our sanctuary, our [prime] beauty and our
glory, [now] laid waste, profaned by the [godless, pagan]

[Beast-Nations], ___! 13 What reason
could we [possibly] have to live another
minute?!” 14 [As Hammer finishes screaming,]
MattathiYah {YAH's-Gift} and his sons rip
their clothes, put on sackcloth. They
mourn like [dying dogs]. 15 Meanwhile the
[Greek] Emperor's officers, (whose [horrible
baby-killing tortures had] compelled the people
to revolt), march into the city of Modin
to make the [Jews give tax payments in the form
of] sacrifices [to pagan gods].

Gentile

Federal employees collect taxes to fund evil wars.

Crowds of [terrified] Israelites flock to
the tax collectors. MattathiYah {YAH'sGift} and his sons come among them. 17
The Emperor's officers flatter MattathiYah {YAH's-Gift}, saying, “You are a
ruler, an honorable and great man in
this city, strengthened with sons and
brothers: 18 So you come first, and fulfill the [Greek] Emperor's order[s], just as
all the nations [obey him]. All the men of
Judea, and [the few northern Israelis] who remain at Jerusalem, [have already bowed and
16

paid the sacrificial tax. So just honor the Greek gods.

the Emperor will number your family among his friends. [He'll] honor you
and your children with silver and gold,
and many [other] rewards.” [The tax collector
Then]

nods to a gaggle of Greek shrine whores who lick their lips
and lift their skirts at MattithiYah.]
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The evil tax collectors offer the righteous man rewards and benefits to join their evil Federal government.

26 MattathiYah {YAH's-Gift} deals zealously for the
law of Elohim like Phineas {Snake-Mouth} [who threw a

19

MattathiYah

*MattathiYah {YAH's-Gift} answers, speaking with a loud
voice, “Though all nations under the [Greek] Emperor's dominion obey him—though every [human on the face of the earth] falls away
from the religion of their fathers, and gives consent to [the
Emperor's idolatrous, oppressive] commandments: 1 Maccabees 2:20 Still I
and my sons and my brothers [will always]
walk in the covenant of our fathers! 21

*Elohim forbid that we should
forsake [YAH's] law and the [Hebrew]

*We'll never
listen to the [Greek] Emperor's words, to drift
from our religion, neither [to] the right hand,
nor the left!” 23 MattathiYah
ordinances!

22

finishes speaking these
words. Then right there in Modin, in
front of the watching crowd, up runs an
[apostate] Jewish man. He comes to sacrifice [animals] on the [pagan] altar. [He rushes
to] obey the [Greek] Emperor's [idolatrous]
commandment. 24 When MattathiYah
sees [this blasphemy], he flames up with
zeal. His [body] trembles uncontrollably.
He can't hold back showing his fury.
Filled with [obsession for] justice, he runs
and kills the [Jewish] idolater on the [pagan]
altar, ___! 25 [His sword still dripping with Jewish
blood,] MattathiYah assassinates the
king's [tax] commissioner, [to stop him from]
making [Jewish] people offer [any more]
sacrifices [as taxes in honor of the pagan gods].
Then MattathiYah pulls down the [Greek]
altar!
{YAH's-Gift}

MattathiYah kills the King's Tax Commissioner,
then tears up their tax-collection headquarters.
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javelin through the idolatrous]

Zambri, the son of Salom. 27

crying throughout the
city. He shouts [at the top of
his lungs,] “Whoever is zealous [for YAH's]
law, whoever maintains the [Sinai]
covenant, let him follow me!” 28 [Greek soldiers attack MattathiYah and his sons.] MattathiYah
and his sons flee into the mountains.
They abandon everything they own in
the city. [Greek soldiers ransack and confiscate their
[runs]

[enemy-occupied]

houses, farms and everything and everyone in them.] 29

*Many [Jews] who seek justice
and the rule of Law [secretly] journey down into the wilderness
to live [independently from the pagan oppressors]. 1 Maccabees 2:30 [With these secessionists]
flock their children, their wives, and
their cattle. They flee [the] increasingly
horrible affliction [Greek soldiers] inflict on
the [Jews]. 31 Spies tell the [Greek] Emperor's servants, and his army at
Jerusalem (in the citadel of David), that
[increasing numbers of Jewish] men are breaking
the Emperor's command and emigrating down into secret places in the
wilderness. 32 *Hordes of Greek

chase the [secessionist] Hebrews, find them, and set up
war-camp against them. Finally, the [Greeks] make war against
the Hebrews on the Sabbath
day. 33 *The Greek warriors lie
to the Hebrews, promising
amnesty, saying, “Enough [rebellion]! Come out. [Surrender.] Obey
the commandment[s] of the
[Greek] Emperor, and you'll live.”
34 *But the Hebrew [secessionists]
reply, “We won't come out [of our
wilderness refuge]. We will never obey
the Emperor's commandment
to profane the Sabbath day.”
[soldiers]

Hebrews died to honor the Sabbath. Yet Christianites ignorantly trample the Sabbath under their
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feet, pretending it doesn't even exist, when it's the
4th Commandment!

So the Greeks suddenly rush and attack the Hebrews in battle. 36 *[Because
35

the Hebrews
[keep silent,] answering nothing to
the Greek attackers. [The saints resist
the temptation to] cast stones at the
Greeks. The [Sabbath-keepers] refuse
even to [passively defend themselves by]
covering over the [escape-portals and
air-holes of the Greek army's] hiding
it's the Sabbath Rest Day,]

*Instead [of
fighting,] the Hebrews answer, “Let us all die in
our innocence. Heaven
and earth will testify for
us, that you [pagans]
wrongfully put us [Hebrews] to death!” 38 *So the
places.

37

Greeks rise up against the Hebrews in battle on the Sabbath.
They slay 1000 of the Hebrew
[men], [plus] their wives, children
and cattle. 39 MattathiYah {YAH's-Gift}
and his friends hear of the slaughter.
They mourn terribly for the massacred
Hebrews. 1 Maccabees 2:40 One of MattathiYah's [misguided] friends says to another, “If we [Jews] keep silent as our
[dead] brothers did, refusing to fight
against the beast-nations for our lives
and laws, [our enemies] will immediately
rush [in and] root us out of the earth.”
YHVH never commands his people to physically retaliate. He commands us to use praise-warfare.
Hammer's Jewish resistance forgot about praise
battle, as most Judeo-Christianites do today. Carnal warfare is the strategy of short-sighted rebels
who forget YHVH's Word:
“YHVH fights for you: you need only be still.”
Non-resistance doesn't guarantee you won't get
killed. But it improves your statistical odds of living, both in this life and the next.

So right then the [hot-head rebel Israelites]
issue a decree. It proclaims, “If any [attacker] comes to make battle with us on
the Sabbath day, we'll fight him! We
won't all die like our [pacifist] brothers
who got murdered in their hiding
places.”
41

Again, this self-defense mentality is understandable, but a mistake.

A group of Assidean [pietists], mighty
men of Israel, voluntarily devoted to
[Yahweh's] law, travel to [join] MattathiYah's
[rebel group].
42

Hasidæans.

Everyone fleeing from [Greek] persecution joins themselves to the [rebel Israelite
force]. [Numbers] give the rebellion stability.
44 So MattathiYah and the Assideans
join their forces. They kill sinful [Jewish
traitors] in anger. They [assassinate] wicked
[Greek soldiers and leaders] in fire-rage. [Some
people targeted by MattathiYah's punishment] flee to
the beast-nations for help. 45
MattathiYah {YAH's-Gift} and his friends
march around [Israel]. They tear down
[hundreds of pagan Greek tax-collection] altars. 46
Whenever [Israelite rebels] find ‘un-trimmed’
boys within the borders of Israel, they
[forcefully] circumcise the boys.
43

A big mistake. The idea that Yahweh ever wanted
people's foreskins cut-off is a giant tragic misunderstanding.

The [Israelite rebels] pursue proud [fighting]
men [to join their ranks]. So the work [of building a force to resist the Greek occupation] prospers
in the [rebels'] hand[s].
47

Again, not a good thing.

So the [Jewish rebels] recover the [Rule Of]
Law from the hand of the Gentile
[tyrants]. [The Jews] snatch [the government]
from the hand[s] of [pagan] rulers, denying triumph to the sinners.
48

Jesus never said we were supposed to stage rebellions. He said we were supposed to love our enemies, even Hitler. That's why the real Jesus is as
unpopular as H.I.V. at the office Christmas party.
49 [Time passes.] The time draws near for MattathiYah
{YAH's-Gift} to die. He says to his sons, “Now pride
and rebuke have recovered [their] strength. The time
of destruction [draws near]. The fire-rage of indignation
[grows hot].
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sons, you be zealous for [YAH's]
law. Give your lives for the
Covenant of your fathers.
Good advice. But that doesn't mean kill people or
violently revolt against governments, however bad
those governments may be. Violence, no matter
how well-motivated, breeds violence.

Call to remembrance what [great] acts
our fore-fathers wrought in their time [s].
Thus will you receive great honor, and
an everlasting name. 52 Remember that
[Satan] tempted Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}. [Abraham thought that YAH was commanding
him to kill his son.] Yet Abraham proved
faithful. [Even though attempting to kill your own son
is totally unrighteous,] YAH accepted Abraham's faith as if Abraham had been
righteous.
51

E for Effort.
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rescued [him] from the mouth[s]
of lions. 61 *So consider [this universal lesson] of all ages: No one who
puts their trust in YAH can [ultimately] be overcome. 62 *So never
fear the words of sinful man:
for his glory devolves into poop
and worms. 63 *Today sinful
man gets lifted up. But tomorrow he's be nowhere to be
found, returned into his dust,
his thought[s] reduced to nothing. 64 *So, you my sons, be
valiant. Prove yourselves men
who champion [YAH's] law. For by
[His] Law you obtain glory. 65

53 [Likewise, ancient]

Look: I know that your brother Simon
{Listener} is a man of counsel. Always
give [your] ear to him. He [soon replaces me as]
your father-figure. 66 As for Judah

The Maccabees forget that Joseph was a servant to
the pagan King, not a rebel against him.

Maccabeus {The-Hammer}, he's been mighty and
strong, from his youth up. [So] let [Hammer] be your

Our fore-father Phineas {Snake-Mouth},
by being zealous and fervent, obtained
the covenant of an everlasting priesthood.

captain, fighting the battle of the people. 67 Take
into your [ranks] all people who observe [YAH's] law. [Together] avenge the wrong [the invaders are doing to] your
people.
Bad, devilish idea. People who love the Law should
love their enemies. The strategy of loving your enemies (though itself fraught with danger) is the
quickest path to sustainable peace.
68 Fully repay the beast-nations. Study & execute
the commandments of [YAH's] law.”
This same logical inconsistency still inflames the
Middle-East. You can't take revenge and heed
YAH's Laws at the same time. Even Proverbs 25:21
says, “If your enemy is hungry, give him food to
eat.”
69 So MattathiYah {YAH's-Gift} blesses his sons. [Then
he closes his eyes in death. His family and town] gather [around] him.

Joseph {Increaser} kept
[YAH's] commandment[s] even in time(s)
of [terrible] distress. So [YAH] made [Joseph]
lord over Egypt.
54

Yet murdering people is not a solution to a problem. Don't emulate Phineas by throwing javelins
through sinners. Emulate his zeal.

JAHshua fulfilled [YAH's]
Word. So [YAH] made him a judge in Israel. 56 Caleb {Battle-Cry} bore [true] witness before [his] congregated [nation]. So
[YAH] gave him a huge inheritance of
land. 57 [King] David {Love} [committed many
acts of] mercy. So [YAH gave him] possession
of the throne of [the Messiah's] everlasting
kingdom. 58 *[Ancient prophet] EliJah
{Jah-Is-El} zealously and fervent55 [Likewise, ancient]

ly

to [promote YAH's] Law. So
took him up into heaven. 59

[suffered]

[YAH]

AnaniYah, AzariYah and
MisaEl actively-confided [in YAH]. So [YAH]
saved them out of the flames [of the fiery
furnace]. 1 Maccabees 2:60 *DaniEl {ElJudges} [lived in] innocence. So [YAH]
[Daniel's friends]
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They carry him to [the graves of] his fore-fathers. 1
Maccabees 2:70 MattathiYah {YAH's-Gift} dies in the
146th year [of the Greek Empire]. His sons bury him in the
tombs of his ancestors at Modin. All Israel makes
great lamentations for [MattathiYah].

1 Maccabees 3
Hammer Rises Up To Take His Father's Place
1 In MattathiYah's place, his son Judah aka ‘The
Hammer’ rises up [to lead the rebellion against the Greek army].
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Y'hudhah HamMakabi: Judah the Hammer.

All Hammer's brothers help him, as do
all the [soldiers] who had stayed in league
with his father. Hammer's guerrilla warriors joyfully fight the battle [against the
Greeks] for Israel's [freedom]. 3 So Hammer
2

wins his people great honor. He puts on a giant's
breastplate. He straps his war-harness around his
[frame]. He prosecutes battles, protecting the host [of

Hammer's [fighting] actions mirror an [attacking] lion, like a lion's
whelp roaring for his prey. 5 Hammer purIsrael]

with his sword. 4

sues the wicked. He rousts them out. He burns up

[imperialists] who vex his people. 6 So the
wicked [Fascists] shrink for fear of Hammer. All the workers of evil [shake in] terror, because salvation prospers in Hammer's hand. 7 Hammer grieves many [foreign]

the

kings. He makes [the descendants of] Jacob spin-around
[in bright joy] with his actions. [Jews go on to] bless Hammer's memory forever. 8 Hammer goes on to
march through the cities of Judah. He destroys the
wicked idolaters in them. He turns away [the forces who

So
Hammer becomes renowned to the utmost part[s] of the earth. He embraces
[into his army any warrior or helper] ready to die
[in the fight for freedom]. 1 Maccabees 3:10 Meanwhile, [north Israel's pagan occupation governor]
Apollonius amasses a multi-national
Gentile force. They join a huge army [of
invaders and traitors stationed] in [north Israel's
capitol:] Samaria. [This coalition prepares] to
fight against [native] Israel.
rained the Greek Emperor's]

fire-rage on Israel. 9

The United Nations against the Hebrews.
11 But Judah the Hammer's [spies warn him of the Greek invasion]. So he travels out to confront the Greek General. Hammer strikes down and kills the General.
Many other [imperial soldiers] fall down slain. The rest
flee. 12 So Judah the Hammer seizes

[the abandoned

as spoils,
along with [General] Apollonius’ [priceless] sword. Hammer fights with that sword his whole life long.
Hammer was a brave, masterful warrior. Yet no
one should mistake Hammer's actions for righteousness. The weapons of our warfare are NOT
carnal.
13 Seron, a prince of the army of [Highland] Syria,
hears rumors that Judah the Hammer has gathered
to himself faithful troops [supported] by a crowd of [supwealth and weapons of the international invading forces]

porters]

to march out with him to war. 14

Seron

boasts, “I'll win [for] myself a [famous]
name, and honor in the Empire. I'll go
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fight Judah the Hammer and his companions who despise [my Greek] Emperor's
commandment[s].
You don't even know what will happen tomorrow.
Your life is just a mist that vanishes quickly away.
15 So Seron readies himself to go up [to battle,] accompanied by a mighty host of wicked [soldiers,]

seeking revenge against the sons of Israel. 16
Seron advances toward the [road up to] Beth Horon
{Cave-House}. Judah the Hammer ventures forth with

Hammer's
little band of soldiers sees Syria's [huge
military] host thundering to meet them.
The [rebels] cry to Judah the Hammer,
“How can we few [men] fight against
such a huge and powerful horde? We're
starving, about to faint from fasting all
day!” 18 Judah the Hammer answers,
“It's no hard matter for the hands of a
few [soldiers] to trap many [warriors]. With
[Yahweh] the Elohim of heaven it's no different to rescue [His people from oppression using] a huge [military] multitude, or a tiny
[praise-band]. 19 *For the victory of
a small company to oppose Seron. 17

battle stands not in the size of
an army. Rather, strength
comes from heaven.
The United States needs to remember that.
1 Maccabees 3:20 These [pagan soldiers] come against
us [pumped up with] pride and evil, to destroy us and our
wives and children, and to plunder us. 21

But we

*So
[Yahweh] the Adonai himself will
overthrow the [pagans] before our
face[s]. So you [Hebrew] men, never be afraid of [attackers].” 23
*Hammer says this, then he
leaps suddenly upon the Syrians. [The Hebrews] overthrow Seron
and his host, ___! 24 The Israelites
fight for our lives and our laws.

22

pursue the Syrians from the [road descending from] Beth
Horon {Cave-House} to the plain. There [Hammer] slays
about 800 [Syrian soldiers]. The rest [of the pagan invaders] flee
into Philistine territory. 25 The fear of Judah
the Hammer and his brothers, (an exceptionally
great dread), cascades over the nations bordering
[west]

[Israel].

26 Hammer's fame reaches the [Greek] Emperor. All nations talk about the battles of Judah the
Hammer. 27 When [Greek] Emperor Antiochus hears
about [Hammer's rebellion], he fills with indignation. So he
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summons and amasses together all the forces of

Then [Emperor]
Antiochus opens his treasure. He gives
his soldiers [retainer] pay for a year. He
commands them to be ready whenever
he may need them. 29 Yet soon Antiochus sees that the money from his
treasures has run out and that the tribute [payments from] the country [of Judaea] are
small, because of the dissension and
plague he brought upon the land by
abolishing the ancient [Hebrew] Laws.
his realm: a very strong army. 28

Leave Hebrew Law and you slide into plague and
oppression. That's the story of the nation around
you.
1 Maccabees 3:30 Antiochus fears he can't bear his
army's [financial] charges any longer, so that he must
stop giving such liberal gifts. (He's [given his soldiers and
allies much more money] than the Emperors preceding him
gave.) 31 Greatly mentally perplexed, Antiochus
determines to travel to Persia to take tributes from
its

regions, to gather a fortune. 32 So [EmAntiochus leaves a nobleman of royal blood to
oversee the his [Imperial] affairs [in the region stretching] from
[conquered]

peror]

the Euphrates river to the borders of Egypt. 33 [Antiochus charges this nobleman] to bring up his son, [prince] Antiochus II, (until he, [Antiochus I] returns).
Absentee father king creates a demon child king.
34 Antiochus delivers to this steward half of his [Imperial] forces, plus war-elephants! [Antiochus] gives his
steward control over all endeavors that he himself
would have accomplished, including attacking the
living in Judea and Jerusalem. 35 [The Emperor
to send an army against Judea, to
destroy and root out the strength of Israel, [to murder]
the surviving [Jews left] in Jerusalem, to strip [the He[people]

commands his steward]

memory [and memorials] from [the land of Israel]. 36 [Anorders his steward to place non-Israelis in all
[Judea's living and working] quarters, and to divide [Israel's]
land by lot.
Confiscating the property of foreigners. The state
assuming ownership of all land. Two planks of the
Communist manifesto.
37 So in the [Greek Empire's] 147th year, the king takes
the remaining half of his [armed] forces as he leaves
Antioch (his royal city). He crosses the Euphrates
river, and travels through the high countries.
Seeking tax revenue to fund his war against the
Hebrews.
brews']

tiochus]

Lysias Sends His Attack Generals
To Kill Jews

38 Meanwhile, [Imperial steward] Lysias appoints the Emperor's mighty friends Ptolemee (the son of Dorymenes), Nicanor and Gorgias [as war generals].
The text does not make it clear who Lysias is, but
he is probably the Imperial steward mentioned in
v.34.
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39 So, obeying the king's command, Lysias sends
40 thousand footmen and 7 thousand horsemen
with these mighty [generals] to march [south] into the
land of Judea to destroy it. 1 Maccabees 3:40 So
the Greek army rides forth with all their power.
They advance [on Judea]. They pitch [their war camp] near
Emmaus {Warm-Spring} (in the country plains). 41
The merchants of [Israeli] territory, hearing the fame
of the Greek [conquest], load [their carts with] huge loads of
silver, gold and servants. They flock into the [Greek
war] camp to buy the ‘sons of Israel’ as slaves. [Military,
economic, religious and political] powers from [Highland] Syria
and from Palestinian territory also join themselves
with the Greek [invasion force].

Hammer & His Brothers Prepare To
Defend Judea

42 Judah the Hammer and his brothers see the [Israelites'] miseries multiplying. They see the [enemy]
forces camped within their borders. They realize
that the Greek Emperor has given genocidal orders
to destroy the [Jewish] people, to utterly wipe them
out of [history].
Just like Hitler and Haman, genocidal wars against
Hebrews are a fixture of every epoch of earth's history.
43 [Hammer & his brothers] say to one-another, “Let's restore the decayed fortune of our people! Let's fight
for our people and for [YAH's] sanctuary!”
Carnal warfare is not intelligent. Christ came to
correct Hammer's mistakes. Love your enemy. Do
good to those who hate you.

The [Jewish] congregation gathers together to make ready for battle, to
pray, to ask [Yahweh for] mercy and compassion.
44

Hammer forgets that the Hebrew scriptures command him to pray for and give food and drink to
his enemies.
45 Jerusalem lies void as a wilderness. None of her
children go in or out. The sanctuary lie trodden
down. Foreigners guard [Jerusalem's] strong-hold. The
beast-nations revel [in the most elite center of Jerusalem's power].
All joy is robbed from Jacob. The pipe and the harp
and silent. 46 So the Israelites assemble
themselves together. They march to Maspha, opposite Jerusalem. (Maspha was the place in Israel
where the [huge congregation] had earlier prayed [for victo[lie smashed]

47 That day, the Israelites fast. They
don sackcloth. They cast ashes upon
their heads, and tear their clothes. 48
They lay open the book of [YAH's] law.
[They read about an earlier time when] the beastnations sought to paint images of their
demon-idols [in YAH's temple].
ry].)

The image of the beast entices you to obey man's
‘laws’ instead of YAH's Law.
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Israelites haul
[sacred] priests’ garments, tithes and [offerings of] the first-fruits [of the produce from their
farms]. Upon completing their days [of
monastic separation,] the Nazirites get fired
up [to join the war-preparation gathering]. 1
49 [To the gathering, thousands of]

Maccabees 3:50 The Israelites cry with a loud voice
toward heaven, saying, “What should we do with
these

[sanctuary articles]?

Where can we take them? 51

For your sanctuary sits trampled, debased, profaned. Your priests wallow in
heavy [depression], destroyed. 52 Look!
The beast-nations [have] assembled together against us to destroy us. You
know the tortures they plan [to inflict]
against us. 53 *How can we stand

against the beast-nations, unless you, Elohim, rescue us?” 54
The [Israelites] sound trumpets. They cry
with loud voice[s]. 55 Judah the Hammer or-

dains captains over the people: officers over thousands, and over hundreds, and over fifties, and
over tens [of warriors]. 56 Hammer commands every
[man] building a house, or engaged, or recently married, or planting a vineyard, or fearful, to return to
his own house, (just as [YAH's] law specifies). 57 So
the [Israelite] horde mobilizes. They pitch [war camp] on
the south side of Emmaus {Warm-Spring}. 58 Judah
the Hammer shouts, “Arm yourselves! Be valiant
men. Be ready at sunrise to fight with these nations [who] swarm together against us to destroy us
and our sanctuary!
Christ came to stop this armed rebellion. But his
people ignored his warning. So in AD70, Rome
wiped Israel off of the map for 1900 years.

For it's better for us to die in battle,
than to watch calamities [ravage] our
people and our sanctuary.
59

Not really. It's better to love your enemies.

Nevertheless, as is the
will of Elohim in heaven, so let Him do.”
1 Maccabees 3:60

1 Maccabees 4
Gen. Georgias Leads 6000 Men In
Night Ambush

1 Then [Greek General] Gorgias takes 5000 footmen,
and 1000 of [the Empire's] finest horsemen. [They creep]

out of [the Gentile war] camp [under cover of] night. 2 [Gorgias]
plans to rush in upon the Jewish [war] camp, to
strike them suddenly, using spies from the [Israelite]
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the surprise attack. So Hammer
himself sneaks out with his valiant [special-forces warriors]
to try to strike the [remainder of the] Emperor's army as
him Intelligence about]

they sleep in the

[war-camp at]

[Hammer hopes to hit while]

the

Emmaus

{Warm-Spring}.

[Greeks' surprise attack]

4

forces are

separated from their own war-camp. 5 Meanwhile,
[Greek General] Gorgias [rushes] by night into the Jewish
war-camp. When Gorgias finds no man there, he
hunts for the Israelites in the mountains, assuming, “These [scared hillbillies] are fleeing from us [Greek warheroes].”

6 But as soon as daylight breaks [over the mounJudah the Hammer shows himself in the plain
with 3000 [unarmed] men, who have neither armor
nor swords [nor the training in how to use weapons].
And indication that Hammer may have been using
praise-power.
7 The Israelites see the war-camp of the beast-nations: fierce, strong and well-armed, completely
tains],

Judah the Hammer says to the men with
him, “Never fear their multitude. Don't
shudder at their assault. 9 *Rememsurrounded by horsemen; all experts in war. 8

ber how [YAH] delivered our
fore-fathers via the ‘Red’ Sea,
when Pharaoh pursued them
with an army. 1 Maccabees 4:10 So
now let's cry to heaven! Maybe Adonai
[Yahweh] will have mercy on us, and remember the covenant of our fathers,
and destroy this army before our face
today. 11 All the beast-nations must
learn there is One [Yahweh] who delivers
and saves Israel.” 12 The foreign [troops] lift up
their

[angry]

eyes.

[They laugh to]

see the

[hopelessly out-pow-

So the
beast-national army rushes out of their
war-camp to battle, [shouting, “Today our gods
drink the blood of Jews!”] The [soldiers] of Judah
sound their shofars.
ered]

Israelites attacking opposite them. 13

Music is our battle weapon, with which we call the
power of Yah to defeat the overwhelming foe.

The [unarmed] Israelites join battle.
They [supernaturally] crush the [heavily-armed
war-expert] heathen. [The surving Greeks] flee
into the plain. 15 The [unarmed Israelites chase down] all
14

the straggling heathen [warriors]. [The Jews] kill the
[Greeks] with [the Greeks' own] swords. The Israelites pursue the beast-nationals to Gazera {Portion}, and
[south] to the plains of Edom, Azotus and Jamnia,
slaying about 3000 heathen soldiers.
However, this conquest ends up being bad because
it plants the seeds of the eventual total destruction

fortress as guides. 3 Judah the Hammer's

[spies rush
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of Israel by the Roman army, about 150 years later.
16 Judah the Hammer and his army return [victorious]
from chasing the beast-nations, ___. 17 [Hammer]
commands the people, “Don't lust for the plunder!
Another battle looms before us! 18 [Greek general] Gorgias and his army [stalk] us [here on this] mountain!
Stand now against our enemies! Overcome them.
Then you may boldly seize the spoils [of battle]!” 19
As Judah the Hammer speaks these words, a party
of enemy spies appear, looking out from the mountain. 1 Maccabees 4:20 The [Greek] spies see that
the Jews have put the [invasion] army to flight, and
are burning the Greek army's tents. The smoke in
the air tells the story [of the Greeks' defeat]. 21 So the
spies shake with terror, seeing the host of Judah in
the plain ready

[again]

to fight. 22 The spies all flee

into foreign land [to escape the supernaturally-empowered Jews].
23 Then Judah the Hammer returns to plunder the
enemy tents. There the Jews reap [tons] of gold, and
silver, and blue silk, and purple [cloth imported from overand [other] great riches. 24 Then the Israelites travel home, singing songs of
thanksgiving, praising Adonai [Yahweh] in
heaven: “because [YAH] is good; because
His mercy endures forever...” 25 [They thank
seas],

Yahweh for]

rescuing them that day with such great

power. 26 Meanwhile, all the escaped foreign [warriors] run [north to Greece. Trembling, the survivors] tell [Imperial steward] Lysias how the [unarmed Jews massacred their great Greek
army].

27 When Lysias hears [of his army's defeat], he
confounded and discouraged at the failure of

[shakes,]

all his and the Emperor's war-plans against Israel.
28 A year goes by. Then Lysias gathers together
60000 choice [mercenary] foot-infantrymen, plus 5000
war-horsemen to subdue the Hebrews. 29 This
beast-national army rides [from Syria down through Judea]
into Edom {SouthLand}. They pitch their tents at
Bethsura {House-Of-Rock}. Judah the Hammer meets
these [65000] beast-national [assassins] with 10000

Hammer sees the
mighty [Greek] army. He prays, saying,
“[I] kneel [beneath] you, O Savior of Israel,
who quelled the violence of the mighty
man [Goliath] by the hand of your servant
David {Love}. You handed the host of
foreign [killers] into the fist of JAHnathan
(the son of Saul) and [JAHnathan's] armor
bearer. 31 Shut up this [huge Greek] army
in the hand of your people Israel. Let
their power [weapons] and [their] horsemen
[malfunction in a breakdown of confusion]. 32 Make
them lose all their courage. Cause the
men. 1 Maccabees 4:30
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boldness of their strength to fall away.
Let them quake at their destruction. 33
Hurl them down with the sword of the
[people] who love you. [Yahweh,] let everyone who knows your Name praise you
with hands thrown high [in thanksgiving].” 34
So the beast-national [armies] join battle
against the Israelites. [The Israelis] slay
about 5000 warriors of Lysias' host. 35
Now when Lysias sees his army put to
flight by the manliness of Judah's soldiers, and how the Israelites stand
valiantly ready either to live or die,
Lysias retreats [north] into Antiochia.
There [he] amasses together a company
of foreign [mercenary assassins]. He builds his
army greater than before. Again he
sets out [south] to advance [his forces] into
Judaea.
Hammer's rebellious tactics escalate the conflict.
The smarter move would be to ‘love your enemies.’
36 Meanwhile, Judah the Hammer and his brothers
say, “Look, ___! Our enemies lie crushed. Let's go
up to [Jerusalem to] cleanse and dedicate the sanctuary
[for a great victory feast] .”

37 So all the [Israelite] host immediately assembles themselves together. They [march]
up onto mount Zion. 38 The [Israelite] host sees the
sanctuary desolate, the altar profaned, the gates
burned up. Shrubs grow in the courts, like in a forest or a mountain. Even the priests’ chambers lie
demolished to the ground. 39 The [army men] rip their
clothes. They scream and moan in lamentation.
They cast ashes on their heads. 1 Maccabees 4:40
[Thousands of Israelites] fall down flat to the ground upon
their faces. [Priests] blow an alarm with their shofars.
cry toward heaven. 41 Then Judah the
Hammer hand-picks [warriors] to fight against the [foreigners who] remain in the [city's inner] fortress, until he
[They all]

So Hammer
chooses priests of blameless behavior,
who take pleasure in [YAH's] Law: 43 These
has cleansed the sanctuary. 42

[Law-treasuring priests]

out the defiled

cleanse the sanctuary. They haul
stones and dump them in a

[demon-idol]

designated [contaminated] trash [valley]. 44 The priests
convene to decide what to do with the altar of ascensions, which the [pagans] profaned [by burning unclean
animals in sacrifice to their demon-idols] .

45 The priests decide
it's best to pull down the altar, lest it become a
curse to them, because the beast-national [killers]
defiled it. So the priests demolish the altar. 46 And
the priests lay up the defiled stones on the temple
mount in a convenient place, hoping that one day a
prophet will come to show what should be done
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with them. 47 Then the priests, (dutifully following
the [instructions in YAH's] Law), take whole stones and
build a new altar just like the former altar. 48 Next
[the priests rebuild] the sanctuary. [They restore] the [treasures]
that had been in the temple. They hallow the
courts. 49 The priests also craft new holy vessels.
They carry into the temple the menorah, the altar
of ascensions, the incense [altar] and the [holy bread]
table. 1 Maccabees 4:50 The priests burn incense
on the altar. They light the lamps on the menorah,
to illuminate the temple. 51 The priests go on to
set the loaves upon the table. They spread out the
[temple's] veils. [At last] they finish all the reconstruction
works they'd started. 52 Now on the 25th day of
the year's 9th month(Casleu/Late November) in
the 148th year [of the Greek Empire], the [Jewish] priests
rise up before dawn. 53 Following [the instructions in] the
[Mosaic] Law, the [priests] serve slaughtered [meat] on the
new altar of ascensions they've just built. 54 [The
priests] note at what time and what day the beast-national [soldiers] had profaned the altar. At that exact
time [the priests] dedicate [the rebuilt altar] with songs, [ac-

So all
the [Israeli] people fall on their faces,
worshiping and praising [Yahweh] the
Eloah of heaven for giving them good
success. 56 And so, for 8 days, the [Jews] celecompanied by]

guitars, harps and cymbals. 55

brate the dedication of the altar. They serve ascension [roasts] with glad [dancing]. They donate and
slaughter [animals] to commemorate their deliverance. They [parade around Jerusalem,] striking [musical instruments while singing at the top of their lungs] .

57 The [priests] also
deck the front of the temple with crowns of gold,
and with shields. They renovate the gates and the
chambers. They hang [new] doors on the [chambers to re-

So extreme
overflowing gladness [floods] the [Jewish]
people, because [YAH] chased away the
reproach of the beast-nations. 59 Plus, Juplace the doors the Greek brutes smashed] .

58

dah the Hammer and his brothers join the whole
congregation of Israel in ordaining that the “days of
the dedication of the altar” [Hanukkah] should be celebrated with laughter and gladness from year to
year for 8 days, at the [same time, starting on] the month
[of] Casleu's 25th day [which falls in mid December].
Hanukkah is an optional feast that provides meaningful and fun ritual alternatives to those of paganized Christmas.

At that time the [Jews]
also build up the mountain [of] Zion with
high walls and strong towers [all] around
to prevent the beast-nations from invading and treading it down as they did
before. 61 The [Jews] station a garrison to guard
1 Maccabees 4:60

[Mount Zion].

And

[they]

fortify Bethsura
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preserve it, to give the [Jewish] people a defense
against [southern attacks from] Edom.

1 Maccabees 5
Greek Bigots Conspire To Wipe Out
All Hebrews

1 The beast-nations surrounding [Jerusalem] hear that
the altar is built and the sanctuary renewed as before. This news inflames their

[Anti-Semitic]

hatred. 2

So the beast-nations conspire to commit genocide on every descendant of
Jacob they can find. The Gentiles
launch into murdering and annihilating
the Hebrew people.

Just like Hitler and others seek to destroy the
Jews. It's a historical cycle that keeps returning. In
the ‘Christianized’ world, persecution has become
more subtle, like a hiding serpent.
3 [Simultaneously, south of Jerusalem,] the spawn of Esau
{Rough-Red} besiege Gael. So, in Edom (at Arabattine) Judah the Hammer fights against the spawn
of Esau. Hammer [pounds] Esau's [brats with] a spiraling
overthrow. He stomps down Esau's courage. He
takes their spoils. 4 Hammer then obsesses on the
injury [inflicted on Israel] by the sons of Bean, who had
been a snare and an offense to the Israelis. (The
[Beanies] had lain in ambush [to kill] the [Hebrews] on the
roads.) 5 So Hammer shuts the [Beanies] up in
their [defense] towers. He sets up war-camp against
them. He utterly destroys them. He burns the towers of their [region] with fire, along with everyone in
[public]

[them].

6 Then Hammer passes [east] over [the Jordan river]
to [fight] the [inbred] spawn of Ammon. There he encounters a mighty [military] power supported by a
vast populace, [led by] their General Timothy {Lover-OfZeus}.

7 So Hammer fights many battles against the
spawn of Ammon, until at last they lie
crushed before him. [Then] Hammer strikes the [sur[inbred]

vivors dead].
[nearby]

8 [Then] Hammer captures Jaazer, with its
towns. [Then] Hammer returns [west] into Ju-

daea. 9 Then the beast-nationals at Gilead {Witness}
amass themselves together against the neighboring
Israelites, to destroy them. But the Israelites flee
to the fortress of Dathema. 1 Maccabees 5:10 [The
trapped Israelis] send letters to Judah the Hammer and
his brothers, [saying]: “The beast-nations surrounding
us have amassed together against us to destroy
us. 11 These Gentiles, led by Timotheus {Lover-OfZeus}, captain of their army, are preparing now to
come and sieze the fortress to which we've fled. 12
Many of our [fellow Hebrews already lie] murdered. So come
quick! Deliver us from the power-fist of the beastnations. 13 Yes, the [pagans] murdered all our brothers [everywhere around the city of] Tobie. There the [villains]
butchered about 1000 men. The [infidels] dragged off
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[our brothers']

wives and their children as slaves, and

stole all their goods.” 14 While [Judah the Hammer] reads
these letters, he looks up. He sees messengers
from Galilee [running to him] with their clothes torn. 15
The [messengers] report, “The [armies] of Ptolemais, and
of Tyre {Rock-Port}, and Sidon {Fish-City}, and all the
beast-nations of the Heathen-Circle have assembled together against us, to consume us.” 16 As
soon as Judah the Hammer and [his] people hear
these words, [he] assembles a great congregation
together, to decide what they should do [to help] their
brothers in trouble, assaulted by the beast-nations.
17 Judah {Celebrated} says to his brother Simon
{Listener}, “You pick out men. Go and rescue your
brothers in Galilee, while I and my brother JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift} [ride] into the region of Gilead {Witness}.”

18 So Judah {Celebrated} leaves Joseph {In(son of ZachariYah), and AzariYah, captains
of the people, to guard the surviving population in
creaser}

Judaea. 19 Judah {Celebrated} commands [these captains]:
“Take command of this population. Delay making
war against the beast-nations until the moment we
get back here.” 1 Maccabees 5:20 Judah the Hammer allots Simon {Listener} 3000 men to ride [north]
into Galilee, while Judah {Celebrated} takes 8000
men [with him] to the country of Gilead {Witness}. 21
So Simon {Listener} rides into Galilee. There he
fights many battles against the beastly [invaders].
Eventually Simon crushes the beast-nationals. 22
Simon {Listener} chases the beast-nationals to the
gate of Ptolemais. There Simon slays about 3000
heathen [warriors]. He plunders their [swords, shields, armor
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marches by night. He the

[and his army hike]

on. Finally

they arrive at the fortress. 1 Maccabees 5:30 Before the dawn, [Hammer's host] look up. They see innumerable [pagans] bearing ladders and other engines
of war, to take the fortress. The beast-nations assault the [Israelis]. 31 So Judah [the Hammer] sees that
the battle has begun. He [hears] the cry of the city-dwellers echoing up to heaven, with trumpets [blaring]
amid a roaring tumult. 32 So Judah [the Hammer]
shouts to his army, “Fight this day for your brothers!” 33 So Hammer [rides] out behind the army with
3 companies [of soldiers] sounding their trumpets and
crying in prayer. 34 Then [General] Timothy's host see
it's Maccabeus {Hammer} [attacking them]. So [the pagans]
flee from Hammer. So Hammer strikes the beastnationals with a great slaughter. That day his [forces]
kill about 8000 invading Gentiles, ___. 35 This
done, Judah [the Hammer] turns aside to Maspha
{WatchTower}. He assaults it. He seizes and murders
all the males inside [the city walls]. He gathers the [city's]
spoils. Then he burns Maspha with fire. 36 From
there Hammer marches [his army] on. They take Casphon, Maged, Bosor, and the other cities of the
country of Gilead {Witness}. 37 Time passes. Then
[evil General] Timothy {Lover-Of-Zeus} gathers another
host. They encamp against Raphon beyond the
brook. 38 So Judah [the Hammer] sends men to spy on
the enemy host. Hammer's spies bring him word:
“All the beast-nations surrounding us have
amassed with [General] Timothy {Lover-Of-Zeus}. [They've

and money].

a spiraling mega-army.” 39 [General] Timothy {Lover-Of-Zeus} has also hired the Arabians to
help the [Imperial army kill us]. They've pitched their tents
beyond the brook. They stand ready to come and
fight you.” Upon this Judah the Hammer [rides] forth

Judaea, [dancing] in spiraling joy. 24 [Meanwhile,] Judah
the Hammer and his brother JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}
cross [the] Jordan [river]. They travel 3 days’ journey

to meet the enemy. 1 Maccabees 5:40 Then [General]
Timothy {Lover-Of-Zeus} says to the captains of his
host, “When Judah [the Hammer] and his host come
near the brook, if Hammer passes over first to us,
we won't be able to withstand him. He'll mightily

23 Simon {Listener} rescues the Hebrews in
Galilee, and in Arbattis, with their wives and their
children, and all their [posessions and animals]. Simon
takes them [under his wing]. He brings them [south] into

into the wilderness. 25 There they meet with the
Nabathites, who come to Hammer and JAHnathan
in a peaceful manner. The [Nabathites] tell [Hammer and JAHnathan] everything that had happened to their broth-

combined into]

prevail against us. 41 But if Hammer is afraid, and
camps beyond the river, we'll go over to Hammer,

ers in the land of Gilead {Witness}. 26 And how
many of the Hebrews lie shut up [in dungeons] in Bosora, and Bosor, and Alema, Casphor, Maked and

and beat him [to pieces].” 42 Hammer approaches the
brook. He orders the [Judean] message-bearers to
stay [there] by the waterside. He gives them this
command: “Let no man remain in [our war] camp. All

Carnaim, all these cities strong and great. 27 —
And how the Hebrews wallow imprisoned in the
rest of the cities of the region of Gilead {Witness}.
And that the beast-Empire plans to bring their host
tomorrow against the forts, to sieze the [Israeli

must come to the battle.” 43 So Hammer rushes to
beat the enemy to cross the brook. All [Hammer's]
people [cross] behind him. All the beast-national
[marauders], crushed before Hammer, cast away their
weapons. They flee to the temple [of the pagan goddess

strongholds],

Easter]

to destroy the Hebrews all in one day. 28
Immediately Judah the Hammer and his host turn
suddenly onto the wilderness path to Bosora. Hammer wins the city. He murders all its males with the
bite of the sword. He takes all their spoils. He
burns the city with fire. 29 From
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[Bosora]

Hammer

at Carnaim. 44 So the Israelites capture [Carcity. They burn the temple with everyone in it.
Thus Carnaim [lies] subdued. No heathen stand any
naim]

longer in the face of Judah. 45 Then Judah [the Hammer] gathers together all the Israelites in the country of Gilead {Witness}, from the least to the great-
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est, including their wives, and their children, and
their posessions, a very great host, to allow them
to emigrate [to safety] in the land of Judaea. 46 These
Israelites travel to Ephron {Fawn} (a great, well-fortified city on the way to [Judea]). The Israelites find
themselves unable to veer around Ephron, neither
on the right hand nor the left. So they resolve to

But the
city shut the Israelites
out. [The jerks] stop up their gates with
stones! 48 So Judah [the Hammer] sends
this peaceful message to the
Ephronites: “Let us pass through your
land to go into our own country. None
of [us] will do you any harm. We'll just
[walk] through on foot.” Still the [Ephronites]
refuse to open [their fort] to Judah [the Hammer]. 49 So Judah [the Hammer] commands a proclapass through the middle of the city. 47
[people of Ephron]

mation to circulate throughout the host, that every
man should pitch his tent in the place where he
stands. 1 Maccabees 5:50 So the soldiers pitch [war
camp]. They assault the city all that day and all that
night. Finally the city falls into Hammer's hands. 51
Hammer then murders all [Ephron's] males with the
‘bite’ of the sword. He rases the city. He seizes its
spoils. He passes through the city over the [corpses]
of its slain. 52 Then Judah

[the Hammer]

crosses

[the]

Jordan [river] into the great plain facing Bethsan. 53
There [Hammer] gathers together all who trail him. He
encourages [his] people all the way through [the trek].
Finally they come into the land of Judaea. 54 Up to
mount Zion the [returing] Israelites hike, jumping in
bright celebration. There they smoke-roast ascension-gifts, because not one of them were slain.
They all return in peace. 55 Flash back [a few weeks] to
when Judah [the Hammer] and JAHnathan {JAH's-Gift}
[defended] the land of Gilead {Witness}, and Simon
{Listener} his brother [defended] Galilee before Ptolemais. 56 Joseph {Increaser} the son of ZachariYah,
and AzariYah {YAH-Helps}, captains of the garrisons,
hear of the Israelites' valiant acts and warlike
deeds. 57 So the captains say, “Let's also make our
names [famous like Hammer]. Let's go fight against the
beast-nations surrounding us.” 58 So the captains
deputize [leaders] to [guard] their garrisons. Then they
out toward Jamnia. 59 So [Greek General]
Gorgias and his men [rush] out of the city to fight
against the [Israeli] captains.
Escalation of conflict.
1 Maccabees 5:60 [The Greek soldiers] put Joseph {Increaser} and Azaras to flight. [The Greeks] chase [the Israelis] to
the borders of Judaea. The marauders murder
[march their troops]

about 2000 of Israel's men that day. 61 This great
overthrow of the sons of Israel occurs because they
disobeyed Judah the Hammer and his brothers, in
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an attempt to perform some valiant act. 62 Plus,
these men came from outside the seed-line of the
[Hammers,] by whose hand [heaven chose to] give deliverance to Israel.
Here the fallible and short-sighted human authorship of Maccabees rears its ugly head. In fact, by
weakening the Greek Empire, the Maccabees lay
the cornerstone of the evil Romanesque world empire that ravages the earth to this day.
63 Yet the man Judah The Hammer and his brothers go on to [enjoy] great renown in the sight of all
Israel, and of all the beast-nations, wherever their
name reaches

[human]

ears. 64 Around the

[Hammers],

the people assemble with joyful acclamations. 65
Then Judah [the Hammer] ventures [south] with his brothers. He fights against the spawn of Esau {Rough-Red}.
[Hammer] strikes Hebron {Society}, and its towns. He
pulls down its fortress. He burns all the towers
around [Hebron].
Hammer is the kind of Messiah the Jews wanted.
Not some homeless peacenik.
66 From [Edom,] Hammer moves [his troops northwest] into
the land of the Philistines. Then he [marches his army further northeast].

They pass through Samaria. 67 At that
time some priests, desiring to show their valor,
foolishly rush out to fight [the Greeks]. The [priests] fall to
lie slain in battle. 68 So Judah the Hammer turns
[west] to Azotus in Philistine territory. There Hammer
pulls down the [Palestinians' occult] altars. He burns their
carved [idol] images with fire. He spoils their cities.
He returns [east] into the land of Judaea.

1 Maccabees 6
1 Then Emperor Antiochus travels through the high
countries [north of Israel]. The Emperor hears someone
say, “The city of Elymais in Persia is greatly
renowned for riches, silver and gold. 2 —There in
Elymais stands a very rich temple. It guards coverings of gold, and breastplates, and shields, which
Philip's son Alexander {Man-Defender} (the first Macedonian to reign over the Grecians) left there.” 3 So
Antiochus comes. He attacks the city, to spoil it.
But the city fights his army back, because they had
been warned. 4 The city rises up against Antiochus
in battle: so Antiochus flees. He leaves Persia with
great sorrow. He returns [in shame] to Babylon. 5
Soon a messenger comes to Antiochus in Persia,
bringing the bad news: “The armies who went out
to fight against the Judaeans have been put to
flight, driven back. 6 —And Lysias initially went to
battle with a great power. But the Jews drove him
away. They've grown strong by seizing the armor,
[fire]power and stores of spoils which they plundered
from the armies they destroyed. 7 —Also the Jews
have pulled down the ‘abomination’ which [you] Antiochus erected upon the altar in Jerusalem. And the
Jews have raised high walls around their sanctuar-
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ies, like before,

[both in Jersualem and in your]

city, Bethsura

Now when king Antiochus
hears these words, he reels astonished
and moved to depression. He lays down
upon his bed. He falls sick for grief, because his hopes [of world domination] lie
dashed. 9 Many days Antiochus stays in bed, his
{House-Of-Rock}.”

8

grief growing deeper and sadder. He

[makes his last will

So Antiochus calls all his friends. He says to
them, “The sleep is gone from my eyes.
My heart fails for anxiety. 11 I think to myand testament as a dying man] .

1 Maccabees 6:10

2139

two kings join battle. Demetrius’ host
flees. So Alexander {Man-Defender} chases [Demetrius], and overcomes his [army].

1 Maccabees 11
17 For ZabdiEl {El-Gives} the Arabian takes off
Alexander's head, and sends it to Ptolemee.

1 Maccabees 13
1 Maccabees 13:30 This is the tomb which he

self, ‘Into what tribulation I've come. In how great
a flood of misery I lie! I was bountiful, beloved in

made at Modin, and it stands yet to this day. 31
Now Tryphon deals deceitfully with the young king

my power. 12 But now I remember the evils I did
at Jerusalem, how I took all the vessels of gold and
silver from the [Hebrews]. Without a cause, I sent

Antiochus, and murders him. 32 And [Tryphon] reigns
in his place, and crowns himself king of Asia, and
brings great calamity upon the land.

2 Maccabees 1

armies to destroy the inhabitants of Judaea. 13 I
see that these troubles came upon me because I
persecuted the Judaeans. Look how, in a strange
land, I perish from overwhelming grief.” 14 Then
Antiochus calls for Philip {Horse-Lover}, one of his
friends, whom Antiochus had made ruler over all

2

his realm. 15 Emperor Antiochus gives Philip {HorseLover} his crown, his robe, and his signet [ring]. [Antiochus] says, “Bring up my son Antiochus [V Eupator].

faithful servants. 3 [May YAH] give you all hearts
ing] to serve him, and to do his will, with good

Nourish him up to rule the Empire.” 16 So king Antiochus dies in Persia in the [Greek Empire's] 149th year.
17 [Back in Greece,] soon Lysias finds out that Emperor
lies dead. So Lysias sets up [the late Emperor's] son Antiochus, who [Lysias] surnames “Eupator {Of-A-Good-Father}.” [Lysias had brought up Eupator from a babe to reign in Epiphanes'
18 [Over in Israel,] about this time the people in
the tower shut up the Israelites around the sanctuary. [The traitors] keep trying to harm the Israelites, to
place.]

Elohim stays gracious to you, and [that
remembers his covenant he made with Abraham
{Father-Of-Billions}, Isaac {Laughter} and Jacob, his
[We pray that]

he]

[long-

courage and a willing mind. 4 [May YAH] open your
hearts [to] his law and commandments, and send
you peace, 5 [I pray] That [Yah will] hear your prayers,
and stay at one with you, and never forsake you in
[your]

time of trouble. 6 And now we're here praying

for you. 9 So now make sure that you celebrate
the Tent-Feast in the month [called] Casleu. 11
"Since Elohim has delivered us from great perils in
battle against a king, we thank him highly. 12

cast out the [Imperialists] who fought
within [our] holy city. 17 Kneel [and adore]

strengthen the beast-nations. 19 So Judas [the Hammer], to destroy [the infidels in the tower], calls all [his] people

[YAH]

together to besiege it. 1 Maccabees 6:20 So in the
[Greek Empire's] 150th year the Israelites come together. They besiege [the traitors in the tower]. Then [Hammer]
makes war-machines and mounts for shooting

our Elohim in all things. He has handed over the

against the [enemy]. 21 But some of the enemy under siege escape. They join forces with some
wicked Israelite [traitors]. 22 So these [Israeli traitors and pagans] travel to the Emperor. They ask him, “How
long before you execute judgment, and avenge our
brothers?

1 Maccabees 10
becomes the
Then king Alexander

[traitors']

wicked! 28 Punish those who oppress us and arrogantly do us wrong.
Pray FOR those who persecute you.
29 Plant your people back in your holy place, as
Moses predicted. 2 Maccabees 1:30 Then the
priests sing psalms of thanksgiving.

2 Maccabees 3
17 For the man was so enveloped in fear and horror of the body, that it was obvious to those who
looked at him, what sorrow he had now in his

14 Only at Bethsura {House-Of-Rock} do [infidels] who
forsake the law and the commandments remain.
[Beth-Zur]

[us]

place of refuge. 48
amasses great

{Man-Defender}

heart. 2 Maccabees 3:20 And everyone prayed,
holding their hands toward heaven.

2 Maccabees 7

forces, and camps opposite Demetrius. 49

The
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16 Then he looks at the king, and [growls], “You have
power over men. You are corruptible. You do whatever you want. Yet never think that our nation is
forsaken by Elohim. 17 But wait a while, and see
his great power. How he will torment you and your
seed-children!

1 Esdras 1
In Jerusalem, on the 14th day of the
1st month [of the Hebrew year, king] JosiYah
{Founded-By-YAH} celebrates the
Passover Feast to [honor Yahweh,] his Adonai. He [empowers the priests to] serve the
passover [meal to thousands of people.] 2 [Josiah]
1

gets the priests working in their daily duties, arrayed in long garments, in the temple of Yahweh. 3
JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH} addresses the Levites, the
holy ministers of Israel, [saying that] that they should
separate themselves [from the world, dedicating their lives to]
the Adonai, so [they can safely] install the holy Ark of
Yahweh in the Temple that king Solomon {Peace{Lover}) had built. 4 JosiYah
“You will [soon] no longer bear
the Ark on your shoulders. So now serve Yahweh
your Elohim, and help his people Israel, and prepare your families and relatives [to provide priests for the
Man}

(the son of David

{Founded-By-YAH} [shouts],

temple],

5 Execute the instructions given by Israel's
king David, in the magnificent manner of his son
Solomon {Peace-Man}. Stand in the temple in a dignified manner befitting your Levite ancestry. Minister
in the presence of your brothers the children of Israel, 6 Serve the passover [food] in an orderly manner. Cook the donated [food] for your brothers. Celebrate the Passover [Feast,] executing the commandment[s] Yahweh gave to Moses.” 7 From the king's
allowance, JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH} gives to the people, priests, and Levites there 30,000 lambs and
kids, and 3,000 calves, just as he had promised. 8
And HelkiYah, ZachariYah, and Syelus, (the governors of the temple), give to the priests 2,600
sheep, and 300 calves to [cook] at the Passover [Feast.]
Food for a huge feast, not blood for a bloodthirsty
god.
9 JeconiYah, SamaiYah, and NathaniEl his brother,
and AssabiYah, OchiEL, and JAHoram {YAH-Raised},
chiefs over thousands [of people], donate to the
Levites for 5000 sheep and 700 calves [to cook at] the
Passover Feast. 1 Esdras 1:10 The priests [cook all the
animals, and bake unleavened bread.] Then the priests and
Levites, holding the unleavened bread, stand in
very lovely order,

[facing]

the

[Israelite]

family groups.

Now after all these acts of JosiYah
{Founded-By-YAH}, Pharaoh (the king of
Egypt) rides into [Judaea] to raise war at
Carchamis [a city on the] Euphrates [river].
25
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So JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH} rides out
[with his army to fight] against [the Egyptians.] 26
But the king of Egypt sends [messengers] to JosiYah
{Founded-By-YAH}, saying, “What do I have to do with
you, O king of Judaea? 27 Yahweh Elohim didn't
send me out [of Egypt] to fight you. My war is upon
people of] Euphrates. Now Yahweh is with me. Yes,
Yahweh is with me speeding me forward. So re-

[the

treat from me. Don't fight against Yahweh.” 28

But JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH} refuses to
turn back his chariot from [the king of Egypt.]
Instead, JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH} fights
with him, disregarding the words the
prophet JeremiYah [wrote], dictated by
the mouth of Yahweh. 29 So [JosiYah]
joins in battle against [the king of Egypt] in
the plain of Magiddo. The [Egyptian]
princes come against king JosiYah
{Founded-By-YAH}, [and shoot him.] 1 Esdras
1:30 King [JosiYah] screams to his servants, “Carry me away out of the battle! I've [lost my strength.”] Immediately his
servants carry him away from the battle. 31 JosiYah {Founded-By-YAH} crawls
up on his backup chariot. [The horses] run
him back [bleeding] to Jerusalem, where
he dies. [His sons] bury him in his father's
tomb.

1 Esdras 4
1 Esdras 4:60 [I] kneel [beneath] you, who have given
me wisdom. To you I give thanks, O Adonai of our
fathers.

1 Esdras 5
And Darius sends with them 1000
horsemen who bring them all the way
back to Jerusalem safely, [their journey accompanied] by musical [instruments],
tambourines, and flutes. 27 The holy
2

singers: the sons of Asaph

{Gatherer},

128.

1 Esdras 8
76 For ever since the time of our fathers we have
been and are in great sin, right to this day. 77 For
our sins and our fathers’ [sins], [YAH] gives us and our
brothers and our kings and our priests up to the
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world's kings, to the sword, and to captivity, as a
prey, with shame, to this day.

1 Esdras 9

2141

safe passage. I gave you Moses for a leader, and
Aaron for a priest. 14 I gave you light in a pillar of
fire. I performed great wonders among you. Yet

Whenever you'll call upon me, I won't hear
you: for you have defiled your hands
with blood, and your feet are swift to
commit manslaughter. 27 You have not
so much forsaken me, as your own
selves,” decrees Yahweh.
have you forgotten me,’ says Yahweh. 26

52 For this day is dedicated to Yahweh! Don't be
sad; for the Adonai [Yahweh] will bring you to honor.
53 So the Levites publish all [YAH's] [histories, judgements,
and Laws] to the people, crying, “Today is dedicated to
Yahweh; don't be sad!” 54 Then everyone goes
their way to eat and drink, and make merry, and to
give gifts to penniless people, and to make great
cheer.
Understanding the Law of YHWH makes you cheerful, well-fed, juiced-up, and giving.
55 [The people whirl around dancing, overjoyed] because they understand the words [the priests] teach them, because
they gathered [at the feast] to learn [YAH's word].
We need to understand the words we have been
taught from YHWH, and to understand why we
have been assembled: to take our place of responsibility in the greatest Nation in the history of
Earth: the Kingdom Of Heaven, which will tread all
wordly nations into the dust under our feet.

2 Esdras 1

2 Esdras 3
14

[YAH,]

you loved

[Abraham].

To him you uniquely

showed your will. 15 [You] made an everlasting
covenant with [Abraham], promising whoever you
would never forsake his seed-children.

2 Esdras 4
22 Then I answer, begging,“ I urge you, O Adonai,
let me have understanding: 38 Then I answer, saying, “O Adonai who bears rule, though all us [humans]

So I stand, and look,
and I see a hot burning oven pass by
before me. Then after the flame passes
I look, and I see the smoke remains.
are full of impiety. 48

1 [This is] the second book [written by] the prophet Esdras, the son of SaraYAH, the son of AzariYah, the
son of HelchiYah, the son of SadamiYah, the son of
Zadok {Righteous}, the son of Achitob, 2 The son of
AchiYah, the son of Phinees, the son of Heli, the
son of AmariYah, the son of Aziei, the son of Marimoth, the son … of Borith, the son of Abisei, the
son of Phinees, the son of ELeazar {El's-Aid},
original text said "And he spoke to the"
3 The son of Aaron, of the tribe of Levi {Uniter};
which was captive in the land of the Medes, during
the reign of Artexerxes king of the Persians. 4 And
the word of the Adonai

[Yahweh]

came to me, saying, 7

Am I not the very One who brought the
[Israelites] out of the land of Egypt, from
the slave-jail? Yet they've provoked me
to fire-rage, and despised my counsels.
8 Yank out the hair of your head, and ‘cast all evil’
upon them, for they've never been obedient to my
law - they're just a rebellious population. 2 Esdras

I destroyed many kings to help
them. I struck down Pharaoh with his
servants and all his power. 11 I destroyed
1:10

all the nations have before them, and in the east I
have scattered the people of two provinces: Tyre
{Rock-Port} and Sidon {Fish-City}, and have slain all
their enemies. 12 So confront the

[rebels], [shouting],

‘Yahweh decrees, 13 I led you through the sea.
From the beginning [of your nation, I] gave you a wide,
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2 Esdras 5
16 And in the second night suddenly SalathiEl {AskYAH} the captain of the people comes to me, asking,
“Where have you been? and why is your facial-expression so heavy?” 17 Do you don't know that Israel is committed to you in their slave-land?

2 Esdras 8
2 Esdras 8:40 It will happen just as I now spoke. 2
Esdras 8:60 But they which are created have defiled the name of [YAH] who made them. They were
ungrateful to He who prepared life for them. 61 So
that's why my judgment is now at hand.

2 Esdras 9
*Like a wave is
greater than a drop, [most humans
14 Then I answer. 16

will eternally perish. Only a statistical few will be
saved.]

2 Esdras 11
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22 After this I look, and I see that the 12 feathers
no longer appear, nor the two little feathers. 36
Then I hear a voice, who says to me, “Look before
you, and consider the thing that you see.

2 Esdras 14
1 Then on the 3rd day, I sit under an oak, and I
see a voice out of a bush opposite me, and said,
Esdras, Esdras. 2 So I answer, “Here I am, Adonai.”

Then open I
my mouth, and I see him hand me a
full cup brimming with something like
water colored like fire. 2 Esdras 14:40 So I
take [the cup] and drink [the fire-water.] As
soon as I swallow it, my heart utters
understanding. Wisdom grows in my
chest, and my spirit strengthens my
memory.
And I stand up upon my feet. 39

2 Esdras 15
26 For the Adonai knows everyone who sins
against him. So he delivers he them to death and
destruction. 56 Yahweh says,
“As you have done to my chosen, that's what Elohim will do to you. [I'll] deliver you into mischief.
57
Your children will die of hunger, and you'll fall
through the sword: your cities will be broken down,
and all your [loved ones] will perish with the sword in
the field.
58
Everyone in the mountains will die of hunger, and
eat their own flesh, and drink their own blood, for
extreme hunger for food, and thirst of water.

2 Esdras 16
75 Don't be afraid. Never doubt; for Elohim is your
guide.

Prayer of Manasseh 1

ature. 4519 Mnashsheh men-ash-sheh' from 5382;
causing to forget; Menashsheh, a grandson of Jacob, also the tribe descended from him, and its
territory. 5382 nashah naw-shaw' to forget; figuratively, to neglect; causatively, to remit, remove:-forget, deprive, exact.
2 You [Yahweh] have made heaven and earth, with all
their glorious [wonders] 3 You [Yahweh] have bound the
sea [to its banks] by the Word of your commandment;
who have shut up the deep [underground waters], and
sealed [them] by your terrifying and glorious authority; 4 All men fear

[you Yahweh],

and tremble before

your power; 5 for the majesty of Your glory can't
be borne, and Your angry threatening toward sinners is overwhelming:
"Threatening" is a questionable word.
6 but your merciful promise is unmeasurable and
unsearchable; 7 for you [Yahweh] are the most high
Adonai, of great compassion and patience, very
merciful. You refrain from [dishing out revenge] like evil
men. You, O Adonai, according to your great goodness, have promised repentance and forgiveness to
[people] who have sinned against you: and of your infinite mercies [you] have [empowered] sinners to repent,
so that they may be saved. 8 So you, Adonai
[Yahweh], the Elohim of the just, have not appointed
repentance to the just, who have not sinned
against you;
The erroneous original implies that Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob never sinned, which is a total
joke. You can hardly find a single thing Jacob [Israel] ever did that wasn't a sin.
9 - you have

[given the power to]

repent to me, a sinner:

- I have sinned above the number of
the [grains of] sand of the sea. Prayer of Man9

asseh 1:10 My transgressions, O Adonai [Yahweh], are
multiplied! My transgressions are multiplied, and
I'm not worthy to behold and see the height of
heaven for the multitude of my unfairness. I am
bowed down with many iron bands, so that I can't
lift up my head, and I never have any release: for
I've provoked your fire-rage, and done evil before
you: I didn't do your will. I didn't keep your commandments: I set up abominations, and multiplied
offenses. 11 So now I bow the knee of my heart,
begging you [to show me] grace. 12 I have sinned,
Adonai [Yahweh]! I have sinned, and I acknowledge

1 O Adonai [Yahweh], Almighty Elohim of our fathers,
Abraham {Father-Of-Billions}, Isaac {Laughter} and Jacob, and of their righteous seed;
The Prayer of Manasseh, like other Apocryphal
books, is of human origin, and therefore not 100%
doctrinally accurate, and therefore not authoritative, and certainly not required reading. But this
prayer is a lovely expression of repentance, and is
certainly of higher quality than most religious liter-
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my moral failings [and the injuries I've done to others.] 13 So, I
humbly urge you, forgive me, Adonai [Yahweh]. Forgive me, and don't destroy me, [just destroy my] unfairness. Don't be angry with me for ever, by reserving
evil for me. Don't condemn me to the lower parts
of the earth. 14 For you are the Elohim, even the
Elohim of people [who sin] then repent; and in me
you'll show your all-encompassing goodness: for
you'll save me, an unworthy [man], by to your great
mercy. So I will praise you forever all the days of
my life: for all the powers of the heavens praise
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you, and yours is the glory forever and ever.
Amén.
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